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NAARAH (n*!^; , nn''ar(ih; B, al Kajjiai avTwv,

hai komai auton, A, NaapaGd, Naarathd; AV Naa-
rath) : A town in the tcrritorv of Ephraim (Josh
16 7). It appears as "Naaran" in 1 Ch 7 28 (B,
Naap;/di', Naamdn, A, Naapdi', Naaran). Onom
(s.v. '"Noorath") places it 5 Rom miles from Jericho.
The name has not been recovered, and no identifi-

cation is certain. The position would agree with
that of eWAujch, about 5 miles N.E. of Jericho.

NAARAI, na'a-rl CI?; , na''aray) : Son of Ezbai,

one of David's heroes (1 Ch 11 37). In the
||

passage (2 S 23 35), he is called "Paarai the
Arbite." The true forms of the name and descrip-
tion arc uncertain (see Budde, liichter u. Samuel,
and Curtis, Chronicles).

_ NAARAN, nil'a-ran, NAARATH, na'a-rath

("i"^?''; , na^iirdn, T)~\1y,l, >i.a\irdth). See Na.\rah.

NAASHON, na'a-shon, na-ash'on, NAASON,
na'a-son, NAASSON, na-as'on (Naao-(rwv, A'nasson):
AV ill- form of "Nahshon" (thus RV) (Mt 1 4;
Lk 3 32).

NAATHUS, na'a-thus (Nda0os, Ndathos): One
of tlu^ sons of Addi who j)ut away his foreign
wife (1 Esd 9 31). It apparently corresponds to
"Adna" of Ezr 10 30, of which it is a transposition.
B reads Addos, Ldthos, i)robably confusing A and A.

NABAL, na'bal (bn: , ndhhdl, "foolish" or
"wicked" ; Napd\, Nabdl) : A wealthy man of Maon
in the highlands of Judah, not far from Hebron,
owner of many sheep and goats which he pastured
around Carmel in the same district. He was a
churlish and wicked man (1 S 25 2ff). When
David was a fugitive from Saul, h(> ami his followers
sought refuge in the wilderness of Paran, near the
possessions of Nabal, and prot(M'ted the latter's
flocks and herds from the marauding Bedouin.
David felt that some compensation was due him
for such services (vs 15 and 25), so, at the time of
sheep-shearing—an occasion of great festivities

among sheep masters—he sent 10 of his young men
to Nabal to solicit gifts of food for himself and his
small band of warriors. Nabal not only refused
any assistance or presents, but sent back insulting
words to David, whereupon the latter, becoming
very angry, determined upon the extermination of
Nabal and his household and dispatched 400 men
to execute his purpose. Abigail, Nabal's wife, a
woman of wondcu'ful sagacity and prudence as well
as of great beauty, having learned of her husband's
conduct and of David's intentions, hurriedly pro-
ceeded, with a large supply of provisions, dainties
and wine, to mec^t David and to apologize for h(^r

husband's unkind words and niggardliness, and
thus succeeded in thwarting the bloody and re-
vengeful plans of Israel's future king. On her
return home she found her husband in the midst of
a great celebration ("like the feast of a king"),
drunken with wine, too intoxicated to realize his
narrow escape from the sword of David. On the
following morning, when sober, having heard the
report of his wife, he was so overcome with fear
that he never recovered from the shock, but died
10 days later (vs 36-38). When David heard of
his death, he sent for Abigail, who soon afterward
became one of his wives. W. W. Davies

NABARIAS, nab-a-ri'as (NaPaptas, Nabarias,
B, NaPapeias, Nabarelas) : One of those who stood
upon Ezra's left hand as he expounded the Law (1
Esd 9 44). Esdras (loc. cit.) gives only 6 names,
whereas Nehemiah (8 4) gives 7. It is probable

that the last (Meshullam) of Nehemiah's list is

simply tlropped and that Nabarias = Hashbaddanah;
or it may possibly b<! a corruption of Zechariah in
Nehemiah's list.

NABATAEANS, nab-a-te'-anz, NABATHAEANS,
nab-a-the'anz (Na(3ttTaioi, Nabataloi; in 1 Mace 5
25 N reads dvapdrais ot, anabdlais hoi, V, 'Ava-
PttTTaiois, Anabattaiois; AV Nabathites, more
correctly "Nabataeans"):
A Sem (Arabian rather than Syrian) tribe whose

home in early Hellenistic times was S.E. of Pal,
where they had either supplanted or

I. Locality mingled with the Edomites (cf Mai
and Early 1 1-5). In Josephus' day they were
History so numerous that the territory be-

tween the Red Sea and the Euphrates
was called Nabatene {A)d, I, xii, 4). They ex-
tended themselves along the E. of the Jordan with
Petra as their capital (Strabo xvi.779; Jos, Ant,
XIV, i, 4; XVII, iii, 2; BJ, I, vi, 2, etc). Their
earlier history is shrouded in obscurity. Jerome,
Quaest in Gen 25 13, following the hint of Jos
{Ard, I, xii, 4), asserts they were identical with
(h(^ Ishmaelite tribe of Nebaioth, which is possible,
though Nebaioth is spelled with D and Nabataeans
with 12. They w(>re apparently the first allies of
the Assyrians in their invasions of Edom (cf Mai 1
1 ff). They were later subdued by Sennacherib
(Sayce, New Light from the Ancient Monuments,
II, 430), but before long r(>gained their independence
and resisted Ashurbanipal (Rawlinson, note, ad
loc). According to Alexander Polyhistor (Fr. 18),
they were included in the nomadic tribes reduced
by David. Their history is more detailed from 312
BC (Diod. Sic. xix), when Antigonus I (Cyclops)
.sent his general Athenaeus with a force against th(>m
in Petra. After an initial advantage, the army
of Athenaeus was almost annihilated. Demetrius,
the son of Antigonus, was sent against them a f(;w

years later, with little success, though he arranged
a friendship with them. The first prince mentioned
is Aretas I, to whom the high priest Jason fled in
169 BC. Th(;y w<>re friendly to the early Macca-
bees in the anti-Hellenistic struggle, to Judas in
164 BC (1 Mace 5 25) and to Jonathan in 160 BC
(9 35).

Toward the end of the 2d cent. BC on the fall

of the Ptolemaic and Seleucid Dynasties, the Na-
bataeans under King Erotimus founded

2. A Strong a strong kingdom extending E. of the
Kingdom Jordan (in 110 BC). Conscious now

of thcnr own strength, they resented
the ambition of the Hasmonean Dynasty—their
former allies—and opposed Alexantler Jannaeus
(96 BC) at the siege of Gaza (Jos, Ant, XIII, xiii,

3). A few years later (90 BC) Alexander retaliated
by attacking Obedas I, king of the Nabataeans, but
suffered a severe ch^feat E. of the Jordan (Jos,
yln«, XIII, xiii, 5; Z?/, I, iv, 4). Antiochus XII of
Coele-Syria next led an expedition against the Naba-
taeans, but was defeated and slain in the battle
of Kana (Jos, Ant, XIII, xv, 1-2; BJ, I, iv, 7-8).
Consequently, Ar(>tas III seized Coele-Syria and
Damascus and gained another victory over Alex-
ander Jannaeus at Adida (in 85 BC). The Naba-
taeans, led by Aretas (III ?), espoused the cause of

Hyrcanus against Aristobulus, be-
3, Conflicts sieged the latter in Jerus and provoked

the interf(>rence of the Romans, by
whom under Scaurus they were defeated (Jos, Ant,
XIV, i, 4f; BJ, I, vi, 2f). Afterthe captureof Jerus,
Pompey attacked Aretas, but was satisfied with a
payment (Jos, ib), and Damascus was added to
Syria, though later it appears to have again passed
into the hands of Aretas (2 Cor 11 32). In 55
BC Gabinius led another force against the Naba-
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taoiins (Jos, ib). In 47 BC Malchus I assistod

Caesar, but in 40 BC refus(Ml to assist Uvrod against

tho Parthians, thus provoking both the Iduinaean

Dvnastv and the Konians. Antony made a im'sent

ofpart of Malclnis' territory to Cl(>oi)atra, and the

Nabataean kinK(h)in was further luiinihated by dis-

astrous defeat in the war against Herod (31 BC).

I'nder Aretas IV (9 BC—40 AD) tlie kinfrdcni

was reeognized liy Augustus. This king sided witli

the Konians against the Jews, and fur-

4. End of ther gained a great victory over Ilerod

the Nation Antii)as,whoha(l divorced his (huighter

to marry Ilerodias. Under King Al)ias

an expedition against Adiabene came to grief.

Malchus II (4S-71 AD) assisted the Romans in

the coiuiuest of Jerus (Jos, B.I, III, iv, 2). Rabel

(71-lOG AD) was the last king of tlie Nabataeans

as a nation. In 106 AD their nationality was
broken up by the unwise policy of Trajan, and Ara-

bia, of which Petra was the capital, was mad(; a

Rom iirovince by Cornelius Palma, governor of Syria.

Otherwise thcy'miglit have at least contributed to

protecting the W(>st against tho East. Diodorus

(loc. cit.) represents the Nabataeans as a wild

nomadic folk, with no agricultur(>, but with flocks

and herds and engaged in considc^rabk; trading.

Later, however, they seem to have imbibed con-

siderable Aramaean culture, and Aram, became at

least the language of their commerce and diplomacy.

They were also known as pirates on the Red Sea;

they secured the harbor of Elah and the Gulf of

'Akaba. They traded between Egypt and Meso-
potamia and carri(>d on a lu<>rativc commerce in

mvrrh, frankincense and costly wares {KGF, 4th ed

[1901], I, 72G-44, with full biljliography).

S. Angus
NABATHITES, nab'a-thits: AV =RV "Naba-

thaeans."

NABOTH, na'both, na'bdth (r^^i , ndbhoth,

from ^^:
,
7iahh, "a sprout"; NaPovGat, Nabouthai):

The owner of a vineyard contiguous to the palace

of King Ahab. Tlie\ing desir(>d, by i)urchase or

exchange, to add the vineyard to his own grounds.

Nabotli, however, refused to i)art on any terms with

his i)aternal inheritance. This refusal made Ahab
"heavy and displeased" (1 K 21 4). Jezebel,

the king's wife, then took the matter in hand, and
by false accusation on an irrelevant charge procured

the death of Naboth by stoning (1 K 21 7-14).

As Ahab was on his way to take possession of the

vineyard he met Elijah the prophet, who denounced
his vile act and pronounced judgment on king and
royal house. A temporary respite w'as given to

Ahab because of a repent ant mood (1 K 21 27-29);

but lat(>r the blow fell, first upon hims(df in a con-

flict with Syria (1 K 22 34-40); then upon his

house through a conspiracy of Jehu, in which
Jehoram, Ahab's son, and Jezebel, his wife, were

slain (2 K 9 25-26.30 ff). In both cases the cir-

cumstances recalled the foul treatment of Naboth.
Henry Wallace

NABUCH O D O NO SOR, nab-a-ko-don'6-sor

(NaPovxoSovoo-op, Na})ouchodonos6r): LXX and
Vulg form of "Nebuchadnezzar" ("Nebuchad-
rezzar") found in AV of the Apoc in 1 Esd 1 40.

41.45.48; 2 10; 5 7; 6 26; Ad Est 11 4; Bar 1

9.11.12. It is the form used in AV of the Apoc
throughout. In RV of Jth and Tob 14 15, the

form "Nebuchadnezzar" is given.

NACON, na'kon, THE THRESHING FLOOR
OF ("iZ;

,
niikhdn; AV Nachon) : I'lu; i)lac(> wh(>re

Uzzah was smitten for putting forth his hand to

steadv the ark, hence called afterward "Perez-

uzzah" (2 S 6 8); in the
ii
passage (1 Ch 13 9)

w(! have 1""^?, IcuUion, and in Jos {Ant, ^TI, iv, 2)

XetSwr, Chcidon. In 1 S 23 23 the word ndkhon
occurs, and is tr'^ "of a certainty," m "with the
certainty" or "to a set place"; also in 1 S 26 4

it is tr'' "of a certainty," m "to a set place." It is

uncertain whether in 1 S 6 6 it is a place-name at

all, and no successful attempt has been made to

identify either Nacon or Chidon; possibly they
are both personal names. E. 'W . (J. Ma.stekmax

NACHOR, na'kor (Nax<ip, Xachor) AV; C.r form
of "Nahor" (thus RV). (Irandfatlier of Abraliam
(Lk 3 34 j.

NADAB, na'dab (2~} ,
nfulhdhJi, "no})l{!"; NaSdp,

Naddb)

:

(1) Aaron's first-born son (Ex 6 23; Nu 3 2;

26 GO; 1 Ch 6 3 [Heb 5 29]; 24 1). He was
])ermi1ted with Moses, Aaron, the 70 elders, and
his brother Al)ihu to a.scend Mt. Sinai and behold

the God of Israel (Ex 24 1.9). He was associated

with his fatlier and brothers in the ])rie.stly office

(Ex 28 1). Along with Abihu he was guilty of

ofYering "strange fire," and both "died before Jeh"
(Lev 10 1.2; Nu 3 4; 26 61). The nature of

their ofTencc is far from ckuir. The word Hindered

"strang(;" seems in this connection to mean no
more than "unauthorized by the Law" (see "I'T,

zur, in BOB, and cf Ex 30 9).
_
The proximity of

the prohibition of wine to officiating priests (Lev

10 8.9) has given rise to the erroneous suggestion

of the Midr that the offence of the l)rotliers was
drunkenness.

(2) A descendant of Jerahmeel (1 Ch 2 2S.30).

(3) A Gibeonite (1 Ch 8 30).

(4) Son of Jeroboam I and after him for two
years king of Israel (1 K 14 20; 15 25). W\n\e

Nadab was investing Gibbethon, a Phili strong-

hold, Baasha, who probably was an officer in the

army, as throne-robbers usually were, conspired

again.st him, slew him and seized the throne (1 K
15 27-31). With the assas.sination of Nadab the

dynasty of Jeroboam was extiri)ated, as foretold

by tho prophet Ahijah (1 K 14). This event is

typical of the entire history of the Northern King-

dom, characterized by revolutions and counter-

revolutions. John A. Lees

NADABATH, na'da-bath (NaSapdG, Xadnhdlh;

AV Nadabatha, na-dab'a-tha) : A city E. of the

Jordan from which the wedding psirty of Jainl)ri

were coming when Jonathan and Simon attacked

them and slew verj^ many, designing to avenge the

murder of their brother John (1 Mace 9 37 IT).

Nebo and Nabathaea have been suggested as id(>nti-

cal with Nadabath. Clermont-Ganneau would r(>ad

rhobalha, and identify it with Rabbath-annnon.
There is no certainty.

NAGGAI, nag'l, nag'a-I (Na^Yai, Xaggai; AY
Nagge): In Lk 3 25, the Gr form of the Heb name
Nogah (q.v.).

NAHALAL, na'hal-al (^bn:, nahdldl; B, BaiG-

[Aclv, BaUhmdn, A, NaaXuX, Xaalol, and other

forms) : A city in the territory of Zebulun assigned

with its suburbs to the Mcrarite Levitcs, out of

which the Canaanito inhabitants were not driven

(Josh 19 15, AV [incorrectlv] "Nahallal"; 21 35;

Jgs 1 30, "Nahalol"). In the Talm Jerus {Mig.,

i.l) it is identified with Mahlul. This name might

correspond either with ^Ain. Mdhil, or with MaHnl.
The former lies about 3.V miles N.E. of Nazareth

on a hill near the eastern boundary of Zebulun.

The latter is situated about 3 \ miles \\'. of Nazareth,
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noar th(^ southern l:)()r(l(M- of Zebuhin. The change

of 71 to m is not unusual. W. Ewing

NAHALIEL, na-hfi'li-ol, na-hal'i-el pN'ibn;

,

nahnlVH, "torrent valley of God"; B, MavaT|\,

Mniiafi, A, Naa\LT|X, Xdaliti): A place where Israel

encani])e<l o!i the way from Arnon to Jericho, named
with Mattanah and Bamoth (Nu 21 19). Onom
l)laces it near to the Arnon. It is natural to seek

for this "torrent valley" in one of the tributaries

of the Arnon. It may be Wddij Wclleh, which
drains a wide area to the N.E. of the Arnon; or

perhaps Wddij Zcrkd Ma'Tn farther to the N.

NAHALLAL, na-hal'al, NAHALOL, na'ha-lol.

See Nai{alal.

NAHAM, na'ham (Zn;
,

n(ih<un, "(iomfort"):

.\ Judahitc! chieftain, father of KcMlah the Garmite
(1 Ch 4 19); th(! j)assago is obscure.

NAHAMANI, na-ha-ma'nl, na-ham'a-ni Cr^n:
,

ruihdinanl, "comjiassionate") : One of the twelve

heads who returned with Zerubbabel (Neh 7 7).

The nanu! is wanting in the
|

list (Ezr 2 2). In
1 Esd 5 8 hois called "iMieneus" (RVm "Enenis").

NAHARAI, na'ha-rl (^in: , unhdray), NAHARI,
na'ha-ri CinZ , imhray): One of David's heroes,

Joab's armor-bearer (2 S 23 37, AV "Nahari";
1 Ch 11 ;5'.)).

NAHASH, na'hash (^Jm!
, ndhdsh, "serpent";

Nads, X(ids) :

(1) The father of Abigail and Zeruiah, the sisters

of David (2 S 17 25; cf 1 Ch 2 16). The text

in 2 S, where this refercn(!e is mad(% is hopelessly

corrupt; for that reason therci are various exjjlana-

tions. The rabbis maintain that Nahash is another
name for Je.sse, David's father. Others think that
Nahash was the name of Jesse's wife; but it is not
l)robable that Nahash could have been the name of

a woman. Others exjilain the ])assage by making
Nahash the first husband of Jesse's wife, so that
Abigail and Zeruiah were half-sisters to King David.

(2) A king of Annnon, who, at the very begiiming
of Saul's reign, attacked Jabesh-gilead so success-

full}', that the inhabitants suckI for ])eace at almost
any cost, for they were willing to pay tribute and
serve the Ammonites (1 S 11 1 ff). The harsh
king, not satisfied with tribute and slavery, de-

manded in addition that the right eye of every
man should be i)ut out, as "a reproach upon Israel."

They were given sin^en days to comply with these

cruel t(n-ms. Before the expiration of this time,

Saul, the newly anointed king, appeared on the

scene with an army wliich utt(;rly routetl the Am-
monites (1 S 11 1 ff), and, according to Jos, killeil

King Nahash (Ant, VI, v, 3).

If the Nahash of 2 S 10 2 be the same as the king
mentioned in 1 S 11, tliis statement of .Jos cannot be
true, for lie lived till tlie early part of David's reign, 40
or more years later. Jt is, of course, possil)le tliat Xa-
hash, tlic fatlier of Hanun, was a son or grandson of the
king defeated at Jab(^sh-gilead by Saul. Thero is l)iit

little agrewnent among commentators in regard to this
matter. Some writers go so far as to claim tliat "all
passages in which tliis name [Nahash] is found refer to
the same individual."

(3) A resident of Rabbath-ammon, the capital

of Ammon (2 S 17 27). Perhaps the same as Na-
hash (2), which see. His son Shobi, with other
trans-Jordan ic chieftains, w(!l(;omcd David at

Mahanaim with sym])athy and .substantial gifts

when the old king was fleeing before his r(!l)el son
Absalom. Some l)eli(>ve that SlioV)i was a brother
of Hanun, king of Ammon (2 S 10 1).

W. W. Davies

NAHATH, na'hath (nn:
, 7wJinlh) :

(1) A grandson of Esau (Gen 36 13; 1 Ch 1 37).

(2) A descendant of Levi and an(;estor of Samuel
(1 Ch 6 20); also called "Toah" (1 Ch 6 34) and
"Tohu" (1 S 1 1).

(3) A L(ndte who, in the time of Hezekiah,
assisted in the ov(;rsight of "the oblations and the
tithes and the dedicated things" (2 Ch 31 13).

NAHBI, nii'bl C^T}!, nahhl): The re]ires(>nta-

tivc of Naphtali among the 12 sjjies (Nti 13 14).

NAHOR, na'hor (T'ln:
,
vdJjdr; in the NT Nax^op,

Naclwi-)

:

(1) Son of Serug and grandfather of Abraham
(C;en 11 22-2.5; 1 Ch 1 26).

(2) Son of Terah and brother of Abraliam (Gen
11 26.27.29; 22 20.23; 24 15.24.47; 29 5; Josh
24 2).

A city of Nahor is mentioned in Gen 24 10; the
God of Nahor in Gen 31 53. In AV Josh 24 2;
Lk 3 34, the name is spelled "Nachor."

NAHSHON, nii'shon CiitrJn: , nahshon; LXX
and NT, Naao-o-cGv, Nanssou): A descendant of
Judah; brother-in-law of Aaron and ancestor of
David and of J(>sus Christ (Kx 6 23; Nu 1 7;
1 Ch 2 10.11; Ruth 4 20; Mt 1 4; Lk 3 32).

NAHUM, na'hum (Naov(ji, Naoi'wi; AV Naum) :

An ancestor of Jesus in Lk's genealogy, tlie 9th
before Jo.sei)h, the husband of Mary (Lk 3 25).

NAHUM, na'hum, THE BOOK OF:
I. Authokship and Date

1. The Name
2. Ijife and Home of Nahiun

The Four 'J'raditions
3. Date, as Kelated to Assyrian History

(1) The Kevolt of Shamasli-shumukin
(2) The Invasion of 02.') \iV,

(;5) The Final Attack
(4) Probable Date

II. The J3()()k

1. Contents (Chs 1-3)
2. Style
3. Integrity

III. TlOACnlNMl
1. The Character- of .Jehovah
2. Nahum's (ilee over the lluiTi of Nineveh
3. I'niversality of .Jehovah's Kulo
4. The ^lessianic. Outlook

LiTKRATeni';

/. Authorship and Date.—The name Nahum
(2^n:, 7iahum; LXX and NT Naovfji,, Naomn;

Jos, N(U)utnos) o(;curs nowlierc else

1. Name in the OT; in tlie NT it is found in

Lk 3 25. It is not uncommon in the
Mish, and it has been discovered in Phoen inscrip-

tions. It means "consolation," or "consoler," and
is therefon;, in a sense, symbolical of the nusssage of

the book, which is intendetl to comfort the oppressed
and afflicted peojjle of Judah.

Of the personal life of Nahtnn, ]n-actically nothing
is known. In 1 1 he is called "the Elkoshite," that

is, an inhabitant of Elko.sh. Un-
2. Life fortunately, the location of this place
and Home is not known. One tradition, which

cannot be trac(!d btsyond the 16th
cent. AD, identifiers the home of Nahum with a
moderit village Elln/sh, or Alko^h, not far from the
left bank of the Tigris, two days' jom'ney N. of the
site of antaent Nineveh. A second tr:idition, which
is at least as old as the days of Jerome, the latter

l)art of the 4th cetit., locates Elkosh in Galilee, at a
])lace id(uitifi(Ml by many with the modern El-
Kduzc, near Ramieh. Others identify the home of

the i)roi)h<>t with Cai)ernaum, tlu; name of which
means "Village of Naluun." A fourth tradition,

which is first found in a colk'ction of traditions
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("iititlod "Lives of the rr()])h('ts," says "Nahum
was from lOlkosh, hcyoiid Bci (iabn>, of the trilx;

of Sim(H)ii.'' A i)la('(> in the S. is more in har-

mony with the interest the ])roph(>t takes in the

Soutliern Kin!j;(lom, so that the last-mentioned

tradition seems to have nnich in its favor, but abso-

lute certainty is not attaina])l(>.

Tlie Hook of Nahum centers around the fall and
(lest ruction of NiiH'veh. Since t he ea])tur(> of the city

is re])resent("<l as still in tlie future,

3. Date it seems evident that, the ])roi)lu>cies

w(>re (h'livered some time before G07-
OOG BC, the year in whicli the city was (h'stroyed.

Thus the hitest possible date of Nahum's activity

is fixed. The earliest possible date also is indicated

by internal evidence. In 3 8 ff the i)rophet s])eaks

of the capture and destruction of No-amon, the
I']ii;yp Tlu'bes, a.s an acc()m])lished fact. The expe-

dition of .Vshurbanipal, kinjr of Assyria, af!;ainst

]';syi)t, wliich r(!sult(>(l in the fall of Theb(\s, occurred
about. (KilJ 15C. Ilencc^ th(! activity of Nahum must
be ])lac(Hl somewliere Ix^tween G(33 and 607.

As to the exa(;t period b<>tween the two dates
tliero is disagrcH'ment among scholars. One thing
is made (}uitc clear by the prophecy itself, namely,
that at tho time the words w(!r(! si^oken or written,

Nineveh was i)assing through some grave crisis.

Now we know that during the second half of th(!

7th c(Mit. BC Assyria was tin-eatened three times:

(I) tlie r(!Volt of Shamash-shumukin of Babylon
against his brother, the king of As.sjTia, 650-64S
BC; (2) the invasion of Assyria and threatened
attack upon Nineveh by som(> unknown foe, per-

haps the Scythians, about 625 BC; (3) the final

attack, which r(>sult(Ml in the fall antl destruction of

Nineveh in 607-()06 BC.
Th<^ first crisis does not offer a suitable occasion

for Nahum's ])ro]ihecy, because at that time the
city of Nineveh was not in any danger. Little is

known concerning the second crisis, and it is not
possible either to prove or to disprove that it gave
ri.se to the book. On the oth(>r hand, the years
immediately preceding the downfall of Ninev(>h

offer a mo.st suitable occasion. The Struggle con-
tinued for about 2 years. The unit<Hl forces of the
ChahhieaTi.s and Scythians met d(>termined resist-

an(«; at last a breach was made in the north(>ast

corner of the wall, the city was taken, pillaged and
burn(!d. Judah had suffered nuuih from the proud
xA.ssyrian, and it is not difficult to understand how,
with tho doom of the cruel o])pressor imminent, a
prophet-patriot might burst into shouts of exulta-

tion and trium])h ov(t the distress of the cruel foe.

"If," says A. B. Davidson, "Ww distress of Nineveh
referred to wen; the final one, the descripticms of the
pro])hecy would acfjuire a reality and naturalness
which they t)therwis(! want, and th(> general char-
acteristics of Ileb ])rophecy would be more truly
conserved." There seems to be good reason, there-

fore, for assigning Nahum's activity to a date
between 610 and 607 BC.

//. The Book.—Nahum is the prophet of Nine-
veh's doom. Ch 1 (+2 2) contains tin; decnn; of

Ninev(!h's d(>struction. Jeh is a God
1. Contents of vengc^ancc; and of mercy (vs 2.3);

though He may at tim(« a])})ear slack
in puni.shing iniquity, lie will surely ])unish th(>

sinner. No one can stand before Ilim in the day
of judgment (vs 4-6). Jeh, faithful to tho.se who
H'ly upon Him (ver 7), will be terrible toward His
<memies and toward the enemi(;s of His people (ver

S). Judah need not fear: the present enemy is

doomed (vs 9-14), which will mean the exaltation of

Judah (1 15; 2 2). The army ai)i)ointed to exe-
cut(; the (l(>cr(;e is api)roaching, ready for battle

(2 1-4). All efTorts to save the city are in vain;
it falls (vs 5.6), th(! (jueen and her attendants arc

cajjtured (ver 7), tlie inha])itants flee (v<t <S), the
city is sacked and WSt adesohition (vs 9-13). The
destruction of i\u) })l()ody city is imminent (3 1-3);

tlu! fate is well deserved and no on(! will bemoan
her (vs 4-7); natural strength and re,sour(;es will

avail nothing (vs S-11); the .soldiers turn cowards
and the city will be utterly cut off (vs 12-l.S); tlu;

whole eartii will rejoice over the downfall of the
cruel o])pressor (ver 19).

Ojiinions cioncerning the religious significance! of
the Book of Nahum may differ, but from tlu; stand-

point of language ai'.d stj-k; all stu-

2. Style dents assign to Nalium an (JxaltcMl

])lac-(! among tlu; projihct-iioets of tlu;

ancient Hebrews; for all are im])res.sed with the
intense force and picturesquene.ss of his language;
and style. "Each prophet," says Kirk])atrick,
"has his si)ecial gift forhis particular work. Nalium
bears the i)alm for poetic power. His .short book
is a Pindaric; ode of triumpli over the oi)i)res.sor's

fall." So also (1. A.Smith: "His language is strong
and brilliant; his rhythm rumbles and rolls, l(;ai)s

and flashes, like the h(jrsemen and chariots he
describes."

Entil recently no doubts were expressed concern-
ing the integrity of the l)ook, but within recent years

scholars have, with growing unanimity,
3. Integrity denied the originality of 1 2—2 2

(Heb 2 3), with the exce])tion of 2 1,

which is considered the b(>gimiing of Nahum's
utterances. This change of opinion is closely bound
u])with the alleged discovery of distorted remnants
of an old alphabetic poem in ch 1 {IIDB, art.

"Nahum" ; Expos, 189S, 207 ff ; ZA TW, 1901, 225ff

;

Ei.selen, i^/i«or Prophets, 422 fT). Now, it is true
that in 1 2-7 traces of ali)habetic arrang(;ment
may be found, but even here the artistic arrange-
ment is not carried through consistently; in the
rest of the chapter the evidence is slight.

The artificial character of acrostic poetry i.s generally
supjjosecl to point to a lute date. Hence those wlio i)e-

lieve tliat ch 1 was orij^inally an alphalwlic poem con-
sider it an e.xilic or post-exilic production, which was at
a still later date prefixed to the genuine j)rophecies of
Naluim. In support of this vi(;w it is pointed out further
that the prophecy in ch 1 is vague, wliile the utterances
in chs 2 and 3 are definite and to the point. Souk; derive
sui)port for a late date also from the language and stylo
of the poem.
That difhcnltics exist in ch 1, that in some respects it

differs from chs 2 and 3, even the students of the Eng.
text can see; and that tlie Ileb text has suffered in
transmission is very ijrobaljle. On the other hand, the
presence of an acrostic poem in ch 1 is not beyond doubt.
The apparent vagueness is removed, if ch 1 is interi)reted
as a general introduction to the more specific denun-
ciation in chs 2 and 3. And a detailed examination shows
that in this, as in other cases, the linguistic and stylistic

data are indecisive. In view of these facts it may saf(>ly

be a.sserted that no convincing argument has been pre-
sented against the genuineness of 1 2—2 2. "There-
fore," says G. A. Smith, " while it is i)ossible that a later

poem has betni prefixed to the genuine prophecies of
Nahum, and the first ch supplies many provocations to
belief in such a theory, this has not been proved, and the
able essays of proof have much against them. The
question is open."

///. Teaching.—The titterances of Nahum center

around a single theme, the destruction of Nineveh.
His purpose is to point out the hand

1. The of God in the impending fall of the city,

Character and the significance of this catastro])he

of Jehovah for the oppressed Hebrews. As a result

they contain little direct religious teach-

ing; and what there is of it is confined very largely to

the opening vs of ch 1. These vs emphasize the two-

fold manifestation of the Divine holiness, the Divine

v(nigeance and the Divine mercy (1 2.3). The
manifestation of the one results in the; destruction

of the wicked (1 2), the other in the salvation of the

o]iprcssed (1 15; 2 2). Faith in Jeh will secure

the Divine favor and protection (1 7).
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The fierceiK^ss of Nahum, and his glee at the
thought of Nineveh's ruin, may not be in accord

with the injunction, "Love thine
2. Nahum's enemy"; but it should be borne in

Glee over mind that it is not personal hatred
the Ruin that prompts the pi-ophet; he is stirred

of Nineveh by a righteous indignation over the
outrages committed by Assyria. He

considers the sin and overthrow of Nineveh, not
merely in th(>ir bearing upon the fortun<is of Judah,
but in thcMr relation to the moral government of the
whole world; hence his voice gives utterance to the
outraged conscience of humanity.

While Nahum's message, in its direct teaching,

appears to be less spiritual and ethical than that
of his pr(>decessors, it sets in a clear

3. Univer- light Jeh's sway over the whole uni-

sality of verse, and emphasizes the duty of

Jehovah's nations as well as of individuals to

Rule own His sway and obey His will. This
attitude alone will assure permanent

]K'ace and prosperity; on the otluT hand, disobe-
dience to His i)urpose and disregard of His rul(^ will

surely bring calamity and distress. The emphasis
of these ethical princi|)les gives to the message of

Nahum a uniciue significance for the present day
and generation. "Assyria in his hands," says
Kennedy, "becomes an object -les.son to the empires
of the modern world, teaching, as an eternal prin-
ciple of the Divine government of the world, the
absolute necessity, for a nation's continued vitality,

of that righteousness, perscmal, civic, and national,
which alone exalteth a nation."

In a broad sense, 1 15 is of Messianic import.
The downfall of Nineveh and Assyria prepares the

way for the ])erman(!nt n^demption and
4. The

_ exaltation of Zion: "the wicked one
Messianic shall no more pass through thee."
UutlOOk Literature.—Oomnis. on tlio Minor

Prophets by P^wald, Piisey, Keil, OrcUi;
O. A. Smith {Expositor's Bible); Driver (Xcw Cent.);
15. A. Davidson, comm. on "Nali," "Hab," "Zeph"
(Cainhridijc Hihle); A. F. Kirkpatriek, Doctrine uf the
J'rophets; Eiselen, Propheey and the Prophets; F. \V.
Farrar, Minor Prophets ("Men of tlie Bibh^" series);
Driver, Intro to the Lit. of the OT; HUB, art. " Nahum";
EB, art. "Naliiun."

F. C. Eiselen
NAIDUS, na'i-dus (A, NdaSos, AVieido.s, B, Nd-

aiSos, Audiilo.s): One of tho.se who h.'ul taken
"strange wives" (1 I']sd 9 31 j, apparent ly = "Be-
naiah" of Ezr 10 30, of which it is probably a cor-

ruption or the latter part.

NAIL, nrd: (1) As denoting the finger-nail, the

Heb word is ""^Slk, Qippdren (Dt 21 12), the cap-
tive woman "shall shave her h(!ad, and pare her
nails." The latter was probably intended to pre-

v(>nt her from marring her beauty by scratching
her face, an act of self-mutilation oriental women
are repinitedly reported to have committed in the
agony of their grief. Aram. 'lEtp

, i'/j/tar (Dnl 4 33,

"his nails like birds' claws"). (2) As pin or p(>g (for

tents, or driven into the wall) the word is "P,^
,

yCi-

ihath (in Jgs 4 21 RV, "tent-pui"); in Isa 22 23, "a
nail in a sure i)lac(;" is a p(-gfirmly ilriven into t lu; wall
on which something is to be hung (v(;r 24) ; cf Eccl
12 11, where the word is mastit'rdth, cognate; with
viastner below. (3) For nails of iron (1 Cli 22 3)
and gold (2 Ch 3 9), and in Isa 41 7 and Jer 10
4, the word is I^C'2 , ma-smer. (4) In the NT the

word is r/Xos, hfios, used of the nails in Christ's

hands (Jn 20 25), and "to nail" in Col 2 14 ("nail-

ing it to the cross") is tt/joo-t/Xooj, /;ro.se/oo.

In a figurative sense the word is used of the hard
point of a stylus or engraving tool: "The sin of

Judah is written with a pen of iron, and with the
point [lit. "claw," "nail"] of a diamond: it is graven

upon th(> tablet of their heart, and upon the horns
of your altars" (Jer 17 1). James Okh

NAIN, na'in (NaCv, Nain): This town is men-
tioned in S('rij)ture only in connection with tlie visit

of Jesus and the miracle of raising the widow's son
from the dead (Lk 7 11). TIk; name persists to
this day, and in the form of Nein clings to a .small

village on the northwestern slope of Jehel ed-Duhy
("Hill of Jvlorch"), the mountain which, since the
Middle Ages, has been known as Litth; H(-rmon.
The modern name of the mountain is deriv(>d from
Ncby Dnhy whose wdij crowns the heiglit above
the village. There arc; many ancient remains,
l)roving that the place was once of considerable size.

It was nev<>r inclo.scd by a wall, as some have
thought from the mention of "the gate." This
was probably the opening between the houses by
which the road entered the town. Tristram
thought he had found traces of an ancient city wall,

but this proved to be incorrect. The ancient town^
])erhai)s stood somewhat higher on the hill than the
])resent villag(\ In the rocks to the E. are many
tombs of anticiuity. The site commands a beauti-
ful and extensive view across the ])lain to Carmel,
over the Nazai-eth hills, and away i)ast Tabor to
where the white peak (jf Hermon glistens in the
sun. To the 8. are the heights of Gilboa and the
u])lands of Samaria. The village, once prospcM-ous,

has fallen on evil days. It is said that the villagers

received such good jirices for simsum that they cul-

tivated it on a large scale. A sudden drop in the
price brought them to ruin, from which, after
many years, they have not yet fully recoverenl.

W. EWING
NAIOTH, na'yoth, ni'oth C^lVZ, nayoth; B,

Avd9, A ai'Uh, A, Navico9, Nauiolh) : This is tlu; name
given to a ])lace in Ramah to which David went
with Samuel when h(! fknl and escaped from Saul
(1 S 19 IS, etc). The term has often been taken
as meaning "houses" or "habitations" ; but this can-
not be justifi(xl. There is no certainty as to exactly
what the word signified. Clearly, however, it

attacihed to a ]>articular locality in Ramah ; andwhat-
ever its etymological significance^, it denoted a place
where th(; pro])hets dwelt, together. On aj^proach-
ing it in ])ursuit of David, Saul was overcome by the
S])irit of Clod, and conducted lumself like one "pos-
sessed," giving rise to the proverb, "Is Saul also

among the proph(!ts?" W. EwiNG

NAKED, na'ked, NAKEDNESS, na'ked-nes:
"NakcHl" in the OT represents vario.us derivative's of
"1^", 'ht, and TT\'J

, ^urdh, chiefly CTiy , \lruin (adj.)

and n^"!!? , ''envdh (noun) ; in the NT the adj . is "yvji-

v6s, gunitios, the noun -YVfAvoTTis, gumnotcs, with vb.
yvjxvTiTeva), qjimneteud, in 1 Cor 4 11. In Ex 32 25;

2 Ch 28 li), AV adds ^"12, vara', "break loose,"

"cast away restraint." Both the Cir and Ilel) forms
nuuin "without clothing," but in both languages
they are uschI frequently in the sense of "lightly

clad" or, simply, "without an outer garment."
So, probably, is the meaning in Jn 21 7—Peter was
wearing only the chiton (see Dress); and so per-

haps in Mk 14 51.52 and Mic 1 8. In Isa 20 2-4,

however, the meaning is lit. (for the "three years"
of ver 3 see the conmis.). So in Cen 2 25; 3 7,

where the a(!t of sin is innnediately followed by tlu;

sense of shame (see Delitzsch, Jhb. PsydioUxjy, and
(junkel, ad loc). A very common use of "nakcul"

is also "witliout proper clothing" (Job 22 0; 1 Cor
4 11, etc), whence, of course, the expression "(doth(!

the naked." "Nakedness," in addition, is used as

a euphemism in 1 S 20 30. A slightly ditferent

eu])h(;mistic usage is that of Lev 18 19, which in

Ezk 16 36.37 is played off against the literal sense
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(d l':zk 22 10; 23 1S.29). The iK)int of Gcu 9

22.2:5 is :i little hard to ^rasj), but appan'iitly

there is here ajiain a eui)heinisin—this thne for ;i

particularly horrihh^ act (see the coinnis. and ef

Hal) 2 1."))'. Possibly some of these eu])heinisins

are due to tlu- Massoret(>s (see OT Texts). Tlie

J(>\vs objected vitiorousiy to exposure of the body
(even athletes insisting on a lohi-cloth [cf 2 Mace
4 12.i::5]), and compulsory ntidity was tli(> extreme;

of shame and humiliation (Isa 20 2-4; Lam 1 S;

Hos 2 :i; Nah 3 5, etc). Th(> n-lalion of this

attittul(> to Israel's high sexu;d morality n<'eds no

explanation. Biirrox Scott Eastox

NAME, nam ("Ip, Kkcin; 6vo|xa, oiiouki; Lat

noincn [2 Esd 4 1]; vbs. ovofxa^i^, ouoinnzo; Lat

nnmino [2 Esd 5 20]): A "name" is that by which

a person, i)lace or thing is marked and known. In

Scripture, names were g(>n(>rally descriptive of the

person, of liis ])osition, of some circumstance afTect-

ing him, hope enttTtained concerning him, etc, so

that "the name" often came to stand for the person.

In Acts 1 15; Rev 3 4, onoinn stands for "per-

sons"; cf Nu 26 rVA, o").

/. OT Word and Use.—The word for "name"
in the OT is tiliein (also the name of one of the sons

of Noah). The etymology is uncer-

1. General tain, although it may be from shdi/iah

(obs.), "to set a mark"; shwm is the

Aram . form . For t he name as descrii)tive of t he per-

son see Names. Besides designating persons, the

name also stands for fame, renown, rei)utation, char-

acter gained or expressed, et(; (Gen 6 4; 2 S 7 9.23,

etc); it might be an "(>vil name" (Dt 22 14.19);

the "name" is also equivalent to a "people" or

''nation" (which might be "blotted out," i.e. de-

stroyed [Dt 7 24, etc]); to speak or write "in the

name" signified authority (Ex 5 23; 1 K 21 8,

etc); to "call one's name" over a place or pe<)i)le

indicated possession or ownershi]) (2 S 12 28;

Am 9 12, etc); to act "in the nam(>" was to

represent (Dt 25 G); to be called or known "by
name" indicated sjx'cial individual notice (Ex 31

2; Isa 43 1; 45 3.4). Gen 2 19.20 even displays

a'cimception of identity between the name and the

thing.

"To name" is sometimes 'amar, "to say
_ (1 S

16 3); (labhar, "to speak" ((Jen 23 16); nakahh,

"to mark out" (Nu 1 17); kara\ "to call" (Gen 48

16; Isa 61 6).

Of sijccial inlerest is the usafrc with respect to the name
of (iod. (For th(> various Divine names and their sig-

iiilicancc! see tioD, Namks of.) He rv-

2 The vealed Ilim.self to Israel through Moses t)y

T.;.
. a 71CW name (wliicli was at tlu; same time

UlVine
^i^,^t Qf tij„ (^;,)(i of their fathers)—J K-

Name hov.mi ((i.v.) {Yahwrh)—th(! nature of
which sliould be shown l).v His manifesta-

ti(ms on their l)ehalf (I^:x 3 i:i-l(); 15 2..S). The "name
of (iod was therefore not a mere tronl. l)ut the whole of"
the Divini^ manifestation, tlu; chara(;ter of C.od as re-

vealed in His relations to His pi-opk- and in His dealings
with them (Ex 9 Ui; -losli 7 9; 9 9, etc). The "name
of Jeh" was proclaimed to Moses on Mt. Sinai, "Jeh,
Jeh, a Clod merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and
abundant in lovingkindness and truth," etc (Ex 34 B)

;

the name Jehovah (so revealed) was (Kx 3 15) His
"memorial Name" (so, often, in ARV; see Memohi.\i.).
His sole Deity was such an important element in His
name that Dt 6 4 f was termed the "Shema" (from
shema' . "hear," the first word in ver 4), the first article of
Israelitish faith, taught to all tlu- children, written on the
l)hylactcries, and still recited as th(5 first act in public
and privali! worship "twice a day by every adult mal(>

.lew." Where .leh is said to rrrard His name, or to put
His nam(! in a place (or person), some sjx'cial Divine
manifestation is implied, making the place; or person
sacred to Him (Kx 20 24; 1 K 8 K)). Ifis "name"
was in the angel of His Presence (Kx 23 21); what He
does is "for his great name's sake," in fidelity to and
vindication of His revealed character and covenant
relationship (2 C'h 6 :<2: Ps 25 11); the great things
He should do would be "for a name" (Isa 55 i:5); He
would give Ills people a new name, "an «-verlasting

name" (Isa 56 5); to be "called by" the name of Jeh is

"to be his people" (2 Ch 7 14; Isa 43 7); it implies

"protection," etc (Isa 63 I'.l; .fer 14 S.O); to "call

ui)()n" the name of .leh was "to worshii) him" as God
((ien 21 'M; 26 2.5, etc); "to confess" His name, to

"acknowledge him" (1 K 8 :i:5.:55); to love, trust, act

in, etc, "tin; name," was to lovc', trust, etc, .leh Himself
(Ps 5 11; 7 17). Very frequently, csj). in the P.ss and
prophecies of Isa and .)er, "the name" of Cod stands for

"Cod Ilim.self"; to "forget his nam(>" was "to depart
from him" (.ler 23 27)

: 'to minister, prophesy, or speak"
in His name signilied Divine apiiointment, inspiration,

authoritv (Jer 11 21; 14 14.15, etc); we have "swear-
ing bv" or "in" the name of .leh (Dt 6 13); to take
His liame "in vain" was to swear falsely (Kx 20 7;

\a\- 19 12); we have "blessing" in His name (Dt 10
,S); "cursing" (2 K 2 24). In Lev 24 11, we have
the ca.s(^ of one who " blasphemed the Name, and cursed,"

the penaltv for which was death by stoning (vs IH-Kl).

In later .lewish usage (cf Wisd 14 21) the sacred name
.leh was not pronounced in reading the Scrijitures,

'Adhonay ("my Lord") being substituted for it (the

vowels belonging to 'Adhonay were written with the
consonants of the Divine name), hence the freciuent term
"the Lortl" in .W, for which ARV substitutes "Jeh,"

//. NT Word and Use.—In the NT onoma has

freciuently also tli(> significance of denoting the

"character," or "work" of the penson,

1. Character e,g. Mt 1 21, "Thou shalt call his

and "Work name Jesus; for it is he that shall

of the mve," etc (Lk 1 31; 2 21; 1 63,

Person "His name is John"; cf the new names
given to Simon, James and John;

Saul's new name of "Paul"). The "name" of God
has the same relation to the character of God as in

the OT (Alt 6 9; "Fat,her, glorify thy name," Jn

12 28); it is manifested by Christ (Jn 17 26^^ cf

ver 3); the name of Jesus, as manifesting God,
takes the place of the name of Jeh in the OT (ef Jas

2 7 with Jer 14 9, and see below); to Him is given

"the name which is above every name; that in

the name of Jesus every knee should bow ....
and that every tongue should confess that Jesus

Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Fath(T,"

Phil 2 9.10 (cf Isa 45 23); "It is not the name
Jeaus, but the naine of Jesus" (Lightfoot), i.e.

the name ("Lord") rec(>ived by Jesus; we have

with reference to Jesus simply "the Name" (Acts

5 41, "worthv to suffer dishonor for the Name";
Jas 5 14 [])robable text, WH], "in the Name";
3 Jn v(>r 7, "for the sake of the Name"); the

"name of Christ" is equivalent to "Christ him-

self" (Mt 10 22; 19 29); it is the same thing as

"his manifestation" (Jn 20 31); therefore "to

believe on his name" is to believe in Him as mani-

fested in His life and work (Jn 1 12; 2 23); "in

the name of God" means sent by God, as repre-

senting Him, with Divine authority (Mt 21 9; 23

39); in like manner, we have "proi)hesying" or

"preaching" in the name of Jesus (Acts 4 18; 5

28). The "name of Jesus" rei)resented His "author-

ity" and "power," e.g. working miracles in His

name (Mt 7 22; Mk 9 39; Acts 4 7, 'by what
name [or "power"] have ye done this?'), and it is

contrasted with casting out evil spirits by some
other name or power (Acts 16 18; 19 17). The
gospel of salvation was to be preached "in his

nam<>," by His authority and as making it effectual

(Lk 24 47); sinners were justified "through his

name" (Acts 10 43; 1 Cor 6 11); sins were for-

given "for his name's sake" (1 Jn 2 12); men
"called ui)on the name" of Jesus, as they had done

on that of Jeh (Acts 9 14.21 [cf 7 59]; Rom 10 13.

14).

"To name the name" of Christ was to belong to Him
(2 Tim 2 19); Ihe calling of His naiiK! on the (ientiles

signified their acceptance as Cod's people (Acts 15 17

[(luotedfrom Am 9 12]; cf Kom 1 5); to " hold fast his

name" is to he true to Him as niad(> known (Kev 2 i:5;

3 S); to be "gathered together in his name," to "do all

tilings in his name," is as "acknowledging him" (Mt 18 20;

Col 3 17); "to baptize in" or "into the name" of Jesus

Christ ( \cts 2 :5H; 22 16, "calling on his name," con-

trasted with baptizing into one's own name in 1 Cor 1

i:i eis) is "to call over them his name" (in the rite), as
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claiming them for Christ and as thrir acknowlcdgnient
of Him or of faith in Him—Iwcoming His disciijU's;

similarly, to baptize "into \i',s] tlie name of the l-ather,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Si)irit," represents

"dedication to" Clod as He has l)een revealed in

Christ.

"Ill the name of" means "as representing" (or

as being], (>.g. "in tlie name of a i)r()i)het," of "a

righteous man," or of "a discipl(>" (Mt 10 41.42);

to reeeivG a little ehild "in Christ's name," i.e. as

belonging to Him, is to receive Himself (Mt 18 5;

Mk 9 37; ver 41 to disciples, RV "because ye are

Christ's," m "Gr in name that V(; are |Christ's]";

Lk 9 4S; cf Mt 18 20; Mk 13 G, "Many shall

come in my name"; Lk 21 8).

The significance of the name of Jestis in relation

to i)rayer deserves special notice. To pray in the

name of Jesus, to ask anything in

2. In His name, according to His promises.

Relation "Wliatsoever ye shall ask in my name,

to Prayer that will I do" (.In 14 13; cf 14 14;

15 16; 16 23); "Hitherto have ye asked

nothing in mv name: ask .... that yotn- joy may
be made full" (Jn 16 24), is not merely to add to

our j)rayers (as is so often unthinkingly done) : "we
ask all in the name of Jesus," or "through Jestis

Christ our Lord," etc, but to pray or ask as His

rejiresentatives on earth, in His mission and stead,

in His si^irit and with His aim; it implies union

with Christ and abiding in Him, He in us and we
in Him. The meaning of the jihrase is, "as being

one with me even as I am rev(>aled to you." Its two

correlatives are "in me" (Jn 6 5G; 14 20; 15 4fT;

16 33; cf 1 Jn 5 20), and the Pauline "in Christ"

(Westcott, The Gospel according to St. John).
W. L. Walker

NAMES OF GOD. See God, Names of.

NAMES, PROPER:
I. The Form of Hebrew Names

1. Various Types
2. Vocalization
:i. Transposition of Parts
4. Methods of Abbreviation

II. The K.\nge of Propek N.\mes
1. Personal Names

(1) Not Exclusively Descriptive
(2) Drawn from a Wide Field

(3) Influences Leading to Choice
(4) Popularity of Names: Hard to Determine

2. Geographical Names
III. Characteristics of Biblical References

1. i:)erivation of Names Manifest
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:i. Allusions Linked with Names

/. Form of Hebrew, or, More Broadly, Semitic,

Proper Names.—The Heb proper name consists of

a single word, a phrase, or a sentence.

1. Various (1) Where the name is a single word.

Types other than a vb., it may be (a) a com-
mon noun, concrete, as Barak, "light-

ning," Tola, "crimson w^orm," Ekm, "oak," Achsah,

"anklet," Deborah, "bee"; or abstract, as Uzzah,

"strength," Manoah, "rest," Hannah, "grace";

or either abstract or concrete, as Zebul, "habita-

tion"; {b) a particii)le, as Saul, "asked," Zeruiah,

"cleft"
;

(c) an adj., as Ikkesh, "perverse," Maharai,

"impetuous," Shimei, "famous"; or (d) a wortl

that may be either an adj. or an abstract noun
according to circumstances. Such ar(> formations

after the norm of kattul, as Shammua', which are

generally adjs.; and formations by means of the

ending am or on, as Adullam, Zalmon, Gideon, or,

with the rejection of the final n, Shilo[h] andSolo-

mo[n]. (2) The name may be a phras(>, consisting

of (a) two nouns, as Penuel, "face of God," Samuel,

"name of God," Ish-bosheth, "man of shame"; or

(b) an adj. and a noun, as Jedidiah, "beloved of

Jeh"; or (c) a preposition and one or more nouns,

as Besodeiah, "in the intimacy of Jeh" (Neh 3 6).

(3) When the name is a sentenc(>, the i)redicate may

be (a) a noun, the coi)ula being implied, as Abijah,

"Jell is a father," Eliab, "God is a father," Elime-

lech, "God is king"; or (//) an adj., asTobijah, "Jeh
is good" (Zee 6 10); or {<) a particii)le, as Obed-
edoni, "Edoni is serving"; or (d) a finite vb. This

last tyjje exhil)its five or six varieties: the subject

stands before a jx'rfect, as Jonathan, "Jeh hath
given," Jehoshaiihat, "Jeh hath judged," Eleazar,

"God hath helped," Elkanah, "God hatli formed";
or before an imperfect, as Elialilja, "God hideth

Himself"; or the subject comes after a p(>rfect, as

Benaiah, "Jeh hath built," Shejihatiah, "Jeh hath
judged," Asahel, "God hath made"; or after an im-

perfect, as Jezreel, "God doth sow." Very often

the subject is the pronoun included or implicnl in.the

verbal form, as Nathan, "he hath giv(>n," Hillel,

"he hath praised," Jair, "he enlighten(>tli," Jeph-

thah, "he openeth." Occasionally the imnlicate

contains an object of the vb., as Shealtiel, "I have
asked God" (Ezr 3 2), or a i)rei)ositional phrase, as

Hephzibah, "my delight is in her" (2 K 21 1).

The sentence-name is usually a dcH-laration, but it

may be an exhortation or a prayer, as Jerubbaal,

"let Baal strive," and Hoshea, "save!" (Nu 13 16),

or it may be a question, as Micaiah, "who is like

Jeh?" All of the foregoing illustrations have been
taken from the Books of Jgs and S, unless otherwise

noted.

The proper name is treated as one word, whether on
analysis it consists of a single word, a phrase, or a sen-

tence; and as siicli it is subject to the

2 Vnrali hiwa of accent and (luantily which govern
the Heb word. (1) A common noun used

zation as a namc^ undergoes the variations of
pronunciation due to the custom of

lengthening a short vowel in pause and to the laws
which control the aspiration of certain labials. Unguals,
and palatals. Thus the name; Perez, " l)reach," which
appears also as Pharez in AV of the OT, occurs in

the Heb text in the four forms pcreQ, partx, pJicreg and
phareg (Ruth 4 IS; Neh 11 4.0). (2) In a name con-
sisting of a phraser th(> normal advance of the accent as
usual causes tlie loss of a iiretonic vowel, as is indicated
by the suspended letter in .I'tlidiah, "beloved of Jeh";
requires a short vowel in a closed unaccented syllable,

as in Mahalal'el, "praise of (iod"; allows contraction,
as in Belh-el, "house of Cod"; and occasions the r(>turn

of a segholate noun to its jjrimitive form, as in Abdiel,
"servant of God," where tlu; vowel / is an archaism which
has lingered in compound names, but has generally dis-

appeared elsewhere in speecli. ('i) Names which con-
sist of a sentence are also accented as one word, and the
pronunciation is modified accordingly. The synonyms
Eliam and Ammiel, "God is a kinsman." not only ex-

hibit the common archaism in tlie n^tention of the vowel
i, but the name Eliam also shows tlu; characteristic
lengthening of the vowel in thi; linal accented syllable,

so common in nouns. The four forms P^lijihelet, Eli-

phalet, Elpelet and Elpalet, meaning "God is deliver-

ance," represent the variations of the Ilc^b due to the
causes already mentioned (1 Ch 3 S; 14 5.7; see AV
and RV). The requirements regarding the elision and
the quantity and quality of vowels, on the shifting

of the accent, are also regularly met by the; various
types of sentence-names in which the predicate is a vb.
Thus the personal names 'ill.-ihamd' iuu\ 'etnathdn (subject

followed by vb. in tlie ))erfect); 'd //n 1<1 m, 'ehjahba', and
yehoydkhin (subject and impei-fect) ; (/••Ihnli/dh, ifkliolydhu.

bdrakh'el, in which the lirst v()W(>l is protected by the
implied reduplication of the Piel species, hcndtjdh.

'dsdh'el. and 'dxdh-el, 'd.sl'el, hdzdh'el and hdzd'el and
pedhah'el (perfect and subject)'; yii/dali/dhu. yihhueydh,

ya'dsi'el, yahdl'H, ychalhV H. ycsimiel (imperfect and
subject); ye'rubba'al and yd.<hobli'dm (jussi\e and_sub-
ject; u in sharpened, and 6 in closed, syllable; in Jasho-

beam the first long vowel is retained by a secondary
accent, marked bv metheg); ndthdn and yiphldh. i.e.

Jephthah. Ibneiah shows the customary ajjocopation

of the imperfect of Lamedh-lie vbs.; and the names
Benaiah to Pedahel show tlu^ methods of combining the

perfect of such vbs. with a following element. The
short vowel of the final closed syllable of the imperfect

is elided, if the final consonant is permitted to begin the

syllable of the ne.xt element of the name, as in Jezreel,

Jekabzeel, Jerahmeel, Ezekiel, Jehizkiah (see the Heb
form of these names); but it is not elided in Ishmael,

although the consonant is attached to the following syl-

lable; and elision is avoided, as in Jiphthah-el, by keep-

ing the ultimate and penultimate syllables distinct.

Jehucal, a Hophal iinperfe(;t, is peculiar in not length-

ening the vowel in thi; acc(!nted final syllable, when the

vb. is used as a personal name.
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When tli(- name was a scut cure in I Id), its con-

stituent parts could he trans]M)sc(l williout clianp;-

in^ tlie nicaninji. Thus the father

3. Transpo- of i5athsh(>!)a was called Anunicl, "a
sition of kinsman is (Jod," and Eliain, "(lod is

Constituent a kinsman" (2 S 11 ''>; 1 C'h 3 5);

Parts aTid siniilarlv, in letters written from
Pal to the kinji of lOjrypt in the 14th

cent. PC, llimilki is also called ^lilkili, the name
in eith(>r form sif^nifvinfi "(lod is kiiifi;." Ahaziali,

kins of ,Judah, is called Jehoahaz (cf 2 Ch 21 17

with 22 1), a legitimate transi)osition of tlie vl).

and subject, and nieaninf; in each case, "Jeh hath
laid hold."

Not only did transposition take place, hut the sub-
stitution of a cojinatc root and even the tise of a dilfer-

eiit i)art of tlio vb. also occurred. Thus King .Ichoiacliin
{'2 K 24 ('>; .Jcr 52 'M) was known also as .leconiah
(Jer 24 1: 28 4) and Coiiiali (22 2 1.2S: 37 D. Tlu>
two names ,)ehoiachin and .leconiah have exactly the
satne nicaninK. ".Ich doth establish"; and Coniah is a
synonym, "tlie establishing of .Ich." The Divine name
which' begins .Tchoiiichin is transferred to tlu^ end in
.leconiah and Coniah; and the Hiphil imperfect of the
vb. kun. which is .seen in .lehoiachin, has been replaced
by the Cjal imperfect of the vb. kaxati in .J(>coniah. and
by the construct infinitive of the same species in Coniah.
Parallel cases occaa- in .Assyr and JJab lit., among which
the two forms of the king's name, Zamama-shum-idflina
and Zamama-nadin-shum. exhibit Ijoth the transijosition
of constituent parts and an interchange of preterite and
participle.

Twin forms like Abiner and Abner, Abishalom
and Absalom, Elizaphan and Elzai)han, aT(> not the

full name and its abbreviation by
4. Methods syncopation, but are merely two
of Abbre- variant, eciually legitimate, modes of

viation combining the constituent parts. The
common metliods of shortening were:

(1) contraction by the rejection of a weak consonant
or the apocopation of a final unaccented vowel,
notably illustrated by the Divine name yho at the
beginning and ydhil at the end of pro])er n.nmes:

hence Jehoash became Joash (2 K 12 l.lfl), and
Amaziahu became Amaziah (2 K 14 1 Ileb text,

and' 8); (2) abbreviation of composite geographical
names by the omission of the g(>neric noun or its

equivalent : Jerusalem, which to the Hebrews meant
"foundation of peace," was shortened to Salem,
"peace" (Ps 76 2); Kiriath-baal, "city of Baal"
(Josh 15 60), to Baal or Baalah (Josh 15 9.10;
cf 2 S 6 2); Beeshterah, "house or temple of

Astarte," to Ashtaroth; Beth-lebaoth, "house of

lionesses," to Lebaoth; Beth-azmaveth to Az-
maveth; Beth-r(>hob to Rehob; Beth-bamoth to
Bamoth (MS, 1. 27, with Nu 21 19); Beth-baal-
mcon to Baal-meon (Nu 32 38; Josh 13 17); the
same custom existed among the Moabites who spoke
of this town indifferently as Beth-baal-meon and
Baal-meon (M S, 11. 9, 30); (3) abbreviation by the
omission of the Divine name: thus the name of the
idolater Micaiah, which means, "who is like Jeh?"
(Jgs 17 1.4 [Heb]), was shortened to Micah, "who
is like?" (vs 5.8); and similarly in the case of
three other men, namelv the i)ro])het (IVIicaiah,

J(>r 26 18ERV, and Micah, Mic 1 1), the Levite
musician (Neh 12 35 with 11 17.22), and the
father of Abdon (2 K 22 12 with 2 Ch 34 20).

The king of Jtidah, Yauliazi, as he was known to the
Assyrians, i.e. Jehoahaz, ".leh liatli laid hold," is called
simply Ahaz, " lu; hath laid hold," in the Heb records.
The town of Jabn(>cl. "fWxl doth cause to be built," was
shortened to Jabiich, "he doth cause; to })e built" (Josh
1-5 11; 2 V\\ 26 (1; cf 1 Mace 4 lo); Paltiel, "deliver-
ance of Cod, ' was curtailed to Palti, "deliverance"
{1 S 25 44; 2 S 3 ir>): .-Xbijah, "Jeh is father," to Abi
(2 Oh 29 1 with 2 K 18 2); and Bamoth-baal, "high
places of Baal." to Bamoth (.losh 13 17 with Nu 21 19).
Abdi. Othni. I'zzi, and not a few other similar names,
probal)ly represent curtailment of this sort. The omi.ssion
of the Divine title has parallels in Assyr and liab lit.:

thus Nabu-nadin-ziri and Xabu-shum-ukin were called
Nadinu and Shum-ukin respectively (Dynastic Tablet
no. 2, col. iv, 4. "), with Bab Chron., col. i, 13, IG).

(4) Abbreviation by tlu^ elision of the initial con-
sonant, yet so that the remainder is a synonymous
name of complete granunatical form, ^riie name of
King Ilezekiah was writt<ni by the Hebrews both
ifhizkiijah, "Jeh doth stnntgthen," and hizkiyah,
"Jeh is strength." The two forms interchange
many times in 2 Ch 29-33. Similarly, Jeconiah
was shortened to Coniah, as has already been no-
ticed; the name of the town Jekabzeel, "Cod bring-
eth together," to Kal)zeel, "Cod's bringing to-
gether" (Xeh 11 25with Jo.sh 15 21; 2 S 23 20);
Meshelemiah, "Jeh is recom])en.sing," to Shelemiah,
"Jeh's recompensing" (1 Ch 26 1.2 with ver 14);
Me.shullam, "recompensed," to Shallum, "r(>com-
l)ensed" (1 Ch 9 11; Neh 11 11 with 1 Ch 6 12;
Ezr 7 2).

//. The Range of Proper Names.— (1) Not cx-

clusicdy desert [Aire.—Simonis in his Onomdsticmn,
published in 1741, and Gesenius in his

1. Personal Thesaurus, issued during tlie years
Names from 1835 to 1853, endeavored to in-

terpret the proper names as though
they were ordinarily intended to characterize the
person who bore t horn. Embarrassed by the theory,
Cesenius tr'^ Malchiel by "rex Dei, h. e. a Deo con-
st ituttis"; and Simonis tr'' Malchi-shua by "regis
aitxiliutn, i.e. auxilium s. salus regi ])atri praestita";
Ammizabad was rendered by Gesenius "famulus
largitoris, h.e. Jehovae," and by Simonis "populuin
(i.e. copiosissimam liberorum turbam) dondvit";
Gesenius tr'^ Gedaliah "(juem Jehova educavit vel

roboravit," Zerahiah "cui Jehova ortum dedit,"
Jehozadak "quem Jehovajustumfecit," and Joel "cui
Jehova est deus, i.e. cultor Jehovae"; but Simonis
rendered Joel by "Je/io?/a (e.st) Z)e»s .... vel (cui)

Jehoua Deus (est)." Now Malchiel means "God is

king," Malchi-shua "the king, i.e. God, is salvation"
(cf Joshua), Ammizabad "the Kinsman hath en-
dowed," Gedaliah "Jeh is great," Zerahiah "Jeh
hath risen in splendor," J(>hozadak "Jeh is riglit-

eous," and Joel, if a compound name, "Jeh is God."
A inoment's reflection makes clear that these names
do not describe the persons who bear th(>m, but in

every case speak of God. They emjihasize the
important facts that personal names might be, and
often were, m(>morial and doctrinal, and that per-

sonal names were a part of the ordinary speech of the
jx'ople, full of meaning and intelligible to all, stibj(>ct

to the i)honetic laws of the Hebrews, and obedient
to the rtiles of grammar.

(2) Drawn from a wide field.—Parents named
their children, and contemporaries dubbed people,

from physical and spiritual traits, whether a beauty
or a blemish; thus Hophni, "pertaining to the fist,"

Japhia, "gleaming," Ikkesh, "perverse," Ira,

"watchful," Gareb, "rough-skinned," and Hiddai,
"joyfid." Children were called by the names of

natural objects, as Peninnah, "coral," Rimmon,
"pomegranate," Tamar, "palm tree," Nahash,
"serpent," Eglah, "heifer," Aiah, "bird of prey,"

and liaish, "lion"; or after kinsfolk or remoter
members of the clan, as Absalom's daughter Tamar
bore the name of her father's beautiful sister, and
as the priest Phinehas took his strange name from
the noted Phinehas, who belonged to the same
fath(>r's house in earlier days. ()r the namegiven
to the child ftirnished a memorial of events in the
national history, like Ichabod, "the glory is not"
(1 S 4 21), and probably Obed-edom, "Edom is

serving" (cf 1 S 14 47; 21 7); or it told of cir-

eimistances attending the child's birth, as Saul,

"asked," and Elishama, "God hath heard"; or ili

embodied an article of the parent's creed, as Joab
and Abijah, "Jeh is a father," Joel, "Jeh is God";
or it expressed a hope concerning the child or bore
witness to a prophecy, as Jedidiah, "Ix'loved of

Jeh," and Solomon, "peaceable" (2 S 12 25; 1 Ch
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22 9). Sometimes tlie name of the tribe or race

to which a man belonged became his poi)ular desig-

nation, as Cushi, "Cushite." All of these examples

have been cited from the records of one jx^riod of

Israel's history, the times of Samuel and David.
_

(3) Injluences leading in choice.—The people in

general gathered names for their children frcH'ly

from all parts of this wide field, but in certain circles

influences were at work whicli tended to restrict

the choice to a smaller ar(>a. Thes(> influences were

religious: (a) In homes of piety conscious nearness

to Cod on the part of the parents naturally prorniited

them to bestow religious names ui)on their children.

The name may be without distinct religious mark
in its form and meaning, as Ei)hraim, "double fruit-

fuln(>ss," Manasseh, "making to forget," and yet

have been given in acknowledgment of God's

grace and be a constant reminder of Ilis goodness

(Gen 41 51.52); or the name may be r(>ligious in

form, as Shemaiah, "Jeh hath heard," and publicly

testify to the parents' gratitude to God._ (6) The
covenant relation, which Jeh entered into with

Israel, made the name Jehovah, and that aspect of

God's character which is denoted by this name,
])eculiarly precious to the peo])l(> of God, and thence-

forth the word Jehovah became a favorite element

in the personal names of the Israelites, though not,

of course, to the exclusion of tlu^ gr(>at name El,

"God." (c) Among the kings in the line of David,

the consciousness of their formal a(loi)tion by Jeh

to be His vicegerents on the throne of Israel (2 S

7; Ps 2) found exi)ression in the royal names. Jeh,

the God of Israel, was acknowledged in the personal

name Abijah, borne by the son and successor of

Rehoboam. But his was an isolated case, unless

the name Asa is an abbreviated form.
_
But with

Jehoshaphat, Abijah's grandson, early in the 9th

ccnit., the custom became establish(xl. Henceforth

it was conventional for the king of Judah to have
for his name a sentence with Jeh as its subject.

The only exceptions among the 16 sm^cessors of

Asa on the throne were Manasseh and Ids son Amon,
both of whom were notoriously a])ostate from Jeh.

The full name of Ahaz was Jehoahaz. Josiah's

son Shallum as king was known as Jehoahaz; and
his brother Eliakim, when placed on the throne

by Pharaoh-necoh, was given the name Jehoiakim.

{<l) Akin to the influence exertivl by the relation of

the kings to the God of Israel, and manifesting

almost equal power contemporaneously with it,

was the influence of official connection with the

sanctuary, either as prit^sts or as sul)ordinate min-
isters, and it frequently led to the choice of an
ecclesiastical name containing the word Go(l or Jeh.

During the five centuries and a half, beginning near

the close of Solomon's reign and extending to the

end of Nehemiah's administration, 22 high priests

h(dd offi(!(!, so far as their names have be(Mi ])i-e-

served in the records. Of these ])ontifTs 17 bear

names which are sentences with J(>h as subject, and
another is a sentence with El as subj<>ct. The ma-
terials for investigation along this line are not com-
plete, as they arc in the case of the kings, and ratios

derived from them are a])t to be erroneous; but
evidently the priests of Jeh's temple at Jerus not
only recognized the approi)riaten(>ss for themselves

and their families of names i)ossessing a general

religious character, but came to favor such as ex-

})ressly mentioned God, esp. those which mentioned
God by His name of Jehovah.

(4) Popularity of names: hard to determine.—
Until abundant data come to light for all periods

of the hi.story, it is precarious to attempt to de-

termine the relative popularity of the various kinds

and types of names in any one gen(;ration, or to

compare period with period with resp(M;t to the use

or neglect of a particular class of names. For,

first, in no period are the nam(« which have been
transmitted bj^ the Ileb records many as com])ared
with the thousands in u.se at the time; and, secondly,

the records deal with the historical event which
was conspicuous at the moment, and rarely mention
persons other than the actors in this event.

At one time men and women from the middle class of
society are assertiiiL? theinselve.s iti the national life, and
the personal names curi'ent in the families of farmers,
shopkeepers and soldiers obtain ])lace in the annals; at
another time, when the activities of tlie court are of
paramount importance, it is mainly names that were
current in official circles which are chronicled; at yet
another period, wlien matters of the national worship
engaged the attention of the; state, ecclesiastics and lay-

men from pious families, whose names were quite lilicly

to have a religious meaning, receive mention. Very few
names outside of the particular circle concerned are pre-
served in the records. It is imwarranted, therefore, to

draw inferences regarding the relative use of particular
names, secular nann's, for instance, at different periods
of the history of Israel, by comparing the number of
tliese names found in a record of political uprisings in

the army with the niunber of similar names in the narra-
tive of an episode which occurred at a later date and in

which only prii sts took i)art. It is comparing things
that ditfer.' It is comparing the ntunber of certain names
current in military circles with the number of tlie same
names among ecclesiastics, in order to learn whether
tliese nam(>s were mon^ common atnong tlie people as a
whole in the one period than in tlie other.

The brine of its waters led the ancient Hebrews
to call the Dead Sea the Salt Sea. Bethesda,

"house of mcM-cy," received its name
2. Geo- from the b(>lief'in the healing virtue

graphical of its wat(>rs; Lebancm, "white," from
Names the snows that cover its crest; Sidon

on the McMliterranean Sea and Beth-
saida on the Sea of Galilee, from their fisheries;

Tyre, from the great ro(;k in the sea on which it

was built; the valley of Elah, from the terebinth

tree; Luz, from the almond tree; Shittim, from the

acacia groves on the eastern terrace of the Jordan
valley; and Jericho, from the fragrance of its palms
and balsams. The "crags of the wild goats" and
En-gedi, "kid spring" (1 S 24 1.2), were in a deso-

late, rocky region where the wild goats had their

home; Aijalon signifies "i)lacc of harts," and Etam
denotes a "place of beasts and birds of prey." The
hopes of a people and ]jride in their town were ex-

pres.s(>cl in names like Joppa, "beauty," Tirzah,

"pleasantness," Janoah, "rest," Shiloh, "tran-

(}uillity," and Salem, "peace." The resemblance

of the Sea of Galilee in sha])e to a har]) secured for

it its ancient name of Chinnereth. Poetic imagina-

tion saw in majestic Mt. H(M-mon likeness to a

soldier's breastplate, and forthwith the mountain
was called Serion and Senir. The sanctuary of a

deity might give name to a town, hence Beth-dagon,

Beth-anath, and Ashtaroth. Sometimes the name
of a place comm(Mnorated a victory, as rock Oreb,

rock Zeeb, and Eb(-n-ezer (Jgs 7 25; 1 S 7 12);

or enshrined a religious transaction or experience,

Bcth-elandBeracah(Gen 28 17-19; 2 Ch 20 26);

or told of a migration, as when colonists gave the

name of their native town to their new settlement

(Jgs 1 23-26). Oft(>n the name of the foimder or

other famous inhabitant became attached to a town,

and that for various r(>asons. It was often neces-

sary to distingtiish iilaces of the same name from

each other by this method ; thus certain of the towns

called Gibcah becanui Gibeafh-saul and Gibeath-

phinehas. The Jebusite stronghold captured by
David was named by him the city of David, and
was known by this name, as a quarter of Jerus, for

many generations (2 S 5 9; 2 K 16 20). The
jH'actice was common among the; S(!m contem-

poraries of Israel, as is illustrated by Dur-sharruken,

"Sargonsburg," and Kar-shahnanasharidti, "Shal-

maneser's fortress." A town might also be nantied

after the tribe which inhabited it or after the an-

cestor of the tribe^ as Dan (Jgs 18 29), and possi-
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bly under not a iow ficojirapliical (l(>si^natii)ns a

tribal name is liidcUni, even wlicn the fact has cs-

(•a])('(l record and is not revealed by the form of the

name. In an iiKjuiry after th<' origin <'t a fieo-

^rai)hical (iesijj;riarion the first consideration is due

to the causes known to be ordinarily at work in

trivin<2; rise; to names of the same asjjcct as the one

und(>r scrutiny; :ind only when they fail to yield

a suitable explanaticm are less obvious causes

worthv of serious att<Mition.

///. Characteristics of Biblical References.—As

a rul(>, Sem words ch^u'ly reveal their orijiin and

structure. 'Lhe Seniit(> might, indeed,

1, Deriva- err with resiiect, to the particular

tion of meannig intend(>d, where a word was

Names current in several significations. Thus

Manifest th(- vale of bakha', nuMitioned m I's 84

7 (Eng. 6), is op(>n to two interpreta-

tions: namelv, "vall(>v of Baca," so called from th(^

balsam trcH's'in it, and "valley of weeping," as the

\'S,S render the muisual form, regarding it as equiva-

lent to a similar word meaning "we(>i)ing." The pi.

b'khcVTm, "mulberry or balsam trees" (2 S 5 2:].

24), was understood by Jos to denot(3 a grove kno\yn

by the name Weepers (Ant, VH, iv, 1; cf LXX).
In those rare cases whore several derivations were

])ossible, tlu! Israelite may not always have known
whicli thought was intend(Hl to be embodied in tlu;

name which Ik; heard. But lie discerned the alter-

native po.ssibilities; and a parent, in bestowing a

name ambiguous in its derivation, might be de-

liberately taking advantage of its power to be the

vehicle for the suggestion and e.xjjression of two

thoughts (Gen 30 23.24; Joseph being derivable

from both yasaph and 'asaph).

That the object of the Bib. writer was not to

make known the derivation of the i)roi)er names is

clear from cas(>s like Esek, Ilehoboth

2. The and Ishmael (Gen 16 11; 26 20.22):

Narrator's Isaac called the name of the well, Con-

Only tention, because the herdsmen of

Concern Gerar "contended" with him; another

well he called Broad Places (roomy

places), because Jeh had "made room" for hiin;

and Hagar was directed to name the son that she

was about to bear "God doth hear," bc^cause Jeh had
"heard" her affliction. The narrator's purpose was

not to declare that the Heb word for contention,

"esek, is derived from the H<-b vb. for "contend,"

'a'scik, and that the name "God doth hear," yish-

ma'\'i, signifies God doth hear, yishma"- 'el. These;

derivations and meanings were plain. The pur-

pose was to state the circumstances w^hich led

to the choice of the name. There are instances

also where no part of the name reapjiears in the

words that state the reason for the use of the name.
For example, the name Maher-shalal-hash-baz is

not explained by citing the words which compose it.

One noun of the comiwsite name appears, indeed,

in the exposition of the meaning, but accidentally

as it were, and without prominence or significance

of position (Isa 8 3.4). Samuel is a notable ex-

ample of this method. Hannah called his name
Samuel, saying, 'Becau.se of Jeh I asked him' (1 S
1 20). Simonis, Ewald and Nestle derive the name
from Kh^ynil"'- ' el, "heard of God." This etymology
would fully satisfy the reason given for the mother's

choice of the name; but the suggested derivation

is far-f(;tched, for it is not customary for a Heb word
to lose the strong guttural \iyin. The guttural

was not lost, but was distinctly heard, in Ishmael,

where there is the same concurrence of sounds as

in .s7('7/ni"' 'el. Kimhi, on the other hand, suggested

that Samuel is a contraction of shd'iil me' el, "asked

of God"; and Ewald asserts that this origin is the

theory of the narrator (Lehrbuch der hebrdischen

Sprache, 275, n. 3). This is incredible. Such a

contraction is "alien to the genius of the Ileb lan-

gu.'ige" (Driver, T(.rt of Samuel, \'.'>), and the ab-

sence of the two consonants (d( ph and huiiedli before

the letter in in the midst of the name Samuel would
of itself prevent tlie Semite from imagining such

an etymology. Th(> derivation and meaning of

Sanniel were not obscur(\ The type was common,
and was esj). familiar by reason of the name Peniel,

"face of God" (Gen 32 30 f). Samuel means "name
of God" (Gesenius). As Jacob, upon his return

from Paddan-aram, in fulfilment of his vow erected

an altar at Beth-el as a memorial of God's bestowal

of the promi.sed blessings and named the i)lace thus

consecrated "The God of Beth-el" (Gen 35 1.3.7),

so Hannah having by vow dedicated to Jeh the

son for whose birth she was praying, now that her

prayer has been answ(>rcd and the son given, calls

him "The name of God" in commemoration of the

Giver. The Bib. narrator states the motive which
led the mother to choose the name Samu(>l for her

child. In this explanation no part of the name is

used. Moreover, the slight assonance between
sli'mu' el im<\ sh'-'iltiw in 1 S 1 20 was unsought, for

these words are seixu-ated in the Heb text, and the

emphasis is placed on the gift's being "from J(>h."

The history of the discussion concerning this name
shows how far astray criticism has b(H>n led by the

false theory that the purpose of the narrator was to

analyze the name and declare its derivation.

Reuben affords evidence to the same effect. Tlie

name was known to tlie early Hebrews in this form (wclii-

sively. It is attested bv their most ancient litcraturo

(Gen 29 32; 30 14; .J^s 5 1.5. Ki), by the entire OT,
by the Gr tr (A, B and Liician), by the T^?s, and t)y the

NT (Rev 7 5). Yet in the 1st cent. Jos. adding a (Ir

termination, wrote Jioulielos; and later the Syr version

gave the name as Kubil, and tlie Ethioiiic version as

]{6bel and Kuliel. The late variation is r(>asonalily ex-

plained as a softening of the pronunciation, which had
coino into vogue in ccntain circles. The liquids, or, to

speak particularly regarding ]icut)en,the liquids n and I,

sometimes interchanged, giving rise to two forms for a

word in the same language or in kindred languages
(Gesenius, Thesaurun, 727; Wright, Coi/ip. Grammar,
67' Zinimern, Verglnchcnde Grammatik, § llcj). Not-
withstanding the evidence furnished by tlu; literature,

preference has been given to Keuliel as the original form
on the ground that "the only plausil)le explanation of

the etymologv" given in Gen 29 32 "is that it is based

on the form" Rt:' x'lbel = R"'u baal (Skinner, Gen, 3S()).

An exhibition of the etymology was needless, however,

and was not the end which the writer had in view. His
purpose was to state the occasion for bestowing this par-

ticular name upon the child; and in stating it he does

full justice to the clear meaning of the good, simple Heb
of the name Reuben. The name signifies either " vision

of a son" or "Behold ye! a son." In either case the

emphatic word is "son." As Hannah, taunted on account

of her barrenness, bc^sought God to look on her alfliction

and give her a man-child (1 S 1 11), so Leah, using the

same words, speaking of the same mercy already shown
her and with the same thought in mind, exclaimed:

".Jeh hath looked upon my affliction; for now my hus-

band will love me," and she called the name of her son
" Look ye! It's a son" (or, "vision of a son"). A male
child was to lier a i)roof of God's regard for her nnsery,

and a guaranty of the future love of her husband for her.

Moreover, the name kept the thought constantly before

the mind of her luisband. Gesenius remarks that

Reuben means " i)roi)erly, ' See ye, a son !

' but the sacred

writer in Gen 29 32 explainsit as for raah (ra'uy) be onyi,

'provided in niv affliction'" {Lexicon, Thesaurus). Ttiis

curious specimen of criticism may be regarded as the

redurtio ad abi^urdum of the hypothesis that the Heb
writers intend to give the derivation of the proper names.

The result of endeavoring to force the words of the ex-

planation into an intentional etymology compels the

assumption that th(^ Heb writer misunderstood one of the

simplest phrases of his own language and proposed a

contraction inii)OSsible in itself and utterly foreign to the

principles which uudorho Heb speech.

Allusions to proper names are made for the pur-

pose of stating the reason for the bestowal of the

name, of pointing out a coin<'idcnce

3. Allusions between the name and the character

Linked with or experience of its bearer, or of attach-

Names ing a prophecy; and it is common to

link the allusion with the name by em-

ploying the root that underlies the name, or a cog-
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n;ite root, or some other word that resembles the

n;une in sound: (1) Statement of the reason for the

choice of the name: In the case of Simeon, the root

of the name is used (Gen 29 33). Words of this

type (with the termination on) are formed from
nouns and vbs., and have the force of adjs., dimin-
utives, or abstract nouns, and are sometimes used
as concrete nouns (Stade, Lchrbuch der hebrdischen

Grammatik, § 296). The Israelite at once recog-

nized the root and formation of the name Simeon,
which was a favorite with the Hebrews, and he
knew that it could express the abstract: idea of

hearing. In Gen 29 33 the narrator is not seeking
to impart etymological information; but it is clear

that he discerned the derivation when he gave the
reason for the choice of this particular name for

Leah's second son: "[Leah] said, Because Jeh hath
h(>ard that I am hated, he hath therefore given me
this son also: and she called his name Simeon."
The root of the name is used as a vb. in the state-

ment of the motive. It was convenient and natural

to do so, since the vb. shuma^ was the jiroper word
to express the idea and was one of the most common
words in the language. There would be no reason
to suppose that identity with the root of the name
was intentional, except that care is taken by the
narrator in the case of the other sons of Jacob to

maintain a similar correspondence. Accordingly,
that form of paronomasia is employed where a word
is used that is one with the name in derivation, but
diiTers from the name in form and grammatically
is a difTerent part of speech.

In the case of Cain a cognate root is used. The
name is a segholate noun from the root kUn, which
means "to form," and then specifically to form at

the anvil. Cain may accordingly be an abstract

noun and denote formation, or a concrete noun
d(»noting a forged weapon, or the agent in the

work, namely a smith. In stating the reason for

giving this name to the child, it was not feasible

to use the vb. kun, because of the technical mean-
ing w^hich had become attached to it. To avoid
misunderstanding the cognate vb. kdndh is em-
ployed, which has radically the san.e significance,

but is without the technical implications (Gen
4 1). The r(>sult is that kind of paronomasia which
exists between words of similar sound and cognate
origin, but difference of meaning.

In the case of Noah a root unrplatcd to tlie nanio in

orit^in, but containing a similar sound, is used. Tlu'Bib.
narrator docs not state whether the name Noah is tlio

transliteration of a foreign word or is its tr into Hel);
lie merely declares that as given it expressed the father's
hope that through this child men were to have relief

from the ancient curse upon the groimd. If the name is

Heb, its root may be riii'ih, "rest" At any rate it

promptly suggested to the car of the Hebrew the idea of
rest. But the vb. nuah is used in Heb, as is the corre-

sponding vb. "rest" in Eng., to express the two ideas
of relief and cessation. Lamech did not mean that his

son would cause men to cease from work, but that he
would secure for them restful relief from toil due to God's
curse on account of sin (Gen 5 29, with a reference to

3 17-19). The writer does not use the ambiguous word.
To avoid ambigtiity, yet with a view to i)reserving asso-

nance with Noah, he employs the vb. ndham, which has

as one of its meanings the sense of comfort and relief.

(2) The indication of a coincidence between the

character or experience of a person and his name:
Naomi, returning to her home bereaved and in

poverty, saw the contrast between her present

condition and her name; and she played upon her

name by using a word of opposite meaning, saying:

'Call me not Pleasant, call me Bitter; for the

Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me' (Ruth
1 20). In whatever sense Nabal's name may hav(!

been bestowed upon him originally, at any rate his

wife saw the correspondence between his name in

its ordinary meaning and his conduct toward David,
and she played upon it, saying: 'Fool is his name.

and folly is with him' (1 8 25 2.")). Likewise the
agreement between Jacob's character and a m(>an-
ing that his name has in Heb was seen, and called

forth the bitter word-play: 'Is he not rightly
named "He supplants"? for he hath supplanted me
these two times' (Gen 27 36). Isaac, so far as
the formation is concerned, may be an abstract noun
meaning "laughter," or a concrete noun, "laughing
one," or a vb. in the imperfect, "he laughs" or "one
laughs" (cf Stade, Lehrbiich der hebrdischen Gram-
matik, § 259a). Whichever specific meaning may
have been in the mind of Abraham when he gave
the name to his son, yet by reason of its ever speak-
ing of laughter the name was a constant reminder
to the parents of the latightcr of imbelief with which
they had listened to the promise of his birth (Gen
17 17; 18 12). But in due time the child of

I)romise has been born. His name, as determined
upon, is Isaac. This Sarah knows (17 19; 21 3).

Accordingly, the th(>me with which she greets his

advent is laid in her mouth. She plays upon the
name Isaac, using the root of the word in various
forms, first as a notm and then as a vb., and giving
to the vb. a new subject and to the thought a new
turn. Instead of the laughttT of unbelief, with
which the promise was received, 'God,' she says,
'hath prepared for me laughter [of joy], everyone
that hear(>th [of the event] will laugh [with joy] for

me' (21 6; cf Ps 126 2).

(3) Attachment of a ])rophecy to a name: Paro-
nomasia in all of its forms is ustnl for this purpose.
A meaning of the name, or a sound heard in it, or
a contrast suggested by it may be i)layed upon. In
these several ways the pro])het Micah plays upon
successive names in one paragrai)h (Alic 1 10-15).
In answer to Abraham's prayer in behalf of Ishmael,
a promise is given concerning the lad, which is in-

troduced by a play ui)<)n his name: 'As for the boy
[named] "God heareth," I have heard thee' (Gen
17 18.20). To Gad a ])roph(>cy is attached in Gen
49 19. Two cognate roots are employed: gddhadh,
which underlies the word rend(M-ed troop or maraud-
ing band, and gudh, which means "to press." In
the use not only of the root of the name Gad, but of

a different root also that is similar in soimd, it is evi-

dent that the purpose is simi)ly to play upon the
name. The brief oracle is utt(!r(xl almost exclu-
sively by means of variations in the vocalization of

the two roots, producung one of the most successful

word-plays in Heb literature.

Judah is a noun corresponding to the Hophal imper-
fect, and means "thing being praised," "ol)ject of
praise." In bestowing this name upon her child the
mother signified that Jeh was the objtH-t of her praise;
for she said: " Now will I praise .leh " (G(>n 29 35). In
Gen 49 8 a prophecy is spokcui concerning .ludah. The
same etymology and meaning are recognized as before,
but the application is different. The birth of .ludah had
made God an object of praise, the great dei^ds of the tribe
of Judah were destined to make that tribe an object of
praise. To quote the oracle: ' "Object of praise," thee
shall thy brothers praise.' In this difference of refer-
ence and in the repetition of the significant word con-
sists the play upon the name.
Dan is played upon in much the same way. The name

may be a participle, used as a noun, and be rendered
"judge"; but it probably Ijelongs to that nunicTous
class in which the nanies arc vbs. in the perfect, and sig-

nifies, "he hath judged." His adoptive mother had
called his name Dan, because God had heard her com-
plaint and di'cided the cause in her favor (fien 30 G).

In attaching the prophecy, the; name is i)layed upon by
changing the subject, and, in order to refer to the future,
by substituting the imperfect for the perfect of the vb.

:

' " Ho hath judged " shall judge his people, as one of the
tribes of Israel' (Gen 49 10). See also God, Names of;
Name.

John D. Davis
NANAEA, na-nc'a (Navata, Nanaia; AV Nanea):

A female deity worshippcnl by the Assyrians, Baby-
lonians and Persians and other Asiatic peoples,

the Nana or Nanai of the Babylonians, known as

"the lady of Babylon." The name means "the
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un<lofile(l," and i)rol):U)ly rcpn'scnUMl originally the

productive powers of Natun^ {i/cJtctri.r), and as such

was the coni])anion of the suii-god. She was identi-

fied with Ishtar in Assyria and Ashtoreth in Phoc;-

nicia, by the Gre(!ks as Aphrodite (Clem. Al(>x.

Protr., 19), l)ut sometimes as Artemis the huntress

(Paus. iii.lG.S; Plut. ylr/a.r. xxvii). Straho (xv.

73:5) identifies lier with Anaitis ( = Anahita), the

Asian Artemis. She was the Venus, but sometimes

th(; Diana, of the Romans. There are many
variants of the name: Anaea (Strabo xvi.738),

Aneitis (Plut. Arlax. xxvii), Tanais (Clem. Alex., loc.

cit.), also Tanath, sometimes in Phocni inscrijjtions,

Tanata, Anta (Egy])). In 2 Mace 1 13 ff, a ficti-

tious account is given of the death of Antiochus

Epiphan(>s, in a temple of Nanaea in P(>rsia, by the

treachery of Nanaea's priest s. The public treasury

was oft(ni placed in Nanaea's temple; this, E])i-

phanes was anxious to secure imder the pretext of

marrying the goddess and receiving tlie money as a

dowry. Th(! priests thr(nv down great stones "like

thimderbolts" from above, killed the king and his

suite and then cut ofT their heads. But 1 Mace 6

1 fT, which is more reliable^ giv(>s a different account

of the death of Epii)hanes after an attemi^t to rob

a rich temple in Elymais. The account of 2 Mace
1 13 ff must be mere l(>gend, as far as Epiphanes is

concerned, but may have been suggested or colored

by the story of the d(>ath of Antiochus the Great,

who met his death while plundering a temple of

Belus near Elymais (Strabo xvi.l.lS; Diod. Sic.

573; Justin, xxxii.2). The temple of Nanaea
referred to in 2 Mace 1 13 ff may be identified

with that of Artemis (Polyb. xxxi.ll; Jos, Ant,

XII, ix, 1) or Ai)hrodite (Appian, Syr. 66; Rawlin-

son, Speaker's Comm.). S. Angus

NAOMI, na'6-ml, na-5'ml, na-5'mi C''?^?

,

no'uinl, probably = "pleasantness"; LXX R, Nwc-

fie£v, Nocme'in, A, No€fA(A€i[v], Noemme'i[n]): Wife
of Elimelech anci mother-in-law of Ruth (Ruth
1 2—4 17). She went with her husband to the

land of Moab, and after his death returned to

Bethlehem. When greeted on her return, she told

tlie women of the town to call her, not no^dml
("pleasantness"), but vidrdh ("bitterness"), "for,"

she said, "the /Vlmighty hath dealt very bitterly

with me." She advised Ruth in her dealings with
Boaz, and afterward nursed their child.

The name may mean "my joy," "my bliss," but
is perhaps better explaincnl according to the tradi-

tional interpretation as "the i>leasant one."
David Fraxcis Roberts

NAPHATH-DOR, na'fath-dor (Josh 12 23
RVm). Sec Dor.

NAPHISH, na'fish {t^^ , naphish; Na4)^s,

\aphes, D, Na<})€9, Napheth) : A son of Ishmael
(Gen 25 15; 1 Ch 1 31). Naphish, along with
other Hagrite clans, was overwhelmingly clcfeated

by the Israelitish tribes on the E. of the Jordan
(1 Ch 5 19, AV "Nephish"). Their descendants
are mentioned among the Nethinim by the name
"Nephisim," AV and RVm "Nephusim" (Ezr
2 50); "Nephushesim," AV and RVm "Nephi-
shesim" (Neh 7 52); "Naphisi" (1 Esd 5 31).

NAPHISI, naf'i-sl (Na<j)iorC, Naphisi, B, No<|)£io-€C,

Napheisei) : The name of one of the familicis which
went up out of captivity with Zerubbabel (1 Esd
5 31) = "Nephushesim" of Neh 7 52; "Nephisim"
of Ezr 2 50. See Naphish.

NAPHOTH-DOR, nfi'foth-dor (Josh 11 2 RVm).
See Dor.

NAPHTALI, naf'ta-li C^'^r^S: , naphlali; N€<t>-

9aX€C|x, Xephthalchn)

:

1. Thk T^ATiuAnrii
1. NaiiU!
2. Circumstances of His Birth
.'{. Historical and Traditional Details

II. Trihe of N.m'iitai.i
1. Its Relative Position
2. Its Location in Palestine
3. Physical Features
4. Distinction of the Tribe
5. Sites and Inhabitants
('). Labors of Jesus in This District

/. The Patriarch.—The 5th son of Jacob, and
the 2d born to him by Rachel's handmaid, Bilhah.

He was full brother of Dan {Gvn 30
1. Name 7 ff).

At his birth Rachel is said to have
exclaimed, naphtille 'elohmi niphlalti, "wrestlings

of God"—i.e. "mighty wrestlings"
—"have I

wrestled." Her sister's fruitfulness

2. Circum- was a sore trial to the barren Rachel,

stances of By her artifice she had obtained chil-

His Birth dren, the offspring of her maid ranking

as her own; and thtis her re])roach of

childlessness was removed. The name N. given

to this son was a monument of her vi(^tory. She
liad won the favor and blessing of God as made
manifest in the way yearned for by the oriental

heart, the birth of sons.

Personal details regarding the patriarch N. are

entirely wanting in Scripture; and the traditions

have not much to say about him.

3. Histori- According to Tg Pseudojon, he was a
cal and swift runner. It also tells us that he
Traditional was one of the 5 brethren whom Joseph
Details chose to represent the family of Jacob

in the presence of Pharaoh. He is said

to have been 132 years old at his death (Test. XII P,

viii, 1, 1). When Jacob and his family moved to

p]gypt, N. had 4 sons (Gen 46 24). In Egypt, he
di(!d and was buried.

//. Tribe of Naphtali.—When the first census

was taken in the wilderness, the tribe numbert'd
53,400 fighting men (Nu 1 43; 2 30).

1. Relative At the second census, the numbers
Position had shrunk to 45,400 (Nu 26 48ff);

but see Numbers. The position of

Naphtali in the desert was on the N. of the taber-

nacle with the standard of the camp of Dan, along
with the tribe of Asher (Nu 2 25 ff). The stand-

ard, according to Jewish tradition, was a serpent,

or basilisk, with the legend, "Return of Jehovah to

the many thousands of Israel" (Tg Pseudojon on
Nu 2 25). When the host was on the march, this

camp came in the rear (Nu 2 31). The prince of

the tribe at Sinai was Ahira ben Enan (2 29).

Among the spies the tribe was represented by
Nahbi ben Vophsi (13 14). Prince Pedahel ben
Ammihud was chosen from N. to assist in the di-

vision of the land (34 28). Toward the end of

David's reign the ruler of the tribe was Jeremoth
ben Azriel (1 Ch 27 19). Hiram the Tyrian
artificer is described as "the son of a widow of the

tribe of N." (1 K 7 14). But in 2 Ch 2 14 he
is called "the son of a woman of the daughters of

Dan." Jgs 5 15 does not definitely associate

Barak with the tribe of Issachar; his residence was
at Kedesh (Jgs 4 6); it is therefore possible that

he belonged to the tribe of N.
In the allocation of the land, the lot of N. was the

last but one to be drawn (Josh 19 32-39). The
boundaries are stated with great ful-

2. Location ness. W^hile it is yet impossible to

in Palestine trace them with certainty, the identi-

fication of sites in recent years, for

which we are mainly indebted to the late Col.

Conder, makes possible an approximation. The
territory was bounded on the E. by the Sea of
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Galilee aiul the upper reaches of the Jonhin. Jos
makes it extend to Daniascvis {Aitt, V, i, 22); but
there is nothing to sui)port this. The southern
boundary probably ran from the i)oint where Wudy
el-Brreh enters the Jordan, westward along the
northern side of the valley to Mt. Tabor. The
western border may have gone up by way of Hattin
(Ziddim) and YakUk (Ilukkok) to Kcfr ^Anan
(Hannathon), bending there to the W., ineluding
the land of er-Rameh (Ramah) until it reached the
territory of Asher. Ruiuiing northward again until
nearly opposite Tyre, it bent eastward, and once
more northward to the Litany (Leontes), taking in

the larger part of what is called by the Arabs Bddd
Besharah and Belad es-Shuklf. Nineteen cities

in N. are named in Josh 19 32 ff. Among them
was the famous city of refuge, Kedesu-naphtali
(q.v.), on the heights to the W. of the Waters of
Merom, where extensive ruins are still to be seen
(20 7).

_
It, along with Hammotli-dor and Kartan,

was assigned to the Gershonite Levites (21 23;
1 Ch 6 76).
The land lying around the springs of the Jordan

was included in the lot of N. It is clear that from this
part, as well as from the cities named in Jgs 1 33,
N. (lid not drive out the Canaanites. These the
Danites found in possession at the time of their
raid. There is no indication that N. resented in
any way this incursion of their kindred tribe into
their territory (Jgs 18).
The district thus indicated includes much excel-

lent land, both pastoral and arable. There are the
broad, rich terraces that rise away to

3. Physical the N. and N.W. of the Sea of Galilee,
Features with the fertile plain of G(nm(>saret

on t he seashore. The mountains imme-
diately N. of the sea are rocky and barren; but
wh(>n this tract is pass(»d, we enter the lofty and
spacious lands of upper Galilee, which from" time
immemorial have been the joy of the ])(>asant farmer.
Great breadths there are which in season yield
golden harvests. The richly divc^rsified scencn'y,
mountain, hill and valley, is marked by a finer
growth of tr(>es than is common in Pal. The tere-
binth and pine, the olive, nuilberry, apricot, fig,

pomegranate, orange, lemon and vine are cultivatcMl
to good })urpose. Water is comparatively i)lentiful,

supi)lied by many copious springs. It was one of
the districts from which Solomon drew j)r()visions,

the officer in ^charge being the king's son-in-law,
Ahimaaz (1 K 4 1.5).

The free life of these spacious uplands, which
yielded so liberally to the touch of the hand of in-

dustry, developed a robust manhood
4. Dis- and a wholesome spirit of ind(>pendence
tinction of among its inhabitants. According to
the Tribe Jos, who knew them well (BJ, III,

iii, 2), the country never lacked mul-
titudes of men of courage ready to give a goc^d
account of themselves on all occasions of war. Its
history, as far as we know it, afforded ample oppor-
tunity for the development of warlike (lualities.

In the struggle with Sisera, N. was found on the
high places of the field (Jgs 5 18). To David's
forces at Hebron, N. contributed a thousand cap-
tains "and with them with shield and spear thirty
and seven thousand" (1 Ch 12 34). Their i)osition
exjKJsed them to the first brunt of attack by enemies
from the N.; and in the wars of the kings thev bore
an important part (1 K 15 20; 2 K 12 IS; 13
22) ; and they were the first on the W. of the Jordan
to be carried away captive (2 K 15 29). See
Galilee.
The largest town in Mt. Naphtali today is Safed,

on the heights due N. of the Sea of Galilee, often
spoken of as the "city set on a hill." It is built
in the form of a horseshoe, open to the N., round

Naomi
Napkin

the Castle Hill, on which are the ruins of the old
fortress of the Templars. This is a position of

great strength, which could hardly fail

5. Sites and to be ()ccui)ied in ancient times,
Inhabitants although, so far, it cannot be identi-

fied with anv ancient city. It con-
tains between 20,000 and 30,000 inhabitants. Over
against it to the N.W., l)eyond the deep gorge of

]\ ddy Leimun, rises Jchd Jeninik, the highest
mountain in Pal i)rop(>r (c; 4,000 ft.) which may be
the scene of th(> Ti{ansfi(;uhati()N (q.v.). The
inhabitants of ^afcd were massacrtnl bv Sultan
Bibars in 1266. The c-ity suffered severely from
(earthquake in 1759; and it shared with Tiberias,
also a city of N., the disaster wrought by the earth-
quake of 1837. It is one of the holy cities of the
Jews.

In the land of N. Jesus spent a great
6. Labors part of his i)ublic life, the land of
of Jesus Gennesaret, B(>tlisaida, Capernaum

and Chorazin all lying within its
boundaries (cf Alt 4 15). W. Ewixg

NAPHTALI, MOUNT C^bnDD ^H, har nophtali;
Iv Tu 6p€i Tw N€<j>9aX€i, (/, to orei to Xcphthalel):
This was the most northerly of the three divisions
of the W(>stern Range, which d(>rived their names
from those of the trilxvs holding chief swav over
them—Mt. Judah, Mt. Ephraim, and Mt. Naphtali
(Josh 20 7 AV, RV replaces "Mount" by "the hill
country of").

NAPHTHAR, naf'thilr (AV): RV "Nephthar."

NAPHTUHIM, naf-tu'him (3"^nnp: , naphhJhlm;
LXX N€(j)ea\€in, Nepht/i(dcUn): A 'son of Mizraim
(G(m 10 13; 1 Ch 1 11); but, a(icording to most
mod(}rn authorities, a district or a d(>pendency of
L^gypt. Among the many efforts at identification
the following d(>serve notice: Naphtuhim = (1)
Nephthys (AV^^us, NrphthuH) in the N.E. of Egypt;
(2) Na-ptah, i.e. the ix'ople of Ptah, the dwellers
in the neighborhood of Memi)his; (3) Nathu (ac-
cording to Herodotus, Na^cD, Nalho), which occurs
in Assurbanipal's Annals as the name of a part of
Lower Egypt; (4) Erman (ZATW, X, US), by the
change of a letter, nnuls Petemhim, which signifi(-s

"The Northland"; (5) Spi(»g(>lberg sees in the word
an old designation of the Delta, and would tluTefore
render the name, "the ])(!()})le of the Delta" (cf Johns,
HDB; Skinner and Holzinger on Gen).

John A. Lees
NAPKIN, nap'kin ((rovSdpiov, muddrion; Lat

sudarium): In Lk 19 20, the cloth in which the
"unprofitable servant" wrapped the money of his
lord; cf Jn 11 44; 20 7; see Dress, 7; Hand-
kerchief.
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NARCISSUS, iiiir-sis'us (NapK(o-o-os, Narkissos):

In Uom 16 11 St. I'aul sciuls greetings to "them

of tlu! household of Narcissus, that are in the Lord."

"The la.st wortls may suf^gest that, though only the

Cliristians in this household have a greeting sent

to them, th(M'e were other members of it with whom
th(! church had relations" (Deiuiey).

Narcissus is a common name, esp. among freed-

men and .slaves. But, as in the case of Aristobulus,

some famous ])erson of this name must be meant.

Conybeare and Ilow.son mention two, one the well-

known favorite of Claudius, the other a favorite of

N(T(). The latter, who was ])ut to death by (Jalba

(Dio Cass. Ixiv.;^), they think to be the Narcissus

meant iier(> (St. I'aul, ch xix). On the other hand,

IMsho]) Lightfoot {riiil, 175) holds that "the power-

ful freedman Narcissus, whose wealth was ])ro-

V(Thial IJuv. Sat. xiv.:529], whose influence; with

Claudius was unbounded, and who bore a chief

p;u-t in the intrigu(>s of this reign, alone satisfies

this condition." Shortly after the accession of

Nero, he had been i)ut to death by AgriT)phia (Tac.

Ann. xiii.l; Dio Cass, lx.34) in 54 AD. As this

occurred three or four years before the Ep. to the

Rom was written, some think another Narcissus

is meant. However, as was usual in such cases,

his ])rop(Tty would be confiscated, and his slaves,

becomhig the property of the emperor, would swell

"Caesar's household" as Narcissiani.

S. F. Hunter
NARD, niird. See Spikenard.

NASBAS, nas'bas (Nao-pds, Nashris, i<, NapdS,

Nabtid, reatl by Fritzsche) : A nam(> otherwise un-

known. It occurs only in Tob 11 18, "And Achia-

oharus, and Nasbas "his brother's son," came to

Tobit's wedding. Opinions an) divided as to whether

he was "brother's son" of Tobit or Achiacharus.

AVm gives the suggestion of Junius, "Achiacharus

who is also called Nasbas," thus identifying Nasbas
with Achiacharus, which might gain support from

1 22 where Achiacharus is mentioned as "brother's

son" of Tobit. See Achiacharus; Aman. Spreads

"Achiacharus and Nabad his brother's sons," which

is corrected by another hand to "brother's son"
{i^d5f\(j)os, cxddelphos) . The Itala gives "Nabal
avunculus ["maternal uncle"! illius"; the Vulg

"Nabath consobrini ["cousins"] Tobiae"; Syr "Laban
his sister's son." This person is probably identical

with the "Aman" of Tob 14 10 (see variety of read-

ings under Aman) and the nephew in Harris' Story

of Ahikar and His Nephew. S. Angus

NASI, nil'se (B, Nao-eC, Nasei, A, Nao-CG, Nasith;

AV Nasith) : Tlie head of one of the families which
went up with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 32) = "Neziah"
of Ezr 2 54; Neh 7 56.

NASOR, na'sor. See Hazor.

NATHAN, na'than C\V'. , nathan, "gift"; NaOdv,

Nathan): A court prophet in David's reign and a
supporter of Solomon at his accession. There are

three main incidents in his career as depicted in the

OT.
The two l| narratives, 2 S 7 1-17 = 1 Ch 17

1-15, of which the former is the original, relate how-

David confided to Nathan his inten-

1. Nathan tion to build a house for Jeh's ark.

and David's Nathan at first blesses the project, but

Temple- that same night is given a Divine mes-
Plans sage, and returns to tell the king that

instead of David building a house for

Jeh, Jeh will build a house for David: "I will set up
thy seed after thee, .... and I will establish his

kingdom I will be his father, and he .shall be

mvson: if he commit inifjuity, I will chasten him
with the rod of men" (2 S 7 "^12-14). Ver 13 says

that "He shall build a house for my name, and I will

establish the throne of his kingdom for ever," but
this disturbs the one great thought of the passage,

which is that God will build a house for David, and
which is also the thought in David's prayer (va

18-29).

The word "seed " in ver 12 is collective and so through-
out the i)assage, so that the prophecy docs not refer to
any individual, but, lilve Dt 17 14-20; 18 1.5-22, be-
longs to tlie group of generic prophecies. Nor is it

!\I(>ssianic. for ver 14 could not be reconciled with tlio

sinlrssncss of Jesus. The message is rather a promise
of llie evcr-inereiful providence of God in dealing with
David's fainilv. (S(>e, however, C. A. Briggs, .Mexsiamc
I'ropheni, 12() If.) IJudde, who says that th(^ section l)e-

longs to the 7th cent, and is certainly prci'-xiUc in the
leading thouglit of the passage, sees in the i)ro|)hecy

soinetliing of ttie ich'alism of Amos and Ilosea, for th(!

I)rophet teaches that .Jeh dwells, not in "a lioly place

made witli hands" (He; 9 11.24), l)ut rather in tlie life

of tlie nation as represented by the direct succession of

Davidic kings. This presents an extension of the
teaching of Paul that the very body its(>lf is a sanctuary
unto God (1 Cov 6 19).

2 S 12 1-25 narrates Nathan's rebuke of David
for his adultery, and for causing the death of

Uriah; and then comes an account of

2. Nathan the death of Bathsheba's child. In

and David's vs 1-15«, we have Nathan's parable

Sin of the rich man and the poor man's
ewe lamb, and the application of it to

David's conduct. But several difficulties arise

when we ask exactly what Nathan's message to

David was: vs 13 f represent the prophet as saying

that God has forgiven David but that the child

will die, while vs 10-12 speak of a heavy punish-

ment that is to come upon David and his family,

and ver 16 does not show any indication of a proph-

ecy as to the child's death. Commentators regard

vs l-15a as later in origin than chs 11, 12 in the

main, and hold vs 10-12 to be still later than the

rest of vs l-15a. Budde omits vs 9a/3. 10a5a.ll.r2,

but regards even the rest of the story as interrupt-

ing the connection between 11 21b and 12 156,

and therefore of later date.

1 K 1 is a part of "one of the best pieces of Heb
narrative in our possession" (H. P. Smith, OT Hist,

153, n. 2). It narrates the part that

3. Nathan Nathan played in the events that led

and Solo- to Solomon's accession. David was
men's getting old and feeble, and the suc-

Accession cession had not been settled. When
Adonijah, who was probal)ly the eldest

son living, gave a banquet to some of his father's

state officials, Nathan, who was one of those that

had not been invited, incited Bathsheba, Solomon's

mother, to remind David of his promise to her that

Solomon should succeed to the throne. This she

did, and in the middle of her audience with David,

Nathan appears with the news of Adonijah's feast

and proclamation as king. Solomon is then

anointed king by David's command, Nathan being

one of his chief supporters. It has been suggest (>d

that it is only Nathan who interprets Adonijah's

feast as a claim to the throne, but this con-

tradicts ver 5. Yet, whereas in the two sections

treated above Nathan is the prophet of Jeh, he is

represented in 1 K as an intriguing court politician,

planning very cleverly an opportune entrance into

David's presence at the very time that Bathshciba

has an audience with the king. The
[i
narrative of

1 Ch 28 makes no mention of Nathan, Solomon
being there represented as Divinely elected to suc-

ceed David.

1 K 4 5 mentions a Nathan as father of Azariah and
Zabud, two of the chief olBcers of Solomon. He is

probably the prophet.
1 (":h 29 20; 2 Ch 9 29 refer to "the words" or

rather "the acts of Nathan the proplu>t" as well as those
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of Samuel and Gad. "There can be no doubt that these
are nothing more than references to the narratives in
which Samuel, Nathan and Gad are mentioned in our
Books of Samuel" (Curtis on 1 Ch 29 29). In 2 Ch 29
2.5, sanction is claimed for Levitical temple-music as
being commanded by God through Nathan and Ciad.

Curtis (on 1 Ch 29 29) oljserves that Nathan is

always called ndbhV ("prophet") in S and K and not
to' eh or hozeh, "seer."

David Francis Roberts
NATHAN:
(1) A prophet (2 S 7; Ps 51, title). See pre-

ceding article.

(2) A son of King David (2 S 5 14; 1 Ch 3 5;
14 4).

(3) Father of Igal, one of David's heroes (2 S
23 3G). In 1 Ch 11 38, we have "Joel the brother
of Nathan"; LXX B has "son" in this ver, but
it is impossible to say whether Igal or Joel is the
correct name.

(4) A Jerahmeelite (1 Ch 2 36), whose son is

called Zabad, whom some suppose to be the same
as Zabud (1 K 4 5). On this vicnv this Nathan is

the same as the prophet (see 1, above).
(5) A com])anion of Ezra from Babylon (Ezr 8

16 and 1 Esd 8 44).

(6) Nathanias (1 Esd 9 34), one of those who
had married foreign wives (Ezr 10 39).

(7) Name of a family (Zee 12 12).

David Francis Rohkrts
NATHANAEL, na-than'a-el (NaGavariX, Xathan-

ati):

(1) One of the "captains over thousands" who
furnished the Levitcs with much cattle for Josiah's
Pas.sover (1 Esd 1 9) = "Nethaner' of 2 Ch 35 9.

(2) CSadavdrjXos, Nathandelos, BA om) : One of
the priests who had married a "strange wife" (1 E.sd

9 22) = "Nethanel"of Ezr 10 22.

(3) An ancestor of Judith (Jth 8 1).

(4) One of the Twelve Apostles. See next article.

NATHANAEL (bx;n;
, nHhan'el, "God has

given"; Naeavaf|\, N(ithanati) : Nathanael, who
was ])rol)ably a fisherman, belonged to Cana in

Galilee (Jn 21 2). According to the "Genealogies
of the Twelve Apostles" (cf Budge, Conlendings of
the Apostles, II, 50), N. was the same as Sitnon,
the son of Cleopas, and was one of the Twelve.
He was among those who met and conversed with
Jesus during the preaching of John the Baptist at
Bethany beyond Jordan (cf Jn 1 28). From the
manner of the invitation extended to him by Philij)

(Jn 1 4o), it is evident that N. was well versed in

ancient Scri])ture, and that in him also the preach-
ing of John had aroused a certain expectancy. His
reply to Phili]), "Can any good thing come out
of Nazareth?" (Jn 1 46), was prompted, not by
any ill rei)uteof the place, but by its petty insignif-

icance and familiarity in N.'s eyes. To this qu(\s-

tion Philip made no direct answer, but re])li('d,

"Come and see." It was the answer best fitted

to the man and the occasion; it a])])ealed t(j

N.'s fair-mindedness and sincerity of purjjose. He
responded nobly to the call, and on a])])roaching

Jesus was .received with the words: "Behold, an
Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile!" (Jn
1 47). It was a tribute to that singl(ni(>ss of heart
which enabl(;d him to overcome his initial ])reju-

dice. The same candor and openness distinguished
the after-interview of N. with Jesus, as is evident
by his question, "Whence knowest thou me?" (Jn
1 48). The re])ly of Jesus was not what he ex-
pected. It concerned the time he had s])cnt und(>r

the fig tree, kneeling, no doubt, in silent i)rayer and
communion with God, and brought to mind all the
8acr<!d ho])es and aspirations of that hour. It

taught him that here was One who read on the
instant the inmost secrets of his hcuirt, and was
Himself the ideal for whom he was seeking; and it

drew from him the confession, "Rabbi, thou art the
Son of God; thou art King of Israel" (Jn 1 49).

Although N. is mentioned by name only once againm the NT, where he is one of the seven who witnessed
the appearance of the risen Jesus at the Sea of Tiberias
(Jn 21 2), it is evident that the connection and com-
panionship of N. witli Jesus must have been much closer
than those two incidents would lead us to suppose.
Accordingly, attemjjts have been made to identify him
with other NT characters, the most commonly accepted
being Bartholomew (cf Bahtholomew). The principal
arguments in support of tliis ich'ut ideation are: (1) N.
is never mentioned by the syuoijtists, and Bartholomew
IS never mentioned by .John, who further imi)lies that N.
was one of the twelve disciples (ef Jn 20 24-2(i; 21 2);
(2) in the Synoptists, Philip is closely connected with
Bartholomew (cf lists of the apostles), and in John with
N. (cf Jn 1 45 If) ; (3) the fact that most of the other
apostles bear two names. Arguments are also adduced
to identify him with Simon the Cananaean (cf Simon).
N. has also been identified with Matthew and Matthias
(based on the similarity of name-meanings), with John
the son of Zebedee, with Stephen, and even with Paul.

C. M. Kerr
NATHANIAS, nath-a-ni'as (NaOavCas, Natha-

nias): One of those who put away their foreign
wives (1 Esd 9 34) = "Nathan" of Ezr 10 39.

NATHAN-MELECH, nfi'than-me'lek (tjblp-fnp,
nHhan-mekkh, "king's gift"): A Judaean '

official,

to whose chamber King Josiali removed "the horses
of the sun" (2 K 23 11). LXX calls him "Nathan,
the king's eunuch" {^adav ^acriXiws tov evvovxov,
Nathan basilcos tou eunouchou)

.

NATIONS, na'shunz. See Gentiles; Goiim;
Heathen; Table of Nations.

NATIVITY, na-tiv'i-ty, OF MARY, GOSPEL
OF THE. See Apocryphal Gospels.

NATURAL, nat'ri-ral, NATURE, na'tQr (nb,
Ic^h; \|/vxik6s, psuchikos, <})vo-ik6s, phusikos, <j>v<ris,

phiisis)

:

"Natural" is the tr of le''h, "freshness or vigor"
(Dt 34 7). ()f Moses it is said, "His eye was not

dim, nor his natural force abated."
X As XJsGd
iti the. OT "Nature" in the sense of a system or
111 LUC v->A constitution does not occur in the OT. The

world and men, each individual, were con-
ceived as being the direct creation of a supra-mundane
God, and conserved by His power and Spirit. The later
conception of "nature" came in through Gr influences.

In the Apoc, we find "nature" in the sense of
innate character or constitution (Wisd 7 20, "the
natures [p/iMscis] of living creatures"; 13 1, "Surely
vain are all men by nature" [phusei], 3 Mace 3
29, "mortal nature" [phusis]).

In the NT "nature" (phusis) is frequently found
in the latter sen.se (Rom 1 26, "against nature";

2 14, "by nature"; 2 27; 11 24, also
2. As Used "contrary to nature"; 1 Cor 11 14,
in the NT "Doth not even nature itself teach

you?"; Gal 2 15; 4 8; Eph 2 3;
in 2 Pet 1 4, we have "tluit ye might be partakers
of the divine nature," RVni "or, a"); phusis occurs
also in Jas 3 7, "every kind of beasts," RVm "Gr
nature," also "mankind" (ver 7), RVm "Gr the
human nature." "Natural" (Rom 11 21.24) is

the tr of katd phusin, "according to nature." Paul
in 1 Cor speaks of "the natural man" (2 14, ARVm
"or unspiritual, Gr psychical") and of a "natural
body" (15 44 bis), the Gr word being psuchikos,
"of thesoul" ipsucM), the animal, natural, ])rinciple,

as contrasted with what pertains to the higher
])rinciple of the spirit (pneiima). In 1 Cor 15 46
the contrast is ex])res.sed, "Howbeit that is not first

which is spiritual, but that whic-h is natiu-al," ARVm
"Gr jxsychical." Tin; "nattu'al man" is the man in

whom the si)irit is uiuiuickened, the "natiu'al body"
is that corre.spoTiding to the jJSA'chical or soul-nat uvv,

the "spiritual body" that corresponding to the Spirit
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as tlu! (loininant i)riiicii)lo of the lif(u In Jude ver

10, we have phu-sikdH, "naturally," "naturally, as

brute beasts,"' RV "naturally, like the ereatun>s

without reason"; griicsis, "origin," "birth," is tr''

"natural" (Jas 1 2)5, "his natural face," RVni "(ir

the face of his birth"); and "nature" (3 (5, "the
course of natiu-e," RV "the whe(>l of natiu-e,"

m "or birth") ("wheel" ])robably means "circle

of nature" [the whole creation; see Cox'usk]);

gncs'ios, "genuine" ("true to right nature"), "legiti-

mate," "sincere," is tr'' "naturally" (Phil 2 20,

"who will naturally care for your state," RV
"truly," m "Gr geiuiinely"). \V. L. Walker

NATURAL FEATURES, fe'tfirz: As has been
pointed out by various authors (cf JKIHL), the

princi])al jihysical features of Pal run in N. and S.

lines, or rather about from iS.S.W. to N.N.E.

The lowland or She])helah (AV "vale, valley,

plain, or low country ") includes the maritime; i)lain

and the western foothills.

The hill country consists of the mountains of

Juda(>a, and its features are continued northward to

the ])lain of Esdraelon and southward to the Sinaitic

peninsula. It is rocky and has very little water.

Exce])t for the few fountains, the s(uinty ])opulation

depends upon rain water colle(!ted during the winter

months.
The Arabah (RV) includes tlic Jordan valley

from the Sea of CJalilee to the Dead Sea, as well as

the depression running from the Dead Sea to the

Gulf of Akabah. It is to the latter d(!pression that

the name Wddi-ul-^Arabah is now applied by the

Arabs. It is bounded on the E. by Mt. Seir or

Edom, and on the W. by the mountains of the

Sinaitic ])eninsula. Its highest p;dnt, about half-

way between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Akabah,
is a few hundred ft. higher than tlie level of the

Mediterranean, but nearly 2,000 ft. above; the level

of the Dead Sea. From this jjoint the valley slopes

southward to the Gulf of Akabah, and northward
to the Dead S(;a. The hjwer Jonlan valley slopes

from about 600 ft. below ocean-level at the Sea of

Galilee to about 1,300 ft. below (;cean-l(!vel at the

Dead Sea.

To the E. are the highlands of Gil(\ad and Moab
rising abru])tly from the valley, as does the hill

country of Judaea on the W. The country to the

"Up to .Icrusaloin" from tlie Good Samaritan's Inn.

E. of the Jordan-Dead Sea-Arabah depression, to

the whole of which the nanu; (Shaur {(ilwr) is ap-
plied by the Arabs, is a great table-land slo])ing

gradually to the; E. from the shar]) edge which over-

looks the (ihanr. It has no cons))icuous ])eaks.

What ai)])ear to be ]);'aks when viewed from the

Ghaur are irregularities of its western ccmtour,

which are invisible or appear as slight mounds to the

observ<;r who looks westward from any ])oint some
miles to the E. Mt. Nebo, for instance, when seen

from Mddeha is not readily distinguishable. This
is because it really docs not rise above the general

level of the table-land. The small annual rainfall

on the heights near the (Ihaiir diminishes east-

ward, and the desert b(>gins within from 20 to 40
miles.

Another t(>rm nuich used by OT writers is South
or N(!geb, whicth embra<;es tlie southernmost ])or-

tion of th<> jiromi.sed land, and was never efTectiv(;ly

oc(;ui)ie(i by the Israelites. Its uttermost bound-
ary was the "riv(;r of Egyjit" {al-Wrhh), and coin-

cides roughly with the ])rescnt boundary between
tlu; Ottoman t(;rritory on the E. and the Anglo-
Egy]) territory of Sinai on the W.

TIk' term slopes, 'd.-ihedlidth. AV "springs," occurs in

Josh 10 40, "Ho Joshua smote all the land, the hill-

country .... and tlui lowland, and the slopes, and all

their kings"; and again in Josh 12 7. S, " And Joshua gave
it ... . for a ])oss(!ssion according to their divisions; in

th(! hill-country, and in the lowland, and in the Arabah,
and in the slopes, and in the wilderness, and in the
.South." In the former passage, it seems to refer to the
foothills which form the eastern or higher part of tlie

lowland or Shephclah. In the latter passage, it might
mean the same, or it might mean the des(;ent from the
Judaean hills to the Ghaur. In Dt 3 17; 4 49; Josh
12 3; 13 20, we have "the slopes of Pi.sgah" {'a.-ihdoth-

ha-i)isi/ah, "springs of Pisgah"), which denotes the descent
from 'the heights of Moab to the Ghaur. The same word
occurs in the sing, in Nu 21 I-*), referring to the descent
to the Arnon. "Slopes," therefore, does not seem to be
a term applied to any particular region.

The wilderness is usually the desert of the wander-
ing, including the central part of the Sinaitic

p(!ninsula, but it is by no means always used in this

sense, e.g. Josh 8 15.20.24, where it ckiarly refers to

a region near Ai. "The wilderne.ss" of Mt 4 1 is

thought to be the barren portion of Judaea between
Jerus and the Jordan. See Ch.a.mpaign; Country;
Dkskrt; East; Hill; Lowland; South.

Alfred Ely Day
NATURAL HISTORY, his'to-ri. See Animal;

Botany; Birds; Fishes; Insects; Zoolo(;y.

NATURAL MAN, THE. See Man, The Natu-
ral.

NATURE, See Natural, Nature.

NAUGHT, not, NAUGHTY, no'ti, NAUGHTI-
NESS, -nes: In the sense of bad, worthless, worth-
lessness, the words in AV represent the Ileb y^

,

ra\ changed in RV to "bad" (2 K 2 19; Prov 20

14; Jer 24 2), ?"! , ro"', retained in RV "naughti-

ness" (1 S 17 28), ^"^L^, /m»'«Y7/i, rendered in RV in

Prov 11 6 "iniquity," and iii 17 4 "mischievous."
In Prov 6 12, "naughty person," lit. "man of

Belial," is in RV "worthless person." In the NT,
"superfluity of naughtiness" in Jas 1 21 (for /ca/c/o,

k(ikia) becomes in RV "overflowing of wickedness,"
m "malice," and in Wisd 12 10 AV's "naughty
generation" (Trov-qpSs^ poncros) is made into "by birth

.... evil." James Orr

NAUM, na'um: AV form, Nahum (q.v.), the
name of an ancestor of Jesus (Lk 3 25).

NAVE, nav (1 K 7 33). See Sea, Molten.

NAVE, na'vn (Navt), Xaw) : Gr form of the Ileb

])roj)er name "Nun" (so RV), found onlv in AV of

Sir 46 1.

NAVEL, na'v'l ("liXJ , shor [LXX in Prov 3.8
suggests a different reading, viz. instead of "v!^

,

shorrekha, iT^t?, s/icrc/c/ia = ~")i|?Tp , sh'''erekhd, "thy

flesh"]) : TheAV translates the' Ileb sharir in the de-

scription of Behemoth (Job 40 16) by "navel," where
modern translators have substituted "muscles";
similarly in the tr of shorcr (Cant 7 2) it has been
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replaced by "body." There remain two passages
of RV where "navel" is retained as the tr of shor.

Thus we find the word used, pars pro toto, for the
whole being: "It [the fear of Jeh] will be health
to thy navel, and marrow to thy bones" (Prov 3 8).

The uttermost neglect which a new-born babe can
experience is expressed by Ezekiel: "In the day
thou wast born thy navel [i.e. umbilical cord] was
not cut, neither wast thou washed in water to cleans*;

thee; thou wast not salted at all, nor swaddled at
all" (Ezk 16 4). H. L. E. Luering

NAVY, na'vi. See Ships and Boats, II, 1, (2).

NAZARENE, naz-a-ren', naz'a-ren (NatapT]v6s,
Nazarenos; Nazoralos in Mt, Jn, Acts and Lk) : A
derivative of Nazareth, the birthplace of Christ.
In the NT it has a double meaning: it may be
friendly and it may be inimical.

On the lips of Christ's friends and followers, it is

an honorable name. Thus Matthew sees in it a ful-

filment of the old Isaian prophecy
1. An Hon- (Isa 11 l[Heb]): "That it might be
orable Title fulfilled which was spoken through the

prophets, that he should be called a
Nazarene" (Mt 2 23). Accordhig to an over-
whelming array of testimony (see Aleyer, Comm., in

loc), the name Nazareth is derived from the same
v/ ndgar, found in the text quoted from Isa. \\'e

have here undoubtedly to do with a permissible
accommodation.

It is not quite certain that Matthew did not Intend,
by the use of tliis word, to refer to the picture of the
Messiah, as drawn in Isa 53, on account of the low esti-
mate in which this place was held (Jn 1 4()). Nor is it

permissible, as has been done by Tertullian and Jerome,
to substitute the word "Nazarito" for "Xazarene,"
which in every view of the case is contrary to the patent
facts of the life of the Saviour.

Says Meyer, "In giving this prophetic title to the
Messiah he entirely disregards the historical mean-
ing of the same (LXX Isa 11 1, (bithns), keeps by
the relationship of the name Nazareth to the word
ndgar, and recognizes by virtue of the same, in that
prophetic Messianic name neger, the tyi)ical refer-

ence to this—that Jesus through His settlement in

Nazareth was to become a 'Nazoraios,' a 'Naza-
rene.' " This name clung to Jesus throughout His
entire life. It became His name among the masses

:

"Jesus of Nazareth passeth by" (Mk 10 47; Lk
24 19). Perhaps Matthew, who WTote after the
event, may have been influenced in his api)lication

of the Isaian prophecy by the very fact that Jesus
was popularly thus known. Even in the realm of

spirits He was known by this appellation. Evil
spirits knew and feared Him, under this name (Mk
1 24; Lk 4 34), and the angc^ls of the resurrection
morning called Him thus (Mk 16 6), while Jesus
api)lied the title to Himself (Acts 22 8). In the
light of these facts we do not wonder that the dis-

ciples, in their later lives and work, persistently

used it (Acts 2 22; 3 6; 10 38).

If His friends knew Him by this name, much
more His enemies, and to them it was a title of

scorn and derision. Their whole atti-

2. A Title tude was compressed in that one word
of Scorn of Nathanael, by which he voiced his

doubt, "Can any good thing come out
of Nazareth?" (Jn 1 46). In the name "Naza-
rene," the Jews, who op])osed and rejected Christ,
poured out all the vials of their antagonism, and the
word became a Jewish heritage of bitterness. It is

hard to tell whether the appellation, on the lips of
evil spirits, signifies dread or hatred (Mk 1 24;
Lk 4 34). With the gatekeepers of the house of the
high priest the case is clear. There it signifies un-
adulterated scorn (Mt 26 71; Mk 14 67). Even
in His death the bitter hatred of the priests caused

this name to accompany Jesus, for it was at their
dictation written above His cross by Pilate (Jn 19
19). The entire Christian community was called
by the leaders of the Jewish peo])le at Jerus, "the
sect of the Nazarenes" (Acts 24 5). If, on the one
hand, therefore, the name stands for devotion and
love, it is equally certain that on the other side it

represented the bitter and undying hatred of His
enemies. PIenry E. Dosker

NAZARETH, naz'a-reth (Na^ap^r, Nazaret,
NaJaptG, Nazareth, and other forms) : A town in

Galilee, the home of Joseph and the
1. Notice Virgin Mary, and for about 30 years
Confined to the scene of the Saviour's life (Mt 2
the NT 23; Mk 1 9; Lk 2 39.51; 4 16, etc).

He was therefore called Jesus of
Nazareth, although His birthplace was Bethlehem;
and those who became His disciples were known as
Nazarenes. This is- the name, with slight modifi-
cation, used to this day by Moslems for Christians,
Nai^drd—the sing, being iXa^rdny.

The town is not named in the OT, although the
presence of a spring and the convenience of the
site make it probable that the place was occupied
in old times. Quaresimus learned that the ancient
name was Medina Abiut, in which we may recog-
nize the Arab. el-Medinat el-haicjah, "the white
town." Built of the white stone supplied by the
limestone rocks around, the description is quite
accurate. There is a reference in Mish {M'nd-
huth, viii.6) to the "white house of the hill" whence
wine for the drink offering was brought. An elegy
for the 9th of Ab speaks of a "course" of priests

settled in Nazareth. This, however, is based upon
an ancient midhrash now lost (Neubauer, Geogr. du
Talm, 82, 85, 190; Delitzsch, Ein Tag in Caper-
naum, 142). But all this leaves us still in a state
of uncertainty.
The ancient town is represented by the modern

en-Nd§irah, which is built mainly on the western
and northwestern slopes of a hollow

2. Posi- among the lower hills of Galilee, just

tion and before they sink into the plain of

Physical Esdraelon. It lies about midway
Features between the Sea of Galilee and the

Mediterranean at Haifa. The road
to the plain and the coast goes over the south-
western lip of the hollow; that to Tiberias and
Damascus over the heights to the N.E. A rocky
gorge breaks down southward, issuing on the plain

between two craggv hills. That to the W. is the
traditional Hill of Precipitation (Lk 4 29). This,

however, is too far from the city as it must have
been in the days of Christ. It is probable that the
present town occuj)ies pretty nearly the ancient site;

and the scene of that attempt on Jesus' life may have
been the cliff, many feet in height, not far from the
old synagogue, traces of which are still seen in the
western part of the town. There is a good spring
under the Greek Orthodox church at the foot of

the hill on the N. The water is led in a conduit
to the fountain, whither the women and their

children go as in old times, to carry home in their

jars supplies for domestic use. There is also a
tiny spring in the face of the western hill. To the
N.W. rises the height on which stands the sanctuary,
now in ruins, of Nebtj Sa^ln. From this point a
most beautiful and extensive view is obtained, rang-
ing on a clear day from the Mediterranean on the
W. to the Mountain of Bashan on the E.; from
Upper Galilee and Mt. Hermon on the N. to the
uplands of Gilead and Samaria on the S. The
whole extent of Esdraelon is seen, that great battle-

field, associated with so many heroic exploits in

Israel's history, from Carmel and Megiddo to

Tabor and Mt. Gilboa.
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There are now some 7,000 iuliabitants, mainly
Christian, of whom the (ireek Orlliodox church

claims about 3,000. Moslems number
3. Present about 1,()()0. There are no Jews. It

Inhabitants is the chief market town for the jias-

toral antl agricultural district that lies

around it.

In Nazareth, Je.sus ])reached His first recorded
sermon (Lk 4 16 IT), when His i)lainness of sjx'ech

aroused the homicidal fury of His
4. Labors hearers. "He did not many mighty
of Jesus works then; because of their unbelief"

(Mt 13 58). Finding no rest or se-

curity in Nazareth, He made His home in Caper-
naum. The rejjroach implied in Nathanael's
question, "Can any good thing come out of Naza-
reth?" (Jn 1 46), has led to much speculation.

paios, 7iazrirn'ios, as also various words indicating

"holiness" or "devotion"; AV Nazarite, naz'a-rit):

Antic|uity and OriKia
("onditions of Jw Vow
Initiation
Restoration
Completion and Kclcase
Senii-sacerflotal Cliaractcr
Naziritcs for Life
Samson's ( 'asc
Sanvucl's Case
Token of Divine Favor
Did Not ]'"orm Commnnitics
AnionK Early (^liristiaiis

I'arallels among Other Peoples

The root-meaning of the word in Heb as well as

the various Or tr" indicates the Nazirite as "a con-
secrated one" or "a devotee." In the circumstances
of an ordinary vow, men consecrated some mate-

Nazaketh, from the Road to the Plain of Esdraelon.

By ingenious emendation of the text Cheyne would
read, "Can the Holy One proceed from Nazaretli?"
(EB, S.V.). P(>rhaps, howev(>r, we should see no
more in this than the acquiescence of Nathanael's
humble spirit in the lowly estimate of his native
})rovince entertained by the leaders of his peoi)le

in Judaea.
Christians are said to have first settled here in the

time of Constant ine (Eijiphanius), whose mother
Helena built the Church of the Annun-

5. Later elation. In crusading times it was
History the seat of the bishop of Belhsean.

It passed into Moslem hands after the
disaster to the Crusaders at Ifatlln (1183). It was
destroyed by Sultan Bibars in '1263. In 1620 the
Franciscans rebuilt the Church of the Annunciation,
and the town rose again from its ruins. Here in
1799 the French g(>neral Junot was assailed by the
Turks. After his brilliant victory over the Turks
at Tabor, Napoleon visited Nazareth. The place
suffered some damage in the earthquake of 1837.

Protestant Missions are now represent (>d in

Nazareth by agents of the ChiU'ch Missionary So-
ciety, and of the Edinburgh Medical Missionary
Society. W. Ewing

NAZIRITE, naz'i-rit (T'Tt, nuzlr, connected
with "1"^, nddhar, "to vow"; va^eip, nazcir, va.X,t\.-

rial possession, but the Nazirite consecrated himself
or herself, and took a vow of separation and self-

imposed discipline for the purpose of some special
service, and the fact of the vow was indicated by
special signs of abstinence. The chief OT passages
are Jgs 13 5-7; 16 17; Nu 6; Am 2 11.12; cf

Sir 46 13 (Heb); 1 Mace 3 49-52.

The question has been raised as to whether the
Nazirite vow was of native or foreign origin in IsraeL

The idea of special separation, how-
1. Antiquity ever, seems in all ages to have appealed
and Origin to men of a particular temperament,

and we find something of the kind in

many countries and always linked with special

abstinence of some kind; and from all that is said
in the Pent we should infer that the custom was
already ancient in Israel and that Mosaism regu-
lated it, bringing it into line with the general system
of r(>ligious observance and under the cognizance
of the Aaronic priests. The critics assign the sec-

tion dealing with this matter (Nu 6 1-21) to P,
and give it a late date, but there cannot be the least

doubt that the institution itself was early. It

seems not unlikely that on the settlement in Canaan,
when the Israelites, having failed to overcome the
native population, began to mix freely with them,
the local worship, full of temjjting Dionysiac ele-

ments, brought forth this religious protest in favor
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of Israel's ancient and simpler way of living, and
as a protection against luxury in settling nomads.
It is worthy of note that among the Semit(^s vine-

growing and wine-drinking have ever b<H>n con-

sidered foreign to their traditional nomadic mode
of life. It was in this same protest that tlie Rechal)-

ites, who were at least akin to the Nazirites, w(>nt

still farther in refusing even in Canaan to abandon
the nomadic state. See Rkc'hahites.

Th(! Pent, then, makes provision for the Nazirite

vow being taken by cither men or women, though
the OT does not record a single in-

2. Condi- stance of a female Nazirite. Furth(>r,

tions of it j)rovidcs only for the taking of the

the Vow vow for a limit (>d time, that is, for the
case of the "Nazirite of days." No

period of duration is mentioned in the OT, but the

Mish, in dealing with the subject, prescribes a
period of 30 days , while a double period of 60 or

even a triple one of 100 days might be entered on.

The conditions of Naziritism entailed: (1) the
strictest abstinence from wine and from every prod-
uct of the vine; (2) the keejiing of the hair un-
shorn and the beard untouclunl by a razor; CS) the
prohibition to touch a dead body; and (4) prohi-

bition of unclean food (Jgs 13 5-7; Nu 6).

The ceremonial of initiation is not recorded, the
Pent treating it as well known. The Talm tells us

that it was only necessary for one to

3. Initiation express the wish that he might be a
Nazirite. A formal vow was, however,

taken; and from the form of renewal of the vow,
when l)y any means it was accidentally broken, we
may judge that the head was also sliornon initiation

and the liair allowed to grow during the whole period
of the vow.
The accidental violation of the vow just men-

tioned entailed upon the devotee; the beginning of

the whole matter anew and the serving
4. Restora- of the whole period. This was entered
tion on by the cer(>monial of restoration,

in the undergoing of which the Nazi-
rite shaved his head, presented two turtle-doves
or two young pigeons for sin and burnt offerings, and
re-consecrat(>d himself before the; i)riest, further pre-
senting a lamb for a trespass offering (Nu 6 9-12).

When the period of separation was complete,
the ceremonial of release had to be gone through.

It consisted of the presentation of

5. Comple- burnt, sin and peace offerings with
tion and their accompaniments as detailed in

Release Nu 6 1:^-21, the shaving of the head
and the burning of the hair of the head

of separation, after which the Nazirite returned to
ordinary life.

The consecration of the Nazirite in some ways
resembled that of the priests, and similar words

are used of both in Lev 21 12 and Nu
6. Semi- 6 17, the priest's vow being even
sacerdotal designated nezcr. It opened up the
Character way for any Israelite to do special

service on something like semi-sacer-
dotal lines. The priest, like tlie Nazirite, dared
not come into contact with the dead (Lev 21 1),

dared not touch wine during the period of s(>rvice

(Lev 10 9), and, further, long hair was an ancient
priestly custom (Ezk 44 20).

The only "Nazirites for life" that we know by
name arc Samson, Samuel and John the Baptist,

but to th(>se Jewish tradition adds
7. Nazirites Absalom in virtue of his long hair.
for Life We know of no one voluntarily taking

the vow for life, all the cases recorded
being those of parents dedicating their childnni.
In rabbinical times, the father but not the motJier
might vow for the child, and an interesting case of
this kind is mentioned in the dedication of Rabl)i

Chanena by his father in the presence of Rabban
Gamaliel {Ndzlr, 296).

Samson is distinctly named a Nazirite in Jgs 13
7 and 16 17, but it has been ol)j(>ctcd that his case

(h)es not conform to the regulations

8. Sam- in the Pent. It is said that he must
son's Case have partaken of wine when he made

a feast for his friends, but that does
not follow and would not be so understood, say, in

a Moslem country today. It is further urged that
in connection with his fighting he must have come
into contact with many d(>ad nwn, and that hv,

took honey from the carcase of the lion. To us
these objections seem hypercritical. Fighting was
specially im])lied in his vow (Jgs 13 5), and th(>

remains of the lion would be but a dry skeleton and
not even so defiling as the ass's jawbone, to which
the critics do not object.

Samuel is nowhere in the OT called a Nazirite,
the name being first apy)lied to him in Sir 46 13

(lleb), but the restrictions of his dedica-
9. Samuel's tion seem to imply that he was. Well-
Case hausen denies that it is implied in 1 S

1 11 that he was either a Nathin ("a
gift, [one] 'given' unto Jeh"; of Nu 3 9; 18 (i)

or a Nazirite. In the Heb text the mother's vow
mentions ojdy the uncut hair, and first in LXX is

there added that he should not drink wine or strong
drink, but this is one of the cases where we should
not regard silence as final evidence. Rather it is to
be regarded that the visible sign only is mentioned,
tlie whole contents of the vow being implied.

It is very likely that Nazirites became numerous
in Israel in periods of great rdigious or political

excitement, and in Jgs 5 2 we may para-
10. Token i)lirase, 'For the long-haired champions
of Divine in Israel.' That they should be raised
Favor up was considered a special token of

Cod's favor to Israel, and the tempting
of them to break their vow by drinking wine was
considered an aggravated sin (Am 2 11 .12). At the
time of the captivity they were looked upon as a
vanished glory in Israel (Lam 4 7 m), but they
reappeared in later history.

So far as we can discover, there is no indication
that they formed guilds or settled communities

like the "Sons of the Prophets." In
11. Did Not some sense the Ess(^nes may have con-
Form Com- tinned the tradition, and James, the
munities Lord's brother (Euseb., HE, II, xxiii,

3, following Hegesippus), ancl also
Banus, tutor of Jos (Vita, 2), who is probably the
same as the Buni mentioned as a disciple of Jesus
in Sank. 43a, were devotees of a kind resembling
Nazirites. Berenice's vow was also manifestly
that of the Nazirite (Jos, BJ, II, xv, 1).

The case of John the Baptist is quite certain, and
it was probably the means of introducing the cus-

tom among the early Christians. It
12. Among was clearly a Nazirit(>'s vow which Paul
Early took, "having shorn his head in
Christians Cen(-hreae" (Acts 18 18), and which

he completed at Jerus with other Chris-
tians similarly i)laced (Acts 21 23).
As the ex{)enses of release were heavy for poor

men, such were at times aided in this matter by
their richer brethren. Thus Agrippa, on his return
from Rome, assisted many Nazirites (Jos, Ant,
XIX, vi, 1), and Paul was also at charges with
others (Acts 21 23).

We come across something of the same kind in
many countries, and we find special abstinence
always em[)hasized. Thus we meet with a class

of "votaries" as early as the days of I.Iammurabi,
and his code devotes quite a number of sections
to them. Among other restrictions they were pro-
hibited from even entering a wineshop {Sect, 110).
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Thou W(> ;ir(" familiar with the Ilkrodouloi of tho

(irccks, ami the Vestal N'irgins of tli(! Romans.
The word n'zlr also appears in Syr

13. Par- and was applied to the nKiid(>ns de-

allels vot(Hl (o the service of ]5elthis. In

among the East, too, ther(> have always been
Other individuals and societies of ascetics

Peoples who were jiractically Xazirites, and the

modern dervish in nearl} every wu}' re-

sembles him, \vliil(> it is worthy of record in this

connection that tlu^ Mosh^m (an abstainer by
creed) while under the vow of ))i]grimag(! neither

cuts his hair nor par(>s his nails till the com])letion

of his vow in Mecca. W. M. Chuistie

NEAH, ne'a (n^iH , Im-nvWi, "the neah"; 'Av-

voud, Annoud): A town in tlie lot of Z(>bulun (Josh

19 13), mentioned alon^ with (;ath-h(>pher and
Rimmon. It is po.ssibly id(>ntical with ''X'eiid"

(ver 27). No name resembling either of these has
yet been recovered, although the district in which
the place must be sought is pretty definitely indi-

cated. It may i)robably have lain to the N. of

Rimmon (Riitnmdnch), about 4 miles N.E. of Sef-

fdriyeh.

NEAPOLIS, iie-ai)'6-lis (N«diro\is, Xcdpolis;
^\'II, A'm Pedis): A town on the northern shore of

the Aegean, originally belonging to Thrace but later

falling within the; Rom province of IMacetlonia.

It was the seaport of Philippi, and was the first

point in Europe at which Paul and his comi)anioiis

landed; from Troas they had sailed direct to

Samothrace, and on the next day reached Neapolis
(Acts 16 11). Paul probably passed through the
town again on his second visit to Macedonia (.Vets

20 1), and he certainly must have embarked there
on his last journey from Pliilipju to Troas, which
occupied 5 days (Acts 20 6). The ))osition of

Neapolis is a matter of dispute. Some writers have
maintained that it lay on the site known as Eshi
(i.e. "Old") Kavalla (Cousinery, Macedoinc, II,

109 ff), and that upon its d(>struction in the 6th or
7th cent. AD the inhabitants migrated to the place,

about 10 miles to the E., called Christopolis in

mediaeval and Kavalla in modern times. But th(>

gcmeral view, and that which is most consonarit
with the evidence, both literary and archaeological,

places NeajMjlis at Kavcdla, which lies on a rocky
lieadland with a spacious harbor on its western
side, in which the fleet of Brutus and Cassius was
moored at the time of the battle of Philippi (42
liC; Appian Bell. Civ. iv.l06). The town lay
some 10 Rom mihvs from Philippi, with which it was
connected by a road leading over the mountain
ridge named Symbolum, which separates the })lain

of l^hilippi from the sea.

The date of its foundation is uncertain, l>ut it sooms to
have been a colony from tlio island of Thasos, which lay
opposite to it (Dio Cassius xlvii.3.")). It appears (under
the name Ncopolis, which is also borne on its coins) as a
monibor both of the first and of the second Athenian
confederacy, and was highly commended by the Athen-
ians in an extant decree for its loyalty during the Thasian
revolt of 411-408 BC (Tn.^rr. Grace, I, Suppl. .Ol). Tlie
chief cult of the city was that of "The Virgin," usually
identified with the (Ir Artemis. (See Leake, TrarcU i'n

Sorthern Oreerr. Ill, ISO; Cousinery, Vnyaije dans la
Macedoine. II, ()9{f,10!) If; Heuzey and Daumet, Mis-
sion arrheol. de Maredoinc, 11 If.)

M, N. Tod
NEAR, ner, NIGH, ni (cliiefly n^l]:;

, Ifurohh,

"to draw near," H"^!!^
,
kdrabh; iyyvs, egg us): Used

of proximitv in i)lace (den 19 20; 45 10; Ex 13
17; Ps 22 11; Jn 3 23, etc), tinu^ (Jer 48 Ki;
Ezk 7 7; 30 3; Mk 13 28), or kinship (Lev 21 2;
Ruth 3 12), l)ut also employed of moral nearness,
Jeh is "nigh" to them that are of a broken heart
fPs 34 18). God draws nigh to His people, and

they 1() Him (,Jas 4 S). The; antithesis is God's
"fanu^ss" from the wicked.

NEARIAH, ne-a-rl'a (n^lJ" , n^'arijah):

(1) A (l(>scendantof DaVid(l Ch 3 22 f).

(2) .\ descendant of Simeon (1 Ch 4 42j.

In both instancies LXX reads "Xoadiah."

NEBAI, ne'bl, nP-ba'i, neb'ii-! ("^3"':, nchhay).

See X"onAi.

NEBAIOTH, ne-ba'yoth, ne-bi'dth (n'-^2; ,
Tl^n:

,

n'hhdi/dlh; LXX NaPaiw9, Nahainlh): Firstborn
of Islimael (Gen 25 13; 28 9; 36 3; 1 Ch 1 29).

Isa 60 7 mentions tin; tribe Xebaioth with Kedar,
with an allusion to its ])astoral nature: "the rams of

X'ebaioth" are to serve the ideal Zion as sacrificial

victims. Again associated with Kedar, the name
occurs frecjuently in Assyr inscriptions. The tribe

must have had a conspicuous place among the
northern Arabs. Jos, followed by Jerome, regarded
N'ebaioth as identical with the Nabataeans, the
great trading conunimity and ally of Rome, whose
capital and stronghold was Petra. This view is

widely accepted, but tlie name "Nabataean" is

spelled with a /, and the interchange of t and t,

although not unparalleled, is unusual. If the name
is Arab., it is probably a fem. ])1., and in that case
could have no connection with the X'abata(>ans.

A. S, FlLTON
NEBALLAT, nO-bal'at {'^}Tr , n'hhalldl; Na-

PaXXdr, Naballdt): A town occupied by the Benja-
mit(>s after the exile, named along with Lod and Ono
(Nell 11 34). It is represented by the modern
Beit Nebula, 4 miles N.E. of Lydda.

NEBAT, ne'bat ("Jn: , rfbhut): Father of Jero-

boam I (1 K 11 26, and frequently elsewhere).

The name occurs only in the phrase "Jeroboam th(!

son of X'ebat," and is evidently intended to dis-

tinguish Jeroboam I from the later son of Joash.

See Jeroboam.

NEBO, ne'bo (^1l , ri'bho; Assyr Nabu): The
Bab god of literature and science. In the Bab
mythology he is represciated as th(; son and inter-

preter of Bel-merodach (cf Isa 46 1 ; Bel and
Nebo there re5)r(\sent Babylon). His own special

shrine was at Borsi])po. His i)lanet was Mercury.
His name enters into Bib. names, as "Nebuchad-
nezzar," and perhaps "Abed-nego" (Dnl 1 7, for

".\bed-nebo, servant of Nebo"). See Babylonia
AND Assyria, Religion of.

NEBO 0'2Z
, 7i^bhd; Napoii, Nabaii):

(1) This town is named in Nu 32 3 between
Sebam and Beon (which latter evidently represents

Baal-meon of ver 38), after Heshbon and El(>al(4i,

as among the cities assigned by Moses to Reuben.
It was occupied by the Reubenite clan Bela (1 Ch
5 S). Here it is named between Aroer and Baal-
meon. In thcnr denunciations of wrath against

Moab, Isaiah names it along with Medeba (Isa 15

2) and Jeremiah with Kiriathaim (Jer 48 1), and
again (ver 22) between Dibon and Beth-diblathaim.
Mesha (M S) says that by comnuuid of Chemosh he
went by night against the city, captured it after an
assault that lasted from dawn till noon, and put all

the inhabitants to death. He dedicattxl the place to

Ash tar- chemosh. Jerome (Cowun. on Isa 16 2) tells

us that at Nebo was the idol of Chemosh. The site

wliich seems best to meet the requin^ments of the
passages indicated is on the ridge of Jcbel Nebd to

the S,\\'. of Hesbdn, where ruins of an ancient town
bearing the name of en- Nebd arc found (Buhl, GAP,
266).
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(2) (in;, u'bhD; B, Na/SoC, Xabou, A, Xa/3u3, Nabo,
an(i other forms): Fifty-two descendants of the
inhabitants of N(^bo returned from exile with
Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 29; Neh 7 33). The phiee
was in Judali and is named after Bethel and Ai.
There is nothing, however, to guide us as to its

cxaet position. It may be represented by either
Beit Nuba, 12 miles N.W. of Jerus, or Nuba, which
lies about 4 miles ri.S.E of 'Id el-Ma' (Adullam).

NEBO, MOUNT 02: nn, har n'bho; Napai),

Nabau): A mountain in the land of Moab which
Moses ascended at tlie command of Ciod in order
that he might see the Land of Promise which he
was never to enter. There also he was to die.
From the following passages (viz. Nu 33 47; Dt
32 49; 34 1), we gather that it was not far from the
plain of Moab in which Israel was encamped; that
it was a lieight standing out to the W. of the
mountains of Abarim; that it lay to the E. of
Jericho; and that it was a spot from which a wide
and compnOiensive vit'w of Pal could be obtained.
None of tiiese conditions are met by Jcbel Witdrus,
which is too far to the E., and is fully 15 miles S.

of a line drawn eastward from Jericho. Jebel 'Osha,
again, in Mt. Gilead, commands, indeed, an ex-
tensive view; but it lies too far to the N., being at
least lo miles N. of a line drawn eastward from Jeri-
cho. Both of these sites have had their advocates
as claimants for the honor of representing the Bib.
Nebo.
The "head" or ''top" of Pisgah is evid(>ntly

identical with Mt. Nebo (Dt 34 1). After Moses'
death he was buried "in the valley in the land of
Moab," over against Beth-peor.
The name Nebd is found on a ridge which, some

5 miles S.W. of Ifeabdn and oi)posite the northern
end of the Dead Sea, runs out to the W. from the

Mt. Nebo from the Spring 'A>n Neba.

I)lateau of Moab, '"sinking gradually: at first a
broad brown fic^kl of arable land, then a flat top
crowned by a ruined cairn, then a narrower ridge
ending in the sunnnit called Siughah, whence the
slopes fall ste(>i)ly on all sides. The name Nebo
or Neba [the "knob" or "tumulus"] api)lies to the
flat top with the cairn, and the name Tal'at es-Sufa
to the ascent leading up to the ridge from the N.
Thus we have three names which seem to connect
the ridge with that whence Moses is reflated to have
viewed_ the Promised Land, namely, first, Nebo,
which is identically the same word as the modern
Neba; secondly, Sidghah, which is radically identi-
cal with the Aram, tie'alh, the word standing instead
of Nebo in the Tg of Onkelos [Nu 32 3], where it

is called the burial place of Moses; thinlly, TaVal
es-Sufa, which is radically identical with the Hel)
Zuph (^ilph), whence Mizpah {mi(,-pdh) and Zophim
(gophim) The name Pisgah is not now

known, but the discovery of Zophim [cf Nu 23 14]
confirms the view now generally held, that it is but
another title of the Nebo range."

Neither Mt. Hermon nor Dan (Tell el-Kudy) is

visible from this i)oint; nor can Zoar be seen; and
if the Medit(Tranean is the hinder sea, it also is

invisible. But, as Driver says ("Dt," ICC, 419),
the terms in Dt 34 1.3 are hyperbohcal, and must
be taken as including points filled in by the imagi-
nation as well as those actually visible to the eye.
Mr. Birch argu(>s in favor of TaVat el-Bendt, whence
he believ(>s Dan and Zoar to be visible, while he
identifiers "the hinder sea" with the Dead 8ea
{PEFS, 189S, 110 If). W. EwiNG

NEBUCHADNEZZAR, neb-fi-kad-nez'ar, NEB-
UCHADREZZAR, -rez'ar: Nebuchadnezzar, the
second king of Babylon of that name, is b(-st
known as tlie king who concjuered Judah, destroyed
Jerus, and carried the peoi)le of the Jews cai)tive
to Babylon. Of all the heathen monarchs men-
tioned by name in the Scriptures, N. is the most
prominent and the most imi)ortant. The projjhe-
cies of Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel, and the last
chs of K and Ch centered about his life, and he
stands preeminent, along with the Pharaohs of the
oi)pr(rssion and the exodus, among the fo(>s of the
kingdom of God. The documents which have
been discoven^d in Babylon and elsewhere within
the last 75 years have added nuich to our knowl-
edge of this monarch, and have in general confirmed
the Bib. accounts concerning him.

His name is found in two forms in the Bible, Nelni-
chadnezzar and Nebuchadrezzar. In the LXX he is

called Na/Souxo^oi'oo-dp, Nabouchudonosor,
1. His ^^^ ill til6 Vulg Nabuchodonosor. This
TJaTYio latter form is found also in the AV ApociName througliout and in KV 1 Esd, Ad Est and

Bar, but not Jth or Tot). This change from
r to n wliich is found in the two writings of the name
in tlie Heb and the Aram, of the Scriptures is a not un-
common one in the Sem languages, as in Burnaburiyash
and Burraburiyash, Ben-hadad and Bar-hadad (see
Brockelmann's Comparative Grammar, 1.30, 173, 220). It
is possible, however, that the form Nebuchadnezzar is
tlie Aram, tr of the Bab Nebuchadrezzar. If wo take
the name to be compounded of Nabu-kudurri-usur in the
st^nse " O Nebo, protect thy servant," then Nabii-kedina-
usur would be the best tr possible in Aramaic. Such
Xv» of proper names are common in the old VSS of tlio
Scriptures and elsewhere. For example, in TIM 7, V,
44, we find 4 columns of proper names of persons giving
the Suraorian originals and the Sem tr» of the same;
cf Bar-hadad in Aram, for Heb Ben-hadad. In early
Aram, the s had not yet become t (see Cooke, Trxt-Book
of .\orth-Sf'm Inscriptions, ISSf); so that for anyone
who thought that kudurru meant "servant," N. would
1).' a perfect tr into Aram, of Nebuchadrezzar.

The father of N. was Nabopolassar, probably
a Chaldaean prince. His mother is not known by

name. The classical historians men-
2. Family tion two wives: Amytis, the daughter

of Astyages, and Nitocris, the mother
of Nabunaid. The monuments mention three sons:
Evil-merodach who succeeded him, Marduk-shum-
usur, and Marduk-nadin-ahi. A yoimger brother
of N., called Nabu-shum-lishir, is mentioned on a
building-inscription tablet from the time of Nabo-
polassar.

The sourc(>s of our information as to the life of

N. are about 500 contract tal)lets dated according
to the days, months and years of his

3. Sources reign of 43 years; about 30 building
of Informa- and honorificinscriptions; one historical

tion inscri])tion; and in the books of Jer,

Ezk, Dili, and K. Later sourc(>s are
Ch, Ezr, and tlie fragments of Berosus, Menander,
Megasthenes, Abydenus, and Alexander Polyhistor,
largely as cited by Jos and Eusebius.
From these sources we learn that N. succeeded

his father on th(> throne of Babylon in 604 BC, and
reigned till 501 BC. He probably commanded
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tho armies of B;ilnlon from 609 BC. At any
rate, he was at the head of the army which defeated

Pharaoh-necoh at Carehemisli on tlie

4. Political Euphrates in (iOo BC (see 2 K 23 31;

History 2 Ch 35 20 fT). After having driven

Xecoh out of Asia and settled tiie

affairs of Syria and Pal, he was suddenly

Boundary Stone of Ncbucliadnozzar I.

recalled to Babylon by the death of his father.

There he seems quietly to have ascended the

throne. In the 4th year of Jehoiakim (or 8d
according to the Bab manner of reelvoning [Dnl 1 1]),

he came up first against Jerus and carried away
part of the vessels of tlie temple and a few captives

of noble lineage. Again, in Jehoiakim's 11th year,

he captured Jerus, put Jehoiakim, its king, into

chains, and probal)ly killed him. His successor,

Jehoiachin, after a three months' reign, was be-

sieged in Jerus, captured, dei)osed, and carried cap-

tive to Babylon, where he remained in captivity

37 years until he was set free by Evil-merodach.

In the 9th year of Zedekiah, N. made a 4th expe-

dition against Jerus which he besi(>ged, captured,

and destroyed (se(! Jer 52). In addition to these

wars with Judah, N. carried on a long siege of Tyre,

lasting 13 years, from his 7th to his 20th year. He
had at l(>ast three wars with Egypt. The first

culminated in the def(>at of Necoh at Carchemish;

th(! second in the withdrawal of Hoi)hra (Apries)

from Pal in the 1st year of the siege of Jerus under
Zedekiah; and the third saw the armies of N. enter-

ing Egypt in triumph and defeating Amasis in

N.'s 37th year. In the numerous building and
honorific inscriptions of N. he makes no mention by
name of his foes or of his battles; but he frequently

speaks of foes that he had conqu(>red and of many
peoples whom he ruled. Of these peoples he men-
tions by name the Hittites and others (see Lang-
don, 148-51). In the Wddy-Hrissn inscription, he
speaks of a special conquest of Lebanon from some
f(jr(>igii foe who had seized it; but the name of the
enemy is not given.

The monuments justify the boast of N.: "Is not
this great Babylon that I have built?" (Dnl 4 30).

Among t hese buildings si)ecial emphasis
5. Build- is placed by N. upon his temples and
ings, etc shrines to the gods, i)articularly to

Marduk, Nebo and Zarpinat, but also

to Shamash, Sin, Gula, Ramman, Tvlah, and others.

He constructed, also, a great new palace and rebuilt

an old one of his father's. Besides, he laid out and
paved with bricks a great stre(>t for the procession

of Martluk, and built a number of great walls with
moats and moat-walls and gates. He dug several

broad, deep canals, and mach^ dams for flooding

the country to the N. and S. of Babylon, so as to

protect it against the attack of its enemi(>s. He
made, also, great bronz(! bulls and serpents, and
adorned his tem])les and i)alaces with cedars and
gold. Not mcTely in Babylon itself, but in many
of the cities of Babylonia as well, his building opera-

tions w(>re carried on, esp. in the line of temples to

the gods.

The inscriptions of N. show that ho was a very
religious man, probably excelling all who had pre-

ceded him in the building of temples,

6. Religion, in the institution of offerings, and the

etc observance of all the ceremonies con-

nected with the worship of the gods.

Ilis larger inscriptions usually contain two hymns
and always close with a prayer. Mention is fre-

quently made of the offerings of precious metals,

stones and woods, of game, fish, wine, fruit, grain,

and other objects acceptable to th(! gods. It is

worthy of note that these offerings differ in char-

a(^ter and apparently in purpose from those in use

among the Jews. For example, no mention is

made in any one of N.'s inscriptions of the pouring

out or sprinkling of blood, nor is any reference made
to atonement, or to sin.

No reference Is made in any of these Inscriptions to
N.'s insanity. But aside from the fact that we could

scarcely expect a man to publish his own
7 TV/Ta^nocc Calamity, csp. madness, it should be noted
'• .LViaaness

^j^g^^ according to Langdon we have but
three inscriptions of his written In the

period from 580 to 501 13(\ If his madness lasted for

7 years, it may have occurred between 580 and 567 BC,
or'it may have occurred between the Egyp campaign of
507 BC and his death in 501 BC. But, as it is more
likely that the "7 times" mentioned in Dnl may have
been months, the illness may have been in any year after

580 BC, or even before that for all we know.
No mention is made on the monuments (1) of the

dream of N. recorded in Dnl 2, or (2) of the image of gold
that he set up, or (3) of the fiery furnace

8. Miracles, from which the three children were de-

etc livered (Dnl 3). As to (1), it may be
said, however, that a l)elief in dreams was

so universal among all the ancient peoples, that a single

instance of this kind may not have been considered as

worthy of special mention. The annals of Ashur-banl-
pal arid Nubu-naid and Xer.xes give a number of In-

stances of the importance attached to dreams and their

Interpretation. It is almost certain that N. also be-

lieved in them. That the dream recorded In Dnl Is

not mentioned on the monuments seems less remarkable
than that no dream of his is recorded. As to (2) we
know that N. made an image of his royal person {salam
aharrutiya, Langdon, XIX, B, col. X, 0; cf the image of the
royal person of Nabopoiassar, id. p. 51), and it is certain

that the Images of the gods were made of wood (id, p.

155), that the images of Nebo and Marduk were con-
veyed in a bark in the New Year's procession (id, pp.
157, 159, 103, 165) and that there were Images of the
gods in all the temples (id, passim); and that N. wor-

1 shipped before these images. That N. should have made
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an image of gold and put it up in the Plain of Dura Is

entirely in harmony with what we know of his other
" pious deeds." (3) As to " the fiery furnace," it is known
that Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria, says that his own
brother, Shamash-shumukin, was burned in a similar
furnace.
The failure of N. to mention any of the particular

persons or events recorded in Dnl does not disprove their
historicity, any more than his failure to mention the
battle of Carchemish, or tlie siege of Tyre and Jerus,
disproves them. The fact is, we have no real historical
inscription of N., except one fragment of a few broken
lines found in Egypt.

LiTEKATURE.—T. G. Piuches, The NT in the Liyht
of the Historical Records and Leyends of Assyria and
Babylonia; Stephen Langdon, Buildino Inscriptions
of the Neo-Babylonian Empire. See also, Rogers, His-
tory of Babylonia and Assyria; and McCurdy, History,
Prophecy and the Monuments, III.

R. Dick Wil,s()N

NEBUSHAZBAN, nob-fi-shaz'ban ( |3TTp- 3:

,

n'bhilshaz'hhdn = \ssyv Xiihnsezib-anni, "Nobo de-

livers me"; AV Nebushasban) : An important
officer (the Rab-suris, "chief captain" or "chief

eunuch") of the liab army, who with Nergal-
sharezer and others was ajjpointed to see to the
safety of Jeremiah after the taking of Jerus (Jer

39 13).

NEBUZARADAN, neb-Q-ziir-a'dan, -zilr'a-dan

(1~X1T^3p , n'^bhuzur'adhdn = Assyr Nabu-zara-

iddiiia, "Nebo has given seed"; NePovJapSdv, Ncbou-
zarddn): Nebuchachiezzar's general at the siege of

Jerus (2 K 25 S.11.20 Jer 52 12.15.26; 39 9.

10.11.13). Under the title of "captain of the
guard," he commanded the army, and, after the
fall of the city, carried out his master's policy with
regard to the safety of Jeremiah, the transport of

the exiles, and tlu; government of those who were
left in the land.

NECHO, NECHOH, ne'ko. See Pharaoh-
NECOH.

NECK, nek (1^? ,
qawwar, nX^?

,
fawnrn'r, ihl?

,

qawwdron, rTIS^S, ^awwd'rdh, Aram, "i^?
,
gawwar

[Dnl 5 7.16.20],' r->, 'ureph, r|<"^?^, miphreketh

[1 S 4 18]; vwTos, ndtos, "back" [Bar 2 33]; occasion-

ally the words fl^, gdrdn [Isa 3 16; Ezk 16 11],

and rnit"^!
,
garg'rolh, ])l. of gargdrdh, lit. "throat"

[Prov 1 9; 3 3.22; 6 21], are tr<i "neck"): The
neck is compared with a tower for beauty (Cant 4

4; 7 4) and is decorated with necklaces and chains

(Prov 1 9; 3 3.22; 6 21, Ileb garg'rdlh; Ezk 16
11, Heb gdrdn, "throat"; Dnl 5 7.16.29, Heb
qawwdr). It is also the part of the body where the

yoke, embl(>m of labor and hardship, dej)end(>nce

and subjection, is borne (Dt 28 48; Jer 27 8.11.

12; 28 14; Acts 15 10). "To shake off the yoke,"
"to break the yoke," or "to take it off" is exi)reHsive

of the regaining of indep(>ndence and libtTty, either

by one's own endeavors or through help from out-

side (Gen 27 40; Isa 10 27; Jer 28 11; 30 8).

Certain animals which were not allowed as food
(like the firstborn which were not redeemed) were
to be killed bv having their necks Coreph) broken
(Ex 13 13; 34 20); the turtle-doves and young
pigeons, which were sacrificed as sin offerings or as

burnt offerings, had their heads wrung or pinched
off from their necks (Lev 5 8). In 1 S 4 18 the
Heb word miphreketh signifi(>s a fracture of the
upper part of the spinal column caused by a fall.

It was a military custom of antiquity for the con-
queror to place his foot upon the vanquished.
This custom, frequently represented in sculpture
on many an Egyp temple wall, is referred to in

Josh 10 24; Bar 4 25 and probably in Rom 16 20
and Ps 110 1. St. Paul praises the devotion of

Aquila and Priscilla, "who for my life laid down
their own necks" (Rom 16 4). See Footstool.

To "fall on th(! neck" of a person is a very usual
mode of salutation in the East ((icn 33 4; 45 14;

46 29; Tob 11 9.13; Lk 15 20; Acts 20 37). In
moments of great emotion such salutation is ai)t to

end in weeping on each other's neck.

Readiness for work is expres.sed by "i)utting
one's neck to the work" (Neli 3 5). Severe pun-
ishment and calamitv are said to "reach to the
neck" (Isa 8 8; 30 28).

The Lord Jesus si)eaks of certain persons for

whom it were better to have had a millstone jiut

around the lUH'k and to have been drowned in the
sea. The meaning is that even the most disgrace-
ful death is still prefcTable to a life of evil influence
upon even the little ones of God's hou.s(>h()ld (Mt
18 6; ]\Ik 9 42; Lk 17 2).

To "make the neck stiff," to "harden the neck"
indicatts obstinacv often mingled with rebellicm
(Ex 32 9; 33 3..5; 34 9; 2 Ch 30 8; 36 13;
Neh 9 16.17.29; Ps 75 5 [RVm "iii.-<olentlv v.ith

a haughty neck"]; Prov 29 1; Jer 7 26). Cf
(TKX-qpoTpdxv^os, sklerotrdehlins, "stiffneckcni" (Acts
7 51). Similarly Isaiah (48 4) speaks of the neck
of the obstinate^ simu>r as resembling an iron sinew.

H. L. E. LUERING
NECKLACE, nek'las O^T], rdhhvlh, "chain"):

A neck-chain ornament, worn either separately
(Ezk 16 11), or with i)endants (Lsa 3 19), such as
crescents (Isa 3 18) or rings (Gen 38 25); some-
times made of gold (Cien 41 42; Did 5 29), or of

strings of jewels (Cant 1 10). Even beasts of
burd(>n were sometimes so adorned by royalty
(Jgs 8 26). It was considered suggestive of i)ri(le

(Ps 73 6) or of filial loyalty (Prov 1 9). The
word does not occur in AV, but such adornments
have always been poptilar in all the Bible lands.

NECO, ne'kd ('^'21, n'kho [2 Ch 35 22; 36 4]).

See Pharaoh-necoh.

NECODAN, nr-kd'dan. See Nekoda.

NECROMANCY, nek'rd-man-si. See Astrol-
ogy, 1; Divination; Witchcraft.

NEDABIAH, n(ul-a-bl'a (H^n"?
, rfdhabhydh): A

descendant of David (1 Ch 3*18)'.

NEEDLE, ne'd'l {pa^is, rhaphis): The word
"needle" occurs only 3 t, viz. in the reference to

Christ's use of the jn-overb: "It is easier for a
camel to go through a needle's eye, than for a rich

man to enter into the kingdom of God" (Alt 19 24;
Mk 10 2.5; Lk 18 25). This saying ought to be
accepted in the same sense as Mt 23 24, "Y(! blind
guides, that strain out the gnat, and swallow t\w
camel!" Christ used them to illustrate absurdities.

A rabbinical
||
is cited, "an elephant through a

needle's eye." Some writers have attem])t(>d to

show that rhaphis referred to a small gate of a
walled oriental city. No evidence of such a use
of the word exists in the terms applied today in

Bib. lands to this opening. "Rich man" here has
the connotation of a man bound up in his riches.

If a man continues to trust in his earthly posses-
sions to save him, it would be absurd for him to

expect to share in the si)iritual kingdom where
dependence upon the King is a first requisite.

The fact that n(HMll(^s are not mentioned elsewhere
in the Bible should not be taken to indicate that
this instrument was not used. Specimens of bone
and metal needles of anci(>nt origin show that they
were common household objects. S(>e Camel.

James A. Patch
NEEDLEWORK, ne'd'l-wilrk. Set; Emuroid-

ERY.
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NEEDY, nr-d'i (l^nX, 'cbhyuii). See Poor.

NEESING, lu-'zitis (Job 41 IS, AV, ERV }.>

his ne('sin<?s :i lijiht doth shine," AliV "siicczinfiis")

:

"Ncesc" in I^lizahcthaii luig. (tlirougli two dis-

tinct (h>rivations) could mean cither "sneeze" or

"snort," and it is iinpossihk^ to say which force was

intended by tlie AV editors. The Heb is "11""'^;^',

"atishdh, a word found only here, l)ut connected with

a Seni V meaning "sneeze," or, j)erliai)s, "snort."

Job 41 is is i)art of 11k> description of tlie "levia-

than" or crocodile. This animal has a habit of

inflat infz; himself, and aft er t his he discharges t hrough
his nostrils the moist, heated vapor, which s{)arklcs

in the sunlight. The act is neith(>r a "sneeze" nor

a "snort," but the latter word is sufficiently d(>-

scriptive. There is no allusion to legendary "fire-

spouting" monsters. Cf Job 39 20; Jct 8 1().

In the older edd of A\' "neesed" is found in 2 K
4 35: "and the child neesed seven times" (later

edd and 1{\ "sneezed"). Burton Scott I'^aston

NEGEB, neg'eb (3"v3n, hn-neghehh, "the negob,"

or simjjly, 3rtl
, nvghcbh, from a \' meaning "to be

dry," and therefore in the first instance

1. Meaning implying the "dry" or "parched re-

gions," hence in l^XX it is usually tr''

€p-ii(ios, crenios, "desert," also vd-yep, ndf/cb): As the

Xegcb lay to the S. of Judah, tlie word came to be
used in the sense of "the South," and is so used in a

few passag(>s (e.g. CJen 13 14) and in such is tr'' Xti//,

lipa (see Geoc;rai'hy).

The Eng. tr i.s unsuitable in several passages, and
likely to lead to confusion. For example, in (ien 13 1

Abram i.s rei)res('nted as going "into tlie South" when
journeying nortliward from Egypt toward Bethel; in
Nu 13 22 the sjjics coining from the " wilderness of Zin "

toward Hebron an> described as coming "by the South,"
although they were going nortli. The difliculty in thesi;

and many other passages is at once obviated if it is recog-
nized that th(> Xegel) was a geograi)hi('al term for a definite
geograpliical region, just as Shephehdi, lit. "lowland,"
was the name of another district of Pal. In RV " Xegeb "

is given in m, but it would make for clearness if it were
restored to the text.

This "parched" land is generally considered as
beginning S. of ed Ddharlijeb—tlu> probable site of

Debir ((j.v.)—and as str(>tching 8.

2. Descrip- in a series of rolling hills running in a
tion general direction of E. to W. until the

actual wilderness begins, a distance of

perhaps 70 miles (se(> Natural Features). To
the E. it is botmded by the Dead Sea and the south-
ern Ghor, and to the W. there is no defined bound-
ary before the Mediterranean. It is a land of
sparse and scanty springs and small rainfall; in the
character of its soil it is a transition from the fertility

of Canaan to the wilderness of the desert; it is

ess(>ntially a pastoral land, where grazing is i)lenti-

ful in the early months and where cam(>ls and goats
can sustain life, even through the long summer
drought. Today, as through most periods of his-

tory, it is a land for the nomad rather than the
settled inhabitant, although abundant ruins in

many spots testify to better physical conditions

at some ])eriods (see 1,5, below). The direction of

the valleys E. or \\'., the general dryness, and the
character of the iidiabitants have always made it a
more or less isolated region without tlioroughfare.

The gr(>at routes pass along the coast to the W. or

up the Arabah to the E. It formed an additional

barrier to the wilderness beyond it; against all who
would lead an army from the S., this southern
frontier of Judah was always seciu-e. Israel could
not r(>ach the promised lantl by this rout(>, through
the land of the Amalekites (Xu 13 29; 14 43-45).

The X'egeb was the scene of much of Abram's
wanderings (Gen 12 9; 13 1.3; 20 1); it was in

this district that Ilagar met witli the angel (Gen
16 7.14j; Isaac; ((!en 24 (12) and Jacob (Gen

37 1; 46 5) botii dwelt there. Mo.ses
3. OT sent th(> sjjies through this district

References to the hill country (Xu 13 17.22j; the
Amalekites then dwelt there (ver 29)

and api)areTitly, too, in some ])arts of it, the Avvim
(Jo.sh 13 3.4). The inlieritance of the children of
Simeon, as given in Josh 19 1-9, was in the Xegeb,
but in Josh 15 21-32 these cities ar(> crediteil t(j

Judah (.see Simeon). Achish allotted to David, in
resjKm.-e to his re()uest, the city of Ziki,a(; (q.v) in

theXegeb (1 S 27 5 f
) ; the (>xploits of David were

against various i)arts of this district described as
the Negeb of Judaii, the XegtJ) of t Ik; Jerahineelitts,
and the Xegeb of the Kenites, while in 1 S 30 14
w^e have mention of th(! Negeb of the Cherethites
and th{> Xegeb of Caleb. To this we may add the
Xegeb of Arad (Jgs 1 16). It is impossible to de-
hne the districts of these various clans (see sei)arate
arts, imder th(>se names). The X'^egeb, together
with th(> "hill-country" and the "Shephelah," was
according to Jeremiali (17 2(5; 32 44; 33 13)
to have renewed pro.spcTity aftcT the captivity of
Judah was ended.

When Nebuchadnezzar took Jerus the Edomites
sided with the Babylonians (cf Lam 4 21 f; ]']zk

35 3-15; Ob vs 10-16), and diu-ing
4. Later the absence of the Jews they advanced
History north and occui)ied all the Xegeb

and Southern Judaea as far as Hebron
(see Judaea). Here they annoyed the Jews in
^Iaccabean times until Judas expelled them from
Southern Judaea (164 BC) and John Hyrcanus
contiuered their country and compelled them to
b(>come Jews (109 BC). It was to one of the cities

her(!—Malatha—that H(>rod Agrippa withdrew him-
self (Jos, Ant, XVIII, vi, 2).

The palmy days of this district appear to have been
during the Byzantine period: the existing ruins, so far
as they can be dated at all, belong to this time. Beer-
sheba was an importatU city with a bisiiop, and Elusa
(m(-ntioned by Ptolemy in the 2d cent.) was the seat of a
l)ishop iti the 4th, r>th and (ith cents. After the rise of
Mohammedanism the land apjx'ars to have; laijsed into
l)rimitive conditions. Although lawlessness and want
of any central control may account for much of the retro-
gression, yet it is prol)able that Professor Ellsworth
Huntington (loc. cit.) is right in his contention that a
change of climate has had nuich to do with the rise and fall
of civilization and settled habitation in this district. Tlu;
district has long been given over to the nomads, and it
is only quite recently that the Turkish policy of planting
an official with a small garrison at Beersheba and at
' Aujeh has produced some slight change in the direction
of a settled population and agricultural pursuits.

It is clear that in at least two historic periods
the Negeb enjoyed a very considerable prosperity.

What it may have been in the days of t lie

5. Its Patriarchsit is difHcult to judge; all wo
Ancient read of them suggests a purely nomadic
Prosperity life similar to the Bedouin of today but

with better pasturage. In the di-
vision of the land among the tribes mention is made
of many cities—the H(>b mentions 29 (Josh 15 21-
32; 19 1-9; 1 Ch 4 28-33)—and the wealth of
cattle evidently was great (cf 1 S 15 9; 27 9;
30 16; 2 Ch 14 14 f). The condition of things
must have be(>n far different from that of recent
tim(>s.

The extensive ruins at Bir es Scba'- (Beersheba)
Khdlasa (Elusa), Ruheibch (Rehoboth, q.v.),

''Aujeh and other cities, togeth(>r with the signs of
orchards, vineyards and gardens scattered widely
around these and other sites, show how comjiara-
tiv(>ly well populated this area was in Byzantine
times in particular. Professor Huntington (loc. cit.)

concludes from these ruins that the pojiulation of
the large towns of the Negeb alone at this period
must have amounted to between 45,000 and 50,000.
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The whole district does not support 1,000 souls
today.

Literature.—Rohin.son, BR (1838); Wilton. The
Neoeb, or "South Country" of Scripture (1863); E. H.
Palmer, The Desert of the Exodus, II (1871); Trumbull,
Kadesh-Barnea (1884); G. A. Smith, HGHL, eh xiii

(1894); E. Huntington, Pal and Its Transformation, ch
vi, etc.

E. W. G. Masterman
NEGINAH, ne-ge'nti (Ps 61 AV, title), NE-

GINOTH, ne-ge'noth, neg'i-noth (Ps 4 AV, title).

See Music; Psalms.

NEHELAMITE, nO-hel'a-mit, THE (^-abnan,

ha-nehcldmi) : The designation of Sh(>niaiah, a false

prophet who opposed Jeremiah (Jer 29 24.31.32).
The word means "dweller of Nehelam," but no such
place-name is found in the ()T. Its etymology,
however, suggests a connection with the Heb hdlam,
"to dream," and this has given rise to the rendering
of AVm "dreamer."

NEHEMIAH, ne-lie-mi'a, ne-hem-l'a (n';T?n;
,

'Wheiiiydh, "comforted of Jeh"):
1. Family
2. Youth
3. King'.s Cupbearer
4. (iovernor of .Judaea
r,. Death

Literature

Nehemiah, the son of Hacaliah, is the Jewish
patriot whose lif(! is recorded in the Bib. work nametl
after him. All tliat we know about him from con-
tem{)()rary sources is found in this book; and so
th(> readers of this article are ref(>rred to the Book
of Neh for the best and fullest account of his words
and deeds. See Ezha-Nehemiah.

All that is known of his family is that he was
the son of Hacaliah (1 1) and that one of his

brothers was called Hanani (1 2; 7 2);
1. Family the latter a man of sufficient character

and imi)ortance to have; been made a
ruler of Jerus.

From Neh 10 1-8 some have inferred that he was
a priest, since Nehemiah comes first in the list of names
ending with the phrase, " thc^sc were the priests." This
view is supported by the Syr and Arab. VSS of 10 1,

which read; "Nehemiah the elder, the son of Hananiah
the chief of the priests "

; and by the Lat Vulg of 2 Mace
1 21, where he is called "Nehemiah the priest," and
possibly by 2 Mace 1 18, where it is said that Nehemiah
"offered sacrifices, after that he had builded the temple
and the altar."
The argument based upon Neh 10 1-8 will fall to

the ground, if we change the pointing of the "Seraiah"
of the 3d verse and read "its princes." referring i:)ack to
the princes of ver 1. In this case, Nehemiah and Zede-
kiah would be the princes; then would come the priests
and then the Levites.
Some have thought that he was of the royal line of

Judah, inasmuch as he refers to his "fathers' sepulchres"
at Jerus (2 3). This would be a good argument only
if it could be shown that none but kings had sepulchers
at Jerus.

It has been argued again that he was of noble lineage
becaust! of his position as cupbearer to the king of Persia.
To substantiate this argument, it would ikhkI to l)e shown
that none but persons of noble birth could serve in this
position; but this has not been shown, and cannot be
shown.

From the fact that Nehemiah was so grieved at
the desolation of the city and sej)ulchers of his

fathers and that he was so jealous for

2. Youth the laws of the God of Judah, we can
justly infer that he was brought up

by pious parents, who instructed him in the history
and law of the Jewish people.

Doubtless because of his probity and ability, he
was ai)[)artintly at an early age appointed by Ar-

taxerxes, king of Persia, to the respon-
3. Cup- sible position of cupbearer to the king.
bearer of There is now no possible; doubt that
the King this king was Artaxerxes, th(! first of

that name, commonly called Longi-
manus, who ruled over Persia from 464 to 424 BC.

The mention of the sons of Sanballat, governor of
Samaria, in a letter written to the priests of Jctus
in 407 BC, among whom Johanan is esj). named,
proves that Sanballat must have ruled in th(> time
of Artax(Txes I rather th:in in that of ArtaxcTxes
II.

The office of cupbearer was "one of no trifling

honor" (Herod, iii.34). It was one of his chief
duties to taste the wine for the king to see that it

was not })()isoned, and h(> was even admitted to the
king whil(> the queen was i)resent (Neh 2 6). It
was on account of this ))osition of close intimacy
with the king that Nehemiah was able to obtain
his commission as governor of Judaea and the letters
and edicts which enabled him to restore the walls
of Jerus.

The occasion of this commission was as follows:
Hanani, th(> brother of Nehemiah, and other men

of Judah came to visit Nehemiah
4. Governor while he was in Susa in the 9th month
of Judaea of the 20th year of Artaxerx(>s. They

reported that the Jews in Jerus were in
great affliction and that th(> wall thereof was broken
down and its gates burned with fire. Thereupon
he griev(>d and fasted and prayed to God that he
might be grant etl favor by th(» king. Having aji-

peared befor(> tlu; latter in the 1st month of the 21st
year of Artax(>rxes, 444 BC, he was grant(Ml per-
mission to go to Jerus to buikl the city of his fathers'
sepulchers, and was giv(>n letters to the govcTuors
of Syria and Pal and esp. to Asaph, the kee])(>r of the
king's forest, ordering him to supply timber for the
wall, th(> fortress, and the temple. He was also
appointed gov(>rnor of the province of which Jerus
was the capital.

Armed with these credentials and powers he
repaired to Jerus and immediately set about the
r(>storation of the walls, a work in which he was
hindered and harassed by Sanballat, the gov(>rnor
of Samaria, and others, some of them Jews dwelling
in Jerus. Notwithstanding, he succeeded in his
attempt and eventually also in providing gates for
the various entrances to the cit}'.

Having accomplished these external renovations,
he instituted a number of social reforms. He a])-

pointed the oflicers necessary for better gov(Tn-
m(mt, caused the people to be instructed in the
Law by public readings, and (expositions; cel(>brat(>d

the F(>ast of Tabernacl(\s; and observed a national
fast, at which the sins of the; people were confessed
and a new covenant with Jeh was solemnly con-
firmed. The people agreed to avoid marriages with
the heathen, to keep the Sabbath, and to contribute
to the sui)port of the temple. To provide for the
safety and prosperity of the city, one out of every
ten of the jx'ople living outside Jerus was com-
pelled to settle in the city. In all of these reforms
he was assisted by Ezra, who had gone up to Jerus
in the 7th year of Artaxerxes.

Once, or p(>rhaps oftener, during his governorship
Nehemiah returned to the king. IS'othing is known

as to when or where he died. It is

5. Death certain, however, that he was no
longer governor in 407 BC; for at that

time according to th(> Aram, letter written from
El(>phantine to the priests of Jctus, Bagohi was
occupying the i)osition of governor over Judaea.
One of the last acts of Nehemiah's government
was the chasing away of one of the sons of Joiada,
the son of Eliashib, because he had become the son-
in-law to Sanballat, the governor of Samaria. As
this Joiada was th(; father of Johanan (Neh 12 22)
who, according to the Aram. i)apyrus, was high
priest in 407 BC, and according to Jos {Ant, XI,
viii.l) was high jjriest while Bagohi (Bogoas) was
general of Artaxerxes' army, it is certain that Ne-
hemiah was at this time no longer in powc^r. From
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the 3d of the Sachiiu paiJvri, it seems (hat I^ajiohi

was already governor in 410 BC; aiul, that at the

same time.'Dahiyah, tlie .son of Sanballat, was gov-

crnor in Samaria. More definite information on

these points is not to be liad at i)resent.

Literature.—The only early oxIni-Hil). diita with

regard to Nehemiah and llie Judaea of liis times are to be

found: (1) m the Kgyp i)apyri of Klcphautine ("Ara-

maischo Papyri und Ostrakaaus einer jiidisclieii Militar-

Kolonie ZU Elephantine," Altorimtdlisrhr S prnrhdcnk--

malrr des 5. J ahrli undrrtK ror Chr., B(-art)eitet von

Eduard Sachau. Leipzig. 1911); (2) in Aos, Ant, XI,

\i (>-8; vii, 1,2; (8) in Keclus 49 l^i, where it is said:

"The renowni of Nehemiah is glorious; of him who
established our waste i)laces and restored our ruins and
set up the gates and liars" ; (4) and la-^tly in 2 Mace 1 IS-

30 and 2 U; in thelatter of t liese psissagcs it speaks of

'the writings and comment aries of Xehemiah; and liow

he, founding a lilirary ,
gatliered together t he acts of the

kings and the prophets and of David and the epistles of

the kings concerning t he lioly gifts.'

R. Dick ^^ ilson

NEHEMIAH, BOOK OF. See Ezk.v-Neiiemiah.

NEHEMIAS, ne-h6-mi'as: C!r form of Hcb
N^ehcmidh.

(1) Nee/utas, Necm'iafi, one of the leaders of the

return tmder Zertibl)abel (1 Ksd 5 S) = "Nehe-

miah" of Ezr 2 2; Neh 7 7.

(2) Nfe/x^as, Nevviiati, B, ^ai/xlas, Naimias, the

projihet Nehemiah (1 Esd 5 40 where AVm retids

"N. who also is Atharias"). Neither Nehemias

nor Atthariasisfoundinthe ,

Ezr 2 63; Neh 7 Go,

but i?rnp"inn, ha-tirshathd' = Tirshatha, "the gov-

ernor,"' by whom Zcrubbabel must l)e intended.

Thus the Heb word for "governor" has been eon-

verted into a i)roi)er name and by some blunder the

name Nehemiah inserted, i^erhaps because he also

was known by the title of "governor."
S. AxGi's

NEHILOTH, ne-hil'oth, ne'hi-loth (Ps 5, title).

See Music.

NEHUM, ne'hum (D^n: , n'fnim): One of the

twelve heads of the people who returned with

Zerubbabel (Neh 7 7). In the H
passage (Ezr 2

2), the name appears as Rehum (q.v.), and in

1 Esd 5 8 as "Roimus."

NEHUSHTA, ne-hush'ta (SPTTn: , n'hushta'):

Mother of King Jehoiachin (2 K 24 8). She was
the daughter of Elnathan of Jerus. After the fall

of the city she was exiled with her son and his court

(2 K 24 12; Jer 29 2).

NEHUSHTAN, nC-hush'tan ("in^n: , n'hushtan;

cf riirn", Whoskiih, "brass," and TiJn: , nahash,

"seri)ent"): The word occurs btit once,

1. Tradi- viz. in 2 K 18 4. In the account

tional there given of the reforms carried out

Interpre- by Ilezekiah, it is said that "he brake

tation in i)ieces t he brazen serpent that Moses
had made; for unto those days the

children of Israel did burn incense to it; and he

calletl it Nehushtan." According to RVm the word
means "a piece of brass." If this be correct, the

sense of the passage is that Hezekiah not only

breaks the brazen serpent in pieces but, suiting the

word to the act, scornfully calls it "a [mere] piece

of brass." Hezekiah thus takes his i)lace as a true

reformer, and as a champion of the jmrification of

the religion of Israel. This is the traditional inter-

pretation of the passage, and fairly represents the

Heb text as it now stands.

There are at least three considerations, however,

which t lirow doubt upon this interpretation. In the

first place, the word N. is not a common noun, and
cannot mean simjjly "a piece of brass." The point

of the Bib. statement is entirely lost by such u con-

struction. It is enipliatically a ])roper noun, and
is tlie sjiecial name given to this ])artieular l)razen

serpent. As such it would be sacred

2. Deriva- to all worshii)pers of the brazen ser-

tion: A i)ent, and familiar to all who fre-

Proper quented the Temjile. In the s(>cond

Noun ])lace, it is jirobable that N. is to l)e

derived from iidhdnJt, "serjx'iit," rather

than from n''hmhclh, "bra.ss," (1) because the C!r

VSS, representing a form of th(> Heb text earlier

than MT, suggest this in their transliteration of

N. (B, Nesthalcl; A, Nesthdn); (2) because the

Heb offers a uiiturtd derivation of N. from nahdnh,

"serjx'nt"; and (3) because the name of the image
would more prolKibly be bascnl on its form than on
the material out of which it was made. In the

thir<l place, the reading, "and it was called," which
appears in RVm, is decidedly preh'rable to that in

the text. It not oidy represents tlie best reading of

the Heb, but is confirmed l^y the similar reading,

"and they called it," which appears in the Gr VS
referred to above. These r(!a(iings agree in their

indication that N. was the name by which the

serpent-image was generally known during the

years it was worshipi)ed, rather than an exim'ssion

used for the first time by Hezekiah on the occasion

of its destruction.

Whichever derivation be adopted, however, the

word must be construed as a proper name. If it

be derived from "brass," then the tr must be, not

"a i)iece of brass," but "The [gre:U] Brass," giving

the word a special sense by which it refers unequivo-

cally to the well-known image made of l)rass. If it

be derived from "serpent," then the tr must be,

"The [great] Serpent," the word in this ca.se refer-

ring in a spcH'ial sense to the well-known imag(> in

serpent form. But the significance of the word
probably lies far back of any etymological ex-

planation of it that can now be given. It is not a

term that can be adequately explained by reference

to verbal roots, but is rather an epitome of the

reverence of those who, however mistak(>nly, looked

upon the brazen serpent as a proper object of

worship.

In view of the foregoing it may be concluded,

(1) that N. was the (sacred) name by which the

brazen serpent was known (luring the years "the

children of Israel did burn incense to it"; (2) that

the word is derived from ndhdsh, "serpent"; and

(3) that it was used in the sense of "The Serpent,"

par excellence. See Images, 6, (2); Serpent,

FiKRY. Lindsay B. Longacre

NEIEL, nf'-i'el (-X"^":, n'-'Vcl; B, 'IvaT|X, Inael,

A, 'AviTi\, Aydel): A town on the boundary between

Zebulun and Asher mentioned between Jiftah-el

and Cabul (.Jo.sh 19 27). It may be the same as

Neah (ver 13), but the place is not identified.

NEIGH, na (^HS, ^dhal, "to cry aloud," "neigh")

:

Figuratively used to indicate lustful desire (Jer 5 8;

cf 13 29).

NEIGHBOR, na'ber {'?!., re"\ D^'C^, 'dmith,

"friend," ^i"lp5, kdrObh, "jZTZJ, shdkhcn; 6 irXiicriov,

ho pleslon, "near," ydroiv, geitun,

1. As De- [cf 2 Maec 6 8; 9 2."i], "inhabitant";

scribed in Lat proxitnus [2 Esd 15 19], civis [9 4.^;

the OT 10 2, RVm "townman"]): In the OT,
the relationship of neighborhood in-

volves moral and social obligations which are fre-

quently emphasized. These are in the main de-

scribed in negative rather than positiv(> terms;

e.g. there are special injunctions not to bear false

witness against a neighbor (Ex 20 16; Dt 5 20;

Prov 25 18), or in any way to deal falsely with
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him, defraud him, frame malicious devices or

liarbor evil thoughts against him (Ex 20 17; Lev
6 2; 19 13; Dt 23 24 f ; Ps 15 3; 1015; Prov
24 2S; Jer 22 13; Zee 8 17), or to lead him in-

to shameful conduct (Hab 2 15), or to wrong
him by lying carnally with his wife (Lev 18 20).

But the supreme law that underlies these negative
injunctions is stated positively, "Thou shalt love

thy neighbor as thyself" (Lev 19 18). In this

verse the term "neighbor" is defined by the expres-
sion, "the children of my ]M'ople." Here, and gen-
erally in the OT, the term imi)lies more than mere
proximity; it means one related by the bond of

nationality, a fellow-countryman, compatriot. Jeh
b(nng regarded as a national God, there was no
religious bond regulating the conduct of the He-
brews with other nations. Conduct which was
prohibited between fellow-Jews was permitted
toward a foreigner, e.g. the exaction of interest

(Dt 23 19.20).

In the NT, this limitation of moral obligation to

fellow-countrymen is abolished. Christ gives a
wider interpretation of the conunand-

2. As De- ment in Lev 19 18, so as to include
scribed in it those outside the tie of nation or
in the NT kindred. This is definit(>ly done in

the parable of the Good Samaritan
(Lk 10 25-37), where, in answer to the question,
"Who is my neighbor?" Jesus shows that the rela-

tionslii)) is a moral, not a physical one, based not
on kinship but on the opportvmity and capacity for

mutual help. The word rei)resents, not so much
a rigid fact, but an ideal which one may or may not
realize (ver 36, "Which of these tlire<>, tlunkest thou,
proved [lit. became, not was] neighbor," etc). This
larg(>r connotation follows natm'ally as a corollary

to the doctrine of the universal Fatherhood of God.
The commandment to love one's neighbor as one's
self nuist not be interpreted as if it im])lied tliat we
are to hate our enemy (an inference which the Jews
were apt to make); human love should be like the
Divine, impartial, having all men for its object
(Mt 5 43 ff). Love to one's fellow-men in this

broad sense is to be placed side by side with love
to God as the essence and sum of human duty (Mt
22 35-40

!1
Mk 12 28-31). Christ's ajjostles

follow His example in giving a central position to

tlie injiuiction to love one's neiglibor as one's s(4f

(Jas 2 8, where it is called the "royal law," i.e. the
supreme or governing law; Rom 13 9; Cial 5 14).

D. MiALL Edwards
NEKEB, ne'keb: This name occurs only in com-

bination with "Adami" (^p.2n ''ip'lX, 'ddhutnl

ha-nekcbh, "Adami of the pass"); LXX reads the
names of two places: xal ' Kpjj.^ /cat Nd/3w/c, kai Arme
kai Ndbdk (B) ; Kai 'Ap/xal /cat Nd/ce/3, kai Arrnai
kai Ndkeb (Josli 19 33), so \vv, should possibly read
"Adami and Nekeb." Neubauer says (Ceog. du
Tultn, 225) that later the name of Nekeb was
Ciyadathah. It may therefore be represented by
the mod(>rn Seiyddeh, not far from ed-Ddmieh to the
E. of Tabor, about 4 miles S.W. of Tib(>rias. The
name of Nekeb, a town in Galilee, appears in the
list of Thothmes III.

NEKODA, ne-ko'da (i<"lp: , ii'kddhd'):

(1) Head of a familv of Nethinim (Ezr 2 48;
Neh 7 50; cf 1 Esd 5 31).

(2) Head of a family wliich failed to prove its

Israelitish descent (Ezr 2 60; N(>h 7 62; cf 1 Esd
5 31.37). In the

i,
vs of 1 E.sd the names are given

thus: NoEBA and Nekodan (q.v.).

NEKODAN, ns-ko'dan (NeKuSdv, Nekuddn;
RVm "Nekoda"; AVNecodan):

(1) Head of a family which returned from exile,

but "could not show their families nor their stock"
(1 Esd 5 37) = "Nekoda" of Ezr 2 60; Neh 7 62.

(2) See NoEBA.

NEMUEL, nem'ii-el, nP-mu'el (bS^'O;
, n'mu'el)

:

(1) A Reubenite, brother of Dathan and Abiram
(Nu 26 9).

(2) A son of Simeon (Nu 26 12; 1 Ch 4 24).
The name occurs also in the form "Jemuel" (Gen
46 10; Ex 6 15). According to Gray {HFN),
either form is etymologically obscure; but Nemuel
is probably correct, for it is easier to account for its

corruption into Jenuiel than vice v(>rsa. The
patronymic Nemuelites occurs once (Nu 26 12).

NEMUELITES, nem'n-el-its, nO-mu'el-ita
{'b'!^^'l2^r^,ha-n^m^lcl^). See Nemuel, (2).

NEPHEA, ne-fe'a. See Music.

NEPHEG, ne'feg (r^S: , nephegh, "sprout,"

"shoot"):

(1) Son of Izhar, and brother of Korah of the fa-

mous trio, Korah, Dathan and Abiram (Ex 6 21).

(2) A son of David (2 S 5 15; 1 Ch 3 7; 14 6).

NEPHEW, nef'ii, nev'u. See Relationships,
Family.

NEPHI, ne'fl. See Nephthai.

NEPHILIM, nef'i-lim (D^V^J?; , n'philwi): Thia
word, iv^ "giants" in AV, but retained in RV, is

found in two passages of the OT—one in Gen 6 4,

relating to the antediluvians; the other in Nu 13
33, relating to the sons of Anak in Canaan. In the
former place the Nephilim are not necessarily to

be identified with the children said to be borne by
"the daughters of men" to "the sons of God" (vs

2.4); indeed, they seem to be distinguished from
the latter as upon the earth before this unholy
commingling took place (see Sons of God). But
it is not easy to be certain as to the interpretation of
this strange passage. In the second case they
clearly represent men of gigantic stature, in com-
parison with whom the Israelites felt as if they were
"grasshoppers." This agrees with Gen 6 4, "the
mighty men that were of old, the men of renown."
LXX, therefore, was warranted in translating by
gigantes. James Orr

NEPHIS, ne'fis. See Niphis.

NEPHISH, ne'fish, NEPHISIM, nr-fi'sim, NE-
PHISHESIM, no-fish'd-sim, NEPHUSIM, nS-fu-
sim ('^P'^S: , n"phisim, CDIDI , n' phuHirn) : The
former is the K'^thibh (Heb "written") form of the
name adopted in RV; the latter the K'^'re (Heb
"read") form, adopted in AV and RVm (Ezr 2 50).

See Naphish; Nephushesim.

NEPHTHAI, nef'thi, nef'tha-I. See Nephthar.

NEPHTHALIM, nef'tha-lim (Mt 4 13): The
Gr form of Naphtali (q.v.).

NEPHTHAR, nef'thiir (Ne<j)0dp, Nephthar; A
and Swete, Nephthar, AV and Vulg Naphthar),
NEPHTHAI (N€<j)eaC, Nephthai, al. N«4)ea€£,

Nephthaei, Fritzsche, N€<j>d, Nephd, AV and Vulg,
following Old Lat, Nephi; Swete, following A,
gives Nephthar twice) : According to 2 Mace 1 19-

36, at the time of the captivity the godly priests

took of the altar fire of the temple and concealed
it "privily in the hollow of a well that was without
water," unknown to all. "After many years"
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(ujioii the Return), Ix'forc offering tlu> sHcrificcs,

NclHMiiinh sent the (Icscciuhinls of tlic godly jjincsts

to fetch \ho hidden fire. They reported tliey eoidd

find rio fire hut- only "thick water" {vowp waxv,

fiihlor p(irhu), which lie (oinniand(Hl them to draw

u)) and .si)rinkle upon the wood and the sacrifices.

After an interval the sun shone forth from behind a

cloud and the licjuid ignited and consumed the sac-

rifices. Nehemiah then commanded them to pour
(Karaxeiv, kdtdchchi., al. Kar^xf'", kdtcchviti , and
/carao-xei", kdtdHchc'i n) tlio rest of tlu> hciuid upon
gnvit ston(>s. Anotli(>r flam(> sjjrang up which soon

spcMit itself, "whereas the light from the altar shone

still" (RVm, the exact meaning being doubtful).

When the king of Persia investigated it, he inclosed

the spot as sacred. Nehemiah and his friends

called the thick liquid "Nephthar," "which is by
interpretation 'cleansing'" (/caflapi<T^6s, katharis-

mos), "but most men call it Nephtliai."

No satisfactory explanation is to hand of either

name, one of which is ])robal)ly a corruption of

the oth(>r. And no word exists in the Heb like

either of tluMn with the meaning of "cleansing,"

"l)urification." The Vulg ai)i)lies the name to the

si)ot {hunc locum), not th(; thing. The story i)rob-

ably originated in Persia, when^ naplilha was abun-

dant. The ignition of the licjuid i)y the hot rays of

the sun and the ajjpearance of the words render it

highly i)robable that it was the inflammable rock-

oil naphtha, the combust ii)le pro])erties of which
were (juite familiar to the ancients (Pliny, A7/, ii.

109; Plutarch, Alex. 35; Diosc, i.lOl; Strabo, Geogr.

xvi.l, la); the words then are ]irobably corruptions

of what the CJreeks termed vdcpda, naphtha. I'hvald

{Hisl., V, 163) says: "This is but one of the many
stories which sought in later times to enhance the

very high sanctity of the Temple, with rc^ference

even to its origin." S. Angus

NEPHTOAH, nef-td'a, nef'to-a (nins;; , neph-

td"h, occurs only in the expression 'D
'''Q '\1'^'>^

,

ma^yan me ?/., "the fountain of the waters of Neph-
toah"; LXX iTiTyTi v5aTos Na4>9to, j)cge hildatos

Xaphtlw): This s})ring was on the border hne
betwe(>n Judah and Benjamin (Josh 15 9; 18 15).

The place is usually identified with Lifta, a village

about 2 mil(>s N.W. of Jerus, on the east bank of the

Wddy bcit IJanlna. It is a village very consjjicuous

to the traveler along the high road from Jaffa as

he nears Jerus. Th(>re are ancient rock-cut tombs
and a cojuous sjjring which empties itself into a

large masonry rescn-voir. The situation of Lifla

seems to agree well with the most probable line

of boundary between the two tribes; the spring

as it is today does not ai)pear to be so abundant as

to warrant such an expression as "spring of the

waters," but it was, like many such sources, prob-

ably considerably more abundant in OT times.

Conder woulcl identify Liftd with the ancient

Elki'H (cj.v.) of Benjamin, and, on the ground that

the Talm (see Talm Bab, Yoma 31a) identifies

Nephtoah with Etam (q.v.), he woukl find the site

of Nephtoah at 'Am ''Atdn, S. of Bethlehem. The
Talm is not a sufficiently trustworthy guide when
unsupported by other evidence, and the identifi-

cation creates great difficulty witii the boundary
line. See I'EF, III, 18, 43, Sh XVII.

E. W. G. Masterman
NEPHUSHESIM, ne-fush'f-sim, NEPHISHE-

SIM, nWish'0-sim (2"^vT;J^E: ,
ii'phush'sim, CC^J"'?:

,

rf phl.sh'Nlm): The former is the K'thibli (Heb
"written") form of the name adopted in RV; the

latter the K'l-e (Heb "r(>ad") form adopted in AV
and RVm (Neh 7 52). 8ee Naphish; Nephisim.

NER, ner C\*., ncr. "lamp"): Father of Abner

(1 S 14 50 f; 26 5.14, etc); grandfather of Saul

(1 Ch 8 33). Other references, though adding
no f\n'th(>r information are 2 S 2 S.12; 3 23.25;

28.37; 1 K 2 5.32, etc.

NEREUS, ne'rus, ne're-us (N-qpcvs, Nvrc.m):

The name of a Rom Christian to whom with his

sister St. Paul sent greetings (Rom 16 15). Nennis
and the others saluted witli him (vct 15) formed a

small community or "house clnn-ch." The nanu^
of the sister is not given, but the; name Nereis is

foimd on an inscrijition of t his dat e containing nam(>s

of the emperor's servants (Lightfoot, I'iiil, 17()).

Among th(> Ada Sanctorum (-onnecited with the

early church in Rome are the "Acts of Nereus
and Achilleus" w^hich call them chamberlains of

Domitilla, the niece of Vespasian, and relate their

influence over her in persuading her to remain a
virgin.

'

S. F. Huntku

NERGAL, nar'gill (''?"^?., ner'ghal): A Bab
deity, identified with th(! planet Mars, and wor-
shipped at Cutha (<;f 2 K 17 30). See Baby-
lonia AND Assyria, Religion of.

NERGAL-SHAREZER, nur-gal-sha-re'zar

(12:X"lTp~^rn: , ner'ghal-shar'eger, Heb form of

Assyr Nergal-sar-uhur, "O Nergal, defend tlu;

I)rince"): A Bab officer, the "Rab-mag," associated

with Nebushazban in the care of Jeremiah after the

fall of Jerus (Jer 39 3.13). According to Hommel
(art. "Babylon," IIDH) and Sayce (//D/i, s.v.),

Nergal-sharezer is to be identified with NeriglLssar

who succeeded Evil-merodach on the throne of

Babylon (cf Cheyne and Johns, EB, s.v.).

NERI, ne'ri (Nt]P€C, Ncrei [Tisch., Treg., WH],
TR, Nripi, Ner'i; for Heb TV^T-, nerlyuh): Tlie

name of an ancestor of Jesus, the grandfather of

Zerubbabel (Lk 3 27). See Neriaii.

NERIAH, ne-rl'a (n^^l?, nerlyuh, "whose lamp

is Jeh"): The father of Seraiah and of Baruch,

Jeremiah's friend and secretary (Jer 32 12.16;

36 4.8.32; 43 3). In Bar 1 1 the Gr forni of the

name, N?7p(e)ias, Ner{e)Uis, is given, and this short-

ened, Neri, occurs in the genealogy of Jc^sus Christ.

NERIAS, nO-ri'as (Niip[€]ias, Ner[c\ias): The
Gr form of Heb Ncriah found only in Bar 1 1 as

the father of Baruch = "Neriali" of Jer 32 12; 36

4 ff ; 43 3. To Baruch's brother, Seraiah, the same
genealogy is ascribed in Jer 51 59.

NERO, ne'ro (Nepwv, Neron)

:

I. Name, Parentac.e and Early Training
II. Ac.kii'pina's Ambition fok Neuo

Her Nine Measures for BriiiKin^' llim to the Throne
III. Nero's Reign

1. Quinquennium Neronis
2. Poppaea Salnna
3. Poppaea and Tigellinus
4. Burning of Home
5. P(!rsecution of Cliristians
6. Conspiracy of Piso
7. Nero in CJreece
8. Death of Nero

IV. Downfall and Chauacter
1. Seven Causes of Downfall
2. Character

V. " Nero Redivivus"
VI. Nero and Christianity

1. Nero and the NT
2. Neronian Policy and Cliristianity

Literature

The fifth Rom emperor, b. at Antium December
15, 37 AD, began to reign October 13, 54, d. June 9,

68.

/. Name, Parentage and Early Training.—His

name was originally Lucius Domitius Ah(>nobarbuif-
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NiTO (J)rit. Mils.;.

hut after liis a(l()i)tion into the Claudian r/rz/.s by
tlie emperor Claudius, he became N«>ro Claudius
Caesar Gerniaiiieus. His father was Enaeus
Domitius Ahenobarbus ("Brazen-beard"), a man
sprung from an illustrious family and of vicious
character. His mother was Agrippina th(> younger,
the daughter of Germanicus
and the elder Agrippina,
sister of the emjMTor Caius
(Caligula) and niece of the
emp(>ror Claudius. On the
birth of the child, his father
predict(Ml, amid the con-
gratulations of his friends,

that any offspring of him-
self and Agrippina could
only ])rove abominable and
disastrous for the public
(Suet. A^cro vi: detefitdhUe

ct malo publico). At the
age of three the young
Domitius lost his father
and was robbed of his

estates by the rapacity of
Caius. In 39 his mother
was banished for supposed
complicity in a plot against Caius. N. was thus
dei)rived of his mother and at the same time left

almost ])enniless. His aunt, Domitia Lepida, now
undertook the care of the boy and i)laced him with
two tutors, a dancer and a barber (Suet. vi). On
the accession of Claudius, Agrippina was recalled,
and N. was restored to his mother and his patri-
mony (41 AD).

//• Agrtppina's Ambition for Nero.—Slu! cared
little for her son's moral education, but began im-
mediately to train him for high i)osition. She
aimed at nothing less than securing the emjjire for
N. With a view to this she must gain influence
over her uncle, the emperor Claudius, who was
very susceptible to female charms. At first the
l)ath was by no means easy, while the licentious
emi)ress, Messalina, was in power. But on the fall

and death of Messalina (48 AD)—for which Agrip-
I)ina may have intrigued—the way seemed ojxnK^d.
With the assistance of the emjxTor's freedman,
Pallas, Agrippina proved the successful candidate
for Claudius' affections. She now felt secure to
carry out the plans for the elevation of her son:
(1) She secured his betrothal to Octavia, the
daughter of Claudius, having previously, by the
villainy of Vitellius, broken off the engagement
between Octavia and Lucius Silanus (il), xlviii).

Later, N. married this unfortunate lady. (2)
Vitellius again obhged by se(;uring a modification of
Rom law so as to pc^rmit a marriage with a brother's
(not sister's) daughter, and in 49 Agripi)ina became
empress. (3) In the meantime slie had caused
Seneca to be recalled from banishment and had in-
trust(>d to him the education of N. for imperial pur-
poses. (4) The adoj)tion of her son by Claudius
(')0 AD). (.5) She next secured early honors and
titles for N. in order to mark him out as Claudius'
successor. ((>) She caused liritannicus, Claudius'
son, to be kept in the background and treated as a
mere child, removing by exile or death suspected
supporters of Britannicus. (7) Agrii)pina was far-

sight(Hl and anticipated a later secret of Rom im-
perialism—the influence of the armi(>s in the nom-
ination of emperors. For this cause she took an
act ive interest in military affairs and gave her name
to a new colony on the Rhine (mod(n-n Cologne).
But she did not forget the importan(;e of securing
the praetorian guard and Burrus the prefect. (8)
She persuaded Claudius to make a will in favor of
her son. All was now ready. But Claudius did
not like the idea of excluding his son Britannicus

from power, and murmurs were heard among the
senate and p(M)ple. Delay might i)rove fatal to
Agrippina's i)lans, so (<Jj Claudius imist die. The
notorious Locusta administered poison in a dish
of mushrooms, and Xenophon, Agrippina's i)hysi'
cian, thrust a poisoned feather down Claudius'
throat on the pretence of helping him to vomit.
Burrus then took N. forth and cau.sed him to be
proclainuHl im})erator by the praetorians.

///. Nero's Reign.—Nero's r(>ign falls into three
periods, the first of which is the celebrated quin-

quenniuni, or first 5 years, character-
1. Quin- ized by good government at home and
quennium in the provinces and ])opularity with
Neronis both senate and peopl(>. Agrii)pina,

having seated her son on the throne,
did not purpose to relincjuish i)ower herself; she
intended to rule along with him. And at first N.
was very devoted to her and had given as watch-
word to the guard, "the best of mothers" (Tac.
Ann. xiii.2; Suet. ix). This caustnl a sharp conflict
with Seneca and Burrus, who could not tolerate
Agrippina's arrogance and unboimd(Hl influence
over her son. In ord(>r to deta(di him from his
mother they encouraged him in an amour with a
Gr freedwoman, Acte (Tac. Anyi. xiii.l2). This
first blow to Agrip})ina's influence was soon followed
l)y the dismissal from court of h(>r chief protector
Pallas. She now threatened to bring forth Britan-
nicus and present him as the rightful heir to the
throne. This cost Britannicus his lif(>, for N., feel-
irig insecure while a son of Claudius lived, compas.sed
his death at a banciuet. A hot wine cup was offered
Britannicus, and to cool it to tast(\ cold water was
added which had been adult(>rated with a virulent
poison. The victim succumbed immediately. All
eyes fastened on N. in suspicion, but he boldly
asserted that the death was due to a fit of e])ilepsy—a disease to which Britannicus had been subject
from childhood. Such was the fate of Agripjnna's
first protege. She nt^xt took up the cause of the
despised and ill-treated Octavia, which so incensed
her son that he depriv(>d lier other guards and caused
her to remove from th(; i)alace. Agri])pina now dis-

appears for the next few years to come into brief
and tragic prominence later. S(>neca and Ikirrus
undertook the management of affairs, with results
that justified the favoral^le imjjression which the
first 5 years of N.'s reign made ui)on the Rom
people. Many reforms were initiated, financial,

social and legislative. These ministers treated N.
to counsels of moderation and justice, dictating
a policy which left considerable activity to the senate.
But perceiving the bent of his evil nature, they
allowed him to indulge in low j^knisures and ex-
cesses with the most ])rofligat(> companions, think-
ing, perhaps, either that the young ruler would in

this way prove less harmful to the public, or that,
after sowing his wild oats, he would return to the
serious business of government. But in both ways
they were sorely disajjpointed, for N., having sur-
render(>d himself to the basest ai)i)(>tites, continued
to go from excess to excess. He surrounded him-
self with the most dissolute companions, conspicu-
ous among whom were Salvius (3tho and Claudius
Senecio.

The former had a wife as ambitious as she was
unprincipled, and endowed, according to Tacitus,

with every gift of nature exccnit an
2. Poppaea "honorable; mind." Already divorced
Sabina befon; marrying Otho, she was minded
(58 AD) to emjiloy Otho merely as a tool to

enable her to become N.'s consort.

With the appearance of Po[)paea Sabina, for such
was her name, opens the second period of N.'s
reign. She proved his evil star. Under her in-

fluence he shook off all restraints, turned a deaf ear
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to liis b(>st advisers and plunRod deeper into im-

morality and crime. Slie allowed, if not persuaded,

N to pve her husband a commission m tlie dis-

tant province of Lusitania. Her jealousy couM

tolerate no possil)l(> rival. She plotted the death of

.\m-ippina to which she ea.sily persuaded N. to con-

s(>nt This foul crime was planned and carried out

with the p;reat(>st cunning. Amcetus, admiral o

the fleet undertook to construct a vessel that won (I

sink to order. N. invited his mother to his villa

at Baiae at the Quin(Uiatrus celebration. Alter

the banciuet she was pensuadc'd to return to Bauli

by the vessel prepared. But the plan did not suc-

ceed and Asrippina saved hen-self by swimmmg
:ishor(> She im-tended to treat the matter as an

accident, semlins a freedman to N. to inform him

of her escape. Aiiicetus, however, relieved N
.

ot

the awkward iK)sition bv ])reten(ling that Agrip-

iiina's fivedman had dropiMnl a dagger which was

consid(-red proof enough of her guilt. Deserted by

lu>r friends and slaves exce])t onc^ fn^edman, she was

(luickly dispatched by her murderers. N. gave

out tliat she died by suicide (Suet, xxxiv; lac.

Ann. cxli-cxlviii).
^ , . t^

N no longer made any secret of taking Poppaea

as his mistress, and, mider her influence, bid deh-

ance to th(> best Rom traditions and

3. Poppaea plunged d(>eper into dissipation. In

and ()2 AD matt(>rs grew much worse by

Tigellinus the dcnith of the ])raet()rian prefect,

Burrus. Seneca lost in him a power-

ful allv, and Poppaea gained in one of the new pre-

fects, 'Sofonius Tigellinus, a ])owerful ally, bhe

succeeded in causing Seneca to retire from the court.

Next sh(^ (U^termincnl to remove Octavia. A charge

of adulterv was first tri(>d, but as the evidence proved

too leakv,'N. simplv divorccnl Iut because of barren-

ness. Then Anicetus was persuaded to confess

adultery with her, and the innocent Octavia was

banished to the island of PandatfU'ia, where a little

later she was executed at Pop]:)aea's orders and her

head brought to hvv rival (62 AD). Poppaea was

now empress, and the next year bore a daughter

to N but the child died wh(>n only thnn- months old.

Two years later Poppaea herscdf d\vd during preg-

nancy, of a cruel kick inflicted by N. in a fit of rage

(65 \D) . H(> pronounced a eulogy over h(T and took

a third wife, Statilia Messalina, of whom he had no

issue.
, ; 1 ii

N having bv his extravagance exhausted the

well-filled treasury of Claudius (as Caius did that

of Tib(n-ius), was driven to fill his cofTers by confis-

cations of the estates of rich nobles against whom
his creature Tigellinus could truni]) the shghtest

plausibU^ charge. But ev<>n this did not prevent

a financial crisis—the beginning of the bankruptcy

of the later Rom empire. The provinces which at

first enjoyed good government were now plundered

;

new and'heavy taxes were imposed. Worst of all,

the gold and silver coinage was depreciat(Hl, and

the senate was deprived of the right of copper com-

^^This diflticultv was much increased by the great

fire which was not only destructive to both private

and state property, but also ne<«ssi-

4 Great tated the providing thousands of

Fire (July, homeless with shelter, and lowering

64) the price of corn. On July 18, 64,

this great conflagration broke out in

Circus Maximus. A high wind caused it to si)read

ra])idly ov(>r a large portion of the city, sweeping

befor(> it ill-built streets of wooden houses At the

end of six days it seemed to be exhausted for lack

of material, when another conflagration started in a

diff(>rent quarter of the city. Various exaggerated

accounts of the d(>struction are found m Rom his-

torians: of the 14 city regions 7 were said to have

be(>n totally destroyed and 4 y)artially. N. was at

Antium at the time. He hastened back to the city

and apjiarently took every means of arresting the

sjm'ad of th(> flames. He superintended in person

th(> work of the fire brigades, often exposing himself

to danger. After the fire he threw oix-ii his own
gardens to th(> h()mel(\ss. The catastrophe caused

great consternation, and, for whatever reasons, sus-

picion seemed to fix upon N. Rumor had it that

on hearing the Gre(>k v(>rse, "When I am dead let the

earth b(; wrapped in fir(>," he interrupted, "Nay
rather, while I live" (Suet, xxxviii); that he had

often dei)k)red the ugliness of the city and wished

an opportunity to n^build it; that he purposely

set it on fire in order to find room for his magnificent

Damns Aurea ("Golden House"); that when the

citv was burning he gazed upon it from the tower

of "^Maecenas delighted with what he termed "the

beauty of the c(mflagration"; that he recited in

actor's costume the sack of Troy (Suet, xxxvui;

Tac. Ann. xv.38fT). In spite of all tli(>se reports

N. must be absolved of the guilt of incendiarism.

Such public calamities were gencn-ally attributed

to the wrath of the gods. In the prescnit case every-

thing was done to appease the off(>nd(>d

5. Perse- deitv. Yet, in spite of all, suspicion

cution of stilfclung to N. "Wherefore in order

Christians to allay the rumor he put forward as

guilty [subdidit reos], and afflicted with

the most exquisite punishments those who were

hated for their abominations [flagitia] and called

'Christians' by the populace. Christus, from whom
the name was derived, was punish(>d by the jiroc;-

urator Pontius Pilatus in the reign of Tiberius.

This noxious form of religion [cxiliabilis siipcr-

stitio], checked for a time, broke out again not only

in Judaea its original home, but also throughout

the city [Rome] where all abominations me(>t and

find devotees. Therc^fore first of all those who con-

fessed [i.e. to being Christians] were arrested, and

then as a result of their information a large number

[multlludo ingens] were imi^licated [reading caiaunc-

li, not convidi], not so much on th(> charge of n'-

cendiarism as for hatred of the human race. 1 hey

died by methods of mockery; some were covered

with the skins of wild beasts and tlien torn by dogs,

some were crucificnl, some were burned as torches

to give light at night .... whence [after scenes

of extreme cruelty] commiseration was stirred for

them, although guilty and des(>rving the worst

penalties, for men fidt that their destruction was

not on account of the public welfare but to gratify

the cruelty of one [Nero]" (Tac. .4/m. xv.44).

Such is the earliest account of the first heathen

persecution (as well as the first record of the cruci-

fixion by a heathen writ(n-). Tacitus here clearly

im])lies that the Christians were innocent {subdi-

dit reos), and that N. employed them simply as

scapegoats. Some regard the conclusion of the

paragraph as a contradiction to this—"though guilty

and deserving the severest punishment" (advers us

sorites et iiorissima exempla meritos). But Tacitus

means by sontes that the Christians were guilty

from the point of view of the populace, and that

they merited extreme punishment also from his

own standpoint for other causes, but not for arson.

Fatebantur does not mean that they confessed to

incendiarism, but to b(>ing Christians, Jind qui

fatebantur means th(>re w(>re some who boldly con-

fessed, while others tried to conceal or perhaps even

denied their faith.

But whv were the Christians solectod as scapegoats ?

Why not the Jews, who were both numerous and had

already offended the Rom government and had been

banished in great numbers? Or why not the many
foUowcTS of the oriental religions, which had proved

more than once obnoxious ? (1) Poppaea was favorable

to Judaism and had certainly enough influence over N.
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to protect the Jews; she was regarded by them as a
proselyte and is termed by Jos {Ant. XX, viii, 11) O^o-

<re^))?, theosebls, "god-fearing." When the populace
and N. were seeking victims for revenge, the Jews may
have been glad of the opportunity of putting forward
the Christians and may have been encouraged in this by
Poppaea. Farrar (Early Dnys< of Christianity. I, ch iv)

sees "in the proselytism of Poi)paea. guided by Jewish
malice, the only adequate explaiuitioii of the first Chris-
tian persecution." (2) Closely coiniocted with this was
doul)tless th(i observation by the Kom government that
Christiauitv was an independent faith from Judaism.
This mav first have been brought home to the authorities

bv the trial of Paul before N., as suggested by Ramsay
(Expos, Julv, 1893). Judaism was a rt>c()gnized and
tolerated n-l'igion, a religio licita. and Christianity when
divorced from Judaism became a niigio illicita and pim-
ishable by the state, for Christianity first rose "under the
shadow of licen.sed Judaism" (sub umhraculo licitae

Judaenrum religionis: Tert. ApoL, xxi). (3) As Chris-
tianity formed a society apart from Rom society, all

kinds of crimes were attributed to its followers, Thyes-
tean feasts, nightly orgies, hostility to temples and
images. These flaoitia seemed summed up in odium
humani generis, "hatred for the human race." (4) They
were easilv selected as being so inunerous and making
most progress in a line opposed to Rom spirit; cf ingens
rnultitudn (Tac. Ann. XV.44; Clemens Rom., Cor 1 6,

TToAu ttA^Ao?, polil pletho.t: cf also "great multitude" of

Rev 7 9; 19 1). (5) Xo doubt, too, early Christian
enthusiasm was unequivocal in its expressions, esp. in

its belief of a fmal conflagration of the world and its

serene faith amid the despair of others.

In the meantime Tigellinus' tyranny and con-

fiscations to meet N.'s expenses caused deep dis-

content among the nobles, which cul-

6. Conspir- minated in th(> famous conspiracy at

acy of Piso the head of which was C. Calpurnius

(65 AD) Piso. The plot was prematurely be-

trayed by Milichus. An inquisition

followed in which the most ilhistrious victims who
perished were Seneca the philosopher, Lucan the

po(>t, Lucan's mother, and lat(>r Annaeus Mela,

brother of Seneca and father of Lucan, T. Petro-

nius Arbiter, "the glass of fashion." Finally, "N.
having butchered so many illustrious men, at last

desired to exterminate virtue itself by the death of

Thrasea Paetus and Barea Soranus" (Tac. Arm.
xvi.21 f).

Having cleared every suspected person out of

the way, he abandoncnl the government in Rome to

a fre(Mlman Helius, and sfartcnl on a

7. Visit to long visit to Greece ((JG-GS AD), where
Greece \w took part in musical contests and
(66 AD) games, himself winning prizes from

the obsequious Greeks, in return for

which N. b(>stowed upon them "freedom." N.
was so un-Roman that he was jierftH^tly at home in

Greece, where alone he said h(; was appreciatetl by
cultured i)eo])le. In the meantime the revolt of

Vindex in Gatd commenced (08 AD), but it was soon

quelled by Verginius Rufus on account of its na-

tional Gaulic character. Galba of Hither Spain

next declared himself legatus of the senate and the

Rom peopl(>. N. was persuaded to return to Rome
by Helius; he confiscated Galba's property, but his

weakness and hesitancy greatly helped the cause

of the latter.

Nymphidius Sabinus, one of the prefects, won
over the guard for Galba, by p(>rsuading the irreso-

lute^ emperor to withdraw from Rome
8. Death and then told the praetorians that N.
of Nero had deserted them. N. was a coward,

both in life and in death. While he

had the means of easily crushing Galba, he was
revolving plans of despair in his Servilian gardens,

whether he should surrender himself to the mercies

of the Parthians or to those of Galba; whether

Galba would allow him the province of Egypt;
whether the public would forgive his past if he

showed penitence enough. In his distraction a

comforter asked him in the words of Virgil, "Is it

then so wretched to die?" He could not summon
the courage for suicide, nor could he find one to

inflict the blow for him: "Plave I then neither

friend nor foe?" Phaon a fre(>dman offered him
the shelter of his villa a few miles from Rome. Here
he prepared for suicide, but with great cowardice.

He kept exclaiming, "What an artist I am to perish!"

{Qualis artifex pcreo, Suet. xlix). On learning that

he was condemned to a cruel death by the senate,

he put the weapon to his throat and was assistcMl in

the fatal blow by Epaphroditus his secretary. A
centurion enter(>d pretending he had come to hel|):

"Too late—this is fidelity," were Nero's last words.

His remains were laid in the family vaidt of the

Domitii by his two nurses Eclog(> and Alexandria

and his concubine Acte (Suet. 1). Thus p(>rished

on July 9, 6(S AD the last of the line of Julius Caesar
in his 31st year and in the 14th of his reign.

IV. Downfall and Character.—The causes of his down-
fall were brii'fly: (1) his lavish exjx-nditure leading to

., J,
biu-ck'nsoine taxation and Ihiancial inse-

1. beven curity; (2) tyranny and cruelty of his

Causes of favorites; (3) the great fh-(> which brought

Downfall dissatisfaction to fasten suspicion on N.
and the conse((uent enlargement of his

private abode at the exp(>nse of the city—esp. tlK^Ciolden
House; (4) the luipopular measure of the extension of
Rom franchise to (in^ece and favored foreigners; (5) the
security engendered by the success with which the con-
spiracy of Piso was crushc^d; (0) the discovery of another
"secret of eini)ire," that an emperor could l)e created
elsewhere than at Rome, that the succ(\ssion of emi)erors
was not hereditary but rested with the great armies, and
(7) the cowardice and weakness which N. displayed in
the revolt which led to his death.

His reign is memorable for the acti-vity of Seneca, the
great fire, the i)(>rsecution of Christians, the beginning
of the bankruiitcy of the later Kom empire, the Arme-
nian disaster of Paetus (()2 AD) retri(>ved liy (^orbulo and
the humiliation of Parthia, the outbreak of tlie insur-
rciction in Judaea (GO AD), which ended in the destruction
of Jerus.
Nero ranks with Gains for folly and vice, while his

cruelties recall the worst years of Tiberius. Very effem-
inate in his tastes, particular about the

2. Char- arrangement of his hair and proud of his

acter voice, his greatest faidt was inordinate
vanity which courted applause for per-

formances on non-Rom lines. H(i neglected his high
ofHce and degraded Rom graritax by zeal for secondary
l)ursuits. N., like his three predecessors, was very sus-
ceptible to fenuile charms. He was licentious in the
extreme, even to guilt of that nameless vice of antiquity
—love of a male favorite. His cruelty, both dirt!Ctly

and through his iiisti-unients, made tlie latter part of his
reign as detestable as tlie qninqiniiiiiu //i had l)een golden.
He loved the extravagant and luxurious in every exag-
gerated form. He was a weakling and a coward in his
life, and esp. in his death. Of his personal appearance
we are told his features were regular and good; the ex-
pression of his countenance, however, was somewhat
repelling. His fraint; was ill proportioned—slemler
legs and big stomach. In later years his face was covered
with pimples.

V. ' 'Nero Redivivus.
'

'

—It seems as if there was some-
thing lovable even about this monster, which led a
freedman to remain faithful to the last, and his two old
nurses and cast-off concubine to care affectionately for
his remains, anei for a long time tlien^ wert^ iu)t wanting
hands to strew his grave with spring and autumn flowers
and to display his effigy (Suet. Ivii). lUit, whether
from the strange circiuustances of his death, orthesub-
se(iuent terrible confusion in the Rom world, or from
whatever cause, there soon arose a belief that N. had not
really died, but was living somewhere in retirement or
had fled among the Parthians, and that he was destined
in a short time to return and bring great calamity upon
his enemies or the world (quasi viventis et brevi magna
inimicorum malo reversuri: Suet. Ivii). This belief

was a force among the Parthians who were ready to take
up arms at the report of a pseudo-Nero (Tac. Hist. i.2).

In the confusion of the year of the foin- emperors, Greece
and Asia were disturbed by the report of the advent of
N. (Tac. Hist. ii.,S), and the historian promises to
mention the fortune and attempts of other pseudo-
Neros. This belief was taken up l>y the Jews and amal-
gamated with their legend of Anticlirist. In Asc Isa 4
(1st cent. AD), the Antichrist is clearly identified with
N.: "Belial shall api)ear in the shajx' of a man, the king
of wickedness, the matricide." It occurs again and
again in both the Jewish and Clhristian sections of

the Sib Or (3 GO if; 4 117f.l35fr; 5 100 f.l3G f .21G f).

How far N. was regarded by the Christians as thi^ his-

torical personage of .Antichrist is a disputed point.

That the common belief of the revival or advent of X.
should influence contemporary Cln-istian thought in

days of social and political turmoil is highly probable.
Bousset (Comm.) regards the beast of \{v\ 13 as Rome,
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and llw Kinittcii licad whose •'clcatlistrokc was hcah-d"
as N., and some scholars take licv 17 10 f a.s rcfi-rruik'

to N. The "scarlet-colored beiist " of 17 '-i mii.v b(^

intended either for the Koiii Kovernnient in t;;(-neral or for

N. in partu'ular. That the niiinber (itid (Kev 13 IS)

represents in lleh letters the numerical ('((uivalent of

Xrron Krsor is siniiiticant, for the Jewish Christ ians

would be familiar with urmdirUia (the Tiwnierical etjuiva-

lent of names). See N iMnkit. VI Karrar. Enrhj Divjx.

eh xxviii. sec. 5. In later times the idea of a twofold
.Xntichrist seems to lunc arisen -one for the .lews and
one for the (rcntiles; cf esi). Commodian, ('arm. A pol.

(',12(1): "to lis N. became Antichrist, to thi; Jews the
other" {nobis Xcro faclu.s Antirhrislu.'!, iltv .1 uilnii.<) .

There was an alternate theory that N. had n>ally been
killed, but that h(> would rise a^ain (Sib Or 5 21(jf;

AuKUstine, I)v Cir. I)ii, xx.19: undc nonnnlli ipsum rc.sur-

rccturum (IJiilnrum Antichristum suspicanlur).

VI. Nero and Christianity.—The nanio Noro
does not occur in the XT, but he \v;is tlie Caesiir to

Nvhoin I'atil ai)i)('ule(l (Acts 25 11)

1. Nero and and :it whos(> tril)inial Paul was tried

the NT after liis first iinprisoiuuent. It is

quite hkely that N. lieard Paul's case

in ])erson, for the emperor showed much interest

in ])r()vincial cases. It was dvn-ing the earlier

"golden (jui)i(/ii('iiniunr' of X.'s reign that Paul ad-

dres.sed his ep. to the Christians at llonie, and ]n-ob-

ably in the last year of N.'s reign (()8 AD) Paul

suffered (l(>ath near the city, though Ilarnack

{ChrnnohujU') places his death in th(> first Neronian

j)ersecuti()n of (U. Although the NT gives no hint

of a i)ossil)le visit or sojotn-n of Peter in Rome, such

a sojoin-n and subseciuent martyrdom are highly

probable and almost certain from the early per-

sistent tradition, esp. in Clement of Rome, Ignatius

and Papias, and later in TertulHan, Clem(>nt of

Alexandria and tlu^ Lihvr Ponlijladis (catalogue!

of ])opes). His (execution at Home under Nero is

practically ccTtain.

The first i^ersecution to which Christianity was sub-
jected came from the Jews: the fir!<t hcnthvi, persecution

took i)lac(> under N. I'p to this time the

2 Neronian Horn govi-rnment had been on friendly

r,*
,. J terms with Christianity, as Christianity

FOllcy ana ^^.^^ either not i)romineiit enough to cause
Christianity any disturbance of society or was con-

foiind(>d by the Romans with Judaism
{Kuh umhracuU) licitae .1 uilacorum reh'i/ionis: Tert.

ApoL, xxi). Paul, writing to the Christians of the
capital, urged them to "be in subjection to the higher
powers" as "ordained of Cod" (Rom 13 Iff), and his

high estimation of th(> Koni government as power
for th(> good of .society was probably enhanced by his

mild captivity at Rome which permitted him to carry
on the work "of i)reaching and was terminated by an
acquittal on Xho first trial (accepting the view of a
first acquittal and subsequent activity before condemna-
tion at a second trial). J5ut soon, whether because of

the trial of Paul, a Kom citizen, at Rome (about 63),

or the growing hostility of the .lews, or the increasing
numbers and alarming |)rogress of tin; new religion, the
distinction between Christianity and Judaism became
apparent to thi! Rom authorities. If it had not yet been
proscribed as a religio illirita ("luilicen.sed religion"),

neither had it been admitted as a nlu/io licltn. Chris-
tianity was not in its(>lf as y(-t a crime; its adherents
were not liable to persecution "for the name." x\ccord-
ing to one view tlu; Neronian ])ersecuti()n was a spas-
modic act and an isolated incident in imperial j)olicy : the
Christians were on this occasion put forward merely to
remove suspicion from N. They were not persecuted
either as Christians or as incendiaries, but on accoimt of

flagitia and oiliutn Iruinani (icncris, i.e. Thyestean feasts,

Oedipodean incest and nightly orgies were attributed
to them, and their withdrawal from society and exclu-
sive manners caused the charge of "hatred for society."
The evidence of Tacitus {Ann. xv.44) would bear out
this view of the XiTonian persecution as accidental, iso-

lated, to satisfy the revenge of the mol), confined to
Rome and of brii-f duration. The other view is, liow-
ever, preferable, as represented by Ramsay {Church in

the Rom Empire, ch xi) and K. G. Hardy {Studies in
Rom Ilistori/. ch iv). Suetonius speaks of the i)erse-

cution of (Christians as a permanent police regulation
in a list of other seemingly permanent measures {Nero
xvi: afflirti suppliciis Christiani genus ftominum super-
stilionis novae ae maleficae). which is not inconsistent
with the account of Tacitus—who gives the initial step
and Suetonius the permanent result. The Christians
by these trials, though not convicted of incendiarism,
were brought into considerable prominence; their un-
social and exclusive manners, their withdrawal from the
duties of state, their acti\e proselytism, together with

the charges of immorality, estalilished them in Rom eyes
as tlu^ enemies of society. Christianity thus became a
crime and was bamuMi l)y the i)olice aulhorities. Sueto-
nius gives a "brief statement of thi' permanent adminis-
trativi^ principle into which N.'s action ultimately re-

solved itself" (Kamsa.v, op. cit., 2:V1). Xo formal law
needed to be i)assed, the matter could l)e left with the
prefect of the city. A trial must be held and the Jlagitia

proved l)efore an order for execution, according to i{am-
say, but Hardy holds that henceforth the name itself

—

ni'tmen ipsum--WA>i i)roscribe(l. A jjrecedent was now
established of great importance in the policy of the im-
jx'rial government toward Christianity (see, further,
1{<)MAN K-MPiii!-;; CniusTiA.NiTV). Then' is no reason to
suppose that tlii^ Neronian persecution of 04 extended
beyond Home to the j)rovinces. though no doubt th(^

iittitude of th(> home government must have had con-
sideral)le influence with provincial oflicers. Paul seems
to hav(^ gone undisturbed, or at leiist with no unusual
obstacles, in his evangelization after his acquittal. The
authorities for a general Xeronian i)erseciition and formal
Xeronian laws against Christianity are late; cf Orosius
{Hist, vii.7, "[Nero] was the first to i)ut to death Chris-
tians at Rome and gave orders that they should be siib-

jected to the same persecution, throughout all the provinces ").

Tjiti^rature.— {a) Ancient: Tacitus Annals xii-xvi;

Suetonius \ero; Dio (^assius in Epil. of Xi!>hilinus (il

ff; Zonaras xi. {h) Modern: Hermann Schiller, (!e-

schichte ties riini. Kaiserreichs unter (ier Regierung lies

Seron (Berlin, 1872); Merivale, Hist of the Romans
under the Empire; Ramsay, Church in the Rom Empire
and Expos, 1S!»:5; K. (1. Hardy, Christianity and the

Rom dorernment and Studies in Rom History; Mommsen,
" Der R(!ligionsfr(n-el nach rdm. Recht," flistor. Zeitsrhr..

IS(K); C. K. Arnold, Din \rronische Christenrerfolfiu 'ii/;

l<'arrar, Earli/ Dai/s of Christianity: Raring-( ioiild.

Tragedy of the Caesars; Cj . H. ijCWes. "Was Xero a
Monster'.'" in Comliill Magazine, July, ISO;^; B. AV.

Henderson, Life and Principate of the Emperor Xero,
with important bibliography of ancient and modern
authorities (i^ondon, 190:5); Lehmann, Claudius u. X(ro.

8. Ax(;i;s

NEST ("p , kc>i; v€o<ro-id, ncossid, nossid; in the

NT KaTao-KT|v<oo-is, k(it(i.'<kend.sis; Lat nidus): A re-

c(>l)tacle i)repared by a bird for receiving its eggs and
young. N(\sts differ with species. Eaglets us(> a
large heaj) of coar.se sticks and twigs on the cleft of

a motmtain (Job 39 27 ff; Jer 49 1(1; Ob ver 4);

hawks prefer trees; vulttuvs, hollow trees or the

earth; ravens, big trees; doves ;md ])igeons, trees or

rocky crevic(\s (Jer 48 28); hoopoes, hollow trees;

swallows, mud nests undcT a roof, on cliffs or

deserted temples; owls, hollow trees, dark ])laces in

ruins or sand burrows (on ths kippoz of Isa 34 15

see Owl); cranes, storks and herons, either trees

(Ps 104 17) or rushes beside water (storks often

choose housetops, as well).

Each nest so follows the building laws of its owikt's

species thtit any (>xp<n-t ornithologist can tell from
a nest which bird builded it. Pearly in inctibation

a bird deserts a nest readily bec;ui.se it hop(>s to

build another in a place not so easily discoverabl(>

and wh(M-(! it can deposit more eggs, ^^'hen the

yotmg have jirogres.stnl tmtil their ciuickening is

perc(>i)tible through the thin shells pressed against

the breast of the mother, she develojis a boldness

called by scientists the "brooding fever." In this

state the wildest of birds frequently will suffer

your touch before deserting the nest.
_
Es)). is this

the case if the yotmg are just on the point of emc^rg-

ing. The first Bib. reference to the nest of a bird

will be foimd in Balaam's fourth prophecy in Nu
24 21: "And he looked on the Kenite, and took up
his parable and saitl, Strong is thy dwelling-jjlace,

and thy n(>st is s(>t in the rock." Here Balaam was
thinking of the nest of an eagle, h;iwk or vulttu-e,

placed on solid rock among impregnable crags of

mountain tops. The next reftn-ence is among the

laws for personal conduct in Dt 22 G: *Tf a bird's

nest chance to be before th(>e in the way, in any tree

or on the groimd, with young ones or eggs, a!id the

dam sitting ui)on the young, or upon the eggs, thou

shall not take the dam with the young." iieyond

(luestion this is the earliest law on record for the i)ro-

tection of a brooding bird. It is probable that it

was made permissible to take the young, as the law
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demanded their use, at least in the ease of pigeons
and doves, for sacrifice. In 29 IS, Job cries,

"Then I said, I shall die in my nest.
And I shall multiply my days as the sand:"

that is, he hoped in his days of prosperity to die in

tlie home lie had builded for his wife and children.

In Ps 84 3 David sings,

"Yea, the sparrow hath found her a hous(\
And the swallow a nest for herself, where she may

lay her young.
Even thine altars, O Jeh of hosts,
My King, and my God."

These lines are rich and ripe with meaning, for in

those days all the world protected a temple nest,

even to the infliction of the death penalty on any-
one interfering with it. This was because the bird
\\as supposed to be claiming the protection of
the gods. Hebrew, Arab and Egyptian guarded all

nests on places of worship. Pagan Rome executed
the shoemaker who killed a raven that built on a
templ(>, and Athens took the same revenge on the
mail who destroy(Hl the n(\st of a swallow. Isaiah
comiiared the destruction of Assyria to the rol)bing

of a bird's nest: "And my hand hath found as a
nest the riches of the peoples; and as one gathereth
eggs that are forsaken, have I gathenxl all the earth:
and there was none that moved the wing, or that
opened the mouth, or chirped" (Isa 10 14; cf 16 2).
Matthew quotes Jesus as having said, ''The foxes
hav(! hol(>s, and the birds of the lieav(>n have n(\sts;

but the Son of man hath not where to lav his head"
(Mt 8 20 = Lk 9 58). Gene Stkatton-Pouteu

NET. Sec Fishixg; Fowler.

NETAIM, na'ta-im, ne'ta-im, ne-tfi'im (''"l?;
,

n'Wim; B, 'Ajaeip., Azadm, A, 'AraeCji,, Atae'im):
In 1 Ch 4 23 AV reads "thosc^ that dwell among
plants and hedges," RV "the inhabitants of Netaiin
and Gederah." The latter may b(> taken as cor-
rect. Gederah was in the Judaean Shejihelah.
Here also we should seek for Netaini; but no likely
identification has yet been suggested.

NETHANEL, ne-than'el, neth'a-n(>l pX:r:

,

7i''th(ni'c[, "God has given"; NaQava.r\K, Xdlhanati;
AV Nethaneel, nP-than'e-el)

:

(1) A chief or prince of Issachar (Nu 1 <S; 2 5;
7 1S.23; 10 15).

(2) The 4th son of Jesse (1 Ch 2 14).

(3) One of the trumpet-blowers befor(> the ark
when it was brought up from th(! house of Obed-
edom (1 Ch 15 24).

(4) A Lcvite scribe, the father of Shemaiah (1 Ch
24 6).

(5) The 5th son of Obed-edom (1 Ch 26 4).

(6) One of the princ(>s whom Jehoshaphat sent
to teach in the cities of Judali (2 Ch 17 7).

(7) A Levite who gave; cattle for Josiah's Pass-
over (2 Ch 35 9).

(S) One of the priests who had married foreign
wives (Ezr 10 22; cf 1 Esd 9 22).

(9) A priest registered under the higli jiriest

Joiakim (Neh 12 21).

(10) A Levite musician who assisted at the dedi-
cation of the walls (Neh 12 36). John A. Lees

NETHANIAH, neth-a-nl'a (^n^;n; , n'thaKijahu,

"Jeh has given" ; Na9avias, Nathdn/as):

(1) An Asaphite musician (1 Ch 25 2.12).

(2) A Levite who accompanied the princes sent
by Jehoshaphat to teach in the cities of Judah (2

Ch 17 8).

(3) The father of Jehudi (Jer 36 14).

(4) The father of Ishmael, tha murderer of

Gedaliah (Jer 40 8.14.15; 41, lit; 2 K 25 23.25).
Some MSS of LXX read here Maildhanias.

I

NETHINIM, neth'i-nim (STr; , nnhJnlm,
I "given"; NaGeivetji, Nathcine'im; AV Nethinims):

A group of t(>mpie-servants (1 Ch 9
1. Meaning 2 and 16 t in h^zr and Neh). The

I

word has always the article, and does
not occur in the sing. The LXX translators usually
transliterate, but in one passage (1 Ch 9 2) they
render, "the given ones" (hoi dedomenoi). The
Syr (Pesh) also, in Ezr, Neh, transliterates the
word, but in 1 Ch 9 2 renders it by a word mean-
ing "sojourners." The meaning "given" is sug-
gestive of a state of servitude, ancl Jos seems to
confirm the sugg(>stion by calling the N. "temple-
slaves" (Jiierodouloi) {Ant, XI, v, 1). It should,
however, be noted that another form of this word
is emjiloyed in the dir(>ctioiis r(>garding the; Lc^vites:

"Thou shalt give the Levit(\s unto Aaron and to his

sons: th(>y are wholly (lircn unto him on behalf of
the children of Israel" (Nu 3 9; cf also 8 16.19).
Of the history of the N. in earlier timers there are

but few and uncertain tracers. \\'hen Joshua dis-

covered that Ik; had been beguiled
2. History by the Gibeonit(>s into a covenant to

let them live, he r(>(luced their tribe

to servitude, and fh^clared, "Now tlu^refore ye are
ciu'sed, and there shall never fail to be of you bond-
men, both hewers of wood and draw(>rs of water
for the house of my God" (Josh 9 23.27). It is no
doubt tempting to sc^e in the Gibeonit(>s the earliest

N., but another tradition traces their origin to a
gift of David and the ])rinces for the service of the
Levites (Ezr 8 20). Their nam(>s, too, indicate
diversity of origin; for besides b(>ing mostly un-
Hebrew in asj^ect, sonu; of them are found elsewhere
in the OT as names of non-lsraclitish tribes. The
Meunim, for exami)l(; (Ezr 2 50 = Neh 7 52), are
in all likelihood dc^scended from the Meonites or
Maonites who are mentioned as harassing Israel

(Jgs 10 12), as in conflict with the Simeonites
(1 Ch 4 41), and as finally overcome by Uzziah
(2 Ch 26 7). The next nanie in the lists is that of

the children of Nejihisim. These may be traced
to the Ilagriteclanof Nai)hi.sh (Gen 25 15; 1 Ch 5
19). In both Ezr and Neh, the list is immediately
followed by that of the servants of Solomon, whose
duties were similar to, it may be ev(>n humbler than,
those of the N. These servants of Solomon ajipear

to be descendants of the Canaanites whom Solomon
employed in the building of his temple (1 K 5 15).

All these indications are perhajis slight; but they
jioint in the same direction, and warrant the as-

sumption that the N. were originally foreign slaves,

mostly prisoners of war, who had from tim(! to time
been given to the temjjle by the kings and princes

of the nation, and that to them were assigned the
lower menial duties of the house of God.
At the time of the return from the exile the N.

had come to be regarded as important. Their
number was considerable: 392 accom-

3. Post- panied Zerubbab(>l at the first Return
exilic in 538 BC (I'^zr 2 58 = Neh 7 60).

History When Ezra, sonu; 80 y(>ars later, or-

ganized the .scM'ond Return, he secured
a contingent of N. numbering 220 (h.zr 8 20). In
Jerus they enjoyed the same jirivileges and im-
munities as the other religious orders, being in-

cluded by Artaxerxes' letter to Ezra among those
who should be exem])t from toll, (uistom and tribute

(Ezr 7 24). A part of the city in Ophel, opposite
the Water-gate, was assigncnl them as an official

residence (Neh 3 26.31), and the situation is cer-

tainly appropriate; if their duties at all resembled
those of the Gibeonites (see Ryle, "Ezra and Nehe-
miah," in Cambridge Bible, Intro, 57). They were
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also orpianizcd into a kind of guild under their own
leaders or j)resi(ients (N(>h 11 21).

The N. are not again mentioned in Scripture.

It is probabl(> that th(\v, witli the singers and porters,

beeame gradually ineorporatcMl in the general body
of Levites; their name passed ere long into a tradi-

tion, and beeame at a later time a butt for the

seorn and bitterness of the Talmudic writers against

everything that they reganled as un-Jcnvish.

John A. Lkks
NETOPHAH, ne-td'fa (nS'Jp

, n'tdphah; LXX
N€Ta)4)d, Xtidjihd, N€4>u)Td, Nephotn, and other

variants): The l)irflipla<'e of two of David's heroes,

Maharai and Heleb (2 S 23 2S.29), also of Seraiah

the son of Tanhumetli the Netoi)hathi1e, one of the

captains who eame to offer allegiance to Cedaliah

(2 K 25 23; Jer 40 8). "The villages of the N(>to-

phathites" are mentioned (1 Ch 9 Ki) as the dwell-

ings of certain Levites and (Neh 12 2S, AV "Neto-
phathi") of certain "sons of the singers."

The first mention of the ])lac(! itself is in Ezr 2

22; Neh 7 2G; 1 Esd 5 IS (RV "Xetophas"), where
we have 11 lists of the exiles returning from Babylon
under Zerubbabel; tlu; ])lace is mentioned between
Bethlehem and Anathoth and in literary association

with other cities in the mountains of Judah, e.g.

Gibeon, Kiriath-jearim, Ch(>phereh and Beerotli.

In this respect it is most plausible to identify it with
Nephtoah (q.v.), although the disappearance of the

terminal guttural in the latter creates a difficulty.

Conder has suggc^stcnl a site known as Kh. Unim-

Tnhd, N.E. of Ji(>thlehem, an ancient site, but not
apparently of great importance. Beit Netlif, an
important village on a lofty site in the Shephelah
near the "Vale of Elah," also appears to have an
echo of the name, and indeed may well be the Beth
Netophah of the Mish (Sh'bhiVdlh, ix.5; Neubauer,
Geogr., 128), but the po.sition does not seem to agree

at all with that of the OT Netophah. For Kh.
Umm-Toba see PEF, III, 128; for Beit Nettif, FEE,
III, 24; RBR, II, 17 f; both Sh XVII.

E. W. G. Masterm.\n
NETOPHAS, ne-to'fas (B, Nere'pas, Netcbns, A,

NsToj^jat, Netophae): A town named in 1 Esd 5 18,

identical with "Netophah" of Ezr 2 22; Neh 7 26.

NETOPHATHI, ne-tof'a-thi, NETOPHA-
THITES, ne-tof'a-thits. See Netophah.

NETTLES, nef'Iz: (1) blin, harul (Job 30 7;

Prov 24 31; Zeph 2 9 m, in all, "wild vetches");

the tr "nettles" is due to the supposed derivations

oihdrfil from an (obs.) V ^"^H , haral, meaning "to

be sharji" or "stinging," but a tr "thorns" (as in

Vulg) would in that case do as well. LXX has
(ppvyava Hypia, phrugana dgria, "wild brushwood,"
in Job, and certainly the association with the "salt-

wort" and the retm, "broom," in the passage would
best be met by the supposition that it means the low
thorny bushes plentiful in association with these;

plants. "Vetch" is suggested by the Aram., but is

very uncertain. (2) TlJTEp , kimmosh (Isa 34 13;

Hos 9 6), and pi. D'^^tJ^p ,
kimm'shonlm (Prov 24

31), tr'' (EV) "thorns," because of the tr of hdrfd as

"nettles" in the same ver. From Isa 34 13 kim-
mosh is apparently distinct from thorns, and the tr

"nettle" is very probable, as such neglected or de-

serted places as described in the three references

readily become overgrown with nettles in Pal.

The common and characteristic Pal nettle is the
Urtica pilulifera, so called from the globular heads
of its flowers. E. W. G. Masterman

NETWORK, net'wurk (nrniZJ
, s'bhakhuh) : RV

in 2 K 25 17; 2 Ch 4 13 (also in pi., vs 12.13),

for "wreathen work" and "wreath" in AV (of the
adornment of the capitals of the pillars of Solomon's
temi)le; s(»e Jachix and J^oaz). "Networks" in

Isa 19 9 is in RV correctly rendered "white cloth."

In ARV "network" is substituted for "picture's" in

AV (Prov 25 11), "baskets" in ERV, m "filigree

work."

NEW, m-i, NEWNESS, nu'nes ClT-n , hndhnah;
Kaivos, kniiios, veos, neo.s) :

The word conmionly tr'' "new" in the OT is hd-
dhdnh, "bright," "fresh," "new" (sjx'cial interest

was sliown in, and importance; at-
1. In the tached to, fresh and new things and
OT events); Ex 18; Dt 20 o; 22 S; 24

5; 1 S 6 7; 2 S 21 10; Ps 33 3, "a
new song"; Jer 31 31, "new covenant"; Ezk 11
19, "a new spirit"; 18 31, "new heart"; 36 20, etc;

hOdhesh is "the n<>w moon," "the n(>w-moon day,"
the first of the lunar month, a festival, then "month"
(Gen 29 14, "a month of days"); it occurs fre-

qu(>ntly, often tr'' "month"; we have "new moon"
(1 S 20 5.18.24, etc); ttrosh is "new [sweet] wine"
(Neh 10 39; in Joel 1 5; 3 18, it is 'd.sis, RV "sweet
wine"); in Acts 2 13, "new wine" is gleukos.

Other words in the OT for "new" are h&dhath, .Vram.
(Ezr 6 4); tari. "fresh" (.Jgs 15 15, KV "a fresh jaw-
bone of an ass"); hTiah, a "creation" (Xu 16 ^50, "if
•Teh make a new thing," RVm "cr(>ate a creation ');

hdkhar, "to i)e first-fruits" (Kzli 47 12; so KV'in);
kum, "setting," is trJ "newly" (.Jgs 7 H>) ; also mik-
kdrobh, "recently" (Dt 32 17, KV "of late"); news
is sheinu'dh, "report." "tidings"; Prov 25 2.5, "goocl
news from a far country."

In tlie NT "new" (mostly kainos, "new," "fresli,"

"newly made") is an important word, ^^'e have
the title of the "New Testament"

2. In the itself, rightly given by ARV as "New
NT Covenant," the designation of "the

new dispensation" ushered in through
Christ, the writings relating to which the volume
contains. We have "new covenant" {kainos) in

Lk 22 20, "This cup is the new covenant in mv
blood" (ERVm "testament"; in Mt 26 28; Mk
14 24, "new" is omitted in RV, but in Mt m "many
ancient atithorities insert new," and in Mk "some
ancient authorities"); 1 Cor 11 25, ERVm "or
testament"; 2 Cor 3 G, ERVm "or testament";
He 8 8, ERVm "or testament"; in ver 13, "cove-
nant" is supplied (cf He; 12 24, ?ieos).

Corresponding to this, we iiave (2 Cor 5 17, AV and
RV), "The old tilings liave passed away ; l)eliold, tliey are
become new '

; ib, "If any man is in Clirist, lie is a new
creature," KVm "there is a new creation": Gal 6 15,

m "or creation," "new man" (Eph 2 15; 4 21; Col
3 10 [neos]); "new commandment" (Jn 13 34); "new
doctrine" (Acts 17 19); "new tiling" (17 21); "new-
ness of life" {kainoten) (Rom 6 4); "newness of the
spirit" (7 6; cf 2 Cor 5 17); "a new name" (Rev 2
17; 3 12); "new heavens and a new earth" (2 Pit 3
V.^)^, " new Jerusalem " (Rev 3 12; 21 2); "new song"
(Rev 5 9) ; cf "new friend" and "new wine" (.Sir 9 106. r)

;

artUjennetos, " newljorn " (1 Pet 2 2); prdxp/ia/os. " newly
slain," "new" (He 10 20, RV "a new and living way,
through the veil, that is to say, his flesh"; cf Sir 9 10a;
.Itli 4 ;^ ) ;

" new " is the tr of neos," new, " " young "
( 1 Cor

5 7; Col 3 10, "new man"; He 12 24, "new covenant ').

The difference in meaning between kainos and
neos, is, in the main, that kainos denotes new in

resi)ect of quality, "the new as set over against that

which has seen service, the outworn, the effete, or

marred through age" ; neos, "new [in resp(>ct of time],

that which has recently come into existence," e.g.

kainon mnemelon, the "new tomb" in which Jesus

was laid, was not one recently made, but one in

which no other dead had ever lain; the "new cove-

nant," the "new man," etc, may be contemplated
under both aspects of quality and of time (Trench,

Synonyms of the NT, 209 f).

InMt 9 16; Mk 2 21, de/nap/ios, "unsmoothed,"
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"unfinished," is tr'^ "now," "now cloth," RV "un-
(h-(\sso(l." For "new bottles" (Lk 5 38 and I's), RV
has "fr(>sh wine-skins." W. L. Walker

NEW BIRTH. See Regeneration.

NEW COMMANDMENT. Sec Brotherly
Love.

NEW COVENANT. See Covenant, The New.

NEW EARTH. See Eschatolo(iy of the NT;
Heavens, New.

NEW HEAVENS. See Heavens, New.

NEW JERUSALEM. See Jerusalem, New;
Revelation of John.

NEW MAN. See Man, New.

NEW MOON. See Moon, New; Fasts and
Feasts.

NEW TESTAMENT. See Bible; Canon of
the NT; Criticism.

NEW TESTAMENT CANON. See Canon of
THE NT.

NEW TESTAMENT LANGUAGE. See Lan-
fUACE OF THE NT.

NEW TESTAMENT TEXT.
NT.

Sec Text of the

NEW YEAR. See Time; Year.

NEZIAH, nf^-zl'a (n"^t;
, rf^Vh) : The hcnid of a

fainiiv of Nethinim (Ezr 2 54; N(>h 7 .56), ealled
in 1 Esd 5 32, "Nasi" (AV and RVm "Nasith").

NEZIB, ne'zib (2^Tr ,
yi'gihh; B, Nao-etp, Xaseih,

A, Nco-iP, Xes'ib): A town in the Judaean Shopho-
lah, ni(>ntioued along with Keilah and Mareshah
(J(jsh 15 43). Otiom places it 7 mil<>s from Eleu-
thoropolis {Beit Jihrln), on the road to Hebron.
It is represented today by Beit Nnsib, a village
with ancient remains some 2 miles S.W. of Khirbet
KiUi (Keilah).

NIBHAZ, nib'haz (TH?? , nibhhaz): Given as

the name of an idol of the Avvites, introduced by
them into Samaria (2 K 17 31), but otherwise
unknown. The text is supposed to be corrupt.

NIBSHAN, nib'shan QTp^Sn, ha-nibhshan; B,
Nacj)\attov, NajMazon, A, NePcrdv, Nebsdn) : A city
in the Judaean wilderness named between Socacah
and the City of Salt (Josh 15 62). Onom knows
the place but gives no clue to its identification.

The site has not been recovered. Wellhausen sug-
gests the emendation of nibhshdn to kibhshdn, "fur-
nace" {Proleg?, 344).

NICANOR, nl-ka'nor, nl'ka-nor (NiKavup, Ni-
kdiiur): Th(> son of Patroclus and one of the king's
"chief friends" (2 Mace 8 9), a Syrian general
und(>r Antiochus Epiphanes and Dem(>trius Soter.
After the defeat of Seron by Judas, Epiphan(>s in-
trusted his chancellor Lysias with the; reduction of
Judaea (1 Mace 3 34 ff). Nicanor was one of the
thr(H! gcMierals commissioned by Lysias—the others
b(>ing Ptolemy, son of Dorymenes, and Gorgias
(3 38). The campaign began in 166 BC; the
Syrians were defeated at Emmaus (3 57 ff), while

Gorgias at a later stage gained a victory at Jamnia
over a body of Jews who disobeyed Judas (5 58).
The account given in 2 Mace differs considerably,
both in omissions and in additions (2 Mace 8 9 ff).

There Nicanor, not Gorgias, is the chief in command.
The battle of Emmaus is not mentioned, but "the
thrice-accursed Nicanor," having in overweening
pride invited a thousand slavedealers to accom-
pany him to buy the Jewish ca[)tives, was humil-
iated, and his host was fh^stroyed, he himself escap-
ing "like a fugitive slavc^" to Antioch (2 Mace 8
34 f). After the death of Epiphanes, Eupator and
Lysias (the last two at the hands of Demetrius
[1 Mace 7 2]), Nicanor appears again under King
Demetrius in the struggle betw(>(>n Alcimus and
Judas. Alcimus, having been seated in the priest-
hood by Demetrius' officer Bacchides, could not
hold it against Judas and the patriots. He appealed
again to Demetrius, who this time selected Nicanor,
now governor of Cyprus (2 Mace 12 2) and known
for his deadly hatnMl of the J(>ws, to settle the dis-

pute and slay Judas (14 12 ff; 1 Mace 7 26 ff).

Nicanor was api)ointed gov(>rnor of Judaea on this

occasion. Again 1 and 2 Mace differ. According
to 1 Mace, Nicanor sought in vain to seize Judas
by treachery. Then followed the battle of Cajjhar-
salama ("village of peace"), in which the Syrians
were defeated, though Jos {Ant, XII, x, 5) says
Judas was defeated. Nicanor retired to Jerus, in-

sulted the priests and threatened the destruction of
the temple unless they deliv(M-ed up Judas. He then
retir(>d to Beth-horon to find Judas i)osted o])po-
site him at Adasa (1 Mace 7 39 ff), 3i miles dis-
tant. Plere on the 13th of the 12th month Adar
(March), 161 BC, the Syrians sustained a crushing
defeat, Nicanor hims(4f being the first to fall. The
Jews cut off his head and proud right hand and
hanged them up beside Jerus. For a little while
Adasa gave the land of Judah rest. The people
ordainoci to keep this "day of gn^it gladness" year
by year—the 13th of Adar, "the day before the day
of Mordecai" (Feast of Purim). 2 Mace mentions
that Simon, Judas' brother, was worsted in a first

engagement (14 17), omits the battle of Caphar-
salama, and represents Nicanor, struck with the
manliness of the J(>ws, as entering into friendly
relations with Judas, urging him to marry and lead
a quiet life, forg(>tful of the king's command until
Alcimus accused him to Demetrius. The latter
peremptorily ordered Nicanor to bring Judas in all

haste as prisoner to Antioch (14 27). The scene of
the final conflict (Adasa) is given only as "in the
region of Samaria" (15 1). According to this
account, it was Judas who ordered the mutilation
of Nicanor and in a mort! gruesome; fashion (15 30 ff)

.

It is possible that the Nicanor, the Cypriarch or
governor of Cyprus of 2 Mace 12 2, is a diff(>rent

person from Nicanor, the son of Patroclus—a view
not accepted in the above account. S. Angus

NICANOR (NiKdvwp, Nikdndr): One of "the
seven" chosen to superintend "the daily ministra-
tion" of the poor of the Christian community at
Jerus (Acts 6 5). The nam(; is Gr.

NICODEMUS, nik-d-de'mus (NikoSthios, Nikd-
demos): A Pharise<> and a "ruler of the Jews,"
mentioned only by St. John. !!(> (1) interviewed
Christ at Jerus and was taught bv Him the doctrine
of the New Birth (Jn 3 1-15), "(2) (l(>fended Him
before the Sanhedrin (Jn 7 50-52), and (3) assisted
at His burial (Jn 19 39-42).

This meeting, which it has been surmised took
place in the house of St. Jolm (Jn 3 1-15), was one
of the results of Our Lord's ministry at Jerus
during the first Passov(T (ef Jn 3 2 with Jn 2
23). Although N. had been thus won to believe
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in th<^ Divine nature of Christ's mission, liis faith

was yet very incomplete in (hat he believed Him
to h(! insjjired only after the fasliion

1. The of tlie OT propliets. To this faint

-

Interview hearted faith corn^sponded his timid-

ity of action, wliich disi)layed itself

in his coming "by night," l(>st lie should ofT(>nd

his colleagues in the Sanhedrin and the other

hostile Jews (vcr 2). In answer to the veiled

([uestion which the words of N. implied, and to

conviTic(> him of the inadequacy of mere intel-

lectual l)elief, Christ i)roclaime(l to him the neces-

sity for a spiritual regeneration: "l^xcejjt one be

born aTiew, lie cannot see the kingdom of Cod"
(ver ',]). This was interi)reted by N. only in its

materialistic s(Uise, and tlierefore caused him be-

wilderment and confusion (ver 4). But Christ,

as on another occasion when dealing with His

(luest loners on a similar jioint of doctrine (cf

.In 6 i)2.n.i), answered his ])er!)lexity only by re-

l)(>ating His jirevious statement (ver 5). Ho then

])roceeded to give further explanation. The re-

birth is not outward but inward, it is not of the

body but of the soul (v(>r G). Just as God is the

real agent in the birth of the body, so also is He the

Creator of the New S])irit; and just as no one
knoweth wh(>nce com(>th the wind, or "whither it

goeth," yet all can feel its (effects who come under

its influence, so is it with the rebirth. Only those

who have cx])erienc(Ml it as a change in themselves,

wrought by tli(> Divine Pow(>r, are qualified to judge

either of its reality or of its effects (vs 7.8). But
X., since such experience had not yet been his,

remained still unenlightened (ver 9). Christ there-

fore cond(>mned such blindnc^ss in one who yet pro-

fessed to be a teacher of si)iritual things (ver 10),

and emphasized the reality in His own life of those

truths which He had b(>en (expounding (vcr 11).

With this, Christ returned to the jiroblem under-

lying t he first statement of N. If N. cannot believe

in "earthly things," i.e. in the New Birth, which,

though coming from abov(-, is ycst realized in this

world, how can he hojx^ to iniderstand "heavenly

things," i.e. th(> deeper mysteries of God's purpose

in sending Christ into the world (ver 12), of Christ's

Divine sonsliiji (ver 1.3), of His relationship to the

atonement and the salvation of man (ver 14), and
of how a living acc(>ptancc of and feeding ui)0]i Him
is in itself Divine life (ver 1.5; cf Jn 6 2.5-0.5)?

The above interview, though ai)ixirently fruitless

at the time, was not without its <>fTect upon N. At
the l<\>ast of Tabernacles, wh(>n the

2. The Sanliedrin was enraged at Clirist's

Defence proclam:ition of Himself as the "living

water" (Jn 7 37. 3S), N. was em-
boldened to stand up in His defence. Yet here also

he showed his natural timidity. Hc^ made no per-

sonal testimony of his faith in Christ, but sought

rather to d(>fend Him on a point of Jewish law (Jn

7 .50-.52; cf Ex 23 1; Dt 1 16.17; 17 6; 19 1.5).

By this open act of reverence N. at last mad(!

puliiic profession of his being of the following of

Christ. His wealth enabled him to

3. The provide the "mixture of myrrh and
Burial aloes, about a hundred pounds," with

which the body of Jesus was embalmed
(Jn 19 39 ff).

The (iosijol of Xicoclcmiis and other apocryphal
\v()rl<s narrate that X. wave evidence in favor of Cliri.st

at the trial Ix'forc Pilate, tliat he was (Icjjrivcd of officer

and t)anisli('d from .Jcrus ])y the hostile .J(!ws, and that
he was l)aptized l:)y St. Peter and .St..John. His remains
were said to tiave been foinid in a common grave along
with those of Ciamaliel and .St. Stephen.

Nicodemus is a type of the "well-instructed and
thoughtful J(nv who looked for the; consummatJon
of national hoj)e to follow in the line along which he

h.ad himself gone, as b(>ing a continuation and not
a new beginning" (Westcott). The; manner in

which the Ciospel narrative traces the; overcoming
of his natural timidity and reluctant faith is in itself

a beautiful illustration of the working of the Spirit,

of how })elief in the Son of Man is in truth a new
birth, and th(! entrance into eternal life.

C. M. Kkuh
NICODEMUS, GOSPEL OF. Sei^ Ai-ocuv-

PH.\L (ioSPKLS, 111, 3, (ll).

NICOLAITANS, nik-o-la'i-tanz (NiKoXaixai,

N ikoUuld't) \ A sect or party of evil influence in

early Christianity, esp. in the 7

1. The Sect churches of Asia. Their doctrine was
similar to that of Balaam, "who taught

Balak to cast a stumblinglilock befon; the children of

Israel, to eat things sacrificed to idols, and to coiiimit

fornication" (Rev 2 14.1.5). I'lieir i)ractices were
strongly condemned by St. Jolin, who pr,ais(>d the

church in Ejihesus for "hating their works" (llev

2 6), and blamed the church in Pergamum for

accepting in some measure their teaching (R(>v 2

15). Except that reference is probalily made to

their influence in the church at Thyatira also, where
their header was "the woman Jezebel, who calleth

herself a prophetess" (Rev 2 20; cf ver 14), no
further direct information regarding them is given

in Scri])ture.

R(>feren(H3 to them is fr(>quent in i)ost-apos(oli{;

literature. A<;cording to Irenaeus {Adv. H<ier., i.

2(5.3; iii.10.7), followed by IIipi)olytus

2. Refer- (I'hilos., vii.SG), they were founded by
ences Nicolai'is, the proselyte of Antioch, who

was one of ihi) seven chosen to serv(> at

the tables (Acts 6 5). Irenaeus, as also Clement of

Alexandria (Strom., ii.20), Tertullian and others,

luuto. in cond(>mning their practices in terms similar

to tho.sc of St. John; and reference is also made
to their gnostic tendencies. In explanation of

the api)ar(>nt incongruity of such an immoral sect

being founded by one of "good rejiort, full of

the Spirit and of wisdom" (cf Acts 6 3), Simcox
argues that their lapse may have been due to re-

action from original principles of a too rigid asceti-

cism. A theory, started in comparatively modern
times, and based in part on the similarity of mean-
ing of the Gr "Nikolai'is," and the Heb "Balaam,"
puts forward the view that tlie two sects referred to

under these names were in r(»ality identical. Y(>t if

this w(>rc so, it would not have betni necessary for

St. John to d(>signate them s(>parately.

The problem underlying the Nicolaitan contro-

versy, though so little direct mention is made of it

in Scrijiture, was in reality most iin-

3. Nico- portant, and concerned the whole rela-

laitan Con- tion of Christianity to paganism and
troversy its usages. The Nicolaitans disobeyed

the command issued to the gentile

churches, by the apostolic council held at Jerus in

49-50 AD, that they should refrain from the eat-

ing of "things sacrificed to idols" (Acts 15 29).

Such a restriction, though st^emingly hard, in that

it prevented the Christian communities from joining

in jiublic festivals, and so brought upon th(>m sus-

picion and dislike, was y(>t necessary to prevent a

r(>turn to a pagan laxity of morals. To this danger

the Nicolaitans were themselves a glaring witiu^ss,

and therefore St. John was justified in condemning
them. In writing to the Corinthians, St. Paul

gives warning against the same evil jiractices, basing

his arguments on consideration for the weaker
brethren (cf 1 Cor 8).

Ijiterature.—Simcox, "Rev" in the Camhridiie
Rihlr; H. Oowan in HDB. art. "Nicolaitans"; H. B.
Swete, Thr Apoc.atypsr of .SI. John, Ix.x If, 27, 2S, :{7.

C. M. Kerr
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NICOLAUS, nik-u-lfi'us (EV), NICOLAS, nik'6-

las (NiKoXaos, Xtkolaos): One of "the seven"

ch()S(>n to have the oversight of "the daily minis-

tration" to the poor of the church in J(>rus (Acts 6

5). He is called "a proselyte of Antioch"; the

other () were therefor(> probably Jews by birth. This

is the first recorded cas(> of the admission of a prose-

lyte into office in the Christian church. Some of

the church Fathers (Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Pseudo-
T(>rtullian) stat(^ that he was the founder of the sect

called Nicolaitans (q.v.) (Rev 2 15). Other
Fath(>rs seem to suggest that this was a vain claim

made by this sect in seeking apostolic authority

for th(>ir opinions. It may be that the opinions

of this sect wer(> an aiitinomian exaggeration of the

preaching of Nicolaiis. S. F. Huntek

NICOPOLIS, ni-k()i)'o-lis (NikottoXis, K ikopo-

Usi): A city in Pal, half-way between Jaffa and
Jerus, now called AmmuH, mention(>d in 1 Mace 3

40.57 and 9 50. Th(> earlier city (I'^mmaus) was
burnt by Quint ilius Varus, but was rebuilt in 223
AD as Nico))olis.

The Nicopolis, however, to which Paul m-ges

Titus to come (7rp6s /xe ei's Xt/coTroXic, iKei yap K^KpiKa

Trapaxei-fJ.d<TaL, -pros Die (is \ ilcopoli n, ckcl gar ke-

krlkii pdrdcheiimhai |Tit 3 12]) is ])i'ol)ably the city

of that name situatcMl on the soutliw(>st promontory
of Epirus. If this view is corr(>ct, the statement
made by some writers that from Enstcrn Gr(>ece

(.\thens, Thessalonica, Philipi)i, Corinth) Paul's

labors extended to Italy, that lie n(>v(>r visited

Western Greece, reciuires modification. It is true

that we do not hear of his pr(>acliing at Patras,

Zacynthus, Cephallenia, Corcyra (the modern
Corfu), which, as a way-station to and from Sicily,

always held preeminence among the Ionian islands;

but there can be littU^ doubt that, if his plan of

going to Nicopolis was carried out, he desired to

evangelize the province of Epirus (as well as

Acarnania) in West<'rn ( Jreece. Indeed, it was in this

very city of Nico])olis, probably, that ho was ar-

restVd and taken to Rome for trial—during one of

the winters between 64-(J7 AD.
Nico])olis was situated only a few miles N. of the

modern Pnn'csa, the chief city of Epirus today, the

city which the Greeks bombarded in 1012 in the

liope of wresting it from the Turks. The ancient

city was founded by vVugustus, whose camp ha])-

p(>ned to be pitched there the night before the

famous fight with Antony (31 BC). The gulf,

called Anil)racia in anci(>nt times, is now known
as Arta. On tlie south sid(^ was Actium, where tin-

battle was fought. Directly across, only_ half a

mile distant, on the northern promontory, was the

encampment of Augustus. To commemorate th<-

victory over his antagonist, the Rom (>mperor built

a city on the exact spot where his army had en-

camped ("Victory City"). On the hill now called

Michalitzi, on the site of his own tent, he built a

temple to Neptune and instituted games in honor

of Ajjollo, who was supjiosfxl to hav(^ lielped him
in th(> sea-fight. Nicojjolis soon became the me-
tro))()lis of Ei)irus, with an autonomous consti-

tution, according to Gr custom. But in the time

of the emperor Julian (362) the city had fallen into

decay, at least in part. It was i)lundered by the

Goths, restored by Justinian, and finally disap-

peared entirely in tlu! Middle Ages, so far as the

records of liistory show. ()n(> document has Nt-

KOTToXts 7] vuv llpe'/3efa, N ikopnlls he niiii, I'rchezit, "N.,

wliich is now Prelx'za." In the time of Augustus,

how(>ver, Nicopolis was a flourishing town. The
emperor concentrated here tlie ])0])ulation of Aetolia

and Acarnania, and made the city a leading member
of th<> Amphictyonic Council. Then; are consider-

able ruins of the ancient city, including two theaters,

a stadium, an aqueduct, etc.

Literature.— Kuhll, Uel>cr die. Knlstchuui/ dcr Siddte
dcr A Urn.

J. E. Haury
NIGER, nl'jer (Ni^ep, ^^UJer). See Simkox, (5).

NIGH, nl. See Nkar.

NIGHT, nit (foi' the natural usage and the various

tenns, see Day AND Nkjht):
. .

Figurative uses: The word "night" (Hp.^
,
hty-

Idh, or 5''?
,
Idi/i!) is sometimes used fig. in the OT.
Thus Moses com])ares the br(>vity of

1. In the time, the laps<> of a thousand vears,

OT to "a watch in the night" (Ps 90 4).

Adversitv is de])icted I)V it in such
places as Job 35 10; cf Isa 8 20; Jer 15 0. Dis-

apijointment and d(-s])air are a])])ar(Mitlv d(»i)icted

by it in the "burden of Dumah" (Isa 21 11.12); and
si)iritual blindness, coming ui)on the false projjliets

(Mic 3 G); again sudden and overwhelming con-

fusion (Am 5 S; Isa 59 10 AV, " iT: , nesheph, "twi-

light" as in RV).
On the lii)s of Jesus (Jn 9 4) it signifies the (muI

of opportunity to labor; re])eated in that touching
littl(> allegory si)ok(Mi to His discii)k's

2. In the when He was called to the grave of

NT Lazarus (Jn 11 9.10). Paul also uses

tlie figure in reference to the Parousia
(Rom 13 12), when; "night" se{>ms to refer to the

])resent aeon and "day" to the aeon to come. He
also uses it in 1 Thess 5 5.7 w]ier(> the status of the

nnleemed is depictcnl by "day," that of the um-egeii-

erate by "night," again, as the context shows, in

reference to the Parousia. In Rev 21 25 and 22 5,

tlu; pa.ssing of the "night" indicates the realization

of that to wliich the Parousia looked forward, th(>

establishment of the kingdom of God forever. See

also Delitz.s{;h, /n.s, 35. Hicxhy E. Doskeh

NIGHT-HAWK, nlt'hok (CCnn , lahmds, "tach-

mas"; "yXavil, ylailx, but sometimes strouUios, and
srircNos; Lat caprimuUjus): The Heb Uihmds
means "to tear and scratch the face," so that it is

very difficult to select the bird intended by its use.

Any member of the eagle, vultui'(>, owl or hawk
families drivcm to desjieration woukl "tear and
sci'atcJi" with tin; claws and bite in self-defence.

The bird is mentioned only in the Hsts of abomina-
tions (see Lev 11 16; Dt 14 15). There are three

good reasons why the night-hawk or night -jar,

moreprop(M-ly, was intended. TIk; lists were sweep-

ing and included ahnost every common bird unfit for

food. Because of its peculiar characteristics it had
been made the object of fable and sui)erstition. It,

fed on wing at night and constantly uttered weird

cries. Lastly, it was a fierce fighter when distui'bed

in brooding or raising its young. Its habit was to

lie on its back and fight with beak and claw with

such ferocity that it seemed very possible that it

woukl "tear and scratch the face." Some com-
mentators insist that the bird intended was an owl,

but for the above reasons the night-jar seems most
probahle; also several meml)ei-s of the owl family

were clearly indicated in the list. See Hawk.
GkXE S'rKATTOX-PoHTKH

NIGHT-MONSTER, nit'mon-ster {rT^T'f ,
HHth,

LXX bvoKtvTOiXipos, onokenlduros; \'ulg lamia):

1. The .\('(E1'tei) 'I'haxslation
1. Pi'ofcssor RoKci's' Stali'inciit

2. I<;xcci)ti()n to the StalcniciiL
II. I<\)l,KEOUE IN TIIIO OT

1. Paucity of Kcfcrcnccs
2. licfcrcnccs in Highly Poetical Passages
:i. Tlio licfcrcticrs Allusive
4. Possibility of Xon-mytliolo^'ical Intcrprctaliou
5. The Term liliik.
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/. The Accepted Translation.—The term "nif^lil-

moiister" is a liyi)()thetical trof the lieblerm H v"^?
,

llllth, used oiiee only, in Isa 34 14. The word is

tr'' in A\' "screcH'li-owl." in "ni^ht monster," IIV

'•nifilit -monster," m "Lilith," The term "nif>;ht-

nionster" is also an interi)retati()n, inasmuch as

it imi)lies that the Heb word is a Bab loan-word, and

that the reference indicates a survival of ])rimitiv(!

folklore.

Concerning tliis weird su])(n-stif ion, and its

stranfie, sinj^le ai)i)(\arance in the Book of Isa, Pro-

fessor llogers has this to say: "The /i/,

1. Professor or ghost, was a night-ch^mon of terrible

Rogers' and bak^ful influence ui)ou men, and

Statement only to be cast out with many incanta-

tions. The /// was attcnided^ by a

scM'ving maid, the cmhtt lilb ("maid of nifiht"),

which hi the S(>m d(weloi)ment was transfcM-red

into the fem. HHtu. It is most curious and inter-

esting to observe that this ghost-deuKm lived on

through the history of tlie Bai) rehgion, and

was carried over into tlie Ileb rcdigion, there to

find one single mention in the words of one of

the Ileb prophets" (Rel. of Assyria and Babylonia,

76, 77).

Exception is to be takcMi to this statement,

admitting tlie etymological assumi)tion ui)on which

it n>sts, that "lilith" is a word in

2. Exception mythology, on the ground that the

to the conce])tion of a night-demon has no

Statement place in tlie religion of the Hebrews
as exhiliited in the Scri])tures. It is

certainly worthy of more than passing notice that

a concc^ption which is very prominent in the Bab
mythology, and is worked out. with great fulness of

doctrinal and ritualistic d(>tail, has, among the He-

brews, so far reced(>d into th(> background as to

receive but one mention in the Bible, and that a

bald citation without detail in a highly po(!ti(;

passage.

The most that can possibly be said, with safety,

is that if the passage in Isa is to be taken as a sur-

vival of folklore, it is analogous to those survivals

of ob.solete ideas still to be found in current speech,

and in the lit. of the modern world (s(>e Lunatic).

There is no evid(>nce of active participation in

this belief, or even of interest in it as such, on

the part of the prophetical writcn-. On the con-

trary, the nature of the reference implies that

the word was u.sed simply to add a picturesque

detail to a vivid, imaginative description. All

positive evidence of H(>b participation in this

beli(>f belongs to a later date (see Buxtorf's Lex.,

s.v. "Tahnud")-
//. Folklore in the OT.—Attention has been

called elsewhere to the m(>agerness, in the matter

of detail, of OT demonology (s(>e Demon, Demon-
ology; Communion with" Demons). A kindred

fact of great importance should be briefly noticed

here, namely, that the traces of mythology and
popular folklore in the Bible are surprisingly faint

and indistinct. We have the following set of items

in which such traces have been discovered : "Rahab"
(nnn, m/idi;/;), menticmedin Job 9 V.i; 26 12; Isa

51 V; "Tanin" (""'Sr^ , tannin), Isa 27 1; "Levia-

than" (Tr^l>, Zi(rya/M«), Job 3 8; Ps 74 14; Isa

27 1; Ezk 29 3; Job 41 passim; the "serpent in

the sea," in Am 9 3; "Seirim" (2"'"I''"U5 , s^'lrlm),

2 Ch 11 15; Lev 17 7; 2 K 23 8; Isa 13 21;

34 14; "Alukah" (Hp^^^^, 'ahlkah), Prov 30 15;

"Azazel" (bTST!?
,

'd2rt'2c/),'Lev 16 8.10.2(); "Lilith"

(ut.sup.), Isa 34 14.15.

A review of the.se jiassages brings certain very

interesting facts to light.

The references are few in numb(>r. Rahab is

mentioned 3 t; Tanin (in this connection), (jnce;

Leviathan, 5 t; the serjjent in the

1. Paucity of sea, once; Seirim, 5 t (twic^e witli ref-

References erence to idols); Alukali, once; Azazel,

3 t in one (;h and in the sam(^ connec-
tion; Lilith, onc(>.

These refereiHH's, with the single exce])tion of

Azazel to which wv shall return a little later, are

all in highly poetical ])assages. On
2. Refer- general grounds of common-.seiise we
ences in should not ascribe conscious and delili-

Highly erat(! mythology to writers or speakers

Poetical of the liible in passages marked by
Passages imaginative descrijjtion and jioetic

imagery, any more than we should

ascribe such bcdiefs to modern writers under
like cir(;umstances. Poetry is the realm of truth

and not of matter of fact. In passages of this

tenor, mythology may ex])lain the word itself and
ju.stify iis a])i)ropriateness, it does not exi)lain the

use of the term or disclose the personal view of the

writer.

All these references are in the highest degree

allusive. They exhibit no exerci.se of the mytho-
logical fancy and have receiv(Hl no

3. The embroidery with details. This is most
References significant. So far as our specific ref-

AUusive crenc(>s are concerned, we are dealing

with 'pdrifml mythology, useful as liter-

ary embellishment, but no longer interesting in it self

.

Every one of these words is sufficicMitly obscure

in origin and uncertain in meaning to admit the

possibility of a non-mythological in-

4. Possibil- terpretation; indeed, in several of the

ity of Non- paraUels a non-mythological use is

mytho- evident. Bible-Diet, writers are apt

logical to say (e.g. concerning lilith) that there

Interpre- is no doubt concerning the mytho-
tation logical reference. Thereader may dis-

cover for hims(>lf that the lexicographers

are miore cautious (see BDB, in loc). The uscMif

"Rahab" in Job 26 12 is not mythological for tlie

simjile reason that it is figurative; the use of

"Leviathan" in Isa 27 1 and I^zk 29 3 comes under
the same category. In Job 40 and 41, if the ident i-

ficatitm of behemoth and leviathan with hippopota-

mus and crocodihi be allowed to stand and the

mythological significance of the two be admitted,

we have the stage where mythology has become a

fixed and universal symbolism which can be us(»d to

convey truth apart from the beli(>f in it as I'eality

(see Leviathan; "Job," Nciv Cent. Bible, p. 335;

Meth. Rev., May, 1913, 429 fT). The sea .serpent of

Am 9 3 is not nece.s.sarily the dragon or Tia»iat, and
the use of the term is merely suggestive. The t(M-m

s^'ir is in hteral use for "he-goat" (Xu 15 24, et al.)

and is doubtful throughout. Ewald translates it

"he-goat" in Isa 34 14 and "Satyr" in 13 21. It

means lit. "shaggy mon.ster" {Yu\g pilosus). We do
not hesitate on the basis of the evidence to erase

"Alukah" (Prov 30 15, RV "horse-leech," by some
tr^i "vampire") and "Azazel" (Lev 16 8, etc), inter-

preted as a "demon of the desert," from the H.st of

mythological words altogether. As ripe a scholar

as Perowne ("Prov," Cambridge Bible) combats
the idea of vampire, and Kellogg ("Lev," Expositor's

Bible, in loc.) has simply put to rout the mytho-
logical-demonic interpretation of Azazel. Even
in the case of lilith tlie deprivation is obscure, and
the objections urged against the demonic idea by
Alexander have not altogether lost their force (see

Comm. on Isa, in loc). There is a close balance of

probabilities in one direction or the other.

One further fact with regard to lilith must be con-

sidered. The term occurs in a list of creatures, the

greater part of which are matter-of-fact animals
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or birds. A comparative glance at a half-dozen tr"

of the passage Isa 34 11-14 wiU convince any reader

that there are a great many ol)scure

5. The and difhcult words to be found in the

Term list. Following D(4itzsch's tr we have:
idith "pelican," ''hedge-hog," "horned-owl,"

"raven," "wild-dog," "ostrich," "forest-

demon" (s'^'tr), "night-monster." This is a curious

mixture of real and imaginary creatures. Alexander
acutely observes that tliere is too much or too
little mythology in the j)assage. One of two con-

clusions would seem to follow from a list so con-

structed: Either all these cr(>atures are looked ujion

as more or less demonic (see \\'hitehouse, IIDB, art.

black or blue. This name does nc^t occur in the

Ileb of the OT or in the ]']ng. tr)

:

I. The Nile ix Physical tiKoiatAPHY
1. Dcscriptioti
2. (icoloKiciil Origin
3. The Making of Egypt
4. The ImiiKlution
5. The Infiltration

II. The Nile in* History
1. Tlio Location of Teinijles
2. Tlie Ijocation of ('(Miictcries

3. Tlie Damming of (In; Xili;

4. Egyptian Famini's
III. The Nir.E in Iv Ei.KiKiN-

1. Tlio Nili; as a Cod
2. Tlie Nile in the Osirian Mvlli
3. The Colestial Nile

{ ) .\ T 1 1 1 : 1 5 A N K O E T 11 !; X 1 L !

"Demon," with which cf W. M. Ak^xandcn-, Demonic
I'oNsc.s.sion in the NT, 16), or, as seems to the

l)re.sent writer far more probable, none in the list

is considered otherwise than as supposed literal in-

habitants of the wilderness. The writc^r of Isa 34

14, who was not constructing a scientific treatise,

but using his imagination, has constructed a list in

which are combined real and imaginary creatures

])opularly supposed to inhabit unpeoi)led solitudes.

Tliere still remains a by no means unttniable su])po-

sition that none of the terms necessarily are mytho-
logical in this particular passage.

Louis Matthews Sweet
NIGHT-WATCH, mt'woch (nb^33 nniTOTTS

,

'ashmurah ha-layldh, "watch in the night"): One of

the three or four divisions of the night. See
Watch; Time.

NILE, nil (NeiXos, Neilos, meaning not certainly

known; perhaps refers to the color of the water, as

A river of North Africa, thc^ grcvit riv(;r of Egypt.
The name empk)yed in tlie ( )T to designate the Nile

is in the Heb li?")
,

y'''dr, Egyp dur, earlier, dtur,

usuahy tr'' "river," also occasionally "canals" (Ps

78 44; Ezk 29 3ff). In a gen(>ral way it means
all the water of Egypt. The Nile is also the prin-

cipal river included in the i)hrase TE'1D""'"in: , ita-

Jidre ktlsh, "rivers of Ethiojiia" (Isa 18 1). Poeti-

cally the Nile is called Z"] , ijdin, "sea" (Job 41 31;

Nah 3 8; probably Isa'l8_2), but this is not a

name of the river. "l"in"^Tp , shihor, not always

written fully, has also been interpreted in a mis-

taken way of the Nile (see Shihor). Likewise
^i"]!?^ "^n? , nahar migrayim, "brook of Egypt," a

border stream in no way connected with the Nile,

has sometimes been mistaken for that river. See

River of EciYPT.

/. The Nile in Physical Geography.—The Nile

is formed by the junction of the Wliite Nile and
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the l^Iu(> Nile in l;it. 1.")° l.V N. ;uk1 loiiR. 'V2" 4."/

]•; 'I'hr l'>luc N. rises in 1 lie lii^lihuuls of Ahyssiniii,

hit. 12' oO' N., Ion-;-. 'Ary' Iv, aiul flows

1 Descrip- N.W. S.'ii) miles to ils iuiictioii with

tion the White N. ^Hie Wliite X., the

principal branch of the X., rises in

N'icloria X\-anza, a fireat lake in Central Africa,

a f(nv miles X. of the eiiuator, lonji;. ;io° K. (nioi-<>

exactly the X. may be said to rise at the hcudwatc^rs

of tlie" HaK<'r:i lliver, a small stream on 1]h> other

side of th(^ lake, ''>" S. of the ('(iiiator), and flows N.

in a toi'tuons channel, 1,100 miles to its junction

witli the Blue N. From this junction-i)oint the N.

flows N. thi'ou<ili Nubia and i;j2:ypt 1, <)()() miles and

emi)ties into the Medit{>rranean S(>a, in lat. ;^2° N.,

tliroufih 2 mouths, tlie liosetta, E. of Al(>xaiidria,

and the Damietta, W. of Port Said. TIhm'c were

foi'inei-lv 7 mouths scattered alon<^ a coast-line of

140 miles.

The Nile orifiinated in the Tertiary period and

has continued from that tiuu^ to tiiis, thougli by
the subsidence of th(> land 220 ft. aloTij^

2. Geologi- the Mediteiranean .shore in the Pin-

eal Origin vial limes, tlie riv(>r was very much
shortened. Later in the Phivial times

th(> land rose a^ain and is still rising slowly.

Cultivable l';<iy])t is altos^'ther th(> i)r()duct of the

N., (>very ])article of the soil liavinj>; b(>en brought

down by the river from the heart of tlu>

3. The coTitinent and dejjosited along the

Making of banks and es]). in th(! delta at tli(>

Egypt mouth of the river. Th(> b.anks have
risen high(>r and higher and extended

farther and fartlier l)ack by the deposit of tlu- .s(>(li-

ment, imtil the valley of arable land vari(>s in width

in most i)arts from 3 or 4 miles to 9 or 10 miles.

The mouth of the river, after the last elevation of

tlie land in Pluvial times, was at first not far fi'om

the lat. of Cairo. From this point northward the

vivcv has built u]) a delta of 140 miles on (>ach side,

over wliicli it si)rea(ls itself and emi)ties into the sea

through its many mouths.
Th(> watering of Egy])t by the inundation from

the N. is the most striking feature of the physical

character of that land, and one of the

4. The In- most iiit(>r(^st iiig and remarkable physi-

undation cal ])heiioinena in the world. The
inundation is jn-oduced by the com-

bination of an indirect and a direct cause. The
indirect cause is the rain and melting snow on the

eciuatorial mountains in CcMitral Africa, which

maintains steadily a gr(>at volume of water in the

\Mii(e N. The dire(;t cause is tcn-nnitial rains in

the higlilands of Abyssinia which send down the

Blue N. a sudden great increase in the volume of

watcT. The inundation has two ])eriods ea(;h year.

The first begins about July 15 and continues until

near ihv. end of Septemlier. After a slight recession,

the river again rises early in October in the great

inundation. High Nile is in ()(;tober, 2.") to 30 ft.,

low Nile in June, al^out 12.\ ft. Tlie Kilometer for

recording the height of the water of inundation

dates from v(>ry early tim(>s. Old Nik)mct(>rs are

found still in .s-//// at Edfu and Assuan. The water-

ing and fertilizing of the land is the immediate effect

of th(> inundation; its ultimate result is that making

of l'".gypt which is still in progn-ss. The settling

of the s(Hlinient from tlu; water upon the land

has rai.sed the surface of the valley about 1 ft.

in 300 to 400 years, about 9 to 10 ft. near Cairo

since the beginning of the early great temples. The
deposit varies greatly at othtn- places. As the de-

posit of sediment has been upon the bottom of the

riv(>r, as well as upon th(> surface of the land, though

more slowly, on account of tlu^ .swiftness of the

current, the river also has been lifted up, and thus

the inundation has extended farther and farther

to the E., and th(> W., as the level of the valley

would ])erniit, dejiositing the s(Mliment and thus

making tlie cultivaLle land wider, as well as the

soil deejier, year t)y year. At Ihdiopolis, a little

N. of Cairo, this extension to the 10. has been ','> to

4 mik'S since the building of the great 1enii)le there.

Cross-.Soction of Niloinctor.

At Luxor, about 3.50 miles farther up the river,

where the approach toward the mountains is much
steejier, the extension of the good soil to the E. and
the W. is inconsidc^rable.

The ancient Egyptians were right in calling all

the waters of Egyi)t the N., for wherever water is

obtained by tligging it is simjily the

5. The N. p(>rcolating through the jjorous

Infiltration soil. Tliis percolation is called the

infiltration of the N. It always ex-

tends as far on either side of the N. as the l(>vel of

the wat(>r in the river at the tim(^ will ])ermit. This

infiltration, next to the inundation, is the most im-

l)ortant physical phenomenon in IOgy])t. B>-

means of it much of the irrigation of the; land during

the dry season is carried on from wells. It has had

its influence also in the political and religious

changes of the country {ci below).

//. The Nile in //isfor^.—Some of the early temples

were located near tlic N., ])rohabIy because of the dcih-
cation of the river. The rising of tlie

1 The Lo- surface of tlie land, and at the same time
,. , of the bed of the river, from the inunda-

Cation or ^^^^^ lif,,,^! ijoth Egvpt and its great
Temples river, but left the temjiles down at the

old level. In time the infiltration of the

river from its new higher level reached farther and
farther and rose to a higher level until the floor of these

old temples was under water even at the time of lowest

N and th(>n gods and goddesses, priests and een-monial

all were driven out. At least t wo of tht> greatest temples

and most sacred places, Helio|)olis and Mc-mphis, had to

be abandoned. Probablv this fact had as much to do
with the downfall of p:gypt's religion, as its political

disasters and the actual destruction of its temples by
eastiTn invad(M-s. Natnrt^s (iod had driven out tlu;

gods of Xat lire.

Some prehistoric Inirials are found on the higher

ground, as at Kefr 'A mar. A thousand years of history

would be quite sufficient to teach Egyp-

2 The Lo- tians that the N. was still making Kgypt.

+• f Thenceforth, cemeteries were located at
cation or ^j^^ mountains on the eastern and the

Cemeteries western boundaries of the valley. Here
they continue to this day. for the most

part still entirely above the wat(>rs of the inundation

—

and usually above the reach of the infiltration.
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The widening of tlie cultivable land by means of long
canals which carried the water from far up the river to

levels higher than that of the inundation,
q •DatTK; in farther down the river was practised from

tu M-1
^'^"'y ^'^'''>' times. The sul>stitution of

tne JNlle dams for long canals was reserved for
modern engineering skill. Three great

dams have been made: the first a littU^ X. of Cairo, the
greatest at Assuan, and the last near Asyut.

Famines in Kgypt are always due; to failure in the
quantity of the waters of inundation. Cireat famines

have not been fre()uent. The cause of

4. Famtnpt: ^'le failure in the water of inundation
•±. rdmineb

jj. ^^^^r believed to be not so much a
lack of the water of inundation from the

Blu(> N. as the choking of the channel of the White N.
in the great marsh land of the; Sudan by tliii xuil, a kind
of sedge, sometimes becoming such a tangled mass as to
close the channel and impede the flow of the regular
volume of water so that the freshet in the Blue N". causes
l)ut little inundation at the usual time, and during the
rest of the year the N. is so low from the satne cause that
good irrigation by canals and wells is impossible. A
chamiel through the suil is now kept open by the Egyp
g()\-errinient.

///. The Nile in Religion.—One of Ili(> go'l^ of the
Egyp ]):uitho()a was Hapi, th(» Nile. In early times

it divided the honors with lia, the
1. The Nile sun-god. No wonder it was so. If

as a God the Egyptians set out to worship
Nature-gods at all, surely then the

sint and the Nile first.

"^rhe origin of the Osirian myth is still much di.s-

cussed. Very nmch evidence, ])erhai)s (ionclusive

evidence, can be atlduced lo ])rove that
2. The Nile it rose originallj^ from the Nil(>; that
in Osirian Osiris was first of all the N., then the
Myth water of the N., then the soil, the i)rod-

uct of the waters of the N., and then
Egypt, the N. and all that it produced.

]']gypt was the Egyptian's little world, and Egypt
was the Nile. It was thus quite natural for the

Egyptians in considering th(> e(>lestial

3. The world to image it in likeness of their

Celestial own world with a celestial Nil(^ flowing
Nile through it. It is so rei)res(Mited in the

mythology, but the conception of the
heavens is vague. M. G. Kvlk;

NIMRAH, nim'ra (TT\12^
, nimmh; B, Nd|xPpa,

Nnmhra, A, 'A|xPpd(ji, Awbrdm), or BETH-NIMRAH
(TT^i^; rr^Il

, belh ninirdh; B, Na(xpd|x, Xdii/nUn, A,

'Aflppdv, Ambrdn [Nu 32 3()J, B, BaiOavappd,
liditlainubrd, A, BT|9anvd, Bellminnd [Josh 13 27J)

:

These two nam(>s (>vi(lently refer to the same ])lace;

but th(n-(! is no reason to think, as some have done,
from the similarity of the names, that it is identical

with NiMiiiM (q.v.)- On the contrary, the indi-

cudions of the passages cited point to a site ¥j. of th(>

Jordan valley and N. of the D(>ad S(>a. About 11

mil(« N.E. of the mouth of the Jordan, wliere Wddy
Nimrin, coming down from the eastern ujj-lands,

enters the plain, stands a hill called Tdl Nimrin,
with tombs and certain traces of aiu'ient building.

This may be certainly identified with Nimrah and
Beth-nimrah; and it corresponds to Betlmambris of

OiioNi, which lay 5 Rom miles N. of Livias.

W. Ewixc;
NIMRIM, nim'rim (2"^"]^;~'^'5a , me rdmrim;

B, N€pp€£v, Xehre'in, A, 'Eppi|i, Ebrim [Jer 48 84),

TO \55cop T-iis Ni|jip€ifji, to Jiudur Its Ninirciin [Isa 15

G|j: The meaning appears to be "pure" or "whole-
some water." The name occiu's only in Isa 15 G
and Jer 48 34 in oracles against Moab. In each
case it is mentioned in association with Zoar and
Iloronaim. It is therefore i)robably to b(! sought
to the S.E. of the Dead Sea. Onom ])lac(!s a town,
Bennamareim, to the N. of Zoar, and identifies it

with the OT "Nimrim," as it seems, correctly. Tlu;

name is still found in Wddy Numeireh, oi)ening on
the sea at Burj Numeirah, N. of (Ihor es-Sdfiyeh.

The waters of Nimrim may be sought either in

Moiyet Numeirah or in the spring higher up, where
lie the ruins of a town in a well-watered and fruit-
ful district (Buhl, GAP, 272). \V. Ewinc;

NIMROD, nim'rod {'h-QZ , nimrddh; NepptiS,

Nebrdd): A d(>sc(>ndant of Ham, nientioiUMl in "tlu^

gencTations of th(> sous of Noah" ((!en 10; cf 1 Ch
1 10) as a son of Cush. H(> establisluMi his king-
dom "in the land of Shinar," including tlu; cities

"Babel, and Erech, and Accad, and Calneh" (ver
10), of which only Babel, or Babylon, and Erech,
or Uruk, have been identified with certainty. "The
land of Shinar" is the old name for Southern Baby-
lonia, afterward called Chaldaea {^cre(; kasd'im) , uml
was probably more extensive^ in ti'rritory than the

Sumer of the inscriptions in tli(> aiu'i(>nt royal title,

"King of Shumer and Accad," since Accad is in-

cluded here in Shinar. Nimrod, like otlu>r great
kings of Mesopotamian lands, was a mighty hunter,
possibly the mightiest and th(> prototype of them
all, since to his name had attached itself the prov-
erb: "Like Nimrod a mighty lumt(>r before Jeh"
(ver 9). In the jn-imitive days of Mesojratamia,
as also in Pal, wild animals wer(> so mmierous that
they became a menace to life and ])ro])(>rtv (Ex 23
29; Lev 26 22); therefore the king as benefactor
and protector of his j)eo])le lumted th(\se wikl
beasts. The early conquest of th(> cities of Baby-
lonia, or their federation into one great kingdom, is

here ascribed to Nimrod. Whether the founduig and
colonization of Assyria (ver 11) ani to be ascribed
to N. will be determined by the exegesis of the text.

EV reads: "Out of that land /le [i.e. Nimrod] went
forth into Assyria, and builded Nineveh," etc, this

tr assigning the ris(> of Assvria to N., and appar-
ently being sustained by Mic 5 r-,.() (cI J. M. P.

Smith, "Micah," ICC, in loc); but ARVm renders:
"Out of that land went forth Asshur, and buikhnl
Nineveh," which tr is mor(> accurate exeg(>tically

and not in conflict with Mic 5 G, if in the latter

"land of Nimrod" be tmderstood, not as ])arallel

with, but as su])plemental to, Assyria, and therefore

as Babylon (cf conuns. of Cheyne, Pusey, S. Clark,
in loc).

N. has not been identified with any mythical
hero or historic king of the inscriptions. Some
have sought identification with Ciilgamesh, th(> flood

hero of Babylonia (Skiimer, Driver, Delitz.sch);

others with a later Kassitc; king (Haui)t, Hili)recht),

which is quite imlik(>ly; but the most admissible
correspondence is with Alarduk, chief god of Baby-
lon, probably its historic! foimdcT, just as Asshur,
the god of Assyria, a})pears in ver 11 as the founder
of the Assyr empire (W'elUiausen, Price, Sayce).
Lack of identification, however, does not necessarily

indicate mythical origin of the; name. See Astron-
omy, II, 11; Babylonia and Assyria, Religion
OF, IV, 7; Merodacii; Orion. Edward Mack

NIMSHI, nim'shi O^'C^Z , nimshl) : The grand-
fatlua- of Jehu (2 K 9 2.'H). Jehu's usual desig-

nation is "son of Nimshi" (1 K 19 IG).

NINEVEH, nin'e-ve ("1^:
, 7utnvch: Nlvc-otj,

Nineut', Nivevt, Nincu'l; Gr and Rom writers, Nivos,

Ninas)

:

I. Beginnings, N.\me, Position
1. First Biblical jNIention
2. Etymology of the Name
:i. Position on the Tigris

II. Nineveh and Its Suukounuings
1. Its Walls
2. Principal Mounds and Gat(nvays
3. Extent and Population within tlie Wallss
4. Extent outside the Walls
.5. Calah, Resen and Kehoboth-Ir
G. Khorsabad
7. Sh(!rif Khan and Selamieh
8. Nimroud
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III.

IV

P A I, A f !; S AT X I V F. \- K 1 1 P H O I' K R
1. Th(! Palace of Sennacherib
2. The Palace of .\s-.ur-bani-ai)li

Senn'achkkih's I) i;s('KII'T1()N' of Ninkvfh
The Walls
The dates—Northwest
The dates—South and Kast
The (iates— West,
The Outer Wall; the Plantations
'I'he Water-Supply, etc
How the Bas-Keliefs Illustrate the King's De-
scription
Nineveh the I^ater Capital
1ST Days and Kai.l of Nineveh

LlTKHATCUE

/. Beginnings, Name, Position.—The first Bib.

mciifioii of Niiicvcli is in (Icti 10 H, wliere it is

stated that NiMiioi) ((i.v.) or Asshtir

1. First went out into Assyria, aiui btiildcd N.

Biblical and Reli()l)oth-Ir, and Calah, and

Mention Resen between N. and Calah, with tlie

addition, "the same is tlu> j>;reat city."

Everything indicates tliat these statements arc;

correct, for N. was certainly at one time under Bab
rule, and was at first not governed by Assyr kings,

but by i>isake or vic(>roys of Assm-, the old capital.

To all api)(>arance N. took its name from th(! Bab
Nina near Laga.s in South Babylonia, on the Eu-
phrates, from which early foundation it was prob-

ably colonized. Tlu; nat ive name ai)pears as Ninua
or 'Nina (Ninaa), written with the characttT for

"water enclosure" with that for "fish"

2. Ety- inside, implying a connect i(m between
mology of Nina and th(> Sem iiiln, "fish." The
the Name Bab Nina was a place when; fish were

very abundant, and Istar or Nina, the

goddess of the city, was associated with Nin-mah,
Merodach's spouse, as goddess of rt^production.

Fish are also i)lentifnl in the; Tigris at Mosul, the

modern town on the other side of the river, and this

may have influenced the choice of th(; site by the

Bab settlers, and the foundation there of the great

temple of Istar or Nina. The date of this founda-

tion is tmknown, but it may have taken place about
3000 BC.

N. lay on the eastent bank of the Tigris, at the

point where the Khosr falls into that str(>am. The
otitline of the wall is rectangidar on the

3. Its Posi- W., but of an irregular shai)e on the

tion on the E. The western fortifications run
Tigris from N.W. to S.K., following, roughly,

the cotu-se of the river, which now
flows about 1,500 yards from the walls, instead of

(dose to them, as anciently.

//. Nineveh and Its Surroundings.—According

to the late CI. Smith, the southwestern wall has a
length of about 2 .} miles, and is joined at

1. Its Walls its western corner by the northwestern
wall, whi(!h runs in a northeasterly

direction for about 1 3- miles. The northeastern wall,

starting here, runs at first in a southc^asterly direc-

tion, btit turns southward, gradually approaching
the southwestern wall, to which, at the end of about

31 miles, it is joined by a short wall, facing nearly

S., rather more than half a mile long.

The principal mounds are Kouyunjik, a little

N.E. of the village of ''Amumjeh, and N(>bi-Yunas,

about 1,500 yards to the S.E. Both
2. Principal of these lie just within the S.W. wall.

Mounds Extensive remains of buildings occupy
and Gate- the fortified area. Numerous open-
ways ings occur in the walls, many of them

ancient, though some seem to have
been made after the abandonment of the site. The
principal gate on the N.W. was guarded by winged
bulls (see Layard, Monuvicnts of Nineveh, 2d series,

pi. 3; Nineveh and Babylon, 120). Other gates

gave access to the various commercial roads of the

country, those on the E. passing throtigh the curved
outworks and the double line of fortifications which

protected the northeastern wall from attack on that

side, where the Ninevites evidently considered that

they had most to fear.

According to (J. Smith, the circuit of the inner

wall is about S miles, and Cai)tain Jones, who made
a trigonometrical survey in 1854,

3. Extent estimated that, allotting to each in-

and Popu- habitant 50 scj. yards, tin; city may
lation have contained 174,000 iidiabitants.

within the If the statement in Jon 4 11, that th(>

Walls city contained 120,000 jw'rsons who
could not discern between their right

hand and their l(>ft, be int(>nded to give the number
of the city's childr(>n only, th(>n the poi)ulation

nuist have numJ)(>red about 600,000, and more than
three cities of the same extent would have been
needed to contain them. It has ther<>fore been

supposed—and that with great prob-

4. Extent ability—that there was a large ext(>n-

outside the sion of the city outside its walls. This

Walls is not only indicat<>d by Jon 3 3,

where it is described as "an exceeding
great city of three days' journey" to travt^rse, but
also by the (ixtant ruins, which str(>tch S.E. along

the banks of the Tigris as far as Nimroud (Calah),

while its northern extension may have been regarded

as including Khorsabad.

Concerning the i)ositions of two of th(; cities

mentioned with N., namely, Calah and R(>sen, there

can be no doubt, notwithstanding that

5. Calah, Resen has not yet been identified

—

Resen and Calah is the modern Nimroud, and
Rehoboth-Ir Res(>n lay b(>tween that site and N.

The name Rehoboth-Ir has not yet

been found in the inscriptions, but Fried. Delitzsch

has suggested that it may be the; 7'('hit Ninua of tlu;

inscriptions, N.E. of N. If this be the case, tlu;

N. of Jonah contained within it all the places in

Gen 10 11.12, and Khorsabad besides.

Taking the outlying nuns from N. to S., we begin

with Khorsabad {Dur-Sarru-km or Dur-Sargina),

12 miles N.E. of Kouyunjik, the great

6. Khorsa- i)alace mound of N. i)roper. Khorsa-

bad bad is a great inclosure about 2,000

yards square, with the remains of

towers and gateways. The palace mound lies on
its northwest face, and consists of an exten.sive ])lat-

form with the remains of Sargon's ])alace and its

temple, with a ziqqurat or temple-tower similar to

those at Babylon, Borsippa, Calah and elsewhere.

This last still shows traces of the tints symbolical

of the 7 i)lanets of which its stages were, seemingly,

emblematic. The palace ruins show munerous
halls, rooms and passages, many of which were

fa{!ed with slabs of coarse alabaster, scidjitured in

relief with military operations, hunting-scenes,

mythological figures, etc, while the i)rincipal en-

trance's w(>re flanked with the finest winged human-
headed bulls which Assyr art has so far revealed.

The palace was built about 712 BC, and was prob-

ably destroyed by fire when N. fell in 606 BC,
sharing the same fate. Some of the slabs and
winged bulls are in the Louvre and the British

Museum, but most of the anticjuarian si)oils were

lost in the Tigris by the sinking of the rafts upon
which they were loaded after being discovered.

Another outlying suburb was probably Tarbisii, now
represented by the ruins at Sherif Khan, about '3 miles

N. of Kouyunjik. In this lay a temple

—

7 Sherif "palace" Sennacherib calls it—dedicated

f^, J to Nergal. Anciently it must have been
Jinan ana

jj^ place of some importance, as Esar-
Selamieh haddon seems to have built a palace there,

as well as a "seat" for his eldest son,
A.ssur-bani-apli. The site of Kesen, "between N. and
Calah," is thought to be the modern Selamte.h, 12 miles
S. of N., and 3 miles N. of Nimroud (Calah). It is in

the form of an irregular inclosure on a high mound over-
looking the Tigris, with a surface of about 400 acres.
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Xo remains of buildings, sculptures or inscriptions have,
however, been found tliere.

After N. itself (Kouyuiijik), tlie ruins known as

Niinroud, 14 or 15 niik's 8.E., are the most iini)or-

tant. They mark the site of tlie an-
8. Nim- cient Cakili, and have already been
roud (lescrih(>d under that heading (see p.

539). As tliere stated, the stone-faced
temple-tower seems to he referr(>d to by Ovid, and
is apparently also mentioned by Xenophon (see

Resen). The general tendency of th(! accumu-
lated references to these sites supports the theory
that they were r<>garded as belonging to N., if not
by the Assyrians thems(4ves (who knew well the
various municipal districts), at least by the foreign-

ers who had eitlier visited the city or had heard or
read descriptions of it.

///. The Palaces at Nineveh Proper.—The
palac(>s at N. wer(> built upon extcnisive artificial

platforms betwe(>n 30 and 5(3 ft. high, (;ith(>r of sun-
dried brick, as at Nimroud, or of earth and rubbish,
as at Kouyunjik. It is thought that they were
faced with masonry, and that access was gained to

of Sennacherib seated on liis "standing" throne,
while the captives and the sjjoil of the city passed
before him. The grand entrance was flanked by
winged bulls facing toward the sjMictator as he
entered. They were in (-ouples, back to back, on
each side of the doorway, and between each i)air

the ancient Bab hero-giant, carrying in one; hand
the "boomerang," and holding tightly with his l(>ft

arm a struggling lion (Layard, Nineveh and Baby-
lon, 137) was repr(>s(Mited, just as at his father
Sargon's palace at ivhorsabad. The ui)per part of
these imposing figures had been destroyed, but they
were so massive, that the distinguish(>(l explorer
attributed their overthrow not to the act of man,
but to some convulsion of Nature.

In the north of the mound are the ruins of the
palace of Assur-bani-apli <jr Assur-bani-pal, dis-

cov(>r(>d by Hormuzd Rassam. His
2. The latest plan {As^hur and the Land of
Palace of Nimrod, Cincinnati and New York,
Assur-bani- 1897, plate facing p. 36) does not give
apli the whole of the structure, much of

the building having been destroyed;
but the general arrangement of the rooms was ui)on
the traditional lines. ^Lhe slabs with which th(>y
were paneled showed bas-iehefs illustiating the

/

Kouyunjik.

them by means of flights of deep steps, or slojjing

pathways. Naturally it is the i)lan of the l)asement
floor alone that can at jiresent be traced, any ui)i)er

stories that may hav(! existed having long since dis-

ai)peared. Tlie halls and rooms discovered were
faced with slabs of alabaster or other stone, often
sculptured with bas-reliefs depicting warlike expe-
ditions, tlie cha.se, religious ceremonies and divine
figures. The dej)th of the accumulations over these
varies from a few inches to about 30 ft., aiul if the
amount in some cases would seem to hv excessive,

it is thouglit that this may have been due eitlier to

the existence of upper chambers, or to tlie extra
height of the room. The cliambers, which are

grouped around courtyards, are long and narrow,
with small sciuare rooms at the ends. The part it ion

walls vary from 6 to 15 ft. in thickness, and are of

sun-dri(>d brick, against which the stone j)aneling

was fixed. As in the case of the Bab temples and
palaces, the rooms and halls op(>n into each other,

so that, to gain access to those farthest from the
courtyard entrance, one or more halls or chamlxTs
had to be traversed. No traces of windows have;

been discovered, and little can therefore be said as

to the method of lighting, but the windows were;

either high up, or light was admitted through open-
ings in the roof.

The i)alace of Sennacherib lay in the southeast
corner of the ])!atform, and consisted of a court-

yard surrounded on all four sides l)y

1. The numerous long halls, and rooms, of

Palace of which the innermost were capable of

Sennacherib being rendered private. It was in this

palace that were found the reliefs de-
picting the siegc! of Lachish, with the repres(>nt;i,tion

Assyr campaigns against Babylonia, certain Arab
tribes, and Elam. As far as they are pr(>s(>rved,

the sculptures are wonderfully good, and the whole
decorative scheme of tlu; paneled walls, of which,
probably, the greater part is forever lost, may be
charact(>rized, notwithstanding their (l(>f(M'ts of
l)(Tsi)ective and their mann(>risms, as nothing less

than magnificent. The lion-hunts of the great king,
tlesi)ite the curious tn^atment of the animals' manes
(due to the sculptors' ignorance of the right way
to represent hair) are admirable. It would be diffi-

cult to improve upon tlu; expressions of fear, rage
and sufTering on tlie part of the animals there de-
lineated. The small sculj)tures showing Assur-
bani-ai:)li hunting the goat and the wild ass are not
1( ss noteworthy, and are executed with great
d(4icacy.

IV. Sennacherib's Description of Nineveh.—In
all probability t he best description of the city is that

given by Sennacherib on the cylinder
1. The recording his exjx'dition to Tarsus in
Walls Cilicia. From ancient times, he says,

the circuit of the city had measured
9,300 cubits, and h(> makes the rather surprising
statement that his ))redecessors had not built either
the inner or the out(>r wall, which, if true, shows how
confident they were of their security from attack.
He claims to have enlarged the city by 12,515
(cubits). The gr(>at defensive wall which he built
was called by th(> Sumerian name of Bad-imgallaM-
lu-msu, which he translates as "the wall whose
glory overthrows the enemy." He made the brick-
work 40 (cubits) thick, which would probably not
greatly exceed the estimate of G. Smith, who reck-
oned it to have measured about 50 ft. The height
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of tlic wall lie raised to ISO ///;/;/, wliicli, adiiiiltiii^

tlic cstiniatc of I)io(lorus, should amount to atxiut

100 ft.

In tliis iiiclosini; wall wvvv 15 ^iitcs, whicli lie ciiu-

ilUTutcs in full. 'riii-cc of I licsc were sil ualfd in l he short
iiorlhwrsl wall - the iinir of lladad; llic

2. The f-''^'*' "'f ^ ''" " lladad of 'I'arbisu (.sV,./,/

p. Khun), and the !j;alc of the inoon-tiod
^"'•^^ Nannai'. Sennticherib's own deity. The
Northwest |)l,uis sliow li\e openuit^s in lh(> wall on tliis

side. an.\ of which liiaj ha\ e ))een the f^ate

iis(>d when t^oiiiK <<> Tarbi-^ii, hut that adorned with
winged ImlK i)i()l)al)l.\ furnished the shortest route.

3. The
Gates

—

South and
East

4. The
Gates

—

West

Bas-Rclief of Lion-Hunt.

The gates k)oking toward the S. and the V.. were the
Assur-gate (leading to the old capital); Sennacheril^'s

Halzi-gatc; the gate of Sania.s of Gagal,
tTie gate of the god Enlil of Ivar-Xinlil,
and the "covered gate." which seeni.s to
have had tin; reputation of letting forth
the ft'ver-denion. Aft(T this are men-
tioned the Sibanilia-gatt', and tlu^ gate of
Ilalah iu Mesopotamia. Tliis last must

have been the extreme northeastern opening, now com-
municating witli the road to Khorsabad, implying that
Halah lay in that direction.

The gates on the west or river-side of the city
were "the gate of 10a, director of my water-

springs"; the <iuay-gate, " l)ringer
of the tribute of my peoples";
the gate of the land of Bari,
within which the i)r(>sents of the
Sumuilites entered (brought down
by th(! Tigris from Babylonia, in

all probaliility) ; the gate of the tril)ute-palace
or armory; and the gate of the god Sar-tir

—

"altogether .'i gates in the direction of the AV."
There are about 9 wide opeitings in the wall on
this side, 2 being on each side of the Kotiyimjik
mound, and 2 on each side of that called" X'el)i-

Yunus. .-^s oixmings at these points would
have endangered the city's safety, these 4 have
probably to be eliminated, leaving 2 only N. of
N^ebi-Yunus, 2 between that and I\ouynn.jik,
and one N. of Kouyunjik. Minor mi>aiis of exit
probably existed at all points where they were
regarded as needful.

To the outer wall of the city Sennacherib f^ave a
Surnerian name m(>aiiiiis, "the wall which terrifies

th(^ enemy." At a dei)th of 54 gar,

5. The the underground wat(>r-levol, its

Outer Wall: foundations were laid upon blocks of

the Plan- stone, the object of this great depth
tations being to fru.strale undermining. Thi;

wall was made "high lik(> a motmtain."
Above and below the city he laid out i)lantations,

wherein all the swcf^t-smelling herbs of Heth (Pal

and Phoenicia) grew, fruitful beyond those of their

homeland. Among them were to be found every
kind of mountain-vine, and the plants of all the
nations around.

In conneclion with this, in all iJrobabilily, he
arranged the water-su])ply, conducting a distant

water-cotirse to N. by means of con-
6. The duits. iieing a successful venture, he
Water- seems to liav(> watered (herewith all

Supply, etc tlie peo])le's orchards, and in winter
1,000 corn fields above and below tlu;

city, '^riie force of thc^ increased current in the

river Khosr was retarded by the creation of a
swam]), and among tlu; r(>(>ds which grew there

were })laced wiltl fowl, wild swine, and deer(?J.

Here he n^peated his exotic ))lantations, inchiding
trees for wood, cotton (a])pareiitlyj and seemingly
the olive.

Sennacherib's bas-reliefs show some of the i)hases

of the work which his cylinder inscriptions describe.

We see th(! winged bulls, which are of

7. How the colossal dimensions, sometimes lying

Bas-Reliefs on their sledges (sha])ed like boats or

Illustrate Assyr shii)s), and som(>times standing
the King's and sui)p()rted by scaffolding. The
Description slc'dges rest upon rollers, and are

dragged by armies of captives tirg(>d

to action by taskmasters with whips. Others force

the sledges forward from behind l)y means of enor-
mous levers wlK)se upper ends are held in position

by guy-ropes. h]ach side has to pull with ecjual

force, for if the high(>r end of the great lev(>r fell, the
side which had pulled too hard stiffered in killed

and crushed, or at least in bruised, workmen of their

number. In the background are the soldiers of the
guard, and behind them extensive wooded hills.

In oth(>r bas-reliefs it is apparently the pleasure-

grounds of the palace which are seen. In these

the backgromid is an av(Muie of trees, alternately tall

and short, on the l)anks of a river, whereon are boats,

and men riding astride inflated skins, which were
much used in those days, as now. On another slab,

the great king himself, in his hand-chariot drawn
by eunuchs, superintends the work.
How long N. had been the cai)ital of Assyria is

unknown. The original capital was Assur, about 50
miles to the S., and ])robably this continued to be
rc^gardtMl as the religiotis and official capital of the
coimtry. As.siu'-nasir-apli seems to have had a

Bas-Relief of Sennacherib Bcsieginji

(Brit. Mus.l

Lachisli.

great (>r liking for Calah {Nimroud), antl Sargon
for Khorsabad, where he had fotmded a splendid

palac(>. These latter, however, prob-
8. Nineveh ably never had the importance of N.,

the Later and attained their position merely on
Capital account of the reigning king building a

palace and residing there. The period
of X.'s supremacy seems to have been from the be-
ginning of the reign of S(>nnacherib to the end of

that of As.sur-bani-apli, including, probably, the
reigns of his successoi's likewise—a period of about
98 years (704-006 BC).

V. Last Days and Fall of Nineveh.—N., during
the centuries of h(>r existence, must have seen many
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stirring historical events; but the most notc^wortliy

were probably Scninacherib's Iriuinplial entries,

including that following the capture of Lachish, the
nun-(ler of that great contiueror l)y his sons (the

recent theory that he was killed at Babylon needs
confirmation), and the ceremonial triumphs of

Assm--baiii-apli—the great and noble Osnaiij^ar
(Ezr 4 10). After the reign of Assur-bani-aj)li
came his son Assur-ctil-ilani, who was succeeded
by Sin-sarra-iskun (Saracos), but the history of the
country, and also of the city, is i)ractically non-
existent during these last two reigns. The Assyr
and Bab records are silent with regard to the fall

of the city, but Alexander Polyhistor, Abydenus
and Syncellus all speak of it. The best account,
however, is that of Diodorus Siculus, who r(>fers to
a legend that the city could not be tak(>n until the
river became its en(>my. Arbaces, the Scythian,
besieged it, but could not make any imjiression on it

for 2 years. In the 3d year, however, the river
(according to Commander Jones, not the Tigris,

but the Khosr), being swollen by rains, and very
rapid in its curnmt, carri(>d away a ]K)rtion of the
wall, and by tliis opening the besiegers gained an
entrance. The king, recognizing in this the ful-

filment of the oracle, gathered together his concu-
bines and eunuchs, and, mounting a funeral pj're

which he had caused to be constructed, perished in

the flames. This catastrophe is supposed to be
ref(>rred to in Nah 1 8: "With an over-running
flood he [the Lord] will make a full end of her place
[i.e. of N.]," and 2 G: "The gates of the rivers are

opened, and the palace is dissolved." The d(>struc-

tion of the city by fire is i)robably referred to in

3 13.15. The picture of the scenes in her streets

—the noise of the whip, the rattling wheels, the
prancing horses, the bounding chariots (3 2 ff),

followed by a vivid description of the carnage of the
battlefield—is exceedingly striking, and true to their

records and their sculj)tures.

Literature.—The .standard hooks on the discovery
and exploration of N. are Layard, Nineveh and Its
Remains (two vols, 1849); Nineveh and Babylon (18.53);
Monuments of Nineceh, 1st and 2d series (plates) (1849
and lS.'):i); and Ilorniuzd Rassam, Asshur and the Land
of Nimrod (Cincinnati and Now York, 1897).

T. G. Pinches
NINEVEH, LIBRARY OF:
L Tub Disc<mery

II. The IjIuraky
iir. AV RITI XG-M ATE RI A LS
IV. Contents

1. Philology
2. Astronomy and Astrology
3. Religious Texts
4. Law
5. Science
0. Literature
7. History and Chronology
8. Commerce
9. I^etters

/. The Discovery.—In the spring of 1850, the
workm(>n of Sir A. H. Layard at Nineveh ma<l(! an
important discovery. In the ruins of the palace of

Assur-bani-pal they found a passage which op(>ned
into two small chambers leading one into the other.

The doorway was guarded on eitluT side by figures

of Ea, the god of culture and the inventor of letters,

in his robe of fishskin. The walls of the chambers
had once been paneled with ba.s-reliefs, one of which
rei)resented a city standing on the shore of a sea
that was covered with galleys. Up to the height
of a foot or more the floor was piled with clay tab-
lets that had fallen from the shelves on which they
had been arranged in order, and the larger number
of them was consequently broken. Similar tablets,

but in lesser number, were found in the adjoining
chambers. After Layard's departure, otluT tab-
lets were discovered by Mr. Hormuzd Rassam, and
then the excavations ceased for many years. The
discovery of the Bab version of the account of the

Deluge, however, by Mr. George Smith in 1873
led th(> pro))rietors of the Ddili/ Tclcf/rdph to .send

him to Nineveh in tlu; hoj)e that the missing por-
tions of the story might be foinid. He had not
been excavating there long before hv. came across
a fragment of another v(>rsion of tlu^ story, and then
once more the excavations came to an end. Since
then expeditions have been sent by the British
Museum which have rtvsulted in the recovery of
further remains of the ancient library of Nineveh.

//. The Library.—Tim tablets formed a library

in the true sense of the word. Libraries had existed

Plan of the Library at Nineveh.

in the cities of Babylonia from a remote date, and
the Assyr kings, whose civilizat ion was derived from
Babylonia, imitated the exanii)le of Babylonia in
this as in other resp(>cts. The only true book-
lover among tlu>m, however, was Assur-bani-pal.
He was one of the most numificent royal patrons
of learning the world has ever seen, and it was to
him that the great library of Nineveh owed its

existence. New editions W(>re made of older works,
and the public and private libraries of Babylonia
were ransacked in search of literary tr(>asures.

///. Writing-Materials.—Fortunately for us the
ordinary writing-material of the Babylonians and
Assyrians was clay. It was more easily i)rocurable
than papyrus or parchment, and was specially

adapted for the reception of the cuneiform char-
acters. Hence, while tlie gnuiter ])art of the old
Egyp lit., which was upon papyrus, has peri.shed

that of Babylonia and Assyria has been preserved.
In Babylonia the tablets after being inscribed were
often merely dried in the sun ; in t he damper climate
of Assyria they were bak(Hl in a kiln. As a large
amount of text had fre(iuently to be compressed
into a small space, the writing is sonu'times so
minute as to need the assistance of a magnifying
glass before it can be read. It is not surprising,
therefore, that in the library-chambers of Nineveh
Layard fountl a magnifying lens of crystal, which
had been turned on the lathe.
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IV. Contents. Tlic siibjcct-mattcr of Iho tab-

lets included all llie known branches of knowledge,

loreniosl ainonji llieni are the i)hil()-

1. Philology logical works. The inventors of the

(•uneiforni system of writing had

siKiken an agglutinative language, called Sunierian,

similar to that of the

Turks or Finns today;

and a consideral)lo i)art

of th(> early lit. had l)e(>n

written in this language,

which to the later S(>m

Ba])yloniaiis and Assyri-

ans "was what Lat was to

the ]MU'o])ean nations in

the Middle Ages. Thestii-

dent was therefore i)r()-

vid(>d with grannnars aTul

dictionaries of tli(> two
languages, as well as with

reading-books and intca'-

linear tr"* into .\ssyr of the

chief Sumerian t(>xts.

Besides this, long lists of

the cuneiform cliaracters

were drawn up with their

phonetic and id(-ograi)hic

values, together with lists

of Assvr synonyms, in
r

which, for exami)le, all the equivak-nts ar(^ given ot

the word "to go." The Assyr Ic'XH'ographers at

times attempted etymologies which are as wide of

th(> mark as similar (>tym()logies given by English

lexicographers of a past gen(>ration. Sabattii, "bab-

bath " for instance, is derived from the tw^o

Sumerian words, sa, "heart," and bat "io vnd, and

so is explained to mean "day of rest for the heart.

It is obvious that all this imjilies an advanccnl

literary culture. People do not begin to compile

grammars and dictionaries or to six'culate on the

origin of words until books and libraries abound

and education is widespread.
,

Vstronomv occui)ied a prominent i)lace in Assyr

lit., but it "was largely mingled with astrology

The Babvlonitms were the founders of

scii>ntifi(;" astronomy; they were the

first to calculate the dates of lunar

and solar ecli])ses, and to give names

to the signs of the Zodiac. Among the

contents of the librarv of Nincn^eh are reports from

the Royal Observatory, relating to the observation

of eclipses and the like.

A knowl(Mlge of astronomy was needed for the

regulation of the calendar, and the calendar was

the sp(M'ial care of the priests, as the

3. Religious festivals of the gods and the payment

Texts of tithes were (h^pendent upon it.

Most of the religious texts went back

to the Sumerian period and were accordingly pro-

vided with Assvr tr«. Some of tlu>m were hymns

to the gotls, oth"(>rs were the rituals used in different

temples. There was, moreover, a coll(>ction of

psalms, as well as numerous mythological texts.

The legal lit. was considerable. The earliest

law books were in Sumerian, but the great code

compikxl by Khammurabi, the con-

4. Law temporarv of Abraham, was in Sem
Babylonian (see I.Iammuraui). Like

English law% Assyro-Babylonian law was case-

made, and records of the cases decided from time

to time by the ju(lg(-s are numerous.

Among scientific works we may class the long lists

of animals, birds, fishes, plants and stones, together

with g(>ograi)hical treatises, and the

I)seudo-science of omens. Starting

from the belief that where two events

followed one another, the first was the cause of the

2. Astron-
omy and
Astrology

5. Science

second, an elaborate pseudo-scienc(> of augury had

been built up, and an enormous lit. arose on the

interpretation of dreams, the observation of the

liver of animals, (>tc. Unfortunately A.ssur-bani-

pal had a six'cial i)redilecti(m for the subject, and

the conseciuence is that his library was filled with

works which the Assyriologist would gladly ex-

change for docum(>nts of a more valuable character.

Among the scientific works we may also include

those on medicine, as well as numerous mathemat-

ical tables.

Literature was largely represented, mainly m the

form of i)o(>ms on mythological, religious or his-

torical subjects. Among these the

6. Liter- most famous is the ej)ic of the hero

ature Gilgame.s in twelve books, the Bab
account of the Deluge being intro-

duced as an episode in the eleventh book. Another

ei)ic was the storv of the great battle between the

god Merodach and Tiamat, the dragon of chaos

and evil, which includes the story of the crea-

tion.

Historical rc^cords are very numerous, the Assyr-

ians being distinguished among the nations of

anti(iuity by their historical sense.

7. History In Assyria the royal jialace took the

and place of the Bab or Egyp temi)le;

Chronology and where the Babylonian or the

Egyptian would have left behind him

a religious record, the Assyrian adorned his walls

with accounts of campaigns and the victories of

their royal build(>rs. The dates which are attached

to each portion of the narrative, and the care with

which the names of petty princes and states are

transcribed, give a high idea of the historical pre-

cision at which the Assyrians aimed. The Assyr

monuments are alone sufficient to show that the

historical sense was by no means unknown to the

ancient peojjles of the East, and when we remember

how closely related the Assyrians were to th(> II(>-

brews in both race and language, the fact becomes

important to the Bib. student. Besides historical

texts the library contained also chronological tables

and long lists of kings and dynasties with the num-
ber of y(>ars th(>y reigned. In Babylonia time was

mark(>d by officially naming each year after some

event that had occurrenl in the course of it; the

more historically-minded Assyrian named the year

after a particular ofificial, call(>d limmii, who was

ai)pointed on each New Year's Day. In Baby-

lonia the chronological system went back to a very

rcTOote date. Th(; Babylonians were a commercial

people, and for commercial purjioses it was necessary

to have an exact register of the time.

The library contain(>d trading documents of

various sorts, more esp. ccmtracts, deeds of sale of

property antl the like. Now and then

8. Com- we meet with the plan of a building.

merce There were also fiscal documents

relating to the taxes paid by the

cities and provinces of the empire to the imperial

treasury. . , , , ^^
One department of the library consisted ot letters,

some of them private, otlu^rs addressed to the king

or to the high officials. Nearly a

9. Letters thousand of these have already been

published by Professor Harper.

The clay books, it need hardly be added, were all

carefully numbered and catalogued, the Assyr

system of docketing and arranging the tablets being

at once ingenious and simple. The librarians, con-

s(Hju(>ntly, had no difficulty in finding any tablet

or series of tablets that might be asked for. \\ e

may gather from th(> inscription attached to the

larger works copied from Bab originals as well as

to other collections of tablets that the library was

open to all "readers." A. II. Sayce
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NINEVITES, nin'o-vlts (Niv6u[€]iTai, Nincu[e]itai)

:

Only in Lk 11 30. Tho passage (Mt 12 41), with
Lk 11 32, has the fuller form, "men of Nineveh,"
which gives the meaning.

NIPHIS, ni'fis (N£i<}>€is, Neiphcis, A, *iv€£s,

Phitic'is; AV Nephis): Given in 1 Esd 5 21 m as
= "Magbish" of Ezr 2 30, whose sons are the same
in number (156) as those of Niphis, but it would
seem rather to be the equivalent of Nebo in ver 29.

NISAN, nl'san ('C'^!: , nimn) : The first month
of the Jewish year in w'hich occurred the Passover
and which corresponds to Ai)ril. llie month is the
same as Abib, which occiu's in the Pent. Nisan
occurs in Neh 2 1 and Est 3 7. It denotes "the
month of flowers." See Calendar.

NISROCH, nis'rok, niz'rok (^'iP? , nisrokh):

The Assyr god in whose temjile Sennacherib was
worshipping when put to death by his sons (2 K
19 37; Isa 37 38). The name is not found else-

wh(>re. Some identify him with Asshur, the na-
tional deity. See Babylonia and Assykia, Re-
ligion OF.

NITRE, ni'ter ("'ir; , nether; vtrpov, nitron):

Nitre as used in AV does not correspond to the
present use of that term. Nitre or niter is now
applied to sodium or potassium nitrate. The writer

has in his collection a specimen of sodium carbon-
ate, called in Arab, notrun, which was taken from
the extensive deposits in Lower Egypt where it is

found as a deposit undern(^ath a layer of common
salt. Similar deposits are found in Syria and Asia
Minor. This is probably the "nitre" of the Bible.

ARV has rendered nitre "lye" in Jer 2 22, and
"soda" in Prov 25 20. Soda or lye has been used
as a cleansing agent from earliest times. It effer-

vesces energetically, when treated with an acid;

hence the comparison in Prov 25 20 of the heavy-
hearted man roiled by the sound of siiiging to the
sizzling of soda on which vinegar has been poured.
See Vinegar. James A. Patch

NO, no. See No-amon.

NOADIAH, no-a-di'a (H^-jyi:
, no'adhyah, "tryst

of Jell"; NoaSeC, Noade'i):

(1) Son of Binnui, one of the Levites to whom
Ezra intrusted the gold and silver and sacred

vessels which he brought up from Babylon (Ezr 8

33); also called Moetii (q.v.), son of Sabannus
(1 Esd 8 63).

(2) A prophetess associated wdth Tobiah and
Sanballat in opposition to Nehemiah (Neh 6 14).

NOAH, no'a (Hb , no^h, "rest"; LXX Noie, Noe;

Jos, Noix^os, Nochos). The 10th in descent from
Adam in the line of Seth (Gen 5 28.29). Lamech
here seems to derive the word from the V DHZ

,

ndham, "to comfort," but this is probably a mere
play upon the name by Noah's father. The times
in which Noah was born were degenerate, and this

finds pathetic expression in Lamech's saying at the
birth of Noah, "This same shall comfort us in our
work and in the toil of our hands, which cometh
because of the ground which Jeh hath cursed."
Concerning the theory that Noah is the name of a
dynasty, like Pharaoh or Caesar, rather than of a
single individual, see Antediluvians. In his

600th year the degenerate rac(>s of mankind were
cut off by the Deluge. But 120 years previously
(Gen 6 3) he had been warned of the catastrophe,
and according to 1 Pet 3 20 had been [)reparing

for the event by building the ark (see Ark;

Deluge). In the cuneiform inscriptions Noah
corresponds to "Hasisadra" (Xisuthrus). After
the flood Noah celebrated his deliverance by build-
ing an altar and offering sacrifices to Jeh (Gen
8 20), and was sent forth with God's blessing
to be "fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth" (Gen 9 1), as Adam had been sent forth
at the beginning (Gen 1 28). In token of the cer-

tainty of God's covenant not to d(>stroy tlie race
again by flood, a rainbow si)anned th(> sky whose
reappearance was ever after to be a token of peace.
But Noah was not above t(;m])tation. In th(> i)ros-

perity which followed, he became; tlrunken from
the fruit of the viiKyard he h id planted. His son
Ham irreverently exposed the nakedness of his

father, while Shem and Japheth covered it from
view (Gen 9 22.23). The curse upon Canaan the
son of Ham was literally fulfilh il in subsequent
history when Israel took jiossession of Pal, when
Tyre fell before^ t he arms of Alexander, and Carthage
surrendered to Rome.

George Frederick Wright
NOAH (~> I , n(ydh, "movement"): One of the

daughters of Zelophehad (Nu 26 33; 27 1; 36 11;

Josh 17 3ff).

NOAH, BOOK (APOCALYPSE; OF.
Apocalyptic Liteuaturk.

See

NO-AMON, nd-a'mon (T^CX N! , 710' 'amun, Egyp
nut, "a city," with tlu; fcnninine c^nding /, and Anion,
proper name of a god. City Anion, i.e. the "City,"
par excellerice, of the god Amon; tr'' in AV "popu-
lous No," following the Vulg in a misunderstanding
of the word 'dmdn; RV "No-amon"): Occurs in

this form only in Nah 3 8, but i?3'P ]i''2X , 'dmdn
minno', "Amon of No," occurs in Jer 46 25. Cf
also Ezk 30 14-16, where S2 , ?iu', is undoubtedly
the same city.

The description of No-amon in Nah 3 8 seems
to be that of a delta city, but Q^ ,

yam, "sea,"

in that passage is used poeticallv for the Nile, as
in Job 41 31 and in Isa 18 2. With this difficulty

removed, the Egyp etymology of the name leaves

no doubt as to the correct identification of the place.

The "City Amon" in the days of Nahum, Jeremiah
and Ezekiel was Th(4)es (cf art. "Theb(\s" in any
general encyclopaedia). M. G. Kyle

NOB, nob (n:
, ndbh; B, No|xPd, Nomhd, A, No(3d,

Nohd, and other forms): An ancient priestly town
to which David came on his way S. when he fled

from Saul at Gibeah (1 S 21 1). Here he found
refuge and succor with Ahimelech. This was ob-
served by Doeg the; Edomite, who informed the
king, and afterward became the instrument of

Saul's savage vengeance on the priests, and on all

the inhabitants of the city (ch 22). The name
occurs in Neh 11 32 in a list of cities, immediately
after Anathoth. In Isaiah's ideal account of the
Assyrians' march against Jerus, Nob is clearly

placed S. of Anathoth. Here, says the prophet,
the Assyrian shall shake his hand at the mount of

the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerus. It was a
place, therefore, from which the Holy City and the
temple were clearly visible.

The district in which the site must be sought is

thus very definitely indicated; but within this dis-

trict no name at all resembling Nob has hon\ dis-

covered, and so no sure id(>ntification is yet possible.

^Andta (Anathoth) is 2\ miles N.E. of Jerus. Nob
therefore lay between that and the city, at a point
where the city could be seen, apparently on the

great road from the N. Rather more than a mile

N. of Jerus rises the ridgt; Ras el-Meshdrif (2,665

ft.), over which the road from the N. passes; and
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here thi' traveler approacliing from that direction

obtains his first si}2;ht of tlie city. It is fittingly

named "the look-out." Col. Conder states the

case for identifying this height with Mt. Scopus

\vher(> Titus established his camp at the siege

of Jerus {I'EFS, 1S74, 111 ff). Immediately S. of

the ridge, to the E. of the road, there is a small

l)lateau, S. of which there is a lower ridge, whence

the slojx'S dip into Wddy cl-Jdz. This plateau, on

which Titus may have sat, is a very probable site

for Nob. It quite suits the r(Hiuirem(>nts of Isaiah's

narrative, and not less those of David's flight.

Gibeah lay not far to the N., and this lay in the

most likely path to the S. W. Ewing

NOBAH, nd'l^a (nni , ndhhah; B, Na|3toe, Na-

both, NaPai, Nabui, 'A, Napc&G, Aaboth, NaPcB,

Aabfth) :

(1) Nobah the Manassite, we are told, "went,

and took Kenath, and the villages thereof, and called

it Nobah, after his own name" (Nu 32 42). There

can be little doubt that the; ancient Kenath is

represented by the mod<»rn Kannivat, on the west-

ern slope of Jehel ed-Druze, the ancient name having

survived that of Nobah.

(2) A city which marked the course of Gideon's

pursuit of tiic Midianites (Jgs 8 11). It is i)Ossible

that this may be idcnUical with (1). Cheyn(> argu(>s

in favor of this {Eli, s.v. "Gideon"). But its

mention along with Jogbehah points to a more

southerly location. This may have been the

original home of the clan Nobah. Some would

read, following the Syr in Nu 21 30, "Nobah
which is on the desert," instead of "Nophah which

reacheth unto Medeba." No site with a nam(>

resembling this has yet becMi recovered. If it is

to be distinguished from Kenath, then probably

it will have to be sought somewhere to the N.E. of

Rabbath-Ammon {'Amman). W. Ewing

NOBAI, no'bi, nob'a-i O'T^' , nobhay, or '?"'.;,

ncbhay) : One of those who took part in sealing the

covenant (Neh 10 19).

NOBLE, no'b'l, NOBLES, no'b'lz, NOBLEMAN,
no'b'1-man (Cnin, hdrJm, T'lN , 'addir; tvyivi\s,

eugenes, Kpano-Tos, krutistos, Pao-iXiKos, bnsilikds) :

"Nobles" is the tr of the Heb hdnm (occurring only

in the i)l.), "free-born," "noble" (1 K 21 8.11; Neh
2 16; 6 17, etc); of 'addlr, "begirded," "mighty,"

"illustrious" or "noble" (Jgs 5 13; 2 Ch 23 20, etc);

of nadhibh, "liberal," "a noble" (Nu 21 18; Prov

8 16, etc).

Other words are gddhol, "great" (Jon 3 7); yakklr.

Aram, "precious" (Ezr 4 10) ; naghidh, "a leader" (Job 29
10)- partemim, "foremost ones " (Est 1 3; 6 9): 'dqillm,

"those near," "nobles" (Ex 24 11); bdriah, "fugitive"
(Isa 43 14); kabhedh, "weighty," "honored" (Ps 149 8);

eMfferees, "wellborn" (Acts 17 H; 1 Cor 1 26); kralistos,

"strongest," "most powerful" (Acts 24 3; 26 25).

The Apoc. AV and RV, still further enlarges the list.

In RV wo have megistdnes, "groat ones" (1 Esd 1 38;

8 26, with enUmos, "in honor"; Wisd 18 12). Otherwise
RV's uses of "noble." and "nobleness" are for words con-
taining the ^J gen and referring to birth (of Wisd 8 3;

2 Mace 6 27.31; 12 42; 14 42 bis). AV's uses are wider
(Jth 2 2, etc).

Nobleman is, in Lk 19 12, the tr of eugenes

dnthropos, "a man well born," and in Jn 4 46.49

of basilikos, "kingly," "belonging to a king," a

designation extended to the officers, courtiers, etc,

of a king, RVm "king's officer"; he was probably

an official, civil or military, of Herod Antii)as, who
was styled "king" Qxisilcus).

For "nobles" (Isa 43 14), AV "have brought down all

their nobles," RV has "I will bring down all of them as

fugitives," m "or, as otherwise read, all their nobles
even," etc; for "nobles" (Jer 30 21), "prince"; ERV
has "worthies" for "nobles" (Nah 3 18); RV has "the

noble" for "princes" (Prov 17 26): "nobles" for

"princes" (Job 34 18; Dnl 1 3), for "Nazarites"
(Lam 4 7, m " Nazirites") ; "her nobles" for "his
fugitives," m "or, as other otherwise read, fugitives"
(Isa 15 o): ARV has "noble" for "liberal" (Isa 32 5):

for "The nobles held their peace," AVm "The voU-v. of

thonoblcs washid" (.lob 29 !()) KV has " The voice of the
nobles was luished," m "Ileb hid"; for "most noble"
(.\cts 24 3; 26 2.5), "most excell(>nt."

W. L. Walker
NOD, nod (~i:, nodh): The land of Eden, to

whicli Cain migrated after tlie murder of his

brotlier and his banishment by Jeh (Gen 4 16).

Conjecture is useless as to the r(>gion intended.

The id(>as of China, India, etc, which some have
entertained, arc groundless. Th(! territory was
evid(>ntly at some distance, but where is now un-

discoverable.

NODAB, nd'dab (1"^: , nodhdbh; NaSaPaioi,

Nadabn'ioi): A Ilagrite clan which, along with

Jefur and Nai)hish, suffered complete d(>feat at the;

hands of the trans-Jordanic Israelites (1 Ch 5 19).

It has been suggested that Nodab is a corruption

of Kedemah or of Nebaioth, names which are asso-

ciated with Jetur and Naphi.sh in the lists of

Ishina(4's sons (Gen 25 15; 1 Ch 1 31), but it

is difficult to see how even the most careless copy-

ist could so blunder. There is a possible remi-

niscence of the name in Nudebc, a village in the

Ilauran.

NOE, no'c (N«6, Noe): AV of Mt 24 37.38;

Lk 3 36; 17 26.27; Tob 4 12. Gr form of Noah
(q.v.) (thus RV).

NOEBA, no'e-ba (Noepd, Noebd): Head of one
of the .families of temple-servants (1 Esd 5 31) =
"Nekoda" of Ezr 2 48.

NOGAH, no'ga (H?:, noghnh, "splendor"):

A son of David born at Jerus (1 Ch 3 7; 14 6).

In the I!
list (2 S 5 14.15) this name is wanting.

In its Gr form {'Nayyal, Naggai) it occurs in the

genealogy of Jesus (Lk 3 25).

NOHAH, no'ha (Hni: , nofjah, "rest"): The

fourth son of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 2). It is prob-

able that in Jgs 20 43, instead of "a resting-place"

we should read "Nohah," which may have been

the settlement of the family.

NOISE, noiz (bip, kol, 'C'On , hamon, "iSTZJ

,

sha'dn; ^oivr\, phone): "Noise" is most frequently

the tr of kol, "voice," "sound," in AV (Ex 20 18,

"the noise of the trumpet," RV "voice"; 32 17

bis.lS; Jgs 5 11, "[they that are delivered] from

the noise of the archers," RV "far from the noise,"

etc, m "because of the voice of"; 1 S 4 6, etc);

hamon, "noise," "sound" (1 S 14 19); roghez,

"anger," "rage" (Job 37 2); re''\ "outcry" (Job

36 33); sha'dn, "desolation," "noise" (Isa 24 8;

25 5); fshu'dth, "cry," "crying" (Job 36 29);

pagah, "to break forth" (Ps 98 4); shame"-', "to

hear,'" etc (Josh 6 10; 1 Ch 15 28); phdne,

"sound," "voice," is tr'' "noise" (Rev 6 1, "I heard

as it were the noise of thunder," RV "saying as

with a voice of thunder"); rhoizedon, "with a hiss-

ing or rushing sound" (2 Pet 3 10, "with a great

noise"); glnelai phdnt (Acts 2 6, AV "when this

was noised abroad," m "when this voice was inad(>,"

RV "when this sound was heard") ; akoi'w, "to hear"

;

dialaleo, "to talk or speak" throughout, are also tr''

"noised" (Mk 2 1; Lk 1 65). So RV (cf Jth 10

18, "noised among the tents"). Otherwise in RV
Apoc, ihroos, "confused noise" (Wisd 1 10); boe,

"outcrv" (Jth 14 19); tchos, "sound" (Wisd 17 18;

cf Sir 40 13); Lat f^ox, "voice" (2 Esd 5 7).
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For "noist"" (Ps 65 7 In's), RV has "roaring": for

"malie a noise lil^c tlic noise of tlie seas" (Isa 17 1-).

"tlie uproar [m " nuillitude"] of many peoples, that roar
like the roaring of tlie seas"; for "a voice of noise from
the city" (Isa 66 <>),

" a voice of tumult from the city "
;

for "noise" (Jer 10 22), "voice"; for "a noise" (1 Cli

15 28), "sounding aloud," "voice" (Ezk 43 2); for

"every battle of the warrior is with confused noisi;"

(Isa 9 5), "all the armor of the armed man in tlic

tumult," m "every lioot of the booted warrior"; for

"make a noise," "moan" (Ps 55 2), "roar" (Isa 17
12); for "make a loud noise" (Ps 98 4), "break forth";
for "maketh a noise" (.ler 4 19), "is disquieted"; for

"the noise of his talx'rnacle" (Job 36 29), " the thunder-
ings of his pavilion"; for "make any noise with your
voice" (.losh 6 10), "let your voice be heard"; "joy-
ful noise," for "shouting" (Isa 16 10); for "The Lord
on high is mightier than the noise of many waters, y(>a,

than the miglity waves of the sea" (Ps 93 -1), "Above
the voices of many waters, tlie mighty breakers of the
sea. Jell on high is mighty."

W. L. Walker
NOISOME, noi'siim (H^^H, haicwah, 3?"!, ra';

KttKos, kdkoH): "Noisoinc" from "annoy" {annoij-

somv) has in Bibl(> Eng. the meaning of "evil,"

''hurtful," not of "offensive" or "loathsome." It is

the tr of hawivdh, "mischief," "calamity" (Ps 91 3,

"noisome pestilence," RV "deadly"); of ra\ a
common word for "evil" (Ezk 14 15.21), "noisome
beasts" (RV "evil"). It occurs also in Job 31 40
AVm as the tr of bo'shdh, "noisome weeds," AV and
RV "cockle," m as AVm; of kakos, "evil," "bad"
(Rev 16 2), "a noi.some and grievous sore." "Noi-
some" also occurs in Ajioc (2 Mace 9 9) as the tr of

haruno, "to make heavy," "oppress," where it seems
to have the meaning of "loathsome."

W. L. Walker
NON, non {'T. , nan): 1 Ch 7 27 AV and RVm.

See Nun.

NOOMA, no'o-ma (Noo|xd, Soomd, B, 'Oojid,

Oomd; AV Ethma): 1 Y<m\ 9 35 = "Nel)()" of llzr

10 43, of which it is a corruption.

NOON, ncTon, NOONDAY, ncxm'da (S'^.'I^C?

.

^ohorayim; fxeenuiPpia, niescnihria): Tlu^ woi'd

means light, splendor, brightness, and hence tlie

bright(>st part of the day (Gen 43 16.25; Acts 22
6). See also Midday; Day and Night; Time.

NOPH, nof (vi:, noph: in Hos 9 6 mdph): A
name for the Egyp citv Memphis (so LXX), h(>nc(>

thus rendered in RV (Isa 19 13; Jer 2 10; 44 1;

Ezk 30 13.16). See Memphis.

NOPHAH, nd'fa (nsb, nophah; LXX does not

transliterate): A city mentioned only in Nu 21 30
(see Nobah). LXX reads kai hai gunaikes eti pros-

exekmisan pur epl Modh, "and the women besides

[yet] kindled a fire at [against] Moab." The text

has evidently suffered corruption.

NORTH, north, NORTH COUNTRY (fEt

,

qdphon, from V 1?V> Qdphan, "to hide," i.e. "tlu;

hidden," "the dark" [Ges.j; Poppas, horrhds, Pope'as,

borens [Jth 16 4]; septvntrio [2 Esd 15 43]): In ad-

dition to the many places where "north" occurs

merely as a i)oint of the compass, there are several

passages in Jer, Ezk and Zeph, where it refers to a
particular country, usually Assyria or Babylonia:
Jer 3 18, "They shall come together out of the land
of the north to the land that I gave for an inherit-

ance unto your fathers" ; Jer 46 6, "In the north

by the river Eui)hrates have they stumbled and
fallen"; Ezk 26 7, "I will bring upon 1yr(> Neb-
uchadrezzar king of Babylon, king of kings, fi-om

the north"; Zeph 2 13, "lie will stretch out his

hand against tlu; north, and destroy Assyria, and
will make Nineveh a d(>solation."

While the site of Nineveh was N.E. of Jerus, and
that of Babylon almost due E., it was not unnatural

for them to be referr(>d to as "the north," b(>cause

the direct desert routes wer(> impracticable, and the
roads led first into Northern Syria and then east-

ward (cf however Gen 29 1, "Then Jacob went
on his journey, and came to the land of the children
of the east").

In Ezk 38 6, we have, "Gomer, and all his

hordes; the house of Togarmah in the uttc>rmost
parts of the north." It is unccn-tain what country
is here referred to. Som(> have supj)Osed Arnuniia
(cf Gen 10 3; 1 Ch 1 6; Ezk 27 14).

The north border of th(> ])romised land, as outlined
in Nu 34 7-9 and I'^zk 47 15-17, cannot be deter-
mined with certainty, because some of the towns
named caimot be id(>ntifi(Hl, but it was a])proxi-

mately the latitude of Mt. Ilermon, not including
Lebanon or Damascus. Tor North {m'zdrmi) see
Astronomy. Alfred Ely Day

NORTHEAST, SOUTHEAST: Thes(> words
occur in Acts 27 12, "if by any means they could
reach Phoenix, and winter there; which is a hav(>n
of Crete, looking north-east and south-east." RVm
has, "Gr, down the south-west wind and down the
north-west wind," which is a lit. tr of the Gr: cis

Phoinika .... Uniciia tts Krftes bleponta (looking)
katd liba (the southwest wiiul) kai katd choron (tlu;

northwest wind). Chdros do(>s not ajipear to occur
exce])t here, but the corres])onding Lat cavrus or
corns is found in Caesar, V(Tgil, and other classical

authors. AV has "lietli toward the south west and
north west." KaTo., kold, with a wind or stream,
means, "down the wind or stream," i.e. in th(> direc-

tion that it is blowing or flowing, and this int(>rj)re-

tation wotild indicate a harbor ojien to the E. If

XtiA, lips, and x^^pos, choros, are used here as names
of (linH'tions rather than of winds, we should expect
a harbor open to the \\'. There is good reason for

identifying Phoenix (AV "Pheniee") with Loutroon
the south shore of Cret(> {EB, s.v. "Pheniee"), whose
harbor is open to the E. See Phoenix.

Alfred Ely' Day
NOSE, noz, NOSTRILS, nos'trilz (rS, 'aph,

"nose," I'l'^n^, li'ijJrdijiin, dual of "T^H;
, n''htr,

"nostrils"): The former exjjression ('aph from
*'anph, like Arab. oJJi , '«»/) is often tr'' "face"

(which see s.v.) in EV. It is frequently referred

to as the organ of br(!athing, in other words, as the
receptacle of the breath or spirit of God: "Jeh
.... breathed into his nostrils the breath of life;

and man became a living sold" (Gen 2 7; cf 7 22);
"My life is yet whole in me, and the spirit of Gocl
is in my nostrils" (Job 27 3). Therefore a life

which depends on so slight a thing as a breath is

considered as utterly frail and of no great conse-
quence: "Cease y(! from man, whose breath is in

his nostrils; for wherein is he to be accounted of?"

(Isa 2 22; cf Wisd 2 2).

In poetical language such a breath of life is as-

cribed even to God, esp. with regard to the mighty
storm which is thought to proce(;d from His nostrils

(Ex 15 8; 2 S 22 9; Ps 18 8.15).

The phrase, "a smok(> in my nose, a fire that
burneth all the day" (Isa 65 5), is equivalent to a
perpetual annoyance and cause of irritation. A
cruel custom of war, in which the vanquished had
their noses and ears cut off by their remorseless con-
querors, is alluded to in Ezk 23 25. As a wild
animal is held in check by liaving his nose ])ierced

and a hook or ring inserted in it (Job 40 24; 41 2
[Ileb 40 26]), so this expression is us(h1 to indicate;

th(; humbling and taming of an obstinate ])erson

(2 K 19 28; Isa 37 29; cf Ezk 29 4; 38 4).

But men, and esj). women, had their noses pierced

for the wearing of j(>welry (Gen 24 47; Isa 3 21;

Ezk 16 12). In one passage the meaning is not
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quite cleur, viz. in tli(> cnuuHTaiion of bloiiiishes

whicli disable a "sou of Aaron" from the oxt'cution

of the jiriest's office (Lev 21 LS), wliere EV trans-

lates "flat [in "slit"] nose " Th(> Heb wonl is Wn
,

hdriim, which is a hapax Icjioineiion. It corresponds,

however, to the Arab. V L^v^, ^ySs^
,
harain, har-

mCin (khiirdin, kh(ir»ul>i), which means "to opc^n,"

"to i)ierce tlie nose," esp. the bridge of tjie Tiose.

We may accept this meaning as the one; intended

in the i)assaf!;e.

Another dark and much discussed passage must
still be refernnl to: ".Vnd, lo, they jnit the branch

to their nose" (Ezk 8 17). The usual explanation

(whereof the context gives some valuable hints)

is that a rite comu'ctcd with the worshij) of 15a,al

(th(! sun) is here alluded to (sec Smend and A. H.

Davidson's conuiis. on the ])assage). A similar

custom is k!iown from Pers sun-worship, where a

bunch {hnreqmn) of dates, i)omegranates or tamarisks

was held to the nose by the worshijjper, ])robably

as an attem])t to ke(>p the Holy One (sun) from
being contaminated by sinful breath (Si)iegel,

Eranische AUvrtumer, III, 571). Among modern
Jews posies of myrtl(> and other fragrant lierbs arc;

held to the nose by the persons attending on the

ceremony of circumcision, for the alleged reason

of making the sight and smell of blood bearable.

Another interpretation of the above passage would

understand tT^TCT , z''mordh, in the sense of "male

sexual member" (see Gesenius-Buhl, s.v.; Levy,
Nhb. Wortcrbuch, I, 544), and the whole j)assage as

a reference to a s(>nsuous Canaanite rite, such as is

perhaps alluded to in Isa 57 8. In that case the
CSX, 'appdm, "their nose," of the MT woukl have

to be considered as tikkun soph^rim (a correction

of the scribes) for ""EX
,
'appi, "my face." Or read

"They caus(> their stench {z'mdrdthCim] to come up
to my face" (Kraetzschmar, ad loc). See Branch.

H. L. E. LUEKING
NOSE-JEWELS, noz-ju'elz, -jto'cIz (CT:

, nezem

[probably from CTI , ndzam, "muzzle"], a "nose-

ring," or "nose-jewel," so rendered in Isa 3 21;
"jewel in a swine's snout," Prov 11 22, AVm
"ring"; "jewel on thy forehead," Ezk 16 12, "ring
upon thy nose") : In Gen 24 22, AV rendered in-

correctly "earring"; cf ver 47. Indeed, the word
had also a more g(>neric meaning of "ring" or
"jewelry," whether worn in the nose or not. See
Gen 35 4 ; Ex 32 2, where the ornament was worn
in the ear. There are several cases without specifi-

cation, uniformly renderefl, without good reason,
however, "earring" in AV (Ex 35 22; Jgs 8 24.

25; Job 42 11 ["ring"]; Prov 25 12; Hos 2 13
[L5]).

The nose-jewel was made of gold or of silver,

usually, and worn by many women of the East.
It was a ring of from an inch to about three inches
(in extreme cases) in diameter, and was passed
through the right nostril. Usually there were
pendant from the metal ring jewels, beads or coral.

Such ornaments are still worn in some parts of the
East. See also Amulet; Jewel.

Edward Bagby Pollard
NOTABLE, n5'ta-b'l (P'^Tn , hdzilth; yvwo-tos,

gnostos): "Notable" is the tr of hdzfdh, "conspicu-
ous" (hdzdh, "to see"), e.g. Dnl 8 5, "a notable
horn," i.e. "conspicuous," AVm "a horn of sight";
ver 8, "notable [horns]"; of gnostos, "known,"
"knowledge" (Acts 4 16); of e.pisemos, "noted,"
"notable" (Mt 27 16; in Rom 16 7, "of note");
of epiphanis, "very manifest," "illustrious" (cf

"Antiochus Epiphanes"); Acts 2 20, "that great
and notable day," quoted from Joel 2 31; LXX
for ydre', "to be feared," AV and RV "terrible"

(cf Mai 4 5); "notable" occurs also in 2 Mace 3

2() {ckprepes); 14 33, RV "for all to see"; 6 28
(geiDiaios), "a notable example," RV "noble";

notably, only in 2 Mace 14 31 (gcnnalds), "notably

prevent(>d," RV "bravely," m "nobly."
\y. L. \\alki:r

NOTE, not (ppn, hdkak, CTlJ^ , rdslunn; trx]-

jj.«i6to, sf/neiod, Ittio-t^ixos, ('j/isctnos): "Not(t" (vb.)

is the tr of hdkak, "to grave," "to inscribe," etc

(Isa 30 8, "note it in a book," RV "inscribe");

of rdslunn, "to note down," (>tc (Dnl 10 21, RV
"inscribed"); of snneiod, "to put a sign on" (2

Thess 3 14, "note that man").
"Note" (noun) is the tr of cpishnos, "marked

upon," "distinguished" (Rom 16 7, "who are of

note among the apostles").

"Notes" (musical) occurs in Wisd 19 18, "notes

of a i)saltery" {phthoggos). W. L. Walker

NOTHING, nuth'ing (X5, ld\ H^^X^ X'b , Id'

m''ilmdh, etc; iit^Seis, medc'is, ovSeis, oudeis):

"Nothing" is represented by various words and
phrases, often with ld\ which is propcTly a subst.

with the meaning of "nothing." Most fr(>quently

we have Id' m^'ilmdh, "not anything" (Gen 40 15;

Jgs 14 6).

Other forms arc ?o' r/Zidft^idr. "not anything" (Ocn 19 S);

lokhol. "not any[thin«]" (Gen 11 (>; Prov 13 7); W
[Aram.], "no," "nothing" (Dnl 4 •'$•">, "as nothing") ; 'rphcs.

"end," "cessation" (Isa 34 12); bilti. "without," "save,'"

"not" (Isa 44 10; Am 3 4); 'ai/in, "there is not" (Isa 41
24); once tohu, "emptiness" (.lob 6 1!^); I>'il mnh, "not
anything" (Prov 9 IH); hinnam, "free," "gratis" (2 S 24
24); rred'a/, "to make small," "bring to nothing" (.ler 10 24);
rak, "only" (Uen 26 29) ; U'al, "for nothing" (Job 24 20).

In 2 Mace 7 12, we have "nothing," adverbially

(en oudeiii), "he nothing regarded the pains" (cf

1 K 15 21); 9 7 (o(/'/awo.s'), RV "inno wise"; Wisd
2 11, "nothing worth" (dchrestos), RV "of no serv-

ice"; Bar 6 17.26.

For "nothing" RV has "none" (Ex 23 26; Joel

2 3), "never" (Neh 5 8), "not wherewith" (Prov
22 27), "vanity and nought" (Isa 41 29); for

"answered nothing" (Mk 15 5), "no more answered
anything"; "answenMl nothing" in ver 3 is omitted;

"anything" for "nothing" (1 Tim 6 7), "not anv-
thing" (Acts 20 20), "not" (1 Cor 8 2), "no word"
(Lk 1 37), "not wherewith" (7 42); for "to noth-

ing" (Job 6 IS), "up into the wa.ste"; for "it is

nothing with" (2 Ch 14 11), "there is none besides,"

m "like"; for "lacked nothing" (1 K 4 27), "let

nothing be lacking," for "nothing doubting" (Acts

11 12), "making no distinction"; for "hoping for

nothing again" (Lk 6 35), "never despairing"; for

"are nothing" (Acts 21 24), "no truth in"; for

"nothing shall offend them" (Ps 119 165), "no oc-

casion of stumbling"; for "bring to nothing" (1 Cor
1 19), ERV "reject," ARV "bring to nought";
"nothing better" for "no good" (Eccl 3 12), for

"not" (Mt 13 34, different text), for "no man"
(Acts 9 8), "for nothing," for "free" (Ex 21 11);

"miss nothing" for "not sin" (Job 5 24), m "shalt

not err"; "and shall have nothing" for "and not for

himself" (Dnl 9 26, m "there shall be none belong-

ing to him"). W. L. Walker

NOUGHT, not (23n, hinnam; Karap-yeu,

katarged): "Notight" is to be distinguished from,

"naught" implying "badness" (see Naught).
"Nought" in the sense of "nothing," etc, is the tr

of hinnam, "gratis" (Gen 29 15), and of various

other words occurring once only, e.g. 'awen,

"vanity" (Am 5 5); tdhU, "vacancv," "ruin"

(Isa 49 4); 'cpha\ "nothing" (Isa 41 24); 7id-

bhel, "to fade" (Job 14 18, m "fadeth away");
piir, "to make void" (Ps 33 10); katarged, "to

make without effect" (1 Cor 1 28; 2 6); oudeis,
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"not even one" (Acts 5 36); apelcgmos, "refuta-
tion" (Aets 19 27, RV "come into disrepute");
doredn, "without payment" (2 Thess 3 8, RV
"for nought"); eremoo, "to desohite" (Rev 18 17,

RV "made desolate"); kaialuo, "to loose down"
(Acts 5 38, RV "be overthrown"). In Apoc we
hav(> "set at nought" and "come to nought," etc

(1 Esd 1 56; 2 Esd 2 33; 8 59).

For "nought" RV has "perish" (Dt28 0:?); for
"come to nought" (,Iob 8 22), " be no more"; "nought"
for "not ought" (Ex 5 1 1), for " no might " (Dt 28 32);
for "l)rought to silence," hLs (Isa 15 1), "brought to
nought"; ARV "bring to nought" (1 C!or 1 19) for
"i)ring to nothing" (EKV "reject"); "nought but
terror" (Isa 28 19) for "a vexation only"; "l)rouglit
to nought" (Isa 16 4) for "is at an end"; "come to
nought" for "taken none effect" (Horn 9 6); "set at
nought" for "despise" (Rom 14 3).

. W. L. Walker
NOURISH, nur'ish (b^3, giddcl, H^n, hiyyah,

-'?-f3, kilkel, HSI., rihhdh; rpi^o), trfplio, avarpi^u),

fUKitrephd, €KTp€<j)aj, ektrrplid, €vTpe<|)o), cnlrephu):
\\'hil(! the word "nourish" was ordinarily an appro-
priate rendering in tlu> time of the AV, the word has
sinc(^ become much less fr(>(iuent, and some senses
have largely passed out of ordinary use, so that the
meaning would now in most cases be better ex-
pn^ssed by some other word, (riddel means "to
bring up," "rear [children]" (Isa 1 2, m "made
great"; 23 4; Dnl 1 5); "cause [a tree] to grow"
(Isa 44 14).

_
Iliyj/ah means "to pr(>serve alive"

(with some implicaticm of care) (2 S 12 3; Isa
7 21, ARV_"keep alive"). Kilkel m(>ans "to sup-
port," "maintain," "provide for" (esp. with food)
(Gen 45 11; 47 12; 50 21). liihhak means "to
bring up," "rear [whelps]," in a figurative use (Ezk
19 2). Trepho means "to fecnl" (transitively)
(Acts 12 20, RV "feed"; Rev 12 14); "to fatten"
(Jas 5 5, the context indicating an unfavorable
m(>aning). Anatrepho is "to bring up," "rear,"
like giddel (Acts 7 20.21); ektrepho is "to take care
of" (I^)h 5 29); entrepho means "to bring up in,"
"train in" (1 Tim 4 6).

George Ricker Berry
NOVICE, nov'is (v£64>\jtos, nedphutos, "newly

planted"): In this sense it is found in LXX of Job
14 9 and Isa 5 7. In the NT it occin-s once only
(1 Tim 3 6), where it means a person newly planted
in the Christian faith, a neophyte, a new convert,
one who has recently become a Christian. This
term occtu-s in the list which Paul gives of the
qualifications which a Christian bishop must pos-
sess. The apostle instructs Timothy, that if any
man desires the office of a bishop, he must not be a
"novice," must not be newly converted, or recently
brought to the faith of Christ "lest he be lifted up
with pride, and fall into the condemnation of the
devil."

This means that a recent convert runs the very serious
risk of iM'ing wise in his own eyes, of despising tliose who
are still on the level from which, by his conversion, he
has been lifted; and so he becomes puffed up with high
ideas of his own importance. He has not yet had time
to discover his limitations, he is newly i)lant(!d, ht; do(>s
not fully understand his true position in the Oln-istian
community, he overestimates himself. For these reasons
he is peculiarly liable to instability, and to the other
weaknesses and sins connected witli an inflated opinion
of his own powers. His pride is a sure indication of a
coming fall. A novice, therefore, must on no account
be appointed to the office in question, for he would be
sure to bring disgrace upon it.

John Rutherfurd
NUMBER, num'ber:
I. Nu.MUEH AND ARITHMETIC

II. Notation of Numbeus
1. By Words
2. By Signs
3. By Letters

III. Numbers in OT History
IV. Round Numbers
V. SicNiFiCANT Numbers

1. Seven and Its Multiples
(1) Ritual Use of Seven

VI.

(2) Historical Use of Seven
(3) Didactic or Ijiterary I'se of Seven
(4) Apocalyptic Ise of Seven

2. The Number Three
3. Tlie Numl)er Four
4. The Number Ten
6. The Number Twelve
6. Other Significant Numbers
Gematria

Literature

/. Number and Arithmetic. — The system of
counting followed by the Hebrews and the Semites
generally was the dccinud system, which seems to
have been suggested by tlie use; of the ten fingers.
Heb had separate* words only for the first nine units
and for ten and its nudti])les. Of the sexagesimal
system, which seems to have been introduced into
Babylonia by the Sumerians and which, through
its development there, has influenced the measure-
ment of time and space in the western civilized
world even to the pnvsent day, there is no direct
trace in the Bible, altliough, as will be shown later,
there are some ])o.ssible echo(>s. The highest mnnber
in the Bible d(\scribed by a single word is 10,000
(ribbo or ribbd', murids). The Egvptians, on the
otlur hand, had sejiarate words for'lOO,000, 1,000,-
000. 10,000,000. The highest nmnbcrs referred to
in any way in the Bibl(> are: "a thousand thousand"
(1 Ch 22 14; 2 Ch 14 9); "thousands of thou-
sands" (Dnl 7 10; Rev 5 11); "thousands of ten
thousands" (Gen 24 (iO); "ten thousand times
t(>n thousand" (Dnl 7 10; R(>v 5 11); and twice
that figure (Rev 9 16). The excessively high
numbers met with in some oriental systems (cf

Ltibbock,
_
The Deciyrml System, 17 ff) have no

parallels in Heb. Fractions were not unknown.
We find i (2 S 18 2, etc); J (Ex 25 10.17, etc);

i (1 S 9 8); i (Gen 47 24); ^ (Ezk 46 14); ^\
(Ex 16 36); ~^^ (L(-v 23 13); A (Lev 14 10),
and T^?T (Neh 5 11). Thn^e other fractions are
less definitely exi)ressed: | by "a double portion,"
lit. "a double mouthful" (Dt 21 17; 2 K 2 9;
Zee 13 8); | by "four parts" (Gen 47 24), and
]'',T by "nine parts" (Neh 11 1). Only the simplest
rules of arithmetic can be illustratedfrom the OT.
There are examples of addition (Gen 5 3-31; Nu
1 20-46) ; subtraction (Gen 18 28 ff) ; mtdtipli-
cation (Lev 25 8; Nu 3 4() ff), and division (Nu
31 27 ff). In Lev 25 50 ff is what has been said
to imply a kind of rulc-of-three sum. The old
Babylonians had tables of s(}uares and cubes in-
tended no doubt to facilitate the measurement of
land (Sayce, Assyria, Its Princes, Priests and
People, 118; Bezold, Ninive und Babylon, 90, 92);
and it can scarcely be doubted that the same need
led to similar results among the Lsraelit(>s, but at
present there is no evidenc(>. Old Heb arithmetic
and mathematics as known to us are of the most
elementary kind (Nowack, HA, 1,298).

//. Notation of Numbers.—No special signs for
the expression of ntunbers in writing can be proved

to have been in use among the He-
1. By brews before the exile. The Siloam
Words Inscription, which is probably the

oldest specimen of Heb writing extant
(with the exception of the ostraca of Samaria, and
perhaps a seal or two and the obscin-e Gezer tablet),

has the numbers written in full. The words used
there for 3,200, 1,000 are written as words without
any abbreviation. The earlier text of the M S
which practicallv illustrates Hc^b usage has the num-
bers 30, 40, 50,"l00, 200, 7,000 written out in the
same way.

After the exile some of the Jews at any rate em-
ployed signs such as were (mrrent among the

Egyptians, the Aramaeans, and the
2. By Signs Phoenicians—an upright line for 1,

two such lines for 2, three for 3, and
so on, and special signs for 10, 20, 100. It had
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b(M"n conjcctuml tliat these or similar signs were

known to' tlic .lews, ])ut actual i)roof was not forth-

coming until the discovery of Jewish \y.ip\r\ at

Assvian and Klepliantine in 10(M and B)()7. In

thes(> texts, ranging from 404 to c 400 BC, the dates

are stated, not in words, hut in figvu-es of \\\v kind

described. \N'e hav(> therefore clear evidence fliat

muTierical signs wvro used by members of a Jewish

colony in Vppvr Egypt in the oth cent. BC. Now,

as the exist(>nce of this colony can be traced before

52") BC, it is probal)le that they used this method

of notation also in the preceding c(>ntury. Con-

jecture iiideed may go as far as its beginmng, for

it is known that there were Jews in Pathros, that is

r])p(>r Egvpt, in the last days of Jeremiah (Jer 44

1.15). Some of the first Jewish settl(>rs in l^le-

))hanline mav have known the ])ro])het and some

of them may have come from Jerus, bringing thes(>

signs witli "them. At i)resent, however, that is

pure hypothesis.

In tiie notation of the chai>ters and verses of th(>

Heb Bible and in the expression of dates in Heb books

the consonants of the Heb alphabet are

3. By em])loye(l for figures, i.e. the first ten

Letters for 1-10, combinations of these for 11-

19, the following eight for 20-90, and

the remainder for 100, 200, :^00, 400. The letters

of the Or alphabet were us(>d in the same way. The
antiquity of this kind of numerical notation cannot

at present be ascertained. It is found on Jewish

coins which have been dated in the reign of the

Maccabean Simon (143-135 BC), but some scholars

ref(>r them to a much later period. All students

of the Talm are fainiliar with this way of numbcn--

ing the pages, or rather the leaves, but its use there

is no i^roof of early date. Th(^ numerical use of the

Gr letters can be abundantly illustrated. It is

met with in manv Or papvri, some of them from the

3d cent. BC (ifibch Papyri, nos. 40-43, etc); on

several coins of Herod the Great, and in some MSS
of the NT, for instance, a papyrus fragment of ]\It

(Oxyrhynchus Pap., 2) where 14 is three times rop-

rcsentcnl by iota delta with a line above the letters,

and some "codices of Rev at 13 18 where 666 is

given by the three letters chi xi van (or digamma).

It is possible that two of these methods may have
been emjjloyed side by side in some cases, as in the

Punic Sacrificial Tablet of Marseilles, where (1. 6)

150 is expressed first in words, and then by figures.

///. Numbers in OT Msfory.—Students of the

historical books of the OT have long been ])_eri)lexed

by tlu; high numbers which are met with in many
passages, for example, the munb(>r ascribed to the

Israelites at the exodus (Ex 12 37; _
Nu 11 21),

and on two occasions during the sojourn in the

^vilderness (Xu 1, 26)—more than 600,000 adult

males, which means a total of two or three millions;

the result of David's censvis 1,300,000 men (2 S
24 9) or 1,570,000 (1 Ch 21 5), and the slaughter

of half a million in a battle between Judah and
Israel (2 Ch 13 17). There are many other illus-

trations in the Books of Ch and elsewhere. That
some of these high figures are incorrect is beyond
reasonable doubt, and is not in the least surprising,

for there is ample evidence that the nurnbers in

ancient documents were exceptionally liable to

corruption. One of the best known instances is

the variation of 1,466 years between the Ileb text

and the LXX (text of B) as to the interval from the

creation of Aclam to the birth of Abram. Other

striking cases are 1 S 6 19, where 50,070 ought

probably to be 70 (Jos, Aid, VI, i, 4); 2 S 15 7,

where 40 years ought to be 4 years; the confusion

of 76 and 276 in the MSS of Acts 27 37, and of 616

and 666 in those of Rev 13 18. Heb MSS furnish

som(> instructive variations. One of them, no. 109

of Kennicott, reads (Xu 1 23) 1,050 for 50,000;

50 for 50,000 (2 6), and 100 for 100,000 (ver 16).

It is easy to see how mist:ikes may have originated

in many cases. The Heb munerals for 30, etc, are

the plurals of the units, so that the former, as

written, diffc-r from the latter only by the addition

of the two letters ydilli and innn com])osing the sylla-

ble -Im. Xow as the mPm was often omitted, 3 and

30, 4 and 40, etc, could readily be confused. If

signs or letters of the alpluibet were made use of,

instead of abbreviated words, there would be (juite

as much room for misunderstanding and (>rror on

the i)art of copyists. The high numlxTS above

referred to as found in Ex and Xu have been in-

g(>niou.sly accounted for by Professor Flinders

Petrie (Rcficarchcfi in Sinai) in a wholly different

way. By understanding '(icpli not as "thousand,"

but as "familv" or "tent," he reduces the number
to 5,550 for the first census, and 5,730 for the second.

This figure, however, seems too low, and the method
of interi)r<>tation, though not impossible, is open

to criticism. It is generally admitted that the

munber as usually wad is too high, but the original

munber has not yet been c(>rtainly discovered.

When, however, full allowance has been m;ide for

the intrusion of numerical errors into the Heb text,

it is difficult to resist the belief that, in the Books of

Ch, at any rate, there is a mark(>d tendency to

exaggeration in this respect. The huge armies

again and again ascribed to the little kingdoms
of Judah and Israel cannot he. r(>conciled with some
of the facts reveaknl by recent research; with th(>

following, for instance: The army which m(>t the

Assyrians at Karkar in 854 BC and which repr(>-

sented 11 states and tribes inclusive of Israel and the

kingdom of Damascus, cannot have munbered at the

most more than about 75,000 or 80,000 men (IIDP,

1909, 65?;). and the Assyrking who reports the battle

reckons the whole levy of his country at only 102,-

000 (Dcr alte Orient, XI, i, 14, note). In view of these

figures it is not conceivable that the armies of Isracd

or Judah could number a million, or even half a

million. The contingent from the largcT kingdom
contributed on the occasion mentioned above con-

sisted of only 10,000 men and 2,000 chariots {IIDB,
ib). The safest conclusion, therefore, seems to be

that, %vhile manv of the questionable numbers in the

present text of the OT are due to copyists, there is

a residuum which cannot be so accounted for.

IV. Round Numbers.—The use of definite nu-

merical expressions in an indefinite sense, that is, as

round numbers, which is nu-t with in many lan-

guag(>s, seems to have been very ]n-eval(>nt in W(>st-

ern Asia from (>arly times to the present day. Sir

\V. Ramsav (Thousand and One Churches, 6) re-

marks that the modern Turks have 4 typical num-
bers which are often used in proper names with

httle or no reference to their exact numerical force

—3, 7, 40, 1,001. The Lycaonian district which

gives the book its name is Vailed Bin Bir Kilisse,

"The Thousand and One Chvu-ches," although the

actual number in the valley is only 28. The modern
Persians use 40 in just the same way. "Forty

years" with them often means "many years"

(Brugsch, cited by Konig, Stilistik, 55). This lax

use of numbers, as we think, was probably very

frequent among the Israelites and their neighbors.

The inscription on the M S supplies a very m-
structive example. The Israelitish occupation of

Medeba bv Onu-i and his son for half the reign of the

latter is th(>re reckoneni (11. 7 f) at 40 years. As,

according to 1 K 16 23.29, the period extended

to only 23 years at the most, the munber 40 must

hav(> been us(m1 very freely by Mc^sha's scribe as a

round number. It is probably often us(h1 in that

way in the Bible where it is r(>markably frequent,

esp. in ref(>rence to periods of days or years. The
40 days of the Flood (Gen 7 4.17), the arrangement
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of the life of Moses in lliree periods of 40 years each

(Acts 7 23; Ex 7 7; Dt 34 7), the 40 years' rule

or reign of Eli (1 S 4 LS), of Saul (Acts 13 21; ef

Jos, Ant, VL xiv, 9), of David (1 K 2 11), of

Solomon (1 K 11 42) and of Jehoash (2 K 12 1),

the 40 or 80 years of rest (Jf!:s 3 11.30; 5 31; 8 28),

the 40 years of Phili oi)})ression (Jgs 13 1), the

40 days' challenge of Goliath (1 S 17 16), the 40

days' fast of Moses (Ex 34 28), Elijah (1 K 19 8),

and Jesus (Alt 4 2 and
|
), the 40 days before the

destruction of Nineveh (Jon 3 4), and the 40 days
before the Ascension (Acts 1 3), all suggest con-

vent ional use, or the influence of that use, for it (;an

hardly be supposed that the number in each of th(\se

cases, and in others which might be mentioned,

was exactly 40. How it came to be so used is not

quite certain, but it may have originated, partly

at any rate, in the idea that 40 years constituted

a generation or the period at the end of which a man
attains maturity, an idea common, it would seem,

to the Greeks, the Israelites, and the Arabs. The
jjcriod of 40 years in the wild(Tness in the course

of which the old Israel died out and a new Israel

took its place was a g(>neration (Nu 32 13, etc)-

The rabbis long afterward regard(xl 40 years as th(!

age of vmdcn-standing, th(! age when a man reaches

his intellectual prime (Ah, v, addendum). In the

Koran (Sura 46) a man is said to attain his strength

wlH>n he attains to 40 years, and it was at that age,

according to tradition, that Muhammad came
forward as a projjhet. In this way perhaps 40
came to be used as a round number for an indefinite

}ieriod with a suggestion of (completeness, and then
was extended in course of time to things as well as

seasons.

Other round numbers arv: (1) some of the higher

numbers; (2) several numerical phrases. Under
(1) come the following numbers. One hundred,

often of course to be understood literally, but evi-

dently a round number in Gen 26 12; Lev 26 8;

2 S 24 3; Eccl 8 12; Mt 19 29 and ''\. A thou-

sand (thousands), very often a literal number, but
in not a few cases indefinite, e.g. Ex 20 G Dt
5 10; 7 9; IS 18 7; Ps 50 10; 90 4; 105 8;

Isa 60 22, etc. Ten thousand (Ileb rihho, ribboth,

vhhabhdh; Gr murlds, murioi) is also used as a

round number as in Lev 26 8; Dt 32 30; Cant
5 10; Mic 6 7. The yet higher figures, thousands

of thousands, etc, ar(>, in almost all cases, distinctly

hyperbolical round numbers, the most remarkable
exami)les occurring in the ai)()calvptic books (Dnl

7 10; Rev 5 11; 9 10; Ethioi)icEn 40 1). (2) The
second group, nmnerical ])hrases, consists of a

number of expressions in which numbers are used
roundly, in some cases to express the idea of fewness.

One or two, etc: "a day or two" (Ex 21 21), "an
heap, two heaps" (Jgs 15 16 RVm), "one of a city,

and two of a family" fJer 3 14), "not once, nor

twice," that is "several times" (2 K 6 10). Two or

three: "Two or three berries in the [topmost] bough"
(Isa 17 6; cf Hos 6 2), "Where two or three are

gathered together in my name," etc (Mt 18 20).

Konig refers to Assyr, Syr, and Arab, parallels.

Three or four: the most noteworthy example is the

formula which occurs 8 t in Am (1 3.6.9.11.13;

2 1.4.6), "for three transgressions .... yea for

four." That the numbers here are round numbers
is evident from the fact that the sins enumerated
are in most cases neither 3 nor 4. In Prov 30 1").

18.21.29, on the other hand, where we have; the

same rhetorical device, climax ad majus, 4 is followed

by four statements and is ther(>fore to \n) tak(>n

literally. Again, Konig (ib) i)oints to classical and
Arab, parallels. Four or five: "Four or five in the

outmost branches of a fruitful tree" (Isa 17 6) .
Five

or six: "Thou shouldest have smitten [Syria] five or

six times" (2 K 13 19), an idiom met with also in

Am Tab (Konig, ib). Six and seven: "Pie will

deliver thee in six troubles; yea, in seven th(>re shall

no evil touch th(»e" (Job 5 19). Seven and eight:

"Seven shepherds, and eight principal men" (Alic

5 5), that is, "enough and more than enough"
(Cheyne); "Giv(> a portion to seven, yea, even unto
eight" (Eccl 11 2). In one remarkable phrase which
occurs (with slight variations of form) 24 t in the
OT, two Heb words, meaning respectively "yester-

day" and "third," an; mostly used so as tog<>ther

to express the idea of vague reference to the past.

RV renders in a variety of ways: "befon^time"
(Gen 31 2, etc), "aforetime" (Josh 4 18), "here-

tofore" (Ex 4 10, etc), "in time [or "times"] i)ast"

(Dt 19 4.6; 2 S3 17, etc).

V. Significant Numbers.—Numerical symbolism,
that is, the use of numbers not mcTcly, if at all, with
their literal numerical value, or as round numbers,
but with symbolic significance, sacred or otherwise,

was widespread in th(> anci(>nt East, es]i. in Baby-
lonia and regions more or l(^ss influenced by Bab
culture which, to a certain extent, included Canaan.
It must also be rem(>ml)ered that the ancestors of

the Israelites are said to have been of Bah origin

and may ther<>fore have transmitted to their de-

scendants the germs at least of numerical symbolism
as developed in Babylonia in the age of Hannnurabi.
Be that as it may,th(^ presence of this use of num-
bers in the Bible, and that on a large scale, cannot
reasonably be doubted, although some writers have
gone too far in their si)eculations on the subject.

The numbers which are unmistakably used with
more or less symbolic meaning are 7 and its nuilti-

ples, and 3, 4, 10 and 12.

By far the most ])rominent of these is the num-
ber 7, which is n^ferred to in one way or another in

n(>arly 600 ])assages in the Bible, as

1. Seven well as in many passages in the Apoc
and Its and the Ps(>udepigrapha, and later

Multiples J(>wish literature. Of course the num-
ber has its usual numerical force in

many of these places, but evvn there not seldom
with a glance at its symbolic significance. For
the det(>rmination of the latter we are not assigned

to conjecture. Th(>rc is clear evidence in the
cuneiform texts, which are our earliest authorities,

that the Babylonians regarded 7 as the numb<T of

totality, of completeness. The Sumerians, from
whom the Sem Babylonians seem to hav(> borrowed
the idea, ecjuated 7 and "all." The 7-storied towers
of Babylonia reiirescnited the universe. Seven
was the expression of the highest power, the gi'eatest

conceivable fulness of force, and therefore was early

pressed into the service of religion. It is found in

reference to ritual in the age of Gudea, that is per-

haps about the middle of the 3d millennium BC.
"Seven gods" at the end of an enumeration meant
"all the gods" (for these facts and the cuneiform
evidence cf Hehn, Siebenzahl und Sabbath bei den
Babyloniern und im AT, 4 fT). How 7 came to be
used in this way can only be glanced at her(>. The
view connecting it with the gods of the 7 planets,

which used to be in great favor and still has its

advocates, seems to lack ancient proof. Hehn
(op. cit., 44 ff ) has shown that the number acquired

its symbolic m(>aning long before the earliest time
for which that referenc(> can be demonstrated.
As this sacred or symbolic use of 7 was not peciiliar

to the Babylonians and their teachers and neigh-

bors, but was m()r(> or less known also in India and
China, in classical lands, and among the Celts and
the G(>rmans, it jjrobably originated in some fact

of common observation, jjcrhaps in the four lunar

lihases each of which comprises 7 days and a fi'ac-

tion. Conspicuous groujjs of stars may have heliied

to deepen the impression, and the fact that 7 is

made up of two significant numbers, each, as will
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bo hIiowii, also su^ficstivc of coinplctenoss—3 and
4—may liavc Ixh'ii early noticed and taken into

account. The Bib. use of 7 may be conveniently

considered under 4 lieads: (1) ritual use; (2) his-

torical use; (3) didactic or literary use; (4) apoca-

lyptic use.

(1) Ritual 7/se of srrrn.—The miml)er 7 i)lay.s a con-
spicuous i)art 111 a imiltitude of passages KiviiiK rules for

worsliip or purificaliou, or rccordiufj; ritual actions. 'I'lic

7tli clay of tlu^ wccli was lioly (sec Sahbath). Thci'e

were 7"davs of unleavened bread (lOx 34 IN, etc), and 7

days of the Feast of 'rabcrnacles (Lev 23 ;M). The
7tli rear was tlie sabbatical year (Kx 21 '-i. etc). The
Moabile Halak built Balaam on thi-e<> occasions 7 altars

and i)rovided in each case 7 bullocks and 7 rains (Xu
23 1 It -".»). The Mosaic law jjrescribed 7 lic-la nibs for

sev(-ralfeslaloireriiif,'s(\u 28 1 I . l'J.27, etc). The 7-fol(l

sprinklintz; of blood is enjoined in the ritual of the Day
of Atonement (Lev 16 14. 1<»), and elsewhere. Seven-fold
si)i-inklinK is also I'cpeatedly mentioned in the rules for the
pui-ilication of tlu' leper and the le])rous liouse (Lev 14
7. U). 127.51). Tlu^ leprous Naanum was ordered to bathe
7 times in the .fordan (2 K 5 10). In cases of real or

susiM'cted micleamiess throuj^h leprosy, or th(> presence of

a corpse, or for other rea.sons. 7 days' .seclusion was neces-

sary (Lev 12 2, etc). CMrcumcision tooiv place after 7

days (Lev 12 3). An animal nuist b<> 7 da.\s old before

it could be offered in sacrilice (Ex 22 '0). Three periods

of 7 days each are meiUioned in the ruk>s for the consecra-

tion of "priests (Kx 29 :5().:i.').;5( ). An oath seems to have
been in the first instance by 7 holy tilings ((ien 21 2!) If

and the Ifeb word for "swear"). The number 7 also

entered into the structure of sacred objects, for instanci^

the candU'stick or lamp-stand in the talM-rnacle and tin;

second temple each of which had 7 Ilt2;hts (Nu 8 2: Z(-c

4 2). Many other instances of the rituiil use of 7 in the

OT and many instructive parallels from Bab texts could

(2) Historical use of seven.—The number 7 also figures

prominently in a large number of jiassages which occur
in historical narrative, in a way which reminds us of its

symbolic significance. The following are some of the most
remarkable: Jacob's 7 years' service for iiacliel (Uen 29
20; cf vs 27 f), and his bowing down 7 times to Esau (Gen
33 3) ; the 7 years of plenty, and the 7 years of famine
((;en 41 .')3f)": Sam.son's 7 days' marriage feast (Jgs 14
12 If; cf(;en29 27), 7 locks of hair (.Tgs 16 19), and the
7 withes with which he was bound ( vs 7 f ) ; the 7 daughters
of.Jcthro(Ex 2 16), the 7 sons of Jesse (1 S 16 10), tlie7

sons of Saul (2 S 21 0), and the 7 sons of Job (Job 1 2;

cf 42 13) ; the 7 days' march of the 7 priests blowing 7

trumpets round the walls of Ji>richo, and the 7-fold march
on the 7th day (Josh 6 8 tf) ; the 7 ascents of Elijahs
servant to the top of Carmel (1 K 18 43 f) ; the 7

sneezes of the Shunammitisli woman's son (2 K 4 35)

;

the heating of Nebuchatlnezzar's furnace 7 times more
than it was wont to be heated (Dnl 3 19), and the

king's madness for 7 times or years (4 16.23.25.32);

Anna's 7 years of wedded life (Lk 2 3G); the 7

loaves of the 4,000 (Mt 15 34-36 li) and the 7 baskets
full of fragments (Mt 15 37 ); the 7 brothers in the
conundrum of the Sadducees (Mt 22 25 ); the 7

demons cast out of Mary Magdak-ne (Mk 16 9 I, Ek 8
2)- the 7 ministers in the church at Jerus (.Acts 6 3 tf),

and the 7 sons of Sceva (19 14, but the Western text

represents them as only 2). The numbi-r must no doubt
be understood lit. in many of tlu'se passages, but even
then its symbolic meaning is probably hinted at by the
historian. When a man was said to have had 7 sons or

daughters, or an action was reported as done or to lie

done 7 times, whether by design or accident, the number
was noted, and its symbolic force remembered. It

cannot indeed be regarded in all these cases as a sacred

number, but its association with sacred matters which
was kept alive among the Jews by the institution of the

Sabbath, was seldom, if ever, entirely overlooked.

(3) Didartic or literary use of seven.—The symbolic
use of 7 naturally led to its employment by poets and
teachers for the vivid expression of multitude or inten-

sitv This use is sometimes evident, and sometimes
latent, (a) Evident examples are the 7-fold curse pre-

dicted for the murderer of Cain (fUm 4 15); flecking 7

ways (Dt 28 7.25); deliverance from 7 troubles (Job

5 19) • praise of God 7 times a day (Ps 119 1(54); 7

abominations (Prov 26 25; cf 6 16) ; silver purified 7

times, that is, thoroughly purified (Ps 12 6); 7-fold sin:

7-fold repentance, and 7-fold forgiveness (Lk 17 4; cf

Mt 18 21); 7 evil spirits (Mt 12 45 1!
Lk 11 26). The

last of these, as well as the previous reference to the 7

demons cast out of Mary Madgalene reminds us of the

7 spirits of Bcliar (XII P, Reuben clis 2 and 3) and of the

7 evil spirits so often referred to in Bab exorcisms (cf

Ilehn op cit., 26 11), but it is not safe to connect Our
Lord's words with eith(>r. The Bab belief may indeed

have influenced popular ideas to some extent, but there

is no need to find a trace of it in the Gospels. The 7

demons of the latter are sufficiently accounted for by the

common symbolic use of 7. For other passages which

come under this h(-ad cf Dt 28 7.25; Ruth 4 15; 1 S

2 5- Ps 79 12. (b) Examples of latent use of the num-

b(>r 7, of what Ziickler (ItE^, "Sieben") calls "latent
lu'])tads," art^ not infrefiuent. Tlu^ 7-fold use of the
expression " the voice of Jeh" in Ps 29, which has caused
it to be named " Tlu^ I'salni of the Seven Thunders," and
the 7 t'pithets of the Divine Spirit in Isa 11 2, cannot
be accidental. In l)oth cases the number is intended to
point at full-summed completeness, in \\\v, XT we have
the 7 beatitudes of cliaracter (Mt 5 3-9); the 7 i)eti-

tions of the Paternoster (.Mt 6 9 f ) ; the 7 i)arables of t h(;

Kingdom in Mt 13; the 7 woes i)ronoun(H-d on the
Pharisees (.Mt 23 13.15.16.23.25.27.29), perhaps the 7

savings of Jesus, beginning with " I am" (ei/o cimi) in th(!

Fcnirth (iospel (Ju 6 35; 8 12; 10 7.11; 11 25; 14 6;

15 1), and thi^ 7 disciples at the Lake; after tlu^ Resur-
rection (.In 21 2). Several groups of 7 ar(^ found in

the Ei)p. and in Rev: 7 forms of suffering (Kom 8 35);
7 gifts or charlxmata (12 6-9); 7 attribut(>s of the wis-

dom that is from aliovc^ (Jas 3 17); 7 graces to b(^ added
to faith (2 Pet 1 5 If); two doxologies each containing
7 words of praise (R(^v 5 12; 7 12), and 7 cla.sses of

men (6 15). Other supposed instances of 7-fol(l grou])-

ing in the Eourtli Gospel are pointed out by E. \. .\bbolt

(Johanninc Grammar, 2624 fl), but are of uncertain value.

(4) Apornli/iitic use nf seren.— .\s might be expected,
7 figures greatly in apocalyptic lit., altliough it is smgu-
larly absent from flu> apocalyptic jiorlion of Dnl. J^ater

works of this kind, however—tin; writings bearing the

name of Enoch, the Testaments of Reuben and Levi,

2 Esd, etc—supply many illustrations. The doctrine
of the 7 heavens which is developed in the Slavonic
Enoch and elsewhere^ and may have been in the first

instance of Bab origin is not directly alluded to in the

Bible, but probably underlies the apostle's reference to

the third heaven (2 C^>r 12 2). In the one apocalyptic
writing in the NT, 7 is employed with amazing frc((uency.

We read of 7 churches (1 4, t;tc) ; 7 golden candlesticks

(1 12 etc); 7 stars (1 16); 7 angels of tlu; (-hurches

(1 20); 7 lamps of fire (4 5); 7 spirits of God (1 4; 3 1;

4 5); a book with 7 seals (5 1); a lamb with 7 horns
and 7 eyes (5 6); 7 angels with 7 trumpets (8 2); 7

thunders (10 3): a dragon with 7 heads and 7 diadems
(12 3); a beast with 7 heads (13 1); 7 angels having
the 7 last jilagues (15 1); and 7 golden bowls of the

wrath of God (15 7) and a scarl(>t-colored beast with 7

heads (17 3) which are 7 mountains (ver 9) and 7 kings
(ver 10). The writer, whoever h(! was, must have had
his imagination saturated with the numerical symbolism
which had been cultivated in Western Asia for mil-

lenniums. There cannot be a shadow of doubt that 7

for him expressed fulness, completeness. As t his in<iuiry

will have shown, the significance of the number is i)rac-

tically the same throughout the Bible. Although a little

of it may have be(m rubbed off in the course of ages, the

main idea suggest(>d ])y 7 was never qvnte lost sight of in

Bib times, and the number is still used in the life and
song of tlu! Holy Land and Arabia with at least an echo
of its ancient meaning.

The significance of 7 (>xtond.s to its multi])les.

Fourteen, or twice 7, i.s possibly symbolic in some

ca.ses. The stress laid in the OT on the 14th of the

month as the day of the Passover (Ex 12 G and IG

other ])laces), and the regulation that 14 lambs were

to be offered on each of the 7 days of the Feast of

Tabernacles (Xu 29 13.15) hint at design in the

selection of the mnnber, esp. in view of the fact

that 7 and 7 occur r(>peatcdly in ctmeiform liter-

ature—in magical and liturgical texts, and in the

formula so often used in the Am Tab :
"7 and 7 t imt-s

at the feet of the king my lord .... I prostrate

myself." The arrangement of the generations from

Abraham to Christ in thr(>e groujis of 14 each (iNIt

1 17) is probably intentional, so far as the mmiber
in each group is concerned. It is doubtful wh(>tlier

the number has any symbolic force in Acts 27 27;

2 Cor 12 2; Gar2 1. Of course it must be

remembered that both the Heb and Gr words for 14

{'nrba'ah 'asdr; dekatessares) suggest that it is made
up of 10 and 4, but constant use of 7 in the sense

above defined will have influenced the application

of its double, at least in some ca.ses.

Forty-nine, or 7X7, occurs in two regulations of

the Law. The second of the three great festivals

took place on the 50th day after one of the days of

unleavened bread (Lev 23 15 fT), that is, after an

interval of 7X7 days; and two years of Jubilee

were separat(>d by 7X7 years (Lev 25 8ff). The
combination is met with also in one of the so-called

P(>nitential Psalms of Babylonia:
_
"Although my

sins are 7 times 7, forgive me my sins."

Seven multi-plied by ten, or 70, was a very strong
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expro.ssioii of imdtitudo which is met with in a large

number of pa.ssaf2;es in the OT. It occurs of jmm--

sons: the 70 desceiuhints of Jacob (Ex 1 5; Dt 10

22); the 70 el(l(>rs of lsra(>l (Ex 24 1.9; Nu 11

16.24 f); the 70 kings ill treated bv Adonibezek

(Jfrs 1 7); the 70 sons of Gideon (Jgs 8 30;^ 9 2);

the 70 descendants of Ahdon who rode on 70 a.ss-

colts (Jgs 12 14); tlie 70 sons of Ahab (2 K 10 1.

6f); and the 70 idolatrous elders seen by Ezekiel

(Ezk 8 11). It is also us(>d of ])erio(ls: 70 days of

Egvi) mourning for Jacob (Cen 50 3); 70 years of

trial (Isa 23 15.17; Jer 25 11 f; Dnl 9 2; Zee 1 12;

7 5) ; the 70 w<H'ks of Daniel (Dnl 9 24) ; and the

70 years of human life (Ps 90 10). Other noticeable

uses of 70 arc the 70 palm trees of Elim (Ex 15 27

t!
Nu 33 9) ; the offering of 70 bullocks in the time

of H(>z(>kiah (2 Ch 29 32), and tlu> offering by the
heads of the tribes of 12 silver bowls each of 70
sh(>k(4s (Nu 7 13 if). In the NT we have the 70
apostles (Lk 10 1.17), but the number is uncertain

B, D and some VSS reading 72, which is the prod-
uct, not of 7 and 10, but of 6 and 12. Significant

seventies are also met with outside of the Bible.

The most noteworthy are the Jewish belief that
there were 70 nations outside Isra(4, with 70 lan-

guages, under the care of 70 angels, based perhaps
on the list in Gen 10; the Sanhedrin of about 70
members; the tr of the Pent into Gr by LXX (more
exactly 72), and the 70 members of a family in one
of the Aram, texts of Sendschirli. This abundant
use of 70 must have been largely due to the fact

that it was regarded as an intensified 7.

Seventy and seven, or 77, a combination found in

the words of Lamech (Gen 4 24); the number of

the princes and elders of Succoth (Jgs 8 14); and
the number of lambs in a memorable sacrifice (Ezr
8 35), would appeal in the same way to the oriental

fancy.
The product of seveti and seventy (Gr Jiehdomekon-

inkis heptd) is met with once in the NT (Mt 18 22),

and in the LXX of the abov(>-quoted Gen 4 24.

Moulton, how(>ver {Gram, of Gr NT Prolegomena,
9(S), rentiers in both ])assages 70+7; contra, Allen,

"Mt," ICC, 199. The number is clearly a forceful

equivalent of "always."
Seven thousand in 1 K 19 IS I! Pom 11 4 may

be a round number chosen on account of its em-
l)odimcnt of the number 7. In the IM S the number
of Israelites slain at the capture of the city of Nebo
by the Moabites is reckon(;d at 7,000.

77/e h(df of seven seems sometimes to have been
regarded as significant. In Dnl 7 25; 9 27; 12 7;

Lk 4 25
II
Jas 5 17; Rev 11 2; 13 5 a period of

distress is calculated at 3.} years, that is, half the
})eriod of sacred com])leteness.

The immber tliree seems early to have attracted

attention as the number in which beginning, middle
and end are most distinctly marked,

2. The and to have b(>en therefore regarded
Number as symbolic of a complete and ordered
Three whole. Abundant illustration of its

use in this way in Bab theology, ritual

and magic is given from the cvmeiform texts by
Ilehn (op. cit., 63 ff), and the hundreds of passages
in the Bible in which the lunnber occurs include

many where this special significance either lies on
th(! surface or not far beneath it. This is owing in

some degree perhaps to Bab influence, but will

have been larg(>ly due to ind(>pen(lent observation
of common phenomena—the arithmetical fact

mentioned above and familiar trios, such as heaven,
earth, and sea (or "the abyss"); morning, noon and
night; right, middle, and left, etc. In other words,
3 readily suggested completen(>ss, and was often
used with a glance at that meaning in daily life and
daily spcn^ch. Only a selection from the great
mass of Bib. examples can be given here. (1) Three

is often found of jx'r.sons and things sac-red or secu-
lar, e.g. Xoah's 3 sons (Gen 6 10); Job's 3 daugh-
ters (Job 1 2; 42 13) and 3 friends (Job 2 llj;

Abraham's 3 guests (Gen 18 2); and Sarali's 3
measures of meal {\ev 6; cf Mt 13 33''); 3 in mili-

tary tactics (Jgs 7 16.20; 9 43; 1 H 11 1
1

; 13
17; Job 1 17); 3 great feasts (Ex 23 14); the
3 daily pravers (Ps 55 17; Dnl 6 10.13); the 3
night watches (Jgs 7 19); God's 3-fold call of
Sanuiel (1 S 3 <S); the 3 keejx'rs of the temple
threshold (Jer 52 24); the 3 presidents appointed
bv Darius (Did 6 2); the 3 tem])tations (Mt 4 3.

5f.8f ); the 3 i)rayers in Geths(>mane (Mt 26 39.

42.44); Peter's 3 (lenials (Mt 26 34.75 1); the
Lord's 3-fold question and 3-fold charge (Jn 21
15 ff); and the 3-fold vision of the sheet (Acts 10
16). (2) In a very larg(> mnnber of passages 3 is

used of periods of time: 3 days; 3 w(H>ks; 3 months
and 3 years. So in Gen 40 12.13.18; Ex 2 2; 10
22f; 2 S 24 13; Isa 20 3; J(m 1 17; Mt 15 32;
Lk 2 46; 13 7; Acts 9 9; 2 Cor 12 8. The fre-

quent r(>ference to the resurrection "on the 3d day"
or "after 3 day.s" (Mt 16 21; 27 63, etc) may at
the same time have glanced at the symbolic use
of the numb{>r and at the beli(>f common perhaps
to the Jews and the Zoroastrians that a corpse was
not recognizable after 3 days (for Jewish testi-

mony cf Jn 11 39; Y'hhiunikJi, xvi.3; Midr, Gen,
ch c; S'lnaholh, viii; for Pers ideas cf Expos T,
XVIII, 536). (3) The number 3 is also used in a
lit(>rary way, sometimes appearing only in the
structure. Note as examples the 3-fold bene-
diction of Isra(4 (Nu 6 24 ff); the Thrice Holy of
the seraphim (Isa 6 3); the 3-fold ov(Tturn (Ezk
21 27 [11(4^ 32]); th(> 3-f()ld n^frain of Pss 42,43
regarded as one psalm (Ps 42 5.11; 43 5); the 3
names of God (the Mighty One, God, Jehovah,
Jo.-^h 22 22; cf Ps 50 1); the 3 graces of 1 Cor 13;
the 3 witnesses (1 Jn 5 8); the frecjuent use of 3
and 3d in Rev; th(> description of God as "who is

and who was and who is to come" (Rev 1 4); and
'the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit' (Mt
28 19). In some of these cas(>s 3-fold rejietition is

a mode of expressing the superlative^, and others
remind us of tlu; nmarkable association of 3 with
deity alluded to by Plato and Piiilo, and illustrated

by the triads of I'^gypt and Babylonia and the Far
East. It cannot, however, be; proved, or even
made probable, that there is any direct connection
between any of these triads and the Christian
Trinity. All that can be said is, that the same
numerical symbolism may have been operative in

both cases.

The 4 points of the compass and th(> 4 ])hases

of the moon will have been early noticed, and the
former at any rate will have suggested

3. The before Bib. times tin; use of 4 as a
Number symbol of completeness of range, of

Four comprehensive extent. As (>arly as
the middle of the 3d millennium BC

Bab rulers (follow(>d long aftcTward by the Assyr-
ians) assumed the title "king of the 4 quarters,"
meaning that their rule reached in all directions,

and an early eontjueror claimed to have subdueel
the 4 quarters. There are not a few illustrations

of the use of 4 in some such way in the Bible. The
4 winds (referred to also in the cuneiform texts and
the Book of the Dead) are mentioncxi again and
again (Jer 49 36; Ezk 37 9), and the 4 quarters
or corners (Isa 11 12; Ezk 7 2; Rev 20 8). We
read also of the 4 heads of the river of Etlen (Gen
2 10 ff), of 4 horns, 4 smiths, 4 chariots, and
hors(>s of 4 colors in the visions of Zecdiariah (1 8
LXX, 18 ff; 6 1 ff), the chariots being directly con-
nected with the 4 winds; 4 punishments (Jer 15 3;
Ezk 14 21, the latter with a remarkable Assyr
parallel), the 4 kingdoms in Nebuchadnezzar's
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(Iroum us intcrprctcMl (Dnl 2 37 ff) and DairuTs

vision (7 3 IT); the 1 livin<;- creatures in ]Czl< (1 T) IT;

cf 10), oaeli with 4 faces and 4 win^s, and 11h> 4

modeled after tiiein (liev 4 (), etc). In most, of

these cases 4 is clearly symbolical, as in a nunilx-r of

passages in Ai)o(^ and Pseudepi^rapha. Whether

the frequent use of it in the structure of the taber-

nacle, Solomon's tem])l(>, and Ezekiel's tem])le has

unvthins to do with the symbolic meaning is not

cl(>ar, but the latter can probably b(! traced in pro-

verl)ial and prophetic s])eech (Prov 30 ir).lS.21.

24.29; Am 1 3.0, etc). The 4 traiisjijressions of the

latter rejjn-sent full-summed iniciuity, and the 4-

fold grouping in the former su}>;s<'st(>d the wide

sweep of the classification. Perhaps it is not fanci-

ful to find the idea in the 4 sets of hearers of the

5j;ospel in the parable of th(> Sower (Mt 13 lfl-23 ).

The rabbis almost certainly liad it in mind in their

4-fold groui)ing of charact(>rs in six successive

I)arasra])hs (.1?;, v. 16-21) which, liowever, is of con-

sidera})ly later dat(>.

As the basis of the decimal system, which prob-

ably originated in counting with th(> finfrers, 10 has

been a significant number in all his-

4. The torical ages. The 10 antcnliluvian

Number patriarchs (Gen 5; cf the 10 Bab kings

Ten of Berosus, and 10 in early Iranian

and far-Eastern myths); the 10 right-

eous men who would have saved vSodom (Gen 18

32); the 10 plagues of Egvpt; the 10 command-
ments (Ex 20 2-17

I!
Dt 5 6-21; the 10 command-

ments found by some in Ex 34 14-26 are not clearly

made out) ; the 10 servants of Gideon (Jgs 6 27)

;

the 10 eldcTS who accomi)anied Boaz (Ruth 4 2);

the 10 virgins of the parable (j\It 25 1); the 10

pieces of silver (Lk 15 8); the 10 servants intrusted

with 10 pounds (Lk 19 13 ff), the most capable of

whom was placed over 10 cities (ver 17); the 10

days' tribulation predicted for the church of

Smvrna (Rev 2 10); the use of "10 times" in the

sense of "many times" (Gen 31 7; Neh 4 12;

Dnl 1 20, etc, an idiom met with repeatedly in

Am Tab); and the use of 10 in sacr(>d measure-

ments and in the widely diffused custom of tithe,

and many other exami)les show ])lainly that 10 w^as

a favorite symbolic number suggestive of a rounded
total, large or small, according to circumstances.

The number playcnl a prominent part in later J(nv-

ish life and thought. Ten times was the Tctra-

grammaton uttered by the high priest on the Day
of Atonement; 10 persons must be present at a

nuptial benediction; 10 constituted a congregation

in the synagogue; 10 was the usual number of a

company at the pasclial meal, and of a row of com-
forters of the bereav(>d. Tlie world was created,

said the rabbis, by ten words, and Abraham was
visited with 10 temptations (Ah, v.l and 4; several

other illustrations are found in the context).

The 12 months and the 12 signs of the zodiac

probably suggested to the old Babylonians the use

of 12 as a symbolic or semi-sacred

5. The number, but its frequent employment
Number by the Israelit(>s with special meaning
Twelve cannot at present be proved to have

originated in that way, although the

idea was favored by both Jos and Philo. So far

as we know, Israelitish predilection for 12 was
entirely due to tin; traditional belief that the nation

consisted of 12 tribes, a beli(>f, it is true, ent(>rtained

also by the Arabs or some of them, but with nuich

less intensity and persistence. In Israel the belief

was universal and ineradicable. II(>n(!e the 12

pillars set up by Moses (Ex 24 4); the 12 jewels

in the high priest's breast-i^late (Ex 28 21); the

12 cakes of shewbread (Lev 24 5); the 12 rods

(Nu 17 2); the 12 si)ies (Nu 13); the 12 stones

placed by Joshua in the bed of Jordan (Josh 4 9)

;

the 12 officers of Solomon (1 K 4 7); the 12 stones

of l-:iijah's altar (1 K 18 31); the 12 discii)les or

apostles (2(') t), and several details of apocalvptic

imagery (liev 7 f) ff; 12 1 ; 21 12.M.1().21; 22 2;

cfalso'Mt 14 20 19 2S 26 r)3; Acts 26 7). The
number ])ointe(l in the first instance at unity and
completeness which had been sanctioned by Divine
elcM'tion, and it retained this significance when ap-

l)lied to the si)iritual Israel. Pliilcj indeed calls it a

jjcrfect number. Its double in Rev 4 4, etc, is

probably also significant.

Five came readily into tlu^ mind as the half of 10.

Hence perhaps its use in the i)aral)l(! of the Virt;ins

(Mt 25 2). It was often employed in

6. Other literary division, e.K. in theT'iuit, the Pss,

c*"rrn;fi/-oTi+ till? j)art of tlic I rajiiof^ruiiha known as
oignincant

jj^^, M<-ijhitlf)th. the Kihiopic Enoch and
Numbers Mt (7 2S; 11 i; 13 r,:i; 19 l ; 26 l; cf

Sir .;. Hawkins, I/,irae. Synoptirae'^, 1(;:5 ff).

It seems to have been occasionallv snKKesti\-e of ri'lativo

smalhiess, as in Lev 26 8, the 5 loaves (Mt 14 17 ' ), 1

('or 14 !'.>. and perhaps in Am Tab. It has been re-
marked (Skinner, "(ien," ICC, 4.s;5) that the number
occurs repeatedly in reference! to matters E^yi) (den 41 34;
45 22; 47 2; Isa 19 18), but there seems to be no sat-

isfactory exi)lanation. Sixty: Although, as was before
ol)s(>ryed, there is no direct trace in the Bible of the
numerical system based on (iO, there a,Tv a few passages
where there may bo a distant eclio. The 60 cities of

Argob (Dt 3 4; .Tosh 13 'M; 1 K 4 13); the 60 mighty
men and the 60 riueens of Cant 3 7; 6 8, the double use
of 60 of Jlehoboam's harem and family (2 Ch 11 21),
the a sacrifices of 60 victims each (Xu 7 88), and the
length of Solomon's tempk', ttOcul)its (1 K 6 2 „ 2 Ch 3 3),

may perhaps have a remote connection with the Bab
use. It must be remembered that the latter was cur-
wnt in Israel and the neighboring regions in the division
of the talent into 60 minas. A few passages in the
Pseud(>pigrai)ha may be similarly interpreted, and the
Bab Talm contains, as might bo e.xpccted, many clear

allusions. In th(! Bible, however, the special use of the
number is relatively rare and indirect. One hundred
and ten, the age attained by Joseph (Gtm 50 22), is sig-

nificant as the Egyp ideal of longevity (Smith, DB^, 1804
f; Skinner, "Gen," /CC, 539f). One hundred and fifty-

three: The Gr poet Opi)ian (c 171 AD) and others are
said to have reckoned the ntunber of fishes in the world
at this figure (cf .Jerome on Ezk 47). and some scholars
fmd a reference to that belief in Jn 21 11 in which case
the numl)er would l)e symbolic of comprelK-nsiveness.
That is not quite impossible, but tlie suggestion cannot
be safely pressed. Throughout this discussion of sig-

nificant numbers it nnist be borne in mind that writers

and teachers nuiy often have been in(luenc(;d by the
desire to aid the memory of those they addressed, and
may to that end have arranged thoughts and facts In

groups of 3, or 4, or 7, or 10, and so on (Sir John Hawkins,
Ihtrae Si/noptieae"-, 166 f). They will at the same time
have remembered the symbolic force of these numbers,
and in some cases, at least, will have used them as rotmd
num])ers. There are many places in which the round
and the symbolic uses of a number cannot be sharply
distinguishetl.

VI. Gematria (gnnnfrlya).—A peculiar applica-

tion of numbers which was in great favor with tlu;

later J(>ws and some of the early Christians and is

not absolutely unknown to the Bible, is Gematria,

that is the use of the letters of a word so as by
means of their combined munerical value to exi)ress

a name, or a witty association of ideas. The term
is usually explained as an adaptation of the Gr
word gedmetria, that is, "geometry," but Dalman
(Wdrterbuch, s.v.) connects it in this a])plication of

it with grammatvia. There is only one clear example

in Scripture, the number of the beast which is the

niunber of a man, six hundred sixty and six (Rev
13 IS). If, as most scholars are inclined to believe,

a name is inteiuled, the munerical value of the

letters composing which adds up to 666, and if it is

assumed that the writer thought in Ileb orAram.
Nero Caesar written with the consonants n?Z» = 50,

resh =200, wdw=Q),nun=riO, kdph = lOO, ,^am.ekh = GO,

resh = 200: total = 666, seems to be the best solu-

tion. Perhaps the idea suggest(>d by Dr. Milligan

that the 3-fold use of 6 which just falls short of 7,

the number of sacred comj)let(!ness, and is there-

fore a note of im])erfection, may have been also in

the writer's mind. Some nuidern scholars find a
second instance in Gen 14 14 aiul 15 2. As the
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nuiiu-rical value of tho con.sonants wliicli compose
Eliczer in Ilcb add up to 3 IS, it has Ix'cn main-
tained that the number is not historical, but has
been fancifully constructed by means of ge»iatria

out of the name. This stranj^c id(^a is not new, for

it is found in the Midrash on ( !en (ch 43) in the name
of a rabbi who lived e 200 AD, but its antiquity is

its greatest merit.

Ijiterature.—In addition to otlier books referred to
in the cour.se of the art.: Hehii, Sicbenzahl und Sabbath
b>i dvn Babi/loniem und ini AT; Konig, Stilistik,

Rhetorik, I'oclik, etc, 51-.57, and the same writer's art.
" Xuinber" in HDB; Sir J. Hawkins, Uorae Synoplicae-,
Hy.i—(i7; Wiener, Essai/s in Pentateuchal Criticism, 155—
69; "Number" in IIDB (1-vol); EB; Jew Enc; Smith,
DB; "Numbers" in DCG; "Zahlen" in the Diets, of
Wiener, liiehin", Guthe; "Zahlen" and "Siel^en" in RE'.

^^'lLLI.\.M Taylor Smith
NUMBER, GOLDEN. See Golden Numuek.

NUMBERING. See David; Quirinius.

NUMBERS, num'berz, BOOK OF:
I. Title and Contents

1. Title
2. Contents

II. LiTEHAUY STKCCTITtE
1. Alle!j;ed Cirounds of Distribution
2. Objections to Sanu;

(1) Jlypolhesis L'nproved
(2) \\ rittcn Record Not Impossil)le
(H) No JJook Kver Thus Ojnstructed
(4) Inherent Difliculties of Analysis

(a) The Story of the Spies
(b) Rebellion of Korah
(<) Story of Balaam

III. IIisTonicAL Credibility
1. Seeming Chronological Inaccuracies

(1) The Second Passover
(2) The Thirty-seven Years' Chasm
(3) Fortieth Year

2. So-call(^d Statistical Errors
(1) Numt)er of the Figliting M(>ii

(2) Size of the Congregation
((() Multiplication of I'eople
(/)) Exodus in One Day
(r) Support in Wild(>rness
((/) Kooin at Mt. Sinai
(() Slow Conciuest of Canaan

(.3) Number of tlu^ First l)orn

3. Alleged Fhvsical Impossibilities
(1) Duties "of tlH! Priests
(2) Assembling o^ th(! Congregation
I'.i) Marching of the Host
(4) Victory over Midian

IV. .-VrTUOKSHIP
1. Against the Mosaic Authorship

(1) Alternating Use of Divine Names
(2) Trac(>s of Late Authorship

2. For the Mosaic Authorsliij)

(1) Certain I'assages Hav(^ the .Xjjpcarance of
Having Been Written by M()S( s

(2) Acquaintance with Egyptian Manners and
Customs

LlTKltATUKK

/. Title and Contents.—Styl(>d in th(> Ilc'b Bible

15")^5, h'tnidhlxn-, "in the wilderness," from the

r)th word in 1 1, probably because of

1. Title recording the fortuiu's of Israel in the

Siiuiitic desert. The 4th book of the

Pent (or of the Hex, according to criticism) was
designated ' Xpidixoi, Arithmoi, in LXX and Numcri
in the Vulg, and from this last received its name
"Numbers" in the AV, in all 3 evidently because of

its reporting the 2 censu.ses which were taken, the

one at Sinai at the beginning and the other on the

plains of Moab at the close of the wanderings.
Of the contents the following arrangement will be

sufhciently detailed

:

(1) Before leaving Sinai, 1 1—10 10 (a

O r"/-vn+QTi+c' period of 1".) days, from the; 1st to the
z. ^..onients 20t h of t he 2d month after the exodus)

,

describing:
(a) The numbering and ordering of the people, chs

14.
(/;) The cleansing and blessing of the congregation,

chs 5, 6.

(r) The princes' ofTerings and tlie dedication of the
altar, chs 7, 8.

('/) The observance of a second Passover, 9 1-14.

(«) The cloud and th(! trumpets for the march, 9 15
—10 10.

(2) From Sinai to Kadesli, 10 1 1 14 45 (a period of
10 days, from th(> 2()th to the ;«)tli of the 2d month),
narrating:
(a) The tleparture from Sinai. 10 11 :i5.

{Ii) The events at Taberah and Kibrolh-liattaavah,
ch 11.

(r) The rebellion of Miriam and Aaron, ch 12.
('/) The mission of the spies, chs 13, 14.

(.3) The wanderings in th(^ desert, chs 15 19 (a i)(>riod
of 37 years, from X\w end of the 2d to tlie beginning
of the 40tli year), r(H:ording:
(a) Sundry laws and the punishment of a Sabbath

breaker, ch 15.
{b) The rebellion of Korah, ch 16.
(() The budding of Aaron's rod, ch 17.
(</) The duties and revemies of tlu; priests and

Levites, ch 18.
(') The water of sejjaration for the unclean, ch 19.

(4) From Kadesh to Moab, chs 20, 21 (a [)eriod of 10
months, from the beginning of the 401 li v(>ar), re-
citing:

(a) The story of Balaam, 22 2—24 25.

(6) Tlie zeal of Phinehas, ch 25.
(f) The second census, 26 1-51.

((/) Directions for dividing the land, 26 52—27 11.
((•) Appointment of Moses' successor, 27 12-23.

(/) Concerning offerings and vows, chs 28-30.
(.'/) War with Midian, ch 31.
(h) Settlement of lieuben and Gad, ch 32.
(/) List of canii)ing stations. 33 1-49.

0) Caiman to l>e cleared of its inhabitants aiul di-
vided, 33 50—34 29.

ik) Cities of refuge to b(; appointed, ch 35.
(/) The marriage of heiresses, ch 36.

//. Literary Structure.—According to modern
criticism, the text of Nu, like that of the other
books of the Pent (or Hex), instead of being re-

garded as substantially the work of one writer
(whatever may have b(>en his sources of information
and whoever may have been its first or latest editor),
should be distributed—not always in solid blocks
of composition, but frequently in fragments, in
sentences, clauses or words, so m3^steriously put
together that they cannot now with certainty bo
sejiarated—among three writers, J, E and P with
another D (at least in one part)—these writers,
individuals and not schools (Ouidvcl), l)elonging,
resp(>ctively: J to th(> 0th cent. BC (c 830), E to
the 8th cent. BC (c 750), P to the 5th cent.BC (c

444), and D to the 7th cent. BC (c 621).

The grounds upon which this distribution is

made are principally these: (1) the supposed pref-
erential use of the Divine; names, of

1. Alleged Jeh (Lord) by J, aiul of Elohim (God)
Grounds of by E aiul P—a theory, however, which
Distribution hojx'le.ssly breaks down in its ai){)li-

cation, as Orr {POT, ch vii), Eerd-
mans (<S<, 33 ff) and Wi<>ner {KPC, I) have con-
clusively shown, and as will afterward ajjpear;

(2) distinctions in style of com])osition, which are
not always obvious and which, ev(>n if they were,
would not necessarily imply diversity of authorship
unless every author's writing nnist be uniform and
monotonous, whatever his sub,i(>ct may be; and
(3) perhaps chiefly a preconceived theory of reli-

gious development in Israel, according to which the
people in pre-Mosaic times W'ere animists, totemists
and polyth(>ists; in Mosaic tinu'S and after, heno-
theists or worshippers of one God, while recognizing
the existence of other gods; and latterly, in exilic

and post-exilic times, nionotheists or worshippers
of the one living and true God—which theory, in

order to vindicate its plausibility, re^cjuired the
reconstruction of Israel's religious documents in

the way above describcnl, but which is now r(>jected

by archaeologists (Delitzsch and A. Jeremias) and
by theologians (Orr, Baentsch [though accepting
the analysis on other grounds] and Konig) as not
supported by facts.

Without denying that the text-analysis of criti-

cism is on the first blush of it both plausible and
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attracfivc aiul has })r()uy;lit toli^lif valuable inforina-

ti(in i-ciativc to Script lire, or \vitliout ov(>rlookiiiK

the fact that it lias behind it the

2. Objec- names of eiiiiiieiit scholars and is suj)-

tions to i)orte(l by not a few considerations of

Same weifiht, one may fairly urjie af^ainst it

th(> following objections.

(1) /////)o///r,s/.s unprored.—At the best,_ the

tlieory is an improved and lar^:ely imaginary

hyi)othesis, or series of hypotheses—"hyiK)thesis

biiilt on hyi)othesis" (Orr); and nofhinp; more
strikingly reveals this tlian (a) the fretiuency with

which in th(> text-analysis conjecture ("perhaps"

and "probably") takes the ])lace of r(>asoned i)roof

;

(h) the arbitrary manner in wliich th(> supposed
documents are constructed by th(> critics who,

without reason. fj;iven, and often in violation of

th(>ir own rules and ]H-iTicii)les, lift out of J (for

instance) ovei-y word or clanso they consid(T should

belong to E or P, and vice versa every word or

clause out of E or P that mifiht sujig(\st that the

jtassage should be assigned to J, at the same tinu^

explaining the presence of the inconvenient word
or clause in a document to which it did not belong

by tlie careless or deliberate action of a rcMlactor;

aiid (c) the faihn-e even thus to construct the docu-

ments successfully, most critics admitting that J

and E cannot with confidence be se))arated from
each other—Kuenen himself saying that "the_ at-

temi)t to make out a Jehovistic and an Elohistic

writer or school of writers by means of the Divine

names has led criticism on a wrong way"; and some
ev(Mi denying that P ever exist (h1 as a separates

document at all, Eerdmans {St, 33, S2), in par-

ticular, maintaining, as the result of elaborate

exeg(\sis, that P could not liave b<H»n constructed

in eith(>r exilic or post-exilic times "as an intro-

duction to a legal work."

(2) Written record not imimssihle.—It is impos-

sible to demonstrate that the story of Israel's "wan-
derings" was not committed to writing by Moses,

who certainly was not unacquainted with the art

of writing, who had the ability, if any man had, to

prei)are such a writing, whoso interest it was, as

the leader of his people, to see that such writing,

whether done l)y himself or by others under his

sujicrvision, was accurate, and who besides had
been commanded by God to write the journeyings

of Israel (33 2). To suppose that for 5()() years no
reliable record of the fortunes of Israel existed,

wh(>n during th(>so years writing was practised in

I'jgypt and liabylon; and that what was then fixed

in written characters was only the tradition that

had floated down for 5 cents, from mouth to mouth,
is simply to say that little or no de])endence can
be i)laced njjon the narrative, that while there may
b:' at the bottom of it some grains of fact, the main
body of it is fiction. This conclusion will not be
readily admitted.

(3) tVo hook constructed in this way.—No reliable

evidence exists that any book either ancient or

modern was ever constructed as, according to

criticism, the Pent, and in particular Nu, was.

\'ohnnes have indeed been composed by two or

more authors, acting in concert, l)ut their contri-

l)utions have never been int(>rmix(Hl as those of

J, ]<], D and P are declared to have be(>n; nor, when
joint authorship has been acknowledged on the

title-page, has it been possible for readers confi-

dently to assign to each author his own contri-

bution. And yet, modern criticism, d(>aling with
documents more than 2,000 years okl and in a lan-

guage foreign to the critic-s—which documents,
moreover, exist only in MSS not older than the 10th

cent. AD (Buhl, Canon and Text of the OT, 28), and
the text of which has been fixed not infallibly either

as to consonant or vowel—claims that it can tell

exactly (or n(>arly so) what })arts, whether ])ara-

graphs, sentences, clau.ses or words, were supplied

by J, E, P and D respectivelv. Credal Judaeus
Apella !

(\) Inhererd difficulties of auahjsi.s.—The critical

theory, besi(l(-s making of the text of Nu, as of the

other books of th(! Pent, such a patchwoi'k as is un-

thinkable in any docimient with ordinary ))reten-

sion to historical veracity, is burdened with inherent

difficulties which make it hard to credit, as the

following examples, taken from Nu, will show.
(a) The story of the spies: Chs 13 and 14 are

thus distributed bv Cornill, Driver, Strack and E Ji:

JE, 13 17/>-20.22-24.2(y>-3l.326.33; 14 3.4.S.9.11-

25.39-4.").

]', 13 l-17r;,21.2r).2(K; (to Paran).32«; 14 L2 (in

the main)- .')-7.10.2()-3<S (in the main).

Kautzsch generally agrees; and ITartford-Bat-

tersbv in IIDB jjrofesses abilitv to divide between
J anci E.

(i) According to this analysis, however, up to

the middle of the 5th cent. BC, either JE began
at 13 175, in which case it wanted both the in-

struction to search the land and the nam(>s of the

searchers, both of which w(Te subsequently added
from P (assunung it to have been a sei)arate docu-

ment, which is doubtful); or, if JE contained both

the instruction and the names, these were suj)-

planted by l-17a from P. As the former of these

alternatives is hardly lik(4y, one naturally asks

why the ojiening verses of J]*". w(Te removed and
those of P substituted? And if they were removed,

what has become of them? Does not the occur-

rence of Jeh in 1-I7n, on the critical principles of

some, sugg(>st that this section is the mi.ssing para-

gra])h of JE?
(ii) If the JE passages furnish a nearly comjilete

narrative (Driver), why should the late comjjiler

or editor have deemed it necessary to insert two
whole verses, 21 and 25, and two halves, 2()a and
32a, if not because without these the original JE
narrative would have been incomi)lete? Ver 21

states in general terms that, the s])ies searched the

whole land, proceeding as" far N. as Hamath, after

which ver 22 mentions that they entered the country

from the S. and went up to Hebron and Eshcol,

without at all stating an incongruity (Gray) or

implying (Driver) that they trav<4ed no farther N.
—the reason for specifying the visit to Eshcol b(>ing

the inter(>sting fact that there the extraordinary

cluster of grapes was obtained. Vs 25.2Ga relate

quite naturally that the spies returned to Kadesh
after 40 days and rei)ortcd what they had found

to Moses and Aaron as w(41 as to all the congr(>-

gation. Without these verses the narrative would
have stated neith(>r how long the land had been

searched nor whether Moses and Aaron had rv-

ceived any report from their messengers, although

ver 26b implies that a rejjort was given to some
person or persons unnamed. That Moses and
Aaron should not have be(>n nam(>d in JE is ex-

c(^edingly improbabl(\ Ver 32rt is in no way in-

consistent with vs 265-31, which state that the

land was flowing with milk and honej-. What ver

32a adds is an expression of the exaggcrat(Hl feai-s

of the spies, whose language could not mean that

the land was so barren that they would die of

starvation, a statement which would have expressly

contradicted ver 27 (JE)—in which case why should

it have been inserted?—but that, notwithstanding

its fruitfuln(>ss, the population was continually being

wasted by internecine wars and the incursions of

surrounding tribes. The starvation theory, niorc^-

over, is not supported by the texts (Lev 26 38;

Ezk 36 13) usually quoted in its behalf.

(iii) To argue (Driv(>r) for two documents be-

cause Joshua is not always mentioned along with
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Calcl) is not strikingly convincing; while if Joshua
is not included among the spies in JE, that is ob-
viously because the passages containing his name
have been assigned b(>forehand to P. But if

Joshua's name did not occur in JE, why would it

have been inserted in the story by a post-exilic

writ(>r, when even in Dt 1 36 Joshua is not ex-
pressly named as one of the spies, though again the
language in Dt 1 38 tacitly suggests tliat both
Caleb and Joshua were among the search(>rs of the
land, and that any partition of the text which con-
veys the impression that Joshua was not among the
spies is wrong?

(iv) If the text-analysis is as the critics arrange,
how comes it that in JE th(> name Jeli does not once
occur, while all the verses containing it are allo-

cated to P?

(b) The rebellion of Korah: Clis 16 and 17 are sup-
posed to be the work of "two, if not three," contributors
(Driver, Kautzscli)—the whole story being assigned to
P (enlarged by additions about whicli the text analysts
are not unanimous), witli tlie exception of 16 lb. 2a. 12-
1.5.2.5.20.276-34, which are given to JE, though varia-
tions here also are not unknown.

It is admitted that the .IE verses, if read contintiously,
make out a story of Datliari and Abiram as distin-
guished from Korah and liis company; that the motives
of Dathan and Abiram i)robably differed from those of
Korah and his company, and that Dathan and Abiram
were swallowed up by an earthqtiake, while the 250
ineense-offerers were destroyed by fire. To conclude
from this, however, that three or even two narratives
have been intermixed is traveling beyond the premises.

(i) If JE contained more about the conspiracy of the
Reubenites, Dathan and Abiram, than has been pre-
served in the verses assigned to it, what has become of the
exeised verses, if they are not tliose a.scribed to P; and,
if they are not, what evidence exists that P's verses are
b(>tter than the lost verses of JE ? And how conies it
that in P the Divine name used throughout, with one
exception, ver 22, is Jeh, while in JE it occurs only 6 t ?

(ii) If JE contained only the parts assigned to it and
nothing more liappened than the Reubenito emcule, why
should tlie Korahite relx'llion liave bei'n added to it 4
cents, later, if tliat rclx'lliou never happene<l ? (iii) If
the Koraliite conspiracy did happen, why sliould it have
been omitted in JE, and nothing whispered about it till

after the exile ? (iv) If tlu; two conspiracies, ccelesiasti-
cal (among the princes) and civil (among tlic laymen),
arose contemporaneously, and the conspirators" made
common cause with one anotlicr, in that there was nothing
unusual or contrary to experience, (v) If Moses ad-
dressed himself now to Korah and again to Dathan and
Abiram, why should not the same document say so ?
(vi) If Dathan and Abiram were engulfed by an earth-
quake, and the 2.50 princes were consumed by fire from
the tabernacle, even that does not necessitates" two docu-
ments, since both events miglit have occurred t()g(>tlier.

(vii) It is not certain that P (vs 3.5-43) represents Korali
as having been consumed l)y fire, while JE (vs 31-33)
declarers he was swallowed up by the earth. At least P
(26 10) distinctly states that Korah was swallowed up
by the earth, and that only the 250 were consumed by
fire.

AA^herefore, in the face of these considerations, it is not
too much to say that the; evidence for more documents
than one in this story is not convincing.

(c) The story of Balaam: Chs 22-24 fare more
leniently at the hands of analysis, being all left with
JE, ex('ei)t 22 1, which is generously handed over
to P. Uncertainty, how(>ver, exists as to how to par-
tition ch 22 between J and E. Whether all should
be given to E b(>cause of the almost uniform use of
Elohim rather than of J(»h, with the excejition of vs
22-35a, which arc the property of J because of the
use of Jeh (Driver, Kautzsch) ; or whether some
additional verses should not be assigned to J
(Cornill, HDli), critics are not agreed. As to chs
23 and 24, authorities hesitate whether to give both
to J or to E, or ch 23 to E and ch 24 to J, or both to
a late redactor who had access to the two sources

—

surely an unsatisfactory demonstration in this case
at least of the documentary hypothesis. Comment
on the use of the Divine names in this story is

reserved till later.

Yet, while declining to accept this hypothesis as
proved, it is not contended that the materials in
Nu are always arranged in chronological order, or

that the style of composition is throughout the
same, or that the book as it staiuls has never been
revised or edited, but is in every jot and tittle the
same as when first constructed. In ch 7, e.g., the
narrative goes back to the 1st day of the 1st month
of the 2d year, and in ch 9 to the; ist month of the 2d
year, though ch 1 begins with the 1st day of tlie 2(1

month of the 2d year. There are al.so legislative
pas.sages intersjiersed among tlie historical, and
poetical among the prosaic, but diversity of author-
shi]:), as already suggested, cannot be inferred from
either of these facts unless it is impossible for a
writer to be sometimes disord<>rly in the arrange-
ment of his materials; and for a lawgiver to be al.so

a historian, and for a prose writer occasionally to
burst into song. Assertions like these, however,
cannot be entertained. Hence any argument for
plurality of documents founded on them nnist be
set aside. Nor is it a fair conclusion against the
lit(>rary unity of the book that its contents are
varied in substance and form and have been sub-
jected, as is probable, to revision and even to inter-
polations,

_
provided always these revisions and

interpolations have not changed the meaning of the
book, ^^'hether, therefore, the Book of Nu has or
has not been comjiiled from i)reexisting documents,
it cannot be just ly maintained that the text-analysis
sugg(>sted by the critics has been established, or
that the literary unity of Nu has been disproved.

///. Historical Credibility.—\\'ere the nairative
in this book written down immediately or soon after
the events it records, no reason would exist for
challenging its authenticity, imless it could be
shown either from the narrative its(>lf or from ex-
traneous sotirces that the events chronicled were
internally imi)rol)al)le, incredible or falsified. Even
should it be proved that the text consists of two or
more preexisting docvunents interwoven with one
another, this would not necessarily invalidate its

truthfulness, if these documents were practically
contemporaneous with the incidents they report,
and were not combined in such a way as to distort
and misrepresent the occurrences they reflated.

If, however, these preexisting documents were pr(>-

IKired 500 (JE) or 1,000 (P) years after the incidents
they narrate, and were merely a fixing in written
characters of traditions previously handed down
(JE), or of legislation newly inv(>nted and largely
iinaginary (P), it will not be easy to establish tlieir

liistorical validity. The credibility of this portion
of the Pent has been assailed on the alleged ground
that it contains chronological inaccuracies, statis-

tical errors and physical impossibilities.

(1) The second Passover (9 1-5)—The critical

argument is that a contc^mporary historian would
naturally have placed this paragrajih

1. Seeming before; 1 1. The answer is that pos-
Chrono- sibly he would have done so had his
logical In- object been to observe strict chrono-
accuracies logical order, which it manifestly was

not (see chs 7 and 9), and had he when
commencing the book deemed it n(>cessary to state
that the Israelites had cc^lebrated a second Passover
on the It^gally appointed day, the 14th of the 1st

month of the 2d year. This, howev(>r, he possibly
at first assumed would be understood, and only
afterward, when giving the reason for the supple-
mentary Passover, realized that in after years
readers might erroneously conclude that this was
all the Passover that had been kej)t in the 2d year.
So to obviate any such mistaken inference, he pre-
fixed to his account of the Little Passover, as it is

sometimes called, a statement to the effect that
the statutory ordinance, the Gr(>at Passover, had
been observed at the usual time, in the usual way,
and that, too, in obetlience to the express command-
ment of Jeh.
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(2) Tlte thirtii-xi ri'ii t/rarx' chatm.—AVllclhcr 20 1 Ix-

considcivd the iM^KinriiiiK' of tlu; 'Mi or of tlic 4()tli ycai-,

in either ease a period of :57 years is passed over—in tin;

one ease in almost unbrolven silenee; in the oth('r with

scarcely anythinf^ of moment ri'corded sav(! Korah's

rebellion and the i)uhlicalion of a few laws eoncerniiij;

olferinKS to 1h> made when the jx'ople reached the land

of their habitation. To pronounce tin; whole hook un-

historical l)ecaiise of this lon^' interval of absolute or

comparative silence (Hleek) is unreasonable. Most
Iiistories on this princii)le would be cast into the waste-

I:)asket. Besides, a historian mit^ht luive as Kood reason

for i)assiiig over as for recording; the incidents of any
i)articular period. And this inijiht have l)een the case

with the author of Nu. From the moment sentence of

death was i)assed upon the old ^'eneration at Ivadesh,

till tli(^ liour when tlie new generation started out for

C\inaan. lie n\av have counted that Israel had prac-

tieallv ceased to b(> t he peoi>le of .h'h. or at least that t heir

fortunes formed no part of the history of Jell s kingdom;

and it is noticeable that .scarcely had the tril>es reassem-

bled at Kadesh in jireparation for their onward march
than Miriam and Aaron, probably tlu' last of the doomed
generation died. Accordinglv. from this point on, the

narrative is occupied with the fortunes of the new gen-

eration Whether correct or not., this solution of the

37 years' silence (Ivurtz) is preferable to that which sug-

gests (Ewald) that the late compiler, having found it

impossible to locate all the traditions he had colk'cted

into the closing years of tlu; wandi'rings, placed the rest

of them in the first 2 years, and left the interval a IMank

—

a solution which has not even the merit of being clever

and explains nothing. It does not explain why, if the

narrator was not writing history, th(-re should have been

an int(>rval at all. A romancer would not have ini.ssed

.so splendid an opportunity for exercising his art, would
not have left a gaj) of ;57 years unfilled, but like the writers

of the apocryjihal Gospels would have crowded it with
manufactured tales.

.

On the better tlu>orv, not only is the silence explained,

but the it(Mns inserted are accounted for as well. Though
the unb(>li(-ving generation had ceased to be the people of

Jeh \aron had not yet been senten«>d to exclusion from
the 'promised land. He was still one of the representa-

tives of the kingdom of Jeh, and Korah's rebellion prac-

tically stru(-k a blow at that kingdom. As such it was
punished, and the story of its breaking out and suppres-

sion was recorded, as a matter that vitally concerned the

stability of the kingdom. For a like reason, the legis-

lative sections were included in the narrative. They
were Jeh's acts and not the people's. They W(-re statutes

and ordinances for the new generation in the new land.

(3) The forfirth yrar.—The events recorded as having
taken place bc'tween the 1st of the 5th month (the date

of Aaron's d(^ath) and the 1st of the; 11th month (the

date of Moses' address) are so numerous and imiiortant

as to render it imi)ossihle, it is said, to maintain the;

credibility of this portion of the narrative. But (a) it

is not certain that all the events in this section were
finished before Moses began liis oration; neither (li) is

it necessary to hold that they all occurred in succession;

while (r) lintil the rapidity with which events followed

one another is ascertaini-d, it will not lie possible to de-

cide whether or not th(>y could all have been begun and
finished witliin the space of (i months.

(1) Number of the fighting men.—This, which may
be set down roufrhly ut 600,000, has been ehal-

leiificd on two si'otuids: {a) that th(>

2. So-called nuiniier is too larjie, and (6) that the

Statistical censuses at Sintu and in Moab are

Errors too nearly equal.

The first of these objections will be

considered in the following section when treatiiig

of the size of the conj^regation. Tlie second will

not appear formidable if it be remembered (a) that

it is neither impossible nor unustial for tlie i)opu-

lation of a country to remain stationary for a long

series of years; (6) that there was a s])(>cial fitness

in Israel's case that tlie doomcnl geiteration should

be rei)laced by one as ncnirly as possil)le equal to

that wliich had ])erished; (c) that had the narra-

tive been invented, it is more than likely that the

numbers would have been made either exactly

equal or more widely divergent; and {d) that so

many variations occtirring in the strength of the

tribes as numbered at Sinai and again in ]\Ioab,

while the totals so nearly correspond, constitutes

a watermark of truthfulness which should not be
overlooked.

(2) Tlie size of the congregation.—Taking the

fighting men at 600,000 and the whole comminiity
at 4| times that number, or about 2\ millions,

.several difficulties enuTge which have led to the sug-

g(>stioii (I'^erdmaiis, Conder, Wiener) that the 600,-

()()() should be redticed (to, say, 6,000), and the

entire i)oi)ulat ion to less than 80,000. Tlie following

allegecl impo.ssibilities are believed to .justify this

reduction: («) that of 70 families increasing to 2\
millions between the descent into, and thedejiarture

from, Egypt; {h) that of 2.} millions being led out

of Egypt! in one day; (c) that of obtaining suiiport

for so large a multitude with tlieir flocks in the

Sinailic desert; {d) thtit of finding room for them
either before the Mount at Situii, or in the limited

t<n-ritory of Pal; and (c) that of the long time it

took to conquer Pal if the army was ()00,()00 strong.

{(i) Multiplication of peoj)k-: As to the ])ossi-

bility of 70 souls multiplying in the course; of 215

years or 7 generations (to take the shorter intervtd

rather than the longer of 430 years) into 2.} millions

of persons giving 600,000 hg'hting men, that need

not be r(>garded as incredilile till the ra1(> of in-

crease in v'M-h. family is exactly known. Allowing

to each of Jacob's grandsons who were married

(say 51 otit of 53), 4 male descendants (Colenso

allows 4X), these would in 7 generations—not in

4 (Colen.so)—amotmt to 835,584, and with surviv-

ing fatluTS and grandfathers added might well

reach 900,000, of whom 600,000 might Ix; al)ove 20

years of age. But in iioint of fact, without defhiite

(lata al)out the number of gen(Tati(ms, the rales of

birth and of mortality in each generation, all cal-

culations are at the best problematical. The most
that can be done is to consider whether the narra-

tive mentions any circumstances fitt(>d to exyikiin

this large number of fighting men and the great

size of the congregation, and then whether the

customary objections to the Bib. statement can be

satisfactorily set asid(\

As for confirmatory circumstances, the Bible

expressly staters that during the years of the oppr(>s-

sion the Hebrews were extraordinarily fi'uitful, and
that this was the reason why Pharaoh became
alarmed and issued liis edict for the destruction of

the male children. The fruitfulness of the Hebrews,

however, has been chalk^nged (Eerdmans, Vorge-

schichte Israels, 78) on the ground that were the

births so numerous as this i)resupposes, two mid-

wiv(>s (Ex 1 15) would not have stifficed for th(>

n(H'(^ssary offices. But if the two to whom Ph;u-aoh

sjmke were the superint(Midents of the midwives

throughout Goshen, to whom the king would hardly

address himself individually, or if th(>y were the

two officiating in Heliojiolis, the statement in Ex 1

15 will appear natural enougli, atid not oi)])osed to

the statement in Ex 1 10 that Pharaoh was alarmed

at the multiplication of the Hi'bnnvs in his land.

And, indeed, if the Hebrews were only 30,000

strong, it is not easy to see why the whole might of

Egypt could not have kept them in_ subjection.

Then as to the congregation being 2} millions if the

fighiting men were 600,000, that corresjwnds with

the proportion which existed among the Helvetii,

who h:id 92,000 men capable of bearing arms out

of a poptilation, including children, old men and
women, of 368,000 souls (Cac^sar, BG, i, 20). This

seems to answer the olijection (Eerdmans, Vorge-

schichte Israels, 78) that the unschooled Oriental is

commonly addicted to exaggeration where numbers
are concerned.

(h) Exodus in one day: The second difficulty

would be serious were it necessary to stippose that

the Israelites had never heard about their projected

journey till the 14th of th(! 1st month. But the

idea of going forth from Egypt must have been

before th(>m sinc(> the day Mos(«s went to Pharaoh

to demand their liberation; and at l(>ast 4 days

before the 14th they had begun to jin^pare for de-

parture. In circumstances su(;h as these, with a
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people thirsting for liberty and only waiting tlu;
signal to move, aware also of the honr at which
that signal would be given, viz. at midnight, it
docs not appear so formidable a task as is imagined
to get them all assembled in one day at a fore-
appointed rendezvous, more osj). as they were not
likely to delay or linger in their movements. But
how could there have been 2| millions of fugitives,
it is asked (Eerdmans, Wiener), if Pharaoh deemed
GOO chariots sufficient for pursuit? The answer is
tliat Pharaoh did not reckon 600 chariots sufficient,
but in addition to these, V\iiich were "chosen
chariots," he took all the chariots of Egvpt, his
horsemen and his army (Ex 14 7.9), which were
surely adequate to overcome a weaponless crowd,
however big it might be. And that it was big, a
vast horde indeed, Pharaoh's host implies.

(c) Support in wilderness: The supposed diffi-
cuhy of obtaining support for 2] millions of people
with tlie flocks and herds in the Sinaitic desert takes
for granted that the d(>.sert was then as barren a
region as it is now, which cannot be proved, and is
as little likely to be correct as it would be to argue
tliat Egy])t, which was then the granary of the
world, was no more fertile than it was 10 years ago,
or that the regions in which Babylon and Assyria
were situated were as desolate then as they are now.
This supposition disregards the fact that Moses
fed the flocks of Jethro for 40 years in that same
r(>gion of Sinai; that when the Israelites pa.ssed
through it, it was inhabited by several powerful
tribes. It overlooks, too, the fact tiiat tlie flocks
ancl hei-ds of Isra(>l were not necessarily all cooix'd
lip in one spot, but were most lik(>ly spread abroadm districts where water and vegetatitni could bo
found. And it ignores the statement in the narrative
that the Isra(>litea were not sujiplied exclusively
by the produce of the desert, but had manna from
heaven from the 1st day of the 2d month after
l(>aving Egypt till they reached Canaan. Ration-
alistic expositors may relegate this statement to the
Iimbo of fable, but unl(>ss the supernatural is to be
ehminated altogetluT from the story, this stateni(>nt
must beaccord(>d its full weight. So must the two
miraculous sup])lies of water at Horeb (Ex 17) and
at Kadesh (Nu 20) l)e treated. It is sometimes
argued that these sujjplies were quite insufficient
for 2} millions of })e()ple with their flocks and herds;
and that therefore the congregation could not have
b(>en so large. But the narrative in Nu stales, and
presumably it was the same in Ex, that the smitt(>n
rock poured forth its water so coi)iously and so
c()ntinuously that 'the people drank abundantly
with their flocks.' Wherefore no conclusion can
be drawn from this against the r(>ported size of the
congregation.

(f/) Room at Mt. Sinai: As to the impossibility
of finding room for 2.^ millions of peoi)le eithcT
before the Mount at Sinai or within the land of
C:inaan (Cond(>r), few will r(>gard this as self-
evident. If the site of their encampment was the
Er-Rahab plain (Robinson, Stanley)—though the
plain of Sebayeh, admittedly not so roomy, has
be(>n mentioned (Ritter, Kurtz, Knobel)—esti-
mates differ as to the sufficiency of accommodation
to be found there. Conder gives the dimensions of
the plain as 4 sq. miles, which he deems insufficient,
forgetting, perhaps, that "its extent is farther in-
cr(>ased by lateral valleys receding from the plain
it,self" (Forty Days in the Desert, 73; cf Keil on
Ex 19 1.2). Kalisch, though putting the size of
the plain at a smaller figure, adds that "it thus
furnished ample tenting ground for the hosts of
Israel"—a conclusion accepted by Eb(TS, Riehm
and others. In any case it seems driving literal
interpretation to extreme lengths to liold that camp-
ing before the Mount necessarily meant that every

inember of the host required to be in full view of
Sinai. As to not finding room in Canaan, it is
doubtful if, after the conquest, the remnants of both
])eoi)les at any time numbered as many persons as
dwelt in Pal during the most flourishing years of
the kingdom. It may well be that the whole popu-
lation of Pal today amounts to onlv about GOO 000
souls; but Pal today under 1^iri<ish rule is no
proi)er gauge for judging of Pal under David or
even under Joshua.

(e) Slow conquest of Canaan: The long time it
took to conquer Pal (Eerdmans, Vorgeschichte
Israels, 78) is no solid argument to prove the un-
reliable character of the statement about the size
of the army, and therefore of tlie congregation.
Every person knows that in actual warfare, victory
does not always go with the big battalions; and
in this instance the desert-trained warriors allowed
themselves to be seduced by the idolatries and
immoralities of the Canaanites and forgot to exe-
cute the commission with which they had been in-
trusted, viz. to drive out the Canaanites from the
land which had been promised to their fathers.
Had they b(M>n faithful to Jeh, they would not have
taken so long com])let(>ly to possess the land (Ps
81 13.14). But if instead of having GOO.OOO stal-
Wiirt soldiers tli(>y liad only possessed G,000, it is not
difficult_ to see how they could not drive out the
Canaanites. The difficailty is to perceive how they
could have achieved as much as they did.

(3) TJie munhrr of the firxlhom.—That tlie 22 27:5
nrstl>oni males froni 1 month old and upward (3' 43)
is out of all pioportion to the 6():i, .-).->() mc^ii of 20 years
'A> 'V"'t^"!')^''^'"^^' '"''"f^ inw\i too ftnv, has frequently
(Bleek, Bohleu, Colenso and others) Jw-en felt as a ditli-
ciUty, since it practically involves tlio concliLsion that
for every firstborn there must have b(>en 40 or 4.5 males
in each family. Various solutions of tlii.s difTiculty have
been offered. Thv prevalence of polvK'amv has been
suKgosted (Micliai'lis, Hiivernick). Tlu! e'xelusioii of
tirsthorn sons who wore married, the inclusion only of
fh(> mot hei-'s first l)orn, and the great fruitfulness of ITeb
mot tiers have bt-en railed in to surmount the difiiculty
(Kurtz). But perhaps the best exjilanation is that only
tlioso were counted who were born after tlie Law was
given on the night of the departure! from Egvpt (Ex 13
2; Nu 3 13; 8 17) (Keil, Delitzsch. (lerlacli). It may
he urged, of course, that this would n-quirc! an exception-
ally large number of births in the 13 months; but in the
exceptionally joyous circumstances of tlu^ emancipation
tins might not have been impossilile. In any case it
do(;s not seem rea.sonable on account of this difficul'ty
which nnght vanish were; all the facts known, to impeach
the historical acciu-acy of the narrative, even in this
particular.

(Note.—In Scotland, with a population of nearly
doul)Ie that of the Israelites, viz. 4,877,tJ4,S, the mar-
riages in 1909 were 30,092, the lowest on record for .5,'".

years. At tins rate the births in Isra(>l during tlu; first
12 months after the exodus might liav(! bei'n l.'j.OKi.
assuming each marriage to have had issue. As this
marriage rate, however, is excessively low for Scotlandm normal years, the number of marriages and fhen^fore
of births m Israel in the first y(>ar after the exodus may
well have been twice, if not 3 times, 1.5, 04(), i.e. 30,092,
or 4.5,138. Reckoning the half of these as males, viz.
15,046 or 22,569, it does not appear as if the number of
the firstborn in the text were quite impossible, on the
supposition made.)

(1) The duties of the priests.—These are supposed
to have been so onerous that Aaron and his sons

could not possibly have ]K>rformed
3. Alleged th(>m. But (a) the Levitical laws,
Physical though published in the desert, were
Impossi- not n<H'(\ssarily int<>nded to receive
bilities full and minute observance there, but

only in Canaan. (I)) In point of fact,
as Moses afterward testified (Dt 12 8), the Levitical
laws were not scrujmlously kept in the wildern(\ss.
(c) There is no reason to suppose that th(> Passover
of the 2d year wtis celebrated oth(>rwise than it had
been in Egypt b(>fore the exodus, the slaughtering
of the lambs being p(>rformed by the heads of
families. And (d) as the Levit(>s were set apart
to minister to the tabernacle (Nu 1 50), they would
be able in many waj's to assist the priests.
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(2) The anscnihliiKi of the ro>igregatinn.--T\\r

assembling of the conj^n^fiatioii at tho door of the

tabernacle (10 8.4) has been adcluecnl as anoth(;r

lihysieal iini)ossii)iliiv; and no doubt it was if

every man, woman and child, or even only every

man" was expected to be thcTe; but not if the con-

gresaf ion was ordinarily rei)resented by its ' n^-

nowned" or "called" men, jn-inces of the tribes of

their fatluTs, heads of thousands of Israel (1 K)).

1\) suppose that anvthins else was meant is surely

not reciuired. When Moses called all Israel and

spake unto them (Dt 5 1; 29 2), no intelliKent

])(n-son und(>rstands that he p(>rsoiially addrc'ssed

every indivichial, or si)oke so as to be heard by

every individual, though what he said was intendecl

for all. An additional difhculty m the way of

assembling the confireKation, and by implication

an argument against the size of the congregation,

has been tliscovered in the two silver trump(>ts

which, it is contended, were too few for summoning

so vast a host as 2^ millions of ijcojile. But it is

not stated in the narrative either i<i) that it was

absolutely nec(^ssary that every individual m the

camp should hear the sound of the trum]iets any

more than it was indispensable that Balaam's curse

should rei'cho to th(> utmost l)oun(ls ol Israel (Nu 23

13), or that a public proclamation by a modern

stat(\ though prefaced bv means of an "Oyez,

should be li(>ard by all within the state or even

within its capital; or (h) if it was necessary that

everyone should hear, that the trumpeters could

not move about through the camp but must r(>main

stationary at the tabernacle door; or (c) that in

the cl(>ar air of the d(>sert th(> sound of the trumpets

would not trav(4 farther than in the noisy iind

murky atmosi)h(>re of modern cities; or {(I) that

should occasion arise for more trum]icts than two,

Moses and his successors were forbidden to make
them. ^, , • /.

(3) The marching of the host—The marching of

the host in four main divisions of about half a

million each (2; 10 14-20) has also bc^en pro-

nounced a stumbling-block (Cokniso,
_

E(>rtlmans,

Doughtv), inasmuch as the i)rocession formed

(i.e. if iio division began to fall into line till its

l^redecessor had com])leted its evolutions) would

require the whole day for its completion, and would

make a column of unjirecedented length—of 22

miles (Colenzo), of 600 miles (Doughty)—and

would even on the most favorable hypothesis travel

only a few miles, when the whole line would again

need to reconstruct the camp. The simple state-

ment of this shows its absurdity as an explanation of

what actually took place on the march, and indi-

rectly suggests that the narrative may be historical

after all, as no romancer of a late age would have

risked his reputation by laying down such direc-

tions for the march, if they were susceptible of no

other explanation than the above. How precisely

the march was conducted may be difficult or even

impossible to describe; in such a way as to obviate

all objections. But some considerations may be

advanced to show that the march through the

d(>sert was neither impossible nor incredible,

(a) The deploying of the four main divisions into

line may have gone on simultaneously, as they were

widely a})art from each other, on the E. (Judah),

on the S. (Reuben), on the W. (Ephraim) and on

the N. (Dan). (6) There is no ground for thinking

that the march would be conducted, at least at

first, with the precision of a modern army, or that

each division would extend itself to the length of

22 miles. It is more than likely that they would

follow their standards as best they could or with

such order as could be arranged by th(>ir captains,

(c) If the cami)S of Judah and Reuben started their

preparations together, say at 6 o'clock in the morn-

ing (which might l)e ])OSsible), and occupied 4 hours

in comi)leting these, they might begin to advanc(> at

10 o'clock and cover 10 miles in another 4 hours,

thus bringing them on to 2 PM, after which 4 hours

more would enable them to encamj) themselves

for the night, if tliat was nec(>ssary. The; other

two divisions falling into line, say at 2 o'clock, would

arrive at 6 PM, and by 10 PM would be settled

for the night, (d) It does not seem certain that

every night upon the march they would arrange

theinselves into a regularly constructed camp;

rather it is reasonable to conclude that this would

be done only when they had reached a spot where a

halt was to be made for some time, (c) In any

case, in the absence of more d(>tails as to how the

march was conducted, arithmetical calculations

are of little value and are not entitled to discredit

the truthfulness of the narrative.

(4) The victory over Midian.—This has been

objected to on moral grounds which are not now
referred to. It is the supposed impossibility of

12,000 Israelites slaying all the male Midianites, cap-

turing all their women and children, including 32,000

virgins, seizing all their cattle and flocks, with all

their goods, and burning all their cities and casth^s

without the loss of a single man (31 49), which

occasions perplexity. Yet Scri])ture relates several

victories of a similar description, as e.g. that of

Abraham over the kings of the East (Gen 14 1.')),

in which, so far as the record goes, no loss was

incurred bv the patriarch's army; that of Gideon's

300 over the Midianites at a later date (.Igs 7 22);

that of Samson single-handed over 1,000 Philis

(Jgs 15 15); and that of Jehoshaphat at the battle

of Tekoa (2 Ch 20 24), which was won without a

blow—all more or less miraculous, no doubt. But

in profane history, Tacitus (Ann. xiii.39) relates an

instance in which the Romans slaughtered all tlunr

foes without losing a single man; and Strabo (xvi.

1128) mentions a battle in which 1,000 Arabs were

slain by only 2 Romans; while the life of Saladin

contains a like statement concerning the issue of

a battle (Hiivernick, Intro, 330). Hence Israel's

victory over Midian do(>s not afTorcl sufficient ground

for challenging its historic credibility.

IV. Authorship.—Restricting attention to evi-

dence from Nu itself, it may be r(-marked in a gen-

eral way that the question of authorship is prac-

tically settled by what has been advanced on its

literary structure and historical credibility. For,

if the materials of the book were substantially the

work of one pen (whoever may have been their first

collector or last redactor), and if these materials

are upon the whole trustworthy, there will be little

room to doubt that the original pen was in the hand

of a contemporary and eyewitness of the incidents

narrated, and that the contemporary and eye-

witness was Moses, who need not, however, have

set down everything with his own hand, all that

is necessary to justify tlie ascription of the writing

to him being that it should have been comjiosed

by his authority and under his supervision. In

this sense it is believed that indications are not

wanting in the book both against and for the Mo-
saic authorship; and these may now be considered.

(1) The alternating use of Divine na7ncs.—Th\s

usage, after forming so characteristic a feature in

Gen and larg(4y disajjpearmg m Ex
1. Against and Lev, nvisserts itself in Nu, an(l

the Mosaic more parti(;ularly in the story of

Authorship Balaam. If chs 23 and 24 can be

explained only as late documents

pieced together, because of the use of "God" in ch 23

and of "Lord" in ch 24, then Moses was not their

author. But if the varying use of the Divine narnes

is susceptible of explanation on the assumption

that the two chapters originally formed one docu-
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mcnt, then most distinotly tho claim of Mosos to

authorship is not debarred. Now whcth(>r Balaam
was a false or a true prophet, it is clear that he

could hope to please Balak only by cursing Israel

in the name of Jeh, the Elohim of Israel; and so it

is always J(>h he consults or pretends to consult

before replying to the messengers of Balak. Four
times he did so (22 8.19; 23 3,L')); and 3 t it was
Elohim who met him (22 9.20; 23 14), while every

time it was Jeh who jiut the word in his mouth.
Can any conclusion be fairer than that the historian

regarded Elohim and Jeh as the same Divine B(>ing,

and represented this as it were by a double emphasis,

which showed (a) that the Jeh whom Balaam con-

sulted was Elohim or the supreme God, and (h)

that the God who met Balaam and sui)plied him
with oracl(>s was Israel's I_x)rd? Thus explained,

the alternate use of the Divine names does not

n^quire the hypothesis of two single documents
rolled into one; and IiuIcxkI the argument from the

use of the Divine names is now generally abandon(>d.

(2) Traces of late authorship.—Truces of late

authorship are believed to exist in several passages:

(a) 15 32-36 seems to imply that the writer was no
longer in the wild(>rn(>ss, which may W(>11 have been
tlie case, if already he was in the land of Moab.
(h) 20 5 suggests, it is said, that the ix-ople were

then in Canaan. But the language rather conveys

the impression that they were not yet come to

Canaan; and in point of fact the people were at

Kadesh in the wilderness of Zin. (c) In 21 14.15.

17.18.27-30, certain archaic songs are cit(>d as if

the people were familiar with them, and the Anion
is mentioned as the border of Moab long before

Israel reached the river. Bvit that poets were
among the people at the tim(> of the exodus and
probably long before, the song of Moses (Ex 15)

shows, and that a Book of the Wars of the Lord
was begun to be composed soon after the defeat of

Amalek is not an unreasonable hypothesis (Ex 17

14). As for the statement that "Arnon lean(>th

upon the borders of Moab," that may have been
superfluous as a matter of information to the con-

temporaries of Moses when they were about to

cross the stream (Strack, Einl, 2.")), but it was quite

in place in an old projjhetic song, as showing that

their present position had been long b(>fore antici-

pated and foretold, (d) 24 7, according to criticism,

could not have been composed before the rise of the

monarchy; and certainly it could not, if jjrediction

of future evcnits is imi)Ossible. But if r(>fer(>nce to

a coming king in Israel was put into Balaam's
mouth by the Spirit of God, as the narrator says,

then it could easily have been made before the

monarchy; and so could (c) 24 17.18 have b(H'n

written before; the reign of David, though the con-

quest of the Edomites only then began (2 8 8 14;

1 K 11 1; 1 Ch 18 12.13).

Exami)les such as these show that man}', if not
most, of the like objections against the Mosaic
authorship of this book are capable of at least

possible solution; and that Kuenen's caution

should not be forgott(>n: "He who relies ujmju the

impression made by the whole, without interroga-

tion of the parts one by one, re[)udiates th(> first

principles of all scientific research, and pays homage
to superficiality" (/?cL o//sraeZ, I, 11).

(1) Certain passages have the appearance of

having been written by Moses.—These are: (a) those

which bear evidence of having been
2. For the intended for a people not settled in

Mosaic cities but dwelling in tents and camjxs,

Authorship as e.g. chs 1-4, describing tlu; arrange-

ments for the census and the formation
of the camp; 6 24-26, the high-priestly benedic-

tion; 10 3.').36, the orders for tin; marching and the

halting of the host; 10 1-9, the directions about

the silver trumpets; cli 19, the legislation which
obviously presupposes the \\ilderness as the i)lace

for its observance (vs 3.7.9.14). If criticism allows
that these and other i)assages have descended
from the Mosaic age, why should it be necessary
to seek anotluT author for them than Moses? And
if Moses could have composed these; pa.ssages, a
presumption at k^ast is created that th(; whole book
has proceeded from his pen. (b) The patriotic

songs taken from the Book of the ^^'ars of the Lord
(ch 21), which some critics (Cornill, Kautzsch and
others) hold cannot be later than 7."')0 BC, are by
equally competent scholars (Bleek, D(! \\'ett(>, E.
M(>y(>r, Konig and others) recog!HZ(>d as parts of

Israel's inheritance from (he Mosaic age, when-
soever they were incorpoi'ated in Nu. (c) Th(> list

of camping stations (ch 33) is expnss.sly assigned to

him. Whether "by the commandment of the Lord"
should be comu^cted with the "journeys" (Ke'hiig)

or the "writing" makes no difference as to th(>

authorship of this chaj)ter, at lea.st in the sense that

it is based on a Mosaic clocument (Strack). It is

true that even if this chapter as it stands was ])re-

pared by Mos(^s, that does not amount to conclu-

sive evidence of the Mosaic authorship of the whole
book. Yet it creates a {)resum])tion in its favor

(Drechsler, K(>il, Zahn). For why should Moses
have be(>n specially enjoined to write; so comjiara-
tively uninteresting and unprofitable a document
as a list of names, many of which are now incapable

of identification, if that was all? But if Moses
was already writing uj) a journal or history of the;

wanderings, whether by his own hand or by means
of amanuen.ses, and whether by ex])ress conunaTid
or without it (not an vnu-easonal)l(> sui)])()sition),

there was no jiarticular need to record that this was
BO. If, however, Moses was not thinking of pre-

serving an itin(>rary, and God for reasons of His own
desired that he should do so, then there was need
for a special commandm(>nt to be given; and need
that it should be recorded to explain why Moses
incorporated in his book a list of names that in

mo.st people's judgment might have b(>en omitted
without imperiling the vaha; of the book. Looked
at in this way, the order to prejiare this itinerary

rather strengthens the idea of the Mosaic author-
ship of the whole book.

(2) Acgnainfance on the 'part of the author with

Egyptian manners and customs.—This points in the

direction of Moses, (a) The trial by jealousy

(5 11-31) may be comi)ared with the tale of Set-

nau, belonging probably to the 3d cent. BC, but
relating to the times of llame.ses II, in which Btah-
nef(>r-ka, having found tlu; l)ook which the god
Thoth wrote with his own hand, copied it on a piec(>

of papyrus, dissolved the copy in wat(T and drank
the solution, with the result that ho knew all the

book contained (RP, IV, 138). (/;) The conse-

cration of the Levites (8 7) rese^mbled the ablutions

of the Egyp i)riests who shaved their heads and
bodies every 3d day, bath(>d twice during the day
and twice during tlie night, and performetl a grand
c(>remony of ])urifica1i<)n, ])reparatory to their

s(uisons of fasting, which sometimes lasted from 7

to 40 days and even more {WAE, I, 181). (c)

L^ncleanness from contact with the dead (19 11)

was not unknown to the Egyptians, who reciuired

their priests to avoid graves, funerals and funeral

feasts (rori)hyry, De Abst. ii.fiO, quoted in Speaker's

Comm.). (d) The fish, cucumbers, melons, leeks,

onions and garlic referred to in 11 5 were articles of

diet in Egy])t (Herod, ii.93). (c) The anticjuarian

statement about Hebron (13 22) fits in well with a

writer in Mosaic times. "A lat(>r writer could have

had no authority for making the statement and no

possible reason iFor inv(>nting it" {Pulpit Comin. on

Nu). On a candid review of all the arguments pro
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and con, it is not loo much to say that llic ])rc-

jiondcranco of evidence lies on the side of the sub-

stantial Mosaicity of the ]5ook of Numbers.
LiTKRATCRE.—romms. on Nu l)y Bcrtlican (ET),

Knobc-1, Keil (KT), Dilliuann, Strack. Lanse (KT) ; in
Sprnkir's Comm., Pulpit Comm., ICC (firay); Bib.
Intros of Do Wcttc, Hciisstcnhcrg, Iliivernick, Blcck,
KcMiifj, Strack, C'oriiill, Driver; in cncs, etc, RK, IIDB,
Eli, Sch-Ilcrz; critical c-oinrns.: Reuss. Die (lisriiirhte

dcr hciJiiii-n Sriiriftc/i AT; Kucnen, The Religion of
Israel (ET): Weliliausen. Gesehiehfe Israels and I'ro-

lei/omma (ET); l\lostcrinann. Der Peiilateueh : Eerd-
nians. Altlest. Stmlien: Addis, Doeumenls of Ilexateueh;

Olfonl Ilexoleueh; El'C.
T. A\'lIITKLAW

NUMENIUS, ml-tne'ni-us (Nov|at|vios, Noh-
7nfni<)s): The .son of Antiochus, and Anlipater were
tlie two amiiassadors whom Jonathan sent to the

Romans, "to theSpartans, and tootherplaces," after

his victory in the plain of Ilazor (Galilee) over the

princes of Demetrius (1 Mace; 12 1 fT) about 144
I5C. Their mission was to confirm and renew the

fritmdshi]) and treaty which had existed from the

days of Judas (8 17 fT). They were well received

and successful, both at Rome (12 3 f) and at

Sparta (12 19 fT; 14 22f). After the death of

Jonathan, the victories of Simon and the establish-

m(»nt of peace, Simon sent Num(>nius on a second

embassy to Rome (14 24), ap;ain to corifirm the

treaty and present a golden shield weigliing 1,000

riiinae—apparently just bc^fore the popular decr(>e

by which Simon was created high pri(\st, leader and
captain "for ever" (1 Mace 14 27 ff), September,
141 BC. The embassy returned in 139 BC, bear-

ing letters froin the senate to the kings of Egypt,

Syria and "all the countries," confirming the integ-

rity of Jewish territory, and forbidding these kings

to disturb the J(nvs, and requiring them also to sur-

render any deserters (14 15 ff). See also Lucius;
Schiirer, Gcsrh. des jiidischen Volkes (3d and 4th

edd), I, 236, 250 f. S. Angus

NUN, ncTTm C- , ') The 14th letter of the Heb
alphabet; transliterated in this Encyclopaedia as

??. It came also to be us(>d for the number 50.

For name, etc, see Alphabkt.

NUN, ntm (1^-, ?n7«, "fish," derivative; mean-

ing "fectmdity"): Father of Joshua (referred to

tlms 29 t) (Ex 33 11; Nu 11 28, etc; 1 Ch 7 27,

m "Non"; Sir 46 1, m "Nave").

NURSE, nurs, NURSING, nurs'ing: "Nurse" in

AV represents two difTer(>nt Ileb words: In 8 pas-

sages (Cen 24 59; 35 8; Ex 2 7 bis.9; 2 K H 2;

2 Ch 22 11; Isa 49 23) the word—noun or vb.—
nniders some form of the vb. pi^

,
ydnak, "to suck."

The fem. causative part, of this vb. is commonly
used to denote nurse or foster-mother. According
to Ex 2 7 Moses' mother—"a nurse of the Heb
women"—became, at Pharaoh's daughter's request,

the fost(>r-mother of the foundling. Joash, the son

of Ahaziah, was in charge of a nurse until he was
7 years old (2 K 11 2; 2 Ch 22 11). But it is

obvious that the term was used in a more general

way, e.g. of a lady's maid or tir(>-woman. Rebck-
ah was accompanied by her nurse when she left

home to be married (Gen 24 59; 35 8). In 5 pas-

sages (Xu 11 12; Ruth 4 16; 2 S 4 4; Isa 49 23;

60 4 AV) "nurse" represents the Heb word, '"C^
,

'amnn, "to support," "be faithful," "nourish."

The part, of this vb. denoted a person who had
charge of young children—a guardian or governess.

Naomi took charge of Ruth's child "and became
nurse mito it" (Ruth 4 16). In Nu 11 12 Moses
asks whether he has to take charge of the Israelites

"as a nursing-father carrieth the sucking chikl."

The same word is found in 2 K 10 15 (AV "them
that brought up," i.e. guardians of the sons of

Ahab) and in Est 2 7 (AV "and he brouglit up,"
i.e. he [Mordecai] adopted, his ni(>ce). Deutero-Lsa
uses both terms together (49 23) to de.scrib(> the
exalted ])osition of Israel in the future when foreign

kings and (lueens will offer their services and wait
upon the cliosen i)eo])le.

In th(! solitary i)ass;ige in tli(^ NT where "mn-S(>"

occurs, it renders the Gr word Tpo(p6s, tropho.s. In

this cas(> the word docs not mean a hired mu'se,

but a mother who nurses lier own children (1 Thess
2 7). T. Lkwis

NURTURE, m'lr'tur: The word occurs in AV in

I']])h 6 4 as tlu; tr of TratSe/a, -paideia, but RV
changes to "chastening," and u.ses "nurture" (vb.)

for AV "bring up" (iKTpitpu, eklrephb) in the first

])art of the verse. Paidcia has tlu; idea of training

an<l correction; in RV 2 Esd 8 12 for Lat eriidio;

and cf AV Wisd 3 11; Sir 18 13 (paidcud), etc.

NUTS, nuts:

(1) {1X\^ , 'eghoz; Kapva, karila; Anih. jauz, "the

walnut" [Cant 6 11]): This is certainly the walnut
tree, Juglans regia, a native of Persia and the
Himalayas which flourishes imder favorable condi-

tions in all parts of Pal; particularly in the moun-

Pistachio Nut (Pistacia vera).

tains. In such situations it attains the height of

from 60 to 90 ft. A grove of such trees affords the

most delightful shade.

(2) (D"^2i23, hotnim; rep^^ivOoi, terebinthoi [Gen

43 11, m "pistachio nuts"]): The Heb is perhaps

allied to the Ai'ab. butm, the "terebinth," which

is closely allied to the Pistacia vera, N.O. Anacar-

diaceae, which produces ]iistachio nuts. These nuts,

known in Arab, as fistuk, are prime favorites with

the people of Pal. They are oblong, £• in. long,

with green, oily cotyledons. They are eaten raw
and are also made into various sweets and confec-
tionery. They are a product of Pal, vc>ry likely to

be sent as a present to Egvpt (Gen 43 11).

E. W. G. Masterm.\n
NYMPHAS, nim'fas (Nvfj.(}>ds, Niunphds; Lach-

mann, Tregelles [m], \VH read Nv|i4>a, Numpha,
the name of a woman [Col 4 15]): A Christian

resident in Laodicea, to whom Paid sends saluta-

tions in the ep. which he wrote from Rome to the
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church in Colos.sac, the hitter city being only a

very few miles distant from Laodicea. Inde(;d, so

near were they, that Paul directs that

1. A Chris- the Ep. to the Col be read also in

tian in Laodic(nx. Nymphas—or if Nympha
Laodicea be read, th(>n it is a Christian lady

who is meant—was a person of out-

standing worth and imjjortanco in the churcli of

Laodicea, for he had granted the use of his dwelling-

house for the ordinary w(>ekly meetings of the;

church. The apostle's salutation is a 3-fold one—

•

to the bn^thnni that are in Laodicea, that is to

the whole of the Christian community in that

city, and to Nymphas, and to the church in his

house.

2. The
Church in

His House

This fact, that tho churcli met there, also sliows that
Nymphas was a person of some mt'aiis. for a very small

house could not have; accommodated the
Christian iu(>ii and women who gathered
together on the first day of every week
for the i)uri)oses of Christian worship.
The church in Laodicea—judging not only
from the 10]). to t\w Kph, which is really

Paul's Ep. to th(^ Ijaodiceans, and which indicates that
the church in Laodicea had a numerous iiKMnlM^-ship, hut
also from what is said of it in Rev 3 17x\.V—must have
been large and influential: "Thou sayest, I am rich, and
increased with goods, and have need of nothing." The
house of Nymphas, therefore, must have possessed a large
room or saloon sufficiently commodious to allow tlu; meet-
ing of a numerous company. Xymphas would 1)0 a jx-r-
son both of Christian character and of gt-nerous feeling,
and of some amount of wealth. Nothing more is known
regarding him, as this is the only i)assage in which \w is
named. JoiIN RuTHEltFURD

o
OABDIUS, 6-ab'di-us (A, 'flapSCos, Oahdio,^,

B, -etos, cUhs, Fritzsche, 'IwapSios, lonlxllos, om.
in AVj: One of the sons of Ela who ptit away
their "strange wives" (1 Esd 9 27) = "Abdi" of Ezr
10 26.

OAK, dk: Several Ileb words are so tr'', but there

has always been gr(>at doubt as to which won Is

should be tr'' "oak" and which "terebinth." This

uncertainty appears in the LXX and all through

EV; in recent revisions "terebinth" has been in-

creasingly added in the m. All th(> Heb words ar(>

closely allied and may originally have had simi)ly tin;

meaning of "tree," btit it is clear that, when tlu;

OT was written, they hidicated sonu> special kind

of tree.

The words and references are as follows

:

(1) ^l5^!! 'iliJ-h (ill LXX usually Ttpt^u'So?, tirebin-

thos. in Vulg tirchl/iHius, or, more commonly, qucrcH-<)

((ien 35 4; Jgs 6 11.19; 2 S 18 9.10.11;

1 Hebrew l X^ 13 H; l Ch 10 12; Isa 1 30; E/.k

\\r^^A^ r,„A 6 1:5 -in all these m 'terebinth"). In Jsa
Words and g j.^ (

^^r ..^,,51 tree") and Hos 4 i:i (.W
References "elms") the tr is "tc^rebinths" becau.se of

tli(! juxtaposition of 'nlldn, tr^ "oaks."
"Vale of Elah" (m "the Terebinth") is found in 1 S

17 2.19; 21 9. The expression in Isa 1 .SO, "whosi;
leaf fadetli," is more appropriate to the terebinth than
tlie oak (sec below).

(2) n5X. 'alldh {terehinthos, quercus [Vulg]), appar-

ently a slight variant for 'eldh; only in Josh 24 20;
Gen 35 4 {'elah) and in .fgs 9 Celdn).

(3) C'xX or C'^'?"'Sit . 'clim, perhaps pi. of 'elah, occurs

in Isa 1 29 (m "terebinths"); 57 5, m "with idols,"

AV "idols," m "oaks"; 61 3, "trees"; Ezk 31 It

(text very doubtful) , "height, ' .VVm " upon themselves "
;

b^i<5, 'el, inKl-piiran (LXK tcrebinlhos) (Gen 14 0), prob-

ably means the "tree" or "terebinth" of Paran. Celsius
(//i<'ro6. 1.34 If) argu(>s at l(>ngth that th(! above words
apply well to the Teueui.nth (q.v.) in all the passages
in wiiich they oc(;ur.

(4) 'i'^bX. 'eZo/t (usually 5pC5, dries, "oak"), in Gen

12 6; 13 IS; 14 13; 18 1; Dt 11 30; Josh 19 33;
Jgs 4 11; 9 0.37; 1 S 10 3 (.VV "plain"); in all these
references m has "terebinth" or "terebinths." In (i(>n

12 6; Dt 11 30 wo have "oak" or "oaks" "of th(!

teacher" (Moreh) ; "oak in Zaanannim" in .Tgs 4 11;

Josh 19 33; the "oak of ZSIeonenim," m "the augurs'
oak (or, terebintli) " in Jgs 9 37.

(5) "IISS . 'allon (commonly Spin;, drus, or /BaAai^os,

bdlanos), in Gen 35 8 (cf ver 4); IIos 4 13; Isa 6 13, is

contrasted with 'eldh. showing that 'allon and 'eldh cannot
b> identical, so no marginal references occur; also in Isa

44 14; Am 2 9, but in all other passages, m "terebinth"
or "terebinths" occurs. "Oaks of Bashan" occurs in
Isa 2 13; Ezk 27 0; Zee 11 2.

If (1) (2) (3) refer esp. to the terebinth, then (4)

and (.5) are j)robably corr(>ctly tr'^ "oak." If we
may judge at all by present conditions, "oaks" of

Bashan is far more correct than "terebinths" of

Bashan.

There are, according to Post (Flora of PdlcHtine,

737-41), no less than 9 species of oak (N.O. Cupu-
liferae) in Syria, and he adds to these

2. Varieties 12 sub-varieties. Many of these have
of Oak no interest except to the botanist. The

following species are wi(lespr(>ad and
distinctive: (1) 'Lhe "Turkey oak," Quercus arris,
known in Arab, as Biillut, as its name inii)lies,

aboimds till over Eiu'opean Turkey and (Jreece
and is common in P;d. Undor favorable conditions

Oak at Gilead, the Siudeeyan {Quercus corcifera).

it attains to great size, reaching as much as 60 ft. in

height. It is distinguished by its large sessile

acorns with hemisi)herical cups covered with long,

narrow, almost bristly, scales, giving them a mossy
a.si)ect. The wood is hard aiul of fine grain. Calls
are common ujjon its branches.

(2) Quercus lusildniai (or Ballota), also known in

Arab, as Bullut, likt; the last is frequently foinid

dwarfed to a bush, but, when protected, attains a
height of 30 ft. or more. The leaves are dentate
or crenate and last late into the winter, but are

shed before the new twigs are developed. The
acorns are solitary or ftnv in cluster, and the cupules

are more or less smooth. Galls are common, and
a variety of this sjiecies is often known as (}. iiifcc-

toria, on account of its liability to infection with
galls.

(3) The Valonica oak {Q. aegolops), known in

Arab, as Mellttt, has large oblong or ovate deciduous

leaves, with deep s(>rrations terminating in a bristl(>-

like point, and vtny largt; attorns, globular, thick

cupules covered with long refiexed scales. The
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cupiilcs, known connncrciiilly us valonic^a, furnish

one of the richest of tanning materials.

(4) The Evergreen oak is often ekissed under the

general name "Ilex oak" or Holm (i.e. holty-like)

oak. Sev(>ral varieties are described us occurring

in Pal. Q. ilct usually has rath(>r a shrublike

"Joshua's Oak"—a Terebinth (Near Abord in Ephraini.
Supposed to Bo the; Largest Tree in Palestine).

growth, with abundant glossy, durk-green leaves,

ovul in shupe und more or less prickly at the mar-
gins, though sometimes entire. The cupules of the
acorns are woolly. It shows a marked predilection

for the neighborhood of the sea. The Q. coccifera

(with var. Q. pseudococcifcra) is known in Arab,

as Sindidn. The leaves, like the last, usually are

prickly. The acorns are solitary or twin, and the

hemispherical cupules are more or less velv(>ty. On
the Q. coccifera are foiuid the insects which make
the well-known Kermes dye. These evergreen

oaks are the common trees ut sacred tombs, and
the once magnificent, but now dying, "Abraham's
oak" at Hebron is one of this species.

Oaks occur in all parts of Pal, in spite of the

steady ruthless destruction which has been going on
for centuries. All over Carmel, Tabor,

3. Oaks in around Banias and in the hills to the

Modern W. of Nazart^th, to mention well-

Palestine known localities, there are forests of

oak; great tracts of country, esp. in Gal-

ilee and E. of the Jordan, are covennl by a stunted
brushwood which, w^ere it not for the wood-cutter,

would grow into noble trees. Solitary oaks of

magnificent proportions occur in many parts of the

land, esy). ui)on hilltops; such tre(>s are saved from
destruction IxH'avise of their "sacrcMl" character. To
bury beneath such a tree has ever been a favorite

custom (cf Gen 35 8; 1 Ch 10 12). Large trees

like these, se(>n often from great distances, are fre-

quently landmarks (Josh 19 33) or places of meet-
ing (cf "Oak of Tabor," 1 S 10 3). The custom of

heathen worship beneath oaks or terebinths (Hos
4 13; Ezk 6 13, etc) finds its modern counterpart

in the cult of the Wclij in Pal. The oak is som(>times

connected with some historical event, as e.g.

Abraham's oak of RIamre now shown at Hebron,

and "th(> oak of weeping," Alton hacidh, of Gen 35
N. E. W. G. Mastehman

OAK OF TABOR ("i^H V.bX , 'clon tahhor):

Thus RV in 1 S 10 3 for'AV "plain of Tabor"
(R\'m "terebinth"). Tabor was famous for its

groves of oak, but what "oak" is meant here is not
known. I'^wald thinks that "Tabor" is a tlifferent

])r()iuniciation for "Deborah," and connects with
(!eu 35 S; but this is not likely. See Oak, 3.

OAR, dr. See Ships axd Boats, II, 2, (3).

OATH, oth (nr^mp, skbkitah, probably from
shebha\ "seven," the sacred luunber, which occurs
frequently in the rituul of an oath; opKos, horkoH;

and the stronger word •~';'^5, 'dlCih, by which a curse

is actually invoked upon the oath-breaker [I^XX
dpd, amj); In INIt 26 70-74 Pet(>r first denies his

Lord sinii)ly, then with an oath (nh'bhuWi), then
invokes a curse ('uldli), thus passing through every
stage of asseveration.

The oath is the invoking of a curse upon one's

self if one has not spoken the truth (Mt 26 74), or

if one fails to keep a ])romise (1 S 19
1. Law Re- G; 20 17; 2 S 15 21; 19 23). It

garding i)laved a very important part, not only
Oaths in "lawsuits (Ex 22 11; Lev 6 3.5)

and state afTairs (Ant, XV, x, 4), but
also in the dealings of evervday life (Gen 24 37;
50 5; Jgs 21 5; 1 K 18 10; Ezr 10 5). The
Mosaic; laws concerning oaths were not meant to

limit the wides])read custom of making oaths, so

much as to impress upon the people the sacredness
of an oath, forbidding on the one hand swearing
falsely (Ex 20 7; Lev 19 12; Zee 8 17, etc),

and on the other sw(>aring by false gods, which
lattcT was considered to be a very dark sin (J(>r

12 16; Am 8 14). In the Law only two kinds
of false swearing are mentioned : false swearing of a
witness, and false ass(>veration upon oath regarding a

thing found or received (Lev 5 1; 6 2ff;cfProv 29
24). Both required a sin offering (Lev 5 1 ff). The
Talm gives additional rules, and lays down certain

punishments for false swearing; in the case of a
thing found it states what the false swearer nuist

pay (Makkdth 2 3; SIvtAitoth 8 3). The Jewish
interjiretation of the 3d commandment is that it is

not concerned with oaths, but rather forbids the
use of the name of J(>h in ordinary cases (so Dalman)

.

Swearing in the name of the Lord (Gen 14 22;
Dt 6 13; Jgs 21 7; Kuth 1 17, etc) was a sign

of lovalty to Him (Dt 10 20; Isa

2. Forms 48 11; Jer 12 16). We know from
of Swearing Scripture (see above) that swearing

by false gods was frequent, and we
learn also from the newly discovered Elephantine
))apyrus that the people not only swore by Jahu
( = jeh) or by the Lord of H(>uv(ni, but ulso umong
a certuin class of other gods, e.g. by Herem-
Bethel, and by Isum. In ordinary intercourse it

was customarv to swear bv the life of the person
addressed {IS 1 26; 20 3; 2 K 2 2); bv the

life of the king (1 S 17 55; 25 26; 2 S li 11);

by one's own head (Mt 5 3()); bv the earth (Mt
5 35); by the heaven (Mt 5 34; "23 22); bv the

angels {BJ, II, xvi, 4); by the temple (Mt 23 16),

an(l by different parts of it (Mt 23 16); bv Jerus

(Mt 5 35; cf Knhahhdth 2 9). The oath "by
heaven" (Mt 5 34; 23 22) is coimted by Jesus as

the oath in which God's nume is invoked. Jesus

does not mean that God and heaven are identical,

but He desires to rebuke those who paltered with

an oath by avoiding a direct mention of a name of

God. He teaches that such an oath is a real oath
and must be considered as sacredly binding.
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Not much is told us as to the ceremonies observed
in taking an oath. In j^atriarchal times he who

took the oath put liis hand under the
3. The thigh of him to whom the oath was
Formula taken (Gen 24 2; 47 29). The most

usual form was to hold up the hand to

heaven (Gen 14 22; Ex 6 8; Dt 32 40; Ezk 20
5). The wife suspected of unfaithfulness, when
brought before the pri(\st, had to answer "Amen,
Amen" to his adjuration, and this was considered
to be an oath on her part (Nu 5 22). The usual
formula of an oath was either: "God is witness
betwixt me and thee" (Gen 31 50), or more com-
monlv: "As Jeh [or God] liveth" (Jgs 8 19; Ruth
3 13; 2 S 2 27; Jer 38 16), or "Jeh be a true and
faithful witness amongst us" (Jer 42 5). Usually
the ])enalty invoked by the oath was onlv suggested

:

"Jeh [or God] do so to me" (Ruth 1 17; 2 S 3 9.

35; 1 K 2 23; 2 K 6 31); in some cases the punish-
ment was expressly mentioned (Jer 29 22). Nowack
suggests that in gen(>ral the puiiishm(>nt was not
expressly mentioned because of a superstitious fear
that the person swearing, although speaking the
truth, might draw upon himself some of the punish-
ment by merely mentioning it.

_
Philo expresses the desire (ii.l94) that the prac-

tice of swearing should l)e discontinued, and the
Ess(>nes used no oaths {BJ, II, viii, 6; Ant, XV,
x,4).
That oaths are ]x>rmissible to Christians is shown

by the example of Our Lord (Mt 26 03 f), and of
Paul (2 Cor 1 23; Gal 1 20) and

4. Oaths even of God Himself (He 6 13-18).
Permissible Consequently when Christ said, "Swear

not at all" (Mt 5 34), He was laying
dowTi the princijjle that the Christian must not
have two standards of truth, but that his ordinary
speech must be as sacredly true as his oath.
In the kingdom of God, where that principle holds
sway, oaths become unnecessary.

Paul Levertoff
OBADIAH, o-ba-dl'a {"TT-^'J , 'Obhadhyah, more

fully in^~ny
, 'obhadhyahu, "servant of Yahweh")

:

(1) The steward or })rime minister of Ahab, who
did his best to protect the prophets of Jeh against
Jez(>bel's persecution. He met Elijah on his return
from Zarephath, and bore to Ahab the news of
Elijah's reappearance (1 K 18 3-lG).

(2) The prophet (Ob ver 1). See Obadiaii, Book
OF.

(3) A descendant of David (1 Ch 3 21).

(4) A chief of the tribe of Issachar (1 Ch 7 3).
(a) A descendant of Saul (1 Ch 8 38; 9 44).
(G) A Levite descended from Jeduthun (1 Ch 9

16), identical with Abda(Neh 11 17).

(7) Achief of the Gadites (1 Ch 12 9).

(8) A Zebulunite, father of the chief Ishmaiah
(1 Ch 27 19).

(9) One of the princes sent by Jehoshaphat to
teach the law in Judah (2 Ch 17 7).

(10) A Merarite employed by Josiah to oversee
the workmen in repairing the temple (2 Ch 34 12).

(11) The head of a family who went up with
Ezra from Babylon (Ezr 8 9).

(12) One of the men who sealed the covenant
with Nehemiah (Neh 10 5).

(13) A gate-keeper in the days of Nehemiah
(N(>h 12 25).

The name "Obadiah" was common in Israel from
the days of David to the (dose of the OT. An an-
ci(>nt Ileb seal bears the inscription "Obadiah the
servant of the King." John Richard Sampey

OBADIAH, BOOK OF: Obadiah is the shortest
book in the OT. The theme of the book is the de-
struction of Edom. Consequent upon the over-

throw of Edom is the enlargement of the borders of
Judah and the establishment of the kingship of Jeh.
Thus far all scholars are agreed; but on questions
of authorship and date there is wide divergence of
opinion.

(1) Jeh summons the nations to the overthrow
of proud Edom. The men of Esau will be broiight

down from their lofty strongholds;
1. Contents their hidden treasures will be rifled;

of the Book th(>ir confederates will turn against
them; nor will the wise and the

mighty men in Edom be able to avert the crushing
calamity (vs 1-9). (2) The ov(>rthrow of Edom is

due to the violence and cruelty shown toward his

brother Jacob. The prophet describes the cruelty
and shameless gloating over a brother's calamity,
in the form of earnest appeals to Edom not to do the
selhsh and heartless deeds of which he had been
guilty when Jerus was sacked by foreign foes (vs
10-14).

_
(3) The day of the disi)lay of Jeh's retrib-

utive righteousness ujion the nations is near.
I'klom shall be completely destroyed by the people
whom he has tried to uproot, while Israel's captives
shall return to take possession of their own land and
also to seize and rule the mount of Esau. Thus the
kingship of Jeh shall be established (vs 15-21).

The unity of Ob was first challenged by Eichhorn in
1824, vs 17-21 bcinR regarded by him as an appendix

attached to the original exilic prophecy
2. Unity of in tli« time of Alexander Jannaeus (104-78
./ Rnntr B('). Ewald tliought tliat an exilic
xne UOOK prophet, to whom ho ascribed vs 11-11

and l'.)-21, had made use of an older
prophecy by Oljadiah in vs 1-10, and in vs 15-18 of
material from anollier older proi)hot who was contem-
porary, like Oliadlah, with Isaiali. As the years went
on, the material assigned to the older oracle was limited
by some to vs 1-9 and by others to vs l-(). Wellhausen
assigned to Obadiah vs 1-5. 7. 10. 11. 13. 14. 1.5&, while all
else was regarded as a later appendix. Barton's theory
of the composition of Ob is thus summed up by Bewer:
"Vs 1-6 are a preexilic oracle of Ol), which was quoted
t)y Jeremiah, and readapted with additions (vs 7-15) by
another Obadiah in the early post-exilic days; vs 10-21
form an appendix, probably from Maccabean times"
{ICC, 5) . Bewer's own view is closely akin to Barton's,
lie thinks that Obadiah, writing in tho 5th cent. BC,
"quoted vs 1-4 almost, though not quite, literally; that
ho commented on the okk^r oracle in vs 5-7, partly in tho
words of the older i)rophet, partly in his own words, in
order to show that it had been fuiniled in his own day;
and that in vs 8.9 he quoted once more from the older
oracle without any show of literalness." Ho ascribes to
Obadiah vs 10-14 and 156. Tho apnendix consists of
two sections, vs 15a. 16-18 and vs 19-21, possibly by
different authors, ver 18 being a quotation from some
older prophecy. To the average Bil)le student all this
minute analysis of a l)rief prophecy nuist seem hyper-
critical. Ho will i)refer to read the booii as a unity; and
i n doing so will get tho essence of tho message it has for
the present day.

CfTtain preliminary problems require solution
before the question of date can be settled.

(1) Relation of Ob and Jer 49.—
3. Date of (a) Did Obadiah (juote from Jer?
the Book Pusey thus sets forth the impossibility

of such a solution: "Out of 16 verses
of which the prophecy of Jen^miah against Edom
consists, four are identical with those of Obadiah;
a fifth embodies a verse of Obadiah's; of the eleven
which remain, ten have some turns of expression
or idioms, more or fewc^r, which recur in Jer, either

in these prophecies against foreign nations, or in
his prophecies generally. Now it would be wholly
improbable that a prophet, selecting verses out of
tho prophecy of Jeremiah, should have selected
precisely those which contain none of Jeremiah's
characteristic exprc^ssions; whereas it perfectly fits

in with the supposition that Jeremiah interwove
verses of Obadiah with his own prophecy, that in
verses so interwoven there is not one expression
which occurs elsewh(>re in Jer" {Minor Prophets,
I, 347).

_
(6) Did Jeremiah quote from Ob? "It is

almost incredible that the vigorous and well-
articulated prophecy in Ob could have been made
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by pieciiif!; togrtlier detached cuiolations from .ler;

biit Jen>Tniali nuiy well have taken from Ob many
expressions that "fell in with his general i)uri)ose.

Ther(> arc difHcvdties in ai)i)lying this vi(>w to one or

two versos, bvit, it, has not, been disproved l)y the

argunK'iits from meter advanced by B(>wer and
others, (c) Did both Obadiah and Jereniiali quot(>

from an older oracle? This is the favorit(> solution

among recent scholars, most of whom think that

Obadiah ])reserves the vigor of the original, while

Jeremiah quot(>s with more fnn'dom; but J5ewer in

ICC, after a detailed c()m])arison, thus sums up:

"Our coticlusion is that Olxidiah quoted in rs 1-0 (in

older oradv. the original of irhieh is better preserved in

Jor 49." The student will do well to get his own
first-hand imjiression from a careful comi)arison of

the two passages. Witli Ob vs 1-4 cf Jer 49 li-

lt); with Ob vs o.C) cf Jer 49 <).1()«; with Ob ver

8 cf Jer 49 7; with Ob ver 9a cf Jer 49 221). On
the whole, the view that Jeremiah, wlio often riuotes

from earlier i)ro])hets, draws directly from Ob, with

free working over of i\w older prophets, seems still

tenabl(\

(2) Relation of Ob and Joel.—Thn-Q seems to be

in Joel 2 32 (Ileb 3 o) a direct allusion to Ob
vor 17. If Joel prophesied during tlie minority

of the boy king Joash (c ,S30 BC), Obadiah would
be, on this hypothesis, the earliest of the writing

pro])hets.

(3) What capture of Jerus is described in Ob vs 10-

U ?—Th(> disaster seems to have been great enough

to be called "d(>struction" (Ob ver 12). Hence
most scholars identify the calamity described by
Ob with the capture and destructicm of Jerus by the

Chaldaeans in 587 BC. But it is remarkable, on
this hypothesis, that no allusion is made eithcT in

Ob or Jer 49 7-22 to the Chaldaeans or to the

destruction of the temple or to the wholesak;

transportation of the inhabitants of Jerus to Bab}'-

lonia. We know, however, from Ezk 35 1-15 and
Ps 137 7 that Edom rejoiced over the final de-

struction of Jerus by the Chaldaeans in 587 BC, and
that they encouraged the destroyers to blot out the

holy city. Certain it is that the events of 587

accord r(>markably with the language of Ob vs 10-

14. Pusey indeed argues fnmi the use of the form

of the direct i)rohibition in Ob vs 12-14 that Edom
had not y(>t committed the sins against which the

prophet warns him, and so Jcn-us was not yet de-

stroyed, when Obadiah wrote. But almost all

modern scholars interpret the language of vs 12-14

as referring to what was already i)ast; the i)rophet

"speaks of what the Edomites had actually done as

of what they ought not to do." The scholars who
regard Obadiah as the first of the writing prophets

locate his ministry in Judah during the reign of

Jehoram (c 845 BC). Both 2 K and 2 Ch tell of

the war of n^bellion in the days of Jehoram when
Edom, after a fierce struggle, thrcnv ofT the yoke of

Judah (2 K 8 20-22; 2 Ch 21 8-10). Shortly

after the revolt of Edom, according to 2 Ch 21 IG f,

the Philis and Arabians broke into Judah, "and
carried away all the substance that was found in the
king's house, and his sons also, and liis wives; so

that there was never a son left him, save Jehoahaz,
the youngest of his sons." Evidently the capital

city fell into the hands of the invaders. It was a
calamity of no mean proportions.

Th(^ advocates of a late date call attention to

three points that weaken the case f(jr an early date

for ( )b : («) The silence of 2 K as to the invasion of

the Philis and Arabians. But what motive could

the author of Ch have had for inventing the story?

(6) Tli(> absence of any mention of the destruction

of the city by the Philis and Arabians. It must be
acknowledged that the events of 587 BC accord

more fully with the description in Ob vs 10-14,

though the disaster in the days of Jehoram must
have l)(H>n tcrriijle. (c) The silence as to Edom in

2 Ch 21 IG f. But so also are the historic l)ooks

silent as to the part that Edom took in the destruc-

tion of Jerus in 587. It is true that exilic and jxjst-

exilic projihets and psalmists si)eak in bitter demm-
ciation of the un])rotherlv conduct of Edom (Lam
4 21.22; Ezk 25 12-14; "35 1-15; Ps 137 7; Mai
I 1-5; cf also Isa 34 and 63 1-G); but it is also

tru(! that the earliest Ileb literature bears witness

to tlie keen rivalrv between ]']sau and Jacob ((Jen

25 22 f; 27 41; Nu 20 14-21), and one of the

earli(\st of the writing i)ro))h(>ts denounces lulom
for unnatural cruelty toward his brother (Am 1

II f; cf Joel 3 19 [Ileb 4 19]).

(4) The style of Ob.—Most early critics praise;

the style. Some of the more recent critics argue
for different authors on the basis of a marked differ-

ence in style within the comjiass of the twentj'-

()n(; verses in the little roll. Thus Selbie writes in

HDB: "There is a difference in styk; b(>tween the

two halv(vs of the book, the first l)eing t(TS(>, ani-

mated, and full of striking figures, while the second
is difTusc and marked by poverty of ideas and
trite figures." The criticism of the latter part of

the book is somewhat exaggerated, though it may
be freely granted that the first half is more original

and vigorous. The Ileb of the V)ook is classic, with
scarcely any admixture of Aram, words or con-

structions. The author may well have lived in the

golden age of the Ileb language and literature.

(5) Geographical and historical allusions.—The
references to the different sections and cities in the

land of Israel and in the land of Edom are quite

intelligible. As to Sepharad (ver 20) there is con-

siderable difff^once of opinion. Schrader and some
others identify it with a Shaparda in Media, men-
tioned in the annals of Sargon (722-705 BC).
Many think of Asia Minor, or a region in Asia

Minor mentioned in Pers inscriptions, perhaps

Bithynia or Galatia (Sayce). Some think that the

mention of "the cai)tives of this host of the children

of Israel" and "the captives of Jerus" (ver 20)

proves that both the Assyr captivity and the Bab
exile were already past. This argument has con-

siderable forc<>; but it is well to remember that

Amos, in the first half of the 8th cent., describes

wholesale deportations from the land of Israel by
men engaged in the slave trade (Am 1 G-10). The
problem of the dat(^ of Ob has not been solved to

the satisfaction of Bib. students. Our choice; must
be between a very early date (c 845) and a date

shortly after 587, with the scales almost

4. Interpre- evenly balanced.

tation of Ob is to be interpreted as prediction

the Book rather than history. In vs 11-14
tliere are elc>ments of historic; descrip-

tion, but vs 1-10 and 15-21 are predictive.

Literature.—Comms.: Caspari, Der Prophet Obadjah
ausgdeut, 1842; Pusoy, The Minor Prophets. 18G0;
Ewald. Comm. on the Prophets of the OT (ET),II, 277 f!.

1875; Koil (ET), 1880; T. T. Pcrownc (in Cambridge
Bible), 1889; von Orelli (ET), The Minor Prophets. 1893;
Wellhausen, Die kleinen Propheten, 1898; G. A. Smith.
The Book of the Twelve Prophets, II, 163 fl, 1898; Nowack,
Die kleinen Propheten. 1903; Marti, Dodekapropheton,
1903; Eiselen, The Minor Prophets, 1907; Bewer, ICC,
1911. Misoellaneous; Kirkpatrick, Doctrine of the

Prophets, 33 II; Intros of I>river, Wildeboer, etc; Selbie

in II DB. Ill, 577-80; Barton in JE, IX, 369-70; Clioyne
in EB. III. 345.5-62; Pcckliani, .1/j Intro to the Study of

Ob, 1910; Kent, Stude7Us' OT. Ill, 1910.

John Richard Sampey
OBAL, o'bal. See Ebal, 1.

OBDIA, ob-dl'a (A, 'Op8(a, Obdia, B, 'Oppcid,

Hobtwid): One of the families of usurping priests

(1 Esd 5 38) = "Habaiah" of Ezr 2 61; "Ilobaiah"

of Neh 7 63.
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OBED,6'be(inni3?, ^22! ,'ubhedh, "worshipper";

in the NT 'Ia>p^8, Idbt'd)

:

(1) Son of Boaz and Ruth and grandfather of

David (Ruth 4 17.21.22; 1 Ch 2 12; Mt 1 5;

Lk 3 32).

(2) Son of Ephhil and descendant of Sheshan, the

Jerahmeehtc^, through his daugliter who was
married to Jarha, an Egvi) servant of her father's

(1 Ch 2 37.;W).

(3) One of David's mighty men (1 Ch 11 47).

(4) A Korahite doorkeeper, son of Shemaiah,
and grandson of Obed-cniom (1 Ch 26 7).

(5) Father of Azariah, one of the centurions who
took part with Jehoiathi in deposing Queen AthaUah
and crowning Joash (2 Ch 23 1; of 2 K 11 1-lG).

David Fhaxcis Robekts
OBED-EDOM, o'hed-e'dom (D1-iX""ini? [2 Ch

25 24], mx-ini? [2 S 6 10; 1 Ch 13 13.14; 15

25], but elsewliere witliout hyphen, ^dhhedh-'Sdhom,
"servant of [god] Edom": so \V. R. Smith, Religion

of Semites-, 42, and II. P. Smith, Samuel, 294 f,

though others explain it as= "servant of man"):
In 2 S 6 10.11.12; 1 Ch 13 13.14 a PhiHstine of

Gath and servant of David, who received the
Ark of J(>h into his house when David brought it

into Jerus from Kiriath-jcvirim. Because of the
sudden d(>ath of Uzzah, David was unwilling to
proceed with the Ark to his citadel, and it remained
three months in the house of Obed-edom, "and
Jeh blessed Obed-edom, and all his house" (2 S 6
11). According to 1 Ch 13 14 the Ark liad asjiecial

"house" of its own while there. He is probably
the same as the Levite of 1 Ch 15 25. In 1 Ch
15 16-21 Obed-edom is a "singer," and in 1 Ch 15
24 a "doorkeeper," while according to 1 Ch 26
4-S.15 he is a Korahite doorkeeper, to w4iose house
fell the oversecTship of the storehouse (v(T 15),
while 1 Ch 16 5.38 names him as a "minister
before the ark," a memlx^r of the house or perhaps
guild of Jeduthun (see 2 Ch 25 24).
Obed-(Mlom is an illustration of the service

rend(Ted to Heb religion by foreigners, reminding
one of the Simon of Cvrene who bore the cross of
Jesus (Mt 27 32, etc)." The Chronicler naturally
desired to think that only Levites could discharge
such duties as Obed-edom performed, and hence
the references to him as a L(>vite.

David Fraxc'ir Roberts .

OBEDIENCE, 5-be'di-ens, OBEY, ci-ba' (J^Tp

,

shdma'; viraKoi], hupakoe) : In its sim))ler OT mean-
ing the word signifies "to hear," "to

1. Meaning listen." It carri(>s with it, how(>ver,
of Terms the ethical significance of hearing with

reverence and obedicTit assent. In
the NT a <lifferent origin is suggestive of "hearing
und(>r" or of subordinating one's self to the person
or thing heard, hence, "to ob(>y." There is another
NT usage, however, indicating persuasion from,
wddoy.ai, peithomai.
The relation expressed is twofold: first, human,

as between master and servant, and particularly
between parents and childnm. "If a man have a
stubborn and rebellious son, that will not obey the
voice of his father, or the voice of his mother, and,
though they chasten him, will not h<>arken unto
them; then shall his father and his mother lay hold
on him, and bring him out unto the ekh^rs of his city,

and unto the gate of his place" (Dt 21 18.19; cf

Prov 15 20); or between sovercMgn and subjects,
"The foreigners shall submit themselves unto m(>:
as soon as they hear of me, they shall obey me"
(2 S 22 45; 1 Ch 29 23).
The highest significaiuH! of its usage, however, is

that of the relation of man to God. Obedience is

the supreme test of faith in God and reverence for
Him. The OT conception of obedience was vital.

It was the one important relationship which must
not be broken. While sometimes this relation may

have been formal and cold, it neverthe-
2. The OT less was the one strong tie which held
Conception the j)eople close to God. The signifi-

cant spiritual r(>lation is expressed by
Samuel when he asks th(> f}U(\stion, "Hath Jeh as
gr(;at delight in burnt-offerings and sacrifices, as in
obeying the voice of Jeh? Behold, to obey is better
than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams"
(1 S 15 22). It was the condition without wliich
no right relation might be sustained to Jeh. This
is most clearly stated in the relation between Abra-
ham and Jeh when he is assunnl "In thy seed shall
all the nations of the earth be bless(Ml; because
thou hast ob(>yed my voice" (Gen 22 18).

In prophetic; utterances, future blessing and
prosperity were conditioned ui)on obedience: "If
ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of
the land" (Isa 1 19). After surveying the glories
of the Messianic kingdom, the i)roi)het assures the
people that "this shall come to pass, if ye will
diligently obey the voice of Jeh your God" (Z(>c

6 15). On the other hand misfortune, calamity,
distress and famine are due to their disobedience
and distrust of Jeh. See Discjbedience.

This obcnlience or disobedience was usually
related to the specific commands of Jeh as con-
tained in the law, yet they conceived of God as
giving commands by other means. Note esp. the
rebuke of Samuel to Saul: "Because thou obeyedst
not the voice of Jeh, .... therefore hath Jeh
done this thing unto thee this day" (1 S 28 18).

In the NT a higher spiritual and mond relation
is sustained than_ in the OT. The importance of

obedience is just as greatly empha-
3. The NT sized. Christ Himself is its one great
Conception illustration of ob(>(lience. He "hum-

bled himself, becoming obedient even
unto death, yea, the death of the cross" (Phil 2 8).
By obedience to Him we are through Him made
partakers of His salvation (He 5 9). This act is

a supreme test of faith in Christ. Indeed, it is so
vitally related that they are in some cases almost
synonymous. "Obedience of faith" is a combina-
tion used by Paul to express this idea (Rom 1 5).
Peter designates believers in Christ as "children of
obedience" (1 Pet 1 14). Thus it is seen that the
test of fellowship with Jeh in the OT is obedience.
The bond of union with Christ in the NT is obedi-
(Mice through faith, by which they become identified
and the believer becomes a disciple.

Walter G. Clippinger
OBEDIENCE OF CHRIST: The "obedience"

(inraKori, hupakoe)^ of Christ is directly mentioned
but 3 t in the NT, although many other passages
describe or allude to it: "Through the obedience
of the one shall the many be made righteous" (Rom
5 19); "He humbled himself, becoming obedient
even unto d(>ath, yea, the death of the cross"
(Phil 2 8); "Though he was a Son, yet learned
obedience by the things which he suff(>red" (He
5 8). In 2 Cor 10 5, the phrase signifi(>s an atti-
tude toward Christ: "every thought into cap-
tivity to the olxMlience of Christ."

His subjection to His parents (Lk 2 51) was a
necessary manif(>station of His loving and sinless

chara(;ter, and of His disposition and
1. As an power to do the right in any situation.
Element of His obedience to the moral law in
Conduct every ])articular is asserted by the
and NT writers: "without sin" (He 4 15);
Character "who knew no sin" (2 Cor 5 21);

"holy, guileless, undefiled, separated
from sinners" (He 7 26), etc; and is affirmed by
Himself: "Which of you convicteth me of sin?"
(Jn 8 46); and implicitly conceded by His ene-
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mies, siiico no shadow of accusation against Ilis

character apix'ars. Of His ready, loving, joyful,

exact and eager obedience to the Father, mention

will be made later, but it was Ilis central and most
outstanding cliaracteristic, the filial at its higliest

reach, limitless, "unto <leath." His usually sub-

missive and law-al)iding attitude toward the

authorities and the great movements and religious

reciuiremcnts of His day was a i)art of His loyalty to

God, and of tlie strategy of His campaign, the action

of the one who would set an example and wield

an influence, as at His baptism: "Thus it becometh

us to fulfil all rigliteousness" (Mt 3 15); the

synagogue worship (Lk 4 10, "as his custom was");

the incident of the tribute money: "Therefore the

sons are fr(>e. But, lest we cause them to stumble,"

etc (Mt 17 24-27). Early, however, the necessi-

ties of His mission as Son of Gotl and institutor

of the new disixnisation obliged Him freciviently

to display a judicial antagonism to ('urrent pre-

scription and an authoritative superiority to the

rulers, and even to important details of the Law,
that would in most eyes mark Him as insurgcMit,

and did culminate in the cross, but was the sublim-

est obedience to the Father, whose authority alone

He, as full-grown man, and Son of man, could

recognize.

Two Scriptural statements raise an important

question as to the inner experience of Jesus. He
5 8 states that "though he was a Son,

2. Its yet learned [he] obedience by the

Christologi- things which he suffercMl" {emathca

cal Bearing aph' hon cpathen ten hupakocn); Phil

2 6.8: "Existing in the form of God
.... he humbled himself, becoming obcMlicnit,

even unto death." As Son of God, His will was
never out of accord with the Father's will. How
then was it necessary to, or could He, learn obc;-

dience, or become obedient? The same question

in another form arises from another part of the

passage in He 5 9: "And having been made perfect,

he became unto all them that ob(>y him the author
[cause] of eternal salvation"; also He 2 10: "It

became him [God] .... to make the author
[captain] of their salvation perfect through suffer-

ings." How and why should the perfect be 7nade

perfect? Gethsemane, with which, indeed, He
5 8 is directly related, presents the same problem.

It finds its solution in the conditions of the Re-
deemer's work and life on (>arth in the light of His

true humanity. Both in His eternal esscuice and
in His human existence, obedience to His Father
was His dominant princii)le, so declared through

the jn-ophet-psalmist before Llis birth: He 10 7

(Ps 40 7), "Lo, I am come (in the roll of the book
it is writt(m of me) to do thy will, O God." It was
His law of life: "I do always the things that are

pleasing to him. I do nothing of myself, but as

the Father taught me, I speak these things" (Jn

8 29.28); "I can of myself do nothing. .... I

seek not mine own will, but the will of him that

sent me" (5 30). It was the indispensable i)rocess

of His activity as the "image of the invisible God,"
the expression of the Deity in terms of the phe-

nomenal and the human. He could be a j^erfect

revelation only by the perfect correspondence in

every detail, of will, word and work with th(!

Father's will (Jn 5 19). Obedience was also His
life nourishment and satisfaction (Jn 4 34). It

was the guiding principle whic-h directed the details

of His work: "I have power to lay it [life] down, and
I have power to take it again. This commandment
received I from my Father" (Jn 10 IS); "The
Father that sent me, he hath given me a command-
ment, what I should sav, and what I should speak"
(Jn 12 49; cf 14 31, etc). But in the Incarnation

this essential and filial obedience must find expres-

sion in human forms according to human demands
and processes of development. As true man,
obedient disposition on His jxirt must meet the

test of voluntary choice under all representative

conditions, culminating in that which was supreme-
ly hard, and at the limit which should reveal its

I)erfe(!tion of extent and stnnigth. It must become
hardened, as it were, and confirmed, through a defi-

nite obedient act, into obedient luunan character.

The {)atriot must bec'ome th(! veteran. The Son,

obedient on the throne, must exercise the practical

virtue; of obedience on earth. Gethsemane was the

culmination of this proc^ess, when in full view of the

awful, shameful, horrifying meaning of Calvary,

the obedi(>nt disi)Osition was crowned, and the obe-

dient Divine-human life reached its highest mani-
festation, in the great ratification: "Nevertheless,

not my will, but thine, be done." But just as

Jesus' growth in knowledge was not from error to

truth, but from partial knowledge to completer, so

His "learning oliedience" led Him not from dis-

ob(>dien(;e or debate to submission, but from obe-

dience at the present stage to an obedience at ever

(leeper and deeper cost. The proc(>ss was necessary

for His complete humanity, in which sense He was
"made perfect," complete, by suffering. It was
also necessary for His perfection as example and
sympathetic High Priest. He must fight the hu-

man battles under the human conditions. Haying
translated obedient aspiration and disi)osition into

obedient action in the face of, and in suffering unto,

death, even the death of the cross, He is abh; to

lead the procession of obedient sons of God through

every possible trial and surrender. Without this

testing of His obedience He could have had the

sympathy of cl(>ar and accurate knowledge, for He
"knew what was in man," but He would have lacked

the sympathy of a kindred experience. Lacking

this. He would have been for us, and perhaps also

in Himself, but an imperfect "captain of our salva-

tion," certainly no "file leader" going before us

in the very paths we have to tread, and tempted

in all points like as we are, yet without sin. It

may be worth noting that He "learned obedience"

and was "made perfect" by suffering, not the

results of His own sins, as we do largely, but alto-

gether the results of the sins of others.

In Rom 5 19, in the series of contrasts between

sin antl salvation ("Not as the tresspass, so also is

the free gift"), we are told: "For as

3. In Its through the one man's disobedience

Soterio- the many were made sinners, even so

logical through the obedience of the one shall

Bearings the many be made righteous." In-

terpreters and theologians, esp. the

latter, differ as to whether "obedience" here ref(>rs

to the specific and supreme act of obedience on the

cross, or to the sum total of Christ's incarnate obe-

dience through His whole life; and they have made
the distinction between His "passive obedience,"

yielded on the cross, and His "active obedience"

in carrying out without a flaw the Father's will at

all times. This distinction is hardly tenable, as

the whole Scriptural representation, esp. His own,

is that He was never more intensely active than in

His death: "I have a baptism to be baptized witli;

and how am I straitened till it be accomi)lished"

(Lk 12 50); "I lay down my life, that I may take

it again. No one taketh it away from me, but I

lay it down of mys(>lf. I have power to lay it

down, and I have power to take it again" (Jn 10

17.18). "Who through the eternal Spirit offered

himself without blemish unto God" (He 9 14), indi-

cates the active obedience of one who was both

priest and sacrifice. As to the question whether

it was the total obedience of Christ, or His death

on the cross, that constituted the atonement, and
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the kindred question whether it was not the spirit

of obedience in the act of death, rather than the

act itself, that furnislied tlie value of His redemp-
tive work, it might contHUvably, tiiough improbably,

be said that "the one act of right(H)Usness" through

which "the free gift came" was His whole life con-

sidered as one act. But these ideas are out of line

with the unmistakable trend of Scrii)ture, which
everywhere lays principal stress on the death of

Christ itself; it is the center and soul of the two
ordinances, baptism and the Lord's Supi)er; it

holds first place in the Gospels, not as ob(;dience,

but as redemptive suffering and tleath; it is un-
mistakably put forth in this light by Christ Hims(>lf

in His few references to His death: "ransom," "my
blood," etc. Paul's tea(;hing everywhere empha-
sizes the death, and in but two places the obedience;

Peter indeed speaks of Christ as an ensampl(>, but
leaves as his characteristic tliought that Christ

"suffered for sins once .... put to death in the

flesh" (1 Pet 3 18). In He the center and signifi-

cance of Christ's whole work is that He "j^ut away
sin l)y the sacrifice of himself" (9 2G) ; while John in

many places emphasizes the death as atonement:
"Unto him that .... loosed us from our sins by
his blood" (Rev 1 5), and elsewhere. The Scrij)-

ture teaching is that "Cod set [him] forth to l)e a
propitiation, through faith, in his blood" (Rom 3
2.')). His lifelong obedience enters in chiefly as

making and marking Him the "Lamb without
blemish and without si)Ot," who alone could be the

atoning sacrifice. If it enters further, it is as the

])reparation and anticij)ation of that death. His life

so dominat(;d and suffused with the consciousness

of the coming sacrifice that it becomes really a part

of the deatli. His obedience at the time of His
death could not have been atonement, for it had
always exist (h1 and liad not atoned; but it was the

obedience that turned the possibility of atonement
into the fact of atonement. He obediently offered

up, not His obedienc(>, but Himself. He is set

forth as propitiation, not in His obedience, but in

His blood. His death, borne as the penalty of sin,

in His own body on the tree. The distinction is

not one of mere academic theological interest. It

involves the whole question of the substitutionary

and propitiatory in Christ's redemjitive work, which
is central, vital and formative, shaping the entire

conception of Christianity. The bh^ssed and help-

ful part which Our Lord's comi)let(; and loving

obedience plays in the working out of Christian

character, by His example and inspiration, must
not be underestimat(>d, nor its meaning as indicating

the quality of the life which is imparted to the soul

which accepts for itself His mediatorial death.

These bring the consummation and crown of sal-

vation; they are not its channel, or instrument, or

price. See also Atonement.
Literature.—DCG, art. "Obedience of Christ";

Denney, Death of Christ, esp. pp. 2.M-.iZ; Champion,
Living Atom-ment; Forsythe, Crurialitu of the Croaa, etc;

works on the Atonement; Comms., in h)c.

Philip Wendell Crannell
OBEISANCE, 6-ba'sans: Is used 9 t in AV in the

phrase "made [or did] obeisance" as a rendering of

the reflexive form of "nil? (shdhdh), and denotes the

bow or ctirtsey indicative of deferenceand respect.

The same form of the vb. is sometimes tr'^ "to

bow one's self" when it expresses the deferential

attitude of one person to another (Gen 33 6.7, etc).

Occasionally the vow of homage or f<>alty to a king

on the part of a subject is suggested.
_
In Joseph's

dream his brother's sheav(>s made obeisance to his

sheaf (Gen 43 28; cf also 2 S 15 5; 2 Ch 24 17).

But in a large number of instances the vb. denotes

the prostrate posture of the worshipper in the

presence of Deity, and is generally rendered, "to

worship" in AV. In idl ])robal)ility this was the
original significanct^ of the word (Gen 24 20, vie).

Obeisan(;e ( = obedience) oi-iginallj' signified the
vow of obedience made l)y a vassal to his lord or a
slave to his master, but in time denoted the act of

bowing as a token of respect

.

T. Lewis

OBELISK, ()l)'e-lisk, ob'el-isk: A sacred stone or
?na(;(;chhdh. For )n(i<;<;cbhuh RV has used "pillar" in

the text, with "obelisk" in the m in nianv instances
(Ex 23 24; Lev 26 1; Dt 12 li; 1 K 14 23; Hos
3 4; 10 1.2, etc), but not consistently ((\g. Gen 28
18). See PiLLAU.

OBETH, o'lx'th CnpTiG, (Ihfth, B, Ovp^v, Oubf-n):

One of those who went up with Ezra (1 Esd 8 32)
= "Ebed" of Ezr 8 (1

OBIL, o'bil ('"""Ilii^, 'fihhll, "camel driver"): An
Ishmaelite who was "ov{>r tlie camels" in David's
palace (1 Ch 27 30).

OBJECT, ob-jekt': Now used only in the sense
"to make ojjposilion," but formerly in a variety
of meanings deriv(>d from the lit(Tal sens<> "to throw
agaimst." So with the meaning "to charge with"
in Wisd 2 12, AV "He obje(;teth to our infamy the
transgressing of our education" (RV "lay(>th to our
charge sins against our disci))line"), or "to make
charges against" in Acts 24 19, AV "who ought
to have been here befor(> thee, and object, if they
had ought against me" (RV "and to make accusa-
tion").

OBLATION, ob-la'shun: In Lev and Nu, AV
occasionally uses "oblation," but generally "offer-

ing," as a rendering of "S"!]^
,
korbun—a general

term for all kinds of offering, but used only in Ezk,
Lev and Nu. RV r(>nders consistently "oblation."

In Ezk (also Isa 40 20), "oblation" renders npn-^I?,

t'rumdh, gen(>rallv tr'^ "heave offering." In some
cases (e.g. Isa 1_"^1.3; Dnl 9 21) "oblation" in AV
corresponds to nfly")? , »ii)ih(th, the ordinary word
for "gift," in P "grain offering." See Sacrifice.

OBOTH, o'both, o'both (rhk , 'dbhuih, "water-
bags") : A desert camp of the Israelites, the 3d after

leaving Mt. Hor and close to the borders of Moab
(Nu 21 10.11; 33 43.44). See Wanderings of
Israel.

OBSCURITY, ob-sku'ri-ti: In modern Eng. gen-
erally denotes a state of very faint Ijut still per-
ceptible illumination, and only when ])recede(l by
some such adj. as "total" does it imply the absence
of all light. In Bib. Eng., however, only the latter

meaning is found. So in Isa 29 18 (^?i?, 'ophel,

"darkness"); 58 10; 59 9 ("iTn , hoshekh. "dark-

ness"); Ad Est 11 8 (yv64>os, qnophos, "darkness").
Cf Prov 20 20, AV "in obscure darkness," ERV
"in the blackest darkness," ARV "in blackness of

darkness."

OBSERVE, ob-ziirv' (representing various words,

but chiefly "T'?Tp , shdmar, "to keep," "to watch,"

etc): Properly means "to take heed to," as in Isa

42 20, "Thou seest many things, but thou observest

not," and from tliis sense all the usages of the word
in EV can be understood. Most of them, indeed,

are quite good modern usage (as "observe a feast,"

Ex 12 17, etc; "observe a law," Lev 19 37, etc),

but a few are archaic. So (Sen 37 11, AV "His
father o})served the saying" (RV "Jvcpt the saying
in mind"); Hos 13 7, "As a leopard .... will

1 observe them" (RV "watch"); Jon 2 8, "ob-
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servo Ivins Viuiitios" (RV "rofiurd," but "f:;ivo

IhmmI t(;" would be clearer; cf Ps 107 43). Still

farther from luoderu usage is IIos 14 <S, "I have

heard him, and o}).served him" (RV "will rcRard^ ;

the meaiiins is "care for"); and IMk 6 2() I'or

Herod feared .John .... and observ(>d him (KV

"kept him safe"). In the last ease, the AV editors

s(>eni to have used "to observe" as meaning to

give reverence to."
.

Observation is found in Lk 17 20, "The kingdom

of Cod Cometh not with_ observation" {iJ-era vapa-

T-npriaews, vuid paralcrt'scus) . The meaning of the

Eng. is, "so that it can be observed," but the exact

force of the underlying Cr ("visibly"? "so that it

can be comput(>d in advance"?) is a matter of ex-

traordinary dispute at the present time, bee

Kingdom of Cod. Burton Scott Easton

OBSERVER, ob-zur'ver, OF TIMES.
NATION.

See Divi-

OBSTINACY, ob'sti-na-si. Sec Hardening.

OCCASION, o-kfi'zhun: The u.ses in EV are all

modern, but in Jer 2 24 "occasion" is employed

(both in Heb and Eng.) as a euphemism for "time

of conception of offspring."

OCCUPY, ok'fi-pl: Is in AV the tr of 7 different

words: (1) '":
, nathan; (2) "inC ,

mhar; (3)

3"]:? , 'arabh; (4) nip27 ^ 'asah, either with or without

the' add(>d word, nSSb-Q ,
vrkVkhah; (5) dvairXTi-

povv, anapleroun; (6) irtpi-iraTtiv, peripatein; (7)

Trpa7|iaT€vi€iv, prngmateuein. In almost every case

the meanings of "to occupy" as us(>d in AV in

harmony with the common usage of the time have

become obsolete. (1) In Ezk 27 16.19.22, nalhnn

meant "to trade," and RV reads "traded." (2)

From sahar, "to go about," was derived a des-

ignation of "merchants" (RV) (Ezk 27 21). (3)

Wrahh (Ezk 27 9) signifies "to exchange" (ERV
and ARVm, but ARV "deal in"). (4) 'asah

(i:x 38 24) means simply "to use" (RV), and the

same word in Jgs 16 11, with m'la'khah ("work'')

added, signifies that work had been done (RV).

(5) In 1 Cor 14 IG, "occupy," the AV render-

ing of anapleroun, would still be as intelligible to

most as RV "fill." (6) "Occupy" in He 13 9, in

the sense of "being taken up with a thing," is the

tr (both AV and RV) of peripatein, lit. "to walk."

Finally (7) pragmateuein (Lk 19 13) is rendered in

AV "occupy" in its obsolete sense of "trade" (RV).
David Eosteh Estes

OCCURRENT, o-kur'ent (AV, ERV, 1 K 5 4):

An obsolete form of "occurrence" (so ARV).

OCHIELUS, 6-kI-e'lus ('Oxiti^^os, Ochielos, B,

'OtifiXos, Ozitios; AV Ochiel): One of the "cap-

tains over thousands" who furnished the Levites

with much cattle for .losiah's Passover (1 Esil 1 9)

= "Jeiel"of 2 Ch 35 9.

OCHRAN, ok'ran ('"^S^ , 'okhran, from 'akhar,

"trouble"; AV Ocran): The father of Pagiel, the

prince of the tribe of A.sher (Nu 1 13; 2 27; 7 72.

77; 10 26).

OCHRE, o'ker, RED (Isa 44 13, "He marketh

it put with a pencil," m "red ochre," AV "line";

"Tip, seredh, a word found only here, and of

unknown etymology): Designates the implement

used by the carpenter to mark the wood
^

after

measuring and before cutting. "Red ochre" sup-

poses this to have been a crayon (as does "pencil"),

but a scratch-awl is quite as likely. Ochre is a

clay colored by an iron compound.

OCIDELUS, os-i-de'lus, ok-i-de'lus (A,_ 'HKeCSTi-

Xos, OkeUlelo.% B and Swete, 'flKaiXTiSos, Okailedos,

Eritzsche, 'IIkoStiXos, Okodelos; AV and Fritzsche

Ocodelus): Oiu; of the i)ri(>sts who had married

a "strange wife" (1 Esd 9 22); it stands in the

l)lace of "Jozabad" in Ezr 10 22 of which it is

])robal)ly a corruption.

OCINA, d-sl'na, os'i-na, ok'i-na ('OK€ivd,

Okeind): A town on the Phoen coast S. of Tyre,

mentioned only in .Itli 2 28, in the ^account of the

camj)aign of Holofernes in Syria. The; site is un-

known, but from the mention of Sidon and Tyre

immediately iireceding and Jemnaan, Azotus and

.Ascalon following, it must have been S. of Tyre.

One might conjecture that it was Sandalium (Is-

kand(Tuna) or U^nm ul-Awmnld, but there
_
is

nothing in the name to suggest such an identifi-

cation.

OCRAN, ok'ran. See Ochran.

ODED, d'ded ('"'"13? [2 Ch 15], "!":^ [(>Lsewhere],

'udhedh, "restorer"):

(1) According to 2 Ch 15 1, he was the father

of Azariah who proph(!sied in the reign of Asa of

.ludah (c 918-877), but ver 8 makes Oded hims(>lf

the i)rophet. The two verses should agree, so we
should probably read in ver 8, "the proph(>cy of

Azariah, the son of Oded, the prophet," or else ' the

prophecy of Azariah the prophet ." Sec Azariah.

(2) A prophet of Samaria (2 Ch 28 9) wlio lived

in the reigns of Pekah, king of the Northern King-

dom, and Ahaz, king of Judah. According to 2 Ch
28, Oded prote.stcMl against the enslavement of the

captives wliich Pekah had brought from Judah and

Jerus on his return from tlie Syro-Ephraimitic

attack on the Southern Kingdom (735 BC). In

this protest he was joined by some of the chiefs of

Ephraim, and the captives were well treated.

After those who w^ere naked (i.e. those who luul

scanty clothing; cf the meaning of the word "nakcnl"

in Mk 14 51) had been sujiplied with clothing from

the spoil, and the bruised anointed with oil, the

prisoners w(>re escorted to Jericho.

The narrative of ch 28 as a wliole does not agree

with that of 2 K 15 37; 16 5 f , where the allied

armies of Rezin of Damascus and Pekah besieged

Jerus, but failed to capture it (cf Isa 7 1-17; 8

5-8a). As Curtis points out {Chron, 459, when;

he compares Ex 21 2ff; Lev 25 29-43; Dt 15

12-18), wholesale enslavement of their fellow-

countrymen was not allowed to the Hebrews, and

this fact the passage illustrates. It seems to be a

fulfilment in spirit of Isa 61 1-2, a portion which

Our Lord read in the synagogue at Nazareth (Lk

4 16-20). David F'rancis Roberts

ODES, odz, OF SOLOMON. See Apocalyptic

Literature.

ODOLLAM, 6-dol'am ('OSoWdiH., Odolldm): The

Or form of Adullam ((i.v.), found only in 2 Mace
12 38.

ODOMERA, od-6-me'ra ('05o(Aiipa, Odomerd, B,

'08oaappT|s, Odoaarris, liiila Odaren; AV Odonarkes,

m Odomarra): It is not certain whether Odomera

was an independent Bedouin chief, perhaps an ally

of the Syrians, or an officer of Bacchides. He was

defeated by Jonathan in his cam{)aign against

Bacchides (1 Mace 9 66) in 156 BC.

ODOR, o'dcr: In the OT the rendering of 2TL'3
,

beseyn, "fragrance" (2 Ch 16 14; F]st 2 12; in

Jer 34 5,RV "burnings"), and of one or two other
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words; in the NT of i^ix-n, osme (Jn 12 3; Phil 4
18; Eph 5 2RV); in Rev 5 S; 18 13, of dvixla/xa,

thumiama, wh(>re RV (with AVin in former passage)
has "inccns(>." See also Savok.

OF, ov: (1) In Anglo-Saxon, had the meaning
"from," "away from" (as the strengthened form
"otf" has still), and was not used for genitive or
possessive relations, these being expressed by speeial

case-forms. In the Norman jx'riod, however, "of"
was taken to repn^sent the French de (a use well de-
veloped by the time of Chaucer), and in the Eliza-
bethan p(>riod both senses of "of" were in common
use. But after about 1600 the later force of the
word became predominant, and in the earlier sense
(which is now practically obsolete) it was replaced
by other prepositions. In consc^qucnce AV (and
in some cases RV) contains many us(>s of "of" that
are no long(>r familiar—most of tlunn, to be sure,
causing no difhculty, but there still b(>ing a few re-
sponsible for real obscurities. (2) Of the uses where
"of" signifies "from," the most common obscure
passages are those where "of" follows a vb. of
hearing. In modern Eng. "hear of" signifies "to
gain information about," as it does frecjuently in
AV (Mk 7 2.5; Rom 10 14, etc). But more com-
monly this use of "of" in AV denotes the source
from which the information is derived. So Jn 15
1."), "all things that I have heard of mv Father";
Acts 10 22, "to hear words of thee"; 28 22, "We
dcsTe to hear of the(>"; cf 1 Thess 2 13; 2 Tim
1 13; 2 2, etc (similarly Alt 11 29, "and learn of
me"; cf Jn 6 45). All of these are ambiguous
and in modern Eng. give a wrong meaning, so that
in most cases (but not J\It 11 29 or Acts 28 22)
RV substitutes "from." A different example of the
same use of "of" is 2 Cor 5 1, "a building of God"
(RV "from"). So Mk 9 21, "of a child," means
"from childhood" ("from a child," RV, is dubious
Eng.). A still more obscure passage is ]\It 23 2.5,

"full of extortion and excess." "Full of" else-

wliere in AV (and even in the immediate context,
Alt 23 27.2.S) ref(TS to the contents, but h(>re the
"of" re|)resents the C.r e/c, c/r, "out of," and denotes
the source—"The contents of your cup and platter
have been purchased from the gains of extortion
and excess." RV again substitutes "from," with
rather awkward results, but the Or its(>lf is unduly
comi)ressed. In Mk 11 8, one of the changes
made after AV was ])rint cd has r(>lieved an obscurity,
for where th(> ed of Itjll read "cut down branch(>s
of the trees," the modern edd have "off" (RV
"from"). For clear examples of this use of "of,"
without the obscurities, cf Jth 2 21, "they went
forth of Nineveh"; 2 Mace 4 34, "forth of the
sanctuary"; and, esp., Alt 21 25, "The baptism
of John, whence was it? from heaven, or of men?"
Here "from" and "of" represent exactly the same
Gr prep., and the change in Eng. is arbitrary (RV
writ(>s "from" in both cases). (3) In a weakenetl
sense this u.se of "of" as "from" was emplo3'ed
rather loosely to coimect an act with its source or
motive. Such us(\s are generally clear enough, but
the Eng. today seems sometimes rather curious:
Alt 18 13, "re'joiceth more of that sheep" (RV
"over"); Ps 99 8, "vengeance of their inventions"
(so AV); 1 Cor 7 4, "hath not power of her own
body" (RV "over"), etc. (4) A very common use
of "of" in AV is to designate the agent—a use com-
plicated by the fact that "by" is also employed for
the same purjjose and the two interchanged freely.

So in Lk 9 7, "all that was done by him .... it

was said of some ....," the two words are used
side by side for the same Gr prep. (RV replaces
"of" by "by," but follows a different text in the
first part of the verse) . Again, most of th(! (>xamples
are clear enough, but there are some obscurities.

So in Alt 19 12, "which were made eunuchs of
men," the "of men" is at first sight j)ossessive (RV
"by men"). Similarly, 2 Esd 16 30, "There are
l(>ft some clusters of them that diligently seek
through the vineyard" (RV "by them"). So 1 Cor
14 24, "He is convinced of all, he is judged of all,"

is quite misleading (RV "by all" in both cases).

Phil 3 12, AV "I am apprehended of Christ Jesus,"
seems almost meaningless (RV "by"). (5) In .some
cases the usage of the older Eng. is not sufficient

to explain "of" in AV. So Alt 18 23, "take account
of his servants," is a very i)oor rendition of "make
a reckoning with his servants" (so RV). In Acts
27 5, the "sea of Cilicia" may have been felt to be
the "s(>a which is off Cilicia" (cf RV), but there are
no other instances of this use. In 2 Cor 2 12, "A
door was opened unto me of the Lord" should be
"in the Lord" (so RV). 2 S 21 4, "We will have
no silver nor gold of Saul, nor of his house," is very
loose, and RV rewrites the verse entirely. In all

these cases, AV seems to have looked solely for
smooth Eng., without caring much for exactness.
In 1 Pet 1 11, however, "sufferings of Christ"
probably yields a correct sense for a difficult jthrase
in the Gr (so RV, with "unto" in the m), but a
parai)hrase is needed to give the ])recise meaning.
And, finally, in He 11 IS, the Gr itself is am})iguous
and there is no way of dcM'iding wh(>ther the prep,
employed (7rp6s, jm'is) means "to" (so RV) or "of"
(so AV, RVm; cf He 1 7, where "of" is necessary).

Burton Scott E.aston

OFFENCE, o-fens', OFFEND, o-fend' (^''^tZ'Q

,

mikhshul, "TTS , 'dsham, ^'^'Q
, hula'; o-KolvSaXov,

skdndalon, o-KavSaXiJoj, skandalizo) : "Offend" is

either trans or intrans. As trans it is primarily "to
strike against," hence "to displ(>as(>," "to nuike
angry," "to do harm to," "to affront," in Scripture,
"to cause to sin"; intrans it is "to sin," "to cause
anger,"_ in Scripture, "to be caused to sin." "Of-
fence" is either the cause of ang(>r, displeasure, etc,
or a sin. In Scripture we have the special signifi-

cance of a stimibling-block, or cause of falling, sin,

etc.

In the OT it is frequently the tr of 'asham, "to
be guilty," "to tran.sgr(>.ss" : Jer 2 3, RV "shall be

held guilty"; 50 7, RV "not guilty";
I. OT Ezk 25 12, "hath greatly offended";
Usage Hos 4 15, RVm "become guilty";

5 15, "till they acknowledge their
offence," RVm "have borne their guilt"; 13 1, "He
offended in Baal," RVm "be(;ame guilty"; Hab 1
II, "He shall j)ass over, and offend, [imputing) this
his power unto his god," RV "Then shall he sweep
by [as] a wind, and shall pass over [m "transgress"],
and be guilty, [even] he whose might is his god."

In 2 Ch 28 13, we have 'a.shmath 'al. lit. "the ofTonce
against," RV "a trespass [m "or guilt"] against Joh"; we
have also tiatd', "to miss the marli," "to .sin," "to err"
(Gen 20 0, RV "sinned against tliee"; 40 1, "ofFcndcd
tlieirlord"; 2 K 18 It; Jer 37 18, RV "sinned against
thee"); baghadh, "to deal treacherously" (Ps 73 1.5,
"ofTcnd against the generation of thy children," RV
"dealt treacherously with"); hdhhal, "to act wickedly"
(.lob 34 31); mikhxiiol, " a sturiibling block " (Lev 19 14-
tfdin Isa 8 14, " a rock of offence "

; cf Ezk 14 3- 1 S 25
31; Ps 119 1G5, "nothing sluiUolfend." RV"nooccasion
of stumbling"; cf Isa 57 14; Jer 6 21, etc); pd^ha', "to
bo fractious," "to transgress" (Prov 18 19, "a brother
offended," RVm "injured"). "Offence" is mikhshdl (see
above, 1 S 25 31; Isa 8 14); het', "sin," etc (Eccl 10 4,
"Yielding pacifleth great offences," ARV "Gentleness
[ERV "yielding"] allayeth," ARVm "Calmness [ERV
"gentleness"] leaveth great sins undone"). "Offender"
is haftd' (1 K 1 21, m "Ilcb sinners"; Isa 29 21, "that
make a man an ofHrnder for a word," ARV "that make
a man an offend(>r in his cause," m "make; men to offend
by [their] words," or, "for a word," ERV "in a cause,"m "make men to offend by [their] words").

The NT usage of these words deserves special
attention. The word most frequently tr^^ "offend"
in AV is skandalizH (skandalori, "offence"), very
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fivqiiont in 1!h- Cospcls (Mt 5 29, "if tliy rij^l.t

,>vr oiTrml thee"; 5 :U); 11 ti; 18 (., "whoso sIkiU

olT(>iul one of tlnvst" little ones ; 13 41,

2 NT ";ill things lliat offend"; Lk 17 1, If

Usaee i.s impossible but that oiTences will
^

conie/'etr; Koin 14 21; 16 17, "Murk

them which eanse .... olTcMices"; 1 C()r 8 13

bis "if meat mak(^ my brother to offend, etrj.

Skmulalon is jirimarily "a tra])-stiek " "a bent-

stick on which flu- ))aitis fastened which the aTumal

strikes against and so springs the trai)," hence it

came to denote a "snare," or anything which one

strik(>s against injuriously (it is l.XX for
"'''i'/'f^

a "noose" or ".snare," Josh 23 13; 1 ^ IH ^^),

"astuml)rmg-block" (LXX for ^/z/A'/^s/^o/ [see above
,

Lev 19 11) Eor sknnddlizo, Hkaudalon, tr' m Av^,

"olTend," "offence," KV gives "cause to stumble,

"stumbling-block," etc; thus, Mt 5 20, "^if thy

right eye causeth thee to stumble," i.e. 'is an

occa.sion for thv falling into sin"; Mt 16 23, "Ihou

art a stumblmg-block unto me," --^n f>''<'-.'«'"n of

turning aside fnmi the right path; m Mt 26 31.33

his "offended" is retained, m 33 6;,s, "Cr cau.sed to

stumble" (same word in ver 31); Mk 9 42 'who-

soever shall cause one of these little ones that be-

lieve on me to stumble," to fall away from the faith,

or fall into sin; Lk 17 1, "It is impossible but that

occasions of stumbling should come; but woe unto

him through whom thev come"; in Rom 14 21;

16 17; in 1 Cor 8, Paul's language has the same

meaning, and we sec how truly he had laid to heart

the Saviour's earnest admonitions
—"weak l)reth-

ren" with him answering to the master's "little ones

who believe"; Rom 14 21, "It is good not to eat

Hesh, nor to drink wine, nor to do anything whereby

thy brother stumbleth," i.e. "is led by your example

to do that which he cannot do with a good con-

scien(;e"; ver 20, "It is evil for that man who eatc^th

with offence [did proskummatos]," so as to place

a stumbling-block before his brother, or, rather,

'without the confidence that he is doing right
;

cf ver 23, "He that doubteth is condemned if he eat,

because he eateth not of faith; and whatsoev(>r is

not of faith is sin"; so 1 Cor 8 13; Rom 16 1/,

"Mark them that are causing the divisions and

occasions of stumbling, contrary to the doctrine,

[m "teaching"] which ye learned" (Is not the

"teaching' ' of Christ Ilimscdf implied her(>?) .
Every-

thing that would embolden another to do that which

would be wrong for him, or that would turn any-

one awav from the faith, must be carefully avoided,

seeking to i)leas(>, not ourselves, but to care for our

brother, "for whom Christ died," "giving no occa-

sion of stumbling [proskope] in anything" (2 Cor

6 3).

\prd.-ikopox. "not causing to stumt)lc," is tr^ "void of

olTcnco" (Acts 24 !•), "a consciciico void of oirenco";

1 Cor 10 32, RV "occasion of stumbling"; Pliil 1 10,

"void of offence"); hamartdno, "to miss the mark," "to
sin " "to err, "is tr'i "offended" (Acts 25 S, KV "sinnod")

;

hamartla, "sin," "error" (2 Cor 11 7, RV "Did I com-
mit a sin?"); plai/'>. "to stuml^lc," "fall" (.las 2 10;

3 2 bis, "offend." KV "stumble," "stumbleth"); pnrd-

Vtoma, "a falling aside or away," is trd "offence" (Kom
4 2,'>- 5 1.56is.lG.17.1S.20, in each case RV "trespass");

adikld. " to be unrighteous" (Acts 25 11, RV "wrong-
doer," AV "offender").

In Apoc we have "offence" (skandalon, Jth 12 2),

RV "I will not eat thereof, lest tliere bt^ an occasion of

stumbling"; "offend" (hamnrtand. Ecclus 7 7), KV",sin";
"greatly offended" (prosochthlzd,2b 2); "offended" (Kkan-

dalizo. 32 15). RV "stumble."
W. L. "\\ ALKER

OFFER, of'er, OFFERING, of'er-ing. See Sac-

rifice.

OFFICE, of 'is: In the OT the word is often used

in periphrastic renderings, e.g. "minister .... in

the priest's office," lit. act as priest (Ex 28 1, etc);

"do the office of a midwife," lit. cause or help to

give birth (Ex 1 1()). But the word is also u.scd

as a rend(>ring of different Ileb words, e.g. "5
,
ken,

"pedestal," "place" (Cen 40 13, AV "pl.ace";

41 13); n"h", 'dbhddhah, ''labor," "work" (1 Ch

6 32); "'ip:S', p'kndddh, "oversight," "charge"

(Ps 109 S)V "'''2""'2, VKi'dnxldh, lit. ".standing,"

e.g. waiting at tai)ie (1 Ch 23 28); n^TlJ^
,
mish-

nidr '•charge," ob.servance or service of the temi)le

(Xeh 13 14 AV).
Similarly in the NT the word is used in i)eri-

l)hrastic renderings, e.g. ])riest's ()flice_ (Lk 1 8.9j;

ofhcc! of a deacon (SiaKovLa, didkouUi, I Tini 3

10); offic(! of a bishoj) (e'Trto-zcoTn), vp'iskopt, 1 Tun
3 1), RV u.s(>s other renderings, e.g. "numstry"

(Rom 11 13); ".serve as deacons" (1 Tim 3 10).

In Acts 1 20, RV has "office" (m "overseer.ship")

for AV "bishoprick." T. Lewis

OFFICER, of'i-ser: In AV the term is emi)_loyed

to render different words denoting various j:)fficials,

domestic, civil and military, such as C^^C
,
sans,

"eunuch," "minister of state" (Gen 37 36);
~"'~2,

ptlkldh, "person in charges," "overseer" (Cen 41

34); II"']^^, ^i'f''^/'. "^^tationed," "garrison," "jH-efect"

(1 K 4 19); TL^ilJ, .s7( r>/rr, "scribe" or ''secretary"

(l)erhaps arranger or organizer), then any official or

overseer. In Ivst 9 3 for AV "officers of the king"

RV has (more literal) "they that did the king's

l)usiness."

In the NT "officer" generally corres])onds to the

Gr word virrjp^Trjs, hupcrctcs, "servant," or any

l)erson in the emjiloy of another. In Mt 5 2.") the

term evidently means "bailifT" or exactor of the

fine imposed by the magistrate, and corresponds to

Trpd/cTwp, prdktor, used in Lk 12 .58. T. Lewis

OFFICES OF CHRIST. See Christ, Offices

OF.

OFFSCOURING, of'skour-ing: This strong and

expressiv(> word occurs only once in the OT and

once in the NT. The weeping prophet uses it as

he looks ui)on his erstwhile fair and holy city, de-

spoiled, d(>filed, dcTided by the profane, the enemies

of God and of His people (Lam 3 45, "^-y
, .fhi).

The favored people, whose city lies in heai)s and

is patrolled by the heathen, are hailed and held up

as the scrapings, the offscouring, the offal of the

earth. Th(>y arc humbled to earth, crushed into

the dust, carried away to be the slaves of licentious

idolaters. The haughty, cruel, cutting boast ful-

ness of the victors cov(>red Isra(>l with contumely.

Inl Cor 4 13 the greatest of the apostles reminds

the prosperous and self-satisfied Corinthians that

they, the a})ostl(>s, were "made as the filth of the

world, the offscouring of all things." In such con-

tempt were they held by the unbelieving world

and by false apostles. The strange, strong wortl

(7repii/'7;^a, perlpsema) should remind us what it cost

in former times to be a true servant of Christ.

G. H. CiEKHEHDIXa

OFFSPRING, of'spring. See Children.

OFTEN, of"n (-TrvKvds, puhios, "thick," "close"):

An archaic usage for "frequent": ''Thine often

infirmities" (1 Tim 5 23); cf "by often jumina-

tion" (Shakespeare, As You Like It, IV, i, 18);

"The often round" (Ben Jonson, The Forest, III);

"Of WTcnch'd or broken limb—an often chance"

(Tennyson, Garcth and Lynette).

OG (5127 , 'ogh; "0,y, Og) : King of Bashan, whose

territory, embracing 60 cities, was conquered by

Moses and the Israelites immediately aft(>r the

conquest of Sihon, king of the Amorites (Nu 21
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33-35; Dt 3 1-12). The doivat took place at
Edrei, one of the chief of these; cities (Nu 21 33;
Josh 12 4), and Os and his people were "utterly
destroyed" (Dt 3 G). O^ is described as the last

of the Rephai.m (cj.v.), or ^iant-race of that district,

and his ^iant stature is borne out by what is told
in Dt 3 11 of the dimensions of his "bedstead of
iron" Ceres harzel), 9 cul)its Ions and 4 broad (13^
ft. by 6 ft.), said to be still pres(>rved at Rabbath of
Amnion when the verse describing it was written.
It is not, of course, necessary to conclude that Og's
own height, though immense, was as gn>at as this.
Some, however, prefer to suppose that what is in-
tended is "a sarcophagus of black basalt," which
iron-like substance abounds in the Hauran. The
coiujuercHl territory was subsequently b(>stowed on
the Reubenites, Gadites, and the half-tribe of
Manasseh (Nu 32 33; Dt 3 12.13). Other ref-
erences to Og are Dt 1 4; 4 47; 31 4; Josh 2 10;
9 10; 13 12.30). The memory of this great con-
quest lingered all through the national history (Ps
135 11; 136 20). On the conquest, cf Stanley,
Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church, I,

185-87, and see Aucon; Basiian. James Okr

OHAD, o'had ("uX , 'ohadh, meaning unknown):
A son of Simeon, mentioncnl as third in order (Gen
46 10; Ex 6 15). The name is not found in the
list of Nu 26 12-14.

GHEL, o'hel (bPii?
. 'dhel, "tent"): A son of

Zerubbabel (1 Cli 3 20).

OHOLAH, o-lio'la (nbnX , 'ohdluh; AV Aholah)

:

The exact meaning is a matter of dispute. As
written, it seems to mean a tent-woman, or the
woman living in a tent. With a mappik in the last
con.sonant it could mean "her tent." The term is

u.sed symbolically by Ezekiel to designate Samaria
or the kingdom of Israel (Ezk 23 4.5.36.44). See
OnOI.IIiAH.

OHOLIAB, o-ho'li-al) (nS-^bnX , 'oholVuhh,
"father's tent"; AV Aholiab): A Danite artificer,

who assisted Bezakd in th(> construction of tlie

tabernacle and its furniture (Ex 31 (J; 35 34; 36
1 f; 38 23).

OHOLIBAH, 6-hol'i-l)a, o-hd'Ii-ba (ni'^briN

,

'ohuUhhdh, "tent in her," or "my tent is in her"):
i\.n o{)[)robrious and symbolical name given by
I'^zekiel to Jerus, representing the kingdom of
Judah, because of her intrigues and base alliances
with Egypt, Assyria and Jiabyloina, just as the
name Oiiolah (q.v.) was given to Samaria or the
Northern Kingdom, because of her alliances with
Egypt and Assyria. There is a j^lay upon the words
in the Heb which cannot be reproduced in Eng.
Both Oholah and Oholibah, or Samaria and Jerus,
are the daughters of oik; mother, and wives of Jeli,

and both are guilty of religious and political al-
liance with heathen nations. Idolatry is constantiv
compared by the Heb i)rf)phcts to marital unfaitli-
fulncss or adultery. W. \\. Da vies

OHOLIBAMAH, 6-hol-i-ba'ma, o-hol-i-b:l'ma
(" '??"''~^5

, 'ohurthhumah, "tent of the higli i)lace")

:

(1) One of Esau's wives, and a daughter of Anah
the Ilivite (Gen 36 2.5). It is strange that she is

not named along with Esau's other wives in either
Gen 28 9 or 26 30. V;u-ious explanations have
been given, but non<' of them is satisfactory. Th(>re
is probably some error in tlie text.

(2) An Edomite chief (Gen 36 41; 1 Ch
1 52).

OIL, oil ('l'2'lp, shemen; tXaiov, elaion):

1. Terms
2. Production and StoruKi'
3. Uses

(1) As a Commodity of lOxcliange
(2) As a Cosmetic
(3) As a Medicine
(4) As a P^ood
(.5) As an Illuminant
(G) In Religious Kit(>s

(a) Consecration
(b) Offering.s
(c) Burials

4. Figurative Uses

Shemen, lit. "fat," corresponds to tho common
Arab, senin of similar meaning, although now ap-

j)lie(l to boiled butter fat. Another
1. Terms Heb word, zaijith (zeth), "olive," occurs

with shemen in several ])assages {Kx 27
20; 30 24; Lev 24 2). The corresponding Arab.
zeit, a contraction of zeituv, which is the name for the
olive tree as well as the fruit, is now applied to oils
in general, to distinguish them from solid fats.
Zeit usually means olive oil, uidess some qualifying
luime indicat(\s anotluT oil. A corresponding use
was made of sheinen, and the oil referred to so many
times in the Bible was olive oil ((>x('(>j)t I'lst 2 12).
Compare this with the Gr eXaiov, elaion, "oil," a
neuter noun from Aa/a, chi'ui, "olive," the origin of
the Eng. word "oil." '^^^'p., yiqhar, lit. "glisten-
ing," which occurs less fre(juently, is used jKjssibly
because of the light-giving (luality of olive oil, or it

may have been used to indicate fresh oil, as the
clean, newly pressed oil is bright. TV^'Q, m'shnh, a
Chald word, occurs twice: Ezr 6 9; 7 22. 'dXaiov,

eldion, is the NT term.

Olive oil has been obtained, from tlie earliest
times, by pressing the fruit in such a way as to

filter out the oil and other liquids from
2. Pro- the residue. The Scriptural references
duction correspond so nearly to the methods

practised in Syria up to the {iresent
time, and the jiresses uncovered by excavators at
such sites as Gezer substantiate so well the simi-
larity of these methods, that a description of the
oil ])resses and mod(>s of expression still b(>ing em-
ployed in Syria will be equally true of th(jse in use
in early Israelitish times.

The olives to yield the greatest amount of oil
are allowed to ripen, although some oil is expr(>ssed
from the green fruit. As the olive ripens it turns
black. The fruit begins to fall from the trees in
September, but the main crop is gathered after the
first rains in November. The olives which have
not fallen naturally or have not been blown off by
the storms are beaten from the trees with long jioles
(cf Dt 24 20). The fruit is gathered from the
ground into baskets and carried on the heads of the
women, oron donkeys to the houses or oil presses.
Those carried to the houses are jireserved for eating.
Those carried to the presses arc piled in heaps until
fermentation begins. This breaks down the oil

cells and causes a more abundant flow of oil. The
fruit thus_ softened may be trod out with the feet
(Mic 6 15)—which is now seldom practised—or
crushed in a handmill. Such a mill was uncovered
at Gezer beside an oil press. Stone mortars with
wooden pestles are also used. Any of tluvse methods
crushes the fruit, leaving only the stone unbroken,
and yields a purer oil (Ex 27 20). The method
now generally i)ractjs(>d of (!rushing the fruit and
kernels with an edgerunner mill probably dates
from Rom times, ^riiese mills are of crude con-
struction. The stones are cut from native lime-
stone and are turned by horses or mules. Remains
of huge stones of this type are found near the old
Rom i)re.sses in Mt. Lebanon and other districts.

The second step in the preparation of the oil is
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tho oxprossion. In districts wlierc t-lic olives nrc

plc'iitiful :ui(l tIior(> is no conuncrrial denKUui for the

oil, the lioiis(>hol(l("rs crusli the fruit in :i niortnr,

mix the crushed iniiss with water, :uid after tlie

solid jiortions have had time to settle, the pure

sweet oil is skinun(>d from the surface of the water.

Ancient Oil Pri'SSCS {Land ami the Hook).

This method }j;ives a d(»licious oil, hut is wasteful.

This is no doubt the heatcni oil referred to in con-

nection with relittious c(>remonials (Ex 27 20).

Usually the crushed fruit is spi'ead in port ions on

mats of reeds or p;oats' hair, the corners of which

are folded over tiie mass, and the packets thus

formed are piled one upon another between upright

supi)orts. These supports wcm-c formerly two stone

columns or the two sections of a split stone cylinder

hollowed out within to receive the mats. Lar^c

hollow tree trunks arc still similarly used in Syria.

A flat stone is next ])lac(>d on top, and then a heavy

los is i)la(^ed on the ])ile in such a manner that one

end can be fitted into a socket made in a wall or

rock in close proximity to the pile. This socket

becomes the fulcrum of a lariie lever of the second

class. The lever is worked in tho same manner as

that used in the wine ])resses (see Wine Press).

These presses are now being almost wholly sui)er-

seded by hydraulic i)resses. Tlie juice which runs

from the press, consisting of oil, extractive matter

and water, is conducted to vats or run into jars and

allowed to stand until the oil separates. The oil

is then drawn ofT from the surface, or the watery

fluid and sediment is drawn away tlirough a hole

near the bottom of tlie jar, leaving the oil in the

container. (For the constructicm of the ancient oil

presses, see The Excavations of Gezcr, by Macalister.)

The oil, after standing for some time to allow further

sediment to settle, is stored either in huge earthen-

ware jars holding 100 to 200 gallons, or in under-

ground cisterns (cf 1 Ch 27 2<S) holding a much
larger quantity. Some of these cisterns in Beirut

hold several tons of oil each (2 Ch 11 11; 32 28;

Nell 13 5.12; Prov 21 20). In the homes the

oil is kept in small earthen jars of various shapes,

usually having s])outs bv which the oil can be easily

poured (1 K 17 12; 2 K 4 2). In 1 S 16 13;

1 K 1 39, horns of oil are mentioned.

(1) As a commodity of exchange.—Olive oil when
properly made and stored will keep sweet for years,

hence was a good form of merchandise

3. Uses to hold. Oil is still sometimes given

in pavment (1 K 5 11; Ezk 27 17;

IIos 12 1; Lk 16 6; Rev 18 13).

(2) As a cosmetic.—From earliest times oil was

used as a cosmetic, e.sp. for oiling the limbs and

head. Oil used in this way was usually scented

(see Oint.ment). Oil is still used in this manner

by the Arabs, principally to keep the skin and scalp

soft when traveling in dry desert regions where

there is no opportunity to bathe. Sesame oil has

replaced olive oil to some extent for this purpose.

Homer, Pliny and other early writ(>rs nH;ntion its

use for external appli<'ation.
" Pliny claimed it was

used to protect the body against the cold. Many
Bib. references indicate the use of oil as a cosmetic

(i:x 25 0; Dt 28 40; Ruth 3 3; 2 S 12 20; 14 2;

Est 2 12; Ps 23 5; 92 10; 104 IT); 141 5; Ezk
16 9; Pvlic 6 15; Lk 7 Ki).

(3) As a medicine.—l'"rom early Egyp literature

down to late Aral), medical works, oil is mentioned

as a valuable remedy. Many queer ])rescriptions

contain olive oil as one of their ingredients. The
good Samaritan used oil mingled with wine to dress

the wounds of the man who fell among robbers

(Mk 6 13; Lk 10 34.)

(4) As a food.—Olive oil replaces butter to a

larg(> extent in the diet of the people of the Mediter-

ranean countries. In Bible lands food is fri(Hl in

it, it is added to stews, and is poured ()ver boiled

vegetables, such as beans, ])eas and lentils, and over

salads, sour milk, cheese and other foods as a dress-

ing. A cake is {)repared from ordinary bread dough
wdiich is smeared with oil and sjjrinkled with herbs

before baking (Lev 2 4). At times of fasting

oriental Christians use only vegetable oils, usually

olive oil, for cooking. For Bib. references to the

use of oil as food see Nu 11 8; Dt 7 13; 14 23;

32 13; 1 K 17 12. 14. 10; 2 K 4 2.0.7; 1 Ch 12

40; 2 Ch 2 10.15; Ezr 3 7; Prov 21 17; Ezk 16

13.18; IIos 2 5.8.22; Hag 2 12; Rev 6 G.

(5) As an illuminant.—Olive oil until recent

years was universally u.sed for lighting purposes

(see L.\MP). In Pal are many homes where a most

primitive form of lamp similar to those employed

by the Israelites is still in use. The prejudice in

favor of the exclusive use of olive oil for lighting

holy i)laces is disapi)earing. Formerly any other

illuminant was forbidden (cf Ex 25 (5; 27 20; 35

8.14.28; 39 37; Mt 25 3.4.8).

(6) In religious rites.~i(i) Consecration of offi-

cials or sacred things ((ien 28 18; 35 14; Ex 29

7 21ff; Lev 2 Iff; Nu 4 Off; 1 S 10 1 ; 16 1.13;

2 S 1 21; 1 K 1 39; 2 K 9 1.3.0; Ps 89 20):

This was adopted bv the early Christians in their

ceremonies (Jas 5 14), and is still used in the con-

secration of crowmed rulers and church dignitaries.

(h) Offerings, votive^ and otherwise: The (uistom of

making offerings of oil to holy places still survives

in oriental religions. One may see burning before

the shrines along a Syrian roadside or in the churches,

small lamps whose supply of oil is kept renewed by

pious adherents. In Israelitish times oil was iised

in the meal offering, in the consecration offerings,

offerings of purification from leprosy, etc (Ex 29 2;

409 ff; Lev 2 2ff; Nu 4 Off; Dt 18 4; 1 Ch 9 29;

2 Ch 31 5; Neh 10 37.39; 13 5.12; Ezk 16 18.19;

45; 46; Mic 6 7). (c) In connection with the

burial of the dead: Egyp papyri mention this use.

In the OT no direct mention is made of the custom.

Jesus referred to it in connection with His own

burial (Mt 26 12; Mk 14 3-8; Lk 23 50; Jn 12

3-8; 19 40).

Abundant oil was a figure of general prosperity

(Dt 32 13; 33 24; 2 K 18 32; Job 29 6; Joel

2 19,24). Languishing of the oil in-

dicated general famine (Joel 1 10;

Hag 1 11). Jov is described as the

oil of jov (Isa 6i 3), or the oil of glad-

7; He i 9). Ezekiel prophesies that

the rivers shall run like oil, i.e. become viscous

(Ezk 32 14). Words of deceit are softer than oil

(Ps 55 21; Prov 5 3). Cursing becomes a habit

with the wicked as readily as oil soaks into bones

(Ps 109 18). Excessive use of oil indicates waste-

fulness (Prov 21 17), while the saving of it is a

characteristic of the wise (Prov 21 20). Oil was

4. Figur-

ative

ness (Ps 45
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carried into Egypt, i.e. a treaty was made with that
country (Hos 12 1). James A. Patch

OIL, ANOINTING (nnTTTSn -pir , shemen ha-
mishhdh): This holy oil, tlu; composition of which
is described in Ex 30 22-33, was designed for use
in the anointing of the tabernacle, its furniture and
vessels, the altar and laver, and the priest, that
being thus consecrated, they might be "most
holy." It was to be "a holy anointing oil" unto
Jell throughout all generations (ver 31). On its

uses, cf Ex 37 29; Lev 8 12; 10 7; 21 10. The
care of this holy oil was subse(}uently entrusted to
Eleazar (Nu 4 16); in later times it seems to have
been prepared by the sons of the priests (1 Ch 9
30). There is a figurative allusion to the oil on
Aaron's head in Ps 133 2. See Oil; Anointing.

James Oku
OIL, BEATEN (Ex 27 20; Lev 24 2; Nu 28 5).

See Oil; Golden Candlestick.

OIL, HOLY. See Oil; Anointing.

OIL, OLIVE. See Oil; Olive Tree.

OIL PRESS. See Oil; ^^'INE Press.

OIL-MAKING. See Crafts, II, 11.

OIL TREE, oil tre (I'Cp P", 'rx shemen [Isa 41
19], m "oleaster," in Neh 8 15, tr' "wild olive," AV
"pine";")pT2J '^3:^, V/^-5 shemen, in 1 K 6 23.31.32,
tr'' "olive wood"): The name "oleaster" used to be
applied to the wild olive, but now belongs to quite
another plant, the silver-berry, Elcagnus hortensis
(N.O. Elaeagnaceae), known in Arab, as Zeizafun.
It is a pretty shrub with sweet-smelling white
flowers and silver-grey-green leaves. It is difficult
to see how all the three refer(>nces can applv to this
tree; it will suit the first two, but this small shrub
would never supi)ly wood for carpentry work such
as that mentioned in 1 K, hence the tr "olive wood."
On the other hand, in the ref(>rence in Neh 8 15,
olive branches are mentioned just before, so the tr
"wild olive" (the (liff(>rence being too slight) is

improbab](>. Post suggests the tr of 'eg she?nen by
Pine (q.v.), which if accept(>d would suit all the
recjuirements. E. W. G. Masterman

OINTMENT, oint'ment: The present use of the
word "ointment" is to designate a tliick unguent of
buttery or tallow-like consistency. AV in freciuent
instances translates shemen or nrshah (see Ex 30
2.")) "ointment" where a perfumed oil seemed to be
indicated. ARV has consetiuently substituted the
word "oil" in most of the i)assages. MerkahCih is

rendered "ointment" once in the OT (Job 41 31
[Ileb 41 23]). The well-known power of oils and
fats to absorb odors was made use of by the ancient
perfumers. The composition of the holy anointing
oil used in the tabernacle worship is mentioned
in Ex 30 23-25. Olive oil formed the base. This
was scented with "flowing myrrh .... sweet cin-
namon . . . ._ sweet calamus .... and .... cas-
sia." The oil was probably mixed with the above
ingredients added in a i)owdered form and heated
until the oil had absorbed their odors and then
allowed to stand until the in.soluble matter settled,
when the oil could be decanted. Olive oil, benig a
non-drying oil which does not thi(;ken readily, yielded
an ointment of oily consistency. This is indicated
by Ps 133 2, where it says that the precious oil ran
down on Aaron's beard and on the collar of his outer
garment. Anyone attempthig to make the holy
anointing oil would be cut off from his people (Ex
30 33). The scented oils or ointments were kept in

Oil
Old Prophet

jars or vials (not boxes) made of alabaster. These
jars are fre(juently found as part of the e(iuipment
of ancient tombs.
The word tr'' "ohitment" in the NT is ixvpov,

niiiron, "myrrh." This would indicate that myrrh,
an aromatic gum resin, was the substance comnionly
added to the oil to give it odor. La Lk 7 4(5 both
kinds of oil are mentioned, and the verse might be
paraphrased thus: My lieatl with common oil thou
didst not anoint; but she hath anointed my feet
with costly scented oil.

For the uses of scented oils or ointnunits see
Anointing; Oil. James A. Patch

OLAMUS, ol'a-mus ('f2\an6s, Olamos): One of
the Lsraclites who had taken a "strange wife" (1 Esd
9 30) = "AIeshullam" of Ezr 10 29.

OLD, old. S<>e Age, Old.

OLD GATE. See Jerusalem.

OLD MAN ("iraXaLos, ptdaios, "old," "ancient"):
A term thrice used by I'aul (Rom 6 0; Eph 4 22;
Col 3 9)_ to signii'y tlie unrenewed man, the natu-
ral man in the corruption of sin, i.e. sinful human
nature before conversion and regen(>ration. It is

theologically synonymous with "flesh" (Rom 8
3-9), which stands, not for bodily organism, but
for the whole nature of man (body and soul) turned
away from God and devoted to self and earthly
things.

The old man is "in the flesh"; the n(>w man "in
the Spirit." In the form(>r "the works of the flesh"
((ial 5 19-21) are manifest; in the latter "the fruit
of the Spirit" (vs 22.23). One is "corru})t accord-
ing to the deceitful lusts"; the other "created in
right(>ousness and true holiness" (Eph 4 22-24 AV).
See also Man, Natural; Man, New.

DwiGHT M. Pratt
OLD PROPHET, THE (ipT nnx N^n:, mlhhr

'ehadh zaken, "an okl i)rophet"'[l Iv' 13 ll'], i^'^DSn

lpjl!3, ha-nabhV ha-zaken, "the old
1. The prophet" [ver 29]): The narrative of
Narrative i K 13 11-32, in which the old

prophet is nuuitioned, is part of a larger
account telling of a visit jxiid to Bethel by "a man
of God" from Judah. The Judaean prophet utt(>r(>d
a curse upon the altar erectcnl there by Jeroboam
I. When the king attempted to use force against
him, the prophet was saved by Divine intervention;
th(> king then invited him to receive royal hosi)i-
tahty, but he refused because of a command of God
to him not to (>at or drink there. The Judaean
then departed (vs 1-10). An old prophet who hved
in Bethel heard of the stranger's words, and went
after him and off(>r(>d him liospitality. This off'er

t oo was refused. But when the old prophet resort{>d
to falsehood and pk^adcnl a Divine command on the
subject, the Juda(>an returned with him. \\hile at
table the old i)rophet is givtsn a message to declare
that death will follow tlu^ south(>rner's disobedi(>nce
to the first command. A lion kills him on his way
home. The old prophet h(>ars of the death and
explains it as due to disob(>di(>nce to God; he then
buries the dead body in his own grave and exjjresses
a wish that he also at death should be buried in
the same sepulcher.

Thoro are several ditriciiltics in tho text. In ver 1 1, AV
reads "his sons came" instead of "one of his sons c-ame,"

and tr ver 126.- "And his sons shewed the
o Prifiral ^'^y ttie man of (U)d went." Tliere is a'^iiLii.cti gj^p j,j j^jj^,

^jrp
j^fi^j. ^j^^, ^^,^^^ "table" in

ver 20; and ver 2.\ sliould bo tr^, "And it
came to pass after he had (>aten bread and drunk water,
tliat he saddled for himself tlu; ass, and departed again"
(following LXX, B with W. B. Stevenson, IIDB, III.
5y4a, n.).
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Bon/.ing.T C'Di.' B.iiclicr dcr Kc.niso, A'/r2.

Uand-Komm. zam A T. Ul j hohls tlial w(> Imvc l.rrr

;m example c.f u nii.lnisl., i.e. arconiiu!^ to U I.

-,'X) "an iinasiinutivc (Icvclopincnt, of :i thoutiht or

thrmo su^^cstcd hv Script uiv, rsp. adulactic or

hoinil(>tic- cxiMwitioii or an odiiyms rcliKiou^/^torv

2 Ch 24 27 refers to ii ''tnidhra.^h of the book ol 1 he

kiniis" and 2 Ch 13 22 to a ''?» i<lhrCish oi the

prophet Iddo." In 2 Ch 9 29 wc have a reference

to "the visions of Iddo theseer conceriuns Jei-obo:im

the son of Nebat ." Jos names the Jvi(hiean prophet

Jadon (Ant, VHI, viii, 5), and so some Avould trace

tliis narrative to the midrash of Iddo, which \vould

],< a late J(>wish work. There is a trace ot late

lleb in ver 3, and evid(^nce in s(n-eral plaees ot

a later editing of tlie original narrative. _
iMttel

and Benzinger think it possible that the section may

be base.l on a historical incident. U the narrative

is historical in the main, the mention of Josiah by

name in ver 2 may be a later insertion; it not liis-

torical, the prophecy there i« /'•'<'''''.'''/' ^"^^^ ^'^"^

whole section a midrash on 2 K 23 1;>--<^|-

(1) Sev(>ral qtiestions are sugg(>sted by the narra-

tive, btit in putting as well as m answering these

questions, it must bo rememben^d tliat

3. Central the old prophet himself, as has b(H>n

Truths pointfHl out, is not tlie duet character

of the pi(>ce. Hence; it is a little point-

less to ask what became of the old prophet, or

whether he was not punished for his talsehood.

The passage should be studied, like the i)arables ot

Jesus, with an eve on the great central truth, winch

is, here, that Cod punisln^s disobedience even m
"a man of God." It is not inconsistent with tins

to regard the old proph(>t as an example of »:vt:m

fashioning himself into an angel of light
(f

Cor 11

14), or of the beast which "had two horns like unto

a lamb" (Rev 13 11).
, wi . .u f i

(2) It must also be remembered that the talse

prophets of the OT arc called prophets m s])itc ot

th(>ir false prophecies. So here the old prophet m
spite of his former lie is given a Divme message

to declare that death will follow the others dis-

obedience.

(3) One other question suggests itself, and domanda an

answer. Wliy did the old nrophet make t he request that

at death he should hv l)uried in the «!me K''^\<^„9',\„h
.rudaean (ver 31) ? Tlie answer is unplied ni } er 32, and

is more fuU.v siven in 2 K 23 1.^-20 wlu-rc K"Jg • "«
f^

defiles the Kraves of tlic prophets at Bethel On seeing a

•monument" or grave-stone by one of the graves, ho

inquin'swl.at it is"^ and is told that it marks the grave of

tlie prophet from .Tudah. Thereupon he orders that his

hones be not disturbe.i. With ttiese the bones of t e o

pronliet escape. Periiaps no clearer instance of a certain

kind of meaimess exists in the OT. The very nian who
lias been the cause of another's downfall and rum in ba.^e

enough to plan his own escape under cover of the virtue s

of his victim. And t he parallels in modern life are many.

David Francis Robkuts

OLD TESTAMENT. See Text of tiik OT.

OLD TESTAMENT CANON. See Canon of

THK OT.

OLD TESTAMENT LANGUAGES. See Lan-

guages OF THE OT.

OLEASTER, o-le-as'ter (Isa 41 19 RVm). See

Oil Thee.

OLIVE. See Olive Thee.

OLIVE BERRIES, ber'iz. See Olive Tree.

OLIVE, GRAFTED. See Olive Tree.

OLIVE TREE, ol'iv tre (r"^! , zayith, a word

occurring also in Aram., Ethioiiic and Arab.; in the

last it means "olive oil," and zdilun, "the olive

tree"; eX-aia, chi'in): Th(M)live tree has all through

history l)(>en one of the most characteristic, most

valued and most tisc-ful of trees in Pal.

1. The It is only right that it is the first named
Olive Tree "king" of tlie trees (Jgs 9 S.9). W hen

the childnHi of Israel came to the

land they acfiuired olive tnn-s which they planted

Typical (irove of Olive Trees at .Jerusalem.

not (Dt 6 11; cf Josh 24 13). The cultivation

of the olive goes back to the earliest tunes in

Canaan. The frequent references in the Bibh", the

evidences (see 4 b(4ow) from archaeology and the

important place tlu; product of this tree has heM m
the economy of the inhabitants of Syria make it

highlv probable that this land is the actual home of

the cultivated olive. The wild olive is indigenous

there The most fruitful tre(>s are the product ot

bare and rocky ground (cf Dt 32 13) situated prefer-

ably at no great distance from the sea. The terraced

hill's of Pal, where the earth lies never many inches

above the lim(>stone rocks, the long rainless summer

of unbroken sunshine, and the h(>avy "dews ot tlie

autumn afford conditions which arc extraordinarily

favorable to at least the in(lig<>nous olive.

The olive, Olea Europaen (N.O. Oleaceac), is aslow-

growing tre(>, requiring years of patient labor before

reaching full fruitfulness. Its growth implies a

certain degree of settl(>ment and p(>ace, for a hostile

army can in a few davs destroy the patumt work ot

two generations. Possibly this may have something

to do with its being the emblem of peace. Enemu^s

of a village or of an individual often today carry

out revenge by cutting away a ring of bark from

the trunks of the olives, thus killing the trees in a

f(.w months. The beauty of this tree is n^ferred

to in Jer 11 16; Hos 14 6, and its fruitfulness in

Ps 128 3 The characteristic olive-grcen of its

foliage frosted silver below and the twisted and

gnarled trunks—often hollow in the center—are

some of the most pictur(>sque and con.stant signs ot

s(>ttled habitations. In some parts of the land large

plantations occur: the famous olive grove near

Beirut is 5 miles square; there are also fane, ancient

trees in great numbers near Bethlehem.

In starting an oliveyard Uxo. fellah not infrequent y

nlants young wild olive trees which grow plentifully

over many parts of the land, or he may grow froni

cuttings. When the young trees are 3 years old

they are grafted from a choice stock and alter

another three or four years they may comm(>ncc

to bear fruit, but thc-y take quite a decade more

before reaching full fruition. Much attention is

however, required. The soil around the trees must

b(> frequently plowed and broken up; water rnust be

conducted to the roots from the earliest rain, and

the soil must be freely enriched with a kind of marl

known in Arab, as htrnwurah. If neglected, tlie

older trees soon send up a great many shoots Irom

the roots all around the parent stem (perhaps the
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idea in Ps 128 3) ; those must be pruned away, al-

tliough, should the parent stem decay, some of "these

may be capable of taking its i^lace. Being, however,
from the root, below the original point of grafting,

they are of the wild olive type—with smaller, stifha-

leaves and prickly stem—and need grafting before
they are of use. The olive tree furnish(>s a wood
valuable for many forms of carjx'ntry, and in modern
Pal is cxtensiv(^ly burnt as fuel.

The olive is in flower about May; it produces
clusters of small white flowers, sjmnging from the

axils of the leaves, whicli fall as
2. The show(a-s to the ground (Job 15 33).
Fruit The first olives mature as early as

S(>ptember in some places, but, in the
rnountain districts, the olive harvest is not till

November or (>ven December. Much of the earli(>st

fruit falls to the ground and is left by the owner un-
gathered until the liai-vest. The tr(>es are beaten
with long sticks (Dt 24 20), the young folks often
cliinbing_ into the branches to reach the highest
fruit, while the women and older girls gather up the;

fruit from the grf)und. The immature fruit left

after such an ingatli(>ring is described graphically
in Isa 17 6: "There shall be left therein gleanings,
as the shaking [m "beating"] of an olive-tree, two or
three berries in the top of the up]X'rmost bough,
four or five in the outmost branches of a fruitful

tree." Such gleanings belongc^d to the poor (Dl

Olive (Oka Europaca).

24 20), as is the case today. Modern villages in
Pal allow the poor of even neighboring villages to
glean the olives. The yield of an olive tree is very
uncertain; a year of great fruitfulness may h(2

followed by a very scanty crop or by a succession
of such.
The olive is an important article of diet in Pal.

Some are gathered gre(>n and pickled in brine, aft<>r

slight bruising, and others, the "black" olives, are
gathered quite ripe and are either packed in salt
or in brine. In both cases the salt motlifies the
bitter taste. They are eaten with bread.
More important commercially is the oil. This

is sometimes extracted in a primitive way by
crushing a few berries by hand in the hollow of a

stone (cf Ex 27 20), from which a shallow channel
runs for th(> oil. It is an old custom to tread th(>m

by foot (iNIic 6 lo). Oil is obtained
3. OHve Oil on a larger scale in one of the many

varieties of oil mills. The b(>rries are
carried in baskets, l)y donkeys, to the mill, and
they are crushes 1 by heavy weights. A b(>iter class
of oil can be obtain(>d by collecting the first oil to
come off separately, but not much attention is given
to this in Pal, and usually the berries are crushed,
sfiOnc^s and all, by a circular millstone revolving
ui)right round a c(>ntral i)ivot. A i)lenteous har-
vest of oil was looked U])on as one of God's blessings
(Joel 2 24; 3 13). That the "labor of the olive"
should fail was one of the trials to faith in Jeh
(I lab 3 17). Olive oil is extensively used as food,
morsels of bread being dippcnl into it in eating;
also medicinally (Lk 10 34; Jas 5 14). In ancient
times it was great Iv used for anointing the ])ei'son

(Ps 23 5; Mt 6 17). In Rome's days of luxury it

was a conmum maxim that a long and pleasant life

depended \i\Hn\ two fluids
—"wine within and oil

without." In modern times this use of oil for the
person is replaced by the emi)loyment of soap, which
in Pal is made from olive oil. In all ages this oil

has been used for illumination (Mt 25 3).

Comparatively plentiful as olive trees are today
in Pal, there is abundant evidence that the culti-

vation was once nuich more extensive.
4. Greater "The countless rock-cut oil- and wine-
Plenty of prc'sses, both within and without the
Olive Trees walls of the city [of Gezer], show that
in Ancient the cultivation of the olive and vine
Times was of nnich greater importance than

it is anywhere in Pal today
Excessive taxation has made olive culture improfit-
able" ("Gezer Mem," PKF, II, 23). A further
evidence of this is se(>n today in many now deserted
sites which are covercnl with wikl olive trees, de-

scendants of large plantations of the
5. Wild cultivated tree which have quite dis-
Olives appeared. Many of these spring from

the old roots; others are from the
fallen drupes. IsolatxHl trees scattered over many
l)arts of the land, esp. in Galilee, are sown by the
birds. As a rule the wild olive is but a shrub, with
small leav(>s, a stem more or less prickly, and a
small, hard druin; with but little or no oil. That a
wild olive branch should be grafted into a fruitful
tree would be a })roc(>eding useless and contrary
to Nature (Rom 11 17.24). On the mention of
"branches of wild olive" in Neh 8 15, see Oil Tree.

E. W. G. Masterman
^OLIVE, WILD: Figuratively used in Rom 11

17.24 for the (Jentiles, grafted into "the good olive
tree" of Israel. See Olivio Tree.

OLIVE YARD, ol'iv yard. Sec Olive Tree.

OLIVES, ol'ivz, MOUNT OF (n^n''-Tn"'in
, har

ha-zethim [Zee 14 4], C^Pi'^-Tn'ri^^i^'a , 7na'dleh ha-

zethwi, "the ascent of the mount of Olives" [2 S
15 30, AV "the ascent of (mount) Olivet"]; to opos
Ttov ikaiuiv, to oros ton claion, "the Mount of Olives"
[Mt 21 1; 24 3; 26 30; Mk 11 1; 13 3; 14 26;
Lk 19 37; 22 39; Jn 8 1], to opos t6 KaXoi[i|x€vov

IXaiwv, to oros to kaloununon eloion, "the mount
that is called Olivet" [Lk 19 29; 21 37; in both
r(>ferenccs in AV "the mount called (the mount) of

Olives"], Tov €Xai(ovos, toil claionos [Acts 1 12, EV
"Olivet" lit. "olive garden"]):

1. Names
2. Situation and Exttuit
3. OT Associations

(1) David's Escape from Absalom
(2) The Vision of Kzekiel
(3) The Vision of Zcchariah
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•t. HiK'h Places
r,. Olivet and Jesus
(i View of the City from Olivet

7. Cluirelies and Kcclesiastical Traditions

LlTEUATLKE

Olivet (•oiii(\-< to US tlii-ongh the Vtilg Olivdum,

"an olivevanl."
.

Jos frequently uses the expn-ssion JNlount ot

01iv(>s" (e.g. Ant, VII, ix, 2; XX, viii, 6; lU
V, ii, 3; xii, 2), but later Jewish

1. Names writings give the name nrnr^GH'in
,

bar ha-mUhhnh, "Mount of Oil"; this

occurs in some MSS in 2 K 23 13, and the common

Holding rPnr:£n~nn ,
har ha-mashh'ith, "Mount of

(Eruption,"' m "destruction," may po.ssihly be a

deliberate alteration (s(>e below). In later ages the

Mount was termed "the motmtain of lights, be-

cause here there used to be kindlcMl at on(> time the

first beacon light to announce throughout Jewry the

apjiearance of the ncnv moon.

To the natives of Pal today it is usually known

as Jchd et Tur ("mountain of the elevation," or

"tower"), or', less commonly, as Jchcl Tiir ez zdit

("mountain of the elevation of oil"). The name

Jchd cz-znitun ("Mount of Olives") is also well

known. Early Arab, writers use the term Tur

Zait, "Mount of Oil." ^ . t i

The mountain ridge which lies E. of Jerus leavers

the central range n(>ar the valley of Sha'phat and

runs for about 2 miles due S. Aft(-r

2. Situation culminating in the mountain mass on

and Extent which lies the "Church of the A.scen-

sion," it may be considered as giving

off two brancluvs: one lower one, which runs S.S.\\'.,

forming the south(>rn side of the Kidron valley,

terminating at the Wady en Ndr, and another, higher

one, which slopes eastward and terminates a little

beyond el-'Azarcych (modern Bethany). The main

ridge is considerably higher than the site of anci<^nt

Jerus, and still retains a thick cap of the soft chalky

limestone, mixed with flint, known variously as

Nari and Ka'kuU, which has been entirely denuded

over the Jerus site (see Jerusalem, II, 1). The

flints were the cause of a large settlement of paleo-

lithic man which oecurnnl in prehistoric times on

the northern end of the ridge, while the soft chalky

stone breaks down to form a soil valuable for the

cultivation of olives and other trees and shrubs.

The one drawback to arboriculture upon this ridge

is the strong northwest wind which permanently

bends most trees toward the S.E., but affects the

sturdy, slow-growing olive less than the quicker-

growing pine. The eastern slopes are more shel-

tered. In respect of wind the Mount of Olives is

far more exposed than the site of old Jerus.

The lofty ridge of Olivet is visible from far, a fact

now emphasized by the high Russian tow(^r which

can be seen for many scores of miles on the E. of the

Jordan. The range presents, from such a point of

view particularly, a succession of summits. Taking

as the northern limit the dip which is crossed by the

ancient Anathoth {'anCttd) road, the most northerly

summit is that now crowned by the house and

garden of Sir John Gray Hill, 2,GOO ft. above sea-

level. This is sometimes incorrectly pointed out

as Scopus, which lay farther to the N.W. A second

sharp dip in the ridge separates this northern sum-

mit from the next, a broad plateau now occupied

by the great Kaiserin Augusta Victoria Stiftung and

grounds. The road makes a sharp descent into a

valley which is traversed from W. to E. by an im-

portant and ancient road from Jerus, which runs

eastward along the Wddy er Rawaheh. S. of this

dip li(^s the main mass of the mountain, that known
characteristically as the Olivet of ecclesiastical

tradition. This mass consists of two principal

summits and two subsidiary spurs. The northern

of the two main sunnnits is that known as Karcm
cs Sayyud, "the vineyard of the hunter," and also

as '"Galilee," or, more correctly, as Viri (lalilan

(see below, 7). It reaches a height of 2,723 ft.

above the Mediterranean and is sejiarated from the

southern summit by a narrow neck travers(>d today

by the carriage road. The southern sumrnit, of

practically the same elevation, is the traditional

"Mount of the Ascension," and for several years

has been distinguished by a lofty, though some-

what inartistic, tower erected by the Russians. The
two sul)sidiary si)urs referred to above are: (1) a

somewhat isolated ridge running S.E., upon which

lies the squalid villager of el Wzareyeh—-Bethany;

(2) a small si)ur running S., covered with grass,

which is known as "the Proi)hets," on account of

a remarkable 4th-cent. Christian tomb found there,

which is known as "the tomb of the Prophets"— a

spot much venerated by moch^n J(nvs.

A further extension of the ridge as Batn el Ildiva,

"the belly of the wind," or traditioTiallv as "the

Mount of Offence" (cf 1 K 11 7; 2 K 23 13), is

usually included in the Mount of Olives, but its

lower altitude—it is on a level with the temple-

platform—and its position S. of the city mark
it off as practically a distinct hill. Upon its lower

sloi)es are clustered the houses of Silwdn (Siloam).

The notices of the Mount of Olives in the OT
are, considering its nearness to Jerus, remarkably

scanty.

(1) David fleeing before his rebellious son Ab-

salom (2 S 15 16) crossed the Kidron and "went
up by the ascent of the mount of

3. OT Olives, and wept as he went up; and

Associations he had his head covered, and went
barefoot: and all the jx^ople that were

with him cover(>d every man his head, and they went

up, weei^ing as they went [ver 30] And it

came to pass, that, when David was come to the top

of the ascent, where he was wont to worship God,

[m], behold, Hushai the Archite came to meet him
with his coat rent, and earth upon his head [ver 32].

And when David was a little past the top of the

ascent, behold, Ziba the servant of Mephibosheth

met him, with a couple of asses saddled, and upon

them two hundred loaves of bread, and a hundred

clusters of raisins, and a hundred of summer fruits,

and a bottle of wine" (16 1).

It is highly probable that David's route to the

wilderness was neither by the much-trodden Ana-

thoth road nor over the summit of the mountain,

but by the path running N.E. from the city, which

runs between the Viri Galilaei hill and that suji-

porting the German Sanatorium and descends into

the wilderness by Wddy er Rawdbi. See B.ahurim.

(2) Ezckiel in a vision (11 23) saw the glory of

Jeh go up from the midst of the city and stand

"upon the mountain which is on the east side of the

city" (cf 43 2). In connection with this the Rabbi

Janna records the tradition that the sh^khindh

stood 3^- years upon Olivet, and preached, saying,

"Seek ye "the Lord while he may be found, call ye

upon him while he is near"—a strange story to come

from a Jewish source, suggesting some overt refer-

ence to Christ.

(3) In Zee 14 4 the prophet sees Jeh in that day

stand upon the Mount of Olives, "and the Mount of

Olives shall be cleft in the midst thereof toward the

east and toward the west, and there shall be a very

great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove

toward the north, and half of it toward the south."

In addition to these direct rc^ferences, Jewish

tradition associates with this mount—this "mount

of Corruption"—the rite of the red heifer (Xu 19);

and many authorities consider that this is also the
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mount referred to in Neh 8 15, whence the people

are directed to fetch olive branches, branches of

wild olive, myrtle branches, pahn branches and
branches of thick trees to make th(>ir booths.

It is hardly ])ossible that a spot with such a wide
outlook—t>sp. the marvelous view ov(>r the Jordan

valley and D(\ad Sea to the lands of

4. High Ammon and Moab—should have been

Places neglected in the days when Sem reli-

gion crowned such spots with their

sanctuaries. There is OT evidence that there was a

"high place" here. In the account of David's flight

m(>ntion is made of the sjiot on the summit "where
he was wont to worship God" (2 S 15 32 m). This

is certainly a rc^ference to a sanctuaiy, and there are

strong reasons for believing that this ])lace may have
been Nob (q.v.) (see 1 S 21 1 ; 22 9.11.19; Neh
11 32; but esp. Isa 10 32). This last _ reference

seems to imply a site more; commanding in its out-

look over the ancient city than R(is cl Mu^hurif
propos(>d by Driver, one at least as far S. as the

Anathoth road, or even that from M'fuhj cr Rawabi.
But besides this we have the definite statement

(1 K 11 7): "Then did Solomon build a high place

for Cliemosh the abomination of Moab, in the

mount that is before [i.(\ E. of] Jerus, and for Mo-
lech the abomination of the children of Ammon,"
and the further account that the "high places that

were befor(> [E. of] Jerus, which were on the riglit

hand [S.] of the mount of corruption [m "destruc-

tion"], which Solomon the king of Israel had buildcd

for Ashtoreth the abomination of the Sidonians,

and for Chemosh the abomination of Moab, and for

Milcom the ai)omination of the children of Ammon,
did the king [Josiah] defile" (2 K 23 13). That
these high plac(>s were somewhere upon wliat is

generally recognized as the Mount of Olives, seems
clear, and the most probable site is the main mass
where are today the Christian sanctuaries, though
Graetz and Dean Stanley favor the summit known
as Viri GalUnci. It is the recognition of this which

has kept alive the Jewish name "Mount of Cor-

ruption" for this mount to this day. The t(>rm

Altms offensionis, given to the southeastern ext(>n-

sion, S. of the city, is mc^rely an ecclesiastical tradi-

dition going back to Quaresmius in the 17th cent.,

which is repeated by Burckhardt (1S23 AD).
More important to us are the NT associations of

this sacred spot. In those days the mountain must
have been far different from its con-

5. Olivet dition today. Titus in_ his siege of

and Jesus Jerus destroyed all the timber here as

elsewhere in the environs, but before

this the hillsides must have been clothed with

verdure—olivcyards, fig orchards and palm groves,

with myrtle and other shrubs. Here in the fresh

breezes and among the thick foliage, Jesus, the

country-bred Galikvan, must gladly have taken
Himself from the noise and closeness of the over-

crowded city. It is to the Passion Week, with the

exception of Jn 8 1, that all the incidents belong

which are expressly mentioned as occurring on the

Mount of Olives; while there would be a special

reason at this time in the densely ])acked city, it is

probable that on other occasions also Our Lord
preferred to stay outside the walls. Bethany
would indeed appear to have been His home in

Judaea, as Capernaum was in Galilee. Here we
read of Him as staying with Mary and Martha (Lk
10 38-42); again tie comes to liethany from the

wildern(>ss road from Jericho for the raising of

Lazarus (Jn 11), and later He is at a feast, six

(lavs before tlu; Passover (Jn 12 1), at the house of

Simon (Mt 26 G-12; Mk 14 3-9; Jn 12 1-9). The
Mount of Olives is expressly mentioned in many
of the events of the Passion Week. He approached
Jerus, "unto Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount

of Olives" (Mk 11 1; Mt 21 1; Lk 19 29); over
a shoulder of this mount—very jirobably by the

route of the jiresent Jericho carriage road—He
made His triuniphal entry to the city (Mt 21;

Mk 11; Lk 19), and on this road, when probably
the full sight of the city first burst into view, He

#^^r/'*'

Mount of Olives from the GolcU'u Gate.

wei)1 over Jerus (Lk 19 41). During all that week
"(>very day he was teaching in the temi)le; and ev(>ry

night he went out, and lodged in the mount that is

called Olivet" (Lk 21 37)—th(^ special jiart of the

mount being Bethany (Mt 21 17; Mk 11 11).

It was on the road from Bethany that He gave the

sign of the withering of tlu' fruitless fig tree (Mt 21
17-19; Mk 11 12-14.20-24), and "as he sat on the

mount of Olives" (Mt 24 3 f ; Mk 13 3 f) Jesus

gave His mc^morable sermon with the doomed city

lying below Him.
On the lower slopes of Olivet, in tlie Garden of

Gethsk.maxe ((j.v.), Jesus endured His agony, the

betrayal and arrest, while upon one of its higher
points—not, as tradition has it, on the inhabited
highest summit, but on the secluded eastern slopes

"over against Bethany" (Lk 24 .50-52)—He took
leave of His discii)les (cf Acts 1 12).

The view of Jerus from the Mount of Olives must
ever lie one of the most striking impressions which

any visitor to Jerus carries away with
6. View of him. It has b(>en described countless

the City times. It is today a view but of ruin

from Olivet and departed glory compared with
that over which Jesus wept. A

modern writer with historic imagination has thus

graphically sketched the salient f{>atures of that

sight:

"Wo are standing on tlio road from Bethany as it

brealis round tlio Mount of Olives and on looking north-
west this is what we see There spreads a vast
stone stage, almost rectangular, some 400 yds. N. and
S. by 300 E. and W., held up above Ophel and the
Kidron valley bv a high and niassive wall, from .50 to

1.50 ft. and moro'in height, aecording to the levels of the

rock from which it rises. Deep cloisters surround this

platform on the inside of the walls E:very gate

has its watch and other guards patrol the courts. The
crowds, which pour through the south gates upon the

platform for the most part keep to the right; the ex-

ceptions, turning westward, are excommunicated or in

mourning. But the crowd are not all Israelites. Nuni-
bers of Gentiles mingle with tlK^m; there are costumes
and colors from all lands. In the cloisters sit teachers

with groups of disciples about them. On the open pave-
ment stand the booths of hucksters and money changers;

and from the N. sheep and bullocks are Ijeing driven

toward the Inner Sanctuary. This lies not in the center

of the great platform, but in the northwest corner. It

is a separately fortified, oblong enclosure; its high walls

with their 9 gates rising from a narrow terrace at a slight

elevation above the platform and the terrace encom-
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passed 1)V a fence witliiii whieh none but Israelites may
pass

" I'pon its liinher western end rises a liouse

'like a lion broad in front and narrow behind.' . . . .

From th(- open i)oreh of tliis house stone steps descend

to a Kreat l)lock of an altar perpi'tually smokmK with

sacrillces . . Olf the X.W. of the Outer .sanctuary

a castle (the Antonia) dominates the whole with its 4

loftv towers. Beyond .... the Ipper (^ity rises in

curvcHl tiers like a theater, while all the lower slopes to

th(" S are a crowded mass of houses, jjirded by the east-

ern wall of the citv. .Vfiainst that- crowded backurouiu

the sanctuary with its hit^h house fleams white am
fresh But the front of the house. filitlerinK with tiold

plates is obscured l)y a column of smoke rising from the

altar- 'and (he Triests' Court about the latter is colored

by the slaughterers and sacrillces—a splash of red, as our

imaKdnation takes it, in tli(> center of tli(> preyailitifi;

white, .\t intervals (here are l)ursts of music: the

singinK of psalms, the clash of cymbals and a ^'reat blare

of trumpets, at which the people in (heir court in lht>

Inner Sanctuary fall down and worship" (extracts from

G. A. Smith's feru^alrm, II, .OlS-'-'O).

To tho Biblo sttidctit tlio NT is the best guide

to Olivet; traditicm and "sites" only bewilder him

Once the main hilltop was a mass of

7. Churches ehvirches. There was the "Chtirch of

and Eccle- the Ascension" to mark the spot

siastical whereby tradition (contrary to the

Traditions direct statement of Luke) states that

the Ascension occiu'red; now the site

is marked by a small octajional chapel, built in LS34,

which is in the hands of the Moslems. There a

"footprint of Christ" is shown in the rock. A
large basilica of Helena was built ov(>r the plac(>

where it was said that Christ taught His disciples.

In 1.S69 the Princess de Latour d'Auvergne, learn-

ing that there was a Mosh^m tradition that this sit(>

was at a s])ot called el Bnttnniyc.h south of the sum-

mit, here erected a beautiful church known as the

Church of the Pater Noster and around the court-

yard she had the Lord's Prayer inscribed in 32

languages. When the church was in course of

erection c(>rtain fragments of old walls and mosaics

were found, but, in 1911, as a result of a careful

excavation of the site, the fotmdations of a mor(>

extensive mass of old buildings, with some beautiful

mosaic in the baptistry, w^re revealed in the neigh-

borhood; there is little doubt but that these founda-

tions belonged to the actual Basilica of Helena. It

is proposed to rebuild the church.

Mention has been made of the name Viri Gali-

laei or Galilee as given to the northern summit of

the main mass of Olivet. The name "Mount
Galilee" appears to have been first given to this

hill early in the 4th cent, and in 1573 AD Rati-

wolf explains the name by the statement that here

was anciently a khan where the Galileans lodged

who came upto Jerus. In 1620 Quaresmius applies

the names "Galilee" and Viri Galilaei to this site

and thinks the latter name may be due to its having

been the spot where the two angels appeared and

addressed the disciples as "Ye men of Galilee"

(Acts 1 11). Attempts have been made, without

much success, to maintain that this "Galilee" was

the spot which Our Lord intended (Mt 28 10.16)

to indicate to His disciples as the place of meeting.

The Russian inclosure includes a chapel, a lofty

tower—from which a magnificent view is obtain-

able—a hospice and a pleasant pine grove. Be-

tween the Russian buildings to the N. and the

Church of the Ascension lies the squalid village of

et Tur, inhabited by a peculiarly turbulent and

rapacious crowd of Moslems, who prey upon the

passing pilgrims and do much to spoil the sentiment

of a visit to this sacred spot. It is possible it may
be the original site of Bethphage (q.v.).

Literature.—PEF. Memoirs, "Jerusalem" volume;
G. A. Smith, Jerusalem; Roi)inson, BHP, I, 1838;

Stanley, Sinai and Pal; Baedeker's Pal and Syria

(by Socin and Bensinger); Tobler, Die Siloahguelle utid

der Oelberg, 1852; Porter, Murray's Pal and Syria; R.

Hofmann, Galilaea auf dem Oelbern. Leipzig, ^1890;
Schick, "The Mount of Olives," PEFS, 1889, 174-84;
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OLIVET, ol'i-vet. Se(> Olives, Mount of.

OLYMPAS, 6-lim'pas ('0\up.Trd9, Olumpas): The
name of a Rom Christian to whom I'aul sent greet-

ings (Rom 16 1")). Olympas is an abbreviat(>d

form of 01ymi)iadorus. The joining in one salu-

tation of tlu! Christians mentioned in ver 1.5 sug-

gests that they formed by th(>ms(dves a small com-
munity in the earliest Rom clun-ch.

OLYMPIUS, o-lim'pi-us ('OXvi|j.-n-ios, Olihnpios):

An epithet of Jupiteij or Zeus ((i.v.) from Mt.
Olympus in Thessaly, whert^ th(> gods held court

presitled over by Zeus. Antiochus Ei)ii)hanes,

"who on God's altars dansed," insulted the .lewish

r(4igion by dedicating the temi)le of Jertis to Jui)iler

Olympius, KiS BC (2 Mace 6 2; 1 Mace 1 54 ff).

OMAERUS, om-a-e'rus: AV = RV "Ismaerus"

(1 E.sd 9 34).

OMAR, 6'mar ("ipiX, 'omdr, connected jierhaps

with 'fmiar, "speak"; LXX 'i2(idv, Oman, or 'flfidp,

Omar): Grandson of Esau and son of Eliphaz in

Gen 36 11; 1 Ch 1 36; given the title "duke"

or "chief" in Gen 36 15.

OMEGA, d'me-ga, 6-me'ga, 6-meg'a. See Alpha
AND Omega.

OMENS, d'menz. See Ai:gury; Divin.vtiox.

OMER, o'mer ("ip'^, 'omer): A dry measure,

the tenth of an ephah, equal to about 7i pints.

See Weights and Measures.

OMNIPOTENCE, om-nip'o-tens: The noun

"omnipotence" is not found in the Eng. Bible, nor

any noun exactly corresponding to it

1. Tenns in the original Heb or Gr.

and Usage rpj^p
^dj. "omnipotent" occurs in Rev

19 () AV; the Gr for this, navroxpaTi^jp, pan-

tokrdtor, occurs also in 2 Cor 6 18; .Kt^^ ,1 ^- ,4 8; 11
17- 15 3; 16 7,14; 19 15; 21 22 (m all of which AV
and RV render "almighty"). It is also found frequently

in LXX, esp. in tho rendering of the Divine names Jeh
Q.bhaoth and 'Kl Shadday. In pantokralyr tile element

of "authority," "sovereignty," side by side with that of

"power " makes itself more distinctly felt than it does

to the modern ear in "omnipotent," although it is meant
to be included in the latter also. Cf further o &vyaTo%,

ho dunatos, in Lk 1 49.

The formal conception of omnipotence as worked

out in theology does not occur in the OT. The

i

substance of the idea is conveyed m
2. Inherent various indirect \vays. The notion of

' in OT "strength" is inherent in the OT con-

I Names of ception of God from the begmnmg,

God being already represented in one of

j

the two Divine names inherited by

I

Israel from ancient Sem reUgion, the name 'El.

According to one etymology it is also inherent in the

other, the name 'Elohim, and in this case the pi.

form, by bringing out the fulness of power in God,

would mark an approach to the idea of omnipotence.

See God, Names of.

In the patriarchal religion the conception of "might"

occupies a prominent place, as is indicated by the name
characteristic of this period, 'J'^J

S ''"'{!,>."y'„^^ ^'^:P- 1^,^ =

28 3; 35 11; 43 14; 48 3; 49 24.2o; Ex 6 3. This

name, however, designates the Divine power as standing

In tho service of His covenant-relation to the patriarchs,

as transcending Nature and overpowering it in the in-

terests of redemption.
,.4. -i, <.

Another Divine name which signalizes this attribute

is Jeh eebha'oth, Jeh of Hosts. This name, characteristic
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of tlio ])roplietic period, describes God as the King sur-
rouiided and followed l)y the angelic hosts, and since 1 he
niiglit of an oriental king is measured by the si)lendor
of his reiinuc, as of great, inconii)arable power, the King
Omnipotent (Ps 24 10; Isa 2 12; 6 3.5; 8 13; Jer
46 IS; Mai 1 14).

Still another name expressive of the same idea is

'Abhlr, "Strong One," compoundi'd with Jacob or Israel

((icn 49 24; Ps 132 2.,-); Isa 1 24; 49 20; 60 Hi).
Further, ' Kl Gibhdr, "(iod-IIero" (Isa 9 6 [of the Mes-
siah); cf for the adj. yibbor, Jer 20 11); and tha figurative
designation of God as ( m/-, " Kock," occurring csp. in the
address to God in the Psalter (Isa 30 29, AV "Mighty
One"). The specific energy with which the Divine
nature operates finds expression also in the name 'A7
Ilni/, "Living God," which God bears over against the
ini potent idols (1 S 17 2().3(;; 2 K 19 4.10; Ps 18 4G;
Jer 23 36; Dnl 6 20.2() f). An anthropomorphic de-
scription nf the power of God is in the figures of His
"hand," His "arm," His "hnger." See God.

Some of the attributes of Jeh have an intimate
connection with Hi.s omnipotence. Under this

head esp. God's nature as SjMrit and
3. Other His lioliuess come under consideration.
Modes of The re])res(>ntation of God as Spirit in

Expression the OT does not primarily refer to the
incorpor(>alness of the Divine nature,

but to its inherent encn-gy. The physical element
und(»rlying the conception of Spirit is that of air in

motion, and in this at first not the invisibility but
the force forms the point of comparison. The
opposite of "Spirit" in this sense is "flesh," which
ex])re,sses the weakness and impotence of the crea-
ture over against God (Isa 2 22; 31 3).

The holiness of God in it.s earliest and widest sense
(not restricted to the ethical sphere) describes the majes-
tic, specifically Divine character of His being, that M'hich
evokes in man religious awe. It is not a single attribute
coordinated with others, but a peculiar aspect under
which all the attributes can bo viewed, that which renders
them distinct from anything analogous in the creature
(1 S 2 2; Hos 11 9). In this way holiness becomes
closely associated with the pow(T of God, indeed some-
times becomes synonymous with Divine power =om-
tiipotenco (Ex 15 11; Nu 20 12), and esp. in Ezk,
where God's "holy name" is often e(|ui%alent to His
renown for power, hence InttTchangeable with His "great
name" (Ezk 36 20-24). The objective Spirit as a dis-
tin(;t hypostasis and the executive of the Ciodhead on
its one side also represents the Divine power (Isa 32 15;
Mt 12 2S; Lk 1 35; 4 14; Acts 10 38; Rom 15 19;
1 Cor 2 4).

In all these forms of expression a great and spcH-ifi-

cally Divine power is predicated of God. State-
ments in which the absolutely un-

4. Unlimit- limited extent of this power is explicitly

ed Extent affirmed are rare. The reason, how-
of the ever, lies not in any actual restriction
Divine placed on tliis power, but in the eon-
Power crete practical form of religiotis think-

ing which prevents abstract formula-
tion of the principle. The point to be noticed is

that no statement is anywhere made exempting
aught from the reach of Divine power. Nearest
to a general formula come such statements as
nothing is "too hard for Jeh" (Gen 18 14; Jer 32
17); or "I know that thou canst do everything," or
"God .... hath done whatever he pleased" (Ps
115 3; 135 6), or, negatively, no one "can hinder"
God in carrying out His purpose (Isa 43 13), or
God's hand is not "waxed short" (Nu 11 23); in

the NT: "^Yith God all things are possible" (Mt
19 26; Alk 10 27; Lk 18 27); "Nothing is impos-
sible with God" (RV "No word from God shall be
void of power," Lk 1 37). Indirectly the omnipo-
tence of God is implied in the effect ascribefl to
faith (Mt 17 20: "Nothing shall be imposssible unto
you"; Mk 9 23: "All things are possible to him
that believeth"), because faith puts the Divine
power atthe disposal of the l)eliever. On its sub-
jective side the princii)l(! of inexhaustible power
finds expression in Isa 40 28: God is not subj(>ct to
\yeariness. Because God is conscious of the un-
limited extent of His resources nothing is marvelous
in His eyes (Zee 8 6).

It is chiefly through its forms of manifestation
that the distinctive quality of the Divine power

which nniders it omnipotent Ijecomes
5. Forms of ajiparent . The Divine power oi)erat(\s

Manifes- not mer(>ly in single concrete acts, but
tation is compn-iiensively related to the world

as such, lioth in Natun* and history,
in creation and in redemption, it produces and
controls and directs everytliing that comes to pass.
Nothing in the rc^dm of actutd or conceivable things
is withdrawn from it (Am 9 2.3; Dnl 4 35); even
to the minutest and most recondite s(>qu(>nces of
cause and effect it exttMids and masters all d(>tails

ofrealitv(Mt 10 30; Lk 12 7). There is no acci-
dent (1 S 6 9; cf with ver 12; Prov 16 33). It

need not operate through stH'ond cau.ses; it itself

un(ierlies all second causes and malves tlieni what
they are.

It is creative power producing its effect through a mere
word (Gen 1 3 if; Dt 8 3; Ps 33 9; Rom 4 17; He
13; 11 30). Among th(^ i)roi)hets, esp. Isaiah emi)ha-
sizes this manner of the working of the Divine j)ower in
its immediateness and suddenness (Isa 9 S; 17 13; 18
4-6; 29 5). All llie ])r()cesses of Nature are ascribed to
the causation of Jeh (Job 5 9 if; 9 5 ff ; chs 38 and 39;
Isa 40 12 If; Am 4 13; 5 S.9; 9 5.6); esp. Ciod's con-
trol of the sea is naminl as illustrative of this (Ps 65 7;
104 9; Isa 50 2; Jer 5 22; 31 35). The OT seldom
savs "it rains" (Am 4 7), but usually (iod causes it to
rain (Lev 26 4; Dt 11 17; 1 S 12 17; Job 36 27;
Pss 29 and 65; Mt 5 45; Acts 14 17).

The same is true of the processes of history. God
sovereignly dispos(\s, not merely of Israel, but of all

other nations, even of the most ])Owerfid, e.g. the
Assyrians, as His instruments for the accom])lish-

ment of Ilis purpose (Am 1—2 3; 9 7; Isa 10
5.15; 28 2; 45 1; Jer 25 0; 27 6; 43 10). The
prophets ascrilie to Jvh not merely relatively greater

power than to tlie gods of the nations, but His
power extends into the sphere of the nations, and
the heathen gods are ignored in the estimate put
upon His might (Isa 31 3).

Even more than the s])h(n-e of Nature and history^

that of red(^m})tion rcn't^als tlu; Divine omnipotence,
from the point of view of the supernatural antl

miraculous. Thus Ex 15 celebrates the power of

Jeh in the wonders of the exodus. It is God's ex-

clusive prerogative to do wonders (Job 5 9; 9 10;

Ps 72 18); He alone can make "a new thing" (Nu
16 30; Isa 43 19; Jer 31 22). In the NT the
gn^at embodiment of this redemptive omnipotence
is the resurrection of b(4ievers (Mt 22 29; Mk 12
24) and specificallv the resurrection of Christ (Rom
4 17.21.24; Eph ^1 19 fi"); but it is evidenced in

the whole process of redemption (Mt 19 2(5; Mk
10 27; Rom 8 31; Eph 3 7.20; 1 Pet 1 5; Rev
11 17).

The significance of the idea may be traced along
two distinct lines. On the one hand the Divine

omnipotence appears as a support of

6. Signifi- faith. On the other hand it is pro-

cance for ductive of that specifically religious

Biblical state of consciousness which Scripture
Religion calls "the fear of Jeh." Omnipotence

in God is that to which human faith

addresses itself. In it lies the grotmd for assurance
that He is able to save, as in His love that He is

willing to save (Ps 65 5.6; 72 18; 118 14-16;
Eph 3 20).

As to the other aspect of its significance, the
Divine omnipotence in itself, and not merely for

soteriological reasons, evokes a specific religious

response. This is true, not only of the OT, where
the element of the fetir of God stands comparatively
in the foreground, but remains true also of the NT.
Even in Our Lortl's teaching the prominence given
to the fatherhood and love of God does not preclude
that the transcendent majesty of the Divine nature,
including omnipotence, is kept in full view and
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mado a ]K)tent factor in the cultivation of the reli-

gions mind (Mt 6 0). The beauty of Jesus' teach-

irni, on the nature of Cod consists in this, thai He
keeps the exaltation of God abov(> ev(n-y creature

and His loving condescension toward the creature in

perfect e(iuilil)rium and makes them mutually

fructified bv each other. Religion is more than the

inclusion of God in the general altruistic movement

of the human mind; it is a devotion at every point

colored by the consciousness of that Divine uni(iu(>-

ness in which God's onmii)ot(>nce occupiers a fore-

most place. „
Literature.—Oehlor, Theologie dcs ATI. ^^}.-J-^'^^'

Riehm. Mltestnmrutlirhe Theolo,jie. 2.^)0 ff; DiUtmuui,

Unndhnch der aUtr.lamentUchen Throlo,,ie. 'JW" DilviUson,

or Throloini. lC);}ir; Kiini^. drsrhirhlc der alttestamrnt-

lichrn Relifiioa, 127, 13.") IT, ;5i)l, 475.
GKKKIIAHnUS Vos

OMNIPRESENCE, om-ni-prez'(>ns: Neither the

noun "onmipr(>sence" nor adj. "omnipresent" occur.s

in Scripture, but the idea that God
1. Non- is everywhere present is throughout

Occurrence i)n>sup])osed and sometim(>s explicitly

of the Term formulated. God's omnipresence is

in Scripture closclv related to His omnipotence and

omniscience: that He is everywhere

enables Him to act everywhere and to know all

things, and, eonverselv, through omnipotent action

and omnisc-ient knowledge^ He has access to all

places and all secrets (cf Ps 139). Thus conceived,

the attribute is but the correlate of the mono-

theistic conception of God as the Infinite Cn-ator,

Pr(>server and Governor of the universe, immanent

in His works as well as transcendent above them.

The philosophical id(vi of omnipresence is that

of exemption from the limitations of space, subject-

ively as well as objectively; subject-

2. Philo- ively, in so far as space, which is a

sophical necessary form of all created conscious-

and Popular ness in the sph(>re of sense-perception.

Ideas of is not thus constitutionally inherent

Omni- in the mind of God; objectively, in so

presence far as the actuality of space-relations

in the created world imposes no limit

upon the presence and o])eration of God. This

metaphysical conception of transcendence above

all space is, of course, forcngn to the Bible, which

in regard to this, as in regard to the other tran-

scendent attributes, clothes the truth of revelation

in popular language, and speaks of exemption frorn

the limitations of space in terms and figures derived

from space itstdf. Thus the very term "omni-

presence" in its two component parts "everywhere

and "present" contains a double inadequacy of

expression, both the notion of "everywhere" and

that of "presence" being spacial concepts. Another

point, in regard to which the popular nature of

the Scriptural teaching on this subject must be kept

in mind, concerns the mode of the Divine omni-

pr(^sence. In treating the concept philosophically,

it is of importance to distinguish between its appli-

cation to the essence, to the activity, and to the

knowledge of God. The Bible does not draw these

distinctions in the abstract. AUhough sometimes

it speaks of God's omnipresence with reference to

the pervasive immanence of His being, it frequently

contents itself with affirming the universal extent

of God's power and knowledge (Dt 4 39; 10 14;

Ps 139 6-16; Prov 15 3; Jer 23 23.24; Am 9 2).

This observation has given rise, to the theories of a

mere omnipresence of power or onniipreseiice. l)y an act

of will, as distinct from an ominprcscnce of

q TVif^nnVc bcinK- But it is plain that in this anti-
d. ineoriet>

n^.^icj^i f,„.m such a distinction is foreign
Denying to tlu; iiUent of the \i\h. statements in

Omni- (luestion. The writers in these passages

,,.-£>e^r,r-o content tliemselves with descnlnng the
presence practical effects of the attribute without
of Being n-flecling upon the difference between this

and its ontological aspect; the latter is

neither affirmed nor denied. That no denial of the omni-

presence of being is intended may be seen from .ler 23 24,

where in tht^ former half of tlu' verse I he omnipresence of

ver 2:5 is exi)ress('d in terms of omniscience, while in

the latter lialf the idea fhids ontological exi)ression.

Similarly, in Ps 139, cf ver 2 with vs 7 If, and vs V.^ If.

As here," so in other passages the [iresence of (lod with
His being in all spac(> is explicitly afhrmed (1 K 8 27;

2 Ch 2 ti; Isa 66 1; Acts 17 2S).

Omnipresence l)eing the correlate of monotheism, the

presence of the idea in the earlier parts of the OT is de-
nied l)v all those who assign the develop-

4. Denial ment of monotheism in the OT religion to

_f i-ViP the i)rophetic period from the Sth cent.
"^ '"^

, onward. It is undoubtedly true that thi^

Presence or (-arliest narratives speak very anthropo-
the Idea in morphicallv of (iod's relation to space;

+V.O "Rorlior thev describe Him as coming and going
tne iiaruer

j^^ j^nguage such as might be used of a
Parts or luiman person. IJut it does not follow

the OT from this that thi^ writers who do so con-
ceive of Clod's iM'ing as circumscribed l)y

space. Wliere such forms of statement occur, not
the presence of (Uxl in gtmeral, but His visible pres-

ence intheophanv is referred to. If from the local ele-

ment entering iiUo the description Cod's subjection

to the limitations of space were inferred, then ()ne

might with e(|ual warrant, on the liasis of the i)hysical,

sensual elements entering into the representation, mi-

I)ute to the writers the view that the Divine nature is

corporeal.
Tli(> theopiianic form of ai)pearance does not disclose

what C;od is ontologicallv in Himself, but merely how Ho
condescends to appear and work for the

5. The redemption of His people. It establishes

cjnprial a redemptive and revelatory presence in
opei,iai

definite localities, which does not, m the
Kedemptive niind of the writer, detract from tlie Di-

and vine omnipresence. Ilenccs it is not con-

"Rpvelntnrv Aned to one place; the altars built in
^eveiaiuiy

recognition of it are in patriarchal history
Presence erected in several places and coexist as

of God each and all offering access to the special

Divine presence. It is significant that

already during the patriarchal period tliese theophames
and tlie altars connected with them are confined to the

Holy Land. This shows that the; idea embodied m them
has nothing to do with a crude conception of the Di'ity

as locally circumscribed, but marks the beginning of that

gradual restoration of the gracious presence of God to

fallen humanity, the completion of which forms the goal

of red(-mi)tion. Thus Ood is said to dw(41 in the ark, in

the tab(>rnacle, on Mt. Zion (Nu 10 :^-'); 2 S 6 2; 2 K
19 1.^); Ps 3 4; 99 D; in the temple (1 K 8; Ps 20
2; 26 8; 46 5; 48 2; Isa 8 IS; ,Ioel 3 1<;.21; A'Ti. 1

2); in the Holv Land (1 S 26 ID; IIos 9 3); in ( hrist

(.In 1 14; 2 19; Col 2 0); in the church (.In 14 2.^;

Rom 8 9.11; 1 Cor 3 10; 6 19; Eph 2 21.22; 3 11;

2 Tim 3 15; He 10 21; 1 Pet 2 5); in the eschatologi-

cal asseml)lv of His people (Rev 21 3). In the light of

the same principle must lie interpreted the presence of

God in heaven. This also is not to be understood as

an ontological presence, liut as a presence of specific

tlieocratic manifestation (1 K 8 27; Ps 2 4; 11 4 ; 3J
13 ff; 104 3; Isa 6 Iff; 63 15; 66 1; Hab 2 20; Mt
5 34; 6 9; Acts 7 48; 17 2S; Eph 1 20; He 1 3)

How little this is meant to exclude the presence of

God elsewhere may be seen from the fact that the

two representations, that of God's self-manifestation in

heaven and in the earthlv sanctuary, occur side by side

(1 K 8 2()-53; Ps 20 2-6; Am 9 0). It has tieen

alleged that the idea of (iod's dweUing in heaven marks
a comparatively late attainment in the religion of Israel,

of which in the prtvprophetic period no trace can as ye,t

be discovered (so Stade, BihJ. Theol. df.s .4 7', I. 103, 104)

There are, however, a number of passages in the 1 ent

bearing witness to the early existence of this tielief ((-en

11 1-9: 19 24; 21 17; 22 11; 28 12).. .Teh comes,

according to the belief of the earliest period, with the

clouds (Ex 14 19.20; 19 9.18; 24 15; Nu 11 2o;

12 5). That even in the opinion of the people Jens
local presence in an earthly sanctuary need not have

excluded Him from heaven follows also from the un-

hesitating belief in His simultaneous presence in a plural-

ity of sanctuaries. If it was not a rpiestion of locally

circumscribed presence as between sanctuary and sanc-

tuary, it need not have been as between earth and
heav"en (cf Gunkel, Gen, 157).

Both from a generallv religious and from a specifi-

cally soteriological point of view the omnipresence

of God is of great practical importance

6. Religious for the religious life. In the former

Significance respect it contains the guaranty that

the actual nearness of God and a real

communion with Him may be; enjoyed everywhere,

even apart from the places hallowed for such piir-

pose by a specific gracious self-manifestation (Is

139 5-10). In the other respect the Divine omni-

presence assures the believer that God is at hand
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to save in every place where from any danger or

foe His people need salvation (Isa 43 2)

.

Literature.—Oehler, Theologie des AT^, 174 ff;

Riehm, AltlestamentUche Theologie, 262 ff; Dillmann,
Ilnndbuch der alttestamentlichen Theologie, 246 ff ; David-
son, OT Theology, 180 ff; Koilig, Geschichte der alttesta-

mentlichen Religion, 197 ff.

Geerhardus Vos
OMNISCIENCE, om-nish'ens : The term does

not occur in Scripture, either in its nominal or in its

adjectival form.

In the OT it is expressed in connection with such words
as P27^ , da'ath, Hj^S ' bindh, n'^QH. tebhUndh, TVUDT]

,

hokhmah; also "seeing" and "hearing,"
1. Words ''the eye" and "the ear" occur as figures

* J TjencrQ ^of tl^*3 knowledge of God, as "arm,"ana usage "hand," "finger" serve to express His
power. In the NT are found yivuio-Keiv,

ginfiskein, -yvwcrt?, gnosis, elSeyai, eidenai, (To<i>ia, sophla, in
the same connections.

Scripture everywhere teaches the absolute uni-

versality of the Divine knowledge. In the his-

torical books, although there is no
2. Tacit abstract formula, and occasional an-
Assumption thropomorphic references to God- '

and Explicit taking knowledge of things occur ((^
-

*^

Affirmation 11 5; 18 21; Dt 8 3), none the'V™
the principle is everywhere v -^ ^^^^

posed in what is related about God's cc,-
ppsup-

of the doings of man, about the hearing ,*'S^i^^"^^

the disclosing of the future (1 S 16 '^. "„i^'''^^To'
1 K 8 39; 2 Ch 16 9). ExpHcit af i

23 9-12;

the principle is made in the Psalter, nrmation of

the hokhmah literature and in the N^,the Irophets,

to the increased internalizing of re\" :
^'^^^ ^^,

. f
its hidden side, to which the Di, \igion, by which

corresponds, receives greater err yine ornniscience

28 24; 34 22; Ps 139 12; U^^phasis (Job 26 6;

Isa 40 26; Acts 1 24; He 4 ' '^5 ^™^ Hn '

This absolute universality i ^3; -l^«v 2 23).

ence to the various categorie^^*^ arnrmed with refer-

themselves all
'^ ^^at comprise withm

3. Extends tual. It exte-' that is possible or ac-

to All as well as to v nds to God s own being.

Spheres in the create(' 'hat exists outside of Him
possession ir 1 ^-orld. God has perfect

being. The unconsciou ^ consciousness of His own
(Acts 15 18; 1 Jn 1 5 5 finds no place in Him
knows the world in its)- Npxt to Himself God
extends to small as we- totality. This knowledge

8.32; 10 30); to the H as to great affairs (Mt 6

man as well as to thai hidden heart and mmd of

I'Tnh 1111- 34 21 2^t which is open and manliest

18 102 19f- 139 L-^; Ps 14 2; 17 2ff; 33 13-

15
i

Jer 17 10; Am. -4; Prov 5 21; 15 3; Isa 29

1 Thess 2 4- He 4 4 13; Lk 16 15; Acts 1 24;

to all the divisions t 13; Rev 2 23). It extends

future alike (Job 1 "^ t™?,'
^^n S^'^^t' ^''^f oo ""o.

44 6-8- Jer 1 5 -^4 17; Ps 56 8; Isa 41 22-24;

embraces that whi ,
Hos 13 12; Mai 3 16). It

viewpoint as well ^h is contingent from the human
9-12- Mt 11 22.; as that which is certain (1 h 23

Scripture bring.23).
, j • ^

with His omnii s God s knowledge into connection

exp^'^resence. Ps 139 is the clearest

4. Mode of om 'I'pssion of this. Omniscience is the

the Divine 23 nipresence of cognition (Jer 23

Knowledge G^.'^ff)- It is also closely related to

H od's eternity, for the latter makes

of the limita< irn in His knowledge independent

creative relat'i^io^^ of time (Isa 43 8-12). God's

underlying H'On to all that exists is represented as

13; Isa 29 'is omniscience (Ps 33 15; 97 9; 139

forms the bar 15)- His all-comprehensive purpose

development sis of His knowledge of all events and

This, how^s (Isa 41 22-27; Am 3 7).

edge of thin, ever, does not mean that God s knowl-

as has beeiJoS is identical with His creation of them,

The act of c^ suggested by Augustine and others.

rcation, while necessarily connected with

Omnipresence
Omniscience

the knowledge of that which is t''

,

identical with such knowledge o ^ be actual, is not

on which such knowledge restp-''^
^ith the purpose

as in man, the intellect an'"^' 1°^ "\ '^o^l' as well

faculties. In the last anr-^ ^^^ ''''^,1 ^"^ fl^stmct

of the world has its sour-^^ysis, God s knowledge

The world is a revelation' '-l^m His self-knowledge

or possible in it theref 'Ot <:^o^- All that is actua

form of what exists ui ore is a reflection m cr.^ated

knowledge of the on-^
lereated in God, and thus the

knowledge of they'^ becomes a reproduction of tlie

The Divine knoy' other (Acts 17 27; Rom 1 20).

of the quality o.'^'\e*lge of the world also partakes

respect, that fK ^^"^ ^^i^"^^ self-knowledge m this

depend for e/'t is never dormant. God does not

itv of the p-iibracing the multitude and complex-

as abstracJ'^^isting world on such mental processes

The B/tion and generalization,

to knobble nowhere represents Him as attaining

simnj'^^'ledge by reasoning, but everywhere as

|V.^jpiy knowing. From what has been said about
ae immanent sources of the Divine knowledge, it

follows that the latter is not a posteriori derived
from its objects, as all human knowledge based on
experience is, but is exercised without receptivity

or dependence. In knowing, as well as in all other

activities of His nature, God is sovereign and self-

sufficient. In cognizing the reality of all things

He ne(^ds not wait upon the things, but draws His
knowledge directly from the basis of reality as it

lies in Himself. While the two are thus closely con-

nected it is nevertheless of importance to distin-

guish between God's knowledge of Himself and
God's knowledge of the world, and also between
His knowledge of the actual and His knowledge of

the possible. These distinctions mark off the

theistic conception of omniscience from the i)anthe-

istic idea regarding it. God is not bound up in

His life with the world in such a sense as to have no
scope of activity beyond it.

Since Scripture includes in the objects of the

Divine knowledge also the issue of the exercise of

freewill on the part of man, the prob-

5. God's lem arises, how the contingent char-

Omnis- acter of such decisions and the cer-

cience and tainty of the Divine knowledge can
Human coexist. It is true that the knowledge
Freewill of God and the purposing will of God

are distinct, and that not the former
but the latter determines the certainty of the out-

come. Consequently the Divine omniscience in

such cases adds or detracts nothing in regard to the

certainty of the event. God's omniscience does not
produce but presupposes the certainty by which
the problem is raised. At the same time, precisely

because omniscience presupposes certainty, it ap-

pears to exclude every conception of contingency
in the free acts of man, such as would render the

latter in their very essence undetermined. The
knowledge of the issue must have a fixed point of

certainty to terminate upon, if it is to be knowledge
at all. Those who make the essence of freedom
absolute indeterminateness must, therefore, exempt
this class of events from the scope of the Divine
omniscience. But this is contrary to all the testi-

mony of Scripture, which distinctly makes God's
absolute knowledge extend to such acts (Acts 2 23).

It has been attempted to construe a peculiar form
of the Divine knowledge, which would relate to this

class of acts specifically, the so-called scientia media,

to be distinguished from the scientia necessaria,

which has for its object God Himself, and the

scientia libera which terminates upon the certainties

of the world outside of God, as d(>termined by His

freewill. This scientia media would then be based

on God's foresight of the outcome of the free choice

of man. It would involve a knowledge of recep-

tivity, a contribution to the sum total of what God
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knows (l(>rivo(l from ohscn-vution on His part of tlie

world-process, ^riu'it is lo say, it would b(> knowl-

e(lg(> a ])osi(-riori in rsscucc, althousli not in ])()int

of time. It is, liowcvt'r, difficult to see how such

a knowledge can he i)ossil)lo in God, when the out-

come is i)sych()logically undetermined and unde-
termina))le. The knowleoi'tie could orif^inate no
sooner than the delfrminatron orifiintites through

the free decision of man. It would, therefore, neces-

sarily become an a posteriori k.'iowledse in timeas
well as in essence. The appeal to God's eternity

as bringing Him (Hiually near to tlie future as to the

present and enabling llim to see ibc future deci-

sions of man's free will as though the.v were pres(>nt

cannot remove this difficulty, for wfren once the

observation aTid knowledge* of God arc mad(> de-

pendcMit on any tem])oral issue, the Divine eternit}'

itself is ther(>by virtually deni(>d. Nothing' remains

but to recognize that God's (>ternal knowk-dge of

the out(!ome of the freewill choices of man iniplies

that there enters into these choices, notwithstam.'-

ing tlieir free character, an element of ]iredetermi-

nation, to which the knowledge of God can attach
itself.

Tne Divine omniscience is most important for

the reUgious fife. The very essence of religion as

connnimion with God dejjends on His
6. Religious all-comi)rehensive cognizance of the
Importance life of man at every moment. Hence

it is characteristic of the irreligious

to deny the omniscience of God (Ps 10 11.12; 94
7-9; Isa 29 15; J(>r 23 23; Ezk 8 12; 9 9).

Esp. along three lines this fundamental religious

importance reveals itself: (a) it lends support and
comfort wlien the pious suffer from tlie misunder-
standing and misrepresentation of men; (h) it acts

a.s a deterrent to those temj^ted by sin, esp. secret

sin, and becomes a judging principle to all hypocrisy
and false security; (c) it furnishes the source from
which man's desire for self-knowledge can obtain
satisfaction (Ps 19 12; 51 6; 139 23.24).

LiTER.\TUEE.—Oehler, Theologie dcs AT^, STG; Kichm,
AHtestamentliche Theologie, 263; Dlllmann, Unndhuch der
alttefitamentlichen Theologie, 249; Davidson, OT Theology,
180 it.

GEERHARDrS Vo.S
OMRI, om'r! pn^r , 'omrl; LXX 'AH^Ppt, Amhri;

Assyr 'Tlumri" and 'l.Iumria"):

(1) The 6th king of Northern Israel, and founder
of the Illd Dynasty which reigned for nearly oO
years. Omri rt^gned 12 years, c 887-876 BC. The
historical sources of his reign are contained in 1 K
16 15-28; 20 34, the M S, Assyr inscriptions, and
in the published accounts of recent excavations in

Samaria. In spite of the brief passage given to
Omri in the OT, he was one of the most important
of the military kings of Northern Israel.

O. is first mentioned as an officer in the army of
Elah, which was engaged in the siege of the Phili

town of Gibbethon. \\'hile O. was
1. His thus engaged, Zimri, another officer

Accession of Elah's army, conspired against the
king, whom he assassinated in a

drunken debauch, exterminating at the same time
the remnant of the house of Baasha. The con-
spiracy evidently lacked the support of the people,
for the report that Zimri had usurped the throne
no sooner reached the army at Gibbethon, than the
people proclaimed O., the more powerful military
leader, king over Israel. O. lost not a moment, but
leaving Gibbethon in the hands of the Philis, he
march(>d to Tirzah, which he besieged and capturc^d,
whiles Zinu-i perished in the flames of the palace to
which he had set fire with his own hands (1 K 16
18). ()., however, had still another opponent in
Tibni the son of Ginath, who laid claim to the
throne, and who was sui)i)orted in his claims by his

brother Joram (1 K 16 22 LXX) and by a large
mmiber of the people. Civil war followed this
rivalry for th(> throne, which seems to have lasted
for a period of four years (cf 1 K 16 15, with vs
23 and 29) before O. gained full control.

O.'s military ability is seen from his choice of
Samaria as the royal residence and capital of the
Northern Kingdom. This stej) may have been
suggested to O. by Iiis own easy conciuest of Tirzah,
the fornu^r capital. Accordingly, he purchased the
hill Shomeron of Sh(>mer for two talents of silver,

about 84,352.00 in American money. The conical
hill, which rose from the surrounding plain to the
height of 400 ft., and on the; toj) of which there was
room for a large city, was cajjable of easy defence.
The superior strategic imjKjrtance of Samaria

is evidenced by the sieges it endured reyx^atedly
by the Syrians and A.ssvrians. It

2. The was finally taken by Sargon in 722,
Founding after the siege had lasted for 3 y(>ars.

of Samaria That the Northern Kingdom endured
as long as it did was due largely to the

strength of its capital. \\\i\\ the fall of Samaria,
the nation fell.

Palace of Oinrl a.'icl Ahab at Samaria.

Recent excavations in Siimaria under the direction
of Harvard University throw now light upon the ancii'nt
capital ot Israel. Tlie first I'csults wore the uncovering
of massive foundation walls oi a large liuilding, includ-
ing a stairway SO ft. wide. This building, which is

Kom in archit(>cturo, is supijos.^'d to have been a temi)le,
the work of Herod. Under tUis l{oiu building was re-

covered a part of a ma.ssive Heb structure, believed to
bo the palace of O. and Ahab- During the year 1910
the explorations rev(>aled a buiKling covering l\ acres of
ground. Four periods of const.ruction were recognized,
which, on archaeological grouncls, were tentatively as-
signed to the reigns of O., Ahab, Jehu, and Jeroboam II.

See Sam.\ria and articles by Day id G. Lyon in Harvard
Theological Review, IV, 1911; JBi, V, xxx. Part I, 1911;
PEFS, 1911, 79 -S:?,

Concerning O.'s foreign policy the OT is silent

beyond a single hint contained in 1 K 20 34.

Here we learn that he had to bow"
3. His before the stronger p)ower of Syria. It

Foreign is probable that Ben -hadad I besieged
Policy Samaria shortly after it was built,

for he forced O. to nake "streets" in

the city for the Syrians. It is pn )bable, too, that
at this time Ramoth-gilead was los.t to the Syrians.

Evidently O. was weakened in his' foreign policy

at the beginning of his reign by tl'ie civil conflict

engendered by his accession. However, he showed
strength of character in his dealings with foreign

powers. At least he regainerl con trol over the
northern part of Moab, as we learn irom the M S.

Lines 4-8 tell us that "Omri was king\ of Israel and
afflicted Moab many days because C^bemosh was
angry with his land Omri o'(btained pos-

session of the land of Medeba and dwelt therein

din-ing his days and half the days of h(is son, forty

years." '•

O. was the first king of Israel to i)a|y tribute to

the As.syrians under their king Asurqacirpal III,
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in 876 BC. From the days of Shalmaneser II

(800 BC) down to the time of Sargon (722 BC),

Northern Israel was known to the Assyrians as

"the land of the liouse of Omri." On Shalmaneser's

black obeHsk, Jehn, who overthrew tlie dynasty

of O., is called Ja' ua ahal Ilumri, "Jehu son of Omri."

O. entered into an alliance with the Phoenicians

by the marriage of his son Ahab to Jezebel, daughter

of Ethbaal, king of the Sidonians. This may have

been done as protection against the powers from the

East, and as such would have sec^mcnl to be a wise

political move, but it was (jne fraught with evil

for Israel.

Althougli O. laid the foundatitm of a strong

kingdom, he failed to im])art to it the vitahzing

and rejuvenating force of a healthy

4. His spiritual rchgion. The testimony of

Religious 1 K 16 25.20, that he "dealt wickedly

Influence above all that were before him,"

and Death coui)led with th(> reference to "the

statutcvs of Omri" in Mic 6 10, huli-

cates that he may have had a share in substituting

foreign religions for the worship of Jeh, and there-

fore the unfavorable light in which he is regarded

is justified. L^pon his death, O. was succeeded
upon the throne by his son Ahab, to whom was left

the task of shaking off the Syrian yoke, and who
went beyond his father in making the Phoen influ-

ence ak)ng with Baalism of i)rime importance in

Israel, thus leading the nation into the i)aths that

hastened its downfall.

(2) A Benjamite, scm of Becher (1 Ch 7 8).

(3) A Judahitc, descendant of P(>rez, who lived

at Jerus (1 Ch 9 4).

(4) A ])rince of Issachar in the tim(> of David
(1 Ch 27 18). S. K. MosiMAN

ON, on r\M^ , 'on; Egyp An, Ant, Annu, prob-

ably pronounced An only, as this is often all that is

written, a "stone" or "stone pillars"): Later called

Helioi)olis. The name On occurs only in Gen 41 4").

50; 46 20. It occurs in one other i)lace in LXX
(Ex 1 11), where On is mentioned with Pithom
and Raamses as strong cities which the; Israelites

built. Heb slaves may have worked ui)on fortifi-

cations here, but certainly did not build the city.

On is possibly referrcnl to as C^nn T^S?, Hr ha-hercs,

in Isa 19 18 (see Ih-iia-heues). On may also be
mentioned by Jeremiah (43 13) under the name
Bcth-shemesh. Ezekiel si)eaks of an Aven {'C'i^

,

'uwen) (Ezk 30 17), where it is mentioned with Pi-

beseth (Bubastis). Aven in this ])assage is almost
certainly the same as On in Gen 41 45; 46 20, as the

letters of both words are the same in the Heb. Only
the placing of the vowel-points makes any differ-

ence. If there is a mistake, it is a mistake of the

Massoretes, not of the Heb writer.

There were two Ons in Egyi^t: one in Upper
Egypt, An-res (Ilermonthis); the othi'r in Lower

Egv])t, An-Meheet (Brugsch, Geoqr.

1. Location Inschr., 254, 255, nos. 1217, a, b, 1218,

and De- 8708, 1225). The latter is the On
scription ref(>rred to in the Bible. It lay about

20 miles N. of the site of old Memphis,
about 10 miles N.M of the location of modern Cairo.

It has left until this time about 4 sq. miles of ruins

within the old walls. Litth; or nothing remains
outside the walls.

On was built at the edge of the desert, which has
now retreated some 3 or 4 miles eastward, tin; r(>sult

of the rising of the bed of the Nile by sediment from
the inundation, and the broadening of the area of

infiltration which now carries the watfT of the Nile

that much to the E. The land around On has

risen about 10 ft., and the waters of infiltration at

the time of lowest Nile are now about 1} ft. above
the floor-level of the temple.
The history of On is very o])scur(\ yet its very

great importance is in no doubt. No chnir de-

scrii)tion of the ancient city or sanc-

2. History tuary has (tome down to us, but there

are so many incidental r(>ferences, and
so nuich is implietl in ancient records, that it stands

Obelisk at On.

out as of the very first importance, both as capital

and sanctuary. The city comes from the 1st

Dynasty, when it was the seat of gov(n-nment, and
indeed must have been foundcnl by the 1st Dynasty
or have come down to it from ]ire-historic time.

From the Illd to the Vlth Dynasty the seat of gov-
ernment was shifted from On to J\Iemi)his, and in

the Xllth Dyiuisty to Diospolis. Throughout
these changes On retained its religious imj^ortanee.

It had been the great sanctuary in the time of the

Pyramid Texts, the oldc^st r(>ligious texts of r]gyi)t,

and judging from the evident great development of

the temple of On at the tinu> of the writing of the

texts, the city nuist have antedated them by con-

siderable time (Budge, Hist of Egypt, II, 83, 84,

108; Breasted, Development of Religion and
Thought in Egypt, chs i, ii). The myth of Osiris

makes even the charge against Set for the murder
of Osiris to have been preferred at II(>liopolis

(Breasted, op. cit., 34). This certainly imjilies a
very great age; for the sanctuary at On. It con-

tained a tem})le of the sun imder tlie name Ra, the
sun, and also Atum, the setting sun, or the sun of

the Und(>rworld. There was also a I'hoenix Hall
and a sacred object called a hen, i)rol)ably a stone,

and th(! origin of thename An, a "stone" or "jiillar"

(cf lireasted, op. cit., 76, 11, and 71). Though the

Xllth Dynasty removed the; capital to Diospolis,

Usertsen I (Senwesn^t) of that Dynasty erecteil a
great obelisk at On in front of th(^ entrance to the

t(>mple. The situation of this obc>lisk in the temple-
area indicates that the great t(^mi)l(! was already

more than a half-mile in length as early as the

Xllth Dynasty. The mate of this obelisk on the

opposite side of the entrance seems not to have been
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eroclc'd until Ihc XVIIIth Dynasty. Ita founda-
tions were discovcnMl in 1*,)12 by Pciric. Homo
scraps of the granite of the obelisk bear inscrij)tions

of Thothnies III. A great Ilyksos wall, also dis-

covered by Betrie in 1*,)12, exactly similar to that
of the fortified camji at 'J'd d Ychudiyeh, 4 miles N.,

makes it quite certain that these usuri)ers between
the Old Emi)ire and the New fortified On as the

capital once more. The manifest subserviency of

the priests of On in the story of Joseph makes it

most ])r()bable that the old capital at On had already

been subjugated in Joseph's time, and that within
this old fortification still existing Joseph ruled as

prime minister of Egypt. IVlenrnptah in his 5th
year bc^gan to fortify On. Sheslionk III <;alled

himself "divine prince of Annu," and seems to have
made On one of the greatest sanctuaries of his long

reign. On still figured in Egyp history in the rebel-

lion against Ashurbanipal. The city has been
d(>serted since the Bers invasion of 525 BC. Tra-
dition makes the dwelling-place of Joseph and Mary
with the child Jesus, while in Egypt, to have been
near Ileliopolis.

The exploration of On was attempted by Schiap-
ar(>lli, but was not carried out, and his work has not
been jniblished. In 1912 Betrie began a systematic
work of excavation which, it is expected, will con-
tinue until the whole city has been examined. The
only great discovery of the first season was the
Hyksos wall of fortification. Its full import can
only be determined by the continuance of the
exploration. M. G. Kyle

ON CjIN , 'o)i; Avv, Aun): A Reubenite, son of

Beleth, who took ])art with Dathan and Abiram
in their revolt against Moses (Nu 16 1).

ONAM, 6'nam (D21X , 'onum, "vigorous"; cf

Onan) :

(1) "Son" of Shobal "son" of Seir the Ilorite

(Gen 36 23; 1 Ch 1 40).

(2) "Son" of Jerahmeel by Atarah; perhai)s the
name is connected with Onan son of Judah (1 Ch
2 2o.2S).

ONAN, d'nan ('?1X, 'onun, "vigorous"; cf

On-amj: a "son" of Judah (Gen 38 4.8-10; 46 12;
Nu26 19; 1 Ch 2 3).

_
"Thestory of the untimely

death of Er and Onan imj)li(>s that two of the an-
cient clans of Judah early disappeared" (Curtis,
Chron, 84). See Skinner, Gen, 452, where it is

pointed out that in Gen 38 11 Judah plainly at-
tributes the death of his sons in some way to Tamar
herself. The name is allied to Onam.

ONE, wun. See Number.

ONESIMUS, 6-nes'i-mus ('Ovi^o-ifios, Onesimos,
lit. "profitable," "helpful" [Col 4 9; Bhilem ver 10])

:

Onesimus was a slave (Bhilem ver 16)
1. With belonging to Bhilemon who was a
Paul in wealthy citizen of Colossae, and a prom-
Rome inent member of the church there. O.

was still a heathen when he defrauded
his master and ran off from Colossae. He found his
way to Rome, where evil men tended to flock as to
a common center, as Tacitus tells us they did at
that period. In Rome he came into contact with
Baul, who was then in his own hired house, in mili-
tary custody.

What brought him into contact with Paul we do not
know. It may have been hunger; it may have been the
pang.s of conscience. Ho could not forget that liis
mastiT's Iiouse in Colossae was the place where the
Christians met in their weekly assemblies for the wor-
ship of Christ. Neither could ho forget how Philemon
had many a time spoken of Paul, to whom he owed his

conversion. Now that O. was in Rome—what a strange;
coincidence—Paul also was in Rome.

The result of their meeting was that O. was
converted to Christ, through the instrumentality
of the apostle ("my child, whom I hav(! begotten
in my bonds," Bhik>m ver 10). His services had
been very acceptable to Baul, who would gladly
have kept O. with him; but as he could not do this
without the knowledge and consent of Bhilemon,
he sent O. back to Colossae, to his master tlu>re.

-Vt the same time Baul wrote to the church in
Colos.sae on other matters, and he intrusted tin;

El), to the Col to the joint care of
2. Paul's Tychicus and O. The apostle recom-
Epistles to mends O. to the brethren in Colossae,
Colossae as a "faithful and beloved brother,
and to who is one of you," and he goes on
Philemon to say that Tychicus and O. will make

known to th(;m all things that have
hai)i)en(Hl to Baul in Rome. Such a commendation
would greatly facilitate O.'s return to Colossae.
But Baul does more. He fm-nishes O. with a

letter written by himself to Bhilemon. Returning
to a city where it was well known that he liad been
neither a Christian nor even an hon(\st man, he
needed someone to vouch for the r(>ality of tlie

change which had taken i)lace in his life. And Baul
does this for him both in the E]). to the Col and in
that to Bhilemon.

With what exquisite delicacy is O. introduced!
'Receive him," says the ai)oslle, 'for he is my own
very heart' (Philem ver 12). "The man whom the
Colossians had only known hitherto, if they knew him at
all, as a worthless runaway slave, is thus commended to
them, as no nu)re a slave but a brother, no more dis-
honest and faithless but trustworthy; no more an object
of contempt butof love" (Lightfoot's Comm. on Col, 235).

(1) Onesimus profitable.—The apostle accord-
ingly begs Bhilemon to give O. the same recei)tion
as he wouUl rejoice to give to hims(>lf. The i)ast
history of O. had been such as to b(4ie the meaning
of hisname. He had not been "profitabk'"—far
from it. liut already his consistent conduct in
Rome and his willing service to Baul there have
changed all that; he has been profitable to Baul,
and he will be ])rofitable to Bhilemon too.

_
(2) Paul guarantees.—O. had evidently stolen

his master's goods before leaving Colossae, but in
regard to that the ai)ostle writes that if he has
defrauded Bhilemon in anything, he becomes his
surety. Philemon can regard Baul's handwriting
as a bond guaranteeing payment: "But that t(j

mine account," are his words, "I will repay it."

Had Bhilemon not been a Christian, and had Baul
not written this most beautiful letter, O. might well
have been afraid to return. In the Rom empire
slaves were constantly crucified for smaller otTcnices
than those of which he had been guilty. A thief
and a runaway had nothing but torture or death
to expect.

(3) The change which Christ makes.—But now
under the sway of Christ all is changed. The
master who has been defrauded now owns allegiance
to Jesus. The letter, whi(;h is delivered to liim
by his slave, is written by a bound "prisoner of
Jesus Christ." The slave too is now a brother in
Christ, beloved by Paid: surely he will be beloved
by Philemon also. Then Paul intimates that he
hopes soon to be set free, and then he will come
and visit them in Cok)ssae. Will Philemon receive
him into his house as his guest?

(4) The result.—It cannot be imagined that this
appeal in behalf of O. was in vain. Philemon would
do more than Paul asked; and on the apostle's visit
to Colossae he would find the warmest welcome,
both from Philemon and from Onesimus.

John Rutherfurd
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ONESIPHORUS, o-ne-sif'6-rus ('OvTio-(<J)opos,

OiiHs'i pharos, lit. "profit brinfi;t'r" [2 Tim 1 16;

4 19]): ()iiesi])h()rus was a friend of

1. The the apostle Paul, who mentions him
Friend of twice when writing to Timothy. In
Paul the former of the; two passages where

his name occurs, his conduct is con-
trasted with tliat of Phygellus and II(>rmogenes and
others—all of whom, like (). himself, were of the
province of Asia—from whom Paul might well
have expected to receive symj)athy and help.
These persons had "turned away" from him. ().

acted in a diffen^nt way, for "he oft refreshed me,
and was not ashamed of my chain; but, when he
was in Rom(>, he sought me diligently, and found
me."

O. was one of the Christians of the church in

Ephesus; and the second i)assage, wh(>re his name
is found, merely sends a message; of greeting from
Paul, which Timothy in Ephesus is requested to
deliver to "the household of O." (AY).

O. then had come from Ephesus to Rome. It

was to Paul that the church at Ei)hesus owed its

origin, and it was to him therefore that
2. Visits (). and tlie Christians there were in-
Paul in debted for all that they knew of Christ.
Rome O. gratefully renu>mbered these facts,

and having arrived in Rome, and
learned that Paul was in prison, he "very diligently"
sought for the apostle. But to do this, though it

was only his duty, involved much personal danger
at that i)articular time. For the persecution, in-
augurated by Nero against the Christians, had
raged bitterly; its fury was not yet abated, and
this made the profession of the Christian name a
matter whicli involved very great risk of persecu-
tion and of death.

Paul was not the man to think lightly of what his
Ephe.sian friend had done. He renu^mbered too,
"in how many things he ministered at Ejihesus."
And, writing to Timothy, Ik; reminded him that O.'s
kindly ministrations at Ephesus were already well
known to him, from his residence in Ephesus, and
from his position, as minister of the church there.

It. should be observed that the ministration of O.
at Eph(>sus was not, as AY gives it, "to me," that is,

to Paul himself. "To me" is omitted in RY.
What (). had done there was a wide Christian min-
istry of kindly action; it embraced "many things,"
which were too well known—for such is the force
of the word—to Timothy to require repetition.

The visits which O. paid to Paul in his Rom
prison were intensely "refreshing." And it was not
once or twice that he thus visited the chained pris-
oner, but he did so ofttimes.

Though O. had come to Rome, his household had
remained in Ei)liesus; and a last salutation is sent

to them by Paul. He could not write
3. His again, as he was now r(>ady to be offered,
Household and his execution could not long be

delayed. But as he writes, he enter-
tains the kindest feelings toward O. and his house-
hold, and he j^rays that the Lord will give mercy to
the houscihold of O.
He also uses these words in r(>gard to O. himself:

"The Lord grant unto him to find mercy of the
Lord in that day." It is not clear wh(;ther O. was
living, or whether he had di(>(l, before Paul wrote
this ep. Different opinions have been held on the
subject.

The way in which Paul refers twice to "the house-
hold [RY "house"] of Onesiphorus," makes it

possible that O. himself had died. If this is so—
but certainty is impossible—the apostle's wordsm regard to him would be a pious wish, which has
nothmg in common with the abuses which have

gathered round the subject of jjrayers for the dead,
a jn-actice which has no foundation in Scripture.

John Ruthkuftird
ONIARES, 6-nJ'a-rez, d-ni-a'rez: 1 Mace; 12 19

AY = 11Y Arils ((i.v.).

ONIAS, 6-ni'as ('Ovias, Onias): There were 3
high priests of the name of Onias, and a 4th Onias
who did not becouK; a high priest but was known
as the builder of the tem])le of Leontopolis (Jos,
Ant, XIII, iii, 1-3). Only two p(>rsons of the name
are mentioned in the Apot—Onias I and Onias III.

(1) Onias I, according to Jos (.1/;/, XI, viii, 7),
the son of Jaddua and father of Simon the Just
(ib, XII, ii, 5; Sir 50), and, according to 1 Mace 12
7.20, a contemporary of Areus (Arius), king of
Sparta, who reigned 309-265 BC (Diod. xx.29).
This Onias was the recipient of a friendlv letter from
Areus of Sparta (1 Mace 12 7; see ]\iSS readings
here, and 12 20). Jos {Ant, XII, iv, 10) repre-
sents this letter as written to Onias III, which is

an error, for only two Areuses are known, ami Areus
II reigned about 2.55 BC and died a child of 8 years
(Pans. iii. 6.6). The letter—if genuine—exists in
two copies (.los. Ant, XII, iv, 10, and 1 Mace 12
20 ff) (see Schiir(>r, Hist of the Jewish People, 4th
ed, I, 182 and 237).

(2) Onias III, son of Simon II (Jos, Aiit, XII,
iv, 10), whom he succeeded, and a contemporary
of Seleucus lY and Antiochus Ejnphanes (2 Mace
3 1; 4 7) and father of Onias lY. He was known
for his godlin(>ss and zeal for the law, yet was on
such friendly terms with the Seleucids that Seleucus
lY Philopator defrayed the cost of the "services
of the sacrifices." He quarreled with Simon the
Benjamite, guardian of the tenijjle, about the market
buildings (Gr aedileshij)). Being unable to get the
better of Onias and thirsting for revenge, Simon
went to Apollonius, governor of Coele-Syria and
Phoenicia, and informed him of the "untold sums
of money" lodged in the treasury of the tem])le.
The governor told the king, and Seleucus di.si)at('hed

his chancellor, Heliodorus, to remove the money.
Onias remon.strated in vain, i)l(>ading for the "de-
])osits of widows and or[)hans." Heliodorus per-
sisted in the object of his mission. The high priest
and the people were in the greatest distress. But
when HeIif)dorus had already entered the temple,
"the Sovereign of sjjirits, and of all authority caused
a gr(>at apparition," a hor.se with a terrible rider
accomjKinied by two strong and beautiful young
men who scourged and wounded Heliodorus. At
the intercession of Onias, his life was spared. Helio-
dorus advised tlie king to send on the same errand
any enemy or conspirator whom he wished punished.
Sinum then shuidered Onias, and the jealou.sy
having caused bloodslied be^tween their followers,
Onias decided to repair in per.son to the king to
intercede for his country. Ai)parently before a
decision was given, Seleucus was as.sas.sinated and
Ei)il)hanes succeeded (175 BC). Ja.s(m, the brother
of Onias, having offered the new king larger revenue,
secured the pri(>sthood, which he held until he
himself was similarly su])planted by Menelaus,
Simon's brother (2 Mace 4 23; Jos, Ayit, XII, v,

1, says Jason's brother). Menelaus, having stolen
golden vessels belonging to the temple to meet his
jjromises made to the king, was sharply reproved by
Onias. Menelaus took revenge by persuading
Andronicus, the king's deputy, to entice Onias by
false promises of friendship from his sanctuary at
Daphne and treacherously slay him—an act which
caused indignation among b(jth the Jews and the
Greeks (2 Mace 4 34 ff). Jos_ (Ant, XII, v, 1)
says that "on the death of Onias the high priest,

Antiochus gave the high-priesthood to his brother
Jesus [Jason]," but the account of 2 Mace given
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above is (lie more ])r()b:il)lc. Some soo in Dnl 9

2t)- 11 22 n>f(M'(Mi(T to Onias 111 (Schiiror, 4th vd,

1, 194 11; III, 144). W. ANtiUK

ONIONS, iiii'yunz (D'^V??, IfqaUm; Kp6|i|ivov,

kroiiiuuion): One of tlic (Iclicacies of Egypt for

which th(> chilclron of Israeli i)in(Hl in tlie wiUhTncss

(Nu 11 5). Tlu'ouion, «///(//» rr/OT (N.O. LiZmawO,

is known in Arab, as busnl and is cnltivated all over

Syria and I-^tiypt ; it ai)pears to be as mueh a favor-

ite in the Orient today as ever.

ONLY BEGOTTEN, on'li be-sot"n ([lovo^evris,

woiKHjou-s): Although the luig. words arc found

onlv G t in the NT, the Clr word ai)i)ears 9 t, and

often in the LXN. It is used literally of an only

child: "the onlv son of his mother" (Lk 7 12); "an

onlv daughter"" (8 42); '-niine oidy chikl" (9 3S);

"Isaac .... his oidv begotten" (He 11 17). In

all other ])laces in the NT it refers to J(^sus Christ as

"th(> only begotten Son of God" (Jn 1 14.18; 3

IG.IS; I'Jn 4 9). In these passages, too, it might

be tr-^ as "the only .son of God"; for the emphasis

seems to be on His uniqueness, rather than on His

sonship, though both ideas are certainly ])resent.

He is the son of God in a sense in which no others

are. "Mnnoqcucs describes the absolutely unique

relation of the Son to the Father in His Divmc
nature; prdlotokos d(>soribes the relation of th(^

Risen Christ in His glorifi(-d humanity to man"
(\\'estcott on He 1 G). Christ's uniqueness as it

ai)pears in the above passages consists of two things:

{a) He rev(\ils tlie Father: "No man hath seen God
at any time; the only begotten Son, who is in th(>

bosom of the Fatlu^r, he hath deelarcMl him" (Jn

1 IS). Men therefore behold His glory, "glory as

of the only begotten from the Father" (1 14). (h)

He is the mediator of salvation: "God hath sent

his only begotten Son into the world that we might

live through him" (1 Jn 4 9; Jn 3 IG); "He that

believeth not [on him] hath be(>n judged already"

(Jn 3 IS). Otlier elements in His uniqueness may
be gathered from other passages, as His sinlessness,

His authority to forgive sins, His unbrok(>n com-
munion with the Father, and His uniciue knowledge

of Him. To say that it is a uniqueness of nature

or (>ssence carries thought no farther, for these terms

still n(M'd definition, and they can be defined only

in terms of His moral consciousness, of His revc;-

lation of God, and esp. of His intimate union as

Son with the Father (see also Begotten ; Person
OF Christ; Son op God).
The reading "God only begotten" in Jn 1 IS

RVm, though it has strong textual support, is im-

l)robable, and can well be explained as due to

orthodox zeal, in opposition to adoptionism. See

Grimm-Thayer, Lexicon; AN'estcott, ad loc.

T. Rees
ONO, o'no O'l^m, 'onu; B, 'ilvdv, Ondn, A,

'fIv(o, Quo, and other forms): A town mentioned
along with Lod as fortified by certain Benjamites

(1 Ch 8 12). The Mish CArakhln, ix.G) says that

Joshua fortified it, but there is no such early notice

of it in Scripture. It was occupied by Benjamites

aft(>r the r(>turn from exile (Ezr 2 33; Neh 7 37;

11 35). In one of the villages in the ])lain of Ono,
Sanballat and his friends vainly tried to inv(>igle

Nehemiah into a conference (6 2) . It is repres<>nted

by the modern Kefr 'And, which lies to the N.W.
of Lvdda. In 1 Esd 5 22, the name appears as

"Onus." W. EwiNG

ONUS, d'nus. See Oxo.

ONYCHA, on'i-ka (p'^rn??, sh'heleth; cf Arab.

'&i[^ , siihulat, "filings," "husks"): "Onycha" is a

transliteration of the LXX 6vv\a, onucha, ace. of

6vv)|, 6nu.r, which means "nail," "claw," "hoof," and

also "onyx," a ])recious stone. The form "onycha"

was ])erhaps chosen to avoid confusion with "onyx,"

the stone. The Heb sh'hileth occurs only in Ex 30

34 as an ingr(>dient of the sacred incense. It is

sui)i)osed to denote the horny oi)er(uluin found in

certain species of marine gasteroi)od molluscs. The
oiM'i'culum is a disk attached to the ui)per side of

th(> liinder part of the "foot" of the mollusc;. When
the animal draws itself into its shell, the hinder

part of the foot comes last, and the operculum
clo.ses the mouth of the shell. The oi)erculum,

which may be horny or stony, is abs(>nt in some
species. The horny op(>rcula when l)urned emit

a ixH'uliar odor, and are still used in combination

with other ])erfumes bv the Arab women of Ui)i)er

Egypt and Nubia. (S(-e Sir S. Baker, The Nile

Tributaries of Abyssinia, cited by EB, s.v.

"Onycha.") Alfred Ely Day

ONYX, on'iks, o'niks. See Stones, Preciot-s.

OPEN, o'p'n: In the OT represents chiefly nns
,

pathah, but also other words, as nba, gdldh, "to

uncover"; of the oi)(>ning of the eyes in vision, etc

(thus Balaam, Nu 22 31; 24 4; cf Job 33 10;

36 10; Ps 119 IS; Jer 32 11.14). In the NT
th(> usual word is dvoiyco, ano'igo (of opening of

mouth, eyes, heavens, doors, etc). A peculiar word,

Tpaxr?XtfoVat, irachelizoviai (lit. to have the n(>ck bent

back, to be laid bare), is used for "laid open" be-

fore God in He 4 13.

OPEN PLACE: (1) The "open place" of Gen
38 14 AV, in which Taniar sat, has come from a

misunderstanding of the Heb, the translators

having tak(>n b' phethah 'enayvm to mean "in an

opening publiclv," instead of "in an opening [i.e.

a gate] of Enaim" (cf Prov 1 21 in the Heb).

RV has correct(>d; see Enaim. (2) In 1 K 22 10

!i 2 Ch 18 9 RV relates that Ahab and J(>hoslia-

phat sat "each on his throne, arrayed in their

robes, in an open place; [m "Heb a threshing-floor,"

AV "a void i)lace"] at the entrance of th<> gate of

Samaria." The Heb here is awkward, and neither

the LXX nor the Syr seems to have read the present

text in 1 K 22 10, the former having "in arms,

at the gate; of Samaria," and the latter "in many-
colored garments." Consequently various att(>m])ts

have been made to emend the text, of which the

simplest is the omission of b'ghoren, "in an open

place." If, however, the text is right—as is not

impossible—the open place is a threshing-floor

close to the gate. See the commentaries.
BcRTON Scott Easton

OPERATION, op-er-a'shun (mr"'52, ma'dseh,

"work"; €v€p-yei.a, energeia, kv€py\]\ia, enrrgctna,

"energy"): Twice used in the OT of God's creative

work (Ps 28 4.5; Isa 5 12). The Holy Spirit's

in working and power are manifest in the bestowal

of spiritual gifts on individuals and on the church

(1 Cor 12 6 AV), and in the resurrection of Jesus

Christ, through which energy or operation of God
those dead in sins are, through faith, raised to

newness of life (Col 2 12 AV).

OPHEL, o'fel (bsb^n, ha-'ophel [2 Ch 27 3;

33 14; Neh 3 2Gf;
' 11 21; and without article,

Isa 32 14 and Mic 4 8; also 2 K 5 24])

:

There has boon con.siderable divorgonco of opinion

with regard to the meaning of this name. Thus in all

the references given above with the art.,

1 TV/r^ani-mr RV has simply "Opliel," but AV adds
1 Meaning

j^^ ^ ..^^^^ towei "; in Isa 32 14, "the hill"
of Name with m "Ophel," but AV "the forts," m

"clifts"; IMic 4 8, "the hill," m "Hob
Ophel,"butAV "the stronghold"; 2 K 5 24, "thehiU."
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in "Hob Ophel," but AV " the tower," m "secret place

It is true that the otlier occurrences of the; word in 1 S

5 9 !'• 6 5 f wliere it is tr' "tumors," and Hab 2 i.

where 'a verl)al form is tr'i "puffed up," seem 1o

imnlv fluit one meaning assij^'iied to tli(> root may be

that"of "swelling." Jiecently \)r. Burney {PEF, Janu-

ary 1911) has produced strong arf^umenfs ui favor of

Opiiel, when used as tlic naint^ of a locality, meanuig
"fortress."

Three places are known to have received this

name: (1) A certain place on the east hill of Jenis,

S. of the temple; to this all the pas-

2. Three sages quoted above—except one

—

Ophels refer. (2) The "Ophel," tr^ "hill,"

situated apparently m Samaria (cf

2 K 5 3), where Gehazi took his ill-gotten presents

from the hands of the servants of Naaman the

Svrian. The tr "tower" would suit the sense at

l(>"ast as well. It was some point ])robably in the

wall of Samaria, perhai)s the citad(>l itself. (3)

The third reference is not Bib., but on the M S, an

inscription of Me.sha, king of Moab, contemporary

with Onu-i. He says: "I built KRI.IH ['?_Karhah],

the wall of y'arim, and the wall of 'Ophel and

I built its gates and I built its towers." In com-
paring the refen^nces to (1) and (3), it is evident

that if Ophel means a "hill," it certainly was _a

fortified hill, and it seems highly probable that it

meant some "artificial sw<>lling in a fortification,

e.g. a bulging or rounded keep or enceinte" (Bur-

ney, loc. cit.). Isa 32 14 reads, "The i)alace shall

be forsaken; the populous city shall be deserted;

the hill [Oi)hel] and the watch-tower shall be for

dens for ever." Here we have palace, city and
watch-tower, all the handiwork of the builder.

Does it not seem y)robabIe that the Ophel belongs

to the same category?

The situation of the Ophel of Jerus is very defi-

nitelv described. It was ck^arly, from the refer-

ences (N(>h 3 2G.27; 2 Ch 27 3; 33

3. The 14), on the east hill S. of the temple.

Ophel of Jos states {BJ, V, iv, 2) that the

Jerusalem eastern wall of the city ran from Si-

loam "and reaches as far as a certain

place which they called 0])hlas when it was joined

to the eastern cloister of the temple." In BJ, V,

vi, 1, it states tliat "John held the t(>mple and the

parts thereto adjoining, for ti great way, as also

'Ophla,' and the Valley called the 'Valley of the

Cedron.' " It is noticeable that this is 7iot identical

with the "Acra" and "Lower City" which was held

by Simon. There is not the slightest ground for

aj^plying the name Ophel, as has been so commonly
done, to the whole southeastern hill. In the days

of Jos, it was a part of the hill immediately S. of

the temi)le walls, but theOT reference s suit a locality

nearer the middle of the southeastern hill. In the

art.Ziox (q.v.) it is point(>dout that that name does

not occur (excej^t in reference to the Jebusite city)

in the works of the Chronicler, but that "thcOphel,"

which occurs almost alone in these works, is appar-

ently used for it. IMic 4 8 m seems to confirm this

view: "O tower of the flock, the Ophel of the

daughter of Zion." Here the "tower of the flock"

may W(!ll refer to the shepherd David's stronghold,

and the second name appears to be a synonym for

the same place.

Ophel then was probably the fortified site which
in earlier days had been known as "Zion" or "the

City of David." King Jotham "built much"
"on the wall of Ophel" (2 Ch 27 3). King
Manasseh "built an outer wall to the city of David,
on the west side of Gihon, in the valley, even to the

entrance at the fish gate; and he compassed Ophel
about with it, and raised it up to a very great

height" (2 Ch 33 14). It was clearly a fortified

place of great importance, and its situation mtist

have been so near that of the ancient "Zion" that

scarcely any other theory is iwssible except that it

occupied the site of that ancient fortress.

K. \V. G. Masti:kman

OPHIR, d'fer, . o'fir ("T^EiX [Gen 10 29J, nEIX

[1 K 10 11], "l^Si?, 'uphlr): The 11th in order of

the sons of Joktan (Gc^n 10 29 = 1 Ch
1. Scrip- 1 23). There is a clear reference also

tural Refer- to a tribe Ophir (Gen 10 30). Ophir
ences is the name of a land or city some-

where to the S. or S.E. of Pal for which
Solomon's shii)s along with Phoeii vessels set out
from Ezion-geber at the head of the Gulf of Aka-
bah, returning with great stores of gold, i)recious

stones and "almug"-wood (1 K 9 28; 10 11; 2

Ch 9 10; 1 K 22 48; 2 Ch 8 18). We g(>t a

fuller list of the; wares and also the time taken by
the voyage if we assimie that the same vessels are

referred to in 1 K 10 22, "Once every thr(>e years

came the navy of Tarshish, bringing gold, and silver,

ivory, and apes, and peacocks." The other products

may not have hvon native to the land of Oj^hir, but
it is certain that the gold at least was produced
there. This gold was ])roverbial for its purity, as

is witness(>d by many references in the OT (Ps 45

9; Job 28 16; Isa 13 12; 1 Ch 29 4), and, in

Job 22 24, Ophir is used for fine gold itself. In

addition to these notices of Ophir, it is urged that

the name occurs also in two passages under the

form "Uphaz" (Jer 10 9; Dnl 10 5).

At all times the geographical ]iosition of Ophir
has been a subject of dispute, the claims of three

different regions being princijjally

2. Geo- advanced, namely (1) India and the

graphical Far East, (2) Africa, (3) Arabia.

Position (1) hulia and the Far East.—All the

wares mentioned are more or less

appropriate to India, even including the fuller list

of 1 K 10 22. "Almug"-wood is conjectured to

be the Indian sandal-wood. Another argument is

based on the resemblance between the LXX form
of the word (Sopherd') and the Coptic name for

India (Sophir). A closer identifictition is sought
with Abhlra, a people dwelling at the mouths of the

Indus. Supara, an ancient city on the west coast

of India near the modern Goa, is also suggested.

Again, according to Wildman, the name denotes a
vague extension eastward, ])erhaps as far as China.

(2) Africa.—This country is the greatest gold-

producing region of the three. Sofala, a sea})ort

near Mozambique on the east coast of Africa, has
been advanced as the site of Ophir, both on lin-

guistic grounds and from the natiu-e of its products,

for th(n-e all the articles of 1 K 10 22 could be
procured. But Gesenius shows that Sofala is

merely the Arab, form of the Heb ah' pheldh. In-

terest in this region as the land of Oi)hir was re-

newed, however, by Mauch's discovery at Zim-
babye of great ruins and signs of old Phoen civiliza-

tion and worked-out gold mines. According to

Bruce (I, 440), a voyage from Sofala to Ezion-geber

would have occupied quite three years owing to

the monsoons.

(3) Arabia.—The claim of Southetistern Arabia

as the land of Ophir has on the whole more to suj)-

port it than that of India or of Africa. The Oi)hir

of Gen 10 29 beyond doubt belonged to this region,

and the search for Ophir in more distant lands can

be made only on the pr(;carious assumption that

the Ophir of K is not the same as the Ophir of

Gen. Of the various products mentioned, the only

one which from the OT notices can be regarded

as clearly native to Ophir is the gold, and according

to Pliny and Strabo the r(>gion of Southeastern

Arabia bordering on th(! Persian Gidf was a famous
gold-producing cotmtry. The other wares were
not necessarily produced in Ophir, but were prob-
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ably brought tli(>n> from more distant lands, and
th<>nc(> conveyed by Solomon's incrchaiitmcn 1o
Ezion-Kobcr. If the duration of the voyage (:}

years) l)e uscmI as evid(>nee, it favors this location of
Opliir as nnich as that on th(> (>ast coast of Africa.
It secnns therefore the least assaihibl(> view that
Ophir was a district on the P(>rsian (Julf in South-
east(>rn Arabia and served in old time as an em-
porium of trade b(>twe(>n the East and \V(-st.

A. S. Fl'LTON
OPHNI, of'ni(^:5yn, ha-'nphul; 'A<j>v^, A phut):

A ])lace in the territory of Benjamin (Josh 18 24).
The modern Jifmh, in a fine vale W. of th(! road to
Nubhis and 2\ miles N.W. of Bethel, might suit
as to position

;_
but the change in the; initial l(>tter

from ^ain to jtm is not easv. This is the Gophna
of the rabbis (cf Jos, BJ, III, iii, o).

OPHRAH, of'ra (H^lpy , 'ophrah; B, 'A4>pd, Aphm,
A, 'l€4)pa0d, IcplirdlJid, etc);

(1) A town in the territory allotted to Benjamin
named b(>tween Parah and Chephar-ammoni (Josh
18 23). It is mentioned again in 1 S 13 17.
The Philis who were encamped at Michmash sent
out marauding bands, one of which went westward,
another eastward, down "tlie valley of Zeboim
toward the wilderness"; the third "turned unto the
way that leadeth to Ophrah, unto the land of Shual."
This must have be(>n northward, as Saul commanded
tlie passage to the S. Oiiom places it 5 Horn miles
E. of B(>thel. A site which comes near to fulfilling
these conditions is cl-Taiycheh, which stands on a
conical hill some 5 miles N.E. of Beitirt. Tliis is
possibly identical with "Ephron" (2 Ch 13 19),
and "Ephraim" (Jn 11 54).

(2) A city in the tribal lot of Manasseh W. of
Jordan. It is mentioned only in connection with
Gideon, whose native place it was, and with his son
Abimelech (Jgs 6 11, etc). It was, indeed, family
property, belongnig to Joash the Abiezrite, the
father of Gideon. It was apparently not far from
the plain of Esdraelon (vs 33 f), so that Gideon and
his kinsm(!n smarted under the near pres(mcc of the
opjjressing Midianites. Manasseh, of course^, as
bordering on the southern edge of the plain, was in
close touch with the invaders. At Ophrah, Gideon
reared his altar to Jeh, and made thorough cleansing
of the instruments of idolatry. After his great
victory, he set up here the golden ephod made from
the spoils of the enemy, which ])roved a snare to
hims(>lf and to his house (8 27). Here he was
finally laid to rest. It was at, Ophrah that Abime-
lech, aspiring to the kingdom, put to death upon
one stone three score and ten of hia brethren, rs
possible rivals, Jotham alone escaping alive (9 5).
Apparently the mother of Abimelech belonged to
Shechcm; this established a relation.ship with that
town, his connection with which does not therefore
mean that Ophrah was near it.

No quite satisfactory identification has vet been
suggested. Conder (I'EFS, 187G, 197) (|uotes tin;

Samaritan Chronicle as identifying Ferata, which is

6 miles W. of NCiblus, with an ancient ()i)hra, ''and
the one that suggests itself as most probably id(>nti-
cal is Ophrah of the Abiezerite." But this seems
too far to the S.

(3) A man of the tribe of Judah, son of Me-
onothai (1 Ch 4 14). W. Ewing

OPINION, o-pin'yun (H, de'^', D^Syo, fHpplm)

:

"Opinion" occurs only 5 t, thrice in Job (32 6.10.
17) as the tr of de"', "knowledge," "opinion" (in the
address of Elihu), and once of ,fHpplm, from su'aph,
"to divide or branch out," hence division or party,
unsettled o})inion (in the memorable ai)iieal of
Elijah, "How long halt y(> between two opinions?"

1 K 18 21, ARV "How long go ye Iimi)ing be-
tween tlie two sides?"). In Jm'cIus" 3 24, we have,
"l"\)r iriany an; deceived by their own vain opinion"
(hupolrp.Hs, "a taking u[)," "a hasty judgment"),
RV "The conceit of many hath led them astr.ay."

W. L. \\'alkkr
OPOBALSAMUM, op-o-bal'sa-mum: RVm

in Kx 30 34. Sec; Stacte.

OPPRESSION, o-presh'un: Used in AV to trans-
late a variety of Heb words, all of which, liowever,
agree in the general s(>n.se of wrong done by violence
to others. There are a f(>w cases where t he refer(>nce
is to the op})ression of Israel by foreigners, as by
their Egyji masters (Ex 3 9; Dt! 26 7), or })y Syria
(2 K 13 4), or by an unmentioned nation (Isa^ 30
20 AVm). In all these cases the Heb original is

fn5, lahag. But in the vast nunilxT of cases the
reference is to social opjm'ssion of one kind or an-
other within Israel's own body. It is frequently
the theme of psalmist and i)rophet and wise mari.
The ])oor and weak must have sufTered greatly at
the hands of the stronger and more fortunate. The
word lahag, various forms of the V pV^ , \lshak,
and other words are used by the writers as they
express thcnr sorrow and indignation over the
wrongs of their afflicted brethren. In his own
sorrow, Job remembers the suff(Ting of the op|)r(>ss(>d
(Job 35 9; 36 loj; it is a frefjuent subject of song
in the Pss (Ps 12 .5; 42 9; 43 2; 44 24; 55 3;
119 134); the preacluT observes and reflects upon
Its i)revalence (EccI 4 1; 5 8; 7 7 AV); the])rophets
Amos (3 9), Isaiah (5 7; 59 13), J(>remiah (6 (3;

22 17) and Ezeki(4 (22 7.29) thundered against it.

It was ex(Tcised toward strangers and also toward
the Israelites themselves, and was never wholly
overcome. In Jas 2 6, "oppress" is the rend(>ring
of KaTaSvfaffTevw, katadunastcud, "to exercise harsh
control over one," "to use one's power against on(>."

William Joseph McGlothlix
OR, or: The word is used once for either (1 S

26 10), and is still in poetic use in this sense; as in,
"Without or wave or wind" (Coleridg(>); "Or the
bakke or some bone he breketh in his ^outhe"
{Piers Plowman [B], VII, 93; cf Merchant of
Venice, III, ii, (io). It is also used with "ever" for
before (Ps 90 2; Ecclus 18 19), which ARV sub-
stitutes m Eccl 12 (') (cf vs 1.2); Cant 6 12- Dnl
6 24.

ORACLE, or'a-k'l: (1) A Divin(> utterance de-
livered to man, usually in an.swer to a request for
guidance. So in 2 S 16 23 for in", dubhar
("word," as in RVm). The use; in this passage
seems to indicate that at an early pc^riod oracular
utterances were sought from Jeh bv the Israelit(>s,
but the practice certainly f(>ll into clisuse at the rise
of proi^hecy, and there are no illusti-ations of the
means employc^d (1 S 14 18.19.3(3-42, etc, belong
rather to Divination [q.v.]). In RVm of such
passages as Isa 13 1, "oracle" is used in the titles
of certain s])ecial

.
propheci(>s as a substitute for

Burden (q.v.) (Xffi)^, masm'), with considerable
advantage ((>sp. in Lam 2 14). (2) In heathen
temples "oracle" was used for the chamber in which
the utterances were delivered (naturally a most
sacred part of the struct ui-e) . This usage, coupled
with a mistake in H(>b philology (connecting 'T'2'1,

d"bhir, "hinder part," with iii, dibber, "speak"),
caused EV to give the title "oracle" to the Most
Holy Place of the Temple, in 1 K 6 5, etc, follow-
ing the example of Aciuila, Symmachus and Vulg.
But the title is very unfortunate, as the Most Holy
Place had nothing to do with the delivery of oracles,
and RV should have corrected (cf Ps 28 2 m).
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(3) In tli(> NT EV (employs "oriiolo" as the tr of
XSyioiij logion, "saying," in four places. In all,

Divine utterances arc; m(>ant, si)ecializ(>(l in Acts
7 3<S as the Mosaic Law ("living oracles" = "com-
mandments enforced by tlu; living (lod"), in Rom
3 2 as the OT in gcnu^ral, and in He 5 12 as the
revelations of Christianity (6 2.3). In 1 Pet 4 11

the meaning is dc^bated, but probably the command
is addn^ssed to those favored by a supernatural
"gift of spe(>ch." 8uch men must keep their own
personality in the background, adding nothing of
their own to the inspired message as it comes to
them. BxKTox Scott Easton

ORACLES, SIBYLLINE, sib'i-lin, -lin. See Apoc-
alyptic LlTEUATrUK, V.

ORATOR, or'a-ter, ORATION, 6-ra'shun: The
word "orator" occurs twice: (1) As AV rendering

of lUnb
, lahdsh; only Isa 3 3, "the eloquent orator,"

AVm "skilful of speech," where RV rightly sub-
stitutes "the skilful enchanter." The word lahash
is probably a mimetic word meaning "a hiss," "a
whisper," and is used in the sense of "incantation,"
"charm." Hence n'hhdn lahash means "skilful in
incantation," "expert in magic." See Divina-
tion; Enchantment. (2) As the rendering of
pT^TUjp, rhetor, the title applied to Tertullus, who
appeared as the advocate of the Jewish accusers of
Paul before Felix (Acts 24 1). The proceedings,
as was generally the case in the provincial Rom
courts, would probably be conducted in Lat, and
under Rom modes of jH-ocedure, in which the parties
would not be well versed; hence the need of a pro-
fessional advocate. Rhetor is here the equivalent
of the older Or suntgoros, "the prosecuting couns(>l,"

as opposed to the suiidikos, "the defendant's advo-
cate."

Oration occurs only in Acts 12 21: "Ilerod
.... made an oration unto them" {e5T]fj.i]y6peL

n-pbs avTovs, edemegorei pros autous). The vb.
demegoreo, "to speak in an asseinl)ly" (from demos,
"people," agoreud, "to harangue"), is often found in
classical Gr, generally in a bad sense (Lat con-
cionari); here only in the NT.

D. MiALL Edwards
ORCHARD, or'cherd: (1) C~-}E

,
pardes, from

Old Pers, "a walled-in inclosure"; TrapdSetcros,

parddeisos, a word in classical Gr applied to the;

garden of Babylon (Diodorus Siculus xi.lO) and to
a game park (Xen. Anab. i.2, 7). Sen; Neh 2 8,
"forest," m "park"; Cant 4 13, "orchard," m
"ixu-adise" (of i)oniegranates); Eccl 2 f), "parks,"
AV "orchards"; see Paradise. (2) Krjiros, kepos,
"garden" or "orchard": "a white thorn in an
orchard" (Bar 6 71).

ORDAIN, or-dan', ORDINATION, or-di-na'-
shun (Lat ordinare, "to set in order," "to arrange";
in post-Augustan Lat "to appoint to office"; from
ordo, gen. ordlnis, ''order," "arrangem(!nt") : In
AV the vb. "to ordain" renders as many as 35
difTerent words (11 Heb words in the OT, 21 Gr
words in Apoc and the N"l\ and 3 Lat words in

Apoc). This is du(> to the fact that the Eng. word
has many shades of meaning (esp. as used in the
tine AV was made), of which the following are the
chief: (1) To set in order, arrange, prepare:

"All things that wo ordained festival,
Turn from their oflflce to black funeral."

—Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, IV, v, 84.

This meaning is now obsolete. It is found in AV of
Ps 132 17; Isa 30 33; He 9 6 (in each of which
cases RV or m substitutes "prepare"); 1 Ch 17 9
(RV "appoint";; Ps 7 13 (RV "m;:keth"); Hab 1
12 (also RV). (2) To (establish, institute, l)ring into

l)eing: "When first this order [i.e. the Garter] was
ordained, my Lord" (Shak(>speare). So in 1 K
12 32, "Jeroboam ordained a feast in the Sth month"
(ver 33); Nu 28 6; Ps 8 2.3; Isa 26 12; 2 Esd
6 49 AV (RV ^'preserve"); Sir 7 If); Gal 3 19.

(3) To decree, give orders, i)rescribe:
" And doth the power that man adores
Ordain their doom?" —Byron.

So Est 9 27, "The Jews ordained .... that they
would keep these two days according to the writing
thcTcof"; 1 i:sd 6 34; 2 Esd 7 17; 8 14 AV;
Tob 1 G; 8 7 AV (RV "command"); Ad Est 14 9;
1 Mace 4 o9; 7 49; Acts 16 4; Rom 7 10 AV;
1 Cor 2 7; 7 17; 9 14; Eph 2 10 AV. (4) To set
apart for an office or duty, appoint, destine : "Being
ordained his special governor" (Shakespeare). Fre-
quent in EV. When AV has "ordain" in this sense,
RVgen(>rally substitutes "appoint"; e.g. "He [Jesus]
appoint(>d [AV "ordained"] twelve, that they might
be with him" (Mk 3 14). So 2 Ch 11 I.'"); Jer 1
5; Dnl 2 24; 1 Esd 8 49; 1 Mace 3 55; 10 20;
Jn 15 IG; Acts 14 23; 1 Tim 2 7; Tit 1 5; He
5 1; 8 3. RV substitutes "formedst" in Wisd 9 2,
"recorded" in Sir 48 10, "become" in Acts 1 22,
"written of" (m ".set forth") in Jude ver 4, but
retains "ordain" in the setise of "appoint," "set
apart," in 2 K 23 5; 1 Ch 9 22; 1 E.sd 8 23;
Ad Est 13 6; Acts 10 42; 13 4S; 17 31; Rom
13 1. (5) To appoint ceremonially to the minis-
terial or priestly office, to confer holy orders on.
This later technical or ecclesiastical s(>nsc is never
found in_EV. The nearest approach is (4) above,
but the itlea of formal or ceremonial setting-apart
to office (prominent in its modern usage) is never
imi)lied in the word.

Ordination: The act of arranging in regular
ordcT, esp. the act of investing with ministerial or
sacerdotal rank (ordo), the setting-apart for an
office in the Christian ministry. The word does
not occur in EY. The NT throws but little light
on the origin of the later ecclesiastical rite of
ordination. The 12 discii)l(>3 were not set ai)art
by any formal act on the part of Jesus. In Mk 3
14; Jn_15 IG, the AV rendering "ordain" is, in
view of its modern usage, misleading; nothing more
is implied than an appointment or election. In
Jn 20 21-23, we have indeed a symbolic act of
consecration ("He breathed on them"), but "the
act is described as one and not repeated. The gift

was once for all, not to individuals but to the abid-
ing body" (^^'estcott, ad loc). In the Apostolic
age there is no trace of the doctrine of an outward
rite conferring inward grace, though we have in-
stances of the formal appointment or recognition
of those who had already given proof of their
spiritual qualification. (1) The Seven were chosen
by the brethnm as men already "full of the Spirit
and of wisdom," and were then "api)ointed" by the
Twelve, who praved and laid their hands upon
them (Acts 6 1-6). (2) The call of Barnabas
and Saul came direct from God (Acts 13 2,
"the work whereunto I have called them"; ver
4, they were "sent forth by the Holy Spirit").
Yet certain prophets and teachers were instructed
by the Holy Spirit to "separate" them (i.e. pub-
licly) for their work, which they did by fasting
and praying and laying on of hands (ver 3).
But it was utterly foreign to Paul's ])oint of view-

to regard the church's act as constituting him an
ajjostle (cf Gal 11). (3) Barnabas and Paul are
said to have "ordained," RV "appointed" (x^i-po-

Tovqaavres, cheirotoriesantes, "elect," "appoint,"
without indicating the particular mode of appoint-
ment), elders or presbyters in every city with
prayers and fastirg (Acts 14 23). So Titus was
instructed by Paul to "api)oint elders in every
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rily" in Crete (Tit 1 ".). (1) Th.^ ^ift of Tiniot ly

lur cviiu'clistic work seems to li;ive been foniKilly

r.^co-ni/ed in two wavs: [n) ]>y the laying on of

the iian.ls of tlie presljytery (1 Tun 4 ')). ('')•'>•

the laving on of the hands of Paul hunsell (2 Inn

1 (j) The words "Lay hands hastily on no man

(1 Tim 5 22) do not refer to aii act of ordination,

iMit i)roba])lv to th(> restoration of the penitent.

The refeiviu'e in He 6 2 is not c-xehisively to

ordimiticm, liut to all oeeasions of laying (m ot

hands (see Hands, Imposition ok). I'rom tii(> Cw
mst:inces mentioned above (the only ones found m
the NT), we infer that it was refiarded as advisable

that persons holding high ofHec in the ehureh should

be publicly recognized in some way, as by laying

on of hands, fasting, and public prayer. But no

great emphasis was laid on this rite hence it can

hardlv be liki^lv that any essential Pi™"Pl«. ^^''^^

ludd to be involved in it" (Hort, The Christian

Ecclc.sia 2U)) It was regardcnl as an outwartl

act of ;ii)i)r()val, a symbolic offering of intercessory

nraver. and an emblem of the soluhirity of the

Christian communitv, rather than an mdispensahle

channel of grac(> for the work of themmistry. 1-or

the later eecl(>siastical doctrine and n e see M\\}n

Hatch's valuable art. on "Ordination' in the Did.

ChriHtian Antiq.) D. iMiall Edwards

ORDER, m'Mer (^T"^?, '««'^^'. "to arrange"

j

Tdo-o-€iv, tdsscin [>di<adssein, taxis, tdgma]) : "Order

in Bib. phrases mav indicate (I) arrangement in

rows (2) se(iuence in tim(>, (3) classihcation and

orgai'iization, (4) likeness or inanner, (.)) regula-

tion, direction or command, or ((,) tluMleclarmg ot

a will In many i)assag(\s it is difhcult if not im-

liossible to (h^termine from the Eiig. text alone m
which of these senses the word IS used.

The fundamental idea suggested by the Heb, Or

and Eng. words is t hat of arrangcMnentm iwvs. 1 has

"order" is used in tli(> Bible of arrang;

1. Arrange- ing wood for an altar (Lev 1 7; IK
mert in 18 33; cf Heb Gen 22 «; Isa 30 33),

Sows of laving out flax-stalks for drying

(Josh' 2 6); of jireparing ottermgs

(Lev 1 8.12; cf 6 5; _Jgs 6 20); of arm'^^mg

lamps (Ex 27 21; 39 37; Lev 24 3.4; cf s 132

17); of placing the shewbread on the table (Ex 40

4 23- Lev 6 12; 24 8; 2 Ch 13 11); of drawing

up the battle array (1 Ch 12 38 [Heb 39, ^adhar},

and of arranging weapons m order for battk; (Jcr

46 3 \HV "prepare"). As a vb. "to order m the

old(>r' VSS usuallv has the obsolete_^ sense to ar-

range'" and not 'the more usual Eng. meanings

"to demand" or "to direct." .Thus: "In the tent

of meeting shall Aaron order it" Lev 24 4, ARV
"keep in order"); "Oi'der >!« ^he buckler and

shield" (Jer46 3; <;f

^J
l^^

V"^'l fi 1 ?5 l'ARV "set in order"; Jth 2 10; ^^ i«l 8 1, 15 1,

Ecclus 2 0). The Heb pa'am (lit. ' hoof-beat,

"occurrence," "iv,)etiti(m") in the plural conwys

the idea of an architectural plan (Ezk 41 0). An-

other word, shaUibh, lit. "to Join," m connection

with the tabernacle, has m some \Sb been tr^ as

including the i<lea of orderly arrangement (Ex 26

17) The word "order" standing by itself may mean

orderly or proper arrangement (1 Esd 1 10; \\ isd

7 2()- 1 Mace 6 40; Col 2 5). Akm to the idea

of ar'ranging things in a row is that of arranging

wM.n i (.lob 33 o; 37 19; Ps 5 3), of recounting

tgsii' order (Isa 44 7; Lk 1 lAlidiatassein]-,

Tk 1 3- 4cts 11 4 [kathexes]), of setting forth a

k>galci;e(Job 23 4; 13 18; cf Ps 50 21). From

the idea of ranging in order for the purpose of com-

narison the Hi'b 'arakh acquires the meaning to

coimrir(>" (Isa 40 18; Ps 89 7). This is clearly

SI meaning of 'en %rokh 'elekha (Ps 40 5 [Heb 6]),

wlK're "They cannot be set in order unto thee

must be interi)reti'd to mean "There is nothing that

can be coinjiared unto thee."

As the fundamental meaning of 'arakh is arrange-

ment in space, that of sd<lhar is order or .seciuence in

time. In later Heb .sr<///fT was used

2. Sequence in the sense of "program." In Job

in Time 10 22 Id' s-dharhn, absence of regular-

it v, in the'des(;ription of th(! uncertain

period that follows d(>ath i)robably means "con-

fusion in time." (The LXX |0^77os, vheggos] sug-

gests, in th(> ])lace of ^•<lhurhN, a word for "light,''

i)ossibly (^ohoraiiuii.) \n tlu; NT \w, tind "o.rder

used of time in connection with the resurrection ot

the d(>ad (1 Cor 15 23 \la(i>»a\) and of a succession

of places visited (Acts 18 23 [kathexes]). I he

])hra.s(> "in ord<>r unto" (Ps 119 38j expres.ses causal

sequence and Ikmicc purpose.

Th(> idea of (dassification is iiresent m the neb

takan, tr'^ "set in order," with r('f;;':<'iV''^.,l**,;^ ''"Ip/""

lion of proverbs (E<'cl 12 9). Die

3 Classi- same stem is used with reference to the

fication and arranging of singca'S befon- the aUar

Organi- (Heb Ecclus 47 9). I he classihca-

zation tion of priests according to their serv-

ice is spoken of as "ordering (1 C h

24 3 19 Heb pakadh). Next to the high pi'V'^^^

ranked priests of th(! second order (nrishneh, 2 K 23

4- cf 25 18 J(>r 52 24). The related concept ot

organization is iiresent wher(>the llvh kiln (lit. "to

establish") is 1r" "order" (Isa 9 7 A}
,
"to c;s ab-

lish" ARV; Ps 119 133; 2 Ch 29 3o; cf 1 Mace

16 14) A similar use of the t(^rm "order is tound

in the NT in connection with the organization of the

affairs of the church (1 Cor 16 1 [diata.'iseu,]; lit

1 5[epidiorth6d]; 1 Cor 11 34).
.

"Order "
in the seiis(> of likeness or manner, IS used

in the phrase "after the order of Melchisedek to

translate the H(>b \d dihh'rath, or rather

4 Likeness the archaic form 'al dibh'rathi (Ps 110

or Manner 4), which in other pas.sages is tr-^ be-

cause of" (cf Eccl 3 18; 7 14; 8 2).

This well-known phrase is; rendere^l m I^^\^«"/
f'^

tdxin, a tr adopted in He 5 0.10; 6 20, 7 11.17,

where the passage from Ps is made the basis ot an

(>xtended argument, in the course of which order

is taken in the sense of "hkencss (He 7 lb).

In the sense of r(<gulation, w(> find order_ as a

tr of mishpat (which is lit. "the ruling of a shophet,

'whether as a judicial decree or legis-

5. Regula- lative act) in (connection with the con-

tion, Direc- duct of pri(>sts (1 Ch 6 32 [Heb

tion Com- 17]; 2 Ch 30 10; cf Lk 1 8; 1

mand Esd 1 0), and with refer(>nce to the

Nazirite regulations in the story ot

Samson (Jgs 13 12, RV "inanner") church serv-

ices (1 Cor 14 40) and, m the older Eng. \hS with

ref(>rence to other ritual matters (1 Ch 16 1.^, ^d

31- 2 Ch 8 14, ARV "ordinance"). The phrase

\dvadh, lit. "according to the hand of," trdmEzr

3 10; 1 Ch 25 2?;.3.0 his in various ways, means

"under the direction of," or "under the order of,'

as tr^ in the last instance. Tli(> mod(>rn sense ot

"command" is suggested here and in seve^il other

instances (1 Esd 8 10; 1 Mace 9 5;,). He that

ord(>reth his conversation aright {sum derekh, Is

50 23) is probably one who chooses the right path

and directs his steps along it. "NVho shall order the

battle'^" (1 K 20 14) is corrected m ARV: Who
shall begin the battle?" (cf 2 Ch 13 3 Heb^a-sar

lit. "to bind," hence "to join" or 'begin
;

ct

vroelium committere).
. , ,, /t oq

The phrase "to set one's house in order (Isa d»

1
II
2 K 20 1; 2 S 17 23), used of Hezekiah and

Ahithophel, in contemplation of death, means to

give final instructions to one's household or to

make one's will. The Heb qawah used in this

phrase is the stem found in the later Heb
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gawwa'ah, "a verbal will" {Babhd' Bathra' 147a,

1516; BDB). Great moral weight was attached

in Bib. times to the charges laid upon
6. Declar- a household by a deceased father or

ing of Last remoter ancestor, not only as to the

Will disposition of property but also as to

personal conduct. (Cf the case of the

Rechabites, wliere the same Hob expression is used,

Qiwwah '•alenU, Jer 35 6.) Nathan Isaacs

ORDINANCE, or'di-nans: This word generally

represents ~p,n, hukkdh, something prescribed,

enactment, usually with reference to

1. OT Use matters of ritual. In AV the same
word is frequently tr"' by "statute" or

"statutes," which is also the rendering of a similar

Ileb word, viz. ph , hok. RV generally retains

"ordinance," })ut sometimes substitutes "statute"

(e.g. Ex 18 20; Ps 99 7). In one instance RV
rend(n-s "set portion" (Ezk 45 14). The word
generally has a religious or ceremonial significance.

It is used for instance in connection with the Pass-

over (Ex 12 43; Nu 9 14). According to Ex 12

14, the Passover was "an ordinance for ever," i.e.

a permanent institution. In the pi. the word is

often employed, along with such terms as com-
mandm(>nts, laws, etc, with reference to the different

prescrii)tions of ihe D(>uteronomic and Priestly codes
(Dt 6 1.2; Lev 18 4).

In 11 passages (Ex 15 2."); Jo.sh 24 2."); 1 S 30
25; 2 K 17 34.37; 2 Ch 33 S; 35 13; Ps 119

91; Isa 58 2 his,\ Ezk 11 20) "ordinance" is the

rendering of uE'lT'C, inislipdt, judgment, decision

or sentence by a judge or ruler. In the Book of

the Covenant (Ex 20 22—23 33) the term "judg-
ments" denotes civil, as contrastKl with ritual,

enactm(>nts. In 2 K 17 34 AV (>mploys "manners"
and "ordinances" as renderings of this word. In
3 passages (Lev 18 30;. 22 9; Mai 3 14) "ordi-

nance" is the tr of ri'np'lp'52 , mishmereth, "charge,"

which RV restores. In one instance (Neh 10 32)
ordinance renders •"^^'52, migwdh, "commandment,"
while in Ezr 3 10 AV the phrase "after the ordi-

nance of David" represents a Heb phrase which
lit. means "upon the hands of David," i.e. under
the guidance or direction of Davitl.

In the NT, "ordinance" renders different Gr words,
viz. (1) dLKaiw/jia, dikd'idma, in Lk 1 6 and He 9

1.10. The word means lit. "anything
2. NT Use declared right"; but in these i)assages

ceremonial ancl religious regulation;

(2) 567Ma, doijmn, in Eph 2 15; Col 2 14. In the
NT this word always means a decree or edict (Acts

17 7) ; (3) 7rapd5o(Tis, pnrddosis, in 1 Cor 11 2 AV,
RV substitutes "traditions"; (4) Kr/crts, kl'isis,

"setting up," "institution," in 1 Pet 2 13. The
term is used exclusively of the action of God.
Peter implies that institutions, apparently human,
such as the family and th(> state, are of Divine
origin. The same doctrine is found in Rom 13 1.

T. Lewis
ORDINANCES OF HEAVEN. See Astron-

omy, I, 1.

ORDINATION, 6r-di-na'shun. See Ordain,
Ordination.

OREB, r)'reb(nT37, nib, 'urchh, "raven," esp.

"crow"), and ZEEB,ze'eb, zeb (nXT , z'^'cbli, "wolf")

(Jgs 7 25; 8 3; Ps 83 11, and Lsa 10 26 [Oreb
only]): Two Midianite chieftains cajjtured and be-
headed by the Ephraimites, who brought their

heads to Gideon.

As to the meaning of the two names, both words
are found in Arabic. RobiTtson Smith, Kinship,

etc (190 ff, 218 ff), says that the use of the names of

animals as names of i)ersons is a relic of totemism.
But Noldeke (ZDMG, XL, IGO ff) and

1. Meaning others hold that such a use slunvs a
of Names desire that those so named should be

as disagreeable to th(>ir enemies as
the i)lant or animal which th(^ name denoted.
Some again (e.g. Stade, (Jeachichlc, 189 ff) maintain
that the two names here are borrowed from locali-

ties and not vice versa, as Jgs 7 25 implies. If so,

we must take the names to be originally two yilaces,

apparently in Ephraim, for tlie words "beyond
Jordan" in 7 25 contradict 8 4, where it is said that
Gideon came to the Jordan and pas,sedover. Moore
{Jgs, 214) suggests that the two localities were near
the junction with the Jordan of the stream that
comes froiu Wddy Fftr^ali. The construction of the
Heb allows of a tr "the rock [called] Oreb," and "the
winepress [called] Zeeb."
The account of a batth^ here is corroborated by

Isa 10 26, a verse which mentions the "rock of

Or(>l)," and suggests that the great
2. The defeat of the Midianites took place
Battle of there (cf Isa 9 4). The passage in

Oreb Isa 10 24-26 is prose, however, and
is said to be late editing (see G. II.

Box, Isa, 65). In Ps 83 11 (Heb 12) there is a

prayer that Clod would mak(> th(> "nobles" among
the Psalmist's enemies as Oreb and Z(>eb.

D.wiD Francis Roberts
OREB: In 2 Esd 2 33 AV for Mt. Horeb

(q.v.; soRV).

OREN, own (""^S^, 'Dnn; 'Apd[i, An'uii, .\lex.

Ara>i) : A son of JerahnuH'l, the firstborn of llezron

(1 Ch 2 25).

ORGAN, or'gaii. S(-e Music.

ORION, d-rl'on: A l)rilliaiit constellation dedi-

cated to Nimrod or Merodach. See Astronomy,
II, 11.

ORNAMENT, or'na-ment C"y, \idhi, "adorn-

ment"): In common with all the Orientals, the
Hebrews were very fond of w(>aring ornaments,
and their tendency to cxtravaganc(! of this kind
often met with stern prophetic r(>buke (Isa 3 16-

24; Ezk 13 18-20). On tliis sul)ject, little is said

in the NT apart from Jesus' (Lk 7 25; 12 23) and
James's (2 2) invectives against meretricious esti-

mates of moral character. Yet the employment of

attractive attire receives sanction in the Divine
example of Ezk 16 10-14.

Ornaments in g(Mieral would include finely em-
broidered or decorated fahrics, such as the priest's

dress or the high-i)ri(\stly attire, and the richly

wrought veil, girdle and turban used by tlu; wealth-
ier class. But the term may be limited here to the
various rings, bracelets and chains made of ))r(>cious

metals and more or less jeweled (cf Jer 2 32).

These latter, described in d(»tail under their own
titles, may be summarized here as finger-rings,

particularly prized as seal-rings (Gen 38 18.25;

Jer 22 24); arm-rings or bracelets ((!en 24 22;
2 S 1 10); earrings (Gen 35 4; Ex 32 2); nose-
rings ((Jen 24 47; Ezk 16 12); anklets or ankle-
chains (Isa 3 16.18); head-l)ands or fillets or cauls

(referred to in Isa 3 18 only), and necklaces or
neck-chains (Ch'n 41 42; Ezk 16 11).

Figurative: '^i'he universal devotion to ornam(>nt
among the; Ori(>ntals is the occasion for frecjuent

Bib. allusions to the l)eauty and si)lendor of fine

jewelry and attire. But everywhere, in Divine
injunctions, th(> em])hasis of v;due is placed u|)on
the beauty of holiness as an inward grace rather
than on the attractions of outward ornament (Jo!)
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40 10; Ps 110 3; Jool 2 13; 1 Tim 2 9.10; 1

Pet 3 4). In grievous sorrow, uU oriiiuncnt \v:is

to be laid aside in token of mourninj;; {Kx 33 4-()).

Leonahi) \V. Doolan
ORNAN, or'nan (1 Ch 21 loj. See Ahaunmi.

ORPAH, or'i):i ("?")<, 'orpdh; for meaninp; see

l)elowj : A Moahitess, wife of Mahlon, son of I'^linie-

leeh and Naomi. Inlike lier sister Ruth she re-

turned to lier own i)eoi)l(! after escorting Naomi on

her way to Judah (Ruth 1 4ff). Her name is

.sui)posed tp be d(Tived from ihc, Heo word for

"neck" (^"ji^, \'>reph), and so to mean '-stiff-necked"

because of her turning back from following her

mother-in-law; others take it to mean "gazelle."

ORPHAN, or'fan: This word occurs once only

in the OT (Lam 5 3, where it stands for DirP,

yathdm, elsewhere rendered "fatherless," and in

LXX always 6p(pav6s, ()rj)lKin6s); in the Apoc it

occurs 3 t (2 Esd 2 20; Tob 1 8; 2 Mace 8 28).

There is no clear cast; where it means the loss of

both ixirents. The Scriptures devote considerable

attention to the widow and orphan, and the idea

is that the child is fatherless. It is not found in

AV of the NT; but tin; Gr word orphanos occurs

twice, Jn 14 18 (.\V "comfortless," RV "dfvsolate,"

m "orphans") and Jas 1 27 ("fatherless"). Sec

Fatherless. D. Miall Edwards

ORTHOSIA, 6r-th6-si'a ('Op9<.Jo-ias, Orthosias;

AV Orthosias): The city to whicli Tryphon fled

wluni he escaped from Dora, where he was be-

sieged by Antiochus Sidetes (1 Mace 15 37).

According to Pliny (A7/, v. 17) it lay S. of the river

Eleutherus, and N. of the city of Trii)olis. The
Pent inger Tables place it 12 Rommiles N. of Tripolis

and 30 miles S. of Antaradus on the Phoen coast.

Porter woukl place it on the southern bank of Nahr
el-Barid.

OSAIAS, 6-za'yas, 6-sa'yas ('flo-aias, Osnlas;

B omits): In 1 Esd 8 48 a corrui)tion of J(>shaiah

(cf Ezr 8 19).

OSEA, o-ze'a, 6-se'a: In 2 Esd 13 40 = nosHEA,
king of Israel (q.v.).

OSEAS, 6-ze'as, 6-se'as: "Osee" in 2 I'^sd 1 39;

the i)ro{)het Hosea.

OSEE, d'ze, d'se CCl(rr]i, llmcv): AV in Rom 9

25; the prophet Hosea (thus RV).

OSHEA, 6-she'a, o'she-a (RV "Iloshea" [Nu
13 8.10]): The original name of Joshua, the son

of Nun, changed by Moses (ver 16) from Hoshea
(/i os/u'!"\ "help") to Joshua (y'7(o&7ru"\ "helpof Jeli").

Sec Joshua.

OSNAPPAR, os-nap'ar (Ezr 4 10). See Ashxth-

BAXIPAL.

OSPRAY, os'pra (H'^IT^, ''oznnjah; d\id«Tos,

hnlidclos; Lat Pandion halindus): A large hawk
preferring a diet of fish. The word is found in

the list of abominations only. See Lev 11 13; Dt
14 12. The ospray was quite similar in ajjpearance

to some of the smaller eagles, and by some it is

thought that the short-toed eagle is intended. But
the eagle and the gier-eagle had been sjjecified, and
on account of the osjiray plunging into water for

food and having feet bare to the lower leg-joint

and plumage of brighter and more distinctive mark-
ing, it seems very i)robablc that it was recognized

as a distinctive species, and so named separately.

Moreover, the ospray was not nunuTous as were
other hawks and eagles. It was a bird that lived

almost wholly on fish, and th(>se were not plentiful

in the waters of Pal. Tliis would tend to make it

a mark(>d bird, so no doubt the tr is correct as it

stands, as any hawk that lived on fish would have
b(>en barred as an article^ of diet (.see Tristram, Nat.

Hifit of I he Jiilde, 182; also Studers, Birds of North
Anicricd, )). and pi. Ki).

( Iene Stratton-Pouter
OSSIFRAGE, os'i-fraj (C"}E

,
percs; ^vy\i, (ji'rps;

Lat ().ssifr<i(/(i): Tlie great bearded vulture known
as the lanun(>r-geier (Lev 11 13; Dt 14 12 AV,
RV "gier-eagle"). The Ileb name peres means
"to break." Lat osnis, "bone," and frangcre, "to

break," indicate the most noticea))lc habit of the

bird. It is the largest of the vulture famil}',

being Z\ ft. in length and 10 in sweep. It has a
white; head, black beard on the cliin, and the part

of th(! eye commonly called the "white" in most
animals, which is visible in but few birds, in this

family is ])ronounced and of a deep angry red, thus
giving the bird a formidable; ajjpearance. 'i'he

back is grayish black, the feathers finely penciled,

the shaft being white, the median line tawny. The
under parts are tawny white and the feet and talons

powerful. It differs from the vulture in that it

is not a consistent carrion feeder, but prefers

to take jirey of the size captured by some of the
largest eagles. It took its name from tlu; fact that

after smaller vultures and eagles had stripped a
carcase to the last shr(>d of muscle, th(! laimner-

geier then carried the skeleton aloft and drojjped

it repeatedly until tlie niai-row from the broken
bones could be eaten. It is also very fond of tor-

toise, the meat of which it secures in the same
manner. As this bird frequents Southern Eurojje,

it is thought to be the one that mistook the bald

head of Aeschylus, the poet, for a stone and let fall

on it the tortoise that caused his death. This bird

also attacks living prey of the size of lambs, kids

and hares. It is not numerous and does not flock,

but pairs live in deep gorg{>s and rocky crevices.

It builds an enormous nest, deposits one pinkish or

yellowish egg, and the young is black. It requires

two years to develop the r(>d eyes, finely penciled

plumage and white head of the advdt l)ird. It was
included among the abominations because of its diet

of carrion. Gexe Strattox-Porteu

OSTRACA, os'tra-ka: The word ostracon ("pot-

sherd," lleb heres) occurs in Job 2 8 (LXX), Kal

eXapev 6<TTpaKop, kai clabcn oslrakon, "and he took
him a i)otsherd." Earthen vessels were in universal

use in antiquity (they are twice mentioned in the
NT: (TKtvT) offTpaKii/a, skeilc ostrdkina [2 Cor 4 7;

2 Tim 2 20]), and tlic broken fragments of them,
which could be i)icked up almost anywhere, were
made to serve various i)ur])oses. Upon the smooth-
est of these jMcces of unglazed pottery the i)oorest

1
might write in ink his memoranda, receipts, letters

or texts.

A fortunate discovery at Samaria (1910), made
among the ruins of Ahab's palace, has broiight to

i

light 75 Ileb ostraca inscribed with ink,

1 1. Hebrew in the Phoen character, with accounts
Ostraca and memoranda relating to i)rivat(;

matters and dating ])r()bably from the

time of Ahab. Their historical contribution, aside

from the mention of many names of persons and
places, is slender, but for ancient Heb writing and
to a less extent for Heb words and forms they are

of value, while the fact that in them we poss(\ss

documents actually pennenl in Israel in the 9th
cent. BC gives them extraordinary interest. The
natiu'e of ostraca t(^nds to their preservation under
conditions which would quickly destroy parchment,
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skin or papyrus, and this discovery in Pal encourages

the hope of further and more significant finds.

Gr ostraca in large quantities have been found in

Egypt, preserving documents of many kinds, chiefly

tax rcH'eipts. Tlie texts of some 2, ()()()

2. Greek of these have been published, i)rinci-

Ostraca pidly by Wilcken {Griechische Oslrakn,

2 vols, 1899), and serve to illustrate in

unexpected ways the everyday Gr speech of th(>

Tf^ "^^^ Hf ,|^# M^i[i}(

Ostracon with I.k 22 70 f.

common i)(>oi)l(> of Egypt through the Ptokunaic,

Rom and Byzantine periods. Like the pai)yri, they

help to throw light on NT syntax and lexicography,

as W(41 as on ancient life in general.

It is said that Cleanthes the Stoic, b(>ing too

poor to buy papyrus, used to write on ostraca, l)ut

no remains of classical lit. have b<>en

3. New foimd on the ostraca thus far dis-

Testament covered. In some instances, however,

Ostraca Christian literary texts are preserved

u])on ostraca. Some years ago Bou-
riant bought in Upjier Egypt 20 ostraca, probably

of the 7th cent., inscribed with the (!r text of parts

of the Go.spels. The ostraca are of different sizes,

and pres(>rve among oth(>rs on(> long continuous

passage (Lk 22 40-71), which runs over 10 of the

I)ieces. The ostraca contain from 2 to 9 verses

each, and cover Mt 27 31. 32; Mk 5 40.41 (9 3);

9 17.18.22; 15 21; Lk 12 13-16; 22 40-71; Jn

1 1-9; 1 14-17; 18 19-2.''); 19 1.5-17. The texts

arc in 3 diffennit hands, and attest the interest of

the ])()or in the gospel in the century of the Arab
conquest. Another late ostracon has a rough
drawing lab(>led "St. Peter the evangelist," perhaps

in allusion to the (iospel of Peter.

Coptic ostraca, too, are numerous, es]). from tin;

Byzantine period, and of even more inter(>st for

Christian history than the Gre(4v. A
4. Coptic Sa'idic ostracon preserves the pcricoi)e

Ostraca on the woman taken in adultery

(Jn 7 53—8 11), which is otherwise

unattested in the Sa'idic NT. A Christian hymn
to Mary, akin to the canticles of Luke, and some
Christian letters have been found. The work of

W. E. Crum on the Coptic ostraca is of especial

importance. See, further, Deissmann, Light from
the Ancient East, 1910; Lyon, Harvard Theol.

Review, January, 1911. Edgar J. Goodspked

OSTRICH, os'trich C^ZT^, ya'unah; <rTpov96s,

slrouthos; Lat Strtithio camelus): The largest l)ird

now living. The Heb words ya'dnah, which means
•greedin(;ss,'' and bath hu-ya'dnuh, "daughter of

greediness," are made to refer to the indiscrimi-

nate diet of the ostrich, to which bird they apply;

and again to the owl, witli no api)licability. The
owl at times has a struggle to swallow whole pr(>y

it has taken, but the mere fact that it is a night

hunter forever shuts it from the class of greedy
and ])romiscuous feeders. The bodies of owls are

jiroverbially lean like eagles. Neither did the owl
frequent several places where older versions of Jer

and Isa place it; so the tr^ are now correctly ren-

dered "ostrich." These birds came into the; Bible

b(>cause of their desert life, the companions they

lived amcMig there, and because of their night cries

that were guttural, terrifying groans, lik(> the roar-

ing of lions. TIk; birds were brought into many
))ictures of desolation, because peoi)le dreaded their

fearful voices. They homed on the trackl(>ss deserts

that were dreaded by travelers, and when they
came feeding on the fringe of the wilderness, they

fell into comiiany with vulture, eagle, lion, jackal

and adder, and joined their voices with the night

hawks aiul owls. Eor these reasons no birds wctc
more suitable for drawing strong comparisons from.

They attained a height ranging from 6 to 8 ft.,

and weighed from 200 to 300 lbs. I'he h(>ad was
small with large eyes having i)owerful

1. Physical vision, and protected by lashes. The
Peculiarities neck was long, covered with down, and

the windpiiie show(>d, wliile large bites

could be seen to slid(> down the gullet. The legs

were bare, long, and the nmscles like steel from the

long distances covered in desert travel. The foot

was much like the cloven hoof of a beast. The
iimer toe was 7 in. long, with a clawlike hoof, the

outer, smaller with no claw. With its length and
strength of leg and the weight of foot it could strike

a blow that saved it from attack by beasts smaller

than a leopard. The wings were small, the muscles

soft and flab!)y. They would not bear the weight

of the bird, but the habit of lifting and beating

them proved that this assisted in attaining si)eed

in running (cf Xen. Anab. i..5.2,3). The body was

Ostriclus.

covered with soft fl(>xible feathers, the wings and
tail growing long plumes, for which the bird has

been pursued since the b<>ginning of time. These
exquisite feathers were first used to decorate the

headdress and shields of desert chieftains, then as

decorations for roytdty, and later for hat and hair

ornaments. The batlge of the Prince of ^\'ales is

three white ostrich i)lumes. The f(>males are

smaller, the colors gray and white, the males a

glossy black, the wing and tail plunu^s white. The
ostrich has three physical i)eculiarities that stagger

scientists. It has eyelashes, developed no doubt

to protect the eyes from the dust and sand of

desert life. On the wings are two plum(4ess shafts

like large porcupine quills. These may be used in

resisting attack. It also has a bladder like a
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mamniiil, th:it collects uric acid, tlie rarest organ

ever (lev(-li)pe(l in a feathered creature.

These l)irds honied on tlie deserts of Arabia and

at the lower end of the great Salt Sea. Here tlie

ostrich left her eggs on the; earth and

2. Eggs wanned them in the sand. That
and Care they w(>re not hard baked was due

of Young to till! fact that tli(>y were covered for

protection during the day and brood(>d

through the cooler nights. The eggs average 3 llis.

w(Mght. Tli(>y have been used for food in the

haunts of the ostrich since the records of liistory

began, and their stout shells for drinking-vessels.

It is the custom of nativc^s on finding a nest to take

a long stick and draw out an egg. If incubation

has advanced enough to spoil the eggs for use,

the nest is carefully covered and left; if fresh,

they are eaten, on(> egg being sufficient for a small

family. No doubt these were the eggs to which

Job referred as being tastel(>ss without salt (Job 6

6). The number of eggs in the nest was due to

the fact that tli(> birds w(Te polygamous, on(! male

leading from 2 to 7 females, all of which de])osited

their eggs in a common nest. When several females

wanted to use the nest at the same tim(>, the first

one to reach it d(>posit(^d her egg in it, and the othc^rs

on the sand close beside. This accounts for the

careh-ss habits of the ostrich as to her young. In

this communal nest, containing from 2 to 3 doz(>n

eggs, it is impossible for the mother bird to know
which of the young is hers. So all of them uniteil

in laying the eggs and allowing the father to look

aftcn-'the nest and the young. The bird first ajipears

among the abominations in Lev 11 10 RV, AY
"owl"; Dt 14 16, RV "little owl," AV "owl."

This must have referred to the toughnessof grown
specimens, since th(>re was nothing offensive in the

bird's diet to taint its flesh and the young timder

ones were delicious meat. In his agony. Job felt

so much an outcast that he cried

:

"I am a brothor to jackals,

And a companion to ostriches" (Job 30 29).

Again he records that the Almighty discourscnl to

him of tho ostrich in the following manner:

"The wings of the ostrich wave proudly;
But aro thoy tho pinions and plumage of love ?" etc

(39 13-18).

The ostrich history previously given explains all

tills passage save the last two verses, the first of

which is a reference to the fact that

3. OT the Arabs thought the ostrich a stupid

References bird, because, when it had traveled

to exhaustion, it hid its head and
thought its body safe, and because some of its eggs

were found outside the nest. The second was due
to a well-known fact that, given a straight course,

the ostrich could outrun a horse. The birds could

attain and keep up a speed of 60 miles an hour for

the greater part of half a day and <»ven longer, hence

it was possible to take them only by a system of

relay riders (Xen.,op. cit.) Wh(>n Isaiah predicted

the fall of Babylon, he used thc^se words: "But wild

licasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses

shall be full of doleful creatures; and ostriches shall

dwell there, and wild goats shall dance there" (Isa

13 21). Because this was to be the destruction of

a great city, located on the Euphrat es River and
built by the fertility and prosp(>rity of the country

surrounding it, ancl the ruins those of homes, the

bird indicated by every natural condition would be

the owl. The wild goats clambering over the ruins

would be natural companions and tlie sneaking

wolves—but not the big bird of daytime travel,

desert habitation, accustomed to constant pursuit

for its plumage. Exactly the same argument
applies to the next reference by the same writer

(34 13). "And the wild beasts of the desert shall

meet with the wolves, and the wild goat shall cry

to his fellow; yea, the night monster shall settle

there, and shall find her a place of rest" (34 14).

"The beasts of the; field shall honor me, the jackals

and tli(! ostriches; because 1 give waters in the
wilderness, and rivers in tlu; desert, to give drink
to my people, my chosen" (43 20). Here we find

the ostrich in its natural location, surrounded by
creatures that were its daily companions. The
next ref(»rence also places tin; bird at home and in

customary com])any: "Therefore^ the wild beasts

of the des(>rt with the wolv(\s shall dw(>ll there, and
the ostriches [AV "owls"] shall dwell therein: and
it shall be no more inhabited forever; neither shall

it be dwelt in from generation to gen<Tation" (Jer

50 39).

"Even the jackals draw out the breast, they give suck
to tlieii' young ones:

Tho daughter of my peoiilc is become cruel, liki^ the
ostriches ill tho wilderness " (Lara 4 3).

This reference is made to the supposed cruelty of

the ostrich in not raising its 3'oung.

CiEXK Stuatton-Poktku
OTHNI, oth'ni (^?P^ ,

\)thni, meaning unknown)

:

A son of Shcmaiah, a Korahite Levite (1 Ch 26 7).

OTHNIEL, oth'ni-el (bxi:p37, 'othnl'el): A hero

in Israel, son of Kenaz, Caleb's younger brother.

He con(}uere(l Kiriath-spph(n-, later known as Debir,

in the territory of Judah in the days of Joshua, ami
was given the daught(!r of Caleb, Achsah, to wife

as a reward (Josh 15 17 i Jgs 1 13). He later

smote Cushan-rishathaim, king of iVIesopotamia,

whom the childr(>n of Israel had served 8 years, an<l

thus not only saved the Israelites, but by reviving

national sentim(>nt among them (cf Ant, V, iv, 3),

and reestablishing government, b(>came the first

of those hero-rulers known as "judges." The effects

of his victory lasted an entire generation (40 years,

Jgs 3 9-11). He had a son named Hathath (1_ Ch
4 13) and probably another named Meonothai (cf

recensio Luciana of LXX, ad loc). In the days of

David we find a family bearing the name of Othniel,

from which came Heldai the IVIetophathitc, captain

of the twelfth month (1 Ch 27 15).

Natrax Isaacs
OTHONIAS, oth-o-nl'as ('09ovias, Othonins):

One of those who had taken "strange wives" (1 Esd
9 28) = "Mattaniah" of Ezr 10 27.

OUCHES, ouch'ez, -iz (n'linTT'a , mishb'goth [Ex

28 11.13.14.2o; 39 6. 13. 16. IS]'; ' ARV "settings,"

but in Ex 39 13, "inclosings"): The secondary
meaning of this now archaic word is the gold or

silver setting of a precious stone. In Ex, where it

occurs 8 t, it is clear that the gold settings of the

engraved stones forming the breast-plate of the

high pri<>st are inteiuled; the onyx ston(>s forming
the fibula or brooch for holding togetlu^r the two
sides of the breast-plate being said to be "inclosed

in ouches [settings] of gold" (Ex 39 0). Not only

were these two onyx or beryl stones so set, but the

12 stones forming the front of the breast-jilate were
"inclosed in gold in their settings" (Ex 28 20).

The same word occurs in Ps 45 13, where the

king's daughter is said to have her clothing "in-

wrought with gokl," i.e. embroidered with gold

thread or wire. Ex 39 3 tells us how this wire

was produced. From this fact it may be inferr(>d

that the settings of the breast-plate were not solid

pieces of gold, but were formed of woven wire

wreathed round the stones, in a sort of filignse.

See also Stones, Precious.
^\'. Shaw C^vedkcott

OUTCAST, out'kast: Represents some form of

nn"! , ddhCih, or 71"!
, na/lhah, both meaning "thrust
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out." In Jor 30 17 "outcast" moans "thrust out

of society," "degraded person"; elsewhere it means
"exile" (Ps 147 2; Isa 16 3 f ; Jer 49 36).

OUTER, out'er: This adj. is used 12 t by Ezekiel

of the outside court of the temple. In Mt we find

it 3t (8 12; 22 13; 25 30) in "outer darkness"
(rb (TKbros to i^wrepov, to skotos to exotcron), which
typifies the utter darkness of the doom of the

lost.

OUTGOING, out'sd-ing: In I's 65 8, "Thou
makest the outgoings of th(; morning and evening

to rejoice," the Heb is S^^TTC , mugcV. The word
(from ydi'd', "to go forth") refers to the "going
forth" of the sun, and so means "east" (as in Ps
75 6). The connection of mdgd' with "evening"
is therefore zeugniatic, but the meaning is clear

and there are extra-Bib. i)arallels (cf "the two
Orients"). In Josh 17 18, AV uses "outgoings"

for the Heb Tliiltir^, iu(;(Vdth (also from ydqa'),

where the meaning is "extremity" (RV "goings
out," as in Nu 34 5, etc). "Outwent" occiu-s in

Mk 6 33. Burton Scott Easton

OUTLANDISH, out-Iand'ish (Neh 13 2(5, AV
"Him did outlandish women cause to sin"): "Out-
landish" in modern Eng. is colloquial only and with
the sense "utterly extraordinary," but AV uses it

in the lit. m(>aning "out of the land," "foreign,"

ERV "strange women," ARV "foreign women,"
Heb "^"1"?

, nokhri, "foreign."

OUTRAGE, out'raj, OUTRAGEOUS, out-ra'jus:

Tlu' noun (from the ¥r.outre-\-(igc, "that which goes
beyond") (mly in the heading to Ps 10 AV; the adj.

in Prov 27 4, AV and ERV, for t'^TT , ahetcph,

"flood." "Anger is overwhelming" (ARV), is

much Ix'tter.

OUTROADS, out'rddz (e^oScvw, cxodeuo, "to

go forth," "to make a military expedition"; AV
and RV in 1 Mace 15 41, "horsemen .... that
they might make outroads upon tlu; ways of Judah"

;

1 Esd 4 23, R\' "goeth forth to make outroads";

:

"Outroads" is obsolete, but its opposite, "inroads,"

is still good Eng.

OUTWARD, out'werd, MAN (e'^w, exo, "out-
side," "without," "out of doors"): The body, sub-
ject to decay and death, in distinction from the
inner man, the im]M'rishable spiritual life which "is

ren(>wed day by day" (2 Cor 4 Ki); also the body
as the object of worldly thought and pride in exter-

nal dress and adornment (1 Pet 3 3). See Max,
Natural; Man, New.

OVEN, uv"n. See Bread; Furnace.

OVERCHARGE, d-ver-chiirj': Lk 21 34, "lest

haply your hearts be ovtTcharged with drunken-
ness" iPapijvu}, ban'ind, "bvu'den," here with the
force "be occupied with"); 2 Cor 2 .5, AV "that
I may not overcharge you" (^7ri/3ap^w, epifnired,

"overload"), RV "that I press not too heavily."

See Charges.

OVERPASS, o-ver-pas': A special tr of the very
common vb. "^^f , ''dhhnr, "to i)ass over," found in

EV of Ps 57 1 Jind Isa 26 20 in tli(> sense "to pass

by," and in Jer 5 28 witli tlie meaning "to over-

flow."

OVERPLUS, o'ver-plu.-

ddhapli, "excess."

Lev 25 27, for T":

OVERSEER, d-ver-se'er, or -ser': One who
overlooks, inspects; in the OT from 11312, ndqah
(2 Ch 2 18; in 2 Ch 34 13 RV changes' to "set
forward"), and 1^2, pdkndh (Gen 39 4.."); 2 Ch
34 12.17; RV has 'this word for AV "oHicers" in

Gen 41 34, and for "nders" in 1 Ch 26 32); in

the NT oiu'e for ewlffKoiros, ep'iskopos, in Acts 20
2S, wliere RV has "l)ishoi)s" (m "overseers"; cf

1 Pet 5 2). See Bishop.

OWL, oul (n::?l]n n?, bath h<i-yn\mdh; Lat
Ulid(i): The name of every nocturnal bird of prey
of the N.O. Striycs. These birds range from the
great horned owl of 2 ft. in length, through many
subdivisions to the little screech-owl of 5 in. All

arc characterized by very large heads, many have

r

jfil
s.- '^^^^1
F':|^^^

- ; -»>^,.^^^|±£^^ ^^^F : c

^^^MHBI^aM^'^^^^^^'
/

1

^^

Owl {Athene mcridionalis).

vnr tufts, all have large eyes surround(-d by a disk

of tiny, stiff, radiating feathers. The remainder
of the plumage has no aftershaft. So these birds

make the softest flight of any creature traveling

on wing. A volume could be written on the eye;

of the owl, perhaps its most wonderful feature

being in the power of the bird to enlarge the iris

if it wish(>s more distinct vision. There is material

for another on the i)rominent and peculiar auditory
parts. With almost all owls the fcH't are so ar-

ranged that two toes can be turned forward and
two back, thus reinforcing the grip of the bird by
an extra toe and giving it umistial strength of foot.

All are night-hunters, taking prey to be foimd at

that time, of size according to the strength. The
owl was very numerous in the caves, rviiiKHl temples
and cities, and even in the fertile valleys of Pal.

It is given place in the; Bible because it was C(m-
sidered unfit for food and because p(>ople dreaded
tlie cries of every branch of the numerous family.

It appeared oft(>n, as most birds, in the early VSS
of the Bible; later translators seem to feel that it

was used in sev(>ral placets where the ostrich regally

was intended (see Ostrich). It would appear to

a natural historian that the right bird could be se-

lected by the location, wh(>re tlie text is confusing.

The ostrich had a voice that was even more t(>rri-

fying, when raised in the night, than that of the

owl. But it was a bird of the desert, of wide range
and traveled only by day. This would confine its

habitat to the desert and the gr(>enei'y where it

joined fertile land, but would not bi-ing it in very
close touch with civilization. The owl is a bird of
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ruins, thiit luv mostly in tlu' heart of rich farming

binds where prosperous cities liad l)een built and

then .U-st roved by enemies. Near these locations

the ostrich 'would hr pursued for its plumage, aiid

its nesting conditions did not i)revail. 1 he loca-

tion was strictly th.> owl's chosen haunt and it had

the voice to ht, all the re(iuirements ot the text In

the lists of abominations, the orifiinal Ileb ynnshuph,

derived from a root meaning twihsht, is tr;' 'f>;reat

owl" (see Lev 11 17 and I)t 14 16) It is prob-

abl(> that this was a bird about 2 ft. in length, called

tlK' (>asl(-owl. In th(> same lists the word kos {wk-

TiKbpal nuMkomx) refers to rums, :uul Uie bird

mdicated is specified as the "little owl that is,

smaller than the s^'at owl—about the size ot our

barn owl. This bird is referred to as the niotu-r

of ruins," and the tr^ that place it in deserted

t(Mnples and cities are beyond all <loubt (wrect.

Kiirpoz {ex'ivos, echnios) occurs once (Isa d4 loj,

and is tr'i "sroat owl" in former versions; lately

(in ARV) it is chansed to "dart-snake (J^.KV

"arrowsnake"). In this same description ^/ii//;.

(ovoKhravpos, onokcntauros), "a sp(>cter ot niR»t

was formerly scree<'h-owl, now it reads ni^ht,

monster," wliich is mor(> confusms and less suji-

eestivc The owls in th(> lists of abominations

(L(>v 11 17. IS; Dt 14 U)) are the little owl, the

great owl and the horned owl. The only other owl

of all those that produced such impressions ot deso-

lation in the Books of Isa, Jer, Job and Mic is re-

ferred to in Ps 102 G:

" I am lilvt! a pelican of the wiliU-rncss

;

I am become as an owl of the waste places.

Hen> it would appear that the bird habitual to the

wilderness and the waste places, that certainly

woukl be des(>rt, would be the ostrich—while in any

quotation referring to ruins, the owl would be the

bird indicated by natural conditions.

Gene Stkatton-Porter

OWL, GREAT (^'^12?'!], yaiishuph; LXX iPis,

this, or eipis, eibis): A member of the Pal si)eci(>s

of tlie family Strigidac. The great owl mentioned

in the Bible was no doubt th(-ir largest specimen

of the familv, a bird fully 2 ft. in length, full feath-

ered, with unusually large htvid and long ear tutts.

It was a formidable and noble-appearmg bird, with

resounding voice. It was abundant among the

ruins of temples, the tombs of Carmel, th(! caves of

Gennesaret, and among the rumcMl cities of houth-

ern Judah It is included in the abomination lists

of Lev 11 17 and Dt 14 16. Bee Owl.
(^.ENE StRATTC )X-PoRTER

OWL, LITTLE (C'l3 , fco.s,- wKTiKopa^, imk-

tikorax; Lat Athme meridionalis) : A night bird
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of prey distinguished bv a round head, and extreme-

ly large eyes. The little owl is left in RV only in

the lists of ahominations (see Lev 11 17; Dt 14

1()). See Owe.

OWL, SCREECH. S-e Nuuit Monster.

OWNER, (In'er. See Ships and Boats, 111, 2.

OX. See Axteeoi'e; Cattle; Wild Ox.

OX, oks ("n^, Ox): One of the ancestors of Judith

(Jth 8 1). The name is not lleb. Perhaps the

Itala Ozi and the Syr Uz point to the lleb ( zzi.

OX-GOAD, oks'gdd. See Goad.

OZEM, o'zem (C?"i5, 'oqejn, meaning unknown):

(1) The 6tli son of David (1 Ch 2 lo). LXX
CAaofx, Asom) and Vulg; suggest that the name

shouklbe i)ointed CSIX , 'uQoni.

(2) A "son" of Jerahmeel (1 Ch 2 25).

OZIAS, 6-zi'as:

(1) ('Ofetas, OzcUis, 'Oftas, OzUifi, B a ?>) :
The

son of Micah, a Simeonite, one of the 3 rul(>rs of

Bethulia in the days of Judith (Jth 6 15.16; 7 23;

I

8 <)iT; 10 6).

(2) {'O^elas, Ozckis, B and Swetc; AV Ezias

fl Esd 8 2], following A, 'E^'a^, Ezias): An an-

cestor of Ezra (1 Esd 8 2; 2 Esd 1 2) = "Uzzi"

of Ezr 7 4; 1 Ch 6 51.

(;i) Head of a family of temple-servants wlio re-

turned with Zerubbabcd (1 Esd 5 31) = "Uzza" of

Ezr 2 49; Neh 7 51.

(4) Gr form of Uzziah (q.v.) in Mt 1 8.9 AV .

A king of Judah. ^- -^-^'^'^

OZIEL, o'zi-el ('05«''^>^. Oscic/): An ancestor

of Judith (Jth 8 1); another form of tlu^ OT name

"Uzziel."

OZNI, oz'nl C''^^, 'oznT. "my hearing," or "my

ear")- A "son" of'Cad (Xu 26 16) = "Ezbon" of

Gen 46 16 (cf 1 Ch 7 7).

OZNITES, oz'nits (with the art. "'iTi?"
,
ha-

'ozrn [collective], "the Oznites"): Of the clan of

Ozni(Nu 26 16). See Ozni.

OZORA, 6-zo'ra. See Ezora.

PAARAI, pa'a-ri riy^ ,
pa'dmn, "devotee of

Peor"): One of David's' 37 valiant men (2 S 23

35). Doubtless the "Naarai" of 1 Ch 11 37.

PACATIANA, pa-ka-ti-a'na, pak-a-ti'a-na (Xla-

KariavTi, Pnkatiane): About 295 AD, when the

province of Asia was broken up, two ncnv provinces

wer(^ fornu'd, Phrvsia Prima (Pacatiana), of which

Laodicea was "the chiefest city" (subscription^ to

1 Tim AV), and Phrygia Secunda (Salutaris).

See PiiRYGiA, and UDIi, III, <S65.

PACE, ]ias ("?? , <:a'adh) : A step in 2 S 6 13,

hence about one; yard.

PACHON, pa'kon (nax«v, Pachon): The name

of a month mentioned in 3 Mace 6 38.

PADDAN, pad'an (Gc^n 48 7; AV Padan, pa-

dan). See next article.

PADDAN-ARAM, i)ad'an-a'rain or i).-ar'am

(::nS: pS, paddan 'dram; LXX Meo-otroTap.ia Tfjs

s"pCas, Mesopotamia tts Siirias; AV Padan-aram)

:

In Gen 48 7, Paddan stands alone, but as the LXX,

Sam and Pesh read "Aram" also, it must in this

verse have dropped out of the MT. In the tune of

Vbraham, padanu occurson the Bab contract-tablets

as a land measure, to which we may compare the

Arab, feddan or "ox-gang." In the Assyr syl-

labaries it is the equivalent of tklu, "a field, so

that Paddan-aram would mean "the held ot

\ram," and with this we may compan^ Hos 12 \Z

(lleb 12 13) and the u.se of the Heb sadhch m con-

nection with Moab and Edom (Jgs 5 4; Ruth 1 6).
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Furthcniioro, padanu and hnrraini ari' given as

synonyms with the meaning of "road."

Paddan-aram occurs only in the PC, but it cor-

responds to the "Haran" of tlie older documents.
The versions agree in translating both as Meso-
potamia, and identify with the homo of the pa-
triarchs and the scene of Jacob's exile the district

of Haran to the E. of the Upper Euphrates valley.

More in harmony with the length of Jacob's flight,

as indicated by the time given (Gen 31 22.23), is

Harran-el-'Awamid, an ancient site 10 miles to the
E. of Damascus, which satisfies all the demands
of history. See Aram. W. M. Christie

PADDLE, pad"l pP^, yathalh): Dt 23 13

(Ileb 14), RVm "shovel."'

PADON, pa'don CinS, pcidhdn, "redemption"):
One of the Nethinim (see Nethini.m) who returned
with Z(-rubbabel (Ezr 2 44; Neh 7 47); the
"Phaleas" of 1 Esd 5 29 (m "Padon").

PAGIEL, pa'gi-(4, pa'ji-el, pa-gl'el (b^-'yiJE

,

pagh'^l'H, "God's intervention"): Son of Ocran, of
the tribes of Asher, among those enrolled by Moses
at the numbering of Israel (Nu 1 13; 2 27).
\\hen the tabernacle was set up, the heads of the
families of Isracd "brought their offerings" in rota-
tion, and Pagiel, as prince of his tribe, came on
the 11th day (Nu 7 72). Xu 7 72-77 describes liis

offering. In the journ(>yings of Isra(d he was "over
the host of the tribe of th(! children of Asher" (Nu
10 26), and possibly standard-bear(>r (cf Nu 10
14.22.25). Henry Wallace

PAHATH-MOAB, pa'hatli-md'ab (nxi^TnS

,

'pahath md'ahh, "sheik of Moab"; in 1 Esd 5 11;
8 31, "Phaath Moab"): A Jewish clan probably
named after an ancestor of the above title. Part
of the clan returned with Zerubbabcl (Ezr 2 G;
cf Neh 7 11) under two family names, Jc^shua and
Joab; and a part came back with Ezra (Ezr 8 4).
Hashub, a "son of Pahath-moab," is nametl among
the repairers of both the wall and the "tower of the
furnaces" at Jerus (Neh 3 11). It is the name of
one of the signatories "scaling" the "sure cove-
nant" of Neh 9 38 (Neh 10 14). Some of tlu;

sons of this name had taken "strange wives" (p]zr

10 30). Henry Wallace

PAI, pa'I ("^"E
,
pfCi; ^o-ywp, Phogor) : The royal

city of Iladad or lladar, king of Edom (1 Ch 1
50). The name is given as "Pau" (^^E

,
pa^u) in

Gen 36 39. There is no indication of its position.
It is not identified.

PAIN, pan (b^n, hill, ^''7} , hU, bnn, hcbhd,

nbn, hulah, nbnbn
, halhalah, 2i<^,ka'(-hh, ns2,

t'ehh, "li^, m<-<;ar, ^iH^^ , jnakh'dhh, bp:^, 'umdl,

"T^i
,
gir; Pao-avi^w, bd.san'tzd, ir-ovos, panos, w8(v,

udin) : These words signifying various forms of

bodily or mental suffering an; generally tr'^ "pain";
2S ovit of the 34 passages in which the word is used
an; in the poetical or ])rophetical books and refer

to conditions of mental discjuiet or dismay due to
the punishment of personal or national sin. In
one instance oidy is the word used as a historic

record of personal i)hysical pain: the case of the
wife of Phinehas (1 S 4 19), but the same word
glr is used figuratively in Lsa 13 8; 21 3; Dnl 10
16, and tr"^ "pangs" or "sorrows." In other pas-
sages where we have the same comparison of con-
sternation in the presence of God's judgmc^nts to

the pangs of childbirth, the word used is hebhel, as

in lsa 66 7; Jer 13 21; 22 23; 49 24. In some

of these and similar i)assages several synonyms are
used in the one verse to intensify the impression,
and ar(! tr^ "pain," "pangs," and "sorrows," as in
lsa 13 8.

The word most commonly used by the prophets is
some form of hai or hU. sometimes with tlie addition
'as of a woman in travail," as in Ps 48 i>; lsa 26 IS;
.Jer 6 L't; 22 2:5; Mic 4 10. This pain is rcfcrn>d to
tlie lieart (Ps 55 4) or to the liead (.Jer 30 2;i; cf vs 5.1)).
In Eziv 30 4, it is tho penal afhiction of Ethiopia, and
in ver 16, AV "Sin [Tanis] shall have great pain" (KV
"anguish"); in lsa 23 5 Egypt is sorely pained at the
news of the fall of Tyre. Uefore ttu^ invading host of
locusts the people art; much paint>d (.Joel 2 AV).
Pain in the sensu of toil and trouble in Jer 12 1:5 is the
tr of hillah, a word more fre(iuently rendered grieving
or sickness, as in 1 Iv 14 1; Prov 23 3.5; Cant 2 5;
Jer 5 -i. The reduplicatcid form hnlhfUnh is (wp. used
of a twisting pain usually referred to the loins (lsa 21 3;
Ezk 30 4.9; Xah 2 10).

Pain in the original meaning of the word (as it has
come down to us through the Old Fr. from the Lat poena)
as a penalty inflicted for personal sin is expressed by
the words kri'vhh or k-c'aljh in Job 14 22; 15 20, and in
the questioning complaint of the prophet (Jer 15 18).
As a judgment on personal sin pain is also expressed by
makh'dhh in Job 33 19; Jer 51 S, but this word is used
in the sense of iifllictions Iti lsa 53 3 in the expression
"man of sorrows." Thc^ Psalmist (Ps 25 IS) ])raying
for deliverance from the afflictions whieli weighed heavily
on him in turn uses tli(> word 'mnftl, and this word which
primarily means "toil" or "labor," as in Eccl 1 3, or
"travail," as in lsa 53 U, is tpi "painful" in Ps 73 10,
as expressing A.saph's disci uiet- due to his misund(>rstand-
ing of tho ways of T'rovideneo. Tlu; "i)ains of hc-ll

'

(Ps 116 3 AV). whichgot hold of the Psalmist in his sick-
ness, is tho rendering of the word mr(:<ir; the same word
is trci "distress" in Ps 118 ;">. Most of these words
have a primary physical meaning of twisting, ru})bing
or constricting.

In the NT odin is tr^ "pain" (of death, RV
"pang") in Acts 2 24. This w^ord is used to ex-

I)ress any severe pain, such as that of travail, or
(as in Aeschylus, Choephori, 211) the pain of intense
apprehension. The vb. from this, V odunomdi,
is used by the Rich Man in the j)arable to describe
his torment (RV "anguish") (Lk 16 24). The
ndated vb. sunddinu is used in Rom 8 22 and is

tr'i "travailing in j^ain together." In nuich the
same sense the word is used by p]iu'ipides {Ihiena,
727).

In Rev 12 2 tho woman clothed with the sun
{hnsanizomenc) was in pain to be delivered; the
vb. ibasnnizd) which means "to torture" is used both
in Mt 8 6 in the account of the grievously tor-
mented centurion's servant, and in the descrii)tion
of the laboring of the apostles' boat on th(! stormy
S(>a of Galilee (Mt 14 24). The former of th(>.se

seems to have been a ca.se of sjunal nu^ningitis. This
vb. occurs in Thucydides vii.86 (viii.92), where it

means "being put to torture." In the two passages
in Rev where pain is mentioned the; word is ponos,
the pain which affected those on whom the fifth

vial was poiu'cd (16 10), and in the description of
the City of God where there is no more jiain (21 4).

The primary meaning of this word .seems to be "toil,"

as in Ilidd xxi.525, but it is used by Hippocrates
to express disease (Aphorisma iv.44).

Alex. Macalister
PAINFULNESS, pan'f(¥)l-nes (k.6x9os, mochthos)

:

In the siunnuirv of his missionary labors in 2 Cor
11 27 AV, St. Paul uses tliis word. RV renders
it "travail," which probably now exjjresses its

meaning more clo.sely, as in modern usage "pain-
fulness" is usually restricted to the condition of
actual soreness or suffering, although we still use
"painstaking" in the sense of careful labor. The
Gr word is used for toil or excessive anxiety, as in

Euripides (Medea, r2()), where it refers to that
care for her children which sIh; had lost in h(>r mad-
ness. Tindah; uses "painfidness" in 1 Jn 4 18
as the tr of KdXaan, kolasis, which AV renders
"torment" and RV "punishment."

Alex. Macalister
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PAINT, jifint (from Old Fr. poindrc, frequentative

of pcuidre, Lat pingo, "to i)aiiit") : (1) From Heb
vb. niT'C, vnlslidli, 'Mo smear," "to anoint," "to

paint," describing the painting of interiors with

vermilion, perhaps resembling lacquer: "ceiled

with cedar, and painted with vermilion" (Jer 22

14). The shi(^lds of the Ninevite soldiers wen^

red, presumably i)ainted (Xah 2 3). (2) From
noun Ty^S, pilkh, "paint," '"antimony," "stibium,"

"black mineral i)OW(ler," used as a cosmetic, to

lend artificial size and fancied beauty to the eye,

always sjwken of as a meretricious d(>vice, indicating

light or imworthy character. Jezebel '•])ainted her

eyes, and attired her head" (2 Jv 9 30, lit. "i)ut

pulch into her eves"). To 1h(> harlot city J(>rus,

Jeremiah (4 30)' says, "deckest thee . . . . ,
en-

largcst thine eyes with paint" {pukJi). AV renders

"rcntest thy face," as if the stain were a cut, or

the enlarging done by violence. (3) From vb. ^nS
,

kahal, "to smear," ''to ])aint." Ezekiel says to

Oholah-Oholibah (.Tudah-Israel), "didst wash tliy-

self, paint [kahal] thine eyes," as the^ adulteress

prepares herscdf for h(>r i)aramour (Ezk 23 40).

The antimonv, in an extremely fine powder (Arab.

kuhl, from kdhal), is plac(xl in the eye by means of

a very fine rod, bodkin, or ]H-()l)e, drawn between

the edges of the eyelids. This distends the eye,

and also increases its ajiparcnt size, the effect being

increased by a line of stain drawn from the corner,

and by a similar line prolonging tlic eyebrow. Sec

Eyepaint; Color. Philip Wendell Crannell

PAINTING, pan'ting. See Crafts, II, 12.

PAIR, par: The m of Cant 4 2 (but not of the

6 ()) reads, "which are all of them in pairs," while

the text has, "wher(H)f every one hath twins."

The Heb ni^'^i^Pi'^ , lualh'iniath, is from a V ta'avi,

"be double," and is perhaps susceptible of either

meaning. But the description is of sheep, and

the m gives no comprehensible figure, while the

text points to the exceedingly sle(>k and healthy

appearance. "Pairs" seems to result from con-

fusing the figure with the thing figured—the te(>th,

where each upper is paired with the corresponding

lower.

PALACE, pal'as: In Heb cliiefly ')i'a"!i?, 'arm on,

in RVtext tr'" 'castle" in 1 K 16 18; 2 K 15 25;

PIT'S, hirali, ^DH , hekhdl, the same word often

rendered "temy)le"; in Gr av\r], aide, in RV tr'^

"coiu-t" (Mt 26 3..')8.60; Mk 14 54.66; Lk 11

21; Jn 18 15). On the other hand, "palace"

takes the place in RV of AV "common hall" or

"judgment hall" {praitdrion, Mt 27 27; Jn 18 28.

33; 19 9; Acts 23 35). See Judgment, Hall of.

A description of Solomon's palace is given in 1 K
7 1-12 (see Temple). Archaeology has brought

to light the reinains of great palaces in Egypt,

Babylonia, Assyria (Sargon, Sc^nnacherib, Assur-

banipal, etc), Susa, etc. See House.
James Orr

PALAESTRA, PALESTRA, pa-les'tra. See

Games, II, 3, {i).

PALAL, pa'lal ("'^2, pCdfil, "judgt;"): Son of

Uzai, and one of the repaircTS of the wall (Xeh 3

25).

PALANQUIN, pal-an-ken': In Cant 3 9 occurs

"'Ti"}EX , 'appiryon, a word that has no Sem cog-

nates and is of dubious meaning. In form, however,

it resembles the Sanskrit paryanka, and still mon;
closely the Gr (popuov, phoreioii, both of which mean
"litter bed." Hence RV "palanciuin" (ultimately

derived from paryanka). The m "car of state"

and AV "chariot" are mere guesses.

PALESTINA, i)al-es-ti'na (rnrbs
,
pHcshcth): Ex

15 14; Isa 14 '29.31 AV; changed in RV to

PHILISTIA (<i.v.).

PALESTINE, paTes-tIn (rrbs
,

p'-Jcslieth; 'i>v-

Xio-Tieifi, I'lndi.slii Un, 'AX.\64)vXol, All6phnloi; W
Jo(4 3 4 [liV "Piiilistia"], "P.-dcstina" ; AV I'lx 15

14; Isa 14 29.31; cf Ps 60 S; 83 7; 87 4; 108 9j:

I. Physicat. Conditions
1. ( i('n(~ral (icotirapliical I-'caturcs

2. \Vat('r-Su|)i)ly
A. CcoloKical ( 'oiuliti(}iis

I. I''aiuia and l''lora
.'•). (nimatc
(i. Rainfall
7. DrouKht and Faniinc

II. 1'ai.estin'K IN" Till-; I'knta TKrciI
1. Places Visited liy Aliraliaiu
2. Places Visited by Isaac
:5. Places Visited by .lacol)

4. Mentioned in Connection widi .Iiidah
.'). Rcvii'W of (icotz;rai)h\- of < lencsis
(). Kxodus and Leviticus
7. NunibiTS
<S. Deuteronomy

III. Pai.kstine IX THK IIisToiuc Books of thk OT
1. liook of .loslnia

2. Book of .ludges
;}. Book of Ruth
4. Books of .Samu(4
5. Books of Kings
6. Post-exilic Historical Books

IV. Palestine in the I'oktic Books of the OT
\. Book of .Job
2. Book of Psalms
3. Book of Prov(>rbs
4. Song of Songs

V. Palestine in the Puophets
1. Isaiah
2. .Jeremiah
:i. Ezekiel
4. Minor Proph(>ts

VI. PALESTINE IN THE AroCKYPHA
1. Book of .liidith

2. Book of Wisdom
\i. 1 Maccabei's
4. 2 Maccabees

VII. Palestine in the XT
1. Synoptic Gospels
2. Fourth Gospel
3. Book of Acts

Literature

The word properly means "Philistia," but appears

to be first used in the extended sen.se, as meaning all

the "Land of Israel" or "Holy Land" (Zee 2 12j,

by Plulo and by Ovid and later Rom authors

(ilcland, Palllhistr., I, 38-42).

/. Physical Conditions.—The Bible in general

may be said to breathe the air of Pal; and it is here

intended to show how important for sound criticism

is the consideration of its geograjdiy, and of the

numerous incidental allusions to the nattu-al fea-

tures, fauna, flora, cultivation, and climate of the

land in which most of the Bible books were written.

With the later history and topography of Pal, after

70 AD, we are not here concerned, but a short

account of its present i^hysical and geological con-

ditions is needed for our piu-pose.

Pal W. of the Jordan, between Dan and Beer.sheba,

has an area of about 6,000 sq. miles, the length from
Hermon southward bcnng nearly 150

1. General milc>s, and the width gradually in-

Geo- creasing from 20 mil(\s on the N. to 60

graphical miles on the S. It is thus about tlie

Features size of Wales, and the height of the

Palestinian mountains is about the

same as that of the Welsh. E. of the Jordan an

area of about 4,000 sq. niihvs was included in the

land of Israi4. The g(>neral geogra])hical features

are familiar to all.

(1) The land is dividcnl by the deej) chasm of the

Jordan valley—an ancient geological fault con-

tinuing in the Dead Sea, where its depth (at the
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bottom of the lake) is 2, ()()() f\. below the Moditcr-

riinciin.

(2) ^\. of the valley tlie mountain ridfte, wliich is

;k continuation of bebanon, has very steej) slopes

on th(! E. anti lony; fe^purs on tlu; W., on which sidi;

the foothills (Heb sk' phvUlh or "lowland") form
a distinct district, widening gradually southward,
while betwe(>n this region unci the sea the plains

of Sharon and Philistia strc^tch to the sandhills and
low cliffs of a harborless coast.

(3) In Ui)i)er (lalilec^, on th(> X., the mountain
ridge rises to 4,000 ft. above the Abnliterranean.

Lower (ialil(M>, to the S., includes rounded hills less

than 1,000 ft. above the sea, and the triangular

plain of Es(lra(don drained by the River Kishoii

between the Gilboa watershed on the E. and the

long s})ur of Carmel on the ^^'.

(4) In Samaria the mountains are extremely
rugged, but a small plain near Dothan adjoins that

of Ksdraelon, and another stretches E. of Shechem,
2,.^)()0 ft. above the lev(4 of th(> Jordan valley. In
Judaea the main ri(lg(> rises toward Hebron and
then sinks to the level of the Beersheba plains about
1,000 ft. above the sea. The desert of Judah forms
a })lateau (.")00 ft. above; sea-level), between this

ridge and the Dead S(>a, and is throughout barren
and wat(>ness; but the mountains—which average

about 3,000 ft. above the s(>a—are full of good
s])rings and suitable for the cultivation of the vin(>,

fig ancl olive. The richest lands are found in the

Hh'])}ieldh region— esj). in Judaea—and in the corn

plains of Esdraelon, Sharon, and Philistia.

(5) E. of the Jordan the i)lateau of Bashan
(averaging 1,500 ft. above the sea) is also a fine

corn country. S. of this,Gileadi)resents a mountain
region rising to 3,()()0 ft. above sea-lev(4 at Jihd
().slia\ and sloi)ing gently on the E. to the desert.

The steep western slopes are watered by the Jal)bok

River, and by many perennial I)rooks. In North
Ciilead esj). the wooded hills ])reseTit some of the

most })ictures(]ue scenery of th(> Holy Land. S. of

Ciilead, the Moab plateau (about 2,700 ft. above
sea-level) is now a des(>rt, but is fitted fc^r corn

cidture, and in plac(>s for the vine. A lower shelf

or i)lateau (about 500 to 1,000 ft. above sea-level)

intervenes b(>tween the main plateau and the

Dvdd Sea clifTs, and answers to the Desert of

Judah W. of the lake.

The water-sup])ly of Pal is abundant, except in

the desert regions above noticed, which include

oidy a small part of its ar(>a. The
2. Water- Jorthin runs into the Dead S(>a, which
Supply has no outlet and which maintains

its level solely by evaporation, being

conseciuently very salt; the surface is nearly 1,300

ft. below th(> Mediterranean, whereas the Sea of

(Jalilee (6S0 ft. below sea-level) is sweet and full

of fish. The Jordan is fed, not only by the snows
of Hermon, l)ut by many affluent streams from both
sides. Then; are several streams also in Sharon,

including the Crocodile River und(>r Carmel. In

the mountains, where the hard dolomite limestone

is on the surface, perennial s])rings are numerous.
In the lower hills, where this limestone is covered

by a softer chalky stone, the supi)ly dejiends on
wells and cisterns. In the BecTsheba plains the

water, running under tlu; surface, is reached by
si'oo])ing shallow pits—esj). those near Gerar, to be
noticed later.

The fertility and cultivation of any country depends
mainly on its Kcolo^^ical conditions. These are com-

paratively simple in Pal, and have under-

3. Geo- Kone no chaiif^e sinc(! the; age wlien man
.

*
• ] liist ai)peared, or since the days of the

logical Heb patriarchs. The country was first up-
Conditions heaved from the ocean in the Eocene age;

and, in the subseciuent Miocene age, the
great crack in the earth's surface oc-cum'd, which formed
a narrow gulf stretching from that of the ' Akabnii oti tlie

S. almost to the foot of Ilermon. Further upheaval,
accompanied by volcanic outbreaks which covered the
I)lateaus of (ioliin, Bashan. and Ivower t.alilce with lava,
cut off thi! .Jordan vaUey from the Ked ,Sea, and formed
a long lake, the bottom of whicli continued to sink on the
S. to its i)resent level during tlie IMeiocene and T^luvial

periods, after which--its jx'culiai- fauna having devel-
oped meanwliile—the lake gradually dried up, till it

was represented only, as it now is, l)y the swamjjy II iili li,

the pear-shai)ed Sea of (ialil(>e, and the Dead Sea.
These changes all occurred long ages before the appear-
ance of man. The Ixxls upheaved include: (1) the
Nubian Sandstone (of the Creensand i)eriod), which was
sheared along the line of the .Ionian fault K. of the river,

and which onlv appears oti the westei'u slopes of Hermon,
(lilead, and >i()al); (2) tht^ limestones of the Cretaceous
age, including the hard dolomite, and softer beds full of

characteristic fossils; (;i) the soft Eocene limestone,
which appears chiefly on the western si)urs and in the
foothills, the angle of upheaval being less steep than
that of the older main formation. On the shores of the
Mediterranean a yet later sandy limestone forms the
low clilfs of Sharon. Sec (j1eoloc:y of P.m.estink.

As regards fatma, flora and cultivation, it is suffi-

cient here to say that they are still ])ractically the

same as described throughout the

4. Fauna Bible. The lion and the wild bull

and Flora (Bos pi'imigciiim) were exterminated
within historic times, but have left

their bones in the Jordan gravels, and in caves.

The bear has gradually retreated to Hermon and
L(>banon. The buffalo has been introduced since

the Mo.slem conqu(>st. Among tr(>es the ai)])le has

fallen out of cultivation since the Middle Ages, and
the cactus has been introduced; but Palis still a

land of corn, wine and oil, and famous for its fruits.

Its trees, shrubs and plants are those noticed in the

Bible. Its woods have been thinned in Low(>r

Galilee and Northern Sharon, but on the other

hand the coi)se has often grown over the site of

former vineyards and villages, and there is no

reason to tliink that any gen.eral desiccation has

occurrcMl within th(> last 40 centtu'ies, such as

would affect the rainfall.

The climate of Pal is similar to that of oth(>r

Mediterranean lands, such as Cyprus, Sicily or

Southern Italy; and, in spite of the

5. Climate fevers of mosquito districts in the

})lains, it is much b(>tter than that of

the D(>lta in Egypt, or of Mesopotamia. The
stimmer heat is oiii)rcssive only for a few days at a

time, when (esp. in May) the dry wind—deficic^nt

in ozone—blows from the eastern desert. For
most of the season a moisture-laden sea breez(>,

rising about 10 AM, blows till the evening, and
fertilizes all the western slop(>s of the mountains.

In the bare d(>serts the difference betw(M'n 90° F.

by day and 40° F. by night gives a refreshing cold.

^\'ith the east wind the tem])erature rises to 105°

F., and the nights are ojjpressive. In the Jordan
vallev, in autumn, the shade temperature reaches
120° F. In this season mists cover the mountains
and swell the grapes. In winter the snow some-
times lies for sevc-ral days on the watershed ridge

and on the Edomite mountains, but in stnnm(>r

oven Hermon is sometimes quite snowU^ss at 9,000

ft. above the sea. There is perhaps no country in

winch such a range of climate can be found, from

the Alpine to the tropical, and none in which the

range of fauna and flora is consequently so large,

from the European to the Africtm.

The rainfall of Pal is between 20 and 30 in. an-

nually, and the rainy season is the same as in other

Medittn-ranean countries. The "form-

6. Rainfall er rains" Ix'gin with the thunder-

storms of November, and the "latter

rains" cease with April showers. From December
to February—except in years of drought—the rains

are heavy. In most years the supply is quite suffi-

cient for pur])Oses of cultivation. The i)loughing

begins in autmnn, and the corn is rarely spoiled

by storms in simmier. The fruits ripen in autunm
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7. Drought
and
Famine

Misli {Td'dnlth, i.

iiiid even lusting

till sin-iiig. (U)od

1. Places
Visited by
Abraham

and suff<>r only from the occasionul ai)i)('aranc(' of

locust swarms", 'riicrc apix'ars to !)(> no reason to

siii)i)()S(' that climate or i-ainfall have undefgone

any cliaiiKf >^mvv the times of the Bible; and a con-

sideration of Bible allusions conhnns this view.

Thus the occurrence of drou!j;ht, aiui of conse-

duent famine, is nu>ntioned in the ( )'r as occasional

in all times (('.en 12 10; 26 2; 41 ')();

L(>v 26 20; 2 S 21 1 ; 1 K 8 35;

Isa 5 (>; Jer 14 1; Joel 1 10-12; Hag
111; Zee 14 17), and droughts are

also noticed in th(

4-7) as occurring in autunui

throughout the rainy season

rains were a blessing from Cod, and drought was a

sign of His displeasure, in Heb belief (Dt 11 14;

Jer 5 24; Joel 2 23). A thunderstorm in harvest

time (Alav) was most unusual (1 S 12 17.1S)_, yet

such a storm does still occur as a very exc(>ptional

phenomenon. Bv "snow in harvest" (Prov 25 13)

we are not to understand a snowstorm, for it is

likened to a "faithful messenger," and the_r(>ference

is to the us(> of snow for cooling wine, wliich is still

usual at Damascus. The notice of fever on the

shores of the Sea of Chdilee (Mt 8 14) shows that

this r(>gion was as unhealthy as it still is m summer.

The d(>cay of irrigation in Sharon may have ren-

dered the"i)lain more malarious than of old, but the

identity of the Palestinian flora with that of the

Bible indicates that the climate, generally speaking,

is uncliang(>d.

//. Palestine in the Pentateuch.—Tho Book of

Gen is full of allusions to sites sacred to the memory
of the Ileb patriarchs. In the time of

Abraham the population consisted of

tribes, mainly Sem, who came origi-

nally from Babylonia, including

Canaanites ("lowlandc^'s") between

Sidon and Gaza, and in the Jordan valley, and

Amorites ("highlanders") in the mountains (Gen

10 ir)-19; Xu 13 29). Their language was akin

to Uch, and it is only in Egypt that we read of an

interpreter being ncMnled ((ren 42 23), while ex-

cavated remains of seal-cylinders, and other objects,

show that the civilization of Pal was similar to

that of Babvlonia.

(1) Shechem.—Tho first place noticed is the

shrine or "station" {infilcdm) of Shechem, with the

Elon Moreh (LXX "high oak"), where Jacob after-

ward buri(Hl the idols of his wives, and where Joshua

set up a stone by the "holy y)lace" (Gen 12 (5; 35

4; Josh 24 20). Sam tradition showed the site

near Baldtn ("the oak") at the foot of Mt. Gerizim.

The "Canaanite was then in the land" (m Abra-

ham's time), but was exterminated (Gen 34 25)

by Jacob's sons. From Shechem Abraham jour-

neyed southward and raised an altar between Bethel

(Beithi) and Ilai {Ilayan), E. of th(> town of Luz,

the name of which still survives hard-by at the

spring of LozehiGon 12 S; 13 3; 28 11.19; 35 2).

(2) The Ncqcb.—But, on his return from Egyi)t

with large flocks (12 16), he settled in the pastoral

region, between Beersheba and tlu; western Kadesh

(13 1; 20 1), calknl in Heb the neghehh, "dry"

countrv, on the edge of the cultivated lands. From
E. of B(>tlu>l there is a fine view of th(> Iowct Jonlan

vallev, and here Lot "lifted ui) his eyes" (13 10),

and chose the rich grass lands of that valley for his

flocks. The "cities of the Plain" {kikkar) were

clearly in this valley, and Sodom must have been

near the river, since Lot's journey to Zoar (19 22)

occui)iedonly an hour or two (vs 15.23) through the

plain to the foot of the Moab mountains. These

cities are not said to have been visible from near

Hebron; but, from the hilltop E. of the city, Abra-

ham could have seen "the smok(> of the land"

(19 28) rising up. Th(> first land owned by him

was the garden of Maiiu-e (13 IS; 18 1; 23 19),

with tlu! cave-tomb which tradition still points out

under the floor of the Hebron mosque. His tent

was spread under the "oaks of Maim-(>" (18 1),

where his mysterious guests rested "under the tree"

(ver S). One aged oak still survives in th(> flat

ground W. of tke city, but this tree is very uiu'oni-

mon in the mountains of Judah. In all these inci-

dental touches we have evidenc(> of the (!xact

knowledge of Pal which distinguishes the story of

the i)atriarchs.

(3) ('tu)ipai(ju of A)nrai>hd.—V:il app(>ars to

hav(> been an outlving ])rovinc(> of the emjjire of

Hanunurabi, king of liabylon in Abraham's time;

and the cami)aigii of Amraphel resembled those of

lat(>r Assyr overlords exac'ting tribute of petty kings.

The route (14 5-S) lay through Bashan, Gilead

and Moal) to Katlesh (probably at Petra), and the

return through the destTt of Judah to the plains

of Jericho. Thus Hebron was not attack(>d (see

ver 13), and the pursuit by Abraham and his

Amorite allies !(>(! up the Jordan valley to Dan,

and thence N. of Damascus (ver 15). The Salem

whos(> king blessed Abraham on his return was

thought by the Samaritans, and by J(>rome, t() be

the city near the Jordan valley afterward visited

by Jacob (14 18; 33 18); but see Jerusalem.

(4) dei-ar.—Abraham returned to the southern

plains, and "sojourned in Gerar" (20 1), now
Ihmn Jerrdr, 7 miles S. of Gaza. The wells which

he dug in this valley (26 15) wer(> no doubt shallow

excavations like tliose from which the Arabs still

obtain the water flowing under the surface in the

same vicinity (SWP, III, 390), though that at

Beersheba (21 25-32), to which Isaac added an-

other (26 23-25), may have been more permanent.

Three masonry wells now exist at Bir es Seba\ but

the masonry is modern. The planting of a "tama-

risk" at this place (21 33) is an interesting touch,

since the tree is distinctive of the dry lowlands.

From Beersheba Abraham journeyed to "the land

of Moriah" (LXX "the high land") to sacrifice

Isaac (22 2); and the mountain, according to Heb
tradition (2 Ch 3 1), was at Jerus, but according

to the Samaritans was Gerizim near the Elon

Moreh—a summit which could c(>rtainly have been

seen "afar off" (ver 4) on "the third day."

Isaac, living in the same pastoral wilderness, at

the western Kadesh (25 11) and at (rcrar (26 2),

suffered like his father in a year of

drought, and had similar difficulties

with the I'hilis. At Gerar he sowed

corn (26 12), and the vicinity is still

capable of such cultivation. Thence

he retreated S.E. to Rehoboth {Ruheiheh), N. of

Kadesh, where ancient wells like those at Beer-

sheba still exist (26 22). To Beersheba he finally

returned (ver 23).

\\'h(>n Jacob fled to Haran from Beersheba (28

10) he slept at the "place" (or shrine) consecrated

by Abraham's altar near Beth(4, anti-

like any modern Arab visitor to a

shriii<>—(>rected a memorial stone (ver

18), which he renewed twenty years

lat(>r (35 14) when God appeared to

him "again" (ver 9).
. r

(1) Ilaran to Succoth.—Uis return journey from

Haran to Gilead raises -an int(T(>sting question.

The distance is about 350 mikvs from Haran to the

Galeed or "witness heap" (31 48) at Mizpah—
probably Suf in North Gilead. This tlistance

Laban is said to have covered in 7 days (31 23),

which would be possible for a force mounted on

riding camels. But the news of Jacob's flight

rcviched Laban on the 3d day (ver 22), and some

time would elapse before he could gather his

"brethren." Jacob with his flocks and herds must

2. Places
Visited by
Isaac

3. Places
Visited by
Jacob
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huvo noodcd 8 weeks for the journey. It is reniurk-

al)le thiit the vicinity of Mizi);ih still presents an-
cient nionunients like the "pillar" (ver -fo) round
which the "memorial cairn" {i/'gluir-suitddfuUhd)

was formed. From tliis plac(> Jacob journeyed to

Mahanaim (probably MdljiiHih), S. of the Jabbok
river—a place which afterward became the capital
of South Gilead (C.en 32 1 f; 1 K 4 14); but, on
hearing of the advance of Ivsau from Edom, he
retreated across the river (Cen 32 22) and then
reached Succoth (33 17), believed to be Tdl
Der^ala, N. of the stream.

(2) From the Jordan to Ihhroti.—Crossing the
Jordan by one of several fords in this vicinitj',

Jacob approached Shechem by the ]:)erennial

stream of Wddy Fdr^ah, and camjied at Shalem
(Sdlim) on th(! (^ast side of the fcn-tih; plain which
stretches thence to Shech(>m, and here he bought
land of the Hivites (33 lS-20). We are not told
that he dug a well, but the necessity for digging
one in a region full of springs can only be explained
by Hivite jealousy of water rights, and the W(>11

still exists K. of Shechem (cf Jn 4 of), not far
from the ]']lon jNIoreh wher(> were buried the
t'rdphvn (Gen 35 4) or "si)irits" (Assyr tarpu)
from Ilaran (31 80) under the oak of Abraham,
"^rhese no doubt were small imag(\s, such as are so
often unearthed in Pal. The further i)rogress of
Jat^ob led by liethel and Bethlehem to Hebron (35
6.19.27), but some of his elder sons seem to have
remained at Shechem. Thus Joseph was sent later
from Hebron (37 14) to visit his brethren there,
but found them at Dothan.

(3) Dothan (37 17) lay in a plain on the main
trade route from Egypt to Damascus, which crossed
the low watershed at this ])oint and led down the
valley to Jezreel and over Jordan to Bashan. The
''well of the pit" {SWF, II, 169) is still shown at
Tell Dothdn, and the Ishniaelites, from Midian and
Gilead, chose this easy caravan route (37 25.2S)
for camels laden with the Culead balm and spices.

The plain was fitted for feeding Jacob's flocks. The
products of Pal then included also honey, pistachio
nuts, and almonds (43 11); and a few centuries
later we find notice in a text of Thothmes III of
honey and balsam, with oil, wine, wheat, spelt,

barley and fruits, as rations of the Egy])tian troops
in Canaan (Brugsch, Hist Egypt, I, 332).

The episode of Judah and Tamar is connected
with a region in the Sk'phcldh, or low hills of Judaea.

Adullam CAtd-el-tna), Chezib {'Ain
4. Men- Kezbeh), and Timnath (Tibneh) are
tioned in not far apart (Gen 38 1.5.12), the
Connection latter beting in a pastoral valley wher(>
with Judah Judah met his "she(>p shearers."

Tamar sat at "the entrance of Enaini"
(cf vs 14.22 ERV) or Enam (Josh 15 34), i)erhaps
at Kefr 'Ana, 6 miles N.W. of Timnath. She was
mistalcen for a k'dhtshdh, or votary of Ashtoreth
(Gen 38 15.21), and we know from Hammurabi's
laws that such votaries were already recognized.
The mention of Judah's signet and staff (ver 18)
also reminds us of Bab customs as described by
Herodotus (1.195), and signet-cylinders of Bab
style, and of early date, have been unearthed in

Pal at G<>zer and elsewhere (cf the "Bab garment,"
Josh 7 21).

Generally speakinR, the Keograi)liy of (Icn pnsscnts
no difficulties, and shows an intimate knowledge of the

country, wliil(! tlie allusions to natural
5. Review of produds and to ctistonis arc in accord with
Ppno-ranViw ^'^^ results of scientific discovery. Onlyvjcugidpuy

(jjjg difficulty needs notice, where Atad
or (jenesis (50 lO) on the way from Egypt to Hebron

is described as "beyond the .Jordan." In
this case the Assyr language i)(>rhaps heli)s us, for in that
tongue Yaur-danu means "the great river," and th(!
reference may be to the Nile itself, which is called Yaur
in Heb {y'dr) and Assyr alike.

]']x is conccTiied with Egyi)t and the Sinaitic
desert, though it may be observtnl that its sinii)le

agricidttual laws (chs 21-23), which
6. Exodus so oftcni recall those of Hanutuu'abi,
and would have been needed at once on
Leviticus the conquest of Gilead and Bashan,

before crossing the Jordan. In Lev
(ch 11) w<> have a list of animals most of which
belong to the desert—as for instance the "coney"
or hyrax (L(>v 11 5; Ps 104 18; Prov 30 26),
but others—such as the swine (Lev 11 7), the
stork and th(^ heron (v(>r 19)—to the 'Arnboh and
the Jordan vall(>y, while the hooi)oe (AV "lapwing,"
ver li)) lives in Clilead anil in ^^'estern Pal. In Dt
(ch 14) the fallow deer and th(> roe (ver 5) are now
inhabitants of Tabor and (iik^ad, but tlu; "wild
goat" (il>ex), "wild ox" (buball), "pygarg" (addax)
and "chamois" (wild sheep), are found in the
Wrabah and in the deserts.

In Nil the conc}iu^st of East(>rn Pal is described,
and most of the towns mentioned are known (21

18-33); the noti(!e of vinevards in

7. Numbers Moab (ver 22) agrees with "the dis-
covery of ancient rock-cut wuie presses

near He.shbon (SEF, I, 221). Th(> view of Israel,
in camp at Shittim by Balaam (22 41), standing
on the top of Pisgah or Mt. Nebo, has been shown
to be possible by the discovery of Jebel Neba,
where also rude dolnu^ns recalling Balak's altars
have bi^cn found {SEF, I, 202). The plateau of
Moab (32 3) is described as a "land for cattle,"
and still sup])orts Arab flocks. The camps in which
Israel left their cattle, women and children during
the wars, for 6 months, stret(-hed (33 49) from
Beth-jeshimoth {Simeimeh) , near the northeastern
corner of the Dead Sea over Abel-shittim ("the
acacia meadow"—a name it still bears) in a plain
water(>d by several brooks, and having good herb-
age in spring.

(1) Fhysival allusions.—Tlu; descrij)tion of the
"good land" in Dt (8 7) applies in some details

with special force to Alt. Gilead, which
8. Deuter- i)ossesses more piM'cnnial streams than
onomy Western Pal throughout—"a land of

brooks of water, of fountains and
springs, flowing forth in valk^ys and hills"; a land
also "of wheat and barky, and vines antl fig-trees
and pomegranates, a land of olive-trees and honey"
is found in Gilead and Bashan. Pal itself is not a
mining country, but the words (ver 9), "a land
whose stones are iron, and out of whosi! hills thou
mayest dig copper," may be exiilained by the facts
that iron mines existecl near Beirut in the 10th
cent. AD, and copper mines at Pimon N. of Petra
in the 4th cent. AD, as d(>scribed by Jerome (Onom,
s.v. "Phinon"). In Dt also (11 29; cf 27 4; Josh
8 30) Ebal and Gerizim are first noticed, as beside
the "oaks of Moreh." Ebal the mountain of
curses (3,077 ft. above sea-level) and Gerizim the
mountain of blessings (2,850 ft.) are the two highest
toi)s in Samaria, antl Shechem lies in a rich valley
between them. The first sacred center of Israel
was thus establisluKl at the place where Abraham
built his first altar and Jacob dug his well, where
Joseph was buried and where Joshua recognized
a holy place at the foot of G(>rizim (Josh 24 26).
The last chapters of Dt record tli(> famous Pisgah
view from Mt. Nebo (34 1-3), which answers in all

respects to that from Jebd Neba, except as to Dan,
and the utmost (or "west(Tn") sea, neither of which
is visible. Hen; we should i)robably read "towanl"
rather than "to," and there is no other hill above
the plains of Shittim whence a better view can
be obtained of the Jordan valley, from Zoar to
Jericho, of the wat(>rshed mountains as far N. as
Gilbea and Tabor, and of the slojies of Gilead.

(2) Archaeology.—But besides these physical
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jillusioiis, the ])r()^r("ss of exploration serves lo

illustrate the arehaeology of Dt . Israel was eoin-

inaiided (12 'A) to overthrow the Can. altais, to

break the staiuliiifj; stones which were eiiihleins of

superstition, to burn the '(iHhtrah ])oles (or artilicial

trees), and to lunv down the graven iniaf:;es. 'i'hat

these commands were obeyed is clear. The rude

altars mid standing stones are now found only in

Moab, and in r(>mote parts of Gilead, Jiashan, and

Galilee, not reached by tlio i)ow(>r of refornung

kings of Judah. The 'asherah poles have dis-

apixnired, the images are found, only deep under the

surface. The carved tablets which remam at

Damascus, and in Phoenicia and Syria, repres(>ntmg

the gods of Canaan or of the Hittites, have no

counterpart in the IIolv Land. Again when we

read of anci(>nt "landmarks" (Dt 19 14; Prov

22 2S; 23 10), we are not to understand a m(>re

boundary stone, but rather one of those monuments

connnon in Babylonia—as early at lea.st as the 12th

cent. BC—on which the ])oundari(>s of a field are

minutely described, the history of its grant by the

king detailed, and a curse (cf Dt 27 17) pronounced

against the man who should dare to remove the

stone. (See illustration under NF.nrcHAnNKZZAU.)

///. Palestine in the Historic Books of the OT.-—

Josh is the gn-at geograi)hical book of the OT;
and the large majority of the bOU

1. Book names of places, rivers and mountains

of Joshua ill Pal mentioned in the Bible are to

be found in this book.

(1) Topographical accuracy.—About half of this

total of names wvre known, or were fixed by Dr.

Rol)inson, between 1S3S and 1852, and about loO

n(>w sites were discovered (1S72-7S, 1881-82) in

consequence of the 1-in. trigonometrical survey of

the country, and were identified by the present

writer during this period; a few interesting sites

have been add(>d by M. Clermont-Ganneau (Adul-

1am and Gezer), by R(^v A. Henderson (Kiriath-

jcnrim), by Rev. W. F. Birch (Zoar at Tell esh

Shaqhur), and by others. Thus more than three-

quarters of the sit(>s have be(>n fixed with more

or less certainty, most of them pr(>ser\ing their

ancient nanu^s. It is impossible to study this

topography without seeing that the Bible writers

liad i)ersonal knowledge of the country; and it is

incredil)le that a Heb priest, writing in Baby-

lonia, could have possessed that intimate acquaint-

ance with all parts of the land which i^s manifest

in the geographical chapters of Josh. The towns

are enumerated in due order by districts; the

tril)al boundaries follow natural lines—valleys and

mountain ridges—and the (;haract(>r of various

r(>gions is correctlv indicated. Nor can we suppose

that this topography refers to conditions subse-

f)uent to the return from captivity, for these were

quite different. Simeon had ceased to inhabit

the south by the time of David (1 Ch 4 24), and

the lot of Dan was colonized by men of Benjamin

after the captivity (8 12.13; Neh 11 34.3o).

Tirzah is mentioned (Josh 12 24) in Samaria,

whereas the future capital of Omri is not. Ai is

said to have been matle "a heap for ever" (8 28),

but was inhabited apparently in Isaiah's time (10

2S = Aiath) and certainly after the captivity (Ezr

2 28; Neh 7 32; 11 31 = Aiia). At latest, the

topograi)hy seems to be that of Solomon's age,

though it is r(>inarkable that very few places in

Samaria are noticed in the Book of Josh.

(2) The passage of the Jorda/i.—Israel crossed

Jordan at the low(>st ford E. of J(>richo. The; river

was in flood, swollen by the melting snows of lier-

rnon (Josh 3 15); the stoppage occurred 20 miles

farther up at Adam {ed-Ddmieh), the chalky chits

at a narrow place being probably undermined and

falling in, thus damming the stream. A Moslem

writer asserts that a similar stoppage occurred in

the 13th cent. AD, near the same i)oint .
(Se(>

JoiiD.w Pi\iOH.) The first camp was established

:it Gilgal {.I Ugull<li),:i miles E. of J«-rieho, a.nd a

"circle" of 12' stones was erected. Jericho was not

at th<! mediaeval site {er liiha) S. of Gilgal, or at

tlie Herodian sit(> farther W., but at the great spring

'Ain es Sultdn, close to the mountains to which the

si)ies (-scaped (2 16). The great mounds were

found by Sir C;. Warren to consist of sun-dried

bricks, and further excavations (see Mittcil. der

dcutschen OrieiU-Gesell., December, 1909, No. 41)

have rev(>aled little but the remains of houses of

various dates.

(3) Joshua's first cam paign .—The first city in the

mountains attacked by Israel was Ai, near llai/an,

2 miles S. E. of Bethel. It has a deep valley

to the N., as described (Josh 8 22). The fall of

Aland Bethel (ver 17) seems to have resulted in the

peaceful occupation of the region betwe(-n Gibeon

and Shechem (8 30—9 27); but while the Hivites

submitted, the Amorites of Jerus and of the S.

attacked Gibeon [el Jih) and were driven down the

steep i^ass of Beth-horon {Beit 'Aur) to the i)lains

(10 1-11). Joshua's great raid, after this victory,

I)roceeded through the plain to jSIakkedah, now
called el Mughdr, from the "cave" (cf 10 17), and

by Libnah to Lachish {Tell el Hesij), whence he

went up to Hebron, and "turned" S. to Debir {edh

Dhdheriyeh), thus subduing the sh'pheluh of

Judah and the southern mountains, though the

capital at Jerus was not taken. It is now very

generally admitted that the six letters of the Amor-

ite king of Jerus included in Am Tab may refer to

this war. The 'Ablri or IJabiri are therein noticed

as a fierce people from Seir, who "destroy(>d all the

rulers," and who attacked Ajalon, Lachish, Ash-

kelon, Keilah (on the main road to Hebron) and

other places (see Exoors, Thk).

(4) The second campaign (11 1-14) was against

the nations of Galile(>; and tlie Heb victory was

gained at "the waters of Merom" (ver 5). Th(>re

is no sound reason for placing these at the Ildleh

lake; and the swampy Jordan valley was a very

unlikely field of battle for the Can. chariots (ver 6).

The kings noticed are those of Madf)n {Madin),

Shimron {Semmunieh), Dor (possibly Tell Thorah),

"on the west," and of Hazor {Hazziir), all in Lower

Galilee. The pursuit was along the coast toward

Sidon (ver 8) ; and Alerom may be identical with

Shimron-m<>ron (12 20), now Semmunieh, in which

case the "waters" w^(>re those of the p(Tcnriial

strc-am in Wddy el Melek, 3 miles to the N., which

flow W. to join the lower part of the Kishon.

Shimron-meron was one of the 31 royal cities of

Pal W. of the Jordan (12 9-24).

The regions left unconqu(-r(Ml by Joshua (13 2-6)

were those afterward coiuiuercxl by David and

Solomon, including the PhiH ])lains, and the Sido-

nian coast from Mearah {el Mogheirtyeh) northward

to Aphek {AJka) in Lebanon, on the border of

the Amorite country which lay S. of the "land of

the Hittites" (1 4). Southern Lebanon, from Gebal

{Jubeil) and the "entering into Haniath' (the

Eleutherus Valley) on the W., to Baal-gad (prob-

ably at Win Judeideh on the northw(>stern slope of

Hermon) was also included in the "land" by David

(2 S 8 6-10). But the whole of Eastern Pal (13

7-32), and of Western Pal, excepting the shore

plains, was allotted to the 12 tribes. Judah and

Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh), being the strong-

est, appear to have occupied the mountains and

the sh'phelah, as far N. as Lower Galilee, before the

final allotment.

Thus the lot of Simeon was within tliat inherited by
Judah (19 1), and that of Dan seems to have been

partly taken from Eptiraim, since JosepJi's lot origmally
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reached to (lezer (16 •'?); hut ]5enjaiiiin appears to have
receivi^d its i)ortion early (ef 15 5-11; 16 1-2: 18 H-
28). This lot was larger than that of Kpliraim, and
Benjamin was not then the " smallest of the tribes of

Israel" (1 S 9 21), since the destruction of the tribe

did not occur till after the death of Joshua and Kleazar
(Jgs 20 2,S).

. ., , .

The twelve tribes were distributed in various regions

which may here briefly be desc-ribed. Reuben held the

Moab plateau to the Anion (Wddy Mujub) on the S.,

and to the "river of Gad" {Wddy Nd'aur) on the N.,

thus including part of the Jordan valley close to the

Dead Sea. Gad Jield all the \V. of Cilead, being sepa-

rated from the Ammonites by the upper course of the
Jabbok. All the rest of the Jordan valley ?:. of the
river was included in this lot. Manasseh lield Bashan,
but the coiujuest was not comijletcd till later. Simeon
had the neuhebh plateau S. of Beersheba. Judah occupied
the mountains S. of Jerus, with the sh^phrldh to their

W., and claimed Philistia S. of Ekron. Benjamin had
the Jericho plains and the mountains between Jerus
and Bethel. The border ran S. of Jerus to Rachel's
tomb (1 S 10 2), and thence W. to Kiriath-jearim
{'Erma) and Ekron. Dan occupied the lower liills \V.

of Benjamin and Ephraim, and claimed the plain from
Ekron to Kakkon {Tell er Kakkeit) N. of Jojipa. Manas-
seh had a large region, corresponding to Samaria, and
including C'armel, Sharon and half the Jordan valley,

wit h the mountains N. of Shechem ; but this tribe occupied
only the hills, and was unable to drive the Canaanites out
of thei)lains (Josh 17 IIH)). Ephraim also complained
of tlie smallness of its lot ( ver 1.5), wliich lay in rugged
mountains between B<"thel and Shechem, Including,
however, the corn plateau E. of the latter city. Issa-

char h('ld the plains of Esdraelon and Dothan, with the
Jordan valley to the 15., but soon became subject to the
Canaanites. Zebulun had the hills of Lower Galilee,

and the coast from Carmel to Accho. Naphtali owned
the mountains of Upper Galilee, and the rich plateau
between Tabor and the Sea of Galilee. Asher had the
low hills W. of Naphtali, and the narrow shore plains
from Accho to Tyre. Thus each tribe posS(>ssed a pro-
portion of mountain land fit for cultivation of figs, olives
and vines, and of arable land fit for corn. The areas
allotted appear to correspond to the density of popu-
lation that the various regions were fitted to support.

The Levitical cities wero fixed in the various

tribes as centers for the teacliinp; of Israel (Dt 33

10), but a Levite was not obUged to live in such a
city, and was expected to go with his course an-

nually to the sacred center, before tlu^y retreated

to J(>rus on the disruption of the kingdom (2 Ch
11 14). The 48 citi(>s (Josh 21 13-42) include

13 in Judah and B(^njamin for tlie priests, among
which B(>tli-shemesh (1 S 6 13.15) atul Anathoth
(1 K 2 2G) are early noticed as Levitical. _ The
other tribes had 3 or 4 stich citic^s each, divided

among Kohathites (10), Gershonites (13), and
Merarites (12). The six Cities of Refuge were
included in the total, and were placed 3 each side

of the Jordan in the S., in the center, and in the N.,

namely Hebron, Sh(H'h(>m and Kedesh on the W.,
and Bezer (luiknown), Rarnoth (Kciniun) and
C'tolan (i)robably Sahon el Jdulan) E. of the river.

Another less ])(>rfect list of tli(>se cities, with 4
omissions and 11 minor differences, mostly clerical,

is given in 1 Ch 6 57-81. Each of these cities

had "suburbs," or oi)en si)aces, extending (Nu 35

4) about a quarter-mile beyond the wall, while the

fields, to about half a mik; distant, also belonged
to the Levites (Lev 25 34).

(1 ) Early ivars.—In Jgs, the stories of the heroes

who succ(>ssiv(>ly arose to save Israel from the

heat lien (;arry us to every part of tin;

2. Book of coimtry. "After the death of Joshua"
Judges (1 1) tlie Canaanites a])pear to have

recovered pow(T, and to have rebtiilt

some of the cities which he had ruined. Judah
fought the Perizzites ("villagers") at Berek (Bcrkah)

in the lower hills W. of Jertis, and even set fire to

that city. Caleb attacked Debir (vs 12-15), which
is described (cf Josh 15 15-19) as lying in a "dry"
(AV "south") region, yc^t with springs not far away.
The actual site (edh Dhdhariyeh) is a village with
ancient tombs 12 miles SA\\ of Hebron; it has no
springs, but about 7 miles to the; N.E. there is a
perennial stream with "upper and lower springs."

As regards the Phili cities (Jgs 1 18), the LXX

Holding seems preferable; for tlie (ir says that

Judah "did not take Gaza" nor Ashkelon nor
Ekron, which agrees with tlie failure in contjuering

the "valley" (ver 19) due to the Canaanites having
"chariots of iron." Tlu; Can. (chariots arc; often

m(>ntioned about this time in the Am Tab and
Egyp accounts speak of their being plated with

metals. Manasseh, Ephraim, Zebulun, Asher and
Naphtali, were eciually powerless against cities in

the plains (vs 27-33); and Israel began to mingle
with the Canaanit(>s, while the tribe of Dan seems
never to have really occupietl its allottetl region,

and remained encam])ed in the borders of Judah
till some, at least, of its warriors found a new home
under Hermon (1 34; 18 1-30) in the time of

Jonathan, the grandson of Moses.

(2) Defeat of Swcra.—The oppr(>ssion of Israel

by Jabin II of Hazor, in Lower Galilee, api)ears to

have occurred in the time of Rames(>s II, who, in

his 8th year, conquered Shalem {Sdlim, N. of

Taanach), Anem CArmi), Dai)iu- {DeMrieh, at the

foot of Tabor), with Bethanath CAinitha) in Upi)er

Galilee (Brugsch, Hist Eejypt, II, G4). Sisera may
have be(>n an Egyp r(^sident at the court of Jabin

(.Igs 4 2); his defeat occurred near the foot of

Tabor (ver 14) to which he advanced E. from
Harosheth {el IlaratMyeh) on tlie edge of the sea

plain. His host "perished at Endor" (Ps 83 9)

and in the swampy Kishon (Jgs 5 21). The site

of the Kedesh in "the plain of swamjis" (4 11) to

which he fled is doubtful. Perhai)S Kedesh of

Issachar (1 Ch 6 72) is intended at Tell Kadeis,

3 miles N. of Taanach, for the plain is here swampy
in parts. The Can. league of petty kings fought

from Taanach to Megiddo (5 19), but the old identi-

fication of the latter city with the Rom town of

Legio {Lejjun) was a mere guess which does not
fit with Egyp accounts placing Megiddo near the

Jordan. The large site at MtigrddUi, in the Valley

of Jezreel seems to be more suitable for all the OT
as well as for the Egyp accounts (SWP, II, 90-99).

(3) Gideon's victory.-—The subsequent o])i)ression

by !NIidianites and others would seem to_ have
coincided with the troubles which occurr<>d in the

5th year of Minepthah (see Exodus, The). Gid-
eon's home (Jgs 6 11) at Ophrah, in Manasseh, is

placed by Sam tradition at Fer'ata, C miles W. of

Shechem, but his victory was won in the Valley of

Jezr(>el (7 1-22); th(! sit(-s of Beth-shittah (Shxttta)

and Abel-meholah C-Ain llelweh) show how Midian
fled down this valley and S. along the Jonhin plain,

crossing the river near Succoth {Tell Der\ila) and
ascending the slopes of Gilead to Jogbehah (Ju-

heihah) and Nobah (8 4-11). But Or(4) ("the

raven") and Zeeb ("the wolf") p(>rished at "the
ravcm's rock" and "the wolf's hollow" (cf 7 25), W.
of the Jordan. It is r(>markable (as pointed out by
the present author in 1874) that, 3 miles N. of

Jericho, a sharp peak is now called "the raven's

n(>st," and a ravine 4 miles farther N. is named
"the wolf's hollows." These sites are rather farther

S. than might be expected, unless the two chiefs

W(>re separated from the fugitives, who followed

Zebah and Zalmunna to Gilead. In this episode

"Mt. Gilead" (7 3) seems to be a clerical error for

"Mt. Gilboa," unl(>ss the name survives in corrupt

form at 'Ain Jdlud ("Goliath's spring"), which is a
large pool, usually supposed to be the spring of

Harod (7 1), where Gid(>on camped, E. of Jezreel.

The story of Abimelech takes us back to Shechem.
He was made king by the "oak of the pillar" (9 6),

which was no doubt Abraham's oak already no-

ticed; it seems also to be called 'the enchanter's

oak' (ver 37), probably from some superstition

connected with the burial of the Tera])him under it

by Jacob. Tlie i)lace called Be(>r, to which Jotham
fled from Abimelech (ver 21), may have been
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Bcoroth (J^inh) in ihc lot of licnjainiii. Tlirhcz,

the town tiikcn by tlu- laltcr (vcr ")()), nnd where

ho met Ins death, is now tlu^ vilhij^(> Ttllx'iti, 10 miles

N.E. of kSheelu'iu.

The Ammonite oppression of Isniel in Clilead

oocurred about 300 years after tlie Hel) conciuest

(11 2()), iind Jephthuh the deliverer returnr'd to

Mizptdi (ver 29), whieh was i)robai)ly the present

village Suf (alreu<lv noticed), from liis exde m the

"land of tob" (vs 3.G). This may have be(>n near

Taii/iMi, 9 miles S. of Gadara, in the extreme N.

of Gilead—a place notable for its ancient dolmers

and rvide stone moninnents, such as occur also at

Mizpah. Jephthah's dispute with the men of

Ephraim (12 1) indicates the northern i)osition of

Miziiah. Aroer (11 33) is unknown, but lay nc-ar

Rabbath-annnon (Josh 13 25; 2 S 24 5); it is

to be distinguished from Aro(>r CAr'a(r) m the Arnon

ravme, mentioned in Jgs 11 26.

The scene of Samson's exi)loits Wvh in Die .sh'phr-

Idh of Judah on the borders of Philistia. His home

at Zorah {Sur'ah) was on the hills N. ot the \ alley of

Sorek, and looked down on "the oamj) of Dan"

(13 25 m),wluch had been jjitched in that valley near

H(>th-shemesh. Eshtaol {Eshii'a) was less than 2

miles E. of Zorah on the same ridge. Timiiath

(14 1) was onlv 2 miles W. of Beth-shemesh, at the

present ruin fihnch. The region was one of vine-

yards (vcr 5), and the name Sort^k {Siirtk) still sur-

vives at a ruin 2 miles W. of Zorah. Sorc^k signified

a "choice vine," and a rock-cut wine press exists at

the site {SWP, III, 120). These 5 places, all close

together, were also close to the Phili corn lan(ls

(15 5) in a region of vines and oliv(>s. Samson's

l)lace of refuge in the "cleft of the rock of Etam"
(see 15 8) was probably at Beit 'A tab, only 5

miles E. of Zorah, but rising with a high knoll above

the southern precipicc^s of the gorge which oi)eiis

into the Vallev of Sorek. In this knoll, undn- the

village, is a rock passage now called "the well of

refuge" {Bir el Ifasulah), which may have been the

"cleft" into which Samson "went down." Lelii

(ver 9) was ajiparentlv in the valley beneath, and the

name ("the jaw") may rcf(-r to the narrow mouth

of the gorge whence, after conf(n-ence with the Philis,

the men of Judah "w(>nt down" (ver 11) to the "cleft

of the rock of Etam" {SWP, III, 83, 137), which

was a passage 2r)0 ft. long leading down, under the

town, to thesjmng. All of Samson's story is con-

nected with this one vallev (for DeHlah also lived

in the "Valley of Sorek," 16 4) excepting his visit

to Gaza, where he carried the gates to the 'hill

facing Hebron' (16 3), traditionally sho\vn (.S'U /;,

III, 255) at the great mound on the E. side of this

town where he died, and wlua-e his tomb is (wrongly)

shown. Another tomb, close to Zorah, represents

a more correct tradition (16 31), but the legends

of Samson at this village are of motlern Christian

origin.

The appendix to Jgs includes two stories con-

cerning Levites who both lived in the time of th(>

2d generation after the Heb conquest (18 30; 20

28) and who both "sojourned" in B(>thlehem of

Judah (17 8; 19 2), though their proper city was

one in Mt. Ephraim. In the first case Jonathan,

the grandson of Moses, founded a family of idola-

trous priests, setting up Micah's image at Dan
{Tell el Kddi) beside the sources of the Jordan,

where an'cient dolnuni altars still exist. This

image may have been the cause why Jeroboam

aft(>rward established a calf-temple at the same

place. It is said to have stood there till the "cap-

tivity of the ark" (St. Petersburg MS, Jgs 18 30),

"all the time that the house of God was m Shiloh

(ver 31). From this narrative we learn that the

tribe of Dan did not s(-ttle in its appointed lot

(18 1), but pitched in the "camp of Dan," west of

Kirialh-jearim (ver 12). This agrees with the

former mention of the site (13 25j as b(>ing near

Zorah; and tin; open valley near Betii-shem(>sh is

visible, through the gorges of Lehi, from the site of

Kiriath-jearhn at 'Enna.

(4) Appendix: Defeat of Beiijaniin.—In the 2d

e])is()de we trace the journey of the Levite from

Bethlehem i)ast Jerus to Gibeah {Jeha'), E. of

Rainah {er-RCim), a distance which could easily be

traversed in an afternoon (cf 19 8-14). Gibeah was

no doubt selected as a halting-place by the Levite,

because it was a Levitical city. The story of the

great crime of the men of Gibeah was well known
to Ilosea (9 9). Israel gathered against them at

Mizi)ah {Tell en Na.sheh) on the watershed, 3 miles

to tlu; N.W., and the ark was brought by Phine-

has to IMhel (cf 20 1.31; 18 2().27), 3 miles

N.E. of Mizpah. The d(-feat of Benjamin occurred

wliere tlu; road to Gibeah leaves the main north

road to Bethel (ver 31), W. of Ramah. The sur-

vivors fled to the rock Rimmon {Runnnon), ?>\ miles

E. of liethel, on the edge of the "wilderness" which

stretches from this rugged hill toward the Jordan

vall(>y. The position of Shiloh, 9 miles X. of this

rock, is very accurately described (21 19) as b(>ing

N. of Bethel {Beittn), and E. of the main road,

th(>nce to Shechem which ))ass(>s L(>bonah {Lubban),

a village 3 miles N.W. of Sell tin or Shiloh. The
"vineyards," in which the maid(>ns of Shiloh use(l

to dance {ver 20) at the Feast of Tabernacles, lay

no doul)t where vinevards still exist in the little

plain S. of this site. It is clear that the writer of

these two narratives had an acquaintance with

Palestinian topogra])hv as exact as that shown

throughout Jgs. Nor (if the reading "captivity

of the ark" be correct) is there any reason to sup-

pose that they were writt(>n after 722 BC.

The Book of Ruth gives us a vivid picture of

Heb life "when the judges ruled" (1 1 AV), about a

century beforethebirthof David. Laws
3. Book as old as I.Iammurabi's age allowed the

of Ruth widow the choice of remaining with

the husband's family, or of quitting

his house (cf 1 8). The beating out of gleanings

(2 17) bv women is still a custom which accounts

for the rock mortars found so often scooped out on

the hillside. The villager still sleeps, as a guard,

beside the heap of winnow(Ml corn in the tlir(>shir.g-

floor (3 7); the heatl-veil, still worn, could well have

b(>en us(hI to carry six measures of barley (ver 15).

The court(>ous salutation of his reapers by Boaz

(2 4) r(-calls the common Arab, greeting {Allah

ma'kiim), "God be with you." But the thin wiiie

(ver 14) is no longer drunk by Moslem peasants,

who only "di])" their bread in oil.

(1) Samuel—The. two Books of S present an

equally valuable j^icture of life, and an equally

r(>al topograjihy throughout. Sain-

4. Books of uel's father—a pious Levite (1 Ch
Samuel 6 27)—descended from Zu])h who had

lived at Ephratah (Bethlehem; cf

1 S 9 4.5), had his house at Ramah (1 19) close to

Gibeah, and this town {er-lUm) was Samuel's home
also (7 17; 25 1). The family is descri))ed as

'Ramathites, Zuphites of Mt. Ephraim' (1 1), but

the term "Mt. Ephraim" was not confined to the

lot of Ephraim, since it included Bethel and Ramah,

in the land of Benjamin (Jgs 4 5). As a Levite,

Elkanah obt^ccl the law of making annual visits

to the central shrin(>, though this do(^s not seem to

have been generallv observed in an age when "every

man did that winch was right in his own eyes'

(Jgs 21 25). The central shrine had been removed

by Joshua from Shechem to the remote site of

Siiiloh (Josh 22 9), perhaps for greater security,

and here the tabernacle (ver 19) was pitched (ct

1 S 2 22) ami remained for 4 centuries till the death
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of Eli. Tlu> great defeat of Israel, when tlie ark
was captured by the Phili.s, took ])lace not far from
Miz])ah (4 1), within an easy day's journey from
Shiloh (cf ver 12). Ekron, whence it was sent back
(6 16), was only 12 miles from Beth-shemesh CAvn-
she7)is), where the ark rested on a "great stone"
(LXX, ver IS) ; and Beth-shemesh was only 4 mil(>s

W. of Kiriath-jearim (ver 21), which was in the
mountains, so that its inhal)itants "came down"
from "the hill" (6 21 ; 7 1) to fetch the ark, which
abode there for 20 years, till the beginning of Saul's
reign (14 IS), when, after tlie war, it may have be(>n

restored to the tabernacle at Nob, to which place
the Iatt(T was probably removed after Eli's death,
when Shiloh was deserted. The exact site of Nob
is not known, Init probably (cf Lsa 10 32) it was
close to Mizpah, whence tlie first glimj)se of Jerus
is caught, and th>is near Gibeon, where it was laid

up after the massacre of the priests (1 S 21 1;

22 9.1S; 2 Ch 1 3), when the ark was again taken
to Kiriath-jearim (2 S 6 2). Mizpah {Tell en-
Nasheh) was the gathering-i)lac(i of Israel under
Samuel; and the "stone of lielp" (Eben-ezer) was
erected, after his victory over the Philis, "between
Mizi)ah^ and Shen" (1 S 7 12)—the latter place
(see LXX) b(Mng probably the same as Jeshanah
("/lin Sinai), 6 miles N. of Mizpah which Samuel
visited yearly as a judge (ver IG).

(2) Saul's search.—The journey of Saul, who,
"seeking asses found a kingdom," presents a topog-
raphy which lias often been misunderstood. He
started (9 4) from Cobeah {Jeba') and went first

to the land of Shalisha through Mt. Ephraim.
Baal-shalisha (2 K 4 42) appears to have been tlu;

present Kefr Thilth, IS miles N. of Lydda and 24
miles N.W. from Gibeah. Saul then s(>arched tl;(!

land of Shalim—probably that of Shual (1 S 13
17), N.E. of Gibeah. Finally he went south beyond
the border of Benjamin (10 2) to a city in the "land
of Zu])h," which seems i)r()bably to have been
Bethlehem, whence (as above r(>marked) Samuel's
family—descendants of Zuph—came originally.

If so, it is r(>mai-kable that Saul and David wei-e
anointed in the same city, one which Samuel visited
later_(16 1.2ff) to sacrifice, just as he did when
meeting Saul (9 12), who was probably known to
him, since Crib(>ah and Raniah w(>r(> only 2 miles
apart. Saul's journey hom(> thus naturally lay on
the road past Rachel's tomb near Bethlc>heni, ancl
along the Bethel road (10 2.3) to his home at
Gibeah (vs 5.10). It is imjiossible to suppose that
Samuel met him at Ramah—a common mistake
which creat(>s great confusion in the to{)ography.

(3) Saul's coronation and first campaign.—Saul
concealed the fact of his anointing (10 16) till the
lot fell upon him at Mizi)ah. This public choice
by lot has been thought (\\'ellhausen, Ilist Israel,

1S85, 252) to indicate a double narrative, but to a
Hebrew there would not appcvir to be any dis-
crepancy, since "The lot is cast into the lap; but
the whole disposing thereof is of Jeh" (Prov 16
33). Even at Mizpah he was not fully accepted
till his triumjih over the Ammonites, when the king-
dom was "renewed" at Gilgal (11 14). This cani-
{)aign raises an interesting (juestion of geography.
Only 7 days' respite was allowed to the men of
Jabesh in Gilead (11 3), during which news was
sent to Saul at Gib(>ah, and messengers disjjatched
"throughout the borders of Isra(4" (ver 7), while
the hosts gathered at Bezek, and reached Jabesh
on the 7th or 8th day (vs 8-10) at dawn. Bc'zek
appears to be a diff(Tent place from that W. of
Jerus (Jgs 1 4) and to have b(>en in the middle of
Pal at Ihzik, 14 miles N. of Shechem, and 25 miles
W. of Jabesli, which probably lay in Wddy Ydbis in
Gilead. The farthest distances for the messengers
would not have exceeded 80 miles; and, allowing

;i day for tlie news to reach Saul and another for
the march from liczek to Jabesh, there would have
been just time for the gathering of Israel at this
fairly central meeting-place.

The scene of the victory over the Philis at Mich-
mash is equally real. They had a 'jiost/ in Geba
(or Gibeah, 13 3j, or a governor (cf LXX), whom
Jonathan sl(>w. Th(>y came uj) to Michmasli
(Mukhnias) to attack Jonathan's force which held
Gibeah, on the southern side of the Micliniash
valley, hard by. The northern cliff of the great
gorge was called Bozez ("shining") in contrast to
the southern one (in shadow) which was named
Seneh or "thorn" (14 4). Jos (BJ, V, ii, 2) says
that Gibeah of Saul was by "the valley of thorns,"
and the ravine, flanked by the two i)recii)itous cliffs

E. of Michmash, is still called Wddy es Sttweinit,
or "the valley of little thorn trees." Jonathan
climbed the steep slojx! that leads to a small flat

top (1 S 14 14 AV), and surprised the Phili 'post.'

The pursuit was by Bctlu>l to the Valley of Aijalon,
down the ste(>p Beth-horon i)ass (vs 23.31); but it

should be noted that there, was no "wood" (vs
25.2G) on this bare hilly ridge, and th(; word (cf

Cant 5 1) evidently means "honeycomb." It is

also possible that the altar raised by Saul, for ful-

filment of the Law (Gen 9 4; Ex 20 25), was at
Nob where the central shrine was then established.

(4) David's early life.—David f(Hl his flocks in the
wilderness below Bethlehem, where many a silent

and dreadful "Valley of Shadows" (cf Ps 23 4)
might make the stout(>st heart fail. The lion crept
up from the Jordan valley, and (on another occasion)
th(> bear came down from the rugg(>d mountains
above (1 S 17 34). No bears an^ now known S.

of H(>rmon, but the numerous references (2 K 2
24; lsa 59 11; IIos 13 8; Prov 17 12; 28 15)
show that they must have been exterminated, like

the lion, in comparatively late timcvs. The victory
over Goliath, described in the chapter containing
this allusion, occurn^d in the Valley of Elah n«>ar

Shochoth (Shinveikeh); and this broad valley
{Wddy cs Sunt) ran into the Phili plain at the
])robable site of Gath {Tell es Sdfi) to which the
liursuit led (1 S 17 1.2.52). The watercourse still

jiresents "smooth stones" (ver 40) fit for the sling,

which is still us(;d by Arab shepherds; and the
valley still h;is in it fine "terebinths" such as those
from which it took its name Elah. The bronze
armor of the giant (vs 5.6) indicators an early stage
of culture, which is not contradicted by the men-
tion of an iron sj)earhead (ver 7), since iron is

found to have been in use in Pal long before; David's
time. The curious note (ver 54) as to the head of
Goliath being taken "to Jerus" is also cai)able of
explanation. Jerus was not conquered till at least
10 years later, but it was a g(»neral practice (as late
as the 7th cent. BC in Assyria) to pres(>rve the h(>ads
of dead foes by salting them, as was probably done
in another case (2 K 10 7) when the lieads of
Ahab's sons were sent from Samaria to Jezreel to
be exposed at the gate.

David's outlaw life b{>gan when he took refuge
with Samuel at th(> "settlements" (Naioth) n(>ar

Ramah, where the com{)any of i)rophets liv(>cl. Pie
easily met Jonathan near Gibeah, which was only
2 mil(\s E.; and th(! "st(me of departure" ("Ezel,"
1 S 20 19) may have marked the Levitical bound-
ary of that town. Nob also (21 1) was, as we have
seen, not far off, but Gath (ver 10) was beyond the
Heb boundary. Thence David n^treateMl up the
Valley of Elah to Adullam CAid-el-niu), which stood
on a hill W. of this valley near the great turn (south-
ward) of its upper course. An inhabited cave
still exists here (cf 22 1), and the site meets every
re(iuirement {SWF, III, 311, 347, 361-67). Keilah
(23 1) is rei)resented by the; village KUa, on the east
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si.l,. (.f the sM.nc vnllcy, M miles farllirr ui.;_an.J

Hcrctli (22 .')} was also near, but '•iii .liidah Ui

'i) at tlic villatic /\//r;/7/,s on a, wooded simr /
miles

n'\V of Ilehron. Thence David went "down

(ver 4) to Keilah 2 miles away to the W .
As there

was no saf(>tv for tin' outlaws, either in Phihstia or

in Judah. th(''V had to retreat to the wil.hTiiess ot

Zinh (Tell rz'Zlf), 4 miles S.l']. ot Hebron.
1
he

word -wood" {hwr.sh) may more probably In; a

prop.T name, represented by the rum ^\K'^ ''!"''''']

;,,ilH.r more tlian a mile S. of Zil)h, while tlie lull

Ifaehilah (ver H») mi^ht 1m' the lon^ spur, oyer the

Jeshimon or desert of Ju.lah, i\ miles E. of Zipli,

now called d Kola. Maon (.U'«///.) lay on the edfr<'

of the same des<Tt still farther ^^;^ '0''t -S nil ("S

from H(>bron. En-^edi (23 2'.»; 24 1.2) was on

the preci])ic<vs bv tlu> Dea.l S(-a. 1 hv xyi d goats

(ibex) still exist here in large drov.'s and the ca^es

of this desert are still used as folds for sheep in

spring (ver 3). The villagers Sof Hebron a.

ind.'ed remarkabl(> for their large flocks w-hich-d.>

agreement with the nomads—are sent tojKisturc

i^he J..shinion, like those of N.d3al, the rich man

of Carmel (Kurnnd), u mile X . of iMaon (25 2) w ho

refused ihv customary present ^," ,P=^7;1
". ,^,;V;^!

which had protected his she])li<T<ls "m the helds

(v<.r 15) or pastures of the wild(>rness. In sunnner

David would naturally return to tlie higher ridge

of Hacliilah (26 1) on t]u> south side of ^vhich t ure

is =1 pnnapitous gorge (im],assable S'^ve by a long

detour), across which he talked to Saul (ver 1.3),

likening himself (ver 20) to the desert 'partridge'

still foundm tliis region
f 7!M.,o.

(-)) Defeat and death of Saul.-Tho site of ZikL g

is doubtful, but it <>vid<mtly;^lay ui the clesert b ot

Beershe])a (Josh 15 31; 19 o; 1 Ch 4 30, lb
27 G 12), far from Gath, so that King Achish did

not know whether David had raided the b. o

J dah, or the tribes toward Shur. Saul's power m
he mountains was irresistibUs and ^t was for u

r(>ason ,)erhaps that his fatal battle with the I h is

,.c.curr(>[l far N. in the plain near J^'^reel 1 y

camped (1 S 28 4) by the hne spring of bhuntm

nS; ,
an<l Saul on Gilboa to the b. The vi^t to

Endor ('. I ndur) was thus a perilous adyen ur
,
as

Saul must have stolen by night round the Ih

host to visit this place N of blumem Hf ^^/"^^"f
to the spur of Cilboa on which Jezreel stands (29 1),

and the spring noticed is a copious supply ^. ot the

ilagezTr'lH B(-th-shan (3112) was at the mouth

of the valley of Jezrec>l at i?c.«1/. and here, he

l,o<lies of Saul and his sons were burned by the

nen of Jabesh-gilead; but as the bones were pre-

served (ver 13; 2 b 21 13), it is possible that the

corpses \vere ('remated in pottery J-rs artrnv^rd

buricHl under the tree. Excavations
^^\^:']j'I.J'^

Babylonia show that this was an early practice

not only in the case of infants (as at Gezer, and

'rfanach), but also of grown men. fee Palestine

(Recent ExpLOHATiox). The hst_ of cities to

which David sent presents at the time of baul s

dcnith ^30 2()-31) includes those near Ziklag and

as far N as Hebron, thus referring to "all the i)laces

where David himself and his men were wont to

haunt
."

^l•^ iVrllhnii-n'n's thcorii of a double ?iarra(u'c.—Thc
(b) t^'/l' f • ^'\',;;A',.'.i/,,,s it mtiy bo noted, and of the

, limatfc rcnid tioirs i 1 "h'shinmn'desert, d^^
limdtic cciKii H>ii^ "

theory of a double narrative,

:;s d n IK sH-^-e umalon ^ ptiblic choice of Saul,

n nvin of war"- while " transparent artifice (p. 251)

will'hard?y befrecognized by the reader of this K.muine

cbronicle. Nor was .here_ any__ Aphek n Sharon

TS:^^-^ clid not^ Wt^ hhuself 1,>. going

lirst toward the north" from Clibeah (p. 20O, his Msit

to Kaiiiali does not ai)peart()be a ' wortliCss anachron s-

lic anecdote" (p. 271); and no one who lias lived in he

teiTihle .lesliinioii could regard tlie nieetiut,' at larhilah

•IS a" jest" (p 2()r)). Nor did the hill (" t lie dusky top )

"take its iiaine from the circumstance," but Wellhausen

probably means the ?'''«'''«-'''''?'''^^\';(''
/'' Vi''L ,"^, "''1';

pings" or of "slippings away ")
, now lV(?Jv •

{"'-^^J
'' "

.f^
Ma7)n (cf 1 S 23 l'.l.24.2S), which lay farther S. than

Zipli.

(7) Karhl ijears o/ IhiraFti /(/>//(.—David, tilHlie

Sth year of' his reign, was king of Judah only. The

first "liattle with Saul's son occurred at C;il)e()n (2 S

2 13), where the "jiool" was no doubt the cave of

th(> great spring at el Jib; the pursuit was by the

'desert Gibeon road' (ver 24) toward the Jordan

valley. Gibeon itself was not in a desert, but- m a

fertile region. Abner then deserted to David, but

was mtirdered at the "well of Sirah" CAin Sarah)

on the road a mile N. of David's ciiiiitiil at ITeliron

Nothing more is .said about the Philis till David

jiad captured Jems, when they advanced on the

new capittd by the valley of Keiihaim (5 22),

which apparentlv ran from S. of Jerus to jom the

valley of Elah.^ If David was then at Adullam

("the hold," ver 17 AV; ('f 1 S 22 o), it is easy to

uiid(Tstand how he cait off th(> Pliili retreat (2 b

5 23) and tluis conciuered all the hill coimtry to

Gezer (ver 2.")). After this the ark was finally

broiight from B;ial<>-.iiidah (Kiriath-jearim) to Jerus

(6 2) and further wars were beyond the limits oi

Western Pal, in Moab (8 2) and in Syria (vs 3-12)

;

but for "Syrians" (ver 13) the more correct read-

ing appears to be Edomites (1 Ch 18 12), and the

"Valley of Salt" was probably S. of the Dead Sea.

Another war with the Svrians, aided by Aramaeans

from E. of the Euphrates, occurred E. of the Jordan

(2 S 10 1()-18), and was followed by the siege of

Rabbath-ammon CAnnndn), E. of Gil(>ad, wh<>re we

have notice of the "city of waters" (12 27), or ower

town by tlie stream, contrasted, it seems, with the

citadel which was on the northern hill.

(S) Hebrew letter-writing.—In this connection

we find the first notice of a "letter" (11 14) as

written by David to Joab. Writing is of course

noticed as early as the time of Moses when—as w(>

now know—the Canaanites wrote letters on clay

tablets in cuneiform script. These, however, were

penii(>d by sp(>cial scribes; and such a scribe is

mentioned early (Jgs 8 14). I>avid himsvlf may

have employed a professional writer (ct 2 b » lO,

while Uriah, who carried his own fate in the l(>tter,

was probably unable to read. Even in Isaiahs

time the art was not general (Isa 29 12) though

Heb kings could apparently write and read (Dt 17

18- 2 K 19 14); to the present day the acccmiphsh-

me'nt is not general in tlu^ E.ast, even in the upper

class. It should be noted that the first evidence ot

the use of an alphab(>t is found in the early alpha-

betic Pss, and the oldest dated alphabetic text yet

known is later than 900 BC. The script used in

the time of ]Mos(>s may have been cuncnform which

was still emploved at Gezer for trachn-s tabhis m
649 BC The alphabet may have come into use

first among Hebrews, through Phoen influence in

the time of David; and so far no scrijit except this

and the cuneiform has be(>n unearthed in Pal, unless

it is to be recognized in signs of the Hittite syllal)ary

at Lachish and Gezer. Another interesting point,

as regards Heb civilization in David's time, is the

first mention of "mules" (2 S 13 29; 18 9; IK
1 33.3S), which are unnoticed in the Pent. Ihey

are represented as pack animals on an Assyr bas-

relief; but, had they been known to Moses, they

would probably have been condemncnl as unclean.

The sons of David fled on mules from Baal-hazor

(Tell WsUr) "beside Ephraim" (now probably

Taiyibeh), N. of B(>thel, where Absalom murdered

Amnon.
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(9) Later years of David's reign.—On tho rebel-

lion of Ab.Siilom David retreated to Mahunaini,
ai^parently by the road N. of the Mount of Olives,

if the Ts of Jonathan (2 S 16 5) is correct in placing

Bahurini at Almon {\\lmit), N.E. of Jems. It is

not clear where the "wood of Ejihraim," in which
Absalom perished, may have been, but it was
beyond Jordan in Gileiid (17 22; 18 G); and oak
woods are more common there than in Western Pal.

The latest revolt, after Absalom's death, was in the
extreme north at Abel (Abil), in Upper Galilee

(20 14), after which Joab's journey is the last inci-

d(>nt to be studied in the Books of S. For census
I)ur])oses he went E. of the Jordan to Aroer (per-

ha))s the city on the Anion), to the "river of Gad"
(U'fu//y AY(V;?/r) near Jazer, and through Gil(>ad.

Tahtim-hodshi (24 6) is believcvl (on the authority
of three Gr MSS) to be a corruj)tion of "the Hit-
tites at Kadesh" {Kades), the gnnit city on the
Orontes (see Hittites), which lay on the northern
boimdary of David's dominions, H. of the kingdom
of Hamath. Thence Joab returned to Zidon and
Tyre, and after visiting all Ju(hdi to Beersheba
reacluHJ Jerus again within 10 months, llie a*;-

(juisition of the temple-site then closes the book.

(1) Solomon's yroviuces.—The Books of K con-
tain also some interesting questions of geography.

Solomon's twelve province's appear to
5. Books answer very closely to the; lots of the
of Kings twelve tribes described in Josh. They

included (1 K 4 7-19) the following:
(a) Ei)hraim, {h) Dan, {c) Southern Judah (s(>(! Josh
12 17), {(l) Manasseh, (c) Issachar, (/) Northern
(rilead and Bashan, {g) South(>rn Gilead, {h) Naph-
tali, {{) Asher, (j) part of Issacliar and probably
Zebulun (the text is doubtful, for the order of ver
17 (liffers in LXX), {k) Benjamin, {I) Reuben.
LXX renders the last clauses (ver 19), "and one
Naseph [i.e. "officer"] in the land of Judah"

—

probably superior to tlie other tw(>lve. Solomon's
dominions included Philistia and South(>rn Syria,

and stretched along the trade route by Tadmor
(Palmvra) to Tiphsah on the Euplu-ates (vs 21.24;
cf 9 lS = Tamar; 2 Ch 8 4 = Tadmor). Another
Tii)hsah (now Tafsah) lay 6 miles S.W. of Shechem
(2 K 15 16). Gezer was presented to Solomon's
wife by the Pharaoh (1 K 9 IG).

(2) Geography of the NortJierti Kingdom.—Jero-
boam was an E])hraimite (11 2G) from Zereda,
l)rol>ably Snrdnh, 2 mil(\s N.W. of Bethel, but the
liXX reads "Sarira," which might be Sarrn, 1.1

miles E. of Sliiloh. After the revolt of the ten tribes,

"Shishak king of Egypt" (11 40; 14 25) sacked
Jerus. His own record, though much damaged,
shows that he not only invaded the mountains near
Jerus, l)Ut that he even conquered part of Galilee.

The border between Israel and Judah lay S. of

B(>thel, where Jeroboam's calf-temple was erected
(12 29), Ramah (er-Rdm) being a frontier town with
Geba and Mizpah (15 17.22); but after the Syrian
raid into Galilee (ver 20), the capital of Israel w'as
fixed at Tirzah (ver 21), a place celebrated for its

beauty (Cant 6 4), and perhaps to be placed at
Teiasir, about 11 miles N.E. of Shechem, in ro-
mantic scenery above the Jordan valley. Omri
reigned here also for six years (16 23) before he
built Samaria, which remained the capital till 722
BC. Samaria appcuirs to hav(> be(>n a city at least
as large as Jerus, a strong site f) miles N.W. of
Shechem, commanding the trade route to its west.
It resisted the Assyrians for .'i years, and wh(>n it

f(>ll Sargon took away 27,290 captives. Excava-
tions at the site will, it may lie hoped, yield results
of value not as yet i)ublished. See next article.

The wanderings of Elijah extended from Zar(>-

phath (Surafend), S. of Sidon, to Sinai. The posi-
tion of the Brook Cherith (17 3) where—according

to one reading—"the Arabs brought him bread and
flesh" (17 G) is not known. The site of this great
contest with the prophets of th(^ Tyrian Baal is

sujiposedto be at el Mahrakah ("the i)lace of burn-
ing") at tlie southeastern end of the Carmel ridge.

Som(> early king of Israel i)erha})s, or one of the

, 4^
"s ^U^ .^

—

I

"~ ''^
A^aSrilr*-*-«it^^- ;

-V^i' " ,

^*^-*^

'
.

">' .i '"^'i " * Wle
»^, f-:^
-•\->^\*W'^1
Jl^iv ^->- ^^

'

lanSk'^Hua

Tr<i

Brook Cherith (Looking N.E.).

judges (cf Dt 33 19), had built an altar to Jeh
above the Kishon (1 K 18 20.40) at Carmel; but,
as the water (v(t 33) probably came from the
river, it is doubtful whether this altar was on the
"top of Carm(4," 1,500 ft . above, from which Elijah's
servant had full view of the sea (vs 42.43). Elijah
must have run before Ahab no less than 15 miles,
from the nearest point on Carmtd (ver 4G) to J(>z-

re(>l, and the joiu'iiey of the Sliunanunife woman
to find Elisha (2 K 4 25) was equally long. The
vuieyard of Naboth in Jezreel (1 K 21 1) was
perhaps on the east of the city (now ZcrHn), where
rock-cut wdne presses exist. In the account of the
ascension of Elijah, the expr(\ssion "went down to
B(>thel" (2 K 2 2) is difficult, if he went "from
Gilgal" (ver 1). The town intended niiglit l)e

JilJiUn, on a high hill 7 miles N. of Jiethel. LXX,
however, reads "they came."

(3) Places connected with Elisha.—The home of
Elisha was at Abel-meholah (1 K 19 IG) in th(!

Jonhm valley (Jgs 7 22), probably at M in Ileliveh,

10 miles S. of Beth-shan. If we suppose that Ophel
(2 K 5 24 RVm), where he lived, was the prc'sent

^Afi'deh, it is not only easy to understand that he
would often "pass by" Shunem (which lay b(>t ween
Ophel and Abel-meholah), but also how Naaman
might have gone from the palace of JeznH'l to Ophel,
and thence to the Jordan and back again to ()ph(4
(vs G. 14.24), in the course of a single day in liis

chariot. The road down the; valley of Jeznnd was
easy, and up it Jehu afterward tlrove furiously,

coming from Ramoth in Gilead, and visible afar
off from the wall of Jezreed (9 20). The 'top of th(>

ascents' (ver 13), at RaTuoth, refers no doubt to the
high hill on which this city (now lielnmn) stood as

a strong fortress on the border between Isracd and
the Syrians. The flight of Ahaziah of Judah, from
Jezreel was apparently N. by Gur {Kara), 4 miles
W. of Ibleam (Yebla), on the road to "the garden
house" {Beit Jenn), and thence by Megiddo {Mn-
jcdda'') down the Jordan valley to Jerus (9 27.28).
Of the rebellion of Moab (2 K 1 1; 3 4) it in
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enovigh to point out Ikm'c tlitit Kiii^ Moslia's iiccouiit

on tho M S :itr:m>s with the ()T, even m the nuniitc

detail that '•incn of (riul dwelt in Atarotii from ot

old" (ef Nil 32 34), though it lay m the lot of

Reuben.

The topoKrapliical notices in tlie IwoVcs written after

the captivity rcMiuire l)Ut short notice, '''l"; 'V'J'J'^'"'
''^

i)uin up lx)d (Lu,l,l), Ono (Ar/r .\n(i) auU

R Pn<;t- \iialoii (Yulo), which were in tlie lot ot

^••r I)'m (1 (Ml 8 12; Neh 11 li.".), and it is

exiUC worthy of note that hod (l;y(i(hi) is not

Historical to he Ve^'arded as a new town s,r.ii)ly bc-

BookS cause not iniMitioned in the earhcr books;

for Lod is nu-ulioned (no. <14) wUh( no

in the lists of Thothnies III, a century l)efori> the lleh

comiuest of Pal. The author of (Mi
'V'«' f"'i'^^;?, ^"tVJ:

formation not to be found 'Msewhere m tli(> )_l . 1 is

list of Kehol)oanrs fortresses (2 (Ml 11 t.^.O) iiK hi les

14 towns, most of whic-li were on lh<! frontiers of the

dimiuislied kin«(U)m of .ludah, some i)einK nolu-ed

(such as Shoco and Adorainn m tlu^ list of Shisiaks

conouests. He speaks of the '-valley of_ ZeDliathuh

(14 10) now hVi,/// N(i/(r/), which is otherwise unnoticed.

and places it correctly at Mareshah ( Mvr-,,sh) on the ed^i.^

ot tlie Thilii)lain. lie is e(|uahy <>lcar alxnit t he topn^;-

rapliv in d.'scribiny; the attack on .lehoshaphat by the

\minonites, ]\Toal)ites and Kdomiti>s. 1 hey eampei at

Kn-nedi C-l'" /''/'), and marched ^^ .
toward I ekoa

irrkua); and the thanks-ivinK assembly after the

Heb vlctorv. was in tlie valley of Beracah (2 ( h 20
1.2().2r>), which retains its name as Brcihul, 4 miles vv.

of Tekoa.

IV. Palestine in the Poetic Books of the OT.—
In Job the scene is disluuMively Edoinito. Uz (Job

1 1; ef (ien 22 21 ERV; Jer 25 20;

1. Book Lam 4 21) and Buz (Job 32 2; ef

of Job Gen 22 21) are the Assyr Hdza and

Bazu reached by Esarhaddou in ()73

BC S. of Edom. Tenia and Sheba (Job 6 19) are

noticed yet earlier, by Tiglath-pileser III, :"^<1 ^''i''

gon, who eonciuered the Thanuidit(^s and rsal)a-

taeans. We liave also the conjunction of snowy

mountains and ice (Job 6 IG) with notice of the

desert and the Wrahah v;illey (24 5), which could

hardly apply to any region except Edom. Again,

we have a nomad population dwelling close to a city

(29 4-7)—perhaps Petra, or Md'an in Edom.

There were mines, not only in the Sinaitic descnM,

but at Punon in Northern Edom (cf 28 2-11). The

white broom (30 4) is distinctive of the deserts of

Moab and Edom. The wild ass and the ostrich

(39 5 13) are now known onlv in the des(>rt E. of

Edom; while the stork (39 13 llYm) could have

been found only in the Wrnbah, or in the Jordan

valley. The wild ox (39 9 RV), or Bos primi-

qenius, is now extinct (LXX "unicorn," Nu 23 22;

bt 33 17), though its boiuvs occur in Lebanon caves.

It was hunted about 1130 BC in Syria by Tiglath-

pileser I (cf Ps 29 0), and is mentioned as late as

the time of Isaiah (34 7) in connection with Edom;

its llvh name {r'cm) is the Assyr rimu, attached

to a representation of the beast. As regards the

crocodile ("leviathan," 41 1), it was evidently well

known to the writer, who refers to its strong, musky

smell (ver 31), and it existed not only in E>gypt but

in Pal and is still found in the Crocodile River, N.

of Caesarea in Sharon. Behemoth (40 1.")), though

commonly supposed to be the hippopotamus, is

more probably th(; elephant (on account of its

long tail its trunk, and its habit of feeding in

mountains, vs 17.20.24); and the elephant was

known to the Assvrians in the 9th cent. BC, and was

found wild in herds on the Euphrates in the Ibth

cent BC. The physical allusions in Job seem

cl(>arlv, as a rule, to point to Edom, as do the geo-

graphical names; and though Christian tradition

in the 4th cent. AD (St. Silvia, 47) placed Uz m
Bashan, the LXX (42 IS) defines it as lying 'on

the boundarv of I'^.dom and Araliia.' None ot these

allusions serves to fix dates, nor do tlie i)eculiarities

of the language, though they suggest Aram, and

Arab influences. The mention of Babylonians (,1

17) {Kasdim) as raiders may, however, point to

about 000 15C, since they could not have r(>a(hed

l':;dom excei)t from the N., and did not api)ear in

Pal betw(>en the time of Amrai)hel (who only reached

Kadesh-barnea), and of Nebuchadnezzar. It is at

least clear (24 1-12) that this grcMit poem was
written in a time of general anarchy, and of Arab
lawlessiK'SS.

In the Vss there are many allusions to the natural
jihc-noniena of Pal, but there is very littl(> detailed topoK-

raphy. " Tlu; niountiiinof IJashan" (I's 68
9 Mnn,\r rxf 1 •'> ) riscs Iv of l lie i)latcauto ."),7(K) ft. above
A. I300K Ol

^,,.^.l,.^-^.l. i,m. /ainion (ver 14) is an un-
Psalms known mountain (cf Zaimon, .Igs 9 4S).

MMiis Ps might well refer to David's con-
(|ues( of namascus (2 .S 8 <ii, as I's 72 refers to the
time of Solomon, being the last in the original collection

of "ijravers of David" (ver 20). In Ps 83 (vs (l-S) we
lind a confederacv of Kdom, Ishmael, Moab and the

Ilagarenes (or "wanderers" K. of Pal; cf 1 (Mi 5 IS 2'_')

with (iebal (in Lebanon), Amnion. Amalek, and Tyre,

all in alliance with Assvria - a condition which first

existed iti 7;i2 BC, when MMglath-pileser HI coiuiuered

Damascus. The reference to the "northern" ("hid-

den") tribes jioints to this date (ver :V), since this con-

(lueror made captives also in (Jalilee (2 K 15 2'J; 1 (Mi

5 2(1; Isa 9 1).

In Prov the allusions are more peaceful, but not

geographical. MMiey refer to agricuUure (3 10; 11 2t;;

12 11; 25 i;5), to trade (7 IG; 31 14.24)

q r>f,„u „f and fo flocks (27 2:5-27). The most
6. BOOK ot

reniarkabh^ passage (26 S) reads literally.

Proverbs " As he that packs a stone into the stone-

heap, so is ho that givelh honor to a fool."

Jerome said that this referred to a superstitious custom;
and the erection of stone heaps at graves, or round a

pillar ((Ien 31 4.").4C)), is a widel> si)read and very an-

cient custom (still prescn-ved by Arabs), each stone being

the memorial of a visitor to the si)ot, who thus honors
eith.er a local ghost or demon, or a dead man—a rile

which was foolish in the eyes of a Hebrew of t he ag(> in

which this verse was written (sec Expos T, V ill, .399,

524).

Tlie g(>ographv of Cant is specially important to a

right understaiKiing of this bridal ode of tlu; Syrian

])rincess who was Solomon's first bride.

4. Song of It is not confinc^d, as some critics say

Songs it is, to the nortli, but inchides the

whole of Pal and Syria. The writer

names Kixlar in North Arabia (1 5) and Egypt,

whcuice horses came in Solomon's time (19; 1 K
10 28.29). He knows the henna (AV "camjjhire )

and the vinevards of En-eedi (1 14), where vine-

yards still existed in the 12th cent. AD. He speaks

of the "rose" of Sharon (2 1), as well as of Lebanon,

with Shenir (Assvr Saniru) and Ilerinon (4 S)

above Damascus "(7 4). He notic(-s the pastoral

slopes of Gilead (6 o), and the brown pool, full of

small fish, in the brook below Heshbon (7 4), m
Moab. The locks of the "pcniceful one" (6 13,

Vulg pacijica) are like the thick copses of Carmel;

'the king is caught in the tangles' (7 5). See

Gallery. She is "beautiful as Tirzah [in Samaria],

com(4y as Jerus, terrible to look at" (6 4 AV). She

is a garden and a "paradise" ("orchard") of spices

in Lebanon, some of which spices (calamus, cin-

namon, frankincense and myrrh) have come from

far lands (4 12-15). Solomon's vin(>yard—another

emblem of the bride— (1 6; 8 11) was in Baal-

hamon, which some suppose to be Baal-hermon,

still famous for its vinevards. He comes to fetch

her from the wilderness (3 6) ; and the dust raised

by his followers is like that of the whirlwind pillars

which stalk over the dry plains of Bashan m sum-

mer. The single word "paradise" (4 13 m) is hardly

evidence enough to establish late date, sinc(^—

•

though used in Pers—its etymology and origin are

unknown. Tlie wonl for "nuts" (Hc^b 'eghoz) is

also not Pers (6 11), for the /Vrab. word ^\, jauz,

is S(™, and means a "pair," ajiplying to the walnut

which abounds in Shech(>m. The "rose of Sharon

(2 1) according to the Tg, was the white narcis-

sus"; and th(! H(>b word occurs also in Assyr

{habasillatu), as noted by Delitzsch (ciuoting \VA1,

V 32, no. 4), referring to a white bulbous plant.
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Sharon in spring is covered still with wild narcissi,

Arab, btiseil (cf Isa 35 L2). Th(>re is perhaps no

p(>riod when such ii poem is more likely to have

been written than in the time of Solomon, when
Israel "dwelt safely, every man under his vine and

under his fig-tree" (1 K 4 2.')); when th(> roe and

the fallow d(H'r (Cant 2 17; I K 4 23) abounded;

and when mcTcliants (Cant 3 (')} brought "powders"

from afar; wh(>n also the dominion included Damas-
cus and Southern Lebanon, as well as Western Pal

with Gilead and Moab. S(>e also Song ov Songs.

V. Palestine in the Prophets.—Isaiah (18)
likens Zion, when tlie Assyr armies were holding

Samaria, Moab and Philistia, to "a

1. Isaiah booth in a vineyard, a lodge in a

garden of cucunilxM-s." He refers no

doubt to a "tower" (Alt 21 IVA), or platform, such

as is to bo found beside tlic rock-cut wine press in

the deserted vineyai'ds of Pal; and such as is still

built, for the watchman to stand on, in vineyards

and vegetable gard(>ns.

The chief topographical (luestion (10 2S-32)

Sumieh, 2 miles S.W. of Ileshbon (Hi'sbdn)—is said

to have had vines reaching to Jazer {Sa'uur, miles

to the N.j ; and rock-cut wine presses still remain at

Sibmah (Isa 16 8; Jer 48 32). Tlie Bozrah men-
tioned with Edom (Isa 34 G; 63 1; Jer 49 13.22;

Mic 2 12) is i)robaI)ly /i^/.s-cm;//, near the southern

border of Moab. In i\\v. last-cited ])assage there is

a play on the words bagnlh ("fortress") and hoQrah

for "sheepfold."
In Jer (1 1), Anathoth {' A)iAl(i) is mentioned as a

priests' city (cf 1 K 2 2(5). The "place" or shrine

of Shiloh was deserted (Jer 7 12), but

2. Jeremiah the town sen-ms still to have been in-

habited (41 5). The "i)it" at Mizpah
(vs 0-9) may have been tlie great rock reservoir S.

of Till cn-Nasheh. The Moabitc towns noticed

(48 l-.5.2()-24.31-4r); 49 3) witli Rabbah C.L»///f//0

have been mentioned as occurring in the parallel

passages of Isa. Tlu; immin-ous petty kings in Edom,
Moab, Philistia, Phoenicia, and Arabia (25 20-24)

recall those named in Assyr lists of the same age.

Lam 4 3 recalls Job 39 14 in attributing to the

PiLGiuMS Bathing in the Jordan.

refers to the Assyr advance from the north, wlu;n

the outposts covered th(! march through Samaria
(whether in 732, 722, or 702 BC) to Philistia. They
ext(>nded on the left wing to Ai (Hayan), Michmash
{Mukhmds), and Geba, S. of the Michmash valley

{Jeha'), heading to the flight of the villagers, from

Ramah (er-Rum) and the region of CJibeah—which

included Ramah, with Geba (1 S 22 6) and Mi-

gron (1 S 14 2) or "the precipice." They were

alarmed also at Gallim {Beit Jala), and Anathoth

CAnata), near Jerus; yet the advance ceased at

Nob (cf Neh 11 32) where, as before noted, the

first glimpse of Zion would be caught if Nob was

at or near Mizpah {TcU en NaMi), on the main
north road leading W. of Ramah.

Another passage refers to th(; towns of Moab (Isa

15 1-6) , and to Nimrim ( Tell Nimrin) and Zoar ( Tell

esh ShdghUr) in the valley of Shittim. The ascent

of Luhith (ver 5) is the present TaVat el IJeith, on

the southern slope of Nebo (Jebel Neha). The
curious term "a heifer of three years old" (cf Jer

48 34 m) is taken from LXX, but might b(>tter be

rendered "a round i)lacc with a group of three" (see

Eglath-shelisiiiy-vh). Itisnoticcnl with the "high

places" of Moab (Isa 15 2; Jer 48 35), and prob-

ably refers to one of thos(> large and ancient stone

circles, surrounding a central group of three rude

pillars, which still remain in Moab {SEP, I, 187,

203,233) near Nebo and Zoar. Sibmah—probably

ostrich want of care for her young, because she

endeavors (like oth(>r birds) to escape, and thus

draws away tiie hunter from the nest. Tliis verse

should not be regard(Hl as showing that the author

knew that whales were mammals, since the word
"sea-monsters" (AV) is more correctly rendered

"jackals" (RV) or "wild beasts."

In Ezk (ch 27), Tyre appears as a city with a

very widespread trade extending from Asia Minor
to Arabia and Egypt, and from Assyria

3. Ezekiel to the isles (or "coasts") of the Medi-
terranean. The "oaks of Bashan"

(27 6; Isa 2 13; Zee 11 2) are still found in the

S.W. of that region near Culead. Judah and Israel

then provided wheat, honey, oil and balm for

export as in the time of Jacob. Damascus sent

white wool and the wine of Helbon {Ilelbon), 13

miles N., where fine vineyards still exist. The
northern border described (47 l.")-18) is the same
that marked that of the dominions of David, running

along the Elcutherus River toward Ztnlad {Sudud).

It is described also in Nu 34 8-11 as passing Riblali

{Riblah) and including Ain {el 'Ain), a village on
the western slopes of the Anti-Lebanon, E. of Rib-

lah. In this i)assage (as in Ezk 47 IS) t\w Hauran
(or Bashan plain) is excluded from tlit^ land of

Israel, the border following the Jordan valley,

which se(uns to point to a date earlier tlian the time

when the Havvoth-jair (Nu 32 41; Dt 3 14; Josh
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13 30; Jgs 10 4; 1 K 4 13; 1 Ch 2 23), in

Giloacl and Bashan, were conquered or budt—
possibly after the d(>ath of Joshua. The southern

border of the hind is described by Ezekiel (47 19)

as nvichingfroni Kadesh (-barnea)—i)robably Petra

—to Taniar, which seems to be Ttunrah, 6 miles

N.E. of Gaza.

In the Minor Prophets there are few(>r topo-

graphical notices. Hoscvi (12 11) speaks of the

altars of Gilead and Gilfial as bcMU^

4. Minor "as heaps in t he furrows of the fields."

Prophets He perhajjs alludes to tin; larfi;e dolnum-

fields of this repjion, which still charac-

terize the country E. of the Jordan. I le also perhaps

speaks of human sacrifice at Betliel (13 2). In Joel

(1 12) the ai)ple tre(> (Heb tai>pieh, Aral), tuffah)

is noticed (cf Cant 2 3."); 8 Tj), and there scH'ms

to be no r(>ason to doubt that the apple was culti-

vated, since el Mukaddasi mentions "excellent

api)les" at Jerus in the 10th cent. AD, though

it is not now common in Pal. The sycamore fig

(Am 7 14), which was conunon in the plains and

in the s/(7;/ic/«/i (1 K 10 27), grew also near Jericho

(Lk 19 4), where it is still to be found. In Mic

(1 10-15), a passage whicli app(>ars to refer to Heze-

kiah's reeonquest of the Hlfphelah towns and attack

on Gaza befor(> 702 BC (2 K 18 8; 2 Ch 28 18)

giv(>s a list of i)lac(>s and a play on the name of each.

They include Gath {Tell cs Sdji), Sai)hir (cs Sdflr),

Lachish {rdl d-IIesy), Achzib ('Ai/t Kezbeh), and

Mareshah {Mcr'ash): "the glory of Israel shall come

even unto AduUam" {'Aid-el-nia) perhaps refers to

Hezckiah himself (Mic 1 15). Aft(>r the captiv-

ity Philistia (Zee 9 5) was still independent. See

Philistines. The meaning of the "mourning of

Hadadrimmon in the Valley of Megiddon" (Ze(; 12

11) is disputed. J(>rome (see Iceland, Pal Illustr.,

II, 891) says that the former of these names referred

to a town near Jezreel (Maximianopolis, now Rum-
mdneh, on the western side of the plain of Esdra-

elon), but the mourning "for an only son" was

probably a rite of the Syrian god called Hadad, or

otherwise Rimmon, like the mourning for Tammuz
(Ezk 8 14).

VI. Palestine in the Apocrypha.—The Book of Jth is

?arded bv Kenan {EvanuHes, 1877, 29) as a Ilaggadha
or legend, written in Hob in 74 AD. It

is reniarliable, iiowever, that its geo-
graphical allusions are very correct.

Judith was apparently of the tribe of Ma-
nasseh (8 2.:5) ; and her husband, who bore

this name, was buried between Dothaini {Tell Duthdn)

and Balamon (in Wddy Bdameh), E. of Dothan. Her
home at Bethulia was thus probably at Mithiheh, on a
high hill (6 11.12), 5 miles S.E. of Dothan {SWP, II,

15()), in the territory of Mana-sseh. The requirements
of the narrative are well met; for this village is supplied

only by wells (7 13.20), though there are springs at the

foot of the hill to the S. (7 7.12), while there is a good
view over the valley to the N. (10 10), and over the

plain of Esdraelon to Nazareth and Talror. Other
mountains surround the village (15 3). The camp of

the invaders reached from Dothan to Belmaim (Balamon)
from W. to E., and their rear was at Cyamon {Tell

Kcimuii), at the foot of Carmel. The Babylonians

were allied with tribes from Carmel, Gilead and Galilee

on the N. with the Samaritans, and with others from
Betane (probably Bcth-anoth, now Beit ' Ainun, N. of

Hebron), Chcllus (Klalash—the later Elusa—8 miles

S.W. of Beersheba), and Kadcs {Win Kadis) on the way
to Egypt. Among Samaritan towns S. of Shechem,
Ekrebel {'Akrabeh) and Chusi {Kuzah) are mentioned,
with "the brook Mochmur" {^\'ddl| el Humr) rising N.
of Ekrebel and running E. into the Jordan.

The philosophical Book of Wisd has no references to

Pal- and in Ecclus the only allusions are to the palm of

En-gaddi (24 14), where palms still exist,

O -Rrinb- nf and to the "rose i)lant in Jericho" (24 14;

^V- J <"f 39 !*; 50 ^'^
•

tti<- description of the ros(^

Wisdom as "growing by the; brook in the fi(>ld"

suggests the "rhododendron (Tristram.
NUB, 477), which flourishes near the Jordan and grows
to great size beside the brooks of Gilead.

.Judas Marcahaeus.—The first Book of Mace is a val-

uable history going down to 13.5 BC;, and its geographical
allusions are sometimes important. Modin, the homo

regarded

1. Book of

Judith

of Judas Maccabaeus (2 1.5), where his l)rother Snnon
crectetl seven monuments visible from the sea (9 li);

13 2.5-30), was above the plain in which

-i 1 lUTarra (-edron {Katrnh, .5 miles E. of Jamnia)
S. 1 lYiacca-

^j^^^^jj (15" 40.41 16 4.9), and is clearly
bees th(^ i)resent village el Miilieh on the low-

hills with a sea view. 17 miles from Jerus
and () miles K. of Lydda, near which latter Kusebius
{Ouiim s.v. "Modeim") i)laccs Modin. The first victory
of Judas (3 24) was won at Jieth-horon, and the second
at Enunaus C.tmira.s) by the; Valley of Aijalon—the
scenes of .loshua's victories also.

Th(^ (iriH'ks next att(^mpted to reach Jerus from tlu;

S. and were again defeated at Beth-zur (4 29), now
Beit-sfir, on the watershed, 15 miles S. of Jerus, where the
road 'runs through a i)ass. .ludas next (after cleatising

the temi)le in 1()5 BG) marched S. of the Dead Sea, at-

tacking the Edomites at .\rabattine (perhaps .\krabbim)
and penetrating to th(^ Moal) |)lateau as far N. as .lazar

(5 3-S). On his return to Judaea the heathen of (iilead

and Bashan rose against the Israelites of Tubias (ver

13) or Tob {Taii/ibeh), and the Phoenicians aganist the
Galilean Heb'rews who were, for a titne, withdrawn to

Jerus until the Hasmoneans won complete iiuleix'ndenci'

(11 7.59). In the regions of Northern (iilead and
Southern Bashan (5 2().3f).37) Judas coiuiuered Bosor
{Busr), Alema {Kefr el-ma), Casphon {Khis/Ui), Maged
(perhaps el Mejd, N. of 'Amm&n), and Garnaim (Ash-
teroth-karnaim), now Tell 'Ashterah. The notice of a
"brook" at the last-named ])lace (ver 42) is an interest-

ing touch, as a fljie stream runs S. from the west side of

the town. In 1(12 BG Judas was defeated at Bathzach-
arias (6 32), now Beit Skaria. 9 mil(>s S. of Jerus, but the
cause was saved bv a r(>volt in Antioch; and in the next
year he defeated Xicanor near Gaphar-salama (perhaps
Selmeh, near Jojjpa), and slew him at Adasah {' Ailaseh).

8 miles S.K. of Beth-horon (7 31.40.45). The fatal

battle in which Judas was kihed (9 5.15) was fought
also near Beth-horon. He camjjed at lOleasa {II f/.-a),

clo.se bv, and defeated the Greeks on his right, driving
them to Mt. Azotus (or Belh-zetho, according to Jos
[Ant, XII, xi, 2]), apparently near Bir-ez-Zell, 4 miles

N.W. of Bethel; but the Greeks on his left surrounded
him during this rash pursuit.

On the death of Judas, Bacchidcs occupied Judaea
and fortified the frontier towns (9 50.51) on all sides.

Simon and Jonathan were driven to the marshes nciar the
Jordan, but in 159 BC the Greeks made peace with
Jonathan who returned to Michmash (ver 73) and 7
years later to Jerus (10 1-7). Three districts on the
southern border of Samaria were then added to Judaea
(10 30; 11 34), namelv Lydda, Apherema (or Ephraim)
now Taiyibeh, and Kafnathein {er-Ii&m); and Jonathan
defeated the Greeks in Philistia (10 09; 11 6). Simon
was "captain" from the "Ladder of Tyre" {Rds en

Nakurah), or the pass N. of Accho, to the borders of

Egypt (11 59); and the Greeks in Upper Galilee were
again defeated bv Jonathan, who advanced from Gen-
nesaret to the plain of Hazor {Hazzur), and pursued them
even to Kedesh Naphlali {Kedes), northward (vs 63.73).

He was victorious even to the borders of Hamath, and the
Eleutherus Kiver {Xahr el Kebir), N. of Tripolis, and
defeated the Arabs, called Zabadeans (])robably at Zcb-

ddntj in Anti-Lebanon), on his way to Damascus (12 25.

30.32). He fortified Adida {Hadilheh) in the shr phclah

(ver 38), W. of Jerus, where Simon awaited the Gr
usurper Trvphon (13 13.20), who attempted to reach
Jerus by a long detour to the S. near Adoraim {Dura),

but failed on account of the snow in the mountains.
After the treacherous capture of .lonathan at .\ccho, and
his death in Gilead (12 4S; 13 23). Sitnon l)ecame the
ruler of all Pal to Gaza (13 43). fortifying Joppa, (iezer

and Ashdod (14 34) in 140 BC. Five years later he
won a final victory at Cedron {Katrah), near Jamnia
{Yebnah). but was murdered at Dok (16 15), near

Jericho, which site was a small fort at ' Ain Diik, a spring

N. of the city. ^ ^ ^ ^,

The second Book of Mace presents a contrast to the

first in which, as we have seen, the geography is easily

understood. Thus the site of Caspis

A. 9 "IVTarra with its lake (12 13.16) is doubtful. It
*• ^ i»A*»'^<i seems to be placed in Idumaea, and Cliarax
bees may be the fortress of Kerak in Moab

(ver 17). P]phron, W. of ,\shteroth-

karnaim (vs 26.27), is unknown; and Both-shean is called

by its later name Scythopolis (ver 29), as in the LXX
(Jgs 1 27) and in Jos (.4 7;;, XII, viii, 5; vi, 1). A cu-

rious passage (13 4-6) seems to refer to the Pers burial

towers (still used bv Parsees), one of which appears to

have existed at Berea (.\lei)po), though this was not a

Gr custom. See Asmoneans.

VII. Palestine in the NT.-~\\q are told that

Our Lord was born in "B(>thlehem of Judaea"; and

the theory of N(4ibauer, adopted by

1. Synoptic (iriltz, that B(>thleli(>m of Zebulun

Gospels (Josh 19 15)—which was the pn^sent

Bcit-Lahm, 7 miles N.W. of Nazareth-
is to be understood", is based on a mistake. The
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Jews expect 0(1 the Ales.siuli io aijpear in the home
of David (Alio 5 2) ; and the Northern Bethlehem
was not called "of Nazareth," as asserted by Rix
{Tent and Testament, 258); this was a conjectural

rc^ading by Neubauer {Geog. dii Talm, 189), but the
I'alm (Talm Jerus, M'ghillah 11) calls the i)lace

Bethlvhcin-sTldh (or "of balm"), no doubt from the
storax bush (St ijrax officinalis) or stacte (Ex 30 34),

the Aral), ^(d)har, which still abounds in the oak
wood close by.

(1) (ialilvan sccnerij.—The ^n^ater part of the
life of Jesus was spent at Nazareth in Zebulun, and
the niinisti-v at Capernaum in Naphtali (cf Mt 4
13-15; Isa"9 1), with yearly visits to Jerus. The
Gospel narratives and the symbolism of the para-

Traditional Moimt of tlic Precipitation near Nazareth.

bles constantly recall the characteristic features of

Galilean scenery and nature, as they remain un-
changed today. The "city set on a hill" (Mt 5

14) maj' be seen in any part of Pal; the lili(>s of

the field grow in all its plains; the "foxes have
holes" and the sjiarrows are still eaten; the vine-

.yard with its tower; the good ])loughland, amid
stony and tliorny i)laces, are all still found tlu'ough-

out the Holy Land. But th(> deep lake surroundetl

by preci])itous cliffs and subject to sudden storms,

with its shoals of fish and its naked fishers; the cast

nets and drag n(>ts and small heavy boats of the
Sea of Galilee, arc more distinctive of the Gospels,

since the lake is but briefly not iced in the ( )T.

(2) Nazareth was a little village in a hill plateau
N. of the plain of Esdraelon, aiul 1,000 ft. above it.

Plowing near Nazareth.

The name (Ileb ndqdrdh) may m(>an "verdant,"
and it had a fine si)ring, but it is ccmnected (Alt 2
23) in the (;os])els with the proph(H'y of the "branch"
(wefer, Isa 11 1) of the house of David. Its])oj)ula-

tion was Hebrew, for it ])osse,ssed a synagogue (Lk
4 16). The "brow of the hill whereon their citv

was built" (4 29) is traditionally the "hill of the
leap" (Jchcl Kafsi), 2 miles to the S.—a cliff over-
looking the i)lain. Nazareth was not on any great
highway; and so obscure was this village that it is

unnoticed in the OT, or t)y Jos, while even a Gali-

lean (Jn 1 46) could hardly believe that a prophet
could come thence. Jerome {Onom s.v.) calls it a
"village"; btit today it is a town with 4,000 Chris-
tians and 2,000 Moslems, the forrn(>r taking their

Arab, name {Nasdrah) from the home of their

Alaster.

(3) Cai^ernaum (Alt 4 13; 9 1) lay on the shore
of the Sea of Galilee, ai)i)arently (Alt 14 34;
Jn 6 17) in the little ])lain of (T(>nnesaret, wliich

stretches for 3 mil(>s on the northwest side of the
lake, and which has a breadth of 2 miles. It may
have stood on a low cliff (though tliis is rendered
doubtful by the Sin. AIS rendering ()f Alt 11 23—
"Shalt thou ])e exalted unto h(\'iven?'"),and it was a
military station wdiere taxes were levi(>d (9 9), and
]X)ssessed a synagogue (Alk 1 21; Lk 4 33; Jn
6 59). Christian tradition, since the 4th c(Mit. AD,
has placetl the site at Tell IJuni, where ruins of a
synagogue (j^robably, however, not okler than the
2d c(>nt. AD) exist; but this site is not in the plain

of Gennesaret, antl is mor(> probably K'phar 'Alum
(Talm Bab, M'ndhuth 85a). Jewish tradition

(Midhrash Koheleth, vii.20) connects Capernamn
with mlnltn or "heretics"—that is to say Chris-
tians—whose name may yet linger at M i/i Minijeh
at the north (Mid of the i)lain of Gennesaret. Jos
states {B'J , III, x, 8) that the spring of Cajjcr-

naum watered this plain, and contained the catfish

{cnracinus) which is still found in ''Ain el Mudair-
u'erah ("the round s))ring"), which is the principal
source of water in the Gennesaret oasis.

(4) The site of Chorazin {Kerdzeh) has never
been lost. The ruined village lies about 2\ miles
N. of Tell Ilihn and ])osses.ses a synagogu(> of siTni-

lar character. Bethsaida ("the house of fishing")

is once said to have been in Galilee (Jn 12 21), and
R(4and (Pal Illiistr., II, 553-55) thought that there
wer(> two towns of the name. It is certain that the
other notices refer to Bethsaida, called Julias bv
Herod Philip, which Jos (Ant, XVIII, ii, 1; iv,

6; BJ, III, x, 7) and Pliny (A'//, v. 15) place E.
of the Jordan, near the i)lace where it enters the
Sea of Galilee. The site may be at thv ruin ed
Dikkeh ("the platform"), now 2 nnles N. of the lake,

but jirobably nean^r of old, as the riv(>r deposit lias

increased southward. There art; remains of a syna-
gogu<» here also. The two nnracles of f(H'ding the
5,000 and the 4,000 are both d(>scribed as occurring
E. of t h(^ Jordan, the form(>r (Lk 9 10) in the desert
(of Golan) "belonging to the citv call(>d Bethsaida"
(AV). The w<H-ds (Alk 6 45 AV), "to go to the
oth(>r side befon^ unto Bethsaida," may be rendcnvd
without any straining of grannnar, "to go to the
side opjKJsite to Bethsaida." For the disciples are
not said to have reached that city; but, after a
voyage of at least 3 or 4 nnles (Jn 6 17.19), they
arrived near Cai)ernaum, and landed in Gennesaret
(Alk 6 53), about 5 miles S.W. of the Jordan.

(5) The place where the swine rushed down a
steep place into the lake (Alt 8 32; Mk 5 1; Lk 8
26) was in the country of the Gerasenes (see Vat.
AIS), prol)ably at Kersa on the eastern shore oppo-
site Tiberias, where there is a steej) shjpe to t he water.
It should be noted that this was in DcH'apolis (Alk
5 20), a region of "ten cities" which lay (except
Scythopolis) in Southwest Bashan, where a large
number of early Gr inscrii)tions have been found,
some of which (e.g. Vogiie-Waddington, nos. 2412,
2413) are as old as the 1st cent.. AD. There was
evidently a Gr ))opulation in this n^gion in the time
of Our Lord; and this accounts for the feeding of

swine, otherwise distinctive of "a far country" (Lk
15 13.15); for, while; no Hebrew would have tended
the uncl(>an b<>ast in Pal, the Greeks were swine-
herds from th(! time at least of Homer.

(6) The site of Mugadan-Magdala (Mejdel) was
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west sliorc :it. \hv. S.W. ond of th(> Goii-

plain (Mt- 15 39). In Mk 8 10 wo find
on ihv
ncsarct |m...ii y--.' — --/• --- - ,,

D;ilin:inutlia instead. Masdala was the ii

yniqhdfd ("tower"), and Dahnanutha may JH> re-

K'lrded as tlie Aram, equivalent. il> abnanidhn)

mcviiiing "tlie place of hi^h buildings" ;
so that there

is no necessary discrejjancy between the two ac-

counts. From tins phice ,I(>sus a^am departed hy

ship to "the other side," and reached Betlisaida

(Mt 16 n; Mk 8 13.22), traveling thence up the

Jordan valley to Caesarea Philipi.i (Mt, 16 13; Mk
8 27) or BCudds, at tlu^ Jordan sorms^^. I liere

can l>e little doubt that the "lii^h mountani ai)art

(Mt 17 1) was H(-rmon. Th(> very name si^nihes

"separate," a])i)lvins to its solitary dome; and tlie

sudden formation of cloud cm the sumnut seems to

explain the allusion in Lk 9 31.
r^ ^

(7) Other allusions in the Synoiitic Gospels,

n^ferrini;; to natural history and customs, mclude

the m.ticc of <lomestie fowls (Mt 23 37; 26 34),

which are never mentioncnl m the (H .
I hey came

from Persia, and were introduced probaljly atter

400 BC. The use of mamire (Lk 13 8) is also un-

noticed in the OT, but is mentioned m the Mish

(SM>rnh, ii.2), as is the custom of annually whiten-

ing .sepulchers (Mt 23 27; ''^'H-^mw i.l). 1 he

r(>movalof a roof (.Mk 2 4; cf Lk 6 19) at Caper-

naum was not diflicult, if it resembled those of

modern Galilean mud houses, though the 1 hird

Gospel speaks of "tiles" which are not now used.

Finally, the ])resencc of sliepherds with their flocks

(Lk 2 S) is not an indication of tlie season of the

nativity since thev remain with them "in the held

at all times of the year; and the "manger" (Lk 2

7) mav have been (as tradition affirmed ov(^n m the

2d cent AD) in a cave like tliose which liave been

found in ruins N. and S. of Hebron {SWF, III, 349,

369) and elsewhere in Pal.
, ^ ^, ^ ,

.

(1) The topography of the Fourth Gospel is

imi)ortant as indicating the writer's ])ersonal knowl-

edge of Pal; for he nunitions several

2 Fourth places not otherwise noticed in the NT.

Gospel Bcth-abarah (Jn 1 28, RV "Bethauy
;

10 40), or "the house of the cro.ssmg,

was "bevond the Jordan." Origen rejected the read-

ing "Bethania," instead of Bet h-abarah, common m
his time, and still found in the three oldest uncial

MSS in the 4th and 5th cents. AD. The place was

a day's journey from Cana (cf Jn 1 29.35.43; 2 1).

which may have been at 'A in Kana, a mile N
.
ot

Nazareth. It was two or three days' distance froin

Bethany near Jerus (Jn 10 40; 11 3.6.17) and

would thus lie in the upper part of the Jordan

valley where, in 1874, the surveyors found a lord

well known bv the name 'Aharah, N. of Beisan

in the r(>quired situation. John, we are told,

baptized in "all the region round about the Jor-

dan" (Mt 3 5), including the waters of ".4^non

near to Sahm" (Jn 3 23). There is only one

stream which answers to this description, namely

that of Wfuly Fdr'ah, N.E. of Shechem, on the

boundary of Judaea and Samaria, where there is

"much water." ^Enon would be 'Amun, 4 miles

N., and Salim is Sdlim, 4 miles S. of this perennial

affluentof the Jordan.
» , ,. , n

(2) The site of Svchar (Sam Iskar, Arab. Askar)

near Jacob's well (Jn 4 5.6) lay W. of Sahm and

just within the Sam border. The present village

is only half a mile N. of the well. Like the preceding

sites, it is noticed only in the Fourth Gosp(4, as is

Beth<>sda, while this Gosp(>l also gives additional

indications as to the position of Calvary The town

of Ephraim, "near to the wilderness (11 of), ;«

noti<-ed earlier (2 S 13 23; cf Ephraim, 2 Ch 13

19 m), and appears to be the same as Apiierema

(4 Mace 11 34), and as Ophrah of Benjamin (Josh

18 23- 1 S 13 17). Eusebius {Onom s.v.) places

it 20 Rom miles N. of Jerus, where the village

Taiyihch looks down on the desert of Judah.

In the Book of Acts the only new site, unnoticecl

before, is that of Antiptitris (23 31). This stood

at lh(> head of the stream (Me-jarkon)

3. Book wliich runs thence to the sea N. of

of Acts Jo])pa, and it was thus the half-way

station between Jerus and the sea-

side cai)ital at Caesarea. Th(> sit(> is now called

A'r/.s (/ 'Alu (••head of the spring"), and a castle,

built in th(> 12th cent., stands above the waters.

Tiu! old Rom road runs close; by (.SIl /', H, f^^h
C-aesanni was a new town, founded by Herod the

(iiv.at about 20 BC {SWP, II, 13-29). It was even

larger than Jerus, and had an artihcial hart)or.

TluMice we may leave Pal with Paul in 60 AD. 1 lu;

reader must judge whet h(>r this study of tlu; count ry

does not serve to vindicate the sincerity and authen-

ticity of Bible narratives in the OT and the N i alik(\

LiTEKATURE.—Though thc lit. connected with Tal

is enormous, and constantly increa.sing, the nuinlnr or

really original and scienlilic sources of knowledge- is

(as ill other cases) not large. Besides the Bible and Jos

the Mish contains a great deal of valuable information

as to the cullivaiion and civilization of Pal about tiu^

1st and 2d cenls. .\D. The following 20 works are of

primary importance. The Onomn.ticn of Eusebius and

.Jerome shows intimate ac(iuumtaiu;e witli 1 al in tie

4lh cent. AD, though the identification of Bible site;, is

as often wrong as right. The rabbinical geograpliy is

di-scussed by A. ^cu\ydlivr U-a ueooraphic du J alwud

1868), and the scattered notices by Or and Kom \Mitus

were collected bv II. Keland (PalaeHma ex vmnumenlia

velerlhus Ulu.trala, 2 vols, 1714) The Aft real y scien-

tific account of thc country is that of Dr. P.. Rob nson

(Bib. Researches. 1838, and Later Bib. Researches \>^o.i,

in 3 vols, 18.56). The Sunr,/ of ]\ ester n J'al (7 vols

1883) includes the present writer s account of the iiatuial

features, topography and surface n^inains of all ag( s

written while in command (18/2-/8) ot the l-i'- i

trigonometric survey. The Surrey of Eastern 1 al(\ vo ,

1889) gives his account of Moal) and Southern (.ileaU,

as siirveyed in 1881-82. The natural history is to bo

studied in the same series, and in (anon T rust ram s

Natural History of thc Biide, 1868.
_
The geology is best

given by L. Lartet (Essai sur la geologie de la 1 alestine)

and in Professor Hull's Memoir on the Gcol. and Oeog.

of Arabia Petraca, etc, 1886. Tlie Archaeological Re-

searches of M. ('lermont-(ianneau (2 vols, 1896) include

his discoveries of (lezer and Adullam. Much inforraa-

i\on is scattered through the PEFQ (1864-iyi0)_ ami in

ZDP V. a. Schumacher's Across the Jordan 188a 7 etla,

1888 and Northern ' Ajh'tn, 1890, give detailed informa-

tion for Northeast Pal; and Lachish, by. Professor

Flinders Petrie, is the memoir of the excavations which

he began at Tell el-Hesy (identiried in 18/4 by the present

writer), the full account being in .1 Mound of Many
Cities by J^' J. Bliss, 1894. Other excavations, at (.atli,

etc, are described in Excavations in Pal (1S9S-1!H)(),, l)y

F .1 Bliss, H. A. S. Macalister, and Professor Munsch;
while the memoir of his excavations at Gezer (2 vols) has

recently been published by Professor Alacalister. Por

those who have not access to these original sources. The

Historical Geography of the Holy Land hy Professor O.

A Smith, 1894, and the essay (300 pp.) by Professor I).

F Buhl (Gcographie des alien Palastina lH9h) ViUl IW

found useftil. The best guide book to Pa is still that of

Baedeker, written by Dr. A. Socin and pnblislied in 18' 6^

1912 This author had personal acciuamtance witli the

principal routes of the country. .
Only standard works

of reference have been herein mi'ntioned. to which I< rench.

German American, and British explorers and scholars

have alike contributed. See .Ikrusai.km.

C. R. CoxDER
' PALESTINE (RECENT EXPLORATION):
Preliminary Consideration

I Eka'of Preparation
1 . Outside of Palestine

I 2. In Palestine
(1) Earlv Christian Period
(2) Period of Cursory Observation

(3) Beginning of Scientific Observation

II Er^ of Scientific Exploration
1. Period of Individual Enterprise

(1) First TraiiKxi Kxplorers

(2) The Climax of Individual Exploratitm

2 ScientiTic Cooperative Surface Exploration

3! :Most Recent Results in Surface Exploration

III. Era of Scientific Excavation
1. Southern Palestine

(1) Tell el-Hesy
(2) Excavations in .Terusalem_

(3) Excavations in the Shephelah
(4) Painted "Tombs of Marissa"
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2. Northern Palestine
(1) Tell Ta'annek
(2) Tell el-Muti'nellim

(3) Tell Hum
3. Eastern Palestine

Jericho
4. Central Palestine

(1) Jerusalem
(2) Samaria
(3) ' Ain Shems
(4) Gezer

LlTERATfRK
Pre^'io^lH to tho hist ('(nitury, almost the entir(>

stock of knowledge conccTniiiK ancient Pal, in-

cluding its races, laws, languages,

Preliminary history and manners, was obtained

Considera- from Jos and the Bibl(>, with a few

tion brief additional references given by
Or and Rom authors; knowledge

concerning inodtTn Pal was limited to the rei)orts of

chancer travelers. Th(> change has been duv hu'gely

to thc! compelling interest taken in sacred history

and the "Holy Oracles." This .smallest country

in the world has arouscnl the spirit of exi)loration

as no other country has or could. It ha.s largely

stimulated many of the investigations carried on in

other lands.

/. Era of Preparation.—Much direct information

concerning anci(>nt Pal, absolutely essentialto the

success of modern exploration in that

1. Outside land, has come through discoveries

of Palestine in otlun- countries; but due in many
cases to Bib. influence. All tlie most

important Heb and Or MSS and VSS of the Bible

and most of the Jewish Talm and apocryphal and
\Msdom books were found outside of Pal. The
pictures of its population, citi(>s, fortresses and
armies give a color and perspective to its ancient

history far more vivid than can be found on any of

its own contemporarv monuments. The records of

Thothmes III (lothVent. BC) describing the cap-

ture of Megiddo in the plain of Esdraelon with its

vast stores of "chariots wrought with gokl," bronze

armor, silver and ebony statues, ivory and ebony
furniture, etc, and of his further capture of 1 1 S other

Can. towns, many of which are well known from the

Bible, and from which he takes an enormous tribute

of war materials, golden ornaments and golden

di.shes, "too many to be weighed," find no parallel

in any indigenous record—such records even if

written having been doom(>d to perish because of

th(! soil, climate and character of the rocks AA'. of the

Jordan. So c 1400 BC, the Am Tab (discovered in

1887) mention by name many Bib. cities, andgive
much direct information concerning the political

and social conditions at that period, with at least

6 lett(n-s from the governor of Jerus, who writes to

the Pharaoh news that the Egyp fleet has left the

coast, that all the neighboring cities have been lost

to Egypt, and that jerus will be lost unless help

can be had quickly against the invasion of the

Khabiri. The literature of the XlXth Dyna.sty

contains many Heb names with much information

concerning Goshen, Pithom, Canaan, etc, while in

one huge stele of Menejjhtah the Israelites are

mentioned l)y name. Later Egyp Pharaohs give

almost e(}uaily important knowledge concerning

Pal, while the Assyr texts are even more direct.

The black obehsk of Shalmaneser II (9th cent.)

catalogues and pictures the tribute received from
Jehu; almost every king of the 8th cent, tells

something of his relations with the rulers of Jerus

or Damascus, throwing immense light on local

politics, and the later Bab r(>cords give vividly the

conditions previous to and during the; exile, while

the edict of Cyrus gives the very decree by virtue

of which the Jews could return to th(>ir native land.

Later discoveries, like the CH at Susa (1901), the

Sendjirli and other Aram, texts from Northern
Syria (1890, 1908), and the Elephantine papyri,

some of which are addn^ssed to tlie "sons of San-
ballat" and describe^ a temple in Egypt erected to

Yalui (Jehovah) in the 5th cent. BC, may not give

direct information concernijig Pal, but are important
to present explorers b(>cause of t he light thrown upon
the laws of Pal in patriarchal times; ujjon the
thought and language of a neighboring Sem com-
munity at the time of the Monarchy; ujion the
religious ritual and festivals of Nehemialvs (!;iy,

and upon the general wealth and culture of the
Jews of the 5th cent.; o])(>ning up also for the first

time the intimate relations wliich existed between
Jerus and Samaria and the Jews of the Di.spersion.

So the vast amounts of (Ir p:ii)yri found recently
in the Fdijijiwi not oidy htive pr(\served the "Logia"
and "Lost Gosjiels" and fragments of Scrij)ture

texts, early Christian Egyp ritual, etc, but have
given to scliolars for the first time contem])oraneous
examples of the colloquial language which the Jews
of Pal were using in the 1st cent. AD, and in which
they wrote the "memoirs" of the apostles and the

Gospels of Jesus.

(1) Early Chrislimi period.—At this time, dui'ii!g

the first three or four centuries the ancient sites

and holy ])laces were identified, giving

2. In some valuable information as to the

Palestine topographical memories of the earlier

clnuch. By far the n.ost valuable
of these carefidly pre])ar(xi summaries of ancient

Bible places, with their modern sites, and the dis-

tances between them, was the OitonidMicon of Euse-
bius, as it was enlarged by J(>ronie, which attemjited
seriously the identification of some 300 holy places,

most of these being vitally important for tlu^ modern
student of the Bible. AA'hile some of these iilentifi-

catious were "curiously incorrect" (Bliss) and the

distances even at the best only ai)i)roximate, yet
few satisfactory additions were made to the list

for 1,500 years; and it was certainly a s])lendid

contribution to Palestinian topography, for the list

as a whole has been confii-med by the scientific con-
clusions of recent investigators.

(2) Period of cursory observation.—The earliest
traveler wlio has left a record of his journey into Pal
was Sinuliit, who, perhaps a century after Abraham, men-
tions a number of places known to as from the Bible and
describes Canaan as a "land of figs and vines
where wine was more plentiful than water, ....
honey and oil in abundance .... all kinds of fruit

upon its trees, barley and spelt in the fields, and cattle
beyond number"; eacli day his taiile is laden with
"bread, wine, cooked flesh and roasted fowl .... wild
game from the hills and milk in every sort of cooked
dish" (Breasted, Ancient Rrrord.s, I, 490). A few otlier

Egyp visitors (1300-1000 iiV) add little to our knowl-
edge. The report of tlie Heb spies (Xu 13) n'cords
important observations, although they can only humor-
ously be called "genuine explorers" (Bliss), and Josluia's
list of cities and trilies, although their boundaries are
carefully descriljed (chs 13-21), are naturally excluded
from this review.
The record of early Christian travel begins with the

Bordeaux Pilgrim (332 ADi, and during the next t\,o

contm'ies scores of others write out their observations in
the Holy Land, but for 1,000 years there is scarce ly a
single visitor who looks at tlie coimtry except through
the eyes of the monks. A woman traveler of the 4'h
cent, reports some interesting facts about the early
ritual of the Jerus churcli and the catechumen teaching,
and surprises us liy locating Pithom correctly (altliough

the site was totally forgotten and only recovert d in

1883), and the Epitome of Eucherins (.")lh cent.) gives a
clear description of the holy places in Jerus; but almost
the only other significant sign that anyone at this era
ever made serious observations of value comes from the
very large, fine mosaic of the .5th cml. recently discov-
ered at Madeba, which gives a good impression of

ancient Jerus with its buildings, and a careful bird's-

eye vi(W of the surrounding country (se<\ t)elow 11.3).

By tho middle of tlie Oth cent, the old "Holy Places"
were covered by churches, wliile new ones weu'O marm-
factured or discovered in dreams, and relics of mar-
tyrs' bones began to engross so Uiuch attention tliat no
time was left in which to make any ordinary geo-
graphical or natural-liistory observations. A little local

color and a few facts in regard to tlie plan of i-arly

churches and tho pc-rsccution of Christians l>y Mos-
lems constitute almost the sum total of value to be
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gathered from the multitude of pilgrims l)etweeii the

tjth and 12th cents, in tlie 12th cent. John of \V Urzburg
gives a few geographical notes of value; Tlieoderich

notices certain inscriptions and tombs, describes accu-

rately tlie chiirclies and lios])iluls he visits, witli tlieir pic-

tures and di'corations, and outlines intcUigcnt ly the
l)oiin(laric'sof .) udaea and 1 lie salient feat ures of t lie nioiui-

tains encompassing Jerus; tlie Abliot Daniel notices

the wild beasts in the .Jordan forests and the cus-

toms at' church feasts, and his account is im|)()rtant be-

cause of the light it throws on conditions in Pal just

after its con(|uest l)v the Crusadi'rs, while in tlu' i:Uh

c(-nt. Uurchard of !Sit. Zion makes the earliest known
mediaeval mai) of Pal, mentions ov(>r 100 Scripture sites.

and shows unexiM'cted interest in the i)lant and animal
life of the country—but this |)ract ictdly exhausts the

\aluabk^ information frt)m Christian sources in these

centuries. The Moslem pilgrims and writers from the
9th to the 15th cents, show far more regard to geograph-
ical realities than the (Miristians. it is a Moslem,
Istakhri, who in tlu^ lOth cent, makes the lirst effort at

a svstematic geographv of Pal, and in the 10th and 13th

cents respectivelv, Alukaddasi, after 20 years of prepa-

ration, and Yakiit, in 'a "vast work," publish obser-

vatiotis concerning climate, native customs, geographical

divisions, etc, which are yet valuable, while Nasir-i-

Khusran in the 1 Itli cent., also gave important informa-

t'ion concerning Palestinian botany, gave dimensions of

buildings and gates, and even noticed to some extent

the ancient arches and ruins—thougli in all these there are

pitiful inaccLU-acies of observation and induction. One
of the best Moslem writers thinks the water of Lake
Til)erias is not lit to drink because the city sewerage has
ceased to How into it, and Christian writers from the

7th cent, down to mock'rn times continually mention
the Jor and Dan as two fountains from which tlu^ .Jor-

dan rises, and continually report the most absurd
stories about the Dead Sea and about its supernatural
saltness, never noticing the salt mountain near by and
the other simple causes explaining this phenomenon.
See Dkad Sea. ,^ . ., ^ .. ,

In the 11th cent. Marino Sanuto gave a most com-
plete monograph" (Hitter) of Palestinian geography,

his maps bi-ing really valuable, though, according to

modern standards, (luite inaccurate. The Jew, Estoai ben
Moses ha-Phorlii, in this same century advanced beyond
all Christian writi'rs in a work of "real scientific knowl-

edge" (Bliss), in which he correctly identilied Megiddo
and other ancient sites, though the value of his work was
not recognized for 400 years. The great name of th(!

15th cent, is that of the Dominican, Father Felix Fabri,

who in his large l)Ook, Wanderings in tlie I/uli/ Land, was
the first to notice monuments and ruins to which no
Bib. traditions were attached (Bliss), and who, within

a decade of the discovery of America, described most
vividly the dangers and miseries of the sea voyages of

that era, and in most modern fasliion narrated his ad-

ventures among the Saracens; yet notwithstanding the;

literary value of the liook and his better method of

arranging his materials, Fabri actually explained the

saltness of the Dead Sea as due to the sweat which
flowed from the skin of the earth! In the 16th cent.

travelers showed more interest in native customs, but
the false traditional identification of sites was scarcely

questioned; the route of travel was always the same, as

it was absolutely impossilile to get E. of the Jordan, and
even a short trip away from the caravan was dangerous.

(:}) Beginninu of srii-ntific obserration.—In the 17th

cent. Michal Nau, for ;}0 years a missionary in Pal. De
la lioque and Hallifix showed a truly scientific veracity

of observation and an increasing accuracy in the record-

ing and verification of their notes, and Maundrell ad-
vanced beyond all his predecessors in noticing tlie an-
tiquities oil the seacoast, X. of Beirilt; but all of these,

though possessing fine ((uallties as explorers, were forced

to travel hastily and limit their study to a very narrow

// Era of Scientific Exploration.— (1) First trained

explorers.—True scientihc exploration opened with the
18th cent., as men began to think of this

1 Period of ^^ itself an important life-work and not
r" ,. . J , merely as a short episode in a life devoted
InOlViauai ^^ more serious pursuits.
Enterprise Th. Shaw (1722) carefully fitted him-

self as a specialist in natural history and
physical geography, and scientifically reported a number
of new facts, e.g. conditions and results of evaporation,
etc, in the Dead Sea. - Bishop Pococke (1738) had been
well trained, was free from the bondage of tradition, and
did for the antiquities of Pal what Maundrell had done
for those of Syria, making a large mimJier of successful

identifications of sites and contributing much to the
general knowledge of Pal. Volney (17S:5) was a brilliant

literary man, in full sympathy with the sck'ntific spirit,

who popularized results and made a C()nsideral)le mimiier
of original researches, esp. in the Lebanon. Seetzen
(lS()()-7) and Burckhardt (1810-12) are called by Bli.ss

"veritable pioneers in the exploration of the ruins of

Eastern and Southern Pal." The former opened Caes-
area Philippi to light, visited a large unexplored di.s-

trict and made important observations in almost every
field of knowledge, zoology, meteorology, archaeology;

the latter, having become an Arab in looks and language,
was abl(! to go into many places where no European had
ventured, one of his chief triumphs being the discovery
of Petra and tlu; scientific location of Mt. Sinai.

(2) The climax of individual ex idoraiion.—The c;limax

of the era of scientific observation, unassisted Jjy learned
societies, was reached by the American clergyman and
teacrher, lOtiward Robinson. He spent pai'ts of two
years in Pal (1S3S and 1S52) and in 1<S5() published 3

vols of Hiiilical Researches. He strictly employed the
scientific method, and showed such rare insight that
scarcely one of his conclusions has been found incorrect.

His knowledge was as extensive as minute, and although
he gave, in all, only live months of steady labor to the
specific; task of exploration, yet in that time Ik^ " recon-
structt'd the map of Pal" (Bliss), and his conclusions
henceforth "formed the ground work of modi'rri re-

search" (Conder). He studied .lerus, being the lirst to

show that the ancient fragment of an arch (now " Kobin-
son's") had been i)art of the bridgi^ coimecting the temple
with Mt. Zion, and was the first to trace with accuracy
the windings of the tunnel leading from the Virgin's

Fount to the Pool of Siloam. .Ml ,Judaea. (lalile(> and
Samaria were very well covered l)y him. He was the
first to notice that th(! ruined building at Tell IJ am was
a synagogue; from the top of one hill he recognized
seven Bib. sites which had been lost for at least 1,500
years; hv identified correctly at least KiO new sites,

almost all being Bil>. |)laces. Robinson's results were
phenomenal in number and variety, yet necessarily

these have been constantly improved tipon or added to

in each generation since, for no man can (rover the entire

field or be a si)ecialist in every depart m(>nt. W. M.
Thomson in his Lli (new ed, 1910) and C. E. Post,
Flora of Si/ria, Pal. and Sinai (lS9oj, gave a needed
poinilar ri'sume of the manners, customs and folklore of

the i)eople, as these illustrated the Bible, and many books
and articles since have added to this material.

In 1S4S the I'nited States sent an expedition under
Lieutenant Lvnch to the Dead Sea. which ascertained
the exact width, depth, currents, temperature, etc, and
many parties since have added to this knowledge (see

e.g. De.\i) Ska; and also J'EFS. 1911, XII, 7). From
1X54 to lSf)2 De Vogiie thoroughly (^xamiiu'd the monu-
ments of C(>ntral Syria and remained the sole authority
on this section down to the .\merican .Archaeological

Expedition of 1S99. Tabler (184.5-(i3) scientifically d(>-

.scribed Jerus and its environs, and the districts lying

l)etween .Jaffa and the Jordan, and between Jerus and
Bethel. Cuerin who studied Pal during periods cover-
ing 23 years (1852-75), though limited by lack of funds,
covered topographically, with a minuteness never l)efore

attemi)ted, almost the whole of Judaea, Samaria aiul

(ialilee, gathering also many new records of monuments
and inscriiitions, the record of which was invaluable
be<-ause many of these had been completely destroyed
before tlie arrival of the next scientific party. A most
sensational discovery was that of Rev. F. Klein in 18(18,

when h(> found at Dibon the hug(> l)asalt tablet set up
by Mesha. king of Moab (9th cent. BC), on which in a
language closely resembling the Heb, hi; gave honor to

his god Ch(>mosh by describing his successful revolt against

a successor of Omri, the latter being mentioned by name
with manv well-known Bib. places. In style, thought and
language this inscription greatly resembles thc> early OT
records.

With the foundation of the Palestine Exjiloration

Fund (1865) the work of exploration took on an
entirely new phase, since in this rase,

2. Scientific not a single individual, but a large

Cooperative company of specialists entered the

Surface Ex- work, having behind them sufficient

ploration funds for adequate investigation in

each necessary line of research, and
with the British War Office furnishing its exjx'rt

Ri)yal Engineers to assist the enterjirise. Under
the auspices of this society during the next L5 years

J(>rus was exploretl as never before, and all Western
Pal was topographically siu'veyed (see below); a

geological survey (1S<S3-S4) of 8inai, Wady'Arahnh
and the Dead Sea, and later of Alt. Seir (LSS5) was
accomplished under Prof(>ssor Edwartl Hull; the

natural history of the country was treated with

great thoroughness by s(>veral specialists; Palmer

and Drake in the dress of Syrian nativ(»s, without

S(>rvants, risked tho dangerous journiy through the

Desert of the Till in order to locate so far as possible

the route of the Exodus; Clermont-Ciaimeau, who
liad previously made the discovtTy of the Jewish

placard from "the Temple, forbidding strangers to

enter th(> sacred enclosure, added gr(>atly to archae-

ological knowledge by gathering and deciphering

many ancient inscriptions, uncovering buried
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(('iiictcricy, rock-cuf toniI)s and other inonunicnts.

He iiliio hiid down iinportant criteria for the ajie of

stone masonry (yei see I'EFS, lSi)7, LXI); i(h"nti-

fied various "sites including- AduUani, found the;

"stone of Bethphage," "Zoheletli," etc, and made
innumerable plans of churches, mosques, tombs, etc,

and did an incredible amount of other important

work. Cai)t., aft(>r\vard Col., C. R. Conder did an

equally important work, and us the head of th(>

archaeological party could finally report 10,000

place-names as having be(>n gathered, and 172 new
Bibl(> sites successfully i(i(>ntified, while the bound-
aries of the tribes had been practically settled and
many vitally hnportant Bible locations for the first

timefixed. The excavations in J(>rus under the same
ausi)ices had meanwhile been carried out as planned.

After an introductory examination by Sir Charles

Wilson, including some little excavating, Sir Charles

Wanvn (lS()7-70) and. later, Col. Conder (1872-75)

made thorough excavations over a large area, sink-

ing shafts and following ancient walls to a depth of

80-ir)0 ft. They uncovercnl the Temple-area from
its countless tons of debris and traced its approxi-

mate outline; examined underground rock cham-
bers; opened ancient streets; discovered many
thousand specimens of pottery, glass, tools, etc,

from Jewish to Byzantine i)(>riods; found the pier

in the Tyropcjeon Vtdley, wlier(> Robinson's arch

had rested, and also parts of th(> ancient bridge;

traced the line of several important ancient walls,

locating gates and towers, and fixed the date of

one wall certainly as of th(> 8th cent. BC, and prob-

ably of the age of Solomon (0. A. Smith), thus

accomi)lishing an (>poch-making work upon which
all more recent exjjlorers have safely rested—as

Maudslay (1S75), in his masterly discovery and
examination of the Great Scarp, and Gut he (1881),

who made fine additional discoveries at Ophel, as

well as Warren and Conder in their work afterward

(1884), when they i)ublish(>d i)lans of the whole
city with its streets, churches, mosques, etc, 2o
in. to the mile, which in that direction remains a
basis for all later work. See Jerusalem.

P(>rhaps, however, the greatest work of all done
by this society was the Topographical Surv(>y (1881-

86), acconii)li.shed for Jmlaea and Samaria by Col.

Conder, and for Galilee by Lord Kitchen(>r, result-

ing in a great maj) of Westtn-n Pal in 2G sheets, on
a scale of an inch to the mile (with several abridged
additions), showing all previous identifications of

ancient places. These maps, with the seven mag-
nificent vols of memoirs, etc, giving the other

scientific work done by the various parties, marked
such an ejKM'h-making advance in knowledge that

it has been called "the most important contribution

to illustrate the Bible since its translation into the

vulgar tongue."
In addition to the above the Palestine Explora-

tion Fund established a Quarterly titatement and
Society of Biblical Archaeology from which sub-

scribers could keep in touch with the latest Bib.

results, and published large quantities of tr^ of

ancient texts and travels and of books rc^porting

discoveries as these were made. Altog(>th(>r more
advance was made during th(>se 15 years from 18G5-
80 than in the 15 centuries before.

The next ten years (1880-90) did not furnish as

much new material from Pal exploration, but in

1880 the Siloam Inscription (cf 2 K
3. Most 20 20; 2 Ch 32 30) was accidentally

Recent found in Jems, showing the accuracy
Results in with which the; engineers of Ilezekiah's

Surface Ex- day could, at least occasionally, cut

ploration long tunnels through the rock (see

also Clermont-Ganneau, Archaeological

Researches, 313); and in 1881-85 Conder and Schu-
macher attempted their difficult task of making a

scientific topographical map of Eastern Pal. In

1881 11. Clay Trumbull rediscovered and properly

described Kadesli-lxirnea, settling authoritatively

its location and thus making it possible to fix ])re-

viously obscure places mentioned in the account
of the Exodus wanderings. Since 1890 continued

investigations in small districts not adequately
described previously have taken place, new addi-

tions to the zoological, botanical, geological and
meteorological knowledge^ of Pal have b(>en fre-

quent; studies of irrigation and th(> water-sui)ply

have been made, as well as investigations into the

customs, proverbs, folklore, etc, of the Arabs;
many districts E. of the Jordan and through Petra
down into Sinai have yielded important results,

and many discoveries of surface tombs, ossuaries,

mosaics, seals and manuscripts have been made in

many parts of Pal. This has been done perhaps
chiefly by the Pal(>stine Exjiloration Fimd, but much
by individuals and some by the newly organized ex-

cavation societies (see below). Th(> most sur])rising

discoveries made by this method of surface explora-

tion (a method which can never becom(> comi)letely

obsolete) have been th(^ finding at different times of

the four Boundary Stones of Gezer (1874, 1881,

1889) by Clermont-Ganneau, and, in 1896, of the

very large mosaic at Madeba by Father Cleopas,

librarian of the Greek Patriarch.

The latt(T proved to l)e i)art of the pavement of

a 6th-ccnt. basilica and is a "veritable map of Pal,"

showing its chief cities, the boundaries of the tribes,

and es[). the city of Jerus with its walls, gates,

chief buildings, including the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, and chief streets, notably one long

straight stre(>t intersecting the city and lined

with coloimades. As ALuleba lies near the foot

of Alt. Nebo, it is thought the artist may have in-

tended to represent ideally a modern (6th-cent.)

vision of Moses. George Adam Smith {IKIHL,
7tli ed, 1901); Jerusalem (2 vols, 1910), and E.
Himtington, Pal and Its Transforniatiort (1911),

have given fine studies illustrating the suinvme
importance of accurate toi)ograi)hical knowledge
in order toimderstand correctly the Bible narratives

and the social lif(> and i)olitics of the Hebrews.
///. Era of Scientific Excavation.— (1) Tell el-

IJesy (Palestine Exploration Fund).—Exjiloration

rmist always continue, but (>xcavation

1. Southern is a vast advance. Th(> modern era

Palestine in Palestinian study begins witli Petrie

at Lachish (q.v.) in 1890. Though
Renan was actually the first man to ])ut a spade
into the soil (1860), yet his results were practically

confined to Phoenicia. From Renan's time to

1890 there had been no digging whatever, excei)ting

some narrow but thorough work in Jerus, and a

slight tickling of th(> ground at J(>richo and at the

so-called Toml>s of the Kings. Nothing was more
providential tlran this delay in l)(>ginning extensive

excavations in Pal, such as had been previously so

l)rofitably conducted in Egypt and elsewhere.

The results could not have been interpreted even

two years earlier, and even when these (>xcavations

were commencecl, the only man living who coukl

have und(>rstoo(l what he foimd was tli(^ man who
had b(H>n selected to do the; work. Nearly two
centuries before, a traveler in Pal (Th. Shaw) had
suggested the po.ssibility of certain mounds ("tells")

being artificial (cf Josh 8 28; Jer 30 18); but not

even RolMuson or Guerin had suspected that these

were the cenotaphs of buried cities, l)ut had be-

lieved th(>m to be mere natural hills, ^riie greatest

hour in the history of exi)loration in Pal, and i)er-

haps in any land, was that in which on a day in

April, 1890, W. M. Flinders P(>trie climbed up the

side of Tell el-IIesy, situated on the edge of the

Phili i)lain, c 30 miles S.^\'. of Jerus, and 17 miles
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X.r>. fi'oin (1,-i/a, .-ind hy cxainitiiii^ its strata,

which had hccii (\i)(isc<l by tlic sli'cam caittiiij;

down its side, (h'tcfiiiiiird Ijc^forc sunset the fact,

fi-()in pieces of ])()ttery he liad seen, that the site

inarlvcd a, city coveriiif;' 1,000 years of history, the
limits of occu])ation Iteing prol)al)ly loOO \iC to

500 JK'. This ability to date the sevei'al ()ccu])a-

tions of a site without, any ins('ri])tion to assist him
w;is due to the chronolof^ical scale of styles of

])ottei\v which lu> had ()rif>;iiiate(l earlier and worked
out positively for liie (!r e])oclis at Xaukratis a
year or two before, and for the ei)ochs i)rece(ling

1100 BC at llUthiin in the Fdijijuni only a month
or two befoi'e. The potsherds were fortunately
V(n'y nunuM'ous at TvU d-IJisy, and by the cTid of

Ills six weeks' work he could date approximately
some eight successive occupations of the city, each
of these being mutually exclusive in certain imjjor-

lant forms of i)otteryiii common use. Giv(>n the
surface date, d(>i>th of accumulation and rate of

deposit as shown at Lachish, and a pretty sure
estimate of the history of other sites was available.

Not only was this ])()tt('ry scale so brilliantly c<m-
firmed and (elaborated at Tdl d-IJesy that all

exc^avators since hav(> been alile accurately to date
the last settlement on a mound almost by walking
over it; but by observations of the methods of

stone dressing he was abh; to rcM'tify many former
guesses as to the age of buildings and to establish"

some valuable architectural signs of age. He
proved that some of the walls at this site were
built by "the same school of masons which built the
Temple of Solomon," and also that the Ionic volute,

which th(^ (Ireeks borrowetl from the Asiatics, went
back in Pal at least to the 10th cent. BC, while on
one pilaster he found the architectural motif of the
"ram's horn" (cf Ps 118 27). II(! also concluded,
contrary to former b(>lief, that this mound marked
the site of Lachish (Josh 10 31; 2 K 18 14), as

by a careful examination he found that no other
ruins near could fill tlu^ known historic conditions
of that city, and the inscription found by the next
excavator and all more recent research make this

conclusion ])ractically sure. Lachish was a gr(>at

fortress of the ancient world. The Egyj) Pharaohs
often mention it, and it is repr(>s(>nted in a ])icture

on an Assyr monument und(>r which is written,

"Sennacherib .... receives the spoil of Lachish"
(sei! 2 K 18 14). It was strategically a strong
position, the natural liill rising some 60 ft. above
the vall(>y and the fortification which Sennacherib
])robably attacked being over 10 ft. thick. The
debris lay from 50-70 ft. deep on top of the hill.

P(>trie fixed the directions of the various walls, and
settlcnl the approximate dates of each city and of

the imported pottery found in several of these.

One of the most unexjiected things was an iron
knife dug up from a stratum indicating a period
not far from the time w^hen Israel must have entered
Canaan, this being the earliest remnant of iron
weapons ever found up to this date (cf Josh 17 16).

The next two years of scientific digging (1891-
92), admirably conducted by Dr. F. G. Bliss on this

site, wholly confirmed Petrie's general inductions,
though the limits of each occupation were more
exactly fixed and the beginning of the oldest city
was pushed back to 1700 BC. The work was con-
ducted und(T the usual dangers, not only from the
Bcdawin, but from excessive heat (104° in the
shade), from malaria which at one time prostrated
8 of the 9 m(>mbers of the staff, scarcity of water,
which had to be carried 6 miles, and from the
sirocco (see my report, PEFS, XXI, 160-70 and
Petrie's and Bliss's journal, XXI, 219-46; XXIII,
192, etc). He excavated thoroughly one-third of
the entire hill, moving nearly a million cubic feet
of debris. He foiuid that the wall of the oldest

city was nearly oO ft. thick, that of the next city
17 ft. thick, while the latest wall was thin and weak.
Th(> <)l(l(>st city covered a space 1,.'3()0 ft. sq., the
latest one only about 200 ft. sq. The old(>st pot-
tery had a richer color and higher ])olish than the
later, and this art was indigenous, for at this level no
Phoen or Mycenacum styles wer(> found. The late
l)re-Israelitish periotl (15.50-800 BC) shows such im-
])ortations and also local Cvi)ri()te imitations. In
tlH> "Jewish" iK'riod (S0()-300 BC) this influence
is lost and the new styles are coarse and ungraceful,
such degeneration not being connected with the
entrance of Israel into Canaan, as many have sup-
I)osed, but with a later p(>riod, most probably with
the desolation w4nch followed the exile of the ten
tribes (Bli.ss and Petrie). In the pre-Isra(>lite

cities were found mighty towers, fine bronzt^ im-
l)lem(!nts, such as battle-axes, spearheads, brace-
l(>ts, ])ins, needles, etc, a wine and treacle press, one
very large building "beautifully symmetrical," a
smelting furnace, and finally an inscribed tablet
from Zimrida, known previously' from the Am Tab to
have been governor of Lachish, c 1400 BC. IVIany
J(!wish pit ovens were found in the; later ruins and
large quantities of pottery, some containing potters'

marks and others with inscriptions. Clay figures of

Astarte, the goddess of fertility, were found in the
various layers, one of these being of the uni(}ue

Cyjiriote type, with large earrings, and many
Egyp figures, symbols and animal forms. See also

L.\CUISH.

(2) Excavations in Jerus.—During 1894-97, not-
withstanding the previously good work done; in

Jerus (see above) and the peculiar embarrassnu^nts
connected with the attempt to dig in a richly popu-
lated town. Dr. Bliss, assisted by an expert archi-

tec^t, succe(>d(>d in adding considerably to the sum
of knowledge. He excavated over a large area, not
only positively confirming former inductions, but
discovering the remains of the wall of the empress
Eudocia (4.50 AD), and under this the line of wall
which Titus had destroyed, and at a deeper level

the wall which surrounded the city in the Herodian
age, and deeper yet that which must probably be
dated to Hezekiah, and below this a construction
"exquisitely dressed, with pointed masom-y,"
which must be either the remains of a wall of

Solomon or some other preexilic fortification not
later than the 8th cent. He found gates and an-
ciently paved streets and manholes leading to an-
cient sewer systems, and many articles of interest,

but esp. settled clisi)ute(l questions concerning
imi:)ortant walls and the levels of the ancient hills,

thus fixing the exact topography of the ancient
city. H. G. Mitchell and others have also carefully

examined certain lines of wall, identifying Nehe-
miah's Dung Gate, etc, and making a new survey of

certain parts of underground Jerus, the results of

the entire work being a modification of tradition
in a few particulars, but confirmatory in most.
The important springs and reservoirs, valleys and
hills of the ancient Jerus have been certainly iden-

tified. It is now settletl that modern Jerus "still

sits virtually ujjon her ancient seat and at much
the same slope," though not so large as the Jerus
of the kings of Judah which certainly extend(»d

over the Southwestern Hill. Mt. Zion, contrary
to tradition which locat(>d it on the Southwestern
Hill where the citadel stands, probably lay on the

Eastern Hill above the Virgin's Spring (Gihon).

On this Eastern Hill at Ophel lay the Temple, and
S. of the Temi)le on the same hill "above Gihon"
lay the old Jebusite stronghold (David's City).

The ancient altar of burnt offering was almost surely

at es-Sakhra. The evidence has not been conclusive

as to the line of the second wall, so that the site of

fJolgotha and the Holy Sepulchre cannot certainly
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be doterniiiu'd (sec C!(>orge Adam Smith's exhaust-

ive work, Jcrus, 2 vols, 1907; Sir Charles Wilson,

Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre, 1906; and cf Selah

Merrill, Auc.ient Jems, 1908; C. II. Conder, Cilij

of Jeras, 1909; P. II. Vincent, Underground Jcrus,

1911).

(3) Exearations in the Shephelah (Palestine Ex-
l)loration Fund).—During 1898-1900 imj)ortant

work was done l)y Bliss and Macalister at 4 sites

on the border land between Philistia and Judaea,

while five other small mounds were tunneled, but
without imi)ortant results. The four chief sites

were Tell Zakariya, lying about midway between
Jerus and Tell el-IIesy; Tell es Sdfi, 5 miles W. of

Tell Zakariya, and Tell Sanduhannah, about 10

mil(»s S.; while Tell ej-Judeideh lay between Tell

Zakariya and Tell Sandahannali. As Tell ej-

J ndeideh was only half-excavated and merely con-

firmed oth(>r results, not being rcnnarkable except
for the large quantity of jar in.scri])tions found (37),

w^ " further mention of it. {a) Tell Zakariya:
From this leight, 1,214 ft. above the sea., almost all

Philistia could be seen. A ])re-lsraelitish town
was found under some 20 f t . of debris, containing
pre-Israelitish, Jewish and Seleucidan ])ottery.

Many vaulted cisterns, partly hewn from the rock,

were found in the lowest level. In later levels

Jewish pit ovens were found and inscribed jar-

liandles with winged Egyp symbols, implements of

bronze, iron, bone and stone, and Egyp imagers of

Hes and the Horns eye, etc, besides a strange bronze
figure of a woman with a fish's tail which seems to

represent Atargatis of Ashkelon. The ancient
ramjjart was strengthened, perha])s in Kehoboam's
time, and towers were added in tlu^ Seleucidan era.

Ordy half of this site was excavated. (6) Tell es-

Sdfi: The camp was pitched near here in the Vale
of Elah. From a depth of 21 ft. to the rock, was
founil the cliaract(Tistic ]5re-lsraelitish pottery and
nuich imported pottery of the Mycenaean type. A
high place was also found here, containing bones
of camels, sheep, cows, etc, and several monoliths
of soft limestone in situ, and near by a jar-burial.

In an ancient rubbish heap many fragments of the
goddess of fertility were found. Many old Egyp
and later Gr relics were also found, and four Bab
seals and the usual ])ottery from Jewish and later

])eriods. ^^'ith strong probability this site was
idc^ntified as Gath. (c) Tell Sandahannah: This
was situated c 1,100 ft. above sea-level. The town
(;overed about 6 acres and was protected by an
inner and outer wall and occasional towers. The
strong(>st wall averaged 30 ft. thick. The work
done here "was unique in th(> history of Palestinian
excavation" (Bli.ss). At Tell el-IIesy only one-
third of each stratum was excavated; at Tell

Zakariya only one-half; at Jerus the work was
r'oiifin(>d to the enclosures of the temple, a few city

walls and a few churches, pools, streets, etc, but at
Tell Sandahannah "we recovered almost an entire

town, prolxibly the ancient Mareshah [Josh 15
44], with its inner and outer walls, its gates, streets,

lanes, open ))laces, houses, reservoirs, etc" (Bliss).

Nearly 400 vessels absolutely intact and unbro]v(ni

were found. It was a Seleucidan town of th(> 3d
and 2d cent. BC, with no ])re-Lsraelitish remains.
The town was built with thin brick, lik(i blocks of
soft limestone, set with wide joints and laid in nuid
with occasionally larger, harder stones chisel-

picked. The town was roughly divided into blocks
of streets, some of the streets being paved. The
houses were lighted from the street and an open
court. Very few rooms were perfectly rectangular,
while many were of awkward shape. Many closets
were found and pit ovens and vaulted cisterns,
reached by stturcases, as also portions of the old
drainage system. The cisterns had plastered floors,

and sometimes two heavy coats of ])laster on the
walls; the houses occasionally had vaulted I'oofs

but usually the ordinary roof of today, made; of

boards and rushes covc^red with clay. No religious

building was found and no trace of a colonnade,
excei)t i)(!rhaps a few fragments of ornament. An

Stamped Jar-IIandles, Lamp and Iron Implements from
Tombs at Bait Jibrin.

enormous columbarium was uncovered (1900 nicht^s).

No less than 328 Gr inscriptions were found on the
handles of im])ortetl wine jars. Under the Seleuci-

dan town was a Jewish town built of rubble, the
potter}- of the usual kind including stamped jar-

handl(>s. An Astarte was found in the Jewish or Gr
stratum, as also various animal forms. The Astarte
was very curious, about 11 in. high, hollow, wear-
ing a long cloak, but with breasts, body and part of

right leg bare, having for headdress a closely fitting

sunbonnet with a circular serrated top oriuunent in

front and with sc^ven stars in relief. A most striking

find dating from about the 2d cent. AD was tliat

of 1(3 littl(! human figures bound in fetters of l(>a(l,

iron, etc, undoubtedly reim'senting "revenge dolls"

through which the owners IiojichI to work magic on
enemi(\s, and 49 fragments of magical tablets in-

scribed in Gr on white limestone, with exorcisms,

incantations and imi)recations. It ought to be
added that the four towns as a whole supplement
each other, and positively confirm former results.

No royal stamps were found at Tell el-IJesy, but 77
were found in these 4 sit<>s, in connection with 2- or

4-winged symbols (Egyp scarabaeus or winged sun-
disk). Writing-materials (styli) were found in all

strata, their use being "continuous from the earliest

times into the Seleucidan period" (Bliss). From
the four towns the evolution of the lamp could be
traced from the ])re-Israelite, through the Jewish to

the Gr ])eriod. Some 150 of the labyrinthine rock-

cut cav(>s of the district wc^-e also examined, some
of which must be proChristian, as in one of these a
million cubic fe(!t of matca-ial had been excavat(Ml,

yet so long ago that all signs of the rubbish hatl

been washed away.
(4) Pairded "Tond)S of Marissa."—ln 1902

John P. Peters and Ilermarm Thierscli discovered
at licit Jibrin (adjoining Tell Sandahantiah) an
example of sei)ulchral art totally different from any
other ever found in Pal. It was a tomb containing
several chambers built by a Sidonian, th(> walls

being brilliantly painted, showing a bull, i)anther,

serpent, ibex, crocodile with il)is (?) on its back,
hunter on horseback, etc, with dated inscriptions,

the earliest being 196 BC (se(> John P. Peters, Painted
Tombs in Necropolis of Marissa, 1905). The writer

(Ai)ril 18, 1913) founcl another tomb here of similar

character, decorated with grapes, birds, two cocks
(life size), etc. Perhaps most (conspicuous was a
wreath of beautiful flowers with a cross ffi in its

center. Nothing shows the interrelations of that
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a^c iiiDFc tlian this I'liocn colony, living in Pal,

usiti^ the (Ir ianf::ua^(' hut ciuijioyinK Ejiy]) and
Libyan cliaractcrist ics freely in th(Mr funeral art.

(i) 7'r// Td'tntiiili (Austrian governnu'nt anil

N'ieiuia Acadenivj.— During;; short sc'ason.s of tliree

yea'rs (l'.K)2-4) Professor Ernst Sellin

2. Northern of N'ieiuia nuuU^ ii raj)i(l examination
Palestine of this town (Bib. Taanach), situated

in the ])lain of Esdraelon in Xorthern
Pal, on the ancient road helween l^^ypt and

Int(Tior of Tomb at Marissa.

Babylon. Over 100 laboreis \v(>re employed and
digging; was carried on simultaneously at several

dif^'erent i)oints on the mound, the record being
kept in an unusually systematic way and the
official re])orts being minute and exhaustive. Only
a general statement of results can be given, with an
indication of the directions in which the '"findings"

w(M'(> peculiar. The abstnice of Plioen and Myce-
na(>an influence ujion the ])ottery in the earliest levels

(1()0()-1()()0 BC) is just as mark(>d as at other sites,

the kind of pottery and the presence of Sem Diaggc-

bliuth (se(> iMA(iEs) in the Jewish periods are just as
in j)revious sites, and the development in mason
work and in pottery is identically the same in this

hrst city to be excavated in X'orthern Pal as
in Southern Pal. ''The buildings and antiques
miglit be interchangcnl bodily without any serious

confusion of the archaeological history of Pal.
.... Civilization over all \\'(»stern Pal is thus
shown to liave had the same course of development,
whether we study it N. or S." (Alacalister). This
is by far the most imj)ortant result of this excava-
tion, showing that, notwithstanding divergences
in many directions, an e((uivalent civilization,

proving a unity in the dominating race, can be
seen over all i)arts of Pal so far examined. Iron
is introduced at the same time ((; 1000 BC), and
even the toys and i)ott(>ry decorations are similar,

ami this continues through all the periods, including
the Jewish. Yet foreign intercourse is common,
and the idols, even from the earhest period, "show
religious syncretism" (Sellin). Erom almost the
oldest layer comes a curious seal cylindc>r containing
bothEgypand lial) features. On one i)re-Israelite

tablet are pictures of Iladad and Baal. The
Astarte cult is not quite as i)rominent here as in

Southern Pal. No figures of the goddess come from
tlie earliest strata, but from IGOO BC to c 900-800
BC they are common; after this they cease.

The ordinary type of Astarte found in Babylonia
and Cyiirus as well as in Pal—with crown, neck-
lace, girdle, anklets, and liands clas])ed on breasts

—

is found most fre(|uently; but from the Pith to

the 9th cent, other forms appear representing
her as naked, witfi hii)8 abnormally enlarged, to
show her j)ower of fecundity. One figure is of a

peculiarly foreign t>'P<', wearing excessively large

earrings, antl this is in close connection with one
of the most uni(iue discoveries ever made in Pal

—a hollow terra cot t a Can. or Israelite (2 K 16 10)

altar (SOO-tiOO BC), having no bottom l)ut with
holes in its walls wliich admitted air and insured
draft when fire was kindled below; in its ornamen-
tation sliowing a mixture of Bab and Egyp motives,

liaving on its right side winged animals with human
heads by the side of which is a man (or ])oy)

struggling with a serpent the jaws of which an;

widely distended in anger; at its top two ran)'s (?)

horns, and between them a sacrificial bowl in which
to receive the "drink offering"; on its front a tree

(of life), and on each side of it a rampant ibex.

A bronze serpent was found near this altar, as also

near the high i)lace at Gezer. Contiiuious evidence
of the gruesome i)ractice of foundation sacrifices,

mostly of littlc! children, but in one case of an adult,

was found between tin; 13th and 9th cents. BC, after

whichtheyseemtocea.se. In one house the skeletons

of a lady and five children were found, the former
with her rings and necklace of gokl, five p(>arls, two
scarabs, etc. Many jar-burials of new-born infants,

lGinonei)lace, were found, and, clos(> to thisdejjosit,

a rock-hewn altar with a jar of yellow incense (?).

Egyp and Bab images were found of different eras

and curious little hmnan-looking amulets (as were
also found at Lachish) in which the i)arental parts

are i)rominent, which Sellin and Bliss believe to be

"teraphim" (Gen 31 19.34; but see Driver, Modern
Research, 57, etc), such as Rachel, being pregnant,

took with her to protect h(>r on the hard journey

from Haran to Pal (Macalist(>r).

The high place, with one or more steps leading

up to it, suggesting "elevation, isolation and
mystery" (Vincent), is represented here as in so

many other Palestinian ruins, and th(^ evidence

shows that it continued long after the entrance of

Isracd into Canaan. \Mien Israel entered Pal, no
break occurnnl in the civilization, the art develop-

m<>nt continuing at about the same level; so i)rob-

ably the two races were at about the same culture-

level, or else the Hebrew occui)ation of the land

was very gradual. In the Sth cent, there seems to

be an indication of the entrance of a different race,

which doubtless is due to the Assyr exile. A most
interesting discovery was that of the dozen cunei-

form tablets found in a terra cotta chest or jar (cf

Jer 32 14) from the pre-Israelite city.

These few letters cannot accurately be callcHl " t lio first

library found in Pal"; but they do prove that libraries

were there, since the personal and comparatively unim-
portant cliaracler of some of these notes and their easy
and flowing style ]M-ove that legal, business and literary

documents must have existed. These show tliat letter-

vvriting was used not only in great (luestious of state

between foreign countries, but in local matters between
little contiguous towns, and that while Pal at this period

(c 1400 IK") was politically dependent on Egypt, yet
Bal)vlonia had maintained its old literary supremacy.
One of these letters mentions "the fing(-rof Ashiraf ." this

deity recalling the '(Uhirfih or sacred post of the C)T (see

Im\oe.s); another note is written by Ahi-Yawi, a name
which corresponds to Heb Ahijah (".leh is Brother"),

tluis indicating that the form of the Divine name was
then known in Canaan, tliough its meanmg (i.e. the es-

sential name; cf Ex 6 3; 34 (i; Neh 1 9: .Jer 44 26),

may not have been known. Ahi-\ awi nivokes upon
Ishtar-washur the blessing of the " Lord of the Gods.'

On the same level with these letters were found

two subterranean cells with a rock-hewn chamber

in front and a rock-h(>wn altar abov(>, and even

the ancient drain which is suppos(>d to have con-

veyed the blood from the altar into the "chamber

of the dead" below. It may be add(>d that Dr.

Sellin thinks the condition of the various walls of

the city is entirely harmonious with the Bible

accoimts of its history (Josh 12 21; 17 11; Jgs

1 '27; 5 19-21; 1 K 4 12; 9 15; 1 Ch 7 29). So

far as the ruins testify, there was no settled city fife
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b(>tween c GOO BC ;uul 900 AD, i.e. it became a
desolation about th(> time of the; Bab captivity. An
Arab castle dates from about the lOtli cent. AD.

(2) TeUel-Mide.sdlim (Megiddo, Josh 12 21; Jgs
5 19; 2 K 9 27).—This great commercial and mili-

\ ary center of Northern Pal was opened tcj the world
in 1903-5 by Dr. Schumacher and his efficient staff,

the diggings being conducted under the auspices of

His Majesty the Kaiser and the Ger. Pal Society.

The mound, about 5 miles N.W. from Ta^anach,
stood prominently 120 ft. above; the plain, the ruins

being on a plateau 1,020X700 ft. in area. An
average of 70 digg(>rs were employed for the entire

time. The debris was over 33 ft. deep, covering
some eight mutually excluding populations. The
surrounding wall, 30X35 ft. thick, c(jnformed itself

to the contour of the town. The excavations reached
the virgin rock only at one point; but the oldest
stratum uncovered showed a jK'ople living ni houses,
having fire, cooking food and making sacrifices; the
next city marked an advance;, but the third city,

proved by its Egyj) remains to go back as far as the
20th cent. BC, showed a splenclid and ni some di-

rections a surprising civilization, building magnifi-
(;ent city gates (57X36 ft.), large houses and tombs
with vaulted roofs, and adorning their i)ersons with
fine scarabs of white and green steatite and other
jewelry of stone and bronze. It was very rich in

colored i)ott(Ty and little objects such as tools,

seals, terra cotta figures and animals, including a
bridled horse, and some worked iron is also said to
have been fountl. In one pile of bodies were two
children wearing beautiful bronze anklets. The city
lying above this begins as early as the L5th cent.
BC, as is proved by a scarab of Thothmes III and
by other signs, although the scarabs, while Egyp in

form, are often foreign in design and execution.
Anubis, B(>s, Ilorus and other I'-gyp figures appear,
also 32 s(;arabs in one pot, mucli jewelry, including
gold ornaments, and some very long, sharp bronze
knives. One tomb contained 42 vessels, and one
skeleton held 4 gold-mounted scarabs in its hand.
One remarkable fragment of pottery contained a
colored i)icture of pre-Israelite warriors with great
black b(>ards, carrying shields ( ?) . A most interest-

ing discovery was that of the little copper (bronze ?)

tripods supporting lamps, on one of which is the
figure of a liute-jjlayer, being strikingly similar to
pictures of Deli)hic oracles and to representations
lately found in Cr(>te (MNI)PV, 19()(), 4()). This
city was destroyed l)y a fearful conflagration, and
is separated from the next by a heavy stratum of

cinders and ashes. The fifth city is remarkable for

a splendid palace with walls of stone from 3-5 ft.

thick. This city, which probably b<>gins as early as
Solomon's time, shows the best masonry. An oval,

highly polished seal of jasper on which is engraved a
Ileb name in script closely resembling tlu; AI S, sug-
gests a date for the city, and casts an unexpected
light upon the Ileb culture of Pal in the days of the
monarchy. The seal is equal to the best Egyp or
Assyr work, clearly and b(»autifully engraved, and
showing a climax of art. In the center is the Lion
(of Judah), mouth wide; open, tail erect, body tense.
Upon the seal is carved: "To Shema, servant of

Jeroboam." This name may possibly not refer to
either of the Bib. kings (10th or 8th cent. BC), but
the; stratum favors tliis dating. The seal was evi-

dently owned by some; Hebrew noble at a prosperous
period when some Jeroboam was in power, and so
everything is in favor of this being a relic from the
court of one of these kings, probably the latter

(Kautzsch, Mu.N, 1904, 81). We have here, in

any case, one of the oldest Heb inscriptions known,
and one of the most elegant ever engrav(>d (see

MNDPV, 1906, 33). After seeing it the; Sultan
took it from the museum into his own private col-

lection. A se>ce)nd seal of lai)is lazuli, which Schu-
maclu'r and Kautzsch elate from about the 7th cent.
BC, also contains in Old He>b the name "Asaph"
(cfM u. N, 190(5, 334; MXDP V, 1904, 147) . There
are several other re>markable works of art, as e.g.

a woman inlaying the tambe)urine, wearing an Egyp
headdress; several other figures of women besides
several Astartes, and esp. a series of six terra cotta
heads, one with a prominent Sem nose, anollie-r

with Egyp characteristics, another quite un-I']gyp,
with regular features, vivacious eyes, curls falling

to her shoulders anel garlanded with flowers.

The sixth stratum might well be calle-cl the temple-
city, for here were found the ruins of a sanctuary built
of massive blocks in which remained nuich of the cere;-
monial furnitiu-e—sacrificial eiishcs, a beautiful basalt pot
with three feet, a plate having a handle in the form of a
flower, etc. Seemingly coiinecii'd with the; former te)\vn,
three religious stones were found covered by a fourth,
and one with a pyramidal top; so here sevisral monoliths
were found which would naturally be thought of as
religious monum(>iits—thougli, since they have been
touched with tools, this is perhaps doubtful (Ex 20 25).
One incense altar, carved out of gray stone, is so beautiful
as to bo worthy of a modern (ir catheelral. The upper
dish rests on a support of carved ornamental leaves
painted red, yellow and col)alt blue, in ex(iuisite taste,
the colors still as fresh as wlien first applieel. A black-
smith's shop was founel in this stratum, I'otiiaining many
tools, including iron plowsliares, larger than the bronze
ones in tlio 3d anel 4th laye'rs. AUegorie-al figures were
found, which may i)e)ssil)ly l)elong to the former town,
representing a man before an altar with liis hands raised
in aeloration, soemingl.v to a scorpion, above^ w hicli are; a
0-pointed star, crescent me)on, etc. Another most
wonde>rful seal of white harel stone is engrave-el witli three
lines of symbols, in tiie first a vulture chasing a rabbit;
in the second a conventional palm tree, with winged
creature's on each sides in tlie> third a lion springing on
an iliex ( ? ) unde^r the cre;scent moon. Near by was
found a cylinder e)f black jasper, containing hieroglyphs,
and much crushed pottery. The 7th city, which was
previous to the tir or Rom eras, shows only a comi)k;x
of destroyed builelings. After this the place remains un-
occupie'el till the 11th cent. AI), whe'u a jjoor Arab tower
was erecteei, evidently to protect tlie passing caravans.

These excavations were specially important in

proving the archae'ological richness of Pal and the
elegane-e of the native works of art. They we're

re'porteel with an une'xam]:)le>el minuteness—-various

elrawings of an original ele'sign showing the exact
place and altitude; where every little fragment was
founel.

(3) Tell Hum (Capernaum), etc.—In April anel

May, 1905, the German Orie'ntal Society excavate'el

a Heb synagogue of the Rom era at Tell Hum. It

was 78 ft. long by 59 ft. wide, was built of beautiful
white lime>stone, almost eejual to marble, anel was
in every way more magnifie'cnt than any otheT ye't

found in Pal, that in Chorazin being the next fine'st.

Its roof was gable-shapeel anel it was surprisingly
ornamented with fine carvings representing ani-

mals, birels, fruits, flowers, ete-, though in some ca.se's

the^se ornameMitatie)ns had be'cn inte'ntie)nally mu-
tilateel. In January, 1907, Maealister anel Maste'r-

man prove'el that Khan Alinyeh was not the ancient
Capernaum, as it e'ontaineel no pottery older than
Arab time, thus she)wing Tell Hum te> he. the ancient
site, so that the synagogue just e'xe-avateel may be
the one re'ferreel to in Lk 7 5. At Samieh, 6 hours
N. of Je'rus, two important Can. cemeterie;s were
discove'reel by the fellahin in 1906, e'e)nsisting of

circular or oval tomb chambe'rs, with re)ofs roughly
dome-shaj)e'd, as at Geze'r (se'C be'le)w). A large

quantity of ywttery and bronze objects, much of

exce;llerit quality, was founel (Harvard Theol. Rev.,

I, 70-96; Masterman, Studies in Galilee; Henson,
Researches in Palestine).

Jericho (German Oriental Society).—During
1908-9, Dr. E. Se;llin, assisted by a specialist

in potte'ry, (Watzinger) anel a professional are'hi-

tect (Langenegger), with the he'lp of ove-r 200 work-
men, opened to view this famous Bib. city (Je)sh

6 1-24). Jericho was most strate'gically situated
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at i\\o (vist(-in fi;it(-\vuy of Pal, with an unliiniiod

watcr-supplv in the W'iri (H->Sull(ni,\\av'm^('on\])\('iv

"control of the great coninicrcial liigh-

3. Eastern way across tiic Jordan and jjosscssing

Palestine natural jn-ovisions in its ])alni fon'st

(Smith, IKUIL). It was also set

prominently on a hill rising some 40 ft. ubovo

Excavations at Jericho.

the ])lain. The excavations ])roved that from the

earliest liistoric time these natural advantages had

been increased by every possible artifice known to

ancient engin(>ers, imtil it had be(H)me a veritable;

GibraUar. The oldest city, which was in the form

of an irregular ellipse, somewhat egg-shapiHl, with

the ])oint at the S.W'., was first surrounded with a

ram])art following the contom- of the hill, a rainpart

so ])o\vei-ful that it commands the admiration of

all military experts who have examined it.

Tlie walls even in their ruins are some 28 ft.

high. They were built in three sections: (a) a

substratum of clay, gravel and small stones, making

a dei)0sit u]K)n the rock about 3 or 4 ft. deep, some-

what analogous to modern concr<>te; {b) a rubble

wall, 6 to 8 ft. thick, of large stones laid up to a

height of 16 ft. upon this conglomerate, the lowest

layers of the stone being enormously large; (c) upon

all this a brick wall over 6 ft. thick, still remaining,

in i)laces, 8 ft. high. Not even ]M(>giddo, famous as

a military center throughout all the ancient world,

shows such workmanship (cf Josh 2 1; Nu 13 28).

"These were master's in stone work and masonry"
{Tlie Builder): "Taken as a whole it may justly be

regarded as a triunii)h of engineering skill which a

modern builder, under the same conditions, could

scarcely excel" (Langenegger) ; "It is as well done

as a brilliant military engin(>er with the same ma-
terials and tools could do today" (Vincent). All

the centuries were not able to produc^e a natural

crevice in this fortification. At the N., which was

the chi(>f point of danger, and perhaps along other

sections also, a second wall was built about 100 ft.

inside the first, and almost as strong, while still

another defence ("the citadel"), with 265 ft. of

frontage, was protected not only by another mighty

wall but by a well-constructed glacis. The old

pre-Israelite culture in Jericho was exactly similar

to that seen in the southern and northern cities,

and the idolatry also. In its natural elements

Can. civilization was probably superior to that of

th(i Hebrcnvs, but the r(>pugnant and ever-present

polytheism and fear of magic led naturally to brutal

ancl impure manifestations. It cannot be doubted

that, at least in some cases, the infants buried in

jars under the floors represent foundation sacrifices.

Home of the ])()ttery is of great excellence, comparing

favorably with almost the best examples from

Egyi)t; a number of decorative figures of animals

in reUef are specially fine; the bronze utensils are

also good; es]). notable are the 22 writing-tablets,

all ready to be used but not inscribed. Somewhere;

near tlie ITjth c(>nt. the old fortifications were
seriously damag(>d, but e()ually powerful ()nes

replaced them. 'I'he C.erman ex|)erts all believed

that a break in the city's history was clearly shown
about tlie time when, according to the pottery,

Israel ought to have cajitured the city, and it was
confidently said that the distin(;tively Can. pot-

tery ceased completely and permanently at this

point; but further research has shown that at least

a ]wrtion of the old town had a practically contin-

uous existence (so Josh 16 7; Jgs 1 16; 3 13;

2 S 10 5). No complete Israelitish house was
l)reserved, but the Israelitish quarter was locati'd

close to the spring and no little furniture of the

usual kind was found, including dish(>s, pots, corn-

mills, lamps, etc, many iron instrumc^nts and terra

cotta h(>ads of men and animals. Ilie pottery is

quite unlike the old Canaaiute, being closely allied

to the Ch'-Phoen ware of Cyprus. It is noticeable

that, as in otluT Pal(>stinian towns, in the Jewish

era, little Bab influence is discernible; the Aegean
and Egyp influence is not as marked as in the cities

dug up near the Mediterranean coast. One large

edifice (60 by 80 ft.) is so like the dweflings of the

7th cent. BC at Sendjirli that "they seem to have

be(>n coined from Syrian plans" (Vincent). Abso-

lutely unique was the sen-ies of 12 Rhodian jar-

handles stamjied in Aram., "To Jehovah" {Yah,

Yahu). Vincent has suggested that as durhig the

monarchy (7th to 6th cent.) "To the King" meant
probably "For His Majesty's Servic(>," so in post-

exilic time the Divine name meant "For the

Temple" (Rev. hihliquc). Aft er the exile the city had
about 3 centuries of prosp(>rity; but disappears

li(n-manentlv in the Maccabean era {MXDPV,
1907; MDOG, 1908-9; FEFS, 1910; Rev. biblique,

1907-9).

(1) Jerusalem.—See above. III, 1, (2).

(2) Samaria (Harvard F^xpedition).—Although

the ancient capital of the Northern Kingdom, yet

Samaria was centrally located, being

4. Central 20 miles from the Mediterranean

Palestine coast and only about 30 miles N. of

Jerus. Ancient Samaria was very

famous in Israel for its frivolity and wealth, special

mention being made of its ointments, instruments

of music, luxurious couches, and its "ivory palace"

(Am 6 4-6; 1 K 16 24). Its history is known
so fully that the chronological scciuences of the

ruins can be determined easilv. The citadel and

town originated with Omri, c 900 BC (1 K 16 24);

the Temi)le of Baal and ])alace were constructions

of Ahab (1 K 16 32; 22 39); it continued pros-

perous down to the Assyr exile, 722 BC (1 K 22

to 2 K 17); Sargon and Esarhaddon establish(>d

a Bab colony and presumably fortified the town
(720-670 BC); Alexander the Great cai)tured it m
331 BC, and established there a Syrio-Maccabean

colonv; it was dcstroved by John Flyrcamis in 109

BC, but rebuilt by Pompey in 60 BC, and again by

Herod (30-1 BC). All of these periods are uhMiti-

fied in the excavations, Herod's work being easily

recognized, and Josephus' description of the town

being found correct; the Gr work is equally well

defined, so that the lower layers of masomy which

contained the characteristic Jewish pottery, and

which in every part of the ruin lay immediately

under the Bab and Gr buildings, must necessarfly

be Heb, the relative order of underlying structures

thus being "beyond dispute" (Reisner). Durmg
1908-9 George A. Reisner with a staff of specialists,

including David G. Lyon of the Harvard Seinitic

Museum, G. Schumacher, and an expert architect,

undertook systematically and thoroughly to exca-

vate this large detached "tell" lying 350 ft. above
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the valley and l,4r)() f I . al)()ve st'a-lcvcl, i(.s lucation

as tlu! only l)()^<tsibl(! (stralcsic .s( roiiKliold proving;

it to 1)0 th(! juicicnt Sainai'ia. Tliis was a '"gijiaiific

ciitorpriso" because of <lie large village of SOU
l)opulation (tSchdniii/ch), and (lu- valuable (•roi)S

which covered the hill. 8onie SGo,000 were spent
during the two seasons, and the work finally ceased
before; the site was fully excavated. The following
statcnnent is an abridgment, in so far as possible
in their words, of the ofhcial rejjorts of Drs. Reisner
and Lyon to the Harvard Thiol. Review: An
av(;rage of 2<So digger's were emplo^-ed the first season
and from 230-GO the second. Hundreds of Arabian
lamps, etc, were found close to the surface, and
then nothing more until the Rom ruins. Alany
fine Rom columns still remained upright, upon the
surface of the hill. The road of cohunns leading
to the Forum and ornamental gate (oriented unlike
the older gates), the great outer wall "20 stadii

in circuit" (Jos), the hijjpodromc, etc, were all

found with inscriptions or coins and pottery of
the early Roman Emi)ir(\ Even the old Rom
chariot road leading into the Forum was identified.

Adjoining the Forum and connected with it by a
wide doorway was a basilica, consisting of a large
oi)en stone-paved court surround(-d by a colonnade
with mosaic floor. An inscription in Greek on
an architrave in the courtyard dates this to 12-15
AD. The plan of the Herodian temple consisted
of a stairway, a i)ortico, a vestibule and a cella

with a corridor on each side. The staircase was
about 80 ft. wide, comjjosed of 17 steps beautifully
constructed, the steps being quite modern in style,

each tread overlapj)ing the next lower by several
inches. The roof was arched and the walls very
massive and covered with a heavy coat of plaster
st ill retaining t races of color. A few Gr graffiti were
found near h(>re, and 150 "Rhodian" stamped
amphora handles and many fragments of Lat in-
scriptions. A complete inscription on a large stele

l)i'oved to be a dedication from some Pannonian
soldiers (])robably 2d or 3d cent. AD) to "Jupiter
Optimus INIaximus." Near this was found a torso
of heroic size carved in white marble, which is

much finer than any ever before discovered in Pal,
the work "bringing to mind the Vatican Augustus"
(Mncent), though not equal to it. Close to the
statue was a Rom altar (presumably Herodian)
c 13 by 7 ft., rising in six courses of stone to a
height of 6 ft. Beneath the; Rom city was a Seleu-
cid town (c 300-lOS BC), with its fortifications,

gateway, temjiles, streets, and great public build-
ings and a complex of private houses, in connection
with which was a large bath house, with mosaic
floor, hot and cold baths, water closet, etc, which
was heated by a furnace. Underneath the Gr
walls, which were connected with tlie well-known
red-figured Gr ware of c 400 BC, were brick struc-
tures and very thick fortress walls l)uilt in receding
courses of small stones in tlie Bab style. In tlu;

filling of the construction trench of this Bab wall
were found Israelite potsherds and a Heb seal with
seemingly Bab peculiarities, and one fragment of a
cuneiform tablet. Below these Bab (constructions
"there is a seri(^s of massive walls beautifully built
of large limestone blocks founded on rock antl form-
ing a part of one great building, which can be no
other than the Jewish palace." It consisted of
"great open courts surrounded by small rooms,
comparable in plan and even in size with the Bab
palaces and is certainly royal in size and archi-
tecture." Its massive outlines which for the first

time reveal to the modern world the masonry of
an Israelite palace show that vmexpected material
resources and technical skill w(>re at the command
of the kings of Israel. An even greater discovery
was mad(! when on the palace hill was found an

alabaster vase inscribed with the cai'touche of
Osorkon II of Egypt (874-853 JiCj, Ahab's con-
femi)orary; and at tlu; same level, about 75 frag-
tnents of pottery, not jar-haiidles but ostraca,
inscribed with records or memorials in ancient
Hebrew. The script is Phoen, and according to
such experts as Lyon and Driver, i)ractically iden-
tical with that of the Siloam Inscrii)tion (c 700 BC)
and IM S (c 850 BC). "The inscrii)tions are written
in ink with a reed pen in an easy flowing hand and
show a pleasing contrast to the stiff forms of Pho(>n
inscriptions cut in stone. The graceful curves
give evidence of a skill which comes only with long
])ractice" (Lyon). The ink is well preserved, the
writing is distinct, the words are divided by dots
or stroke's, and with two excei)tions all the ostraca
are dated, the reigning king i)robably being Ahab.
The following sampl(>s represent the ordinary
memoranda: "In the 11th year. From 'Abi'ezer.
For 'Asa, 'Akh(>melek (and) Ba'ala. From 'Elnathan
('•'') InOthyr. From Yasat. For ^\bino'am.
A jar of old wine In 11th yr. For Badyo.
The vineyard of the Tc>ll." Baal and El form a
jiart of several of tin; jiroper nanH>s, as also the
Heb Divine name, the latter occurring naturally
not in its full form, YHWH, but as ordinarily in
comjiounds YW (Lyon, Harvard Theol. Rev., 1911,
13(5-43; cf Driver, PEFS, 1911, 79-83). In a
list of 30 proper names all but three have Bib.
efjuivalents. "^I'hey are the earliest specimens of
Heb writing which h;iv(> been found, and in amount
they exceed by far all known ancient H(>b inscrij)-

tions; moreover, tlu>y are the first Palestinian
records of this nature to be found" (see esj). Lyon,
op. cit., I, 70-9G; II, 102-13; III, 136-38; IV,
136-43; Reisner, ib, 111,248-63; also Theol. Litern-

turblatt, 1911, III, 4; Driver, as above; MNOP,
1911, 23-27; Rev. hihliqae, VI, 435-45).

(3) 'Ain Shems (Beth-shemesh, 1 S 6 1-21;
2 K 14 11).—In a short but important camjjaign,
during 1911-12, in which from 36 to 167 workmen
were emi)loy(>d. Dr. D. Mackenzie uncovered a
massive double gate and primitive walls 12-15 ft.

high, with mighty bastions, and found in later de-
posits Egyp images, Syrian Astartes, imjjorted
Aegean vases and a remarkable series of inscribed
royal jar-handles "dating from the Israelite; mon-
archy" (Vincent), as also what se(>med to be an
ancient S(>m tomb with fayade entranc(\ The
jiroved Cretan relations here are esp. important.
The town was suddenly destroyed, probably in the
era of Sennacherib {PEFS, 1911, LXIX, 172; 1912,
XII, 145).

(4) Gezer (Palestine Exploration Fund).— Tell
ej-Jezer occupi(>s a conspicuous position, over 250
ft. above the plain, and 750 ft. above; the s(>a, on a
ridge of hills some 20 miles N.W. of Jerus, over-
looking the plain toward Jaffa, which is 17 miles
distant. It is in plain sight of the two chief trade
caravan roads of Southern Pal which it controlled.
The ancient Gezer was well known from many refer-
ences to it on the Egyp records, the names of several
governors of G(>zer being given in letters dating
from c 1400 BC and Menephtah (c 1200 BC) calling
himself "Binder of Gezer," etc. The discovery of
the boundary stones of Gezer (see above) positively
identified it. It was thoroughly excavated by
R. A. Stewart Macalister in 1902-5, 1907-9, during
which time 10,000 photograjihs were made of ob-
jects found. No ex[)lorations have been so long
continued on one spot or have brought more unique
discoveries or thrown more light upon the develop-
ment of Palestinian culture and religion, and none
have been report(>d as fully {Excavations of Gezer,

1912, 3 vols; Hist of Civilization in Pal, 1912).
Ten periods are r(>cognized as being distinctly
marked in th(> history of the mound—which broadly
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spciikiiifz; represents the development in all parts

of I'al: («) pre-Seni ju'riod (c iiOOO-ifjOO P>Cj, to

the (>ntrance of the first Semites; (1)) first Sem city

{v, 2r)U0-fS0U BCj, to the enil of tlu^ Xllth KiJ^yp

Dynasty; (f) second Sem city (c ISOO-f-lOO BC),

to' theVnd of tlie XVlllth Kgyp Dynasty; ((/)

third Sem city (c 14()0-1U()0 BCj, to th(> bc^gmnmg

of th(> Heb monarchy; (r) fourth Sem city (c 1000-

550 BC), to the destruction of the monarcliy

and the Bab exile; (/) I'ers and Ilel period

(55()-U)0 BCj, to the iK'ginninj;!; of the Rom do-

minion; {<;) Rom (lOOBC-350 ADj; {h) Byzautme
(35(M)()0'ADj; {i) and Oj early and modern

Arabian (350 AD to the present j. Ihv last four

periods have left few imi)ortant memorials and may
be omitted from review.

(a) Tlie al)oriKinu,l non-Scin inhabitants of (iezer

were troKlodvtcs (ct (i(-n 14 (>) living in tlit' caves which

honeycoinl) tliis dislrict (cf ZDPV. lUU-.), VI, 12). ni.Kli-

fviiiK these only slif^litly for lionu- purposes They were

a small racx^ 5 ft. 4 in. to 5 ft. 7 in. in lunght slender in

form with rather tiroatl heads and thick skulls, wlio

hunted, kept domestic animals (cows, sheep, goats);

had fire and cooked food; po.ssess(-d no metals; niade l)y

hand a porous and gritty soft-l)aked pottery whicli tliey

decorated with red lines; and were eapable of a rude

art—the oldest in I'al—in which drawings of yai'ious

animals are given. They prized certain bars of stone

(possibly phallic); they pro!)al)ly olfered sacrilices;

they certainly cremated their dead, depositing with the

ashes a few food vessels. The crematory found was 31

ft long by 21 wide, and in it tlie l)otlies were l)urned

whole without regard to orientation. Many cup marks

in the' rocks suggest i>ossible religious rites; in close con-

nection with these markings were certain remains, in-

cluding bones of swine (cf Lev 11 7).

(h) The Semites who displaced this population were

more advanced in civilization, having bronze tools and
potter's wheels, with finer and more varied pottery;

thev were a heavier race, being .5 ft. 7 in. to 5 ft. 11 m.
tall larg(-r-boned, thicker-skulled, and with longer

faces They did not Ijurn but buried their dead care-

le.sslv upon 'the floor of the natural caves. The grave

deposits are the same as before; occasionally some beads

are found wit h the body. The former race had surround-

ed their settlement with a wall (> ft. high and 8 ft. thick,

mostly earth, though faced with selected stones; but

this race built a wall of hammered stones, though irregu-

larly cut and laid, the wall being 10 ft. thick, and one
gateway being 42 ft. wide, flanked by two towers. \\ hile

huts were always the common residences (as in later

eras), yet some buildings of stone were erected toward

the close of this period and one large palace was found,

built of stonc! and having a row of columns down the

center, and containing a complex; of rooms, including one
rectangular hall, 40 ft. long by 25 ft. wide. Most
remarkable of all were th(-ir works of engineering. They
lu'wed enormous constructions, square, rectangular and
circular out of the soft chalk and limestone rocks, one
of which contained GO chambers, one chamber being

400 by SO ft. The supreme work, however, was a tunnel

which was made c 2000 BC, passing out of use c 1450-

1250 BC, and which shows the power of these early

Palestinians. It was 200-250 ft. long and consisted of

a roadway cut through the hill of rock some 47i ft. to an
imposing archway 23 ft. high and 12 ft. 10 in. broad,

which led to a long sloping passage of equal dimensions,

with the arch having a vaulted roof and the sides well

pluml). This led into a bed of much harder rock, where
dimensions were reduced and the workmanship was
poorer, but ultimately reached, about 130 ft. below the
present surface of the ground, an enormous living spring

of such depth that the excavators could not empty it

of the soft mud with which it was filled. A well-cut

but well-worn and battered stone staircase, over 12 ft.

broad, connected the spring with the upper section of the

tunnel 94 ft. above. Beyond the spring was a natural

cave SO by 25 ft. Dr. Macalister asks, " Did a Canaan-
ite governor plan and Canaanite workmen execute this

vast work ? How did the ancient engine(>rs discover

the spring?" No one can answer; but certainly the
tunnel was design(>d to bring the entrance of tlu' wat(>r

passage within the courtyard protected ))y the palace

'Another great reservoir, 57 by 4G ft., at another part

of the city was quarried in the rock to a depth of 29i ft.,

and below this another one of equal depth but not so

large, and narrowing toward the bottom. These were
covered with two coats of cement and surrounded by a
wall; they would hold 60,000 gals.

(r) The second Sem city, built on the ruins of the first,

was smaller, but more luxurious. There were fewer
buildings but larger rooms. The potter's wheel was
worked by the foot. Pottery becomes much finer, the
stvles and decoration reaching a climax of grace and
refinement. Foreign trade begins in this period and

almost or <iuite reaches its culmination. The Ilyksos

scarabs found here piove tliat utuler their nile(X\lth
and XVlllli Dynasties) there was close intercourses with
Pal and the niultitudes of lOgyp articles show that this

was also trutHjefore and after tlu; Ilyksos. The Cretan
and the Aegean ti'ade, esj). through Cyprus, introduced
tu-w art ideas which soon brought local attemi)ts at

imitation. Scribes' implements for writing in wax and
clav liegin licre and arc found in all strata hereafter.

Interments in the Second Burial Cave at Gezer.

"While i\w pottery is elal)orately paint(-d, it is l)ut little

molded. The older 'combed" ornament jiractically

disappears, while burnished ornament reaches high-water

mark. Animal ligures are common, the eyes often being

elaboratelv modeled and stuck on; but it is infantile

art Burials still occur in natural caves, but al.so in

those hewn artiliciallv; the bodies are carelessly depos-

ited on the floor without coffins, generally in a crouching

position, and stones are laid around and over them
without system. Drink offerings always and food offer-

ings generally arc placed with the dead. Scaral)s are

found with the skeletons, and ornaments of bronzes and
silver, occasionally gold and beads, and sometimes
weapons. Lamps also begin to be deposited, but in

small numbers.

{(l) During this period Mencphtah "spoiled

Cezer," and Israel established itself in Canaan.

The excavations have given no hint of Menephtah's

raid, unless it be found in an ivory pectoral bearing

his cartouche. About 1400 BC a great wall, 4 ft.

thick, was built of large and w(41-shai)ed stones

and protect(>d later by particularly line towers,

perhaps, as Macalister suggests, by tlu; Pharaoh

who captured Gezer and gav(> it as a dowry to his

daughter, wife of King Solomon. A ctirious fact,

which se(>mingly illustrates Josh 16 10, is the hu-ge

increase of the town shortly after the Ilt'b invasion.

"The houses are smaller and more crowded and

the sacred area of the high place is built over."

"There is no indication of an exclusively Israelite

population arotmd the city outside" (Macalister,

V. Driver, Modern Research, 69). That lantl wtis

taken for building purposes from the old s-acred

enclosure, and that new ideas in building plans and

more heavily fortified buildings were now intro-

duced have "been thought to suggest the entrance

among the ancient population of another el(>ment

with (liiTerent ideas. The finest palace of this

period with very thick walls (3-9 ft.) carefully

laid out at right angles, and certainly built near

"the time of the Heb invasion," was perhaps the

residence of Horam (.Josh 10 33j. At this i)eriod

seals begin (10 being found here, as against 28 m
the next period, and 31 in the Hellenistic) and also

iron tools; the use of the carpenter's com])ass is

proved, the bow drill was ])robably in use, bronze

and iron nails appcvir (wrought iron btnng fairly com-

mon from c 1000 BC) ; a cooking-pot of bronze was

found, and spoons of shell and bronze; modern meth-

ods of making buttons and button holes are finest

from this pm'iod, i)ottery buttons being introduced

in the next city. One incidental Bible reference to

the alliance between Gezer and Lachish (Josh 10

33) finds unexpected illustration from the fact that

a kind of pottery peculiar to Lachish, not having
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been found in :iny other of the Southern Palestinian

towns, was found at Gezer. The pottery here in

general shows the same method of construction

as in the 3d stratum, but the decoration and shapes
deteriorate, while there is practically no molding.
It shows much the same foreign influence as before,

the styles being affected from Egypt, Crete, the;

Aegean, and esp. Cj'prus. From this period come
218 scarabs, 68 from the i)eriod previous and 93
from the period following. Ornamental colored

specimens of imported Egyji glass also occur,

clear glass not being found till the next period.

Little intercourse is j^roved with Babylon at this

era: as against 16 Bab cylinders found in the

previous i)eriod, only 4 were found in this and 15

in the next period. Ther(> is no marked change
in the method of disposing of the dead, but the

food vessels are of smaller size; and are ])laced in the
graves in great numbers, most of these f)eing broken
either through the use of i)oor vessels because of

economy or with tlu; idea of liberating the spirit

of the ol)ject that it might serve the deceased in

the spirit world. Lami)s are common now in every
tomb but there is a marked decrease in 1 he quantity
and value of ornamental objects. Religious em-
blems occur but rar(»ly. The worship of Astarte
(se(! AsnTOKETii), the female consort of Baal, is

most po]iular at this era, terra cotta figures and
plaques of this goddess being found in many tyi^es

and in large numbers. It is suggestive that these

grow notably less in the next stratum. It is also

notable that primitive idols are certainly often

intentionally ugly (Vincent). So to this day
Arabs ward off the evil eye.

{() This period, during which almost the entire

prophetic lit. was produced, is of peculiar interest.

Gezer at this time as at every other period was in

general appearance like a modern Aral) village, a
huge mass of crooked, narrow, airless streets, shut
inside a thick wall, with no trace of sanitary con-
veniences, with huge cisterns in which dead ni(>n

could lie undetected for centuries, and with no
sewx^rs. Even in the Mac:cabean time the only
S(>wer found ran, not into a cesspool, but into the
ground, close to the governor's ptdace. The mor-
tality was excessively high, few old men being
found in the cemeteries, while curvature of the
spine, syi)hihs, brain disease, and esp. broken,
unset bones w(>re common. Tweezers, pins and
needles, kohl bottles, mirrors, combs, jjcrfume boxes,
scrapers (for baths) were common in this stratum
and in all that follow it, while we have also here
silver earrings, bracelets and other beautiful orna-
ments with the first sign of clear glass objects;
tools also of many kinds of stone, bronze and iron,

an iron hoe just like the modern one, and the first

known pulley of bronze. The multitude of Ileb
W(nghts foimd here hav(> thrown m.uch new light on
the weight-standards of Pal (see esp. Macalister,
Gezer, II, 287-92; E. J. Pilcher, PEFS, 1912; A.
R. S. Kennedy, Expos T, XXIV).

_

The pottery was poor in quality, clumsy antl

coarse in shape and ornament, excepting as it was
imported, the lo(;al A(>gean imitations being un-
worthy. Combed ornament was not conunon,
and the biu-nished as a rule was limited to random
scratches. Multiple lamps became connnon, and
a large variety of styles in small jugs was intro-

duced. The motives of the last period survive,

but in a degenerate form. The bird friezes so

characteristic of the 3tl Sem period disapjiear.

The scarab stamp go(>s out of use, but the inijjres-

sions of other s(>als "now become fairly common as
potter's marks." These consist either of simple
devices (stars, pentacles, etc) or of names in Old
Heb script. These Ileb-inscribed stamps were
found at many sites and consist of two classes.

(i) those containing personal names, such as
Azariah, Haggai, Menahem, Shebaniah, etc, (ii)

those which are confined to foiu- names, often re-

peated—Hebron, Socoh, Ziph, Mamshith—in con-
nection with a reference to the king, e.g. ''For [or

Of] the king of Hebron." These latter date, accord-
ing to Dr. Alacalister's final judgment, from the

Stamped Jar-IIaiidlcs Excavated at Gezer.

Pers period. He still thinks they represent the
names of various potters or potters' guilds in Pal
(cf 1 Ch 2, 4, 5, and see esp. Bible Sidc-Lighls

from Gezer, 150, etc), but others suppose these names
to represent the local measures of capacity, which
differed in these various districts; others that these
represented different tax-tlistricts where wine jars

would 1)0 used and bought. At any rate, we cer-

tainly have here the work of the king's potters
referred to in 1 Ch 4 23. Anoth(^r very curious
Heb tablet inscrii)tion is the so-called Zodiacal
Tablet, on which the signs of the Zodiac are figured

with certain other symbols which were at first

supposed to ex5)ress some esoteric magical or reli-

gious meaning, but which s(H>m only to represent

the ancient agricultural y(>ar with the proper
months indicated for sowing and rea])ing—being
the same as the mod(>rn seasons and crops except-
ing that flax was cultivated anciently. An ev(>n

more imjjortant literary m(>morial from this period
consists of two cuneiform tablets written about three-

quarters of a century after the Ten Tribes had been
carried to Assyria and for(>ign colonies had been
thrown into Israelite territory. This collai)se of

the Northern Kingdom was not marked by any
local catastrophe, so far as the ruins indicate, any
more than the collapse of the Can. kingdom when
Israel cnt(Ted Pal; but soon afterward we find an
Assyr colony settl(>d in Gezer "using the Assyr
language and letters .... and carrying oil busi-

ness with Assyr methods." In one tablet (649 BC),
which is a bill of sak; for certain i)roi)erty, contain-

ing descript ion of th(> same, a])peared t he nain(> of the

buyer, seals of s(^ller and signature of 12 witnesses,

one of whom is the Egyp governor of the new town,
another an Assyr noble whose name y)recedes that

of the governor, and still another a Western Asiatic,

the others being Assyrian. It is a Hebrew "N(>tha-

niah," who the next year, as the other tablet shows,

s(>lls his field, his seal bearing upon it a lunar stellar

emblem. Notwithstanding the acknowledged lit-

erary work of high quality produced in Pal during

this period, no oth(>r hint of this is found clear down
to the Gr ])eriod excei)t in one neo-Bab tablet.

The burials in this period were much as pre-

viously, exce])ting that the cav(\s were smaller and
toward the end of the period shelves around th(>

walls received the bodies. In one Sem tomb as

many as 150 vess(4s were found. Quite th(! most
astonishing discovery at this level was that of

several tombs which scholars generally agree to

be "Philistine." They wen; not native Canaanite,

but certainly Aegean intruders with relations with

Crete and Cyprus, such as we would (^xpect the

Philis to have (see Philistines). The tombs were
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ohloiiK oi' rcctaii^iular, covered witli large liori-

zontal slahs, eaeli loml) containing but a single

body, stretched out with the head to the E. or W.
One toinl) was tliat of a girl of 18 with articles of

alabaster and silver about her, and wearing a

Cretan silver mouth plate; another was a man of
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High Placoof tlie Cave-Dwcllers at Oezcr.

40 with agate seal of Assyr design, a two-handled
glass vessel, etc; another was a woman surrounded
by handsome ornaments of Ijronze, lead, silver and
gold, with a basalt scarab between her knees. The
richest toml) was that of ;i girl whose head had l)een

severed from the body; with her was a h(>misplier-

ical bowl, ornamented with rosette and lotus pat-

tern, and a horde of beautiful things. The iron in

these tombs was noticeable (cf 1 S 17 7), and in

one tomb were foimd two ingots of gold, one of these

being of the same weight almost to a fraction as that

of Achan (Josh 7 21). The most inii)ressive dis-

covery was the high ])lace. This b<>gan as earlv

as 2r)()(K2000 BC, and grc^w by the addition of

monoliths and surrovuiding buildings uy) to this

era. The eight huge uncut i)illars which were found
standing in u row, with two others fallen (yet cf

B(>nzinger, Hch Archaeology, 320), show us tlu;

actual appearance of this ancient worshi])])ing-i)lacc

so famous in the Bible (Dt 16 22; 2 K 17 9.11;

23 8). The toj) of one of these monoliths had
becm worn smooth by kisses; another was an im-
portation, being ])o.ssibly, as has been suggestcnl,

a captured "Aril"; another stone, near by, had a
large cavity in its top, nearly 3 ft. long and 2 ft.

broad and 1 ft. 2 in. deep, which is differently inter-

preted as b(Mng the block upon which the 'asherdh,

so often m(>ntioned in connection with the viaggc-

bhoth, may have biH'u erected, or as an altar, or per-

haps a laver for ritual ablutions. Inside the sacred

enclosure was found a small bronze; cobra (2 K 18

4), and also the entrance to an ancient cave,

where probably oracles wcn-c given, the excavators
finding that this cave was connected with another
by a small, secret passage—through which pre-

stmiably the message was d(4ivered. In the

stratum underlying the high place was a c(»m(>tery

of infants buried in large jars. "That the sacri-

ficed infants w(tc the firstborn, devoted in the
t(^mple, is indicated by the fact that none were
over a w(H'k old" (Macalister). In all the S(>m

strata bones of children wctc also fotmd in corners

of the houses, the deposits b(>ing identical with
infant burials in the high place; and examination
showed that these W(>re not stillborn children. At
least some of the bm-ials under the hous(> thresholds

and under the foundation of walls carry with them
the nmt(> ])roofs of this most gruesome jjractice.

In one ])lace the skeleton of an old woman was
found in a corner where a hole had been left just^

huge enough for this ])ur])o.se. A youth of about
18 iiad been cut in two at tli(> waist and onlv the

ui)])er ])art of hisbody de))osited. Before the coming
into Pal of the Israelites, a lamp began to be ])laced

under the walls and fovmdations, probably sym-
bolically to take the place of human sacrifice. A
lamp and bowl deposit luider the threshold, etc,

begins in the 3d Sem period, but is rare till the
middle of that jjcriod. In the 4th Sem jx'i-iod it

is common, though not universal; in the Hellciuc
it almost disajjijcars. Macalister suspects that
these ))o\\ls h(4<l ))lood or grape juice. In one
striking case a bronze figure was found in ])lace of
a body. Baskets full of ])halli were carried away
from the high ])lace. Various tyjx's of the Astarte
were foimd at Ciezer. When we see the strength
and popularity of this religion against wlii(di the
pro]ihets contended in Canaan, "we are amazed at
the survival of this world-religion." and we now see
"why Ezra and Nehemiah were foi'ced to raise tlu;

'fence of the law' against this heatlienism, which
did in fact overtlu'ow all oth(n' Sem religions"
(George Adam Smith, PEFS, BKMi, 288).

(/) During the Alaccabean ej)och the peo])l(> of

Oezer built r(>servoirs (one having a capacity of

4,000,000 gals.), used well-paved rooms, favored
com])lex house ])lans with ])illai's, the courtyard be-
coming less imi)ortant as (oni))ared with tlie rooms,
tliough domestic fowls were now for the first time
intro(hiced. The architectural decorations have

Lamp and BowLs Discovered at Gczcr.

all been aimihilat(>d (as elsewhere in Pal) excepting

a few mokl(Hl stones and an Ionic volute from a
palace, supposed to be that of Simon Maccabaeus
because of the referc^ices in Jos and because of

a scribbled imprecation found in the courtyard:
"Alay fire; overtake; [?] Simon's i)alace." This is

the only inscrijjtion from all these ])ost-exilic cen-

turies, to which so nuicli of the beautiful Bible lit.

is ascribed, excepting one grotcvscjue animal figure

on which is scrawled a name which looks a little

like "Antiochus." Only a few scraps of Or bowls,

some Rhodian jar-handles, a few bronze and iron

arrow heatls, a fenv animal figure's anel a fragment of

an Astarte, of doubtful e'hronology, remain from
these four ce>nturie>s. The ])otslu'rels pre)ve that

foreign imports e;ontinue"d anel that the local potters

fe)llowed classic me)de"ls anel diel excellent work.
The ware was always biu'ut harel; combed orna-

ment and burnishing were out of style; moleled

ornament was usually confined to the rope design;

])ainted ele>corations we>re rare'; potten-'s marks we're

ge'ue-rally in (Ir, though some were in Ile'b, the lette'rs

Ix'ing of late form, anel no name's appe'aring similar

te) those found in Se'rii)tui'e'. The' tennbs we're' we'll-

e-ut sejuare e'hambe'rs, with shafts hewn in the' re)e'k

for the be)elies, usu.nlly nine; to eae'h te)mb, whie'h

were run into the'in heael fore>me)st. The elerorways

weM-e well e'ut, the e'e)vers alme)st always lx'ingnK)V-
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able flat slabs, though in one case a swinging stone
door was found—circular rolling stones or the
"false doors" so often found in the Jerus tombs
being unknown here. Little shrines were erected

above the forecourt or vestibule. When the body
decayed, the bones in tombs having these kukhin,
shafts, were collected into ossuaries, the inscrip-

tions on these ossuaries showing clearly the transi-

tion from Old Ileb to the square character. After
the Maccabean time the town was deserted, though
a small Christian conununity lived here in the 4th
cent. AD. See also CiEZEit.
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tory of Syria and Pal (1902); Cllinet, Syrie, Liban et

P'll (1896-1900); H. V. Hilprecht. Explorations in Bible
Lands during the JOth Cent. (1903); P. H. Vincent,
Canaan, d'apres l' exploration recente (1907); G. \.
Smith, Jerus (190S); S. R. Driver, Modern Research
as Illustrating the Bible (1909).

Camdex M. Cobern
PALLU, pal'u, PALLUITES, i)alTi-Its (X^'^E

,

])(illiV, "distinguished"): A scm of Reuben (den
46 9 ["Phallu"]; Ex 6 14; Nu 26 0.8; 1 Ch 5
3 1. Perhajis Peleth of Nu 16 1 is th(^ same.
Palluites, the patronymic, occurs in Nu 26 5.

PALM, piim (OF THE HAND) (72 , kaph): The
Ileb word which is used in a variet\- of scn.ses (see
ILvxd; Paw) is usually tr'^ "hand" in EV, but the
tr "))alm" is fotuid in o passages of tiie OT, in 3 of
wJiich the Heb text adds the word "i"^

,
yddh ("hand,"

1 S 5 4; 2 K 9 S.l; Did 10 10).' It would prop-
(>rly mean the "hollow hand" (root kdplioph, "to
bend," "to curve"), wliich receives or gras])s tilings.

It is therefore used in reference to filling the jiriesl 's

hands with sacrificial portions (Lev 14 l.').2()).

The palms of the hands of Dagon an^ menlioiu^d as
cut off, when the idol was found mutilated in the
presenceof the ark of .I(>h (1 S 5 4), from which
may be inferred that this idol probably was rei)re-

sented with hands spread out in blessing, as we find
in numerous Bab representations of divinities.

In a beautiftd metaphor God answ(>rs the repent-
ant people of Jerus, who thought J(4i had forgotten
and forsaken them: "Behold, I have graven thee
upon the palms of my hands" (Lsa 49 !(>; see also
Ecclus 18 3). Dani(4is touched upon the palms of
his hands to wake him from sleep (Did 10 10).

In the NT we find the phrase, "to sm.ite with the
palms of tlu> hands," as a tr of the Or vb. pairPgui^

rhapizb (Alt 26 ()7; sec also 5 39 and LXX Hos 11
4; 1 Esd 4 30), and, derived from the same vb.,
pd-Kiaixa^ rhdpisma, a blow of tlie palm on the che(-k,
etc (Mk 14 60; Jn 18 22; 19 3, where, however,
in EV the word "])alm" has not been given). The;
marginal tr "to smite or strike with rods" (Mt 26
67; Jn 18 22; 19 3) and "strokes of rods" (Mk
14 65 m) does not se(>m to be applicable to the Or
text of th(> OT and NT, while it is a frequent mcvui-
ing of the words in classical language. It would
therefore be better to eliminate these marginal
additions. II. L. E. Luering

PALM TREE, pam'tre ("1^2^, tCuitar, same as
tlie Aram, and Ethiopic, but in Arab. = "date";
<}>oivi|, pholuix |Ex 15 27; Lev 23 40; Nti 33 9;

Dt 34 3; Jgs 1 16; 3 13; 2 Ch 28 lo; Neh 8

15; Ps 92 12; Cant 7 7 f ; Joel 1 12]; I'dP,

,

tO/iier, Deborah "dwelt under the palm-

1. Palm tree" [Jgs 4 5]; "They are like a palm-

Trees tree [m "pillar"], of turned work" [Jer

10 5!; n^bP , llmdrah [only in pi.],

the palm tree as an arcliitecturnl feature [1 K 6

I 'aim with Fruit (at Jaffa).

29.32.35; 7 36; 2 Ch 3 5; Ezk 40 16]; Or only
Ecclus 50 12; Jn 12 13; Rev 7 9): The palm,
Phoenix dadyjijvra (X.O. Pdlmeac), Arab, nakhl,

is a tree which from the earlit-st times has been
associated with the Sem peoi)les. In Arabia tlu;

v(>ry existence of man de])ends largely u])on its

presence, and many authoi-ities consider this to

have been its original habitat. It is only natural
that such a tree should have been sacred both there
and in Assyria in the earliest ages. In Pal the
])alm leaf appears as an ornament u])on ])ottery as
far back as 1800 BC (cf PEF, Oezer Mem., II, 172).

In Egypt the tall palm stem forms a constant fea-

ture in early architecture, and among the Hebrews
it was extensively used as a decoration of the temple
(1 K 6 29.32.35; 7 36; 2 Ch 3 5). It is a sym-
bol of beauty (Cant 7 7) and of the righteous man:

"The righteous shall flotirish like the palm-tree:
Ho shall grow like a eedar in J^el)anou.
They arcs plaiUed in tho housf of Jehovah;
The.v shall flourish in th(> courts of our tied.
They sliall still bring forth fruit in old age;
They shall bo full of sap and green" (Ps 92 12-14).

The palm tree or branch is used extensively on
Jewish coinage and most noticeably appears as a
symbol of the land upon the celebrated Judaea
Capta coins of Vespasian. A coujjle of centuries or
so later it forms a prominent archil (>ctural feature

in the ornamentation of the Galikvui synagogues,
e.g. at Tell Hum (Capernaum). Tlie method of arti-

ficial fertilization of the pistillate (female) flowers

by means of the staminate (mal(>) flowers appears
to have bt^en known in the earliest historic times.

Winged figures are de])icte(l on some of the early

Assyr scul])tures shaking a bunch of the male
flowers over the female! for the same ])urpose as the
people of modern Oaza ascend the tall trunks of the
fruit-bearing palms and tie among the female
flowers a bunch of the pollen-bearing male flowers.
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Coin of Vespasian llepr(<-

sciiting Judaea Mourning
for Her (Captivity.

In I'al today ihc ])alin is much neglected; there

are few firoves except aloiiji tlie coast, e.g. at the

bay of Akka, JalTa and Gaza; sohtary

2. Their jialins occur all over the land in the

Ancient coiu'tyard.s of nio.s(i\ie.s (cf P.s 92 13)

Abundance and houses even in the niouniain.s.

in Palestine Once i)alnis

flo n r i s h ed
upon the Mount of
Olives (Neh 8 15j. and
Jericho was long known
as the "citvof i)alin-trees"

(Dt 34 ;:;; Jgs 1 Ki; 3

i:]; 2 Ch 28 15; Jos,

BJ, IV, viii, 2-3), hut

today the only palms are

scarce and small; un(l(-r

its nam(> Ilazazon-tamar

(2 Ch 20 2), En-god i

would a])i)ear to have
Ikh'u as nuich a place of

palms in ancient days as

we know it was in hiWr history. A city, too, called

Tanuir ("date palm") appears to have been sonie-

whore near the southwestern corner of the Dead Sea

(Ezk 47 19; 48 28). Today the numerous salt-

encrusted stumps of wild i)alm trees washed up all

along the shores of the Dead Sea witn(>ss to the

existence of these trees within recent times in sonu!

of the deep vallevs around.
Rranch(>s of i)alms have been symbohcally asso-

ciated with several different ideas. A ])alm branch

is used in Isa 9 14; 19 15 to signify

3. Palm the "head," the highest of tlie people.

Branches as contrasted with the rush, the "tail,"

or humblest of the i)eople. Palm
branches appear from early times to liave been

associated with rejoicing. On the first day of the

Feast of Tabernackvs the Hebrews w(>re commanded
to take branches of palms, with other trees, and

rejoice before God (Lev 23 40; cf Neh 8 15; 2

Mace 10 7). The pahn branch still forms the

chi(>f feature of the lulCihh carried daily by every

pious Jew to the synagogue, during the feast. Later

it was connected with the idea of triunii)h and vic-

tory. Simon Maccabaeus entered the Akra at

Jerus after its capture, "with thanksgiving, and

branches of palm trees, and with harj^s, and cymbals,

and with viols, and hymns, and songs: because there

was destroyed a great enemy out of Israel" (1 Mace
13 51 AV; cf 2 Mace 10 7). The same idea comes

out in the use of palm branches by the multitude's

who escorted Jesus to Jerus (Jn 12 13) and also

in the vision of the "great nuiltitude, which no man
could number .... standing b(>fore the ....
Lamb, arrayed in white robes, and palms in their

hands" (Rev 7 9). Today palms are carried in

every Moslem funeral jH-ocession and are laid on

the new-made grave.

See also Tamar as a proper name.
E. W. G. Masteuman

PALMER-WORM, ]);lm'er-wurm (CT3
,

(/flzam;

LXX KafiirT], kumpc [Am 4 9; Joel 1 4; 2 25]):

"Pahner-worm" means "cat(>rpillar," but the in-

sect meant is probably a kind of locust. See In-

sect; Locust.

PALSY, pol'zi, PARALYSIS, im-ral'i-sis (wapd-

Xuo-is, ixiralufilti) : The Eng. word "piilsy" is derived

from the OFr. paralesie, which in Aliddle Eng. was
shortened into palesie, the form in which it ai)pears

in Wyclif's version. In the 16th cent, it appears

as "palsy," the form used in AV. This, however,

is seldom used at the present day, the Latinized CJr

form "paraly.sis" being more frequently emi)loyed,

both in modern literature and in colloquial Eng.

"Sick of the palsy" is the tr either of the adj. pam-

lulilcus or of the part, of the vb. pnr(ilno»i(ii. The
disease is one characterized by extreme loss of the

jMjwer of motion dependent on some affection either

of the motor centers of the brain or of the spinal

cord. It is always serious, usually intracta])le, and
generally sudden in onset (1 Mace 9 55 f). Miracu-
lous cures by Our Lord are related in general

terms, as in "Mt 4 24; Acts 8 7. Aeneas (Aets 9

33) was probably a paralytic eight years l)edri(lden.

Though the Lord addi-es.sed the i)aralvtic let down
through the roof (Mt 9 G; Mk 2 3; Lk 5 18) as

"son," it was not n(>eessarily a i)roof that he was
young, and tliough He prefaces the cure by tleclaring

the forgiveness of sin, we need not infer that the

disease was the result of an evil life, although it

may have been. Bennett conjectures that the cen-

turion's palsied scTvant grievously tormented was
suffering from progressive^ paralysis with res])iratory

si)asms (see Pai\). The subst . paridtisis is only

once used in the LXX in I'^zk 21 10, but here it

refers to the loosing of the sword, not to the disease.

Alex. Macalistek

PALTI, paTt! C^t^bE, palli, "J(>h delivers"):

(1) One of the "search(>rs" of Canaan scTit by
Moses (Xu 13 9), representing Benjamin in the

expedition (ver 9).

(2) The man to whom Saul gave Michal, David's

wife, after the estrang(>ment (1 S 25 44). He is

"the captain of th(> peo])le" of 2 Esd 5 1() ("Phal-

tiel," m "P.saltiel"). In 2 S 3 15, he is nam(>d

"Phaltiel" (AV), "Paltiel" (RV), and is there men-
tioned in connection with David's recovery of

Michal.

PALTIEL, pal'ti-el (bS^-J^E
,

pnltfcl, "Ciod's

deliverance"):

(1) Aprinceof Issachar (Xu 34 26).

(2) SameasPALTi, (2) (q.v.).

PALTITE, pal 'tit (^'pbE
,
paltl [as Palti]; LXX

B, KeX-toOet, Kelothei, A, 4>£X.X«v£i, PhcUunei): The
descrii)tion occurs but once in this form and is then

applied to Ilelez, one of David's 30 valiant men
(2 S 23 26). Helez' name, however, occurs in

1 Ch 11 27 and 27 10 as the "Pelonite." Doubt-
less there is some confusion of words. The word
may be given as a patronymic of Palti, or it may
designate a native of the village of Beth-pelet

mentioned in Josh 15 27 and Neh 11 26 as being

in Lower Judah. Helez, however, is described as

"of the chiklren of Ephraim" in 1 Ch 27 10.

PAMPHYLIA, pam-firi-a (na|x4>v\ia, Pamphu-
Ua): A covmtry lying along th(> southern coast of

Asia "^Minor, boimded on the N. by
1. Physical Pisidia, on the E. by Isauria, on the

Features S. by the Mediterranean Sea, and on
the W. by Lycia (Acts 2 10; 27 5).

In the earliest time Pamphylia was but a narrow

strip of low-lying land betw(>en the base of the

mountains and the sea, scarcely more than 20 miles

long and half as wide. A high and imposing range

of the Taurus Mountains practically surrounds it

upon three sides, and, jutting out into the sea,

isolates it from the rest of Asia ISIinor. Its two
rivers, the Cestrus and th(> Cataractes, are said by
ancient writers to have been navigable for several

miles inland, but now the greater part of their water

is diverted to the fields for irrigating purposes, and
the general surface of the country has be(>n con-

stantly changed by the many rai)id mountain

streams. The level fertile coast hind is therefore

wcdl wateretl, and the moist air, which is excessively

hot and enervating, has always b(>en laden with

fever. Several roads leading from the coast up
the steep mountain to the interior existed in ancient
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times; one of them, cuIIcmI the Kimax or th(» Ladder,
with its broad stair-Hke steps 2,000 ft. hip;h, may
still be seen. Beyond the steps is the high land
wliieh was once called "Pisidia," but which the

Romans, in 70 AD, Tnade a part of Pamphylia.
Paniphylia, unk^ss in i)re-historic times, was never

an independent kingdom; it was subject suc-
cessively to Lydia, Persia, Macedonia,

2. Im- Pergamos and Rome. Because of its

portance com])aratively isolated position, civi-

lization there was less dc^veloped than
in the neighboring countries, and the Asiatic in-

fivience was at most tim(>s stronger than the Gr.
As early as the 5th cent. BC a Gr colony settled

there, but the Gr language which was spoken in

some of its cities soon became corrupt; the Gr in-

scriptions, appearing u]ion the coins of that age,

were written in a peculiar character', and before
the time of Alexander the Great, Gr ceased to be
si)ok(Mi. P(>rga tluni Ix-came an important city

and tlie center of the Asiatic religion, of which the
Artemis of Perga, locally known as Leto, was the
goddess. Coins were struck also in that city.

Somewhat later the Gr citv of Attalia, which was
founded by Attains III Philad<'l])hus (159-138 BC),
rose to importance', and until rcM-ent years has b(H'n

the chief i)ort of entry on the southern coast of

Asia Minor. About the beginning of our era, Side
became the chief city, and issued a long and beauti-
ful series of coins, possibly to facilitate trade with
the ])irat(\s who found there a favorable market for

their bootv. Pam])hvlia is mentioned as one of the
recii)ients of the "letters" of 1 Mace 15 23.

Christianity was first introduced to Pamphvlia
by Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13 13; 14 24), but

because their stay in the country was
3. Intro- brief, or because of the difficulty of
duction of communication with the neighboring
Christianity comitries, or because of the Asiatic

character of the po])ulation, it was slow
in being established. See also Attalia; Perga;
Side, the chief cities of I'amphylia.

E. J. Banks
PAN: Name of a utensil used in the; preparation

or the serving of food, and rei^resenting several

words in the original. Passing over the use of the
word in connections like 1 Ch 9 31, "things baked
in pans," whcnx^ the Heb word hahhiitim r(>fers, not to

th(> i)an itself, but to the cakes baked in the flat pan
or griddle which was calle<l mdJidhbuth (see below),

and the "firepans" {mahlah) (l<>x 27 3; 1 K 7 50,

etc) which seem to have been us(>d to carry burning
coals, we note th(> following words:

(1) rnn^, maMUnth, "pan" AV, "baking-pan"
RV, a dish of unccTtain shape and size which was
used in the preparation of the Duiihuh, or vegeta})le

offering. See Lev 2 5; 6 21; 7'9; 1 Ch 23 2<).

On the basis of Ezk 4 3 it might be assumed that
the pan_was rectangular in shajjc and of good size.

(2) "^''5, kiyyor, rendered "pan" in 1 S 2 14.

The same word is used in the phrase, "pan of fire"

RV, "hearth of fire" AV (Zee 12 6); and it is also

tr'' "laver" in the descri))tions of the furnishing of

tabernacle and temjile (Ex 30 18; 1 K 7 30, etc).

As it held water and was uscxl for boiling meat and
the like, it must have been a kind of pot or kettle.

(3) rinilJ'a, masreth (2 S 13 9). The connection

gives no clue as to shape or size except that it must
have been small enough to serve food in, and of the;

proper shape to hold a substance which could be

]iour(>d out. Sonu! authorities suggest a connec-

tion with the root "^S^Tp , .s"'or, "leaven," and think

that this pan was like the kneading-trough in shai)e.

(4) T'D , sir, r(>ndered "pan" in Ex 27 3 AV,
"pot" RV (s(-e Pot).

(5) '^^^S
,
parur, "pan" in Nu 11 8 AV, "pot"

RV (s(;e Pot).

(6) nnb?, ^elahah (2 Ch 35 13j. Some kind
of dish or pot. Slightly different forms of the same
root are rendered "cruse" (2 K 2 20 [flofnth])

,

"dish" (2 K 21 13 [qallahnth]); and also in RV in
Prov 19 24; 26 15, instead of the probably in-
correct "bosom" of AV.

(7) \4ii-ns, U'hes, tr'' "pan" in 1 Esd 1 12 AV (RV
"cauldron").

(8) TTjyavov, teganon, 2 Mace 7 3.5, with the vb.
T-nyavi^w, tcgmnzo, ver 5, is the usual Gr word for
"frying-i)an," but here a large sheet of metal must
be meant (cf 4 Mace 8 13; 12 10.20).

Literature.—Whitehouso, Primer of Hebrew Antiqui-
ties, 76, 77; Benzinf^cr, Ilebraischc Archdologie, 70, 71;
Nowack. Hebrciitiche Archdologie, I, 144.

Walter R. Betteridge
PANNAG, i)an'ag (jiB

,
pannagh; Kao-ia, k-(i,.sia:

Ezk 27 17 m, "Perhaps a kind of confection"):
( )ne of the articles of commerce of Judah and Israel.

Th(; knaia of the LNX is said to be a shrub similar
to th(! laurel. Nothing is known of the nature
of pannag. Cheyne {EB, 3555) thinks the Heb
letters have got misplaced antl should be )E^,

,

gcphen, "vine," and he would join to it the TiJ^"
,

d'bhash, "honey," which follows in the verse, giving
a tr "grape honey," the ordinary dihhs of Pal—an
cxtremelv likelv article of commerce. S(>e Honey.

PANOPLY, pan'o-pli: 1 Mace 13 2yRVm.
Armor.

See

PAP ("ffi, shadh, ntj, shodh, "breast" [Ezk 23

21]; H-atTTos, 7H0.S/0S, "thebr(>ast" [Lk 11 27; 23 29;
Rev 1 13]j: The Eng. word, which goes back
to Middle Eng. "ptipjie" (see Skeat, Concise Ety-
7tiologic(d Did. of Ok: Eng. Longuogc, 327) and is now
obsolete, has been replaced in RV by "breast."
Th(! Heb word signifies the "female breast"; the
Gr word has a wider signification, including the male
chest.

PAPER, pa'per. See Crafts, II, 13; Papyrus;
Reed; Writing.

PAPER REEDS, redz: In Isa 19 7 AV (RV
"meadows"j.

PAPHOS, pa'fos: The name of two towns. Old
(HaXatd lldcpos, Palaid Pdphos, or ^la\aiwa(pos,

Palaipaphos) and New Pa})hos (X^a

1. Site nd0os, Nea Pdpfws), situated at the
southwestern extremity of Cyprus.

Considerable confusion is caused by the use of the
single name Paphos in ancient writers to d(>note
now one, now tlie other, of thes(; cities. That re-

f(>rred to in Acts 13 6.13 is strictly called New
Paphos (modern Baffn), and lay on the coast about
a mile S. of the modern Klima and some 10 miles
N.W. of the old city. The latter (modern Koukliu)
is situated on an eminence more than a mile from
the sea, on the left bank of the Didrrizo, probably
the ancient Bocarus.

It was founded by Cinyras, the father of Adonis,
or, according to another legend, by Aerias, and

formed the capital of the most impor-
2. History tant kingdom in Cyprus (except that
of Old of Salamis. Its territory embraced
Paphos a considerable portion of \\'(!stern

Cyprus, extending northward to tliat

of Soli, southward to that of Curium and eastward
to the range of Trocklus. Among its last kings was
Nicocles, who ruled shortly aft(>r the death of Alex-

ander the Great. In 310 BC Nicocrc'on of Salamis,

who had been set over the whole of Cyprus by
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Ptok'iny 1 of lOfivpt, was forced to put an end to

his life at Paphos for i)lotting with Antigoiuis (Dio-

dorusxx. 21, who wrongly gives the name as Nicocles;

see Athenische Milteilungen, XXll, 203 ff), and
from that time Paphos remained under I'^gyp rule

until the Rom annexation of Cyprus in fjS BC.
The growth of New Paphos brought with it th(>

deelin(> of tlie old city, which was also ruined by
successive earth(iuak(>s. Yet its f(>m])le still re-

tained much of its old fame, and in ()!) AD Titus,

the future (>mperor of Pome, turned aside on his

journey to Jerus, which he was to ca])ture in the

following year, to visit the sacred shrine and to

inquire of tlie priests into the fortune which awaited
him (Tacitus Hist, ii.2-4; Suetonius Tilns 5).

New Paphos, originally the seai)ort of the old

town, was founded, according to tradition, l)v

Agapenor of Arcadia (llidd ii.tKM);

3. History Pausan. viii."), 2). Its jwssession of a
of New good harbor secured its prosperity, and
Paphos it had several rich temples. Accord-

ing to Dio Cassius (liv.23) it was
restored by Augustus in 15 BC aft(>r a destructive

earthquake and received the name Augusta (Clr

Sebaste). Under the Rom Emi)ire it was the ad-
ministrative cai)ital of the island and the seat of the

governor. The extatit remains all date from this

period and include tho.se of public buiklings, ])rivate

houses, city walls and the moles of the harbor.

But the chief glory of Pa])]ios and the source of

its fame was the loc!al cult, of whi(!h the kings and
their d(^scendants remained hereditary

4. The priests down to the Rom seizure of

Temple Cyprus. The goddess, identified with
and Cult the (ir .Vphrodite, who was said to

have risc^n from the sea at Paphos, was
in reality a Nature-goddess, closely re.sembling the
Bab Ishtar and the Phoen Astarte, a native deity
of Asia Minor and the Aegean Islands. Her cult

can be traced back at Paphos to Homeric times
{Odyssey viii.362) and was r(>peatedly celebrated

by (ir and Lat poets (Aeschylus Siippl. 5o5;
Aristoph. Lys. 833; Virgil Aen. i.415; Horace
Odes i.l9 and 30; iii.2G; Statins Silme i.2, -101,

etc). The goddess was represented, not by a statue
in human form, but by a white conical stone (Max.
Tyr. viii.8; Tacitus Hist, ii.3; Servius Ad Aen.
i.724), of which models w(>re on sale for the benefit

of pilgrims (Athcnaeus xv.18); her worship was
sensuous in character and she is referred to by
Athanasius as the deification of lust {Contra Gentes 9)

.

Excavation has brought to light at Old Paphos a
complex of buiklings belonging to Rom times and
consisting of an open coiu't with chambcTs or colon-

nades on three sides and an entrance on the E. onl}^

the whole forming a quadrila1(M'al enclosure with
sides about 210 ft. long. In this coiu't may have;

stood the altar, or altars, of incense (Homer speaks
of a single altar, Virgil of "a hundred altars warm
with Sabaean frankincense"); no bk)od might be
.shed thereon, and although it stood in the open
it was "wet by no rain" (Tacitus, I.e.; Pliny,

NH, ii.210). On the south side are the ruins of

another building, possibly an earlier temple, now
almost destrovecl save for the western wall {Journal

of Hellenic Studies, IX, 193-224). But the fact

that no remains or inscriptions have been found here
earlier than the Rom occupation of Cyprus militates

against the view that the sanctuary stood at this

spot from prehistoric times. Its site may be sought
at Xyli.no, a short distance to the N. of Kouklia
(D. C. Hogarth, Times, August 1), 1910), or po.ssibly

on the ])lateau of Ehantidi, some 3 miles S.E. of the
village, where numerous in.scrijitions in the okl
Cvprian syllabic script were found in the sunnncsr

of 1910 (iM. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Times, July 29,

1910).

After visiting Salamis and passing through the
whole island, about 100 miles in length, Barnabas,

Paul and Mark reached Paj^lios, the
5. The residence of the Rom proconsul,
Apostles' Sergius Paulus (for the title .see

Visit Cyprus). Here too they woukl doubt-
less begin by preaching in the syna-

gogue, but the governor—who is probably tlu^ same
Paulus whose namc^ ai)pears as proconsul in an in-
scri])li()n of Soli (D. 0. Hogarth, Deria Cypria,
114)—hearing of tluMr mission, .sent for them and
(juestioned them on the subject of their i)reaching.
A Jew named Bar-Jesus or Elymas, who, as a
Magian or soothsay(>r, "was with the proconsul,"
presumably as a member of his suite, u.sed all his
])owers of i)ersuasion to prev(>nt his patron from
giving his adherence to the new faith, and was met
by Paul (it is at this ])oint that the name is first

introduced) with a scathing denunciation and a
sentence of temporai'y loss of sight. The blindness
which at once fell on him produced a deep im])res-

sion on the mind of the ])rocon.sul, who professed
his faith in the apostolic teaching. From Paphos,
Paul and his companions sailed in a northwesterly
direction to Perga in Pami)hylia (Acts 13 G-13).

Paul did not revisit Pai)h()S, but we may feel

confid(>nt that Barnabas antl IVIark would return
there on their 2(1 missionary journey (Acts 15 39).

Of the later history of the Pai)hian church we know
little. Tychicus, Paul's com])anion, is said to have
been martyred th(>re, and Jerom(> tells us that
Ililarion sought in the neighborhood of the d(>cayed
and almost deserted town the quiet and retirement
which he crav(>d {Vita Hilar. 42). The; Acta
Barnahae s{)eak of a certain Rhodon, who was
attached to the temple service at Old Paphos, as
having accepted the Christian faith.

Literature.—Besides t\w works aln^ady referred to.

SCO Journal of IlcUcnic Stitdies. ]X, 17.5-92 (citiltion of
I)assages from ancient authors relating to Old Paphos,
togeth(>r with a list of mediaeval and modern authorities),
22,5-71 (inscriptions and tombs), and the bibliotirapiiy
appended to art. (^yprus.

Marcus N. Tod
PAPYRUS, pa-i)l'rus iCyperus papyru.^: PvipXos,

huldos, pcpXos, h'ihlos, whence PipXiov, liihlion, "a
roll," Td PipX£a, td l)iblia, "the Books" = the Bible):

1. Papyrus Paper
2. Egyptian Papyri
3. Aramaic Papyri
4. Greek Papyri
5. Their Discovery
6. Classical Pa|)yri
7. Scptiiagiiit Papyri
S. NT Papyri
9. Tiieological Papyri

10. Docimientary Pap.vri
11. Contributio?! to XT Study
12. Chief Collections
13. Coptic, Arabic and Other Papyri

A marsh or w'at(>r plant, abundant in Egypt in

ancient times, serving many purposes in antiquity.

The ])apyrus tuft was the emblem of tli(^ Northern
Kingdom in Egypt. Like the lotus, it suggested

one of the favorite capitals of Egyp architecture.

Ropes, sandals, and mats were made from its

fibers (see Odyssey xxi.391; Herod, ii.37, 69), and
bundles of the long, light stalks were bound together

into light boats (Isa 18 2; Breasted, Hist Egyp-
tians, 91).

Most importantly, from it was made the tough

and inexpensive paper which was used from very

ancient times in Egypt and which
1. Papyrus became; the common writing-material

Paper of the ancient world. The white

cellular pith of the long triangular

])apyrus stalk was strij)ped of its bark or rind and
sliced into thin strips. Two layers of these strips

wen; laid at right angles to each other, pasted to-

gether (Pliny says with the aid of Nile water),

dried and smoothed. The sh(!ets thus formed were
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pasted one to another to form a roll of any length

desir(>d. The process and the product are described

by PUny the Elder (NH, xiii. 11-13).

Egyp papyrus rolls are in <>xistence dating from
the 27th cent. BC, and no doubt the manufacture of

papyrus had hvm practised for cen-

2. Egyptian turic^s before, 'ilie Egyp rolls were
Papyri sometimes of great length and were

often beautifully decorated with
colored vignettes (Book of the Dead). Egyp docu-

i\i\wl T'

Papyrus Antiquorum.

ments of great historical value have been pres(Tved
on these fragile rolls. Th(> Papyrus Ebers of the
16th cent. BC sums up the medical lore of the
Egj'ptians of the time of Amenhotc^p I. The
Papyrus Harris, 133 ft. long, in 117 columns, dates
from the middle of the 12th cent. BC and records
the benefactions and achievements of Rams(\s III.

For the XlXth, XXth and XXIst dynasties, in-

deed, papyri are relatively numerous, and their

conlribution important for Egyp history, life and
religion. By the year 1000 BC, papyrus had doubt-
less come to be used for writing far beyond the
limits of Egypt. The Wenamon Pajjyrus (11th
cent.) relates that 500 rolls of paj^yrus were among
the gifts sent from the Delta to the Prince of Biblus,
but except in the rarest instances papyri have
escaped destruction only in Upper Egypt, where
climatic conditions esj). favonnl their ])reservation.

In very recent years (1898, 1904, 1907) several
Aram, papyri have been found on the Island of

Elephantine, just below the First Cat-
3. Aramaic aract, dating from 494 to 400 BC.
Papyri They show that between 470 and 408

BC a flourishing colony of Jews existed
there, doing business under Pers sway, and wor-
shipping their god Yahu, not in a synagogue, but
in a temple, in which they offered meal offerings.

incense and burnt offerings. In 408, the Egyptians
had destroyed their temple at Yeb, and the Jews
appealed for rtnlress to the Pers governor. It is

well known that some Jews had taken refuge in

Egypt in 586 BC, taking the pro{)het Jeremiah w'ith

them, and with some such bund of refug(M>s the Yeb
colony may have originated, although it may hav(!

been much old(>r (cf J(>r 44 1.15; BW, XXIX,
1907, 305 ff; XXXI, 448 ff; chief publications by
Euting, Sayce and Cowl(>y, and esj). Sachau, Drei
aramdische Papyrusurki/nden avs Elcphdutine, 2d
etl, 1908; Aramdische Papyrus und Oslraka, 1911).

With Alexander's conquest of Egyi)t (332 BC),
and the subsequent Ptolemaic dynasty, Greeks

cam(> more than ever before into

4. Greek Egypt, and from Gr centers lik(;

Papyri Alexandria and Arsinoe in the Fayum
the Gr language began to spread.

Through the Ptolemaic (323-30 BC), Rom (30

BC-292/93 AD), and Byzantine periods (292/
93-640 AD), that is, from the death of Alexander
to the Arab concjuest, Gr was much used in Upjx'r
and Lower Egypt, and Gr papyri from these times
are now abundant. The 300 Aphrodito Gr and
Coptic papyri published by Bell and Crum (1910)
date from 698-722 AD, and show how Gr persisted

in the Arab period.

The first important discovery of Gr papyri made
in modern times was among the ruins of Hercu-

laneum, near Napk^s, where in 1752
5. Their in the ruins of the house of a phi-

Discovery losopher which had been destroyed
and buried by volcanic ashes from

Vesuvius (79 AD) a whole library of papyrus rolls

was found, quite charred by the heat. With the
utmost pains many of these have been unrolled and
deciphered, and the first part of them was ])ublished

in 1793. They consist almost wholly of works of

Epicurean philosophy. In 1778 the first discov(>ry

of Gr pajiyri in Egypt was made. In that year
some Arabs found 40 or 50 ])apyrus rolls in an
earthen pot, probably in the Fayiim, where Phila-

delphus scuttled his Gr veterans. One w^as pur-

chased by a dealer and found its way into the hands
of Cardinal Stefano Borgia; the others were de-

stroyed as of no worth. The Borgia Papyrus was
published 10 years later. It was a documinit of

little value, recording the forced labor of certain

peasants upon the Nile embanknunit of a giv(>n year.

In 1820 another body of pa)>yri was found by
natives, buried, it was said, in an (>arthen pot, on the

sit(;of the Serapeum at Memphis, just above Cairo.

These came for the most part from the 2d cent. BC.
They fell into various hands, and are now in the

museums of London, Paris, Leyden, Rome and
Dresden. With them tlu^ stream of papyri began
to flow steadily into the; British and Continental

museums. In 1821 an Englishman, Mr. W. J.

Bankes, bought an Elephantine roll of the xxivth

book of the Iliad, the first Gr literary papyrus to be
derived from Egypt. The efforts of Air. Harris

and others in 1847-50 brought to England con-

siderable parts of lost orations of IIyp(>rides, new
papyri of the xviith book of the Iliad, and parts of

Iliad ii, iii, ix. In 1855 Mariettc purchased a frag-

ment of Alcman for the Louvn^, and in 1856 Mr.
Stobart obtained the fun(>ral oration of Ilyperides.

The present pcTiod of i)apyrus recovery dates

from 1877, when an immense; mass of Gr antl other

papyri, for the most part documentary, not literary,

was found in the Fayiim, on the site of the ancient

Arsinoe. The bulk of this collection passed into

th(; hands of Archduke Rainer at Vieima, minor
portions of it being secured by th(> museums of

Paris, London, Oxford and Berlin. These belong
largely to the Byzantine period. Another great

find was made in i892 in i\w Fayum; most of these
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wont to Berlin, some few to tlie British Museum,

Vienna and Cieneva. These were mostly of the

Rom p(n-iod.

It will l)e seen that most of th(>se discoveries were

the work of natives, dissing about indiscriminately

in the hope of findinK anticiuities to sell to tourists

or dealers. By this time, howevc^r, the Egyi)t Kx-

ploration Fund liad Ix'Stm its oi)erations in Egypt,

and Professor Flinders Petrie was at work there.

Diflginfi among Ptolemaic tombs at Gurob in 1889-

90, Professor Petrie found many mummies, or

mumnu'-casings, adonKMJ with breast-pieces and

sandals made of papvri pasted together. The se])-

aration of these was naturally a tedious and delicat(>

f(^ll, th(> first of many important works in this field

from his pen.

With Arthur S. Hunt, of Oxford, Mr. Grenfell

excavated in 1890-97, at Behnesa, the Rom Oxy-

rhynchus, and unearthed the greatest mass of Or
pa|)yri of the Rom jx'riod thus far found. In 9

large ((uarto volumes, aggregating 3,000 pages,

only a b(>ginning has been made; of publishing these

Oxyrhynchus texts, which number thousands and

ar(> in many cases of great importance. The story

of papvrus digging in Egypt since the great find of

1,^9(3_(J7 iH hirgely the record of tlie work of Grenfell

anil Hunt. At Tebtunis, in the Fayum, in 1900,

they found a great mass of Ptolemaic papyri, com-

^;^.M^r/r'nAA/ ^rr rANHC*ijtr^K
i^m^^^^^..^^^

/MK^|AAt€v«c0 l5^^'^*"''^;^^J^;i,\ n^K^7-t MA.'*!< ri ^Af I ,
*

'^^.

TlMOTHEUS PaPYKUS.

task, and the papyri when extricated were often

badly damaged or mutihited; but the Petrie papyri,

as they were called, were hailed by scholars as the

most important found up to that time, for they

came for the most part from the 3d cent. BC.

Starthng acquisiticms were made about this time by

repres(>ntatives of the British Museum and the

Louvre The British Museum secured papyri of

the lost work of Aristotle on the Constitution of

Athens the lost Mimes of Herodas, a fragment of

an oration of Hvperides, and extensive literary

papyri of works already extant ; wliile the Louvre

secured the larger part of the Oration against

Athenor/cnes, the masterpi<>ce of Hyperides. In

1894 Bernard P. Grenfell, of Oxford, appeared m
Egypt, working with Professor Petri(> m his exca-

vations, and securing papyri with Mr. Hogarth

for England. In that year Petrie and Grentell

obtained from native dealers papyrus rolls, one

more than 40 ft. in length, preserving revenue

laws of Ptolemy Philach^lphus, dated in 259-258

BC These were published in 1896 by Mr. Gren-

parable in importance with their great discovery at

Oxyrhynchus. One of the most productive sources

of papyri at Tebtunis was the crocodile cemetery,

in which manv mummic>s of the sacred crocodi k-s

were found r()lled in papyrus. Important Ptol(>-

maic texts were found in 1902 at Hibeh, and a later

visit to Oxyrhynchus in 1903 produced results almost

as astonishing and quite as valuable as those of the

first excavations there. The work of Rubensohn

at Abusir in 1908 has exceptional interest, a.s it

developed the first considerable body of Alexandrian

papyri that has been found. The soil and c imate

of Alc^xandria are destructive to papyri, and only

to the fact that th(^s(> had anciently been carried

off into the interior as rubbish is their preservation

due. Hogarth, Jougut>t, W'ilcken and other Con-

tinental scholars have excavated m Egypt tor

papyri with varying degrees of success. Ihc

papyri are found in graves a fcnv feet below the

surface, in house ruins over which sand has driltec
,

or occasionally in earthen pots buried m the ground.

Despite government efforts to stop indiscriminate
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native digging, papyri in considerable quantities

have continued to Hnd their way into the hands of

native dealers, and thence into English, Continental,

and even American collections.

Thus far upward of OoU literary papyri, great

and small, of works other than Bib. have been pub-
lished. The fact that about one-tliird

6. Classical of these are Homeric attests the great

Papyri i)opularity enjoyed by the Homeric
l)oems in Gr-Rom times. These are

now so abundant and extensive as to make an im-
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portant contribution to the Homeric text. Rather
less than on(>-thir(l preserve works of other ancient

writers which were already known to us through
later coi)ies, mediaeval or modern. Among these

arc; works of Plato, D(>mosthenes, Isocrates, Thucyd-
ides, Euripides, Sophocles, Aeschines, Herodotus
and oth(>rs. Rather mor(> than one-third ])reserve

works, or fragments of works, which have bcn-n either

quite unknown or, oftener, r(>garded as lost. Such
are portions of Alcman and Sappho, fragments of

the comedies of Menander and the iambi of Callim-

achus. Mimes of Herodas, poems of Bacchylides,

parts of the lost Antiope and Hypaipyle of Euripides,

Aristotle On the Constitution of Athens, the Fersae

of Timotheus (in a pai)yrus of tlu; 4th cent. BC,
probably th(> old(\st Gr book in the world), and six

orations, one of them complete, of Hyperides. In

1900 Grenfell and Hunt discovered at ()xyrhynchus

the uniciue jxipyrus of the lost Paeans of Pindar, in

380 fragments, besides th(! Hellenica of Theopom-
pus (or Cratii)pus?), whose works were believed to

have perished.

Of tlie Gr OT (LXX) more than 20 pajiyri hav(>

been discovered. Perhaps the most imjjortant of

these is the Berlin Gen<>sis (3d or 4th

7. Septua- cent.) (1) in a cursive hand, purchased
gint at Akhmtni in 190G. Other i)apyri

Papyri j^n^serving parts of Gen among the

Amherst (2), British Museum (3),

and Oxyrhynchus (4), papyri date from the 3<1 or

4th cent. A Bodleian papyrus leaf (5) (7th or 8th

cent.) preserv(>s Cant 1 ()-9. An Amherst papyrus

(6) (7th cent.) contains Job 1 21 f ; 2 3. There

are several papyri of parts of the Pss. An Amh(>rst

papj'rus (7) (oth or Gtli cent.) has Ps 5 6-12.

Brit. Mus. 37 (Fragmenta Londinensia, Gth or 7tli

cent.) (cS), of thirty leavc-s, contains Ps 10 2—18 6

and 20 14—34 G. This was i)urcliase(l in 1S3G
and is one of the longest of Bib. papvri. Brit. Mus.
230 (9) (3d cent.) preserves Ps 12 7—15 4. A
Berlin i)apyrus (10) contains Ps 40 2G—41 4.

Oxyrhynchus papyrus 845 (11) (4th or 5th cent.)

contains i)arts of Pss 68, 70. Another Amherst
pa))yrus (12) (7th cent.) shows parts of Pss 108,

118, 135, 138-140. There is also a papyrus at

Leipzig (13) which contains part of th(> Pss. Of the
Proi)hets the chief papyrus is the Heidelberg codex
(14) (7th cent.), whicli contains Zee 4 6—Alal 4 5.

Oxyrlu-nchus S4G (15) ((ith cent.) contains Am 2.

A Rainer pajiyrus (Ki) (3d cent.) i)res(>rves Isa 38

s

r_
i-

. • ' -r* \Ti}
"'— •»_

New Sayings of .Jesus.

3-5.13-lG, and a Bodleian (17) (3d cent.) shows
Ezk 5 12—6 3. The Rylands papvri include Dt
2, 3 (18) (4th cent.); Job 1,5,6 (19) (Gth or 7th
cent.); Ps 90 (20) (5th or Gth cent.). Recent
Ox;yThynchus volumes supply parts of Ex 21, 22,

40 (21, 22) (3d cent., O.P. 1()74, 1075); and of Gen
16 (23) (3d cent., OP. IIGG), and 31 (24) (4th

cent., O.P. 11G7). The great antiquity of some of
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tlicso (locuincnts ^iv(>s osporial intoivst, to their

rcat lings.

'I'wcntA'-tlircH; papyi-i cotilaiiiiiifj; i)ar(s of tlic dr
N'l' havr t litis hir l)ccn i)ul)li.sh('(l, nearly lialf of

them coiniiifr from Oxvrliyiiehus (().I\

8. NT 2, 2()S, 209, 402, ()57, lOOS, 1009, 1078,

Papyri 1079, 1170, 1171). The i)ieces ranjj;e

ill (late from the 'Ad to the ()th cent.

Tlieir locations, dates and contents are:

1. Pliiladelphia, Ta. .3d or 4tli rvni. Mt 1 1~<).12.

1:M4-20 (O.P. 2).

2. Florence. .5th or (ith cent. .In 12 12-1.").

A. Vienna. Otli cent, l.k 7 MS-Vr,: 10 :5.s-42.

4. Paris. 4th cent. Lk 1 74-80; 5 :^ S; 5 30—6 4.

.'•). London. 3d or 4th cent. Jn 1 2:5-31 .:5.3 -41 ;

20 11-17.1<)~2.5 (O.P. 20,S).

(). Strassburg. ? cent. Jn 11 4.">.

7. Kiew. ? cent. Lk 4 1.2.

8. Berlin. 4th cent. Acts 4 31-37; 5 2 ',>; 6 l-<>-

9. Cambridge, Mass. 4th or 5th cent. 1 Jn 4 H-
13.1.-)- 17 (O.P 402).

10. Cambridge, Mass. 4th cent. l{om 1 1-/ (O.r.

209).
11. St. Petersburg. 5th cent. 1 Cor 1 17-20; 6 13,

18; 7 ;^4. 10-14.
12. Didlington Hall. 3d or 4th cent. Ho 1 1.

i;5. London. 4th cent. He 2 14—5 5; 10 S—11
13; 11 28— 12 17 (O.P. t)57). This is the most con-
sid'eral)le papvrus of the NT, and doubly important
because Codex Vaticanus breaks olT with He 9 14.

14. Sinai. 5th cent. 1 Cor 1 25-27; 2 6-8; 3

~15:''oxford. 4th cent. 1 Cor 7 IS—8 4 (O.P. IOCS).

Phil 3 9-17; 4 2-8 (O.P. lt)09).

16. Manchester (Rylands). Gth or 7th cent. Rom
12 3-8.

17. Manchester (Rylands). 3d cent. Tit 1 11-15;

2 3-8.
18. Oxford. 4th cent. He 9 12-19 (O.P. 1078).

19. Oxford. 3d or 4th cent. Rev 1 4-7 (O.P. 1079).

20. Oxford. 5th cent. Mt 10 32—11 5 (OP. 1170).

21. O.xford. 3d cent. Jas 2 19—3 2.4-9 (O.P. 1171).

22. Florence. 7th cent. Mt 25 12-15.20-23.
23. Florence. ? cent. Jn 3 14-18.31.32.
Berlin Pap. 13,209 (7th cent.) is a liturgical paraphrase

of Lk 2 8-14.
Further details as to nos. 1-14 may be found in

Gregory, Textkritik, 1084-92, and for nos. 1-23 in

Kenyon, Handbook to Text. Crit:^, or Milligan, NT
Documents, 249-54.

Among other theological papyri, the Oxyrhynchus
Sayings of Jesus (O.P. l,Go4), dating from the 2d

and 3d cents., are probably the most
9. Theo- widely known (sec Logia). Other
logical Oxyrhynchus piect^s preserve parts of

Papyri the Apocalypse of Baruch (chs 12-

14; 4th or 5th cent.; O.P. 403); the

Gospel according to the H(!brews (? in its latter

form, if at all; 3d cent.; O.P. 655); the Acts of

John (4th cent.; O.P. 850, cf 851); the Shej)herd

of Hermas (3d or 4th cent.; O.P. 404); Irenaeus,

Adv. Hacr., iii.9 (3d cent.; O.P. 405). Other small

fragments of the Shepherd and Ignatius are among
tli(> Amherst and Berlin papyri. Early Christian

hymns, prayere and letters of interest have also

been found.

We have spoken thus far only of literary papyri,

classical and theological. The overwhelming ma-
jority of the papyri found have of course

10. Docu- been documentary—private letters,

mentary accounts, wills, receipts, contracts,

Papyri leases, deeds, complaints, petitions,

notices, invitations, etc. The value of

these contemporary and original documents for the
illumination of ancient life can hardly be over-
estimated. The life of Upper Egypt in Ptolemaic
and Rom times is now probably better known to us
than that of any other period of history down to

recent times. Many papyrus collet-tions have no
literary papyri at all, but are rich in documents.
Each year brings more of these to light and new
volumes of them into print. All this vast and
growing body of material contributes to our knowl-
edge of Ptolemaic and imjx'rial times, often in the
most intimate ways. Among the most important

of these documentary i)apyri from Ptolemaic^ times
are 11h! revenue laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus (2.")9

BC) and the decrees of Ptolemv I'^uergetes II, 47 in

number (US BC, 110 139 B(^). Very r.'cently

(1910) a Hamburg papyrus has stipi)lied thc^ Con-
Hlilntio A7i(()/iini(tn(i, l)y which Rom citizenship was
conferred upon the peregrini of the empire. The
))rivate doctnnents in ways even more imi)ortant

illustrates the life of the common peoph; tmder
Ptolemaic and Rom rule.

It is not nec;essary to point out the value of all

this for Bib. and esp. NT study. The papyri have
already made a vahiable cont ribut ion to

11. Contri- textual materials of both OT and NT.
bution to For other early Christian lit. their

NT Study testimony has be(>n of surprising inter-

est (the Oxyrhynchus Logia and
Gospel fragments). The discovery of a s(>ries of

uncial MSS ruiming through six centuries back of the

Codex Vaticianus bridges the gap between what
were our earliest uncials and the hand of the in-

scriptions, and puts us in a better position than ever

before to fix the dates of uncial ^ISS. Miiuiscule

or cursive hands, too, so common in NT MSS of the

10th and later cents., appear in a n(nv light when it

is seen that such writing was not a late; inv(>ntion

arising out of the uncial, but had existed side by
side with it from at least the 4th cent. BC, as the

ordinary, as distinguished from the literary, or

book, hand. See \N'riting. The lexical contri-

bution of these documentary papyri, too, is already

considerable, and is likely to be very great. Like

the NT writings, they refl(>ct the common as dis-

tinguished from the literary language of the times,

and words which had appt>ared exceptional or un-
known in Gr lit. are now shown to have been in

common use. The problems of NT synttix are

similarly illuminated. Specific historical notices

sometimes light up dark points in the NT, as in a

British Museum decree of Gains Vibius Alaximus,
])refect of Egypt (104 AD), ordering all who are

out of their districts to return to their own homes
in view of the approaching census (cf Lk 2 1-5).

Most important of all is the contribution of the

papyri to a sympathetic knowledge of ancient life.

They constitute a v(>ritable gallery of NT characters.

A strong light is sometimes thrown upon the social

evils of the time, of which Paul and Juvenal wrote
so sternly. The child, the prodigal, the thief, the

host with his invitations, the steward with his

accounts, the thrifty householder, the soldier on
service receiving his viaticum, or retired as a veteran

upon his farm, the Jtnvish money-lender, the hus-

bandman, and the publican, besides people in every
domestic relation, we meet at fir.st hand in the

papyri which they th(>mselves in many cases have
written. The worth of this for the historical inter-

pretation of the NT is very great.

The principal collections of Gr papyri with their

editors are Schow, Herculaneum Papyri; Peyroii, Turin
Papyri; Leemans, Leyden Papyri; Wes-

19 PViiof sely, Rainer and Paris Papyri; Kenyon
if\, -.. and Bell, British Museum Papyri; Ma-
CoUectlons haffy and Smyly, Petrio Papyri ; Grenfell

and Hunt, Oxyrhynchus, Amherst and
Hibeh Papyri (with Hogarth), Fayiim Papyri, and (with
Smyly and Goodspeed) Tebtunis Papyri; Hunt, Rylands
Papyri; Nicole, Geneva Papyri ; Krebs, Wilcken, Yiereck,
Schiibart and others, Berlin Papyri; Meyer. Hamburg
and Gie.s.sen Papyri; Deissmann, Heidelberg Papyri; Vi-
telli and Compafetti, Florence Papyri; Mitteis, Leipzig
Papyri; Preisigke, Strassljurg Papyri; Reinach, Paris
Papyri; Jouguet and Lesiiuier, Jjille Papyri; Rubensohn,
Elephantine Papyri; Maspero, Cairo Papyri; Goodspeed,
Cairo and Chicago Papyri. The Munich papyri have
been described by Wilcken. Milligan's GV Papyri. Ken-
yon's Palaeoyraphy of Gr Papyri, and Deissmann's Light

from the Ancient East are useful introductions to the
general subject. Mayser has prepared a Grammatik der

Ptolemdischen Papyri.

Coptic, Arab., Heb and Demotic papyri are
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nuiiK'rou.s; even l^at i)ai)yri are fouiul. Tlu^ Coptic
Jkivc already ma(h> iinporfaiit roiitributions to (>arly

Christian literature. A coiisiderahle

13. Coptic, Coi)tie frajiinetit of the Acts of Paul,

Arabic and and ;i Cojjtie (Akhiiiiiiiie) codex of 1

Other Papyri Clenioiit, ahnost, (•(jinph't(>, have re-

cently been pul)lished by Carl Schmidt.
Another much mutilated papyrus of 1 Clement,
with Jame^s, comj)lete, is at Strassbiu'g. A Coptic
text of Prov has bet^n brought to Berlin from the
same source which sui)pli(Ml the Clement codex
(th(> \\'hite Convent, near Akhmim); indeed. Bib.

pai)yri in Coptic are fairly numerous, and patristic

lit. is being rapidly enriched by such discoveries of

Coptic papj'ri, e.g. the Dt , Jon, Acts papyrus, 1912
(cf Sahidic NT, Oxford, 1911).
Arab, papyri first began to appear from Egypt

in 1825, when thn^e Arab. ])ieces were brought to

Paris and published by Silvestre de Sacy. Two
others, from the 7th cent., were publishcfl by him
in 1827. It was not until the great papyrus finds

of 1877-78, however, that any considerable number
of Arab, papyri found their way into Europe. The
chief collec-tions thus far formed are at Vienna
(Rainer Collection), Berlin and Cairo. Becker
has i)ublished the Scliott-Reinhardt Arab, papyri
at Heidelberg, and Karabacek has work(>d upon
those at Vienna. They belong of course to the
period after the Arab. c(mquest, 640 AD.

ED(i.\U J. GOODSPEED
PAPYRUS, VESSELS OF. See Ships and

Bo.vTs, II, 2, (1).

PARABLE, par'a-b'l:

1. Name
2. Historical Data
A. Christ's Use of Parabl(^s
4. Purpos(! of Christ in Using Parables
.5. IiU(>ri)r<'tati()n of the T'arablcs
6. Doctrinal Value of the Parables

Etymologically the word "parable" (irapapdWw,
panibdllo) signifies a placing of two or more objects

tog(>ther, usually for the purpose of
1. Name a comj)arison. In this widest sen.se

of th(! term there is practically no
difTerence between parable and simile (see Thayer,
Did. of A'T (?r, S.V.). This is also what substan-
tially some of Christ's parables amount to, which
consist of onlv one compiirison and in a single
v(>rse (cf _Mt 13 33.44-46). In the more usual
and technical sense of the word, "parable" ordi-
narily signifi(>s an imaginary story, yet one that in
its details could have actually transpired, the pur-
pos(! of the story being to illustrate and inculcate
some higher spiritual truth. Th(>se features differ-

entiate it from other and similar figurative narra-
tives as also from actual history. The similarity
betwiK'n the last-mentioned and a parable is some-
times so small that exeget(>s have differed in the
interpretation of certain pericopes. A character-
istic example of this uncertainty ia the story of
Dives and Lazarus in Lk 16 19-31. The problem
is of a serious nature, as those who regard this as
actual history are compelled to interpret each and
every statement, including too the close proximity
of lieaven and h(>ll and the possibility of speaking
from one place to the other, while those who regard
it as a parable can restrict their interpretation to
the features that constitute the substance of the
story. It differs again from the fable, in so far
as the latter is a story that could not actually have
occurred (e.g. Jgs 9 8ff; 2 K 14 9; Ezk 17 2f).
The parable is often describ(>d as an extended meta-
phor. The etymological features of the word, as
well as the relation of ])arables to other and kindred
devices of style, are discussed more fidly by Ed.
Koenig, in HDB, III, 660 ff

.

Although Christ employed the parable; as a means

of inculcating His message more extensively and
more effectively t lian any oth(>r teacher, He did not

invent- th(> ])arabl(\ It was His custom
2. Histor- in general to take over from the re-

ical Data ligious and linguistic world of thought
in His own day the materials that

He employed to conv(>y the high(>r and deeper
truths of His gospels, giving them a world of mean-
ing they had never before possessed. Thus e.g.

every petition of the Lord's Praj'er can be dupli-

cat(Hl in the Jewish liturgies of the times, yet on
Christ's lips these petitions liave a significance they
never had or could have for the Jews. Tlu; t(Tm
"Word" for the scM'ond person in the Godhead is an
adaptation from th(^ Logos-idea in contemporaneous
religious thought, though not specifically of Philo's.

Baptism, regeiu^ration, and kindrcnl expr(>ssion3 of

fimdamental thoughts in the; Christian system, are
t(^rms not absolutely new (cf Deutsch, art. "Tal-
mud," Literary Remains). The paral)le was em-
ployed both in the OT and in contemporaneous
Jewish literature (cf e.g. 2 S 12 1-4; Isa 5 1-6;

28 24-28, and for details see Koenig's art., I.e.).

Jewish and other non-Bib. i)arables are discussed
and illustrated by examples in Tivnich's Notes on
the Parables of Our Lord, introd. essay, ch iv: "On
Other Parables besides Those in the Scriptures."

The one and only teacher of parables in the NT is

Christ Himself. The Ei)p., although they oft(>n em-
ploy rhetorical allegories and simil(>s,

3. Christ's make absolutely no use of the parable,
Use of so common in Christ's pedagogical
Parables methods. The distribution of these

in the Canonical Gospels is unequal,
and they are strictly confined to the three Synoj)tic
Gospels. Mark again has only one peculiar to this

book, namely, the Seed Growing in S(>cret (Mk 4
26), and he gives only three others that are found
also in Mt and Lk, namely the Sower, the Mustard
Seed, and the Wicked Husbandman, so that the
bulk of the parables are found in the First and the
Third Gospels. Two are common to Mt and Lk,
namely the Leaven (Mt 13 33; Lk 13 21) and
the Lost She(>p (Mt 18 12; Lk 15 3ff). Of the
remaining parables, 18 are foimd only in Lk and 10
only in Mt. Lk's 18 include some of the finest, viz.

the Two Debtors, the Good Samaritan, the Friend
at Midnight, the Rich Fool, the Watchful Servants,
the Barren Fig Tree, the Chief Seats, the Gnvit
Supper, the Rash Builder, the Rash King, the Lost
Coin, the Lost Son, the Unrighteous Steward, the
Rich Man and Lazarus, the Unpr()fita})le S(>rvants,

the Unrighteous Judge, the Pharisee and Publican,
and the Pounds. The 10 peculiar to Mt are the
Tares, the Hidden Treasure, the Pearl of Great
Price, the Draw Net, the UnmcTciful Servant, the
Laborers in the Vineyard, the Two Sons, the Alar-
riage of the King's Son, the Ten Virgins, and the
Talents. There is some unc(>rtainty as to the exact
number of parabk^s w'e have from Christ, as the
Marriage of the King's Son is sometim(>s regard(>d

as a different recension of the Great Supper, and the
Talents of the Pounds. Oth<>r numberings are sug-
gested by Trench, Jiilichcr and others.

It is evident from such passage's as Mt 13 10 ff

(cf Mk 4 10; Lk 8 9) that Christ did not in the
beginning of His career employ the

4. Purpose parabk; as a method of teaching, but
of Christ introduced it later. This took place
in Using evidently during the 2d year of His
Parables public ministry, and is closely con-

nected with the changes which about
that time He made in His attitude toward the i)eople

in general. It evidently was Christ's purpose; at the
outset to win over, if i)ossible, the nation as a whole
to His cause and to the gospel; when it ajjpeared
that the leaders and the great bulk of the people
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wouM not accciii irini for what He wauled In ix; niul

cluiifj; tenaciously to their carnal Messianic ideas

and ideals, Christ, ceased largely to appeal to the

masses, and, i)y confining His instruct ions ehiefly_ to

His discii)les and special friends, saw the necessity

of organizing an ccclcsioht in ccclcHid, whicli was

eventually to develop iTito the world-conqut-ring

ehurcli. One part of this general withdrawal of

Christ from a i)roclamation of His gosiK'l to the

whole nation was this change in His m(>thod of

teaching and the adoi)tion of the ])aral)Ie. On that

subject Ife leaves no doubt, according to Mt 13

11 tT; Mk 4 12; Lk 8 10. The ])urposo of the

))aral)le is both to reveal and to conceal the truth.

It was to serve the first i)urpose in the case of the

discii)les, the second in the case of the undeserving

Jews. Psychologically this difTerence, notwith-

standing the acknowledged inferiority in tlu; train-

ing and education of thedisciples, esj). as compared

with the scribes and lawyers, is not hard to under-

stand. A sim])le-minde(i Christian, who has some

understanding of the truth, can nvidily understand

figurative illustrations of this truth, which w;ould be

absolute enigmas even to an educatcnl Hindu or

Chinaman. The tlu>ological problem involved is

more difficult. Y(>t it is evident that wo are not

dealing witli those who have committed the sin

against the Holy Ghost, for whom there is no ])ossi-

bilitv of a return to grace, according to He 6 4-10;

10 2G (cf Mt 12 31.32; Mk 3 2S-30), and who
accordingly could no l(mg(T be influenced by an

a])]xnil of the gospcd, and we have rather before us

those from whom Christ has determined to with-

draw the ofTer of redemption—whether temporarily

or definitely and finally, remaining an open ques-

tion—accortling to His policy of not casting p(;arls

before the swine. The proper sense of th(>se pas-

sages can be as(!ertain(>d only when we remember
that in IMk 4 12 and Lk 8 iO, the 'Iva, Jiiria, need

not express puri)ose, but that this particle is uschI

here to express mere rc^sult only, as is clear too from

the passage in Mt 13 13, where the Htl, hoti, is

found. The w^ord is to be withheld from these

people, so that this preaching would not bring about

the ordinary results of conversion and forgiveness

of sins. Hence Christ now adopts a method of

t(uiching that will hide the; truth from all those who
have not y(>t been imbued by it, and this new method

is that of the parable.

The principles for the interpretation of the para-

bles, which are all intended primarily and in the

first place for the disciples, are fur-

nished by the nature of the parable

its(4f and by Christ's own method of

interpreting some of them. The first

and foremost thing to be discovered is

the scope or the particular spiritual

truth which the parable is intc^ncUd to convey.

Just what this scope is may be stated in so many
words, as is done, e.g., by the introtluctory words

to that of the Pharisee and the Publican. Again

the scope may be learned from the occasion of the

parable, as the question of Peter in jMt 18 21 gives

the scope of the following parable, and th(> real ])ur-

pose of the Prodigal Son parable in Lk 15 11 IT is

not the story of this young man himself, but is set

over against the murmuring of the Pharisees be-

cause Christ received publicans and sinners, in vs

1 and 2, to exemplify the all-forgiving love of the

Father. Not the Son but the Fath(>r is in the fore-

ground in this parable, which fact is also the con-

necting link between the two parts. .Sometimes the

scope can be l(>arned only from an examination

of the details of the parable itself and then may be

all the more uncertain.

A second ]>rinciple of the interpretation of the

parables is that a sharp distinction must be made

5. Inter-

pretation

of the
Parables

between wliat, the older inf erpretci's calh-d the body
(ro/7>/^^) and the soul {(iiiiiiki) of the story; oi', to

use other ex])ressions, between the shell or bark
(roiicx) and the marrow {ntcdnlld). Whatever
serves only the ])urpose of the stoiy is \\\v ''orna-

mentation" of th(^ i)arable, and does not belong to

tlie substanc(\ The former does not call for inter-

])retation or higher spiritual lesson; the latter docvs.

This distinction between those parts of th(> parable

that are intended to convey spiritual meanings and
tliosc; which ar(> to be ignored in tlu; interpretation

is based on Christ's own interpn^tation of the so-

called Tparaholae pcrfedae. Christ Himself, in

Mt 13 LSif, interprets the parable of the Sower,

yet a mnnber of data, such as the fact t hat there

are four, and not more or fewer kinds of land, and
others, are discarded in this exi)lanation as without

meaning. Again in His interpretation of the Tares

among the Wheat in Mt 13 3tj fT, a nmnber of

details of the original parable are discarded as

meaTiingless.

Just which details are significant and whicli are

meaningless in a parable is often hard, sometimes
impossible to determine, as the history of their

exegesis amply shows. In general it can be laid

dowTi as a rule, that those featurc^s wdiich illustrate

the scope of the parable belong to its substance,

and those whicli do not , belong to the ornamentat ion.

But ev(>n with this rul(> th(>r(^ rt^main many exe-

getical cruccs or difficulti(>s. Certain, too, it is that

not all of the d(>tails are capable of interpretation.

Some are added of a nature that indeed illustrate

the story as a story, but, from the standpoint of

Christian morals, are more than objectionable.

The Unjust Steward in using his authority to make
the bills of the debtors of his mast(>r smaller may
be a model, in the shrewd use of this world's goods

for his purpose, that the Christian may follow in

making use of his goods for his purposes, but the

action of the steward itself is incapable of d(^fenc(\

Again, the man v>'ho finds in somebody els(!'.s iirop-

erty a pearl of gr(>at price but conceals this fact

from the owner of the land and qui(>tly buys this

ground may serve as an examjile to show how much
the kingdom of God is worth, but from an ethical

standpoint his action cannot be sanctioned. In

general, the parable, like all other forms of figura-

tive expression, has a mt^aning only as far as the

tertium comjparationis goes, that is, the third thing

which is common to the two things comjiared. But
all this still leaves a large debatable ground in many
parables. In the Laborers in the Vin(>yard does

the "penny" mean anything, or is it an ornament?
The historv of the debate on this subject is long.

In the Prodigal Son do all the d(>tails of his sufTer-

ings, such as (Siting the husks intended for swine,

have a spiritual meaning?

The interpreters of former generations laid down
the rule, theologia paraboUca non est argumentaiiva,

i.e. the parables, very rich in mission

6. Doctrinal thoughts, do not furnish a basis for

Value of the doctrinal argument. Like all figura-

Parables tive expressions and forms of thought,

the parables too contain elements of

doubt as far as their interpretation is concerned.

They illustrate truth but they do not prove or

demonstrate truth. Omnia similia daudicunt, "all

comparisons limp," is applicable here also. No
point of doctrine can be established on figurative

passages of Scripture, as then all elements of doubt

would not be eliminated, this doubt being based on

the nature of language itself. The argumentative

or doctrinal value of parables is found in this, that

th(>y may, in accordance with the analogy of Scrip-

ture, illustrate truth already clearly expressed else-

where. Cf esp. Tr(>ncli, introd. essay, in Notes on

the Parables oj Our Lord, ch iii, 30-43; and Terry,
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Biblical Ilcrmrncntics, Part II, eh vi: "Intcriin-

tiition of Piirables," LS8-213, in which work a full

bililiograpliy is given. Cf also art. "Parabcl" in

RE. G. H. SCHODDE

PARACLETE, par'a-klet

:

This woi'd occurs 5 t in tlio NT, all in tho writings

of John. Four instances an; in the Gospel and one
in the First Ep. In the Gospel the

1. Where passages are 14 1G.26; 15 20; 16 7;

Used in the Ep., 2 1. "Paraclete" is simply
the Gr wonl transferred into Eng.

The tr of the word in EV is "Comforter" in the

Gospel, and "Advocate" in the Ep. The Gr word
is 7rapd/c\7jTos, pardklelos, from the vb. wapaKaX^co^

parakaUo. The word for "Paraclete" is passive in

form, and etymologieally signifit^s "called to one's

sid(\" The active form of the word is TrapaKXrjTwp,

jmraklHdr, not found in the NT but found in LXX in

Jol) 16 2 in the pL, and means "comforters," in the

saying of Job regarding the "miserable comforters"

who came to him in his distress.

In general the word signifies (1) a legal advocate,

or counsel for defence, (2) an intercessor, (3) a
helper, generally. The first, or tech-

2. General nical, judicial meaning is that which
Meaning predominates in classical usage, corre-

sponding to our word "advocate,"
"counsel," or "attorn(>y." The corresponding Lat
word is advocaius, "advocate," the word applied to

Christ in EV in the tr of the Gr word parakletos,

in 1 Jn 2 1. There is some question whether
the 1r "Comforter" in the passages of John's Gos-
])el in AV and RV is warranted by the meaning
of the word. It is certain that the meaning "com-
fort(>r" is not the primary signification, as we have
seen. It is very probably, however, a secondary
ni(>aning of tlu; word, antl some of its cognates clearly

convev the idea of comfort in certain connections,

both m LXX and in the NT (Gen 37 35; Zee 1

13; Mt 5 4; 2 Cor 1 3.4). In the passage in 2
Cor the word in one form or another is used 5 t and
in each means "comfort." In none of these in-

tances, however, do W(^ find the noun "Paraclete,"

which we are now considering.

Among Jewish writers the word "Paraclete"

came to have a number of meanings. A good deed
was called a parachute or advocate, and

3. In the a transgression was an accuser. Re-
Talmud and pentance and good works were called

Targums paracletes: "The works of benevo-
lence and mercy done by the people

of Israel in this world become agents of peace

and intercessors [paracletes] between them and
their Father in heaven." The sin offering is a

paraclete; the paraclete created by each good deed
is called an angel {Jew Eric, IX, 514-15, art.

"Paraclete").

Pliilo employs the word in several instances. Usually
he does not use it in the legal, teclinical sense;. .Joseph

is represented as bestowing forgiveness

4 As Em- on his brethren who had wrongt^d liim and
J

J 1 declaring that they needed "no one else
pioyea oy ^^ paraclete," or intercessor {De Joseph
Philo c. 40). In his Life of Mones, ill. 14, is a re-

markable passage which indicates Philo's
spiritualizing methods of interpreting Scripture as well
as reflects his i)hilosophic tendency. At the close of a
somewhat elaborate acf'ount of the emblematic signifi-

cance of tho vestments of the high priest and their jeweled
decorations, his words are: " The twelve stones arranged
on the breast in four rows of three stones each, namely,
the logeum, being also an emblem of that reason which
holds togetlier and regulates the universe. For it was
indisp('nsal)le [avayKaloi', anagkaion] that the man who
was consecrated to the Ifather of the world should have,
as a paraclete, his son, the being most perfect in all

virtue, to procure the forgiveness of sins, and a supply
of unlimited blessings." This is rather a striking verbal
or formal parallel to the statement in 1 Jn 2 1 where
Christ is our Advocate with the Father, although of
course Philo's conceptions of the Divine "reason" and
"son" are by no means tlie CMiristlan conceptions.

If now we raise tli (jui'stion what is the best tr

of the t(>rm "Paraclete" in the NT, we have a choice

of sev(>ral words. Let us glance at

5. The Best them in order. The tr "Comforter"
Translation contains an element of the meaning of

the word as employed in the Gosjx'ls,

and harmonizes with the usage in conncH'tion with
its cognates, but it is too narrow in meaning to be
an adequate tr. Dr. J. Hastings in an otlu>rwise

(excellent article on the Paraclete in HDB says the
Paraclete was not sent to comfort the disciples,

since prior to His actual coming and after Christ's

promise the disciples' sorrow was turned into joy.

Dr. Hastings thinks the Paraclete was sent to cure

the imbelief or h;df-beli(>f of the discijiles. But this

conceives the i(l(>a of comfort in too limited a way.
No doubt in the mind of Jesus the comforting aspect
of the Spirit's work applied to all their future sor-

rows and trials, and not merely to comfort for their

personal loss in the going of Christ to the Father.
Nevertheless there was more in the work of tlie Para-
clete than comfort in sorrow. "Intercessor" comes
nearer the root idea of the term and contains an
essential part of the meaning. "Advocate" is a
closely related word, and is also suggestive of the

work of the Spirit. Perhaps there is no Eng. W'ord

broad enough to cover all the significance of tlie

word "Paraclete" except the word "H<4per." The
Spirit helps the disciples in all the above-intlicated

ways. Of course the objection to this tr is that it is

too indefinite. The specific Christian conc(>i)tion is

lost in the com])rehensiveness of the term. Our
conclusion, therefore, is that the term "Paraclete"
itself would i)erliaps be the best designation of the
Spirit in the passage in John's Gosjx'l.

_
It would

thus become a proi)er name for the Spirit and the

various elements of meaning would come to be asso-

ciated with the words which are foimd in the context
of the Gosj)el.

Christianity introduced many new ideas into the
v/orld for which current terms were inadecjuate

media of expression. In some cases it is best to

adopt the Christian term itsc^lf, in our translations,

and let the word slowly accjuire its own prop(»r sig-

nificance in our thought and life. If, however,
instead of translating we simply transfer the word
"Paraclete" as a designation of the Holy Spirit in

the Gospel passages, we would need th(>n to translate

it in the passage in the Ep. where it refcn-s to Christ.

But this woukl offer no serious difficulty. For
fortunately in the Ej). the word may very clearly be
tr'^ "Advocate" or "Intercessor."

We look next at the contents of the word as (em-

ployed by Jesus in reference to the Holy Spirit.

In Jn 14 16 the Paraclete is promised
6. Christ's as one who is to take the place of Jesus.

Use of the It is declared elsewhere by Jesus that
Word it is expedient that He go away, for

unk^ss He go away the Paraclete will

not come (Jn 16 7). Is the Paraclete, then, the
successor or the substitute for Christ as He is some-
times called? The answ^er is that He is both and
neither. He is the successor of Christ historically,

but not in the sense that Christ ceas(>s to act in the
church. He is the substitute for Christ's physical

presence, but only in order that He may make vital

and actual Christ's spiritual presence. As we have
seen, the Paraclete moves only in the range of truths

conveyed in and through Christ as the historical

manifestation of God. A "Kingdom of the Spirit,"

therefore, is impossible in the Christian sense, save
as the historical Jesus is made the basis of the
Spirit's action in history. The promise of Jesus
in 14 18, "I come unto," is parallel and equivalent
in meaning with the preceding promise of the Para-
c^lete. The following are given as the specific forms
of activity of the Holy Spirit: (1) to show them the
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tliiiijis of Christ, (2) to tciicli llicin tilings to come,

(.J) to tcMcli tlictri all tliinf^s, (A) to (luickcn their

ineinories for i),ist le.-ichiiiji;, (o) to hear witness (o

Christ, ((')) to dwell in Ix'lievers, (7) other thiiiKH

shown ill the context such as "jii'cater works" than

those of Christ (see .In 14 10.17), (8j to convict, of

sin, of ri^;hteousiiess and judgrni^nt. It is i)ossil)Ie

to range tlu! shades of nieaninfj; outlined above
under these various forms of the Si)irit'3 activity.

As Comforter His work would come under (1), (2),

(:>) and ((')); as Adx'ocate and Intercessor under ((1),

(7), (S); as Ilelpei' and Teacher under (1), (2), {'4),

(4), (o), (G), (7), (8).

The manner of the sending of the Paraclete is of

interest. In Jn 14 16 the Paracl(>t(; comes in

answer to Clirist's prayer. "The Fath(>r will give

the Sjiirit wliom the world cannot rec(>ive. In 14
26 th(> Fatlier will send the Spirit in Christ's name.
Yet in 15 2() Clirist says, "I will send [him] unto
you from the Fatlu^r, even the; S])irit of truth," and
in 16 7, "If I go, I will send liim unto you." See
Holy Spirit.

It remains to notice the passage in 1 Jn 2 1

where the term "Paraclete" is applied to Christ:

"If any man sin, we have an Advocate
7. As with th(! Father, Jesus Christ the

Applied right(>ous"; ver 2 reads: "and he is

to Christ the jiropitiation for our sins; and not
for ours only, but also for the whole

world." Here the meaning is quite clear and spe-

cific. Jesus Clirist the righteous is rej^resented as

our Advocate or Intercessor with the Father. His
righteousness is S(>t over against our sin. Here
the Paraclete, Christ, is He who, on the basis of

His i)ropitiatory offering for the sins of m(m, inter-

cedes for them with God and thus averts from
them the penal consequences of their transgressions.

The senses in which Paraclete is here applied to

Christ is found nowhere in the passages we have
cited from the Gospel. The Holy Spirit as Paraclete

is Intercessor or Advocate, but not in the sense

here indicated. The Spirit as Paraclete convicts

the world of sin, of righteousness and judgm(>nt.

Jesus Christ as Paraclete vindicates believers before

God.
Literature.—Grimm-Thaycr, Gr-Eng. Lexicon of

the NT: Crcmer, Biblico-Theol. Lexicon; IIDB, art.

"Paraclete"; DCG, art. "Paraclete"; EB, art. " Para-
cleti^"; Jew Enc, art. "Paraclete"; Hare, Mission of
the Comforter; Pearson, On the Creed; Taylor, Sai/ings

of the Jewish Fathers; various coinras,, Westcott, Godet
and others. See list of books appended to art. on Holy
Spirit.

E. Y. MuLLixs
PARADISE, par'a-dis (D'H'nS

,
pardes; irapaSti-

o-os, parddeisos) : A word probably of Pers origin

meaning a royal park. See Garden.
1. Origin The word occurs in the Heb Scriptures

and but 3 t: Cant 4 13, where it is tr'^

Meaning "an orchard"; Neh 2 8, where it is

tr<^ "a forest" (RVm "park"); Eccl
2 5, where it is in the pi. number (AV "orchards,"
RV "parks"). But it was early introduced into

the Gr language, being made specially familiar by
Xenophon upon his return from the expedition of

Cyrus the Y'oung(>r to Babylonia (see Anab. i.2, §

7; 4, §9; Cyrop. i.3, §14). In LXX the word is of

frequent use in translating other terms of kindred
significance. The Garden of E(h;n became "the
paradise of pleasure or luxury" (Gen 2 15; 3 23;
Joel 2 3). The valley of the Jordan became 'the

paradise of God' (Gen 13 10). In Ezk 31 8.9,

according to LXX, tliere is no tree in the 'paradise

of God' equal to that which in the prophet's vision

symbolizes the glory of Assyria. The figures in the
first 9 verses of this chapter may well have been
suggested by what the prophet had himself seen of

parks in the Pers empire.

In the apocryphal and pseudepigraphical lit. the

word is extensively us(>d in ;i si)iritual and symbolic.

sens(>, signalizing the i)lace of happi-

2. Use in iie.ss to be inherited by (he righteous

Jewish Lit- in c(jiitrast to Geliemia, tlu^ i>lace of

eratiu"e jiunishment to which tlie wickcni were
to be a.ssign(>d. In the later Jewish lit.

"Sheol" is represented as a place when; pr(>liininary

rewards and j)unishments are bestowed previous to

the final judgment (see Apocalyptic LiTEUATuiii;;

EscHATOLOGY OF THE OT; and cf 2 Esd 2 19;

8 r)2). But the representations in this lit. are often

vague and conflicting, some holding that there were
4 (livisions in Sheol, one for thos(^ who were; martyrc'd

for righteousn(>ss' sake, one for sinners who on earth

had paid the penalty for their sins, one for the just

who had not suffered martyrdom, and one for sin-

ners who had not been iniiii.shed on earth (En 102
15). But among the Alexandrian Jews tlu; view
prevailed that the s(»paration of the righteous from
the wicked took place immcMliately after death (see

^Visd 3 14; 4 10; 5 5.17; Jos, Ant, XVII 1, i, 3;

BJ, II, viii, 14). This would st^em to be the idea

uiulerlying the use of the word in the XT where
it occurs only 3 t, and then in a sense remarkably
free from sensuous sugg(»stions.

Christ uses the word but once (Lk 23 43), when
He said to the penitent thief, "To-day shalt thou be

with me in Paradise" (see Abra-
3. Used by ii.ui's Bosom [cf Hades]). This was
Christ no time to choose words with dialectical

precision. The consolation need(>d by
the penitent thief suffering from thirst and agony
and shamc! was such as was symbolized by tlu; i)op-

ular conception of paradise, which, as held by the

E.ssenes, consisted of "habitations beyond the ocean,

in a r(>gion that is neither oppressed with storms
of rain, or snow, or with intense heat, but that

this place is such as is refreshed by the gentle breat h-

ing of a west wind, that is perpetually blowing from
the ocean" (Jos, BJ, II, viii, 11). See Eschatol-
OGY OF TH E NT.
Nowhere in His public teaching did Christ use

the word "Paradise." He does indeed, when sj)eak-

ing in parables, employ the figure of the

4. Other marriage supper, and of new wine, and
Forms and elsewhere of Abraham's bosom, and of

Uses houses not made by hands, eternal in

the heav(>ns; but all these references

are in striking contrast to the prevailing sensuous
representations of the times (see 2 Esd 2 19; 8

52), and such as have b(!cn introducc'd into ^Io-

hammedan lit. Likewise St. Paul_ (2 Cor 12 4)

speaks of having been "caught up into Paradise"
where he "heard unspeakable words, which it is not
lawful for a man to utter." See Eschatology
OF THE NT. But in ver 2 this is rc^fcn-red to more
vaguely as "the third heaven." In Rev 2 7 it is

said to the members of the church at Ephesus
who should overcome, "I [will] give to eat of the

tree of lif(>, which is in the Paradise of God,"
where the Eden of Gen 2 8 is made tlie symbol of

the abode of the righteous, more fully described

without the words in the last chaj)ter of the

book. The reticence of the sacTcd writers respect-

ing this subject is in striking contrast to the i)ro-

fuseness and crudity both of rabbinical WTiters

before Christ and of apocryi)hal writers ^ and
Christian commentators at a later time. "^Vh(Te

the true Gospels are most reticent, the mythical
are most exuberant" (Perowne). This is csp.

noticeable in the Gospel of Nicodemus, the Acta
Philippi, the writings of Tertullian {De Idol. c.

13; De Anim. c. 55; Tertullian's treatise De
Paradiso is lost), Clement of Alexandria (Frag.

51), and John of Damascus (De Orthod. Fid., n,

11). In modern lit. the conception of Paradise is
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offectutilly Kubliinatcd mikI spiritualized in Fabcr's

familiar liyiiiii :

"O Paradisr, O Paradise,
1 f^rcat ly Iohk tt) svv,

Tlic special place iny dearest Lord
Is desiiiiiiit^ for ine;

Wliere loyal hearts and true
Stand ever in tlie li^lit.

All rapture tliro' and thro',
In (iod's most holy sight."

LiTioRATURK.—Th(! afticles in tlie great Diets., esj).

Herzog, HE; IIDB; Alger, Critical History of the

Doctrine of a Future Life; Schoddo, Book of En; Light-
foot, II or. II eh. on Lk 23 4:5; Salinond, The Chri.stian

Doctrine of I mmortaliti/, :54() If. For a good account of
Jewish and patristic si)eculation on Paradise, see Pro-
fessor Pluinptre's art. in Smith's DB, II, 704 tf.

G. F. Wllir.HT

PARAH, pa'ra, par'a (n'lSn
, ha-parah; B, <l»apa,

Phard, A, 'A(})dp, Apltdr): A city named as in the
territory of Benjamin between Avvim and Oi)hrah
(Josh 18 23). it may with some eonfitlence be
identified with FCirah on Wddy Fdrtih, which rims
into Wddy Suwcinit, about 3 miles N.E. of ^Andta.

PARALYSIS, pa-ral'i-sis, PARALYTIC, i)ar-a-

lit'ik. Se(> Palsy.

PARAMOUR, i)ar'a-m()or (ti'/lE
,
piUcghcsh, "a

eoncul)ine," niasc. or feni.): A term ai)plied in Ezk
23 20 to the; male lover, but elsewhere tr'^ "concu-
bine."

PARAN, i)a'ran, EL-PARAN (^XE
,

pd'ran,

""ISS ~"'S , 'c/-/;d'm/t,- 4>apdv, I'h(irdit):

(1) El-paran (Gen 14 Gj was tlu^ pcjint farthest

S. reached by the kings. LXX renders b^i* by
Tepi^Lvdoi, tcrebinthos, and re;ids, "unto the t<>re-

binth of Paran." The evidence is slender, but it is

not unreasonable to suppose tluit this is the place

elsewhere (Dt 2 8; 1 K 9 2G, etc) called Elath

or Eloth (b"'S with fem. termination), a seaport
town which gave its name to the Aelanitic Gulf
(modern Gulf of ''Akaha), not far from the wilderness

of Paran (2).

(2) Many places named in the narrative of the

wanderings lay witliin the Wilderness of Paran
(Nu 10 12; 13 21; 27 14; cf 13 3.26, etc). It

is identified with the high limestone plateau of El-

Tih, stretching from tlu> S.W. of the Dead Sea to

Sinai along the v/est side of the Ara})ah. This
wilderness offered hospitality to Ishnuiel when
driven from his father's tent (Gen 21 21). Plither

also came Davi<l when bereaved of Samuel's pro-

tection (1 S 25 1).

(3) Mount Paran (Dt 33 2; Ilab 3 3) may bo
either Jebel Mdkrah, 29 miles S. of Mm KadiS
(Kadesh-barnea), and 130 miles N. of Sinai (Palmer,

Desert of the Exodus, 510); or the high(>r and more
imposing range of mountains W. of tlie Gulf of

"^Akaha. This is the more probable if El-paran is

rightly identified with Elath.

(4) Some place named Paran would seem to be
referred to in Dt 1 1; but no trace of such a city

has yet been found. Paran in 1 K 11 18 doubtless

refers to the district W. of the Arabah.
W. EwiXG

PARBAR, pilr'bar (^2"!?
,
parhdr [1 Ch 26 IS],

and "'"I'l'li, parwdrlm, tr'^ "precincts" [AV "sub-

urbs" in 2 K 23 11]; LX^ ^a.povpii\i., phawureim):
In 1 Ch 26 IS refer(>nce is made t(j the position

of the gateke(>pers, "for Parbar westward, four at

the causeway, and two at Parbar." The \vord is

supposed to be of Pcrs origin, connected with Par-
wdr, m(>aning "possessing light," and hence the

meaning has been suggested of "colonnade" or

"portico," some place open to the light. In the pi.

form (2 K 23 11) the situation of the house of

"Nathaii-melech" is described, and the fr, "in the
colonnades," should, if th(» above origin is accepted,

be more correct than EV. It is flilficult to under-
stand the occurrence of a Pers word at, this time,

and it has be(>n suggested (EB, col 3.")S,')) that the
wort! is a descrijition of the offu't; of Nathan-melech,
ha-parwdrim being a misreading for ba-p^rddhim,
meaning "who was over the mules."

E. W. G. Masterman
PARCEL, piir'sel: Properly "a little part," in

Elizabethan Eng. b(>ing used in almost any sense.

In AV of Gen 33 19; Josh 24 32; Ruth 4 3; 1 Ch
11 13.14 it is the tr of Hj^bn

, hdkdh; Jn 4 5 of

xcupfof, chorion—both the Gr and Heb words mean-
ing a "jiiece of land." RV writes "])lot" in 1 Ch
11 13.14, but if the change was needed at all, it

should have becni mad(! throughout.

PARCHED, })archt : Four different root words
have been tr'' "parched" in EV:

(1) npp3 , /ca/a/i, "roasted." This word is applied

to corn or pulse. It is a common ])ractice in Pal

and Syri-a to rotist the nearly rii)e wheat for eating

as a delicacy. A handful of heads of fully developed
grain, with the stalks still attached, are gathered
and bound together ami then, holding the bunch
by the lower ends of the stalks, the heads are toasted

over a fire of straw or thorn bush. By the time
most of the sheaths are b!ack(>iied the grain is

toasted, and, after rubbing off the husks bcMween
the hands, is ready to eat (Lev 2 14). A form of

])ulse is toasted in the same way and is more sought
after than the grain. In the larger towns and
cities, venders go about the streets selling bunches
of toasted chick-peas. The Bible references, how-
ever, are probably to another form of roasted grain.

The threshed wheat or })ulse is roasted over a fire

on an iron pan or on a flat stone, being kept in

constant motion with a stirrer until the operation is

finished. The grain tlius prepared is a market ahle

article. Parched grain is not now so commonly
met with as the pulse, which cither roasted or un-
roasted is called hommos (from Arab, "to roast" or
"parch"). Parched ])ulse is eaten not only plain,

but is often made into confection by coating the
seeds with sugar. In Bible times ])arched wheat
or pidse was a common food, even taking the i)lace

of bread (L(>v 23 14; Josh 5 11; Ruth 2 14).

It was a useful food supply for armies, as it re-

(luired no further cooking (1 S 17 17). It was
frcfiuentlv inchuled in gifts or hostages (1 S 25 IS;

2 S 17 2S).

(2) "^"in, hdrer, "burned" or "parched" (cf Arab.

harik, "burned"), is used in the sense of dried uj) or

arid in J(t 17 6.

(3) nnsr, glheh, is used in Isa 5 13, AV "dried

up," RV' "parched"; "n^niT , (/hlhdh, in Vs 68 0,

AV "dry," RV "i)arched'."

(4) 3'^'lp, shdrdhh, rendered "parched" in AV, is

"glowing" in RV. The word implies the peculiar

wavy effect of the air above parched ground, usually

accomy)anied by mirages ((;f Arab, serdb, "mirage")
(Isa 35 7; 49 10). In ])redictiiig a ha{)py future

for Zion the prophet could have chosen no greater

contrast than that the hot glowing sands which
produce illusive water effects should be changed
into real pools. See MiUACiE. James A. Patch

PARCHED, i)archt, CORN. See Food.

PARCHMENT, piircli'ment (fiejiPpdva, nietnbrdna

[2 Tim 4 13]): The word "parchment," which occurs

only once (2 Tim 4 13), is derived from Lat per-

(/amena (Gr llepyafievrj, Pergainene), i.e. pertaining

to Pergainum, the name of an an(uent city in Asia
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Minor \vli(M-(>, it is hclic'vcd, i).irclnnrnt \\;is first

us(':| Parcluiu'iit, is niudc from tlio skins of sliccp,

tloMts or voims ciilvos. The hair and fleshy portions

of t h(^ sk in are removed as in tanning by first soaking

in lime and tlien dehairins, scraping and washing.

The skin is then stretrhed on a frame and treated

with i)o\vdered chalk, or oth<>r aI)8or])tive afi;ent, to

remove the fattv substances, and is then dried. It

is finally given "^a smooth surface by rubbing with

powdered i)umic(\ Parchment was extensiv(>ly

us(h1 at the time of the early Christians for scrolls,

legal documents, etc, having replaced papyrus for

that ]iur]K)se. It was no doubt used at even a much
earlier time. The roll mentionwl in Jer 36 may
have b(^en of parchment. Scrolls were later re-

placed l)y codices of the same material. After the

Arabs iiitroduced pa]>cr, parchment was still used

for centuries for the book biTidings. i:)i])lomas

printed on "sheep.skins," still issued by many imi-

versities, represent the survival of an ancient use

of parchment. See following article.

James A. Patch

PARCHMENTS, piirch'ments ((j.t(iPpavai,, mem-

hrnnai, "membranes," "parchments," "vellum"):

The skins, chieflv of sheep, lambs, goats and cahvs,

prepared so as "to be used for writing on (2 Tun
4 13).

In Or and Rom times parchment was much employed
as a writing material. "At Rome, in the 1st cent. J30,

md tlie 1st and 2d cents. AD, tliere is evidence of tlio uso

Demosthenes, De Fals. Leg., in a small hand, which ap-

pears to ))o of the 2d cent." (F. G. Konyon in IIDB, IV,

947).

Paul directs Timothv that, when he comes from

Ephesus to Rome, he "is to bring "the books, esp.

the parchments." Thes(>, as W(>11 as the "cloak,

which is also mentioned, had evidently been "left

at Troas with Carpus." Wliat were these parch-

ments? They are distinguisluHl from "the books,"

which were ])robably a few choice volumes or rolls,

some portions of the Scriptures of the OT, some
volumes of the Law of Moses or of the Prophets or

of the Pss. Among "the books" there might also

be Jewish exeg(>tical works, or heathen writings,

witli wliich, as is made evident by references in his

Epp., Paul was well acquainted.

The parchments were dif?(Tent from these, and

were pcThaps notebooks, in which tht; apostle had,

from time to time, written what he had observed

and wished to preserve as specially worthy of

remembrance, facts which he had gathercnl in his

study of the OT or of other books. Th(>se notes

may have been the r(>sult of many years' reading

and study, and he wished Timothy to bring them to

him.
A'arious conjectures have be(>n made in regard

to the contents of "the parchments." It has been

suggested l)y K(-nyon {IIDB, III, 673) that they

contaiiunl tlie OT in Or; by Farrar, that the parch-

ments were a dii)loma of Paul's Rom citizenship;

by Bull, that th(>y were his commonplace books;

by Latham, that the parchm(>nts wer(> a C()i)y of the

Crundsrhrift of the Gospels, a volume containing

the all-inii)ortant narrative of the Saviour's life

and cross and resurrection. \\'orkman {Perse-

cution in the Early Church, 39) writes: "liy i«.s

menibranas I understand the ])roofs of his citizen-

ship."

Whatever their contents may have been, they were of

such value that Paul wished to have them with him in his

prison at Rome, so that, if life were spared for oven a few
weeks or months, the books and parchments might be at
hand for reference. Perhaps in the fact that the books
and the parchnKuits and the cloak had Ixh'u left at Troas
with Carpus, there may be a hint that his final arrest by

the Rom uiillioritics took iiliicc ;it lliat city, and that it

was the suddenness of liis ari-est that caus(Ml liirn to l)e

unal)l(' to carry his l)()oks and parchments and tlie cloak
with liim. "'rile jxilice had not vvm\ idlowcd liirn time to

iincl his overcoat or iieco.ssary documents" (Workman,
op.cit., .39;se(^ )). INSd, 14).

He tills as it may, he desired to have them now. His
W(!ll-discipline(i mind, even in tlu! near i)r()spect of death
by i)nl)lic, execution, could find the most joyous labor in

tl'ie work of tlii^ gospel, wherever liis influence reached,
and could also find relaxation among "the l)ooks, esp. the

liarchnients."
John' RrTHKUFtUD

PARDON, jiiir'd'n, i);lr'(lim. See Foikjivh.moss.

PARE, iKir (THE NAILS) ("iTr , 'asah, "to fix,"

"manipulate"): The word, which in Ileb has a very

wide rang(! of application, and which is of very

frequent occurrence in the Heb Bible, is fotiiid in

the above meaning in liut one passage of EV (Dt
21 12; .see Nail). In a similar sen.se it is found in

2 S 19 24, where it is used to exi)ress th(! dressing

of tlu> feet and the trimming of the beard.

PARENT, ])ar'ent. See Childup^x; Chimes;
Education; Family; Punishments.

PARK, iiilrk (C~"^;E
,
pardes; LXX irapaSeto-os,

parcidcisos; cf Arab. ijj^jj>yi ,
firdaus): "I made

me gtirdens and parks," AV "orchards" (Eccl 2 .'));

"Asajih the keeper of the king's forest," RVm
"l)ark" (Xeh 2 8). The same word occurs in

Cant 4 13, "Thy shoots are an orchard [RVm
"jiaradise"] of iiomegranates." According to Lid-

dell and Scott, paradeisos Oitcura first inXenophon,
who always uses it of the ])arks of Pers kings and
noblemen. Like many other quadriliterals the

word is undoubtedly of eastern origin. It seems to

connote an inclosure. It is used in LXX of the

Gtirden of Eden. Cf Lk 23 43; 2 Cor 12 4;

Rev 2 7. See Paradise. Alfred Ely Day

PARLOR, piir'ler: This word in AV, occurring

in Jgs 3 20-25; 1 S 9 22; 1 Ch 28 11, is in

every instance changed in RV: in Jgs into "upper
room," in 1 S into "guest-chamber," in 1 Ch into

"chambers," representing as many Heb words.

See House.

PARMASHTA, piir-mash'ta (Snip^nS
,

par-

7)uishl(V; LX.X Mapiiao-ijjid, MarnKiHimd, or Map-
|xa<rifivd, Marinasiiiuid): One of the sons of Haman
(Est 9 9).

PARMENAS, par'me-nas (Hapiifvas, Parmends):

A Or name, an abbreviated form of Parmenidc^s.

Parmcnas was oiu; of "the seven" chosen by the

])eoi)le and appointed by the apostles to super-

intend the daily distrilmtion to the Christian poor

of Jerus (Acts 6 5). Tradition stat(>s thai: he was
martyred at Philippi, in the reign of Trajan, but

his name does not appear again in Scripture.

PARNACH, par'nak (^5")S, parndkh, "gifted"):

Father of Elizaphan, the jirince of Zebulun (Xu 34

25).

PAROSH, pa'rosh, par'osh {iS'J^^
,

par'ush,

"flea" [lea])]) : A ftunily that in part returned under

Z(>rubbal)el (Ezr 2 3; "^X'eh 7 8), and in jiart under

Ezra (Ezr 8 3; there spelt "Pharosh," AV). Some
of the family had foreign wives (Ezr 10 25).

One descendant, Pedaiah (see Pedai.\h, [3]), helped

to rebuild the city walls (Xeh 3 25), and others

were among those who "sealed" the covenant of

Nehemiah (Xeh 10 1.14). In 1 Esd 6 9; 8 30;

9 26, "Phoros."
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PAROUSIA, pa-r()o'zlii-;i:

I. The Apostolic Doctrine
1. Terms
2. Data and Sources
'.i. Consistency
4. Meaning of the Symbolism

II. The Teachino of Jesus
1. Critical Problems
2. Summary
3. Fall of Jerixsalein
4. Time

III. St. .Joiix's Evaluation
1. Solution of Problem
2. The Church a Divine Quantity

LiTEKATURB

/. The Apostolic Doctrim.— riio Second Coming
of Christ (u phniso not foun I in the Bible) is ex-

pressed by the apostles in the following

1. Terms special terms: (1) "Parousia" (-n-a-

pova-ia, parousia), a ^vord fairly com-
mon in Gr, with the meaning "presence" (2 Cor
10 10; Pliil 2 12). More esp. it may m(>an

"presence after absence," "arrival" (but not "re-

turn," unless this is given by the context), as in

1 Cor 16 17; 2 Cor 7 0.7; Piiil 1 26. And still

moH! particularly it is applied to the Coming of

Christ in 1 Cor 15 23; 1 Th(>ss 2 19; 3 13;

4 15; 5 23; 2 Thess 2 l.S; Jas 5 7.S; 2 Pet
1 16; 3 4.12; 1 Ja 2 2S—in all 13 t, besides

2 Thess 2 9, where it denotes the coming of Anti-

christ. This word for Christ's Second Coming
passed into the early Patristic lit. (Diognetus, vii.6,

e.g.), but its use in this seiise is not invariable. For
instance the word in Ignatius, Pliiladelphians, ix.2,

means the Incarnation. Or the Incarnation is

calle<l th(! first Parousia, as in Justin, Trypho, xiv.

But in modern theology it mc>ans invariably the
Second Coming. Recent archaeological discoveries

have explained why the word received such general
Christian use in the spec ial sense. In Hellenistic

Gr it was used for the an-ival of a ruler at a place,

as is evidenced by inscriptioiis in Egypt, Asia
Minor, etc. Indeed, in an Epidaurua inscription

of the 3d cent. BC (Dittenbcrger, Sylloge^, No. 803,
34), "Parousia" is applied to a manifestation of

Aesculapius. Consequently, the adoption by the
Gr-speaking Christians of a word that already con-
tained full regal and even Divine concepts was p(T-

fectly natural. (The evidence is well summarized
in Deissmann, Liqht from the Ancient East^, 372-
78, Ger. ed, 281-S7.) (2) "Epiphany" {iirL<p6.vua,

epiphdneia), "manifestation," u.sed of tlie Incarna-
tion in 2 Tim 1 10, but of the Second Coming in 2
Thess 2 8; 1 Tim 6 14; 2 Tim 4 l.S; Tit 2 13.

The word was uschI like Parousia in Hellenistic Gr
to denote the ceremonial arrival of rulers; cf Deiss-

mann, as above. (3) "Apocalypse" {dvoKd\v\l/is,

npokdlupsis) , "revelation," denotes the Second
Coming in 1 Cor 1 7; 2 Thess 17; 1 Pet 1 7.

13; 4 13. (4) "Day of the Lord," more or less

modified, but referring to Christ in 1 Cor 1 8;

5 5; 2 Cor 1 14; Phil 1 6.10; 2 16; 1 Thess
5 2; 2 Thess 2 2. The phrase is used of the
Father in the strict OT sense in Acts 2 20; 2 Pet
3 12; Rev 16 14, and probably in 2 Pet 3 10.

Besides, as in the OT and the intermediate lit.,

"day of wrath," "last day," or simply "day" are

used very frequently. Sec Day of the Lord.

Of the first three of the above terms, only Parousia
is found in the Gospels, 4 t, all in Mt 24 (vs 3. 27. .37.39),
and in the last three of these all In tlie set phrase "so
shall be the Parousia of the Son of Man." _ As Christ
spoke in Aram., the use of " Paroushi" hero is of course
due to Matthew's adoption of the current Gr word.

The last of the 4 terms above brings the apostolic

doctrine of the Parousia into connection with the
eschatology (Messianic or otherwise)

2. Data and of the OT and of the intermediate
Sources writings. But the connection is far

closer than that suppli(>d by this single

term only, for nearly every feature in the apostolic

doctrine can be paralleled directly from the Jewish

sources. The following summary does not begin

to give comi)lete references to even such Jewish
material as is extant, but enough is presented to

show how closely allied are the eschatologiea of

Judaism and of early Christianity.

The end is not to be expected instantly. There
are still signs to come to pass (2 Thess 2 3), and
in especial the det(>rmined number of martyrs must
be filled up (Rev 6 11; cf 2 Esd 4 35.36)^. There
is need of patience (Jas 5 7, etc; cf 2 Esd 4 34;

Bar 83 4). But it is at hand (1 Pet 4 7; Rev
1 ;>; 22 10: cf 2 i:sd 14 17). "Ye( a little while"
(He 10 37.2.")), "The night is far spent" ( Ilom 13

12j, "The Lord is at liand" (Phil 4 5). "We that

are alive" expect to see it (1 Thess 4 15; 1 Cor 15

51; cf Bar 76 5); the time is shortened henceforth

(1 Cor 7 29; cf Bar 20 1; 2 Esd 4 26, and the
comms. on 1 Cor). Indeed, there is hardly time
for repentance even (Rev 22 11, ironical), cer-

tainly there is no time left for self-indulgence

(1 Thess 5 3; 1 Pet 4 2; 2 Pet 3 11; Rev 3

3; cf Bar 83 5), and watchfulness is urgently de-

manded (1 Thess 5 6; Rev 3 3).

An outpouring of the Spirit is a sign of the end (Acts

2 17.18; cf XII P, Test. Levi 18 11; Sib Or 4 46,

always after the consummation in th(! Jewish sources)

.

But the world is growing steadily worse, for tlie godly
and intense trials are coming (passim), although
those esp. favored may be spared suffering (Rev
3 10; cf Bar 29 2). This is the beginning of

Judgment (1 Pet 4 17; cf En 99 10).
_
Iniquity

increases and false teachers are multiplicMl (Jude
ver 18; 2 Pet 3 3; 2 Tim 3, esp. ver 13; cf En
80 7; Bar 70 5; 2 Esd 5 9.10). Above all there

is to be an outburst of diabolic malevolence in the
Antichrist (1 Jn 2 18.22; 4 3; 2 Jn ver 7; 2
Thess 2 8-10; Rev 19 19; cf Bar 36 8-10; Sib Or
3 63-70, and see Antichrist), who will gather all

nations to his ensign (Rev 19 19; 2 Thess 2 10
cf 2 Esd 13 5; En 56). Plagues fall upon men
(Rev, passim; cf esp. Philo, Exccr.), and natural
portents occur (Acts 2 19.20; R(>v, passim; cf 2
Esd 5 4.5; En 80 5-8). But the convcTsion of the
Jews (Rom 11 26) is brought about by these plagues
(Rev 11 13; in the J(>wish sources, naturally,

conversion of Gentiles, as in Sib Or 3 616-623;
En 10 21). Then Christ is manifested and Anti-
christ is slain or captured (2 Thess 2 8; Rev 19

20; cf 2 Esd 13 10.11). In Rev 20 3 the Mil-
lennium follows (cf 2 Esd 7 28: 12 34; Bar 40 3,

and often in rabbinical lit.; the "millennium" in

Slavic En, ch 33, is of very dubious existence), but
other traces of millennial do(;trine in the NT are

of the vaguest (cf the comms. to 1 Cor 15 24, for

instance, esp. Schmiedel, J. Weiss, and Li(>tzmann,

and see Millennium). The general resurrection

follows (see Resurrection for details).

The Father holds the Judgment in He 10 30;
12 23; 13 4; Jas 4 11.12; 1 Pet 1 17; Rev 14

7; 20 11, and probably in Jude vs 14.15. Christ

is Judge in Acts 10 42; 2 Cor 5 10; 2 Tim 4 1.

The two concepts are interwoven in Rom 14 9.10.

God mediates judgment through Christ in Acts 17

31; Rom 2 16, and probably in Rom 2 2-6; 3 6.

In 2 Thess Christ appears as the executor of pun-
ishment. For similar uncertainties in the Jewish
schemes, cf, for instance, 2 Esd 7 33 and En 45 3.

For the fate of the wicked see Ebchatology;
Hell; St. Paul, rather curiously, has very little to

say about this (Rom 2 3; 1 Cor 3 17; 2 Tlu^ss

1 8.9). Then all Nature is nniewcnl (Rom 8 21;
En 45 4.5) or completelv dc^stroj-ed (1 Cor 7 31;
He 12 27; Rev 21 1; cf En 1 6; 2 Esd 7 30);
by fire in 2 Pet 3 10 (cf Sib Or 4 172-77), so as^to

leave only the eternal verities (He 12 27; cf 2 Esd
7 30[?j), or to be replaced with a new heaven and
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;ino\vo;irtli(Rov 21 1; cf Shivic; En 33 1-2). And
the risilitcous receive llie New Jerus (Oal 4 2(5;

He 12 22; Rev 3 12; 21 2.10; cf Bur 4 2-6;

2 Esd 7 20).

It is of course possible, as in tlie older works on
dof^niatics, to nvoneile the slifilit divergences of

the above details and to fit them all

3. Con- into a single scheme. Hut the pro-

sistency priety of such an undertaking is more
than dubious, for the traditional

natures of these details is abundantly clear—a tradi-

tion that is not due solely to the fact that tin; Chris-

tian and the Jewish schemes have a common OT
basis. That the Jcnvish writers realized that the

eschatological dettiils \ver(> merely symbolic is made
obvious by the contradictions that, every aj)ocalyi)se

contains—the contradictions tliat are the despair

of tli(> beginner in ai)ocalyi)tics. No writer se(>ms

to have thought it worth while to reconcile his

details, for they were purely figunvs of dimly com-
preh(>nde(l forces. And the Christian symbolism
must be interpr(>ted on the same princi])le. No
greater injustice, for instance, could be done St.

Paul's thought than to sujjijosc he would have been
in th(> lc>a.st disturl)ed by St. John's interpretation

of the Antichrist as many persons and all of them
ordinary human beiiigs (1 Jn 2 18.19).

The symbolism, then, in which the Parousia is

described was simi)ly that lu^ld by the apostles in

th(>ir i)re-Christian days. This sym-
4. Meaning bolism, to be sure, has been thoroughly
of the jun-ified from such })uerilities as the

Symbolism feast on Leviathan and Behemotli of

Bar 29, or the "thousand childnMi" of

En 10 17, a fact all the more remarkable as 2(1-

cent. Christianity has enough of this and to sjiare

(e.g. Irenaeus, v.33). What is more important is

that the symbolism of the Parousia is simply in the

Jewish sources the symbolism of the coming of the

Messiah (or of God in such sciiemes as have no
Messiah). Now it is to be observed that among
the apostles the Kingdom of God is almost uniformly
regarded as a future quantitv (1 Cor 6 9.10; 15 50;

Gal 5 21; Eph 5 5; 2 Tim 4 LIS; 2 Pet 1 11;

Rev 11 15; 12 10), with a definitely present idea

only in Col 1 13. Remembering again that the

term "Messiah" means simi)ly "the Bringer of the

Kingdom," the case becomes entirely clear. No
apostle, of course, ever thought of Christ as any-
thing but the Messiah. But neither did they think

of His Messianic work as completed, or, if tiie most
exact terminology be i)ress(Ml, of the strict Messianic

work as done at all. Even the Atonement belonged

to the jireliminary acts, viewed perhaps somewhat
as En 39 6 views the preexistent Messiah's resi-

dence among the "church expectant." This coidd

come to pass more readily as the traditions genen-ally

were silent as to what the Messiah was to do l>efore

He brought the Kingdom, while they all agreed

that He was not to be created only at that moment.
Into this blank, esj). with the aid of Isa 53, etc. Our
Lord's earthly life and Passion fitted naturally,

leaving the fact of His Second Coming to be identi-

fied with the coming of the Messiah as originally

conceived.
//. The Teaching of Jesus.—It will be foun<l help-

ful, in studying the bitter controversies that have
rag(Ml around Christ's teaching about

1. Critical the; future, to remember that the apos-

Problems tolic idea of tluMvord "Messiah" is the
oidy definition tliat the word has; that,

for instance, "Messiah" and "Saviour of the world"
are not quite convertible t(M-ms, or that a rfsdefini-

tion of the Messiah as a moral teacher or an ex-

pounder of the will of God does not rest on a
"spiritualizing" of the term, but on a destruction of

it in favor of "prophet." Now the three expressions,

"Messianic work," "coming of the Kingdom," and
"Parousia" are only three titles for one and the

same thing, while the addition of "Son of Man" to

them merely involves their being taken in the

most transcendental forin possible. In fact, this is

the stale of affairs found in tlic Synoptists. Christ

predicts the coming of the Kingdom. He claims tlie

tit!(> of its king (or Regent under tlu; I'^ather). 1'he

realization of this expectation He ])laced on the

other side of the grav(>, i.e. in a glorified state.

And in connect icm with this evidence we find His
use of tlu> title Son of IVIan. From all this the

doctrin(> of the Parousia follows immediateh-, evc^n

apart from the i)assages in wliich the regular

ai)ocalypti(^ .symbolism is used. The contention

may hi) miu\v. that this symbolism in the Gospels

has been drawn out of other sourc(\s by the evan-

gelists (tli(> so-called "Little Apocalvi)sc" of Mk
13 7-9.14-20.24-27.30-31 is the usual i)oint of

attack), but, even if the contention could be made
out (and agreement in this regard is anything but

attained), no really vital part of the case would be

touched, (^f course, it is ])ossible to begin with the

a ])riori assumption that "no sane; man could con-

ceive of himself as an apocalyptic being walking the

earth incognito," and to refer to later tradition

everything in the Gosjh'Is that contradicts this

assu"mi)tion. But tlien there are difficulties._ The
various concepts involved are mentioned directly

so often that the munber of passages to be r(>moved

grows alarmingly large. Then the concepts inter-

lock in suc-h a way as to present a remarkably firm

r(>sistance to the critical knife; the i)icture is much
too consistent for an artificial j)ro(luct. Thus there

are a number of indirect references (the titles on the

Cross, the "Palm-Sunday" proces.sion, etc) that

contradict all we know of later growths. And,

finally, the most undeterred critic finds himself

confronted with a last stubborn difficulty, the un-

wavering conviction of the earliest church that

Christ made the eschatological claims. It is con-

ceivable that the ai)ostles may have misunderstood

Christ in other matt(>rs, but an error in this central

point of all (as the apostles ai)prai.sed things) i-s

hardly in the realms of critical possibility. On the

wdiole, such an attempt to force a way through the

evidence of the documents would se(>m something

surprisingly like the violence don(> to history by the

most perverse of the older dogmatists.

The number of relevant ])assages involved is so

large and the critical prol)lems so intricate that any
detailed discussion is prohibited here.

2. Summary IVIoreover, the symbolism presents

nothing novel to the student familiar

with the usual sch(>mes. Forces of evil increase in

the world, the state of the righteous grows harder,

distress and natural portents follow, at the climax

Christ appears suddenly with His angels, bringing

the Kingdom of God, gathers the elect into the

Kingflom, and dismisses the wicked into outer

darkn(>ss (or fire). The Father is the Judge in Mt
10 32.33, but the Son in the

J!
Lk 12 8.9, and in

Mt 13 41; 16 27; 25 32; probahlv in Mt 24 50

ii
Lk 12 46; Mk 8 38 and its il

Lk 9 26 are un-

certain. At all events, the eternal destiny of each

man depends on Christ's attitude, possibly with the

Father's (invariable) ratification (considered.

How far Christ coimectcd the Parousia and the fall

of J(TUs, it is not easy to say. Various sayings of

Christ about the future were certainly

3. Fall of grouped bv the evang(4ists; cf Mt
Jerusalem 24 with Mk 13 and Lk 17 20-37;

or Lk 17 31 with Mk 13 15.16 (not-

ing the inappropriateness of Lk 17 31 in its ])res(>nt

context). The critical discu.ssions of Mk 13 are

familiar and those of Lk 21 (a still mor(> complex

problem) only less so. Remembering what the
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fall of Jcrus or its immediate prospect would have
meant to the apostles, the tendency to group the

statements of Christ will be realized. Conse-
quently, not too much stress should he laid on the

conn(H'tion of this with the Parousia, and in no case

can the fall of Jerus be considered to exhaust the

meaning of the Parousia.

The most debated question is that of the time of

the Parousia. H(T(> Alk 13 80 Lk 21 32 :i Mt 24
34 place it within Christ's generation,

4. Time Mk 9 1
I

Lk 9 27 |l Mt 16 2S within

the lifetime of som(> of His hearers, Mt
10 23 before all the citi(\s of Judaea are closed to

Christ's apostles. (Only the first of these contains

any ref(>r(>nce to the fall of Jerus.) TIkmi there is

"ye shall see" of Mk 14 62; Lk 13 3.5 |I_Mt 23
39. Agreeing with this ar(> the exhortations to

watchfulness (Mk 13 33-37; Lk 12 40 !, Mt 24
44, etc, with many parables, such as the Ten
Virgins). Now Mk 13 32

,

Mt 24 36 do not
quite contradict this, for knowledge of the genera-

tion is quite consistent with ignorance of the day
and hour; "It will be within your generation, but
nothing more can be told you, so watch!" The
real difficulty lies in Mk 13 10 ji Mt 24 14, the
necessit}' of all Gentiles hearing the gospel (Lk 21
24 is hardly relevant). To l(>ave the question here,

as most conservative scholars do, is unsatisfactory,

for Mk 13 10 is of no deep value for apologetic

service and this value is far outweighed by the real

contradiction with the other ]>assages. The kev,

probably, lies in Mt 10 IS, from which Mk 13 10

differs only in insisting on all Gentiles, perhaps with
the apostles' thought that "workl" and "Rom
Empire" w(>r(> practically coextensive. With this

assumption the data, yield a uniform result.

///. St. John's Evaluation.—It app(>ars, then,

that Christ i)redicted that shortly after His death an
event would occur of so transcendental

1. Solution a nature; that it could be (expressed

of Problem only in the terms of the full(>st escha-
tological symbolism. St. John has

a clear interpretation of tiiis. In place of the long

Parousia discourses in the Synoptists, we have,

ir\ the corr(\sponding part of tlu; Fourth Gospel, chs
13-17, dealing not only with the future in g(>neral

but concretely with Christ's coming and the Judg-
ment. Christ indeed came to His own (Jn 14 18),

and not He only but the Spirit also (14 16), and
even the Father (14 23). When the disciples are

so equippenl, their presence in the world subjects

the world to a continvial sifting process of judgment
(16 11). The fate of men by this process is to be
et(!rnally fixed (3 18), while the disciples newly made
are assured that they have already entered into their

eternal condition of blessedness (11 25.26; 5 24;

10 28; 17 2.3). Equally directly the presence
of Christ is conceiv(>d in Rev 3 20. So in St. Paul,

the glorified Christ has returned to His own to dwell

in them (Rom 8 9.10, etc), uniting them into a
body vitally connected with Him (Col 1 18), so
supernatural that it is the teach(>r of 'angels'_ (Eph
3 10), a body whose members are already in the
Kingdom (Col 1 13), who even sit already in

heavenly places (Eph 2 6). The same thought is

found in such synoptic passages (Lk 7 28
li
Mt

11 11; Lk 17 2i[?]; see Kingdom of God) as

represent the Kingdom as 'present. Already the
eschatological promises were realized in a small
group of men, even though they still lacked the
transforming influence of the Spirit. Compare
the continuous coming of Mt 26 64 (Lk 22 69).

It is on these lines of the church as a supernatural
quantity (of (course not to be; confuscnl with any
particular denomination) that ihv immediate realiza-

tion of th(>, Parousia jiremises is to be sought. Into
human history has been "injected" a supernatural

quantity, through which a Divine; Head works,
whose redaction on men settles thcnr eternal destiny,

and within which the life of heaven is

2. The begun definitely. The force in this

Church a body is felt at the crises of human his-

Divine tory, perhaps (>sp. after the catast rophc;

Quantity that destrovenl Jerus and set Chris-
tianity free from the swaddling clothes

of the primitive community. This conception of

the church as a Divine quantity, as, so to sjieak,

a part of heaven extended into earth, is faithful

to the essentials of the predictions. Nor is it a
rationalization of them, if the idea of the church
itself be not raticmalized. With this conception
all realms of Christian activity tak(> on a tran-

scendental significance, both in life and (esp.) death,
giving to the individual the confidence that he is

building better than he knows, for ev(>n the apostles

could not realize the full significance of what they
were doing. Generally speaking, the details in

the symbolism must not hv, pressed. The jiurpose

of r(>velation is to minister to life, not to curi-

osity, and, in teaching of the futur(>, Christ sim])ly

taught with the; formal language of th(; schools of

the day, with the one change thatin thesu))eriiatural

process He Himself was to be the central figure.

Still, the end is not yet. "The hour cometh, in

which all that are in the tombs shall h(>ar his voice"
(Jn 5 28; cf 6 40; 21 23; 1 Jn 2 28). In Christ
human destiny is drawing to a climax that can b(>

expresscnl only in spiritual t(Tms that transcend
our conceptions. See, further, Esciiatology of
THE NT.

LiTKUATURE.—This is overwhelming. For the pro-
suppositions, GJV* {IIJP is antiquated); Volz, Jil-

dische E.-irhatol()gie; Bousset, Religion des Judentums-.
General discussions: Matlii'ws, The Me.s.siowic Hope in
the NT (l)i'st in Kng.); Sanday, The Life of Christ in
Recent Research; Holtzmann, Das messianische Beirn-ist-

sein Jesu (a classic); von Dol)schiitz, The Eschatology
of the Gospels (popular, but very sound). Eschatological
extreme: Schweitzer, The Quest of the Historical Jesus
{Von Reimarus zu TFrede) , is quite indispensable; Tyrrell,
Christianity at the Cross Roads (perverse, l)Ut valuable in

parts); Loisy, Gospel and the Church (cf his Kvanf/iles
synoptiques). Anti-escliatological : Sharnian, The Teach-
ing of Jesus about the Future (minute criticism, inadequate
premises, soinc astounding exegesis) ; Bacon, The Begin-
nings of Gospel Story (based on Wellhauson). For the
older literature see Schweitzer, Sanday, Holtzmann, as
above, and cf Fairweathcr, The Back-ground of the Gospels,
and Brown, "Parousia," in 11 1) B, III.

BiiiiToN Scott Easton
PARSHANDATHA, par-shan-da'tha, piir-shan'-

da-tha (Sr^^lp^i
,

yarsliaiulatha' ; LXX 4>apo-dv,

Pharsdn, or #apo-av€o-Tdv, Pharsanestdn; perhaps
from the Pers fraqna-data, "given by prayer"):
One of the sons of Haman (Est 9 7).

PART, part: As a vb. is no longer in good use

(except in a few special phrases, cf Ruth 1 17), but
is obscure only in Prov 18 18, wher(> the; meaning
is "break up their quarr(4" (cf 2 S 14 6). RV
has not changed AV's usage, except (strangely) in

1 S 30 24, where "share" is written. For the

noun see Portion.

PARTHIANS, piir'thi-anz (ndpOoi, Pdrthoi): A
people mentioned in Acts 2 9 only, in connection

with other strangers present at Jerus

1. Country at Pentecost, from which we infer that

and Early they were Jews or proselytes from the

History regions included in the Parthian em-
pire. This empire stretched from the

Euphrates to the confines of India and the Oxus,
and for centuries was the rival of Rome, and more
than once proveil her match on the battlefield.

The Parthians are not mentioned in the OT, but are

frequently in Jos, and they liad an imjiortant con-

nection with the history of the Jews, on account of

the large colonies of the latter in Mesopotamia, and
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the interference" of the Parthians in the affairs of

Judaea, onee making it a vassal state.

Parthia proper was a small territory to the S.E.

of the Casi)ian Sea, about 300 miles long by 120

wide, a fertile though mountainous refj;ion, border-

ing on tlie desert tract of Eastern Persia. The

K

'-^
,.>-4-^

Parthian Horsemen.
(From the TriuiiiplKil Arrli cf St-iitiiiiius Scvorus, Rome.)

origin of the Parthians is rather uncertain, though

the prevailing oi)inion is that th(>y were of Scythic

stock or of the great Tartar race. We have no

reference to them earlier than the time of Darius the

Great, but they were doubtless among the tribes

subdued bv Cvrus, as they arc; mentioned by Darius

as being in revolt. They s(>em to have remained

faithful to the P(>rsians after that, and submitted

to Alexander without resistance.

Thin' next came under the rule of the Scleucid

kings of Syria, but revolted about 250 BC, in the

reign of Antioclius II (Theos), and
2. The gained their independence under the

Seleucid lead of Arsaces I who established the

Kings dynasty of the Arsacidae, which con-

tinued for nearly 5 centuries. His

cai)ital was Ilecatomj^ylos, but his reign continued

only about 3 ye;irs, and his brother Tridates suc-

ceeded him as Arsaces II and he consolidat(>d the

kingdom. The war between the S(>leucids and the

Ptolemi(>s freed him from interf(>rence from that

quarter until 237 BC, when Seleucus II (Calhnicus)

marched against him, but was completely defeated,

and Parthian independence was secur(>d. Artabanus

I, who followed him, extended his dominions west-

ward to the Zagros Mountains, but Antiochus III

would not permit such an encroachment with impu-
nity, and led an expedition against him, driving him
back and even invading his ancestral dominion. But
after a struggle of some years the Parthians remained

still unsubdued, and the difficulties of the contest led

Antiochus to conclude peace with him in which he
acknowledged the independence of Parthia. For
about a quarter of a century the king of Parthia

remained quiet, but Phraates I (lSl-174 BC) re-

commenced aggressions on the Seleucid empire

which were continued by iMithridates I (174-137),

who added to his dominions a part of Bactria, on
the E., and Media, Persia and Babylonia on the W.
This was a challenge to Demetrius II, of Syria, to

whose empire the provinces belonged, and he
marched against him with a large force, but was
defeated and taken prisoner. He remained in

Parthia some years, well treated by Phraates II,

wliose sister he married, and, wh(>n Phraates wished

to create a diversion against Antiochus Sidetes, he

set Demetrius at liberty and sent him back to

Svria. Antiochus was at first successful, as his

force of 300,000 men far outnumbered the Par-

thians, but he was at last defeated and slain in 129

BC and his army destroyed. This was the last

attempt of the Seleucid kings to subdue Parthia,

and it was acknowledg(>d as the dominant power in

^^'estern Asia. But Phraates fell in conflict with
the Scyths, whom he called in to aid him in his war
with Sidetes, and his successor likewise, and it was
only on the accession of Mithridates in 124 liC that

these barbarians were checked. The king then
turned his attcmtion toward Armenia, which lie

})robably brought under his control, but its king
Tigranes recoverc^l its indepcTidence and ev(>n at-

tack(>d the Parthians, and took from them two
provinces in Mesopotamia.
Not long after, the power of Rome came into con-

tact with Armenia and Parthia. In 6t) IK^ when,
after subduing Mithridates of Pontus,

3. In Con- Pompey came into Syria, Phraates III

tact with made an alliance with him against

Rome Armenia, but was offended by the way
in which he was treated and thought

of turning against his ally, but refrained for the

time being. It was only a question of time when
the two power's would come to blows, for Parthia

had become an empire and could ill brook the in-

trusion of Rome into Western Asia. It was the

ambition and greed of Cras.sus that brought about
the clash of Rome and Parthia. When he took the

East as his share of the Rom world as apportioned
among the triumvirs, he determined to rival Caesar
in fame and wealth by subduing Parthia, and ad-
vanced across the Euphrates on his ill-fattMl expe-

dition in 53 \^C The story of his defeat and death
and the destruction of the army and loss of the

Rom eagles is familiar to all nviders of Rom history.

It r(>vealed I'arthia to the world as the formidable
rival of Rome, which slie contiiuied to be for

nearly 3 centuries. After the death of Crassus, the
Parthians crossed the Euphrates and ravaged
Northern Syria, but retired the following y(>ar with-
out securing any portion of the country, and thus
ended the first war with Rome. In 40 BC, after the
battle of Philippi, Pacorus, who was then king, in-

vaded Syria a second time and took possession of it

together with all Pal, Tj-re alone escaping subjec-

tion. He set Antigonus on the throne of Judaea,
deposing Hyrcanus for the; purj)ose. Syria and Pal
remained in the hands of Parthia for 3 years, but
the coming of Ventidius gave a new turn to affairs.

He drove the Parthians out of Sj'ria, and when
they returned the following year, he defeated them
again and Pacorus was slain. Parthia had to

retire within her own borders and remain on the
defensive. Antony's attempt to subdue them
proved abortive, and his struggle with_ Octavian
compelled him to relinquish the project. The
Parthians were unable to take advantage of the
strife in the Rom empire on account of troubles at

home. An insurrection led by Tiridates drove the

king Phraates IV from the throne, but he recovertnl

it by the aid of the Scyths, and Tiridates took
refuge in Syria with the youngest son of the king.

Augustus afterward restored him without ransom,
and obtained the lost standards of Crassus, and thus
peace was established between the rival empires.

Each had learned to resp(>ct the power of the other,

and, although contention arose regarding the

suzerainty of Armenia, peace was not seriously dis-

turbed between them for about 130 years, or until

the reign of Trajan. Parthia was not at peace with
herself, however. Dynastic troubles were frequent,

and the reigns of the kings short. Artabanus III,

who reigned 16-42 AD, was twice expelled from his

kingdom and twice recovered his throne. In his

days occurred a terrible massacre of Jewish colonists

in Mesopotamia, as narrated by Jos {Ant, XVIII,
ix). The contest with Rome over Armenia was
settled in the days of Nero in a rnanner satisfactory

to both parties, so that peace was not broken for
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50 years. The ambition of Trajan led him to dis-

regard the policy inaugurated by Augustus, adhered

to, for the most part, by succeeding emperors, not
to extend the limits of the empire. After the con-

quc^st of Dacia he turnc^d his attention to the East
and r(>solved on the invasion of Parthia. The
Parthian king, Chosroes, endeavored to placate

Trajan by an embassy bearing presents and pro-

I)osals of peace, but Trajan rejected them and
carried out his purpose. He subdued Armenia,
took Upper M<\sopotamia, Adiabene (Assyria),

Ctesiphon, the capital, and reached the Pers Gulf,

but was obliged to turn back by revolts in his rear

and failed to reduce tlie fi)rtress of H-atra. The
conquer(>d provinces were restored, however, by
Hadrian, and the Parthians did not retaliate until

the reign of Aurelius, when they overran Syria, and
in 1G2 AD Lucius Verus was sent to punish them.
In the following year he drove them back and ad-
vanced into the heart of the Parthian empire, in-

flicting the severest blow it had yet received. It

was evident that the empire was on the decline, and
the Romans did not meet with the resistance they
had exp(>rienced in former times. Severus and
Caracalla both made (>xj)e(litions into the country,
and the latter took the cai)ital and massacred the
inhabitants, but after his assassination his successor,

Macrinus, fought a three days' battle with the
Parthians at Nisibis in which he was worsted and
was glad to conclude a peace by paying an indem-
nity of some £1,500,000 (217 AD).
But this was the last achievement of the Parthians.

It is evident that Artabanus had suffered severely

in his conflict with tin; Rcnnans, and
4. Fall of was unable to ])ut down the revolt of

the Empire the Persians under the lead of Artaxer-

xes, who overthrew the Parthian em-
pire and established the dynasty of the Sassanidae
in its place (22G AD).
The Parthians were not a cultured people, but

displayed a rude magnificence, making use, to some
extent, of remains of Or culture which

5. Culture they found within the rc^gions they
seized from the empire of Alexander.

They had no native lit., as far as known, but
made use of Gr in writing and on their coins. They
w(>re familiar with Hcb or Syro-Chaldaic,_and the

later kings had Sem legends on their coins. Jos
is said to have written his history of the Jewish War
in his native tongue for Parthian readers. In their

met hod of government they seem to have left the
different provinces pretty much to themselves, so

long as they paid tribute and furnished the neces-

sarj' contingents. H. PoRTER

PARTICULAR, par-tik'ft-lar, par-tik'a-lar, PAR-
TICULARLY: The adverbial phrase "in particular"

occurs twice in AV (1 Cor 12 27, iic fj.^povs, ek

meroHs, RV "severally," RVm "each in his part";
and Ei)h 5 33, ol Ko.d'' ^m, hoi kath' hena, RV "sever-

ally"); in both cases it has the obsolete meaning
of "severally," "individually." The advb. "par-
ticularly" occurs in the same sense in Acts 21 19
A\', Kad'' tv £Ka(7Tov, kath' hen hekaston, RV "one by
one," and He 9 5 AV, /card fx^pos, katd nieros, RV
"severally." We have the pi. noun in the sense of

"details" in 2 Mace 2 30: "to be curious in particu-

lars"; 11 20 (AV "Of the particulars I have given
order," RV "I have given order in detail"); and the

adj. "particular" in the sense of "special" in the
first Prologue to Sirach (AV, Vulg peculiares; the
whole section omitted in RV).

1). Mi ALT. Edwards
PARTITION, i)ar-(ish'un, ])ar-tis]i'un, THE

MIDDLE WALL OF (to n€cr6Toixov tov <|)pa-yp.ov,

to 7vcfi6toichon toil phrdgmou [Epli 2 14]): What
Paul here asserts is that Christ is our peace, the

])eace of both Jewish and gentile b(>lievers. He has
made thein both to be one in Himself, and has

broken down the middle wall of jiarti-

1. The tion which divided th(>m from one
Barrier in another. Then the apostle regards Jew
the Temple and Gentile as two, who by a fresh act

of creation in Christ are made into one
new man. In the former of these similes he refers

to an actual wall in the temple at Jerus, beyond
which no one was allowed to pass unless he were a

J(>w, the balustrade or barrier which marked the

limit up to which a Gentile might advance but no
farther. Curiously, this middle wall of jxa-tition had
a great deal to do with Paul's arrest and inii)rison-

ment, for the multitude of the J(\vs became infuri-

ated, not merelj' because of their general host ilitj- to

him as an apostle of Christ and a i)reacher of th(> gos-

pel for the world, but sp(>cially because it was errone-

ously supposed that he had brought Trophimus th(>

Ei)liesian past this barrier into the temi)le (Acts 21

29), and that he had in this mannc>r profaned tlu;

temple (24 6), or, as it is put in 21 2S, he had
'brought Greeks into the temple and polluted this

holy place.' In the assault which they th(n-eui)on

made on Paul they violently seized and dragged him
out of the temi)le—dragged him outside the balus-

trade. The Levites at once shut the gates, to prevent

the possibility of any further profanation, and Paul
would have been torn in pieces, had not the Rom
commander and his soldiers forcibly prevented.

In building tho tempio Horod the Great had Inclosed
a large area to form the various courts. Tho t('mi)le

itself consisted of the two divisions, the

Q rx^^n/l^c! Holy Place, entered by the priests every
Z. neroa s

^ij^y j^j^^j ^^le Holy of Holies into which
Temple; Its the high priest entered alone once every
Divisions' year. Immediately outside tho temple
+V.O rniir+a there was the C^ourt of tlie Priests, and inme v.^ouri!> j^ ^^^^ placed the great altar of burnt olfer-

ing. Outside of this again was tho Court
of the Sons of Israel, and beyond this the Court of the
Wonu'n. Tho site of the temple itself and the si)ace
occupied by tlic various courts already mentioned formed
a raised jjliiteau or platform. "From It you descended
at various points down 5 steps and tlirougli gates in a
lofty wall, to find yourself overlooking another large
coui-t—the outer court to which Gentiles, who desired
to see sometliing of the glories of thci temi)le and to offer
gifts and sacrifices to the God of tho Jews, were freely
admitted. Farther in than this court they were for-

bidden, on pain of death, to go. Tho actual boundary
line was not the high wall with its gates, but a low stone
barrier aliout 5 ft. in height, which ran rountl at the
bottom of 14 more steps" (J. Armitago Kobinson, D.D.,
St. Paul's Ep. to the Eph, 59; see also Edersheim,
The Temple, Its Ministry and Services as They Were at

the Time of Jesus Christ, 46).

The middle wall of partition was called §dregh,

and was built of marble beautifully ornamented.
The Court of the Gentiles formed the lowest and the

outermost inclosure of all the courts of the sanctuary.
It was paved with the finest variegated

3. The marble. Its name signified that it was
p'niirt nf tVip op^n to all, Jews or (ientiles alike. It

.,
was very large, and is said by Jewish tra-

Gentiles dition to have formed a square of 7.">0 ft.

It was in this court that the oxen and sheep
and the doves for the sacrifices were sold as in a market.
It was in this court too that there were the tables of the
money-changers, which Christ Himself overthrew when
He drove out the sheep and oxen and tliem that bought
and sold in His Father's house. The multitudes assem-
bling in this court must have been very great, esp. on
occasions such as the Passover and Pentecost and at the
other great feasts, and the din of voices must oftent imes
have been most disturbing. As already seen, beyond this

court no Gentile might go. See Temple.
In the year 1871, while excavations were being made

on the site of the tempio by the Palestine Exploration
Fund, M. Clermont-Gaimeau discovered one of tho
pillars which Jos describes as having been erected upon
the very barrier or middle wall of partition, to which
I'aul refers. Tliis pillar is now preser\cd in tlie ]\Tuseiun

at C^onstantinople and is inscril)ed with a Gr inscri|)tion

in capital or uncial letters, whicli is translated as follows:
NO MAN OF AXOTHKK NATION TO
ENTER WITHIN THE FENCE AND
ENCI.OSUKE UOUND THE TEMPLE,
AND WIIOEVEU IS CAUGHT WILL
HAVE HIM.SELF TO ULAIIE THAT
HIS DEATH EXSUES
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While Paul was writing the Ep. to the Eph at

Rome, tliis l)arrier in tlic temph^ at J(>rus was still

standing, yet th(> chained prisoner of Jesus Christ
was not afraid to write that Christ had broken
down the middle wall of partition, and had thus
admitted (Jeiitiles who were far off, strangers and
foreigners, to all the privileg(\s of aeeess to (Jod
anciently jiossessed by Israel alone; that separation
bet ween Jew and Ck^nt ile was done away with for(>ver

in Christ.

If Paul wrote the Ep. to the Epli in t)0 or 01
AD, then the actual barri(>r of stone remaiiKnl

in its position in the Court of the
4. The G(>ntiles tiot more than some 10 years,
Throwing for it was thrown down in the burning
Down of of the t(>mi)le by the Rom army. Aiul
the Barrier out of those ruins a fragment has Ix'en

excavated in our own day, containing
the very inscription threatening death to the gentile

The first reference to it is found in 1 S 26 20:
"Now therefore, let not my blood fall to the earth
away from th(> presence of Jeh: for the king of
Israel is come out to seek a flea, as when one doth
hunt a partridge in the mountains." Uavid in this
dialogue with Saul cl(>arly indicates that if lie did
not hunt tlie partridge himself, he knew how it was
don(>. The birds were commoidy chased up the
mountains and st unned or killed wit h "throw sticks."
David knew how deft these birds were at hiding
beside logs and under dry leaves colored so like

them as to afford spkMidid jirotection; how swiftly
they could run; what expert dodgers the}' were;
so he compared taking them with catching a flea.

The other reference is found in Jer 17 11: "As the
partridge that sittetli on eggs which she hath not
laid, so is he that gett(>th ricln's, and not by right;
in the midst of his days they shall leav(> him, and
at his end he shall be a fool." If this n^fcrence is

Warxing T.\blet of Herod's Temple.

intruder, and reminding us that it is only in Christ
Jesus that we now draw nigh unto God, and that
we are thus one body in Christ, one new man.
Christ has broken down the midclle wall of parti-

tion, for He, in His own person, is our peace.
JOHX RUTHERFURD

PARTRIDGE, piir'trij (i?"ip, kore'; Lat per-

dix; LXX, 1 S 26 20, vvKTiK6pa|, nuktikorax,
"owl," Jer 17 11, -ir^pSil, perdix): A bird of the
family Teiraonidac. The Heb word for this bird,

kure' , means "a caller," and the Lat perdix is sup-
posed to be an imitation of its cry, and as all other
nations base their name for the bird on the Lat, it

becomes quite evident that it was originally named
in imitation of its call. The commonest partridge
of Pal, very numerous in the wild(>rness and hill

coimtry, was a bird almost as larg(> as a [)heasant.

It had a clear, exquisite cry that attracted atten-
tion, esp. in the mating season. The partridge of

t he wildern(>ss was smaller and of beautifully marked
plumage. It made its home aroimd the Dead Sea,
in the Wilderness of Judaea and in rocky caverns.
Its eggs were creamy white; its cry very similar
to its relatives'. The partridge and its eggs were
used for food from time immemorial.

supposed to indicate that partridges ai'c in the habit
of brooding on the nest of their kind or of different

birds, it fails wholly to take into consideration the
history of the bird. Partridges select a location,

carefully deposit an egg a day for from 10 to 15
days, sometimc's 20, and then brootl, so that all the
young emerge at one time. But each bird knows
and returns to its nest with unfailing regularity.

It would require the proverbial "PJiiladclphia

lawyer" to explain this reference to a "partridge
sitting on eggs she had not laid." No ornithologist

ever could reconcile it to the habits or characteristics

of the birds. AV tr'^ these lines, "As the jiartridge

sitteth on eggs, and hatcheth them not." This was
easy to explain clearly. The eggs of the partridge
were delicious food, and any brooding bird whose
nest was discovered after only a few days of incu-
bation did not hatch, because she lost her eggs.

Also the eggs frequ(>ntly fall prey to other birds or

small animals. Again, they are at the mercy of the

elements, sometimes being s{)oiled by (>xt remely wet
cold weather. Poultry fanciers assert that a heavy
thunder storm will spoil chicken eggs when hatching-

time is close; the same might be true with eggs of

the wild. And almost any wild bird will desert its
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nest iind make its former l)rooding useless, if the

locution is visited too frequently by man or beast.

There is also a partridge reference in the Book of

Ecclus (11 29 ff RV): "Bring not every man into

thine house; for many are the plots of the deceitful

man. As a decoy i)artridge in a cage, so is the heart

Pditii(lf,'(

of a i)roud man; and as one that is a spy, ho looketh

upon thy falling. For he lieth in wait to turn

things that are good into evil; and in things that

are jn-aiseworthy he will lay blame." The reference

is to confining a tame ])artridge in a hidd(>n cage so

that its calls would lure many of its famih' within

range of arrows or "throw sticks" used by concealed
hunters. Gene Stuatton-Pokter

PARUAH, pa-roo'a (n^lE, paru^h, "blooming"):

Father of Jehoshaiihat, who was one of Solomon's
twelve victualers or providers, and had charge in

Issachar of this function (1 K 4 17).

PARVAIM, par-va'im ("^l"}?
,
parwayini; LXX

<l>apovai|i, l'h(irnnui)n): The word occurs only in

2 Ch 3 G, as the place from which Solomon ob-

tained gold for the decoration of his T(>mple. A
derivation is given from the Sanskrit purva, "east-

ern," so that the name might be a vague term for

the East (Gesenius, Thesaurus, 1125). Whether
there was such a ])lace in Arabia is doubtful. Farwa
in Yemen has been suggested, and also Sdk el

Fanvain in Yemamah. Some have considered the

nam(> a short-(>ned form of S"pharvmjim which occurs

in the Svr and Tg Jonathan for the "Sephar" of

Gen 10 30. A. S. Fulton'

PASACH, pa'sak (^OS
,
pa^rikh, "divider"): Son

of Japhlet, descendant of Asher (1 Ch 7 33).

PAS-DAMMIM, pas-dam'im. See Ephes-
DAMMIM.

PASEAH, i)a-se'a, pas'e-a (HCp, pase"h, "limp-

ing"):

(1) A son of Eshton, descendant of Judah (1 Ch
4 12).

(2) The e])onym of a family of Nethinim (Ezr 2
49; Neh 7 51, AV "Phaseah" = "Phinoe" (1 Esd
5 31).

(3) Father of Joiada, who helped to repair the
old gate (Neh 3 G).

PASHHUR, pash'hur, PASHUR, pash'ur

("limps, pashhur, "splitter," "cleaver"): The
name of several persons difficult to individuate:

(1) A priest, son of Immer, and "chief governor
in the house of the Lord" (Jer 20 1), who perso
cuted Jeremiah, putting him in "the sto(;ks" hard

by the "house of Jeh" in the "gate of Benjamin"
(Jer 20 2). When released, Jeremiah i)ron()unced

Divine judgment on him and the j)(!ople. Future
captivity and an exile's death arc? promised to

Pashur whose name he changed from its masterful
significance to a cowering one. "Terror on everj'

side" {mdghor missdhhihh) is to take the plac'C of

"stable strength" (Jer 20 3 ff).

(2) Son of M(4chiah, a prince of Judah, and one
of the d(^l(>gation sent by Zedekiah, i\\v king, to con-
sult Jeremiah (Jer 21 1). It looks lik(! a larger

and later deputation, similarly sent, to which this

Pashur bi^longs, whose record is giv(>!i in Jer 38
1-13. A(;companying them was one, Gedaliah, who
was a son of (3).

(3) Another Pashur (Jer 38 1), who may be the
person mentioned in 1 Ch 9 12; Neh 11 12.

(4) A j)riest, of those who "sealed" N(>hemiah's
(covenant (Neh 10 1.3), who may, however, be the
same as (5).

(5) The chief of a jiriestly faiuilv called "sons of

Pashur" (Ezr 2 3S; 10 22; ^v\\l 41; 1 Esd 5
25 ["Phassurus," m "Pashhur"]; 9 22 ["Phaisur,"

m "Pashhur"]). Doubtless it is this Pashur, some
of whose sons had "strange wives" (Ezr 10 22).

Hexky Wallace
PASS, pas, PASSAGE, pas'aj, PASSENGER,

pas'en-jer: "To pass" bears different meanings and
corresponds to various words in Heb and Gr. It

occurs frequently in the phrase "and it came to pass"
(lit. and it was). This is simply a Heb idioin link-

ing together the different paragraphs of a contin-

uous narrative. As a rule "pass" renders the Ileb
word "l^y , '^dbhar. This vb. has various meanings,

e.g. "to pass over" a stream (Gen 31 21); "to
cross" a boundary (Nu 20 17); "to i)ass through,"
or "traverse," a country (Nu 21 22); "to pass on"
(Gen 18 5); "to pass away," "cease to exist" (Job
30 15). The word is used metaphorically, "to pass
over," "overstep," "transgress" (Nu 14 41). In
the causative form the vb. is used in the j)hrase "to
cause to pass through fire" (Dt 18 10; 2 K 16 3).

In AV "pass" sometimes has the force of "surpass,"
"exceed," e.g. 2 Ch 9 22, "King Solomon passed
all the kings of the earth in rich(>s and wisdom";
cf also E])h 3 19, "the love of Christ which i)a.sseth

knowledge," and Phil 4 7, "the peace of God, which
passeth all understanding."
Passage in AV renders "l3?''2 , ma^dhhdr, or

n'^Zl^'Q , ma'^ahhdrdh. The former word denotes

(ij'tiie ford of a river (Gen 32 23 AVm); (2) the
pass of a mountain range (1 S 13 23). In the
only other instance of the use of the shorter form
(Isa 30 32 m), AV renders "where the grounded
staff shall pass." A more corr(>ct tr would be, "and
every sweep [or stroke] of the appointed staff."

The longer form bears both meanings, viz. "ford"
(e.g. Josh 2 7; Jgs 3 2S, etc) and "pass" (1 S
14 4; Isa 10 29). In Josh 22 11, the rendering
'towards the rc^gion opposite the children of Israel'

would be more correct than AV, "at the passage of

the children of Israel." In EV of Nu 20 21 "pas-
sage" seems to mean "right of way," ;md renders

the infinitive of the Heb vb. In Jer 22 20 AV the
word rendered "passage" should be tr'^ "from
Abarim" (as in RV), a mountain range in Moab,
N.E. of the Dead Sea.

Passenger in AV means a "passer-by." In Ezk
39 11.14.15 where the word occurs 4 t in AV, RV
translates "them that pass through." T. Lewis

PASSING OF MARY, THE.
Gospels.

See Apocuyphal

PASSION, pash'mi, PASSIONS, pash'unz:
"Passion" is derived from Lat jxissio, which in turn
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is (h'riv(Ml from tlic vb. jxilior, witli <h(^ V pat. The
Lat words ;ir(> coniicc'tcd witli tli(! dr V ''^o.d, pdlh,

which nppcars in a hirge number of (Icrivativcs.

And in Cr, Jjut, and I'^ng. (with other hinfz;uap;es in

ad(Ution) words ('onnecte<l with this V V"U palh,

are often susceptible of a fz;reat variety of meaniiif^s,

for which th(» diets, nnist be consuUcd. For "i)as-

sicm," liowev(T, as it appears in ]'jV, only three of

these meanings need be considered. (1) Close to

what seems to be the primary force of the root is

the meaning "sufT(T," and in tliis sense "passion"
is used in Acts 1 3, "to wliom he also showed him-
self alive after his j)assi()n." ^riiis tr is a para))hrase

((!r "after \w luul suffered"), due to the Vulg {pod
pussionem siintti), and in i'^ng. is as old as A\'ycliff,

whom the subscniuent liV has followcnl. This is the
only case in AV and RV when; "passion" has this

meaning, and it can hv. so used in modern Eng. only
when referring (as here) to the; sufferings of Christ
(cf "Passion i>lay"). (2) "Suifering," when applied

to the mind, came to denote the state that is con-
trolled by some (Miiotion, and so "passion" was
ai)plied to the (>motion itself. This is the nu^aning
of the word in Acts 14 lo, "men of like passions,"

;ind Jas 5 17, "a man of like i)assions," Gr o/jLoiova-

Orjs, homoiopatht's; RVm "of like nature" gives

the meaning exactly: "men with the same emo-
tions as W(;." (3) From "emotion" a transition

took place to "strong emotion," and this is the
normal force of "i)assion" in modc^-n Eng. AV
does not use this meaning, but in RV "passion" in

this sense is the tr of Trd^os, pathos, in its three

occurrences: Rom 1 2G (AV "affection"); Col 3
5 (AV "inordinate affection"); 1 Thess 4 5 (AV
"lust"). It is used also for two occurrences of
-rrdd-q/jLa, pdthema ((^losely allied to pathos) in Rom
7 ") (AV "motions," AVm "passions") and in Gal
5 24 (AV "affection"). The fixing of the exact
force in any of these cases is a delicate i)roblem fully

discussed in the comms. In Col 3 5 only docs
"passion" stand as an isolated term. The context
here perhaps gives the word a sliglit sexual refer-

enc<\ but this must not be overstrc^ssed ; the warning
I)robabl3' includes any violent over-emotion that
robs a man of his self-control. See Affection;
Motion. Burton Scott Easton

PASSION, GOSPEL OF THE. See Apocry-
phal Gospels.

PASSOVER, pas'o-ver (HCS
,
pcsah, from pasah,

"to pass" or "spring over" or "to spare" [Ex 12
13.23.27; cf Isa 31 5]. Other conjectures connect
the word with the "passing over" into a new year,

with Assyr pamhu, meaning "to placate," with
Heb pdsah, meaning "to dance," and even with the

skipping motions of a young lamb; Aram. XnCS
,

pasha', whence Gr Ildo-xa, Pdscha; whence Eng.
"paschal." In early Christian centuries folk-

etymology connected pdscha with Gr pdscho, "to
suffer" [see Passion[, and the word was taken to

refer to Good Friday rather than the Passover)

:

1. Pesah and Ma(:i:6th

2. Pe.sali mi^rayim
3. Peiiah dorolh
4. MacQoth
.5. The 'Omer
f). Xon-traditional Theories
7. The. Higher Criticism
K. Tlistorical Celebrations: OT Times
9. Historical Celebrations: NT Times

10. The Jewish Passover

The Passover was the annual lieb festival_on the
evening of the 14th day of the month of 'Abhlbh
or Nisan, as it was called in lat(>r times. It was
followed by, and (;losely connected with, a 7 days'
festival of maqqdth, or unleavened bread, to which
the name Passover was also applied by extension

(Lev 23 .'")). Both were distinctly connected with
the JOxodus, which, according to tradition, they

commemorate; th(! Passover being in
1. Pesah imitation of the last meal in Egypt,
and _ eaten in preparation for the journey,
Maccoth while Jeh, passing over the houses of

tlu! Hebrews, was slaying the; firstborn
of F.gypt (Ex 12 12 f; 13 2.12"ff); the viaqqolh
festival being in memory of the first days of the
journey duriiig which this bread of haste was eaten
(I'X- 12 14-20).

The; ordinance of pcsah nnejaijim, tlie last meal
in J<]gyi)t, included the following ])rovisions: (1)

the taking of a lami), or kid without
2. Pesah l)lemish, for each household on the
micrayim 10th of the; moTith; (2) the killing of

the Iamb on the 14th at ev(>n; (3) the
sprinkling of the; blood on door))osts and lintels of
tlie houses in which it was to be eaten; (4) tin;

roasting of the lamb with fire, its head with its legs

and inwards—the lamb was not to be eaten i-aw

nor sodden (f)dshal) with water; (.">) the eating of

unleavened bn^id and bitter lierl)s; ((3) eating in

haste, with loins girded, shoes on the feet, and staff

in hand; (7) and remaining in the house; until the
morning; (8) the burning of all that remained; the
Passover could be eaten only during the night (Ex
12 1-23).

This service was to be observed as an ordinance
forever (Ex 12 14.24), and the; night was to be Icl

shiuimiirtni, "a night of vigils," or, at
3. Pesah least, "to be much ob.served" of all tlie

dbrbth children of Isra<'l throughout their

generations (Ex 12 42). The details,

however, of the pesah ddroih, or later observances
of the Passover, scn-m to have differed slightly from
those of the Egyp Passov(>r (Mish, /''sd/jlni, ix.f)).

Thus it is probabl(> that the victim could be take n
from theflock or from the herd (Dt, 16 2; cf Ezk 45
22). (3), (()) and (7) disappeared entir(4y, and
judging from Dt 16 7, the prohibition against
s(>ething (Ileb hdshal) was not understood to ai)))ly

(unless, indeed, the omission of the expression "with
water" gives a more; general sense to the Heb word
hdshal, making it include roasting). New details

were also added: for example, that the Passover
could be sacrificed only at the central sanctuary
(Dt 16 5); that no alic^n or uncircumcised person,
or unclean j)erson could i)artake thereof, and that
one prevent(xl by uncleanness or other cause from
celebrating the Passover in season could do so a
month later (Nu 9 9 ff). The singing of the Halld
(Pss 113-118), both while the Passover was being
slaughtered and at the meal, and other details were
no doubt added from time to time.

Unleavened bread was eaten with the Passover
meal, just as with all sacrificial meals of later times

(Ex 23 IS; 34 25; Lev 7 12), in-

4. Maccoth dependently perhaps of the fact that
the Passover came in such close prox-

imity with the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Ex 12

<S). Jewish tradition distinguishes, at any rate,

between the first night and the rest of the festival

in that the eating of maqqoth is an obligation on the
first night and optional during the rest of the week
{P'^sdhim 120a), although the eating of unleavened
bread is commanded in general terms (Ex 12 1.5.

18; 13 6.7; 23 15; 34 18; Lev 23 6; Nu 28 17).

The eating of leav(>ned bn^ad is strictly ])rohibited,

however, during the entire week imder the penalty
oi kareth, "excision" (Ex 12 15.19 f; 13 3; Dt
16 3), and this prohibition has been observed tra-

ditionally with great care. The 1st and 7th days
are holy convocations, days on which no labor

could be done cxcei)t such as was necessary in the
l)reparation of food. The festival of maqqoth ia

reckoned as one of the three pilgrimage festivals,
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tlioiijiih strictly tlic piltiriina^c was connected witli

tlie I'assover portion and the first day of tlic festival.

During the entire week additional sacrifices were
olVered in the teiniMe: an offering made by fire and a
burnt olt'erint.';, 2 young iKiilocks, f rain, 7 lainljs of the
Ih-sl year witliout Ijlenilsli. togetlier with meal offerings
and drink offerings and a goal for a sin olfering.

During llic week of tlie ma(;(;olh festival conies
the beginning of the barley harvest in Pal {M^nuhuth

651)) whicli lasts from the end of March
5._The ill tli(> low Jordan valley to the begin-

^Omer ning of May in the elevated portions.

"Ilie time of the putting-in of the sickle
to the standing corn (I)t 16 9) and of bringing
the sheaf of the peace offering is spoken of as the
morrow after the Sabbath (Lev 23 L5), that is,

according to the Jewish tradition, the day after the
fii'st day, or rest-day, of the Passover {M'nd. 656,-

M'g Tu\m. 1; Jos, Aid, III, x, 5), and according
to Samaritan and Bo(>thtisiaii traditions and the
modern Karites the Sunday after the Pas.^over. At
t his time a wave offering is made of a sheaf, followed
by an offering of a lamb with a meal and drink
offering, and only th(;reafter might the new corn be
(>aten. From tliis day 7 weeks are counted to fix

the date of Pent<>cost, the celebration connected
with the wluvit liarv(>st. It is of course perfectly
natural for an agricultural ])eo])le to celebrate the
tiu-tiing-points of the agriculttu'al year in connection
with their Iraditioiud festivals. Indeed, the Jewish
liturgy of today retains in the Passover service the
Prayer of Dew {tal) which grew up in Pal on the
basis of the needs of an agritniltural people.

Many writers, however, eager to explain the entire
festival as originally an agrlcultiu'al feast (presumably

a (;anaaniti(; one, though there Is not a
6. Non- slired of evidence that the C'anaanltes
traftitinrnjl '''"' sucli a festival), have seized upon the^aainonai .,;„„,, ,„. ^,,,,.^f „ir,.rj„^r, ^s tiie basis of the
ineones hi„,h (f(>stival), and have attempted to

explain the inai;rolli as bread hastily baked
in the busy harvest tini(\s, or as bread (luickly baked
from the frcslily exempted first-fruits. AVhcrein tliese
theories are sui)erior to the traditional exphuiation so
consistently adhered to throughout the J'ent it is difli-
cult to so(!. In a similar vein, it lias been attempted to
connect the Passover with tlie sacrilice or redemption of
th(! firstborn of man and beast (both Institutions being
traditionally traced to the judgment on the firstborn
of Kgypt, as In Kx 13 11-1:5; 22 29.;«); 23 lit; 34
19.21)), so as to characterize! the I'assover as a fi^stival
of pastoral origin. Kxcepiing for tln^ multiplication of
highly Ingenious guesses, very little that is jiosiliNc^ has
been added to our knowledge of the l^assover by this
theory.
The Pent speaks of the Passover in many contexts and

naturally with constantly varying emphasis. Thus in
Ihv. story of \\\v. iOxodus it is natural to

7. The expect fewer ritual details than in a manual
Higher '^'^ temple services; again, accoi'ding to
„ °. . th(! view here taken, we must distinguish
Criticism oetween the pcxdh miQrayim and the penah

dorolh. Nevertheless, great stress Is laid
on tli(! variations in the s(!veral accounts, by certain
groups of critics, on the basis of which they seek to sup-
port their several theories of the comixisition of the;
Pent or Hex. Without entering into this controversy,
it will be sufficient here to enumerate! and i:lasslfy all the
dlscrepan(;iessaid toexistlntlu! several I'assover passages,
together with such (!xplanations as have been suggested.
The.se discrepancies, so called, are of thre(! kinds: (1)
mere omissions, (2) difTeri!nces of emphasis, and (:5)
conflicting statements. The letters, .1, ?:, I), P and H will
here be used to designate passages assigned to flu; various
sources by the higlier criticism of todav merely for the
sake of comparison. (1) Tlier<! is nothing rei'narkable
about the omission of the daily sacrifices from all pas-
sages except I^ev 23 8 (H) and Nu 28 19 (P), nor in
the omission of a specific reference to the holy convo-
cation on the first day in the contexts of Dt 16 8 and
Ex 13 6, nor even in the oml.sslon of refiTcnce to a cen-
tral sanctuary in passages other than Dt 16. Neither
can any significance be attached to the fact that the
precise day is not specified In Ex 23 (E) where the ap-
pointed day is spoken of, and in Lev 23 15 (H) when;
the date can be figured out from the date of Pentecost
th(!re given. (2) As to emphasis, it is said that the so-
called Elohlst Covenant (E) (Ex 23) has no reference to
the Pas.sover, as it speaks only of mai.(;6i)i in ver 1.5,

in which this festival is spoken of together with the other

rnjhithm or pilgrimage- festivals. The so-called Jeho-
vistic source (.J) (Kx 34 JS-2I.25) is said to subordinate
th(! Passover to ma<:<:oth, the great feast of th(> .lehovistic
lii.story (.IE) (Ex 12 21-27. 29-;{t;.;5S.;59; 13 :',~\iV); in
Dt (D) till! Passover is said to predominate over ma<:<:olh,
while in Lev (P and H) it is said to be of first imijortance.
JE and P emphasize the historical importanct! of the
day. Whether th(!se difr(>renc(\s in emphasis mean much
more than that tlu! relative amount of attt!ntlon paid
to the paschal sacrifice, as compared with vKiQi-mh de-
pends on the context, is of course! the fundamental ques-
tion of the higher criticism; it is not answered by point-
ing out that the differences of emphasis exist. (:i) Of
the actual conflicts, we have already seen that the use of
the words "flock" and "herd" in Dt and Heb hashal
are ojjcn to explanation, and also that the use of the
maQQoth at the original Passover is not inconsistent with
the historical reason for the feast of ma<:<;Cith—it is not
necessary to supiiose that ma(:Qdth were invented through
the necessity of the Hebrews on their journ(!v. There
is, however, one appai'ent discn-pancy in thi! IJib. narra-
tive that seems to weaken rather than holij llu! position
of those critics who would ascribe very late dates to the
passages which we have cited: Why does Ezekiel's ideal
scheme provide sacrlflces for the Passover different from
those prescribed in the so-called P ascribed to the same
period (Ezk 45 21) ?

The children of Israel began the keeping of the
Passover in its due season according to all its ordi-

nances in the wilderness of Sinai (Nu
8. Histor- 9 5). In the very beginning of their
ical Cele- national life in Pal we find them cele-
brations: brating the Passover under the leader-
OT Times ship of Joshua in the plains of Jericho

(Jo.sh 5 10). History records but few
later celebrations in Pal, but there are enough
intimations to indicate that it was frequently
if not regularly observed. Thus Solomon offcTt^il

sacrifices three times a year u})on the altar which he
had built to Jeh, at th(! appointed seasons, iiu-luding
the Feast of Unleavened Bread (1 K 9 25 = 2 Ch
8 13). The later prophets speak of ai)pointed
seasons for pilgrimages and sacrifices (cf Isa 1 12-
14), and occasionally perhajis refer to a Passover
celebnition (cf Isa 30 29, lM>aring in mind that the
Passover is the only night-fetist of which we liavo
any record). In Hezekiah's time the Passover had
fallen into such a state of desuetude that neither
the priests nor the p(>oplo were prepared for the
king's ui-g(>nt apyx'al to observe it. Neverth(>less,
lie was ;ibl<! to bring together a large concourse in
Jems (hiring the 2d month and institute a more
joyful observance than any other recorded since
the days of Solomon. In th(! ISth year of King
Josiah, however, there was celebrated the most
m(»morabl(! Passover, presumably in the matter of
conformity to rule, since the days of the Judges
(2 K 23 21; 2 Ch 35 Iff). The continued ob-
servance! of the fenist to the days of the exile is

attested by Ezekie'l's interest in it (Ezk 45 IS).
In post-exilic time\s it was probably observee.1 more
scrupulously than ever before (Ezr 6 19 ff).

Further evielence, if any were needed, of the
importance of the Passover in the life of the; Jews

of the second temple is found in the
9. Histor- Talm, which devotees to this subject
ical Cele- an entire tractate, P^mhim, on which
brations: we have both Bab and Pal g'niard'.
NT Times These are devoted to the sacrificial

side and to the minutiae of setirching
out and destroying leaven, what constitutes leaven,
and similar que>sti()ns, instruction in which the
children of Israel sought for 30 days before the
Passover. Jos speaks of the festival often (Ant, II,

xiv, 6; III, X, 5; IX, iv, 8; XIV, ii, 2; XVII, ix,

3; BJ, II, i, 3; V, iii, 1; VI, ix, 3). B(\sides repeat-
ing the d(>tails alreaely explained in the Bible, he
t(>lls of the innumerable; multitudes that came for
the Passover to Jems out of the country anel even
from b(>yond its limits. He estimates that in one
year in the days of Cestius, 256,500 lambs w(>re
slaughtere'el and that at least 10 men were counted to
each. (This estimat e of course ine;ludes the regular
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population of J(Tu.s. But oven then it is doubtless
cxafr.^cra.lcd.) The NT hears testiinouy, likewise, to

th(> comiufj; ol' ^reat tmiltitudes to J(M'us (Ju 11 5");

ef also 2 i)'.; 6 4). At this frreat festival even the
Rom oflicers releas(Ml prisoners in r(H'Of;;nition of

1 he peojjle's celebration. Travel and other ordinary
pursuits were no doubt suspended (ef Acts 12 3;
20 ()). Naturally the details were impressed on
the minds of the ])eople and lent themselves to

symbolic and homiletic pur])oses (cf 1 Cor 5 7;
.In 19 34-30, where the i)aschal lamb is made to

ty])ify Jesus; and H(> 11 28). The best-known
instance of such symbolic use is the institution of

the Eucharist on the basis of the i)aschal meal.
Some doubt (>xists as to whether the Last Supper
was the ])asclial meal or not. According to the
Synoi)tic Gospels, it was (Lk 22 7; Mt 26 17;

Alk 14 12) ; while accoriling to John, the Passover
was to be eaten sonu^ time following the Last
Supper (Jn 18 28). Various harmonizations of

these ])assages havr, b(>en suggested, the most in-

genious, ])robat)ly, being on the theory that when
the Passover fell on Friday night, the Pharisees

ate the meal on Thursday and the Sadducces on
I'riday, and that Jesus followed the custom of the
Pluu'isees (Chwolson, Das Ictzte Passahmal Jesu,

2d ed, St. Petersburg, 1904). Up to the Nicene
Council in the year 325, the church observed Easter
on the Jewish Passover. Thereafter it took i)re-

cautions to se]:)arat(; the two, condemning their

confusion as Arianism.
After the destruction of the temple the Passover

became a home service. The paschal lamb was no
longer included. Only the Samaritans

10. The have continued this rite to this day.
Jewish In the Jewish home a roasted bone is

Passover placed on the table in memory of the
rite, and other articles symbolic of the

Passover are placed beside it: such as a roasted

egg, said to be in memory of the free-will offering;

a sauce called hCirdf^elh, said to resemble the mortar
of Egypt; salt water, for the symbolic dipping (cf

Mt 26 23); the bitter herbs and the ?«affoZ/i. The
sedher (program) is as follows: sanctification ; wash-
ing of the hands; dipping and dividing the parsley;

breaking and setting asi(lc a piece of maggdh to be
distributed and eaten at the end of the supper;
reading of the haggddhdh shel pesah, a poetic narra-

tive of the Exodus, in answer to four questions
asked by the youngest child in compliance with
the Bib. command found 3 t in Ex and once in

Dt, "Thou shalt tell thy son on that day"; wash-
ing the hands for eating; grace before eating; tast-

ing the maQQdh; tasting the bitter herbs; eating

of them together; the meal; partaking of the
maQQdh that had been set aside as 'dphikomen or

dessert; grace after meat; Hallel; request that

the service be accepted. Thereafter folk-songs

are sung to traditional melodies, and i)oems recited,

many of which have allegorical meanings. A cup
of wine is used at the sanctification and another at

grace, in addition to which two other cups have
been added, the 4 according to the Mish {P^sdhtm
x.l) symbolizing the 4 words employed in Ex 6 6.7

for the delivery of Israel from Egypt. Instead of

eating in haste, as in the Egyp Passover, it is cus-

tomary to recline or lean at this meal in token of

Israel's freedom.
The prohibition against leaven is strictly ob-

served. The searching for hidden leaven on the
evening before the Passover and its destruction

in the morning have become formal ceremonies
for which appropriate blessings and declarations

have been included in the liturgy since the days
when Aram, was the vernacular of the Jews. As
in the case of other festivals, the Jews have doubled
the days of holy convocation, and have adtled a

semi-holiday after the last day, the so-called 'I'.s.wr

fjagh, in token of their love for the ordained cele-

bration and their loathness to depart from it.

Nathan- Isaacs
PASTOR, pas'ter (nri , roV/;,- iroiiATiv, poiniin;

lit. a help(>r, or feeder of th(; sheep [A\' Jer 2 8;
3 15; 10 21; 12 10; 17 16; 22 22; 23 1.2, and
in h:;ph 4 1 1, AV and RV]): Besides t lie literal sense
tlie word has now a figurative meaning and refers
to the minister a})pointed over a congregation.
This latter meaning is recognized in the tr of AV.
Se(> Ministry.

PASTORAL, pas'tor-al, EPISTLES, THE:
I. (j KNUIN'KNE.SS

1. External Evidence
2. (ienuincmcss Questioned

II. Alleged Difficultie.s acainst Pailine Author-
ship
1. lielativo to Paul'.s Experiences

(1) Data in 1 Tim
(2) Data in 2 Tim
C.i) Data in Tit

2. Subject-Matter Post -Pauline
(1) Difliciiltv HcKariiiiij^ Church Organization
(2) Tlic Doctrinal Difliculty

.3. DifHculty Kt^lative to Language
4. The Christianity of tin; Kijistlcs Xot Paul's

III. Date and Ordeu
1. Date of the Epistles
2. Their Order

Literature

The First and Second Epp. to Tim, and the
Ep. to Tit form a distinct group among th(> letters

written by Paul, and are now known as the Pastoral
Epp. because they were addressed to two Christian
ministers. When Timothy and Titus received these
epp. they were not acting, as they had previously
done, as missionaries or itinerant evangelists, but
had b(!en left by Paul in charge of churches; the
former having the oversight of the church in

Ephesus, and the ]att(T having the care of the
churches in the island of Cr(»te. The Pastoral Ef)p.
were written to guide them in the discharge of the
duties devolving upon them as Christian pastors.

Such is a general description of these epp. In
each of them, however, there is a great deal more
than is covered or implied by the designation, "Pas-
toral"—much that is personal, and much also that
is concerned with Christian faith and doctrine and
practice generally.

/. Genuineness.—In regard to the genuineness of

the epp. there is abundant external attestation.

Allusions to them ar(> found in the
1. External writings of Clement and Polycarj). In
Evidence the mitldle of the 2d cent, the epp. wer(>

recognized as Pauline in authorship,
and were freely quoted.

"Marcion indeed rejected them, and Tatian is sup-
posed to have rejected those to Timothy. But, as Jerome
states in the preface to his Comm. on Tit, these heretics
rejected the epp., not on critical grounds, but merely
because they dtsliked their teaching. He says they used
no argument, but merely asserted. This is Paul's, This is

not Paul's. It is obvious ttiat men liolding such opinions
as Marcion and Tatian held, would not willingly ascribe
authority to epp. which condemned asceticism. So
far, then, as the early church can guarantee to us the
authcmticity of writings ascribed to Paul, the Pastoral
Epp. arc guaranteed " (Marcus Dods, IiUro to the NT, 167).

The external evidence is all in favor of the recep-

tion of these epp., which were known not only to

Clement and Polycarp, but also to Ircnaeus, Ter-
tullian, the author of the Ep. to the churches of

Vienne and Lyons, and Theophilus of Antioch.
The evidence of Polycarp, who died in 167 AD, is

remarkably strong. He says, "The love of money is

the beginning of all trouble, knowing .... that

we brought nothing into the world, neither can
carry anything out" (cf 1 Tim 6 7.10). It would
be difficult to overthrow testimony of this nature.

The decision of certain critics to reject the Pastoral
Epp. as documents not from the hand of Paul, "is not
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n^achi'd on tlu^ external (nidenee, which is perhaps as
early an attestation as can he reasonably expected. They

arc; included in th(^ Muratorian C^anon, and
2. Genuine- finoted by [renaeus and hiter writers as

'

I'aul's" (A. S. Teake, .1 Critical Inlro to
ness

_ (f^,. Y2._ HO) r^^^^^^
adrtiission is satis-

Questioned factory. In recent times, however, the
authenticity of these epp. has been called

in question by Schmidt, Sclileierniacher, Baur, Renan,
and many others. Baur asserted that tliey were written
for the purpose of coml)atiii,s^ the (inosticism of the 2d
cent., and of dc^fendinM; thi^ clun-ch from it by means of
ecclesiastical orfi;anization, and tliat the date of their
composition was about the year 150 AD.

//. Alleged Difficulties against Pauline Author-
ship.—VuriouK difficult i(\s have hvvw alleged against
the recei^tion of the Pastoral Epp. as Pauline. The
chief of these are: (1) the difficulty of finding

any place for these letters in the life of Paul, as
that is recortled in the Acts and in the Pauline

Ei>p. written fx'fore the Pastorals; (2) the fact that
there are said to he in tlieni indications of an eccle-

siastical organization, and of a development of doc-
trine, both orthodox and heretical, considerably in

advance of the Pauline age; (3) that the language
of the epj). is, to a large extent, diffcTent from that
in the accepted epp.; (4) the "most decisive" of all

the arguments against the Pauline authorship—

-

so writes Dr. A. C. McGiffert (.4 History of Chris-

tianity in the Apostolic Age, 402)—is that "the
Christianity of the Pastoral Epp. is not the Chris-
tianity of Paul."
Where can a place be found for these epp., in the

life of Paul? The indications of th(> date of their

composition given in the ei)p. them-
1. Relative selves are these.

to Paul's (1) Data in 1 Tim—In 1 Tim 1 3
Experiences Paul ha<l gone from Ejjhesus to Mace-

donia, and had left Timothy in Ephesus
in charge of the church there. In the Acts and in

the previously written Pauline epp., it is impossible

to find such events or such a state of mattc^rs as will

stitisfy these requirements. Paul had previously

been in Ephesus, on several occasions. His 1st

visit to that city is r(>corded in Acts 18 19-21. On
that occasion he went from Ei)hesus, not into Mace-
donia, but into Syria. His 2d visit was his 3
years' residence in Ejjhesus, as narrated in Acts

19; and when he left the city, he had, j)revious to

his own departure from it, already s(>nt Timothy
into Macedonia (19 22)—a state of matters exactly

the r(>vers(; of that described in 1 Tim 1 3. Tim-
othy soon r(>join(Hl Paul, and so far was he from being

left in Ephesus i\\n\, that he was in Paul's company
on the remain<ler of his journey toward Jerus (Acts

20 4; 2 Cor 1 1).

No place tlierefore in Paul's life, previous to his

arrest in Jerus, and his first Rom imprisonment, can

lae found, which satisfies the requirements of the

situation described in 1 Tim 1 3. "It isimi)ossible,

unless we assume a second Rom imprisonment, to

reconcile the various historical notices which the

ep. [2 Tim] contains" (McGiffert, op. cit., 407).

In addition to this, the language used by the

apostle at Miletus, when he addressed the elders of

the Ephesian church (Acts 20 30) about the men
speaking perverse things, wlio should arise tunong

them, showed that these false; teachers had not

made their appearance at that time. There is, for

this reason alone, no place for the Pastoral Ejip. in

Paul's life, previous to his arrest in Jerus. But
Paul's life did not (;nd at the termination of his first

Rom imprisonminit; and this one fact giv(>s ample
room to satisfy all the conditions, as these are found
in the three Pastorals.

Those who d(my the Pauline authorship of these

epp. also deny that he was released from what, in

this article, is termed his 1st Rom imprisonment.
But a denial of this latter statement is an assumption
quite unwarranted and unproved. It assumes that

Paul was not set free, simply because there is no
record of this in the Acts. But the Acts is, on the,

very fac(i of it, an incomplete or unfinish(>d record;
that is, it brings the narrative to a certain point, ancl

then breaks off, evidently for the reason which Sir

W. M. Ramsay demonstrates, that Luke meant
to write a sequel to that book—-a piu-jjose, however,
which he was unable, owing to som(> cause now un-
known, to carry into extu'ution. Th(> ])urpose of
the Acts, as Ramsay shows (<S7. Paul the Traveller

and the Rom Citizen, 23, 308), is to lead tip to the
rel(>ase of Paul, and to show tluit the Christian faith

was not a forbiddc^n or illegal religion, but that the
formal imjieachni(>nt of the ai)ostle before tht; su-
jM'eme court of the empire ended in his being set at
lib(Tty, and thus there was established the fact that
the faith of Jesus Christ was not, at that time, con-
trary to Rom law. "The Pauline authorship
.... can be maintained only on the basis of a
hypothetical reconstruction, either of an entire
period subsequent to the Rom imj)risomnent, or of

the events within some i)eriod known to us" (Mc-
Giffert, op. cit., 410). The one fact that Paul was
set free after his 1st Rom im])risonment gives the
environment which fits exactly all the requirements
of the Pastoral E[)p.

Attention should be directed to the facts and to
the conclusion stat(>d in the art. PitAEToiuuM ((i.v.),

Mommsen having shown that tlu; words, "My bonds
became manifest in Christ throughout the whole
praetorian guard" (Phil 1 13), mean that at the
time when Paul wrote the Ej). to the Phil, the case
against him had already come b(>fore the supreme
court of appeal in Rome, that it had been i)artly

heard, and that the impression made; by the })ris-

oner upon his .judges was so favorable, that fie

expected soon to lie set free.

The indications to b<e drawn from other expres-
sions in three of the epp. of the Rom captivity

—

Phil, Col and Pliilem—are to the same efTect.

Thus, writing to the Pliilii)pians, he says that he
hojxvs to send Timothy to them, so soon as lie sees
how matters go with him, and tliat he trusts in the
Lord that he himself will visit them shortly. And
again, WTiting to his friend Philemon in the city of
Colossae, he asks him to prepare him a lodging, for

he trusts that through the; prayers of the Colossians,
he will be granted to them.

Th(>se anticipations of acquittal and of departure
from Rome are r(>markabl(% and do not in any degree
coincide with the idea that Paul was not set free

but was condemned and {)ut to death at that time.
"It is obvious that the importance of the trial is

intelligible only if Paul was acquitted. That he
was acquitted follows from the Pastoral Epj). with
certainty for all who admit their genuineness; while
even they who deny t\\v\v Pauline origin must allow
that they imply an early belief in historical d(>tails

which are not consistent with Paul's journeys f)efore

his trial, and must eitlu^r be i)ure inventions or
events that occurred on later journeys If

he was acquitted, the issue of th(! trial was a formal
decision by the suprenu! court of the empire that
it was {)ermissible to preach Christianity; the trial,

therefore, was regally a charter of religious liberty,

and therein lies its immense importance. It was
indeed overturned by later decisions of the supreme
court; but its existence was a liighly important
fact for the Christians" (Ramsay, oj). cit., 308).
"That he was acquitted is demanded both by the
plan evident in Acts and by otfier reasons well
stated by others" (ib, 3G0).

It should also be observed that there is the direct

and corroborative evidence; of Paul's release, afforded
by such writers as Cyril of Jerus, Ephrem Syr.,

Chrysostom and Theodoret, all of whom speak of

Paul's going to Spain. Jerome ( Vir. III., 5) gives it as
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;i matter of personal kiiowlcdtic that i'aiil traveled
as far as S|)aiii. liul there is more important evi-
dence* still. In the IMuratorian Canon, 1. 37, there
ai(> the words, "profect ionem Pauli ab urhe ad
Spaniani ))roficise(>nti,s" ("the journey of Paul as lie

journeyed from Homo to Spain"). Clement also in
the 0]). from the church in Rome to the church in
Corinth, which was written not later than tlu; year
9() AI), says in reference to Paul, "llavinj; taught
rifz;hteousn(>ss to the whole world, and having fi;one

to tli(> extremity of the west li'pi to termn tPs ditscdH
cUliuii] and having; hornc witness l)(>for(> tlic^ rul(>rs, so
was he released fr<jm the world and went to the holy
})lac(>, being the greatest exaini)l(> of endurance."
The words, "having gon(> to tlu' extremity of the
west," should bo si)0(;ially noticed. Clement was
in Rome; when ho wroto this, ami, accordingly, the
natural import of th(> words is that Paul went to
tlio limit of the western half of the then known world,
or in other words, to the western boimdary of th(>

lands bordering th(> Abnliterranoan, that is, to
Sjiain.

Now Paul novor had boon in Spain previous to
his arr(\st in Jerus, but in Rom 15 24.28 ho had
twice oxi)resse<l his ititention to go there. These;
independent testimonies, of Clement and of th(>

Muratorian Canon, of tho fact that after Paul's
arrest in Jertis ho did carry into execution his pur-
jioso to visit Spain, ;irc entitled to great weight.
They involve, of course, tho fact that ho was ac-
quitted after his 1st Rom imprisonment.
Having been sot frcH^, Paul coukl not do other-

wise than send Timotliy to Philippi, and himself
also go there, as ho had already promised when he
wroto to the Philii)pian cliuVch (Phil 2 19.24).
As a matter of course he would also resume his
apostolic journeys for the purpose of proclaiming
the gospel. Th(>re is now ample room in his lif.>

for tho Pastoral Epp., and they give most interest-
ing details of his further labors. The historical and
geographical requirements in 1 Tim are, in this way,
easily satisfied. It was no great distance to Eplie-
sus from Philippi and Colossa(>, wh(>ro he had prom-
ised that he would "come shortly."

(2) Data in 2 Tim.—The refjuin^monts in 2 Tim
are {a) that Paul had recently b(>en at Troas, at
Corinth, and at Miletus, each of which he men-
tions (2 Tim 4 13.20); (6) that when he wrote
t!io v\)\-). ho was in Rome (1 17); (c) that he was
a prisoner for the cause of i\\v. gosix-l (18; 2 9),
and had once already appeared before tho emperor's
supreme court (4 16.17); (d) that ho had then
escaped condemnation, but that he had reason to
believe tliat on the next hearing of his case tho
verdict would bo giv(>n against him, and that he
expected it could not bo long till execution took
place (4 6); (c) that he hoped that Timothy
would be able to come from Ephesus to see him
at Rome before the end (4 9.21). These require-
ments cannot be made to agree or coincide with
the first Rom cai^tivity, but they do agree per-
fectly with tlie facts of the apostle's release and Ills

subsequent second imprisonment in that city.

(3) Data in Tit.—The data given in tlu; Ep. to
Tit are (a) that Paul had b(>on in Crete, and that
Titus had been with him thor{>, and had been left
behind in that island, whcm Paul saihnl from its
shores, Titus being charged with the oversight of the
churches there (Tit 1 5); and (h) that Paul meant
to spend tho next winter at Nicopolis (3 12). It is

simply impossible to locate these events in the
recorded life of Paul, as that is found in the other
epp., and in the Acts. But they agree perfectly
with his liberation after his first Rom imprisonment.
"As there is then no historical evidence that Paul
did not survive the year 64, and as these Pastoral
Epp. wer(^ recognized as Pauline in the immediatelv

succeeding age, w(> may legit im;ilely accejjt them
as evidence that Paul did survive; tlio year 64—that
he was _ac(]uitte(l, resumed his missionary labors,
was again arrested and brought to Rome, and from
this- ^secoiKJ imprisonment wrote the Second Ep.
to Tim—his last extant writing" (Dods, Iritrn to
the NT, 172).

Tlie second difTicidty alleged against the accei)t-
anc(> of these epp. as Pauline is that ther(> are .said

to exist in them indications of an
2. Subject- ecclesiastical organization and of a
Matter doctrinal develoi)ment, both orthodox
Post- and hereti(;al, considerably later than
Pauline those of the Pauline age.

(1) Tho first statement, that the
oi)p. imply an eccl(\siastical organization in advance
of tho time wh(>n Paul liv(>d, is one which camiot be
maintained in view of tho facts disclosed in the epp.
themselves. For directions are given to Timothy
and t_o Titus in regard to the moral and other char-
acteri.stics n(>cossary in those who an; to be ordained
as bishoi)s, elders, and deacons. In the 2d cent,
the outstanding feature of ecclesiastical organiza-
tion was tho developm(>nt of monarchical episco-
pacy, but the Pastoral F^pp. show a ])resbyterial ad-
ministration. Tho office held by Timothy in
Ephesus and by Titus in Crete was, as the epp.
themselves sliow, of a temi)orary character. The
directions which Paul gives to Timothy and Titus
in regard to tho ordaining of presbyters in every
church are in agreement with similar notices found
elsewhere in the NT, and do not coincide with the
state of church organization as that existed in the
2d cent., the period when, objectors to the genuine-
ness of the epp. assert, they were composed.
"Everyone acquainted with ancient literature*,

l)artie'ularly the liteTaturo of the ane'ient chure'h,
knows that a forger or fabricator of tlioso times
ce)uld not possibly have avoieled anachronisms"
(Zahn, Intro to the NT, II, 93). But the eccl(>si-

astie'al arrangements in the Pastoral Epp. coinciele
in all points with the state of matters as it is found
in tho chure'h in tho time of tho apostles, as that is

eloscribe'd in the Acts and elsenvh(>re in the NT.
It see'ins an error to suppose*, as has ofte'u been

done, that the-so epp. contain the ge^rm of me)narchi-
cal episcopacy; for the Christian church hael already,
from the day of Ponte-cost, existed as a soe'ie'ty with
special offie'ors for the functions of oxte'usion, dis-
cipline anel administration. The chure'h in the
Pastoral Epp. is a visible society, as it always was.
Its organization therefore had come to beof the
greate>st imi)ortance, and esp. so in the matteT of
maintaining and haneling down tho true faith; the
church ace'ordingly is de-scribeel as "the i)illar and
stay of the truth" (1 Tim 3 1.5 m), that is, the
immovable depository of the Divine revelation.

(2) The other statement, that the epp. show a
doctrinal development out of harmony with the
Paulino age is best viewe;d by an examination of
what tho epp. actually say.

In 1 Tim 6 20, Paul speaks of ]>rofane anel vain
babblings anel oppositions of g/tosis (RV "kne)wl-
e'elge," AV "scione'o") false'ly so calleel. In Tit 3
9, he tells Titus to avoiel foe)lish que'stions anel gene-
alogies and contentions and strivings about the
law. Those phrasers have boon he4el to be allusions
to the tenets of Mare'ion, antl to those of some of
the gnostic sen'ts. There are also other expressions,
such as fable's anel enene'.ss ge'nealogies (1 Tim 1
3.4; 6 3), words to no ])re)fit but the subverting of
the hearer (2 Tim 2 14), feK)lish and unle-arned
questions which elo genelor strifes (2 Tim 2 23),
questions anel strifes of worels (1 Tim 6 4.5), dis-

cussions which load to nothing but we)rd-battl(>s and
profane babbling. Such are the exi)rossions which
Paul uses. Those, taken with what is even more
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clearly stated in the Ep. to the Col, eertainly point
to an incipient Cnosticism. But hud the writer

of the Pastoral Epp. been combating the Gnosticism
of the 2(1 cent., ili would not have been phrases like

these that he would have employed, but oth(>rs

much more definite. Godet, quoted by Dods
{fntro, 175), writes, "The danger here is of substi-

tuting intellectualism in religion for piety of heart
and life. Had the writer be<!n a Christian of the 2d
cent., trying, under the name of Paul, to stigmatize
the gnostic systems, he would certainly have used
much stronger expressions to describe their character
and influence."

It should be observed that the false teachers
described in 2 Tim 3 6-9.13, as well as in other
places in these epp., were persons who taught that
the Mosaic Law was binding upon all Christians.
They laid stress upon rabbinic myths, ui)on inves-
tigations and disputations about genealogies and
specific legal requirem(>nts of the OT. What they
taught was a form of piously sounding doctrine'

assuming to be Christian, but which was really
rabbiuism.

"For a pseudo-Paul in the post-apostolic ago—when
Christians of Jowisli l)irtli liad ticcorae more and more
exceptions in the gentile Christian church—to liave in-
vented a description of and vigorously to have opposed
the heterodidd!<kah)i\ who did not exist in his own af<e, anil
who were without i)arallel in the earlier epp. of Paul,
would have been to expose himself to ridicuilo without
apparent purpose or meaning" (Zahn, Intro, II, 117).
"A comparison of the statements in these epp. about
various kinds of false doctrine, and of those portions of
the samc! that deal with the organization and officers
of the church, with conditions actually existing in the
church, esp. the church of Asia Minor,"at the beginning
and during the course of the 2d cent., proves, just as
clearly as does the external evidence, that they must
have been written at latest before the year 100. But
they could not have been written during the first two
decades after Paul's death, because of the character of
the references to ijcrsons, facts and conditions in Paul's
lifetime and his own jxTsonal history, and because of the
impossibility on tliis assumption of discovering a plausi-
ble motive for their forgery. Cons(HnK>ntly the claim
that they are post-Pauline, and contain matter which
is im- Pauline, is to lie treated with the greatest sus-
picion" (Zahn, op. cit., II, 118).

Th(> third difflciilty alleged against the Paulino author-
ship of the Pastoral Epj). is connected with tlie language

employed, which is said to l)e, to a largo
<? nifRfiil+Tr extent, dilferent from that in the accepteda. uimcuuy

^.j^^,
r,,,j^,

^.^^.^^ j^^ regard to this matter
Lonnected are ttiat in 1 Tim there are S'2 words not
with the found elsewhere in the XT; in 2 Tim there
Tancriiarro '^^^ ^-^ such words, and in Tit tliere arei^dnguage 33 j^^j^^ ^^.j^jj^, ^j^^^, ^^^.^^ ^^ ^.^^^j^ words in

the three epp. is IfiS, this number, largo
tho>:gh it appears, ma.v bo compared with the words used
only on<'e in the other Kpp. of Paul. In Rom, 1 Cor, 2 Cor,
Gal, Ei)h, Phil, (^ol, 1 Thess. 2 Thess and Philom, the
words of tliis description are ()27 in numlier. So notliing
can 1)0 built upon the fact of the 108 peculiar words in
the Pastoral Epp., that can safely tic alle^ged as proof
against their Pauline authorshii). The special suljjects
treated in those o])]). recphred adequate language, a re-
quinanent and a claim which would not be refu.sed in tlie
case of any ordinary autlior.
The ot)jections to the Paulino authorship of the Pas-

torals, based upon the dissimilarity of diction in them
and in Eph, Pliil and C^ol, cease to exist when tlw theory
is no long(!r persisted in, that the nucleus of the Pastoral
Epp. was composed during the Kom imprisonment,
which, according to this theory ended, not in the apostle's
release, t)ut in his execution. The fact that ho was
writing to intimate and beloved friends, both on personal
matt(>rs and on the subject of church organization, ancl
on that of incipient Gnosticism, which was troubling
the churches of Asia Minor, made it essential that he
should, to a large extent, use a different vocabulary.

The "most decisive" of all the arguments against
the Pauline authorship is that "the Christianity of

the Pastoral Ep]). is not the Chris-
4. Is There tianityof Paul" (McGiffcrt, A History
"Another of Christianity, 402). "For the most
Gospel" in part," Dr. McGiffert writes, "there
the Pas- is no trace whatever of the great
torals? fundamental truth of Paul's gospel

—

death unto the flesh and life in the
Spirit." Now this is not so, for the passages which

Dr. McGiffert himself gives in a footnote (2 Tim
19-11; 2 11fT; Tit 3 4-7), as well as other
ref(>rences, do most certainly refer to this very
asjKH't of the gospel. For example, the passage in
2 Tim 2 contains these words, "If wc; tlied with
him [Christ], we shall also live with him." What is

this but the great truth of the union of the Christian
believer with Christ? The believer is one with
Christ in His death, one with Ilim now as He liv(>s

and reigns. The oljjection, therefore, which is

"most decisive of all," is one which is not true in
point of fact. Dr. McGiffert also charges t he author
of the Pastoral Epp. as b(>ing "one who understood
by resurrection nothing else than the resurrection
of the fleshly body" (p. 4:50). The body of Our
Lord was raised from the dead, but how v(>"ry unjust
this accusation is, is evident from such ;i ptissage
as 1 Tim 3 16, "And without controversy great is

the mystery of godliness;

He who was manifestetl in the flesh,

Justifletl in the Spirit,

Seen of angels,

Preaclu^d among the nations,
Believed on in tlie world,
Received up in glory."

Charg(>s of this nature are unsupported by evi-
dence, and are of the kind on which Dr. A. S. Peake
(A Critical Intro to the NT, 71) bases his rejection
of the Pauline authorshi})—except for a Pauline
nucleus—that he "fe<>ls clear." More than an ipse
dixit of this sort is needed.

The theory that the Pastoral Epjx ar(> bas(Ml ujion
genuine letters or notes of Paul to Timothy and
Titus is thus advocated by Peake, McGiffert,
MofTatt and many others. It bears very hard upon
1 Tim. "In 1 Tim not a single verse can be indi-
cated which clearly bears the stamp of Pauline
origin" (IVake, op. cit., 70). "We may fairly con-
clude then in agreement with many mod'ern scholars
that we have here, in the Pastoral Epp., authentic
letters of Paul to Timothy and Titus, workcMl over
and enlarged by another hand" (McGiffert, op. cit.,

405). In regard to 1 Tim he writes, "It is very
likely that there art^ scatten^d fragm(>nts of the; origi-
nal ep. in 1 Tim, as for insttmce in ver 23. But it

is difficult to find anythiiig which we can be con-
fident was written by Paul" (p. 407).

Dr. McGiffert also all(>ges that in the Pastoral
Epp., the word "faith" "is not employed in its pro-
found Pauline sense, but is used to signify one of
the cardinal virtu(\s, along with love, peace, purity,
righteousness, sanctification, ]);itience and meek-
ness." One of the Pauline epp., with which h(>

contrasts the Pastorals, is the Ep. to the Gal; and
the grotmdlessne.ss of this charge is evident from
Gal 5 22, wh(>re "faith" is included in the list there
given of the fruit of the Spirit, along with love, joy,
peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, m(H'k-
ness and self-control.

If the Pastoral Epp. are the work of Paul, then. Dr.
McGitfort concludes, Paul had given up that form of the
gospel which he had held and taught throughout his life,
and descended from the lofty religious plaiii; ui)on which
ho had always moved, to the level of mere piety and
morality (op. cit., 404). But this charge is not just or
reasonable, in view of the fact that the apostle is in-
structing Timothy and Titus how to combat the views
and practices of immoral teachers. Or again, in such
a passage as 1 Tim 1 12-17 AV, the author of the ep.
has not descended from the lofty plane of faith to that of
more piety and morality, when ho writes, "The grace of
our Lord was exceeding abtmdant with faith and love
which is in Christ Jesus. This is a faithful saving, and
worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into
the world to save sinners; of whom I am chief."

If such be the "most decisive" olijection against the
Paulino authonship, the other difflculti(>s, as already seen,
need not cause alarm, for they ri'solvo themselves into
the equally groundless charges that the historical require-
ments of the epp. cannot be fitted into any part of Paul's
life, and that the doctrine and ecclesiastical organization
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do not suit tlio Apostolic age. TIk'sc; objections have
been alr(>atly referred to.

Tho real (liflleulty, writes Dr. Peak(! (.1 Critical Intro.

f)S). is that "tlie old energy of thought and expression is

gone, and the greater smoothness and continuity in tlie

grannnar is a poor tH)nipensation for the lack of grii) and
of continuity in the thought." Dr. Peake well and truly

says that tills stati'inent does not admit of tletailetl proof.

Lack of grip and lack of continuity of thought are not
the characteristics of such passages as 1 Tim 1 9-17, a
pa.s.sago whk'h will b(>ar comparison with anything in tho
acknowk'dged Pauline Kpi).; and there are many other
similar passages, e.g. Tit 2 H—3 7.

What mtist bo said of tlic dtilness of the intelli-

gence of Christian men and of the Christian chin-eh

as a whole, if they could thus let themselves be im-

posed upon by e])p. wliich ])uri)orted to be Paul's,

but which were not written by him at all, but were

th(! enlargc^ment of a Pauline micleus? Can it be be-

lieved that the elun-ch of the 2d cent., the church of

the martyrs, was in such a state of mcMital decrepi-

tude as to receive; ejip. which were spurious, so far

as the greater portion of their contents is concerned?

And can it be bcdieved that this idea, so rcH'ently

originated and so destitute of i)roof, is an adequate

explanation of (>pp. which have been received as

Pauline from the earliest times?
When i)lac(Hi side; by side with sub-apostolic

writings like the Didnche, Clem. Rom., Polyearp

and Ignatius, "it is difficult to resist the idea which
returns upon one with almost every sentence that

.... the Pastorals are astonishingly superior"

(MofTatt, The Historical NT, 556). Godot, quoted

bv R. D. Shaw {The Pauline Epp., 441), writes,

"When one has had enough of tin; jmous amplifica-

tions of Cl(>ment of Rome, of the ridiculous inanities

of Barnabas, of the gen(>ral odditi(^s of Ignatius, of

the well-meant commonplaces of Polyearp, of the

intolerable verbiage of Hormas, and of the nameless

platitudes of the Didache, and, after this promenade
in tho first decade of tho 2d cent., rov(>rts to our

Pastoral Epp., one will measure the distance that

separates the least striking i^-oducts of the ajiostolic

literature from, what has been pr(>served to us as

most eminent in tho ancient patristic literature."

In tlu; case of some modern critics, the interpo-

lation hypothesis "is th(>ir first and last app(>al, the

easy solution of any difficulty that prescnits itself

to their imaginations. Each writer feels free to

give the; kaleidoscope; a fresh turn, and then records

with blissful confidence what are called tho latest

rc-sults The whole method postulates that

a writer must always preserve the same dull mono-
tone or always confine himself to the same transcen-

dental heights He must S(>e and say every-

thing at once; having had his vision and his dream,

ho nuist henceforth be like a star and dwell ai)art.

.... To bo Ktereotyj)ed is his only salvation.

.... On such principles there is not a writer of

note, and there never has been a man in public life,

or a student in the stream of a progr(>ssive science,

large jiarts of whose sayings and doings could not

be proved to be by some one else" (Shaw, The Paul-

ine Epp., 483).

///. Date and Order.—In regard to the date of

these epp., external and internal evidence alike go
to show that they belong to practically

1. Date of the same period. The dates of their

the Epistles composition are separated from each
other by not more than three or four

years; and the dates of each and all of th(>m must
be close to the Neronic persecution (64 AD). If

Paul was excH'uted 67 AD (see Ramsay, St. Paul,

396), there is only a short int(Tval of time between

his release in 61 or 62, and his death in 67, that is

a period of some 5 or 6 years, during which his later

travels took place, and when the Pastoral Ei)p. were

written. "Between tho three letters there is an
affinity of language, a similarity of thought, and a

likeness of errors comliated, which prevc'nts our

referring any of them to a jx'riod much earli(>r than
the others" (Zahn, hilro, II, 37).

The order in which they were written must have
been 1 Tim, Til, 2 Tim. It is universally acknowl-

edged that 2 Tim is the very last of

2. Their Paul's extant epp., and tho internal

Order evidence of the other two seems to
point out 1 Tim as earli(;r than "^Pit.

To sum up, tho evidence; of the; early rec(>ption of

the Pastoral Epp. as I*aulin(; is very strong. "The
confident denial of tho genuineness of these letters

—

which has been nuide now for several generations

more positively than in the case of any other Paul-
ine; epj).—has no support from tradition

"^Praces of their circulation in the chtu'ch before Mar-
cion's time are clearer tliatt those which can be found
for Rom and 2 Cor" (Zahn, op. cit., II, 85). Tho
internal evid(>nce shows that all three; are from tho
hanei of one and the same writer, a writer who makes
many peTsonal allusions of a nature which it wejuld

be; impossible fe)r a forger to inve;nt. It is ge-nerally

allowed that the pe'rsonal passage's in 2 Tim 1 15-

18; 4 9-22 are genuine. But if this is so, the^n it

is not possible to cut anel carve tho (>pp. into frag-

me>nts of this kind. Obje'ctions dating only a cen-

tury back are all too fee-blo to oveTturn the ce)nsistent

marks of Paulino autliorship fe)und in all three epp.,

corroborate'el as this is by their re'ception in the

chure-h, dating from the very earliest perioel. The
Pastoral Ei)p. may be; used with the utmost con-

fide'iice, as having genuinely come from the hand of

Paul.

Literature.—R. D. Shaw, The Pauline Epp.; A. S.

Poake, A Critical Intro to the NT; A. C. McGilfert, A
History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age; Theodor
Zahn, An Inlro to the NT; Marcus Dods, Ititro to the

NT; Weiss, Einleitung in das NT (ET); C. J. Ellicott,

A Critical and Grammatical Comm. on the Pastoral Epp.;
Patrick P^airbairn, The Pastoral Epp.; John Ed. Huther,
Critical and Exeyetical Handbook of the Epp. of St. Paul
to Timothy and Titus; Ge^orge Salmon, A Historical

Intro to the Study of the Books of the NT; James Molfatt,
The Historical NT; Intro to the Lit. of the NT: Adolf
Julicher, An Inlro to the NT; Caspar Rene Gregory,
Canon and Text of the NT.
The "livens" of Paul may also bo consulted, as they

contain much that refers to these epp., i.e. those by Cony-
beare and Howson, Lewin, Farrar and others. See also
Ramsay's St. Paul the Traveller and the Rom Citizen.

John Ruthehfukd
PASTURAGE, pas'tQr-aj, PASTURE, pas'tilr.

See SuKEP-TENDixe;.

PATARA, pat'a-ra (ra ndrapa, id Pdtara) : A
coast city of ancie'ut Lycia, from whie-h, accoreling

to Acts 21 1, Paul took a ship for Phoenicia.

Because of its cxe'e'lle>nt harbor, many of tho coast

traeling ships stopped at Patara, whie'h therefore'

be>came an important and wealthy port of entry to

the towns of the interior. As early as 440 BC auton-

omous, coins we;re struck there; during the 4th

and the 3d cents, the coinage wtts interrupteel, but
was again resumed in 168 BC when Patara joineel

the Lycian league. Ptole^my Philaelelphus enlarged

the city, and changeel its name to Arsinoe in honor

of his wife. The city was celebrate'd not only as a

traeling center, but esp. for its cele;bratod orae'lo of

Apollo which is said to have spoken only during the

six winter months of the year. Among the ruins

there is still to be seen a deep pit with circular steps

leading to a seat at the bottom; it is sui)posed that

the pit is the place of tho oracle. In tho history of

early Christianity, Patara took but little i)art, but

it was the homo of a bishop, and the birthi)lae'o of

St. Nie'holas, the patron saint of the sailors of the

E. Though born at Patara, St. Nicholas was a

bishop and saint of Myra, a neighboring Lye;ian

city, and there he is said to have beeri buried.

Gelemish is the modern name of the ruin. The
walls of the ancient city may still be traceel, and the

foimelations of the temple and castle and other
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public buildings are visible. The most imi)osing

of the ruins is a triunij)h;il arch bearing the iu-

Bcription: "Patara tlu; Metropolis of the Lj'ciaii

Nation." Outside the city walls many sarcophagi

may be seen, but the liarbor, long ago chokcnl by
saiul, has been converted into a useless swamp.
Sec also Myra. E. J. Banks

PATE, pat ("piPi , kodhkodh) : The word usually

tr<^ ''crown," "crown of the head" (Gen 49 26;

I)t 28 35; 33 10.20; 2 S 14 25; Job 2 7; Isa

3 17; Jer 2 10; 48 45) and "scalj)" (Ps 68 21)

is rendered "pate" in Ps 7 16 in agreement with
earlier Eng. translators since Coverdale: "His mis-

chief shall return ujjon his own head, and his violence

shall come down upon his own pate." The reason

for the choice of the word lies evidently in the d(>sire

to make the Heb parallelism with "head" (ro'sh)

apparent. The same object has, however, been
achieved differently in another poetical pa.ssage

(Gen 49 20 [ Dt 33 10), viz. by the juxtaposition

of "head" and "crown of the head."
H. L. E. LUERING

PATH, path, PATHWAY, i)ath'wa (H^ii? , 'omh,

nil"^r.;, iiHlilbhali, etc; rpiPos, tribos, rpoxio.,

truchid) :

(1) In the OT.—In addition to its obvious literal

sense (e.g. Gen 49 17), it has very frec|uently a
figurative meaning, (a) As applicnl to man, a course
or manner of life: (i) man's outward lot in life, his

care(>r or destiny, whether of the just man (Isa 26
7) or of the ungodly (Job 8 13) ;

(ii) fr(»quently in

an ethical sense, of men's conduct or inward life-

purt)ose, whether it be good or evil (e.g. Prov 2 15),
g(>nerally accompanied by a term defining the moral
quality of the conduct, either an abstract noun (e.g.

"th(! i)aths of U])rightness," Prov 2 13; 4 11; "the
paths of justice," Prov 2 8; Isa 40 14; "the paths
of life," Ps 16 11; Prov 2 19), or a concrete adj.

or noim (e.g. "crooked ])aths," Isa 59 8; "the paths
of the right(>ous," Prov 2 20; 4 IS). (6) The
term is also applied to God either (i) of the methods
of the Divin(! Providence, God's dealings with men
(Ps 25 10; 65 11), or (ii) of the principles and
maxims of religion and morality Divinely revealed
to man ("Show me thy wavs, O Jeh, teach me thy
paths," Ps 25 4; of Isa 2 3).

(2) In the Apoc we have the "paths" of Wisdom
(tril>os, Bar 3 21.31); the "[)ath" shown to men
by the Law (semitti, 2 Esd 14 22); and a man's
"paths" (tribos, Tob 4 10).

(3) In the NT the word occurs only in Mt 3 3 and
II
passages Mk 1 3; Lk 3 4 (of the fon'runner's

work), and in He 12 13 (in the OT ethical sense).

Pathway occurs in Prov 12 28 (derekh nHhibhah)
and Wisd 5 10 {atrapos). See Way.

1). MiALL Edwards
PATHEUS, pa-the'us (HaGaios, Pathalos, *a-

flaios, Phathalos): One of the Levites who had
married a foreign wife (1 Esd 9 23)= "Pethahiah"
of Ezr 10 23.

PATHROS, path'ros (DlinB
,

pathrus; Egyp
Pata resii, the "South land"; LXX "yn HaOovpfis,
gi Pnthoures) : The Heb form of the Egyj) name for
Upper Egypt (Lsa 11 11; Jer 44 1.15; Ezk 29 14;
30 14).

PATHRUSIM,path-roo'sim, path-ru'sim ("'C'^^rB

,

pathrusl, "an inhabitant of Pathros"; LXX oi

iIaTpo(rwvi€i(i, hoi Patrosonieim) : The l)ranch of the
Egyi)tians who came from Pathros ((i-v.). They
are represented as begotten of Mizraim, "Mizraim
begat Zudim .... and Pathrusun" (Gen 10 13 f;

1 Ch 1 11 f).

PATIENCE, pfi'shens (viTO|iovir|, hupomont, [laK-

po9v(Aia, makrotliumUi): "Patience" implies suffer-

ing, enduring or waiting, as a determination of the
will and not simi)ly under necessity. As such it is

an essential Christian virtues to the exercise of which
there are many exhortations. We need to "wait
patiently" for God, to endure uncomplainingly the
various forms of sufferings, wrongs and evils that
we meet with, and to bear patiently injustices which
we cannot remedy and provocations we cannot
remove.
The word "patience" does not occur in the OT,

but we have "patiently" in Ps 40 1 as the tr of

kuwdh, "to wait," "to expect," which word fre-

quently expresses the; idea, esj). that of waiting on
God; in Ps 37 7, "patiently" ("wait })atiently")

is the tr of hul, one of the meanings of which is "to
wait" or "to hoi)e for" or "to expect" (cf Job 35
14); "i)atient" occurs (Eccl 7 8) as the tr of ^erekh

ru'^h, "long of spirit," and (Job 6 11) "that I sliould

be patient" (hu'urlkh nephesh). Cf "impatient"
(Job 21 4).

"Patience" occurs frequently in the Apoc, esp. in

Ecclus, e.g. 2 14; 16 13; 17 24; 41 2 {hupomone);
5 11 {makrothumia); 29 8 (inakrothumed, RV "long
suffering"); in Wisd 2 19, the Gr word is anexi-

kakia.

In the NT hupomone carries in it the ideas of

endurance, continuance (Lk 8 15; 21 19; Rom 5

3.4, ARV "stedfastness"; 8 25, etc).

In all places ARVm has "stedfastness," except Jas
5 11, where it has "endurance"; viakrothumia is trJ

"patience" (He 6 12; Jas 5 10); makrothumeo, "to
bear long" (^lt 18 26.29; Jas 5 7; see Lgn'o.scffeking) ;

the same vb. is tr<i "be patient" (1 Thess 5 14, RV
"longsuffering"; Jas 5 7.8, AV and RV "patient");
makrothumos, "patiently" (Acts 26 3); hupomeno
(1 Pet 2 20); aiu'xikakus is trJ "patient" (2 Tim 2
24r, RV, AVm, "forbearing"); cpieikis, "gentle" (1

Tim 3 3, RV^ "gentle"); hupomeno (Rom 12 12, "pa-
tient in triljulation"). For "the patient walling for
Christ" (2 Thess 3 5), RV has "the patience of Christ."

Patience is often hard to gain and to maintain,
but, in Rom 15 5, God is called "the God of pa-
tience" (ARVm "stedfastness") as being able to

grant that grace to those who look to Him and de-
pend on Him for it. It is in reliance on God and
acceptance of His will, with trust in His goodness,
wisdom and faithfulness, that we are enabled to

endure and to hoi)e stedfastly. See also God.
W. L. Walker

PATMOS, pat'mos (IldTnos, Pdtmos; Ital. San
Giovanni di Patino) : A Turkish island of the group
Sporades, S.W. of Samos, mentionetl once in the
Bible, Rev 1 9, "I, John .... was in tlu; isle that
is called Patmos, for the word of God and thc^ testi-

mony of Jesus" (5ta rbv Myov toO 6eov /cal ttjv fxap-

TvpLav'lrjaov, did ton logon toil theou kai ten martarlan
lesoil). The island is 10 miles long, and about 6
broad along the northern coa«t. It is for the most
part rocky. The highest part is Mt. St. Elias, wliich

rises to a height of over 800 ft. As in Greece, and
in the adjacent mainland of Asia Minor, tlie land is

treeless. Near the city of Patmos there is a good
harbor. A famous monastery, St. Christodulos, was
founded on the island in 1088. Near this is a thriv-

ing school, attendetl by students from all parts of the
Archipelago. The population of the island numbers
3,000, almost entirely Gr. TIk; anci(,>nt capital was
on an isthmus between the inlets of La Scala and
Merika. Many ruins can still be seen. The huge
walls of Cyclopean masonry, similar to those at
Tiryns, attest their great age. In Rom times
Patmos was one of the many i)laces to which Rome
banished her exiles. In 95 AD, according to a tra-

dition preserved by Irenaeus, Eusebius, Jerome
and others, St. John was exiled here—in the 14th
year of the reign of Domitian—whence he returned
to Ephesus under Nerva (90 AD). Tlie cave in
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uliicli lie is snid to luivc si'cti his visions is still

poiiitcil out lo the tnivcicr. ( )iily :i siiiiill ));irt of

the oiicc \;ilu;il)l(' lihrai'N' in flic nionastcrv of St.

Christoiiiilos is left. Ji'ist 100 years aiio" (ISM)
Mr. E. D. C'lark purchased hcfc th(! manuscript of

Phito which is now in the Bodleian Library, the cele-

brated Clarkianus, a parchment written in the year
SUo, and admit t(>dly tlu? best of all for the 1st of the

2 vols into whicli the works of Plato wen^ divitled for

convenience. Patmos is m(>ntioned by Thucydides
(iii.:]3), by Pliny (A7/, iv.2;3), and by Strabo (x.5).

See also John the Apostle; Revelation of John.
I.riKUATrui;. To/.cr, Thr Isl,,nils of the Aeijean (ISOO),

ITS '.1.'); Walpolc. TurLni (Loiuloii, ISL'O), H, 4;i: K. I).

Clark, Trnrrh (London, ISIS). VI, _' ; Ross, R,i.-<,N

(Stiitt,i,Mrl, ISIO). 11: (iucrin. I),srri iition ,/, Vile <lf

rnlmos ( Paris, IS."')(;).

J. E. IL\RRY
PATRIARCH, pa'tri-iirk, PATRIARCHS (ira-

Tpidpxiis, [xitrii'irciies): The word occurs in the NT
in ai)plication to Abraham (He 7 4), to the sons of

Jacob (Acts 7 8.9), and to David (Acts 2 29).

In LXX it is used as the equivalent of the head of

t he fathers' house, or of a tribe (1 Ch 24 31; 27 32;

2 Cli 26 12). Commonly now the term is used of

the persons whose names ai)[)ear in the genealogies

and covenatit-histories in the periods preceding

Moses (G(>n 5, 11, histori(>s of Noah, Abraham,
Lsaac, Jacob, etc; cf "i)atriarchal dispensation").

The problems connected with the longevity ascribed

to the ])atriarchs in the genealogies and narratives

in Gen ar(! dealt with in si)ecial articles. See Ante-
diluvian Patkiakchs; Antediluvians; Cene-
ALoiiY. James Ork

PATRIARCHS, TESTAMENTS OF THE
TWELVE. See Apocalyptic Literaturk, IV, 1.

PATRIMONY, pat'ri-mo-ni (nllXn
, ha-ahholh,

"the fathers"): A word occurring once in EV (Dt
18 S), meaning lit. "the fathers," which, however,

is obscure, i)robably by reason of abbreviation for

some })hrase, e.g. "house of the fathers." It may
indicate "some private source of income pos.sessed

by the Lcvite [who has come up from a country

district to the central sanctuary] distinct from what
he receives as a priest officiating at the central

sanctuary" (Driver, "Dt," ICC, in loc). Beyond
this one occurrence of the word the same idea is

conveyed often by other words or phrases: "He
dividend unto them his living" (Lk 15 13); "Teach-
er, bid my brother divide the inheritance wnth ine"

(Lk 12 13). Full and specific directions were given

in the Law for the division of the patrimony (Nu
27; Dt 21, etc) and for its redemption (Huth 4

1-12). The idea was frequently used with figura-

tive and s])iritual aj)plication: the land of Canaan
was Israel's patrimony, being inherited from Jeh

(Ps 105 11); salvation because of its origin Jn
grace was the believer's patrimony (Gal 3 26—4 7).

Contrariwise Israel was Jeh's inheritance (Isa 19

2n; 63 14; cf Ps 33 12); and the whole earth is

the Messiah's patrhnony, inherited from His Eter-

nal Father (Ps 2 cS). See Birthright; Family;
Inheritance; Property. Edward Mack

PATROBAS, pat'ro-bas (HarpoPas, Palrobas):

Tlie name of a member of the Christian community
at Rome to whom Paul sent greetings (Rom 16 14).

Tlu; name is an abbreviated form of "Patrobius."

There was a wealthy freedman of Nero of the same
name who was i)ut to death by Galba (Tac. Hist.

i.49; 11.9.")). The Patrobas of St. Paul may have
been a dependent of his.

PATROCLUS, pa-trd'klus (ndrpoKXos, Pdtro-

klofi): Th(! fatluT of the Svrian general Nicanor

(2 Mace 8 9).

PATTERN, pat'ern (P'^inri
,
(ahhinlh, "model,"

nX"l'C , itKir'ch, ",a vision" or "vieu"j: The OT
words Ir'' "pattern" do not necessarily indicate a
drawing sucli as a modern constructor begins with,

or th(> ])at terns made fr<jni these drawings for the

guidance of workmen. In Ex 25 9.40 the word
"idea" or "suggestion" would ])ossibly indicate more
distinctly than "i)attern" what Mo.ses received in

regard to the building of the tabernacle, etc. It is

doubtful if any architect's drawing was ever made
of the temjjle. It is not the custom in Pal and
Syria today to work from any pattern more con-

crete than an id<!a. A man who wants a house calls

the builder and says he wants to build so many
rooms of such and such dimensions with, for ex-

ample, a court 10 drahs (arm's lengths) wide and
15 (Irahs long, made of sandstone and plastered

hiside and out. With these meag(;r instructions the

bulkier starts. The details are worked out as the

building jn-oceeds. When a piece of iron or brass

work is to be made, the customer by gestures with

his hands outlhies the form the piece .should take.
"1 want it hnik wa haik" ("thus and thus"), he says,

and leaves the metal worker to conceive the exact

form. It is probable that directions similar to

these were given by Da\-id to Solomon. "Then
David gave Solomon his .son the pattern [his con-

ception] of the porch of the tem})le," etc (1 Ch 28

11). The above does not ai)ply to Gr and Rom
work in Syria. Their workmen, probably mostly
native, were trained to work from models. Wil-

liams in the Architect, January, 1913, says of the

works at Baalbek and Palmyra, "There is a_ machine-
like resemblance betokening slavish copying." At
tlie present time native workmen coming under
the influence of foreigners are beginning to work
from models and plans, but they show little tend-

ency to create models of their own.

Three Gr words have been tr'' in the NT: ti/ttos,

tupos, "type," occurs in Tit 2 7 and He 8 5. In

the first instance RV reads "ensam])le." vtotv-

TTwcrts, hupotdposis, "outline," has been similarly

tr'i in 1 Tim 1 16, but "pattern" in 2 Tim 1 13.

In He 9 24 ARV dvrtrvTros, antitupos, is rendered

"like in pattern." vwodei.'yfxa, hupodcigma, AV
"pattern," is tr'^ in ARV "copv" (He 8 5), "copies"

(He 9 23). At the time of the tr of AV the word
"j)attern" meant either the thing to be coi)ied or

the copy. James A. P.\tch

PAU, pa'n. See Pai.

PAUL, p61, THE APOSTLE:
I. SOURCKS

1. The Acts
2. Tho Thirteen Epistles

(1) Pauline Authorship
(2) Lightfoot's Cirouping

(a) First ('.roup (1 and 2 Thess)
(6) Second Group (1 and 2 Cor, (ial, Kom)
(c) Third Group (Phil, Phileni, Gol. Eph)
(d) Fourth Group (I Tim, Tit. 2 Tini)

(.3) Paul's Conception of His Epistles

(4) Development in Paul's Epistles

II. Modern Theories about Paul
1. Criticism Not Infallible

2. The Tubingen Theory
3. Protest against Baur's View
4. Successors to Baur
,5. Appeal to Comparative Religion
6. The Eschatological Interpretation

III. CuRONOLoaY OF Paul's Career
1. Schemes
2. Crucial Points

(1) The Death of Stephen
(2) The Flight from Damascus
(\i) The Death of Herod Agrippa I

(4) The First Mission Tour
(,5) The First Visit to Corinth
(6) Paul at Troas according to Acts 20 G f

(7) Festus Succeeding Feli.x

IV. Equipment
1. The City of Tarsus
2. Roman Citizenship
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3. Hellenism
4. The Mystery-Religions
6. Judaism
6. Personal Characteristics

(1) Personal Appearance
(2) Natural Endowments
(3) Supernatural Ciifts

7. Conversion
(1) Preparation
(2) Experience
(3) Effect on Paul

V. Work
1. Adjustment
2. Opposition
3. Waiting
4. Opportunity
5. The First Oreat Mission (,'ampaign
6. The Conflict at Jerusalem
7. The Second Mission Campaign
8. The Third Mission Caniijaign
9. Five Years a Prisont-r

10. Further Travels
11. Last Imprisonment and Death

VI. tJOSPEL
LlTER.^TURE

/. Sources.—For discussioii of tlu! historical value
of the Acts of the Apostles see the art. on that sub-

ject. It is only necessary to say here
1. The Acts that the view of Sir W. M. Ramsay

in general is accepted as to the trust-

worthiness of Luke, whose authorsliip of the Acts
is accepted and proved by Harnack {Die Apostel-

gesrhichte, 1908; The Acts of the Apostles, tr by
\\'ilkin.son, 1909; Neue Unlersuch. zur Ap., 1911;
The Date of the Acts and of the Synoptic Gospels,

tr by Wilkinson, 1911). The proof need not be
giv(>n again. The same hand ap])ears in the "we"-
sections and the rest of the book. Even Moffatt
{Intro to the Lit. of the NT, 311) admits the Lukan
authorship though dating it in 100 AD instcnid of

60-62 AD, against Harnack. The Acts is written
indepeiuiently of the Ep[). of Paid, whether early or
late, and supplements in a wonderful way the inci-

dental references in the epp., though not without
lacunae and difficulties.

(1) Pauline authorship.—See the articles on each
ep. for detailed criticism. It is here assimied that

the Ep. to the He was not written by
2. The Paul, though Pauline in point of view.

Thirteen One cannot stoj) to prove every state-

Epistles ment in an article like this, else a large

book would be needed. Criticism is not
an infallible science. One can turn easily from the
Hatch-Van Manen art. on "Paul" in EB (1902) to

the Maclean art. on "Paul the Ajiostle" in the 1-vol

IIDIi (1909). Van Manen's jjart of the one deni(!s

all the thirteen, while Maclean says: "We shall,

in what follows, without hesitation use the thirteen

epji. as genuine." It is certain that Paul wrote more
epi)., or "letters," as Deissmann {Light from the

Ancient East, 225) insists on calling all of Paul's

epp. Certainly Philem is a mere "letter," but it is

difficidt to say as much about Rom. Deissmann
{St. Paul, 22) admits that portions of Rom are like

"an epistolary letter." At any rate, when Moffatt
{Intro to the Lit. of the NT, 64-82) carefully justifies

the Pauline authorship of both 1 and 2 Thess, it is

clear that the case against th(>m cannot be very
strong, csp. as Moffatt stands out against the genu-
inen(>ss of Eph (op. cit., 393) and the Pastoral Epp.
(p. 414).

Bart let, who was once at a loss to know what to do
with the Pastorals on the theory that Paul was not
released from the Rom imprisonment (Apostolic Aye,
1899, 200), is now quite willing to face the new facts set
forth by Ramsay {Expos, VII, viii-ix, VIII, i), even
if it means the admission of a second Rom imprisonment,
a view that Bartlet had opposed. He now pleads for
"the fresh approach from the side of experience, by
men who are in touch with the realities of human nature
in all its variety, as well as at home in the historical
background of society in the early Rom empire, that has
renovaU'd the; study of them and taken it out of the old
ruts of criticism in which it has moved for the most pan,
in modern times" (Expos, January, 1913, 29). Here
Hartk^t, again, now elo<iuently j)resents tin; view of

common-sense criticism as seen by the practical mission-
ary better than by a life "spent amid the academic asso-
ciations of a professor's chair," though he pauses to note
as an exception Professor P. Gardner's The Religious
Experience of JSt. Paul (1912). \W' may quote Bartlet
once more (Expos, Jaiuiary, 1913, 30) : "In the recovery
of a true point of view a vital element has been the newer
conception of Paul himself antl so of Paulinism. Paul
the doctrinaire theologian, or at least the prophet of a
one-sided gospel repeated with fanatical uniformity of
emphasis under all conditions, has largely given place
to Paul the missionary, full inde("d of inspired insight
on the basis of a unique expe^ieIK'(^ but also of practical
instinct, the offspring of syini)athy with living men of
other types of training. When the Pastorals art; viewed
anew in the light of this idea, half their tiifficulties dis-
appear." One need not adopt Deissniann's rather ar-
tificial insistence on "letters" rather than " epistles," and
his undue depreciation of Paul's intellectual caliber ami
culture as being more like Amos than Origcn (St. Paul,
1912, ()),in order to see the force of this contention for
proper understanding of the social enviroiunent of I'aul.
Against Van ]Manen's "historical Paul" who wrote
nothing, he places " the historic Paul " who possilily wrot(>
all thirteen. "There is really no trouble except with the
letters to Timothy and Titus, and even there the diffi-

culties are perhaps not ((uite so great as many of oiu-
specialists assume" (St. Paul, 1,^). See Pastoral
Epistles. Deissmann denies sharply that Paid was an
"obscurantist" who corrupted the gospel of Jesus, "flie
dregs of doctrinaire study of St. Paul, mostly in tlu; tired
brains of gifted amateurs" (p. 4). But A. Schweitzer
boldly proclaims that he alone has the key to I'aul and
Jesus. It is the "exclusively Jewish eschatological"
(Paul and His Interpreters. 1912, ix) conception of
Christ's gospel that furnislies Schweitzer's sprhig-board
(The Quest of the Historical .Jesus). Thus hc will b(^ al)h-

to explain "the Hellenization of the gospel" as mediated
through Paul. To do that Schwi'itzer plows his weary
way from Grotius to Iloltzmaim, and finds that they have
all wandered into the wilderness. Hc is ijositive that
his eschatological disco\cry will rescue Paul and some of
his epp. from the ruin wrought by Steck antl Van ]\lanen,
to whose arguments nu)dern criticism has notliing solid
to offer, and the meager negative crumbs offered by
Schweitzer ought to be thankfully received (ib, 249).

(2) Lightfoot's grouping (cf Bib. Essays, 224).

—

There is doubt as to the ])osition of Gal. Some
advocates of the South-C Jalatian theory nuike it the
very earliest of Paul's Ei)p., ev(>n before the Jerus
Conference in Acts 15. So Emmet, Comm. on
Gal (1912), ix, who notes (Preface) that his comm.
is the first to take this ])osition. But the North-
Galatian view still has the weight of authority in

si)ite of Ramsay's powerful advocacy in his various
books (see Hist. Comm. on Gal), as is shown by
Moffatt, Intro to the Lit. of the NT, 90 ff. Hence
Lightfoot's groujnng is still the best to use.

(a) First Group: 1 and 2 Thess, from Corinth,
52-53 AD. Harnack's view that 2 Thess is ad-
dn\ssed to a Jewish Christian church in Thessalonica
while 1 Thess is addressed to a gentile church is

accepted by Lake {Earlier Epp. of St. Paul, 1911,

83 ff), but Frame {ICG, 1912, 54) sees no need for

this hypothesis. Milligan is clear that 1 Thess
precedes 2 Thess {Comm., 1908, xxxix) and is the
earliest of Paul's Epp. (p. xxxvi). The accent on
es(!hatology is in accord with the position of the
early disciples in the opening chapters of Acts.

They belong to Paul's stay in Corinth recordeil in

Acts 18.

{h) Second Group: 1 Cor, 2 Cor, Gal, Rom,
55-58 AD. This is the great doctrinal group, the
four chief epp. of Baur. They turn about the
Judaizing controversy which furnishes the occasion
for the expansion of the doctrine of justification by
faith in opposition to the legalistic contention of the
Judaizing Christians from Jerus (Acts 15 1-3;

Gal 2 1-10). The dates of these epp. are not jxt-

fectly clear. 1 Cor was written shortly before tin;

close of Paul's 3 years' stay at Ephesus (Acts 20
31; 1 Cor 16 8; Acts 20 If). 2 Cor was written
a few months later while he was in Macedonia (2 13

;

7 5.13; 8 16-24). Rom was written from Corinth
(16 23; Acts 20 2 f ) and sent by Phoebe of Cen-
chreac (Rom 16 1). "^Fhe integrity of Rom is

challenged l)v some who deiiv in ])articular that
ch 16 bejong.s to the ep. .M<'ifT;itt [fntni, 1:54 'AH)
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gives an able, hut unconviiicinfi, i^rcscntation of the

arguments for the addition of the chay)ter by a hitcr

hand. D(>issmaiin (St. Paul, 19) calls l^om 16 "a
little lelter" addressed to the Christians at l'4)}iesus.

Von Soden {II 1st of Early Chrislian Lit., 7<S)

easily justifies the ])resen<'e of Koin 16 in the Ej).

to the Rom: "These greetings, moreover, w(tc cer-

tainly intended by St. Paul to cr(>;ite bonds of

fellowshi]) between the Pauline; Christians and the

Rom community, and to show that he had not
written to them quite exclusively in his own name."
A connnon-sense explanation of Patil's personal ties

in Rome is the fact that as the center of the world's

life the city drew peojjle thither from all parts of

the earth. So today many a man has friends in

New York or London who has never been to either

city. A much more serious coTitroversy rag(>s as

to "the integrity of 2 Cor. Semler took 2 Cor 10-

13 to be a sei)arate and later ep., because of its

difference in tone from 2 Cor 1-9, but Ilausrath

put it earlier than chs 1-9, and made it the letter

referred to in 2 4. lie has been followinl by many
scholars like Sclimiedel, Cone, McGiffert, Bacon,
Moffatt, Kennedy, Kendall, Peake, Plunmier.

Von Soden {Hist of Eddy Christian Lit., 50)

accepts the partition-theory of 2 Cor heartily: "It

may be shown with the high(>st degree of probability

that this letter has come down to us in 2 Cor 10
1—13 10." But the unity of the ep. on the theory

that the change in tone is a climax to the disobe-

dient element of the church is still maintained with

force and justice by Klopper, Zahn, Bachmann,
D(>nney, B(n-nard, A. Robertson, Weiss, M(,>nzies.

The place of the writing of Gal turns on its date.

Light foot (in loc.) argues for Corinth, since it was
probably written shortly before Rom. But Moffatt

{Intro, 102) liolds tentatively to Ephesus, soon after

Paul's arrival there from Galatia. So he gives the

order: Gal, 1 and 2 Cor, Rom. In so much doubt
it is well to follow I>iglit foot's logical argument.

Gal leads naturally to Rom, the one hot and passion-

ate, the oth(>r calm and contemplative, but both on
the same general theme.

(c) Third group: Phil, Philem, Col, Eph. Date
61-63, unl(>ss Paul reached Rome several years

earlier. This matter depends on the date of the

coming of Festus to 6ucc(>ed Felix (Acts 24 27).

It was once thought to be GO AD beyond any doubt,

but the whole matt(>r is now unc(»rtain. See
"Chronology," III, 2, (2), below. At any rate these

four epp. were writte^n during the first Rom impris-

onment, assuming that he was set free.

But it must bo noted that quite a respectable group of
scholars hold that one or all of these epp. wore writU^n
from Caesarea (Schultz, Thi(>rscli, Meyer, Hausrath,
Sabatier, Reuss, Weiss, Haupt, Spitta, McPherson,
Hicks). But the arguments are more spec-ious than
convincing. See Hort, Rum and Epli, 101-10. There
is a growing opinion that Philem, Col and Eph were
writtcm from Eplu-sus during a possible imprisonment
in Paul's stay of 3 years there. So Deissmann {Light
from the Ancient Ea.^t, 229; St. Paul, 10); St. Lisco
(Vi7irula Sanctorum, 1900); M. Albertz (Theol. Studien
und Kritiken, 1910, 5.51 ff ) ; B. W. Bacon {.lournal of Bib.
Lit., 1910, ISl IT). The strongest argument for this posi-

tion is that Paul apparently did not know personally the
readers of Eph (1 1.")); cf also Col 1 4. But this ob-
jection need not apply if the so-called Ephesian E p. was
a circular letter and if Paul did not visit Colossao and
Laodicea dui'ing his .3 years at Ephesus. The theory is

more attractive at first than on reflection. It throws
this group before Rom—a difficult view to concede.

But even so, the order of these epp. is by no
means certain. It is clear that Philem, Col and
Eph were sent together. Tvchicus was the bearer

of Col (4 7f) and Eph (6"21 f). Onesimus bore

Philem (vs 10.13) and was also the companion of

Tychicus to Colossac; (Col 4 9). So these three

epp. went together from Rome. It is commonly
assumed that Phil was the last of the group of four,

and hence later than the other three, because Paul is

l^alancing life and death (Phil 1 21 ff) and is ex-
j)ecting to be set free (1 2')), but he has the same
exi)ectation of freedom when he writes Philem (ver

22). /rhe absence of Luke (Phil 2 20) has to be
exi)lained on either hypothesis. Moffatt {Intro,

159) is dogmatic, "as Phil was certainly the last

letter tliat he wrote," ruling out of court Eph, not
to say the later Pastoral Epp. But this conclusion
gives Moffatt trouble with the I4). to the Laodi-
ceans (Col 4 10) which he can only call "the enig-

matic reference;" and cannot fcjllow Rutherford
(»S7. Paul's Epp. to Colossae and Laoiliccu, 1908)
in identifying the I^aodicean Ep. with Ei)h, as
indeed Marcion seems to have done. But the;

notion that Eph was a circular letter d(>sigiied for

more than one church (hence without personalities)

still holds the bulk of modern opinion.

Von Sodon (,Hist of Early Christian Lit., 294) is as dog-
matic as Wrede or Van IManeii: "All wliich has hitherto
been said concerning this ei)., its form, its content, its

id(^as, its presupi)ositioiis, alisolutoly excludes the possi-
l)ility of a Paulino authorship." He admits "verbal
echoes of Paulino epp."

Lightfoot puts Phil before the other three be-
cause of its doctrinal affinity with the second group
in ch 3 as a reminiscence, and because of its anti-

cij)ati()n of the Christological controversy with iiu'ip-

ient Gnostiensm in cli 2. This gn>at discussion is

central in Col and Eph. At any rate, we have thus
a consistent and coherent interpret aticm of the
group. Philem, though i)urely personal, is won-
drously vital as a sociok)gical document. Paul is in

this group at the height of his powers in his grasp
of the Person of Christ.

{(l) Fourth group: 1 Tim, Tit, 2 Tim. The
Pastoral Epp. are still hotly disputed, but there is

a growing willingness in Britain and Germany to

make a place for them in Paul's life. Von Soden
bluntly says: "It is impossible that these epp. as

they stand can have been written by St. Paul" {Hist

of Early Christian Lit., 310). He finds no room
for the heresy her(> combated, or for the details in

Paul's life, or for the linguistic jieculiarities in Paul's

style. But he sees a "literary nicety"—this group
that binds them together and separates th(>m

from Paul. Thus tersely he puts the case against

the Pauline authorship. So Moffatt argues for the
"sub-Pauline environment" and "sub-Pauline at-

mosphere" of these epp. with the advanced ecclesi-

asticism {Intro to the Lit. of the NT, 410 ff). Wr(>de
thrusts aside the personal details and argues that

the epp. give meredy the tendency of early Chi-is-

tianity {Ueber Aufqabe und Methode der Sogcn. NT
Theologie, 1897, 357). The Hatch-Van Manen art.

in EB admits only that "the Pastoral E})p. occui)y
themselves chiefly with the various affairs of the

churches within 'Pauline circles.'
"

Moffatt has a vigorous attack on these letters in EB,
btit he "almost entirely ignores the external evidence,
wliile he has nothing to say to the remarkable internal
evi(lence which innnediately demands oiu- attention"
(Knowling, Testimony of St. Paul to Chrixl, 3d ed, 1911,
129). Moffatt {Intro to the Lit. cf the AT, 414) holds
that the Pastoral Epp. came from one pen, but the per-
sonality and motives are very vague to him. Tlie per-
sonal details in 2 Tim 1 14-18; 4 9-22 are not on a par
with those in The Ads of Paul and Thekla in th(^ 2d cent.
Many critics who reject the Pauline authorship of the
Pastoral Epp. admit the personal details in 2 Tim, but
it is just in such matters that forgeries are recognizable.
To admit these fragments is logically to admit the whole
(Maclean in 1-vol IIDB), as Moffatt sees {Intro, 414),
however much he seeks to tone down the use of Paul's
name as "a Christian form of suasoriae," and "a further
and inoffensive devel<)])ment of the principle which
.sought to claim apostolic sanction for the expanding
institutions and doctrines of the early church" (ib, 415).
The objection against the.se epp. from differences in
diction has been grievously overdone. As a matter of
fact, each of the four groups has words peculiar to it, and
naturally so. Style is a function of the suliject as well
as a mark of the man. Besides, style changes with one's
growth. It would have been remarkable if all four
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groups had shown no change in vocabulary and styl(\

Tho case of Shakespeare is quite pertinent, for the vari-

ous groups of plays stand more or less apart. Tho
Pastoral Epp. belong to Paul's old age and deal with
personal and ecclesiastical matters in a more or less remi-
niscential way, with less of vehement energy than wo got
in the earlier epp., but this situation is what one would
reasonably expect. The "ecclesiastical organization"
argument has been greatly overdone. As a matter of
fact, "the organization in tho Pastoral Epp. is not appar-
ently advanced one stop bevond that of the church in
Phihppi in 61 AD" (Ramsay, Expos, VII, viii, 17).

Tho "gnosis" met by these epp. (1 Tim 6 20; Tit 1
14) is not tho highly developed type seen in tho Ignatian
Epp. of the 2d cent. Indeed, Bartlet (" Historic Sotting
of the Pastoral Kpp.," Expos. .January, 1913, 29) pointedly
says that, as a result of Hort's "Judaistic Christianity"
and "Christian Ecclesia" and Ramsay's "Historical
Comm. on the Epp. of Timothy" (Expos, VII, vii,

ix, VIII, i), "one feels the subject has been lifted to a
new level of reality and that much criticism between
Baur and Jiiliclior is out of date and irrelevant." It
is now shown that the Pastoral Epp. are not directed
against Gnosticism of advanced type, but even of a more
Jc^wish type (Tit 1 14) than that in Col. Ramsay
(Expos, VIII, 1, 263) swoops this stock criticism aside as
"from the wrong point of view." It falls to the ground.
Lightfoot (" Note on tho Heresy Combated in the Pastoral
Epp.," Bib. Esuaijs. 413) had insisted on the Jewish char-
acter of the Gnosticism attacked here. As a matter of
fact, the main objection to these epp. is that they do not
fit into the story in Acts, which breaks off abruptly with
Paul in Rome. But it is a false premise to assume that
tho Pastoral Epp. have to fit into tho events in Acts.
Harnack turns the objection that Paul in Acts 20 26
predicted that ho would never see the Ephesian elders
again into a strong argument for the date of Luke's
G(ispel before 2 Tim 4 21 {The Date of Acts and Synoptic
Gospels. 103). Intlood, ho may not have revisited Epho-
sus after all, but may have scn-n Timothy at Miletus also
(1 Tim 1 3). Harnack frankly admits the acfpiittal

and release of Paul and thus free play for the Pastoral
Epp. Blass l(Ac«a Apostolorum. 24) acknowledges the
Pastoral Epp. as genuine. So also Findlay, art. "Paul,"
in IIDB; iClaclean in 1-vol IIDR; Denney in Standard
BD. Sanday (Inspiration. 364) comments on the
strength of the external evidence for the Pastoral Epp.
Even Holtzmann (Einl^, 291) upi)ears to admit echoes of
the Pastoral Epp. in tho Ignatian Epp. Lightfoot (Bib.
Essays, "Date of tho Pastoral Epp.," 399-437) justifies

completely the acceptance of the Pauline authorship.
Dcissmann (St. Paul, 1.5) has a needed word: "Tho
delusion is still current in certain circles that the scien-
tific distinction of a Bible sciiolar may be estimated in
the form of a percentage according to the proportion of
his verdicts of spuriousnoss The extant letters of
St. I'aul have been innocently obliged to endure again
a fair share of tho martyrdom suffered by the historic
St. Paul." See further Pastoral Epistles.

(3) Paul's conception of his Epp.—Assuming, there-

fore, the Paiihne authorship of the thirteen epp.,

we may note that they reveal in a remarkable
W!iy the growth in Paul's apprehension of Christ

ami Christianity, his adapt ati(m to varied situations,

his grasp of world-problems and the eternal values

of life. Paul wrote other epp., as we know. In

1 Cor 5 9 there is a clear reference to a letter not
now known 1 o us othc^rwise, (>arlier 1 han 1 Cor. The
use of "every e])istl(;" in 2 Thess 3 17 naturally

implies that Paul had written more than two al-

r(>ady. It is not certain to what letter Paul ref(>rs

in 2 Cor 2 4—most probably to one bt^tween 1 and
2 Cor, though, as already shown, some scholars

find that letter in 2 Cor 10-13. Once more I'aul

(Col 4 16) mentions an ep. addressed to the chiu'ch

at Laodicea. This ep. is almost certainly that

which we know as Kph. If not, h(>re is another lost

ep. Indeed, at least two apocryi)hal Epp. to the

Laodiceans were written to supply this deficiency.

As early as 2 lliess 2 2 forgers wn-e. at work to palm
off epp. in Paul's name, "or by ep. as from us,"

to attack and i)ervert Paul's real views, whom Paul
denounces. It was entir(>ly possible that this "nefa-

rious work" would be continued (Gr(>gory, Canon
and Text of the NT, 1907, 191), though, as Gregory
argues, Paul's exposure here would have a tendency
to ])ut a stop to it and to put Christians on th(>ir

guard and to watch for Paul's signature to the

epp. as a mark of genuineness (2 Thess 3 17; 1

Cor 16 21; Gal 6 11; Col 4 IS). This was all

the more important since Paul evidently dictated

his letters to amanuenses, as to Tertius in the case

of Rom (16 22). In the case of Philem (ver 19),

Paul probably wrote the whole letter. We may
be sure therefore that, if we had the other genuine
letters of Paul, tliey would occupy the same general

standpoint as the thirteen now in our possession.

The point to note here is that the four groups of

Paul's Epp. fit into the historical background of the

Acts as recorded by Luke, barring the fourth group
which is later than the events in Acts. Each group
me(4s a specific situation in a definite region or re-

gions, with problems of vital interest. Paul attacks

these various problems (theological, ecclesiastical,

practical) watli marvelous vigor, and applies the

eternal principles of the gosi)el of Christ in such
fashion as to furnish a norm for future workers
for Christ. It is not necessary to say that

he was conscious of that use. Dcissmann (St.

Paul, 12 f) is confident on this point: "That
a portion of these confidential letters shoukl

be still extant after centuries, St. Paul can-
not have intended, nor did it ever occur to him
that they would be." Be that as it may, and
granted that Paul's Epp. are "survivals, in the sense

of the technical language employed by the historical

method" (ib, 12), still we nuist not forget that Paul
attached a great deal of importance to his letters

and urged obedience to the teachings which they
contained: "I adjure you by the Lord that this ep.

be read unto all the brethren" (1 Thess 5 27).

This command we find in the v<>rv first one preserved

to us. Once more note 2 Thess 3 14: "And if

any man obeyeth not our word by this ep., note that

man, that ye have no comi)aiiy with him." Evi-

dently therefore I'aul does not conceive his epp. as

mere incidents in personal correspondence, but
authoritative instructions for the Christians to

whom they are adch-essed. In 1 Cor 7 17, "And
so ordain I in all the churches," he jjuts his episto-

lary conmiands on a par with the words of Jesus

quoted in the same chapter. Some indeed at

Corinth (2 Cor 10 9 f) took his "letters" as an
effort to "terrify" them, a thing that he was afraid

to do in person. Paul (ver 11) does not deny the

authority of his letters, but claims equal courage
when he comes in person (cf 2 Cor 13 2.10). That
Paul expected his lettc^-s to be used by more than
the one church to which they were addressed is

clear from Ccjl 4 16: "And when this ep. hath
been read among you, cause that it be read also in

the church of the Laodiceans; and that ye also

read the ep. from Laodicea." If the letter to La-
odicea is our J]pli and a sort of circtilar letter ((;f

Gal), that is clear. But it must be noted that Col,

undoul)t(>dly a sjx'cific lettc^r to Colossae, is likewise

to be passed on to Laodicea. It is not always ob-

served that in 1 Cor 1 2, though the ep. is ad-

dressed "unto the church of God which is at Cor-
inth," Paul adds, "with all that call upon the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ in every place, their Lord
and ours." Pliilem is, of course, a personal letter,

though it deals with a sociological problem of uni-

versal int(>rest. The Pastoral Epp. are addressed

to two young ministers and have many personal de-

tails, as is natural, but the epp. deal far more with

the social aspects of church life and the heresies and
vices that were threatening the very existence of

Christianity in the Rom empire. Paul is eager that

Timothy shall follow his teaching (2 Tim 3 10 ff),

and "the same commit thou to faithful men, who
shall be able to teach others also" (2 2). It is this

larger vi(!W of the future of Christianity tliat con-

cerns Paul very keenly. The very concieption of

his ministry to the Gentiles (Rom 15 16; Eph 3

7 ff) lecl Paul to feel that he had a right to speak to

all, "both to Greeks and to Barbarians" (Rom 1

14), and hence even to Rome (1 15 f). It is a mis-
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take to limit Paul's Ei)p. 1o llic local and tcinporaTV

si)her(' f^ivcii tluan by Dcissiiianii.

(4) Dcrelopmoit in Pdiil's Kpp.—For I'aul's

gospel or theology se(> lat(>r. Here w(> must stress

the fact t hat- all four fi;rou])s of Paul's Epp. are h'giti-

mate (l(>velopments from his fuiulameutal experience
of f2;race as conditioned by his ])revious training and
later work. He met each new ])rol)lem with the
same basal truth that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son
of God, revealed to Paul on the way to Damascus.
The reality of this gr(>at (>xperience must here bo
assumed (see discussioTi later). It may be admitted
that the Acts does not stand ui>on the same plane
as th(^ Pauline^ I'^l'I'- as a witness concerning Paul's
conversion (Fletcher, The Conversion of St. Paul,
1910, 5). But oven so, the Epp. amply confirm
Luke's report of the essential fact that Jesus ap-
peared to Paul in the .same sense that He did to the
ap()stl(>s and 500 Christians (1 Cor 15 4-9). The
revelation of Christ to Paul and in Paul {iv i/J-oL,

en emo'i, Gal 1 Ki) and the specific call coimected
therewith to preach to the Gentiles gave Paul a i)lace

indep(>ndent of and on a par with the other apostles

(1 16 f; 2 1-10). Paul's first preaching (Acts 9
20) "i)roclaimed J(>sus, that he is the Son of God."
This "primitive Paulinism" (Sabatier, The Apostle
Paul, 1893, 113) lay at the heart of Paul's m(>ssage
in his sermons and speeches in Acts. Prof(>ssor P.

Gardner regards Luke as a "careless" historian

("The Speech(>s of St. Paul in Acts," Cambridge
Bib. Essays, 1909, 386), but ho quite admits the
central jilace of Paul's conversion, both in the Acts
and the Epp. (ib; cf also T'he Religious Experience

of St. Paul).
We cannot here trace in detail the growth of

Paulinism. Lot Wernle speak {Beginnings of Chris-
tianity, 1903, I, 224) for us: "The decisive factor

in the genius of St. Paul's theology was his personal
experience, his conv(>rsion on the road to Damas-
cus." This fact reappears in (>ach of the groups of

the Epp. It is the necessary implication in the
apostolic authority claimed in 1 Thc^ss 2 4-6; 2
Thess 2 15; 3 6.14. "We might have claimed
authority as apostles of Christ" (1 The.ss 2 6).

For the second grou]) we nc^ed only refer to 1 Cor
9 If and 15 1-11, where Paul justifies his gospel
by the fact of having seen the risen Jesus. His self-

dopreciation in ver 9 is amply balanced by the
claims in ver 10. See also 2 Cor 10-13 and Gal
1 and 2 for Paul's formal defence of his apostolic

authority. The pleasantry in Rom 15 14 does not
displace the claim in 15 16.23 f. In the third

group note the great passage in Phil 3 12-14, where
Paul pointedly alludes to his conversion: "I was
laid hold of by Jesus Christ," as giving him the
goal of his ambition, "that I may lay hold"; "I
count not myself yet to have laid hold." This con-
centration of effort to come up to Christ's purpose
in him is the key to Paul's life and letters, "I press

on toward the goal." So the golden cord reapj)ears

in Eph 3 2-13: "How that by revelation was matle
known unto me the mystery, as I wrote before in

few words, wherebj', when ye read, ye can perceive
my understanding in the mystery of Christ." In
the fourth group he still r(>calls how Christ Jesus
took pity on him, the blasphemer, the persecutor,
the chief of sinners, and put him into the ministry,
"that in me as chief might Jesus Christ show forth

all his longsuffering, for an ensample of them that
should thereafter believe on him unto eternal life"

(1 Tim 1 16). He kept up the fight to the end
(2 Tim 4 6 f), for the Lord Jesus stood by him (4

17), as on the road to Danias(ais. So the jiersonal

note of experience links all the epp. together. They
reveal Paul's growing conception of Christ. Paul
at the very start perceived that men ar(! rede(>med
by faith in Jesus as the Saviour from sin through

His atoning death, not by works of the Law (Acts
13 3Sf). In the first group there are allusions to
the "work of faith and labor of love and i)atience of
hope in our Lord J(>sus Christ" (1 Tluvss 1 3). He
sjK'aks of "election" (1 4) and "our gospel" (1 5)
and the resurrection of Jesus (1 10). The Father,
Son and Spirit co(')perate in the; work of salvation

(2 Thess 2 13 f), which includes eh^ction, belief,

sanctification, glorification. It is not neces.sary to

press the argument for the conception of salvation
by faith in Christ, grace as oj)posed to works, in the
S(>cond group. It is obviously present in the third

and the fourth. We seem forcfnl to tin; view
therefore that Paul's experience was revolutionary,
not evolutionary. "If we consider the whole his-

tory of Paul as it is disclosed to us in his letters,

are we not forced to the conclusion that his was a
catastroi)hic or explosive, rather than a slowly pro-
gressive personality?" (Garvie, Studies of Paul and
His Gospel, 1911, 32). "His gospel was included
in his conversion, and it was meditation that mad(>
explicit what was thus implicit in his experience"
(ib). This is not to say that there was no "'s[)iritual

development of St. Paul" (Matheson, 1890). Tliere

was, and of the richest kind, but it was a growth of

expression in the successive application of the funda-
mental Christian conce]ition. The accent upon
this or that phase of truth at different stages in

Paul's care(>r does not necessarily mean that the
truth is a new one to him. It may simply be that
the occasion has arisen for emphasis and elabora-
tion.

In a broad generalization the first group of the
epp. is oschatological, the second sotoriological, the
third Christological, and the fourth pastoral (Gar-
vie, Studies of Paul and His Gospel, 22). But one
must not get the notion that Paul did not have a
full gospel of salvation in the first group, and did not
come to the true motive of the person of Christ as
Lord till the second, or understand the pastoral
office till the fourth. Sec emphasis on Paul's work
as pastor and preacher in 1 Thess 2 (first

group), and the Lordship of Christ also (1 Thess
1 1.3; 2 Thess 11; 2 13 f), on a par with the
Father.
There was a change of accent in each group on

questions of eschatology, but in Oiich one Paul
cherishes the ho[)e of the second coming of Christ
up to the very end whc>n he speaks of his own tleath

(2 Tim 4 8.18). Paul has a whole gospel of grace
in all his epp., but he presses home the special

phase of truth needed at the moment, always with
proper balance and modification, though not in

the form of a system of doctrine. In the first group
he relieves the minds of the Thessalonian Christians
from the misapprehension into which they had
fallen concerning his ])osition on the immediate
coming of Christ. In the second group Paul vindi-

cates the gospel of grace from the legalistic addition
of the Judaizers who sought to rob the Gentiles of

their freedom by insisting that they become Jews
as well as Christians. This ringing battle is echoed
in Acts 15 and is the mightiest conflict of Paul's
career. We hear echoes of it in Phil 3, but he had
won his contention. In the third grouji the battle

with error has shifted to the i)rovinco of Asia, esp.

the Lycus Valley, where a mystic; mixture of Juda-
ism (Essenism) and heathen mystery-religions and
philo.sophies (incipient Gnosticism) was so rife in

the 2d cent, (the various forms of Gnosticism which
combined with some aspects of Christianity). It

is possible also that Mithraism was already a foe

of Christianity. The central position and essential

deity of Jesus Christ was challenged by those ncnv

and world-old heresies, and Paid attacks them with
marvelous skill in Col and Ei)h and works out in

detail his teaching conc(>rning the person of Christ
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with due emphasis on the soteriological aspects of

Christ's work and on Christian life. Bruce (St.

l^aid's Conception of Christianity) cone(>ives that

Paul gives us his entire (conception of Christianity

in tlie four great epp. of the second group, while

B. Weiss (Bib. Theol. of the NT) sees a more devel-

oped doctrine in the third group. He is in his

prime in both groups. In the fourth group the

same struggle lingers on with variations in Crete
and even in Ephesus. The Jewish phase of the

heresy is more decided (perhaps Pharisaic), and
recalls to some extent the Judaistic controversy in

the second group. Paul is older and faces the end,

and Christianity has enemies within and without.
He turns to young ministers as the hope of the
future in the i)ro))agation of the gospel of the happy
God. The firc^s have burned lower, and there is less

passion and luvit. The tone is now fierce, now tend{>r.

The style is broken and reminiscent and personal,

though not with the rush of torrential emotion in

2 Cor, nor the power of logic in Gal and Rom.
Each ep. fits into its niche in the group. Each
group falls into proper relation to the stage in Paul's
life and justly reveals the changes of thought and
feeling in the great apostle. It is essential that one
study Paul's Epp. in their actual historical order if

one wishes to understand the mind of Paul. Schol-

ars are not agreed, to be sure on this point. They
are not agreed on anything, for that matter. See
two methods of presenting Paul's Epp. in Robert-
son, Chronolof/ical NT (1904), and MofTatt, Histori-

cal NT (Wm).
II. Modern Theories about Paul.—Findlay

{HDB, "Paul") utters a needed warning when he
r(>min(ls us that the modern historical

1. Criticism and p.sychological method of study is

Not In- just as liable to prepossession and
fallible ])reju(lice as the older categories of

scliolastic and dogmatic theology.

"The focus of th(! i)icture may be displaced and
its colors falsified by philosophical no less than
by ecclesiasti('al sjx'ctacles" (ib). Deissmann {St.

Paul, 4 f) sj'inpathizes with this protest against the
infallibility of modern subjective criticism: "That
really and i)roperly is the task of the modern stu-

dent of St. Paul: to come back from the paper St.

Paul of our western libraries, Germanized, dogma-
tised, modernized, to tli(> historic St. Paul; to pene-
trate through the 'Paulinism' of our NT theologi(>s

to the St. Paul of ancient reality." H(! admits
the thoroughness and the magnitude of the work
accomplished in the 19th ccnit. concerning the liter-

ary questions connected with Paul's letters, but it

is a "doctrinaire interest" that "has gone farther

and farther astray." Deissmann conceives of Paul
as a "liero of piety first and foremost," not as a
theologian. ".\s a religious g(>nius St. Paul's out-

look is forward into a future of universal history."

In this position of Deissmann we see a return

to th(; pre-Baur time. Deissmann would like to

get past all tlie schools of criticism, back to Paul
himself.

Baur started the modern critical attitude by his

Pasloralbriefe (1835, ]). 79), in which he remarked
that th(>re were; only four ei)p. of Paul

2. The (Gal 1 and 2 Cor, Rom) which could be
Tubingen accepted as genuine. In his Paulas
Theory (1845) he expounded this thesis. He

also rejected the Acts. From the four

great epp. and from the pseudo-Clemtmtine lit-

erature of the 2d cent., Baur argued that Paul and
Peter were bitter antagonists. Peter and the other
apostles were held fast in the grip of the l<!galistic

concej)tion of Christianity, a sort of Christianized

Pharisaism. Paul, when convert(>d, had react(>d

violently against this view, and became tlu> e\])()iient

of g(nitile fn>edom. Christianity was divided into

two factions, Jewish Christians (Petrinists) and
gentile Christians (Paulinists). With this "key"
Baur ruled out the othc^r Pauline epp. and Acts as
spurious, because they did not show the bitterness

of this controversy. He called them "tendency"
writings, designed to cover up the strife and to

show that peace reigned in the camp. This arbi-

trary theory cut a wide swath for 50 years, and be-
came a fetich with many scholars, but it is now
dead. "It has been seen that it is bad criticism to
make a theory on ins(>cure grounds, and then to

reject all the ht(>rature which contraclicts it" (Mac-
lean in 1-vol IIDB). Ramsay {The First Chris-
tian Cent., 1911, 195) contends that the perpetuation
of the Baur standpoint in Moffatt's Intro to the Lit.

of the NT is an anachronism: "We are no longer
in the 19th cent, with its negations, but in the 20th
cent, with its growing power of insight and the
power of belief that springs therefrom." Van
Manen {EB) calls the Baur view that of the "old

guard" of libcM'al theology in Germany, Switzer-
land, France, Holland, and, to soine extent, in

Britain.

But even in Germany the older conservative view
of Paul has always hacl champions. The most con-

sistent of t he recent opponent s of Baur's
3. Protest views in GcM-many is Th. Zahn (cf his

against Einlin das NT, 2 vols, 1897-99; Intro

Baur's View /o the NT, 3 vols, 1910). In liritain

the true successor of Liglitfoot as the
chief antagonist of the Tiibingtm School is Sir W.
M. Ramsay, whose numerous volum(\s {Church in
the Rom Empire, 1893; Cities and Bishoprics of
Phrygia, 1895; .S7. Paul the Traveller, 1896; Paul-
ine and Other Studies, 1906; Cities of St. Paul, 1908;
Luke the Physician and Other Studies, 1908; Pictures

of the Apostolic Church, 1910; The First Christian
Century, 1911) have given the finishing touches to

the overthrow of Baur's contention.
But even so, already the Baur school had split

into two parts. The ablest representatives, like

H. J. Holtzmann, Pfleiderer, Harnack,
4. Succes- Jiilicher, Lipsius, von Soden, were
sors to Baur comp(;lled to admit more of Paul's

Epp. as genuine than the four principal

ones, till there are left practically none to fight over
but Eph and the Pastoral Epp. This i)rogress elimi-

nated com|)letely Baur's thesis and ajjjjroached very
nearly to the position of Light foot, Ramsay and
Zahn. Von Soden {Early Christian Lit., 324) still

stands out against 2 Thess, but Harnack has de-
serted him on that point. But the old narrow view
of Baur is gone, and von Soden is elof}uent in his

enthusiasm for Paul (ib, 119) : "As we gaze upon the
great literary memorials of the Greeks we may well
question whether these Pauline letters are not equal
to them—indeed, do not surpass them—in si)iritual

significance, in ixsychological dejjths and loftiness

of ideal, above all in the art of comj)lete and forcible

expression." The oth(>r wing of Baur's school
Findlay {HDB) calls "ultra-Baurians." It is

mainly a Dut(;li school with Loman and Van
Manen as its main exponents, though it has sup-
\)OTi in Germany from Steck and Volter, and in

America from W. B. Smith. These writers do not
say that Paul is a myth, but that our sources
(Acts and the 13 epp.) are all legendary. It is a
relentless carrying of Baur's th(>sis to a reductio ad
absurdum. Van Manen {E B) says of "the historical

Paul" as distinct from "the legendary Paul" : "It

does not appear that Paul's icleas differed widely
from those of the other disci])les, or that he had
emancipated himself from Judaism or had out-
grown the law more than they." When one has
disposed of all the evidence he is entirely free to

reconstruct tin; pictures to suit himself. Quite
arbitrarily. Van Manen ac(;epts the "we"-sections
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in Acts :is uuthorihitivr. IJut these }z;ive fijliinpses

of the histnrirdl Jesus (luite ;is truly us th(> PauUne
Epi).,:ui(l should therefore be r(>jecte(l by advocates

of the mythical Jesus. So the ix-iululum swinjfs

back and forth. One school destroys the oth<>r,

l)ut the fact of Paul's jx-rsonality remains. "The
new start is one of such importance that, we must
distinguish the pr(>-Paulin(! from the j)ost-Pauline

Christianity, or, what amounts to the sam<> thing,

the Palestinian sect and the world-religion" (Wernle,

Beginnings of CfiTistidnili/, I, 159).

In his Pnnlns (1904), Wrede finds the explana-

tion of Paul's theology in late Jewish ai)Ocalyi)ti(!

views and in the oriental mystery-

5. Appeal religions. Hous.set {Die Religion (lea

to Com- JudenthiiniH im NT ZeiUiller, 1903)

parative seeks to find in the "late Jewish apoc-

Religion alyi)tic" "conceptions from the Bab
an(l the Irano-Zarathustrian religions"

(Schweitzer, Pdiil and His Inlcrpreters, 173). Ac-
cording to Wr(>(l<>'s view, Paul is one of the creators

of "Christ" as distinct from the Jesus of history (cf

"J(>sus or Christ," HJ , sui)pl., January, 1909).

"Wredc's object is to ov(>rthrow the view predomi-

nant in modern theology, that Paul loyally and con-

sistently (^xpound(>d and develoi)ed the theology of

Jesus" (J. Weiss, Paul and Jesus, 1909, 2). J.

Weiss in this book makes a careful reply to ^\'rcde

as oth(>rs have done; cf A. Meycn-, Jesus or Paul

(1909), who concludes (p. 134) dramatically: "Paul
—just one who points the; way to J(>sus and to God !"

See also Jiilicher, Paulus und Jesus (1907); Kaftan,

Jesus und Paulus (1906); Kolbing, Die geistige

Einwirkung der Person Jesu und Paulus (1906).

The host reply to Wrede's arguments about the

mystery-religion is found in articles in the Expos ior

1912-13 (now in l)()ok form) by II. A. A. Kennedy
on "St. Paul and the Myst(>ry-R(>ligions." The
position of Wrede is carricnl to its logical conclusion

by Drews {Die Christ us-Mgthe, 1909), who makes
Paul the creator of Christianity. W. B. Smith {Der

rorchristlichc Jesus, 1906) tries to show that "Jesus"

was a pre-Christian myth or god. Schweitzer

{Paul and His Interpreters, 235) sums the matter
up thus: "Drcws's thesis is not merely a curiosity;

it indicates the natural limit at which the hypothe-
sis advanced by the advo(^at(>s of comparative re-

ligion, when left to its own momentum, finally

comes to rest."

Schweitzer himself may be accepted as the best

exponent of the rigid api)lication of this view to

Paul {Paul and His Lnterpreters, 1912)

6. The that he had made to Jesus {The Quest

Eschatologi- of the Historical Jesus, 1910). He
cal Inter- glori(>s in the ability to answer the

pretation absurdities of Steck, Loman and Van
Manen and Drews by showing that

the eschatological conceptions of Paul in his ei)p.

are ])rimitive, not late, and belong to the 1st cent.,

not to the 2d {Paul and His Interpreters, 249). He
thus claims to be the true pui)il of Baur, though
reaching conclusions utterly different. There is

imdoubtcdly an element of truth in this contention

of Schweitz(>r, but he loses his case, wh(>n he insists

that nothing but eschatology nuist be; allowed to

figur(\ "The edifice constructed by Baur has

fallen," he proclaims (]). viii), but he demands that

in its i)lace we allow th(^ "exclusively Jewish-

eschatological" (p. ix) interpretation. There he

slips, and his th(M)ry will go th(i way of thatof Baur.

C. Anderson Scott ("Jesus and Paul," Cambridge
Bit). Essays, 365) admits that Paul has the same
eschatological outlook as Jesus, but also the same;

ethical inter(>st. It is not "either .... or," but

both in each ca.se. S(><? a complete! bibliogra])hy

of the "J(>sus and Paul" controversy in J. (1.

Machens' paper on "Jesus and Paul" in Bih. and
Thcol. Studies (1912, 547 f). As Ramsay in.sists,

we are now in the 2()th cent, of insight and sanity,

and Paul has come to his own. Even WcTide
{Beginnings of Christianity, I, lt)3) sees that, Paul

is not the creator of the facts: "Uv merely trans-

mits historical facts. God—Christ—Paul, such

is the order." Saintsbury {History of Criticism,

152) says: "It has been the mission of the 19th cent,

to jirove that everybody's work was written by
somebody else, and it will not b(! the most useless

task of th(> 20th to betake itself to more profitable

iiKluiries."

///. Chronology of Paul's Career.—There is

not a single date in the; lif(> of Paul that is beyond
dispute, tliough several are narrowed

1. Schemes to a fine point, and the; general course

and relative proportion of events are

clear enough. Luke gave careful data for the

time of the birth of Jesus (Lk 2 1 f), U)V the en-

trance of the Bai)tist on his ministry (3 If), and

the age of Jesus when He began His work (3 23),

but he takes no such pains in the Acts v.itli chro-

nology. But we are left with a number of inci-

dental allusions and not(>s of time which call for

some discussion. For fuller treatment see Chro-
nology OF THE NT. Garvie {Life and Teaching of

Paul, 1910, LSI) gives a comparative table of the

views of Harnack, Turner, Ramsay and Light foot

for the events from the crucifixion of Christ to the

close of Acts. The general scheme is nearly the

same, differing from one to four years here and

there. Shaw {The Pauline Epp., xi) giv(>s a good

chronological sch(>mc. Moffat t {Intro to the Lit. of

the NT, 62 f) gives the theories of 23 scholars:

Turner, "Chronolotiy," in HDB; Nctelcr, I'ntrr-

suchung NT Zritrrrhnltiiissc. 1894; O. Holtzinann, AT
Zeitueschichte, 189.5, cliaiiged in 2d od, 190C.; JJartlct.

Apostolic Age, xiii f ; ('orucly (cf Laurent), NT Sludieir,

Ilarnack, Chron. d. allchriM. Lit. bis Euscbiiis, 233-89:
McCiiffcrt, Apostolic Age. IM. 172; Zahn, Intro. Ill,

4,50 f; Ramsay, "The Pauline C'hronology," Pauline and
Other ^Studies', :M.5 f ; Lightfoot, Bib. Essays. 213-33;
Wendt, Acts, .53-60, Meyer, Comm.; Rcnan, St. Paxil;

Bornemann, Thcss. 17 f, Meyer, Comm.; Clemen, Paulus.

1,411; (Jiffert, Student's Life of Paul. 242-59; Weiss.

Intro. I, 1.54 f; Sabatier, Paul, 13 f; .Jiilicher, I':inl\ 31 f;

Findlay, "Paul" in HDB; Farrar, Paul. Appendi.x:

Belser, Theid. Quartalschri.ft; Steinmann, Abfassunnszeit d.

Gal, 169; Iloennicke, Die Chronologic des Paulus.

Let us look at the dates given by ten of this list:

Conversion
First visit to Jerusalem. . .

Second visit to Jerusalem.
First missionary tour. . .

Conference at Jerusalem.

.

Second missionary tour . .

Third missionary tour . . .

Arrest in Jerusalem
Arrival in Rome
Death of Paul

Turner Bartlot
Har-
nack

35-36 31-32 30
38 34-35 ;i3

46 4() 44
47 47 45
49 49 46-47
49 49 46-47
.52 52 50
.56 56 53-54
.59 59 56-57

64-65 61-62 64

McGiffert Ramsay ^foo?'
Clemen Findlay

34
37
45
48
51
51
54
58
61
67

31 36
34 39

46 46
48 49

49-52 49
53-59 53

59 57
62 60
64 67

Hoen-
nicke

33-35
36-38
45-46
49?

50-52

00-62
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This table shows very well the present diversity

of opinion on the iraain points in Paul's life. Before
expressing an opinion on the jwints at issue it is

best to examine a few details. Paul himself gives

some notes of time. He gives "after 3 years" (Gal
1 18) as the p(>riod between his conversion and first

visit to Jerus, though he does not necessarily mean
A full years. In Gal 2 1, Paul speaks of another
visit to JcTUs "after the space of 14 years."
Then again Luke quotes him as saying to the Ephe-
sian elders at Miletus that he had spent "3 y(>ars" at

l*]])hcsus (Acts 20 31). These i)eriods of time all

come before Paul's last visit antl arrest in Jerus,

and they do not embrace all the time between his

conversion and arrest. Then; is also another note
of time in 2 Cor 12 2, when; h(> speaks in an enig-

matic way of experiences of his "14 years" ago from
the writing of (his ep. from Macedonia on the third

tour. This will take him back to Tarsus before
coming to Antioch at the recjut^st of Barnabas, and
so overlaps a bit the other "14" above, and in-

cludes the "3 years" at Eplu>sus. We cannot, there-

fore, add the.se figures together for the total. But
some light may !)(» obtained from further details

from Acts and the Epp.

(1) The death of Stephen.—Saul is "a young man"
(Acts 7 58) when this event occurs. Like oth(>r

young Jews he entered upon his life

2. Crucial as a rabbi at the age of thirty. He
Points had })robably b(>en thus active several

years, esp. as lie was now in a ])osition

of leader.ship and mav even have been a member of

the Sanhedrin (Acts 26 10). Pontius Pilate was not
deposed from his procuratorship till 36 AD, but
was in a state of imeasiness for a couple of years.

It is more probable, therefore, that the stoning of

Stephen would take place after his deposition in the
interregnum, or not manj' years before, when hi)

would be afraid to protest against the lawlessness

of the Jewisli leaders. He had shown timidity at
tlie death of J(>sus, 29 or 30 AD, but some of the
forms of law w(>re observed. So nothing decisive

is here obtained, though 35 AD seems more prob-
able than 32 or 33.

(2) The flight from Damascus.—Paul locates this

humiliating ex]K>rience (2 Cor 11 32 f) wh(>n "the
governor under Aretas the king guarded the city

of the Damascenes." Aretas tin; Arabian, and not
th(! Roman, has now control when Paul is writing.

Tlie likelihood is that Aretas did not get possession
of Damascus till 37 AD, when Tiberius died and
was succeeded by Caligula. It is argued by some
that the exj)r(>ssion "the city of the Damascenes"
shows that the city was not under the control of

Aretas, but was attacked by a Bedouin chieftain

who lay in wait for Paul b(>fore the city, '^riiat to

m(! seems forced. Jos {Ant, XVIII, v, 3; vi, 3)

at any rate is silent concerning the authority of

Aretas over Damascus from 35-37 AD, l)ut no coins

or inscriptions show Rom rul(> over the; city between
35 and (52 AD. Ramsay, however ("The Pauline
Chronology," Pauline and Other Studies, 364),
accej)ts the view of Marquardt (Rdrnische Staals-
alterth., I, 404 f) that it was po.ssible for Aretas to

have; had possession of Damascus before 37 AD.
The flight from Damascus 's the same year as i\\v

visit to Jerus, Paul's first after his conversion (.Vets

9 26; Gal 1 18). If we knew the precise year of

this event, we could subtract two or three years and
reach the date of his conversion. Light foot in his

Comm. on (hd gives 38 as the date of this first visit

to Jerus, and 36 as the date of the conversion, taking
"after 3 years" in a free way, but in his Bih.
Essays, 221, lie puts the visit in 37 and the conver-

sion in 34, and says " 'aft<>r 3 y(>ars' must mean
three whole years, or substantially so." Thus we
miss a sure date again.

(3) The death of Herod Aqrippa I.—Here the
point of contact between the Acts (12 1-4.19-23)
and Jos {Ant, XIX, viii) is beyond dispute, since

both rf^cord and describe in .somewhat similar v<Mn
the (hnith of this kiiig. Jos says that at the time of

his death he had already compl(>ted the 3d year of

his reign over the wholes of Judaea {Ant, XIX, viii,

2). He received this dignity soon after Claudius
began to reign in 41 AD, so that makes the date 44
AD. He died aft(>r the Passov(>r in that year (44),

for Peter was impris(med bj' him during that f(>ast

(Acts 12 3). But unfortunately Luke sandwiches
the narrative about Herod Agrii)pa in between the

visit of Barnabas and Saul to Jerus from Antioch
(Acts 11 29 f) and their return to Antioch (12 25).

lie does not say that the events here recorded were
exactly synchronous with this visit, for he says
merely "about that time." V\'v are allowed therefore

to i)lace this visit before 44 AD or after, just as the
facts require. The mention of "elders" in Acts
11 30 instead of apostles (cf both in 15 4) may mean
that the apostl(\s arc^ absent when the visit is made.
After the death of James (12 1 f ) and release of Pet(>r

we note that Peter "went to another place" (12 17).

But the apostles are back again in Jerus in 15 4 fT.

Light foot {Bib. Essays, 216) tlu'refon; places the
visit "at the end of 44, or in 45." Once more we
slip the conne<;tion and fail to fix a firm dat(^ for

Paul. It is disputed also whether this 2d visit to

Jerus according to Acts (9 26; 11 29 f) is the same
as the "again" in Gal 2 1. Ramsay {St. Paul the

Traveller, 59) identifies the visit in Gal 2 1 with
that in Acts 11 29 f, but Light foot {Bib. Essays,

221) holds that it "nmst be identified with the thinl

of the Acts" (15 4 ff). In Gal 1 and 2 Paul is not
recording his visits to Jerus, but showing his inde-

pendence of the a{)ostles when he met them in Jerus.

There is no ])roof tliat he saw the apostles on the

occasion of the visit in Acts 11 29 f. The ])()int

of Lightfoot is well taken, but we have no i)oint of

conta(;t with the outside history for locating more
precisely the date; of the visit of Gal 2 1 and Acts
15 4 IT, exc(>pt that it was after the first missionary
tour of Acts 13 and 14.

(4) The first missionary tour.—Sergius Paulus is

proconsul of Cyprus when Barnabas and Saul visit t he
island (.Vets 13 7). The proconsul Paulus is iTien-

tioncd in a Gr inscription of Soloi (Hogarth, Dcvia
Cypria, 1889, 114) and Lucius Sergius Paulus in

( IL, VI, 31, 545, but, as no mention of his being
proconsul is here made, it is probably earlier than
that time. The Soloi inscription bears the date 53
AD, but Sergius Paulus was not jjroconsul in 51

or 52. Hence he may have been i)roconsul in 50
or the early part of 51 AD. It could not be later

and may have been earlier.

(5) The first visit to Corinth.—The point to note
here is that Gallio becomes proconsid of Achaia
(Acts 18 12). Paul has been ap])arently in Corinth
a year and six months when Gallio ajjpears on the

scene (Acts 18 11). Aquila and Priscilla liad

"lately come from Italy" (18 2) wh(>n Paul arrived

there. They had b(M>n expellcMl from Rome by the
emperor Claudius (18 2). On tlu; arrival of Gallio

the Jews at once accuse Paul before him; he refuses

to interfere, and Paul staj's on for a wliile and th(>n

leav(>s for Syria with Aquila and Priscilla (18 18).

D(>issmann {St. Paul, Appendix, I, "The Procon-
sulate of L. Junius Gallio") has shown beyond
reasonable doubt that Gallio, the brother of Seneca,

became proconsul of Achaia about July, 51 AD (or

jKxssibly 52). On a stone found at Delphi, Gallio is

mentioned as proconsul of Achaia according to the

l)robable restoration of part of the t(>xt. But the

stone mentions the fact that Claudius had been
acclaimed imperator 20 times. By meaiis of an-

oth(!r inscription we get the 27th proclamation as
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iinixTutor in coiiiicctioi

iuiucduct on August. 1,

with the (Icdiciitioii of an

- '- AD. So thus th(> 2(itli

tiiiic is before this (hit e, sonu' t iiii(> in the earlier i)art

of the year. Wo need not follow in detail the turns

of the^ir^;ument (see Deissnuinn, op. eit.). Onec;

moHMvedo not ^et a certain dat(> as to the year. It

is either the suinnier of 51 or 52 AD, when Gallio

eonies. And Paul has already been in Corinth a

year and a half. But the terminus ad quern for tlu^

close of Paul's two years' stay in Corinth would b(>

th(^ early autumn of 52 AD, and more probably 51

AD. Hence tlu; 2 Thessalonian V.v\). cannot b(!

later than this date. Before the close of 52 AD,
and ])robably 51, therefore must come the 2d mis-

sionary tour, the conference at Jerus, the first mis-

sionary tour, etc. Dcnssmann is justified in his

enthusiasm on this point. He is positive that 51

AD is the date of the aj-rival of Gallio.

{(S) I'nul at Troas according to Acts 20 6 f.—On
this occasion Luke sives th(! days and the time of

year (Passover). Ramsay figures {St. Paul the

'Traveller, 2S9 f ) that Paid had his closing service

at Troas on Sunday evening and the party l(>ft early

Monday morning. HcMice lie argues back to the

Pa.ssoverat Philippi and concludes that the days as

given by Luke will not fit into 5(j, 58, or 59 AD, but

will suit 57. If he is correct in this matter-, then we
should have a definite year for the lasttrij) to Jctus.

L(nvin {Fasti Sacri, nos. 1856, 1857) reaches the

same conclusion. The conclusion is logical if Luke

is exact in his use of days in this passage. Yet

Lightfoot insists on 58 AD, but Ramsay has the

advantage on this point. See Pauline and Other

Studies, 352 f

.

(7) Festus succeeding Felix.—When was Felix

recallcHl? He was appointed i)rocurator in 52 AD
(S('hurer, Jewish People in the Time of Christ, I,

ii, 174). He was already ruler "many years" (Acts

24 10) when Paul appears before him in Caesarea.

He holds on "two years" when he is succeeded by
Festus (Acts 24 27). But in the Chronicle of

Eusebius (Armenian text) it is stated that the recall

of Felix took place in the last year of Claudius, or

54 AD. But this is clearly an error, in spite of the

support given to it by Harnack {Chronologic d.

Paulas), since Jos puts most of the rule of Felix

in the reign of Nero {Ayit, XX, viii, 1-9; BJ, II,

xii, 8-14), not to mention the "many years" of Paul

in Acts 24 10. But the error of Eusebius has now
been explained by Erbes in his Todestage Pauli und
Petri, and is made perfectly cl(>ar l)y Ramsay in

Pauline and Other Studies, 349 ff . Eusebius over-

looked the interregnum of 6 years between the death

of H<>rod Agrii)pa I in 44 AD and the first year of

Herod Agrii)pa II in 50 AD. Eusebius learned

that Festus came in the 10th y(>ar of Herod Agrippa

II. Counting from 50 AD, that gives us 59 AD as

the date of the recall of Felix. This date harmo-

nizes with all the known facts. "The great majority

of scholars accept the date 60 for Festus; but they

confess that it is only an a])i)roxiinate date, and

there is no decisive argument for it" (Ramsay,

Pauline and Other Studies, 351). For miimte dis-

cussion of the old arguments see Nash, art. "Paul"

in new Sch- Herz Enc; Schtirer, Hist of the Jewish

People, I, ii, 182 ff. But if Erbes and Ramsay are

correct, we have at last a date that will stand. So

then Paul sails for Rome in the late summer of 59

AD and arrives at his destination in the early spring

("had wintennl," Acts 28 11) of 60 AD. He had

b(>en "two whole years in liis own hired dwelling"

(28 30) when Luke clos(>s the Acts. On the basis

of his release in 63 or early 64 and the journeyings

of the Pastoral Epp., Paul's death would come by
early summer of 68 before Nero's death, and ])ossil)ly

in 67. On this ])oint see later. We can now count

back from 59 .VD with reasonable clearness to 57 as

the date of Paul's arrest in Jerus. Paul spent at

l(>ast a year and three months (Acts 19 8.10) in

Ephesus' (called in round numbers three; years in

Acts 20 31). It took a year for him to reach Jerus,

from Pentecost (1 Cor 16 8) to Pentecost (.Vets

20 16). From tlu; spring of 57 AD we thus get

back to th(> end of 53 as tlu; time of his arrival in

Ei)liesus (Acts 19 1). We have .se(>n that (lallio

came to Ojrinth in the summ(>r of 51 AD (or 52),

after Paul had be(>n there a year and a half (Acts

18 11), leaving ample time in either case for the

journeys from Corinth to Epluvsus, to Caesarea, to

Jerus ap})arently (Acts 18 21 f), and to Ei)h(-sus

(19 1) from th(i summer of 51 (or 52) we go back

two vears to the beginning of the 2d missionary

tour (Acts 16 1-6) as 49 (or 50). The Jerus Con-
ference was i)robably in the same year, and the first

missionary tour would conu; in the two (or three)

preceding years 47 and 48 (48-49) . The stay at An-

tioch (Acts 14 28) may have been of some; length.

So we come back to the end of 44 or beginning of

45 for the visit to Jerus in Acts 11 29 f. liefore

that conies the j'car in Antioch with Barnabas (11

26), the years in Tarsus in Cilicia, the "three years"

aftcT the conv(U'sion sjM^nt mostly in Arabia (Gal

1 17 f), Paul's first app(>arance at the death of

Stephen (Acts 7 58). These early dates are more
conj(>ctural, but even so the facts seem to indicate

35 AD as th(! prcjbable year of Saul's conv(>rsion.

Tlie year of his birth would tlum be between 1 and

5 AD, ])robably nearer 1. If so, and if his death

was in 67 or 68 AD, his age is well indicalinl. He
was "Paul th(; Aged" (Philem V(-r 9) when he wrote

to PhileiiKm from Rome in 61-63 AL).

IV. His Equipment.—Ramsay chooses as the title

of ch ii, in his *S'^. Paul the Traveller, th(! words "The
Origin of St. Paul." It is not possible to explain

the work and teaching of Paul without a just con-

ception of the forces that entered into his life. Paul

himself is still woefully misunderstood by some.

Thus A. Meyer {Jesus or Paul, 1909, 119) says:

"In spite of all that has been said, there is no doubt

that St. Paul, with his peculiar personality, with

his tendency to recondite gnostic speculation and
rabbinic argument, has heavily encumbered the

cause of Christianity. For many simple souls, and

for many natures that are otherwise constituted

than himself, he has barred the way to the simple

Christianity of Jesus." That is a serious charge

against the man who claim(>d to have done more
than all the other ai)Ostles, and rightly, so far as we
can tell (1 Cor 15 10), and who claimed that his

interpretation of Jesus was the only true one (Cial

1 7-9). Moffatt {Paul and Paulinism, 1910, 70)

minimizes the effect of Paulinism: "The majority

of Paul's distinctive conceptions were either mis-

understood, or dropped, or modified, as the case

might be, in the course of a few decad(>s." "Paul-

inism as a whole stood almost as far ai)art from the

Christianity that followed it as from that which

preceded it" (ib, 73). "The aim of some scholars

seems to be to rob every grcvit thinker of his origi-

naUty" (Garvie, Studies of Paul and His Gospel,

1). Ramsay {Pauline and Other Studies, 3 ff)

boldly challenges the modern pr(>judice of some
scholars against Paul by asking, "Shall we h(>ar evi-

dence or not?" EvfTV successive age must study

afresh the lif(> and work of Paul (ih, 27) if it would
understand him. Deissmann {St. Paul, 3 f) rightly

sees that "St. Paul is spiritually the great power of

the apostolic age." Hence "the historian, surveying

the beginnings of Christianity, sees St. Paul as

first after Jesus." Peine {Jcsns Christus und
Paulus, 1902, 298) claims that Paul grasped th(>

essence of the ministry of Christ "auf das tiefste."

I own myself a victim to "the charm of Paul," to

use Ramsay's i)hrase {Pauline and Other Studies,
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27j. Ill .seeking to sliidy "tlie sli;t])in<i; influences"

in Piuil's career (Alexaiuier, The Elhicfi of St. Paul,

1910, 27), we shall be; in error if we seek to explain

everytluuji; by heredity and enviroiuneut and if W(>

deny any influence from these sources. He is wliat

he is b(>cause of orif>;inal endowments, the world of

his day, and his experience of Christ Jesus. He
had both ess(>ntial and accidental factors in his

e(iuii)ment (Fairbairn, Stuilics in Religion and
Tlivologij, 1910, 4()9f). Let us note the (;hief factors

in his religious development.

G(!0graphy plays an important part in any life.

John the Baptist spent his boyhood in the hill

country of Judaea in a small town
1. The City (Lk 1 30) and then in the wilderness,

of Tarsus J(>sus sjient His boyhood in the town
of Nazareth and the country round.

Roth John and J<\sus show fondness for Nature in

all its forms. Paul grew up in a great city and
s])(>nt his life in th(; great cities of the; Horn empire.
He makes little use of the beauties of Nature, but
he has a keen knowledge of men (cf Koljertson,

Epochs in the Life of Paul, 12). Paul was proud
of his great city (Acts 21 39). He was not merely
a resident, but a "citizen" of this distinguished
city. This fact shows that Paul's family had not
just emigrated from Judaea to Tarsus a few years
before his birth, but had been planted in Tarsus as
I)art of a colony with full nuinicii)al rights (Ramsay,
»S7. Ptinl the Traveller, 31 f). Ttirsus was the capital

of Cilicia, then a ])art of the province of Syria, but
it liad the title of metropolis and was a free city,

vrl>s libera (Pliny, A7/, v. 27). To the ancient
Clr the city was his ''fatherland" (Ramsay, Cities

of St. Paid, 1908, 90). Tarsus was situated on the
river Cydnus, and in a witle plain with the hill

country behind and the snow-covered Taurus
Mountains in the distance. It was subject to ma-
laria. Ramsay (ib, 117 ff) from Gen 10 4f holds
that the early inhabitants were Cireeks mingled
with Orientals. East andA\'estflow(>d together here.

It was a Rom town also with a Jewish colony (il),

1(59 ff), constituting a city tribe to which Paul's
family belonged. So then Tarsus was a typical city

of the Gr-Rom civilization.

The religions of th(^ times all met there in this great
mart of l)usiness. But it was one of tlu^ great seats of
culturi> also. Slrabo (xiv.('(.73) even says that "Tarsus
suri)asscd all other universities, such as Alexandria and
Ailietis, in tlie study of pliilosophy and educational lit-

(!i'atur(Mn general." "Its great preeminence," ho adds,
"consists in this, that Uw, mvn of learning here are all

natives." Accordingly, ho and others liave mado up a
hjiig list of distinguished men who flourislied at Tarsus
in tlu! late autumn of (ir learning: phil()soi)li(>rs—of tho
Academy, of tho Epicurean and Stoic .scliools—poets,
grannnarians. pliysicians. At Tarsus, one might say,
" vou breathed the; atmosi)here of learning" (Ijiglitfoot,

B',h. E.<sau.s, 205). But Kainsay {Citirs of St. I'aat, 231 f)

cautions us not to misunderstand Strabo. It was not
even one of the three great universities of the world in
point of e(|uii)ment, fame, .stud(>nts from aliroad, or
general standing. It was not on a par with Athens and
Ali!xandria, except tliat "it was rich in wliat constitutes
tli(! true excellence and strength of a imiversity, intense
enthusiasm and desire for knowledge among tlu; students
and great ability and experience among some; at least of
X\\v teachers" (ilj, 2'.V.i). Strabo was very fond of
Atlienodorus, for instance. No students fi'om abroad
came to Tarsus, but they went from Tarsus elsewhere.
But Philostratus rcijresents ApoUonius of Tyana as
disgusted witli th(! university and tho town, and Dio
Cln-ysostom describes Tarsus as an oriental and non-
Hellenic town.

Ramsay speaks of Tarsus in the reign of Augustus
as "t he one example known in liistory of a state ruled
by a university acting through its su(;cessive prin-

cipals." "It is characteristic of the general tend-
ency of university life in a prosperous and j^eaceful

empire, that the rule of the Tarsian University was
marked by a strong reaction toward oligarchy and
a curtailment of democracy; that also belongs to the
oriental spirit, which was so strong in the (uty. But

the crowning glory of Tarsus, the reason for its

undying interest to tlu; whole world, is that it

jirochuH'd the apo.stle Paul; that it was the one city

which was suited by its etiuipoise between the
Asiatic and the Western spirit to mold the char-
acter of the great Hellenist Jew; and that it

nourished in him a strong source of loyalty and
patriottsm as the citizen of no mean city" (Ram-
say, op. cit., 235). The city gave him a schooling
in his social, political, intellectual, moral, and reli-

gious life, but in varying degrcH's, as we shall see.

It was because Tarsus was a cosmopolitan city with
"an amalgamat(>d society" that it possessc^d the
])eculiar suitability "to educate and mold the mind
of him who would in due time mak(> tlu^ religion of
the Jcnvish race intelligible to the Gr-Rom world"
(ib, 88). As a citiz(>n of Tarsus Paul was a citizen

of the whole world.

It was no idle boast with Paul wlien he said,

"But I am a Roman born" (Acts 22 28). The chief

captain might well be "afraid when he
2. Roman knew that he was a Roman, and be-
Citizenship cause he had bound him" (22 29).

Likewise the magistrates at Philippi
"feared when they heard that they wer(; Romans"
(Acts 16 39), and promptly released Paul and Silas

and "asked them to go away from the city." "To
the Roman his citizenship was his passport in dis-

tant lands, his talisman in seasons of difficulties

and danger. It sliield(Mi him alike from the caprice
of municipal law and the injustice of local magis-
trates" (Lightfo(jt, BiJ). Essays, 2{y.i). As a citizen

of Rome, therefore, Paul stood above; the common
herd. He ranked with the aristocracy in any pro-
vincial tcjwn (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 31).
Ho would naturally have a kindly f(>eling for the
Rom government in return for this high jsrivih^ge

and protection. In its ])e.ssimism the Rom empire
had come to be the world's h(jj)e, as seen in the
Fourth Eclogue of Virgil (Ramsa}', Cities of St.

Paid, 49). Paul would seize ujk)!! the Rom empire
as a fit symbol of tlu; kingdom of heaven. "Our
citizenship is in lu^aven" (Phil 3 20); "Ye are no
more strangers and sojourners, but ye are fellow-
citizens with the saints" (Eph 2 1',)). So he inter-

prets the church in terms of the body politic as well
as in terms of the Israelite theocracy (Col 2 19).

"All this shows the deej) impression which the Rom
institutions made on St. Paul" (Lightfoot, Bib.
Es.vi]is, 205). Ramsay draws a striking parallel

under the heading, "Paulinism in the Rom Empire"
{Cities of St. Paul, 70 If). "A universal Paulinism
and a universal Empire must either coalesce, or
the one must th^stroy the other." It was Paul's
knowledge of tlte Rom empire that gave him his

iniperiali.sm and statesmanlike grasp of t he problems
of Christianity in relation to the Rom empire.
Paul was a statesman of the highest type, as Ram-
say has conclusively shown {Pauline (aid Other
Studies, 49-100). Aloffatt {Paul and Paulinism,
6G) does say: "His jx'rspective was not impcTial-
istic," but he shows thereby a curious inability to
understand Paul. Tin; vision of Paul saw that the
r(>generation of the empire could come only through
Christianity. Ramsay strikingly shows how the
emperor dreaded the spiritual upheaval in Paulin-
i.sm and fought it steadily till the thne of Constan-
tine, when "an official Christianity was victorious,

but Pauline Christianity had perished, and Paul was
now a mere saint, no longer Paul but St . Paul, for-

gotten as a man or a teacher, but remembered as a
sort of revivification of the old pagan gods" {Cities

of St. Paul, 78). But, as Ramsay says, "it was not
dead; it was only waiting its opportunity; it

rc^vived when fn^edom of thought and freedom of
life began to stir in Europe; and it guided and
stimulated the Protestants of the Reformation."
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SufTor Ramsay once nioix^ {Pauline and Other

Studies, lOOj: "BarharLsin jirovod too powerful for

the Gr-Rom civilization unaided by the new reli-

j^ious bond; and every channel through whi(;h that

civilization was i)reserved or interest in it main-

tained, either is now or has been in som(> essential

part of its course Christian after the I'aulinc

form." I'liul woukl show the Rom genius for organ-

izing the churches established by him. Many of

Ins churches would be in Rom colonies (Antioch in

Pisidia, Philipi)i, Corinth, etc). He would address

his most studied ep. to the cliurch in Rome, and
Rome would be the goal of his ministry for many
years (Findlay, HDB). He would show his conver-

sance with Rom law, not merely in knowing how to

take advantage of his rights as a citizen, but also in

th(> u.se of legal terms like "adoption" (Gal 4 5f),

wh(>re the adopted heir becomes son, and heir and
son are interchangeable. Tliis was t.hc obsolete

Rom law and the Gr law l(>ft in force in the prov-

inces ((^f Gal 3 15). But in Rom 8 16 f the actual

revocable Rom law is referred to by which "luiirship

is now deduced from sonship, whereas in Gal son-

ship is deduced from heirship; for at Rome a son

must be an heir, but an heir need not be a son (cf

He 9 15 IT which pr(>supposes Rom law and the

revocability of a will)" (Maclean in 1-vol HDB).
So in Gal 3 24 the tutor or pedagogue presents a

Gr custom preserved by the Romans. This p(T-

sonal guardian of the child (often a slave) led him
to school, and was not the guardian of the cliild's

property in Gal 4 2. See Ramsay, Gal, 337-93;

Ball, St. Paul and the Rom Law, 1901, for further

discussion. As a Roman, Paul would have "nomen
and praenomen, prol)ably taken from the Rom
officer who gave his famiily civitas; but Luke, a

Greek, had no interest in Rom names. Paulus, his

cognomen, was not determined by his nomen; there

is no reason to think he was an 2Emilius" (Ramsay,
St. Paul the Traveller, 31). It is probable, though
not certain, that Paul spoke Latin (see Souter, Ex-
pos, April, 1911). He was at any rate a "Roman
gentleman'" (Findlay, HDB), as is shown by the

dignity of his bearing before governors and kings

and the respect accorded him by the proconsul

Sergius Paulus, the procurator Porcius Festus, and
the centurion Julius, whose prisoner he w\a3 in the

voyage to Rome. His father, as a Rom citizen,

probably had some means which may have come
to Paul before the ajjpeal to Rome, which was ex-

pensive (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 310 ff).

Though a prisoner in Rome, he made Rome "his

best vantage ground and his adoptive home," and
it was hf^e that he rose to "his loftiest conceptions

of the nation and destiny of the universal church"
(Findlay, HDB) as "an ambassador in chains"

(Eph 6 20). As a Rom citizen, according to tra-

dition, he was beheaded with the sword and not
subjected to crucifixion, the traditional fate of

Simon Peter. He saw the true })ax Romana to be
the peace that passeth all understanding (Phil 4

7; cf Rostron, The Christologij of St. Paul, 1912,

19)-

It is not possible "to specify all the influences that

worked on Paul in his youth" (Ramsay, Cities of
St. Paul, 79). We do not know all

3. Hellen- the life of the times. But he was
ism subject to all that life in so far as any

other Jewish youth was. "He was
master of all the education and the opportunities

of his time. He turned to his profit and to the ad-

vanc(>ment of his great purpose all the resources of

civilization" (Ramsay, Pauline and Other Studies,

285). I heartily agree with this conception of Paul's

ability to assimilate the life of his time, but one
must not be led astray so far as Schramm who, in

1710, wrote De stupenda eruditione Pauli ("On the

Stupendous Erudition of Paul"). This is, of cour.se,

absurd, as Lightfoot shows {Bib. Essays, 2()i\).

But w(! must not forg(>t Paul lived in a iir city and
poss(!S.sed Gr citizenship also (Ramsay, St. Paul
the Traveller, 33). Certainly th(> Gr traits of adapt-
ability, curiosity, alertness, tlu; love of investi-

gation were inark{>d featur(!s of his chara(;ter, and
Tarsus afforded wide opportunity for the acquiring
of these qualities {The Ethics of St. Paul, 39). He
learned to s{)eak the vernacular koint like a native
and with the ease and swing (iisi)layed by no other
NT writer save Luke and the author of He. He has
a "poet's mastery of language," though with the
passion of a soul on fin;, rather than witli tlic arti-

ficial rules of the rhetoricians of the day (Dc^iss-

mann. Light from the Ancient East, 239 f). Blass
{Die Rhythmen der asianischen und romischen Kunst-
prosa, 1905) holds that Paul wrote "rhythmically
elaborated artistic prose—a singular instance of

the great scholar's having gone astray" (Deissmann,
Light, etc, 64). But th(.Te is evidence that Paul was
familiar with the use of the diatribe and other com-
mon rhetorical devices, though he was very far from
being tinged with Atticism or Asianism. It is cer-

tain that Paul did not attend any of the schools of

rhetoric and oratory. Heinrici (Vorredc to 1 Cor
in Meyer's Krit. exeget. Komm.) argues that Paul's

methods and expressions conform more nearly to

the cynic and Stoic diatribe than to the rabbinical

dialectic; cf also Wendland und Kern, Philo u. d.

kynisch-stoische Diatribe, and Hicks, "St. Paul and
Hellenism" in Stud. Bib., IV. How extensive was
his acquaintance with Gr lit. is in doubt. Light-

foot says: "There is no ground for saying that St.

Paul was a very erudite or highly-cultivated man.
An obvious maxim of practical life from Menander
(1 Cor 15 33), a religious sentiment of Cleanthes
repeated by Aratus, himself a native of Tarsus

(Acts 17 28), a pungent satire of Epimenidcs (Tit

1 12), with possibly a passage here and there which
dimly reflects some classical writer, these are very

slender grounds on which to build the supposition

of vast learning" {Bib. Essays, 206); but Lightfoot

admits that he obtained directly or indirectly from
contact with Gr thought and learning lessons far

wider and more useful for his work than a perfect

style or a familiar acquaintance with the classical

writers of antiquity. Even so, there is no reason

to say that he made his few quotations from hear-

say and read no Gr books (cf Zahn, Intro to the NT,
52). Certainly he knew the Gr OT and the Jewish

Apoc and apocalypses in Gr. Garvie is only willing

to admit that Paul had such knowledge of Gr lit.

and philosophy as any Jew, living among Greeks,

might pick up {Life and Teaching of Paul, 2), and
charges Ramsay with "overstating the influence of

the gentile environment on Paul's development"
{Studies of Paul and His Gospel, 8). Ramsay holds

that it is quite "possible that the philosophical

school at Tarsus had exercised more influence on
Paul than is commonly allowed" {St. Paul the

Traveller, 354). Tarsus was the home of Atheno-
dorus. It was a stronghold of Stoic thought. "At
least five of the most eminent teachers of that phi-

losophy were in the university" (Alexander, Ethics

of St. Paul, 47). It is not possible to say whether
Paul attended these or any lectun^s at the university,

though it is hard to conceive that a brilliant youth
like Saul could grow up in Tarsus with no mental

stimulus from such a university. Garvie (ib, 6)

asks when Paul could have studied at the univer-

sity of Tarsus. He was probably too young before

he went to Jerus to study under Gamaliel. But it is

not probable that he remained in Jerus continuously

after completing his studies till we see him at the

death of Stephen (Acts 7 58). He may have

returned to Tarsus meanwhile and taken such
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studies. Another j)()s,sil)ility is that he took advan-

tage of the years in Tarsus after his conversion (Acts

9 30; Gal 1 21) to equip himself better for his

mission to the Gentiles to which he had been called.

Th(>re is no real difhculty on the score of time. The
world was saturated with Gr ideas, and Paul could

not escape them. He could not escape it unless

he was innocent of all culture. Ramsay sees in

Paul a love of truth and reality "wholly incon-

ceivable in a more narrow Hebrew, and wholly

inexplicable without an education in Gr philosophy"

("St. Paul and Hellenism," Cities of St. Paul, 34).

Paul exhibited a freedom and univ(>rsalism that

he found in the Gr thought of the time which was not

so decaycMl as some think. For the discussion be-

tween Garvie and Ramsay see Expos, A\m\ and
December, 1911. Pfleiderer (Urchristenthum, Vor-

wort, 174-78) finds a "double root" of Paulinism, a

Christianiz(>d Hellenism and a Christianized Phari-

saism. Harnack is more nearly correct in saying

that "notwithstanding Paul's Gr culture, his con-

ception of Christianity is, in its deepest ground, in-

dependent of Hellenism." The Hellenistic: influence

on Paul was relative and subordinate (W'endland,

Die hel.-rom. Kultur in ihren Beziehungen zu Juden-

thum und Christenthiim, 3te Aufl, 1912, 245), but it

was real, as Kohler shows {Zion Verstandnis des

Apostels Paidus, 9). He had a "Gr inheritance"

beyond a doubt, and it was not all unconscious or

subliminal as Rostron argues {Christology of St. Paul,

17j. It is true that in Athens the Stoics and Epi-

cureans ridiculed Paid as a "i)icker up of learning's

crumbs"— Browning's rendering {An Epistle) of

ffirepiJ.o'Kdyos, spermologos. Paul shows a fine scorn

of the soj^histries and verbal refinements of the mere
philosoph(>rs and orators in 1 Cor 1 and 2, but all

the same he reveals a real appr(;hension of the true

significance of knowledge and life. Dr. James
Adam {The Religious Teachers of Greece, 360) shows
instances of "the real kinship of thought between
Plato and St. Paul." He does not undertake to say

how it came about. He has a Platonic exjiression,

TO. bia rod cnb/j-aro^, id did ton somatos, in 2 Cor 5

10, and uses a Stoic and cynic word in 2 Cor 9 8,

avTdpKeiav, autdrkeian. Indeed, there are so many
similarities between Paul and Seneca in language

and thought that some scholars actually predic;itc

an acquaintance -or dependence of the one on the

other. It is far more likely that Paul and Seneca

drew upon the common phrases of current Stoicism

than that Seneca had seen Paul's Epp. or knew him
p(>rsonally. Lightfoot has a classic discussion of

the matter in his essay on "St. Paul and Seneca"
in the Comm. on Phil (see also Carr, "St. Paul's

Attitude to Gr Philosophy," E.rpos, V, ix). Alex-

ander finds f<nir Stoic ideas (Divine Immanence,
Wisdom, Freedom, Brotherhood) taken and glori-

fied by Paul to do service for Christ {Ethics of St.

Paul, 49-55). Often Paul uses a Stoic i)hrase with

a Christian content. Lightfoot boldly argues {Bib.

Essays, 207) that the later Gr lit. was a fitter hand-
maid for th(i diffusion of the gospcd than the earlier.

Paul as the apostle to the Gr-Rom world had to

"understand the bearings of the moral and religious

life of Gr(M'ce as expressed in her literature, and this

lesson he could learn more impartially and more fully

at Tarsus in the days of her decline than at Athens
in the freshness of her glory" (il)). Ramsay waxes
bold enough to discuss "the Pauline philosophy of

history" {Cities of St. Paul, 10-13). I confess to

sympathy with this notion and find it in all the Paul-

ine epp., esp. in Rom. MofFatt {Paul and Paulin-

ism, 66) finds "a religious philosophy of history'' in

Rom 9-11, throbbing with strong personal emotion.

Paul rose to the height of the true Christian phi-

losopher, tliough not a technical philosoy)her of thi;

schools. DeLssmann {St. Paul, 53) admits his lan-

guage assigns him "to an elevated cla.ss," and yet
he insists that he wrote "large letters" (Gal 6 11)

because he had "tlH> chnnsy, awkward writing of a
workman's hand deformed by toil" (p. 51). 1 can-
not agree that hen; Deissmann understands Paul.
He makes "the world of St. Paul" on too narrow
a scale.

Was Paul influenced by Alithrai.sm? H. A. A.
Kennedy has given the subject very careful and

thorough treatment in a series of pa-
4. The pcrs in E.tpos for 1912-13, already
Mystery- menticmcMl (see II, 5, above). His
Religions arguments are conclusive on the whole;

against the wild n()tk)ns of W. B.
Smith, Der vorchristliche Jesus; J. M. Robertson,
Pagan Christs; A. Drews, Die Christus-Mythe;
and Lublinski, Die Entstehung des Christentums aus
der autiken Kultur. A magic pa{)yrus about 300
AD has "I adjure thee by the god of the Hel>rew
Jesu" (11. 3019 f), but Deissmann {Light from the

Ancient East, 256) refuses to believe; this line genu-
ine: "No Christian, still less a Jew, would have;

called Jesus 'the god of the Hebrews.' " Clemen
{Primitive Christianity and Its non-Jewish Sources,

1912, 336) indorses this view of Deissmann and says

that in the 1st cent. AD "one cannot speak of non-
Jewish influences on Christology." One may dis-

miss at once the notion that Paul "deified" Jesus

into a god and made Him Christ vmd(>r the influence

of pagan myths. Certainly pagan idolatry was
forced upon Paul's attention at every turn. It

stirred his spirit at Atlunis to see the city full of

idols (Acts 17 16), and he caught eagerly at the;

altar to an unknown god to give him an easy intro-

duction to the true God (17 23); but no one can
read Rom 1 and 2 and believe that Paul was carried

away by the philo.sophy of vani deceit of his time.

He does use the words "wisdom" and "mvst cry" often

in 1 Cor, Col, and Eph, and in Pliil 4 12, "I [have]

learned the secret," lit; uses a word emi)loj'ed in the

mystic cults of the time. It is quite possible that

Paul took up some of the phrases of th(>se mystery-
religions and gave them a richer content for his own
purposes, as he did with some of the gnostic phrase-
ology {Pleroma, "fulness," for instance). But
Schweitzer {Paul and His Interpreters, 191 f) deals

a fatal blow against the notion that the mystery-
religions had a formative influenci; on Paul. He
urg(;s, with point, that it is only in the 2d cent,

that these cults became widely extended in the Rom
empire. The dat(;s and develoi)nient are obscure,

but it "is certain that Paul cannot have known the

mystery-religions in the form in which they are

known to us, because in this fully d(;veloped form
they did not exist." Cumont {Lcs religions orientates

dans le paganisme romain, 2d ed, 1909 [ET]) insists

repeatedly on the difficulties in the way of assunung
without proof that Mithraisni had any influence on
Paul. But in particular it is urged that Paul drew
on the "mysteries" for his notions of bajitism and
the Lord's Supper as having m:igical effects. Ap-
peal is made to the magical use of the name of

Jesus by the strolling Jewish exorcists in Ephesus
(Acts 18 13 fT). Kirsopp Lake {Earlier Epp. of

St. Paul, 233) holds that at Corinth they all accepted
Christianity as a mystery-religion and J(>sus as "tlu;

Redeemer-God, who had passed thnnigh death to

life, and offered participation in this new life to those

who shared in the myst(>ries which He offered," viz.

baptism and the Lord's Supper. But Kennedy
{Expos, December, 1912, 548) easily shows how with

Paul baptism and the Lord's Supper are not magi-

cal sacraments producing new life, but symbolic
pictures of death to sin and new life in Christ which
the believer has already experienced. The battle is

still raging on the subject of the mystery-religions,

but it is safe to say that so far nothing more than
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illustrative material has been sliown to he true i)f

Paul's teachiuf^ from this source.

There is nothing incoiit^ruous in tlu! notion tliat I'aiil

knew as much ai)out the inystery-reliKions as he did
about incipient Cinosticisni. Indeed tiie t wo tliiiifis may
have been to some extent comljined in some i)laces. A
passage in Col 2 18 has long l)otliere(;l commentators:
"dwelling in tlic tilings wliich he hatlisiH^n," or (m) "taking
his stand upon the tilings." etc. Wiwtcottand Jlorteven
suspected an early error in tlie text , but th(^ same word,
iixfiaTcvoi, emhatcuo, lias l)een found l)y Sir W. M. Kamsa.v
as a result of investigations b.v Makridi Bey, of the Turk-
ish Imperial Museum, in the sanctuary of Apollo at. (Maros,
a town on the Ionian coast. Some of tin; initiat(^s here
record the fact and sa.y that being "en(|uirers, having
been initiated, they entered" (emhaleuo) . Tlu^vord is thus
used of one who, having been initiat(>d, (>iiters into tlie

life of the initiate (cf Independent, 1913, H7(>). Clearly,
then, Paul uses the word in that .sense in Col 2 18.

For further discu.ssion see Jacoby, Die antiken Mys-
terietireliyionen und diis Chriatentum; Glover, Conflict of
Reiiyions in the Earh/ Rom Emjiire: Keitzenstein, Die
hell. Mysterienreliyionen; Friedliinder, Rom Life and
Mdnnerx under the Early Empire, III; Thorburn, Je.sus
Christ, Historical or Mythical.

M. Briickner {Der sterhende und anferstehende
Cottheiland in den orientalischcn Religioiien und ihr

Vcrhdlttiis zum Christeiitam, lOOcS) says: "As in

Christianity, so iit many oriental religions, a belief

in the death and r(>surreetion of a liedccmer-CJocl

(.sometimes as His Soti) occupied a central pLu'(^ in

the worship and cult us." To this Schweitzer (I'dul.

ufid His Itttcrpreters, 193) replies: "What nianii)ula-

tions the myths and ritc^s of the cults in qu(\stion

nmst liave tindergone before this general statement
could become possil)le! Where is there anything
about dying and resurrection in Mithra?" There
we may leave the matter.

Paul was Gr and Rom, but not "pan-Bab,"
though he was keeidy alive; to all the winds of doc-

trine that blew about him, as we see

5. Judaism in Col, Ei)h, and the Pastoral Epp.
But he was most of all the Jew, that

is, before liis conversion. He remained a Jew,
even though he learned how to be all things to

all men (1 Cor 9 22). Even though glorying in

his mission as apostle to the Gentiles (Eph 3 8),

he yet always put the Jew first in opportunity
and peril (Rom 2 9f). He loved the Jews almost
to the point of death (Rom 9 3). He was proud
of his Jewish lineage and boasted of it (2 Cor 11
16-22; Acts 22 3ff; 26 4fT; Phil 3 4-6). "His
religious patriotism flickered up within his Chris-
tianity" (Moffatt, Paul and Paulinism, 66). Had
he not been a Rom citizen with some Gr culture

and liis rich endowments of mind, he- would prob-
ably not have been the "chosen vess(4" for the
work of Christ among the Gentiles (Garvie, Studies

of Paul and His Gospel, 15). Had he not been
the thorough Jew, he; could not have mediated
Christianity from Jew to Gn^ek. "In the mind of

Paul a univ(Tsalized IIell(>nism coalesced with a uni-
versalized Hebraism" (Ramsay, Cities of St. Paul,
43). Ramsay strongly opposes the notion of Har-
nack and others that Paul can be tinderstood "as
j)urely a Hebrew." So in Paul both Hebraism and
Hellenism meet, though Hebraism is the main
stock. He is a Jew in the Gr-Rom workl and a part
of it, not a mere si)ectator. He is the Hellenistic
Jew, not the Aram. Jew of Pal (cf Simon Peter's
vision on the hou.se-top at Joppa, for instance).

But Paul is not a Hellenizing Jew after the fashion
of Jason and Men(>laus in the beginning of the
Maccabean conflict. Findlay (HDB) ters(>ly says:
"The Jew in him was the foundation of everything
that Paul became." But it was not the narrowest
type of Judaism in spite of his persecution of the
Christians. He belonged to the Judaism of the
Dispersion. As a Rom citizen in a Gr city he had
dei)arted from the narrowest lines of his people
(Ramsay, Cities of St. Paul, 47). His Judaism
was pure, in fact, as he gives it to us in Phil 3 5. He

was a Jew of the stock of Israel, of the trii)e of Ben-
jamin, lie was a Hebrew, of the seed of Abraham
(2 C^or 11 22j. He sliannl in full all the covenant
blessings and ])rivileges of his pt^ople (Rom 9 1-5),
whose crowning glory was, that of th(>m cam<; Jesus
the Messiah. He was i)roud of the piety of his an-
cestors (2 Tim 1 3), and made progress as a student
of Judaism ahead of his fellows (Gal 1 14). His
ancestry was pure, Hebrew of the Hebrews (Phil

3 5), and so his family preserved the native Pales-
tinian traditions in Tarsus. His name Saul was a
])r()()f of loyally to the tribe of Benjamin as his

cognomen Paul was evidence of his Rom citizen-

sliij). In his home he would be taught tlie law by
his mother (cf Gal 1 14), as was true of Timothy's
mother and grandmoth(>r (2 Tim 1 5). In Tarsus
he would go to the synagogue also. We know little

of his fath(>r, save that he was a Rom citizen and
so a man of j)osition in Tarsus and possibly of some
wealth; that he was a t(Mit-maker and taught his

son the same trade, as all Jewish fathers did, what-
ever their rank in life; that he was a Pharisee and
brought tip his son as a Pharisee (Acts 23 6), and
that he sent the young Saul to Jems to study at the
feet of Gamaliel (Acts 22 3). Paul always con-
sidered himself a Pharisee as distinct froin the Sad-
ducaie scepticism (23 6). Many of the; Pharisaic
doctrines were; identical with those of ChristiaTiity.

"^riiat Paul did not consider himself a Pharisee in all

resp(>cts is shown later by his conflict with the Juda-
izers (Gal 2; Acts 15; 2 Cor 10-13). Paul says
that he was reared as ;i strict Pharisee (Acts 26 5),

though the school of Gamaliel (grandson of Hillel)

was not so hard and narrow as that of Shanimai.
But all Pharisees were stricter than the Sadducees.
So JcTus played an imi)ortant part in the training

of Saul (Acts 22 3), ;is Paul recognized. He was
known in J(tus as a student. He knew Aram, as

well as Gr (and Lat), and could speak in it so as to

attract the attention of a Jewish audience (Acts 22
2). Paul was fortunate in his great teacher Gama-
liel, who was liberal enough to encourage the study
of Gr lit. But his liberality iit defending the apos-
tles against the Sadducees in Acts 5 34-39 must not
be misinterprete<l in comparison with the perse-

cuting zeal of his brilliant pupil against Stephen
(7 58). Stephen had opened war on the Pharisees
themselves, and there is no evidence that Gai~ialiel

inade a defence of St(>]ihen against the lawless rage
of the Sanhedrin. It is common for pujjils to go
farther than their teachers, but Gamaliel did not
come to the rescue. St ill Gamaliel helped Saul, who
was undoubtedly his most brilliant ptipil and prob-
a})ly the hope of his h(>art for the future of Judaism.
Harnack (History of Dogma, I, 94) says: "Pharisa-

ism had fulfilled its mission in the world when it

produced this man." Unfortunately, Pharisaism
did not die; in truth has never died, not even from
Christianity. But young Saul was the crowning
glory of Pharisaism. An effort has recently been
made to r(>store Pharisaism to its former digiiity.

Herford (Pharisaism, Its Aim and Method, 1912)
undertakes to show that the Gospels liave slandered
Pharisaism, that it was the one hope of the ancient

world, etc. He has a chapter on "Pharisaism and
Paul," in which he claims that Paul has not tittacked

the real Pharisaism, but has aimed liis blows at an
unreal creation of his own brain (p. 222). But, if

Paul did not understand Pharisaism, he did not
understand anything. He knew not merely the OT
in the Heb and the LXX tr, for he quotes from
both, though usually from the LXX, but he also

knew the JewLsh Apoc and apocalypses, as is shown
in various ways in his writings (see arts, on these

stibjects). Schweitzer (Paul and His Interpreters)

carries too far his idea that Paul and Jesus merely
moved in the circle of Jewish eschatology. He
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makes it explain everything, and that it cannot do.

But Paul does show acquaintance with some of

these books. See Kennedy, St. PauVs Conception

of the Last Things (1904J, for a sane and adequate
discussion of this phase of the subject. Pfleiderer

pursues the subject in his Faulinism, as does Ka-
bisch in his Eschatologie. So Santhiy and Headhun
use this source in their Cornm. on Rom. Paul knew
^\'isd, also, a book from the Jewish-Al(>xandrian

theology with a tinge of Gr philosophy (see Good-
rick, Book of Wisd, 398-403; cf also Jowett's essay

on "St. Paul and Philo" in his Epp. of St. Paul).

Paul knew how to use allegory (Gal 4 24) in accord

with the method of Philo. So then he knew how
to use the Stoic diatribe, the rabbinical diatribe

and the Alexandrian allegory. "In his cosmology,
angelology, and demonology, as well as eschatology,

he remains essentially Jewish" (Garvie, Studies of

Paul and His Gospel, 17). When he becomes a
Christian he will change many of his views, for

Christ must become central in his thinking, but his

method learned in the rabbinical schools remains
with him (Kohler, Zum Verstdtuinis, etc, 7). Here,

then, is a man with a wonderfully rounded culture.

What of his mental gifts?

Much as we can learn about the times of Paul
(cf Selden, In the Time of Paul, 1900, for a brief

sketch of Paul's world), we know some-
6. Personal thing of the political structure of the

Character- Rom world, the social life of the Lst

istics cent. AD, the religious condition of the

age, the moral standards of the time,

the intellectual tendencies of the period. New
discoveries continue to throw fresh light on the life

of the middle and lower classc^s among wliom Paul
chiefly labored. And, if Deissmami in liis brilliant

study (St. Paid, A Study in Social and Religious

History) has pressed too far the notion that Paul
the tent-maker ranks not with Origen, but with
Amos the herdman (p. 6, on p. 52 he calls it a mis-

take "to speak of St. Paul the artisan as a proleta-

rian in the sense which the word usually bears with
us"), yet he is right in insisting that Paul is "a reli-

gious genius"and "ah(-roof ])iety" (p.()). It is not
possible to explain the per.sonality and work of a
man like Paul by his past and to refer witli ])recision

this or that trait to his Jewish or Gr training (Alex-

ander, Ethics of St. Paul, 5S).
_
"We nmst aUow

something to his native originality" (ib). We are

all in a scmse the children of the ])ast, but some men
have much more the power of init iative than others.

Paul is not mere "eclectic patchwork" (Bruce, St.

Paul's Conception of Christ, 218). Even if Paul
was acquainted with Philo, which is not ccirtain, that

fact by no means explains his use; of Philo, the rei)re-

Bcntative Jew of the Hellenistic ag(>. "Both are

Jews of the Dispersion, city-dwellers, with marked
cosmopolitan traits. Both live and move in the

LXX Bible. Both are capable of ecstatic and
mystical experiences, and have many points of con-

tact in detail. And yet they stand in very strong

contrast to one another, a contrast which reminds us

of the opposition between Sen(>ca and St. Paul
Philo is a philosopher, St. Paul th(i fool pours out
the vials of his irony upon the wisdom of tlie world"
(Deissmann, St. Paul, 110). Deissmann, indeed,

cares most for "the living man, Paul, whom we hear

Bjieaking and see gesticulating, here playful, gentle

as a father, and tenderly coaxing, so as to win the

hearts of the infatuated children—th(>re thiuidering

and lightning with the passionate wrath of a Luther,

with cutting irony and bitter sarcasm on liis lips"

(ib, 16 f).

(1) Personal appearance.—We have no reliable

description of Paul's stature and looks. The Acts

of Paul and Thecla (§3) have a protraiture thus:

"Baldheaded, bowlegged, strongly built, a man

small in size, with meeting eyebrows, with a rather
large nose, full of grace, for at times he looked like

a man and at times he had the face of an angel,"
and Ramsay (Church in the Rom Empire, 32) adds:
"This plain and unflattering account of the ajjostle's

personal appearance seems to embody a very early
tradition," and in ch xvi he argues that this story
goes back to a document of the 1st cent. We may
not agree with all the details, but in some n^spects
it harmonizes with what we gather from Paul's Epp.
Fijidlay (HDB) notes that this description is con-
firmed by "the lifelike antl unconventional figure of

the Ilom ivory diptych, 'supposed to date not later

than the 4th cent.'" (Lewin's Life and Epp. of St.

Paul, Frontispiece, and II, 211). At Lystra the
natives took Barn;ibas for Jupiter and Paul for

Hermes, "because he was the chief speaker" (Acts
14 12),, showing that Barnabas had the more im-
pressive appearance, while Paul was his si:)okesman.

In Malta the natives changetl their minds in the
opposite direction, first thinking Paul a murderer
and then a god because he did not di(; from the bite

of the serpent (Acts 28 4-G). His enemies at
Corinth sneered at the weakness of his bodily pres-

ence in contrast to the strength of his letters (2 Cor
10 9f). The attack was really on the courage of

Paul, and he chiin;ed equal boldness when present

(vs 11 f), but there was probably also a reflection

on the insignificance of his physicjue. The terrible

bodily sufferings which he underwent (2 Cor 11
23-26) left physical marks (a-TiyimaTa, stigmata, Gal
6 17) that may have disfigured him to some extent.

Once his illness made; him a trial to the Galatiana
to whom he preachcnl, but they did not scorn him
(Gal 4 14). Lie f(>lt the frailty of his body as an
earthen vessel (2 Cor 4 7) and as a tabernacle in

which he groaned (5 4). But the effect of all this

weakness was to give him a fr(>sh sense of depend-
ence on Christ and a new influx of Divine power
(2 Cor 11 30; 12 9). But even if Paul was un-
prepossessiiig in ai)i)earance and weakened by illness,

whether oi)lithalmia, which is so connnon in the
East (Gal 4 15), or malaria, or i-ecurrent head-
ache, or epih-p.sy, he nmst have had a tough con-
stitution to have endured such hartlshi)) to a good
old age. He had one infirmity in particular that
came upon him at Tarsus (2 Cor 12 1-9) in con-
nection with the visions and revelations of the Lord
then granted him. The affliction s(X'ms to have
been phj'sical (ctkoXo^ rrj aapKl, skolops te sarhi, "a
stake in the flesh" or "for the flesh"), and it con-
tinued with him thereafter as a messenger of Satan
to bufTet Paul and to keep him humble. Some
think that this messenger of Satan was a demon
that haunted Paul in his nervous state. Others
hold it to be ei)ilepsy or some form of hysteria

superinduced by the visions and revelations which
he had had. Cf Krenkel, Beitrt'ige (pp. 47-125), who
argues that the ancients looked with such dread on
epilepsy that those who beheld such attacks would
"spit out" so as to escape the evil (cf modern
"knocking on wood"); cf qui sputatur 7norbus in

Plautus (Caplivi, iii.4, 17). Reference is made to

Gal 4 14, 01^5^ i^eTTTvaare, oude exeptusate, "nor
did ye spit out," as showing that this was the
affliction of Paul in Galatia. But epilepsy often

aflects the mind, and Paul shows no sign of mental
weakness, though his enemies charged him with
insanity (Acts 26 24; 2 Cor 5 13; 12 11). It is

urged in reply that Julius Caesar, Alfred the Great,

Peter the Great, and Napoleon allhatl epilepsy

without loss of mental forc(^ It is difficult to

think headache or malaria could have excited the

disgust indicated in Gal 4 14, where some trouble

with the eyes seems to be indicated. The ministers

of Satan (2 Cor 11 15) do not meet the require-

ments of the case, nor mere spiritual sins (Luther),
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nor struggh! with lust (Roman Catholic, stimulus

carnis). Garvic {Sludics of Faidaitd Ilis Gospel, 65,

80) thinks it not iuilik(>ly that ''it was the rccurn'iu;^

of an old violent tenii)tation," ratlu^r than in(>re

bodily disease. "Can there be any doubt that

this "form of temptation is more likely to assail

the man of intense emotion and intense affeetion,

as Paul was?" But enough of what can never be

8ottl(>d. "St. Paul's own scanty hints admonish

to caution" (Deissmann, St. Paul, 63). It is a

blessing for us not to know, since we can all ch(»rish

a close bond with Paul. Ramsay {St. Paul the

Traveller, 37 ff) calls sp(>cial att(>ntion to the look

of Paul. He "fastened his eyes on" the man (Acts

13 9; 14 9). He argues that Paul had a pene-

trating, powerfid gaze, and hence no eye troubl(\

He calls attcaition also to gestures of Paul (Acta

20 21; 26 2). There were artists in marble and

color at the court of Caesar, but no one of them
cared to preserve a likeness of the |)oor itinerant

preach(T who turned out to be the chief man of the

age (Deissmann, St. Paul, 58). "We are like tlie

Christians of Colossae and Laodicea, who had not

seen his face in the flesh" (Col 2 1).

(2) His natural endowments.—In respect to his

naturiil endowments we can do much better, for his

ei)p. reveal the mind and soul of the man. He is

difficult to comprehend, not b(>cause he conceals

hims(!lf, but because he rev(>al3 so much of himself

in his epp. H(! seems to some a man of contra-

dictions. He had a many-sided nature, and his

very humanness is in one sense; the great(>st thing

abcjut him. Th(-re are "great polar contradictions"

in his nature. Deissmann {St. Paul, 62 ff) notes

his ailing body and his tremendous powers for work,

his humility and his s(?lf-confidence, his p(>riod3 of

clepr(>ssion and of intoxication with victory, his

tendcn-ness and his sternness; he was ardently loved

and furiously hatted ; he was an ancient man of his

time, but he is cosmopolitan and modern enough for

today. Findlay {HBD) adds that he was a man
possessed of dialecti(!al power and religious insyiira-

tion. He was keenly intellectual and profoundly

mystical (cf Campbell, Paid the Mystic, 1907). He
was a theologian and a man of affairs.

_
He was a

man of vision with a supreme task to which he held

himself. He was a scholar, a sage, a statesman,

a seer, a saint (Garvie, Studies in Paul and His
Gospel, 68-84). He was a man of heart, of passion,

of imagination, of sensibility, of will, of courage, pi

sincerity, of vivacity, of subtlety, of humor, of adroit-

ness, of tact, of genius for organization, of power
for command, of gift of expression, of leadership

—

"All these (lualitics and jjowers went to the making
of Jesus Christ's apostle to the nations, the master-
builder of the universal church and of Christian

theology" (Findlay, HDB; see Lock, St. Paul the

Master Builder, 1905; and M. Jones, St. Paul the

Orator, 1910).

I cannot agree with Garvio's charge of cowardice
(,Life and TcarhiriQ of Paul, 173) in the matter of the
purifying rittis (Acts 21 2:j) and the dividing of tlio

Sanhtidrin (23 6). The one was a mere matter of pru-
dence in a nonessential detail, tlie otlier was Justifiable
skill in resisting the attack of unscrupulous enemic's. One
does not understand Paul who does not understand his
emotional naturis. He was "quick, impetuous, stren-
uous, impassioned" (Bevan, Fit. Paul in the Liyht of To-
day, 1912, 26). His lieart throbs through liis epp., and
he loves his converts like a mother or a lover (Findlay,
HDB) rather than a pastor. We feel the surging emo-
tion of his groat spirit in 1 Thess, 1 Cor, 2 Cor, (Jal, Rom,
Phil, 2 Tim in particular. Ho had the spiritual temper-
ament and readies his highest flights in his moments of
rhapsody. Ho has elasticity and rebound of spirit, and
com(!s up with the joy of victory in Christ out of the
severest trials and disappointments. His ambition is

great, but it is to serve Christ his Ijord. Ho is a man of
faith and a man of prayer. For him to live is Christ.
He has a genius for friendship and binds men to liim with
hooks of stool—men like Barnabas, Silas, Timothy,
Luko, Titus (Speer. The Man Paul. 1900, 11 Iff). Ho is

not afraid to oppose his friends when it is necessary for
the sake of truth, as with Peter (Gal 2 1 1 ff ) and with Bar-
nabas (Acts 15 3.')ff). "While God made Paul like the
oth(^r apostUvs out of the clay whereof ordinary men aro
fashiontid, yet wo may say that Ho took extraordinary
pains with his education" (Fairbairn, Studies in Religion
and Theology, 471). If ever a man, full-blooded and
open-eyed, walked tho oarth, it was Paul. It is a de-
batable (juestion whether Paul was married or not. He
certainly was not when ho wrote (1 Cor 7 7; 9 5). But,
If ho was a member of the Sanhedrin when ho cast his

vote against tho disciples (Acts 26 10), as his language
naturally moans, then ho had been married.
TluTO is in Paul the gift of leadership in a marked

degree. He, though young, is already at tho head of
the opposition to Stephen (Acts 7 58), and soon drives
the disciples out of Jorus.

(3) His supernatural gifts.—He had his share of

them. He had all the gifts that others could boast
of at Corhith, and whicli Ik; lightly esteemed except

that of prophecy (1 Cor 14 18-29 j. He had his

visions and revelations, but would not tell what he
had seen (2 Cor 12 1-9). He did the signs of an
apostle (2 Cor 12 12-14). He had the jwwer to

work miracles (1 Cor 4 19-21) and to exercise dis-

cipline (1 Cor 5 4f; 2 Cor 13 1-3). But what
he cared for most of all was tho fact that Jesus

had appeared to him on tlie road to Damascus and
had called him to the work of preaching to the

Gentiles (1 Cor 15 8)_.

No other ele>ment in the equipment of Paul is

comparable in importance to his conversion.

(1) Preparation.—It was sudden,
7. Conver- and yet God had led Saul to the state

sion of mind when it could more easily

happen. True, Saul was engaged in the

very act of persecuting the bdievers in Jerus. His
mind was flushed with the sense of victory. He was
not conscious of any lingering doubts about the

truth of his position and the justice of his conduct
till Jesus abru])tly told him that it was hard for

him to kick against the goad (Acts 26 14). Thus
suddenly brought to bay, the real truth would flash

upon his mind. In later years he tells how he had
struggl(;d in vain against the curse of the Law
(Rom 7 7f). It is probable, though not certain,

that Paul here has in mind his experience before

his conversion, though the latter part of the chapter

may refer to a period later. There is difficulty in

either view as to the "body of this death" that made
him so wretched (Rom 7 24). The Christian keeps

up tlie fight against sin in spite of defeat (7 23), but
he does not feel that he is "carnal, sold untler

sin" (7 14). But when before his conversion did

Paul have such intensity of conviction? We can
only leave the problem unanswered. His reference

to it at least harmonizes with what Jesus said about
the goad. The words and death of Stephen and
the other disciples may have left a deeper mark
than he knew. The question might arise wheth(>r

after all the Nazarenes were right. His plea for

his conduct made in later years was that he was
conscientious (Acts 26 9) and that he did it igno-

rantly in unbelief (1 Tim 1 13). He was not wil-

fully sinning against the full light as he saw it. It

will not do to say with Holsten that Saul was half-

convinced to join the disciples, and only needed a
jolt to turn him over. He was "yet breathing

threatenhig and slaughter against the disciples of

the Lord" (Acts 9 1), and went to the high jiriest

and asked for letters to Damascus demanding the

arrest of the disciples there. His temper on the

whole is distinctly hostile to Christ, and the struggle

against his course was in the subconscious mind.
There a volcano had gathered ready to burst out.

It is proper to ask whether Paul had known Jesus
in tho flesh, but it Is not easy to give a categori-
cal reply. It is pos.sible, though hardly likely, that
Paul had come to Jerus to study when Jesus as a
boy of 12 visited the temple, and so heard Jesus and
the doctors. That could be true only in case Paul
was born 5 or 6 BC, which is quite unlikely. It is pos-
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slble again that Paul may have remained in Jerus after
his graduation at the scliool of Gamaliel and so was
pres(uit in Jerus at the trial and death of Jesus. Some
of the ablest of modern scholars hold that Paul knew
Jesus in the flesh. It will at once seem strange that
we have no express statement to this effect in the let-
ters of Paul, when he shows undoubted knowledge of
various events in the life of Christ (cf Wynne, Frag-
mentary Records of Jesus of Nazareth, 1887). It is almost
certain, as J. Weiss admits {Paul and Jesus, 41), that in
1 Cor 9 1 Paul refers to the Risen Jesus. The passage
in 2 Cor 5 16 is argued both ways; "Wherefore we
henceforth know no man after the flesh: even though we
have known Christ after the flesh, yet now we know him
so no more." J. Weiss (ib, 41-55) argues strongly for
the view that he knew Jesus in the flesh. But in the
first clause of the sentence above Paul means bv "after
the flesh," not acquaintance, but standpoint. It is nat-
ural to take it in the same way as applied to Christ. He
has changed his viewpoint of Christ and so of all men.
Weiss pleads (ib, p. 40), at any rate, that we have no word
Baying that " Paul had not seen Jesus in person." It may
be said in reply that the fact that Jesus has to tell Paul
who He is (Acts 9 5) shows that Paul did not have por-
soTial acquaintance with Him. But the question may be
left in abeyance as not vitally important. He certainly
had not understood Jesus, if he knew Him.

(2) Experience.—Space does not permit a dis-
cussion of this great ev(mt of Paul's conversion at
all commensurate with its significance. A literature
of importance has grown up around it besides the
lengthy discussions in the livens and theologies of
Paul (see e.g. Lord Lyttleton's famous Observa-
tions on Saul's Conversion, 1774; Fletch(>r'3 A
Stud]/ of the Conversion of St. Paul, 1910; Gardner,
The Religious Experience of St. Paul, 1911; Maggs,
The Spiritual Experience of St. Paul). All sorts of
theories have been advanced to exijlain on natural-
istic grounds this great exjierience of Christ in the
life of Paul. It has been urged that Paul had an
epileptic fit, that he had a sunstroke, that he fell

off his horse to the ground, that he had a nightmare,
that he was blinded by a flash of lightning, that he
imagmed that he saw Jesus as a result of his highly
wrought nervous state, that he deliberately re-
nounced Judaism because of the growing conviction
that the_ disciples were right. But none of these
exi)lanation3 explains. M(>re prejudice against the
supernatural, such as is shown by Wehiel in his
Paulus, and by Holsten in his able book (Zum
Evangelivm d. Paulus und Petrus), cannot solve
this problem. One must be wilHng to hear the
evidence. There were witnesses of the bright light
(Acts 26 13) and of the sound (9 7) wliich only
Paul und(>rstood (22 9), as he alone beheld Jesus.
It is claimed by some that Paul had a trance or
subjective vision, and did not see Jesus with his
eyes. Denney (Standard Bible Diet.) replies that
it is not a pertinent objection. Jesus (Jn 21 1)

"manifested Himself , and Paul says that he "saw"
Jesus (1 Cor 9 1), that Jesus "appeared" (1 Cor
15 8) to him. Hence it was both subjective and
objective. But the reality of the event was as
clear to Paul as his own existence. The account is

given 3 t in Acts (chs 9, 22, 26) in substantial
agreement, with a few varying details. In ch 9 the
historical narrative occurs, in ch 22 Paul's defence
before the mob in Jerus is given, and in ch 26 we
have the apology before Agrippa. There are no
contradictions of moment, save that in ch 26 Jesus
Himself is represented as giving directly to Paul the
call to the Gentiles while in chs 9 and 22 it is con-
veyed through Ananias (the fuller and more accurate
account). There is no need to notice the apparent
contradiction between 9 7 and 22 9, for the differ-

ence in case in the Gr gives a difference in sense,

hearing the sound, with the genitive, and not under-
standing the sense, with the accusative. Findlay
(HBD) remarks that the conversion of Paul is a
psychological and ethical problem which cannot be
accounted for save by Paul's own interpretation of

the change wrought in him. He saw Jesus and
surrendered to Him.

(3) Effect on Paul.—His surrender to Jesus was
instantaneous and complete: "What shall I do,
Lord?" (Acts 22 10). He could not see for the
glory of that light (22 11), but he had already seen
"the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in
the face of Jesus Christ" (2 Cor 4 6). The god of
this world could blind him no longer. He had seen
Jesus, and all else had lost charm for Paul. There
is infinite pathos in the picture of the blind Saul
led by the hand (Acts 9 8) into Damascus. All
the pride of power is gon(>, all the lust for vengeance.
The fierceness of the name of Saul is well shown in
the dread that Ananias has and the protest that
he makes to the Lord concerning him (9 10-14).
Ananias doubtless thought that the Lord had made
a strange choice of a vessel to bear the message of
Christ to the Gentiles, kings, and the children of
Israel (9 15), but there was hope in the promise of
chastisement to him (9 16). So he went, and calls
him "Brother Saul." Saul was filled with the Holy
S[)irit, the scales fell from his eyes, he was baptized.
And now what next? What did the world hold in
store for the proud scion of Judaism who had re-
nounced power, place, pride for the lowly Naza-
rene? He dared not go back to Jerus. The Jews
in Damascus would have none of him now. Would
the disciples n^ceive him? They did. "And he
was certain days with the disciples that were at
Damascus" (9 19). Ananias vouched for him by
his vision. Then Saul took his courage in his hands
and went boldly into the synagogues and "jjro-

claimed Jesus, that he is the Son of God" (9 20).
This was a public committal and a proclamation of
his new creed. There was tremendous i)ith and
point in this statement from Saul. The Jews were
amazed (Acts 9 21). This is the core of Paul's
message as we see in his later ministry (Acts 13;
17 3). It rests at bottom on Paul's own experience
of grace._ "His whole theology is nothing but the
explanation of hia own conversion" (Stalker, Life
of St. Paul, 45). We need not argue (Garvie,
Studies of Paul and His Gospel, 51) that Paul under-
stood at once the full content of the new message,
but he had the heart of it right.

V. Work.—There was evidently a tumult in
Paul's soul.

_
He had undergone a revolution, both

intellectual and spiritual. Before he
1. Adjust- proceeded farther it was wise to think
ment through the most imjiortant implica-

tions of the new stanilpoint. Luke
gives no account of this personal phase of Paul's
career, but he allows room for it between Acts 9 21
and 22. It is Paul who tells of his retirement to
Arabia (Gal 1

_
17 f) to prove his independence

of the apostles in Jerus. He did not go to them
for instruction or for ecck'siastical authority. He
did not adopt the merely traditional view of Jesus
as the Messiah. He knew, of course, the Christian
contention well enough, for he had answered it

often enough. But now his old arguments were
gone and he must work his way round to the
other side, and be able to put his new gosi)el
with clearness and force. He was done with call-

ing Jesus anathema (1 Cor 12 3). Henceforth
to him Jesus is Lord. We know nothing of
Paul's life in Arabia nor in what part of Arabia
he was. He may have gone to Mt. Sinai and
thought out grace in the atmosphere of law, but
that is not necessary. But it is clear that Paul
grew in apprehension of the things of Christ during
these years, as indeed he grew to the very end.
But he did not grow away from the first clear vision
of Christ. He claimed that God had revealed His
Son in him that he might preach to the Gentiles
(Gal 1 16). He claimed that from the first and
to the very last. The undoubted development in
Paul's Epp. (see Matheson, Spiritual Development
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confound

2. Opposi-
tion

,,/• ,S7 raul, 1111(1 Snh.Mticr, 77/r .\i>n.<llr I'auh w,

hdwcvcr, not ;i chan^ini!; view <il' ('lii-i.-,t tli:it_ iiiilli-

li(>s Paul's "orijiiual Clirislian iuiicrit anrc" i^koliliT,

Zinn \-,r^t<iN<lnis ,1, s Aj^oshls I'nulus, V.',). I'flcid-

civr {ltil!ur)ur of Ihr Ai>nsllc Paid on Ihc Ihnlop-

nuid of
'

Chri^linniiil, -'ni cd, 1S<.)7, 217) ivjccts ( ol

because of Hie advanced ('hnstolo^y here IouikI.

iiut tli(> Christolo^v of Col is implicit, ni Pauls

first sermon at Damascus. "It is nni)ossible to

escape fh(> conclusion that th(> siKiuficance and

value of th(^ Cross l)ecame clear to lum almost

sinmltaneouslv with the certainty of the resurrec-

tion and of 'the Messiahship of .lesus" (( iarvie

Stiidie.^, etc, oTj. The narrow Jew has surrendered

to Christ who died for the sins of the world. The

universal jiospel has taken hold of Ins nund and

li(-art, and it will work out its loj^ical consequences ni

Paul The time in Arabia is not wasted. \\ hen h(^

reapp(-ars in Damascus (Acts 9 22) ho has "devel-

oiied faith" (Findlav, HDP) and cnersiy that bear
;

instant, fruit. He is now tiie shive of Christ. l;or

him henceforth to live is Christ. Ho is crucihec

with Christ. He is in Christ. The union of 1 aiil

with Christ is the veal key to hi.s life. It is far

more than a, docti'iue about Christ. It is real

fellow.ship with Christ (Deissmann, St. Paul, r23).

Thus it is that the man who i)robably nev(^r saw

Christ in the fi(^sh understands_lum best (W onde,

Bc(ltnnuigs of Christiiuuti/, 1, lo<)).

Saul had "incr(>a.sed the more in stron<z;th, and

the Jews that dwelt in Damascus,

])rovins that this is the Christ" (.\ct.s

9 22). Now he not merely "pro-

claims" as before (9 20); he "proves."

Ho does it with such marvelous skill

that tho Jews are first confounded, then (^nraged

to t he point of inurd(M-. Their former hero was now

their foe. The disciples had l(-arnod to run from

Saul. Thev now let him down in a ba.skot through

thewallbvni-ihtandli<>issono(Acts 9 23 ff). This

then is the b(>ginnins of tho active ministry of tho

man who was called to be a chosen vessel to C(Mit lies,

kings, and Jews. There; was no necnl to go back to

the wilderness. He had gotten his bearings clearly

now. He had his message and it had his whole

heart. Ho had not avoided Jerus because he de-

spised flesh and blood, but because he had no need

of light from the apostles since "the Divine reve-

lation so completely absorl)ed his interest and

attention" (Garvie, Life and Teaching of Paul, 33).

No door was open as yet among the Gentiles.

Sooner or later he must go to Jerus and confer with

the leaders there if ho was to cociporate with them
in the evangelization of the world. Saul knew that

he would bo an obji'ct of suspicion to the discii)les

in Jerus. That was in(>vital)le in vi(>w of the past.

It was best to go, but he did not wish to ask any

favors of the ai)ostles. Indeed he went in i)articu-

lar "to visit Cejihas" (m to "become acquainted

with," C;al 1 18). They knew each other, of

course, as opponents. But Saul comes now with

the olive branch to his old enemy. He expressly

explains (Gal 1 1*.)) that he saw no other apostle.

lie did see James, tlie Lord's brother, who was not

one of the TXvelve. It seems that at first Peter and
James were both afraid of Saul (Acts 9 2(5), "not

believing that he was a disciple." If a report came
3 years before; of the doings at Damascus, they had
discounted it. All had l)een quiet, and now Saul

suddenly appears in Jerus in a new role. It was,

they feared, just a ruse to complete his work of old.

But for Barnabas, Saul might not have; had that

visit of 15 dayswith Peter. Barnabaswasa Hellen-

ist of Cyprus and believed Saul's story and stood

by him.' Thus he had his opi)ortunity to preach

the gospel in J(>rus, perhaps in the very synagogues

in whi(;h he had heard Stephen, and now he is

taking Sn'plien's place and is disputing .against the

Grecian Jews (Acts 9 29). He had days of
^

blessed fellowship (9 2S) with the disciples, till the

Grecian Jews sought to kill him as Saul had helpecl

to do to Stei)hen (9 29). It was a rei)etition of

Damascus, but Saul did not wish to run again so

soon. He i)rotested to the; Lord Jesus, who spoke

in a vision to him, and recalls tlu^ fate of Stephen,

but Jesus bids him go: "For I will send thee forth

far hence unto tho Gentiles" (Acts 22 17-21).

On{> martyr lik(» St(>phen is enough. So the breth-

r(>n took "him down to Caesan^a (Acts 9 30). It

was an ominous beginning for a ministry with so

clear a call. Where can he; go now^?

Thev "sent him forth to Tarsus" (Acts 9 30).

Who would welcome him there? At Jerus he ap-

])arently avoided Gamaliel and the

3. Waiting Sanhedrin. He was with the; Chris-

tians anel pre;ache>el to tho Hedle^nistic

Jenvs. Tho Jenvs re'gardeni him as a turne-oat, a

renie'gaele' Jew. There we're ai)pare'ntly no Christians

in Tarsus, unle>ss some of the discii)les drive'ii fre)m

Jerus by Saul himsedf we-nt that far, as they eliel ge)

to Antioch (Acts 11 19 f). But Saul was not iello,

fe)r he speniks himsedf e)f his ae'tivity in the; re>gionse)f

Svria anel Cilicia during this "i)e'rioel of obseairity"

{bmncY, Standard Bible Did.) as a thing known to

tho e-hurche'S of Juelae>a ((Jal 1 21 f). He was not

idle tlu'n. Tho way was not yet opened for formal

euitraiu'e upon the missionary enterprise, but Saul

was not the man to do ne)thing at home bee'ause; of

that. If they woulel not hear him at Damase-us

anel Jorus, the\y woulel in the re^gions of Syria and

Cilie'ia, his he)me ])rovine-e>. Wo arc left in ele)ubt

at first whe'the'r Paul proache;d only to Jenvs or to

Gentiles also. Ho had tho specific call to i)reae'h to

the Gontile^s, and the>re is no reason why ho she)uld

not have de)ne so in this ])rovince',pre'aching te) the

Je'ws first as he diel afte-rward. He diel not have the

se-ruple's of Simon Pe'te^r to overcome. Wlu>n he

appe>ars at Antioch with Barnabas, he seems to take

hold like an olel hand at the busino-ss. It is quite

l)robable>, the>re'fore', that this obscure ministry of

se)ine 8 or 10 ye'ars may have had more results than

we know. Paul ai)pare>ntly felt that he hael done

his work in that re>gion, fe)r outside of Antioch he

gives no time to it exce>pt that in starting out on the

seconel tour from Antioe-h "he; w^emt through Syria

and Cilicia, confirming the> chiu-ches" (Acts 15 41),

chure-he^s probably the> fruit of this early ministry

and apparently containing Gentiles also. The let-

ter from the Jorus confeTonco was adelre-ssed to "tho

brethren who are of the Gentiles in Antioch anel

Syria and Cilicia" (Acts 15 23). Cilicia was now
part of tho Rom province of Syria. So then we
conclude that Saul had a gentile ministry in this

region. "Inde-pendontly, under no human master,

he learned his business as a missionary to the'

heathen" (Finellay, UDB). One can but woneler

whether Saul was kinelly rece'ived at home by his

father and mother. They had looked upon him

with pride as the possible succe-ssor of Gamalied,

anel now he is a follower of the despised Xazare'ne

and a preaedie-r of the Cross. It is possible that

his own exhortations to fathers not to provoke tlu'ir

children to wrath (Eph 6 4) may imply that his

own father had cast him out at this time. Findlay

{IIDB) argues that Saul woulel not have remained

in this region so long if his home relations had be'en

altogethe'r hostile. It is a severe te'st of charae'ter

whe'n the doors close against one. But Saul turned

eiefeat to glorious gain.

Most scholars holel that the ecstatic experience

told by Paul in 2 Cor 12 1-9 took place before he

e'ame to Antioch. If we count the years strictly, 14

from 56 AD would bring us to 42 AD. Paul had

spent a yenir in Antioe-h before going up to Jorus
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(Acts 11 29 f). Fiiullay {IIDB) thinks th;it Paul

had the visions before he received the call to come
to Antioch. Garvie {Life and Teach-

4. Oppor- ing of Paul, 41) holds he received the

tunity call first. "Such a mood of exaltation

would account for the vision to which
he refers in 2 Cor 12 1-4." At any rate he had
the vision with its exaltation and the thorn in

the flesh with its humiliation before lie came to

Antioch in rc^sponse to the invitation of Barnabas.
He had undoubtedly had a measure of success in

his work in Cilicia and Syria. He had the seal of

the Divine blessing on his work among the Gentil(>s.

But there was a pang of <lisap])ointment over the

att itude oft he Jerus church toward his work. He was
ai)parently left alone to his own resovu-c(>s. "Only
such a f(>eling of disappointment can exi)lain the

tone of his r(>ferences to his relations to the apostl(>s

(Gal 1 l\-2Ay' {Qm-\\c, Life and Teaching of Paid,

41). There is no bitterness in this tone—but puz-

zled surprise. It seems that the 12 aiK)stles ar(>

more or less abs(>nt from Jerus tluring this i)eri()(l

with James the brother of the Lord Jesus as chief

elder. A narrow Pharisaic element in the church
was active and sought to shape the jiolicy of the

church in its attitude toward the (Jeutiles. This
is clear in the treatment of Peter, when he returned
to Jerus after the experience at Ca(\sarea with
Cornelius (Acts 11 1-18). There was acquies-

cence, but with the notion that this was an exce])-

tional ca.se of the Lord's doing. Hence they show
concern over the spread of the gospel to the Greeks
at Antioch, and send Barnabas to investigate and
report (Acts 11 19-22). Barnabas was a Hellenist,

and evidently did not share the narrow views of

the Pharisaic party in \\w church at Jerus (11 2), for

he was glad (11 2.'5 f) of the work in Antioch.

Probably mindful of the discipline attempted on
Simon Peter, he refrain(>d from going back at once
to Jerus. Moreover, he believed in Saul and his

work, and thus he gave him his great o])i)ortimity

at Antioch. They liad there a year's blessed work
together (11 25 ff"). So great was the outcome that

the disciples nu-eived a new name to distinguish

them from the Gentiles and the Jews. But the term
"Christian" did not become general for a longtime.

There was then a great (^r church at Antioch, possil)ly

equal in size to the Jewish church in Jerus. Tlu;

prophecy by Agabus of a famine gave Barnabas and
Saul a good excuse for a visit to Jerus with a gen-

eral collection
—"every man according to his

ability"—from theCir church for the relief of the

poverty in the Jerus church. Barnabas had assisted

generously in a similar strain in the beginning

of the work there (Acts 4 36 f), imless it was a

different Barnabas, which is unlikely. This con-

tribution would help the Jerus saints to understand
now that the Gre(>ks were really converted. It was
apparently successful according to the record in

Acts. The apostles seem to have been absent,

since only "elders" are mentioned in 11 30.

The incidents in ch 12, as already noted, are probably
not contemporaneous with this visit, but either prior
or subsequent to it. However, it is tir^ed by some
scholars that this visit is the sain(> as that of Clal 2 171*^.

since Paul would not have omitted it in his list of visits

to Jems. But theii Paul is not giving a list of visits, but
is only showing his independence of the apostles. If

they were absent from Jerus at that time, there would
be no occasion to mention it. Besides, Luke in Acts 15
does recoimt the struggle in Jerus over the problem of

gentile liberty. If that ciuestion was an issue at the
visit in Acts 11 30, it is quite remarkable that he should
have passed it by, esp. if the matter caused as much heat
as is manifest in Gal 2, both in Jerus and Antioch. It

is much simpler to understand that in Acts 15 and Gal
2 1-10 we have the public and the private aspects of

the same issue, than to suppose that hiUvc lias slurred
the whole matter over in Acts 11 :50. The identificiition

of the visit of Gal 2 with that in Acts 11 M) makes it

possible to place Gal l)efore the conference in Jems in

Acts 15 and implies the correctness of the South-

Galatian theory of tlu; destination of the ep. and of the
work of Paul, a tlieory with strong advocates and argu-
ments, but whicli is by no means estaljlished (see below
for discussion at more length). So far as wv, can gather
from Ijuke, Hariuibas and Saul returned from .lerus with
John Mark (Acts 12 '-^'O "wlien they had fulliUcd their
ministration" witli satisfaction. The Pharisaic t'lement
was appannitly (iiiiesceiit, and the outlook for the future
work among tlu; (ientiles seemed hopeful. Kamsay (St.

Paid the TrnrvUcr, ()2 ff) argues strongly for idfiitifying
the revelation mentioned in Paul's speech in Acts 22
20 f with tills visit in 11 '») (12 2.5), rather than with the
one in Acts 9 2>.» f . Tli(>re is a text ual proiilem in 12 25,
but 1 cannot concur in the solution of Kamsay.

Paul had alnnuly preached to tlu^ G(>ntiles in

Cilicia and Syria for .some 10 years. Tlu^ work was
not new to him. He had had his spe-

5. The cific call from Jertis long ago and had
First Great an.swer<>d it. But now an entirely new
Mission situation arises. His work had been
Campaign: individual in Cilicia. Now the Sjiirit

Acts 13 and specihcally directs the s(>i)aration of

14, 47 and Barnabas and Saul to this work (Acts

48 AD 13 2). They were to go tog(>t her, and
they had the sympathy and i)rayers

of a great cluu-ch. The endor.s(>inent was ])rob-

ably not "ordination" in the technical sens<>, but a

farewell service of blessing and good will as the

missionaries went fcjrth on the world-cami)aign

(13 3). No such imanimous endorscMiunit could

have been obtained in Jerus to this great euteri)rise.

It was momentous in its possibilities for C'hristianity.

Hitherto work among the Gentiles had been spo-

ratlic and iiu'id(Mital. Now- a determined effort was
to be made to evangc^lizc a large section of the Horn
enil)ir(\ There is no suggestion that the church at

Antioch ])rovided funds for this or for the two later

canijiaigns, as the church at l^hiliiipi came to do.

How that was managed this time we do not know.
Some individuals may have helpcnl. Paul had
his trade to fall back on, and often had resort to it

later. The jircsence of John Mark "as their at tend-

ant" (13 5) was probably due to J5arnabas, his

cousin (Col 4 10). The visit to Cyprus, the; hom(>

of Barnabas, w;is natiu'al. There were alre.ndy

some Christians therc^ (.\cts 11 20), and it was near.

They ]u-each first in the synagogues of the Jews at

Salamis (13 5). Wo are left to conjecture as t(j

results there and through the whole island till

Paphos is reached. There they me(>t a man of

grc>at ])rominence and intelligence, Sergius Paulus,

the Rom procon.sul, who had been imder the spell

of a sorcerer with a Jewish name—Elymas Bar-jesus

(cf Peter's encoimter with Simon Magus in Samaria).

In order to win and hold Sergius Paulus, who had
become interested in Christianity, Paul lias to

liunish Bar-jesus with blindness (13 10 ff) in the

exercise of that apostolic; jiower which he afterward

claimed with such vigor (1 Cor 5 4 f ; 2 Cor 13

10). He won S(>rgius Paulus, and this gave him
cheer for his work. From now on it is Paul, not

Saul, in the record of Luke, perhaps because of this

iiu'ident, though both names j)robably belonged to

him from the first. Now also Paul steps to the

fore ahead of Barnabas, ami it is "Paul's couijiany"

(13 13) that sets sail from Pajihos for Pamphylia.
There is no evitlence h(>re of resentment on the jiart

of Barnabas at the leadership of Paul. The whole

campaign may have be(Mi jilanned from the start

by the Holy Spirit as the coiu-se now taken may
have been due to Paul's leadership. John Mark
deserts at Perga and returns to Jerus (his home),

not to Antioch (13 13). Paul and Bai'uabas jiush

on to the tablelands of Pisidia. Panisay (.S7. Paul

the Trav(dler,9:]) thinks that Paul had malaria: down
at Perga and hence desired to get up into higher

land. That is ])ossible. ^Hie places lueiitioned in

the rest of the toiu- are Antioch in Pisidia (13 14),

and Iconium (13 .51), Lystra (14 <Sj, and Derbe
(14 20), cities of Lycaonia. These terms are
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('tlnK)Krai)]iic <]('S('ri])1i()iis of the S()u1h(>rn divisions
of tlu^ ]{()in ])rovinco of (!;ilatia, tli(! northern j)or-

lioii hein<r (lahitia jjroper or North (ialatia. So
then Paul and Parnabas are now at work in South
Galatia, though Luke does not mention that name,
usin^ liero only the ])o])ular designat ions. The work
is W(Mi(k"rfiilly successful. In these; cities, on oik;

of the great lloin roads east and west, ]*aul is reacli-

ing t lie centers of ])rovincial life as will be his custom.
At Antk)ch Paul is invited to repeat his sermon on
the next kSal)l)at h (13 42), and Luk(! records at lengt !i

the ri'i^ort of tliis discourse which has the character-
istic; notes of Paul's gospel as we se(! it in his (>pp.

Paul may have kept notes of the discourse^. There;
were devout (ientiles at these services. These were
the first to be won, and thus a wider circle of Centiles
could be readied. Paul and Barnabas were too
succ(\ssful at Antioch in Pisidia. The jealous Jews
opi)osed, and Paul and Barnabas dramaticallv
turn(Hl to the Gentiles (13 45 ff). But the Jews
reached the city magistrate; through the influential

women, and Paul and Barnalias were ordered to
leave (13 50 f). Similar success brings like results
in Iconium. At Lystra, })efore the hostile Jews
come, Paul and Barnabas have great success and,
because of the healing of the impotent man, are;

take'u as Mercury anel Ju])iter re^spe'ctively, aiul
we)rship is offe're'd them. Paul's adelre>ss in refusal
is a fine plea on the greiunds of natural thenjlogy (14
15-lS). The atte'mi)t on Paul's life afte-r the Je'ws
came seemed suce'e\ssful. In the band of disciple's

that "stexxl rounel about him," there may have
be'e'n Timothy, Paul's seiii in the gospel. Fre)m
De'i-be theyre>trace their ste'ps to Perga, in orelerto
strengtheni the' chure'hes with office'rs, anel then sail

for Scleiie'ia and Antioch. The-y make their repeirt
to the church at Antieich. It is a wonelerful story.
The de)or of faith is neiw wide open for the Centiles
who have entcre'd in great numbers (14 27). No
report was seMit to Jerus. What will the Pharisaic
party elo ne:)W?

'Lhe early date of Gal, aelehvssed to these churches
of I'isidia and Lycaonia before the Conference in

Jen-US does neit alleiw time for a seconel
6. The visit there (Gal 4 13), and re(]uires that
Conflict at the Juelaizers freiin Jerus foUeiwed cleise

Jerusalem upem the hen'ls of Paul and Barna-
Acts 15; l)as (Gal 16; 3 1) in South Galatia.
Gai2,49AD Jie'sieh's, tlie're is the le'ss likelihood

that the matteT would havebe'en take>n
a second time to Jerus (Acts 15 2 f) if alreaely the
e]uestion had bee-n se'ttle'd in Paul's favor (Ae'ts 11
30). It is strange also that no refere'ne'e to this pre-
vieius cemfe're'nce; on the same subje'ct is made in
Acts 15, siiie-e Peter doe-s re'fe^r to his exj)eTience at
Cae'sare>a (15 9) and since James in Ae'ts 21 25 spe-
cifie'ally ("we wrote'") mentions the le'tte-r of Ae'ts 15
in which full libe-rty was granted to the Gentile's.
One'e more, the at tack on the pe)sition of Paul and
Harnabas in Ae'ts 15 1 is given as a new experience,
and hence the sharp dissension and tense feeling,
'llie occasiem for the suelelen outbreak at Antioe-h
on the part of the se'lf-apiwinteel (Acts 15 24)
re'gulators of Paul and Barnabas lay in the reports
that came te) Jerus about the revsults of this cam-
paign on a large scale among the Gentiles. There
was peril to the supremacy of the Jenvish element.
They had assumed at first, as even Peter did who
was not a Juelaizer (Acts 10), that the Gentiles
who became disciiile^s we)ulei also become Je'ws.
The party of the cire'unu'isiem hael made protest
against the conduct of Pe'te-r at Caesare'a (11 1 f)

and hael reluctantly acfiuiese'e'el in the ])lain work of
Goel (11 IS). Tlu'y had Iike;wise yie'lde'd in the
matte'r of the Greeks at Aiitie)e'h (li 19 ff) by the
he'lp of the e'e)ntributie)n (11 29 f). But the-y hael
not agreed to a campaign to Ilellenize Christianity.

The' matter hael to ste)p. So the Judaize'rs e'ame
uj) te) 7\ntioe'h and laid down the law to Paul and
Barnabas. Tlu'y elid not wait feir tlie'in te) ce)me; to
Jerus. 'I'he'3' might not ce)nie; till it was te)o late; (e'f

liarnabas in Ae'ts 11). Paul anel Jiarnabas hael ne)t

sought the; ce)ntre)versy. Tlu'y liael both rece'ive'el

spe'e'ihc iiistrue;tions fre)m the 'lle)ly Spirit to make
this gre'at campaign among the Ge'utile's. The'y
we)ulel not stultify tlu'inse'lve'S anel destrejy the; lib-

erty of the Genitiles in Christ by ge)hig back anel
having the; Mosaic Law impe)se'el on them by the'

ce'remony of circumcisie)n. The-y saw at oiu'e; the;

gravity of the issue. Tlie> ve>ry esse'iie'e of the; geispel

of grae'e; was involved. Paul had turiu'd away freim

this yoke; of bondage. He would ne)t go bae'k tei

it nor we)uld he ini])e)se it on his converts, ""llie'

e'hurch at Antioch ste)e)d by Paul and Barnabas.
Paul (Gal 2 2) says that he hael a revelatiem to go
to Jerus with the problem. Luke (Acts 15 3) says
that the church sent tlu'm. Sure'ly there is no in-

e'e)nsistency here. It is not eliffie'ult to combine the
])('rse)nal narrative hi Gal 2 with the' ])ul)lie; mee'tings
recorded in Acts 15. \\e have first the ge'iie'ral

report by Paul anel Barnabas to the e'hurch in Je'rus

(Acts 15 4 f) to which instant exe;eptie>n was niaele

by the Judaizing ele'ment. The're seems to have
come an aeljournmemt to prepare for the conflie;t,

since in ve>r 6 Luke says again that "the apeistle's

and the elelers were gathereel together to consiele'r

of this mat t er." Betwe'e'n the'se two public nu'e'tings

we may plae'e the ])rivate confe're'iice of Paul and
Barnabas with Peter, John anel Jame's and ollu'r

te'achers (Gal 2 1-10). In this private confe>re'ne'e

some of the timid brethren wislu'el to pe'rsuade
Paul to have Titus, a Gr Christian whom Paul hael
brought down from Antioch (a live spechnen!),
oife'red as a_ sacrifice to the Judaizers ("false bre'th-

ren") anel circumcised. But Paul stooel his greiunel

for the truth of the gospel anel was supjiorte'd by
Peter, John anel Janu's. They agre>e>el all areiund
fe)r Paul and Barnabas to go on with their work to
the Gentiles, and Peter, Je)hn anel James would push
the work among the Je'ws (a divisie)n in sphe're of
work, like home and feire'ign missions, not a deneim-
inational cleavage). Here, then, for the first time',

Paul has hael an opportunity to talk the matter over
with the ajiostolic te'ache'rs, and the'y agree. The
Judaizers will have no support from tlie apostle's.

The battle was really won in tlu'ir iirivate e'onfe'r-

ence. In the second public meeting (Acts 15 G-29)
all goes smoothly enough. Amjile opportunity
for free dise'ussion is offe'red. Then Peter shows
how God had used him to jireach to the Ilonians,
and how the Jews the'mselves hael to believe on
Christ in order to be save'd. He ojipose^d putting a
yoke on the Gentiles tliat the Jews could not be>ar.

There was a pause, anel the'n Barnabas and Paul
(note the order here: courte'sy to Barnabas) spe)ke
again. After another pause, James, the presielent
of the conference, the brother of the Lord Jesus,
and a stedfast Jew, spoke. He citeel Am 9 llfto
show that God had. long ago proniise'd a ble'ssing

to the Gentiles. He suggests lil)e'rty to the Gentile's
with the preihibition of peiUution of idols, of forni-
cation,_ things strangh'el, and ble)od. His ideas are
embodied in a unanimous dee'ree which strongly
commends "our beloved Barnabas and Paul," and
disclaims responsibility for the visit of the Judaize'rs
to Antioch. The Weste'rn text omits "things
strangled" from the dee'ree. If this is correct, the
decre;e prohibits ielolatry, fornie'ation and mureler
(Wilson, Origin and Aim of the Acts of the A pontics,

1912, 55). At any rate', the decision is a tremenele)us
victory for Paul anel Barnabas. If the othe'r read-
ing is correct, Jewish feelings about things strangle'el

and bleioel are to be re'spe'cte'd. The eiee'isiein was
received with great je)y ia Antioch (Acts 15 30-35).
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Some time Liter Peter appears at Antioeh in the

fuUewt fellowshi]) with Paul and Barnabas in their

work, and joins them in free social intercourse with

the Gentiles, as he had timidly done in the home of

Cornelius, till "certain came from James" (Oal 2

11 f), and probably threat (nied to have Peter up
before the church again (Acts 11 2) on this matter,

claiming that James agreed with them on the sub-

ject. This I tlo not believe was true in the light

of Acts 15 24, where a similar false claim is discred-

ited, since James had agreed with Paul in Jerus

(Acts 15 19 IT; Gal 2 9fj. The new^ ground for

complaint was that they had not settled the ques-
tion of social relations with the Gentiles in the

Jerus conference and that Pet(>r had exceeded the

agre(>ment there reached. Peter quailed before

the accusation, "fearing them that were of the cir-

cumcision" (Gal 2 12). To make it worse, "even
Barnabas was carried away wit h their dissimulation"

(2 13). Under this specious i)lea Paul was about to

lose the fruit of the victory already won, and charged
Peter to his face with Judaizing hypocrisy (2 1 1-14)

.

It was a seriovis crisis. Peter had not changed his

convictions, but had once mon^ cowered in an hour
of peril. Paul won both Barnabas and Peter to his

side and took occasion to show how useless the

death of Christ was if men could be saved by mere
legalism (2 21). But the Judaizers had renewed
the war, and they would keej) it up and harry the
work of Paul all over the workl. Paul had the fight

of his life U])on his hands.
The impulse to go out again came from Paul.

Despite; the difTerence in Gal 2 13, he wished to go
again with Barnabas (Acts 15 3(1),

7. The but Barnabas insisted on taking along
Second John Mark, which Paul was not willing

Mission to do because of his failure to stick to

Campaign the work at Perga. So they agreed
Acts 15 : 36 to disagree after "sharp contentkm"
—18:22; 1 (15 39 f). Barnabas went with Mark
and2Thess, to Cyprus, while Paul took Silas,

49-51 (or "being commended by the brethren

52) AD to the grace of the Lord." Luk(!

follows the career of Paul, and so Bar-
nabas drof)s out of view (cf later 1 Cor 9 6). Paul
and Silas go "through Syria and Cilicia, confirming

the churches" (Acts 15 41). They pass througli

the Cilician gates to Derbe, the encl of the first

tour, and go to Lystra. Here they i^ck up Timothy,
who more than takes Mark's i)lace in Paul's life.

Timothy's mother was a Jewess and his fath(>r a
Greek. Paul decided therefore to have him circum-
cised since, as a half-Jew, he would be esp. obnox-
ious to the Jews. This case differed wholly from
that of Titus, a Greek, where principle was involved.

Here it was a matter merely of expediency. Paul
had taken the precaution to bring along the decrees

of the Conference at Jerus in case there was need
of them. He delivered th(>m to the churches. It

has to be noted that in 1 Cor 8-10 and in Rom 14
and 15, when discussing the cjuest k)n of eating meats
offered to idols, Paul does not refer to these decreets,

but argues the matter purely from the standpoint
of the principles involved. The Judaizers anyhow
had not lived up to the agreement, but Paul is here

doing his part by the decision. The result of the

work was good for the churches (Acts 16 4).

When wo come to Acts 16 6, we touch a crucial
passage in tlic South-Galatian controversy. Ramsay
(Chri>itia7iily in the Rom Empire, chs iii-vi; Hist and
Gevgrapky of Ania Minor; SI. J'liul the Tracelh-r, chs v,
vi, viii, ix; lixyo^, IV, viii, ix, "replies to Chase;"; " (iala-
tia," II DB; Comm. on Ciil; The Cities of St. Paul;
Expos T, 1912, 1913) has become l)y his 'able advocacy
tiio cliicf clianipicjii of the view tliat Paul never went
to Galalia jji-oper or North Galatia, and tliat he addressed
his ep. to South Galatia, the churches visited in the first

tour. P'or a careful history of the whole controversy in
detail, see Moffatt, Intro to the Lit. of the NT, 90-10(),
who strongly supports the view of Lightfoot, H. J. Holtz-

mann, Blass, Schiirer, Denncy, Chase, !Mommsen,
Steinmann, etc. TluTe are i)ow('rful names with Ham-
say, like Hausrath, Zahn, Bartlet, (iarvie, AVeizsiickci-,

etc. The arguments are too varied and minute for com-
plete presentation hero. The present writ it si'es some
very attractive features in the Soulh-Cialatian hyi)ol lie-

sis, but as a student of language linds himself unable to
overcome the syntax of Acts 16 0. Tin; minor difliculty
is the dropping of xai, koi, between "Phrygia" and
"Galatic region" by Ramsay. It is by no means cer-
tain that this is the idea of Luke. It is more natural to
take the terms as distinct and coordinated by kal. In
St. Paul the 'Traveller, 212, Ramsay pleads for the aorist
of subsequent time, but ]\IouHon {Prolegorni iia, I'.i'S) will
have none of it. With t hat I agree;. The aorist participle
must give something synchronous with or antecedent to
the princijial verb. In Expos T for February, 1913,
220 f, Ramsay comes back to the "construction of 16 <>

"

He admits that the weight of authority is against tin;

TR and in favor of &i.t]\Qov .... Ku)Au6ei'Tt;, diHDion
. . . . koluthentes. He now interjjrets the language
thus: "Paul, having in mind at Lystra his i)lan of going
on to Asia from Galalia, was ordered by the Spirit not
to preach in Asia. He therefore made a tour through the
Phrygio-C;alatic region, which lu; had already influi'iiced

so profoimdiy from end to end (13 49)." But there
is grave difllculty iti accepting this interpretation as a
solution of the i)roblem. Ramsay here makes the narra-
tive in ver 6 resumptive and takes us back to the stand-
I)oint of ver 1 at Ijystra. The i)roper place for such a
forecast was in ver 1, or at most before ver 4, which
already seems to mark an advance beyond Lystra to
Iconium and AiUioch in Pisidia: "and as they went on
their way through the cities."

Besides, "the Phrygio-Galatic region" lay between
Lystra and Asia, and, according to Ramsay, after the
prohibition in tjystra, ho went straight on toward Asia.
This is certainly very artificial and imlike the usual pro-
cedure. According to the other view, Paul had already
visited the churches in Lycaonia and Pisidia on his
former visit. He wished to go on west into Asia, prob-
ably to Ei)hesus, but was forljidden by the Holy Spirit

,

and as a result turned northward through Phrygia and
the regions of Galatia, using both terms in the ethno-
graphic sense. Paul was already in the province of Ga-
latia at Derbe and Lystra. The matter has many "ins
and outs" and cannot be argued further here;. It is still

in debate, but the present interi)retati<)n is in harmony
with the narrative in Acts. See also tiAL.\TiA; Gal.\-
TiANS, Epistle to the.

By this view Paul had not meant to stop in

Galatia proper and did so only because of an attack
of illness (Gal 4 13). It is possible that Luke may
have come to his rescue here. At any rate, he
finally pushes on opposite Mysia and Bithynia in

the extr(>me north and was forbidden by the Sjiirit

from going on into Bithvnia. So they came down
to Troas (Acts 16 7 f ) when Luke ("we," 16 10)

ai)pears on tlie scene and the Macedonian call conies

to Paid. Thus Paid is led out of Asia into Europe
and carries the gospel successively to Philippi,

Thessalonica, Beroea, Athens, and Corinth. The
gospel is finally planted in the gr(>at provinces of

Macedonia and Achaia. In Philijjpi, a Rom colony
and military outpost, Paul finds few Jews and has
to go out to a j)rayer-place to find a few Jewish
women to whom he can tell the story of Jesus. But
he gains a start with Lydia and her household, and
soon arouses the hostility of a comi)any of men who
were making money out of a poor girl's powers of

divination. But be^fore Paid and Silas leave the
jail, the jailer is himself converted, and a good church
is established. At Thessalonica Paul has great
success and arouses the jealousy of the Jews who
gather a rabble and raise a disturbance and charge
it up to Paul. At Philippi apjieal was made
to prejudice against Jews. At Thessalonica the
charge is made that Paul preaches Jesus as a rival

king to Caesar. In Beroea Paul and Silas have
even more success till the Jews come from Thessa-
lonica and drive Paul out again. Timothy, who
has come out from Philii)pi where Luke has re-

main<Ml, and Silas stay in Beroea while Paul hurries

on to Athens with some of the brethren, who return
with the reijuest for Timothy and Silas "to come
to him with all speed." Ai)i)arently Timothy did
come (1 Tlu^ss 3 1 f), but Paul soon sent him back
to Th(;ssalonica because of his anxiety about con-
ditions there. Left alone in Athens, Paul's spirit
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was stirred over the idolati'v Ix'fori' liis eyes. ITc

proachcs in ilu> synagogues and ai'gues \\ith the

Stoics and Ki)ictn-eaiis in the Agora wlio make light

of his pretensions to ])liil()S()pliy as a "hahhler"' (Acts

17 IS). ]iut (an-iosity lea(ls them to invite liim to

s])eak on th(^ Areopagus. Tliis iio1ai)le ad(h'ess,

all alive to his surroundings, was rather rudely eut

short by their indilTeriaiee and moel^ei-y, and Baul
left Athens with small results for his woi'l-;. lie

goes over to Corinth, the great commercial city of

the province, i-i<di and with bizarre notions of cul-

ture. Baul deternuned (1 Cor 2 l-o) to be true

to the cross, even after his (>xperienc(> in .Alliens.

He gave tluan, not 1h(^ flashy jihilosojihy of tlu;

sophists, but the true wisdom of (lod in sim))le

words, the ])hil()soi)hy of the (a'o.'^s of Christ (1 C'or

I 17—3 4). In Coi'inth B;uil found fellow-helpers

in Aquila and Priscilla, just e.xix'lled from Bom(>
by Claudius. Tli(>y have the same trade of tent-

makers and live together (Acts 18 1-4), and Paul
])r(>ached in the synagogues. Baul is cheered })y

the coming of Timothy and Silas from d'hessalonica

(18 5) with sup])lies from Bhilii)pi, as they had
done while in Th(>ssalonica (Bhil 4 15 f). This
v<>ry success 1(h1 to o])])osition, and Baul has to

preach in the house of Titus Justus. But the work
goes on till Gallio comes and a renewed effort is

made to have it stopped, but Oallio dcndines to

interfere and tluis ])ractically makes Christianity a
religio licitn, since he treats it as a variety of Juda-
ism. While liere, after the arrival of Timothy and
Silas, Baul writes the two letters to Thes.salonica,

the first of his 13 epj). They are ]irobably not very
far a])art in tim(>, and deal chic^fly with a grievous
misimderstanding on their i)art concerning the
emphasis placed by him on th(» Man of Sin and
the Second Coming. Baul had felt the i)ower of the
em{)ire, and his attention is sharply di'awn to the;

coming conflict between the Bom em])ire and the
kingdom of Cod. He treats it in terms of apocalyp-
tic eschatology. When he leaves Corinth, it is to

go l)y Ephesus, with Afjuila and Briscilla whom
he leaves there with the ])romise to return. He;

goes down to Caesarea and "went up and saluted
the church" (Acts 18 22), jH-obably at Jerus
(fourth visit), and "went down to Antioch." If ]\o

went to Jerus, it was probably incidental, and
nothing of importance happened. He is back once
again in Antioch after an absence of some 3 or 4
years.

The stay of Baul at Antioch is describcMl as "some
time" (Acts 18 23). D(>imey {Standard Bible

Did.) conjectures that Baul's brief

8. The stay at J(>rus (s(>e above) was due to
Third Mis- the fact that he found that the Juda-
sion Cam- izers had organized opposition there
paign, Acts against him in the absence of the
18: 23—21: ai)ostles, and it was so unpl(>asant that
14; 1 and 2 he did not stay. He suggests also that
Cor; Gal; the Judaizers had secau-ed letters of
Rom, 52 (or commendation from the church for
53)-57 (or their emissari(>s (2 Cor 3 1) to Corinth
58) AD and Galatia, who were ])reaching "aTi-

other Jesus" of nationalism and nar-
rowness, whom Baul did not preach (dal 1 (i; 2 C'or
II 4). Both Deimey and Findlay follow Neander,
Wieseler, and Sabatier in placing here, before Baul
starts out again from Antioch, the visit of certain
"from James" (Gal 2 12), who overpowered Beter
for the moment. But I have put this incident as
more probably before the disagreement with Bar-
nabas over Mark, and as probably cf)ntributing to
that breach at the beginning of the second tour.
It is not necessary to suppo.se that the Judaizers
remained acciuiescent so long.

Baul seems to have set out on the third tour alone
—unless Timotiiy came back with him, of which there

is no evidence sav(> that he is with Baul again in

Ephesus (Acts 19 22). What became of Silas?

Baul "went- through the region of Galatia, and
Phrygia, in order, establishing all the discijjles"

(.Vi'ts 18 23), th(> opposite order to 16 G, "through
tli(^ region of Bhrvgia atid Galatia." According to

tlH> Nortli-( Jalat iaii view, hen; followed, he went
tlu-ough the nortliern ])art of the ))r()vince, jja.'^sing

through Galatia ])r()per and Bhrvgia on his way
west to Ephesus. Luke adds, "Baul having jja.ssiMl

through th(> up])er country came to Ki)hesus"
(19 1). Th(> ministry of Apolios in Ephesus (18
24 -2S) had taken ])lac(; before Baul arrived, tiiough
Acjuila and Briscilla were still on hand. Apolios
l)assed over to Corinth and innocently became the
occasion of such strife; there (1 Cor 1-4) that he
l(-ft and refused to return at Baul's recjuest (1 Cor
16 12). Baul has a ministry of 3 years, in round
munb(>rs, in Ephesus, which is full of excitement
and anxiety from the work then; and in Corinth.
He finds on his arrival some ill-informed disciples

of John the Ba])tist who are ignorant of th(> chief

(dements of John's teaching about rep(>ntanc(>,

Jesus, and the Holy Spirit (Acts 19 2-7), matters
of wliich Apolios had knowledge, though he learned
more from Briscilla and Aquila, but there is no evi-

dence that he was ndiaptized as was true of the 12

disciples of John (Robertson, John the Loij(d, 290-
303). The boldness of Baul in Ephesus led in 3
months to his dejiarture from tlu; synagogue to the
sclioo'liousc! of Tyramnis, where he pnniched for 2
years (.Acts 19 8-10) with such power that "all they
that dwelt in Asia heard the word of the Lord." It

is not strange later to find churches at Colo.s.sae and
Hiera])()lis in the Lycus Valley (cf also Rev 1 11).

Baul has a sharp collision with the strolling Jewish
exorcists that led to the burning of books of magic
by the wholesale (19 11-20), anotluT proof of the
hold that magic and the mysteries had upon the
Orient. Ephesus was the seat of the worship of

Diana whose wonderful temple was their pride. A
great business in the manufacture of shrines of Diana
was carried on here by Demetrius, and "this Baul"
had hurt his trade so much that he raised an insur-

rection tmder the guise of piety and patriotism and
might have killed Baul with the mob, if he could
have got hold of him (19 23-41). It was with
great difficulty that I^uil was kept from going to

the ami)hith(viter, as it was. But here, as at Corinth,
the Rom offi(H>r (the town clerk) defended Baul
from the rage of his enemies (there the jealous Jews,
h(a'e the tradesmen whose busiiu'ss suffered). H(;

was apparently very ill anyhow, and came near death
(2 Cor 1 9). All this seems to have hastened his

departure from Ei)hesus sooner than Bentecost,
as he had written to the Corinthians (1 Cor 16 8).

His heart was in Corinth becau.se of the discussions

there over him and Apolios and Beter, b\' rea.son of

the agitation of the Judaizers (1 Cor 1 10-17).

The household of Chloe had brought word of this

situation to Baul. He had writt(ai the church a
letter now lost (1 Cor 5 9). They had written

him a letter (1 Cor 7 1). They sent messengers
to Baul (1 Cor 16 17). He had sent Timothy to

them (1 C(jr 4 17; 16 10), who se(>ms not to have
succeed(!d in quieting the trouble. Baul wrote
1 Cor (spring of .56), and then sent Titus, who was
to meet him at Troas and report results (2 Cor 2
12 f). He may also have written another letter

and sent it by Titus (2 Cor 2 3f). The sudden
departure from Coi'inth brouglit Baul to Troas
ahead of time, but he could not wait for Titus, and
so pushed on with a heavy heart into Macedonia,
where he met him, and he had good and bad news
to tell (2_Cor 2 12 ff; 7 5-13). The effect on
Baul was instantaneous. He rebounded to ho})e

and joy (2 Cor 2 14 ff) in a glorious defence of the
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ministry of Josus (cf R()l)('rtson, The Glory of the

Ministry; Paul's Exidtdtion in Preaching), witli ;i

message of cheer to the majority of the ehurch that

had sustained Paid and with instructions (chs 8
and 9) about the collection for the poor saints in

Jerus, which must be ])ushe(l to a complc>tion by
Titus and two other brethren (possibly also Luke,
brother of Titus, and Erastus). Timothy and
Erastus had been sent on ahead to Macedonia from
Ephesus (Acts 19 22), and Timothy sends greetings

with Paul to the Corint hiaiis in ti letter (2 Cor) which
Paul now forwards, ))()ssibl\' by Titus. The latter

part of the ep. (chs 10-13) deals with the stublwrn
minority who still resist the authority of Paul as

an apostle. On the pro])osed treatment of these

chapters as a separate ej). sec the earlier part of

this art. Paul seems to wait a while before going
on to Corinth. IL' wishes the ojiposition to have
time to repent. During this p(>ri()d he probably
went round about to lUyricum (Rom 15 19). He
spent three months in Greece (Acts 20 2 f), i)rob-

ably the winter of 5G and 57.

We have placed Gal in the early part of this stay in
Corinth, though it could have been written while at
Ephesus. Rom wa.s ccrtaiuly written wliile iierc. and
thi^y l)oth treat the same geueral theme of just ilicatiou
by faitli. Ramsay (K.r/;o.-;, February, 1'.>1H, 127 !:,')) has
at last come to the conclusion that Cal Ix'longs to the;

date of Acts 15 1 f. II(! l)ases this cuncUisioti clilelly

on the "alisolute imlependence" of liis apostleshii)
claimed in (ial 1 and 2, wliich, he holds, he would not
have done after tlu^ confereiu'e in Acts 15, which was
" a sacritice of comph^e independence." This is a curious
interi)retation, for in (ial 2 1-10 Paul himself tells of
his recognition on terms of e(iuality by Peter, .lohn
and .lames, and of his going to Jerus by "revelation."
which was ,iust as nuich "a sacriflce of conijjlete in-
dependence" as we luid in .Vets 15- Besides, in 2 Cor
11 .") aiul 12 11 Paul expressly asserts his e<|uality (with
all humility) with the Very chiefest apostles, and in 1 ('or
15 10 he claims in so many words to luive wrought more
than all th(> apostles. I'erhaps mess(>ngers from ( i alalia
with the contributions from that region re[)ort the havoc
wrought there by tlu^ .ludaizers. (ial is a tremendous
plea for the spiritual nature of Christianity as opposed
to Jewish ceremonial legalism.

Paul had long had it in mind to go to Rome. It

was his plan to do so while at Ephesus (.\cts 19 21)
after he had gone to J(>rus with the great coll(>cjion

from tlie churches of Asia, Galatia, Achaia, and
Macedonia. He hoped that this collection wotild

have a mollifying effect on the Jerus saints a.g that
from Antioch had (.Vets 11 29 f). He had changed
some details in his i)lans, l)Ut not the purpo.se to go
to Jerus and then to Rome. Meanwhile, he writes

the longest and most imjKjrtant letter of all to tlu;

Romans, in which he gives a fuller statement of his

gospel, becau.se they had iu)t heard him ]n-ea('h,

save his various ]X'rsonaI friends who had goiu^ tliere

from the east (eh 16). But already the shadow of

Jerus is on his heail, and he asks their prayers in his

behalf, as he faces his (^u^niies in Jerus (Roui 15
30-32). He hopes also to go on to Spain (15 21),

so as to carry the gospel to the farther west also.

The statesmanship of Paul comes out now in great

clearness. He h;is in his heart always anxiety for

the churches that consinn(\s him (2 Cor 11 28 f).

He was careful to hav(> a committee of the chiu'ches

go with him to report th(M'()lIect ion (2 Cor 8 li)f).

Paul had plann(>d to stiil direct for Syria, btit a jilot

on his life in Corinth led him to go by land via

Macedonia with his companions (Acts 20 2-4).

He tarried at Philippi while the rest went on to

Troas. At Philippi Paul is joined again by Luke,
who stays with him till Rome is reached. Th(!y

celebrate the Passover (proljably the spring of T)?)

in Philippi (Acts 20 fi). We cannot follow th(!

details in Acts at Troas, the voyage through tin;

beautiful Archipelago, to Miletus. There Paul
took advantage of the stop to send for the elders

of Ephesus to whom he gave a wonderful adch-ess

(Acts 20 17-38). They change ships at Patara for

Phoenicia and pass to the right of Cyprus with its

memories of Barnabas and Sergius Paulus and stop
at Tyre, where Paid is warned not to go on to Jerus.

The hostility of the Judaizers to Paid is now com-
mon talk everywhere. Th(>re is grave jx'ril of a
schism in Christianity over the question of gentile

lib(Tty, once settled in Jerus, but uns(>ttled l)y tlie

Judaizers. At Caesarea Paul is greeted by Philip

the evangelist and his four daugliters (proplietesses).

At Caesarea Paul is warned in dramatic fashion by
Agabus (cf Acts 11 28) not to go on to Jerus (21
9 ff), but Paul is more determined than ever to go,

even if he die (20 13). He had had thr(>e pre-

monitions for long (20 22 ff), but he will finish his

course, cost what it may. He finds a friend at

Caesarea in Mna.son of Cyprus, an early disciple,

who was to be the host of Paul in Jerus (21 Id).

Paul had hopinl to reach Jerus by Pentecost
(Acts 20 IG). H<> seems to have done so. Luke

giv(>s the story of Paul in J(jrus, Caes-
9. Five area, and the voyage to Rome in

Years a mucli detail. H(> was with him and
Prisoner, considenvl this period of his ministry
Acts 21:17 very important. The welcome from—28:31; the brethr(>n in Jerus was surprisingly
Phil; Phi- cordial (Acts 21 17). On the very
lem; Col; tu'xt day Paid and his party made a
Eph, formal call on James and all the elders
57-62 (or (21 ISf), who gave a symi)ath(^tic

63) AD hearing to the narrative of (lod's deal-

ings with Paul and the G(>ntiles. He
presented the alms (coll(H'tion) in due form (24 17),

though some crit ics have actually suggested that
Paul used it to defray the expenses of the appeal to

Caesar. Rtimsay's not ion that he may have fallen

heir by now to his ])ortion of his father's estate is

(piite probable. But the brethren wish to help
Paul set himself right before the rank and file of the
church in Jerus, who have be(m imjio.sed ui)()n by
the Judaizers who have misrepresented Ptuil's real

})osition by saying that lie urgcnl the J(>wish Chris-
tians to give up the Mosaic customs (21 21). The
elders understand Paul :ind recall the <l(>cision of the
confennice at which frcHMlom was guaranteed to the
G(!ntik>s, and they have no wish to disturb that
(21 25). They only wish Paul to show tliat he does
not object to the Jewish Christians k(>eping up the
Mosaic regulations. They propo.se that Paul offer

sacrifice publicly in the temi)le and pay tlu^ vows of

four men, and then all will know the truth (21 23 f).

Paul does not lu>sitate to do that (21 20 IT). He
had kept the Jewish feasts (cf 20 0) ;is Jesus had
done, and the early discijiles in Jerus. He was a
J(nv. H(! may have had a vow at Corinth (18 IS).

He saw no inconsistency in a Jew doing thus aft(>r

becoming a Christian, provided he did not make it

obligatory on Gentiles. The r(ud efficacy of the
.sacrifices lay in the death of J(>sus for sin. Garvie
{Life and Teaching of Paul, 173) calls this act of

Paul "scarc(>ly worthy of his courage as a man or his

faith in God." I caimot sen; it in that light. It is

a matter of practical wisdom, not of ])rinciple. To
have r(>fused would have been to .say that the charge
was true, and it was not. So far as tlie record goes,
this act of Paul aiicomplished its ])urpose in setting
Paul in a right light before the church in Jerus. It

took away this argununit from the Judaizers. The
trouble that now comes to Paul does not come from
the Judaizers, but from "the Jews from Asia" (21
27). If it be obje(;ted that the Jerus Christians
seem to have done nothing to help Paul during his

years of imprisonment, it can be said that tliere was
little to be done hi a legal wa.y, as the matter was
before the Rom courts very soon. I'he attack on
Paul in the temple was while he was doing honor to
the temple, engaged in actual worshij) offering sac-
rifices. But then Jews from Ephesus hated him
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so 1h:it llioy imagined that ho had Greeks with liim

in the Jewish court, because they had seeu hhn one

day with Tr()])hinnis in the city (21 27 fT). It is

a splendid ilhistration of the bhnchiess of prejudice

and hate. It, was absohitely untrue, aiul the men
wlio raised the hue and cry in the teni])le af^ainst

Paul as tlie desecrator of t lie holy ])lace and the I>aw

and the peoj^le disaiipear, and are never heard of

more (24 IS 1). Put it will take Paul five years or

more of the ])rime of his life to ^et himself out of the

tanjiled web that will be woven about his head.

P(M-il follows ])eril. He was almost mobbed, as

often before, by the crowd that dragged hhn out of

the temple (21 30 f). It would remind Paul of

Stejihen's fate. When the Pom captain rescued

hhn and had him bound with two chains as a danger-

ous bandit, and had hnu carried by the soldiers to

save his life, the mob y(>lled "Away with him" (21

3() f), as they had doneto Jesus. After the cajitain,

astonished "that "Paul the P^gyp assassin" can

sjieak Cir, grants him permission to stand on the

steps of the tower of Antonia to speak to the mob
that clamored for his blood, he held their rapt

attention by an address in Aram. (22 2) in which
lie gave a defence of his whole career. This they

heard eagerly till he spoke the word "Gentiles," at

which they raged more violently than ever (22 21 ff).

At this tlie captain has Paul tied with thongs, not

understanding his Aram. s]ieech, and is about to

scourge him when Paul jileads his Pom citizenshi]),

to the amazement of the centurion (22 24fT).

Almost in desjiair, the captain, wishing to know the

charge of the Jews against Paul, brings him before

the Sanhedrin. It is a familiar scene to Paul, and
it is now their chance for settling old scores. Paul
makes a sharp retort in anger to the high priest

Ananias, ftir wliich he ajxilogizes as if he was so

angry that he had not noticed, but he soon divides

the Sanhedrin hopelessly on the subject of the resur-

rection (cf the immunity of the disciples on that

issue when Gamaliel scored the Sadducecs in Acts

5). This was turning the tables on his enemies,

and was justifiable as war. He claimed to be a
Pharisee on this i)oint, as he was still, as opposed
to the Sadducees. The result was that Paul had
to be rescued from the conteiuling factions, and the

cajitain knew no more than he did before (23 1-10).

That night "the Lord stood by him" and promised
that he would go to Home (23 11). That was a
blessed hope, liut the troubles of Paul are by no
means over. By the skill of his nephew he escaped

the murderous plot of 40 Jews who had taken a vow
not to eat till they had killed Paul (23 12-24).

They almost succeeded, but Claudius Lysias sent

Paul in haste with a band of soldiers to Caesarea to

P'elix, the procurator, with a letter in which he
claimed to have rescued Paul from the mob, "having
learned that he was a Roman" (23 26-30). At
any rate he was no longer in the clutches of the Jews.

Would Rom provincial justice be any better?

Felix follows a perfunctory course with Paul and
shows some curiosity about Christianity, till Paul
makes him tremble with terror, a complete reversal

of situations (cf Pilate's meanness before Jesus).

But love of money from Paul or the Jews leads Felix

to keep Paul a prisoner for two years, though con-
vinced of his innocence, and to hand him over to

Festus, his successor, because the Jews might make
things worse for him if he released him (ch 24).

The case of the Sanhedrni, who have now ma(le
it their own (or at least the Sadducean section),

though pleaded by the Rom orator Tertullus, had
fallen through as Paul calmly riddled their charges.

Festus is at first at a loss how to proceed, but he
soon follows the steps of Felix by ofTcring to play
into the hands of the Jewish leaders by sending Paul
back to Jerus, whereupon Paul abruptly exercises

his right of Rcmi citizenship by appealing to Caesar

(25 1-12). This way, though a long one, ofTered

the only ray of hope. The ajijiearance of Paul

before Agrijipa and Bernice was simply by way of

entertainment arranged by F(>stus to relieve his

guests of ennui, but Paul seizwl the opi)ortunity

to make a powerful appeal to Agrippa that i)ut him
in a corner logically, though he wriggled out and
declined to endorse "Christianity, though confirniiiig

Paul's innocence, which Festus also had admitted

(25 13—26 32). Paul was fortunate in the centu-

rion Julius who took him to Rome, for he was kindly

disiiosed to him at the start, and so it was all the way
through the most remarkable voyage on record.

Luke has surpassed his own record in ch 27, in which

he traces the voyage, stage by stage, with change

of ship at Myra/delay at Fair Havens, Crete, and

shiinvreck on the island of Malta. More iw kniriied

about ancient seafaring from this chapter than from

any other source (sec art. Phoenix, and Smith,

Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, 1866).
_
In it all

Paul is the hero, both on the ships and in Malta.

In the early spring of 60 another ship takes Paul

and the other prisoners to Puteoli. Thence they

go on to Rome, and enter by the Apjiian )\'ay.

News of Paul's coming had gone on before (liis ep.

had come 3 years ago), and he had a hearty welcome.

But he is now an imjierial prisoner in the hands of

Nero. Lie has more liberty in his own hired house

(28 16.30), but he is chained always to a Rom
soldier, though granted freedom to see his friends

and to preach to the soldiers. Paul is anxious to

remove any misapprehensions that the Jews in

Rome may have about him, and tries to win them to

Christ, and with partial success (28 17-28). And
here Luke leaves him a prisont^i- for 2 years more,

probably because at this i)oint he finishes the Book
of Acts. But, as we have seen, during these years

in Rome, Paul wrote Phil, Philem, Col, and Eph.

He still has the churches on his heart. They send

messengers to him, and he writes back to them.

The incipient Gnosticism of the East has pressed

upon the churches at Colossae and Laodicea, and

a new peril confronts Christianity. The Judaizing

controversy has died away with these years (cf

Phil 3 1 fT for an echo of it), but the dignity and

glory of Jesus are challenged. In the presence of

the power of Rome Paul rises to a higher conception

than even that of the person of Christ and the glory

of the church universal. In due time Paul's case

was disposed of and he was once more set free. The
Romans were proverbially dilatory.

_
It is doubtful

if his enemies ever appeared against him with formal

charges.
The genuineness of the Pastoral Epp. is here

assumed. But for them we should know nothing

further, save from a few fragments

10. Further in the early Christian waitings. As it

Travels is, some few who accept the Pastoral

Epp. seek to place them before 64 AD,
so as to allow for Paul's death in that year from the

Neronian persecution. In that case, he was not

released. There is no space here to argue the ques-

tion in detail. We can piece together the probable

course of events. He had expected when in Corint h

last to go on to Spain (Rom 15 28), but now in

Rome his heart turns back to the east again. He
longs to see the Philippians (1 23 ff) and hopes to

see Philemon in Colossae (Philem ver 22). But he

may have gone to S[)ain also, as Clement of Rome
seems to imjily (Clement ad Cor 5) , and as is stated in

the Canon of Muratori. He may have been in Spain

when Rome was burned July 19, 64 AD. There is

no evidence that Paul went as far as Britain. On
his return east he left Thus in Crete (Tit 1 5). He
touched at Miletus when he left Trophimus sick

(2 Tim 4 20) and when he may have met Timothy,
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if ho (lid not go on to Ephesus (1 Tim 1 3). Ho
stoppod at Troas and ajjparently (-xpoctod to oomo
back hero, as ho loft liis cloak and books with Carpus
(2 Tim 4 L3). lie was on his way to Macedonia
(I Tim 1 3), whence ho writes Timothy in 65-67
a letter full of love and counsel for the future. Paul
is apprehensive of the grave perils now confronting

Christianity. Besid(>s the Judaizors, the Gnostics,

the Jews and the Romans, he may have had dim
visions of the conflict with the mystery-religions.

It was a syncretistic age, and m(>n had itching

cars. But Paul is full of sympathy and tend(>r

solicitude for Timothy, who must push on the work
and g(>t ready for it. Paul expects to spend the

winter in Nicopolis (Tit 3 12), but is apparently
still in Macedonia wlien he writes to Titus a letter

on lines similar to those in 1 Tim, only the note is

sharper against Judaism of a certain type. We
catch another glimpse of Apollos in 3 13. Paul
hits off the Cretans in 1 10 with a quotation from
E])imenides, one of their own poetic prophets.

\\'hen Paul writes again to Timothy ho has had
a winter in prison, and has sutTerod greatly from tho

cold and does not wish to spend another
11. Last winter in the Mamortinc (probably)
Imprison- prison (2 Tim 4 13.21). We do not
ment and know what th(> charg(\s now are. Tluy
Death in may have bcM^n connected with the
Rome, 68 burning oi Rome. There wore plenty
(or 67) AD of informers eager to win favor with

Nero. Proof was not now necessary.
Christianity is no longer a religio licila under the
sh(^lt,er of Judaism. It is now a crime to bo a Chris-
tian. It is dangerous to be seen with Paul now, and
he feels the desertion keenly (2 Tim 1.15ff; 4 10).

Only Luke, the beloved physician, is with Paul
(4 11), and such faithful ones as live in Rome still

in hilling (4 21). Paul hopes" that Timothy may
coTiie and bring Mark also (4 11). Apparently
Timothy did come and was put into j)rison (lie 13
23). Paul is not afraid. He knows tliat he will die.

Ho has escaped the mouth of \\\v lion (2 Tim 4 17),

but he will die (4 1<S). The Lord Jesus stood by
him, perhaps in visible presence (4 17). The tra-

dition is, for now Paul fails us, that Paul, as a Rom
citizen, was beheaded on the Ostian Road just out-

side of Rome. Nero died Juno, 68 AD, so that Paul
was executed before that date, perhaps in the late

spring of that year (or 67). P(^rhaps Luke and
Timothy were with him. It is fitting, as Findlay
suggests, to let Paul's words in 2 Tim 4 6-8 scTve

for his own epitaph. He was ready to go to be
witli Jesus, as he had long wished to be (Phil 1 23).

VI. Gospel.—I had purposed to save adequate
space for the discussion of Paul's thc^ology, but that

is not now possible. A bare sketch must suffice.

Som(>thing was said (see above on his opp. and equip-

ment) about the development in Paul's conception

of Christ and his message about Him. Paul had a
gos])ol which he called his own (Rom 2 16). I

cannot agree with tho words of Deissmann {St.

Paul, 6): "St. Paul the theologian looks backward
toward rabbinism. As a religious genius St. Paul's

outlook is forward into a future of universal history."

He did continue to use some rabbinical methods of

argument, but his theology was not rabbinical.

And he had a theology. He was the great apostle

and missionary to the heathen. He was a Christian

statesman with far-seeing vision. He was the

loving pastor with the shepherd heart. He was the

groat martyr for Christ. He was the wonderful
preach(>r of Jesus. But he was also "Paul the

theologian" (Garvie, Life and Teaching of Paul,

ch v) . There are two ways of studying his teaching.

One is to take it by groups of the opp., the purely
historical method, ancl that has some advantages (cf

Sabatier, The Apostle. Paul). But at bottom Paul

has the same m(>ssago in each group, though with

varying emphasis due to spcH'ial exigencies. The
same essential notes occur all through. Ilie nu)ro

common method, therefore, is to study his gospel

topically, using all the epp. for each topic. A
measure of historical develojimont may still be ob-

served. Only tho chic^f notes in Paul's gospel can

be mentioned here. Even so, one must not turn to

his epp. for a complete syst(>m of doctrine. Tho
epp. are "occasional letters, pieces de circonstance"

(Findlay, IIDB), and they do not profess, not even

Rom, to give a full summary of Christian doctrine.

They are vital documents that throb with life.

There is no theological man<ial in them. But Paul's

gospel is adequately stated repeatedly. Paul's

message is Christocentric. Jesus as Messiah he

preached at once on his conversion (Acts 9 20.22).

He knew ahnvuly the current Jewish Messianism

to which Jesus did not correspond. The accept-

ance of Jesus as He was (tlie facts about Him and

teachings) revolutionized his Messianic conceptions,

his view of God, and his view of man. "When he

takes and uses the Messianic phraseology of his

day, he fills it with a meaning new and ri(;h" (Ros-

tron, Christology of St. Paul, 31). Paul was not

merely a new creature himself, but he had a new
outlook: "\Mierefore we henceforth know no man
after the flesh: even though we have known Christ

after tho fl<>sh, yet now we know him so no more.

Wherefore if any man is in Christ, he is a ncnv

creature: the old things are passed away; behold,

they are b(>come new. But all things are of God,

who reconciled us to himself through Christ, and

gave unto us the ministry of reconciliation; to wit,

that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto

himself, not reckoning unto them their trespa.sses,

and having committed unto us the word of recon-

ciliation" (2 Cor 5 16-19). Perhaps no single

passage in Paul's Epp. tells us more than this one

of the change in Paul's, theological concei)tions

wrought by his conversion. His view of Christ as

the rovoalor of God (God in Christ) and the mani-

festation of love for men (of God, who reconciled

us to Himself, r(>conciling tho world to liimsc^lf) and

the means (through Christ) by whom God is able

to forgive our sins ("not reckoning unto thcnn their

trespasses") on the basis of the atoning deatli of

Christ ("wherefore"; for this see vs 14 f just before

vor 16) with whom tho b(>liovcr has vital union ("in

Christ") and who transforms the nature and views

of the believer, is here thoroughly characteristic.

Paul's passion is Christ (2 Cor 5 14; Phil 1 21).

To gain Christ (3 8), to know Christ (3 10), to bo

found in Christ (3 9), to know Christ as the mystery

of God (Col 2 2f), to be hid with Christ in God
(3 3)—this with the new Paul is worth while.

Thus Paul interiirots God and man, by his doctrine

of Christ. To him Jesus is Christ and Christ is

Josus. He has no patience with the incipient

Corinthian Gnosticism, nor with the docetic Gnos-

ticism that denied the true humanity of Josus.

The real mystery of God is Christ, not the so-called

mystery-religicms. Christ has set us free from the

bondage of ceremonial legalism. We are free from

the curse of tho law (Gal 3 13). Grace is the dis-

tinctive word for the gospel (Rom 3-5), but it must
lead to sanctification (Rom 6-8), not license (Col

3). Paul's Christology is both theocentric and
anthropocentric, but it is theocentric first.

_
His

notion of redemption is the love of God seeking a

world lost in sin and finding love's way, the only

way consonant with justice, in the atoning sacrifice

of Jesus Christ His Scm (Rxmi 3 21^31). The
sinner comes hito union with God in Christ by faith

in Christ as Redeemer and Lord. Henceforth he

lives to God in Christ by the help of the Holy

Spirit (Rom 8; Gal 5). Paul presents God as
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Father of all in (>ti(> s(mis(> (Eph 4 G), but in a sjxM-ial

s('iis(M)f the b('li(>v(M's in Christ (Rom 8 1~)i). Jesus
Christ is the Incarnation of the Pre-incarnate Son
of (iod (2 Cor 8 9; Phil 2 o-lO), who is both God
and man (liom 1 3f). With Paul the af^ent of

creation is Jesus (Col 1 15 f), who is also the head
of the church universal (Col 1 IS; I^ph 1 22 f).

In the work of Christ Paul gives tlic central place
to the cross .d Cor 1 17f; 2 2; Col 2 20; Eph
2 Pi-lS). Sin is universal in humanity (Rom 1

IS—3 20), but the vicarious death of Christ makes
re(h>mption possil^le to all who believe (Rom 3
21 IT; Gal 3 G-11). The redeemed constitute the
kingdom of God or ehvu'ch miiversal, with Christ
as liead. Local bodies (churches) are the chief

means for pushing the work of the kingdom. Paul
knows two ordinancc-s, both of which present in

symbolic form the death of Christ for sin aiid the
pledge of the believer to newness of life in Christ.

These ordinances are baptism (Rom 6 1-11) and
the Lord's Sup])er (1 Cor 11 17-34). If he kn(>w
the mystery-religions, they may have heli)ed him
by way of illustration to present his concej^tion

of the mystic union with Christ. Paul is animated
by the hoi)e of the second coming of Christ, which
will be sudden (1 Tliess 5 1-11) and not pro})ably

at once (2 Thess 2), but was to be considercnl

as always imminent (1 Thess 5 2ff). Meanwhile,
death brings lis to Christ, which is a glorious hope
to Paul (2 Cor 5 1-10; Phil 1 21 ff; 2 Tim 4 IS).

But, wliile I'aul was a theologian in the highest and
best sense of the term, the best interju'cter of Christ
to men, he was also an ethical teacher. He did not
divorce ethics from religion. He insisted strongly on
the spiritual experience of Christ as the beginning
and the end of it all, as opposed to mere ritualistic

ceremonies wliich had destroyed the life of Judaism.
But all the more Paul demanded the proof of life

as opposed to mere profession. See Rom 6-8 in

particular. In most of the ej^p. the doctrinal s(H'-

tion is followed by practical exhortations to holy
living. Mystic as Paul was, the greatest of all

mystics, he was the sanest of moralists and had no
patience with hypocrites or licentious pietists or

idealists who allowed sentimentalism and emo-
tionalism to take the place of righteousness. His
notion of the righteousness demanded by God and
given by God included both sanctification and justi-

fication. In the end, the sinner who for Christ's

sake is treated as righteous must be righteous.

Thus the image of Gotl is restored in man by the
regenerating work of the Spirit of God (2 Cor 3
18). Paul sees God in the face of Christ (2 Cor
4 G), and the vision of Christ brings God to all who
sec.
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F'riedlander, Rom Life and Manners under the Early
Empire; Glover, Conflict of Religions in the Early Rom
Empire, 1910; Gunkel, Zum religionsgcschichtlichen
Verst. d. NT, 1903; Hausrath, Time of the Apostles, tr;
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tr; AIcGiflert, A Hist of Christianity in the Apostolic
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1893, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, 1895, The First
Christian Cent., 1911; Reitzenstcin, Die hellenistischen
My sterienreligionen . 1910; Ropes, The Apostolic Age, 1906;
Schilrer, HJP; Weizsiicker, The Apostolic Age in the Chris-
tian Church, 1894-95.

(2) Introductions: E. Burton, Chron of St. Paul's
Epp.; C^lemcn, Die Chron der Paulinischcn Briefe, 1893,
Die Einhritlichkeil der Paulinischcn Brirfe, 1894;
Findlay, Epp. of Paul the Apostle, 1893; Gloag, Intro
to the /'online Epp., 1876; Gregory, Canon and Text of

the XT, 1900; Hort, Prolegomena to Rom and Eph, 1895;
llarnaek. The Acts of the Apostles, 1909, Date of the Acts
and the Si/nojilic Gospels, 1911, History of Early Christian
Lit. until Eascbius, 1897; Holtzmann, Einleitung'. 1892;
James, Genuineness and Authorship of the Pastoral
Epp., 190(i; Jiilicher, Intro to the NT, 1903; Lake,
Earlier Epp. of St. Paul. 1911; Moffatt, Intro to the
Lit. of the NT, 1911; Peake, Critical Intro to the NT,
1909; Salmon, Intro to the NT, 1892; R. Scott, Epp. of
Paul, 1909; Shaw, The Pauline Epp., 1903; von Sofkni,
History of Early Christian Lit., 1906; B. Weiss, I'nsrnt
State of the Imiuiry Concerning the Genuineness of Paul's
Epp., 1897; Zahn, Intro to the NT, 1909.

(3) Commentaries: For exegetical comms. on special
epp. see sjx'cial arts. For the ancients see C/hrysostom
for tho Greeks, and Pelagias for the Latins. For the
Middle Ages see Thomas Aciuinas. For the later time
sc(! Beza, Calvin, C'olet, Estius, Grotius, (\)rnelius a
Lai)i(U!, W'cttstein, Bengel. Among the moderns note
Alford, B(>et {Rom-Col), Boise, Bible for Home and
School, Cambridge Bible for Schools, Cambridge Gr Tes-
tament, New Cent. Bible; Drummond, Epp. of Paul, Ellicott
(all l)ub Rom and 2 Cor), Expositor's Bible, Expositor's
Gr Testament; Holtzmann, Hand-Comm. zum NT; .lowctt
(1 and 2 Thess, Rom, (ial), Lightfoot (Gal, Phil, C\)l,

Philein and Nott's), LietzmaTm, Handburh zum NT;
ISIeyer (tr, revised Ger. edd), Zahn, Kommcntar zum NT.

(4) Lives and Monographs: Albrecht, Paulus der
Apostel Jesu Christi, 1903; Bacon, The Story of Paul,
1904; Bartlet, a,rt.inEi,e Brit, 11th ed; Baring-Gould,
A Studij of St. Paul, 1897; Baur, The Apostle J'aur-,

1845; Bevan, St. Paulin the Light of Today, 1912; Bird,
Paul of Tarsus, 1900; Campbell, Paul the Mystic, 1907;
Chrysostom, Homiliae in Laude S. Pauli, Opera, vol 11,
cd ilontf. (more critically in Field's ed); Clemen, J'au-
lus, 1904; Cone, Paul the Man, the Missionary, 1S9S;
Cohu, St. Paul in the Liglit of Recent Research, 1910;
Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epp. of St. Paul
(many edd); Deissmann, St. Paul, 1912; Drescher, Das
Leben Jesu bci Paulus, 1900; Drury, The Prison Ministry
of St. Paul, 1910; Eadie, Paul the Preacher, 1859; Farrar,
Life and Work of St. Paul (various edd); Erbes, Die
Todestage der Apostel Paulus und Petrus, 1899; Fletcher,
A Study of the Conversion of St. Paul, 1911; P'oii:)es,

Footsteps of St. Paul in Rome, 1899; Fouard, St. Paul and
His 3f i.s.sioH, 1894, Last Years of St. Paul , lU'dl ; Gard-
ner, Religious Experience of St. Paul, 1911; Garvie, Li'/e

and Teacliing of St. Paul, 1909, Studies of St. Paul arid
His Gospel, 1911; Gilbert, Student's Life of Paul, 1899,'
Helm, Paulus, 1905; Hiinnicke, Chronologic des Lebens
Pauli, 1904; Iverach, St. Paul, His Life and Time, 1890;
Johnston, The Mission of St. Paul to the Rom Empire,
1909; M. Jones, St. Paul the Orator, 1910; Kennedy,
St. I'aul and the Mystery-Religions, 191.3; Kohler, Zum
Verstdndnis d. Apostels Paulus, 1908; Lewin, Life and
Epp. of St. Paul, 1875; Lock, St. Paul the Master
Builder, 1905; Lyttleton, Observations on Saul's Con-
version, 1774; Myers, Saint Paul (various edd) ; Mathe-
son. Spiritual Development of St. Paul, 1891; IMeans,
St. Paul and the Ante-Nicene Church, 1903; Noesgen,
Paulus der Apostel der Heiden, 1908; Paley, Horae
Paulinae, 1790; Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 189(),
Pauline and Other Studies, 1906, Cities of St. Paul, 1908,
Luke the Physician and Other Studies, 1908, Pictures
of the Apostolic Church, 1910; Renan, St. Paul, 1869;
A. T. Robertson, Epochs in the Life of Paul, 1909, The
Glory of the Ministry or Paul's Exultation in Preaching,
1911; Sabatier, The Apostle Paul, 1896; Selden, In the
Time of Paul, 1900; Schweitzer, St. Paul and His In-
terpreters, 1912; Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of St.

PauU, 1880; Speer, The Man Paul, 1900; Stalker, Life
of St. Paul, 1889; Taylor, Paul the Missionary, 1882;
Underbill, Divine Legation of St. Paul, 1889; W(nnel,
Paul (tr, 1906); Whyte, The Apostle Paul, 1903; Wilkin-
son, Epic of Saul, 1891, Epic of Paul, 1897; Wrede,
Paulus'^, 1907 (tr); Wright, Cities of Paul, 1907; Wynne,
Fragmentary Records of Jesus of Nazareth by a Contem-
porary, 1887.

(5) Teaching: A. B. D. Alexander, The Ethics of St.

Paul, 1910; S. A. Alexander, Christia7iity of St. Paul,
1899; Anonymous, The Fifth Gospel, 1906; R. Allen,
Christology of St. Paul, 1912; M. Arnold, St. Paul and
Protestaritism, 1897; Ball, St. Paul and the Rom Law,
1901; Breitenstein, Jesus e^PauZ, 1908; Bruce, St. Paul's
Conception of Christianity, 1898; Briickner, Die Ent-
stehung der Paulinischcn Christologie, 1903; Biiltmaim.
Der Stil der Paulin. Predigt und die kyii. Diatribe, 1910;
Chadwick, Social Teaching of St. Paul, 1907, Pastoral
Teaching of St. Paul, 1907; M.Dibelius, Die Geistervelt
im. Glauben des Paulus, 1909; Dickie, Culture of the Spir-
itual Life, 1905; Dickson, St. Paul's Use of the Terms
Flesh and Spirit, 1883; Du Bose, Gospel according to St.

Paul, 1907; Dykes, Gospel according to St. Paul, 1888;
Everett, Gospel of Paul, 1893; Feine, Paul as Theologian
(tr, 1908); Greenough,Mind of Christin St. Paul; Goguel,
L'Apdtre Paul et Jesus Christ, 1904; Harford, The Gospel
according to St. Paul, 1912; Hicks, "St. Paul and Hel-
lenism," Stud. Bibl., IV; Holsten, Das Evangelium des
Paulus, 1898; Jiilicher, Paulus und Jesus, 1907; Kaftan,
Jesus und Paulus, 1906; Kennedy, St. Paul's Conceptiojis

of Last Things, 1904; Knowling, Testimony of St. Paul
to Christ (3d ed, 1911); A. Meyer, Jesus or Paul? 1909;
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la rhn.-<lnlo<j,r ,lr Siunt I'aai. I'.tOti; NitKcli, Dir \V ,Ht-

xrhalz il,s Apustcl.'i j'aiilus, UK)."); Oehlcr, J'aulus xukI
Jr^ii.% 1<)0.S; Patcrsoii, The Pauline Tlifoloi/y, 190:5;
PfleitU'rcr, ranli/ii-smux, 1,S73, Injluence of the ApoMe
Paul oil the Derelopment of Chrisiianitj, 1SS5; Prat, La
thcoloi/ic de Saint Paul, 1907; Kailisay, The Teaching of
ISt. Paul in Terms of the Present Day, 19l;i; Kesch,
Paulinismus und die Loi/ia Jesu, 1904; Kostron, The
(.'hrixloloiju of St. Paul, 1912; Simon, Die I'si/cholugie den
A postels Paulus, 1897; Soniervillc, St. Paul's Conception
of Christ, 1897; Stevens, The Pauline Theolo,/i/, 1894:;
Tliackeray, Relation of St. Paul to Contemporary Jewish
Thought, 1900; J. Weiss, Paul and Jesus, 1909; Paul and
Justification, 1913; Williams, A Plea for a Reconstruction
of St. Paul's Doctrine of Justification, 1912; Wiistmann,
Jesus und I'aulus, 1907; Zahn, Das Gesetz Gottes tiach
der Lehre des Apostels Paulus"-, 1892.

A. T. Robertson
PAUL, VOYAGE AND SHIPWRECK OF. Sec;

Pail tiuo Ai'cjstle, \, 9; I'hokmx.

PAULINE, pol'lii, -in, THEOLOGY:
I. Tin: Pki;i'ah,\tiiin'

1. Tile I>liari>,ee

2. Saul aiul Sin
.'5. Priniiii\(' Christianity

II. TllK ("on VEKSIO N'

1. Christ
2. Tlie Spirit
3. The I'liio Mystica
4. Salvation
5. .lusliheation

III. P'ritTHKit l)i;\ i:i,oi'Mi;\TS
1

.

Aholition of t lie Law
2. Ceiitiles
;5. Kedemption
4. Atonement »

5. Moral lOxample
(). FLinction of tlu^ Law

IV. SpEflAL Toi'ic:.s

1. The Cliureh
2. The Saeraments

/. The Preparation.—In order to tindorstand tlie

(l<'V('lo])iiient of St. Paul's tli<>i)lofric;al system, it is

necessary to Ijegin with his beliefs as a Pharisee.
The full extent of these beliefs, to b(! sui-e, is not
now ascertainable, for Pharisaism was a rtile of
conduct rather than a system of dofz;mas, and great
diversity of opinicjns existed among I'harisees. Yet
theie was general concurrence in certain broad
principles, while some of Ht. Paul's own slate-
ni(>n1s enable us to specify' his beliefs still more
closely.

Satd the Pharisee believed that God was One, the
Creator of all things. In His relation to His world

lie was transcendent, and governcnl
1. The it normally through His angels. Cer-
Pharisee tain of these angelic; governors had

be(>n unfaithful to tlieir trust and liad
wrought evil, although Cod still jx'rmittcMl them to
bear ride for a time (Col 2 lo; ci Va\ 89 Go). And
evil had come into humanity through the trans-
gr(>ssion of the first man (Rom 5 12; cf 2 Ksd 7
lis). To lead men away from this evil Cod gave
His Law, which was a perfect revelation of duty
(Rom 7 12), and this Law was illumined by the
traditions of the Fathers, which the Pharisees felt

to be an integral part of the Law itself. Cod was
merciful and woidd pardon the olfench'r against the
Law, if he completely amended his ways. Put im-
perfect reformation brought no certain hope of
jjardon. To a few specially favored individuals Cod
liad given the help of His Spirit, but this was not
for the ordinary individual. The great majority
of mankind (cf 2 Esd 7 49-r)7), including all

Centiles, had no hope of salvation. In a very short
tune the course of the woild would be closed. Wit h
God, from before the beginning of creation, there
was existing a heavenly being, the Son of man of
Dnl 7 13, and He was about to be made manifest.
(That Saul held the transcendental Messianic doc-
trine is not to be doubted.) As the world was
irredeemably bad, this Messiah wotdd soon appear,
cause the dead to rise, hold the Last Judgment and

bring from liea\'eii the ".lei-us lliat is alxive" (Gal 4
2t)j, in which the righteous would si)eii(l a blessed
eternity. See Phaijiskks; Mi:ssiaii; I*akousi.\..

Rom 7 7-25 throws a further light on Saul's
personal beliefs. The OT i)r()mis(>d pardon to the

sinner who amended his ways, but the
2. Saul acute moral sense of Saul taught him
and Sin that he coidd never cxi)ect perfectly

to amend his waj'S. The 10th Com-
mandment was the stinnbliitg-block. Sins of deed
and of word might perhaps be ov(-rcome, but sins of
evil desires stayed with him, des])ite his ftdl knowl-
edge of the Law that brandcnl tliem as sinful.

Indeed, they seemed sthmdated rather than sup-
pressed by the Divine iM'(>cepts against them.
With the best will in tin; world, Saul's efforts toward
perfect righteousness failed continually and gave
no ])romise of ever succ(>eding. He found himself
thwarted by something that he came to realize was
ingrained in his very nature and from which he
could never free hnnself. Human nature as it is,

{\\G flesh (not '"the material of the body"), contains
a taint that makes perfect reformation impossilile

(7 IS; cf 8 3, etc). Therefore, as the Law knows
no parchm for the imj^erfectly reformed, Saul felt

his future to be absolutely black. AMiat he longed
for was a promise of pardon despite continued sin,

and that the Law precluded. (.Any feeling that
the temple sacrifices woidd bring forgiveness had
long since been obsolete in educated Judaism.)

There is every reason to suppose that Saul's experience
was not luiiqueat this pc^riod. Much has l)e(>n written in
recent years about the .lews' confidence! in (iod's mercy,
and abundant <|uolalions are brought fr'oin the Talm
in sujiport of this. But the surviving i)orlions of the
literature of the Daniel- Akilxi period (lfj,"> BC-1.3.5 AD)
give a different impression, for it is pi'edominantly a
literature of penitential i)rayers and confessions of sin,
of pessimism regarding tlu; world, the nation and one's
self. In 2 Ksd, in particular, Saul's experi(>nce is closely
paralleled, anfl 2 Esd 7 (of course not in AV) is one of
the best comms. ever written on lloni 7-

Saul must have come in contact with Christianity
very soon after Pentecost, at the latest. Some

personal acciuaintance with Christ is

3. Primitive in no way hniKjssible, irrespective of
Christianity the meaning of 2 Cor 5 16. But no

one in Jerus, least of all a man like

Saul, could have failed to learn very early that there
was a new "party" in Judaism. To his eyes this

"party" wotdd have about the following a])pear-
ance: Here was a band of men proclahning that the
Messiah, whom all expected, would be the Jesus
who had recently been crucified. lihn the discii)les

were preaching as risen, ascended and sitting on
Cod's right hand. They claimed that He had sent
on all His followers the coveted gift of the Spirit,

and they produced miracles in proof of their claim.
A closer investigation wotdd show that the death of

Jesus was being interpreted in terms of Isa 53, as
a ransom for the nation. The in([uirer would learn
also that Jesus had given tea(;hing that found con-
stant and relentless fault with the Pharisees.
Moreover, He had swept aside the tradition of the
Fathers as worthless and had given the Law a
drastic reinterpretation on the basis of eternal sjjir-

itual facts.

This inwardness must have appealed to Saul and
he must have envied the joycnis enthusia.sm (,f the
discii)les. But to him Pharisai.sm was Divine, :uid

he was in a spiritual condition that admitted of

no c()mpromi.ses. Moreover, the Law (Gal 3 13;

cf Dt 21 23) cursed anyone who had been hanged
on a tree, and the new party was claiming cel(\stial

Messiahship for a man who had met this fate. The
system aroused Saul's burning hat red ; he appointed
himself (perhaps stimulated by his moral despera-
tion) to exterminate the n(>w religion, and in pursuit
of his mission he started for Damascus.
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Saul must havi" fiaincd ii rcasoniiblc kiiowbvlgc of

CMirisfs tcacliiiiK>< in t liis period of antafionisin. \\v

ccTtuinly rould not. have Ix'Kun to persecute tlie faitli

without" learning what it was, and in t lie inevital)le dis-

cussions witli his victims lie must have learned still more,

even against liis will. This fact Is often overlooked.

//. The Conversion.—The immediate content of

St. Puiil's conversion was the realization that the

celestial Messiah wtis truly Jestis of

1. Christ Na/.ar(>th. This was .simply the belief

of the primitive clnu'ch ami was the

truth for which Christ had died (Mk 14 02). But
it involved much. It nuule Clirist tlie Son of Cod
(Hom 8 32; Cal 4 4, etc), "firstborn of [i.e.

'•earlier than"] all creaticm" (Col 1 lo), "existing

in the form of Cod" (Pliil 2 G) and "rich" (2 Cor

8 9). In the Messiah are "all tlie treasures of wis-

dom and knowledge hidden" (Col 2 3), to be mani-

fested at the end of time when the Messiah shall

appear as the Judse of all (2 Cor 5 10, etc), caus-

ing the resiu-rection (jf tlie dead (1 Cor 15 4"), etc).

All tliis was given by St. Paul's former beliefs and
h;id b(>en clahiied by Christ for Himself. That this

Messiah had become man was a ftict of the immedi-

ate past (the reality of the manhood was no problem

at this period). As Messiah His sinlessness was
untiuestioned, while the fticts of His life proved this

sinlessness also. His teaching was wholly binding

(1 Cor 7 10.11; that the writer of these words

could have spared any effort to learn the teaching

fully is out of the question). The conversion ex-

perience was proof sufficient of the resurrection,

although for missionary purposes St. Paul used

other evidence as well (1 Cor 15 1-11).

Faith in this Messiah l)rought the unmistakable

experience of the Holy Spirit (Rom 8 2; Gal 3 2,

etc; cf Acts 9 17), demonstrating Christ's Lordship

(1 Cor 12 3; cf Acts 2 33). So "the head of

everv man is Christ" (1 Cor 11 3; cf Col 1 IS;

Ei)h 1 22; 4 lo), with complete control of the

future (1 Cor 15 2n), and all righteous men are

His servants ("slaves," Ilom 1 1, etc). To Hhn
men may address their prayers (2 Cor 12 8; 1

Cor 1 2, etc; cf Acts 14 23).

Further reflection added to the concepts. As the

Lordship of Christ was absolute, the power of all

hostile beings must have been broken also (Rom 8

3S; Phil 2 9-11; Col 2 1."); Eph 1 21-23, etc).

The Being who had such significance for the present

and the future could not have been without sig-

nificance for the past. "In all things" He must
have had "the preeminence" (Col 1 18). It was
He who ministered to the Israelites at the Exodus

(1 Cor 10 4.9). In fact He was not only "before

all things" (Col 1 17), but "all things have been
cremated through him" (ver 10). Wisdom and
Logos concejits may have helped St. Paid in reach-

hig these conclusions, which in explicit statement

are an advance on Christ's own words. But the

conclusions were inevitable.

Fitting these data of religious fact into the meta-

physical doctrine of God was u jiroblem that occu-

pi(>d the church for the four following centuries.

After endless experimenting the only conclusion

was shown to be that alrtnidy reached by St. Paul

in Rom 9 5 (cf Tit 2 13, ERV, A RVm), that Christ

is (jod. To be sure, St. Paul's terminology, carried

over from his i)re-Christian days, elsewhere reserves

"(iod" for the Father (and cf 1 Cor 15 28). But
th(>fact of this theokigy admits only of the conclusion

that was duly drawn.
A second fact given directly by the conversion

was the presence of the Spirit, where the actual

experience transcended anything that

2. The had been dreamed of. Primarily the

Spirit operation of the Spirit was recognized

in vividly supernatural effects (Rom
15 19; 1 Cor 12 5-11, etc; cf 2 Cor 12 12; Acts

2 4), but St. Paul must at first have known the

])resence of the Spirit through the assurance of

salvtit ion giv(>n him, a c(mc(»pt t hat he never wearies

of expressing (Rom 8 10.23; Gal 4 0, etc). The
work of the Spirit in jiroducing holin(>ss in the soul

ne(;ds no comment (see Holy SiMurr; S.vxotifi-

c.vTioN),but it is characteristic of St. Paid that it is

on this part of the Spirit's activity, rather than on

the miraculous efTc'cts, that he lays the emphasis.

"The fruit of the Sjiirit is love, .joy, ])(!ace," vAr,

(Gal 5 22); the greatest miracles without kive are

more than us(>l(>ss (1 Cor 13 1-3); in such sayings

St. Paul touched the d(>pthsof the i)urest tetiching

of Christ. To be sure, in the Syno])tic (}os])els the

word "Sjiirit" is not often on Christ's lips, but there

is the same conception of a life proc(!eding from a

])ure cent(>r (Mt 6 22; 7 17, etc) hi entire depend-

ence on God.
Further refle(!tion and observation taught St.

Paul something of the gnuitest importance for

Christian theology. In prayc^r the Si)irit ajipeared

disthiguished frcmi the Father as well as from

the Son (Rom 8 20 f; cf 1 Cor 2 10 f), givhig

three terms that together ex])ress the plenitude

of the Deity (2 Cor 13 14; l^^ph 1 3.0.13, etc),

with no fourth term ever similarly aasociated. See

Tkixity.
The nidwelling of the Divine produced by the

Spirit is spoken of inditTerently as the nidwelling

of the Siiirit, or of the Spirit of Christ,

3. The or of Christ Himself (all three terms in

Unio Rom 8 9-11; cf 1 Cor 2 12; Gal

Mystica 4 0; Eph 3 17, etc). The variations

are in i)art due to the inadequacy of

the old terminology (so 2 Cor 3 17), in i)art to tlie

nature of the subject. Distinctions made between

the operations of the persons of the Trhiity on tlu;

soul can never be much more than verbal, and the

terms are freely interchang(>al)le. At all events,

through the Spirit Christ is in the believer (Rom 8

10; Gal 2 20; 4 19; Eph 3 17), or, what is the

same thhig, the believer is in Christ (Rom 6 11;

8 1; 16 7, etc). "We have become united with

hiin" (Rom 6 5, simiphutoi, "grown together with")

in a union once and for all effected (Gal 3 27) and

y(>t always to be made more intimate (Rom 13 14).

'Phe union so accomjilished makes the man "a new
creature" (2 Cor 5 17).

St. Paul ncnv saw within himself a dual ])er-

sonality. His former nature, the old man, still

])ersisted, with its impulses, liability

4. Salvation to temptation, and iiuTtnesses. Tlie

"flesh" stiU existed (Gal 5 17; Rom
8 12; 13 14; Eph 4 22; Phil 3 12, etc).

.
On the

other hand there was fighting in him agahist this

former nature nothing less than the whole jiower of

Christ, and its final victory could not be uncertain

for a moment (Rom 6 12; 8 2.10; Gal 5 10, etc).

Indeed, it is jiossible to speak of the beli(>ver as

entirely spiritual (Rom 6 11.22; 8 9, etc), as

already in the kingdom (Col 1 13), as already

sitting in heavenly places (Eph 2 0). Of course

St. Paul had too keen an ai)preciation of reality to

regard believers as utterly sinless (Phil 3 12, etc),

and his ptiges abound in rejiroofs and exhortations.

But the i)re.sent existence of remnants of sin had

no final terrors, for the ultimate victory over sin

was certain, even if it was not to be complete until

the last day when the jiower of God would redeem

(>ven the present physical frame (Rom 8 11; Phil

3 21, etc).

As the first man to belong to the higher order, and
as the point from which the race could take a fresli start,

(Christ could justly be termed a new Adam (1 Cor 15
4.")-49; cf Kom 5 12-21). If ("or 15 46 has any rela-

tion to the Philonic doctrine of the two Adams, it is a

I)olemic against it. Such a polemic would not be
unlikely.
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A most extraordinary fact, to the former Phari.s(>e,

was that this experience had been fj;aiii(>d without
conscious efTort and even against con-

5. Justifi- scions effort (Phil 3 7f). After years
cation of fruitless st riving a single act of self-

surrender had brought him an assur-
ance that he had des{)aired of ever attaining. And
this act of self-surrender is what St. Paul means by
"faith," "faith without works." This faith is

naturally almost anything in the world rather than
a mere intellectual acknowledgment of a fact (Jas
2 1!)), and is an act of the whok; man, too comi)lex
for Kimi)le analysis. It finds, however, its perfect
statement in Christ's r(>ference to 'receiving the
kingdom of God as a little child' (Mk 10 L5). By
an act of simple yielding St. Paul found himself no
I<)nger in dread of his sins; he was at peace with
Cod, and confident as to his future; in a word,
"justified." In one sense, to be sure, "works" were
still involv(>d, for without the past struggle's the
r(>sult woidd never have been attained. A desire,
ho\yever imperfect, to do right is a necessary i)repa-
ration for justification, and the word has no mean-
hig to a man satisfied to be sunk in compl(>te selfish-
ness (Rom 6 2; 3 8, etc). This desire to do right,
which St. Paul always j)resupi)oses, and the content
given "faith" are sufficient safeguards against
antinomianism. But the grace given is in no way
conunensurate with past efforts, nor does it grow out
of them. It is a simple gift of (iod (Rom 6 23).

///. Further Developments.—The adoption by
St

. Paul of the facts given by his conversion (and
the innnediate conclusions that followed fromth(>m)
involved, naturally, a readjustment and a reforma-
tion of the oth(!r parts of his belief. The process
must have occupied some time, if it was ever com-
plete during his life, and must have been affected
materially by his controversies with his former core-
ligionists and with very many Christians.

l''undamental was the ])rol)k'm of tlu; Law. The
Law was i)erfectly clear that h(>—and only h(^

—

who perfcjrmetl it woukl live. But
1. Abolition life was found through faith in Christ,
of the Law while the Law was not fulfilled.

There could be no question of comj)ro-
mise I)etween the two i)ositions; they were simply
in(-_ompatible (Rom 10 5f; Gal 2 Ki; 3 11 f; Phil
3 7). One conclusion only was possible: "Christ
is the end of the law unto right (jousness to every
one that believeth" (Rom 10 4). As far as con-
c(!rned the believer, the Law was gone. Two
tremcmdous results followed. One was the im-
mense simplification of what we call "Christian
ethics," which were now to be dc^termincHl by the
broadcast general ])rinciples of right and wrong and
no k)nger by an ekiborate legalistic construing of
God's commands (Rom 13 8-10; Gal 5 22 f, etc;
cf Alk 12 29-31). To be sure, the connnandments
might be quoted as convenient expressions of moral
duty (Eph 6 2; 1 Cor 9 9, etc; cf Mk 10 19),
but they are binding because they are right, not
because th(!y are commandments (Col 2 Ki). So,
in St. Paul's moral directions, he tries to bring out
always the principle involved, and Rom 14 and
1 Cor 8 are masterpic(;es of the treatment of (con-

crete; i)roblems by this method.
The second result of the abolition of the Law was

overwhelming. Gentiles had as much right to
Christ as had the Jews, barring per-

2. Gentiles haps the priority of honor (Rom 3 2,
etc) possessed by the latter. It is

altogether conceivable, as Acts 22 21 imi)lies, that
St. Paul's active acceptance of this r(!sult was long
d(!layed and reached only after s(!vere struggles.
The fact was utterly revolutionary, and although
it was prophesied in the OT (Rom 9 2.') f), y(!t 'the
Messiah among you Gentiles' remained the hidden

mystery that God had reveal«>(l onlv in tlie last
days (Col 1 20 f; ]<:ph 3 3-6, etc). 'Hie struggles
of the apostle in defence of this principle are the
most familiar part of his career.

This consciousness of deliverance from the Law
came to St. Paul in another way. The Law was

meant for men in this world, but the
3. Redemp- union with Christ had raised him out
tion of this world and so taken him away

from the Law's control. In the Epp.
this fact finds expression in an elaborately reasoned
form. As Christ's nature is now a vital part of our
nature. His death and resurrection are facts of our
past as well. "Ye died, and your life is hid with
Christ in God" (Col 3 3). l^ut "the law hath
dominion over a man" only "for so long time as he
liveth" (Rom 7 1). "Wherefore, my brethren, ye
also were made dead to the law through the body
of Christ" (ver 4). Cf Col 2 11-13.20, where the
same argument is used to show that ritual observ-
ance is no longer ne(;es.sary. In Rom 6 1-14 this
argument is made to issue in a practical exhortation.
Through the death of Clu'ist, wliich is our death
(ver 4), we, like Him, are jjlaced in a higher world
(ver 5) where sin has lost its power (ver 7), a world
in which we are no longer un(l(>r Law (ver 14).
Hence the intensest moral efTort becomes our dutv
(ver 13; cf 2 Cor 5 14 f).

This rel(;ase from the Law, however, does not
solve the whole problem. Evil, present and past,

is a fact, Law or no Law (on Rom 4
4. Atone- 156; 5 136; see the conims.), and a
ment forbearance of God that sim})ly "passes

over" sins is disastrous for man as
well as contrary to the righteous nature of God
(Rom 3 25 f). However inadeejuate the OT sac-
rifices were felt to have been (and hence, perhaps,
St. Paul's avoidance of the Levitical terms except
in Eph 5 2), yet they offered the only help possible
for the treatment of this most complex of problems.
The guilt of our sins is "covered" by the death of
Christ (1 Cor 15 3, where this truth is among those
which were delivered to converts "first of all"; Rom
3 25; 4 25; 5 6, etc). This i)art of his theology
St. Paul leaves in an in(!omi)lete form. He was ac-
customed, like any other man of his day, whether
Jew or Gentile, to think naturally in sacrificial terms,
and neither he nor his converts were conscious of
any difficulty involved. Nor has theology since his
time been able to contribute much toward advan-
cing the solution of the probkiin. The fatal results
of unchecked evil, its involving of the innocent with
the guilty, and the value of vi(;arious suffering, are
simple facts of our experience that defy our attempts
to reduce them to intelk'ctual formulas. In St.
Paul's case it is t6 be noted that he views the in-
centive as coming from (Jod (Rom 3 25; 5 8; 8
32, etc), because of His love toward man, so that a
"gift-propitiation" of an angry deity is a theory the
precise opposite of the; PauliiK!. Moreover, Christ's
death is not a mere fact of the past, but through the
"mystical union" is incorporated into the life of
every believer.

Further dcvelopmonts of tliis (lortriiie atjout riirist's
death find in it the complete destruction of wiiutcvcr
remained of the Law (Col 2 14j, csp. as the barrier
between Jew and (ientih^ (I<:i)h 2 15 f). The extension
of the effects of the deatii to the unseen world (Col 2
15; cf Gal 4 9; Ii:ph 4 >i) was of course natural.

The death of Christ as producing a subjective
moral power in the believer is appealed to fre-

quently (cf Rom 8 3; Gal 2 20; Eph
6. Moral 5 2.25; Phil 2 5, etc), while the idea
Example is perhaps present to some degree even

in Rom 3 20. From a difTerent point
of view, the Cross as teaching the vanity of worldly
things is a favorite subject with St. Paul d Cor 1
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22-2.1; 2 ("or 13 t; (r.i\ 5 II; 6 II, ctcj. Tlirs.'

aspects r(H(uir(' no cxplaiiat ioti.

There arc. uccordhit^ly, in St. Paul's view of the (h-iitli

of CMirist at h'asl tlirc'e distinct lines, tlie "mystical."
the "juristic," and t lie "ctliical." But tliis distinction
is largi'ly oidy genetic and lofiicul, and the lines tend to
l)lend in all soi-ts of cotnl)iiuitions. < 'onscciucntl.v, it is

frequentl>- an impossible e.xe^etical prot)lcm to determine
wliicli is" most prominent in any si\cn passage (e.g.

2 (;or 5 It f).

Kcs;ii'»l>iifji; the T^aw a furtlier (picstioii reiiiaiiied,

wliicli liad jj;r(>at importance in St. Paul'.s contro-

versies. If tlie Law was useless for

6. Function salvation, wliy w.as i1 given at all?

of the Law St. Paul replies that it still liad its

])tH'])ose. To gain right (>oiisne,ss one
must desire it and this desire the Law taught (Horn
7 12. IG; 2 IS), even though it had no power to liel])

toward fulfihnent. So the Law gave knowledge of

sin (Rom 3 20; 7 7). But St. Paul did not h(>si-

tate to go beyond this. Familiar in his own expe-

rience with the psychological trutli that a prohibi-

tion may aetu.ally stinudate the desir(> to transgress

it, he showed that \\w. Law actually had the pin-])ose

of bringing out all the dormant evil within us, that

grace might deal with it effectually (Rom 5 20 f;

7 S.2.5; ef 1 Cor 15 ofl). Thus the Law became
otu' pdidagogos "to bring us tmt-o Christ" ((lal 3 21;

see SeiKJOLMASTKiO, and came in "besides" (Rom
5 20), i.e. as something not a primary part of God's
plan. Indeed, this covdd be shown from the Law
itself, which proved that faith was the primary
method of salvation (Rom 4; cf Gal 3 17) and
which actually i)rophesied its own rejx'al (Gal 4
21-31). With this conclu.sion, which must have
required mtich time to work out, St. Paul's reversal

of his former Pharisaic pcjsition was complete.

IV. Special Topics.—As Christ is the central element
in the life of the l)eliever, all believers have this element

in common and are so united with each

1 The other (Rom 12 5). This is the basis of
p, , the Pauline doctrine of the church. The
Unurcn ^se of tiie word "church" to denote the

whole body of believers is not attained
until the later Epp. (Col 1 18; Phil 3 6; Eph 1 22, etc)—before that time the word is in the pi. when describing
more than a local congregation (2 Thess 14; 1 Cor
7 17; Kom 16 10, etc)—but the idea is present from
the first. Ind(-ed, the only terms in Judaism that were
at all adequate were "the nation" or "Israel." St.
Paul uses the latter terra (Gal 6 16) and quite constantly
expresses himself in a manner that suggests the OT
figures for the nation (e.g. cf Eph 5 25 with Hos 2 19 f)

,

and time was needed in order to give ekklesia (properly
" assembly ") the new content.
The church is composed of all who have professed

faith in Christ and the salvation of its m(-mbers St. Paul
takes generally for granted (1 Thess 1 4; Rom 1 7;
1 Cor 1 8, etc), even in the case of the incestuous per-
son of 1 Cor 5 5 (cf 3 15; 11 ;^2). To be sure, 1 Cor
5 11-13 makes it clear that the excommunication of
grave sinners had been found necessary, and one may
doubt if St. Paul had much hope for the "false brethren"
of 2 Cor 11 26; (ial 2 4 (cf 1 Cor 3 17, etc). But
on the whole St. Paul's optimism has little doul)t that
every member of the church is in right relations with
God. These members, through their union with (^hrist,
form a corporate, social organism of tlie gr("atest possible
solidarity (1 Cor 12 26, etc) and have tlie maximum of
responsibility toward one another (Rom 14 1."); 1 Cor
8 11; 2 Cor 8 13-15; Gal 6 2; Eph 4 25; Col 1 24,
etc). They are utterly distinct from the world around
them (2 Cor 6 14-18; 1 Cor 5 12, etc), although in
constant intercourse with it (1 Cor 5 10; 10 27, etc).
It was even desirable, in the conditions of the times,
that the church should have her own courts like Jews in
gentile cities (1 Cor 6 5 f). The right of the church
to discipline her members is taken for granted (1 Cor 5;
2 Cor 2 .5-11). According to Acts 14 23 St. Paul made
his own appointments of church officers, but the Epp.
as a whole would suggest that this practice did not ex-
tend beyond Asia Minor. For further details see Church
Government; Ministry. A general obedience to St.
Paul's own authority is presupposed throughout.
The church is, of course, the object of C'hrist's sancti-

fying power (Eph 5 2.5-30) and is so intimately united
with Him as to bo spoken of as His "body" (1 Cor 12
27; Col 1 IS; Eph 1 23, etc), or as the "complement"
of Christ, the extension of His personality into the world
(Eph 1 22f). As sucli, its members have not only their
duty toward one another, but also the responsibility of

carrying Chr'ist 's message into the world (Phil 2 15f,
and presupposed everywhere). And to (iod sliall "be
tlie glor.N in I lie church and in Christ .lesus unlo all gen-
erations for e\er and t^ver" (Kph 3 21).

As the union with Christ's death is something more
than a subjective; impression made on the mind by the

fact of that death, the references to the

2 The imion with the (leath accomplished in
^" baptism in Kom 6 1-7 and Col 2 Hf
sacraments j^i-f. not explained by supposing them to

di'scribi> a mi're dramatic ceremony. That
St. Paul was rt'ally influenced by the mystery-religion
concepts has not been made out. But his readers cer-
tainly were so influenced and tended to conceive very
materialistic views of the Christian sacraments (1 Cor
10 5; 15 29). And historic exegesis is bound to construe
St. I'aul's language in the way in which he knew his
readers would Ijc certain to understand it, and no ordi-
nary gentile reader of St. Paul's day would have; seen a
jjurely "symbolic" meaning in either of the baptismal
jiassages. Philo would have done so, but not tin; class of
men with whom St. Paul had to deal. Similarly, with
regard to the Lord's Supper, in 1 C^or 10 20 St. Paul
teaches that through participation in a sacral meal it

is possible to be brought into objective relations Math
demons of whoin one is wholly ignorant. In this light it

is hard to avoid the conclusion that through iiarticijja-
tion in the Lord's Supper the believer is objectively
brought into communion with the Lord (1 Cor 10 16),
a communion that will react for evil on the believer if

he approach it in an unworthy manner (11 29-32): i.e.

the imion with Christ that is the center of St. Paul's
theology he teaches to be established Normnlh/ through
baptism. And in the Lord's Siu)per this union is further
strengthened. That faith on the part of the believer is

an indispensable preretiuisite for the efficacy of the sacra-
ments need not be said.

See, further, God; Parousia; Pkaykr; Predestina-
tion; Propitiation, etc.

Literature.—See under Paul.
BuHTox Scott Easton

PAULUS, pcVlus, SERGIUS, stlr'ji-us (Sep^ios

navXos, Sergios Pmllos): The Rom "proconsul"
(R\') or "deputy" (AV) of Cyprus when Paul, along
with Barnabas, visited that island on his first mis-

sionary journey (Acts 13 4.7). The official title

of Sergiiis is accurately given in Acts. Cyprus was
originally an imperial province, but in 22 BC it was
transferred by Augustus to the Senate, and was
therefore placed under the administration of ])ro-

consuls, as is attested by extant Cyprian coins of the
period. When the two missionaries arrived at

Paphos, Sergius, who was a "prudent man" (AV)
or "man of understanding" (R\'), i.e. a man of prac-

tical understanding, "sought to hear the word of

God" (Acts 13 7). Bar-Jesus, or Elymas, a sor-

cerer at the court of Sergius, fearing the influence of

the apostles, sought, however, "to tiu'n aside the
jiroconsul from the faith," but was struckwitli blind-

ness (vs 8-11); and the deputy, "when he saw what
was done, believed, being aslonishedat the teaching

of the Lord" (ver 12). The narrative indicates that

not only the miracle but also the attention with
which Sergius listened to the teaching of Paul (cf

ver 7) conduced to his conversion (Bengel). At-

temi:)ts have been made to trace some connection

between the name Sergius Paulus and the fact that

Saul is first called Paul in ver 9, but the joint occur-

rence of the two names is probably to be set down as

only a coincidence. C. Ai. Kkkh

PAVEMENT, ])av'nient: In the OT, with the

cx(^eption of 2 K 16 17, the lieb word is HE^kl,

riqpah (2 Ch 7 3; Est 1 6; Ezk 40 17, etc); 'in

Sir 20 18 and Bel ver 19 the word is tdacpos, edaphos;

in Jn 19 13, the name "The Pavement" {\i.d6crTpw-

Tos, lithostrotos, "paved with stone") is_ given to

the place outside the Praetorium on which I'ilate

sat to give judgment upon Jesus. Its Heb (Aram.)
ecjuivalent is declared to be Gabbath.\ (q.v.). The
identification of the place is uncertain.

PAVILION, pa-vil'yun: A covered i)]ace, booth,
t(>nt, in which a person may be kept hid or secret

(IJO, .so/c/i, Ps 27 5; 7^2^,sukkdh—the usual term—
Ps 31 20), or otherwise be withdrawn from view.
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The ierni is used with reference to God (2 S 22 12;

Ps 18 11); to kings drinking in privacy (1 K 20
12. 10); RV gives "pavilion" for AV "tabernacle"
in Job 36 29; Isa 4 6; while in Nu 25 8 it substi-

tutes this word, with m "alcove," for AV "tent"
(kubhah), and Jer 43 10, for "royal pavilion"
{shaphrur), reads in m "glittering pavilion."

James Orr
PAW, p6 ("5, kaph, lit. "palm," 1^, yadh, lit.

"hand"): The former (kaph) is applied to the soft

paws of animals in contradistinction to the hoofs
(Lev 11 27) ; the latter is thrice used in 1 S 17 37:
"Jeh that delivered me out of the paw [yddh] of the
lion, and out of the paw [yddh] of the bear, he will

deliver me out of the hand [yadh] of this Philistine."

The vb. "to paw" (ISH, haphar) is found in the
descrii)tion of the horse: "He paweth [m "they
paw"] in the valley, and rejoiccth in his strength: he
goothout to meet the armed men [m "the weapons"]"
(Job 39 21). The word is usually tr"^ "to delve
into," "to pry into," "to explore."

H. L. E. LuERING
PE, pa (E, B, C): The 17th letter of the Heb

alphabet; transliterated in this Encj-clopaedia as p
with daghesh and ph (=/) without. It came also
to be used for the number 80. For name, etc, see
Alphabet.

PEACE, pes (2lbrJ, shCdom; ctp^r], cirene):

Is a condition of freedom from disturbance^, whether
outwardly, as of a nation from war

1. In the or enemies, or inwardly, within the
OT soul. The Heb word is shaldm (both

adj. and subst.), meannig, ])rimarily,
"soundness," "health," but comhig also to signify
"l)r().sperity," well-being in general, all good in
relaticm to both man and God. In early times, to a
peoi)le harassed by foes, jx^ace was the primary
blessing. In Ps 122 7, we have "i)eace" and
"prosperity," and in 35 27; 73 3, sluUoni is tr<^

"l)rosi)erity." In 2 S 11 7 AV, David asked of
Uriah "how Joab did" (m "of the i)eace of Joab"),
"and how the people did [RV "fared," lit. "of the
l)eace of the people"], and how the war pro.si)ered"
(lit. "and of the peace [welfare] of the war").

{\) SJidlom was the common friendly greeting,
used in asking after the health of aTivon(>; also in
farewells (Gen 29 6, "Is it well with him?" ["Is
there peace to him?"]; 43 23, "Peace be to you";
ver 27, "He asked them of their welfare [of their
peaci]"; Jgs 6 23, "Jeh said unto him, Peace be
unto thee" ; 18 15 [AV "saluted him,"m "Heb asked
him of peace," RV "of his welfare"]; 19 20, etc).
See also Greeting. (2) Peace from enemies (im-
plying prosperity) was the great desire of t li(> nat ion
and was the gift of God to the i)eople if thev walked
in His ways (Lev 26 6; Nu 6 26, "Jeh lift up his
countenance upon thee, and give thee peace"; Ps
29 11; Isa 26 12, etc). To "die in i)eace" was
greatly to be desired (Gen 15 15; 1 K 2 G; 2 Ch
34 28, etc). (3) Inward peace was the portion of
the righteous who trusted in God (Job 22 21,
"Acfjuaint now thyself with him, and be at i^eace
[nhalamY'; Ps 4 8; 85 8, "He will speak i)cace unto
his people, and to his saints"; 119 105; Prov 3 2.

17; Isa 26 3, "Thou wilt keep hun in ])erfect jieace
[Heb "peace, peace"], whose mind is stayed on tliee;

because he trust eth in thee"; Mai 2 5); also out-
ward peace (Job 5 23.24; Prov 16 7, etc). (4)
Peace was to be sought and foUowed by the right-
eous (Ps 34 14, "Seek peace, and pursue it"; Zee
8 10.19, "Love truthand peace"). (5) Peace should
be a i)romincnt feature of the Messianic times (Isa
2 4; 9 6, "Prince of Peace"; 11 6; Ezk 34 25;
Mic 4 2-4; Zee 9 10).

In the NT, where eirene has much the same mean-
ing and usage as shaldm (for which it is employed

in the LXX; cf Lk 19 42, RV "If thou had.st
known .... the things which belong unto peace"),

we have still the exjjectat ion of "peace"
2. In the through the coming of the Christ (Lk
NT 1 74.79; 12 51) and also its fulfilment

in the higher spiritual sense.

(1) The gospel in Christ is a message of peace
from God to men (Lk 2 14; Acts 10 30, "preach-
ing .... peace by Jesus Christ"). It is "peace
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ," in Rom
5 1; AV 10 15; peace betwetni Jew and Gentile
(Eph 2 14.15); an essential ek-ment in tlic spiritual
kingdom of God (Rom 14 17). (2) It is to be
cherished and followed by Christians. Jesus ex-
horted His discijjles, "Have salt hi yourselves, and
be at peace one with another" (Mk 9 50); Paul ex-
horts, "Live in peace: and the God of love and
peace shall be with you" (2 Cor 13 11; cf Rom 12
18; 1 a)r 7 15). (3) God is therefore "the God of
peace," the Author and Giver of all good ("i)eacc"
including evervbles.sing) vervfrecjuentlv (e.g. Rom 15
33; 16 20; 2'Thess3 16, etc, "the LoVd of peace").
"Peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus
Christ" is a common a])ost()lic wish or salutation
(cf 1 Cor 1 3; 2 Cor 1 2, etc). (4) We have also
"peace" as a greeting (Mt 10 13; Lk 10 5); "a son
of peace" (10 0) is one worthy of it, in sympathy
with it; the Lord's own greeting to His disciples
was "Peace be unto you" (Lk 24 36; Jn 20 1<).21.

26), and ere He left them He gave them siiecially

His blessing of "Peace" (Jn 14 27); we have also
frequently "Go in peace" (Mk 5 34; Lk 7 50).
In Lk 19 38, we have "peace in heaven" (in the ac-
clamation of Jesus on Plis Messianic entry of Jerus).

(5) The peace that Christ brought is primarily
spiritual peace from and with God, peace in the
heart, peace as the disposition or si)irit. He said
tliat He did not come "to send peace on the earth,
but a sword," referring to the searching nature of
His call and the divisitms and clearances it would
create. But, of course, the si)irit of the gospel and
of the Christian is one of peace, and it is a Christian
duty to seek to bring war and strife everywhere to
an end. This is represented as the ultimate result
of the gospel and Spirit of Christ; universal and
permanent peace can come only as that Spirit rules
in men's hearts.

"Peace" in the sense of silence, to iiold one's peace,
etc, is in the OT gtmerally the tr of hnraah, "to be still,

or silent" (Gen 24 21; 34 5; Job 11 3); also of lid-
shah, "to hush," "to be silent" (2 K 2 3. .5; Ps 39 '2),

and of other words. In .Job 29 10 ("The nobles held their
peace," AV), it is kol, " voice."

In the NT we have sidpdo, "to be silent," "to cease
speaking" (Mt 20 31; 26 63; Acts 18 9, etc); siudd.
"to be silent," "not to speak" (Lk 20 20; Acts 12 17);
he.suchdzo, "to be quiet" (Lk 14 4; Acts 11 18);
phimoo, "to muzzle or gag" (Mk 1 2.'j; Lk 4 35).
In Apoc eirene is frequent, mostly in the sense of peace

from war or strife (Tob 13 14; Jth 3 1; Ecclus 13 18;
1 Mace 5 54; 6 49; 2 Mace l4 6, tu6M</icta = "tranquil-
lity").

RV has "peace" for "tongue" (Est 7 4; Job 6 24;
Am 6 10; Hab 1 13); "at peace with me" for "per-
fect" (Isa 42 19, m " made perfect" or "recompensed");
"security" instead of "peaceably" and "peace" (Dnl
8 25; 1121.24); "came in peace to the city," for "came
to Shalem, a city " ((Jen 33 18); "it was for my peace"
instead of "for peace" (Isa 38 17); "when they are in
peace," for "and that which should have been for their
welfare" (Ps 69 22).

W. L. Walker
PEACE OFFERING. Sec Sacrifice.

PEACEMAKER, pes'mak-er: Occurs only in the
pi. (Mt 5 9, "Blessed are the peacemakers [eireno-

poioi]: for they shall be called sons of God" [who
is "the God of peace"]). We have also wliat seems
to be a reflection of this saying in Jas 3 18, "The
fruit of righteousness is sown in i)eace for [RVm
"by"] them that make peace" (/of.s poiousin eire-

nen). In classical Gr a "peacemaker" was an ambas-
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•sador HOiit lo I rent of jx'ucc. The word in Mt 5

would, ])erluii)s, he Ix'ltcr rendered "])e;i('e-workers,"

inii)lyiiig not merely making ])eae(! between those

who are at variance, hut workiiKj jxiaee as that which
is the will of the (iod of peace for men.

W. L. Walker
PEACOCK, pe'kok {'^^^'2V\, tukklyim [pl.J; Lat

Pavo crisl(itiiti): A bird of the genus I'avo. Japan
is the native home of the j)lahier peafowl; Siam,
Ceylon and India i)rotlucc the commonest and most
gorgeous. "^Fhe peacock has a bill of moderate size

with an arched ti]), its checks are bare, the eyv^ not
large, but very luminous, a crest of 24 featluTs 2
in. long, with naked shafts and broad tijjs of V)lue,

glancing to gi'cen. 'Jlie n(M>k is not long but proudly
arched, the breast full, prominent and of bright

blue green, blue ])redominant. The wdngs are short

and ineffectual, the feat hers on them made up of a
surprising array of cok)rs. The tail consists of 18
short, stiff, grayish-brown feathers. Next is the
lining of the train, of the same color. The glory
of this glorious bird lies in its train. It begins on
the back between the wings in tiny feathers lujt over
6 in. in length, and extends backward. The quills

have thick shafts of purple and green shades, the
eye at the tip of each feather from one-half to 2 in.

across, of a deep peculiar blue, surrounded at the
lower part by two half-moon-shaped crescents of
green. \\'hether the train lies naturally, or is spread
in full glory, each eye shows encircled by a marvel of

glancing shades of green, gold, purjjle, blue and
bronze. When this train is spread, it opens like a
fan behind the head with its sparkling crest, and
above the wondrous blue of the breast. The bird
has the power to contract the muscles at the base
of the quills and play a peculiar sort of music with
them. It loves high places and cries before a storm
in notes that are startling to one not familiar with
them. The bird can be domesticated and will be-
come friendly enough to take food from the hand.
The peahen is smaller than the cock, her neck green,
her wings gray, tan and brown—buti she has not the
gorgeous train. She nest s on earth and breeds with
difficulty when imported, the young being delicate

and tender. The grown birds are hardy when
acclimated, and live to old age. By some freak of
natm-e, pure white peacocks are at times produced.
Aristophanes mentioned peafowl in his Birds, II.

102, 269. Alexander claimed that he brought them
into Greece from the east, but failed to prove his

contention. Pliny wrote that Hortensius was the
first to serve the birds for food, and that Aufidius
Lurco first fattened and sold them in the markets.
It was the custom to skin the bird, roast and re-

cover it and send it to the table, the gaudy feathers
showing.
The first appearance of the bird in the Bible occurs

in a summing-up of the wealth and majesty of
Solomon (1 K 10 22: "For the king had at sea
a navy of Tarshish with the navy of Hiram: once
every three years came the navy of Tarshish,
bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and pea-
cocks")- (Here LXX translates ireXeKTiTol [s.c. Xt'^ot],

j)eleketoi [LUhoi]=^ "[stones] carved with an ax.")
The same statement is made in 2 Ch 9 21

:

"For the king had ships that went to Tarshish
with the servants of Huram; once every three
years came the ships of Tarshish, bringing gold,
and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks" (LXX
omits). There is no question among scholars and
scientists but that these stat(^ments are true, as the
ships of Solomon are known to have visited the
coasts of India and Ceylon, and Tarshish was on the
Malabar coast of India, where the native name of
the peacock was tokei, from which tukklyim un-
doubtedly was derived (see Gold, and Expos T, IX,
472). The historian Tennant says that the Heb

names for "ivory" and "apes" were also the same as
tlie Tamil. The reference to th(^ small, ineffectual
wing of th(! i)eacock which scarcely will lift the
weight of the body and train, that used to be found
in Job, is now ai)i)lie(I to the ostrich, and is no doubt
corr(>ct

:

"The wings of tliii ostrich wave proudly;
But arc tiicy the pinions and plumage of love?"

(.lob 39 13).

While the peacock wing seems out of i)roj)orti()n to

the size of the bird, it will sustain flight and bear the
body to th(» treetops. The wing of the ostrich is

useless for flight. (}ene Stkatton-Pokter

PEARL, i)url. See Stones, Precious.

PECULIAR, pe-kul'yar: The Lat pecnlium means
"private property," so that "peculiar" properly
= "pertaining to the individual." In modern Eng.
the word has usually degenerated into a half-

colloquial form for "extraordinary," but in Bib.
Eng. it is a thoroughly dignifi(>d term for "esjx one's
own"; cf the "peculiar treasure" of the king in

Eccl 2 8 (AV). Hence "ix'culiar peoi)le" (AV Dt
14 2, etc) means a peojjle esp. possessed by God and
particularly prized bv Him. The word in the OT
(AV Ex 19 5; Dt 14 2; 26 18; Ps 135 4; Eccl
2 8) invariably r(>presents n3!ip, ,fghulldh, "prop-

erty," an obscure word which LXX usually rendered
by the equally obscure TrepLovaLos, perioiisios

(apparently meaning "superabundant"), which in

turn is quoted in Tit 2 14. In Mai 3 17, how-
ever, LXX has irepLvoiTjffis, peripoiesis, quoted in

1 Pet 2 9. ERV in the NT substituted "own pos-
session" in the two occurrences, but in the OT kept
"peculiar" and even extended its use (Dt 7 6; Mai
3 17) to cover every occurrence of s^ghulldh except
in 1 Ch 29 3 ("treasure"). ARV, on the contrary,
has drojiped "peculiar" altogether, using "treasure"
in 1 Ch 29 3; Eccl 2 8, and "own possession"
elsewhere. AV also has "peculiar commandments"
(rStos, idios, "particular," RV "several") in Wisd
19 6, and RV has "peculiar" where AV has "special"
in Wisd 3 14 for e/cXe/cT?;', cklektt, "chosen out."

Burton Scott Easton
PEDAHEL, ped'a-hel, pe-dii'el (bXH-E

,
p'-

dhah'el, "whom God redeems"): A prince of Naph-
tali; one of the tribal chiefs who apportioned the
land of Canaan (Nu 34 28; cf ver 17).

PEDAHZUR, pc-dii'zur (l^in'^E
,

p^dhahgilr)

:

INIentioned in Nu 1 10; 2 20; 7 54.59; 10 23 as

the father of Gamaliel, head of the tribe of Manasseh,
at the time of the exodus. See Expos T, VIII, .")55ff

.

PEDAIAH, p5-da'ya, pe-di'a (^^^"3
,

p'dha-

ydhu, "Jeh redeems"):

(1) Father of Joel, who was ruler of Western
Manasseh in David's reign (1 Ch 27 20). Form
ri^"S

,
p''dhdydh (see above)

.

'(2) Pedaiahof Rumah (2 K 23 36), father of

Zebudah, Jehoiakim's mother.

(3) A son of Jeconiah (1 Ch 3 18); in ver 19

the father of Zerubbabel. Pedaiah's brother,

Shealtiel, is also called father of Zerubbabel (Ezr
3 2; but in 1 Ch 3 17 AV spelled "Salathiel").

There may have been two cousins, or even different

individuals may be referred to under Shealtiel and
Salathiel respectively.

(4) Another who helped to repair the city wall

(Neh 3 25), of the family of Parosh (q.v.). Per-
haps this is the man who stood bv Ezra at the read-

ing of the Law (Neh 8 4; 1 E.sd 9 44, called "Phal-
deus").

(5) A "Levite," appointed one of the treasurers
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ovoi- the "treasuries" of the Liu'd's house (Xeh 13

(()) A lienjaiuite, one of (lie rulers residiiifr in

Jerus under the "return'' arraiiKenieuts (Xeh 11 7j.

IIkxuy Wallace
PEDESTAL, ped'es-tiil ('2, ken): In two ])lace.s

(1 K 7 29.31) RV gives this word for AV "base"
(in Solomon's "Sea")-

PEDIAS, ped'i-as, pe-di'as (HcSCas, Ped'ias, A,
naiStias, Paideias; AV by mistake Pelias) : One
of those who had taken "stranfv(. wives" (1 Esd 9
34) = "Bedeiah" of Ezr 10 3o.

PEDIGREE, ped'i-gre (irrn , hilhyalledh, "to
show one's birth") : The Eng. word "j)edigree" occurs
only once in the Bible, according to the concordance.
In Xu 1 18, it is said: "They declared th(>ir i)edi-

grees"; that is, they enrolled or registered tlieni-

selves according to their family connections. The
same idea is expressed frequently, employing a
different term in the Heb, by the common i)hrase of
Ch, Ezr and Xeh, "to reckon by genealogv," "to
give genealogy," etc (cf 1 Ch 7 5.9; Ezr 2 62 ff;

Xeh 7 04). These last passages indicate the im-
I)ortance of the registered pedigree or geneak)gy, esj).

of the priests in the post-exilic comnumity, for the
ab.sence of the list of thcnr i)edigrees, or their genea-
logical records, was sufficient to cause the exclu-
sion from the priesthood of certain ein-olled ])ri<>sts.

Waltkii R. J5ktti;kii)(;k

PEEL, pel, PILL, pil: "Pill" (Cvn 30 37.3S;
Tob 11 13 [RV "scaled"]) and "peel" (Isa 18 2.7
[AV and RVmj; Ezk 29 18 [AV and yAi\]) are
properly two different words, meaning "to remove
the hair" (pilus) and "to remove the skin" (pcllus),

but in Elizabethan Eng. the two were confused. In
Isa 18 2.7, the former meaning is impli(>d, as the
Ileb word here (u'!l'52, ?«ara/) isrendei-ed "])luckoff

the hair" in Ezr 9 3; Neh 13 25; Isa 50 (). The
word, however, maj' also mean "make smooth" (so
RVm) or "bronzed." This last, referring to the
dark skins of the Ethioi)ians, is best here, but in
any case AV and RVm are imi)o.ssible. In t lie other
cases, however, "remove the skin" (cf "scaled,"
Tob 11 13 RV) is meant. So in Clen 30 37.38,
Jacob "i)eeLs" (so RV) off portions of the bark of
his rods, so as to give alternating coloi's (cf \ov 39).
Anfl in Ezk 29 18, the i)oint is X(4)uchadr(>zzar's
total failure in his siege of ^IVre, although the sol-
diers had carried burdens until tlie skin was ])eeled
from their shouklers (cf ARV "worn").

Bi'HTox Scott Eastox'
PEEP, pep (tm, Quphaph; AV Isa 8 19; 10 14

[RV "chirp"]): In 10 14, the word describes the
sound made by a nestling bird ; in 8 19, t he changed
(\x>ntrik)quistic?) voice of necromancers uttering
sounds that purported to come from the f(>eble dead.
The modern use of "peep" = "look" is fcjund in Sir
21 23, as the tr of TrapaKv-n-Tw, parakupld: "A fooli.sh

man peepeth in from the door of another man's
house."

PEKAH, pe'kii {T1'p_'Z
,
pekah, "opening" [of the

eyes] [2 K 15 25-31];' <I>dK€€, I'hdkvc): Son of
Remaliah, and LStli king of Israel.

1. Accession Pekah murdered his i)red(>ce.ssor, Peka-
hiah, and seized the reins of ])ower

(ver25). His usurjjation of the thi'oiie is said to
have taken place in the 52d year of I'zziah, and his
reign to have lasted for 20 years (ver 27). His
accession, therefore, may be placed in 748 BC
(other chronologies place it later, and make the
reign last only a few years).

P-ekah came to the throne with the resolution of
assisting in forming a league to resist the westward

advance of .A.s.syria. The memory of defc^at by
.\.ssyria at the battle^ of Karkai' in '75.'!, nioi'c than

]()() years before, had never died out.
2. Attitude Tiglath-pileser III was now rider of
of Assyria As.syria, and in successive campaigns

since 745 had ])roved hinis(>lf a resist-
le.ss conqueror. His lust for bat t le was not vet sat is-

fied, and the turn of Philistiaand Svria wasabout to
come. In 735, a coalition, of which Pekah was a
prominent member, was bcnng formed to check his
further advance. It com])i-ised the j)rinces of
Comagene, Gebal, Hamath, Arvad, Amnion, Moab,
Edom, Gaza, Samaria, Syria, and some minor po-
tentates, the list being taken from a roll of the sub-
ject-princes who attended a court and paid tribute
after the fall of Damascus. Ahaz likewise attended
as a voluntary tributary to do homage to Tiglath-
pileser (2 K 16 10).

While the plans of the allies were in course of
formation, an obstacle was met with which proved

insurmountable by the arts of dijilo-

3. Judah macy. This was the refu.sal of Ahaz,
Recalcitrant then on the throne of David, to join the

confederacy. Arguments and threats
having failed to move him, resort was had to force,
and the troops of Samaria and Damascus moved
on Jerus (2 K 16 5). Great alarm was felt at the
news of their ai)proach, as seen in the 7th and 8th
chapters of Isa.

_
The allies had in view to dis-

possess Ahaz of his crown, and give it to o:ie of their
own number, a son of Tabe(>l. Isaiah himself was
the mainstay of the opposition to tluMr projects.
The pohcy he advocated, by Divine direction, was
that of complete neutrality. This he urged with
pa.ssionate earnestness, l)ut with oidy partial suc-
cess. Isaiah (probably) had k(>i)t back Ahaz from
joining the coalition, but could not prevent him from
sending an embassy, ladcTi with gifts to Tiglath-
pileser, to secure his intervention. On the news
arriving that the As.syrian was on the march, a hasty
retreat was made from Jerus, and the blow soon
thereafter fell, where Isaiah had j)redicted, on Rezin
and Pekah, and their kingdoms.
The severely concise manner in which the writer

of K deals with the later sovereigns of the Xorthern
King(k)m is, in tlie case of Pekah,

4. Chron- KUi)plemented in Ch by further facts
icles Ancil- as to this cami)aign of the allies. The
lary to Chronicler states that "a great multi-
Kings tude of cai)tives" were taken to Da-

mascus and many others to Samaria.
These would be countrymen and women from the
outlying districts of Judah, which were ravaged.
Those taken to Samaria were, however, returned,
unhurt, to Jericho by the advice of the prophet
0(led (2 Ch 28 5-15).
The messengers sent from Jerus to X'ineveh

appear to have arrived when the army of Tiglath-
pileser was already ])r(>pared to march.

5. Fall of The movements of the As.syrians being
Damascus; expedited, they fell ui)on Damascus
Northern before the junction of the allies was
and Eastern accomjilished. Rezin was defeated
Palestine in a decisive battle, and took refuge
Overrun in his cajntal, which was ck)sely in-

vested. Another part of the invading
:xrmy descended on the uj^per disti-icts of Syria and
Samaria. Serious resistance to the veteran troops
of the East could hardly be made, and city after
city fell. A list of districts and cities that were
overrun is given in 2 K 15 29. It comprises
Gilead beyond Jordan—already partly depopulated
(1 Ch 5 26); the tribal division of X'ai)htali, lying
to the W\ of the lakes of Cialilee and Menmi, and all

(ialilee, as far S. as the pkiiu of P^.sdraelon and the
Valley of Jezreel. Cit ies i)articularly mentioned are
Ijon (now 'Ayun), Abel-beth-maac'ah (now 'AIn),
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Janoiih (now Y(hiu'i), K(>(I<\sli (now Kadofi) und
lia/.or (now Jladlrdi).

'Hu'sc ])lac(\s aiul (crrilorics wore not, merely a(-

tackcd and ])linui('rcd. Their inhabitants wcri!

removed, witli in(h\scril)al)l(! loss and
6. Deporta- sufferinji, to eertain districts in Assyria,

tion of the ^iven as Ilalah, Ilabor, JIara, and both
Inhabitants sides of the river Gozan, uri aflhient^

of the Eu])hratos. The transjjlanta-

tion of tlicsc tribes to a home b(>yond the great river

was a new ex])ernnent in i)olitical K<'oji;ra])hy, de-

vised with the object of welding the whole of West (>rn

Asia into a single empire. It was work of immense
difficulty and nuist have taxed the resources of

even so great an organizer as Tiglath-pileser. The
soldiers who had conciuered in the field were, of

course, employed to escort the many thousands of

prisoners to their new locations. About two-thirds

of the Sam kingdom, comprising the districts of

Samaria, the two (ialilees, and the trans-Jordanic

region, was tlius dcnud(>d of its inliabitants.

Left with but a tliird of his kingdom—humbled
but still defiant—Pekah was necessarily unpojiular

with his subjects. In this extremity

7. Death of —the wave of invasion from the N.
Pekah having spent itself—the usual solution

occurred, and a plot was form(Ml by
which the assassination of Pekah should be secm-ed,

and tlK> assassin should take liis ])Iace as a satrap of

Assyria. A tool was found in the person of Iloshea,

whom Tiglatli-i)ileser claims to have appointed to

the throne. Tlie Bib. narrative does not do more
than record the fact that "Hosliea the son of Elah
made a conspiracy against I^ekah the son of Pema-
liali, and smote him, and slew him, and reigned in

his stead" (2 K 15 30). The date given to this

act is the 20th year of Jotham. As Jotham's reign

lasted but 16 years, this number is evidently an
error.

For the first time, the historian makes no refer-

ence to the religious conduct of a king of Israel.

The subject was beneath noti(;e. The
8. Refer- second section of Isaiah's prophecies

ences in (7 1—10 4) belongs to_ the reign of

Isaiah Ahaz and thus to the time of Pekah,
both of whom are named in it. Pekah

is named in 7 1, and is often, in this and the next

chapter, referred to as "the son of Remaliah." His
loss of the territorial divisions of Zebulun and
Naphtah is referred to in 9 1, and is followed by a
prophe(;y of their future glory as the earthly home
of the Son of Man. The wording of Isa 9 14 shows
that it was written before the f;dl of Samaria, and
that of Isa 10 9-11 that Damascus aiul Samaria
had both fallen and Jerus was expected to follow.

This section of Isaiah may thus be included in the

hterature of the time of Pekah.
W. Shaw Caldecott

PEKAHIAH, pek-a-hl'a, pe-ka'ya (H^HpS,
p'kahyuh, "Jeh hath oi)ened" [the eyes] [2 K 15

23-2GI; <i>aK€o-ias, Phakesias, A, 4>aKe£-

1. Accession aS) Phakdas): Son of INIenahem,

and 17th king of Israel. He is said

to have succeeded his father in tlie "50th year

of Azariah" (or Lzziah), a synchronism not free

from difficulty if his accessk)n is placed in 750-749
(see Menahkm; I'zziah). Most date lower, after

738, when an Assyr inscription makes Menahem
pay tribute to Tiglath-pileser (cf 2 K 15 19-21).

Pekahiah came to the throne enveloi)ed in the
danger which always accom]ianies the successor of

an exceptionally strong ruler, in a
2. Regicide country where there is not a settled

in Israel law of succession. Within two years

of his accession he was foully murdered
—the 7th king of Israel who had met his death
by violence (the others were Nadab, Elah, Tibni,

.T<>horam, Zechariah and Shallum). The chief

conspirator was Pekah, son of i^emaliah, one of

his (;aptains, with whom, as age.it in the crime,

were associatcKl 50 Gileadit(;s. Th(\se penetrated
int-o t;he palace (IIV "(lastle") of the king's house,

and ])ut I'elvahiah to death, his bodyguards, Argob
and Arieh, dying with him. The record, in its close

adherent* to fact, gives no reason for the king's

removal, but it may reasonably be surmised that
it was connected with a league which was at tliis

time forming for o])posing resistance to the ])ower

of Assyria. This league, Pekaliiah, preferring his

father's ])olicy of tril)utary vassalage, may have
refused to join. If so, the decision cost him his life.

Tlie act of treachery and violence is in accordanc(!

with all that Hosea tells us of the internal condition

of Israel at this time: "They .... d(;vour their

judges; all their kings are fallen" (IIos 7 7).

The narrative of P(!kahiah's short reign contains
but a brief notice of his ])ersonal character. Like

his i)redecessors, Pekahiah did not
3. Peka- dei)art from the system of worship
hiah's introduced by Jeroboam, the son of

Character Nt^bat, "who made Israel to sin."

Desjiitc the denunciations of the

prophets of the Northern Kingdom (Am 5 21-27;
Hos 8 l-()), the worship of the calves remained,
till the whole was swept away, a few years lat(T, by
the fall of t he kingdom.

Aft(n- Pekahiah's nuirdcr, the throne was seized

by the regicide I'ekah. W. Shaw Caldecott

PEKOD, pe'kod ("^p?
,
p'kodh): A name ap-

I)liedinJer 50 21andEzk 23 23 to the Chaldaeans.
EVm in the former i)assage gives the meaning as

"visitation."

PELAIAH, pe-la'y;i, pe-U'a (H^Xb?
,
p'-la'ijah)

:

(1) A son of Elioenai, of the royal house of Judah
(1 Ch 3 24).

(2) A Lcvite who assisted Ezra by exjiounding

the Law (Neh 8 7), and was one of those who
sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (10 10). He
is called "Phalias" in 1 Esd 9 48 (RV).

PELALIAH, ]iel-a-ll'a (H^'pbE, jrlalycih, "Jeh

judges"): A priest, father of Jeroham, one of the

"workers" in the Lord's house (Neh 11 12).

PELATIAH, pel-a-tl'a (H^'L^b?, plaUjuh, "Jeh

delivers"):

(1) One who "sealed" the covenant (Neh 10 22).

(2) A descendant of Solomon, grandson of

Zerubbabel (1 Ch 3 21).

(3) A Simeonite, one of the captains who (4eared

out the Amalekites and dwelt on the captured land

(1 Ch 4 42.43).

(4) A prince of the people whom Ezekiel (in

Babylon) pictures as 'devising mischief and giving

'wicked counsel' in Jerus. He is represented as

falling dead while Ezekiel prophesies (Ezk 11 1.13).

His name has the ^, u, ending.

PELEG, pe'leg ("»^2
,

pelcgh, "watercourse,"

"division") : A s<jn of Eber, and brother of Joktan.

The derivation of the name is given : "for in his days

was the earth divided" {niphl''ghah) (Gen 10 25;

cf Lk 3 35, AV "Phalec"). This probably refers

to the scattering of the world's jwpulation and the

confounding of its language recorded in Gen 11

1-9. In Aram, p^lagh and Arab, phiilnj mean
"division"; in Heb pdeqh means "watercourse."

The name may really be due to the occupation

by this i^eople of some well-watered (furrowed),

district (e.g in Babylonia), for these patronymies
represent races, and the derivation in Gen 10 25 is

a later editor's remark. S. F. Hunter
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PELET, pO'lot (t^bs, inlet, "deliverance"):

(1) Sonof Iahdai'(i Ch 2 47).

(2) Son of Azmaveth, one of those who resorted

to David at Ziklag wliile lie was hiding from Saul
(1 Ch 12 3).

PELETH, pe'leth (r'~E
,
pdvth, "swiftness"):

(1) I-'ather of On, one of the rebels against Moses
and Aaron (Xu 16 1); probably same as Pallu
(q.v.).

(2) A descendant of Jeralimeel (1 Ch 2 33).

PELETHITES, pel'e-thits, i)e'leth-Its (^nbE
,

jflcthl): A company of David's bodyguard, like the
Chkuethites ((pv.) (2 S 8 IS; 15 IS); ])robal)ly

a <!orrupt form of "Philistines."

PELIAS, pe-li'as: AV = 11V "Pedias."

PELICAN, pel'i-kan (r^5)<
,
hanih; Lat Pckcanuti

onocroldlus [LXX reads ireXeKciv, pcjekdn, in \jOV

and Pss, but has 3 oth(!r readings, that are rather
confusing, in the other ])laces]): Any bird of
the genus Pclccanus. The lleb kl' means "to
vomit." The name was applied to the bird because

*iS^»^

J ( liccin {Pth ;t,ilu.).

it swallowed large quantities of fish and then di.s-

gorged them to its nestlings. In the performance
of this a(;t it pressed the large beak, in the white
species, tipped with red, against the crop and
slightly lifted the wings. In ancient times, i)(H)])1(>,

seeing this, believed that the bird was puncturing
its brea.st and feeding its young with its blood.
From this idea arose the custom of using a pelican
with lifted wings in heraldry or as a symbol of
Christ and of charitv. (See Fictitious Crmlurcs in
Art, 1S2-S6, London, Chapman and Hall, 1900.)
Pal knew a white and a brownish-gray l)ird, both
close to 6 ft. long and having over a 12 ft. sweep of
wing. They lived around tlu; Dead Sea, fished
beside the Jordan and abound(>d in greatest numbers
in the wildernesses of the Mediterranean shore.
The brown pelicans were larger t han the white. Each
of them had a long beak, pe<niliar throat pouch and
webbed feet. They built lai-ge nests, 5 and G ft.

across, from dead twigs of l)ushes, and laid two or
three eggs. The brown birds deposited a creamy-
white egg with a rosy flu.sh; the white, a white egg
with bluish tints. The young were naked at first,

then covercnl with down, and remained in the nest
until full feathered and able to fly. This compelled
the parent l)irds to feed them for a long time, ancl
they carried such quantities of fish to a nest that
the young could not consume all of them and many

were droi)ped on the ground. The tropical sun
soon made the location unbearable to mortals.
Perching pelicans were the ugliest birds imaginable,
but when their immense brown or white bodies
swept in a 12 ft. spread across the land and over
sea, they made an impressive picture. They are
included, with good reason, in the list of abomina-
tions (see Lev 11 IS; Dt 14 17). They are next
mentioned in Ps 102 6:

"I am like a pelican of tho wildtTiicss;
I am bc'como as an owl of tho waste i)laccs."

Here David from the depths of affliction likened
himself to a pelican as it appears when it perches
in the wilderness. See Isa 34 11: "But the pelican
and the porcupine shall possess it; and the owl and
the raven shall dwell therein: and he will stretch
over it the fine of confusion, and the ])lummet of
emptiness." Here the bird is used to comjjlete the
picture of desolation that was to prevail after the
destruction of lulom. The other ref(>r(>nce concerns
the destruction of Ninevc^h and is found in Zeph
2 14: "And herds shall lie down in the midst of her,
all the beasts of the nations: both the pelican and
the_ porcupine shall lodge in the capitals thereof;
their voice shall sing in the windows; desolation
shafl be in the thresholds: for he hath laid bare the
cedar-work." Gene Stkattox-Poktkh

PELISHTIM, pel'ish-tim, pc-lish'tim (aT^Tpb?,
plisldlin [R\'m of Gen 10 14]). See Philistines.

PELONITE, pel'fwut, pe'16-nlt, ])e-lo'nit ("^rVrJ?
,

p'idnt, a place-name): Two of David's heroes ar.>

thus described: (1) "Helez the Pelonite" (1 Ch 11
27) (see Paltitk); and (2) "Ahijah th(> Pelonite"
(1 Ch 11 30).

PEN, (li", ^(~(, '^~}^, herct; Kd\a(ios, kdlaiiios):

The first writing was done on clay, wax, lead or
stone tablets by scratching into the material with
some hard pointed instrument. For this purjjose
bodkins of bronze, iron, bone or ivory were used
(Job 19 24; Isa 8 1; Jer 17 1). In Jer 17 1

a diamond is also mentioned as being used for the
same puri)ose. In Jer 36 Baruch, the son of Neriah,
declares that he recorded the words of the prophet
with ink in the book. In ver 23 it says that the
kiiig cut the roll with the penknife (lit. the scribe's
knife). This whole scene can best be explahied if

we consider that Baruch and the king's scribes were
in the habit of using_ reed pens. These pens are
made from the hollow jointed stalks of a coarse grass
growing in marshy places. The dried reed is cut
diagonally with the i)enknife and the point thus
formed is carefully shaved thin to make it flexible
a;id the nib split as in the modern pen. The last
operation is the clipjnng off of the very point so that
it becomes a stub pen. The Arab scril)e does this
by resting the nib on his thumb nail while cutting,
so that the cut will be clean and tlie pen will not
scratch. The whole ])rocedure retiuires coTisider-
able skill. The pupil in Heb or Arab, writing
learns to make a pen as his first lesson. A scribe
carries a sharp knife around with him for keeping
his pen in good condition, hence the name penknife.
The word used in 3 Jn ver 13 is hilamos, "reed,"
indicatuig that the pen described above was used in

John's time (cf kahuti, the common Arab, name for
pen). See Ink; Ixk-Hohn; W'ritinc;.

Figurative: "Written with a p(>n of iron," i.e.

indelibly (Jer 17 1). "My tongue is tlu; i)en of
a ready writer" (Ps 45 1; cf Jer 36 IS). As
the trained writer records a speech, so the
Psalmist's tongue imjjresses or engraves on his
hearers' minds what he has conceived.

Ja.mes a. Patch
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PENCE, pens, PENNY. Sec MoxKV.

PENCIL, ])cii'sil (Isa 44 lo, in •'red ocliro,"

A\' line"). Sec Ijm;; ( )(Iikk, Kkd.

PENDANT, ix'ii'dant (frdiu 1m-. from Lat /xwho,
"to han^''j: Xot in A\'. Twice in H\'. (1)

piE'C: ,
irtlphfilh (A\' 'collars"), ornaments of the

Alidianites capturetl by (lideon (J^s 8 2(j). (2i

niCw", n'tiphntli {\\ "chains"), an article of fcnni-

nin(> ai)parel (Isa 3 lU). The i-eference seems to

be (Cheyne, "Isaiah" Pnh/rhnwie Hihlc [H l)l>, U\,

7:V.)\) 1o ear-(lroi)s, ix'arl or j^old ornaments

resembling a dro]) of water, fastened, probably, to

the lobe of the eai'.

PENIEL, iie-nl'el, ])en'i-el, i)e'ni-el ('S'^ZS
,
p'>'7'r/,

"face of CJod"; EI8os Oeov, KUIos thcou): This is

the form of the luune in (ien 32 30. In the next

verse and elsewh(>re it appears as "Penuel." The
name is said to have been j^iven to the place by
Jacol) after his nij^'ht of wrestling by the Jal)bok,

becanse, as he said, "I have seen God face to face,

and my life is preserved." It was a height evi(lent ly

close by the stream over which Jacob passed in the

morning. Some have thought it might be a jjromi-

nent chff, the contour of which resembled a hinnan

face. Such a cliff on the seashore to the S. of Trij)-

oli was caUed ///((;// pro.supon, "face of (iod"

(Strabo xvi.2T.")f). In later times a city with a

strong tower stood upon it. This lay in the line

of (Hdeon's pursuit of the Midianites. \Vh(Mi he

returned victorious, he beat down the i)lace because

of the churlishness of the inhabitants (.Jgs 8 8.()T7).

It was one of the towns "built" or fort ified by Jero-

boam (I K 12 2;")). Merrill would identifv it with

Tclrd cilh-Dhahah, "hills of gold," two h'ills with

ruins that betoken great anticiuity, and that speak

of great strength, on the 8. of the Jal)bok, about 10

miles E. of Jordan (for description see Merrill,

East of the Jordan, 300 ff). A difficulty that seems

fatal to this identific^ation is that here the banks of

the Jabbok are so precipitous as to be imi)assa])le.

Cond(n- suggests Jebel 'Otiha. The site was clearly

not far from 8uccoth; but no certainty is yet ])Oi3-

sible. W. I]WING

PENINNAH, i)e-nin'a (~|'5
,
p'ninnah, "coral,"

"pearl"): Second wife of 1-dkanah, father of Samuel
(1 S 1 2.4j.

PENKNIFE, pen'nif (Jer 36 23). See Pex.

PENNY, ])en'i (Srivapiov, di'iinrioii; Lat dc-

narius{(\.v.]): ARV (Mt 18 28; 20 2.9.10.13, etc)

renders it by "shilling" except in Mt 22 19; Mk 12

15 and Lk 20 24, where it retains th(> original term
as it refers to a particular coin. See Denahius;
Money.

PENSION, pen'shun (1 Esd 4 56, AV "ancl he
connnand(Ml to giv(> to all that kept the city pensions

and wages"; kXtjpos, Idrro.s, "allotted ])ortion,"

usually [h(>re certainly] of lands [RV "lands"]):

Literally means sim])ly "payment," and AV seems
to have used the word in order to avoid any special-

ization of klcros. Th(n-(> is no reference to {)ayment

for past service's. Sec Lot.

PENTATEUCH, pen'ta-tuk:

I. Title, Division, C^)NTEnt.s
II. AUTHOUSHIP. (-/OMl'OSITIOX, D.\Tb:

1. Tlic Current Critical Scliemc
2. Tlic Evidence for tlic Current Critical Scheme

(1) Astruc's (Hue
(2) Sifins of Post-Mosaic Dato
(;i) Narrative Di.screpancies

3.

(4)
(•"))

(V)
riie

(1)

(2)

(:5)

(4)

(•'))

(ti)

(7)

Doul)lets
'I'lie Laws
'I'lie .\rKinnent fi-oni St.\le

Props of the Dcvi'lopmeiit II yi)otliesis

Vnswer to thi' Critical .\iial\sis

The X'eto of Textual Criticism
.Xstruc's Clue 'I'ested

Tlu' Narrative Oisci'ei)aiicies and Si.nns of
i'ost-Nlosalc Date Examined
The Argument from the Doublets lOxam-
ined
TIk; Critical ArKinnent from the Laws
Pile .VrKument from St\le
Perplexities of tlu^ Theory

(S) Sit^ns of I'liit v
('.») The Supposed Props of the Development

II y pot hesis
4. The I'Aidence of Dat(!

(1) The Narrative of (Genesis

(2) Ar(^haeoloK.v and Cenesis
(3) The Lesal t'.vidence of Cenesis
(-1) The Profes.sedly Mosait; Character of the

Lef^islation
(.")) The Historical Situation Ke(|uire(l by P
(<)) The Hierarchical Organization in P
(7) The l^e^al Evidence of P
(S) The Kvidence of D
{'.)) Eater Allusions

(10) Other Evidence
5. The Eundamental Improbabilities of tlie Criti-

cal Case
(1) The Moral and Psychological Issiks

(2) The Historical Iin|)robability

(3) The Divergence between th(^ Eaus and
I'ost-exilic Practice

(4) The Testimonv of Tradition
6. The OriKin and Transmission of the Pentateuch

III. Some Eiteu.vuy Points
1. Style of Eef^islation
2. The Narrative
3. The (Jovi'iiant
4. Order and Rhythm

IV. The Pent.\ti;i(;h as Histoky
1. Textual Criticism and History
2. Hebrew Methods of Exi)ression
3. Personification and CenealoKies
4. Literary Eorm
r,. The Sacred Numbers
(). Habits of ThotiKht
7. National Coloring
8. How Ear the Pentateuch Is Trustworthy

(1) Cont(>mporaneous Information
(2) Character of Our Informant-;

(3) Historical (ienius of the I'eopU^

(4) (iood Faith of Deuteronomy
(-•>) Nature of the Ev(>nts liecorded

(()) External Corroborations
0. The Pentateuch as Keasom-d History

V. The Ch,\racter of the Pentateuch
1. Hindu Law Books
2. Differences
3. Holiness
4. The I'niversal Aspect
5. The National Aspect

ElTEltATUKE

/. Title, Division, Contents (^"^1^ , tdrdh, "law"

or "teaching").— It has rec(>ntly l)een argued that

the Heb word is really the Bab tcrtit, "divinely

revealed law" (e.g. Sayce, Churchman, 1909, 728 ff).

but stich passages as Lev 14 54-57; Dt 17 U
show that the legislator connected it with ""^Ti,

horuh (froni ydrdh), "to teach." Also called by the

J(>ws ni^P "'"C-"'?^n nL"Cn, Mmishshdh hfon'sh'i

torah. "the five-fifths of 'the law": ovofMosJio nonios,

"the Law\" The word "Pentateuch" comes froin

irevTo.Tevxo'i, pcntiUcnchos, lit-. ".5-vohuned fsc. book]."

The Pent consists of the first five books of the Bible,

and forms th(^ first division of the Jcnvish Canon, and

the whole of the Sam Canon. The 5-fold division is

certainly old, since it is earlier than tlie LXX or the

Sam Peiit. How much older it may be is unknown.

It has be(>n thought that the 5-fold division of the

Psalter is bas(>d on it.

The five books into which the Pent is divided are

respectively Gen, Ex, Lev, Nu, and Dt, and the

separate arts, should be consulted for information

as to their nomenclature.

The work oi)ens with an account of the Creation,

and ])asses to the story of th(> first htiman couple.

The narrative is carried on i)artly by genc^alogies

and ])artly by fuller ac(tounts to Abraham. Then
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comes a history of Ahrah^iin, Isaac and Jacol), the
c'olhiteral Inies of deseeiulaiits being lajjicUy dis-

missed. The story of Joseph is told in detail, and
Gen closes with his d(>ath. The r(>st of the Pent
covers the oppression of tlie Israelites in I']gypt, their
exodus and wanderings, the concjuest of the trans-
Jordanic lands and tlie fortunes of the people to the
death of Moses. The four concluding books con-
tain masses of legislation mingletl with the narrative
(for sp(!cial contents, see arts, on tlu; s(>veral books).

//. Authorship, Composition, Date.—The view
that Moses was the author of tlui Pent, with the

exception of the concludhig vs of Dt,
1. The was once held universally. It is still

Current believcMl by the great mass of Jews
Critical and Christians, but in most imiver-
Scheme sities of Northern Europe and North

America other theori(>s ])revail. An
api)lication of what is call(>d "higher" or "docu-
mentary criticism" (to distinguish it from lower or
textual criticism) has led to the formation of a num-
ber of hy])otheses. Some of thes(> arc; very widely
held, but unanimity has not been attained, and
r(>c(>nt investigations have challenged even the con-
clusions that are most generally acc(>j)ted. In the
Eng.-speaking countries the vast majority of the
critics would regard Driv(n-'s LOT and Carjjenter
and Harford-Battersby's Ilexatcuch as fairly repre-
sentative of their position, but on tlu; Continent of
Europe the numerous school that holds some sucli

I)osition is dwindling alike in munbers and influence,

while even in Great Britain and America sonu; of the
ablest critics are beghming to show signs of being
shaken in their allegiance to cardinal ])oints of th(^

higher-critical case. However, at the time of writ-
ing, these latter critics have not ])ut forward any
fresh formulation of their views, and accordingly
the general jwsitions of the woi-ks named may be
taken as representing with certain (jualifications the
general critical theory. Some of tlu^ chief stadia in

the development of this may be mentioned.

After attention had been drawn by earlier writers to
various sif^ns of post-Mosaic; date and extraordinary
perplexities in tlio Pent, tlic first real step toward what
its advocates liave, till within the- last ivw jcars, called
"the modern position" was taken by .J. Astruc (1753).
Ho propounded what Carpenter terms " 1 he chie to the
documents," i.e. the diirennce of the l)i\ine apj)ellations
In Cien as a test of aulhorshij). On tliis view the word
' Elohlm (" God") is characteristic of oiu^ principal source
and the Tetragrammaton, i.e. the l)i\ine name Y II W II

represented by the "Lokd" or "Goo" of AV and RV',
shows the presence of another. Despite occasional
warnings, this clue was followed in the main for 150
years. It forms the starting-point of the -wlioh! current
critical development, but the most recent investigations
have successfully ijroved that it is unreliable (see l)elow,
3, [2]). Astruc was followed by Eichliorn (1780), who
made a more thorough examination of (ien, indicating
numerous ditTerenccs of style, rei)reseTUatioii, etc.

(ieddes (1792) and Yater (l,S02-5) extended the
method applied to Gen to the other hooks of tlie Pent.

In 1798 Ilgen distinginshed two l^lohists in Gen, but
this view did not lind followers for some tim(\ The next
step of fundamental importance was the assignment of
the bulk of Dt to the 7th cent. PG. 'J'his was due to
De ^Vette (180C). Hupfeld (185:5) again distinguished
a second Elohist, and this has been accei)ted by most
critics. Thus there are four main documents at least:
D (the bulk of Dt), two Elohists (P and K) and one docu-
ment (.1) that uses the Tetragrannnaton in (ien. Prom
1822 (Bleek) a series of writers maintained that the Book
of Josh was compounded from the same documents as
the Pent (see Hexateuch).
Two other developments call for notice: (1) there has

been a tendency to subdivide theses documents further,
regarding them as the work of schools rather t han of indi-
viduals, and resolving them into diirerent strata (P,, P..,,

P:,, etc, J,, Jo, etc, or in the notation of otlier writers Jj
Je, etc); (2) a particular scheme <jf dating has found wide
acceptance. In the first period of the critical develop-
ment it was assumed that tlu; i)riiicii)al lOlohist (P) was
the earliest document. A succession of writers of whom
Reuss, Graf, Kuenen and Wellhausim are the most promi-
nent have, however, maintained that this is not the first

but the last in point of time and should l)o referred to the
exile or later. On this view the theory is in outline as
follows: J and E (so called from their respective Divine

appellations)—on the relative dates of which opinions
differ—were composed probably during the early mon-
archy and subsecpiently combined by a redactor (Rje)
into a single document JE. In the 7th cent. D, the bulk
of Dt, was composed. It was publishetl in the 18th year
of Josiah's reign. Later it was combined with JE "into
JED by a redactor (RieM). p or PG, the last of all
(originally the first E:iohist, now the PC) incorporated
an earlier code of uncertain date which consists
in the main of most of Lev 17-26 and is known as
the Law of Holiness (H or Pii). P itself is largely post-
exilic. Ultimately it was joined with JED by a priestly
redactor {liv) into substantially our present Pent. As
already stated, the theory is subject to many minor
variations. IVIoreover, it is admitt(>d that not all its
portions are equally well supported. The division of
JE into J and E is regarded as less certain than the
separation of P. Again, there are variations in the
analysis, differences of oi)inion as to the exact dating of
the documents, and so fort h. Yet the view just sketched
has been ln-ld by a very numerous and influential school
during recent years, nor is it altogether fair to lay stress
on minor divergences of opinion. It is in the abstract
conceivable that the main i)ositions might be true, and
that yet the data were inadecpiate to enable all the minor
details to be determined with certainty (see Ckiticism
OF THE Bible).

This theory will luTeafter be discussed at length
for two reasons: (1) wliile it is now constantly losing
ground, it is still more widely held than any other;
and (2) so much of the modern lit. on the; (3T has
been written from this standjioint that no intelli-

gent use can be made of the most ordin.-iry books of
r(>ference without some accjuaintance with it.

Before 1908 the conservative ojiposition to the
dominant theory had exhibited two separate tend-
encies. One school of conservatives rejected the
scheme in toto; the other accejjted the analysis with
certain modifications, but sought to throw back the
dating of the documents. In both these respects
it had points of contact with dissentient critics (e.g.

Delitzsch, Dillmann, Baudissin, Kittel, Strack,
Van Hoonacker), who sought to save for conserva-
tism any spars they could from the general wreck-
age. The former school of thought was most
])rominently rei)r(>senteil by the late \Y. H. Green,
and J. II. Raven's OT Intro may be regarded as a
ty])ical modern ])resentati()n of their view; the
latter esj). by Robertson and Orr. The scheme put
forward by the last named has foimd many adher-
ents. He refuses to regard J and E as two separate
documents, holding that wt; should rather think
(as in the case of the

|

Pss) of two recensions of one
document marked by the use of different Divine
appellations. The critical P Ik; treats as the work
of a supi)lementer, and thinks it never had an inde-
p(>ndent existence, while he consid(>rs the whole
Pent as early. He holds that the work was done
by "original com})osers, working with a common
aim, and toward a common end, in contrast with the
idea of late irresponsibk; rtnlactors, combining, alter-

ing, manipulating, enlarging at pleasure" {POT,
375).

While these w(>re the views held among OT critics,

a separate opposition had been growing up among
archaeologists. This was of cotn-se utilized to the
utmost by the conservative's of both wings. In
s(Hiie ways archaeology undoubt(>dly has confirmed
the traditional view as against the critical (see

Archaeology and Ckiticism); but a candid sur-
vey leads to the beli(>f that it has not yet d(\alt a
mortal blow, and here agaiti it must l)e remembered
that the critics may justly ])lead that they must
not be judged on mistakes that they made in their
earlier investigations or on refutations of the more
uncertain portions of their theory, but rather on
the main completed result. It may indeed be said
with confidence that there are certain topics to
which archaeology can never sup]ily atiy conclusive
answ(T. // it be the case that the Pent contains
hopelessly contradictory laws, no archaeological dis-

covery can make tlu>m anything (dse; if the num-
bers of the Israelites are origitial and impossible,
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archaeology cannot make them possil)le. It is fair

and right to hiy stress on the instances in which
archaeology has confirmed the Bible as against the

critics; it is neither fair nor right to speak as if

archaeology had done what it never purported to do
and never could effect.

The year 1908 saw the beginning of a new critical

development which makes it very difficult to speak
j)ositively of modern critical views. Kuenen has
been mentioned as one of the alilest and most emi-
nent of those who brought the Graf-Wellhausen
th(H)ry into prominence. In that year B. D. Eerd-
mans, his pupil and successor at Leyden, began the
pu})lication of a series of OT studies in which he
renounces his allegiance to the line of critics that had
extended from Astruc to the publications of our
own day, and ent(>reil on a series of investigations

that were intended to set forth a new critical view.

As his labors are not yet complete, it is impossil)le

to present any account of liis scheme; but the vol-

lunes already published justify certain remarks.
Eerdmans has perhaps not converted any member
of the Wellhausen school, but he has made many
realize that their own scheme is not the only one
possible. Thus while a few years ago we were con-
stantly assured that the "main results" of OT
criticism were iinalterably settled, recent writers

adopt a very different tone: e.g. Sellin (1910) says,

"We stand in a time of fermentation and transition,

and in what follows we prestnit our own oi)iruon

merely as the hypothesis which appears to us to be
the best founded" {Einleitung, 18). By general
consent Eerdmans' work contains a number of
isolated shrewd remarks to which criticism will

have to attend in the future; but it also contains
many observations that are clemonstrably unsound
(for examples see BS, 1909, 744-48; 1910, 549-51).
Ilis own reconstruction is in many respects so faulty
and blurred that it does not seem likely that it will

ever secure a large following in its present form.
On the other hand he appears to have succeeded
in inducing a large number of students in various
parts of the world to think along new lines and in

this way may exercise a very potent influence on the
future course of OT study. His arguments show
increasingly numerous signs of his having been in-

fluenced by the publications of conservative writers,

and it seems certain that criticism will ultimately be
driven to recognize the essential soundness of the
conservative position. In 1912 Dahse {TMII, I)

began the publication of a series of volumes attack-
ing the Wellhausen school on textual grounds and
propounding a new pericope hypothesis. In his
view many phenomena are due to the influence of
the pericopes of the synagogue service or the form
of the text and not to the causes generally
assigned.

The examination of the Graf-Wellhausen theory
must now be undertaken, and attention must first

be directed to the evidence which is

2. Evidence adduced in its support. Why should
for the it be held that the P(>nt is composed
Current mainly of excerpts from certain docu-
Critical ments designated as J and E and P
Scheme and D? Why is it believed that these

documents are of very late date, in one
case subsec}uent to the exile?

(1) Astruc's clue.—It has been said above that Astruc
propounded the iisc of the Divine appellations in Gen
as a clue to the dissection of that book. This is based
on Ex 6 3, 'And I appeared unto Abraham, unto
Isaac, and unto Jacob, as 'El Shadday [God Almighty];
but by my name YIIIVH I was not known to them.' In
numerous passages of Gen this name is represented as
known, e.g. 4 2G, where we read of men l)(>ginning to call
on it in the days of Enosh. The discrepancy here is very
obvious, and in the view of the Astruc school can bo sat-
isfactorily removed by postulating different sources.
This clue, of course, fails after Ex 6 3, but other diffi-

culties are found, and moreover the .sources already dis-
tinguished in Gen are, it is claimed, marked by separate
styles and oi\u)r characteristics which enable them to be
identified when they occur in the narrative of the later
books (see Ckiticism of the Bible).

(2) Signs of post- Mofiaic date.—Close inspection of the
Pent shows that it contains a number of passages which,
it is alleged, could not have proceeded from the pen of
Moses in their present form. Probably th(! most familiar
instance is the account of the dt'ath of Moses (l)t 3i).
Other (-xamples are to be found in seeming allusions to
post-Mosaic events, e.g. in Cicn 22 we hear of the Mount
of llie Lord in the land of Moriah; this apparently refers
to the Tcunplc Hill, which, however, would not have
b('(>n so designated before Solomon. So too the list of
kings who reigned ov(!r P^dom "before there reigned any
king over the children of Israel" (36 31) presumes the
existeticc of the monarchy. The C^anaanites who are
referred to as being "th(-n in the land" (Gen 12 (>; 13
7) did notdisappear till the timeof Solomon, and, accord-
ingly, if this expression means "then still" it cannot
antedate his reign. Dt 3 11 (Og's bedst(>ad) comes
imnaturally from one who had vanquished Og but a few
weeks previously, while Nu 21 14 (AV) contains a refer-
ence to "the book of the Wars of the Lord " which would
hardly have been quoted in this way by a contemporary.
Ex 16 35 refers to the cessation of the maima after the
death of Moses. These passag(>s, and more like them,
are cited to disprove Mosaic authorship; but the main
weight of the critical argument does not rest on them.

(3) Narrative discrepancies.—While the Divine
appellations form the starting-point, they do not
even in Gen constitute the sole test of different

documents. On the contrary, there are other nar-
rative discrepancies, antinomies, differences of style,

duplicate narratives, etc, adduced to support the
critical theory. We must now glance at some of
these.

In Gen 21 14 f Ishmael is a boy who can be car-
ried on his mother's shoulder, but from a comparison
of 16 3.16; 17, it appears that he must have been
14 when Isaac was born, and, since weaning some-
times occurs at the age of 3 in the East, may have
been even as old as 17 when this incident happened.
Again, "We all remember the scene (Gen 27) in

which Isaac in extreme old age bl<\sses his sons;
we picture him as lying on his deathbed. Do we,
however, all realize that according to the chronol-
ogy of the Book of Gen he must have been thus
lying on his deathbed for eighty years (cf 25 2(5;

26 34; 35 28)? Yet we can only diminish this

period by extending proportionately the interval
between Esau marrying his Hittite wives (26 34)
and Rebekah's suggestion to Isaac to send Jacob
away, lest he should follow his brother's example
(27 46) ; which, from the nature of the case, will not
admit of any but slight extension. Keil, however,
does so extend it, reducing the period of Isaac's
final illness by 43 years, and is conscious of no in-

corigruity in supposing that Rebekah, 30 years after
Esau had taken his Hittite wives, should express
her fear that Jacob, then aged 77, will do the same"
(Driver, Contemporary Revieiv, LVII, 221).
An important instance occurs in Nu. According to

33 38, Aaron died on the 1st day of the 5th month.
From Dt 1 3 it appears that 6 months later Moses
delivered his speech in the plains of Moab. Into
those 6 months are compressed one month's mourn-
ing for Aaron, the Arad campaign, the wandering
round by the Red Sea, the campaigns against Sihon
and Og, the missions to Balaam and the whole e])i-

sode of his prophecies, the painful occurrences of
Nu 25, the second census, the appointment of
Joshtia, the expedition against Midian, besides other
events. It is clearly impossible to fit all these into
the time.

Other discrepancies are of the most formidable
character. Aaron dies now at Mt. Hor (Nu 20 28;
33 38), now at Moserah (Dt 10 6). According to
Dt 1; 2 1.14, the children of Israel left Kadesh-
barnea in the 3d year and never subsequently
returned to it, while in Nu they apj)arently remain
there till the journey to Mt. Hor, where Aaron
dies in the 40th year. The Tent of Meeting per-
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haps provides some of the most perplexing of the
discrepancies, for while according to the well-known
scheme of Ex 25 ff and many other passages, it

was a large and heavy erection standing in the
midst of the camp, Ex 33 7-11 provides us with
another Tent of Meeting that stood outside the
camp at a distance and could be carried by Moses
alone. The vbs. used are frequentative, denoting
a regular practice, and it is impossible to suppose
that after receiving the commands for the Tent of
Meeting Moses could have instituted a quite diflfer-

ent tent oj the same name. Joseph again is sold, now
by Ishmaelites (Gen 37 27.286; 39 1), anon by
Midianites (37 28a.36). Sometimes he is impris-
oned in one place, sometimes aj^parently in another.
The story of Korah, Dathan and Aliiram in Nu 16
is equall.y full of difficulty. The enormous numbers
of the Isra(>lites given in Nu 1-4, etc, are in conflict
with passages that regard them as v(>ry few.

(1) Doublets.—Another portion of the critical
argument is provided bj^ doublets or duplicate
narrativ(>s of the same ev(>nt, e.g. Gen 16 and 21.
These are particularly numerous in Gen, but are
not confined to that book. "Twice do quails
appear in connection with the daily manna (Nu 11
4-6.31 ff; Ex 16 13). Twice do'es Moses draw
water from the rock, when the strif(> of Israel begets
the name Meribah ('strife-') (Ex 17 1-7; Nu 20
1-13)" (Carpenter, Hexateuch, I, 30).

(")) The laws.—Most stress is laid on the argument
from tlie laws and their suppostvl historical setting.
Jiy far the most important portions of this are ex-
amined in Sanctuary and Phiksts (q.v.). These
subjects form the two main pillars of the Graf-
Wellliausen theory, and accordingly the arts, in
question must be read as supplementing the present
article. An illustration may be tak(>n from the
slavery laws. It is claimed that Ex 21 1-6; Dt 15
12 fT pcTinit a Hebrew to contract for life; slavery
aftiT years' service, but that Lev 25 3<)-42 takes
no notice of this law and enacts tin; totally different
provision that Hebr(>ws may n-main in slav(>ry onlv
till the Yearof Jubil(>e. \Miile these different
enactments might proceed from the same hand if

properly coordinated, it is contended that this is

not the case and that the legislator in Lev ignores
tlie legislator in Ex and is in turn ignf)red by the
legislator in Dt, who only knows the law of Ex.

(()) The argumentfrom style.—The argument from
style is less easy to exemplify shortly, since it d(;-

pends so largely on an immense mass of details.

It is said that each of the sources has cerl ain char-
acteristic phrases which either occur nowhere else
or only with very much^ less frequency. For in-

stance in Gen 1, wh(>re 'Elohlm is used throughout,
w-e find the word "create," but this is not employed
in 2 Ahil, where the Tetragraimnaton occurs.
Hence it is argued that this word is iieculiarly

characteristic of P as contrasted with the other
documents, and may be used to prove his i)resence
in e.g. 5 1 f.

(7) Props of the development hypothesis.—While
th(! main supports of the Graf-\\'ellhausen theory
must be sought in the arts, to which reference has
been made, it is necessary to mention l)riefly some
other i)henomena to which some W(>iglit is attached.
Jer disi)lays many close resemblances to Dt, and
the framework of K is written in a style that has
marked similarities to the same; book. Ezk again
has notable pohits of contact with P and esp. with
II; either he was acquainted with these ])ortions of
the Pent or else he must have excsrcised consid(>rable
influence on those who composed them. Lastly
the Chronicler is obviously acquainted with the
completed Pent. Accordingly, it is claimtMl that
the literature provides a sort of external standard
that confirms the historical stages which the differ-

ent Pentateuchal sources an^ said to mark. Dt
influences Jer and the subsetiuent literature. It is

argued that it would equally have influenced the
earlier books, had it then existed. So too the com-
pl(;ted Pent should have influenced K as it did Cli,
if it had been in existence when the earlier history
was composed.

(1) The veto of textual crilicism.—The first great
objection that may be made to the higher criticism

is that it starts from the Massoretic
3. Answer text (MT) without investigation. This
to the is not the only text that has come down
Critical to us, and in some instances it can be
Analysis shown that alternative readings that

have been prescM'ved are superior to
those of the MT. A convincing example occurs
in Ex 18. According to the Ileb, Jetlu-o comes to
Moses and says "I, thy father-in-law .... am
come," and subsequently AIos(>s goes out to meet his
father-in-law\ The ci-itics h(>re postulate difTen^nt
sources, but some of the best authorities have pre-
served a reading which (allowing for ancient differ-
ences of orthograiihy) sui)poses an alt(>rati()n of a
single letter. According to this reading the text
told how one (or they) came to Moses and said
"Behold thy father-in-law .... is com(\" As
the result of this Moses went out and met J(>thro.
The vast improvement in the sense is self-evident.
But in weighing the change other considerations
must be borne in mind. Since this is the reading of
some of the most ancient authorities, only two views
are possible. Either the MT has undergone a cor-
ruption of a single letter, or else a redactor made a
most improbable cento of two docunu>nts which gave
a narrative of the most <loubt ful s(>nse. Fortunately
this was followed by textual corruption of so happy
a character as to remove the difficulty by the change
of a single letter; and this corruption was so wide-
spread that it was accepted as the genuine text by
some of our best authorities. There can be little

doubt which of these two cas(\s is the more credible,
and with the recognition of the textual solution the
particular bit of tlu; analysis that dejiends on this
corruption falls to the ground. This instance illus-

trates one branch of textual criticism; there are
others. Sornetimes the narrative shows with c(-r-

tainty that in the transmission of the text trans-
positions have taken place; e.g. the identification
of Kadesh shows that it was S. of Ilormah. Con-
sequently a march to comjiass Edom by way of the
Red Sea would not bring the Israelites to Hormah.
H(>re there is no reason to doubt that the events
narrated are historically true, but there is grave
reason to doubt that they happ(>ned in the present
order of the narrative. Further, Dt gives an ac-
count that is parallel to certain i)assages of Nu; and
it confirms those passag(>s, but places the events in

a different order. Such difficulties may often be
solved by simple transpositions, and when trans-
positions in the text of Nu are made under the guid-
ance of Dt they have a very difTerent probal)ility
from guesses that enjoy no such sanction. Another
department of textual criticLsTn deals with the re-
moval of glo.sses, i.e. notes that have cre])t into the
text. Here the ancient VSS often help us, one or
other omitting some words which may be proved
from other sources to b(> a lat(>r addition. Thus in
Ex 17 7 the Vulg did not know th(! expression, "and
Meribah" (one word hi Ileb), and calls the place
"Massah" simply. This is confirm(>d by the fact
that Dt habitually calls the place Massah (6 16;
9 22; 33 8). The true AL'ribah was Kadesh (Nu
20) and a glossator has here added tliis by mistake
(see further [4] below). I'hus we can say that a
scientific textual criticism ofl(>n oi)poses a real veto
to the higher critical analysis by showing that the
arguments rc^st on late corrui)tions and by explain-
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inp; tlic iv\w origin of the difficulties on which the

critics rciy.

(2) As'truc's clue tested.—Astruc's chio must next

be ex;imin<Ml. The critical case breaks down with

extraordinary frequency. No clean division can

be effected, i.e. there are cases where the MT of

Gen makes P or E use the Tetragrammaton or

J 'Sidhim. in some of these cases the critics can
sugg(>st no reason; in others they are comi)elled to

assume that tlie MT is corrupt for no better reason

than that it is in conflict with their theory. Again
the exigencies of the theory frecjuently force the

analyst to sunder verses or phrases that cannot be
understood a{)art from their ])resent contexts, e.g.

in Gen 28 21 Car])enter assigns the words "and
Jeh will be my God" to J while giving the begin-

ning and end of the verse to E; in ch 31, ver 3 goes

to a redactor, though E actually refers to the state-

ment of ver 3 in ver 5; in ch 32, ver 30 is torn from
a J-context and given to E, thus leaving ver 31 (J)

unintelligible. AN'hen t(\\tual criticism is applied,

startling facts that entirely shatter the higher

critical argum(>nt are suddenly revealed. The
variants to the Divine appcdlations in Gen are very
numerous, and in some instances the new readings

are clearly superior to the MT, even when they

substitute 'Elohtm for th(> Tetragrammaton. Thus,
in 16 11, the explanation of the name Ishmaei

requir(\s the word 'ElohJin, as the name would other-

wise have been Inhmiiyah, and one Pleb MS, a re-

cension of the LXX and the Old Lat do in fact pre-

serve the reading 'Elohiin. The full fa(,'ts and ar-

guments cannot be given here, but Professor

Schlogl has made an exhaustive examination of tlu;

various texts from Gen 1 1 to Ex 3 12. Out of a
total of 347 occurrences of one or both words in the
MT of that passage, th(^re are variants in 196 in-

stances. A very important and detailed discussion,

too long to be summarized here, will now be found
in TMII, I. Wellhausen himself has admitted that
the textual evidence constitutes a sore point of the
documentary theory {Expos T, XX, 563). Again in

Ex 6 3, many of the best authorities read "I was
not made known" instead of "I was not known"

—

a difference of a single letter in Heb. But if this

be right, there is comparative evidence to suggest
that to the early mind a revelation of his name
by a deity meant a great deal more than a
mere knowledge of the name, and involved rather
a pledge of his power. Lastly the analysis may
be tested in yet another way by inqv:iring whether
it fits in with the other data, and when it is

discovered (see below 4, [1]) that it involves
ascribing, e.g. a passage that cannot be later

than the time of Abraham to the period of the
kingdom, it becomes c(>rtain that the clue and the
method are alike misleading (see further EPC, ch i;

Expos T, XX, 378 f, 473-75, 563; TMII, I; PS,
49-142; BS, 1913, 145-74; A. Troelstra, The Name
of God, NKZ, XXIV [1913], 119-48; Expos, 1913).

(3) Narrative discrepancies and signs of post-

Mosaic date.—Septuagintal MSS are providing very
illuminating material for dealing with the chrono-
logical difficulties. It is well known that the LXX
became corrupt and passed through various recen-
sions (s:^e Septuagint). The original text has not
yet been reconstructed, but as the result of the great
vari(>ty of recensions it happens that our various
MSS present a wealth of alternative readings.
Some of these show an intrinsic superiority to the
corresponding readings of the MT. Take the case
of Ishmael's age. We have seen (above, 2, [3]) that
although in Gen 21 14 f he is a boy who can be
carried by his mother even after the weaning of
Isaac, his father, according to 16 3.16, was 86 years
old at the time of his birth, and, according to ch

17, 100 years old when Isaac was born. In 17 25
we find that Ishmael is already 13 a year before
Isaac's birth. Now w^e are familiar with marginal
notes that set forth a syst(>m of chronology in many
printed Eng. Bibles. In this case the Sc^ptuagintal

variants suggest that something similar is respon-
sible for the difficulty of our Heb. Two MSS,
apparently r(>presenting a recension, omit the words,
"after Abram had dwelt ten years in the land of

Canaan" in 16 3, and again, ver 16, while in 17 25
th(>re is a variant making Ishmael only 3 y(>ars old.

If these readings are correct it is easy to see how the
difficulty arose. The narrative originally contained
mere round numbers, like 100 years old, and these
were not intendc^d to be taken literally. A com-
mentator constructed a scheme of chronology which
was embodied in marginal notes. Then these crei)t

into the text and such numbers as were in conflict

with them w^ere thought to be corrupt and vmder-
w(>nt alteration. Thus the 3-year-old Ishmael
became 13.

The same MSS that present us with the variants
in Gen 16 have also preserved a suggestive reading
in 35 28, one of the passages that are responsible

for the inference that according to the text of Gen
Isaac lay on his deathbed for 80 years (see above,
2, [3]). According to this Isaac was not 180, but
150 years oUl wh(>n he died. It is easy to s(h; that
this is a round number, not to be taken literally,

but this is not the only sovu'ce of the difficulty. In
27 41, Esau, according to EV, states "The tlays of

mournhig for my fatlier are at hand; then will I

slay my brother Jacob." This is a perfectly possible

rendering of the Heb, but the LXX tr'* the text
differently, and its rendering, while grammatically
correct, has the double advantage of avoiding Isaac's

long lingering on a deathbed and of presenting
Esau's hatred and ferocity far more vividly. It

renders, "May the days of mourning for my father
approach that I may slay my brother Jacob."
Subsequent translators preferred the milder version,

but doubtless the LXX has truly apprehended the
real sense of the narrative. If we read the ch with
this modification, we see Isaac as an old man, not
knowing when he may die, performing the equiva-
lent of making his will. It puts no strain on our
credulity to suppose that he may have lived 20 or
30 years longer. Such episodes occur constantly
in everyday experience. As to the calculations

based on 25 26 and 26 34, the numbers used are 60
and 40, which, as is well known, were frequently
employed by the ancient Hebrews, not as mathtv
matical expressions, but simply to denote unknown
or unspecified periods. See Number.
The other chronological difficulty cited above

(viz. that there is not room between the date of

Aaron's death and the address by IVIoses in the
plains of Moab for all the events assigned to this

period by Nu) is met partly by a reading preserved
by the Pesh and partly by a series of transpositions.

In Nu 33 38 Pesh reads "first" for "fifth" as the
month of Aaron's death, thus recognizing a longer

period for the subsequent events. The transposi-

tions, however, which are largely due to the evid(>nce

of Dt, solve the most formidable and varied diffi-

culties; e.g. a southerly march from Kadesh no
longer conducts the Israelites to Arad in the north,

the name Hormah is no longer used (Nu 14 45)

before it is explained (21 3), there is no long(>r an
account directly contradicting Dt andmaking the

Israelites spend 38 years at Kadesh immediately
after receiving a Divine command to turn "to-

morrow" (Nu 14 25). A full discussion is impos-
sible here and will be found in E PC, 114-38. The
order of the narrative that emerges as probably
original is as follows: Nu 12; 20 1.14-21; 21 1-3;

13; 14; 16-18; 20 2-13.22«; 21 46-9, then some
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missing vs, bringing the Lsniclitcvs to the head of

the Gulf of Akabah and ntirrating the turn north-
ward from Ehith and Ezion-gelxT, then 20 226-29;
21 4a, and some lost words telling of the arrival at

the station before Oboth. In Nu 33, ver 40 is a
gloss that is missing in Lagarde's LXX, and vs
3&)~37a should probably come earlier in the chapter
than they do at present.

Another example of trans})Ositi(jn is afforded by
Ex 33 7-11, the passage relating to the Tent of
Meet ing which is at present out of j)lace (see above
2, ['.i]). It is supposed that this is E's idea of the
Tabernacle, but that, inilike P, he places it outside
the camp and makes Joshua its priest. This latter
view is discussed and r(»fut(Hl in Priests, 3, where
it is shown that Ex 33 7 should be nnidered "And
-Moses used to take a [or, tho] t(>nt and ))itch it for
hiitisclf," etc. As to the theory that this is E's
account of the Tabernacle, Ex 18 has b(>en over-
looked. This chapter belongs to the same E but
refers to the end of tiie period sjient at Iloreb, i.e.

it is later than 33 7-11. In vs 13-lG we find ]\Ioses

sitting with all the people standing about him be-
cause they came to inquire of God; i.e. the business
which according to ch 33 was transacted in solitude
outside the camp was performed within the camp
in the midst of the p(>ople at a later period. This
agre(\s with P, e.g. Nu 27. If now wc! look at the
other available clues, it appears that 33 11 seems
to introduce Joshua for the first tim(\ The; passage
should therefore precede 17 8-15; 24 13; 32 17,
where he is already known. Again, if E.x 18 refers
tf) the closing scenes at Horeb (as it clearly does),
YjX 24 14 providing for the temjjorary transaction
of judicial busin(>ss reads very strangely. It ought
to ])o ])receded by some statement of the ordinary
com-se in normal tim(>s when Moses was not abs(>nt
from the camp. Ex 33 7 ff j^rovides such a state-
ment. The only earlier i)lace to which it can be
a.ssigned is after 13 22, but there it fits the context
marvelouslv, for the statements as to the ])illar of
cloud in 33 9 f attach naturally to those in 13 21 f.

\\'ith this change all the difficulties disapjjcar.
Inunediately after leavhig Egypt Moses began the
practice of carrying a tent outside the camp and try-
ing ca.ses th(>re. This lasted till the construction of
the Tabernacle. "And there I will meet with thee,
and I will commune with thee" (J'lx 25 22). After
its erection the earlier tent was disused, and the
court sat at the door of the Tabernacle in the center
of the camp (see, further, EP(!, 93-102, lOt) f).

Some other points must be indic^ated more briefly.

In X^u 16 important Septuagintal variants remove
t!ie main difficulties by substituting "comi)any of
Korah" for "dwelling of Korah, Dathan, and
Al)iram" in two vs (scm; EP(\ 143-4(3). Similarly
in the Joseph-story the i)erplcxities liave arisen
through corruptions of verses which may still be
corre(;ted by the versional evidence (I'S, 29-48).
There is evidence to show that the numbers of the
Isra(>lit(>s are probably due to textual corrui)tion
{EPC, 1.^5-69). Further, there are munerous pas-
sages where careful examination has letl critics

themselves to hold that particular verses are lat(>r

notes. In this way they dispose of Dt 10 6 f

(Aaron's d(^ath, etc), the referenc(\s to the Israel-

it ish kingdom (Gen 36 31) and the Canaanites as
bi'ing "then" in the land (12 0; 13 7), the bedstead
of Og (Dt 3 11) and other pa.ssagcvs. In Gen 22,
"th(> huid of Moriah" is unknown to the VSS which
present the most div(;rse readings, of which "tlui

land of the Amorite" is i)erhaps tlio most i)r()bable;

while in ver 14 the LXX, reading the sanu; Ileb con-
sonants as MT, translates "In the Mount the Lord
was seen." This probably refers to a vi(>w that (!od
manifested Himself esp. in the mountains (cf 1 Jv

20 23.2S) and has no reference whatever to the

Temple Hill. The Mas.soretic jjointing is presum-
ablv due to a desir(> to avoid what seemed to be an
anthropomorphism (see furth(>r /\S', 19-21). Again,
in Xu 21 14, th(> LXX knows nothing of "a book
of the \\'ars of Jeh" (see Field, Ifcxnpln, ad loc.).

It is difficult to tell what the original reading \\as,
esp. as the succ(>eding words nro. corrupt in the Heb,
but it appears that no genitive followed "wars" and
it is doubtful if th(T(> was any refei-ence to a "book
of wars."

(4) The argiiinciit from the doiihlets cdrunincd.—
The foregoing sections show that the docununitary
theory often depends on ])henom(ma that were ab-
sent from the original Pent, ^^'e are now to exam-
ine arguments that rest on other foimdations. The
doublets have been cited, but wh(>n we examine the
instances more carefully, some curious facts emerg<\
Gen 16 and 21 are, to all appearance, narratives of
different events; so are P^x 17 1-7 and Nu 20 1-13
(the drawing of water from rocks). In the latter
case the critics aft(>r rejecting this divide the jxis-

sages into 5 different stories, two going to J, two to
E and one to P. If the latter also had a Rephidim-
narrative (cf Xu 33 14 P), there w(>re 6 tales. In
any case both J and E tell two stories each. It is

impossible to assign any cogency to the argum(>nt
that the author of the Pent could not have told two
such narratives, if not mer(>ly the redactor of the
Pent but also J and E could do so. The facts as
to the manna stories are similar. As to the flights

of quails, it is known that these do in fact occur
every year, and the Pent places them at almost
exactly a year's interval (see EPC, 104 f, 109 f).

(.5) The critical argument from the laws.—The
legal arguments are due to a variety of miscon-
cej^tions, the washing out of the Itistorical back-
ground and the state of tlu^ t(>xt. Reference must
be made to the s(>parate articles (vsp. Sanctuary;
Priests). As t lie slave laws were cited, it may be
exphuned that in ancient Israel as in other com-
munities slavery could arise or slaves be acquired
in many waj's: e.g. birth, purchase (Cien 14 14;
17 12, etc), gift (20 14), capture in war (14 21;
34 29), kidnapping (Joseph). The law of Ex and
Dt applies only to Heb slaves acquired by purchase,
not to slaves acquired in any other way, and least
of all to those who in the eye; of the law were not
true slav(^s. Lev 25 has nothing to do with Heb
slaves. It is concerned merely with free Israelit(\s

who become insolvent. "If thy broth(>r be waxed
poor with thee, and sell himself" it begins (ver 39).
Nobody who was idrcuidy a slave could wax poor
and sell himself. The law then providers that th(>se

insolvent freemen were not to be treat(>d as slaves.
In fact, they were a class of free bondmen, i.e. they
were full citizens who were; conipell<>d to perform
certain duties. A similar class of free bondmen
existed in ancient Rome; and w(>re called next. The
Egyptians who sold themselv(\s to Pharaoh and
became serfs afford another though less apt parallel.

In all ancient societies insolvency led to some limi-

tations of freedom, but while in some full slavery
ensued, in others a sharj) distinction was drawn
between the slave and the insolvent freeman (see

further *S7iL, 5-11).

(6) The argument from style.—Just as this argu-
ment is too detailed to be set out in a work like the
present, so the answ(!r cannot bt; given with any
degree of fulness. It may be said generally that
the argument too frequently negk>cts difference's of
subject-matter and other sufhcuent r(>asons (such as
considerations of euf)liony and slight variations of

meaning) which often provide far more natural
reasons for the; phenomena observed. Again, the
\'SS sugg(>st that th(^ Jiib. t<'xt has been heavily
glossed. Thus in many ])assages wh(>re the fre-

quent recurrence; of certain words and phrases is
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siipi)OS('(l to uflcsi tlu> presence of P, versional evi-

dence seems to sliow that tli(> expressions in qu(>s-

tion liave l)e(>n introdnced i)y glossators, and when
they arc n^moved the narrative reinains unaffected

in in(>aninfj;, but terser and nion; vigorous and
fi;n>atly inii)roved as a vehicle of ex[)ression. To
take a simple instance in Cen 23 1, "And the life

of Sarah was a hundred and seven and tw(!nty years:

.... the years of the life of Sarah," the italicized

words were missing in tlie LXX. When they arc^

removed the meaning is unalt(>r(>d, l^ut the form of

expression is far sup(u-ior. They are obviously a
mcTe marginal note. Again the critical method is

perpetually breaking down. It constantly occurs

that redactors have; to be calh-d in to remove from
a passage attributed to some source expressions that

are supi)os(Ml to be characteristic of another source,

and this is habitually done on no other ground than
that the theory requires it. One instance nuist

be giv(>n. It is claimed that the word "create" is

a P-word. It occurs several tim(\s in Gem 1 1—
2 4a and 3 t in Gen 5 1.2, but in 6 7 it is found in

a J-passage, and some crit ics therefore assign it to a

r(>dactor. Yet J un(loul)t(>dlv uses the word in Xu
16 30 and D in Dt 4 32. On the other hand, P
does not use the word exclusively, even in Gen 1

1—2 4, the word "make" being employed in 1 7.

2."). 26.31; 2 2, while in 2 3 both words are coni-

bincMl. Y'et all these passages are given unhesi-

tatingly to P.

(7) Perplexities of the theory.—The perplexities

of the critical hypoth(^sis are very striking, but a

detailiMl discussion is impossible here. Much ma-
terial will, how(>ver, l)e foiuul in POT and Eerd. St.

A few general statemtmts maybe made. The criti-

cal analysis repeatedly divides a straightforward

narrative into two s(>ts of fragments, neither of

which will make sense without the other. A man
will go to sleep in one document and wake in an-
other, or a subject will belong to one source and the
predicate to another. X'^o intelligible account can
be given of the proceedings of the redactors who at

one moment slavishly ])res(>rve their sources and at

another cut them about without any necessity, wdio

now rewrite their material and now leave it un-
touched. Even in the ranks of the Wellhausen
critics chapters will be assigned by one writer to the
post-exilic period and by another to the earliest

sources (e.g. Gen 14, pre-Mosaic in the main ac-

cording to Sellin [1010], post-exilic according to

others), and the advent of Eerdmans and Dahse has
greatly increased the perplexity. Clue after clue,

both stylistic and material, is put forward, to be
abandoned silently at some later stage. Circular
arguments are extremely common: it is first alleged

that some phenomenon is characteristic of a par-
ticular source; then })assages are referred to that
source for no other rea.son than the pr(>sence of that
phenomenon ; lastly these passages are cited to prove
that the phenomenon in quc^stion distinguishes the
source. Again the theory is compelled to feed on
itself; for J, E, P, etc, we have schools of J's, E's,

etc, subsisting side by side for centuries, using the
same material, employing the same ideas, yet re-

maining separate in minute stylistic points. Thi^;

becomes impossible when viewed in the light of the
evidences of pr(>-Mosaic date in parts of Gen (see

below 4, [1] to [3]).

(8) Signs of unity.—It is often possible to pro-
duce very convincing internal evidence of the unity
of what the critics sunder. A strong instance of
this is to be found when one considers the characters
portrayed. The character of Abraham or Laban,
Jacob or Mos(>3 is essentially imitary. There is

but one Abraham, and this would not be so if we
really had a cento of different documents repre-
senting the results of the labor of various schools

during different centuries. Again, there aw. some-
times literary marks of unity, e.g. in X'u 16, the

effect of rising anger is given to tin; dialogue; by the
repetition of "Ye take too much u|)on you" (vs 3.7),

followed by the rc'petition of "Is it a small thiiig

that" (vs 9.13). This must be the work of a single

literary artist (see further SB L, 37 f).

(9) Supposed props of the development hypothesis.

—When we turn to the supposed props of the devel-

ojiment hypothesis we see that there is nothing
conclusive; in the critical argument. Jer and the

subsequent lit. certainly exhibit the influence of

Dt, but a Book of the Law was admittedly found
in Josiah's reign and had lain tmread for at any rate

some considerable time. Some of its r(»quirements

had been in actual operation, e.g. in Xaboth's case,

while others had become a d(>ad lettcT.
_
The cir-

cumstances of its discovery, the belief in its im-
doubted Mosaic authenticity and the sub.scquent

course of history led to its greatly influencing con-

temporary and later writers, but that really jjroves

nothing. Ezk again was stee^ped in priestly ideas,

but it is shown in Priests, 56, how this may bo
explained. Lastly, Ch certainly knows the whole
Pent, but as certainly misinterprets it (see Puiests).

On the other hand the Pent itself always repre-

sents portions of the legislation as being intended
to reach the people only through the priestly teach-

ing, and this fully accounts for P's lack of influ-

ence on the earlier literature. As to the differ(>nc(>g

of style within the Pent itself, something is said in

III, below. Hence this branch of the critical argu-

ment really proves nothing, for the phenomena are

susceptible of more than one explanation.

(1) Tlie narrative of Gene.ns.—Entirely different

lines of argument are provided by the abundant
internal evidences of date. In G(>n

4. Evidence 10 19, we read the phrase "as thou
of Date goest toward Sodom and Gomorrah,

and Admah and Zeboiim" in a defi-

nition of boundary. Such language could only

have originated when the places named actually

existed. One does not define boundari(^s by refer-

ence to towns that are purc^ly mythical or have
been overthrown many c(>nturies previously. The
consistent tradition is that these towns were de-

stroyed in the lifetime of Abraham, and the pa.s-

sage therefore cannot be later than his age. But
the critics assign it to a late stratum of J, i.e. to

a period at least 1,000 years too late. This sug-

gests several comments. First, it may reasonably

be asked whether much reliance can be placed on
a method which after a century and a half of the

closest investigation does not permit its exponents

to arrive at results that are correct to ^vithin 1,000

years. Secondly, it shows clearly that in thcM-om-

position of the Pent very old materials were incor-

porated in their original languisge. Of the historical

importance of this fact more will be said in IV; in

this connection we must observe that it throws
fresh light on expressions that point to the presence

in Gen of sources composed in Pal, e.g. "the sea"

for "the W^est" indicates the probability of a Pal-

estinian source, but once it is ]irov(>d that we have
materials as old as the time of Abraham such ex-

pressions do not argue post-Mosaic, but rather pre-

Mosaic authorshij). Thirdly, the passage demol-

ishes the theory of schools of J's, etc. It cannot

seriously be maintained that there was a school

of J's writing a particular style marked by the

most delicate and subj(!ctive criteria subsisting

continuously for some 10 or 12 centuries from the

time of Abraham onward, side; by side with other

writers with whom its members never exchanged

terms of even such comuHJU occurrence as "hand-

maid."
Gen 10 19 is not the only passage of thia kind.
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In 2 14 we read of the IliJdekel (Tigris) as flowing

E. of Assur, though th(>re is an alternative reading
"in front of." If the tr "east" be correct, the pas-
sage must antedate the 13th cent. BC, for Assur,
the ancient capital, which was on the west bank of

the Tigris, was abandoned at about that date for

Kalkhion the E.

(2) Archaeology and Genesis.—Closely connected
with the foregoing are cases where Gen has pre-
served information that is true of a very early time
only. Thus in 10 22 Elam figures as a son of Shem.
The historical Elam was, however, an Aryan people.
Recently inscriptions have been discovered which
show that in very early times Elam really was in-

habited by Semites. "The fact," writes Driver,
ad loc, "is not one which the writer of this verse is

likely to have known." This contention falls to
the ground when we find that only three verses off

we have material that go(>s back at least as far as
the time of Abraham. After all, the presumption
is that the writer stated the fact because he kncnv it,

not in spite of his not knowing it; and that knowl-
edge must be due to the same cause as the note-
worthy language of ver 19, i.e. to early date.

This is mer(>ly one example of the confirmations
of little touches in Gen that are constantly btnng
provided by archaeology. For the detailed facts
see the separate arts., e.g. Amhaphel; Jerusalem,
and cf IV, below.
From the point of view of the critical question

we note (a) that such accuracy is a natural mark of
authentic early documents, and (6) that in view of
the arguments already adduced and of the legal
evidence to be considered, the most reasonable ex-
planation is to be found in a theory of contemporary
authorship.

(3) The legal evidence of Genesis.—The legal evi-
dence is perhaps more convincing, for here no
theory of late authorship can be devised to evade
the natural inference. Correct information as to
early names, geography, etc, might be the result of
researches by an exilic writer in a Bab library; but
early customs that are confirmed by the universal
experience of primitive societies, and that point to a
stage of develoi)ment which had long been passed
in the Babylonia even of Abraham's day, can be
due to but one cause—g(muine early sources. The
narratives of Gen are certainly not the work of com-
parative sociologists. Two instances may be cited.
The law of homicide shows us two stages that are
known to be earlier than the stage attested by Ex
21 12 ff. In the story of Cain we have one stag(>;

in Gen 9 6, which do?s not yet r<!Cognize any dis-
tinction between murder and other forms of homi-
cide, we have the other.

Our other example shall be the unlimited power
of life and death possessed by the head of the family
(38 24; 42 37, etc), which has not yet been limited
in any way by the jurisdiction of the courts as in
Ex-Dt. In both cases comparative historical juris-

prudence confirms the Bible account against the
critical, which would make e.g. G(>n 9 6 post-exilic,

while assigning Ex 21 to a much earlicT period. (On
the whole subject see further OP, 135 ff.)

(4) The professedly Mosaic character of the legis-

lation.—Coming now to the four concluding books
of the Pent, we must first observe that the legisla-

tion everywhere professes to be Mosaic. Perhaps
this is not always fully realized. In critical edi-
tions of the text the rubrics and an occasional phrase
are sometimes assigned to redactors, but the repre-
sentation of Mosaic date is far too closely inter-

woven with the matter to be removed by such
devices. If e.g. we take such a section as Dt 12,
we shall find it full of such phrases as "for ye are not
as yet come to the rest aid to the inheritance," etc;
"wnen ye go over Jordan," "the place which the

Lord shall choose" (AV), etc. It is important to
bear this in mind throughout tlie succeeding dis-
cussion. •

(5) The historical situation required by P.—What
do we find if we ignore the Mosaic dress and seek
to fit P into any other set of conditions, particularly
those of the post-(>xilic period? The general his-
torical situation gives a clear answer. The Israel-

ites are represented as being so closely concentrated
that they will always be able to keep the three pil-

grimage festivals. One exception only is con-
templated, viz. that ritual uncleanness or a journey
may prevent an Israelite from keeping the Pass-
over. Note that in that case he is most certainly
to keep it one month later (Nu 9 10 f). How
could this law^ have been enacted \vh(>n the great
majority of the people were in Babylonia, Egyj)t,
etc, so that attendance at the temple was impossible
for them on any occasion whatever? \Mth this
exception the entire PC always sujjposes that the
whole pc^ople are at all times dwelling within easy
reach of the religious center. Plow strongly this

view is embedded in the code may be se(>n esp. from
Lev 17, which provides that all domestic animals
to be slaught(>red for food must be brought to the
door of the Tent of Meeting. Are we to suppose
that somebody deliberately intended such legislation
to apply wh(>n the Jews were scattered all ov(>r the
civilized world, or even all over Canaan? If so, it

means a total prohiljition of animal food for all save
the inhabitants of the capital.

In post-exilic days there was no more pressing
danger for the religious headers to combat than
intermarriage, but this code, which is supposed to
have been written for the express purpose of bring-
ing about their action, goes out of its way to give
a fictitious account of a war and incidentally to
legalize some such unions (A^u 31 18). And this

chapter also contains a law of booty. What could
be more unsuitable? How and wh(>re were the Jews
to make conquests and capture booty in the days of
Ezra?
"Or again, pass to the last chapter of Nu and con-

sider the historical setting. What is the com])laint
urg(;d by the deputation that waits upon Moses?
It is this : If heiresses 'be married to any of the sons
of the other tribes of the children of Israel, then shall
thciv inheritance be taken away from the inheritance
of our fathers, and shall be added to the inheritance
of the tribe whereunto they shall belong.' What a
pressing grievance for a legislator to consider and
redress when tribes and tribal lots had long since
ceased to exist for ever!" (OP, 121 f).

Perhaps the most informing of all the discrepan-
cies between P and th(! post-exilic age is one that
explains the freedom of the earlier proi)liets from
its literary infiuence. According to the constant
testimony of the Pent, including P, portions of the
law were to reach the pcjople only through priestly

teaching (Lev 10 11; Dt 24 8; 33 10, etc). Ezra
on the other hand read portions of P to the whole
people.

(6) The hierarchical organization in P.—Much of
what falls under this head is treated in Priests, 2,

(«), (b), and need not be repeated here. The follow-
ing may be added: "Urim and Thummim w(Te not
used after the Exile. In lieu of the simple condi-
tions—a small number of priests and a body of
Levites—we find a developed hierarchy, priests,

L?vites, singers, porters, Nethinim, sons of Solo-
mon's servants. The code that ex hypothesi was
forged to deal with this state of affairs has no ac-
quaintance with them. The musical services of the
temple are as much beyond its line of vision as the
worship of the synagogue. Even such an organi-
zation as that betrayed by the reference in 1 S 2
36 to the appointment by the high priest to positions
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(•;i,rr>'iiiK jx'cutiiary ciiioluniciits is f;ir l)(\>'()ii(l flic

priniit ivc .simi)licity of P" ((>J\ \'2'2j.

(7) The lc(/(U eridrnce of y^ —As ttiis subject, is

technical we can only indicate the line of rcason-

iuj>;. Lej2;al rules may bo such as f o onal)l(! tlu^ his-

torical iu(}uircr to say definitely that, they bi^long

to an early stage of society, 'i'hus if \v(! find cilc-

inenf ary rules relating to the inheritance of a fanner
who dies without leavins sons, we know that they
caiuiot be lonjf subse(iu(>nt to the introduction of

individual ])roperty in land, ind(>KS of course the

law has been deliberately altered. It is an every-

day occurrence for men to die witliout leaving;; sons,

and the question what is to haj)])en to their land in

such cases must from the nature of the case be
raised and settled before very lonp;. When th(>re-

fore we find such ruhvs in Nu 27, etc, we know that

they are either very old or else represent a deliberate

chanfi;e in the law. Tlie latter is really out of the

question, and we are driven back to th(>ir anticfuitv

(see further OP, 12 Iff). Aj^ain in Nu 35 we find

an elaborate strus^l'' to express a general principle

which shall disthiguish between two kinds of homi-
cide. The earlier law had regard(>d all hotnicide as

on the same level (( ien 9). Now, the human mind
only reaches general principl(>s through concrete

cases, and otlier ancient l(>gislations (e.g. the Ice-

landic) bear witness to the primitive character of

the rules of Nu. Thus an expert like Dareste can
siy confidently that such rules as these are ex-

tremely archaic (sec furtluT /S/iL and OP, passim).

(8) The evidence of D.—Tlie following may be
quot(>d: "Laws are never issued to regulate a state

of things which has passed away ages before, and
can by no possibility be revived. \Miat are we to

think, then, of a hypothesis which assigns the code
of Dt to the reign of Josiah, or sliortly before it,

when its injunctions to extcn-minate the Canaanites

(20 K) IS) and tlie Amalekites (25 17-19), who
had long since disappeared, would \m as utterly out
of date as a law in New Jersey at the present time
offeri.ig a bounty for killing wolvc^s and bears, or a
royal jiroclamation in Gnnit Britain ordering the
expulsion of the Danes? A law contemplating
foreign conquests (20 10-15) would have been
absurd when the urg(>nt question was whether Judah
could maintain its own existence against the en-

croachments of Babylon and Egypt. A law dis-

criminating against Amnion and jNIoab (23 3.4),

in favor of E(lom (vs 7.S), had its warrant in the

Mosaic period, but not in the time of the later kings.

Jer?miah discriminates pr(>cisely the other way,
promising a future r(\storation to Moab (48 47)

and Ainmon (49 6), which he denies to Edom (49

17. IS), who is also to Joel (3 19), Ob, and Isa (63

l-6j, the rei)resentative foe of the jx'ople of God.
.... Theallusions to Egypt imply familiarity with
and recent residence in that land And how
can a code belong to the time of Josiah, %yhich, while

it contemplates the possible selection of a king in

the future (Dt 17 14 ffj, nowhere implies an ac^tual

regal government, but vests the sujyreme central

authority in a judge and the priesthood (17 8-12;

19 17); which lays special stress on the require-

ments that the king must be a native and tiot a for-

eigner (17 15), when the imdis])ut(»d line of suc-

cession had for ages been fixed in the family of David,
and that he must not 'cause the people to return

to Egyi)t' (v(>r 16), as th(\y seemed ready to do on
every grievance in the days of Moses (Nu 14 4),

but which no one over dreamed of doing after they
were fairly established in Canaan?" (Green, JMoses

and the Propluis, G-'Jf). This too may be su])ple-

inented by legal evidence ((\g. 22 26 testifies to the

undeveloped intellectual condition of the people).

Of JE it is mm(>c(>ssary to speak, for Ex 21 f are

now widely regarded as Mosaic in critical circles.

Wellhausen {Prolti/onicnd''', 'V.)2, n.) now regards their

main (4ements as pro-Mosaic Canaanitish law.

(9) Later allusions.—These are of two kinds.

Sometiiues we have rciferonces to tlu; laws, in (^ther

cases we find evidence that they wore in operation.
(a) By })ostulatiTig redactors evidence can be ban-
ished from the Bib. text. Accordingly, reference! will

oiUy b<! made to some; ])assages where; this j)rocedure

is not followed. Ezk 22 2() ch^arly knows of a law
that dealt with the subjects of P, used its very
language; (of Lev 10 10 f), and like P was to be
taught to the ])eople by the priests. IIos 4 6 also

knows of some priestly teaching, which, however,
is moral and may therefore! be Lev 19; but in 8
11-13 he s])oaks of 10, 000 writte>n i)re'e'e'pts, and lieTe

the conte>xt ])e)ints to ritual. The numbeT anel the
subjoe't-matte>r of the'se pre'ce'pts alike make it vvr-

tain that he knenv a bulky writte'u law whie'h was ne)t

me'roly iele'utical with Ex 21-23, anel this ])assage

evitme)t be me't by W'e'llJiause'n whe) re-sorts to the
de'vice of translathig it with the omission of the im-
pe)rtant we)rel "write'." (6) Again, in de-aling with
institut ie)ns the ref(>re;nces can ofte-n be evade'el. It

is i)ossil)le to say, " Ye\s, this i)assage knows such anel

such a law, but this law doe'S not regally e'e)me inte)

oxiste>nce with D or P, but was an olele>r law ine-e)r-

])e)rate>d in the-se ele)cumonts." That argumenit
woulel api)ly, e.g. to the nen-e'ssity for two witnesse's

in the case of Naboth. That is a law of D, but
those who assign Dt to the reign of Josiah woulel

asse^rt that it is he>re merely incorporating olde-r

mate'rial. Again the allusie)ns .sonu'time's she)w

se)me'thing that diffe'rs in se)me way from the Pont,

and it is ofteai impejssible to prove that this was a
elevolopme'ut. The critics in such cas(>s claim that

it re^pre'se-nts an earlieT stage, anel it fre'ejue-ntly

happens that the data are insufhcie-nt e'ithor to

support or re'fute this view. "But fortunate'ly the>re

are in P ce'rtain institutions of which the critics de'fi-

nite'ly asse'rt that the-y are late. Ae'cejrdingly, re'f-

ere>nce>s that prove the earlier existe'uce of such in-

stitutions have a ve'ry different pre)bative value".

Thus it is alle'geHl that before the exile there was
l)Ut one national burnt offe-ring anel one national

nu'al offe'ring oaedi day: where'as Nu 28 domanels
two. Ne)w in 1 K 18 29.36, we find re'fe'rences te)

the ofTering of the ove'uing oblation, but 2 K 3 20
spe>aks of 'the time of offe'ring the oblatiem' in

e'e)mK'ction with the morning. There'fore these two
e)blations wore actually in existence ce>nturie's before

the date assigne-d to P—who, on the critical theory,

first introeiuce'el them. So 2 K 16 15 speaks of

'the morning burnt-offe'ring, anel the evening meal-
offe'ring .... with the burnt-offe'ring of all the;

l)e'e)])le of the lanel, anel tlie'ir me'al-eilTcring.' This
again givers us the tivo burnt offe>riugs, though, on
the hypothesis, the'y we>re unknown to pre'oxilic

custom. Similarly in other cases: Jer 32 she)ws

us the land laws in ae'tual ope'ration; Ezokiel is

familiar with the Jubilee laws—though, on the

e-ritical hypothe'sis, these diel ne)t ye>t exist. Joro-

be)am was acquainteel with P's elate for Tabe-rnacles,

though the critie's alk'ge! that the date was first fixed

in the Exile" (OP, 132 f).

(10) OfJier evidence.—We can only mention certain

other brane-he^s of eviele'ue'o. There is stylistic evi-

de'ue-e of early date (se'c e.g. Lias, BS, 1910, 20-46,

299-334). Further, the minute ae'eairacy of the

narrative of Ex-Nu to local ce)nditions, etc (noticeel

be'le)w, IV, 8, [6J), affords valuable testimony. It

may be saiel ge-norally that the whole work—laws

and narrative—mirrors early conelitions, whether
we regarel intelle'ctual, ee'onomic or jiuredy le'gal

de'velopment (se'e further be'low, IV, and OP,
passim ).

(I) Moral and psijchological issues.—The great

funelamental ini])robabilities of the critical view
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have hitherto Ix'cu kept out of sifziht in order tliat

the arguments for and against the tietailed cas*;

might not be ])rejudi('e(l l)y other con-

5. Funda- siderations. We must now glanee at

mental Im- some of the broader issues. Th(! first

probabilities that occurs is the moral and psycho-
of the logical incredibility. On theory two
Critical gr(>at frauds were perpetrated—in each
Case case by men of the loftiest ethical

principles. Dt was deliberately written

in the form of Mosaic speeclies by some p(;rson

or persons who well kncnv that their work w^as

not Mosaic. P is a make-up—nothing more. All

its ref(>rences to the wilderness, tlie camj), tlie

T(>nt of Meeting, the approaching occu])ation of

Canaan, etc, are so many touches introduced for

the purpose of deceiving. There can he no talk of lit -

erary convention, for no such convention existed in

Israel. The i)ro[)h(4s all spoke in their own names,
not in the dress of Moses. David introduced a new
law of booty in his own nam(>; the Chronicler re-

peatedly refers temple ordinance's to David and
Solomon; Samuel introduced a law of the kingdom
in his own name. Yet we are asked to believe that
these gigantic forgeries were perjx'trated without
reason or precedent. Ls it credible? Consider the
principles inculcated, e.g. the Deut(>ronomic denun-
ciations of false prophets, the prohibition of adding
aught to the law, the passionate injunctions to teach
children. Can it be believed that men of such
principles would have been guilty of such conduct?
Nemo repente fit tnrpifisiinns, says tlie old maxim;
can we sujjpose that the deimnciations of those who
pr()pli(>sy fnlsely in the name of the Lord proceed
from the pcjn of one who was himself forging in tliat

name? Or can it be that the great majority of

Bible readers know so little of truth when they meet
it that they cannot detect the ring of unquestion-
able sincerity in the references of the Deuterono-
niist to the historical situation? Or can we really

beli('ve that documents that originated in such a
fashion could have exercis(>d the enormous force for

righteousness in the world that these documents
have exercised? Ex nihilo niJiil. Are literary

forgeries a suitable parentage for Gen 1 or Lt^v or

Dt? Are the great monotheistic ethical religions

of the world, with all they have meant, really rooted
in nothing better than folly and fraud?

(2) The hUtnricdl imj)rn1>al)iUli/.'~\ second fun-

damental consideration is the extraordinary his-

torical improbability that these frauds could have;

been successfully perpetrated. The narrative in

K undoubt('dly relates the finding of what was re-

garded as an authentic work. King and people,

priests and proi)hets must have been entirely de-

ceived if the critical theory be true. It is surely

possible that Huldah and Jeremiah were bett(>r

judges than modern critics. Similarly in the case

of P, if e.g. there had been no Levitical cities or no
such laws as to tithes and firstlings as were here;

contemplated, but entirely differc^nt provisions on
th(! subjects, how came the people to accept these;

forg(>ries so readily? (See further POT, 2.57 f,

294-97.) It is of course quite easy to carry this

argument too far. It cannot be doubted that the
exile had meant a considerable break in the his-

torical conthiuity of the national development; but
yet once the two views are understood the choice
cannot be difficult. On the critical theory elaborate
litcTary forgeries were accepted as genuine ancient
laws; on the conservative theory laws were acce{)ted

because they W(!re in fact genuine, and interpret(>d

as far as possible to mtjet the entir(;ly different re-

quin^ments of the period. This explains both the
action of the jx'ople and the divergence between
prec'xilic and post-exilic practice. The laws were
the same but the interpretation was different.

{'.]) Diverge Iice, helween the hues (itid post-exilic

prdetice.—Tliirdly, the entire perversion of the true

meaning of the laws in post-exilic times makes the
critical theory incredible. Examples have been
given (see above, 4, [oj, [(>], and Phiests, passim).

It nmst now suffice to take just one instance to

make the argument clear. We must suppose that

the author of P deliberately provided that if Levites
approached the altar both they and the priests

should die (Nu 18 3), because he really d(>sir(;d

that they should approach the altar and perform
certain services there. We must further supjjose

that Ezra and the peo[)le on reading these pro-
visions at once understood that the legislator meant
the exact opposite of what he had said, and pro-

ceeded to act accordingly (1 Ch 23 31). This is

only one little example. It is so throughout P.

Ev(>rybody understands that the Tabernacle is

really the second Temple and wilderness conditions

post-exilic, and everybody acts accordingly. Can
it be contended that this view is credible?

(4) The testimony of trodition.—Lastly the uni-

form testimony of tradition is in favor of Mosaic
authenticity—the tradition of Jews, Samaritans
and Christians alike. The national consciousness

of a people, the convergent belief of Christendom
for 18 centuri(>s are not lightly to be put aside. And
what is pitted agtiinst them? Theories that vary
with each fresh exponent, and that take their start

from t(>xtual corruption, develop through a con-
fusion between an altar and a house;, and end in

misdating narratives and laws by 8 or 10 centuries!

(see above 3 and 4; Saxctijahy; Puiests).
If anything at all einergcvs from the foregoing

discussion, it is the impo.ssii)ility of performing any
such analytical feat as the critics

6. Origin att(;mpt. No critical microscope can
and Trans- possibly det(>ct with any reasonable
mission of degree of certainty the joins of vari-

the Penta- ous sources, even if such sources really

teuch exist, aTid when we find that laws
and narratives are constantly mis-

dated by 8 or 10 centiu'ies, we can only admit that
no progress at all is possible along the lines that
have b(;en followed. On the other hand, certain

reasonable r(;sults do ai)p(>ar to have been secured,

and there are indications of the direction in which
we must look for further light.

First, then, tho Pent contains various notes by later
hands. Somelinics the VSS enable us to detect and
remove those notes, but many are ])re-versional. Ac-
cordingly , it is often inii)ossil)lo to get beyond probable
conjectures on wliich dilferent minds ma.v (litter.

Secondly, (ien contains pre-Mosaic elements, but we
caimot determine the scope of these or the number and
cliaracter of tlie sources employed, or the extent of the
aut hor's work.

Thirdly, the; whole body of the legislation is (subject
only to textual criticism) Mosaic. But the lawy of Dt
carry with them their framework, the speeches which
cannot be severed frotn tlicm (see RHL, 11). The;
speeclies of Dt in turn carry with tliem largo portions of
the narrative; of Ex-Xu wliieli tlu'y i)resuppose. Tliey
de) not neee'ssarily carry with them stieli passages as ]5x

35-39 or Nu 14, 7, 26, l)ut Nu 1-4 contains internal
evidence of INleisaic date'.

At this pe)int we turn to examine certain textual
phenome'na tliat tlirow light on our i)roble'm. It may
be said that roughly there are two great classes of tex-
tual ce)rriiption—tliat which is due te) the- e)rdiiiary proc-
esses of copying, perishing, annotating, e'te-, anel that
which is due to a conscious and systematic effort to fix

or eelit a text. In tho case erf ancient authors, tliero

conie's a time sooner or later when scholarship, realizing
the corruptiem that has take'n place, makes a systematic
attempt to proeiiie-e', so far as possible, a correct stand-
ard text. Instances that will occur to many are to be
fejund in the we)rk of the Massoretes on the Ile'b te'xt,

that of Origen anel others on the LXX, and that of tlie

ce)mmission of Pe'isistratos and subsequently of the
Ale'xandrian critics on Homer. There is evidence; that
such revisions te)ok place in tho case of the Pent. A ve'ry
important instance is to bo found in tlie chronology
of certain portie)ns of Oe'U of which three difTeTe-nt
A'SS survive, the Massoretic, Sam and Septuagintal.
Another instance of even greater consequence for the
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matter in hand is to he found in Ex 35 39. 11 is well

known tliat the 1jX.\ ijrcscrvcs an entirely diiri-renl edi-

tion from tlial of MT {supported in tlie main liy the
Sam and otlier VSS). Somi^ otlier e.\ani|)les ha\<' been
noticed incident ally in the preceding; discussion: one
oth(>r that may be proved by fiu'ther ri'seareh to i)ossess

enormous importance may be mentioned. It- appears
that in the law of the kingdom (l)t 17) and some other
passages where the Massor(Ui(' and Sam texts speak of
a lieretlitary king, the IjXX knew nothing of such a
person (seefurther I'S, 157-t)S). The superiority of the
LXX text in this instance ai)pears to be attested by 1

S, which is unaciiuainled with any law of tht; kingdom.
Thus wi^ know of at least tliree recensions, tlu; M, the

Sam and the Sept. \\lule there are many minor read-
ings (in cases of variation through accidental corruption)
in winch the two last-nanud agret-, it is iiev(>rt heless
true that in a general way the Sam belongs to tlie same
family as the ]M, while the I.XX in the; crucial matters
represents a dilferent textual tradition from thi^ other
two (see Expo^, Septeml^er T,)ll, l.'l)t)-21<,»). How is

this to be explained? According to tlie worthless story
preserved in th(> lett(>r of Arisleas X\\v, JjXX was tr''

from ISISS l)rought from .Jin-us at a dato long subse-
quent to the Sam schism. The fact that i\w. L.XX pre-
serves a recimsion so dUTerent from both Sam and MT
(i.e. from the most aulhoritati\ (^ Palestinian tradition
of the 5th cent. 13(' and its lineal descendants) suggests
that this i)art of tlu; story^ nuist be rejected. If so, the
LXX doubtless represents the text of the Tent pre\alent
in Egypt and descends from a ]lel> that separated from
the ancestor of th(> IM before tlu; Sam schism. At this
point we must recall th(^ fact that in .ler the IjXX differs
from MT more widely than in any otlun' Uib. l)ook, and
the current explanation is that the divergence goes back
to the times of .liM'emiah, his work having been pri-served
in two editions, an Egyj) and a Bab \V(! may be sure
that if the .Jews of Egypt had an edition of .Jer, they also
had an edition of that law to which .ler refers, and it is

probable that the main differences between LXX and
MT (with its allies) art' due to the two streams of tra-
dition separating from the time of tlu; exiU—th<! Egyi)
and the Bab. The narratives of the finding of the ]5ook
of the Ijaw In the days of Josiah (2 K 22), which prob-
ably refers to I)t only, suggests that its text at that time
de[)ended on the single MS found. The i)henomena
presented by (ien-Nu certainly suggest that they too
were at one time dependent on a singkulamaged ]\1S, and
that conscious efforts were made to restore the original
order—in some cases at any rate on a Avrong principle
(see esp. EPC, lU-:?8; BS. 1913, 270-90). In view of
the great divergences of the LXX in Ex 35-39, it may
be taken as certain that in some instances the editing
went to considerable lengths.

Thus the history of the Pent, so far as it can be
traced, is briefly as follows: The backbone of the
book consists of pre-Mosaic sources in Gen, and
Mosaic narratives, speech(>s and legislation in Ex-
Dt. To this, notes, archaeological, historical, ex-
planatory, etc, were added by successive readers.
The text at one time d(>pended on a single MS which
was damaged, and one or more attemjjts were made
to repair this damage by rtvirrangement of the ma-
terial. It may be that some of tlit^ narrative chaii-
t(>rs, such as Nu 1-4, 7, 26, W(>ro added from a
8e})arate source and amplified or rewritten in the
course of some such redaction, but on this head
nothing certain can be said. Within a period that
is attested by the materials that survive, Ex 35-39
underwent one or more such redactions. Slighter
redactions attested by Sam and LXX have affected
the chronological data, the numbers of the Israel-
ites and some references to post-Mosaic historical
events. Further than this it is impossible to go on
our present materials.

///. Some Literary Points.—No general estimate
of the Pent as literature can or need be attempted.
Probably most readers are fully stmsible to its lit-

erary beauties. Anybody who is not would do well
to compare the chapter on Jose])h in the Koran (12)
with the Bib. narrative. A few words must be
said of some of i\w. less obvious matters that
would naturally fall into a literary discussion, the
aim being rather to draw the reader's attention
to points that he might overlook.

Of the style of the legislation no sufficient estimate
can now be formed, for the first requisite of legal
style is that it should be clear and unambiguous to
contemporaries, and today no judgment can be
offered on that h(>ad. There is, however, one fea-

Itire that is of great interest (>ven now, viz. the
prevalence in tlie main of three <liff(>rent styles,

each marked by its special adaptation
1. Style of to th(^ end in view. These styles are

Legislation (1) mnemonic, (2) oratorical, and (3)

j)r()c(Hlural. The first is faniiliar iti

other early legislations. It is lapidary, terse; in the
extreme, i)regnant, and from time to time marked
by a rliythm that must have assisttnl the retention

in the iiK'mory. Occasionally we meet with paral-

lelism. This is the style of Ex 21 i'f and occasional

later pa.ssages, such as the jtidgment in tlie ca.s(> of

Shelomith's son (Lev 24 10 ff). No doubt tlie.se

laws w(>re memorized by the elders.

Secondly, the legislation of Dt forms part of a

speech and was inttnided for public r<>ading. Ac-
cordingly, the laws Iktc tak(> on a distinctly oratori-

cal style. Thirdly, the bulk of the rest of the legis-

lation was int(>nded to remtiin primarily in the

ctistody of the priests who could certaitily write

(Xu 6 23). This was taken nito account, :ind the

style is not terse or orat(jric:il, but reas()nal)ly

full. It was probably very clear to those for wluim
the laws were meant. There are minor varieties

of stvle but th(>se are the most importatit. (On
the whole subject see esp. AS', 170-224.)

What holds good of the laws is also tnie with

certain modifications of the narrative. The style

varies with tht; nature of the subject,

2. The occasion and purpose. Thtis the itin-

Narrative erary in Nu 33 is int(>ntionally com-
posed in a style which undotibtcully

possesses peculiar qualities when chanted to an
appropriate tune. The census lists, etc, appear to

be written in a formal official manner, aiul something
similar is true of the lists of the spies in Nu 13.

There is no groimd for surprise in this. In tin; an-

cient world style; varienl according to the genre of

the composititjn to a far greater extent than it does

today.
A literary form that is peculiar to the Pent de-

serves special notice, viz. the covenant document
as a form of literature. Many peo[)les

3. The have had laws that were attribut(>d

Covenant to -some deity, but it is only here that

laws are presented in tlu; form of sworn

agreements entered into with certain formalities

between the nation and God. The literaryresult

is that certain portions of the Pcmt are in the

form of a sort of deed with properly articulated

parts. This deed would have been ratified by oath

if made between men, as was the covenant betw(>en

Jacob and Laban, but in a covenant with God this

is inapplicable, and the place; of the jurat is in each

case taken by a discourse setting forth the rewards

and penalties attached by God to observance and

breach of the covenant respectively. The cove-

nant conception and the idea that the laws acquire

force because they are terms in an agreement be-

tween God and jieople, and not merely because they

were commanded by God, is one of extraonlinary

importance in the history of thought and in theology,

but we must not through absorption in these aspects

of the question fail to notice that the conception

found expression in a literary form that is unknown
elsewhere and that it provides the k(>y to the com-
prehension of large sections of the Pent, including

almost the whole of Dt (see in detail SBL, ch ii).

Insufficient attention has been paid to order and
rhythm generally. Two great principles must be borne

in mind: (1) in really good ancient prose

A. rirrlpr the artist appeals to the ear in many subtle

Vl^\^ ways, and (2) in all such prose, emphasis
and Knytnm and meaning as well as beauty are given

to a great extent by the order of the words.

The figures of the old Or rhetoricians play a considerable

part. Thus the figure called ktiklos, "the circle, is

sometimes used with great skill. In this the c aiise or

sentence begins and ends with the same word, which de-

notes alike the sound and the thought. Probably the
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most efroctiv(! instance—heightened by the meaning,
the shortTie.ss and the heavy boom of the word—is to be
found in Dt 4 12, where there is an impressive "circle"

with ^Ip . kol, " voice"—the emphasis conveyed by the

sound being at least as marked as that conveyed by the
sense. This is no isolated instance of the figure; of e.g.
in Nu 32 1, the "circle" with "cattle"; 14 2 that with
"would that we liad died." Chiasmus is a favorite figure,
and assonances, plays on words, etc, are not uncommon.
Such traits often add force as well as beauty to the narra-
tive, as may be seen from instances lilie Gen 1 2:

^n3T inn. toku wa-bkohu, "waste and void"; 4 12:

T'T ""
.

nd' wd-waf^A, "a fugitive and a wanderer"; 9 6:

TjsTjin '^iTan Q"ij3 c"ijn wi tjsiij, shophekh dam ha-

'dilhdm, bd-' adhdm ddmo, yishshdphfikh, lit. "sliedding
blood-of man, by-man his-blood shall-be-shed"; Nu 14
45: DinS^T niS^I. wayyakkum wayyakk^lhum, "and
smote thom and beat tliom down."
The prose of the Pent, except in its more formal and

ofHcial parts, is closely allied to po(!try (cf e.g. the Aes-
chylean "Sin coucheth at tiie door" [Gen 4 7]; "Tlie
fountains of the great deep [were] broken vip, and the
windows of heaven were opened" [7 11]; "how I bare
you on eagles' wings" [Ex 19 4]). In the oratorical
prose of Dt we find an imagery and a poetical imagi-
nation that are not common among great orators. Its
rliythm is marked and the arrangement of the words is
extraordinarily forcible, esp. in such a chapter as ch 28-
It is difficult to convey any idea of how much the book
loses in EV from the changes of order. Occasionally
the rendering does observe the point of the original, e.g.
in Dt 4 36: "Out of iieaven he made thee to hear his
voice," and if we consider how strikingly this contrasts
with the flat "He made thee to hear his voice out of
heaven," some notion may perhaps be formed of the im-
portance of retaining the order. More frequently,
however, the Eng. is false to the emphasis and spirit of
the Ileb. Sometimes, but not always, this is due to the
exigencies of Kng. idiom. This is the cardinal fault of
AV, wliich otherwise excels so greatly.

IV. The Pentateuch as History.—Beyond all

doubt, the first duty of any who would use the Pent
for hi.storical purposes is to consider

1. Textual the light that textual criticism throws
Criticism upon it. So many of the im]ios.si-

as History bilities that are relied upon by those
who seek to prove that the book is

historically worthless may be removed by the
simplest operations of scientific t(>xtual criticism,
that a neglect of this primary pr(>caution must leacl

to disastrous consequence's. After all, it is common
experience that a man who sets out to produce a
history—whether by original composition or com-
pilation—does not intentionally make, e.g., a south-
ward march l(>ad to a point northward of the start-
ing-plac(>, or a woman carry an able-bodied lad of 16
or 17 on her shoulder, or a patriarch linger some 80
years on a d(;athbed. When such episodes are
found, the rudiments of historical judgment require
that we should first ask whether the t(;xt is in order,
and if the evidence points to any easy, natural and
well-supported solutions of the difficulties, we are
not justified in rej(H'ting them without inquiry and
denying to the Pent all historical value. It is a
priori far more probable that narratives which have
come down to us from a date some 3,000 years back
may have suffered slightly in transmission than that
the Pent was in the first instance the story of a his-

torical wonderland. It is far more reasonable, e.g.,

to suppose that in a couple of verses of Ex a cor-
ruption of two letters (attested by Aquila) has
taken place in the MT than that the Pent contains
two absolutely inconsistent accounts of the origin

of the priesthood (see Pkiests). Accordingly, the
first i)rincii)le of any scientific use of the Pent for

historical ])urposes must be to take account of

textual criticism.

Having discovered as nearly as may be what the
author wrote, the next step must be to consider what he

meant by it. Here, unfortunately, the
2. Hebrew modern inquirer is apt to neglect many
lWot1i/->rlc nf most ncccssary precautions. It wouldmeinoub oi

j^g ^ truism, but for the fact that it is so
lixpression often disregarded, to say that the whole of

a narrative must be carefully read in order
to ascertain the author's meaning; e.g. how often wo

hear that Gen 14 represents Abram as liaving inflicted
adefeaton the enemy with only318nien (ver 14), whereas
from ver 24 (cf ver 1;J) it appears that in addition to these
his allies Aner, Eshcol and Mamre (i.e. as we shall see,
the inhabitants of certain localities) had accompanied
him! Sometimes the clue to the precise meaning of a
story is to be found near the end: e.g. in Josh 22 we do
not see clearly what kind of an altar the trans-Jordanic
tribes had erected (and consequently why their conduct
was open to objection) till ver 28, when we learn that
this was an altar of the pattern of the altar of burnt
offering, and so bore not the slightest resemblance to
such lawful altars as those of Moses and Joshua (see
Altar; Sanctu.\ry). Nor is this the only instance in
which the methods of expression adopted cause trouble
to some modern readers; e.g. tlie word "all" is some-
times used in a way that apparently presents difficulties
to some minds. Thus in Ex 9 6it is possible to interpret
'all" in the most sweeping sense and then see a contra-
diction in vs 19.22, etc, whicli recognize that some cattle
still existed. Or again the term may bo regarded as
limited by ver 3 to all the cattle in the field (see All).

At this point two further idiosyncrasies of the
Sem genius must be noted—the habits of personi-

fication and the genealogical tendency;
3. Personi- e.g. in Nu 20 12-21, Edom and Israel
fication and are personified: "thy brother Israel,"
Genealogies "Edom came out against him," etc.

_
Nobody here mistakes the meaning.

Similarly wdth genealogical methods of expression.
The Semites spoke of many relationships in a way
that is foreign to occidental methods. Thus the
lieb for "30 years old" is "son of 30 years." Again
we read "He was the father of suc-h as dwell
in tents" (Gen 4 20). These habits (of per.soni-
fication and genealogical expression of relation-
ships) are greatly extended, e.g. "And Canaan
begat Zidon his first-born" (10 15). Often this leads
to no trouble, yet strangely enough men who will
grasp these methods when dealing with ch 10 will
claim that ch 14 cannot be historical because locali-
ties are there personified and grouped in relation-
ships. Yet if we are to estimate the historical
value of the narrative, we must surely be willing to
apply the same methods to one chapter as to an-
other if the sense appears to demand this. See,
further. Genealogies.

A further consideration that is not always heeded Is
the exigency of literary form; e.g. in Gen 24 tliere

occurs a dialogue. Strangely enough, an
4. Literary attack has been made on the historical

Knrm character of Gen on this groimd. It can-
r orm jjq^ -^^ supposed—so runs the argument

—

that we have here a literal report of what
was said. This entirely ignores the practice of all literary
artists. Such passages are to be read as giving a literary
presentation of what occurred ; they convey a far truer
and more vivid idea of what passed than could an actual
literal report of the mere words, divorced from the ges-
tures, glances and modulations of the voice that play
sucli an important part in conversation.

Another matter is the influence of the sacred
numbers on the text; e.g. in Nu 33 the journeys

seem designed to present 40 stations
5. The and must not be held to exclude camp-
Sacred ing at other stations not mentioned;
Numbers Gen 10 probably contained 70 names

in the original text. This is a technical
consideration which must be borne in mind, and so,

too, must the Heb habit of using certain round num-
bers to express an uns{)ecified time. When, for

instance, we read that somebody was 40 or 60 years
old, we are not to take these words literally. "Forty
years old" often seems to correspond to "after he
had reached man's estate" (see Number).

Still more important is it to endeavor to appre-
ciate the habits of thought of those for whom the

Pent was first intended, and to seek
6. Habits of to read it in the light of archaic ideas.

Thought One instance must suffice. Of the
many explanations of names few are

philologically correct. It is certain that Noah is

not connected with the Heb for "to comfort" or
Moses with "draw out"—even if Egyp princesses
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spoke IIcl). "^riic ('tyiiu)l(){i;i(';il key will not fit.

Yet wo must ask ourselves wliether llie narrator
ever thought that it did. In times when nam(\s were
supposed to have some mystic relation to their
bearers they might be conf'(»ived as standing also
in some mystic relation to events either ])resent or
future; it is not clear that the true original meaning
of the narratives was not to suggest this in literary
form. How far the ancicnit Hebrews were from
r(^garding names in the same liglit as we do may be
seen from such passages as Ex 23 20 f; Isa 30 27;
see further E PC, 47 ff; see also Names, Pkopkr.
The P(>nt is beyond all doubt an int(>nsely national

work. Its outlook is so (essentially Israelitish that
no reader could fail to notice the fact,

7. National and it is therefore unnecessary to cite

Coloring proofs. Doubtless this has in many
instances led to its presenting a view

of history wdth which the contemporary peoples
would not have agreed. It is not to be supposed
that the exodus was an event of much significance
in the Egypt of Moses, however important it may
appear to the Egyptians of today; and this sug-
gests two points. On the one hand we must admit
that to most contemporaries tlie Pentateuchal nar-
ratives must have seemed out of all perspective;
on the other the course of subsequent history has
shown that the Mosaic sense of perspective was in
reality the true one, however absurd it may have
seemed to the nations of his own day. Conse-
quently in using the Pent for historical purposes
we must always apply two standards—the con-
temporary and the historical. In the days of Moses
the narrative might often have looked to the out-
sider like the attempt of the frog in the fable to
attain to the size of an ox; for us, with the light of
history upon it, the values are v(!ry different. The
national coloring, the m(>dium through which the
events are s(;(>n, has proved to be true, and the seem-
ingly insignificant doings of unimportant people
have turned out to be events of prime historical
importance.
There is another aspect of the national coloring

of the Pent to be boriu; in mind. If ever there was
a book which revealed the inmost soul of a people,
that book is the Pent. This will be considered in

y, below, but for the present we are concerned with
its historical significance. In estimating actions,
motives, laws, policy—all that goes to make his-
tory—character is necessarily a factor of the utmost
consequence. Now here we have a book that at
every point reveals and at the same time grips the
national character. Alike in cont nts and in form
the legislation is adapted with the utmost nicety
to the nature of the people for which it was pro-
mulgated.
When due allowance has been made for all the

various matters enumerated above, what can be
said as to the trustworthiness of the

8. How Far Pentateuchal history? The answer
the Penta- is entirely favorable.
teuch Is (1) Contemporaneous information.—
Trustworthy In the first place the discussion as

to the dating of the Pent (above, II,

4) has shown that we have in it documents that are
in many cases certainly contemporaneous with the
matters to which they relate and have been pre-
served in a form that is substantially original.
Thus we have seen that the wording of Gen 10 19
cannot be later than the age of Abraham and that
the legislation of the last four books is Mosaic.
Now contemporaneousness is the first essential of
credibility.

(2) Character of our informants.—Given the fact
(guaranteed by the contemporaneousness of the
sources) that our informants had the means of
providing accurate information if they so desired,

W(> have to ask wliether they W(>re truthful and
able. As to the ability no doubt is possil)le;

genius is staini)ed on every page of th(! Pent.
Similarly as to truthfulness. The conscience of the
nai-rators is essentially ethical. This ai)pears of
course most strongly in the case of the legislation
(cf Lev 19 11) and the attribution of truthful-
ness to God (VjX 34 6), but it may readily be de-
t(M'ted throughout ; e.g. in Gen 20 12 the narrativ.;
clearly shows that truthfulness was esteemed as a
virtue; })y the ancient Hebrews. Throughout, the
faults of the dramatis personae are never minimized
even when the narrator's sympathy is with th(>m.
Nor is there any attempt to belittle the opponents
of Israel's heroes. Consider on the one hand the
magnanimity of Esau's character and on the other
the very glaring light that is thrown on the weak-
nesses of Jacob, Judah, Aaron. If we are taught
to know the Moses who prays, "And if not, blot nie,

I pray thee, out of thy book which thou hast writ-
ten" (Ex 32 32), we are also shown his frequent
complaints, and we make acquaintance with the
hot-tempered manslayer and the lawgiver who dis-

obeyed his God.
(3) The historical genius of the people.—Strangely

enough, those who desire to discuss the trust-

worthiness of the Pent often go far afield to note the
habits of other nations and, selecting according to
their bias peoples that have a good or a bad reputa-
tion in the matter of historical tradition, proceed to

argue for or against the Pentateuchal narrative on
this basis. Such procedure is alike unjust and un-
scientific. It is unscientific because the object of

the inquirer is to obtain knowledge as to the habits
of this people, and in view of the great divergences
that may be observed among different races the
comparative method is clearly inapplicable; it is

unjust because this people is entitled to be judged
on its own merits or defects, not on the merits or
defects of others. Now it is a bare statement of

fact that the Jews possess the historical sense to a
I)reeminent degree. Nobody who surveys their

long history and examines their customs and prac-
tices to this day can fairly doubt that fact. This is

no recent development; it is most convincingly
attested by the Pent itself, which here, as elsewhere,

faithfully mirrors the spirit of the race. \\'hat is

the highest guaranty of truth, a guaranty to which
unquestioning appeal may be made in the firm as-

surance that it will carry conviction to all who hear?
"Remember the days of old. Consider the years of

many generations: Ask thy father and he will show
thee; Thine elders, and they will tell thee" (Dt 32
7). "For ask now of the days that are past, which
were before thee, since the day that God created

man upon the earth," etc (Dt 4 32),
_
Conversely,

the due handing down of tradition is a religious

duty: "And it shall come to pass, when your chil-

dren shall say unto you. What mean ye bv this serv-

ice? that ye shall say," etc (Ex 12 26 f).
_
"Only

take heed to thyself, and keep thy soul diligently,

lest thou forget the things which thine eyes saw,

and lest they depart from thy heart all the days of

thy life; but make them known unto thy children,

and thy children's children" (Dt 4 9). It is need-

less to multiply quotations. Enough has been said

to show clearly the attitude of this people toward
history.

(4) The good faith of Deuteronomy.—Closely con-

nected with the preceding is the argument from the

very obvious good faith of the speeches in Dt. It

is liot possible to read the references to events in

such a chapter as ch 4 without realizing that the

speaker most fully believed the truth of his state-

ments. The most unquestionable sincerity is im-
pressed upon the chapter. The speaker is referring

to what he believes with all the faith of which he is
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capable. I^v(•^ for those who (loul)t the Mosaic
authenticity of these si)ee(;h(^s there can be no (lonl)1

as to the writer's uncjuestioning acceptance of th(>

historical consciousness of the people. But once
the Mosaic authenticity is estabhshed the argu-

ment becomes overwhelming. How could Moses
have spoken to people of an event so impressive

and unparalleled as having happened within their

own recollection if it had not really occurred?

(5) Nature of the events recorded.—Another very
important consideration arises from the nature of

the events recorded. No nation, it has often been
remarked, would gratuitously invent a story of its

enslavement to another. The extreme sobriety of

the patriarchal narratives, the absence of miracle,

the lack of any tendency to display the ancestors

of the people as conquerors or great personages, are

marks of credibility. Many of the episodes in the

Mosaic age are extraordinarily probable. Take
the stories of the r(>belliousncss of the people, of

their complaints of the water, the food, and so on:

what could be more in accordance with likelihood?

On the other hand there is another group of nar-

ratives to which the converse argument applies.

A Sinai cannot be made part of a nation's con-

sciousness by a clever story-t(>lIer or a literary forger.

The unparalleled nature of the events narrated was
r(>cognized quite as cl(>arly by the ancient Hebrews
as it is today (see Dt 4 82 fT). It is incredible

that such a story could have been made up and
successfully palmed off on the whole nation. A
further point that may be mentioned in this con-
nection is the witness of subsequent history to the

truth of the narrative. Such a unique history as

that of the Jews, such tremendous consequences as

their religion has had on the fortunes of mankinfl,

require for their explanation causal events of suffi-

cient magnitude.
(6) External corroborations.—All investigation

of evid(>nce depends on a single principle: "The
coincidences of the truth are infinite." In other

words, a false story will sooner or later become
involved in conflict with ascertained facts. The
Bib. narrative has been subjected to the most rigor-

ous cross-examination from every point of view
for more than a century. Time after time confi-

dent assertions have been made that its falsehood

has be(>n definitely proved, and in each case the Pent
has come out from the t(>st trium])hant. The de-

tails will for the most part be found enumerated or

referred to under the separate articles. Here it

must suffice just to refer to a few matters. It was
said that the whole local coloring of the Egyp scenes

was entu'ely false, e.g. that the vine did not grow in

Egypt. Egyptology has in every instance vindi-

cated the minute accuracy of the P(>nt, down to even
the non-mention of earthenware (in which the dis-

colored Nile waters can be kept clean) in Ex 7 19

and the very food of the lower classes in Nu 11 5.

It was said that writing was unknown in the days
of Moses, but Egyptology and Assyriology have
utterly demolished this. The historical character

of many of the names has been strengthened by
recent discoveries (see e.g. Jerusalem; Amra-
phel). From another point of view modern ob-
servation of the habits of the quails has shown that

the narrative of Nu is minutely accurate and must
be the work of an eyewitn(>ss. From the ends pf

the earth there comes confirmation of the details

of the evolution of law as depicted in the Pent.

Finally it is worth noting that even the details pf

some of the covenants in Gen are confirmed by his-

torical parallels {Churchman, 1908, 17 f).

It is often said that history in the true sense was
invented by the Greeks and that the Heb genius

was so intent on the Divine guidance that it neg-

lected secondary causes altogether. There is a large

m(\asur(> of truth in this view; but- so far as the
Pent is conc(M-ned it can be; greatly overstated.

Oiu! great criticism that falls to be
9. The made is entirely in favor of the
Pentateuch Hebrew as against some Greeks, viz.
as Reason- the sui)erior art with which the causes
ed History are given. A Thucydides would have

stated the reasons that induced Pha-
raoh to persecute the Israelites, or Abraham and Lot
to separate, or Korah, Dathan and Abiram and their
followers to rebel; but evc^ry reader would have
known precisely what he was doing and many who
can read the material passages of the Pent with
delight would have been totally unable to grapple
with his presentation of the narrative. The audi-
ence is here more unsophisticated and the material
presented in more artistic form. In truth, any
historian who sat down to compose a philosoph-
ical history of the period covered by the P(»nt

would in many instances be surprised at the lavish
material it offered to him. A second criticism is

more obvious. The writer clearly had no knowl-
edge of the other side of the case. For exam])le,
the secondary causes for the defeat near Hormah
are plain enough so far as they are internal to
the Israelites—lack of morale, discipline and leader-
ship, division of opinion, discouragement produced
by the Divine disapproval testified by the absence
from the army of Moses and the Ark, and the
warnings of the former—but the secondary causes
on the side of the Amalekites and Canaanites are
entirely omitted. Thus it generally happens that
we do not get the same kind of view of the events
as might be possible if we could have both sides.

Naturally this is largely the case with the work
of every historian who tells the story from one
side only and is not peculiar to the Pent. Thirdly,
the object of the Pent is not merely to inform, buti

to persuade. It is primarily statesmanship, not
literature, and its form is influenced by this fact.

Seeking to sway conduct, not to provide a mere
philosophical exposition of history, it belongs to a
different (and higher) category from the latter, and
where it has occasion to use the same material puts
it in a different way, e.g. by assigning as motives
for obeying laws reasons that the philosophic his-

torian would have advanced as causes for their en-
actment. To some extent, therefore, an att(>mpt
to criticize the Pent from the standpoint of philo-
sophic history is an attempt to ex])r('ss it in terms
of something that is incommensurable with it.

V. Character of the Pentateuch.—The following
sentences from Maine's Early Law and Custom form
a sugg<\stive introduction to any consideration of
the character of the Pent:

"The theory upon which these schools of learned men
worked, from the ancient, perhaps very ancient, Apas-

tamba and Gautama to the late Manu
1 Hindu ^'^^ *^® ^'^''^ later Narada, is perhaps still

y'
-R V. hold by some persons of earnest religious

L,aw rSOOKS convictions, but in time now buried it

affected every walk of thought. The
fundamental assumption is that a sacred or inspired lit.

being once believed to exist, all knowledge is contained
in it. The Hindu way of putting it was, and is, not
simply that the Scripture is true, but that everything
which is true is contained in the Scripture It is

to be observed that such a theory, firmly held during the
infancy of systematic thought, tends to work itself into
fact. As the human mind advances, accumulating
observation and accumulating reflection, nascent phi-
losophy and dawning science are read into the sacred
literature, while they are at the same time limited by the
ruling ideas of its priestly authors. But as the mass of
this literature grows through the additions made to it

by successive expositors, it gradually specializes itself,

and subjects, at first mixed together under vague gen-
eral conceptions, become separated from one another
and isolated. In the history of law the most important
early specialization is that which separates what a man
ought to do from what he ought to knoiv. A great part
of the religious literature, including the Creation of the
Universe, the structure of Heaven, Hell, and the World
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ences

or Woi'lds, iiiul the tiadirt' of (he (uxls, falls under ihv.

lastr head, what a man ou^lil to know. Law-books first

apiw'ar as a suhdivision of the first, branch, what, a man
should do. Thus th(^ most ancient, books of this class
ai'(^ short manuals of conduct for an .\r.\iin Hindu who
would lead a perfect life. They contain much more
ritual than law, a jireat deal more about the impurity
caused ))>' touching impure thintis than about criiiie, a
gi'cal deal more about penances than about punishments"
(pp. IC.-lSj.

It i.s iiii))().ssil)lo not to .'^('o the rcscinhlances to

till' Pent thiit those sentences stij^^est . Particularly

iiit crest inji is tlie eoiiimeiitary they ])r()vi(l(> on the
attittidti of Moses toward knowIe;!<ie: "'i'lu; secret

tilings belonfi; unto Jeh our (lod; hnt (he tliin<^s

tliatj are rev(>aled belong un(o lis and to otir

children for ever, that we may do all the; words of

this law^' (Dt 29 2<.)).

Put if the Pent has significant resemblances to

other old law books, there an; tlifferences that are
even more significant.

" By an act that is unparalleled in history a God took
to Himself a i)e()i)le by means of a sworn atz;reement.

.Sonn> words that are fundametital for our

2 Differ- ])uri)os(' inust l)e (juoted from the offer;
'Now. ther(>fore, if ye will obey my voice
indeed, and keej) my covenant, then ye
shall be mine own jjossession from among

all poojiles: for all the earth is mine: and ye shall
bo nnto mc a kingdom of priests and a holy
nation.' Tlie views here expressed dominali! the legis-
lation. Holiness—tlie combative holiness to which the
Israelites must attain because the; Lord their (iod is

holy—embraces much that is not germane; to our
subject, but it also covers the wlu)le field of national
and individual righteousness. The duty to God that
is laid upon the Israelites in these words is a duty
that has practical conseciuences in every phase of
social life. I have already (juoled a seiitencc from
Kir Henry Maine in which hi; si)eaks of the uniformity
witti which religion and law are implicated in archaic
legislation. There; is a stagc^ in human development
where life; is generally seen whole, and it is to this
stage that the Tent belongs. 15ut no other legislation
so takes tip one dejiartment of man's life after another
and impresses on them all the relalionshii) of (iod and
I)eopl(;. I'ei-haps nothing Avill so ch-arly bring out my
meaning as a statemcTit of som(> of tlie more; fimdanicntal
dilfe'rences betwc-en the l'(>ntaleuchal legislation and the
old Indian law-books which often ])rovide excellent par-
allels to it. Those- to whie'h I eiesire' to eiraw i)articular
attentie)!! are- as folle)ws: The- Inelian law-be)e)ks have no
ieiea of national (as elistinct fre)m indiviehud) righteons-
ne-ss—a ce)ne-e-i)t iem t hat entere-el t he- worlel wit h t he :Me)saic
le-gislalion anel has pe-rhaps ne)t maele- ve-ry much progress
tlie-ro sine-e;. There is no pe'rse)nal ( le)el:" he'nce His per-
sonal inte-re-st in righteotisne-ss is lae-king: he-nce, too,
tht-re can be no relationship Ix-twe-e-n (ie)el and people:
anel while- Ihe-re; is a stipernatnral e'le-ine-nt in the contcm-
j)late-el re-sulls e)f human actions, the-re- is nothingthat can
in the; slighte-st ele-gre-e compare with the- Te-rsonal Divine
interve'ntie)n that is so often ])re)miseel in the Pe-nta-
te-ue'hal laws. The caste systi-in, like Hammurabi's
class syste-ni, leaels to distinctions that are always in-
eeiuitable-. The ce)nce-ptie)n of le)ving one-'s ne-ig'hbotir
and one-'s se).ie)urner as one-se-lf are- alike; lae-king. The
systematie; pre)\ isietns for pe)e)r re-lie'f are; abse-nt, anel the
le-gislatie)n is ge-nerally on a le)we-r e-thie-al anel moral level,
while- se)n\e- e)f the- |)e'naltie-s are elislinguislu'el by the me)st
pe'rve-rte-el atid l)arbare)us crue-lty. All the-se i)e)ints are
embrace-el in the- spe-e-ial relatie)nship e)f the One God and
the- pe-e-uliar tre'asure- with its re-sulfing need for national
anel inelivielual holiness" {PS, 330 f).

Th(-se s(-ntences indicate some of the- most inter-
esting of th(;_elistinguishing feature-s of the Pe-nt—

its national character-, its catliolie view
3. Holiness of life, its attitnile toward the Divine,

tuiel some at any rate; of its most pe-
culiar teacliings. It is worth noting that Juelaism,
the olelest of the religions wliich it has influ(>nced,
attaclies jiarticular imjiortancc to one chapter,
Lev 19. The ke-ynote of that eliaiite-r is the com-
mand: 'ITe)ly shall ye be, for he)ly am I the Lord
yotir (le)d'—to prese-rve the order and emphasis of
the original worels. This has bee-n calle-el the Jew's
imilalio Dei, though a few moments' re-flection shows
that the use of the word "imitatiem" is here inac-
curate. ^o\\

_
this book with this teaching has

exerciseel a unique influence on the world's history,
fear it must be remembered that Juelaism, Chris-
tianity anel Islam spring ultimately from its teach-

ings, and it is iiupe)ssil)l(- te) sever it from the history

e)f the- "peeiple e)f the benik"—as Mohammeel called

the-m. it, ai)])e'ars the-ii tlitit it possesses in se)me

unieiue- way beilli an inte-n.se'ly n;i(ie)nal and an in-

te-nse-ly unive-rsal character and a few words must
be- saiel as to this.

^riie gre-at lite-rary (lualitii-s of the- work have un-
doubteelly be-en an imi)ortant factor. All reaelers

have felt the fascination of the stories

4. The of ({e-n. The Ji-wi.sh characte-r litis

Universal also e-ounte-el for much; so again have
Aspect the moral anel ethie-al doctrinc-s, and

the miracule)us anel unpreceelented
natin-e- e)f the events narrate-el. And ye-t the-re is

niue-li thtit might have be-en thought to militate

against the boe)k's obtaining any wiele influe-nce.

Ai)art from some phrtise-s al)e)ut all the familie-s of

the earth being ble-ssi-d (or ble-ssing themse-lve-s) in

the se-eel of Abraham, there is very little in its elirect

teaching to suggc^st that it w:is ever intended to be
of univi-rsal a])plication. Pexssibly these plira.ses

only mean that other nations will use Israel as a
tyjiical example of great ne-ss anel happiness and
pray that they may atttiin an (-(nuil elegre-e of glory
anel pre)sjierify. Moreove-r, the Pent provieles for a
sacrificial syste^m that has Ie)ng ceaseel to exist, and
a ce)rpus of jural law that h;is not be-e-n adopt e-d by
other pee)))le's. Of its most cliaracteristic require-
ment—holiness—large e-lements are rejecteel by
all save its own jieojile. Wherein then lies its

unive-rstil element? How came this the most in-

t(ms<-ly national of books to exercise a world-wide
anel eve^'-growing influe-nce? The retison lies in the
vi>ry flrst stmtence: "In the bc-ginning Goel cre-ate-el

the he>av(-ns anel the earth." This doctrine of the
unity of an Almighty Goel is the answer to our
que-stion. Teach that there is a Goel and One Only
All-i)owerful God, and the book that tells of Iliin

acquire-s a message to all His cretitures.

Of the national charactc-r of the work something
has already been said. It is remarkable that for its

own people it has in very truth con-
5. The tainexl life and h-ngth of days, for it

National h;is been in anel throtigh tliat book
Aspect that the Jews htive maintained them-

selves throughout their unique hi.s-

tory. If it be asked whe-rcin the secret of this

strength lies, the answer is in the combination of the
ntitional and the religious. The course of histe)ry

must htive been entirely differc-nt if the Pent hael

not been the book of the- jieople; long before the Jews
became the people of the book.

LiTEK.vTURB.—The current critical view is set forth
in vast niimbens of books. The following may be nien-
tioneel: LOT; Cornill's Intro to the ('anoniral Books oj

the OT; Carpenter and Harford-Battersby's Hexateuch
(a 2d ed e)f the Intro witlie)ut the text has been pub-
lishc-d as The Composition of the Ilexnteuch); the vols
of the ICC, Westminster Comms. and Century Bible.
Slightly less thoroughgoing views are put forward
in tlio Ge-r. Intros of Konig (1S93), Baudissin (1901),
Se;llin (1910); and Geden, Oxdlinrs of Intro to the II ch

Bible (1909); Kittol, Scientific Study of the OT (ET,
1910); Eerilm. St. has entire-ly divergent critical views;
POT; TMII, I, and W. Moller, Are the Critics Right f

and Wider den Bann der Q iiellenschcidunu; Robertson,
Early Religion of Israel; "Van Hoonacker, Lieu du culte,

and Sacerdoce Icritique are all much more conserv-
ative and valuable. J. H. Raven, OT Intro, gives a
good presentation of the most conservative case. The
views taken in this article are represe-nted by SBL.
EPC, OP, PS, Troelstra, The Name of God, and in some
matte-rs, TMH, I.

TT.AKOLD M. "Wiener
PENTATEUCH, THE SAMARITAN, sa-mar'i-

tan:

I. Knowledge or S.\marit.\n Pentateuch
1. In Older Times
2. Revived Knowledge

II. Codices and Script
1. Nablus Roll
2. The Script
3. Peculiarities of Writing
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4. The Tarikh
5. Pronunciation
6. Age of the Nahliis Roll

III. Relation of the Samaritan Rkcension to the
IMT AND to the IjXX
1. Relation to MT: Classification of DifTerenccs

(1) Accidental Variations
(a) Due to Sight
(6) Hearing
{(•) Deficient Attention

(2) Intentioiuil
{(i) (Jraininatical
(6) Logical
(c) Doctrinal

2. Relation to LXX
(1) Statement of "Hypotheses
(2) Review of Hyiiotheses

IV. On Pentateuchae (Mutkism
V. Targums and Chkomc'EE

Literature

The oxistoiicf' of ;i R:uii conunuiiity in Nahlus is

goncrall}' known, and tlic fact that they have a
recen.sion of the I'eiit wliich differs in some resi)eots

from the Massoretic has l:)eeii long recognized as
important.

/. Knowledge of the Samaritan Pentateuch.—Of
tlie (Ir I'atliers Origen knew of it and iiot(>s two

insertions wiiicli do not appt^ir in

1. In Older the MT—Xu 13 1 and 21 112, drawn
Times from Dt 1 2 and 2 IS. Eusel)ius of

Caesarea in his Chwtiicon compares
the ages of the i)atriarchs Ix^forc Abraham in the

Samaritan High Priest with Scroll.

LXX with those in the Sam Pent and the MT.
Epiphanius is aware that the Samaritans acknowl-
edged the Pent alone as canonical. Cyril of Jerus
notes agreement of LXX and Sam in Cen 4 8.

These are the princi])al evidences of knowledge of

this re(;ension among the Gr Fathers. Jerome
notes some omissions in the MT and suppHes th(>m

from Sam. The Tahn. shows that tlie J(;ws retained

a knowledge of the Sam Pent longer, and speaks
contemptuously of the points in which it diff(>rs

from the MT. Since the differences observed by
the Fathers and the Talmudists are to be seen in

the Sam Pent before us, they afford evidence of its

authenticity.

After nearly a millcManium of oblivion the Sam
Pent was restored to the knowk'dge of Christendom

by Pietro de la Valle who in IGIG i)ur-

2. Revived chast^l a copy from the Sam com-
Knowledge nuuiity which then existed in Damas-

cus. This copy was ])re.sented in ltJ23

to th(> Paris Oratory and shortly after jjublished in

the Paris I'olyglot under th(> editorslii]) of Moriiuis,

a ])riest of tlie Oratory who had been a J'rotestant.

He em])hasized the difference befween the MT and
Sam Pent for argumentative reasons, in order to

l)rove the necessity for the intervention of the

church to settle which was Scri^)ture. A fierce

controver.sy resulted, in which various divines,

Protestant and Catholic, t(H)k ])art. Since then
copies of this rec(>nsion have nuiltiplied in Euroi)e
and America. All of them nuiy be rc^gardcMJ as

copies ulfimafely of the Nabh'is roll. These copies

are in the form, not of rolls, but of codicc^s or botmd
volumes. They are usually writ fen in two colunms
to the page, one being the Tg or interpretation and
this is soTn(>fimes in Aramaic afid sometimes in

Arabic. Some codices show thr(>c colunms with
both Tgs. There are probably nearly 100 of the.se

codices in various lil)raries in Euroj)e and xVmerica.

These are all written in the Sam script and differ

only by scribal bhuuhn's.

//. Codices and Script.—The visitor to the Sa-

maritans is usually shown an ancient roll, but only
rarely is the most ancient exhibit e(l,

1. The and when so exhibited still more rarely

Nablias Roll is it in circumstances in which it nuiy
be examined. Dr. Mills, who spent

three months in the Sam comnuuiity, was able to

make a careful though interrupted study of it. His
description {Xdblus and the Moihrn. Sa»i(irila>i.s,

312) is that "the roll is of ])archment, writf(>n in

colunms, 13 in. deej), an.d 7.\ in. wide. The writing

is in a fair hafid, rather small; (>ach column contains

from 70 to 72 lines, and the whole roll contains 110
columns. The name of the scribe is writt(^n in a
kind of acrosf ic, running throtigh these colunms, and
is found in the Book of Dt. The roll has the ap-
pearance of v(>ry great anticiuity, but is wondcM-
fulh' well pres(Tved, considering its ven(Table age.

It is worn out and torn in many i)laces and patched
with re-written parchm(>nt; in many other places,

where not torn, the writing is um-eadable. It

seemed to me that about two-thirds of the original

is still readable. The skins (jf which the roll is

composed are of etiual size and measure each 25
in. long by 15 in. wide." Dr. Rosen's accotmt
on the authority of Kraus (Zcitschr. der deulscfi-

inorgenl. (lesdlsch., XVIII, 5S2) agrees with this,

adding that the ''breadth of the writing is a hue
and the space between is similar." Both observers

have noted that the parchment has been written

only on the "hair" side. It is preserved in a silk

covering inclosed in a silver case embossed with
arabesque ornaments.
The reader on opening one of the codices of the

Sam Pent recognizes at once the difference of the

writing from the characters in an ordi-

2. The nary Heb Bible. The Jews admit
Script that the character in which the Sam

Pent is written is older than their

square character. It is said in the Tahn (Sanlic-

dhrin 21b): "The huv at first was given to Lsrael

in Hbhri letters and in the holy tongue and again by
Ezra in the sciuare ['ashurUh] character and the

Aram, tongue. Israel chose for tlu^mselves the

'ushurith character and the holy tongue
|^
they left

to the hedhiidlblh ["uncultured"] the 'ibhri character

and the Arani. t()ngu(!
—

'the Cuthaeans are the hedh-

yototh,' said Rabbi I.Iasda." When Jewish hatred of
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the S;un:irit;iiis, and tli(> coiitoiiipt of the Phurisees

for th(>iii lire rcineinhen'd, this jwhnission uinounts

to a demonstration. The Sam script resembles tliat

on the Maecahean coins, but is not iih'nticaUvitli it.

It may l)e r(>Karded as Ix'tween the sciuare cliaracter

and the angular, th(> latter as is seen in the M S

and the Siloam ins(!rii)t ion. Another intermediate

form, that, found on the Assouan pa])yri, owes llu;

difference's it i)r("sents to having been written witli a

re(>d on ])apvrus. As the chronology of these scripts

is of import anc(> we subjoin tho.se principally in

(iu(>sti<)n.

7.

1

c

1

7.

is

C

'i

s
u
03

S

<

O
CQ

OO

c

v.

<

Alftf Ale„Ii ^ \\ ^\V X/ h(r ^

Bit licth 3 6 j:?-!/^ 3 B n
Ciaiiian (;un.-l 1 -A '^ -^ n 1 ;

Dal.ah Dalcth
A A ^ 7 i ^ 1

I He ^ AA ^T^^ ^ '^ n

Bar Vav Y 1 7 ; t '\ 1

Zfii Zam x ^
; !

.x^
T

It Hfth W \\^ •Mr) B ^ n
Til Telh fc>6 ^ D

Vud Vodli ^ ^% > A A C7 ^ >

Kaf Kaph y J 7 777 y ;b ^^
Lal.ad Lamed 6 / LU L- ^ ^

Mim Mem ^ J >j)^ ^ rj r)Q

Nun Nun ; J .V) ) b M
Siincat Saincch ¥ ^3 ^ D
In Ain o 6 v/ V y V r ;/

Fi I'e 7 J ^:)d 3 £)^

gade gadi 1^ •51-7 vr ^ w ^r
K.jf Kdjih t t VTP 7 T ?
Ri>!i Ke^h i \ ^v*? H «^ -^

Shin .Shin w WW V^ V/ w LU ^
Taf Tav X X /-/A X N' n
Table Showing Script of Semitic Languages.

The study of the.se alphabets will confirm the

statement above made tliat the Ham alphabet is,

in evolution, between the; square character and the

angular, nearer the latter than the former, while the
characters of the As.souan pai)yri are nearer the
former than the latter. Another point to be ob-
served is that the letters which resemble each other
in one alphabet do not always resembl(> in another.

We can thus, from comparison of the letters liable

to be confused, form a guess as to the script in

which the document containing the confusion was
written.

In inscrii)tions tlie lapidary had no hesitation, irro-

spectivc of syllal)les, \\\ conii)ielinK in tlie ne.xt line any
word for which lie liad not sul!i(uent room.

3. Peculiar- 't'luis the l)egiiuiings and endings of lines

if'"<ic in were directly under eacli other, as on the
Uies in T^j

f.. j[jj |ij(. papyri the words are not
Writing divided, t)ul the scril>e was not particular

to have the ends of lines directly under
each otlier. '\\w scrilw^ of tiii; s<iuare cliaracter l)y use
of titrrdc (lihiliihilcs secured this without dividing the
woi'ds. TIk^ .Samaritan secured tliis end l)y wider spacing.
The first letter or coupler of letters of each line are placed
directly under tlie lirst letter or letters of the pr(>ceding
line -so with the last letters—two or three—of the line,

while tlie other words arc; spread out to fill up the space.
The only (wcept ion to t his is a paragraph ending. Words
are separtited from ea('h other by dots; sentences by a
sign liki^ our colon. The Torah is divided intoiXiti kisam
or paragrai)lis. Th(^ termination of these is shown by
the colon having a dot added to it, thus :. Sometimes
this is reinforced by a line and an angle—<. These
kisd/n are often (mumerated on the margin; sometimes,
in later AISS in Aral), numerals. A blank space some-
times separates one of these kixam from the ne.xt.

When the scribe wished to inform the reader of his

personality and the place where he had written the MS
he niad(! use; of a peculiar devic(\ In

4 The copying he left a space vacant in the middle
,7^ of a column. The space thus left is every

larinn now and then liridged by a single letter.

These hitters read down the column form
words and sentences which convey the information. In
the case of the Naiilus roll this tarikh occurs in J)t and
occupies thr(!e columns. In this it is said, "I Al)ishua,
son t)f IMiihas [Phinelias], son of Elcazar, son of Aharun
(Aaron) the priest, have written this holy book in the
door of the tabernacle of the congregation in Mt. Geri-
zim in the 13th year of the rule of the children of Israel

in the land of Canaan." Most of the codices in the
libraries of Europe and America have; like information
given in a similar manner. This tarikh is usually Heb,
but sometimes it is in Sam Aramaic. Falsification of

the date merely is practically impossible; the forgery
must be the work of the first scribe.
Not only lias the difference of script to be considered,

but also the different values assigned to the letters. The
names given to the letters differ consid-
erably from the lleb, as may be seen
above. There an; no vowel points or
signs of reduplication. Only B and P of
the B>GaDIl-K' I'llaTII letters are as-

pirated. The most singular i)eculiarity

Is that none of the gutturals is pronounced
at all—a peculiarity which explains some

of the names given to the l(>tters. This characteristic
appears all the more striking when it is rememlx'red how
prominent gutturals are in Arab., the everyday language
of the Samaritans. The first 5 verses of Oen are sub-
joined according to the Sam pronunciation, as taken
down by Petermann {Vir.<u<h cimr helir. Formenlehre,
161), from the reading of Amrain the high priest: Ba-
rasht't bara Kluwvm it ashsh<imetn wit aaret;. WaartQ
ayata-teu ube u, waashek al fani .... turn uru Eliiwem
antra, efet al fani ammem waya' mer Eluwem ya'i or

way'ai or wayere Eluivem it a' or ki tov waijahdel Eluu-em
bin a' or ubin aashek uyikra Eluwem la' or yom ula ' ashek
kara Ula. Uyai 'erev uyai bekar yom a'ad.

There is no doubt that if the inscription given

above is really in the MS it is a forgery written on
the skin at the first. Of its falsity

6. The Age also there is no doubt. The Am Tab
of the Na- sent from Canaan and nearly con-

blfis Roll temporary with the Israelite conquest

of the land were impressed with cunei-

form characters and the language was Bab. Neg-
lecting the tarikh, we may examine the niatter inde-

pendently and come to certain conclusions. If it

is the original from which the other MSS have been

copied we are forced to assume a date earlier at

least than the 10th cent. AD, which is the date of

the earliest Heb MS. The script dates from the

Ilasmoneans. The reason of this mode of writing

being perpetuated in coi)ying the Law must be

fountl in some special sanctity in the document
from which the copies were made originally. Dr.

Mills seems almost inclined to believe the authen-

ticity of the tarikh. Ilis reasons, however, have

been rendered valueless by recent discoveries. Dr.

Cowley, on the other hand, would date it somewhere

about ^the I'ith cent. AD, or from that to the 14th.

With all the respect due to such a scholar we venture

to think his view untenable. His hypothesis is

that an old MS was found and the tarikh now^ seen

5. The
Mode of

Pronun-
ciation
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in it was afterward added. That, however, is im-
possible unless a new skin—the newness of which
would be obvious—had been written over and in-

serted. Even the comparatively slight change
implied in turning Ishmael into Israel in the iarlkh
in the Nablus roll necessitates a great adjustment of
lines, as the letters of the tarlkh must read hori-
zontally as well as perpendicularly. If that change
were made, the date would then be approximately
650 AD, much older than Cowley's 12th cent.
There is, however, nothing in this to explain the
sanctity given to this MS. Th<>re is a tradition
that the roll was saved from fire, that it leaped out
of the fire in the presence of Nebuchadnezzar. If
it were found unconsumed when the temple on Mt.
Gerizim was burned by John Ilyrcanus I, this would
account for the veneration in which it is held. It
would account also for the stereotyping of the
script. The angular script prevailed until near the
tirne of Alexander the Great. In it or in a script
akin to it the copy of the Law nmst have l)een WTitten
which Manasseh,_ the son-in-law of Sanballat,
brought to Samaria. The preservation of such a
copy would be ascribed to miracle and the script
con.secrated.

///. Relation of the Samaritan Recension to theMT and LXX.—While the reader of the Sam
Pent will not fail to observe its prac-

1. Relation tical identity with the MT, closer study
to MT: reveals numerous, if minor, diffcr-
Classifi- ences. These differences W(>re classi-
cation of Hed by Gesenius. Besid(>s being illogi-

Differences cal, his classification is faulty, as
founded on the assumption that the

Sam Pent text is the later. The same; may be said
of Kohn's. We would venture on another classi-
fication of these variations, deriving the principle
of division from th(>ir origin. These variations
were due^ either to (1) accident or (2) intention.
(1) The first of these classes arose from the way in
which books wen; multiplied in ancient days. Most
commonly one read and a score of scribes, probably
slaves, wrote to this dictation. Hence errors might
arise (a) when from similarity of letters the reader
mistook one word for another, (h) If the reader's
pronunciation was not distinct the scribes might
mis-hear and therefore write the word amiss, (c)

Further, if the reader began a sentence which opened
in a way that generally was followed by certain
words or phrases, he might inadvertently conclude
it, not in the way it was written before him, but in
the customary phrase. In the same way the scribe
through defective attention might also blunder.
Thus the accidental variations may be regarded as
due to mistakes of sight, hearing and attention. (2)
Variations due to intention are either (a) gram-
matical, the removal of peculiarities and conforming
them to usage, or {h) logical, as when a command
having been given, the fulfilment is felt to follow as
a logical necessity and so is narrated, or, if narrated,
is omitted according to the ideas of the scribe; (c)

doctrinal changes introduced into the text to suit
the doctrinal position of one side or other. Ques-
tions of propriety also lead to alterations—these
may be regarded as quasi-doctrinal.

(1) Examples of accidental variations.— (a) Due
to mistakes of sight: The cause of mistakes of sight
is the likeness of differing letters. These, however,
differ in diffcTcnt scripts, as may be proved by con-
sideration of the table of alphabets. Some of these
mistakes found in connection with the Sam Pent
appear to be mistakes due to the resemblance of
letters in the Sam script. Most of these are obvious
blunders; thus in Gen 19 32, we have the mean-
ingless tahhinu instead of 'abhinu, "our father,"

from the likeness oi "H , t, to ^ , a. In Gen 25

29 we have gdzedh instead of ydzedh, "to seethe,"
because of the likeness of Y>7

, g, to /^ , y or
i. These, while in Blayney's transcription of
Walton's text, are not in Petermann or the Sam
Tg. The above examples are mistakes in Sam
MSS, but there are mistakes also in the MT. In
Gen 27 40 the RV rendering is "When thou shalt
break loose, thou shalt shake his yoke from off thy
neck." This rendering does violence to the sense
of_ both vbs. antl results in a tautology. In the
Hiphil the first vb. rildh ought to mean "to cause
to wander," not "to break loose," and the second
vb. pdrak means "to break," not "to shake off."
The Sam has "When thou shalt be mighty, thou
shalt break his yoke from off thy n(>ck." The MT
mistake may be due to the confounding of /^

,

a, with >^ , t, and the transposition of ^ , d, and

Pv ,
b. The vb. 'adhar, "to be strong," is rare and

poetic, and so unlikely to suggest itself to reader
or scribe. The renderings of the LXX and Pesh
indicate confusion. There are numerous cases,
however, where the resembling letters are not in
the Sam script, but sometimes in the square char-
acter and sometim(>s in the angular. Some cliar-
acters resemble each other in both, but not in the
Samaritan. The cases in which the resemblance
is only in letters in the square script may all be
ascrib(>d to variation in the MT. Cases involving
the confusion of waw and yodh are instances in
point. It may be said that every one of the in-
stances of variation which depends on confusion of
these letters is due to a blunclfT of a Jcnvish scribe,
e.g. Gen 25 13, where the Jewish scribe has written
ii'hhith instead of n'hhayoth {Nebaioth) as usual;
36 5, where the Jewish scribe has yHsh instead of
y'ush {Jeush), as in the K«re. In Gen 46 30, by
wnimgr'' othi instead of ra'ithi, the Jewish scribe in
regard to the same letters has made a blunder which
the Sam scribe has avoided. When d and r are
confused, it must not be ascribed to the likeness in
the square script, for those letters are alike in the
angular also. As the square is admitted to be later
than the date of_ the Sam script, these confusions
point to a MS in angular. There are, however,
confusions which apply only to l(>tters alike in angu-
lar. Thus hinyannm, invariably in the Sam Pent
Benjamin, hinyamin, is writtim Benjamin; also in
Ex 1 11 pithon instead of pithom, but m and n
are alike only in the script of the Siloam inscription.

In Dt 12 21, the Sam haa )3T1J5, l^shakkcn, as

the MT has in 12 11, whereas theMT has CWb
,

lasum. A study of the alphabets on p. 2314 will
show the close r(>semblance b(>tween waw and kCiph
in the Siloam script, as well as the likeness above
mention(>d between m and n. This points to the
fact that the MSS from which the MT and the Sam
were transcribed in some p(>riod of their history
were_ written in angular of the type of the Siloam
inscription, that is to say of the age of Hezekiah.

(6) Variations due to mistakes of hearing: The great
mass of these are due to one of two sources, either on the
one hand the insertion or omission of waw and yodh, so
that the vowel is written plenum or the reverse, or, on
the other hand, to the mistake of the gutturals. Of the
former class of variations there are dozens in every
chapter. The latter also is fairly frequent, and is due
doubtless to the fact that in the time when the originals
of the present MSS were transcribed the gutturals were
not pronounced at all. Gen 27 36 shows X and H
interchanged, n and n in Gen 41 45, n for 3? in Gen
49 7, and &{ and y in Gen 23 18, in many Sam MSS,
but the result is meaningless. This inability to pro-
nounce the gutturals points to a date considerably before
the Arab domination. Possibly tliis avoidance of the
gutturals became fashionable during the Rom rule, when
the language of law was Lat, a language without gut-
turals. A parallel instance may be seen in Aquila, who
does not transliterate any gutturals. This loss of the
gutturals may be connected witii the fact that in Assyr
'aleph is practically the only guttural. The colonists
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from Assyria might not unlikt'ly bo unable to pronounce
the gutturals.

(() Clianges due to deficii^nt attcmtion: Another cause
of variation is to l)e found in reader or scribe not attend-
ing sulHcientiy to (lie uctual word or sentence seen or
heard. This in inai\ifested in putting for a word its

e(iuival(>nt. In (!en 26 HI tlu; Sam lias I' ri'ihu, "to his

friend. " iustead of as \\w MT I' dhiw/'io liis brother," and
in I'Lx 2 10 Sam has nd'ar for i/rledh in MT. In such
cases it is impossilile to detei-miiK! which repn^sents the
original text. W'v may remark that the assuini)tioTi of
(lesenius and of such .lewisli writer's as Kohn that the
MT is always correct is due to mert; [irejudice. Mor(!
important is the occasional interchange of YllWIl and
'I'Uohim, as in Gen 28 4, wlu-rc Sam has YIIWII and
tlu^ MT 'Elohim. and Gen 7 I where it has 'Klohim
against Y II W II in th(! MT. This last instance is tlu!

more singular, in that in the 0th v(M'se of the same chap-
ter the MT has 'lildhlm and th(? Sam )'// It'//. Another
class of instances which may b(^ due to tlie same cause is

the completion of a sentenc(! by adding a clause or, it

may l)i\ dropping it from failure; to observ(! it to be in-
complete, as tien 24 4.'). If the AIT t)e th(! original
text, the Sam adds the clause "a little wat(>r from thy
pitcher"; if the Sam, tlien tlio MT lias dropped it.

(2) Changes due to intention.— (n) Gnimmntical:
The variations from the MT most frcHiucntly met
with in reatliiig the Sam I'ent are those; necessary
to conform the language to the niles of ordinary
grammar. In this the Sam frequently coincides

with the K-re of the MT. Tlie Knhibh of the MT
has no distinction in gender between hu' in the 3d
personal pronoun sing.—in both masc. and fern, it

is hu'. The Sam with the K're corrects this to hi'.

So with nci'ar, "a youth"—this is common in the
K'^thibh, but in the K're when a young woman is in

question the fcm. termination is added, and so the

Sam writers also. It is a possil)le sujiposition that
this characteristic of the Torali is late and due to

blundering peculiar to the MS from which tlu;

Ma.ssoretcs copied the K'thlbh. That it is sys-

tematic is against its being due to bhmder, and as

the latest Heb books maintain distinction of gender,

we must regard this as an evidence of antiquity.

This is confirmed by another set of variations be-

tween the Sam and the MT. There are, in the
latter, traces of case-endings which have dis-

appeared in later Heb. These are removed in the
Sam. That case t(»rminations have a t(mdency to

disappear is to be seen in Eng. and Fr. The sign of

the accusative, 'eth, frequently omitted in the MT,
is generally supplied in Sam. A short form of the
demonstrative pronoun pi. {'el instead of ' elldh) is

restricted to the Pent and 1 Ch 20 8. The syntax
of the cohortative is different in Sam from that in

the Massoretic Heb. It is not to be assumed that
the Jewish was the only correct or primitive us(\

There are cases where, with colloquial inexactitude*,

the MT has joined a pi. noun to a singular vb., antl

vice versa; these are corrected in Sam. Conju-
gations which in later Heb have a definite meaning
in relation to the root, but are used in the MT of the;

Torah in quite other senses, are brought in the Sam
P(;nt into harmony with later use. It ought in

passing to be noted that these pentateuchal forms
do not occur in the Prophets; even in Josh 2 15

we have the fem. 3d personal pronoun; in Jgs 19 3
we have na^drdh.

(h) Logical: Sometimes the context or the circum-
stances iraplii^d have led to a change on one side or another.
This may involve only the change of a word, as in Gen
2 2, where the Sam fias "sixth" instead of "seventh"
(MT), in this agreeing with the LXX and Pesh, the
Jewisii scribe thinking tlie "sixth day" could only be
reckoned ended when the "sevemth" had begun. In
Gen 4 8, after the clau.so, "And Cain talked with [said to)
Abel his brother," the Sam, LXX and Pesh add, " Let us
go iuto the field." From the evidence of the VSS, from
the natural meaning of the vb. 'dmar, "to say," not "to
speak," from the natural meaning also of the preposition
'el, "to," not "with" (see Gesenius), it is clear that the
MT has droi)pcd the clause and that the Sam represents
the triK! text. If this is not the case, it is a case of logical
comi)letion on the part of the Sam. Another instance is

the addition to each name in the genealog.v in Gen 11
10-24 of the sum of the years of his life. In the case of

tlu; narrative of the; plagues of Egypt a whole paragraph
is atlded freeiucntl.v. What- has been commanded Moses
and .\aron is re|)eated as history when thc.v ol)ey.

(r) Doctrinal: Tli(;re are cases in which tlie text so
suits th(! special views of the Samaritans conenrnitig the
saiictit.v of Gerizim that alt(;ration of the original in that
direction ma.v hv supposed to 1)(; the likeliest explanation.
Tlius tliere; is inserted at (ien 20 <i7 a passage fi'om l)t

27 2 sliglilly modified: Gerizim being put for 1*".I):U. the
object of tlu; addition being to give the consecr;it ion of
( Jerizim tin; sanet ion of t In; Torali. K(;nnicott, however,
defends tin; autlu;nticity of this passage as against tlu;

MT. Insertion or omission app(>ars to be; the; result e)f

eioclrinal predilectiem. In Nu 25 4. .5 the; Sam har-
monizes the cemimand of Jeh with the; action of Moses.
Tlie; passage removeel has a l)looeltliirsly M()loe;li-like'

leieik that might seem elilllenilt te) elefend. On tlu; other
haiiel, th(! .le-wish hatred of idolatry niiglit e'xpress itself
in the; e'ommand to "take; all the heads of tin; pe'ojile and
hang them up l)efore tlu; Lord against the sun," anel so
might be inserteel. There are cases also where; the
language is altered for re;asons of jiroprie'ty. In these
cases the Sam agrees with the K^re of tlie MT.

These variatie)ns are of unequal value' as evi-

deuu't's of the relative date of tlie Sam re'e'e'iisiein

e)f the Pent. The intentional are for this i)urpe)se;

of little value; they are evideMie-e of the vie'ws

jirevalent in the northern anel seitithern districts eif

Pal respectivedy. Only visual blunele'rs are of real

im[)ortane'e, anel they peiint to a date abeiut the
elays of Ht>zekiah as the time at which the two tq-

censiems began to dive'rge. One thing is obvious,

that the Sam, at least as often as the MT, re'pre-

sents the primitive text.

(1) Statement of hypotheses.—The frequency witli

which the points iit whiedi the Sam Pe>nt differs freim

the MT agree with those in wliich the

2. Relation LXX also eliffers has exe-rciseel scheilars.

of Samari- Castelli asse-rts that there are a theiu-

tan Recen- sanel such instances. It may be noteel

sion to LXX that in one instance, at any rate-, a pas-

sage in which the Sam and the LXX
agree against the MT has the support of the NT.
In Gal 3 17, the apostle Paul, feilleiwing the Sam
anel LXX against the AIT, makes the "430 years"
which te^rminated with the exeielus be'gin with
Abraham. As a rtile the attention of Bib. sedieilars

has be'en so directed! to the resemblances be'tween

the Sam and the LXX that the>y have neglected the

more ntimerous points of difference. So impresseel

have sche)]ars been, esp. when Jenvs, by these resem-
blances that they have asstimeel that the one was
depenelent on the other. Frankel has maintained
that the Sam was tr'^ freim the LXX. Against this

is the fact that in all the'ir insulting remarks against

them the Talmueli.sts never asse>rt that the "Cu-
thaeans" (Samaritans) ge)t their Torah freim the
Greeks. Further, even if they only got the Law
through Manasseh, the son-in-law of Sanballat,

and even if he lived in the time of Alexaneler the
Great, yet this was nearly half a century befeire the
earliest date of the LXX. Again, while there are

many evidences in the LXX that it has been tr'^

from Heb, there are none in the Sam that it has
been tr'^ from Gr. The converse hypothesis is

maintained by Dr. Keihn with all the emphasis of

extended type. His hypothesis is that before the
LXX was thought of a Gr tr was made from a
Sam copy of the Law for the benefit of Samaritans
resident in Egypt. The Jews maele use of this at
first, but when they found it wrong in many points,

they purposed a new tr, but were so much influ-

enced by that to which they were accustomed that

it was only an improved edition of the Sam which
resulted. But it is improbable that the Samaritans,
who were few anel who had comparativedy little

intercourse with Egyjit, sheiidd precede the more
numerous Jews with the-ir htige ceilonies in Egypt,
in making a Gr tr. It is further against the Jewish
tradition as preserved to us by Jeis. It is against

the Sam traelitiein as learned by the present writer

from the Sam high priivst. According to him, the
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Samaritans had no indopcndont tr, boj'ond the fact

tliatfiveof the LXX were Samaritan. Had there

been any excuse for asserting that the Samaritans
were the first transhitors, that would not have dis-

appeared from their traditions.

(2) Review of these hypothcscs.—The above un-
satisfactory explanations result from deficient ob-

servation and unwarranted! assumption. That
there are many cas(\s where the Sam variations

from the MT arc identical with those of the LXX
is indubitable. It has, however, not be(>n observed
by those Jewish sehohirs that the cases in wliich the

Sam alone or LXX alone, one or other, agrees with
tlie MT against the other, are equally numer-
ous. Besides, there are not a few cases in which
all three differ. It ought to be observed that the

cases in which the LXX dilTers from the MT are

much more numerous than those in wliich the Sam
differs from it. One has only to comjiare the Sam,
LXX and MT of any half a dozen cousecutiv<> cliaj)-

ters in the Pent to j)rove this. Thus n(>ither is

dependent on the others. Further, there is the un-
warranted assumption that the MT represents the
primitive text of the Law. If the MT is compared
with the VSS, it is found that the LXX, despite the
misdirected efforts of Origen to harmonize it to the
Palestinian text, differs in very many cases from the
MT. Theodotion is nearer, but still differs in not
a few cases. Jerome is nearer si ill, though even the
text behind the \'ulg is not identical with the MT.
It follows that the AlT is the result of a process
which stopped somewhere about the end of the 5th
cent. AD. The origin of the MT appears to have
been somewhat the result of accident. A MS which
had acquired a special sanctity as belonging to a
famous rabbi is copied with fastidious accuracy,
so that even its blunders are perpetuated. This
supplies the K'thllih. Corrections are made from
other MSS, and these form the K're. If our hy-
pothesis as to the age of the NTibliis roll is cornM't,

it is older than the AIT l)y more than half a millen-
nium, and the MS from which the LXX was tr''

was nearly a couple of centuries older still. So far

then from its being a reasonable assumption that
the LXX and Sani differ from the MT only by
l)lund(>ring or wilful corruption on the part of the
former, the converse is at least as probable. The
ccmclusion then to which we are led is that of K(>n-

nicott (State of Hib Text Dins., II, 1() t) that the
Sam and LXX being independent, "each copy is

invalual)le—each copy demantls our pious vener-
ation and attentive study." It further ought to

be observed that though Dr. Kohn points to certain
cases where the diffc^rcTice between the MT and the
LXX is due to confusion of letters only possible in

Sam character, this does not prove the LXX to

have been tr"^ from a Sam INKS, but that the MSS
of the MT used by the LXX were written in that
script. Kohn also exhibits the relation of the Sam
to the Pesh. While the Pesh sometimes agrees
with the Sam where it differs from the MT, more
frecjuently it supports the MT against the Sam.

IV. Bearing on the Pentateuchal Question.—
Jos (Ant, XI, viii, 2) makes Sanballat contemporary
with Alexander the Oreat, and states that his son-
in-law Manasseh came to Samaria and became the
high priest. Although it is not said by Jos, it is

assumed by critics that he brought the completed
Torah with him. This Manasseh is according to

Jos the grandson of Eliashib the high priest, the
contemporary of Ezra and Nehemiah, and there-

fore contemporary with Artax(>rx(^s Longimanus.
Nehemiah (13 2<S) mentions, without naming him,

a grandson of Eliashib, who was son-in-law of San-
ballat, whom he chased from him. It is clear that

Jos had dropi)ed a century out of his history, and
that the migration of Manasseh is to be i)laced not

c 330 BC, but c 43") BC. Ezra is reputed to be, if

not the author of the PC in the Pent, at all events
its introducer to the Palestinians, and to have edited
the whole, so that it assumed the forni in which we
now have it. But he was the contemporary of
Manasseh, and had been, by his denunciation of
foreign marriages, th(^ cause of the banishnu^it of
Manasseh and his friends. Is it probable that he,

Manas.seh, would receive as Mosaic the (Miactinents
of Ezra, or convey them to Samaria? ^Fhe date of
the introduction of P, the latest portion of the Law,
must accordingly be put consid(>rably earlier than
it is placed at j)resent. We have seen that there
are visual blunders that can be explain(>d only on the
assumption that the MS from which the mother
Sam roll was copied was written in some variety
of angular scrii)t. We have seen, further, that the
peculiarities suit tho.sc of the Siloam inscription

executed in the reign of Ht^zekiah, therefore ap-
proximately contemporary with the priest sent by
Esarhaddon to Samaria to teach the jx^ople "the
manner of the God of the land." As Amos and
Ilosea manifest a knowledge of the whole Pent
before the captivity, it would seem that this "Book
of the Law" that was "read [Am 4 5 LXX] with-
out," which would be the source from wliich the
priest sent from Assyria taught as abov(> "the
manner of the (!od of the land," would contain all

the portions—J, E, D, and P—of the Law. If so,

it did not cimtain the Book of Josh; notwith-
standing the honor they give the conqueror of Ca-
naan, the Samaritans have not retaiiunl the book
which relat(>s his ex[)loits. This is confiruKMl by
the fact that the archaisms in the MT of the
Pent are not found in Josh. It is singular, if the
Prophets \\'erc before the Law, that in the Law
there should be archaisms which are not found in the
Prophets. From the way the Divine names are

interchanged, as we saw, sometimes 'Elolum in the
Sam represents YUWII in the MT, sometimes
vice ver.sa, it becomes obviously impossible to lay
any stress on this. This conclusion is confirmed by
the yet greater frequcMicy wdth which this inter-

change occurs in the LXX. The result of investi-

gation of the Sam Pent is to throw very consider-
able doubt on the validity of the critical opinions
as to the date, origin and structure of the Pent.

V. Targums and Chronicle.—As above noted, there
are two Tt<s or inlcrpri'talions of tlie Sam Pent, an Ara-
maic and an Arabic. The Aram, i.s a dialect related to the
Western Aram., hi which the Jewish T{<s were written,
sometimes called dialdee. It has in it many straiif^o
words, some of which may be due to the langiuiKo of the
Assyr colonists, but many are the result of blunders of
copyists ignorant of the language. It is pretty close to
the original and is little given to paraphrase. Much the
same may bo said of the Arab. Tg. It Is usually at trib-
tited to Abu Said of the lUthcent., but accordiiig to Dr.
Cowley only revised by him from the Tg of Abulhassan
of the 11th cent. There is reference occasionall.v in the
Fathers to a Samarilikon which has been taken to mean
a CiV version. No indubitable quotations from it sur-
vive—what seem to be so being ri-ally tr^ of the text of
the Sam recension. There is in Arab, a wordy chronicle
called "The Book of Joshua." It has been edited by
JuynboU. It may be dated in (he 13th cent. More
recently a " Book of Joshua " in ITcb and written in Sam
characters was alleged to be discovered. It is, however,
a manifest forgery ; the characters in which it is written
are very late. It is partly borrowed from the canonical
Josh, and partly from the older Sam Book of Joshua
with fabulous additions. The Chronicle of Abulfatah
is a tolerably accurate account of the history of the
Samaritans after Alexander the Great to the 4th cent.
AD.

Literature.—The text in the Sam script is fotind in
the polyglots—Paris and London. Walton's text in the
London Polijulol is transcribed in square characters by
Blayney, Oxfoixl, 1790. The Kng. works of importance
of recent times are Mills, Nablus and tlic Samaritans,
London, 1S{)4; Nutt, Fragments of a Sam T<i, Lon-
don, 1874; MontgoiiKiry, The Samaritans, Philadelphia,
1907 (this has a very full bibliograi)liy which in-
cludes articles in periodicals) ; Iverach Munro, The
Sam Pent and Modern Criticism, 1911, London. In
Germany, Gesenlus' dissertation, De Pcntateuchi Samari-
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tnni ori'ii ii.r, etc, .Tenia, 1S15, lias not (iuit(! lost its value;
Kohtl, /)r Penlalcurho Samariiaiu), Leipzif^, 1S()."); I'eter-
llianil, Virsuch eiitir hcbr. For>ncntr)irc iiarh dir A ussprdclir
ili-r hiutiticii Samiirilnncr . Leipzif^, ISdS. There are be-
si(k's arts, on this in the various Bib. I)ie1s. and lOncs.
In the iiunieroiis reliKioiis and lheoloKi<'al periodicals
there have; been arts, on the Sam Tent of varying worth.
The Arani. T^ has l)een transcribed in s<iuare characters
and edited by Briill (Frankfort, 1S7.")).

J. Yj. II. Thomson
PENTECOST, i)(-ii'tc-k().st: As the name indi-

catc^s {jevT7]K0(XTr}, ])('ut(:koslt'), this sccoiid of the
great Jewi.sh national festivals was

1. In the observed on tli(> 50th day, or 7 weeks,
OT from the Paschal Feast, and therefon^

in the OT it was called "the feast
of weeks." It is but once mentioned in the his-

torical books of the_ OT (2 Ch 8 12.13), from
which reference it is plahi, however, that tlu^

people of Israel, in Solomon's day, were perfectly
familiar with it: "offerhig acconling to the com-
mandment of Moses, on the sabbatlis, and on the
new moons, and on the set feasts, three times
in the year, even in the feast of unleavened br(>ad,

and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of
tal)ernacles." The requirements of tlu; three great
festivals were then well understood ut this time,
and their authority was founded in the Mosaic
Law and unquestioned. The festival and its

ritual were minutely described in this Law. Every
male in Israel was on that day required to aiip<>ar

before the Lord at the sanctuary {Kx 34 22.23).
It was the first of the two agrarian fcst ivals of Israel
and signifi(Ml the com))le1ion of tlie barlev-harvest
(Lev_23 1.-).16; Dt_ 16 9.10), which had begun at
the time of the waving of the first ripe ahcid of the
first-fruits (Lev 23 11). Pentecost, or the Feast
of Weeks, therefore fell on the 50th day after this

occurrence. The wheat was then also nearly every-
where harvested (Ex 23 10; 34 22; Nu 28 20),
and the general character of the festival was that
of a harvest-home celebration. The day was ob-
served as a Sabbath day, all lal)or was suspended,
and the people ajipeare^d before; Jeh to (>xpres8 their
gratitude (Lev 23 21; Nu 28 20). The central
feature of the day was the presentation of two loaves
of leavened, salted bread unto the Lord (Lev 23
17.20; Ex 34 22; Xu 28 20; Dt 16 10). The
size of each loaf was fixed by law. It must contain
the tenth of an cphah, about three quarts and a
half, of the finest wheat flour of the new harvest
(Lev 23_ 17). Later J(>wish writers are very
minute in their tlescrii)tion of the preparation of
these two loaves (Jos, Ant, III, x, 6). Acconling
to the Mish (M^nahuth, xi.4), the length of the loaf
was 7 handbreadths, its width 4, its depth 7 fingers.

L(^v 23 18 describes the additional sacrifices re-
quired on this occasion. It was a festival of good
cheer, a day of joy. Free-will offerings were to be
made to the Lord (Dt 16 10), and it was to be
marked by a liberal spirit toward the L(n'it(>, the
stranger, and orphans and widows (Dt 16 11.14).
Perhaps the command against gleaning harvest-
fields has a bearing on this custom (Lev 23 22).

The OT does not give it the historical significance
which lat(>r Jewish writers have ascTibed to it.

The Israelites were admonished to remember their
bondage on that day and to rcjconsecratc themselves
to the Lord (Dt 16 12), but it does not yet com-
memorate the giving of the Law at Sinai orthe birth
of the national existence, in the OT conception
(Ex 19). Philo, Jos, and the earlier Talm are all

ignorant of this new meaning w'hich was given
to the day in later Jewish history. It originated
with the great Jewish rabbi Maimonides and has
been copied by Christian WTiters. And thus a
view of th(! Jewish Pentecost has been originated,
which is wholly foreign to the scope of the ancient
institution.

Th(> old Jewish festival obtained a new signifi-

cance, for the Christian church, by the })romi.sed

otitpom-ing of the Holy Spirit (Jn 16
2. In the 7.13). The incidents of that memor-
NT al)le day, in the history of Christianity,

ar(; told in a marvelously vivid and dra-
matic way in the Acts of the Apostles. The old ren-
dering of muii plin-oHHtJidi (Acts 2 1) by "was fully
come" was taken by Lightfoot {II or. Jb-h.) to signify
that the Christian Pentecost did not coincide with
the.Jewish, just as Christ's last meal with His dis-
ci[)les was considered not to have coincided with the
Jewish Pas.sover, on Nisan 14. The bearing of the
one on the other is obvious; they stand an<l fall

together. RV translates the obnoxious word simi)ly
"was now come." Meyer, in his commentary on tlie

Acts, treats this question at length. The tradition
of the ancient chtn-ch placed the first Christian
Pentecost on a Stmday. According to John, the
Pas.sover that year occurred on I'ridav, Nisan 14
(18 28). But according to Mt, Mk and Lk, the
Passover that year occurred on Thtn-sday, X'isan

14, and hence_ Pentecost fell on Sattirday. Th<>
Karaites exjilained the shnbhdth of Lev 23 15 as
pointing to the Sabbath of the paschal week and
therefore always c(>lebrated Pentecost on Sunday.
But it is V(>ry uncertain whether the eu.stom existed
in Christ's day, and moreover it would be impossible
to prove that the discii)les followed this custom, if

it could be proved to have existed. Meyer follows
the Johannic reckoning and openly states that the
other evangc^lists made a mistake in their reckoning.
X"o offhand decision is possible, and it is btit candid
to admit that here we are confronted with one of the
knottiest problems in the harmonizing of the Gos-
pels. See Chronology of the X"T.

The occurn^nces of the first pentecostal day after
the resurrection of Christ set it apart as a Christian
festival and invested it, together with the com-
memoration of the resurrection, with a new mean-
ing, y^'a will not enter here upon a discussion of
the significance of the events of the pentecostal
day described in Acts 2. That is discus.sed in

the article under ToNOfEs (q.v.). The Lutherans,
in their endeavor to prove the inherent power of the
Word, claim that "the effects then exhibited were
due to the Divine power inherent in the words of
Christ; and that they had resisted that pow(>r tip

to the day of Pentecost and then yielded to its in-

fluence." This is well described as "an incredible
hypothesis" (Hodge, Systematic Theol, III, 484).
The Holy Spirit descended in answ(>r to the explicit

promise of the glorified Lord, and the disciples had
been prayerfully waiting for its fulfilment (Acts 1

4.14). The SjMrit came uy)on thc^m as "a power from
on high." God the Holy Spirit proved on Pente-
cost Ilis personal existence, and the intellects, the
hearts, the lives of the apostles were on that day
miratailously changed. By that day they were
fitted for the arduous work that lay before them.
There is some difference of opinion as to what is

the significance of Pentecost for the church as an
in.stittition. The almost universal oi^inion among
theologians and exegetes is this: that Pentecost
marks tJie founding of the Christian church as an
institution. This day is said to mark the dividing
line between the ministry of the Lord and the min-
istry of the Sj)irit. The later Dutch theologians
have advanced the idea that the origin of the church,
as an institution, is to be found in the establish-
ment of the apostolate, in the selection of the
Twelve. Dr. A. Kuyper holds that the church as

an institution was founded when the Master se-

lected the Twelve, and that these men were "quali-
fied for their calling by the power of the Holy
Spirit." He distinguishes between the institution

and the constitution of the church. Dr. H. Bavinck
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says: "Christ gathers a church about Himself, rules

it directly so long as He is on tiie earth, and appoints

twelve apostles who later on will be His witnesses.

The institution of the apostolate is an esp. strong
proof of the institutionary character which Christ

gave to His church on the earth" {Geref. Dogni., TV,

64).

Whatever we may think of this matter, the fact

remains that Pentecost comjiletely changed the
apostles, and that the endu(>ment with the Holy
S]:»irit enabled them to become witnesses of the
resurrection of Christ as the; fundamental fact in

historic Christianity, and to extend the church
according to Christ's commandment. Jerome has
an esp. elegant passage in which P(uitecost is com-
pared with the bc^ginning of tlu; Jewish national life

on Alt. Sinai (Ad Tabiol, § 7): "There is Sinai,

here Sion; there the trembling mountain, here the
trembling house; there the flaming mountain, here
the flaming tongues; there the noisy thunderings,
here the sounds of many tongues; th(>re the clangor
of the ramsliorn, here the notes of the gos])el-

trumpet." This vivid passage shows the close

analogy between the Jewish and Christian Pentecost.

In the post-apostolic Christian church Pent(H;ost

belonged to the so-called "Semestre Domini," as
distinct from the "Semestre Ecclesiae,"

3. Later the church festivals properly so called.

Christian As yet there was no trace of Christmas,
Observance which began to ajijiear about 300 AD.

Easter, the beginning of the ])ente-

costal period, closed the "Quadragesima," or

"Lent," the entire period of which had been marked
by self-denial and humiliation. On the contrary,

the entire pentecostal period, the so-called "Quin-
quagesima," was marked by joyfulness, daily com-
munion, absence of fasts, standing in prayer, etc.

Ascension Day, the 40th day of the period, ushered
in the climax of this joyfiUness, which biu'st forth
in its fullest volume on Pentecost. It was highly
est(>eme(l by tlui Fathers. Chrysostom calls it "the
metropolis of the festivals" {I)e Pentcc, Hom. ii);

Gregory of Nazianzen calls it "the day of the
Si)irit" (De Pcnlec, Orat. 44). All the Fathers
sound its praises. For they fully understood, with
the church of the ages, that on that day the dis-

ptnisation of the Spirit was beguii, a dispensation
of greater privileges and of a broader horizon and of

greater power than had hitherto been vouchsafed
to the church of the living God. The festival

"Octaves," which, in accordance with the Jewish
custom, devoted a whole week to the celebration
of the festival, from the 8th cent., gave place to a
two days' festival, a custom still preserved by the
Roman church and such Protestant bodies as follow

the ecclesiastical year. The hal)it of drc^ssing in

white and of se(!king baptism on Pentecost gave; it

the name "Whitsunday," by which it is popularly
known all over the world. Henuy E. Doskek

PENUEL, pr^-nu'el, pen'u-el. See Peniel.

PENURY, pen'fi-ri (liorT)? , ?)mhsdr): In Prov
14 23, with sense of "poverty," "want": "The talk

of the lips tendeth only to penury." In the NT
the won! in Lk 21 4 (vaTipri/jLa, IniHteri'mn) is in

RV tr'' "want" (of the widow's mites).

PEOPLE, ])r''p'l: In EV rejjresetits something
over a dozen Heb and Gr words. Of these, in the
OT, Cy, ''am, is overwhelmingly the most common
(some 2,000 t), with 01K5, V' dm, and "'"Ii*, goy, next

in order; but the various Heb words are used with
very little or no difference in force (e.g. Prov 14
28; but, on tin; other hand, in Ps 44 contrast vs
12 and 14). Of the changes introduced by RV the

only on(> of significance (cited explicitly in the Pref-

ace to ERV) is the frequent us(> of tlie pi. "i)eo])les"

(strangely avoided in AV exc(>pt Rev 10 1
1 ; 17

15), where other naticms than Israel arc in (luestion.

So, for instance, in Ps 67 4; Lsa 55 4; 60 2, with
the contrast marked in Ps 33 10 and_12; Ps 77
14 and 15, etc. In the NT, Xdos, Idos, is the most
common word, with ox>^os, ocJdns, used almost as
often in AV. Bvit in RV the latter word is almost
alwavs rendered "multitude," "people" l)eing

retained only in Lk 7 12; Acts 11 24.20; 19 20,

and in the fixed phrase "the common people" (6

7roX!>s ox^os, ho polus ochlos) in Mk 12 37; Jn 12
9.12 m (the retention of "people" would have be(>n

better in Jn 11 42, also), with "crowd" (Alt 9 23.

25; Acts 21 35). The only special use of "i)(H)ple"

that calls for attention is the phrase "peopU; of

the land." This may mean sim])ly "inhabhants,"
as Ezk 12 19; 33 2; 39 13; butJ in 2 K 11 14,

etc, and the jiarallel in 2 Ch, it means the peoi)lc

as contrasted with the king, while in Jer 1 18, etc,

and in Ezk 7 27; 22 29; 46 3.9, it means the com-
mon people as distinguished from the pri(\sts and the

aristocracy. A diffcn-ent usage is that for the hea-

then (Gen 23 7.12.13; Nu 14 9) or half-lu>ath(>n

(Ezr 9 1.2; 10 2.11; Neh 10 28-31) inhabitants

of Pal. From this last use, the phrase came to be
applied by some rabbis to even pure-blood(>d Jews,

if they neglected the observance of the rabbinic

traditions (cf Jn 7 49 A\). For "people of the

East" see Children of the East.
Burton Scott East^jn

PEOR, pe'or ("l^rsn, ha-p'or; 4>o-y«p, Phogor):

(1) A mountain in tiie land of Moab, the last of tin;

three heights to which Balaam was guided by Balak
in order that he might curse Israel (Nu 23 28).

It is placed by Onnm on the way between Livias

and Heshbon, 7 Rom mil(>s from the latter. Buhl
would identify it with Jchii d-Mashnkkar, on which
are the ruins of an old town, between Wddy A'ljun

Milsa and Wddy Ilesbdn.

(2) A town in the Judaean uplands added bv
LXX (*a7a.p, Phagor) to the list in Josh 15 9. It

may be ich'iitical with Khirhct FdgJiiir to the S. of

Bethlehem.
(3) Peor, in Nu 25 18; 31 16; Josh 22 17, is

a Divine name standing for "Baal-peor."

(4) In Gen 36 39, LXX reads Phogor for "Pau"
(MT), which in 1 Ch 1 50 appears as "Pai."

W. EwiNO
PERAEA, ]i(^-re'a (tJ Ilepaia, h<l Peruln, Hepatos,

Pcraios, IlepatTtis, Pcrdltrs): This is not a Scrip-

tural name, but the term used by Jos

1. The to denote the district to which the

Country rabbis habitually refer as "the land
beyond Jordan." This corresponds

to the Nl"' plu'ase pertin toil lorddnou (Alt 4 15;

19 1, etc). The boundaries of the provhice are

given by Jos {BJ, III, iii, 3). In length it reached
from Pella in the N. to Alachaerus in the S., and
in breadth from the Jordan on the W. to the

desert on the E. We may take it that the soutli(>rn

boundary was the Anion. The natural boundary
on the N. would be the great gorg(! of the Ynnndk.
Gadara, Jos tells us (BJ, IV, vii, 3, 6), was capita!

of the Peraea. But the famous city on the Yarinuk
was a member of the Deca])olis, and so could hardly
take that ])osition. Alore probably Jos referred

to a city the ruins of which are found at Jedtlr—
a reminiscence of the ancient name—not far from
es-Salt. The northern Gadara tlien holding the
land on the southern bank of the Yarmuk, tlie

north(>rn boundary of the Pera(>a would run, as

Jos says, fi'om Pella eastward. Vov the description

of the country thus indicated see Gilead, 2.

In the time of the Alaccabees the province was
mainly gentile, and Judas found it necessary to
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roinovc to Judaea the scattered handful of Jews to

secure their saf(>ty (I Mac(^ 5 45). Possibly under
Ilyrcaiuis Jewish influence began to

2. History ])revail; and before the death of Jan-
naeus the whole country owned his

sway (//J7^, I, i, 297, 300). At the death of Ilerod
the Great it Ix^caine part of the tetrarchy of An-
tipas {Ant, XVII, vii, 1). The tetrarch built a
city on the site of the ancient B(>th-liaram (Josh
13 27) aTid called it Julias in honor of the emperor's
wife (Aut, Xyni, ii, 1; Jlf, U, ix, 1). Ifere

Sinion made liis abortive rising (Ant, XVII, x, ti;

BJ, II, iv, 2). Claudius ])lac(Hl it under the gov-
ernment of Felix (BJ, II, xii, S). It was finally

added to the Rom dominions by Placidus {BJ, IV,
vii, 3-G). Under the Moslems it became part of

the province of Damascus.
Peraea, '"the land beyond Jordan," ranked along

with Judaea and Galilee as a ])rovince of the huid
of Israel. The peo])le wc-n; tnider the same laws
as regarded tithes, marriage and ]H-o])(>rty.

Peraea lay between two gentih; provinces on the
E., as iSamaria between two J(>wish i)rovinces on the
W. of the Jordan. The fords b(!low licisCm and
opposite Jericho afforded communication with
Galilee and Judaea respectively. Peraea thus
fornuMl a link connecting the Jewish provinces, so
that the {lilgrims from any part might go to Jcu'us

and return without Betting foot on gentile soil.

And, what was at least of equal importance, they
could avoid ])eril of hurt or indignity which the
Samaritans loved to inflict on J(>ws passing through
Samaria (Lk 9 52 f; Ant, XX, vi, 1; Vita, 52).

It seems jH'obable that Jesus was baptized within
the boundari(>s of th(> Peraea; and hither He came
from the turmoil of Jerus at the Feast of the Dedi-
cation (Jn 10 40). It was the scene of nnich quiet
and })rofitable intercourse with His disciples (Mt
19; Alk 10 1-31; Lk 18 15-30). These passages
are by many thought to refer to the i)eriod after
His retirement to I']phraim (Jn 11 54). It was
from P(>raea that lie; was summoned by the sisters

at Bethany (ver 3).

Peraea furnished in Niger one of the bravest men
who fought against the Romans {BJ, II, xx, 4;
IV. vi, 1). From Bethezob, a village of Peraea,
came Mary, whose story is one of the most appall-
ing among the terrible tales of the siege of Jerus
{BJ , VI, iii, 4). Jos mentions Peraea for the last
time {BJ, VI, v, 1), as echoing back the doleful
groans and outcries that accompanied the destruc-
tion of Jerus. W. Ewixg

PERAZIM, ])(>r'a-zim, pf^-ra'zim, MOUNT (""in
''¥"^2

, har-p'rdfuii) : "J(^h will rise up as in mount
Perazim" (Isa 28 21). It is usually considered to
be identical with Baal-perazim (q.v.), where
David obtained a victory over the Philis (2 S 5
20; 1 Ch 14 11).

PERDITION, per-dish'un (diruXeia, apoleia,
"ruin" or "loss," physical or eternal): The won!
"perdition" occurs in the Eng. Bible 8 t (Jn 17
12; Phil 1 28; 2 Thess 2 3; 1 Tim 6 9; He
10 39; 2 Pet 3 7; Rev 17 11.18). In each of
these cases it denotes the final state of ruin and
punishment which forms the opposite to salvation.
The vb. apolluein, from which the word is derived,
has two meanings: (1) to lose; (2) to destroy.
Both of these pass over to the noun, so that apoleia
comes to signify: (1) loss; (2) ruin, destruction.
The former occurs in Mt 26 8; Mk 14 4, the
latter in the passages cited above. Both meanings
had been adopted into the religious terminology of
the Scriptures as early as the LXX. "To be lost"
in the religious sense may mean "to be missing" and
"to be ruined." The former meaning attaches to

il in the teaching of Jesus, who compares the lost
sinner to the missing (!oin, the missing sheep, ancl
makes him the object of a seeking activitv (Mt 10
ti;^ 15 21; 18 11; Lk 15 4.().S.24.32;" 19 10).

"To be lost" here signifies to have become estranged
from God, to miss realizing the relations which man
normally sustains toward Ilim. It is ecjuivalent to
what is tlieologically called "s{)iritual death."
This conception of "loss" enters also into the de-
s(!ription of the cschatological fate of the sinner as
assigned in the judgment (Lk 9 24; 17 33), which
is a loss of life. The other meaning of "ruin" and
"destruction" describes the same thing from a
different point of view. Apoleia being the oi){)o-

site_ of soteria, and soleria in its technical usage de-
noting the reclaiming from death unto life, apoleia
also acciuires the spcM'ific sense of such ruin and
destruction as involvc^s an eternal lo.ss of life (Phil

1 28; He 10 39). Perdition in this latter sense
is e(}uivalent to what theology calls "eternal death."
When in Rev 17 8.11 it is predicated of "the
l)east," one of the forms of the world-{)ower, this

nnist be imderstood on the basis of the OT jiro-

phetic rei)re.s(>ntation according to which the com-
ing judgment deals with powers rather than
persons.

The Son of Perdition is a name given to Judas
(Jn 17 12) and to the Antic^hrist (2 Thess 2 3).

This is the well-know7i Heb idiom by which a person
typically embodying a certain trait or character or
destiny is called the son of that thing. The name
therefore represents Judas and the Antichrist (see

Max OF Sin) as most irrecoverably and completely
devoted to the final a /xlleia. Gkeuiiakdi'S Vo.s

PERES, pe'rez. See Mene.

PERESH, pe'resh {t")^
,

peresh, "dung"): Son
of Machir, grandson of Manasseh through his

Aramitish concubine (1 Ch 7 14.16).

PEREZ, pe'rez, PHAREZ, fa'rez (flE, pereg,

"breach"): One of the twins born to Judah by
Tamar, Zerah's brother (Gen 38 29.30). In AV
Mt 1 3 and Lk 3 33, he is called "Phares," the
name in 1 Esd 5 5. He is "Pharez" in AV G(>n
46 12; Nu 26 20.21; Ruth 4 12.18; 1 Ch 2 4.5;

4 1; 9 4. In AV and RV 1 Ch 27 3; Neh 11
4.6, he is "Perez." He is important through the
fact that by way of Ruth and Boaz and so through
Jesse and Davicl his genealogy comes upward to the
Saviour. The patronvmic "Pharzite" occurs in

Nu 26 20 AV.
Perezites (Nu 26 20, AV "Pharzites"). The

patronj'mic of the name Perez.

Henry Wallace
PEREZ-UZZA, pe-rez-uz'za. See Uzza.

PERFECT, pur'fekt, PERFECTION, per-fek'-

shun ("PTp, shdlem, C^ISP , tamlni; xeXeios, tcleios,

TeXeioTT^s, teleidtcs): "Perfect" in the
1. In the OT is the tr of shdlem, "finished,"
OT "whole," "complete," used (except

in Dt 25 15, "perfect weight") of
persons, e.g. a "perfect heart," i.e. wholly or com-
pletely devoted to Jeh (1 K 8 61, etc; 1 Ch 12
3S; Isa 38 3, etc); tdmlm, "complete," "perfect,"
"sound or unblemishetl," is al.so used of persons and
of God, His way, and law ("Noah was a just man
and perfect," RVm "blameless" [Gen 6 9]; "As
for God, his way is perfect" [Ps 18 30]; "The law
of Jeh is perfect" [Ps 19 7], etc) ; tdm, with the same
meaning, occurs only in Job, except twice in Pss
(Job 1 1.8; 2 3, etc; Ps 37 37; 64 4); kdlU,
"complete," and various other words are tr<^ "per-
fect."
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Perfection is tlie tr of various words so trd onco only:
kdlll (Lam 2 15); mikhlai, "completeness" (Ps 50 2);
minlch, "possession" (Job 15 2'.», AV "neitlicr shall he
prolong the perfection thereof upon the earth," AFiV^
"neither shall their possessions be extended on the
earth," m "their produce bend to the earth"; ERV
reverses this text and m); tikhldh, "completeness,"
or "perfection" (Ps 119 96); takhllth (twice), "end,"
"completeness" (Job 11 7, "Canst thou find out the
Almighty unto perfection?" 28 3, "searcheth out all

perfection," AV, RV "to the furthest bound"; cf 26 10,

RV "unto the confines of light and darkness"); totn,

"perfect," "completeness" (Isa 47 9, AV "They shall
come upon thee in their perfection," RV "in their full

measure"). RVm gives the meaning of "the Urim
and the Thummim" (Ex 28 30, etc) as "the Lights and
the Perfections."

In the NT "perfect" is usually the tr of teleios,

primarily, "having reac^hed the end," "term,"
"limit," hence "complete," "full,"

2. In the "perf(;ct" (Mt 5 48, "Ye therefore

NT shall be p(>rfect, as your heavenly
Father is perfect"; Mt 19 21, "if

thou wouldst be perfect^'; Eph 4 13, AV "till we
all come .... unto a perfect man," RV "full-

grown"; Phil 3 15, "as many as are perfect,"

ARVm "full-grown"; 1 Cor 2 6; Col 1 28, "per-
fect in Christ"; 4 12; Jas 3 2 m, etc).

Other words are tvlciod, "to perfect," "to end," "com-
plete" (Lk 13 32, "The third day I am perfected," RVm
"end my course"; Jn 17 23, "perfected Into one";
2 Cor 12 9; Phil 3 12, KV "made perfect"; He 2 10,
etc); also epiteleo, "to bring through to an end" (2 Cor
7 1, "perfecting holiness in the fear of Clod"; Gal 3 3,

"Are ye now made perfect by the flesh ?" AV, RV "per-
fected in the flesh," m "Do ye now make an end in the
flesh?"); katartizo, "to make (luite ready," "to make
complete," is trd "perfect," "to perfect" (Mt 21 1<>,

"perfected praise"; Lk 6 40, "E^very one when he is per-
fected shall be as his teacher"; 1 Cor 1 10; 2 Cor 13
11, "be perfected"; 1 Thess 3 10; 1 Pet 5 10, RVm
"restore"); akribfis, "accurately," "diligently," is tr^

"perfect" (Lk 1 3, "having had perfect understanding,"
RV " having traced .... accurately"; Acts 18 20 AV,
RV "more accurately"). We have also drtios, "fitted,"
"perfected" (2 Tim 3 17, RV "complete") ; plerdd, "to
fill," "to make full" (Rev 3 2, ARV "perfected," ERV
"fulfilled"); katartismo.-i, "complete adjustment,"
"perfecting" (Eph 4 12, "for the perfecting of the
saints").

Perfection is the tr of katdrtisif<, " thorough adjustment,"
"fitness" (2 Cor 13 9, RV "perfecting"); of telddsis
(He 7 11); of teleidles (He 6 1, RVm "full growth");
it is tr<i " perfectness " (Col 3 14); "perfection" in Lk
8 14 is the tr of telesphorcd, "to bear on to completion
or perfection." In Apoc "perfect," "perfection," etc,
are for the most part the tr of words from trios, "the
end," e.g. Wisd 4 13; Ecclus 34 «; 44 17; 45 8,
sunteleia, " full end "

; 24 28; 50 11.

RV has "perfect" for "upright" (2 S 22 24.26 bis);

for "sound" (Ps 119 80); for "perform" (Phil 1 6);
for "undefiled" (Ps 119 1, m "upright in way"); for
"perfect peace, and at such a time" (Ezr 7 12),
"perfect and so forth"; for "He maketh my way per-
fect" (2 S 22 33), "He guideth the perfect in his way,"
m "or, 'setteth free.' According to another reading,
'guideth my wayinpc^rfectness' "

; "shall himself perfect,"
m. "restore," for "make you perfect" (1 Pet 5 10);
"perfecter" for "flnishi^" (He 12 2); "perfcsctly" is

omitted in RV (Mt 14 36); "s(>t your hope perfectly
on" for AV " hope to the end for" (1 Pet 1 13).

Perfection is the Christian ideal and aim, but
inasmuch as that which God has set before us is

infinite
—"Ye therefore shall be per-

3. The feet, as your heavenly Father is jjcr-

Christian feet" (Mt 5 48)—absolute perfection

Ideal must be forever beyond, not only any
human, but any finite, being; it is a

Divine ideal forever shining before us, calling us
upward, and making endless progression possible.

As noted above, the i)erfect man, in the OT phras(>,

was the man whose heart was truly or wholly de-
voted to God. Christian perfection must also

have its seat in such a heart, but it implies the whok;
conduct and the whole man, conformed thereto as

knowledge grows and opportunity arises, or might
be foimd. There may be, of course, a relative per-
fection, e.g. of the child as a child compared with
that of the man. The Christian ought to bo con-
tinually moving onward toward perfection, looking

to Him who is able to "make you ])crfect in (>very

good thing [or work] to do liis will, working in us
that which is well-pleasing in his sight, tlirough
Jesus Christ; to whom be the glory for ever and
ever. Amen" (He 13 21). W.^L. Walker

PERFORM, per-form' (Fr. parfournir, "to furnish
completely," "to complete," "finish entirely"):
In modern Eng., through a mistaken connection
with "form," "perform" usually suggests an act in

its continuity, while tlie word ])roperly should em-
phasize oidy the completion of the act. AV se(>ms
to have used the word in order to convey the ])roi)er

sense (cf Rom 15 28; 2 Cor 8 11; Phil 1 6,

where RV has respectively "accomplish," "com-
plete," "perfect"), but usually with so little justi-

fication in the Heb or Gr that "do" would have
represented the original even better. RV has
rarely changed the word in the; OT, and such changes
as have been made (Dt 23 23; Est 1 In, etc)

seem based on no particular principle. In the NT
the word has been kept only in Mt 5 33 and Rom
4 21, but in neither verse does the Gr accn-nt the
completion of the act, in the former case apodtddtni,
lit. "to give back," in the latter poied, "to make,"
"to do," being used.

Performance is found in AV Sir 19 20 (RV "do-
ing"); 2 Mace 11 17 (inserted needlessly and
omitted bv RV); Lk 1 45 (RV "fulfilment");
2 Cor 8 li (RV "completion").

Burton Scott Easton
PERFUME, pur'fum, jier-fum', PERFUMER

CnTJ]:?
, /C^orc^/i, TJp , katar, lit. "incense"): The

ancients were fond of sweet perfumes of all kinds
(Prov 27 y), and that characteristic is still esp.
true of the people of Bible lands. Perfumed oils

were rubbed on the body and feet. At a feast in
ancient Egypt a guest was anointed with scented
oils, and a sweet-smelling water lily was i^laced in

his hand or suspended on his forelunid. In their
religious worship the Egyptians were lavish with
their incense. Small pellets of dried mixed spices

and resins or resinous woods were burned in special

censers. In the preparation of bodies for burial,

perfumed oils and spices were used. Many Bib.
references indicate the widesi)read use of perfumes.
Cant 7 8 suggests that the breath was purj)Osely
scented; clothing as well as the body was perfumed
(Ps 45 8; Cant 3 6; 4 11); couches and beds
were sprinkled with savory scents (Prov 7 17);
ointments were used in the last rit(\s in honor of

the dead (2 Ch 16 14; Lk 24 1; Jn 19 39).
The writer has in his collection a lumj) of ])repared
spic;es anil resins taken from a tomb dating from the
1st or 2d cent. AD, which was a}j])arently fused and
run into the thoracic cavity, since an impression of

the ribs has been made on the perfume. Its odor
is similar to that of the incense used today, and it

perfvmies the whole case where it is kei)t. The
above collection also contains a small glass vial in

which is a bronze spoon firmly held in some solidi-

fied ointment, probably formerly perfumetl oil.

Perfumes were commonly kept in sealed alabaster
jars or cruses (Lk 7 38). Thousands of these
cruses have been unearthed in Pal and Syria.

Perfumes were mixed by persons skilled in the
art. In AV these are called "apothecaries" (np^"^,

rakkdh). The RV "perfumer" is probably a more
correct rendering, as the one who did the com-
]iounding was not an apothecary in the same sense
as is the person now so designated (Ex 30 25.35;
37 29; Eccl 10 1).

Today incense is used in connection with all

religious services of the oriental Christian churches.
Although there is no direct mention of the uses of

incense in the NT, such allusions as Paul's "a sac-
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rifice to (hxI for ;iti (nlorof a sweet siiiell"' (I'-pli 5 2;

Pliil 4 IS) would seem to indicale that it- was u.s(>(l

hy the early OlirisI iaii.s.

The (leliiiht. of the i)eopl(> ol' Syria in pleasiuil

odors is recorded in their Ht (-rat are. The aflar oi

roses (from Arab. '(7r, ''a s\ve(^t. odor") was a well-

known pro(hiet of I3a.niascus. Hie jiuest, in ;i

nuxleru Syrian home is noi lit(>rally anointed with

oil, but he is often given, soon after he (niters, a

bunch of aromatic herl)S or a sweet-smelling llower

to hold and snu^ll. During a considerabh" portion

of the y(^ar th(^ country air is laden with the odor of

aromatic lun-bs, such as mint and sage. The Arab.

])lirase for taking a walk is shnnm d-hawa', lit. ".smell

the air." Se(> Ixcensk; Oil; Oint.mext.
J.VMKS A. P.\TCH

PERFUME-MAKING. S(^e Craft.s, II, 14.

PERGA, pur'ga (IltpYTi, Perge) : An important

city of the anci(>nt province of Paniphylia, situated

on the river Cestris, 12 miles N.E. of

1. Location Attalia. According to Acts 13 13,

and History Paul, Barna})as and John Mark visited

the place on their first missionary

journey, an(i 2 years later, a(;cording to Acts 14

24.25, th(>y may have preached th(^re. Though
the water of the river Cestris has now been divert(Ml

to the fields for irrigating pur])os(>s, in ancient times

the str(>am was navigable, and small boats from the

sea might reach the city. It is uncertain how an-

cient Perga is; its walls, still standhig, seem to come
from the Seleucidan period or from the 3d c<;nt. BC.
It remained in the possession of the Seleucid kings

until 1S9 BC, wh(-n Rom influence became strong

in Asia Minor. A long series of coins, b('ginniiig in

the 2d cent. BC, continued until 286 AD, and upon
them P(>rga is mentioned as a metropolis. Though
the city was never a stronghold of Christianity, it

was the bishopric of Western Painphylia, and sev(^ral

of the early Christians were martyred there. Dur-
ing the 8th cent, under Byzantine rule the city de-

clined; in 1084 Attalia b(>canie the metropolis, and
Perga rapidly f(dl to decay. While Attalia was the

chief Gr and Christian city of Painphylia, P(>rga

was the seat of the local Asiatic goddess, who cor-

responded to Artemis or Diana of the Ephesians,

and was locally known as Leto, or the queen of

Perga. She is frcniuently r(>presented on the coins

as a huntress, with a bow in her hand, and with
sphinxes or stags at hcv side.

The ruins of Perga arc now called Murtana. The
walls, which are flanked with towers, show the city

to have been quadrangular in shape.

2. The Very broad streets, running through
Ruins the town, and intersecting each other,

divided the city into quarters. The
sides of the streets w(n-e covered with i)orticos, and
along their centers w(>re water channels in which a
stream was always flowing. Th(;y were cover(Hl

at short intervals by bridges. Upon the higher
ground was the acropolis, where the earli(>st city was
built, but in later times the city extended to tlie S.

of the hill, where one may see the greater part of the

ruins. On the acropolis is the platform of a large

structure with fragm(nits of several granite columns,
proliably repr(\senting the tem])le of the godd(\ss

Leto; oihers regard it as the ruin oi an early church.

At the base of the acropolis are the ruins of an im-
mense tlieater which s(>ated 13,000 peojile, the
agora, the baths and the stadium. Without the
walls many tombs are to be seen. E. J. I^anks

PERGAMOS, pur'ga-mos, or PERGAMUM,
pur'ga-mum (t) Ilep-yajios, he Pergnmos, or to Ilep-

yaiiov, to Perganion): Pergamos, to which the
ancient writers also gav(! the neuter form of the
name, was a city of Mysia of the ancient Rom

l)i-o\iiice of .\sia, in the Caicus valle\', .'> miles from
the riv(n-, and about L") miles from lliesca. 'I'h(>

(!aicus was na\'igal)l(! for small nat iv(!

1. History craft. Two of the tributaries of the
C'aicus wen; tin; Selinus and the

Kteios. The former of these rivers flowed through
the city; tin; latter ran along its walls. On
the liill ])etw('(>n these two streams the first city

stood, and there also stood the acropolis, tlu^ cliief

temples, and the theaters of the lat(>r city. The
( arly i)(>o})le of the town were descendants of (Ir

colonists, and as early as 420 BC they struck

coins of their own. Lysimachus, who possessed

the town, deposited there 9,000 talents of golil.

I'lion his d(>ath, Phil(^ta(^rus (283-2()3 BC) used
this wealth to found the independent Gr dynasty
of the Attalid kings. The first of this dvnastv to

b(!ar the title of king was Attains I (241-107 BC),
a lu^plunv of Philetaerus, and not only did he adorn
the city with beautiful buildings until it became
the most wonderful city of the East, but he added
to his kingdom the countri(^s of Alysia, Lydia,

Caria, Painphylia and Phrygia. Eumenes II (107-

159 BC) was the most illustrious king of the

dynasty, and during his reign the city reached

its gn^atest height. Art and literature were en-

couraged, and in the city was a lil)rary of 200,000

volumes which later Antony gave to Cleojiatra.

"The l)ooks w(>re of parchment which was hero

first used; hence the word "parchment," wliich is

derived from the name of the town P. Of the

structures which adorned the city, the most re-

nowned was the altar of Zeus, which was 40
ft. in height, and also one of the wonders of the

ancient world. Wh(>n in 133 BC Attains III, the

last king of the dynasty, died, he gave his kingdom
to the Rom government. His son, Aristonicus,

however, attempted to seize it for him.self, i)ut in

129 he was defeated, and the Rom jirovince of Asia

was formed, and P. was made its cai^ital. The
term Asia, as here employed, should not be confused

with the contin(>iit of Asia, nor with Asia Minor.

It applied simply to that part of Asia Minor which
was then in the possession of the Romans, and
formed into the province of which P. was the capi-

tal. I^pon tlie establishm(>nt of the province of

Asia tliere I)egan a new series of coins struck at P.,

which continu(>d into the 3d cent. AD. The mag-
nific(mce of the city continued.

There were beautiful temples to the four great

gods Zeus, Dionysus, Athena and Asklepios. 1\)

the tem])le of the latter, invalids from
2. Religions all parts of Asia flock(xl, and there,

while th(>y were sleeping in th(^ court,

the god reveah^d to the priests and plu'sicians by
means of dreams tlie remedies whicli wei-e necessary

to heal their maladi(^s. Thus opi)ortunities of de-

ception were numerous. There was a school of

medicine in connection with the temple. P. was
chiefly a r(>ligious c(niter of the province. _A title

whicli it bore was "Tlirice Neokoros," meaning that

in the city 3 t(>mples had been built to tlie Rom
emperors, in which the emperors were worshii)i)ed

as gods. Smyrna, a rival city, was a commercial
center, and as it increased in w(>alth, it gradually

became the political c(>nt(^r. Lat(>r, when it became
the capital, P. remained the religious center. As
in many of the towns of Asia Minor, there were at

P. many Jews, and in 130 BC the p(>ople of the city

passed a decn^e in their favor.
_
Many of tlie Jews

were more or less assimilated with the Greeks, even

to the extcnit of bearing Gr nam(^s.

Christianity reaclu'd P. early, for there one of the

Seven Churches of the Book of Rev stood, and
there, according to Rev 2 13, Antipas was mar-
tyred; he was the first Christian to be put to

death by the Rom state. I'he same passage speaks
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of B. as tlie plaro "whore Satan's tlironn is,"

l)rohaI)ly referring to the tenipl(>s in which 1h(^ Rom
emperors were worshipped. Durinji;

3. Chris- the Byzantine times P. still continued
tianity as a religious c(>nter, for there a bishop

lived. However, the town fell into

the hands of the Seljuks in 1304, and in 1336 it was
taken by Suleiman, the son of Orkhan, and became
Turkish.

The modern name of the town, which is of con-
siderable size, possessing 15 mosques, is Bergama,
the Turkish corruption of the ancient name. One
of its mosques is the early Byzantine church of St.

Sophia. The modern town is built among the ruins

of the ancient city, but is far less in extent. From
1879 to 1S86 excavations among the ruins were
conducted by Herr Humann at the expense of the
German government. Among th«>m are still to be
seen the base of the altar of Zcnis, the friezes of

which are now in the Pergamon Museum, Berlin;

the theater, the agora, the gymnasium and several

temples. In ancient times the city was noted for

its ointments, pottery and parchment; at present
the chief articles of trade are cotton, wool, opiuTn,

valonia, and leather. E. J. Banks

PERIDA, pft-ri'da (i<"'^"lS
,

p'ridha', "recluse"):

A family of "Solomon's servants" (Neh 7 57). In
Ezr 2 55, a difference in the Heb sf)elling gives
"Peruda" for the same person, who is also the
"Pharida" of 1 Esd 5 33.

PERIZZITE, per'i-zlt, pe-riz'It C^-IIS
,

p'rizzi;

<i)€p£5aios, Pherezaios): Signifies "a villager," and
so corresponds with the Egyp fellah. Hence the
Perizzite is not included among the sons of Canaan
in Gen 10, and is also coupled with the Canaanite
(Gen 13 7; 34 30; Jgs 14). We hear, accord-
ingly, of Canaanites and P(>rizzites at Shechem
(Gen 34 30), at Bezek in Judah (Jgs 1 4) and,
according to the reading of LNX, at Gezer (Josh
16 10). In Dt 3 5 and 1 S 6 IS, where AV has
"unwalled towns" and "country villages," LXX
has "Perizzite," the lit. tr of the Heb being "cities

of the Perizzite" or "villager" and "village of the
Perizzite." The same expression occurs in Est 9
19, wh(;re it is used of the Jews in Elam. In Josh
17 15.18, where the Manassites are instruct(>d to

take possession of the forest lantl of Carmel, "Periz-
zites and Rephaim" are given as the equivalent of

"Canaanite." A. H. Sayce

PERJURY, pur'ja-ri. See Crimes; Oath; Pun-
ishments.

PERPETUAL, i)er-pet'!i-al, PERPETUALLY,
per-pet'Q-al-i, PERPETUITY, pur-i)e-tu'i-ti (Sbl!?

,

^oldtn, n'22
, negah, I'^'CP, , tdmldh)

:

Perpetual is usually the tr of ''dldm, properly, "a
wrapping up" or "hiding," used often of time indefi-

nitely long, and of eternity when applied to God;
hence we have, "for perpetual generations" (Gen
9 12); "the priesthood by a perpetual statute" (Ex
29 9; cf 31 10; Lev 3 17; 24 9, etc); "placed
the sand for the bound of the sea, by a perpetual
decree, that it cannot pass it" (Jer 5 22, RVm "an
everlasting ordinance which it eaimot pass");
"sleep a perpetual sleep" (Jer 51 39.57); "Moab
shall be ... . a perpetual desolation" (Zeph 2 9),

etc; negah, "preeminence," "perpetuity," "eternity"

(often tr'' "for ever," Ps 9 6), is tr'* "perpetual"
(Ps 74 3; Jer 15 18); naqah (part.) (Jer 8 5);

tdmldh, "continuance," generally rendered "con-
tinually," but sometimes "perpetual" or "perpetu-

ally" (Ex 30 8; Lev 6 20).

Perpetually is the rctuicrinK of 'ndh. i)roperly "jjron-
rcss," "dunuion," htuu-e lon^ or indofinito time, eter-
nity (usually in AV rendered "for ever"), in Am 1 11,
"His anger did tear perpetually"; and of k-ol ha-yamim,
"all the days" (I K 9 3; 2 V\\ 7 Iti, "my heart shall
be there perpetually"; cf Mt 28 20, pdsas ids hemeras,
lit. "all the days").

Perpetuity occurs in RV of Lev 25 23.30, "The land
shall not be sold in perpetuity," "The house .... shall
be made sure in perpetuity."

Perpetual is frequent in Apoc, most often as the tr of
aibnios and kindred words, e.g. Jth 13 20, "a perpetual
praise"; Wisd 10 14, " perpetual glory," KV "eternal"

;

Ecchis 11 33, "a perpetual blot," KV "blame for ever";
1 Mace 6 44, "a perpetual name," RV^ "everlasting";
aenaos, "ever-flowing," occurs in Wisd 11 G (so RV);
eiidclechfs, "constant" (Ecclus 41 0, "perpetual re-
proach").

For "perpetual" (.Icr 50 5; Hab 3 6) RV has "ever-
lasting"; for "the old hatred" (Kzk 25 15), "perpetual
enmity"; for "perpetual desolation" (.Jer 25 12), "deso-
late for ever," m "Heb 'everlasting desolations." "

W. L. Walker
PERSECUTION, pur-se-ku'shun (810)7,165, dUlg-

mo.s [Alt 13 21; Mk 4 17; 10 30; Acts 8 1 ; 13 50;
Rom 8 35; 2 Cor 12 10; 2 Thess 1 4; 2 Tim 3
11]):

1. Persecution in OT Times
2. Between the Testaments
3. Foretold by Christ
4. A Test of Discipk-ship
5. A Means of Blessing
6. Various Forms
7. In the Case of Jesus
8. Instigated by the Jews
9. Stephen

10. The Apostles James and Peter
11. Gentile Persecution

(Christianity at First Not a Forbidden Riligion
12. The Neronic Pers(H'ution

(1) Testimony 01 Tacitus
(2) Reference in 1 Pet
(3) Tacitus' Narrative
(4) NT References

13. Persecution in Asia
14. Rome as Persecutor
15. Testimony of Phny, 112 AD
16. 2d and 3d Centuries
17. Best Emperors the Most Cruel Persecutors
18. Causes of Persecution
19. 200 Years of Persecution
20. Persecution in the Army
21. Tertullian's Apology
22. "The Third Race"
23. Hatred against Christians
24. The Decian Persecution
2.5. Libflli
2(). The Edict of Milan
27. Results of Persecution

The importance of this subject may be indicated
by the fact of the frequency of its occnirrence, both
in the OT and NT, wdiere in AV the words "per-
secute," "persecuted," "persecuting" are found
no fewer than 53 t, "persecution" 14 t, and "per-
secutor" 9 t.

It must not be thought that persecution existed

only in NT times. In the days of the OT it existed

too. In what Jesus said to th(! Phari-
1. Perse- sees, He specially referred to the inno-
cution in cent blood which had been shed in

OT Times those times, and told them that they
were showing themselves heirs—to use

a legal phrase—to their fathers who had persecuted
the righteous, "from the blood of Abel the righteous
unto the blood of Zachariah" (Mt 23 35).

In the period between the close of the OT and
the coming of Christ, there was much and protracted

suffering endured by the Jews, because
2. Between of their refusal to embrace idolatry,
the Testa- and of their fidelity to the Mosaic Law
ments and the worship of God. During that

time there were many patriots who
were true martyrs, and those heroes of faith, the
Maccabees, were among those who "know their God
.... and do exploits" (Dnl 11 32). 'We have no
ne(>d of human help,' said Jonathan the Jewish high
])riest, 'having for our comfort the sacred Scriptures
which are in our hands' (1 Mace 12 9).

In th(! Ep. to the He, persecution in the days of

the OT is summed up in these words: "Others had
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trial of iHockiiiK-s and scoursiiis^i, yea, nioroovrr

of bonds and ini]irisonin('nt: they were stoiu-d, they

wore sawn asunder, they were tenii)ted, they were

shiin with tli(! sword: iliey went al)out in shcM'p-

skins, in goatskins; being (h'siitut(>, afHicte<l, ill-

treated (of whom the world was not worthy)" (Ih^

11 3G-3S).
Coming now to NT times, p(>rsecution was

fr(>quently foretold by Christ, as certain to come to

those wiio were His true (liscii)l(>s and

3. Foretold followers. He forewa.rned them again

by Christ and again that it was inevitable. Ur
said that H(> Himself nuist suffer it

(Mt 16 21; 17 22.23; Mk 8 31).

It would 1)0 a test of true discii)leship. In the

parable of the Sower, He mc-ntions this as oiv(^ of t lu;

causes of defecticm among those who
4. A Test are Christians in outwartl api)earanco

of Disciple- only. When affliction or ])erse('ution

ship ariseth for the word's .sake, inunedi-

ately the stonv-ground hearers are

ofTende<l (Mk 4 17).

It would be a sure meaiis of gaining a blessing,

whenever it came to His loyal follow(-rs when tluy

were in the way of well-doing; and He
5. A Means thus s])(>aks of it in two of tli(> iieati-

of Blessing tudes, "Blessed are they that have been
])ersecuted for right(M)usness' sake: for

theirs is the kingdom of heaven"; ''Bles.sed are ye

when men shall reproach vou, and persecute you
.... for my sake" (Alt 5 10.11; see also ver 12).

It would take diff(>r(>nt forms, ranging through

every possible variety, from false accusation to the

infliction of death, beyond wliich. He
6. Various pointetl out (Mt 10 28; Lk 12 4),

Forms jiersecutors are unable to go. Tlu;

methotls of ])(>r.secuti()n which were

employed by the Jews, and also by tlio heatluni

against the followers of Christ, were such as these:

(1) Alen would revile th(>m and would say all man-
n<>r of evil against them falsely, for Christ.'s sake

(Alt 5 11). (2) Contempt and disparagement:

"Say w(! not well that thou art a Samaritan, and
ha.st a demon?" (Jn 8 48); "If they havc^ called

the master of the house Beelzebub, how much more
them of his household!" (Mt 10 2.")). (3) Being,

solely on account of tlunr loyalty to Christ, forcibly

separated from the company and the society of

oth(>rs, and expc^lled from the synagogu(-s or other

assemblies for the worship of (iod: "BIc^ssckI are

ye, wh(>n men shall hate you, and when th(>y sliall

separate you from th(>ir company, and rejiroach

you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son of

man's sake" (Lk 6 22); "They shall i)ut you out

of the synagogues" (Jn 16 2). (4)_ Ill(>gal arrest

and s]M)liatiou of goods, and death itself.

All these various methods, used by the perse-

cutor, were fort'told, and till came to pass. It was
the fear of apprehension and death that led the

eleven disciples to forsake Jesus in Gethsemane
and to flee for their lives. Jesus often forewarned
them of the sev(Tity of the persecution which they

would need to (>ncount(^r if they were^ loyal to Him:
"The hour cometh, that whosoever kill(>th you shall

think that he otTereth servic(> unto God" (Jn 16 2);
"1 send unto you prophets .... some of them
shall ye kill ancl crucify; and some of them shall ye
scourge in your svnagogues, and i)ersecutc from
city to city" (Alt i23 34).

In the case of Christ Hims(4f, persecution

took the form of attempts to entrap Him in

His speech (Alt 22 15); the question-

7. In the ing of His authority (Alk 11 28);

Case of illegal arrest; the heaping of every

Jesus insult upon Him as a prisoner; false

accusation; and a violent and most
cruel death.

.After Our Lord's resurrection the first attacks

against His dis(uples came from the high ]:)riest and
his party. The high-priesthood was

8. Insti- then in the hands of the Sadduce(\s,

gated by and erne nvison which moved them to

the Jews take action of this kind was their 'sore

trouble,' because the aiMjstles "i)ro-

claimed in Jesus the resurrection from tlu^ dead"

(.Vets 4 2; 5 17). The gosi)el based ni)on the

resurrection of Christ was evidence of the untruth

of th(> chief doctrines held by the Sadducees, for

t hey held t hat t here; is no resurrection. But instead

of yielding to the evidence of the fact that the resur-

re('tion h;ul taken ])lac(>, they opposed and denienl

it, and ixn'secuted His discijjles. For a, time the

Pharisees wen; more moderat(i in their attitude

toward Uw Christian faith, as is shown in the case

of Gamaliel (Acts 5 34) ; and on one occasion th(>y

were willing evcni to defend the ajjosth; Paul (A(;ts

23 9) on the doctrine of the resurrection. But
gradually the whole of the Jewish peoi)l(! I^ecame

bitter persecutors of the Christians. Thus in the

earliest of the Pauline Epp., it is said, "Ye also

suffered the same things of your own countrymen,

(>ven as they [in Jxidaea] did of the Jews; who both

killed the Lord Jesus and the ])ro])hets, and dnjve

out us, and please not God, and are contrary to all

men" (1 Thess 2 14.15).

S(»riou3 j)ersecution of the Christian church began

with the case of Stephen (Acts 7 1-00); and hia

lawless execution was followed by "a

9. Stephen great persecution" directed against

the Christians in Jerus. This "great

]iersecution" (Acts 8 1) scattered the members of

the church, who fled in order to avoid bonds and
imprisonment and death. At this time Saul sig-

nalized himself by his gnnit activity, persecuting

"this AVay unto the death, binding and delivering

into prisons both men and women" (Acts 22 4).

By and by one of the apostles was put to tleath

—

the "first to suffer of "the glorious comi)any of the

apostles"—James the brother of John,

10. The who was slain with the sword by Herod
Apostles Agri])pa (Acts 12 2). Pet(>r also was
James and imprisontxl, and was delivered only

Peter by an angel (12 7-11).

During the ])eriod covered by the

Acts there was not much i)urely gentile i)ersecut ion:

at that time the jxTsecution suffercvl by the Chris-

tian church was chic^fly Jewish. There

11. Gentile w^cre, however, great dang(>rs and risks

Persecution encountered by the a})ostles and by
all who proclaimed the gospel then.

Thus, at Philippi, Paul and Silas were most cruelly

IxTsecuted (Acts 16 19-40); and, even before that

tinu>, Paul and Barnabas had sufTered nuich at

Ic<mium and at Lystra (Acts 14 5.19). On the

whole the Rom authorities were not actively hostile

during the greater ])art of Paul's lifetime. Gallio,

for instance, the d(>puty of Achaia, declined to go

into the charge brought by the Jews at Corinth

against Paul (Acts 18 14.15.16). And when Paul

had pkiaded in his own defence before King Herod
Agrii)pa and the Rom governor Festus, these two
judges were agreed in the opinion, "This man doeth

nothing worthy of death or of bonds" (Acts 26 31).

Indeed it is evident (see Ramsay, St. Paul the

Traveller and the Rom Citizen, 308) that the i)ur])ose

of Paul's trial being recorded at length in the Acts

is to establish the fact that the preat'hing of the

gospel was not forbidden by the laws of the; Rom
empire, but that Christianity was a religio licita, a

lawful religion.

Christiayiity, at first, not a forbidden rrligion.—This
legality of llie Christian faitli was illustrated and en-
forced by the fact that when I'aul's case was heard and
decided by the supreme court of appeal at Rome, lie was
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set free and resumed his missionary lal)()rs, as tliese are

recorded or referred to in the Pastoral Epp- "One
thing, liowever, is elear from a compai'ison of Phil -vvith

2 Tim. There had been in tlie interval a complete
chang(> in the policy toward Christianity of the Kom
government. Tliis changt> was due to tlie great fire

of Rome (Julv, 6-4). As part of the i)erseciition which
then broke out, orders -were given for tlu; imprisonment
of the Christian leaders. Poppaea, Tigellinus and their

Jewish friends were not lili:ely to forget the prisoner of

two years before. At the time .St. Paul was away from
Rome, but steps were instantly taken for his arrest.

The apostle was brought back to the city in the autumn
or winter of 64 That h(> had a trial at all, instead

of the summary punishment of his brethren, witnesses

to the importance attached l)y the government to a show
of legality in the persecution of the leader" (Workman,
Persecution in the Early Church, 38). See Pastoual
Epistles; Paul the Apostle.

Tlio legal decisions %Yhieh were favorable to the

Chrisliaii faith were soon overt timed on the occa-

sion of the great fire in Home, which
12. The occm-red in July, G4. The public

Neronic feelhigof resentment broke out against

Persecution the emperor to such a degree that, to

avoid the stigma, just or unjust, of

being himself guilty of setting the city on fire, he

made the Christians the scapegoats which he

thought he needed. Tacitus (Annuls xv.44) relat(;s

all that occtu-red at that time, and what he says is

most interesting, as being one of the very earliest

notices fotmd hi any ])rofane author, both of the

Christian faith, and of Christ Himself.

(1) TeMimomi of Tacitus.—What Tacitus says is that
nothing that Nero could do, eitlier in the way of gifts to

the populace or in that of sacrillce to th(! Rom deities,

could make thi; peo|)le believt^ that he was innocent of

causing the great lu-e which liad consumed t heir dwellings.
Hence to relieve himself of this infamy he falsely accused
the Christians of being guiUy of tlie crime of setting tlu^

city on fire. Tacitus uses th(5 strange expression "the
persons commonly called Christians who were hated for

their enormities." This is an instance of t he sa.\ing of

all manner of evil against them falsely, for Clirist's sake.

Th(^ Christians, whose lives were i)ure and virtuous and
bcnefk'ent, were spoken of as being the olLscouring of the
eart h. „

(2) References in 1 Pet.—The First Ep. of Peter is one
of the parts of the XT which seem to make direct refer-

ence to the Xeronic persecution, and he uses words; (1

I'et 4 12ff) which may be compared wit li the narrative
of Tacitus: "Beloved," think it not strange concerning
the fiery trial among you, which cometh uijon you to

prove you, as though a strange thing hai)pened unto
you: Init insomuch as y(! ar*^ jiartakers of Cln-ist's suffer-

ings, rejoice If ye are reproached for tlie name of
Clirist, blessed are ye;" because the Spirit of glory and
the Siiirit of Cod res"teth upon you. For let noiu^ of you
suffer as a murderer, or a thief, or an evil-dcu^r. or as a
meddler in other men's matters: but if a man suffer as a
Cliristian, let him not be ashamed; but let- him glorify

fiod in this name. For the time is come for judgment
to begin at the house of God Wherefore let th(>m
also that suffer according to the .vill of God commit their

souls in well-doing unto a faithful Creator."
(3) Tacitus' narratire.— How altogether apposite and

suitable was this comforting exhortation to the case of

thos(! who suffered in th(> Neronic jjcrsecution. The
description which Tacitus gives is as follows: "Christ us,

the founder of that name, was put to death as a crmiinal
by Pontius Pilate, procurator in the reign of Tiberius.

But the pernicious superstition, repn-ssed for a time,
l)roke out again not only through Judaea, wlK^ro the
miscluef originated, but through the city of Rome al.so,

whither all things horrible and disgraceful flow from all

(luarters as to a common sink, and where they are en-
couraged. Accordinglv, first, those wen^ s<'ized who con-
fessetl they were Christians; next, on their information,
a vast multitude were convicted, not so much on the
charge of setting the city on fire, as of hating the human
race. And in their deaths they weris made tlu; subject
of siiort, for they were covered with tin; skins of wild
beasts and were worried to death by dogs, or nailed to
crosses, or set fire to, and when day d(>clined were
bin-ned to serve for nocturnal lights. X(>i() offered his

own gardens for that spectacle, and exhibited circus

games, indiscriminately mingling wit h the common people
dr(>ssed as a charioteer, or elsi^ standing in his chariot.

Whence a feeling of compassion arose toward the sufferers,

though guilty and deserving to be made exainpl<>s of l)y

capital punishment, because they seemed not to be cut
off for the public good, but to be victims to thi; ferocity

of one man." See Nero.

(4) NT references.—Three of the books of the

NT bear the marks of that most cruel jiersecution

under Nero, the Second Ep. to Timotliy, the First

Ep. of Peter—already referred to—and the Rev
of John. In 2 Tim, Paul speaks of his impendnig
condemnation to death, and the terror hispired by
the persecution causes "all" to forsake him when
he is brought to imblic trial (2 Tim 4 IG).

The ''fiery trial" is spoken of in 1 Pet, and Chris-

tians are exhorted to maintain their faith with pa-

tience; they are pleaded with to have their "conver-

sation honest" (1 Pet 2 12 AV), so that all accu-

sations tlirect(Hl against them may be seen to be

untrue, and their stiiTerings shall th(>n be, not for

ill-doing, but only for the name of Christ (3 14.16).

"This important ep. prov(>s a general i^ersecution

(1 6; 4 12. IG) hi Asia Minor N. of the Taurus

(1 1; note esp. Bithynia) and elsewhere (5 9). The
Christians suffer 'for the name,' but not the name
alone (4 14). They are the objects of vile slanders

(2 12.15; 3 14-lG;"^ 4 4.15), as well as of consider-

able z(>al on the ])art of officials (5 8 [Gr 3 15]).

As regards tht; slamh-rs, the Christians should l^e

circum.sjiect (2 15. IG; 3 1G.17; 4 15). The per-

secution will be short, for the (^nd of all things is at

hand (4 7.13; 5 4)" (Workman, Persecution in the

EarUj Church, 354).

In Rev the aiiostle John is in "Patmos, for the

word of God and the testimony of Jesus" (Rev 1

9) . Persecut ion has brokcni out among
13. Perse- the Christians in the; ]H-oyince of Asia,

cution in At Smyrna, there; is suffering, impri.son-

Asia ment an<l jirolonged tribulation; but
the .sufferers are cheered when tliey are

told that if they are faithful unto death, Christ will

give them the crowti of life (Rev 2 10).
_
At Perga-

mum, persecution has already resulted in Antipas,

Christ's faithful martyr, being slain (2 13). At
Ephesus and at Thyatira the Christians are com-
mended for their jiatience, evidently hidicating

that there had been })erseciition (2 2.19). At
Philadeli)hia there has ])een llu! attemjit made to

cause th(> members of tlu; church to deny Christ's

name (3 8); their jiatienct; is al.so commended, and
the hoiu'of temptation is spoken of, which com(>s to

try all the; world, but from which Christ promised

to keep the faithful Christians in Philadelphia.

Strangely enough, there is no distinct mention of

jKTsecution having taken i)lace in Sardis or in Lao-

dic(>a.

As the book proceeds, evid(>nces of persecution

are multiplied. In 6 9, the apostle 8e(>s under the

altar the souls of them that were slain

14. Rome as for the word of God and for the testi-

Persecutor mony which they held; and those

souls are bidden to rest yet for a little

season "until tlieir fellow-s(>rvants also and their

brethren, who should 1)0 killed even as they were,

should have fulfilled their course" (6 11). The
meaning is that there is not yet to be an end of

suffering for Christ's stike; persecution may con-

tinue to be as sev(>re as ever. Cf 20 4, "I saw
the souls of th(>m that had been beheaded for the

testimony of Jesus, and for the word of God, and
such as worshiiJjied not the bea.st," for the perse-

cution had raged against all cla.sses hidiscriminately,

and Rom citizens who were true to Christ had suf-

f(>red unto death. It is to these that refercnct; is

made in the words "had been beheaded," decapi-

tation being reserved as the most honorable form

of execution, for Rom citizens only. So terrible

does the persecution of Christians by the imperial

authorities become, that Rome is "drunken with

the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the

martyrs of Jesus" (17 G; 16 G; see also 18 24;

19 2).

Paul's martyrdom is imiilied iti 2 Tim, through-

out the whole e[)., and esp. in 4 G.7.S. The martyr-

dom of Peter is also hniilied in Jn 21 18.19, and in
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15. Testi-

mony of

Pliny,

112 AD

2 Pet 1 14. The ahidiiifz; inipros.sion made })y
these times of ])ersecuti<)u upon the iniiid of {lie

apostle John is also seen in the defiance of the world
found throughout his l-lrst Ep. (2 17; 5 19), and
in the rejoieing over the fall of Babylon, the gr(\'it

persecuting power, as that fall is described in such
passages as Rev 14 S; 15 2.3; 17 14; 18 24.

Following iinnuMliately u])on the close of the NT,
th<>re is another remarkable witness to the contniu-
ance of the Rom jjcrsecution against the Christian
church. This is Pliny, proconsul of Bithynia.

In 111 or 112 AD, ho writes to tlie emperor Trajan
a letter in whicli lie describes llie growtli of tlie Christian

faitii. lie goes on to say tliat "many of
all ages and of all ranlvs and ey(>n of both
s(>xes are ixing called into danger, and will
continue to be so. In fact tlic contagion
of tliis superstition is not confined to the
cities only, but has spread to the yillages
and country districts." lie i)roceeds to
narrate how the heathen tcunples had been

deserted and the religious rites had l)een abandoned for
so long a time: even the sacrificial food—that is, the
flesh of the sacrificial victims—could scarcely find a
purchaser.
But Pliny liad endeavored to stem the tide of the ad-

vancing Clhristian faith, and he tells the emperor how he
had succeeded in bringing back to the heathen worship
many professing Christians. That is to sa\ , he had used
persecuting measures, and had succeechxl in forcing some
of the Christians to abandon their faith, lie tells the;
methods he had used. "The method I have observed
toward those who have been brought Ijcfore me as Chris-
tians is this. I asked them wheth(>r thev were Chi'is-
tians. If they admitted it, I repeat (>d the (piestion a
second and a third time, and tln-eatened them with pun-
ishment. If they persist (>d I ordered them to be pun-
ished. For I did not doubt, whatever the nature of that
which they confessed might be, that a contumacious and
nifliixible obstinacy ought to b(! punished. There were
otliers also, poss(>ssed with the same infatuation, whom,
because they were; Rom citizens, I orderi-d to be sent
to Rome. But tills crime spreading, as is usually the
case, while it was actually under legal prosecut ion. several
cases occurred. An anonymous information was laid
before me, containing the names of many persons. Those
who denied that th(-y were Christians, or that they had
ever been so, repeated after me an invocation of the gods,
and offered prayer-, with wine and incense, to your
statue, which I had ord(>red to be brought in for this very
purpose, along with the statues of the gods, and thev
even reviled the namt; of Christ; whereas there is no
forcing, it is said, those who are really Christians into
any of th(>so compliances: I thought it proper to dis-
charge them. Others who were accused l)y a witness
at first confessed themselves Christians, but afterward
denied it. Some owned indeed that thev had been Chris-
tians formerly, but had now, some for several years, and
a few above 20 years ago, renounced it. They all wor-
shi])ped your statue and the images of the gods
I forbade the meeting of any assemblies, and therefore
I judged It to be so much the more necessary to endeavor
to extort the r(>al truth by putting to the torture two
female slaves, wlio w(>re called deaconesses, vet I found
nothing but an absurd and extravagant superstition."

In Trajan's reply to Pliny he writes, "They [the
Christians] ought not to bo searched for. If they are
brought before you and convicted, they should bo pun-
ished but this should be done in such a wav, that hewho denies that he is a Christian, and whcuriiis state-
ment IS proved by his invoking our deities, such a person
although susp((ct(Hl for past conduct, must nevertheless
be forgiven, because of his repentance."

These letters of Pliny and Trajan treat state-
persecution as the standing proc(>dure—and this not
a generation after the death of the apostle John.
The suflf(Tings and tribulation predicted in Rev 2
10, and in many other jiassages, had indcHxl come to
pass. Some of the Christians had deni(>d the name
of Christ and liad worshipjxMl th(> images of the em-
p(Tor and of the idols, but multitudes of them had
been faithful unto death, and had received the
martyr's crown of life.

Speaking gtmerally, persecution of greater or less
severity was the normal method employed by the

Rom empire against the Christian
church during the 2d and the 3d
cents. It may be said to have come
to an end only about the end of the
3d or the beginning of the 4th cent.,
empire became nominally Christian.

16. 2d and
3d Cen-
turies

when the

17. Best
Emperors
the Most
Cruel

When the ai)ostolic jx'riod is left, pers(!cution lie-
comes almost the normal state in which the church
IS found. And persecution, instead of abolislung
the naiiu^ of Christ, as the persecutors vainly im-
agined they had succeeded in doing, became the
nieans of the growth of the Christian church and of
Its inu-ity. Both of these important ends, and
oth(n-s too, werc^ s<>cured by the severity of the m(>ans
(-mployed by the persecuting power of the Rom
emiiire.

Under Trajan's successor, the emperor Hadrian,
the lot of the Christ ians was full of uncertainty : per-
secution might break out at any mom(;nt. At the
best I ladrian's regime was only that of unauthorized
toleration.

^
Wit h the exception of such instances as those of

N(>ro and Domitian, then; is the surprising fact to
notic(>, that it was not the worst em-
perors, but the best, who became the
most violent persecutors. One reason
probably was that the ability of those
empcM-ors led them to see that the

Persecutors religion of Christ is regally a divisive
factor in any kingdom in which civil

government and pagan religion are indis.solubly
bound up togeth(-r. The more that such a ruleV
was intent on preserving the unity of the emi)ir<>,
the more would he persecute the Christian faith.
Hen(!o among the rulers who were persecutors, there
are the names of Antoniiuis Pius, Marcus Aur(4ius
the philo.sopher-emiieror, and Septimius Severus
(diedat York, 211 AD).
Persecution was no accident, which chanced to

happen, but which might not have occurred at all.

It was the necessary consequence of
18. Causes the jirinciples embodied in the heathen
of Per- Rom governmemt, when these came
secution into contac-t and into conflict with the

essential principles of th(> Christian
faith. The reasons for the p(TS(>cution of the Chris-
tian church by tlu! Rom empire were (1) ]iolilical;

(2) on ac(;ount of the claim whicli the Christian
faith makers, and which it cannot hel[) making, to
the exclusive allegiance of the heart and of the life.

That loyalty to Christ which the martyrs dis-
played was believ(«d by the authorities in the state
to be incompatible with the duties of a Rom citizeni.
Patriotism demanded that every citizem should
unite in the worship of the emperor, but Christians
refused to take; jiart in this worship on any terms,
and so they continually lived under the shadow of a
great hatred, whie'h always slumbe-re'd, ami might
break out at any time. The claim whie'h the Chris-
tian faith maele to the absolute and exclusive loyalty
of all who obeye>d Christ was such that it admitteel
of no comj^romise with heathenism. To receive
Christ into the pantheon as another divinity, as one
of several—this was not the Christian faith. To
every loyal follower of Christ compromise with othe'r
faiths was an impeissibility. An ae-e-ommoelate'el
Christianity would itself have beem false; to the only
true God and Jesus Christ whom He hael sent, and
woultl never have conquere;d the worlel. To the
heathe'n there were lords many and gods many, but
to the Christians there was btit one God the Father
;ind one Lorel Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the worlel
(1 Cor 8 5.6). The essential absoluteness of the
Christian faith was its strength, but this was also
the cause of its being hated.

"By a correct instinct paganisms of all sorts di.s-
cerned in the infant church their only rival. So, while
the new Hercules was yet in the cradle, they sent their
snakes to kill him. But He>rcules lived to cleanse out
the Augean stables" (Workman, op. cit., 88).
"For 200 years, to become a Christian meant the

great renunciation, the joining a despise'd anel persecuted
sect, the swimming against the tide; of popular prejudice,
the coming under the ban of the Empire, the possibility
at any moment of imprisonmemt and death under it's
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most fearful f»rms. For 200 years ho that would follow
Christ must count the cost, and be prepared to pay tlu;

same with his liberty and life. For 200
19. 200 year.s the mere profession of Christianity

Years of ^^^ itself a crime. Christianun sum wasca o Kji almost the one plea for which there was
f'ersecution no forgiveness, in itself all that was neces-

sary as a 'title' on the back of the con-
demned, lie who made it was allowed neither to present
apology, nor call in the aid of a pleader. ' Public hatred,'
writes Tertullian, 'asks but one thing, and that not In-
vestigation into the crimes charged, but simply the con-
fession of the Christian name.' For the name itself in
periods of stress, not a few, meant the rack, the blazing
shirt of pitch, the lion, the panther, or in the case of
maidens an infamy worse than death" (Workman, 103).

Service in the Rom army involved, for a Christian,
increasing danger in the midst of an organized and

aggressive heathenism. H(>nce arose
20. _ Perse- the persecution of the Christian soldier
cution in who refused compliance with the idola-
the Army trous ceremonies in which the army

engaged, whether those ceremonies
were concerned with the worship of the Rom deities
or with that of Alithraism. ''The invincible sav-
iour," as Mithra was called, had become, at the
time when Tertullian and Orig(>n wrot(>, the special
deity of soldiers. Shrines in honor of IVIithra were
erected through the entire breadth of the Rom
empire, from Dacia and Pannonia to the Cheviot
Hills in Britain. And woe to the soldier who re-
fused compliance with the religious sacrifices to
which the legions gave their adhesion! The Chris-
tians in the Rom legions formed no inconsiderable
proportion of "the noble army of martyrs," it being
easier for the persecuting authorities to detect a
Christian in the ranks of the army than else-

where.

In the 2d and 3d cents. Christians wen; to bo found
everywhere, for Tertullian, in an oftentimes cfuoted

passage in his Apology, writes, " Wi; live

21. Tertul- beside you in the workl, making use of the

lien's same forum, market, bath, shop, inn, and"**"
^ all other places of tradi'. We sail with

Apology you, fight shoulder to shoulder, till the
soil, and traffic with you"; yet the very

existence of Christian faith, and its professitin, continued
to bring the greatest risks. "With the best will in the
world, they nunained a peculiar people, who must hv, pre-
pared at any moment to meet th(5 storm of hatred"
(Workman, 189). For them it remained true that in one
way or another, hatred on the part of the world inevi-
tably fell to the lot of those who walked in the footsteps
of the Mast(T; "All that would live godly in Christ Josus
shall sulfer persecution" (2 Tim 3 12).
The strange title, "the third race," probably invented

by the heathen, but willingly accepted by the Christians
without demur, showed with what a bitter

22. "The spirit the heathen regarded the faith of

TViiV^ Do^o" Christ. "The first race" was indifferently
iniraicace called the Roman, Greek, or Gentile.

"The second race" was tlie Jews; while
"the third race" was the Christian. The cry in the
circus of (^arthage was Usque quo genus tertiumf "How
long must we endure this third race ?

"

But one of the most powerful causes of the hatred
entertained by the heathen against the Christians

was, that though there were no citizens
23. Hatred so loyal as they, yet in every case in
against which the laws and customs of th(^

Christians empire came into conflict with the will

of God, th<>ir supreme rule was loy-
alty to Christ, they must obey God rather than
man. To worship Caesar, to offer even one grain
of incense on the shrine of Diana, no Christian
would ever consent, not even when this minimtun
of comi)liance would save life itself.

The Rom empire claimed to be a kingdom of
universal sway, not only over the bodies and the
property of all its subjects, but over their cons(;iences
and th(>ir souls. It demanded absolute obedience
to its supreme lord, that is, to Caesar. This obe-
dience the Christian could not render, for unlimited
obedience of body, soul and sjMrit is due to God
alone, the only Lord of the conscience. Hence it

was that there arose the antagonism of the govern-

ment to Christianity, with i)ersecution as the inevi-
table result.

Thes(! results, hatn'd and persecution, were, in such
circumstances, inevitable; they were " the outcome of the
fundamental tenet of primitive Christianity, that the
cniristian ceased to be liis own master, ceased to have
his old environment, ceased to hold his old connections
with the state; in everything he became the bond-servant
of Jesus (Mirist, in everything owing supreme allegiance
and fealty to the new empire and the Crucifii'd Head
'We engage in these conflicts,' said Tertulhan, 'as men
wliose very lives are not our own. We have no master
but God' " (Workman, 195).

The persecution inaugurated by the emperor
Decius in 250 AD was particularly severe. There

was hardly a province in the empire
24. The where there were no martyrs; but
Decian there were also many who abandoned
Persecution their faith ami rushed to the magis-

trat(!S to obtain their lihelli, or certiJB-
cates that they hatl offered heathen sacrifice.
When the days of jjcrsecution were over, these per-
sons usually cam(> with (>agerness to S(>ek readmission
to the church. It was in the Decian persecution
that the great theologian Origen, who was th(>n in
his 68th year, sufftTcd the cru(>l torture of the rack;
and from the effects of what he then suffered he
died at Tyre in 254.

Many libelli have been discovered in recent exca-
vations in Egypt. In the Expos T for January, 1909,

p. 18.5, Dr. George Milligan gives an ex-

25 Libelli ^"ipl«, and prints the (Jr text of one of
these recently discovered Egyp libelli.
These libelli are most interesting, illus-

trating as they do the account which Cyprian gives of
the way in which some faint-hearted Christians during
the Decian persecution obtained certificates—some of
these certificates being true to fact, and others false

—

to the effect that they had sacrificed in the heathen
manner. The one which Dr. IMilligan gives is as follows •

"To those cliosen to superintend the sacrifices at the
village of Alexander Island, from Aurelius Diogenes, the
son of Satal)us, of the village of Alexander Island, being
about 72 years old, a scar on the right eyebrow. Not
only have I always continued sacrificing to the gods, but
now also in your presence, in accordance with the decrees,
I have sacrificed and poured lil)ations and tasted the
ofrerings, and I request you to countersign my statement.May good fortune attend you. I, Aurelius Diogenes,
have made this request."

(2d Hand) "I, Aurelius Syrus, as a participant, have
certified Diogenes as sacrificing along with us."

(1st Hand) "The first year of the Emperor Caesar
Gams Messius Quintus Trajan Decius Pius Felix Augus-
tus, Epiph. 2" (= Juno 25, 250 AD).

Under Valerian the persecution was again very
severe, but his successor, Gallienus, issued an edict
of toleration, in which he guaranteed freedom of
worship to the Christians. Thus Christianity
definitely became a rcligio licita, a lawful religion.
This freedom from persecution continued until the
rtngn of Diocletian.

The persecution of the Christian church by the
empire of Rome came to an end in March, 313 AD,

when Constantine issued the document
26. The known as the "Edict of Milan," which
Edict of assured to each intlivitlual freedom of
Milan religious b(!lief. This document marks

an era of the utmost importance in the
history of the world. Official Rom persecution had
done its worst, and had failed; it was ended now;
the Galilean had conquerc^d.

The results of persecution were: (1) It raised up wit-
nesses, true witnesses, for the Christian faith. Men and

womi^n and even children were among the
27. Results martyrs whom no cruelties, however re-

nf Ppr fined and protracted, could terrify into
"^

-^r^. denial of their Lord. It is to a large ex-
secution tent owing to persecution that the Chris-

tian church possesses the testimony of men
like Quadratas and Tertullian and Origen and Cyprian
and many others. While those who had adopted the
Christian faith in an external and formal manner only
generally went back from their profession, the true
Christian, as even the Rom proconsul Pliny testifies,
could not be made to do this. The same stroke which
crushed the straw—sucli is a saying of Augustine's

—

separated the pure grain which the Lord had chosen.
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(2) Tcfsccut ion showed that, the Christiuii faith is im-
mortal even in tiiis world. Of Clirisl's Isitij^dom llicrc

shall 1)1' no <'nd. " Haninii'i- away, \v hoslilc bands, .vdiii-

liaiiinicrs break, (lod's allar stands. " I'at^'an Koine.
iSabylon the (ireat, us it. is culled l)y tlu- apostle John
in llu> Ai)ocaly|)se, tried hard to destroy the church of
Christ ; 1 5a by Ion was drunk wit h the blood of th(^ saints.

(iod allowed"this tyi-ann\- to e.\ist for .HOO jears. and the
l)lood of ills cliildren was shed like water. Why wus il

necessary tliat. the church, should have so terrible and so
j)rolon!,'ed an e.xix'rience of sull'erini; ? It was in order
to con\in.ce the world that thoutjh the kin^rs of the earth
Katlier tlu'inselves ai^ainst llu; Lord and ujxainst J lis

Christ, yet. all that they can do is vain. (io(i is in the
midst of Zion; \U) shall help lier, and that rl^ht earl.\'.

The (^hi'istian cluuvh, as if suspended between liea\en
and earth, had !io need of other help than that of the un-
seen l)Ut Divine liand. which at every moment held it up
and kept it from fallin;,'. Never was tlu^ churcli more
free, ne\('r stront^er, never more lloui'isliitifi:, never more
extensive in its f^rowth, than in tlu; days of persecution.

.\ncl what became of the ^reat pcn-secutinj^ power, the
Ivom I'Uipirt'? It fell before the barbarians. Kome is

fallen in its ruins, and its idols are utterly abolished,
while the barbariaiis wlio ov(>rwhelm(Hl the empire liave
become the nominally Christian nations of modei-n
l';ur()i)e, and their descendants ha\'(^ carried the Cln-istian

faith to America ami Australia and Africa and all over
tlu^ world.

(15) Persecution becaTn(\ to a lar^e extent, an important
means of jjresei'vinK Xlw, true doctrines of the person and
of the worlc of Clu-ist. It was in the iu^fs of ijersecution
that (inosticism died, tl;ou,ii;h it died slowly. It was in
the H'r^vs of i)ersecution that Arianism was overthrown.
At tlie Council of Xicca in ^2'y Al), amonf? those who
weri! ])resent and took pai't in the discussion and in the
decnsion of tlici council, there were those wdio " bon; in

their bodies tlu; branding-marks of Jesus," who had
sulfered pain and loss for Christ's sake.

l'(>rsecution was followed i^y these important rcstilts,

for Cod in His wisdom had seen lit to permit these evils

to happen, in order to change them ijito ])ermaTient good;
and tluis the wrath of man was ovei'ruled to i)raise Cod,
and to efTect more ultiTnati; good, than if the i)erseeutions

had not taken place at all. What, in a word, could be
more Divine than to curb and restrain and overrule evil

itself and change it into good? Ciod lets iniquity do
what it pleases, according to its owti designs; but in per-
niitting it to move on one side, rather than on another.
He overrules it and makes it enter into the order of His
providence. So He lets this fiu-y against tiio Christian
faith be kindlinl in the h(>arts of persi-cutors, so that they
atllict the saints of the ^.lost High. But the church
remains safe, for persecution can work nothijig but ul-

timate good in the hatid of Cod. "The blood of the mar-
tyrs is the seed of the cliurch." So said Tertullian, and
what lie said is true.

Persecution has permanently enriched the history of
the church. It has given tis the noble heritage of the
testimony and the suffering of those whose lives would
otherwise hav(^ been um-ecorded. Their very nam(-s
as well as their careers would have been unknown had
not i)ersectition "dragged them into fame and chased them
tip to heaven."

Pcnsoetition made Chri.st very near and very pre-

cious to those who suffered. Many of the martyrs

bore witness, even when in the midst of the most
cruel torments, that tliey felt no pain, btit that

Christ w;is with them. Instances to this efTect

cotihl be mnhiplicd. Persecution made them feel

how true Christ's words were, thtit even as He was
not of the world, so they also were not of it. If

they had been of the world, the world would love

its own, but because Christ had chosen them out of

the world, therefore the world hated them. They
were not greater than their Lord. If men had per-

secuted Jesus, they would also persecute His true

disciples. But thouf2;h they were persecuted, they
were of good cheer, Christ had overcome the world;

He was with them; He (mabltnl them to be faithftil

unto death. He had i)romis(Ml them the crown of

life.

Browning's beautiful lines describi^ what was a com-
mon exi)erience of the martyrs, how Christ "in them"
and "with them," "quenched the power of tire," and
made them more than conciuerors:

"I was some time in being ])urned.
But at the close; a Hand came through
The fire above; my head, and drew
ISIy soul to Christ, whom now I see.

Sergius, a brothi-r, writes for mo
This testimony on the wall

—

For me, I havo forgot it all."

John PiTiiEUFrHi)

PERSEPOLIS, ])ei-se|)'o-!is ('J Mace; 9 2; Hepo-e-

TToXis, J'rr.sr/xili.^, IlepcraiTToXis, I'crsdi /xdifi, in

l't<)lein\' ntpo-oTroXLs, J'<'r.s6pi)li.-i; orig-

1. Location iiial Pers ii.iinc unknown; Pahlavi
>S7(//.7//-, \]{>\v 1.^1(1 1:hr iu\d CliUiil Miliar,

"l''<)riy TuiTets"j: 'l\\o, ruins of Perseixilis lie about
;>") 111 lies N.l']. of SliTraz and some 40 miles S. of the

ruins of Pasargadae.
The magnificent palace of which such striking

remains are still visible; (Tak/it i JdmshJ.d) was built

by Darius :uid X(;rxes of wliit(; marble
2. History and black stone. The city was caj)-

tiired, ])illaged and burnt by Alex-

ander in 324 liC, most of the iiiha])itants being

inassa.cred or enslaved. Much of the treasure of

the Pers kings was found there. Curt ins says the

l)alace was never rebuilt. Antiochtis Epii)hanes

(IGC) BC) tried but failed to plunder flu; tem])le

(of Anaitis, Anahita?) there (2 Mace 9 2; ])er-

hai)s this is the incident referred to in 1 Mace
6 1 ff, and Polyb. xxxi.U). At Persepolis were the

,se])ulchers of the Acliaemenian_ kings (excerpt

Cyrus). Long and important hiscriptions of Darius

and Xerxes are foutid :it Persejiolis and the ncugh-

boring Naqsh i Rustam, in ctmeiform characters

and in the Achaemenian Pers, Assyr andneo-
Kusian tongues (published by Spiegel, Iltiwlinson

and Weisbach). Clitarchus first among I']ta-op(>ans

menl ions the city. The writer of this article visited

it in LS92. Not now inhabited.

LiTEKATTRE.—Inscriptions (as above), Arrian, Ctirtius,

Polybius, Pliny, Diod. Siculus, mediaeval and modern
travelers.

W. St. Cl.viii Tisd.vll

PERSEUS, i)iir'sus, inlr'se-U!^ (Uipaivs, Perseus):

lit 1 Mace 8 o thecoiKiuestof "Perseus, king of the

Cifims" (RV "king of Chittim") was i)art of the

"fame of the Romans" which reac^hed the ears of

Judas. Tliis Perseus, the son and successor of

Philip III of Macedonia, came to the throne in 17<S

BC and was the last king of Macedonia. In 171

BC began the war with Rome which ended in his

disastrous defeat and capttu-e at Pydna, 1G8 BC
(to which 1 Mace 8 5 refers), by L. Aemiliiis Pau-

lus. Alacedonia soon became a Rom province.

Perseus was led to Rome to grace tlu; triumph of

his conqueror, by whose clemency he was spared,

and di(>d in captivity at Rome (Polyl). xxix.17;

Livyxliv.40ff).

Kittira or Chittim, properly of the people of the town
of Cititim in Cvprus, then signifying CyiH'ians, and ex-

tended by Jewish writers (Gen 10 4; Xu 24 2-1; Isa

23 l; Jcr 2 K); Ezk 27 0; Dnl 11 30; .los. Ant. I, vi)

to include the coasts of Oreecc generally, is here applied

to Macedonia. In 1 ISlacc 1 1 Macedonia (or Greece)
is called "the land of Chittim."

S. Angus
PERSEVERANCE, i)ur-se-ver'ans: The word

occurs only once in AV (Eph 6 18), where it refers

quite simply to persist(>nce in prayer. In theology

(esp. in the phrase "final perseverance") the word
luis come to denote a special persistency, the undying

contiiuumce of the new life (mtuiifested in faith and
holin(\ss) given by the Spirit of God to man. It is

questioned whether such imparted life is (by its

nature^ or by the law of its imjjartation) n(>cessarily

pernitment, inih^structible, so that the once reg(>n-

erate and believing man has the prospt^ct of final

glory infallibly assured. This is not the place to

trace the history of a great and complex debate.

It is more fitting here to point to the problem as

connected with that supreme class of truths in which,

because of om' necessary mental limits, the entire

truth can only be apprehended as the unrevealed but

certain harmony of seeming contradictions. Scrip-

ture on the one hand abounds withas.surances of

"perseverance" as a fact, and largely intimat(>s that

an exulting anticii)ation of it is the intended ex-

perience of the believer (see Jn 10 28 above all,
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and cf ainoiif^ other passages Rom 8 31-37; 1 Pet
1 8.9). On the other hand, we find frecjuent and
urgent warnings and cautions (see e.g. 1 Cor 8

11; 9 27). The teacher dealing with actual cases,

as in ])astoral work, should be ready to adopt both
classes of utterances, each with its prop(>r ai)i)li-

cation; a])plying the first, e.g., to the true but timid
disciple, the latter to the self-confident. Mean-
while Scrijiture on the whole, by the manner and
weight of its positive statements, favors a humble
belief of the permanence, in the plan of God, of the
once-given new life. It is as if it laid down "perse-
verance" as the Divhie rule for the Christian,
while the negative passages came in to caution
the man not to deceive himself with appearancc^s,
nor to let any belief whatever palliate the guilt

and minimize the danger of sin. In the biog-
raphies of Scripture, it is noteworthy that no person
aiijjcars who, at one time certainly a saint, was later

certainly a castaway. The awful words of He 6
4-(); 10 2G.27 appear to deal with cas(>s (such as

Balaam's) of much light but no loving life, and so
are not i)recisely in jMjint. I'pon the whole sub-
ject, it is important to make ''the Perseverance of

the Saviour" our watchword rather than "the Per-
severance of the saint." Handley Duxelm

PERSIA, i)ur'sha, -zha (C^S
,

pura.%- Iltpo-is,

Pemis; in Assyr Faisu, Parsua; in Achaemenian
Pers Farm, modern FCirs) : In the Bible (2 Ch 36
20.22.23; Ezr 1 l.S; E.st 1 3. 14. IS; 10 2; Ezk 27
10; 38 5; Dnl 8 20; 10 1; 11 2) this name denotes
jiroperly the modern i)rovince of Ears, not the whole
Pers empire. The Ldter was by its ])e()])le called

Airyana, the present Iran (from the Skt. word drya,

"noble"); and even now the Persians never call

their country anything but Iran, never "Persia."

The province of Persis lay to tlu; E. of Elam (Susi-

ana), and stretched from the Pers Gulf to the Great
Salt Des(>rt, having Carmania on the S.E. Its

chief cities were Per.sepolis and Pasargadae. Along
the Pers Gulf the land is low, hot and unhealthy,

but it soon begins to rise as one travels inland.

Most of the province consists of high and steep
mountains and plateaus, with fertile valleys. The
table-lands in which lie the modern city of Shiraz

and the ruins of P(>rsepolis and Pasargadae are well

wat(;red and produc'tive. Nearer the desert, how-
over, cultivation grows scanty for want of water.
Persis was doubtless in early times inciluded in Elam,
and its population was then cither Semitic or allied

to the Accadians, who founded more than one state

in the Bab i)lain. The Aryan Persians seem to

have occui)ied the country in the 8th or 9th cent.

BC. W. St. Claih Tisdall

PERSIAN, i)ur'slian, -zhan,
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Literatukk

/. Language (Introductory).—-Tlu; Pers language,
ancient and modern alike, is an Aryan tongue. In
its anci(>nt forms it is more closely connected with

Vedic Sanskrit than with any other language except

Armenian. Most of its roots are to be found also in

Slavonic, Gr, Lat and other tongues of the same
stock.

There \yere two main dialects in tiie ancient lan-

guage of Iran (Alrijancm), (1) that of the Persians
proi)er, and (2) that of the Medes.

Dialects The former is known to us from tin;

inscriptions of the Acha(>menian kings,

the latter from the Avesta, and a few Metlian words
pr(>served for us by Herodotus and other Gr writers.

//. Old Persian Inscriptions.—These fall between
550 and 330 BC, an<l contain about 1,000 lines and
400 wortls. They arc; carved upon the rocks in

Part of Koclc of lichistan.

a cuneiform character, simplified from that of the
neo-Susian, which again comes from the neo-
Bab syllabary. In Old Pers inscriptions only 44
characters are employed, of wliich 7 are ideographs
or contractions. The remahiing 37 phonetic signs

are syllabic, each consisting of an o])en syllable and
not merely of a singl(> let ter, except in case of separate

vowels. The syllabary, though nuich simpler than
any other cuneiform system, does not quite attain

t herefore to being an al])habet. It was written from
left to right, like the other cuneiform syllabaries.

Of Cyrus the Gr(>at only one Pers sentence has been
found: Adam Kiirush KlisJidyathiija IfakhdDKuii-

shiya, "I am C.yrus the King, the Achaemenian."
Darius I has left us long inscriptions, at Bchistan
(Besitiin), Mt. Alvand, Persepolis, Naqsh i Rustam,
etc, and one at Suez, the latter mentioning his con-

quest of Egyj)t and the construction of the first (?)

Suez canal

:

Adam niyashtdyam imam i/uvii/din kafitauaii/ lined

Pirdva ndma rauta tya M udrdi/aii/ ddnaucatiy aini/ daraija
tya hacd Parad aili.

(" I commanded to di« tliis canal from tin; river named
tlie Nile, whicli flows tiirouKli I'^fi.vpt, to the sea which
comes from Persia.")

We have also inscriptions of Xerx(^s at Pcrs(>]Mjlis

and many short ones of Artaxerxes I, Artaxerxes
Mnemon, and Artaxerxes Ochus. Erom them all

taken togetluT we l(>arn much c<mcenung the his-

tory and the religion of the Acliaemenian period.
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It is from Aehaemenian or Old Pcrs, and not from
tlic Modic or Av^estic, that modern Pers has sprung
through Pahhxvl and Darl as int(>rmediate stages.
This is probably due to the i)olitieal supremacy
which the Persians under tlu^ Achaemenid(\s gained
over the Medes. Tlu; few words in the inscri{)tions
which might otherwise be doubtful can be under-
stood through comi)arison with Armenian and even
with the modern Pers, e.g. ynriija in the above in-
scription is the modern vulgar Pers .7 (56.

///. Medic Dialect.—The Medic dialect is repre-
sented in literature by the Avesta or sacred books

of the Zoroastriaus (Pilrsls). The
1. Ordi- word Avesta does not occur in the
nary book itself and is of uncertain meaning
Avestic and signification. It is probably tlie

Ahashla of Beh. Inscr., IV, 64, and
means either (1) an interview, meeting (Skt. avashta,
"appearance before a judge"; Av. ava-sta, ''to
stand _n(>ar"), or (2) a petition (Pahl. apasfdn,
"petition"; Arm. apastnn, "refuge," "asylum"),
in either case deriving its name from Zoroaster's
drawing near to Ahura Mazda in worship.

Yezdikhast.

Tliis dialect represents a much greater decadence ingrammar and vocabulary than does tlie Old PorsMany of its consonants and most of its vowels are weak-
ened. Its verl)s have almost entir(>ly lost the augment-
Its declensional system shows extreme confusion It}
stands to Old Pers grammaticallv somewliat as Kng does
to Gcr. Its alphal)et, consisting of 43 l(>tt(>rs is derived
from the Syr (probably the Estrang(^la), and is written
from right to left. As a specimen of the language of
l"S^r*^r^'^^-'?':/>'^*^^*^

"'^ Sive the following extract (Yasna
LiXi V, i.>ii)i)) :

Dnidi moi, yi gam tasho apasca urvariosca
Amcrelald, hnurvatn, Speiiiiitd Maini/il Mazda.
Tecishi, utai/uill, Mananha Vohu, serihe

("Oivc me, O thou who didst make the bull [carthl
and tlie waters and the plants, immortality, health—

O

most Bountiful Spirit, Mazda—strength, might, throughVohu Mano, I sav")
There is a sub-dialect of Medic (Avestic) known as the

Galha-dialcct, from the fact that the (lathciK or " Hvmns "
(Yasna XXVIII-XXXI V, XLII-L Lit)

2. Gathic ^?^ also the prayers ( Yatha Ahu Vairyd,
AKhem \ dhU, Airijama Isliijo, and origi-
nally Yehhe Hatam, and a few scattered

passages elsewhere) arc composed in it. This represents
speaking giMierally, an older form of the Avestic. It isprobably the old language of Bactria or of Margiana.
Gathd I, 2, runs thus:

YS TM, Mazda Ahura, vairijasni Vohu Mananha,
Maihi/o dnroi ahvUi {aslvatasra hijatca manahho)
Aijapla Ashdf. hacd, ydis rapcnlo daidit htdthre.

fi,^'"^? 'aVI-
O Ahura Mazda, who approach vou twothrough Vohu Mano, grant the benefits from Asha

Ithose] of both worlds, both of the material [world! andof that which IS of the spirit, tlirough which [benoflts]may [Asha] place in glory those who please him.")
The m(!ter of the Gdthds, like that of the other Avesticpoems, IS bas(-d on the number of syllables in a line withdue regard to the caesura. But the condition of thetext IS such that there is great difllcultv in recoveringthe original reading with sufficient acciiracy to enableus to lay down rules on the subject with any certainty

1 he first Gathd is composed of strophes of 3 lines each
(as above). Each lino contains 16 syllables, with a
caesura after the 7th foot.

IV. Zoroaster.—Many of the Gathcls are gener-
ally ascribed to Zoroaster himself, the rest to his

earliest dis(;ii)les. They compo.se the
1. His most anci(>nt part of the Avesta. It
Date, etc is now b(>coming a matter of very

great probability that Zoroaster liv(>d
at earliest in the middle of the 7th cent. BC, more
l)robably a century later. The ylr^o Viraf Xamak
says that his religion remained i)ure for 300 years,
and comiects its corrui)tion with the alleged de-
struction of much of the Avesta in the palace burncni
by Alexander at Pcrsei)olis, 324 BC. This tradi-
tional indication of date is confirmed by other evi-
deiH'e. Zoroaster's prince Vishtaspa (in Gr Hns-
t(ispcs) bears the same name as the father of Darius
I, and was probably the same person. Vishtaspa's
que(>n Hutaosa, who also protected and favored
Zoroaster, bears the same name (in Gr Atossn) as
Cambyses' sister who afterward married Darius,
ami i)robably belonged to the same family. Zoro-
astrianism comes to the fore under Darius, whereas
C yrus in his inscriptions speaks as a decided poly-
t heist. Hence we conclude that the earliest part
of the Avesta belongs to e 550 BC. Of Zoroaster
hims(>lf we learn much from the Avesta, which traces
his genealogy back for 10 g(>nerations. It mentions
his wif(>'s name (Hvovi), and tells of his 3 sons and
3 daughters. His first discijile was Frashaostra, his
wife's natural uncle. His own name means "Owner
of the yellow camel," and lias none of the higher
meanings sometimes assigned to it by those who
would deny his existence. Tradition savs he was
l)orn at Ragha {Itaga, Rni), about 5^ miles S. of
the pr(>sent Tehran, though some_ think his native
l)lace was Western Atropatene (A^arbaijan). Re-
jected by his own tribe, the Magi, he went to Vish-
tasi)a's court in Bactria. The faith which he
taught spread to the Pers court (v(>ry naturallv, if

Vishtaspa was i<lentical with Darius' father) and
thence throughout the country. Tradition ( Yasht
XIX, 2, etc) says that the Avesta was revealed to
Zoroaster on Mt. Ushi-darena ("intellect-holding")
in Sistan. But it is not the comi)osition of one
man or of one age.

Herodotus makes no mention of Zoroaster, but
speaks of theAIagi (whom he calls a Median tribe

[i.lOl]) as already performing priestly
2. Date of functions. His description of their
Avesta repetition of charms and theological

compositions (i.l32) would agree very
well with recitation of the Gathas and Yasna.
Mention of controversies with Gautama, Buddha's
disciples {Yasht XIII, IG) who probably reached
Persia in the 2d cent. BC, is another indication of
date. The fact that in both the Yasna and the Vendl-
dad heretics (zanda) are mentioned who preferred the
comm. (zand) on the Avesta to the Avesta itself, is a
sign of late date. Names of certain persons fotmd
in the Avesta (e.g. Atare-pata, a Dastur who lived
under Hormiizd I, 273 AD, and Rastare-Yaghenti,
whom the Dinkart identifij>s with the chief Mobed
of Sapor II, 309-379 AD, Aderpad Marespand, and
who, according to the Pntct, §28, "purified" the
revelation made to Zoroaster, i.e. revised the text
of the earlier i^arts of the Avesta) enable us to prove
that certain portions of the work as we now have it

were comi)osed as late as near the end of the 4th
cent, of our era. It is said that the text was in
confusion in the time of Vologases I (51-78 [?] AD).
A recension was then begun, and continu{>d with
much z(>al by Ardashir Papakan, 226-40 AD.
According to Geldner {Prolegomena, xlvi) the final
recension took place some considerable time after
Yezdigird III (overthrown 642 AD). In the times
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3. Divi-
sions of the
Present
Avesta

of tlie Sasruiidcs tli(>ro wore, it is said, 21 A^askas
or volumes of tlie Avpsta, and the names of these
arc given in the Dinkart (Book IX). Of these we
now possess only one entire Naska, the Vcndiddd,
and ]X)rtions of three others.
The present Avesta is divided into 5 parts: (1)

The Yasna ( V yaz, Skt. ynj, "to invoke," "to
I)raise") contains 72 chapters of hymns
for use at sacrifices, etc, including the
"Older YdHiia" or (Idthds. (2) The
Vispcrcd {vlspa, "every," "all," and
rildhn, "a lord") is divided into 24
cliapters in (Jeldner's edition; it is

sui)plementary to the Ydsna. (3) The Vendldad
{i'(m-\-dacva-\-<ldl(i, "law for vanquishing the
demons") contains 22 chapters. The first chapt(>r
contains the Iranian myth about the order in which
tlu! ))rovinces of the Iranian world were created by
Ahura Mazda. It tells liow the Evil Si)irit, Afiro
Mainyus, created })lagues, sins and death, to de-
stroy the good creatures of the (!ood Spirit. The
greater part of the book contahis ceremonial laws
and fonnulae, some of them loathsome and all

rather petty and superstitious in character. (4)

The Yashts, 21 in all, are hymns, telling manj-
mythological tales about Mithra, "Tishtriya, etc.

(")) The Khorda Avesta ("Little Avesta") consists
of a number of short compositions, hymns, etc,

compiled by the Aderjjad ]\Iriresi)and (Adharpadh
Mahraspand, Atarobat, Mansarspendan) already
mentioned, in Sajwr II's reign.

.Much of the Avesta is said to have been de-
stroyed by th(! Khallfah 'Umar's orders when Persia
was conquered bv the Arabs after the battle of

Nahavand (042 AD). Certainly 'Umar ordered
tin; destruction of Pers libraries, as we learn from
the Kashfu'z Zunun (p. 341).

V. Pahlavi.—I'ndcr ancient Pers litprataro may })o
classed the Pahlavi (a) inscriptiotis of Sapor at flajiahad

iiTid elsewhere, (h) legciuls on Sasaiiian

1. Litera- coins, (r) translations of certain i)arts of
.

'

the Avesta, made tmder the Sasanides
'•"^® for the most part, {d) such l)()oks as the

Arid Virdf Nnmak, the Zdd Sparam, Din-
kart, Ormazd Yasht, I'atft, Bundihi.<hiiih, otc. Thcso are
mostly of relifiiiotis import. The Arid Virdf .WJma/,: ^iyes a
descrii)tion of the visitof th(! yoiiiiK (/rrs/ur Arta Yiraf, to
tli(> Zoroastrian ln'aven. The Bundihlfthnih (''creation")
tells how Ormazd and Aliriman came into being, and
treats of tlie '.),0()0 years' stnip;K'le between them. Pah-
lavi, as writtfn (the so-called /liurarrsli), contains an
immense nmnberof Aram, words, but the Pers termina-
tions attached to these sliow that they were read as
Pers: thus ychahunl-ano is written, and ddt-ano ("to
give") is road. Pahlavi works that nrv no longer extant
are the sources of the Via o Rdmin., Zardtusht Ndmah,
tihdhndmah, etc.

In order to understand the relation in which the
Pers dialects and stages in the history of the lan-

guage stand to one another, it may be
2. Com- well to stibjoin a list of words in Old
parison Pers, Avestic, Pahlavi and modern

Pers. It \\_ill be seen that Avestic is

not the source of the Aryan i)art of the present
tongue.

INIeaning Avestic Old Pers Palilavl Mod. Pers

Fricnrl . . . z lista daushtd dost ,lu>:t

Hand .... zn-sla (hista daH dast
Bactria. . . lidkhdhi Hdkhtri Bdhr lialkh
Straight. . dr\ia{sta)\ dur li-

ra {.it a)

drui^l durust

Orcatest . mazista\ inathishta jnahist m ahin
Most

right . . rnziiitaf rd.ita rdst rdst
Abode. . . . umana

((iathic
demdna)

mamya 7Hdn {man-dan
"to
remain")

t Sll|icrl:ilives

LiTERATUKK.—.Vchacmcnian inscriptions, ICorsowitz,
Spiegel, Rawlinson: Oeigtu-and Kuhii (editors), (Irundrias
der iranischen Philoloyie; Darmestetor, Etudes iraniennes;

Spiegel, Eranische Altertumskunde; Xi'Hdeko, Auf.tdtzc
zur persi^chen Gesrhichtc; W. CJeigiT, Oxtirani.irhe Kultur
im Altertum; Geldner's ed of Avesta; Professor Browne,
Literary History of Persia; De Harlez, Manuel de la lanyu'e
lie I' Avesta. Manuel de la langue Pehlevie. and Intro to the
Aresta; llaug. Book of Arid Virdf; Cook, Origins of
Religion and Language.

\y. St. Cl.\iu Tisdall
PERSIAN RELIGION (ANCIENT) :

I. Befoke Zoro.\ster
1. Early Aryan Keligion
2. .\ vesta and Rig-Veda
3. The Creator

II. ZoK<).\.«TRI.\XI.S.\I
1. Leading Principle
2. Xot Monotheistic^

(1) Darius and Xerxes
(2) .\hura Mazda

3. Objects of AVorship
4. Ahro Mainyu.i and His Creatures
5. Production versus Destruction

Fertility
6. Contest between Ormazd and Ahriman
7. Ethics
8. Sacred Thread
9. Earlv Traditions

10. The Earth
11. Heaven and Hell
12. Interment
13. Worship
14. The Magi
15. Eschatology
16. Hebrew and CMiristian Influence
17. No Virgin Birth

LlTER.\TUUE

/. Before Zoroaster.—Ther(> arc cl<>ar indicationa
in the Avesta that the religion of the Jklcdes and

Persians b(>for(; Zoroaster's time agrecnl
1. Early in mcwt resp(>cts with that of the In-
Aryan dian Aryans, and in_a l(>.ss degree with
Religion the belieXs of the Aryans in general.

All the Aryan tribes in very ancient
times showed great r(>spect for the dead, though
they carefully distinguished them from the gods (cf

Pig-Veda X, 56, 4). The latter were principally
the powers of Nature, the wind, fire, water, the sky,
tlie sun, the earth, and a host of personifications.
The procrcative powers in Nature, animate an(l
inanimate, seeming to be the soiu'ce of animal antl
vegetable life, received adoration, which ultimately
led to unsp(>akable corruption. H(»rodotus tells us
that the Persians in his time worshipped the sim,
moon, sky, earth, fire, wiiul and wat(>r (i.l31).

Offerings to the gods were laid on a mass of i)oiru!-

granate twigs (baresman, Skt. harhis), and the flesh
of victims was boiled, not burnt. Libations of
haoma-juicc were poured out, just as in India the
soma was the drink of both gods and their wor-
shi[)pers.

A comparison between the spiritual beings men-
tioned in the Avesta and those spoken of in tht^

Rig-Veda is most instructive in two
2. Avesta ways. It shows that the original re-
and Rig- Ijgion of the Iranians and of the Indian
Veda Aryans agreed very closely; and it

also enables us to realize the immensity
of the reformation wrought by Zoroaster. Many
of the names of supernatural b(>ings are practically
the same; e.g. Indra (Indra, Andra), Mitra Olithraj,
Aryaman (Airyaman), Asura (Ahtn-a), Apam Napat
(.\pam Napat), Tvashtri (? Tishtrya), Rama (Ra-
man), Vayu (Vayu), Vata (Vfita). So are many
words of religious import, as Soma (Haoma), Mantra
(Mathra), Hotra (Zaotar). The Yama of India
is the Yima of Persia, and tlie father of the one is

Vivasvat and that of the other Vivanhat, which is

the same word with dialectic change. The Holy
River of the Avesta, Aredhvi Sura, the Unstained
(.Vnahita), is rei)resented by the Sarasvatl, the
Cianga (Canges) and other _sacred strc^ams wor-
shippcnl in India. In P(Tsia Atar (or Fire) is a son
of Ahiu'a Mazda (Fa.s/ia LXIV, 4(5-53), nn Agni
( = Ignis) is of Tvashtri in the Rig-Veda. Armaiti
is .\hura Mazda's ilaughter, as Saranyu in the Rig-
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Veda is H\v (laiiKlitf^r of Tvashtri, the "Creator."
The use of goinvz (hovLs ttriiKt) for purification is

common to both India and Persia. Though the
so/z/rj-plaiit is not now the same as the hdo/tHi, th(^

words are the same, and no (h)ul)t they at on(> time
denoted one and the same ])hint. Alany of the
mytlisof the Avesta have a fjreat resemblance to

tlio.s(> of the Rifr-Vechi. I'iiis comparison might be
extended ahnost indetinilely.

In another res])ect also there is an important
agreement l)etween tlie two. Though some 33
deities are adored in the Vedic IlymTis, yet, in spite

of ])olytheism and low ideas of tlu; Divine, trac(>s of

something liigh(>r may be found. Varuna, for in-

stanc(>, represents a very lofty c()ncei)tion. In tlie

closest connection with him stands Asura, who is a

being of great_ eminence, and who.sc sons are the

gods, esp. the Adityas.

Tvaslitri again is cremator of heaven and earth and
of all beings, though his worship was ultimately in

Vedic times dis])laced by that of_Indra.

3. The It is clear then that the Indian Aryans
Creator were worshippers of the Creator and

that they knew sometlung of Ilim long
before they sank into ])olytheism. In the Av(!sta

and in th(> P(>rs cuneiform inscriptions alike, Almra
IMazda occupies much the same position as Varuna,
Asura (the same word as Ahura), or Tvashtri in the
Rig-Veda, or rather in the ancient belief of which
traces arc retained in the latter work. Hence, as

the Av(>sta teaches, Zoroaster was not for the first

time preaclung the existence of Ahura Mazda, but
he was rather endeavorhig to recall his i)eople to
the belief of their ancestors, the doctrine which
Ahura Maztla had taught Yima in jjrimeval time
in his first rc^velation (VcndlduH II, 1-16,42). The
great truth of the existence of the Creator, testified

to by tradition, reason and conscience, undoubtedly
contribut(Mi largely to Zoroaster's success, just as a
similar proclamation of the God Most High {Allah
Ta^Cila), worshii)ped by their ancestors, helped the
thoughtful among the Arabs in later years to accept
Muluunmad's teachhig. The consciousness in each
case that the doctrine was not new but very ancient,
materially ludixnl men to beli(>ve it true.

//. Zoroastrianism.—The reformation wrought
by Zoroaster was a great one. He recognized—as

Euripides in Greece did later—that
1. Leading "if the gods do aught shameful, they
Principle are not gods." H(>nc;e he perceived

that many of the deities worshipped
in Iran w(n'e unworthy of adoration, being evil

in character, hostile to all good and therefore to
the "All-Wise" Spirit (Ahura Mazda) and to men.
Hence his system of cluali.sm, dividing all beings,
si)iritual or material, into two clas.ses, the creatures
of Ahm-a Mazda and those of the "Destroying
Mind" (Anro Mainyus). So many of the popular
deities were evil that Zoroaster used the word daeva
(the saTue as deva, deus, and Aram, di) to denote
henceforth an evil spirit, just as Christianity turned
the Gr ddimones and daimonid (wortls used in a
good sense in classical authors) into "demons."
Instead of this now d(>gradcd word daeva, he em-
j)loyed haga (Old Pers; Av. hagha, Vedic bhaga,
"distribution," "patron," "lord") for "God."
But it must be remembered that Zoroaster did

not teach monotheism. Darius says that "Aura-
mazda and the other yods that there

2. Not are" brought him aid (Beh. Inscr., IV,
Mono- GO-63), and bcjth h<! and Xerxes speak
theistic of Auramazda as "the greatest of the

gods." So, even in the first Gdtha,
Zoroaster himself invokes Asha, Vdhu-Mano, Ar-
maiti, Sraosha, and even Geus-urvan ("the Soul
of the Bull"), as well as Ahura Mazda.

(1) Darius and Xerxen.— Darius mentions the
"clan-gods," but dov.a not name any of them. He
and Xerxes ascribe the creation of heaven and earth
to Auramazda, and say that the latter, "Who made
this earth, ^\ho made yon sky, who made man, who
made hajjpine.ss for man," "has appointed eacli of
them king. It is "l)y the grace of Auramazda"
{vaahna Aiiramiizdaha) that Darius conquers his
enemies. _Bnt both Artaxerxes Mnemon and Ar-
taxer.xes (Jehus couple Mithra and Anahata (Ana-
hit a) with Auramazda (Ahura Mazda) in jmiying
for t he protection of the em])ire.

Ahura Alazda.

(2) Ahura Mazda.—In the Avesta, Ahura Mazda
is one of the seven Amesha Spentas or "Bountiful
Innnortajs." He is the father of one of them,
Sp(>nta Armaiti, who is also his spouse. He is

q)rimus inter pares among them, their chief, but by
no means the only god. Monotheism is distinctly
taught in later Zoroastrian works, for instance, in

the Zardtusht-Ndinah, composed 1278 AD, but it

is due to Christian and Islamic; influ(^nce.

I'he modern Zoroastrian view, clearly stated in the
Dasdtlr i Asmdm and elsewhere, that all the good

creatures of (Irmazd (Ahura Mazda)
3. Objects are entitled to adoration, undoubtedly
of Worship rests upon the Avesta. There we

find, in the first place, the Amesha
Spentas, who occupy in regard to Mazda the same
])osition as do the Vedic Adityas toward Varuna,
though not one of the Adityas is identical with any
of the Amesha Spentas.

The narncs of these are: (1) Ahura Mazda (otherwise
called Spento Mainyus or " Bountiful IMind ")

; (2) Vohu
Mano ("(iood Mind"); (3) Asha Yahista (" Best Kiglit-
cousness"); (4) Khshathra Vairya (" Excellent Kuler")

;

(5) Spefita Armaiti ("Bounteous Piety"); (6) Haurvatat
("Health"); (7) Ameretat (" Ininiortality "). Each has
a special province: thus Armaiti is the general sjnrit of
earth and presides over its friiltfulness. She is the pa-
troness of virttjous matrons. Jvhshathra is the guardian
of metals. Vohu Mano guards sheep and cattle and
introduces to Ahura ]Mazda tlie spirits of the just. Next
in rank come the Yazatas ("Worshipful Ones "), of whom
lliere are a large numtier. Three of them, ^lithra,
Kaslinu and Sraosha, preside at the judgment of the
dead on tlie 4th day from death. Rashnu holds tlio
scal(^s in wliich a man's deeds arc weighed. Sraosha
guards the soul during the first three nights after death.
Airyaman Ishya ("the longed-for comrade") is the pro-
tector of mankind, the bestower of p(\ice and happiness.
On one occasion (IV/u/., Farg. XXII, ^23-29) Ahura
Mazda sends his messenger Nairyo Sahha ("male in-
structor") to ask his aid against overwhelming odds.
Kainan Hvastra, the bosom friend of Mithra, presides
over the* atmosphere and also gives its taste to food.
Mithra is the genius of triUli, i)()ss(»ssed of 1,000 ears,
and riding in a single-wheeled chariot (the sun), while
darting golden darts and driving liery steeds. Tishtrya,
identilied with the dog-star Sirius, sends rain and is by
Ahura Mazda endowed with his own power and dignity
{Yaxht VIII, 52 if). This is true of Mithra also {Yasht
X, 1), Atar ("Fire"), Vayu ("Air"), Vata ("Wind"),
Ver<>thraglma ("]Mars"). Saoka (" Prosperity "), _ArS-
tat (genius of Justice), Vazista ("Lightning"), Fradat-
fshu (the guardian of cattle), Berejya (genius of corn).
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Cista and Daena ("Knowledge" and "Religion"), who
are others of the Yazatas. All these are entitled to wor-
ship at the hands of the true adorer of Mazda (Mazda-
yasna, opposed to Daevayasna, or worshipper of the
demons).

In opposition to the creatures of Ahura Mazda
are those of Anro MainyuS, who is the source of all

moral and material evil. The first

4. Afiro chapter of the Vendidad tells how he

Mainyus created something bad in opposition

and His to everything good made by Ahura
Creatures Mazda.

A demon is the adversary of each Amesha
Spefita: Aka Mano ("Evil Mind") that of Vohu Mano,
and so in order: Indra (or Andra, "demon of untruth-
fulness"), Saurva ("evil government"), Nwnhaithya
("discontent"), Tauru ("who poisons water") and Zairi

("poison"), bemg antagonistic to the other Bountiful
Immortals. Aeshma-Daeva ( " Demon of Wrath")—the
Asmodeus of Tob 3 8—is the special foe of Sraosha, the
genius of obedience. Apaosha.demon of drought, is the
enemy of Tishtrya. Buiti (or Buidlii) teaches men to wor-
ship idols, and also causes death. Bushyasta is the demon
of sloth. Vidhatus or Astuvidhotus causes death by de-
stroying the body. Other evil beings, Drujos, Pairikas,
Jainis, Yatus, are so numerous in the later parts of the
Avesta that a pious Zoroastrian must have lived in con-
tinual dread of their assaults. He had even to conceal
the parings of his nails, lest they should be used as darts
to his injury by these his spiritual foes.

Combat between King and E\ il Spirit.

Holiness does not enter into Zoroaster's con(;ep-

tion of the Divine nature. This is a point to which
attention has not yet been properly

5. Produc- directed, though its importance can
tion V. hardly be exaggerated. The epithet

Destruction Spenta, often applied to Ahura Mazda
and mistranslated "Holy," is by the

Zoroastrians themselves in Pahlavi rendered

afzunik, i.e. "that causes increase." Its V span or

spew = Skt. hi, "to swell," "to grow," "to increase."

The opposite to this is the term ahro (angro, from

l/ angh; cf Ger. eng, "narrow") applied to theEvil
Spirit, and denoting "narrowing," "decreasing,"

"destroying." Hence, as the Destroyer, he is

styled puurumahrka, "full of death."

Fertility.—Ahura Mazda and his assistants promote
life, fertility in man, beast and plant, agriculture, in-

crease; while Anro MainyuS and his creatures cause
destruction and death. Atar ("Fire"), also styled
Av&m Napat ("Offspring of the Waters"), is the vital
flame and the male energy in the world; Aredhvi Sura
Anahita is the female. As a river the latter flows from
Mt. Hukairya, a peak in the Elburz Range {Yasna
LXIV), int» the Caspian Sea (Vourukasha) in the midst
of which grows the tree Ilvdpa ("well watered"), which
bears the seeds of all plants. Anahita means "unde-
filed," but it is applied to purity of water (to defile any
of the four "elements" was, for later Zoroastrians, a
grievous sin) and not to any moral purity in the goddess.
Her association with Mithra was close, even in Herod-
otus' time, for he falls into the mistake of saying (i.131)
tliat the Persians called Aphrodite Mithra, when ho
should have said Anaitis (Anahita). Though god of
truth and righteousness Mithra is not associated with
moral purity (chastity). On the contrary, ho was said
to fertilize the earth with his rays, as sun-god, and
Anahita as goddess of fruitfulness represented the female
principle in conjunction with h]m. The vileness which
led to the identification of Anahita with the Bab My-
litta was doulitless of later date than Zoroaster's time,
yet there was little or nothing in Zoroastrianisra to check
it. Something similar asserts itself in Armenia, as well

as in Iran, and in fact in all Nature-worship everywhere.
Associated with this was the form of incest known as
next-of-kin marriage (Av. Hvaetva-datha, Pahl. Khvet-
ukdas), which permitted and encouraged marriages
between brothers and sisters.

According to later Zoroastrian belief, the contest

between Ormazd (Ahura Mazda) and Ahriman
(Anro Mainyus), after conthuiing for

6. Contest 9,000 years, is to be decided in favor

between of the former only through his possess-

Ormazd ing foreknowledge and Ahriman's

and lacking it {Bund., I). Both came into

Ahriman existence independently in limitless

time (Av. Zrvdna Akarana; Vend.,

Farg. XIX, 13; Pahl. Daman i Akanarakhom-
and, Bund., I), which, personified in the Vendi-
dad, is called "Self-created," and is there by Ahura
Mazda's command invoked by Zoroaster in con-
junction with VOyu, the Air, the Winds, "the

bountiful, beauteous daughter of Ahura Mazda"
(Armaiti), the Earth, and other objects of worship
(loc. cit.). No creature of Ahriman is to be wor-
shipped; hence Indra, though in lat(>r Vinlic times
rising in India to a leading position in the Pantheon,
is in the Avesta accounted a fiend, the very imper-
sonation of the Lie which the Avesta so firmly de-

nounces and which Darius mentions as the cause
of all the rebellions, which produced so much blood-
shed in his time. No virtue was valued so highly

as truth in ancient Iran, as Herodotus agrees with
the Avesta in testifying.

Avestic morality encourages the destruction of

all hurtful things, as being of Aiiro Mainyus'
creation, and the propagation of every-

7. Ethics thing good. Hence agriculture is esp.

commended, together with the rearing

of cattle and sheep. Somewhat later the whole
duty of man was said to consist in good thoughts,
good words, good deeds. Fierce opposition to every
other religion was enjoined as a religious duty, and,

under the Sasanides esp., this led to fearful and
repeated persecutions of Christians throughout the
empire.
The Sacred Thread (Av. Aiwymihana; Skt.

UpavUam, etc, now by the; Parsis styled the Kushti)

plays as important a part in Zoroas-
8. Sacred trianism as in Hinduism. So do
Thread charms, mathras (Skt. mantras), con-

sisting in repetitions of the verses of

the Avesta. The latter is even adored.
The first thing created by Ahura Mazda was a

Bull, which may represent the earth, and reminds
us of the Cow Audhumla in the Edda

9. Early {Gylfaginning VI). This was killed

Traditions by Ahro Mainyus (in a later version,

by Mithra). His spirit {Geus Urvan)
went to heaven and became the guardian of cattle.
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Tlic first iii;m Avas ( laya-nian'taii ("Mortal Life");

liciicc the ])lirasc Jhicd (Idijdl Murcthnal d tSao.sh-

ijantdt, "from Cl'iya-iuarctaii [(.iayoinanl, Kayo-
inartli] to Saoshyaiil" {Yasna XXVI, 10; Ym^bl
Xlll, ] lo), means "from tho l:)Ofz;i"'ii'>R ^<' I'll' '''I'l

of the world." From the Ainjai'.cm Varjo ("Aryan
fierm"), th(> first liomeof tluilrani.ins, men were com-
pelled to mijirate because Ahi-o Mainyiis so altered

the climate that the winter became ten months lonjz;

and the sumiiu^r only two. "^'ima Khshaeta ("Yima
the lirilliant," Pers JdDislild), son of \'Ivahhat,

thousih he twice refused Ahura Mazda's eonuni.ssion

to guaril his creatun's, and thouj^h l)y tlu'ce lies he,

lost, tlu! "Royal Lifi;ht" {IJvarciid /vV/rae///) which he
oriirinally i)oss(>ssed, was yet directed to jjrepare a
very extensive inclosure {Vdr(i), in which lie {)re-

served "the seeds of slieej) an(l cattle, of men, of

dogs, of birds, and of red, glowing fir(\s" from some
terribly sev(>rc winters which came upon the earth
(Vcndiddd 11; Yasht XIX). Tlu; Bilndihishnih
tale of a flood differs from this, ])res(>rving an indc^-

pendent narrative. Ahura Mazda's law was
l)reached to men withni Yima's inclosure.

The earth consists of seven divisions, called

Karshvarcs (cf the Skt. din pas). Only one of th(>se,

Ilvaniratha, is inhabit eel by men; the
10. The others are sejiarated from it by im-
Earth ])assable abysses. Sun, moon, and

stars r(>volv(> round Mt. Taera, a j)eak

in the Elburz ]\Iountanis (Demavend?). A later

legend says that the Elburz Range surrounds the
earth.

Each god and man possesses afrarashi, which has
been compared to a guardian s])irit and seems to

differ from the soul (urvan). After

11. Heaven judgment by Mithra, Hashnu and
and Hell Sraoslia, the souls of the dead must

cross the r/a/t?Y/ (-bridge ("Hritlge of

the Judge"), whicli is guarded by two dogs and is

narrow and difhcult for the tmjust, but wide and
easy for the just. The righteous man then advanc(>s

through three Paradises, those of (!ood Thoughts,
Good Words and (lood \A'orks (Iliunatn, Ilukfita,

Hvarka: Yasht XVI; Arta Vlrdf Ndmnk, VI 1-

IX), until, led by Sraosha, Atar, and Vohu ISIand,

he finally reaches Ahura Mazda's abode of light aiul

glory, GarO-mndna (in ddthds, (idro-dcmdiia; Pahl.

(liirulmdn), where Ahura Mazda himself receives

him with the words: "Greeting to thee; well hast
thou come; from that mortal workl Jiast thou conu;

to this pure, bright ])lace" {A.V. Ndniak, XI, 8, 9).

But the soul of the wicked man, passing through
regions of Evil Thoughts, Evil ^^'ords and Evil
Deeds, fiiuxlly reaches a dark ami gloomy H(>11

(Duzhdhh). In later times it was believ(>d that
those not yet fit for heaven waited in Misvdnd Gdtus,

an intermediate ])lace wluTe the extra merits of

the just were stored up for the benefit of the less

fortunate (Vend., Farg. XIX). A later name was
II(nuisl(d<:dn. But Dc; Ilarlez is of the opinion that

this idea was borrowed from mediaeval Christianity.

In primeval times the Persians buried or burned
their dead. Zoroastrianism may have introduced

the dakhma {Vcndiddd, passim) or

12. Inter- Towcm- of Silence, on which bodies are

ment exjwsed to l)c eaten by vultures.

Those of which the ruins have been
discovered at Al Ilibbah arc; very ancient. But in

H(TO(lotus' time it was usual, after ])ermitting the
flesh to be devoured by dogs and birds, to cover the
bones with wax and bury th(>m (Herod. i.l40).

This was done to ])rev(nit theiu from coming in

contact with and so })olluting the earth. The cus-

tom of burial is ])roved by the tombs of tlu; Achae-
menian kings near PcTsepolis, and that of Cyrus, a
stone chamber raised high above the ground, at

Pasargadae.

Zoroastrianism jK'rmits no idol-worshi)) and no
temples, fire-altars oidy being used. These were

served by Alharvnns or fire-priests,

13. Worship who fed the fire with costly wood and
jjoured into it libations of lidonta-

juice, taking care to cover their mouths with a cloth

\

Kirc! Altars.

(paiti-dhdna) to ke(>i) the sacred fire from l)eing])ol-

luted })y their breath. Sacrifices were ofteii offered

on thc! tops of the highest movmtains untler the open
sky (Herod. i.l32; Xen. Cijrop. v'ni).

The Magi dcmbtless owetl their monopoly of

l)riestly functions to their being Zoroaster's own
trib(\ Th(>y are not mentioned as

14. The i)riests in the Pers cuneiform hiscrip-

Magi tions. Only once does the word
"Magus" occur in the Avesta, and

then in composition {Mdghu-tbish, a Magus-hater,
Yasna IjXV, 7). It is not necessary to trace to

Bab influence the dcn-ay of Zoroastrianism and its

degradation in late Achaemenian times. This was
at least in large measure due to a n^vival of the
ideas and practic(>s forbidden by Zoroaster, which
reassert themselves in some parts of the Avesta,
and which afterward gave rise to Mithraism.
The Avesta states that, 1,000 years after Zoro-

aster's death, a prophet named Ukhshyat-ereta
will arise from his seed to restore his

15. Escha- religion. After another 1,000 years

tology another, IJkhshyat-nemanh, will aj)-

pear for the same purpose. The end
of the world will come 1,000 years later. Then a
third ])rophet, Saoshyafit, will be born, and will

usher in the Restoration (frasliu-kereii) of the world
to its ])rimit ive hapi)in(>ss and freedom from tlu^ evil

creatures of Afu-o Mainyus. This ])rocess will be
completed in 57 years, during which 6 other i)roi)h-

ets will i)erform in the other 6 Karshrares the wcrk
which will here be accomplisheil by Saosln'afit.

But mention of this Restoration occurs only in very
late parts of the Avesta (e.g. Vend., Farg. XVII I,

51). It does not mean R(^surrection, as De Harlez

has shown. Later still, something of the kind was
believed, and in the Bundihishnih (ch v) and the

Fatcl (§ 28) we have tlu; word rlsidkluz (from Av.
irista, "departed," and hvTs, "to rise"), which does
mean "rising of the dead." But it can hardly be
doubted that the doctrine is due to II(>b and Chris-

tian influence, csj). when we considcT

16. Hebrew the late and uncertain date of the

and Chris- booksinwdiich the idea occurs. Israel-

tian In- ites settled in Media in large numbers
fluence in or about 730-72S BC under Sargon

(2 K 17 6), long before Zoroaster's

birth. It is ])ossible that his n'formation may have

owed much therefore to Heb influence. See, further,

ZoHOASTKI.\NISM.

Tho idea of virgin birth has been asserted to occur in

Zoroastrianism, botii with reference to Zoroaster liiin-

sclf and to tlic last three great propliets of whom mention
has been made. Tliis is an i-rror. The Avesta and all

later Zoroastrian books speak of Zoroaster's birth as
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quite natural, his father being Pourushaspa. Xor is

virgin birth referred to in the case of Saoshyaiit and
the rest. {Mater cuiunque ex lis, sese in

17 No lacu quodam lavaiis, Zoroastris semine illic

ir"' • -D' i-u reposito gravida facta filium pariel: Vend.,
Virgin Uirtn parg. XIX, 4-6; Ya^ht XIII, 128, 142;

Bund., XXXII, S, 9.) Virginity is not
highly esteemed in the Avcsta, though fornication is

condemned.
LiTEHATURE.—Gcldner's cd of text of Avesta; De

Harlez, Avesta; Achaemenian Inscriptions; Sacred
Books of the East, vols IV, XXIII, XXXI; Grassmann,
Worterbuch zum Rig Veda; Haug and West, Artd Virdf
Namak; Spiegel, Einleitung in die trad. Schriften der
Parsen; Eranische Altertumskunde; Darmostcter, tCtudcs
iraniennes; Haug, Essays on ... . Religion of Pdrsis;
De Harlez, Manuel du Pehlavi; Cook, Origins of Religion
and Language. Sec also Zoroastrianism.

W. St. Clair Tisdall
PERSIANS, pvir'shanz, -zh;inz (C"^S

,
para,^, also

= Persia, Pkhsi.s [q. v.] ; adj. ''D'lE, ?Mr.sI,Heb, and
''CnS, par.say, Aram.; Ile'po-ai, Pcrsai, adj. only in

Noh 12 22; Dnl 6 28; Achaom. Pors PCirsa, name
of both country and people ; does not occur in Avesta)

:

I. Affinity
1. Three Classes
2. Tribal and Clan Divisions
3. Achaemenian Dynasty

II. Civilization
1. Writing
2. Institutions and Customs

III. Hl.STORY
1. (^yrius
2. Capture of Baljylon
3. Cambyses
4. Pseudo-Smerdis
5. Darius I

6. Darius' Suez C^anal
7. Xerxes I

8 Artaxerxes II
9. Xerxes II

10. Lat(^r Persian Kings
IV. First Mention in Inscriptions
Literature

The Persians are not mentioncMJ m 1h(> Bible until

the exilic books (2 Ch 36 20.22.23; Ezr 1 1.2.8;

3 7; Est 1 19, etc; Dnl 5 28; 6 8.12.15.28),
being previously included under Ihe M(>des (Gen
10 2), as they were by Thucydidea, and even by
Xenophon often.

Achaeraencs (Hakhamanish)
I

Tcispcs ((Miaishi)isli, Sispis)

as Persis (modern Fars), including probably part
of Elam.
The Avesta shows that the IMedo-Pers com-

munity was divided into 3 classes (zantu): the

Athravntis or fire-priests, the Rath-
1. Three aekars or (charioteers, and the Vdstrya-
Classes fshmjans or cattle-r(>arers (cf the three

original Hindu castes, the; Brahmans,
the Kshnttriyas anfl the Vaihjas). A 4th class,

the artisans or Huitis, came later. But these were
classes, not castes.

They were also divided into trib(>s, clans (Achaem.
vith; Av. vis; cf vicus) and families or households

(Achaem. taM?«d; Av.nmdna). Herod-
otus (i.l25) mentions ten Pers tribes,

the chi(>f behig the Pasargadae, to
which belong(Ml the Achaemenian clan
{(pptjrpri, phrf'trc) which included the

royal family, "^^riiis dynasty traced its origin to

Achaemenes {Hakhdnianish) according to Da-
rius and Herodotus. The following
scheme will s(>rve to sliow the descent
of the line of Pers kings mentioned
in the Bible and in secular history
up to the time of the fall of the

dynasty in 331 BC.
//. Civilization.—The Persians had indulged less

in luxury than the Medes, tmtil their conquest of

Media and other lands under Cyrus
1. Writing the Great gave them th(> opportunity,

which they were not slow to embratce,

being famed for their readiness to adopt foreign

customs. Writing was introduced from Babylonia
through Elam. This cuneiform char-

2. Institu- acter was afterward superseded by one
tions and derived from Syria, from which came
Customs the Avestic writing, which, hi its cor-

rupt Pahlavl form, lasted until the
Arabian conquc^st imposed the Arab, character on
the people. The Achaemenian kings probal)ly bor-
rowed from Babylon and further develojx'd their

system of royal posts (Est 8 14) or messengers

2. Tribal
and Clan
Divisions

3. Achae-
menian
Dynasty

Cvrus
I

Camiiyses

Cyrus the Groat

Cambyses

Ariaramnes (Ariyaramna)

Arsames (.\rshama)
I

Hystaspes (^ ishtaspa)

Darius I

I

Xerxes I (Ahasuerus)
I

Artaxerxes I (Longimanus)

Xerxes II Sogdianus Darius It

(Nothos, Ochos)
I

Artaxerxes 11 (Mneinon)

Artaxerxes 111 ((')chos)

I

Arses

/. Affinity.—Being of the same stock as the

Medes they shared the name Aryans (Achaem.
driya; Av. airya; Skt. drya, "noble"); cf the

Naqsh i Rustam Inscription, where Darius I calls

himself "a Persian, son of a P(>rsian, an Aryan, of

Aryan d(;scent" (11. 13, 14). Tradition assigns as

their earliest known habitat the so-(;all(!d Airya-

nem Vaejo ("Aryan germ"), a district between the

Jaxartes and the Oxus {Vendiddd I), whence they
migrated gradually to what was afterward known

(.Sisygainbis. a
daugliter)

I

Darius III (Codomannus)
[Neh 12 22; 1 Mace 1 1]

(and even the words dyyapoi, dgguroi, and dardi'dai,

a,3tdndai, used to denote them, are almost cer-

tainly Babylonian). Of these men's pace it was
said, "X'^o mortal tlung is (juickeT." The custom
of showing special honor to the; "Benefactors of

the King" (Herod, viii.85: dpoadyyai, oros(iggai = Av.
uru-\-sanh, "widely renowned") is referred to in

Est 6 1.2.3, and that of covering the (head and)
face of a criminal cond(>mned to d(>ath (with a large

black cap) (Est 7 8.9) occurs in the Shdhndmah
also.
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(1) The. king was an arbitrary rul(>r with un-

limited jiowcr, the council of seven princes who stood

nearest to the throne (Est 1 14 ; cf Herod, iii.

70-S4) having uo share in the fz;overnnient.

(2) The r;/v////,—As sokliers, the Persians were
famous as arcliers and javelin-throwers; they

PcTsiaii Warriors.

wore also skilled in the use of tlie sling, and above
all in riding. Boys were taken from th(> women's
hito the men's ])art of the house at tlie age of 5, and
were there traiiu^l in "riding, arcluTy and syieaking

the truth" until 20 years old. In Darius' inscrip-

tions, as well as in the Avcsta, lying is regarded as a

great crime.

(3) Marrkigc.—The Persians ])ractised ])olygamy,

and marriages betwe(>n those next of kin were ap-

prov(Hl of. Pride and garrulity arc mentioned as

distinctive of the Pers character.

///. History.—Pers history, as known to us,

begins with Cyrus the Great. His ancestors, for

at least some generations, seem to

1. Cyrus have been chiefs or "kings" of Anshan,
a district in Persia or Elam. Cyrus

hims(4f (ir.l/, V, i)lat(>_35) gives his genealogy uj)

to and including Teis])es, entitling all his ancestors

whom he mentions, kings of Anshan. Phraortes,

king of the JNIedes, is said to have first subjugateil

the Persians to that kingdom about 97 y(>ars before

Cyrus (Herod. i.l()2). Cyrus himself headed his

countrymen's r(>volt against Astyages, who ad-

vanced to attack Pasargadao (549 BC). His army
mutinicni and surrendered him to Cyrus, whom the

Greeks held to be liis grandson on the mother's

side. Cyrus, becoming supreme ruler of both
Medes and Persians, advanced to the conquest of

Lydia. Ho defeated and captured Croesus, over-

ran Lydia, and ('ompcdled the Greek colonies in

Asia Minor to pay tribute (547 BC).

He overthrew the Sute (Bedawin) across the

Tigris the following year, and was thc^n invited by a

a large party in Babylonia to comc! to

2. Capture their help agaiiist the usurper Nabu-
of Babylon nahid, whose religious zeal had led lum

to collect as maTiy as possible of the

idols from other parts of Babylonia and remove
them to Babylon, thereby increasing the sacredness

and magnificence of that city but inflicting injury

on neigliboring and more ancient sanctuaries.

Defeating Nabunahid's army and capturing the

king, Cyrus sent his own forces under Gobryas
(Gubaru, Gaubaruva) to tak(> ])ossessi()n of Baby-
lon. This he did in June, 53,S, "without opposi-

tion and without a battle." The citadel, however,
where Belshazzar "the king's son" was in (!ommand,
held out for some months, and was then taken in

a night attack in which "the king's son" was slain.

Cyrus made Gobryas viceroy of Chaldaea, and he
"ajipointed governors in Babylonia" (Cyrus'

"Annalistic; Tal)let"). ^'hvn Gdl)ryas died within

the year, Cyrus' son Cambjses was made viceroy

of the country, now become a jn-ovince of the Pers

empire. Cyrus restored the gods to their sanc-

tuaries, and this doubtless led to permission being
given to the Jews to return to Jerus, taking with
them their sacred vessels, and to rebuild tlieir

temple. Cyrus was killed in battle against some
frontier tribe (accounts difTer where) in 529 BC.
His tomb at Alurghab, near the ruins of Pasargachu;,

is still standing.

Cyrus' son and successor, Canibyses, invaded
Egyi)t and coiujucn-ed it aft(>r a gr(>at battle near

Pelusivmi (.525 BC). During his ab-

3. Cam- sence, a Alagian, Gaumata, who i)re-

byses tended to bo Smordis (Bardiya),
Cambyses' nnu'dered brother, soizeil

the throne. Marching against him, Cambyses
conunitted suicide. After a reign of 7 moiitlis,

the usur])er was overthrown and slain

4. Pseudo- by Darius and his (5 brother-nobles

Smerdis (their names in Herod, iii.70 an^ con-

firined with oik; oxce])tion in Darius'

Besitiin Inscrii)tion, col. iv, 80-S()). Darius be-

canu! king as the heir of Cambyses (521 BC). But
in nearly every part of the empire

5. Darius I rebellions broke out, in most cases

headed by real or i)retendod descend-
ants of the ancient kings of each country. Aft(T

at l(>ast 3 years' struggle Darius' authority was
firmly established everywhere. He then divided

the empire into satra])ies, or i)rovinces (ihthijdrd),

of which there were at first 23 (Beh. Inscrij)tion,

col. i, 13-17), and ultimately at least 29 (Nacish i

JUistam Inscription, 22-30). Over those he placed

satraps of noble Pers or Median descent, instead of

re])res(>ntatives of their ancient kings. His em])ire

extended from the Indus to the Black Sea, from the

Jaxartes to beyond the Nile.

6. Darius'
Suez
Canal

Toml) of Cyrus.

Darius united tho latter river witli tho Red Sea i)y a
canal, the partly obliterated inscription commemoraling

which may i)erhaps he thus restored and
rendcrc^d: "I am a Persian; with PiTsia
I seized Ef^ypt. I commanded to dig
this_canal from the river named thc^ Nile
[Pirava], wliirh flows tlirough Egypt, to
this sea which comes from Persia. Then

this canal was dug, according as 1 commanded. And I

said, 'Come ye from the Nile through this canal to
Persia,'

"

Darius' expedition into Scythia, his success in

subduhig tho rebellion among the Asiatic Greeks,

his attempts to conquer Gr(H>ce it.self and his over-

throw at Marathon (499-490 BC) are part of the

history of Gr(>oce. A r(>bellion in Egyi)t had not
been r(>pressed when Darius died in 485 BC.

Xerx(>s 1, who succeeded his father, regained

Egypt, btit his failure in his attenii)ts to con(iu(>r

Greece largely exhausted his omi)ire.

7. Xerxes I In 4()4 BC he was murdered. His
son Artaxerxcs I, surnamed "the long-

armed," succeeded him, being himself succeeded in

424 BC by his son Xerxes II, who was murdered
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iho followiTis year. This ondod tlio logitimato

Achaciiu'iiiuii line, the next kiiij^;, Dariu.s II

(stylctl A'otlids, or "bastard," as well

8. Arta- us Oclios), hciiif^ oiu; of Artaxrrxcs'

xerxes I illrgitiiiiat(' sons (we i)ass over 8ok-
dianus' brief reign). Artaxerxes II,

Mneinon, succeeded his father and l(>ft the throne

to his son Artaxerxes III, Ochos. The hitter was
murdered with all his sons but the

9. Xerxes II youngest, Arses, by an Egyp eunuch
Bagoas, probably in rev(Mige for Ar-

taxerxes' conduct in Egypt (33,S BC). Arses was
murdered by l^agoas 3 years later, when Darius III,

Codomannus, the son of Sisygambis,
10. Later daught(>r of Artaxerxes II, and her
Persian luisband, a Pers noble, ascended the
Kings throne. Darius was completely over-

thrown by Alexamler th(! CJreat in the
battle of Gauganu'la or Arbela, 331 UC, and shortly

after fell by an assassin's haiul. "^I'liis ended the
Pers emi)ire of the Achaemenides, the whole of the
huids couiposing it becoming part of the empire of

Macedon.
IV. First Mention in Inscriptions.—P( rsia {Par-

sua) is first mentioned as a country in an inscription

of Rammfum Nirari III {WAI, 1, i)late 35, no. 1,

1. 8), who boasts of having conquered it and other
lands (he reigned from 812 to 783 or from 810 to

781 BC).
LiTBR.vTURE.—Bosidcs tlic main autlioritics mentioned

in tlie text, wc learn mucla from Sijic^el, Dir Altper-
sischen Keilinnchriften, Arrian, Tliucydides, J'olybius,
Strabo, C'urtius.

W. St. Claiii Tisdall
PERSIS, pur'sis (Iltpo-is, Persia): The name of

a female member of the Christian community at

Rome, to whom Paul sent greet ing^ (Rom 16 12).

Paul designates her "the beloved, who lal)ored

much in tlie Lord." The name is not found in in-

scriptions of the imperial household, but it occiu's

as the name of a freedwoman (CIL, VI, 23, 959).

PERSON, pur'sun, ptlr's'n, PERSONALITY, pur-

eun-al'i-ti (TT??. , nephesh, TU'^i?, 'Z.s/;, ~~^, 'wihdni,

C^S, pdnJni; Trpoo-wirov, prosopon, viroo-rao-is, Jiupo-

stasis) : The most frerjuent word for "i)erson" in the
OT is nephesh, "soul" (Gen 14 21, "Give mc the
persons, and take the goods"; 36 6, AV "all the
persons"; Nu 5 6, AV "that person," etc); 'ish,

"a man," "an individual," is also used (Jgs 9 2,

"threescore and ten persons" ; 1 S 16 18, "a comely
person," etc); 'ddhdm, "a man," "a luunan being"
(Nu 31 28, "of the persons, and of the oxen";
Prov 6 12, "a worthless j)erson," etc); 'enosh, "a
man," "a weak, mortal man," occurs twice (.Jgs

9 4, AV "vain and light persons"; Zcph 3 4); ha\d,

"owner," "lord," is once tr"* "j)erson" (Prov 24
8, AV "a mischievous person"), and iu'lhim, "men,"
once (Ps 26 4, AV "vain persons"); pdnim, "face,"

is frecjuently tr'^ "person" when the reference is to

tlu^ ext ernal appearance, as of persons in high places,

rich jjersons wlio could favor or bribe, etc, chi(>fly

in the ])hrases "regarding the person," "accepting
the perscm" (Dt 10 17; Mai 1 8).

In the NT prosopon, "face," "countenance,"
stands in the same connection (Mt 22 1(5, "Thou
regardest not the person of men"; Gal 2 (5, "God
accepteth not man's person"; Acts 10 34, "God
is no respecter of pensons"; Rom 2 11, "there is no
respect of persons with God"; Eph 6 9; Col 3

25; Jas 2 1.9); in 2 Cor 1 11 we have "persons"
(prosopon), absol. as in the later (ir, "the gift

bestowed .... by many persons," the only occur-

rence in the NT; in 2 10 prosopon may stand for

"presence," as RV "in the presence of Christ," but
it might mean "as representing Christ"; in He;

1 3, AV hupostasis, "that which lies under," sub-

siralnm, is rendered "jjcrson," "tli(> express image
of his pennon," i.e. of God, wliich HV renders "the
very image of his substance," m "llui impress of his

substance," i.e. tiu; manifestation or expression of
the invisible God and Fath(M-. "Person" is also
frequently supjjlied as the substantive implied in

various adjs., etc, e.g. profane, i)erjured, vile.

In the Apoc we have prosopon tr'' "person" (Jth
7 15, RV "face"; Ecclus 10 5, etc); tlu^ "accept-
ing of persons" is condenmed (Wisd 6 7; Ecclus
4 22.27; 7 6; 20 22, RV "by a foolish counte-
nance"; 35 13; 42 1; "With him [God] is no respect
of persons," Ecclus 35 12).

RV has "soul" for "jxTson" (Nil 5 0), "face" (.ler

52 2.5), "man" (Mt 27 -D; " ri'i)rt)l)atc " for "vile per-
son" (Ps 15 4), AUV, EKVm "fool" (Isa 32 r->.(j); AKV
"men of falseliood" for "vain persons" (I's 26 4); for
"a wiclicd person," RV lias "an evil tiling" d's 101 4);
"back to tlice in his own person" (aut<iii. diffcrciu tt xt)
for "again thou tlicrcfore receive him" (Philem ver 12)

;

" take away life" for "respect any jJiTsoTi" (2 S 14 It);
"witli seven otliers" for "tlie eiKlitli persoti" (2 Pet 2
5); "false swearers" for "perjured ])ersons" (1 Tim 1 10);
"seven thousand persons" for "of men seven tliousand"
(Rev 11 13).

Personality is that which constitutes and charac-
t(>rizes a person. The word "person" (Lat persona)
is tlerived from the mask through wliich an actor
spoke his part iper-sona). "From being a])plied to

the mask, it came next to be aj)i)li(>d to the actor,

then to the character acted, th(>n to any assmned
character, then to anyone having any character or
station"; lastly, it came to mean an hidividual, a
feeling, thinking and acting being. For full person-
ality there must bo self-consciousness, with the
capability of free thought and action—self-tleter-

mination—hence we speak of personal character,

l)ersonal action, etc. A p(>rson is thus a resi)on-

sible being, while an animal is not. Personality is

distinctive of num. The ))erson;dity is the imit of

the entire rational b(>ing, ])(>rhaps most clearly

represented by "th(> will"; it is that which is deep-
est in man, belonging, of coiu'se, not to the realm
of space or the region of the visible*, but existing as
a si)iritual reality in tim(>, with a destiny beyoiul it.

it is the substance (huposlosis) of the being, that
which underlies all its manifestations; hence the
rendering "the express image of his jxtsou" in He
1 3 AV. Hupostasis was emjiloyetl by the early Gr
Fathers to express what the Latins intended by per-

sona; afterward prosopon was introduced.
Recent psychology has brought into prominence

elements in the subconscious realm, the relation

of which to the personality is obscure. There seems
to be more in each individual than is normally ex-

pressed in the personal consciousne.ss and action.

The real, r(>sponsible personality, liowever, is some-
thing which is always beiyig formed. The phe-
nomenon of double personality is pathological, as

truly the result of brain disease as is insanity.

In the Bible man is throughout regarded as per-

sonal, although it was only gradually that the full

imi)ortance of the individual as distinct from the
nation was realized. The use of prosopon for "per-
son" indicates also a more external conce])tion of

personality than the modern. With the Hebr(>ws
the nephesh was the seat of personality, e.g. "Thou
wilt not leave my soul [nephesh] to Sheol" (Ps 16
10); "Thou hast brought up my soul from Sheol"
(Ps 30 3). God is al.so always regarded as pcraonaZ

(who has created man in His own image), and
although the representations se(Mn often anthro-
pomorphic they are not really such. The Divine
personality could only be conceived after the

analogy of the human, as far as it could be definitely

conceived at all; but (iod was regarded as tran-

scending, not only the whole of Nat ure, but all that
is human, e.g. "God is not a man, that he should lie"

(Nu 23 19; 1 S 15 29); "Canst thou by searching
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find out Cod?" (Job 11 7; Isa 40 2S; of I'k-cl 3 11;
8 17, ctfi). In the NT the pcrsonulit y of Cod is,

on the \v:iri';int of Jcsiis Himself, conceived after the
analofiy of liumaii fat herliood, yet as transcend iiiij;

all our luinian cducept ions: "How niucih more?"
(Mt 7 11); "Who hath known the mind of th(>

Ijord? or who hath I)een his couns(>llor ?" (Rom 11
31). Man is body, soul and spirit, but Cod in

Himself is Spirit, infinite, ))(>rfect, ethical Spirit

(Alt 5 4S; Jn 4 24). He is forever more than all

that is cremated, "For of him, and through him, and
unto him, are all Ihinfz;.-^" (Rom 11 36). The human,
personality, beinjz; spiritual, survives bodily disso-

lution an(l in Christ becomes clothed ap;ainwith a

spiritualbody (Phil 3 21; 1 Cor 15 44).
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It is the purpose of this article to make as clear

as possible the conception of the Person of Christ,
in the technical sense of that term,

Method of which lies on—or, if we prefer to say
the Article so, beneath—the pages of the NT.

Were it its purpose to trace out the
process by which this great mystery has been re-

vealed to men, a begiiming would need to be taken
from the intimations as to the nature of the person
of the M(»ssiah in OT ])rophecy, and an attempt
would recjuire to be made to discriminate the exact
contribution of each organ of revelation to our
knowledge. And were there added to this a desire
to ascertain the progress of the apprehension of this

mystery by men, th(>re would be demanded a further
inciuiry into the exact degree of understanding
which was brought to the truth revealed at each
stage of its revelation. The magnitudes with which
such investigations deal, however, are very
minute; and the profit to be derived from them is

not, in a case like the present, very great. It is, of
course, of importance to know how the person of the
Messiah was represented in the predictions of the
OT; and it is a matter at least of interest to note,
for examj)le, the difficulty experienced by Our
Lord's innnediate disciples in comprehending all

that was involved in His manifestation. But, after
all, the constitution of Our Lord's person is a matter
of revelation, not of human thought; and it is pre-
eminently a revelation of the NT, not of the OT.
And the NT is all the i)roduct of a single movement,

at a single stage of its development, and therefore
presents in its fundamental teaching a common
character. The whole of the NT was written
within the limits of about half a century; or, if we
excei)t the writings of John, within the narrow
boimds of a coujjle of decades; and the entire body
of writings which ent(>r into it are so much of a i)iece

that it may be i)lausibly represented that th(>y all

bear the stamp of a single mind. In its funda-
mental teaching, the NT lends itself, therefore, more
readily to what is called dogmatic than to what is

called genetic treatment; and we shall penetrate
most surely into its essential meaning if we take our
start _from_ its clearest and fullest statements, and
l)ermit their light to be thrown upon its more inci-

dental allusions. This is peculiarly the case with
such a matter as the person of Christ, which is dealt
with chiefly incidentally, as a thnig already under-
stood by all, and needing only to be alluded to
rather than formally expotmded. That we may
interpret these allusions aright, it is recjuisite that
we shoidd recover from the first the common con-
ception which underlies them all.

/. The Teaching of Paul.— (1) General drift of
passage.—^^e begin, then, with the most didactic of

the NT writers, the ajjostle Paid, and
1. Phil 2: with one of the passages in which he
5-9 most fully intimates his conception

of the person of his Lord, Phil 2 5-9.
Even here, however, Paid is not formally expound-
ing the doctrine of the Person of Christ; he is only
alltiding to c(>rtain facts concerning His person and
action perfectly well known to his readers, in order
that he may give point to an adduction of Christ's
exam|)le. He is exhorting his readers to unselfish-
ness, such unselfishness as esteems others better
than otu'selves, and looks not only on our own things
but also on those of others. Precisely this un-
selfishness, he declares, was exemplified by Our
Lord. He did not look upon His own things but
the things of others; that is to say. He did not stand
upon His rights, but was willing to forego all that
He might justly have claimed for Himself for the
good of others. For, says Paid, though, as we all

know, in His intrinsic nature He was nothing other
than God, yet He did not, as we all know right well,
look greedily on His condition of equality with God,
but made no account of Himself, taking the form of
a servant, being made in the likeness of men; and,
being found in fashion as a man, humbled Himself,
becoming obedient up to death itself, and that, the
death of the cross. The statement is thrown into
historical form; it tells the story of Christ's life

on earth. But it presents His life on earth as a life

in all its elements alien to His intrinsic nature, and
assumed only in the performance of an unselfish
purpose. On earth He lived as a man, and sub-
jected Himself to the common lot of men. But He
was not by nature a man, nor was He in His own
nature subject to the fortunes of human life. By
nature He was God; and He would have naturally
lived as became God—'on an equality with God.'
He became man by a voluntary act, 'taking no
account of Himself,' and, having become man, He
voluntarily livcnl out His human life under the con-
ditions which the fulfilment of His unselfish purpose
imposed on Him.

(2) Our Lord's intrinsic Deity.—The terms in
which these great affirmations are made deserve
the most carefid attention. The language in which
Our Lord's intrinsic Deity is expressed, for example,
is probably as strong as any that could be devised.
Paul does not say simply, "He was God." He
says, "He was in the form of God," employing a turn
of si)eech which throws emphasis upon Our Lord's
possession of the specific (juality of God. "Form"
is a term which expresses the sum of those char-
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ucterizing qualities which make a, thing the i)rc<'ise

thing that it is. Thus, the "form" of a sword (in

this case mostly matters of external configuration)
is all that makes a given piece of metal specifically
a swonl, rather than, say, a spade. And "the foriii

of God" is the sum of t he characteristics which make
the being we call "God," specifically God, rather
than some other being—an angel, say, or a man.
When Our Lord is said to be in "the form of God,"
therefore, He is declared, in the most express man-
ner possible, to be all that God is, to possess the
whole fulness of attributes which make God God.
Paul chooses this maimer of exi)ressing himself here
instinctively, because, in adducing Our Lord as
our exami)le of self-abnegation, his mind is natu-
rally resting, not on the bare fact that lie is God, but
on the richness and fulness of His being as God.
He was all this, yet He did not look on His own
things but on those of others.

Itshould be carefully observed also that in making
this great affirmation concerning Our Lord, Paul
does not throw it distinctively into the past, as if

he were_ describing a mode of l)(nng formerly Our
Ix)rd's, indeed, but no longer His because of the
action by which He b(>came our examjjle of un-
selfishness. Our Lord, he says, "being," "existing,"
"subsisting" "in the form of God"—as it is vai'i-

ously rendered. Tlie rendering proposed by RVm,
"being originally," while right in substance, is

somewhat misleading. The vb. emj^loyed means
"strictly 'to be beforehand,' 'to be already' so and
so" (Blass, Grammar of NT Greek, ET, 244), "to
be there and ready," and intimates the existing
circumstances, disposition of mind, or, as here,
mode of subsistence in which the action to be de-
scribed takes place. It contains no intimation,
however, of the ce.ssation of these circumstances or
disposition, or mode of subsistence; and that, the
less in a case like the j)resent, where it is cast in a
tense (the imperfect) which in no way suggests that
the mode of subsistence intimated came to an end
in the action described by the succeeding vb. (cf

the I's, Lk 16 14.23; 23 50; Acts 2 30; 3 2;
2 Cor 8 17; 12 1(3; Gal 1 14). Paul is not tell-

ing us here, then, what Our Lord was once, but
rather what He ah-eady was, or, better, what in
His intrinsic nature He is; he is not describing a i)ast

mode of existence of Our Lord, before the action
he is adduchig as an example took j^lace—although
the mode of existence he describ(;s was Our Lord's
mode of existence before this action—so much as
paniting in the background upon which the action
adduced may be thrown up into prominence. He
is telling us who and what He is who did these
things for us, that we may appreciate how great the
things He did for us are.

(3) No exiuaniUon.—And here it is important
to observe that the whole of the action adduced is

thrown up thus against this background—not only
its negative description to the efTect that Our Lord
(although all that God is) did not look greedily on
His (consequent) being on an equality with God;
but its positive descrij)tion as well, introtluced by
the "but . . . ." and that in both of its elements,
not merely that to the efTect (ver 7) that 'he took
no account of himself (rendered not badly by AV,
He "made himself of no rejnitation"; but quite
misleading by IIV, He "emptied himself"), but
equally that to the efTect (ver 8) that "he humbled
him.self." It is the whole of wliat Our Lord is de-
scribed as doing in vs 6-8, that He is described as
doing desjMte His "subsistence in the form of God."
So far is Paul from intimating, therefore, that Our
Lord laid aside His Deity in entering upon His life

on earth, that he rather asserts that He retained His
Deity throughout His life on earth, and in the whole
course of His humiliation, up to death itsc;lf, was

consciously ever exercising self-abnegation, living a
life which did not by nature belong to Him, which
stood in fact in direct contradiction to the \iU\ which
was naturally His. It is this underlying implication
which determines the whole choice of the language
in which Our Lord's earthly life is described. It is

because it is kept in mind that He still was "in the
form of God," that is, that He still had in jjossession
all that body of characterizing qualities l>y which
God is made God, for example, that He is said to
have been made, not man, but "in the likeness of
man," to have been found, not man, but "in
fashion as a man"; and that the wonder of His
scrvanthood and obedience, the mark of servant-
hood, is thought of as so great. Though He was
truly man. He was much more than man; and Paul
would not have his readers imagine that He had
become merely man. In other words, Paul do(;s not
teach that Our Lord was once God but had IxM-ome
instead man; he teaches that though He was (Jod,
He had become also man.
An impression that Paul means to implj^ that in

entering upon His eartlily life Our Lord had laid

aside His Deity, may be created by a very prev.alent
misinterpretation of the central clause of his state-
ment—a misinterpretation unfortunately given cur-
rency by the rendering of ERV: "counted it not a
prize to be on an e<iuality with God, but em))tied
himself," varied without improvement in ARV to:

"counted not the being on an ecjuality with God
a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself." The
former (negative) member of this clause means just:

He did not look greedily upon His being on an
equality with God; did not "set sujjreme store" by
it (see Lightfoot on the clause). The latter (posi-
tive) member of it, however, cannot mean in an-
tithesis to this, that He therefore "emptied himself,"
divested Himself of this, His being on an e(iuality
with God, much less that He "emptied himself,"
divested Himself of His Deity ("form of God") itself,

of which His being on an equality with God is the
manifested consequence. The vb. here rendered
"emptied" is in constant use in a metaphorical sense
(so only in the NT: Rom 4 14; 1 Cor 1 17; 9 15;
2 Cor 9 3) and cannot here be taken literally.

Tliis is already apparent from the definition of the
manner in which the "emptying" is said to have
been accomplished, sui)i)lied by the modal clause
which is at once attached: by "taking the form of a
servant." You cannot "empty" by "takiTig"

—

adding. It is equally ai:)parent, however, fr(jm the
strength of the emphasis which, by its ])osition, is

thrown upon the "himself." We may speak of Our
Lord as '^emptying Himself" of something else, but
scarcely, with this strength of emphasis, of His
"emptying Himself^' of something else. This
emphatic "Himself," interposed between the pre-

ceding clause and the vb. rendered "empti(>d,"
builds a barrier over which we caimot climb back-
ward in search of that of wliich Our Lord emptied
Himself. The whole thought is necessarily con-
tained in the two words, "emjjtied himself," in

which the word "emptied" must therefore be taken
in a sense analogous to that which it bears in

the other passages in the NT where it occurs.

I'aul, in a word, says here nothing more than
that Our Lord, who did not look with greedy eyes
upon His estate of equality with God, emjjtied

Himself, if the language may be pardoned, of Him-
self; that is to say, in precise accordance with the ex-

hortation for the enhancement of which His example
is adduced, that He did not look on His own things.

'He made no account of Himself,' we may fairly

paraphrase the clause; and thus all question of

what He emptied Himself of falls away. What
Our Lord actually did, according to Paul, is ex-

I)ressed in the following clauses; those now before
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us express more llu> moral eliaracter of Ilis act. II(!

took "the form of a. servant," and so was "made
in the likeness of men." Hut His doing tliis sliowed

tliat He did not- set ovei'weeiun^^ stoi'(> l)y His state;

of equality with (lod, and did not. account. Himself

the suflicieiit object, of all the efforts. He was not.

self-r(>j>;ar(lins: He had reganl for others. Thus He
becomes our supremo examj)le of self-abnegating

conduct . See also Kenosis.
(4) Our Lord's humnnily.—Tlie language in which

tli(> act by which Our Lord showed that He was
self-al)negating is described, re(iuires to bo taken in

its complete meaning. Ho took "the form of a
servant, being made in the likeness of men," says

Paul. The t(Tm "form" here, of course, bears the

same full meaning as in the ])receding instance of

its occurnnice in the i)hrase "the form of Clod." It

imi)arts the si)ecific quality, the whole body of char-

acteristics, l)y which a servant is made what we
know as a servant. Our Lord assumed, then, ac-

cording to Paul, not the mere state or condition or

outward apitearaiico of a servant, but the reality;

He became an actual "servant" in the world. The
act by wliich Ho did this is described as a "taking,"

or, as it has Ix'comc customary fi-om this descrij^tion

of it to ])hrase it, as an "assum])tioii." What is

meant is that Our Lord took up into His personality

a Inunan nature; and therefore it is immediately
explained that He took the form of a servant by
"being made in the likeness of men." That the

apostle does not say, shortly, that He assumed a
human nature, is due to the engagement of his

mind with the contrast which he wishes to bring

out forcil)ly for the enhancement of his aj^peal to

Our Lord's exami)Ie, between what Our Lord is by
nature and what He was willing to become, not
looking on His own things but also on thethings of

others. This contrast is, no doubt, embodied in the

sim])lo oj^position of God and man; it is much more
l)ungently ex])ressed in the qualificative terms,

"form of God" and "form of a servant." The Lord
of the world became a servant in the world; He
whose right it was to rule took obedience as His
life-characteristic. Naturally therefore Paul em-
ploys here a word of quality rather than a word of

mere nature; and then defines his meaning in this

word of (luality by a further ei)exegetical clause.

This further clause
—"being made in tlie likeness of

men"—does not throw doubt on the reality of the
human nature that was assumed, in contradiction

to the emphasis on its reality in the phrase "the
form of a servant." It, along with the succeeding
clause

—"and being found in fashion as a man"^—
ow{>s its i)eculiar form, as has already been pointed
out, to the vividness of the apostle's consciousness,

that he is speaking of one who, though really man,
possessing all tliat makes a man a man, is yet, at

the same time, infinitely more than a man, no less

than God Himself, in possession of all that makes
God God. Christ Jesus is in his view, therefore

(as in the view of his readers, for he is not instruct-

ing his readers here as to the nature of Christ's

person, but reminding them of certain elements
in it for the purposes of his exhortation), both God
and man, God who has "assumed" man into per-

sonal union with Himself, and has in this His as-

sumed manhood lived out a human life on earth.

The elements of Paul's conception of the person
of Christ are brought before us in this suggestive

passage with unwonted fulness. But
2. Other they all receive endless illustration

Pauline from his occasional allusions to them,
Passages one or another, throughout his Epp.

The leading motive of this passage, for

example, reappears quite perfectly in 2 Cor 8 9,

where we are exhorted to imitate the graciousness
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, who became for our sakes

(emphatic) jioor—He who was (again an imjjer-

fect ])artici])lo, and therefore without suggestion of

th(> cessati<m of th(> condition describes 1) rich—that

we might by His (very (>in])hatic) ])overty lie made
rich. Here the change in Oiu' Lord's condition at

a ])oint of time ])erfectly understood between the

writer and his readers is advertc-d to and assigned

to its motive, but no further definition is givc^n of

the nature of either condition referred to. \\i\ are

brought closer to the precise nature of the act by
wliicli the change was wrought by such a j^assage

as Gal 4 4. W(> road that "When the fulness of tlie

thno came, God sent forth his Son, born of a woman,
born under the law, that ho might redeem them that

wore under the law." The whok; transaction is

ref(>rred to the Father in fulfilnu^nt of His eternal

l)lan of redomjjtion, and it is described s])ocifically

as an incarnation: the Son of (iod is born of a
woman—He who is in His own natiu'e the Son of

God, abiding with God, is sent forth from God in

such a manner as to be born a hiunan being, subject

to law. The primary im])lications are that this

was not the bogiiming of His boitig; but that before

this He was neither a man nor subject to law. But
there is no suggestion that on becoming man and
subject to law. He ceased to be the Son of Go(l or

lost anything intimated by that high designation.

The uniqueness of His relation to God as His Son
is emphasized in a kindred passage (Rom 8 3) by
the heightening of the designation to that of God's
"own Son," and His distinction from other m(>n is

intimated in the same passage by the declaration

that God sent Him, not in sinful flesh, but only '"in

the likeness of sinful flesh." The reality of Our
Lord's flesh is not thrown into doubt by this turn of

speech, but His freedom from the sin which is asso-

ciated with fl(>sh as it exists in lost humanity is

asserted (cf 2 Cor 5 21). Though true man,
therefore (1 Cor 15 21; Rom 5 21; Acts 17 31),

He is not without differences from other men; and
these differences do not concern m(>rely the condition

(as sinful) in which men ])resently find themselves;

but also their very origin: tluy are from below. He
from above—'the first man is from the earth, earthy;

the second man is from heaven' (1 Cor 15 47).

This is His peculiarity: He was born of a woman
like other mcni; yet He descended from heaven
(cf Eph 4 9; Jn 3 13). It is not meant, of course,

that already in heaven He was a man; what is

meant is that ev(>n though man He derives His
origin in an exc(>ptional sense from heaven. Paul
describes what He was in heaven (but not alone in

heaven)—that is to say b(>fore He was sent in the

likeness of sinful flesh (though not alone before this)

—in the great terms of "God's Son," "God's own
Son," "the form of God," or yet again in words
whose imi)ort cannot be mistaken, 'God over all'

(Rom 9 5). In the last cited passage, tog(^ther

with its parallel earlier in tlie same q\). (Rom 1 3),

the two sides or elements of Our Lord's person are

brought into collocation after a fashion that can
leave no doubt of Paul's conception of His twofold
nature. In the earlier of these passages he tells us
that Jesus Christ was born, indeed, of the seed of

David according to the flesh, that is, so far as the

human side of His being is concerned, but was power-
fully marked out as the Son of God according to

the Spirit of Holiness, that is, with respect to His
higher nature, by the resiuTection of the dead, which
in a true sense began in His own rising from the dead.
In the later of th(>m, he tells us that Christ sprang
indeed, as concerns the flesh, that is on the human
side of His being, from Israel, but that, despite this

earthly origin of His human nature, He yet is and
abides (pr(\sont participle) nothing less than the

Supreme God, "Cjod over all [emphatic], blessed

forever." Thus Paul teaches us that by His coming
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forth fi'oin Ood to Ix^ horn of woman, Oui' ]>oi(i,

assuming a human nature to Himself, has, while
remaining the Suprenu; God, become also true and
pei-feet man. Accordingly, in a context in which
the resources of language are straincnl to the utmost
to make th<; exaltation of Our Lord's being clear

—

in which H(> is described as the image of the invisible

Got!, whose being antedates all that is created, in

whom, through whom and to whom all things have
been creat(>d, and in whom they all subsist—we
are told not only that (naturally) in Him all the ful-

ness dwells (Col 1 19), but, with complete exjjli-

cation, that 'all the fulness of the Godhead dwells
in him bodily' (Col 2 9); that is to say, the very
Deity of (Jod, that which makes God God, in all its

completeness, has its permanent home in Our Lord,
and that in a "bodily fashion," that is, it is in Ilim
clothed with a body. He who looks upon Jesus
Christ sees, no doubt, a body and a man; but as
he sees the man clothed with the body, so he sees

Gotl Himself, in all the fulness of His Deity, clothed
with the hvunanitv. Jesus Christ is tiierefore God
"manif(>sle(l in the flesh" (1 Tim 3 Ifi), and His
appearanc(M)nearthisan ''epiphan}'" (2 Tim 1 10),
which is the technical term for manifestations on
earth of a God. Though truly man, He is never-
theless also our "great God" (Tit 2 13).

//. Teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews.—
The conce])ti(jn of the jierson of Christ which under-
lies and fiTids expression in the Ep. to the He is

indistinguishable; from that which governs all the
allusions to Our Lord in the Epp. of Paul. To
the author of this ep. Our Ixjrd is above all else the
Son of (!od in the most eminent sense of that word;
and it is the Divine dignity and majesty belonging
to Him from His V(ny nature which forms the funda-
mental feature of the image of Christ which stands
before his mind. And yet it is this author who,
perhaps above all others of the NT writers, empha-
sizes the truth of the humanity of Christ, and
dwells with most particularity upon the elements
of His human nature and experience.

(1) Biirkground of express Deity.—The great
Christological ])assage which fills ch 2 of the Kp.

to the He rivals in its richness and ful-

He 2: Iff ness of detail, and its breadth of im-
l)lication, that of Phil 2. It is thrown

up against the background of the remarkable expo-
sition of the Divine dignity of the Son which occu-
pies ch 1 (notice the "therefore" of 2 1). There the
Son had be(>n dcH-lared to be "the effulgence of his

((jod's) glory, and the very image of his substance,"
through whom the universe has been created and
by the word of whose power all things are held in
being; and His exaltation above the angels, by
means of whom the Old Covenant had been inau-
gurated, is measured by the difference between the
designations "ministering s])irits" proper to the one,
and the Son of (iod, nay, God itself (1 8.9), ])roi)cr

to the other. The purpose of the succeetling state-
ment is to enhance in the thought of the Jewish
readers of the ep. the value of the salvation wrouglit
by this Divine Saviour, by removing from their
minds the offence they were in danger of taking at
His lowly life and shameful death on earth. This
earthly humiliation finds its abundant justification,

we are told, in the greatness of the end which it

sought and attained. By it Our Lord has, with
His strong feet, broken out a pathway along which,
in Him, sinful man may at length climb up to the
high destiny which was promised him wlien it was
declared he should have dominion over all creation.
Jesus Christ stooped only to con(}uer, and He
stooped to conquer not for Himself (for He was in
His own person no less than God), but for us.

(2) Complelcness of humanity.—The language
in which the humiliation of the Son of God is in tlie

liist instance described is derived from the context.
The establishment of His Divine majesty in ch 1
had taken the form of an exi)<)sition of His infinite

exaltation above the angels, the high(>st of all crea-
tures. His humiliation is described here therefore
as being "made a little lower than the angels" (2 9).
What is meant is simply that He became man; the
phraseology is derived from Ps 8 AV, from which
had just been cited the declaration that God had
made man (despite his insignificance) "but a little

lower than the angels," thus crowning him with glory
and honor. The adoption of the language of the
psalm to describe Our Lord's humiliation has the
secondary effect, accordingly, of greatly enlarging the
reader's sense of the immensity of the humiliation
of the Son of God in becoming man: He descended
an infinite distance to reach man's highest con-
ceivable exaltation. As, howev(!r, the primary
purpose of the adoption of the language is merely
to declare that the Son of God became man, so it is

shortly afterward exi)lained (2 14) as an entering
into participation in the blood and flesh which are
common to men: "Since then the children are
sharers in flesh and blood, he also himself in like
manner partook of the same." The voluntariness,
the reality, the completeness of the assum])tion of
humanity by the Son of God, are all here empha-
sized.

The proximate end of Our Lord's assumption of
humanity is declared to be that He might die; He was
"made a little lower than the angels .... because
of the suffering of death" (2 9); He took part in
blood and flesh in order "that through death . . .

."

(2 14). The Son of God as such could not die;
to Him belongs by nature an ''indissoluble life"

(7 16 m). li He was to die, therefore. He nuist
take to Himself another nature to which the ex-
perience of death were not impossible (2 17). Of
course it_ is not meant that dc'at h was desired by
Him for its own sake. The ])urpose of our passage
is to save its Jewish reatlers from the offence of the
death of Christ. What they are bidden to observe
is, therefore, Jesus, who was made a little lower
than the angels because of the sulTering of death,
'crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace
of God the bitterness of death which he tasted
might redound to the benefit of every man' (2 9),
and the argument is immediately i)resscd home that
it was eminently suitable for God Almighty, in
bringing many sons into glory, to make the Captain
of their salvation perfect (a« :i Saviour) by means of
suffering. The meaning is that it was only through
suffering that these men, being sinners, could be
brought into glory. And therefore in the plainer
statement of ver 14 we read that Our Lord took part
in flesh and blood in ord(>r "that through death he
might bring to nouglit him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil; and might deliver all them
who through fear of death were all their lifetime
subject to bondage"; and in the still plainer state-
ment of ver 17 that the ultimate object of Hijs

assimilation to men was that He might "make pro-
pitiation for the sins of the pecjple." It is for the
salvation of sinners that Our Lord has come into the
world; but, as that salvation can be wrought only
by suffering and death, the proximate end of His
assumption of humanity remains that He might
die; whatever ia more than this gathers around
this.

The completeness of Our Lord's assumption of human-
ity and of His identiflcation of Himself with it receives
strong emphasis in this passage. He took part in the
flesh and blood wliich is tlie common heritage of men,
after the same fasliion tliat otiier men participate in it

(2 14) ; and, having tlius Ijeeomc! a man among men.
He shared with other men tin; ordinary circumstances
and fortunes of life, "in all things" (2 17). Tlie stress
is laid on trials, sulferings. dealli; but tliis is dius to tho
actual course in wliicli His life ran—and tliat it might
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run in wiiicli lit' Ix'cainc iniin—and is not ('xrlusi\c of
otlicr liutnan cxpi-ricnccs. What is intended is that lie
became truly a man, and lived a truly human life, suh-
.ject to all tiie experiences natui'al to a man in tlu' par-
ticular circumstances in which lie livi'd.

(o) Conli Iliad j)i>.ssi\s.-<in)i of Diitij.— It i.s not im-
plied, liowevcr, tiiat (luring tlii.s liiinuui life

—"the
days of his flesh" (5 7j— Ih; had ceased to l)e (!od,

or to have at His (lis])osal th(> attributes which be-
longed to Ifiin as (iod. That is alrea<ly excluded
by the rejireseiitations of eh 1. The glory of this

dispensation consists ])recisely in the bringing of its

revelations directly by th(> Divine Son rather than
by mere j)roi)hets "(1 i), ;ind it was as the efTiilgence

of God's glory and the express image of ilis siib-

stanee, U]ihol(ling the universe })y the word of His
])ower, thtit this Son nutde i)tirification of sins (1 3).

Indeed, we are ex])re.ssly told that even in the days
of the flesh. He continued still ;i Son (5 8), and that
it was i)recisely in this that the wonder lay: that
thotigh He w:is and remained (im))erfect ])articiple)

a Son, lie vet learned the obedience lie had set

Himself to \vi Phil 2 8) by the things which He
suffered. Shnilarly, we are told not only that,

though an Israelite of tlie tribe of Jtidah, He i)os-

sessed "the jiower of an indissolul)le life" (7 16 m),
but, describing thtit higluT nature which gave Him
this power as an ''eternal Spirit" (cf "s])irit of

holiness," Rom 1 4), tluit it was through this

ete^rntd Spirit that He could offer Himself without
blemish unto God, a retil and sufficing sacrifice, in

contrast with the shadows of the Old Covenant
(9 14). Though ;i man, therefore, and truly man,
sprung out of Judah (7 14), touched with the feel-

ing of htiman infirmities (4 1.5), .and tempted like as
we are, He was not altogether like other men. For
one thing. He was "without sin" (4 15; 7 26), and,
by this characteristic, He was, in every sense of the
words, separatee! from sitmers. Despite the com-
pleteness of His identifictition with men. He re-

mained, therefore, ev(;n in the days of His flesh

different from them and above them.

///. Teaching of Other Epistles.—It \s only as WC carry
tliis conception of th(> person of Our Lord witli us—tho
conception of Ilim as at once our Supreme Lord, to
whom our adoration is due, and our f(>llo\v in the expe-
riences of a liunian life—tliat \iiiity is induced in tho
multiform allusions to Him throughout, wlietlicr the
Epp. of Paul or tho Ep. to the He, or, indeed, the other
epistolary literature of the NT. For in thts matter
there is no difference between those and tliese. Tliero
are no douljt a few passajii's in these other letters hi
which a i)lurality of the elements of the person of Christ
are brought together and given detailed ni(!ntion. In
1 Pet 3 1(S, for instance, the two constitutive elements
of His pes-son arc spoken of in the contrast, familiar from
Paul, of the "flesh" and the "spirit." But ordinarily we
meet only with references to this or that element sepa-
rately. Everywhere Our Lord is spoken of as having
lived out His life as a man; but everywhere also Ho is
spoken of with tho supremo reverence which is due to
God alone, and the very name of Cfod is not withheld
from Him. In 1 Pet 1 11 His preexistcnco is taken
for granted; in .Tas 2 1 Ho is identified with the Sho-
kinah, tho manifest<!d Jeli

—
'our Lord Jesus Christ

the Glory'; in Jude ver 4 He is "our only Master
[Despot] and Lord"; over and over again He is the
Divine Lord who is Jeh (e.g. 1 I'et 2 3.1.3; 2 Pet 3
2.18); in 2 Pet 1 1, He is roundly called "our God and
Saviour." There is nowhere formal inculcation of the
entire doctrine of the person of Christ. JJut, everyw)i(>re
its elements, now one and now another, art; presupposed
as the common property of writer and readers. It is only
in tlie Epp. of John that this easy and unstudied pre-
supposition of them gives way to pointed insistence upon
them.

IV- Teaching of John.—In the circumstances in
which he wrote, John found it necesstuy to insist

upon the elements of the person of
1. The Our Lord—His true Deity, His true
Epistles humanity and the unity of His person—in a manner which is more didactic
in form than anything we find in the other writings
of the NT. The great dejiository of his teaching on
the subject is, of cour.se, the ])rologue to his Gospel.

Hut it is not Tner(>ly in this i)rologue, nor in the
( lospel to which it forms a fitting introduction, th.at
these (lid;ictic statemtMits are found. The full em-
])hasi.s of .h)hn's witness to the twofold nature of the
Lord is brought out , indeed, only by combining what
he sa\-s in th(> Gosi)(>l and ii^the Epj). "In the
Gos])(>l," remarks We.steott (on .In 20 .31), "the
evaiig(>list shows step by step that the historical
.Testis was the Christ, the Son of God (opposed to
nuM't; 'flesh'); in thcEp. he reaffirms that the Christ,
the Son of God, was true man (oi)posed to mere
'sjjirit'; 1 Jn 4 2)." \Miat John is concerned to
show throughout is that it was "the true CJod"
(1 Jn 5 20) who was "made flesh" (Jn 1 14); an 1

that this 'only God' (Jn 1 IS, RVm "God only
b(>g()tten") has truly come "in .... flesh" (1 Ju
4 2). In all the universe there is no oth(>r being of
whom it can be said that He is God come in flesh

(cf 2 Jn ver 7, He that "cometh in the flesh," whose
characteristic this is). And of all the marvels
which have ever occurred in the marvelous history
of the universe, this is the grtnitest—that 'what
was from the beginning' (1 Jn 2 13.14) has been
heard and gazed upon, seen and handled bv men
(1 Jn 1 1).

Fromthe point of view from which we now aj)-

protu'h it, the prologue to the Gospel of John may
be said to fall into three parts. In the

2. Prologue first of th(>se, the nattu-e of the Being
to the who became incarnate in the ])er.son

Gospel we know as Jesus Christ is described;
in the second, the general nature of the

act we call the incarnation; and in the third, the
nattu-e of the incarntited per.son. See Jon.\xxiNE
Theology, III; John, Gcspel of, IV, 1, (3), 2.

(1) The Being who was incarnated.—John here
calls the person who became incarnate by a name
peculiar to himself in the NT—the "Logos" or
"Word." According to the predicates which lie

here applies to Ilim, he can mean by the "Word"
nothuig else but God Himself, "considered in His
creative, operative, self-revealing, and communi-
cating character," the sum total of what is Divine
(C. F. Schmid). In three crisp sentences he de-
cliires at the outset His eternal subsistence. His
eternal intercommunion with God, His eternal
identity with God: 'In the beginning the Word
was; and the Word was with God; and the ^\or(l
was God' (Jn 1 1). "In the beginning," at that
point of time when things first began to be (Gen 1

1), the Word already "was." He antedates the
beginning of all things. And He not merely ante-
dates them, but it is immediately added that Fie is

Himself the creator of all that is: 'All things were
made by him, antl apart from him was not made one
thing that hath been made' (1 3). Thus He is

taken out of the category of creatures altogether.
Accordingly, what is said of Him is not that He was
the first of_ existences to come into being—that 'in

the beginning He already had come into being'

—

but that 'in the beginning, when things began to
come into being, lie already was.' It is exjiress

eternity of being that is asserted: "the imperfect
tense of the original suggests in this relation, as far
as human language can do so, the notion of abso-
lute, sujira-temporal existence" (West cot t). This,
Plis eternal subsistence, was not, however, in iso-

lation:
_
"And the Word was with God." The lan-

guage is pregnant. It is not merely coexistence
with God that is asserted, as of two beings standing
side by side, united in a local relation, or even in a
common conception. What is suggested is an active
relation of intercourse. The distinct personality
of the Word is therefore not obscurely intimated.
From all eternity the \^'ord has been with God as a
fellow : He who in the very beginning already "was,"
"was" also in commtmion with God. Though He
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was thus in sonic sciiso a second alonj^ with CJod, He
was nevertheless not a separate hein^; from Clod:
"And the \\'or(l was"—still the eternal "was"

—

"C!od."
_
In some sense distinguishable from (!od,

He was in an equally true sense identical with (Jod.
There is but one eternal (iod; this eternal Cod, the
\Vord is; in whatever sense we may distinj^uish
Him from the God whom He is "with," He is yet
not another than this God, but Himself is this God.
The predicate "God" occu])ies the i)osition of em-
I)hasis in this great declaration, and is so i)laced
in the sentence as to be thrown up in sharp contrast
with tlie phrase "with God," as if to ])revent hiade-
quate inferences as to the nature of the Word beiiifj;

drawn even momentarily from that ])hrase. John
would have us realize tl'iat what the Word was in
eternity was not merely God's coeternal fellow, but
the eternal God's self.

(2) The incarnation.—Now, John tells us that
it was this Word, eternal in His subsistence, God's
eternal fellow, the eternal God's self, that, as "come
in the flesh," was Jesus Christ (1 Jn 4 2). "And
the Word became flesh" (Jn 1 14j, he says. The
terms he emj)loys here are not terms of substance,
but of i)ersonality. The meaning is not that the
substanceof God was transmuted into that substance
which we call "flesh." "The Woi'd" is a ixT.sonal
name of the eternal God; "flesh" is an appropriate
(l(>sisnation of humanity in its entirety, with the
implications of dependence and weakness. The
meaninf^, then, is simply that He who had just been
tlescribed as the eternal God became, by a voluntary
act in time, a man. The exact nature of the act
by which He "became" man lies outside the state-
ment; it was matter of common knowledfre be-
tween the writer and the reader. The laiifj;uage em-
ployed intimates merely that it was a definite act,
and that it involved a change in the lif(>-history of
the eternal God, here designated "the Word."
The whole emphasis falls on the nature of this
change in His life-history. He became //cs/t. That
is to say, He entered ui)on a mode of existence in
which the experiences that belong to human ))eings
would also be His. The dep(>ndence, the; weakness,
which constitute the very idea of flesh, in contrast
with Cod, would now enter into His ])ersonal ex-
perience. And it is precisely because these are the
coimotations of the term "flesh" that John chooses
that term here, instead of the more simply denota-
tive term "man." What he means is merely that
the eternal God became man. But lie elects to
say this in the language which throws best up to
view what it is to become man. Tlie contrast ))<-

tween the \\'ord as the etcTiial God and the human
nature which He assumed as flesh, is the hinge of
the statement. Had the evangelist said (as he
does in 1 Jn 4 2) that the \\\m\ 'came in flesh,'

it would have been the continuity through the
change which would have been most emjihasized.
When he says rather that the Word became flesh,
while the continuity of the ])ersonal subject is, of
course, intimated, it is the reality and the comi)lete-
ncss of the humanity assumed which is made most
prominent.

(3) The incarnaled person.—That in becoming flesh
the Word did not cease to Ix; what H(! was before
entering upon this new sph(>re of exiieriences, the
evangelist does not leave, however, to mere sug-
gestion. The glory of the \\ord was so far from
quenched, in his view, by His becoming fl(>sh, that he
gives us at once to understand that it was rather as
"trailing clouds of glory" that He came. "And the
Word became flesh," he says, and immediately adds:
"and dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory,
glory as of the only begotten from the Father), full

of grace and truth" (1 14). The language is colored
by reminiscences from the Tabernacle, in which the

Glory of God, the Shekinah, d\v(>lt. The fl(>sh of
Our Lord became, on its assumption by the Word,
the Temi)le of God on (>arth (cf Jn 2 \\)), and the
glory of the Lord filled tliehoiis(M)f the Lord. John
tells us expressly that this glory was visible, that it

was i)recisely what was ai)pr()i)riat(> to the Son of
God as such. "And we beheld his glory," he says;
not divined it, or infcM'red it, but jierceivcd it. It
was ojien to sight, and the actual object of obser-
vation. Jesus Christ ws^s obviously more than
man; He was obviously God. His actually ob-
served glory, John tells u,- further, was a "glory as
of the only begottc-n from Ilu» Fatlier." It was
unique; nothing like it was ever seen in another.
And its uniqueness consisted ])r(>cis(>ly in its con-
sonance with what the uni(iu(> Son of God, sent
forth from the Father, would naturally have; men
recognized and could not but recognize in Jesus
Christ the unicjue Son of God. When this unicjue
Son of God is fmlluT described as "full of grace and
truth," the el(>nients of His manif(>sted glory are not
to be supposed to be exhausted by this description
(cf 2 11). Certain items of it only are singled out
for particular mention. The visible glory of the
incarnated Word was such a glory as the unique
Son of God, sent forth from the Father, who was full
of grace and truth, would naturally manifest.
That nothing should be lacking to the declaration

of the continuity of all that belongs to the \\\m\ as
such into this new sjihere of existence, and its full

manifestation through the veil of His flesh, John
adds at the close of his exposition the remarkable
sentence: 'As for God, no one has even yet seen
him; God only begottcui, who is in the bosom of the
Father—he hath declared him' (1 18 m). It is the
incarnate Word which is here called 'only begotten
God.' The abs(>nce of the article with this desig-
nation is doubtless due to its j)arallelism with the
word "God" which staiuls at the head of the cor-
I'csponding clause. The effect of its absence is to
throw up into emjihasis \\w quality rather than the
mere individuahty of the jierson so designated.
The adj. "only begotten" conveys the idea, not of
derivation ancl subordination, bulof uniqueness and
consubstantiality: Jesus is all that God is, and He
alone is this. Of this 'only begotten God' it is

now declared that He "is"—not "was," the state
is not one which has been left behind at the incarna-
tion, but one which continues uninterrupted and
unmodified—"into"—not m(>rely "in"—"the bosom
of the Father"—that is to say, lie continues in the
most Ultimate and compl(>te comnumion with the
P'ather. Though now incarnate^ llv, is still "with
God" in the full sense of the external relation inti-
mated in 1 1. This being true. He has much more
than seen God, and is fully able to "interpret" God
to men. Though no one has ever yet seen God, yet
he who has seen Jesus Chi'ist, "God only begotten,"
has seen the Father (cf 14 9; 12 45). In this re-
markable sentence there is asserted in the most
direct manner the full Deity of the incarnate Word,
and the continuity of His life as such in His incar-
nate life; thus H(> is fitted to be the absolute revela-
tion of God to man.

This condensed statement of the whole doctrine
of the incarnation is only the i)rologue to a his-

torical treatise. The historical treat-
3. The ise which it introduces, natural!}-, is

Gospel written from the iioint of view of its

Iirologue. Its object is to present
Jesus Christ in His historical manifestation, as
obviously the Son of (Jod in flesh. "These are
written," the Gospel testifies, "that ye may believe
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God" (20 31);
that Jesus who came as a man (1 30) was thor-
oughly known in His human origin (7 27), con-
fessed Himself man (8 40), and died as a man dies
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(19 .")), was, iicvcmI.cIcs,-, not (inly tlic Messiah, (lu;

Sent of (ioil, the ruiiilh'r of all the Divine pi'oinises

of redenipl ion, hut also the very Sou of (lod, that.

(io(i only Ix'jiotteu, who, ahidiufj; in tlie l)OHom of

the Father, is lli.s sole adeciuate int(>rpr(>ter. From
the h(>fj:;iuiiins of the Gospel onward, this purpose
is jiursued: Jesus is pictured as ever, wdiile truly

mail, 3'et manifesting Himself as equally truly God,
until the veil which covered the eyes of His followers

was wholly lifted, and He is greeted as both Lord and
God (20 2.Sj. But tliough it is the ])rime purpose
of this G(jspel to exhibit the Divinity of the man
Jesus, no obscuration of His manhood is involved.
It is the Deitj^ of the man Jesus which is insisted on,

but the true manhood of Jesus is as prominent in

the re])resentation as in any other portitm of the
NT. Nor is any effacement of the humiliation of

His earthly life involved. For the Son of man to

come from heaven was a descent (3 13), and the
mission which He came to fulfil was a mission of

contest and conflict, of suffering and death. He
brought His glory with Him (1 14), but the glory
that was His on earth (17 22) was not all the glory
which 1I(> had had with the Father before the world
was, and to which, after His work was done, He
should return (17 5). Here too the glory of the
celestial is one and the glory of the terrestrial is

another. In any event, John has no difficulty in

presenting the life of Our Lord on earth as the life

of God in flesh, and in insisting at once on the glory
that belongs to Him as God and on the humiliation
which is brought to Him by the flesh. It is dis-

thictly a duplex life which he ascribes to Christ, and
he attributes to Him without embarrassment all

the powers and modes of activity appropriate on
the one hand to Deity and on the other to sinless

(Jn 8 46; cf 14 30; 1 Jn 3 5) human nature. In
a true sense his portrait of Our Lord is a dramatiza-
tion of the God-man which he presents to our con-
temi)lation in his prologue.

V. Teaching of the Synoptic Gospels.—The
same may be said of the other Gospels. They are all

dramatizations of the God-man set forth in thetical
exposition in the prologue to John's Gospel. The
Gospel of Luke, written by a known companion of
Paul, gives us in a living narrative the same Jesus
who is presupposed in all Paul's allusions to Him.
That of Mark, who was also a companion of Paul,
as also of Peter, is, as truly as the Gospel of John
itself, a presentation of facts in the life of Jesus with
a vicnv to making it plain that this was the life of

no mere man, human as it was, but of the Son of
God Llimself. Matthew's Gospel differs from its

fellows mainly in the greater richness of Jesus' own
testimony to His Deity which it records. What is

characteristic of all three is the inextricable inter-

lacing in their narratives of the human and Divine
traits which alike marked the life they are depicting.
It is ])ossible, by neglecting one series of their
representations and attending only to the other,
to sift out from them at will the portrait of either a
purely Divine or a i)urely human Jesus. It is im-
possible to derive from them the portrait of any
other than a Divoie-human Jesus if we surrender
ourselves to their guidance and take off of their
pages the portrait they have endeavored to draw.
As in their narratives they cursorily suggest now
the fulness of His Deity and now the completeness
of His humanity and everywhere the unity of
His ])erson, they present as real and as forcible a
testimony to the constitution of Our Lord's person
as uniting in one personal life a truly Divine and a
truly human nature, as if they announced this fact
in analytical statement. Only on the assumption
of this conception of Our Lord's person as under-
lying and determining their presentation, can unity
be given to their rei^resentations; wdiile, on this

supposition, all their representations fall into their
places as elements in one consistcnit- wh()l(>. Within
Ihe limits of their common j)r(\supposition, each
Gospel has Tio doubt its own pcjculiarities in the dis-
tribution of its emphasis. Mark lays particular
stress on the Divine power of the man Jesus, as
evidence of His supernatural being; and on the
irresistible imjn-ession of a veritable Son of God, a
Divine being walking the earth as a man, which lie
made ujjon all with whom He came into contact.
Luke places his Gospel by the side of the Ep. to the
He in the prominence it gives to the human devel-
opment of the Divdne being whose life on earth it is

depicting and to the range of temptation to which
He was subjected. Matthew's Gospel is notable
chiefly for the heights of the Divine self-conscious-
n(!ss which it uncovers in its rej^ort of the words of
Him whom it represents as nevertheless the Son of
David, the Son of Abraham; heights of Divine
self-consciousness which fall in nothing short of
those attained in the great utterances preserved for
us by John. But amid whatever variety there may
exist in the aspects on which each lays his particular
emphasis, it is the same Jesus Christ which all three
bring before us, a Jesus Christ who is at once God
and man and one individual person. If that be not
recognized, the whole narrative of the Synoptic
Gospels is thrown into confusion; their portrait of
Christ becomes an insoluble puzzle; and the mass of

details which they present of His life-experiences is

transmuted into a mere set of crass contradictions.
See also Gospels, The Synoptic.

VI. Teaching of Jesus.—The Gospel narrativ^es

not only present us, however, with dramatizations
of the God-man, according to their

1. The authors' conception of His composite
Johannine person. They preserv^e for us also a
Jesus considerable body of the utterances of

Jesus Himself, and this enables us to
observe the conception of His person which underlay
and found expression in Our Lord's own teaching.
The discourses of Our Lord which have been selected
for record by John have been chosen (among other
reasons) expressly for the reason that they bear
witness to His essential Deity. They are accord-
ingly i)eculiarly rich in material for forming a judg-
ment of Our Lord's conception of His higher nature.
This conception, it is needless to say, is precisely
that which John, taught by it, has announced in the
prologue to his Gospel, and has illustrated by his

Gospel itself, compacted as it is of these discourses.

It will not be necessary to present the evidence for

this in its fulness. It will be enough to point to a
few characteristic passages, in which Our Lord's
conception of His liigher nature finds esp. clear
expression.

(1) His higher nature.—That He was of higher
than earthly origin and nature. He repeatedly
asserts. "Ye are from beneath," he says to the
Jews (8 23), "I am from above: ye are of this

world; I am not of this world" (cf 17 16). There-
fore, He taught that He, the Son of Man, had "de-
scended out of heaven" (3 13), where was His true
abode. This carried with it, of course, an assertion

of preexistence; and this preoxistence is exj)licitly

affirmed: "What then," Heasks, "if ye should behold
the Son of man ascending where he was before ?"

(6 62) . It is not merely preexistence, however, but
eternal preexistence which He claims for Himself:
"And now, Father," He prays (17 5), "glorify thou
me wdth thine ow^n self with the glory which I

had with thee before the world was" (cf ver 24);
and again, as the most impressive language possible,

He declares (8 58 AV): "Verily, verily, I say unto
you. Before Abraham was, I am," where He claims
for Himself the timeless present of eternity as His
mode of existence. In the former of these two last-
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cited passuges, the character of His preexisteiit Hfe
is intimated; in it He shared the Father's gloiy
from all eternity (''before the world was"); He
stood by the Father's side as a companion in His
glory. He came forth, when He descended to
earth, therefore, not from heaven only, but from the
very side of God (8 42; 17 8). Even this, how-
ever, does not express the whole truth; He came
forth not only from the Father's side where He had
shared in the Father's glory; He came forth out of

the Father's very being—"I came out from the
Father, and am come into the world" (16 28; cf

8 42). "The connection described is inherent and
essential, and not that of presence or external fellow-
ship" (Westcott). This prei)ares us for the great
assertion: "I and the Father are one" (10 30), from
which it is a mere corollarv that "He that hath seen
me hath seen the Father'' (14 9; cf 8 19; 12 45).

(2) His humiliation.—In all these declarations
the subject of the affirmation is the actual person
speaking: it is of Himself who stood before men and
spoke to them that Our Lord makes these immense
assertions. Accordingly, when He majestically de-
clared, "I and the Father are" (plurality of persons)
"one" (neuter singular, and acconlingly singleness
of being), the Jews naturally understood Him to be
making Himself, the person then sp(>akiiig to them,
God (10 33; cf 5 18; 19 7). The conthiued same-
ness of the person who has been, from all eternity
down to this hour, one with God, is therefore full}'

safeguarded. His earthly life is, however, distinctly
reprc'sented as a humiliation. Though even on
earth He is one with the Father, yet He "descended"
to earth; He had come out from the Father aTid
out of God; a glory had been left behind which
was yet to be returned to, and His sojourn on earth
was thereofore to that extent an obscuration of His
projjcr glor}-. There was a sense, th(>n, in which,
because He had "descended," He was no longer
equal with the Father. It was in order to justify

an ass(Ttion of equalitv with the Father in power
(10 25.29) that He was led to declare: "I and my
Father are one" (10 30). But He can also declare
"The Father is greater than I" (14 28). Obviously
this means that there was a sense in which He had
ceased to be equal with the Father, because of the
humiliation of His present condition, and in so far

as this humiliation involved entrance into a status
lower than that which belonged to Him by natui'e.

Precisely in what this humiliation consisted can be
gathered only from the general implication of many
statements. In it He was a "man": 'a man who
hath told you the truth, which I have heard from
God' (8 40), where the contrast with "God" throws
the assertion of humanity into emphasis (cf 10 33).

The truth of His human nature is, however, every-
where assumed and endlessly illustrated, rather than
explicitly asserted. He possessed a human soul

(12 27) and bodily parts (flesh and blood, 6 53 ff;

hands and side, 20 27); and was subject alike to

physical affections (weariness, 4 6, and thirst, 19 28,

suffering and death), and to all the common human
emotions—not merely the love of compassion (13 34

;

14 21; 15 8-13), but the love of simple affection

which we pour out on "friends" (11 11; cf 15 14.

15), indignation (11 33.38) and joy (15 11; 17 13).

He felt the perturbation produced by strong ex-

citement (11 33; 12 27; 13 21), tlie sympathy
with suffering which shows itself in tears (11 35),
the thankfulness which fills the grateful heart (6 11.

23; 11 41; 16 27). Only one human character-
istic was alien to Him: He was without sin: "the
prince of the world," He declared, "hath nothing
in me" (14 30; cf 8 40). Clearly Our Lord, as

reported by John, knew Hims(>lf to be true God
and true man in one indivisil)le person, the common
subject of the qualities which belong to each.

(1) His Deity.—in) _ TvIk 13 32: The same is

true of His self-consciousness as revealed in His
sayings recordetl by the synoptists.

2. The Perhaps no more striking illustration
Synoptic of this could be adduced than the
Jesus remarkable declaration recorded in

Mk 13 32(cfMt 24 3t)): 'But of that
day or that hour knoweth no one, not even the
angels in heaven, nor yet the Son, but the Father.'
Here Jesus places Himself, in an ascending scale of
being, above "the angels in heaven," that is to say,
the highest of all creatures, significantly marked lu^re

as supramundane. Accordingly, He presents Him-
self elsewhere as the Lord of the angels, whose l)e-

hests they obej^: "The Son of man shall send forth
his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom
all things that cause stumbling, and them that do
iniquity" (Alt 13 41), ''And he shall send forth his
angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they
shall gather together his elect from the four winds,
from one end of heaven to the other" (Mt 24 31;
cf 13 49; 25 31; Mk 8 38). Thus the "angels of
C;od" (Lk 12 8.9; 15 10) Christ designates as
His angels, the "khigdom of God" (Alt 12 28;
19 24; 21 31.43; Alk and Lk often) as His L'ing-
dom, the "elect of God" (Alk 13 20; Lk 18 7;
cf Rom 8 33; Col 3 12; Tit 1 1) as His elect.

He is obviously speaking in Alk 13 22 out of a Di-
vine self-consciousness: "Only a Divine being can
be exalted above angels" (B. Weiss). He therefore
tlesignates Himself by His Divine name, "the Son,"
that is to say, the unique Son of God (9 7; 1 11),
to claim to be whom would for a man be blasphemy
(Alk 14 61.64). But though He designates Him-
self by this Divine name. He is not si)eakiTig of what
He once was, but of what at the moment of speaking
He is: the action of the vb. is jiresent, "knoweth."
He is claiming, in other words, the supreme designa-
tion of "the Son," with all that is involved in it, for
His present self, as He moved among men: He is,

not merely was, "the Son." Nevc^rtheless, what He
aflirms of Himself cannot be affirmed of Himself
distinctively as "the Son." For what He afhrnis of
Himself is ignorance—"not even the Son" knows it;

and ignorance does not belong to the Divine nature
which the term "the Son" connotes. An extreme
appearance of contradiction accordingly arises from
the use of this terminology, just as it arises when
Paul says that the Jews "crucified the Lord of
glory" (1 Cor 2 8), or exhorts the Ephesian elders
to "feetl the church of God which he purchased with
his own blood" (Acts 20 28 m); or John Keble
j:)raises Our Lord for "the blood of souls by Thee
redeemed." It was not the Lord of Glory as such
who was nailed to the tree, nor have either "God"
or "souls" blood to shed.

We know how this apparently contradictory mode of
speech has arisen in Keble 's case. He is speaking of
men who are composite beings, consisting of souls and
bodies, and these men come to be designated from one
element of their composite personalities, th(jiigh what
is affirmed by them l)elongs rather to tlu^ oth(>r; we may
speak, therefore, of the "blood of souls" meaning that
these "souls," while not having blood as such, yet
designate persons who have bodies and therefore blood.
We know equally how to account for Paul's apparent
contradictions. Wo know tliat he conceived of Our
Lord as a composite person, uniting in Himself a Divine
and a human nature. In Paul's vic^w, therefore, though
God as such has no blood, yet Jesus Christ who is Ciod
has blood because He is also man. He can justly speak,
therefore!, when speaking of .Jesus Christ, of His blood
as the blood of Cod. When precisely the same phe-
nomenon meets tis in Our Ijord's si)eecli of Himself, we
must presume that it is the outgrowth of precisely th(!

same state of things. When He speaks of "the Son"
(who is Ood) as ignorant, we Tiuist understand that He
is designating Himself us "thi; Son" because of His
higher nalun;, and yet has in mind the ignorance of His
lower nature; what Ho means is that ttU! person properly
designated 'the Son" is ignorant, that is to say with
respect to the human nature which is as intimate an
element of His personality as is His IJeity.
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Whrti Our Lord says, tlicii, that "th(> Sou knows
not." Ill- bcconu's as express a witni'ss to the two natures
which constitute His person as Paul is wlien lie si)eaks
of tli(! blood of (fod, or as Keble is a witness to thi^ two-
fold constitution of a human beins when he speaks of
souls sheddiuK blood. In this short sentence, thus, Our
l^or'd bears witness to His I)i\ine luiture with its supreni-
ac.v above all ci'eatures, to His human natiu'e with its

creatiu'el.v limitations, and to tin; unity of the subject
pos.sesst'd of tlu'se two natures.

; (/<) Otlicr ]):issa^('s: Sott of Man and Son of (lod:

All these clcnuMits of His personality find severally

repeatiMl assertion.s in (jther utterances of Our Lord
record(>d in the Synojjtics. There is no need to in-

sist here on \\\v el(>vat ion of Hiniself above the kiii<i.s

and i)roi)hets of the Old Covenant (Mt 12 4111),

above the tenii)le itself (Mt 12 (')), and flu> ordi-

nances of the Divine Law (Mt 12 Sj ; or on ifis

accent of atithorily in both His teaching and action,

His Ri-eat "1 sav "unto vou" (Mt 5 21.122), T will;

beclean.sed' (Mk 1 41; 2 5; Lk 7 14); or ()n His

separation of Hiniself from men in His relation to

Ciod, never includiufz; them with Himself in an "Oiu-

Father," but consistently s])eakins distinctively of

"my Father" (e.g. Lk 24 4<)) and "yom- Father"
(e.j;. Mt 5 1()); or on His intimation that He is not

merelv David's Son l)ut David's I^ord, and that

a Lord sittinjr on the right haiul of God (Mt 22 44);

or on His i^arabolic discrimination of Himself a

S<m and Heir from all "servants" (Mt 21 'S'.ifi); or

even on His ascrijition to Himself of the purely

Divine functions of the forgiveness of sins (Mk 2 S)

and judgment of the world (Mt 25 31), or of the

purelv Divine jiowers of reading the heart (Mk 2 8;

Lk 9^47), omnipotetice (Mt 24 'SO; Mk 14 62) and
oninii)resence (Mt 18 20; 28 10). These things

illustrate His constant a.ssimii)tion of the ])ossession

of Divine dignity and attributes; the claim itself

is more directly made in the two great designations

which He currently gave Himself, the Son of ALui
and the Son of God. The former of these is His
favorite self-designation. Derived from Dnl 7

13.14, it intimates on every occasion of its employ-
ment Our Lord's consciousness of being a supra-

mimdane being, who has entered into a s[)here of

earthly life on a high mission, on the accomj^lishment
of which IF' is to return to His heavenly sphere,

whence He shall in due season come l)ack to earth,

now, however, in His proper mtijesty, to gather
up the fruits of His work and consummate all things.

It is a designation, thus, which implies at once a
heavenly pree.xistence, a i)resent humiliation, and a
future glory; and He proclaims Himself in this

future gl(Jry no less than the universal King seated

on the throne of judgment for quick and dead (Mk
8 31; Mt 25 31). The implication of Deity im-
bedded in the designation. Son of ALm, is perhajis

more plainly spoken out in the coini)anion desig-

nation. Son of God, which Our Lord not only ac-

cepts at the hands of others, accepting with it the
implication of blasphemy in permitting its appli-

cation to HhiLself (Mt 26 63.65; Mk 14 61.61;

Lk 22 29.30), but i)ersist(>ntly claims for Himself
both, in His constant designation of God as His
Father in a distinctive sen.se, and in His less fre-

quent but more pregnant designation of Himself
as, l)y way of etninence, "the Son." That His con-
sciousness of the peculiar relation to God expressed

by this designation was not an attainment of His
mature spiritual development, but was ptirt of His
most intimate consciousness from the beginning, is

suggested by the sole glimpse which is given us
into His mind as a child (Lk 2 49). The high
significance which the designation liore to Him
is revealed to us in two remarkable utterances

preserved, the one by both Matthew (11 27 ff)

and Luke (10 22 IT), and the other by Matthew
(28 19).

(-) Mt 11 27; 28 19: In the former of these

utterances, Our Lord, speaking in the most solemn
manii(>r, not only presents Himself, as the Son, as
the sole .source of knowledge of God and of blessed-
ness for men, but places Himself in a position, not
of eciuality merely, but of absolute reciprocity and in-

terpenetration of knowledge with the Father. "No
one," He says, "knoweth the Son, save the Father;
lunther doth any know the Father, save the Son
. . .

." vari(>d in Luke so as to read: "No one
knoweth who the Son is, save the Father; and who
the Father is, save the Son . . .

." as if the being
of the Son were so immense that only God could
know it thoroughly; and the knowledge of the Son
was so tmlimited that He could know God to iier-

fection. The pectdiarly pregnant employment
here of the terms "Son" and "Father" over against
one another is explained to us in the other utter-

ance (Mt 28 19). It is the resurrected Lord's
commission to His disciples. Claiming for Himself
all atithority in heaven and on earth—which im])lies

the ))os.session of omni])ot(>nce—and {)romising to

be with His followers 'tdway, even to the end of

the world'—which adds the imi)lications of omni-
l)resence and omniscienci;—He commands them to

baptize their converts 'in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.' The pre-

cise form of the formula must be carefully observed.

It does not read: 'In the names' (plural)—as if

there were tliree beings enumerated, each with its

distinguishing name. Nor yet: 'In the name of

the Father, Son and Holy Ghost,' as if there were
one per.son, going l)y a threefold name. It reads: 'In

the name [singular] of the Father, and of the
[article rei)eatcd] Son, and of the [article repeated]

Holy Ghost,' carefully distinguishing three persons,

though tmiting them all tmder one name. The
name of God was to the Jews Jeh, and to name
the name of Jeh upon them was to make them
His. What Jesus did in this great injun(;tion was
to command His followers to name the name of God
ui)on their converts, and to announce the name of

(!od which is to be named on their converts in the
threefold enumeration of "the Father" and "the
Son" and 'the Holy Ghost.' As it is unquestionable
that He intended Himself by "the Son," He here

j)laces Himself by the side of the Father and the

Spirit, as together with them constituting the one
God. It is, of course, the Trinity which He is de-

scribing; and that is as much as to say that He
iumounces Himself as one of the persons of the
Trinity. This is what Jesus, as reported by the

Synoptics, understood Himself to be. See Trinity.

(2) His humanil!/.—In announcing Himself to

be God, however, Jesus does not deny that He is

man also. If all His speech of Himself rests on His
consciousness of a Divine nature, no less does all

His speech manifest His consciousness of a human
nature. He easily identifies Himself with men (Mt
4 4; Lk 4 4), and receives without protest the

imputation of humanity (Mt 11 19; Lk 7 34).

Ho speaks familiarly of His body (Mt 26 12. 2(^;

Mk 14 8; 14 22; Lk 22 19), and of His bodily

parts—His fe(>t and hands (Lk 24 39), His head
and feet (Lk 7 44-46), His flesh and bones (Lk
24 39), His blood (Mt 26 28; Mk 14 24; Lk 22

20). We chance to be given indeed a very express

aflirmation on His part of the reality of His bodily

nature; when His disciples were terrified at His

api)earing before them after His resurrection, sup-

posing Him to be a spirit. He reassures them with

the direct declaration: "See my hands and my feet,

that it is I myself: handle me, and sec;; for a spirit

hath not flesh and bones, as ye behold me liaving"

(Lk 24 39). His testimony to His human soul is

just as express: "My soul," says He, "is exceeding
sorrowful, even unto death" (Mt 26 38; Mk 14

34). He speaks of the human dread with which
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He looked forward to His approachius death (Lk
12 50), and expresses in a ]ioijj;nant cry His sense of

desolation on the cross (Mt 27 40; Mk 15 34).

He speaks also of His pity for the weary and hunfj;er-

ing people (Alt 15 32; Alk 8 2), and of a strong
human desire which He f<>lt (Lk 22 IF)). Nothing
that is human is alien to Him excei)t sin. He never
ascribes imjierfection to Himself and never betrays
consciousness of sin. He r(>cognizes the evil of

those about Him (Lk 11 13; Mt 7 11; 12 34.

39; Lk 11 29), but never identifies Himself with
it. It is those who do the will of (lod with whom
He feels kinship (Mt 12 50), and He off(>rs Himself
to the morally sick as a physician (Mt 9 12). He
proposers Himself as an cxampleof tb(>highest virtu(>s

(Mt 11 2<S tT) and pronounces him 1)1(>ss(h1 who shall

find no occasion of stumbling in Him (Mt 11 6).

(3) Unity of the Person.—These manifestations
of a human and Divine consciousness simi)ly stand
side by side in the records of Our Lord's self-expres-

Bion. Neither is suppres.sed or even (jualified by
the other. If we attend only to the one class we
might suppose Him to proclaim Himself wholly
Divine; if only to the other we might equally
easily imagine Him to be representing Himself as
wholly human. With both together before us we
perceive Him alternately speaking out of a Divine
and out of a human consciousness; manifesting
Himself as all that God is and as all that man is;

y(>t with the most marked unity of consciousness.
He, the one Jesus Christ, was to His own a])pre-

hension true God and complete man in a unitary
personal life.

VII. The Two NaturesEverywhere Presupposed.
—There underlies, thus, the entire literature of the
NT a single, unvarying concejjtion of the consti-

tution of Our Lord's person. From Mt where; He
is pre.sented as one of the ])ersons of the Holy Trinity
(28 19)—or if we prefer the chronological order of

books, from the Ep. of Jas wh(»re He is sp(jken of as
the Glory of God, the Shekinah (2 1)—to the Apoc-
alj'pse where He is represented as declaring that He
is the Alpha and the Omega, the First and tlu; Last,

the Beginning and the End (1 S.17; 22 13), He
is consistently thought of as in His fundament ;d

being just God. At the same time from the Synop-
tic Gospels, in which He is draniatiz(>d as a man
walking among men, His human cU^scent carefully

recorded, and His sense of dependence on God so
emphasized that prayer becomes almost His most
characteristic action, to the Epp. of John in which
it is made the note of a Christian that He confesses
that Jesus Christ has come in flesh (I Jn 4 2) and
the Apocalypse in which His birth in the trit)e of

Judah and the house of David (5 5; 22 l(j). His
exemplary life of conflict and victory (3 21), His
death on the cross (11 8) are noted. He is equally
consistently thought of as true man. Neverthe-
less, from the beginning to the (mkI of the whole
series of books, while first one and then the other
of His two natures comes into repeated prominence,
there is never a question of conflict between the two,
never any confusion in their relations, never any
schism in His unitary personal action; but He is

obviously considered and presented as one, com-
posite indeed, but undivided personality. In this

state of the case not only may evidence of the con-
stitution of Our Lord's person properly be drawn
indifferently from every part of the NT, and jjassage

justly be cited to sui)port and explain i)assage with-
out reference to the portion of tlu; NT in which
it is found, but we should be without justification

if we did not employ this common jjresupposition

of the whole body of this literature to illustrate; and
explain the varied representations which meet us
cursorily in its pages, rejjresentations which might
easily be made to appear mutually contradictory

were they not brought into harmony l)y their rela-
tion as natural component parts of this one unitary
conception which underlies and gives consistency
to them all. There can scarcely be imagined a
better proof of the truth of a doctrine than its power
completely to harmonize a multitude of statements
which without it would present to our view only
a mass of confused inconsistencies. A key which
I^erfectly fits a lock of very complicated wards can
scarcely fail to be the true key.

VIII. Formulation of the Doctrine.—Meanwhile
the wards remain complicated. Kvim in the case
of our own composite structure, of soul and body,
familiar as we are with it from our daily experience,
the mutual relations of elements so disparate in a
single i)ersonality remain an un))luml)ed mystery,
and give rise to j^aradoxical modes of speech which
woukl be misleading, were not their source in our
duplex nature well understood. We may read, in
carefvd writers, of souls being left dead on battle-
fields, and of everybody's inunortality. The mys-
teries of the relations in which the constituent
elements in the more complex ixn-sonality of Our
Lord stand to one another ar(> inmieasurably greater
than in our simi)ler case. We can never hope to
comprehend how the infinite God and a finite hu-
manity can be united in a singh; jx'rson; and it is

very easy to go fatally astray in attempting to ex-
plain the int(>ractions in the imitary person of
natures so diverse from one another. It is not sur-

l)rising, therefore, that so soon as serious efforts

began to be made to give systematic explanations
of the Bib. facts as to Our Lord's person, many one-
sided and incomplete statements were formulated
which required correction and complementing before
at length a mode of stat(>ment was devised which
did full justice to the Bib. data. It was accordingly
only after more than a century of controversy,
during which nearly every conceivable method of

construing and misconstruing the Bib. facts had
been proposed and tested, that a formula was
framed which successfully guarded the essential

data supplied by the Script vu-es from destructive
misconception. This formula, put together by the
Council of Chalcedon, 451 AD, declares it to have
always been the doctrine of the church, derived from
the Scriptures and Our Lord Himself, that Our
Lord Jesus Christ is "truly God and truly man, of

a reasonable soul and b(jdy; consubstantial with
the Father according to the Godhead, and consub-
stantial with us acH'ording to the manhood; in all

things like unto us, without sin; begotten before all

ages of the Father a(;cording to the Godhead, and
in these latter days, for us and for our salvation,
born of the Virgin Mary, the Mother of God, accord-
ing to the manhood; one and the same Christ, Son,
Lord, Only-begotten, to be acknowledged in two
natures inconfusedly, unchangeably, indivisibly,
inseparably; the distinction of natures being by
no means taken away by the union, but rather the
property of each nature being j^reserved, and con-
curring in one Person and one subsistence, not parted
or divided into two jx'rsons, but one and the same
Son, and Only-bcgotten, God, the Word, the Lord
Jesus Christ." There is nothing here but a careful
statement in systematic f(jrm of the pure teaching
of the Scriptures; and therefore this statement has
stood ever since as the norm of thought and teach-
ing as to the person of the Lord. As such, it has
been incorporated, in one form or another, into the
creeds of all the great branches of the church; it

underlies and gives their form to all the allusions to
Christ in the great mass of preaching and song which
has accumulated during the centuries; and it has
supplied the background of the devotions of the
untold multitudes who through the Christian ages
have been worshippers of Christ.
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PERSONALITY. Sec Person.

PERSUADE, per-swfid', PERSUASION.ixT-swa'-
zlmii: (1) In the older Eng. "per.suade" ikhmI not
mean "convince" (although this is its usual sense;

in the AV: ]\It 27 20, etc), but may mean only
"attempt to convince,'' "ai'gtie with." This is well
brought out in Acts 26 2S, where the Gr is lit. "In
little thou ']iersuadest' [-ireWei^, -pcHheis] to mak(!
me a Christian." AV took yeitheis us "convince"
("almost thou j)ersuadest me . . . ."), but this is

imjjossible, and so the ]{V rendered pcithcis by "thou
wouldestfain." To keep something of the language;
of AV, "persuasion" was supi)lied after "little,"

but it should have been italicized, for it is merely
conjecttu'al, as ARVm recognizes by giving "time"
as an alternative for "persuasion." Tlie text of the
passage, however, is suspected. See Almost.
Similarly in Acts 13 43, RV noplaces "persuade"
by "urge," and the same change should have been
made also in 2 K 18 32 and 1

's. (2) The "jjopular
persuasions" of 1 Esd 5 73 are "efforts to pcn-suade
the people" (tmcertain text, however). Acts 19 8
AV writes "i)ersuading the things" (RV "as to the
tlungs") for "present the things ])ersuasivelv." And
in Gal 1 10 (ERV and AV, not in AR\') and 2 Cor
5 11, there is a half-ironic force in the word: St.
Paul's enemies have accused him of using unworthy
persuasion in making his conversions.

Burton Scott E.\ston
PERUDA, i)e-r(Tr)'da (S"^n5

,
prildha). See Pe-

RIDA.

PERVERSE, i)er-vurs': The group "perverse,
-ly, -ness," "act perversely" in AV represents nearly
20 Heb words, of which, however, most are deriva-

tives of the stems tTiy, 'awah, '^'^'^,luz, TIJ]^", ^dkash.

——" — , .^Testing of judgment"
is perhaps too concrete, and "i)erverseness" is k(^i)t

in the m (inverted in AV). RVm "headlong" in Nu
22 32 is over-literal, but in 23 21 ARVm's "trouble"
is a distinct improvement.

PESTILENCE, pcs'ti-lens (11^ , dehhcr; Xoi^los,

loinws): Any sudden fatal epidemic is designated
by this word, and in its Bib. use it generally indi-
cates that these are Divine visitations. The word
is most frequently used in the prophetic books, and
it occurs 25 t in Jer and Ezk, always associated with
the sword and famine. In 4 other passages it is

combined with noisome or evil beasts, or war. In
Am 4 10 this judgment is compared with the;

plagues of Egypt, and in Hab 3 5 it is a concomi-
tant of the inarch of God from the Arabian moun-
tain. There is the same judicial character asso-
ciated with pestilence in Ex 5 3; 9 15; Lev 26

25; Nu 14 12; Dt 28 21; 2 S 24 21; 1 Ch 21
12; ]':zk 14 1<).21. In the dedication })rayer of
Solomon, a special value is besought for such peti-
tions against jx'stilence as may b(! i)resented toward
tlu; temple (2 Ch 6 28). Such a deliverance is

promised to those who i)ut their trust in Ciod (Ps
91 (J). lien; the pestilence is called noisom(>, a
shortened form of "aimoysome," used in the sense
of "hateful" or that which caus(>s trouble or distress.

In modern Eng. it has accjuired the sens(! of loath-
some'. "Noi.som(>" is uscmI by Tindale where AV
and RV have "hurtful" hi 1 Tim 6 9.

The Lat word peslilcntid is connected with 'jx.stis,

"the plague," but pestilence is used of any visita-

tion and is not the name of any special disease;
(Ichlicr is applied to diseases of cattle and is tr'' "mur-
rain."

In the NT pestilence; is mentiotuMl in Our Lord's
eschatological discourse (Alt 24 7 A\'; Lk 21 llj

coupled with famine. The assonance of loinius and
Ihnos in these pas.sages {loinws is omitted in the
RV passage for Mt) occurs in several classical ])as-

sages, e.g. Herodotus vii.171. The pestilence is

said to walk in darkness (Ps 91 6) on account of its

sudden onset out of obscurity una.ssociated with
any apparent cause. Alex. M.vcalister

PESTLE, pes"lCbr', 'ell): A rounded implement
of wood or stone used for pounding, bruising, or
I)owdering materials in a mortar. Used only in

Prov 27 22. Sec Mortar.

PETER, pe'ter (SIMON, si'mon):

1. Name and Early' Careen-
2. First Appearance in (iospcl History
3. Life-Story

(1) First Period
(2) Second Period

4. Character
5. Writings

(1) First Epistle
(2) Second Epistle

6. Theology
(1) Messianic Teaching
(2) Justification
(;i) Kedt'mption
(4) Future Lif(^

(.5) Holy Scripture
(0) Apostasy and Judgment
(7) Second Coming of Christ

Literature

The data for this article are fomid chiefly in the
four Gospels; in Acts, chs 1-15; in Gal 1 and 2;

and in the two Ep{). of Peter.

Simon (or Simeon) was the original name of

Peter, the son of Jonas (or John), and brotlun- of
Andrew, a disciple of John the Baptist,

1. Name as Peter also may have been. Afisher-
and Early man by occupation, he was an inhabit-

Career ant of Bethsaida on the Sea of Galilee,

though subsequently he dwelt with
his family at Capernaum (Mt 4 IS; 8 14; 10 2;

16 16.17; 17 25; Mk 1 16.29.30.36; Lk 5 3.4.

5.8.10; 22 31; 24 34; Jn 1 40-44).
His first appearance in Gospel historj- is in Jn 1

35-42, when Andrew, having discovered J(>sus to

be the Alessiah, "first findeth his own
2. First brotherSimon," and "brought him unto
Appearance Jesus"; on which occasion it was that
in Gospel the latter, beholding him, said, "Thou
History shalt be called Cephas," an Aram, sur-

name whose Gr synonym is Petros, or
Peter, meaning "a rock" or "stone." At this time
also he received his first call to the discipleshiji of

Jesus, although, in conuiion with that of others of

the Twelve, this call was twice rei)(>atetl. See Alt 4
19; Alk 1 17; Lk 5 3 for the second call, and Alt

10 2; Alk 3 14.16; Lk 6 13.14 for the third.

Some interpret the second as that when he was
chosen to be a constant companion of Jesus, and the

third when he was at length selected as an apostle.
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Tlic lifo-story of Peter falls into two ])arts: first,

from liis call to the ascension of Christ; secondly,

from that event to the close of his

3. Life- earthly career.

Story (1) The first period again may be
conveniently divided into the events

prior to tlie Passion of Christ and those following.

There are about ten of the former: th(> luviling of his

wife's mother at Capernaum (Mt 8 1-1 ITj; the
great draught of fishes, and its eff(>ct in his S(;lf-

abasemtnit and surrender of his all to Jesus (Lk 5
1-1

1 )
; his call to the ajiostolic office and his spiritual

ecjuipment therefor (Mt 10 2); his attachmcnit
to his Master, as shown in liis attempt to walk upon
the waves (Mt 14 2<S); the; same attachment as
shown at a certain crisis, in his inquiry "Lord, to

whom shall we go?" (Jn 6 GS); his noble confession

of Jesus as the Christ, the Son of the living God,
and, alas, the rebuke that followed it (Mt 16 13-

2'-i); the exalted ])rivileges he enjoyed with James
and John as wit ness of t lie raising of Jairus' daughter
(Mk 5 37) and the transfigiu-ation of his Lonl (Mt
17 l-o); and finally, the incident of the tribute

money, found only in Mt 17 24.

The events beginning at the Passif)n are more
easily recalled, becau.se to so large an extent are they
found in all the Gospels and about in tlu; same order.

They commence with the washing of his feet by the
Master at the time of the last Pa.ssover, and the two
mistakes he made as to the spiritual import of that
act (Jn 13 1-10); the first of his ])resum])tuous

boastings as to the strength of his devotion to his

Master, and the warning of the latt(!r as to Satan's
prosjxH'tive assault upon him (Lk 22 31-34), twice
repeated before the b<'trayai in G(>th,semane (Mt
26 31-35); the admission to the garden to behold
the Saviour's deepest distress, the charge to watch
and pn\y, and the failure to do so through sleepi-

ness (Mt 26 36-4G); the mistaken courage in

severing the ear of Malchus (Jn 18 10-12); the
forsaking of his Lord while the latter was being led

away as a prisoner, his following Ilim afar off, his

admission into the high priest's palace, his denial

"before them all," his confirmation of it by an oath,

his remembrance of the warning when "the Lord
turned and looked upon Peter," and his tears of

bitterness as he went out (Mt 26 50-58; Mk 14
66-72; Lk 22 54-62; Jn 18 1.5-27).

It will be seen that the story of Peter's fall is thus
related by all the evangelists, but, to quote another,

"N^one have described it in a more h(>inous light

than Mark; and if, as is generally supjjosc'd, that
Gospel was reviewed by Peter hims(4f and even
written under his direction, this circum.stance may
be considered as an evidence of his integrity and
sincere contrition."

Nothing more is heard of Peter until the morning
of the resurrection, when, on the first tidings of the
event, he runs with John to see the tomb (Jn 20
1-10); his name is esp. mentioned to the women
by the angel (^Ik 16 7) ; and on the same day he
sees Jesus alive before any of the rest of the Twelve
(Lk 24 34; 1 Cor 15 5). Subsequently, at the Sea
of Tiberias, Peter is given an opportunity for a
threefold confession of Jesus whom he had thrice

denied, and is once more assigned to the apostolic

office; a prediction follows as to the kind of death
he shouki die, and also a command to follow his

Lord (Jn 21).

(2) The second period, from the ascension of

Christ to the conversion of Paul, is more briefly

sketched. After the ascension, of which Peter was
doubtless a witness, he "stood up in the midst of

the brethren" in the ui)per room in Jerus to counsel

the choice of a successor to Judas (Acts 1 15-26).

On the day of Pentecost he preaches the first gospel
sermon (Acts 2), and later, in company w ith John,

instrumentally heals the lame man, addresses the
people in the Temple, is arrested, defends himself
before the Sanhedrin and returns to his "own
company" (Acts 3, 4). He is again arrested and
beaten (ch 5); after a time he is sent by the church
at Jerus to communicate the Holy Ghost to the
disciples at Samaria (ch 8). Returning to Jerus
(where presumably Paul visits him. Gal 1 IS), he
afterward journeys "throughout all parts," lieals

Aeneas at Lydda, raises Dorcas from the dead at

Joppa, sees a vision upon the housetop which in-

fluences him to preach the gospel to the gentile

centurion at Caesarea, and explains this action
before "the apostles and the brethren that were in

Judaea" (9 32-41; ch 11).

After a while another ]iers(>cution arose against
the church, and Herod Agrip])a, having put James
to death, imprisons Peter with the thought of exe-

cuting him also. Prayer is made l)y the church on
his behalf, however, and miraculous deliv(>rance is

given him (ch 12). Petiring for a while from public
attention, he once more com(>s before us in the
church council at Jerus, when the question is to be
settled as to whether works are ne(>dful to salvation,
adding his testimony to that of Paul and Barnabas
in favor of justification by faith only (ch 15).

Subscfjuently he is found at Antk)ch, and having
fellowship with gentile Christians until "that cer-

tain came from James," when "he dnnv back and
separated himself, fearing them that were of the cir-

cumcision," for which dissembling Paul "resisted
him to the face, because he stood condemned" (Gal
2 11-14).

Little more is authentically known of Peter, ex-
cept that he traveled more or less extensively, being
accompanied by his wife (1 Cor 9 5), and that he
wrote two epp., the second of which was jienned as
he approached the end of his life (2 Pet 1 12-15).
The tradition is that he died a martyr at Pome

about 67 AD, when about 75 years old. His Lord
and Master had predicted a viol(>nt d(\ath for him
(Jn 21 18.19), which it is thought came to ])as3 by
crucifixion under Nero. It is said that at his own
desire he was crucifietl head downward, feeling him-
self unworthy to resemble his Master in his death.

It should be obs(>rved, however, that the tradi-
tion that he visited Rome is only tradition and
nothing more, resting as it does ))artly upon a mis-
calculation of some of the early Fathers, "who
assume that he went to Rome in 42 AD, immedi-
ately after his deliverance from prison" (cf Acts 12
17). Schaff says this "is irreconcilable with the
silence of Scripture, and even with the mere fact
of Paul's Ep. to the Rom, written in 58, since the
latter says not a word of Peter's previous labors in

that city, and he himself never built on other men's
foundations" (Rom 15 20; 2 Cor 10 15.16).

The character of Peter is transparent and easily

analyzed, and it is doubtless true that no other "in

Scriptural history is drawn for us more
4. His clearly or strongly." He has been
Character styled the prince of the apostles, and,

indeed, s(>ems to have been their leader
on every occasion. He is always named first in

every list of them, and was their common spokes-
man. He was hopeful, bold, confid(>nt, courageous,
frank, impulsive, energetic, vigorous, strong, and
loving, and faithful to his Alaster notwithstanding
his defection prior to the crucifixion. It is true
that he was liable to change and inconsistency, and
because of his peculiar t(>mperament he sometimes
appeared forward and rash. Yet, as another says,
"His virtues and faults had their common root in

his enthusiastic disposition," and the latter were
at length overruled by Divine grace into the most
beautiful humility and meekness, as evinced in his
two Epp.
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TIu> Icailcrslii]) tihovc referred to, however, should
not lead to the supposition that he ])ossessed any
sui)reniacy over the other apostles, of which there

is no ])r()of. Such sui)reinacv was never conferred
upon him by liis Master, it was lu^ver claimed by
liimself, and was never conceded bv liis associates.

Se(> in this comiection -Mt 23 S-12;' Acts 15 13. M;
2 Cor 12 11; C.al 2 11.

It is tru(> that wlien CJhrist referr(>d to the mean-
ing; of liis name (Mt 16 IS), lie said, "rpon this

rock I will l)uild my church," but lie did not intend
to teach that His clnu'ch would be ]:)iult upon Peter,

but upon Himself as ccmfessed l)y Peter in ver 1()

of tlu! same cha])t(>r. Peter is careful to afhrm tliis

in the first of liis two Epj). (2 4-0). Moreover,
when Christ said, "I will jrive unto thee the kevs of

the kiiifidom of heaven," etc (Mt 16 1*,)), He in-

vested him with no ])ow(>r not ])ossessed in common
with his bre(lir(>n, since thoy also afterward received
th(! same commission (Mt 18 IS; Jn 20 23). A
k(>y is a badfji^ of ])ower or autliority, and, as nian,\'

Protestant commentators hnvr, ])ointe(i out, to
quote the lanKuaRO of one of them, "tlm apostolic
history explains and limits this trtist, for it was
Peter who opened the door of the gospel to Israel
on the day of Pent(>c()st (Acts 2 3S-42) and to the
G(>ntiles in the house; of Cornelius (Acts 10 34-40)."
S()me, liowever, regard this authority as identical
with the great commission (Mt 28 19). Sec Keys,
Power of the.
The two Epp. of Peter were written prestimably

late in life, us appears esp. of the Second (1 12-15).
Both were addr(\sKed to tlu; sanu^ class

5. His of i)(>rsons, chiefly Jewish Christians
Writings scattered abroad in the difTerent i)rov-

inces of Asia Minor, among whom
Paul and his a.ssociates had ])lanted th(> gospel (1

Pet 1 1.2; 2 Pet 3 1). The First was written
at Babylon (1 Pet 5 13), doubtless the famous
Babylon on the Euphrates, which, though destroyed
as a great cajjital, was still inhabited l)y a sniall
colony of iieojjle, ])rincipally J(nvs (.see Weiss, INT,
11, 150; but si'c also Peter, First Epistle of).

(1) First Episllc.—The theme of the First Ep.
sc(>ms to be the living hope to which the Christian
has been begott(>n, and the obligations it lays upon
him. The living hoi)e is expoiuided in the earlier
part of the first chajiter down to ver 13, where the
obligations begin to be stated, the first group includ-
ing hope, godly fear, love to the brethren, and praise
(1^3—2 10).

The writer drops his pen ut this point, to take it

up again to address those who were suffering jxr-
secution for righteousness' sak(>, upon whom two
more obligations are impressed, sul)mission to
authority, and testimony to Christ (2 11—4 6).
The third group which concludes the book begins
here, dealing with such themes as spiritual hos-
l)itality in the use of heavenly gifts, j)atience in
suffering, fidelity in service, and humility in min-
istering to one another. The lett(>r was sent to
the churches "by Silvanus, our faithful brother," the
author affirming that his object in writing was to
exhort and testify concerning "the true grace of
God" (5 12).

The genuineness of this First E{). has never been
doubted, excejit of course by tlio.se who in these
latter days have doubt eil everything, but the same
cann(jt be said of tlu; Second. It is not known to
whom the latter was intrusted; as a matter of fact
it found no i)lace in the catalogues of the NT Scrij)-
ture.s of the 2d and 3d cents. The first church (em-

ploying it was at Alexandria, but subse(|uently the
chm-ch at large; became; satisfied from internal evi-
dence of its geimineness and inspiration, and when
the Canon was pronounced complete in the 4th
cent., it was without hesitancy received.

(2) Second Episllc.—The Second Ep. claims to
have been written by Peter (1 1; 3 1.2), to doubt
which would start mon; serious difficulties than can
be alleged against its g(>nuineness, either because of
its late admission to the Canon or its suppo.sed di-
versity of styl(> from Peter's early writing. See
Petkr, Secom) Epistle of.

His object is the same hi both Epp., to "stir up
your sinc(>re nnnd by jiutting you in remembrance'"
(3 1). Like Paul in his See'ond Ef). to Tim, he
foresees the> ajiostasy in which the' j)rofessing ediureh
will e'lid, the elilTi'rence' being that Paul speaks of
it in its hist st;ige when the; laity have> become" in-

{yv\vi\ (2 Tun 3 1-5; 4 3.4), while- Pe'te-r .mm's it in

its eirigin as trae'e'able; tei false; te'ae4ie'rs (2 Pet 2
1-3.15-19). As in the' hirst Ep. he' wrote' fe) exhort
anel to test ify, so he're it is rat Iht t e) e'aut ion anel warn.
This warning was, as a wheile', against falling from
grae'e (3 17. IS), the enfeirce'ment of which warning is

ce)ntaine'd in 1 2-11, the' grounel of it in 1 12-21,
and the oe'e'asie)n of it in the last two e'hai)te'rs. To
si)e'ak emly of the' oe'casiem : This, as was st at eel, was
tiie pre'sene.'C of false te'aedie'rs (2 1), whose emine'iit

succe'ss is pre'elie'te-d (2 2), whose; i)unishme'nt is

ce'rtain and elre-aelful (2 3-9), anel whose ele-scrip-

tion feillows (2 10-22). The character ofthe'ir false

teae'hing (edi 3) feirms one of the most inte'resting

and imjrortant fe-ature's of the Ep., focusing as it

doe's on the See'ond Coming of Christ.
The theology of Pe'teT ofife>rs an interesting fiedd

of study because of what may be styh'el its fre'sh-

ne'ss and variety in comparison with
6. Theology that of Paul and John, who are the

gre'at theH)logians of the XT.
(1) Messianic teaching.—In the first plae'c, Peter

is unie]ue in his Messianic teaching as indie'ate'el in

the> first part of the Acts, where he is the cliie'f per-
se)nage, and whe're for the most part his ministry is

confined to Jerus and the Jew,s. The latter, alre'aely

in cove^nant relations with Jeh, hael sinned in reject-

ing Jesus as the Messiah, anel Pe'te'r's ])reaching was
directe'tl to that i)e)int, ele>mandnig repe'ntance or a
change of minel alieiut Him. The' apparent failure

of the OT promise's ccme-e'rning the Davielie; king-
dom (Isa 11 10-12; Jer 23 5-S; Ezk 37 21-28)
was exjilained by the i)re)niise that the kingdom
would. be set up at the re'turn of Christ (Acts 2
25-31; 15 14-16); which return, ])ersonal and cor-

I)oreal, and for that purjjeise, is pre'se'nted as only
awaiting their natiemal repe'iitane'e (Acts 3 19-26).

See Sceifielel, Reference Bible, at the ])laces named.
(2) Justification.—But Peter's sjie'cial ministry

to the circumcision is by no means in conflie't with
that of Paul te) the' Ge'ntih's, as demonstrate'el at the
point of transitiem in Acts 10. Up until this time
the gospel hael been ofTe're'el to the Je'ws only, but
now the'y have re'je'e'ted it in the national sense, and
"the normal orele'r for the pre'sent Christian age" is

reached (Acts 13 44-48). Accorelingly, we find

Peter, siele by siele with Paul, affirming the great
eloctrine of justification by faith only, in the we)rds,

"We believe that through the grae'e of the Loreil

Jesus Christ we [Je'ws] shall be save'el, even as they
[Gentiles]" (Acts 15 11 AV). More'over, it is e-lear

from Peter's Second Ep. (1 1) that his concejition

of justification from the Divine as well as the human
side is ielentical with that of Paul, sine'e he speaks of

justifying faith as terminathig on the' righteousness
of our ( loel anel Saviour Je'sus Christ . As we imeler-

stunel it, this is not the righte'ousiu'ss whie-h God
is, but the' right e'ousne'ss which Cieiel gives (cf Rom
1 16.17; 3 21-25; 2 Cen- 5 20.21).

(3) Redemption.—Passing from his oral te) his

written utterance's, Peter is i^articularly rich in his

allusions to the re>elcmptive work of Christ. Limit-
ing ourselves to his First Ep., the election of the
inelivielual believer is seen to be the result of the
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sprinkling of Christ's blood (11); his obedience and
godly fear are inspired by the sacrifice of the "lamb
without blemish and without spot: Who verily was
foreordained before the foundation of the world"

(1 17-20 AY). But most interesting are the man-
ner and the connection in which these sublime truths

are sometimes set before the reader. For example,

an exhortation to submission on the part of house-

hold slaves is the occasion for ])erhaps the most
concise and yet comprehensive interpretation of

Christ's vicarious sufferings anywhere in the NT
(2 18-25, esp. the last two verses; cf also in its

contexts 18-22).

(4) Future life.—Next to the redemi)tive work of

Christ, th(> Petrine teaching about the future life

claims attention. The believer has been begotten
again unto "a lively [or living] liope" (1 Pet 1 3);

which is "an inh(>ri1ance" "reserved in heaven"
(1 4); and associated with "[)raise, and glory and
honor at the revelation [Second Coming] of Jesus

Christ" (1 7.13; 4 13; 5 4.10; 2 Pet 1 11. lO;

3 13, etc). This "hope" or "inheritance" is so r(>al

and so precious as to cause rejoicing even in times of

heaviness and trial (1 Pet 1 6); to stimulate to

lioliness of living (1 13-16); to j^atienee in perse-

cution (4 12.13); fidelity in service (5 1-4); sted-

fastness against temi)tation (5 8-10); and growth
in grace (2 Pet 1 10.11). It is a further pecul-

iarity that tlie apostle always throws the thought of

the })resent suffering forward into the light of the

future glory. It is not as though there were merely
an allotment of suffering here, and an allotment of

glory by and by, with no relation or connection
between the two, but th(^ one is s(>en to be incident

to the other (cf 1 Pet 1 7.11; 4 13; 5 1; 2 Pet
3 12.13). It is this circumstance, achled to others,

that gives Peter the title of the apostle of hope, as

Paul has been called the apostle of faith, and John
the apostle of love.

(5) Holy Scripture.—Considering their limitations

as to space, Peter's Ei)p. are notable for the em-
pha.sis they lay upon the character and authority

of the Holy Scriptures. 1 Pet 1 10-12 teaches a

threefold relation of the Holy Spirit to the Holy
Word as its Author, its R(»vealer, and its Teacher or

Preacher. The same chapter (vs 22-25) speaks of

its lif(>-giving and purifying power as well as its

eternal duration. Ch 2 opens with a declaration

of its vital relation to the Christian's spiritual

growth. In 4 1 1 , it is sliown to be the staph; of the

Christian's ministry. Practically the whok; of the

Second Ep. is taken up with the subj(>ct. Through
the "exceeding great and precio<is promises" of that

Word, Christians become "partakers of the divine

nature" (1 4 AY); that they may be kept "always
in remembrance" is Peter's object in writing (vs 12-

15 AY); the facts of that Word rest on the testi-

mony of eyewitnesses (vs 16-18) ; its origin is alto-

gether Divine (vs 20.21) ; which is as true of the NT
as of the OT (3 2); including the Epp. of Paul (vs

15.16).

(6) Apostasy and judgment.—This apprcjciation

of the living Word of God finds an antithesis in the
solemn warning against apostate teachers and teach-

ing forming the substance of 2 P(>t 2 and 3. The
theology here is of judgment. It is swift and "lin-

gereth not" (2 1-3); the Judge is Pie who "spared
not" in olden time (vs 4-7); His delay expresses

mercy, but He "will come as a thief" (3 9.10); th(^

heavens "shall pass away," the earth and its works
shall be burned up (ver 10) ; "What manner of per-

sons ought ye to be in all holy living and godliness?"

(ver 11).

(7) Second Coming of Christ.—Peter's theology
concerning judgment is a further illustration of the

Messianic character of his instruct icm. For example,
the Second Coming of Christ of which he speaks in

the closing chapter of the Secontl Ep. is not that
asjject of it associated with the translation of His
church, and of which Paul treats (1 Thess 4 13-18),
but that pertaining to Israel and the day of Jeh
spoken of by the OT prophets (Isa 2 12-22; Rev
19 11-21, etc).

Literature.—The history of Peter i.s treated more or
Ics.s at length in the iiitros to the coinms. on his Epp.,
aiul in works on tlie life of CMirist. But particuhir refer-
ence is inacie to the following: F. W. Farrar, Kurly
Days of Chri.'tlianitu, London, 1X82; J.S. Howsoii, Studies
in the Life of St. Peter, London, 1SS:5; H. A. Birks. Life
and Character of St. Peter, London, lScS7; \V. M. Kainsa.v,
The Church in the Rom Empire, London, 1S',);5; Alason
(iallagher. Was Peter Eccr at Rome-' Philadelpliia, l.S'JS;

-V. C. McfJiffert, The Apostolic Age. New York, 1S97;
\V. PI. Griflith Thomas, The Apostle Peter, London,
11(04; G. Malheson, Representative Men of the NT, Lon-
don, 190.5; \. .1. SouMnmse, The Making of Simon I'eler,
N(nvYork, l!)0(i; A. C. (iaebelein, The Vospel of Matthew,
New York, 1907; The Arts of the Apostles, New York,
1<»12; Ednuuidson, Chun-h in Rome in the 1st Cent., 1913;
Smith, The Dans of 11, s Flesh, New York, 1911.
On the theology of Pi-ter, consult the subject in works

on Systematic or Bib. Theology, and .see also K. W. Dale,
The Atonement, 97-14S, Jx)n(lon, 1S7,"); C. A. Briggs,
Messiah of the Apostles, 21-41, New York, 1895; Sco-
licld. Reference Bible, wliere pertinent.
Among comms. on 1 and 2 Pet may be mentioned:

Brown, 3 vols, Edinburgh, LS4S-,")(); Demurest, 2 vols.
New York, 18.">1-G5; Jjeigiiton, repuDlislied, Philadeljjhia,
18G4; Lillic, New York, 18(19; G. F. C. Fronmiiller, in
Lange's Comm., ET, New York, 1874; Plumptre, Cam-
briilge Bible, 1883; Spitta, Der zweite Brief dcs Petrus,
iralle, 18S.5; F. B. Meyer, London, 1890; Luinby, Ex-
positor's Bible. LojKlon, 1894; .1. II. Jowett, J^ondon,
1905; Bigg, ICC. 1901.
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PETER, THE FIRST EPISTLE OF:
I. CaNO.NU ITV OF 1 PKTEli

1. Kxternal Evidence
2. Internal Evidence

II. The Address
Silvan us

III. Place a.nd Time of Composition
1. Baljylon: Whicli?
2. Bal)ylon Not Koine

IV. Desig.n
1. Persecution
2. Example of Christ
;i. Relation to State

V. (^h.^racteristic Features of the Epistle
1. Freedom in Structure
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4. Testimony of Prophets

(1) Salvation
(2) Spirit of Christ
(3) Prophetic Study

5. The Christian Brotherhood
G. Spirits in Prison

vi. a.valysis
Liteu.\ture

Simon Peter was a native of Oalilee. He was
brought to the Saviour early in His ministry by his

brother Andrew (Jn 1 40.41). His call to the office

of apostle is recorded in Mt 10 1-4; Alk 3 13-16.

lie occupied a distinguished plac(^ among the Lord's
disci])les. In the four lists of the; apostles found in the
NT his name stands first (Mt 10 2-4; Mk 3 lG-19;
Lk 6 14-1(1; Acts 1 13). He is the chief figure in the
first twelve chapters of the Acts. It is Peter that
preaches the first (christian sermon (Acts 2). lie that
opens the door of the gospel to the gentih^ world in the
house of the Kom soldier, ('ornelius, and has tin; ex((uisito
delight of witnessing scenes closely akin to those of
]*ent('Cost at .Jems (Acts 10 44-47). It was given him
to ijronoiince the solemn s<'ntcnce on the guilty pair,

Ananias and Sapphira, and to rebuke in the power of the
Si)irit the profane Simon Magus (Acts 5 1-11; 8 18-23).
In these and th(^ likc^ instances Teter exliibitcd the
authority with which ('hrist had invesKxI him (Mt 16
19)—an authority bestowed upon all the disciples (Jn
20 22.23)—the power to bind and to loose.

Two Epp. are ascribed to Peter. Of the Second
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doul)t and uncertainly have existed from the early
ages to tlu> ])resent. The genuineness and authen-
ticity of the Fii'st ar(> above suspicion.

/. Canonicity of 1 Peter.—'I'1k> i)roof of its intej^-

rity and trustworthiness is ainj)l(> and altoji;ether sat-

isfactory. It falls hito {xirts: external
1. External and internal. The historical uttesta-
Evidence tion to its authority as an apostolic

document is abundant. Polycarp, dis-

ciple of the apostle John, martyred in 150 A I) at
86 or mon^ years of age, refers to the Ep. in uinnis-
takahle terms. Irenaeus, a man wlio may well be
said to represent both the East and the ^Vest, who
was a disciple of rolycarfi, cjuotes it coi)i<)Usly, we
are assurcMl. Clement of Alexandria, born c lot)

AD, di(>d c 21() AI), cites it many tinu^s in his

Strnmntn, one ])assag(> (4 8) l)eing quoted five times
by actual count. "The testimony of the early
church is sunmied up by I'usc^buis (HE, 111, xxiii,

3). He ])laces it among those writings about which
no question was ever raised, no doubt ever enter-
tained by any ])ortion of the catholic chm-ch"
(Professor Lumby in Bihlc Conim.).
The internal evidence in favor of the Ep. is as

conclusive as the external. The writer is well
acquainted with Our Lord's teaching,

2. Internal and he makes use of it to illustrate and
Evidence enforce his own. The references he

makes to that teaching are many, and
they include the four Gospels. He is familiar lik(>-

wisc with the Ejjp., ])articularly Jas, Rom, and E])h.

But what is esj). noteworthy is the fact that 1 l^et

in thought and language stands in close relation
with the apostlc^'s discourses as recorded in Acts.
By comparing 1 Pet 1 17 with Acts 10 34; 1 21
witli 2 32-3G and 10 40.41; 2 7.8 with 4 10.11; 2 17
with 10 28, and 3 18 with 3 14, one will perceive
how close the parallcd between the two is. The
inference from these facts appears legitimate, viz.

1 P(>t in diction and thought belongs to the same
period of time and mov(>s in the same circle of truth
us do the other writings of the NT. The writer
was an aposth^ and h(> was Simon Peter.

//. The Address.—Peter writes to the "elect
who are sojourners of the Dispersion." James
emjiloys the term "Dispersion" to designate be-
lieving Hebrews of the Twcdve Tribes who lived
outside the land (1 1). The Jews included in it

the whole body of Israelites scattenxl among the
gentih^ nations (Jn 7 35). But we must not con-
clude from this that the Ej). is din^cted to Christian
Jews alone. Gentile beli(>vers are by no nutans
excluded, as 1 14.18.20; 2 10; 3 6; 4 3.4 abun-
dantly att(>st.

_
Indeed, the gentile (dement in the

churches of Asia Minor largely predominated at the
time. The term "sojourners" reprc^sents a people
away from home, strangers in a strange land; the
word is tr'^ "pilgrims" in 2 11 and He 11 13—an
approi)riate name for those who confess that they
have here no continuing city, but who seek one to
come. While no doubt Peter had believing Israel-
ites in mind when lie wrote, for h(> mn^er forgot that
his ministry belonged i)rimarily to the circumcision
(Gal_ 2 7.8), he did not neglect the more numerous
gentile converts, and to these he speaks as earnestly
as to the others; and these also were "sojourners."
Three of the four jn-ovinccvs Peter mentions, viz.

Pontus, Cappadocia, and Asia, had re{)resentatives
at the memorable Pentecost in Jerus (Acts 2 9;
1 Pet 1 1). Many of these "sojourners of the
DisjxTsion" may have l)eliev(>d the mevssage of tlie

a])Ostle and accejjted salvation through Jesus Christ,
and returned home to tcdl the good news to their
neighbors and friends. This would form a strong
bond of uidon between them and Peter, and would
open the way for him to address them in the familiar
and tender manner of the Ep.

Silviuius apixuirs to liavc^ tK'cri tlic l);'arcr of the Idler
to tlu' Christians of Asia Minor; " Jiy Silvanns, our

faithful l)rother, as I account him, 1 iiavi?

Silvaniit: written unto you briefly" (5 12). It isoiivaiiua
,^,^ assumi)fion to assert from these words
tliat Silvanus was eniijlovcd in the compo-

sition of tlic letter. Tlu; statement (Ictioles rather tlu!
hearer t lian t lie writer or secretary. Silvanus was Paul's
companion in thi^ ministry to the .\siati(- churc-hes. and
since we do not read of liim as koIiik with Paul to .lerus
or to Kome, it is i)r.'fiablo he returned from ("orinlh
(.Acts 18 5) to Asia Minor and labored there. He and
]'et(T met, wh(>re no on(^ knows, though not a few think
in Kome; as lik:'ly a kucss perhaps is in Pal. At any
rati', Silvanus fjave I'eter an accouiU of the conditions
in the ])rovinces, tlu^ alllictions and ijersecutions of bc-
lie\('rs. and the deep need they had for sympathy and
counsel. H(^ would, a(-cordin<,dy, bi^ of "the greatest
assistance to the ajiostle. This seems to account for flu;
|)ecMiliarity of langira^e which Peter uses: " Bv Silvamis,
our faithful brother, I hav(^ written imto yoti," as if ho
had some share in furnishing the contents of lh(^ I'^p.

///. Place and Time of Composition.—According
to 5 13 the l'>p, was written in Babylon. Jiut what

])lac(! is meaitt ? Two cities having this
1. Babylon: luime were known in a])ostolic times.
Which ? One was in Egyj)!

,
probably on or near

the present sit(! of Cairo, and we are
told tliat it was a "city of no small importance."
Ejjiphanius calls it "gn-at Babylon" (Zalm). The
ab.sence, however, of all tradition that wotdd tend
to identify this place with the Babylon of the I]]).

seems to shut it out of the j)rol)lem. Babylon on
the Euphrates is regarded by many as the place here
d(\signated. Jews in considerable numbers still

dwelt in Babylon, notwithstanding the massacre of
thousands in the reign of Claudius, and the flight of
multitudes into other coimtries. There is nuich to
be said in favor of this city as the ])lace meant, and
y(^t the absence of tradition in its support is a very
serious difticulty. A third view regards it as sym-
bolical of Rome. Roman Catholics thtis int(»rpret

it, and not a few Protestants so understand it.

Tradition which rims back into the first half of the
2d cent, appears to favor it, though much uncer-
tainty and pliscurity still surrotmd the earliest ages
of our era, in spite of the unwearied researches of
mod(>rn scholars. Pa])ias, bishop of Hierai)olis,

who lived in the first half of the 2d cent., appears to
have had no doubt that Peter was martyr(>tl in

Rome, and that the Babylon of the Ep. designates
the Imperial City. Tlu>re are very serious obj(H'-

tions to this interpretation. One is, that it is

totally out of keei)ing with P(>ter's manner of
writing. Prec'minently he is direct and matter-of-
fact in his style. The meta))horical language he
employs is mostly drawn from the OT, or, if from
himself, it is so common of use as to be well under-
stood by all read(>rs. It is altogether improbable
that this man, plain of spc(H'h almost to bluntness,
shotdd interject in the midst of his personal ex-
])lanations and final salutations such a mystical
epithet with no hint of what h(^ means bj' it, or why
he employs such a mode of speech.

Besides, there is no evidence that liome was called
Babylon by the Christians until the Book of Kev was

ptiblislied, i.e. c '.K)-9u AD. But if 1 Pet

2 Babylon '^ dependent on the Apocalyi)se for this

-^ , Tj
-^ name of Babylon as Kome, Peter could not

INOt Kome have been its author, for he died years
before that date. The Ep. was written

about 64 .\D, at the time when persecutions imdcr the
infamous Nero were raging, at wliich time also the ai)ostle
himself bore his witness and went to his heavenly home,
even as his Master had forewarned him (Jn 2l' IS 19).
While not unmindful of the great difHctiltii^s that beset
the view, nevertheless we are inclined to the opinion that
the Babylon of 5 1.'5 is the ancieiU. city on the Euphrates.
See Pktkk (Simon).

IV. Design.—The apostle had more thtui one
object in view when he atldressed the "elect" in

Asia Minor. Tlie Lord Jesus had charged him,
"Feed my lambs"—"Tend my shee[)'"

—"Feed my
sheej)" (Jn 21 15-17). His two Epp. certify how
faithfully he obeyed the charge. With loving and
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tender luind lie FcimIs tlic lambs and tencis the whole
flock, warns aii'dnsl foes, y;uanls from danfi;er, and
leads them into ^I'een pastin'cs and beside still

waters. JTe reminds (liem of the sh>i"ioii''^ inherit-

ance they ur(> to ])ossess (1 3-*,)j; he cxliorts them
to walk in the footste])s of the uncomphunhig
Christ (2 20-25); to be compassionate, loving,

tender-hearted, hnml)l(wninded, and cireumsjx'ct

in their i)assaKe throuf^h this unfrii'ndly world (3

8-12). lie sums uj) the main duti(\s of Christian

life in the short but ])reji:nant sentences, "Honor all

men. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor
the king" (2 17). But his supreme object is to

comfort antl encourage them amid the persecutions
and the suflerings to whicli tluy were unjustly
subjected, and tt) fortify them against the heavier
trials that w(Te imjx'nding.
From the beginning the Christian church was the

object of suspicion and of hatred, and many of its

adlun'ents had suffered even unto
1. Perse- (hvith at the hands of both hostile

cution Jews and fanatical Gentiles. But
these adiictions were generally local

and sjioradie. There were churches of large nieni-

Ifcrship and wide influence which were unmolested
(1 Cor 4 8-10), and which scenr to have been able

to get fair treatment in heathen courts (1 Cor 6
1-G). But the condition brought to view in 1 Pet
is altogether different. Trials and afflictions of the
severest sort assail them, and an enmity and hos-
tility, bent on their d(>struction, pursue them with
tireless energy. Hu^ whole Christian body shared
in the persecutions (5 9). The trial was a suri)rise

(4 12), both in its intensity, for Peter calls it

''fiery," and for its uncxj^ectedness. The ai)()stle

represents it as a savage beast of prey, a roaring lion,

prowding about them to seize anfl devour (5 8.*)).

A variety of cliarges were brought against the
Christians, but they were calimmies and slanders,

without any foundation in fact. They were spoken
against as evil-doers (2 12

—

kakopoioti; malcfici,

Tacitus calls them). Th(>ir adversaries railed

against them (3 9); revik^l them (3 IG); spake evil

of them (4 4); rc^proached them for the name of

Christ (4 14). These; are ugly epithets. 'Lhey
show how bitter was the hatred and how intense the
hostility felt by the heathen toward the Christians
who dwelt among them. If there had been any jus-

tification for such antagonism in tlie character and
the conduct of Cln-ist 's ])eoi)le, if they were evil-doers,

"haters of the human race," to be classed with
thieves and murd{>rers and meddlers in other* men's
matters (4 14-1()), as they were accused of being
and doing, we could imderstand the fierce oi)])osi-

tion which assailed them and the savage ])urpose to
suppress them altogether, but the oidy ground for
the enmity f(4t against them was the refusal of the
Christians to join their heathen neighbors in their
idolatries, their feasts, winebi})bings, revelings,

oarousings, lasciviousness and lusts in whi(;h once
they fre(4y shared (4 2-4). The Asian saints had
renounced all such wicked ])ractices, had se])arated
themselves from their old conijjanions in riotous
living and revolting debauclieries; they were wit-
nesses against their innnoralit ies, and h(>nce became
the objects of intense dislike and })er.secut ing ani-
mosity. Peter bears testimony to the hi^h char-
acter, the purity of life and the self-sacrificing d(>-

votion of these belicivers. In all Asia Minor no
better company of men and women could be found
than these disci])les of Jesus Christ; none more sub-
missive to constituted authority, none more ready
to help their fellow-men in their distress and trouble.
The head and front of their offending was their
separation from the ungodly world about them, and
their solemn witness against the awful sins tlone
daily before their eyes.

llcnv mightily does the ap(jsll(> minister to his

suffering friends! He bids them remember the un-
complaining Chi'ist wh(>n He was un-

2. Example justly alllicted by cruel men (2 19-25).

of Christ He tells them how they may effectively

])ut to silence their accusers, and refute
the calumnies and the slanders that are so cruelly

circulated against them, namely, by living such ])ure

and godly lives, bj' being so meek, docile, i)atient,

stcnlfast, true and faithful to God, that non(> can
credit the false accusations (2 1-5; 2 i;]-17; 3
8.9.13-17; 5 G-11).

TluTc is little or no (-vidi'nce in tlie Ep. that tlio por-
SGCUtion.s were iiillicled by imperial autliorily or that tlie

state; was dealing with tlic Cliristians as

3. Relation enomii's who ^vvl•v, dangerous to tlu' poaco
.

"
oj. i of society. In tiio i)rovinces to wliicli tlio

10 oiate letter was si'nt tlnn'e seems to have been
complete absence; of formal trial and pun-

islunent througli t lie courts. Peter does not speak of legal
proceedings against tlu; Christians t)y the magistrates.
On the contrary, lu; urges them to be subject to every ordi-
nance of man for the l^ord's sake: whether to the king
as supreme; or imtt) go\'ernors, as sent by him for ven-
geance on evil-dot'rs and for ])ralse to tiiem that do well
(2 13). They arc; to honor al! men, to honor the king
(2 17). Tills stil)missioii would scarcely l)e jiressed if

tlic state had already proscribed Christianity and de-
creed its total supi)ressi()n. 1'hls tlie imperial govern-
ment did later on, l)iit there is no evidence furnished bv
the apostle that in (14 Al)—the datu of the Ep.—thb
government for'mally denounced Cliristians and deter-
mined to annihilate them.

Peter exhorts his fellow-believers to silence their

persecutors by their ui)right conduct (2 15); they
are thus to put them to shame who falsely accuse
them (3 IG); and they are not to combat evil

with evil nor answer reviling with reviling, but con-
trariwise with blessing (3 9). The antagonism liere

indicated obviously springs from the heathen jiopti-

lace; there is no hint of arraignment before mag-
istrates or subjecti(m to legal proceedings. It is

tmbelicvers who revile and slander ami denoiuice
the i)eople of God in the provinces.

Everything in tlio P]p. points to the time of Xeio, 04
AT), and not to the timi; of Domiilan or Trajan, or even
Titus. In Koine ^•ast niidtlt tides of Christians were i)ut
to death in the most l)i'ulal fashion, so Tacitus relati's,

})ut tliu lii-itorian asserts that there; was a sinister i'ei)ort

to the effect that ?sero himself instlgcUvd the burning of
the city (July 19, 64), and " he [.Xi'ro] falsely diverted the
charge on to a set of people to whom the vulgar gave
the name of Christians (or Chn^stians), and wlio were
detested for tlu; abominations which they peri)et rated."
See XerO. C^ertaln facts are clear from Tacitus' state-
ments, viz. that at the time the Christians were well
known as a distinct sect; and that tlii'y we're subjected
to the dreadful sulferings iullieted upon tiiem l)ecauso
they were Christians; and tlu; pt-rsecntions at the time
were instigated by the; fear and tlu; brutality of tlu; ty-
rant. Peter llkewisi; recognizes the fact that l)ellevers
W(;ro disliked anel calumniatecl by t lu'ir heathen neighbors
for the same reason—they wei'e; Christians: "If yc; are
reproaclied for the namt; of Christ, blessed are ye" (4
14); "But if a man sulfer as a Christian, k't him not bo
asfiamed; but let lilni glorify ( lod in this name" (4 1<>).

But the imperial government at tlu; time does not appear
to have talien formal action for the overtlirow of Chris-
tianity as a system inimical to tlu; empire. Of coiu'se,
vvh(;ro direct charges of a ci'imlnal nature were made
against (Christians, judicial iiu|uii'y into them would bi;

instituted. But in tlu; 1m). what believers had to eiulure;

and suffer were the detraction, the vituperation, tlie

oi)probrium and the vik; and malignant slandi'rs wlili
which the heathen assailed tlu'in.

V. Characteristic Features of the Epistle.— It

has certain very distinct marks, some of which ma}'
be noticed.

It does not ob.serve a close logical sequence in its

structure, as those of Paul so prominently disjjlay.

There is truth in Dean Alford's state-

1. Free- mcnt, although ])erhaps he ptishes it

dom in rather far: "The link between one idea

Structure and anot her is found, "tiot in any I)rog-

ress of unfolding thougmToi'-axgument,
but in the last word of the foregoing sentence Whit^
is taken up and follow'(;d out in the new one" (see

1 5. G. 7.9. 10, etc). This peculiarity, however, does
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not interfere with (lie unity of the ej)., it ratlier

adds to it, •iiid it ^ives to it a vividness wliicli it

otherwise^ nii<i;ht not ])ossess.

It is tlio ep. of hope. How nmeli it makes of this
prime ^raee! J'cMer seems never to f!;row weary of

(h\scrihin^ it and exahin^ its radiant
2. Hope h(\uity and desirahlent'ss. He calls

it a livin<^ hope (1 li). It is born by
the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, and
it calmly awaits the f^lorious inheritance that soon
will be enjoyed. It is a hope that will be jjcrfected

at the advent of Christ (1 13), an<l it is set on Cod,
hence cannot fail (1 21). Wit h sickly, dyinp; hope we
are cjuite familiar. I'he device which a certain state
(South Carolina) has inscribed on its dreat Seal is,

clum spiro spcro ("while 1 live 1 hope"). Such a
hope may s(M've for a commonwealth whose exist-

ence is limited to this world, but a man n(>eds some-
thing more enduring, something imj)crislial)le. "It
is a fearful thing when a man and his hopes die
together" (Leighton). A Christian can confidently
write, "when I am dying T hojje," for his is a living
hope that fills and thrills the future; with a blessed
reality.

The Christian's glorious inheritance (1 3-o) is

dej)icted in one of the most comj)rehensive and sug-
gestive descri])tions of the believer's

3. Inherit- heritage found in the Bible. It is

ance declaretl to be "incorrujitible." The
word points to its substance. It is

imperishable. In it there is no element of decay.
It holds in its heart no germ of death. Like its

author, the living God, it is unchangeable an<l
eternal. It is "undefiled." It is not stained by
sin nor polluted by crime, either in its acquisition
or its possession. Human heritages generally are
marred by human wrongs. There is hardly an acre
of soil that is not tainted by fraud or violence. The
coin that pass(^s from hand to hand is in many in-
stances soiled by guilt. But this of Peter is abso-
lutely pure and holy. It "fadeth not away." It
never withers. Ages do not impair its beauty or
dim its luster. Its bloom will remain fresh, its

fragrance undiminished, forever. Thus om- in-
heritance "is glorious in these respects: it is in its

substance, incorruptible: in its purity, undefiled: in
beauty, unfading" (Alford)-

_
Now wdiy does the apostle in the very opening of

his Ep. give so lofty a place to the saints' inherit-
ance? lie does so in order to comfort and encour-
age his fellow-believers with the consolations of the
Lonl Himself, that they may bear stedfastly their
manifold sufferings and trium])h over their weighty
afflictions. Hence he writes: "\Mierein ye greatly
rejoice, though now for a little while, if need be, ye
have been put to grief in manifold trials, that the
proof of your faith .... may be found unto
praise and glory and honor at the revelation of
Jesus Christ" (1 G-9). He lifts their thoughts and
their gaze up far above the troubles and distresses
around them to Him whose they are, whom they
serve, who will by and by crown them with immortal
bliss.

The prophets and their study are described in
1 10.11: "Concerning which salvation the prophets

sought and searc;hed diligently, who
4. Testi- proi)hesied of the grace that should
mony of come unto you," etc. With Peter
Prophets and his fellow-apostles the testimony

of the i)rophets was authoritative and
final. Where they had a clear word from the ()T
Scriptures, they felt that every question was settled
and controversj'- was at an end.

(1) Salvation.—The burden of the prophetic
communications was salvation. The prophets
spoke on many subjects; they had to exhort, rebuke
and entreat their wayward contemporaries; to de-

nounce sin, to aimounce judgment on the guilty
and to recall them to re{)entance and i-efoi'ination.

But ever and anon their vision was fillcxi with the
future and its ble.s.sedness, their voices would swell
with rapture as they saw and foretold the great sal-
vation to be brought to the world and the grace
that would th(>n so copiously go out unto men; for
the Messiah was to appear and to suffer, the just
for the unjust, that He might bring us to God.

(2) Spirit of Christ.—The prophet's messages
were the messages of the Spirit of Christ. It was
He who testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ
and the gk)ries that should follow. The prophets
always disclaim any part in the origination of their
messages. They affirm in the most positive and
solemn manner that their predictions are not their
own, but God's. Hence they are called the Lord's
"spokesmen," the Lord's "mouth" (Ex 4 15. IG;
7 1.2; 2 Pet 1 21).

(3) Prophetic study.—They "sought and searched
diligently." These terms are strong and emphatic.
They pored over the ])redictions which the Spirit
had revealed through themselves; they scrutinized
them with eager and prolonged inquiry. Two points
engaged their attention: "What time or what man-
ner of time the Spirit of Christ which w-as in them
did point unto." The first "what" relates to the
time of the IMessiah's advent; the second "what"
to the events and circumstances which would attend
Ilis appearing—a fruitful theme, one that engages
the inquiry of nobler students—"which things angels
desire to look into."

The Christian brotherhood is described in 2 9.10:
"But ye are an elect race, a royal priesthood, a holy

nation, a i)eople for God's own ])os-

5. The session, that ye may show forth the
Christian excellencies of him who called you out
Brotherhood of darkness into his marvellous light."

The brotherhood is the new Israel.

The apostle describes it in terms which were applied
to the old Israel, but which include more than the
ancient Israel ever realized. The exalted concej)-
tion is by one wdio was a strict Jew, the apostle of
the circumcision, and who held somewhat closely
to the Mosaic institutions to the end of his life. All
the more significant on this accoimt is his testimony.
The descriptive titles which he here gathers together
and places on the brow of the Christian brotherhood
are of the most illustrious sort. A distinguished
man, a noble, a general, a statesman, will sometimes
appear in public with his breast covered with re-
splendent decorations which mark his rank or his
achievements. But such distinctions sink into
insignificance alongside of this dazzling cluster.

This is the heavenly nobility, the royal family of
the Lord of glory, decorated with badges brigliter

far than ever glittered on the breast of king or em-
peror. But even in this instance Peter reminds
Christians of the glorious destiny awaiting them that
they may be strengthened and stimulated to sted-
fastness and loyalty in the midst of the trials

and afflictions to which they are subjected (2

11.12)

A study of 1 Pet 3 18-20—"preached unto the
spirits in ])rison"—should here follow in the present

cursory review of the characteristic
6. Spirits features of the Ep., but anything like

in Prison an adequate examination of this diffi-

cult passage would require more space
than could be given it. Suffice it to quote a sen-
tence from Professor Zahn {NT, II, 289) with which
the writer agrees: "That interpretation of 1 Pet 3
19 is in all probability correct, according to which a
preaching of Christ at the time of the Flood is re-

ferred to, i.e. a preaching through Noah, so that
Noah is here represented as a preacher of righteous-
ness, as in 2 Pet 2 5." See Prison, Spirits in.
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Peter, Second Ep.

VI. Analysis.—A very jrcncral analysis of the
Ep. is the foUowiufz;:

(1) ('hrisliun privilcKf-'s. 1—2 10.
(2) Cliristiaii duties. 2 11—4 11.
(3) Persecutions aiicl trials, 4 12—5 U.
(4) Personal matters and salutations, 5 12-14.

The chief doctrines of Christianity arc found in

1 Pet. The vicarious suffering; and death of the;

Lord Jesus Christ (2 24; 3 IS); the new l)irth

(1 3.2:]); redemption by the blood of Christ (1 IS.

19), faith, hope, patient endurance imder imjust
stifftTJng;, and holiness of life, are all jm'ssed upon
Christians with grt^at earnestness and force.

Literature.—Bible Diets., DB, HDB, Davis. DB,
EB, Sch-llerz, vol VIII; Intros : Westcotl, Salmon,
Zahn; Viiuunit, Word Studies; (yomms.: Bible Comm.,
Cambridge Bible for Schools; Lillio, .lanK^son, Fatisc^tt
and Brown, Alford, BisK. Mavor (on 2 I'et), .lohnstone
(homiletieal). New York, ISSS; Ilort, 1 Pet 1 1—2 17,
New York, 1898.
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2. Modern ()|)iiiion

3. Dr. Cliase's View
II. Internal Kvidknce in Sri'iMiKT of Its .Vi-os-

TOLic Authority
1. Style and Diction
2. Ileason of Dissimilarities
3. Claim to Petrine Autiiorslii[)
4. Cliristian I']urnestness
5. Relation to Apostles
6. .VutobioKraphical Allusions
7. (^uott'd by .hide
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1. Saving Knowledge

(1) Basis
(2) (;rowth
(3) Inerrancy of Sources

2. Tlie Three Worlds
(1) The Old AVorld
(2) Tlu! Present World
(3) The Xew World

Tlu^ Second I']]), of Peter comes to us witli less

liistorical su])i)ort of its genuineness than any other
book of the NT. In conse(iU(>nce, its right to a
l)lac(> in the Canon is seriously doubted l)y some and
denied by others. There are those who confidently
assign it to the Apostolic age and to the ai)ostle
whose name it bears In the NT, while there are
those who as confidently assign it to i)ost-:ipostolic

times, and repudiate its Petrine authorship. It is

not the aim of this article to trace the history of the
two o])ini()ns indicated above, nor to cite largely the
argtunents emjjloyed in the defence of the l]p., or
those in oi)i)osition to it; nor to attemj)! to settle

a (}uesti()n which for more than a thousand yc^ars

the wisest and best men of the Christian church
have been unable to settle. Such a ])rocedure
would hi this case be the height of presunii)tion.
\\'hat is here attempted is to i)oint out as bri(>f!y

as may be some of the reasons for dotibting its

canonicity, on the one hand, and thos(> in its sup-
port, on the other.

/. External Evidence in Favor of Its Apostolic
Authority.—It nuist be admitted at the very outset

that the evidence is nu^ager. The
1. Ancient first writer who mentions it by name is

Opinion Origen (c 240 AD). In his homily on
Josli, he si)eaks of the two I'd']), of

Peter. In another place he quotes 2 Pet 1 4:
'partakers of the divine nature," and gives it tin;

name_ of Scripture. But Origen is careftd to say
that its authority was questioned: "Peter has left

one acknowledged Ep., and i)erhaps a second, f<jr

this is coiitested." Eusebius, bishop of Cacsarea,
regarded it with even more sus])icion than di(l

Origen, and accordingly he placed it among the
disj)uted books {Anlilegomena) . Jerome kntnv the
scruples which many entertained toiu-hing the Ep.,
but notwithstanding, he included it in his Vulg
Version. The main reason for Jerome's uncertainty

about it he staters to be "(Hfference of style from
1 Pet." He ac(!()unts for the difference by sup-
posing that the apostle "made use of two different
ititerjireters." As great teachers and scholars as
Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome, e.g. Athanasius,
-Vugustine, P]i)iphanius, Rufinus and Cyril, received
it as genuine. At the R(>formation Erasmus re-
jected 2 Pet; Luther seems to have had no doubt
of its genuinene.ss; while Calvin felt some hesitancy
liecause of the "discrejiancies between it and the
First." In the 4th cent., two church councils
(Laodicea, c 372, and C;u-thage, 397) formally recog-
nized it and placed it in the Canon as equal in
authority with the other liooks of the NT.
The opinion of modern scholars as to references

in post-apostoli<! literature to 2 I'et is not only di-

vided, btit in many instances antago-
2. Modern nistic. Salmon, \Varheld, Zahn and
Opinion others strongly hold tliat such refer-

ences are to be found in the writings
of the 2d cent., perha])s in one or two documents
of the Lst. They insist with abtmdant proof in

support of their contention that Irenaeus, Justin
Martyr, the Shepherd of Hennas, and the Didadie,
and Clement of Rome, were all acquainted with the
Ep. and made allusions to it in their writings.
\\'eighing as honestly and as thoroughly as one can
the citations made from that literature, one is

strongly dispo.sed to accept the evidence as legiti-

mate and conclusive.
On the other side, Professor Chase (HDB) has

subjected all such referen(H>s and allusions in the
primitive writings to a very keen antl

3. Dr. searching criticism, and it must be
Chase's frankly confessed that he has reduced
View the strength of the evidence and argu-

ment very greatly. But Professor
Chase himself, from the remains of the ancient lit-

erature, and from the intt>rnal evidence of the Ej).

itself, arrives at the conclusion that 2 Pet is not at
all an apostolic doctmient, that it certainly was not
written Ity Peter, nor in the 1st cent, of our era, but
about the middle of the 2d c(>rit., say L50 AD. If

thi.s view is accepted, we must pronounce the Ej).

a
_
forgery, pseudonymous and pseudejjigraphic,

with no more right to be in the NT than lias the
Apocalypse of I'eter or the romance of the Shepherd
of Hernias.

//. Internal Evidence in Support of Its Apostolic
Authority.—.Vt first sight, this seems to be not al-

together reassuring, but looking deejier
1. Style and into the hotter itself we arrive at a
Diction satisfactory (toncdusion. Difference of

style b(;t\veen the two Epp. attributed
to Peter is given as one ))rominent reason for (}ues-

tioning the validity of the Second. It is mainly if

not entirely on this groimd that Jerome, Calvin and
others hesitated to receive it. It is noteworthy
that in the earlier tinu^s obj(;ctions were not urged
because of its relation to Jude—its borrowing from
Jude, as is often charged in oiu- days. Its alleged
dissimilarity to 1 Pet in diction, structure, and
measurably in its contents, explains why it was
discredited. Admitting tliat there is substantial
grotmd for this criticism, nevertheless there ai-e not
a few instances in whi(^h words rarely found in

the other Bib. books are common to the two h'pp.
Some exami)les are given in ])roof: "precious" (I Pet
1 7.19; 2 Pet 1 1) (a compound), occurring often
in Rev, not often in other books; "virtue" (1 Pet
2 9 AVm; 2 Pet 1 3), found elsewhere onlv in Phil

4 8; "supply" (1 P<'f' 4 11; 2 Pet 1 5), rare in other
books; "love of bretliren" (1 Pet 1 22; 2 Pet 1

7 m), only in three i)laces besides; "behold" (1 Pet
2 12; 3 2 [verbal form]; 2 Pet 1 16) (eyewitnesses),
not found elsewhere in the NT; "without blemish,"
"without spot" (1 Pet 1 19; 2 Pet 3 14) (order
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of words i-c\crs(>(l) ; iilso posit iv(- siilc (2 Pet 2 L'f),

"spots ;iii(l hlciiiislu's" ; t he woi'ds do not occur elsc-

wlicrc; '-uii^rodly" (1 Pet 4 IS; 2 Pot 2 o; 3 7)

occurs in hut tlirce other jjlaccs, except .lude, which
has it three times.

B(>sid(>s, there arc niany strikinj^ similarities in

thoujj;lit and diction in the two I']i)p. "^Fwo instances
are given. In the I'irst th(! saved are

2. Reason described as the "elect" (1 1), and as
of Dissimi- "called" (2 21). In the Second, the
larities two great truths are brought together

(1 10). Likewise, in both stress is

laid upon prophecy (1 Pet 1 10-12; 2 Pet 1
19-21). Now, all this tends to i)rove that the
writer of the Second Ep. was well ac(iuaint(>d with
the i)eculiarity of diction employed in the First, and
that he made use ])urposely of its uncommon terms,
or, if the Second was written by another than the
ai)ostle, he succeeded sm'i)risingiy well in imitating
his style. The latter alternative does not merit
discussion. The differences arise mainly out of the
sul)jects treated in the two, and the design which
the writer seems to have kept constantly in view.
In the First, he sought to comfort, strengthen and
sustain his persecuted brethren; this is his supreme
aim. In the Second he is anxious to warn and to
shield those whom he addresses as to impending
dangers more disastrous and more to be feared than
tlie sufferings inflicted by a hostile world. In the
First, judgment had begun at the house of God
(4 17.18), and believers were to arm, not to resist

their persecutors, but for martyrdom (4 1). But
in the Second, a very different condition of things
is l)rought to view. I'ngodly men holding de-
grading principles and practising shocking immoral-
ities were threatening to invade the Christian
brotherhood. Evil of a most vicious sort was de-
tected by the watchful eye of the writer, and he
knew full well that if suffered to conf inue and grow,
as assuredly it would, utter ruin for the cause he
loved would ensue. Therefore he forewarns and
d(!nounces the tendency with the spirit and energy
of a prophet of God.

2 Pot opens with the po.sitive statement of Peter's
authorship: "Simon ["Symeon," Nestle, Weymouth]

Peter, a servant .... of Jesus Christ."
3. Claim to The insertion of "Symeon," the old Heb
Petrine name, in the forefront of the document is

A it, I,'
significant. If a forger had been writing

Authorship in Peter's name ho would have begun his
letter almost certainly by copying the

First Ep. and simply written, "Peter, an apostle of Jesus
("hrist." Note also that "servant" is introduced into
the Second Ep., but is absent from the First. He desig-
nates himself as a servant and apostle of Jesus Christ.
"Although several pseudonymous writings appear in
early C'hristian literature, there is no Christian docu-
ment of value written by a foi'ger who uses the name of an
apostk^" (I)ods, SBD). If this important statement is
accepted at its full worth, it goes far to settle the question
of authorship. Both "servant" and "apostle" appear
in the opening sentence, and the writer claims both for
liimself.

Kurth{>rmore, the writer is distinctively a Christian;
he addresses those who "have oljtained a like precious

faith with us in the righteousness of our
4 Christian ^^'^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ Saviour Jesus Christ" (1 1).

ir'ot-Tiocfnoco ^^^^ '*^ ^^^^ same precious faith which all the
iiarnesinessj saints enjoy; his also the exceeding great

and precious promises of Cod, and he ex-
pects with all other believers to be nuide a partaker of
the Divine nature (1 3.4). Is it at all i)rol)able that one
with such a faith and such expectations would deliber-
ately forge the name of Simon Peter, an apostle of Jesus
Christ ? The writer is unsparing in his dentmciations
of false teachers, corrupters of others, and perverters of
the truth. He instances the fall of the angels, the de-
struction of Sodom, the rebuke of Balaam, as examples
of the (loom of those who know th(; truth and yet live
in shameful sin and crime. Would a Christian and
servant of Jesus Christ be at all likely to commit in the
most flagrant manner the things he .so vehemently con-
demns ? If the writer was not tlic^ ajjostle Peter, he was
a false teacher, a corrupter of others, and a hypocrite,
which seems incredible to us.

Moreover, he associates himself with the; other apostles
(3 ;^), is in full sympathy with Paul and is acquainted

with Paul's lOpi). 1 3 l-l.lt',;, ;ni<i he holds iin<l leaches the
same fiuuhiinetilal truth. An aposlolie spii-il breat lies

through ihisdocumeiU such as is generally

5 Relation •^'•^''"t from spurious writings and siic-li as

tA Anr>cflo= a forger does not <..Nhil)ii. He is anxiously
lO Apobueb roncerned for the purity of th(^ faith and

for tlu! holiness and lidelilvof l)elievers.
He exhorts them to give "diligence that ye"nuiv be found
in i)eac(% without spot and blameless iii his sight," and
that they "grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ" (3 14. IS). All this and
nnich mon; of like devout teacliing is apostolic in tone
aiul betokens genuineness and reality.

Still fm-fher, the writer ai)peals to certain facts
in the life of Peter that are almost autobiogra])hical.

For example, he speaks of "jjutting
6. Auto- off of my tabernack; .... even as
biographical our Lord .lesus Clu-isi signified unto
Allusions me" (1 13.11j. The reference un-

doubtedly is to Jn 13 3(); 21 18.19.
He claims to have been a witness of the Trans-
figuration (1 16-18). He indirectly claims the
insi)iration without which true jH'ophecy is im-
])ossible (1 19-21). He asserts that this is his
"second epistle" (3 1). This testimony on the part
of the writer is personal, emphatic and direct. It
reads much like Peter's plain way of si)eaking of
himself at the Council of Jerus, '"'Ye know that a
good while ago God made choice among you, that
by my mouth the Gentiles should liear the word of
the go.si)el, and believe" (Acts 15 7).

Once more, Jude appears to quote from 2 Pet (see
JuDE). The qu(\stion of the priority of the two Epp. is

by no means settled. M any recent writers
7. Quoted ^'"^'^ ^^^^ precedence to Jude, others to

l^TT TiirlQ Peter. One of the highest authority,oyjuae zahn (M\ II, 238 if), argues with great
force in support of the vicnv that Peter's is

the older and that Jude cites from it. The arguments in
favor of this latter belief are here onlv summarized:
(I) Jude cites from writings other than Scripture, as the
apocryphal Book of En ami p(!rha|js also from the As-
sumption of Moses. Peter scarcely cpiotes from any
source. The former would be more hkelv to cite 2 Pet
2—3 3 than the latter from Jude vs 4-lG. The re-
seml>lance between these two sections of tin; Epp. is so
close that one must have drawn both thoughts and
language from the other, or both availed themselves of
the same docimientary source. Of this latter supposi-
tion antifiuity fm-nishes no hint. The dilferences are
as marked as the resemblances, and hence the one who
cites from the other is no servile copvist. The real differ-
ence between the two is that between prediction and ful-
filment. (2) Peter predicts the advent of the "false
teachers" (2 1). His principal vbs. are in the future
tense (2 1.2.3.12.13). He employs the present tense
indeed m describing the character and the conduct of the
hbertines (2 17.18), but their presence and their dis-
astrous teaching he puts in the future (2 13.14). The
deadly germs were there when ho wrote, the rank growth
would speedily follow. Jude, on the contrary, through-
out his short letter, speaks of the same corrupters as
already come; his objects are present, they are in the
midst of the people of God and actively doing tlieir
deadly work. (3) Jude twice refers to certain sources
of information touching these enemies, with which his
readers were acquainted and which were designed to
warn them of the danger and keep them from belraval.
The two sources were (a) a writing that s[)()k(> of "'un-
godly men, turning the grace of our God into lascivious-
ness, and denying our only Master and Ijord. Jesus
Christ," ver 4; (6) the prediction of Peter that "in the
last days mockers shall come with mockery, walking
after their own lusts" (2 Pet 3 3). Jude' urges his
readers to remember the words which the apostles of
Christ had before spoken, and then he cites this predic-
tion of Peter in almost the exact terms: "In the last
time there shall be mockers, walking after their ungodly
lusts." H(! ai)i)lies the prediction to the liherliju's then
and there practising their unlioly deeds: "These are they
who make separations, sensual, having not the Spirit."
The conclusion is inevitable. Jude (|uotes from Peter.
(4) Chi-onology gives the priority to Peter. The apostle
died between 0:5-67 AD, probably in (14 AD. The vast
majority of recent interpreters date the Ep. of Jude at
7.5-80 AD. There is no doubt but that it was written
after the destruction of Jerus, 70 AD. Accordingly, it
is later than Peter's death by from 5 to 10 years. Jude
quoted from 2 Pet. This being so, it follows that his
p]p. endorses that of Peter as being apostolic and likewise
canonical, for he recognizes Pet(>r as an apostle and gifted
with the proj)hetie spirit. See Jude; Peteh (Simon).

///. Doctrinal Teachings of the Epistle.—Only
some of the more important featiu-es of the Ep. are
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here noticed. If all were treated as they deserve
to be, this article wouki e.\i)and into the proportions
of a commentary.
The key-word of 1 Pet is IIojx ; of 2 Pet Knowl-

edge. The apostle gives to this gift of gi'ace a
])rominent ])lace (1 2.3.5.G.S; 2 20.21;

1. Saving 3 18). The term he uses is largely in

Knowledge the intensified form, viz. "full knowl-
edge"; that is, knowledge that rests

on fact, knowledge that comes to the believer as
something supernatural, as being communicated
by the Spirit of God, and therefore is true and com-
l)lete. The grace and p(>ace Peter asks for the saints

should i.-^sue in the knowledge of (!od and of Jesus
Our Lord, who has granted unto us all things that
pertain unto life and godliness through the knowl-
edge of Him (1 2M).

(1) The basis of saving knowledge rests on the
"exceeding great and precious j)romi.ses" which He
has made us, and which become ours by faith in
Him. It l(>ads us into acquaintance with the
righteousness of God, into the realization of our
calling as saints, and of the gk)rious destiny that
awaits them who know and trust God (1 2-4 AV).

(2) The growth in true knowledge (1 5-11): "In
your faith supply virtue," etc. He does not ask
that faith be supplied, that these b(^lievers already
had. But starting with faith as the foundation of

all, let the other excellencies and virtues be richly

and abundantly furnislietl. The original word for

"supi)ly" is derived from the Gr "chorus," in behalf
of th(! members of which the manager supj)Iied

all the e(iuipments ne(>(lcd. And Peter api)r<)-

l)riating that fact urges Christians to give all dili-

gence to furni.sh them.selves with the gifts and grace
he mentions, which are far more needful to the
Christian than were the equipments for the ancient
chorus. See Supply.
What a magnificent cluster Peter li(>re gives! Each

.springs out of tlie otlier; eacli is strengthened by the
otlier. "In your faitli supply virtue," or fortitude,
manliness; and let virtue supply "knowledge." Knowl-
edge by itself tends to iniff uj). But ternp(>red by the
olliers, l)y self-control, by patienc(-, by godliness, by love,
it becomes one of the most essential and powi'rful forces
in Xhv. Christian character. Paul begins his list of the
"fruits of the Spirit" with love (Gal 5 22); Pet(>r <>nds
his with love. It is like a chain, each link holds fast to
its fellow and is a part of the whole. It matters little

at which end of the chain we lx>gin to count, for the
links form a tmity, and to touch one is to touch all. God
freely gives what we need and all we need ; we are to " add
all diligence" to supply the need richly.

(3) Inerrancy of the sources of saving knowledge
(1 1()-21). The apostle rests his teaching on two
trustworthy facts: (a) the fact and meaning of the
Saviour's Transfiguration; (6) the fact of the in-

spiration of the Holy Spirit. Taken together these

two facts invest his teaching with infallible cer-

tainty. "For we did not follow cunningly devised

fables, when we made known unto yoti the power
and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but we were
eyewitnesses of his majesty." Pagan mythology,
so widely ])revailing at the time in Asia Minor,
indefid over the whole heathen world, was composcfl
of "myths" (Peter's word) .skilfully framed and
poetically embellished. Jewish cabalism, and the
wild vagari(>s springing up in the Christian brother-

hood itself had no place in the gospel message nor
in apostolic teaching. What Peter and his fellow-

disciples taught was the very truth of God, for at

the Transfiguration they saw the outshining glory

of the Son of God, they heard the Divine Voice, they
beheld the two visitants from the unseen world,

Moses and Elijah. Of the majestic scene they were
eyewitnesses. Peter adds, "And we have the word
of prophecy made more sure." The Transfiguration

has confirmed what the prophets say touching the

future and God's purpose to fill the earth with His
glory; every word He has spoken is to be made good.

jVIoreover, the apostle appeals to the inspiration of
the i)rophets in conhrmatioii of his teaching: "No
proplieey of scriptures is of privates inti^rpretation. h"or
no prophecy ever came by the will of Tuan: biU- men
spake from (iod, being moved by the Holy Spirit." lie
recognizes this as primary truth, that prophecy is not of
ones own origiiuxtioii, nor is it to ]w tied up totlie times
of the pi'ophet. The pi-ophecy was brotight to him, as
it is brought to us. Peter and his fellow-believers did
not follow "ctmningly devised fables"; they were borne
along in their prophetic utterances by the Spirit.

Of course in 3 o-13, wlun-e tlie three worlds are
spoken of, thnn; glolx^s are not meant, but three

vast e])oclis, three encjrmotis periods in

2. The earth's history. The apostle divides
Three its history into three ck-arly defined
Worlds sections, and mentions some of the

characteristic featiu-es of each.

(1) The old, world.—"The world that then was"
(3 6): this is his first world. It is the antediluvian
world that is meant, the world which the Flood
overwhelmed. Scoffers in Peter's time asked, no
doubt with a sneer, "Where is the promise of his

coming? for, from the day that the fathers fell

asleep, all things continue as they were from the
beginning of the cr(>ation" (3 4). This is a sur-
prisingly modern imiuiry. Mockers then as now
api)ealed to the continuity of natural ]n-()cesses, and
to the inviolability of Nattn-e's laws. Nature keeps
her track with unwavering ])recision. Inhere is no
sign of any change; no catastro})he is likely, is

possible. The i)roniise of His coming fails. Peter
reminds the ske])tics that a mighty cataclysm did
once overwhelm the world. The Flood drowned
every living thing, save these sheltered within the
ark. As this is a historical fact, the cjuery of the
mockers is fcjolish.

(2) The present world.—Peter's second world is

"the heavens that now are, and the earth" (3 7).

It is the present order of things in sky and earth
that is meant. He asserts that this world is "stored
up for fire, being res(>rved against the day of judg-
ment and destruction of ungodly men." The mar-
gin reads, "stored with fire," i.e., it contains within
itself the agency by which it may be consumed.
The world that now is, is held in strict custody,
reserved, not for a second deltige, but for fire. 14ie
advent of Christ and the judgment are a.ssociated

in Scripture with fire: "Our Clod shall come, and
shall not keej) silence : a fire shall devour before him,
and it shall be verv tempestuous rovmd about him"
(Ps 50 3 AV; cflsa 66 1.5.16; Dnl 7 10.11). Nor
is the NT silent on this point: "the revelation of

the Lord Jesus from heaven with the angels of his

power in flaming fire" (2 The.ss 1 7).

Ample materials are stored up in the earth for its con-
sumption by lire. The oils and the gases so inllammablo
and destructive in their energy can, when it may pU'asi;
G()d to release th(«e forces, speedily reduce the i)ri!sent
order of t hings to ashes. Peter's language does not signify
earth's annihilation, nor its dissolution as an organic*
))ody, nor the end of time. He sj^eaks of c-osmical con-
vulsions and i)hysical revohitions of botti sky and earth,
such as shall transform the planet into something glo-
rious and beautiful.

(3) The new world.—The third w^orld is this:

"But, according to his i)romise, w^e look for new
heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth right-

eousness" (3 13). This is Paradise restored. We
have sure grotmd for the expectancy; the last two
chapters of Kev contain the prophetic fulfilment:

".\nd I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the
first heaven antl the first earth are ])assed away;
and the sea is no more." The accomj)lishment of

these sublime ])redictions will involve a fundamental
change in the constitution of the globe. Life would
be impossible if the sea was no more. But He wdio
made the world can surely recreate it, clearing it of

every vestige of sin and misery and imperfection,

fitting it for the dwelling of perfect beings and of
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His su])i'('iii(' ^loi'v. Iinin.Miiucl will dwell with the

holy inhiibitaiits of the new cjirth ;uhI in the new
Jcrus whicli is to (Icscctid into t ho glorified planet

.

John isl)iddon, "\\ rile, I'or tiic predictions are faith-

ful and true; they shall not fail to come to ])ass."

"Eartli. tliou Rrain of saiul on tho shore of the Universe
of (iod.

On tliee has tlio Lord a ^rcat work to comphile."

Literature.—See at end of Pktkr, First Epistle of;
Peter (Simon).

^^'ILUAM O. MOOHKHKAD
PETHAHIAH, ])eth-a-hi'a (H-^nn?

,
irthahyah,

"Jell opens up"):

(1) Chief of the 19th course of pri<\sts (1 Ch 24

16).
. „

(2) One of the Levites having "foreif^n wives

(Ezr 10 23; Neh 9 5; "Patheus" in 1 Ivsd 9 23).

(3) Son of Meshezalu'el, descendant of Judah,
who was "at the kinji's hand in all mattera con-

cerning tlie ix'ople" (Neh 11 24).

PETHOR, jjc'tlior ("lir?, pOwr; ^aOovpa, Pha-

thoura, BaGoOpa, Bathoura): The tlwellinfi-])lace of

Balaam, situated on ''the river" (the

1. Possibly i;uphrates) (Nu 22 5). In Dt 23 4, it

the Assyr- is fmlher described as being in Meso-
ian Pitru ])otamia (Aram-naharaim). Pethor is

identified with tlie Pedru(i) of the

geographical lists of Thothmes III (c 1500 BC)
and tlie Pitru (Pithru) of the Assyr king Shalinan-

eser II, who states that in his 3(1 year ((S57 BC)
he took the city Ana-Assur-utir-asbat (meaning:
"I founded [it] ancnv for Assur"), which the Hattaa
(Ilittites) called Pitru. He saj's that it lay on the
farther (western) bank of the Eujjhrates, by the

Sagurru or Sagura Pdv(>r, the modern Sajilr. The
imiKjrtance of Pitru is indicated by the fact that he
received there the tribute of tlie kings of Car-
chemish, Conuigeiie, Melitene and other districts.

As Pitru is about 400 miles from Moab, this

meant for Balaam a thr(>e or four we(4vs' journey,
but the messengers sent to fetch him,

2. DifRcul- though they had to travel that dis-

ties of tance twice, could naturally, by press-

Identifi- ing their mounts, have performed it

cation in much less time. Doubt may like-

wise be ent(>rtained as to the identity

of Pethor with Pitru by the absence in the latter

of the d, which would lead one to expect rather the
Assyr form Pit(h)uru. Shalmaneser, however,
says that Pitru was the Hittite name, and that may
account for it. With regard to the derivation,

nothing can at present be said, except that, as a
Hittite name, Tomkins {Records of the Past, V [Lon-
don, 1891], 38) has compar(;d the name Pitru with
the Pteria of Herodotus i.76 (identified with Bog-
haz-keiii, the great Hittite capital in Cappadocia,
anciently called JJattu). T. G. Pinches

PETHUEL, pn-thu'el ('jS^r,?, p^thu'cl, "God's
opening"): Father of Joel the prophet (Joel 1 1).

PETITION, pe-tish'un: Used in EV only as a

noun, usually as representing the Heb n55<5UJ

,

sh^'eldh (Ps 20 5, ribXTlJia, mish' aldh) , from the

common vb. ^XTIJ, shd'al, "to ask." The noun,
consetiuently, has no technical m(!aning, and may
be used indifferently in the active (Est 7 2) or
passive (1 S 1 27) sense, or for a petition addressed
to either God (1 S 1 17) or man (1 K 2 16), while
in Jgs 8 24; Job 6 8; Ps 106 15, it is rendered
simply "request." Otherwise "petition" repre-
sents the Aram. 1^3, ba'u (Dnl 6 7.13), the Gr
atrrtfxa, aitema (1 Jn 6 15), and S^rjcns, deesis

(1 Mace 7 37, RV "supplication"), and the Lat
oratio (2 Esd 8 24). Burton Scott Easton

PETRA, pe See Skla.

PEULTHAI, i)e-ul'lhi, PEULLETHAI, ix-ul'C-

thl CrS"? ,
p''uU'tli(uj, "Jell's seed"): One of the

"jiorters," 8th son of Obed-edom (1 Ch 26 5).

PHAATH MOAB, fa'ath mo'ab (A, <i>ade Mcodp,
I'Juutlh Mo(U>, B followed by Swete, <^0a\€iixu)d|3,

Philudvimonh [1 Esd 5 11]; 1 Esd 8 31 |A\' ••Pa-

hath Aloab"], B followed by Sw(!t(! reads Maa0|j.a)dp,

Madtluiiuab; Fritzsche in both ])lac(!S reads 'I>ad9

McodP) : One of t he families, part of which, consist ing
"of the sons of Jesus and Joab 2,812," went up out
of cai)tivity with Zerubbabel and Joshua (1 Esd
5 11), and part of which, viz. "Eliaonias the son of
Zaraias and with him 20() men," went up with I^zra

(1 Esd 8 31 = "Pahath-moal)" of Ezr 2 6; 8 4;

[10 30]; and Neh 7 11 [3 11; 10 14]). As the
name of a Jewish clan or family the; name Phaath
or Pahath Moab pn^sents difficulties of which ex-
planations are ofTered, though none is convincing.
It is generally taken as "ruler of Moab," which may
r(;fer to the Isra(4ite conquest of Moab in which this

family may have distinguished itself, or it may
have arisen from the settl(>ment and incorporation
of a Moabite family in Heb territory, or from the
settlement of an Israelite; family in Moabite terri-

tory (cf 1 Ch 4 22); or it may be the corruption
of some unknown word or name. Instances of such
corruption are quite common in these apocryjihal
Heb proi)er names. See Pahath-Moab.

S. Angus
PHACARETH, fak'a-reth (<l>aKap€'0, Phakareth,

but B followed by Swete correctly reads 4>. SaPtiT),

*S'a56'ic,_ together, A follow(>d by A\' reading "sons
of Sabie," as a distinct family, 1 I']sd 5 34): The
same as "Pochereth-hazzebaim" of Y//.Y 2 57.

PHAISUR, fa'sur, fa-I'sur (B, ^aio-oiip, Phaisour,
A, 4>aio-ov, Phaisou): Head of one of the families
of priests sonu! of whom had taken "strange wives"
(1 p]sd 9 22)="Pashhur" of Ezr 10 22; styled
"Phassurus" in 1 Esd 5 25.

PHALDEUS, fal-de'us (A [Fritzsche], ^-aXSaios,

Phalda'ios, B [Swete], <i>a\a8ai;os, Plinladd'ios; AV
Phaldaius): One of those who stood on Ezra's left

hand when he expounded the Law (1 Esd 9 44) =
"Pedaiah" of Neh 8 4.

PHALEAS, fa-le'as (*aXaias, Phalalas) : A family
of "temple-servants" who went up with ZcTubbabel
from Babylon (1 Esd 5 29) = "Padoii" of Ezr 2 44.

PHALEC, fa'lek (*aX^K, PhaUk, WII, *dX€K,
Phulvk): AV; Gr form of "Peleg" (thus R\) (Lk
3 35).

PHALIAS, fa-li'as (4>aX£as, Phalias, A, •I'tdeas,

Phidihas; AV Biatas, following Aldine Bidxas,

Bidtas): One of th(> Levites who r(>ad and exjjlained

the Law to the multitude (1 Esd 9 4S) = "Pelaiah"
of Neh 8 7.

PHALLU, fal'(55 (S^!jE, pallu'). See Pallu.

PHALTI, fal'ti C'^":^^ ,
vulti). See Palti.

PHALTIEL, fal'ti-el (bi^^'CpE , -paltVel; Syr
"Psaltiel"; Vulg and AV Salathiel) : "The captain
of the people" who came to Esdras between his first

and second vision (2 Esd 5 16). Fritzsche (Libri

Apocvet. test.) reads "Phalthiel." See Paltiel.

PHANUEL, fan-u'el, fan'Q-el (bx^:5
,

jfmVel,

"vision of God"; "^avov^X, PhanouU): Parent of

Anna (Lk 2 36). See Peniel.
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PHARAKIM, f;if';i-kini (<I^apaKeifi, PharakdiN,
15, 't'apaK€(A, I'Iniriikhn: .\\ Pharacimj : One of the

families of Iciiiplc-scrvants wiio rctunicd willi

Zerul)l)al)cl (1 J'^sd 5 ;]1; iioi found in Ezr or Nch).

PHARAOH, ffi'rd, fa'ra-d (H^nS, pnr'dh;

4>apaco, I'lKirad; Egyp 'Jkt aa, "great house"):
Many and strange differences of opin-

1. Use of ion have been expressed concerning
Name in the use of this name in Egypt and else-

Egypt where, because of its importance in

critical discussions (see below). EH
says "a name given to all Egyp kings in the Bible";

it also claims that the name
could not have l:)een receiA'(*d

by the Hebrews before lOOO
BC. IIDB (III, 819) says
that a letter was addressed to

Amenhotep as '"Pharaoh, lord

of," etc. According to W'inck-
ler's theory of a North ^"^^
Arabian Musri, it was the '^^\.^^^
Hebrew^s ak)ne in ancient
times who adopted the term
Pharaoh from the Egypt ians,

the name not being found
| ^/^^^

even in the Am Tab or any-
where else in cuneiform liter-

ature for the king of Egypt.
Such a result is obtained ac-
cording to Winckler's theory
by referring ev(>ry ref(>rence

in cimeiform to "Pir'u, king of

Musri" to the North Arabian
country.

In Egyp inscriptions the
term "Pliaraoh" occurs from l^^ - "^ M' ^'-1

the Pyramid inscriptions on-
'VliT-'y^ly ijihy

ward. At first it is used
with distinct reference to its

etymology and not clearly as
an indei)endent title. Pha-
raoh, "great house," likeSub-
hme Porte, was ai)plied first I'^IM/ /'^f fl /
as a metaphor to mean the
government. But as in sucli

an abs(jlute monarch}' as

Egyi)t the king was tlio I'-rS^'il/'

government, Pharaoh was,
by a figure of speech, put
for the king. Its use in

Egj7)t clearly as a title de-
noting the ruler, whoever Ik;

might be, as Caesar among l^y^^/'W^J^
the Romans, Shah among
Persians, and Czar among Pliaraoh.
Russians, belongs to a few
dynasties probably begimiin^
and certainly ending not later than the XXIst,
when we r(!ad of Pharaoh Sh<>shonk, but the Bible
does not speak so, but calls him "Shishak king of
Egypt" (1 K 14 2.5). This new custom in the use
of the title Pharaoh does not appear in the J5il)Ie

until we have "Pharaoh-n(>coh." Pliaraoh is cer-
tainly used in the time of Ramescs II, in the "Tale
of Two Brothers" {Records of (he Past, 1st series, II,

137; Recueil de Travaux, XXI, 13, 1. 1).

It appears from the preceding that Bib. writers
use this word with historical acc'uracy for the various

periods to which it refers, not only for
2. Signifi- the time of Necoh and Hophra, but for
cance of the time of Rameses II, and use the
Use in the style of the time of Rameses II for the
Bible time of Abraham and Joseph, concern-

ing which we have not certain knowl-
edge of its use in Egypt. It is strongly urged that
waiters of the 7th or 5th cent. BC would not have

with the XVHIth

been able to make such liistoric;d use of this name,
while, to a writer at the time of the exodus, it wduld
have been ])erfect ly iiat uial to use Pliar;ioh for the
king without ;uiy fiu'tlier name; and historical

writers in tiie time of the; ))rophcts in Pal would
likewise liav(> used Pharaoh-necoh and Pharaoh
Hophra. This evidence is not absolutely conclusive
for an early authorship of tlie Pent and historical
books, but is vcn'V difhcult to set aside for a late

authorship (cf (leu 12 14-20; 41 11; Ex 111;
3 11; 1 K 3 1; 14 25; 2 K 23 29; Jer 44 30;
also 1 K 11 19; 2 K 18 21; 1 Ch 4 ISj.

M. (!. Kyle
PHARAOH HOPHRA, hof'ra (^^^H r\'J-\£

,

par'^dh hophni''; Ovix^pi\, Iloiurplire): He is so
called in Scripture (Jer 44 30); He-

1. Sole rodotus calls hhn Aprics (ii.lGi)). He
King, 589- is known on the monuments as Uah 'ab
570 BC 'ra. He was the son of Psammetichus

II, whose C^ir mercenari(\s liave left in-

scrii)tions uj)on th(> rocks of Abu-Sim-bel, and the
grandson of Pharaoli-necoh. He reigned ;done from
5S9 BC to 570 BC, and jointly, by comjjulsion of his
])eople, with his son-in-law Aahmes (Cr Aniasis) for
some years longer. No sooner had he mounted the
tlirone than he yielded to the overtures of Zedekiah
of Judah, who tliought Hojihra'sacci'ssion a good op-
l)ort unity for throwing off the yoke of Babylon. So,
as Ezekiel says (17 15), "he r(>belled against him
[Xebuchadrezzar] in seudhig his ambassadors into
Egyi^t, that they might give him horses and much
people." Zedekiah had entered into the intrigue

against the advice of Jeremiah, and
2. Alliance it ])roved fatal to Zedekiah and the
with kingdom. Nebuchadrezzar was not
Zedekiah slow to punish the disloyalty of his

vassal, and in a brief si)ace his armies
were beleaguering Jerus. The Egyptians did
indeed march to the relief of their alliens, and the
Chaldaeans drew ofT their forces from Jcn-us to meet
them._ But the Egyptians returned without at-
tempting to meet the Chaldaeans in a jiitched battle,
and Jerus was taken, the walls broken down and the
temple burnt up with fire.

When Jerus had ftdlen and Nebuchadrezzar's
governor, Gedali.ah, had been assassinated, the dis-

piritetl remnant of Judah, against the
3. Recep- advice of Jcremiali, fled into Egypt,
tion of carrying the pro])het with them. They
Jeremiah settled at Tahi)anhes, then Daphnae
and Jewish (modern Tell Defenneh), now identified
Captives with a mound bearing the significant

name of Kagr Bint el Yahudi, "tiie

palace of the Jew's daughter." PTere Pharaoh had
a palace, for Jeremiah took great stones and hkl
them in mortar in the brickwork "which is at the
entry of Pharaoh's house at Tahi)anlies," and
prophesied that Nebuchadrezzar would si)read his
royal pavilion over them (Jer 43 8-13). The
Pharaoh of that day was Ho!)hra, and when the
fortress of Tahpanhes was discovered and cleared
in ISSG, the o])en-air platform before the entrance
was found. "Here the ceremony described by Jere-
miah took place before the chiefs of the fugitives
a.ssembled on the platform, and here Nebuchadrezzar
spread his royal i)avilion. The very nature of the
site is precisely applicable to all the events" (Flin-

ders Petrie, Nehesheh and Defenneh, 51). It was in

5(38 BC that the prophecy was fulfilled when Nebu-
chadrezzar marched into the D(>lta.

More recently, in 1909, in tlie course of excava-
tions carried on by the British School of Archae-

ology in Egyjit, the ])alace of King
4. Palace Apries, Pharaoh Hophra, has been
at Memphis discovered on the site of Memi)his,

the ancient capital of Egypt. Under
the grey muti hill, close to the scjualid Arab village
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of Mitmlioiin/, whicli ('V(>ry lourisf, jiasscs on the

way to Sdkklidni, had lain for cciif urics llophra's

inasiiifircnt i)ahice, -lOO ft. loiifj; by 200 ft., with
a s])Ien(li(l pylon, an inuncnsc court, and stono-

linod halls, of which s(>v('n have been fotuid intact.

With many other ()l)j(>ct.s of value tlune was found
a fitting!; of a i)alan(iuin of solid silver, decorated
with a bust of Ilathor with a ^old face. It is

said to be of the finest workmanship of the tim(>

of Ajiries, a relic of the Iir(>, which, J(M'emiah pr(^-

dicted at Tahpanhes, the Lord of Hosts was to

kindle ''in the houses of the fijods of I'^^vpt" (Jer

43 12).

Pharaoh Ilophra, as J(>r(>miah ])rophesie(l (44 29 f),

became the victim of a rc;volt and was finally

strangled.

LiTKKATirRE.—FHiulcrs Pctrie, History of Egypt, III,

344 f; Wiedemann, (h'schirht,- von All-Ari/yplen, 190 If;

Flinders Pctrie and .). 11. Walker, Mrmjihis, I, II ("The
Palace of Apries"); Herodotus ii.l()l-()9.

T. NiCOL
PHARAOH-NECOH, ne'ko (nb; n^lS

,
par'uh

n'^khuh, also ^i^:, n'kho; Ntxaci, Nvchno [2 K 23 29.

33.;«; 2 Ch 35 22; 36 4, AV Necho,
1. Pharaoh- RV NECO; Jer 46 2; 2 Ch 35 20,

Necoh, 610- AV^ Necho, R\' NECOJ): Nekau II of

594 BC the moiuuiunits—(!r Svkus—was the
2d king of the XXVIth Dynasty, being

the son of Psammetichus I, famous in Gr contem-
porary history, whose long reign has left so many
memorials both in Upper and Lower Egyjit (Herocl.

ii.l53, 158, 169). The great event of his reign (610-
594 BC) was his expedition across Syria to secure
for himself a share in the decaying empire of

Assyria. In the days of Esarhaddon and Ashur-
banipal, Egypt had been tributary to Assyria, and,
when it began to break uj), Egyi)t and other sub-
ject kingdoms saw their opportunity to throw off

its yoke. Psammetichus had turned back the
Scythian hordes which had reached his border on
their western march, and now his son Necoh was
to make a bold stroke for emi)ire.

On his expedition toward tlie East, he had to pa.ss

through the territory of Judah, anti he desired
to have Josiah its king as an ally.

2. Battle of Whatever may have been his reasons,

Megiddo, Josiah remained loyal to his As.syr

608 BC suzerain, declined the Egyp alliance,

and threw himself across the path of

the invader. The opposing armies met on the
battlefield of Megiddo, 608 BC, where Josiah was
mortally wounded and soon after died amid the
lamentations of liis people. Necoh marched north-
ward, captured Kaclesh, and pressed on to the Eu-
phrates. Not having met an enemy there, he seems
to have turned back and established himself for a
time at Riblah in Syria. To Riblah he summoned
Jehoahaz whom the people had anointed king in

room of his father Josiah, deposed him after a brief

reign of 3 months, and set his brother Jehoiakim
on the throne as the vassal of Egypt. Jehoiakim
paid up the tribute of a hundred talents of silver and
a talent of gold which Necoh had imposed ui)on the
land, but he recovered it by exactions which he
made from the i)eople (2 K 23 35).

The Egyp monarch still k(>i)t some hold upon
Syria, and his i)resence there had attracted the

attention of the newly established
3. Battle of jiower at Babylon. The Chaldaeans
Carchemish, under Nebuchadrezzar set out for the
604 BC Euphrates, and, meeting the army of

Pharaoh-necoh at Carchemish, inflicted

upon him a signal defeat. The Chaldaeans were
now undisputed masters of Western Asia, and the
sacred historian relates that "the king of Egypt
came not again any more out of his land; for the
king of Babylon had taken, from the brook of

Egvpt unto the river Euphrates, all that pertained
to tli(^ king of l^gyi)t" (2 K 24 7j.

^\'hiIe Pharaoh-necoh II was ambitious to extend
his empire, \u\ was bent also u])on the commercial

devel()i)ment of Egypt. For this he
4. Com- set hims(>lf to collect a navy. He had
mercial De- two fleets built, composed of triremes,
velopment one of them to navigate the Mediter-
of Egypt ranean, the other to navigate the Red

S(!a. In order to secure a combina-
tion of his fleets, he conceived the idea of reopening
the canal between the Nile and the Red Sea which
had been originally constructed by Seti I and
Rameses II, two Pharaohs of the days of the Israel-

ite oppression, but had become silted up by desert

sands. He excavated this old canal, following the
line of the former cutting, and widening it so that
two trirem.es might meet and pass each other in it.

According to Herodotus he was obliged to desist

from the undertaking in consequence of the mortal-
ity among the laborers, and it was left to Darius
to complete. He also resolved to try whether it

was possiI)lc to circumnavigate Africa, and, man-
ning his ships with Phoenician sailors, he sent them
forth with instructions to keep the coast of Africa

on their right and to return to Egypt by way of the
Mediterran(>an. They succeeded, and, rounding the
Cape of (!ood Hojje from the East, anticipated by
two milleimiums \\\v, feat which Vasco da Gama
accomi)lished from the \\'est. The enterprise took
more than two years, and the result of it was of no
practical value. Herodotus, when he visited Egypt
in 450 BC, saw still remaining the docks which
Necoh had built for the accommodation of his

fleet.

Literature.—Flinders Pctrie, History of Egypt, III,

335 ir; Wiedemann, Gcxchichte von AU-Aegypten, 179-
90; Kawlinsoii, Egypt ("Story of the Nations "), 354 If;

Herodotus ii. 158, 159.

T. NiCOL
PHARAOH'S DAUGHTER (r\-J^p.'n^, bath-

'j)(tr''dli): Th(> princess who rescued Moses (Ex 2 5-

10; He 11 24). This is probably a title as well as

an api)ellation, indicating not only one of thedaugh-
ters of a Pharaoh, but also some very distinguished

rank, thought to be most probably that of the heir to

the throne by birth; though she was debarred from
reigning by rea.son of sex, she still possessed the right

to entail the scepter and crown to her oldest son.

Positive identification of the "Pharaoh's daughter"
mentioned in the Bible is not possible yet. All

attempts toward identification are, of course, guided

by the particular tlu'ory of the oppressor accejjted.

If the Pharaoh of the Oppression was Rameses II,

as is most likely, then Pharaoh's daughter was prob-

ably the daughter of Seti I, an older sister of

Rameses II. If, as many think, the Pharaoh of

the Oppression was Thothmes III, then Pharaoh's
daught(!r was some unknown princess. Some have
thought she was Hatshepsut, the "Queen Elizabeth

of Egypt." M. G. Kyle

PHARATHON, far'a-thon (^apaGciv, Pharalhon):

One of the strong cities of Judaea fortified by Bac-
chides during the Maccabean war (1 Mace 9 50).

LXX reads "Thamnatha-pharathon" as the name
of one city. Jos, however {Anl, XIII, i, 3), and
Syr supply the "and" between them. The name
represents a Ileb pir^dlhon. If it is to be taken

strictly as in Judaean territory, it cannot be identi-

fied with PiR.\TiioN ((j.v.) of Jgs 12 15. In that

case we should jirobably seek for it with Dr. G. A.

Smith in some fortress covering the top of Wddy
Far'ah. W. Ewing

PHARES, fa'rez («l>ap^s, Phares): AV; Gr form
of "Perez" (thus RV) (Mt 1 3; Lk 3 33).
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PHAREZ, fa'rez (AV 1 Esd 5 9; 8 30): The
same as RV Phoros (q.v.).

PHARIDA, fa-rl'da ('i'apeiSa, Phareidd, A, *a-
piSa, Pharidd; AV Pharira) : The clan name of one
of the fainihes of "the servants of Solomon" who
came up from Babylon with Zerubbahel (1 Estl

5 33) = "Peruda" of Ezr 2 55 = "Perkla" of Neh
7 57.

PHARIRA, fa-ri'ra: AV = RV Pharida (q.v.).

PHARISEES, far'i-sez i2'^V'^.^^^ ,
p'-rushlm; 'I'api-

o-aioi, Pltarimwi):
1. Name and General Character
2. Authorities—Josepliu.s—XT—Talmud

I. HiSTOHY OF THE Sect
1. Associated at First with Ilasmoiieaus, but Later

Abandon Them
2. C'hangc of Name
3. Later Fortunes of the Sect
4. In NT Times
.5. In Post-apostolic Times

II. DoCTIilN'ES f)F THE I'mAHISEES
1. Statements of Josephus Colored by Greek

Ideas
2. Conditional Reincarnation
3. NT [Presentation of Pharisaic Dot^trines

—

AuroIs
and Spirits—Kesurrcetioii

4. Traditions Atided to the Law
5. Traditional Interpretations (Sabl)ath, etc)
6. Students of .Scrii)ture

(1) Messianic Hopes
(2) Almsgiving

III. Oh(;axiz.\tion- ok the Pharisaic Pahty
The kdbherim—Pharisaic Brotherhoods

IV. Chahactek of the I'hakihees
1. Pharisees and I'eople of the Ijand
2. .Vrrogauce toward Other Jews
3. Regulations for tlie liabhir
4. The XT Account

(1) Their Scrupulosity
(2) Their Hypocrisy

r>. Talmudic Classification of the Pharisees
V. Ouu Lord's Relation to the I'harisees

1. Pharisaic Att(;mpts to Gain Christ Over
2. Reasons for Pharisaii- Hatred of Christ
3. Our Lord's Denunciation of the Pharisees

Literature

A prominent sect of the Jews. Tlie earliest notice
of them in Jos occiu's in connection with Jonathan,

the hifih i)riest. ImnuMliately after
1. Name and the accoimt of the embassy to the
General Lacedaemonians, there is subjoined
Character (Jos, Anl, XIII, v, D) an account of

the Pharisees, Sadducees and Essenes,
therefore implying that then and in this connection
they had been prominent, althouf^h no notice of
any of these i)arties is to be found that confirms
that view. Later (XIII, x, 5), tin; Pharisees are
represented as envious of the success of John Hyr-
canus; Eleazar, one of them, insults him at his own
table. From the fact that earlier in the history the
Assidaeans occupy a similar place to that occupied
later by the Pharisees, it may be deduced that the
two parties are in a measure one. See Hasidaeans;
AsMONEANS. It would Seem that not only the
Pharisees, l)ut also the Essenes, were derived' from
the Assidaeans or hdiiidhlm.

In considering the characteristics and doctrines
of the Pharisees we are in some dithculty from the

nature of our authorities. The writers
2. Authorities of the NT assume generally that the

character aitd tenets of the Pharisees
are well known to their readers, and oidy lay stress
on the points in which they were in antagonism to
Our Lord and His followers. The evidence of Jos, a
contemi)orary and himself a Pharisee, is less(>n(>d in
value by the fact that he modifi(Hl his accounts of his
people to suit the taste of his Rom mast(>rs. The
Pharisees, with him, are a philosophic sect, and not
an active j)olitical party. Their Messianic hopes
are not so much as mentioned. Although the
Talm was written, both IVIish and Geniara, by the

descendants of the Pharisees, the fact that the
Gemara, from which most of our information is

derived, is so late renilers the evidence deduced
from Talmudic statements of little value. Even
the Mish, which came into being only a century
after the fall of the Jewish state, shows traces of
exaggeration and modihcation of facts. Still,

taking these deficiencies hito consideration, we may
make a fairly consistent i)icture of the sect. The
name means "separatists," from TZJ"]S

,
punish, "to

separate"—those who carefully kept themselves
from any legal contamination, distinguislung them-
selves by their care in such matters from the com-
mon iK>ople, the \un ha-'arcg, who had fewer scruples.
Like the Puritans in England during the 17lh cent.,
an(l the Presbyterians in Scotland during the same
period, the Pharisees, although i)rinuu-ily a religious
party, became ere long energet ically ])olit ical. They
were a clos(>ly organized society, all the members
of which called each other hdb'hcrim, "neighbors";
this added to the power they had through their
influence with tlu; ])eoi)le.

/. History of the Sect.—The Assidaeans (hdsl-
r//(TwO were at hrst t he most active sui)port ers of Judas
Maccabaeus in his struggk; for religious freedom.
A i)ortion of them rather than fight retired to the
desert to escape the tyranny of Ejiiphanes (1 Mace
2 27 f). The followers of these in later days became
the Essenes. \\hen Judas ALiccabaeus cleansed the
temple and rededicated it with many sacrihces, it

is not exj^ressly said, either in the Books of Mace
or by Jos, that he acted as high priest, but the i)rob-
ability is that he did so. This would be a shock to
the A.ssidaean ])urists, as Judas, though a i)riest,

was not a Zadokite; but his actions would be
tolerated at: that time on account of the inmii-
nent necessity for the work of reconsecration and
the eminent services of Judas himself and his
family.

^\hen Bacchides appeared against Jertis with
Alcimus hi his camp, this feeling against Judas took

shape in receiving the treacherous
1. Asso- Alcinnis into Jerus and acknowledging
dated at him as high jiriest , a Ihieof action which
First -with soon showed that it was fraught with
Has- disaster, as Alcimus murdered many
moneans, of the people. They had to betake
but Later themselves anew to Judas, but this
Abandon desertion was the beghming of a sepa-
Them ratitig gulf which deepened when he

made a treaty with the idolatrous
Romans. As is not infretiuently the case with reli-

gious zealots, t heir valor was associat ed wit h a myst ic

fanaticism. The very idea of alliance with heathen
])owers wa.s hatc^fid to them, so when Judas began
to treat with Rome they (l(>serted him, and he sus-
tained the crushing defeat of Eleasa. Believing
themselves the saints of God and therefore His
IxH'tdiar treasin-e, they regarded any association
with the heathen as faithlessness to Jeh. Their
attitude was nuich that of the Fifth Monarchy men
in the time of Cromwell, still more that of the
Cameronians in Scotland at the Revolution of 1GS8
who, because ^^"illiam of Orange was not a "cove-
nanted" king, would have none of him. As the
later Ilasmoneans became more involved in worldly
l)olitics, they became more and more alienated
frcnn the strict Assidaeans, yet the successors of
Judas Maccabaeus retained their connection with
the party in a hdvewarm fashion, while the Sad-
ducean sect was gaining in influeiu'c.

About this time the change of name seems to
have been effected. They began to be called
Pharisees, p'nishim, instead of hd.fidhim—"sepa-
ratists" instead of saints. A parallel instance is

to be found in the religious history of England.
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Tho Purilniis of the 17tli cent. })cc!imr! in the 19th
"Xon-coiifoniiists." Tlie curliest instance of the

Pharis(>es' interveniiifj; in liistory is that
2. Change rcfernvl to in Jos (Aid, XIII, x, o),

of Name \vher(; Eleazar, :i Pharise(\ demanded
that John llyrcanus should lay down

the hifih-priesthood because liis mother liad been a
cajitive, thus insinuating that he—llyrcanus

—

was no true son of Aaron, but the bastard of some
nameless heathen to whom his motlier had surren-

d(T(Ml herself. '^Fhis unforjiivable insult to himself

and to the memory of Ins mother led Ifyrcanus to

break with the Pharisaic party definitely. lie seems
to have left them severely alone.

The sons of Ilyrcamis, esj). Alexander Jannacus,
expressed their liostility in a more active way.

Alexander crucified as many as 800 of

3. Later the Pharisaic party, a proceeding that

Fortunes of seems to intimate overt acts of hos-

the Sect tilify on their i)art which prompted
this action. His whole ])olicy was the

apprandizement of the Jewish state, but his ambi-
tion was greater than his military al)ilities. Plis re-

peated failures and defeats confirmed the Pharisees

in their opposition to him on religious grounds. lie

scandalized tliem by calling himself king, alt hough not
of the Davidic line, and furl Iut still by adoi)ting the
heathen name "Alexander," and having it stamped
in CiT characters on his coins. Although a high
priest was forl)idden to marry a widow, lie married
the widow of his brother. Still further, he incurred
their opposition by abandoning the Pliarisaic tra-

dition as to the way in wliicli the libation water was
poured out. They retaliated by rousing his people
against liim and conspiring with the Syrian king.

On Ids deathbed he advised his wife, Alexanch'a
Salome, who succeeded him on tlie throne, to make
peace with the I'harisees. This she did by throw-
ing herself entirely into their hands. On her death
a struggle for the ])ossession of the throne and the
high-])ri(>sthood l:)egan i)etween her two sons, John
llyrcanus II and Aristobulus II. The latter, the
more able and energetic, had the su])i)ort of the
Sadducees; the former, the elder of the two brothers,

had that of the Pharisees. Iti the first ])hase of the
conflict, llyrcanus was defeated and compelled to

make a disadvantagc^ous i)eace with his brother,

but, urged by Antipater, the Idumaean, he callccl

in Aretas, who inclined the balance at once to

the side of Hyrcanus. The Romans were appealed
to and they also, moved partly by the astuteness
of Antipater, favored Ilyrcaims. All this resulted
ultimately in the supremacy of the Herodians,
who through their subservience to Home became
inimical to the Pharisees and rivals of the Sad-
ducees.

When the XT records open, the Pharisees, who
have sui)reme influence among the ])eoi)le, are also

strong, though not jjredominant, in the
4. In Sanhedrin. The Herodians and Sad-
NT Times ducees, the one by their alliance with

the Rom authorities, ajid the other by
their iidierited skill in ])oli(ical intrigue, held the
reins of govermnent. If we might believe the Tal-
mudic represcTitation, the Pharisees were in the
innnense majority in the Sanhedrin; tlie 7idsl', or
president, and the 'ahh-beth-din, or vice-president,
both were Pharisees. This, however, is to be ))ut

to the credit of Talmudic imagination, IIh; relation
of which to facts is of the most distant kind.

Recently Biichlcr (Dan grosst- Synedrion in Jertis)
has iUtcin|)tc(l to liariiioiiizc tlicsc Ttilmudic ful)lcs willi
lh(! as|)i'ct of things ai)|)CiiriiiK in tlic^ NT and .Jos. lie
assumes thai t liiTc were two SanlicdiMiis, one civil, haviiif^
to do with matters of t^ovcriimrnt, in which the Sad-
ducees were overwhelmingly predominant, and the other
scholastic, in whicli thci Pharisees wen; e(jually pre-
dominant—the one the. Senat(! of tlie nation, like the

Senate of th(> United States, th(> other th(^ Senate; of a
university, let us say, of .lerus. Although followecl
by Kabt)i Lautcrhacli in the ./<•» Enr. this attempt
cannot he r(>garded as successful. There is no evidence;
for this dual Sanhedrin eitlier in the NT or Jos, on the
one hand, or in tlie Talm on the otlier.

Outside the Sanhedrin the Pharisees are ubi-
quitous, in Jerus, in Galil(>e, in Peraea ;ind in the
D(>capolis, always coming in contact with Jesus.
The attem])ts made by certain recent Jewish writers
to exonerate them from the guilt of tlu; condem-
nation of Oiu' Lord has no foundation; it is coidra-
dicted by the NT records, and tlie attitude of the
Talm to Jesus.

The Pharisees apjiear in the Book of Acts to l)e

in a latent way favorers of the tipostles ;is against
the liigh-priestly party. The personal influence
of Otunaliel, which seems commanding, was exer-
cised in their favor. The anti-Christian zeal of
Saul the Tarsian, though a Pharisee, may have
been to some extent tlie result of tlie ])ersoiial feel-

ings which led him to perpetuate the relations of

the etirlier period when tli<* two sects were united
in common antagonism to the teacliiiig of Christ.
He, a Phari.see, offered himself to be employed by
the Sadduccan liigh priest (Acts 9 1.2) to carry
on the work of persecution in Damaseais. In this

action Satil apj)ears to have been in opposition to a
large section of the Pharisaic party. The bitter

disputes which he and the other younger Pharisees
had carried on with Ste])hen had jjcjssibly influ-

enced him.
When Paul, the Christian apostle, was brought

before the Sanhedrin at Jerus, the Phari.saic i)arty

were nmnerous in the Council, if they
5. In Post- did not even form the majority, and
apostolic they readily became his defenders
Times against the Sadducees.

From Jos we letirn that with the out-
break of the war with the Romans the Pliarisees

werethrust into the background by the more fanatical

Zealots, Simon ben Gioras tind John of Gischtda
(BJ, V, i). The truth behind the Talmudic state-

ments that Giunaliel removed the Sanhedrin to

Jabneh and that Johanan ben Zakkai successfully

entreated Vespasian to spare the scholars fif that city

is that the Pharisee's in considerable mmibers made
peace with the Romans. In the Mish we have the
evidence of their hiter labors when the Sanhedrin
was removed from Jabneh, ultimately to Tiberias
in Galilee. There tmder the guidance of Jehuda
ha-Kadhosh ("the Holy") the Mish was reduced to

writing. It may thus l^e said that Jutlaism became
Pharisaism, and tht; history of the Jews became
that of the Pharisees. In this later period the
opposition to Christianity sprang up tinew and
became embittered, as may be seen in the Talmudic
fables concerning Jesus.

//. Doctrines of the Pharisees.—The accoimt
given of the doctrines of the Pharisees by Jos is

cletirly influenced by his desire to

1. Jo- parallel the Jewish sects with the
sephus' Gr i)hilosophical schools. He directs

Statements esjiecial attention to the Pharisaic;

Colored by opinion as to fate and free will, since

Greek on this i)oint the Stoic and Epicurean
Ideas sects differed very emphatically. He

regards the Pharisaic position as mid-
way between that of the Sadducees, who denied fate

altogether and made human frtH'dom absolute, and
that of the Essencs that ''all things nvv left in the
hand of God." He says "The Phari.sees ascribe all

things to fate and God, j'et allow tluit to do whtit

is right or the contrary is i)rincipall}' in man's own
I)ower, although ftite cooperat(\s in ev(>ry action."

It is to be noted that Jos, in giving this statement
of views, identifies "fate" with "God," a process

that is more i)l;uisible in connection with the Lat
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falum, "something dccroed," tliun in relation to the

impersonal moira, or heimarmene, of the Greeks.

As Jos wrote in Gr and used only the second of

these terms, he had no ]:)hilolosical inducement to

make the identification; the reason must have been
the matter of fact. In other words, he shows that

the Pharisees believed in a personal God whose will

was providence.

In connection with this was their doctrine of a
future life of rewards and punishments. The phrase

which Jos uses is a peculiar one:
2. Condi- "They think that every soul is immor-
tional Re- tal; only the souls of good men will

incarnation ])ass into another body, but the souls

of the evil shall suffer everlasting

punishment" {aidid timdrid koldzesthai). From
this it has been deduced that the Pharisees held the
transmigration of souls. In our opinion this is a
mistake. We believe that really it is an attempt
of Jos to state the doctrine of the resurrection of

the body in a way that would not shock Hellenic
ideas. The Gr contempt for the body made the
idea of the resurrection abhorrent, and in this, as
in most j^hilosophical matters, the Romans followed
the Greeks. It would seem that Jos regarded the
Pharisees as maintaining that this resurrection

applied only to the I'ighteous. Still even this re-

striction, though certainly the natural interpreta-

tion, is not absolutf^ly necessary. This is confirmed
bv the corresyronding section in the Antiquilics
(XVni, i, 3): "They also b(«lieve .... that
under the earth there will be rcnvards or i)unish-

ments, according as they have lived virtuously or

viciously in this life, and the latter are to be de-
tained in an everlasting pri.son, but that the former
shall have power to revive and live again." Jos
also declares the Pharisees to l)e very attentive
students of the law of God: "they interpret the
law with careful exactitude."

Nothing in the Gospels or the Acts at all militates

against any part of this representation, but there is

much to fill it out. Thev believed in

3. NT Pres- angels and spirits (Acts 23 S). From
entation of the connection it is probable that the
Pharisaic present activity of such beings was the
Doctrines question in the mind of the writer. In

that same sentence belief in the resur-

rection is ascribed to tlie Pharisees.

Another jwint is that to the bare letter of the
Law they added traditions. While the existence of

these traditions is referred to in the
4. Tradi- Gosi)els, too little is said to enable us
tions Added to grasp their nature and extent (Mt
to the Law 15 2 ff; 16 5 ff; Mk 7 1-23). The

evangelists only recorded the.se tradi-

tional glosses when they conflicted with the teaching
of Christ and were therefore; denounced by Him.
We find them exemplified in the Mish. The Phari-
saic theory of tradition was that these additions to

the written law and interjjretations of it had been
given by Moses to the elders and by them had been
transmitted orally down through the ages. The
classical passage in the Mish is to be found in

Pirke 'Ahhoth: "Moses received the [oral] Law from
Sinai and delivered it to Joshua and Joshua to the
elders, and the elders to the prophets and the
prophets to the men of the great synagogue."
Additions to these traditions were made by prophets
by direct insi)iration, or by interpretation of the
words of the written Law. All this mass, as related

above, was reduced to writing by Jehuda ha-
Kadhosh in Tiberias, probably about the end of the

2d cent. AD. Jehuda was born, it is said, 135 AD,
and died somewhere about 220 AD.
Therelateddoctrinesof theinuuortalityof thesoul,

the resurrection of the body, and the final judgment

with its consequent (>ternal rewards and punish-
ments formed a portion and a valuable portion of

this traditi(m.

+'/-.
1 T f r

Less valuable, at timos burdensome and
IlOnai inier- hurtful, were the minute refinements they
pretation of introduced into the I^aw. Sometimes the

the Law bv ingenuity of the Pharisaic doctors was
Tj, „_•„„„' directcid to lighten the burden of the pre-
i'narisees cept as in regard to the Sabl)ath. Thus

a person was permittt'd to go much far-
ther than a Sabbath day's journey if at somi> tinu! previ-
ous he had deposited, within the legal Sabbath day's
journey of the place hv, wislied to reacli, bread and
water; this point was now to be regarded as the limit
of his house, and conscxiuently from this all distances
were to be ceremonially n^ekoncd (Jcir Enc, s.v. " Erub").
The great defect of I'harisaism was that it made sin so
purely external. An act was right or wrong according
as some external condition was present or absent; thus
there was a difference in bestowing alms oji tlie Sab-
bath whether the beggar put his hand witliin t ht^ door
of the donor or the donor stretched his hand beyond
his own thr(>shold, as may be seen in the first Mish in
the Tractate Shahhath. A man did not break the Sai)-
bath rest of his ass. though lie rode on it, ami hence did
not break tlie Sabbath law, but if he carried a switch
with which to expedite the pace of tlie beast he was
guilty, because ho had laid a burden upon it.

Along with these traditions and traditional inter-

pretations, the Phari.sees were clo.se students of the
sacred text. On the tiu'n of a sentence

6. Close they suspended many decisions. So
Students of much so, that it is said of tlK>m later

the Text of that they suspended mountains from
Scripture hairs. This is esp. the case with

regard to the Sabbath law with its

burdensome minutiae. At the same time there was
care as to the actual wording of the text of the Law;
this has a bearing on textual criticism, even to the
l)resent day. A si)ecimen of Pharisaic exegesis
which Paul turns against their follow(>rs as an
argumeiitum ad hominem may l)e seen in Cial 3 IG:
"He saith not. And to seeds, as of many; but as of
one, And to thy seed, which is Christ."

(1) Messianic hopes.—It is also to be said for

them, that they maintained the Messianic hopes of

the nation when their rivals were ready to sacrifice

everything to the Romans, in order to gain greater
political influence for themselves. Their imagina-
tioii ran riot in the pictinx^s they drew of tliese

future times, but still they aided the faith of the
people who were thus in a position to listen to the
claims of Christ. They were led by Rabbi Akiba
in the reign of Hadrian to accept Bar-Cochba about
a century after they had reject(>d Jesus. They were
fanatical in their obedience to the Law ;is they under-
stood it, and died under untold tortures rather than
transgress.

(2) Almsgiving.—They elevated almsgiving into
an equivalent for righteousness. This gave poverty
a very difTerent place from what it had in Greece or
among the Romans. Learning was honored, al-

though its possessors might be very jioor. The story
of the early life of Ilillel brings this out. He is

represented as being so poor as to be unable some-
times to pay the small daily fee which admitted
pupils to the rabbinic school, and when this hap-
pened, in his eagerness for the Law, he is rejiorted
to have listened on the roof to the words of the
teachers. This is i:)robably not historically true,

but it exhibits the Pharisaic ideal.

///. Organization of the Pharisaic Party.—We
have no distinct account of this organization, either
in the Gosjiels, in Jos, or in the Talm. But the
close relationship which the members of the sect
sustained to each other, their habit of united action
as exhibited in the narratives of the NT and of Jos
are thus most naturally explained. The Talnmdic
account of the habherlm affords (confirmation of this.

These were persons who j)rimarily associated for tli(>

study of the Law and for the better obs(!rvance of
its precepts. No one was admitted to these hd-
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Pharisaic
Brother-
hoods

hlnlrdth \vitlH)iif taking ;ui oath of fidelity to tin;

society and a ])roinise of strict observance of Levili-

cal i)recei)ls.

One of the cleiiicnts of their i)romis(> has to he not(>fi.

Th(» hdhhcr Jjroiniscd not to IJiiy mn' narnth, "tithe." or
I'l-uinfih, " lieave otferitig," to a priest who
was not a hnlilicr. Tlu^y wen; only i)er-
initted to tal<e tliis oath wlien their asso-
ciates in tlie l)rotlierhoo(l cerlilicd to tlieir

clraracler. Kven tlieii the catididate liad
to pass tliroufili a period of i)rol)atioii of

30 (hijs, accordiiiK to tlie 'iiouse of Hillel," of a year, ae-
cordinfj; to tlie " liouseof Shaintnai." Tliis lal ter el(>ineiil

,

)H'int;(iuite more 7'(j/»( Hi/i'ro, jiiay be regarded as doubtful.
Association witli an.\- not lieloiifjing to tlie Pharisaic*
society- was put under numerous restrictions. It is at
least not imiirobable that when the lawyer in T^k 10 21'

demanded "Who is my neit^hlior '.' " he was minded to
restrict th(> instances of the command in ]a'V 19 IS to
thosti who wi're. like himself. Pharisees. A societ.y
which thus had brotherhoods all over Pal and was si>pa-
rated from the rest of the community would iialurall.v

wield foi-miduble jxiwer when their claims were supported
by the esteem of the people at lar^'e. It is to be observed
that to be a hfihhPr was a purely jiersonal thiiifj, not
heritable like priesthood, and women us well as mm
might be members. In this the Pliaris(H'S were like tlu^

(""hristians. In another matter also there was a resem-
blances between tliem and the followers of Jesus; they,
unlike th(> Sadducees, were eager to make jiroselyles.
" Ye comiiass sea and lanfl to make one proselyti'" (Mt
23 I."))- Man.v members of Kom society, esp. women,
were proselytes, as, for instance, Poppaea Sabina.

IV. Character of the Pharisees.—Boeaiise tlio

ideal of the Pharisees was liif^h, and because they
reverenced learning and character

1. Phari- above wealth and civil rank, they had a
sees and tendency to (lesi)ise those who did not
People of agree with them. We sec traces of

the Land tliis in the Gosj)els; thus Jn 7 49:
''This multitude that knoweth not

the law nre acciu'sed." The distinction between
the Pharisees, the Puritans und the '«/n hd-'dreg,

"the people of the land," began with the distinction

that had to be kejit between the Jews and the
Gentiles who had entered the land as colonists or
intruders. These would, during the Bab ca])tivity,

almost certainly six^dc Westt^rn Aram., and would
certainly be heathen and indulge in heathen prac-
tices. They were* '"t he peo])le of t he land" whom the
returning exiles fotuid in po.ssession of Judaea.

Mingled with them were the few Jews that had
neither been killed nor deported by the Baby-

lonians, nor carried down into Egypt
2. Arro- by Johanan, the son of Kareah. As
gance they had conformed in a large measure
toward to the habits of their heathen neigh-
Other Jews bors and intermarried with them, the

stricter J(>ws, als Jv/sa and Nehemiah,
regarded them as under the same condemnation as
the heathen, and shrank from a.s.sociatioit with them.
During the t ime of Our Lord's life on earth the name
was practically restricted to the ignorant Jews whose
conformity to the law was on a broader scale than
that of the Pharisees. 8ome have, however, dated
the invention of the name later in the days of the
^Liccabean struggle, when the ceremonial i)rcce]:)ts

of the Law could with difficidfy be observcMl. Those
who W(>re less careful of these were rt^garded as
\un ha- dreg.

The distinction as exhibited in the Talm shows
an arrogance on the i)art of the Pharisaic hdbher

that must have be(>n galling to those
3. Regula- who, though Jews as much as tlu;

tions for the Pharisees, were not Puritans like them.
habher A hdhhcr, that is a Pharisee, nn'ght not

eat ;it the table of a man whose wife
was of the V/m hd-'dng, even though her husband
might be a Pharisee. If he would be a full hdhJur,

a Pharisee must not sell to aiiy of the V;wi hd-'dreg

anything that might readily be made unclean. If

a woman of the 'am hd-'dregwn^ left alone in a room,
ill that she could touch without moving from her

place was unclean. We must, however, bear in

mind that the evidence for this is Talmudic, and
therefore of but limited historical value;.

(1) Their scnipulosity.—We find traces of this

scrujitilosity in the Gospels. The special way in

which the ceremonial sanctity of the
4. The NT Pharisees exhibited itself was in tith-

Account ing, hence the reference to their tithing

''mint and anise and ctimmin" (Mt 23
23). In the parable of the Pharisee and the Publi-

can, oiuMif \\]o things that tlu; Pharisee; jilumes him-
self on is that he gives tithes of all he jiosse.sses

(Lk 18 12). He is an example of the Pharisaic

arrogance of tho.se "who trusted in themselves that

Ihey W(>re righteous and set all others at notight."

Their claiming the first seats in feasts and syna-
gogues (Mt 23 6) was an evidence of the same spirit

.

(2) 77(cir hypocrisy.—Closely akin to this is the

hypocrisy of which the Pharisees were accused by
Our Lord. \Mien we call them "hypocrites," we
nuist go btick to the nrimary meaning of the word.
They were essentially "actors," poseur,s. Good
men, whose character and si)iritual force have im-
l)res.sed th(>mselves on their generation, have often

peculiarities of maimer and tone which are easily

imitated. The very respect in which they are held
by their disciples leads those who respect them to

adopt unconsciously their mannerisms of voice and
deportment. A later generation unconsciously
imitates, "acts the ])art." In a time when religion

is persecut ed, as in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes,
or des})ised as it was in the Hellenizing times which
])receded and succeeded, it would be the duty of

religious men not to hide their convictions. The
tendency to carry on this public manifestation of

religious acts after it had ceased to be protest
would be necessarily great. The fact that they
gained credit by praying at street corners when the
hour of ])rayer came, and would have lost credit

with t he ])eople had they not done so, was not recog-
nized by th(;m as lessening the moral worth of the
action. Those wlio, having livenl in the ]K>riod of

l^ersecution and contempt, survived in that when
religion was held in respect would mainttiin their

earlier practice without any arriere-pensee. The
succeeding generation, in continuing the practice,

consciously "acted." They were poseurs. Their
hypocrisy was none the less re;d that it was reached
by unconscious stages. HyjMX'risy was a new sin,

a sin only possible in a spiritual religion, a religion

in which morality and worship were closely related.

Heathenism, which lay in sacrifices and c(>remonies

by which the gods could be bribed, or ctijcjled into

favors, had a ];)urely casual connection with morality;
its wor.ship was entirely a thing of externals, of act-

ing, "posing." Consec}uently, a man did not by the
most careful attention to the ceremonies of religion

produce any presumption in favor of his trustworthi-
ness. There was thtis no sinister motive to i)rompt
to religion. The projihets had denotmced the in-

sincerity of worshij), but even they did not denounce
hypocrisy, i.e. religion used as a cloak to hide treach-

ery or dishonesty. Ileligion had become more spirit-

ual, the connection between morality and worship
more intimate by reason of the persecution of the
Seleucids.

The Talm to some extent confirms the representation
of the Gospels. There were said to be seven classes of

Pharisees: (1) tlu; "shoulder" Pharisee,

K Ta1intif1i'/> who wear.s his good deeds on his shoulders
,

'^^™^i"**' and obeys the precept of the Law, not from
ClaSSlfica- ])rincipli>, but from expedii'iicy; (2) the

tion of the "wait-a-little" IMiarisee, who begs for

oVioi-lcooo time in order to jierform a meritorious
i'nansees action; (3) the "bleeding" Pharisee, who

in his eagerness to avoid looking on a
woman shuts his eyes and so bruises himself to bleeding
by stumbling against a wall; (4) the "painted" Phari-
sje, who advertises his holiness lest any one should touch
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him so that he should ))(> defiled: (5) the "rcckoniiiK"
Pluiriscc, who is always saying "What duty must I do
to balance anv unpalatable duty which 1 have neg-
lected?"; (6) the '•fearing" Pharisee, whose relation to

God is one merely of trembling awe; (7) the Pharisee
from "love." In all but the last there was an element
of "acting," of hypocrisy. It is to be noted that the

Talm denounces ostentation; but unconsciously that
root of the error lies in the externality of their right-

eousness; it commands an avoidance of ostentation which
involves equal "posing."

V. Our Lord's Relationship to the Pharisees.—
The attitude of the Pliarisees to Jesus, to besiu

with, was, as had been their attitude to

1. Phari- Joint, critical. They sent represent:i-

sees' tives to watch His doings and His

Efforts to saj-ings and report. They seem to

Gain Christ have regarded it as possible that He
to Their might unite Himself with them, al-

Side though, as we think. His affinities

rather lay with the Essenes. Grad-
ually their criticism became opposition. This oj)-

position grew in intensity as He disregarded their

interpretations of the 8al)batic law, ridiculed their

refinements of the law of tithes and the distinctions

they introduced into the validity of oaths, and de-

notmced their insincere ])osing. At first there seems

to have been an elTort to cajole Him into compliance

with their plans. If some of the Pharisees tempted
Him to use language which would compromise Him
with the ])eople or with the Rom authorities, others

invited Him to their tables, which was going far

upon the ])art of a Pharisee toward one not a habher.

Even when He hung on the cross, the taunt with

which they gr(>et(>d Him may have had something

of longing, lingering hope in it: "If he be the King
of Israel, let him now come down from the cross, and
we will believe him" (Mt 27 42 AV). If He would

only give them that sign, then they would acknowl-

edge Him to be the Messiah.

The ojiposition of the Pharisees to Jesus was in-

tensified by another reason. They were the demo-
cratic party; their whole i)ower lay in

2. Reasons the reputation they had with the ])eo-

for Phari- pie for piety. Our Lord denoimced

saic Hatred tlunn as hypocrites; moreover lb; had

of Christ secin-ed a deei)er popularity than theirs.

At length wli(>n cajolery failed to win

Him and astute quest ioning failed to destroy His pop-

ularity, they combined with their oi)ponents, the

Sadducees, a^gainst Him as against a common enemy.

On the other hand, Jesus denounced the Pharisees

more than He denounced any other class of the

people. This seems strange when we
3. Our remember that the main body of the

Lord's De- religious pe(j])le, those who lookt-d for

nunciation the Absssiah, belonged to the Pliaris(>es,

of the and His t(>acliing and theirs had a

Pharisees strong external resemblance. It was
this external resemblance, united as

it was with a i)rofound spiritual difference, which

made it incumbent on Joans to mark Himself off

from them. All righteousness with them was ex-

ternal, it lay in meats and drinks and divers wash-

ings, in tithing of mint, anise and cummin. He
placed religion on a different footing, removed it

into another region, ^\ith Him it was the heart

that must be right with God, not merely the ex-

ternal actions; not only the outside of the cup and
platter was to be cleansed, but the inside first of all.

It is to be noted that, as observed above, the Phari-

sees were less antagonistic to the apostles when tlu'ir

Lord had left them. The after-history ()f Phari-

saism has justified Our Lord's condemnation.
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ET; Herzfeld, III. :554 If; .lost, I, 197 If; Criitz, V, 'JI If;
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.J. E. H. 'i'nOMSON

PHAROSH, fa'rosh (tT^.i
,

par'ush). See

P.VROSH.

PHARPAR, far'i):ir ("IS")S
,

parpar; LXX B,

'A4)ap4)a, Apharphd, A, 4'ap4>apa, Pharphnrd): A
river of Damascus, mentioned in 2 K 5 12, along

with the Abana or Amana. See Aban.\.

PHARZITES, fiir'zits ("^SlSn, ha-parrl). See

Perez.

PHASEAH, fa-se'a, PASEAH, pa-se'a (lICS,

pusc"h, "lame"):
(1)' A descendant of Judali, son of Esliton (1 Ch

4 12).

(2) Name of a family of Nethiium (Ezr 2 40;

Neh 7 51 [AV "Phaseah"]; "Phinoe" of 1 I':sd

5 31 RV).
(3) Father of Joiada (AV "Jehoiada"), the re-

jiairer of the "old gate" in Jerus (Neh 3 G).

PHASELIS, fa-se'lis (^do-riXis, Phdscli.s) : A city

of Lycia in Southern Asia Minor, on tlH> seacoast,

nearthe boundary of Pamphylia, to which cotmtry

some ancient writers have assigned it. Situated

on the extreme end of a promontory which i)ro-

jected into the sea, and with high moimtains in the

rear, it was separated both politically and geo-

graphically from the rest of Lycia. Hence it may
be understood how it early became the favorite

haunt of pirates. Already in the 6th cent. BC,
when trade was carried on with Egypt, the city

struck coins of its own; upon them the ])row and
the stern of a war g;dley were commonly represented.

The coinage ceascnl in 466 BC, but it was resumed
about 400 BC, when the city again became pvac-

tically independent. For a time Phaselis was tmder

the control of the Seleucid kings of Syria, but in

190 BC it again regained its independt^nce or con-

tinued as a member of the league of Lycian cities

(1 Mace 15 23). Before the beginning of the

Christian era it had lost considerable of its earlier

importance, yet it was still famed for its tem])le of

Athene in wdiicli it was said that the sword of

Achilles was j)reserved, and also for the attar of

roses which was produced there. It figin-es little

in early Christian history, yet in Byzantine times

it was the residence of a bi.shop. Its site, now
marked by the ruins of the stadium, t(>mi)lcs and
theater, bears the Turkish name of Tckir Ova.

See also Lycia. E. J. Banks

PHASIRON, fas'i-ron (A, <l>a(ripcGv, Phasiron,

B, ^ao-eipciv, Phaseiron, V, ^apieroiv, Pharison):

The name of an unknown Arab tribe wdiom Jona-

than overcame in the wilderness near ]k>thbasi; or

possibly the name of an Arab chief (1 Mace 9 66).

PHASSARON, fas'a-ron: AV =RV Phassurus
(q.v.).

PHASSURUS, f;is-su'ruH, fas'fi-rus ( 4>ao-<rovpos,

Phdssouwti, B, 4'a(7-<ropos, Phdssoroa; A\' Phassaron,
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after Aldinc): The n;ime of one of the families
which went up from exile with Zerubbabcl (1 Esd
5 2o)="rashhm-" of Ezr 2 3S; Neh 7 41; accord-
ing to Ezr and Neh and RV numbering, 1,247;
according to AV following A, 1,047.

PHEBE, fe'be {^oi^r], Phoihe). See Phoebe.

PHENICE, fe-ni'se. See Puokmcia; Phoexix.

^
PHENICIA, fe-nish'i-a (^oivikti, Phoinikc).

Sec PiioExiciA.

PHERESITES, fer'e-slts: AV= RV "Phereziles"
(1 Esd 8 69; 2 i<:sd 1 21) = "Perizzite."

PHEREZITE, fer'e-zlt: AVforminJth 5 16 for
RV "Perizzite" and both AV and RV in 2 Esd 1
21 for "Perizzite"; one of the Canaanitish tribes.

PHI-BESETH, fl'bc-seth, fib'n-seth (ncn-^B,
pi-bh(§e(h). See Pi-beseth.

PHICOL, fl'kol (bb^S, plkhol; 4>ik6\, Phikol;

AV Phichol): The captain of the liost of the Phili
king Abimelech of Gerar (Gen 21 22; 26 26).

PHILADELPHIA, fil-a-del'fi-a (*iXa86\<J)£a,
Philadelphia): A city of ancient Lydia in Asia
Minor on the Cogamus River, 105 miles from
Smyrna. It stood upon a terrace 650 ft. above the
sea. Behind it are the volcanic chffs to which the
Turks have given the name of Devitt, or "ink-
wells"; on the other side of the city the land is

exceedingly fertile, and there was produced a wine
of whose excellence the celebrated Rom poet Virgil
wrote. Philadelphia is not so ancient as many of
the other cities of Asia Minor, for it was founded
after 189 BC on one of the highways which led to
the interior. Its name was given to it in honor of
Attalus II, because of his loyalty to his elder
brother, Eumenes II, king of Lydia. Still another
name of the city was Decapolis, because it was con-
sidered as one of the ten cities of the plain. A
third name which it bore during the 1st cent. AD
was Neo-kaisaria; it ai)pears upon the coins struck
during that period. During the reign of Vespasian,
it was called Elavia. Its modern name, Ala-shehir,
is considered by some to be a corruption of the Turk-
ish words Allah-shehir, "the city of God," but more
likely it is a name given it from the reddish color
of the soil. In addition to all of these names it

sometimes bore the title of "Little Athens" because
of the magnificence of the temples and other public
buildings which adorned it. Philadelphia quickly
became an important and wealthy trade center,
for as the coast cities declined, it grew in power, and
retained its importance even until late Byzantine
times. One of the Seven Churches of the Book of
Rev (Rev 3 7 fT) was there, and it was the seat of
a bishop. As in most Asia Minor cities, many Jews
lived there, and they possessed a synagogue. Dur-
ing the reign of Tiberius the city was destroyed by
an earthquake, yet it was quic^kly rebuilt. Fred-
erick Barbarossa entered it while on his crusade
in 1190. Twice, in 1306 and 1324, it was besieged
by the Seljuk Turks, but it retained its independence
until after 1390, when it was captured by the com-
bined forces of the Turks and Byzantines. In 1403
Tamerlane captured it, and, it is said, built about
it a wall of the corpses of his victims.

Ala-shehir is still a Christian town; one-fourth
of its modern population is Greek, and a Gr bishop
still makes his home there. One of the chief modern
industries is a liquorice factory; in the fields about
the city the natives dig for the roots. On the
terrace upon whi(!h the ancient city stood, the ruins

of the castle and the walls may still })e seen, and
among them is pointed out the foundation of the
early church. The place may now best be reached
by rail from Smyrna. E. J. Banks

PHILARCHES, fi-liir'kez. See Phylaiiches.

PHILEMON, fi-le'mon, fi-le'mun (<I»i\^(icov,

PJnlemon): Among the converts of St. Paul, per-
haps while at Ephesus, was one whom he calls a
"fellow-worker," Philemon (Philem ver 1). He
was probably a man of some means, was celebrated
for his hosi)itality (vs 5-7) and of considerable im-
portance in the ecclesia at Colossae. It was at his
Jiouse (ver 2) that the Colossian Christians met as a
c(>nter. It is more than proljable that this was a
grouj) of the Colossian church rather than tlie (>n-

tire ecclesia. His wife was named Apphia (ver 2);
and Archippus (ver 2) was no doubt his son. From
Col 4 17 we learn that Archippus held an office of
some iniportance in Colossae, whether he was a
presbyter (Abbott, ICC), or an evangelist, or per-
haps the reader (Zahn), we cannot tell. He is

called here (ver 2) St. Paul's "fellow-soldier."
The relation between the apostle and Philemon

was so close and intimate that St. Paul does not
hesitate to press him, on the basis of it, to forgive
his slave, Onesimus, for stealing and for running
away. See Philemon, Epistle to.

Tradition makes Philemon the bishop of Colossae
{Apos Const, vii, 46), and the Gr Martyrology
(Menae) for November 22 tells us that he together
with hiswife and son and Onesimus were martyred
by stoning before Androcles, the governor, in the
days of Nero. With this the Lat Martyrology
agrees (.cf Lightfoot, St. Ignatius, II, 535). This
evidence, however, is unsatisfactory and cannot be
trusted as giving unquestionable facts as to Phile-
mon. The only sure information is that in the ep.
bearing his name. Charles Smith Lewis

PHILEMON, EPISTLE TO: This most beautiful
of all St. Paul's Ej)p., and the most intensely human,
is one of the so-called Captivity Epp. of which Eph,
Col, and Phil are the others. Of these four Philip-
PIANS (q.v.) stands apart, and was written more
probably after the other three. These are mutually
interdependent, sent by the same bearer to churches
of the same district, and under similar conditions.
There is some diversity of opinion as to the place

from which the apostle wrote these letters. Cer-
tain scholars (Reuss, Schenkel, Weiss,

1. Place of Holtzmann, Hilgenfeld, Hausrath and
Writing Meyer) have urged Caesarea in oppo-

sition to the traditional place, Rome.
The arguments advanced are first that Onesimus
would have been more likel;y to have escaped to
Caesarea than to Rome, as it is nearer Colossae than
Rome is, to which we may reply that, though Caes-
area is nearer, his chance of escape would have been
far greater in the capital than in the provincial city.

Again it is said that as Onesimus is not commended
in Eph, he had already been left behind at Colossae;
against which there are advanced the precarious
value of an argument from silence, and the fact
that this argument assumes a particular course
which the bearers of the letters would follow, viz.

through Colossae to
_
Ephesus. A more forcible

argument is that which is based on the apostle's
expected visit. In I'hil 2 24 wo read that he ex-

pected to go to Macedonia on his release; in Philem
ver 22 we find that he expected to go to Colossae.
On the basis of this latter reference it is assumed that
he was to the south of Colossae when writing and so

at Caesarea. But it is quite as probable that he
would go to Colossae through Phihpj)i as the reverse;
and it is quite jxj.ssible that (>ven if he had intended
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to go direct to Colossat! when he wrote to Philemon,

events may have come about to cause him to change
his plans. The last argument, based on the oniis-

sion of any reference to the earthquake of which
Tacitus (Ann. xiv.27) and Eusebius {Chron., ()1,

207) write, is of force as opposed to the Rom origin

of the letters only on the assumption that these

writers both refer to the same event (by no means
sure) and that the cpj). were written after that

event, and that it was neciessary that St. Paul
should have mentionetl it. If the early chronology

be accepted it falls entirely, as Tacitus' earlier date

would be after the epp. were written. In addition

we have the further facts, favoralile to Rome, that

St. Paul had no such fre(>dom in Caesarea as he is

represented in these epp. as enjoying; that no
mention is made of Philip who was in Caesarea and
a most imjwrtant member of that community (Acts

21 S), and finally that there is no probability that

so large a body of disciples and companions could

have gathered about the ajjostle in his earlier and
more strict imprisonment, at Caesarea. We may
therefore conclude that the Captivity Epp. were
written from Rome, and not from Caesarea.

The external evidence for the ep. is less extensive

than that of some of the other ei)p., but it is a))un-

dantly strong. The jilay on the word
2. Authen- Onesinuis which St. Paul himself uses

ticity (Philcm ver 11) is found in Ignat.,

Eph, ii. This may not mean neces-

sarily a literary connection, but it suggests this.

The ep. is known to Tertullian, and through
him we know that Marcion accepted it {Ado.

Marc, V.21). It is in the list in the Murato-
rian Fragment (p. lOG, 1. 27), and is quoted by
Origen as Pauline {Horn, in Jer., 19) and i)laced by
Eusebius {HE, III, xxv) among the acknowledged
books.

It has twice been the object of attack. In the 4tli and
5th cents, it was opposed as unworthy of St. Paul's mind
and as of no value for edification. This atlacli was met
successfully liy Jerome (Comm.in Philem, praef.), Chry-
sostom {Argurn. in Philem) and Theodore of Mopsucvslia
(Spicil. in Solesm, I, 149), and the ep. was fmally estab-
lished in its earlier flrin position. The later attack by
Baur was inspired by his (h-sir(i to break down the cor-
roborative value of Philem to the other Captivity Epj).,

and has been characterized by Weiss as otie of Haur's
worst blunders. The su^^H^st ions tliat it is interpolated
(Iloltzmann). or allegorical ( Weizsiicker and PHeiderer),
or based on the letter of Pliny ( Kp. iX. 21) to Sabinianus
(Steck), are interesting examples of the vagaries of their
authors, but "deserve only to be mentioned" (Zahn).
In its language, style and argument the letter is clearly
Pauline.

The date will, as is the case with the other Caj)-

tivity Epp., de})end on the chronology. If the

earlier scheme be followed it may be
3. Date dated about 5S, if the later about 63,

or 64.

The ai)ostle writes in his own and Timothy's
name to his friend Philemon (q.v.) in belialf of

Onesimus, a runaway slave of the
4. Argu- latter. Beginning with his usual
merit thanksgiving, here awakened by the

report of Philemon's hospitality, he
intercedes for his 'son l)egotten in his bonds' (ver

10), Onesimus, who though he is Philemon's run-
away slave is now "a broth(>r." It is on this ground
that the apostle pleads, urging his own age, and
friendship for Philemon, and his present bonds.

He pleads, however, without belittling Onesimus'
wrongdoing, but as.suming himself the financial

responsibility for the aniovmt of his theft. At the
same time the apostle qtiietly refers to what Phile-

mon really owes hhn as his father in Christ , and begs
that he will not disa])i)oint liim in his exj)ectati<jn.

He closes with the suggestion that he hop(!S soon to

visit him, and with greetings from his companions
in Rome.

The charm and beauty of this e[). have been
universally recognized. Its value to us as giving

a glimjjse of St. Paul's attitude
5. Value toward slavery and his intimacy with

a man like Philemon cannot be over-
estimated. One of the chief elements of value in

it is the picture it gives us of a Christian home in the
apostolic daj's; the father and mother well known
for their hospitality, the son a man of ])()sition and
importance in the cliurch, the coming and going of

the Christian brethren, and the life of the brother-
hood centering about this household.

Literature.—Ijightfoot, Col and Philcm; Vincent,
"Phil" and "Philem" (ICC); von Sodeii, Hand Cum-
mentar; Alexander, in Speaker's Comm.

Chahlks Smith Lewis
PHILETUS, fi-lc'tus, fl-le'tus {^i.\y\T0Sy PIt'dctos

[2 Tim 2 17]j: This person is mentioned by Paul,

who warns Timothy against him as
1. The well as against his asscjciate in error,

Nature of Hymenaeus. The apostle speaks of

His Error Hymenaeus and Philet us as instances

of men who were doing most serious

injury to the church by their teaching, and by what
that teaching resulted in, l)oth in faith and morals.

The specific error of these men was that they denied
that there would be any bodily resurrection. They
treated all Script tu-al references to such a state, as

figurative or metaphorical. They spiritualized it

absolutely, and held that the resurrection was a
thing of the past. No resurrection was ]K)ssible,

so they taught, except from ignorance to kiKjwledge,

from sin to right (>ousness. There would be no day
when the dead wovdd hear the voice of Christ and
come forth out of the grave. The Christian, know-
ing that Christ was raised from the deatl, looked
forward to the day when his body should be raised

in the likeness of Christ's resurnrtion. But this

faith was utterly denied l)y the teach-

2. How It ing of Hymenaeus and Philetus.

Overthrew Tliis teaching of theirs, Paul tells us.

Faith had overthrown the faith of some. It

wotdd also overthrow Christian faith

altogether, for if the dead are not raised, neither is

Christ risen from the dead, and "ye are yet in your
sins" (1 Cor 15 17).

The denial of the resurrection of the bodj',

whether of mankind generally or of Christ, is the

overthrow of the faith. It leaves nothing to cling

to, no living Christ, who saves and leads and com-
forts His peoi)le. The apostle proceeds to say that

teaching of this kind ''eats as doth a gangrene," and
tliat it increases unto more ungodliness. As a
canker or gangrene eats away the flesh, so does such
teaching eat away Christian faith. Paul is careful

to say, more than once, that the teaching which
denies that there will be a resurrection of the dead
leads inevitably to "ungodliness" and to "iniquity."

See Hymenaeus. John Ruthekfurd

PHILIP, fil'ii) ("^iX-i-inros, Plidippoa, "lover of

horses"):

(1) The father of Alexander the Great (1 Mace
1 1; 6 2), king of Macedonia in 359-336 BC. tfis

influence for Greece and for mankind in general lay

in hastening the decadence of the Gr city-state and
in the pre})arati<)ns he left to Alexander for the

diffusion throughout the world of the varied phases

of Gr intellectual life.

(2) A Phrygian left by Antiochus Epiphanes as

governor at Jerus (<; 170 BC) and described in 2

Mace 5 22 as "more barbarous" tlian Antiochus

himself, burning fugitive Jews who had assembled

in caves near by "to keep the sabbath day secretly"

(2 Mace 6 11) and taking special measures to check

the opposition of Jud;is jVIticcabaeus (2 Mace 8 8).

There is some ground for identifying him with

—
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(3) A friend or foster-brother of Aiitiochus (2

Mace 9 29), appointed by Antiochus on his death-
bed as regent. Lysias ah-eady held the office of
regent, having l)rouglit np the son of Antiochus
from his youth, and on the death of his father set

him up as king tnider tlic name of Eupator. The
accounts of the rivah'ies of tlie regents and of the
fate of Philii) as recorded in 1 Mace 6 56; 2 Mace
9 29; Jos, Ant, Xll, ix, 7, are not easily recon-
ciled.

(4) Philii) V, king of Macedonia in 220-179 BC.
He is mentioned in 1 Mace 8 5 as an example of
the great power of the Romans with whom Judas
Maccabaeus made a league on (conditions described
(op. cit.). The conflict of Philip with the Romans
coincided in time with that of llamubal, after whose
defeat at Zama the Romans were able to give undi-
vided attention to the affairs of Macedonia. Philip
was defeated by the Romans under Flaminius, at
Cynoscephalae (197 BC), and compelled to accept
the terms of the conquerors. He died in 179, and
was succeeded by his son Perseus, last king of
Macedonia, who lost his crown in his contest with
the Romans. See Peksetts. J. Hutchison

PHILIP (<i>C\nriros, Philippos) : One of the Twelve
Apostles. Philip belong(!d to Bethsaida of Galilee

(Jn 1 44; 12 21). Along with An-
1. NT drew and other fellow-townsmen, he
References had journeyed to Bethany to hear the

teaching of John the Baptist, and there
he received his first call from Christ, "Follow me"
(Jn 1 43). Like Andrew, Philip immediately won
a fresh follower, Nathanael, for Jesus (Jn 1 45).
It is probable that he was present at most of the
events recorded of Jesus' return journey from
Bethany to Galilee, and that the information relat-
ing to these was supplied to St. John by him and
St. Andrew (cf Andrew). His final ordination to
the Twelve is recorded in Mt 10 3; Mk 3 18;
Lk 6 14; Acts 1 13. At the feeding of the 5,000,
Philip was asked the question by Jesus, "Whence
arewetobuy bread, that these may cat?" (Jn 6 5-7).
He was appealed to by the Greeks when they desired
to interview Jesus at the Passover (Jn 12 20-33).
During the address of Jesus to His disciples after
the Last Supper, Philip made the request, "Lord,
show us the Father, and it sufficeth us" fJn 14 8).

According to the "Genealogies of the Twelve
Apostles," Philip was of the house of Zebulun (cf

Budge, Contendings of the Apostles, II,

2. Apocry- 50). Clement of Alexandria {Strom.,
phal Ref- iii.4, 25, and iv.9, 73) gives the tradi-
erences tion identifying him with the unknown

disciple who asked permission to go and
bury his father ere he followed Jesus (cf Mt 8 21;
Lk 9 59), and says that he died a natural death.
Owing to confusion with Philip the evangelist, there
is much obscurity in the accounts of Apoc lit. con-
cerning the earlier missionary activities of Philip
the apostle. The "Acts of Philip" tell of a religious
controversy between the apostle and a Judaean
high priest before the philosophers of Athens. Later
Lat documents mention Gaul (Galatia) as his field.

As to his sending Joseph of Arimathaea thence to
Britain, see Joseph of Arimathaea. The evidence
seems conclusive that the latter i)art of his life was
spent in Phrygia. This is supi)orted by Polycrates
(bishop of Ephesus in the 2d cent.), who states that
he died at Hierapolis, by Theodoret, and by the
parts of the Contendings of the Apostles dealing
with Philip. Thus according to "The Preaching
of St. Philip and St. Peter" (cf Budge, Contendings
of the Apostles,_ II, 146), Phrygia was assigned to
Philip as a mission field by the risen Christ when He
appeared to the disciples on the Mount of Olives,
and "The Martyrdom of St. Philip in Phrygia"

(Budge, II, 156) tells of his preaching, miracles and
crucifixion there.

Philip was rogardcd in early times as tlie author of
"The Cospcl of Philip," a gnostic worli of tlic 2cl cent.,
part of wiiich was prosc^rvod by Epiphanius (cf Henncckc,
Neutestamcntliche Apokryphen, 40,41). See Apockyphal
Gospels.

As with Andrew, Philip's Gr name implies he had
Gr (;oimections, and this is strengthened by the fact

that he acted as the spokesman of the
3. Char- Greeks at the Passover. Of a weaker
acter mold than Andrew, he was yet tli(>

one to whom the Greeks would first

appeal; he himself possessed an inquirer's s[)irit

and could therefore sympathize with their doubts
and difliculties. The practical, strong-minded An-
drew was naturally the man to win the impetuous,
swift-thinking Peter; but the slower Philip, versed
inthe Scriptures (cf Jn 1 45), appealed more to the
critical Nathanael and the cultured Greeks. Cau-
tious and deliberate himself, and desirous of sub-
mitting all truth to the test of sensuous experience
(cf Jn 14 8), he concluded the same criterion would
be acceptable to Nathanael also (cf Jn 1 46). It

was the presence of this materialistic trend of mind
in Philip that induced Jesus, in order to awaken in

His disciple a larger and more spiritual faith, to put
the question in Jn 6 6, seeking "to prove him."
This innate diffidence which affected Philip's reli-

gious beliefs found expression in his outer life and
conduct also. It was not merely modesty, but also
a certain lack of self-reliance, that made him turn
to Andrew for advice when the Greeks wished to see
Jesus. The story of his later life is, however, suffi-

cient to show that he overcame those initial defects
in his character, and fulfilled nobly the charge that
his risen Lord laid upon him (cf Mt 28 16-20).

C. M. Kerr
PHILIP ("tetrarch," Lk 3 1). See Hekod.

PHILIP, THE EVANGELIST: One of "the
seven" chosen to have the oversight of "the daily
ministration" of the poor of the Christian com-
munity in Jerus (Acts 6 5). Whether Philip, bear-
ing a Gr name, was a Hellenist, is not known, but
his missionary work reveals to us one free from the
religious prejudices of the strict Hebrew.
The martyrdom of Stephen was the beginning of

a systematic persecution of the church in Jerus, and
all except the apostles were scattered over Judaea
and Samaria (Acts 8 1), and even as far as Phoeni-
cia, Cyprus and Antioch (11 19). Thus the in-

fluence of the new teaching was extended, and a be-
ginning made to the missionary movement. The
story of Philip's missionary labors is told in Acts 8
5 ff. He went to the chief city of Samaria, called
Sebaste in honor of Augustus (Gr Sebastos). The
Samaritans, of mixed Israelitish and gentile blood,
had, in consequence of their being rigidly excluded
from the Jewish church since the return from exile,

built on Mt. Gerizim a rival sanctuary to the temple.
To them Philip proclaimed the Christ and wrought
signs, with the result that multitudes gave heed,
and "were baptized, both men and women." They
had been under the influence of a certain sorcerer,
Simon, who himself also believed and was baptizetl,
moved, as the sequel proved, by the desire to learn
the secret of Philip's ability to perform miracles
(see Simon Magus). The apostles (Acts 8 14) at
Jerus sanctioned the admission of Samaritans into
the church by sending Peter and John, who not only
confirmed the work of Philip, but also themselves
preached in many Samaritan villages.

The next incident recorded is the conversion of
a Gentile, who was, however, a worshipper of the
God of Israel, a eunuch under Candace, queen of
the Ethiopians. As he was returning from wor-
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shii)i)inj!; in the tomple ;it- .Torus, he was met by PhiHp

on the road to Gaza. I'hilip expounded to him that

portion of Isa 53 whieli he liad been reading aloud

as he sat in his chariot, and preached unto hint

Jesus. It is another sign of PhiUp's insight into tlie

universahty of Christianity that he l)aiitized this

eunuch wiio could not have l)een admitted into full

membership in the Jewish church (Dt 23 1). See

Ethiopian Eunuch.
After this incident Pliilip went to Azotus (Ash-

dod), and then traveled north to Caesarea, preach-

ing in the cities on his way. There he settled, for

Luke records that Paul and liis company abode in

the house of Philij), "the evangelist," "one of the

seven," for some days (Acts 21 S tT). This occurred

more than 20 years after the incidents recorded in

Acts 8. Both at this time and during Paul's iin-

prisonment at Caesarea, Luke had the opportunity

of hearing about Philii)'s work from his own lips.

Luke records that Philip had -i daughters who were

preach(>rs (Acts 21 9).

Th(> .Jewish rebellion, which finally resulted in the

fall of Jerus, drove many Christians out of Pal, and

among them Philip and his daughters. One tradi-

tion connects Philip and his daughters with Ilierap-

olis in Asia, but in all iirobability the evangelist

is confounded with the apostle. Another tradition

rei)r(\sents them as dwelling at Tralles, Philip being

the first bishop of the Christian community.
S. F. Hunter

PHILIP, THE GOSPEL OF. See Apocuyphal
Gospels; Philip the I^vAXCiELisT.

PHILIPPI, fi-lip'I (^iXnriroi, Philippoi, ethnic

4>i\nr-n-T|(rios, Fhilipptsios, Phil 4 L5j : A city

of Macedonia, situated in 41° 5' N.

1. Position lat. and 24° IG' E. long. It lay on the

and Name Egnatian Road, .3.3 Rom miles from
Ami)liipolis ancl 21 from Acontisma,

in a plain bounded on the E. and N. by the moun-
tains which lie between the rivers Zygactes and

Nestus, on the W. by Mt. Pangaeus, on the S. by
the ridge called in anti(iuity Symbolum, over which

ran the road connecting the city with its seaport,

Neapolis (q.v.), 9 miles distant. This plain, a

considerable part of which is marshy in modern, as

in ancient, times, is coimected with the basin of the

Strvmon by the valley of the Angites (Herodotus

vii.113), which also i)ore the names Gangas or

Gangites (Appian, Bdl. Civ. iv.106), the modern
Anghista. The ancient nam^- of Philippi was
Crenides (Strabo vii.331; Dio(lorusxvi.3, 8; Appian,

Bell. Civ. iv.l05; Stephamis Byz. s.v.), so called

after the springs which fecnl the river and the marsh

;

but it was refounded l)y Philip II of Macedon, the

father of Alexander the Great, and received his

name.
Ai)i)ian (Bell. Civ. iv.lO.")) and Harpocration say

that Crenides was afterward called Daton, and that

this name was changed to Philipi)i,

2. History but this statement is open to question,

since Daton, which became proverbitil

among the Greeks for gootl fortune, possessed, as

Strabo tells us (vii.331 fr. 36), "admirably fertile

territory, a lake, rivers, do(;kyards and jiroductive

gold mines," whereas Philii)i)i'lies, as we have .seen,

some 9 miles inland. Many modern authorities,

therefore, have placed Daton on the coast at or near

the site of Neapolis. On the whole, it seems best

to adopt the view of Heuzey {Mission archeologiquc,

3.5, 62 ff) that Daton was not originally a city, but

the whole district which lay immediately to the

E. of Mt. Pangaeus, including the Philippian plain

and the seacoast about Neapolis. On the site of

the old foundation of Crenides, from which the Gr
settlers had perhaps been driven out by the Thra-

cians about a century previously, the Thasians in

Coin of Philippi.

360 BC founded their colony of Daton with the aid

of the exil(Ml Athenian statesman Callislratus, in

order to exploit the wealth, both agricultural and
mineral, of the neighborhood. To Philip, who
ascended the Macedonian throne in 3.59 J5C, the

l)o.ssession of this spot seemed of the utmost im-

l)ortance. Not only is the plain itself well watered

and of extraordinary fer-

1 ility, but a st rongly fort i-

fied post i)lantetl here

woukl secure the natural

land-route from Euroi)e

to Asia and i)rotect the

eastern frontier of Mace-
donia against Thracian
inroads. A})ove all, tlie

mines of the district
might meet his most pressing need, that of an abun-
dant supply of gold. The site was ther(>fore seized

in 358, the city was enlarged, strongly fortified, and
renamed, the Thasian settlers either driven out or

reinforced, and the mines, worked with character-

istic energy, produced over 1,000 talents a year

(Diodorus xvi.8) and enai)led Philip to issue a gold

currency which in the West soon sujiersetled the

Pers dai-ics (G. F. Hill, Historical Creek Coins, 80 IT).

The revenue thus obtained was of inestimable value

to Phili]), who not oidy used it for the develoi)ment

of the Maccnionian army, but also i)roved himself

a master of the art of bribery. His remark is well

known that no fortress was impregnable to whose
walls an ass laden with gold could be driven. Of
the history of Philippi during the next 3 centuries

we know practically nothhig.
_
TogetluT with the

rest of Macedonia, it pa.ssed into the Rom hands
after the battle of Pydna (168 BC), ami fell in the

first of the four regions into which the country was
then divided (Livy xlv.29). In 1 16 the whole of

Macedonia was formed into a single ]^)m ])rovince.

But the mines seem t o have been almost , if not quite,

exhausted by this time, and Strabo (vii.331 fr. 41)

speaks of Philippi as having sunk by the time of

Caesar to a "small settlement" (KaroiKla jiiKpa,

katoikia mikrd). In the autumn of 42 BC it wit-

nessed the death-struggle of the Rom re])ublic.

Brutus and Cassius, the leaders of the band of con-

spirators who had a.ssas.sinate(l Julius Caesar, were
faced by Oct avian, who 15 years later became the

Emjieror Augustus, and Antony. In the first en-

gagement the army of Brutus defeated that of

Octavian, while Antony's forces were victorious

over those of Ca.ssius, who in despair put an end to

his life. Three weeks later the second and decisive

conflict took ])lace. Brutus was compelled by his

impatient soldiery to give battle, his troojjs were

routed and he himself fell on his own sword. Soon
afterward Philii)i)i was made a Rom colony with the

title Colonia Julia Philippensis. After the battle of

Actium (31 BC) the colony was reinforced, largely

by Ital. i)artisans of Antony who were dispossessed

in order to afford allotments for Octavian's veter-

ans (Dio Cassius li.4), and its name was changed to

Colonia Augusta I alia (Vidrix) J'hilippensium. It re-

ceived the much-coveted iusltalicum {Digest L. 15, 8,

8), which involved mimerous ])rivileges, the chief of

which was the immunity of its territory from taxation.

In the course of his second missionary journey

Paul set sail from Troas, accompanied by Silas

(who bears his full name Silvanus in

3. Paul's 2 Cor 1 19; 1 Thess 11; 2 Thess

First Visit 1 1), Timothy and Luke, and on the

following day reached Neapolis (Acts

16 11). Thence he journeyed by road to Philippi,

first crossing the pass some 1,600 ft. high which

leads over the mountain ridge called Symbolum
and afterward traversing the Philii)pian pl;iin. Of

his experiences there we have in Acts 16 12-40 a
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siiio;ul;u-|y full and graphic accouiif. On tlic Sab-
bat h, prc-siunably the lirst, Sabbat li after tlicir ar-
rival, the apostl(> and liis conipaiiions went <iut to the
bank of the Anf:;it('s, and there spoke lo the women,
sonic of them Jews, others proselytes, who had eome
together for jiurposes of worship.

One of these was named Lydia, a Or proselyte from
Thyatira, a city of Lydia in Asia Minor, to the ehureli of
wliicli was adch-essed tlic mtwsaKe recorded in Key 2
18-129. Slie is described as a "s(-ller of puriilf" (Acts 16
14). that is, of woolen fabrics dyed purple, for the nuuui-
facrur(^ of whicli her nalivc town was famous. VVhelher
she was tlie agent in Pliilii)pi of somi^ firm in Tlivatira
or whellier she was carrying on her trade indc^pendcntly,
wo cannot say: her name suggests the possilnlitv that
site was a freiMlwoman, while from tlu^ fact that we liear
of her hous(^hold and her house (ver 1.^); cf ver 40),
though Tio mention is made of her husband, it has been
conjecttin-d that she was a widow of some property.
She accept (-d the apostolic message^ ai\d was baptized
with lier houseliokl (ver 1,5), and insisted that Paul and
his companions should accept her liospitality during the
rest of their stay in the city (see further Lydi.\).

All seemed to be going well when opposition arose
from an tmexpeeted qtiarter. There was in the
town a girl, in all probability a slave, who was re-
puted to have the power of oracular utterance.
Herodotus tells us (vii.lll) of an oracle of Dionysus
situated among the Thraeian tribe of the Satrae,
probably not far from Philipi)i; but there is no
reason to connect the soothsaying of this girl with
that worship. In any case, her masters reaped a
rich harvest from the fee charged for consulting her.
Paul, troubled by her repeatedly following him ancl
those with him crying, "These men are bondservants
of the Most High God, who i)roclaim unto you a way
of salvation" (Acts 16 17 m), turned and commanded
the spirit in Christ's ntime to come out of her. The
immediate restoration of the girl to a sane and nor-
mal condition convinced her masters that all pros-
pect of further gain w^as gone, and they therefore
seized Paul and Silas and dragged them into the
forum before the magistrates, probably the duum-
viri who stood at the head of the colony. They
aecus(>d the apostles of creating disturbance in the
city and of advocating customs, the reception and
practice of which were illegal for Rom citizens.
The rabble of the market-i)lace joined in the attack
(ver 22), whereujion the magistrates, accepting
without question the accusers' statement that Paul
and Silas were Jews (ver 20) and forgetting or
ignoring the possibility of their possessing Rom
citizenship, ordered them to be scourged by the
attendant lictors and afterward to be imprisoned.
In the prison they were treated with the utmost
rigor; they were confined in the innermost ward,
and their feet put in the stocks. About midnight,
as they were engaged in praying and singing hymns,
while the other i)risoners were listening to them, the
building was shaken by a severe earthquake which
threw open the prison doors. The jailer, who was
on the point of taking his own life, reassured by Paul
regarding the safety of the prisoners, brought Paul
and Silas into his house where he tended their
wounds, set food before them, and, after hearing
the gospel, was baptized together with his whole
household (vs 23-34).

On the morrow the magistrates, thinking that by
dismissing from the town those who had been the
cause of the previous day's disturbance they could
best secure themselves against any repetition of the
disorder, sent the lictors to the jailer with orders to
release them. Paul refused to accept a dismissal
of this kind. As Rom citizens he and Silas were
legally exempt from scourging, which was regarded
as a degradation (1 Thess 2 2), and the wrong w^as
aggravated by the publicity of the i)unishment, the
absence of a proper trial and the imprisonment
which followed (Acts 16 37). Doubtless Paul had
declared his citizenship when the scourging was in-

flicted, but in the confusion tmd excitement of the
moment his protest had been unheard or unheeded.
Now, however, it produced a deep impression on the
magistrates, who came in jierson to ask Paul and
Silas lo leave the caty. They, after visiting their
hostess and encouraging the converts to remain
firm in their new faith, set out by the Egnatian
Road for Thessalonica (vs 38-40). How long they
had stayed in Philippi wo are not told, but the fact
that the foundations of a strong and flourishing
church had been laid and the phrase "for many
days" (ver 18) lead us to believe that the time must
have been a longer one than appears at first sight.
Ramsay (St. Paul the Traveller, 22G) thinks that
Paul left Troas in October, 50 AD, and staye<l at
Phihppi until nearly the end of the vear; but this
chronology cannot be regarded ;is certain.

Several i)oints in the narrative of these incidents
call for fuller consideration. (1) We may notice,
first, the very small part played by Jews and Juda-
ism at Philipj)!.

There was no synagogue liere, as at Salamis in Cyprus
>,i^''^^?,'''V'

Antioch in Pisidia (13 14 43), Iconium
(14 1), Ephesus (18 19.26; 19 8), Thessalonica (17 1),Beroea (17 10), Athens (17 17) and Corinth (18 4).
Iho number of resident Jews was small, their meetings
for prayer took place on the river's bank, the worship-
pers were mostly or wholly women (16 13), and among
them some, perhaps a majority, were proselytes. Of
Jewish converts wo hear nothing, nor is there any word of
Jews as either inciting or joining the mob which dragged
Paul and Silas before the magistrates. Further, the
whole tone of the op. to this church seems to prove that
here at least the apostolic teaching was not in danger of
being undermined by Judaizers. True, there is one
passage (Phil 3 2-7) in which Paul denounces "the
concision," those who had "confidence in the flesh";
but It seems "that in this warning he was thinking ofRome more than of Philippi; and that his indignation
was aroused rather by the vexatious antagonism which
there thwarted him in his daily work, than by any actual
errors already undermining the faith of his distant con-
verts' (Lightfoot).

(2) Even more striking is the prominence of the
Rom element in the narrative. We are here not in
a Gr or Jewish city, but in one of those Rom colonies
which Aulus Gellius describes as "miniatures and
pictures of the Rom people" {Nodes Atticae, xvi.l^).

In the center of the city is the forum {ayopi. arjord, ver
19), and the general term "magistrates" (apxovTe'i.drchon-
tes, EV "rulers," ver 19) is exchanged for the specific title
of praetors {arparriyoi, straieyol, EV "magistrates," VS 20.
22.3.5.36.38) ; these officers are attended by lictors
(pa^Souxoi, rhabdourhoi, EV "sergeants," vs 3.5.38) who
bear the fasces with which they scourged Paul and Silas
(pajS&Liu,, rhabdnu, ver 22). The charge is that of dis-
turbing public order and introducing customs opposed
to Rom law (vs 20.21), and Paul's appeal to his Rom
civitas (ver 37) at once inspired the magistrates with
fear for the consequences of their action and made them
conciliatory and apologetic (vs 38.39). The title of
praetor borno by those officials has caused some difficulty.
The supreme magistrates of Rom colonies, two in num-
ber, were called duoviri or duumviri (iuri dicundo), and
that this title was in use at Philippi is proved by three
inscriptions (Orelli, No. 3746; Heuzey, Mission archeo-
logique, 15, 127). The most probable explanation of the
discrepancy is that these magistrates assumed the title
of praetor, or that it was commonly applied to them, as
was certainly the case in some parts of the Rom world
(Cicero De lege agraria ii.34; Horace Sat. 1.5, 34; Orelli.
No. 3785).

(3) Ramsay {St. Paul the Traveller, 200 ff) has
brought forward the attractive suggestion that Luke
was himself a Philippian, and that he was the "man
of Macedonia" who appeared to Paul at Troas with
the invitation to enter Macedonia (Acts 16 9).

In any case, the change from the 3d to the 1st person
in ver 10 marks the point at which Luke joined the
apostle, and the same criterion leads to the conclusion
that Luke remained at Philippi between Paul's first and
his third visit to the city (see below). Ramsay's hy-
pothesis would explain (a) the fulness and vividness of
the narrative of Acts 16 11-40; (6) the emphasis laid
on the importance of Philippi (ver 12); and (c) the fact
that Paul recognized as a Macedonian the man whom he
saw in his vision, although there was nothing either in
the language, features or dross of Macedonians to mark
them out from other Greeks. Yet Luke was clearly not
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a householder :U I'hilippi (ver 15), aiifl early tradition
refers to liini as un Ant ioeherie isee. however. Kanisay,
op. fit. :5<S9 f).

(4) Much (li.-^cussioii has contered round the de-

scription of Philippi {j;iven in Acts 16 12. The
reading of X A C, etc, followed by \VH, RV, etc, is:

rJTts icrriv TrpioTT) TJjs /xepi'Sos MaxeSortas ttoAis Ko\(i)via, htlis

estin prote tts meridos Makedoiiias pdlis kolOnia. But it

is doubtful whether Makedonias is to bo taken with tlie

word which precedes or with that which follows, and
further the sense derived from the phrase is unsatis-
factory. For prole must mean either (1) first in political
importance and ranlc, or (2) the first wliich the apostle
reached. But the capital of the province was Tliessa-
lonica, and if tes meridos be taken to refer to tlae eastern-
most of the 4 districts into whicli Macedonia had been
divided in 168 BC (thouKh then^ is no evidence tliat that
division survived at this tiini!). Amphipolis was its

cai)itul and was apparently still its most important city,
though destined to be outstrijjped by Pliilippi somewhat
later. Nor is tlie other rendering of prote (adopted, e.g.

by Lightfoot) more natural. Jt supposes that Jjuke
n^ckoned Neapolis as belonging to Tlirace. and the
l)oundary of INIacedonia as lying between Philippi and
its seaport; moreover, thi^ remark is singularly pointless;
the use of eniin rather than in is against this view, nor is

prote found in this sense without any qualifying phrase.
Lastly, the tes in its prescnit position is unnatural; in
B it is placed after, instead of before, meridos, while D
(the Bezan reviser) reads Kn}>aKrj rrj^ .MaKe6oi'ta?, kephalt
tes Makedonias. Of the emendations which have been
sugg(>sted, we may notice three: (a) for meridos Hort
lias suggested Pieridos, "a chief city of Pierian Mace-
donia"; (b) for prote tes we may read protes, "which
belongs to the first region of Macedonia"; (c) merulos
may be regarded as a later insertion and struck out of
the t(^xt, in which case the whole phrase will mean,
"which is a city of Macedonia of first rank" (though
not necessarily the first city).

Paul and Silas, then, probably accompanied by
Tiniothv (who, however, is not expressly nK>ntioned

in Acts b(>tween 16 1 and 17 14), left

4. Paul's Philipi)i for The.ssalonica, but Luke
Later Visits ai)i)arently remained behind, for the

"we" of Acts 16 10-17 does not ii])pear

again tmtil 20 5, when Paul is once more leaving
Pliili))l)i on his last journey to Jerus. The presence
of the evangelist during the intervening 5 years may
h;ive had much to do with the strength of the Philip-
])ian church and its stedfastness in persecution

(2 Cor 8 2; Phil 1 29.;5()). Paul him.self did not
revisit the city until, in the course of his third mis-
sionary journey, he returned to Macedonia, i)re-

ceded by Timothy and Erastus, after a stay of over
2 years at Ephesus (Acts 19 22; 20 1). We are
not definitely told that he visited Philii)pi on this

occasion, but of the fact there can be little doubt,
and it was probably there that he awaited the
coming of Titus (2 Cor 2 13; 7 5.6) and wrote his

2d Ep. to the Corinthians (8 1 fT; 9 2-4). After
spending 3 months in Greece, whence he intended
to return by sea to Syria, he was led by a plot
against his life to change his plans and retiu-n

through Macedonia (Acts 20 3). The last place
at which he sto[)ped before crossing to Asia was
Philippi, where he spent the daj's of unleavened
Ijread, and from (the sea])ort of) which he sailed in

company with Luke to Troas, where seven of his
companions were awaiting him (20 4-6). It seems
likely that Paul paid at least one ftu-ther visit to
Pliilippi in the interval between his first and second
imj)risonments. That he hoped to do so, he himself
tells us (Phil 2 24), and the journey to Macedonia
mentioned in 1 Tim 1 3 would probably include a
visit to Philippi, while if, as many authorities hold,
2 Tim 4 13 refers to a later stay at Troas, it may
well be connected with a further and final tour in
Macedonia. But the intercourse between the
apostle and this church of his founding was not
limited to these rare visits. During Paul's first

stay at Thessalonica he had received gifts of money
on two occasions from the Philippian Christians
(Phil 4 16), and their kindness had been repeated
after he left Mat^edonia for Greece (2 Cor 11 9;

Phil 4 15). Again, during his first impri.somiient
at Rome the Philippians sent a gift by (he hand of

one of their munl)er, I']paphroditus (Phil 2 25;
4 10.14-19), who remained for som(> tinn; with the
apostle, and fiiudly, after a serious illness which
nearly proved fatal (2 27), retin-ned home bearing
the letter of thanks which has survived, addressed
to the Philippian (;onverts by Paul and Timothy
(1 1). The latter intended to visit the church
shortly afterward in order to bring back to the im-
prisoned apostle an account of its welfare (2 19.23),
but we do not know whether this plan was actually
carried out or not. We cannot, however, doubt
that other letters passetl between Paul and this

church besides the one which is extant, though the
only reference to them is a disputed passage of Poly-
carj)'s Epistle to the Philipjnans (iii.2), where; he
speaks of "letters" (iiriffToXai, cpistolai) as written
to them by Paul (but see Lightfoot's note on Phil
3 1).

After the death of Paul we hear but little of tlie

church or of the town of Philippi. Early in the 2d
cent. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, was

5. Later condemned as a Christian and was
History of taken to Rome to be thrown to the
the Church wild beasts. After passing through

Philadelphia, Smyrna and Troas, he
reached Philippi. The Christians there showed
him every mark of affection and respect, and after
his departure wrote a letter of sympathy to the
Antiochene church and another to Polycarj), bishop
of Smyrna, requesting him to send them copies of
any letters of Ignatius which he possessed. This
request Polyc'arj) fulfilled, and at the same; t imc sent
a letter to the Philip{)ians full of encouragement,
advice and warning. From it we judge that the
condition of the church as a whole was satisfactory,
though a certain jiresbyter, Valens, and his wife
are severely censured for their avarice which belied
their Christian profession. We have a few records
of bishops of Philippi, whose names are a])pended
to the decisions of the councils held at Sar(lica (344
AD), Ephesus (431) and Chalcedon (451), and the
see appears to have outlived the city itself and to
have lasted down to modern times (Le (^uien,
Oriens Christ., II, 70; Neale, Holy Eastern Church,
I, 92). Of the destruction of Philij>pi no accoimt
has come down to us. The name was perpetuated
in that of the Turkish hamlet Felibedjik, but the
site is now iminhabited, the nearest village })eing

that of Raklcha among the hills immediately to the
N. of the ancient acroi)olis. This latt(>r and the
plain around are covered with ruins, but no sys-
tematic excavation has yet been undertaken. Of
the extant remains the most striking are portions
of the Hellenic and Hellenistic fortification, the
scanty vestiges of the theater, the ruin known among
the Turks as Dcrekler, "the columns," which i)erliai)s

represents the ancient thermae, traces of a temple of
Silvanus with nimierous rock-cut reliefs and in-

scriptions, and the remains of a triumphal arch
{Kiemer).

Literature.—The fullest account of the site and
antiquities is that of Heuzey and Daumct, Mi>^sion
archeologique de Macedoine, chs i—v and Plan A; Leake,
Travels in Northern Greece, III, 214—2.5; Cousinery,
Voyage dans la Macedoine, II, 1 fl; Perrot, " Daton.
Neapolis. Les ruines de Philippos," in Revue archeologigue,
1860; and Hackett, in Bible Union Quarterly, 1860, may
also be consulted. For the Latin inscriptions see CIL,
III, 1, nos. 633-707; III, Suppl., nos. 7337-7358; for
coins, B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, 192; Catalogue of
Coins in the British Museum: Macedonia, etc, 96. For
the history of the Philippian church and the narrative of
Acts 16 12-40 see Lightfoot, St. Paul's Ep. to the Philip-
pians, 47-6.'); Ramsay. St. Paul the Traveller and the Rom
Citizen, 202-26; Oonybearc and Howson, Life and Epp.
of St. Paul, chi.x; Farrar, Life and Work of St. Paul, ch
XXV ; and the standard comms. on the Act.s— esp. Blass,
Acta Apostolorum—and on Philippians.

M. N. Tod
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/. Paul and the Church at Philippi.—Paul was
on his second missionary joiiriicy in the year 52 .\l).

He felt that he was strangely thwarte(l in nian>-

of his i)lans. Ho had liad a most distressing ilhiess

in (lalatia. The Si)irit would not i)ermit him 1o

I^reach in Asia, and when he essayed to enter Bi-

thynia the Spirit a^ain would not snller it. Haflleil

and perplexed, the apostle with his two oompaiiions,

Silas and Timothy, went on to the seacoast and
stopi^ed in Troas. Here at last his leading became
clear. A vision of a man from Macedonia con-

vinced him that it was the will of God that he should
preach in the western continent of Eiiroi)c. Tiie

way was opened at onco. The winds were favor-

able. In two days he came to Neapolis. At once
he took the broad paved way of the Via Egnatia
U]) to the mountain pass and down on the other side

to Philippi, a join-ney of some 8 miles. There was
no synagogue at Philii)i)i, but a little company of

J(>ws gathered for Sabbath worship at "a place of

])rayer" {irpoffevxy}, prosctichP, Acts 16 13), about
a mile to the W. of the city gate on the shore of the

river Gangites (see Phoseucila.). Paul and his

companions talked to the women gathered there,

and Lydia was converted. Later, a maid with the
spirit of divinat ion was exorcised. Paul and Silas

were scourged and thrown into prison, an earth-

quake set them free, the jail(>r became a believer,

the magistrates r(>])en(ed their treatment of men
who were Pom citizens and besought them to leave

the city (Acts 16 (K40). Paul had had his first

c-xi)erience of a Rom scourging and of lying in the
stocks of a Rom i)rison here at Philii)))i, yet he went
on his way rejoicing, for a company of disciples

had been formed, and he had won the devotion of

loyal and loving hearts for himself and his Master
(see Philippi). That was worth all the persecution
and the pain. The Christians at Philii)pi seem to

have been Paul's favorites among all his converts.
He never lost any o])]K)rtunity of visiting them and
refreshing his s])irit with their presence in the after-

years. Six years later he was resident in Ephesus,
and having sent Titus to Corinth with a letter to the
Corinthians and being in doubt as to the spirit in

which it would be received, he appointed a meeting
with Titus in Macedonia, and i)robably spent tlie

anxious days of his waiting at Philippi. If he
met Titus there, he may have written 2 Cor in that
city (2 Cor 2 13; 7 6). Paul rettu-ned to Ei)hesus,
and after the riot in that city he went over again into

Macedonia and made his third visit to Philiiipi.

He probably i)romised the Philippians at this time
that he would retiu-n to Philippi to celdmite the
Easter week with his beloved converts there. He
went on into Greece, but in 3 months lie was back
again, at the festival of the resurrection in the vear
5S AD (Acts 20 2.6). We read in 1 Tim 1 3 that
Paul visited Macedonia after the Rom imprison-
ment. He enjoy(>d himself among the Philippians.
They were Christians after his own heart. He
thanks God for their fellowship from the first day
until now (Phil 1 5). He declares that they are
his beloved who have always obeyed, not in his

presence only, but much more in his absence (2 12).

\\'ilh fond repetition he addn^sses them as his

brethren, beloved and longed for, his joy and crown,
his beloved (4 1). This was Paul's favorite church,

and w(> can gather from the ep. good reason for this

fact.

//. Characteristics of the Church at Philippi. -

(1) It seems to be tlie least Jewish of all the Pauline
chtn-ches. There were few Jcnvs in Philippi. No
Ifeb names are found in the list of converts in this

clnu'ch mentioned in the NT. The Jewish oppo-
nents of Paul seem lu^ver to have established them-
selves in this coimnimity. (2) Women seem to be
umisually prominent in the history of this church,
and this is consistent with what we know concern-
itig the position accorded to woman in Macedonian
society. Lydia brings her whole family with her
into the clnu'ch. She must have l)een a very influ-

ential woman, and her own fervor and devotion and
generosity and hos])itality seem to have bc^en con-
tagious and to have become characteristic of the
whole Christian conununity. Euodia and Syn-
tyche are mentioned in the ep., two women who were
f(>llow-laborers with Paul in the gospel, for both of

whom he has great resj)ect, of both of whom he is

sure that their names are written in the book of life,

but who seem to have differed with each other in

some matter of o])inion. Paid exhorts them to be
of the same mhui in the Lord (4 2). The jironii-

nence of women in the congregation at Pliilijipi or

the dominance of Lydia's influence among them may
account for the fact that they seem to have been
more mindful of Paul's comfort than any of his

other converts were. They raised money for Paul's

sujiport and forwarded it to him again and again.

They were anxious that he should have all that was
needful. They were willing to give of their time
and their means to that end. There seem to have
been no theological tlifferences in their comj^any.

That may testify to the fact that the most of them
were women. (3) There were splendid men in the
church membership too. Some of them were
Macedonians and some of them were Rom veterans.

Hausrath declares that the Macedonians represented
the "noblest and soundest part of tlie ancient world.
. . . . Hero was none of tlie sliufflinK and the indecision
of the Asiatics, none of tlie irrital)l(! vanity and the un-
certain levity of the (Jr communities They were
men of steriier mold than could hv found in Asia Minor
or languorous Syria. The mate-rial was harder to work
in, and olfered more stubliorn resistance; but the work,
once done, endured. A new Macedonian phalanx was
formed here, a phalanx of Pauline C'hristians

Alanliness, loyalty, firmness, their characteristics in gen-
eral history, are ecitially their characteristics in tlu> his-

tory of the Christian church They were always
true to Paul, alwavs obedient, always helpful" {Time
of the Apo>!tles, III, 203-4).

Paul rejoiced in them. They were spirits con-

genial with his own. The Rom veterans had been
trained in the Rom wars to hardness and discipline

and loyalty. They were Rom citizens and jiroud

of the fact." In the ep. Paul exhorts them to heluu'e

as citizens worthy of the gosjiel of Christ (1 27),

and he reminds them that though they wore ])roud

of their Rom citizenship, as was he, they all had
become members of a heavenly c(mimoiiwealth, citi-

zenship in which was a much greater boon than

even the jus ItaUcum had been. In 3 20 Paul

states the fact again, "Our citizenship is in heaven'';

and he goes on to remind them that their King is

seated there upon the throne and that He is coming
again to establish a glorious empire, for He has

power to subject all things unto Himself.

It is to these old soldiers and athletes that Paul ad-

dresses his military and gymnastic figures of speech.

He informs them that the whole praetorian guard had
heard of the gospel through his imprisonment at Home
(1 13). He sends them greeting from the saints that are

in Caesar's household (4 22). He prays that he may
hear of them that tliey stand fast like an immovable
phalanx, with one soul striving athletically for the faith

of the gospel (1 27). He knows that they will be fearless

and brav(^ in nothing alfrighted liy the adversaries

(1 28). He speaks of his own experience as a wrestling-

match, a conflict or contest (1 30). He joys in the
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sacrifice and service of their faith (2 17). He calls

Epaphroclitiis not oiilv his fellow-worker but his fellow-

soldier (2 25). H(^ likens tlu; Christian lif(^ to a race n>

which he presses on toward 1h(^ f^oal unto tlii^ prize (3 l-M-

He asks tlie I'liilippians to keep even, soldierly stej) with
him in the Christian walk (3 16). These metaphors
have their appeal to an atliletic and military race, and
they bear their t(\stim()ny to the high regard which Paul
had for this type of Christianity and for those in whose
lives it was displayed. We do not know the names of

many of these men, for only Clement and Epaphrodi-
tiis are mentioned h(>ri'; but wi" gather much concerning
their spirit from this ej)., and we arc as sure as Paul
himself that their names are all written in the book of

life (4 3).

(4) If the const it ticnt elements of the cluirch at

Philippi fairly repre.sented the various elements of

the po{)iilation of the city, they must have been
cosmopolitan in character. I'hilippi was an old

Macedonian city which had been turned into a Rom
colony. It was both Gr and Rom in its character-

istics. Christianity had been introduced here by
two Jews, who were Rom citizens, and a Jewish son

of a gentile father. In the account given of the

foimding of the church in Acts 16 three converts

are mentioned, and one is a Jewish pro.selyte from
Asia, one a native CJreek, and one a Rom official.

The later converts dotiljtless repre.sented the same
diversity of nationality and the same differences in

social position. Yet, apart from those two good
women, Euodia and Syntyche, they were all of one
mind in the Lord. It is a remarkable proof of the
fact that in Christ all racial and social conditions

may be brought into liarmony and made to live

together in peace, (o) They were a very liberal

people. They gave themselves to the Lord and to

Paul (2 Cor 8 5), ;uid whenever they could help
Paul or furtlu>r the work of the gosyiel they gave
gladly and willingly and up to the limit of tlieir

resources; and then they hypothecated their credit

and gave beyond their power (2 Cor 8 3;. Even
Paul was astonished at their giving. lie declares

that they gave out of much affliction and dee])

})overty, that they aboimded in their botmty, and
that thev were rich only in their liberalitv (2 Cor
8 2)."

Surely these arc unusual encomiums. The Philippians
must ha VI! been a very unusual people. If the depth of
one's consecration and the reality of one's religion are to
bo measured by the extent to which they affect tlu^ dis-
position of one's material possessions, if one measure^ of
("Christian love is to b(! found in Christian giving, then the
Philippians may well stand supreme among the saints
in the Pauline churches. Paul se<'ms to have loved
them most. He loved them enough to allow them to
contribute toward his support. Elsewhere he n>fused
any help of this sort, and stedfastly adhered to his plan
of "self-support while he was i)reaching the gospel. Ho
made the single exception in the case of the Philippians.
He must have! been sure of their affection and of their
confidence. Four timers they gave Paul jK'cuniary aid.
Twic(> they sent him their contributions just after he
had left tiiem and gone on to Thessalonica (4 15.1(j).
When I'aul had ])roceeded to Corinth and was in want
during his ministry tluTC his heart was gladdened by the
visitation of brethren from Philippi, who supplied the
measure of his want (2 Cor 11 8.9). It was not a first

enthusiasm, forgotten as soon as the engaging person-
ality of the apostle was removed from their sight. It
was not men^ly a personal attachment that prompted
their gifts. They gave to their own dear apostle, but
only that he might minister to others as he; had min-
istered to them. Ho was their living link with the work
in the mission field.

Eleven years passed by, and the Philippians heard
that Paul was in prison at Rome and again in need
of their h(>lp. Eleven years are enough to make
quite radictd changes in a church membership, Init

there seems to have been no change in the loyalty
or the liberality of the Philippian church in that
time. The Philippians hastened to send Epaphro-
ditus to Rome with their contributions and their

greetings. It was like a botiquet of fresh flowers in

the prison cell. Paul writes this ep. to thank them
that their thotight for him had blossomed afresh at

the first opportunity they had had (4 10). No

wonder that Patil loved them and was proud of

them and made their earnest ne.ss and sincerity and
atTection the standard of comparison with the love
of others (2 Cor 8 S).

///. Characteristics of the Epistle.—It is a letter.

It is not a treatise, ;is Rom, lie, and 1 Jn arc. It is

not an encyclical full of general ob-
1. A Letter servations and exhortations ca5)al)]e of

ai)plication at any time and anywhere,
as the Ep. to the Eph and the Ep. of James and the

Ei)p. of Peter are. It is a simi)le letter to personal
friends. It has no theological discussions and no
rigid outline and no formal develoj^ment. It

raml)les along just as any real letter would with per-

sonal news and personal feelings and outbiu-sts of

])er.sonal affection between tried friends. It is the

most spontaneous tutd tmaffectetl of the Pauline

Epp. It is more epist-olary than any of the others

addressed to the churches.

It is a letter of love. All of the other epp. have
mixed feelings nuvnifest in them. Sometimes a f(Hal-

ing of grief and of indignation is domi-
2. A Letter naid, as in 2 Cor. Somethnes the

of Love upi)ermost desire of Paul in his writing

seems to be the establishment of the

truth against the a.ssault of its foes, as in Gal and
Rom. Always more or less faidt is suggested in the

recipients of the warnings and the exhort tit ions Ptuil

feels compelled to write to them. In Phili])j)i alone

there is no fault to be found. The only suggestion

of such a thing is in the reference to the difference

of oi)inion between iMiodia and Syntyche, and while

Paul thinks this ought to be harmonized, he does
not seem to consi(U>r it any very seriotis menace to

the i^eace of the church. Aside from this I'aul Iras

nothing but jiraise for his beloved brethren and
prayer that tlieir love may abovmd yet more and
more in knowledge aitd all discernment (1 D). He
is full of thankfulness u))on all his remembrance of

them (1 3). He rejoices in the privilege of being
offered ui)on the sacrifice and service of their faith

(2 17). The chiu-ch at Philijipi may not have been
conspicuous in chtirisms as the church at Corinth
was, but it had the fruits of the Spirit in rich meas-
ure. Paul seems to think that it needed only to

rejoice in its spiritual possessions and to grow in

grace and in the mind of Christ. His hetirt is full

of gratitude and love as he writes. He rejoices as

he thinks of them. His peace and his hope are tri-

tunphant over present affliction and the prosp(>ct of

persecution and detith. If this is his last will and
testament to his beloved chtu'ch, as Holtzmaim
calls it, he has nothing to beciucath them but his

unqualified benediction. Having loved them from
the first, he loves them to the end.

It is a letter of joy. It was Bengel who stiid,

Suvima epistolae: gnndeo, gaitdete, "The stun of the
ep. is, I rejoice; rejoice ye." Paul

3. A Letter was a m:in whose spirits were un-
of Joy dtumted in any circumstances. He

might be scourged in one city and
stoned in another and imprisoned in a third and
left for dead ifi ;i foinUi, but as long as he retaiiuMJ

consciousness ;uid as soon as he regainetl consciotis-

ness he rejoiced. Nothing could dampen his ardor.

Nothing could disturb his peace. In Philipi)i he had
been scourgetl and cast into the inner prison and his

feet had been made ftist in the stocks, btit at mid-
night he and Silas w(>re singing hynms of praise to

God. Pie is in jirison now in Rome, btit he is still

rejoicing. Some men would have been discotu'aged

in such circinnstances. Wherever Paul h;ul gone his

preaching h:id been despised, and he had been j^erse-

cuted. The Jews htid slandered him and htirassetl

him, and so many of liis converts hatl proved to be
fickle and false. The years had gone by and the
breach between him and his brethren hail widened
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nithor tluin lessoned, .•uid ;it last, they liad succeeded
in ^ettin^ him into prison and ke(»i)infii; him therefor
years. Prison life is nev^T i)leasant, and it was far

less so in that ancient da}' than it is now.

Paul wa.s sucli an ardent spirit. It was nior(> difTiciilt

for him to jjo contiiu'd llian it would Ix' for a more indo-
lent man. He was a world-missionary, a restless cos-
ni()polit(! ran^itiK u|) and down throu)^h tlu; conliiicnts
with llic message of tin; Cln-ist. It was liki' putting an
eagle into a cage to put liini into i)rison. Many eagles
mopi^ and die in iinprisomnent. Paul was not moping.
He was writing this Kp. to the Pliil and saying to them,
"The things whicli happened unto mo liavtj fallen out
rather unto the progress of tlio gospel .... therein
1 rejoice, yea. and will rejoice" (1 12.18). His entunies
were free to do and to say what they pk^ased, and tliey
were making the most of the opportunity. He could no
longer thwart or hinder them. Some men would have
broken out into loud lamentations and complaints.
Some met! would have worried about the conditions and
would have become nervous about tlu; outcome of tlio

cause. The faith of even John the 15ai)list failed in prison.
Ho could not believe that things wi're going right if he
were not there to attend to them. Paul's faith never
wavered. His hope never waned. His joy was inex-
haustible and pt'rennial. Ho was never an.xious. ])id
h(^ hear the sentry's step pacing up and down the corridor
before his prison door'' It reminded liiin of the peace
of (iod wliich passeth all tmderstanding, guarding his
heart and his thoughts in CMirist Jesus (4 7), standing
sentry tlK^ro night and day. Tlu^ keynote of this ep. is
" Rejoice in the Lord always: again 1 will say, Kejoice"
(4 4).

Pan! is old and worn and in i)rison, but some 20 t

in the course of this short letter to the Philij^pians

he uses the words, joy, rejoice, jicace, content, and
thanksgiving. It is a letter full of love and full of

joy.

It is of great importance theologically. It is one of the
paradoxes to which wt^ t)ecome almost accustomed in

Paul's writings that this simplest of his
4. Impor- letters, most epistolary and most personal

tanrp TVipn throughout, should yet contain the fullest
idiiyc i. lieu-

j^jj(j jjjQg^ important putt ing of the theology
logically of the incarnation and exaltation that came

from his pen. Ho lias only a practical end
in view. Tie is exhorting the Philippians to humility,
and he says to them, 'Have the mind which wasin Christ
who emptied himself and then was exalted' (2 5-11). It
is the most theological passage in th(? ep. It is one of the
most doctrinally imjjortant in the NT. It is Patil's final
contribution to the solution of the great mystery of the
coming of the Saviour and the economy "of salvation.
It is his last woi'd, at any length, on this subject. Ho
states i)lainly the fact of the ktmosis, the morale of the
redemption, the certainty of tlie exaltation, and the sure
hope of the imiversal adoration in the end. The most
vital truths of ("hristology are here clearly stated and
definitely formulated for all time. Jesus was a real
man, not grasj)ing at any of the attributes of Deity
which would ])v. inconsistent with real and ti'ue htimanity,
but in whole-hearted surrender of sacrifice submitting
to all the disabilities and limitations necessary to the
incarnate conditions. Ho was eciual with God, but He
emptied Himself of the omnipotence and the omniscience
and the omnipresence of His pre-incarnato state, and was
found in form as a man, a geninne man obedient to God
in all His lif(\ He always maintained that attitude
toward (iod which wo ought to nraintain and which we
can maintain in our humanity, in which He was on an
eiiuality with us. Wk ought to have tlu; mind which was
in Christ. He htiml)led Himself and became obedient.
He was obeilient through life and obedient unto death,
yea, even unto the death of the cross. It is a great pas-
sage, setting forth profoimdest truths in the tersest
manner. It Is the crowning revelation concerning Jesus
in the Patdine Epp. It represents Paul's most mature
thought upon this theme. See Kexosis.

IV. Genuineness of the Epistle.—The gomiincness Of
the (>p. is \cry generally admitti'd today. It Mas in the
Canon of Marcion. Its name occurs in the list on the
Muratorian Fragment. It is found in both the Pesh
and the Old Lat VSS. It is mentioned by Polycarp and
ciuoted in the letter of the chtirches of Lyons and Vienne,
in the Ep. of Diognetus, and in the writings of Irenaeus
and (^lement of Alexandria. Jiaur made a determined
attack upon its authenticity. He declared that it was not
doctrinal and polemical like the other Pauline Epp., but
that it was full of shallow imitations of thes(>. He said
it had no apparent motive and no comiected argument
and no depth of thought. He (luestioned some of the
historical data and suspected gnostic influence; in certain
passagt^s. Bleek said of Baur's arguments that they were
partly derived from a perverted interpretation of certain
pa.ssages in the (^p.; they partly ri'sted upon arbitrary
historical presuppositions; and some of them were really
so weak that it was hard to believe that he could have

attached any importance to them himself. It is not
surprising that few <;ritics have been found willing to
follow Paur's leadership at this i)oint. Biederman,
ICneucker. Hinsch, Hitzig, Hoekstca, and llolstcn may be
mentioned among them. The, gemiiiuiiiess of th(; ej).

has been defended by Weizsacker. Weiss, Pfleiderer,
.liilicher, KUipiier, Schenkel, Keuss, Hilgenfeld, llarnack,
Holtzmanu, Mangold, Eipsius, Keium, Godet, Zahn,
Davidson, Eightfool, Earrar, McGiffert, and practically
all of the Eng. writers on the subject. A\'eizs;icker says
that the reasons for attributing the ej). io the aposi'le
I'aul are "on erwhelming." Mcdilfert declares: "It
is simply inconceivabh; that anyone else would or could
have |)r()duced in his name a letter in which no doctriruil
or ecclesiastical motive can be discovered, and in which
the personal element so largely ])re<lominates and the
character of the man and the apostk-; is revealed Mith so
great vividness and fidelity. The ep. deserves to rank
alongside of (ial. Cor, and Rom as an undoubted product
of Paul's pen, and as a coordinate; standard by wliich to
test the; genuineness of otiier and less certain'writ ings

"

(The, Apoxtolic Age, V.Y.>>) . This is tin; practically tuiani-
inous conclusion of modern scholarship.

V. Place, Date and Occasion of Writing.—Tliis

is one of the pri.son epp. (see Philemon). Paul
makes frequent reference to his bonds (1 7.13.14.17j.
He was for 2 years a jirisoner in Caesarea (Acts 24
27). Paulus and otliers have thought that the ep.

was written during this imi)risonment; but the ref-

erences to the praetorian guard and the members of

Caesar's household have led most critics to conclude
that the Rom imi)risonment was the one to which t he
ep. refers. Philem, Col and Ejih were also written
during the Rom imprisonmentj and these three form
a group by themselves. Phil is evidentlj^ separated
from them by some interval. \\'as it written
earlier or later than they? Bleek, Lightfoot, San-
day, Hort, Beet and others think that the Ep. to
the Phil was writtt^n first. We prefer, however, to
agree with Zahn, Ramsay, Findlay, Shaw, Vincent,
Jtilicher, Holtzmann, Weiss, Godet, and others,
who argue for the writing of Phil toward the close

of the Rom imprisonment.

Their reasons are as follows: (1) We know that some
considerable time must have elapsed after Paids arrival
at Rome before; he could have written this ep.; for the
news of his arrival had been carried to Philippi and a
contribution to his needs had been raised among liis

friends there, and Epaphroditus had carried it to Pome.
In Rome, Iilpaphroditus had become seriously sick aiul
the news of this sickness had been carried back to Philip-
pi and the Philippians had sent back a message of sym-
pathy to him. At least four trips Ijctween Rome and
Philippi are thus indicated, and there are intervals of
greater or less length be'tW(H>n them. The distance
between the two cities was some 700 miles. Communi-
cation was easy by the Appian Way and Trajan's Way
to Brundusium and across the narrow straits there to
the Egiiat ian Way, which led directly to Philippi. Tliero
werci many making the trip at all times, i^ut the journey
would occupy a month at least, and the four journeys
suggested in the ep. were not in direct succession. (2)
Paul says that through him Christ had become known
throughout the whole praetorian guard (1 VA). It must
have taken some time for this to become possible. (;i)

The conditions outside the prison, where Christ was
being preached, by some in a sjjirit of love, and by others
in a spirit of faction, cannot bo located in the 'earliest
months of Paul's sojourn in Rome (1 15-17). They
must belong to a time when Cliristianity had developed
in the city and parties liad been formed in the church.
(4) Luke was well known at Pliilip[)i. Yvt he sends no
salutation to the Philippians in t his ej). Ho would surely
have done so if he had been with Paul at the time of its
writing. Ho wa^ with the apostle wlien he wrote to the
Colosslans, and so was D(>nias (Col 4 14). In this ep.
Paul promises to send Timothy to Philippi, and says,
"I have no man likeminded, who will care truly for
your state" (2 20). This must mean that Aristarchus,
Demas and Luke were all gone. The.v had all been with
him when he wrote the other i-pp. (5) His condition as
a prisoner seems to have changed for the worse. He had
enjoyed comparative liberty for the first 2 years of his
imprisonment at Rom(>, living in his own hired house and
accessible to all his friends. He iiad now l)een removed,
possibly to the guardroom of the praetorian cohort.
Here he was in more rigorous confinem(>nt, in want and
alone. (0) Paul writes as if he thought that his case
would be decided soon (2 2.3.24). Ho seems to be facing
his final trial. He is not sure of its outcome. He may
die a martyr's death, but he expects to be acquitted and
then to be at liberty to do further missionary work.
This was not his immediate expectation when he wrote
the other epp., and therefore they would seem to be earlier
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than lliis. (7) Tlic vp. is addressed to all the saints in
Pliilippi, witli the bishops and deacons (1 1). These
oflicial titles do not oeeur in iuiy earlier (H)I>-. hut they
ar(3 found in tlu^ I'asioral Epp.. whicli weri; written still

later. Therefore they link the l<:p. to the Phil with tho
later rather than tho earlier epp.

From these iiulictitions we conclude that this is

the hist of Paul's Ej)}). to the churches. Hilgenfeld
calls this the swan song of the gi'eat apostle. In it

Paul has written his last exhortations and warnings,
his last hopes and ])rayers for his converts to the
Christian faith. Its date must be somewhere
toward the close of the Rom imprisonment, in the
year 63 or 64 AD. Epaphroditus had lirought the
contril>ution of the I'liilippians to Paul in Rome.
He had i)lung(>d into the work there in rather reck-
less fashion, risking his life and contracting a mala-
rial fever or some other serious sickness; but his life

had been spared in answer to the prayers of Paul
and his friends. Now Paul sends him back to
Philipjji, though he knows that he will be very
lonely without him; and he sends with him this

letter of acknowledgment of tlieir gift, filled with
commendation and encotiragement, gratitude and
love.

VI. Contents of the Epistle.—The ep. is not
capable of any logical analysis. Its succession of

thought may be represented as follows: (1) Address
(1 1.2). (2) Thanksgiving and praj'er (.1 3-11):
Paul is thankful for their fellowship and confident
of th(>ir perfection. He longs for them and prays
that their love may be wise to discriminate among
the most excellent things and that they may be able
to choose the very best, until they are filled with the
fruits of righteousness, which are through Jesus
Christ, unto the glory and the praise of God. (3)

Information concerning his own experience (1 12-
30): (a) Ilia evangelism (vs 12-14): Everything
had ttirned out well. Paul is in prison, but he has
been indefatigal>le in his evangelism. He has been
chained to a soldier, but that has given him many
an opporttmity for personal and private and pro-
longed conversation. When the people have
gathered to hear, the guard has listened perforce;

and when the crowd was gone, more than once the
soldier has seemed curious and interested and they
have talked on about the Christ. Paul has told his

experience over and over to these men, and his story
has been carried through the whole camj). (6) His
tolerance (vs 15-18) : Not only has the gospel found
unexj)ected furtherance inside the prison walls, but
through the whole city the brethren have l)een em-
boldened by Paul's success to preach Christ, some
through faction and envy and strife, and some
through love. Paul rejoices that Christ is ])reached,

whether by his enemies or by his friends. He would
much prefer to have the gos])el ])resented as he him-
self preached it, but he was great-souled and broad-
minded enough to tolerate differences of opinion and
method among brethren in Christ. "In every way,
whet her in j^retence or in truth, Christ is proclaimed

;

and therein I rejoice, yea, aiul will rejoice" (1 18).

This is one of the noblest utterances of one of the
greatest of men. Paul is sorry that ev(,'r3'body does
not see things jtist exactly as he does, but he re-

joices if they glorify Christ and would notput the
least hindrance in their way. (c) His readiness for

life or death (vs 19-26) : Paul says, Give me liberty

or give me death; it will be Christ either way. To
live is to work for Christ; to die is to be with Christ.

"To me to live is Christ, and to die is gain." Here is

Paul's soliloquy in the face of possible martyrdom
or further missionary labors.

We are reminded of Hamlet's solilociiiy in Shake-
speare. "To b(! or not to bi^"—that is the Question with
both Ilamk^t and Paul. Hamlet weighs evils against
evils and chooses tho lesser evils in sheer cowardice in
tho end. Paul weighs blessings against bli«sings, the
blessings of life for Christ and tho blessings of death with

Christ, and chooses the lesser blessings in pure unself-
ishness in th(! end. They both choose life, but the mo-
tives of their choice are ladically dilVerent; and I'aul
lives with rejoicing while Hamlet li\'es in despair and in
sliame. The age(l apostle would rather die than live,

but he would rather IInc than die before his work was
done.

(d) His example (vs 27-30): Paul was a Rom
citizen and so were they. He tried to live worthy
of his citizenship and so must they. He had a still

higher ambition, that he and they miglit live as

citizens worthy of the gospel of Chi'ist. He fought
as a good soldier. He stood fast in the faith. He
was in nothing affrighted by the adversaries. Let
them follow his exami)le. They were engaged in

the same conflict. To them it had been grantetl to

believe and to suffer in the behalf of Christ. Their
faith was not of themselves; it was the gift of God.
Their suffering was not self-chosen; it too was a
gift of God. (4) Exhortation to follow the exami)le
of Christ (2 1-18): Let the Philippiuns have the
mind and spirit of Jesus, and Paul will rejoice to

})Our out his life as a libation ui)on the sacrifice and
service of their faith. (5) Reasons for sending Tim-
othy and Ei)aphro(litus to them (2 19-30). (6)

Patil's example (3 1-21):

(a) In tho repudiation of all confidence in the flesh
(vs 1-7): There are certain dogs and evil workers who
belong to the old Jewish persuasion who glory in the
flesh. Paul does not. He glories in Christ Jesus and
has no confidence in the tlesh. He has much reason to
bo i)roud of his past, for he would rank high on his re(;ord
among them. Ho was of the stock of Israel, tin; jjrince
with Ood. He belonged to the race of those who wrestled
with God and got the victory. Ho was of tho tribe of
Benjamin, tho only one of tho patriarchs born in the
Chosen Land. The first king of Israel had been chosen
from this tribe. It alone had been faithful to thc^ house
of David at the time of the Great Schism. It held the
place of honor in the militant host of the Israeliti-s (Jgs
5 14; H(is 5 8). It was a matter of pride to belong
to this singly faithful and signally honored tribe. He
was a Hebrt'w of Hi'brews, and he belonged to that sect
among tho Hebrews that was notorious for its scru[)ulous
observance of all thii religious ritual, for its patriotism
and zeal, for its piety and devotion. Among these
I'harisees lie was conspicuous for his enthusiasm. He
was the chosen instrument of the Sanhedrin to persecute
and annihilate the Christian church. No one could find
fault with his legal righteousness. Ho claimed to be
blameless as judged by their standard. That was his
record. Who has any better one, in pedigree or in i)iety ?

All of these things Paul counts but loss for Christ. (6)
In the maintenance and pursuit of si)iritual perfection
( vs 8-16) : The word " perfect " is used twice in this para-
graph. Wo read: " Not that I have already obtained, or
am already made perfect: but I press on." Many of
the authorities qu()t(! these words as indicative of Paul's
humility in disclaiming any ]jresent perfection of char-
acter whih' he avows his jjurpose to strive on toward
perfection as long as lie lives. .Such an interiiretation
is wholly aside from Paul's thought. He is not talking
about p(!rfection in patience and peace and din ot ion
and cliaracter. That perfection he claims for himself
and for the Philippians in this paragraph toward the
close: "Let us therefore, as many as are perfect, be thus
minded." The perfection of which he speaks earlier is

tho perfection possible in tho resurrection life of the
saints in bliss. He has not attained unto the resurrection
from tho dead and is not perfect with tho perfection of
heaven. That is the goal of his endeavor. Ho presses
on to that mark. In the meantime ho maintains that per-
fection of consecration and of faith that results in
present Christian perfection of character and which is

the only guaranty of that perfection to bo revealed to
those who attain unto the resurrection from tho dead.
(c) In heavenly citizenship (vs 17-21): Paul walks with
his mind on heavenly things. There are those who
mind earthly things. They are enemies of the cross, but
he has sworn eternal allegiance to the cross. Their end
is perdition, while his encl is sure salvation. Their god
is the belly, while his goal is the perfection of the spirit.
Their glory is in their shame, while his glory is in Christ
alone. "iJn^thren, be ye imitators together of mo, and
mark them that so walk even as ye have us for an en-
sample." Th(m "Tlie Lord .... shall fashion an(!w the
body of our humiliation," the body of our earthly pilgrim-
age, tho body that so often fails the racer to the goal
and cannot keep up with the desire of his spirit, and will
conform it "to the body of his glory," the perfect body
of those who have attained to the resurrection of the
dead. It is not "our vile body" that is to be changed.
That gives a false .sense; in modern Eng. The body is

not vile, and the Bible nowhere says that it is. It was
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Manlchoaii or neo-PIatoiiic litTosy that matter was ('\il

anci the ))0(ly vili'. Plotiims bhishinl tlial he liad a
body; .Jesus never did. The Clu'istian Avill lionor t h(!

body as the temple of th(^ Holy Spirit. It was t lie velii-

cle of tlie iiicanialioti, and he honors it for tliat. Yet
the l)ody i)repar(>(l for .h-siis was tlie l)0(ly of His huniili-
ation. It l)ound Ilini to the earth. It wearied when lie
was most anxious to worlv. It failed Hi in when JI(> most
needed stri'iigtli. Paul says that our Ixxlies are lil<e tlie

body of Jesus of Nazareth now, ami they shall be like tin;

body of our risen Lord in duo time.

(7) A series of short exhortiitions (4 1-9): This
series ends with the command, "The things which ye
botli learned and received and heard and saw in me,
these things do: and the God of i)eace shall be with
you." All these exhortations, then, are based tipon
his own conduct and exjjerience and example, 'i'lu^y

had seen the eml)0(iiment of these things in him.
They were to be imitators of him in their obedience
to them. Therefore as we read them we have side-
lights thrown iipcm the character of the apostle who
had taught and preached and practised these things.

What do thoy tell us concerning the apostlo Paul?
(a) His stedfastnes.s and his love for his frii-nds (ver 1):
He had a genius for friendship. He bound his friends to
him with cords of steel. They were ready to sacrifici!
anything for him. The reason for that was that he sac-
rificed everything for them, and that he had such an
overllowing love for them that his lovo begot love in
them. They could depend upon him. (6) His sym-
pathy with all good men and all good women and his
desire that they live in peace (vs 2.3) : The true yoke-
fellow mentioned here cannot bo identified now. He
has been variously named by the critics, as Epaphrodi-
tus, Barnabas, Luke, Silas, Timothy, Peter, and Christ.
There may be a proper name in the phrase, either Geni-
sius or Syzygus. Wo are wholly ignorant as to whom
Paul meant, (c) His constant rejoicing in the Lord (ver
4). id) His sweet reasonableness ("moderation," AV,
RV" forbearance," ver 5): So ^Matthew Arnold translates
the Gr noun here. Tindalo called it courtesy. It is a
combination of forbearance and graciousness, of modesty
and courtesy, of consideration and esteem such as was
characteristic of Christ. Paul had it. There was a
sweet reasonableness about him that made his person-
ality a most winning and attractive one. (e) His free-
dom from anxiety (vs 6.7): Paul's fearless confldenco
was born on the one hand from his assurance that the
Lord was near, and on the other from his faith in prayer.
It passed all understanding how Paul was kept from all
anxiety. It was the power of prayer that did it. It
was the peace of God that did it. It was the Lord at
hand who did it. (/) His halntual high thinking (ver 8) •

All that was worthy in the ideals of the Gr philosophers
Paul made the staple of his thought. He delighted in
things true and honorable and just and pure and lovely
and of good report. He knew that virtue was in th(>so
things and that all praise belonged to them. He had
learned that while his mind was filled with these things
he lived in serenity and peace.

(8) Thanks for their gift (4 10-20). (9) Saluta-
tions (4 21.22). (10) Benediction (4 23). This is

not a theological ep. and therefore it is not an esp.
Christological one. Yet we count the name of
Christ 42 t in this short letter, and the pronouns
referring to Him are many more. Paul cannot
write anything without writing about Christ. He
ends: "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with
your spirit." The spirit of Christ and the grace of
Christ are in the entire ep.

Literature;—Works on Introduction; Zahn Weiss
Julicher, Salmon, Dods, Bacon, Bennett and Adeney'
AlcClymont, The NT and Its Wriler.i; Farrar, The
Messayes of the Books; Fraser, Synoptical Lectures on
Books of the Holy Scripture; Godot, Studies on the Epp
Works on the Pauline Epp.: Findlay, Shaw. Comms
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Lightfoot, Vincent, Weiss, Beet, Ellicott, Haupt Moule'
Devotional studies: Moule, Meyer, Jowett, Noble.

DoRE.Mus Almy Hayes
PHILISTIA, fi-Iis'ti-a: The coiuitry is referred to

under various designations in theOT: viz. ntp^E,
pHesheth (Philistia) (Ps 60 8 [Heb 10]; 8'7"4)^

TlTpb? ynX, 'ereg pHishtlm, "land of the Philis-

tines" (Gen 21 32.34), n-^nipb^n niba, g'loth ha-
V'lishtlm; LXX ge ton Phulistielm, "the regions of
the Philistines" (Josh 13 2). The Egvp monu-
ments have Puirsatha, Pulsath (Budge), Peleset
(Breasted) and Purasati (IIGHL), according to the

different voweling of flie radicals; the A.ssyr form
is Pidnntit or PiltHtu, which corresponds very closely
to (lie Egyp and the Heb. The extent of the land
is indicated in Josh 13 2 as being from the Shihor,
or Brook of E.gypt (RV), to the border of Ekron,
northward. ^Fhe e;ist(>rn border was along the
Jiidaean foothills on tluj line of Beth-shcmcsh (1 S
6 9) with the s(>a on the W. It was a very small
cotnitry, from 2.5 to 30 miles in length ancl with an
av(>rage width of about lialf the length, but it was
fcrtil(>, being an extension of the plain of Sharon, ex-
cept that along the coast high sand dunes encroached
upon the cultivated tract. It contaiiu^i many towns
and villages, the most important bcnng the fiv(> so
often mentioned in Scripture: Gaza, Ashdod, Ash-
kclon, Gath and Ekron. The i)0])iUation must
have been large for the territory, which enabled
them to contend successfully with the Israelites,

notwithstanding the superiority of position in the
Jtills to the advantage of the latter. 11. PoiiTEii

PHILISTIM,fi-lis'tim,fil'is-tim (D^nirbs, p^Ush-

t'un [Gen 10 14 AV]). See Philistines.

PHILISTINES, fi-lis'tinz, fil'is-fTnz, fil'is-tinz

(D'^SriTpyS, p'iishtTm; <I>uXLa-Ti.6i|x, Phidistic'nn, a.W6-

<J>i)\oi, allophuloi) :

1. OT Notices
1. Race and Origin
2. Religion
3. Individual Philistines Mentioned
4. Title of Ruler and Circumcision
5. History in the OT to Death of Saul
0. History Continued to Time of Aliaz
7. Later Notices

II. Monumental Notices
1. Palestinian Excavations
2. Egyptian Monuments
3. Assyrian Texts

III. The Cretan Theory
1. Cherothim and Ki'etes
2. Caphtor and Keft

IV. D.avid's Guards
1. The "Cherethi" and the "Pelethi" Not Mer-

cenaries
2. Meaning of Th(\se Terms
3. Native Hebrews
4. Review

Liter.\tuuk

/. OT Notices.—The Philis were an uncircum-
cised people inhabiting the shore plain between

Gezer and Gaza in Southwestern Pal
1. Race (see Philistia). The name Pal itself

and Origin (Heb p'lesheth) refers to their country.
The word means "migrants," and they

came from another country. They are noticed 286 t

in the OT, and their country 8 t. The question of

their race and origin is of great importance as affect-

ing the genuine character and reliability of the Bible
notices. In Gen 10 14 (1 Ch 1 12) they are
reckoned with other tribes in IMizraim (Egj'pt) as
descendants of Ham, and as cousins of the old
inhabitants of Babylonia (ver 6). They are said
to be a branch of the Casluhim—an unknown people
—or, according to LXX, of the Casmanim, which
wotild mean "shavers of the head"—a custom of the
Phoenicians (forbidden to Hebrews as a rule), as
known from a picture of the time of Thothmes III
in- the 16th cent. BC. They are also connected with
the Caphtorim or people of Caphtor, whence indeed
they are said to have come (Jer 47 4; Am 9 7).

Caphtor was a "shoreland," but its position is doubt-
ful (see Dt 2 23); the Caphtorim found an earlier

race of Avim living in "enclosures" near Gaza, and
destroyed them. In the LXX of this passage (and
in Am 9 7) Cappadocia stands for Caphtor ( Kaph-
tor), and other VSS have the same reading. Cappa-
docia was known to the Assyrians as kat-pat-uka
(probably an Akkadian term—"land of the Kati"),
and the Kati were a people living in Cilicia and
Cappadocia, which region had a Sein population
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side by side with Mongols (see Hittites) at least

as early as the time of Moses. It is very likely

therefore that this reading is correct.

According to the OT and monuments alike, the Philis

were a Sem people, and they worshipped two Bab gods,
Dagon (1 S 5 2) and Ashtaj'oth (31 10),

9 Polio-inn '"'^'i "f wliom wcro adored v(>ry early in
^. ii^eiigion Bul)ylonia, Iwth, however, having name.s

of .Vkkadian and not of Sem origin. In
Sem spee^'h Dagon meant "corn," and wa.s so under-
stood in the time of Philci of (lebal, a Gr-Phoen writer
who attributes the art of corn-growing to this deity.
But the original name was Da-gun, and in Akkadian
ltd is " the upi)er part of a man," and udn (Turkish kn<in)
probably means "a large lish." The new man deity
was well known to the Assyrians, and is representc^l in
connection with Sennacherib's worship of Ea, thes<>a-god,
when hc^ embarked on the T'crs (Uilf. Thus Dagon was
|)r()bal)ly a titk' of Ka ("the water spirit"), called l)y

Borosus Oannes {u-hn-na, "lord of tlie fish"), and said
to have Issued froni this same gulf. We conscfiuently
read that when thi^ statue of Dagon at Ashdod fell (1 S
5 4), its head and hands wen^ broken off, and only "the
great fish" was left. In 1S74 the pn^sent writiT found
a seal near Ashdod representing a bearded god (as in
Babylonia) with a fish tail (s(h; Dagon). As to .\sh-
toreth, who was adored in Philistia itself, her nami^ is

derived from the Akkadian Istar ("light maker"), a
name for the moon-godde.s-s and—later—for the planet
Venus (see A.sht()Ui;th).

The Philis had reached Gcrar by the time of

Abraham, and it was only hi the age of the Hyksos
rulers of the Delta that Can. tribes

3. Indi- conld l)c described as akin, not only to

vidual Babylonians, but also to certain tribes

Philistines in Egypt, a circumstance ^vhich favors
Mentioned tlie antiquity of the ethnic chapter,

G(>n 10. We have 9 Phili names in

the OT, all of which seem to be Sem, including
Abimelech—"Moloch is mv father"—(Oen 20
2-lS; 21 22-32; 26 8-11) at^Gerar, S.E. of Gaza,
Ahuzzath ("pos.session," Gen 26 26), and Phicol
(of dotibtful meaning), with Delilah ("delicate,"

Jgs 16 4), Goliath (probably the Bab gain,

"great"), find .Sa])h (2 S 21 18), perhaps meaning
"increase." Tlu\se two brothers were sons of

Raphah ("the tall"); but Ishbi-benob (ver IG), an-
other of the family, perhaj)s only means "the dweller
in Nob" (Beit Nuba, N. of Gezer). The king of

Gath in David's time was Achish ("the gift" in

Bab), who (1 S 27 2) was the son of Maoch, "the
oppressor." According to LXX, Jonathan killed

a Phili named Nasib (1 S 13 3.4, where AV reads
"a garrison"). If this is correct the name (meaning
"a pillar") would also be Sem.

Besides these personal names, and tho.se of the
cities of Philistia which are all Sem, we have the

title given to Phili lords, sereii, which
4. Title of LXX renders "satrap" and "ruler,"

Ruler and and which j^robably comes from a Sem
Circum- root meaning "to command." It con-
cision stantly applies to the rulers of Gaza,

Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gath and Ekron,
the 5 chief cities of Philistia. The fact that the
Philis were uncircumcised does not prove that they
were not a Sem people. Herodotus (ii.l04) saj's

that the Phoenicians acknowledged that they took
this custom from the Egy])tians, and the Arabs
ac^cording to this passage were still uncircumcised,
nor is it known that this was a custom of the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians. The LXX translators of

the Pent always render the name Phulistieim, and
this also is foinul in 8 passages of Josh and Jgs, but
in the later books the name is tr'* as meaning
"strangers" throughout, because they were not the
first inha])itants of Philistia.

The Pliilis conquered the "downs" {(fliluth, Joel

3 4) near the seacoast, and were so ])owerful at,

the time of the Heb concjuest that none of their

great towns were taken (Josh 13 3; Jgs 3 3). By
the time of Samson (about 1158 BC) they ai:)i)ear

as oppressors of Israel for 40 years (Jgs 13 I

;

15 20), having encroache<l from their plains into

the iSh'phcldh (or low hills) of Judah, at the foot

of the moiuitains. Delilah was a Phili

5. History woman, living in the valley of Sorek,
in the OT close to Samson's home. In the last

to Death of year of Eli (1 S 4 1) we find tlic Philis

Saul attacking the mountains near Mizpc^h,

where they captured the ark. Samuel
drove them back and placed his monument of vic-

tory between Mizjieh and Jeshanah (Shen; see

LXX; 1 S 7 12) on the mountain ridge of Benja-
min. He even regained towns in the Sh'phcluh as

far as Ekron and Gath (ver 14); but at the o})ening

of Saul's reign (10 5) the Philis had a "gannson" at

Gibeah—or a chief named Hasib according to TjXX.
They raided from this center (13 17-23) in all

directions, and prevented the Hebrews from arm-
ing themselves, till Jonathan drove them from
Michmash (14 1-47). David's victory (17 2) was
won in the Valley of Elali E. of Gath, and the ])ur-

suit (ver 52) was as far as h]kron. We here read t hat

the Phili champion wore armor of bronze (vs 4-7),

his spear head being of iron. They still invaded the

Sh'pheldh after this defeat, robbing the threshing-

floors of Keihili (23 1 ) near Adullam at the foot of

the Hebron Moimtanis (.see 23 27; 24 1). David's
band of outlaws gradtiallv increasing from 400 to

600 men (22 2; 27 2), being^ driven from the Heb
lands, accom])anied him to Gath, which is usually

placed at Tell cs-Safi, at the point where the \'ahey

of Elah enters the Phili plain. It ai)i)ears (hat

Achish, king of Gath, then ruled as far S. as Ziklag

(Josh 15 31; 1 S 27 6) in the Beersheba i)lains;

but he was not aware of the direction of David's
raids at this distance. Achish sui)i)Osed David to

he committed lo his cause (27 12), but th(> Phili

lords suspected him and his Heb followers (29 3)

when going uj) to Jezreel.

After they had killed Saul, we hear no more of

them till the 8th year of David, when, after taking

Jerus, he a])parently went down to

6. History Adullam (2 S 5 17) and fell ujran

Continued tlicnn in their rear as they advanc-ed

to Time on his capital. He then destroyed
of Ahaz their supremacy (8 1) as far as Gezer

(1 Ch 20 4), and the whole of Philistia

was subject to Solomon (1 K 4 21), though not

long after his death they seem to have held the

town of Gibbethon (15 27; 16 15) in the hills of

Dan. Hezekiah smote the Philis as far as Gaza
(2 K 18 8) before 702 BC, in which year (accord-

ing to the Taylor cylinder) Sennacherib made Heze-
kiah deliver ui) Padii, king of Ekron, who had been
carried prisoner to Jerus. The accounts in Ch refer

to David's taking Gath (1 Ch 18 1), which was
recovered later, and again taken by Uzziah (2 Ch
26 6). The Philis sent gifts to Jehoshaphat (17 1 1),

but invaded the Sh'phcluh (28 18) in the time of

Ahaz.
In this age the "lords" of the 5 cities of Philistia

are called "kings," both in the Bible and on As.syr

momunents. Lsaiah (2 (i) s})eaks of

7. Later Phili superstitions, Ezekiel (25 15.1(3)

Notices connects them with the Cherethim
on the seacoast. They still held Gath

in the time of Amos (6 2), and Gaza, Ashdod and
Ekron in that of Zephaniah (2 5), who again men-
tions the Cherethim with Philis, as inhabitants of

Canaan or the "lowlands." The last- notice (Zee

9 6) still speaks of kings in Ashkelon, Gaza, Ekron
and Ashdod at a time when the lonians liad become
known in Judah (ver 13); but the Phihs are un-
noticed l)y Ezra or Nehemiah, unless we su])pose

that the "speech of Ashdod" (Neh 13 24) was their

okl dialect, which ai)i)ear.s—like the language of

the Canaanites in geiK'ral in earlier times—to have
resembled that of the Babylonians and Assyrians,
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thus (lifforod— th()usi;h Sein—from theand to have
II('hi-(nvs.

Their further history is ('inl)ra('e(l in that of tlic

various cities to which reference can he made lutder

the articles |)ertainiii<i to them.
//. Monumental Notices.—These are of great

im))ortanc(>, because tluy confirm tlie OT stat(>-

UH'uts from a time at least as early as

1. Pales- that of Moses, and down to 670 BC.
tinian Ex- Hrcent excavations at Ciezer show the
cavations early presence of two races at this

Bliili city, one beiufz; 8em, tlie other
l)rol)al)ly Efiyp. Scarabs as old as the Xllth Dy-
nast v were found, and in the loth cent . BC Gezer was

T"

Heads of Philistines.

held byAmen(){)liis III. At Lachish also seals of this

kinjj; and his ciueen have been found, with a cunei-
form letter to Zimridi, who was ruler of the city

under the same Pharaoh. xVt (Jaza a temple was
built by Ameno])his II. Tlie names of places in

Philistia noticed yet earlier by Thothmes III are
all Sem, including]; Jo])j)a, Sapliir, Cerar, (lezer,

etc. In the Am Tab we have also (about 1480 BC)
letters from chiefs subject to Amenophis III at

Jo))l)a, Ashkelon, (iezer, Lachish and K(Mlah which
show us a Sem i)opulation, not only by the language
of these letters, but also by the names of the writ «>rs.

In the case of Aslikelon esp. the Sem rulers are found
to have worshii)ped Dagon; and, though the name

Philistine Wagons.

"Philistine" does not occur, the race was clearly the
same found by the Assyrians in 800 BC in the land
of Palaslnn beside the Creat Sea. These names
include Yaniir-Dagdn ("Dagon sees"), Dagcin-
takaUi ("Dagon is a protection") and Yadnija (the
"grateful") at Ashkelon; Ihia ("asked for"), son
of the woman dnUila, at Joppa; Yabnilu (God
made"), at Lachish, with Zimridi—a name found
also in Sabaean Arab.; while, at Gezer, Yapa^a rep-
resents the Bib. Japhia (Josh 10 3), and Milkilu
("Moloch is king") the Heb Malchiel. Others
might be added of the same character, but these
examples are enough to show that, in the time of
Moses and Joshua, the population of Philistia was
the same that is noticed in the OT as early as
Abraham's age.

Wh(>n therefore scholars speak of the Philis as
being non-Sem—and probably Aryan—invaders of
the country, arriving about 1200 BC, they appear
not only to contradict the Bible, but also to contra-

dict the monumental evidence of the earlier exist-

ence of Sem Dag()n-worshipj)ers at Ashkelon. In
this later age Kanie.ses III was at-

2. Egyptian tacked, in l^gypt, by certain northern
Monuments tribes who came by sea, and also by

land, waiting first the country of the
Ilittites and .Vmorites. Among them were the
Danau, who were piobably Gr Danai. They were
exterminated in tlie I)(>lta, and in the subseciuent
advance of liameses III to the Eui)lirates. On a
colored ])icture they are rei)resented as fair i)eople;

and two of the tribes were called Purslau and
'fdlcarri, whom Chabas supposed to be Pelasgi (since

/ and /• are not distinguishetl in Egyp) and Teucrians.
Thes(> two tribes wear the same jieculiar headdress,
lirugsch supposed tlie former to be Philis {(Icog.,

I, 10), but afterward called them Puronata {Hist
Egypt, II, 148). The inscriptions accomi)anying
the picture on the temjile walls say that they came
from the north, and "their home was in lli(> land
of the Purstau, the Takarri," etc. There is thus
no reason at all to sujjpose that they were Philis,

nor did they ever settle in Pliilistia.

The Assyr texts agree v.ith those already men-
tioned in making the inhabitants of Philistia Semitic.

Kinunon-nirari, about 800 BC, was the
3. Assyrian first Assyr conqueror in Pdldstan ("by
Texts the great sea"). In 734 and 727 BC,

Tiglath-])ileser attacked the Pilisti,

and mentions a king of Ashkelon named Mitinti
("my gift"), and his son Rutnijti whose name re-

sembles that of the Kenite called Rechab in the OT.
The name of the king of Gaza was Hannn, or

"merciful." In 711 BC Sargon took Ashdod, and
sjieaks of its king Azuri, whose name recalls the
Amorite Aziru, ancl of Ahimili ("a brother is sent"),

and the usurper Yamnnu ("stedfast"), who fled

before him. Sennacherib, in 702 BC, gives the
names of cities in Philistia (including Eltekch
and Beneberak near Joppa) which arc Sem. He
notices Sidka (Zadok) of Ashkelon, and also >S'ar-

ludari ("the Lord be prai.sed"), son of Rukubti in

the same city, with Milinti of Ashdod, and Padii
("redeeming") of Ekron, while Sil-b\'l ("Baal is a
])r()tection") was king of Gaza. In 679 BC Esar-
liaddon speaks of Silli-h'cl ("Baal is my protection")

of Gaza, with Mititdi of Ashkelon, Ika-sdinsu ("the

sun-god is manifest") of Ekron, and Al)i-milki of

Ashdotl, who bore the ancient Phili name Abime-
lech. In 670 BC, when Assur-bani-pal set up
many tributary kings in I%gypt, we find again the
name Sarludari applied to a ruler of Pelusium, who
may have been a Philistine. It is thus abundantly
clear that the momunental notices all agree with the

OT as to the names and nationality of the Philis,

and as to their worship of Baal and Dagon; the
conjecture that they were Aryan foreigners, arriving

in 1200 BC, is not based on any statement of the
monuments, but merely rests on a guess which
Brugsch subsequently abandoned. It resembles

many other supposed discrepancies between Bib.

and contemporary records due to the mistakes of

modern commentators.
///. The Cretan Theory.—This strange theory,

which is apparently of Byzantine origin, would
make the Philis come from Crete. It

1. Chere- still finds supporters, though it does

thim and not rest on any Bib. or momunental
Kretes evidence. The Cherethim (Ezk 25

16; Zeph 2 o) were a Sem j)eople

named with the Philis in Canaan. The LXX
renders the word Kretes or Kretni; and, about
1770 AD, Michaelis {Spicil., I, 292-308) argued
that this meant "Cretans," and that the Philis

therefore came from Caphtor, which must be
Crete. The passages, however, refer to Philistia

and not to any island, and the LXX translators, as
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we have seen, placed Caphtor in Cappadocia. The
Cherethi—in the singular—is mentioned (1 S 30

14) as a people of Philistia (ver 16), near Ziklag,

and their name probably survives at the present

town called Keratlych in the Phili plain.

Yet, many theories are founded on this old idea about
the Cherethites. Some suppose that Tacitus confused
the Jews witli the Philis as having come from Crete; but
what he actually says (IHsi. v. 11) is that "the Jews ran
away from C'rete," a!id "the inhabitants are named
Idar'i [from Mt. Ida], which, with a barbarous augment,
becomes the name of the Judaei." This absurd deri-

vation shows at least that Tacitus did not mean the
Philis. Stephen of Byzantium said that the god Marna
at (iaza was like the Cretan Jove. Probably he had
seen the hug(> statue of a seated Jove found near Gaza,
and now at Constantinople, but this is late Gr work, and
the name Marna ("our lord") is Sem. Stephen also
thought that Minois—the port of Ciaza—was named
from the Cretan Minos, but it is an Aral), word Mtneh,
for "harbor," still applying to the same place.

No critical student is likely to prefer these later

si)eculations to our present monumental information,

even without reference to the contra-

2. Caphtor diction of the Bible. Yet these

and Keft blunders have given rise to the suppo-
siticm that Caphtor is to be identified

with af region known to the Egyi)tians as Keft, with
inhabitants called Kifau. Tlic latter are repre-

sented in a tomb of the XVII It h Dynasty near
Thebes. They are youtlis of brown color, with long

black hair, ami the same ty])e is found in a Cypriote
figure. Tlicy are connected with islanders of the

"green sea," who may have lived in Arvad or in

Cyprus; l)ut there is no evidence in any written

statement that they were Cretans, though a figure

at Knossos in Crete somewhat resembles them.
There are many indications that this figure

—

painted on the wall of the later palace—is not older

than about 500 BC, and the Sidonians had colonies

in Crete, where also pottery is found just like that

marked by a Phoen inscription in Cyprus. The
Kcfau youths bring vases as presents, and these

—

in all their details—^are exactly the same as those

represented in another picture of the time of Thoth-
mes III, the bearers in this case being IJarri from
North Syria, represented with black beards and
Sem features. Moreover, on the bilingual inscrip-

tion called the Decree of Canoijus (238 BC), the

Keft region is said to be "Phoenicia," and the Gr
translator naturally knew what was meant by his

Egyp colleague. Keft in fact is a Sem word for

"palm," occm-ring in Ileb (Isa 9 14; 19 15), and
thus applicable to the "palm"-land, Phoenicia.

Thus, even if Keft were related to Caphtor, the evi-

dence would place the Phili home on the Phoen
shores, and not in Crete. There is indeed no evi-

dence that any European race settled near the coasts

of Pal before about ()80 BC, when Esarhaddon
speaks of Clr kings in Cyprus. The Cretan theory

of Michaelis was a literary conjecture, which has
been disproved by the results of exploration in

Asia.

IV. David's Guards.—Another strange theory,

equally old, represents David as being surrounded
with foreign mercenaries—Philis and

1. The Carians—as Rameses II employed
"Cherethi" mercenaries called Shairtannu from
and the Asia Minor. The suggestion that the

"Pelethi" Cherethites were of this race is scarcely

Not Mer- worth notice, since the Heb kaph
cenaries is never represented by sh in Egyp.

David's band of Ileb exiles, 400 in

number, followed him to Gath where 200 Gittites

joined him (2 S 15 IS). In later times his army
consisted of "the Cherethi" {k'retht, in sing.) and
"the Pelethi" {pHethi), commanded by the Heb
leader Benaiah, .son of Jehoiada (2 S 8 18; 15
18; 20 7; 1 K 1 38.44), together with the Gittites

under Ittai of Gath. These guards are never said

to have been Philis, but "the Cherethi" is suppo.sed
to mean one of the Cherethim tribe, and "the Pelethi"
to be another name for the Philistine. As regards
the Gittites, the fact that they came from Gath
does not i)rove that they were Pliilis, any more than
was David himself because he came back fi-om this

city. David calls Ittai an "enemy" and an "exile,"

but it is i)robable that he was the same hero, so

named (2 S 23 29), who was the son of Ril)ai from
Gibeah of Benjamin. He had himself not long
joined David, being no doubt in exile at Gath, and
his tribe at first opi)osed David, taking the side of

their tribesman Said. I<]ven when Ittai's men
joined the Cherethi and Pel(>thi against Absalom,
they were naturally suspected; for David still had
enemies (2 8 15 5-13) among Benjamites of Saul's

house. It is also sureh' impossible to sup])ose that

David would have left the ark in charge of a Phili;

and Obed-edom the Gittite (2 S 6 10) was a Levite,

according to a later account (1 Ch 15 18), bearing

a Heb name, meaning perhaps "servant of men," or

"luunble worshipper." It seems equally unlikely

that, in later times, a pious priest like Jehoiada
(2 K 11 4) would have admitted foreign mer-
cenaries into the temi)le. In this passage they are

called kdrl, as also in 2 S 20 23, where LXX has
Cherethi. The suggestion of ^^'ellhausen that they
were Carians does not seem probable, as Carians

had not even reached Egvpt before about 600
BC.
The real explanation of these various words for

soldiers .seems simi)le; and David—^being a very
I)opular king—is not likely to have

2. Meaning needed for(>ign mercenaries; wliilc the

of These Philis, whom he had so rei)eateflly

Terms smitten, were very unlikely to have
formed trusty guards. The word "Che-

rethi" {k'rethi) means a "smiter" or a "des1,royer,"

and "Pelethi" (p''lethl) means "a swift one" or "pur-

suer." In the time of Joash the temple-guards are

called karl (2 K 11 4.19, Carites), wliich LXX
treats as either sing, or pi., and ra(;im or "runners"

(see 1 S 22 17; 1 K 14 27.28; 2 K 10 25), these

two bodies perhaps answering to the Cherethi and
Pelethi of David's tim(>; for karl means "stabber."

The term ragJni, or "runners," is however of general

application, since Jehu also had troops so called

(2 K 10 25). Evidently we have here two classes

of troops—as among the Romans—the heavier

regiment of "destroyers," or "stabbers," being

armed with swords, daggers or spears; while the

"swift ones" or "rimners" pursued the defeated foe.

Thus in Egypt we find, yet earlier, the ax-man sup-

ported by the bow-man in regular regiments; and
in Asisyria the spear-man with heavy shields defend-

ing the bow-man. We have also a picture of the

time of Tiglath-pileser II representing an Assyr

soldier on a camel. The Pelethi or "pursuers" may
have been "runners" on foot, but perhaps more
probably mounted on camels, or on horses like the

later Assyrians; for in the time of Solonion (1 K 4

28) horses and riding camels were in use—the

former for chariots. It is clear that David's band,

leaving the vicinity of Jezreel (1 S 29 1; 30 1),

could not have reached Ziklag "on the third day"
(a distance of 120 miles) on foot; so that the

camel corps must have existed even before the

death of Saul.

These considerations seem to make it evident that

David's guards were native Hebrews, who had been
with him as exiles and outlaws at

3. Native Adullam and Gath, and that the Che-
Hebrews rethi or "destroyer" only accidentally

had a title like that of the Phili tribe

of "destroyers" or Cherethim, who were not Cre-

tans, it would seem, any more than the "'-i—-"

were Carians.

'stabbers'
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The fi;(>ii('ral result of our incjuiry is, that all

monumental notices of the Philis agree with the
OT statements, which make them to

4. Review he a Sem people who had already mi-
grated to Philistia by the time of

Abraham, while the sujjposed dist^epancies are
caused by the mistakes made by a connnentator of
the ISth cent., and by archaeologists of later times.

IjiTKUATrHF,—Paton, Earlii Uhlorn of Syria mid Pal;
Smith. IIGIIL: lUuIgc. Ilixtoru <,f Egypt; Breasted,
IlislDrji of Eijiipl; Kawliiison. Anriciit Afoiiarrhirx;
Herodotus with most histories of Egypt, Bab.vion, ancl
Assyria for tlie period from the 13th cent. liC to the
time of Alexander.

C. R. CONDER
PHILISTINES, LORDS OF THE. See Phi-

listia.

PHILISTINES, SEA OF THE {Ex 23 31). See
Mediterhaxean Sea.

PHILO, fl'Io, JUDiEUS, jmMie'us:

1. His Life
2. Importance of the Period
3. The Task of Philo
4. (/hange.s and New Problems
5. Three Subjects of Inquiry

(1) The Conception of (iod
(2) God's Relation to the World
(.3) Doctrine of Man

6. Philo's Works
Literature

Born probably in the first decade of Augustus
Caesar, who became emperor in 27 BC. He died

possibly in the last years of Clatidius
1. His Life (41-54 AD), more likely in the early

years of Nero (54-65 AD). We have
no exact information about either date. He was
a native of Alexandria, Egypt. His relatives were
wealthy and prominent, probably sacerdotal, Jews.
He received the best Jewish education, and was
trained also in gentile learning—grammar, rhetoric,

philosophy, geometry, poetry, music. Enjoying
ample means, he was enabled to devote his career
to scholarship. The Alexandrian Jews wielded
great influence in the contemporary Rom empire,
and the prominence of Philo's family is attested by
the fact that his brother, Alexander Lysimachus,
was Alabarch of Alexandria. The single date in

Philo's life which we know accurately is connected
with their leadership. In the winter of 39-40 AD,
he was spokesman of the deputation sent to Rome
to protest against imposition of emperor-worship
upon fellow-citizens of his faith. The mission failed,

Philo, with his two colleagues, meeting rebuff, even
insult. It was little likely that Caligula would heed
grievances which incltided specifically dissent from
worship of himself. Philo records his distaste for
political activity, and, so far as we know, the Rom
incident except eel, he devoted himself principally to
letters. _As a young man probably, he had under-
taken a journey to Jerus, almost in the nature of a
pilgrimage to the ancient shrine of his religion. He
paid a second visit to Rome possibly after 50 AD,
at all events, in the reign of Claudius. For the rest,

our knowledge of his life is scanty and, sometimes,
legendary.
The period covered by his career coincides with

one of the most momentous epochs in history. P'or
it witnesses, not only the foundation

2. Impor- of the Rom imperial system, but also
tance of the beginning of the end of ancient
the Period classical civilization in its dominant

ideas, and the plantation of Christian-
ity. Preeminently an era of transition, it was
marked by significant displacements in culture, the
effects of which continue to sway mankind even yet.
Minor j^henomena aside, three principal movements
characterized the time: the Pagan reaction, or
reversion to forms of religion that had sufficed the

peoples of the Rom empife hitherto—this mani-
fested itself strongly with Augustus, and entered its

decline perhaps with the death of Plutarch (c 120
ADj; the appearance of Christianity; and what is

known as Syncretism, or interfusion between the
conc(7)tions of different races, esp. in religion, phi-
lo.soi)hy and morals—a circumstance which af'fcH-ted

the fortunes of Christianity deeply, found its chief
ex])onent in Philo, and maintained itself for several
centuries in the theosophi(;al systems of the Gnostics
and neo-Platonists. Thus, to understand Philo, and
to realize his importance, it is essential to remem-
ber the internal spirit of his age. ^Phe "universal-
ism" of the Rorn empire has been so named because,
within the political framework, various peoples and
divergent civilizations commingled and came event-
ually to share something of a common spirit, even
of a common language. Philo's prominence as a
figure in the work! of thought, and as an authority
for the general culture of NT times, is out of all pro-
jiortion to the fragmentary information available
about his external career. Contemporary currents,
subtle as they were, perplexing as they still remain,
met and fused in his person. Hence his value as an
index to the temperament of the i)eriod cannot well
be overrated.

A Jew by nature and nurture, an oriental mystic
by accident of residence, a Gr humanist by higher

education and professional study, an
3. The ally of the Rom governing classes,
Task of familiar with their intellectual per-
Philo spective, Philo is at once rich in sug-

gestion and blurred in outline. More-
over, he addressed himself to two tasks, difficult to
weld into a flawless unity. On the one hand, he
wrote for educated men in Gr-Rom society, attempt-
ing to explain, often to justify, his racial religion
before them. The ancient state religion having
fallen upon inanition, he enjoyed unusual oppor-
tunity to point the merits of the Jewish faith as the
"desire of all nations," the panacea of which the
need was everywhere felt. On the other hand, he
hacl to confront his orthodox coreligionists, with
their separatist traditions and their contempt for
paganism in all its works. He tried to persuade
them that, after all, Gr thought was not inimical to
their cherished doctrines, but, on the contrary, in-

volved similar, almost identical, principles. He
thus represented an eclectic standpoint, one in which
Gr philosophy blended with historical and dogmatic
deductions from the Jewish Scriptures. The result
was Philo's peculiar type of theosophy—we cannot
call it a system. Taking the OT for text, he applied
the "allegorical" method, with curious consequences.
He taught that the Scriptures contain two meanings:
a "lower" meaning, obvious in the literal statements
of the text; and a "higher," or hidden meaning,
perceptible to the "initiate" alone. In this way he
found it possible to reconcile Gr intellectualism with
Jewish belief. Greek thought exhibits the "hidden"
meaning; it turns out to be the elucidation of the
"allegory" which runs through the OT like a vein
of gold. Moses, and the rest, are not merely his-
torical figures, the subjects of such and such vicissi-

tudes, but representative types of reason, righteous-
ness, the virtues, and so forth. The tendency to
fusion of this kind was no new thing. It is trace-
able for some three centuries before Philo, who may
be said to complete the process. It had been
familiar to the rabbis, and to the Hellenistic phi-
losophers, particularly the Stoics, who applied this

method to the Gr poetical myths. Philo reduces it

to an expert art, and uses it as an instrument to
dissipate all difficulties. He believed himself to
be thoroughly true to the OT. But, thanks to his
method, he rendered it malleable, and could thus
adjust its interpretation to what he considered to be
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the intellectual necessities of his generation. Nay
more, he felt that, when at his best in this process,

he became a vehicle of Divine possession. He says,

"Through the influ(>nce of Divine inspiration I have
become o.xcited profoundly .... then I have been
conscious of a richness of interi)retation, an enjoy-

ment of light, a most penetrating sight, a most mani-
fest energy in all that was to l)e done." Again, 'T

am irradiated with the liglit of wisdom," and, "all

intellect is a Divine inspiration." Little wonder,
then, that we have a strange mixture of philosophy
and religion, of rationalism and piety, of clear

Gr intellectualism with hazy oriental mysticism.

Hence, too, the philosophy of Philo is subordinate

to his explanation of the Scriptures, .and compromise,
rather than logical thinking, marks his leading

positions.

After the death of Cicero (4.3 BC) a change,
long preparing, asserted itself in ancient thought.

Alixture of national, or racial, char-

4. Changes actcristics was consummated, and
and New thoughtful men, irrespective of race-

Problems origin, became persons to each other.

A reorganization of standards of ethical

judgment was thus rendered inevitable, and Judaism
came to interfuse more freely with Gr philosoi)hy

as one consequence. While it is true that "reason"
preserved its traditional supremacy as the means to

solve all i^roblems, the nature of the chief quest
underwent transformation. The old association of

man with Nature gave way to a dualism or oi)])osi-

tion between the workl-order and anotlun- exist(>nce

lying behind it as its originator or sustainer. I'he

system of Nature having disa])pointed expectation,
thinker's asked how they could escape it, and assure

themselves of definite relations with the Divine
Being. They sought the desiderated connection
within their own souls, but as a distant ideal. Tliis

was the problem that confronted Philo, who attacked
it from the Jewish side. Now Judaism, like Gr
thought, had also exp(>rienced a change of heart.

Jch liad been the subject of an idealizing process,

and tended, like the Stoic deity, to lose specific

relation with the world and man. Accordingly, a
new religious question was bringing the philosophy
and the faith into closer contact. Could they join

forces? Philo's conseciuent embarrassment rooted,

not simjily in this fresh ])robl(>m, but in tlie diffi-

culties inseparable from the adjustment of his avail-

able methods and materials. For, while the Jewish
Messiah had passed over into the Gr Logos, the two
systems preserved their separation in no small
measure, Philo being the most conspicuous mediator.
He was familiar with the mystic, transcendent con-
cept of Deity extracted, thanks to long misin-

terpretation, from Plato's cosmogonic dialogue,

Timaeus. Here God was elevat(>d above the world.

His conception of the presence, or immanence, of the
Deity in the woild came from the Stoics. The
Jewish religion gave him the doctrine of a righteous

(pure) Deity, whose moral inwardness made rela-

tions with men possible. Moreover, contemporary
angelology and demonology enabled him to devise

a scheme whereby the pure Deitj^ could be linked

with the gross world, notwithstanding its ineradi-

cable evil. Little wonder, then, that he compassed
an amalgamation only, and this in consonance with
the theosophical drift of the age. Nevertheless, he
counteracted the deistic tendencies of rabbinical

speculation by reference to Hellenistic pantheism,
and, at the same time, coimteracted this pantheism
by the inward moralism of his national faith. Tlu;

logical symmetry of the Gr mind was reinforced by
Hebraic religious intuiticm. The consequence was
a ferment rather than a system, but a ferment that

cast up the clamant problem in unmistakable
fashion. The crux was this: Man must surmount

his own fragmentary experience and rise to an abso-
lute Being; but, its absoluteness notwithstanding,
this Being must be brought into direct (contact with
the finite. Philo was unable to reconcile the two
demands, because he could not rise above them;
but the effort after reconciliation controls all his

thought. As a result, he concentrated upon three
main subjects of inciuiry: (1) the conception of God;
(2) the manner of Gocl's relation to t!ie world; (3)

human nature.

(1) Philo's doctrine of Cod, like that of the neo-
Platonic school, which he heralded, is thoroughly

dualistic. No doubt, it is determined
5. Three largely by certain human analogies.

Subjects of For exain])le, God's existence is neces-
Inquiry sary for the control of the world, just

in the same way as man's mind nmst
exist to furnish the princijjle of all human action;

and, as matter is not self-determined, a principle,

analogous to mind, is demanded, to be its first cause.

Further, as the permanent soul remains imchanged
throughout the vicissitudes of a human life, so,

behind the ceaseless play of phenomena, there must
reside a self-existent Being. Nevertheless, the
human analogy never extends to God in His actual
Being. No human traits can attach to the Deity.
Language may indicate such i)arallelism, nay the
Scriptures are full of instances, but we nuist view
them as concessions to mortal weakness. These
accommodations eliminated, it becomes evident that
man can never know God positively. Any adject ive

used to describe Him can do no more than point
the contrast between His relationless Being aivd the
dependence of finite things. That God is, Philo is

fully persuaded; what He is, no man can ever tell.

He is one and inmiutable, simple and innneasurable
and eternal, just as man is not. "For he is un-
changeable, recjuiring nothing else at all, so that all

things belong to Him, but He, si)eaking strictlj',

belongs to nothing." This doctrine of the tran-

scendence of Deity was an essential jiostulate of

Philonic thought. For, seeing that He expels all

the imperfections of the world, God is precisely in

that condition of Being for which the whole creation

then yearned. In a word, the dualism, so far from
being a bar to salvation, was rather a condition

without which the problem of salvation could neither

be stated nor solved. Men stootl in necessary
relation to tliis Being, but, as yet. He stood in no
relation whatever to them. Yet, men must return

to God, but He abides so remote, in the realm of pure
contemplation and completion, that He cannot
approach them. Philo's familiarity with logical

Gr thought debarred him from surmounting the
difficulty after the manner of Jewish religion. An
otiose reference to "God's choice," as distinct from
His nature, could not suffice a mind trained in

Hellenic methods. The question therefore was.
How could mediation be efTected?

(2) God's relation to the ivorld.—At this point
Philo's thought assumes a phase of great interest

to readers of the NT. God, being above created

things, is incomprehensible and immaterial. Ac-
cordingly, He cannot be connected with the world
directly. Therefore He created it and sustains it

by intermediate powers. These agencies were sug-

gested to Philo by the Platonic Ideas. But he
personalized them more or less and, as a character-

istic addition, included them in the Logos. He
substituted the term "Logos" for the Platonic term
"Idea" on the basis of the Scrijiture ])hrase, "\\'or<l

of God." The conception was influenced further

by his Hellenistic ])sy(;hological notion, that a word
is a "shadow" of a deed. Accordingly, the Logos
is the "shadow of God"—God being the "deed"
whereby the "shadow" is cast. As a direct issue,

the Logos presents two aspects. On the one side
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it is internal and indwelling; on the other, it is ex-
ternal and mediating. The scope of this distinction
is indicated very well by the epithets which Philo
applies to each aspect respectively. The internal
L()S<)« is the "Firstborn," the "Second God," the
"Mediator," the "Ransom," the "Image of God,"
"Member of the Trinity," "High Priest." The
external Logos "abides in man," is the "Prophet,"
"Sliepherd," "Ambassador," "Artist," "Elder,"
"Interpreter," "Shadow of God." The former rep-
resents Philo's conception of the unity of the Logos
with God, the latter his provision for the mani-
festation of the Logos in created things. He thus
tries to preserve the transcendence of God equally
with His immanence. No doubt, in previous times,
the mysteriousness of the Divine nature had im-
pressed itself upon men with at least aa much force
as now. But wit h one of two consequences. Either
the particular hnit(>s and the Deity were mixed in
inextricable confusion, as by oriental pantheism, or
God was banished from the world, as by the extreme
develo])ments within Gr dualism. Philo attempted
to combine the two tendencies, and was able con-
sequently to face the obvious contradiction between
the idea of an absolute Being and the cloudy con-
ception of a multii)licity of phenomena in which
this Being ought to be present somehow, desjnte
transcendence. He demands a God who, in His
exaltation, shall be a worthy Deity; this is the Jew in

him. But he also demands a definite relation be-
tween this God and His creation; this is the Greek
and, in part, the Oriental, in him. Thanks to the
former, he could not be satisfied with mere natural-
ism; thanks to the latter, no fable or picture could
suffice. A real mediator was required, who would
link the world and its heart's desire. But Philo
could not surmount one difficulty peculiar to con-
temjwrary thought. He was unable to connect
God directly with creation and preserve His purity
unsullied. Hence the obscurity which surrounds
his conception of the Logos, likewise his vacillation
with respect to its personality. So we find the
different intellectual forces which he inherited play-
ing upon him—now one, now^ another. Sometimes
the Platonic theory of I<leas dominates him;
sometimes he leans to Stoicism, with its immanent;
world-reason; and here he even seems to foreshadow
the doctrine of the Trinity; again, the ramifications
of rabbinical lore cause him to bestow upon the Logos
a priestly function or an atoning office. No single
aspect achieves supremacy, although on the whole
mystical Platonism may be said to predominate.
Thus,"The world of Ideas has its place in the Divine
Logos, just as the plan of a city is in the soul of the
master-builder." Accordingly, God's thought may
take its place in the world by being impressed upon
things; yet, on account of its subjective nature, it

must be apprehended subjectively, that is, by one
who is capable of entering this sphere. The Logos
thus seems to exist entirely in the same realm as
Deity ; thus it can mediate between Him and creation
only if an element proper to Deity be discernible
in mundane things. In other words, the Logos
mediates between God and the world, but partakes
of the Divine nature only. This, in any case, is

the inner logic of Philo's view. It accounts for
creation, but has no power to persuade man to over-
pass the limitations placed upon him by his bodily
prison.

_
Thus the question of the personality of the

Ijogos is never cleared. In so far as Philo needs
Logos to connect God with the world, he inclines
to a doctrine of personality. In so far as he makes
it the i)rinciple of all activities within the world, he
inclines away from personality. In short, we have
a "world-soul." And, as a consequence, there is

an inherent tendency to reduce all finite being to
illusion. Indeed, one might term the Logos a reply

in some sort to Aristotle's question—which of the
Platonic Ideas could connect the other Ideas with
sensible things? Salvation is conceived as wrought
out, not by a person, but by an abstract essence
flowing from Deity, an essence that found due ex-
I)ression rather in the cosmic; order than in a
person. While, therefore, Philo thinks Iti a cul-
tural pers])e('tive akin to that characteristic of the
author of the Fourth Gospel, two vast differences
sway his doctrine. On the one hand, it is specu-
lative, not ethically personal. On the other hand,
it fails comi)leteIy to determine the nature of
his mediator in itself, vacillating in a manner
which shows how vague and fluid the conception
really was.

(3) Doctrine of man.—This appears further in

the doctrine of man. Following current interpre-
tations of Plato, Philo makes man partake in the
rational nature of God, but denies that he embodies
the highest speci(^s of reason. That is, the ideal
man and the man known to us in common experience
are distinguished. The former is rational as God
is. The latter is partly rational, partly irrational.

The body vitiates the original angelic jjuritj^ of the
soul and, similarly, reason is alloyed. And yet,
although the higher nature becomes more and more;
debased as the years lapse, a seed of Divinity is

present, ready to burst forth. Thus man must
crush the flesh and its desires. At this point we
note the effect of the Stoic ideal of imj)erturbability.
When he has attained this apathy, man can enjoy
the life of contemplation. This, in its turn, cul-
minates in ecstasy, when the human soul attains
sudden and momentary union with the Divine. For
a "fair moment" man escapes the thraldom of sense.
Yet the doctrine remains intellectual even here.
He "who escapes from his own mind flies to the
mind of the universe, confessing that all the things
of the human mind are vain and unreal, and attrib-
uting everything to God." Philo's anthropology
therefore ends in contempt for this life, which is in

no wise worth while, and in a counsel of perfection
available only for a select elite. Accordingly, the
conclusion of the whole matter is, that he never saw
how the Divine and the human can be united,
although he stated the factors of the problem with
great clearness, and felt profoundly the urgency of
a solution. His gospel was for the children of cul-
ture. He saw the eternal in the temporal, and
hoped that good might lurk in evil. But he never
understood that "love for a Divine Person" might
beso diffused throughout a human soul as to render
evil and unreality the means to the attainment of
good and to the revelation of truth. The salvation
he contemplated was from self, not in self. Hence,
as he asserts himself, harmony with God "is an
incomprehensible mystery to the multitude, and
is to be imparted to the instructed only." Nor is

this wonderful. For a God who is the reasonable
"form" of the world; a "matter" which begins as
an indistinguishable mass and ends as a "second
principle"; and objects of sense rendered apparent
by the operation of many curious intermediate
forces, ranging from "angel-words" to the human
soul, constitute a combination beyond the reach of

any save the "initiate." More practicable is Philo's
conception of the moral life—as a warfare of the soul
against passion, pleasure and sensuality. Yet,
even this contest is hopeless unless it be wagetl
with the equipment of the "philosopher athlete."
Escape from the "prison-house" of flesh would
seem to be consequent only upon profound knowl-
etlge.

The probability is that Philo's works wore written
previous to his Rom embassy. They show how he tried
to apply Gr philosophical conceptions to Jewish beliefs,
history, and usages exclusively. The voluminous re-
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mains which have come down to us appear to belong to

three commentaries on the Pent and the Mosaic Law.
In all likelihood, they are portions of Phi-

R PVii'ln'c lo's popular presentation, written for the
o. fiuiu i,

instruction and information of educated
Works Hellenistic circles rather than for the trained

"initiate." The treatises most important
for Philo's religio-philosophical views are as follows: On
the Creation of the World; On the Allegories of the Sacred
Laws; On the Unchangeableness of God; On the Confusion
of Languages; On the Migration of Abraham; On the Meet-
ing for the Sake of Receiving Instruction; On the Life of

the Wise Man Made Perfect by Instruction; The Unwritten
Law; Abraham; On Special Lairs; On Rewards and
Punishments; That Every Man Who Is Virtuous Is Also
Free; Concerning the World; and the Fragments. Some
S works attributed to Philo are in dispute. Most con-
spicuous of these is Concerning the Contemplative^ Life,

witli its ascetic view of morality, and its description of

th(! ideal community of the Therapeutae.
Literature.—E. Schiirer, .1 History of the Jewish

People in the Time of Jesus Christ, div II, vol III, pp.
321 f (Edinburgh, 1>S86); E. Schurer, "Philo" in EB;
James Drummond, Philo Judaeus, or, The Jewish- Alex-
andrian Philosophy in Its Development and Completion
(2 vols, London, 1888); R. M. Wenley, Socrates and
Christ: a Study in the Philosophy of Religion, Chs vii,

viii (Edinburgh, 1889); H. Ewald, The History of Israel,

VII, 194 f (London, 1885); A. Hausrath, A History of
NT Times, div II, vol I, chs iv-vi (London, 1885);
H. Graetz, History of the Jews from the Earliest Times to

the Present Day, II, 18.3 f, 20G f (London, 1891); E.
C'aird, The Evolution of Theology in the Gr Philosophers,
II, lects xx-xxi, xxvii (Glasgow, 1901); art. "Philo"
in Jew Enc; Ernest P. Scott, The Fourth Gospel, Its

Purpose and Theology, 54 f, 145 f (2d ed, Edinburgh,
1908); F. C Convbeare, Philo; About the Contemplative
Life (Oxford, 189.5). An Eng. tr has been made by C.
I). Yonge in the Bohn Library (London, G. Bell & Sons).
The text cited usually is tliat of T. Mangey. The best
modern text is that of Cohn and Wendland.

R. M. Wenley
PHILOLOGUS, fi-lol'o-sus ('J'lXoXo-yos, Philo-

logos, "foiul of learniiifi," "learned"): The name of

a Rom Christian to whom St. Paul sent greet iiig.s

(Rom 16 15). Hi.s name is coupled with that of

Jnlia, who was probably his wife or sister. Phi-

loloRUs and those united with him in this salutation

formed by themselves one of the "house churches"

or groups in the Christian community. The name
is found in inscriptions connected with the imperial

household, with reference to one of which Bishop
Liglitfoot has the following note: "It has been
supposed that the name Philologus wtis given by
the master to the freedman mentioned in this in-

scription, as being appropriate to his office [Fried-

lander I, 89, 1()0] If so, some light is thrown
on the probiible occupation of the Philologus of St.

Paul" (Phil, 177, n. Ij. S. F. Huxteh

PHILOMETOR, fil-o-im-'tor. See Ptolemy VI.

PHILOSOPHY, fi-los'6-fi (4)iXocro(J)Ca, philo,so-

ph'id)

:

1. Definition and Scope
(1) Intuitive Philosoi)hy
(2) Speculative I'liilosophy

2. Greek Philosophy
3. Philosophy in OT and Judaism

(1) Of Nature
(2) Of History
(3) Post-exilic
(4) Alexandrian

4. Philosophy in tlie XT
(1) The Teaching of Jesus (Christ

(2) Apostolic Teaching
(3) Attitude of NT Writers toward Philosophy

LlTERATTTRE

Only found in Col 2 8; lit. the love and pursuit

of wisdom and knowledge. In its technical sense,

the term is now used for the conscious

1. Defi- endeavor of thought, by speculative

nition and j)rocess, to interpret the whole of

Scope human experience, as a consistent and
systeniiitic unity, which would be the

ultimate truth of all that may be known. The
term is also used, in a wider sense, of all intcTpreta-

tions of experience, or parts of experience, however
obtained, whether by revelation, intuition or un-

conscious speculation. No hard-and-fast line can
be drawn between the two kinds of {ihilosophy.

Some of the ruling conceptions of speculation, such
as God, spirit, order, causation, true and false, good
and evil, were not discovered by reason, but given
in experience.

(1) Intuitive philosophy is universal. The human
mind has always and everywhere furnished itself

with some kind of exi)lanation of the imiverse.

From the lowest animism and fetichism up to the

higher rehgions, ideas are found which served men
as explanations of those featiu-es of exp(;rience

which attracted their attention. They were often

regarded as given by vision, intuition or some other
method of revelation. In the higher religions, the
mind reflected upon these ideas, and elaborated

them into systeins of thought that bear some re-

semblance to the speculative theories of western
thought. In China, both Confucianism and Taoism
developed theories of humtur life and destiny that

bear some resemblance to Stoicism. Tlu; r(>ligions

of Assyria and Babylonia enshrined in their legt^nds

theories of the world and of man and his instit ut ions.

In India, men's belief in the Nature-gcxls gradually

developed into pantheistic Brahmanism, which
reduced the multiplicity of experience into one
ultimate being, lirahma. But) the desire for moral
salvation and the sense of ptiin and evil produced
a reaction, and led to the pessimistic and nihilistic

philosophy of Buddhism. In Persia, the moral
consciousness aw(jke earlier, and the attempt to

systematize the nudtiplicity of polytheism issued

in the dualist ic philosophy of later Zoroastrianism.

The whole retilm of being was divided into two
kingdoms, created and rided by two lortls: Ahura
Mazda, the creator of light and life, law, order and
goodness, and Ahrd Mainyus, the author of darkness,

evil and death. Each w;is surrounded by a court of

si)iritual beings kindred to himself, his messengers

and agents in the world (see Persian Relioion
[Ancient]). Of all these religious philosophies,

only those of Assyria and Babylonia, and of I\;rsia,

are likely to have come into any contact with Bib.

thought. The former have some affinity with the

accounts of creation and the flood in Gen; and the

influence of the latter may be traced in the dualism

and angelology and demonology of later Judaism,

and again in the gnostic systems that grew up in the

Christian church, and through both chamiels it was
perpetuated, as a dualist ic influence, in the lower

strata of Christian thought down through the

Middle Ages.

(2) Speculative philosophy belongs mainly to western
thought. It arose in Greece about the beginning of the
6th cent. BC. It began with the problem of the general
nature of being, or ontology. But it was soon forced to
consider the conditions of knowing anything at all, or
to epistemology. Th(!se two studies constitute jneta-

physics, a term often used as synonymous with phi-
losophy in the stricter sense. Speculation about ideal
truth again led to inciuiries as to the ultimate nature of
the kindred ideas of the good (ethics) and the beautiful
(aesthetics). And as tliesc ideas were related to society
as well as to the individual, the trreeks develoi)ed theories
of the ideal organization of society on tlic i)asis of the
true, the good and tlie beautiful, or politics and peda-
gogics. The only branch of si^eculation to wliich the
Greeks made no appreciable contril^ution was the phi-
losophy of religion, which is a modern development.
The progress of philosophy in history divides itself

naturally into three main periods: (a) ancient, from the
6th cent. BC to the 3d cent. AD, when it is almost ex-
clusively Gr, with some i)ractical adaptations of Gr
thought by Rom writers; (6) mediaeval, from the 3d to
the Kith c(!nt., wheni some of the ruling conceptions of
Grtliought wenuililized for tlu^ systeniatization of Ghris-
tian dogma, but six'culatioii was mainly confined wit hin
the limits of ecclesiastical ortliodoxy; tliere were, how-
ever, some iufh'pendetU Arabian and .lewisli speculations

;

(r) modern, from the 16th cent, to the; present time, in
which thought becomes free again to speculate uj)on all

the problems presented by experience, though it only
realized its liberty fully in the hands of Locke, Hume
and Kant.
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Or philosophy was the only speculative system that
could have had any influence upon Bib. thought. Its

main development was contemporaneous
2 Greek '^''^^^ ^^^ l'^''''" ^'l' writers, but the two
PJiilnonnVii? P^'oples were in every way so remote fromr-mius>upuy one another that no interchange of ideas

was ijrobable.

During the last two centuries BC, Gr thought
spread so widely tliat it came to dominate the cul-
tui-ed thought of the world into which Christianity
entered, and it would have been strange if no
trace of its influence were found in the NT. In
the first stage of its development, from Thalcs to
Socrates, it was concerned almost entirely with at-
tempts to explain the nature of reality by reducing
the ])henomenal world into some one of its elements.
Socrates changed its center of gravity, and definitely
raised the problems of morality and knowledge to the
position of first in^portance. His principles were
developed by Plato into a complex and many-sided
system which, more than any other, has influenced
all subseciuent thought. He united ult imat c reality
and the highest good into one supreme principle or
idea which he called the Good, and also God. It
was the essence, archetype and origin of all wisdom,
goodness and beauty. It communicated itself as
mtermediary arcluiypal ideas to produce all in-
dividual things. So that the formative jn-inciples
of all existence were moral and spiritual. But it

had to make all things out of i)reexisting matter,
which is essentially evil, and whi(;h tlu^refore was
refractory and hostile to the Good. That is why
it did not make a perfect workl. Plato's system
was therefore rent by an irreconcilable dualism of
mind and body, spirit and matter, good and evil.
And his mediating ideas could not bridge the gulf,
because they belonged only to the side of the ideal.
Aristotle was Plato's disciple, and he started from
Plato's idealistic presuppositions, but endeavored to
transcend his dualism. He thus appli(Hl himself to a
closer and more accurate study of actual exi)(>rience,
and added much to the knowledge of the physical
world. He organized and classified the methods
and contents of knowledge and created the science^
of logic, which in the Christian Middle Ages be-
came the chief instrument of the great systematic
theologians of the church. lie tried to bring Plato's
ideas "down from heaven," and to represent them
as the creative and formative principles within the
world, which he conceived as a system of develop-
ment, rising by spiritual gradations from the lower
to the higher forms, and culminating in God, who is

the uncaused cause of all things. But underneath
all the forms still remained matter as an antithetical
element, and Aristotle rather concealed than solved
the dualism of Plato.

Meanwhile, tlie moral principles of Socrates were
bemg developed with a more directly ethical interest,
by the Cyrenaics and Epicureans, "into a system of
Hedonism, and, by the Cynics and Stoics, into a
doctrine of intuitive right and duty, resting incon-
sistently upon a pantheistic and materialistic view
of the universe. But the spiritual and ethical ele-
ments in Stoicism became only second to Platonism
in the preparation of the Gr world for Christianity.
During the last two and a half centuries BC, Gr
philosophy showed signs of rapid decline. On the
one hand, Pyrrho and his school propounded a thor-
oughgoing skepticism which denied the possibility
of all knowledge whatsoever. On the other hand,
the older schools, no longer served by creative minds,
tended to merge their ideas into a common eclecti-
cism which its teachers reduced into an empty and
formal dogmatism. The most fruitful and fatefid
product of Gr thought in this period was its amal-
ganuition with Jewish and oriental ideas in the
great cosmopolitan centers of the Gr world. There
are evidences that this process was going on in the

cities of Asia, Syria and Egypt, but the only ex-
tensive account of it remaining is found in the
works of Philo, the Jewish philosopher of Alex-
andria (see Philo Jud/Eus). He tried to graft
Plato's idealism upon Heb monotheism.
Ho starts with Plato's two principles, pure being or

God, and preexisting matt(-r. In his endeavor to bridge
the gulf between th(^m, he interposed betwecni (iod and
the world the powers of (Iod, goodness and justice; and
to gather these into a final imitv, he created his concep-
tion of the Logos of God. In the formation of this con-
ception, he merged together the Platonic idea of the good,
tlio Stoic world-reason, and a numl)er of .Jewish ideas,
the glory, the word, the name, of God, the heavenly
man and the great high priest, and personified the whole
as the one mediator betw(!en God and the world. Chris-
tian thought laid hold of this idea, and emploved it as its
master-category for the interpretation of the person of
Christ (see Logos).

There is no speculative philosophy in the OT nor
any certain trace of its influence. Its writers and

actors never set themselves to pursue
3. In the knowledge in the abstract and for its

OT and own sake. They always wrought for
in Judaism moral purposes. But moral activity

_
proceeds on the intellectual presui)i)o-

sitions and interpretations of the experiences within
whic^h it acts. Hence we find in the OT accounts
of the origin and course of nature, a ])hilosophy of
history and its institutions, and interpretations of
men's moral and religious experiences. They all

center in God, issue from His sovereign will, and
express the realization of His purpose of righteous-
ness in the world (see God).

(1) All nature originated in God's creative act
(Gen 2) or word (Gen 1). In later literature the
whole course and order of Nattire, its beauty and
bounty, as well as its wonders and terrors, are repre-
sented as the acts of God's will (Isa 40-45; Pss 8
19, 29, 50, 65, 68, 104, etc). But His action in
Nature is always subordinated to His moral ends.

(2) Similarly, the course and events of the history
of Israel and her neighbors are the acts of Jeh's will

(Am 1; 2; Isa 41 2; 43^3; 45 9.10.14). In the
historical books of S and K, and still more of Ch, all

the events of history are represented as the acts of
God's moral government. In a more general way,
the whole of history is set forth as a series of cove-
nants that God, of His free grace, made with man
(see Covenant). The Noachic covenant fixed
the order of Nature. The covenant with Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob accounted for the origin and
choice of Israel. The covenants with Moses and
Aaron established the Law and the priesthood, and
that with David, the kingship. And the hope of the
future lies in the new covenant (Jer 31 31-35).
God's covenants were all acts of His sovereign and
gracious will.

(3) In post-exilic times, new experiences, and
perhaps new intellectual influences, drove the Jews
to probe deeper into the problem of existence.
They adhered to the cardinal principle of Heb
thought, that God's sovereign will, working out His
purpose of righteousness, was the first cause of
all things (see Righteousness). But they fotmd
it difficult to coordinate this belief with their other
ideas, in two ways. Ethical monotheism tended to
become an abstract deism which removed God
altogether out of the world. And the catastrophes
that befell the nation, in the exile and after, raised
the problem of sufTering and evil over against God's
goodness and righteousness. Therefore in the Wis-
dom lit. we find some conscious speculation on
these subjects (see Wisdom).

(a) The Book of Job discusses the problem of evil, and
repudiates the idea that life and liistory are the proc-
ess of God's rewards and i)unisluTient,s. (6) P>cl comes
to the conclusion that all phenomenal expc-rience is
vanity. Yet its ultimate philosophy is not pessimistic,
for it finds an abiding reality and hope in the fear of God
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and in thd moral life (12 13.14). The samo typo of

thought appears in Ecclus. Botli boolis havo been
attribuli'd to tlio circle of tlw; Sadducees. Somo would
find in tlicni traces of the influence of Epicureanism.
(r) In I'rov a more oi)timistic side prevails. Wisdom
is gathered uj) into a conception or personification ^vllicl^

is at once (iod's friend. His atJient in creation, His vice-

gerent in tlie world, and man's instructress and guide
(ch 8). ('/) Tlie teaching of t!ie Pharisees esp. r(>veals

the tendencv to dualism or deism in later Judaism;
thev interijosed l)et\ve(>n (iod and the world various
agi'iits of mediation, the law, the word, the name, the
glorv of Ood and a host of angels, good and bad. They
also'fostered a new hope of the future, under tlie doul)le

form of tlie Messianic kingdom, atid of resurrection and
immortalltv. IIow far tlu'se tendencies were; due to

the influence of Ters dualism cannot hero be considered.
(f) Essenism represents another effort to get. from liio

world to (iod by a crude kind of mysticism and asceti-

cism, combined with an extensive angelology.

(4) Among the Hellenistic Jew.s in Alexandria, Aris-

tobulus, tlie authors of Wisd and 4 Mace, and pr(>enii-

nently Philo, all deal with the two chief problems of

Judaism, dualism and evil. But they apjiroach them
und(>r the direct influence of Gr thought. The Heb idea
of wisdom was merged into the Gr conception of the
Logos, and so it becomes the mediator of God's thought
and activity in the world.

Philo.sophy appears in tlie NT as intuitive, .specti-

lative and eclectic. (1) Jesus Christ eanie to fulfil

th(> law and the projihets, and, out of

4. In the His filial consciousness of God, He
NT jiropounded answers to the practical

demands of His time. His doctrine

of God the Father was a philosophy of Nature and
life which transcended all dualism. In the king-

dom of heaven, the good would ultimately prevail

over the evil. The law of love expressed the ideal

of conduct for man as individual, and in his relation

to society and to God, the suiireme and ultimate

r(>ality. "^This teaching;; was fiiven in the form of

revelation, without any trace of speculation.

(2) The ajKistolic writings built u])on the teach-

ing and person of Jesus Christ. Their ruUng ideas

are the doctruies which He taught and embodied.

In Paul and John, they are realized Jis mystical

experiences which are expressed in doctrines of uni-

versal love. But we m;iy also discover in the apos-

tolic writings at hvist three .strands of sjieculative

piiilosophy. {a) Paul employee I arguments fr<)m

natm-al theologv, similar to those of the Stoics

(Acts 14 l.-)-17; 17 22-31; Rom 1 19 ff), which
involved the jirhiciples of the cosmological and
teleological arguments. (6) John employs the

Philonic term "Logos" to interprtit the person of

Christ in His universal relation to God, man and
the world; and the main elements of Philo's scheme
are clearly pres(>nt in his doctrine, though here it is

no abstract conception standing between God and
man, })ut a living jicrson imititig both (.Jn 1 1-lS).

Although the term "Logos" is not mentioned, in this

sense, iit Paid or He, the Philonic c()ncei)tion has
be(>n employed by both writers (Roth 5 8; 8 20;

1 Cor 15 24,25; 2 Cor 5 18.19; Phil 2 6; Col
1 15-17; 2 9.10; He 1 1-3..5.6). Paul also

expr(!sses his concej)tion of Christ as the mani-
festation of (jod tinder the category of wi.sdom

a Cor 1 20; 2 7; Eph 1 8; Col 2 3). (c) Both
in Paul and He apjiear original speculations designed

to inter})ret individual experience and human his-

tory as they culminate in Christ. Paul's interiire-

tation consists of a series of parallel antitheses,

flesh and sjiirit , shi and righteotisness, law and grace,

works and faitli, Adam and Christ. But the author

of He adopts the Platonic view that the world

of liistory and phenomena is but the shadow or

suggestion of the sj^iritual and eternal reality which
lies behind it, and which partially expresses itself

through it.

(3) In the one place in which the term philosophy
appears in the NT (Col 2 8), it seems to mean
"subtle dialectics and profitless speculation . . . .

combined with a mystic cosmogony and angelology"

(Tvightfoot, ad loc), the firsl, beginnhigs of Gnosti-
cism in the Christian church. Paul warns his

readers against it, as he also does the Corinthians
against the "wisdom" of the Greeks (1 Cor 1 19 ff

;

2 5.0). A similar tendency may be in view in the
warning to Thnothy against false doctrines (1 Tim
1 4; 4 3; 2 Tim 1 U.lOff). But with the true
spirit of philosophy, as the jiursuit of truth, and
the endeavor to express more fully and clearly the
nattu-e of reality, the sjiirit and work of the NT
writers were in complete accord.

Literature.—Intros to philosophy by Kiilpe, Paul-
sen, Hoffding, Watson and Mackenzie. Ilisis of Gr
philosophy by Rittt'r and I'reller, Burnet, and Zeller,
and of general philosophy by Krdmann, I'eberweg,
Windelband and Rogers; E. f'Jaird, The Evolution oj
Theology in the Gr I'hiloKophics; Hists of the Jews by
Schiirer, Graetz and Kent; OT Tlunjlogies by Schultz
and Davidson; NT Theologi(>s by Beyschlag andWeinel;
Philo's works and treatises thereon l)y Dahnc;, Gfrorer
and Drummond; ILirnack, Whdt In C'hrisiimnty f Bigg,
The Christian Platonists of Alexandria; Lightfoot, Col.

T. Rees
PHINEES, fin'S-es (*lv€^s, Phinees, B [Swete],

*£tv£€s, Pheinces [1 Esd 8 2]):

(1) Phinehas, son of Ehnizar, son of Aaron (1 Estl

5 5; 8 2.29; 2 Esd 1 2; 1 Mace 2 20; Sir 45 23).

(2) The father of Achia.s and son of H(>li (Eli), a
descendant of (1), and one of Ezra's progenitors
(2 Esd 1 2); but this link is not found in Ezra's
genealogy (1 Esd 8 1 f),iior in Ezr 7 1 ff; 1 Ch
6, and its insertion in 2 Esd 1 2 is a mistake, since
Ezra's descent was from Eleazar, while this Phinees
(Phinehas) was a descendant of Ithamar, the young-
est son of Aaron.

(3) A Levit(«, the father of Eknizar (1 Esd 8 03)
= "Phinehas" of Ezr 8 33. But it is just possible
that the well-known Eleazar (1) is referred to here,

and so not another and (liff(>rent Phinees.

(4) AV = RV"Phinoe" (1 E.sd 5 31).

S. Anous
PHINEHAS, fin'O-as, -az, fin'6-has, -haz (Cnps

,

jHn'^hds, "mouth of bra.ss")

:

(1) Son of Eleazar tuid grandson of Aaron (Ex
6 25; cf 1 Ch 6 4; Ezr 7 5, where he is seen to

be an ancestor of Ezra). He took a leading part
in cleansing Israel from whorcnloni at Shittim. He
there punished the brazen licentiousness of Zimri,
prince of Simeon, by slaying both him and the Mid-
ianite woman he had brought into camp (Nu 25
0-18). This incident is referred to in Ps 106 30.31
(cf 1 Mace 2 20.54; Sii; 45 23.24). As priest he
accompanied the expedition sent by Moses against
Midian (Nu 31 0). He w;is chief of the Korahite
Levites (1 Ch 9 20), and succe(>ded his father as

high priest. While he was in that office the civil

war with Benjamin occurred, and it was he who de-
livered the oracle's decision to fight Benjamin (Jgs

20 28 ff). His faithful services secured to his house
the succession of the ])rieslh(K)d (Nu 25 11-13).
He was sent as ambassador to inquire into the re-

ported idolatry of Reuben, Gad and part of Manasseh
(Josh 22 13 ff.30-32). _ According to LXX he was
bin'ied with his father in Ephraim on the hill Gibeah
Phinehas (see Josh 24 33). His character was
marked with strong moral indignation and fine in-

tegrity.
(2) "The younger son of Eli (1 S 1 3; 2 Esd 1 2,

"Phinees"). See Hopni and PiiiXEiiAS.

(3) Father of a ])riest named l']l(>azar (Ezr 8 33; cf

ver2; 1 Esd 8 03, "Phinees"). IlExitY \^'ALLAC'E

PHINOE, fin'o-e (^ivoe, PhinOe; AV Phinees):
Name of one of the families of tem])le-servants who
went u]) froin Babylon with Zerulibabel (1 Estl 5

31) = "Paseah"of Ezr 2 49; Neh 7 51.

PHLEGON, fle'gon, fleg'on (^Xt-ywv, Phlegon):
The name of a Rom Christian to whom Paul
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sent KrP('ti"K« (Rom 16 14). Of him iK)tluii<^ is

known.

PHOEBE, fr>'l)o (*oipTi, Phoibe; AV Phebe):
Described by 8i. P;uil as (1) "our si.stcr," (2) "who
is a servant of the ehurcli tliat is at Cenehreae,"
(3) ";i heli)er of many, and of mine own self" (Rom
16 1.2). (1) "Our [Cln-istian] sister": Paul calls

the believing husband and wife "the brother or the
sister" (1 Cor 7 15), and also asks, "Have we no
right, to lead about a wife that is a sister?" (1 Cor
9 r)m). The church was a family'. (2) The Gr
word tr*^ "servant" is didkonos. "Servant" is

vague, and "deaconess" is too technical. In the
later church there was an order of deaconesses for

special work among women, owing to the peculiar

circumstances of oriental life, but we have no reason

to believe there was such an order at this early

period. If Phoebe had voluntarily devoted herself

"to minister unto the sanits" by means of charity and
hos])itality, aho would be callcMl diiikonos. (3) The
Or word prostdtisiv'^ "helper" is better "patroness."
The masc. is "the title of a citizen in Athens who
took charge of the interests of clients and persons
without civie rights" (Denney). Many of the early

Christian communities liad the appearance of

clients under a patron, and probably the community
of Cenehreae met in the house of Phoebe. She also

devoted her influence and means to the assistance

of "brethren" landing at that port. Paul was
among those whom she benefited. Gifford thinks
some special occasion is meant, and that Paul refers

to this in Acts 18 18. The vow "seems to point
to a deliverance from danger or sickness" in which
Phoebe may have attended on him.

It is generally assumed that this letter was taken
to Rome by Phoebe, these verses introducing her
to the Christian community. In commending her,

Paul asks that the Rom Christians "receive her in

the Lord," i.e. give her a Christian welcome, and
that they "assist her in whatsoever matter she may
have need" of them (Rom 16 1.2).

S. F. Hunter
PHOENICE, fe-ni'se (*oivi^, Phoinix). See

Phoenix.

PHOENICIA, fe-nish'i-a, PHOENICIANS, fe-

nish'anz

:

6. Language and Culture
7. Religion
8. History
LiTEllATURE

1. The Land
2. The Colonies
3. The People
4. Arts and Manufactures
5. Commerce and Trade

The term "Phoenicia" is Gr {^oiviK-n, Phoinike,
"land of dates, or palm trees," from phoinix, "the

date-palm"). It o<'curs in the Bible
1. The only in Acts (11 19; 15 3; 21 2), the
Land land being generally designated as the

"coast" or "borders of Tyre and Sidon"
(Mt 15 21; Mk 7 24.31; Lk 6 17). In the OT
we find it included in the land belonging to the
Canaanites or to Sidon (Gen 10 19; 49 13; Josh
11 8; 1 K 17 9). The limits of P. were indefinite

also. It is sometimes used by classic writers as
including the coast line from Mt. Cassius on the N.
to Gaza or beyond on the S., a distance of some 380
miles, or about 400 miles if we include the sweep of
indentations and bays and the outstretching of the
promontories. But in the stricter sense, it did
not extend beyond Gabala (modern Jebleh) on the
N., and Mt. Carmel on the S., or some 150 miles.
The name was probably first applied to the region
opposite Cyi)rus, from Gabala to Aradus and Mara-
thus, where the date-palm was observed, and then,
as it was found in still greater abundance farther
S., it was applied to that region also. The palm
tree is common on the coins of both Aradus and

Tyre, and it still grows on the coast, though not in

great abundance. The width of the land also was
indefinite, not extending inland beyond the crest
of the two ranges of mountains, the Bargylus
(Nusairi Mountains) and the Lebanon, which run
l)arallel to the coast and leave but little space be-
tween them and the sea for the greater i>orti(jn of
their length. It is doubtful whether t he Phoenicians
occupied the mountain tracts, but they must have
dominated them on the western slopes, since they
deriv(>(l from them timber for their ships and
temples. The width of the country probaljly did
not exceed 25 or 30 miles at the most, and in many
l)laces it was imich less, a very small territory, in

fact, but one that played a distinguished role in

ancient times.

There are few harbors on the whole coast, none
in the modern sense, since what few bays and inlets

there are afTord but slight shelter to modern ships,

but those of the ancients found sufficient ])rotection

in a number of places, esp. by means of artificial

harbors, and the facility with which they could be
drawn out upon the sandy beach in winter when
navigation was suspended. The promontories are
few and do not project far into the sea, such as
Theu-proNopon S. of Tripolis, Ra.s Beirut and the
broad projection S. of Tyre including Ras el-'-Abyadh

and Ras en-Nakiira and Ras el-M usheirifeh (see

Ladder of Tyre). The promontory of Carmel
is rather more marked than the others, and forms
quite an extensive bay, which extends to Acre. The
promontory rises to a height of 500 ft. or more near
the sea and to more than double that elevation in

its course to the S.E.
iVIt. Lebanon, which forms the background of P.

for about 100 miles, is a most striking feature of the
landscape. It rises to a height of 10,200 ft. in the
highest point, E. of Tripolis, and to 8,500 in Jebel

Sunnin, E. of Beirut, and the average elevation is

from 5,000 to 6,000 ft. It is rent by deep gorges

where the numerous streams have cut their way to

the sea, furnishing most varied and picturesque
scenery. It was originally heavily wooded with
cedar, oak, and pine trees, which are still found in

considerable numbers, but by far the larger part of

the mountain has been denuded of forests, and the
slopes have been extensively terraced for the culti-

vation of vines and fruit trees and the mulberry for

silk culture. The plains along the coast are not
extensive, but generally very fertile and bear abun-
dant crops of wheat, barley and other cereals, where
not given to the (culture of the mulberry, orange,
lemon, fig, apricot and other small fruits. In its

greatest extent P. included the broad plain of Sharon
and that of Acre, between Carmel and that city,

and a portion of the region watered by the Kishon,
but the plains of P., strictly speaking, are much
more restricted. They are: the plain of Tyre, long
but narrow, extending from Ras el-\Abyadh to Sa-
repta; the plain of Sidon extending from Sarepta
to the Bostrenus (Nahr el-'Auly); the plain of

Beiriit ( Berytus) between the extensive sand dunes
along the shore and the rocky cape on the W. and
the foot of Lebanon, 10 or 12 miles long but only
one or two wide, containing one of the largest olive

groves in Syria; the very small plain of Tripolis,

including that city and its port; and, the most ex-

tensive of all, the plain of Marathus, extending from
Arka to Aradus or even beyond, including the river

Eleutherus {Nahr el-Kebtr). These plains fur-

nished only a portion of the food needed by the

inhabitants who were more or less dependent on
their neighbors for it (1 K 5 11; Acts 12 20).

The rivers of P. are comparatively short and
small; the Litany rises in the Buka', between Leba-
non and Anti-Lebanon, and finds its way in a deep
and narrow gorge between Lebanon and Mt. Her-
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nion to the S., and fiTiully turns westward and
reaches the sea a few miles N. of Tyre, where it is

called the Kaaimujeh. Al)oiit 12 miles N. of Beirut

is the Dog Rivi-r (l^ycus), a very short streani but

noted for the famous pass at its mouth, where Egyj),

Assyr and Bal) kings engraved their monuments;
and a few miles S. of Jehuil (Gebal) is the Adonis
{Nahr Ibrahim), which comes down from M/Zca

(Ai)heca= Aphek, Josh 13 4), noted for the rites of

i'enus and Adonis (see Tammuz); and the Eleu-

therus, already mentioned, which runs through the

valley between Bargylus and Lebanon and i)rovides

the i)ass between these two mountains into the in-

terior. The other rivers are very short, but furnish

a jx'rennial water-supply to the coast dwellers.

The products of tlie land, as well as the climate,

are very varied on accoimt of the difference in ele-

vation of the tracts suitable to culture, ranging in

temperature from the semi-tropical to Alpine. How
far the ancients cultivated the mountain sides we
do not know, but they certainly profited largely by
the forests of cedar and pine, cs]). the former, which
was the most valual)le for shipbuildhig and archi-

tectural purposes, and was highly prized, not only

by the Phoenicians, but l)y Egyptians, Assyrians

and Babylonians, who transi)orted it to their own
countries for l)uil(lings. The mineral ])roducts are

few, and the Phoenicians depended on their colonies

and other lands for what they needed of these.

The narrowness of the land and the difficulty of ex-
pansion on account of tlu; lofty mountain ranges and the

hostility of th(^ tribes of the interior led

2 The ^^''^ Phoenicians to turn seaward for an
„

,
. outlet to Ihinr increasing population. We

Colonies have only one instance of their attempt to
colonize the IlinK rlaiul, and that ended

in disaster (.Iks 18). Hiram, kins of Tyre, was not
Ijleasett with Solomon's fj;ift of 20 cities in (ialilee, prob-
al)ly not desiring to assiunc^ responsibility for their de-
fence. Th(! people early became mariners, and the
dominion of tlu; sea was mori; in\itinf< to them, and they
found room for (expansion in tlu^ islands and on the coast
of the iVIediterranean, when; they established colonies
far and wide. Their hrst over-sea possessions were in
(-yprus, the coasts of which they occupied in the 2d
millennium B(', probably about 1500. On th(^ southern
coast they planted various colonies, such as Citium
(Larnaca), Amalhus, Ciu'iuin and Paphos, and on the
eastern, Salamis, Ammachosta and Soli, and, in th(^ in-
t(u-ioi', Idaliuin and (iol^i. besides other less important
settlements. The evitlences of the Phoen occupation
of Cyprus arc; ntimerous. The southern jjortion of Asia
Minor also atlract(>d them at an early date. esj). tlie rich
jjlains of Cilicia, aiul Tarsns became the most important
of tlieir colonies there. Its coins bear Phoen types and
IcKcnds, amonj^ which Baal is conspicuous. Other
points along th(! coast were occupied, and the i.sland of
Khodes as well as certain ports on the south coast of
(;rrle, and most of the islands of the; A(>gean. Their
presence" in Attica is vonched for by insc-riptions, and
legend comu'cts Thebes with them in the i)erson of Cad-
mus, the rei)uted son of Agenor, king of P. But it is

doubtful whether they really colonized the^ mainland of
Greece. They were more attracted by the lands farther
to the W.
The greatest of their colonies was in Africa. They

occupied Utica first, probably in the 12th cent. BC, and
others in the same region until in the 91 h cent. Oreat
Carthage was founded, which was destined to become
the richest and most powerful of all and thi; dreaded rival
of Home. All are familiar witli the story of Klisa, or
Uido, the reputed Tyrian ((ueen who led her followers
to the place and founded the city. The story is perhaps
legendary, but that Carthage w as a colony of Tyrc! there
is no reason to doubt. Other colonists occtii)ii'd portions
of Sicily, such as Motya, Erix, Soli and Panormus
(Palermo). They also crossed over to Sardinia and the
Balearic Isles, and planted colonies on the south coast of
Spain and the northwestern coast of Africa, within and
beyond the straits of Gibraltar. Of their .settlements
in Spain Gades (Cades) and Tartessus were the most
noted, the latter being proi)ably the Tarshish of Scrip-
ture (1 K 10 22). Malaca (Malaga) and Abdera,
within the straits, were likewise important settlements,
and there were others of less note.
The colonial enterprise of the Phoenicians was remark-

able for the age, and was only surpa.ssed in ancient times
by the Greeks who came later, the former being the
pioneers. The energy and daring of the Phoenicians in
pushing out into unknown seas, with the imperfect
means at their disposal, is evidence of the enterprise of
this people. Their chief object, however, was trade.

Their colonies were mostly factories for the exchange of
thcnr manufactured articles fof the products of the lands
they visited. They cared little al)out building uj) new
states or for extending I licit' civilization and molding
barbarous tril)es and imparting to them their culture.
In this they wcu'e far surijassed by the (Jreeks whose
colonies profoundly modified the peoples and lands with
which they came in contact.

The Phoenicians were the same as the Canaanites,
under which name they are known in the OT, as

well as Sidonians (Oen 10 19; Nu
3. The 13 29). They were of Sem stock, if

People we may judge by their language and
characteristics. It is true that in

Gen 10 G Canaait is (uiIUmI a stm of Ham, but it is

also true thtit the language of Canaan is identified

with Heb (Isa 19 IS). If the early Phoenicians
spoke a different tongue, they entirely lost it before
their contact with the Hebrews. Their writings

and all the references to them in ancient authorities

show that their langtiage was purely Sem. As
to their origin and the thne of their migrtilion to the
Syrian coast, it is more difficult to determine,
lierodotus (i.2; vii.89) says that they lived at first

on the Erythraean Sea, which is identified with the
Pers Gulf, and modern authorities have not found
evitlence to refute the statement. It is quite certain

that they vv<>re not the aborigines of the country,
and must have come in with some of the various
migrations from the E., which we know, from Egyp
and ]3ab monuments, occurred in the 3(1, i)erhaps in

the 4th, niillemiium BC. Semites are found in Syria
as early as the IVthEgyp Dynasty, about 3000 BC,
and we may fairly conjectiu'e that the Canaanites
were in possession of the seacoast as early as 2500
BC. It is i)ossible that they were among the Hyksos
invailersof Egypt (Baton, *S'/yna and Pal, G7).

Thtit the Phoenicians took to the sea at a very
early date and became the most skilful mariners
of the ancient world is certain. Their enterprise

in this direction is attestcnl by classic writers, and
the references to it in the OT are numerous. This
was coupled with great industry and skill in the
manufacture of the various articles which furnished
the materials of their extended commerce. They
exhibited a boldness and audacity in braving the
perils of the sea in their little ships, which, for the
age, demands our admiration. They were the first

who dared to push out of sight of land in their voy-
ages and sail beyond the Pillars of Hercules into the
ocean. But in their comnu>rcial dealings they were
often unscrupulous, and their greed of gain often
led them to take unfair advantage of the barbarous
races with whom they came in contact. The i)ur-

chase of the land on wliic^h the citadel of Carthage
was built may illustrate the opinion of the ancients
regarding them, but we ought to remember that
trickery and deceit are charged against them by their

enemies, who alone have hanfled down accounts of

them. The Heb prophets speak of their pride and
vanity (Ezk 28 17), and violence (ver 16), and
Amos hints at a traffic in captives taken in war, but
whether of Hebrews or not is not cletir (Am 1 9).

Slaves were among the articles of merchandise in

which they traded (Ezk 27 13; Joel 3 6), but this

could hardly be charged against them as a great sin

when slavery was universal. The chief reason for

their being denounced by the prophets was their

corrupt })ractices in worship and the baleful influ-

ence of the liaal and Astarte cult introduced by
them into Israel through Ahab's marriage with
Jezebel (1 K 16 31-33). This evil influence was
felt even after the captivity when the rites of the
Phoen Tammuz were practised in Jems (Ezk 8 14).

But the earlier relations of the Phoenicians with
Israel in the days of David and Solomon were
friendly and mutually beneficial. On the whole the

judgment of history assigns to this people a high
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position for their enterprise and skill in carryinjr

on their trade, and in being the pioneers of civili-

zation in many of the Mediterranean lands, esj).

by their introduction of alphabetical writ iiifi;, which

was by far the most valuable of all their contribu-

tions to the culture of the ancient world.

(1) The Phoenicians were celebrated for tlieir

textile fabrics of silk, wool, linen and cotton. The
materials of the last thr(Hi were ob-

4. Arts and tained from Syria and Egypt, but the

Manufac- silk came from the Far East through

tures Persia. The dyeing of these fabrics

was by a process invented by the

Phoenicians, and the luster and permanence of color

were un(>(}ualed by the ancients and made the

Tyrian purple famous throughout the world. The
fiiKu- qualities of it were so precious that only the

very wealthy, or kings and princes, could obtain it,

aiid it became at last a synonym of royalty. This

dye was obtained from the shell-fish which was
abundant in the Mediterranean, esp. along the

Phoen coast, species of the Murex and the Buc-

cinum. The mode of manufacture is not definitely

known and was probably kept a secret by^ the

Phoenicians. At least they had a monopoly of the

business.

(2) Glass was another well-known product of the

country, and although not invented by the Phoeni-

cians as formerly supposed, it was made in large

quantities and exported to all countries about the

sea. See Glass.

(3) Pottery was also an artic^Ie of manufacture
and export, and some of the examples of their work
found in Cyprus show consklerable skill in the art

of decoration as well as making. In this, however,

they were far surpassed by the Greeks.

(4) Bronze was a specialty of the Phoenicians, and
they were for centuries the leading producers, since

they controlled the sources of supply of the copper
and tin used in its manufacture. The remains of

their bronze manufactures are numerous, such as

arms for offence and defence, knives, toilet articles,

axes, sickles, cups, paterae, and various other house-

hold utensils. Articles for artistic purposes are not
of high value, although the pillars named Jachin
and lioaz, the molten sea, the bases, lavers and
other articles cast by Hiram of Tyre for the temple
of Solomon must have exhibited considerable

artistic merit. Their bronze was of good quality

and was tempered so as to serve well for edged tools.

The composition was about 9 parts copi)er to 1 of

tin. They seem also to have made iron (2 Ch 2

14), and some specimens have come down tr" us, but
we cannot judge from their scarcity as to the extent

of their manufactures in this metal, since most of

the articles have perished by corrosion.

Aesthetic art among the Phoenicians was of low grade,
as it was among the Semites g(;nerally, and where wo find
some worlis of moderate merit they undoubtedly mani-
fest the influence of Gr art, such as tliose found in Cyprus
by Guneral Di Cesnola and otlieis. In Phoenicia propter
very little of artistic value has come to light that can bo
ascribed to native artists. In sculpture the style is stiff

and conventional, much of it exceedingly rude, and lacks
expression. The animal forms are generally grotesque,
often absurd, reminding one of children's attempts at
plastic art. The antiiropoid sarcophagi discovered at
Sidon were modeled after the Egyp, and the magnificent
ones, of difl'erent design, from the same place, now in
the Museum of Constantinople, were certainly the work
of Or artists of the age of Alexander the Great.
The architecture of tlie Phoenicians was characterized

by massivenoss, rather than elegance. The suljstructures
of some of their temples and castles are cyclopean, like
those of the tempk; at Jems (1 K 7 10), and other ex-
amples are found at Sidon, Gebal, Marathus and other
places in Phoenicia itself. Their work seems lacking in
symmetry and grace, showing a want of aesthetic taste.

Trade was the very life of Phoenicia. The con-
tracted limits of the land forbade any extensive
agriculture, and the people were forced to get their

living by other means. They applied themselves to

industrial arts, and this led them to seek the means
for distributhig their wares. Trade

5. Com- was essential to them, apd they sought
merce and outlets for it by sea and lantl. Their
Trade position was esp. favorable for com-

merce. In the very center of the
ancient world, with the great rich and populous
nations of anti(iuity at their back and on either side,

they faced the young, vigorous and growing nations
of the West, and they served them all as (-arriers

and prochicers. Their caravans threaded all the
well-beaten routes of the East, the deserts of Arabia
and the mountain defiles of Armenia and Asia
Minor, and their ships pushed boldly out to sea and
explored the Mediterranean and the Euxine and
did not hesitate to brave the unknown tlangers of

the Atlantic and perhaps even penetrated to the
Baltic, emulating the mariners of a later day in their

zeal for discovery and search for new avenues of

trade. Could we find a detailed account of their

voyages and discoveries, it would be a most inter-

esting document, but we have little except wluit

others have written about them, which, however,
gives us a pretty fair idea of the extent of their com-
mercial enterprise. The prophet Ezekiel has given

us a remarkable catalogue of the wares of Tj-re and
of the countries with which she traded (Ezk 27).

There we have mention of nearly all the regions of

Western Asia, Egypt, Greece and the islands, and
Spain, indicated by the names of races, tribes and
countries. The materials of their traffic include

the most important known to the ancient world, the

products of agriculture, such as wool, linen, oil,

balm, spices, frankincense, wine, corn, etc; of metals,

such as gold, silver, copper (brass), tin, iron, lead,

etc; precious stones and the articles of manufacture,
the "multitude of handiworks," which they were so

skilful in producing. They traded in animals also,

horses, mules, lambs, rams and goats, and, what is

less to their credit, in the persons of men (ver 13).

The range of their trade was much wider than is

indicated by Ezekiel. We know they reached the

Scilly Isles in Britain, and probably the Baltic,

whither they went for amber, though this might
have been brought overland to the Adriatic and
received into their ships there. They passe<i along

the western coast of Africa as far as Cape Non, and
perhaps farther, for Herodotus tells us that Pharaoh-
necoh dispatched a crew of Phoen sailors to circum-

navigate Africa, which they accomplished in 3 years.

We know that they had a fleet in the Red Sea

sailing from Elath or Ezion-geber (1 K 9 26.27),

and it is quite possible that they were allowed by
some of the kings of Egypt to avail themselves of

ports on the other branch of the Red Sea. They
must have visited the eastern shore of Africa and
perhaps struck across the Indian Ocean, after skirt-

ing the coast of Arabia, and thus carried on trade

with India. The Ophir mentioned in connection

with these voyages has not been definitely located,

but was perhaps in Southern Arabia, though possibly

in Southeast Africa (see Gold) .

The ships in which the Phoenicians made these voy-
ages were small as compared with the great vessels of tlio

present day, but the largest known in their age, as v/e

may infer from the long voyages they made. Their
superiority is testified to by classical writers. In th;;

famous expedition of Xerxes to Greece the Phoen ships

excelled all others in speed, and the king chose one of

them when he embarked upon the sea (Herod. vn.lOO).

These ships were impelled both by sails and oars, as we
know from illustrations upon the coins (see Coins).

The ancients attributed the invention of the

alphabet to the Phoenicians. This is now regarded

as doubtful, and there are no reliable data for (le-

termining what people first analyzed speech to its

ultimate elements, but to the Phoenicians belongs
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the inerit of bringing the invention to the knowledge
of the western world. It is quite certain that tlie

ali)habets of Western Asia and those

6. Language of Europe were derived from the Phoen
and Culture characters. This is what we should

have expected from their wide commer-
cial relations. The alphabetic writing was in fact

one of their exports and was by far the most im-
portant of them all. The world owes a great debt
to this i)eople for this invaluable aid to literature,

science and culture (see Alphabet).

Tho Phoen alphabet comprises 22 letters and is defi-
cient in signs to indicate vowels, which were left to be
supplied by the reader. This defect is common to the
Sem alphabets, but was soon remi'died when the Greeks
adopted the Phoenician. Some of the letters have to
servo for two sounds, such as tho si^ns for x and sk, for
p and 2>A, for t and th; besides, there is a redundant sign
for tho sound of s. Also the sounds of y and w are
unrepresented.
The origin of tho letters is probably to bo found in tho

hierof^Iypliic signs for words and syllables used by the
Egyptians and otlusrs, since tli(! similarity of some of
them to t hese signs is evident, but in some cases it is more
likely that tho Phoenicians adopted hieroglyphics of
their own. Thus the first letter, 'nieph, which means
"ox," was evidently derived from tlie pictm-e of an ox's
head and then reduced to a conventional form.

The Phoen aljihabet and language were common
to the Ctmaanitish tribes and the Hebrews, as we
know from the many inscriptions found in Western
Asia. The M 8 testifies to their use E. of the Jor-
dan, and the Siloam Inscription likewise for Israel,

and the same characters have been foimd in North
Syria. This would be natural, for people of these
regions had become largely Sem by tlie 9th cent.

BC, when we suppose that the Phoen alphabet was
in general use.

It is strange that the Phoenicians, who had an alpha-
bet so early, and made it so widely known to the world,
made so little use of it for literature. The remains of
their language are very scanty, mostly inscriptions, and
these gimerally very brief. Tlie longest ones in Plioen
proper are those from Sidon, tho most famous of whic^h
is that of Esmunazer, king of Sidon, comprising 2i)8
words. Some few others, pertaining to the same dy-
nasty, ha- J been discovered in toml)s and on the walls
of the temple of Asmun, and show tho Phoen character
and style in its best form. (July two works of any lengt h
are known to us by tr or references in Gr authors. I'lie
first is the Phoen Historn of Sanrhoniathim, of Beirut,
which Philo of Byblus claims to have tr'i from tho Phoen
original. This, however, is doul)ted, and both tlu;
author and the history are suspected to be mythical.
The other work is genuine; tho sliort account of the
voyage of a Carthaginian king beyond the Pillars of Her-
cules, called th(! Periplus of Hanno, is not without merit
as a narrative, and indicates tliat the (Carthaginian
branch of the Phoen race, at least, may have had a lit.

of some value, but it is unfortunately lost. We cannot
sui)pose, however, that it was very extensive or very
important, as more of it would then have been preserved.
The conclusion is natural that the Phoenicians were so
aljsorbed in commercial enterprise and the; pursuit of
wealth that they neglected the nobler uses of the invalu-
able instrument of culture they had found in alphabetic
writing.

A very prominent role was assigned to religion in

the life of the Phoenicians. As a Sem })(K)ple, su(;h

a characteristic was but natural and
7. Religion they seem to have ])ossessed it in large

measure. Th(>ir religious ideas are
important on account of the influence th(>y had on
the Hebrews, which is so apparent in the ()T. The
worshij) of the Canaanitish Baal and Ashtoreth, or
Astarte, led the Israelites astray and produced most
disastrous results.

There can be little doubt that the chief deities
of the Phoenicians, as well as the forms of their cult,

were derived from Babylonia, brought with them
probably when they migrated to the W., but after-
ward modified by conta(!t with Egypt and Greece.
Some regard the earliest conce[)tion of the deity
among the Semites to have been monotheism, and
we find traces of this in the attribtites ascribed by
the Phoenicians to their chief god. He is Baal,

"lord" or "master"; Baal-samin, "lord of heaven";
Eliuii, "supreme," etc. These terms imply either
one God or one who is supreme amcjng the gods iind
their ruler. But this belief was changed before the
Phoenicians came into contact with the Hebrews,
and polytheism took its place, though thtiir gods
were less numerous than among most polytheistic
ra(;es. One of the most corrupting tendencies we
notice was the ascription of sexual characteristics
to the chief deities of their i)antlieon, such as Baal
and Ashtoreth, which led to licentious rites of the
most abominable character.

Baal (Phoen bjS , ba'al) was the chief deity and
was universally worshipi)ed, being usually desig-
nated by the locality in each i)lace: Baal of Tyre
or Baal-Tsur, Baal-Sidon, Baal-Tars (Tarsus),
Baal-bek, etc. He was regarded as the god of the
generative i)rinciple in Nature, and his statties were
sometimes flanked by bulls. He was identified with
Zeus, and he ap])ears on the coins under the Gr
type of Zeus, seated on a throne, holding an eagle
in the outstretched right hand and a scepter in the
left. Sometimes his head is encircled with rays
showing him to be the sun-god.

Ashtoreth (Phoen nnPlpy, 'ashturclh) was the
great Nature-goddess, the Alagna IMater, queen of
heaven (Jer 7 IS), and as Baal was the solar deity,
so she was often represented imder the lunar as})ect,

Ashteroth-karnaim, "Ashteroth of the two horns"
(Gen 14 5). Sometimes she is represented holding
the dove, the symbol of fecundity, of which she was
the goddess. She was commonly identified with
Aphrodite or Venus. She, like Baal, had temples
everywhere, and kings were sometimes her high
priests, and her worship was too often acconijianied
with orgies of the most corrupt kind, as at Ai)heca
(see Ashtoreth; Tammuz).
Among the other gods we may mention: El, or

II (5X , 'cl), originally the designation of the supreme
(iod, but afterward a subordiiuite deity who became
the special divinity of Byblus (Gcbal), and was
regarded by the Greeks as the same as Kronos.
Melkarth (nipbia , melkarth, "king of the city") origi-

nally was the same as Baal, rei)resenting one asi)ect
of that god, but later a sei)arate deity, the patron
god of Tyi'e whose head ajjpears on many of its

coins, as w(>ll as his symbol, the club, since he was
identified with Hercules. Herodotus describes his
temple at Tyre to which he attributes great an-
tiquity, 2,300 years befcjre his time. Dagon
Cjirn, daghon) seems to have been the tutelary
deity of Aradus, his head ai)pearing on the early
autonomous coins of that city. He seems to have
been regartled as the god of agriculture by the
Phoenicians, rather than of fishing as generally sup-

posed. Adonis (iTii*, 'adhun, "lord") was re-

garded as the son of Cinyras, a mythic king of Gebal
and the husband of Ashtoreth. The myth of his
death by the wild boar led to the peculiar rites
c(!lebrating it, instituted by the women of Gebal at
Apheca and on the river named after him (see Tam-
muz). Esmun CjlsiUX , 'esmiin) one of the sons of
Siddik, the father of the Cabiri, was esp. honored at
Siclonand Beirtlt. At Sidon a great temple was
built in his honor, the ruins of which have been
recently exj^ilored and various inscriptions found
dedicating it to him. His name signifies "the
eighth," i.e. the eighth son of Siddik, the others
being the Cabiri, or Great Ones, who were regarded
as i)residing over ships and navigation, and as such
were worshipped in many places, although their
special seat was Beirtlt. Although they were called
"Great" they are represented as dwarfs, and an
image of one of them was placed on the prow, or
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stem, of each Phocn wur galley. The goddess
Tanith {r\Zr\ , lanith) occui)ied a lofty place in the

pantheon, since in inscriptions she takes the prece-

dence over Baal when the two names occur together.

She was csp. honored at Carthage and to her most
exalted names are given, such as "the parent of all";

"the high(>st of the gods"; "the mistress of the ele-

ments," etc. Besides some other gods of less note
originally worshipped by the Phoenicians, they in-

troduced some foreign deities into their pantheon.
Thus Poseidon ai)i)ears frequently on the coins of

Beirut and l)(H'ame its patron deity in Rom times;
Isis and her temple at Gebal are likewise represented
on its coins, the Dioscuri or their symbols on those
of Tripolis and Beirut, etc.

The corrui^t nature of the Phoen worship has
been referred to. It was also cruel, the custom of

human sacrifices being common and carried to an
extent unheard of among other peoples, such as the
horrible sacrifice of 200 noble youths at Carthage
when besieged by Agathocles. The sacrifice was by
burning, the victim being placed in the arms of the
statue of the god, heated for the purpose. In P.

this god was Alelkarth, or Molech, and the custom is

denounced in the OT (Lev 20 2-5), but other gods
were also honored in this way. The religious feeling

of the Phoenicians was undoubtedly deep, but sadly
corrupt and depraved.
The political history of P. is that of the towns

and cities belonging to it. The country as a whole
had no centralized government, but

8. History the chief towns exercised a sort of

hegemony, at times, over some of the
lesser ones. This was esp. the case with Sidon and
Tyre, but every city had its king and its local govern-
ment. The land is never referred to in ancient
documents, but the people are designated by their

cities. Thus we find in Gen 10 17 f the mention
of Sidon, the Arvadite, the Arkite, etc, and, in Josh
13 4, the Gebalites and the Sidonians in connection
with the land of the Canaanites. In the same way
the inscriptions of Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria
refer to the people of the different cities, but not
to the land as a political unit, which it never was.
The cities first come into notice in the period of

the Egyp domination, beginning in the 16th cent.

BC under Thothmes III. This king subdued most
of the Phoen cities, or received their submission, in

his numerous campaigns to Syria, and the Egyp
rule continued with more or less interruption until

the decline of Egypt under the XXth Dynasty, or
about 300 years. During this time Arvad seems
to have exercised the hegemony in the N., and Sidon
in the S., with Gebal controlUng the middle region.
The Am Tab reveal many facts concerning the con-
dition of things while the Egyp power was declining
in thelatter part of the XVIIIth Dynasty, esp. in

the reign of Amenhotep IV (Ikhnaton). The rise

of the Amorite and Hittite power in the N. threat-
ened these cities, which were under Egyp governors,
and they called upon their suzerain for aid, which
was not given, and they fell, one after another, into
the hands of the enemy. Rameses II restored
Egyp rule, but his successors of the XXth Dynasty
could not maintain it, and the invasion of tribes from
the W. and N., called the Peleset, or Philis, by lancl

and sea, though repelled by Rameses III, continue<l
to increase until the Egyp domination was broken,
and the coast towns resumed their independence
about the middle of the 12th cent. BC. Sidon came
to the front as the chief city of P., and it is referred
to by Joshua as "Great Sidon" (Josh 11 8).
Homer also mentions Sidon frequently, but makes
no reference to Tyre. The latter city was certainly
in existence in his day, but had not come to the
front as the leading city in the mind of the Greeks.
Yet it was a fortified city in the time of Joshua (19

29), and the king of Tyre is among tlie correspond-
ents mentioned in the Am Tab. It seems to have
taken precedence of Sidon when the latter was
attacked by the Philis of Askelon, and the inhabit-
ants were compelled to flee for safety to Tyre. At
all events Tyre exercised the hegemony in P. by
tlie time David came to the throne, and had prob-
ably obtained it a century or two before, and held
it until P. became subject to Assyria in the 9th cent.
BC. Asshur-nazir-pal first came into contact with
P., which submitted to tribute, between 877 ami
860 BC, and this subjection continued until the
<lownfall of Assyria in the latter ])art of the 7th cent.
BC. The subjection was nominal only for more
than a century, the cities retaining their kings and
managing their own affairs with no interference
from the Assyrians as long as they paid the tribute.
But with the advent of Tiglath-pileser in Syria,
about 740 BC,_ conditions changed, and the Phoen
towns were subjected to severe treatment, and some
of the dynasts were driven from their cities and
Assyr governors appointed in their places. Their
oppression caused revolts, and Elulaeus of Tyre
vmited Sidon and the cities to the S. in a league to
resist the encroachments of Tiglath-pileser and his
successor Shalmaneser IV, whom he successfully
resisted, although the Assyrian gained over to liis

side Sidon, Acre, and some other towns and had the
assistance of their fleets to make an attack upon
the island city. The attack failed completely, and
Shalmaneser _left_ Elulaeus to his independence,
which he maintained for a quarter of a century,
regaining control of the towns that had fallen away
and also of Cyprus. Sargon (722-705 BC) let P.
alone, but Sennacherib (705-681) determined to
punish the king of Tyre and prepared an army of
200,000 men for the war with P. Elulaeus was
afraid and fled to Cyprus, but his towns dared to
resist and Sennacherib had to reduce them one
after another, but did not succeed in taking Tyre
itself. He set over the conquered territory a certain
Tubaal, probably a Phoen, w^ho paid him tribute.

He also took tribute from Gebal and Aradus, which
indicates that all of P. was subject to him, as these
two cities probably controlled all that was not under
Tyre. In the reign of Esarhaddon (681-068) Sidon
revolted under Abd-Melkarth, who w^as caught and
beheaded, the city sacked, and the inhabitants either
killed or carried into captivity, and it was re-

peopled by captives from the E. At a later date
(672), when Esarhaddon was preparing to invade
Egypt, Baal, the vassal king of Tyre, revolted and
refused to aid him, but afterward submitted either

to Esarhaddon or to his son Asshur-bani-pal and
assisted the latter in his invasion of Egypt, 668 BC.
Four years later, however, we find the Assyr king
besieging Tyre and punishing Baal by making him
give his daughter to be a member of the Assyrian's
harem. Baal himself was left on his throne. The
same fate was the lot of the king of Aradus, and
Accho (Acre) was also punished.

The frequent rebellions of the Phoen towns show
their love of independence and a sturdy resistance
to oppression. They became freed from the yoke
of Assyria probably about 630 BC, when the Medes
attacked Nineveh and the Scythic hordes overran
all Western Asia. The Phoen cities were fortified

and did not suffer very much from the barbarian
invasion, and, as Assyria was broken, they resumed
their independence. In the struggle which followed
between Egypt and Babylon for the mastery of
Syria, P. fell, for a time, under the sway of Egypt,
but was not oppressed, and her towns prospered,
and it was in this period that Tyre attained great
wealth and renown as reflected in the Book of Ezk.
When Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to it, a resistance
of 13 years showed its strength and resources, and
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although the town on the mainhmd was destroyed,

it is doubtful whether the kins of Babylon took the

island city, but it must have submitted to pay
tribute (585 BC). P. remained subject to Babylon
until that empire fell into the hands of the Persians

(538), and then accepted the yoke of the latter in

the days of Cambyses, if not earlier, but the Pers
king does not seem to have used force to gain the
adher(!n(^e of th(> Phoenicians. He needed their

fleets to assist in the attack ii])on Egypt and secured
them without difliculty. Th(>y aided him in the

conquest of Egypt, but when he asked them to pro-

ceed against Carthage they refused, and he had to

desist. The navy of P. was too necessary for him
to run any risk of alienating it.

This navy was the strongest sea power of the Per-
sians in all their coming wars with Greece. With-
out its assistance Darius and his successors could
with difficulty have invaded that coimtry or held
in subjection the western coasts of Asia Minor. P.
remained faithful to her Pers rulers about 150 years,

but when the general revolt of the western satraps
occurred in 362 BC, P. seems to have favored them,
but no open rebellion broke out imtil 351, when
Sidon, under her king Tabnit II (Tennes), boldly
declared her indepenclence and induced most of the
Phoen cities to do the same. The Pers garrisons

were massacred or driven out. Ochus, the king of

Persia, marched with an army of 300,000 infantry

antl 30,000 horse to punish the rebels, and Tabnit, in

cowardly alarm, betraj^ed Sidon into his hands, but
the citizens set fire to the city and destroyetl them-
selves rather than fall into the hands of Ochus, who,
as treacherous as Tabnit, slew the traitor (see

SiDOx). The other cities then submitted, and P.

remained subject to Persia until the time of Alex-
ander the Great. When this conqueror invaded
the dominions of Persia and had defeated Darius
at Issus, 333 BC, he demanded the submission of

the Phoen towns, and all yielded save Tyre. Alex-
ander was obliged to lay siege to it, which cost him
7 months of the severest labor, such was the valor
and skill of the Tyrians. The capture of Tyre is

reckoned as one of the greatest ex])loits of this

mighty conqueror who stained his record by his

cruel treatment of the brave defenders. He mas-
sacred the male prisoners and sold the remainder
of the inhabitants, to the number of 30,000, into

slav(>ry (see Tyue). After the death of Alexander
the Phoen citi(!S were subject to the Ptolemies of

Egy{)t and the Seleucids of Syria, the latter finally

ol)taining control of all by the victory of Antiochus
III over Scopas in 198 BC. From this time on P.
formed a part of the Seleucid kingdom until it passed,
together with Syria and Pal, into the hands of the
Romans. Its cities became the home of many
Greeks and its language became largely Gr, as in-

scriptions and coins testify. The Romans had also

much to do in modifying the character of the people,

and some towns, Berytus, esp., became largely

Roman. P. can hardly be said to have had a sepa-

rate existence after the Gr invasion.

Literature.—Rawlinson, Hist of Phoenicia; Ken-
rick, Phoenicia; Movers, Phonizier; Breasted, Hist of
Eyypt, and Ancient Records; Budge, Hist of Eo!/pt; Raw-
linson, Ancient Monarchies; Rogers, Babylonia and
Assyria; Bevan, House of Seleucus; Am Tab; Perrot and
Chipiez, Art in Phoenicia.

H. Porter
PHOENIX, fe'niks (*o£vi|, Phoinix; AV

Phenice): A harbor in Cret(; (Acts 27 12). The
Alexandrian corn ship carrying St. Paul and the

author of Acts, after it left Myra in Lycia, was pre-

vented by adverse winds from holding a straight

course to Italy, and sailed under the lee of Crete,

ofT the promontory of Salmone (Kara ^aXfiujvriv,

katd Halmonen). The ship was then able to make
her way along the S. shore of Crete to a harbor

called Fair Havens (KaXoJ Kii^ives, Kaloi Limenes),
near a city Lasea (Aacrata, Lasaia). Thence, in spite
of St. Paul's advice to winter in Fair Havens, it

was decided to sail to Phoenix (et's <i>olviKa, Xt^t^w
T-^s KprjTTjs) ^XiirovTCL Kara, Xi/3a Kal /card ^cDpoi'

{('is Phoinika, litneiia tts KretHs) hUpoiita katd liba

kai katd choron, a descri])tion which has been tr"*

in two ways: (1) "looking toward the S.W. wind
and toward the N.W. wind, i.e. lookhig S.W. and
N.W."; (2) "looking down the S.W. wind and down
the N.W. wind, i.e. looking N.E. and S.E." On the
way thither, they were struck by a wind from the
N.E., called Euraquilo, and ran before it under the
lee of an island, called Cauda or Clauda (KaOSa,

Katlda [X^BIJ], KXaOoa, Klauda {S5*A, etc]) in

Acts 27 7-17. It will be convenient to discuss

those places together. The following account is

based on Smith's elaborate study in his Voyage and
Shipwreck of St. Paul, which has been followed by
all later writers.

The shij), when it left Myra, was obviously making
for Italy (Puteoli or Ostia) by the shortest route,

round Ca])e Malea, but ofT Cnidus it encountered
a N.W. wind aiid had to sail for shelter under the
lee of Crete. Salmone, now called Cape Sidero, was
the i^romontory which forms the N.E. corner of the
island. Thence along the S. shore of Cr(>te, as far

as Cai)e Matala, a sailing ship is sheltered by the
mountains from the violence of the N.W. wind; W.
of Cape Matala, where the coast turns toward the
N.W., there is no such shelter. Fair Havens must
therefore be looked for to the E. of Cai)e Matala,
and there is a harbor, lying 6 miles E. of Cape
Matala, which is called Fair Havens by the modern
Greek inhabitants of the island. There is no doubt
that this is the harbor in which the Alexandrian
ship took shelter. It is sheltered only from the N.
and N.W. winds.
The ruins of a city which has been identified with

Lasea have l)een found 5 miles E. from Fair Havens,
and 12 miles S. of the imjjortant city of Gortyna.
It has been suggestetl that St. Paul's desire to winter

at Fair Havens (Acts 27 10) may have been due
to its proximity to Gortyna, and the opi)ortunity

which the latter city afforded for missionary work.
There were many Jews in Gortyna. See Crete.
From Fair Havens, against the advice of St. Paul,

it was decided to sail to Phoenix, there to pass the
winter. While the ship was on its way thither, it

was struck by a violent N.E. wind from the moun-
tains, called Euraquilo, and carried under the lee of

an islet called Cauda or Clauda. When this hap-
pened, the ship was evidently crossing the Bay of

Messariah, and from this point a N.E. wind must
have carried her under the lee of an island now called

Gaudho in Greek and Gozzo in Italian, situated

about 23 miles S.W. of the center of the Gulf of

Messariah. The modern name of the island shows
that Cauda (Caudas in the Notitiae Episcopatuum),
and not Clauda is the true ancient form.
The writer of Acts never saw Phoenix, which

must have been a good harbor, as the nautical ex-

perts decided to winter there (Acts 27 11). Now
the only safe harbor on the S. coast of Crete in which
a ship large enough to carry a cargo of corn and 268
souls could moor is the harbor beside Loutro, a
village on the S. coast of Crete, directly N. of Cauda.
All the ancient authorities agree in placing Phoenix
in this neighborhood. The harbor at Loutro
affords shelter from all winds, antl its identification

with Phoenix seems certain. But a serious difficulty

arises on this view. The words describing the
harbor of Phoenix ordinarily mean "looking toward
the S.W. and the N.W.," but the harbor beside
Loutro looks eastward. This led Bishop Words-
worth to identify Phoenix with an ojjcn roadstead
on the western side of the isthmus on which Loutro
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Ktaiuls. But. this roiulslciul is not- a, suit-al)lo i)la('(!

for wiiitci'inji- in, and it. is hcttcw cither t.o take tlic

words to iii(>aii, in sailor's lanfj;uaf>;o, "lookinjj; down
the S.W. and NAV. winds"—a (le,s('ri])tion whicli
exact ly fits the harbor at Loutro—or to assume that
the reporter of the discussion referred to in Acts 27
10-12 or the writ(>r of Acts made a mistake in de-
scribing a plac(> whicli he had never seen. An
inscription l)elonf2;inK to the reign of Trajan found
at Loutro shows that Egyp corn ships were wont
to lie up there for the winter. W. M. Caldeu

PHOROS, fd'ros {*op6s, Phoros, B [Swete],
^aph, Phares [1 Esd 8 30, where AV Pharez]):
Name of one; of the families, part of whom went up
from the exile with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 9) and part
with Ezra (8 30 RV) = "Parosh" of Ezr 2 3; 8 3,

and some inembers of which had taken "strange
wives" (1 Esd 9 2G).

PHRURAI, fru'ri, fru'rii-i ('i'poupai, Phrotirm;
al. in X and A, 4>po\)pa{a, Phrouraia, anil 4>povpi(ji,

Phrourim; AV Phurim): In Ad Est 11 1, "the ep.

of Phrurai" means the pre(;eding Book of Est. See
PUKIM.

PHRYGIA, frij'i-a {^pvyla, Phrugia): A large
ancient country of Central Asia Minor, very moun-
tainous and with table-lands reaching 4,000 ft. in

height. Its name is derived from Phryges, a tribe
from Thrace, which in early times invaded the
country and drove out or absorbed the earlier

Asiatic; inhabitants, among whom were the Hittites.

Thus the Phrygians borrowed much of oriental
civilization, esp. of art and mythology which they
transferred to Europe. To define the boundaries of
Phrygia would be exceedingly difficult, for as in the
case of other Asia Minor countries, they were always
vague and they shifted with nearly every age. The
entire country abounds with ruins of former cities

and with almost countless rock-hewn tombs, some
of which are of very great antiquity. Among the
most interesting of the rock sculptures are the beau-
tiful tombs of the kings bearing the names Midas
and Gordius, with which classical tradition has
made us familiar. It seems that at one period the
country may have extended to the Hellespont, even
including Troy, but later the Phrygians were driven
toward the interior. In Rom times, however, when
Paul journeyed there, the country was divided into
two parts, one of which was known as Galatian
Phrygia, and the other as Asian Phrygia, because
it was a part of the Rom province of Asia, but
the line between them was never sharply drawn.
The Asian Phrygia was the larger of the two di-
visions, including the greater part of the older
country; Galatian Phrygia was small, extending
along the Pisidian Mountains, but among its im-
portant cities were Antioch, Iconium and Apollonia.
About 295 AD, when the province of Asia was no
longer kept together, its different parts were known
as Phrygia Prima and Phrygia Secunda. That part
of Asia Minor is now ruled by a Turkish wait or
governor whose residence is in Konia, the ancient
Iconium. The population consists not only of
Turks, but of Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Kurds and
many small tribes of uncertain ancestry, and of
peculiar customs and religious practices. The
people live mostlj' in small villages which are scat-
tered throughout the picturesque country. Sheep
and goat raising are the leading industries; brigand-
age is common. According to Acts 2 10, Jews
from Phrygia went to Jerus, and in Acts 18 23 we
learn that many of them were influential and per-
haps fanatical. According to Acts 16 G, Paul
traversed the country while on his way from Lystra
to Iconium and Antioch in Galatian Phrygia.

Twice he cnt(>rcd Phrygia in Asia, but on his 2d
journey he was forbidden to preach there. Chris-
tianity was introduced into Phrygia by Paul and
Barnabas, as we learn from Acts 13 4; 16 l-tJ;

18 23, yet it did not sjjread there rajjidly. Churches
were later founded, i)erhaps by Timothy or by John,
at Colossae, Laodicea and Hiera{)olis.

E. J. Banks
PHURAH, fu'ra (HnE

^
puruh, "branch"). See

Puuah.

PHUT, fut (t:^S, put). See Put.

PHUVAH, fu'va. See Puah.

PHYGELUS, fi-je'lus ('i'vYeXX.os, Phugellos;
Tischendorf and \VH, with otlu>rs, reatl ^vytXos,
Phugelos, Phygellus or Phygelus [2 Tim 1 15J; XY
Phygellus, ti-jel'us): One of the Christians who de-
serted Paul at the time of his 2d imprisonment at
Rome. Paul mentions him, along with Hermogenes,
as being among those "that are in Asia," who
turned away from him then. What is meant may
be that Phygelus and Hermogenes, along with
other native Christians from proconsular Asia, were
in Rome when he was brought before the emperor's
tribunal the second time, and that they had not
merely taken no measures to stand by and support
him, but that they had deserted him.
The meaning, however, may be that the turning

away of Phygelus and Hermogenes from Paul took
place, not in Rome, but in Asia itself.

The times during and immediately following the
Neronic persecution were more dreadful than can easily
be conceived, and the temptation was strong to forsake
the Christian name, and to do so in a wholesale fashion.
A great community like the Christian church in Ephesus
or in Rome felt the terrible pressure of those times,
when for a mere word—a word, however, denying the
Lord who bought them—men were at once set free from
persecution, from the loss of property or of home, and
from death. 1 Pet records how the aftermath of the
Neronic persecution had extended far indeed from Rome,
where it had originated. Peter asks the Christians not
to give way under "the fiery trial" which is trying them
(1 Pet 4 12), and those whom ho thus addresses were
the members of the church throughout Pontus, Galatia,
Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia (1 Pet 1 1). The epp.
to the seven churches in Asia in the Apocalypse also show
how sorely persecution had raged throughout that
province. See Persecution.
But in addition to the temptation to deny Christ's

name and to go back to heathenism or to Judaism, there
was also another which pressed upon some of the
churches, the temptation to repudiate the authority of
Paul. Many passages in the NT show how the name of
Paul was sometimes very lightly esteemed, and how his
authority was repudiated, e.g. by persons in Corinth, and
in the churches of Galatia.

What is said here is, that among the Christians
of proconsular Asia, i.e. of Ephesus and the churches
in the valley of the Cayster, there was a widespread
defection from that loyalty to Paul which was to

be expected from those who owed to him all that
they possessed of the knowledge of Christ's salva-
tion. "All that are in Asia turned away from me;
of whom are Phygelus and Hermogenes." On the
whole, all the necessary conditions of these words
are satisfied by a reference to Rome and to Paul's
environment there, and perhaps this is the more
probable meaning. See Hermogenes.

John Rutherfurd
PHYLACTERY, fi-lak'ter-i (<|>vXaKTT)piov, phu-

lakttrion, "guard"): This word is found only in Mt
23 5 in Our Lord's denunciation of the

1. Bible Pharisees, who, in order that their

References works might "be seen of men," and
in their zeal for the forms of religion,

"make broad their phylacteries and enlarge the
borders of their garments." The corresponding

word in the OT, rb'^ii:, totaphoth (Kennedy in

HDB suggests pointing as the segholate fem. sing.,
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totepheth), is found in three passages (Ex 13 16;

Dt 6 8; 11 IS), where it is tr'* "frontlets." This

rendering, however, is not at all certain, and may
have been read into the text from its later interpre-

tation. In Ex 13 9 the corresponding word to

the totdphoth of vcr IG is zikkaron, "memorial" or

"reminder"; and in the
|1

clauses of both verses

the corresponding word is 'oth, "a sign" upon the

hand, also used for the "sign" which Jeh appointed

for Cain (Gen 4 1")). It may be rendered then as

a mark or ornament or jewel, and used figura-

tively of Jeh's Law as an ornament or jewel to the

forehead of the Israelite, a reference to the charni

or amulet worn by the pagan. The word used in

the Talm for the phylactery is HSSri , fphilkVi,

"prayer," or "prayer-band" (])1. Vphillin) , indi-

cating its use theoreticuiUy as a reminder of the Law,
although practically it might be esteemed as an
automatic and ever-present charm against evil: an
aid within toward the k(M>i)iiig of the Law, a guard
without against the ap])r()ach of evil; a degradation
of an OT figurative and idealistic ])ln-ase to the ma-
terialistic and sujx^rstitious ])ractices of the pagans.

The phylactery was a leathern box, cube sha])ed,

closed with an attached flai) and bound to the person
by a l('ath(>r baud. There were two

2. De- kinds: (1) one to be bound to the
scription inner side of the left arm, and near

the elbow, so that with the bending
of the arm it would rest over the heart, the knot

Phylacteries for Head and Arm.

fastening it to the arm being in the form of the letter

yodh C) , and the end of the string, or band, finally

wound around th(> middh^ finger of the hand, "a sign

upon thy hand" (Dt 6 8). 'i'his box had onc^ coin-

})artment containing one or all of the fovu- ])as.sages

given above. The writ(>r in his youth found one of

these in a comparatively remote locality, evidently

lost by a Jewisli i)eddler, which contained only the

2d text (l>:x 13 11-16) in unpointed Ileb. (2)

Another was to be bound in the center of the fore-

head, "between thine eyes" (Dt 6 8), the knotjaf

the band being in the form of the letter daldh (~),

with the letter sJnn (TtJ) upon each end of the box,

which was divided into four compartments with one
of t he four i)assag(\s in each. These two Heb let t ers,

with the "^ of the arm-phylactery (see [1] above),

formed the Divine name "^"IP , shadday, "Almighty."

Quite elaborate ceremonial accompanied the "lay-

ing" on of the jjliylacteries, that of the arm being

bound on first, and that of the head next, (juotations

from Scri])turG or Talm being repeated at each stage

of the binding. They were to be worn by every male
over i;^ years old at the time of morning prayer,

except on Sabbaths and festal days, such days being

in themselves sufiicient reminders of "the command-
ment, the statutes, and the ordinances" of Jeh (Dt
6 1).

The passages on which the wearing of the phy-
lacteries is based are as follows: "It [i.e. the feast

of unleavened bread] shall be for a sign unto thee

upon thy hand, and for a memorial between thine

eyes, that the law of Jeh may be in thy mouth"
(Ex 13 9); ".Vnd it [i.e. sacrifice of the firstborn]

shall be for a sign upon thy hand, and
3. Interpre- for frontl(>ts between thine eyes" (13
tation of OT 16); "thou shalt bind them [i.e. the
Passages words of Jeh] for a sign upon thy

hand, and they shall be for frontlets

between thine ey(>s" (Dt 6 8); "therefore shall

ye lay up these my words in your heart and in

your soul; and ye shall bind them for a sign

upon your hand, and they shall be for frontlets

between your eyes" (11 18). It is evident that
the words in Ex are beyond all question used
figuratively; a careful nviding of the verses in

Dt in close relation to their contexts, in which are
other figures of si)eech not to be taken literally, is

sufficient i)roof of their ])urely figurative intention

also. Only the formalism of later ages could distort

these figures into the gross and materialistic prac-
tice of the phylactery. Just when this practice

began cannot accurat(>ly be determined. Whik;
the Talm attempts to trace it back to the primitive,

even Mosaic, times, it i)robably did not k)ng ante-

date the birth of Christ. In conservative Jewish
circles it has been maintained through the centuries,

and at present is faithfully followed by orthodox
Judaism. Every male, who at the age of I'.i l)e-

comes a "son of the Law" (Ixir vii(;wdh), nuist W(^ar

the phylactery and perform the accompanying
ceremonial.

In the NT passage (Mt 23 5) Our Lord r(4nikes

the Pharisees, who make more pronounced the un-
Scriptural formalism and the; crude; literalism of the

phylacteries by making them obtrusively large,

as they also seek notoriety for their religiosity by
the enlarged fringes, or "borders." See Fringes;
Frontlets; Ph.\risees.

LiTER.*.TURE.—The various comms. on Ex and Dt;
tractate T'phillin; the comprcliensive art. by A. R. S.

Kennedy in HDB; arts, in EB and Jew Enc.
Edward Mack

PHYLARCH, fl'liirk (<j)v\apxTis, phuldrchcs):

Given in AV of 2 Mace 8 32 as a proper name
"Philarches," but in RV "the phylarch of Timo-
theus's forces"; "probably the captain of an irr<>gu-

lar auxiliary force" (RVm), rather than a cavalry

officer.

PHYLARCHES, fi-hir'kez (AV Philarches). See
Phylarch.

PHYSICIAN, fi-zi.sh'an (i^S^, rdphV; tarpos,

ialros): To the pious Jew at all times God was the

healer (Dt 32 39): "It, was neither herb nor molli-

fying plaister that cured them, but thy word, O
Lord, which healeth all things" (Wisd 16 12). The
first physicians m(;ntioned in Scripture are those of

Egypt. Long before the sojom-n of the Hebrews
in that land, Egypt had a priestly class of physicians

{mu) and a god of healing {Ivihtp). From the

ancient medi(;al pai)yri which have been preserved,

the largest of which is the Papyrus Ebers, we know
that the medical kiiowh'dge of these physicians was
purely empirical, larg(>ly magical and wholly un-

scientific. In spite of their ample opi)ortimities

they knew next to nothing of human anatomy,
their descriptions of diseases are hoi)elessly crude,

and three-fourths of the himdreds of prescript ions

in the papyri are wholly inert. Even th(>ir art of

embalming was so impei'fect that few of their nuim-
mies would have remaine<l in any other climate

than that of Egypt. Physicians of this kind who
were Joseph's servants embalmed Jacob (Gen 50

2) and Joseph (ver 26) . It was not until the founda-

tion of the School of Alexandria, which was purely

Greek, that Egypt became a place of medical edu-

cation and research.
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Thoro is no evidence that at any lime the priests

of Israeli \v(>r(! r('i)ute(l to be the ])ossessors of medi-
cal kno\vledfz;e or tra<lition. In tlie ceremonial law
they had explicit instructions as to the isolation of

those sufTeriiifz; from skin eruptions, so that they

mifiht recognize certain obstinate and infectious

forms which caused ceremonial uncleanness, but
with this tluty as sanitary ])olice their function ended,

and they used no means to cure these diseases.

There is, as far as I know, no r(M'ord or tradition of

a priest-physician in Bible tim(>s. I'he records of

cure by the jiropliets, esp. Elisha, are mostly re-

corded as miracles, not as cures by treatment.
The salt which cured the noxious water at Jericho

and the meal by which the poisonous f^ourds w(>re

rendered innoxious, like the manipulation of the
Shunammite's son, can scarcely be regarded as ade-
quate remedies. There is an implied reference to a
healer of wounds in Ex 21 19, as also in Isa 3 7,

and it is recorded in P''sahim, iv.9 that there was
in existence in the time of the monarchy a book of

cures, sPpher r'phudth, su])posed to have b(H>n

written by Solomon, but withdrawn from public;

use by Hezekiah. Tlie first specific ment ion of Ileb

physicians is 2 Ch 16 12, but Asa is obviously re-

garded by the Chronicler as reprelu;nsible in trust-

ing to their skill. In 2 K 8 29 Joram, king of

Israel, is said to have gone to Jezreel to be healed.

Not far from this, across the Jordan, was Gilcad,
which possibly may also have been a ))lace resorted

to by those needing medical treatment, as indicated

by Jeremiah's query: "Is there no balm in Gilead?
is there no physician there?" (Jer 8 22). Job,
irritated by the ])latitudes of his friends, calls them
physicians of no value (13 4).

In the NT Our Lord's sayhig, "They that are
whole have no need of a physician," (>tc, shows that
there were i)hysicians in Galilee (Alt 9 12; Mk 2
17; Lk 5 31), and in Nazareth lie quotes what
seems to have been a proverb: "Physician, \\va\ thy-
self" (Lk 4 23). There were physicians in Galilee
who received f(>es from the woman of Caesarea
Philippi who had the issue of blood (Mk 5 26; Lk
8 43). Of her there is a curious story told in Eusc-
bius (VII, 18).

There are several Talmudic references to physi-
cians; in iSffkrillm 5 1, it is said that there was a
physician at the temple to attend to the priests.

A physician was appointed in every city (Gittin
12/>) who was refiuinnl to havc^ a license from the
local authorities (Jidh/id' B<ilhra 21<i). The familiar
passage in Ecchis 38 1-15 1{V in praise of the
physician gives him but limited cretlit for his
skill: "There is a time when hi their very hands
is the issue for good," and later, "He that sinneth
before his Maker, Let him fall into the hands of the
physician."

Luke, called "the beloved ])hysician" in Col 4
14, is said by Eusebius to have; b(>en a native of
Antioch and a physician by i)rofession. According
to Origen he was the unnamed "brother whose
praise in the gospel is spread through all the
churches" (2 Cor 8 IS). There are evidences of
his professional studi(>s in the language of his writ-
ings, though of this i)robably more has been made
by Hobart and others than it really merits. Had
we not known of his profession it is doubtful whether
it could have been conjectured from his choice of
words. Sir W. Ramsay calls att(>ntion to the two
words used of the healings at M(;lit a in Acts 28 8-10:
for the cure of Publius' father the word used is

idsato, but for the healing of those who came later

it is etherapeuonto, which he renders "received medi-
cal treatment." From this he infers that Luke
helped Paul with these (Ramsay, Luke the Physi-
cian, 1908). Alex. Macalisteu

PI-BESETH, ])I-be'seth (rcn""^?, pl-hheseth;

LXX BuPacTTos, Buhustos; Egyp Pi-Bdshl, "the
house of Hasht," the cat-headed goddess; the Egyp
form is usuall}' Ila-Batihl; it is doubtful if the form
Pi-BasJd has yet been found): A (;ity of ancient
]<]gypt. The only occurrence of the name of this

l)lace in the OT is in I]zk 30 17; where it is coupled
with Aven, i.(;. On (Helio])olis).

Pi-beset h was on th<; western bank of the Pelusiac
branch of the Nile, a!)out 40 miles N. of Memjjhis,

about 1") miles N.I'L of On. Herod-
1. Location otus found the city of Bubastis very

l)eautiful in his day. The annual
festival of the goddess, Basht, was ceh^brated here
with revolting license, similar to that of the festival

of Syyid el-Bedawer now kejit in Tanta.
Pi-beseth was exi)lored by Professor Navillc under

the Egyp Ex])l()rati()n Society in 1887-90. There
were uiuiovered ruins of I^gvpt from

2. Explo- the I\'th Dynasty of the Old Emi)ire,
ration from the Middle Empire, an imi)()rtaiit

Hyksos settlement, and ruins from the
New Empire down to the end, and even from Rom
t iines. The most unicjue discovery at Pi-beseth, one
of the most unitiue in all Egypt, is the cemetery of

cats. These cats, the animal sacred to Basht, were
nuunmified at other places in Egypt, but at Pi-

beseth they were burned and the ashes and bones
gathered and buried in great pits lined with brick
or hardened clay. Bones of the ichneumon were
also found mixed with those of the cats in these
pits {Egypt Exploration Fund Report, 1891).

j\I. G. Kyle
PICTURE, pik'tiir: This word (in the pi.) is

found 3 t in AV, viz. Nu 33 52; Isa 2 Ki; Prov
25 11. In Nu and Prov "pictures" represents the

Heb word n'^S'lU'^ , mask'Uh, "showpiece," "figure."

The context in Nu suggests that the "pictures" or
"carved figures" (RV "figured stones") which the
Israelites were to destroy were symbols of Can.
worshi]) and therefore foreign to the religion of Jeh.

In Prov for AV "pi<;tures of silver," I^RV has
"baskets [ARV "network"] of silver," but a more
probable tr is "ciarvings of silver." "Pictun>s"
stands for a slightly different word (but from the

same root) in Isa, viz. TiTpTtJ
, s''khTydth; RV renders

"imagery" (RVm "watchtowers"). The prophet
I)robably alludes to carved figures (of gods in animal
or human shapes) on the prows of vessels.

T. Lewls
PIECE, pes: In AV the word (sing, and pi.)

rei)resents a large number of different Heb words,
many of which have nnore or less the same signifi-

cance, e.g. ])iece of meat or flesh (Gen 15 10; 2 S
6 19; Ezk 24 4); of bread or cake (1 S 2 3G;

30 12; Jer 37 21); of ground or land (2 S 23 11);

of wall (Neh 3 11.19 fT); of an ear (Am 3 12); of

ck)th or garment (1 K 11 30); of millstone (Jgs 9
53). It is u.sed frequently in paraphrastic render-

ings of various Heb vbs.: "break," "tear," "cut,"
etc, in pieces (Gen 44 28, etc).

In the NT "piece" renders iirlliXrifxa, epiblcma,

"piece" or "patch of cloth" (Mt 9 Ki; Mk 2 21;
Lk 5 3G). It is also found in j)araphrastic render-

ings—broken in i)ieces (Mk 5 4), j)ulled in pieces

(Acts 23 10). T. Lewis

PIECE OF GOLD: The word "jMcces" is supphed
in 2 K 5 5 (story of Naaman), "6,000 pieces of

gold," where RVm more correctly suggests "shekels"

(cf 1 K 10 16). See Money.

PIECE OF MONEY: Two words are thus ren-

dered in AV (nip''T13p
, k^sitdh; aTaT-qp, stater). RV

gives only the first this rendering (Job 42 11).
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It is sujijiosecl to be from Arab. iaJlj", knssat, "to

divide equally by weight," and hence something
weighetl; a piece of silver weighed for money, and
perhaps stamped with its weight. The stater is the

well-known Gr weight and coin (Mt 17 27 AV,
m fitnter, RV "shekel"). In gold it was equal to

about a guinea or five dollars, but in silver only to

about 66 cts.

PIECE OF SILVER: J\vo words are thus ren-

dered in the OT (^^Cp ^??"1, r(i<;(;c-khdscph, and
n'^"itpp, k'silah) and two in the NT {ap-^ipLov,

(irgiirinn, and dpaxf^v, drachint') . The first e.x-

l)ression means pieces of silver broken ofT from bars
or larger pieces (Ps 68 80). The second is used
for money in Josh 24 32, and is so rendered in RV.
The i)ieces were not coins, but ])(!rluips bore a stani]).

See Money. In other passages of the OT where
pieces of silver are mentioned, the Hel) has simi)ly

a numeral joined with kcscph, "silver," as in the
account of the selling of Joseph (den 37 2S). In
Isa 7 23 the word silverlings uk^uis small i)ieces

of silver, and they were no doubt shekcds. In the
NT the Gr apyipia, argi'iria (Mt 26 lo; 27 3-9),
is tr'' as pieces of silver, but jirobably means shekels.

In A(!ts 19 19 the same word occ-urs, but in this

case the reference is probably to the denarius or

diachjna (cf Lk 15 8f). Thus the 30 pieces of

Mt would be equal to about £4 or $20, and the
50,000 of Acts to about £2,000 or $10,000.

H. POUTEII

PIETY, pl'c-ti: Only in 1 Tim 5 4: "Let tliem
learn first to show piety towards tlieir own family,"
where "let them show piety" rej)resents a single

Gr vb. (eucrejSfcj, euschcd), in its only other occur-
rence (Acts 17 23) being rendered "worship." In
Elizabethan Eng. "})icty" (like the Lat pictas)

could be used of devotion to one's ])arents (as still

in the phrase "filial i)iety"), as well as of devotion
to (!od. Hence there is no exi)licit statement here
that filial devotion is one form of Divine worship.

PIGEON, pij'un (HZT^, yd/tdh; Trepio-Tepa, pcn's-

terd; Lat pipirc): A bird of the family Columbidae.
See Dove. The Heb ydndh seems to be tr'' either
pigeon or dove, yet almost
every reference made to
these birds proves that
there were distinct
branches of the family
recognized, and one or
the other or both are
designated. On tlie other
hand, some of the tr"* read
doves, where the remain-
der of the text makes it

very clear that pigeons
were the birds intended.
The Lat pipire means "to
cheep," and refers to the Pigeons,
unusually clamorous
young in the nest. The old l)irds coo, moan and wail
as doves. The birds are almost 12 in. long, have full,

plump bodies that are delicious food, and l)eautifully

marked and shaded plumage. They feed i)rinci-

pally on grain, seeds, small buds and fruit. Beyond
question wild pigeons were the first birds domesti-
cated and taught to home with man. They appeared
in a state of such comi)lete domestical ion, that they
flew free, yet homed and bred in i)lac(>s ])rovided by
man at the time of the very first attemjjts at keej)-

ing records of history. At the time the earliest Bib.
accounts were written, pigeons were so domesticated
that in all known countries of the I*]ast they were
reckoned when an estimate was made of a man's
wealth.

The rich provided lai'ge and cxjK^nsive cotes of

molded pottery for their l)irds, each section big

enough for the home of one pair of birds, the regular
rows of openings resembling lattice work, so that
Isaiah refers to them as "windows" (60 8). LXX
reads (tuv voaaoU, sua no^tioh, lit. "with young" or
"fledglings" (see below). The middle classes
modeled cotes of oven-baked clay, and the very
poor cut holes in the walls, over the doors, and
allowed the birds to enter and live with the family.

In wild estate, rock and wood i)igeons swarmed
in countless numbers through rocky caves and
caverns and over the i)lains of Gennesaret, the
forests of Gilead antl the woody sloi)es of Carmel.
They remained throughout the season, breeding at
all times. The doves were migratory, and were kept
in confinement only as caged pets or to be held for

sale for sacrifice. For these ])uri)oses, it a])pears
that the dove was slightly i)r(;ferre(l. When only
one bird was to be used, a dove is always specified;

whei'e two, ahnost in every, case the dove is mcn-
t ioned first. \Miere one or tlu^ other will suffice, 1 he
dove seems to have b(?en given pieference. This
may have been because it recjuired gicater effort to

procure a dove, and so it was considered a greater
sacrifice. Everyone liaving a home of any sort hatl

pigeons they could use, or they coukl be taken wikl
at any time. The dove is first mentioned in Gen
15 9: "And he said unto him. Take me a heifer

three years old, and a she-goat three years old, and
a ram three years old, and a turtle-dove, and a young
pigeon."

It will be observed that tlie dove is ineiUioiied first , and it

is specified that tlie pigeon was to b(^ young. It is jjrob-
ablo tliat the people protc^^ted their domesticated pigeons
by using the wild for sacriflc^^ whenever possible. Young
liirds could be tak(ni from a nest at almost any time.
The old birds, among the wild, were shy creatures and
far more difficult to captun! in nets or snares than doves
that came close to cities and villages to live, and exhibited
much less fear of man than the; wild pigeons. The next
reference is in Lev 5 7: "And if his means suflice not
for a lamb, then he shall bring Ins trespass-offering for
that wherein he hath siimed, two turtle-doves, or tMO
young pigeons, utito Jeh; one for a sin-offering, and the
other for a burnt-offering. " flero two birds of each
kind were to hi; olfered, if the person making the sacrifice
could not afford a lamb. Again in Ia'v 12 <>: " And when
the days of her purifying are fulfilled, for a son, or for a
daughter, she shall l)ring a lanil) a year old for a burnt-
offering, and a young pigeon, or a turtle-dove, for a sin-
off(M-ing, unto the door of the tent of meeting, unto the
I)riest." Hero is a rare instance where the text or the
translators place the pigeon first.

"And on the eighth day he shall bring two turtle-

doves, or two young pigeons, to the priest, to the
door of the tent of meeting" (Nu 6 10). In Cant
2 14:

"O my dove, that art in tlu^ clefts of the rock,
In the covert of the steej) place.
Let me see thy countenance.
Let mo hear thy voice;
For sw(!et is thy voice, and thy countenance is

comely."

Here the text reads "dove," but the descrijition of

the location and the iin])licaf ion of the text prove
the bird to have been a rock jiigeon—a tender,

loving thing, yet shy and timid, that peeps with
eyes of bright concern over the rocks of its chosen
home, down at the intruder. Isa 60 8: "Who are

these that fly as a ckiud, and as the doves to their

windows?" Here is another jilace where tlie wrong
bird is used. Doves were wild and migratory. They
had no "windows." But the tile i)ots massed in

one diamond-shaped cote ajijieared at a little dis-

tance, like latticed windows. This should read
"pigeons" instead of "doves." For the same
reason see Jer 48 28: "O ye inhabitants of Moab,
leave the cities and dwell in the rock; and be like

the dove that maketh her nest over the mouth of

the abyss." Again the bird intended is the rock
pigeon. Lk 2 24: "A sacrifice ac(;ording to that
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whicli is said in the law of ihn Lord, A pair of

turtlodovos, or two youiiff i)iy;f'ons." This descrilM's

the sacrifice; ofTcred in the temple l)y Mary following

the birth of Jesus. Gene Stuattun-Puutku

PI-HAHIROTH, pl-ha-hl'roth (nin^nn ^2
,

?,Z-

ha-hJrdlh [I-^x 14 2-9; Nu 33 7-S]): Nothing is

known of the meaning of the name
1. Meaning I'i-ll. Some attem])ts toward an
of Name L>S^yp etymology for it have l)e(>n

made, but without much success.

Since the mc^aning of the name is unknown and no
descrii)tion of the ])lace or its use is given, it is im-
possible to determine anything concerning the char-
acter of I'i-IL, whether a city, a sanctuary, a for-

tress, or some natural feature of the landscape.

Neither Pi-II. nor any other place mentioned
with it can be exactly located. A recent discovery

of manuscripts in Egypt furnishes a
2. Location mention of this plac^e, but aifords

very little assistance in locating it,

nothing comparable to the ac(!ount in the Bible
itself. If any one of the ])laces mentioned in con-
nection with the crossing of the Red Sea could be
located approximately, all the others could, also,

be similarly located by the descrijjtion given in the
account in Ex. The route beyond the Sea has
been made out with almost i)ositive certainty. A
journey along the way is so convincing that hardly
anything can shake the conviction which it produces.

This identification of the route of the exodus beyond
the Sea requires t he place of the crossing to be within
3 days' journey of Marah, which puts it somewhere
near the modern Suez. It may be anywhere within
10 miles of that point. This apjiroximately locates

all the other plac(\s mentioned in connection with
the crossing: IMigdol nmst be lias 'AUikah, or some
other high point in the mountains of the western
deserts, where might be placed a watchtower. Pi-H.
is between this point and the Sea and Baal-zephon
near the opposite eastern shore. This puts Pi-H. at
some point along the old shore line of the Sea with-
in 10 miles of the site of modern Suez.

AL G. Kyle
PILATE, ACTS OF. Sec following art., 4, and

Apocryphal Gospels.

PILATE, pT'liit, pi'lat, PONTIUS, pon'shi-us
(HovTios nstXaros, Ponlios Pcildtos):

1. Name and (Xrico
2. Pilate's Procniratorship
3. Pilate and .lesus Christ
4. Pilate in Tradition and Legend
5. Character of Pilato
LiTERATUUK

The nomen Pontius indicates the stock from which
Pilate was descended. It was one of the most

famous of Samnite names; it was a
1. Name Pontius who inflic'ted on a Rom army
and Office the disgrace of the Caudine Forks.

The name is often met with in Rom
history after the Samnites were conciuered and ab-
sorbed. Lucius Pontius Aquila was a friend of

Cicero and one of the assassins of Julius Caesar.
The cognomen Pilatus indicates the familia, or

branch of the gens Pontius, to which Pilate be-
longed. It has been derived from piletis, the cap
worn by freedmen; this is impro])at)le, as Pilate

was of equestrian rank. It has also been derived
from pilum, a spear. Probal)ly the name was one
that had descended to Pilate from his ancestors,

and had long lost its meaning. The praenotnen is

nowhere mentioned. Pilate was 5th procurator
of Judaea. The jirovince of Judaea had formerly
been the kingdom of Archelatis, and was formed
when he was deposed (6 AD). Sp(>aking roughly,
it took in the southern half of Pal, including Sa-

maria. Being an imperial province (i.e. under the
direct control of the emi)eror), it was governed by
a i)r()Curator (see Pi{Ocuh.a.T()h; Piiovixce). The
])rocurator was the jjcrsonal servant of the emperor,
dir(>ctly responsible to him, and was ])rimarily con-
eeined with finance. But the powers of i)rocura-
tors varied according to the appointment of the
emi)eror. Pilate was a procurator emu potvHUde,

i.(\ he i)ossessed civil, military, and criminal juris-

dict ion. The procurator of Judaea was in some way
subordinate to the legate of Syria, but the exact
character of the subordination is not known. As
a rule a procurator must be of equestrian rank and
a man of certain military experience. Under his

rule, the Jews were allowed as much self-g()V(n-n-

ment as was consistent with the maintenanc(> of

imperial authority. The Sanhedrin was allowed
to exercise judiciid functions, but if they desired to
inflict the penalty of death, the sentence had to be
confirmed by the procurator.

\\'e have no certain knowledge of Pilate except
in connection with his time of rule in Judaea. We

know nothing of his birth, his origin, or
2. Pilate's his earher years. Tacitus, when sjjcak-

Procurator- ing of the cruel punishments inflicted

ship by Nero u))on the Christians, tells us
that Christ, from whom the name

"Christian" was derived, was put to death when
Tiberius was emperor by the procurator Pontius
Pilate {Aiinals xv.44). Apart from this reference

and what is told us in the NT, all our knowledge; of

him is derived from two Jewish writers, Jos the his-

torian and Philo of Alexandria.
Pilate was prociu'ator of Judaea, in succession

to Gratus, and he held office for 10 years. Jos tells

(/I n<, XVIII, iv, 2) that he ruled for 10 years; that
he was removed from office by Vitellius, the legate

of Syria, and traveled in haste to Rome to defenid

himself before Tiberius against certain complaints.

Before he reached Rome the em]XM'or had i)assed

away. Jos adds that \'itellius came in the year 3()

AD to Judaea to be present at Jerus at the time of

the Passover. It has been assumed by most
authorities (so HDB and E B) that Pilate had de-

l)arted before this visit of Vitellius. They accord-
ingly date the procuratorship of Pilate as lasting

from 26 to 36 AD. As against this view, von Dob-
schlitz points out {RE s.v. "Pilate") that by this

reckoning Pilate must have taken at least a year
to get to Rome; for Til)(>rius died on ALu'ch 16,

37 AD. Such delay is int^onceivable in view of the
circumstances; hence von Dobschiitz rightly dates
the period of his procuratorship 27-37 AD. The
j)rocurator of Judaea had no ea.sy task, nor did Pilat e

make the ta.sk easier by his actions. He was not
(Uireful to conciliate the religious ]irejudices of the
Jews, and at times this attitude of his led to violent

collisions between ruler and ruled.

On one occasion, when the soldiers under his command
canu! to Jerus, he caused them to bring with them their
en.signs, upon which were tiie usual images of the em-
peror. The ensigns were brought in privily l>.v night,
but their presence was soon discovered. ImmediaU'ly
multitudes of excited Jews hastened to Cacsarea to peti-

tion him for tht; removal of tlie obnoxious ensigns. For
five days he refused to hear them, but on tlu^ sixth he
took his place on the judgment seat, and when the .Jews

were admitted ho had them surrounded with soldiers

and threatened them with instant death unh-ss they
ceased to trouble him with the; matter. The Jews there-
upon flung themselves on the ground and barc^d their
necks, declaring that they preferred death to tlie vio-
lation of their laws. Pilate, unwilling to slay so many,
yielded the point and removed the ensigns (Jos, Ant,
XVIII, iii, 1; BJ, II, ix, 2, ;}).

At another time he used the sacred treasure of the
temple, called corban (korbCin), to pay for bringing water
into Jerus by an aqueduct. A crowd came; together
and clamored against him; but he had caused soldiers

dressed as civilians to mingle witii the multitude, and
at a given signal they fell uiion the rioters and beat them
so severely with staves that the riot was quelled (Jos,

Ant, XVIII. iii, 2; DJ, II, ix, 4).
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Philo tells us (Legnltn ad Caium, xxxviii) that on an-
other occasion h(> (liHlicalcd some gilt shields in the palace
of Herod in honor of (he emperor. On these; shields
tliere was no represcnuuion of any forbidden tiling, but
simply an inscription of the name of tlie donor and of
him in wliose honor they were set up. The Jews peti-

tioned him to liave them removed; when lie refused,
they appealed to Tiberius, who sent an order that they
sliould be i-emoved to Caesarea.

Of the incident, mentioned in Lk 13 1, of the

Gahleans whose blood Pilate mingled with their

sacrifice.s, nothing further is known.
Jos {Ant, XVm, iv, 1, 2) give.s an accoimt of the

incident which led to Pilate's downfall. A religious

pretender arose in Samaria who promised the
Samaritans that if they woidd assemble at Mt.
Gerizim, he would show them the sacred vessels

which Moses had hidden there. A great multitude
assembled in readiness to ascend the moimtain, but
before they could accomplish their aim they were
attacked by I'ilate's cavahy, and many of them were
slain. The Samaritans thereupon sent an embassy
to Vitellius, the legate of Syria, to accuse Pilate of

the nuu'der of those who had been slain. Vitellius,

who desired to stand well with the Jews, dei)oscd
Pilate from office, apiioiiited Marccllus in his place,

and orderenl Pilate to go to Rome* and answer the
charges made against him before the emperor.
Pilate set out for Rome, but, b(>fore he could reach
it, Tiberius had died; and it is probable that, in

the confusion which followed, Pilate escaped the
in(}uisition with which he was threatened. From
this point onward history knows nothing more of

Pilate.

The shortest and simplest account of Pilate's deal-

ings with Jesus Christ is giv(>n in the (!os))('l of Mk.
There we are told that Jesus was de-

3. Pilate livered to Pilate; that Pilate asked
and Jesus Him if He was the king of the Jews,
Christ receiving an affirmative answer; that,

to Pilate's siu'prise, Jesus answered
nothing to the accusations of the chief ])riests;

that Pilate tried to relea.se Jesus according to an
ancient custom; that the multitude, in si)ite of the
protest of Pilate, demanded the release of Barabbas,
and cried out that Jesus should be crucified; that
Pilate scoiu'ged Jesus and delivered Him to be cruci-

fied; and that Jesus, when He had been scourged
and mocked, was led away to be crucified. Mk tells

further how Joseph of Arimathaea begged of Pilate

the body of Jesus. Pilate was surjH-iscd that Jesus
died so (niickly, and ([uestioned the centurion about
it. Pilate's surprise and question are ])eculiar to

Mk. licnng sati.sficd on this })oint, Pilate granted
the body to Joscjjh. Mt adds the dream and mes-
sage of i'ilate's wife (27 19) ; it also tells how Pilate

washcnl his hands before the jieople, disclaiming
res])onsibility for the death of Jesus, and how the
people accepted the responsibility (27 24 f) ; also

how Pilate granted a guard for the tomb (27 ()2-()G).

Lk alone narrates the sending of Jesus to Herod
(23 6-12), and reports Pilate's three tunes repeated
asseveration that he found no fault in Jesus (23

4.14.22). Jn gives by far the fullest narrative,

which forms a framework into which the more
fragmentary accounts of the Synojjtics can befitted

with perfect ease. Some critics, holding that Mk
alone is trustworthy, dismi.ss the additional inci-

dents given in Mt and Lk as apologetic ami)lifi-

cations; and many dismiss the narrative of Jn as

wholly unworthy of credence. Such theories are

ba.sed on ])reconc(Mved opinions as to the date,

authorship and reliability of the various Gospels.

The reader who holds all the (jiospcls to be, in the
main, authentic and trustworthy narratives will

have no difficndty in perceiving that all four narra-

tives, when taken together, i)resent a story con-

sistent in all its details and free from all difficulty.

See Gospels. It should be noted that John evi-
dently had special oi;)portunities of obtaining
exacter knowledge than that possessed by the
others, as he was present at every stage of the trial;

and that his narrative makes clear what is obscure
in the accounts of the Synoptics.

The parts may be fitted together thus : Jesus is brought
to Pilate (Mt 27 2; Mk 15 1; Lk 23 1; Jn 18 28).
I'ilate asks for a specific accusation (Jn 18 29-32).
Pilate enters the praetorium, questions Jesus aliout His
alleged kingship, and receives the answer that He rules
over the kingdom of truth, and over the hearts of men who
acknowledge the truth. Pilate asks: "What is truth?"
(reported briefly in Mt 27 H; Mk 15 2; Lk 23 3,
and with more detail Jn 18 33-38). Pilate brings Him
forth (this is the only detail that needs to be supplied
in order to make the harmony complete, and in itself
it is prolialile enough), and many accusations are made
against Him, to which, to Pilate's surprise, He makes
no reply (Mt 27 12-14; Mk 15 3-5). Pilate affirms
His innocence, but the charges are repeated (Lk 23 4 f).
Pilate sends Him to Herod, who in mockery clothes
Him in shining raiment, and sends Him back (Lk 23
()-12). Pilate declares that neither Herod or himself
can find any fault in Him, and offers to scourge Him and
let Him go (Lk 23 13-1(5; Jn 18 3S6). Pilate offers
to release Jesus in accordance with an ancient custom
(Mt 27 15-lS; Mk 15 O-IO; Jn 18 39). Pilate's wife
sends him a message warning him not to harm Jesus
because she has suffered many things in a dream because
of Him (Mt 27 19). The people, persuaded thereto
by the chief i3riests and elders, choose Barabbas, and,
in spite of the repeated protests of Pilate, demand that
Jesus shall bo crucified (Mt 27 20-23; Mk 15 11-14;
Lk 23 lS-23; Jn 18 40). Pilate washes his hands
before the i)eople, and they take the guilt of the deed
ui)on themselves and their children (Mt 27 24 f).

Pilate releases J}aral)bas and orders Jesus to bo scourged
(Mt 27 2(i; Mk 15 15; Lk 23 24 f). Jesus is .scourged
and mocked, buffeted and spit upon (Mt 27 27-31a;
Mk 15 10-20a; Jn 19 1-3). Pilate again declares the
iimocence of Jesus, brings Him out, and says: "Behold
the man!" The chief jjriests and officers cry out:
"Crucify him!" They accuse Him of making Himself
the Son of (iod. Pilate, becoming more afraid at this
saying, once more intcu'views the prisoner in the praeto-
rium. Ho again tries to release Him, but is accused
of treachery to the emperor. Overborne by this, Pilate
sits on the judgment seat (see Gabbatha), and says:
"Behold, your King!" Again the cry goes up: "Away with
him, crucify him!" Pilate says: " Shall I crucify your
Iving?" The cliief priests answered with a final renun-
ciation of all that God had given them, saying: " We have
no king but Caesar" (Jia 19 4-15). Pilate sentences
Jesus and gives Him up to bo crucified, and He is led
away (Mt 27 316; IMk 15 206; Lk 23 26a; Jn 19 16).
Pilate writes a title for the cross, and refuses to alter it

(Jn 19 19-22). The Jews ask of J'ilato that the legs
of the three who were crucified might l)e broken (Jn 19
31). Joseph of Arimathaea begs the body of Jesus
from Pilate (Mt 27 ST.SSa; Mk 15 42 f; Lk 23 50-52;
Jn 19 38rt). Pilate is siu'prised that Jesus has died
so soon, and questions the centurion (Mk 15 44). He
gives up to Joseph th(> body of Jesus (Mt 27 5S6; Mk
15 45; Jn 19 3<S6). The chief priests and the Pharisees
ol)tain jx-rniission from Pilate to take j)recautions
against any theft of the body of Jesus (Mt 27 62-66).

Pilate is mentioned three times in Acts: in a
speech of Peter (3 13) , in a t hanksgiving of the church
(4 27), and in a speech of Paul (13 28). He is also

mentioned in 1 Tim (6 13) as the one before whom
Christ Jesus witnessed the good confession.

Eusebius, who lived in the 4th cent., tells us
{HE, II) on the authority of certain Gr historians

that Pilate fell into such calamities

4. Pilate that he committed suicide. Various
in Tradition apocryphal writings have come down
and Legend to us, written from the 3d to the 5th

cents., with others of a later date, in

which legendary details are given about Pilate. In
all these a favorable view is taken of his character;

hence the Coptic church came to believe that he
be(!ame a Christian, and enrolled him among the
niunber of its saints. His wife, to whom tradition

giv(>s the name of Claudia Procula, or Procla, is

said to have been a Jewish proselyte at the time of

the death of Jesus, and afterward to have become
a Christian. Her name is honored along with
Pilate's in the Coptic church, and in the calendar
of saints honored by the Gr cluu'ch her name is

found against the date October 27.
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W(! find not unkindly references to IMlate in the rv-
cently discovered fruKnient of the (;os[)el of Peter, which
was coinpos(-d in the 2d cent. In thi^ so-called Gospel
of Nicodenms, whicli 1)(>1oiiks to the 4th or oth cent.,
we find in liie first part, called the Acts of Pilate, a long
account of the; trial of .lesus. It tells how thi^ standards
in the hall of judgment Ijowed down Ix'fore ,lesus, in
si)ite of file elVorts of the standard-hearers, and ot h(>rs
who attempted it, to liold them erect. It tells also liow
many of tliost^ wlio had heen healed l).v .lesus bore tc^sti-

mony to Him at tlie trial (see AroriiYi'iiAi. (iosrEi.s).
Tliere has also come; dow^n to us, in various foi-ms (e.g. in
the.Vctsof Petiu- and Paul), a letter, supj)osed to bi^ the
report of Pilate to Tibiu'liis, narrating tlie i)roceedings
of the trial, and speaking of Jesus in the liigliest terms of
praise. Kusebius, wlien he mentions this l(>tter, avcu-s
that Tiberius, on jjerusing it, was incensed against th(!

Jews who had souglit the death of Jesus {HE, II, 2).
Klsewhtsre {HE, IX, 5) he recounts that under Maximin
forged Acts of Pilate, containing blasphemies against
Christ, were circulated with conscmt of the (unperor.
None of these, if they ever existed, have come down to us.
In the Paradosis Filati we read that Cac^sar, being angry
with Pilate for what ho had done, brought him to Home
as a prisoner, and examined him. When the Christ was
named, all the gods in the senate-charnbc-r fell down and
were broken. Caesar ordered war to b(^ made on the
Jews, and Pilate, after praying to .Jesus, was l)eheaded.
The head was taken away ))y an angi^l, atid Procla, see-
ing this, died of joy. Another narrative, of late date,
recotints that Pilate, at his trial, wore the seamless robe
of Jesus; for this reason Caesar, though filled willi anger,
could not so much as say a harsh word to Pilate; but
when the robe was taken off, he condemned Pilat(> to
death. On hearing this, Pilat(> committed suicides The
body was sunk in the Tii)er, l)ut sucli storms were raised
by demons on account of this that, it was taken tip ancl
sunk in the Rhone at Vienne. The same trouble recurred
there, and the body was Anally buried in the territory of
Losania (Lausanne). Tradition connects Mt. Pilatus
with his name, although it is probable that the deriva-
tioii is from pileatus, i.e. the mountain with a cloud-cap.

Pliilo ( Lcgatio ad Caium, xxxviii) speaks of Pilate

in terms of the severest condemnation. Accordinj^
to liim, Pilate was a man of a very

5. The inflexible disposition, and very merci-
Character less as well as obstinate. Philo calls

of Pilate him a man of most ferocious passions,

and speaks of his corruption, his acts

of insolence, his rajjine, his habit of instdting peoj^le,

his (cruelty, his contimial murders of ])eople untried
and uncondemned, and his never-ending and most
grievous inhtimanity. This is very highly colored
and i)robably much exaggertited ; certainly the
instances given do not l)ear out this description of

the man. Much of what he says of Pilate is in

direct opposition to what we learn of him in the
Gospels. There he appears to us as a man who, in

spite of many undoubted faults, tries hard to con-
dtict the trial with fairness. Pilate had the ethics

of his class, and obviously tried to act up to the
standard which he had formed. There was in him,
however, no deep moral basis of character, as is

shown by the titter skei)ticism of his qtiestion,

"What is truth?" When he fotmd that the doing of

strict justice threatened to endanger his position,

he reluctantly and with a great deal of shame gave
way to the detnands of the Jews. He sent Jesus
to the cross, but not before he had exhausted every
expedient for saving Ilim, except the simple and
straightforward one of dismissing the case. He had
the haughtiness of the dominant race, and a pro-
found contempt for the people over which he rtiled.

This contempt, as we have seen, contintially brought
him into trouble. He felt deei)ly htmiiliatcd at
having to give way to those whoiti he utterly de-
spised, and, in the manner of a small mind, revenged
himself on them by calling Christ their king, and
by refusing to alter the mocking inscription on the
cross. It is certain that Pilate, in condemning
Jesus, acted, and knew that he acted against his

conscience. He knew what was right, but for self-

ish and cowardly reasons refused to do it. He was
faced by a great moral emergency, and he failed.

We rest on the judgment of ()ur Lord, that he was
guilty, but not so guilty as the leaders of the chosen
people.

LiTERATruK.—The (iospels; Philo. Lrijalio ad Caium;
Jos, Ant and BJ; the Annals of Tacitus; Eusebius,
HE: \Valk(!r, Apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and Revelations
in th(! " Anti'-Nicene Christian Li))rary," and for the
Cospel according to Peter, vol IX of the same series. Orr,
.V7' A pocri/phal Writings ("Temple Bible Series"), gives the
text of the (iospel of Nicodemtis and the Cospel of Peter.
There is a great mass of literature on the subject, but

there is no Eng. monograph on Pontius Pilate. In Ger-
man there is G. A. Aliiller, Pontius Pilatus dcr funfte
Prokurator von Judda (Stuttgart, 1S.S8). Sec also the
various articles on Pilate in books of reference on the
NT, notal)ly RE (von Dobschiitz), HDB ((i. T. Purves),
!)((; (A. Souter), and EB (W. J. Woodhouse). For
the name of Pilate see arts, on "Pontius Pilatus et les
Pontii" liy Ollivierin Rev. Bib., vol V. For th(^ Apocryphal
(iospels see art. on " (iospel of Nicodemus" in HDB, also
art. "Apocryphal Gospels," in the supplementary volume
of HUB: Orr, AT Apocryphal Writings; Zahn, Geschirhte
des \T Kanons; Ilarnack, AUrhristliche Litteraturge-
schichte. For the trial of Jesus se(! Lives of Christ by
Keim, Edersheim, Stalker, Andrciws and others; Taylor
Innes, Trial of .Jesus Christ, a Legal Monograph, 1899; and
for the historical background, Schiirc^r, H.J P.

J. Macaktnky Wii>sov

PILDASH, pil'dash (t;"bs
,
ylldaah, "steely"):

Nephewof Abram (Gen 22 22).

PILE, pll (iTI^TTa, ni'dhurdh, from dur, "heap
up"): Isa 30 33, "The pile thereof is fire and much
wood"; Ezk 24 9.10, "I also will make the j^ile

great. Heap on the wood, make the fire hot."
Isa 30 33 may be parai)hrased, 'the pyre thereof ia

of much wood, burning fiercely.' See Topheth.

PILEHA, pH'c-hii, pi'lO-hii. See Pilha.

PILGRIM, pil'giim, PILGRIMAGE, pil'grim-

aj: "Pilgrim" in EV for TrapeiriSrifws, parepide)iios

(lie 11 L3; 1 Pet 2 11). "Pilgrimage" for nir»^

,

mdghur (Gen 47 9 [RVm "sojournings"]; Ps 119
54; and [AY] Ex 6 4 [RV "sojournings"]). Both
the Ileb (see Ger) and Gr words contain the idea
of foreign residence, but it is the residence and not
travel that is implied. Consequently "pilgrim" is

a poor tr, and "sojourner," "sojourning" should
have been used throtighout. In the Nl' passages
heaven is thought of as the contrtisted permanent
dwelling-place, while the OT tisages seem to be
without a contrast definitely in mind.

PILHA, pil'ha (i<n-S, pilha', "ploughmati"; AY
Pileha): One of those who sigiunl Nehemiah's cove-
nant (Neh 10 24).

PILL. See Peel.

PILLAR, i)il'ar (Tin^^, rnag(;cbhah, 'v'ni? ,'am-

mudl<; orxiiXos, sti'dos): In a good many cases RV
substitutes "])illars" for AY "images" (magt^ebhoth,

Ex 34 13; Dt 7 5; 1 K 14 23, etc). In Gen
19 26, where "pillar of salt" is given, the word ia

7i''gibh; in 1 S 2 8 it is mdQuk; while in most other
single uses RYm gives variant renderings, as in Jgg
9 6 {muqQdbh), RVm "garrison"; in 1 K 10 12
{viis^ddh), HYnx " 'a railing,' Heb 'a prop'"; in 2 K
18 16 {' ovi^noth) , RVm "doorposts." The magge-
hhoth were (1) memorial pillars, as in the "pillars"

of Jacob at Bethel (Gen 28 18.22; cf 31 13; 35 14),

in covenant with Laban (31 45 ff), at Rachel's

grave (35 20); Absalom's pillar (2 S 18 IS). Such
pillars were legitimate (the theory of a fetishist ic

character is ungrounded) ; it is predicted in Isa 19
19 that such a pillar wotild be set up to Jeh at the
border of Egypt. (2) Idolatrous pillars, in Canaan-
itish and other heathen worships. These were to be
ruthlessly broken down (AY "images," see above;
Ex 23 24; 34 13; Dt 7 5, etc; cf Lev 26 1).

See Images. The other word, \immudh, is used of

the pillar of cloud and fire (see below) ; of the pillars

of the tabernacle and temple (see s.v.); of the two
pillars Jachin and Boaz (q.v.); poetically of the
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"pillars" of heaven, of earth (Job 9 G; 26 11; Ps
75 3; 99 7), etc. In the f(>\v instances of the word
in the NT, the use is figurative. James, Cephas
and John "were reputed to be i)illars" of the church
at Jerus (Gal 2 9j; the church is "the pillar and
grovuid of the truth" (1 Tim 3 15); he that over-

comes is made "a i)illar" in the temple of God (Kev
3 12); a strong angel had feet "as pillars of fire"

(10 1).

Pillar of Cloud and Fire: The visible manifestation of
tlie l3ivin(! prcsciiw^ in the journcyinss of Israel at tlu^

time of the Exodus. .)eli, it is narrated, went Ijefore tlu^

people " by day in a ])illar of eloud, to lead tliem the waj ,

and by night in a pillar of fire, to Kiv(Mhem liiiht

The pillar of cloud l)y day, ami the i)illar of fire l^y night,
departed not from ))ef()re tlu; people" (E.x 13 21.22;
cf 14 19.24; Nu 14 It). AVhen the congregation was
at rest, the cloud abodi; over the tabernacle (Kx 40 ^ti;

Nu 9 17; 14 14). Wlu^n Joh wished to communicate!
His will to Moses, tlu; pillar descended to the door of the
Tent of Meeting (Ex 33 !>-ll; Nu 12 5; Dt 31 15).
Those descriptions are not to be rationalist ically ex-
plained; what is dei)icted is a true theophany. Criti-
cism has sought to establish discrepancii's between tlu;

allusions to the cloud in the .IE and the P parts of thc^

narrative, but these aris not made out without straining;
e.g. it is not the case that .110 alone rei)r(>seins .Jeh as
speaking with Mos(>s in the cloud at tlu' tloar of the
tabernacle. The same representation is found in Ex
29 42.43, ascribed to V. An acute discussion of the
alleged discrepancies may be seen in II. M. Wiener,
Essays in Petitaleuchal Critiris rn, iS2 If.

Ja.mks Ouh
PILLAR OF SALT. See Slime; Jj,t.

PILLAR, PLAIN OF THE. See Plain of tiii;

PiLLAll.

Ill,

PILLARS OF THE EARTH. Sct^ Astuono.mv,

PILLOW, See HoL.sTKii; CfSUioN.

PILOT, pl'Iot. See Siiii-s and Bo.ats.

PILTAI, ])irtT, pil-ta'l

"Jeh delivers"): One of

"the chiefs of the fathers,

(Neh 12 17).

C'^ipE
,

piUju.l, ])robal)!y

the i)ri(\sts, (iescril)ed as
" in the davs of Joiakhu

iris, is rare in Pal ;ind the Lebanon, though it is

found today N. of Aleppo. Post {UDB, HI, r)92-

93) considers that (1) should be tr"' as "pine," which
he describes as a "fat wood tree"; it is i)erhaps as

]:robably a correct tr for (2), but great uncertainty
remains. Two species of pine are jilentiful in the

PIN (~r)' ,
yatlicdli, from yatluidh, "to drive in

a ])eg"[?]): A cylindrical i)iece of wood or metal
(e.g. brass, Ex 27 19) such as that used by weavers
in beating up the woof in the loom (Jgs 16 14,

where Delilah fastened Samson's hair with the

"l)in"); or as a ])eg for hanging (Ezk 15 3; cf Isa

22 23 f; Ezr 9 S); or ;is a tent-i)in, such as tho.s(!

u.sed in the tabernacle (Ex 27 19; 35 IS; 38 20.

31; 39 40; Nu 3 37; 4 32; Jgs 4 21, where
AV translates "nail," RV "tent-pin"; cf 5 2(), where
Ilebhas the stuiic word, EV "nail"). The tent-pin,

like that of today, w;is probably sharpeiu'd at one
end (Jgs 4 21) and so shaped at the other as to i)er-

mit the attaching of the cords so frequently men-
tioned in the same connection (Ex 35 IS; 39 40;

Nu 3 37; 4 32; cf Lsa 33 20). From th(> acts of

driving in the tent -pin {tdk(i^) and ])ulling it otit

{nasd') are derived the technical Ileb terms for

pitching a tent and for breaking camp. See also

Crisping Pin (Isa 3 22, RV "satchels"); Stake.
Nathan Isaacs

PINE, pin. Sec Pining Sickness.

PINE TREE, pin trO: (1) "^tJ f? , 'cf shemcn, tr''

RV "wild olive," AV "pine" (Neh 8 15); RV "oil-

tree," m "oleaster" (Isa 41 19); "olive-wood"

(1 K 6 23.31-33). See Oil Tree. (2) inin,
tidhhdr (lsa 'il 19, m "plane"; 60 13); TrevKri,p(nikc,

"fir." Lagarde, from similarity of tidlihdr to the
Syr deddar, usually the "elm," considers this the best

tr. Symmachus also tr*^ tidhhdr (Isa 41 19) l)y

irreXia, ptclea, the "elm." The elm, Ulmus cavipes-

Lebanon and flourish in most ])arts of Pal when
given a chtince. "These are the stoiu^ ])ine. Firms
-pinen, and the Aleppo jiine, P. JKdcpcnsi.s; all the

highlands looking toward the sea are suited to their

growth. E. W. G. IMasterman

PINING, pin'ing, SICKNESS, sik'nes: In the

account of tlie epilei)tic boy in Mk 9 IS it is said

tliat "he ])ineth away." The vb. used here {^tjpaifu,

xcniino) means "to dry u})," and is the same which
is used of the withering of plants, but seldom used
in this metai)horical sense. The Eng. word is from
the AS piuinn and is often found in the Eliza-

b(»than literature, occurring 13 t in Shakespeare.
In the OT it is found in Lev 26 39 {bix) and in

Ezk 24 23 and 33 10. In RV it replaces J'con-

sume" in Ezk 4 17. In all these i)assages it is the

rendering of the Ileb mukah, and means expressly

being wa.sttnl on account of sin. In Lev 26 16

"pine awa}'" is used in RV to rejjlace "cause sorrow
of heart," and is the tr of the Ileb dilhh; and in Dt
28 G5 "sorrow of mind" is also replac(>d in RV by
"])iningof soul," the word so rendered being (/''V76Ar>«,

whi('h in these two i)assages is expressive of home-
sickness. In Isa 24 IG the redu])licat(Ml exclama-
tion, "my leanness," of AV is changed into "I j)ine

away," the word being razl. The starving i)eoi)le

in I>am 4 9 are said to ]nne away, the word so tr''

being ztibh. All these Ileb words have a general

meaning of to dry or to waste or wear away, or to

be exhausted by morbid discharges.

Pining sleekness in Isa 38 12 AV is a mistrans-

lation, the word so rendered, dalldh, meaning here

the thrum by which the web is tied to the ]f)om.

The figiu-e in the verse is that Ilezekiah's life is

being removed from the Qarth by his sickness as

the web is removed from the loom by having the

thrums cut, and being then rolled up. Roth AVm
and RVm have the correct reading, "from_ the

thrum." LXX has iplOov iyyi^ovff7]s iKreixflf, er'ithou

cggizouses ekleme'in, and Vulg dam adliuc ordirer,

succidit me. The other reading is due to another
interpretation of the word which in a few passages,

as Jer 52 15, like its V dal, means something .small,

poor, and decaying or weak, such as the lean kine

of Pharaoh's dream (Gen 41 19).

Alex. Macalister
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PINION, i)in'yun ("inX, 'Phhcr, nn^S, 'chhrah):

RV has tr'' those Hob words uniformly by "pinion,"
where AV uses either "win^" or "feathers," with
which words they stand in ])araUensm in all passagjes.

T\u) shorter Ileb word is found only once, in Jeh's
parable to I'^zekiel: "A fj;reat ea^lo with fjreat win^s
and lonK jjinions [AV "louswinfred"), full of feathers,

which had divers colors, came imto Lel)anon, and
took the top of the cedar" (I'Izk 17 .'}). The fern,

form i'lhlirdh) is used of the win^s of the dove (Ps
68 i;i), of the ostrich (Job 39 U) and of the ea^le
(l)t 32 11). Once (Ps 91 4) it stands in a figura-

tive expression for the protective care of Jeh, which
is bestowed on those that trust in Him.

II. L. Fj. Luering
PINNACLE, pin'a-k'l (-n-TtpviYiov, pterilgion

[Mt 4 T); Lk 4 9, RVm "wins"]): "The pinnacle
of the temple" is named as the place to which the
devil took Jesus, and there tempted Him to cast
Himself down. It is not known what precise ele-

vated si)ot is meant, whether a i)art of the roof of

the t(>mple itself, or some hlj^h ])oint in the adjacent
buildings overlooking the deep ravine. It was more
probably the latter.

PINON, pi'non (1-''S, plnon, "darkness"): One
of the "chiefs of Edom" (Oen 36 41; 1 Ch 1 o'i).

PIPE, pip. See Caxdlkstick; Lamp; Music.

PIRA, ]n'ra (ol €k Ileiptts, hoi ek Peirds [1 Esd
5 19]): Thought to be a repetition of Caphiha
(,q.v.) earlier in the verse.

PIRAM, pi'ram (SS'ID
,
pir'um, "indomitable"):

King of Jarmuth, one of the five Amorite kings who
leagued themselves against Joshua's invasion (Josh
10 3ff).

PIRATHON, pir'a-thon, PIRATHONITE, pir'a-

thon-It (jinS'ns
^
pir\lthdn, '^'iprnE , pir^'dthdnl; B,

4>apa9w(x, Phurdtfiom, A, •I>paa0(ip., Phrdathom, 'i'apa-

9uv€iTTis, Ph(inilhuneitrs): The home of Abdon the
son of Ilillel the Pirathonite (Jgs 12 13flf AV),
where also he was buried, "in the land of Ephraim
in the mount of the Amalekites." The latter name
may have clung to a district which at some former
time had been held by the Amalekites. From this

town also came Benaiah, one of David's chief cap-
tains (2 S 23 30; 1 Ch 11 31; 27 14). It is prob-
ably to be identified with Fer\dd, about 6 miles S.W.
of Ndhlus. A possible rival is Fir''on, 15 miles W.
of Ndhlus. G. A. Smith suggests a position at the
head of \V('idy Far\ih {IlCrllL, 355). Moore thinks
it may have been in Benjamin, Abdon being a Ben-
jamite family (1 Ch 8 23.30; 93(5). _ It is just pos-
sible that the place may be identical with Pharathon,
one of the towns fortified by Bacchid(;s (1 Mace
9 50). W. EwiNG

PISGAH, ])iz'ga (nspsn, ha-pisgdh; ^aa-ya,

Ph(tH(/n, TO X€Xa^€V|A€'vov, to lelaxcumenon, tj Xa^-
€VTT|, he l(ixcult'): This name, which has always the
definite art., appears only in combination either
with rosh, "head," "top," or 'ashddth, not tr*^ in

AV save in Dt 4 49, where it is rendered "springs,"
RV vmiformly "slopes," RVm "springs."

Pisgah is identified with Nebo in Dt 34 1; cf

3 27. "The top of Pisgah, which looketh down
ui)on the desert" marks a stage in the march of the
host of Israel (Nu 21 20). Hither Balak brought
Balaam to the field of Zophim (23 14). Here
Moses obtained his view of the Promised Land, and
died. See Nedo. Many scholars (e.g. Buhl, GAP,
122; Gray, "Numbers," ICC, 291) take Pisgah as the
name ai)plying to the mountain range in which the

Moab plateau terminates to the W., the "top" or
"head" of Pisgah being the point in which the ridge
rumiing out westward from the main mass cul-

minates. The summit commands a wide view,
and looks down upon the desert. The identifica-

tion is made surer by the name TaVat cs-Sufa
found here, which seems to correspond with the
field of Zophim.

'A.shddlh is the constr. ])1. of 'nshedhdh (sing, form
not found), from 'eshedh, "foundation," "bottom,"
"lower part" (slope); cf A.s.syr is'M*/, "foundation."
Some would derive it from Aram, 'dshddh, "to
pour," whence "fall" or "slop<>" {OIIL, s.v.).

Ashdoth-pisgah overlooked the Dead Sea from the
E. (Dt 3 17; 4 49; Josh 12 3; 13 20). There
can l)e no rea.sonable doubt that Ash(k)th-i)i.sgah

signifies the steep slopes of tlu; mountain descend-
ing into the contiguous valleys.

It is worthy of note that LXX does not uniformly
render Pisgah by a proper name, but sometimes by
a derivative of Inxeuo, "to liew" or "to dress stone"
(Nu 21 20; 23 14; Dt 3 27; 4 49). Jenmie
(Onut/i, s.v. Asedoth) gives abacinuiu as the Lat ecjuiv-

alent of Fnsga. He derives Pisgah from pdmgh,
which, in new Hob, means "to s{)lit," "to cut off."

This suggests a mountain the Kt(;ep sides of which
give it the appearance of having been "cut out."
"^riiis description ap])lies i)erfectly to Jchel Nchd as
viewed from the Dead Sea. W. Ewing

PISHON, pi'shon (^TJi'^D, pishon; AV Pison,
pi'.son): A river of Eden ((pv.), said to compass
the whole land of Ilavilah where there is gold,

bdellium and onyx stone ((.en 2 1 1), mo.st probal>Iy
identifi(>d with the Kanm River which comes down
from the mountains of Media and formerly emptied
into the Pers Gulf.

PISIDIA, i)i-sid'i-a (ttiv nio-iSiav, ten Pisid'inn

[Acts 14 24]; in Acts 13 14, XABC give 'Av-
Ti6x6i.av TTiv Ilio-iSCav, Antincheinn ten Pisid'inn,

"thePisidian Antioch," theotherMSS, 'Avnoxfiav
Tiis Ilio-iSias, Antiocheinn tes Pisidias, "Antioch
of Pisidia." The former, but not the latter, read-
ing correctly describes the condition of affairs at
the time when St. Paul traveled in the country; see
below)

:

Pisidia, as a strict geographical term, was the
name given to the huge blo(;k of mountain country

stretching northward from the Taurus
1. Situation range where the latter overlooked the
and History Pamphylian coast land, to the vallej's

which connected Apamea with An-
tioch, and Antioch with Iconium. It was bound-
ed by Lycia on the W., by the Phrygian country on
the N., and by Isauria on the E.; but there is no
natural boundary between Pisidia and Isauria, and
the frontier was never strictly drawn. The name
is used in its geographical sense in the Anabasis of

Xenophon, who informs us that the Pisidians were
independent of the king of Persia at the end of the
5th cent. BC. Alexander the Great had difficulty

in reducing the Pisidian cities, and throughout
ancient history we find the Pisidian mountains de-
scribed as the home of a turbulent and warlike
people, given to robbery and jiillage. The task of

subjugating them was intrusted by the Romans to

the Galatian king Amyntas, and, at his death in 25
BC, Pisidia passed with the r<\st of his possessions
into the Rom province (ialatia. Augustus now
took seriously in hand the i)acification of Pisidia and
the Lsaurian mountains on the E. Five military
colonies were founded in Pisidia and the eastern
mountains—Cremna, Comama, Olbasa, Parlais

and Lystra—and all were connected by military

roads with the main garri.son city Antioch, which
lay in Galatian Phrygia, near the northern border of
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Pisiili;i. All inscription discovc'red in 1912 kIiows

th;it (^iiiriniiLs, who is nienticjiied in Lk 2 2 us fj;ov-

ernor of Syria in the year of Cln-ist's birth, was an

honorary magistrate of the colony of Antioch; his

conno(!tion with Antioch chites from his campaign
against the Homonades—who had resisted and
killed Amyntas—about 8 BC (see Ramsay in Expos,

November, 1912, 385 ff, 406). The military system
set up in Pisidia was based on that of Antioch, and
from this fact, and from its proximity to Pisidia,

Ant ioch derived its title "the Pisidian," which served

to distinguish it from the other cities called Antioch.

It is by a mistake arising from confusion with a later

political arrangement that Antioch is designated
"of Pisidia" in the majority of the MSS.

Pisidia remained part of the province Galatia

till 74 AD, when the greater (southern) part of it

was assigned to the new double province Lycia-

Pamphylia, and the cities in this portion of Pisidia

now ranked as Pamphylian. The northern i)art

of Pisidia continued to belong to Galatia, until, in

the time of Diocletitm, the southern part of the

province Galatia (including the cities of Antioch
and Iconium), with parts of Lycaonia and Asia,

were formed into a province called Pisidia, with
Antioch as capital. Antioch was now for the first

tune correctly described as a city "of Pisidia,"

although there is reason to believe that the t(!rm

"Pisidia" had already been extended northward
in popular usage to include part at least of the

Phrygian region of Galatia. This perhaps exi)lains

the reading "Antioch of Pisidia" in the Codex
B(!zae, whose readings usually reflect the conditions

of the 2d cent, of our era in Asia Minor. This use
of the term was of course political and adminis-
trative; Antioch continued to be a (;ity of Phrygia
in the ethnical sense and a recently disr'overed in-

scription proves that the Phrygian language was
si)oken in the neighborhood of Antioc^h as late as

the 3d cent, of our era (see also Calder in Journal

of Rom Studies, 1912, 84).

St. Paul crossed Pisidia on the journey from Perga
to Antioch referred to in Acts 13 14, and again on

the return journey. Acts 14 24. Of
2. St. Paul those journeys no details are rec^orded

in Pisidia in Acts, but it has been sugg(>sted by
Conybeare and Ilowson that the "perils

of rivers" and "perils of robbers" mentioned by St.

Paul in 2 Cor 11 26 refer to his journeys across

Pisidia, and Ramsay has pointed out in confirmation

of this view that a considerable number of Pisidian

ins(!rii)tions ref(!r to the armed policemen and soldiers

who kept the peace in this region, while others refer

to a confli(;t with robbers, or to an escape from
drowning in a river (The Church in the Rom Empire,

23 f; cf Journal of Rom Studies, 1912, 82 f). Adada,
a city on St. Paul's route from Perga to Antioch, is

called by the Turks Kara Baulo; "Baulo" is the

Turkish pronunciation of "Paulos," and the name
is doubtless reminiscent of an early tradition c(m-

necting the city with St. Paul. Pisidia had remained
unaffected by Hellenic civilization, and the Rom
occupation at the time of St. Paul was purely

military. It is therefore unlikely that St. Paul
preached in Pisidia. Except on the extreme N.W.,
none of the Christian inscriptions of Pisidia—in

glaring contrast with those of Phrygia—date before

the legal recognition of Christianity vuider Con-
stantino.

Literature.—Murray, Handbook of Asia^ Minor,
1.50 ff; Ramsay, The Church in the Rom Empire, 18 ff;

Lanckoronski, Stddte Pamphyliens und Piaidienx; Stcr-
rtitt, Epigraphical Journey and Wolfe Expedition.

_
A

fiiw Inscriptions containinf? Pisidian names witia nativo
inflections iiave been pu])lish(!d by Kamsay in Revue des

uuiversiti' a du midi, 1895, 353 it.

W. M. Calder
PISON, pi'son. See Pishon.

PISPA, i)is'pa (XECS
,
j>ispa\ "dispersion," AV

Pispah): A son of Jether, an Asheri((> (1 Ch 7 38).

PIT: The word translates different Ileb words

of which the most important are: (1) Ti3, bar,

"pit" or "cistern," made by digging (Gen 37 20);
hence "dungeon" (,Ier 38 6, m "pit"); (2) IS?,
b^'er, "pit" or "well" made by digging (Gen 21 25);

(3) ^S^Tp, sh^'ol, generally rendered "hell" in AV (see

Hell); (4) nnilj, shahath, a i)it in the ground to

catch wild animals. (1), (2) and (4) above arc
used metaphorically of the i)it of the "grave" or of

"sheol" (Ps 28 1; 30 3; Job 33 24). AV some-
times incorrectly renders (4) by "corru])tion." (5)
Vn^,pahath, "pit," literally (2 S 17 9), and fig-

uratively (Jer 48 43). In the NT "pit" renders
(i60vvos, bothunos (Mt 15 14), which means any
kind of hole in the ground. In the corresponding
passage Lk (14 5 AV) lias <Ppeap, pJirear, "well,"
the same as (2) above. For "bottomless jiit" (Rev
9 1, AV, etc) see Auyss. T. Lewis

PITCH, pich: The tr of the noun 123, kopher,

and the vb. 123, kdpJiar, in Gen 6 14 and of the

noun rST, zcp'heth, in Ex 2 3; Isa 34 9. In Gen
6 14 the words are the ordinary forms for "cover-
ing," "cover," so that the tr "i)itch" is largely guess-
work, aided by the LXX, which reads dacpaXros,

dsphaltos, "bitumen," here, and by the fact that
pitch is a usual "covering" for vessels. The mean-
ing of zepheth, however, is fix(!d by t ho obvious Dead
Sea imagery of Isa 34 9-15—the streams and land
of Edom are to become burning l)itunien, like the
sites of Sodom and Gomorrah. In Ex 2 3 zepheth

is combined with hetndr, wliich also means bitumen
(Gen 14 10; see Slime), and the distinction be-
tween the words (different consistenci(>s of the same
substance?) is not clear. Buhton Scott Easton

PITCHER, pich'er (13 , kadh; K6pa|iiov, kcrci-

mion): The word is found chiefly in the OT in the
story of Rebekah in Gen 24 13 fT; l)ut Gideon's
men also had their lami)s in iiitchers (Jgs 7 16.19).

Eccl speaks of the ])itcher Ijroken at the fountain
(12 6). The single use in the NT is in Mk 14 13

||

Lk 22 10. The i)itch(>r was an earthenware vessel

(cf Lam 4 2, 7iebhel), with one or two handles, used
for carrying wat(!r, and commonly borne upon the
head or shoulder (cf Gen 24).

PITHOM, pi'thom (DnS
,
pithom; UnQd,, Peitho

[Ex 1 11]): Cham])olli(m ((iesenius. Lex., s.v.) con-
sidered this name to mean "a narrow

1. Meaning jilace" in Cojitic;, but it is generally

of Name exi)lain(!d to be the I'^gyp Pa-tum, or
"city of the setting sun." It was one

of the cities built by the Hebrews (see Raamses),
and according to Wessel was the Thoum of the
Antonine Itinerary.

Brugsch {Flist Egypt, 1S79, II, 343) says that it was
identical witii " Ileracleopolis Parva, the capital of the
Scthroitic nome in the ago of the (ireeks and Komans
. . . . half-way on the great road from Pclusium to Tauis
(Zoan), and this indication givcm on the authority of the
itineraries furnishes the sole means of fixing its position."
This is, however, disputed. Turn was worshipped at
Thebes, at Zoan, and proliably at Bubastis, while Ilelioj)-

olis (Brugsch, Geogr., I, 254) was also called Pa-tum.
There were apparently several places of the name;

and Herodotus (ii.lSS) says that the (^anal of Darius
l)(!gan a little above Bubastis, "n(>ar the Arabian city
Patoumos," and reached the Kcd Sea.

(1) Dr. Naville's theory.—In 1885 Dr. E. Naville

discovered a Rom milestone of Maximian and
Severus, proving that the site of Ileroopolis was at

Tell el MaMtah ("the walled mound") in Wddy
Tumeilat. The modern name he gives as Tell el
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Mad-hiVdh, wliicli was not tluit licard l)y the i)r("s('iit

writer in ISS2. Tliis idenlification had lotijj; been
supposed probahh'. ]']xcavations at

2. Situation the site laid bare strong walls and
texts showing the worship of Tuni.

None was found to be older than the time of

Ranieses II—who, however, is well known to have
(lefa(HHl older inscriptions, and to have substituted

his own name for that of earlier buildcTS. A statue

of lat er dat e, bearing the title "Reeordeu- of Pithom,"
was also found at this same site. Dr. Naville con-

eluded that tills city must be the OT Pithom, and
the region round it Succoth—the Egyp T-k-u (but

see Succoth). Brugsch, on the other hand, says

that the old name of Heroopolis _was Kes (see

Goshen), which rec^alls the identification of the LXX
(Gen 46 2S); and elsewhere (following Lepsius)

he regards the same site as being "the Fa-Khetam
of Rameses 11" (see Etham), which Lepsius believed

to be the OT Rameses (see R.\amses) mentioned
with Pithom (Brugsch, Geogr., I, 302, 262). St.

Silvia in 385 AD was shown the site of Pithom near

Heroopolis, but farther E., and she distinguishes

the two; but in \wv time, though Lleroopolis was a

village, the site of Pithom was probably conjectural.

In the time of ]\Iinei)thali, son of Rameses II

(Brugsch, Hist, II, 128), we have a report that cer-

tain nomads from Adnma (or I']dom) passed through

"the Khetam [or fort] of Minepthah-IIotephima,

which is situated in T-k-u, to the lakes [or canals]

of the city Pi-tum of Miiiepthah-Hote})hima, which

are situated in the land of T-k-u, in order to feed

themselves and to feed their herds."

(2) Paloumos of Herodotus.—These places seem
to have been on the eastei-n border of Egypt, but

may have been close to the Bitter Lakes or farther

N. (see Succoth), whereas Tell el MaMtah is about

12 miles W. of Ism'ailieh, and of Lake Timsah. The
definition of the Pithom thus noticed as being that

of Minepthah suggests that there was more than

one place so called, and the Patoumos of Herodotus
seems to have been about 30 miles farther W. (n(>ar

Zagazig and Bubastis) than the site of Lleroopolis,

which the LXX indentifies with Goshen and not

with Pithom. The latter is not noticed as on the

route of the Exodus, and is not identified in the OT
with Succoth. In the present state of our knowl-

edge of Egyp topography, the popular impression

that the Exodus must have happened in the time

of Minepthah, because Pithom was at Heroopolis

and was not built till the time of Rameses II, must
be regarded as very hazardous. See Exodus. The
Patoumos of Herodotus may well have been the

site, and may still be discovered near the head of

Wcidy Tumeildt or near Bubastis.
C. R. CONDER

PITHON, pi'thon (I'lri'^S
,
pilhon): A grandson

of Aleribbaal, or Mephibosheth (1 Ch 8 35; 9 41).

PITIFUL, pit'i-fool: As found in Scripture, means
"full of pity"; it is expressed by "'i^nn, rahamani,

from rahdmirn (pi. of rahdm), "bowels," "compas-
sion" (Lam 4 10 AV, its only occurrence in the OT),
"The hands of the i)itiful women have sodden their

own children." In Jas 5 11, we have the beautiful

saying, "The Lord is very pitiful [RV "full of pity"]

and of tender mercy," where "very pitiful" is the tr

of pohlsplagchnos, lit. "of many bowels," a word
which does not occur elsewhere; it might be tr^

"large-hearted" or "tender-hearted." In E(;clus

2 11, we have "The Lord is ... . very pitiful"

{oiktirmdn) ;
eusplngchnos, "well-hearted," "compas-

sionate," "full of pity," occurs in 1 Pet 3 8, "Love
as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous," RV "loving

;is brethren, tenderhearted, humble-minded." The
word is found in Pr Man 7; XII P, Zeb 8 2.

W. L. Walker

PITY, i)it'i (5''2n , hamid, Cin , hus; tKti(i>, cleeo):

"Pity," ])robably (K)ntracted from "piety," is a

tenuler feeling for others in misery or distress. It is

allied to compassion (c). v.), but differs in respect of

the object that causes the distress (or feeling). The
feeling of pity is excited chiefiy by the weakness,
miserable or degraded condition of the object; com-
passion by his uncontrollable and inevitable mis-

fortunes: "We piti/ a man of weak understanding
who exposes his weakness; we compassionnle tiie

man who is reduced to a stateof beggary and want"
(Crabb, English Synonymes). Pity often becomes
allied to contempt; "a pity" is something to be re-

gretted. See Pitiful. In the OT "pity" is closely

akin to "mercy." It is most frequently the tr of

hdmal, "to pity," "to spare," e.g. in Nathan's parable

of the poor man's one lamb, it is said that the rich

man was worthy to die because he had "no pity"

(2 S 12 6).

In Jor 13 14 W(! have, "I will not pity nor spare, nor
have nu^rcy," liV "compassion"; c;f 21 7; Lain 2 2;
Ezk 5 It; 7 4, in all of whicli passages "pity" stands
in a negative connoclion; wv, have it positively attrib-
uted to (iod in Ezli 36 21, "I liad pity for mine holy
name," KV "regard"; Joel 2 IS; /i u.s, probably mean-
ing, primarily, "to cover," "prote"ct!" hence to pity,

to spare, is tr'i"pity" (Dt 7 Iti; 13 8; Ezk 16 5, etc,

all negative; .Ton 4 10, positive: "Thou hast had pity
on the goia-d [RV "regard for"] and should not I spare
[RV "have rt^gard for," hus] Nineveh," etc); hanan, "to
incline toward," "be gracious," "pity," is thrice ren-
dered "pity" (Job 19 21, "Have pity upon me, have
pity upon me"; Prov 19 17; 28 8, "he that hath pity
upon the poor"); rdham, "to feel warm," "to love,"
twice (Ps 103 13, " like as a father pitieth his children "

;

Isa 13 18, "no pity"); once in pi. rahdmim (.\m 1 11);
other words once so tr^ are he mldh, '"pity" (Isa 63 9);
hesedh, "loving-kindness" (Job 6 14, RV "kindness");
ma/i,TO(iZ, "object of pity" (Ezk 24 21); nurf/t, " tomove,"
"bemoan" (Ps 69 20). In the NT "pity" occurs once
only as the tr of deed, "to be kind," "tender" (Mt 18
33, RV "mercy"). In 2 Mace 3 21 we have (AV and
RV) "pitied" in the obsolete sense of exciting pity,
" Then it would have pitied [eleein] a man to see the
multitude," etc.

RV has "pity" for "mercy" (Prov 14 21); "have
pity on" for "spare" (Ps 72 13); for "favour" (Ps

109 12; 102 13.14), "Have pity upon her dust." See
M KRC; Y ;

(.' O MP ASSIGN.
W. L. Walker

PLACE, plas: Normally for ul'p'Q , mdkom, OT,

and TOTTos, iopos, NT, but in AV "place" represents

a great number of Heb and Gr words, often used

with no difference in force (e.g. 2 Ch 35 10.15).

RV has made few changes, but occasionally has

attempted to specialize the meaning (Gen 40 13;

Job 37 8; Acts 8 32; Jas 3 11, etc).

PLACE, BROAD; HIGH. See City, II, 3, 2;

IlKiii Place; Open Place.

PLAGUE, plag {y^Z,negha\ T^'21Z,makkdh, np:'52

,

maggephdh; (xdo-Til, rndstix, ttXtiyti, plegt): This

word which occurs more than 120 t is applied, like

pestilence, to such sudden outbursts of disease as

are regarded in the light of Divine visitations. It is

used in the description of lejirosy about 60 t in Lev
13 and 14, as well as in Dt 24 8. In the poetical,

j^rophetic and es(^hatological books it occurs about

20 t in the general sense of a punitive disaster. The
Gospel references (Mk 3 10; 5 29.34; Lk 7 21)

use the word as a synonym for disease.

The specific disease now named "plague" has

been from the earliest historic times a frequent

visitant to Pal and Egypt. Indeed in the S.E.

between Gaza and Bubastis it has occurred so fre-

quently that it may almost be regarded as endemic.

The suddenness of its attack, the shortness of its

incubation period and the rapidity of its course

give it the characters which of old have been asso-

ciated with manifestations of Divine anger. In the

early days of an epidemic it is no infrequent occur-

rence that 60 per cent of those attacked die within
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three days. I have Kccn a case in which death took

phice ten hours after the first symptoms, in the

fihliy and insanitary houses of eastern towns, the

disease spreads rapidly. In a recent ei)ideinic in

one vilhige of 534 inhabitants 311 died within 21

(hiys, and I once crossed the track of a i)arty of

pilgrims to Mecca of whom two-thirds died of

plague on the road. Even with modern sanitary

act ivity, it is very difficult to root it out , as our rcjcent

experiences in Hong Kong and India have shown.
Of the Bib. outbreaks that were not improbably

bubonic plague, the first recorded is the slaughter
of the firstborn in Egypt—the 10th i)lague. We
have too little information to iilentify it (Ex 11 1).

The Philis, however, used tJie s:ime name, iie(jha\

for the Egyp plagues (1 S 4 Sj as is used in Ex.
The n(>xt outbreak was at Kil^roth-hataavah (Nu
11 33). This was .synchronous witli the phenome-
nal flight of quails, and if these were, as is i)robal)le,

driven by the wind from the ])lague-stricken Ser-
bonian region, they were equally ])r()bably the car-

riers of the infection. Exj)erience in bot h India and
China has shown that animals of very diverse kinds
can carry germs of the disea.se. A third visitation

fell on the spies who brought back an evil report
(Nu 14 37). A fourth destroyed those who nuir-

nuu'ed at the destruction of Korah and his fellow-

reljcls (Nu 16 47). These may have been i'(>crudes-

cences of the infection brought by the quails. The
fifth outbreak was that which followed the gross
religious and moral defection at Baal-i)(H)r (Nu 25
8.'). IS; 26 1; 31 IG; Josh 22 17; Ps 106 29.30).

Here the disease was probaljly conveyed by the
Moabites.

A hit(^r epidemic, which was i)robahly of t>ul)onio
platiuc, was that wliicli avongod the capuirc of i\w ark
(1 S 5 (>). Wo read of tlio tumors which were probably
till' glandular enlargements characteristic of this diseases;
also that at the time tluu-o was a ])lagut; of rats (6 .5)—" mice," in our version, ))at th(> word is also used as tho
name of the rat. The cattle stH'm to ha\e carried tho
plague to Bcth-shcmesh, as has been <)l)servetl in more
tlian one i)laco in Ohina (6 I'l). ("oiu^erning the three
davs' j>estilcnco that followed David's census (2 .S 24
1."); 1 (Ml 21 12), see Jos, .1,,/. VII, xiii, :?. The destruc-
tion of tlio army of Sennacherib may have been a sud(len
outl)reak of plague (2 Jv 19 ;•!.'); Isa 37 •'iti). It is p(T-
hai)s worthy of notethat in Herodotus' accountof th(^ d(^-
st ruction of this army (ii.l41) he refers to the incursion of
swarms of mice.

One of the latest ])rophetic miMitions of ])lague is

Hos 13 14, where the plague {dcbhcr, ]jXXdihe)
of death and the destruction (kutuhh, LXX kenlron)
of tiie grave are mentioned. From this })assag<!

Paul qtiotes his apostrophe at the end of 1 Cor 15
f)."), l)ut the at)ostle correlates the sting {kcntron)

with death, and changes the dike into 7iik()S.

ALEX . M A (
'ALISTER

PLAGUES, plagz, OF EGYPT (rS55!::, niph-

t'Dlh, "womlers," from S^E, pdla, "to bes(>paratc',"

i.e. in a cla.ss by themselves; also called "r*!

,

nrgJicph, "plagtie," from ^"*^, 7i,dgh(iph, "to sinite"

[Ex 9 14], and ^"2, 7i.cghn\ "a stroke," from ^jI
,

na;y/(aVto touch"' [Ex 11 1; cf Josh 24 10]):

Introduction'
1. Natural Phexomexa

1. Water Turned to Blood
2. Frogs
3. Lice
4. Flies
.5. Murrain
0. Boils
7. Hail
8. Locusts
9. Darkness

10. Death of the Firstborn
IL M1RACUL0U.S Use of the Phenomena

1

.

[ntensifioation
2. Pnuliction
'.i. Discrimination
4. Orderliness and Increasing Severity
5. Arrangement to Accomplisli Divine Moral Pur-

pose

III. Divine Mohai. Pnu-osK
1. Discrediting of the (iods of ]Ogy()t
2. Pharaoh Made to Know .iehosah Is Lord
;5. Jievelation of (lod as .Saviour
4. Exhil)ition of the Divine Use of Evil

Litbk.\ture

^riie Heb wortls are so used as to give the name
"plagues" to all the "wonders" Cod did against

Pharaoh. Thus it ajjjjears that the
Introduction language in the accotmt in Ex puts

forward the wondrous character of
these dealings of Jeh with Pharaoh. The account
of the plagues is found in Ex 7 8—12 31; Ps 78
42-51; 105 27-3G. Thes(> ))oetical accounts of the
plagues have a devotional piu'pose and do not give
a full historical narrative. Ps 78 omits i)lagues

4, G, 9; Ps 105 omits i)lagues 5 and G. Both i)S3

change the order of the i)lagues. Accoimt of the
preparation which led up to tlu; j)lagues is found in

the narrative of the btu-ning bush (see BruxixG
Bush), the meeting of Aaron with Moses, the
gathering togetht^r of the elders of Israel for in-

struction aiul the ])reliminary wonders before
Pharaoh (Ex 3,4). This preparation contemi)lated
two things important to be; kept in vicnv in consider-
ing the phigues, namely, that the consummation of

])lagues was contemi)late(l from the beginning (Ex
4 22.23), and that the skepticism of Israel concern-
ing IMoses' authority and power was likewise an-
ticipated (Ex 4 1). It was thus manifestly not an
age of miracles when the Israelites were expecting
such "wonders" and ready to receive anything
marvelotis as a Divine interposition. This skepti-
cism of Israel is a valuabh; asset for the crtMlibility

of the account of the "wonders." The immediate
occasion of the i)lagues was the refusal of Pharaoh
to let the peoj)le have li])erty for sacrifice, together
with the consequent hardening of Pharaoh's heart.
No indication of any localizing of the plagues is

given except in Ps 78 12.43, where the "held of

Zoan" is mentioned as the scene of tlie contest be-
tween Jeh and the Egyjitians. But this is poetry,
and the "field of Zoan" means simply tlie territory
of the great cai)ital Zoan. This expr(>ssi()n might
be localized in the Delta or it might extend to the
whole of Egypt. Discussion of the ])lagues has
brought out various classifications of them, some of

which are philo.soi)hical, as that of Philo, others
fanciful, as that of Origen. Arrangements of the
order of the }jlagues for the ])urpose of moralizing
are entirely useless for historical consideration of

the })lagues. The only order of any real value is

the order of Nature, i.e. the order in which the
])lagues oc(airred, which will l)e fotmd to be the
order of the natin-al phenomena which were the
embotliment of the plagues.

Much elaborate otTort has been made to derive from
the description of the plagues evidence for dillerent
documents in tho narrativ(\ It is pointed out that
Moses (E) declared to Pharaoh that Ik; would smite tho
waters (Ex 7 17), and then tiu; account, as it proceeds,
tells us that Aaron smote the waters (7 19 20). But this
is (luite in accord with the ])receding statement (4 1(3)

that Aaron was to be the spokesman. Moses was to
deal with God, Aaron with Pharaoh. Again it is noticed
that some of tho plagues are ascribed to the immediate
agency of J(!h, some are rei)rt>sented as coming through
the mediation of Moses, and still others through the
mediation of Moses and Aaron, (^'rtainly this may be
an (>xact statement of facts, and, if t he facts were just so,
the record of the facts alfortls no evidcuice of dilferent
documents.

An examination of the account of the plagues as
it stands will bring them before us in a most graphic
and connect(Kl story.

/. The Natural Phenomena.—All the "wonders"
represented anywhere in Scrijjture us done by the
power of God are intimately tissocdated with natural
phenomena, and necessarily so. Htiman beings
have no other way of perceiving external events
than through those senses wliich only deal w^ith
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n;itur:il plK^noinciia. Accordingly, all theoplianics

iind miraculous doings are embodied m natural

events.

The presence of Jeh with the sacrifice liy Abraham was
manifested l)y tlii^ passing of a "sinolviTig furnace and
a l)urning himp" IxUween the i)ieces of tiic; offerinKs
((ien 15 17AV). Tlie maj(^sty and power of tiod at Sinai
were inanifc^sted in the "cloud" and tin; "brightness,"
tlie "vt)ice" and tiie "sound of a trumpet" (He 12 I'*)-

Tli(^ Holy Spirit descended "as a dove" (Mt 3 1<>).

Tlu! Deity of Jesus was attested on the; mountain by a
"voice" (17 T)). Jesus Himself was "(iod .... mani-
fest in the flesh" (1 Tim 3 16 AV). ]Ie was "found in
fashion as a man" (Pliil 2 H). And all the; miracles of
Jesiis were coupled with sensible phenomena: lie spoke
to the sea and it was calm; He touched the leper and
he was clean: He called to Lazarus and he came forth.

Yet in all these natural events, the miraculous
working of God was as clearly seen as the natural
phenomena. It is thus to be exj)ectcd that the
"wonders" of God in the land of Pharaoh should
also be associated with natural events as well as

manifest miraculous elements. The "blood" in

the river, the "frogs" hopping about on the land,

the "lice," the "flies," the "murrain," the "boils,"

the "hail," the "loc^ists," the "darkness," and the
"pestilence" are all named as natural i)henomena.
Long familiarity with the land of I'vgj'pt has made
it perfectly i)lain to many intelligent j)eople, also,

that nearly, if not quite, all the plagues of Egypt
are still in that land as natural phenomena, and
occur, when they do occur, very exactly in the order

in which we find them recorded in the narrative in

Ex. But natural events in the plagues as in other
"wonders" of God embodied miraculous doings.

The first of the plagues (3'^, dam, from DIN,
'adham, "to be red" [Ex 7 19-2o]) was brought

about by the smiting of the water with
1. Water the rod in the hand of Aaron, and it

Turned to consisted in the defilement of the water
Blood so that it became as "blood." The

waters were polluted and the fish died.

Even the water in vessels which had been taken
from the river became corrupt. The people were
forced to get wat(>r oTily from wells in which the
river water was filtered through the sand. There
are two Egyp seasons when, at times, the water
resembles blood. At the full Nile the water is

sometimes of a reddish color, but at that season the
water is quite potable and the fish do not die. But
a similar phenomenon is witnessed sometimes at the
time of the lowest Nile just before the rise begins.

Then also the water sometimes becomes defiled

and very red, so polluted that the fish die {Bib.

Sacra, 1905, 409). This latter time is evidently

the time of the first plagtie. It would be some time
in the month of May. The dreadful severity of the
plague constituted the "wonder" in this first plague.
The startling character of the plague is apparent
when it is remembered that Egypt is the product
of the Nile, the very soil being all brought down
by it, and its irrigation being constantly dependent
upon it. Because of this it became one of the ear-

liest and greatest of the gods (Breasted, Development

of Religion and Thought in Egypt, 3-47; "Hymn to

the Nile," Records of the Past, New S(>ries, III, 4G-
54). The magicians imitated this plague with their

enchantments. Their success may have been by
means of sleight of hand or other devices of magic,
as may be seen in the East today, with claim of

supernatural aid, and as used in western lands for

entertainment, as mere cleverness. Or it may be,

as has been suggested, that they counted ui)on the
continuance of the plague for at least a time, and
so took advantage of the materials the "wonder"
had provided.

Frogs (C'^y'niEi
,
g^phard^Hm, probably "marsh-

leapers" [Ex 8 1-15]) are very abundant just after

the high Nile when the waters begin to recede.

2. The
Plague of

Frogs

3. The
Plague of

Lice

Si)awn in the mud is hatched by the sun, and the
nuirshes are tilled with myriads of these crvn-

tures. The frog was the hieroglyj)h

for myriads. The fi'ogs usually remain
in tlu! marshes, but in this case th(>y

came forth to the; horror and disgust
of the ))eoi)le. "Frogs in the houses,

frogs in the IxmIs, frogs baked witli the food in

the ov(!ns, frogs in the kneading troughs worked
up with the fiour; frogs with their monotonous
croak, frogs with their cold slimy skins, everywher(!
—from morning to night, from night to morning

—

frogs." The frog was also associated with Divinity,

was the symbol of IIe(jt, a form of Ilathor, and seems
also at times to have been worshipix'd as divinity.

This plague cnvited such hon'or that thus early

Pharaoh came to an agreement (8 <S-10). A time
was set for the disai)i)earance of the frogs that he
might know that "there is none like tmto Jeh our
God," but when the frogs were dead, Pharaoh hard-
ened his heart (8 15). In this phigue "the magi-
cians did in like manner with their enchantments"
(8 7). Frogs w<>re i)lentiful, and it would not seem to

be difficult to claim to have ])roduced some of them.

It is impossible to determine what particular

troublesome insect pest of P^gypt is meant by the 3d
l)lag>ie, whether body-lice or mos-
(}uitoes or sandflicis or ticks or fleas

(D33, kinnim, "gnats" [Ex 8 1(1]).

Those who have experience of these

pests in P]gypt are quite ready to ac-

ce])t any of them as adequate for the plague. Lice
seem rather to be ruled out, unl(>ss difTerent kinds
of lice were sent, as there is no one kind that tor-

ments both man and beast. All the other insect

I)ests appear in incredible numbers out of the "dust"
when the pools have dried up after the receding of

the waters. The assertion that the account of this

l)lague is not complete, because it is not recorded
that Pharaoh asked its removal or that Moses se-

cured it, is amazing. Perhaps Pharaoh did not, in

fact, ask its removal. There seems also at this

time some difficulty in Moses having access to

Pharaoh after this plague (8 20). Perhaps the

plague was not removed at all. The Egyptians
are disposed to think it was not! Certainly that
season of the year spent in Egypt , not in a dahabiyeh
on the Nile, but in a native village, will furni.sh very
satisfying evidence that stinging and biting insects

are a very real plague in Egypt yet. The magicians
failed with their enchantments and acknowledged
that Divine power was at work, and seem to have
acknowledged that Jeh was supreme (8 19), but
Pharaoh would not heed them.

As the seasons pass on, after the recession of the

waters, the flies {'^yS , ^arobh, "swarms," probably

of flies' [Ex 8 20-32]) become more
and more numerous until they are

almost a plagtie every year. The in-

creased severity of this plague, and
the providential interference to sepa-

rate between Israel and the Egyi)tians, drove
Pharaoh and his people to such desperation that

Pharaoh gave a half-i)romise of liberty for Israel

to sacrifice "in the land." This called out the

statement that they would sacrifice the "abomina-
tion of the Egyptians." This may have referred

to the sacrifice of sheep, whic^h were always held

in more or less detestation by Egyptians, or it

may have had reference to the sacrifice of heifers,

the cow being the animal sacred to the goddess

Hathor. The new element of separation between
the Israelites and the Egyptians introduced into

this plague was another step toward establishing

the claims of Jeh to be the God of all the earth

and to have taken Israel under His especial care.

4. The
Plague of

Flies
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In addition to the separation established between
Israeli and the E^yjjtians, a definite time is now set

for the coining of the 5th plague. It

5. The i« <o be noticed also that diseases of

Plague of cattle ("1^" , debhcr, "destruction"

Murrain [Ex 9 1-7] ) and of men follow quickly
after the ])lague of insects. This is in

exact accord with the order of Nature as now thor-
oughly understood through the discovered relation
of mos(juitoes and flies to the spread of diseases.

Rinderpest is still prevalent at times in Egyi)t, so
that beef becomes very scarce in market, and is

sometimes almost impossible to obtain. It is a
fact, also, that the prevalence of cattle plague, the
presence of boils among men (see 6, below) and the
ai)p(>aranc(! of bubonic plague are found to be closely
associated together and in this order. The mention
of camels as affected by this ])lague is interesting.

It is doubtful if any clear indication of the presence
of the camel in Egypt so eai-ly as this has yet been
found among the monuments of Egypt. There is

in the Louvre museum oiie small antiquity which
seems to me to be intended for the camel. But
Professor Mas])ero does not agree that it is so. It

would seem likely that the Hyksos, who were Bed-
ouin princes, ])rinces of the desert, wovdd have
introduced the; beasts of the desert into I']gvpt. If

t hey did so, that may have been sufhcicnt reason that
the Egyptians would not picture it, as the Ilyksos
and all that was theirs were hated in Egy])t.

In the plague of boils ("i'^nTy , sMiin, and r,i!'3fli?
,

'(ibhaUju'-uth, "boils" [Ex 9 8-17]) ashes were used,
probably in the same way and to the

6. The same end as the clay was used in open-
Plague of ing the eyes of the blind man (,Jn 9 ()),

Boils i.e. to attract attention and to fasten
the mind of the observer ui)on what

the Lord was doing. This plague in the order of
its coming, innnediately after the murrain, and in
the descrii)tion given of it and in the significant
warning of the "pestilence" yet to come (I]x 9 loj,

ai)i)ears most likely to have been ]>etitis minor, the
mild(>r form of bubonic plague. Virulent rinder-
pest among cattle in the East is regard(>d as the
precursor of plague among men antl is believed to
be of the same nature. It may well be, as has been
thought by soine, that the great aversion of the
ancient Egy])tians to the contamination of the soil

by decaying animals w^as from the danger tliereby
of starting an epidemic of plague among nuni (Dr.
Merrins, Bib. Sacra, 1908, 422-23).

Hail (ina, bdradh, "hail" [Ex 9 18-35]) is rare

in h]gyj)t, but is not unknown. The writer has him-
self seen a very little, and has known

7. The of one instance when a considerable
Plague of (juantity of hail as large as small
Hail marbles fell. Lightning, also, is not

as frequent in Egyi)t as in many semi-
tropical countries, yet great electric; storms somo
times occur. This plague is ciuite accurately dated
in the seasons of the year (9 31.32). vVs the first

plague was just before the rising of the Nile, so this
one is evidently about 9 months later, when the
n(!w (Tops after the inundation were beginning to
mature, January-February. This plague also marks
anotluu- great step forward in the revelation of Jeh
to Israel and to the Egyptians. First only His
l)ow(>r was shown, then His wisdom in the timing of
the i)lagues, and now His mercy appears in the
warning to all godly-disposed Egy])tians to save
themselves, their herds and their servants by keep-
ing all indoors (9 19-21). Pharaoh also now dis-
tinctly acknowledged Jeh (9 27).

The plague of locusts (n3"lX, 'arbeh, "locust"
[Ex 10 1-20]) was threatened, and so frightened
were the servants of Pharaoh that they persuaded

8. The
Plague of

Locusts

9. The
Plague of

Darkness

him to try to make some agreement with Moses,
but the attempt of Pharaoh still to limit in some

way tlie going of Israel thwarted the
plan (Ex 10 7-10). Then devouring
swarms of locusts came up over the
land from the eastern desert between
the Nile and tiie Red Sea. They de-

voured every green thing left by tlie hail. The
desperate situation ci'cafcd by the locusts soon
brought Pharaoh again to acknowledgment of Jeh
(10 1()). This was the greatest profession of re-
lientance yet manifested by Pharaoh, but he soon
showed that it was deceitful, and again he would
not let the people go. ^\h(>n the wind had swept
the locusts away, he harden(>d his heart once more.
The progress of the seasons has been quite marked

from the first plague, just before the rising of the
waters, on through the year unt il now
the khamsin period C^^T] , hoshckh,

"darkiu'ss" from any cause [F.x 10
21-29]) has come. ^Vhen this dread-
ful scourge comes with its hot sand-

laden breath, more imjx^netrable than a London fog,

it is in very truth a "darkness which may be felt."

The dreadful horror of this monster from the desert
can hardly be exaggeratcnl. Once again Pharaoh
said "Go," but this time he wished to retain the
flocks and herds, a liostage for the return of the
people (10 24). Upon Moses' refusal to accept this
condition, he threatened his life. Why had he not
done so ere this? ^^'hy, indeed, did he let this man
Moses come and go with such freedom, d(!fying

him and his people in the very palace? Probably
Moses' former cai-(>er in Egypt explains this. If,

as is most probable, he had grown up at court with
this Merenptah, and had been known as "the son
of Pharaoh's daughter," heir to the throne and
successor to Ranies(>s II, instead of Merenptah,
then this refugee had undoubtedly many friends still

in Egypt who would make his death a danger to the
reigning Pharaoh.
No intimation is given of the exact character of

the death inflicted on the firstborn ("1133, h''khdr,

"firstborn," "chief" or "best"; cf

Job 18 13; Isa 14 30 [Ex 11—12 3(5])

by the ang(!l of the Lord, or its ap-
pearance. But it is already foretold
as the "pestilence" (9 15). The pealis

major or virulent bubonic; i)lague corresponds most
nearly in its natural i)henomena to this plague. It

culminates in a sudden and overwhelming virulence,
takes the strongest and best, and then subsides with
startling suddenn(\ss.

Thus it appears that probably all the plagues
were based upon natural i)henomena which still

exist in Egypt in the same order, and, when they do
occur, find place somewhere during the course of

one year.

//. Miraculous Use of the Phenomena.—The
miraculous eleiii(;nts in the i)lagues are no le.ss dis-

tinctly manifest than the natural phenomena
themselves.
There was an intensificaticjii of the effect of the

various plagues so much beyond all precedent as

to impress everyone as being a special

1. Intensi- Divine manifestation, and it was so.

fication There was nat ioiial horror of the blood-
like wat(>r, disgust at the frogs, in-

tolerable torture by the stinging insects and flies,

utter ruin of tlie farmcn-s in the loss of the cattle,

the beating down of the; crops by the hail, and the
devouring of every grcH>n tiling l>y the locusts, the
sufferings and dread of the inliabitants by reason
of the boils, tlie frightful electric storm, the suffo-

cating darkness and, finally, the crushing disaster

of the death of the firstborn. All these calamities

10. Death
of the
Firstborn
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may be found in E^y])t to tho ])r(>s(Mit day, l)uf never
any of Ili(>ni, not to .sa>' all of tliein, in sucli over-

\vh(>linin,t!; s(>vei'it\-. That all of them should come
in on(> year and all with such devastation was
])laiidy a I)ivin(> arran<ieinent . Merc^ly natui'al

ev(Mits do not ari'an^e theinselvc^s so syst(Mnaticall\'.

In this systematic severity were seen tnirdclcs of

power.
The prediction of tlie ])lasues and the fulfilment

of tlie ))redietion at the exact time to a day, some-
times to an hour (as the ('cassation of

2. Predic- the thunder and lifrhtnin^) : There
tion was first a general ])redicti()n (l']x 3

19.20; 7 3; 9 14.15) and an indi-

cation as tlie ])lagues went on that the climax would
be ])estilence (9 lo). Then several of the ])laKues

were specificallv amiounced and a time was set for

them: e.g. the'fiies (8 23), the murrain (9 5), the
hail (9 IS), the locusts (10 4), the death of the
fir.stborn (11 4). In some cases a time for the re-

moval of the i)lague was also specified: e.g. the
frogs (8 10), the thunder and lightning (9 29). In
every instance these predictions were exactly ful-

filled. In some instances careful foresight might
seem to supply in part this ability to ])redict. Rer-
ha])s it was by means of such foresight that the
magicians "did so with their enchantments" for

the first two plague.^. The plague being in exist-

ence, foresight might safely predict that it would
continue for a little time at least, so that, if the
magicians sought for bloody water or called for

frogs, they would seem to be successful. But the
evidence which Jeh produced went beyond them,
and, at the third ])lague, they wei'e unable to do
anything. These things postulate, on the part of

Moses and Aaron, knowledge far beyond human
ken. Not only magicians could not do so with
their enchantments, but modern science and dis-

coveries are no more able so to predict events.
Even meteorological i)henomena are only predicted
within the limits of reasonable foresight. Such
wonders as the plagues of Egypt can in no wise be
ex])lained as merely natural. The in'edi(;tion was
a miracle of knowledge.
The discrimination shown in the visitation by the

plagues presents another miraculous element more
significant and important than either

3. Discrimi- the miracles of power or the miracles
nation of knowledge. God put a difference

between the Egyptians and the Israel-

ites, beginning with the plague of flies and continu-
ing, ap])arently, without exception, until the end.
Such ndrades of moral purpose admit of no possible
explanation but the exercise of a holy will. Merely
natural events make no such regular, systematic
discriminations.

The orderline.ss and gradually increasing severity
of the plagues with such arrangement as brought

"judgment upon the gods of Egypt,"
4. Order- vindicating Jeh as Ruler over all, and
liness educating the peoi)le to know Jeh as

Lord of all the earth, present an as]:)ect

of events distinctly non-natural. Such method
reveals also a Divine mind at work.

Last of all and most important of all, the plagues
were so arranged as to accomplish in particailar a

gr(>at Divine moral purpose in the
5. Moral r(>velation of God to the Israelites, to
Purpose the Egyptians and to all the world.

This is the distinctive mark of every
real miracle. And this leads us directly to the con-
sid(;ration of the most important aspect of the
plagues.

///. The Divine Moral Purpose.—This discredit-
ing of the gods of Egypt is marked at every step of
the progress of the plagues, and the accumulated
effect of the repeated discrediting of the gods must

have had, and, indeed, had, a great influence upon
th(^ i;gyi)tians. The })lagues did 'execute judgm<>nt

.'igainst tlie gods of I'^gypt' (12 12), and
1. Discred- the ])eople and princes l)rought great
iting of the ])ressure to l)ear upon Rharaoh to let

Gods of tlie ])eople go (10 7). The magicians
Egypt who claimed to re))re.sent the gods of

I']gypt W(>re defc-ated, Rharaoh himself,
who was accounted divine, was luunbled, the gi-eat

god, the Nile, was ixjlluted, frogs defiled the tem))les
and, at last, the sun, the greatest god of Egy])t, was
l)l()tte(i out in darkness.

Rharaoh was made to know that Jeh is Lord,
and acknowledged it (9 27; 10 10). To this end

the issue was clearly drawn. Rharaoh
2. Pharaoh challenged the right of Jeh to com-
Made to mand liim (5 2), and God required him
Know Je- then to "stand" to the trial until the
hovah Is evidence could be fully presented, in

Lord accordance with the fundamental i)rin-

cii)lc that he who makes a charge is

bound to stand to it until either he acknowledges
its utter falsity or affords opportunity for full i)res-

entation of evidence. So we see God made Rharaoh
to "stand" (9 16) (while the Bil)le, which speaks in

the concrete language of life, calls it the hardening
of Rharaoh's heart) until the case was tried out (cf

Lamb, Miracle of Science, 126-49).
A more blessed and gracious moral purpose of the

plagues was the revelation of God as the Saviour
of the world. This began in the reve-

3. Revela- lation at the burning bush, where God,
tion of God in fire, appeared in the bush, yet the
as Saviour bush was not consumed, but saved.

This revelation, thus given to the
people, was further evidenced by the separation l)e-

tween Israel and the Egj'jjtians; was made known
even to the Egyptians by the warning before the
plague of hail, that those Egyptians who had been
impressed with the power of God might also learn
that He is a God that will save those who give heed
unto Him; and, at last, reached its startling climax
when the angel of the Lord passed over the blood-
marked door the night of the death of the firstborn

and the institution of the Rassover.
Last of all, the plagues had a great moral purpose

in that they embodied the Divine use of evil in the
experience of men in this world. As

4. Divine the experience of Job illustrates the
Use of Evil use of evil in the life of the righteous,

so the plagues of Egypt illustrate the
same great problem of evil in the lot of the wicked.
In the one case, as in the other, the wonders of God
are so arranged as "to justify the ways of God to

men."
The minutely accurate knowdcdge of life in

Egypt displayed by this narrative in the Book of

Ex is inconceivable in an age of so little and diffi-

cult intercommunication between nations, except
by actual residence of the author in EgyjJt. This
has an important bearing upon the time of the com-
position of this narrative, and so upon the question
of its author.

LiTEK.\TunE.—The literature of this subject is almost
endless. It will suffice to refer the reader to all the
general comms., and the special comms. on Ex, for dis-
cussion of doctrinal and critical questions. Two ad-
mirable recent discussions of the plagues, in Englisli,

are Lamb, Miracle of Science, and Merrins, "The Plagues
of Egypt," in Bibliotheca Sacra, 1908, July and Octolier.

M. G. Kyle
PLAIN, plan ([1] 125

_,

kikkur, "circle," "talent,"

or "round loaf"; [2] 1"1'IU"''52, ?nTshdr, from ITp^

,

ydshar, "to be level"; cf Arab. ..y^^ , maisUr,

"that which is easy"; [3] nrpZl, bik^dh; cf Arab.

XJLftJ , ha¥al, "a plot of ground/' or "a wet
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moadow"; [4] nnnr , 'ardhhah; [5] nbCTT ,
sh'phE-

Idh; [()J
Toiros TTcSivos, lopo.s 'piduios [Lk 6 17];

[7| "ibS, TlDu; cf nbS, 'clah, and "fi^^ , '(tllon,

"oak" [Con 35 4.S, etc]; also nbs , 'elah, "Ehili"

[1 S 17 2J; [S] bnX, 'uhhrl): See Natural Fea-

TfllKK.

(1) Kikkar, wlien meaning "plain" usually refers

to the alluvial plain about Jericho near the north

end of the Dead Sea: "Plain [HVm "circle"] of the

Jordan" (Gen 13 10.11; 1 K 7 46; 2 Ch 4 17);

"Plain of the vallev of J(Ticho" (Dt 34 3); "cities

of the Plain" (Gen 13 12; 19 29); "all the Plahi"

(G(>n 19 17.25); "by the way of the Plain" (2 S

18 23); but "the i)lain round about Jerus" (Neh
12 2<S). 8ee Ciccar; Circle.

(2) Mishur, EV "plain," RVni u.sually_ "table-

land," clearly refers in most jilaces to the hishhmds
of Gilead and Aloab, E. of the Jordan and the Dead
Sea; e.g. Josh 13 9, "the ])lain [RVm "table-land"]

of Medeba."
(.3) Bi.k'ah is more often tr'' "valley" (q.v.).

(4) \\rahhah is in RV oft(>n tr'^ "the Arabah,"
denoting the whole Jordan-Dead-Sea-Arabah de-

pression = Arab. Ghnnr ((dior). In Dt 11 30, AV
has "chami)aisn" (cj.v.). The "j^lains of Moab"
(Nu 22 1; 26 3.03; 31 12; 33 4S.49.r)0; 35 1;

36 13; Dt 34 l.S; Josh 13 32) and "plains of

Jericho" (Josh 4 13; 5 10; 2 K 25 .5; Jer 39 o;

52 <S) are the low plain or gliaiir N. of the Dead
8(>a. ''ArdWiCih is here equivalent to kikkar (see

a))ove). Note the distinction b(>tween t/il.slior used
of the highlands, and kikkar and ''drdbhdh used of the

ghaiir. See Arabah.
(")) Sh'phcldh is by RV throughout tr'' "lowland"

(q.v.), and includes the western .slojjes of the Juda(>an

hills and the maritime ])lain.

(()) Topns pedinos occurs only in Lk 6 17.

(7) 'J'Jlun is tr'' "phun" in AV: "plain of Moreh"
{(Urn 12 G; Dt 11 30); "plain [or plains] of

Mamre" (Gen 13 IS; 14 13; 18 1); "plain of

Zaanaim" (Jgs 4 11); "i)lain of the ])illar" (Jfi;s

9 ()); "i^lain of Meonenim" (Jgs 9 37); "i)lain of

Tabor" (1 S 10 3). RV has throughout "oak,"
R\'m "t(T(>binth"; cf "oak" (Clen 35 4.S, etc)

and "vale of Elah" (1 S 17 2.19; 21 9).

(5) '.Ihhi'l k'rdmim (Jgs 11 33) is in AV "the
plain of the vineyards," RV "Abel-cheramim,"
RVm "th(» meadow of vineyai'ds." I^lsewheIe in

EV \l})livl is "Abel" or "Abel-." See Arel-chicr-
ami.m; Meadow. Alfred Ely Day

PLAIN, i)lan, PLAINLY, i)lan'li: In Gen 25 27,

AV "plain" rejjresents 21? , tani. If a contrast

between the vocations of Jacol) and Esau is m(>ant,

RY ("(luiet," m "harml(>.ss") may be right. But
elsewhere; (Job 1 1; Ps 37 37, etc) the word means
"perfect," and so ])robably here; the failings of the

great patriarch did not detract from the; geiK^-al

estimate of him (Mt 8 11). In Ezr 4 IS "trans-

lated" (RVm) is better than "plainly read."

PLAIN, CITIES OF THE. See Cities of the
Plain.

PLAIN OF MOAB: In Dt 1 1; 2 S, "plain" is

tr'' in R\' "Arabah," and explained, "the deep
valley rumiing N. and S. of the; Dead Sea." It. was
her(! that Moses delivered his last addresses. I^su-

ally the word is pi. (H'Q'I^, ^ir'bhuth), the "plains"

or stepi)es of Moab (Nu 22 1, etc; Dt 34 l.S).

An interesting descri])tion is given in an article on
"The Steppes of Moab" by Professor G. U. CJray

in Expos, January, 1905. See Moab.

PLAIN OF THE PILLAR (n^'52 "I^X, 'Plfn, muq-
(,'dhh; B reads irpos tt) ^aXavco tt) evpeTTJ rtis crrd-

o-eojs T-qs €v 2iKip.oi.9, pro.^ it', haldiid tP hciirdf' tTs

ntd.scdfi tTs (11 /S'//,'////o/.s; A omits ttj exiperfj, and the
second tt]s) : ^^'ith li\'m we must read "terebinth
of the ])illar," the i)lac(> where the men of Shechem
and Beth-millo made Abhnelech king (Jgs 9 6).

This was one of the sacred trees of which there seem
to have been several near Shechem. S(>e Meox-
EXiM, Oak of. "The i)illar" may ])ossil)ly have
been the great stone which Joshua set up "under
the oak that was by the sanctuary of Jeh" (Josh

24 26). W. I'AviNO

PLAIN OF THE VINEYARDS. See Abel-
cheramim.

PLAISTER, i)las'ter. See Plaster.

PLAITING, i)lat'ing, i)lat'nig (from OFr. plrit,

from Lat 'jdicaliun, "fold"): An interweaving,
braiding, knot; an elaborate gathering of the hair

into knots; e/xTrXoK??, cniplokt, "outward adorning
of plaiting the hair" (1 Pet 3 3). Comi)are
"platted" (crown of thorns) (Mt 27 29

li
Mk 15

17; Jn 19 2). See Braided, Braidixc.

PLANE, plan (I.sa 44 13). See Tools.

PLANE TREE, plan'trc

ravos, pldlanos [Gen 30 37
"fir"] lEzk 31 8]; AV
chestnut) : '•Annoii. is suj)-

posed to be derived from
V C^.y, 'dram, meaning
"to be bare" or "naked";
this is consider(>d a suit-

able term for the plane,

which sheds its bark amui-
ally. The chestnut of AV
is not an indig(>nous tree,

but the plane, Planus
orienlalis, is one of the
finest trees in Pal, flourish-

ing esp. by water courses
(cf Ecclus 24 14).

(1"T'2''i>, ^annon; -rrXa-

,
eXdxT], dale ["pine" or

- /

.-*- ,
^1

/ '\h
Piano (I'lanub ut itntalib).

PLANETS, ])lan'ets (n*-|'2 , mazzdldth).

Astrology, II, 3.

See

PLANK, plank: Thick beams or pieces of wood,
for which several Ileb words are uscmI. RV changes
"planks" (of fir) into "boards" in 1 K 6 15, and
in a few instances sul)stitutes "i)lanks" where AV
has "boards" (Ex 27 8; 38 7, the altar; Ezk 27 5).

So in the NT in Acts 27 44, for aavh, sanis. See
Ships axd Boats, II, 2, (3).

PLANT, PLANTS. See Botany.

PLASTER, })las'ter (""^Tp , sldh): In Egypt, now
as anciently, the buildings are ])lastered inside and
out. The poor (}uality of the stone commonly used
makes this ne(;essary if a smooth attractive sur-

face is desired. Among the i)0()r(T classes, clay

mixed with straw is usetl. In Pal and Syria, where
there is a rainy sea.son, the coating on the outside
walls, if of clay, must be frequently renewed. In
Egypt burnt gyjisum, aiul in Pal and Syria burnt
limestone (lime) are the commonest materials for

making mortar. For the first coat of i)lasl<Ting

the lime is mixed with "fat" red sand or with the

ash from the bathhouse fires, and the finishing

coat is comj)osed of white sand and slaked limci

with or without chopped flax straw. The i)laster

on some of the ancient Egj'p ruins seems to indicate
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lliat milk or some similar substance was added to

the mortar to fiive a better surface.

The aiuneuts preferred plastered surfaces for

decorating, :ui(l (>ven the finest granite was covered

with stucco on which to paint or carve the decora-

tions (Dt 27 2; Did 5 5). Colunms were often

first stuccoed and then painted.

The Arab, word for mortar is tin, which really

means "clay." The ITeb ""'TC , sulli, lit. "to boil

up," refers to the boilinj^ of tlie water with which the

lim(> is slaked, because of the heat f^enerated during

the slaking i)r()cess. In Did 5 5 occurs "V^ , (fir,

i.e. "l)urned in a kiln," which might mean eitlier

lime or gyp.sum. In Lev 14 42 occurs TV\V}
,

tiTh,

"to .smear." James A. Patch

PLASTER, pkis'ter (ni'52 , marah) : Only used

in Isa 38 21 of the apiilication of the cake of figs

to the boil from which Hezekiah suffered. In

Papyrus Ebers, figs are used as the ingredient in a

plaster (xxxv, Ixxix, Ixxxiii). Dioscorides also rec-

onmiends figs with other substances as a poultice

in some skin diseases.

PLASTERING, plas'ter-ing. See Crafts, II, 15.

PLATE, plat: A term seemingly not used in the

Bible for a dish as it is so commonly used at present,

but always for a tablet or sheet of metal. (1) f"'^
>

q-iq (Ex 28 36; 39 30; Lev 8 9), a plate of gold on
the front of the mitre of the high priest. The name
seems to have been given because of the radiance

of the object. (2) HS
,
jmh (Ex 39 3; Nu 16 38),

of plates or sheets of metal produced by hammering.

(3) n^b , lu'^h, used for tablets or tables of stone (Ex

24 12, etc), but in 1 K 7 36 for the metal plates

on the bases of the lavers in the temple. The
word "i"lO , seren, is rendered "plate" in 1 K 7 30

AV, manifestly incorrectly, RV "axle."
Walter R. Betteridge

PLATTER, plat'er: (1) nn^p
, t'arah, "a deep

dish" (Nu 7 13 f.84.85). In' AV and ERV
"charger," ARV "platter" (cf Ex 25 29; 37 16);

LXX TpvjSXiov, trublion, and in the NT rendered
"dish" (Mt 26 23; Mk 14 20). In Ezr 1 9, ARV
b'jnJiC, 'dghartal, rendered "platter," AV and ERV
"chargers"; probably a deep dish or basin used in

sacrificial slaughter. (2) ivapofls, paropsis, origi-

nally a side dish, for relishes, entrees, but of dishes

for food, in general, esp. meats, fish, etc, used with
iroTTipiov, poterion, "cup" or "drinking vessel" (Mt
23 25 f

) ; also viva^, pinnx, originally a large w^ooden
dish or plate (Lk 11 39); rendered "charger" in

Mt 14 8.11 AV, and Mk 6 25.28 AV and ERV.
Edward Bagby Pollard

PLAY, pla. See Games.

PLEAD, pled: In modern non-legal Eng. is a
synonym of "pray" or "beseech," but in legal

phraseology "plea," "plead," and "pleading" have
a great variety of technical meanings, with "present

a case before the court" as the idea common to all.

All the uses of "plead" in EV are connected with
this legal sense, so that outside of the set phrase
"plead a cause" (1 S 24 15, etc) there is hardly
a use of the word in AV, ERV, or ARV that is clear

modern Eng. The most obscure instances are due to

AV's employment of "plead" to translate the Niphal

of L;Sffi , shaphat. Shdphat means "judge," so its

Niphal means "bring one's self into a case to be
judged," "enter into controversy with," and so

"plead" in the legal sense. Hence "None pleadeth

in truth" (Isa 59 4) means "None of their lawsuits

are honest." Accordingly, when God is said to

"plead with" man (Isa 66 16 AV, ERV, etc), the

meaning is that God states His side of the case and
not at all that He supplicates man to repent. And
this statement by God is a judicial act that of course
admits of no re])ly. Hence; RV has changed "i)lead

with" into "enter into judgment with" in Jer 2 35,

and ARV has carri(>d this change into all the other
l)assages (Jer 25 31; Ezk 17 20; 20 35.36; 38 22),

with "(>x(>cute judgment" in Isa 66 16; Joel 3 2.

The same vb.-form occurs also in Isa 43 26: "Let
us plead together," where "Let us present our
arguments on both sid(>s" would V)e a fair para-
jihra.se. Otherwise "plead" usually represents
^'"1, rihh, for which RV gives "strive" in place

of "plead" in Ps 35 1, and "contend" in Job
13 19; 23 6 (ARV also in Jgs 6 31.32; Isa 3 13;

Jer 2 9; 12 1; IIos 2 2, retaining "plead" only in

Isa 1 17 and in the phrase "plead a cause"). H?^
,

yakhah, is rendered "plead" in Job 19 5 ("plead
against me mv reproach," where the meaning is

"convict me of"), in Mic 6 2 AV and ERV (ARV
"contend"), and Job 16 21 AV (RV "mahitain
the right"). "Plead" is used also for T'l., din, in

Jer 30 13 and Prov 31 9 AV (RV "minister jus-

tice to"), and Jer 5 28 RV (AV "judge"; cf 22 16,

AV and RV "judge"). RV would have done vastly

better if the use of "plead" had been avoided alto-

gether.

Pleadings (i.e. "arguments") occurs in Job 13 6
(for r'Mi), and "plea" {din, in a specific legal sense)

in Dt 17 8. AV uses "implead" in Acts 19 38 for

iyKaX^u), egkaUo, RV "accuse," lit. "call into court";

cf also "pleaded the cause" in 2 Mace 4 44 (lit.

"argued the case") and vcr 47, RV "pleaded" (lit.

"spoken," AV "told their cause").
Burton Scott Easton

PLEASURE, plezh'Qr (Tpn, hepheg, "iisn,

rdgon; evioKia, eudokia, T\Sovr\, hedone): "Pleasure"
is the tr of various Heb words, chiefly of hepheg,

"inclination," hence "pleasure," "delight" (Job 21

21, "What pleasure hath he in his house?" ARV
"what careth he for"; 22 3, "Is it anv pleasure to

the Almighty?"; Ps 111 2; Eccl 5 4; 12 1; in

Isa 44 28; 46 10; 48 14; 53 10, it has the sense

of will or purpose, "He shall perform all my pleas-

ure," etc); oi rdqon, "delight," "acceptance," "good
will" (Ezr 10 11; Neh 9 37; Est 1 8; Ps 51 18;

103 21, etc); nephesh, "soul," "desire," is tr''

"pleasure" (Dt 23 24; Ps 105 22; Jer 34 16).

In the NT "j^leasure" is the tr of eudokia, "good
thought or will," "good pleasure" (Lk 2 14 RVm;
Eph 1 5.9; Phil 2 13; 2 Thess 1 11, RV "every
desire of goodness," m "Gr 'good pleasure of good-
ness.' CfRom 10 1").

"To take or have pleasure" is eudokeo (2 Cor 12 10;
2 Thess 2 12; He 10 6.8.38); eudokeo is once trd

"good pleasure" (Lk 12 32, "It is your father's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom") ; the neuter participle

of doked, "to think," etc—meaning "it seems good to
me"— to dokoun, is tr<i "pleasure" (He 12 10, "after
their pleasure," RV "as seemed good to them"); he-

done, "sweetness," "pleasure," occurs in Lk 8 14; Tit
3 3; 2 Pet 2 13 (referring to the lower pleasures of
life); thelema, "wish," "will" (Rev 4 11, RV "because
of thy will"); chdris, "favor" (Acts 24 27; 25 9, RV
"favor"); spataldo, "to live voluptuously" (1 Tim 5
6, RV "she that giveth herself to pleasure") ; suneudoked,
"to think well with," "to take pleasure with others"
(Rom 1 32, RV "consent with"); truphdo, "to live

luxuriously" (Jas 5 5, RV "lived delicately").

The vb. "to pleasure" occurs in 2 Mace 2 27 as the
tr of eucharistia, RV "gratitude"; 12 H. ophelisein,

RV "to help."
W. L. Walker

PLEDGE, plej (vbs. bnn, habhal [10 t], nir,

'arabh [2 K 18 23 = Isa 36 8]; nouns bin, habhal

[Ezk 18 12.16; 33 15], nbhn, hdbholah [Ezk 18

7], nan?, 'arubbah [1 S 17 18], I'lany, 'erabhon

[Gen 38'i7.1S.20]; also 121?, 'dbhot[Dt 24 10-13]

and [RV only] u"'tpn? , 'abhtlt [Hab 2 6]) : All these
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words have about the same meaning. (1) The
"pledge" is, as in modtM-n Eng., security given for

future payment (Gen 38 17-24) or conduct (Hab
2 6, where the conquered nations have given guar-
anties of their subserviency to the Chaldaeans;
AV's "thick chiv" here rests on a misreading of the
Heb). In 2 K 18 23 ( = Isa 36 8) the "pledge"
is a wager (so RVm). Rabshakeii mockingly dares
Hezekiah to stake a "pledge" that he can ])roduce

2,000 men for the defence of Jerus, although the
mighty Assyr liost has that luunber of horses alone.

The general point of the obscure passage Prov 20
16 (= 27 13) is that Iw, who guarantees strangers
needs a guaranty himself. 1 S 17 18 is uncertahi
and the text may be corrupt. If not, the "pledge"
is some (prearranged?) token of the welfare of

David's brethren. (2) Most of the occurrences of

"pledge," however, deal with the debts of the very
poor, who had no projierty that they could spare
even temporarily. Conseciuently, the exaction of

a pledge from such i)er.'<ons worked genuine hard-
shi]), and to take a pledge at all was a cruel act
(Job 24 3), although of course the dishonesty of
withholding a ])ledge (Ezk 18 7; 33 15) was worse.
Lowest in the scale was tlie creditor who took the
garin(>nt the borrower was we;iring (Am 2 8; Job
22 (5; 24 9 m), and sjXH'ial legislation controlled
this ])rtictice. A garment (the outer "clo-ak"—see
Duioss—not worn while doing manvial labor) so
tak(>n must be restored at night (Ex 22 20; Dt
24 12.13), for it was the usual covering of the sleep-

er. (Apparently, though, the creditor regained
custody of it in the daytime until the debt was i)aid.)

A widow's clothing, however, was entirely ex-
empt (Dt 24 17), as was the handmill used for

bread-making (24 G). The lender had no right of
entry into the borrower's house to obtain the ])ledge

(24 10.11), l)ut it is not said that he could not dic-

tate what he would accey)t; indeed, the contrary is

inconceivable. (3) ARV gives "pledge" for AV
and ERV "faith" in 1 Tim 5 12. See also Ear-
nest. Burton Scott Easton

PLEIADES, pli'a-dez, ple'ya-dez, ple'a-dez. See
AsTU(jLo(;v, 10; Astronomy, II, 10.

PLEROMA, plfi-ro'ma. See Fulness.

PLOW, plou (t5nn
, harash; dporpLow, (irolrioo)

:

No implement of the Bible is more frecjuently

illustrated today than the plow. This is i)artly

because there is every reason to believe that the
plows still used throughout Egypt, Pal, and Syria
are counterparts of the ancient ones. The first

plows were probably an adaptation of the an-
cient Egyp hoe, where the handle was lengthened
in order that animals might be hitched to it. To
mak(> it easier to break U]) the ground, it was pointed,
and liandles were added by which it could be
guided. The ancient plow probably varied in

type in different sections of the country, as it does
today. In (me form a young tree of oak or other
strong wood of a diameter of 3 or 4 in. is cut off

just below a good-sized branch and again 15 or
20 in. above. The upjier end of the severed trunk
is pointed and forms the share. Between this

and the sich; branch is fitted a brace. The branch
is cut oi^' 10 or 12 ft. from the trunk and forms
the pole. A lighter stick, about 3 ft. long, projects
upward from the share and forms the handle.
The plow used in Syria is of slightly different

construction. The handle antl share are one con-
tinuous piece, so cut that there is a slight bend at
th<! middle. The share is i)ointed and is used
bare in the ])lains, or in more stony regions is shod
with iron. The pole is of 2 pieces joined end to
end. The thicker end of the pole is notched, so

that it may be attached firmly to the share. The
whole plow is so light that it can be easily carried
on a man's shouldcT. These plows literally scratch
the soil, as the Ileb word implies. They do not
turn over the ground as the modern implenient does.
The plowman guides th(> plow with one hand, and

Syrian Plow, Yok Pick.

with tlie otlier sometimes goads the oxen, and at
other times with th(> chisel end of his goad l)reaks
away the lum{)s of earth or other material which
imi)edes the progress (jf his plow. See Yoke.

In addition to the words which are found alcove,
th(> following terms occur: 1?^ , 'iibhddh. (lit. "to
serve"), "worked" or "plowwl"' (Dt 21 4); 1152,
palah (lit. "to break open," Ps 141 7).
One special law is mentioned in connection with

plowing, namely that an ox and an ass should not
be yoked together (Dt 22 10), a prohibition which
is utterly disregarded today. Principally oxen
were used for plowing (Job 1 14). Often several
yokes of oxen followed each other plowing jKirallel
furrows across the field, a sight still common on
t he plains of Syria (1 K 19 19). Plowing was done
by bond servants (Lk 17 7; cf 'abhadh, Dt 21 4).
Plowing cannot be done before the rains (Jer 14
4) ; on the other hand the soil is too sticky to j)low
in the winter time (Prov 20 4). The lawVequiring
one day of rest in every seven included plowing
tune (Ex 34 21).

Figurative: "The plowers plowed upon my back"
typified deep affliction (Ps 129 3; cfl417). "Plow
iniquity" is urged in the sense of "plant iniquity."
Domg evil was sure to bring evil consequences
(Job 4 8; cf Mic 3 12). As surely as planting
comes after plowing, so surely will Jeh carry out
His decree of destruction (Isa 28 23-25). "judah
shall plow," i.e. become enslaved (Hos 10 11); cf
"Foreigners shall be your plowmen" (Isa 61 5).
"Will one plow there with oxen?" (Am 6 12),
"neither plowing nor harvest" (Gen 45 6) are
figures of desolation. Zion [)lowe(l as a field, i.e.

utterly destroyed (Jer 26 18). The plowman shall
overtake the reaper, i.e. the soil shall be so fertile

as to require no rest—typical of great abundance
(Am 9 13). No opportvmity to plow because of
lack of rain is a desolate picture of drought (Jer
14 4). As the plowman expects to share in the
fruits of the harve.s't, so might an apostle expect his
temporal needs to be provided for (1 Cor 9 10).
"If ye had not plowed with my heifer," i.e. used my
wife, was Samson's reply to those who had secured
the answer to his riddle from her (Jgs 14 18).
"Beat their swords into plowshares" (or lioes) (Isa
2 4; Mic 4 3) typified peace; "beat your \)hm--
shares into swords"—war (Joel 3 10). "Having
put his hand to the plow, and looking back," i.e.

longing for evil things when one has set his face
toward doing what is right, mifits a man for the
kingdom of God (Lk 9 62; cf G(>n 19 26; Phil
3 13). James A. Patch
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PLUCKING, pluk'iiiK, OFF THE HAIR. Sec

IIaik, 7; rr.MsiiMKNTs.

PLUMB-LINE, i)linn'liii, PLUMMET, ])luin'('i,

j)luni'it . See I'ooLS.

POCHERETH-HAZZEBAIM, i)()k'r-rc1h, jxl'kr-

ri'lli, ])6-kr''r<'tli, -ha-/.r'-l)a'iiu (Z"'3iin r"^,ZE
,
pd-

klKi-vlh li(i(,-(,"l)hd!/ii>i [K'/A- 2 oT], or C^"^Ili^n '"£,
p.

Iid-chlidi/lni [Xcli 7 ")!)], "hinder [feni.] of llie

gazelles"): Name of 11h> liead of a ])ost -exilic

family. Tlie first word is a fern, jjurticipk' J\al;

cf kdhchlh (••pr(>acher"j, tlie llel) title of the

Hook of Eeel. BDB siijiKcsts that the fem. is

that of office. AV lias "Poch(>reth of Zc^haim" in

V/ZA-, but Kyle {(Utvihridgc Bil)lc, 23.")) notes that

"of" is not in tlie Itilf ed.

POET, ])o'e< (iroiTiTTis, poiritH, "a maker"):
Occurs in this sense only in Acts 17 2S, where St.

Paul quotes from Ilu> general e\i)ression of (Ir

niytholojry. The (juotalion if intended to be exact
is ])robably from Aratus, as th(> words of St. Paul
in his si)eech at Athens precisely usrec with the
opening words of the I'hovnotneita by Aratus. A
like l)ut not identi<'al expr(>ssion is found in the
Hymn to Zeus by Cleantlu^s. Aratus in his poem
endeavors to posit Jui)iter as the father and con-

troller of all tilings, and worthy to be worshipped.
In both his poem and that of Cleanthes, but esp.

in the latter, there is a true and lofty note of

si)iritual devotion. St. Paul takes this praise and
devotion offered by the (!r poets to their un-
known or fictitious gods and bestows it ui)on the
one true God whom hv, declared unto the j)eoi)le

of Athens. C. E. Schenk

POETRY, i)o'et-ri, HEBREW:
I. Is TuERK PoirniY ix tiik ()T ?

Poetry Doflneti

:

1. In Matter Concrete and Iniafiinative
2. In Form Emotional and Kliytlimical

II. Xeglect OF Heukew Poetuy: Cacses
III. C^HARACTERISTICS OF HeUUEW PoETUY, ExTEltXAL

AND IXTKUNAI,
1. External or Formal Characteristics

(1) Vocal)iilary
(2) (iramniar
(3) Khytlim
(4) Parallelism
(.5) Other Literary Devices
(6) Units of Hebrew Poetry
(7) Classification of Stichs or Verses

2. Internal or Material Cliaract eristics

(1) Themes of Hebrew Poetry
(2) Species of Hel)rew Poetry

IV. Poetical Writixcs ok the ()T
1. The Poetical Books in the Narrow Sense
2. Customary Division of the Poetical Hooks
3. Poetry in Non-poetical Books

Literature

By Hcb poetry in the present article is meant
that of the OT. There is ])ractieally no poetry in

the NT, but in the OT Apoc; Sir is largely poetical

and W'isd only less so. Post-Bib. lleb poetry could
not be discussed here.

/. Is There Poetry in the OT?—It is impossible

to answer this question without first of all stating

what poetry reallj' is. The i)r(>sent writer submits
the following as a correct definition: "Poetry is

verbal composition, imaginative and concrete in

matter, ami emotional and rhythmi(' in form."
This definition recognizes two asjieets of poetry,

the formal and the material. The substance of

poetry must be concrete— it is i)hilosophy that deals

with the abstract; and it has to be the })roduct

more or less of the creative imagination. It is of

the essence of poetry that, like music, it slioukl be
exj)ressed in rhythmical but not necessarily in

metrical form. Moreover, the language has to be
such as will stir up the aesthetic emotions. Adopt-

ing this account of ])oetry as criticism, it may un-
hesitatingly b(! alHrmed that the lleb Scrij)tures

contain a goodly amoiuit of genuine j)oetry; ef the
Pss, .Job, Cant, etc. It is strange; but true that
poetical is older than prose written composition.
An exaniination of the literature of the ancient
Indians, Babylonians, Hebrews, Greeks and Arabs
makes this ([uite certain.

//. Neglect of Hebrew Poetry: Causes.—Not-
withstanding the undoubted fact that jioetry is

largely represented in tli(> Bible, it is noteworthy
t hat t his species of Bil)le lit erat iu-(> was almost wholl\-

ignored until tlu; l.Sth cent. We may ix'rhaps ascribe

this fact mainly to two causes: (ij Since; the Bible

was r(^garded as j:)re('minently, if not exclusively, a
revelation of the Divine mind, attention was fixed

u})on vh(tt it contained, to the neglect of the literary

form in which it was expressed. IikIcchI it was
regarded as inconsistent with its lofty, Divine
function to look upon it as literature at all, since in

this last the ap])eal is made, at least to a large extent,

to the aesthetic and therefore carnal man. The
aim contemplated by Bible writers was jiractical—
the communication of religious knowledge—not

literary, and still less artistic. It was therefore

regarded as inc-onsistent with such a high jiin-posc

that these writers shoukl trouble themselv(>s about
hterarj' embelli.shment or beautiful language, so long

as the sense was clear and unambiguous. It was
in this s])irit and animated by this conc(>])tion that

toward 1h(> middle of the 19th cent. Isaac; Tavlor of

Ongar (The fSpirit of llch Poetry, IStil, mK) and
Keil of Dorpat {Intro to the OT, 18S1, I, 437) denied

on a priori grounds the presence of ejiic and dra-

matic i)oetry in the Bible. How, they exclaimed,

coukl God countenance the writing of fiction which
is untruth—and the epic and the drama have both?
Matthew Arnokl rendered invaluable service to the

cause of Bible science when he fuhninated against

theologians, Jewish and Christian, for making the

liible a mere collection of ])roof texts, an arsenal

whence religious warriors might g(^t w(\ipons with

which to belabor their opponents. '"The language

of the Bible is fluid .... and literary, not rigid,

fixed, scientific" (Preface to 1st ed of Literature (ind

Dogma). The Bible contains literature, poetical

and prose, eeiual as literature to the be.--t, as Matthew
Arnokl, Carlyle, and Froude (on Job) held. The
neglect of this asjiect of the Scriptures made theo-

logians blind to the ])rescnce and therefore ignorant

of the character of Bible poetry. (2) Another
factor which led to the neglect of the ])octical (ele-

ment in the OT is the undoubted fact that Bil). Heb
poets were less conscious as poets than western

poets, and thought much less of the external form
in which they exj^-essed themselves. Jiible poetry-

lacks therefore such close adherence to formal rules

as characterizes Gr, Arab, or Eng. poetry. The
authors wrote as they felt and because they felt,

and their strong emotions dictated the forms their

words took, and not any objective standards set

up by the schools. Heb poetry is destitute of meter
in the strict sense, and also of rhyme, though this

la.st occurs in some isolated cases (see below. III,

1, [4], c and c). No wonder then that western schol-

ars, mi.ssing these marks of the poetry which they

knew best, failed for so long to note the poetry which
the OT contains.

///. Characteristics of Hebrew Poetry: External
and Internal.—The definition of ])oetry accepted

in I, above, implies that there are marks by which
l)oetry can be distinguislied from jjrose. This is

ec|ually true of Heb poetry, though this last lacks

some of the features of the i)oetry of western nations.

(1) Vocahular!/.—There are several Heb words which
occur most fre(iuently and in some; ca.ses exclusively in

poetry. In the following list tlio corresponding i)rose
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word is put In parenthesis: T^'Q, miUdh," word" ( = "l^'^.

rfdb/iar); ;Ci:X. 'inush, "man" (='C^X. 'i'^'O: Wii^,

"way" (=tJ1."l. derckh); r\l'n. Itfi-

1. External
or Formal
Character-
istics

'ornh,

zah. "to see" (=riSC~l. raCih); tile prepo-

sitions ^bX .
VZe, "to'," 1~y ,

'dilhe, "unto,"

1^", 'die', "upon," and 13'52 , minnr,

"from," instead of tlio sliorter forms
—bi?, 'fl ~y. 'adh, by

.

'fi'. and 1'C. ""''i- Tlie pronoun

^T. ^'', rare in prose, has in poetry tlie double function
of a demonstrative and a relative pronoun in ijotli gen-

ders. Tlic negative bS . hal, is used for i^b . Id'. For

tii(^ insei)arat>le prepositions 6, k. I ("in," "as." "to")
the separate forms lii nw. !:• mo and hmo are employed.

(2) Gmmmar.— (a) .\ccidenee: Tlie pronominal suf-
fi.xes have ix'culiar foi-ms in poetry. For to, am,_ em
("their." "them") wi; lind the longer forms mo, dmd,
e.mo. For the pi. ending of nouns /( {la) takes the place
of TO i'lm), as in Aram, (cf .Job 4 2; 12 11), and fre-

(luently obsolete case endings are i)reserved, but their
functions are wholly lost. Tluis we have the old nomi-
native ending o in Ps 50 10, etc: th(> old genitive end-
ing ( in Isa 121. and th(> accusative oli in Ps 3 '•'<

(h) Syntax: The articl(>, relative pronoun, accusative
sing, 'eth and also the " Kvnc-consecutive" are freciuently
omitted for the sake of the rhythm. There are several
examples of the last in Ps 112 12 If. The construct
stat(! which by rule immediately |)rece(les nouns has often
a prepositionafter it. Tlu; jussive sometimes takes the
place of the indicative, and the pi. of nouns occurs for
the singular.

(3) Rki/thm.—Rhythm (from puf^^-o?, rhuthmon) in

literary composition denotes that recurrenc-(i of accented
and unaccented syllables in a I'egular order which we
hav(! in ))oelry and rhetorical jjrose. Man is a rhythmic
animal; hi; breathes rliythniically. and his blood cir-

culates—outward and inward—rh.\thmically. It may
bo duo to these reflex rhythms that tlie mon^ men are
swayed by feeling and tlui less by rell(M-tion and reason-
ing,'the greater is the tendency to do things rhythmically.
]\lan walks and dances and sings and i)oetizes by the
reix'tition of what corrt'sponds to metrical feet: ac-tion

is followed by reaction. We meet with a kind of rhythm
in ek'xated and passionate prose, like that of .lolm Rus-
kin ami other writers. Preachers when mastered by their
thenu^ unconsciously exi)ress themselves in what may
be called rh.\thmic sentences. Though, h()wev(>r,

rhythm may Ix^ i)resent in jjrose. it is only in poetry as
in nuisic that it recurs at intervals more or less the same.
In iambic poetry we get a repetition of a short and long
syllable, as in the following Ihies:

"With ravished ears
The monarch hears,
Assumi's t h(^ gods,
Alfecls the nods."—Dryden.

(4) Parallelism.—\Muit is so called is a oa.so of

logical rhythm as (listinguished from rhythm that

is merely verbal. But as this forms so imi)ortant

a feature of Bible poetry, it nuist be som(>\vhat fully

di.scussed. What since Bishop Lowth's day has

been called parallelism may be described as the

recurrinp; of symmetrically constructed sentences,

the several members of which usually correspond

to one another. Lowth (d. 17S7), in his epoch-

making work on Heb i)oetry {Dc Sacra pocsi Hebrae-

orum prclccHnnes, ET by G. (iregory), deals with

what he (following Jebb) calls Parallelisms ynem-

brorum ((;h x). And Ihis was the fir.st serious at-

tempt to expound the subject, though Rabbi
Asariah (Middle Ages), Ibn Ezra (d. 1167 AD), D.

Kimhi (d. 1232) an<l A. de Ro.ssi (1514-lo7S) called

attention to it. Christian Schoettgen (d. 1751) (see

Horae Hehraicae el Tahnudicae) anticipated much
of what Lowth has written as to the nature, func-

tion and value of parallelism. The first to use the

word itself in the technical sense was Jebb {Sacred

Lit., 1820). For the same thing Ewald used the

expression Sinnrhythmus, i.e. sense rhythm, a not

unsuitable designation.

(a) Kinds of parallelism: Lowth distinguished

three principal species of parallelism, whicli he called

synonymotis, antithetic and synthetic.

(i) The synonymous: In this the same thing is

repeated in different words, e.g. Ps 36 5:

'Yahwe, (a) Thy lovingkindness [reaches] to the
heavens,

(fi) Thy faithfulness [reaches] to the clouds.'

Omitting "Yahwe," which belongs alike to both
members, it will be seen that the rest of the two
half-lines corrcsjTOnds word for word: "thy loving-
kindness" corresponding to "thy faithfulness," and
"to the heavens" answering to "to the clouds"
(cf Ps 15 1; 24 1-3; 25 5; 1 H 18 7; Isa 6 4;
13 7).

(ii) Antithetic parallelism: in which the second
member of a line (or verse) gives the obverse side

of the same thought, e.g. Prov 10 1

:

'A wise son gladdens his father.
But a foolish son grieves his mother'

(see Prov 11 3; Ps 37 0; cf Prov 10 1 if; Ps 20
<S; 30 (5; Isa 54 7 IT). Sometimes there are more
than two corresponding elements in the two mem-
bers of the verse, as in Prov 29 27; cf 10 o; 16

9; 27 2.

(iii) Synthetic parallelism: called also con-

structive and epithet ic. In this the second member
adds something fresh to the first, or else explains it,

e.g. Ps 19 Hi:

'The pri'cejits of Yahwe are right, rejoicing the heart:
The commandments of Yahwe are pure, enlighten-

ing the (\ves.

The fear of Yahwe is clean, enduring for (>ver:

The judgments of Yahwe ari^ true and righteous
altogt'ther.

More to b*; desired are they than gold, yvii, than
much fine gold

;

Sweeter also than honey and th<^ honeycomb'

(sec Prov 1 7; cf 3 0.7; Ps 1 3; 15 4). In addi-

tion to th(> three jiruicipal si)ecies of parallelism

noticed above, other forms have been traced and
described.

(iv) Introverted ])arallelism (Jebb, Sacred Lit.,

53): in which the hemistichs of the parallel mem-
bers are chiasticallv arranged, as in the scheme ab

ha. Thus Prov 23 15 f:

(a) 'My son. if thy heart be wise
(/<) My heart shall bi' glad, evi'n mine:
(//) Yea. my reins shall rejoicti

(«) When t'hy lii)s speak right things'

(cf Prov 10 4.12; 13 24; 21 17; Ps 51 3).

(v) Palilogical i)arall(>]ism: in which one or more
wor(ls of the first member are repeated as an echo,

or as the canon in music, in the second. Thus
Nah 1 2:

'Yahwe is a jealous God and avengi's:
Yahwe avenges and is full of wrath;
Yahwe takes vengeance on his adv-ersaries.

And he reserves wrath for his enemies'

(cf Jgs 5 3.r)f.llf.l5f.23.27; Ps 72 2.12.17; 121;

124; 126; Isa 2 7; 24 5; Hos 6 4).

(vi) Climactic or comprehensive parallelism: In

this the second line completes the first. Thus Ps
29 1:

"Oive unto Yahwe. O ye mighty ones.
Give unto Yaliwc^ glory and strength"

(see Ex 15 G; Ps 29 8).

(vii) Rhythmical i)arallelism (De Wette, Franz
Delitzsch): thus Ps 138 4:

"All the kings of the earth shall give thee thanks ....
For they have heard the words of thy mouth."

See Prov 15 3; cf 16 7.10; 17 13.15; 19 20; 21
23.25.

Perfect parallelism is that in which the number
of words in each line is equal. When imequal, the
parallelism is called imperfect. Ewald (sec Die
poetischen. Bticher des alien Bundes, I, 57-92; Die
Dichter des alien Bundes, I, 91 if, 2d ed of the

former) ainunl at giving a comi)lete list of the rela-

tions which can be e.xjM'essed by parallelism, and he
thought he had su(;ceed(!d. But in fact every kind
of relation which can be indicated in words may be
expressed in two or more lin(\s more or less parallel.

On the alleged parallelism of strophes see below.
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(h) Piirallclisin as an aid to cxcficsis and textual criti-

cism: If in Lowl h's words parallelism implies that " in two
lines or members of the same period things for the most
l)art shall answer to things, and words to words," we
should expect obscure or unknown words to derive som(^
li^ht from words corresponding to them in parallel iiiem-
bers ov clauses. In not a few cases we ar(^ enal)led by
comparison of words to restore witli considerable con-
lldence an orif^inal reading now k)st. Tlie formula is in
a ^;i>neral way as follows: air. ex. We know what, a, I)

and c mean, but are wholly in the dark as to I he sense of j-.

Th(> problem is to find out wliat x means. We have an
illustration in Jgs 5 28, which may l)e thus literally
translated:

"Through the window she looked.
And >Sis(U-a's mother x through the x."

Hero wo hav(5 two imknown, each, however, corre-
sponding to known terms. The lleb \b. accompanying
"Sisera's mother" is QS^iril, watv yabhtbli, EV"and ....

cried." But no such vb. (yahhaUh) is known, for tho
Talm, as usually, follows the traditional inti'rj)retation.
Wo want a vb. with a meaning similar to "looked." If

we read uSJ?"^ > u'atlabbct, we have a form which could

easily bo corrui)t(>d into tho word in th(! MT, which gives
a suitable sense and mor(M:)ver has tlic^ support of tlu;
Tg.s of Onkelos atid Jonathan, and even of tho JjXX
(A and Luc!). What about \\w other lleb word untran.s-

latod abovo Q^TIJJ^, 'eshnabli)! This occurs in but one

other passage (i'rov 7 0), where it stands as in tho

present passage in parallelism with "i3n. halldn, "win-

dow" (probably Prov 7 6 is deix'udent). We got no
help from etymology or in this case; from tho YSS, but
paralk'lism had suggested to our translators th(> meaning
"lattice," a kind of P^astern window, and something of
tho kind must bo meant. Tho vb. tihaimbh, "to be cool,"
may possibly suggest tho rendering "window," i.e. a
hole in tlio wall to secure coolness in th(^ house. Glass
windows did not exist \n Vii\. and are rare (>von now.
There are innunu>rable other examples in tho ()T of the
use of parallelism in elucidating words which occur but
once, or which are otherwise diflicult to understand, and
freciuontly a textual emendation is suggested which is

otherwise supported.

(c) Prevalence and value of parallelism: Two
statements antnit parallelism in the ()T may be
safely made: (i) That it is not a characteristic of
all OT poetry. Lowth who had so much to do
with its discovery gave it naturally tin exaggerated
place in his scheme of Heb poetry, but it is lacking
in the largest ])art of the ])oetry of the OT, and it is

frequently met with in elevated and rhetorical prose,
(ii) That it pervades other poetry than that of the
OT. It occurs in Assyria (see A. Jeremias, Die
bab-assyr. Vorstellung vom Leben tiach dem Tode),
in Egypt (Georg Ebcrs, Nord u. Sfid, 1), in Finnish,
Ger. and Eng. Indeed, A. Wuttkc (Der deutsche
Volks-Aberglaube der Gegenwart, LS69, 157) and
Eduard Norden (Die antike Kunstprosn, 1898, II,

813) maintain that parallelism is the most primitive
form of the ])oetry of all nations. It must never-
theless be admitted that in the OT ])arallelisin has
in proportion a Itirger place than in any other litera-

ture and that the correspondence of the j)arts of
the stichs or verses is closer.

(5) Other literary devices.—OT poetry has addi-
tional features which it shares with other oriental
and with western poetry. Owing to lack of space
these can be hardly more than enumerated.

(a) Alliteration: e.g. "Round and round the rugged
rocks." We liavo good examples in tlu^ Ilob of Ps 6 8
and 27 17. (b) Assonance: e.g. "dreamy seamy"
(.see for Bible examples the Hob of Gen 49 17; Ex 14
14; Dt 3 2). (r) lihymo: There are so few examples
of this in tho Hvh Scriptures that no one can regard it
as a feature in lleb poetry, though in Arab, and even
in post-Bib. Heb po(^try it plays a great part. We have
Bib. instances in tho Hob text of Gen 4 23; .lob 10
H-\1; 16 12. (d) Acrostics: In some poems of the OT
half-verses, verses, or groups of verses begin with the
successive letters of the Heb alphabet. We have such
ali)habetical acrostics in Pss 9 f, 34, 37; Prov 31
10 If; Lam 1-4; cf ch 5, where tho number of verses
agrees with that of the Heb alphabet, though the letters
of that alphabet do not introduce the versos.

(e) Meter: The view of the present writer may
be stated as follows: That the poetry of the Heb is

not in the strict sense metrical, though the writers
under the influence of strong emotion express them-

selves rhythmically, i)roducing often tlu; })henomena
which came later to b(! codified unth^r metrical rules.

Thinking and reasoning and speaking ])rec(>ded

p.sychology, logic, ;ind grammar, and similarly
jKH'try ])rec(Hled prosody. In the OT we are in the
region of the fdcl, not of the law. Poets wrote
uii(h'r strong im])ulse, ustially religious, and without
recognizing any objective standard, though all the
lime th(>y were sup])lying data for the rtiles of

I)roso(ly, Tho.se who think that OT poets had in

their minds objective rules of meter have to make
innumerable changes in the text. Instead of basing
their theory on the original material, they bring
their a priori theory and alter the text to stiit it. It

can be fearlessly said that there is not a single })oem
in the OT with the same number of syllables, or
feet, or accents in the several stichs or hemistichs,

tiiiless we introduce violent changes into the MT,
such as wotdd be resented in classical and oth<!r an-
cient literature. It is important, before coming to

any definite conclusion, to take into consideration
1 he fact that the i)oetry of the OT belongs to periods
sej^arated by many centuries, from the Song of

Deborah (Jgs 5), the earliest Heb poem, down 1 o the
last hymns in the P.salter. In the old(>st sj)ecimens

of H(>b poetry there is a naive simplicity which
excludes the idea of conscious art. In the latest

the poet is much more conscious, and his poetry
more artistic. It would be manifestly tmfair to

])ro])ound a theory of poetry based on the poetry of

Keats and Tennyson and to apply it to the produc-
t ions of Anglo-Siixon and Okl Eng. poetry. Bound
up in the one volume called the Bible thtTe is a lit-

eral tire differing widely in age, aim and authorship,
and it needs care in educing a conception of Heb
j)oetry that will ai)])ly to all the examj)l(>s in the OT.
The kiter pss-acrostic, etc, many of them made up
of bits of other pss, seem to have sprung from a more
conscious effort at imitation. If, however, there
were among the ancitmt Hebrews, as th(>re was
among the ancient Greeks, a code of ])rosody, it is

strange that the Mish and G'mara,' should be wholly
silent about it. And if some one system underlies

our Heb Bible, it is strange that so many systems
have been proposed. It should be remembered too
that the oldest i)oetry of every i)e()])le is non-
metrical.

Tho following is a brief statement of tho views advo-
cated :

(i) Philo and Josephus, imdor the influence of Or
models and desiring to show that Heb was not inferior
to pagan literature, taught that Heb ixx^ry had meter,
but they make no attempt to show what kind of motor
this poetry possesses.

(ii) Calmet, Lowth and Carpzov held that though in
thci poetry of the Heb Bible as originally written and
read there must have bi^en metrical rules which the
authors were conscious of following, yet, through tho
corruption of the text and our ignorance of the sounds
and accentuation of primitive Heb, it is now impossible
to ascertain what those metrical rules were.

(ill) In their scheme of Hob meter Bickoll and IMerx
reckon syllables as is done in classical poetry, and they
adopt tho Syr law of accentuation, placing the tone on
the penultimate. These writers make drastic changes
in the text in order to bolster up their theories.

(iv) The dominant and by far the least objectionable
theory is that advocated by Ley, Briggs, Duhm, Buhl,
Grimme, Sievors, Rothstoin and most modern scholars,
that in Heb prosody the accented sj llables wore alone
counted. If this principle is applied to .lob, it will be
found that most of the Bib. verses are distichs having two
stichs, each with three main accents. See, for an illustra-

tion, Job 12 16: n^ti'c'^ a.iirj ib : n^^iiJ^n'i Ti? 'Mz:p

{'immo' ' 6z wHhushlyCxh: Id shoghiqh umashyeh' : 'Strength
and effectual working belong to [lit. "are with") him, he
that (>rrs and he that causes to err'). Man's rhythmical
instincts are quite suflflcient to account for this phe-
nomenon without assuming that the poet had in mind
an objective standard. Those who adopt this last view
and apply it rigidly make numerous textual changes.
For an examination of the metrical systems of Hubert
Grimme, who takes account of quantity as well as accent,
and of Eduard Sievors who, though no Heb scholar, came
to the conclusion after examining small parts of the Heb
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Bible tliat Ileh poctrv is normally anapaestic, sec; W. H.
Cobb, Criticism of Systems of Heb Metre, 152 If, 169 ff.

Herder, De Wette, Hupfoki, Keil, Nowack, Biidde,
Doll(>r, and Toy r(>ject all the systems of Hob meter
hitherto proposed, though Uudde has a leaning toward
Ley's system.

(/) Budde'.s kinah nionsure: Though Buckle takes
up in general a n(>gative i)()sition in regard to Heb
ni(>ter, he pleads strenuously for tlu^ existence of one
si)e('ifie meter with wliich his name is associated.
This is what he calls the kinah measure (from HD'^p,

klnah, "a lamentation"). In this each stich is said
to consist of one hemistich with three beats or stress
syllables and another having two such syllables,

this being held to be the spec-ific meter of thedirge (see

Lam 1 1, etc). Ley and Briggs call it "pentam-
eter" because it is made up of five (3+2) feet (a
foot in Heb prosody being equal to an accented
syllable and tli(! tmaccented syllables combined with
it). See Bud(h^'s full treatment of the subject in
ZATW, 60, L-)2, "Das heb. Klagelied." It must,
however, be borne in mind that even Herder (d.

1803) describes the use in elegies of what he calls,

anticipating Ley and Briggs, the "pentameter"
(see deist der ehrdischcn Pocsie, 17S2, 1, 32 f, ET
The ^Spirit of Heb Poetry, 1833, I, 40). But the
present writer submits the following criticisms:
(i) Budde is inconsistent in rejecting all existing
theories of m(;t(>r and yet in retaining one of his
own, which is n^dly but ])art of tlie system advo-
cated by Bellermann, Ley and liriggs. (ii) Jle
says, following I Ferder, that it is t he measure adopted
by mourning women (Jer 9 16), but we have ex-
tremely few examples of the latter, and his state-
ment lacks proof, (iii) There are dirges in the OT
not exi)ressed in the kinah measure. David's
lament over Saul and Jonatlian is more hexametric
and tetrametric than pcMitametric, unless we proceed
to makea new text (2 S 1 19 ff). (iv) The kinah
ineasure is employed by Heb poets where the tjieme
is joyous or indifferent; see Ps 119, which is a
di(hicti(; ]ioem.

(()) Units of Hebrew poctrtj.—In western ])oetry
the ultimate unit is usually the syllable, the foot
(consisting of at least two syllables) coming next.
Then we ha\'e the verse-line crowned by the stanza,
and finally the poem.

According to the theory of Heb ])oetry adopted
by the present writer, the following are the tmits,
begimiing with the simplest:

(a) The meter: This embraces the accented
(ton<>) syllable together with the unaccented syllabic
preceding or succeeding it. This may be called a
"rhythmic foot."

(6) The stich or verse: In Job and less regularly
in Pss and Cant and in other i)arts of the OT (Xu
23 19-24) the stich or verse consists commonly of
three toned syllables and therefore three meters
(see above for sense of "meter"). It is important
to distinguish l)etween this poetical sense of "verse"
arid the ordinary meaning—the subdivision of a
Bible chapter._ The stich in this sense appears in a
separate line in some old MSS.

(c) Combinations of stichs (verses): In Heb
poetry a stich hardly ever stands alone. Wi) liave
practically alwavs a distich (coujilet. Job 18 o),

a tristich (triplet, Nu 6 24-26), a tetrastich (Gen
24 23), or the pentastich.

(r/) Strophe: Kosters {Stud. Krit., 1831, 40-114,
"Die Strophen," etc) maintained that all poems in
the Heb Scriptures are naturally divisible into
stroi)hes (stanzas) of similar, if not equal, length.
Thus Ps 119 is arranged in strojjhes named after
the letters of the Heb alphabet, each one containing
eight Scripture verses, or sixteen metrical verses
or stichs, most of the stichs having three meters or
rhythmical feet. But though several Bib. poems arc
composed in strophes, many are not.

(c) Song: This (n"1"^tj, shlruh) is made up of a
series of verses and in some cases of strophes.

(/) Poem : We have examples of this ("T'Tp , shir)

in the books of Job and Cant which consist of a
combination of the song.

(7) Classification of stichs or rerses.—Stichs may be
arranged as follows, acc(jrding to the number of meters
(or feet) which they contain: (a) the trimeter or tripod
with three meters or feet; Bickell holds thai in .lot) tliis
measure is alone used; {!>) the tetrameter or letrapod,
a stich with four meters or feet; (<•) the pentametiT or
pentapod, which has five meters or f(>et: this is Budde's
kinah measure (see III, 1, [4]); (il) the hexameter or
hexapod: this consists of six meters or feet, and is often
hard to distinguish from two separate trimeters (or
tripods).

Our first and most original authority on the internal
characteristics of Hebrew poetry is that great (ierman

theologian and man of letters, J. G. Herder,
2. Internal ^'^"^ pastor and friend of Ooethe and Schil-
p.". „_„„.^,- Icr at Weimar. In his Vom Geist der
i^naraciens- ff„.aische, I I'oesie, 17S2 {The Spirit of
tics of J'oetr;/. tpi by James Marsh, U.S.A., 1833),

Hebrew '"' (Itscnsses at length and with great fresh-

D,^«+,„ "^'''S those internal asi)ects of the poetry
I'Oetry of the OT (love of Nature, folklore, etc)

which impressed him as a literary man. Ref-
erence may lie made also to Georges Gilflllian's Bards of
the Bible, 1851 (popular), and Isaac Taylor's Spirit of II eb
Poetry. It is a Strange l)ut striking and significant
coincidence that not one of these writers professed nuich
if any knowledges of the Heb language. Thej- studied tlie
poetry of thcs OT mainly at least in translations, and wi'ro
not therefore divtirted from the literary and logical
asp(>cts of what Is written by tlu! minutiae of Heb
granmiar and textual criticism, though only a Heb
scliolar is alile to enter into full possession of the rich
treasures of Heb poetry.

(1) Themes of Hebrew poetry.—It is commonly said
that the poetry of the ancient Hebrews is wholly
religious. But this statement is not strictly correct,
(o) The OT does not conttiin all the poetry composed
or even written by the Hebrews in Bible times, but
only such as the priests at the various sanctuaries
preserved. We do not know of a literary caste
among the Hebrews who concerned themselves with
the preservation of the literature as such, (b)

Within the Bible Canon itself there are nmneroug
poems or snatches of poems reflecting the everyday
life of the people. We have love songs (Cant), a
wedding song (Ps 45), a harvest song (Ps 65),
parts of ditties sung on discovering a new well (Nu
21 17 f), on drinking wine, antl there are references
to war songs (Nu 21 14; Josh 10 13; 2 S 1 18).

(2) Species of poetry.—Bib. poetry may be sub-
sumed under the following heads: (a) folklore, (6)

prophetical, (c) speculative, {d} lyrical.

(a) Folklore: "Poetry," said J. G. Hamann (d.

1788), "is the mother tongue of the hunuui race."
In both folk-music and folk-poetry, each the oldest
of its class, the inspiration is inmiediate and spon-
taneous. We have examples of folk-songs in Gen
11 1-9; 19 24 f.

(6) Proi)hetic poetry: This poetry is the ex-
pression of the inspiration under which the seer
wrote._ One may compare the oracular utterances
of diviners which are invariably poetical in form as
well as in matter. But one has to bear in mind that
the heathen diviner claimed to have his messages
from jinns or other spirits, and the means he em-
l)loyed were as a rule omens of various kinds. The
OT prophet professed to speak as he was imme-
diately inspired by God (see Divination, VIII).
Duhm thinks that the genuine prophecies of Jere-
miah are wholly poetical, the prose parts being
interpolations. But the prophet is not merely or
primarily a poet, though it cannot be doubted that
a very large proportion of the prophecies of the OT
are poetical in form and substaiu-e.

(c) Philoso[)hical poetry: This expression is in-
tended to iiu'lude such poetry as is found in the
Wisdom literature of the OT and the Ai)0(! (see
Wisdom Literature). The so-called didactic
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])()('try, th;it of llio ])r()verbs or i)ar;il)los
^^''^''P,

lud-'^hfd), iilso comes in liore.

((/) Lyrical imctry: This includes the hymns of

the Psalter, the love sonfi^s of Cant, and the many
other lyrics found in the historical and prophetical

writings. In these lyrics all the emotions of the

human soul are expressed.

Does the OT contain si)ecimens of epic and
dramatic jwetry? The answer nuist depend on
which definition of both is adopted.

(d) E])ic i)oetry: The iH'esenti writer would define

aTi epic ])o(>m as a novel with its plot and develop-
ment charjied, however, with the ])assion and set

out in the rhythmic form of })oetry. There is no
part of the OT which meets the reciuirements of this

definition, certaiidy not the Creation, Fall and
Dehific stori(>s, wh'ich De Wette {Hcitrdgc, 228 ff,

EinlcMtuns, 147) and R. G. Aloulton {Litcmry Shah/

of the BU)le, ch ix) ])oint to as true epi<;s, and which
Ewald {DichtcnU:^ alien Bnmles, I, S7 ff) held rightly

to have in them the stutT of epics, though not the
form.

{!)) Dramatic ])oetry: Defining dramatic poetry
as that which can be acted on a stage, one may with
confidence say that there is no oxam])le of this in the
OT. Even the literary drama must liave the g(>neral

characteristics of that which is actable. Franz
Delitzsch and other writers have pointed to Job and
Cant as dramatic ])ocms, but the definition adopted
above excludes both.

IV. Poetical Writings of the OT'.—According to

the Massoretes or (nlitors of our present Heb Bible,

there are l)ut three poetical books in

1. The tfie OT, Job, Prov, and Pss, known in

Poetical Jewish circles by the mnemonic abbre-

Books in viation Ti'CX, 'enicth, the three conso-

the Narrow nants forming the initial letters of the
Sense Heb names of the above books. These

three books have been sui)plied by the
Massoretes with a special system of accents known
as the poetical accents, and involving a method of

intoning in the synagogue different from that fol-

lowed when the i)rose books are read. But these
accentual marks cannot be traced farther back than
the 7th or 8th cent, of our era.

It is customary to divide the poetical books of the
OT into two classes, each containing three books:

(1) those containing lyrical poetry

2. Custom- C^"^^) shir, or H'^'^'llJ, .s/iira/t), i.e. Pss,

ary Di- Cant, Lam; (2) those containing

vision for the most part tlidactic poetry

(bTpp, mashal), i.e. Job, Prov, Eccl.

There is a large amount of poetry in the OT out-

side the books usually classed as poetical: {a)

poetry in the prophetical books (see

3. Poetry above. III, 2); (6) ])oetry in the his-

in Non- torical books including the Pent (see

poetical Michael Heilprin, The Ilislorical Poet-

Books ry of the Hebrews, 2 vols, 1879-80).

We have examples in Gen 4 23 f; 49;
Ex 15; Nu 21 14 f.27-30 (JE); 23 f (Balaam's
r^ongs); Dt 32 f (song and blessing of Moses);
Josh 10 12-14 (JE); Jgs 5 (Deborah's Song);

9 8-15; 1 S 2 1-10; 2 S 1; 3 33 f; 23 ( = Ps 18),

etc.

Literature.—The most important books and articles

on the subject have been inentioned in the course of the
foregoing article. There is a full list of works dealing
with ll(!b meter in W. II. ('obb, Criticism of Systems of
Hvl) Metre, 19 ff. The first edition of Ewald's still val-
uable "Essay on Ileb Poetry" i)reflxed to lii.s comm. on
the Pss was pul)lislied iti Eng. in the Journal of Sacred
Literature (1S4S), 74 ff. 295 If. In 1909 .J. W. Rothstein
issued a suggestive treatise on Heb rhythm (Grundziige
des heb. Rhythmus . . . . iiebst lyrisrhen Texten viit

kritischem Kommentar, 8vo +vi +398), reviewed by the
present writer in Reriew of Theol. and I'hilos. (Edin-
burgh), October, 1911. Early Reliyious Poetry of the

Hebrews by E. G. King (Cambridge University Press)

contains a good. })ricf, popular statement of the subject,
tlioutjh it inalvcs no pr('t('ns(^ to origitiality. In The
I'oelx nf the OT. 1912, Professor ,\. K. Cordon gives an
excellent' popular account of the poetry and poetical
literature of the OT.

T. WiTTOX D.WIES
POETRY, NEW TESTAMENT: Xo one ques-

tions the i^resence of poetry of a high order in the

OT. The study of the OT as the literature of

the ancient Hebrews has been critically made, and
the attention of even the ordinary reader of the
Scri])tures called to the beauty and wealth of its

])o(»tic passages. The message of the XT is so

vitally spiritual and concerned with religion that

but little attention has been paid to it as literature.

X'aturally it would be strange if the ])()ctic inspira-

tion which runs like a tide through the jirophetic

and post-exilic ])eriods of the OT should altogether

cease under the (dearer spiritual disi)ensation of the

NT. The fact is that it does not cease, but that

under every fundamental rule for poetic utterance,

save that of rhyme, the NT is seem to be rich in

imaginative vision, in religion totu'hed by emotion,

and in poetic expression. The (iosj)els, the Paid-

ine I">pp., and the L"p. of Jas, all afford examples of

lofty poetic utterance, while the message of Jesus is

saturated with words which readily lend themselves

to song. In fact it is thought by some that Jesus

was no less careful of the form than of the content

of His message, and that all the finer types of Heb
l)oetry fotmd in the OT can be matched from His
sayings, even when tested by the same rules.

In the Gospels that of St. Luke gives us our best

examples of ])oetry. "Xo sooner have we passcvl

through the vestibule of his Gospel than we fiiid

ourselves within a circle of harmonies" (Burton, in

Expositor's Bil)le). From the poetic utterances

of Mary, Elisab(>th, Zacharias, Simeon, and the

Angels, the church gains her Magnificat, Beatitude,

Benedictus, Nutic Ditnittis and Glorias.

The utterances of John the Baptist are filled with a

rugged desert vision and an expression which reveals

a form of poesy in nowise to be mistaken for prose.

St. Paul presents many of his ideas in harmonious
and beautiful forms. He knew the secular poets of

his dav, and has immortalized Cleanthes' Hynui
to Zeus (Acts 17 28). He also qtiotes from L]pi-

menides and the Athenian dramatist Menandcr
(1 Cor 15 33). St. Paul knew the poetry of the

Ilebrews, and enriches his own message with many
quotations from it. He was acquainted with the

Christian hymnology of his own times, as is seen in

Eph 5 14 and 1 Tim 3 16. He offers also original

flashes of poetic insi)iration and utterance, a good
example of which is found in Rotn 8 31-37.

Who could doubt the ]wetic imagery of St. James?
He might almost be called the poet of social justice

and of patient waiting under affliction for the will

of God to come to men.
When one comes to the words of Jesus he dis-

covers that in a very true sense His speech answers

to the requirements for Heb poetry. Examples
of synonymous, antithetic, synthetic and causal

parallehsm are the rule rather than the exception

in the utterances of Jesus. For the synonymous
form see Mt 10 24; for the antithetic see Lk 6

41 ; for the .synthetic and causal forms see Lk 9 23

and Mt 6 7" Not alone are these forms of Heb
poetry found in the words of Jesus, but also the

more involved and sustained poetic utterances

(Lk 7 31-32).

No one can question the deep emotional quality,

the vivid imagination and spiritual idealism of

Jesus. That the form of His sjjcech is adequately

set to poetic inspiration and conforms to the laws

for Heb poetry has not been so freely acknowl-

edged. Independently of the theory advanced

in Did Jesus Write His Own Gospel? (William Pitt
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MacVey), evwy student of the literature of tlie

NT must be grateful for the chapter on "The
Poems of Jesus."

Spirituality and poetry have a kinship, and the in-

terpretation of any message is aided by the adequate
knowledge of its form. \\'hen the NT has thus been
carefully studied as literature, it will be seen, not
only that Jesus was a poet, but that the entire NT,
if not as rich as the OT in poetic passages, is

sufficiently poetic to receive treatment as su(;h in

reUgious encyclopaedias. See also Faithful Say-
ings; Poetry, Hebrew. C. E. Schenk

POINTS, points: The word occurs in Eccl 5 16,

"In all points [H'Sj?, 'ummdh] as he came, so shall

ho go"—a man leaves the world in all regards as

heli)less as he entered it, no matter what he may
have gained or accomplished during his life.

Also in He 4 15, 'Tn all points [/cara iravra,

katd pdnta, ''in all things," as in His human nature
(2 14), so in His human ex|)erience (cf 2 17.18)]

t(>mpted like as we are, yet without sin." He suc-
cessfully resisted temptation at all i)oints of His
nature, in body, soul, and spirit. See Temptation
OF Christ. Westcott (in loc.) thinks that the
reference is not so much to Christ i.ssuhig out of all

His trials without the least stain of sin, as to "a
Ihnitation of His temptation. Man's temptations
come in many cases from previous sin. Such temp-
tations had necessarily no ])lace in Christ. He was
temi)ted as we are, sharing our nature, yet with this

excei)tion, that there was no sin in Him to become
the spring of trial." Whichever interi)retation is

adojjted there is jn'ofound insight into the things of

the soul in joining sinlessness with fulness of expe-
rience of temptation. M. O. Evans

POISON, poi'z'n (npn, hemah, "dlk^, ro'sh;

ev|x6s, thicnios, I6s, ids): Residents in Pal must,
from the first, have been acquainted with venomous
serjxnits. Six species of these are widely diffused

in the land, and at least three of them are fairly

coimnon in places. Besides, there are scorpions,

centipedes and the large spider, which are as much
dreaded by the fellahin as are the serpents, not to

speak of the minor but very serious discomforts of

mos(iuitoes, sandflies and ticks, some of which were
credited with lethal powers. In \\'isd 16 9 RV we
read that "the bites of locusts and flies did slay, and
there was not foimd a healing for their life." There
are also many poisonous plants, such as belladonna,
henbane, thorn apple, and the opium popjoy. None
of these is mentioned in the Bible; the only names
found there are the heinlock {Conium rnacuhitnm)
of Hos 10 4, the poisonovis gourd {CitruUns colo-

cyntlds) of 2 K 4 39, and the grapes of gall, prob-
ably the fruit of Calotropis procera, the ajjples of

Sodom of Jos {BJ, IV, viii, 4). Some, however,
believe that these are poppyheads. Poisonous
waters are referred to at Marah (Ex 15 23) and
Jericho (2 K 2 19). There are no direct records
of any person dying of poison exce])t in 2 Mace 10
13, where the suicide of Ptolemy IVIacron is related.

Our Lord's promise in the appendix to Mk 16 18
shows, however, that poisons were known and might
be administered by way of ordeal, as was the
unknown "water of jealousy" (Nu 5 17). In this

connection the story in Eusebius {HE, III, 39) is in-

teresting, that "Justus surnamed Barsabbas, though
he drank a deadly poison, sutfered no injury,

through the grace of the Lord." The passages in

which ))oisonous serpents are mentioned are Dt 32
24, wh(!re .ser])ents (RV "crawling things") of the
dust, probably Cerastes hasselquislii, the little

horned vipers, are mentioned, and in ver 33 : "poison
of serpents, and the cruel venom of asps." The

asp may be the cobra Nnia hnje, not unconnnon on
the borders of the wiklerness to the S. Ps 58 4

mentions the poi.son of serpents. Ps 140 3, "They
have sharpened their tongue like a serpent; adders'
l)oison is under their lips," indicates, what is still

a common b(^lief, that the forked tongue of the snake
is the poison-bearer. This is referred to in Jas 3 8.

That it was the fang and not the tongue which
carried the poi.son was known to Pliny (xi.G2).

This verse of Ps 140 is given in St. Paul's comi)ositc
(juotation in Rom 3 13. There may be a r(>ference

to the giving of an intoxicant poison in Hab 2 15,

wdiere RV reads "that addest thy venom." The
])rophets speak in several places of God's wrath as
a cup of tr(>mbling (RV "staggering"), e.g. Isa 51
17.22, probably suggested by the fact that hciiidh

})rimarily means "fury" and is used in that sense in

more than a hundred passag(>s. In Zee 12 2
Jerus is to be such a "cup of reeling unto all the
peo])les round about."

The s''mdi)i{(h, "lizard" (.\Y "spider"), mentioned
in Prov 30 28 (LXX kalabotes) was formerly re-

garded as poisonous and it is still much disliked by
the fellahin, as they beli(>ve that it makes mocking
gestures mimicking them at their ]ira\"ers. They are
really not iK)isonous. It is doubtful whether the
lizard mention(;d by Agur is really this stellion; the
description better fits the gecko.

Alex. Macalister
POLE, pol: Nu 21 8.9 AV for C: , nes, RV

"standard."

POLICY, pol'i-si: Lit. "method of government,"
and so "ability to manage affairs." In a bad sense,

"cunning," "craft," in Dnl 8 25 (52ir, sekhel,

"understanding"); in a good sense in 1 Mace 8 4
((3ov\r}, hoult:, "counsel"); also in AV 2 Mace 13

18; 14 29.31 (fxedodos, melhodos, arpaT-qyrj/j.a, slrale-

gcina, a-TpaT-qy^cj, strategcu), where RV has "strata-

gem." Policies occurs in Jth 11 8 AV for Trauovp-

yr]/j.a, panoiirgema, lit. "readiness for anything,"
here in a good sense; RV "subtil devices."

POLISHED, pol'isht. See Corxer-stoxe, (2).

POLL, pdl: The w^ord (on the derivation of which
see Skeat, Concise Elijm. Diet, of the Eng. Language,
3()0) has been eliminated as a vb. in ARV. In AV
and ERV it represents the Heb vbs. CC3, kdsam,

lit. "to shear" (Ezk 44 20), TT3, gdzaz, lit. "to pull

out," "to uproot," thence "to shear the sheep,"
figuratively, "to destroy an enemy" (Mic 1 16),

nbit, gdldJi, in Piel, lit. "to make bald or round-

headed" (2 S 14 26) and f?:p, , kd(,'ag, "to cut off"

(Jer 9 26; 25 23; 49 32). The Heb noun is

pb-lbil, gulgdleth. As will be seen from the above
enumeration, the Heb vbs. differ considerably in

etymology, while RV has not tried to distinguish.

In Mic 1 16 we have a reference to the oriental

custom of cutting or tearing one's hair as a
sign of mourning for one's relatives. "Make
thee bald, and cut off thy hair [AV and ERV
"poll thee," Heb gdzaz] for the children of

thy delight: enlarge thy baldness as the eagle

[m "vulture"]; for they are gone into captivity

from thee." The priests, the sons of Zadok,
are instru(;ted to abstain from outward resemblance
to heathen i)atterns of i)riesthood: "Neither shall

they shave their heads, nor suffer thcMr locks to

grow long; they shall only cut off the hair [AV and
ERV "poll," lieb kd.sani] of their lieads" (Ezk 44
20). The Piel form of gdlali is employed in the
description of the annual hair-cutting of Absalom
(2 S 14 26). Thrice we find the vb. "to poll" as

the tr of Heb kdrag, where ARV materially im-
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proves tli(> fr hv adopting the marginal version of
AV (Jer 9 2t;; 125 '2A; 49 :i2). See Uaik.
The noun {ijiihjdU'th, 111. "head") is tr'' "jioH" in

the pln-ase "bv the jx)!!," "hv th(!ir })olls" (Xu 1 2.

18.20.22; 3 47; I Cli 23 ;V24). The exjjression
has its origin in the nuinl)ering of jx'rsons by their
heads, in the same way in whicli we sjx'als: of lieaci-

tax, etc. IL L. E. Luekixg

POLLUTION, i)o-h-i'.shun (bx.T, giVnl, "to pol-

hite"; dX.ia-Yt]p.a, (dUiiviiKi, "contamination"): In
I\Ld 1 7, "Ye offer polluted bread," i.e. not actually
unclean, but worthless, coimnon (cf Ezr 2 ()2J,

bread here being u.sed m<>tonvinically for sacrificial

olT(Tings generally (cf Lev 2i (>; ^it 6 11). Tlu^
phras(> in Acts 15 20, "th(> pollutions of idols," is

exi)l;iine(l in ver 20 by "things .sacrificed [AY "meats
offered"] to idols."

POLLUX, pol'uks. See C.vstoh and Pollux.

POLYGAMY, p6-lig'a-mi:

1. Moaiiitii,' of Ihi- Term 4. Poly^'ainy rnnalural
2. Origin of Polygamy 'I'lic l';unucli
3. OT and Polygamy ,'>. W'l'akness of Polygamy

Polygamy has been and is tlie open blazon by the
human race of sex vic(\ TIh; very term is a misno-

mer. Sinc(! man became moralized he
1. Meaning has api)r(>hended that the proper mar-
of the Term riage rcdation between the sexes is mo-

nogamy. Whatever may have been
the practice, since man could ask himself. What is

right? he has known that a-n-' dpxvs, ap' archfs
("from the beginning," Mt 19 4), mi fond, at bot-
tom, marriage is the choice of one man and one
woman of each other for a life family relation. La
Rochefoucauld said: "Hypocrisy is a sort of homage
which vice pays to virtue." There is hypocrisy
beneath the word polygamy. It is an attempt to
cover up by the term "])lural marriage" what is not
marriage and cannot be marriage. There is no
{)articular need of deiining what the condition is, so
long as we can look upon it as a violation and nega-
tion of the marriage relation. 1lie very use of the
term from any language covering a like "condition is

attempt

—

"To steal tlie livery of the court of heaven
To servo the Uevil in.

'

Polygamy is a general term and might mean a
multiplicity of partners in the family reliition by one
of either sex. lint it does not. Polygamy prac-
tically means exactly "])olygyny" {yvvf], giine), i.e.

it describes a many-wired inmi. The correlative
term "polyandry" describes the condition of a
woman who has many men in family relation with
henself. They arc all husbands to her, as in polyg-
amy all the women are wives to one man. But
polyandry in historic times has had so little illus-

tration that it may be dismissed as so exceptional
as to be worthy of no furt her not ice here.
Why polygamy has cai)tur(>d the whole position

philologically covered by polygyny is readily appar-
ent. The might of the physically strongest has
dictated the situation. Man has on the average
one-fourth more muscular force than woman.
When it comes to wrong in sex relation, man has
that advantage, and it has given him the field

covered by the word "polygamy." There he is

master and woman is the vict im.

It is i)lainly evident that jiolygamy is primarily
larg(4y the outcome of tribal wars. When men had

separated into clans and had taken up
2. Origin of different places of abode, collisions
Polygamy woidd soon occur between them. What

would hai)pen in such crises would be
what we knov/ did ha])pen in North America soon
after its first settlement by Europeans, to wit, the

destruction of the Ilurons by the Iroquois. The
great majority of the men were massacred; the
women and children, driven to the abode of the
con<iu(>rors, di.sapi)earing there mainly in concu-
bin;ig(! and slavery. What shall be done with this
surplus of women? Llere again the might of the
strongest comes to the front. The chief or the most
heroic fighter would a.ssert his right to choice of
(•apliv(>s, and thus concubinage or what is the same
thing—polygamy—would be s(>t up. Successes in

further wars come and a<ld other women to be dis-

tributed. Of course ta the sheik or king there .soon

come.s the seraglio and the harem. Polygamous
l)ractices will come in in other ways. The i)risoner
of war becomes i)roi)erty and i)a,sses from hand to
hand by gift or sale. So woman—the weaker
])arty—endures what comes to her as slave, con-
cubine. W(! have now no long(;r the "helpmeet"
originally destined for man—"bone of my bones and
flesh of my flesh"—for whom he would "leave his
father and his mother" and to whose single self he
would "cleave" for life (Gen 2 18.24; Mt 19 o.ti).

Monogamy, with its unity in labor, thought and
feeling, with its immeasurable modifying influences
of moral, ideal and spiritual cast, is gone. Woman
is re(iuc(>d to the position of ministrant to man's
unmodified sensuality.

The c()mi)lications introduced into morals by
polygamy are not often considercMl. Hut the Bible

sets them forth in plainness. The
3. The OT marriage of Abraham and Sarah seems
and Po- to have been an original love match,
lygamy and even to have preserved something

of that character through life. Still

we find Sarah under the influence of iiolygamous
ideas, presenting Abraham with a concubine. Yet
afterward, when she herself had a son, she induced
Al)raham to drive out into the wilderness this con-
cubine and her son. Now Abraham was humane
and kind, and it is said "The thing was very grievous
in Abraham's sight" (Gen 21 11). But he w.as
in the toils of polygamy, and it brought him pain
and rc^tribution. A Divine direction may be hard
to bear.

The conditions of Jacob's marriages were such
that it is hard to say whether any of his children
were of any other than of polygamous origin (Gen
35 22-2()). Where the family idea and aff(>ction

went, in such mixed condition, is evidenced by the
ujiblushing sale, for slavery in Egypt, of one of the
brothers by the others (37 28).

David was a singer of sweet and noble songs and
wanted to be a righteous man with his whok; lieart.

Yet, probably in common with all the military
leaders and kings of the earth of his day, he had a
polj'gamous career. His retributions ran along an
extended line. There was a case of incest and
murder among his children (2 S 13). The son in
whom he had most hope and pride organized treason
against his throne, and lost his life in the attempt.
David left his kingdom to Solomon, of whom nuich
might be said, but of whom this caTi be said—evi-

dently originally a man bright, keen-witted, wise,

yet in his old age he went to pieces by the wiles of
the women with whom he had loaded his harem.
Partly by his extravagance in his polygamous life,

and partly in attempt to build temples in distant
jilaces for the religions represented by the imnates
of his harem, he bankrupted his nation. As a con-
sequence his kingdom was divided at his death, and
there was never again a united Israel (1 K 11 12).

Polygamy may be justly charged with these un-
toward results.

It can be demonstrated scientifically, even matlie-
matically, that polygamy is a moral wrong. Sta-
tistics show that births are substantially equally
divided between the sexes. Excess seems slightly
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6. Weak-
ness of

Polygamy

on tlio side of males. When this fact is considered

and also the fact of the wide prevalence of polys-

amy, it would seem that i)olygamy
4. Polygamy (polygyny) is a greater crime against

Unnatural Nature than polyandry. To put out
of view for a moment the wrong to

woman in denying to her the rights and privileges

of monogamous marriage, the interference with the

rights of man to such marriage looms up in vast

proportion. Every harem is the denial to men of

tlu; right to seek among its inmates wives accord-

ing to the dictates of their own hearts.

The eunuch.—But we are not done with the crime
against man. Given a harem, and he who set it

up has made, or there brought, the eunuch. The
lord of the harem must be served by emasculated
men. A search in history will reveal an amount of

this wickedness that is past belief. The eunuch
has l)een everywhere among all nations and jjcoples

and tongues. They have not only been servitors

to women in harems, but they have acquired such
infiuencc with their masters that they have some-
times even dictated the policy of government.
They have been the secret cabinet that has had the
last word in public affairs. They have sometimes
held i)ublic positions and shown therein astonish-

ing ability. Witness Narses, the brilliant general
of the emperor Justinian. See Euxucii.

riit)bon noticed the fart that nations began to decUno
in power wlicn tlicir policies were dif^tated and managed

b.v eunuchs. But that is talving a symp-
tom for the disease. There are weaknt^sses
behind that weakness. We have found
woman in muscular strength equal to threcv
fourths of a man. If w(^ claim notliing
more for woman than tliat ratio tlu'ough

the whole scale of her potencies, what would be thouglit
of a nation that should try to reduce that tln-ee-fourths
of potency as nearly to z(>ro as it could ? This is what
I)olygamy has done—reduced wt)man as nearly to a
cipiier as it could in all t\w, dc^partments of her being.
SIk^ has Ix'en held to the lowest and most primitive indus-
trial pmsuits. She has been deprived of intt'llectual
develoi)ment. She has been d(M)arred from .'-ociety, per-
mitted to look at it only through a homi^ lattice, or, if

abroad, through a swathed face. The harem of sheik or
sultan luis fixed the condition of woman in i)rovince or
nation—set the bounds to her life. The highest office
assigned \wr has been breeder of children, and for one-
half of them—the daughters—shi' could have no possible
hope or ambition (see Woman).

W'hetH? in such clegradation is the "helpmeet" for man
in all his problems '.' This condition is redected back
over man. Wliat possible appeal can theri^ bt; to him
for thought and (>nergy excejit to repeat tlu; same dull
roimd exhibited in his daily life? Polygamous nations
hav(! never been industrial inventors, have contril)uted
little to science. They have usually ruined tlus fertility
of the lands they have occupied. Tluiy have been
heavil.v weighted with the lethargy of a system that
api)eals to nothing but the most primitive instincts and
vices (jf man.

Tlu^ monogamous have been the forcf^ful nations.
Honu! coiHiuered the world while sIk; was monogamcnis,
and lost control of it when slu; dropped to tlu^ moral level
of tli(^ sex corruption of tlu; i3eoi)les s\w. had conciuered.
Tlie Teuton truiuUed into and over Kurope in ox-ear'ts
moiuUed {)n solid wood trucks. JJut his cart (uirried one
wife, and now all polygamy is held under the trained guns
of th(! Teuton.

There may seem to be two exceptions—the establish-
ment of the Mogul empire in India and the subjugatioTi
of Western Asia and Eastern Europe by thc^ Tin-k. That
in both cases there was great success "in war is granted.
They wer(! authorized by their religion to exhibit the
fren/.y of bloodslied and indulges in lust. Indeed, enjoy-
ment of the latti'r was a bright hope; for t\\v, life; to conn".
But when they had posses.sion of a coimtry, and mas-
.sacri's and ravishing were over, what then ? For what
is mankitid indebt<^d to them ?

A lyric.—A lyric has been put in the hand of the
pres(>nt writer by a friend who wrote it at thi; last date of
th(! title. It is one of the lyrics of the centuries in its
synthesis of history and in its insight into the forces
pliysical, moral and immoral at work in the Mogul
empir(M)f India. Notice the dates. The text will show
what took place between.

The Mogul 1525-1857

A war steed cour.sed out the wind-swept north,
.Jarring the crags with hoofs of fire,

Snuffing far battU> with nostril wdde.
Neighing the joy of fierce desire.

The crisping herbage of arid i)lains
Had toughened his sinews like l)ands of steel;

The snow-fed waters of /arafshan
Had nerved the might of a northern will.

The war steed grazed in the fertik- meads.
Drinking th(! waters of indolent streams:

He rested at eve o!i bloom-dight beds.
Toyed with by maidens in the goldening gleams

They charmed his ear with dalliant song:
They closed his i^yes in witchery's glee:

They fed him the vineyards' wilder! ng draught

—

He slept in the breath of the lotus tree.

White bones lie strewn on the flow(-ring mead.
In flesh-rank grass grown higli and dark.

The carrion bird hath flown—hath died

—

Kiseth th(^ war-horse ? Neigheth '' Hark!
—Josi.\H ToKitKY Keade, Auihcrst, 1S5G.

The above lyric may be taken as tht; epitaiih of any
polygamous nation. Tht^ last words ar(> significaiU—
"Neigheth'? Hark!" Would the old war steed arise'?
"Hark!" The Sejjoy rebellion was on! We "bark-
ened," but the rebellion went to i)ieces and an end was
put to the Mogul empire. \\v have listened for half a
century and heard no soimd. Wt^ hear mutterings now,
but the end will b<! as before—even if the "war-hor.se"
riseth and is victorious. He will tlien again lii^ down in
"flesh-rank grass grown liigli and dark," and the "carrion
bird" will fly from his "white bones." Streams cannot
rise higher than their fountains. The causes remain-
ing, the same effects will follow. See Divohce; Family;
AIauki.\ge.

C. C.WIORXO
POMEGRANATE, pom'gran-at, pom-gran'at,

pum'gran-at ("l^"!, rimmori [tree and fruit]; the
Ileb name is similar to the Arab.,

1. A Tree Aram, and Ethioi)ic; p6a, rhua): One
Character- of the most attractive and most char-
istic of acteristic of the fruit trees of Syria,
Palestine probably indigenous to Persia, Af-

ghanistan and the nt^ighborhood of the
Caucasus, but introduced to Pal in very ancient

Pomegranate.

times. The spies brought sjjecimens of figs and
pomegranates, along with grapes, from the Vale of
Eshcol (Nu 13 2;^). Vines, figs aiui i)()megranates
are meirtioned (Nu 20 5) as frtiits the Israelites
missed in the wilderness; the ])romised land was
to be one "of wheat and barley, and vines and fig-

trees and pomegranates" (Dt 8 8), a promise
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r(Mu-\v(>(l ill IT;is 2 10. In tlu> huiu'iilation in Jod
1 11.12 \v(> Ikivo (lie i)()iiu'Ki':tn;it(>, the ]);ilin troe

and tlic ai)])l(^ tree represented as \vitlien>(l, "for

j(iy is withered away from the sons of men."
Tlie i)oiiie<iraiiate tree, Puniot (jnimtluni (N.O.

Cnuiatcdc) oecnrs nsiially as a shrul) or small tree

lO-lT) ft. hif^h, and is dist ingiiished by
2. The its fresh j!:re<>ii, oval leav(>s, which fall

Fruit in winter, and its brilliant scarlet

blossoms (cf Cant 7 12). Thebeanty
of an orchard of i)()iiiea;raiiates is referred to in Cant
4 i;>. The fruit, which is ripe about Soi)t(>iiil)er

is api)le-shaped, yellow-brown with a blush of red,

and is surmounted by a crown-like liard calyx; on

brt^akiiifi the hard riiid, the wliite or iiinkisli, trans-

lucent fruits are seen tightly i)ack(Ml tof^ether inside.

The juicy seeds arc sometimes sweet and somctim(\s

somewhat acid, and need su<iar for catins- The
juice exjiressed from the seeds is made into a kind

of syru)) for flavoring drinks, and in ancient days
was made into wine: "I would cause thee to drink

of si)iced wine, of the juice [m "sweet whic"] of niy

pomegranate" (Cant 8 2). The beauty of a cut

sect ion of pomegranate—or one l)urst open naturally,

when fully ripe—may have given rise to the com-
l)arison in Cant 4 3; 6 7: "Thy temples are like

a piece of a pomegranate." The rind of the pome-
granate contains a very high i)ercentage of tannic!

acid, and is cmjiloyed both as a medicine and for

taiming, particularly in making genuine morocco
leather.

\Micther the pomegranate tree in Aligron under
which Saul is said (1 S 14 2) to have al)ode with

liis 600 men was really a tree or a place, Rimmon, is

doubtful. See Rimmon.
A large number of references to tlie pomegranate

are to the use of the form of the fruit in ornamenta-
tion, in which resi)ect it ajjpears among

3. The the Hebrews to have something of the
Pomegran- j^osition of the lotus bud as a decora-

ate in Art tive motive in Egyjit. It was em-
broidered in many colors on the skirts

of Aaron's garments, together with goklen bells

(Ex 28 33 f; 39 24-26; cf Ecclus 45 9). Hiram
of Tyre introduced the ]iomegranate into his brass

work ornamentation in the temjjle: "So he made the
pillars; and there were two rows round about upon
the one network, to cover the (a])itals that were
ui)on the top of the pillars" (m "So the Syr. The
Heb has 'pomegranates'") (1 K 7 18). "And the
j)omegranates were two hundred, in rows round
about ui)on the other capital" (ver 20; cf also ver

42; 2 K 25 17; 2 Ch 3 16; 4 13).

E. \\'. (J. Masterman
POMMEL, pum'el (2 Ch 4 12.13): IIV reads

"bowl" ((j.v.).

POND. See Cistern; Pool.

PONDER, pon'der: Occurs in AV 5 t in the
Book of Prov and nowhere (>lse in the OT. In
each case it means "to consider carefullv," "to
weigh mentally." In Prov 4 26 and 5 21, RV
substitutes "make level." In Prov 5 6, it drojjs

out entirely in RV. In Prov 21 2 and 24 12,

"weigh" is substituted for "ponder." The one NT
passage is Lk 2 19; liere RV has "pondering"
where AV has "and pondered."

PONTIUS, pon'shi-us, ])on'ti-us. See Pilate.

PONTUS, pon'tus (IIovtos, Pantos): Was an
important province in the northeastern part of

Asia Minor, lying along the south shore of the Black
Sea. The name was geograjjhical, not ethnical, in

origin, and was first used to designate that part of

Cappadocia which bordered on the "Pontus," as

the iMixine was often termed. Pontus proper ex-

t(Mi(led from the Ilalys River on the W. to the
I)orders of Colchis on the E., its interior boundaries
meeting those of Galatia, Cappadocia and Armenia.
The chief rivers besides the Ilalys were the Iris,

Lvcus and Thermodon. The configuration of the

Rock Tombs at Amasia.

country included a beautiful but narrow, riparian
margin, backed by a noble range of mountains
])arallel to the coast, while these in turn were broken
by the streams that forced their way from the
interior plains down to the sea; the valleys, narrower
or wider, were fertile and productive, as were the
wide plains of the interior such as the Chiliokomon
and Phanaroea. The mountain sloi)es were origi-

nally clothed with heavy forests of beech, pine and
oak of different species, and when the country was
well afforested, the rainfall must have been b(>tter

adequate than now to the needs of a luxuriant
vegetation.
The first points in the earliest history of Pontus

emerge from obscurity, much as the mountain peaks
of its own noble ranges lift their heads above a fog

bank. Thus we catch glimpses of Assyr culture

at Sinope and Amisus, probably as far back as the
3d millennium BC. The jieriod of Hittite domina-
tion in Asia Minor followed hard after, and there

is increasing reason to su])pose that the Ilittites

occuj)ied certain leading city sites in Pontus, con-

structed the artificial mounds or tumuli that fre-

quently meet the eyes of modern travelers, hewed
out the rock tombs, and stamped their chai-acter

upon the early conditions. The home of the
Amazons, those warrior priestesses of the Ilittites,

was located on the banks of the Thermodon, and the
mountains risnig behind Terme are still called the
"Amazon Range"; and the old legends live still

in stories about: the superior prowess of the modern
woin(>n living there. See Archaeology of Asia
Minor.
As the Hittite power shrunk in extent and force,

by the year 1000 BC bands of hardy Cir adventurers

ai)i)eared from the W. sailing along the Euxiiie

main in quest of lands to exploit and coiuiuer and
colonize. Cape Jason, which divides the modern
mission fields of Trebizond and Marsovan, preserves

the memory of the Argonauts and the Goklen Fleece.

Miletus, "greatest of the Ionic towns," sent out its

colonists, swarm after swarm, up through the
Bosphorus, and along the southern shore of the

lilack Sea. They occujned Sinojie, the northern-

most point of the peninsula with the best harbor and
the most commanding situation. Sinope was in

Paphlagonia, but politically as well as commercially

enjoyed intimate relations with the Pontic cities.

Settlers from Sinope, reinforced by others from
Athens direct, pressed on and founded Amisus, the

modern Samsoun, always an important commercial
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city. Another colony from Sinope founded Trebi-

zond, near which Xeno])hon and the Ten Thousand
reached the sea a^ain afler they liad sounded the
power of Persia and found it liollow at Cunaxa.
Anions the cities of tiie interior, ])icturesque Amasia
in the ^ov^v of tlic Iris River witnessed the birth of

Strabo in the 1st cent. BC, and to tlie fieopraphcr
Strabo, more tlian to any other man, is (hie our
]vnowledj!;e of Pontus in its early days. Zille, "built

ui)on the mound of Semiramis," contained the
sanctuary of Anaitis, where sacrifices were per-
formed with more pomp than in any other place.

Comana, near the modern Tokat, was a city famous
for the worship of the great god Ma. Gr culture
by degree's took root along the coast; it mixed with,
and in turn was modified by, the character of the
older native inhabitants.

\\'h(ni the Persians established their supremacy
in Asia Minor with the overthrow of Lydia, 546
BC, Pontus was loosely joinerl to the gr<>at empire
and was ruled by Pers satraps. Ariobarzanes,
Mithradates and Pliarnaces are the recm-ring names
in this dynasty of satraps which acfjuired inde-
pendence about 303 and maintained it during the
Macedonian period. The man that first made
Pontus famous in history was Mithradates VI,
surnamed Eujiator. Mithradates was a tj'pical

oriental dcsjiot, gifted, unscrupulous, commanding.
Born at Sinope 13G BC and king at Amasia at the
age of tw(!lve, Mithradates was regarded by the
Romans as "the most formidable enemy the Repub-
lic ever had to contend with." By coiuiuest or
alliance he widely extended his power, his chief ally

being his son-in-law Dikran, or Tigranes, of Ar-
menia, and then prejxxred for the impending struggle
with Rome. The rejiul^lic had acquired Pcrgainus
in 133 BC and assumed control of \\'estern Asia
Minor. There were three Rom armi(>s in different

parts of the peninsula when war broke out, 88 BC.
Mithradates attacked them separately and over-
thr(>w them all. He then planned and executed a
general massacre of all the Romans in Asia Minor,
and 80,000 j)ersons were cut down. Sulla by ])atient

effort restored the fortunes of Rome, and the first

war ended in a drawn game; each party had taken
the measure of its antagonist, but neither had been
able to oust the other. The second war b(>gan in

the year 74, with Lucullus as the Rom g(>neral.

Lucullus took Amisus by siege, chased Mithradates
to Cabira, modern Niksar, scattered his army and
drove the oriental sultan out of his coimtry. 8ub-
se(}uently on his return to Rome, Lucullus carried
from Kerasoun the first cherries known to the west-
ern world. In the third war the hero on the Rom
side was the masterful Pompey, ajipointed in Gt5

BC. As a result of this war, Mithradates was
completely vancjuished. His dominions were finally

and ])(>rmanently incorporated in the territories

of the Rom republic. The aged king, breathing out
wrath and forming impossible plans against his

lif(>long enemies, died in exile in the Crimea from
poison administered by his own hand.
Most of Pontus was for administrative purposes

united by the Romans with the province of liithynia,

though the eastern part subsisted as a separate king-
dom under Polemon and his house, 36 BC to 63
AD, and the southwestern portion was incorporated
with the j:)rovince of Galatia.

It was during the Rom period that Christianity
entered this province. There were Jews dwelling
in Pontus, devout rej)resentatives of whom were in

Jerus on the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2 9). Paul's
associates, Acjuila and Priscilla, were originally

from here (Acts 18 2). The sojourners of the Dis-
persion are included in the address of the first Ep.
of Peter togethc^r w^ith the people of four other
provinces in Asia Minor (1 Pet 1 1). Local tra-

ditions connect the apostl(>s Andrew and Thaddeus
with evangelistic lat)ors in this region. They are
said to have followed the gr(>at art<>ry of travel lead-
ing from Caesarea Mazaca to Sinope. Plinv,
governor of Bithynia and Pontus 111-13 AD,
found Christians under his authority in great num-
bers (see Bithyxia), and Pr()f<>.ssor Ramsay argues
that Pliny's famous letters, Nos. 9() and 97 j written
to the emjieror Trajan on the subject of the treat-
ment of Christians under his government (see Pkr-
secution), were composed in view of conditions
in Amisus (Church in Rom Empire, 224, 225;.

The Rom emi)ire in the East was gradually
merged into the liyzantine, which is still known to
the local inhabitants as the emjiire of "Roum," i.e.

Rome. Pontus shared the vicissitudes of this
rather unfortunate government until, in 1204, a
branch of the Byzantine iinjxTial family established
in Pontus a separate small state with its capital at
Trebizond. Here the house of the Grand Com-
neni, sheltered between the sea and the mountain
ranges, maintained its tin.sel .sovereignty to and
beyond the fall of Constant inoi)le. In 1461 Treb-
izond was taken by Mohanuned the Conqueror,
since which date Pontus, with its conglomerate
population of Turks, Armenians, Greeks and frag-
ments of other races, has been a part of the Otto-
man empire. G. E. White

POOL, pcTol, POND, i)oiid, RESERVOIR, rcz'er-

vwar, rez'er-vwar ([1] nD"l3 , b'rckhdh, "pool"; cf

Arab, ^yi , hirkat, "pool"; cf np'IS , b'rukhdh,

"blessing," and Arab. sScj , hdrakat, "blessing";

[2] C^X, 'dghnm, "pool," "marsh," "reeds"; cf

Arab, rv^t, 'ujam, "thicket," "jungle"; [3]

n"p'52, mikwah, "reservoir," AV "ditch" [Isa 22

11]; [4] nni?T2, mikweh, "pond," AV "pool" [Ex 7

19]; C'^'^Sn n'lJy'D , ?/u7va'c/i /ia-??ia7/i/n, EV "gather-

ing together of the waters" [Gen 1 10]; D'^'Q'nip'a,

mikweh-mayim, "a gathering of water," AV "plenty
of water" [Lev 11 3()]; |oJ Ko\vit.pr\dpa, kolumI>(thra,

"pool," lit. "a place of diving," from Ko\v|xpdw,

kolumbdo, "to dive"): Lakes ((i.v.) are very rare in

Syria and Pal, but the dry climate, which is one
reason for the fewness of lakes, impels the inhabit-
ants to make artificial pools or reservoirs to collect

the water of the rain or of springs for irrigation and
also for drinking. The largest of these are made
by damming water courses, in which water flows
during the winter or at kuist after showers of rain.

These may be enlarged or deepened by excavation.
Good examples of this are found at Dibdn and
Mddeba in Moab. Smaller pools of rectangular
shape and usually much wider than deep, having
no connection with water courses, are built in towns
to receive rain from the roofs or from the surface of

the ground. These may l)e for common use like

several large ones in Jtunis, or may belong to par-
ticular houses. These are (commonly excavated to
some depth in the soil or rock, though the walls
are likely to rise above the surfa(!e. Between these
and cylindrical pits or cisterns no sharp line can be
drawn.
The water of springs may be collected in large or

small pools of masonry, as the i)ool of Siloam (Jn

9 7). This is commonly done for irrigation when
the spring is so small tliat the water would be lost

by absorption or evajioration if it were attempted to

convey it continuously to the fields. The pool
(Arab, birkat) receives the trickle of water until it

is full. The water is then let out in a large stream
and conducted where it is needed. (In this way by
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patient lalior a small trickliii}2; spring may support

much vrg(>tati()n.)

'Aghnni docs not sc(>m lo he used of artilicial

pools, hut rather of natural or accidental depressions

containing water, as })ools hy tlu; Nik; (I*^x 7 19;

8 5), or in the wilderness (Ps 107 :i'); 114 S; Isa

14 23; 35 7; 41 IS; 42 15). In Isa 19 10 the

renderinfi of AV, "all that make sluices and ]K)n(ls

for fish," would he an exception to this statement,

hut RV has "all they that work for hire sliall he

grieved in soul." Mikweh occurs with 'dgham in

Ex 7 10 of the ponds and i)()ols hy the Nile.

/^/•cA://a/i is usedof "thei)ool<)f diheon" (2 S 2 V.i),

"the pool in Ilehron" (2 S 4 12), "the pool of

Samaria" (1 K 22 3S), "the i)ools in Heshhon"
(Cant 7 4), "the pool of Shelah," AV "Shiloah"

(Neh 3 15); cf "the waters of Shiloah" (Isa 8 G).

We read in Eccl 2 G, "I made me ])()ols of water, to

water therefrom the forest where tre(\s were; reared/'

There is mention of "the upper ])()or' (2 K 18 17;

Isa 7 3; 36 2), "the lower pool" (Isa 22 9), "the

king's pool" (Neh 2 14). Isa 22 11 has, "Ye made
also a reservoir [mikwah] hetw(>en the two walls for

the water of the old pool [frrvkhah]." Koluui-

bethra is used of the pool of Bethesda (Jn 5 2.4.7)

and of the pool of Siloam (Jn 9 7.11). See also

Cistern; Natural Features; BJ, V, iv, 2.

Alkkkd Ely Day
POOLS, ])(Tr)lz, OF SOLOMON. See Clstehn;

Pool.

POOR, p(K")r (r"'^i?, 'chhijun, b"l, dal, "^VJ , 'am,

TU^"!, rush; irrtoxos, ptuchos):

I. In the OT.—The poor have great ])rominence

in the Bihle; it is said, indeed, that there should he
no poor among the Hebrews h(!cause Jeh shoukl so

greatly bless tiiem (Dt 15 4 RV and AVm); but
this was only to be realized on certain conditions

of obedience (ver 5), and in ver 11 it is said, "The
poor will never cease out of the land"; but they

were to sec to it that none was left in destitution.

The very foundation of the Heb religion was God's
pity on a i)oor and oppressed people.

The words for "poor" are chiefly 'ebhydn, "desirous,"
"needy," "poor" (E.x 23 6, etc); dal, "moving,"

"swaying," hence, weak, poor, lowly
(Kx 23 3, etc) ; t/a/id/j, "poverty," "weak-
ness" (2 K 25 12, etc); rush, perhaps
"to shake," "tremble," "to be poor,"
" impoverisiied" (1 S 18 2,3, etc); 'ani,

also 'fmdir, "poor," "oppressed," from
bend" or "bow down" (Ex 22 2.5, etc);

'dnch, Aram. (Dnl 4 27), hebkhdh, " wretcliedness

"

(Ps 10 8.14 AV); yarash. "to make poor" (1 S 2 7)

;

mahxnr, "want" (Prov 21 17); mi/iken, "a needy one"
(Eccl 4 13; 9 156i6'.10).

(1) Generally.—God (Jeh and 'Elohim) is rep-

resented as having a special care for "the poor,"
whicih was illustrated in the deliver-

2. Repre- ance of the nation from Egyp poverty
sentations and bondage and was never to be for-

gotten hy them (Dt 24 22); as pun-
ishing the oppressors of the poor and rewarding those

who were kind to them; God Himself was the Pro-

tector and Saviour of the poor (Ex 22 23): "If

thou afflict tlu^m at all, and they cry at all unto me,
I will surely hear their (^ry; and mv wrath shall wax
hot," etc (Dt 15 9; 24 15; 1 S 2 S; Job 31 16;

Ps 9 IS; 12 5; Prov 19 17; Isa 25 4; Eccl 5 8,

"one higher than the high regardetli," etc).

(2) Liberality to. the poor is specially enjoined

(Dt 15 7 f), and they were to beware of self-

deception and grudging in this (vs 9.10).

(3) Special -provisions were made on behalf of

the poor: (a) Every third year a tithe was to be
given "unto the Levite, to the sojourner, to the

fatherless and to the widow" that Jeh might bless

them (Dt 14 28.29; 26 12 f); (6) the poor were
to have the free use of all that grew spontaneously

1. The
Terms
Employed

' a n a h

,

'to

in field or vineyard during the Sabbatic year (Ex

23 10 f; Lev 25 5.()); (c) each year the gleanings of

tlie fi(>kls and vineyards should belong to the i)oor,

the corners of fields were to be left for th(>m, and if

a sheaf was forgotten it should remain (Lev 19 9.

10; 23 22; Dt 24 19); (r/) fruit and ripe grain in a

field might be eaten hv anv hungry ])erson, but none

.shoukl l)e carried away (Dt 23 24.25); (c) in the

Feast of Weeks the i)oor were to i)articii)ate (Dt 16

9-12); (/) every seventh year there shoukl he a

"release" of debts (Dt 15 If); in the seventh year

of servitude the Ileb bond-servant shoukl go free

(Ex 21 2), or in the Jubilee, if that came first, on
which occasion—the fiftieth year—property that

had been sold returned to its owner or liis family

(Lev 25 8-17); {g) they were to lend readily to the

j)Oor, and no interest or increase was to be taken

from their brethren {Kx 22 25; Lev 25 35-37;

Dt 15 7 f); in Lev 25 39, no poor Hebrew was to

be made a bond-servant, and, if a hired servant,

lie was not to he ruled with rigor (ver 43); his

hire was to be given him daily (Lev 19 13; Dt
24 15); no widow's raiment was to be taken in

])ledge (Dt 24 17), nor the handmill, nor the

upi)er millstone so essential for daily life (ver 6),

a man's garment should be returned to him before

sumlown, and no house shoukl be entered to seize

or fetch any pledge (vs 10-13); breach of these laws

shoukl be sin and their observance righteousness

(Dt 24 13.15, etc;; see Alms, Almsoivi.\(;)_; (h)

justice was to be done to the poor {Kx 23 G; Dt
27 19, "Cursed he he that wresteth the justice

due to the .sojourner, fatherless, and widow");

(?:) offerings were graduated according to means
(Lev 5 7; 12 8).

(4) Definite penalties were not always attached

to those laws, and the prophets and })salmists have

many complaints of the unjust treatnient and op-

pression of the poor, contrary to the will of God, and
frequent exhortations to justice and a due regard

for them (Ps 10 2.9; 12 5; 14 G, etc; Isa 3 14.15;

Jer 2 34; Ezk 16 49, "the iniquity of ... .

Sodom"; 18 12.17; 22 29; Am 2 7; 4 1; Hah 3

14; cf Job 20 19; 24 9.14, etc; Prov 14 31).

(5) The duty of caring for the poor is frequently

and strongly set forth and Divine })romises atta(;hed

to its fulfilment (Ps 41 1; 72 12 fT; Prov 17 5;

22 9; 28 3.27; Isa 58 7; Jer 22 IG; Ezk 18 17;

Dnl 4 27; Zee 7 10, etc; cf Job 29 12.lt); 30

25; 31 19; Ps 112 9).

(G) The day of the Divine manifestation, the times

of the Messiah, should bring deliverance and re-

joicing to the poor (Ps 72 12-15; Isa 11 4, "With
righteousness shall he judge the poor," etc; 14 30;

29 19; 61 1 RVm).
(7) The equality of rich and poor before God and

the superiority of the righteous poor to the \uigodly

rich, etc, arc maintained (Prov 19 1.22; 22 1.2;

Eccl 4 13).

(8) Ways in which men can wilfully make them-
selves poor are mentioned (Prov 6 11; 10 4; 12 24;

13 4. IS; 14 23; 20 13; 21 5.17; 23 21; 28 19).

The chief words given above all mean poor,

literally, but 'anl (rendered also "afflicted") may
also denote Israel as a nation in its

3. The afflictions and low estate, e.g. Ps 68

Godly Poor 10; Isa 41 17; 49 13; 51 21; 54 11;

in Zeph 3 12, it is "the kleal Israel

of the future." Dr. Driver remarks (art. "Poor,"

llDJi) that such passages show that \lnl (as also

its frequent parallel 'ebhyon, and, though somewhat
less distinctly, dal) came gradually "to denote the

godly poor, the suffering righteous, the i)ersons who,

whether 'bowed down' or 'needy' or 'reduced,' were

the godly servants of Jeh." The humble poor

became in fact distinguished as the line in which

faithfulness to Jeh was maintained and spiritual
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religion developed. The less frequent word ^dndw,

often tr'' "meek," "humble," is regarded (see Driver
in loc.) as having from the first a moral and religious

significance. It is used of Moses (Nu 12 3) and
occurs in Ps 10 12.17; 22 26; 25 9, etc; Prov
3 34; 16 19; Isa 29 19; 32 7; 61 1; Am 2 7;

Zei)h 2 3.

//. In the NT.—In the NT ptochos, "trembling,"
"poor," "beggar," is almost exclusively the word
tr'' "poor." It does not occur very frequently, but
we see the same regard for the poor maintained as

we have in the OT; besides, the new principle of love

and the example of Him who "though he was rich,

yet for your sakes .... became poor" (pidcheuo,

2 Cor 8 9) necessarily carry in them this regard even
more fully than in the OT. Jesus announced His
mission (Lk 4 18) by quoting Isa 61 1, "to preach
good tidings [AV "the gospel"] to the poor" (or

meek or humble); He gave as a proof of His Mes-
siahship the fact that "the poor have the gospel
[or good news of the Kingdom] preached to them"
(Alt 11 5; Lk 7 22); according to Lk 6 20, He
pronounced a beatitude on the jmous "poor" because
the kingdom of God was theirs; in Mt 5 3 it is "the
poor in spirit" (the humble); we have the injunc-
tion to "give to the poor" (Mt 19 21; Mk 10 21;
Lk 18 22) who are "always with you" (Mt 26 11;
Mk 14 7; Jn 12 8), which does not mean that
there must always be "the poor," but that, in con-
trast with Himself who was soon to leave them, the
poor should remain and kindness could be shown
to them at any time, whi(;h was His own practice
(Jn 13 29); we are enjoined to call not the rich

or well-to-do to our entertainments, but the poor
(Lk 14 13; cf ver21); Zacchaeus cited in his favor
the fact that he gave 'half of his goods to the poor'

(Lk 19 8) ; special notice was taken by Jesus of the
poor widow's contribution (Lk 21 3). Tiie first

church showed its regard for the poor in the distri-

bution of goods "according as any man had need"
(Acts 2 45; 4 32; 6 1); when the council at
Jerus freed the Gentiles from the yoke of Judaism,
they made it a condition, Paul says, "that we
should remember the poor; which very thing I was
also zealous to do" (Gal 2 10) ; contributions were
accordingly made "for the ])oor among the saints

that are at Jerus" (Rom 15 26), and it was in

conveying such contributions that Paul got into

the circumstances that led to his arrest. God's
ability and will to provide for those who give to the

poor is quoted from Ps 112 9 (2 Cor 9 9); James
specially rebukes certain Christians of his day for

their partiality for the rich and their dishonor of the

poor (Jas 2 5-9), and John asks how, in the man
who "hath the world's goods, and beholdeth his

brother in need, and shutteth up his compassion
from him," the love of God can dwell (1 Jn 3 17.

18).

Plochos is tr'i "beggar" (Lk 16 20.22) and "beg-
garly" (Gal 4 9); penes, "one who works for his

daily bread," "a poor man," is the word in 2 Cor
9 9; the poor widow of Mk 12 42 is described in

Lk 21 2 as penichros, "very poor."

///. In the Apocrypha.—In tho Apoc tho poor aro
often mentioned; God's regard for them (F^cclus 21 5
[ptochos]; 35 12.1.3); their oppression and wrongs (Wisd
2 10 [penen]; Ecelus 13 3.19.23 [ptuchon]; Bar 6 28);
the duty of care for and of giving to the poor (Tob 4 7
[ptdchoa]; Ecelus 29 8 [tapnn6ti].9 [penes]; 34 20-22); of
justice and kindness to such (Ecelus 4 1.5.8; 7 32; 10 23
[ptochos]); "poor" in tho sense of pitiable occurs in 2
Mace 4 47 (talalporos), RV "hapless."

IV. RV Changes.—For "the poor of this world" (Jas

2 5) RV has "them that are poor as to tho world"; for

"The poor .... shall trust in it" (Isa 14 32), "In her
shall the afflicted .... take refuge"; instead of
"Whereas also ho that is born in his kingdom becometh
poor" (Eccl 4 14), "Yea, even in his kingdom he was
born poor"; "poor" for "humble" (Ps 9 12; 10 12,
m "meek"), for "lowly" (Prov 16 19, ni "meek").

W. L. Walker

POPLAR, pop'lar (Hi^b, libhneh, "whiteness";
o-TvpttKivos, sturdkinos, "storax" [Gen 30 37], XiVKX],

leuke, "poplar" [Hos 4 13] [KWme/i is so similar to the
Arab, libria, the storax, that the latter certainly has
the first claim to be the true tr]): "Jacob took him
rods of fresh poplar," m "storax tree" (Gen 30 37).
"They .... burn incense upon the hills, under
oaks and poplars and terebinths, because the
shadow thereof is good" (Hos 4 13). In the latter
reference the conjunction of the shrub, storax, with
two great trees like the oak and terebinth—oven
though they all grow in the mountains—is strange.
The storax cannot give a shade comparable with
these trees. Had we other evidence of the storax
being a sacred tree among the Hebrews, it might
explain the difl^culty.

The storax, Styrax officinalis (N.O. Styraceae) , is

a very common shrub in Pal which occasionally
attains the height of 20 feet. The under surfaces
of its oval leav(>s are covered with whitish hairs, and
it has many beautiful pure-white flowers like orange
blossoms—hence its name "whiteness."
The poi)lar, the traditional tr in Hos 4 13,

flourishes in many parts of Pal. The white poplar,
Populus alba, Arab. Ilaur, is common everywhere;
Euphratica occurs esp. in the Jordan valley; the
black poplar, P. nigra, and the Lombardy poplar,
P. pyramidalis—probably an importation—are both
plentiful in the plain of Coele-Syria, around Da-
mascus and along the river banks of Hvria.

E. W. G. Marterman
PORATHA, p6-ra'tha, por'a-tha (Xnnis

,
pdrd-

ihd'): One of the sons of Haman (Est 9 8). The
etymology is uncertain; perhaps from the Pers
purdata, "given by fate."

PORCH, porch: Chiefly in the OT Cb^S, 'fddm,

used of the temjiles of Solomon and Ez(>kiel (see

Temple); once ms(Z''rori, a "vestibule," in Jgs 3 23.
In the NT, the word occurs in connection with the
high priest's palace (Mt 26 71, jndon; Mk 14 68,
proaulion), and as the rendering of crroa, stod, a
"portico," in Jn 5 2 (pool of Bethesda); and Jn
10 23; Acts 3 11; 5 12. See Porch, Portico,
Solomon's.

PORCH, PORTICO, pdr'ti-ko, SOLOMON'S
(t) o-Tod Tj KoXovji^vt] 2oXo(Ad>vTos, he stod he kalou-
mene Solomontos) : This important element of
Herod's temple, ])reserving in its name a traditional
connection with Solomon, is thrice referred to in the
NT, viz. in Jn 10 23; Acts 3 11, "the i)orch that
is called Solomon's"; and Acts 5 12. In these
passages the Gr word sloa is tr'^ "porch," but in

RVm of Acts 3 11 more correctly "portico." In
architecture a "porch" is strictly an exterior struc-
ture forming a covered approach to the entrance of a
building; a "portico" is an ambulatory, consisting

of a roof supported by columns placed at regular
intervals—a roofed colonnade. The i)ortico bear-
ing Solomon's name was that running along the
eastern wall in the Court of the Gentiles of Herod's
temple. It had double columns, while that on the
S. known as the Royal Portico had four rows (cf

Jos, Ant, XV, xi, 3; BJ, V, v, and see Temple,
Herod's). The portico was the scene of Christ's

teaching at the Feast of the Dedication (Jn 10 23),
and was flocked to by the multitude after the heal-

ing of the lame man (Acts 3 11). There the apos-
tles preached and wrought other miracles (Acts 5
12). W. SiiAW Caluecott

PORCIUS, por'shus (FESTUS). See Festus.

PORCUPINE, por'kii-pin ("Ep , kippodh [Isa 14

23; 34 11; Zeph 2 14], AV "bittern," RV "porcu-
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I)ine"; LXX «x''*'°5> cchhios, "he(Ifj;elK)ff" ; TISp,

kippoz [Isa 34 L')|, AV "jireat owl," ERV "arrow-
siiako," ARV "durt-Hnake"; LXX tc/ii/uw; ciArab.

9 7 . » o >

iXJlks , kurifud, or JcttAi' , knnjadh, "hedgehog" or

"porcupine." "ISp , kippodh, is referred to V ~2p
,

kdphudh, "to draw one's s(;lf together" or "to roll

one's self up," while T15p is referred to V TDp
,

kdphaz, and V T?p , kdp}ia^, "to draw togethiT

in order to spring." The resemblance betwecm all
J u >

these words, including the Arab. i)Ju3 ,
is obvious,

and it is to be noted that LXX has echinos in all

the places cited)

:

The Gr echinoa is the hedgehog. The Arab, kunfudh Ls

used in some localities for the hedgehog and in oth(^rs for
the porcupine, which is also called 7ns. The hedgehog
is also called kibbdbat-7ish-.ihauk, or " iiall of spin(«."
These two animals are both found in Syria and Pal, and,
while both have spines, they are very different animals,
though often confounded. The hedg(>hog, Erinaccus
europeus, is one of the Insectivora. It eats not only in-
sects but also snakes and other small animals, as well as
fruits and roots. It is about 10 in. long, covered with
short spines, and rolls itself into a ball when attacked.
It inhabits the countries bordering the Mediterranean.
The porcupine, Hystrix cristata, is a rodent, about 26 in.

long, having long spines. It is herbivorous. It backs
rapidly at its foes, thrusting its sharp spines into their
flesh, not shooting its spines, as is often stated. It in-
habits most of Europe and Asia. It is very different from
the Canadian porcupine, Ercthizon dorsatus, as well as
from the tree porcupines of Mexico and Central and
South America.

As to the rendering "bittern" for kippodh (Isa

14 23; 34 1.5; Zeph 2 14), while the etymology
favors "hedgehog," the context favors a bird, esp.

in Isa 34 11, though it cannot be said that in any
of the passages the context makes "hedgehog" an
impossible rendering.

In Isa 34 15, for kippoz, most modern authorities

(cf RV) have some sort of serpent, referring to the
Arab. V kafaz, "to spring." (See notes above on
kdphaz and Ifdphag.) In this passage also the con-
text is not unfavorable to a bird (cf AV "great owl")-
See Bittern; Owl; Serpent.

Alfred Ely Day
PORPHYRY, p6r'fi-ri (in Est 1 6, RVm has

"porphyry" [AVm "porphyre"] for 12113, bahat,

EV "red [marble]"; LXX has criAapo-ySCTTis, smarag-
d'Ues, which was a green stone) : Porphyry is an
igneous rock containing distinct crystals of feldspar
in a feldspathic matrix. It may be purple or of

other colors, as green. "Porphyry" is from irop-

<p6peos, porphureos, "purple."

PORPOISE, por'pus (RVm has "porpoise-skin"

for TiJnn niy, 'or tahash, RV "sealskin," AV
"badgers' skins" [Ex 25 5; 26 14; 35 7.23; 36 19;

39 34; Nu 4 6.8.10.11.12.14.25; Ezk 16 10]): The
word denotes leather used in the furnishings of

the tabernacle (for shoes in Ezk 16 10), and was
probably the skin of the dugong, Halichore dugong,

^ f

Arab. i>w^ , tukhas, which is found in the Red
Sea. See Badger.

PORT, p5rt, PORTER, por'ter: "Port" in the
sense of "gate" (of a city or building) is obsolete
in modern Eng., and even in the AV is found only
in Neh 2 13. "Porter," as "gate-keeper," how-
ever, is still in some use, but "porter" now (but
never in EV) generally means a burden-carrier. In
the OT, except in 2 S 18 26; 2 K 7 10.11, the

porter (ll^ITU , shd''er) is a sacred officer of the temple
or tabernacle, belonging to a particular family of the
Levites, with a share in the sacred dues (Neh 13 5;
12 47). The "porters" are mentioned only in Ch,
Ezr and Neh, and Ch has an especial interest in

them, I'elaling that Iheir duties were settled as far

back as the tune of David (1 Ch 26 1-19), and
that the office exteu(l(;d further to the first settle-

ment of Pal and even to Moses' day (1 Ch 9 17-

2()). The office was evidently one of some dignity,

and the "(;hief-porters" (1 Ch 9 2()) were impor-
tant persons. For some inscrutable reason RV
renders sho-er by "doorkeeper" in 1 Ch 15-26, but
not elsewhere. See Doorkeeper.

Burton Scott Easton
PORTION, por'shun, PART: As far as a dis-

tinction between these words is possible in Eng., it

lies in the fact that a "portion" is a "part" about
whose destiny something is implied (Ps 142 5, etc).

The Ileb has no two synonyms similarly related,

and in consequence the use of the words in EV is

settled either by rather arbitrary considerations
(ni'Q , m''ndh, is always "portion" in RV, but is

"part" in AV, Ex 29 26; Lev 7 33; 8 29) or by
the context, irrespective of the Heb word us(h1.

So "part" and "portion" both represent 'l^T

,

ddhhdr, 1 K 6 38; Neh 12 47; tlS, peh, Zee 13

8; Dt 21 17; bnn, hehhd, Josh 17 5 (RV); Ezk
47 13; ^^pos, meros, Lk 11 36; 12 46. And in the

vast majority of cases in the OT both words

represent simply some derivative of p^H , hdlak,

normally the noun p^H, helek.

Burton Scott Easton
POSIDONIUS, pos-i-do'ni-us (riajoriSwvLos, Pdsi-

donios, al. IIoo-iSovios, Posidonios and Uoa-nSdiv,

Poseiddn): One of the three envoys sent by the

Syrian general Nicanor to treat with the Jews under
Judas during his invasion of Judaea, 161 BC (2

Mace 14 19). In 1 Mace 7 27 ff, proposals are

sent by Nicanor to Judas, but no envoys are named,
and it is there asserted in contradiction to 2 Mace
that Judas broke off the negotiation because of the

treacherous designs of Nicanor.

POSSESS, po-zes', POSSESSION, po-zesh'an:

"Possess" in modern Eng. means normally only

"keep in one's possession." But in Elizabethan

Eng. it means also "take into posse.ssion," and, in

fact, the word in the OT always represents Heb
vbs. with the latter as their primary meaning

(Wy^
,
yarash, in nearly all cases, otherwise ^riZ

,

ndhal, HJp, kdndh, TH^, 'dhaz; Aram. 'Dn,hdsan).

Consequently, in almost every case "take possession

of" could be substituted advantageously for "pos-

sess," but RV has not thought the change worth
carrying through. In the Apoc and NT, however,

the distinction has been made, AV's "possess" being

retained for Kar^x'^, katecho, in 1 Cor 7 30; 2 Cor
6 10, but the same tr for /crdo/iat, ktdomai, is

changed into "take us for a possession" (Jth 8 22),

"get" (Lk 18 12), "win" (Lk 21 19), and "pos-

sess himself of" (1 Thess 4 4, a very obscure pas-

sage). In the noun possession, on the other hand,

no such ambiguity exists, and attention need be
called only to the following passages. In Dt 11 6,

AV has, "all the substance that was in their pos-

session," Heb "all that subsisted at their feet," RV
"every living thing that follow'ed them." AV uses

"possession" loosely in Acts 28 7 for x'^P'-o",

chorion, RV "lands." irepnrolrja-Li, peripoiesis,

from peripoieo, "cause to remain over," "gain," is

rendered "God's own possession" in Eph 1 14 RV
(AV "possession") and 1 Pet 2 9 (AV "peculiar,"

AVm "purchased"). "God's own" is a gloss but

is implied in the context.
Burton Scott Easton

POSSESSION, DEMONIACAL, de-mo-nl'a-kal

(Mt 4 24; 8 16, etc). See Demon, Demoniac,
Demonology.
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POST, ])()sl. (f^"1
, rur, "to run," C'^i'1

, ru(;nii,

"nuuuTs"): 'I'he "i'uiukts" forined the royal
Julian I (1 S 22 17; 1 K 14 27; 2 K 11 4.1;];

see (Ji'.viio). Eroni lliciti were clioson the couriers
who carrUMl roval Icttcis and (lis])atch(>s through-
out the kmsdom (2 Ch 30 ti.lO; Est 3 13.1.");

Jer 51 31). In tlie Pcrs service they were mounted
on tlie swiftest liorscs (Est 8 10.14; cf Xenophon,
Cyrop. viii.6.17; Herodotus viii.DS). Tliey had the
right to command tlie service of either men or
animals in order to expedite tlieir ])rofi;ress (cf Mt
5 41; Mk 15 21, "(tomixd," "imi)ress").

UschI in Job 9 25 and AV Wisd 5 9 {dyyeXia,
agc/dla, RV "message") of the .swift passage of time.
See also House, II, 1, (4), (7). M. O. Evans

POT, pot: A term used as the tr of a number of
Heb and Gr words whose funchunental meaning
seems to descril)e them as intended for the most
part to hold liciuid or semi-li(iuid substances, but
the pots of Ex 27 3 are intend(>d to hold ashes.
(1) 10, sir, the most common word for "pot." It

designates most frequently some household utensil,
probably a ])ot or kettle for boiling. So 2 K 4
3Sff; Ex 16 3; Jer 1 13 AV; Ezk 11 3.7.11, "cal-
dron"; 24 3.0 AV; Mic 3 3; Zee 14 21, etc. It
is also used as the name of some vessel of the
sanctuary. So Ex 27 3, where the c()nt(>xt shows
it was intended to hold ashes; 1 K 7 45; 2 Ch
4 IG; 2 K 25 14. In Ps 60 S; 108 9, it is a ])ot

for washing. (2) '\'^'\^
,
pclrur {Xvi 11 S; 1 S 2 14),

a vessel for boiling; in Jgs 6 19, a vessel for holding
broth. (3) I^T, dudh, rendered "pot" in Ps 81
G in AV, "basket" in RV; "pot" both AV and RV
in Job 41 20. (4) r.:j::i, ^InQemth (Ex 16 33),
the jar in which the manna was placed. This jar
or pot is mentioned in He 9 4 under the name
(TTdfj-vos, skimnos. (5) "i^wX, '«.sa/i, (2 K 4 2), some
kind of jar for holding oil. (()) ^ear-qs, xesles (Alk
7 4), some kind of liousehold utensil. Mention
may also be made of the word rendercnl "pot" in
Lev 6 28 AV, where RV renders more correctly
by the general term "vessel"; for AV "pots" (Ps
68 13) RV substitutes "sheepfolds." The root
is uncertain. Those who render "sheepfolds" con-
nect with the related root in Gen 49 14; Jgs 5 IG.

Others render "fireplaces" or "ash h<>aps." See
also "range for pots" in Lev 11 35; "pots," Jer
35 5 AV, correctly "bowls" IIV; "refining pots"
in Prov 17 3; 27 21. See also Food.

W.\LTKH R. BkTTERIDGK
POTENTATE, po'ten-tat (SwoCo-ttis, dumUlcs,

"mighty one," from 8ii)va|xaL, dihtfuudl, "to be
able"j: A person who i)oss(>ss<>s great i)ower antl
authority. Only in 1 Tim 6 15, "the l)lessed and
only Potentate" ( = God). The same Gr word is

used of Zeus in Soi)liocl(\s {Ant. GO<S), and of God in
Apoc (e.g. Sir 46 5; 2 Mace 15 3.23). It is used
of men in Lk 1 52 (AV "the mighty," RV "princes")
and Acts 8 27 ("of great authority").

POTIPHAR, pot'i-far (IS^yis, putiphar; cf

Egyp Potiphera [Gen 39 1 f]) : A high Egyp offi-

cial who became the master of Josej)h. It is i):ir-

ticularly m(>ntioned that he was an Egyptian, i.e.

one of the native Egyj) officials at the Hyksos court.

POTI-PHERA, po-tif 'e-ra (712 ^t^lD, pdti phcra';

Egyp Pudiptirn, "the [one] given of the sun-god";
cf Heb Nathaniel, "the gift of (!od," Gen 41 45.50;
46 20): There is no certain evidence from Egypt
that this name was in existence until the XXIId
Dynasty, about 950 BC. But names of the Hyksos
period, and, indeed, any kintl of Hyksos inscrip-
tions, are so scarce on account of the destruction
of Hyksos monuments by tlie Egyptians of later

times that, the abs(Mice of such names is really no
evidence on the subject. Th(> fact that, this liame
has not b(>(>n discovered earlier than 950 BC does
not give any warrant, for th(> claim that the narra-
tive is of a late dat(>. M. G. Kyle

POTSHERD, pot'shurd (T!^1.n, hn'cs): A ])iece

of earthenware (Job 2 8; Ps 22 15; Isa 45 9).
RV renders the word in Prov 26 23, "an earthen
vessel," and in Job 41 30 substitutes ".sharj) pot-
sherds" for "sharp stones." Sir 22 7 refers to tlie

art of "gluing a i)otsherd [oaTpaKov, ostrakon]
together." See IL\usiTn; Osthaca.

POTSHERD GATE (Jer 19 2). See Harsith
Gatio.

POTTAGE, i)ot'aj. See Food, III.

POTTER, i)ot'er, POTTERY, pot'er-i:

1. Plistorical JJevelopiiiciit
2. Forms
S. Alotliods of Production
4. fses
5. Bil)lical Terms
6. ArcliaeoloKicul Significance
Literature

(1) Preliiiiloric.—The making of pottery ranks
among the very oldest of the crafts. On the rocky

plateaus of Upper Egypt, overlooking
1. Histori- the Nile valley, are found the polished
cal De- red earthenware pots of the pre-
velopment historic Egyptians. These are burietl

in shallow oval graves along with the
cramped-up bodies of the dead and their chii)ped
flint weapons and tools. These jars are the oldest
exami)les of the potter's art. It is inconceivable
that in the country of Babel, Egypt's great rival
in civilization, the ceramic arts were less develoj^ed
at the same period, but the difference in the nature
of the country where the first Mesojjotamian settle-
ment probably existed makes it unlikely that relics
of the i)rehistoric dwellers of that country will ever
be recov(>red from under the tlebris of clemolished
cities and the underlying deposits of clay and silt.

(2) Babylonia.—The old(>st exam})les of Bab
ceramics date from the historical i)eriod, and consist
of baked clay record tablets, bricks, drainage pipes,
household shrines, as well as vessels for holding
liciuids, fruits and other stores. (See Pcrrot and
Chipiez, History of Art in Chaldaea and Assyria,
I, flgs. 159, IGO, II, figs. 1G3, 1G8.) Examples of
pottery of this early ])eriod are shown in the accom-
panying figures. By the 9th to the 7th cent. BC
the shaping of vessels of clay had b(>come well de-
veloped. Fragments of pott(>ry bearing the name
of Esarhaddon establish the above dates.

(3) E'ryy/;/.—With the close of the neolithic period
in Egypt and the beginning of the historical or
dynastic period (4500-4000 BC) there was a decline
in the pottery art. The workmanship and forms
both became bad, and not until the IVth Dynasty
was there any improvement. In the meantime
the process of glazing had been discovered and the
art of making beautiful glazed faience became one
of the most noted of the ancient Egyp crafts.

The potter's wheel too was j)robably an invention of
this date.

(4) Palestine.—The making of pottery in the
land which later became tlu; home of t he children of
Israel began long before this jx'ople possessed the
land and even b<>fore the Phoenicians of the coast
cities had extended their trade inland and brought
the earthenware vessels of th(; Tyrian or SidoTiian
potters. As in Egypt and Bal)yionia, the first ex-
amples were hancl-made without the aid of the
wheel.
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If is prohiihlo th;il Jewish i)()tU'rs IcanuHl tluiir

art i'roin the Pli()(!iii('i;iiis. Tlicy at least copied
Plioeii ami My('(>naean iorins. During tlieir waiuier-

iiifrs the cliildreii of Israel were not likely to make
much use of earth(;uware vessels, any more than the

Arabs do today. Skins, gourds, wooden and metal
vessels were less easily broken.

To illustrate this, a party, of which the writer was a
meinber, took on a desert trip tlie (jarthenware water
jars specially made for travel, preferring them to the skin
bottles sucli as the Arab guides carried, for the bottles

taint the water. At the end of six days only one out
of (>ight earthenware jars was left. One accident or
another had broken all the others.

Wh(^n the Israelites became settlcnl in their new
surrovmdings they were probably not slow in adoj)!-

in<r (>arthenware vessels, because of their advantages,

anTl their ])ottery gradually developed distinctive

though ({(H'adent types known as Jewish.

Toward the close of the

Heb monarchy the pot-

tery of the land again

showed the eiTect of out-

side influences. The red

and black figured ware of

the Greeks was intro-

duced, and still later the

less artistic Rom types,

and following these by
several centuries came the

crude glazed vessels of the

Arab, or Saracenic period

—forms which still per-

sist.

It is not within the hmits
of this article to flescribe

in detail the

o T7«,-^c characteristics
Z. l<0rms Qf ^lJ^, pottery

of the various
periods. The accompanying
illustrations taken from pho-
tographs of pottery in tlie

Archaeological Museum of
the Syrian Protestant Col-
lege, IJeirut, give a general
idea of the forms. Any at-
tempt at classification of
Palestinian pottery must be
considered more or less provisional, due to the uncer-
tainty of origin of many forms. The classification of
prc-Rom pottery here used is tliat adopted by Bliss and
Macalister and based upon Dr. Petrie's studies.

(1) Early pre-Israelite, called al.-to " Amorite" {before
1500 BC).—Most of the vessels of this period arc hand-
made and often irregular in sliape. A coarse clay,
turning red or black when burned, characterizes many
specimens. Some are brick red. Specimens with a
polished or burnished surface are also found.

(2) Lale pre-Israelite or Phoenician (loOO—lOOO BC).—
Prom this period on, tiie pottery is all wheel-turned.
The clay is of a finer quality and burned to a l)rown or
red. The ware is thin and light. Water jars with
pointed instead of flat l)ases appear. Some are deco-
rated with bands or lines of different colored meshes.
Cypriote ware with its incised decorations was a like
development of the period.

(3) Jewish (1000-300 BC).—Foreign influence is lost.
The types which surviv^e degenerate. New forms are
introduced. Ordinary coarse clay burning red is used.
Cooking pots are most characteristic. Many examples
bear Heb stamps, the exact meaning of which is uncer-
tain.

(4) Seleucidan.—Foreign influence again appears. Gr
and other types are imported and copied. Ribbed sur-
faces are introduced. The old type of burnishing disap-
pears.

(5) Roman and Saracenic.—Degenerate forms per-
sisting till the present time.

(6) Present-day pottery.

The clay as found in the ground is not suitable for

use. It is dug out and brought to the vicinity of

the ])ottery (the "potter's field," Mt
3. Methods 27 7) and allowed to weather for

of Pro- weeks. The dry material is then
duction dumped into a cement-lined tank or

wooden trough and covered with water.
When the lumps have softened they are stirred in

the water until all have disiutegrated and a thin
slimy mud or "slip" has been formed. In coast
cities the potteries are all near the sea, as the sea-
water is considered better for the "slipi)ing" process.
The slip is drawn off into setthng tanks. All
stones and lumi)s remain behind. When the clay
has settled, tlie water is drawn off and the plastic
material is worked by treading with the feet (cf

Isa 41 25; VVisd 15 7). The clay used on the
Syrian coast is usually a mixture of several earths,
which the potters have learned by experience gives
the right consistency. The prepared clay is finally

packed away and allowed to stand another six

months before using, during which time the quahty,
esp. the plasticity, is believed to imf)rove.

Before the invention of the potter's wheel the
clay was shaped into vessels by hand. In all of the
countries previously mentioned the specimens rep-

Potters at "Work (Egyptian).

resenting the oldest work are all hand-made.
Chopped straw was usually added to the clay of these

early specimens. This material is omitted in the

Potter's Wheel Still Used in Palestine and Syria.

a, table; b, footrt'st

which potter "sits"
"kicked" by potter.

,
socket

,
upper \

or pivot of wlieel; d, slant

heel ou \vhit:h jar is shaped
:

wheel-shaped objects. In a Mt. Lebanon village

which is noted for its pottery the jars are still made
by hand. Throughout the country the clay stoves

are shaped by hand out of clay mixed with straw.
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Kelruciihui Period, 300 BC

^ot. ii|)|>L-iir:uicc ..£ "cdiiiljin

.I,-«islL Period

; on :; due to us

Cypriol.- I'oltery

1, 1 and ;i, incised ware of prc-hn

I)eriod I.efore aoOO liU

+ and T,, of Plioenician Pcrio<i,

1500 BC

(inH-(i-RoHian I'erio.l

1, red and black figured, befor.- ;',r,0 B','

2 and ;!, Cyprian «t :)!)() BC

4, .", and fi, lio.uan pottery from Beirut

Note ctiaracteristic "conibin-"

Pr.-I.sraelite P,.riod

1, liaud-nia.le throuKliout

1, 2 and :i, of early l)eriod or Aniorite

,
.",, 6 and 7, of late period or Phoenician

4, 6 and 7 are hurnislied
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The shaping of vessels is now done on wheels, tlic

use of which dates back to earhest history. Prob-
ably the Egyptians were the first to use such a
maclune (IVth Dynasty). In their original form
they were stone disks arranged to l)e turned by
hand on a vertical axis. The wheel stood only a
few inches above the ground, and the potter sat or
squatted down on the ground before it as he shajjetl

his obje(;t (see Wilkinson, Ancient Egypt, II, fig.

397). Tiie wheels used in Pal and Syria today
probably differ in no respect from those used in the
j)otter's house visited by Jer(>miah (Jer 18 l-(j).

The wheel or, to be more exact, wlieels (cf Jer 18
3) are fitted on a square wooden or iron sliaft about
3 ft. long. The lower disk is about 20 in. in

diameter, and the up])cr one 8 in. or 12 in. The

dross, which comes from the parting of silver, for
glazing their jars (cf Prov 26 23 J.

In firing pottery there are always some jars which
come out imperfect. In unjjacking the kihi and
storing the product others get broken. As a con-
secjuence the ground in th(> vicinity of a pottery
is idways strewn with potsherds (see also sei)arate
article). The ancient lotteries can frequently be
located by these sherds. The ])otter's field men-
tioned in Mt 27 7.10 was ])robably a field near a
pottery strewn with potsherds, thus making it use-
less for cultivation although useful to tli(^ jjotter as
a place in which to weather his clay or to dry his
pots before firing.

Pottery was used anciently for storing liiiuids, such
as wine or oil, fruits, grains, (Mc. T\](^ !>l:ickened bot-

lower end of the shaft is pointed and fits into a stone
socket or bearing in whi(;h it rotates. A second
bearing just below the u})per disk is so arraiigcxl

that the shaft inclines slightly away from the i)otter.

The potter leans against a slanting seat, bracing
himself with one foot so that he will not .slide off,

and with the sole of his other foot he kicks the
U])i)er face of the lower wheel, thus making the
whole machine rotate. The lower wlieel is often
of stone to give greater momentum. With a
marvelous dexterity, which a novice tries in vain
to imitate, he gives the pieces of clay any shape
he desires.

After the vessel is shaped it is dried and finally

fired in a furnace or kiln. The ancient Egyp kiln

was much smaller than the one used today (\\'ilkin-

son, II, 192). Most of the kilns are of the crudest
form of the "up-draught" variety, i.e. a large cham-
ber with ]:)erforated bottom and a fire})lac(! beneath.
The fire passes up through the holes, around the
jars packed in tiers in the chamber, and goes out
at the top. An interesting survival of an early Gr
form is still used in Rachiyet-el-Fakhar in Syria.
In this same village the potters also use t he "lead

toms of pots of the Jewish period show that they were
used for cooking. Eart henware dishes wen; also used

for Ijoiling clot lies. Ev(>ry one of t hese
4. Uses uses still conthiues. To one living hi

Bil)le lands today it seems inconceivable
that the Hebrews did not readily adoj^t, as some
writers disclaim, the porous eart hen water jars which
they found already in use in t heir new count ry. Such
jars were used for carrying liv(! coals to start a fir(>,

and not only for drawing water, as they are today,
but for cooling it (Isa 30 14). The evajjoration of
the water which oozes through tlu; j)orous material
cools down the contents of a jar, whereas a metal or
leathern vessel would leave it tepid or tainted. They
were also used for holding sluMMnaker'sglue or wax;
for filling up the cracks of a wall before ))lastering;

ground up they are used as sand in mortar.

Only a few of the Hob words for vessels of difTercnt
sorts, which in all prol)al>ility were inacio of poltt>ry,

have been tr'i by terms wliich indicates lliat

5. Biblical fact. (For TUtn. /'("«, and i:?"'^ . 2/''far,

Terms see Earthen Vkssim.s; OsTiiACA.)
'iJiLclicr" in Gen 24kai/h, tri

14 11; Jgs 7 IGff; Eccl 12 (cf xtpuMior, kcrdmion,Mk
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14 13; Lk 22 10); "jiir" in 1 K 17 12 (cf uSpia, hudria,
Jn 4 L'S). The kddh corrt'spondcd in size and use to
llic Aral). ,/>( /;<(/) (cf I'^iiK- dfriv. "jar"). 'Vhv jan-dk
is used for drawiiiK and sioririK ^vat('r and less frcfiiiciitly

for lioldiTii? other li(iiiids or solids. Jt is used as an ap-
Ijroxiniate staiuhird of measure. lM)r exatni)]e, a man
estinuites the (ui)aeilyof a cistern in jirar (pi. of jVirrrW/ ).

P3p3 , hiikhiik. "a bottle," usiiall\- leat hern, but in Jer

19 i.lbof pottery. Tliis may h;i\c becTi like the Arab.

ibrik, 'which causes a jj^urKlinK sound whenr;T

liaklxik is rendered "cruse" in

art hi'ii-

li(iuid is turned from it

1 K 14 3.

1^3, k'ii, "vessel," was of wood, metal

ware 'in I>ev 6 2.S; Ps 2 0; 31 12; Isa 30 14; .ler 19
11, V{c;cf oa-rpaKiro^. iis/riikitio.^, -2 Cor 4 7, etc.

^E, ?'"/./(, is tr' -viar' in 1 S 10 1 : L' K 9 1 ;
see

so-called piljJirim bottles.

C^S .
/>'"'. iil^o nt'p . kdxfih, "cup" or "bowl," tr''

Figurative: The shtipinfj; of chiy into ])Ottery

typified the inoldiiif;; of tlu; chiinicters of iiidividual.s

or iiutions l)v a iiiiistcr mind (Jcr 18 l-(); Isu 29
lO; 45 0; "64 S; Jlom9 2()ffj; coininonplace
(L:tm 4 2; 2 Tim 2 20); fniilnes.s (Ps 2 9; Isa

30 14; Jer 19 11; Dnl 2 41; 2 Cor 4 7; Rev
2 27 j.

LiTER.iTURE.—Publications of PEF, csp. Bliss and
Macalister, Excavatitma in Pal; Excavation f^ of Gezcr;
liliss, A Mounil of Many Cities; Flind(!rs Petrio, Tdl
(l-Hcs)/: Bliss and Dickie, ExcatationK at .leruK; I'(>rrot

aiKl Chipiez, Ilistori/ of Art (i) in Chaldaea and Assyria,
lii) Sardinia and Judaea, (iii) C.vj)rus and Phoenicia, (iv)

I'lfi.xpt ; IviiiK and Hall, Euypt and Wixtrm Axia in Light
of Modern Dixrorerie.'<; S. Birch, lliKtory of Ancient
I'ntteni; Wilkinson, Tke Ancient Egijptian.s; PEFQ; EB;
II Dli.

Jami:.-^ .\. l\\TrH
POTTER'S, i)ot'erz, FIELD. See A(i;i.i).\m.\.

'cup" in many passages, like Arab. \j^'^ , kd's, which |
POUND, pound (Hj^ , manch; (iva, jnnd, Xirpa,

Exterior of Pottery.

was formerly uschI for drinking iiistead of modern cups.
^''lii, gdhhi". tfi "bowl" in Jer 35 •").

"11~lE. I'driir, tr'i "pots" in Xu 11 S; cf Jgs 6 It);

1 S 2 14; cf x'^'^P". chiitra, which is similar to Aral).

iS-^ , kidr, commonly used for cooking today.

nir, 'cr«/'/(, "pot," Jer 22 2SAKVm.

The chemical changes wrought in clay by \veath-
ering and firing render it practically indestructible

when exposed to the weather and to the
6. Archaeo- action of moisture and the gaseous
logical Sig- ;tnd solid compounds fotmd in the soil.

nificance When tlie sim-baked l)rick walls of a
Palestinian city crumbled, they buried,

often intact, the earth(>nware vessels of the period.

In the course of time, perhaps after dectides or
centuries, anotht-r city was built on the debris of

the former, 'i'lie brick walls retiuired no digghig
for foundations, tmd so the stil)strata were left

undisturbed. v\fter long periods of time the de-
struction, by coiuiuering armies or by neglect, of
succeeding cities, jiroduced niotmds rising above the
surroundhig country, sometimes to a height of 60
or 100 ft. A tyi)ical examjjle of such a mound is

Tellel-IIcsij (? Lachish). Dr. FlindcTS Petrie, as
a result of the study of the vtirious strata of this
mound, has forni<Hl the basis of a, cLissification of
Palestinian pottery (see 2, above)- Wit ha knowl-
edge of Hie forms of pottery of e;ich ])eriod, the ex-
cavator has ;i guide, though not infallible, to th(>

date of the ruins he finds. See ;dso ('k.xkts, II, 4.

lllra: Jjat libra): Potind does not correctly represent
the lleb mdneh, which was more than a pound (see

M.weh). The lilra of Jn 12 3 and 19 39 is the
li()in])ound (libra) of 4,9.")0 grains, which is less than
a i)ound troy, being about IO3 oz. In a monetary
sense (its use in Lk 19 13-25) it is the jnna, or
mdneh, which was either of silver or gold, the former,
which is probably the one referred to bv Luke, being
equal to £6.17, or about $33; the latter £102.10 or

$n\0. See Weights and Measures.
Figurative: "Pound," like "talent," is used in

the XT for intellect u;d gifts and spirittial endow-
ments, as in the passage given above.

H. Porter
POVERTY, pov'er-ti: This word, found but once

in the OT (Gen 45 11) outside of the Ikjok of Prov
in which it occurs 11 t (6 11; 10 1");

1 OT 11 24 AV; 13 IS; 20 13; 23 21; 24

References ^4; 28 19.22 AV; 30 8; 31 7), is a tr

of t'"!'^^
,

y/H'^ra/'cs/i, "to be poor," "to

come to poverty" (C!en 45 11). Four different Heb
words are used in the 11 references in Prov, all

bearing the idea of being in need of the neces-

sities of life, although a distinction is made between
being in want and being in extreme want. Prov
18 23 well illustrates the general meaning of "i)ov-

erty" as found in this book: "The poor [TU^I , rfish,

"to be impoverished," "destittUe"] useth entreaties;

but the rich answereth roughly."

"Poverty" occiu's 3 t in the NT (2 Cor 8 2.9;
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Rev 2 9) and is the tr of irTwxeia, ptorJicia, "to be
reduced to a state of begs^ify or ])aui)erisiii."

The teaching of the Bible on this

2. NT subject would, however, be incomy)lete

References unless all the references to the "poor"
were considered in this connection.

Indeed the word for "poverty" has its root in the

word for "poor" (tttwxos, ptOchus; ''*^, ''ant, or 5T
,

dal). Sec Poor.
At least two degrees of poverty arc recognized.

The OT does not distinguish between tlu^m as
clearly as does the NT. The NT, for

3. Two example, by its use of two words for

Degrees of "poor" sets forth this distinction. In
Poverty 2 Cor 9 9, "he hath given to the

poor," the word used is vevrjs, periiis,

which does not indicate extreme ])overty, but simply
a condition of living from hand to mouth, a bare and
sc-ant livelihood, such as that made by the widow
who cast her two mites into the treasury (Lk 21 2)

;

while in such passages as 2 Cor 6 10: "As poor,

yet making many rich," and Lk 6 20: "Blessed
are ye i)oor" (tttcoxoi, ptochoi), a condition is indi-

cated of abject beggary, pauj)erism, such as that in

which we find Lazarus who was laid at the gate of

the rich man's palace, begging even the crumbs
which fell from the table of the rich man (Lk 16 20.

21). It was into this latter condition that Christ
voluntarily entered for our sakes: "For ye know
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he
was rich, yet for your sakes he became i)oor [a

mendicant, a beggar], that ye through his ])overty

might become rich" (2 Cor 8 9). Between 30
and 40 t in the NT this latt(>r word is used.

The causes of poverty are failure of harvest and
poor crops (Neh 5 1-3); devastation caused by

enemies sweeping through the land;
4. Causes the oppression of the peojjle by their

of Poverty own rulers (Isa 5 S); excessive inter-

est, usury (Neh 5 1-oj; ])er.secution

because of the faith (2 Cor 6,8). Widows and
orphans by reason of their desolate condition were
in a special sense subject to poverty, (iluttony
brings [)overty (Prov 23 21), as does indolence

(28 19).

God commanded His pcopl(? to care for the poor. Tlic
cxliortations to reli(!vi! poverty are niiineroiis, csj). in the
Pent. Those in poverty must l)e treated willi kindness
{lit 15 7-11); must bo allowed to f^deati in tlu^ vine-
yards (Lev 19 10); to reap the harvest (23 22; cf Ruth
2 14-16); must not be neglected (Prov 28 27); nor
dealt with harshly (Am 8 4-(J) ; must be treated as
equal before God (Prov 22 2); arc to share in our hos-
pitality (Lk 14 13.21). Indeed, the truth or falsity of
a man's religion is to be tested, in some .sense at least, by
his relation to those in need (.Jas 1 27). Thci year of
Jubilee was intended to be of great benefit to the
poor by restoring to them any possessions which they,
by reason of their poverty, had bin-n compelled to deed
over to their creditors (Lev 25 2.5-54; Dt 15 12-15).
(iod required certain tithes from His peoijle which were
to be devoted to the helping of the i)oor and needy
(Dt 14 2S; 26 12.i;i). So in the NT the apostles lay
special em])hasis upon rememl)ering the poor in the
matter of offerings. Paul, esj)., inculcated this duty
upon the churches which he had founded (Koin 15 2ti;

Gal 2 10). The attitude of th(! early Christian church
toward its i)oor is amply illustrated in that fu-st attempt
at connnunism in Acts 2, 4. Jam(^s, in his iOp., sting-
ingly reminds his readers of the fact that they had grossly
neglected the important matter of caring for the poor
(ch 2). Indeed, so strong is he in his plea for the care of
the poor that he claims that the man who wilfully neg-
lects the needy thereijy proves that the love of (Jod has
no place in his heart, and that he has conseciuently no
real faith in God (vs 14-20). Christians are exhorUxl to
aboimd in the grace of hospitality, which, of course, is

nothing less than kindness to those in need (Rom 12 13;
1 Tim 6 18; 1 Jn 3 17). See Poou.

The happiest mother and the noblest and holiest

son that ever lived were among the poor. Jesus
was born of poor parents, and had not where to lay
His head (Mt 8 20), no money with which to ])ay

tribute (Alt 17 27), no liome'to call His own (Jn

7 53; cf 8 1), and was buried in a borrowed grave
(Mt 27 57-61).

Figurative: Of course there is also a spiritual

poverty indicated by the use of this word—a poverty
in spiritual things: "Blessed are the poor in spirit."

By this is meant. Blessed are they who feel that
they have no self-righteousness, no worth of their

own to present to Christ as a ground of their .salva-

tion, who feel their utter bankruptcy of sjnrit, who
say "Nothing in my hand I bring." It is to this

state of spirit that Christ refers in Rev 3 17:
"Because thou sayest, I am rich, and have gotten
riches, and have need of nothing; and knowest not
that thou art the wretched one and miserable and
poor and blind and naked." William Evans

POWDERS, pou'derz (bon np^nx , 'abh^kath

rukhel): The "powders of the mcTchant" in Cant
3 6 were probably perfumes, as they are associated
with myrrh and frankincense in the account of the
festal procession of the litter of Solomon. They
may have been some sweet-scented wood in powder,
or else some form of incense.

POWER, pou'er: This word, indicative of might,
strength, force, is used in the OT to render very
many Heb terms, the tr in numerous instances
being varied in RV to words like "valor," "rule,"
"strength," "might," "dominion." The principal
words for "power" in the NT are d^jvafxis, dunamis,
and e^ovaia, exousia. In the latter case RV fre-

quently changes to "authority" (Mk 3 15; 6 7;
Eph 1 21, etc) or "right" (Rom 9 21; 1 Cor 9
6; 2 Thess 3 9, etc). Power is attributed pre-
eminently to God (1 Ch 29 11; Job 26 14; Ps
66 7; 145 11; Rev 7 12, etc). On this attribute
of power of God, see Omnipotence. The supreme
manifestation of the power, as of the wisdom and
love of God, is in redemption (1 Cor 1 18.24).
Th(! preaching of the gos])el is accompanied by the
power of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor 2 4; 1 The-ss 1 5,

etc). Miracles, as "miglitv works," are denoted
by the term "powers" (,so Mt 11 21.23 RVm, etc).

The end of all time's develoj)ments is that God
takes to Him His great power and reigns (Rev
11 17). Ja.mes Orr

POWER OF KEYS. See Keys, Power of.

PILETORIAN, prG-to'ri-an, GUARD: "My bonds
in Christ are manifest in all the i)alace, and in all

other places" (Phil 1 13 AV). This verse is tr<^ in

RV, "My bonds became manifest in Christ through-

out the whole praitorian guard, and to all the rest,"

and is noteworthy.
It has been usual to connect the words, "the soldier

that guarded him," Acts 28 IG, with this statement
in Phil 1 13, that the apostle's bonds

1. Prae- were manifest in the whole i:)ra;torium,

torium in and to luiderstand that the former was
Phil

—

the cause of the latter; that the result

Usual View of Raid's making the gosi)el known in

his own hired house to those soldiers to
one of whom he was chained by the wrist day and
night, was that it became known in all the praeto-

rian regiment that his bonds were endiu'ed for

Christ's sake, that it was for conscience' sake that
he was suffering wrongfully, that he was no wrong-
doer but a prisoner of Jesus Christ. In this way
the gospel woukl spread through the whole of the
praetorian guard in that regiment's headquarters
which were situated in a jxTmanent (!amp estab-
lished by Tiberius in Rome, outside the Colline Gate,
at the N.E. of the city. Tliis verse would also

mean that the gosjx^l had be(>n y)r()claimed in the
same way to those members of the pra'torian guard
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wlio were on duty as the IxMlyKuard of the eini)eror

and who were lodjz;ed in one of the buildings wliicli

adjoined the emperor's palace on the Pahitine

Hill.

Thus Lightfoot, discussing the moaning of tlio pliraso

"in tlie wliolo prajtorluin" {Coinm. on I'Inl, 99 ff), reviews
the (liircreiit interpretations whicll liave

2 Lightfoot iM't'ti given of the word, atul shows (1) that

J„ T„f„,«,„ no instance is to be found of its signifying
oninterpre- j^t,,,.,,.^ palace; on the Palatine Hill; (2)

tations that there is no authority for the int(>rpre-

tation which would nialve it mean tlu;

pra>torian barracks on tlu; I'alatine; (3) tliat neither is

there any aiUhority for making it mean the prictorian
camp outside; the walls of Koine. In J.ightfoot's words
((>!>. cit., 101), "All attempts to give a local sense to
'l)raetorium' thus fail for want of evidence." Lightfoot
accordingly defends the inti'rpretation. "the pnutorian
guard, " and IIV, above citeil, follows liim in tliis.

One of the meanings of "pra'torium" is a coun-
cil of war, the olhccrs who met in the gcuieral's

tent (see Pu.ktokium). Lightfoot is

3. View of very decided in interpreting "pra^to-

Mommsen rium" to me:in the pra-torian rcgi-

and Ramsay ment, the imperial guards, and h(>

adds, "in this sense and in this alon(>

can it be safely affirmed that the apostle would
hear the word prajtoritim used daily," and that
this sense is in all respects appropriate. But the
other meaning, though not ajjpropriate here, viz.

a coimcil of war composed of the officers and their

general, is much nearer to that which is now ac-

cepted by such authorities as Mommsen and Sir

W. AL Ramsay, who hold that in this pa.ssage

"pnrtorium" means a council, not of war, however,
but the coimcil of judgment, the emperor's court of

ai)pcal in which he was assisted by his legal asses-

sors (see Mommsen, Berlin Akad. iSitzungsber., 1895,

501; Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller and the Rom
Citizen, 357; Workman, Persecution in the Early
Church, 35). Over this court there presided the
emperor or his delegate, the prefect of the prae-

torian guard, and associated with him were twenty
assessors selected from the senators. Formerly
their votes were taken by ballot, Init Nero preferred
to receive from each a written opinion and on the
next day to deliver his judgment in i)erson. Such,
it is now believed, is the pra;torium to which Paul
refers.

The meaning, therefore, of the words, "My bonds
in Christ are manifest in the whole pra;torium," will

be that when Paid wrote the Ep. to the Phil his first

Rom trial was alreatly so far advanced that he had
been able to impress upon his judges, the twenty
assessors and their president, the fact that he was
no evildoer, but that the sole cause of his imprison-
ment was his loyalty to Christ. It was manifest
to all the members of the emperor's court of appeal
that Paid was enduring his long imprisonment,
suffering wrongfully, but only for the sake of Jesus
Christ.

The important bearing will be seen wliich this sig-
nification of "priBtorium" in this passage; has on the

question of tin; order in which Epli, Pliil,

A -Rparincr ^^^ '"^^^^^ Philem—the ei)p. of Paul's cap-

Tj 1)
tivity in Rome—were written. On sul)-

on Paul S jective evidence Lightfoot conchides that
Captivity V\\\\ is the earliest of them, l)asing his

and Trial opinion largely on the resemblance which
diiu iiiai exists in many particulars between the

thoughts and expri'.ssions in I'liil and in
the Ep. to the Rom, making Phil, as it were, a connecting
link l)etwoen Paul's earlier and his later epp. See
Ijightfoot, Philippiaiifi, 42 f; he writes: " These resem-
l)lanci;s suggest as early a date for the; Ep. to the Phil as
circinnstances will allow," earlie-r, that is, than Col and
Eph. But Lightfoot's argume'nt is set aside; t)y the new
liglit which has been thrown upon the real meaning
of "priBtorium." Sir W. M. Ramsay (St. Paul the
Traveller, 357) writes: " The trial seM'ins to liave occurreei
toward the end of AD 61. Its e'arlie>st stages were over
l)e>fore Paul wrote to the Philippians, for he says, 'Tiio
tilings ichirh happened unto me have fallen otit rather
unto the progress of tlic Good News; so tliat my bonds
became manifest in Christ in the whole I'rwtoTium, and

to all the> re'st ; and that most of tlie Brethren in the Le)rd,
beting ce)nhele'nt in my bonds, are meire abundantly bedd
te) spe'ak the; we)rd of (iod witliout fear.' This i/assage
has beHMi geTU'rally misconceived and conne'cte'el wiih the
pe'rie)ei eif iniprise)nme;nt; and here again we; are' inde^bte-d
te) Me)iiunscn fe)r tlie propejr intcrpretatie)n. The; I'rw-
tiirhim is the whole body of persons ce)rme'e-te'd with the
sitting in juelgment, the supreme Iniije'rial Court, doubt-
less in tliis e'.ase the Pre'fee^t or both Prcfe'e'ts eif the I'ru'-
torian (iuarel, re-pre-se-nting the eunperor in his e-apacity
as the fe)uiUain of justie-e, togethe^r with the; asse'sse)rs anel
high e)(lie;ers e)f the ce)urt. The; e>xpre'ssie)n of the; chapter
as a whe)le; she)ws that the trial is jjartly tunshe'd, anel the;
issue; as ye't is so favorable tliat the; Bre'thre'ii are> e-in-
be)lele'ne'el by the sue'ce-ss of Paul's e-e)urage'ous anel fre'e>-

spoke'ti ek'fe'ne-e; anel the strong iinpre'ssie)n whie'h he- e'\-i-

ele'utly pre)elue-e'el e)n_the court; but he' Ininse'lf, l)e'ing
e'utirely oe-enu)ie'd with the trial, is for the; me>nie'nt
])reve'nte>d fre)m pre'ae-hing as he; liaei Ije'e-n ele)ing when
he wre)te te) tlie Colossians and the Asian churches
ge;nerall.v."

Thus the; correct meaning of " pricte)rium" enable-s us
to fix the; date of the Ep. to the; Phil as havitig be'e'n

written close to the e'uel of Paul's first

5. Bearing l^om imprisonment. That this infe're'nce

on Datp of ^*^ corre;ct is condrmeel l)y varie)us e)ther
<jiv xJAiv ui facts, such as his promise; te) visit that e'ity.
Epistle anel the fact that in l>hil 2 20 f AV he says

re'gareling Timothy, "I have; no man like'-

minde'd, who will naturally care fe)r ye)ur state'. Fe)r
all se'e'k their own, not tlie things which are.fe'sus Christ's."
We" e-e)uld not conce'ive of Paul writing like; this if Mark,
Tychie-us, Aristarclius, and esp. if iHilce; hael l)ee'n with
him then, and ye-t we know (Col 4 7.10.14) tliat e'ae-h

anel all e)f the-se companions of the; ajiostle; we're; with him
in Ke)me; wlu'ii he wrote the Ep. to the; Ce)l. Tlu'y liael

e'viele'ntly, ale)ng with others, iie'cn se'nt on missieins te)

Asia e>r e)the'r i)lace's, se) that Paul now had e)nly Time)thy
" like'niinele'ei " wlu'n lie wre)te to I'hilippi. See Paul the
Ape)sTi.E; PniLippi.^Ns, E^pistle to the.

All these facts and considerations confirm us in

accepting the signification of "pra;torium" as tlie

emperor's supreme court of appeal, before which
Paul whem he wrote the Ep. to the Phil hael so

conelucte'el his defence as to produce a most fave)r-

able impressie)!!, from which he inferreel that he
might soon be liberated from imprisonment. And
his liberation, as the event proved, soon fe)l-

lowed. John Rutiieufurd

PRjETORIUM, pre-to'ri-um (irpaiTupiov, praito-

rion, Mt 27 27 [AV "common hall"]; Mk 15 10;

Jn 18 2S.33; 19 9 [in all m "palace," and in the- last

three AV "juelgment hall"]; Acts 23 35, [Herexl's]

"palace," m "Pra^torium," AV "juelgment hall";

Phil 1 13, "praetorian guard" [m "Gr 'in the whole
Praetorium,' " AV "palace," m "Caesar's court"]):

The Praetorium was originally the heaehniarters

of a Rom camp, but in the provinces the name
became attached to the governor's

1. Govern- official resitlence. In order to proviele

or's Ofii- residences for their provincial govern-
cial Resi- ors, the Romans were accustomeel to

dence seize and appropriate the jialaces

which were formerly the heimes of the

princes or kings in conquered countries. Such a
residence might sometimes be in a royal palace, as

was probably the case in Caesarea, where the proc-

urator useel Herod's palace (Acts 23 35).

The Pnctorium where Jesus was brought to trial

has been traditionally located in the neighborhexMl
of the present Turkish barracks where

2. In Gos- once stood the Antonia anel where was
pels stationed a large garrison (cf Acts 21
Herod's 32-35), but the statements of Jos make
Palace it almost certain that the heaelquart ers

of the procurator were at Herod's jial-

ace. This was a building whose magnificence Jos
can hardly sufficiently appraise {Wars, I, xxi, 1 ; V,
iv, 4). It was in this palace that "Florus, thejiroc-

urator took up his quarters, and having placed
his tribunal in front of it, helel his sessions anel the
chief priests, influential jicrsons and notables of the
city appeared before the tribunal" {Wars, II, xiv,

8). Later on, "Florus .... brought such as were
with him out of the king's palace, and would have
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conii)(>lle(l them to get as far as the citadel [Antonia]

;

but his attempt failed" (II, xv, 5). The word tr''

"palace" here is aide, the same word as is tr''

"court" in Mk 15 lt5, "the soldiers led him away
within the court [aule], wliich is the Pnetorium."
There is no need to suppose that Herod Antipas
was in the same palace (Lk 23 4 if) ; it is mon;
probable he went to the palace of the llasmoneans
which lay lower down on the eastern slope of this

southwest hill, where at a later time Jos expressly

states that Herod Agrippa II and his sister Bernice
were living {Wars, II, xvi, 3).

The ])alace of Herod occupied the highest part
of the southwest hill near the northwest angle of

the an(;ient cit}', now traditionally called Zion, and
the actual site of the Pra'torium cannot have been
far rcMnoved from the Turkish barracks near the
so-called "Tower of David." It is interesting to

note that the two stations of the Turkish garrison

of Jerus today occupy the same spots as did tlie

Rom garrison of Christ's time. It is needless to
j)oint out how greatly this view of the situation of

the Pra'torium must modify the traditional claims
of the "Via Dolorosa," the whole course of which
depends on the theory that the "Way of Sorrow"
began at the Antonia, the Pra'torium of late ecclesi-

a.stical tradition. See also Gabbatha.

With regard to the expression if oAw tw npairMpiw, en hdlo
tfi praitiirio, in Pliil 1 13, tliero is now a goneral consensus

of opinion lliat "Pnutoriuni" lioro means,
o p|,:i I.IQ not a place, ))ut tli(! imperial praetorian
0. j'nii J.. J.O

g(j,^[.^}^ ^^,,^ thousand in numijer, wliicli
was instituted t)y Augustus. St. Paul was

allowed to reside in liis private house in the custody of a
jtnetorian soldier. As these were dout)tl('ss constantly
changed, it must have become "manifest" to the whole
guard tliat liis l)onds were for the sake of Christ. See
also preceding article.

. E. W. G. Masterman
PRAISE, praz (H^nn, t^hillah, "psalm,"

"praise," n"lTO, todlidh, "confession," "thanks-

giving," n3© , shubJiah, "to praise,"

1. Its "glorify," "l^T, zCimar, H""^^, yudhdh,

Meaning "to stretch out the hand," "confess";
alve'io, aineo, eiratveo), epainco, tVaivos,

epninoa) : The word comes from the Lat pre-

tiuiii, "price," or "value," and may be defined

generally as an ascription of value or worth. Praise
may be bestowed upon unworthy objects or from
imi)roi)er motives, but true praise consists in a
sincere acknowledgment of a real conviction of

worth. Its type may be seen in the rej)re.senta-

t ion given in the Apocalypse of the adoration of

(!od and of the Lamb, which is ins])ired by a
sense of their worthiness to be adored (Rev 4
11; 5 12).

Alan may be the object of praise, and may receive

it either from God or from liis feUow-nien. In the
former case (Rom 2 29; 1 Cor 4 5)

2. With the praise is inevitably just, as resting

Man as Its on a Divine estimate of worth; in the

Object latter case its value dei)end3 upon
the grounds and motives that lie

behind it. There is a i)raise which is itself a con-
demnation (Lk 6 2(5), an honor which seals the
eyes in unbelief (.In 5 44), a careless use of the
epithet "good" which is dishonoring to God (Lk
18 19). This is the "praise of men" which Jesus
warned His followers to shun as bcnng incompat ible

with the "praise of God" (Mt 6 1-4; cf Jn 12

43; Gal 1 10; 1 Thess 2 6). On the other hand,
there is a praise that is the instinctive homage
of the soul to righteousness (Lk 23 47), the
acknowledgment given to well-doing by just gov-
ernment (Rom 13 3; 1 Pet 2 14), tlie tribute of

the churches to distinguished Christian service

(2 Cor 8 18). Such praise, so far from being in-

compatible with the praise of God, is a reflection

of it in human consciousness; and so Paid associ-
ates praise with virtue as an aid and incentive
to holy living on which the mind should dwell
(Phil 4 8).

In the Bible it is God who is csp. brought before
us as the object of praise. His whole creation

praises Him, from the angels of heaven
3. With (Ps 103 20; Rev 5 11) to those lower
God as Its existences that arc imconscious or
Object even inanimate (Ps 19 1-4; 148 1-

10; Rev 5 13). But it is with the
praises offered to God by man, and with the human
duty of praising God, that the Scriptures are jn-in-

cipally concerned. In regard to this subject the
following points may be noticed:

(1) The grounds of praise.—Sometimes God is

praised for His inherent qualities. His majesty
(Ps 104 1) or holiness (Lsa 6 3) fills the mind, and
He is "glorified as God" (Rom 1 21) in view of
what He e.ssentially is. ISIore frequently He is

prai.sed for His works in creation, ])rovidence, and
redemption. References may l)e disi)ensed with
here, for the evidence meets us on almost every
page of the sa(;red literature from Gen to Rev, and
the Book of Ps in particular, from begimiing to
end, is occupied with these themes, ^^hen God's
operations under these aspects jjresent themselves,
not simply as general effects of His power and
wisdom, but as expressions of His j)ersonal love
to the individual, the nation, the clmrch, His
works become benefits, and praise i)asscs into
blessing and thanksgiving (P.ss 34, 103; Eph 1 3;
1 Pet 1 3).

(2) The modes of praise.—True jn-aise of God, as
distinguished from false praise (lsa 29 13; Mt 15
8), is first of all an inuxird emotion—a gladness and
rejoicing of the heart (Ps 4 7; 33 21), a music of
the soul and spirit (Ps 103 1; Lk 1 4t) f) which
no language can ade(}uately express (Ps 106 2;
2 Cor 9 15). But utterance is natural to strong
emotion, and the mouth instinctively strives to ex-
j)ress the praises of the heart (Ps 51 15 and passim).
Many of the most moving passages in Scrii)ture
come from the inspiration of the spirit of i)raise

awakened by the contemplation of the Divine
majesty or power or wisdom or kindness, but above
all by the revelation of redeenung love. Again,
the spirit of praise is a social s])irit calling for social

utterance. The man who praises God desires to
])raise Him in the hearing of other men (Ps 40 10),

and desires also that their ])raises should be joined
with his own (34 3). Further, the spirit of praise
is a spirit of song. It may find expression in other
ways—in sacrifice (Lev 7 13), or testimony (Pa
66 16), or prayer (Col 1 3); but it finds its most
natural and its fullest utterance in lyrical and
musical forms. When God fills the heart with
praise He puts a new song into the mouth (Ps 40
3). The Book of Ps is the proof of tliis for the OT.
And when we pass to the NT we find that, alike for

angels and men, for the church on earth and the
church in heaven, the higher moods of praise express
themselves in bursts of song (Lk 2 14; E])h 5 19;
Col 3 16; Rev 5 9; 14 3; 15 3). Finally, both
in the OT and NT, the spirit of song gives birth to
ordered modes of public ])ruise. In their earlier ex-

pressions the praises of Israel were jojful outbursts
in which song was mingled with shouting and
dancing to a rude accomjjaniment of timbrels and
trumpets (Ex 15 20 ff; 2 S 6 5.14 ff). In later

times Israel had its sacred Psalter, its guilds of

trained singers (Ezr 2 41; Neh 7 44), its skilled

musicians (Pss 42, 49, etc); and the praise that
waited for God in Zion was full of the solemn beauty
of holiness (Ps 29 2; 96 9). In the NT the
Psalter is still a manual of social praise. The
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"hj'inn" wliich Jesus sanj^ with ITis discipk's after

the Lust Supjier (Mt 26 ;5()) would he a Hebnnv
psalm, probal)ly from the IIall(>l (Pss 113-118)
which was used at the Passover service, and various
refei'enees in the V-pp. i)oiiit to the contiuuc'd eni-

plovmcnt of tlie ancient ])salms in Christian worsliij)

(I Cor 14 2(); Eph 5 19; Col 3 16; Jas 5 13).

But the Psalter of the Jewish church could not
suffice to express the distinctive moods of Christian

feeling. Original utterance of the Ri)irit of Chris-

tian song was one of the manifestations of the gift

of tongues (I Cor 14 lo-l?). Paul distinguishes

hymns and spiritual songs from psalms (Eph 5 li);

Col 3 10) ; and it was hymns that he and Silas

sang at midnight in the prison of Philippi (Acts 16
25 liV). But from hymns and songs that were the
spontaneous utterance of individual feeling the
development was natural, in NT as in OT times, to

hymns that were sung in uiu'son l)y a whole congre-
gation; and in rhythmic ])assages like 1 Tim 3 Ki;

Rev 15 3 f, we seem to have fragments of a primi-
tive Christian hymnology, such as I'liny bears wit-

ness to for the early years of the 2d cent., when he
informs Trajan that the Christians of Bithj-nia at
their morning meetings sang a hymn in alternate

strains to Christ as God (Ep. x.97). See Pekse-
CUTION.

(3) The duhj of praise.—Praise is everywhere
represented in the Bible as a duty no less than a
natural imjiulse and a delight. To fail in this duty
is to withhold from God a glory that belongs to
Him (Ps 50 23; Pom 1 20 f); it is to shut one's
eyes to the signs of His i)resence (Isa 40 20 ff), to be
forgetful of His mercies (l)t 6 12), and unthankful
for His kindness (Lk 6 35). If we are not to fall

into these sins, but are to give to God the honor and
glory and gratitude we owe Him, we must earnestly
cultivate the spirit and habit of praise. From holy
men of old we learn that this may be done by arous-
ing the soul from its slothfuhuvss and sluggishness
(Ps 57 8; 103 1), by fixing the heart upon God
(57 7; 108 1), by meditation on His works and
ways (77 11 ff), by recounting His benefits (103 2),

above all, for those to whom He has spoken in His
Son, bv dwelling upon His unsi)eakablc gift (2 Cor
9 15; cf Rom 8 31 ff; 1 Jn 3 1). See also Woh-
SHip. J. C. Lambekt

PRAYER, prar (Se'-qcris, deesis, trpoa-ivx'f], pros-
euche, 'ivnv^is, enteuxis; for an excellent discussion
of the meaning of these see Thayer's Lexicon, p.
120, s.v. 8tTio-is; the chief vbs. areeuxotiat, euchomai,
•7rpoo-€tixo|xai, proseuchoniai, antl 8€0|xai, dcomai, esp.

in Lk and Acts; atr^w, aiteo, "to ask a favor,"
distinguished from fpuxdco, erotdo, "to ask a ques-
tion," is found occasionally) : In the Bible "prayer"
is u.sed in a simpler and a more com])lex, a narrower
and a wdder signification. In the former case it is

supplication for benefits either for one's self (peti-

tion) or for others (interc(!ssion). In the latter it is

an act of worship wdiich covers all the attitudes of the
soul in its approach to God. Supplication is at the
heart of it, for prayer always springs out of a sense
of need and a belief that God is a rewarder of them
that diligently seek Him (He 11 0). But adora-
tion and confession and thanksgiving also find a
place, so that the suppliant becomes a wor.shii)per.

It is unnecessary to distinguish all the various terms
for prayer that are employed in the OT and the NT.
But the fact should be noticed that in the Heb and
Gr alike there are on the one hand words for prayer
that denote a direct petition or short, sharp cry of
the heart in its distress (Ps 30 2; 2 Cor 12 8),
and on the other "prayers" Jike that of Hannah
(I S 2 1-10), which is in reality a song of thanks-
giving, or that of Paul, the i)risoner of Jesus Christ,

in which intercession is mingled with doxology (Ei)h
3 11-21).

The history of ])rayer as it meets us here reflects

various stages of expcn'ience and revelation. In the
jxilriarclifd period, when 'men began

1. In the to call upon the name of the Lord'
OT (Gen 4 20; cf 12 8; 21 33), prayer

is naive, familiar and direct (15 2 ff

;

17 IS; 18 23 IT; 24 12). It is evidently a.ssociated
with sacrifice (12 8; 13 4; 26 25), the underlying
idea i)robably being that the gift or ofTering would
help to elicit the; desired res))onse. Analogous to
this is Jacob's vow, itself a species of prayer, in which
the granting of desired benefits becomes the condi-
tion of promised service and fidelity (28 20 fT). In
the preexilic history of Israel prayer still retains
manv of the jjrimitive features of the ])atriarchal

ty])e (l<:x 3 -1; Nu 11 11-15; Jgs 6 13 ff; 11 30 f;

1 S 1 11; 2 S 15 8; Ps 66 13 f). The Law has
remarkably lit t le to say on the subject , differing here
from the later Judaism (see Schth-er, 1I,JP, 11, i, 290,
index-vol, p. 93; and cf Alt 6 5ff; 23 14; Acts
3 1; 16 13); while it confirms the association of
jirayer with sacrifices, which now appear, however,
not as gifts in anticipation of benefits to follow, but
as expiations of guilt (Dt 21 1-9) or thank offerings

for past mercies (26 1-11). Aloreover, the free,

frank access of the private individual to God is

more and more giving ])lace to the mediation of the
priest (21 5; 26 3), the intercession of the prophet
(Ex 32 11-13; 1 S 7 5-13; 12 23), the ordered
approach of tabernacle and temple services (Ex 40;
1 K 8). The ])roi)liet, it is true, approaches God
immediately and fredely—Moses (Ex 34 34; Dt 34
10) and David (2 S 7 27) are to be numbered
among the prophets—but he does so in virtue of his

office, and on tlie ground esp. of his possession of the
S{)irit and his intercessory function (cf Ezk 2 2;
Jer 14 15). _

A new epoch in the history of prayer in Israel was
brought about by the experiences of the Exile.

Cha.sti.sement drove the nation to seek God more
earnestl}' than before, and as the way of approach
throTigh the external forms of the temple and its

sacrifices was now closed, the spiritual path of

prayer was frequented with a new assiduitv. The
devotional habits of Ezra (Ezr 7 27; 8 23), Ne-
hemiah (Neh 2 4; 4 4.9, etc) and Daniel (Dnl 6
10) jirove how large a ])lace prayer came to hold in

the individual life; while the utterances recorded
in Ezr 9 0-15; Neh 1 5-11; 9 5-38; Dnl 9 4-19;
Isa 63 7—64 12 serve as illustrations of the lan-

guage and spirit of the prayers of the Exile, and
show esp. the i)rominence now given to confession

of sin. In any survey of the OT teaching the

Psalms occu])y a place by themselves, both on
account of the large period they cover in the his-

tory and because we are ignorant in most cases as

to the particailar circumstances of their origin.

But speaking generally it may be said that here
we see the loftiest flights attained by the si)irit of

prayer under the old dispensation—the intensest

craving for ])ardon, purity and other spiritual bless-

ings (51, 130), the most heartfelt longing for a
living communion with God Himself (42 2; 63 1;

84 2).

Here it will be convenient to deal separately

with the material furnished by the Gospel narra-

tives of the life and teaching of Christ
2. In the and that found in the remaining l)ooks.

NT The distinctively Christian view of

prayer comes to us from the Christ of
the Gospels. Wg have to notice His own habits in

the matter (Lk 3 21; 6 12; 9 10.29; 22 32.39-

40; 23 34-40; Mt 27 40; Jn 17), which for all

who accept Him as the revealer of the Father and
the final authority in religion immediately dissi-
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pate all theoretical obje<;tions to the value and effi-

cacy of prayer. Next we have His general leaching

on the subject in ])ara])les (Lk 11 5-9; 18 1-14)

ami incidental sayings (Mt 5 44; 6 5-S; 7 7-11;

9 38; 17 21; 18 19; 21 22; 24 20; 26 41 and

!''s), which presents prayer, not as a mere cniergiz-

ing of the religious soid that is followed by bene-

ficial spiritual reactions, but as the request of a

child to a father (6 8; 7 11), subject, indeed, to

the father's will (7 11; cf 6 10; 26 39.42; 1 Jn

5 14), but secure always of loving attention and

response (Mt 7 7-11; '21 22). In thus teaching

us to approach God as our Father, Jesus raised

prayer to its highest plane, making it not less rever-

ent than it was at its best in OT times, while far

more intimate and trustful. In the Lohd's Pkayek
(q.v.) He summed u]) Ilis ordinary teaching on the

subject in a concrete example which serves as a

model and breviary of ])rayer (Mt 6 9-13; Lk 11

2-4). But according to the Fourth Gospel, this

was not His final word upon the subject. On the

night of the betrayal, and in full view of His death

and resurrection and ascension to God's right hand.

He told His discijjles that prayer was henceforth to

be addressed to the Father in the name of the Son,

and that prayer thus offered was sure to be granted

(Jn 16 23.24.26). The differentia of Christian

prayer thus consists in its being offered in the name
of Christ; while the secret of its succ(\ss lies on the

one hand in the new access to the Father which
Christ has secured for His people (17 19; cf He
4 14-10; 10 19-22), and on the other in the fact

that ]H'ayer offered in the name of Christ will Ix;

prayer in harmonv with the Father's will (15 7; cf

1 Jn 3 22 f; 5 13 f).

In the Ads and Epp. we see the apostolic church
giving effect to Christ's teaching on j^rayer. It was
in a praying atmosphei-e that the church was born
(Acts 1 14; cf 2 1); and throughout its early his-

tory praj'cr continued to be its vital breath and
native air (2 42; 3 1; 6 4.6 and passim). The
Ei)p. abound in references to i)rayer. "^Iliose of

Paul in ))articular ci^ntain fre(juent allusions to his

own personal ])ractice in the matter (Rom 1 9;

Eph 1 16; Phil 1 9; 1 Thess 1 2, etc), and many
exhortations to his readers to cultivate the praying
habit (Rom 12 12; Eph 6 18; Phil 4 6; 1 liiess

6 17, etc). But the new and characteristic thing
about Christian ])rayer as it meets us now is its

connection with the Spirit. It has become a spirit-

ual gift (1 Cor 14 14-10); and even those who have
not this gift in the exceptional charismatic sense

may "pray in the Spirit" whenever they (;ome to the
throne of grace (I'^pli 6- 18; Jude ver 20). The
gift of the Spirit, ])romi.sed by Chri.st (Jn 14 16 ff,

etc), has raised ])rayer to its highest ])ower by se-

curing for it a Divine coc'iperation (Rom 8 15.26;

Gal 4 6). Thus Christian prayer in its full NT
meaning is prayer addrc^ssed to God as Father, in

the name of Christ as Mediator, and through the
enabling grace of the indwelling S))irit. See
Pkayeus ok Jests. J. C. La.miuoht

PRAYER, HOURS OF. See Hoi us of Phayeh.

PRAYER, LORD'S. See Lcjkd's Phayeh, The.

PRAYER OF HABAKKUK. See Hahakki k;

Beth-houon, Battle of.

PRAYER OF JOSEPH. See Joseph, Pkayek

PRAYER OF MANASSES.
Pkavek of.

See .Ma.\asse>

PRAYERS, prarz, OF JESUS:

1. Tlio Lord's Prayer
2. Christ's DoclriiK^ of Praycn-

Sacredncss, Iinpoi't unil v. Conditions
3. Prayers Oirorcd by (Mirist

(1) The Higli-i)ri('s11y Pi'aycr
(2) Tlie Prayer in ( M'tliscinaiu^

(3) Tlic Prayers on tlic Cross
(4) Prayer after the licsiu'nx'tion

(5) General Conclusions

In the history and doctrine of i)rayer, nothing is

more important than the light shed upon the subject

by the prayers of Jesus. These are to be studied in

connection with His teaching concerning praj'er

found in the model of the Lord's Prayer, and gen-

eral statements and hints to His disciples.

This model of jirayer is given in two forms (Mt
6 9-13; Lk 11 2-4). The differences of form show

that exact i)(>ss of similarity in words is

1. The not essential. The prayer includes

Lord's adoration, sujjjjlication for the King-

Prayer dom, for ])erson;d needs, for forgive-

ness, for (l(4iverance from temi^tation

and the ascription of glory. It is at once individual

an(l universal; it sets the recognition of Divine
things first, and yet clearly asserts the ethical and
social relations of life. See Lokd's Pkayek, The.
That men should pray is taken for granted (Mt

6 5). Its sacredncss is involved in the command
for privacy (Mt 6 6); its importunity

2. Christ's (Lk 11 5-9; 18 1-8); its necessary
Doctrine of conditions of humility, absence of self-

Prayer righteousn(>.ss (Lk 18 9-14), of di.s-

play and repetition (Mt 6 7); neces-

sity of faitli and a forgiving spirit (Mk 11
24-26); of agreement in social prayer (Mt 18 19);

submission to the will of Christ, "in my name"
(Jn 14 13).

InMt 11 25.26 AV, Christ thanks God: "Thou
hast hid these things from the wise and i)rudent,

and hast revealed them imto babes.
3. Prayers Even so. Father: for so it seemed good
Offered by in thy sight." This language shows
Christ the essence of prayer to be not the

mere expression of need and request
for what is required, but resorl to God. The prayer
gives us insight into the deeper experience of the
Son with the Father, and His perfect submission
to the Father's will, with thankisgiving evc^n for

what might seem inexplicable. It thus illustrates

the truth that the highest form of prayer is found
in the serenity of the soul.

Mt 14 23 narrates the retirement of the Lord
to a "moimtain a])art to pray." No word of what
the prayer was is given, l)ut the record is suggestive.

Following a day of severe toil and probably excite-

ment, Jesus betakes Ilim.self to prayer. The reality,

the true humanity of the Christ, are here revealed.

The former prayer may almost be regarded as that
of the Son of (iod addresscxl to the Father in the
sublime communion of the Ciodhead. This passage
emphatically is a ])rayer-sc(>ne of the Son of Man.
The association of this incident of prayer in Christ's

life with the miracle of walking on the sea (an ex-

ami)le of miracle in the person of the Lord Himself,
anci not ])erformed on another) opens up an inter-

esting question of the relation of the sui)ernatural

and the natural. Here perhaps lies an exjjlanation

of the true significance of the miracidous. The
connnunion of tlie Lord with a supreme Father had
filled the j)hysical nature of Jesus with sjjiritual

forces whi(;h extended the power of the spirit over
the material world l)(>yond the limits by which man
is bound in his normal and sinful condition (see

Lange, Comm. on Mt; Mt 15 36; cf 14 19).

Christ's recognition of God as the Giver of food, in

thanks at the m(>al, or "asking a blessing," should
be note(l as ;in exani])le wliich in modern times is
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largely ignored or followed as a mere formality.

But it is significant ; it (>xj)resses that intense and
all-c;onipclling sense of llie Divine which ever dwelt
in Him; of which prayer is an expression, and which
is evoked so naturally and becomingly at a social

meal. In Mt 17 21, Our Lord's reference to

prayer as a necessary condition of miraculous power,
in the light of Mk 7 34, where "looking up to

heaven, he sighed, and saith imto him [the deaf
man], Ephphatha," may imply His own prayer in

coime(!tion with the exercise of miraculous energy.

This is apparently indicated in Jn 11 41.42, al-

though, as above, it is tlie expression of the intimate
relation between Christ and tlie Father, which is

the essence of ])rayer, and in which relation He ever
exercised the fullest j^ower of God Himself. IVIt

19 13 records that little children were brought
to Him that He should ])ut His hands on them and
pray. That He prayed is not related, but ver lo

relates that He laid His hands on them and, pre-

sumably, with the im]iosition, prayed. The scene
is most suggestive, in the light of Our Lord's words.
In ver 14 and in IVIt 26 26 Our Lord blesses the

bread or gives thanks at the institution of the Sup-
per, and has set the mode of celebration univer-

sally adopted, even giving the term Eucharist
("giving of thanks") to the service.

(1) The high-priestly prayer.—This prayer (Jn

17) is the special prayer of the Lord, and may be
regarded as the sole example furnished by the
evangelists of Our Lord's method of prayer. The
thanksgiving in Mt 11 25 is the only other in-

stance of any extent in the report of the prayers of

Jesus, but even that is brief compared to what is

here fiu-nished. The fulness of this prayer clearly

shows that it was uttered in the hearing of the dis-

ciples. Their relation to it is remarkable. Auditors,
they yet could not share in it. At the same time,
it was a profound revelation to them both of the
relation of the Master to God, and the character
of the work which He had come to perform, and
the part which they were to take in it. John gives
us no hint as to the place in which it was spoken;
14 31 indicates a departure from tlie upper room.
But apparently the prayer was ofTered where the
discourses of chs 15 and 16 were delivered. It has
been suggested by Westcott that some spot in the
temple courts was the scene of chs 15, 16 and 17.

It has been generally supposed that the ornament
of the Golden Vine would naturally suggest the
figure of the Vine and Branches which Our Lord
employs. Jn 18 1 shows that the prayer was
offered before the Lord and His disciples had passed
over the brook Kidron. The determination of the
exact spot is certainly impossible, except the prob-
ability that the words were spoken in the vicinity

of the temple.

The first part of the prayer (.Tn 17 1-5) is an expres-
sion of profound communion between the Son and tlie

Father, and the prayer that the Patlier sliould glorify the
Son, but with the supreme end of the Father's own glory.
The absolutely unique character of Christ's relation to
God is the calm assertion of ver 4. Its consciousness
of completeness in the work which Ho had nscoived from
God, impossible for the children of men, marks the su-
preme nature of the Son of God.

In the second part of the prayer (Jn 17 6-19), Our
Lord prays for His disciples, to whom He has revealed
Himself and His relation to God (vs 7.S). He prays
that they may be kept by the Father, and for their unity.
Their separation from the world is declared (ver 14), and
Our Ijord prays that they may be kept from the evil that
is in the world, which is alien from them as it is from
Him.

In the third portion of the prayer Christ's relation to
His ultimate followers is referred to. Tlieir unity is
sought, not an extcsrnal unity, but the dt^ep, spiritual
unity found by the indwelling of Christ in them and God
In Christ. The prayer closes by the declaration that
Christ's knowledge of the Father is ri'veak^i to His
people, and tlie end and crown of all is to lie the
indw(>lling of God's love in man by the dwelling of
Christ in him.

This prayer is unique, not merely among the
prayers of Our Lortl, but also among the ])rayers of
humanity. While it is distinctly a petition, it is

at the same time a communion. In one or two
l)laces Our Lord expresses His will, thus setting
Himself ui)on a level with God. The fact of this

prayer of triumjih in which every petition is vir-

tually a declaration of the absolute certainty of its

realization, immediately preceding the prayer of
Gethscmane, is both difficult and suggestive. The
anomaly is a powerful argument for the historic
reality. The explanation of these contrasted moods
is to be found in the depth of Our Lord's nature,
and esp. in the complete consistently of His dual na-
ture with the spheres to which each nature belongs.
He is most Divine; He is most human. In the
fulness of the reach of the prayer and its calm con-
fidence, the believer may find a ceaseless and inex-
haustible source of comfort and encouragem(>nt.
Attention might be called to the remarkable fore-

cast of the history and experience of the church
which the prayer furnishes.

(2) The prayer in Gethscmane.—-This is recorded
by the three Synoptics (Mt 26 36-44; Mk 14
22-40; Lk 22 39-46), and is probably referred to
in He 5 7. Brief though the prayer is, it exhibits
most clearly recognition of God's infinite power, a
clear object sought by the prayer, and perfect sub-
mission to God's will. All the elements of prayer,
as it can be offered by man, are here except the
prayer for forgiveness. It is to be noted that the
prayer was three times repeated. This is not to be
regarded as inconsistent with Our Lord's i)rohibi-

tion of repetition. It was vain repetition which
was forbidden. The intensity of the prayer is ex-

pressed by its threefold utterance (cf Paul's prayer
in regard to the thorn in 2 Cor 12 8).

(3) The prayers on the cross.—In Mt 27 46; Mk
15 34, Christ uses the prayer of Ps 22 1. In the
moment of complete desolation, the Sufferer claimed
His unbroken relationship with God. This is the
victory of the atoning sacrifice. I^k 23 34 records
the prayer of intercession for those who crucified

Him; in ver 46 is the calm committal of His spirit

to the Father. Prayer here again assumes its high-
est form in the expression of recognition and trust.

Thus the three prayers on the cross not only reveal
the intimate relation of Our Lord to the Father, but
they also illustrate prayer such as man may offer.

They represent supplication, intercession, com-
munion. Prayer thus expresses our relation to God,
to others, to ourselves; our trust, our love, our
need. In all things He w^as made like unto His
brethren, except without gin (see Poixts). His
prayers on the cross illustrate His liigh-j^riestly

oflfice. It rises at that intense crisis to its supreme
manifestation and activity.

(4) Prayer after the resurrection.—It is to be ob-
served that after His resurrection there is no record
of any prayer offered by Christ. In the supper at
Emmaus He "blessed" the bread (Lk 24 30); and
the ascension took place in the midst of blessing

(Lk 24 51), suggestive of the course of the church
as ever beneath the benediction of the Lord, to be
ended only at the final consummation. The act of

eating the fish and honeycomb (Lk 24 43) seems to

have been unaccompanied by any act of specifically

religious form. Mk, with characteristic regard to
details, records Christ's "looking up to heaven" (Mk
6 41; 7 34); Jn 11 41 refers to a similar act, and
adds the Lord's words of thanksgiving that God had
heard Him (see also Jn 17 1). The gesture was
usual in association with Christ's prayers; it is ap-
propriate and suggestive. Lk narrates that Christ
prayed at His baptism (Lk 3 21); that He spent a
night in prayer before choosing the Twelve (Lk 6
12.13); that the transfiguration was preceded by
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pravor (Lk 9 29); and records the prayer in the

garden (Lk 22 41-45). The thml evangelist thus

in addition to tlie notes of Our Lord's prayers in

retirement, which the; other evangelists record, adds
these instances of the special relation of prayer to

events of critical importance.

(5) General co7icliisions.—The following conclu-

sions as to prayer may be drawn from the rc^cords

of Christ's prayers: (1) Prayer is the highest ex-

ercise of man's spiritual nature. (2) It is natural

to the soul even in perfect accord with God. (3) It

is not only the expression of need, the supply of

wliich is sought of God, but by the example of Christ

it is the highest exjM-ession of trust, submission and
union with God. (4) It is to be used both in solitude

and in society; it is i)ersonal and intercessory. (5) It

may be accompanied by the plea of Christ's name,
ancl for Christ's sake. These are the laws which
should direct it; that is to say, it should be based
u})on the merit and the intercession of Christ, and
sliould be addressed to God under the limitations

of the Kingdom of the Lord and His purposes
for good, I)oth for the interest of the suppliant and
others, under the conditions of tlie interest of the
whole Kingdom. Ll. D. Bevan

PREACHER, prech'er, PREACHING, prcch'ing

(rbnp, kdhdelh, "preaclier" [Eccl 1 1], nTlJ3

,

hdsar, "to bring or tell good tidings" [Ps 40 9; Isa
61 1], i«"lp,, kunV, "to call," "proclaun" [Neh 6 7;

Jon 3 2],' nX''ip, kTVah, "cry," "preaching" [Jon

3 2]; Ki*|pv|, ktrux, "crier," "herald" [1 Tim 2 7],

Ktipvo-o-to, kcnissd, "to cry or proclaim as a herald"
[Alt 3 1; Rom 10 lA], eiayyiWllia, euuggcllizu, "to
announce good news" [Mt 11 5]):

1. Definition
2. Tlio I'rcaclior's TJmitations
.'5. A Man witli a Alcs.sujj;^

4. J^rcacliinK a Xi'ccssar.N Aficncy
r>. Biblical 'i'crms and 'I'hcir ^rcanings
(). The Hebrew I'ropliets
7. Clirist as a Preacher
8. The Ai)()stl(>s as Preachers
9. Funchiinenlal Postuhites

(1) Preu(^h the Word
(2) "We Are Ambassadors"

In the NT sense a ])reacher is a man wlio has the
inner call from the 1 loly Ghost and the external call

from the clmrch, the witnessing body
1. Defini- of Christ on earth, and has been duly
tion set apart as an accredited and cjualified

teacher of the Christian religion. His
vocation is that of addressing the popular mind and
heart on religious truth, as that truth is set forth

in the sacred Scripture, for the spiritual profit of the

hearer as its end. The preacher, recognized as

such by the churcli, speaks as a personal witness of

God's saving truth, exjjlaining it and applying it

as the circumstances of tlie i)e()i)le and the time may
require. The gravity and importance of this vo-

cation, as set forth in the sacred Scrijjtures and
amply illustrated in the history of the church, sur-

pass those of any other calling among men. Luther
said, "The devil does not mind the written word,
but he is put to flight whenever it is })reached

aloud."
The preacher, in the sense indicated above, is

with all other Christians a sharer in the freedom
that is in Christ. But as a recognized

2. The teacher and leader of the church, he
Preacher's is not an unattached and entirely un-
Limitations restricted teacher. He is not to speak

as his own, but as the mouthpiece of

the church whose apprehension of the gospel he has
voluntarity confessed. The faith of the church is,

by his own assent, his faith, and her doctrine

is his doctrine. He is not expected to give his

own, as distinct from or opposed to the faith of

the churcli in wliose name he has been set apart
to proclaim the gospel. Both the personal and
tlie representative or official are united in liim and
his preaching.

Ilis work is always to be related to the OT and
NT. His sermon is under the creed of his church

as the creed is vmder the word. The
3. A Man preacher is a man with a message, and
with a the preacher who has no message; of the
Message particular kind indicated above is in no

true sense a jireacher. It has been well
expressed in one of the valuable Yale series of lec-

tures on the subject, "Every living preacher must
receive his communication direct from God, and
the constant jiurpose of his life must be to receive
it uncorrujited and to deliver it without addition
or subtraction." When he presents the message of

his Divinely appointed ambassadorship in its in-

tegrity, he speaks with that peculiar kind of "au-
thority" which has been pronounced "the first and
indispensable requisite" in giving a message from
God. He manifests thereby a "high celestial dog-
matism," and "human weakness becomes immor-
tal strength." The true preacher preaches from a
Divine imjiulsion. He says with Paid, "Necessity
is laid upon nie; for woe is unto me, if I preach not
the gosjiel" (1 Cor 9 1(5; cf Jer 20 9). He says
with Peter, "Whether it is riglit in the sight of God
to hearken unto you rather than unto God, judge
ye: for we cannot but speak the things which we
saw and heard" (Ac'ts 4 19.20). The message of

the preacher is greater than the man, because it is

from God. It largely makes the man who preaches
it in its fidness and power. Whatever be his own
gifts or whatever the alleged gift conferred in the
laying on of hands, without the sense of the message
he is not chosen of God to proclaim His word.
Destitute of that, he does not have the sustaining
impulse of his vocation to enlist his entire person-
ality in his work and give him mastery over the
minds and hearts of men.
No ageni^y of religion is older than preaching.

It is as old as the Bible itself (2 Pet 2 5). It is

a necessary adjunct of a religion that
4. Preach- is communicated to man by means of

ing a an objective and authoritative reve-
Necessary lation, such as we have in the sacred
Agency Scriptures. It is an entirely natural

agency of the forms of religion revealed
in the OT and NT. It is strictly in harmony with
those ideas that obtain in both testaments regarding
the method of propagating the faith, set forth
through the agency of holy men who spake as they
W(!re moved by the Holy Ghost. That faith is dis-

seminated by means of teaching through argument,
explanation, motive and exhortation. The agency
for the spread of a religion of persuasion must be
jireaching.

In the Bib. usage of the terms which have refer-

ence to the subject, preaching means the proclama-
tion of religious truth. It is that

5. Biblical continuous and public testimony which
Terms and the church is always giving, through
Their discourses, by men set apart for such
Meanings work, to her own living faith as that

faith is rooted in and sustained by the
written word of. God. In this sense "to call,"

"proclaim," "cry aloud" are used frequently of the
prophetic message under the various aspects of
denunciation, as in Jon 1 2; of the relation of the
Divine, as in Jer 11 (>, and of Messianic jiromi.se, as

in Isa 61 1. The term for "prea(;hing" is also used
to designate a political projiagandism set forth by
the prophet (Neh 6 7). In two passages (Ps 68
11, "publish"; Isa 61 1) another word for preaching
means "to declare good news." In the case of

Jonah's preaching at Nineveh, the word used to
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(lesij^iiatc wli.'it it was means strictly' "i)''<"'l>'i"i'i-

tion" ami (•diicspoiKls to tlio NT word vised to

define ( )ur Lord's "))ro('huniit ion" us ti lierald of

the advent of the Kingdom of (!od (xMt. 4 17),

whieli in its initial sta|!;es ])arti(Hilarly was elosely

assoeiat(Ml with the preuehinj^ of John tlie liapti.st

(Mt 3 L2).

Ttius wtiile proac'liinK boloiiKs csp. to C'liristianity, it

has well-defuuHl antcccdtMits in I lie ()T. riulcr both tlio

old and tlie new dispensations tlu^ subject
6. The tal<es tlie clinreli for f^raiiled and utters

Rphrpw ^'"' testimony, not sitnplj- of a solitarvxieurew
))(.|i(>ver. ))ut of a Divinely founded so"-

Prophets eiety, wliether it be of .lews or CMiristians.
Tli(! older books in tlie Canon havt; in

them the beginninKS and somc^ of tlu^ features of tlu;

preaelier's ofIie(> and of tlie hifih fimetion of preaeliinfj.
In them v,-c, find a special class of men s(!t apart and
separated unto that particular work, as we find in the
Christian church, from its beKituiiiif^s, the same 131-

vinely instituted ollice. Th(! Hel) pro|)li(^t liad a mes-
sage direct from (iod, which fre(|u<'nt ly came with suix'r-
natural knowledge! in the jiower of ])rediction. Tlie
mission of the; i)ropliet, liowever, was not simply or
chi(>fly to forecast tlu; future, but to de(;lare a present
message from the Lord to tin; people. The prophet
of the ()T was th(< forerunner in oiliee and tht; proto-
types of tli(! ambassador of Christ. With the develop-
ment of tlu! synagogue as the center of Hi'b worship,
application as well as intcrijretation of the J^aw became
essential.

Moses, tlio most commanding figures in Heb history,
was a prophet, and no messages in thts OT are more
imbued with power, sublimity and pathos tlian those
utt(>red by the great lawgiver. He biscamo the guide of
Israel, not so much by his rod as by the word he d(;-
livered to the i)e()ple. There are; niunerous indications
that after Moses there was a continuous class of religious
teachers whose work it was to instruct men and inspire
the peoi)le, as is indicated in the cases of Joshua, in the
history of Deborah and Barak, and in the days of solemn
assembly which are inconceivable without men who
spoke and other men who listened. In the time of Sam-
uel there was a distinct advance made in the work of the
prophets, and the prophetic office had Ijecomo a fixed
institution. There were schools of tlie prophets at
Bethel, Jericho and Gilgal, the very seats of heathen
idolatry. Under the OT dispensation the whole course
of progress was toward presenting Divine truth in its
simplicity and power, by bringing it to bear upon the
popular mind and heart. One of the marks of the new
era beginning with John the Baptist was a revival of
prophetic preaching (Mt 11 9), which again resumed
its old cliaracter and meaning. .See Puophecy axd
PUOPHETS.

The words meaning "to proclaim as a herald"
and "preaching," are frequent in the NT. The

mission of Our Lord was essentially
7. Christ as one of proclaiming good tidings con-
a Preacher corning the Kingdom of (iod (Mt 4

17). He at once, on His entrance
upon His ministry, gave to preaching a spiritual

depth and jiractical range which it never had before.

At that time preaching had manifestly become a
fixed ])art of the synagogue worship, and was made
one of the chief instruments in the spread of the
gospel. Our Lord constantly taught in the syna-
gogue (Mt 4 23; Mk 1 21; Ju 6 .59). He thus
read and inter{)reted and appliixl the Law and the
Prophets (Mk 1 39; Lk 4 IG). Christ's testi-

mony about Himself was that He came "to bear w'it-

ness to the truth." The s[)oken word became His
great power in His life and ministry. Throughout
His life Jesus was above all things a i:)reacher of the
truths of His kingdom. Telling men what He was
in Himself, what in His relation to man and his

salvation and what to God the Father, formed a
large part of His public work.

The preaching of the apostles was essentially

prophetic in character, and bore testimony concern-
ing the resurrection of Jesus and His

8. The early return to judgment (Acts 2
Apostles as 24.32.36; 1 Cor 15 1.")). The sermons
Preachers of the apostles which arc reported with

much fulness are those of Peter on
the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2), his address in the
house of Cornelius at Caesarea (Acts 10), and the

9. Funda-
mental
Postulates

counsels of ,!,anies to the lirethren at Jems, as to
what ordinaiu-es shoidd be imposed on gentile
('hristiaiis. In the early church jireaehers werehrst
of all witnesses to what Jesus h.ad said and done,
and to the significance to be attached to the great
facts of the redcunjit ive history. With the spread
of the gos[)el and the {)assing of time, this office

was taken up by others, esp. such as were endued
with "the word of wi.sdom" and "of knowledge"
(1 Cor 12 8).

Upon the basis of what is taught in the word of
God there are two ftmdamentally important jiostu-

lates concerning preaching and the
preacher.

(1) Preach the word.—The first note
of jjreaching is that it be the word of

God (2 Tim 4 2). Out of the Hible
must the life of every generation of Christians be
fed. To Holy Scripture, therefore, ought the pidpit
to abide faithful, for out of its treasures the preacher
ftdhls his double office of edifying believers and sub-
jugating the world to Christ. There must always
b(! an organic connection between the word in the
text and the sermon.

(2) "We are ambassadors."—The work of preach-
ing is the fulfilment of a Divinely instituted ambas-
sadorship (2 Cor 5 20). The gospel is jmt into
the hands of men for a distinct purpose, and is to
be administered in accordance with the plan of its

author. The preacher is in a very distinct sense
a trustee. "But ev^n as we have been approved of

God to be intrusted with the gospel, so we sjicak;

not as pleasing men, but God who proveth our
hearts" (1 Thess 2 4). Those who have accepted
the responsibility imposed upon them by this Di-
vine commission are enjoined to exercise tluur

office so as to warrant the approbation of Him who
has appointed them to a specific work. The homiletic
practice of taking the theme of every sermon from
a pa.ssage of Holy Writ has been an almost invariable
rule in the history of the church. It is the business
of the preacher to present the truth embodied in the
text in its integrity. In the exercise of his Divinely
appointed ambassadorship he is to administer God's
word revealed to Christian faith, not human ojiin-

ions or speculations. David H. Bauslin

PRECEPT, pre'sept: A commandment, an
authoritative rule for action; in the Scriptures
generally a Divine injunction in which man's obli-

gation is set forth (Lat praeceptum, fr. praecipere,
"to instruct").

Four words are so rendered in AV: (1) niSi'Q . miQ-

wah, very frequently (168 t) tr' " commandment/' but 4 t
"precept" (in RV only Jer 35 18; Dnl 9 5); (2) from
the same root is "12 , f du.', or 152, faw (Isa 28 10.13); (;})

QT]'1pB , pikkudhim, only in the Pss (21 t in Ps 119, e.g.

vs 4.1.5.27; also EV Ps 19 8; 103 18; HI 7); (4) in
the NT, eiToA)), entolf, generally in AV trd "(;om-
mandment" (08 t), but twice "precept" (Mk 10 5;
He 9 19; in both cases RV substitutes "commandment").
See Commandment.

D. MiALL Edwahds
PRECIOUS, presh'us (stands for 17 difTerent

words, chief of which are ^p.1, ydkar; tijaios,

timios): (1) Generally in the literal sense, "of great
price," "costly," "expensive," of material tilings

(e.g. Prov 1 13; Jer 20 5; Mk 14 3 AV), esp.

of precious stones (2 S 12 30; 2 Ch 3 6; 1 Cor 3
12 AV, etc). (2) Sometimes "of great ynoral [non-
material] value." "Precious in the sight of Jeh is

the death of his saints" (Ps 116 15); "his precious
and exceeding great promises" (2 Pet 14); cf

Ps 139 17; 2 Pet 1 1. The literal and the moral
senses are both involved in the expression, "know-
ing that ye were redeemed, not with corruptible
things, .... but with precious blood" (1 Pet 1
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18.19). "Preciou.sness" (rt/x^, time) occurs in

1 Pet 2 7 ARV, ERV, for AV "precious."

D. MiALL Edwards
PRECIOUS STONES. See Stones, Phkcious.

PRECIPITATION, pre-sip-i-ta'shun. See Pun-
ishments, III, (5).

PREDESTINATION, pre-des-ti-na'shun (irpd-

Oetris, prulkesis, irpo-yvwo-is, prognosis, irpoopicrfjios,

proorismos)

:

1. Predestination as a Biblical Question
2. Importance of the Subject for Our Time
3. Nature of Predestination
4. The Doctrine in Scripture
5. Historic Rise and Development of the Doctrine
6. The Doctrine in the Middle Ages
7. Predestination in the K(>formed Theology
8. Predestination in Lutheranism
9. The Arminian View

10. Wesleyanism on Predestination
11. Present Needs and Values of the Doctrine
Literature

Predestination can be, and has sometimes been,
regarded as a philosophical question rather than

a Biblical one. It is with predesti-

1. As a nation as a Biblical question, however,
Biblical that we are here mainly concerned.
Question It is possible to urge, and it has been

urged, that the philosophical question
—whether all that occurs is foreordained—is not
discussed and decided by Scripture. Theologj^,
starting from God in its interpretation of all things,

has arrived at universal foreordination by a species

of deductive reasoning. But we must not argue
the matter from any abstract principles, but deal
with the actual facts as set forth in Scripture
and as found, inductively, in the e.xperience of

man.
It must first be asserted, however, in view of

much loose modern thinking, that predestination
is a category of religious thought of

2. Its fundamental importance. No cate-
Funda- gory of religious thought covdd go
mental Im- deeper, for it reaches down to tlie In-
portance finite Will in relation to the universe

of finite wills, and lays stress on will

as the core of reality. The philosophy of our time
may be said to have received, from the time of

Schopenhauer, an impact toward will-emphasis,

alike in respect of will in the universe and in man.
But the relation of the Absolute Will to the universe,

and to mankind, is precisely that with which we are
concerned in predestination.

Predestination is that aspect of foreordination
whereby the salvation of the believer is taken to be

effected in accordance with the will of

3. Nature God, who has called and elected him,
of Pre- in Christ, unto life eternal. The
destination Divine ])lan of salvation must certainly

be conceived under this aspect of indi-

vidual reference. To understand and set forth the
nature, and ethically justifiable character, of such
a foreordaining to life eternal, is our purpose. For
the doctrine has need to be purged of the historic

inconsistencies, and fatal illogicalities, with which,
in its older forms of presentation, it was often in-

fected. This, esp., in order that the doctrine may
appear as grounded in reason and righteousness, not
in arbitrariness and almighty caprice.

To begin with, it must be said that there seems
to be no evading the doctrine of an election by

grace, as found both in the letter and
4. The the spirit of Scrij)tiu'e. The idea of

Doctrine in predestination is set forth, with great
Scripture power and clearness, in Rom 8 29.30,

and with its elements or parts articu-

lated in natural and striking form. The idea recurs
in Eph 1, where it is finely said (vs 4.5) that God

hath chosen us in Christ "before the foundation of
the world," having predestinated or "foreordained
us luito adoption as sons through Jesus Christ";
and where it is said, further, that our salvation
imports "the mystery of his will, according to his
good pleasure" (ver 9), which He purj)osed in
Christ. This "eternal purpose" to save men
through Christ is again referred to in Eph 3 11.

This helpful mode of viewing predestination as in
Christ, and never outside Him, had a place in reli-

gious thought at the Reformation time, as the famous
"Formula of Concord," to be referred to below,
shows. The predestined cei-tainty of God's gra-
cious work in Christ was not meant to perplex men,
but to encourage and reassure all who trust in His
grace. In Rom 9 14-25, the absolute sovereignty
of God is put in a form whereby election is made
to originate in the Divine will apart from all

human merit, whether actual or foreseen. But
from this assertion of God's free supremacy we
can derive no concrete theodicy, or do more than
infer that God is just and wise in His exercise of
free grace, even when His doings are most perplex-
ing to us.

The needful thing is to understand, so far as may
be, the nature of the cooperation that takes place

between the Divine and the human
5. Historic factors or elements, which latter fac-
Rise and tors include natural capacity, dispo-
Develop- sition and development, working under
ment of the grace. It must be carefully observed
Doctrine that nothing in Scripture points to any

personal and inexorable predestination
to reprobation, in any sense correspontling to the
personal election to salvation just spoken of. A
non-election there may be, of course, but not in

any sense that annuls full personal resj^onsibility

for coming short of life everlasting. The appeal
of Scripture from first to last is to men as free.

Calvin's strange way of putting the matter was,
"Man therefore falls, God's Providence so ordaining,
but he falls by his own fault." This idea of repro-
bation was first introduced by Gottschalk, a monk
of the 9th cent., long after the predestination doc-
trine had received its first full and positive exposi-
tion by Augustine. Augustine, following upon the
indecision shown by the fathers in the first three
centuries of the church, made the doctrine of a
special predestination his foundation for special
grace, in opposition to Pelagius. Augustine gave
new prominenc^e in his theory to the absolute will

of God: he made Divine grace the only ground of
man's salvation; it was to him the irresistible power
working faith within the heart, and bringing freedom
as its result. It was to him God's absolute predes-
tination that determined who were believers. But
Augustine held predestination as an inference from
his conception of the Fall and of grace, rather than
as a metaphysical principle.

In the Middle Ages, Anselm, Peter Lombard, and
Aquinas, followed the Augustinian views only to a

certain extent.
_
Aquinas admits that

6. The predestination implies a relation to
Doctrine in grace, but holds that grace is not of
the Middle the essence of predestination. Pre-
Ages destination is, to Aquinas, a part of

Providence, and it presupposes elec-
tion in the order of reason. Though Divine good-
ness in general be without election, Aquinas thinks
the communication of a particular good cannot be
without election. Predestination has, for him, its

foundation in the goodness of God, which is its

reason. Aquinas thinks predestination most surely
takes effect, but not as from necessity; the effect
takes place under the working of contingency.
From such views we are recalled to the idea of a
rigorous predestination, by Thomas Bradwardine
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and John WycHf, in ])rc-Refornuii ion linu>s. Wo
arc thus broiisi>t up to the (locrctiil Kystcni—so

called from Calvin's making predestination con-

sist of the eternal decree of (!od—which became,
in its metaphysical i)rincii)le, the fumhunental ])osi-

tion of tlie whole Reformed theolof^y after the

Reformation.
The theology of tlie Reformed c^hurcih adopted

the Calvinistic doctrine of the decree of ])redesti-

nation and election. Calvin, however,
7. Predesti- simi)ly carried the Augustinian theory
nation in to its logical and n(H'(>ssary conclusion,

the Re- and lie was the first to a(loi)t the doc-
formed trine as the cardinal ])oint or primor-
Theology dial ])rinciple of a theological system.

Zwingli, it must be remembered, was,

even before Calvin, of consist(mt deterministic

leanings, as jiart of his large speculative vicnvs,

whi(;h were not without a tendency to universalism.

Salvation was, to Calvin, the execution of a Divine
decree, which was supposed to fix the extent and
conditions of such salvation.

(1) Cah'in's dcjiniiion.—Reprobation was, for

Calvin, involved in election, and Divine fore-

knowledge and foreordination were taken to be
identical. Calvin's mode of defining predestination

was as the eternal decree of God, by which He has
decided with Himself what is to become of each and
every individual. For all, he maintains, are not
created in like condition; but eternal life is fore-

ordained for some, eternal condemnation for otliers.

Calvin confesses that this is a "horrible decree,"

and it is not surj^rising to find comi)etent theologians

in our time denying such a form of predestinarianism
any place in the teachings of St. Paul, who never
speaks of reprobation.

(2) Theology advanced by Calvin.—It is generally

overlooked, however, that the theological advance
registered by Calvin is to be seen by study of the
views of the Middle Ages, and on to the Reforma-
tion, not by viewing Calvinism in our ])ost-Refor-

mation lights. It was love
—"the fatherly love of

God," as he terms it—the efficiency of saving love—
which Calvin insisted upon, above all, in his teach-
ing about God. But Calvin also heightened men's
ideas as to the certitude of personal salvation. It

is but fair to Calvin to remember—for superficial

acquaintance with his teachings is far from rare

—

that he, in the strongest manner, maintained Divine
sovereignty to be that of Divine wisdom, righteous-

ness, and love, and expressly rejected the notion of

absolute power as, in this connection, a heathenish
idea. The Calvinistic doctrine was not absolute,

but mediated in Christ, and conditioned upon
faith.

Luther and the Lutheran church at first shared
the doctrine of predestination and election, Luther

in his treatment of free will repro-

8. Predesti- ducing the August inian form of the
nation in doctrine in a strict manner. Tlie

Lutheran- predestination of Luther and Melanch-
ism thon proceeded, not from their con-

ception of God, but rather from the
doctrine of sin and grace. Melanchthon was less

disposed than Luther to press the doctrine of ab-
solute predestination, and, in his "synergistic"

tendencies, laid increasing stress on human free-

dom, until he at length rejected the doctrine of

absolute predestination. He was blamed by strict

Lutheranism for yielding too much to Pelagianism.
But the Lutheran "Formula of Concord," prepared
in 1577, was not a very logical and consistent pre-
sentation of the case, for, opposed at points to

Augustinianism, it fell back, in the end, on election

in the Augustinian spirit. Or, to put the matter
in another form, the "Formula of Concord" may be
said to have held with Augustinianism, but to have

(lifT(>red by maintaining a universal call along with
a iiarticular election, and it rejected the de(;ree of

reprobation. Lat(;r Lutlieranism adoptt^d a moder-
ate; form of th(! doctrine, wherein i)redestination

was often identified with presci(>nc(\ But Luther-
anism ought not, in strictness, to be identified, as is

sometimes done, with the Arminian theory. The
Lutheran doctrine of predestination was further
developed by Schleiermacher, who emphasized the
eflicien(;y of grafH!, while adopting its universality
in tlie Lutheran s(mse.

Arminianism, in its earliest assertion, main-
tained simply univ(!rsal grace and conditional (>1(h;-

tion. But in the five Articles it

9. The formulated its oi)position to Calvin-
Arminian ism, although Arminius does not
View appear to have been more than moder-

ately Calvinistic, as we would account
it. Arminius gave grace supreme place, and made
it, when welcome, ])ass into saving grace. He
made election dejiend on faith, w^hich latter is the
condition of universal grace. Arminianism rejects

the so-called common grace of the predestination
theory, and its effectual grace for tlie elect, for, in

the Arminian view, saving grace can in no case be
missed save by resistance or neglect. Arminianism
holds the awakened human will to co(")perate with
Divine grace, in such wise that it rests with the
human will whether tlie Divine grace is really ac;-

cepted or rejected. It is the claim of Arminianism
to do more justice than Calvinism to faith and
repentance, as conditions of personal salvation, and
precedent thereto. The Arminian standpoint ad-

mits the foreknowledge of God, but denies fore-

ordination, though it must seem difficult to reduce
the foreknowledge of God to such a bare knowledge
of the future. But it is, of course, freely to be
granted that foreknowledge in God, simply as knowl-
edge, does not carry any causal energy or efficiency

with it. But it may still be doubted wh(>ther the
prescience of God can be nothing more fruitful and
creative than suc;h a position implies, and whether
its relation to predestination may not be a more
necessary one. The theory seems to fail of giving

satisfactory account of the Divine activity in its

relation to human activity, in the sphereof grace.

The shortcoming of Arminianism lies in its failing

also to do justice to the spirit of Scripture with its

emphatic assertion of the doctrine of Ciod as the

one absolute will, which, in its expression, is the

sole originative power of the universe. See also

Pkovidence.
Wesleyanism, or Methodist Arminianism, main-

tains, like Calvinism, the will of God to be supreme.
But it distinguishes between the desires

10. Wesley- and the determinations of God. It

anism on takes Divine foreknowledge to pre-

Predes- cede the Divine volitions. It makes
tination God's ])rescience purely intuitional,

and regards that which He knows as

nowise necessitated by such knowletlge, a concep-

tion of God which differentiates the Wesleyan type

of thought from Calvinism. God is held to have
left events in the moral sphere contingent, in an
important sense, upon the human will. Hence
human probation is based upon this position, as to

man's free choice. Influence of God ui)on man's
will is postulated, for its right guidance and direc-

tion, but not in any coercive sense, as Augustin-

ianism seems to Wesleyanism to imply. Thus it is

hoped to preserve just balance, and maintain proper

responsibility, between the Divine and the human
factors in this spiritual cooperation.

When we come to the present needs and values of

the predestination doctrine, we have to remark the

primal need of a thoroughly ethicized conception

of God. The past few decades have witnessed
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:i lesseiKid interest in this doc^trino, largely because

of tlic increasingly ethical conceptions of Deity.

That is to say, the doctrine of the

11. Present sovereignty of CJod's will has ceased to

Needs and be taken, as often in the older pres-

Values entations, as mere ahnightiness, or

of the arbitrary and resistless will. Calvin

Doctrine expressly taught that no cause or

ground but God's unconditioned will

was to be sought; but he feebly tried to save

Divine will from sheer omnipotence by saying that

CJod is law to Himself; and the notion of sov-

ereignty continued to be presented in ways quite

absolute and irresponsible. But God we now re-

gard as tlie absolute and eternal reason, no less

than the supreme will, and as both of these in

the one indivisible and absolute personality. We
have passed from an abstract predestinationism

to maintain God in living and ethical relations

to the world and to man. Such an ethical sov-

ereignty we hold to be necessary, over against

that lax humanitarian spirit, which, in its recoil

from the older Calvinism, invests the Deity with
no greater powers of moral determination than
may be implied in His love, when viewed as a

mere golden haze of good will. See Election;
FOKEORDINATION.

LiTf:RATURE.—Tho relative works of Augustine,
Aciiiiiias, Zwingli, Calvin, Luther, Melanchthon, Ar-
niinius, Wesley, Rotlie, Dorner, IjUthardt; W. Cun-
ningham, The Reformers, and the Theoluyy of the Refor-
mation, 1862; James Orr, art. "Calvinism," in Hastings,
Enc of Religion and Ethics; and the various Histories
of Christian Doctrine.

James Lindsay
PREEMINENCE, pre-em'i-nens: Superiority,

esp. in noble or excellent qualities. The word stands

for: (1) 'in"'^» muthdr, "what is over and above,"

"excellence"; "Man hath no preeminence above
the beasts" (Eccl 3 19); (2) irpuTevu), pruteuo,

"tobefirst"; "That in all things he [
= Christ] might

have the preeminence" (Col 1 IS); (3) 6 (piXoirpw-

revuv, ho philopruteuon, is tr'' "who loveth to have
the ])reeminence," lit. "who loveth to l)e first" (of

Diotrephes, 3 Jn ver 9).

PREFER, pre-fur': Does not always have the

gon(Tal meaning "to choose before another." In

Ps 137 G, it does have this sense and the two VSS
agree; in Est 2 9, RV has "removed" where AV
has "preferred"; in Dnl 6 3, "distinguished" takes

its place; in Jn 1 15.30, "become" is substituted

for "preferred"; in ver 27, "preferred" drops out

entirely; in Rom 12 10, the YSS agree.

PREPARATION, prep-a-ra'shun : The concord-

ances indicate that the word "prej^aration" oc-

curs only twice in the OT, once in 1 Ch 22 5,

where it is used in the ordinary sense "to make
prei)aration," and once in Nah 2 3, "in the day
of his preparation," both of them translating the

same Heb root and requiring no special elucida-

tion. In Eph 6 15 the apostle speaks of the

eciuipment of the Christian as including the "feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace,"

whi(^h means, according to Thayer, "with the

pr()m])titude and alacrity which the gospel pro-

duces."

The word occurs with technical significance ("the

Preparation") in the gospel narrat ives of the cruci-

fixion, translating the Gr TrapaaKevri, pnraskeue (Mt
27 62; Mk 15 42; Lk 23 54; Jn 19 14.31.42).

It is used as a technical term indicating the day of

the preparation for the Sabbath, that is, the evening

of Friday. This is its use in Jos, Ant, XVI, vi, 2,

and presumably in the Synoptics. Later its use

seems to have been extended to denote regularly

the 6th day (Friday) of each week. So in Did., \'iii

and the Martyrdom of Polycarp, vii.

The addition of the ))hra.se toO iraaxo., toil puscha,

"of the passovcr," in Jn 19 14, and of the i)hrase

"for the day of that sabbath was a high day," in

19 31, seems to indicate that the author of the

Fourth Gospel regarded the Passover as occurring

on the Sabbath in the year of the crucifixion. This
is clearly the natural interpretation of the word.s of

John's Gospel, and if it were not for the seeming
contradiction to the narrative of the Synoptics it

is very doubtful whether any other interpretation

would ever have been put ujion them. This ques-

tion is discussed in the articles on the date of the

crucifixion and the Lord's Supper, and it will be
necessary only to allude to it here.

It is possiljle that tho phrase tho "Preparation of the
passover" in Jn 19 14 may mean it was the preparation
day (Friday) of tho Passover week (see Andrews, Life

of Our Lord, 451 ff ; and most recently Zahn, Das Evange-
lium des Johannes, 190S, (1:57 If). This method of har-
monizing seems to tlie present writer to be forced, and
it therefore seems wiser to give to the words of Jn 19 14
their natural interiM-etatioii, and to maintain tliat,

according to the autlior of the Fourth Gospel, the Pass-
over had not been celebrated at the time of the cruci-

fl.xion. Tliere seems to be reason to l)elieve that the
ordinary view that the Lord's Supper was instituted in

connection with the Passover, based upon the narrative
in ]Mark (14 12 IT) , does not have the unanimous support
of tho Synoptic (iospels.

Literature.—In addition to references in the body
of the article, the comms., esp. Plumraer, Cambridge
Bible, "St. John," Appendix A; Allen, ICC, "St. Mat-
thew," 270-74; Godet, Comm. on the NT; Gospel of
St. John, ET, New York, 1880, II, 378, 379; and the
significant articles on Wie interpretation of Lk 22 15.16
by Burkitt and Brooke, Journal of Theological Studies,

IX, 569 ff, and by Box, ib, X, 106.

Walter R. Betteridge
PRESBYTER, prez'bi-ter, i)res'bi-ter (irpeo--

PvTcpos, preshidero^), PRESBYTERY, prez'bi-ter-i,

pres'bi-ter-i (irpso-pvT^piov, presbuteri-

1. Words on): This latter word occurs in the

Used in NT once (1 Tim 4 14), so rendered in

the NT both AV and RV. But the original Gr
occurs also in Lk 22 66, in RV tr<i

"the assembly of the elders," hi AV simply "the
elders"; and in Acts 22 5, tr<i in EV "the estate of

the elders"; in both of which occiu-rences the word
might more accurately be tr<i "the presbytery," just

as it is in 1 Tim 4 14. Besides these three occur-

rences of the neuter sing, preshuterion, the masc. pi.

preshuteroi, always tr"^ "elders," is often used to

indicate the same organization or court as the

former, being applied earlier in NT history to the

Jewish Sanhedrin (Mt 27 1; 28 12; Lk 9 22; Acts
4 5.8), and later in the development of the church

to its governing body, either in general (Acts 15

2.4.6.22 f), or locally (Acts 14 23; 16 4; 20 17;

1 Tim 5 17; Tit 1 5, etc). It is sometimes used

of the body, or succession, of religious teachers and
leaders of the nation's past (Mt 15 2; He 11 2).

The word "presbyter" has been contracted by later

ecclesiastical usage into the title "priest," although

in the NT they are by no means identical, but on the

contrary are often explicitly distinguished (Mk 14

43; Acts 23 14).

The local synagogue of the Jewish church was
under the care and control of a body of representa-

tive men called "the elders" (Lk 7 3).

2. Based Natiu'ally the Christian church, be-

on Syna- ginning at Jerus and formed on the

gogue Plan lines of the synagogue, took over the

eldership into its own organization

(Acts 11 30; 15 2; 1 Pet 5 1, etc); so also in

all the cities in which the missionary activities of

the apostles made church organization necessary,

the local synagogues readily suggested and supplied

a feasible plan for such organization (Acts 14 23;

Tit 1 5). The mother-church at Jerus, formed

after the pattern of the synagogue, might well have
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offered lo the churclics formed elsewliere under

apostolic ])re;ichiii^ tlie only conceivable ])laii.

We do not know from the NT passages how these

elders were selected; we nuist infer that they were

elected by the membership of the chur(;hes, as under

the synaKORue ]ilan; they were then installed into

their ofhcebv ai)ostles (Acts 14 23), or by apostolic;

helpers (Tit"^l 5), or by "the presbytery" (1 Tim
4 14), or by both together (2 Tim 1 6; cf 1 Tim
4 14). So early as the Pauline letters the ofTice of

presbyter seems already to have borne the (lis-

tinction of two functions: teaching and ruliTip;

(1 Tim 5 17; cf Acts 20 17.28; 1 Thess 5 12.

13; 1 Pet 5 2).

In tlie NT history and epp. it docs not appear

that the various churches of :i district were already

organized into an ecclesiastical body
3. Principle known as "the presbytery," having

Found in some basis of representat ion from tlie

the NT constituent churches. But the ab-

sence of such mention is far from being

final proof that such district organizations did not

exist; little dependence can be placc^l on mere nega-

tive arguments. Moreover, the council of apostles

and elders in Jerus, to which Paul and Barnabas
appealed (Acts 15), is positive evidence of the

principle of representation and central authority.

The various district organizations would quickly

follow as administrative and judicial needs de-

manded; such development came early in the

growth of the church, so early that it is unmis-
takably present in the post-apostolic age.

In Rev the 24 elders occupy a conspicuous place

in the ideal church (Rev 4 4.10; 5 6, etc), sitting

for those they represent, as an exalted i>resbytery,

close to the throne of the Eternal One. "The four

and twenty elders occupying thrones (not seats)

around the throne arc to be regarded as representa-

tives of the glorified church ; and the number, twice

twelve, seems to be obtained by combining the

number of the patriarchs of the OT with that of the

apostles of the NT" (Milligan on Rev 4 4 in

Expositor's Bible).

Presbytery is the court, or representative body, in the
Presbyterian Cliurch next above the Session of the local

church. The Session is composed of tho

4 In the ruling elders, elected by t he nuunbership

Dr ch rt<»
°^ ^ particular church, with tht; minister

ireSDyxe- ^^ moderator or presiding ollicer. Tho
rian Church Presbytery is composed of all the ordained

ministers, or teaching elders, and one
ruling elder from tho Session of each church in a given
district or community. To it now, as in NT times
(1 Tim 4 11), is committc^d the power of ordination;
as also of installation and removal of ministers. It has
supervision of the affairs which arc; general to the churches
in its jurisdiction, and tlu^ power of review in all matters
concerning the local churches (see Form of Gov., Presh.
Church in U.S.A., ch x). The Presbytery elects tho
representatives composing tho General Assembly, which
is the highest court of the Presbyterian Church.

In ecclesiastical arcliitecturo the presbytery is that
part of tho church structure which is set ai)art for tho

clergy, usually the space between altar
6. In Archl- and apse; sometimes used of the whole
lecture choir space, l)ut ordinarily the word is

more restricted in its meaning. See fur-
ther. Bishop; Church; Eldek; Government.

Edwaud Mack
PRESENCE, prez'ens: In the OT nearly always

the rendition of C^IS
,
panitn, "face" (Gen 3 8; Ex

33 14 f; Ps 95 2; Isa 63 9, etc); occasionally of

'C.?, 'aijin, "eye" (Gen 23 11; Dt 25 9; Jer 28

1.11, etc); and in 1 K 8 22; Prov 14 7, "the pres-

ence of" represents the jirep. IjD
, nrgheilh, "before"

;

cf also Aram. D"]^ , kodham, in Dnl 2 27 AV (RV
"before"). In Or, "presence" has an exact equiva-

lent in irapova-ia, parousia, but this word is ren-

dered "presence" only in 2 Cor 10 10; Phil 2 12;

RV Phil 1 26 (AV "coming"). Elsewhere pa-

rousia is rendered "coming," but always with
"presence" in the m. Otherwise in the NT "pres-

ence" represents no ])articular word but is intro-

duced wlierc! it seems to suit the context (cf e.g.

Acts 3 13 AV and 3 19). See Pahousia.
BiruTox SccjTT Eakton

PRESENT, prez'ent. See Gift.

PRESENTLY, i)rez'ent-h: The strict m(>aning is

of course "at the ])resent moment," "instantly,"

and the modern force "after a short interval" is due
simply to the procrastinating habits of mankind;
hence RV modific^ations of the AV use of the word
into "immediately" (Mt 21 19), "even now" (Mt 26

03), and "forthwith" (Phil 2 23). In Prov 12 16,

tlie uncertainty of the meaning (m "openly," Heb
"in the day") has led to the retention of the AV
word.

PRESIDENT, prez'i-dent (tJ^D , mrakh): Used

only in Dnl 6 2-7. Probably a Pers d(!rivative

from sar, "head," and the Aram, eciuivalent for

Hah shntrr. The meaning is sc^lf-evident and refers

to the api)ointment of Daniel by Darius to be one
of the three princes who had rule over the satraps

of the empire.

PRESS, jires: As a vb. is used in RV as a tr of

no less than 13 Gr and Heb words (rather more in

AV). All the RV uses are modern. In AV may
be noted Wisd 17 11, "pressed wdth conscience"

(RV "pressed hard by"); 2 Mace 14 9, "pressed

on every side" (RV "surrounded by foes"); Acts

18 5, "pressed in the spirit" (RV "constrained by").

As a noun, AV uses "press" in Mk 2 4 for ^x^os,

orhlos, "crowd" (so RV). For wine press sec Vine;

WlXE.

PRESSFAT, pres'fat (Hag 2 16 AV, ERV "wine-

fat," ARV "winevat"). See Wixe.

PRESUME, pre-zum', PRESUMPTUOUS, prO-

zump'tfi-us, PRESUMPTUOUSLY, prc-zump'tH-

us-li: ""To i)resume" ("to take or go beforehand")

is to speak or act without warrant or j)roudly. In

the OT the words are for the most part the tr of

~^7, zudh, and T'T, zldh, "to boil up" (as water),

and derivatives; hence to act proudly, to speak

unauthorizedly, etc (Dt 18 20.22, of the ])rophet;

Ex 21 14; Dt 1 43; 17 12.13; Ps 19 13, "pre-

sumptuous sins" [zcdh, "proud"]; cf Ps 86 14;

119 21, etc; Prov 21 24, etc). Other words are

male', "to fill," "to be full" (Est 7 5, "presume");

\iphal, "to lift oneself up" (Xu 14 44); h'ljadh

ramah, "with a high hand" (Nu 15 30, RV "with

a high hand"); in 2 Pet 2 10 tolmctes, "bokl,"

"daring," is tr'^ "presumptuous," RV "daring";

in 2 Mace 3 24; 5 15 we have katatolmdu; thrasus,

is rendered "presumption" in 2 Mace 5 IS, RV
"daring deed." W. L. Walker

PREVENT, prc-vent' (Dj]^ , kodham; -irpocljedvw,

prophthdno, (})6dvw, phthdno): "Prevent" occurs in

AV in the literal but obsolete sense of "to come or

go before," "to anticipate," not in the sense of "to

hinder." It is the tr of kadhnm, "to be sharj)," "to

be in front," "to be beforehand" (2 S 22 6.19,

RV "came upon"; Job 3 12, RV "receive"; 30 27,

"are come ui>on"; 41 11, "first given"; Ps 18 5.18,

"came upon"; 21 3, ARV "meetest"; 59 10, ARV
"meet"; 79 8, ARV "mec^t" ; 88 13, "comeb(!fore";

119 147.148, ARV "anticipated"; Isa 21 14, "did

meet"; Am 9 10, ARV "meet"). In the NT
prophthano, with same meaning, is tr^ "prevent"

(Mt 17 25, "Je.su3 prevented him," RV "spake

first to him"); phlhano (1 Thess 4 15, "shall not

l)revent," RV "shall in no wise precede"). "Pre-

vent" in the above sense occurs in Wisd 6 13, RV
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"forcstallclh" {phllid/id); 16 2cS, "we iiiust i)r(!vcnl

the sun to fi;ive thee thanks," RV "rise before."

W. L. Walker
PREY, i)rri (T3 , haz, Snt: , tereph, bb ip , shuldl) :

"Prey" is frequent in the OT, chiefly as the tr of

haz, "spoil," "phimler" (Nu 14 3.31; Dt 1 39;
Isa 10 0, etc); of tereph, "prey of wild beasts,"

"torn thing" (Gen 49 9; Nu 23 24; Job 4 11,

etc); of inalkd"h, "a taking" (Nu 31 11, etc; Isa
49 24.2.")); of iihalal, "spoil" or "booty" (Jgs 5 30
hla; 8 24.25; Isa 10 2, etc). Maher-shCdul-hdsh-
baz (RVni "The spoil speetleth, the prey hasteth")
was the symbolical name given to a son of Isaiah
(Isa 8 1.3). "Prey" does not occur in the NT,
but is found in the Apoc: 1 Esd 8 77, "for our
sins .... were given up ... . for a prey"
{pronomf); Jth 9 4; 16 5; 1 Mace 7 47; Ecclus
27 10 {Ihera); Jth 5 24 {kaldhruma).

In RV shdlul is generally tr'^ "spoil" (Jgs 5 30;
8 24.2.'); Isa 10 2, etc), while, conversely, "prey"
(noun and vb.) is occasionally substituted for

"s])oil," "booty" (Nu 31 32, etc). See Booty;
Spoil. W. L. Walker

PRICE, i)ris: Represents various words in the
OT; Ti.ij.ri, time, is the usual Gr word for "price" in

the NT. "Of great price" is voXuti/jlos, polutinios,

in Alt 13 4G, and TroXvTeXrjs, polutelts, in 1 Pet 3
4. Th(^ vb. occurs in Zee 11 13 AV and ERV as
"prised." The si)elling "prized" in ARV and some
edd of AV is due to a confusion with "prize." For
"price of a dog" (Dt 23 18 AV) see Dog.

PRICK, i)rik: As a noun ( = any slender pointed
thing, a thorn, a sting) it translates two words:

(1) !JT1J , sekh, a "thorn" or "prickle." Only in Nu
33 .5.5, "tho.se that ye let remain of them be as
])ricks in your eyes," i.e. "shall be a source of ])ainful

trouI)le to you." (2) Kivrpov, kentron, "an iron goad"
for urging on oxen and other beasts of bvu-den: "It
is hard for thee to kick against the pricks" (AV of
Acts 9 5, where RV omits the whole ])hrase, follow-
ing the best MSS, including X ABCE; AV of Acts
26 14,where RV has "goad," m "Gr 'goads' "),i.e. to
offer vain and perilous resistance. See Goad. As
a vb. ( = "to pierce with something sharply })ointed,"

"to sting"), it occurs once in its literal sen.se: "a
I)ricking brier" (Ezk 28 24); and twice in a fig-

urative sense: "I was ])ricked in my h<!art" (Ps 73
21); "They were pricked in their heart" (Acts 2
37, KaTavv(X(Tw, kntanusso, Vulg compuru/o; cf I'^ng.

word "compunction"). D. AIiall Edwards

PRIEST, prest Cin'S, kohen, "i)riest," "i)rince,"

"minis((>r"; Upevs, hierei'is, dpx.i€p6vs, (irclnereiia;

for Upevs (A^Ycis, hiereus megas, of lie 10 21, see
Thayer's Lexicon, s.v. Upevs) :

I. N.\TURE OF THE PrIE.STLY OfFICE
1. Implies Diviiio Choice
2. Imi)li(^s iJcprcscntation
.3. Implies OITuriiig Sacriflco
4. Implies Intercession

II. The Two (Jkeat Pkiests of the OT
Mclchizedek and Aaron

III. Phie.stly Kunction.s and ChAKAI'TEK
1. A Strictly lieligious Order
2. Priestism I)eni(;d
',i. The IIIkIi Priest's Qualifications
4. .Symbolism of Aaron's Rod

IV. (yOXSE(,'KATIOX OF AaROX AXD IllS SONS
1

.

Symbolism of Consecration
2. Type and Archetype

Literature

A ])riest is one who is duly authorized to mini.ster

in sacrcid things, particularly to offer sacrifices at

the altar, and who acts as mediator between men
and God. In the NT the term is applied to priests

of the Gentiles (Acts 14 13), to those of the Jews
(Mt 8 4), to Christ (He 5 5.6), and to Christians

(1 Pet 2 9; Rev 1 G). The ofiice of priest in

Israel was of suprenu^ hnj)ortance and of high rank.
The high priest stood next the monarch in influence

and dignity. Aaron, the head of the priestly order,

was closely associated with the great lawgiver,
Moses, and shared with him in the government and
guidance of the nation. It was in virtue of the
priestly functions that the chosen people were
brought into near relations with God and kept
therein. Through the ministrations of the priest-

hood the people of Israel were instructed in the doc-
trine of sin and its expiation, in forgiveness and wor-
ship. In short, the priest was the indispensable
source of religious knowledge for the peoi)le, and
the channel through which spiritual life was com-
municated.

/. Nature of the Priestly Office.—The Scriptures
furnish information touc'hing this ])oint. To them

we at once turn. Priesthood implies
1. Implies choice. Not only was the ofhce of

Divine Divine institution, l)ut the ])riest hhn-
Choice self was Divinely ai)pointed thereto.

"For every high priest, being taken
from among men, is appointed for men in things
l)ertaining to God And no man taketh the
honor unto him.self, but when he is called of God,
even as was Aaron" (He 5 1.4). The ])riest was
not elected by the peoi)le, nuich less was he self-

appointed. Divine select ion severed him from those
for whom he was to act. Even our Great High
Priest, Jesus Christ, came not into the w^orld unsent.
He received His commission and His authority from
the fountain of all sovereignty. At the opening of

His earthly ministry He said, "He anointed me.
.... He hath sent me" (Lk 4 18). He came
bearing heavenly credentials.

It implies the principle of representation. The
institution of the ofhce was God's gracious ])ro-

vision for a people at a distance from
2. Implies Him, who needed one to ai)pear in the
Repre- Divine presence in their behalf. The
sentation high priest was to act for men in things

pertaining to Ciod, "to make propitia-
tion for the sins of the people" (He 2 17). He was
the mediator who ministered for the guilty. "The
high priest rei)resented the whole people. All
Isi'aelites were reckon(><l as being in him. The })re-

rogative held by him belonged to the whole of them
(Ex 19 6), but on this account it was transferred
to him because it was impossible that all Israelites
should keep themselves holy as became the priests
of Jell" (Vitringa). That the high priest did rep-
resent the whole congregation appears, first, from
his bearing the tribal names on his shoulders in the
onyx stones, and, second, in the tribal names en-
graved in the twelve gems of the breastplate. The
Divine explanation of this double representation of
Israel in the dress of the high ])riest is, he "shall bear
their names before Jeh u{)on his two shoulders
for a memorial" (Ex 28 12.19). Moreover, his com-
mitting heinous sin involved the people in his guilt:
"If the anointed priest shall sin so as to bring guilt
on the people"_(Lev 4 3). The LXX reads, "If
the anointed priest shall sin so as to make the pco])le
sin." The anointed i)ri(>st, of cour.se, is the high
priest. When he sinned the people sinned. His
official action was reckoned as their action. The
whole

_
nation shared in the tre.spa,ss of their repre-

sentative. The converse appears to be just as true.
What he did in his official cai)acity, as prescribed
by the Lord, was reckoned as done by the whole
congregation: "Every high priest .... is appointed
for men" (He 5 1).

It implies the offering of sacrifice. Nothing is

clearer in Scrijjture than this priestly function. It
was the chief duty of a ])riest to reconcile men to
God by making atonement for their sins; and this
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lin effected l)y ni(>;in.s of sacrifice, Ijlood-.sheddinf^

(lie 5 1; 8 3). lie would he no priesl who should
have nothing to offer. It was the higli

3. Implies priest who carrietl the lilood of the sin

Offering offering into tlie Most Holy Place and
Sacrifice who sprinkled it seven times on and

before the mercy-seat, thus symboli-

cally covering the sins of the people from the ey(!s

of the Lord who dwelt between the chervibim

(Ps 80 1). It was he also who marked tlie same
blood on the horns of the altar of bvirnt ofTering in

the Court of the Tabernacle, and on those of the
goklen altar, that the red sign of ])ropitiation might
thus be lifted up in the sight of Jeh, the righteous

Judge and Redeemer.
It implies intercession. In

the priestly ministry of Aaron
and his sons this

4. Implies function is not so

Intercession expressly set forth

as are some of their

other duties, but it is certainly

included. For intercession is

grounded in atonement. There
can be no effective advocacy on
behalf of the guilty until their

guilt is righteously expiated.

The sprinkling of the blood on
the mercy-seat served to cover
the guilt from the face of God,
and at the same time it was
an appeal to Him to pardon and
accept His peoi)le. So we read
that after Aaron had sprinkled

the blood he came forth from
the sanctuary and blessed Israel

(Lev 9 22-24; Nu 6 22-27).

//. The Two Great Priests of
the OT.—These were Melchizc-

dek and Aaron.
Mel- No others that
chizedek ever bore the name
and Aaron or discharged the

ofUce rank with
these, save, of course, the Lord
Jesus Christ, of whom they were
distinguished types. Of the
two, M e 1 c h i z e d e k was the
greater. There are two reasons
why they are to be considered chiefs: first, because

they are first in their respective orders. Melchize-

dek was not only the head of his order, but he
had no su(;cessor. The office began and termi-

nated with him (He 7 3) . The ordinary priests and
the Levites depended for their official existence on
Aaron. Apart from him they would not be priests.

Second, the priesthood of Christ was typified by
both. The office is summed up and completed in

Him. They were called and consecrated that they
might be prophecies of Him who was to come and
in whom all priesthood and offering and intercession

would find its ample fulfilment. In the Ep. to the

He the priesthood of both these men is combined
and consummated in Christ. But let it be noted
that while He is of the order of Melchizedek He
exercises the office after the pattern of Aaron. He
perfects all that Aaron did typically, because He
is the true and the real Priest, while Aaron is but
a figure.

///. Priestly Functions and C/iaracfer.—These
are miimtely prescribed in tlie Law. In the insti-

tution of the office the Lord's words to

1. A Strictly Moses were, "Take thou unto thee
Religious Aaron thy brother, and his sons with
Order him, from among the children of Israel,

that he may minister unto me in the
priest's office" (Ex 28 1 AV). Their duties were

strictly religious. They had no ))olitical power con-

ferred upon them. Their services, their dependent
position, and the way in which they were sustained,

i.e. by the free gifts of the people, pre(;luded them
from exercising any undue influence in the affairs of

the nation. It is true that in process of time the
high office degenerated, and became a thing of

barter and sale in the hands of unscrupulous and
corrupt men, but as originally appointed the priest-

hood in Israel was not a caste, nor a hierarchy,

nor a political factor, but a Divinely appointed
medium of comiimnication between God and the
l)oople.

The Heh ])riests in no wise interfer(>d with the
conscience of men. The lleb worshii)j)er of his own

Urcss of Egyptian Priests.

free will laid his hand on the head of his sacri-

fice, and confessed his sins to God alone. His
conscience was quite free and un-

2. Priestism trammeled.
Denied There were certain duties which

were pecuhar to the high priest. He
alone could wear the "garments for glory and for

beauty." To him alone it pertained to enter the
Most Holy Place and to sprinkle the

3. The blood of the sin offering on the mercy-
High seat. To him alone it pertained to

Priest's represent the congregation before the
Qualifi- Lord as mediator, and to receive the
cations Divine communications. He was to

be ceremonially pure and holy. He
must be physically perfect. Any defect or de-

formity disqualified a member of the priestly family

from performing the duties of the office (Lev 21 17-

21). The Law spoke with the utmost precision

as to the domestic relations of the high priest.

He could marry neither a widow, nor a divorced

woman, nor one polluted, nor a harlot; only a

virgin of his own people, a Hebrew of pure ex-

traction, could become his wife (Lev 21 14.15).

Nor was he to come in contact with death. He
must not rend his clothes, nor defile himself, even

for his father or his mother (Lev 21 10.11). His

sons might defile themselves for their kin, but the
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high priest must not. For he was the representa-

tive of life. Death did not exist for him, in so far

as he was a priest. God is the Ever-Living, the

Life-Giving; and His priest, who had "the crown
of the anointing oil of his God upon him," had to

do with life alone.

Adolph Saphir believes there is deep significance

in the miracle of Aaron's rod that budded and bare
almonds (Nu 17). It was a visible

4. Symbol- sign of the legitimacy of Aaron's

ism of priesthood and a confirmation of it,

Aaron's Rod and a symbol of its vitality and fruit-

fulness. The twelve rods of the tribes

were dead sticks of wood, and remained dead;
Aaron's alone had life and produced blossoms and
fruit. It was the emblem of his oflfice which corre-

lated itself with life, and had nothing to do with
death.

IV. Consecration of Aaron and His Sons {Ex
29; Lev 8).—The process of the consecration is

minutely described and is worthy of a more de-

tailed and careful study than can here be given it.

Only the more prominent features ai'c noticed.

(1) Both the high priest and his sons were to-

gether washed with water (Ex 29 4). But when
this was done, the high priest parted company with
his sons. (2) Next, Aaron was arrayed in the holy

and beautifvd garments, with the breastplate over
his heart, and the holy crown on his head, the mitre,

or turban, with its golden plate bearing the signifi-

cant inscription, "Holy to Jehovah." This was
Aaron's investiture of the high office. (3) He was
then anointed with the precious oil. It is note-

worthy that Moses poured the oil on his head.

When he anointed the tabernacle and its furniture

he sprinkled the oil, but in Aaron's case there was
a ])rofusion, an abundance in the anointing (Ps

133 2). (4) After the anointing of the high priest

the ajjpointed sacrifices were offered (Ex 29 10 fT).

Up to this point in the ceremony Aaron was the
principal figure, the sons having no part sav{> in the
batliing. But after the ofTerings had been made the

sons became prominent participants in the cere-

monies, sharing equally with the high ])ricst therein.

(.")) The blood of the offering was applied to the
person of father and sons alike (Ex 29 20.21). On

the tip of the right ear, on the thumb
1. Symbol- of the right hand, and on the great

ism of Con- toe of the right foot was the conse-

secration crating blood-mark set.

The significance of this action should
not escape the reader. Tlio whole person and career of

the priest were thus brought under power of tlie blood.

He had a blood-stained ear that he might hear and obey
the Divine injunctions, that he miglit understand the
word of Jeh and interpret it to the people. His will was
brought into subjection to the will of His Lord that he
might be a faithful minister in things pertaining to God.
He had a blood-stained hand that lie might execute, rightly

and efhcientlv, the services of t he sanct uary and the duties

of his great office. He had lil<ewisi! a blood-stained foot

that he might walk in the statutes and commandments
of the Lord blameless, and tread the courts of the I^ord's

house as the obedient servant of the Most High. Sacri-

ficial blood, the blood of atonement, is here, as every-
where else, the foundation for saints and sinners, for

priests and ministers alike, in all their relations with God.

The priests of Israel were but dim shadows, ob-

scure sketches and drafts of the one Great Priest of

God, the Lord Jesus Christ, Without
2. Type and drawing out at length the parallelism

Archetype between the type and the archetype,

we may sum up in a few brief sentences

the perfection found in the priestly character of

Christ: (1) Christ as Priest is appointed of God
(He 5 5). (2) He is consecrated with an oath (He

7 20-22). (3) He is sinless (He 7 20). (4) His

priesthood is unchangeable (He 7 23.24). (5) His

offering is perfect and final (He 9 25-28; 10 12).

(6) His intercession is all-prevailing (He 7 25). (7)

As God and man in one Person He is a perfect

Mediator (He 1, 2). 8ee Chklst, Offices of, V.

Literature.—Smith, DB; IIDB; P. Fairbairn, Typol-
ogy of Scripture, II; Soltau, Exposition of tlic Tabernacle;
the Priestly Garments and the Priesthood; ^Martin, Atone-
ment; A. B. Davidson, Hebrews; ]Mooreliead, Mosaic
Institutions.

William G. Mooreiie.vd
PRIEST, CHRIST AS. See Chuist, Offices of.

PRIEST, HIGH (Ipisn, ha-kohen, 6 Upevs, ho

hiereus; n"'Tl;'En "inSH, ha-kohen hi-mdshl'^h,

6 Upevs 6 xP'-°'Tos, ho hiereus ho chrislos; ^T^^i^

b~3n, ha-kohcn ha-gddhol, 6 Uptvs 6 lAt'^as, ho

hiereils ho mcgas; TUSIH "HS , kdhen fid-rfish, 6

Up€vs T]-yoiinevos, ho hiereus hegoumenos; NT
dpxiepevs, arcliiereus)

:

I. Institution' of the IIigh-Piuesthood
1. The Family
2. The Consecration
3. The Dress
4. The Duties of High- Priesthood
5. Special Regulations
6. The Emoluments
7. Importance of the Office

II. History of the High-Piuehthood in Israel
1. In the OT
2. In the NT

Liter,\tuue

/. Institution of the High- Priesthood.—Temples
with an elaborate ritual, a priesthood and a high
priest were familiar to

Moses. For a millennium
or two before his time
these had flourished in

Egypt. Each temple had
its priest or priests, the

larger temples and centers

having a high priest. For
centiu-ies the high priest

of Amon at Thebes stood

next to the king in power
and influence. Many
other high-priesthoods of

less importance existed.

Moses' father-in-law was
l)riest of Midian, doubt-
less the chief or high

priest. In founding a
nation and establishing

an ecclesiastical system,

nothing would be more
natural and proy)er for

him than to inst itute a priestly system with a high

priest at the head. The records give a fairly full

account of the institution of the high-priesthood.

Aaron, the brother of Moses, was chosen first to

fill the office. He was called "the priest" (ha-

kohen) (Ex 31 10). As the office was
1. The to be hereditary and to be preserved

Family in perpetuity in the family of Aaron
(Ex 29 9.29), he is succeeded by his

son Eleazar (Nu 20 2S; Dt 10 6), and he in^turn

by his son Phinehas (Nu 25 11). In his time the

succession was fixed (Nu 25 12.13). In Lev 4

3.5.16; 6 22 he is called "the anointed priest."

Three times in the Pent he is spoken of as "great

priest" or "high priest" (Lev 21 10; Nu 35 25.28).

The first of these passages identifies him with the

anointed priest.

The ceremonies by which lie was installed in his office

arc recorded in Kx 29 29 ff. Seven days of special
solemnities W(!re sjxMit.

_
The first conse-

o The Con- '"''ition was by Moses; it is not said who
,. pc'rfornied tlu^ otlu-rs. There was special

secration washuig and anointing with oil (Ps 133 2).
Each lU'w high i)riest nnist wear the holy

garments, as w(>ll as be sjx'cially anointed (Lev 21 10)-
Every day a bullock for a sin offering must be ofTered for
atonement; the altar also must be cleansed, atoned for.

High Priest (Egyptian).
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aiul anointed, the hifih priest ofTering a sacrifice or min-
hah for liimself (l^ev 6 24 ir).

Besifies the rcKuUirly prciscribod dress of the priests,

the high priest must \Vear tlie robe of the cphod, tlie

(>plio(l, tlie breastplate and the mitre or

3 The headdn-ss (Lev 8 7-9). The robe of the

r-l epliod seems to have l)een a sleeveless ttinic,
Uress made of blu(>, fringed with alternate bells

and i)omegranatcs (Kx 28 31-35; 39 22-
2()). The ephod seemecl to bv a vari<>gated dress of the
four colors of the sanctuarv, blue, purple, scarlet and fiiu;

litien interwoven withhold (Kx 28 (>-S; 39 2-5). Thisdis-
tinguishing ephod of tlie high priest was fastened at thi^

shoulders b.v two clasi)s of ahdham stone, upon eacli of
whic-h was "engraved the names of six tribes of Israel
(Kx 28 O-lt; 39 (i"). Over the ephod and upon his
breast h(^ wore thi; breastplate, a four-cornered hvxiun
suspended ))y little chains. Set in this in four rows
were twelve precious stones, having I'ligraved upon them
the names of the twelve tril^es of Israel. This breast-
plate must have contained a pocket of some kind inside,
for in it were deposited the I'rim and Thummim, which
seemed to be tangible olijects of some kind (Kx 28 15-30;
39 S-21). Th(» mitre or headdress was of fnie linen, the
plate of the crown of i)ure gold, and inscribed upon it

the words, " Hol.v to .r(>hovah" (Kx 28 3()-3S; 39 30.31),
When entering the Hol.v of Holies he must be dressed
wholly in linen, btit in his ordinary duties in the dress of
the priests; only when acting as high priest he must
wear his special robes. See Pkiest.

In addition to his rcgidar duties as a priest, the
high priest was to enter the Holy of Holies on the

Day of Atonement (Lev 16 3.15.33,
4. Duties 34). He nnist also officiate at the
of the High- ceremony of the two goats, when one
Priesthood is sent into the wilderness to Azazel,

and the other slain to make atonement
for the sanctuary (Ex 30 10; Lev 16 8-10). He
alone could make atonement for the sins of the
people, the priests and his own house (Lev 4 3 ff;

9 8ff; 16 6; Nu 15 2o). He must offer the regu-
lar meal ofTering (Lev 6 14.15), He must share
with the priests in the caring for the lamp that
burned continually (Ex 27 21). He mu.st assist

in arranging the shcwbread (Ex 25 30). When he
carried the breastplate wit h the names of the tribes
inscribed thereon he a(;t(Hl as mediator between
Israel and God (Ex 28 29). He alone could con-
stilt the Urim and Tlnunmim before Jeh, and ac-
cording to his decision Israel nuist obey (Nu 27 21).

An offlco so important required certain special regu-
lations. He must be free; from ever.v bodily defect

(Lev 21 l()-2.3). He must marry only
5 Special ^ virgin of Israel, not a widow, nor a
Tj" ^, ,. divorced woman, nor a profane one (Lev
KegUiatlonS 21 14). He must not observe the external

signs of mourning for any person, and not
leave tlie sanctuary when news came of the death of
ev(m a father or mother (vs 10-12), He must not
defile himself by contact with any dead body, even
father or mother (ver 11); and is forbidden to let liis

hair grow long or rend his clothes as a sign of mourn-
ing (ver 10), If he should bring guilt upon the people,
he must present a special offering (Lev 4 3 if). Sins
afTecting the priesthood in general must be expiated by
the other priests as well as himself (Nil 18 1). He must
eat nothing that died of itself or was torn by beasts (Lev
22 S). He must wash his feet and hands when he went
to the tabernacle of the congregation and when he came
near to the altar to minister (Ex 30 19-21). At first
Aaron was to burn incense on the golden altar every
morning when he dressed the lamps and every evening
when he lighted them (Ex 27 21), but in later 'times the
common priests performed this duty. He must abstain
from holy things during his uncleanness (Lev 22 1-3),
or if ho should become leprous (vs 4.7). He was to eat
the people's meat ofTering with the inferior priests in the
holy place (Lev 6 16). He* must assist in judging the
leprosy in the human body and garments (Lev 13 2-59),
and in adjudicating legal fiuestions (Dt 17 12). When
there was no Divinely inspired leader, the high priest
was the chief ruler till the time of David and again after
the captivity. See Priest; Priesthood.

The emoluments were not much greater than
those of the priests in general. He received no more

inheritance among the tribes than any
6. The other Levite, but he and his family
Emolu- were maintained uj)on certain fees,

ments dues and perquisites which they en-
joyed from the common fund. In

Nu 18 28 the priests were to receive a tithe of the

tithe paid in to the Levites. Jos says this was a
common fund {Aid, IV, iv, 4), but the high i)riest

was probably charged with the duty of distribut-
ing it. In general the family of the high priest
was well-to-do, and in the later period became very
wealthy. The high priest and his family were
among the richest peojjle of the land in the time of
Christ, making enormous profits out of the sacri-

fices and t('m])le busin(>ss.

The imi)ortance of the high priest's ofhce was
manifest from the first. The high ])riest Eleazar

is named in the first rank with Jcjsliua,

7. Impor- the jirince of the tribes and successor of

tance of the Moses (Nu 34 17 f; Jo.sh 14 1). He
Office with others ofhciated in the distribu-

tion of the .spoils of the Midianites (Nu
31 21.20). His sins were regarded as belonging to
the peojile (Lev 4 3.22). He acted witli Moses in

iiniiortant matters (Nu 26 1; 31 2!)). The whole
congregation nuist go or come according to his

word (Nu 27 2()ff). His death was a national event,

for then the manslayer was free to leave the City of

Refuge (Nu 35 25.28). He had no secular atithor-

ity, but was regarded generally as the leading reli-

gious authority. Later, he became also the leading
scctdar as well as religious authority.

//. History of the High-Priesthood in Israel.—
In general the jiresent writer acce])ts the historical

recortls of the OT as true aiul r<\iects

1. In the the critical views of a fictitious or

OT falsified history. Such views have only
subjective reasons to support them

and are based upon a naturalistic evolutionary view
of the development of Israel's religion. As Moses
was the founder of the high-priesthood in Israel he
anticipatcxl a per])etuation of the office throughout
the history (Dt 26 3). The high priest aj){)ears

frequently. Eleazar officiated with Joshua in the
division of the land among the twelve tribes (Josh
14 1). The law of the manslayer shows that he
was an important personage in the life of Israel

(Josh 20 G). He seemed to have the power to

distribute the offices of the priests to those whom he
would, and poor jiriests would appeal to him for

positions (1 S 2 3(5). The office seems to have
remained in the family of Eleazar until the days
of Eli, when, because of the wickedness of his sons,

the family was destroj'ed and the position i)asse(i

into the family of Ithamar_(l S 2 31-36). A
descendant of that family officiated at Nob in the
times of Saul, whose name was Ahimelech (1 S 21
2; 22 11). His son, Abiathar, escaped from the
slaughter, and later seems to have succeeded his

father and to have been chief priest throughout
David's reign (1 S 22 20-23; 23 9; 30 7). Zadok
seems to have had almost equal privilege (2 S 8 17;
I Ch 18 IG; 24 6 almost certainly by copyist's error,

transpose Abiathar and Ahimelech; Mk 2 2G'may
be based on this reading. See Ari.vth.\r, etc).

Because he joined the party of Adonijah rather
than that of Solomon, Abiathar was d(-posed and
banished to Anathoth, where he spent the rest of

his days (1 K 2 26.27). Zadok was put in his

place (ver 35) . He seems to have been a descendant
of Eleazar. Under Jehoshaphat, Amariah was high
priest (2 Ch 19 11) and was the leading authority
in all religious matters. In the time of Athaliah,
during the minority of Joash and almost his entire

reign Jehoiada was high priest and chief adviser.

He seems to have been the most influential man in

the kingdom for more than half a century (2 K
II 4fT; 12 2-16; 2 Ch 24 passim). Azariah of-

ficiated in the davs of Uzziah and Hezekiah (2 Ch
26 20; 31 10); Ih-ijah in the reign of Ahaz (2 K 16
10-16), and the latter priest seems to have been a
friend of Isaiah (Isa 8 2). Hilkiah held the office

in the days of Josiah when the Book of the Law
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was discovered (2 K 22 4 f ; 23 4; 2 Ch 34 9);
Zephaniiih in the time of Jeremiah (Jer 29 25 f )

;

Seraiah in the days of Zedekiah, who was put to

death at Riblah by Nebuchadnezzar (2 K 25 18 f

;

Jer 52 24). At the time, mention is made of a
priest of the second rank (2 K 23 4; 25 18) and
Zephaniah fills that office (Jer 52 24). It is doubt-
ful whether this is the same Zephaniah mentioned
in Jer 29 25. This "second i)riest" was doubtless
a deputy, ai)})ointed to take the high priest's place
in case anything should ])revent liis performing the
duties of the office. Lists of high priests are given
in 1 Ch 6 1-15; 6 50-53. The first of these gives
the line from Levi to Jehozadak who was carried
away in tlie captivity under Nebuchadnezzar. The
second traces the line; from Aaron to Ahimaaz, and
is identical so far witli the first list.

There could have been no place for the functions
of the high priest during the captivity, but the
family line was preserved and Joshua the son of
Jehozadak was among those who first returned
(Ezr 3 2).

_
From this time the high priest becomes

more prominent. The monarchy is gone, the civil

authority is in the hands of the Persians, the Jews
arc no longer independent, and hence the chief
power tends to center in the high-priesthood.
Joshua app(>ars to stand ec|Ual with Zerubbabel
(Hag 1 1.12.14; 2 2.4; Zee 3 1.8; 4 14; 6 11-
13).

IIo is distinctly linown as Iiigli priest (ha-k'>h<'n ha-
gadhol). Ho talces a leading part in estal)lishing tlio
ecclesiasti(;o-civil system, particularly the building of
the temple. In the vision of Zechariah (Zee 3 1-5)
Satan accuses tlie high priest who is here the represent-
ativ^e proper of tlie nation. The consummation of the
Messianic ag(! cannot he completed without tin; co-
o[)eration of the high priest who is crowned with Zerub-
babel, and sits with him on the throne (Zee 6 b'5). Tlu;
prophet also describes .loshua and his friimds as
"men of tlie sign," alluding to the coming Messiah
luider whom the sin of the land was to be taken away in
o\w. day (Zee 3 9f). The promise is made to Joshua
that if he will walk in .leh's ways and kee]) His house,
he shall judges Jell's house, i.e. Israel, keep His court and
have a place to walk among those who stand Ix^fore Jeh
(3 7). He is anointed eciually with tlie prince of the royal
line, for the two sons of oil (4 14) almost certainly refer
to the royal Zerubbabel and i)riestly .losliua who are to be
joint inspirers of Israel in rebuilding the temple.

This exaltation of the high priest is very different
from the state of things ])ictured by Ezekiel (Ezk
40-42). In that picture no ])lace is left for a high
priest; the prince seemed to be the chief personage
in the ecclesiastical system. Ezekiel's vision was
ideal, the actual restoration was very different, and
the institutions and conditions of the past were
carried out rather than the visions of the prophet.
In the time of Nehemiah, Eliashil) was high priest
(Neh 3 1.20). For abusing his office by using a
temple chamber in the interests of his family he was
reprimanded (13 4-9). The list of high })riests

from Jeshua to Jaddua is given in Neh 12 10.

According to Jos {Ant, XI, viii, 5) Jaddua was
priest at the time of Alexander the Great (332
BC), but it is practically certain that it was Jad-
dua's grandson, Simon, who was then priest (see

W. J. Beccher, ReasoniMe Bib. Criticism, ch xviii).

Thus is })re.served the unbroken line from Aaron to
Jaddua, the office still being hereditary. No essen-
tial change can be found since the days of Ezra.
The Book of Ch, compiled .some time during this

period, uses the three names, ha-kdhen, ha-kohen
hd-ro'sh, ha-kohen ha-gddhol. The word naghidh
("prince") is also used, and he is called "the ruler

of thehouseof Go<l" (1 Ch 9 11). This seems to
imply considerable power invested in him. Usually
the Chronicler in both Ch and Neh uses the term
"the priest."

The line of Eleazar doubtless continued until
the time of the Maccabees, when a decided change
took place. The Syrian Antiochus deposed Onias

III and put his brother Jason in his i)lace (174 BC),
who was soon displaced by Menelaus. About 153
BC Jonathan the Hasmonean was appointed by
King Alexander, aiui thus the high-priesthood
I)assed to the priestly family of Joiarib (1 IMacc 10
18-21). Whether the family of Joiarib was a
branch of the Zadokites or not cannot be deter-
mined. After the api)ointment of Jonathan, the
ofiice became hereditary in the Hasmonean line,

and continued thus until the time of Herod the
Great. The latter set up and dejjosed high priests

at his pleasure. The Romans did the same, and
changed so frequently that tlie position became
almost an annual ai)pointment. Though many
changes were thus made, the high priest was always
chosen from certain priestly families. From this

group of deposed priests arose a class known as
"chief priests." The anointing prescribed in the
law of Moses was not alwaj's carried out in later
times, and in fact was generally omitted. The
Mish speaks of high priests who were installed in

office simply by clothing them with their sjjecial

robes (Schiircr, II, i, j). 217, note 24).

In NT times the high priest was the chief civil

and ecclesiastical dignitary among the Jews. He
was chairman of the Sanhedrin, and

2. In the head of the political relations with the
NT Rom government. It is not clear just

how far he participated in the cere-
monies of the temple. No doubt he alone entered
the Holy of Holies once a year on the Day of Atone-
ment, and also offered the daily offerings during
that week. What other i)art he took in the work
was according to his i)leasure. Jos saj'S that he
officiated at the Sabbath, the New Aloon and
yearly festivals. The daily minhdh (Lev 6 12 ff)

which he was required to offer was not always
offered by the high priest in person, but he was
reciuired to defray the expense of it. This was a
duty which, according to Ezekiel's vision, was to
be performed by the prince. The Jews h:id many
contentions with the Romans as to who should keep
the garments of the high priest. When Jerus fell

into the hands of the Romans, the robe of state
also fell into their hands.

In the time of Christ, Annas and Caiaphas were high
priests (Lk 3 2), though, as appears later in the Uospel,
('aiaphas alone acted as such. Annas had probably been
deposed, yet retained much of his influence among the
priestly families. For particulars see Annas; C.\i.\-
PHAs; Jesus Christ. These two were also the chief
conspirators against Jesus. As president of the council
C'aiaphas deliberately advised them to put Jesus to
death to save the nation (.III 11 51). He was also chair-
man of the council which tried and condemned Jesus
(.Mt 26 57. 5S. 63. 65; Mk 14 53.(i0.61.63; Lk 22 54;
Jn 18 12-14.19.24.28). They were also leaders in the
per.secution of the apostles and discii:)les after Pente-
cost (Acts 4 6; 5 17.21); Saul sought letters from the
high priest to IDamascus to give him authority to bring
any Christians he might find there bound to J(!rus (Acts
9 2). He presided at the council which tried Paul (Acts
22 5: 23 4). See Paul, THE Aposti.e.

In tlie Ej). to the He the doctrine of the priesthood
of Jesus is fully and carefully elaborated. Jesus is here
called the great High Priest, as well as priest. The
oi)ening words of the Ep. contain the essential thought:
"when he had made purification of sins" (1 3). The
title of high priest is first introduced in 2 17, "a merciful
and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God" ; also
in 3 1, "the Apostle and High Priest of our confession."
Having thus fairly introduced his great theme, the writer
strikes the keynote of his great argument: "Having
then a great high priest," etc (4 14.15). From 4 14
to 7 28 the argument deals with the high-priestly work
of Jesus. His qualifications are not only those which
distinguish all priesthood, but they are alsoimi(iue. He
is named after the order of Melcliizedek. Thi^ general
qualifications are: (1) He is appointed by (iod to His
office (5 1). (2) He is well fitted for the office by His
experiences and participation in human temptations (5
2-6; 2 IS). (15) He undergoes a Jiivine preparation (5
8.9). The special qualifications of His priesthood are:
It is after the order of Melcliizedek (5 10). This is an
eternal one (6 20) ; royal or kingly (7 1-3) ; independent
of birth or family (ver 3) ; it is timeless (vor 8) ; superior
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to that of Levi (vs 4-10) ; now and difToront from that of

Aaron (vs 11.12). It is also indissolul)l(! (vcr Iti) ; iinmu-
tablo (ver 21); inviolable (ver 24). Thus with all these
general and special (lualifications He is completely fitted

for His work (7 2t)). That work consists in olferinf? up
Himself as a sacrifice for the sins of tlu! peo|)le (ver 27)

;

entering within the veil as a fon^runner (6 20); pr(>sent-

ing the sacrificial blood in heaven itst>lf (8 i.Q 7.24) ; thus
obtaining eternal redemption (9 12); ratifying the new
covenant (vs 15-22). The result of this high-priestly
work is a cleansing from all sin (9 23) ; a i)ossit)ility of
full consecration to God and His service (10 10); an
ultimate perfection (10 14); and full access to tlie throne
of grace (10 21.22). See Chkist, Offices of; Pkiest;
PkIESTHOOD IX THE NT.

LiTER.\TunE.—.\rticles on the priesthood in general,
with referenc(>s to the high priest in HDB. /!('(!, KB,
Jew Enc, Kitto, Sinitli, Fallows, Schaff-Herzog, etc;
no article on "High Priest" only. P^or the history.
Breasted, Historn of Egypt; Schiirer, History of the Jeivisk
People in the Time of Jesus Christ, II, i, 207-99; Jos, AhI,
XV, XVIII, XX. For works on the priesthood from
the radical viewpoint, see Graf, S. I. Curtiss, Jost, Graetz,
Kautzsch, Budde, Baentsch, Benzinger, Biichler, M(;yer,
Wellhausen. F'or a more moderate position see Baudissin,
Die Geschichte dcs alltestamentlichen Priesterthums U7iter-

sucht. For a more conservative position see A. Van
Hoonackcr, Le saccrdoce levitique dans la loi et dans I'histoire

des Jlebreux. On tlio high-priesthood subsequent to the
return from Babylon, see B. Pick, L^ulieran Church
Review, 1898.1, 127-41; II,,S70-74; 111,5.^5-56; IV, 655-
64; and the comnis. on the passages cited.

James Josiah Reeve
PRIESTHOOD, prest'hcKxl:

1. Priesthood an Offlco
2. In the OT
3. Hereditary Priesthood
4. In the NT
5. Conclusions
Literature

All worship is based on priesthood, for the priestly

office is an essential part of salvation. Christianity

itself has its glorious Priest, the Lord Jesus Christ,

ami it is through His one supreme offering that we
are brought into saved relations with God and enjoy
fellowship with Him. The priesthood of Christ and
its mighty effects in sacrifice and intercession on
behalf of the i)eople of God are the chief and funda-
mental theme of the Ep. to the He.

Priesthood is a real oflHce, definite and specific. It is

needful to insist on this fact, for the noble word "priest"
has been misappropriated and misapplied,

1. Priest- so that its intrinsic import has been im-

Vi'onH
paired. There is a certain literary slang

"""? indulged in by some who talk of the
an Office "priests of science," "priests of art," and

similar absurdities. The idea of priest-
hood, if priesthood is to have any definite meaning, can
have no place in literature or science or art or in any-
thing of the kind. For it belongs to the realm of grace,
presupposing as it does sin and the Divine purpose to
remove it. Hugh Martin writes that he "would as soon
think of transferring the language of geometry and of
algebra to botany and talk of the hypothenuso of a
flower and the square root of a tree, or the differential
coefflcient of a convolvulus, as to speak of the priest-
hood of nature or letters." Priesthood is an office,

embracing very specific duties and functions.

Priesthood in some form appears to have existed

from the earliest times, even from the beginning
of the history of our race. In patriar-

2. In the chal times the office was held and its

OT duties were discharged by those who
occupied some sort of headship, and

particularly by the father or the chief of the family
and of the tribe. Thus Noah in his capacity of

priest and in behalf of his household "builded an
altar unto Jeh, and took of every clean beast, and
of every clean bird, and offered burnt-offerings on
the altar" (Gen 8 20). Abraham offered the ram
"for a burnt-offering in the stead of his son" (Gen
22 13). In like manner Job offered burnt offerings

for his children, and likewise by Divine direction
for the three "comforters" when the great trial had
passed (Job 15; 42 8). In these and the like

instances there was priestly action no less certainly
than in that of Aaron or of any regularly appointed
priest in Israel. Melchizedek was "priest of God
Most High" (Gen 14 18). Isaac "builded an
altar there and called upon the name of Jeh" (Gen

26 2.")), as did Jacob (Gen 33 20). In these cases
])ri('stly acts were performed by the i)atriarchs in

their capacity as fathers of the family or heads of

clans. From the beginning, priesthood with its

acts of expiation and of worship was thus recog-

nized as a Divinely instituted office. But in pre-

Mosaic times there was no special class of priests

recognized.

Regular priestly succession in a single family was
established by "ivloses (Ex 28 1-3). From tliis

point of time onward the priesthood
3. Heredi- in Israel was confined to the family
tary Priest- of Aaron. No hereditary priesthood

hood seems to have prevailed in patriarchal

times. Ac(;ording to the Ep. to the

He, Melchizedek, a priest of the highest rank, had
neither ])redecessor nor successor in his great office.

By Divine direction Moses designated the Aaronic
family as the priestly family in Israel, and he pre-

scribed the garments they should wear, the sacri-

fices they should offer both for themselves and for

the congregation, their maintenance, their domes-
tic relations, and their conduct toward their fellow-

Hebrews.
In the appointment of the priesthood there is no

trace of Egyp influence. Yet we know that Jose])h

married the daughter of the priest of On (Gen 41
50). But this fact had no bearing on the selection

of Israel's priestly family. The Aaronic priesthood

had nothing in common with that of Egypt; it

claimed to be of Divine origin, and its duties, func-

tions and powers in no way contradict the claim.

The witness of an Egyp archaeologist (Dr. M. G.
Kyle) may be here introduced touching one essen-

tial element in the duties of the priestly office, viz.

sacrifice: "The entire absence from the offerings of

old Egyp religion of any of the great Pentateuchal
ideas of sacrifice, substitution, atonement, dedi-

cation, fellowship, and indeed of almost every essen-

tial idea of real sacrifice, as clearly established by
recent very exhaustive examination of the offering

scenes, makes for the element of revelation in the
Mosaic system by delimiting the field of rational-

istic speculation on the Egyp side. Egypt gave
nothing to that system, for it had nothing to give."

As much may be said respecting the priesthood;
Israel took little or nothing of its powers and func-

tions from Egyp sources.

Although the office was limited to the Aaronic
family, nevertheless in certain exigencies and
emergencies others beside the regular priest offered

sacrifices to the Lord and were accepted by Him.
Thus did Gideon in a time of great straits in Israel

(Jgs 6 24.26) ; thus the men of Beth-shemesh (1 S
6 14.15); the prophet Samuel (1 S 7 9); David
(2 S 6 13.17); Elijah (1 K 18 23.32-38), etc.

The chosen people appear to have felt free to offer

sacrifices and to engage in priestly functions when
occasion required, until the central sanctuary was
established on Mt. Moriah. When the Temple
was built and dedicated, priestly action was con-
fined to Jerus and to the regular priestly household.
When Pharisaism, with its rigid legalism, with its

intolerable burdens, became dominant, all liberty

of worship and spontaneous service largely dis-

appeared. The religious life of Israel stiffened into

a dreadful monotony.
All priesthood reaches its climax in that of the Lord

Jesus Christ. It is because of the perfection of His
priesthood that the office as represented

A. Tn til o "WT '^y Melchizedek and Aaron was effective,
%. xn me n i ^^^ fulfilled the end for which it was ap-

pointed. The one answers to the other as
type and antitype, as prediction and fulfilment. Christ's
priesthood is opened to us in the Ep. to the He (2 14-
18; 4 14-16; 5 1-10; 7 9.10.18). Two fundamental
truths touching His priesthood are made very promi-
nent in the Ep. to the He. These are its order and its

duties. By the order is meant the rank or grade of the
Priest, and by the duties the various functions of His
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ministry. Christ's order as Priest is that of Melchizedek,
not at all that of Aaron ; He 7 makes this fact perfectly
clear. Like Melchizedek, and infinitely above Mel-
chizedek, He is Priest, having no predecessor in the great
ofHce, and no successor; herein He stands absolutely
alone, peerless and perfect forever. He executes the
duties or functions of it after the pattern of Aaron, as
He 9 clearly exhibits. These two priesthoods, Mel-
chizedek's and Aaron's, are gloriously accomplished in
the person and work of Jesus Christ.
The point is raised and discussed with some keenness

in our day, Did Christ execute the ofHce of priest during
His sojourn on earth, or does He exercise the office only
in heaven '? A full discussion of this interesting subject
would be inappropriate. However, let it be noted (1)
that the Lord Jesus was appointed a Priest no less cer-
tainly than was Aaron (He 5 4.6). In the words, " Thou
art my Son, this day have I begotten thee," there appears
to be a reference both to His incarnation (Lk 1 32;
He 1 5) and also to His resurrection (Acts 13 3.'^).

In He 2 17 we are told that it "behooved him in all

things to be made like unto his brethren, that he might
become a merciful and faithful high priest in things per-
taining to fiod, to make propitiation for the sins of the
people." The assumption of human nature was needful
that He might be such a priest. John the Baptist saw
this truth, and said, "Behold the Lamb of God, that
taketh away the sin of the world" (Jn 1 29).

There was certainly priestly action in His death.
Twice we are told that He "offered up himself" (He
7 27), " For this he did once for all, when he offered up
himself." This strong term, "offered," is sacrificial
and points to His death as an offering made for the sins
of the people. His own action in it must not be over-
looked; it was He Himself who presented the offering;
He was not, therefore, a struggling victim, a martyr, who
could not escape the doom that came upon Him—nay.
He vohmtarily offered Himself.

In He 9 14 wo find these significant words: "How
much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the
eternal Spirit offered himself without blemish unto God,
cleanse your conscience from dead works to serve the
living God?" It was as Priest that He made this stu-
pendous offering, and this He did when still on earth.
He was at once both sacrifice and priest. Never was He
more active than when He offered Himself to God.

It is worth while to remind ourselves that the words
employed in Scripture to express the act of His dying
are never used to denote the death of a creature, a man.
Matthew has. He "yielded up [dismissed] his spirit"
(Mt 27 50). John has. He "gave up his spirit" (Jn
19 30); Mk 15 37 and Lk 23 46 both have the same
words: He "gave up the ghost." He died, not because
He was mortal as wo are, nor because He could not de-
liver Himself, but because He gave Himself for our sins
that we might be forgiven and saved (Jn 10 17.18).
The voluntariness of His offering is the very essence of
His priestly atonement. See Christ, Offices of, V;
Priesthood ix the NT.

Priesthood springs out of the deepest need of the

human soul. Men universally feel that somehow
they have offended the Power to whom

5. Con- they are responsible, to whom they
elusions must give account of their deeds.

They long to appease their offended

Lord, and they believe that one who is authorized
and qualified to act in their behalf may secure for

them the abrogation of penalty and the pardon they
seek. Hence priesthood connects itself most closely

with sin, with guilt and its removal. The heart
craves the intervention and intercession on their

behalf of one who has liberty of access to God, and
whose ministry is acceptable. In short, the priest

is the representative of the sinner in things pertain-

ing to God. He is the mediator whose office it is

to meet and satisfy the claims of God upon those
for whom he acts, and who secures the pardon and
the favor which the offender must have, if he is to

enjoy fellowship with God. And this, and more
than this, we have in our Great High Priest, the
Lord Jesus Christ.

Literature.—P. Fairbairn, Typology of Scripture,
II; Soltau, Exposition of the Tabernacle, the Priestly
Garments and the Priesthood; Martin, Atonement: Moore-
head. Mosaic Institutions, art. "Priest."

William G. Mooreiiead
PRIESTHOOD IN THE NT:

1. Tlie Jewish Priesthood
2. The Priesthood and High-Priesthood of Jesus Christ
3. The Priesthood of Believers

In the NT lepdreufxa, hierdleuma (1 Pet 2 5.9),

"priesthood," is not found with reference to the

Jewish priesthood, but lepers, hiereus, and dpxLepeiJS,

archiereus, "high priest," frequently occur. As until

the fall of Jerus the activities of the
1. The priests were carried on in careful ac-

Jewish cordance with the prescriptions of the
Priesthood OT, there naturally is nothing new or

striking in the numerous NT references

to their work. Perhaps the information of the
greatest interest is found in Lk 1 5-9 to the
effect that Zacharias was of the course of Abijah,

the 8th of the 24 courses into which the priests

were divided (cf 1 Ch 24 7-lS), and that in these

courses the priests divided their work by lot. In
the Gospels the archicrcis are mentioned oftener

than are the hiereis, the power of the priesthood
seeming to have been absorbed by a sort of

priestly aristocracy. As under the political pres-

sure of that time the office of high priest could

seldom be retained until the death of the holder,

there might even be several living at the same time
who had for a longer or shorter time held this office

which made a man the head of the nation, not only

ritually, but also politically, since the high priest

was ex officio presiding officer of the Sanhedrin.

Not only would these ex-high priests naturally

retain the title belonging to their former dignity,

but probably the name had come to include as well

other members of the same families or of families

of equal position, so that it seems that "chief

priests" is a more exact tr of archiereis than high

priests. In the sing., however, the reference of

archiereus is usually, if not invariably, to the indi-

vidual who at the time given was holding the unique
office of high priest. The word hiereus is of course

employed in its ordinary signification on the rare

occasions when reference is made in the NT to

corresponding ministers of other religions, as to the

priest of Zeus (Acts 14 13) and also to Melchizedek
(He 7 1).

Only in He is the activity of Jesus set forth as

priestly and high-priestly, but in this Ep. great

emphasis is laid on these aspects of

2. The His work. Interpreters seldom dis-

Priesthood tinguish between these two aspects

and High- of His work, and it is plain that some-
Priesthood times at least the author himself made
of Jesus no effort sharply to distinguish them.
Christ But certain considerations make it

probable that they were not really

confused or combined in the mind of the author
himself. For example, it is to be noted that the
priesthood of Jesus is declared to be after the order

of Melchizedek, and consequently radically unlike

that of the Levitical priests. On the other hand, the
Aaronic high-priesthood is regarded as having been
analogous to that of Jesus, so that in spite of its

inferiority, comparison is frequently made with it.

It is readily seen that the work of the high priest,

both because of his entry into the Most Holy Place

and because he bore the names of the children of

Israel in the breastplate of judgment for a memorial
before Jeh continually, far more suitably than that

of the ordinary priests typified the atoning and
intercessory work of Jesus (Ex 28 12.15).

Attempting then to treat separately the priestly

and high-priestly functions of Jesus, we note that

most of what is said of the priestly functions is in-

volved in the declaration that He is a priest after

the order of Melchizedek, and this thought is

handled in He 7 in such a way as to make plain the

superiority of a priesthood after the order of Mel-
chizedek, and thus to confirm the superiority of

Christianity over Jutlaism, the great theme of the
book. Historically the blessing bestowed upon
Abraham and the reception of tithes from him prove
the superiority of Melchizedek to Levi, and still

more to the priestly descendants of Levi (7 4-10).
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Further, Jesus liceame ]irie.st not on the ground of

;i "carnal conuiuuKhnent," i.e. in an order based on
descent and inheritance, but by "the power of an
endless life" (7 1(5), of which fact Nlelchizedek

reminds us, since .Scripture is silent alike as to his

birth and his death. Again, unlike the Levitical

priests, Christ is inducted into Ilis office bv the oath
of God (7 20.21; cf Ps 110 4). Fhially, while

the ])riests of the Levitical line were hindered from
permanence in office by their death, Jesus holds His
priesthood untransmit ted and untransmissil)le (7

23.24). This discussion of the ])riesthood of Christ

"after the order of Melchizedek" occupies almost
all of ch 7, but at ver 26 Ilis high-priesthood is

suddenly introduced, and after that point, while

His work is more than once contrasted with that of

the temple priests (8 4.5; 9 6; 10 11 f), no further

reference is in any way made to Melchizeflek.

After having twice merely given the title of high
priest to Jesus (2 17; 3 1), the writer of the Ep.
to the He at 4 14 begins a statement of the resem-
blance between Jesus and the Jewish high j^riest,

such "as was Aaron," finding the resemblance to

reside (1) in His Divine appointment to His work
(5 4.5), (2) in His experience of suffering (5 7.8;

cf 4 15; 5 2), and (3) in His saving work suggested

by the sacrificial activity of the ordinary higli priest

(5 9), which, however, it far transcends in value
and effect. But (4) later the work of the high priest

and that of Jesus are contrasted as to place where
done, the high priest going into the second taber-

nacle, i.e. the Holy of Holies (9 7), while Christ

passes through the greater and more perfect taber-

nacle, "lieaven itself" (9 11.24). A similar con-
trast is (5) drawn between the sacrifices respectively

offered, the ancient sacrifices being the blood of

goats and calves (9 12), Christ's being "himself"

(9 14), "his own blood" (9 12), "the blood of Christ,

who through the eternal Spirit offered himself
wathout blemish unto God" (9 14). The author
also accepts and urges without argument or even
explanation (6) the truly sacrificial character of this

self-immolation of Jesus. Nor is this fact nullified

by the emphasis which once is laid on doing God's
will in an antithesis copied from the Ps (10 5-9;
cf Ps 40 6ff), for here the contrast drawn is not
between sacrifice on one side and obedience on the
other, but rather between the sacrifice of animals
dying involuntarily and wdioUy unconscious of the
sacrificial significance of their death, and the offer-

ing of Himself on the part of Jesus in intelligent

purpose to carry out the will of God, by which will

the body of Jesus Christ is the only acceptable
ofTering (10 10). Further the author urges (7)

the a(;tual effectiveness of Christ's work, his argu-
ment being that it woukl already have been repeat-

edly performed if this single offering had not been
sufficient for all time, "once for all" (7 27; 9 26).

Finally is asserted (8) the intercessory work of

Christ, which, though not explained, seems to be a
figurative presentation of his idea that men are
blessed because Christ died, i.e. that this was an
indispensable condition of God's manifestation of

His merciful love, and that the grace consequent
on the death of Christ does not merely grow out of

a fact, but that the Divine love and providence for

believers are exercised, neither automatically or
impersonally, but in virtue of a constant personal
sympathy for varying temptations and needs, a
sympathy intensified by the earthly experience,
temptation, suffering of Him who had been and is,

not only the Divine Son, but also the Son of Man.
Thus the salvation of the believer is certain and
complete, and the priestly and high-priestly work
of Jesus reaches its consummation.
The priesthood of believers is an idea which finds

formal expression less frequently in the NT than

has been the case in Protestant theology. But it

does not follow that there has been a corresponding
divergence from the thought of the

3. The apostles. It only shows that a thought
Priesthood which according to apostolic concep-
of Believers tion was one of the invariable privi-

leges of every Christian, and which
found, if not constant, yet sufficiently clear ex-
pression in this figurative fashion, has come, in

conseciuimce of errors which have developed, to re-

ceive in th(> controversies of later centuries stronger
(imphasis than it did at first. It may well be noted
first that this conception of the priesthood of be-
lievers, standing by itself, is in no way related to the
various priestly activities which are also figuratively

attributed to them. The writer of the Ep. to the
He, who does not speak of the priesthood of be-
lievers, knowing no Christian priesthood but that
of Jesus Himself, yet calls "praise," "to do good
and to communicate," sacrifices (13 15.16). So
Paul bids the Romans present their bodies "a
living sacrifice" (Rom 12 1), and Peter calls Chri.s-

tians "a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sac-

rifices" (1 Pet 2 5). But this figurative usage is

entirely distincit from the subject of the present
paragraph. Also the conception of the Christian
priesthood never in the NT attaches itself merely
to the ministry of tlie Christian church, whatever
may be held as to its orders or tasks. In no sense
has the church or any church an official priesthood.

Nor is it any part of the NT conception of the priest-

hood of believers that any individual should act
in any respect for any other. Though the inter-

cessory supplication of believers in behalf of other
persons has of late often been represented as a
priestly act, as being, indeed, that activity which is

essential to any real priesthood of believers, the NT
thought is quite different, and is to be thus con-
ceived: In ancient times it was held that men in

general could not have direct access to God, that
any approach to Him must be mediated by some
member of the class of priests, who alone could
approach God, and who must accordingly be em-
ployed by other men to represent them before Him.
This whole conception vanishes in the light of Chris-
tianity. By virtue of their relation to Christ all

believers have direct approach to God, and conse-
quently, as this right of approach was formerly a
priestly privilege, priesthood may now be predi-

cated of every Christian. That none needs another
to intervene between his soul and God; that none
can thus intervene for another; that every soul
may and must stand for itself in personal relation

with God—such are the simple elements of the NT
doctrine of the priesthood of all believers. (Consult
treatises on NT theology, and comms. on the Ep.
to the Hebrews.) David Foster Estes

PRIESTS AND LEVITES (p3, kdhen, "priest";

nothing is definitely known as to the origin of the

word; ""l^ , Icwi, "Levite," on which see Levi):

I. Different Views of thpj History
1. Tlic Old View
2. The Graf-Wollhauscn View
3. Mediating Views
4. An Alternative View

II. The Data of P in the Pentateuch
1. The Levites
2. Aaron and His Sons

III. The Other Portions of the Pentateuch
IV. From Moses to Malachi

1. The Sources Other than Ezekiel
(1) The Custody of the Ark
(2) On Its Return from the Philistines
(3) In Abinadab's House

2. Ezekiel
V. Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles

1. Estimates of the Chronicler
2. His Data

VI. Legal Provisions
Literature
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In some Minaoan inscriptions found at El-'Ola,

dating back al)out 1200-SOO BC (UonnncI in Ilil-

procht, Explorations in Bible Lunds, 719), certain
"priests and priestesses of the god Wadd are des-

ignated by the term laun, fem. lowVnt" (op. cit.,

749). It is not known whether this is tluc to Isracl-

itish influence.

/. Different Views of the History.—There are

great divergences of oi)inion among modern writers

as to llu; true course of history and tlie

1. The Old dating of the different documents. It

View will therefore be best to sketch these
views in rough outlin(>, and then giv{>

the evidence of the various authorities, together
with the reasons that in each case arise naturally
from the consideration of that evidence.
The old belief was that the whole of the Penta-

teuchal laws were the work of Moses, that the
account of the subsecjuent history given in the Books
of Ch was correct, that Iiizekiel's vision, if taken
literally, coukl not be reconciled with the other
known facts and was inexplicable, .and that in the
case of all other discrepancies harmonistic explana-
tions should be adopted.
The modern critical school have traversed every

one of these doctrines. The Chronicler is declar(>d

to be in constant and irreconcilable

2. The conflict with tlie older authorities,

Graf-Well- harmonist ic exjilanations are uniformly
hausen rejected, the Pent is denic^d to Moses
View and split up into a variety of sources

of different ages, and Ezk gains a place
of lionor as representing a stage in a continuous and
normal development. The subject is thus inex-
tricably linked with the Pentateuchal problem, and
reference must be made to the art. Pextateuch
for an explanation of the supposed documents and
a consideration of the analysis with its nomen-
clattu'c. On the other hand tlie present article and
the art. Sanctuahy (q.v.) e.xplain and discuss the
most widely held theory of the histcjrical develop-
ment into which the history of the supposed Penta-
teuchal sources has been fitted.

The dominant theory is that of Wellhausen.
According to this, "Levitc" was originally a term
denoting professional skill, and the early Levites
were not nunubers of the tribe of Levi, but i)ro-

fessional priests. Anybody could sa(;rifice. "k'or

a simple altar no priest was requires I, but only for

a house whi{;h contained a sacred image; this

demanded watching and attendance" (Wellhausen,
Prolegomena, I'M)). The whole Levitical Law was
unknown and the distinction between priests and
Levites unheard of. There were a few great sant^-

ttiaries and one influential priesthood, that of
Shiloh (afterw;u-d at Nob). With the monarchy
the priesthood became more important. The royal
priests at Jerus grew in conseciuence and influence

tmtil they over.shadowed all the others. Dt recog-
nized the equal priestly right of all Levites, and
Josiah's reformation placed the sons of Zadok, who
were the priests of Jerus and not descendants of

Aaron, in a position of decisive superiority. Then
Ezk drew a new and previously unknown distinc-

tion between "the priests the Levites, the sons of

Zadok" who are "keepers of the charge of the
altar," and the other Levites who were made "keej^-

ers of the charge of the house" as a punishment for

having ministered in the high ])laces. The PC
takes up this distinction and represents it as being
of Mosaic origin, making of the sons of Zadok "sons
of Aaron." "In this way arose as an illegal con-
sequence of Josiah's reformation, the distinction

between priests and Levites. With I'^zk this dis-

tinction is still an innovation recjuiring justification

and sanctioTi; with the PC it is a 'statute forever,'

although even yet not absolutely undisputed, as

ai>i)ears from the priestly version of the story of
Korah's com])any. For all Judaism subsequent to
Ezra, and so for Christian tradition, the PC in this
matter also has been authoritative. Instead of the
Deuteronomic formula 'the priests the Levites,' we
lienccforward have 'the priests and the Levites,'
l)articularly in Ch" (op. cit., 147). From that time
onward the priests and Levites are two sharply dis-
tinguished classes. It is an essential part of this
tluHjry that the Chronicler meant his work to be
taken as literal history, correctly representing the
true meaning of the completed law. See Criticism.
There have b(>cn various attempts to construct

less thoroughgoing theories on the same data. As
a rule these views accept in some form

3. Medi- the documentary theory of the Pent
ating Views and seek to modify the Wellhausen

theory in two directions, either by
attributing earlier dates to one or more of the
Pentateuclial documents—esp. to the PC—or else
by assigning more weight to some of the statements
of Ch (interpret (hI literally). Sometimes both these
tendencies are combined. None of these views has
met with any great measure of su(!cess in the attem])t
to make headway against tlie dominant \\'ellhausen
theory, and it will be seen later that all alike make
shi]nvreck on certain portions of the evidence.
The independent investigations on which the

present article is based have led the writer to a view
that diverges in important particulars

4. An from any of these, and it is ne(;essary
Alternative to state it briefly before proceeding to
View the evidence.

_
In one respect it differs

from all the rival schemes, not merely
in result, but also in method, for it takes account
of versional evklence as to the state of the texts.

Subject to this it accepts the Mosaic authenticity
of all the Pentateuchal legislation and the clear and
consentient t(>stiniony of the Law and the Prophets
(i.e. of the two (>arlier and more authoritative por-
tions of the Ileb Canon), while regarding Ch as
representing a later interpretation, not merely of
the history, but also of the legal provisions. In
outline the story of the priesthood is then as follows:
Moses consecrated Aaron and his sons as the priests
of the desert tabernacle. He ])urified the rest of
the tribe of Levi as a body of sa(;r(>(l porters for the
])eriod of \vand(M'ings, but in the legislation of Nu
he made no jirovision whatever for th(>ir performing
any duties after the sanctuary obtained a permanent
location. At the same time he gave a body of
])riestly teaching requiring for its administration in
settled conditions a numerous and scattered body
of priests, such as the house of Aaron alone could
not have provided immediately after the entry into
Canaan. To meet this, Dt—the last legislative
work of Moses—contains provisions enlarging the
rights and duties of the Levites and conferring on
them a priestly position. The earlier distinction
was thus largely obliterated, though the high-
priestly dignity remained in the house of Aaron
till the time of Solomon, when it was transferred
from the house of I'^li to that of Zadok, who, acconl-
ing to Ezekiel's testimony, was a Levite (but see
below, IV, 1). So matters remained till the exile,

when Ezekiel put forward a scheme which togetluT
with many ideal elements jirojiosed reforms to in-

sure the better application of the Mosaic principle
of the distinction between holy and profane to
greatly altered circumstances. Taking his in-

spiration from the wilderness legislation, he insti-

tuted a fresh division in the tribe of Levi, giving to
the sons of Zadok a position suiiilar to that once held
by the sons of Aaron, and degrading all other
Levites from the priesthood confernxl on tlieni by
Dt to a lower rank. The duties now assigned to
this class of "keepers of the charge of the house"
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wore never even coiilem])liite<l by Moses, hut

Ezekicl applies to them the old phrases of the Pent

which he invests with a new significance. As a

result of his influence, the distinction between

priests and Levites makes its appearance in post-

exilic times, thouy;h it had been unknown to all

the writers of the second division of the Hob Canon.

At the same time a meaning was read into the ])ro-

visions of the Law which their original author could

not have contemplated, and it was this interpreta-

tion which is presented (at any rate to some extent)

in Ch, and has given us the current tradition.

Many of the Chronicler's statements are, however,

not meant to be taken literally, and could not have
been so taken by his original ])ublic.

//. The Data ofP in the Pentateuch.—To arrive

at an objective conclusion it is necessary, in the

first instance, to examine the facts

1. The without such bias as any view put
Levites forward by any other author, ancient

or modern, sacred or profane, might
impart. Every legislator is entitled to be judged

on his own language, and where he has, so to speak,

made his own dictionary, we are compelled to read

his meaning into the terms used. The very first

of the n:iaterial references to the Levites drives this

truth home. "But appoint thou the Levites over

the tabernacle of the testimony, and over all the

furniture thereof" (Nu 1 50). It is necessary to

consider whether such expressions are to be read in

a wide or a narrow sense. We learn from 18 3 that

death would be the result of a Levite's touching any
of these vessels, and it therefore appears that these

words are meant to be construed narrowly. "They
shall bear the tabernacle, and all the furniture there-

of; and they shall minister unto it," are the next

words (1 60) ; but yet we read later of the Kohathites

w^ho were to bear it that "they shall not touch the

sanctuary, lest they die" (4 15). _ This shows that

the service in question is strictly limited to a service

of porterage after the articles have been wrapped up
by Aaron and his sons. By no possibihty could

it include such a task as cleaning the vessels. It is

then further directed that the Levites are to take
down and set up the dwelling and camp round about
it. All these are desert services and desert services

only. Then we read that "the Levites shall keep
the charge of the tabernacle [dwelling] of the tes-

timony." This concludes the first material pas-

sage (Nu 1 50-53). The other passages of Nu
only amplify these directions; they never change
them. But some phrases are used which must be
more particularly considered.

(1) Technical phrases.—^We hear that the Levites
are "to serve the service of the tent of meeting,"
and this looks as if it might refer to some general

duties, but the context and the kindred passages
alwaj'S forbid this interpretation. Nu 7 5 ff is

an admirable instance. Six wagons are there as-

signed to the Levites for this service, two to the
Gershonites and four to the Merarites. "But unto
the sons of Kohath he gave none, because the serv-

ice of the sanctuary belonged unto them; they
bare it upon their shoulders." Here service is

transport and nothing else. Again we read of the
charge of the Levites in the tent of meeting, e.g.

4 25 f . If we look to see what this was, we find

that it consisted of transporting portions of the
tent that had been packed up. The "in" of EV
does not represent the meaning of the Hebrew fairly;

for the context makes it clear that the legislator

means "in respect to." "But they shall not go in

to see the sanctuary even for a moment, lest they
die" (4 20). In Eng. idiom we cannot S])eak of the
transport of portions of a dismantled tent as service

in that tent. One other exy)ression requires notice,

the phrase "keep the charge" which is distinguished

in 8 26 from "doing service." The exact meaning
caimot be determined. It appears to denote some-

thing kindred to service, but of a less exacting nature,

perhaps the camping round the tent and the guard-

ianship of the articles on the march. We shall see

hereafter by comparison with other books that in

P it does not bear the same meaning as elsewhere.

(2) Other legal provisions.—The Levites were to

act under the orders of Aaron and_ his sons, who
were to assign to each man his individual functions

(Nu 3,4, etc). They were to undergo a special

rite of purification (Nu 8), but not of consecration.

I'liey were tak(>n in place of the firstborn (Nu 3).

The age for beginning service is given in ch 4 as 30

years, but in 8 24 as 25, if the text be sound. The
age for ceasing to serve was 50. In many passages

the VSS suggest that a good many phrases are textu-

ally doubtful, and it is probable that when a criti-

cal text of the Pent is formed on scientific principles,

a good many superfluous expressions will be found

not to be original; but there is no reason to suppose

that any real difference in the meaning of the pas-

sages would be revealed by such a text.

The story of Korah is easily misunderstood. It

appears from Nu 16 3 that his real object was to

put himself on an equality with Moses and Aaron,

and this is the "priesthood" referred to inver 10.

Nu 18 reinforces the earlier passages. It is note-

worthy as showing that in the conception of the

legislator the Levites were not to come near the

vessels or the altar (ver 3). The penalty is death

for both Levites and priests.

(3) Contrast with Ezk and Ch.—The impression as

to the meaning of P which may be gathered from

an examination of its statements is powerfully rein-

forced when they are tested by reference to Ezk
and Ch. Ezk 44 9-14 seems to demand of the

Levites some service as gatekeepers, the slaying of

burnt offering and sacrifice for the people and a

keeping of "the charge of the house, for all the serv-

ice thereof," which in the light of vs 7 f appears to

mean in his terminology, not a service of transport,

but an entry into the house and the performance

of certain duties there. P, on the contrary, knows
nothing of gatekeepers, regards the slaying of the

burnt offering and sacrifice as the duty of the indi-

vidual sacrificant (Lev 1, 3), and—if, as Wellhausen

thinks, it refers to the temple—it would have

visited with death a Levite who was present in

the places in which Ezk requires him to minister.

Similarly with the Chronicler. For instance, he

speaks of the Levites being 'for the service of the

house .... in the courts and over the chambers,

and over the cleansing of every holy thing' (1 Ch
23 28), but P knows nothing of any chambers,

would not have allowed the Levites to touch (much

less clean) many of the holy things, and regarded

service simply as porterage. In 1 Ch 2331 the

Levites are to offer burnt offerings on certain occa-

sions; in P their approach to the altar would have

meant death both to themselves and the priests

(Nu 18 3). Other instances will be found in PS,

238 f.
-r . . t.

(4) What the foregoing proves.—In view of these

facts it is impossible to hold that the Levites in P
represent a projection of the Levites of the second

temple or any post-Mosaic age into the desert period.

To P they are a body of sacred porters. The temple

of course could notbe carried about, and it cannot

be held that in this respect the legislation mirrors

later circumstances. "Secondly, the net result of

such a scheme would be to create a body of Levites

for use during the period of wanderings and never

thereafter. As soon as the desert age was over the

whole tribe would find their occupation gone. How
can we conceive that any legislator deliberately

sat down and invented such a scheme centuries
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after the epoch to wliich it relates, well knowinjj;

that in so far as his sclunno ])urport(!(l to be a narra-

tive of events it was fic^titious from beginning to

end, and in so far as it might be regarded as a legis-

lation applicable to his own or any future day, there

was not a line in it that could conceivably be put

into practice? If any theorist can be conceived as

acting in this way, how are we to suppose that his

work would meet with acceptance? .... Thirdly,

P neither embodies the views of Ezk nor finds an
accurate reflection in Cli. The facts are such as

to enable us to say definitely that P is not in Hne
with them. It is imi)Ossible to assume that he

appointed the death penalty for certain acts if

performed by Levites because he really wished the

Levites to perform those acts" (PS, 241 f).

P also speaks of Aaron the priest and the sons of

Aaron the priest. It is doubtful whether the ex-

pression "the sons of Aaron the

2. Aaron priests," which occurs frequently in the

and His MT, is ever original; the Massoretic

Sons expression is nowhere supjiorted by all

the authorities. "The phrase 'Aaron

the high priest' is entirely unknown to P. Where
the high priest's name is given the only qualifying

apposition possible in his usage is 'the priest.'

"

Aaron and his sons, unlike the Levites, were con-

secrated, not merely purified.

At this point two features only of the legislation

ne(>(l be not iced : the inadequacy of the staff to post-

conquest conditions and the signs of date. For ex-

ample, the leprosy laws (Lev 13 f ) postulate the pres-

ence of priests to inspect and isolate the patient.

"Remembering that on the critical theory P assumes

the capital at Jerus as self-evident, we must ask

how such provisions were to work after the con-

quest. During the desert period nothing could

have been simpler, but what was to hapjien when
the Israelites dw(>lt all over Canaan from Beersheba

to Dan?" (PS, 24G). The difficulty is immensely

increased if we postulate an exilic or
_

post-exilic

date, when the Jewish center of gravity was in

Babvlonia and there were large colonies in Egypt
and "elsewhere. And "What are we to say when
we read of leprous garments (Lev 13 47 ff)? W;\s

a man to make the pilgrimage from Babylonia

to Jerus to consult a priest about a doubtful gar-

m(!nt? And what about the leper's offerings in

ch 14? Could they conceivably have been me:int

to apply to such circumstances?" (PS, 247). The
case is no better with the law of leprous houses,

which is expressed to apply to the post-conquest

period (Lev 14 33-.53). The notification to the

priest and his insi)ections recjuire a priesthood

scatt(;red all over the country, i.e. a body far more
numerous than the house of Aaron at the date

of the con(iuest. Such instances could easily be

nmltiplied from the legislation; one more only will

be cited on account of its importance to the hi-story

of the priesthood. According to Lev, the indi-

vidual sacrificant is to kill the vict ims and flay the

burnt offerings. H(nv could such procedure be

ai)i)lied to such sacrifices as those of Solomon (1 K
8 03)? With the growth of luxury the sacrifices

would necessarily become too large for such a ritual,

and the wealthy would grow in refinement and
object to performing such tasks personally. This

suggests the reason for later abuses and for the

modifications of Ezk and the representations of the

Chronicler.
Result of the evidence.—Thus the evidence of P

is unfavorable alike to the Wellhausen and the

mediating views. The indications of date are con-

sistently Mo.saic, and it seems impo.ssible to fit the

laws into the framework of any other age without

reading them in a sense that the legislator can be

shown not to have contemplated. On the other

hand P is a torso. It provides a large body of

Levites who would have nothing to do after tlie

conquest, and a corpus of legislation that could not

have been administered in settled conditions by the

house of Aaron alone.

///. The Other Portions of the Pentateuch.—In

Ex 19 22.24 we read of priests, but a note has come
down to us that in the first of those verses A(juila

had "elders," not "priests," and this appears to be

the correct reading in both places, as is shown by
the prominence of the elders in the early part of the

chapter. In Hebrew the words differ by only two
letters. It is said by Wellhausen that in Ex 33
7-11 (E) Joshua has charge of the ark. This rests

on a mistranslation of Ex 33 7, which should be
rendered (correcting EV), 'And Aloses used to take

a [or the] tent and pitch it for himself without the

camp.' It is inconceivable that Moses should

have taken the tent of the ark and removed it to

a distance from the camp for his ])rivate use, leaving

the ark bared and unguarded. Mor(>over, if he had
done so, Joshua could not have been in charge of

the ark, seeing that he was in this tent while the

ark (ex hypothesi) remained in the camp. Nor had
the ark yet been constructed. Nor was Joshua in

fact a prie-st or the guardian of the ark in E: (1) in

the Book of Josh E knows of jiricsts who carry tlie

ark and are quite distinct from Joshua (3 ff)
; (2) in

Dt 31 14 (E) Joshua is not resident in the tent

of meeting; (3) in E Aaron and Eleazar are priests

(Dt 10 6), and the Levitical priesthood is the only

one recognized (Dt 33 10); (4) there is no hint

anywhere of Joshua's discharging any priestly duty
whatsoever. The whole case rests on his presence

in the tent in Ex 33 7-11, and, as shown in the art.

Pkintateuch (q.v.), this passage should stand after

Ex 13 22.

Then it is said that in Ex 4 14: Jgs 17 7,

"Levite" denotes profession, not ancestry. In the

latter passage the youth wdiom Micah made a i)riest

was of Levitical descent, being the grandson of

Moses (Jgs 17 13), and the case rests on the phrase,

"of the family of Judah."
_
Neither of the Sei)tua-

gintal translations had this text (Field, Ilexapla,

ad loc), which therefore cannot be supported, since

it cannot be suggested that Moses belonged to the

tribe of Judah. As to Ex 4 14, the phrase "Aaron
thy brother the Levite" is mei'ely an adaptation

of the more usual, "Aaron, son of Amram, the

Levite," rendered necessary by the fact that his

brother Moses is the person addressed. The Well-

hausen theory here is shown to be untenable in

7\S, 250and RE^,Xl, 418.

Ex 32 26-29 foreshadows the sacred character of

Levi, and Dt 10 6 (E) knows the hereditary Aaronic

I)riesthood. In D the most important passage is

Dt 18 6-8. In ver 7 three Septuagintal MSS
omit the words "the Levites," and if this be a gloss,

the whole historic sense of the i)assage ia changed.

It now contains an enactment that any Levite coming
to the religious capital may minister there ''as all

his brethren do, who stand there," etc, i.e. like the

descendants of Aaron. "The Levites" will then

be the explanation of a glossator who was imbued
with the latest post-exilic ideas, and thought that

"hia brethren" must mean those of his fellow-

Levites who were not descende<l from Aaron. The
passage is supplemented by 21 5, giving to the

Levites judicial rights, and 24 8 assigning to them
the duty of teaching the leprosy regulations. To-
gether with 33 10 (E), 'they shall teach thy judg-

ments to Jacob and thy law to Israel: they shall

put incense in thy nostrils and whole burnt-offering

on thine altar,' these passages complete the pro-

visions of P in giving to the Levites an occupation

in place of their transport duti(>s, and providing

the necessary staff for administering the legislation
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when the Israelites were no lon^pr massed to^ellier

in a single caini), but scattered over the country.
We shall see in the next section that this view of

the meaniiifi; of the Law was taken by every writer of

the second part of the Canon who touches on the
subject. Everywhere we are confronted with the
le<i;itiniacy of a Levitical priesthood; nowhere is

there any mention of an exclusive Aaronic right.

Smaller points which cannot be discussed here are
examined in /^S'. It only rcmiains to notice that
these provisions fully explain the frequent Deuter-
onomic locution, "the priests the Levites." One
other remark must be made. Though it is not
expressly stated, we may assume that consecration
would be necessary in the case of any Levite acting
on the provisions of Dt 18 ()-8, and was not
mentioned because in ITcb antiqnity it went with-
out saying that every priest nuist be consecrated
(cf Jgs 17).

IV. From Moses to Malachi.—Josh adds but
little to our information. In 18 7 the priesthood is

called the inheritance of the Levites,
1. The and it is singular that the Wellhausen
Sources critics attribute this to a priestly
Other than redactor, though such a writer should
Ezekiel ex hijpothesi have been jealous to

withhold the priesthood from the
Levites. It is very interesting to find that in Josh
3, 4, all the different critical documents speak in

exactly the same terms of "the priests that bare the
ark." The priestly writer ought, on the Well-
hausen theory, to have said "the Levites." The
expression "the priests the Levites" is found alter-

nating with the expression "the priests." All this
points to the construction put upon the provisions
of the Law in the preceding section, and finds fresh
confirmation in Jgs, where we see Micah rejoicing
at having a Levite as a priest (17 L3), thus showing
that the sacred character of the tribe was recognized
in the earliest post-Mosaic times. The lay sacri-

fices in this and the following books are explained
under Sanctuary; Sacrifice (q.v.).

The period of the early kings shows us kings
blessing the people (e.g. 2 S 6 18). It is claimed
that this is the priestly blessing, but without evi-
dence, and there seems no more reason to see special
priestly rights here than in David's blessing his
household (2 S 6 20), or the frequent blessings of
the Bible (e.g. Gen passim, esp. "in thee will
Israel bless," Gen 48 20), while in 1 K 8 55 fT

we actually have the words of the blessing delivered
on one of these occasions by Solomon, and it is

quite unlike the blessing of the priests (Nu 6
22 fT).

Textual criticism disposes of the supposed pricstliood
of certain non-Levitical persons. In 2 S 8 18 tlieMT makes David's sons "priests," but tliis reading
was unlinown to tlie LXX, Symmachus and Tlico-
dotion (Field, ad loc). The LXX has "aularchs," i.e.
chamberlains. That this represents a different Hebrew
word is proved by the Septuagintal list of 3 K 2 46 (not
extant in Heb), where we read that Benaiah, son of
Jehoiada, was "over the aularchy and over the brick-
making." It cannot be suggested that this represents
an original Heb "over the pri(\sthood and over the brick-
making, " and accordingly we must concede the exist-
ence of some secular court office which was rendered by
this Gr phrase. Hitzig and Chejne conjecture that
D'l^DD, Rokhcnlm, should be read for G'^inS > kdh&nlm.
Tins word gives the sense required (see Isa 22 15, RVm
"steward"). In 2 S 20 26 we read that Ira, i"l5?in-
ha yd'iri ("the Jairitc"), was a priest, but the Syr sup-
ported by Lucian and 23 38 reads 1^ri''n. ha-yattiriC ttw
Jattirite"). Jattir was a priestly city. In 1 K 4 5
Nathan's son is described as 'priest friend of the king,'
but LXX reads only "friend of the king" (cf esp. 1 Ch
27 33 f; 2 S 15 32), and at another period Nathan's
son held the kindred secular office of king's counsellor
(LXX 3 K 2 46, a fact that is certainly unfavorable
to the view that he over held priestly office). There
can therefore be no doubt that the word "priest," "inS

.

kohen, has ari.scn through dittography of the preceding
word 7J~I] . ndthan, Nathan.

Various dealings with the ark in the age of Samuel
re(|uire notice. As a boy Samuel himself is given
into the service of Eli. It has been argued that he
really officiated as a priest, though probably (if

the Chronicler's data be rejected) not of Levitical
descent. The answer is to be found in his ag(!.

Weaning sometimes took place at as late an age as
three, and accordingly the boy nuiy have been as
much as four years old when he was taken to Shiloh
(1 S 1 24). His mother used to bring him a little

cloak (1 S 2 19) every year, and this notice also

shows his extreme youth. In view of this it cannot
seriously be contended that he performed any
priestly service. He must have been a sort of page,
and he performed some duties of a porter, opening
the door-valves of the temple at Shiloh (1 S 3 15).

(1) The custody of the ark.—\\hen the ark was
captured by the Philis, it was in the charge of priests.

When David brought it to Jerus, it was again placed
in priestly custody, but there is an interregnum of
some 20 years (1 S 7 2).

It must be remembered that whatever may have hap-
pened during this period of great national confusion, the
practice of all the rest of history, extending over some 600
or 700 years, is uniform and would far outweigh any
irregularities during so short and troubled a period.

(2) On its return from the Philistines.—The first diffi-

culty arises on 1 S 6 14.1.5. In the second of these
verses the Levites come up after the Beth-shemites have
finished, and, in Wellhausen's words, "proceed as if

nothing had happened, lift the ark from the now no
longer existent cart, and set it upon the stone on which
the sacrifice is already burning" (I'roleyomena, 128).
It is therefore suggested that ver 1.5 is a gloss. But there
is flifficuUy in ver 14 which tells of the breaking up of tlie
cart, etc, without explaining what happened to the ark.
The trouble may be met by a slight transposition thus:
' 14« And the cart came into the field and
stood there, and there was there a great stone: 15rt and
the Levites took down the ark, etc, and put them on the
great stone: 146 and clave the wood of the cart,' etc,
followed by 156. This makes perfect sense.

(3) In Abinadab's house.—The second difficulty is

made by 1 S 7 1, where we read that tlie ark was
l^rought to the house of Abinadab ' and Eleazar his son
they sanctified to guard' it. Its old abode, the house
at Shiloh, had apparently been destroyed (Jer 7 12.14;
26 6.9). There it enjoyed consideral:)le importance, for
Poels is unquestional)ly right in idcntifving the Gibeah
of God (1 S 10 5) with the Gibeah (hill) of the ark.
Thus there was a high place there and a Phili garrison
(cf 1 S 13 3, where LXX and Tg have "Gibeah").
There remains the difficulty caused by tlie guardianship
of Eleazar. Poels may be right in reading i;3 ribJI

1737bS . w'eth bene 'el'dzdr, "and the sons of Eleazar," for

'123 *^TybX nSI . we'eth 'el'dzdr bend, "and Eleazar
his son"; but in the entire absence of information, alik(>
as to Eleazar's functions and as to his tribe, nothing
definite can be said. The narratives of the slaughter
among the Beth-shemites and the fate of ITzzah make it

certain that Eleazar's custody of the ark kept him at a
respectful distance from it.

When David at the end of this period removed the
ark, it was first taken in a cart. This proved fatal to
Uzzah, and the ark was deposited in the house of Obed-
edom the Gittite. The text of S knows nothing of any
guardianship of the ark by Obed-edom. Probably he
took very good care not to go near it in view of Uzzah's
fate. Then it was transported to Jerus by bearers (2 S
6 13)—presumably of Levitical descent. No further
irregularities are urged.

More important is the change of priesthood;
1 S 2 27-36 clearly threatens Eli, whose house had
been chosen in Egypt, with a transference of the
high-priesthood to another line. Careful compari-
son with 1 K 2 27 makes it certain that the
prophecy was fulfilled when Zadok was placed by
Solomon in the place of Abiathar. Who was
Zadok? According to Ch (1 Ch 6 8.53; 24 3;
27 17) he was descended from Aaron through
Eleazar, and this is accepted by Orr, Van Hoonacker
and many others, who take Ch in a literal sense.
According to Ezk he was a Levite (40 46, etc). It

is noteworthy that throughout the prophetical books
we always hear of the Levitical priesthood, not the
Aaronic (see esp. 1 K 12 31; Jer 33 18-22; Mai
2), and the "father's house" of 1 S 2 27-36 that
was chosen in Egypt could only be the house of
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Aaron, not of Ithamar, if the passage is to be taken
in its natural sense. ()n this view Ztidok's appoint-

ment eould only have fulfilled the prophecy if it

terminated the Aaronie succession. It would seem
therefore that the hiKh-i)ri(>sthood was transferred

to a family of non-Aaronic Levites. For the alter-

native view see Zadok.
The prophet's speech in 1 S 2 27-36 is also im-

portant for the light it throws on the organization

of the priesthood. The high priest has in his gift

a number of priestly offices with pecuniary and
other emoluments. This jiostulates a far more
advanced hierarchy than that of P.

The reference to "the i)ricsts and the Levites" in

1 K 8 4 was unknown to the LXX, but in other
passages the Books of K show further advances in

hierarchical organization. There is not merely the
high priest—generally like Aaron in P called "the
priest," but sometimes the high priest—but also

the second priest (2 K 25 IS; Jer 52 24; 2 K
23 4, according to the Tg), three kec'pers of the
threshold (nhi supra, and 2 K 12 10) and "elders

of the priests" (2 K 19 2; Isa 37 2; i)erhaps also

Jer 19 1). See also Jer 20 1 f; 29 26 for priestly

organization and jurisdiction in the temple pre-

cincts. All this contrasts strikingly with the sim-
plicity of the Pentateuchal organization.

Ezekiel is entirely in line with the other sources
for this period, but he seeks to institute certain

reforms. He writes, "Iler priests

2. Ezekiel have done violence to my law, and
have profaned my holy tilings: they

have made no distinction between the holy and the
connnon, neither have they caused men to discern

between the unclean and the clean," etc (Ezk 22
26). If these words have any meaning they signify

that he was acquainted with a law which followed
the very words of Lev 10 and other passages of P,

and was intended to reach the people through the
teaching of the priests. In chs 40-48, there is a
vision of the future which stands in the closest

relation to the Pent. Three views have been hekl
of this. The old view was that Ezk coukl not be
reconciled with the Pent at all, and that the diffi-

culties i)r(^sented were insoluble. Wellhausen and
his followers maintain that the proi)het is prior

to P, and here introduces the distinction between
priests and Levites for the first time. The third

alternative is to hold that Ezekiel was familiar with
P and drew from it the insj^iration to make a fresh

division among the Levites, giving the sons of

Zadok a position similar to that occupied by the
sons of Aaron in the wilderness period, and reenact-
ing with slight modifications the legislation aj^pli-

cable to the sons of Aaron, this time apjilying it to

the sons of Zadok. The crucial passage is 44 6-16,

from which it clearly api)ears that in Solomon's
temple aliens had performed sundry tasks that
shoukl have been executed by more holy persons,

and that Ezekiel proposes to degrade Levites who
are not descended from Zadok to perform such
tasks in the future as a punishment for their minis-
trations to idols in high places. Either of the two
latter views would explain the close connection that
evidently exists between the concluding chapters of

Ezk and P, and, accordingly, in choosing between
them, the reader must consider four main points:

(1) Is P shown on the internal evidence to be early

or late? Is it desert legislation, or is it accuirately

reflected in Ch? This point has already been dis-

cussed in part and is further treated in Pentateuch
(q.v.). (2) Is the theory of the late composition
of P psychologically and morally j^robable? On
this see Pentateuch and POT, 292-99. (3) Is it

the case that the earlier history attests the exist-

ence of institutions of P that are held by Well-
hausen and his followers to be late—e.g. more

national offerings than the critics allow? On tliis

see El'C, 200 il, and passim; POT, 305-15, and
passim; SBL and OP passim, and art. Pentateuch.
(4) Does Ezekiel himself show acquaintance with
P (e.g. in 22 26), or not? On this too see SBL, 96;
PS, 281 f

.

With regard to the non-mention of the high-priest-
hood and certain other institutions in Ezekiel's vision,

the natural explanation is that in the case of these
tlu; prophet did not desire to institute any changes.
It is to be noted that Ezekiel does not codify and
consolidate all existing law. On the contrary, he is

rather supplementing and reforming. In his ideal

temple the prince is to provide the statutory na-
tional offerings (45 17), i.e. tho.'^e of Nu 28, 29.

Apparently the king had provided these earlier

(2 K 16 13). But in addition to these there had
grown up a "king's offering," and it is probably to
this only that 45 22 ff ; 46 2-15 relate. In 46 13
LXX, Syr, Vulg, and some Heb MSS preserve the
reading "he" for "thou."

V. Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles.—Whatever the
course of the earlier history, there is general agree-
ment that in these books a distinction between
priests and Levites is established (see e.g. Neh 10
37 f [38 f]; 12 If). We also find singers and por-
ters (Neh 13 5, etc), Nethinim and the sons of

Solomon's servants (Ezr 7 7.24; 10 23 f; Neh 10
28 [29]; 11 3, etc). It must not be assumed that
these classes were new. The story of the Gibeon-
ites (Josh 9) gives us the origin of some of these
grades, and the non-mention of them in many of
the earlier books is easily explained by the character
of those books. We know from such passages as
Am 5 23 that there were musical services in far
earlier times (cf Neh 12 42).

Ch presents an account of the earlier history of
the priests and Levites that in many respects does

not tally with the older sources.
1. Esti- Many modern writers think that tlie

mates author's views of the past were colored
of the by the circumstances of his own day,
Chronicler and that he had a tendency to carry

back later conditions to an earlier

period. On the other hand it is impossible to deny
fairly that he used some sources which have not
be(!n preserved to us elsewhere. Again, there is

evidence to show that his work was not intended
to be taken for history and would not have l)een

so regarded by his contemporai'ies. Talmudical
authorities held some such view as this. The his-

torical value of his work has yet to be appraised in

a more critical and impartial spirit than is exhibited
in any of the current discussions. For the pr(>sent

purjjose it is only possible to notice the effect of
some of his statements, if interpreted literally. As
there are passages where he has clearly substituted
Levites for the less holy personages of the <)l(l(>r

sources (contrast e.g. 2 K 11 4-12 with 2 Cli 23
1-11), it may be that Levites have also been sub-
stituted by him for other persons in notices of which
no other version has survived.

David and Solomon recognized the hierarchy.
The former king instituted the musical services

(1 Ch 6 3ff; 16 4ff; 25). The Le-
2. His Data vites were divided into courses (1 Ch

23 6) and were r(>ndcred liable to
service from the age of twenty by his enactment
(ver 27). There were also 24 courses or divisions

of j)riests, 16 of the sons of Eleazar and 8 of tlie sons
of Ithamar (ch 24). The cours(;s were divided by
lot. In Neh 12 1-7 we read of "chiefs of the
I)riests," but these are only 22 in number, while
vs 12-21 give us 21 in the time of Joiakim (ver 26).

But not much importance can be attached to such
lists, as names could easily fall out in transmission.

According to 1 Ch 9 26 the four chief porters were
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Levites, and Levites were also over the things halved

in pans and (he shewhread (vs 31 f). This of conrse

is not in aecordance with the Law, but is found else-

where in Ch. In 1 Ch 23 the L(>vites from 80

years old and upward number 3S,000, of whom
24,000 oversee the work of the house of the Lord,

6,000 were officers and judges, 4,000 were door-

keepers and 4,000 were musicians. David altered

the age of beginning service to 20, and an account

of their functions is given in 1 Ch 23 27-32 (see,

further, Music). All these arrangements were

confirmed and enforcfnl by Solomon (2 Ch 8 14 ff).

There is oft(m uncertainty as to wh(>ther the Chroni-

cler identifiers ])ri(>sts an(i Levites in i)articular cases

or not, e.g. in 2 Ch 30 27, "the priests the Levites"

bless the i)eople according to the ordinary text, but

many authorities read "the priests and the Levites."

Hezekiah appears to have undertaken some reor-

ganization (2 Ch 29-31), but the details are not

clear. Jehoshaphat established in Jerus a court

composed partly of Levites and priests (19 8-11).

Previously he had sent priests and Levites and
others to teach the Law in Judah (ch 17). In 29

34 it is clearly the duty of thei)riests to flay burnt

offerings (contrast Lev 1). It is impossible to draw
any consistent picture from the Chronicler because

he gives different data for different periods; it is

doubtful whether he meant his statements to be

taken as historical, e.g. in 1 Ch 25 we find Levites

whose names Giddalti ( = "I have magnified"), etc,

are really words forming part of a prayer, and it is

difficult to believe that either the Chronicler or his

public intended this chapter to be interpreted in

any but a spiritual sense (see PS, 284-86).

In Ezr 2 40 the number of Levites who returned

with Zerubbabel is given as 74, as against 973 priests

(ver 36), 128 singers (ver 41), 139 children of the

porters (ver 42), 392 Nethinim and children of Solo-

mon's servants (ver 58), and the figures are the same
in Neh 7, except that there the singers number 148

(ver 44) and the porters 138 (ver 45). When Ezra

went up, he was at first joined by no Levites (8 15),

but subsequently gathered 38 Levites and 220

Nethinim (vs 18-20). We get glimpses of the

organization in Neh 12 44-47 and 13 10 ff. It

appears that in this period genealogies w^ere care-

fully scrutinized in the case of doubtful claims to

priestly descent (Ezr 2 61 ff; Neh 7 63 ff). In

Ezr 6 19 ff the Levites are represented as kilhng

the Passover.
Of these books no satisfactory account can be

given in the present state of textual criticism and

Bib. science generally. Some writers, e.g., hold

that the Chronicler had before him a source to

which the Levites w^ere entirely unknown, others

that he invented freely, others again that he repro-

duces trustworthy preexilic information. The
student has only an assortment of theories from
which to choose. The bedrock fact is that the

statements of these books, if taken in their natural

meaning, convey an entirely different impression

from the statements of the earlier books construed

similarly. Modern research has not yet been

seriously addressed to the question whether all the

statements were really intended to be interpreted

as mere history.

VI. Legal Provisions.—Aaron and his sons imder-

went consecration to fit them for their duties.

Ex 28 f prescribes their garments and consecration

(see Dress; Breastplate; Ephod; Robe; Coat;
Mitre; Girdle; Lrim and Thummim), and the

account of the latter may be read in Lev 8 f . In

individual sacrifices brought to the religious capital

the priests performed the part of the ritual wdiich

related to the altar (sprinkling, burning, etc) (Lev

1^). See Sacrifice. A principal function was
the duty of teaching the people the law of God

(Lev 10 11; 14 54-57; Dt 24 8; 33 10; cf Ezk
44 23; IIos 4 1-6; Hag 2 11 ff, and many i)as-

sag(>s in the Prophets).

The priests were subject to special laws designed

to maintain their purity (Lev 21 f; cf Ezk 44).

The rules aim at preventing defilement through
mourning (save in the case of ordinary priests for

a near relation) and at preventing those who were
physically unfitted from performing certain func-

tions, and those who were for any reason unclean

from approaching the holy things. See further

Stra\c;er. They jM^rformed several semi-judicial

functions (Nu 5 Sff.llff, etc; see Judge). They
also blessed the people (Nu 6 22; cf Dt 10 8,

etc). See Ble.ssing. On their dues see Sacri-

fice; Tithes; Firstlings; Fir.st-Fruits; Levit-
ical Cities; Agrarian Law^s; see further

Chemarim; Nethinim; Sons of Solomon's Serv-
ants; Singers; Doorkeepers; Serving-Women;
Judge.

Ijiteraturk.—"VVellhauscn, Prolegomena, ch iv, for the
Graf-Wollhausen view; Wiener, PH, 230-89, for the view
taken above; S. I. Curtiss, Levitical Priestx, for the con-
servative view. This writer afterward changed to the
critical view. James Orr, POT; A. Van Hoonackcr, Le
sacerdoce levitique (important) ; W. Baildissin, art. " Priests

and Levites " in HDB. IV, for mediating views. The best

account in Eng. of the details of the priestly duties is

contained in Baudissin's art., where a further bibhography
will be found.

Harold M. Wiener
PRIMOGENITURE, pri-mo-jen'i-tfir (Hni^a,

h'khurah, from b'khor, "firstborn," from hakhnr,

"to act early"; irpajTOTOKia, -proto-

1. Recog- tokia): The right of the firstborn to

nition of inherit the headship of the family,

Doctrine carrying with it certain property rights

and usually such titles as those of the

high-priesthood or kingship. The writings of the

Hebrews take for granted the recognition of a doc-

trine of primogeniture from the earliest times. In

the most ancient genealogies a distinction is drawn
between the firstborn and the other son (Gen 10

15; 22 21; 25 13; 35 23; 36 15).
_
In the be-

stowal of parental blessings in patriarchal times

great importance was attached to preferring the

firstborn (Gen 25 31; 27 29; 48 13; 49 3). The
feud between Jacob and P]sau (Gen 27 1—28 21)

grew out of the stealing of the firstborn's blessing

by the younger brother. Joseph w'as displeased

when, in his blessing, Jacob seemed to prefer Eph-
raim to Manasseh, his firstborn (Gen 48 18).

The father in such cases seems to have had the

right to transfer the birthright from one son to

another, from the days of Abraham in the case of

Ishmael and Isaac, through those of Jacob in the

matter of Reuben and Joseph and in the matter

of Ephraim and Manasseh, down to the days of

David in the selection of a successor to the king-

ship. Nevertheless the Mosaic code, which declared

(rather than enacted) the law of primogeniture, pro-

hibited the abuse of this parental privilege in the

case of a younger son by a favorite wife (Dt 21

16 f).
,

. .

The manner of acknowledging the firstborn mci-

dentally referred to in Dt is "by giving him a double

portion of all that he hath" (Dt 21

2. The 17), that is to say, double the share

Double of each of the other brothers. Jewish

Portion tradition (B^kho. 46rt, 47b, 61o, 516;

Babha' Balhra' 122a, 1226, 123a, 124a,

1426) accepts and elaborates on this right of the

firstborn son. Thus, it applies only to the first-

born and not the eldest surviving son; it does not

apply to daughters; it has reference only to the

paternal estate, and not to the inheritance left by a

mother or other relative, nor to improvements or

accessions made to an estate after the death of the

father.
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The object of the doctrine may be that the eldest

son niifrht be enal)led to preside over the affair.s of

family with proper dignity, or that
3. Reasons he might assume additional responsi-
for the bilities, such as the support of unmar-
Custom ried sisters. Hence one's birthright

could be waived or sold (Gen 25 31.

34). On the other hand it may be based in the
ultimate analysis on the prhnitive feeling of favorit-
ism for the firstborn reflected in the disai)i)ointmcnt
of Jacob, when he speaks of Reuben as his first-

born, his might, and the beginning of his strength
{re'shith 'on, Gen 49 3; cf Dt 21 17). This
theory would be in accord with the right of the
parent to transfer the right to a younger son. The
suggestion of favoritism conveyed by the Heb
b''khdr is manifested in its figurative use: of Israel
(Ex 4 22), of Ephraim (Jer 31 9), of one dearly
beloved (Zee 12 10); (cf figurative usage in the
NT: Rom 8 29; He 12 23; 1 G; Rev 1 5).

Liglit is thrown on the attitude of the ancient
world toward the firstborn, and hence on the his-

tory of primogeniture, by the language
4. The used in connection with the ])lague of
Firstborn the firstborn: "from the first-born of
in Ancient Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne,
Society; even unto the first-born of the maid-
Sacrifice servant that is behind the mill" or
and Re- "the captive that was in the dungeon."
demption Apparently no more dreadfid catas-

trophe for all classes of so(;iety could
be thought of than this slaving of the firstborn
(Ex 11 5; 12 29). The mi.sguided fervor of the
ancient Semites who offered their firstborn as the
thing most dearly beloved as a sacrifice to their
gods mu.st be considered in this light, whether it

appears among the Moabites, the Phoenicians or
the Hebrews themselves (Jer 32 3"); I<:zk 20 20
31; 2 Ch 28 3). It is difficult to predicate a con-
nection between the basis of the doctrine of ])riTno-

geniture and that of the Redemption of the First-
born, other than that both are ultimately based on
the importance of a firstborn son and the fond-
ness of his parents for him. It is interesting to
note, however, that the tradition of redemption
and the law of primogeniture are kept so distinct
that, while the latter has reference only to the
firstborn of a father, the former has reference only
to the firstborn of a mother (B'kho., viii.l, 46«;
cf prler rehem, "whatsoever openeth the womb,"
Ex 13 2). In a polygamous society such as that
presupposed in Dt 21 it is natural to sup])osc that
the distinction between paternal and maternal
primogeniture would be clearly before the minds
of the j)eople. See Bikthright; Firstboux.

N.VTHAN Isaacs
PRINCE, prins: This word occurs quite fre-

quently in our Eng. Bible, mostly in the OT. While
it is never used to denote royal ])arentago (cf 1 Ch
29 24), it often indicates actual royal or ruling
power, together with royal dignity and authority.
As a rule, the name is given to human })eings; in
a f(>w instances it is applied to God and Christ, the
angels and the devil.

In Mt 2 6 the word rendered "princes" might
be tr'i "princely cities"; at least, this seems to be
implied. Here the term -nyeixwv, hegemon, "leader,"
"ruler," "prince," is used, undoubtedly to hint at
the fact that Bethlehem was the native city of a
great prince. In the other NT passages the word
ApX'^v, drchon, "a potentate," "a person in author-
ity," "a magistrate," occurs most frequently (cf
Mt 9 34; 12 24; 20 25 [RV "ruler"]; Mk 3 22;
Jn 12 31; 14 30; 16 11; 1 Cor 2 G.8AV; Eph
2 2; Rev 1 5 [RV "ruler"]). In most of these
instances the term "prince" refers to tlie devil.

In Acts 3 15; 5 31, the word apx'77os, archegos.

Priests, Levites
Prince

"leader," is emi)loyed ref(>rring to Christ as the
author of life and salvation (cf He 12 2, where the
term archegos is rendered "author" [in'j or "cap-
tain" [RVm]).

'

The OT contains a num})cr of different words
mostly rendered "prince" or "i)rinces" in the EV.

(1) "ITS', sar: In Josh 5 14 the mysterious armed
stranger seen by Joshua near J(>riciio calls himself
the "prince of the host of Jeh": a high military
title a])plied to a superhuman b(>ing. In Isa 9 6,
the name is given to the child ]-(>pres(>nting the
future Messiah. The term "Prince of Peace" de-
notes the eminent position and the i)ea(teful reign
of the Messianic king: the higliest human title in
its most ideal sense. Dnl 8 11: here, again, as in
Jo.sh 5 14, occurs the jihrasc "prince of the host."
In Dnl 8 25 "the prince of ])rinces" refers to God
Himself: the highest human title in its absolute
sense applied to God. Dnl 10 21: "Michael your
prince." Michael the archangel is here called the
prince of the Jewish peopl(\ He is the i)rincely
representative of God's peojjle in the sight of God,
a royal title suggesting high power and alliance with
God in the great struggle going on between Him
and the powers of darkness. Dnl 12 1: here
Michael is called "the great ])rince" who standeth
for the children of Israel; sui)pl(>menting Dnl 10
21. In Dnl 10 13: "the prince of the kingdom of
Persia" (cf ver 20, "the ])rince of Persia," "the
prince of Greece"), the expr(>ssion is used in the
same general sense as in Dnl 10 21. Each indi-
vidual nation is represented as guichnl by a spiritual
being that may or may not be an ally of God in His
combat with the devil. In the majority of cases,
though, the term sar is a])plied (a) to men exer-
cising royal or ruling power: Prov 8 IG: "By me
princes [m "or rulers"! rul(>"; Isa 32 1: "Behold,
a king shall reign in righteousness, and jirinces shall
rule in justice." Judicial })ow(t is included (cf Ex
2 14: "Who made thee a ])rince and a judge over
us?" and Pg 148 11: "])rinces and all judges of the
earth"). In some passages the word sar, having
been rendered "i^rince," stands for "chief"; so
Jgs 7 25: "They took the two princes of Midian"
(cf Jgs 8 14; 1 8 29 4; 2 S 10 3, etc). (6) To
royal officers of a high rank: Gen 12 15: "the
princes of Pharaoh" (cf 2 K 24 14: "Jerua and
all the princes"; 1 Ch 29 24; 2 Ch 24 23; Jer
36 21; 52 10; Hos 5 10, etc). "Ambassadors"
(Jer 36 14); "governors" (1 K 20 14: "By the
young men [m "or, servants"] of the princes of the
provinces"; cf Est 1 3.14, "the seven ])rinccs");
"the chief of the eunuchs" (Dnl 1 7); a "quarter-
master" (Jer 51 59: "Seraiah was chief chamber-
lain" [m "or, quartermaster"]). AV renders it "a
(luiet prince," i.e. a ])rin(;e having rest, instead of

procuring rest (Hnl^p "I'C , sar vfnuMh, "a sar
of rest"). In post-exilic times: Ezr 9 1: "The
princes drew near unto me." They were the po-
litical leaders of the i)eo])le (cf Ezr 10 8: "the
princes and the elders"; Neh 9 3S: "our princes,
our Levites, and our priests"; Neh 11 1: "The
l)rinces of the people dwelt in Jerus"; Neh 12 31

:

"the princes of Judah"). Of course, they were all

subject to the authority of the Pers kings, (c) To
the priesthood: 1 Ch 24 5: "jn-inces of the sanc-
tuary, and princes of God" (cf Isa 43 2S). {d) On
account of great acliievements: 2 S 3 38: "Know
ye not that there is a princ(! and a gi'cat man fallen
this day in Israel?"—an honorary title. Generally
speaking, a prince is a wealthy man (cf Job 34 19:
"That respecteth not the persons of princes, nor
regardeth the rich more than the poor"), and he is a
prominent man embodying true, although mortal,
manhood (cf Ps 82 7: "Nevertheless ye shall die
like men, and fall like one of the princes).
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(2) iH'^V'^, 7iusV: usually derived from ^^'-j nusa
,

"to lift," heiicc! "exulted"; otherwise: a "si)eaker."

{a) An honorary title (ef (i(Mi 23 0: "Tliou art a

jjriuce of (iod amonj;; us." Tlie distinction is con-

ferred ui)on Abraham by the (children of Ileth).

(h) A name ^iven to the heads of the Israelitic tribes,

families and fathers' houses: Nu 3 24: "the prince

of the fathers' liouse of the Gei-shonitcs" (cf vs '.',{).

:i~)); 3 :V2: "Eleazar .... shall be i)rince ()f th(>

l)rinces of the L(>vites, and have the oven-sight of

them that keep th(> charge of the sanctuary"; Nu 4

34: "the ])rinces of the congregation." Th(>y seem

to be identical with the "rulers of thou.sands, rulei's

of hundreds, rul(>rs of fifties, and rulers of tens"

(cf Ex 18 21; Nu 16 2). Nu 7 2: "the princes

of Israel, the heads of their fathers' houses ....
the princes of the tribes" (cf 17 2.0; 34 IS; Josli

22 14; 1 Ch 4 3S). (c) J<](iuivalent to (-hief or

king: Gen 17 20: "Twelve ])rinces shall he beget"

(cf25 !()); dm 34 2: "Shechem tlu- son of Hamor
the llivite, tlie prince of the land"; Nu 25 IS:

"Cozbi, tlie daughter of the prince of Midian" (cf

Josh 13 21); IK 11 34: "1 will make him

l)rince all the days of his ]if(>." This was sai(l of

Solomon, which shows the term equivalent to king.

Of special interest is the use of the word 7m.si,' in

Ezk. The name is given to tlie Jewish king (cf

12 10: "This burden concerneth the prince in

Jerus"). Then, agajn, it is applicnl to the future

theocratic king (cf 34 24; 37 2.'), etc, and esp. clis

45,46). It is also used of foreign potentates and
high officers (cf 26 1(1: "the ])rinces of the sea";

28 2: "the prince of Tyre"; 30 13: "a prince from

the land of Egypt"); 32 29: "Edom, her kings and
all her princes"; and, likewise, of high Jewish offi-

cers (21 12). (d) A title bestowed upon Shesh-

bazzar (Ezr 1 8).

(3) l"'n5, nadhlbh: 1 S 2 S: "To make them sit

with princes" (cf Ps 113 S). The original mean-
ing of the term is willing or obliging; tluni gener-

ous ("liberal"; cf Prov 19 0: "Many \vill entreat

the favor of the liberal man"; yet, it might safely

he rendered here "prince" [m]) or noble-minded;

a gentleman, a nobleman, a person of rank, a princ(!.

Job 12 21: "He poureth contempt upon princes"

(cf Ps 107 40); Job 21 2S: "Where is the house

of the prince? And where is the tent wherein the

wicked dwelt?" The (-ontext here suggests the

thought of a wicked prince, a tyrant. Ps 47 9:

"The i)rinces of the peoples are gathered together"

(cf Ps 118 9; 146 3; Prov 17 7; 25 7; Cant 7 1).

(4) "'^r , nCujhulh: Accoixling to Gesenius, this

term denotes originally either a high-minded person
(cf the preceding word, nddhlhh) or a speaker, a
spokesman; then a ])rince, a king. 1 S 13 14:

"Jeh hath appointed him to be prince over his

people" (cf 2 S 5 2: "Thou shalt be prince [ilVm
"leader"] over Israel"; 6 21; 7 8; 1 K 1 3.");

14 7; 16 2; Job 29 9; 31 37; Ps 76 12; Prov
28 16; Ezk 28 2: "i)rince of Tyre"; Dnl 9 25:

"the anointed one, the prince," AV the "Messiah
the Prince"; Dnl 9 26: "the prince that shall

come" [the Rom emperor?]; 11 22: "the prince

of the covenant" [either a high priest or .some Egyp
king, Ptolemaeus Philometor?]).

(5), (6) "ITT, rdzon, and ')T"1"1, rozen, "a high

official," "a prince," usually associated with the
word "king" or "judge." Prov 14 28: "In the
multitude of people is the king's glory; but in the
want of people is the destruction of the prince"
(rdzon); Jgs 5 3: "Hear, O ye kings; give ear, O
ye princes" {rdz'nlm)', Prov 8 15: "By me kings
reign, and princes [rdz'tdin] decree justice" (cf

31 4; Hab 1 10); Isa 40 23: "that bringeth
princes [ruz'nim] to nothing; that maketh the juclges

of the earth as vanity."

(7) ^"'OD
,
nanikh, derived from 'TJp; ,

nmakh, "to

install a king" (cf Ps 2 6); hence ajirince: Josh
13 21: "the princes of Sihon" (cf Ps 83 11);

l';zk 32 30: "the ])rinces of the north"; Mic 5 5:

RV "principal men," RVm "j)rinces among
men"; Did 11 8: RV "molten images," RVm
"[)rinces."

(S) ""'?|^, kdqin, "a judge," "a military leader,"

"a i)rince"; Dnl 11 18: "A prince [RVm "cap-
tain"! shall cause the reproach .... to cease"

(])robably a Rom consul; a Rom geiuM'al?).

(9) 115"'bTli', shrdlsh: The usual explanation, "one

of the thrcje men on a war-cliariot " is highly im-

l)r()bal)le; Oesenius suggests that it is a loan-word,

and r(!nders it "hero." Ezk 23 15: "All of them
I)rinces to look upon" ("picked men," Ciesenius).

(10) Q'^Sritpn, hnshmannim: Ps 68 31: "Princes

shall come out of Egypt." LX-K rend(>rs it irpea-

jSeis, presbeis, "ambassadors," Vulg Icgnli. But
the meaning is uncertain. See also Governor,
1, (S). Willi A.\i Baur

PRINCES, prin'sez, -siz, THE SEVEN. See
Pri.nch, (1), [b).

PRINCESS, prin'ses: The Heb term is ""^T?

,

mrah (cf sar, ])rince, and "Sarah"); it means

(1) a queen (Isa 49 23, AV and RV both "queen");

(2) the consort of a king contrasted with his con-

cubines (1 K 11 3, "He had seven hundred wivs,

princesses, and three hundred concubines"); (3)

the wdfe of a prince (Est 1 IS: the "princesses of

Persia and Media"); (4) it is metaphorically used

of the city of Jerus (Lam 1 1).

PRINCIPAL, prin'si-pal: Appears in AV a.s a

tr of nine Heb words (fewer in RV), in one case

(Isa 28 25) being used quite wrongly and in 2 K
25 19 (Jer 52 25); 1 Ch 24 31 gives a wrong
sense (all corrected in RV). In 1 K 4 5, "prin-

cipal officer" (ARV "chief minister") is an arbi-

trary tr of kohcn to avoid "priest" (so ERV; cf

2 S 8 IS).

PRINCIPALITY, prin-si-pal'i-ti: In the OT the

word occ^urs but once (Jer 13 18, "your i)rincipali-

ties shall conie down"). Here .AVm "head tires"

is properly preferred by RV for riTL;X"ip, 771^0-

'dsholh (from tJi51, ro'sh, "head"), "'head-parts."

In the NT "principality" occurs for dpxrj,

arcM, "rule," generally in the pi., referring (a) to

men in authority (Tit 3 1, "Put them in mind to be

subject [AV; "iii subjection," RV] to principalities

[AV; "rulers," RV], and powers" [AV; "to author-

ities," RV]); (b) to superhuman agencies, angelic

or demonic (Rom 8 38; Eph 3 10; 6 12; Col 1

16; 2 10.15). Paul was keenly sensible of the

dualism of mind and body and of tlie law in his

members warring against the law of his mind (Roin

7 23), and of the temporary victory of the evil,

residing in the flesh, over the good of the spirit (vs

14 ff). This dualism was objectified in Zoroastrian-

ism, and among the Babylonians the several heaven-

ly bodies were regarded as ruled by spirits, some
good, some evil. The same belief, appropriated

by the Jews during the captivity, appears also in

Gr thouglit, as e.g. in Plato and later in the Stoics.

The higher spheres, which hold the even tenor of

their way, were in general regarded as ruled by good
spirits; but in the sublunar sphere, to wdiich the

earth belongs, ill-regulated motions prevail, which
must be due to evil spirits. The perversities of

human conduct, in particular, thwarting, as was
thought, the simple, intelligible Divine plari, were
held to be subject to rebellious powers offering de-
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fiance to God. While Paul clearly recognized a
hierarchy of such powers (Col 1 16, "thron(\s or
dominions or principalities or powers"), it is not
certain that he had elaborated a system of aconn
to serve the purjjoses of metaphysical theolofj;y and
ethics, such as api)ears among the Gnostics, although
they evidently believed they were developing his
thought. In 1 Cor 2 6 he repudiates the wisdom
of this world {nion) and of the rulers of thi.s world
aion), and declarers (I']i)h 6 12) that the Christian
has to contend with "the world-rulers of this dark-
ness," and ])roclanns the triimijjh of Christ over
"the principalities and the ])owers" in the forgive-
ness of sins (Col 2 1.5). The same personification
of such agencies or powers appears also in another
passage, where the rendering of EV obscures it

(Eph 1 20.21: "when he raised him [Christ] from
the dead, and made him to sit at his right hand in
the heavenly places, far above all [read "every"]
rule [RV; "principality," AV], and authority, and
power, and dominion, and every naine that is named
not only in this world [aion], but also in that which
is to come"). Not the least interesting i)assage is

Eph 3 10, where the church is said to be the means
of revealing to "the principahties and the powers
in the heavenly i)laces" "the manifold wisdom of
God." One naturally inquires what was the i)ur-
pose of this rev(>lation. Was it to effect a redemi)-
tion and reconciliat ion of these demonic jiowers to
God? To this (juestion Paul supj)lies no answer.
See An(;i;l; S.vtan. Willi.vm AiiTmni IIkiukl

PRINCIPLES, prin'si-p'lz: Found twice (He 5
12; 6 1). "I'Ih^ (!r word {(TToixe2ov, sloichcion,) is

also tr'' in AV as "elements" and "rudiments." As
rendered in lie, its meaning is clearly related to
the elementary knowledge of Christian truth or
doctrine. See Elements; Rudiments.

PRINT, print, PRINTING, prin'ting, PRINTED,
prin'ted: Printing is tlu; art of multiplying records
—the "art of writing with man}- jx'ns" {Jew Enc,
Xn, 205), or wholesale writing.
The art of inaking original records is writing.

This, however, is a slow process. It involves t ra<'ing
each letter and ])art of a l(>tter through from be-
ginning to end by the moving jjoint of chisel, ])en,

or other instnmient, and this i)roce,ss nuist be re-
])eated with every copy. As soon, therefore, as
occasion arose for freciuently rejjc^iting the record,
many ways were devised to save the labor of form-
ing each symbol separately. All these ways in-
volve making a character or a series of characters
on a singUi surface and transferring as a whole to
another surface. N(Mther "pressure," as some say,
nor "ink," as others, is es.sential to the ])rocess, for
printing from a i)hotographic n(>gative takes no
pressure, and printing for the l)lind takes no ink.
Any process which transfers a whole surface is
printing.

The earliest use of printing seems to have been
for })ainting the face or body with ownc^rshij), tribal,
trophy, or ceremonial marks for worship, war,
mourning, etc. This paint might be temporary
or pricked in by the tattoo process. Tattooing
itself is rather a writing than a printing process, })ut
may be eitlujr, according as the color is laid on by
drawing or by the "pintadera." The "i)intadera"
or "stamj) used to impress patterns upon the skin"
is best known from the Mexican and South Ameri(!an
examples, but in recent years it has been fcjuntl in
deposits all over the Mediterranean region (North
Italy, Austria, Hungary, Mycenae, Crete, Egypt)
and in Borneo at least. Many of these specimens
are from the Neolithic or Copper age. Both in

South America and in Neolithic Liguria, some of

these stamps were cylindrical and "were used like

a i)rmter's roller" (Mosso, The Dawn of Mediter-
ranean Civilizalion, 254-()l, with nianv illustrations,
and Frobenius, Childhood of Man, fig. 31, "Dayak
block for i)ainting the body").
The injunction of L(>v 19 2S, which is tr'' "print,"

is commonly, and probably rightly, in view of the
Heb word, sui:)i)osed to refer to the permanent
marks of tattooing which may or may not have
been made by this i)rinting i)rocess. Jol) 13 27
AV, which speaks of i)rinting upon the heels or soles
of the feet, has been finite changcHl in RV, and, if

the idea is on(! of i)i'inting at all, it refers rather to
branding than stamping with color.
The use of the inkhorn in setting the mark upon

the forehead (Ezk 9 3.4. (i) certainly points to mark-
ing with color rather than branding. See Ink-
horn. This may, of course, have been drawing
rather than printing, but, on the other hand, the
sealing of the servants of God on their foreheads
(Rev 7 4; 9 4) neces.snrily means printing rather
than drawing, and ])robably ])rinting rather than
branding, for the use of the se;d with color had long
been common. The marks of tlu; beast ni)on the
forehead and upon the hand in Pev 13, 14, 15, 16,
19 and 20, more likely refer to branding, as the Gr
word point.s more or less in this direction, while the
stigmata of Gal 6 17 may also ])oint to branding.
Branding was at all events also a common method
of printing characters on the flesh in Bib. times
(Isa 3 24; perhaps V^x 21 2.5; a branding on the fore-
h<>a(l, CH §127; branding of a skive §§22tj, 227).
The reference in .In 20 25 is, of coui-s(>, to the
clearly visible marks or scars left by the nails in the
hands. See Mauk.
The use of seals is a true printing process, whether

they are used with color, as they were both in Crete
and Egypt ahnost from the beginning of history,
or impressed on clay, wax, or other jilastic sub-
stances. Mention of seals is frequent in the Bible
(see Seal). A new interest has been given to this
aspect of the matter by the s(>alings discoverecl in
Ahab's palace and other excavations throughout
Pal, which are forming one of the most useful classes
of modern inscript ions.

Both stani}) and s(>al were used throughout the
Middle Ages, the latt(>r abundantly, and the stamp
at least occasionally, for stamping the cai)ital letters
in liib. and other JvISS, as well as for various other
l)ur])oses.

Modern printing begins with the carving of whole
pages and books on blocks of wood (xylography), or
metal plates for i)rinting (chalcograi)hy). This
method was quite (;arly ])ractised by the Chinese,
and began to be conunon in Ii]uro])e in the early
15th cent., most of tlie l)ooks i)rinted by it having
to do with Bib. to))ics (Bihlia'j)aNpcrum, etc).

It was only with the invention of movable tvjie
about the middle of the 15th cent, that the nuilti-
I)lying of books by writing began to come to an
end.

_
The printing wit h movable type is also closely

a.ssociated with Kib. study, the Ciutenberg P,s;dte"r

and the Gutenberg liible standing with most for
the very beginning of nio(l(>rn j)rinting.

For the printed edd of the Uvb and Gr originals,
and the various VSS, see arts, on Textual Ckiti-
( ISM and alli(!d topi(!s in this encycloi)aedia, with
their literature. The art. on "TypoKi'^ipl'y" in
Jeiv Enc is of unusual excellence, and the general
literature of printing given in Enc Brit, at the
end of the first part of the art. on "Typography,"
is full and good. Compare also Book in this
encyclopaedia and its literature, esp. Hortz-
schansky, suj)plein(>nt ing tlu; bibliography of Enc
Brit. E. C. RicHAKu.soN

PRISCA, pris'ka, PRISCILLA, pri-sil'a. See
Aquila.
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PRISON, pii/."n, PRISONER, prix/'n-n;, \n-v/,'-

nvv (tli('r(> arc various llch words whicli nvv

i-ciulcrcd "prison" in A\', ainoiifj; tliciii:

1. Hebrew
|i| --t , .sdhar, "round liouso," "for-

tress' [S t m (.en], [2| N^^, Icdc
.

"restraint," "confinement" [12 t : in liistoric b(K)ks,

Isa, Jer, with "house"], [:}] n";^"a , vudlurdli.

"suard," "sentry" [\-'> i in .Tcr niul N(>h|, |1|

rwDn"a, vi(ili"i>hi'kh('lh, "distort inji,-," i.e. stoci^s oi-

pillory [41], [ol "I'CX, 'r.s»r, "bond," "fetters" |Kccl

4 14; Jer 37 1")]; "ward" in AV is usually the

rendering for "Tat,"")?, //;/.s7(MKtr):

4"he earliest occurrence of the word "prison" in

AV is found in the narrative of Joseph's life in

l']ti;y])t (J). Tlie term used, viz.

2. In Early Hohar, nunins jjcrhaps "round house"

Times or "tower." It, seems i)rol)able that

anronfi; the Hebrews tliere were no

special buildin<>;s (Tected as "jails" in the pre-

monarehical period, and ])erliai)s not before th(>

post-exiIi<^ l)erio<l, wlien the adoption of the civic

institutions and customs of surrounding nation.s

prevailed. In l']gyi)t and Assyria, on the contrary,

there wei'e ])r()l)ably public buildings corresponding

to our modern jails. Among the Hebrews, rooms

in connection with the royal palace or the residence

of ])rominent court officials would be used for the

pur])ose.

According to one narrative (J) in Gen the prison

in which Joseph was confined had a "keei)er," while

acccjrding to another narrative (E)

3. Joseph the otfcMiding members of the royal

in Egypt household, viz. the royal butler and
the royal baker, were placed "in ward"

with the "captain of the guard" in charge, i.e. in

some ])art of the royal palace. This is still nroi-e

prol)able if, instead of "captain of the guard," we
should translate "chief of the cooks," i.e. super-

intendent of the royal kitchen.

It was often necessary to restrict tlie liberty of

individuals who for various causes were a menace
to those in authority, without inflict-

4. Causes ing any corporal j^unishment, e.g.

of Im- Joseph's brethren were kept "in ward"

prisonment three days (Gen 42 19); Shimei was
forbidden to pass beyond the boundary

of Jerus (1 K 2 3(5); the person who was caught

gathering sticks on the Sabbath was jwt "in ward"

I)ending his trial (Xu 15 34). In the monarchical

])(>riod, prophets who criticized the throne were put

in prison, e.g. Micaiah bv Ahab (1 K 22 27),

Ilanani by Asa (2 C^h 16 10). Ho.sliea, after his

al)ortive effort to inst it ut e an alliance with So or Seve,

king of Egyi)t, was shut up in ])rison by Shalmaneser

(2 K 17 4); cf also 2 K 25 27 (Jehoiachin in

Babylon); Jer 52 11 (Zedckiah in Babylon).

The Book of Jer throws considerable light on

the i)rison syst(>m of Jerus in the later monarchical

"])eriod. The prophet was put "in

5. Under ihc titods that were in tlu; upper gate

the of Benjamin, which was in the house

Monarchy of Jeli" (20 2). Mere imprisonment

was not adequate punishment for the

prophet's announcement of Judah's doom; it Avas

necessary to have recourse to the pillory. During

the siege of Jerus Jeremiah was confined in the

"court of the guard, which was in the king of

Judah's house" (32 2, etc). The "court of the

guard" was evidently the quarters of the sentry who
guarded the royal palace. According to the nari-a-

tive of ch 37, the ])ro]ihet was arrested on a charge

of treachery and ]>ut in prison "in the house of

Jonathan the scribe" (37 15). This verse does not

necessarily mean that a private house was used as

a prison. The words are capable of another inter-

l)retati()n, viz. thai a building known as the "house

of Jonathan the scribe" had been taken over by

the authorities and converted into a jail. We read

in the following verse that the house had a "dun-

geon" (lit . "hou.seof t he pit ") and "cabins" or "cells."

The data are not sufhcient to (>nable us to give

any detailed desci-ipt ion of the tr'(>atment of pris-

oiUM-s. Til is treat ni(>nt vari(>d accord-

6. The ing to tlu> character of the offence

Treatment which led to incarc(>ration. Samson
of Prisoners during tli(; ])eriod of his imprisonment

was coini)(4led to do hard labor (Jgs

16 21). Grinding was the occui)ation of women,
and marked the depth of Samson's humiliation.

Dangerous persons were subjected to various kinds

of physical mutilation, e.g. Samson was deprived of

his sight. This was a common practice in Assyria

(2 K 25 7). The thunil)s and great toes of

Adonibezek were cut off to render him incapable of

further resistance (Jgs 1 6).

Various forms of torture were in vogue. Hanani

the seer was put into the pillory by Asa (for "in a

prison house" we should render "in the stocks";

see RVm). In Jer 29 2r) for "prison," we should

render "stocks" (so RV) or "pillory," and for

"stocks," "collar" (as in RVm). AV r(>nd(Ts a

different Heb word by "stocks" in Job (13 27; 33

11). There was a s])ccial prison diet (1 K 22 2/),

as well as a prison garb (2 K 25 29).

Tliore are other ITcl) words rendered "prison" (somc-

timtss incorrecth ) in AV. In Ps 142 7, thv word wliicli is

trJ " i)ris()ii " means a " j)lace of execution,

7 Other and is derived from a root wliich denotes,
I. wLiici

^^^^ inslance, tiie isolation of tlie lejier (Lev
Hebrew ^3 5. ^.f jsa 24 22; 42 7). In Isa 53 8

Words "opi)r(>ssion" not "prison" is the correct

tr, while ill Isa 61 1 tlu' I lei) denotes "open-
ing of the eyes," rather than "opening of tlu; prison."

Prisoners are promised "light after darkness, gleam after

gloom."

In the X"T "prison" generally occurs for the Gr
word (pvXaK-q, yhulake, which corrcsjionds to the

Ilcb word '^.'52'IL"52 , 7)ii.shi)idr, referred

8. In the to above (Mt 5 2.-); Mk 6 17; Lk 3 20;

NT Acts 5 19; 1 Pet 3 19). In Rev 18

2, AV renders this word by two dif-

f(>rent words, viz. "hold" and "cage"; RV employs

"hold" in each ca.se (RVm "prison"). In one

passage "ward" is the rendering in AV (Acts 12 10)

.

In connection with the imi)ri.sonnient of John the

term used is Setr/xwrijptoi/, dcstnottrion, "place of

bonds" or "fetters" (Mt 11 2); the same word is

used in the case of Peter and John (Acts 5 21.23),

and of Paul and Silas (Acts 16 20). But the more
common term is also found in these narratives.

In A(;ts 12 17 "})rison" renders a (Jr word which

means "dwelling." In Acts 5 IS AV, "prison" is

the rendering for another Gr word, viz. rrjpTjais,

tfresis, "watching" or "ward" (RV "ward"). In

Acts 4 3, AV employs "hold" as the rendering for

the same word. This would corresiiond to the

modern "pohce station" or "lockup.'^ ^ See also

Punishments. T. Lewis

PRISON GARMENTS. See preceding article.

PRISON, SPIRITS IN: The phrase occurs in

the much-disputed ])assage, 1 Pet 3 18-20, where

the apostle, exhorting Christians to endurance

under suffering for well-tloing, says: "Because

Christ also suffered for sins once, the righteous for

the unrighteous, that he might bring us to God;

being put to death in th(! flesh, but made alive in the

si)irit; in which also he went and preached unto

the spirits in i)ris()n, that aforetime were disobedi-

ent, when the longsuffering of God waited in the

days of X^oah, while the ark was a preparing, where-

in few, that is, eight souls, were saved through
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water." It is plain that in this context "the spirits

in prison" (tois iv (pvXaKji -n-vevfiacriv^ tois en
phiduke qmeumasin) denote the generation who
were disobedient in the days of Noah, while the
words "spirits" and "in prison" refer to their present
disembodied condition in a place of judgment in

the unseen w^orld (cf 2 P(>t 2 4-9). The crucial
point in the pas.sage lies in what is said of Christ's
l)reaching to these spirits in prison. The interpre-
tation which strikes one most naturally is that
Christ, put to death in the flesh, and made alive
again in the spirit, went in this spiritual (disem-
bodied) state, and preached to these spirits, who
once had been disobedient, but are viewed as now
possibly recei)tive of His message. This is the idea
of the i^assage taken by the majoi-ity of modern
exeg(>(es, and it finds sup])ort in what is said in

1 Pet 4 6, "For unto this end was the gospel
preached even to the dead, that they might be
judged indeed according To men in the flesh, but
live according to God in the spirit." On this basis
is now often reared a mass of doctrine or conjecture
respecting "second probation," "restoration,"
ef (—in part going back to ])atristic times—for wliich
tlie i)assage, even so taken, affords a very narrow
foundation (see on this view, Plum])tre, The Spirits
in Prison; Dorner, System of (Itrintinn Doctrine,
IV, 130-32; E. AMiite, Life in Christ, ch xxii). It
must be admitted, however, that, on closer cxam-
inat ion, the above plausible explanation is com-
passed with many difficulties. A preaching of
Christ in Hades is referred to in no other passage of
Scripture, while Peter appears to bo speaking to
his readers of sometliing with which they are famil-
iar; it seems strange that these antediluvians
should be singled out as the sole obj(>cts of this

preaching in the spiritual world; the word "made
alive" does not cxegctically refer to a di.sembodied
state, but to the resurrection of Christ in the body,
etc. Another line of interpretation is therefore
l)i-efen-ed by many, who take the wonls "in which
also he went," to refer, not to a di.sembodied mani-
festation, but to the historical ])reaching to the
antediluvian generation through Noah while they
yet lived. In favor of this view is tlie fact that the
apostle in 1 11 regards the earlier ])rophetic i)reach-
ing as a testifying of "the Sjjirit of Christ," that
(loil's long-suffering with Noah's generation is de-
scu-ibed in Gen 6 5, which Peter has doubt le.ss in

his mind, as a striving of God's Si)irit, and that in

2 Pet 2 5 there is another allusion to these events,
and Noah is described as "a ])reacher of righteous-
n(>ss." The i^assage, 1 P(>t 4 (i, may have tlunnon!
general m(>aning that Christians who have died are
at no disadvantage in the judgment as compared
with tiiose who shall be alivc^ at the Parousia (cf

1 Thess 4 15-lS). (For an ex])osition of this view,
with a full account of the interj)retations and litera-

ture on the subject, cf Salmond's Chrislidn Doc-
trine of Iinmorlalily, 4th ed, 364-87.) See also
ESCHATOLOGY OF THE NT. J.\MES OrK

PRIVY, i^riv'i, PRIVILY, priv'i-li: 1'h(>s(> words
are obsolete in modern Eng. and are re])lace(l by
"secr(>t," "secretly," rather than by the cognates
"l)rivate," "privately." RV usually has not
altered AV's use of the word, but in Ps 11 2 has
substituted "in darkness" and in Jgs 9 31 uses
"craftily," m "in Tormah" (see Tormah). In Ezk
21 14, AV "entereth into their privy chambers,"
"privy" is a gloss, omitted in RV. "To be privy
to a thing" (1 K 2 44; Acts 5 2) is simply "to
know" it; in Wisd 8 4, RV has changed the phrase
into "be initiated into."

PRIZE, priz: Two Gr words are so rendered in

EV: (1) ppa^elov, brabeion, the award to the

victor in the Gr games, consisting of a garland of
bay, olive, or j^ine; so called because it was given
by the /3pa^£i/s, bralyeus, the adjudicator who a.s-

signed the prize at the games (\'ulg bravinni, from
which 7nay be derived the Eng. "brave" = originally
gaily dressed, handsome). Used lit. in 1 Cor 9
24, and figuratively of the heavenly reward for
Christian character in Phil 3 14. "(2) dpTray/xds,

harpacjmos, in ERV of Phil 2 (i, "Counted it not a
prize to be on an equality with God." The termi-
nation -/xos, -mos, would lead us to exi)ect the active
sen.se: "an act of gras])iiig," "i)lundering" (AV
"robbery"), which woukl imj)ly that Christ did not
deem it an act of usur])ation to claim e(iuality with
God, for such equality was His inherent right. But
the context demands a reference "not to the right
which He claimed, but to the dignity which He
renounced" (Lightfoot); hence the majority of
mod(>rn expositors take the word in a passive sense
{ = apwayp.a, hnrpagnni): "a thing to be seized,
prized, retained at all costs as a booty" (ERV "a
prize," ARV "a thing tol)e grasped"), implying that
Chri.st did not regard equality with God as a thing
to be clutched greedily, but waived His rights (see
Lightfoot on Phil 2 (i). The vb. "to prize" occurs
only in Zee 11 13. See Grasp; Humili.\tion of
Christ; Kenosis. D. Miall Edwards

PROBATION, pro-bil'-shun, SECOND, sek'und.
See I*]SCHAT0L0GY OF THE NT.

PROCHORUS, prok'6-rus (IIpoxopos, Prochoros)

:

One of "the seven" cho.sen l)y the Christ ian com-
munity in Jerus to sui)erintend the dispensing of
charity to the widows and other i)oor (Acts 6 .5).

The name is Gr, and he may have been a Hellenist.
According to tradition he becaiiie bishoj) of Nico-
media and died a martyr at Antioch.

PROCONSUL, i)rr)-kon'sul (dvGviraTos, anihupatos
[Acts 13 7; 18 12]; AV deputy). See Provi.vce.

PROCURATOR, i)rok'fi-ra-1er (e-n-iTpoiros, epl-
tropos): This word signified in a geiKTal sense a
steward or bailiff of a i)rivato estate, or a financaal
agent with power of attorney, and the development
of the special usage of the word to denote an impe-
rial functionary or official is characteristic of the
origin of many de})artnients of administration under
the Roman Empire which sjjrang from the emjjeror's
household. At the time of Augustus, when the
domestic quality of these offices had not been
entirely lost, the pro(;urators were mostly im]K'rial
freedmen. But after the systematic organization
of the administration in the 2d cent., the title of
I)rocurator was reserved for fun(;ti()nari(\s of the
e(}uestrian class. In fact, the ivnn is so intin>ately
connected with the s])here of oflicial activity of the
Rom knights that the e.xpressions "i)r()curatorial
career" and "equestrian career" are used synony-
mously (cf Hirschfeld, Die kaiserliclien Verwallunys-
beamten bis auf Diocletian, 41()-()r)).

During the last century of the Republic, the class
of knights {equiles) embraced in general all citizens
of wealth who w(>re not magistrates or members of
the senate. The Roscian Law (()7 BC) establLshed
4()0,0()0 sesterces (about S1S,()()() or £.3,()()()) as the
minimum census rating for ni(>mbership in this class.

The gold ring, tunic with narrow piu-ple boixler, and
l)rivilege of sitting in the first 14 rows at the theater
were the tokens of knighthood. Augustus added
to these the public horse which was conferred hence-
forth by the emperor and recalled the original mili-
tary significance of the order. From the time of
Augustus the first three decuriiU' of jui-ors (judices),
each containing 1, ()()() pcTsons, were filled with
knights.
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Under tlio Republic the influence of the ecjuestrian

class was chiefly exerted in the financial transactions

of the companies which farmed the variable reve-

nues. The importance of the publicani was greatly

reduced under the Empire, but the em]:)erors

recompensed the knights for this loss of oppor-

tunity by intrusting them with a great variety of

administrative functions. Military service as pre-

fect or tril)une was the })reliminary step in the ofli-

cial equestrian career. The highest jwsitions held

by members of the equestrian (dass were called

prefect vu-es, and included the prefecture of the

guard, of Egypt, of the grain-suj)ply, of the watch-
men in Rome, and of the fleet. But between these

extremes the title procm-ator was applied generally

to the functionaries whose positions were of imi)crial

origin.

The administration of ihcfcscuH or imperial treas-

ury at Rome and of the finances in the imperial

provinces, as well as the (collection of fiscal revenues

in the senatorial provinces, was in the hands of

procurators. They oc(;ui)ied many i)osit ions which,

on account of their intimate relationshij) with the

person of the monarch, could be safely intrusted

only to those whose limit(>d prestige precluded

inordinate ambition (Friedlaender, Sittengeschichtc

Roms, 7th ed, Part I, 132-43). Finally, several

provinces, where the conditions were unfavorable;

to the introduction of the ordinary administrative

system and Rom public law, w(;re governed as im-

perial domains by officials of the equestrian class as

the emperor's representatives. In Egypt the title

prefect (praefectus) was employed permanently as

the appellation of the viceroy, and while the same
term may have been used originally to denote the

governors of this class generally, when their mili-

tary outweighed their civil functions, yet the desig-

nation procurator became at an early date the term of

common usage to designate them (Plirschfeld, 382).

Mauretania, Rhaetia, Noricum, Thrace, Cappa-
docia, Judaea and some smaller districts were^all,

for a time at least, governed by procurators (Taci-

tus //isL i. 11 ; Dio Cassius lvii.l7).

The question concerning the original title of the

Rom governors of Judaea has arisen because the

NT employs the word heqemon (Mt 27 2.11.14.15.

21.27; 28 14; Lk 3 1; 20 20; Acts 23 24; 24 1;

26 30), which corresponds with the Lat term

praeses, which might be considered synonymous
with either ])ro('urator or praefectus (Hirschfeld,

384). There is no inscriptional evidence to estab-

lish the nomenclature of the rulers of Pal before

the time of Vespasian, and Hirschfeld is of the

opinion that a certain passage in Tacitus {Aim.

XV.44) where Pilate is called procurator is not suffi-

cient proof in view of this writer's carelessness in

details of this sort. Josephus {Ant, XX, i, 2),

however, employs epitropos (procurator) for the

time of Claudius, and it is converiient to follow

common usage and assume that this title was current

from the first.

It was evidently the intention of Augustus that

membership in the equestrian class should be a

necessary qualification for the procurators who were

appointed to govern provinces. But Claudius

appointed a freedman, Antonius Felix, brother of

the famous minister of finance, Pallas, as procurator

of Judaea (Suetonius Claud, xxviii; Tacitus Hist.

v.9). This remained, however, an isolated instance

in the annals of Pal (Hirschfeld, 380), and it is

probable, moreover, that Felix was raised to eques-

trian rank before the governorship was conferred

upon him.
The following list of the procurators of Judaea is

based on Marquardt {liomische StaatsverivaUung,

I 409, 412) an(l Schiirer {Geschichle des jiidischen

Volkcs\ I, 485-585):

(^oponius (B AD to c 10 AD)
M. Aitil)it)ulus (c 10-i:i)
AniiiLi.s Kufu.s (c 13-15)
ValcTius (iratus (c 1.'>-2G)

Pontius I'ilatus (26-;5.5)

Marccllus (probalily 35-38)
Maryllus (3S-44)
("!. ('uspiiis I<'a<iiis (44-4())
Tih/'rius Alcxaiultu' (40-48)
Vonlidius ('utnaiuis (48-52)
M. Aiitonius Felix (52-00 or 61)
NoTK.—Marciuarclt gives his name as Claudius Felix,

supposing that ho was a frecsdnian of Claudius and
therefore took his noynen (Suetonius Claud, xxviii;
Victor, epitome iv, 8) ; but there is stronger evidence in
support of th(! belief that P\^lix was a freedman of An-
tonia, CMaudius' mother, like his brother Pallas (Taentus
Ann. xii..54; .Jos, Ant, XVIII, vi, 4; XX, vii, 1, 2;
XX, viii, 9; B.J , II, xii, 8), and accordingly had received
th(5 praenomen and nomen of Antonia's father (Jos, Ant,
XVIII, vi, 6).

Fortius P'estus (01)
Albinos (02-04)
Ciessius Florus (05-GG)

See, further, Govehnou. C.eokge H. Allen

PROFANE, pro-fan' (vb. V::n , //«./«/, adj. bbn

,

hdlal, ^n
, full; P6Pt]X6w, hebeloo, ^i^y\\os, hehelos)

:

From projanus, "before [i.e. outside] the temi)le,"

therefore unholy, polluted, secular, is of frequent
occurrence (vb. and adj.) in both the OT and the
NT. It occurs as the tr of hoi in AV oidy in Ezk
(22 26, RV "common"; 42 20; 44 23; 48 15,

RV "for common use"); as the tr of halal in Lev
21 7.14, RVm "polluted"; and Ezk 2i 25, where,

for AV "thou profane wicked prince of Israel,"

RV has "thou, O deadly wounded wicked one, the

prince of Israel." "To profane" {hdlal) is seen in

Lev 18 21; 19 8; Neh 13 17.18;' Ps 89 39; Isa

43 28; Ezk 22 8.26, etc. "Profaneness" in Jer

23 15 {hdnuppah) is in ARV "ungodliness." In the

NT "profane" occurs in the sense of unholy, godless,

regardless of God and Divine things (1 Tim 1 9;

4 7; 6 20; 2 Tim 2 16; He 12 16), and "to pro-

fane," or violate, in Mt 12 5; Acts 24 6. The
vb. is frequent in Apoc in 1 Mace (1 43.45.63; 2

34, etc; also in 2 Mace 8 2; 10 5; cf 2 Esd 15 8;

Jth 4 3.12; 1 Mace 1 48; 2 Mace 4 13). In nu-
merous cases RV substitutes "i)rofane" for other

words and phrases in AV, as for "to prostitute"

(Lev 19 29), "an hypocrite" (Isa 9 17), "pollute"

(Nu 18 32; Ezk 7 21), etc. W. L. Walkeh

PROFESS, pro-fes', PROFESSION, pro-fesh'un

(nri? , ndghadh; 6[j.o\o-y€'w, hoinologeo, 6\i.o\o^La,

ho7)iologtu): "Profess" means lit. "to own before,"

hence to make open or public announcement; it

occurs only once in the OT as the tr of ndghadh, "to

put before," often "to tell," "to show," "to declare"

(Dt 26 3); in the NT it is the tr of homologeo, "to

sjieak or say together in common," "to assent,"

"to confess publicly" (Mt 7 23, "Then will 1 pro-

fess unto them, I never knew you''; 1 Tim 6 12,

RV "didst confess the good confession"; Tit 1 16,

"They profess that they know God"); of epaggel-

lomai, "to announce one's self," "to make profes-

sion" (1 Tim 2 10; 6 21); of phdsho, "to say,"

"to assert" (Rom 1 22). "Profession" is the tr

of homologia (2 Cor 9 13; 1 Tim 6 12; He 3 1,

AV "the High Priest of our profession" [of our pro-

fessed faith]; 4 14; 10 23; in each instance RV
has "confession"). "Profess" occurs in AV of

Ecclus 3 25, but the verse is omitted by RV; m
"Most authorities omit verse 25."

W. L. Walker
PROGNO STICATORS, prog-nos'ti-ka-terz,

MONTHLY. See Asthology, 6.

PROLOGUE, pro'log, prol'og (-n-poXovos, prologos,

"foreword," "preface," "introduction"): The word
occurs in the preface to Ecclus (Sir), and is com-
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monly applied to Jn 1 1-18. See Ecclesiasticus;
John, Gospel of.

PROLONG, pro-Ions' (tinS , 'arakh, tlp)?

,

mash(ikh): "Prolong;," "prolonged" are the tr*" of

'drakh, "to stretch," "to make long" (Dt 4 2G,

and frequently, "prolong days"; 4 40, etc; Job
6 11 AV; Prov 28 IG; Eccl 7 15; 8 13; Isa

63 10); of rnashakh, "to draw out" (Isa 13 22;
Ezk 12 25.28 AV); of xjasnph, "to add," "to in-

crease" (Ps 61 6; Prov 10 27); of natah, "to
stretch out," "to incline to" (Job 15 29, "neither

shall he i)r()long the perfection thereof upon the
earth," ARV "neither shall their possessions be
extended on the earth," m "their produce bend to

the earth"; ERV reverses text and margin); of

'nrkhah (Aram.) (Dnl 7 12, "Yet their lives were
prolonged," AVm "A prolonging in life was given
them"). "Prolong" occurs in Ecclus 29 5, "})rolong

the time" (pan'lknd); 38 14, "prolong life," RV
"maintenance of life" (rw/Wo.sis); 30 22, "i)rolongeth
his days," RV "length of days" {makroemcreiuiis);

37 31, RV "shall prolong" (prostUheitii).

W. L. Walkeu
PROMISE, i)rom'is (most frequently in the OT

"lll^ , ddhliCir, "speaking," "speech," and "15'^,

c?d6/iar, "to speak," also TOX, 'dniar, "to say," once
in Ps 77 8, 'diner, "speech"; in the NT tTra-y-yeXCa,

epaggclia, and the vbs. €ira-y7e\Xo(iai, epnggcllomai,
and comj)oimds) : Promise holds an important place
in the Scriptures and in the developmcTit of the reli-

gion that culmhiated in Christ. The Bible is indeed
full of "])reci()us and exceeding gr(>at jjromises"

(2 Pet 1 4), although the word "promise" is not
always used in coimection with them. Of the more
outstanding promises of the OT may be mentioned:
(1) the proto-ci'dngdiiim (Gen 3 15); (2) the jH'om-
ise to Noah no more to curse the ground, etc
(Gen 8 21.22; 9 1-17); (3) most influential, the
j)romise to Abraham to make of him a great nation
in whom all families of the earth should be blessed,

to giv(! to him and his seed the land of Canaan
(Gen 12 2.7, etc), often referred to in the OT (Ex
12 25; Dt 1 8.11; 6 3; 9 28, etc); (4) the promi.se

to David to continue his house on the throne (2 S
7 12.13.28; 1 K 2 24, etc); (5) the promise of res-

toration of Israel, of the Messiah, of tlu; n(nv and
everlasting kingdom, of the new covenant and out-
pouring of the Spirit (Isa 2 2-5; 4 2; 55 5; 66 13;
.ler 31 31 34; 32 37-42; 33 14; Ezk 36 22-31;
37 1 1 f ; 39 25 f , etc) . In the NT these promises are

founded on, anil regarded as having tli(>ir true fulfil-

ment in, Christ and those who are His (2 Cor 1 20;
Eph 3 ()). The promise of the Sj)irit is spok(>n of

b}' Jesus as "the promise of my Father" (Lk 24 49;
Acts 1 4), and this was regarded as fulfilled at
Pentecost. The promise of a Saviour of the seed of

David is regarded as fulfilled in Christ (Acts 13 23.

32, 26 G; Rom 1 2; 4 13; 9 4). Paul argues that
the promise to Abraham that he should l)e "heir of

the world," made to him before circnuncision, is not
confined to Israel, but is open to all who are children

of Abraham by faith (Rom 4 13-lG; cf Gal 3 IG.

19.29). In like manner the writer to the Hebrews
goes back to the original promises, giving them a
spiritual and eternal significance (4 1; 6 17; 11 9,

etc). The NT promises include manifold bless-

ings and hopes, among them "life," "eternal life;"

(1 Tim 4 8; 6 19; 2 Tim 1 1; Jas 1 12), the
"kingdom" (Jas 2 5), Christ's "coming" (2 Pet 3 9,

etc), "new heavens and a new earth" (2 Pet 3 13),

etc. ' For "promise" and "promised" in AV, RV has
frequentlv other terms, as "word" (Ps 105 42),

"spake,"" "spoken" (Dt 10 9; Josh 9 21; 22 4;

23 5.15, etc), "consented" (Lk 22 G), etc. Refer-
ences to the promises occur repeatedly in the Apoc

(Bar 2 34; 2 Mace 2 18; Wisd 12 21; cf 2 Esd
3 15; 5 29). W. L. Walker

PROPER, prop'er: For AV "proper" (child),

in He 11 23, RV substitutes "goodly"; in 1 Ch
29 3; 1 Cor 7 7, RV "own" is employed, and for

the too emphatic "their proj)er tongue" in Acts 1
19 "their language" is written. But none of the
AV forms are really obsolete.

PROPER NAMES. See Na.mes, Proper.

PROPERTY, prop'er-ti. See Agrarian Law^s;
Jubilee; Poor; Portion ;PKL\io(iENiTURE; Wealth.

PROPHECY, i)rof'e-si, i)rof'e-si, PROPHETS,
prof'ets:

I. The Ide.\ of tJiiii.icAi. Puoi'ifEcy
1. The SctT aiui Six'akcf of (jod
2. Proplu'tical Inspirulioii
3. Relation to Di'cams
4. Freedom of Iiispifatioii

5. Stipeniatural Vi.sions of the Fuluro
6. The Fullihiieiit

I[. Historical Development of the Prophetic
Office

1. Abraham
2. Moses
3. Pei'iod of the .Jiidjies

4. Schools of Proi)liets
5. Period of the KiiiKs
(J. Literary Proijhets, .\iiios, Hosea
7. Poetical Form of Projjliecy
8. Propliets of Judali, Isaiah, atul Otliers Down

to Jeremiah
9. During the Exile, Ezekicl, Deutero-Isaiah,

Daniel
10. After the Exil(^ ITagKai, Zechariah, Malachi
11. (Cessation of Pr()i)hecy
12. Proi)hecy in tlic^ NT

III. IIirtToiucAL Development of Phoi'iiecy
1. CJonti'iits of Pr()i)hecy
2. Ooncejition of the IVIessiah
3. Before the Exile (throui^h Jiidgmc-nt to De-

liverance)
4. Analogous Ideas among Heathen Peoi)les
5. During the Ivxile (l^zekiel, Deutero-Isaiali)
G. After the lO.xile (llaggai, Zecliariali, Malachi)
7. (contemporaneous Cliaracter of Prophecy
8. Partial Cliaracter of Propliecy
9. Perspecli\-e Cliaracter of Prophecy

IV. Analogous Phen'omena among the Gentiles
1. Necromancy and Technical Witchcraft
2. The IMantic; Art
3. Contents of Heathen Oracles

Literature

/. The Idea of Biblical Prophecy.—Ac('ording to
the uniform tea(;hiiig of tlu; Bible the j)rophet is a

speaker of or for (Jod. His words are
1. The Seer not the production of his own spirit,

and Speak- but conu; from a higher source. For
er of God he is at tin; same time, also, a seer, who

sees things that do not lie in the do-
main of natural sight, or who hears things which
human ears do not ortlinarily receive; cf 1 S 9 9,

where tidbhi' , "speaker," and rd'eh, "seer," are used
as synonymous terms. Jer 23 16 and Ezk 13 2 f

are particularly instructive in this regard. In these
passages a sharp distinction is made between those
persons who only (;laim to be prophets but who
prophesy "out of their own heart," and the true
I)rophets who declare the word which the Lord has
si)oken to them. In the latter case the contents of
the prophecy have not originated in their own i-t;-

flection or calculation; and just as little is this

prophecy the product of their own feelings, fears

or hopes, but, as something extraneous to man and
independent of him, it has with a Divine certainty
entered the soul of the prophet. The prophet has
seen that which he prophesies, although he need not
have seen it in the form of a real vision. He can
also ".see" words with his inner eyes (Isa 2 1, and
often). It is only another e\])ression for this when
it is frequently said that God has spoken to the
prophet. In this case too it is not necessary that
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there must have been a voice which he could hear
phonetically through his natural ear. The nuiin

thing is that he must have be(m able sharply to

distinguish the contents of this voice from his own
heart, i.e. from his personal consciousness. Only in

this way is he capable of si)eaking to the jieople

in the name of God and able to pu})lish his word as

that of Jeh. In this case he is the speaker of Jeh
indbhi'), or the mouth of the Lord (cf f]zk 7 1 with
4 16). rnder these conditions he then regards it

as absolute compulsion to speak, just as a person
must be filled with fear when he hears a lion roar
nearby (Am 3 8). The words burn in his soul until

he utters them (Jer 20 7.9).

The Divine i)ower, which comes over a human
being and compels him to see or to hear things

which otherwise would be hidden from
2. Pro- him, is called by various terms express-

phetical In- ive of inspiration. It is said that the
spiration S])irit of God has come over someone

(Nu 24 2); or has fallen u])on him
(Ezk 11 5); or that the hand of Jeh has come over
him and laid hold of him (2 K 3 15; Ezk 1 3;

3 14.22, and often); or that the Holy Spirit has
been put on him as a garment, i.e. has been incor-

porated in him (1 Ch 12 18; 2 Ch 24 20); or

that the Spirit of revelation has permanently de-
scended upon him (Nu 11 25 f; 2 K 2 15; Isa
11 2; 61 1); or that God has given this Spirit of

His (Nu 11 29; Isa 42 1); or pours Him out upon
man (Joel 2 28f [Heb 3 If]). But this inspiration is

not such that it suppresses the human consciousness

of the recipient, so that he would receive the word of

God in the state of sleep or trance. But rather the
recipient is in possession of his full consciousness,

and is able afterward to give a clear accovmt of

what happened. Nor is the individuality of the
prophet eliminated by this Divine inspiration; un-
consciously this individuality cooperates in the
formal shaping of that which has been seen and
heard. In accordance with the natural peculiarity

of the prophet and with the contents of the message,
the psychological condition of the recipient may be
that of intense excitement or of calmness. As a
rule the inspiration that takes possession of the
prophets is evidenced also by an exalted and poetical

language, which assumes a certain rhythmical
character, but is not bound to a narrow and mechani-
cal meter. It is, however, also possible that pro-

phetical utterances find their expression in plain

prose. The individual peculiarity of the prophet
is a prime factor also in the form in which the
revelation comes to him. In the one prophet we
find a preponderance of visions; another prophet
has no visions. But the visions of the future
which he sees are given in the forms and the
color which have been furnished by his own con-

sciousness. All the more the form in which the
prophet gives expression to his word of God is de-

termined by his personal talents and gifts as also

by his experiences.

In a certain respect the dream can be cited as an
analogous phenomenon, in which also the ideas that

are slumbering in the soul uninvited
3. The put in their appearance without being
Dream cont rolled by consciousness and reason.

On the other hand, prophecy differs

specifically from dreams, first, because the genuine
prophetical utterance is received when the prophet
is clearly conscious, and, secondly, because such an
utterance brings with it a much greater degree of

certainty and a greater guaranty of its higher origin

than is done even by a dream that seems to be
prophetical. In ,Jer 23 25 tT it is declared that
these two are entirely dissimilar, and the relation

between the two is compared to straw and wheat.

The Moslem Arabs also put a much lower estimate

on the visionary dream than on the prophetic vision

in a waking condition.

Because this S{)irit of God acts with full freedom.
He can select His organs at will from among every

station, age or sex. The Spirit is not
4. Freedom confined to any priestly class or organi-

of In- zation. It indeed was the case at

spiration tim(!s that a prophet gathered dis-

ciples around himself, who could
themselves in turn also be seized by his sj)irit,

although the transmission of this spirit was a diffi-

cult matter (2 K 2 10). Yet genuine prophecies
continued to be at all times a free gift of the sov-
ereign God. Amos (7 14 f) appeals expressly to

this fact, that he did not himself choose the prophet's
calling nor was the pupil of a prophetic school, but
that he had been dire(;tly called by Jeh from his

daily occupation as a shepherd and workman. In
the same way we indeed find prophets who belonged
to the priestly order (Jeremiah, Ezekiel and others),

but equally great is the number of those who cer-

tainly did not so belong. Further, age made no
difference in the call to the prophetic office. Even
in his earliest youth Samuel was called to be a
prophet (1 S3 Iff), and it did not avail Jeremiah
anything when he excused himself because of his

youth (Jer 1 6). Then, too, a woman could be
seized by this Spirit. From time to time prophet-

esses appeared, although the female sex is by no
means so prominent here as it is in the sorcery of

the heathen. See Prophp^tess. As an exceptional

case the Spirit of God could lay hold even of a per-

son who inwardly was entirely estranged from Him
and could make an utterance through him (cf Saul,

1 S 10 11; 19 24; Balaam, Nu 23 f; Caiaphas,
Jn 11 51). As a rule, however, God has selected

such prophetic organs for a longer service. These
persons are called and dedicated for this purpose

by Him through a special act (cf Moses Ex 3 1 fT;

1 K 19 16.19 ff;_ Isa 6; Jer 1; Ezk 1). This

moment was decisive for their whole lives and con-

stituted their authorization as far as they them-
selves and others were concerned. Yet for each

prophetic appearance these men receive a special

enlightenment. The prophet does not at all times

speak in an inspired state; cf Nathan (2 S 7 3 ff),

who afterward was compelled to take back a word
which he had spoken on his own authority. Char-
acteristic data on the mental state of the prophets

in the reception and in the declaration of the Di-

vine word are found in Ja^5 16 f; 20 7ff. Origi-

nally Jeremiah felt it as a joy that Jeh spoke to him
(cf Ezk 3 3), but then he lost all pleasure in life

and would have preferred not to have uttered this

word, but he could not do as he desired.

The attempt has often been made to explain

prophecy as a natural product of purely human
factors. Rationalistic theologians re-

5. Super- garded the prophets as enthusiastic

natural teachers of religion and morals, as

Visions of warm patriots and politicians, to whom
the Future they ascribed nothing but a certain

ability of guessing the future. But
this was no explanation of the facts in the case.

The prophets were themselves conscious of this,

that they were not the intellectual authors of their

higher knowledge. This consciousness is justified

by the fact that they were in a condition to make
known things which lay beyond their natural hori-

zon and which were contrary to all probability.

Those cases are particularly instructive in this

respect which beyond a doubt were recorded by the

prophets themselves. Ezekiel could indeed, on the

basis of moral and religious reflections, reach the

conviction that Zodekiah of Jerus would not escape

his punishment for his political treachery and for

his disobedience to the word of Jeh; but he could
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never from this source have reached the certainty
that this king, as the prophet (lescril)es the case in

12 8 ff, was to be taken captive while trying to

escaf)e from the besieged city and was then to be
bhnded and taken to lialiylon. Just as little could
he in Babylon know th(> exact day when the siege
of Jerus began (24 2). If this prophet had learned
of these things in a natural way and had afterward
cloth<>d them in the form of prophecy, he would
have been guilty of a deception, something unthink-
able in the case of so conscientious a preacher of
morality. But such cases are frequently met with.
J(>remiah predicts to Haiianiah that he would die
during the year (28 IG), but it is not only such
matters of detail that j^resuppose an extraordinary
vision of the proi)het. Tlu; whole way also in which
Jeremiah prcniicts the destruction of Jerus as in-

evitable, in direct contrast to the hopes of the
Jerusalemites and to the desires of his own heart,
shows that he was speaking under Divine compul-
sion, which was more powerful than his own re-

flections and sympathies. On any other ])resup-

position his conduct would have been rei)rehensible
cowardice. The case of Isaiah is exactly the same.
^\'hen he gives to Ahaz the word of God as a guar-
anty that the Syrians and the Ephraimites would not
capture Jerus (7 4ff), and when he i)romises Ilez-

ekiah that the Assyrians would not. slioot an arrow
into tlH> city, but would return witliout having ac-
complished their purpose (37 22.33), these things
were so much in contradiction to all the prob-
abilities of the, course events would take that he
would have been a frivolous adventurer had he not
rec<>ived his information from higlier sources.
Doubtless it was just these predictions which es-

tablished and upheld tlie influence of the prophets.
Tluis in the isase of Amos it was his prediction of a
great earthquake, which did occur two years later

(1 1); in the case of Elijah, the prediction of the
long dearth (1 K 17 1); in the case of Elisha, the
undertakings of the enemies (2 K 6 12), and in

other cases. It is indeed true that the contents of
the prophetic discourses arc not at all confined to
the future. Everything that God has to announce
to mankind, revelations concerning His will, ad-
monit ions, warnings. He is able to amiouncc through
the mouth of the prophet. But His d(>terminations
witli r(>ferenc(! to the fut.ure as a ruU; are connected
witli i)rophetical utterances of the latter kind. The
prophets are watchm(>n, guardians of the people,
who are to warn the nation, because they see the
dangers and the judgments approaching, which
must put in their appearance if the Divine will is

disregarded. The pro{)]iets interpret also for the
peopk; that which is hapi)ening and that which
has occurred, e.g. the defc^ats which they have
sulfercnl at the hands of their enemies, or the grass-

hoi)per plague (Joel), or a famine. They lay bare
the inner reason for external occurrences and explain
such events in their connection with the ])rovi-

dentJal government of God. This gives to i)rophecy
a j)()W(n'ful inner unity, notwithstanding the great
differences of times and surrounding circumstances.
It is i)roj)hec3' which the Heb peo])le must thank for

their higher conception of history. This jxiople

know of a Highest Author of all things and of a
positive end, wliich all things that transpire must
servo. God's i)lan has for its purj)ose to bring
about the com[)lete supremacy of His will among
the chiklren of men.

In genuine j)rophecy, according to Bib. concep-
tions, the fulfilment constitutes an integral part.

This is set up by Dt 18 21 f as a
6. The Ful- proof of the gemiineness of a ])rophetic

filment utterance, llie proi)hetic word '"falls

to the ground" (1 S 3 19) if it is not
"raised up" (n"'pn, hckim, "fulfil," for which we

more rarely find S3^
, millc\ but regularly in the

NT -rrXrjpovcrdai, plerousthai, "being fulfilled") by the
course of events. It would remain an empty word
if it did not attain to its full (iontent through its

realization. In fact, in the word si)oken by the
I)rophet itself there dwells a Divine power, so that
at the moment when he speaks the event takes
place, even if it is not yet visible to man. This
realization is also not infrequently represented
symbolically by the prophet in confirm_ation of his
])r(>diction. Thus in a certain sens(> it is the prophet
himself who through his word builds u[) and pulls
down, plants and roots out (J(>r 1 10; 25 15 ff).

But tlie fulfilment can be judged by the contem-
poraries in the sense of Dt 18 22 only when this
fulfilment refers to the near future and when special
emphasis is laid on external events. In these cases
the prediction of certain events assumes the sig-

nificance of a "sign" (cf Jer 28 10; Isa 8 1 ff

;

37 30, and elsewhere). In other cases it is only
later generations who can judge of the correctness
of a predict ion or of a threat. In this way in Zee 1
() 1 he fulfilnu'Tit of a threat is declared, and in the
NT often the fulfilment of a j^romise is after a long
time pointed out. But it is not the case that a
genuine prophecy must be fulfilled like an edict of
fate. Such prophecy is not an inevitable decree of
fate, but is a word of the living God to mankind,
and therefore conditioned ethically, and Crod can,
if repentance has followed, withdraw a thr(>at (Jer
18 2 ff ; case of Jonah), or the pvmishment can be
mitigated

_
(1 K 21 29). A prediction, too, Jeh

can recall if the ]ieopl(! prove unworthy (Jer 18 9 f).

A favorable or an imfavorable prediction can also
be })ostponed, as far as its realization is concerned,
to later times, if it belongs to the ultimate counsels
of God, as e.g. the fiiuil judgment and deliverance
on the last day. This counsel also may be realized
successively. In this case the prophet already col-

lects into one picture what is realized gradually in

a longer historical development. The prophet in

general spoke to his hearers in such a way as could
1)0 understood by them and could be imi)ressed on
them. It is therefore not correct to demand a fulfil-

ment pedantically exact in the form of the historical

garb of the prophecy. The main thing is that the
Divine thought contained in the ])roi)hecy be en-
tirc'ly and completely realized. But not vmfre-
quently the fing(n- of God can be seen in the entirely

literal fulfilment of certain ])rophecies. This is

esp. the case in the NT in the appearance of the Son
of Man, in whom all the rays of OT prophecy have
found their common center.

//. Historical Development of the Prophetic
Office.—It is a characteristic; i)eculiarity of the

religion of the OT that its very ele-

1. Abraham mentary beginnings are of a ]>ropheti-

cal nature. The fathers, above all

Abraham, but also Isaac and Jacob, are the recipi-

ents of visions and of Divine revelations. Esp. is

this true of Abraham, who appeared to the for-

eigners, to whom he was neither kith or kin, to

be indeed a prophet (ndhhi') (Gen 20 7; vi Ps 105

15), although in his case the commantl to preach

the word was yet abscnit. Above; all, the creative

founder of the Israelitish national religion, Moses,
is a proi)het in tin; eminent sense of

2. Moses the word. His influence among the
people is owing neither to his official

position, nor to any military prowess, but solely'

and alone to the one circumstanc^e, that since his

call at the burning bush God has spoken to him.
This intercourse between God and Moses was ever

of a particularly intimate character. While other
men of God rcM-eived certain individual messages
only from time to time and through the mediation
of dreams and visions, Jeh spoke (lirectly and "face
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to face" witli Moses (Nu 12 G fT; Di 34 10; cf

Ex 33 11). Moses was the ])erinanent orf2;an

through whom Jeh brought about tlu; E^yp l^lasues

and tlirouf^h whom He explained wliat these nuvint

to His people, as also Ihrou^h whom He led and
ruled tlu'TU. The voice of Moses too had to exi)lain

to them the Divine si^ns hi tlu; desert and com-
municate to them the comniandm(>nts of God. The
ley;islation of Moses shows that hr was not only

filled with the Spirit of (!od occasionally, but that,

he abode with (lod for lonf>;er jx'riods of time and
produced something that, is a w(>ll-ordered whole.

A ])r()(luction such as tli(> Law is the result of a con-

tinuous association with (lod.

Since that time revelation tliroup;!! i)ropliecv was
probably never entin^ly wanlinf; in Israel (Dt 18

15). But this fountain did not always
3. Period flow witli t he same fulness or clearness.

of the During the jw-riod of the Judges the

Judges Spirit of (lod ur^ed the lu^roes who
served Jeh rather to d(>eds than to

words. Yet Dei)orali enjoj'ed a hi^h rank as a

prophetess, and for a lon^; time jjronounced de-

cisions of justice in tlie name of the Lord before she,

through her j)rophetical utterances, aroused the

people to rise up against. th(>ir oppressors. AV'hat is

said in 1 S 3 1 concerning th(> times of Eli can be
applied to this wholes ])eriod, namely that the word
and vision of the proi)het liad become rare in the
lancL All the more e])och-making was the activity

of Samuel, who whiles yet a boy n>ceived Divine
revelations (1 S 3 1 IT). He was by the whole
peo])le regarded as a "seer" whose ])ro])hecies were
always fulhlled (3 li) f). The passage 9 G if shows
that the i)eo])le expected of such a man of God that

he should also as a clairvoyant come to the a.ssist-

ance of the peoi)le in the troubles of life. Such a
professional clairvoyant, hidecHl, Samuel was not,

as he was devoted entirely to the scn'vice of his God
and of his people and obeyed the Divine Spirit, even
in those cases when he was compelled to act con-
trary to his ])ersonal inclinations, as was tlie case

when the kingdom was establislied in Israel (8 6 ff).

Since the days of Sanuiel wo hear of schools of

prophets, or "sons of i)ro])hets." These associa-

tions probably originated in this way,
4. Schools that an exjx'rienced ])rophet attracted

of Prophets to himself bantls of yoviths, who sought
to receive a measure of his sj>irit.

These disciples of the proi)hets, together with their

families, lived in colonies around the master. Pos-
sibly Sanmel was the first wlio founded such a school

of projjhets. For in or lusar the city of Ilamah we
first find nayoth, or colonies of such disciples (1 S
19 ISf; 20 1). Among these pupils is found to a
much greater extent than among the teachers a
certain ecstatic feature. They arouse their feel-

ings through music and induce a frantic condition

whicli also afTects others in the same way, in which
state they "proi)hesj'" and, throwing off their gar-

ments, fall to the ground. In later times too we
find traces of such ecstatic; ])henomena. Thus e.g.

in Zee 13 6; 1 K 20 'A7.'SH, the "wounds" on the
l)reast or on the forehead recall the self-mutilation

of the i)riests of Baal (1 K 18 28). The deeds,
suggestive of what the dervishes of our own day do,

])robably were phenomena (juit e similar to the action

of the i)rophets of the surrounding tribes. But that
prophe{;y in Israel was not, as is now not infrequent-

ly claimed, merely a less crude form of the heathen
prophetic institution, is j)rov(!d by such men as

Moses and Samuel, who even in th<>ir times repre-

sent something much higher. Also in the colonies

of prophets there was assuredly not to be found
merely an enthusiasm without the S])irit of God.
Proof for this is Sanuiel, the si)iritual father of this

colony, as Elijah was for the later colonies of this

kiiuL '^riiese places were rather the (;ent(!rs of a

religious life, where communion with God was
sought by prayer and meditation, and where the
recollection of the great deeds of God in the past
seemed to prepare for the reception of ncnv reve-

lations. I'^roni such centers of tlu-ocratic id<!as and
ideals witliout a doubt there came fortli also corre-

sponding influences that affected tlu; peojjle. Per-

Iia])S not only was sacred music cultivated at these

places l)Ut also sacred traditions, which were handed
down orally and in writing. (Certain it is that at

these colonies the religion of Jeh jjrevailed.

During the jx'riod of the kings proplietically in-

spired men freciuently a])peared, who demanded
(^'en of the kings that tliey should

5. Period of submit to their Divinely inspired

the Kings word. Saul, who re-fused such sub-

mi.ssion, ])(>rished as the result of this

conflict.. David owed niucli to the; support of the

])ro])li(>t.s Samuel, Nathan, Gad (1 S 16 1 IT; 2 S

7; 2 Ch 29 2.5, anil elsewhere). But David also

bowed in sul)niission when these ]n-ophets rebuked
liiin because of his transgression of the Divine com-
mands (2 S 12,24). Ilis son Solomon was (>ducated

by the i)rophet Nathan. But tlu; destruction of his

kingdom was j)redicted by the i)roi)het Abijali, the

Shiloiiite (1 K 11 2<.)lTj. Since Jeh, as the su-

preme Sov(>r(>ign, has tlie right to enthrone or to

dethrone kings, this is often done through the

mouths of the prophets (cf 1 K 14 7fT; 16 1 fTj.

After the division of the kingdom we find Sliemaiah

forliidding llehoboam to begin a war with his

bretliren of Israel (1 K 12 21; cf 2 Ch 11 2tT;

cf another mission of the same projihet, 2 Ch 12

5 ff). On the oth<>r hand in the Northern Kingdom
the pro])heti(; word is soon turned against tlu; uii-

theocratic rule of Jeroboam (1 K 13, 14). It is

in this very same N(jrthern Kingdom tliat the

prophets unfolded their full activity and generally

in op])osition to the secular rulers, although tliere

was no lack of accommodating "prophets," who
were willing to sanction everything that the king

wanted. 'J'he opposition of the true i)roi)h(>ts to

these false representatives of proiihecy is illustrated

in the st.ory of Micaiah, the son of Imlah (1 K 22).

But a still higlier tyjie of pro])hecy above tlu; ordi-

nary is found in Elijah, whose historic niLssion it was
to fight to the finish the battle between the follow-

ers of Jeh and the worship of the Tyrian Baal. He
wasentirely a man of action; every one of hiswords
is a deed on a grand scale (cf concerning Elijah and
Eli.sha the art. Rioligion of Lsuael). J lis suc-

cessor Elisha inherited from him not only his mantle,

but also a double measure of his si)iritual gifts. He
exhibits the i)rophetic office more from its loving

side. He is accaistomed to visit the schools of

prophets found scattered throughout the land, calls

the faithful together around himself on the Salibaths

and the new moons (2 K 4 23), and in this way
establislies centers of a more spiritual culture than
was common elsewhere among the ])eoi)le. We
read that first-fruits were brought to liini as to the

priests(2 K 4 42). But while the activity of l':;iijali

was entirely hi antagonism to the ruling liouse in

the kingdom, this feature is not entirely lacking in

the work of Elisha also. He has even been charged

with wicked consjnracies against the dynasty of

Omri and the king of Syria (2 K 8,9). His con-

duct in connection with these events can be excused

only on the ground that he was really acting in the

name of a higher Master. But in general it was
possible for Elisha, after the radical change in jiub-

lic sentiment that had followed ujion the work of

Elijah, in later time to assume a more friendly atti-

tude toward the government and the peojile. He
often assisted the kings in their arduous contests

with the Syrians (cf 6 8fT; 13 14 IT). His deeds
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are generally of a benevolent character. In con-

nection with these lu! exhibits to a remarkable clejrree

the sift of ])rophetic foresight (2 K 4 Ki; 5 20;

6 8ff; 7 Iff; 8 10.12; 9 (i fT; 13 19). Jonah,
too, the son of Aniittai, had at that time a favor-

able message for the Northern Kingdom (2 K
14 2.-.).

However, the flourishing condition of the kiiig-

dom under Jeroboam II had an unfavorable in-

fluence on its sjnritual development.
6. Amos, iSoon Amos and Hosea were compelled
Hosea and to announce to this khigdom its im-
the Literary jx'uding destruction through a great

Prophets world-power. These two i)roi)hets have
left us books. To put ])ro])lietic utter-

ances into written form had already been introduced
before this. At any rate, many scholars are of

the conviction that the ])roi)hecies of Obadiah and
Joel belong to an earlier period, although others

place them in the ])ost-cxilic ])eriod. In any case,

the expectation of a day of settlement by Jeh with
His j)eoi>le was already in the days of Amos common
and current (5 LS ff). As the writ nig of individual

l)rophecies (Isa 8 1 f; 30 S; Hab 2 2 f ) had for

its i>ur])ose the ])reserving of these words in i)er-

nuuunit authentic, form and later to convince the
reader of their wonderful fulfilment, thus too the
writing down of lai'ger collections of ])ropheci(>s had
for its ])urpose t o intensify the ])ow(>r of the ])roj)het ic;

word and to secui'e this as a ])ermanent ])o.ssessi()n

of the people (Jer 30 2; 36 Iff).
_
Pupils of the

l)ropliets a.ssisf('d them in this writing and in pre-

serving their books (cf Jer 36 4; Isa 8 Id).

It is to this custom that we owe our knowledge
of the very words of the utterances of many of the

l)roi)hets of a later pcTiod. In addi-
7. Poetical tion to the larger books of Isa, Jer,

Form of Ezk, we have a number of smaller
Prophecy i)rophetical books, which have hvvn

united into the Book of the Twelve
Prophets. These utterances as a rule exhibite<l

an elevated form of language and are more or less

])oetical. However, in modern times some s(;holars

are inclined to go too far in claiming that these
addre.ss(!S are given in a carefully systijmatized

metrical form. Hebrew meter as such is a freer

form of <>xpression than is Arabic or Sanskrit ni(!t er,

and this is all the more the case with the discourses
of the i)rophets, which were not intended for musi-
cal r(>n(l(n-ing, and which are expressed in a rhyth-
mically constructed rhetoric, which appears now in

one and then in another form of melody, and often
changes into prose.

In the kingdom of Judah the status of the
prophets was somewhat more favorable than it was

in Ephraim. They w(>r(; inde(Ml forced
8. Prophets in Jerus also to contend agahist the
in Judah injustice on the part of the ruling

classes and against innnorality of all

kinds. But in this kingdom there were; at any rate
from time to time found kings who walkcnl more in

the footsteps of David. Thus Asa followed the
directions of the i)rophet Azariah (2 Ch 15 1 ff).

It is true that the prophet Hanani censured this

king, but it w'as done for a different reason. Je-
hoshaphat also regularly consulted the prophets.
Among those who had dealings with him Elisha is

also mentioned (2 K 3 14), as also some other
prophets (cf 2 Ch 19 2; 20 14-37). The greatest
among the ])rophets dm'ing the i)eriod of the Assyr
invasions was Isaiah, who pei'formed the duties of

his office for more than 40 years, and imder the
kings Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, and possibly too
under Manasseh, tlirough his word (>x<!rcised a
powerful influence upon the king and the nation.
Although a preacher of judgments, lie at critical

times appeared also as a prophet of consolation.

Nor did he despise external evidences of his pro-
phetic office (cf 7 11; 38 22.S). His contemporary
Micah is in full agreement with him, although he
was not called to deal with the great of the land, with
kings, or statesmen, as was the mission of Isaiah.

Nahum, Zephaniah and Habakkuk belong rather
to the period of transition from the A.ssyr to the
Chaldaean periods. In the days of Josiah the
projihetess Iluldali had great hifluence in Jerus
(2 iv 22 14). Much more ini])()rtant under this

same king was the jirophet Jeremiah, who was
called by God for a grtrat mission. This projjhet

during the siege and destructk)n of Jerus and after

that time spoke as an unyielding yet (leej)ly feeling

exponent of God, and was compelled again and
again to dash to the ground the false hopes of the
patriots, whenever t^hese arose. Not so firm was
jiis contemporary and fellow-sufferer Uriah (Jer

26 20).

In the time of the exile itself we find the jieriod of

the activity of Ez(>kiel. It was significant that this

]H-ophet became the recii)ient of Di-
9. In the vin(! revelations while on Bab terri-

Exile tory. His work was, in accordance
with the condition of affairs, more

that of a pastor and Jiterary man. He seems also

to have been a bodily sufferer. His abnormal con-
ditions became symbolical signs of tliat which he
had to proclaim. Dcaitcro-Isaiah, too (Isa 40 ff),

spoke during the Bab jxn'iod, namely at its close,

and prepared for the return. The peculiar jjrojihe-

cies of Daniel are also accorded to a projihet living

durhig the exile, who occupied a disthiguished posi-

tion at the court of the heathen rulers, and whose
a])Ocalyptic utterances arc; of a kind different from
the discourses of the otluT ])ro])hets, as tlicy deal
more with the ])olitical condition of the workl and
the drama of history, in so far as this tends toward
the establishment of the su])remacy of Jeh. The.se
prophecies were collected in later times and did not
receive their final aiul })resent form until the Gr
period at the beginning of tlie 2d cent. BC.

After the return from Bal)ylon the Jews were
exhorted by Ilaggai and Zechariah to rebuild their

temple (about, .520 BC). At that time
10. After there w(>re still t,o be found ])ropliets

the Exile who took a hostile attitude to the men
of God. Thus Nehemiah (Neh 6

G-14) was ojiposed by hostile ])roi)hets as also by
a prophetess, Noadiah. In contrast wdth these,

Malachi is at all times in accord with the canonical
l)roi)hets, as he was an ardent advoc^ate for the
temple cultus of Jeh, not in tlie sense of a sj)iritless

and senseless external worship, but as against
the current indifference to Jeh. His style and his

language, too, evidence a late age. The lyrical

form has given way to the didactic. This is also

probably the time wIkmi the ))resent Book of Jonah
was written, a didactic work treating of an older
tradition.

Malachi is regarded by the Jews as the last really

canonical prophc^t. Whih; doubtless there was not
a total lack of jiroplietically endowed

11. Cessa- seers tuid si)eakers of God also in the
tion of closing (•(niiurics of the pre-Christian
Prophecy era, nevert.heless the general convic-

tion prevailed that the Spirit of God
was no longer present, e.g. in the times of the Macca-
bees (cf 1 Mace 4 40; 9 27; 14 41). It is true
that certain modern critics ascribe some large sec-

tions of the Book of Isa, as well as of other prophets,
even to a period as late as the Gr. But this is re-

futed by the fact mentioned in Ecclus (beginning of

the 2d cent. BC) that in the writer's time the jh-o-

phetical Canon ai)p(>ar(>d already as a closetl col-

lection. Dnl is not found in this collection, but the
Book of the Twelve Minor Prophets is. It was
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durins this period that apocalj'ptic litoraturo bogan
to flourish, many spociiiunis of whicli are found
ainons tlie Apoc and tlie Bseudepisrapha. These
hooks consist of esehatological speeuhitions, not

the pro(kiet of original inspiration, but emanating
from the study of the ])roi)hetie, word. The very

name Pseudei)ijz;rai)ha shows that the author issued

his work, not un(kn- his own name, but under the

pseudonym of som(> man of God from older tirnes,

such as Enoch, Ezra, Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiali,

Barueh, and others. This fact alone proves the

secondary character of this class of literature. See
Apocalyptic Liteuaturk.
Mahichi finds a successor in .Tohn the Bai)tist,

whose coming the former liad predicted. John is

the R-reatest of the iiroph(>ts, because
12. Proph- lie could directly point to Him who
ecy in comjileted the old covenant and ful-

the NT fillcMl its promises. All that we know
in addit.ion concerning the times of

Jesus shows that the prophetical gift was yet

thought of as i)ossibly dwelling in many, but that

prophecy was no longer the chief spiritual guide of

the peoi)le (cf e.g. Jos, Ant, XIII, xi, 2; XV, x, 5,

among the Essenes, or in the case of Hyrcanus, op.

cit., XIII, X, 7). Jos himself claims to have had
prophetic gifts at times (cf BJ, III, viii, 9). He is

thinking in this connection chiefly of the prediction

of some details. Such "prophets" and "prophet-

esses" are reported also in the NT. In Jesus Christ

Himself the prophetic ofhce reached its highest

stage of development, as He stood in a more inti-

mate relation than any other being to His Heavenly
Fat her and spoke His word entirely and at all times.

In the Christian congregation the office of prophecy
is again found, differing from the proclamation of

the gospel by the apostles, evangelists, and teachers.

In the NT the terms wpocprjT-qs, propMtes, irpo(t>-q-

reia, prophetcia, -rrpocpriTevw, propheteud, signify

speaking under the extraordinary influence of

the Holy Ghost. Thus in Acts 11 27 f (prophecy
of a famine by Agabus) ; 21 10 f (prediction of the
sufTerings of Paul) ; 13 1 f (exhortation to mission

work); 21 9 fT (prophetical gift of the daughters of

Philip). Paul himself also had this gift (Acts 16
6ff; 18 9; 22 17 ff; 27 23 f). In the public serv-

ices of the church, pro{)hecy occupied a prominent
position (see esp. 1 Cor 14). A prophetical book
in a special sense is the Apocalypse of St. John.
The gift of prophecy was claimed by many also in

later times. But this gift ceased more and more,
as the Christian church more and more developed
on the historical basis of revelation as completed in

Christ. Esp. in spiritually aroused eras in the his-

tory of the church, prophecy again puts in its appear-
ance. It has never ceased altogether, but on
account of its frequent misuse the gift has become
discredited. Jesus Himself warned against false

prophets, and during the apostolic times it was often

found necessary to urge the importance of trying

spirits (1 Jn 4 1; 1 Cor 12 10; 14 29).

///. Historical Development of Prophecy.—The
contents of prophecy are by no means merely i)re-

dic^tions concerning the future. That
1. Contents which is given by the Spirit to the
of Prophecy prophet can refer to the past and to

the present as well as to the future.

However, that which is revealed to the prophet
finds its inner unity in this, that it all aims to es-

tablish the supremacy of Jeh. Prophecy views

also the detailed events in their relation to the Di-

vine plan, and this latter has for its purpose the

absolute establishment of the supremacy of Jeh in

Israel and eventually on the entire earth. We are

accustomed to call those utterances that predict

this final purpose the Messianic prophecies. How-
ever, not only those that speak of the i)erson of the

Messiah belong to this class, but all that treat of

the coming of the kingdom of God.
Tlie beginnings of the religion of Israel, as also

the chief ei)och in its development, emanatcni from
proj)hetical revelations, llie jirojihet

2. The Idea Moses elevatcfl the tribal religion into

of the a national religion, and at the same
Messiah time taught th(! j^eople to regard the

religion of the fathers more ethically,

spiritually and vitally. Samuel crowned the earthly
form of the concrete theocracy by introducing an
"Anointed of Jeh" in whom the covenant relation

between Jeh and Israel was concentrated personally.

The Anointed of the Lord entered into a much more
intimate relationship to Jeh as His Son or Servant
than it was possible for the whole peojile of Israel

to do, although as a people they w(>re also called

the servant or the son of God (cf Ps 2 7 f ; 110).

The Pss of David are a proof of this, that this high
destiny of the kingdom was recognized. David
himself became a projihet in those hymns in which
he describes his own unique relation to Jeh. But
the a(;tual kings of history as a rule corresponded
too imperfectly to this idea. For this reason the
word "prophetic" already in David's time directs

to the fut.ure, when this relationship shall be more
perfectly realized (2 S 7 12 fT; cf David's own
words, 2 S 23 4 ff). See Messiah.
Solomon completed the external equipment of

the theocracy by the erection of the temple. But
it was just his reign that constituted

3. Before the turning-point, from which time on
the Exile the prophets begin to emphasize the

judgment to come, i.e. the dissolution
of the external existence of the kingdom of Jeh.

Yet prophecy at all times does this in such a manner,
that a kernel of the Divhie establishment on Zion
remains intact. The Divine establishment of the
sanctuary and the kingdom cannot be destroyed;
all that is necessary is that they be restored in

greater purity and dignity. This can be seen also

in Amos, who predicts that the fallen tabernacle of

David shall be raised up again (Am 9 11 ff), which
shall then be followed by a condition of undis-
turbed blessing. The same is found in Hosea, who
sees how all Israel is again united under "David"
the king of the last times, w^hen between God and
the people, between heaven and earth, an unbroken
covenant of love shall be made (Hos 2 If.lSff);

and also in Isaiah, who predicts that during the
time of the conquest and subjection of the country
by the Gentiles a Son of David shall be born in a
miraculous manner and attain supremacy (Isa 7 14;

9 21!'; 11 1 ff), and who sj^eaks constantly of that
Divine establishment on Zion (cf the quiet waters of

Shiloah, 8 6), the foundation stone that has been laid

by Jeh (28 16, etc). Micah, his contemporary, does
the same, and in an entirely similar manner predicts

that the radical judgment of destruction which shall

come over the temple and the royal palace shall be
followed by the wondrous King of Peace from Beth-
lehem (5 1 fT). Possibly even at a somewhat earlier

date Zee 9 9 described this future ruler in similar

terms. In general it is not probable that Isaiah and
Mi(^ah were the first to speak so personally of this

King. They seem to presuppose that their con-
temporaries were acquainted with this idea.

In recent times scholars have pointed to the fact

that in the old Orient, among the Egyptians, the
Babylonians and elsewhere, the ex-

4. Analo- pectation of a miraculously born King
gous Ideas of the future, who was to bring to His
among own people and to all nations salvation

Heathen and peace, was entertained at an early

Peoples period. Yet so much is certain, that
Isaiah and Micah did not base their

hopes on the vague dreams of the gentile world, but
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upon the ])r<)i)h(>ti(' ostablLshmont of ;i Divine sanc-

tuary and kiTis<l<)in of Zion. The i)ers()nal figure of

this Son of David is not so much in the foreground

in the other ]:»r()phets down to the period of the (>xile.

These iirophets mention only casually the Good
Shepherd, as e.ft.Jer 23 Iff; 33 12 ff; Ezk 34 23 f.

But after that time this M(>ssianic expectation be-

came a i)erman('nt element in the hopes of Israel.

In the meanwhile, ]iroi)hecy had thrown much
light on the ways of God, which i)repare for His

kingdom on earth. Even long before Amos (5 IS IT)

the idea of a "day of Jeh," which was to be a day of

revelation, on which God makes a settlement \yith

the nations, must have been generally known, since

Amos is already compelled to protest against the

abuse of this expectation. But hand in hand with

this settlement we find also and at all times the ex-

pectation of the exaltaticm and of the salvation of

Israel. Yet the prophets have all emphasized that

Israel and Judah must first be thoroughly purified

by a judgment, before the land could, through God's

grace, be glorified and richly blessed. The judgment

which the preexilic prophets are continually pre-

dictiTig is, however, only a means to an end. This

judgment is not the final word of the Lord, as Amos,

Hosea, Isaiah, Micah and Habakkuk constantly

teach. They aimounce that return to Jeh and

obedience to Ilis commandments is the way to sal-

vation CHos 6 1; Isa 1 IS; Jer 4 1, and often).

However, the prophets know that the j)eople will not

turn again to God, but that first the Jewish state

must be entirely overthrown (Isa 6). It is par-

ticularlv deserving of noti(;e, that believing trust in

Jeh is regarded as the positive means for deliver-

ance (Isa 7 9; 30 15; Ilab 2 4). It is through

this that the "renmant" of the faithful, "the kernel"

of the people, is saved. Also in the case of Jeremiah,

whose work it was to jircHlict the immediate de-

struction of Judah, there is not absent a kmd of

an esoteric book of consolation. His battle cry

for the future is "Jeh our righteousness" (23 6;

33 lO). In his case we find a rich spiritualization

of religion. The external customs, circumcision

and the like, he declares, do no good, if the true

state of the heart is lacking. Even the ark of the

covenant is unnecessary and is discarded in the

enlargement of the sanctuary. _ Ez(>kiel, who lays

morestr(-ss on the external ordinances, nevertheless

agrees with Jeremiah in this, that Jerus together

with the temple must fall. Only after this de-

struction the prophet in his spirit builds the sanc-

tuary again ; notwithstanding the external character

of his restoration, there is yet found in his ])icture

a further dev(>lopment of its si)iritual character.

The ethical rights and the responsibility of the indi-

vidual are strongly emphasized (c-hs 18,33). The
land becomes transformed; the Gentiles arc re-

ceived into the covenant of God.
Deutero-Isa (Isa 40-66), during the time of the

Bab captivity, enriches prophecy in an extraordi-

nary manner, through the figure of the

5. During true "Servant of Jeh," who in a i)eace-

the Exile ful way, through his words of instruc-

tion and esp. through his innocent

sufferings and his vicarious deeds, converts Israel,

the undeserving servant, and also wins over the

gentile world to J(!li. It was not possible that the

picture of a suffering man of God, who through his

death as a martyr attains to exaltation, should be

suggested to the Jews by the altogether different

figure of a death and resurrection of a Bab god
(Thammuz-Adonis!). Since the unjust persecu-

tions of Joseph and David they were acquainted

with the sufferings of the just, and Jeremiah's life

as a prophet was a continuous martyrdom. But
the writer of the second part of Isaiah had before

his eyes a vision that far excelled all of these types

in purity and in greatness to such a (iegr(H> as did

David's Son in Isa and Mi(^ suri)ass His great an-

cestor. He brings to a completion the kingdom of

God through teaching, suffering and death, and
attains to the glory of rulershi]). In this way He
unites the offices of prophet, priest and king.

After the oxWe prophecy continues its work. The
Messianic expectations, too, are <level<)i)ed further

by Haggai, and still more by Zecha-
6. After the riah. Alalachi announces the advent
Exile of the Day of Jeh, but expcH'ls before

this a complete purification of the

people of God. God Himself will com(\ and His
ang(>l will prepare the way for Ilim. The visions

of Daniel i)icture the transformation of the world
into a kingdom of God. The latter will mark the

end of the history of the world. It comes from
above; the earthly kingdoms are from below, and
are pictured as beasts; the Ruler of the kingdom of

God is a Son of man. The latter comes with the

clouds of the heaven to take possession of His king-

dom (Dill 7 13 ff). Then the judgment of the

world will take i)lace and include also each human
being, who before this will bodily arise from the

dead, in order to enter ujion blessedness or con-

demnation. Here we find indicated a universal

expansion of the kingdom of God extending over the

whole world and all mankind.
If we survey this prophecy of the kingdom of God

and its Divinely blessed RuIct, the Messiah, from
a Christian standiioint, we find that

7. Con- a grand Divine unity connects its

tempora- different elements. The form of this

neous Char- prophecy is indeed conditioned by the

acter of views and ideas of the time of utt.er-

Prophecy ance. The prophets were com])elled

to speak so that their hearers could

understand them. Only gradually these limitations

and forms become spiritualized, e.g. the kingdom of

(k)d is still ])icturcd by the ])roi)hets as established

around the local center of Zion. Mt. Zion is in a
concrete manner exalted, in order to give expression

to its importance, etc. It is the NT fulfiliiunitthat

for the first time gives adequate form to Divine
n^velation. At least in the ])erson of Jesus Christ

this perfection is given, although the full unfolding

of this kingdom is yet a matter of the future.

A second characteristic feature of j^rophecy is the

partial nature of the individual pro])hetical utter-

ances and prophetical pictures. One
8. Partial picture must be supplemented by the

Character others, in order not to be misunder-
of Prophecy stood. Thus, e.g. according to Isa

11 14; Zee 9 13 ff, we might expect

that the kingdom of C!od was to be estal)lislied by
force of arms. But the same pro])hets show in

other utterances (Isa 9 6 f ; Zee 9 9 f) that these

warlike ex])ressions are to be understood figura-

tively, since the IVIessianic King is more than all

others a Prince of Peace.

A third feature that deserves attention is the

perspective character of prophecy. The i)rophet

sees together and at once ui)oii tlm

9. Per- surface of the ])ictures things which
spective are to be fulfilled only successively and
Character gradually. Thus, e.g. Deut(>ro-Isa sees

of Prophecy in the near future the return from
(;aptivity, and directly connected with

this a miraculous glorification of the city of God.
The return ditl as a matter of fact take i)lace soon

afterward, but the glorification of the city in which

Jell Himself had ])romised to dwell was yet in the

distant future. The succeeding proi)liets, Haggai
and Zec^hariah, predict that this consummation
shall take place in the future.

Also in the predic^ticms concerning the future

made by Jesus and in the Ai)ocalypse of St. John,
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these f'haraci.eristics of i)r()i)lic('y, its c()ntem])o-

raneous aiul i)ersi)cctive and at times symbolical
features, are not disregarded. The firm pro])heti(!

word is intended to give the congregation (certain

directive lines and distinctive work. But an ade-
quate idea of what is to come the Christian church
will become compelled to form for itself, when the
fulfilment and com))]etion shall have taken ])laco.

IV. Analogous Phenomena among Gentiles.—
The uniqueness of Bib. jjrophecy is grasj)ed fully

only when we try to find analogies
1. Necro- among tlie gentile i)eoples. Here we
mancy and fmd everywhere indeed the art of sooth-
Technical saying, the headquarters for which was
Witchcraft Babylon. But with tiiis art the jiroph-

ecy of the OT stands out in bold con-
trast (cf tlie prohibitions in Lev 19 26.31; 20 6.27;
Dt 18 10 ff, proliibitions that refer to necromancy
for tlie })urpose of discovering the future). This
art was practised through a medium, a person who
had an 'obh (Bab ubi), i.v,. a spirit that brought forth

the dead in order to question them. The spirits

were thought to speak in inurmurings or piping
sounds (Isa 8 19), whicli could be imitated by the
medium (ventriloquist). According to the Law,
whi(;h forbade this under j)enalty of death, Saul
had tried to destroy those who practisenl incanta-
tions, who generally were women (1 S 28 9).

This practice, however, continued to flourish. In
addition, the Babylonians and other j)eoples had also

a developed art of interpretation in order to find

omens for the future. Esp. was the examination of

intestines practised by them. The liver of sacrificial

animals particularly was carefully extimined, and,
from this, predictions, good or bad, were inferrecl

(cf Ezk 21 21). See Divination. This art passed
over from the Babylonians to the seafaring Etrus-
cans, and through these came to the Romans. But
other phenomena also were by the different na-
tions interpreted as prophetically significant and
were by those skilled in this art interpreted accord-
ingly. Among these were miscarriages by human
beings and animals, the actions of hens, horses,

the flight of birds, earthquakes, forms of the clouds,
lightning, and the like. Further, mechanical con-
trivances were used, such as (-asting of lots, stones,

sticks, etc.

More spiritual and popular was the interpretation

of dreams. It also was the case that mediums in-

tentionally would convert themselves
2. The into a semi-waking trance. In this

Mantic Art way the suitable mediums attained to
a certain kind of clairvoyance, found

among various peoples. This approaches the con-
dition of an ecstatically aroused i)seudo-prophet,
of whom mention is made above. In Greece, too,

oracles were pronounced by the Pythian prophetess,
who by vapors and the like was aroused to a prac-
tice of the mantic art. In Dodonait was the voice
of the divinity in Natin-e, which they sought to
read in the rustling of the trees and the murmuring
of the water. How uncertain these sources were
was well known to heathen antiquity. The ancients
complain of the enigmatical character of the Sibyl-
line utterances and the doubtful nature of what was
said. See Greece, Religion of. In contrast to

this, Israel knows that it possesses in prophecy a
clear word (Nu 23 2.3).

But the contents also of the Bib. prophecies are
unique through their spiritual uniformity and great-

ness. The oracle at Delphi, too, at
3. Contents times showed a certain moral eleva-
of Extra- tion and could be regarded as the con-
Biblical science of the nation. But how in-

Oracles significant and meager was that which
it offered to those who questioned it,

in comparison with the spontaneous utterances of

the prophets of Israel! Also what has in recent
times been said concerning the "prophetical texts"
from ancient Egypt (Gressmann, Texte und Bilder,

I, 20 ff) may indeed show some external similarity

to the j)ro})hecies of Israel; but they lack the si)irit-

ual and religious depth and the strictly ethical

dignity of the prophets of the Scriptures, as also the
consistency with which these from century to cen-
tury reveal the thoughts of God and make known
with constantly increasing clearness their purposes
and goal.

LiTEUATUHE.—Wltsius, De proplieiis el prophetia, 1731;
Clir. A. Orusius, Hi/poinnemata ad theulogiam propheticam.
Part I, 17()4; A. Kliobcl, Der I'rophelismun der Ilebriier,

1S37; F. B. Koestcr, Die Prophcten dcs AT und NT,
1S:58; B. Duhm, Die Theologie der Propheten; Kucncm,
The Prophets and Prophecy in Israel; P. E. Kocnig, Der
Offenbarunyshegriff des AT, 1882; C. von Orelli, Die
alltestamentliche Weissagung von der Vollendung des
(loUesreiches, 1882; W. Robertson Smith, The Prophets
of Israel and Their Place in History, 1882; B. Richra,
Die messianiache Weissagung, ET, 188,5; Dolitz.sch,
Messianic Prophecy, 1891 ; A. T, Kirkpatrick, The Doc-
trine of the Prophets, 1892; G. Pr. Oehlcr, Theologie
des AT, 1891; Ed. Koenig, ZJa.s Berufungsbewusstseinder
alttestamentlichen Propheten, 1900; P. H. Woods, The
Hope of Israel, 1896; R. Kractzschmar, Prophet und
Seher im alien Israel, 1002; A. B. Davidson, OT Proph-
ecy, 1903; Eb, Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das
AT, 1902; C. von Orolli, Allgemeine Religionsgeschichte;
M. Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyrieiis,
190.3; Gressmann, Ursprung der israelitisch-jUdischen
Eschatologie, 190.'>; W. J. Beecher, The Prophets and the

Promise, 190.5; C. S. Macfarland, Jesus and the Prophets,
190,5; G. G. Plndlay, The Books of the Prophets in Their
Historical Succession, 1900-7; Gressmann, AU-orietita-
lische Texte und Bilder zum AT, 1909; Selwyn, Christian
Prophets.

C. VON Orelli
PROPHECY, GIFT OF. See Spiritual Gifts.

PROPHESYINGS, prof'e-.sl-ingz, FALSE: The
distinction between the true and the false prophecy
and prophets is very difficult to state. Broadly
speaking, the false prophesying related itself to the

national ideal independently of any spiritual quality,

while the true prophesying ever kept upi:)ermost the
spiritual conception of the natioiLal life. Among
those given to false prophesying were the ones who
spoke after "the deceit of their own heart" (Jer

14 13.14); those who without real prophetic gift

borrowed a message and assumed the speech of

prophecy (Jer 23 28.31); and those who sought
the prophet's role in order to gain the material gifts

which came from the people to their prophets (Mic
3 5). These, when discovered, were counted
worthy of punishment and even death. There
were, however, false prophesyings from men who
honestly believed themselves to have a message
from Jeh. These prophecies from self-deceived

prophets often led the people astray. The dream
of national greatness was substituted for the voice

of Jeh. It was against such prophesying that the

true prophets had to contend. The only test here

was the spiritual character of the utterance, and
this test demanded a certain moral or spiritual

sense which the people did not always possess.

Consequently, in times of moral darkness the false

prophets, predicting smooth things for the nation,

independent of repentance, consecration and the
pursuit of spiritual ideals, were honored above the
true prophets who emphasized the moral greatness

of Jeh and the necessity of righteousness_ for the

nation. In NT times false prophesying did much
injury in the church. See Prophecy.

C. E. Schenk
PROPHET, THE OLD. See Old Prophet,

The.

PROPHETESS, prof'et-es (HS^n? , n'hhi'ah;

'irpo4>TiTis, prnphetis) : Women were not excluded
from the prophetic office in the OT, and were
honored with the right of i)roi)hetic utterance in the
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NT. It .should bo noted, however, that women
like Miriam (I'^x 15 20), Deliorali (Jr.s 4 4) and
Huldah (2 K 22 14) were not credital with the

seer's insight into the future, but were called

"l)roi)hetesses" because of the poetical inspiration

of their si)eech. Among others mentioned as liaving

the i)rophetic gift we find Hannah (1 S 2 1),

Anna (Lk 2 36) and the four daughters of Pliilip

(Acts 21 8.9). See Prophet. C. E. Schexk

PROPITIATION, pro-pi.sh-i-a'shun: The word
is Lat, and brings into its Eng. use the atmosphere of

lieathen rites for winiung the favor,

1. Terms or averting the anger, of the gods. In
and the OT it represents a numl)er of Hel)

Meaning words—ten, including derivatives—

•

which are sufficiently discussed und(>r

Atoxemext (q.v.), of which ])ropitiati()n is oiu;

aspect. It represents in LNX the Gr stems iXaa-K-,

hildsk- (tXe-, idle-), and KaraWay-, kaUdlag-, with
derivatives; in the NT only the latter, and is rarely

used. Proi)itiation needs to be studied in connection
with reconciliation, which is used frecjuently in some
of the most strategic sentences of the NT, esp. in the
newer VSS. In He 2 17, ERV and ARV have both
changed "reconciliation" of AV to '"proijitiation,"

to make if, correspond with the OT use in con-
n(>ction with the sacrifice on the Day of Atoxk-
ME.VT ((I.V.). Lk 18 13 ("(!o(l, be thou merciful

[m "be i)ropitiat(Hl"] to me the sinner" [.VRYm]);
He 8 12 ((luoted from LXX); and Mt 16 22 (an

idiomatic asseveration lik(! I*]ng. "mercy on us") will

help in getting at the usag(> in the NT. In LXX
Idlasltrion is the term for the "mcrcv-s(>at" or "lid

of the ark" of the covenant which was sprinkled

with blood on the Day of Atonement. It is em-
ployed in exactly this sense in He 9 f), where; later

VSS have in m "the ))roi)itiatory."

I'vlsewhere in the NT this forin is found only in

Rom 3 2."), and it is here that dilliculty and dirfer-

ence are found extensively in interpi-<'t ing. (ireek

fathers generally and ))romineiit modern scholars

understand Paul here to .say that Cod appointed
Christ Jesus to be the "mercy-seat" for sinners.

The reference, while ])rimarily to the Jewish cer<»-

monial in tabernacle and temjjle, would not dejKMid

ui)on this reference for its comjjrehension, for the

i(iea was general in r(4igious thought, that souk;

place and m<>ans had to b<> i)rovided for securing

friendly meeting with the Deity, olTended by man's
sin. In He ])articularly, as elsewliei-(! generally,

Jesus Christ is ])resenl(Ml as |;riest, and sac^rifice.

Many modern writers (cf Sanday and II(>adlam),

therefore, object that to make Him the "inercy-

seat" here complicates the figure, still further, and
so w^ould understand hilustcrlon as ''expiatory sac-

rifice." ^^'hile this is not imjjossible, it is belter to

take; the word in the usual sen.se of "mercy-seat."

It is not necessary to complicate; the illustration by
bringing in the idea of ])riest at all liere, since Paul
do(\s not do so; mercy-seat and sacrifice! are both in

C'hrist. i\aiTfji6s, hilasmoK, is found in the NT only
in 1 Jn 2 2; 4 10. Here the idea is active grac(\

or mercy, or friendliness. The teaching corre-

sponds e.xactly with that in Rom. "J(>sus Christ

tlie righteous" is our ".Vdvocate [m "Helper"] with
the Father," because He is active mer(;y concerning
{ivepi, peri) our sins and those of the whole world.
Or (4 10), God "loved us, and sent liis Son to be
the propitiation for [active mercy concerning] our
sins." This last passage is paralU;! with Rom 3

25, the one dealing with the abstract theory, and so

Christ is set forward as a "mer(;y-seat," the other
dealing with experience of grace, and so Christ is

the mercy of God in concrete expression.

The basal id(!a in Ileb terms is that of covering
what is ofTensive, so restoring friendshij), or causing

to be kindly dispo.sed. The Gr terms lack the

physical reference to covering but introduce the

idea of friendliness where antagonism
2. Theo- woukl be natural; lience graciousness.

logical Naturally, ther(>fore, tlie idea of expia-

Implication tion entered into the concept. It is esp.

to be noted that all ])rovisions for this

friendly relation as between God and offending

man find their initiation and ])rovision in God and
are under His direction, but involve the active re-

sponse of man. All heathen and unworthy con-

c(>ptions are removed from the Christian notion of

l)roi)itiation by the fact that God Himself proposed,

or "set forth," Christ as the "mercy-seat," and that

this is the supreMue exjiression of idtimate love.

God had all the while been merciful, friendly, "i)a,ss-

ing ovei'" man's sins with no ai)i)arently adequate,

or jtist, groimd for doing so. Now in the blood of

Christ sin is cond(>mn(>d and (>xpi;ited, and God is

able to establish and maintain His character for

light eousness, while He continues and extends His

dealing in gracious love with siimers who exercise

faith in Jesus. The ]M'oi)itiati()n originates witli

God, not to ai)i)ea.se Himself, but to justify Himself

in Ilis vmiform kindness to men de.s<M-ving harsh-

ness. Cf also as to rcn-onciliat ion, as in Rom 5

1-11; 2 Cor 5 IS if. See also.Johanxixe Theol-
(KiY, V, 2.

LiTERATUKK.—Bcsidcs 1 1ic comiiis., the literature is

the same as for .Vtonkmiont. to rccctit works on which add
Stalker, The Atonrmmt: Wol-lcman. At On-inn nt, or Recon-
ciliation with God; MolM'fl.N', in Fouiidalions, Christian

lielief in Terms of Modern Thou;/ht.

W I LI, I AM Owen Cakver
PROPORTION, ^iro-jxlr'shun: Occurs once in

the sense of "space" as the tr of "l^'Q , 7na\ir, "void

or open space" (1 K 7 3G, AVm "Heb 'nakedness,"'

RV "space"); once in the oi)S()lete sense of "form"

as the tr of Vrc/v/i, "array," or "row" (Job 41 12,

RV "frame"); and once in the sen.se of "measure"

as the tr of atialmjUi, "proportion," "eejuality"

(Rom 12 G, "the i/roportion of faith," RV "the

proportion of our faith"). "Proportionally" occurs

in \Visd 13 o, atuiUujo^, RV "in like jjroportion,"

m "correspondently."

PROSELYTE, pros'e-lit (irpoo-TiXvTos, prosf-

lulos, from proM'TcJiomal, "I ai)proach"): Found 4 t

in the NT. In the LXX it oftcMi occurs as the tr of

15, ger. The Ileb vb. gar means "to sojoin-n";

gcr accordingly means a st rang(>r who has come to

settle in the kind, as distinguished on the one hand
from 'ezruh, "a homeborn" or "native," and on the

other from nokhrl or bcn-nekhar, which means a

stranger who is only ])assing through the country.

Yet it is to be not(>(i that in 2 C^h 2 17 those of the

native tribc^s still living in the; land as Amorites,

Hittites, etc, are also (tailed gtnm. In two ])laces

(k]x 12 19; Isa 14 1) LXX uses g\c]idras, whicdiis

derived from giyor, the Aram, eeiuivalent for gcr.

LXX uses pdroikos (the Gr ('((uivalent for Ileb

tushabh, "a settler") for t/er wIkmi Israel or the pa-

triarchs are indicated (Gen 15 13; 23 4; Ex 2 22;

18 3; Dt 23 7; 1 Ch 29 If,; Ps 39 12; 119 19;

Jer 14 8), and in a few other cases. In Talnmdical

lit. gcr always stands for proselyte in the NT sense,

i.e. a Gentile who has been converted to Judaism.

Onkelos, who was hims(4f a proselyte, always tran.s-

lates the word in this way.

No difficulties were i)ut in the way of those

strangers who wi.shed to settle; down in the land of

Israel. All strangers, the third gen-

1. Ger in eration of l']gyi)tians and Edomites

the OT included, anel oidy Anunonites and
Moabites e^xetluelenl, could enter "the

congregation of God" withe)ut circumcision anel

without the obligation to ke>ep tlie ceremonial law.
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'Th(^ stranger within tlio gate' was free to eat meat
which was prohibited to th(! Israehte (Dt 14 21).
If, however, th(! stranger wished to take i)art in tlic

Passover, a feast j^ermeated with national ideals,

he must be circamieised. The ke^eping of the Sab-
bath and other feasts was regarded ratlu;r as a
privilege than as a <hity (l-^x 23 12; Dt 16 11.14);
but according to Lev 16 2i) the (jvr was obliged to
keep the fast of AtcKK^nent. He was forbidden
on i)ain of death to blasph(>me (Lev 24 16) or to
offer children to Molech (Lev 20 2). If he de-
sired to bring a burnt offering, the same law applied
to him as to the Lsraehtes (Lev 17 8; 22 IS).

Though the law of circumcision was not forced upon
the ger, it seems that the Mosaic liaw endeavored
to bring him nearer to the cult of Israel, not from
any proselytizing motives, but in order to preserve
the theocracy from admixture of foreign elements,
wliich w^ould speedily have proved fatal to its

existomce.

Though the God of Israel, when He is thought
of only as such, ceases to be God; though Israel
was chosen before all nations /or all nations; though
Israel had been again and again reminded tliat tlie

Messiah would bring a blessing to all nations; and
though there were instancies of pagans coming to
believe in Jeh, yet it did not belong to the economy
of OT religion to spread the knowledge of God
directly among the Gentiles (the Book of Jon is an
exception to this). There was certainly no active
propagandism. Though we read in Neh 10 28 of
those wdio "separated themselves from the peoples
of the lands unto the law of God" (cf Isa 56 3,
"tlie foreigner, that hath joined himself to Jeh"—
the only and exact description of a proselyte proper
in the OT), the spirit of exclusiveness prevailed;
the doubtful elements were separated (Ezr 4 3)-
mixed marriages were prohibited by the chiefs, and
were afterward disapproved of by the people (Ezr
9, 10; Neh 13 23 ff). Direct proselytism did not
begin till about a century later.

The preaching of the gospel was preceded and
prepared for by tlie dispersion of the Jews, and a

world-wide propagandism of Judaism.
2. Prose- In the 5th cent. EC the Jews had a
lytizing tem[)le of their own at Syene. Alex-

ander the Great settled 8,000 Jews
in the Thebais, and Jews formed a third of the
population of Alexandria. Large numbers were
brought from Pal by Ptolemy I (320 BC), and they
gradually spread from Egypt along the wdiole
Mediterranean coast of Africa. After the perse-
cution of Antiochus Epiphanes (170 BC) they scat-
tered themselves in every direction, and, in the
words of the Sibylline Oracles (c 160 BC), "crowded
with their numbers every ocean and country."
There was hardly a seaport or a commercial center
in Asia Minor, Macedonia, Greece, or the Islands
of the iEgean, in which Jewish communities were
not to be found. Jos {Ant, XIV, vii, 2) quotes
Stra,bo as saying: "It is hard to find a place in the
habitable earth that hath not admitted this tribe
of men, and is not possessed by them." Thus, in
spite of the hatred and contempt which Judaism
everywhere excited, its lofty, austere and spiritual
religious aspirations and conceptions became known
to the pagan world and exercised a profound at-
traction upon many souls that were deeply dis-
satisfied with contemporary religions. Judaism
was at that period filled with missionary zeal and
aspired to world-mastery. Many books on Juda-
ism (e.g. the SibyUine Oracles) were written anony-
mously by Jews in order to influence pagan readers.
The synagogue, which had become the center of
Jewish worship, now opened its doors widely to the
pagan world (cf Acts 15 21), and many of the ser-
mons delivered there were directly aimed at the

conversion of i)agans. The .Jews began (o feel that
they were "a guide of the bhnd, a light of them that
are in darkness" (Rom 2 19).

Not only Jos {CAp, II; BJ, VII, iii, 3), but also
Seneca {Apiul Aug. De Civit. Dei vi.ll), Dio Cassius
(xxxvii.l7), Tacitus (Ann. ii.So; Hist, v.5), Horace
(,Sat. i,4, 142), Juvenal (,S'«/.. xiv.96ff), and other Gr
and Rom writer's testify to the widespread effe(;ts of
the proselytizing propaganda of the Jews.
Many ghidly frequented the synagogues and kept

some of the Jewish laws and tnistoms. Among
those were to be found the "men wlio feared God,"
si)oken of in Acts. They were so called to distin-
guish them from full proselytes; and it was probably
for this class that tablets of warning in the temi)le
were inscribed in Gr and Lat.
Another class kept practically all the Jewish laws

ancl customs, but w(;re not circiumcised. Some
again, though not circumcised, had their children
circumcised (Juvenal *S'aL xiv.96ff). Such Jewish
customs as fasting, cleansings, abstaining from pork,
ligliting the candles on Friday evening, and keeping
the Sabbath (Jos, CAp, II, 29, etc) were observed
by these gentile sympathizers. Schiirer holds that
there were congregations of Greeks and Romans in
Asia Minor, and probably in Home, whi(;h, though
they had no connection with the synagogue, formed
themselves into gatherings after the pattern of the
synagogue, and observed some of the Jewish customs.
Among the converts to Judaism there were prob-

ably few who were circumcised, and most of those
wiio were circumcised submitted to the rite in order
to marry Jewesses, or to enjoy the rights and privi-
leges granted to the Jews by Syrian, Egyp and Rom
rulers (Jos, Ant, XIV, vii, 2; XX, vii, 1; cf XVI,
vii, 6). It would api)ear from Christ's words (Mt
23 L5, "one proselyte") that the number of full

proselytes w^as not large. Hyrcanus forced the
Edomites to adopt Judaism by circumcision (129
BC); and on other occasions the same policy of
propagandism by force was followed. Jog tells an
interesting story (Ant, XX, ii, 1) of the conversion
of Queen Helena of Adiabene and her two sons.
The conversion of the sons was due to the teaching
of a merchant called Ananias, who did not insist
on circumcision. Later, another Jew, Eliezer of
Galilee, told the young princes that it was not
enough to read the Law, but that they must keep it

too, with the result that both were circumcised.
Froin this it is evident that Jewish teachers of the
gentile converts varied in the strictness of their
teaching.

The word "proselyte" occurs 4 t in the NT; once
in Mt (23 15), where Our Lord refers to the pros-

elytizing z(!al of the Pharisees, and
3. Prose- to the pernicious influence which they
lytes in exerted on their converts; and 3 t in
the NT Acts. Proselytes were present at Pen-

tecost (Acts 2 10); Nicolas, one of the
deacons appointed by the primitive church at
Jerus, was a proselyte (6 5); and after Paul had
spoken in the synagogue at Antioch of Pisidia, many
devout proselytes followed Paul and Barnabas
(13 43). It is to be noted in this last case that the
proselytes are called sebomenoi, a word generally
reserved for another class. Certain people are
spoken of in Acts as phoboumenoi ton thedn, "fearing
God" (10 2.22.35; 13 16.26), and as sebomenoi ton
theon, "reverencing God," or simply sebomenoi
(13 50; 16 14; 17 4.17; 18 7). These seem (as
against Bertholet and EB) to have been sym-
pathizers with Judaism, who attended the worship
of the synagogue, but were not circumcised. It
was among this class that the gospel made its first

converts among the Gentiles. Those who were
fully proselytes were probably as fanatical oppo-
nents of Christianity as were the Jews.
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P'rom the old strict Pharisaic-Palestinian point
of view, circumcision, with the addition of baptism

and the offering of sacrifice, was in-

4. Ger dispensable (so to Paul every circum-
in the cised person was a Jew; cf Gal 5 3);
Talmud and thus their converts had to submit

to the whole burden of the Mosaic and
traditional Law. The rabbinic distinction between
ger toshabh, "a settler," and ger gedhek, "a proselyte
of righteousness," is, according to Schiirer, only
theoretical, and arose at a later date {Bdbhd' M^Qi^d'
5 6.9.12; Makkoth 2 3; N'gha'im 3 1, etal.).

While the ger gedhek (or ger ha-b^rith, "proselyte
of the covenant") was considered as being in every
respect a "perfect Israelite," the ger toshabh (or

ger sha^ar, "proselyte of the gate"; cf Ex 20 10)
only professed his faith in the God of Israel, and
bound himself to the observance of the 7 Noachic
precepts, abstinence from blasphemy, idolatry,

homicide, fornication, robbery, eating the flesh of an
animal that had died a natural death, and disobe-
dience to (Jewish) authority {Sanh. 56a; cf Acts
15 20.29; 21 2")). He was considered more of
a Gentile than a Jew.
Three things were required for the admission of

a proselyte, circumcision, baptism, and the offering
of sacrifice (B'r. 476; Y'bham. 456, 46a, 486, 76a;
'Abholh 67a, et al.). In the case of women only
baptism and the offering of sacrifice were required;
for that reason there W(n-e more women converts
than men. Jos {BJ, II, xx, 2) tells how most of the
women of Damascus were addicted to the Jewish
religion. Doubt has been expressed as to the neces-
sity of proselytes being baptized, since there is no
mention of it by Paul or Piiilo or Jos, but it is prob-
able that a Gentile, who was unclean, would not
be admitted to the temple without being cleansed.

The i)rosel3'te was received in the following man-
ner. He was first asked his reason for wishing to
embrace Judaism. He was told that Israel was in a
state of affliction; if he replied that he was aware
of the fact and felt himself unworthy to share these
afflictions, he was achnitted. Then he received
instruction in some of the "light" and "heavy"
commandments, the rules concerning gleaning and
tith(>s, and the penalties attached to the breach of
the connnandments. If he was willing to submit
to all this, he was circumcised, and after his recovery
he was immersed wdthout delay. At this latter
ceremony two "disciples of the wise" stood by to
tell him more of the "light" and "heavy" com-
rnandments. When he came up after the immer-
sion, those assembled addressed him sayhig: "Unto
whom hast thou given thyself? Blessed art thou,
thou hast given thys(>lf to God; the world was
created for the sake of Israel, and only Israelites
are called the children of God. The afflictions, of
whi(;h we spoke, we mentioned only to make thy
reward the greater." After his baptism he was
considered to be a new man, "a little child newly
born" (Y'bham. 22a, 47a, 486, 976); a new name was
given him; either he was named "Abraham the son
of Abraham," or the Scriptures were opened at
hazard, and the first name that was read was given
to him. Thenceforth he had to put behind him
all his past; even his marriage ties and those of
kinship no longer held good (cf Y'bham. 22a: Sanh.
586).

Although he was thus juridically considered a
new man, and one whose praises were sung in the
Talmudical literature, he was yet on the whole
looked down on as inferior to a born Jew {Kidd.
4 7; Sh'bhu'oth 10 9, et al.). Rabbi Chelbo said:
"Proselytes are as injurious to Israel as a scab"
(Y'bham. 476; Kidd. 706; cf Phil 3 5). See also
Strangek.

Literature.—Sco articles on "Proselyte" and "Ger"
in EB. IIDB, Jew Eiic, and RE; Slevogt, De vro.-!eli4is
Judaeorum, 16.51; A. Bortholet, Die SteUunr/ drr Israeli-
ten und der J uden zu den Fremden, 1896; Schiirer, IIJP,
1898; Huidekoper, Judaism at Rome, 1887; Harnack,
Mission und Ausbreitunq des Christentums, 1906, ET;
Allen, "On the Meaning of proselutos in the Septnagint,"
Expos, 1894; A. B. Davidson, "They That Fear the
Lord," Expos T, III (1892), 491 ff.

P.\UL Levertoff
PROSEUCHE, pro-su'kS, PROSEUCHA, pr5-

sii'ka (irpoo-euxT), proseuche): "A place in the open
air where the Jews were wont to pray, outside of
those cities where they had no synagogue," Acts
16 13.16 {Thayer , Lexicon, of the NT). See Philippi.

PROSTITUTION, pros-ti-tu'shun. Sec Crimes;
Harlot; Punish.ments.

PROSTRATION, pros-tra'shun. See Attitudes.

PROTEVANGELIUM, pro-te-van-jel'i-um, OF
JAMES. See Apocryphal Gospels, III, 1, (a).

PROVE, i)r(wv ("n|l , bdhan, HCD , nasuh; Soki-

lidjo), dokimdzo, ireipdtw, peirdzo): Means (1) to
test or try; (2) to establish, demonstrate; (3) to
find by exi)erience. It is for the most part in the
first (original) sense that the word is found in
Scripture. In the OT it is most frequently the tr
of ndsdh, primarily "to lift," hence to weigh (Gen
42 15.10, etc). God is said to "prove" His people,
i.e. to test or try them for tluur good (Gen 22 1;

Ex 15 25; Dt 8 16, etc). The Psahnist prays
that God may i)rove him (Ps 26 2). The word is

frequently rendered "tempt." See Tempt. The
word bdhan, primarily "to try by heat," has a
similar meaning (Ps 17 3, the heart, like metal,
purified from dross; cf Job 23 10; Ps 7 9; Mai
3 2, etc). In the NT the word most fre(}uently
rendered "prove" (sometimes "try") is dokiinazo
(Lk 14 19; Rom 12 2; 2 Cor 8 8.22; 13 5;
Eph 5 10; 1 Thess 5 21). Peirazo, "to tempt,"
"to prove," used in both a good and a bad sense,
frequently tr'^ "tempt" (q.v.), is rendered "prove"
in Jn 6 6, "This he said to prove him." Both Gr
words occur frequently in Ai)o<; (Wisd and l'](!(;lus).

RV has "prove" for "temjjt" (Gen 22 1); for
"make" (.Job 24 25; Gal 2 18); for "manifest"
(Eccl 3 18); for "examine" (1 Cor 11 28); for

"try" (1 Cor 3 13; 1 Jn 4 1), etc.

W. L. Walker
PROVENDER, prov'en-der ([1] iiiSy'a , mispo',

from obs. V ^?? , sdphd', "to feed," fodder

for cattle in general [Gen 24 25.32; 42 27; Jgs

19 19.21]; [2] b^bn, b'in,h-om V. bbS , bulal, "to

mix": "Loweth the ox over his fodder?" [Job 6

5]; Y'^'^ ''^3, b^ltlhdmlg: "The young asses that

till the ground shall eat savory [Heb "salted"]

l)rovender" [Isa 30 24]; this is fodder mixed with
salt or aromatic herbs) : The ordinary provender
in Pal, besides fresh i)a.sturage, is tibn,, i.e. straw
broken on the threshing floor, kursenneh (Vetch,

Vicia ervilia), given esp. to camels and milch cows;
bran, for fattening and esp. in cold weather; and,
occasionally, hay made from the dried mixed grass

and herbs which spring up luxuriously after the
rains. The Circassian colonists E. of the Jordan
are teaching their neighbors the value; of this food,

so long neglected. E. W. G. Masterman

PROVERB, prov'erb (bffip , mdshal, TXl^n

,

hldhuh; irapaPoXiti, parabole [Lk 4 23], irapoiiAia,

paroimia [Jn 16 25.29])

:

I. Folk Meaning and Use
1. The Primitive Sense
2. The Communal Origin
3. Animus of Proverbs
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II. Ijitiouary Df,vki,<)I'mi:n't of the Puovkrh
1. Discovery of Ijitcrai'y \';ilu('

12. Tlic Diircrctiliat ion
III. .Vs I'mT of a Sl'ltAlX OF IjlTlOlt ATIHK

1. l''roin Dclachmcnl to ( "ont iiiuity

2. 'Pile Conception of Wisdom
:i. In fjiitef Time

By this torni tiKiiiilv, bill soiiK^timcs l)v the tonti

"paniblo" ((>.K. Nil 23 7. IS; 24 l^.l."); Job 27 1;

29 ]), is tr'' llic He)) word nid.shrd (^TTp), which

(losi^nutos tlio formal unit or V(>liicl<' of didtictit-

(lis('oiir.s(\ Tlic iiia.slidl was an ciniiicial ion of

initli, sclf-ovidtait and sclf-ilhistrat ivc, in some
pointed or concentrated form aihijjted to arrest,

attention, awalcen res])onsive tliotijiht, and remain

fixed in memory. Its scope* was broader than that

of our word "proverb," tal-;inji in sii]),iecf-mat f er

as well as form. Th(^ vidnhnl broadtaied inthuMl in

the course of its liistory, until it became the char-

aeteristic idiom of Heb "i)hilosoi)hy, as distinf2;uislied

from the dial(M'ti(! m(>(hod of the ('.reeks. The Heb
mind was not inthictive but intuitive; it saw and
a.sserted; and the word tudshfd is the generic term

for the form in whicli its assertion was embodied.

/. Folk Meaning and Use.—The mdnhdl, nearly

in our sense of ])roverb, t races l)aek to the heart and
life of tli(> common folk; it is a native

1. The form reflecting in a ])eciiliarly intimate

Primitive way the distinctive genius of the Heb
Sense peoi)le. As to the ])rimitive sense of

the word, it is usually traced to a root

meaning "likeness," or "comi)arison," as if the

first sense of it were of the ])rincii)le of analogy

underlving it; but this derivation is a guess. The
word is just as likely to be coimeeted with the vb.

muHhtil, "to rule" or "master"; so by a natural

secondary meaning to denote that statement which

gives the decisive or final vca-dict, says tlie master

word. The idea of Iidio the thing is said, orby
what phrasing, would be a latc-r difTerentiation,

coming in with litertiry refinement.

The earliest cittMl })roverb (1 S 10 12, repeated

with varied occasion, 1 S 19 24) s(>ems to have
risen si)()ntaneou.sly from the people's

2. The observation. That Satd the son of

Communal Kish, whose very different tempera-

Origin ment ev(>rvbody knew, should be sus-

ce])tible to th(> wild ecstasy of strolling

prophets was an astonishing tiling, as it were a dis-

covery in ])sychology; "TluTcfore it l)ecamc a

proverb. Is Said also among the prophets?" A
few years later David, (explaining his clemency in

sparing the life of tlie king who h;is become his

deadly foe, (juotes from a folk fund of proverbs:

1 S 24 13, "As siiitli the proverb of the ancients.

Out of the wicked cometh forth wicikedness; btit

my hand shall not be u])on thee." The prophet

Ezekiel (luotcs a ])rov(>rb which evident 1}^ embodies

a poptdar b(4ief: "The days are prolonged, and
every vision faileth"; which he corrects to, "The
days are at hand, and the ftdfilment of every vision"

(Ezk 12 22.23). lioth I'^zekiel and .lerenuah (Ezk

18 2; Jer 31 29) (juote the same current proverb,

"The fathers have eaten sotu- graju's, and the

children's teeth are set on edge," in order to an-

nounce that the time has come for its discontinu-

ance. These last two exam])l(*s are very in-

structive. They show how the body of the people

ptit the inwardness of their history into proverb

form, as it were a portable* lesson for the thnes;

they show also how the i)roi)hets availed them.selves

of these floating sayings to point tlieir own niessage.

Ezekiel seems indeed to nn-ognize the facility with

which a situation may bring forth a prf)verb: Ezk
16 44, "Every one that useth proverbs shall use

this proverb against thee [lit. every one that ma-
shals shall mdshal against thee], saying. As is the

mother, so is her daughter."

One element of the ])roverb, which a wide-awak(!
people like the* He^brenvs would soon discover, was

its adaptaljility for jjcr.sonal ]K)rtrayal

3. Animus or satire, like a home thrust. Hence
of Proverbs tiie ])o])uhu' use of the name indshdl

<'am(> to connote its animus, g(>n(>rally

of sarca.'^TU or scorn. The ttumting verse raised

against llesjibon, Nu 21 27-30, is attribtited to

tiiem "that sjx'ak in ]>roverbs" {m'nlidllin); and
Isaiah's taunt in his ))tu'den of Babylon (Isa 14
4-20) is com])o.sed in the ])roverb measure: "Thou
slialt take up this ])arable [nid.slidl, AV "proverb"]
against th(! king of Babylon." Answering to this

])revailing aninuis of ])roverbs was a corresponding
susceptibility to their sting ;uid rankle; they were
the kind of utterance that most surely fotmd the

national and individual self-consciousness. To be
a ])roverb—to be in everybody's mouth as a subject

of latighter, or as :i synonym for some awftd atrocity

—was about the most dreadful thing that cotdd

befall tlicMu. "To be "a reproach and a i)roverb, a
tatud; and a curse" (.Jer 24 9) was all one. That
tliis shotdd be the nation's fate was held as a threat

ov(>r them by lawgiver and ]M-ophet (Dt 28 37;

1 K 9 7); and in adversities of experience, both
itidividuid and collective, the thing that was most
kecMdy felt was to have become a byword (indnhdl)

(Ps 44 14; 69 11).

//. Literary Development of the Proverb.—The
rank of jiroverb was by no means attril)uted to

every ])opul;ir saying, liowever the

1. Dis- people might set store by it. If its

covery of ap])lication was merely local (e.g. 2 S
Literary 20 IS; (!(ai 22 14) or temporary (note

Value how ,J(>rendah and Ezekicd announce
])opular sayings as obsolete), it re-

mained in its ])Iace and'time. About the proverb,

on the other hand, there was the sense of a value

universal atid ])ernuinent, fitting it
_
for hterary

immortality. Nor was the proverb itself a run-

wild thing, at the shaping of the crowd; from the

beginning it was in ihv. hands of "those who speak

in w.s7k7./7///," whose business it was to put it into

skilftd wording. The i)opular proverb, however,

and the literary jiroverb were and continued two
different thing.s. There came a time, in the lit-

erary development of Isracd, when the value of the

mnshal as a vehicle of instruction came to be recog-

nized; from which time a systematic cultivation

of this type of discourse began. That time, as

seems m()st probable, was the reign of King Solo-

mon, when in a special degree the ])eople awoke to

the life and iniltisfry ancl intercom-se and wealth

of the world arotmd" them. The king himself was
iarge heart(>d' (1 K 4 29), versatile, with liter-

ary tastes; "si)ake three thousand proverbs; and
his songs were a thousand and five"; and his whole

generation, both in Israel and surrountling nations,

was engaged in a vigorous movement of thought

and "wisdom" (see the whole passage, 1 K 4 29-

34). For the unit and vehicleof this new thought

the old native form of the mdshal or ]H-overb was
cho.sen; it became the recognized medium of i)opu-

lar education and cotmsel, esp. of the young; and

the mashdl itself was molded to the classic form,

condensed, pointed, aphoristic, which we see best

exemplified in the Book of Prov 10—22 IG—
probably the earliest collection of this kind of

literature. In this body of proverbs we see also

that in.stead of retaining the unbalanced single

assertion of the po]Kdar proverb, as it appears in

1 S 10 12; 24 13, these com])osers of literary

proverbs borrowed the poetic parallelism, or

couplet, which in two lines sets two statements

over against each other by antithesis or repeti-

tion, and cultivated this to its most condensed and

ei)igrammat ic construction. Thus the mashdl took
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to itself a literary self-consciousness and became
a work of art.

Up to the time of this literary development a
proverb was recognized simply as a proverb, with

little sense of its various phases, except
2. The Dif- that there was a strong popular tend-
ferentiation ency to identify it with satire, and with

less thought of the elements of its life

and power. "\Mth the refinement of form, however,
came a recognition of its inwardness. Under the
generic term mdshCil, certain elements were differ-

entiated; not, however, as we are wont to distin-

guish—parable, fable, apologue, allegory—these
remained undifferentiated. The most funda-
mental distinction of classes, perhaps, is given in

Prov 1 6: "To understand a proverb, and a figure,

the words of the wise, and their dark sayings."
Here it seems the word "proverb" (mdshdl) and
"words of the wuse," ]iaired off with each other, are
the generic terms; the other two, the differentiating

terms, name respectively the two fundamental di-

rections of the mdshdl, toward the clear and toward
the enigmatic. Both are essential elements. The
word tr'' "figure" {'i^^*'^'Q , vi''liQdh) is rather "inter-

pretation," and seems to refer to the illuminative
element of the tndshdl, and this was mainly analogy.
Natural objects, phases of experience, contrasts
wcM-e drawn into the mdshdl to furnish analogies
for life; Solomon's use of plants and animals in

his discourses (1 K 4 33) was not by way of

natural history, but as analogies to illustrate his

m''shdlim. The word tr'' "dark sayings" (PilT^n
,

hidholh) is the word elsewhere tr'' "riddle" (Sam-
son's riddle, for instance, was a htdhdh, Jgs 14
13.14), and refers to that quality of the proverb
which, by challenging the hearer's acumen, gives it

zest; it is due to an association of things so indi-

rcM'tly related that one nuist su])])ly intermediate
thoughts to resolve them. All of this of course
gof^s to justify the proverb as a capital vehicle for

instruction and counsel; it has the elements that

api)eal to attention, responsive thought, and
memory, while on the other hand its basis of anal-

ogy makes it illuminative.

///. As Unit of a Strain of Literature.—^Until

it reached its classic ])erfection of i)lu-asing, say
during the time from Solomon to

1. From Hez(>kiah, the formal d(H'elo])ment of

Detachment the proverb was concentrative; the

to Con- single utterance disposed of its whole
tinuity subject, as in a cai)sule. But the de-

velopment of the mdshdl form from the
antithetic to the synonymous cou])let gave rise to

a ]:)roverb in which the ex])lanatory member did

n(^t fully close the case; the subject craved furtlier

elucidation, and so a group of several cou])lets was
sometimes necessary to present a case (cf e.g. about
the sluggard, Prov 26 1.3-16). From tliis group
of proverbs the transition was easy to a continuous
passage, in which the snap])y parallelism of the

proverb yields to the flow of poetjy; see e.g. Prov
27 23-27. This is due evidently to a more pene-

trative and analytic mode of flunking, which can
no longer satisfy its statement of truth in a single

illustration or maxim.
As the store of detached utterances on various

phases of practical life accumulat(!d and the task
of collecting them was imdertaken, it

2. The was seen that they had a common
Conception suffusion and bearing, that in fact they

of Wisdom constituted a distinctive strain of lit- ,

erature. The field of this literature

was broad, and recognized (see Prov 1 1-5) as

promotive of many intellectual virtues; but the

inclusive name under which it was gathered was
Wisdom (TTCpn

, hokhmdh). Wi.sdom, deduced

thus from a fund of maxims and analogies, became
the Heb equivalent for philosophy. \\'ith the
further history of it this article is not concerned,
except to note that the mdshdl or proverb form held
itself free to expand into a continuous and extended
discourse, or to hold itself in to the couplet form.
As to illustrative quality, too, its scope was liberal

enough to include a fully developed parable; see

for instance Ezk 17 1-10, where the prophet is

bidden to "put forth a riddle, and speak a parable
[lit. mdshdl a mdshdl] unto tlu; house of Lsrael."

The existence of so considerable a body of prov-
erbs is a testimony to the Heb genius for senten-

tious and weighty expression, a virtue

3. In Later of speech which was held in special

Time esteem. From the uses of practical

v.dsdom the mdshdl form was bor-

rowed by the later scribes and doctors of the law;

we see it for instance in loose and artificial use in

such books as Pirke 'Abhdlh, which gives the im-
jiression t hat the utterance so gi'andly represented in

the Solomonic proverbs had Ix'come (hn-adent. It

is in another direction rather that the virtues of the
?ntlshdl reach their culmination. In the phrasal
felicity and illustrative huudity of Our Lord's dis-

courses, and not less in His parables, emploj^ed that
the multitude "may see and yet not see" (Mk 4
12), we have the values of the ancient mdshdl in

their perfection, in a literary form so true to its ob-
ject that we do not think of its artistry at all. Sc^e

also Games, I, G. Joux Franklin CiENiJN(;

PROVERBS, prov'erbz, BOOK OF:
I. The Book's Account oi^ It.sklf

1. Title and Headings
2. Authorship or Literary Sp(M'i( .s ?

II. The Suf:cEssivE Compilations
1. Tiio Introductory Section
2. Tlio (Uassic Nucleus
3. A Body of Solicited Counsel
4. Some Tjcft-over Pn^cepts
.5. The Ilezc^kian Collection
G. Words of Agur
7. Words of King Lemuel
8. An Acrostic Eulogy of Woman

III. Movement TOWARD a Pmi.osoi-iiY
1. Liberation of the vidnhal
2. Kmerg(!nco of Basal Principles
'A. The Conception of Wisdom

IV. Considerations of Aoe and Ijitekaky Kinshii'
1

.

Und(!r the Kings
2. The Concentrative Point
3. Its Stage in Progressive Wisdom

The Scripture book which in both the Heb and
the Gr arrangements of the OT Canon immediately
succeeds the Pss. In the Heb Canon it stands
second in the final or supi)lementary division called

kHhilhhlm (LXX Uapoifxiai, Fnroimini), "writings";

placed there probably because it wotdd be most
natural to begin this section with standard col-

lections nearest at hand, which of course woidd be
psalms and pi'overbs. This book is an anthology
of sayings or lessons of the sages on life, character,

conduct; and as su(^h embodies the distinctively

educative strain of Heb literature.

/. The Book's Account of Itself.—At the begin-

ning, intend(;d apparently to cover the whole work,
stands the title: "The ))roverbs of

1. Title and Solomon the son of David, king of

Headings Israel." It seemed good to the com-
pilers, bowever, to repeat, or perhaps

retain an okler heading, "The jiroverbs of Solo-

mon" at ch 10, as if in some s])ecial sen.se the col-

lec'tion there beginning deserved it; and at ch 25
still another heading occurs: "These also are prov-

erbs of Solomon, whi(!h the men of Hezekiah king

of Judah copied out." All these ascribe the prov-

erbs to Solomon; but the luMiding (30 1), "The
words of Agur the son of Jakeh; the oracle," and
the heading (31 1), "The words of king Lemuel;
the oracle which his mother taught him," indicate
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that, authorship other than that of SoloTiion is rop-

rc^seiitcd; whik? the mention of "the words of the
wise" (1 6; 22 17), as also the definite hcadinj?,

"These also are saj-ings of the wise" (24 23), ascribe

parts of the l)ook to the sages in general llie

book is confessedly a seri(>s of compilations made at

(litTerent times; confessedly, also, to a considerable

extent at least, the work of a munber, ])erhaps a
whole guikl, of writers.

It is hazardous to argue either for or against a
specific authorshij); nor is it my intention to do so.

The (juestion naturally arises, however,
2. Author- in what sense this book, with its com-
ship or i)osite structure so outspoken, can lay

Literary claim to being the work of Solomon.
Species? I])oes the title refer to actual jiersonal

authorshi}), or does it name a species

and type of literature of which Solomon was the
originator and inspirer—as if it meant to say "the
Solomonic proverbs"? We may work toward the
answer of this question by noting some literary

facts.

Outside of the prophets only throe of the OT books are
provided in tlio original t(>xt witli titles; and th(>s(^ three
arc all associated witli Solomon—two of them, Prov and
the Song of Songs, directly; the third, Eccl, by an as-
sumed name, which, however, personates Solomon.
This would seem to indicate in the composition of these
books an imusual degree of literary finish and self-con-
sciousness, a sense on the part of writers or compilers
that literature as an art has its claims upon them. The
subject-matter of the books, too, bears this out; they
are, relatively speaking, the secular books of the Bible
and do not assume Divine origin, as do law and prophecy.
For the original impulse to such literary culture the his-
tory directs us to the reign of King Solomon ; see 1 K 4
29-34, where is portrayed, on the part of king and court,
an intense intellectual activity for its own sake, the like
of which occurs nowhere else in Scripture. The forms
then esp. Impressed upon the literature were the mashdl
(proverb) and the song, in both of which the versatile
young king was proficient; cf 1 K 4 .32. For th(^ cul-
tivation of the maahal these men of letters availed them-
selves of a favorite native form, the popular proverb;
but they gave to it a literary mold and finish which
would thenceforth distinguish it as the Solomonic maxhfd
(see Proverb). This then was the literary form in
which from the time of Solomon onward the sages of the
nation put their counsels of life, character, conduct; it
became as distinctively the mold for this didactic
strain of literature as was the heroic couplet for a similar
strain in the age of Dryden and Pope.

It is reasonable therefore to understand this title

of the Book of Prov as designating rather a literary

species than a personal authorship; it names this
anthology of Wisdom in its classically determined
phrasing, and for age and authorship leaves a field

spacious enough to cover the centuries of its cur-
rency. Perha])s also the ])roverb of this type was
by the term "of Solomon" differentiated from
mdshdls of other types, as for instance those of

Balaam and Job and Koheleth.

//. The Successive Compilations.— That the Book
of Prov is composed of several collections made

at different times is a fact that lies

1. The In- on the surface; as many as eight of
troductory these are clearly marked, and perhaps
Section subdivisions might be made. The

book was not originally conceived as
the development of a theme, or even as a unity;
whatever unity it has was an afterthought. That
it did come to stand, however, for one homogeneous
body of truth, and to receive a name and a degree
of articulation as such, will be maintained in a later
section (see III, below). Meanwhile, we will take
the sections in order and note some of the salient
characteristics of each. The introductory section,
chs 1-9, has the marks of having been added later
than most of the rest; and is introductory in the
sense of concentrating the thought to the concej^t
of Wisdom, and of recommending the spiritual atti-

tude in which it is to be received. Its style—and
in this it is distinguished from the rest of the book

—is hortatory; it is addressed to "my son" (1 8
and often) or "my s<ms" (4 1; 5 7; 7 24; 8 32),

in the tone of a father or a sage, bringing stores of

wisdom and experience to the yoimg. The first

six verses are i)refatory, giving the purpose and use
of the whole book. Then ver 7 lays down as the
niitial point, or spiritual bedrock of Wisdom, the
fear of .Jeh, a princii)le repeated toward the end
of this introductory section (9 10), and evidently
r(>garded as very vital to the whole Wisdom sys-

tem; cf Job 28 2S; Ps 111 10; Sir 1 14. The
effect of this prefatory and theme-{)rojKJUn(Iing

matter is to launch the collection of proverbs much
after the manner of modern literary works, and the
rest of the section bears this out fairly well. The
most striking feature of the section, besides its

general homiletic tone, is its ])ersonification of

Wisdom. She is represented as calling to the sons
of men and commending to them her ways (1 20-33;
8 1-21.32-3G); she condescends, for right and
purity's sake, to enter into rivalry with the "strange
woman," the temptress, not in secret, but in open
and fearless dealing (7 6—8 9; 9 l-(3. 13-18); and,
in a supremely j)oetic passage (8 22-31), she describes

her relation from the begiiming with God and with
the sons of men. It rei)resents the value that the

Heb mind came to set u})on the human endowment
of Wisdom. The Heb philosopher thought not in

terms of logic and dialectics, but iit symbol and per-

sonality; and to this high rank, almost like that of

a goddess, his imagination has exalted the intel-

lectual and si)iritual powers of man. See ^\ is-

DOM.
The section 10 1—22 16, witli the repeated head-

ing "Th(; i)roverbs of Solomon," seems to have
been the original nucleus of the whole

2. The collection. All the ])roverbs in this.

Classic the longest section of the book, are

Nucleus molded strictly to the couplet form
(the one triplet, 19 7, being only an

apparent exception, due probably to the loss of a
line), each proverb a parallelism in condensed
phrasing, in which the second line gives either some
contrast to or some amplification of the first. This
was doubtless the classic art norm of the Solomonic
tnashdl.

The section seems to contain the product of that
period of proverb-culture during which the sens(^ of the
model was a little rigid and severe, not venturing yet
to Hmber up the form. Signs of a greater freedom,
however, begin to appear, and possibly two strata of
compilation arc represented. In chs 10-15 the prevail-
ing couplet is antithetic, which embodies the most self-

closed circuit of the thought. Out of 184 proverbs only
19 do not contain some form of contrast, and 10 of these
are in ch 15. In 16—22 IG, on the other hand, the pre-
vailing form is the so-called synonymous or amplified
couplet, which leaves the thought-circuit more open
to illustrative additions. Out of 191 proverbs only 18
are antithetic, and these contain contrasts of a more
subtle and hidden suggestion. As to subject-matter,
the whole section is miscellaneous; in the first half,

however, where the antithesis prevails, are the great
elemental distinctions of life, wisdom and folly, righteous-
ness and wickedness, industry and laziness, wise speech
and reticence, and the like; while in the second half
there is a decided tendency to go farther afield for subtler
and less obvious distinctions. In this way they seem to
reflect a growing and refining literary development, the
gradual shaping and accumulation of materials for a
philosophy of life; as yet, however, not articulated or
reduced to unity of principle.

In the short section 22 17—24 22, the proverb
literature seems for the first time to have become as

it were self-conscious—^to regard itself

3. A Body as a strain of wise counsel to be reck-

of Solicited oned with for its educative value.

Counsel The section is introduced by a preface

(22 17-21), in which these "words of

the wise" are recommended to some person or

delegation, "that thou mayest carry back words of

truth to them that send thee" (22 21). The
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counsels seem intended for persons in responsible
position, perhaps attached to the court (cf 23 1-3),

who, as they are to deal officially with men and
affairs, need the prudence, purity, and temperance
which will fit them for their duties. As to form, the
detached couplet appears only occasionally; the
favorite form is the quatrain; but proverbs of a
greater number of lines are freely used, and one, the
counsel on wine drinking (23 29-35), runs to 17
lines. In tone and specific counsel the section has
many resemblances to the introductory section

(chs 1-9), and provokes the conjecture that this
latter section, as the introduction to a compiled
body of Wisdom, was composed not long after it.

The little appendix (24 23-34) is headed, "These
also are sayings of the wise." They refer to wise

intercourse and ordered industry.
4. Some The little poem on the sluggarrl (24
Left-over 30-34), with its refrain (vs 33.34), is

Precepts noteworthy as being apparently one
stanza of a poem which is completed

with the same refrain in tlie introductory section
(6 G-ll). The stanzas are of the same length and
structure; and it would seem the latter named was
eith(T discovered later or composed as a supple-
ment to the one in this section.

The long section (chs 25-29) is headed, "These
also are proverbs of Solomon, which the men of

Hezekiah king of Judah copied out."
5. The The collection claims to be only a
Hezekian compilation; but if, as already sug-
Collection gested, we understand the term "prov-

erbs of Solomon" as equivalent to
"Solomonic proverbs," referring rather to species
than ])ersonal authorship, the comi)ilation may have
been made not merely from anticjuity, but from the
archives of the Wisdom guilds. If so, we have
a clue to the state of the Wisdom h'terature in

Hezekiah's time. The collection as a. whole, imlike
sees. 3 and 4, returns predominantly to the classic;

form of the coui)let, but with a less degree of com-
I)ression and epigram. There is a tendency to
grouj) numbers of proverbs on like subjects; note
for instance the group on the king (25 2-7). The
most striking feature of the collection is the preva-
lence of simile and analogy, and in general the
strong figurative coloring, esp. in chs 25-27; it

reads like a new species of proverb when we note
that in all the earlier Solomonic sections there are
only two clearlj' defined similes (10 26; 11 22).
In chs 25-27 are several proverbs of three, four, or
five line.s, and at tlie end (27 23-27) a charming
little poem of ten lines on hu.sbandry. Chs 28, 29
are entirely of couplets, and the antithetic ])roverb
reappears in a considerable number. As to subject-
matter, the thought of this section makes a rather
greater demand on the reader's culture and think-
ing powers, the analogies being less obvious, more
subtle. It is decidedly the reflection of a more
literary age than that of sec. 2.

Ch 30 is taken up with "the words of Agur the
son of Jakch," a person otherwise unknown, who

disclaims expert knowledge of Wisdom
6. Words lore (30 3), and avows an agnostic
of Agur attitude towarcl theological specula-

tions, yet shows a tender reverence
before the name and unplumbcd mystery of Jeh
(vs 6.9.32). His words amount to a plea against
a too adventurous, not to say presumptuous, spirit

in the supposed findings of human Wisdom, and as
such supply a useful makeweight to the mounting
pride of the scholar. Yet over this peculiar plea

is placed the word "Massa" (iiffi^H, ha-massd'),

"burden" or "oracle," the term used for proj)hetic
disclosures; and the word for "said" ("the man
said," "1^3(1 CSp

, n^'um ha-gebher) is the word else-

where used for mystic or Divine utterance. Thia
seems to mark a stage in the self-consciousness of
Wisdom when it was felt that its utterances could
be ranketl by the side of prophecy as a revelation
of truth (cf what Wisdom says of herself, 8 14),
and could claim the authoritative term "oracle."
For the rest, apart from the humble rt^verence with
which they are imbued, these words of Agur do not
rise to a high level of spiritual thinking; they tend
rather to the riddling element, or "dark sayings"
(cf 1 6). The form of his jiroverbs is peculiar,
verging indeed on the artificial; he deals mostly in

the so-called numerical i)roverb ("three things
.... yea, four"), a style of utterance paralleled
elsewhere only in 6 16-19, but something of a
favorite in the later cr3'j)ti.(; sayings of the scribes,

as may be seen in Pirke 'Ahhoth.
31 1-9 (possibly the whole chapter should be

included) is headed, "The words of king Lenuiel;
the oracle which his motlun- taught

7. Words him." Here occurs again the mys-
of King terious word "oracle," which would
Lemuel seem to be open to the same interpre-

tation as the one given in the previous
paragraph, though some would make this other-
wise unknown monarch a king of Massa, and refer

to the name of one of the descendants of Ishmael
(Gen 25 14), presumably a tribal designation.
The Heb sages from the beginning were in rivalry

and fellowshii) with the sages of other nations (cf

1 K 4 30.31); and in the Book of Job, the supreme
reach of Wisdom utterance, all of the sages, Job
included, are from countries outside of Pal. King
Lemuel, if an actual personage, was not a Jew; ancl

])robably Agur was not. The words of Lemuel are
a mother's plea to her royal son for chastity, tem-
perance and justice, the kingly virtues. The form
is the simple Heb parallelism, not detached couplets,

but continuous.
The Book of Prov ends in a manner eminently

worthy of its high standard of sanity and wisdom.
Without any heading (it may possibly

8. An belong to the "oracle" that the mother
Acrostic of Lemuel taught her son) the last 22
Eulogy of verses (31 10-31) constitute a single

Woman poem in praise of a worthy woman,
extolling esp. her household virtues.

In form these verses begin in the original with the
successive 22 letters of the Heb alphabet; a favorite

form of Heb verse, as may be seen (in the original)

in several of the pss, notably Ps 119, and in chs 1-4

of the Book of Lam.
///. Movement toward a Philosophy.—It has been

much the fashion with modern critics to deny to the
Hebrews a truly philosophic mind; this they say
was rather the distinctive gift of the Greeks; while
for their solution of the problem of life the Hebrews
depended on direct revelation from above, which
precluded that quasi-abeyance of concej)ts, that
weighing of cosmic and human elements, involved
in the commonly received notion of philosophy.

This criticism takes account of only one side of the
Heb mind. It is true they believed their life to be
in direct contact with the will and word of Jeh, re-

vealed to them in terms which could not be ques-
tioned; but in the findings and deliverance of their

own intellectual powers, too, they had a reliance

and confidence which merits the name of an authen-
tic philosophy. But theirs was a philosophy not
of speculative world-making, but of conduct and the
practical management of life; and it was intuitive

and analogical, not the result of dialectical reason-

ing. Hence its name wisdom, the solution itself,

rather than philosophy, the love of wisdom, the
search for solution. This Book of Prov, beginning
with detached maxims on the elements of conduct,
reveals in many suggestive ways the gradual emer-
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Soiice of ;i ])lul()S()i)hy, a comprehen.sivc wisdom, as

it were, in iiie inakiiif^; it is thus the pioneer book
of that Hel) Wisdom wliich we see developed to

maturer tilings iu the books of Job and Eccl. Some
of its salient stages may here be traced.

We may first note it, or tlio literary preparation for it,

in tlio opening up of tlie mdnhdl, or proverb unit, toward
adtled eleinonts of illustration, (ixplana-

1. Libera- tion, amplitude, a development that he-

+;,-vn ^f tUa, t^i'i^ 'o appear, in the oldi^st section (the
"

. ?i, ® classic nucleus, sec. 2) at about ch 16- The
mashal primitive antithetic mdshdl contrasted

two aspects of truth in such a way as to
leave the case closed; there was nothing for it hut to
go on to a new subject. This had the good effect of
setting over against each other the great ek^mental
antagonisms of lif(^: righteousness and wi('k(>dness. obedi-
ence and lawlessness, teachableness and per\ci'sity, in-
dustry and laziness, prudence and i)resumi)tion, n^ti-
cence and prating, etc, and so far forth it was a mas-
terly analysis of the ess{uitials of individual and social
conduct. As soon, however, as the; synonymous and
ilhistrative mdshdl prevails, we are conscious of a limber-
ing up and greater penetrativeness of the range of
tliought; it is open to subtler distinctions and remoter
discoveries, and the analogies tend to employ the kvss
direct relationships of cause and effect. This is in-
creased as W(! go on, esp. by the greater call upon tho
iniagination in the figurative tissue of tho Hezekian
section, and by tho dix'idedly greater tendency to tho
riddling and paradox element. The mdxhdl increases in
length and amplitude, both by tho grouping of similar
suh.j(H"ts and by the enlarg(;m(!nt from the couplet to tho
([uatrain and tlio develojied poem. All this, while not
yet a self-conscious philosophy, is a step on the way
thereto.

One solid presupposition of tlie sages, like an
axiom, was never called in question: namely, that

righteousness and wisdom are identical,

2. Emer- that wickedness of any sort is folly,

gence of This imparts at once a kind of pro-
Basal jihetic coloring to the Wisdom precepts,
Principles w'ell represented by the opening prov-

erb in the original section (after the
prefatory one about the wise son), "Treasures
of wieketlness profit nothing; but righteousness
delivereth from death" (Prov 10 2). Thus from
the outset is furnished an uncompromising back-
ground on which the fascinating allurements of vice,

the crooked ways of injustice and dishonesty, the
sober habits of goodness and right dealing, show
for what they are and what they tend to. The
sages thus put themselves, too, in entire harmony
with what is taught by priests and prophets; there
is no quarrel with the law or the word; they simply
supply the third strand in the threefold cord of in-

struction (cf Jer 18 18). From this basal presump-
tion other principles, scarcely less axiomatic, come
in view": that the fount and spring of wise living is

reverence, the fear of Jeh; that the ensuring frame
of mind is teachableness, the precluding attitude
perverseness; that it is the mark of wisdom, or
righteousness, to be fearless and above board, of
wickedness, which is folly, to be crooked and secret-
ive. These principles recur constantly, not as a
system, but in numerous aspects and applications
in the practical business of life. For their sanctions
they refer naively to the Heb ideal of rewards on the
one hand—-wealth, honor, long life, family (cf Prov
11 31)—and of shame and loss and destruction on
the other; but these are emphasized not as direct
bestowments or inflictions from a personal Deity,
rather as in the law of human nature. The law
that evil works its own destrtiction, good brings its

own reward, is forming itself in men's reason as one
of the fundamental concepts out of which grew the
Wisdom philosophy.
From times long before Solomon sagacity in

counsel, and skill to put such counsel into maxim or
parable, gave their possessor, whether man or
woman, a natural leadership and re])ute in the
local communities (cf 2 S 14 2; 20 16); and Solo-
mon's excejitional endowment showed itself not
merely in his literary tastes, but in his abiUty

much esteemed among Orientals, to determine the

merits of cases brought before him for judgment
(1 K 3 10-28), and to answer i)uzzling

3. The questions (1 K 10 1.6.7). It was from
Conception such estimate of men's intellectual

of Wisdom powers, from the recognition of mental
alertness, sagacity, grasp, in their

application to the practical issues of life (cf Prov
1 1-")), tliat the conception of ^\'isdom in its

larger sense arose. As, however, the cultivation

of such sagacity of utterance passed beyoiul the
pastime of a royal court (cf 1 K 4 29-34) into the
hands of city elders and sages, it attained to greatly

enhanced value; note how the influence of such a
sage is idealizecl (Job 29 7-25). The sages had a
definite calling and mission of their own, more
l)otent perhajis than btdongtHl to pri(>sts and
l)rophets; the frecjuent ref(>rence to the young and
the "simjile" or immature in the Book of Prov would
indicate t^hat they were virtually the schoolmasters
and educators of the nation. As such, working as

they did in a fellowship and collaboration with
each other, the subject-matter with which they dealt

would not remain as casual and miscellaneous max-
ims, but work toward a center and system of doctrine

which could claim the distinction of an articulated

philosophy of life, and all the more since it was so

identified with the great Heb ideal of righteousness

and truth. We have already noted how this sense

of the dignity and value of their calling manifested

itself in the body of precepts sent in response to

solicitation (3 above), wdth its appendix (4 above)
(Prov 22 17—24 34). It was not long after this

stage of \Msdom-culture, I think, that a very sig-

nificant new word came into their vocabulary, the

word tushlyah (tl^Tp^P
, a puzzle to the translators,

variously rendered "sound wisdom," "efTectual

working," and called by the lexicographers "a
technical term of the Wisdom literature," BDB,
S.V.). Its earliest appearance, and the onlyone ex-

cept in the introductory section (Prov 18 1), is where
the man who separates himself from others' opinions

and seeks his own desire is said to quarrel _with all

iushiydh. The word seems to designate Wisdom in

its subjective aspect, as an authentic insight or

intuition of truth, the human power to rise into the

region of true revelation from below, as distinguished

from the prophetic or legal word spoken directly

from above. Outside of Prov and Job the word
occurs only twice: once in Mic 6 9, and once in

Isa 28 29, in which latter case the prophet has
deliberately composed a passage (vs 23-29) in the

characteristic mdshdl idiom, and attributed that

strain of insight to Jeh. Evidently there came a
time in the culture of Wisdom when its utterances

attained in men's estimate to a parity with utter-

ances direct from the unseen; perhaps this explains

why Agur's and Lemuel's words could be boldly

ranked as oracles (see above, 6 and 7). At any
rate, such a high distinction, an authority derived

from intimacy with the creative work of Jeh (8

30.31), is ascribed to Wisdom {hokhmdh, T^.'C^ri)

in the introductory section; "counsel is mine,''

Wisdom is made to say, "and tushiydh'' (8 14).

Thus the Book of Prov reveals to us a philosophy,

as it were, in the making and from sca,ttered coun-

sels attaining gradually to the summit where the

human intellect could place its findings by the side

of Divine oracles.

IV. Considerations of Age and Literary Kin-
ship.—^To get at the history of the Book of Prov,

several inquiries must be raised. When were the

proverbs composed? The book, like the Book of

Ps, is confessedly an anthology, containing various

accumulations, and both by style and maturing
thought bearing the marks of difTerent ages. When
were the successive compilations made? And,
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finally, when did the strain of literature here repre-

sented reaeh that point of self-conseious unity and
coordination which justified its l)eing reckonetl with
as a strain by itself and choosing the coni[)rehen-

sive name Wisdom? What makes these incjuiries

hard to answer is the fact that these ))roveri)s are
precepts for the conunon people, relating to ordinary
affairs of the village, the market, and the field, and
move in lines remote from politics and dynast ic; vicis-

situdes and wars. They are, to an extent far more
l)enctrative and pervasive than law or ])rophecy,

the <>ducative literature on which the sturdy rank
and file of the nation was nourished. AMierc; there
is no vision, the people l(>t loose,' saj's a Hezekiaii
l)roverb (Prov 29 IS); hat so th(>y are also when
there is no abiding tonic; of social convention and
prhiciple. Precisely this latter it is which this Book
of Prov in a large degree rev(>;ds; and in course of

time its value was so felt that, as we have seen,

it could rank itself as an asset of life by the side of

vision. It represents, in a word, the human move-
ment toward self-dircctiveness and self-reliance,

without sui)nie dependence on ruler or public .senti-

ment (cf Prov 29 2.J.2G). \N'hen and liow was this

sane and wholesome communal fiber devcloi)ed ?

AN'lien Solomon and liis court made the indshdl

an elegant fad, they builded better than they knew.
They gave to the old native form of the

1. Under proverb and j)arable, as reduced to

the Kings ej)igrammatic mold and i)olish, the
ccUit of a ])0])ular Iit(>rature. Tiiis

was done orally at first (Solomon spoke, his i)rov(>rbs,

1 K 4 32.33); but the recording of such carefully

expressed utterances could not be long delayecl;

perhaps this brief stijle coupe was the most natural
early exercise in the new traTisition from the un-
wieldly cuneiform to the use of ])a])yrus and a moi-e

fl(>xil)le alphabet, which ])rol)ably came in with
the monarchy. At any rate, h(M-e was the mcHlium
for a practical didactic literature, applied to the
matters of daily life and intercourse to which in

Solomon's time the nation was enthusiastically
awake. There is no valid reason for den\'ing to

Solomon, or at least to his time, the initiation of the
Solomonic mushul; and if, as lias be(>n suggested,
the name "proverbs of Solomon" designates rather
literary species than personal authorship, the title

of the whole book (1 1), as well as the headiTigs of

sections (10 1; 25 l),may be given in entire good
faith, whatever the specific; time or ])ersona,I author-
ship of the utterances. Nor is there anyt.hing (>ither

in recorded history or the likelihood of the case to

make improbable that the activity of the "men of

liczekiah" means just what is said; these men of

Iett(>rs were adding this sujiplementary collection

(Prov 25-29) to a body of i)roverbs that already
existed and were recognized as Solomon's. This
would put the compcjsition of the main body of the
proverbs (chs 10-29) ])rior to the reign of ll(>zekiah.

"^I'liey represent therefore the chief literary in-

struction available to the i)eople in the long ])erio(l

of the Kings from Solomon onward, a ))eri()d which
otherwise was very meagerly supi)lied. The Mo-
saic Law, as we gather from the finding of the Law
in the time of Josiah (2 K 22), was at best a se-

questered thing in the keeping—or neglect—of

priests and judges; the jirophetic word was a specific

message for great national emergencies; the accu-
mulations of sacred song were the ]iro))erty of the
temjjle and the cultus; what then was th(>re for the
education of the people? There w(>re indeed the
folk-tales and catechetical legends of their heroic

history; but there were also, most influential of all,

these wise sayings of the sages, growing bodies of

prec^ept and parable, preserved in village centers,

y)ublished in the open places by the gate (cf Job 29

7), embodying the elements of a common-sense

religion and citizenshij), and rejiresenting views of
life which were not oidy Hebrew, but to a great
extent international among the neighbor kuigdoms.
Understood so, these Solomonic i)r<)verbs furnish
incomparably the best reflection we have of the re-

ligious and social standards of the common jieople,

during a period otherwise meagerly portrayed.
And from it we can understand what a sterling fiber
of character existed after all, and how well worth
jireserviug for a unicjue mission in the world, in
s[)ite of tlie idolatrous corruptions that invaded the
sanctuaries, the self-p/leasing unconcern of the rulers
and the pessimistic (.(enunciations of the prophets.

For the jwint in the Heb literary history when
these scattered Solomonic; ])roverI)s were recog-

nized as a homogeneous strain of
2. The thought and the compilations were
Concentra- made and reconuneiuled as \MscIom,
tive Point we can do no better, 1 think, than to

name the age of Israel's literary })rime,

the age of Hezekiaii. The "men of Hezekiah" dicl

more than append their supplementary section

(chs 25-29); the words "these also" (n)X"C5, gam
'C'lleh) in their heading imjjly it (see Hkzekiah,
The Mex of).

I apprehend the oi-dci' and nature of their work some-
liow tlius: Beginnint^ witli the classic nuclcuis (10

—

22
Itj) (see above, 11, 2), wiiich may liave coined to tlieni in
two .subsections (clis 10-15; 16—22 Ki), tliey put these
together as tlic proverljs most closely associated with
Solomon, without much attempt at systematizing, sub-
stantially as these had accumulated through tlu^ ages in
the rough ordm- of their (l(n-el()j)ing foi'in and thought;
compiling thus, in their zeal for the literary treasures of
the i)ast, the body of educational litei'aluro which lay
nearest at hand, a body adapted especially, though not
exclusively, to the instruction of the young and nnma-
ture. This done, there next came to iheir knowledge a
remarkablobody of •• words of tluMvise" (22 17—24 22),
which hatl evidently been i)ut together by recpiest as a
r(i(te mcriiin for some i)ersons in responsible i)ositic)n, and
which were prefaced by a recommendation of them as
"words of truth" designed to promote- "trust in Jeh"
(22 11)-21)—which lattei'. as we know from Isaiah, was
the great civic issiu; of ]lezekiah's time. With this sec-
tion naturally goes the little ai)pendix (jf "sayings of the
wise" (24 23-:<-t), added probably at about the same
time. These twcj sections, which seem to oijen the col-
lection to matter beyond the distinctive Solomonic
mdahdl, are, beyond thi; rest of thc^ book, in the; tone of
the mtroductory section (<-hs 1-9), which latter, along
with the Hezekian ajjpendix (chs 25-29). was added,
partly a.s a new com|)osit it)n, partly as incorporating
some additional fmdings (cf for instance the completion
of the poem on tlu; sluggard, 6 (S-ll). Thus, by the
addition of this introductory sc;(;tion, the Book of Prov
was recogniz(>d as a unity, i)rovided with a preface and
initial proijosition (1 l-().7), and launched with such
hortatory material as liad already, on a smaller scale,
introduccxl the third section, 'fhis i)art not only con-
tains tlio praises of Wisdom as a human endowment,
sliaring in the mind and i)urj)C)se of the; Divine (8 22-31),
but It has become aware also of the revelatory value of
tiinhiydh (2 7; 3 21; 8 It), or chastened intuition
(sc-e abovc^ III, 3), and dares to aspire, in its righteous
teachableness, to the intimacy or secret friendship of

Jeh (i";ip, aodho, 3 32). All this indicates the holy
self-consciousness to which Wisdom has attained.

I see no cogent reason for postponing the sub-
stantial completion of the Book of Prov heycmd the
time of Hezekiah. The words of Agur and of King
Lemuel, with the final acrostic; ])oem, may be later

additions; but their difference in tone and work-
manship is just as likely to be due to the fact that

they are admitted, in the libcTal spirit of the com-
pilers, from foreign stores of wisdom. For spiritual

clarity and intensity they do not rise to the height

of the native Heli consciousness; ;ind they hicline

to an artificial struct tu'e which sugge\sts that the

writer's interest is dividcHl betwe(>n sinecure tushiyah

and literary skill. For the sake of likcMoinded

neighbors, however, something may be forgiven.

It is too early in the history of Wisdom to regard
this Book of Prov as an artictilated and coordinated

system. It is merely what it j)urports to be, a col-
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Icctod l)()(ly of lil(M';iture having a common bearing!;

and i)uri)ose; a literature of reverent and intelligent

self-culture, moving among the ordi-

3. Its Stage nary relations of life, and not assuming

in Progres- to embody any mystic disclosures of

sive trutii Ix^yond the reach of human
Wisdom reason. As such, it has a vocabulary

and range of ideas of its own, which dis-

t.inguishes it from other strains of literature. This

is seen in those passages outside of tlie Book of

Prov which deliberately assume, for som(> specific

jMirpose, the Wisdom dialect. In Isa 28 23-29,

the prophet, whom tlie perverse rulers have taunted

with baby-talk (vs 9.10), appeals to them with the

characteristic Wi.sdom call to attenticm (ver 23),

and in illustrations drawn from husbandry proves

to them that this also is from Jeh of hf)sts, 'who is

transcendent in counsel, preeminent in tushiyah'

(ver 29)—teaching them thus in their own vaunted

idiom. In Mic 6 9-L5, similarly, calling in tilsM-

yah to corroborate i)rophecy ("the voice of Jeh,"

mn^ b^•p, mYahwck, n^r^r,!, tc^thush-iyah,^ 9),

the prophet speaks of the natural disasters that

men ought to deduce from their abuse of trade re-

lations, evidently ai)pealing to them in their own
favorite strain of thinking, lioth these passages

seem to reflect a time when the \\'isdom dialect was
prevalent and popular, and both are concerned to

call in sound hiunan iiituition as an ally of prophecy.

At the same time, as i)rophets have the right to do,

they labor to give revelation the casting vote; the

authentic disclosure of truth from Jeh is their ob-

jective, not the mere luxury of making clever ob-

servations on practical life. All this coincides, in

the Wisdom sphere, with what in Isaiah's and
Micah's time was the supreme issue of state, namely
trust in Jeh, rather than in crooked human devices

(cf Isa 28 16; 29 15); and it is noteworthy that

this is the venture of Wisdom urged by the editors

of Prov in their introductory exhortations (cf 22 19;

3 5-S). In other words, these editors are con-

cerned with inducing a spiritual attitude; and so

in their literary strain they make their book an
adjunct in the movement toward spirituality which
Isaiah is laboring to ])romote. As yet, however,

its findings are still in the ])eremptory stage, stated

as absolute and uncjualified truths; it has not

reaehed the sober testing of fact and interrogation

of motive which it must encounter in order to be-

come a seasoned philosophy of life. Its main per-

vading thesis—that righteousness in the fear of

God is wisdom and bound for success, that wicked-

ness is fatuity and bound for destruction—-is eter-

nally sound; but it must make itself good in a world
where so many of the enterprises of life seem to

come out the other way, and where there is so little

appreciation of spiritual values. Nor is the time
of skepticism and rigid test long in coming. Two
psalms of this period (as I apprehenfl) (I'ss 73 and 49)

concern themselves with the anomaly of the success

of the wicked and the trials of the righteous; the

latter pointedly adopting the Wisdom or mdshal
style of utterance (Ps 49 3.4), both laboring to

induce a more inward and spiritual attitude toward
the problem. It remains, however, for the Book of

Job to take the momentous forward step of setting

wisdom on the unshakable foundation of spiritual

integrity, which it does by subjecting its findings

to the rigid test of fact and its motives to a drastic

Satanic sifting. It is thus in the Book of Job,

followed later by the Book of Eccl, that the Wisdom
strain of literature, initiated by the Proverbs of

Solomon, finds its OT culmination.
John Franklin Genung
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/. Providence Defined.—The word "provide"

(from Lat providcre) means etymologically "to

foresee." The corresponding Gr word, irpouota, prd-

noia, means "forethought." Forethought and fore-

sight imply a future end, a goal, and a definite pur-

pose and plan for attaining that end. The doctrine

of final ends is a doctrine of final causes, and means
that that which is last in realization and attainment

is first in mind and thought. The most essential

attribute of rational beings is that they act with refer-

ence to an end; that they act not only with thought

but with forethought. As, therefore, it is character-

istic of rational beings to make preparation for every

event that is foreseen or anticipated, the word
"providence" has come to be used less in its origi-

nal etvmological meaning of foresight than to

signify'that preparation, care and supervision which

are necessary to secin-e a desired future result.

While all rational beings exercise a providence pro-

portioned to their powers, yet it is only when the

word is used with reference to the Divine Being

who is possessed of infinite knowledge and power

that it takes on its real and true significance. The
doctrine of Divine providence, therefore, has refer-

ence to that preservation, care and government
which God exercises over all things that He has

created, in order that they may accomplish the ends

for which they were created.

"Providence is the most comprehensive term in the
language of theology. It is the background of all the

several departments of religious truth, a background
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Providence

mysterious in its commingled brightness and darlcness.

It penetrates arid (ills the whole compass of the relations

of man with his Malver. It connects the unseen God
with the visibl<> creation, and the visible criMtion with the
work of redemi)tion, and redemption with personal sal-

vation, and personal salvation with the end of all things.

It carries our thoughts back to the supreme purixise
which was in the begimiing with God, and forward to the
forese(ni end and consummation of all thitigs, while it

includes between these the whole infinite variety of the
dealings of God with man" (W. B. Pope, Compendium
(if Christian Theology, I, 4.56).

//. Different Spheres of Providential Activity

Distinguished.—The creatod universe iiuiy l)e con-

veniently divided, with reference to Divine provi-

dence, into three departments: first, the inannnate

or physical universe, which is conserved or p;()verned

by God according to certain ludforni ]>rinciples

called the laws of Nature; secondly, animate exist-

ence, embracing the vegetable and animal world,

over which God exercises that i)rovidential care

which is necessary to sustain the life that He
created; and thirdly, the rational world, composed
of beings who, in addition to animate life, are i)os-

sessed of reason and moral free agency, and are

governed by God, not necessitatively, but through
an appeal to reason, they having the jiower to obey
or di.sobey the laws of God according to the decision

of their own free wills. This wid{>spr(>ad care and
supervision which God exercises over His created

univense is commonly de.signated as His general

providence, which embraces alike the (>vil and the

good, hi addition to which there is a more .sjiecial

and particular providence which He exercises over
and in behalf of the good, tliose whose wills are in

harmony with the Divine will.

///. Biblical Presentation of the Doctrine of
Providence.—Tlie word "providence" is used only

once in the Scriptures (Acts 24 2), and here it

refers, not to God, but to the forethought and work
of man, in which sense it is now seldom u.sed.

_
(See

also I^om 13 14, where the same Gr word is tr'^

"jirovision.") While, however, the Bib. use of the

word calls for little consideration, the doctrine indi-

cated by the term "])rovidence" is one of the most
significant in the Christian system, and is either dis-

tinc^tly stated or plainly assimied by every Bib.

writer. The OT Scriptures are best understood

when interpreted as a progressive revelation of God's
providential purpo.'ie for Israel and the workl.

Messianic expectations pervade the entire life and
lit. of the Heb people, and the entire OT di.sj)ensa-

tion may not improperly be rc^garded as the moral
training and providential pre]iaratk)n of the world,

and esp. of the chosen people, for the (;oming Mes-
siah. In the apocryphal "Book of \Vis(k)m" the

word "providence" is twice used (14 3; 17 2) in

reference to God's government of the world. Rab-
binical .Judaism, according to Jos, was much occii-

pied with discussing the relatkm of Divine provi-

dence to human free will. The Sadducees, he tells

us, held an extreme view of human free(k)m, while

the Essenes were believers in absolute fate; the

Pharisees, avoiding these extremes, believed in both

the overruling providence of God and in the free-

dom and responsibility of man (.1?*/, XIII, v, 9;

XVIII, i, 3; BJ, II, viii, 14). See Pharisees.

The NT begins with the announcement that the

"kingdom of heaven is at hand," which declaration

carries along with it the iflea of a providential pur-

pose and design running through the preceding dis-

pensation that prepared for the Messiah's coming.

But the work of Christ is set forth in the NT, not

only as the culmination of a Divine providence tha-t

preceded it, but as the beginning of a new provi-

dential order, a definite and far-rea(;hing i)lan, for

the redemption of the workl, a forethought and plan

so comprehensive that it gives to the very idea of

Divine providence a new, larger and richer mean-

ing, both intensively and extensively, than it ever

had before. The miiuitest want of the humblest
individual and the largest interests of the world-

wide kingdom of God are alike embraced within the

scope of Divine providence as it is set forth by
Christ and the apostles.

(1) Providence, in the Pentateuch.—The opening
sentence of the Scriptures, "In the beginning God

created the heaven and the earth," is

1. Divine a noble and majestic affirmation of

Providence God's essential relatk)n.sliip to the

in the OT origin of all things. It is followed by
Scriptures ninnerous utteraitces scattered through-

out the sacred volume that declare that

He who created also j^reserves and governs all that

He created. But the Israelii ish nation was from the

beginning of its history, in the Heb C(mceptu)n, the

special object of God's provklence and care, though
it was declared that Jeh's k)r(lship and government
extended over all the earth (Ex 8 22). The Deu-
teronomist (10 14) u.ses language which implies that

Divine possession of all things in heaven and earth

carries along with it the itlea of Divine providence
and control; and he also regards Israel as Jeh's

peculiar possession and special care (32 8).

This special providence that was over the elect nation
as a whole was also minute and i)articular, in that special

individuals were chosen to serve a providential puri)ose
in the making of tlie nation, and wer(^ Divinely guided
in the accomi)lishm(>nt of tlieir providential mission.
Thus Aljraham's i)rovidential i)lace in history is set forth
in Neh 9 7.8. Jacob acknowledges the same provi-
dential hand in his life ((ien 31 42; 48 15). The life

of Joseph abounds in evidences of a Diviiu^ provid(>nce
(Gen 45 5.7; 50 20). The whole life-history of ISIo.ses

as it is found in the Pent is a study in thi^ doctrine of
Divine providence. Other lives as .set forth in these
early narratives may be less notable, but th(!y are not
less indebted to Divine i)rovid(>nce for what they are and
for what they accomplish for others. Indeed, as Pro-
fessor Oehler "remarks. "The whole Pentateu<-hal history
of rev(>lation is nothing but the activity of that Divine
providence which, in order to the realization of the
Divine aim, is at once directed to th(> whole, and at the
same time proves itself efficacious in the direction of the
life of separate men, and in the guiding of all circum-
stances" {OT Theology).

(2) The historical books of the OT.—In a sense

all the books of the OT are historical in that they
furnish material for writing a history of the people

of Israel. See Isr.xel, History of the People.
The Pent, the Poetical Books, the Wisdom Lit., the

Prophets, all furnish material for writing OT his-

tory; but there is still left a body of literature,

including the books from Josh to Est, that may
with peculiar fitness be designated as historical.

These books are all, in an impcjrtant sense, an inter-

pretation and presentatk)n of the facts of Heb his-

tory in their relatk)n to Divine providence. The
sacred historians undertake to give something of

a Divine philosophy of history, to interpret in a
religious way the facts of history, to point out the

evils of individual and national sin and the rewards
and blessings of righteousness, and to show God's
ever-present and ever-guifling hand in human his-

tory—that He is not a silent spectator of human
affairs, but the supreme moral Governor of the uni-

verse, to whom individuals and nations alike owe
allegiance. To the Heb historian every event in the

life of the natu)n has a moral significance, both
because of its relatu)n to God and because of its

bearing on the ]irovidential mission and testing of

Israel as the people of God. The Book of Jgs,

which covers the "dark ages" of Bible history, and
is an enigma to many in the study of God's hand
in history, shows how far God must needs conde-
scend at times in His use of imperfect and even
sensual men through whom to reveal His will and
accomplish His work in the world. While therefore

He condescends to use as instruments of His provi-

dence such men as Samson and Jephthah, it is. oqver
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through these thut He does Tlis greatest work, but
through au Abraham, a Joseph, a Moses, an Isaiah,
through men of lofty moral character. And this

is one of the most notable lessons of OT history if

it be studied as a revelation of God's providential
methods and instrumentalities. Among these his-

torical writers none has given clearer and stronger
cxi)ression to God's providential relation to the
physical world as its ])rcscrver and to the moral
world as its Divine Governor than the author of

Nehemiah. "Thou, even thou, art Lord alone; thou
hast made heaven, the heaven of heavens, with all

their host, tlie earth, and all things that are therein,

the seas, and all that is therein, and thou prescrvest
tlunn all Yet thou in thy manifold mercies
forsookest th(^m not in the wildern(\ss: the pillar

of the cloud th'i)arted not from them by day, to
lead them in the way; n(>ither the pillar of fire by
night, to shew them light, and the way wherein they
should go. Thou gavest also thy good spirit to in-

stru(;t them" (9 6.19.20 AV). His words reflect the
views that were entertained by all the OT histo-

rians as to God's hand in the government and guid-
ance of the nation. Hcb history, because; of the
Divine promises and Divine providence, is ever
moving forward toward the Messianic goal.

(3) The Psalms.—The poets are among the
world's greatest religious teachers, and the theology
of the best poets generally represents the highest
and purest faith that is foimd among a people.
Applying this truth to the Ileb race, we may say
that in the Pss and the Book of Job we reach the
high-water mark of the OT revelation as to the
doctrine of Divine providence. The Psalmist's
God is not only the Creator and Preserver of all

things, but is a pray(>r-hearing and prayer-answering
God, a Being so full of tender mercy and loving-
kindness that we cannot fail to identify Him with
the God whom Christ taught us to call "our Father."
Nowhere else in the entire Scriptures, except in the
Sermon on the Mount, can we find such a full and
clear exhibition of the minute and special providence
of God over His faithful and believing children as
in the Pss—notably such as Pss 91, 103, 104 and 139.
Ps 105 traces God's hand in providential and gra-
cious guidance through every stage of Israel's

wondrous history. Thanksgiving and praise for
providential mercies and blessings abound in Pss
44, 66, 78, 85, 135. While the relation of God's
power and provid(;nce to the physical universe and
to the material and temporal blessings of life is

constantly asserted in the Pss, yet it is the connec-
tion of God's providence with man's ethical and
spiritual natur(>, with righteousness and faith and
love, that marks the highest characteristic of the
Psalmist's revelation of the doctrine of providence.
That righteousness and obedience are necessary
conditions and accompaniments of Divine provi-
dence in its moral aspects and results is evidenced
by numerous declarations of the psalmists (1 6;
31 19.20; 74 12; 84 11; 91 1; 125 2). This
thought finds happiest expression in Ps 37 23 AV

:

"The steps of a good man are ordered of the Lord,
and he delighteth in his way." The inspired poets
make it plain that the purpose of Divine providence
is not merely to meet temporal wants and bring
earthly blessings, but to secure the moral good of
individuals and nations.

(4) The Wisdom Literature.—The doctrine of
providence finds ample and varied expression in the
Wisdom Lit. of the OT, notably in the Book
of Prov. The power that preserves and governs
and guides is always recognized as inseparable from
the power that creates and commands (Prov 3 21-
26; 16 4). Divine providence does not work inde-
pendently of man's free will; providential blessings
are conditioned on character and conduct (Prov 26

10 AV; 2 7.8; 12 2.21). There cannot be, in OT
terms of faith, any stronger statement of the doc-
trine of Divine providence than that given by the
Wise Men of Israel in the following utterances
rec^orded in the Book of Prov: "In all thy ways
acknowknlgt! him, and he will direct thy paths"
(3 6); "A man's heart deviseth liis way, but Jeh
directeth his steps" (16 9); "The lot is cast into

the lap; but the whole disposing thereof is of Jeh"
(16 33); "A man's goings are of Jeh" (20 24);
"The king's heart is in the hand of Jeh as the
watercourses: He turncth it wliithersoev(>r ho will"

(21 1); "llio horse is ])repared against the day of

battle; but victory is of Jeh" (21 31). See also

3 21-26; 12 2.21. The conception of providence
that is presented in the Book of Ecx'I seems to reflect

the views of one who had had (;xperi(>nce in sin and
had come into close contact with many of life's ills.

All things have their appointed time, but the real-

ization of the providential ]iuri)oses and ends of
creaturely existence is, wherever huTnan free agency
is involved, always conditioned upon man's exc^r-

cise of his free will. The God of ])rovidence rules

and overrules, but He does not by His omnipo-
tence overpower and override and destroy man's
true freedom. Things that are do not reflect God's
perfect providence, but rather His providence as
affected by human free agency and as marred by
man's sin (Eccl 3 1-11). "I know that there is

nothing better for them, than to rejoice, and to do
good so long as they live. And also that every man
should eat and drink, and enjoy good in aU his labor,

is the gift of God" (vs 12.13; see also ver 14);
"The righteous, and the wis(>, and th(>ir works, are
in the hand of God" (9 1); "The race is not to the
swift, nor the battle to the strong" (9 11). The
same conclusion that the author of Eccl reachc^d

as to how human life is affected by Divine j^rovi-

dence and man's sin has found expression in the
oft-quoted lines of the great poet:

"Thore's a Divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-liew thom how we will."

(5) The Book of Job.—The greatest of all the in-

spired contributions to the Wisdom Lit. of the
OT, the Book of Job, demands special considera-
tion. It is the one book in the Bible that is de-
voted wholly to a discussion of Divine providence.
The perplexities of a thoughtful mind on the subject
of Divine providence and its relation to human suf-

fering have nowhere in the literature of the world
found stronger and clearer expression than in this

inspired drama which bears the name of its unique
and marvelous hero, Job. Job represents not only
a great sufferer, but an honest doubter: he dared to

doubt the theology of his day, a theology which he
had himself doubtless believed until experience, the
best of all teachers, taught him its utter inadequacy
to explain the deepest problems of human life and of

Divine providence. The purpose of this book in the
inspired volume seems to be to correct the prevailing

theology of the day with regard to the subject of sin

and suffering in their relation to Divine providence.
There is no more deplorable and hurtful error that
a false theology could teach than that all suffering

in this world is a proof of sin and a measure of one's
guilt (see Affliction). It is hard enough for the
innocent to suffer. To add to their sufTering by
teaching them that it is all because they are awful
sinners, even though their hearts assure them that
they are not, is to lay uj)on the innocent a burden
too grievous to be borne. The value in the inspired

Canon of a book written to reveal the error of such
a misleading doctrine as this cannot easily be over-
estimated. The invaluable contribution which this

book makes to the Bib. doctrine of providence is

to be found, not in individual and detached sayings,
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strikhifj; and .suggestive as some of these may be,

but rather in tlie book as a whok>. Statements

concerning God's general providence abound in

this inspired (h'ama—such as thes<>, for exami:)k':

"Who know(>th not in all these, that the hand of

Jeh hath wrought this, in whose hand is the soul of

cverv living thing, and the bnvith of all mankind?"
(Job" 12 it.lOj ; "Who hath giv(>n him a charge over

the earth? or who hath disposed the wliole world?

.... He shall break in pi(>ces mighty men without

number, and set others in their stead" (34 13.24

AV).
But the special contribution of the Book of Job

to the doctrine of Divine j^rovidence, as already

indicated, is to set forth its connection with the

fact of sin and sufTering. Peri)lex(>d souls in all

ages have been asking: If God be all-powerful and
all-good, why shoukl th(>re be any suffering in a

world which He created and over which He rules?

If He cannot prevent suffering, is He omnipotent?
If H(> can, but will not prevent suffering, is He in-

finitely good? Does the book solve th(! mystery?
W(; cannot claim that it does. But it do(>s vindi-

cate the character of God, the Creator, and of Job,

the moral fr(>e agent under trial. It does show the

place of sufTering in a moral workl wher(> free agents

are forming character; it does show that perfect

moral character is made, not by Divine onmipo-
tence, but by trial, and that i)hysical suffering

serves a moral end in God's providential govern-

ment of men and nations. While the book does not

ck^ar the ])roblem of mystery, it does show how on
the dark background of a sufTering world the lumi-

nous holiness of Divine and human character may
be revealed. The picture of this sufTering man of

ITz, racked with bodily pains and irritated by the

ill-spoken words of well-meaning friends, ])lanting

himself on tlu^ solid rock of his own conscious recti-

tude, and defying earth and hell to prove him guilty

of wrong, and knowing that his Vindicator liveth and
would come to his rescue

—

that is an inspired picture

that will make every innocent sufferer who reads

it stronger until the end of time. See also Job,

Book of.

(()) The prophetical writings.—Nowhere in all

literature- is the existence and sujiremacy of a moral

and providential order in the world more clearly

recognized than in the writings of the OT i)ro]ihets.

These writings are best understood when inter-

preted as the moral messages and passionate api)eals

of men who were not only prophc-ts and preachers

of righteousness to their own times, l)ut_ students

and teachers of the moral philosophy of history for

all time, seers, men of vision, who interpreted all

events in the light of their bearing on this moral

and i)rovidential order, in which Divine order the

Israelitish nation had no small part, and oyer which
Israel's God was sovereign, doing "according to his

will in the army of heaven and among the inhabit-

ants of earth. \Miile each prophetic message
takes its coloring from the political, social and moral
coiKlitions that called it forth, and therefore differs

from every other message, the proi)h(>ts are all one
in their insistence upon the supremacy and Divine

authority of this moral order, and in their looking

forward to the coming of the Messiah and the

setting up of the Messianic kingdom as the provi-

dential goal and consummation of the moral order.

They all describe in varying degre(>s of light and
shade a coming time when One born of their own
oppre.s.sed and down-trodden race should come in

power and glory, and set uj) a kingdom of righteous-

ness and love in the earth, into which kingdom all

nations shall be ultimately gathercMl; and of His

kingdom there shall be no end. God's providential

government of the nation was always and every-

where directed toward this Messianic goal. The

language which an inspired writer puts into the

mouth of Nebuchadnezzar, the h(>athen king, is an
expression, not so much of the gentile concejition of

God and His government, as it is of the faith of a
Heb prophet concerning God's relationship to men
and nations: "He doeth according to his will in the

army of h(>aven, and among the inhabitants of the

earth; and none can slay his hand, or say vmto Iutu,

What doest thou?" (Dnl 4 3.")). The providential

blessings which the prophets ])romise to the people,

whether to indivitluals or to the nation, are never

a matter of mere onmii)otence or favoritism, but
are inseparably connect (h1 with righteous conduct
and holy charact(>r. The blessings promised arc;

mainly si)iritual, but whether spiritual or material,

they are always conditioned on righteousness.

The Book of Lsa is esp. rich in passages that empha-
size the place of moral conduct and character in

God's providential government of the world, the

suj)reme purjiose and vnd of which are to establish

a kingdom of righteousness in the earth (lsa 33
13-16; 35 8-10; 43 2; 46 4; 54 14-17). Divine

providence is both jx'rsonal and national, and of

each it is dcndared in varying terms of assurance

that "Jeh will go b<>fore you; and the God of

Israel will be your n-arward" (52 12). Each of

the major and minor i)roi)h(>ts confirms and reen-

forces the teachings of this greatest and most truly

representative of all the OT i)rophets.

(1) The Synoptic Gospels.—The Synoptic Gospels

furnish the richest possible material for a study of

the doctrine of Divine providence.

2. Divine They recognize in the advent of Chri.st

Providence the fulfilment of a long line of M(\ssi-

in the NT anic ])roi)lK>cies and the culmination of

jn-ovidential i)uri)oses and plans that

had been in the Divine mind from the beginning

and awaited th(> fulnc'ss of time for their revelation

in the Incarnation (Mt 1 22; 2 5.15; 3 3). In

His private and personal lifc^ of service and ])rayer

Christ is a model of filial trust in the providence of

the heavenly Father (Mt 11 25; 26 39; Mk 1 35;

6 46; Lk 3 21; 11 1). His private and public

utterances abound in declarations concerning God's

ever-watchful and loving care for all His creatures,

but above all for those creatures who bear His own
image; while His teachings concerning the King-

dom of God reveal a Divine providential plan for

the world's redemption and education extending

of necessity far into the future; and still beyond
that, in His vision of Divine providence, comes a

day of final judgment, of retribution and reward,

followed by a new and eternal order of things, in

which the destiny of every man will be determined

by his conduct and character in this present life

(see Our Lord's parables concerning the Kingdom:
Mt 13 24-50; Mk 4 26 ff; Lk 14 16 fT; also Mt 24

and 25). The many familiar utterances of Our
Lord, found in the Synoptic Gospels, contain the

most essential and precious of all the NT revela-

tions concerning the providence of the heavenly

Father (Mt 5 45; 6 26-34; 10 29-31; Lk 21

16-18).

(2) The Johannine writings.—St. John's Gospel

difTcrs from the Synoptic Gospels in its mode of

presenting the doctrine of provklence chiefly in that

it goes back to the mind and purpose of God in the

very beginning (Jn 1 1-5), whereas the Synoptic

Gospels simply go back to the Messianic prophecies

of the OT. Both the Gospel and the Epp. of John

in their presentation of Divine i)rovidence place

the greatest i)o.ssible emphasis on Divine love and
filial trust, the latter rising in many ])laces to the

point of positive assiu'aiice. The Book of Rev
is a prophetic vision, in apocalyptic form, of God's

providential purjjose for the future, dealing not so

much with individuals as with nations and with
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thp far-reaching movcmenf.s of liistory extending
tlirough the centuries. God is revealed in St.

John's writings, not as an omnipotent and arbitrary
Sovereign, l)ut as an all-loving Father, who not only
cares for His children in this life hut is building for

them in \\\v, world to come a house of many man-
sions (Jn 14 1-20).

(3) The Book of Ads mid other NT history.—
The historical jmrtions of the NT, as contained in

the Acts, and elsewhere, while not (>liminating or
d(>preciating the element of human frecxiom in indi-

viduals and nations, yet recognize in human lif(i

and history tlu^ ever-present aTid all-controlling

mind of that Cod in whom, it is dcH'lared, "we liv(>,

and move, and have our being" (Acts 17 28). The
carecT of the first distinctive NT character begins
with these words: "There came a man, sent from
God, whose name was John" (Jn 1 6). But not
only John, the forenmner, but ev(>ry other indi-

vidual, according to the NT conceptions, is a man
"sent from God." The apostles conceive them-
selves to be such; Ste])hen, the martyr, was such;
Paul was such (Acts 22 21). NT biography is a
study in ])rovid(>ntially guided lives, not omitting
references to those who n^fuse to be so guidcxl—for

such is the ])ower of human fr(>e ag(;ncy, many who
are "sent from God" refuse to go upon their Di-
vinely appoint<>d mission. The Day of Pentecost
is the revelation of a new power in history—a revela-

tion of the place and po\v(>r which the Divine-
human Christ and the Holy Spirit are to have hence-
forth in making history—in making the character
of the men and the nations whose deeds arc to make
history. The most ])otcnt moral force in history

is to be, from the day of Pent(>cost on, the ascended
incarnate Christ, and He is to be all the more in-

fluential in the world after His ascension, when His
work shall be done through the Holy Spirit. This
is the historical vicnv of providence as connected
with the person of Christ, which the NT historians

present, and which we, after 19 centuries of Chris-
tian history, are warranted in holding more confi-

flently and firmly even than the Christians of the
1st cent, could hold it; for the Christian centuries
have proved it true. What God is in Nature Christ
is in history. All history is becoming Christian
history, thus realizing the NT conception of Divine
providence in and through Christ.

(4) The Pauline ivritings.—No character of
whom we have any account in Christian literature

was providentially prepared for his life-work and
providentially guided in accomplishing that life-

work more truly than was the apostle Paul. We
find, therefor(^, as we would anteced(>ntly expect,
that Paul's speeches and writings abound in jiroofs

of his absolute faith in the overruling providence
of an all-wise God. His doctrine of pred(>stination

and foreordination is best understood when inter-

preted, not as a Divine pow(^r pred(>termining hu-
man destiny an<l nullifying the human will, but as
a conception of Divine providence as the eternal
purpose of God to accomplish an end contemplated
and foreseen from the beginning, viz. the redemp-
tion of the world and the creation in and through
Christ of a new and holy humanity. Ev(>ry one
of the Pauline Epp. bears witness to the author's
faith in a Divine providence that overrules and
guides the life; of every soul that works in harmony
with the Divine will; but this providence is working
to secure as its chief end, not material and temporal
blessings, but the moral and spiritual good of those
concerned. Paul's teachings concerning Divine
providence as it concerns individuals and is condi-
tioned on character may be found summed up in
what is perhajis the most comprehensive single sen-
tence concerning providence that was ev(!r written:
"And we know that all things work together for

good to them that love God, to them who are the
called according to his i)urj)ose" (Rom 8 28 AY).
Any true (exposition of the NT doctrine of Divine
]irovidence that may be given can only be an un-
folding of the content of this brief but comi)rehen-
sive statement. The greatest of the Pauline Kp]).,
that to the Rom, is a study in the divin(> plii-

losophy of history, a revelation of God's provident ial

purpose and plan conc(>rning the salvation, not
m(>rely of individuals, but of the nations. I'liesc;

j)urposes, as Paul views them, whether they eonc(>rn
individuals or the entire race, are always associated
with the mediatorial ministry of Christ: "For of
him, and throughhim, and unto him, an^ all things.
To him be the glory for ever" (Rom 11 3()).

(.')) The Petrine Epp. and other NT writings.—
The Epp. of Peter, James, and Jude, and the ]'])).

to the He, are all in entire accord with the teach-
ings of the other NT writings already considered.
St. Peter, who at first fovnid it so hard to see how
God's providential purjiose in and for the Messiah
could be realized if Christ should suffer and die,

came later to see that the power and the glory of

Christ and His all-conquering gos])el are insejjarably

connected with the sufferings and death of the
Messiah (1 Pet 1_ 11.12). No statement con-
ccn-ning God's providcnice ov(t the righteous can
be ch'arer or stronger than the following utterance
of Peter: "The eyes of the Lord are upon the
righteous. And his ears unto their supplication:
But the face of the Lord is upon them that do evil.

And who is he that will harm vou, if ye be zealous of

thatwhichisgood?" (1 Pet 3"l2.i;?). The puri)ose
and end of Divine providence as viewed in the Ep.
of Jas are always ethit^al: as conduct and character
are the end and crown of Christian effort, so they
are the end and aim of Divine providence as it co-
operates with men to make them perfect (Jas 1 5.

17.27; 2 5; 5 7). The apologetic value of the Ep.
to the He grows out of the strong proof it ]5res(nits

that Christ is the fulfilment, not only of the Mes-
sianic prophecies and expectations of Lsrael, but of

the providential purposes and plans of that God
who at sundry times and in divers manners had
sjioken in times past unto the fathers by a long line;

of prophets (He 1 1.2; 11 7-40; 13 20.21). It

would be difficult to crowd into one short chapter
a more comprehensive study of the lessons of liis-

tory that illustrate the workings and the retribu-

tions of the moral law under Divine providence
than is found in the Ep. of Jude (see esp. vs 5.7.11.

14.1.5.24).

From this brief survey of the teachings of the
OT and NT Scriptures concerning the doctrine

of Divine providence, it will be seen
3. OT and that, while the NT reaffirms in most
NT Doc- particulars the doctrine of Divine
trines of providence as set forth in the OT
Providence Scriptures, there are three particu-

Compared lars in which the points of emphasis
are changed, and by which new and

changed emphasis the doctrine is greatly enriched
in the NT.

(1) The fatherhood and love of God in providence.

—The God of providence in the OT is regarded as a
Sovereign whose will is to be obeyed, and His lead-

ing attributes are omnipotence and holiness, wher(>-

as in the NT God is revealed as the heavenly Fath(>r,

and His providence is set forth as the forethought
and care of a father for his children. His leading
attributes here are love and holiness—His very
omnipotence is the omnipotence of love. To teach
that God is not only a righteous Ruler to be feared

and adored, but a tender and loving Father who is

ever thinking of and caring for His children, is to

make God lovable and turn His providence into an
administration of Almighty love.
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(2) The ylnrr of OirUl ami the Iluhj Spirit in priivi-

(li'Hce.—Tlu^ (loc-lriiic of providence in the NT is (-on-

nected with the pefson of C'lirist and the administration
of tlu! Holy Si)irit, in a manner tliat distinguishes it from
the OT presentation of providence as the work of the
one God wlio was there; revealed in the simple unity of
His nature without distinction of persons. If It be true,
as some tlieoiof^ians liavi; taught, tliat "God the Father
plans, (iod tlie Son executes, and God tlie Holy Ghost
applies," then it would follow that providence is the
work exclusively <>f Christ and the Holy Spirit; btit this
theological formula, while it has suggestive value, cannot
be accepted as an accurate^ statement oi BU). doctrine
with reference to Divine i)rovidence. Glirist constantly
refers creation and i)rovi<lence to the Father. But He
also said, ""S\y Fattier worketh even until now, and I
work" (.In 5 17), and the XT writers attribute to Christ
the work both of creation and providence. Thus Paul:
"For by him were all things created, that are in heaven
and that are in I'artli, visil)le and Invisible, whether they
be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or ijowers: ail
things were created by him, and for him: and he Is
before all tilings, and l)y him all things consist" (Col 1
16.17 AV). Although tiiis and other passages refer to
Christ's relation to general providence, including tlie
governm(>nt of tin; i)liysical tmlverse, yet it is only when
the Divine; government is concerned with tin; red('nii)tion
of a lost world and tin; es1al)lishment of the Kingdom of
God in the lu'arts and lives of men, that the full extent
of Christ's i)art in Divitu; i)rovidence can be realiz(>d.
The saving and perfecting of men is the supreme purpose;
of t)rovidence, if it be; viewed from th(> XT standpoint,
which is that of Christ's mediatorial ministry.

(3) The new emphasis upon moral and spiritual
hleaaings.—The NT not only subordinates the ni;i-

tcrial and temporal aspects of provid(>nce to the
spiritual and eternal more than does the OT, but
Chri.st and the ajxistles, to an extent that finds no
parallel hi the OT, place the emphasis of their
teaching concern iii<>; jirovide^nce upon man's moral
needs and eternal iiiter(>sts, and upon th(> Kinjz;dom
of (iod and Jlis rij^iifeotisness, the establishment of
which hi the hearts and lives of men is the; one p;reat

object for which l)()th the heavenly Father and His
children are ceaselessly working;. To be fr(>e from
sin, to be holy in heart and u.seful in life, to love and
obey Ciod as a Father, to love and serve men as
brother.s—this is the ieh-al and the end for which,
according; to the NT, men should work and i)ray,

and this is tlu^ end toward which (iod is working
by Flis ce;iseless cociperative providence.

IV. Discussion of the Contents of the Biblical
Doctrine.—'i'here are four distinct (^inceptions of

jii'ovidence as it concerns God's rela-

1. Different lion to tlu; ongoing of the world and
Views of to man, the rational and moral fr(;e

Providence agent wliom He has jilaced upon it,

viz. the atheistic, the deistie, the ])an-

theistie, and tlui theistic or Bib. view. See also
God, I, 4. The last named view can best be under-
stood only when stated in comparison and contrast
with these ojiposing views.

(1) Atheism, or materialism, stands at one extreme,
affirming that there is no God, that the niat(;rial universe
is eternal, and tliat from material atoms, (Genially en-
dowed with certain iirojierlies, there; liave^ e-ome, "l)y a
pr(K;ess of (;ve)lutie)n, all existing forms of ve-getatile;,

animal and rational life;. As mat(;rialism de>nie>s the
existe>nce; e)f a i)e'rse)rial (Creator, it of course denies any
and every eloctrlne eif Divine providence.

(2) Pantheism stanels at tlie othe'r extreme from
athetsm, teaching that God is everything anei eve;rylliing
Is Ge)d. Tlie cre;ate>d universe; is "tlie living garment"
of (ie)d—(ieiel is tlie- semi e)f tlie weirlel, tlie; unive'r.se His
existence feirm. But (lexl is an infinite' It, not a peTsonal
Being wlie) e-an expre'ss His existence; in teTiiis of se'lf-

consciousnews— T, 'I'liou, He>. Provielence, ae-coreling to
pantlie'ism, is simply tlie; evejlution of impe'rse)nal eleity,
diire'ring from mate'rialism emly in the' iianie^ whie-li it gives
to the infinite suiistance from which all things flow.

(3) Deism teaches that there is a God, and that He
created the weirld, but created things de> not nee'd His
presence and I tie; e-xe'rcise of His power in orde-r to con-
tinue in existe'iie-e; and fulfil their functions. The mate-
rial world is plae;ed under immutable law; while man, the
rational and moral fre^e agent, is left to do as he wills.
God sustains, according to deism, very much the same
relation to the; universe that the clock-maker does to
his timepiece. Having made his clock, anel we)unel it up,
he does not interfere; with it, and the longer it can run
without tlie; make;r's intervention the greater the evi-

dence of wisdeim anel skill on the" part of the' maker. God
according to deism lias lu've'r wrougtit a mirae'h" neir made
a supernatural reve'latiem to man. Ttie- out v re'tigie)n t hat
is possible to man is natural religion; he may reason fre)m
Nature up to Nature''s Goel. The only value of jiraveir
is its subjective indue'nce'; it helps us to answer our own
prayers, to become anel lie; wtiat we; are praying to be.
If the Divine Be'iiig is a |)raver-liearing Ciod, He is at
least not a prayer-answe'ring Geiel. The laws of Nature
constitute God's gene'ral i)re)vide'nce; but tlu'rels no e)ttie'r

pe'rsonal and special jireiviele'iie-e; than ttiis. ucceireling to
eh'lsm. God, the deists affirm, is teio gre'at, te)e) eiisfant,
too transcendent a I3eing to concern Himself with the
details of creature^ly existence.

(4) The theistic or Biblical conception of provi-
dence teaches that God is not only the Cr(>atorbut
the Preserver of the universe, and that the jireser-

yatiqn of the universe, no less than its creatiem,
implies and necessitates at every moment of time
an omnipotent and omnipresent p(>rsoiud Be>ing.
This world is not "governed by the laws of Natiu-e,"
as deism teaches, but it is "governed by God, acceirel-

ing to the laws of Nature." "Law," in its(>lf, is an
impotent thing, excei)t as it is the expression of a
free will or jierson back of it; "the laws of Nature"
are meaningless anel imjiote^nt, excerpt as they are
an expression of the uniform mode, according to
which God pre^serves and governs the worlel. It is

customary to sjieak of the laws of Natin-e> as if they
were certain self-existe'iit forces or powers govern-
ing the world. Btit shall we not rather say that
there is no real cause excejit per.sonal will—either
the Divine will or cre'ated wills? If this be true,
t hen it is inconsistent to say that God has commit ted
the government of the ])hysical universe to "second-
ary causes"—that is, to the laws of Nature^- and
that the'se laws are; neit immediately dependent
upon Him for their efliciene-y. The onuiipi-esent
and ever-active (iod is the only real feirce; and iieiwer

and cause in the imiverse, except as created wills
may be true and real causes within their limited
bounds. This view of Geid's relation to the cre'ated
iniiverse serves to distinguish the Bib. doctrine of
Divine provielence from the teachings of mate'rial-
ists and delists, \\ho eliminate entirely the Divine
hand from the onge)ing of the universe, and in its

stead make a god of the "laws of Nattire," and
hence have no nee'el for a Divine pr(>server. Bib.
theism makers ample rejoni feir the ])rese'nce of the
sujiernattu'al and miraculous, but w^e must neit be;

blind to a danger here, in that it is jio.ssible to make
so much of the presence of (iod in the supernatiu-al
(revelation, inspiration, and miracle) as to over-
look entirely His eejually important and neccssaiy
])resence in the; nattn-al—which would be to en-
courage a deistical concejition of God's reflation to
the world by (exaggerating His transcendenc(! at
the expense of His immanence. That is tlu; true
theistic doctrine of jirovidence wdiich, while not
imdervaluing the su{)ernatural and miraculous, yet
stedfastly maintains that God is none the l(>ss jirese-nt

in, and nec(>ssary to, what is termed the "nattu-al."

(5) The Divine Immanence.—This idea of (iexj's

essential relation to the continuation of all things in

existence is perhajis best expressed by the term "im-
manence." Creation emphasizes God's transcend-
(;nce, while providence em])hasiz(>s His immanence'.
Pantheism affirms (iod's immanence, but denies His
transcendence. Deism affirms His transc(>nde'nce,

l)ut deniie's His immanence. i5ib. theism teaches that
God is both transcendent and immanent. By the
term "tran.scendcTice," when ajiplied to God, is

meant that the Divine; lieing is a person, separate and
distinct from Natuiv; and above Natiu'e

—"Nattnc"
being used her(; in its largest signification as in(;lu(liiig

all created things. By the Divine Immanenc(; is

meant that God is in Nature as well as ov(>r Natiu-(>,

and that the continuance of Nature is as directly

and immediately dependent upon Him as the origin

of Nature—indeed, by some, God's preservation of
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the rroiitcd iiiiivcM-so is (Icfiiu'd as an act. of "con-

tinuous creation." By llic Divine Rnmanenco is

meant sonielhiiifi; more than onmiprc'sence, wliich

term, in itself alone, does not affirm any causal

relation fietween C!od and the thitifj; to which He is

present, whereas the term "immanence" does affirm

sucli causal relation. \iy assert inji; the Divine Im-
manence, ther(>f()re, as the mode of Cod's i)roviden-

tial efficiency, we affirm that all created things are

dependent ujion Ilim for contimi(>d existence, that

the laws of Nature have no efficiency apart from
their Creator and Preserver, that God is to b(>

sought and se(>n in all forms and i)hases of creaturely

existence, in the natural as well as the supernatural

and miraculous, that He is not only onmiiwesent

but always and (^vei'ywhere active both in tli(> natu-

ral and the spiritual world, and that without Ilim

neither the material atom, nor the living organism,

nor the rational soul could have any being. He not

only created all things, but "by liim all things con-

sist," that is, by Him all things are preserved in

being.

What, then, l(>t us ask, do the Scriptm-es teach

as to the purpose and (>nd of God's jirovidential

government of the world? Rack of

2. Purpose this question is another: What was
and Final the Divine motive and sui)remo

End of tliought in th(> cremation of the uni-

Providence verse, and what the final cau-e and
end of all things in the mind and pur-

pose of God ? If we can think God's thoughts after

Him and discover this "final cause" of creation,

with even ai:)])roximat(> accuracy, tlu>n wo shall find

a principle that will illuminate at l(>ast, if it does not

fully explain, the methods and mysteries of provi-

dence. We venture to affirm that the controlling

thought in the mind of C!od in establishing this

order of things, of which w(! ar(^ a conscious part,

was to create a race of beings wlio should find their

highest hap])niess by benig in the highest degree

holy, and wlio should, iti ))r()i)ortion as they attain

their fiighest holin(>ss and hai)piness, thereby in the

highest degree glorify th(>ir Creator. The Creator's

highest glory can be promot(>d only by such beings

as are at once rational, moral, free, holy. There
are unconscious, unthinking, unmoral forms of ex-

istence, but the motive and meaning of the universe

is to be found, not in the lower, the physical and
animal, but in the liighest, in the rational and moral.

The lower exists for the higher, the material and
animal for the si)iritual and moral. _A being whose
character is formed und(>r the conditions and laws

of intellectual and moral freedom is higher than
any being can be that is what it is nec(>ssitatively,

that is, by virtue of conditions over which it has no
control. Charact(»r that is formed frcH'ly under
God's government and guidancK^ will glorify the

Creator more than anything can whi(;h is made to

be what it is wholly by Divine onuiipotence. These
things being true, it follows that God's providence
in the world will be directcvl primarily and cease-

lessly toward developing character in free moral
agents, toward reducing sin to the mininuim and
developing the maximum of holiness, in every way
and by (>v(>ry means compatibk; with perfect moral
freedom in the creature.

The possibility of sin in a world of free agents
and in a state of probation is unavoidabl(% but to

say that sin is possible does not mean that it is

necessary. See Choice; Will. The final cause
and end, the purpose and motive, of Divine provi-

dence, then, are not the t(>m])oral, material and
earthly happiness of men, but the higli(>st ultimate
moral good of free beings whose highest happiness
is secured through tlieir higliest lioliness—which
means first, their obedience to the holy will of God
as their Father, and secondlj', loving and self-

3. Special
Providence

sacrificing service to their fellow-men. This ever-

])resent and all-dominating moral i)uri)ose of Divine
jjrovidence determines its methods and exjjlains, in

])art at l(>ast , what would otherwise be its mystcjries.

^^ith this conception of Divine providence the
general tn-nd of Rib. thought is in entire accord.

In th(> liglit of Clu-ist's revelation of God as a holy
and loving Father who regards all men as His
children and whose chief concern is to develop holi-

ness and love in thost^ whom He loves, we may
define Divine ])rovi(lence as Infinite Wisdom, using
infinite power to accomi)lish the ends of infinite

holiness and lov(>. The originating and detcTinining

cause of Divine providence is, in the NT concejjtion

of it, always to be found in the love of God, while
the final cause is t he glory of the Father as realized

in the lioliness and happiness of His children.

By the doctrine of special providence, according to the
l)c.st u.s(^ ot that term in tlieological litcralurc. is incaiit

as already indicated, that minute care,

and (ucr-watcliful supervision wliich God
exercises over His ol)rdieiit and believing
children in things, both small and great,
which are designed to secure their ever-

increasing holiness and usefulness. God's gc^ncral provi-
den(U' is and must l)e sijccial, in that it descends to ])ar-

ticulars—to the minute del ails of cn^aturely I'xistence

—

antl is always and e\ cry when! active. But the Scrip-
tures teach that th('r(! is a more special car(> ov(t and
ordering of th(> lives of the spiritually good than pertains
to the wicked, who have not the fear of God before their
eyes. The following ScTij)tures set forth in uiunistakable
terms tlu^ doctrine of a special providence exercised by
th(>, heavenly Father over and in behalf of tlie righteous:
"A man's goings are established of .Jeh; and ho delight-
eth in his way" (Ps 37 23); "In all thy ways acknowl-
edge Ilim, and hv will direct thy paths" (Prov 3 <)):

"There shall no mischk'f happen to the rigliteous" (Prov
12 21) ; "But siH'k ye first his kingdom, and his righteous-
ness; and all these things shall be added unto you" (Mt
6 33) ;

" To them that love God all things work together
for good" (Rom 8 2S). The following points seem to bo
plainly involved in any statement of the; doctrine of special
providence that can claim to be faithful to the teachings
of tlio Scriptures:

(1) Spiritual, not material, qood to man the end sought
in special providence.—A mistaken and hurtful notion
has long been jirevalent to the clfect that special i)ro\i-
dence is designed to secure; the secular and earthl.v good,
the material and temporal jn'osperity, of God's chikiren.
Notliing could be fart her from the truth. Material bless-
ings may indeed come as a sjx'cial i)rovidenco to the child
of (Jlod (Mt 6 33 et al.), but that "good" which all tilings

work together to secure for thiun that love God is mainly
spiritual good, and not financial, or social, or intehect-
ual, or temporal good, except as these may secure ulti-

mate spiritual good. Indeed, God's special providence
may take away wealth and bring poverty in its stead in
order to imjiart the "true riches." It may defeat rather
than furtlier one's worldly h()i)es and amliitions; may
bring sickness ratluT than health, and evi'ii death in-

stead of life—for sometimes a Ghristian can do more good
by sickness or death than by health or continued life

—

and when that is the case, his sickness or death may well
bo interpreted as a sjiecial i)rovidenco. "Every branch
that l)eareth fruit, he ))urgeth it, that it may bring forth
more fruit." Many of the GT promises do, it is true,

seem to have sixicial reference to material and temporal
blessings, but we should rcnnember that the best inter-
pretation of these is to be found in the NT, where they are
(as, for example, wluui (pioted by Christ in the Tempta-
tion) interpreted as having mainly a spiritual significance.

When Our Lord speaks of the very hairs of our heads
being numbered, and dc-clares that if a sparrow cannot
fall to the ground without the Father's notice, surely we,
who are of more value than many sparrows, cannot drift

beyond His love and care. His words might Ijo inter-

preted as teaching that God will save us from physical
suffering and death; but such is not His meaning, for

in the very same context He speaks of how they to whom
Ho thus pledges His love and ciire shall be persecuted and
hated for His name's sake, and how souk; of them shall

bo put to death; and yet His i)romist> was true. God
was with them in their physical sufferings, but the great
blessing wherewith H(> bloss(;d them was not physical,
but moral and si)iritual.

(2) Special pron'ilinre and "accidents."—Anotlier still

more mistaken and hurtful notion concerning special

providence is the a-ssociation of it with, and tlie limitation

of it largely to, what are called " accidents," those; irregu-

lar and occasional occurrenc(>s which involve more than
ordinary danger and risk to life. The popular notion of
special "providence; associates it with a happy escape from
visible dangers and serious injury, as when the house
catches on fire, or the horses rim away, or the train is
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wrecked, or the ship encounters an awful storm, or one
comes in contact witli contagious disease or tlie terrible
pestilence that walketh in darkness. A happy escape
from injury and d(>ath on such an occasion is popidarly
designated as a "special providence," and this regardless
of whetlier tlie individual tlius escaping is a saint or a
sinner. We cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that
God's special providence is not a capricious, occasional,
and irregular intervention of His love and power in behalf
of His children, but involves ceaseless—yea infinite

—

thought and care for those that love Him, everywhere and
in all tlie experiences of life.

(3) Special proridenre nx rclaled to piety and prayer.—
God's special proviclenci> is conditioned upon piety and
prayer, though it far transeeiuls, in tlie bli>ssings it brings,
the specific reciuests of His children. Wliile we may
j)roi)erly pray for tilings iiei-taining to OTir temporal and
physical life with llie assurance tliat (iod will answer such
pray(;rs in so far as He dei'ins best, yi't tlie Scriptures
encourage iis to make spii'itual blessings the main object
of our prayers. "Seek y(> first his kingdom, and his
right(X)usn(>ss," is the essence of the NT teaching on
this subject; but \\v should not overlook the fact that
this Divine injunction is Ixith i)receded and followed by
the strongest assurances of the most minute and ceaseless
provision for all our tenii)oral and ijhysieal wants Ijy the
loving heavenly Father. "Therefore! take no th()ught
saying. What sliall we eat? or. What shall we drink? or,
Wherewithal shall we ))e clothed? .... For your
heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these
things. But seek ye first tlie kingdom of (lOd, and liis

righteousness; and all lli(>se things shall be added unto
y(ni." AV. In keeping with this Scripture, the poet lias
written:

"Make you His service yotir delight;
Your wants shall be His care."

But while it is true that God has promised to make our
wants His care, we should rememljer that He has prom-
ised tills only to that devout and godly number of jiious,
pra>ing souls who "seek first the kingdom of God, and
his righteousness." His general providence is alike to
all, ))y which "he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and
on the good, and sendeth rain on tlu^ just and on the un-
just." But it is only "to them that love God" that it
is i^romised that "all things woiiv t<)g(>th(>r for good"

—

and the proof of lov(! is not in one's profession, but in
his obedience and service.

(4) Speriril pruridetire as related to hnman roiiprrntion.—The words of Christ concerning the heavenly l<'ather's
watchful and lo\ing providence do not meari that the
children of God ari> not in an.v senses to take thought for
food and raiment, and labor daily to ol)tain the necessi-
ties of life. Labt)r, l)oth mental and physical, is as imieh
a duty as prayer. The jirayer, "Give us tliis da.v our
daily bread," does not render it unnecessary that" they
who offer it slioidd work for their own daily bread.
Nothing could be more hurtful to healthful Christian
activity than to interjjret Our Ijord's insistence, in the
S(»rnion on the Mount and elsewhere, upon trust in the
lieavenl.v Father's watchful providence as a justification
of tlioughtlessness, idleness, and improvidence; s(H'ing
that its [)urpose is sirnjily to warn us against that need-
less and liurtful anxiet.v about the futui'e which is not
only inconsistent with trust in God, but which is utterly
destructive of man's best efforts in his own behalf.

(5) General and special providence both equally

Divine.—While the S('ri))tiire8 appear to tis to make
a real and true disthietion between (Jod's natural
and His .stipernatin-al order, and between His general
and His special providence, yet to truly jiious and
wisely discerning sonls all is alike Divine, the natvi-

ral as well as the supernatural, general as well as
special providence. So far as God's faithful and
loving children are concerned, general and si)ecial

providence blend into one. The only real and im-
portant distinction between the two is that made
by the free wills of men, by virtue of which some
are in loving accord with the Divine plans concern-
ing them, and others are at enmity with God and
oppose the purpose of His love concerning them.
If all men were, and had always been, alike trustful

and loving children of the heavenly Father, then;
would perhaps never have been any occasion for

making a distinction between the gcmeral and the
special providence of God. The only distinction

we should have needed to recognize in that case
would have been as to the variet ies of Divine provi-
dence, in view of the fact that the all-loving Father
would cause widely different events to happen to
His difF(>rent children. If anyone, therefore, is in-

clined to deny the distinction which we have here
made between general and special providence, and

prefers to afFirm that there is but one general provi-
dential order over mankintl in the world, that the
distinction is in man and not in God's providence,
his position cannot be seriotisly objected to, ])ro-

vided he does not thereby mean that the world is

governed by impersonal and immutable laws, but
will affirm with clearness and confidence that the
world is governed by the all-loving, all-wise, omni-
present, and everywhere-active Gotl. For, indeed,
the only thing that is really "special" and out of
order is the limitation wOiich sin imposes upon the
workings of Divine j^rovidc^nce in so far as the self-

will and opposition of men ])revent the realization
of the providential purjioses of God concerning
them. But, unfortunately, sin is now, and has
long been, so prevalcMit and dominant in the world
that we have come to regard God's providence as
affected and limited by it, as that which is regular
and general, and His more perfect and compl(>te
providence in behalf of and over the good as the
exceptional and si)ecial. But whether we call

Divine providence, as related to believers, "general"
or "special," is of little consequence, provided we
believe that "the steps of a good man are ordered
by the Lord" (Ps 37 23 AV), that "all things work
together for [spiritual] good to them that love God,"
and that to those who, didy subordinating the
temporal to the sjnritual, seek "first the kingdom of

God and his righteousness," all things needful
"shall be add(>d" by the heavenly Father.

Th(> problem of Divine providence has its utmost
significance, not in its bearing on the laws of physi-

cal nature, but in that phase of it

4. Divine which concerns God's dealings with
Providence moral agents, those creatures who
and Human may, and often do, act contrary to
Free Will His will. God governs men as a

father governs his children, as a king
governs his free subjects; not as a machinist works
his machine^, or as a h3'i)notist controls his mesmer-
ized victims. A father in his family and a sovereign
in his realm may each do as he pleas(>s within
certain limits, and God infinitely more: "He
doeth according to his will in the army of heaven,
and among the inhabitants of the earth; and none
can stay his hand, or say tmto him, What doest
thou?" (Dnl 4 3")). He setteth up one andputteth
down another. N(!vertheless, even (^od acts within
limits; He limited Himself when He created free

agents. As a mere matter of power God can i)re-

determine man's volitions and necessitate his acts,

but He can do so only by making of him a kind of
rational nuichine, and d(\stroying his true fr(>edom.

But Scrijiture, reason and consciousness all luiite

in teaching man that he is morally free, that he is

an agent, and not something merely acted on.

(iod's providential govermnentof men, therefore, is

basc'd on their freedom as rational and moral beings,

and consists in such an administration and guidance
by the Holy Spirit of the affairs of men as shall en-
courage fre(> moral agents to virtue, and discourage
them from sin. God's providence must needs work
upon and with two kinds of wills—willing wills and
opposing wills.

(1) Divine providence as related to tvillino wilh.—The
apostle declares that God works in believers " both to will

and to do of his good pleasure." If God's special provi-
dence over and in behalf of His cliildren may involve an
intervention of His Divine power within the realm of
physical law, much more, it would seem, will it involve
a similar intervention within th(^ realm of the human
mind and the human will. Spiritual guidance is one
of the most precious privileges of believers, but it is

difficult to conceive how the Holy Spirit can effectually
guide a believer without finding some way of controlling
his will and determining his volitions that is compatible
with free agency. While most of man's thoughts, (smo-
tions and volitions are self-determined in their origin,

being duo to the free and natural workings of his own
mind and heart and will, yet there are also thoughts.
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cniof ions and volitions tliat an- I^iviiicly produced. Kvcn
a sinnt'i" under conviclion of sin lias thoughts and emo-
tions that are |)n)duee(l by the Holy (ihost. Much move.
has l\w. believer divinely produced thoughts and feelings;

and if J)i\inely produced thoughts and feelings, there
may be, iu liUe manner, it would seem. 1 )ivinely produced
volitions. J)oes this seem irreconcilable with the fad
of moral free agency ? Wi^ think not ; it is no more sub-
versive of human free agency Tor (iod to influence; elfect-

ively a man's volitions and secure a certain courst; of
action than it Is for one man elfectiNcly to inllueiice

another. Xo volition that is Divinely necessitated can
bi^ a freo moral volition; for moral volitions are such as
are put forth freely, in view of moti\t'S and moral ends.
The element of necessity and compulsion would destroy
all trui', freiHlorn in, and moral ai'countability for, any
particular volition, so that it could not be either virtuous
or vicious. JUit—and lu'riMs the crucial jioint — when a
man, by an act of his own will, freely commits the order-
ing of his life; to (iod, a:id jirays (iod to choose for him
what is bi'st, working in him both to will and to do, that
act of self-commitment to (iod involves tlu; very essence
of moral freedom, and is the liigliest exercise of frc-e

agency. "()ur wills are ours to make tticm Thine,"
the poet lias truly said. In other words, the highest
moral act of man's frin; will is the surrender of itself to
the Divine will; and whatever control of man's will on
God's part results fi-om and follows this free act of self-

surrendt'r is entirely consistent with jierfect moral free-

dom, even though "it should involve Diviiu'ly jiroduced
volitions. Does a jjcrplexed child cease to be free when
in the exercise of his freedom lu; asks a wise and loving
father to decider a matter for him, and be his guide in
attaining a certain desired end 'i* Surely not; and this

intervention of i)arental wisdom and love is none the less

effective if it should work, as far as jxissible, through the
mind and will of the child, rather than allow tlu; child
to be entirely passive. So (iod works elfeclually through
the mind and will of every soul who unreservedly commits
himsi'lf to tin; Diviiu! will—commits himself not once
sim|)ly, but continually, (iod cannot tinder the Divinely
apijointed laws of freedom work in and through the
sinner "both to will and to do," because the sinner's will

is bent on evil, and lience opposed to the Divine will.

God's will can work, not with, but only against, a sinful
will; and if it should so work and necessitate his voli-

tions, that would destroy his true freedom. But, if God
should work in and through an obedient and ac<iuiescent
will that is seeking Divine guidance, that would be an
exercise of Divine power in no way incompatible with
the true moral freedom of men. Such is the influence,
as wo conceive it, of the Divine upon tlie human will in
providence. God's providence works effectively only
through willing wills.

(2) Divine providence as related to sinful free will.—
But God's providence encounters opposing as well as
willing wills. Not ever.v unconverted man, however,
represents an equally antagonistic will—there are differ-

ent degrees of opposition. That God's gracious and
special providence in behalf of an individual often ante-
dates his forsaking sin and his acceptance of (Christ as a
personal Saviour is manifest to every student of Christian
biography. Much of the best training that many a
"chosen vessel" ever receiv(>s for his life-work turns out
to be tliat unconscious providential preparation which
he was receiving tinder a Fat her's guidance before he con-
sciously consecrated himself to his Divine JNIastcr. "I
girded thee, though thou hast not known me," said God to
Cyrus—an(l on this text Horace Buslmell preached one
of the greatest of modern sermons on Divine providence,
taking as liis tlieme, " Kvery man's life a plan of God."
If this be true of a Christian man, that even before his
conversion the Holy Spirit was seeking him, and even
preparing him, as far as was tlicn possil)le, for fulfllling

the "plan of God" in his life, is it not in all probability
equally true that the Iloljr Spirit and the good provi-
dence of God were working in behalf of other sinners who
persisted to the end in rebellion against God? Such is

the power of moral free agency with which God has en-
dowed man that the created free agent can defeat the
plan of Infinite Love concerning his life, and frustrate
the workings of i)rovidence in his behalf (Jer 18).
Whether a free moral agent, then, sliall allow God's
providential plans to bo wrought out for him or not,
depends upon his own free will. It is said of the Divine
Christ that He could not do man.v mighty works in a
certain city because of their unbelief and opposition.
In like manner Divine providence is conditioned and
limited by a sinful free will.

That the Bib. writers do not roRard tlie existence

of evil as a valid objection to Diviiit; providence is

evident to every sttident of the Scriptin-es. Indeed,
it is in working good out of what the world accounts
evil that Divine provith^nce accomplishes many of
its most salutary and ben(>ficent ends in behalf of
the good. That natural or physical evil (poverty,
sickness, suff(>ring, etc) is one of the mightiest
agencies in the hands of God for restraining and

correcting moral evil and for working out moral
and .s[)iiitual good to fallen ;ind sinful men, admits

of easy deiiKHistration. For the exist-

5. Divine vww, in the world of moral evil (sin),

Providence man, tlie moral free agent, is wlioUy
as Related responsible. God could prevent moral
to Natural frtn; agents from sinning only by not
and Moral creating th(>m, or els(> by i)laciiig

Evil their wills tmder irresistible Divin(> re-

straint and comi)ulsion. But tlu! lat-

ter method of con! nulling them would virtually

dt^stroy their real and true freedom; and if this were
done, t hen not only all sin, but all virtue and holiness

as at t ributes of free beings would be ther(>by render(;d

impossibh' in men; for only stich beings can ])ut

forth free holy volitions as can put forth free sinful

volitions. If man had never siniu'd, there would
probably have nev^er been such a large ])rovidential

tise of natural or physical evil as at present i)revails;

and this because of the fact that an unfallen and
holy race of beings would not have needed the
jin-sence of natural (!vil to secure; their highest moral
develoi)inent. But a fallen and sinful race does
need such an agency to bring it back to God and to

develop holy character and the highest moral
s;'rvic(!. It is not true that sin is now always or

even generally the immediate cause of an indi-

vidual's suffering i)hysical evil, or that extraor-

dinary suffering is a proof of extraordinary sin.

"Master, who did sin," asked the disciples, "this man,
or his parents, that he was born blind? Jesus
answered. Neither hath this man sinned, nor his

])arents: btit that tht; works of God should be made
manif(>stinliim" (.In 9 2.3 AV). Human suffering is

for man's spiritual good and for the Divhie glory,

as shown in working good out of evil—this is tlie

explanal ion which the Master gives as to why natu-

ral evil is i)(>rmitted or sent by God. It is not only a
})owerful, but, in a w<n-Id like ours, anecessary agency
for the correction and cure of moral evil and for tlu;

si)iritual d(>velopment of fallen man, "Before I

was afflict(>d I went astray; but now I observe thy
word It is good for me that I have bei-n

afflicted; that I may learn thy statutes" (Fs 119

67.71); "Every branch that beareth fruit, he
cleanseth it, that it may bear more fruit" (Jn 15 2j.

The saintly and eminently useful men and women
of history have, :is a rule, htul to undergo a severe

discipline and to endure many and severe trials,

and were made perf(H't only bj" their sufferings.

Divine providence thus turns much of the world's

natural and physical v\'\\ into moral good.

Many of the things that befall the children of (!od are
directly due to the sins of other men. That good men,

even the very best of men, suffer many
6 Evil things at the hands of wicked men admits
Z^ -J of no question; and yet these ills are
ProVKlen- among the " all things " which are declared
tially Over- by the apostle to work together for good

ruled for '** them that love God. The good thatluicu loi
j^^.^^. ^.n^np tQ good men from the evil con-

^OOCl duct of the wicked is certainly not due to
the intrinsic power in sin to work good to

those against whom it is maliciously directed; it can
only be duo to the fact that God overrules it for the
good of the innocent. "As for you," said Joseph, "ye
meant evil against me; but God meant it for good"
(Cien 50 20); "The things which happened tmto me,"
said Paul, "have fallen out rather unto the i)rogress of
the gospel" (Phil 1 12). God, though foreknowing the
evil that wicked men are planning to work against His
children, may not prevent it; and this because He can and
will overrule it for His glory and for their good, if they
abide faithful. But, suppose a good man is not simply
injured, but killed by the wicked, as in the case of the
martyrs that died at the stake—does the principle still

hold good? It does, we answer; the saint who dies in

the discharge of duty and Ix'cause of his fidelity to duty
is not only assured, by all the promises of revelation, of
a happy immortality, but ho has the rare privilege of
serving to advance the kingdom of God by his death as
well as by his life. God's kingdom is advanced in mani-
fold ways by the death of good men. Is not "the blood
of the martyrs the seed of the church" ? But wo need
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hero a^ain to remark that it is not material and tem-
poral, but moral and spiritual good, that (iod lias guar-
anteed to His lioly, loving and faithful children. If sin
liad an intrinsic power to work good, tliey would be rightwho maintain that "the end justifies tlio means, and onemay do evil when good will come of it" (ef Itom 3 8) •

and tliey also would be right who maintain that God is
the autlior of evil, seeing that evil is, on that supposition
only disguised good—propositions which are thoroughly
vicious and sul)versive of aU that is good in man or (iod
i he Scrii)(ures, rightly interi)reted, nowhere lend them-
selves to sucli false and misleading etiiics (cf Isa 45 7)lo wliat extent may we, having studied God's provi-
dential methods as revealed in the Scriptures, in Nature
_ _ in human history, and in personal expe-
7. Interpret- rience, venture to interpret providence as
ine Provi- ^^ applies to current events in our own lives

dpnrp '^!^'^ "^ ^'-^ lives of otliers ? Kxperienceandueiite observation will warn us l)ot li against haste
and against too great coiilideriet! in our in-

terpretations of providence. Ilasi v misinterpretations ofj)rovidence m its ))earing on i)n\sent jjassing events fre-quently become fruitful sources of skepticism for tliefuture Some people are much given to interpreting
IJrovidence. Certain ills or misfortunes come to a badman; tliey are ouick to assert tliat it is a Divine iudir-ment sent upon him in view of his sin. Certain blessingscome to a good man; they are sure the l)lessings are
iK-aven-sent in view of his extraordinary pietv Awhiskey merclianfs store Inirns down: it is, sav theva Divine judgment, in view of his ill-gotten gains Butipresently the prop(>rty of an un(iuesti(>nal)lv i)ious andconsecrated man is swept away by the Haines: wherenow is the providence? The "oracles" fail to explain-and so they do in innumerable other cases- as for ex-ample, when two men, a saint and a sinner, are i)rostratedon l3(;ds of sickness. The former, in spit(» of prayer andpiety continues to grow worse, and perhaps dies- whilethe other, without piety or prayer, is restored to healthGod has not made us interpreters of His providences
exc(>pt for ourselves; and even much of that which w(>sincerely believe comes to us in a graciously iH-ovidentialmanner we can well afford to keeji as a sacred secret be-tween ourselves and our God, seeing that God has not
furnished us with any means of at)soliitelv jiroving thatwhat Iras happem-d to us might not have liap|)ened under
similar circmnstances, even to sinful men M'anv a
Christian man comes to s(H! that the ill that has liappened
to him—the loss of j)roperty, the terriljle six'U of sick-
ness, and the like—tilings that, at the time, h(( would
not interpret as providential—are among tin; l)est tilings
that were ever sent upon him, in that they made him
holier and more useful (cf Jn 13 7).

"Blind unbelief is sun^ to orr.
And scan His work in vain;

God is His own interpreter
And He will make it plain."

There are, however, many evident truths "writ large"
on tli<^ pages of history, in the rise, decline and fall ofkingdoms and nations, which ho who runs may readAnd to him who truly believes in the God and Father ofOur Lord .Jesus Christ and who will duly consider all the
fac-ts and l(>ssons of life, in himsi'lf and others, in indi-
viduals -and in nations, and not for a day merely Jnit
patiently as the years come and go, it will bo made! plain
tliat (rod s in His heaven—All's riglit with the world "
and tliat all things work together for t h(i si)iritual good of
those who love God and who prove their love for Him bv
serving their fellow-men.

^

^Vo conclude;, then, that there? is, aecordinp; to the
SfTiptures, an ever-watchful provickince (>xercisetl

by the heavenly r"'ath(>r over Hi.s
8. Conclu- faithful and loving eliildren, whicli is
sion ceaselessly working to s(>cure their

ever-increasing hoHness and usefulness
here, and their perfect happin(-ss in a fiitur(> state of
existence. To prepare rational and inunortal free
ag(>nts through holiness and usefulness h(>re for
hap[)iness hereafter is the aim and end of this all-
embracing providence of God, which includes within
its loving care every human being excei)t such as
exclude themselves therefrom by their own wilful
and persist(>nt sinning. And in the accomjilish-
ment of this end, what the world counts as the mis-
forttmes and ills of life often contribute far more
tlian what, in the estimation of men, are accounted
the greatest earthly blessings. There is no i)rovi-
dential highway to a state here that is fre(> from life's
ills, and that abounds in temporal and earthly
blessings to the good. But there is a royal and holy
highway, along which moves a provid(>ntial pillar
of cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night, leading
the children of the covenant, through lives of loving
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service and sacrifice, to a holy land of jiromise, the
goal of a gracious providence; and they who journey
along this highway bear this s(!al: "The Lord
knoweth them that are his: And, L(>t every one that
nameth the name of Christ depart from iniciuitv"
(2 Tim 2 19 AV). They who bear this seal are the
Divmely chosen mstruments and agents of that
larger and wider provid<«nce that is ev(>r working
to establish a perfect kingdom of righteousness in
the whole earth, that kingdom of Cod, to inaugurate
which, in its Messianic form. Our Lord became
mcarnate, and to consummate which, in its final
and perfect form. He reigns from heaven and will
continue to reign until, having "})ut all enemies
under his feet," He shall "deliver up the kingdom to
God, even the Father"—when the jwet's vision
shall be realized of

"That God who ever lives and loves;
One God, one law, one element.
And one far-off Divine event.

To which the whole creation moves."
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Wilbur F. Tillett
PROVINCE, prov'uis (njiniO, m^dhlnah, "juris-

diction"; €-irapx£a, eparchia [EV province] [Acts 23
34; 25 1]):

1

.

Meaning of the Term
2. Roman Provincial Administration

(1) First Period
(2) Sc-cond Period
(.S) Third Period

.?. Division of Provinces
4. Province of Judaea
.'). Revenue
Literature

Province (pronncia) did not originally denote a
territorial circumscription in Rom usage, since the

employment of the word was much
1. Meaning more ancient than any of the con-
of the Term quests of the Romans outside of Italy.

In the most comj)rehensive official
s(mse it signified a magistrate's sphere of adminis-
trative action, which in one instance might be the
direction of jurisdiction at Rome, in another the
management of military operations against a par-
ticular hostile community. When the imperium
was conferred upon two consuls at the beginning
of the Rei)ublic, and upon a jjraetor in 3G7 BC, and
finally upon a second praetor in 241 I5C, it became
necessary in practice to d(>fine their individual com-
petence which was unlimit(>d in theory. Wh(>n the
Romans extended their control ov(>r lands situated
outside of Italy, it became expedient to fix terri-
torial limits to the ^xercise of authority by the
magistrates who were regularly sent abroad, so
that provincia signified henc(>forth in an abstract
sense the rule of the governor, and in a concrete
sense the specified region intrusted to his care; and
with the development and consolidation of the
Rom system of administration, the g(<ographicaI
meaning of the word became more and more sig-
nificant.

The history of Rom provincial administration
in the more definite sense comnumces in 227 BC,
when four praetors wc^e elected for the first time,
of whom two were assigned to the government of
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the ])r()vinc('S. Tliroc ])ori()(Is may ho distinsuishod

in the liistory of the .system of i)roviiicial a(hniiiis-

tration: (1) from 227 HC to Sulla,, (2)

2. Roman from Sulla to Augustus, and (3) the

Provincial Emjtire.

Adminis- (1) First period.—During the first

tration ])eriod, provision was made for the

government of the jjrovinces by means
of special praetors, or, in excejitional circumstances,

by consuls, during their term of office. Accord-

higlj', the number of i)raet()rs was iticreased from

four in 227 BC to eight at the time of Sulla.

(2) Seco}id period.—In accordance with the re-

forms of Sulla all the consuls and i)raetors remained

at Rome during their year of office, and were in-

trusted with the administration of provinces a sub-

setiuent year with the title proconsul {pro con.sule)

or propraetor {pro practore). The i)roconsuls were

sent to the more important provinces. The senate

determined the distinction between consular and
praetorian provinces and generally controlled the

assignment of the ])rovinces to the ex-niagist rates.

Julius Caesar increased the praetors to sixteen, but

Augustus reduced them to twelve.

(3) Third period.—In 27 BC, Augustus as com-
mander-in-chief of the Rom army definitely assumed

the administration of all jirovinces which reqviired

the presence of military forces and left the other

provinces to the control of tlie senate. _ There were

then twelve imi)erial and ten senatorial ])rovinces,

but all provinces added after 27 BC came under

imperial administration. The emperor adminis-

tered his provinces through the agency of i)ersonal

delegates, legati Augusti of senatorial, and prae-

fecti or procurntores of equestrian, rank. The term

of their service was not uniform, but continued

usually for more than a single year. The sena-

torial administration was essentially a continuation

of the post-SuUan, republican regime. The sena-

torial governors were called proconsuls generally,

whether they were of consular or praetorian rank;

but Africa and Asia alone were reserved for ex-

con.suls, the eight remaining senatorial provinces

being attributed to ex-praetors. The financial

administration of each imperial province was in-

trusted to a procurator, that of each senatorial

province to a quaestor.

The ])rovinces were divided into smaller circum-

scriptions {civitates) for the purposes of local govern-

ment. In the older provinces these

3. Division districts corresponded generally with

of Provinces the urban communities which had been
tlie units of sovereignty before the

advent of the Romans. Under Rom rule they were

divided into different classes on the basis of their

dignity and prerogatives, as follows:

(1) Cnloniae: Rom or Lat colonies established after

the model of the Italian oommonwealths.
(2) Civitates foederatae: Communities whose independ-

ence had been guaranteed by a formal treaty with Rome.
(3) Civitates liberae: Communities whose independ-

ence the Romans respected, although not bound to do so

by a formal obligation.
(4) Civitates stipendiariae: Communities which had

surrendered to the discretion of the Romans and to

which limited powers of local government were granted
by the conquerors as a matter of convenience.
The civitates stipendiariae, and in some cases the col-

onies, paid taxes to the Rom government, the greater

part of which was in the form either of a certain propor-
tion of the annual products of the soil, such as a fifth or

tenth, or a fixed annual payment in money or kind.

Judaea became a part of the province of Syria

in G3 BC, but was assigned in 40 BC as a kingdom
to Herod the Great, whose sovereignty

4. Province became effective three years later,

of Judaea The provincial regime was reestab-

lished in 6 AD, and was broken only

during the years 41-44 AD, when Herod Agripi)a

was granted royal authority over the land (Jos,

Ant, XIX, viii, 2). The Rom administration was
in the hands of the procurators (see Phoc'UUATohs)

who r(>sided at Caesarea (Jos, BJ , II, xv, 6; Acits

23 23.33; 25 1) in the palace of Herod the Great
(Acts 23-35). The jjrocurators of Judaea were
subject to the authority of the imperial governors

of Syria, as is evident frcmi the deposit ion of Pontius

Pilate by Vitellius (Jos, Ant, XVIII, iv, 2; Tac.

Ann. vi.32). The jirocurator was competent to

excTcise criminal jurisdiction over the i)rovincials

in cases involving a capital sentence (.Jos, BJ, II,

viii, 1), but lie was bound to grant an appeal by
Rom citizens for trial at Rome (Acts 25 11). A
death sentence by the Sanhedrin required the sanc-

tion of the procurator, as appears in the process

against the Saviour. Under Rom rule cities like

Caesarea, Sebaste, and Jerus became organs for

local government, like the urban communities in

other parts of the Empire.

The revenue of Pal under Claudius is said to

have been 12,000,000 denarii (about $2,400,000, or

£500,000; cf Jos, Ant, XIX, viii, 2).

5. Revenue In addition to the ground tax, the

amount of which is not known, a variety

of indirect contributions were collected on auctions,

salt, highways, bridges, etc, which constituted, no
doubt, the field of activity in which the i)ublican3

gained their unenviable reputation.

Literature.—The reader may be directed to Mar-
qiiardt, Romisrhe Staatsrerwaltung, I, 497-.502, rA7-.')7,

for a general discussion of the Rom system of ijrovincial

administratioTi, and to the same volume, pp. 405-12, for

the provincial government of Pal.

George H. Allen
PROVOCATION, prov-6-ka'shun, PROVOKE,

l)r6-vok': "Provoke," lit. "to call forth," hence to

excite or stir up, whether in a good or bad sense,

appears frequently in the OT as the tr of Piel, or

Hiph. of 03^3
, ka'as (noun, C"3 ,

ka'as), i:i the sense

of "to make' angry" (Dt 4 2ry, 9 18; 1 K 14 9.15,

etc); sometimes of fT^^
,
viarah (Isa 3 8), and of

other words. In the NT we have 7rapaf7;X6a),

parazeloo, "to make jealous" (Rom 10 19; 11 11.

14); irapopyl^o), parorcjizo, "to make angry" (Eph
6 4; cf Col 3 21); with irapairiKpabw, para-

pikraino, "to embitter" (He 3 IG; cf in 1 Esd 6

15), and other Gr words. "Provocation" in He 3

8.15 (quoting Ps 95 8) is parnpikrasmos, LXX for

Ileb m'-ribhah. An example of the good sense of the

word is in He 10 24, "Consider one another to pro-

voke [lit. "to the provoking," here paroxusmds] unto

love and good works."

For "provoke" RV has "despise" (Nu 14 11; Dt
31 20), "rebel against" (Ps 78 40); for "provoked,"
"despised" (Nu 14 23; 16 30; Isa 1 4), "moved"
(Dt 32 lO; 1 Oh 21 1), "rebelled against" (Ps 78 56),

"were rebellious" (106 33.43); for "provoking" (Ps

78 17), "to rebel against"; for "provoked" (2 Cor 9
2), "stirred up"; "provoked within" for "stirred in"
(Acts 17 16); "provoked" for "limited" (Ps 78 41m,
"limited"); "provoketh" for " emboldeneth " (Job 16
3); instead of "Provoke not your children to anger"
(Col 3 21), "Provoke not your children."

W. L. Walker
PRUDENCE, proo'dens, PRUDENT, i)r()o'dent:

In the OT "prudence" is the tr of npiT, 'ormah

(Prov8 12); also in AV of bDt5
,
scMeZ (2 Ch 2 12,

RV "discretion"); and "prud'ent" is the tr of D^"l3?

,

'arum, "subtle" (Prov 12 16.23; 13 16, etc; cf

Gen 3 1; Job 5 12), and of ^5, bin (1 S 16 18,

RVm "skilful"; Prov 16 21; 18 15; Isa 5 21;

10 13, ARV "understanding," etc), with other

words. In the NT "prudence" occm-s once as the

tr of <f>p6v7iaii, phronesis (Eph 1 8); "prudent"

is in AV the tr of ffwerds, simetos, changed in RV
to "understanding" (Mt 11 25; Acts 13 7); in

1 Cor 1 19, ARV has "the discerning," ERVretams
"prudent." In its etymological sense of seeing be-

forehand (contraction of "providence"), "prudence"
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(loos not, occur in (lie N'i\ As forrthought, for(>-

sight, pnulcncc was reckoned one of the cardinal
virtues by the ancient ethical \vrit,(>rs. See the re-

marks of Coleridge on its lower and higher character
in his Aids to Reflection, Aphor. 29.

W. L. Walker
PRUNING-HOOK, proon'ing-hwk. See Hook,

(3); Vine.

PSALMS, siimz, BOOK OF ("'Snn, t'hilWn,

"praises," '^'^'?r\P\ "lEC
, sepher t'hilllni, "book of

jH-aises"; '^a\|Aoi, Psdltnoi, *I'aX.TT|piov, Psalttrion):

I. Introductoky Topics
1. Title
2. Place in the Canon
3. Xiiinbcr of Pss
4. Titles in the Hebrew Text

II. Authorship and Ace of the Pss
1. David as a Psalmist
2. Psalmody after David

III. Crowth of thk Psaltfr
1. Division into Five Books
2. Smaller Groups of Pss

IV. Poetry of the Psalter
V. The Speaker in the Pss

VI. The (iospEL IN the Psalter
1. The Soul's C^onversc with God
2. The Messiah
3. Problem of Sin
4. Wrestling wit li Doubts
5. Out of tlie Depths
6. Ethical Ideals
7. PrayiuK against the Wicked
8. The Future Life

Literatlre

/. Introductory Topics.—Th(> Ileb title for the
Psalter is sepiier t'hiUim, "book of jmiises." When

we consider the fact that more than
1. Title 20 of these poems have j)raise for their

keynote, and that there are outbursts
of thanksgiving in many others, the fitness of the
Ileb title dawns upon us. As Ker well saj's, "The
})ook begins with benediction, and ends with praise
—first, blessing to man, and then gloiy to God."
Hymns of praise, though found in all ])arts of the
Psalter, become far more numerous in Books IV
and V, as if the volume of praise would gather itself

up into a Hallelujah Chorus at the end.
In the Gr version the book is entitled in some

MSS Psalmoi, in others Psallerion, whence come
our Eng. titles "Psalms," and "Psalter." The Gr
word j)salmos, as well as the Heb mizmor, both of
which are used in the superscrii)tions prefixed to
many of the separate pss, indicates a poem sung to
the accompaniment of stringed instruments. The
title mizmor is foimd before 57 i)ss. The Psalter
was the hymnal of the Jewish nation. To indi-

vidual pss other titles are sometimes prefixed, such
imshir, "song"; thilldh, "praise"; fphilldh, "pray-
er," etc. The Psalter was both prayerbook and
hymnal to the Jewish people. It was also a manual
for the nurture of the spiritual life in private as well
us i)ublic worship.

The Pss wore placed in the k'-thUhhim or "Writings,"
the third group of the Heb Scriptures. As the chief

book of the kethubhim, the Psalter appears
2. Place i'wat in the great majority of GermanMSS,
Jn tVio though the Spanish MSS i)lace Pss after
"^ ^"*^

C^i, and the Talm puts Ruth before Pss.
Canon There has never been any serious question

as to the right of the Psalter to a place
in the Canon of Scripture. The book is possibly more
highly esteemed among Christians than l)y the Jews.
If Christians were permitted to retain only one book in
the OT, they would almost certainly choose Pss. By
100 BC, and probably at a much earlier date, the Book
of Pss was completed and r(!cognized as part of the
I/ayiographa, the 3d division of the Heb Bible.
According to the Ileb text, followed by modem VSS,

there are 150 separate poems in the Psalter. The Gr
version has an additional j)s, in which

3. The David describes his victory over Goliath;
iVTiimKor nf 1'1^'t this is expressly said to be "outsideiNumoer oi y^^ number." The LXX, followed by
Psalms Vulg, combined Pss 9 and 10, and also 114

and 115, into a single jis. On the other
hand, they divide Pss 116 and 147 each into two poems.

Thus for the greater part of t he Psulfer I he Hel) enumera-
tion is one nuiiil)er in advance of that in tlie (ir and Lat
Bil)les.

The existing division in the Ileb text has l)(>en called
in qu(!stion at various points. Pss 42 and 43 are almost
certainly one poem (see refrain in 42 T). II; 43 5) ; and
it is probable that Pss 9 and 10 were originally one, as
in LXX. On the other hand, it is thought l)y some that
certain pss were comj)osed of two originally separate
poems. We may cite as examples Ps 19 l-G.7-14;
24 l-G.7-10; 27 l-fi.7-14; 36 1-4..5-12. It is evident
that such combinations of two different j)oems into one
may have taken jjlace, for we have an examjih" in Ps
108, which is composed of portions of two other pss
(57 7-11; 60 5-12).

(1 ) Value of the superscriptions.—It is the fashion
among advanced critics to waive the titles of the

I)ss out of court as wholly worthless
4. Titles in and misleading. This method is as
the Hebrew thoroughly unscientific as the older
Text procedure of defending the super-

scriptions as part of an inspired text.
These titles are cl(>arly very old, for the LXX, in
the 2d cent. BC, did not understand many of them.
The worst that can be said of the superscriptions
is that they are guesses of Heb editors and scribes
of a period long ])rior to the Gr version. As to
many of the musical and liturgical titles, the best
learning of II(>b and Christian scholars is unable to
recover the original meaning. The scribes who pre-
fixed the titles had no conceivable reason for writing
nonsense into th(>ir prayerbook and hynmal. These
sui)er.scriptions and subscriptions all had a worthy
nieaning, when they were first placed Ix^side indi-
vidiialpss. This indisputable fact of the great
antiquity of these titles ought forever to make it

impossible for scientific research to ignore them
Cirant, for the sake of argtiment, that not one of
them came from the pen of the writers of the Pss,
but only from editors and compilers of exilic or
post-exiiic days, it woidd still be n^isonable to give
attention to the views of ancient Ileb scholars,
b(>fore considering the conjectiu-es of modern critics

on questions of authorship and date. Sources of
information, both oral and written, to which they
had access, have long since perished. In estimating
the value of their work, we have a right to use the
best critical processes known to us; })ut it is un-
scientific to overk)ok the fact that their proximity
to the time of the comjjosition of the Pss gave them
an advantage over the modern scholar. If it be
said by objectors that these ancient scribes formed
their conclusions by the study of the life of David
as portrayed in the historical books of K and Ch,
the reply is ready that several historical notices
in the titles cannot be thus exi)lained. Who was
Cush? ^^howa3 AbimekM'h? (Pss 7 and 34). A
careful weighhig of the facts concerning the super-
scriptions will make it seem highly improbable that
the earliest of these titles does not rea(;h back into
preexilic times. We almost certaiidy have in them
the results of the lal)ors of Heb scribes atid compilers
stretching over several centuries. Some of the
titles may have been appended by the psalmists
themselves.

We are far from claiming that the t it l(\s are always
intelligible to us, or that, when understood, they
are always correct. The process of constructing
titles indicative of authorship had not ceased in

the 2d cent. BC, the LXX adding many to pss that
were anonymous in the Heb. The view cxjjressed
nearly 50 years ago by Perowne is eminently sane:
"The inscriptions cannot always be relied on. They
are sometimes genuine, and really r(>present the
most ancient tradition. At other times, they are
due to the caprice of later editors and collectors,

the fruits of conjecttn-e, or of dimmer and more un-
c(>rtain traditions. In short, the inscrij)tions of the
Pss are like the subscriptions to the I']])]), of the NT.
They are not of any necessary authority, and their
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value inusj he woi<;lie(l and l(>st(Ml ])>' the usual

critical ])r()c('sscs."

('>) r/uV^/r'.s- tlu-oru.—.J. W. Thii'tlc (Th,' Titlrs of the

Pss l'H)4) iutvanccs the hvpotlicsis that l)()tli siiikt-

Bcri'ptiotis and subscriptions were incorporated in the

T'salt(-r and that in tlic process oT copyni^' the Pss by

liand the distinction Ix'tween tlie superscription of a

triveii l)s and t lie sul)script ion of tlie one immediately

preciHlitif,' it was linallv lost. When at length the dilfer-

ent pss were sejiarated from one another, as in printed

edd the subscriptions and superscriptions were all set

forth as superscriptions. Thus it came about that the

musical subscription of a f,Mven jis was i)refixed to tlie

liti>rarv superscription of the ps immediately following

it Tlie praver of Ilabakkuk (Hab 3) was taken by
Thirtle as a model or normal ps; and in this mslance t u;

suiieiNcription was literary. "A prayer of Ilabakkuk the

prophet upon Shigionoth." while tlu^ subscription is

musical " Kor the. (Miiet Musician, on my stringed in-

struments " Tlu^ poem of Ilezekiah in celeliration of Ins

recovery (Lsa 38 20) seems to supiiort Thirtle's thesis,

the superscription stating the authorship and the occa-

sion that gave birth to the ps, while ver 20 hints at the

musical instruments with which the ps was to be accom-
panied in public worship. If now the musical notes be

separated from the notes of authorship and dale that

follow them, the musical notes being api)ended as sub-

scriptions, while the literary notes ar(> kept as real super-

scriptions, the outc-ome of the sciiaration is in many in-

stances a more intelligible „r.rii.-< between title and poem.
Thus the subscri|)t to I's 55, "Th(> dove of thc_ distant

terebinths," becomes a jjictorial title of vs (i-S of the ps.

The application of the ruU; that the e.xpressum ' for the

(Miicf Musician" is always a suliscript removes the

diincultv in the title of Ps 88. The superscription of

Ps 88, on Thirtle's livpotlu-sis. becomes "Maschil of

Ileman the Kzrahite."" Ps 87 thus has a stibscript that

repeats the statement of its sujierscription, but with an
addition which harmonizes with the content of the poerti.
•• Mahalath Leannoth." with a slight correction in vocah-

zation, probably means " Dancings with Shoutings, and
ver 7 of Ps 87 speaks of both singing and dancing. The
tone of Ps 87 is exceedingly cheerful: but Ps 88 is the

saddest in the entire Psalter. The application of

Thirtle's hypothesis also leaves Ps 88 with a consistent

literary title, whereas the usual title ascribes the p.s first

to the sons of Korah and then to Ileman the Ezrahite.

(3) MeaniiK] of the Ilehrew fi/Ze-s.—Scholars have not
been able to como to agreement as to the meaning and
application of a goodly number of words and phrases

found in the titles of the Pss. We append an alphabeti-

cal list, together with hints as to the probable meaning:

(a) 'Ayelrth ha-Shahar (Ps 22) means "the hind of

the morning." or jiossibly "the help of the morning.
Many think that the words were the opening line of some
familiar song.

. , ., ^,
(6) '..r«am(')^/i (Ps 46) means "maidens." The common

view is that the i)s was to be sung by soprano voices.

Some speak of a fernah^ choir and compare 1 Oh 15 20;

Ps 68 11.24 f. .Vccording to Thirtle, the title is a stib-

script to Ps 45, which describes the marriage of a prin-

cess, a function at which it would be quite appropriate

to have a female choir.
(c) 'Al-tn^hhfih (Pss 57-59; 75) means "destroy not,

and is quite suitable as a subscrijit to Pss 56-58 and
74 (cf Dt 9 20). Many think this the first word of a
vintage song (cf Isa 65 ^>)•

. _„
{,!) "xVscents, Song of" (P.SS 120-134): RV translates

the title to 15 pss "A Song of Ascents," where AV has " A
Song of Degrees." Tlu; most probable explanation of tho
meaning of the expression is that these 15 pss were sung
bv bands of pilgrims on their way to the yearly feasts in

Jertis (Ps 122 4). P.ss 121-23, 125. 127, 128 and 132-
34 arc well suited for use on such occasions (see, how-
ever. Expos T, XII, 02).

(e) "For tho Chief Musician": 55 pss are dedicated
to the precentor or choir lead(!r of the temple. "To
the Chief Musician" might mean that the precentor
was the author of certain pss, or that there was a col-

lection of hymns compiled by him for use in temple wor-
ship, or that certain pss were placed in his hands, with
suggestions as to the character of the poems and the
music which was to accompany them. It is quite likely

that there was an oflicial collection of pss for public
worship in ttu; ciisiodv of the choir master of the temple.

(/) "Dedication of the House" (Ps 30): The title

probably refers to the dedication of .Teh's house; whether
in the days of David, in conn(>ction with the removal
of the ark to .lerus, or in the days of Zerubbabel, or in
the time of .Tufias Maccabaeus, it is impossible to say
positively. If Ps 30 was used on any one of these widely
s(>parated occasions, that fact might account for the
insertion of the caption, " a Song at the Dedication of the
House."

((/) "Degrees": see " Ascents above.
(/() Giiiith (Pss 8, 81, 84) is commonly supposed to

ref(!r to an instrument invented in Ciath or to a tune that
was used in the Pliili ('ity. Thirtle emends slightly to
gitloth. "wine press(>s," and connects Pss 7, 80 and 83
with the Feast of Tabernacles.

(0 Hiuu<''ijo>i: This word is not strictly a title, but

occurs in connection with Seldh in Ps 9 10. IIV translates

the word in Ps 92 .'?, "a solemn sound," and in Ps 19
14, "meditation." It is probably a musical note equiva-
lent to Inriio.

(j) Y'llhfdhnn: In the title of Ps 39, .leduthtm might
well be identical with the Chief Mtisician. In Pss 62
and 77 KV renders "after the manner of .Teduthun."
We know from 1 Cli 16 41; 25 3 that Jkuuthun ((|.v.)

was a choir leader in the days of David. He perhaps
introduced a method of conducting the service of song
which (!ver afterward was a.ssociated with his name.

ik) Yonath 'ricin r'hokim (Ps 56): We have already
called attention to the fact that as a subscript to Ps 55
"the dov(! of the distant terebinths," or "the silent dove
of t hem that are afar olf," would have a point of contact
with J's 55 0-8.

(/) MahiUath (Ps 53), Mahalath Vannoth (Ps 88):
Perhai)s ThirtUi's vocalization of the Heb consonants
as tn'holdth, "dancings," is correct. As a subscript to
Ps 87! m'holoth may refer to David's joy at the bringing
of the ark to Zion (2 S 6 14.15).

(m) Rfaskil (Pss 32, 42-45, 52-55, 74, 78, 88, 89,

142) : The exact meaning of this common term is not
clear. Briggs suggests "a meditation." Thirtle and
others "a ps of instruction," Kirkpatrick "a cunning
l)s." Somc! of th(! i:{ i)ss bearing this title are plainly

didactic, while others arc scarcely to be classed as pss

of instruction.
(n) MikhtamiVf.^ 16,56-60): Following the rabbinical

guess, sonu! translate "a golden poem." The exact
meaning is unknown.

(()) Math liihhPn: The title is generally supposed to
refer to a composition entitled "Death of the Son."
Possibly the melody to which this composition was sung
was the tune to which Ps 9 (or 8) was to be sung.
Thirtle translates "The Death of the Champion," and
regards it as a subscription to Ps 8, in celebration of the
victory over (ioliath.

(/>) On'-XUihuioth" occurs Ot (Pss 4, 6, 54, 55,67,76),
and means "with stringed instruments." N'ghinalh
(Ps 61) may be a slightly defective writing for N''gh~iHoih.

Perhaps stringed instruments alone were used with pss

having this title. According to Thirtle's hypothesis,
the title was originally a subscript to Pss 3, 5, 53, 54,
fiO fifi 75

'((/) 'NnillMh (Ps 5), possibly a stibscript to Ps 4, is

supiiosed by some to refer to "wind instruments,"
possibly flutes.

(r) Seldh, though not strictly a title, may well bo dis-

cussed in connection with the superscriptions. It occurs
71 t in the Pss and :? t in Hab. It is almost certainly a
technical term whoso meaning was well known to tho
precentor and the choir in the temple. Tho LXX always,
Symmachus and Theodotion generally, render did-

p'salma, which iirobablv denotes an instrumental interlude.

The Tg Aquila and some other ancient VSS render "for-

ever." Jerome, following Aquila, translates it "always."
Many moderns derive ."^eldh from a root meaning "to
raise," and suppose it to be a sign to the musicians to

strike up with a louder accompaniment. Possibly the
singing ceased for a moment. A few think it is a litur-

gical direction to tho congregation to "lift up" their

voices in benediction. It is unwise to dogmatize as to

the meaning of this very common word. See Sel.\h.

(.9) Sh'minith (Pss 6, 12). meaning "tho eighth,"
probably denotes tho ?nale choir, as distinguished from
'Alamdth, tho maidens' choir. That both terms are musi-
cal notes is evident from 1 Ch 15 19-21.

(0 Shiii(iai/dn (Ps 7) is probably a musical note.

Somo think it denotes "a dithyrambic poem in wild
ecstatic wandering rhythms, with corresponding music."

(it) Shdfthannlm {Vss 45, 69) means "hhes." Shoshan-
nim 'edhuth (Ps 80) means "lilies, a testimony." Shu-
shan 'edhuth (Ps 60) may be rendered "the hly of testi-

mony." Thirtle represents these titles as subscripts to

Pss 44, 59, 68, 79, and associates them with the spring

festival, Passover. Others regard them as indicating
the melody to which the various pss were to be sung.

(?)) "Song of Loves" (Ps 45) is appropriate as a lit-

erary title to a marriage song.
(4) Testimony of the titles as to authorship.— (a) Ps 90

is ascribed to Aloses. (b) To David 73 pss are ascribed,

chiefly in Books I and II. (r) Two are assigned to

Solomon (Pss 72, 127). (d) 12 are ascribed to Asaph
(Pss 50, 73-83). (') 11 are assigned to the sons of

Korah (Pss 42-49, 84, 85, 87). (/) Ps 88 is attributed
to Ileman the Ezrahite. («) Ps 89 bears tho name of

Ethan the p:zrahite. In most cases it is plain that tho
editors meant to indicate the authors or writers of the
pss. It is possible that the phrase "to David" may
sometimes have been prefixed to certain pss, merely to

indicate that thev were found in a collection which con-

tained Davidic pss. It is also possible that the titles

"to Asaph" and "to the sons of Korah" may have
originally meant that tho pss thus designated belonged
to a collection in the custody of these temple singers.

Ps 72 may also be a prayer for Solomon rather than a ps

hi/ Solomon. At the same time, we must acknowledge,
in tho light of the titles describing tho occasion of com-
position, that the most natural interpretation of the
various .superscriptions is that they indicate the sup-

posed authors of the various poems to which they are
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preflxcd. Internal evidence shows conclusively that
some of these titles are incorrect. Each superscription
should be tested by a careful study of the ps to which
it is appended.

(5) Titles describing the occasion of meriting.—There
are 13 of tiiese, all bearing the name of David, (o) Pss
7, 59, 56, 34, 52, 57, 142, 54 are assigned to the period
of his persecution l)y Saul. (/>) During the period of
his reign over all Israel, David is credited with Pss 18,
60, 51, 3 and 63.

//. The Authorship and Age of the Pss.—Ps 90
is ascribed to Moses. It is the fashion now to deny
that Moses wrote anything. A careful study of
P.s 90 has brought to hght nothing inconsistent
with Mosaic authorsliij). The dignity, majesty
and pathos of the poem are worthy of the great
Iawgiv(>r and intercessor.

(1) The age of David offered fruitful soil for the
growth of religious poetry.— (a) The political and

religious reforms of Samuel created a
1. David as new sense of national unity, and kin-
a Psalmist died the fires of religious patriotism.

(b) Music had a large place in the life

of the prophetic guilds or schools of the proi)hets,
and was used in public religious exercises (1 S 10
5f). (c) The victories of David and the internal
e.xpansion of the life of Israel would inevitably
stimulate the poetic instinct of men of genius; cf
the Elizabethan age and tlic Victorian era in Eng.
literature, (d) The removal of the ark to the new
cai)italand tlie organization of the Lcvitical choirs
would stimulate poets to compose hymns of praise
to Jeh (2 S 6; 1 Ch 15, 16, 25).

It is the fashion in certain critical circles to blot out
the Mosaic era as unhistoric. all accounts of it being
considered legendary or mythical. It is easy then to
insist on the elimination of all the higlier religious teach-
ing attriinited to Samuel. Tliis li>aves David "a rude
king in a semi-barl>aric age," or, as Chevne puts it, "the
versatile condottiere, cliieftain, and king." It would
secnn more rea.sonable to accept as trustworthy tlie
uniform tradition of Israel as to tlie great leaders, Moses
Samuel and David, than to rewrite Israel's history out
of t\w tiny fragments of historical material that are ac-
cepted l)y skeptical critics as credible. It is often said
tliat late writers read into their accounts of early heroes
their own ideas of what would bo fitting. James Robert-
son's remark in reply has great weight: "This habit of
explaining the early as the l)ack\vard projection of the
iate is always liable to the ol)joction that it leaves the
late itself without explanation" (Poetry and Religion of
the Pss, 332;.

'

(2) David's qualifications for composing pss.—
(a) He was a skilful musician, with a sense of rhythm
and an ear for pleasing sounds (1 S 16 L5-23).
He seems to Jiave invented n(;w instruments of
music (Am 6 5). (h) He is recognized by critics
of all schools as a i)oet of no mean ability. The
genuineness of his elegy over Haul and Jonathan
(2 S 1 19-27) is commonly ac(;epted; also his
lanu>nt over Abner (3 33 f). In the elegy over
Saul and Jonathan, David displays a magnanimity
and tenderness that accord with the representations
of S as to his treatment of Saul and of Jonathan.
No mere rough border chi(>ftain could have com-
posed a poem full of the tenderest sentiment and
the most excunplary attitude toward a persecutor.
The moral (ilevation of the elegy has to be accounted
for. If the author was a deeply religious man, a
man enjoying the fricndsliip of God, it is ea.sy to
account for the moral dignity of the poem. Surely
it is only a step from the i)atriotism and magna-
nimity and devoted friendship of the elegy to the reli-
gious fervor of the Pss. Moreover, the poetic skill
displayed in the elegy removes the possible objection
that literary art in the days of David had not at-
tained a development equal to the composition of
poems such as the Pss. There is nothing more
beautiful and artistic in the entire Psalter.

Radical critics saw the David of the Bible asunder
They contrast the rough l)order chieftain with the pious
I'salmist. Tliough willing to lielicvt) every stateuKuit
that reflects upon the moral character of David, they

consider the references to David as a writer of hvmns
and the organizer of tiie t(!mple choirs as the pious
imaginings of late chroniclers. Rol)ertson well says-
"This halMt of refusing to admit comj)lexltv in tlie ca-
pacities of Bib. characters is e.xceedinglv hazardous and
unsafe, when history is so full of instaiices of the com-
bination in one person of qualities the most diverseWe not only have poets who can harp upon more than
one string, t>ut we have religious leaders who have united
the most fervcmt piety with the exercise of poorly devel-
oped virtue, or the practice of very quest iotiabh' policyA critic, if he has not a single measure of large (>nough
capacity for a historical character, should not think
liimself at liberty to measure him out in two half-
bushels, making one man of each" (Poetn/ and Piligion
of the Pss, 332). Among kings, Charlemagne and Con-
stantine the Great have been likened to David; and
among poets, Robert Biu-ns. There w("re contradictory
elements in the moral characters of all these gifted men
Of ( •onstantine it has be(>n .said that he " was bv turns
the docile believer and the cruel d(>spot, d(-v()te(> and
murderer, patron .saint and avenging demon." David
was a many-sided man, wit ha character often at war with
Itself, a man with conflicting impulses, the flesh lusting
against the spirit and the spirit against the flesh. Men
of flesh and blood in the midst of life's temptations liave
no difficulty in understanding the David of tiie Bible.

(c) David was a man of deep feeding and of im-
perial imagination. Think of Jiis love for Jonathan,
Jiis grateful appreciation of every exjiloit done in
his behalf by his miglity men, his fondness for
Ab.salom. His successful generalship woukl argue
for imagination, as well as the vivid imagery of the
elegy, (d) David was an enthusiastic worsliijiper of
Jeh. All the records of liis life agree in reprcscjnt-
ing him as devoted to Israel's God. In the mklst
of life's dangers and disappointments, "David
strengthened himself in Jeh his God" (I S 30 6).
We should have been surprised had no trace of
religious jxietry come from his jien. It woidd be
difficult to imagine Milton or Cowper or Tennyson
as confining himself to secular jioetry. "Comtis,"
"John Gilpin," and the "Charge of the Light Bri-
gade" did not exhaust tlieir genius; nor did the elegy
over Saul and Jonathan and the lament over Abner
relieve David's soul of the poetry that clamored for
expression. The known facts of his life and times
I)repare tis for an outburst of psahnody under his
leadership, (c) The varied exi)eriences through
which David passed were of a character to quicken
any latent gifts for i)oetic expression.

.James Robertson states this argument clearly, and
yet with becoming caution: "The vicissitudes aiid .situ-
ations in David's life jiresented in thes(! narratiyes are
of such a nature! that, though we may not hv. able to say
I)recisely that such and such a ps was composed at such
and such a time and jilace, yet we may conlidently say,
Here is a man who has passed through certain expe-
riences and borne himself in such wise tliut we arc; not
surprised to hear that, being a poet, lu^ composed this
and the other pss. It is very doubtful whet her we should
tie down any lyric to a i)reeis(! set of circumstances, the
poet being like a painter, who, having found a fit- land-
scape, sits down to transfer it to canvas. 1 do not think
it likely that David, finding himself in some great per-
plexity or sorrow, called for writing materials in order
to d(!scribe tlio situation or record his feelings. But I
do think it probable that the vicissitudes through which
ll(! passed made such an impression on his sensitive heart,
and became so inwrought into an emotional nature, that
when he soothed himself in his retirement with his Jvre,
they came forth spontaneously in the form of a psiilm
or song or prayer, ac-cording as the recolk^ction was sad
or joyful, and as his singing mood moved him" {Poetry
and Religion of the Pss, 343 f).

The Bib. writers, both early and Lite, agree in
affirming that tlie Sjiirit of Jeh rested upon David,
empowering him for serviceof the highest orch'r (1 S
16 13; 2 S 23 1-3; Mt 22 43; Acts 2 29-31).
The gift of prophetic; inspiration was bestowed
upon Lsrael's chief musician and jioet.

(3) E.vternal evidence for Davidic pss.— {a) In
the NT David is named as the author of certain
pss. Thus Ps 110 is ascribed to David by Jesus in
His debate with the Pharisees in the Temple (Mt
22 41-45; Mk 12 35-37; Lk 20 41-44). Peter
teaches that David projihesied concerning Judas
(Acts 1 16), and he also refers Pss 16 and 110 to
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David (Acts 2 2r)-34). The whole company of

the disciples in ])rayer attribute Ps 2 to David
(Acts 4 2.") f). Paul (piotes Pss 32 and 69 as

Davidic (Honi 4 ti-S; 11 9f). The author of He
even refers Ps 95 to David, following the LXX
(lie 4 7). From the last-nanu>d passage many
schohirs infcT that any quotati(m from the Pss misht

be referred to David as the chief author of the Pss.

Possibly this fr(>e and easy method of citation, with-

out any atteni])t at riM;orous critical accuracy, was

in vogue in the 1st cent. AD. At the same time, it

is evident that the view that David was the chi(>f

author of the Pss was accei)ted by the NT writ(>rs.

(6) In 2 Mace 2 PHPV) Jn :i It'tter i)urporthig to

have been writ t vn by t he Jews of Pal to t heir br(>t hren

in Egypt, al)<)ut 144 BC, occurs the following: "And
the same things were related both in the publit^

archives and in the r(>cords that concern Nehemiah;

and how he, founding a library, gathered together

the books about the kings and prophets, and the

books of David, and lett(>rs of knigs ahout sacred

gifts." We do not know the exact date of 2 Mace,

but it was almost certahdy in the 1st cent. BC.
The author regards David as the author of books in

the sacred library gathered together by Nehemiah.

(c) Jesus the Son of Sirach, who wrote not later

than ISO BC, and ]iossibly a good deal earlier, thus

describes David's contribution to jiublic worsliij):

"In every work of his he gave tlianks to the Holy

One Most High with words of glory; with his whok;

heart he sang praise, and lov(>d him that made
him"(Ecclus 47 <Sf PV). David's fame as a psalmist

and the organizer of choirs for the sanctuary was

well known to B(>n Sira at the beginning of the 2d

cent. BC. (d) Tlie author of Ch, writing not later

than 300 BC, and ])robably much earlier, represents

David as making provision for a service of song

before the ark of God and in connection with its

removal to the city of David (1 Ch 15, 16). It

seems to be imagined by some scholars that the

Chronicler, whose historical accuracy is severely

attacked by certain critics, is res])onsible for the

idea that David was a gr(>at writer of hymns. On
the contrarv, he has less to say about David as a

poet and jisalmist than the author of S. Only in

2 Ch 29 30 is there explicit mention of David as

the author of i)raises to Jeh. The Chronicler speaks

repeatedly of th'e instruments of David and of his

organization of the choirs. And so in tlie kindred

books of Ezr and Neli there is mention of the style

of worship introduccnl by David (Ezr 3 10; Neh
12 24.36). The author of the Book of K refers re-

peatedly to David as a model king (1 K 11 4; 2 K
14 3; 20 5 f, etc). He becomes a witness for the

high reputation of David for uprightness and reli-

gious zeal, (e) Amos r(>f(Ts incidentally to David's

great skill as an inventor of musical instruments

(Am 6 5). The same jjrophet is a witness to the

fact that songs were sung in worship at Bethel to the

accompaniment of han)s or viols (Am 5 23). (/)

The earliest witness, or witnesses, if the narrative be

composite, we find in 1 and 2 S. David is described

as a wonderful musician and as one on whom the

Spirit of Jeh rested mightily (1 S 16 13-23). He
is credited witli the beautiful elegy over Saul and
Jonathan (2 S 1 17-27) and the brief lament over

Abner (2 S 3 33 f). He is said to have danced with

joy before the ark, and to have brought it up to

Jerus with shouting and with sound of trumpet

(2 S 6 12 ff). He is credited with the pious wish

that he might build a temple for Jeh and the ark, and
is said to have i)om-ed forth a prayer of thanksgiving

to Jeh for the promise of a perpetual throne (2 S 7).

David dedicated to Jeh much wealth taken from his

enemies (2 S 8 11). Both the good and the bad
in David's life and character are faithfully set forth

in the vivid narrative.

We come next to two statements that would settle
the (lut'slion of David's pss, if critics would only accept
them us ihc. work of an author living within a generation
or so of tlic time of David. Unfortunately 2 S 21-24
is regarded l)y most critical scholars as an appendix to
tlie early narrative of David's career. There is no
agreement as to the exact date of the com{)osition of
these cliapters. Naturally the burden of proof is on the
critic who tries to disintegrate a document, and sus-
picion of l)ias is inevita})le, if by the disintegration h(^ is

able to escape the force of a disagreeable argument.
Happily, we live in a free country, every man having
a right to liold and to exi)ress his own opinion, for what-
ever it may l)e worlli. It set'ms to the present writer
that '2 S 21-24 may well have come from th(! pen of the
early narrator who told the story of David's reign in

sucli a masterly fashion. Even if these chapters were
added by a lat(>r editor as an appendix, there is no suffi-

cient reason for putting this writer so late as the exile.

His statements cannot beset aside as unreliable, simply
because they run (•ounter to the current theory as to the
dat(i of the Pss. 2 H 22 purports to give the words of a
song wliicli David spake to .Ii'h, when he had ])een deli ven>d
from Saul and from all his enemies. I's 18 is evidently
a different recension of the same poem. Th(! ditrerences
between 2 S 22 and Ps 18 are not much greater than
tlii^ differences in the varicnis edd of "Hock of Ages."
Only the most advanced critics deny that David wrote
this glorious song. 2 S 23 1-7 must not be omitted,
for here David claimed prophetic inspiration as the sweet
Psalmist of Israel. This original and striking poem is

worthy of the brilliant royal bard. (//) The; titles of the
Pss are external evidence of real value for determining
the date and authorship of the Pss; and these ascribe
73 to David. A sweeping denial of all the forms of

external evidence for Davidic pss ought to be buttressed
by convincing arguments from internal evidence. Un-
verified conjectures will not answer.

(4) Internal evidence for Davidic pss.—The fact

that many of the pss ascribed to David correspond

in tone and temj^er and in historical allusions with

incidetits in his life, while not in itself convincing

])roof that David wrote them, certainly reenforces

the ext(>nial evidence in favor of Davidic pss. We
nuist ref(>r the reader to the commentaries of De-
lit zsch, Kirkpatrick, Perowne and others for the

evidence discovered in individual pss. In many
])ss the evidence is strongly in favor of the super-

scriptions, in which David is named as the writer.

See esp. Pss 18, 23, 32, 3.

(5) Number of Davidic psn.—Opinion varies among
conservative scholars all the way from 3 or 4 to 44 or 45.

It has come to pass that a critic who acknowledges even
Ps 18 to be David's is called conservative. In fact,

the more radical critics regard a scholar as conservative
if he assigns even a small group of pss to the period before
the exile. We must not allow ourselves to be deterred
from ascribing to David any ps that seems to us, on the
basis of both external and internal evidence, to come
from his pen. Delitzsch and Kirkpatrick are safer guides
than Chevnc and Duhm. Maclaren also has made a
close and s'vmpathetic study of David's life and character,

and accepts the results of sane criticism. W. T. Davi-
son (HDB. IV) speaks out clearly and strongly for

Davidic authorshij) of Pss 7, 11, 17, 18, 19 (first half),

24 and a few other pss or parts of pss, though he makes
large concessions to the present tendency to bring down
the p.ss to a later date. He stands firmly for a large

body of preexilic pss. Ewald assigned to David Pss

3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 18, 19, 24, 29, 32. 101; also 60 8-11 and 68
14-19. Hitzig ascril)ed to David Pss 3-19. with the
exception of 5, 6 and 14. If one follows the titles in the
Heb text, exci>pt where internal evidence clearly contra-
dicts the superscriptions, it will be easy to follow De-
litzsch in attributing 44 or 45 pss to David.

(1) Pss of Asaph {73-83, also SO).—The pro-

phetic siiirit throbs in most of the pss ascribed

to AsAPii (q.v.). God is pictured as a

2. Psal- righteous Judge. He isalso jiictured as

mody after the Shepherd of Israel. Ps 73 holds

David fast to God's righteous ruleof mankind,
in spite of the prosperity of the wicked.

Ps 50, which is assigned by many to the time of

Hosea and Isaiah, because of its powerful prophetic

message, may well have come from Asaph, the con-

temporary of David and of Nathan. Some of the

Asaph group, notably 74 and 79, belong to the

period of the exile or later. The family of Asaph
continued for centuries to lead in the service of

song (2 Ch 35 15; Neh 7 44). Inspired poets

were raised up from age to age in the Asaph guild.
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(2) Pss of the sons of Korah (42-49. 84, 85, 87).
—This family of singers was ])roiniiient in the
temple-worship in the days of David and afterward.

Several of the most beautiful i)oems in the Psalter

are ascribed to members of this guild (see Pss 42,

43, 45, 46, 49, 84). We are not to think of these
poems as having been composed by a committee of

the sons of Korah; no doubt each poem had an
individual author, who was willing to sink his per-

sonality in the ps he was comjjosing. The privi-

leges and blessings of social worsliip in the sanctuary
are greatly magnified in tliis grouj) of pss.

(3) Pss of Solomon {72, 127).—Even conserva-
tive critics are in doubt as to t lu^ Solomonic author-
ship of the two pss ascribed to him by the titles. Per-
haps assurance is not attainable in the present stat(>

of inquiry. Delitzsch well says: "Under Solomon
psalmody already bt^gan to decline; all the produc-
tions of the mind of that j)eriod bear the stamp of

thoughtful contemplation rather than of direct feel-

ing, for restless yearning for higher things had given
place to sensuous enjoyment, national concentration
to cosmopolitan expansion."

(4) The em of Jehoshaphat.—Delitzsch and others
regard the period of Jehoshaphat as one of literary

productivity. Possibly Pss 75 and 76 celebrate;

the deliverance from the great eastern invasion
toward the close of Jehoshaphat 's reign.

(5) The em of Hezekiah.—The latter half of the
8th cent. BC was one of literary vigor and expansion,
esp. in Judah. Perhaps the great deliverance from
Sennacherib's invasion is celebrated in Pss 46 and
48.

(6) The period of Jeremiah.—Ehrt and some
other schohu-s are inclined to attribute to Jeremiah
a considerable number of pss. Among those wliicli

have been assigned to this ])rophet niav be named
P.ss 31, 35, 38, 40, 55, 69, 71. Those who deny the
Davidic authorship of Ps 22 also assign this great
poem to Jeremiah. Whether we are able to name
definitely any pss of Jeremiah, it seems thoroughly
reasonable that he should have been the author of
certain of the plaintive poems in the Psalter.

(7) During the exile.—Ps 102 seems to have been
composed during the exile. The poet pours out
his comj)laint over the present distress, and remhids
Jeh that it is thne to have pity uiton Zion. Ps 137
pictures the distress of the cai)tives by the rivers of
Babylon. The; hre and fervor of the poem bespeak
an autlior jxTsonally involved in the di.stre.ss. No
doubt other pss in our collection were compo.sed
during the cai)tivity in Babylon.

(8) Post-exilic pss.—As specimens of the joyous
hymns composed after the return from exile, \\v,

may name Pss 85 and 126. Many of the liturgical

hymns in the Psalter were no doubt ])repared for
use in the worship of the second t(>mple. Certain
recent crit ics liave extended this class of hymns so as
to include the greater part of the Psalter, but that is

surely an extreme view. No doubt, the stirring

times of Ezra and Nehemiah stimulated poets in
Jerus to pour forth thanksgiving and praise to
Israel's God. Ewald taught that the latest pss
in our collection were composed at this time.

(9) Are there Mnrcahean pxx ?—Calvin assigned Pss
44, 74 and 79 to tho Maccahcan period. If tliiTo aro
Maecabean i)ss, Calvin has perhaps liit upon tliree of
them. Hitzig assigns to the Maecabean jMTiod all the
p.ss from 73 to 150, together with a few pss in the
earlier half of the Psalter. Among moderns, Duhin
puts practically the whole Psalter in the period from
170 to 70 IJ(!. 0(>.senius, Ewald, Hupfeld and Dillmann,
four of ttie greatest names in OT criticism, oppose tho
view that tlu^ JNaltor contains AIaccat)ean pss. Most
recent students admit the possibility of Maecabean pss.
The question may well be left optui for further inves-
tigation.

///. The Growth of the Psalter.~ln the Heb text
as well as in RV, the Pss are grouped into five books,

as follows: Book I, Pss 1-41; Book II, Pss 42-
72; Book III, P.ss 73-89; liook IV, Pss 90-106;

. ^. Book V, Pss 107-50.
1. Division
into Fivp ^^ '*' possible that this division Into five
"

, books may have been already made before
rsoOKS the Chronicler composed his history of

Judah (cf 1 Ch 16 30 with Ps 106 48).
At the end of Book II appears a subscript which is sig-
nificant in the history of the Psalter. It Is said in Ps
72 20: "The prayers of David the son of Jesst; are
ended." It woukl seem from this note that the editor
who appended it meant to say that in his collection he
had Included all the pss of David known to him. Singu-
larly enough, the sul)script is attached to a ps ascribed
to Solomon. Pss 51-70, however, \w near at hand, all
of which are attributed to David. Ps 71 is anonymous,
and Ps 72 might possibly be considered a prayer for
Solomon. There is a further difficulty in the fact that
tho Second Book of Pss opens with nine poems ascribed
to the sons of Ivorah and to Asaph. It is a very natural
conjecture that these ninc^ pss were at one time united
with Pss 73-83. With these removed, it would be pos-
sible to unite Pss 51-70 with Book I. Tlien the sub-
script to Ps 72 would be a fitting close to a roll made up
of pss ascribed to David. It is Impossible at this late
date to tract! fully and accurately the history of the
formation of the Psalter.

Within the Psalter there lie certain groups of pss
which have in a measure retained the form in which

they probably once circulated sepa-
2. Smaller rately. Among the.se groups may be
Groups of named the Psalms of Ascents (P.ss

Psalms 120-34), the Asaph group (Pss 73-
83), the sons of Korah groups (Pss

42-49, 84-87, except 86), a Mikhtdm group (Pss
56-60), a grou]) jiraishig Jeh for His character and
deeds (Pss 93-100), to which Pss 90-92 form a
fitting introduction. Pss 103-7 con.stitute an-
other group of ))raise pss, and Pss 145-50 make a
closing Hallelujah group.
The Psalter has had a long and varied history.

No doubt the precentor of the temj)le choir had his

own collection of hynms for public worsliip. Small
groups of i)ss may have been issued also for private
use in the home. As time went on, collections were
made on different organizing principles. Sometimes
hymns attributed to a given author were perhaps
brought into a single group. Possibly pss of a
certain type, such as Maskll and Mikhtdm pss,

were gathered together in small collections. How
these small groups were partly ])reserved and partly
broken up, in the history of the formation of our
l)resent Psalter, will, i)erhaps, nev(>r be known.

IV. The Poetry of the Psalter.—For general dis-

cussion of the foi-m of Ileb poetry, see Poetry. In
the Pss almost all known varieties of poetic paral-

lelism are exem])lifi(>(l. Among moderns, C. A.
Briggs has made extensive research into the poetical

structure of the P.ss. In summing up the result of

his study of the various measures employed in the
Pss, he classes 89 pss or parts of pss as trimeters,

that is, the lines have three main accents; 22 pss

or parts he regards as tetrameters, each of the lines

having four accented syllables; 25 pss or portions
are classed as pentameters, and an ecjual number as

hexameters. He recognizes some variety of meas-
ure in certain pss. There is coming to be agreement
among Heb scholars that the rhythm of Heb poetr>'

is largely detcTUiined by the number of accented
syllables to the line. Some critics insist rigorously

on perfect regularity, and therefore are compelled
to resort to conjectural emendation. See Poetry,
Hebrew.

Nine pss are known as alphiheticnl poems, viz.

Pss 9, 10, 25, 34, 37, 111, 112, 119, 145. The most
elaborate of these is Ps 119, which is divided into

22 sections of 8 vs each. Each letter of the Heb
alphabet occurs S t in succession as the initial letter

of the verses in its section.

As to strophical structure or stanza formation,
there is evidence in cert ain pss of such organization
of the poems. The r(>frains with which strophes
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often close form ;in easy ^uide to the strophical

divisions in certain i)ss, sucli as I'ss 42,43, 46, 107.

Amonfi Eng. connnentators, Brigf^s pays most
attention to stropliical structnre. There is some
evidence of antiphonal sin^infi in comiection with

the Psaher. It is thoufiht In' some that Pss 20 and
21 were sun^ by i-csponsive choirs. Pss 24 and
118 may each !)(' antii)h()nah

V. The Speaker in the Pss.—Smend, in ZA TW,
LSSS, undertook to estal)Hsh tlie tliesis that the

speak(>r in the Pss is not an indivichial, but a })er-

sonificati(m of the Jewish nation or church. At first

he was incHned to recojiiiize an individual speaker

in P.ss 3, 4, 62 and 73, ))ut one year later he inter-

preted these also as collective. Thus at one stroke

individual relij^ious exi)erience is wiped out of the

P.salter. A few s<'holars have accepted Smend's
thesis; but the great majority of critics of every

school have withheld their assent, and some of the

best connn(>ntators have shown that the theory is

wholly untenable.

Perhaps the best monoKraph on the subject, for the
Ger. student, is one liy Kmil IJalla, Das Ich drr Psalmm.
Balla's thesis is that the "I" pss. both in the Psalter
and in tli(> other books of tlie ()T. arc always to be under-
stood as individual, with the exception of those in which
from i)lain data in the text another int(Tpretation of the
"I" is Tiecessary. Of 100 pss in which "1" oectirs,

Balla classes SO as easy to interi)ret; in the remaining 20
there mifjlit be reasonable room for dilference of opinion
whether the ps was individual or collective.

Personification is larf!;elv used in all parts of the

OT. There is no room "^ for doubt that Ps 129,

though using "I," "my" and "me," is the language
of Israel as a y)eoj)le. The .same is true of Ps 124.

The author of Ps 126 likewise a.s.sociates himself

with his brethren. Th(> author of Ps 122, however,
is evidently speaking for himself individually, when
he says in ver 8, "For my brethren and companions'
sakes, I will now say, Peace be within thee." The
intelligent reader usually has no difficidty in de-

ciding, after a carefid reading of a ps, whether the

"I" refers to an individual Israelite or to the con-
gregation of Israel. Sane views on this subject are

important, inasmuch as Smend's theory does vio-

lence to the strength and ]iower of the individual

religious experieiu'e of OT believers. In many por-

tions of the OT, national duties are urged, and Israel

is addressed as a whole. At the same time, it woidd
be easy to exaggerate the relatively small place that

individual religion occti])ies in the proi)h(>tic writings

and in the Law. Tlie Psalter absolutely refuses to

be shut tip in the molds of a rigid nationalism.

VI. The Gospel in the Pss.—Christians love the
Psalter as much as the ancient Jew cotdd possibly

have done. On ev(>ry ])age they discover elements
of religious life and experience that are thoroughly
Christian. In this respect the earlier dispensation

came nearer to the perfection of Christian standards
than in political and social organization. Along
with the NT, the aged Christian saint desires a
copy of the Pss. He ])asses easily from the Gospels
to the Psalter and back again withotit the sense of

shifting from one si)iritual level to another. Reli-

gious experience was enjoyed and was portrayed by
the ancient psalmists so well that no Christian

book in the apostolic period was composed to dis-

place the Psaher.

(1) The psalmists are alicnys reverent in their

approach to Deilij.—Jeh is itthnitelv holv (Ps 99
3.5.9). Pss 95-100 are modek of adora-

1. The tion and worshij).

Soul's (2) Thirsting for (7orZ.—Pss 42 and
Converse 43, which were originally one ps, voice

with God the longing of the individual soul

for God as no other human composi-
tion has been able to express it. Ps 63 is a worthy
companion ps of yearning after God.

(.3) Praising God.—More than 20 pss have for

their kevnote prai.se to God. See esp. Ps 8 l.i);

57 7-11'; 71 22-24; 95 1-7. The first three vs of

Pss 33, 34, 40, 92 and 105 reveal a rich vocabulary
of ])r,iise for stammering hinnan lips.

(4) Joy in God's house.—Pss 84 and 122 are
classic hymns expressive of joy in public worship
in the sanctuary. Religious patriotism has nev(>r

r(M'(Mved ;i more striking expression than is found in

Ps 137 o f

.

(.")) Practising the presence of God.—In Pss 91
and 23 the worshipping saint delights his soul with
the sense of God's i)rotecting })resence. The Sh(>p-

herd, tender and true, is ever present to shield and
to comfort. The shadow of the Almighty is over
t he saint who dwells in the secret place of the Most
High.

(()) God in Nature.—The P.salmist did not go
"through Nature up to Nature's God"; for lie found
God immanent in all things. He heard God's voice

in the thunder; felt His breath in the twilight

breeze; saw the gleam of His sword in the light-

ning's flash, and nH'ognized His hand in every jiro-

vision for the wants of man and the lower animals.

See Ps 104, "Hymn of Creation"; Ps 29, "Jeh,

the God of the storm"; and the first half of Ps 19,

"the heavens are telling."

(7) Lore for God's word.—Ps 119 is the classic

descrijition of the beatity and power and helpful-

ness of the Word of God. The second half of Ps
19 is also a g<>m. Ps 119 was happily named by
one of the older commentators "a holy alphabet for

Zion's scholars." The Psalmist sings the glories

of God's Word as a lamp to guide, as a spring of

comfort, and as a fountain of hope.

(5) God's care of all things.—Faith in Divine
Providence—both general and special—was a
cardhial doctrine with the psalmists; yea more,

the very heart of their religion. Ps 65 sings of

God's goodness in stmshine and shower, which
clothes the meadows with waving grain. The river

of God is always full of water. Ps 121, "Jeh thy
Keeper," was read by David Livingstone at family
worship on the morning when he left home to go out
to Africa as a missionary.

(9) God our refuge.—The psalmists were fond of

the figure of "taking refuge in God." Jeh was to

them a rock of refuge, a stronghold, a high tower,

an imi)regnai)le fortress. P.ss 46, 61 and 62 exalt

God as the refuge of His saints. His help is always

easy to find. The might and wi-sdom of God do not
overwhelm the inspired singers, but become a
theme of devout and joyous contemplation.

Our Lord Jesus found in the Pss prophecies con-

cerning Himself (Lk 24 44-47).

(1) The suffering Saviour.—WhWe
2. The hanging on the cross, the mind of Our
Messiah Lord turiu'd to the Psaher. He voiced

the terril)le anguish of His soul in the

opening words of Ps 22, and breathed out His
sjiirit at the end with the trustful words of P.s 31 5.

He also invited the fulfilment of a Messianic i)re-

diction in Ps 69 21 by saying, "I thirst." _ Isa and
the P.ss did not fail Him in the hour of His shame,
when reproach broke His heart, and there was none
to comfort Him. Only Lsa 52 13

—

53 12 surpasses

Ps 22 as a picture of Calvary and an interpretation

of the significance of the cross. Whether Ps 22 is

a direct prophecy of Christ, or only a typically

Messianic ps, is in dispute. Every sentence can be
applied to Jesus without straining its meaning.

_
If

David or some other stifTerer took up his harp to sing

of his own sorrows, the Spirit of God guided him to

describe those of a greater.

Rationalistic critics insist that to apply part of a ps
to David and ijart to Christ introduces confusion. They
ridiculo the theory of a "double sense," and contend
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that the language refers to the Psalmist and to him alone,
and that the; application of certain vs to Our Lord Jesus
is only by way of accommodation. This theory ignores
the presence and activity of tlic Holy Spirit altogether;
and when men talk of "psychological impossibilities,"
tliey may be talking nonsense; for who of us can under-
stand fully the psychological experience of men while
receiving revcilations from Ood ? The real author of
inspired prophiHues is the Holy Spirit. His meaning is

that whicli the reverent interpreter most delights to
And; and we liave evidence tliat the OT writers did not
fully comprehend their own predictions concerning
Christ (1 Pet 1 10-12). We ought not to be surprised
that wo should be unalDle to explain fully tlie metliod of
the Holy Si)irit's activity in guiding the thought of
prophets and j)salmists in thcMr predictions of the suffer-
ings of Christ and the glories that should follow them.

(2) TJie conquering King.—Psg 2 and 110 (with
which P.s 72 may be compared) describe the Mes-
siah a.s Jell's Son, a mighty Conqueror, who shall

overwhelm all foes and reign supported by Jeh.
Some will oppose the Messiah, and so peri.sh; others
will enter His army as volunteers, and in the end
will enjoy the fruits of victory. "It is better to
sit on His throne than to be His footstool."

(3) The growing kingdom.—There is room in the
earth for no god other than Jeh, the Creator and
Redeemer of mankind. Pss 47, 67, 96-100 and
117 are i)roofs of the glorious missionary outlook of

the Psalter. All nations are exhorted to forsake
idols and worship Jeh. Ps 47 closes with a picture
of the whole world united in the worship of the God
of Israel. Ps 67 is a bugle call to all nations to
unite in the worship of the true God. P.ss 96-100
paint the character of Jeh as a basis of appeal to all

nations to turn from idols and worship the God of

Abraham. Pss 96 and 98 exalt His righteousness;

Ps 97 His power and dominion; Ps 99 His holiness

and His fidelity to Israel, while Ps 100 tells of His
goodness. Idols will finally go down before a God
worthy of men's r(!verence and love.

The Psalt er deals with man as a sinner. Seven of

the best known poems in the collection are so

charged with a sense of sin and of its

3. The deadly fruits that they have been
Problem known for centuries as the Penitential

of Sin Pss (6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 130, 143). Be-
sides these poems of i)enitence and

confession, there are many i)assages elsewhere in the
Psalter which depict the sinfuln(>ss of men. And
yet there are assertions of personal innocence and
righteousness hi the Psalter that sound like the
claims of self-righteous persons (7 3-9; 17 1-5;
18 20-24; 35 11-17; 44 17-22). The psalmists
do not mean to affirm that they are sinless before
God, but riither that they are righteous in compari-
son with their foes who are seeking to destroy them.
Sometimes th(>y i)lead for mercy in the same con-
text. The honest exegete does not find the Phari-
saic tcmj)er in these noble hymns, though he is quite
willing to admit that the Christian cannot well
employ some of the expressions concerning his own
experiences. Jesus requires a humility deeper than
that which was attained in OT times.

(1) ConJcHi^ing sin.— (a) Individual confession:

Pss 32 and 51 are notable examples of individual

confession. The cries of the penitent in Ps 51 have
been repeated by thousands on bended knee as the

best expression of their own scnise of sin and yearn-
ing f(jr forgiveness. (I)) Naticjnal confession (sec

esp. 78, 95 and 106). Ps 105 celebrates the praises

of Jeh for His unfailing kindness to Israel; 106 tells

the tale of Israel's repeated rebellion.

(2) Seeking forgiveness.—Ps 61 is the penitent's

cry for mercy. Never did the soul of man plead
more powerfully for forgiveness. God cannot
despise a heart broken and crushed with the sense
of sin and pleading like a lost child for home and
mother.

(3) Conquering sin.—Ps 130 begins with a cry

out of the depths and ends with a note of joy over
redemi)tion from sin. The i)lenteous redemption
of which the poet speaks incdudes triumj)h over sin

in one's heart and hfe. The cries of the OT saints
for victory over sin were not unheeded (139 23 f;

19 13; 119 133). The author of Ps 84 truthfully
depicts th(^ life of Jeh's worshippers, "They go from
strength to strength." Victory over sin is sure in

the end.
The ancient Hebrew seems to have had no temp-

tation to ath(Msm or pantheism. The author of
Eccl felt the pidl of agnosticism and

4. Wres- materialism (Eccd 3 19-21; 9 2-10),
tling with but in the end he rejected both (12
Doubts 7.13 f). The ancient Hebrew found

in the world about him one difficulty

which seemed almost insuperable. He believed in

the wisdom and jiower and justice of God. How
then covdd it be i)ossible, in a world over which a
wise and just Ciod presides, that the wicked should
prosper and the righteous suffer? This is the
question which is hotly debated by Job and his

three friends. A partial solution of the difficulty

may be seen in Ps 37, the theme of which is 'the

brevity of gotUess ])rosperity, and the certainty that
well-doing will lead to well-being.' A better solu-

tion is attained in Ps 73, which depicts God's atti-

tude toward the wicked and toward the righteous.

The wicked will be suddenly overthrown, while the
righteous will live forever in the enjoyment of com-
munion with God. Not even death can sever him
from God. The fleeting pleasures of proud scoffers

pale into insignificance before the glories of ever-

lasting fellowship with God.
(1) Out of the depths of persecution and slander

the author of Ps 31 climbed into his refuge, as

he exclaimed, "In the covert of thy
5. Out of ])resence wilt thou hide them from the
the Depths ])k)ttingsof man: TIkju wilt keep them

secretly in a pavilion from the strife

of tongues." (2) Ps 77 is a stairway out of the
depths of suspense and anxiety. The exj^erience

of the author well illustrates Maclaren's epigram,
"If out of the depths we cry, wc shall cry ourselves
out of the depths." (3) The author of Ps 116
looked into the jaws of death. Perhaj^s no other ps
has so much to say of physical death. The singer

is filled with gratitude as he reviews the deadly })eril

from wdiich Jeh has saved him. (4) Ps 88 is

unique, because it is sad and plaintive from begin-
ning to end. The singer has long cricul for deliver-

ance from bodily weakness and from loneliness. (5)
Out of the depths of disaster and defeat the authors
of Pss 60, 74, 79 and 89 cry to God. The Bab exile

was a sore trial to jratriotic Jews. They mourned
over the destruction of their beautiful temple and
the holy city in which their fathers had worshipped.
The author of Ps 60 closes with hope and confi-

dence (60 12).

"Unquestionably in the Pss we reach the high-
water mark of OT practical piety, the best that

the OT can exhibit of heart-religion."

6. Ethical (1) What sort of man, then, would
Ideals the Pss acclaim as good?—-Ps 1 opens

with a vivid contrast between the
righteous and the wicked. Ps 15 is the most com-
jilete description of a good man to be found in the
Psalter. The picture is drawn in answer to the
question. What sort of man will Jeh receive as an
acceptable worshipper? The morality of the Bible
is rooted in r(digion, and the religion of the Bible
blossoms and bears fruit in the highest ethics known
to man. Ps 131 makes humility a jirirne quality
in real goodness. Ps 133 magnifies the spirit of
brotherly love. The social virtues had a large
place in the psalmists' ideals of goodness. Humility
and brotherly love are a guaranty of peace in the
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home, Iho church and the nation. Ps 24 4 is a

comi)cn(l of ethics in a single sentence.

(2) 77(c ethics of speech.—Even a casnal readinj;;

of the Ps8 must imjjress one with the fact that the
psalmists felt very keenly the lies and slanders and
boast in^H of the wicked. Stirred with righteous

indignation, they call upon God to awake and con-
front the blatant fo(\s of truth and righteousness

(see esp. Pss 12, 52 and 120).

(3) M itiislering to the needy.—Bit)le readers are

familiar with the ideal of the good man in .Job 29
12-16; 31 13-22. Ps 82 is a i)lea for justice.

Venal judges are one day to confront the great

Judge. Alen need fair play first. Perhaps there

will then be no occasion for the exercise of alms-
giving. Ps 41 is a plea for kindness. The Christian

reader is r(>minded of the words of Jesus, "Bl(;ssed

are the merciful: for they shall ol)tain mercy."
The Ideal Ruler is both just and beneficent (Ps 72
2.12-14).

To be a good Iov(^r on(> must know how to hate.

The excitement of battle throbs in many of the Pss.

The enemies of righteousness are vic-

7. Praying lorious and defiant, llieir taunts
against the drive the psalmists to importvmate
Wicked ])rayer. Jeh's honor is at stake and

His cause in jieril. More than 20 pss
contain prayer for the defeat and overthrow of the
wicked. Warlike imagery of the boldest kind is

found in many of the im{)recatory pss. To the
Christian reader some of the curses pronounced
against the wicked are startling and painful. Many
are led to wonder how such imprecations ever found
a place in the Bible. The most severe curses are
found in Pss 35, 69 and 109. Maclaren's wwds
are well worth reading as an introduction to Ps
109: "For no private injuries, or for those only in

so far as the suffering singer is a member of the com-
munity which represents God's cause, does he ask
the descent of God's vengeance, but for the insults

and hurts inflicted on righteousness. The form of
these maledictions belongs to a lower stage of
revelation; the substance of them, considered as
passionate desires for the destruction of evil, burn-
ing zeal for the triumph of truth, which is God's
cause, and uncjuenchable faith that He is just, is a
part of Chri.^itian perfection." Two remarks may
be made, as suggestions to the student of the Psalter:

(1) We ought to study the pss of imprecation in the
light of their origin. They arc poetry and not
prose; and De ^\'itt reminds us that the language
of oriental poetry is that of exaggerated passion.
Some of these imprecations pulse with the throb of
actual battle. Swords are drawn, and blood is

flowing. The champion of Jeh's peojile prays for
the overthrow of His foes. The enemies cursed
are men who break every moral law and defy God.
The Psalmist identifies himself with Jeh's cause.
"Do not I hate them, O Jeh, that hate thee? And
am not I grieved with those that rise up against
thee? I hate them with perfect hatred: They are
become mine enemies" (Ps 139 21 f). Thus the
psalmists pray with God's glory in view. (2) We
ought to use the imprecatory pss in the light of Om*
Lord's t(>aching. We cannot ])ronounce curses on
our personal enemies. This heavenly artillery may
be tvu-ned upon the saloon, the brothel and the
gambling hell, though we must not forget to pray
for the conversion of the persons who are engaged
in these lines of business.

"If a man die, shall he live again?" What
answer do the Pss give to Job's cry for light? There

are expressions in the Psalter which
8. The seem to forbid hope of a blessed im-
Future Life mortality (Ps 6 .5; 30 9; 39 13; 115

17). The psalmists are tempted to
fear that fellowship with God would cease at

death. Let this fact, however, be borne in mind,
that not one of t he p<)(>ts or prophets of Israel settled

down to a final denial of immortality. Some of
them had moments of joyous assurance of a ble.ssed

lif(> of fellowship with God in the world to come.
Lif(> (werlasting in the ))resence of Jeh is the pros-
])ect with which the author of Ps 16 refreshes him-
self (16 8-11). The vision of God's face after the
sle(^l) of death is better than worldlv prosperity
(17 13-15). The author of Ps 73 wins rest for
his distressed mind in the assurance of a fellowship
with God that cannot be broken (73 23-26). God
will finally take tlie singer to Himself. It has been
well said that Ps 49 registers the high-water mark
of ()T faith in a future life. Death becomes the
sh(>])herd of the wicked who trusted in riches, while
God redeems the righteous from the power of Sheol
and takes the believing soul to Himself.
Literature.—One of the most elaborate and inform-

ing articles on the history of the exposition of the Pss
is found in tlic Intro to Delitzsch's Comm. (pp. 64-87,
P]T). Among the Fathers, Jerome, Chrysostom and
Augustine are most helpful. Among the Reformers,
Calvin, tlie prince of expositors, is most valuaijie.
Among modern commentators, Ewald and Delitzsch
are scholarly and sane. Tlieir comms. are accessible
in Eng. tr. Hupfold is strong in grammatical exegesis.
Baothgen (1904) is very thorough. Among recent Eng.
and American commentators, the most helpful are
Perowne (6th ed, 1866), Maclaren in Expositor's Bible
(1890-92), and Kirkpatrick in Cambridge Bible (189:3-
95). Briggs in ICC (1906) is learned; Davison, New
Century Bible, is bright and attractive. Spurgeon,
Treasury of David, is a valuable compilation, chiefly from
the Puritan divines. Cheyne, The Book of Pss (1888)
and The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter (1891),
is quite radical in his critical views. Binnie, The Pss:
Their Origin, Teachings and Use (1886), is a fine intro-
duction to the Psalter. Robertson, The Poetry and Re-
ligion of the Pss (1898), constructs an able argument
against recent radical views.

John Richard Sampey
PSALMS, IMPRECATORY, im'prC-ka-to-ri, im-

pre-ka'ter-i. See Psalms, VI, 7.

PSALTER, sol'ter (PSALMS), OF SOLOMON.
See Apocalyptic Litekatiire, III, 1; Between
THE Testaments, IV, 1, (1), (6).

PSALTERY, s6I'ter-i. Sec Music.

PSALTIEL, sol'ti-el: Svr and RVm = "Phaltiel"
of 2 Esd 5 16.

PSEUDO-MATTHEW, sfi'do-matliTi, GOSPEL
OF. See Apocryphal Gospels, III, 1, (/>).

PSYCHOLOGY, si-kol'5-ji:

1. Introduction: Scop(> of Bililical Psycliology
2. Nature and Origin of tlio Soul
.3. False Theories
4. Crcationism and Traducianism
.5. Trichotomy
6. Scriptural Terms
7. Pauline Expressions
8. Monism and Otlier Theories
9. The Fall of Man

10. Effects of the Fall
1 1

.

Death as a Problem
12. Immortality of the Soul
Literature

The extravagant claims matle by some writers

for a fully developed system of Bib. ])sychology has
brought the whole subject into dis-

1. Intro- repute. So much so, that Hofmann
duction: (Schriftbcweis) has boldly asserted that

Scope of "a system of Bib. psychology has
Biblical been got together without any justi-

Psychology fication for it in Scripture." At the
outset, therefore, it must be borne in

mind that the Bible does not present us with a
systematized philosophy of man, but gives in popu-
lar form an account of human nature in all its

various relationships. A reverent study of Scrip-

ture will undoubtedly lead to the recognition of a
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well-defined system of psychology, on which the
whole scheme of redemption is based. Great truths

regartling human nature are presupposed in and
accepted by the OT and the NT; stress is there
laid on other aspects of truth, unknown to writers

outside of revelation, and presented to us, not hi the
language of the schools, but in that of practical

life. Alan is there described as fallen and degraded,
but intended by God to be raised, redeemefl, re-

newed. From this point of view Bib. psychology
must be studied, and our aim should be "to bring
out the views of Scripture regarding the nature, the
life and life-destinies of the soul, as they are de-
termined in the history of salvation" (Delitzsch,
Bibl. P.sych., L5).

As to the origin of the soul. Scripture is silent.

It states very clearly that life was inbreathed into

man by Cfod (HE'^'l, ivayijipixth;

2. Nature LXX ivecp^crrja-eVj eriephusesen; Vulg
and Origin inspiravit). The human being thus
of the Soul inspired by God was thereby consti-

tuted a )icj}l/(',sh hayyuh ("living soul"),
because the idshmnlh hayyiin ("breath of lives")

had been imjiarted to him (Gen 2 7). Beyond
this the first book of the Bible does not go. In
later books the doctrine is taught with equal clear-
ness. Thus in the Bcjok of Job: "The Spirit of
God hath made me, and the breath of the Almighty
giveth me life" (Job 33 4). The difference in

expression should be carefully noted. The "living
soul" (LXX psuche zosa) is made to depend U])on,

as it has its origin in, the "breath of lives" (LXX
pnotzoes). The n^shfimdh ("breath") is character-
istic of man—though it is very rarc^ly, if ever, at-
tril)uted to anim.ils; man is described as a being
'in whose nostrils is but a birath' {n'shdmuh) (Isa

2 22). That "breath" is 'God's breath in man'
(Job 32 S; 34 14), or, as it is rejn-esente<l in Prov
20 27, "The spirit of man [tiishnuiih] is the lamp of
Jell." In the NT Paul evidently refers to this view
of man's origin in the statement that "the first man
Atlam became a living soul. The last Adam ....
a life-giving [quickening] spirit" (1 Cor 15 4.5).

This too agrees with what Christ has said : "It is t he
spirit that giveth life fquickeneth]" (Jn 6 iV-i),

and with what Paul himself has stated elsewhere
in the Ep. to the Rom (8 2): "The Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus made me free from the law of sin and
of death."

Scripture therefore repudiates all doctrines of
emanation, by which is meant a natural, forth-fiowing

life from God into the human sphere;
3. False it teaches a doctrine of creation, where-
Theories by it declai-es that the Almighty acts

with deliberation and design, in fr(>e

choice, and not of necessity. "Let us make man"
is the sublime utterance of Divine wisdom and
power. Nor does Scripture teach the preexistence

of the soul—a do(,'trine foinid in the extra-canonical,
platonically inspired Book of \Msd (8 19.20), "For
I was a child of parts, and a good soul fell to my
lot; nay rather, being good, I came into a body
undefiled." This doctrine was well known to Jewish
writers, and was taught in Talm and Kabbalah.

"All souls were, accordiriK to the Talra. created and
kci)t ill secret from the first moment of creation. As
creatures of the hi^licst splieri! they arc omniscient; liut
at th(^ moment of birth in a human body an an^el touches
the lips of the child, so that he forgets whatcncr has l)een

"

(Emanuel Dcutsch, The Talmud). The doctrine, how-
ever, must be a later importation into Jewish theolofi.N'
through Plato and Philo. It nnninds iis of Vergil (.'K ntnl
vi.713), who makes the souls—dcvstined by the Fates to
inhabit n(>w bodies on earth—drink of the waters of
LetlK! (forgetfIllness), so as to remove all remembrance
of the joys of Elysium:
"The souls that throng the flood.
Are tlioso to whom by Kate an^ other bodies owed;
In Lethe's lake they long oblivion tastt;

Of future life sccur(\ forgetful of the past."

According to the KnliUalnii, souls are supposed to liave an
ideal as well as a real prei'xistence: " iilral as cnuuiations
iromlhe sphirotli, whicli -mw themselves emanations from
the infiniti^ real, as having been 'created' at a detinito
time" (cf Eric BischolV, De Kabbala).

The doctrine with some modifications passed into

the Christian chin-ch, was accejited by Justin
Martyr, Theodoretus, Origen and others of the
church Fath(>rs, but bectime obsolete by the latter

part of the 4th cent, (cf Shedd, Ili.st of Christian.

Doctrine, II, 9). It was formally condemned by a
synod held at Constantinople in the (ith cent. In
later times it was accepted in modified form by
Kant, Schelling and others, and was sjiecially de-
fended by Julius Miiller, who held that the soul

had a timeless i)reexi.stence and underwent a fall

before the final act, whereby it was united in time
to the body as its temjiorary home (Ein atisscr-

zeitlicher Vrzusland niid Urfall). Reference is

sometimes made to Jer 1 5, where Jeli addresses

Ilis servant: "Bcfcu'e 1 formed thee in the belly 1

knew thee; and before thou camest forth out of

the womb I sanctifietl thee; I have apjiointed thee

a prophet unto the nations." But this text gives

no warrant to the doctrine as taught by the writers

mentioned. All that may be conceded is, what
Delitzsch has termed "an ideal preexistence," i.e.

"a ])reexistence, not onh' of man as such, but also

of the nidividual and of all: a jjreexistence in the
Divine knowledge, which ])reced(>s the (>xistence in

the individual consciousness" {Bibl. Psyeh., 4G).

A nvw question arises at this point, viz. Is the soul a
special creation'^ Is it derived from the parents'.'

Opinions are and have been divided on
4 Prpation *'''^ Jioint. Many have supi)orted the
'i. v^reauon- tii^ory of Creationism, by which is meant
ism and
Traducian
ism

that in every instance where a new indi-
vidual comes into Iieing a soul is siiecially
created by God. de nihiln, to inhatiit the
new-formed body. This vu'W of the
soul's birth found great favor in the early

church. It was dominant in the East and was advo-
cated in the West. ".Iiu-ome asserts that (iod quatidie
fabricatur nniinaK, and cit(>s Scriptun^ in jjPoof" (Shedd,
op. cit., II, 11). Scholastic theologians in tlu^ Middle
Ages, Roman Catholic divines. Reformed orthodoxy
uiiheld the theory. Tliough finding littli; supjiort in
Scripture, they a|)pealed to such texts as the following:
"He fashioneth th(>ir hearts alik(>" (Ps 33 l.-)AV);
.leh "formeth tlii^ si)ii-it of man wit hin him" C/a'c 12 1);
"The spirit returneth unto Cod who gave it" (Eccl 12
7; cf Nu 16 22; He 12 9); "Cod, the; Cod of tli(!

sijirits of all llesh" (Xu 27 IG)—of which Delitzsch
declared: "There can hardly be a more classical proof-
text for creationism" {liibi. p.-iijcli., i:57).

Traducianism again has found e<iual support in th(!

Christian church. It declared that the pareiUs were
r(>sponsible, not m(T(^ly for the bodies, but also for the
souls of their offspring

—

per Iraducem vel per prapatlinem
(i.e. by direct dcn-ivation, in the ordinary way of proi)a-
gation). Tertullian was a strong suppoi-t(u' of tliis view:
"The soul of man, like the shoot of a tree, is drawn out
(deducta) into a physical prog(^ny from Adam, the
parent stock" (Shedd, UiKt of Doetrine, II, 14). Jerome
remarked that in his day it was adojited by tuaximn jjars

occidentalium ("the large majority of western theolo-
gians"). Leo tin; Great (d. 4(5 1) asserted that "the
(Catholic faith teaches that every man with reference to
the substance of his soul as well as of his body is formed
in the womb" (Sh(>dd). Augustine, however, though
doctrinally inclincxl to support the claims of Traducian-
ists, kept an op(>n mind on the subject: "You may
blame, if you will, my lu>sitation," he, wrot(\ " becausi;
I do not ventiirc! to afhrm or deny that of which I am
ignorant." And, jx-rhaiis, this is the safest attitude to
assume; for there is little Scriptural warraiU for either
theory. Birth is a mystery which l)afTles investigation,
and .Scripture throws no light upon that mystery. Yet
some who have discussed this sii!)ject have tried tictuall.v

to calculate the very day on which the soul is creat(>d
or infused into the body, as it is being formed in the
mother's womb— in boys on the 4()t h day after preg-
nancy and in girls on the SOtli. This indeed is the
reduetio ad absurd urn of Creationism.

Whichever theory we accept, the difflculties are great
either way. For if God creates a soul, that soul must be
pure and sinless and stainless at birth. How then can
it bo said that man is "conceived" as well as "born in
sin" ? If th(! impure, sin-stain(Hl body contaminates the
pure, unstaintHl soul by contact, why cannot llu^ stainless
soul disinfect tlu; contaminated body? And again, if

every individual soul is a special creation by direct
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int(-rp(>sili()ii of tlio Almighty, what becomes of the
unity and solidarity of tlu; race? Is its connection with
Adam tlien j)iiri'ly one of physical or corporceal genera-
lion ? Crt^ationisni cannot account for tlio birth of the
soul. Nor can Tradncianism. P\)ritcan account ncith(!r
for the origin, nor for thi^ hereditary taint of the soul.
It lands us in a hopeless dilemma. In tlio oni; case wo
fall l)aclv upon Oreationism with its diflieulties; in the
otlier, we plunge into a matcu-ialism which is eciually
fatal to the theory (cf Bavinck, Gcrcformeerdc Dogmnlick,
II, <)2()). P(>rhaps the words of Petrus Lombardus,
though frequently misunderstood and misapplied, throw
most liglit on the subject—a light, however, which is

little more than "darkness visible"

—

crrn/ido in.fnndit
eas Dcus, ct iiifundendo crcat ("in creating (iod infused
[the soull; and in infusing lie creates"). The problem
is and remains insoluble.

Passing allusion may be made to another very curiotis
theory, to which reference is made by Martensen
{Chri.sih'rhe Ethik, I, 107). It bears upon hiunan indi-
viduality, as impressed not only upon the soul, but also
upon the body. The soid and the bod.v are reijrcsented
as arising at the same mom(!nt, but the latter (not in
regard to its physico-chemical composition, but in other
respects) is the resultant of sonl-influmices, whatever
these may be. The soul therefore ex(>rcises a formative
influence upon the body, with which it is united. This
theory is attributed by Marlejisen to G. E. Stahl, who
died in Berlin in 17.34, as physician to the royal family.
We are here in a region when^ the way is barred—"a
palpable obscure" without the light of day.

The next important question which has occnpierl

many minds is equally difficult of solution—the
theory of Tripnrtilion. Is man com-

5. Tri- i)osed of "body" and "soul" (dichot-

chotomy omy) only, or is a third to be added
to the two, so that "spirit" is another

element in the constitution of human nature
{(richolo77iy)? Either theory is supposed to be
supported by Scri[)ture, and both have had their

defenders in all ages of the church. Where the
tripartite division has found favor, soul and spirit

have been distinguished from each other, as man's
lower is distinguished from his higher nature;
where dichotomy prevailed, soul and spirit were
represented as manifestations of the same spiritual

essence. Under the influence of Platonic j)hilosophy,

trichotomy found favor in the early church, but
was discredited on account of the Apollinarian
heresy. The threefold division of human nature
into soma ("body"), psuche ("soul"), pneuma
("spirit") had been accepted by many when
Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea (d. 382), attempted
to explain the mystery of Christ's person by teach-
ing that the Logos (or second person of the Trinity)

had taken the place of the rational soul in Christ,

so that the person of Christ on earth consisted of

the Divine Logos, a human body, and a soul (psuche)

as the link between the two.

For the tripartite division of human nature two
texts are specially brought into the discussion:

viz. 1 Thess 5 23, "May your spirit and soul and
body be preserved entire, without blame"—a text

which is popularly interpreted as conveying that
"soul" stands for "our powers natural—those we
have by nature," and that by "spirit" is meant
"that life in man which in his natural state can
scarcely be said to exist at all, but which is to
be called out into power and vitality by regenera-
tion" (F. W. Robertson, Sermons). There is very
little warrant in Scripture for such interpretation.

"The language docs not require a distinction of
organs or substances, but may be accounted for

by a vivid conception of one substance in differeyit

relations anrl under different aspects. The two
terms are used to give exhaustive expression to the
whole being and nature of man" (Davidson, OT
Theology, 13.5). There is evidently no distinction
of essence here—viz. of a soul distinct from the
spirit, and a body distinct from either. In his
"fervid desire for the complete and perfect sancti-
fication of his disciples, the apostle accumulates
these terms" in order to empha.size the doctrine of
an entire renewal of the whole man by the working

of the Holy Spirit. It has been pointed out (A.
Kuyper, Het werk v. d. Ileiligen Geest, III, 101)^
and this must be carefully borne in mind—that
"the ai)Ostle does not use the word holomereis, 'in

all your parts,' and then summarize these parts in
body, soul anrl spirit, but holoteleis, a word that has
no reference to the parts, but to the telos, the end
or aim. Calvin interprets 'soul' and 'spirit' here
as referring to our rational and moral existence, as
thinking, willing beings, both modes of operation
of the one, undivided soul."
The next text to which an appeal is made is He

4 12: "The word of (!od is living, and active, and
sharper than any two-edg(!d sword, and i)iercing
even to the dividing of soul and spirit, of both
joints and marrow, and quick to discern the thoughts
and intents of the heart." Here spirit, soul and
heart are brought into close correspondence, with
heart evidently as the center of personality, mani-
festing itself in soul and spirit. The only question
is, whether the dividing which takes i)lace by the
piercing word of God is one within the soul and
spirit, causing a complete exposure of the inner man,
a cutting asunder of all that composes his nature,
or one between the soul and spirit, causing a di-

vision between them as separate parts of human
nature. The probability lies with the first of these
two contradictory views. The writer evidently
meant that, as a sharp two-edged sword pierces to
the very marrow in its sundering process, so the
sword of the spirit cuts through all obstacles,
])ierces the very heart, lays bare what hitherto was
hidden to all observers, even to the man himself,
and "discerns" the "thoughts and intents," which
in the unity of soul and spirit have hitherto been
kept in the background. "The meaning is rather,
that the word of God pierces and dissects both the
soul and spirit, separates each into its parts, subtle
though they may be, and analyzes their thoughts
and intents" (Davidson, op. cit., 187). At any
rate, to found a doctrine of Trichotomy on an iso-

lated, variously interpreted text is dangerous in the
extreme. The language of metaphor is not the
language of literal speech; and here evidently we
are in the region of metaphor.
The ground is now cleared for a fuller investiga-

tion of the meaning of these terms:
(1) The terms are used inter-

6. Scrip- changeably, though they are not
tural Terms synonymous. Lebhabh ("heart"),

nephesh ("soul"), ru"h ("spirit") are
very closely connected in the OT. The heart is

there represented as "the organ, the spirit as the
principle, the soul as the subject^ of life" (Cremer,
Lexicon). Hence we read that "out of it [the heart

]

are the issues of life" (Prov 4 23). Dying is rep-
resented as the surrender of soul (Gen 35 18; Job
11 20), but also of spirit (Ps 31 5; 146 4). The
dead are called souls (Rev 6 9; 20 4), and also

spirits (He 12 23; 1 Pet 3 19). In the last

mentioned text the "spirits in ])rison" are also called

"souls." The liv^ing are described as "disturbed"
or "grieved" in sotd (Jgs 10 16), "vexed" (Jgs 16
16), "discouraged" (Nu 21 4), "weary" (Zee 11
8); but also as in "anguish of spirit" (Ex 6 9),

"impatient in spirit" (Job 21 4, in the Heb),
'straitened in spirit' (Mic 2 7). At death the
"spirit" departs (Ps 146 4, in the Heb), but also

the "soul" (Gen 35 18). As in the OT so in the
NT, Our Lord "sighed," or "was troubled in the
spirit" (Jn 13 21); but we also read that His
soul was "exceeding sorrowful," or troubled (Mt
26 38; Jn 12 27). See Spirit; Soul; Heart.

(2) And yet there is a distinction, whatever the
real nature of it may be. In Mary's Magnificat,

e.g., we find the two combined in an interesting

manner: "My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my
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spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour" (Lk 1

46.47), the one clause "referring to the personal
emotions of Mary, to her feelings ns a woman and
a mother, all of which find an outlet in adoration,"
the second clause "api)earhig to indicate the mo-
ment when, in the iirofoimdest depths of her being,

by the touch of the Divhie spirit, tlie promise of the
angel was accomplished in her" (Godet, in loc).

A like contrast meets us in the story of Gethsemane.
The Master was 'exceeding sorrowful in soul' (i.e.

the emotional, sensitive center of His being was in

deep sorrow), the disciples wcn'e 'willing in spirit,'

but 'weak in the^Zcs/i' (Mt 26 38.41). In the OT
we find that when a man dies his "soul" departs,
and when he is restored to life his "soul" returns
(1 K 17 22); but when consciousness or life-

l)ow('r ret.urns to one not dead, "spirit" is used
(Gen 45 27; Jgs 15 19; IS 30 12; 1 K 10 5).

Even in ])opuhir language tlu; distinction is recog-
nized: we speak of so nuuiy "souls," not "spirits,"

as having i)erished.

(3) From all this it would appear that philo-
sophic distinction or scientific accuracy of expression
is not met with in Scrii)ture. Man is there repre-
sented as a imity, and the various terms employetl
to indicate that unity in its diversity of activities

or ])assivities do not necessarily imply the existence
of difTer<>nt essences, or of separate organs, through
which these are rcsalized. Psychical action is some-
times ascribed to the body, as well as to the soul,

for soul and body are insei)arably united to each
other. It is the possession of a soul which makes
the body what it is; and on the otlier hand, a soul
without a body is untliinkable. The resurre(;tion

of the body therefore is no mere figment of the
creeds. The bodj' is God's work (Job 10 S), in-

separable from the life of the soul. In the NT it is

si)oken of as "the house on eartli" {epigcios oikia),

the "tabernacle" or tent ])repared for the occupant
(skenos) (1 Cor 12 18; 2 Cor 4 7; 5 1). In tlu>

OT "we have such metaphorical expressions as
'hous(>s of clay'; or, as in post-Bib. writings,

'eartlily taliernacle.' In the latest, we have words
whicli suggest a hollow, a framework, or a sheath,
favoring tiie Gr id(>a of the body as the husk or
clothing of the .soul" (Laidlaw). Ilencein Scripture,

spirit and soul are hiterchangeably used with body
for human nature in general, not as though indi-

cating three sei)arate entities, but as denoting a
parallelism which brings out the full i)ersonality of
man. Soul and body are threatened with destruc-
tion (Mt 10 28); body without si)irit is a corpse
(Jas 2 2G); soul and spirit are interchangeably
united: "Stand fast in one spirit, with one soul

strivuig," etc_(Phil 1 27).

(4) (lathering all together, the Scriptural posi-

tion seems to be as follows: The Divine Si)irit is

the source of all life, and its power is communicatcnl
in the physical, intellectual and moral sphere.

That Spirit, as the spii-itus spirtins, the inspiring

sjjirit, by its very breath makes man a living soul:

"The s])irit [or breath] of God is in my nostrils"

(Job 27 3); "Thou takest away their breath
[riT^h, "sjjirit"], they die, and return to their dust"
(Ps"l04 29). Hence God is called "God of the
spirits of all flesh" (Nu 1622; 27 IG).

Soul, though identical with si)irit, has shades of

meaning which spirit has not; it stantls for the in-

dividual. "Man is spirit, because he is dependent
upon God. Man is soul, bcn-ause, unlike the
angels, he has a body, which links him to earth.

He is animal as possessing anima, but he is a reason-
ing animal, which distinguishes him from the brute"
(Bavinck, Ger. Dogm.,ll, 628).

(.5) In this connection stress may be laid upon
some of Paul's expressions. He exhorts the Philij)-

pians to "stand fast in one s{)irit [pneuma], with

one soul [psuche] striving for tlie faith" (Phil 1

27). He exhorts them to be "of the same mind"
(siVmpsuclioi, Phil 2 2); he ho])cs to

7. Pauline be "of good comfort" (ctipsitrJid, Phil 2
Expressions 19); lie knows of 'no man likeminded,

[isop.siiclioii], who [would] care truly
for [their] state' (Phil_2 20). Everywhere there-

fore we have "soul" in various combinations to

indicate the mental attitude, which in the "fellow-

shij) of the Spirit" he would assume toward his

readers, and his readers would atloi)t toward him-
self. There cannot b(! th(n"efore that subtle dis-

tinction which men have found in the terms "spirit"

and "soul," as tliough two separate essenc(vs were
housed in one body. The text hi Job (33 4), "The
Spirit of God hath made me, and the breath of the
Almighty giveth me life," is the key to the wliole

l)roblem. The spiriliis spirans becomes the sjiiritus

spiratus—the inspiring si)irit becomes in man the
life which is expired, outbreathed by man, in both
soul and spirit. "Soul," therefore, may well stand
for the personal, living, animated being—the suffer-

ing, acting, tliinking, reasoning, dynig creature,

"whose breath is in Ids nostrils." Christ gave His
'soul' (psuche) for His sheep (Jn 10 11). On the

cross He Himself exclaimed: "Into thy hands I

commend my spirit" {piwuinu) (Lk 23 4(1). Spirit

may tlierefore hi(licat(! the all-eml)racing power,
guiding the inward and the outward life

—

princi-

pium illud internum ex quojluunt actiones, is Bengel's

comment on Ejih 2 2 (cf Lk 9 5.') AV; 4 36).

Hence by an easy gradation it may stand for the

abysmal dei)ths of jxTsonality; while "soul" would
express man's individuality in general. See Soul;
Spirit.

Pauline phraseology has somewhat confused the

issue; at any rate, new meanings, not obvious to the

reader, have been assigned to various t(>rms. Paul
contrasts the psyckicnl and the 'pneumatic, the man
under the nifluence of the Divine pneuma, and the

man as influenced by his own psuche. The psy-

chical man is man in his natural, unr(>g(>nerate state,

I)sychical in this connection being almost ctiuivalent

to carnal; while the pneumatic man would be the

man guided and directed by the Spirit from on high.

Nature and grace are contrast (xl in tlie two t( rms
as thefirst and second Adam are contrasted in 1 Cor
15 45—the first Adam being described as a living

psuche ("soul"), the second as a life-giving pyieuma

("spirit"). Even so the psijchicalhody is the body
intended, fitted to bear the pstiche, while the pneu-

matic body is evidently the body capable of bearing

the pneuma. Hence the one is corruptible and
weak, the other Hicorruptil)le and full of power.

The soul confin(>d to the carnal body uses it as an
organ, till it falls into decay and no longer lends

itself to such use. The spirit, in constant fellow-

ship with the Divine Sjiirit, communicates its

energy to a body fitted to be the bearer of this

renewed life, spiritualizes that organ, makes that

body its docile instrument, enables the body to fulfil

its wishes and thoughts, with inexhaustible jiower of

action, "as we even now see the artist using his

voice or his hand with marvelous freechnn and thus

foreshadowing the perfect spiritualizing of the

body."
Other questions call for discussion here: they may

be briefly touched upon. Scrijiture acknowledges

a dualism, which recognizees the sepa-

8. Monism rate existence of soul a//f/ body. It re-

and Other jects a monism, which mak(>s man but

Theories "a doublefaced unity" (Bain); or con-

siders mind and body as equally un-

real, and as "aspects," "appearances," "sides" of one

and the same reality (scientific monism). It knows
nothing of mere idealism, which makes mind the

only reality, of which matter is but a manifestation,
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nor of ni(il( ridlisni, wliicli considers iiiatilcr as (liut,

which alone is substantial, while mind is a inci-c'

product of the l)rain (iracckel). It does not su])-

jiort the theory of luirtuohia yrdCHtabilita—i)re-

established harmony, wher(4)y

"Our birth is but a slocp and a forgotliug;,"

because soul and body were miited in liarmonious
action b(>fore the individual was called into active
Ix'inS, body and soul acting in harmony after
cremation like two clocks accurately r(»gulatcd, point-
ing to the same hour on the dial plate, though driven
by different springs (Leil)nitz). Scripture has no
theory. It deals with facts and facts only in so far

as they bear upon the history of num's sin and man's
redemi)tion. It throws no light on many ijroblems
raised by science or philoso])hy. It does not dis-

cuss origins—the origin of evil, of matter, of mind.
"All is of God" is the Scrii)tural answer to many
questions. Thus the relation of mind lo body is

and remains a mystery—as great as t!:(> relation

between the forces in Nature, to which tlie names
of light and electricity have been given. Science
has attem])te(l to explain that myst(-iy and has
failed. The words of Shenstone (Cornhill Maga-
zine, 1907) may be api)li(;d to all psychical prob-
lems, outside of Holy Writ, which by liim were
applied to those scientific questions which remain
unanswered in spite of all our efforts at solution:

''We are still verj^ far from knowing definitely that
atoms are composed entirely of electrons or that
electrons are nothing else than electric charges; and
though electrons have been shown to exhibit electric

inertia, it has not been proved that the inertia of

atoms also is electrical." The mystery of matter is

great; that of soul is greater still.

The next question which falls to bo discussed is the
influence of the fall of man upon his soul. Scrijjture is

clear upon the point. Man's fall from a

9 The Fall primeval state of innocence is there told

f -j^ in unam])iguous terms, though the word
or iVian itself is not found in the narrative, except

perhaps in Eom 11 11.12, where allusion
is made to the fall (pardptoma) of Israel. With the
origin of evil Scripture apparently does not concern
itself, though it clearly states that man's sinful condition
stands in direct connection with the transgression of
Adam, as in Kom 5 12, where the introduction of sin
(hamartla) into the world (kosmos) is spoken of as the
act of one man (s.c. Adam), hamartia being evidently
taken as a power of evil working in tlie world of men.
The OT allusion in Hos 6 7 can liardly be referred to
Adam's transgression; at any rate the reference is
doubtful. AV renders the passage: "They like men
have transgressed the covenant," though the revisers
have trd; "But tliey like Adam have transgressed the
covenant." The German and Dutch VSS give the same
interpretation to the verse: "like Adam." The LXX
takes the term as an appellative {has dnthrdpos, "as man"),
but the Vulg refers the transgression to Adam {sicut
Adam transgressi sunt). The other allusions in the OT
to this event are slight, as in Job 31 33; Kzk 28 13.15.
In the NT, however, the references are much more fre-
quent, esp. in the writings of .lohn and of 8t. Paul (cf
.In 8 44; 1 Jn 3 8; 2 C^or 11 3; 1 Tim 2 14). The
strong parallelism between Adam and Christ in Rom 5
12-21, the obedience of the one bringing freedom, while
tliat of the other brought woe, and the contrast in 1 Cor
15 22 between Adam and Christ throw sufficient light
on the question at issue.

jModern science, under the influence of the evolution-
ary hypothesis, has eliminated or at least has attempted
to eliminate the factor of the Fall. That "fall" has
l)jen interpreted as a "ri.se," the "descent" is supposed
to have been a real "ascent." Far down the ages,
millenniums ago, "a miserable, half-starved, naked
vvniteh, just emerged from the bestial condition, torn
with fierce passions, and fighting his way among his
compeers with low-browed cunning" (Orr, Christian
View of God, 180) must have emerged somehow out of
darkness into light. " We are no longer," says Professor
J. A. Thomson, "as those who look back to a paradise
in which man fell; we are as those 'who, rowing hard
against the stream, see distant gates of Eden gleam, and
do not dream it is a dream' " (Bible of Nature, 226).
If science definitely teaches that man has arisen by slow,
insensible gradations from the brute, and no further
word may be said on the subject, then indeed the prob-
lem of human sin is utterly inexplicable. There can
then bo no agreement between the Bib. conception and

(li(^ evolu(ioiia)-y theory as so presented. For primitive
niiui's transgi-essioti would under such circumstances
he l)ut the natural expression of brute i)assion, to which
the name of sin in the CJhrislian sense can Iiardly be
ai)plied. But if for "minute" and "insensible" grada-
tions in tlie evolutionary process be substituted the
"mutations," "U^sips" or "lifts," to which an increasing
luimbc-r of I'volutionisls are appealing; if primitive man
be not i)ictured as a semi-animal, subjc^ct to brutish
impulse and passion; if with man a new start was made,
a "lift" occurred in the process of development under
the guiding and directing influence of Almighty power,
the problem assumes a different shape. A sinless crea-
ture, transgressing the moral law, is then not an tm-
scientific assumption; conscience asserting itself as the
voice Divine within the luunan soul is then not only
possil^le, but actual and real, in the history of man's
earliest progenitors. The Bib. narrative will after all
remain as the most reasonable explanation of man's
original condition and his terrible fall. In tliat narra-
tive will be found enshrined the "shadowing tradition"
of a real, historic cv(>nt, wliich has influenccKl the human
race through all the ag(>s. Professor Driver, writing
under the strong influence of the evolutionary theory,
and accepting as "the law stamped upon the entire
range of organic natun;, progress, gradual advance from
lower to higlKU-, from the h^ss perfect to the more perfect,"
has wisely remarked that "man failed in the trial to
which he was exposed, that sin has entered into the
world .... and that through the whole course of tiio
race it has be(>n attended by an element of moral dis-
order, and thus it has been marred, perverted, impeded
or drawn back" (Driver, Genesis, 57). See P^all, The.

An equally serious question arises as to the
effects of the fall of man. Shame, corruption, death is

the answer given by the OT and NT.
10. Effects ''In the day that thou eatest thereof
of the thou shalt surely die" (Gen 2 17)
Fall was the judgment pronoimced upon

man. By this was evidently meant
'"death" as a physical and as a spiritual fact. Man
was doomed. The posse non mori, which accord-
ing to older theologians was man's privilege, was
lost and was succeeded by a punishment of which
the 7ion posse non viori was the doom, i.e. the possi-

bility of immortal life was followed by the impossi-
bility of not suffernig death. Not as though im-
mortality was absolutelj' lost; for with sin came
decay, degeneration, death, not of the inbreathed
si)irit, but of the body into which the soul was
breathed by God. But even the body is imperish-
able. It imdergoes change, but not extinction.

The resurrection-body has become a i)0ssibility

through the atonement and resurrection of Christ.
The tabernacle is removed, but renewed. The
body is not a prison house, but a temple; not an
adjunct but an integral ])art of the human being.
The Bible teaches not only a resiu'rection-body, but
a transformed body (Rom 12 1). It speaks not
only of a soul to be saved, but of a body to be re-

deemed. Scripture alone accounts for death and
explains it.

With modern evolutionists death is an unsolved
problem. Weissmann {Essays on Heredity) main-

tains on the one hand that "death is

11. Death not an essential attitude of matter"
as a (p. lo9), and on the other, "it is only
Problem from the point of view of utility that

we can understand the necessity of

death" (p. 23), and again "death is to be looked
upon as an occurrence which is advantageous to

the species as a concession to the outer conditions
of life, and not as an absolute necessity, essentially

inherent in life." He even speaks of "the immor-
tality of the i^rotozoa," because "an immense num-
ber of the lower organisms" are not subject to

death (ib, 26). Death therefore according to him
has been "acquired secondarily as an adaptation,"
and must in a certain sense be unnatural. It is

indeed "one of the most difficult problems in the
whole range of physiology." If this be so, we
may safely turn to Scripture for an explanation of

the problem, which has a value peculiarly its own.
"By man came death" is the authoritative declara-
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tioii, Iiecausc ))> man cainc .sin. "In Adam all die,"

because through Adam came sin. Here wc may
safely leave the i)rol)lem, because "by man" will

come "resurrection from the dead." See Death.
But if the body is mortal, is the soul immortal?

On this point the NT gives no uncertain sound, and
though the doctrine be not as clearly

12. Immor- expressed in the OT, yet even there
tality of kinship with God is man's guaranty
the Soul for everlasting communion with Him

(cf Ps 73) . Jol) hniged for sucli fellow-

ship, which to him and to the OT saints before and
after him was life. In memorable words he gave
utterance to the hope which was in him: 'I know
that my Redeemer liveth .... and after my skin
[read "body"] .... has been destroyed, yet from
my flesh shall I see God; whom I shall see for mA'-
self, and mine eyes shall behold and not another'
(Job 19 25). Ilosea, the mourner, is res[)onsible

for that sviblime utterance, which in its NT form is

recited at the graveside of those who die in the
Lord : "I will ransom them from the ])ower of Sheol

;

I will redeem them from death: O death, where
are thy ])lagues? O Sheol, where is thy destruc-
tion?" (13 14). Reference may also be made to
the words of Isaiah (26 19): "Thy dead shall live;

my dead bodies shall arise. Awake and sing, ye
that dwell in the dust." Still clearer is the note
sounded by Daniel (12 2.3): "Many of them that
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to
everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
conteinpt. And they that are wise shall shine as
the brightness of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever
and ever." In one word, the OT saint based all

his hope and felIow.ship on God. That hope
strengthened his soul when he shuddered at the
darkness of Sheol. "It overleaps Sh(H)l in the vigor
of his faith." In the Pss we And the same hope
expressed on almost every ])age: "As for me, 1

shall behold thy face in right(H)usness; I shall b(>

satisfied, when I awake, with beholding ihy form"
(AV "with thy likeness," Ps 17 lo); and again:
"Thou wilt not leave my soul to Sheol; neither
wilt thou suffer thy holy one to see corruption.

.... In thy presence is fulness of joy; in thy
right hand there are i)leasures for ev(>rmore" (16
10.11). Whatever the ultimate verdict of science
may be regarding the "utility" of death in regard
to the human race, Scrij)ture considers it abnormal,
imnatural, a punLshment, an infliction, the result

of man's wrongdoing and his transgression of the
law of God. But death in Holy Writ is not a hope-
less separation of body and soul. The NT sounds
a note even clearer than the OT; for Christ has
brought "life and immortality to light." "Wc
know," says Paul, "that we have a building from
God," after the dissolution of our tabernacle (2 Cor
5 1); and that is but the necessary corollary to

Christ's great utterance: "I am the uksuhuection,
AND THE life" (Jn 11 25).

Literature.—Beck, Umriss der hihli.-frhen Seelen-
lehre, ET; Hofmann, Srhriflheweis; Di'litzsch, System
of Bib. Psychology; Oohler, OT Theology; Wendt, Die
Beijriffe Fleisch u. Geist, etc; Dick.son, St. Paul's Use
of the Flesh and Spirit; Crcmor, Bihl.-theol. WiJrterbuch,
etc; Herzog, RE, arts, "(jeist" and "Senile"; Laid-
law, liihle Doctrine of Man; Orr, God's Image in Man;
Davidson, UT Theology.

J. I. Marais
PTOLEMAIS, tol-C-ma'is (nroXtiiats, Ptolemais)

:

Same as "Acco" in Jgs 1 31. Ptolemais was the
most promin(;nt town on the Phoen seacoast in

Maccabean times (1 Mace 5 15.55; 10 1.58. GO;
12 48), and is once mentioned in the NT in Acts
21 7 a.s a seaport at which Paul landed for one
day, visiting the "brethren" in the place. See
Acco; Phoenicia.

PTOLEMY, tol'c-mi (LlToXeixaios, I'lolonaio.s,

but usually called Ptolcm}-— "the Warlike"):
The name Ptol(>my is rather coimnon from the days
of Alexander the Great, but is best known as the
dynastic name of the 13 (14) Macedonian kings of

L]gypt (323-43 BC) (as Pharaoh in the OT) . Those
of interest to the Bib. student are:

(1) Ptolemy I, surnamed Soter (Soittjp, Sultr,

"Savior"), called also Ptolemy Lagi, was born c

3t)G BC, the son of Lagus and Arsinoe, a concubine
of Philip of Mac(Hlon. Lie was prominent among
the officers of AU-xander the Great, whom h(> acconi-
jianied in his eastern campaigiis. On the death of
Alexander, Ptolemy seized tlie satrapy of Egypt
as his share (1 Mace 1 Gfi"). Now commenced
the long hostilities between Eg3'])t and Syria,
Ptolemy on more than one occasion invading Syria.
In 3U) he joined in a war against Antigonus during
whi(;h Coele-Syi'ia and Pho(>nicia were lost, but in

312 regained from Demetrius the son of Antigonus.
It was most ])robably in this year (312) that Ptolemy
captured Jerus on a Sabbath day (Jos, Ant, ^11, i, 1),

and by force or j)ersuasion induced many Jews to
accompany him to Egypt as colonists or merce-
naries. His kind treatment of them induced others
to leave Syria for L]gypt. In 30G Ptolemy was
defeated in the great naval fight off Salamis in

Cyi)rus by whicli Cyjirus was lost to Egyi)t.
About this date Ptolemj'as.sumed the title of "king,"
following the exam])le of the Syrian ruler. In
305-304 he defendecl the Rhodians against Deme-
trius Poliorcet<>s, forcing the latter to raise the siege

—hence the title "Savior." In 285 BC Ptolemy
abdicated in favor of his youngest son Philadel-

])hus—the son of his favorite wife Berenice—and
died in 283 BC. According to the usual inter])re-

tation this Philadelphus is "the king of the south"
in Dnl 11 5. This Ptolemy shares with his son and
successor the; honor of founding the famous Alex-
andrian Museum and Library.

(2) Ptolemy II, surnamed Philadeli)hus (<t>iXd-

8e\(pos, Philddclphos, "Brother[sister?J-loving"), the
voungcst son of Ptolemv
1; b. 309 BC in Cos;
succeeded his father in

285 BC and d. 247. Like
his father, he was actively
(>ngaged in two Syrian
wars unt il peace was made
about 250 BC, Berenice,

the daughter of Philadel-

I)hus, being given in mar-
riage to Antio(^hus II.

numerous colonies in Egy])t, Syria and Pal, among
which were several of the name of Arsinoe (his

sister-wife), Philadelphia on the ruins of old Rabbah,
Philotera south of the Sea of (ialilee, and Ptolemais
on the site of Acco. He devoted great attention to
the internal administration of his kingdom, endowed
the Museum and Alexandrian Library in which his

father had tak(>n much interest; in general he fol-

lowed his father's example as a liberal i)atron of
art, science and literature. According to one tra-

dition it was Philadelphus who was instrumental in

beginning the LXX tr (see Ski'tuacunt). At any
rate, he was favorably dis{)ose(l toward his Jewish
subjects, and in his reign Jewi.sh wisdom and (Jr

philosophy began to blend. Philadeli)lnis is suj)-

posed to be "the king of the south" of Dnl 11 G,

whose daughter "shall come to the king of the north
to make an agreement."

('A) Ptolemy III, surnamed Euergetes (Euep-

y^TTjs, Euergetes, "Benefactor"), son of Philadel-

phus, whom he succeeded in 247 BC. In 24G he
was provoked to a Syrian war to avenge the murder
of his sister Berenice at Antioch; in the course of

this campaign he met with remarkable success,

-^ ^/r^
^t-

/ J^<^~^- a<*v5^^K
tt^:

\ z

I'
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Octodraclim (Eg.vptian
Talent) of Ptolemy 11.

This Ptolemy planted
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overran Syria, ijlundcrcd Susa and Babylonia,
penetrated to the slior(>s of India and captured the
important stronf;;liold of Seleucia (1 Maec 11 <S).

Eueif!;etes was, however, j)revented from reaping
the fruits of his victories by being recalled by inter-

nal troubles in P'gyi)t. He brought back with him
from the East the I'^gyp gods that Cambj'ses had
carried away 300 years before, thus earning from tlie

Egyptians the title of "Benefactor." Two tradi-

tions obtain as to his death: the more i>robable is

that of Polyl)ius (ii.71), according to which he
died a natural death (222 15C), or, according to

another (Justin xxix.l), he was murdered by his

son. Some regard this king as the Euergetes men-
tioned in the Prologue to Sir, but the reference must
rather be to Euergetes 11 (Ptolemy VII). The
"shoot" who "shall enter into the fortress of the
king of the north" and ])revail is Euergetes I (Dnl
11 7-9), ver 8 referring to the act by which he won
his title.

(4) Ptolemy IV, surnamed Philopator (^tXoTrd-

Twp, Philopator, "Lover of his father"), or Tryphon
{Tpv<pixjv, Truphon), the eldest son of Euergetes
whom he succeeded in 222 BC. Antiochus the
Great of Syi'ia declared war against Egypt about
219 BC, but, after concjuering Coel(>-S_yria and
Phoenicia, he was defeat etl l)y Philopator at the
battle of Rai)hia near (!aza (217 BC). On his vic-

torious return to Alexandria, Philojiator assumed
a very anti-Jewish attitude, and indeed caused dis-

content generally among his subjects. In spite of

the victory of Itaphia, Egypt Ix^gan to decline under
his weakness. He was as dissohite as Nero, while
his domestic tragedi(\s are as dark as those of Herod
the Great. He (lied in 205 BC. Dnl 11 10-12
refers to the reign of Phil()])ator. He was most
probably the oppressor of 8 JMacc.

(5) Ptolemy V, surnamed Epiphanes ('E7ri0ai'?5s,

Epiphants, "Illustrious"). He was only 5 years
old when his father Philopator died. Taking ad-
vantage of the king's minority, Antiochus the Great
leagued with Philip of Macedon against Egypt.
Philip took the Cyclades and some cities in Thrace,
while Antiochus defeated the P>g3'P general Sco])as

at Paneas on the Jordan in 198 BC, and thus Pal
passed to the Seleucid dynasty. The Romans now
interfered to make Antioc^hus surrender his con-
quests. Not daring to disobey Rome, Antiochus
compromised by making peace with Ptolemy and
betrothing to him his daughter Cleopatra, who was
to receive as her dower the revenues of the con-
quered provinces Coele-Syria, Pal and Phoenicia
(Jos, Ant, XII, iv, 1; Polyb. xxviii.l7), but the
control of these provinces seems to have been re-

tained by Antiochus. The marriage took place
in 193 BC.

_
After the dismissal of his faithful

minister, Aristomenes, Ei)iphanes' character and
reign deteriorated. At last he bestirred himself
to recover the lost provinces from Seleucus, the suc-
cessor of Antiochus, but was ])oisoned before his

plans materialized, in 1S2 (181) BC (Jos, Ant, XII,
iv, 11). Dnl 11 14-17 is to be interpreted as re-

ferring to the relations between Ptolemy V and
Antiochus III, "the Great."

(6) Ptolemy VI, surnamed Philometor (^iXofx-n-

Toop, Philometor, "Fond of his mother"), elder son
of Ptolemy V whom he succeeded in 182 (181) BO.
For the first 7 years of his reign his mother Cleopatra
acted as queen-regent, and {)(>ace was maintained
with Syria till 173 BC. Antiochus IV P]piphanes
then invaded Egyjit, defeated the Egy])tians at

Pelusium and secured the person of Philometor,
whom he spared, hoping to emi)loy him as a tool

to gain the ascendancy over Egy{)t. Philometor's
brother was now proclaimed king by the Alexan-
drians, with the title of Euergetes (II). When
Antiochus retired, Philometor made peace with his

brother, conceding him a share in the government
(170 BC). This (lispleased Antiochus, who marche(l
against Alexandria, but was stoi)ped beneath the
walls by a Roju embassy (ItJS BC), in obedience to
which he withdrew. The brothers quarreled again,
and Philometor, expelled by Euergetes, went to
Rome to seek assistance (104 BC). The Romans
seated him again on his throne, assigning Cyrenaica
to Euergetes. The next ciuaricl was about Cyjjrus.
Philometor this time secured his brother as a i)ris-

oner, but sent him back to his province. Philo-
metor was later drawn into Syrian j)oUtics in the
cotifiict between Alexander Balas and Demetrius.
The l^gyp king espoused the cause of the former, to
whom he also betrothed his daughter Cleopatra.
But on dis(!overing Balas' trea(;hery, he took away
his daughter from him and gave her to his opj)o-
nent, Demetrius Nikator, whom he now sui)ported
against Balas. Balas was defeated iu a decisive
battle on the Oenoparas and killed, but Ptolemy
himself died in 14(3 BC from the elTects of a fall

from his hor.se in the battle (1 Mace 1 IS; 10 51 ff;

2 Mace 1 10; 4 21). Dnl 11 25-30 refers to the
events of this reign. Philometor seems to have
taken a friendly attitude toward the Jews. In his

reign the Jewish temple of Leontopcjlis near Helioj)-
olis was founded in 154 BC (Jos, Ant, XIII, ill, 1 f),

and two Jewish g(>nerals, Onias and Dositheus,
were at the head of his armies and had a large share
in the governm(>nt (Jos, CAp, II, 5). The Jewish-
Alexandrine philosoi)her Aristobulus probably lived
in this reign.

(7) (On the death of Philometor his young son
was proclaimed king as Ptolemy Eupator ["of a
noble father"], but after reigning but a few months
was put to death by his uncle Euergetes II [Just.

xxxviii.S]. His reign being so brief he need hardly
be numbered among the Ptolemies.)

(8) Ptolemy VII (VIII), surnamed Euergetes
(II) and called also Physcon ('i'tJCTKUJv, Phuskon,
"Big-paunch"), became sole ruler in succession to
his brother Philometor (or to his murdered nephew)
in 146 BC, and reigned till 117 BC. His reign was
characterized by cruelty, tyranny and vice, so that
he was hated by his subjects, esp. by the people of

Alexandria, who on one occasion expelled him during
an in.surrection. It is uncertain whether Physcon
was an enemy and persecutor of the Jews or their

patron. Some authorities refer the persecutions
mentioned in 3 Macic to this reign, but most modern
authorities arc disposed to date them in the reign

of the anti-Jewish Ptolemy IV Philopator. The
statement, "in the 3Sth year of King Euergetes,"
in the Prologue to Sir refers to Physcon Euergetes
II and = 132 BC, since he dated his reign from
the year of joint kingship with his brotlier (170
BC).
The other Ptolemies of Egypt require no mention

here.

The following are the apocryphal Ptolemies:

(1) Ptolemy Macron. See Macron.
(2) Ptolemy, son of Abubus, son-in-law of Simon

the Maccabee. He treacherously assassinated
Simon and two of his sons in the stronghold of Dok
near Jericho, 135 BC (1 Mace 16 15).

(3) Ptolemy, the father of Lj^simachus (Apoc)
(Ad Est 11 1).

(4) Ptolemy, son of a Dositheus; he and his

father were bearers of the "epistle of Phrurai" (Ad
Est 11 1).

Literature.—J. P. MahafTy, Empire of the Ptolemies,
is the best account for Eiig. readers. A long list of
Ptolemies will bo found, e.g. in Smith's Cla.inical Dirt.
The ancient authorities are Josephus, Polybius, Justin,
Pausanias, Plutarch (Cleom.), Livy, Diodorus, Jerome
(Comm. to Dnl 11).

S. Angus
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PUAH, pQ'a, PUVAH, pu'va:
(1) nyiE, pti'ah: One of the Heb midwives

whom the king of Egypt commanded to kjU all male
children of the Hebrews at birth. The midwives,
fearing God, refused to obey, pretending that the
children of the Pleb women were usually born before
they arrived. Their act is spoken of as being
meritorious in the eyes of the Lord, who is said to
have rewarded them by making "houses" for them
(Ex 1 L5-20). In the Midhrash, Ex Rabbd', Puah
is identified with Miriam, and Shiphrah, the other
midwife, with her mother Jochebed. According to
another tradition Puah was a proselyte.

(2) n^JlS, 'pu'ah,\n 1 Ch 7 1; H^S
,
puwwah,

in Gen 46 13; Nu 26 23; written also "Pua" AV,
and "Puvah" RV: Second son of Issachar, ancestor
of the Punites, enumerated in the desert census taken
by Moses and Eleazar.

(3) nSIS
,
pil'ah: Member of the tribe of Issachar,

mentioned (Jgs 10 1) as the son of Dodo and the
father of Tola, the judge. Ella Davis Isaacs

PUBLICAN, pub'li-kan. See Tax, Taxing.

PUBLIUS, pub'li-us (IIoTrXios, Poplios, from
the Lat i)raenomen Publius, derived from populus,
"l)oj)ular"; a(;cording to Ramsay it is the Gr form
of the Lat nomen Popilius; the Gr title meaning
'"first," applied to Publius in Acts 28 7, was an
official one, and has been found on an inscription
from the island of Gaulus near Malta [cf Bockh,
CIG, no. 5, 754]): Publius held office under the
governor of Sicily. As the leading official in Malta,
he was responsible for any Rom soldiers and their
prisoners who might land there, but the account in
Acts 28 7 implies that he displayed more than ordi-
nary solicitude for Paul and his shipwrecked com-
pany, for, according to the writer, he "received us,
and lodged us three days courteously" (AV). The
Apocryphal "Acts of St. Paul" (see Apocryphal
Acts, B, I) states also that "he did for them many
acts of great kindness and charity" (cf Budge, Con-
tendings of the Apostles, II, 605). On this occasion
Paul miraculously healed the father of Publius,
who "lay sick of fever and dysentery" (Acts 28 8).
The exactitude of the medical terms here employed
forms part of the evidence that the writer of Acts
was a physician. Tradition relates that Publius
was the first bishop of Malta and that he afterward
became bishop of Athens. C. M. Kerr

PUDENS, pu'denz, pu'dens (IIovSiis, Potkles,
lit. "bashful" [2 Tim 4 21]): One of the Chris-

tians in Rome who remained loyal to
1. Faithful Paul during his second and last im-
to Paul prisonment there, when most of the

members of the church "forsook him."
The i)ressure under which they acted must have been
very great, as the apostle's final trial before the
supreme court of the empire followed quickly after
the Neronic persecution. Their defection from
their loyalty to Paul must not be taken as implying
that they had also proved untrue to Christ. At
this time, however, there were some of the Chris-
tians who risked their earthly all, and their lives
too, in order to prove their adherence to Paul, and
Pudens was one of these.

Writing the last of all his letters, the Second Ep. to
Tim, Paul sends greeting from "all thi; brethren" who

were then with him. Among these he
2. Pudens names Pudens. There arc three other
^l,A n^ A- names associated by the apostle with that
ana Ulaudia of Pudens: Eubulus, Linus and Claudia.

There is an interesting conjecture regard-
ing Pudens and Claudia, that they were husband and
wife, and that Claudia was of British birth, a daughter
of a British king, called Cogidunus. King Cogidunus
was an ally of the Romans, and assumed the name of the
emperor Tiberius Claudius, who was his patron. In this

way his daughter would be named Claudia. But this
identification of the British princess with the Claudiawho sends salutation to Timothy is only a supposition-
It lacks both evidence and proof. See Claudia andCH (St. P), ch xxvii.

In modern Rome, however, the tourist is still shown
a building which is called the house of Pudens, in the sameway as "Paul's hired house" is also shown. The
authenticity in both cases is lacking.

Pudens is not mentioned elsewhere in the NT.
John Rutherfurd

PUHITES, pu'hits (^n^B, puthi). See Pu-
THITES.

PUL, pul:

(1) An Assyr king (2 K 15 19). See Tiglath-
PILESER.

(2) An African country and people (Isa 66 19).
See Put.

PULPIT, p(%rpit: Neh 8 4, "Ezra the scribe
stood upon a mighdol of wood." Mighdol is one of
the commonest words in the OT and means simply
a high object—here a scaffokling or platform
{^9jfxa, bema, 1 Esd 9 42). "Tower" (so RVm)
gives an entirely wrong picture.

PULSE, puis (D'^y'lT, zero'im [Dnl 1 12 m,
"herbs"], D'^rblT, zer'^'onmi [Dnl 1 16]; cf yinT,
zeru''\ "sowing seed" (Lev 11 37], and Q"iy^"lT,

zeru'im, "things sown" [Isa 61 11]): (1) In Dnl 1
12.16, it must mean herbs or vegetables grown from
seeds; a vegetable diet is what is implied. (2) In 2
S 17 28, "pulse" after "parched" is not in the origi-
nal, but is probably more correct than the trin (1),
as "pulse" usually implies leguminous plants, peas,
beans, etc.

PUNISHMENT, pun'ish-n.ent, EVERLASTING:
I. Preliminary Assumptions

1. Survival after Death
2. Retribution for Sin
3. Conscious Suffering in Future

II. Scriptural Support
1. OT and Jewish Conceptions
2. NT Teaching

(1) "Eternal"
(2) Equivalent Expressions
(3) The Last Judgment

3. Teaching of Analogy
III. Difficulties and Rival IlypoTHESKS

1. Universal Salvation
2. Annihilation
3. Second Probation

IV. Nature, Conditions and Issues
1. Mystery of the Future
2. Nature of Punishment
3. Range of Divine Mercy
4. Gradation of Punishment
5. God "All in All"

Literature

/. Preliminary Assumptions.— (For "everlast-
ing," where used in AV as the rendering of alwPLos,

aidnios, RV substitutes "eternal.") It is assumed
in this art. that Scripture teaches the survival of

the soul after death, the reality of retribution and
of judgment to come, and a shorter or longer period
of suffering for sin in the case of the unredeemed
in the world beyond. Only a few words need be
said, therefore, in preliminary remark on these
assumptions.

Whatever view may be taken of the develop-
ment of the doctrine of immortality in the OT (see

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE OT), it will

1. Survival scarcely be doubted that it is through-
after Death out assumed in the NT that the souls

of men, good and bad, survive death

(see Immortality). Two passages only need be
referred to in proof: one, Christ's saying in Mt 10
28: "Be not afraid of them that kill the body, but
are not able to kill the soul; but rather fear him
who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell"
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((iclieniui); the other, the parable of the Rich
Man and Lazarus in Lk 16 19-31: Lazarus is

carried by tlie angels to Abraham's bosom; the rich

man lifts up his eyes in Hades, being in tornients.

The whole doctrine of the future judgment hi the

NT presupposes survival after death.

Retribution for sin is a cardinal point in the teach-

ing of both the OT and NT. The doctrine of judg-

ment, again, in the NT, with Christ as

2. Retribu- judge, turns on this point. Thefollow-
tion for Sin ing passages are decisive: Isa 3 10.11;

Mt 11 22.24; 12 41.42; Rom 2 5.12;

2 Cor 5 10; Gal 6 7.8, etc (see Retribution).
The conscious endurance of punishmcnit for sin

in the future state is already implied in the pre-

ceding. The parable of the Rich Man
3. Con- speaks of it as following immediately
scious on death in Hades; all the descrip-

Suffering tions of the judgment imply pain and
in Future anguish as the result of condemnation

(cf Rom 2 5.12). This does not settle

the nature or duration of the punishment; but it

excludes the idea that physical death is the ex-

tinction of being, or that annihilation follows im-
mediately upon death or judgment.
These things being assumed, the questions that

remain are: Is the period of suffering for sin eternal,

or is it terminable? May it be cut short by re-

pentance or by annihilation? Is there any final

solution of the discord it implies in the universe?

It is maintained here that the punishment of sin,

in the case of the finally impenitent, is everlasting.

//. Scriptural Support.—The doctrine that the

punishment of sin is everlasting is sustained by
many plain testimonies of Scripture.

The doctrine of future punishment is not promi-
nent in the OT, where rewards and punishments

are chiefly connected with the present

1. OT and life. In a few passages (Ps 49 14.15;

Jewish 73 18.19; cf Isa 24 21.22; 66 24),

Conceptions Dr. Charles thinks that "Sheol appears
as the place of punishment of the

wicked" (Eschatology, 73-76, 156). If so, there is

no suggestion of escape from it. In Dnl 12 2,

some that sleep in the dust are represented as awak-
ing to "shame and everlasting contempt" (the word
for "everlasting" is the usual one, ''olani). In the
Jewish literature of the century before Christ,

"Sheol is regarded," says Dr. Charles, "as the place
of final eternal punishment, that is, it has become
hell" (op. cit., 236; see Eschatology of the OT).

In the NT, the strongest language is used by
Jesus and the apostolic writers on the certainty and

severity of the punishment of sin in

2. NT the future state, and always in a man-
Teaching ner which suggests that the doom is

final.

(1) "Eternal.'^—The word "eternal" (aionios)

is repeatedly applied to the punishment of sin, or

to the fire which is its symbol. A principal example
is Mt 25 41.46, "eternal fire," "eternal punish-
ment" (kolasis aionios). Here precisely the same
word is applied to the punishment of the wicked
as to the blessedness of the righteous. Other in-

stances are Mt 18 8; Jude ver 7; cf Rev 14 11;

19 3; 20 10. In 2 Thess 1 9, we have, "eternal
destruction." The kindred word aldios, "ever-
lasting," is in Jude ver 6 applied to the punishment
of the fallen angels.

The reply made by Maurice (Theological Essays,
442 ff) that aionios in such passages denotes quality,

not duration, cannot be sustained. Whatever else

the term includes, it connotes duration. More
pertinent is the criticism of other writers (e.g. Cox,
Salvator Mundi, 96 ff; Farrar, Eternal Hope, Pref.,

xxxiv, PI). 78 ff, 197 ff; cf his Mercy and Judgment,
passim) that aiOnios does not necessarily mean

"eternal" (according to Cox it does not mean this

at all), but is strictly "age-k)ng," is therefore com-
patible with, if it does not directly suggest, a ter-

minable period. Cox allows that the term is "sat-

urated through and through with the element of

time" (p. 100), but he denies its equivalence with
"everlasting." The sense, no doubt, is to be de-

termined by the context, but it can hardly be
(juestioned that "the aeons of the aeons" and simi-

lar phrases are the practical NT equivalents for

eternity, and that aionios in its ai)plication to God
and to life ("eternal life") includes the idea of un-
ending duration (cf Jn 10 28.29 for express asser-

tion of this). When, therefore, the term is applied

in the same context to punishment and to life (Mt
25 46), and no hint is given anywhere of limitation,

the only reasonable exegesis is to take the word in

its full sense of "eternal."

(2) Equivalent expressions.—The meaning "eter-

nal" is confirmed by the use of equivalent expressions

and of forms of speech which convey in the strong-

est manner the idea of finality. Such are the ex-

pressions, "the unquenchable fire," the "worm"
that "dieth not" (Mt 3 12; Mk 9 43-48; cf Mt
13 42.50), with those numerous references to

"death," "destruction," "second death," on which
the advocates of conditional immortality build

their arguments for final extinction. Such is the

dictum of Jesus: "He that obeyeth not the Son
shall not see life, but the wrath of God abi(lcth

[remains] on him" (Jn 3 36; the opposite of "life"

is "perishing," ver 16); or that in Rev 22 11, "He
that is unrighteous, let him do unrighteousness

still: and he that is filthy, let him be made filthy

still." Finality is the note in all Christ's warnings

—"the outer darkness" (Mt 8 12; 22 13); "The
door was shut .... I know you not" (Mt 25

10.12; cf 7 23), as in those of the Epp. (e.g.

He 2 3; 6 6.8; 10 27.31; 12 25.29). Jesus

speaks of the bla.sphemy against the Spirit as a sin

which shall not be forgiven, "neither in this world,

nor in that which is to come" (Mt 12 32; not as

implying that other sins, unforgiven in this life,

may be forgiven in the next), a passage which Mk
gives in the remarkable form, "hath never forgive-

ness, but is guilty of an eternal sin" (Mk 3 29).

The Rich Man in Hades found an impassable gulf

fixed between himself and Lazarus (Lk 16 26).

See Gulp. It adds to the terribleness of these say-

ings that, as before remarked, there is nothing to

put against them; no hint or indication of a termi-

nation of the doom. Why did Jesus not safeguard

His words from misapprehension, if behind them
there lay an assurance of restoration and mercy?
One may ask with Oxenham, in a reply to Jukes,

"whether if Christ had intended to teach the doc-

trine of eternal punishment, He could possibly have
taught it in plainer terms."

(3) The last judgment.—The NT doctrine of the

last judgment leads to the same conclusion. Two
things seem plainly taught about this j udgment : the

first, that it proceeds on the matter of the present

life—"the things done in the body" (Mt 25 31-46; 2

Cor 5 10; Rev 20 12); and the second, that it is

decisive in its issues. Not a single suggestion is

given of a reversal of its decisions in any future age.

Such silence is inexplicable if the Scriptures meant
to teach what the opponents of this doctrine so

confidently maintain.

In corroboration of this Scriptural view analogy

might be pleaded. How constantly even in this

life is the law illustrated of the tend-

3. Teaching ency of character to fixity! The
of Analogy present is the season of grace (2 Cor

6 2), yet what powers of resistance to

God and goodness are seen to lie in human nature,

and how effectually, often, does it harden itself
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under the infliunu'es that seem most fitted to break
down its rebellion! What likeUhood is there that
eternity will alter this tendency, or make conversion
more easy? Eternity can harcily be thought of as
more really a scene of grace than time is for those
to whom the gospel has already come. Its charac-
teristic mark is said to be "judgment" (He 9 27).
Like the photographer's bath, may its effect not be
to develo]) and fix existing character, rather than to
change it? If so, the state in which judgment finds
the soul may be presumed to be one that will remain.

///. Difficulties and Objections—Rival Hypothe-
ses.—What, it will now be ask(>d, of the tremendous
difficulties which inhere in this doctrine, with their
undeniable effect in ahenating many generous
minds from it and from Christianity? The lurid
rhetorical i)icturings of the sufferings of the lost, too
frequent in the teaching of the past, may be dis-
counted; it is not necessary to go beyond the in-

expressibly solemn words of Christ Himself and
His apostles. But even with this limitation, does
it not seem as if, by this doctrine, a reflection was
cast on the righteousness and mercy of God in
creating such multitudes of the human race, as, on
any showing, are outside the pale of Christ's salva-
tion—the countless generations of the heathen,
with the masses even in Christian lands who have
not received or do not obey the light—only to doom
them to endless misery? Before attempting a posi-

tive answer, it is proper that a glance be taken at the
rival theories put forth in alleviation of the difficulty.

The most comprehensive solution propounded
is that of universal salvation—of a final restitution

of all souls to God's favor and to bless-

1. Universal edness. This temi)ting speculation—

•

Salvation for it is no more—advocated by Origen
in the early church, by Schleiermacher

in the last century, has been urged by many writers
in modern times. One of its best known advocates
was Samuel Cox, in his book Snlvalor Mundi. It
is noticeable that not a few wlio favor this theory
(e.g. Maurice, P"'arrar) d(;cline to conunit themselves
to it as more than a "hope," and admit the po.ssi-

bility of human souls continuing to resist God end-
lessly (Maurice, Theological Essays, 476; Farrar,
Eternal //ope, Pref., xv, xvi; Mercy aiul Judgment,
I, 485, "In this sense there may be for some souls
an endle.ss hell"). It must, however, be evident
that, be the number greater or smaller—and who
shall give assurance of its smallness?—if there are
any such souls, the difficulty in principle remains,
and the passages alleged as teaching universal
restoration are equally contradic^ted. The deeper
objection to this theory is that, springing, not from
real knowledge, but from men's hopes and wi.shes,

it has, as already shown, the tremendous stress of
Scripture testimony against it; nor do the passages
commonly adduced as favoring it really bear the
weight put upon them. We read, e.g., of a "res-

toration of all things"—the same that Christ calls

the palingenesla—but, in the same breath, we are
told of those who will not hearken, and will be de-
stroyed (Mt 19 28; Acts 3 21.23). We read of
Christ drawing all men unto Him (.In 12 32) ; but
we are not less clearly told that at His coming Christ
will pronovmce on some a tremendous condemna-
tion (Mt 7 23; 25 41); we read of all things being
gathered, or summed up, in Christ, of Christ sub-
duing all things to Himself, etc; but representative
exegetes like Meyer and Weiss show that it is far

from Paul's view to teach an ultimate conversion
or annihilation of the kingdom of evil (cf Meyer
on 1 Cor 15 21.28 and Eph 1 10; Wei.ss, Bib.
Theol, II, 723, 107, 109, ET). We confess, how-
ever, that the strain of these last passag(!S does seem
to point in the direction of some ultimate unity, be
it through subjugation, or in some other way, in

which active opposition to God's kingdom is no
longer to be reckoned with.
The view favored l)y another class is that of the

annihilation of the finally impenitent. The type
of doctrine called "conditional im-

2. Anni- mortality" includes other elements
hilation which need not here be discussed (see

I.\imort.\lity). The annihilation
theory takes different forms. So far as the anni-
hilation is suppo.sed to take i)lace at death, it is con-
tradicted by the Scriptures which support the soul's
survival after death; so far as it is believed to take
place after a longer or shorter period of conscious
suffering (which is White's theory), it involves its

advocates in difficulties with their own interpreta-
tions of "death," "destruction," "peri.shing," seeing
that in Scripture this doom is uniformly represented
as overtaking the ungodly at the day of judgment,
and not at some indefinite i)erio<l thereafter. The
theory conflicts also with the idea of gradation of
punishment, for which room has to be sought in the
period of conscious suffering, and rests really on an
unduly narrowed conception of the meaning of the
Scriptural terms "life" and "death." Life is not
bare existence, nor is "death" necessarily extinction

of being. As said earlier, the language of many parts
of Scripture implies the continued existence of the
subjects of the Divine wrath.

It is significant that on the side alike of the advo-
cates of restoration and of those of annihilation

(e.g. E. White), refuge from the diffi-

3. Second culties is frequently sought in the
Probation hypothesis of an extended probation

and work of evangelization beyond
death. This theory labors under the drawback
that, in marked contrast with Scrijiture, it throws
immensely the larger i)art of the work of salvation
into the future state of being. It is, besides, apart
from the dubious and limited support given to it by
the pa.ssage on Christ's preaching to "the spirits in

prison" (1 Pet 3 19.20), destitute of Scriptural sup-
port. It has already been pointed out that the final

judgment is uniformly represented as proceeding on
the matter of this life. The theory is considered
elsewhere (see Esch.\tology of thio NT, X).

IV. Nature, Conditions and Issues.—While dog-
matisms like the above, which seem oppo.sed to

Scripture, are to be avoided, it is

1. Mystery equally necessary to guard against
of the dogmatisms of an opposite kind, as
Future if eternity must not, in the nature of

the case, have its undisclosed mysteries
of which we here in time can frame no conception.
The diflficulties connected with the ultimate des-

tinies of mankind are truly enormous, and no serious

thinker will minimize them. Scripture does not
warrant it in negative, any more than in positive,

dogmatisms; with its uniformly practical aim, it

does not seek to satisfy an idle curiosity (cf Lk 13
23.24). Its language is bold, pojjular, figurative,

intense; the es.sential idea is to be held fast, but
what is said cannot be taken as a directory to all

that is to transpire in the ages ui)on ages of an un-
ending duration. God's methods of dealing with
sin in the eternities may prove to be as nnich above
our present thoughts as His dealings now are with
men in grace. In His hands we must be content
to leave it, only using such light as His inmiediate
revelation yields.

As respects the nature of the puni.shment of sin,

it cannot be doubted that in its essence it is spirit-

ual. Everything can be adopted here
2. Nature which is said by Maurice and others

of Punish- —"The eternal puni.shment is the

ment punishment of Vjeing without the
knowledge of God, who is love, and

of Jesus Christ who has manifested it; even as
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eternal life is declared to be the having the knowl-

edg(> of God and of Jesus Christ" {Theohujicnl

Estidijs, 450). The suprcnnc penalty of sin is un-

questionably the loss of God's life and love—the

being sinful. Environment, indeed, may be ex-

pected to correspond with character, but the hell

is one the sinner essentially makes for himself, and,

like the kinfj;dom of God, is within. The fire, the

worm, the stripes, that figure its severity, are not

physical. Even should the poena f^emus (were

that conceivable) be utterly removed, the poena

damni woukl eternally remain.

It is a sound principle that, in His dealing with

sin in the world to come, God's mercy will reach as

far as ever it can reach. This follows

3. Range of from the whole Scriptural revelation

Divine of the character of God. What may
Mercy be included in it, it is impossible for

anyone to say. It should be noticed

that those of whom it is said that they shall not see

life, but the wrath of God abideth on them, are

those who "obey not" the truth (Jn 3 3G)—who
actively and consciously disregard and oppose it.

But all do not belong to this class. It may be

assumed that none will be lost who can in consist-

ency with holiness and love be saved. The most
germinal goodness, which is the implantation of His

own Spirit, God will acknowledge and develop.

The problem of undeveloped character may receive

a solution we do not wot of with the entrance into

the eternal light—not in change of character, but

rather, as said before, in the revelation of char-

acter's inmost bent. In this sense, the entrance

into eternity may be to many the revelation of a

love and grace which had not been understood or

appreciated as it should have been on earth, but

with which it is in essential kinship. There are at

least many shades and degrees of character, and
God may be intrusted to take the most just, yet

most merciful, account of all.

The fullest weight must further be given to what
the Scripture so exjiressly says of gradation of

punishment, even of the unsaved. It

4. Grada- is not the case that the lot of all who
tion of fail of the eternal life in Christ is all

Punishment of one grade. There are the "few
stripes" and the "many stripes" (Lk

12 47.48); those for whom it will be "more toler-

able" than for others in the day of judgment (Mt
11 20.24). Even "Sodom and her daughters" will

be mercifully dealt with in comparison with others

(Ezk 16 48.49.53.55.61). There will be for every-

one the most exact weighing of privilege, knowledge
and opportunity. There is a vast area here for the

Divine administration on which no light at all is

afforded us.

There remain those passages already alluded to

which do seem to si)eak, not, indeetl, of conversion
or admission into the light and fellow-

5. God "All ship of Christ's kingdom, but still of a

in All" final subjugation of the powers of evil,

to the extent, at least, of a cessation

of active opposition to God's will, of some form of

ultimate unification and acknowledgment of Christ

as Lord. Such passages are Eph 1 10; Phil 2

9-11; above all, 1 Cor 15 24-28. God, in this

final vision, has become "all in all." Here, again,

dogmatism is entirely out of place, but it is per-

missible to believe that these texts foreshadowsuch
a final persuasion of God's righteousness in His judg-

ment and of the futility of further rebellion as shall

bring about an outward pacification and restoration

of order in the universe disturbed by sin, though it

can never repair that eternal loss accruing from
exclusion from Christ's kingdom and glory.

Literature.—Against: Maurice, Theoloyical Es-
say.'i, "Eternal Life and Eternal Death"; S. Cox, Sal-

vator Mundi; F. W. Farrar, Eternal Hope; Mercy and
J iidfjment; A. Jukes, The Second Death and the Resti-
tution of All Things; E. White, Life in Christ; H. Con-
stable, Duration and Nature of Future Punishment. For:
Pusey, What Is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment f

H. N. Oxenham, Catholic Eschatology; C. Clemanco,
Future Punishment; Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus,
the Messiah, Appendix, xix, "On Eternal Punishment,
according to the Rabbis and the NT"; The Future Life,

A Defence of the Orthodox View, by the Most Eminent
.A.nierican Scholars; S. D. F. Salmond, The Christian Doc-
trine of Immortality, ^iook-Yl; Orr, Christian View of God,
kiotureix; Luthardt, Saving Tr^ahs (KT), lecture x. See
also the various works on Dogmatic and Bib. Theology.

James Orr
PUNISHMENTS, pun'ish-ments {^^ , 'dwdn,

"fault," "ini(}uity," "punishment for iniquity,"

"sin" [Gen 4 13; Lev 26 41; Job 19 29; Ps i49

7; Lam 4 22; Ezk 14 10 m; Am 1 3.6.9.11.13;

2 1.4.6], t:S', 'dncsh, "tribute," "fine," "punish-

ment" [Lam 3 39], nX"jn , hdta'ah, or nSC^n

,

hattd'th, "sin" and its retribution, "penalty," "ex-

piation" [Zee 14 19]; KoXao-is, kdlasis, "punish-

ment," "torment" [Mt 25 46], cititijjlCo, epitimia,

"poll tax," hence "penalty" [2 Cor 2 6], T[.\s.iapia,

timoria, "vindication," hence "penalty" [He 10

29], €K8£Ki](ris, ekdikesis, "vindication," "retri-

bution" [1 Pet 2 14 AV]): A court could inflict

for a crime against the person, a sentence of (1)

death in the form of stoning, burning, beheading,

or stranghng, etc; (2) exile to one of the cities of

refuge in case of manslaughter (Nu 35); or (3)

stripes, not to exceed 40, in practice 39 or less (Dt
25 3; 2 Cor 11 24). Offences against property

(theft, fraudulent conversion of deposit, embezzle-

ment, robbery) were punished by exacting more than
the value of the things taken (Lk 19 8), the excess

going to the injured party, thus differing frorn a
fine, which goes into the treasury of the comrnunity.

The housebreaker was liable to be slain with im-

punity (Ex 22 2). A fine in the modern sense is

unknown in the Scriptures, unless Lev 5 6-19 be
interpreted as referring to such.

The earliest theory of punishment seems to have
been that of retaliation

—"blood for blood"—and
to some extent this principle appears

1. History even in the Law of Moses (Lev 24 19.

of the He- 20; Mt 5 38). Early in the hLstory

brew Law of the race, punishment was admin-
concerning istered for sin and crime. Adam and
Punish- Eve were driven from the Garden, and
ment Cain, the first murderer, though not

executed in retaliation for his deed,

had a mark set on him. The words of Lamech
(Gen 4 24) indicate that death was regarded as

the fitting punishment for murder, and the same
thought apparently was in the minds of the brethren

of Joseph (42 21). Judah, as head of his family,

seems to have had power of life and death (38 24),

and Abimelech threatens his people with the extreme

punishment in case they injure or insult Isaac or his

wife (26 11). Similar power is ascribed to Pharaoh

(41 13).

Under the Law of Moses, the murderer was to be

put to death without mercy. Even if he took

refuge at the altar in a sanctuary or in

2. The an asylum city, he would not be im-

Mosaic Law mune from arrest and execution, and

concerning the same principle was applied in the

Punishment case of an animal (Ex 21 12.14.23.

28.36 II).
But punishment under the

Mosaic Law was not to be entailed or transmitted

(Dt 24 16), as was the case among the Chaldaeans

(Dnl 6 24) and the kings of Israel (1 K 21; 2 K
9 26).

It has been noted that capital punishment is

extensively prescribed by the Mosaic Law, and

undoubtedly the Law was carried out. This cir-

cumstance has been explained by reference to the
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fact that the nation consisted of newly emancipated
slaves, and therefore required harsh measures to
keep them in chcH'k.

L'nder the Mosaic Law, the ofTences that made
one liable to th(> punishment of death were: (1)
striking or reviling a parent (Ex 21 L5.17); (2)
blasphemy (Lev 24 14.16.23; 1 K 21 10; IVIt

26 65.06); (3) Sabbath-breaking (Ex 31 14; 35
2; Nu 15 ;32-;36); (4) witchcraft and false pre-
t(>nsion to prophecy (Ex 22 18; Lev 20 27; D(
13 o; 18 20; 1 S 28 9); (5) adulterv (Lev 20
10; Dt 22 22); (6) unchastity: (a) before mar-
riage, but detected afterward (Dt 22 21), (h) in
case of a woman with someone other than her be-
trothed (Dt 22 23), (r) in a priest's daughter (Lev
21 0); (7) rape (Dt 22 25); (S) incestuous and
unnatural connections (Ex 22 19; Lev 20 11 14
16); (9) man-stealing (Ex 21 Ki); (10) idolatry,
actual or^virtual, in any form (Lev 20 2; Dt iS
6; 17 2-7); (11) false witness in capital cases (Dt
19 16.19).

A large number of offences come under the law
of punishment by cutting off from the people, the
meaning of which expression has led to some con-
troversy. It may signify excomnuuiication or
death, and occurs in connection with the following
offences: (1) breach of morals, such as wilful sin
in general (Nu 15 30.31); incestuous or unclean
connections (Lev 18 29; 20 9-21); (2) breach of
covenant, brought about through uncircumcision
(C.en 17 14; Ex 4 24), neglect of Pa.ssover (Nu
9 13), Sabbath-breaking (Ex 31 14), neglect of
Atonement Day (Lev 23 29), work done on the
Atonement Day (Lev 23 30), chiklren offered to
Molech (Lev 20 3), witchcraft (Lev 20 6), anoint-
ing an alien with holy oil (Ex 30 33) ; (3) breach of
ritual, committed by eating leavened bread during
Passover (Ex 12 15.19), eating fat of sacrifices
(Lev 7 25), eating blood (Lev 7 27; 17 14), eat-
ing sacrifices while unclean (Lev 7 20.21; 22 3.4.

9), offering too late (Lev 19 8), making holy oint-
ment for private use (Ex 30 32.33), making per-
fume for private use (Ex 30 38), geru^ral neglect
of purification (Nu 19 13.20), not bringing offering
after slaying a beast for food (Lev 17 9), slaying
the animal at a place other than the tabernacle
door (Lev 17 4), touching holy things illegally
(Nu 4 15.18.20).

b b J

Of capital punishments that are properly re-
garded as of Hebrew origin,, we note:

(1) Stoning, which was the ordinary mode of
execution (Ex 19 13; Lev 20 27; Jo.sh 7 25; Lk
20 6; Acts 7 58; 14 5). The witnesses, of whom
there were at least two, were required to cast
the first stone (Dt 13 9 f ; Jn 8 7). If these failed
to cause death, the bystanders proceefled to com-
plete the sentence, whereupon the body was to
be suspended until sunset (Dt 21 23).

(2) Hanging is mentioned (Nu 25 4; Dt 21
22), probably not as a mode of execution, but
rather of exposure after death. It may have been
a Canaanitish punishment, since it was practised
by the Gibeonites on the sons of Saul (2 S 21 6.9).

(3) Burning, before the age of Moses, was the
punishment of unchastity (Gen 38 24). The Law
prescribes it as a punishment in the case of a priest's
daughter (Lev 21 9), and in case of incest (Lev
20 14), but it is also mentioned as following death
by other means (Jo.sh 7 25), and .some believe it

was never used excepting after death. That it was
sometimes used as a punishment on living persons
among the heathen is shown by Dnl 3.

(4) The sword or spear as an instrument of pun-
ishment is named in the Law (Ex 19 13; 32 27;
Nu 25 7ff). It occurs frequently in monarchic
and post-Bab times (Jgs 9 5; 1 S 15 33; 2 S 20
22; 1 K 19 1; Jer 26 23; Mt 14 8.10), but among

these cases, there are some of assassination rather
than of punishment.

(5) Strangling (ifi a form of puni.shment has no
Scripture authorit}', but according to tradition was
frequently em}:)loyed, and is said to have been per-
formed by immersing the convict in clay or mud, and
then strangling him by a cloth tied around the neck.

Besides these, w^hich are to be regarded as the
ordinary capital punishments, we read of some that

w(>r(> either of foreign introduction or of
3. Punish- an irregular kind, such as: (1) cni-
ments of cijirion (q.v.); (2) drowning (Mt 18
Foreign

l| ); (3) sawing asunder or crushing
Origin (2 S 12 31; He 11 37); (4) tortui-

ing (1 Ch 20 3; II(> 11 35); (5) pre-
cipitation (2 Ch 25 12; Lk 4 29); (6) suffocation
(2 Mace 13 4-8). The Persians are said to have
filled a high tower a great way uj) with ashes,
and then to liave thrown the criminal into it, and
continually stirred up the ashes by means of a
whvxA till he was suffocated (Rawliiison, Ancient
Monarch!/, Ill, 24()). See also Hkhod, II, 100.
Secondary forms of punishment not heretofoi-e

mentioned are to b(> noted as follows:

(1) Blinding or putting out of eijes in the case of
captives (Jgs 16 21; 1 S 11 2; 2 K 25 7).

(2) Chaining by means of manacles or fetters of
copper or iron, similar to our handcuffs fastened on
the wrists and ankles and attached to each other by
a chain (Jgs 16 21; 2 S 3 34; 2 K 25 7); also
alluded to in the life of Paul (Acts 28 20; Ejih 6
20; 2 Tim 1 16); and in the case of Peter (Acts
12 6).

(3) Confiscatio7i of property that had fallen under
the ban, i.e. had been singled out for destruction l)y

the special decree of Jeh, as in Nu 21 2; Josh 6
17; or had been reserved for the use of the army
(Dt 2 35; 20 14; Josh 22 8); or given over to the
priesthood (Josh 6 19). The term may be ex-
tended to include all things vowed or sanctified and
tho.se irrevoc^ably devoted or consecrated to Go(l
(Lev 27 21.28). The idea is applied with special
emphasis to those things which, because of their
uncleann&ss, must not be used by the Israelites,
though, through their warfare with the heathen,
they might have come
into possession of them
(Dt7 26; IS 15 16-23).

(4) Dashing in pieces

(Ps 2 9; Isa'l3 18).

(5) Divine visitation.

See Visitation.

(6) Exposure to wild
beasts (Lev 26 22; IS
17 46; Dnl 6).

(7) F/a?/m(/(RawIinson,
Ancient Monarchy, I, 478;
Nineveh and Babylon;
mentioned figuratively in

Mic 3 3).

(8) Forfeiture (Ezr 10
8).

(9) Gallows in the mod-
ern sense probably were
unknown to the ancients.
Where the word occurs in

E.st (5 14; 6 4; 7 9.10;
9 13.25), it probably re-

fer.s to a beam or pole on
which the body was im-
paled and then elevated
to a height of 50 cubits as an object of warning to
the people (see "Hanging").

(10) Imprisonment is frequently referred to in
both the OT and the NT, indicating that this was
a common mode of punishment among both the
Israelites and other nations (Gen 40 3; 42 17;

Hanging.
nil Sculpluros (Br
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Lov 24 12; Nu 15 'M\ 1 K 22 27; Jcr 37 15.21;

Ek 3 20; Acts 4 3.10; 23 10; and the Epp. of

Faul). S(>o Prison.

(11) ItKlignilies.—In thi.s term may bo included

all those outbursts of vengeance or other evil dis-

])ositions that were practi.sed in times or under cir-

cumstances when liberties with the prisoner were
ix'rniitted on the part of bystan(h>rs or those who
iiad charge beyond the execution of the judicial

decree. Instances are foimd in the life of Christ

(Mt 26 50.t)7; Ek 22 (V.Wi; Jn 18 22); also in

the life of Paul (Acts 23 2).

(12) MutHntion {Jgs 1 G.7; Ezk 23 2n; 2 Mace
7).—The Law was opposed to thus treating any
Israelite, and Samuel, when referring to the arbi-

trary power of the future king (1 S 8 10 ff), does

not say that he would thus treat "their sons." It

was a barbarous (Histom of the East (sec Eitn'xtchs;

Polyoamy), evidently regarded, among the He-
brews, as a heinous practice (Dt 23 1). The only

act authorizing mutilation (except in retaliation) is

mentioned in Dt 25 11.

(13) Plucking off the hair is alluded to as a mode
of i)unishment in Neh 13 25; Lsa 50 6.

(14) Prison garments were in vogue to mark the

convicts (Jer 52 33).

(15) Restitution has been alluded to in the general

intro(luction to this topic.

(IG) Retaliation was recognized by Moses as a

principle, but the ai)i)lieation of it was left to the

judge (Lev 24 19-22). A fine example of it is

found in the law of Dt 19 19.

(17) Scorpions, chastising with.—Probably the

use of thongs armed with pointed pieces of lead

or other metal (1 K 12 11; 2 Ch 10 14). See

SroupioNS.

(18) Scourging. See separate article.

(19) Slavery. See separate article.

(20) Stocks. See Prison.
Frank E. Hirsch

PUNITES, pu'nits (^r'E, puni, probably "dark"):

Descendants of Puvah, of the tribe of Issachar

(Nu 26 23; cf Gen 46 13; Jgs 10 1; 1 Ch 7 1).

PUNON, ])u'non ("^S
,
punon): A desert camp

of th(> Israelites, the second after leaving Mt. Hor
(Nu 33 42.43). Eusebius {Onom 299 85; 123 9)

mentions an Idumaean village, N. of Petra, in the

des(>rt, where convicts were mining copper, called

Phindn or Phainon. These are doubtless identical.

See Waxdehings of Israel.

PUR, pur (Est 3 7; 9 26). See Purim.

PURAH, pu'ra (n*^!?:, purdh, "branch"): Gideon's

"servant," lit. "young man," i.e. armor-bearer
(Jgs 7 10 f, AV "Phurah").

PURCHASE, pur'chas: In modern Eng., "to
acciuire by payment," in Elizabethan Eng., "to
acquire" by any means. In the OT, AV has used
"purchase" to represent T\Zp^,kdndh, and its deriv-

atives (vb. and noun), except in Lev 25 33, where

the word is ^S|l|, gd'al (RV "redeem"). In the NT
the noun does not occur and the vb. is used for

KTaofxai, ktdomai, in Acts 1 18; 8 20, and Trepi-

rroi^co, peripoied, in Acts 20 28; 1 Tim 3 13. But
none of these words connotes the payment of a price,

so that RV has kept the word only in Acts 20 28
(m "acquired"), changing it into "obtain" in Acts
1 18; 8 20, and "gain" in 1 Tim 3 13. In the
OT, RVm has "gotten" in Ex 15 16 and ARV has
(very properly) introduced the same word into the
text of Ps 74 2; 78 54.

Burton Scott Easton

PURE, pvlr, PURELY, pur'li, PURITY, pu'ri-ti:

This group of words has in the OT and the NT an
almost exclusively ethical significance, though the
word "pure" is of course u.se(l also in its literal sense

of freedom from alloy or other alien matter (Ex 25
11, etc). "Pure" in the OT represents many Ileb

words, most frequently "lllT^ , tdhor; "purely,"

occurs once only in AV, as the tr of 13 ,
hdr, properly

"that which cleanses" (cf Job 9 30, RVm "Heb
'cleanse my hands with lye,' " i.e. alkali for soap)

in lsa 1 25, RV "thoroughly [m "as with lye,"

AV "purely"] purge awav thy dross"; "pureness"
is the AV tr of the same word in Job 22 30, RV
"cleanness." In the NT "pure" is the tr chiefly

of Kadapds, katharos (Mt 5 8, "Blessed are the pure
in heart," etc), but also of ayvos, hagnos (Phil 4

8; 1 Tun 5 22; Jas 3 17; 1 Jn 3 3—always in

an ethical sense). A different word {eilikrints) is

used in 2 Pet 3 1, RV "sincere." "Purity"
ihagneia) occvirs only in AV in 1 Tim 4 12; 5 2;

in RV in 2 Cor 11 3 (as the tr of tts hagnotetos).

Sec Clean; Purity. W. L. Walker

PURGE, pfirj: A number of words in both the

OT and the NT are so rendered in AV and RV,
although freciuently in RV the older Eng. word
"purge" is disi)laced by the more ai)plicable inodern

terms "cleanse" and "purify," since the emphatic
and medical senses of the word, as we now use it,

are not justified by some of the Ileb and Gr originals.

In older Eng. the word was broader hi meaning,

today it is si)ecific. Occurrences in AV, with the

changes made in RV, are as follows:

(1) int2 tfi^iir, lit. "to be clean," used of the putting-

away of idolatry from Jiidah by Josiah (2 (^h 34 3-^).

is tr<i "purge" in all VSS, but, in Ezk 24
.. , ,, 13, ARV changes to "cleanse." (2) Xlin

,

f\rp^ ^ hdta. ht. "to make a sin offering" (Ps 51^^ 7)1 is changed without improvement to

"purify" in ARV, while "purge" is re-

tained in ERV.. (S) 1S3, f^npf>a>; "to cover" or "to

make atonement," occurs in Ps 65 3: 79 0; Ezk 43
20.26: in the two passages in Pss, R\ has ' forgive

(the "expiate" of m is still better), and m Kzk the even
more accurate "make atonement." In both (4) T"^^

,

Qaraph, "to refine" (lsa 1 25), and (5) n^l, du"h,

ht. "to rinse" (lsa 4 4), "purge" is well retained in

RV. (6) "l"^2l bdrar, ht. " to be shining," RV retams

in Ezk 20 3s' but in Dnl 11 3.5 changes to "purify."

(7) ppT zdkak, "to pour down" as molten metal (Mai

3 3), also becomes "purify" in RV.

These occurrences are all in the figurative sense,

and apply to sin, uncleanness, idolatry, etc. Most
noteworthy is the ARV change of the familiar Ps

61 7.

The Gr words rendered "purge" in AV of the Apoc

and NT are Kadaipui, kathairo, and Kadapl^w, katharizo,

and their compounds and derivatives.

2. In the In all passages except four, RV more

NT properly translates "cleanse" (Mt 3 12;

Mk 7 19; Lk 3 17; Jn 15 2; He 9 14.22;

10 2). In He 1 3 "when he had by himself purged

our sins" is changed to "had made purification of."

But in the case of the vb. compounded with the

preps, dnd, apd, and ^k, ek, i.e. apokathairo and

ekkathairo (Job 12 9; 1 Cor 5 7; 2 Tim 2 21),

with strong signification to "cleanse out, RV
properly retains "purge." Most worthy of note

is the change of the familiar verse in Jn, "Every

branch, that beareth fruit, he purgeth" to "Every

branch .... he cleanseth" (15 2).

L]i)ward Mack
PURIFICATION, pu-ri-fi-ka'shun. See Purge;

I.*urity; Unclean.

PURIM, pu'rim (2''TS ,
purlin, "lots"; LXX

^ppvpaC, Phrourai), PUR, pur: The name of a
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Jewish festival celebrated on the 14th and loth days
of the month Adar, the final month of the Bib. year,

corresponding to February-March. The
1. Scripture origin of the festival is narrated in th(;

References Book of Est, and indeed is the motive
of the book, as the time, reason and

manner of its celebration are given in detail (Est
3 7; 9 24ff). Reference also is made to it in

apocryphal literature (Ad Est 10 10-13; 2 Mace
15 36) and in Jos (Ant, XI, vi, 13). No reference
is made to this feast in the NT, as it was celebrated
locally, and is therefore not to be connected with
any of the festal pilgrimages to Jerus. For this

reason the supposition of some that the feast of Jn
5 1 was Purim is to be rejected, mention of it being
immediately foliowctl by the words, "And Jesus
went up to Jerus."
For the complete account of the institution of

Purim reference must be made to the Book of Est.
Only a brief statement is possible here.

2. History Haman, son of Hammedatha the
of Insti- Agagite (q.v. ; cf 1 S 15 8.32), who had
tution been made j)rime minister by King

Ahasuerus (Xerxes), bitterly hated
the Jews, some of whom, as Mordecai, were rising
to prominence in the emjiire. After Queen Vashti
had been put away from her royal position for cause
(1 9-12), a Jewess named Esther, kinswoman and
adopted daughter of Mordecai, was chosen to be-
come the royal consort. This only increased the
hatred of Haman, wlio in his jealous fury soon
began to seek an opjiortune day to work his hate
upon Mordecai and the whole Jewish people, and
therefore resorted to the casting of the lots for the
auspicious time: "They cast Pur, that is, the lot,

before tlaman from day to day, and from month to
month, to the twelfth month, which is the month
Adar" (3 7). Beginning with the 1st month, all

the days and months were tried with unfavorable
result, until the last. At Haman's request Ahasuerus
caused his scribes to send into all the realm on the
13th day of the 1st month a decree that all Jews
should be put to death on the 13th day of the
12th month (3 12 ff). As the narrative shows, the
wisdom of Mordecai, Esther's heroism, and fasting
and praj'er availed to foil the dastardly scheme of
Haman, who had already built the gallows on which
his hated rival should be hanged. Haman was
himself hanged on this gallows, while Mordecai
was honored yet more (7 10; 8 1.2). A second
decree was issued on the 23d day of the 3d month
that on the 13th day of the 12th month (8 9.12),
the day appointed in the first decree for their

extermination, the Jews should gather together and
defend themselves against their foes. On that
fateful day not only did the Jews successfully resist

the malice of their enemies, but the public officials

also, seeing that the royal favor was with the Jews,
espoused their cause. In Shushan, the royal city,

a second day, the 14th, was granted the Jews for

vengeance on their foes (9 11-16). In view of so
great a deliverance "Mordecai wrote these things
.... unto all the Jews .... to enjoin them
that they should keep the fourteenth day of the
month Adar, and the fifteenth day of the same,
yearly, as the days wherein the Jews had rest from
their enemies" (9 20-22).

Already as early as the times of the Maccabees
(2 Mace 15 36), the festival was observed, the

14th day being called "Mordecai's
3. Manner day." Jos refers to it as continuously
of Ob- and widely observed down to his time:
servance "For this cause the Jews still keep the

forementioned days, and call them days
of Purim" {Ant, XI, vi, 13). In succeeding cen-
turies as the Jews have passed from one civilization

or empire to another, so many causes have arisen

Punites
Purity

to remind them of the persecutions of Haman as to
make the festival of a triumph over such persecu-
tions both attractive and most significant to them.
Experiences in Syria, Egypt, Rome, Russia and
elsewhere have not been lacking in suggestion of the
original occasion of Purim. The 13th day has been
observed by fastnig in commemoration of Esther's
prayer and fasting before she approached the king;
in the evening, at the beginning of the 14th day, the
Jews repair to the synagogues where the Book of
Est, one of the ?n"ghilloth, is read with interpreta-
tions, execrations bursting out at the reading of
Haman's name, accompanied by noise of rattles
and stamping of feet, other persecutors and foes also
sometimes coming in for a share of execration. The
names of Mordecai and Esther receive blessings.
On the following morning of the 14th synagogue
services are again held, at which, in addition to the
repetition of the E.st reading. Ex 17 8-16, which
records the destruction of the Amalekitea (cf Est
3 1), is also read as the lesson from the Law, pres-
ents are given to the poor and to friends, and the
rest of the day,_ as also the loth, observed with
feasting and rejoicing, oven excesses being condoned
in the exuberance of national spirit.

Many attempts have been made to trace the origin
of Purim in pagan or cosmic festivals, but to tlie present

time without success, without approach
4. Theories ^'^^^ to probabihty. Supposed connec-
f (-)-;„„ tions with nature mytlis, national festivals,

OI urigin polytheistic legends have all found advo-
cates. The word itself has suggested the

possibility of identification with words of similar form
or sound in other languages. But the ease of finding
such similarities for any word casts doubt upon the reli-
ability of any identification. (1) It has been traced to
the Assyr puru, and identified with the Assyr New
Year when officials entered upon their term of service.
(2) The Bab puhru, new year festival, has also been
claimed as the origin of Purim; Mordecai becomes
Marduk, E.sther is Ishtar, while Haman, Vashti and
Zeresh are Median gods. (3) The most popular attempts
at identification are in the Pers field, where bahr, "lot,"
is claimed as the source of Pur, or purdighdn, "new year,"
or farwardighan, the feast of departed souls. (4) Origin
also in a Gr bacchanalian occasion has been sought.
(.5) Others suggest origin in other Jewish experiences
than that claimed by the Book of Est itself, such as a
captivity in Edom, or a persecution under the Ptolemies
in Egypt, or the victory of Judas Maccabaeus over
Nicanor in 161 BC (1 Mace 7 49). No one of all these
theories has sufficient probability to secure for itself
anything like general acceptance; the Book of Est
remains as the most reasonable account; the difficulties
met in it are not so great as those of the explanations
sought in other languages and religions.

Literature.—Bible diets., esp. IIDB, EB and Jew
Eur; Paton, comm. on "Est" in ICC, particularly dd.
77-94.

Edward Mack
PURITY, pu'ri-ti : The Bible bears witness to the

long struggle over and in man to secure physical,
mental, and moral cleanliness. The various forms
of purity have relation to each other.

We have a common proverb that "cleanliness is akin
to godliness." Cleanliness and aesthetics are certainly
nigh neighbors. But cleanliness and ethics do not
dwell farther apart. When one realizes that by un-
cleanness of person or property he may endanger the
health or life of family, or even of society about him

—

as in keeping conditions that develop typhoid fever—he
begins to realize that there is a close tie between clean-
liness and morals. "Ought" comes in on the sphere of
cleanliness, and then the whole realm of ethics is open.
So near are the departments of physical and ethical
cleanliness that now if one hears the word "slum" with-
out explanation, he cannot tell whether it relates to filth
or sin.

The perception of this relationship is of very
ancient date. Though it is Isaiah who says (52

11), "Cleanse yourselves, ye that bear the vessels

of Jeh," and Mk 7 3.4, "All the Jews, except they
wash their hands diligently, eat not, holding the
tradition of the elders; and when they come from
the marketplace, except they bathe themselves,
they eat not; and many other things there are,

which they have received to hold, washings of cups,
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and pots, and brasen vessels," yet such statements
are but summaries of directions distributed here
and there throughout t lie whole Levit ical Law. We
can read therein what sounds like the hygienit;

orders of a general to his soldiers on the march, or

like the rules of the board of health to preserve a
city from pestilence. And these Levitical dire(^-

tions for cleanliness are connected inseparably with
the worship of Jeh, as though physical ])urity were
to that an essential. The Psalmist blends these

two elements, the physical and the ethical, in the
familiar (}uestion and answer (24 3-5), "Who shall

ascend into the hill of Jeh ? and who shall stand in

his holy place? He that hath (-lean hands, and a i)ure

heart; who hath not lifted up his soul unto false-

hood, and hath not sworn deceitfully. He shall

receive a blessing from Jeh, and righteousness from
the God of his salvation."

The ceremonial cleansings called for by the Law
had meaning and influence. They were interpre-

tative of something spiritual—were a parable way
of illustrating the necessity of purity of heart in

order to gain acceptance with God. If in after-days

the thing symbolized was forgotten in the symbol,

that was owing to "blindness of mind." The
darkness was not necessary.

But the main subject in respect to which we shall

in this art. seek light on purity from the Bible will

not be hygiene or aesthetics, but morals.
1. The Sex When we turn to that department
Relation we shall at once realize the fact that

the sex relation is the most primitive

and comprehensive of all the human relations.

The family.—The attitude of the Bible in respect

to that relation is unmistakable. From the vision

of the Garden of Eden to that of the New Jerusalem,

the Bible rings true to the ideal of purity in family

life and in the relations of the sexes to each other.

This is remarkable, for it is a vast history over
which its narrative sweeps, and in it every species

of literature is represented. It sets forth the acts

and views of a people in all the stages of civiliza-

tion, from wandering nomads to dwellers in cities

embellished by architecture and every device of

man to set forth riches and splendor. It sets forth

their crime, shame and sin, as well as their virtues,

but its tone is approbative of the virtues and repro-

bative of the crime, shame and sin. In the Magna
Charta of the Heb people—the Ten Command-
ments—there stands in equal rank with any other
principle, "Thou shalt not commit adultery." The
sanction of religion and law was thus given to the
integrity and purity of family life. The minute
regulations against marriage with relatives, and
the severe punishments inflicted for disregard of

the restrictions (Lev 18 and 20), were a powerful
force in the same direction. The adultery of mar-
ried persons was to be punished by the death of

both the parties (Lev 20 10; Dt 22 22).

Such laws may sometimes seem severe. Doubtless
they are primitive and date from the time of nomadism.
In primitive conditions, penalties for infraction of law
are to be severe and swift. Pioneers the world over and
through time, for very self-preservation's sake, could
show little favor or tolerance to lawlessness. Be these
laws severe, they show the intense earnestness of a people
to have a pure family life in which children born should
be genuine to it. These Levitical restrictions upon inter-
marriage with relatives fit the sense of propriety and
right of civilized people, even to this day.

There is no question about the attitude of the

prophets on purity. They were in harmony with
the Law. They had no tolerance for

2. The corrupt morals or manners leading to

Prophets impurity or suggesting it. An illus-

tration sometimes has the light of the
sun in it. What it is that is illustrated is frequently
best seen by looking at the illustration itself. The

Iiro])hets were ])assionate monot heists. Th(>3'

wanted above all things that Israel should be true
to J(>h and to Him alone. To the prophets, wor-
ship of other gods was treason to Jeh. (}ne ])rophet
after another, and over and over again, illustrates

this highest of crimes by infidelity in the marriage
relation. That shows in what estimate the family
was held. To \nit any other in the place of Jeh was
"to go a-whoring after other gods," or "to play the
harlot." That shows as nothing else co\dd how
deep in the heart was sunk regard for pvire family
life. Infidelity was high treason there, or it never
would have furnished language to describe high
treason to God.

Prov 5 and 7 indicate the attitude of the book on
purity. We may let the book make its own case.

The wiles of "the strange woman" and
3. The the stupid folly and destruction of her
Proverbs victim are specially set forth in the

chapters mentioned. In the last (chap-

ter of the book we have a portraiture of a "virtuous
woman" in whom domesticity in purity has reached
a high stage. "Let her own works praise her in

the gates."

It is pleasant to turn from the tense severity of law,
since it must deal largely with crime and sin, to tlie

idealism of poetry. In the Pss and the

4 The Sone Prophets the relation of husband and wife,

i Q ° of bridegroom and bride, of lover and loved
or bongs are always treated with tenderness and

reverence. Hero is familiar Scripture
(Ps 19): "The heavens declare the glory of God; and
the firmament snoweth his handiwork In thom
hath ho set a tabernacle for the sun, which is as a bride-
groom coming out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as a
strong man to run his course." That does not betray
any lack of sympathy with the exuberant spirit of a
lover. So Isa 62 4.5: "For Jeh delighteth in thee, and
thy land shall be married. For as a young man marricth
a virgin, so shall thy sons marry thee; and as the bride-
groom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall thy God rejoice
over thee." Language cannot more clearly disclose
delight in the joy of tho.se who are adjusting themselves
under the "primal eldest" rule over sex: "Therefore
shall a man leave his father and iiis mother, and sliall

cleave unto his wife : and they shall be one flesh' ' (Gen
2 24).

It is sometimes thought strange that the Song of

Songs should be in the Scripture Canon. But why
should there be such doubt? It is but a more par-

'

ticular elaboration of what is boldly brought to

notice in the quotations above. There is no more
necessity of reading impurity into it than there is of

reading it into the quotations above. The poem is

illustrative of an experience as widely known as

any in the life of the human race—an experience

in which sin is no necessity. One must go out of

his way who imputes sin to a single act or thought
that comes to expression in the poem. The maiden
is guileless and the lover is manly. The poem is

said to be erotic. But the eros is idealized. It

may be sensuous, but it is not sensual. It is not
selfish. The passion of each finds expression in care-

ful thoughtfulness for the other. It does not turn
back to itself in coarse brute craving of lust for its

own self-indulgence. The refrain of the poem i.s
—

"I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem

That ye stir not up, nor awake my love."
—Cant 2 7; 3 5; 8 4.

The watchfulness is as tender as that for an infant.

Where will the law lay its indictment of sin against

such thoughts and feelings? The lovers are under
the charm that has been and is to be from everlast-

ing to everlasting with the human race upon the

earth.

Christ at His strictest did not sot Himself against the
charm of love. He said it should be eternally single and
true in spirit. The maiden in the song goes forth in the
niglit, in tlio simplicity of her heart, to find her beloved
(3 2 if). In the same simplicity, Evangeline wandered
all the night of her life to find the object of her aflfection.
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From the same charm in tlie beginning camo tiio faith-
fulness of Enocli Arden. Out of the lovo that springs
from ])urit.v lias come the integrity that has endured to
th(! end. Tlic exuberance of the cliarm, liivc every otiier
spring of life and action, needs regulation, but the cliarm
itself is not to be treated as sin.

Paul has said, "Ye are not under law, but under
grace" (Rom 6 14). But that dejjends upon the

eonditions to which it is applied.
5. Christ We may not he under the Ixndfical,
and Purity ceremonial Law, but we are under iho

wide realm of ethical law always, even
when we are under grace. What grace does is to
idealize and spiritualize and make attractive and
beautiful what! before was perhaps hard, repellent
statute and rule. Christ is sometimes thought to
have relaxed the severity of "the reign of law."
But six times even in the Sermon on the Mount
He added to its strictness. Take tlie idcii of the
purity of the family as secured by its unity. Under
th(^ JMo.saic legislation, certain not onerous forms
of legal i)roceeding intervening, the termination
of marriage might be said to be optional with
the parties. All this liberty is swept away in one
sentence: "I say unto you, Whosoever shall put
away his wife, except for fornication, and shall
marry another, committeth adultery" (Mt 19 \)).

That is a law sentence. It was uttered in the realm
of law. It was intended to have effect in law. No
wonder, considering the liberty that had been
allowed in the Law up to that time, that the dis-
ciples as soon as they got breath said, "If the case
of a man is so with his wife, it is not expedient to
marry." They knew that a new law for Christ's
disciples was put over marriage. Even the ex-
cept i(m confirmed His rule. If the excei)tion is not
alhnved, ])olyandry or polygamy is established.
No other sentence of human sj^eech has df)ne more
for the purity of family life (see Divorce). But
Christ did not stop with the utterance of law pro-
tective of jiurity physically; He went behind all

acts and laid down law for the thoughts and intents
of the heart: "But I say unto you, that every one
that looketh on a woman to lust after her hath com-
mitted adultery with her already in his heart"
(Mt 5 2S).

Sometimes it may be thought that there is a loolc of
moral indifferonco about the way in which Jesus disposed
of the woman's case wlio was taken in adultery (Jn 8
1-11): "Did no man condemn thee? And she said,
No man. Lord. And Jesus said. Neither do I condemn
thee; go thy way; from henceforth sin no more." But
it must first bo remembered that it was not her case but
that of her accusers that was immediately before the
mind of Jesus. They brought her before Him to trap
Him, but Ho turned and put tliein on trial. Ho made
their moral condition the main issue. Hers was l)ut an
incident. But tlipn, Jesus did not leave h(!r without
impressing on her mind that she was a sinner. The last
words left ringing in her ears were, " Sin no more." Ancl
she was left, as all in sin are left, to wrestle out adjustment
with the Holy Spirit who leaves no soul without con-
viction of "sin, righteousness and judgment." The
words of Jesus no more than the words of anyone else
can explain all things at once. They can cover a point
in view, ijut much must always be left to the under-
standing that comes from known experience under the
moral government of God.
The subsequent psychology of a sinner after the words

of Scripture leave him is of deepest interest. Psy-
chological action he must have had; what is it? The
question arises. Had the prodigal son completed his
repentance till he had asked the forgiveness of his mother
and his elder brother ? What is the subsequent psy-
chology of a sinner as he disappears from our vicnv ? We
can interpret here by what we know to be the operations
of the Holy Spirit in the soul

; just a.s we know a material
object that disappears from view is still uiuUt the; law
of gravitation. Pew who have thought on this subject
have expressed the truth so well as Wliittier in "Our
Master," or in "John UnderhiH" in tlicse words:

"And men took note of his gloomy air
The shame in his eye, the halt in his prayer.
The signs of a battle lost within.
The pain of a soul in the coils of sin.

Into the desert alone rode he,
Alone with the Inliniti; Turily;
And Ijowing his soul to its lender rebuke,
As Peter did to the Master's look,
He measured his path with prayer of pain
For peace with God and nature" again."

There is a recognition of the; huminu with fire that is
infolded in the word "purity."

Paid is like his Master. He seeks for purity in
this relation after marriage as well as before

—

purity of mind. In 1 Cor 7 we see
6. Paul how carefully and kindly Paid di.s-

coursed about all tlie complications
in matters pertaining to sex. Then again, if Paul
has exhorted wives to obedience to husbands, he
has also called for ecjual self-surrender on the part
of hti.sbands (Llph 5 22-32): "Husbands, love your
wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave
himself up for it." Can then; be any self-surrender
greater than that which Clirist made? Here let
attention rest on the fact that in his catalogue of
the fruits of the Spirit (Cal 6 22), if he has put
"love" in the first place of emi>hasis among the nine,
he has put "self-control" in the last.

We have only space for a glance at a few departments
of action and thought to see what the world lias gained in
purity from the religion of the Bible. The age of
chivalry ought to have a word i)ut to its credit. The
knights took the vow of chastity before the tribunals of
the church. Take art—conipar(! a Venus and a Ma-
donna. Not only spirituality, but even intellectuality
is wanting in a Venus. There is not a suggestion in a
Venus that does not inhere in flesh and sense. Of what
would she or could she sjieak if sho w(to to open her
mouth ? To judge from her appearance, the utterance
would be so "flat, stale and unprofltal)lo" that even the
charm of her physical beauty would disai)pear. In
the Madonna you scarce see the physical. If sho were
to speak, her words would picture the peace and calm
joy of a heavenly realm. If her counteiiaiire is suggest-
ive of something far away, it is of something far above.
But art is not dead, and si)iritual art did not die

with the creation of the Madonna. Take St. Gaudcns'
"Puritan." Compare that witli an Ai)ollo. Again we
have the contrast there is between a Madonna and a
Venus. We have the physical and th(! aesthetic in an
Apollo, but there is not a gleam of tlie intellectual.
That Apollo thinks is not indicated, much less what he
might bo thinking al^out. Thert; is not the faintest sug-
gestion of the ethical. There is no intent and purpo.se
in him. But in the Puritan there is intfnit and purpose.
He means much. He is ethical. That determined
bearing can only come from a spirit alive with the sense
of right. When it comes to that, you will warrant that
the Puritan carries more vhyxiral giuis than the Apollo,
and that if they were to clinch in a tug of wrestling
Apollo would fall underneath. That ethical intent and
purpose is masterly. You may look through a whole
pantheon of Greek gods and meet not a trace of the force
concentrated in the Puritan. lie is forceful because
right makes might. He is in the majority because he
knows Who is with him. He is conscious of power be-
cause he has subdued the kingdom within. He has won
the greatest of all victories—self-control.

C. Caverno
PURLOINING, pilr-loin'ing: Lit. "for far off,"

hence to carry away or steal; the word is the tr
of voacpL^ofiai, nosphizomai, "to take away for one's
self," "to secrete," "to steal," a word appropriate
to those in the position of slaves in a master's
service (Tit 2 10, "not purloining").

PURPLE, pur'p'l (l^SnX, 'argaman; Chald

•jl^nX, 'arc/wan [2 Ch 2 7]; cf Arab.
, JILj ,

^urjuwdn, and Pers (jl^-C-)! , 'arghaivdn; irop<j)vipa,

porphura, Trop4>t)peos, porphurcos [LXX and NT]):

Purple dye was manufactured by the Phoenicians from
a marine mollusk, Murex trunculus. The sIk^U was
broken in order to give access to a small gland which was
removed and crushed. The crushed gland gives a milky
fluid that becomes red or purple on exposure to the air.
Piles of these broken shells still remain on the coast at
Sidon and Tyre. The purple gland is found in various
species of Murex and also of Purpura.

Purple cloth was used in the furnishings of the
tabernacle (Ex 25 4, etc) and of Solomon's temple
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(2 Ch 2 14; 3 11); in the palanquin of Solomon
(Cant 3 10) ; and in the hangings of the palace of

Ahasuerus (Est 1 6). The kings of Miflian had
purple raiment (Jgs 8 26); the worthy woman of

Prov 31 22 has clotliing of fine linen and j)urple.

Mordecai was elotlied with purple by Aliasucrus

Shells of Murex trunculus (the Broken Ones from a
Large Shell Heap at Sidon).

(Est 8 15); Jesus by the Rom soldiers (Mk 15
17.20; Jn 19 2.5). The rich man of Lk 16 19
and the scarlet woman of Rev 18 12.16 were ar-
rayed in purple. In Cant 7 5 the bride has hair
like purple. Purple is in the merchandise of Baby-
lon (Rev 18 12). It is surjirising that Ezekicl
s{)eaks of the Tyrians as obtaining purple from the
isles of Elishah (Ezk 27 7) and from Syria (Ezk
27 16). See Colors; Dye, Dyeixg.

Alfred Ely Day
PURPOSE, pur'pus, OF GOD (irpoeto-is, prothe-

sis [Rom 9 11; Eph 1 11]): The word "purpose"
seems to be an equivalent of the word "decree" as
used in regard to man's relation to eternity. More
correctly stated, it softens the word "decree" and
refers back to the cause of the decree as lodged in

an intelligent design and forward to an aim con-
sistent with the character of God. See Foreor-
DiNATiON ; Predestixatiox.

PURSE, purs. See Bag.

PURSLAIN, purs'lan, JUICE, jcTos, jus. See
Juice.

PURTENANCE, pur't5-nans: With the sig-

nificance of "belongings," this word occurs in AV
of Ex 12 9 as the tr of 3"]]?, kerehh, "within," "in-

ward," "roast .... with the purtenance thereof,"
RV "inwards" (cf Lev 1 9; 3 3, etc).

PUT, put (t:^E
, put; #0158, Phoml, in Gen and Ch,

variant for Gen 4>ovt, Phout, for Ch, <i>ovi9, Phouth)

:

In consequence of the identification
1. Render- at the time, the prophets have "Libya"
ings (A^/3ues, Libues), except Nah 3 9,

where the Gr renders the word as <pvy^,

phugt, "flight." The Vulg has "Phut," "Phuth,"
and in the Prophets "Libyes" and "Libya"; AV
"Phut."

In the "Table of Nations" Put is the third son
of Ham (Gen 10 6), the first and second being

Cush and Misraim, and the fourth
2. Son of Canaan. Put is the only one of the
Ham sons of Ham who is not credited with

descendants.

In the Prophets, warriors from Put arc referred
to, principally in connection with the forces of

Egypt. They apjiear as shield-bearers (Jer 46 9:
"Cush and Put, that handle the shield; and the

Ludim, that handle and bend the
3. As Na- bow"). See also Ezk 30 5, where the
tionality order in the Heb is Cush, Put and

Lud. In Nah 3 9 Put is the helper
of No-amon (Thebes in l^]gypt), and in Ezk 27 10
Put ajjpears with Persia and Lydia (Lud) as being
in the army of Tyre.
The common identification of Put is the Egyp

Punt (or Pwent) proposed by Ebers. The assimi-
lation of n to a following consonant

4. Identi- is common in the Sem languages, and
fied with would occasion no difiiculty if the
Punt voc^alization be fovmd to agree. The

final t of Punt, however, seems to be
the Egyp fem. ending, whereas the t of Put is

radical.

Nevertheless, the district would seem to be rightly
identified with the tract to the E. of Abyssinia

(Somaliland), and as it is described
5. Somali- as being on both sides of the sea (the
land and Red Sea), Yemen would seem to be
Yemen included. In connection with this,

it is worthy of note that a fragment of
a Bab tablet referring to Nebuchadrezzar's cam-
paign in Egypt in his 37th year mentions, as though
in the neighborhood, the city (here, apparently,
standing for the district) of Putu-ydman—probably
not "Ionian [Gr] Put" (Lesbos, according to Winck-
ler), but "Put of Yemen." If this be in contra-
distinction to the district of Put (Punt) on the
African mainland, the latter would be the Putu
referred to in the Pers inscription of Naqsh-i-
Rustem, which mentions, among the tributary-
countries, Kushiya, Putiya and Masiya, in Baby-
lonian {mat) Puta, [{mat) K]usii, (mat) Massu(?),
"the land Put, the land Kush (Ethiopia), the land
Massti(?)." The soldiers of Put in the army of
Tyre may have been either from the African or
the Yemenite Put, in which case there was no north-
ern tract of that name, unless settlements had been
made at any time from the original district. See
W. Max Miiller, Asien und Europa, Leipzig, 1893,
106 ff. T. G. Pinches

PUTEOLI, pvi-te'6-l! (noTCoXoi, Potioloi, "sul-
phur springs" [Acts 28 13, \VH], the modern Poz-
zuoli): A maritime city of Campania, which occu-
pied a central i:)osition on the northern shore of a
recess in the Gulf of Naples, protected on the W.
by the peninsula of Baiae and Cape Misenum. It

was originally a colony of the neighboring Gr city
Cumae.
The earliest event in the history of Puteoli which

can be dated definitely was the repulse of Hannibal
before its walls by a Rom garrison in 214 BC. The
design of the Carthaginian to secure a seaport as
base of supplies and communication was thus
thwarted (Livy xxiv.7, 12, 13). A Rom colony
was established here in 194 BC, and Puteoli thus
became the first Rom port on the Gulf of Naples
(Livy xxxiv.45; Strabo v.245; Velleius, i.l5). Its
subsequent remarkable prosperity and commercial
activity are to be attributed to the safety of the
harbor and the inhospitable character of the coast
nearer Rome. For Puteoli became the chief sea-
port of the capital before the creation of an arti-

ficial harbor at Portus August! by Claudius, and
before Trajan made the mouth of the Tiber the
principal converging point for the over-sea carrying
trade. The_ imports at Puteoli consisted mainly
of Egyp grain and oriental wares, dispatched from
Alexandria and other cities of the Levant (Cicero
Pro Rabirio 40; Suetonius Aug. 98; Strabo xvii.

793; Cicero Pro Caelio 10). The eastern element
in the population was very numerous (Petronius 81

;
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CIL, X, 1797). The harbor was rendered doubly
safe by a mole, which is known to have been at
least 418 yds. in length, consisting of massive piers

connected by means of arches constructed in solid

masonry (Strabo v.245). Extensive remains of

this mole still exist. The shore line devoted to
purposes of commerce {emporium) extended for a
distance of about 1^- miles westward from the mole.
At the height of its prosperity under Claudius and
Nero, the town is thought to have contained a
population of nearly 100,000.

The region in which the town was situated is of

volcanic formation, the name Puteoli being due to
the odor of the sulphureous springs or to the wells
of a volcanic nature which abound in the vicinity.

The volcanic dust, called pozzolana today, was
mixed with lime to form a cement of the greatest
durability, which was proof against the influence of

scawater.

Extensive remains of an amphitheater, whose
axes measure 160 and 126 yds. across the space
inclosed by the outer facade and 75 and 45 yds.
within the arena, bear testimony to the former
affluence of Puteoli.

The region about Puteoli together with Baiae
became the favorite resort of the Rom nobility, and
the foundations of many ancient villas are still

visible, although partly covered by the sea. Cic-
ero's villa in the territory of Puteoli (Cicero Ad
Fam. V.15, 2; Ad Alt. xiv.l6, 1; 20, 1) was after-

ward selected as the place of burial of Hadrian
(Spartianus Had, 25). The portion of the bay
between Puteoli and Baiae was the scene of the
attempt made at the instigation of Nero upon
the life of his mother by means of a vessel so con-
trived that it was to break to pieces while convey-
ing Agrippina toward her villa near the Lucrine
Lake (Tacitus Annals xiv.8). See Neko.
The apostle Paul found a Christian community

at Puteoli, when he arrived there on his way to
Rome, and stopped 7 days with them (Acts 28 13.

14). At that time the ordinary route to Rome,
following the Via Appia from Capua, was 155 Rom,
or about 142| Eng., miles (Nissen, Italische Landes-
kunde, II, 739). Later, Domitian reduced the dis-

tance to 139 Rom miles (about 129 Eng.) by laying
out the Via Domitia along the coast, joining the Via
Appia at Sinue.ssa (Geog. Raven., IV, 32; Itin. Ant.,
122; Tab. Pent.). George H. Allen

PUTHITES, pu'thlts (^P^S
,
puthi, "simple"; AV

Puhites) : One of the families of Kiriath-jearim,
randchildrcn of Caleb (1 Ch 2 50.53).gran

PUTIEL, pu'ti-el (bs;it:i2, puti'el, "contemned
by El") : Father of the wife of Eleazar, Aaron's son,
and thus grandfather of Phinehas, Eleazar's son
(Ex 6 25). See Phinehas, (3).

PUVAH, pu'va. See Pu.vh.

PYGARG, pl'giirg QtJ^^, dulwn;
,os, pngnrgns^; cf

"Dishan" [Gen 36
70s, pur/nrgn.'^; cf proper nouns, "Dishon" ar

^""" "^--^ 36 21-30; 1 Ch 1 38-42]; accor

LXX irv-yap-

Dishon" and

ingto BDB,IlomTacl, Sdugcthicre,dei'ivcii '\t2''1_ from

tJ^^, dush, Arab, (u-l^ , <ias, "to tread," and

cf Assyr dashshu, "mountain-goat"): Dishon as
the name of an animal occurs only in Dt 14 5 in

the list of clean beasts. Both AV and RV have
"pygarg," which is not the recognized name of
any animal whatever. The LXX pugargos (from
TTvyri, puge, "rump," and dpyos, argos, "white")
was used by Herodotus (iv.l92) as tlie name of an
antelope. A white rump is a very common feature
of deer and antelopes, and is commonly explained
as enabling the fleeing herd easily to keep in sight
of its leaders. It has been used as a specific name
of Cervus pygargus, the Tartarian roe, and Bubalis
pygargus, a small South African antelope. The
Arabic Bible has ri'm, "a white gazelle," a kindred
word to r'^em, AV "unicorn," RV "wikl-ox."
Tristram, NHB, considers dishon to be the addax,
Antilope addax or Addax nasomaculatus-. There
is excellent reason, however, for believing that the
range of this African antelope does not extend into
Pal, Sinai or Arabia. For a discussion of the ani-
mal names in Dt 14 4.5, see Zoology.

Alfred Ely Day
PYRAMID, pir'a-mid (irvpajACs, puramis) : Pyr-

amids are mentioned in connect ion with the splendid
monument reared by Simon Maccabaeus in mem-
ory of his parents and brethren at Modin (1 Mace
13 28; cf Ant, Xin, vi, 6). Jos describes them
as "very surprising, both for their largeness and
beauty." There is nothing to show how the pyra-
mid allotted to each was distinguished, whether by
diff"erence in size or by inscriptions. It is remark-
able that in Scripture there is no allusion to the
giant structures in Egypt; but these may have
supplied the suggestion to Simon's mind.

W. EWING
PYRRHUS, pir'us (IIvppos, Purros, "fiery-red"):

The name is inserted in the text of RV in Acts 20 4
as that of the father of Sopateu (q.v.).

PYTHON, pi'thon: Occurs only in Acts 16 16,
where RV reads, "a certain maid having a spirit of

divination [m "a spirit, a Python"] met us."
Uvdcov, Puthon, or Tivddi, Puiho, is the oldest name
of Deli)hi (or the country about Delphi), in which
was situated the famous Delphic Oracle. Conse-
quently "Pythian spirit" came to be the generic
title of the supposed source of inspiration of di-

viners, including the slave-girl of the account in

Acts. Exactly what facts underlie the narrative
it is rather hard to say, but it is evident that the
girl was sincere in her conviction that she spoke
with Pythian inspiration. Probably she represents
some hysterical type, of none too strong mentality,
whose confused utterances were taken as coming
from some supernatural power. Impressed by St.

Paul's personality, she followed him. about, and,
when his command came, was in a state of mind
that had prepared her to obey it. The narrative,
incidentally, gives an interesting sidelight on a
society in which a girl with hysteria had a greater
commercial value than she had after her cure. Sec
Divination. Burton Scott Easton
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QOPH, kof Cp, k). See Kdpii.

QUAIL, kwal (T-jP, s''hltr: 6pTUY0fiT|Tpa, ortu-

gomttra: L;it, Cohirnix I'uhjdrin): \ g;unc bird of

the family ('olurNi.r, closely related to "partridf^es"

(q.v.). (^iiail and partridges arc near relatives, the
partridge a lit t \v larger and of brighter color, (^uail

are like the gray, l)r()\vn and tan of earth. Their
plumage is cut and ])enciled by markings, and their

flesh juicy and delicate food. Tlieir habits are very
similar. They nesi on the ground and brood on
from 12 to 20 eggs. The (juail arc more friendly

Quail.

birds and live in the open, brooding along roads
and around fields. They have a longer, fuller wing
than the partridge and can make stronger flight.

In Pal they were migratory. They are first men-
tioned in Ex 16 13: "And it came to pass at even,
that the quails came up, and covered the camp:
and in the morning the dew lay round about the
camp." This describes a large flock in migration,
so that they passed as a cloud. Nu 11 31-33:
"And there went forth a wind from Jeh, and brought
quails from the sea, and let them fall by the camp,
about a day's journey on this side, and a day's
journey on the other side, round about the camp,
and about two cubits above the face of the earth.
And the people rose up all that day, and all the
night, and all the next day, and gathered the quails:
he that gathered least gathered ten homers: and
they spread them all abroad for themselves round
about the camp"; cf Ps 78 26-30:

"He caused the cast wind to blow in the heavens-
And by his power he guided the south wind.
He rained itesh also upon them as the dust,
And winged birds as the sand of the seas:
And he let it fall in the midst of their camp,
Roimd about their habitations.
So they did cat, and were well filled;
And he gave them their own desire."

Again the birds are mentioned in migration. Those
that fell around the camp and the bread that was
sent from heaven are described in Ps 105 39-42.
Commentators have had trouble with the above
references. They cause the natural historian none—they are so in keeping with the location and the
law.s of Nature. First the Ileb s'law means "to be
fat." That would be i)recisely the condition of the
quail after a winter of feeding in tlie S. The time
was early spring, our A{)ril, and the quail were
flocking from Africa and si)reading in clouds—even
to Europe. They were birds of earth, heavy feed-
ers and of plump, full body. Migration was such

an effort that when forced to cross a large bodv of
water they always waited until the wind blew inthe
direction of their cour.se, l(\st they tire and fall.

Their average was about 16 birds to each nest.
If half a brood escaped, they yet multiplied in such
numbers as easily to form clouds in migration.
Pliny writes of tlieir coming into Italy in such
numbers, and so exliausted with their long flight,
that if they sighted a sailing vessel they settled
upon it by hundreds and in such numbers as to sink
it. Taking into consideration the diminutive
vessels of that age and the myriads of birds, this
does not appear incredible. Now compare these
facts with the text. Israelites were encamped on
the Sinai Peninsula. The birds were in migration.
The (luail followed the lied Sea until they reached
the point of the })eninsula where they selected the
narrowest i)lace, and when the wind was with them
they crossed the wat(>r. Not far from the shore
arose the smoke from the camj)fires of the Israelites.
This bewilder(>d them, and, weary from their jour-
ney, they began to settle in confused thousands
over and around the camp. Then the Israelites
arose and, with the ever-ready "throw sticks,"
killed a certain number for every soul of the camp
and spread the bodies on the sjmd to dry, just as
Herodotus (ii.77) records that the Egyi)tian3
always had done (see Rawlinson, Herod, II, for an
illustration of catching and drying quail). Nature
and natural history can account for this incident,
with no need to call in the miraculous.

Gene Stratton-Porter
QUARREL, kwor'el: Originally (1) "a com-

plaint" (cf "querulous"), or (2) "a cause of com-
l)laint," and so (3) "a contention." (1) In AV
Mk 6 19 (RV "set herself"; the colloquial "had
it in for him" is an exact tr) and Col 3 13 {fio/xtprj,

mom-phe, "comiilaint"; so RV). (2) In 2 K 5 7
(niX, 'andh, "be ojjportune," RVm "an occasion").

(3) In AV Lev 26 25 (loose tr of Cp: , naham,
"vengeance"; so RV). Cf Sir 31 29"aV (RV
"conflict") and Prov 20 3 RV (AV "meddhng").

QUARRIES, kwor'iz (n''b"'P2
,

p'slllm [Jgs 3

19.26, "graven images"], C'lSTp, sh'hharim [Josh

7 5, "Shebarim," RVm "the quarries"]):

Prslllm is elsewhere tr<i "graven images" (Dt 7 5;
Ps 78 58; Isa 10 10; Mic 5 13, etc) and is a pi. form
of pexel, "graven image" (Ex 20 4, etc), from pn.saZ, "to
carve." It occurs in the story of Ehud and Egfon and
refers to irnages or hewn stones in the vicinity of Gilgal.
Shi'bharim. is pi. of shebher, "breach," "fracture," more
often "destruction" (e.g. Prov 16 18), from shdbhar,
"to break." The; form shebhdrim is also found in Job
41 2.5, "consternation," AV "breakings." In Josh 7
5 Shebarim is the point to which the Israelites were
chased after their first attack upon Ai. See Shebarim.

Quarries in Pal are not usually very deep because
there is plenty of good stone to be found at the
surface. The quarryman seeks a thick stratum of

firm limestone which has a favorable exposure.
The vertical joint-planes divide the stratum into

large blocks which the quarryman dislodges with
the aid of crowbars. These great blocks he skil-

fully cleaves by inserting several wedges in a line

in holes made by a pick, and driving the wedges in

with a heavy hammer. In these days gtmpowder
is occasionally used, esp. when there are not favor-
able joint-jilanes producing blocks capable of being
moved by the crowbar.

Another method, which is employed where stones
of great size arc wanted, is to carve the stones out
of the rock by cutting channels around them with
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the pick. In the limestone quarries of Ba^albck

and the granite quarries of Aswan at the first

cataract of the Nile, enormous stones may be seen

which were abandoned while in process of being
removed by this method. The channels are wide
enough to admit the body of the workman, and the
marks of the picks on the sides of the channels are

plainly visible. Alfred Ely Day

QUARTER, kwor'ter: Lit., of course, "the fourth

part," and so of the four "ends" (HSp, kagdh) in

Jer 49 36, and AV of the four "corners" (so RV,
yuivla, cjonla) in Rev 20 8. Hence, "any part"
and in this sense us(>d freely for various words by
AV. RV has usually dropped "quarter," but un-
fortunately has retained it in Nu 34 3; Josh 15 5;

in his cell between two soldiers, "bound with two
chains," his left hand chained to one and his right
to the other. The other two soldiers of the quater-
nion mounted guard before the door, and are
spoken of as "the first and the second guard" (ver

10) whom St. Peter and his angel guide had to pass
on the way to liberty. The Gr word thus rendered
is not found in LXX or anywhere else in the NT.

T. NicoL
QUEEN, kwen: The Bible applies this term:

(1) To the wife of a king ("queen consort") (HSb'a,

nialkdh). In the Book of Est it is the title given to
Vashti (1 9) and Estlier (2 22); cf Cant 6 8 f

.

Another Heb word for queen consort is rT^"^!!?,

(fhhlrah, lit. "mistress" (cf 1 K 11 1<), the wil"e of
Pharaoh; 2 K 10 13, "tlie children of the king and

Stone in Quauuiks at Ba'albek.

18 H.lf), and introduced it in Josh 18 12.14.20

for nXE
,

pc'uh, usually rendered "side." The
result is very obscure. Elsewhere in RV only in

the phra.se "from every quarter" (den 19 4; Isa

56 11; Mk 1 45). Cf Bokdek; Coast.

QUARTUS, kwor'tus (Kovapros, Kouartos): A
Christian in Corinth who with "Erastus the trea.s-

urer of the city" sent greetings to the Christian
community in Rome (Rom 16 23). He is known
to Paul only as a Christian, "the brother."

QUATERNION, kwa-tilr'ni-un (rcTpaStov, Mrd-
dion) : The name given to a company of four
soldiers of Herod's army (Acts 12 4). To four
such companies St. Peter had been handed over,

who would take their tvn-n of acting as guard over
the prisoner, eacli of the four watches of the night
according to Rom reckoning, which Herod Agrip])a I

would follow. In the castle of Antonia St. Peter
was thus closely secured, in order that Herod, who
had already killed James, the brother of John, with
the sword (12 2), might, after the solemnities of the
Passover, make sure of his death likewise. On the
night before his intended execnition he was sleeping

the children of the queen"). In Neh 2 G and Ps 45

9 we find the exi)r(>.ssion ^5T1J , Nlicghdl, which some
trace back to bjTiJ, slidghnl, "to ravisli," a rather

doubtful derivation. Still another term is n"^'®

,

sdra/i, lit. "princess" (Isa 49 23). Tlie LXX some-
times uses the word (SaaiXiaffa, basilinsa; cf Ps 45
9. (2) To a f(>male ruler or sovereign ("cjueen
regnant"). The oidy instances are those of the
queen (malkdh) of Sheba (1 K 10 1-13; cf 2 Ch
9 1-12) and of Candace, the queen (fxisilissd) of
the Ethiopians (Acts 8 27). In Mt 12 42 (cf Lk
11 31) Christ refers to the queen of the south
{paaLXuxaa vSrov, biisUisaa noton), meaning, of course,
the queen of Sheba. (3) To a heathen deity,

D']'52'©n r,p-''53, m'ickhelh ha-shdmayim, "the queen
of heaven""" (Jer 7 18; 44 17 ff). See Queen op
Heaven.

(4) Metaphorically, to the city of Babylon
(Rome) (Rev 18 7) : an expression denoting
sovereign contempt and imaginary dignity and
power. W1LLIA.M Baur

QUEEN MOTHER (nn^n^, g'-hhirdh, lit. "mis-
tress," then a female ruler, and sometimes simply
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the wifo of :i k'mg [''ciikhmi," 1 K 11 1!)]; in Dtil

5 10 (he Icrm NPS^^, iNdlk'tha, ''({ucvn,'' rvnWy
incHiis |Ih> inothci' of llic kinj;;): It stands to reason
that, anion^ a i)c()i)l(> whose rulers are jjolys.'unists

the mother of the new kin^ or (;hief at onc(> heroines
a jxTson of fjreat eonseciuence. The records of the
Books of K i)rove it. 'Vhc (/'binrdh, or (}ueeu mother,
()('CU])ied ;i position of hif^li social and jwlitical ini-

[)ortance; she took rank almost with the kins-
When Batli-sheha, the mother of Solomon, desired
''to speak unto him for Adonijah," her son "rose
up to meet her, aiul bowed himself unto her, and
sat down on his throne, and caused a throne to he
set for the kinji;'s mother; and she sat on his right
hand" (1 K 2 19). And again, in 2 K 24 15, it is

expressly stated that Nehuchadnczzar carried away
the king's mother into cai)tivily; Jeremiah calls her
g'hhirah (29 2). The; king was Jehoiachin (J(H'0-

niah, Jer 29 2), and his mot her's name was Nehu.shta
(2 K 24 8). This was the royal pair whose im-
I)ending doom thepro])het was told to forecast (Jer

13 18). Here again the cjueen mother is mentioned
with the king, thus emphasizing her exalted position.

Now wo understand why Asa removed Maacah
his (grand?) mother from heing queen (queen
mother), as we arc told in 1 K 15 13 (cf 2 Ch 15
16). She had used lier powerful influence to
further the cau.se of idolatry. In this connection
Athaliah's couj) d'etat may l)e hriefly mentioned.
After the violent tleath of her son Ahaziah (2 K
9 27), she usurped the royal power and reigned for
some time in her own name (2 K 11 3; cf 2 Ch
22 12). This was, of c-ourse, a revolutionary under-
taking, being a radical departure from the usual
traditions.

And finally, the political importance of the gr"-

hhirah is illustrated by the fact that in the Books of
K, with two exceptions, the names of the Jewish
kings are rccordc-d together with those of their
respective mothers; they are as follows: Naamah,
the Ammonitess, the mother of Rehoboam (IK
14 21; cf vcr 31, and 2 Ch 12 13); Maacah, the
daughter of Abishalom (1 K 15 2) or Absalom
(2 Ch 11 20), the mother of Abijah; Maacah, the
daughter of Al)ishalom, the mother (grandmother?)
of Asa (1 K 15 10; cf 2 Ch 15 16); Azubah, the
daughter of Shilhi, the mother of Jchoshaphat
(1 K 22 42; cf 2 Ch 20 31); Athaliah, the grand-
daughter of Omri, the mother of Ahaziah (2 K 8
26; cf 2 Ch 22 2); Zibiah of Beershcba, the
mother of Jehoash (2 K 12 1 ; cf 2 Ch 24 1);
Jehoaddin (J(>hoaddan, 2 Ch 25 1) of Jerus, the
mother of Amaziah (2 K 14 2); Jecoliah (Jechi-

liah, 2 Ch 26 3) of Jerus, the mother of Azariah
(2 K 15 2) or Uzziah (2 K 15 13.30, etc; cf 2
Ch 26 3); Jcrusha (Jerushah, 2 Ch 27 1), the
daughter of Zadok, the mother of Jotham (2 K 15
33); Abi (Abijah, 2 Ch 29 1), the daughter of
Zechariah, the mother of ITezekiah (2 K 18 2);
Ilephzibah, the mother of Manasseh (2 K 21 1);
Meshullemeth, the daughter of Haruz of Jotbah,
the moth-er of Amon (2 K 21 19); Jedidah, the
daughter of Adaiah of Bozkath, the mother of
Josiah (2 K 22 1); Ilanmtal, the daughter of
Jeremiah of Lil^nah, the mother of Jehoahaz (2 K
23 31); Zebidah, the daughter of Pedaiah of Ru-
mah, the mother of Jehoiakim (2 K 23 36);
Nehushta, the daughter of Elnathan of Jerus, the
mother of Jehoiachin (2 K 24 8); Hamutal
(Hamital), the daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah, the
mother of Zedekiah (2 K 24 18). The exceptions
are Jehoram and Ahaz. William Baur

QUEEN OF HEAVEN (2^^1tT' TDb^
, mHekheth

ha-shdnuiijini, although there is another reading,

P2Xb'!3, vVlc'kJieth, "worship" or "goddess"):

Occurs only in two passages: Jer 7 18; 44 17-
19.25, wh(-re the prophet denounces the wnitii
of (lod upon tlu! inhabitants of Judah and Jerus
who have given themselves up to the worship
of the host of heaven. This is no doubt a part of
the astral worshi]) which is found largeh' developed
among the J(>ws in the lat(>r period of their history
in Canaan. It is first mentioned in 2 K 17 16 as
l)racti,sed l)y the men of the Northern Kingdom
when Samaria had fallen and the Um tribes were
Ix^ing carried away into captivity. Moses is rep-
resented as warning the Israelites against the wor-
ship of tlu; sun an(i moon and stars and all the host
of heaven, practised l)y the people of Canaan (Dt
4 19; 17 3), and the existence of such worship
among the Canaanites and neighboring nations is

attest(>(l from an early period (cf Job 31 26-28).
The worship of the heavenly bodies was widely
si)read in the East and in Arabia; and the Bab
pantheon was full of astral deities, where each
divinity corresponded either to an astral phenome-
non or to some circumstance or occurrence in

Nature which is connected with the course of the
stars (Jeremias, The OT in the Light of the Ancient
East, I, 100). From the pro[)hets we gather that
before the exile the worship of the host of heaven
had become established among all classes and in all

the towns of Israel (Jer uhi supra; Ezk 8 16). In
that worship the queen of heaven had a conspicu-
ous place; and if, as seems probable from the
cakes which were ofTered, she is to be identified with
the Assyr Ishtar and the Canaanite Astarte, the
worship itself was of a grossly immoral and debasing
character. That this Ishtar cult was of great
antiquity and widely spread in ancient Babylonia
may be seen from the symbols of it found in recent
excavations (see Nippur, II, 236). How far the
astral theorists like W'incklcr and Jeremias are
entitled to link up with this worship the mourning
for Josiah, the lamentations over Tammuz, the story
of Jei)lithah's daughter, and even the narrative
of the misfortunes and the exaltation of Joseph, is

questionable. But that the peoj)le of Judah in the
clays before the exile had given themselves over to
the worst and vilest forms of heathen worship and
incurred the grievous displeasure of Jeh is made
clear by the denunciation of the worship of the
queen of heaven by Jeremiah. T. Nicol

QUEEN OF SHEBA, she'ba (1 K 10 1-13:
2 Ch 9 1-12, called in Mt 12 42; Lk 11 31, "the
queen of the; south" [Pao-iXio-o-a votov, basilissa

?i6tou]):

The two OT accounts of tho coming of the queen of
Shcba (scH! Sheua) to Solomon differ slightly from one

another, and, of the two, that in 1 K is the

1 OT older. (1) The words "concerning the
a'„„„..„4.„ name of Jeh" (1 K 10 1) are wanting
Accounts in 2 Ch; while LXX in 1 K has "and tho

name of Jeh," apparently a correction of
the MT. (2) For 1 K 10 9, "because Jeh loved Israel
for ever," 2 Oh 9 8 has "because thy God loved Israel,
to establish them for ever"; LXX in 1 K has "because
Jeh loved Israel, to establish it for ever." (8) In the last
verse of each account, we find another difference: 2 Ch
9 12 says that Solomon gave to the queen all her desire,
"besides that which she had brouglit unto the king,"
i.e. according to some, besides the equivalent of what
she had brought to him; 1 K 10 13 m has " besides that
which he gave her according to the hand of king Solo-
mon." i.e. besides gifts commensurate with his own
wealth and power (SBOT), or besides gifts which he
gave her qud king.

The narrative tells of the queen of Sheba, on
hearing of Solomon's great wisdom, coming to

test him with perplexing questions or
2. The riddles (of Jgs 14 12). She brought
Narrative presents to the king, and interviewed

him: "And when the queen of Sheba
had seen all the wisdom of Solomon, and the house
that he had built" (i.e. the palace, not the temple) as
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well as its arrangeinonls, "ami his l)urnt-ofi'erinp;

which he offered in the house of Jeh [so read and
translate with RVm in 1 K 10 f), and also in 2 Cli

9 4]; there was no more spirit in her": the half of
Solomon's wisdom had not been told her. "Happy,"
she said to him, "are thy wives [so read with LXX,
Syr and Old Lat V8S], happy are these thy serv-
ants." She then exchanged gifts with him and
returned to her own land.
The narrative is a complement of that in 1 K 3

16-28, where the king's justice is exemplified; here
his wisdom.
The narrative is referred to by Jesus in Mt 12

42; Lk 11 31, where He refuses to accede to the
request of the scribes and Pharisees

3. Em- for a sign from Him. He tells them
ployed by that no sign will be given them ex-

Jesus cept that of Jonah, whose sign was his

preaching, one that proved sufficient

to the Ninevites; and 'behold something greater
than Jonah is here.' The men of Nineveh will be
a living condemnation of them "in the judgment"
(cf Lk 16 31); and so will the "queen of the south"
who came from the ends of the earth after hearing
of Solomon's wisdom, 'and behold something greater
than Solomon is here.' The only sign to be given is

that of the wisdom of Jesus, a wisdom far greater
than that of Solomon (see D. Smith, Days of Ilis

Flesh, 176 ff).

Eastern lit. has much to say about the queen of Sheba.
The Arabs called h(!r Bilkls. Abyssinian legend de-

clarers that she came from Ethiopia, her
4. Eastern H'Une being jMakeda, and that she had a
t';+^, 4.

son by Solomon." See ])elitzsch, /n'i-, 116-
L,lterature 27; ZDMG, X, 19f; J Pt T, VI. 524 If

(1S80). Grcssmann (in Srhriften des AT,
II. 1,203) hasfiirtherreferencesto Wilhelm Hertz, Gesam-
rni'lte Abhandluni/cn, 190.5,413 If; B(>Z()ld, Kebra NagasI,
190.5, and also ZDMG. (iO, GG6 If. For tiie Mohammedan
story, see Koran xxvii, with notes in Sale's tr.

David Fr.\.\('is Roberts
QUENCH, kwench, kw(>nsh: WIhtc the word is

used of fire or of thirst it has the usual meaning: "to
allay," "to_ extinguish," "to suppress," "to cool."
In the OT it is frequently applied to the affections
and pa.ssions (see 2 K 22 17; Cant 8 7; Lsa 42 3;
Jer 4 4; 21 12). Quenching the coal or the light
of Lsrael may mean slaying a dear one; or a brilliant
leader. In the NT it is also used figuratively, as
in Eph 6 16 the shield of faith quenches the fiery

darts of the evil one. In Alk 9 4<S, cr/S^vru/xt,

sbennumi, and its derivative are applied with refer-

ence to Gehenna (tv^ "hell"). Tlu; same word is

also used of resisting the gifts of the Holy Spirit
in 1 Thess 5 19. G. H. Gehhkrding

QUESTION, kwes'chun: The noun for 13*,
dubhur, "word," in 1 K 10 3 2 Ch 9 2, w'ith

"hard question" for niT!, hldhuh, "dark saying,"
"riddle," in 1 K 10 1

' 2 Ch 9 1. In the NT for
^fjT-iqixa, zttema, the synonym ^rjT-rjcns, zelesis (and
1 Tim 1 4, iK^rjTTja-Li, ekztiesis) , being rendered
"questionings" by RV (AV does not distinguish).
In Mk 11 2!) for X670S, logos, "word" (so RVm).
The vb. in the sense "ask a question" in 2 Ch 31 9

for TUl'7, ddrash, and Lk 2 46; 23 9 for iirepwrdu},

eperotdh (cf ARV, ERVm Jn 16 23). Elsewhere
the vb. is for o-i/fTjr^w, suzeied, "dispute" (Mk 1 27,
etc; cf Acts 6 9; 9 29). "Called in question,"
Acts 19 40 AV, represents iyKaX^cj, eykaleu, "call

into court," but in 23 6; 24 21, "I am called in

(juestion" is for Kplvo/mai, krinomai, "I am being
judged." Burton Scott Easton

QUICK, kwik, QUICKEN, kwik"n: Translates
in AV four difTerent words: (1) n"^n, haydh, (2)

rr^nip , mihyuh, (3) VrH , ru'^h, and (4) fdo;, zdo.

Of these words (1) and (4) had simply the sense of

life, and this idea was in 1611 ade(]uately given by
the word "((uick," although this sense of tlie word
has long been somewhat obscur(>d. As the t r of rWh
(lsa 11 3) "quick" as fovuul in AV signified "acute."
In this passage RV sul)stitutes "delight" for "quick
understanding." In Lev 13 10.24 RV retains the
rendering "quick," although origiiudly the word
mifnjdh must in some way have involved the con-
cei)tion of life, which no longer belongs to the Eng.
word "quick." It is not clear exactly in what
s(>nse the flesh in the sore or scar was thought of as
living, esp. as it was plainly regarded as in an
unhealthy condition. Possibly the condition under
consideration resembled what is sometimes idio-

matically styled in Eng. "proud flesh," and was
thought of as a peculiar manifestation of life.

To quicken also means a reviving, a refreshing,

an increasing of life (Ps 71 20; 85 6; 119 37.40.
S8; lsa 57 10). It often has reference to the resur-

rection from the dead (1 Cor 15 36) and is so used
in many places in AV. Where it reefers to the giving
of spiritual life ARV has changed it in every case
(Eph 2 1.5; Col 2 13; cf Jn 5 21).

David Foster Estes
QUICKSANDS, kwik'sandz. See Syrtis.

QUIET, kwi'et : Vb. or adj. only in EV, "ciuiet-

ness" being used for the noun. No si)ecial Heb or
Gr words are represented, but in the OT usually

for some form or derivative of t2j5tJ , shukat, "be

undisturbed" (Jgs 18 7; cf Prov 1 33, "liJTp,

sha'ar, "to loll," "be at ease"; EccI 9 17, rinS,

mihnth, "quiet," "be set on"). For "them that are
quiet in the land" in Ps 35 20, see Meek; Poor.
For "quiet prince" in Jer 51 59, RV substitutes
"chief chamberlain," m "quartermaster." "Jacob
was a quiet [2n , tdni, "gentle"] man" ((!en 25 27,

AV "plain"). In tlie NT, it is the tr of rja-uxd^u),

hesuchdzo, "to refrain from gossij:) or meddlesome-
ness": "that ye study to be quiet" (1 Thess 4 11),
and of ^(rtjxi-os, fiesrichios, "gentle": "a meek and
quiet spirit" (1 Pet 3 4; cf 1 Tim 2 2).

M. O. Evans
QUINTUS MEMMIUS, kwin'tus mem'i-us. See

Me.MMIUS, (^llNTUS.

QUIRINIUS, kwi-rin'i-us. See Chronology of
THE NT, I, 1, (2); Luke, Gospel of, 5.

QUIT, kwit: Same derivation as "ciuiet," so that
"to be quit" (Ex 21 19.28; Josh 2 20 AV) is "to
be relieved of responsibility," HJIJ: , nakdh, "^pj

,

ndkt, "guiltless" (so RV Josh 2 2o'). Hence "to
quit one's self" means "to be freed by discharging
a duty." The j)hrase in EV, however, is a gloss,

for in 1 S 4 9 it is used for rT^H, hdyuJi, "to be,"

while in 1 Cor 16 13 dvdpl^oiJ.aL, andrizoniai, means
"to behave like a man."

QUIVER, kwiv'er (HETpS , 'ashpdh, ^?n , t^li;

4>ap€Tpa, pharetra [Sir 26 12]): A case or sheath
for carrying arrows, a j^art of the ordinary equip-
ment of the warrior, both foot-soldier and charioteer
(Job 39 23; lsa 22 (>), and also of the huntsman
(Gen 27 3). Figuratively of a grouj) in passages
where children (Ps 127 5) or proi)hets of Jeh (lsa

49 2) are spoken of as arrows. Arrows are called

b'^ne 'ashpdh, ".sons of the ciuiver" (Lam 3 13).

By identifying the arrows with the death they pro-
duce, the quiver is likened to an open sei)ul(!her

(Jer 5 16).

QUOTATIONS, kw6-ta'shunz, NEW TESTA-
MENT:

I. Introductory
Limitation of the Discussion
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II. Constructive Piuncipi.eh of NT Quotation
1. Unity of tho Two Dispensations
2. Biblical Movement Plannt^d from (he Beginning
3. The OT Accepted as Authoritative
4. Issue Involved in Foregoing Principles of Ref-

erence
III. Typical Instances of NT Quotation

1. Introductory Formulas
2. Unity of the Two Dispensations
3. Prevision of Christianity in the OT
4. Argumentative Quotations
5. Catena of Passages, Illustrating Principles of

Quotation
LiTERATUItE

/. Introductory.—There are, all told, approxi-

mately 300 direct quotations from the OT in the

NT. The presence of so many cita-

Limitation tions, each one of which involves an
of the interpretation of the passage given a
Discussion new context in quotation, opens many

avenues of discussion and propounds
many difficult and far-reaching problems. In

every separate instance, in the long list of NT
quotations, the princij^le of accommodation (see

Accommodation) in some form is involved, and,

consequently, the qucstionof historical and exe-

getical accuracy is unavoidably raised.
_
In the

present article we shall concentrate attention upon
that which is of far greater importance than the

question whether the writer is incidentally correct,

according to modern scientific principles, in any
specific citation. This more important and vital

issue we take to be the general, guiding 'principles

adopted by the NT writers in their use of the

book of the older covenant. A review of these

principles, together with certain outstanding and
typical instances in whi(th these principles are

used and applied, will form the substance of the

discussion.

//. Constructive Principles of NT Quotation.—
In the first place, the NT writers regard the Chris-

tian religion as having its roots in the

1. Unity of OT. From the call of Abraham to the

the Two founding and expansion of the Chris-

Dispensa- tian church the men of the NT recog-

tions nize a single organic movemerit. In
their use of the ancient oracles in new

setting they constantly and confidently rely upon
the unity of the two dispensations, that recorded in

the OT and that in which they themselves were
participants. Such a unity, taking for granted its

existence, would remove to a degree the very dis-

tinction impHed in the terms Old and New Testa-

ments, and would involve a definite and organic

relationship of all the books to each other. There
are no longer two separate grotips of books standing

apart from each other and having bonds of union
only within the group, but, on the contrary, two
related sub-groups outwardly corresponding to con-

trasted phases of the historical movement, but in-

wardly conformed to the deep-lying principles which
make the entire movement one. According to this

idea the Book of Gen is as really related to the

Gospel of Mt as it is to the Book of Ex. On the

surface, and historically speaking, the Book of Gen
leads immediately to the Book of Ex, which is its

companion volume and complement, but go more
deeply into Gen and just as really and just as di-

rectly it leads to Mt, which is also its fellow and
complement. And so throughout. The unifyirig

medium is, of course, the history whi(!h is onein
that it involves the same organic princii)les applied

to successive areas of human experience. The
books of the Bible are, therefore, like any group of

books on a common subject, phases of each other,

contrasted and yet intimately cognate. In quoting
from the OT the NT writers were simply obeying
an impulse common to all thoughtful writers and
accoimting for all quotations, seeking for diversi-

fied expression of the same truths.

The second great constructive principle of NT
(luotation, and manifestly in (dose harmony with

the first one, is that the movement
2. Biblical from Abraham to Christ was not only

Movement organically one, but that it was from
Planned the beginning ])lanned and prepared
from the for. The Bible is one because the

Beginning liistory out of which it grew is one.

The history is one because God is in

the history and God is one. According to the

writers of the NT in this history as a whole we have
the unfolding of an all-embracing plan of CJod,

stretching out into the remotest ftiture and coming
to its culmination in the person and the kingdom of

the Messiah. They maintain also that this plan

was disclosed in part beforehand, by way of antici-

pation and preparation, in order that men might
intelligently cooperate with God in the fulfilment of

His purpose. This is the idea involved in prophecy

and its fulfilment, and in the closely related idea of

promise and its realization. One mind, one will,

and one central purpose are operating throughout

the entire history which is, on the Divine side, the

fulfilment of a plan complete in thought before it

takes shape in events. On the basis of this con-

ception, of the foreseen plan of God and its gradual

revelation to men through messages of hope and
warning set in the key of the great future and

pointing the way thither, the greater part of the

structure of NT quotation is reared.

A third principle which really involves a com-

bination of the other two and is prominently brought

forward in the use of quotation for

3. The OT purposes of argument is the recog-

Accepted as nition and acceptance of the OT as

Authorita- authoritative, a real Word of God, in

tive form occasional, but essentially appli-

cable to all experiences, and hence good

for all time. It is evident that the belief in the

continued authority of the Scripture of the old

covenant over the men of the new, rests upon the

unity of the two dispensations and the acceptance of

the same Divine mind and will as operating through-

out all outward and historical changes. This is

admirably expressed by Paulwdien he speaks of

'the mystery of his will, according to his good pleas-

ure which he purposed in him unto an economy of

the fulness of the periods, to sum up all things in

Christ' (Eph 1 9.10), and by the author of He
when he says: 'God, having of old spoken unto the

fathers in the prophets by various portions and in

various ways, hath at the end of these days spoken

unto us in his Son' (1 1.2).

The justification of these accepted principles of

reference on the part of the NT writers hes beyond
the scope of the present^ discussion.

4. Issue In- It is sufficient to emphasize the fact

volved in that any detailed discussion of NT
Foregoing quotations seriatim is meaningless and
Principles futile except upon the basis of an ex-

of Ref- phcit and consistent determination

erence of these antecedent questions. To the

present writer the validity^ of these

principles is beyond question. The denial of any
one of the three involves one in difficulties of inter-

pretation, both critical and historical, from which

there is no escape. It is to be noted, therefore,

that the establishment of the principles, in accord-

ance with which the NT writers quote, carries with

it in a general way the justification of their usage.

///. Typical Instances of NT Quotation.—With

these constructive principles in niind we are pre-

pared to pass in review typical instances in which

general principles are embodied. At this point we
shall be greatly assisted in the analysis and distri-

bution of the complex material before us by giving

careful heed to the fornmlas, more or less fixed and
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viiiifonii, by which the writers introduce quotations

and indicate their sense of the value and signifi-

cance of that which is quoted. While
1. Intro- these formulas exhibit certain verbal

ductory variations, they are practically re-

Formulas ducible to three, which correspond
with substantial accuracy to the three

constructive princij^les already noted : the unit y of

the OT and NT; the prevision of the NT in the
OT; the authority of the OT as the Word of God
intended for all time.

The unity of the two dis])ensations is asserted in

all those; i)assages introduced by a fornmla, in whicli

fulfilment is asserted as a fact, and in

2. Unity of which the oj^eration of identical jirin-

the Two ciples in two or more separate events in

Dispensa- the field of history is implied. A sug-
tions gestive example is in Mt 13 14, where

Our Lord asserts, in connection with the
parable of the Sower, that in the unbelief of the
people of His day "the prophecy of Isaiah" is ful-

filled. The prophetic words here quoted (Isa 6
9.10) are not predictive in any immediate sense,

but are susceptible of repeated application and
realization because of the general principle which
they contain. They apply to the prophet's own
day; they also apply—and in that sense are ful-

filled—to the time of Jesus, and by a legitimate ex-

tension of meaning, to stubborn unbelief in any age
(cfJn6 4.5).

Another passage in which the same formula is

used in a very exceptional way clearly sets forth

the fundamental principle upon which this usage
rests. Jas 2 23 asserts that the justification of

Abraham in the offering of Isaac "fulfilled" the
passage which affirms that his belief was counted
to him for righteousness (Cien 15 6). This passage
is not predictive in any sense, nor ia there in the
narrative any hint of a connection between the
passage and the episode on Mt. Moriah. This use
of the formula of fulfilment by James involves the
principle that any event which realizes the mean-
ing and truth of a Scriptural statement fulfils it.

A vast number of ciuotations in the NT come under
this h(>ad. Persons, events, doctrines, illustrate

and confirm, or embody and concretely realize,

princi])l(>s which are taught in the OT or implied in

its history. \\'e are warn(>d by this passage and
many others like it against a too rigid and literal

interpretation of any fornuda implying fulfilment.

While it may certainly be intended to imply literal

prediction and an equally literal fulfilment, it may,
on the contrary, be intend(>d to intimate nothing
more t han a harmony of ])rinciple, fitt ing the passage
to the p(Tson or ev(>nt with which it is connected.
In this connection it is to be remembered that a
harmony of principle may extend all the way from
a comparatively superficial illustrative resemblance
to a profound assonance of thought. Not a few
OT quotations were made for purposes of illustration

and literary embellishment. Herein lies the sig-

nificance of Matthew's use (2 17f)of Jer 31 15.
_
A

glance at this quoted passage indicates that it is a
figurative and poetic exy)ression in which Rachel
(already for many years in her tomb) is represented
as weeping for her exil(>d childr<;n and refusing to
be comforted except by their return. There is no
strictly predictive element in the passage, save only
th(! promise of retvirn, which is not used by Matthew.
Its applicability to the massacre of the children of

Bethlehem lies in its poetical appositeness, and
there alone. Once again the voice of wailing
motherhood is heard in Israel. The tender and
beautiful imagery is applicable in this sense and is

used with true insight, but with no hitention of
justifying a claim of prediction and fulfilment in

the literal sense.

The prevision of events in the life of Jesus and in

the historj' of Christianity is involved in all the
quotatioiis in which a ncceasary con-

3. Previ- nection between the passage as fjrc-

sion of dictive and the event is asserted, or
Christianity in which a pro})het is.said to have been
in the OT speaking or writhig concerning the

event or jierson in question. An ex-
amination of the OT without reference to its use
in the NT seems to justify the conclusion that its

bearing upon the future may be i)art icularized under
four heads, which in tin-n with sutficient accuracy
and exhaustiv(>nes3 will classify tlu; ])ertinent NT
quotations.

(1) The prophetic teaching of Israel embodied
not oidy in the messages of the ])roj)hets, but also

in laws, institutions, and rites, has a twofold dis-

pensational application. Reference is made here
only to those explicit references to a future era of

esjjecial blessing. For example, in Acts 2 17 ff

Peter interprets the Pentecostal experience in the
terms of proi)hecy, referring to Jo(>l (2 28 ff), who
promises an outpouring of God's Spirit in a "great

and notable day" of the Lord. The promise
through Joel is an undeniable prediction (every

promise is such), which in a measure would be ful-

filled in any exceptional manifestation of God's
Spirit among men. The oidy question which can
possibly be raised in connection with Peter's use
of this passage is whether the Pentecostal outpour-
ing was the climactic realization of the promise: that
is, the establishment of the era of blessing foretold

by the prophet. Later in the same book (3 20-26)
the same apostle swee])3 the whole field of prophecy
as centering in certain promises fulfilled in Chuist
and the Christian conmumity.
He instances two, the prophet like Moses (Dt

18 15) and the promised inclusive blessing through
Abraham (Gen 12 3). He also includes (Acts 3
20) a hint of the Servant passages of Isa. This
identification of the NT movement through two
si)ecific predictive promises is wholly justifi(^d by
the prophetic character of Jesus, the range and rich-

ness of the blessings brought from Abraham through
Him, and by the fact elsewhere emphasized that no
other has measured up to the standard of the ideal

servant. Negatively, it may be urged that if these

promises were not fulfilled in Christ, history affords

no possibility of discovering any fulfilment meas-
urably adequate, either in the past or future. In
He (8 8-12) reference is made to the promise of a
new covenant in Jer (31 31 ff) as a justification for

believing that the OT dispensation was not com-
plete in itself and that in its very constitution it

pointed forward to Christianity as its fulfilment.

Combining this passage with that quoted above
(Acts 2 17 ff) taken from Joel, the strength of the

case for this use of the OT is at once seen. Dis-

tinctively Jeremiah's "new covenant" wag to be
inward and gracious rather than outward and legal.

The promise through Joel is an awakening of

prophecy through the free outj)ouring of God|s
Spirit. The distinctive feature of the gosi)el is

its itlea of justification by faith, through grace

revealed in Christ and imparted by the Holy Spirit

given according to i)r()mise at Pentecost. The
"new covenant" foretold by Jeremiah was estab-

lished at Pentecost through the outpouring of the

Spirit promised through Joel. To deny this as

fulfilment is to nullify the meaning of Christian

history and to erase both promises from the page
of credible i)rophecy.

(2) Contemporary persons or institutions are

sometimes interpreted, not in the terms of present

actuality, but on the basis of the ideal not revealed

or realized until the coming of Christ. One strik-

ing example of this method is to be found in the
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so-called "Iinniamu'l i);issaji;e" (Alt 1 23, (lUofinR
Isa 7 14). Uiidouhtetlly the messuKc; of the
proj)het to Ahaz had an immediate and contcnii-
porary significance. But, like many another
notable proi)hetic message, it is set in the key of
the Messianic King whose unworthy ])r(>decessor
Ahaz was. "The Messiah comes, but the wilful-
ness of Ahaz has rendered His reign impossible"
(G. A. Smith, "Isa," Expositors Bible, 1, 134).
In Acts 2 24-3G, passag(\s representative of

many others quoted, both the resurrection and
ascension of Jesus are interpreted in the light of two
quotations from the Pss (16 8ff; 110 1) as prede-
termined and therefore certain ev(;nts in the plan
and purpose of God. In both iiistances the argu-
ment is that the promises nominally made to David,
or claimed l)y him, were couched in terms too vast
to find fulfilment in his own experien('(>, but were
spoken of the greater King who was to come and
in whose experience alone they were realized. In
the former instance, a triumph over death was
anticipated with assurance which not the Psalmist
but only Christ attained; in the latter a royal
ascendancy was promised that only Christ's ascen-
sion to the place of power could satisfy. An ex-
amination of the passages shows that Peter's inter-
pretation is justified not merely by the wording of
the promises, which point to a fulness of experience
not realized by any OT man, but still more clearly
by the descriptive titles which identify the person
who is the subject of the experience. In the first
instance he is spoken of as Jeh's "Holy One," in the
second as "My Lord." The triumph over death
which the speaker anticipates is grounded in a unity
of purpose and will with God—a holiness which was
ideal and still unrealized until Christ came. The
logic of the ps is: God's "Holy One" must not see
corruption. The logic of history is: Christ is God's
Holy One and He did not see corruption. The
principle that triumph over death is the logical issue
of holiness found its justification and proof not
directly in the experience of the singer who first
glimpsed it as a truth, but in the career of Christ
who first realized it as a fact.

Note.—The argumont here is not atToctcd if one
accepts tlio variant reading "Holy Ones" for tlie ure-
ceding passage.

The second passage is particularly interesting
because Our Lord Himself first pointed out its
implications as to the place and work of the Messiah.
Such a passage as this entire ps (110) would have
been impossible had not the powers and respon-
sibilities of the Davidic King been keyed from the
beginning at the Messianic level. The logic here
IS the same as in Ps 16. The Messianic kingdom
over all nations awaited the coming of the true
Messianic King. The long-delayed triumph fol-
lowed hard upon the coming of the long-expected
King (cf Ps 2 1.2; Acts 13 32-34).
The same principle is involved in Our Lord's use

of the Servant passage (Isa 61 1 ff) in His sermon
at Nazareth. Here the issue as to Messianic
prophecy is fairly joined at the center. It is central
because it occurs in the Lord's own teaching and
also because it concerns, not any external or inci-
dental happenings in the life of Jesus, but the whole
trend and movement of prophetic thought, together
with the entire meaning and interi)retation of His
career.

Interpreted altogether apart from the NT, the
passage has an unmistakable ' bearing upon the
future. As one of the series concerned with the
Servant (Isa 42 1 fT), the quoted passage focuses
attention upon the mission of Israel to the work!,
still to be carried out. "Ye are my witnesses, saith
Jeh, and my servant whom 1 have chosen" (43 10),
'Yet now hear, O Jacob my servant, and Israel]

whom I have cho.sen" (44 1). It also involves the
(>ntu-e scope; and meaning of the i)roi)hetic office
through which Jeli's will was made known to Israel
and tiirough Israel to the world. Both these con-
siderations swe(>p out into the prophet's future and
both i)oint un(>rringly to Christ as the historical
fulfihnent of Israel's mission and as the actual reaU-
zation of the ideal and ministry of prophethood.
The very ambiguity of the reference in this chai)t(>r
((^h 61), whether to the Servant or to the iH-oi)het,
and the questions raised as to whether Israel ideal-
ized is referred to or some person or personification,
serve to make more clear and unmistakable the
central_ fact that only in Christ is the conce])tion
embodied in the entire series of passages altogether
realized. It tluw becomes for sober thought a
distinct revelation and portraiture in advance of
what Jesus was in His person and work.

(3) In the course of Israel's training to receive
the Messiah, certain external items were given as
hearing upon the identification of Him when Lie
should come. We shall instance three items,
closely related to each other, and each intensely
interesting in itself. These three items are (a) His
sonship to David (Acts 2 30.31), (6) Plis birth from
a Virgin (Mt 1 22 f), (c) His birth at Bethlehem
(Mt 2 5). Objection is offered at once to theinter-
jjretation of these OT passages as pretlictive, and
to the alleged fulfilments in the life of Jesus, on the
ground mainly that being definite events (cf Mt
2 15) they are not included within the legitimate
scope of prediction; and, secondarily, that being
items of this external kind it would be an easy matter
to invent fulfilments. It may be granted at once
that incidents of this kind could be indefinitely mul-
tiplied by fabricating coincidences, but the fact
remains that, in the absence of any visible check
upon invention, very few such instances are alleged
by NT writers. Furthermore, there are suggestive
variations between the events recorded and the
natural interpretations of the OT passages con-
nected with them; that is, the fulfilments arrive
by such devious routes as to make it difficult to
suppose them to be due to the imaginative stimu-
lation of the passages. For example, the birth at
Bethlehem was brought about by circumstances
not at all to the liking of Jewish patriots, and was
obscured to contemporaries by the previous and
subsequent residence at Nazareth. The kinship
of Jesus to the house of David was made adoptive
(unless Mary was of that house) by the virgin
birth. The interpretation of Isa 7 14 as inti-
mating a virgin birth was not compulsory to one
familiar with the Heb text of the passage and
would have been thought of in that connection
only by one assured of the fact. The virgin birth
(see Immanuel; Virgin Birth) is not an ety-
mological but a providential commentary on Isa
7 14. One other consideration of primary impor-
tance remains. In the one point where the identi-
fication of Jesus with the Messiah by His followers
can be tested most severely, they are most com-
pletely triumphant. It would be comparatively
easy to invent incidents suggested by OT proph-
ecies, and to take dignities and titles wholesale
from the same source—but given all these, to find
one capable of realizing and fulfilling the expecta-
tions so aroused is the chief problem. Here fabri-
cation is impossible. And here too the NT meets
and answers the challenge of truth. In view of
these considerations it is safe to assert that even
in matters of historical detail the career of Jesus was
foreseen and predicted. Such passages belong to
the philosophy of preparation as a whole and should
be studied in that connection.

(4) In certain instances the original passage and
its reappearance in quotation indicate a process
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which is continuous throughout all history. For
example, the use of Zee 13 7 (xMk 14 27) suf,'-

gests a deeper view of the connection betwe(>n
prophecy and liistory, immediate and more remote,
than we are often aware of. On the face of them
such passages as those concerning the Smitten
Shepherd and the scattered slieep are predictions,
and tlie life of Christ stands as fulfilment. It shnply
cannot be contended that such passages as these
do not find fulfilment and exi)lanation in the career
of Jesus as nowhere else in tlie history. Neverthe-
less, the connecti(jn is far deeper than mere fore-
sight of an isolated event and its occurrence. We
may well say that, in a sense, the event is foreseen
because it is already a fact. The allegory of the
Smitten Shepherd is, as has v,-ell been said, "a sum-
mary of the history of Israel." But it is more than
that. The relationship of Hod with Israel, which
involved a dealing of Divine grace with men, their
rejection of it and the consequent vicarious innno-
lation of the Divine Friend and Shepherd, which
came to its climax in the tragcnly of the cross, was
established in all essential factors in the early days.
Therefore, Christ can say, as the outcome of the
profoundest insight into the meaning of historv,
'That which concerneth me hath fulfilment' (cf Lk
24 44). He was more deei)ly concerned in the
doings of an earlier time than being there foreseen.
In a real sense, "the Lamb" was "slain from the
foundation of the world" (Rev 13 8). In this alle-
gory of the rejected Shepherd and in the successive
dehneations of the Servant i)assages, we have the
portrait of the Christ as He was—not merely as He
was to be. In these quotations deep answers to
deep. The only satisfactory interpretation of the
tragedy of the cross is that in accordance with
princii)les long operative in human history, "it must
needs l)e." The only satisfactory interpretation of
the pa.ssages cited is that they disclose the actual
operation of the forces whicl^in their culmination
issued in the tragedy of the cross. This brings the
passages in the original and in quotation into the
framework of the same course of events. Peter in
his sermon in Solomon's porch thus sums up the
whole process: "Hut the things which God fore-
showed by the mouth of all the prophets, that his
Christ should suffer, he thus fulfilled" (Acts 3 IS).
The argument at ive use of the OT involves exact ly

the same princii)lcs which have been dealt with
in the foregoing discussion. These

4. Argu- princii)les coalesce in the conception of
mentative the OT as authoritative.
Quotations (1) Throughout the NT, in the

teaching of Our Lord Himself and in
the apostolic writings, a clear-cut distinction is

drawn between the temporary and permanent
offices of the OT. It is recognized that in essential
prmciples the OT is for all time, while in its out-
ward form and in its actualization of underlying
and essential truths it is preliminary and prepara-
tory. There are different dispensations, but one
economy. Whenever Our Lord uses tlie OT for
purposes of argument (see IVlt 4 4.7; 12 17 ff; 19
18 f; Mk 10 19; Lk 19 46) it is on the basis of
essential truth which is permanent and unchanging
(Mt 5 17-19). On the other hand, He never
hesitates to annul that which had a merely tem-
porary or preliminary value (Mt 5 21.33.38;
cf by way of contrast ver 27). He came not to
destroy, but to fulfil, but fulfilment implies a new
era—a new and higher stage in the delivery of truth.

(2) In like maimer Paul and the other NT writers
argue on the basis of an identity of principle which
binds the two eras together. Paul contends for
three great principles, the Messiahship of Jesus,
justification by faith, the inclusion of the Gentiles
in the jilan of salvation (the doctrine of election is

a/letail_ of this last argument; see Rom 9 7.9.12.
13.1.5.17). We shall consider typical exami)les of
Paul's use of the OT in argumentation. Choice
has been made of those which have provoked ad-
verse criticisiii. Among these is the use of (ien 13
lo; 17 8 in Gal 3 l(j. Tliis is a leading examiile of
1 aul s alleged "rabbinical" method: "He saith
not. And to seeds, as of many ; but as of one. And
to thy seed, which is Christ." The Heb word
seed" as applied to offspring (yiT, zera') is
singular. This, of course, means that a man's
descendants are looked upon as organically one,
inasmuch as they continue his life. The word
would apply to any one of the familv, but only by
virtue ot his belonging to the family. Etymologi-
cally Paul's argument would apply to Isaac as well
as to Jesus—provided only the promise is looked
upon as being fulfilled in him. But the promise
which was fulfilled in Isaac, was fulfilled in a larger
way in Israel as a whole, and was fulfilled in the
largest way of all in Christ. The use of the sing.
word mdicates that Abraham's chil(Ir(>n were looked
upon as one in him—they are also <jne in Christ.
The true children of Abraham are such in Christ.
Historically the argunu^nt is fully justified. "The
personality of Christ is in some sense coextensive
with the fulfilment of the promise to Abraham"
(Beet). "Christ istheorganof fulfilment" (Meyer).
The cla.ssical passage in the discu.ssion of j"usti-

hcation based upon an OT quotation is Rom 1 17
quoting Hab 2 4. The quoted passage seems to
fail the argument because the literal tr would
appear to be that "the righteous shall live by their
faithfulness." A dee])er view, however, amply
justifies the quotation; first, because the stedfast-
nes^s demanded l)y the j)r()i)het is a persistent trust
in God m view of the delay of the i)romised vision;
second, the deej)est princii)le common to the OT andNT IS that stability of character has its root in
trust in Jeh (Isa 28 16; cf 26 1-3). Nothing
coukl be more foreign to the thought of the OT than
that a man could be righteous without trust in God.
One further quotation argumcntativolv used by Paul

?i"i'^y,..''V/
,*^''"'^" ""^ section ot our di.scussion. In Kom

11 2().27 ho quotes Isa 59 20.21 as indicating tlie Di-
vine purpose to inchide the Gentiles witliin the scope of
.salvation. This passage is doubly significant Ijcn-ause
It is attacked by Kuenen {Prophets and Prophecy in
Israel) on the ground that it is uncritically taken from
the IjAX version which in this instance does not cor-
rectly represent t he Ileb text. It may l)o remarked that
a large ix>rcentage of the NT quotations are taken from
t 10 IjAX. (lor estimates of the number .see Johnson
QuotatioHH of the NT, ch i.) This prevalent habit isamply justihable by, and in large consideration of the
fact that the NT was written for the purpose of being
read and understood by those to whom tlie I^XX was
Often the only version available", and the familiarity of
that version was ample compi-n.sation for any slight loss
in verbal accuracy. The only reasonal)le qualification
of this general statement is that wo should call in ques-
tion any de\iation which is di'pended upon for a point
in argument. Kuenen, the .severest critic of the NT
writers in this particular, alleges very f(-w instances, and
1 rofessor .Johnson has satisfactorily dealt with these in
cletaii (as above). In the case immediately before us
tlie deviations in the versitm used bv Taul do not in the
least modify, m the way of strengthening, the refi'ivnce
to the (.entiles (beginning in ver 10 and continuing
throughout) which is the j^oint upon which I'aul is laving
stress. It is not too much to say tliat Paul's argument
would be unimi)aired had Ik; used the Ileb text, upon
which our RV rests (cf He 2 (KH). In g(>neral, it may
he pr(>miscd that no stringent rule of verbal accuracy
should 1)0 considered binding upon writers who address a
popular audience i)eyond that which guards the sub-
stantial cogency of their argument. From the fair
application of this reasonable rule the NT writers have
nothing to fear.

For the most part the NT writers confine their quo-
tations to the OT. In a single instance an extra-
canonical saying of Jesus (Acts 20 .'io), and, in at least
two instances (Jude vs 9.14), non-canonical books are
referred to. In addition to this Paul uses in the letter
to Titus (1 12) and in his sermon at Athens (Acts 17
28) lines from native poets to illustrate and enforce; his
di.scussion (.see Poetry, New Testament). In these
latter instances the difference in usage from his ordi-
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nary habit of ((uoliiiK authoritative! Scripture is suffi-

cicritlv obvious. In llic case of tlic saying' allrihulcd

to ("lirist. it is ('n()U^'h to say that it is so obviously
Oinstlik,- tluit we need not licsitalc to acc-cpl i' :'^

gcuuini', wliili' in tlu- case of .hide nolliitijj; is made to

(icpcnd u])on I he quotations cxci'p' cert a in accept I'd (Miris

tian trutlis (see J'lurnnier, Ex pnsih.r' s liihl,. " .lames and

'"('r; ltt,d\',n unit!,<,f<li>'inni.„tl,n,..--y\[ 2 IN; 13 M;
27 9; Ml< 7 (1; l^k 4 21; 20 17; .In 4 :;7; 6 tr,;

7 :5S; 12 Mf; Acts 2 :U.:5<.»; 3 2.-); 4 2.');

^ ratenaof » 2:5.:52f; 13 22.:V2.:5;5.:U; 28 2(1.27; 1 Cor
0. v^atenaoi ^^ -,4 .-,.-,• u^, g .s-12; .las 2 2:^.

Passages ()> «„.st(/ »/i /»((' /.s/o/i.—Mt 1 22; 2
Illustrating .^..l.^; 4 U; 8 17, 12 17; 13 -i;"'. 26 31,

Drinrinlpcnf Ml^ 14 27; JA 22^7; .fn 7 3S.42
; 12Principles ot.,^^,,^,,. ^g;^. ^52.-,; 19 24.2S.:5C,;

Quotation 20 i>; Acts 1 21): 2 25 2S; 3 25; 4 11

2.5.2(1 ; 13 :?2-:M:.

(:?) /i„,sr,/ «/, authonli, of the 07'.—Ml 4 1; 5 tiS.U;

9 13; 19 LIS; 21 13.10.42; 22 24.31. ;?2. 43; ^rk 4 12;

7 10; 10 l'.»; 11 17; 12 l'.>; Lk 2 22.23; 4 10; 19 l(l;

\els 15 1(1.17; Koni 1 17; 4 3.7.S; 9 25.2(1; 10 5.(1

s ll.i;!.l(l; 12 10; 15 21; 1 Vw 1 10 (ideni ily of i)riii-

< M.:il; 15 45; 2 Cor 4 13; 6 2.1(1; 8 15; dal 3
(l.s. 10.1 1.12.1:'.. 1(1; 4 27; l':ph 4 .S; 6^2; 1 Tiai 5 IS.

See also Cu iionhi.hs, Huors of, 5, 7, 10.

IjiTKii-vTciii:.—The lit. is voluminous. ]i(!side the

standard comms. and diets., the rc^ader will do well to

consult C. H. Toy, Quotations in the NT; Franklin
.lolmson, Qtiotiitioiis of the NT; Camhridi/e Bib. Essays

("Our Lord's Tse of the OT" by McNeile) ; Westcott,

Intro to the Stiidfj of the XT, Appendix A.

LofIS M.VTTHEWS RWKKT

R
RAAMA, ra'a-ma (S«^""! , rn'ma): Thus spelWl

only in 1 Ch 1 9; elsewhere "Raamah" (n^yn

,

ra'maft). A son of Cush and father of Sheba and

Dedan (Cen 10 7 = 1 Ch 1 9). In Ezekiel's la-

ment over Tyre (I'^zk 27 22) tlie tribe of Raamah
is mentioned" alonj^ with Sheba as a mercantile

people who provided the inhabitants of Tyre with

spices, precious stones and gold. It has generally

been identified with Regma, mentioned by Ptolemy

and Steph. Byzantr. as a city in Southeast(3rn

Arabia on the shores of the Pers Gulf. The LXX
("P€7/xd, Rhegmd) itself supposes this site. But the

Arab, name of the city here indicated is spelled with

a g and so gives rise to a ])honological difficulty. A
more i:)robable identification has becm found in the

Sabaean ra'muh in HouthwestcTU Arabia near Mehn
in the north of Marib. Me'in was the capital of

the old Minaean kingdom. A. S. Fulton

RAAMIAH, ra-a-mi'a (H^^yn
,

ra'amyah; B,

NaaiAia, Naamid, A, 'PeeXjia, Rliedmd): One of

the leading men who returned with Zerubbabel

from captivity (Neh 7 7). In the corresponding

passage in Ezr 2 2, where the same list is named,

a slight variation in form is given. "Reelaiah" is

the name found in this passage. One is doubtless

a corruption of the other. Both have the same
root meaning.

RAAMSES, rfi-am'sez (Ex 1 11), RAMESES,
ram'(>sez (Gen 47 U ; Ex 12 37; Nu 33 3. .5)

(CC'5237"! , ra'm'scs, CC'D^I , nCamses;

1. Meaning 'Pafjieo-o-n, Rhamesse; Egyp Ra-mes-

of "Store- sii, "Ra created him" [or "it"]): One
Cities" of the two "settlements" [misk'nolh)

built, or "built up," by the Hebrews
for the Pharaoh, the other being Pithom, to

which the LXX adds a third, namely, "On which

is Ileliopolis," a town near Cairo (Ex 1 11).

The Ileb term misk''nuth comes from a root mean-
ing "to settle down" (Arab, sakan, "settlement,"

Assyr sakanu or shakanu, "to set"), but it is ren-

dered "strong cities" in LXX, "treasure cities" in

AV, ami (incorrectly) "store-cities" in RV. The
"land of Rameses," where Jacob and his sons

settled, was apparently the "field of Zoan" (see

Zoan), thus lying in the Delta E. of the Bubastic

branch of the Nile.

It is often assumed that no city called Rameses
would have existed before the time of Rameses II,

or the 14th cent. BC, though even

2. Meaning before Rameses I the name occurs as

of Name that of a brother of Horemhib under
the XVIIIth Dynasty. The usual

tr 'Child of Ra" is grammatically incorrect in

Egyp, and as Ra was an ancient name for the "sun"

it seems possible that a town may have borne the

title "Ra created it" very early. The mention of

Rameses in Gen (47 11) is often regarded as an

anachronism, since no scholar has supposed that

Jacob liv(>d as late as the time of Rameses II. This

would e<iually apply to the other notices, and at

most would serve to mark the age of the passages

in the Pent where Rameses is mentioned, but even

this cannot be thought to be proved (see Exodus).

According to De Rouge (see Pierret, Vocab. Hiero-

glyph., 1875, 143) there were at least three towns in

Lower Egypt that bore the name Pa Rames-ses

("city of Rameses"); but Brugsch supposes that

the i)lace mentioned in the OT was Zoan, to which

Rameses II gave this name when making it his

capital in the Delta. Dr. Budge takes the same
view, while Dr. Naville and others suppose that the

site of Raamses has still to be found.

There appears to have been no certain tradition

preserving the site, for though St. Silvia (about

3S5 AD) was told that it lay 4 miles

3. Situation from the town of Arabia (see Goshen),
she found no traces of such a place.

Brugsch ("A New City of Rameses, 187G," Aegyp-

tische Zeitschrift, 69) pla(;es one such city in the

southern part of Memphis itself. Goodwin {Rec.

of Past, Old Series, VI, 11) gives an Egyp letter

describing the "city of Ramescs-Miamun," which

appears to be Zoan, since it was on the seacoast.

It was a very prosperous city when this letter was
written, and a pa-khennu or "palace city." It had

canals full of fish, lakes swarming with birds, fields

of lentils, melons, wheat, onions and ses.une, gardens

of vines, almonds and figs. Ships entered its har-

bor; the lotus and papyrus grew in its waters. The
inhabitants greeted Rameses II with garlands of

flowers. Besides wine and mead, of the "con-

queror's city," beer was brought to the harbor from

the Kati (in Cilicia), and oil from the "Lake

Sagabi." There is no reason to suppose that Zoan

was less prosperous in the early Ilyksos age, when

the Hebrews dwelt in its plain, whatever be the

conclusion as to the date when the city Rameses

received that name. The description above given

agrees with the OT account of the ])ossession given

by Joseph to his family "in the best of the land, in

the land of Rameses" (Gen 47 11).

C. R. CONDER
RABBAH, rab'a:

(1) (nsn, rabbah; 'Pa/S/Sd, Rhabbd, '?aplBde, Rhab-

bdth, '?a(il3dv, Rhabbdn. The full name is ""I^? ri3"!

ynZ"? , rabbalh b'ne ^ammon; i] &Kpa tO^v vlC^v 'ktxinhv.

he dkra ton huion Ammon, 'VajSfide viQjv 'Afifxiiu,

Rhabbdth huion Ammon, "Rabbah of the children

of Ammon"): This alone of the cities of the Am-
monites is mentioned in Scripture, so we may take
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it as the most important. It is first named in

connection with the "bed" or sarcophagus of Og,
king of Bashan, which was said to he found here
(Dt 3 11). It hiy E. of the territory assigned to

Gad (Josh 13 2.5). Whatever may have been its

history in the interval, it does not api)ear again in

Scripture till the time of David. This monarch
sent an embassy of sympathy to King Ilaniin wheii
liis father Nahasli died. The kindness was met by
wanton insult, which led to the outbreak of war.
The Ammonites, strengthened by Aramaean allies,

were defeated by the Israelites under Joab, and took
refuge in Rabbah. After David's defeat of the
Aramaeans at Helam a year later, the Ammonites
were exposed alone to the full force of Israel, the
ark of the covenant being carried with the troops.

The country was ravaged and siege was laid to

Peraca. In the 4th cent. AD, it ranked with
Bostra and Gerasa as one of the great fortified cities
of Coele-Syria (Rittcr, Erdkunde, XV, ii, 11.54 f).

It became the seat of a bishop. Abulfeda (1321
AD) says that Rabbah was in ruins at the time of
the Moslem conquest.
Rabbah is represented by tlie modern 'Amman,

a ruined site with extensive remains, chiefly from
Rom times, some 14 miles N.E. of He.shbon, and
about 22 miles E. of the Jordan. It lies on the
northern bank of Wddy 'Amman, a tributary of
the upper Jabbok, in a well-watered and fruitful
valley. Possibly the stream which rises here may
be "the waters" referred to in 2 S 12 27. Aii-
cieiit Rabbah may have stood on the hill now occu-
l)iod by the citadel, a position easy of defence be-
cause of its precipitous sides. The outer walls of

Ruins .\t Mjyu/irnt—Facade of Theati:r.

Rabbah. It was during this siege that Uriah the
llittite by David's orders was exposed "in the fore-

front of the hottest battle" (2 S 11 1.5), where,
treacherously deserted by his comrades, he was slain.

How long the siege lasted we do not know; i)robably
some years; but the end was in sight when Joab
captured "the city of waters" (2 S 12 27). This
may mean that he had secured control of the water
supi)ly. In the jM'eceding verse he calls it the
"royal city." By the chivalry of his general, David
was enabled in ])er.son to enjoy the honor of taking
the city. Among the booty secured was the crown
of Melcom, the god of the Ammonites. Such of the
inhabitants as survived he treated with great
severity (2 S 12 2G-;U; 1 Ch 20 1 ff).

In the utterances of the i)roi)hets against Ammon,
Rabbah stands for the jx.'ople, as thcMr most impor-
laiit, or perhaps their oidy imi)ortant, city (Jer 49
2.;}; Ezk21 20; 25 ,5; Ami 14). Jer 49 4 speaks
of the "flowing valley"—a reference jx-rhaps to the
abundance of water and fruitfulncss—and the treas-

ures in which she gloried. Ezk 21 21 represents
the king of Babylon at "the head of the two ways"
deciding by means of the divining arrows whether
he should march against Jerus or against Rabbah.
Amos seems to have been impressed with the
palaces of Rabbah.
The city retained its importance in later tinujs.

It was captured by Ptolemy Pliiladelphus (2Si5-

247 BC), who called it Philadelphia. It was a
member of the league of ten cities. Antiochus the
Great capturcnl it by means of treachery (Polyb.
V.71). Jos {BJ, III, iii, 3) names it as lying E. of

the citadel ai)pear to be very old; but it is (juite

impossible to say that anything Ammonite is now
above ground. The citadel is connected by means
of an underground ])assage with a large cistern or
tank to the N., whence i)robably it drvw its water-
sui)i)ly. This may be the passage mentioned in the
account of the capture of the city by Antiochus.

Colonnade at

"It is," says Cornier {Hvth and, Moab, 1;5S), "one
of the finest Rom towns in Syria, with baths, a
theater, and an odeum, as well as several large ])ri-

vate masonry tombs built in i\\i) valley ])robably in

the 2d cent. 'Jlie fortress on Ili(> hill, now surround-
ing a considerable tem])le, is also j)rol)ably of this

same date. The church with two cha])els farther

N., and {)erhaps some of the tombs, nnist l)elong to

a later age, ])crhaj)S the 4th cent. The fine mos()ue
and the fine Moslem building on the citadel hill
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cannot be earlier than the 7th, and arc jxn-haps as

Lite as the 11th cent.; and we have thus rehcs of

every building epo(;h excei)t the Crusading, of which
there appears to be no indication."

The place is now occuj)ied by Arabs and Cir-

cassians who profit by the riches of the soil. It is

brought into contact with the outside world by
means of the Dainascus-llcjaz Railway, which has
a station here.

(2) (nsnn, ha-rabbah; B, ^ojdvfiS., SoUiebn, A,

' Apep^d, Arebl)n): An unidentified city of Judah
named along with Kiriath-jearim (Josli 15 (K)).

W. Imvin-c

RABBI, rab'I, rab'i (""III, rabbJ; pappi, rhabbl,

or paPPeC, rhabbc'i): A term used by the Jews of

their religious teachers as a title of respect, from
2~), rabh, "great,'' so "my great one" (cf Lat

magisier), once of masters of slaves, but later of

teachers (Mt 23 7); therefore tr'' by diSdaKaXos,

diddskalos, "teacher" (Mt 23 S; Jn 1 38; cf ver 49).

In AV frequently rendered "Master" (Mt 26 25.49;

Mk 9 5; 11 21; 14 45; Jn 4 31; 9 2; 11 8).

John the Baptist (Jn 3 2()), as well as Christ, is

addressed with the title (Jn 1 49; 6 25), both by
disciples and others. Jesus forbade its use among
His followers (Mt 23 8). Later (Galilean) form of

same, Rahboxi (qv.). For Rabbinical literature

see Talmud. Edward Ba(;by Pollard

RABBITH, rab'ith (n^5"^n , ha-rabbith; B, Aap€i-

ptov, Dabcirdn, A, 'PaPPco9, Rhabboth): A town
in the territory of Issachar (Josh 19 20) which is

probably represented today lay Rdba, a village in

the southern part of the Gilboa range and N. of

Ibzdk. The hd is, of course, the def. art.

RABBLE, rab"l: This word is not found in AV.
RV has it once as the tr of dyopaws, agoraios
(lit. "lounger in the market place"), in Acts 17 5,

where it replaces "baser sort" of AV. It has the
common meaning of an unruly, lawless set who are
ready to join a mob.

RABBONI, rab-o'ni, rab-o'ni (paPPovC, rhabboni,
"my great master" [Mk 10 51]; paPPowC [WH -vci],

rhabbouni [-nci] [Jn 20 16]). Sec IlAum.

RAB-MAG, rab'mag {ycr'2r\, rabh-mdgh; LXX
as proper noun, 'PaPa|Ad9, Rhabamdlh): The name
of one of the Bab princes who were present at the
destruction of Jerus by Nebuchadnezzar, during the
reign of Zedekiah, king of Judah (Jer 39 3.13).

The word is a compound, the two parts seemingly
being in ajiposition and signifying tautologically

the same thing. The last syllable or section of the
word, magh, was the designation among the Medes,
Persians and Babylonians for priests and wise men.
Its original significance was "great" or "powerful";
Gr fj.^yas, megas, Lat magis, magnus. The first

syllable, rabh, expresses practically the same idea,

that of greatness, or abundance in size, quantity, or
power. Thus it might be interpreted the "all-

wise" or "all-powerful" prince, the chief magician or
physician. It is, therefore, a title and not a name,
and is accordingly put in appositive relations to the
proper name just preceding, as "Nergal-sharezer,
the Rab-mag," tr'^ fully, "Nergal-sharezer the chief
prince or magician." See Nergal-sharezer.

In harmony with the commonly accepted view,
the proper rendering of the text should be, "All the
princes of the king of Babylon came in, and sat in
the middle gate, to wit, Nergal-sharezer, Samgar-
nebo, Sarsechim, [the] Rab-saris, Nergal-sharezer,
[the] Rab-mag" (Jer 39 3); and "so Nebuzaradan
the captain of the guard sent, and Nebushazban,
[the] Rab-saris, and Nergal-sharezer, [the] Rab-mag,

and all the chief officers of the king of Babylon"
(39 13). Walter G. Clippinger

RAB-SARIS, rab'sa-ris (Oi-lD~nn, rabh-§dri§)

:

As with Rab-mag, which is not regarded as a name,
but a title, so this is to be regarded as a descriptive
title for the person whose name precedes it (see

Rab-mag). The first part, rabh, signifies "great"
or "chief," the second, surts, is the title for eunuch or

chamberlain. The tr then would be chief eunuch or

the chief of the eunuchs (or chamberlains).

The oriental custom was for the king to surround him-
self with a luimber of eunuchs, who performed varied
kinds of services, both menial and dignified. Tliey
usually had charge of his harem; sometimtvs they oec'u-
pied court positions. Frequently they superintended
the education of the youth. The term itself was
sometimes used to designate persons in places of trust
who were not emasculated. The above title descril)es
the highest or chief in rank of these eunuchs. See
Eunuch.

The full title is used 3 t, once in connection with
the titles of other important officers who were sent

by the king of Assyria with a large army to demand
the surrender of Jerus. The passage wotdd be tr''

properly, 'And the king of Assyria sent the Tartan
and the Rab-saris (the chief eunuch) and the Rab-
shakeh from Lachish tokingHczekiah' (2 K 18 17).

Again, it refers to a Babylonian whose real name
was Sarsechim, who with the other Bab princes

sat in the middle gate during the capture of Jerus.

This event is described as having occurred in the

11th year of Zedekiah, king of Judah (Jer 39 3).

The third use is in connection with the name Ne-
bushazban, who, with the other chief officers of the
king of Babylon, sent and took Jeremiah out of the

court of the guard and committed him to Gedaliah,

who was to take him home to dwell with his own
people (Jer 39 13).

Thus it is seen that based upon this accepted
theory the three titles would be in their connec-
tions as follows: (1) simply "the chief eunuch,"

(2) Sarsechim, the Rab-saris (or chief eimuch), and
(3) Nebushazban, the Rab-saris (or chief eunuch).
See also Assyria, X. Walter G. Clippixger

RABSHAKEH, rab'sha-ke, rab-sha'ke (npTril

,

rabhshdkeh) : A compound word, the first part,

rabh, indicating "head" or "chief" (see Rab-mag;
Rab-saris). The second part, which in the Aram.,
probably meant "cupbearer," had in this connection

and elsewhere, according to later discoveries, an ex-

tended significance, and meant chief officer, i.e.

chief of the heads or captains.

R. was one of the officers sent by Sennacherib,

the king of Assyria, with the Tartan and the Rab-
saris to demand the surrender of Jerus, which was
imder siege by the Assyr army (2 K 18 17.19.26.27.

28.37; 19 4.8; Isa 36 2.4.11.12.13.22.; 37 4.8).

The three officers named went from Lachish to

Jerus and appeared by the conduit of the upper
pool. Having called upon King Hezckiah, his

representatives Eliakim, the son of Hilkiah, Sheb-
nah, the scribe, and Joah, the recorder, appeared.

R. sent through them a message to the king in which
he represented himself as the spokesman for the

king of Assyria. He derided King Hezckiah in an
insolent fashion in representing his trust in Egypt
as a bruised reed which would pierce the hand.
Likewise his confidence in Jeh was vain, for He also

would be unable to deliver them. Then the officers

of the king replied, requesting him to speak in the

Syrian language which they understood, and not in

the Jews' language which the people on the wall

understood. This he refused to do, speaking still

more loudly in order that they might hear and be

persuaded. By bribery and appeal, by promise

and by deception he exhorted them to turn traitor
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to Hezekiah and surrender to him. The peoi)le,
however, true to the command of Hezekiah (2 K
18 36), "held their peace, and answered him not a
word." Afterward R. returned and "found the
king of Assyria warring against Libnah" (2 K 19
8). From this description it is inferred that R.
was a man of considerable literary attainment, being
able, in all probability, to speak in three languages.
He had, in addition to his official power, dauntless
courage, an insolent spirit and a characteristic ori-
ental disregard for veracity.

Walter G. Clippinger
RACA, ra'ka, ra-ka' (paKo,, rJiakd, WH with codd.

N'^Bl'], etc; paxa, rhachd, Tisch. with &?* D; Aram.
XJx"'"!, reku, from p''1, rck, "empty"): Vain or

worthless fellow; a term of contempt vised by the
Jews in the time of Christ. In the Bible, it occurs
in Mt 5 22 only, but John Lightfoot gives a num-
ber of instances of the use of the word by Jewish
writors (Ilor. Heb., ed by Gandell, Oxford, 1859, II,

108). Chrysostom (who was acquainted with Syr as
spoken in the neighborhood of Antioch) says it was
equivalent to the Cr <yv, sii, "thou," used contemptu-
ously instead of a man's name. Jerome rendered
it inanis aid vacuus absque cerebro. It is generally
explained as exi^ressing contempt for a man's in-
tellectual capacity (="you shnpleton!"), while
Mwpe, 7ndre (tv^ "thou fool"), in the same verse is

taken to refer to a man's moral and religious char-
acter ( = "you rascal!" "you hnpious fellow!").
Thus we have three stages of anger, with three cor-
responding grades of punishment: (1) the imier
feeling of anger (opyL^ofievos, orgizumenos), to l)e

l)unished by the local or i)rovincial court {ttj Kplau,
If" krisei, "the judgment"); (2) anger breaking
forth into an expression of S(;orn (Raca), to be pun-
ished by the Sanhedrin (t(J) awedpicfi, to sunedrio,
"the council"); (3) anger culminating in abusive
and defamatory language (More), to l)e punished by
the fire of Gehenna. This view, of a doulile climax,
which has been held by foremost Eng. and Ger.
commentators, seems to give the passage symmetry
and gradation. But it is rejected among others l)y
T. K. Cheyne, who, following J. P. Peters, rear-
ranges the text by transferring the clause "and
whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be
in danger of the council" to the end of the preceding
verse (EB, IV, cols. 4001 f). Th(>re certainly does
not seem to be trustwortliy external evidence to
prove that the terms "the judgment," "the council,"
"the Gehenna of fire" stand to each other in a rela-
tion of gradation, as lower and higlier legal courts,
or would be so understood by Cln-ist's hearers.
What is bej'ond dispute is that Christ condemns
the use of disparaging and insulting ei)ithets as a
supreme offence against the law of humanity, which
belongs to the same category as murder itself. It
should be added, liowever, that it is the underlying
feeling and not the verbal expression as such that
constitutes thesin. Hence Our Lord can, without
any real inconsistency, address two of His followers
as "foolish men" (Lk 24 25, du6r]T0L, anocloi,
practically equivalent to Rnrn, as is also James's
expression, "O vain man," Jas 2 20).

D. MiALL Edwards
RACAL, ra'kal C^pn , rakhal, "trader"): A

place in Judah, enumerated among "the places
where David himscdf and his men were wont to
haunt," to the elders of which he sent a share of his
spoils (1 S 30 29). The LXX reading "Carmel"
has been adopted, by many, because of the simi-

larity of the words in Heb {^'Dl and b')2"lD) and
because there was a Carm(>l in the neighborhood of
Hebron (Josh 15 55; 1 S 15 12), which figures
in the story of David's adventures when pursued
by Saul (1 S 25) in a manner that makes it im-

Rabbi
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probable that he would overlook the place in his
good fortune (AV "Rachal"). Nathan Isaacs

RACE, ras (f1"^^ , meroq; d-ywv, agon, 8p6p,os,

dromos). See Games, I, 2; II, 3.

RACES, ras'iz. See Table of Nations.

RACHAB, ra'kab ("PaxaP, Rhachdh): AV; Gr
form of "Rahab" (thus Mt 1 5 RV).

RACHAL, ra'kal. See Racal.

RACHEL, ra'chel (bnn , rahcl, "ewe"; 'Pax^X,
Rhachtl[Gn\ 29 (3; Jer 3l'l5, AV "Rahel"]): An an-

cestress of Israel, wife of Jacob, mother
1. Biog- of Joseph and Benjamin. Rachel was
raphy the younger daughter of Laban, the

Aramaean, the brother of Jacob's
mother; so Rachel and Jacob were cousins. They
met for the first time upon the arrival of Jacob at
Haran, when attracted by her beauty he imme-
diately fell in love with her, winning her love by
his chivalrous act related in Gen 29 10 ff. Accord-
ing to the custom of the times Jacob contracted with
Laban for her possession, agreeing to serve him 7
years as the stipulated price (29 17-20). But
when the time had pass(Ml, Laban deceived Jacob
by giving him Leah instead of Rachel. When
Jacob protested, Laban gave him Rachel also, on
condition tliat Jacob serve 7 years more (29 21-29).
To her great dismay "Rachel was barren" (Gen 29

f 30.31), while Leah had children. Rachel, envious
of her sister, complained to Jacob, who reminded
her that chiklren are the gift of God. Then Rachel

I resorted to the expedient once em])loyed by Sarah
\ under similar circumstances (16 2 ff) ; she bade
Jacob take her handmaid Bilhah, as a concubine,
to "obtain children by her" (30 3). Dan and
Naphtali were the offspring of this union. The evil

of polygamy is apparent from the dismal rivalry
arising between the two sisters, each seeking by
means of children to win the heart of Jacob. In her
eagerness to become a mother of children, Rachel
bargained with Leah for the mandrakes, or love-
apples of her son Reuben, but all to no avail (30 14).

Finally God heard her i)rayer and granted her her
heart's desire, and she gave birth to her firstborn,

whom she named Josei)h (30 22-24).

Some years after this, when Jacob fled from
Laban with his wives, the episode of the theft of
the teraphim of Laban by Rachel, related in 31 19.

34.35, occurred. She hoped by securing the house-
hold gods of her father to bring prosperity to her
own new household. Though she succeeded by
her cunning in concealing them from Laban, Jacob
later, upon discovering tliem, had them i)ut away
(35 2-4). In spite of all, slie continued to be the
favorite of Jacob, as is clearly evidenced by 33 2,

where we are told that he assigned to her the place
of gi-(>atest safety, and by his preference for Joseph,
her son. After the arrival in Canaan, while they
were on the way from Beth-el to Ej)hrath, i.e. Beth-
lehem, Rach(4 gave birth to her second son, Benja-
min, and died (35 16 ff).

In a marked manner Rachel's character shows the
traits of her family, cunning and covetousness, so

evident in Laban, Rebekah and Jacob.
2. Char- Though a believer in the true God
acter (30 6.8.22), she was yet given to the

superstitions of her country, the wor-
shipping of the teraphnn, etc (31 19). The futility

of her efforts in resorting to self-help and super-
stitious expedients, the love and stronger faith of

her husband (35 2-4), were the providential means
of purifying her character. Her memory lived on
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in Israel loiifz; after slic (lied. In Rutli 4 11, the

names of Rachel and L(\ih oreur in the nuptial bene-

dict ion as the foundresses of the house of Israel.

Rachel's Tomb (bnn ir^ipf ^r^"^' viaggMcih

fc^hhio-atli rdhvl): In Cien 35 20 we read: "Jacob
set up a pillar upon her grave: the same is the

Rachel's Tomb.

Pillar of Rachel's grave unto thi.s day," i.e. the time

of the writer. Though the i)illar, i.e sepulchral

monument, has long disapi)earcd, the spot is marked
until this day, and Christians, Jews and Moham-
medans unite in honoring it. The present tomb,
which, ai)parently, is not older than the loth cent.,

is built in the style of the small-domed buildings

raised by Mo.slems in honor of their saints. It is

a rough structure of four sciuare walls, each about
23 ft. long and 20 ft. high; the dome rising 10 ft.

higher is used by Mohannnedans for ])rayer, while

on Fridays the Jews make supplication before the

empty tomb within. It is doubtful, but probable,

that it marks the exact spot where Rachel was
buried. There are, ajiparently, two traditions as

to the location of the ])lace. The oldest tradition,

based upon Gen 35 16-20; 48 7, points to a place

one mile N. of Bethlehem and 4 miles from Jerus.

Alt 2 18 speaks for this place, since the cvangehst,

reporting the slaughter of the innocents of Beth-
lehem, represents Rachel as weeping for her chil-

dren from her neighboring grave. But according to

1 S 10 2 ff, which apparently represents another

tradition, the place of Rachel's grave was on the

"border of Benjamin," near Beth-el, about 10 miles

N. of Jerus, at another unknown Ephrath. This
location, some believe, is corroborated by Jer 31

15, where the prophet, in relating the leading away
of the people of Ramah, which was in Benjamin,
into captivity, introduces Rachel the mother of

that tribe as bewailing the fate of her descendants.

Those that believe this northern location to be the

place of Rachel's grave take the words, "the same
is Beth-lehem," in Gen 35 19; 48 7, to be an in-

correct gloss; but that is a mere assumption lack-

ing sufficient proof.

Mr. Nathan Strauss, of Xcw York City, tias purchased
the land surrounding Kaclicl's Kravc for the purpose of

erectinK a Jewish university in the Holy Land.
S. D. Press

RADDAI, rad'a-T, ra-dfi'I ("'"'1, radday, "beating

down"[?]): The 5th of the 7 sons of Jesse, father of

David, according to 1 Ch 2 14 (LXX Alex, "Rhad-
dai"; Luc, "Rhedai"; others, "Zaddai").

RADIANT, ra'di-ant ("iH:
, nahnr, "to sparkle,"

i.e. [fig.] be cheerful; hence [from the sheen of a

running stream], to flow, i.e. [fig.] as.semble; flow
[together], be lightened): ARV substitutes the
active "radiant" for the passive "were liglitened"

in Ps 34 5; Isa 60 5 (ERV, AV "flow together").
As the earth and moon, bf)th being dark, face a com-
mon sun and lighten each other, they are not only
lightened, but radiant. So with the believers, "They
looked unto liim [Jeh], and were radiant." Thus
ndhar combines the two ideas of being lightened and
floioing together. This a])i)ears, also, in a different

connection, in Isa 60 5, "Then thou shalt see and
be radiant." "It is licjuid light—light that ripples

and sparkles and runs across the face; .... the
light whicli a face catches from sparkling water"
(G. A. Smith, Isaiah, II, 430). M. O. Evans

RAFT, raft. See Ships axd Boats, II, 1, (2).

RAFTER, rafter (Cant 1 17). See Galleky;
House.

RAG: PI. in Prov 23 21, "Drowsiness will clothe

a man with rags" (S'^J^p
,
k'rd^itn, "torn garment";

cf 1 K 11 30), and figuratively in Isa 64 6 AV, "All

our righteousnes.ses are as filthy rags," in the sense of

"tattered clothing" ("."'3, beghedh, RV "garment").

In Jer 38 11.12 ARV translates ranO
,
s'hcMiah, as

"rag" (AV, ERV "old cast clout")' while AV, ERV
use "rotten n; (7" for n~'52 , melah (ARV "worn-out

garment")- Both s''hdbhdh and melah mean "worn
out."

RAGAU, ra'g6 ('Pa^av [WII], 'Pa^av, lihagau):

AV; Gr form of "Reu" (thus RV) (Lk 3 35).

RAGES, ra'jez, RAGAU, ra'go ("Rages," Tob
1 14; 4 1.20; 5 5; 6 9.12; 9 2; 'Tlagau," Jth

1 5.15; 'Pa-yai, lUiagaij'Pdya, Rhdga,
1. Location 'Pav^i Rhdge, 'PaYav, Rhagau; in Da-

rius' Behistun Inscriptions, II, 71,72,

Ragd, a province; in Avesta, Vend. I, 15, Ragha, city

and province; perhaps, "the excellent") : Inp]astern
Media, one forced march from Caspian Gates, 11

days' journey from Ecbatana, 5J miles S. of j^resent

Tehran; the cai)ital of the province of the same
name, though by Ptolemy called Rhagiana.

(1) Ancient.—A very ancient city, the tradi-

tional birthplace of Zoroaster (Zarathustra; Pahlavl
Vendiddd, Zdd sparad XVI, 12, and

2. History Dahistan i Mazdhib). In YasiiaXlX,
l.S, of the Avesta, it is thus mentioned:

"The Zoroastrian, four-chief-pos.sessing Ragha, hers

are the royal cliiefs, both the house-chief, the

village-chief, and the town-chief: Zoroaster is the

fourth." In Vend. I, 15: "As the tenth, the best

of both distric'ts and cities, I, who am Ahura Mazda,
did create Ragha, which possesses the three class-

es," i.e. fire-priests, charioteers, husbandmen.
Later it was the religious center of magism. A
large colony of captive Israelites settled there.

Destroyed in Alexander's time, it was rebuilt by
Seleucus Nicator (c 300 BC), who named it Europos.
Later, Arsaces restored it and named it Arsacia.

(2) Mediaeval.—In the early Middle Ages Ragha,
then called Rai, was a great literary and often political

center with a largo population. It was the birthplace
of Harunal Rashid (7():J_AD). Itwas seized and plun-
dered (1029 AD) by Sultan Mahmud, but became Tugh-
ril's capital. In the Vis o HCnnin (c 1048 AD) it is an
important place, 10 days' journey across the Kavir
desert from Merv. It was a .small provincial town in

about 1200 AD. It was sacked by_ Mongols In 1220
AD and entirely destroyed under Ghazan Khan c 129.").

A Zoroastrian conununity lived there in 127<S AD, one
of whom composed the Zariitusht- .\'amah.

(3) I'ret^ent condition.—Near the ruins there now
stands the village of Shah 'Abdul ' Azlm, connected with
Tehran by the only railway in Persia (opened in 1888).
Literature.—Ptolemy, Diodorus Siculus, Pliny,

Strabo; Ibnu'l Athir, Jdmi'u 't Tawarikh, Tarikhi
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Jahnn-gusha Yaqut; Justi, Iranisches Xamenhuch; E.
G. Browne, Literary Hist of Persia; modern travelers.

W. St. Clair Tisdall
RAGUEL, ra-gu'el ('PaYovqX, Rhagouel): "The

friend of God," of Ecbatana, the husband of Edna,
father of Sarah, and faf hcr-in-law of Tobias (Tob
3 7.17; 6 10; 7 2 f ; 14 12). In 7 2 he is called

cousin of Tobit, and in Tob 6 10 AV he is erro-

neously represent ed as "cousin" of Tobias = "kins-
man" in RV. In En 20 4 Raguel appears as one
of the archangels, ])erhaps by confusion for RajAael
(Tob 3 17). Another form of the name is Reuel
(q.v.).

RAGUEL, ra-gu'el, rag'n-el ("'3X^7'!, r'-'iVel;

LXX Rhagouel): The Midianite hothen, i.e. either
father-in-law or brother-in-law of Aloses (Nu 10 29
AV, RV "Reuel"), the father of Hobab, called a Ken-
ite, who is likewise described as a hothen of Moses
(Jgs 4 11). See Relationships, Family. Moses'
wife's father is called r'^'cHn Ex 2 IS where Lucian
reads "lothor" and KV "Reuel," which translitera-

tion is ado{)tod in RV in Nu 10 29 also. In other
passages the hothen of Moses is called "Jether" or
"Jcthro." Among the harmonizations suggested
the following are worthy of consideration: (a) that
all are names or perhaps titles of one man (Rashi)

;

(h) that Reuel was the father of Ilobab and Jethro,
that Jethro was the father-in-law of Moses, and
that the word "father" is used for grandfather in

Ex 2 18; (c) that Reuel was the father-in-law and
Jethro and Ilobab brothers-in-law; ((/) that eitlu^r

Reuel or Hobab is to be identified with Jethro.
None of these views is free from difficulty, nor is

the view of those who would give Jethro as the
name in E and Reuel as that in J and JE. See also
Reuel. Nathan Isaacs

RAHAB, ra'hab:

(1) pnn, ruhahh, "broad"; in Jos, Ant, V, i,

2, 7, 'Pdxal3, Rhdchah; lie 11 31 and Jas 2 25,
"Pda/3, Rhdah): A zonah, that is either a "harlot,"
or, according to some, an "innkeeper" in Jericho
(LXX TrSpvT], pome, "harlot"). The two spies sent
by Joshua from Shit tun came into her house and
lodged there (Josh 2 1). She refused to betray
them to the king of Jericho, and when he demanded
them, she hid them on the roof of her house with
stalks of flax that she had laid in order to dry. She
pretended that they had escaped before the shutting
of the gate, and threw their pursuers off their track.
She then told the sjnes of the fear that the coming
of the Israelites hafl caused in the minds of the
Canaanite.s

—"Our hearts did melt .... for Jeh
your God, he is God in heaven above, and on earth
beneath"—and asked that the men promise to
spare her father, mother, brothers and sisters, and
all that they had. They promised her to spar(>

them provided they would remain in her house and
provided she woidd keep their business secret.

Thereupon she let them down by a cord through the
window, her house being built upon the town wall,

and gave them directions to make good their
escape (Josh 2 1-24). True to their promise, the
Israelites under Joshua spared Rahab and her family
(Josh 6 16ff AV); "And," says the author of

Josh, "she dwelleth in Israel even unto this day."
Her story appealed strongly to the imagination
of the people of later times. He 11 31 speaks of

her as having been saved by faith; James, on the
other hand, in demonstrating that a man is justified

by works and not by faith only, curiously chooses
the same example (Jas 2 25). Jewish tradition
has been kindly disposed toward Rahab; one hy-
pothesis goes so far as to make her the wife of

Joshua himself {Jew Enc, s.v.). Naturally then
the other tr of zonah, deriving it from zun, "to feed,"

instead of zandh, "to be a harlot," has been pre-
ferred by some of the commentators.

(2) ('PdxaiS, Rhdchah): Jos, Ant, V, 1, 2, 7, so
spells the name of (1) (LXX and NT contra). The
wife of Salmon and mother of Booz (Boaz) accord-
ing to the genealogy in Mt 1 5. Query, whether
there was a tradition identifying (1) and (2); see
Lightfoot, Horae Hcb on Mt 1 5.

(3) (^rri, rahabh, lit. "storm," "arrogance"):
A mythical sea-monster, probably referred to in
several passages where the word is tr"^ as a common
noun "pride" (Job 9 13), "the proud" (Job 26 12;
cf Ps 89 10). It is used in i)arallclism with /ariTiin,

"the dragon" (Isa 51 9). It is most famihar as
an emblem of Egvpt, 'the boaster that sitteth still'

(Isa 30 7; Ps 87 4; cf 89 10). The Talm in
Bdbhd' Bathra' speaks of rahabh as sar ha-ydm,
"master of the sea." See also Astronomy.

Nathan Isaacs
RAHAM, ra'ham ('D^'^

, raham, "pity," "love"):
Son of Shema, and father of Jorkeam (1 Ch 2 44).

RAHEL, ra'hel (Jer 31 15 AV). See Rachel.

RAID, rad (1 S 27 10). See War, 3.

RAIL, rrd, RAILING, ral'ing, RAILER, ral'er:

To "rail" on (in modern usage "against") anyone
is to use insolent or reproachful language toward
one. It occurs in the OT as the tr of w~\n

, haraph
(2 Ch 32 17, "letters to rail on Jeh"), and of 'C^^

,

'it (1 S 25 14, of Nabal, "he railed at them,"
ERV "flew upon them," m "railed on"). In the
NT "to rail" is the tr of I3\aa-(pr]/j.^ix), blasphendd
(Mk 15 29; Lk 23 39; "railing," 1 Tim 6 4;
2 Pet 2 11; Jude ver 9). The word loidorfa,
rendered "railing" in 1 Pet 3 9 AV, is in RV "re-
viling," and loidoros, "railer," in 1 Cor 5 11 is in
RV "reviler." See also Raca. W. L. Walker

RAIMENT, ra'ment. See Dress.

RAIMENT, SOFT (jiaXaKos, malakos) : In Mt 11
8 EV, where Jesus, speaking of John the Baptist,
asks "What went ye out to see? a man clothed
in soft raiment?" where "raiment," though implied,
is not expressed in the best text, but was probably
added from Lk 7 25 |j. It is equivalent to "ele-
gant clothing," such as courtiers wore, as shown by
the words following, "Behold, they that wear soft
raiment are in kings' houses." John had bravely
refused to play courtier and had gone to prison for
it. In the early days of Ilerod the Great some
scribes who attached themselves to him laid aside
their usual plain clothing and wore the gorgeous
raiment of courtiers (Jost, in Plumptre).

Geo. B. Eager

RAIN, ran O'^'Q , mdtdr, Arab. Jojo, matar,

"rain," 0115.3, geshem, "heavy rain," ri'll'Q , moreh,

"early rain," rTlT^
,

yoreh, "former
1. Water- rain," f'l'pb^

, malkosh, "latter rain";
Supply in

Pp^x"> brechd, veros, huetos): In
Egypt and Egypt there is little or no rainfall, the
Palestine water for vegetation being suiJ})lied

in great abundance by the river
Nile; but in Syria and Pal there are no large rivers,

and the people have to depend entirely on the fall

of rain for water for themselves, their animals and
their fields. The childr(!n of Israel when in Egyi)t
were promised by Jeh a land which "drink(>th
water of the rain of heaven" (Dt 11 11). Springs
and fountains are found in most of the valleys, but
the flow of the springs depends directly on the fall

of rain or snow in the mountains.
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The cultivation of the land in Pal is practically

dry fanning in most of the districts, but even then
some water is necessary, so that there

2. Impor- may be moisture in the soil. In the

tance of simnner months there is no rain, so

Rain in that the rains of the spring and fall

Season seasons are absolutely essential for

starting and maturing the crops. The
lack of this rain in the i)roper time has often been
the cause of complete failure of the harvest. A
small difference in the amount of these seasonal

rains makes a large difference in the possibility of

growing various cro])s without irrigation. Ells-

worth Huntington has insisted on this point with
great care in his very important work, Pal and Its

Transformation. The promise of prosperity is

given in the assurance of "rain in due season"
(Lev 26 4 AV). The withholding of rain according

to the pro])hecy of Elijah (1 K 17 1) caused the

mountain streams to dry up (1 K 17 7), and cer-

tain famine ensued. A glimpse of the terrible

suffering for lack of water at that time is given us.

The people were uncertain of another meal (1 K
17 12), and the animals were perishing (1 K 18 5).

Pal and Syria are on the borderland between the

sea and the desert, and besides are so mountainous,
that they not only have a great range

3. Amount of rainfall in different years, but a
of Rainfall great variation in different parts of the

country.

The amount of rain on the western slopes is compar-
able with that ill England and America, varying from 25
to 40 in. per annum, but it falls mostly in the four
winter mouths, when th(^ downpour is often very heavy,
giving oftentimes from 12 to 16 in. in a month. On the
eastern slopes it is much less, varying from 8 to 20
in. per annum. The highest amount falls in the
mountains of Lebanon where it averages about .50 in.

In Boiriit the yearly average is 35.87 in. As wo go
S. from Syria, the amount decreases (Haifa 27.75,
Jaffa 22.39, Gaza 17.61), while in the Sinaitic Penin-
sula there is little or none, doing from W. to E. the
change is much more sudden, owing to the mountains
which stop the clouds. In Damascus the average is

less than 10 in. In Jerus the average for 50 years is

26 . 16 in., and the range is from 13 . 39 in 1870 to 41 . 62
In 1897. The yearly records as given by J. Glaisher
and A. Datzi in PEFQ from 1861 to 1910, 50 years, are
given in the accompanying table.

RAINFALL IN JERUSALE^M IN INCHES

Year Amount Year Amount Year Amount

1861 27 . 30 1878. .

.

32.21 1895. .

.

23 . 25
1862 21.86 1879. .

.

18.04 1896. .

.

32.90
1863 26 . 54 1880. .

.

32.11 1897. .

.

41.62
1864 15.51 1881 . .

.

16.50 1898. .

.

28.66
1865 18. 19 1882. .

.

26 . 72 1899. .

.

22 . 43
1866 18.55 i 1883. . . 31.92 1900. .

.

21.20
1867 29.42 1884. .

.

23 . 96 1901. .

.

17.42
1868 29.10 1885. .

.

29.47 1902. .

.

25.51
1869 18.61 1886. .

.

31.69 1903. .

.

18.04
1870. . .

.

13.39 1887. . . 29.81 1904. .

.

34.48
1871 23 . 57 1888. .

.

37.79 1905. .

.

34 . 22
1872 22 . 26 1889. .

.

13.56 1906. .

.

28.14
1873 .... 22.72

i

1890. .

.

35.51 1907. .

.

27.22
1874 29.75 1891. .

.

34.72 1908. .

.

31.87
1875 27.01 1892. .

.

31.23 1909. .

.

21.13
1876 14.41 1893. .

.

30 . 54 1910. .

.

24.64
1877. . . . 26.00 1894. . . 35.38

The amount of rainfall in ancient times was
probably about the same as in present times, though
it may have been distributed somewhat differently

through the year, as suggested by Huntington.
Conder maintains that the present amoimt would
have been sufficient to support the ancient cities

{Tent-Work in Pal). Trees are without doubt
fewer now, but meteorologists agree that trees do
not produce rain.

The rainfall is largely on the western slopes of the
mountains facing the sea, while on the eastern

slopes there is very little. The moisture-laden air

comes up from the sea with the west and southwest

wind. When these currents strike the hills they
arc thrown higher up into the cooler strata, and

the moisture condenses to form clouds
4. Dry and and rain which increases on the higher
Rainy Sea- levels. Having j)assed the ridge of the
sons hills, the currents descend on the other

side to warmer levels, where the mois-
ture is easily held in the form of vapor so that no
rain falls and few clouds are seen, except in the
cold mid-winter months.
The summer months are practically rainless, with

very few clouds appearing in the sky. From May
1 to the middle of October one can be sure of no
rain; "The winter is past; the rain is over" (Cant
2 11), so many sleep on the roofs of the houses or

in tents of leaves and branches in the fields and vine-

yards throughout the summer. The continuous
hot droughts make the people appreciate the springs

and fountains of fresh running water and the cool

shade of rock and tree.

The rainy season from October to May may be
divided into three parts, the former, the winter,

and the latter rains, and they are often referred to

under these names in the OT.
The "former rains" are the showers of October

and the first part of November. They soften the

parched ground so that the winter grain may be
sown before the heavy continuous rains set in.

The main bulk of the rain falls in the months of

December, January and February. Although in

these months the rains are frequent and heavy, a
dark, foggy day is seldom seen. The "latter rains"

of April are the most highly appreciated, because
they ripen the fruit and stay the drought of summer.
They were considered a special blessing: Jeh "will

come .... as the latter rain that watereth the

earth" (Hos 6 3); "They opened their mouth wide
as for the latter rain" (Job 29 23); and as a reason

for worshipping Jeh who sent them, "Let us now
fear Jeh our God, that giveth rain, both the former

and the latter, in its season" (Jer 5 24).

The rain storms always come from the sea with

a west or southwest wind. The east wind is a hot

wind and the "north wind driveth away rain"

(Prov 25 23 AV). "Fair weather cometh out of

the north" (Job 37 22 AY).
The Psalmist recognizes that the "showers that

water the earth" (Ps 72 6) are among the choicest

blessings from the hand of Jeh: "The
5. Biblical early rain covereth it with blessings"

Uses (Ps 84 6). The severest punishment
of Jeh was to withhold the rain, as in

the time of Ahab and Elijah, when the usual rain

did not fall for three years (1 K 17); "the anger

of Jeh be kindled against you, and he shut up the

heavens, so that there shall be no rain, and the land

shall not yiekl its fruit; and ye perish quickly"

(Dt 11 17). Too much rain is also a punishment,
as witness the flood (Gen 7 4) and the plague of

rain and hail (Ezr 10 9). Sending of rain was a

reward for worship and obedience: "Jeh will open
unto thee his good treasure, the heavens, to give

the rain of thy land in its season, and to bless all

the work of thy hand" (Dt 28 12). Jeh controls

the elements and commands the rain: "He made a

decree for the rain" (Job 28 26); "For he saith

to the snow. Fall thou on the earth; likewise to

the shower of rain" (Job 37 6).

Literature.—PEFQ; meteorological observations
from the Dead Sea, Jerus, Jaffa and Tiberias; various
observers; Zeitschrift den deutxchen Paldstina-Vereins;
H. Hilderscheid, Die Niederschlagsverhaltnisse Paldstinas
in alter and neuer Zeit; C. R. Conder, Tent-Work in

Pal; Edward Hull, Mount Seir, Sinai and Western Pal;
Ellsworth Huntington, Pal and Its Transformation; bul-

letin of the Syrian Protestant College Observatory,
Meteorological Observations in Beirut and Syria.

Alfred H. Joy
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RAINBOW, ran'ho (nTT]: , kesheth, tr^ "a bow";
Ipts, fm, "rainbow"): As most of the rainfall in
Pal is in the form of short heavy showers it is often
accompanied by the rainbow. Most beautiful
double bows are often seen, and occasionally the
moon is bright enough to produce the bow. It is

rather remarkable tliat there are so few references
to the rainbow in the Bible. The Heb kesheth is

the ordinary word for a bow, there being no special
word for rainbow.
The in((n-])retation of the significance of the bow

in the sky is given at the close of the story of the
flood, where it is called "the token of the covenant"
of Jeh with Noah that there should be no more flood:
"I do set my bow in tlie cloud, .... and the waters
shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh"
(Gen 9 L3.1o). This addhion to the story of the
flood is not found in other mythical accounts. The
foundatiem for the interpretation of the bow in this
way seems to be that while His bow is hung in the
sky God must be at peace with His people. The
glory of God is likened to "the ai:ipearance of the
bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain" (Ezk 1
28). The rainbow forms a striking part of the
vision in Rev 4 3: "And there was a rainbow round
about the throne." Alfred II. Joy

RAISE, raz: "To raise" in the OT is most fre-
ciuenlly the tr of the Hiphil form of Z^p

, kutn, "to
cause to arise," e.g. raising u]) seed (^Gen 38 8),
a prophet (Dt 18 IS), judges (Jgs 2 1G.18), etc;
also of "1^27^ \ir^ "to awake," "stir up" (I'^zr 1 5
AV; Isa 41 2, etc), with other words. In the NT
the chief words arc- iyeipco, eacinl, "to awaken,"
"arou.se" (Alt 3 9; Lk 1 (59; 3 8, c-tc), freciuently
of raising the dead; and dviarritxi, (uiisteuii (Alt 22
24; Jn 6 39, etc; Acts 2 24 [30 A\'J, etc), with
compounds of the former. Among the RV changes
may be noted, "to stir the fire" for "from raising"
(Hos 7 4); "raiseth high his gate" for "exalteth
his gate" (Prov 17 19); ARV, "can it be raised
from the roots thereof" for "pluck it uj) by the
roots thereof" (Ezk 17 9 AV and ERV) ; "raised
up" for "rise again" (Mt 20 19; cf Mt 26 32;
Rom 8 34; Col 3 1). W. L. W.vlkeu

RAISIN-CAKES, ra'z'n-kaks: RV gives this
rendering for AV "foundations" in Isa 16 7 (Heb
'dshlshdh from 'aiiluish, "to found," "make firm,"
"press"). The trade in these would cease through
the desolation of the vineyards. For AV "flagons of
wine" in Hos 3 1, RV gives "cakes of raisins,"
such as were offered to the gods of the land, the
givers of the grape (cf Cant 2 5). See next article.

RAISINS, ra'z'nz: (1) Q^p^ri?
,
gimmilkim; ara-

0t5es, alaphidcs, tr^' "dried grajjcs," Nu 6 3;
mentioneti in all other references as a portable
food for a march or journey. Abigail supplied
David with "a hundred clusters of raisins," among
other things, in the wilderness of Paran (1 S 25
18); David gave two clusters of raisins to a
starving Egyp slave of the Amalekites at Besor
(30 12); raisins formed part of the provision
brought to David at Hebron for his army (1 Ch
12 40); Ziba supplied David, when flying from
Absalom, with a hundred clusters of raisins (2 S
16 1). (2) n^JitpX, 'a.s/iis/m/(, something "pressed
together," hence a "cake." In Hos 3 1, mention
is made of CirJ' "^Tpiiyx

, 'dahlshe 'unahhim {ir^ii-

ixara /xera aTatpidos, pemmala meld staphidos),
"cakes of raisins": "Jeh loveth the children of
Israel, though they turn unto other gods, and love
[m "or them that love"] cakes of raisins." These
are sui)posed to have been cakes of dried, com-
pressed grapes offered to false gods. Griitz con-

siders that the Ileb^ words are a corruf)tion of
'adierim and hennnidfiltn ("sun images"). Cf Isa 17
8; 27 9. In other pas.sages "cakes" stands alone
without "raisiTis," but the tr "cakes of raisins" is

given in 2 S 6 19; 1 Ch 16 3; Cant 2 5 (AV
"flagons"); Isa 16 7m "foundations."

Raisins are today, as of old, prepared in con-
siderable quantities in Pal, esp. at es-Salt, E. of the
Jordan. The bunches of grapes are dipped in a
strong solution of potash before being dried.

]'>. W. G. AI.\STEHMAN
RAKEM, rii'kem (Dp"1 , rukem, the pausal form

of 2^"]
,

rekcni) : The eponym of a clan of A]

(1 Ch 7 16). See Reke.m.
Alachir

RAKKATH, rak'ath (Pp") , rakhith; B, 'n|j.a9a-
8aK€'e, Omathndaketh, A, 'PeKKd0, Rhekkdth): The
Gr is obviously the result of confusing the two
names Rakkath and Hammath, taking r in the
former for d. Rakkath was one of the fortified
cities in Naphtali (.Josh 19 3.")). It is named be-
tween Hammath and Chinnereth. Hammath is

identified with the hot baths to the S. of Tiberias.
There are traces of ancient fortifications here.
The rabbis think that Tiberias was built on the site
of Rakkath. Certain it is that Herod's town was
built upon an ancient site, the graves of the old
inhabitants being disturbed in digging the new-
foundations (Neubauer, Ceog. du Tabu, 208).

RAKKON, rak'on ( |ip']n , hd-rnkkdn; 'lepciKwv,

Hierdkuii). See AIe-Jahkon.

RAM, ram (2n
, ram, "high," "exalted"):

(1) .\n ancestor of David (Ruth 4 19 ['Appaf,
Anxin]; Alt 1 3.4 [' Apdfj., Aram]); in 1 Ch 2 9
he IS called the "brother," but in ver 25, the "son of
Jerahmeel" (cf ver 27). Ram as the son of Hezrou
appears mor(> likely than Ram the son of Jerahmeel,
since, according to the narratives of 1 and 2 S,
David cannot have been a Jerahmeelite.

(2) Name of Elihu's family (Job 32 2). It is an
open question as to whether Ram should be taken
as a purely fictitious name, invented by the author
of the Elihu speeches, or whether it is that of some
obscure Arab tribe. In Gen 22 21 Aram is a
nei)hew of Buz (cf I'Jihu tlu; Buzite), and the con-
jecture was at one tinu; advanced that Ram was a
contraction of Aram; but this theory is no longer
held to be tenable. The suggestion that the initial
a (X) has been changed by a scribal error into h
(H) is more acceptable. Ra.shi, the rabbinical com-
mentator, takes the quaint position that Ram is

identical with Abraham. IIgr.a.ce J. Wolf

RAM, ram: (1) The ordinary word is b'^X , 'ayil,

which is remarkal)ly near to b^X , 'ayijdl, "deer"
(cf Lat caper, cnpra, "goat," and capreolus, "wild
goat" or "roe-buck"; also Gr Sop/cds, dorkds,
"roe-buck" or "gazelle"). (2) "IDT, d'khdr, lit.

"male" (Ezr 6 9.17; 7 17). (3)' n? , kar, "bat-
tering ram" (Ezk 4 2; 21 22); elsewhere "lamb"
(Dt 32 14, etc). (4) "'n?? , \ittmlh, prop(>rlv "he-
goat" ("ram," Gen 31 10.12 AV). See Sheep.

RAM, BATTERING. See Siege.

RAMA, ra'ma ('Pa|xa, AViflwrf)
: AV; Gr form of

Ram.vh (q.v.) (Alt 2 18).

RAMAH, ra'ma (HTS'in , ha-rdrndh, without the
def. art. only in Nell 11 33; Jer 31 15): The name
denotes height, from root DTl , rilm, "to be high,"
and the towns to which it ajjplied seem all to have
stood on elevated sites.
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(1) B, 'ApaTjX, Aroti, A, 'Va/j.d, Rhnmn: A fenced

city in the k)t assigned to Naphtuli (Josh 19 30).

Only in this passafj;e is the place referred to. It is

probably identical with the modern cr-Ramrh, a

largo Christian village on the highway from Sajcd

to the coast, about S miles W.S.W. of that city.

To the N. rises the mountain range which forms the

Bouthem boundary of Upper Galilee. In the valley

to the S. there is "much rich land cultivated by the

villagers. The olives grown here arc very fine, and

fruitful vineyards cover many of the surrounding

slopes. No remains of antiquity are to be seen

above ground; but the site is one likely to have

been occujjied in anci(>nt times.

(2) 'Pa/xa, Rhmnd: A city that is mentioned only

once, on the boundary of Asher (Josh 19 29).

The line of the boundary cannot be followed with

certainty; but perhaps wc may identify Ramah
with the modern RCimiyeh, a village situated on a

hill which rises in the midst of a hollow, some 13

miles S.E. of Tyre, and 12 miles E. of the Ladder

of Tyre. To the S.W. is a marshy lake which dries

up in summer. Trac(>s of ant icjuity are found in the

cisterns, a large reservoir and many sarcophagi.

To the \V. is tlie high hill Bclat, with ancient ruins,

and remains of a temple of which several columns

are still in situ.

(3) B, "Pafxd, Rhrimd, A, 'la/Aci, Iat7in, and other

forms: A citv in the territory of Benjamin named
between Gibeon and Beeroth (Josh 18 25). The
Levite thought of it as a possible resting-place for

himself and his concubhie on their northward jour-

ney (Jgs 19 13). The i^alm tree of Deborah was

between this and Bethel (Jgs 4 5). Baasha, king

of Samaria, sought to fortify Ramah against Asa,

king of Judah. The latter frustrated the attempt,

and carried off the matcn-ials which Baasha had
collected, and with them fortified against him Geba
of Benjamin and ]\Iizi)ah (1 K 15 17; 2 Ch 16

5). Here the ca])tain of Nebuchadnezzar's guard

released Jeremiah after he had been carried in bonds

from Jerus (Jer 40 1). It figures in Isaiah's picture

of the Assyrians' approach (10 29). It is named
by Hosea in connection with Gibeah (5 8), and

is mentioned as being reoccupied after the exile

(Ezr 2 20 ; Neh 7 30) . It was near the traditional

tomb of Rachel (Jer 31 15; cf 1 S 10 2; Mt 2 18,

AVRama").
From the passages cited we gather that Ramah

lay some distance to the N. of Gibeah, and not far

from Gibeon and Beeroth. The first is identified

with Tell cl-FilI, about 3 miles N. of Jerus. Two
miles farther N. is er-Ram. Gibeon {el-Jib) is

about 3 miles W. of er-Ram, and Beeroth {el-

Blreh) is about 4 miles to the N. Ono7n places

Ramah G Rom miles N. of Jerus; while Jos {Ant,

VIII, xii, 3) says it lay 40 furlongs from the city.

All this points definitely to identification with er-

Ram. The modern village crowns a high limestone

hill to the S. of the road, a i)Osition of great strength.

\V. of the village is an ancient reservoir. In the

hill are cisterns, and a good well to the S.

(4) ' ApafMadalfx, Arnmathaim: The home of

Elkanah and Hannah, and the birthplace of Sam-
uel (1 S 1 19; 2 11, etc). In 1 S 1 1 it is called

"Ramathaim-zophim" (2"'Di2 D'^P'^nn , ha-rama-

thayim-gophim). The phrase as it stands is

grammatically incorrect, and suggests tampering

with the text. It might ])ossibly be tr'' "Rama-
thaim of the Zui)hiles." It was in Mt. Ephraim,
within accessible distance of Shiloh, whither Sam-
uel's parents went up from year to year to wor-

ship and to sacrifice (1 3). ]<'rom R;imah as a

center Samuel wcnit on circuit anmiallv, to judge

Israel, to Ik-thel, Gilgal and Mizpah (7 10 f). It

is very probable that this is the city in which.

guided by his servant, Saul first made the ac-

quaintance of Samuel (9 0.10), where there was a

high i)lace (ver 12). Hither at all events came the

elders of Israel witli their demand that a king should

be set over them (8 4 f). After his final break with

Saul, Samuel retired in sorrow^ to Ramah (15 31 f).

Here, in Naioth, David found asylum with Sanniel

from the mad king (19 IS, etc), and hence he fied

on his ill-starred visit to Nob (20 1). In his native

city the dust of the d(>ad Samuel was laid (25 1;

283). In 1 Mace 11 34 it is named as one of the

three toparchies along with Aphaerema and Lydda,

which were added to Judaea from the country of

Samaria in 145 BC. Onom places it near Diosi)olis

(Euseb.) in the district of Timnah (Jerome).

There are two serious rivals for the honor of

representing the ancient Ramah. (a) Beit Rima,

a village occupying a height 13 miles E.N.E. of

Lydda (Diosi)olis), 12 miles W. of Shiloh, and about

tlie same distance N.W. of Bethel. This identifi-

cation has the support of G. A. Smith {IIGIIL,

254), and Buhl {(lA P, 170). (6) Ramnllah, a large

and prosperous village occupying a lofty position

with ancient remains. It commands a wide pro.s-

pect, esp. to the W. It lies about S miles N. of

Jerus, 3 W. of Bethel, and 12 S.W. of Shiloh. The
name meaning "the height" or "high place of God"
may be reminiscent of the high place in the city

where Saul found Samuel. In other respects it

agrees very w(>ll with the Bib. data.

Claims have also been advanced on behalf of

Rnmleh, a village 2 miles S.W. of Lydda, in the

plain of Sharon. This, however, is out of the

question, as the place did nf)t exist before Arab

times. Others support identification with Nehy

Smyiwil, which more i)robably represents the an-

cient MizPAH (q.v.).

(5) Ramah of the South, AV "Ramath of the

South": Ramath is the construct form of Ramah
(Josh 19 8) (^55 r:''2XT , ramath neghchh; Batxed

Kara Xi/3a, Bdmeth kntd liha). A city in that part of

the territory of Judah which was allotted to Simeon.

It stands here in apposition to Baalath-beer,

and is probably a second name for the same place.

It seems to correspond also with "Ramoth [pi.] of

the South" (1 S 30 27), a place to which David

sent a share of the spoil taken from the Amalekites.

In this passage LXX retains the sing, form, Rhamd
nStou. Identification has been suggested with

Kubbct el-Baul about 37 miles S. of Hebron; and

with Kurnuh a little farther S. There is no sub-

stantial ground for either identification.

(0) B, '?efj.ij.did, Rhemmoth, A, 'Pa/xti^, Rhnmoth:

Ramah in 2 K 8 29; 2 Ch 22 6, is a contraction

of Ramoth-gilead. W. Ewing

RAMATH, ra'math, OF THE SOUTH (Josh 19

8 AV). y^e Ramah, (5).

RAMATH-LEHI, ra'math-le'hi (^nb n'Q-\ , ra-

math lehl, "the hill" or "height of Lehi"; *Ava(pto-is

o-ittYovos, Anairesis siagonos): So the place is said

to have been called where Samson threw away

the jaw-bone of an ass, with which he had slain

1,000 Philis (Jgs 15 17). LXX seems to have

supi)Osed that the name referred to the "heaving"

or throwing up of the jaw-bone. The Heb, how-

ever, corresponds to the form used in other j^lace-

names, such as Ramath-mizpeh, and must be read

as "Ramah of Lehi." The name Lehi inay have

l)een given because of some real or imagined like-

ness hi the place to the shajjc of a jaw-bone (Jgs

15 9.14.19). It mav have been in Wddy es-Sarar,

not far from Zorah and Timnath; but the available

data do not permit of certain identification. See

J.\w-b()ne; Lehi. W. Ewing
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RAMATH-MIZPEH, rri'inafh-ini//i)(> (rTOn

riElJ^n , rdiudlli li(i'ini(;inli; I'., 'Apa|3&)9 Kara tt)v

M ao-<rTi(})d, Arahdlh k(it(t Itn Mds.scphd, A, Pajj.u)9

.... Maercjxi, h'hdinolli .... Masphn): A j)l;ic(>

mciifioned in Josh 13 2() in u sf;i((Miienf of the

boundary of (iad, between Ifeshbon and Jietonini.

It may possibly be iilentical with AIizpaii, (1).

RAMATHAIM, rfi-ina-tha'im (1 Mace 11 34;

AV Ramathem, rain'a-themj. See Ramah, (4).

RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM, ra-ma-tha'im-zo'fiin.

See Ramah, (tj.

RAMATHITE, ra'math-it (^P'Gnn , ha-ramfilhl;

B, 6 €K 'ParjX, }to ek Rhdfl, A, 6 'Pa|ia6aios, Iio RIki-

muthaios) : So Shiinei is called who was set by David
over the vineyards (1 C'ii 27 27). There is nothing
to show to which Ramah lie Ijelonged.

RAMESES, ram'e-sez, ra-me'sez. See Raamses.

RAMIAH, ra-mi'a (n^'2"; , rnmyuh, "Jeh hath

loosened" or "Jeh is hi<';h"}: One of the Israelites,

of the sons of Parosli, mentioned in the register of

those who had offended in the matter of foreign

marriages (Ezr 10 2;")). The form of the name in

1 ]<]sd (9 2()), "Iliermas," ))resupposes a Heb form
y'reinydh or ])ossibly /y//7//'',v«/i = "Jeremiah."

RAMOTH, ra'inoth:

(1) r,i")2X"^
, rainulh; t) 'Vap-ibd, he Rhnmdlh: A

city in the territory of Issachar assigned to the
Gershonite Levites (1 Ch 6 73), mentioned be-
tween Daberath and Anem. It seems to corre-

spond to "Remeth" in Josh 19 21, and to "Jar-

muth" in 21 29, and is possibly identical with
er-Rdmih about 1 1 miles S.^^'. of Jernn.

(2) Ramoth of the South. See Ramah, (")).

(3) Ramoth in Gilead. See Ramoth-cilead.

RAMOTH, ra'moth (rnisn, ramoth, KtO for

yremoth [Ezr 10 29 AV]; RVm Knhibh makes
the name similar to those in vs 26.27): One of

the offenders in the matter of foreign marriages.
ERV and ARV, adopting K<'thibh, read Jehkmoth
(q.v.)-

RAMOTH (Job 28 IS AVm). See Stones, Pre-
cious.

RAMOTH-GILEAD, ra'moth-gil'e-ad (Hian

nr*3
, ramoth f/il'dilli; 15, 'P€|Ji|xd9 FaXadS, Rhcjnmdth

Galadd, A, 'Pa(i|no9, Rhainnioth, and other forms):
A great and strong city E. of the Jordan in the terri-

tory of Gad, which j)layed an important part in

the wars of Israel. It is first mentioned in con-
nection with theapi)ointmentof the Cities of Refuge
(Dt 4 43; Josh 20 8). It was assigned to the
Merarite Levites (Josh 21 38; 1 Ch 6 80). In
these four pa.ssages it is called "Ramoth in Gilead"

(lybSS "1, rdtnoth ha-girddh). This form is given
wrongly by AV in 1 K 22 3. In all other places
the form "Ramoth-gilead" is used.

Here Ben-gel)er was placed in charge of one
of Solomon's administrative districts (1 K 4 13),

which included Havvoth-jair and "the
1. History region of Argob, which is in Bashan."

The city was taken from Omri by the
Syrians under Ben-hadad I {Ard, VIII, xv, 3 ff), and
even after the defeat of Ben-hadad at Aphek they
remained masters of this fortress. In order to
recover it for Israel Ahab invited Jehoshaphat of
Judah to accompany him in a campaign. Despite

the discouragement of Micaiah, tlu^ royal pair set

out on the disastrous enterprise'. In their attack
on the city Ahab fought in disguise, but- was mor-
tallv wounded by an ai'rou from a bf)w drawn "at
a venture" (1 K 22 1 40; 2 Ch 18). Tlie at-
tempt was renewed by Aliab's son Joram; but his
father's ill fortune followed him, and, heavily
wounded, he retired for li(>aling to Jezreel (2 K 8
28 ff; 2Ch22 5f). DuHng the khig's al)sence
from the camp at Ramoth-gilead Jehu was there
anointed king of Israel by Elisha (2 K 9 1 if;

2 Ch 22 7). Ilein-oved a swift instrument of ven-
geance against the doomed house of .Ahab. Accoi'd-
ing to Jos {Ant, IX, vi, 1) th(> city was taken before
Joram's departure. This is confirmed by 2 K 9
14 ff. The place is not mentioned again, indess,
indeed, it be identical with "Mizpeh" in 1 Mace
5 35.

It is just possible that Ramoth-gilead corre-
sponds to Mizpah, (1), and to Ramath-mizpeh.

The spot wh(>re Laban and Jacob
2. Identi- parted is called both Galeed and
fication Mizpah. Ilamath may become Ila-

moth, as wc see in"^ the case of
Ramah of the South.

Merrill identifies the city with Jerash, the si)len-
did ruins of which lie in Wddy cd-Deir, N. of the
Jabbok. He quotes the Bab Talm (Makkoth 9b)
as placing the Citi(>s of Refuge in pairs, so that
those on the E. of the Jordan are oi)j)osite those on
the W. Shechem, being the middle one of the three
W. of the Jordan, should have Ramoth-gilead nearly
opposite to it on the E., and this would i)lace its

site at Gerasa, the modern Jerash {IIDB, s.v.).

But the words of the Talm must not be interpreted
too strictly. It seems very probable that Golan
lay far S. of a line drawn due E. from Kedes (Ke-
desh-naphtali). No remains have been discovered
at Jerash older than Gr-Rom times, although the
presence of a fine ])erennial spring makes occupa-
tion in antiquity probable. The place could be
approached by chariots along Wddy ^Ajlun, and
the country adjoining was not unsuitable for
chariot evolutions.
Conder and others have suggested Reimun, an

ancient site to the W. of Jerash. The absence of
any source of good w^iter-supplv is practically fatal
to this identification. Buhl {GAP, 2G1 ff) favors
el-JiVad, a ruined site on a hill S. of the Jabbok;
see Gilead, (1). Eusebius and Jerome {Ononi,
s.v.) contradict each other, the former ])lacing
Ramoth-gilead 15 miles W., and the latter 15 miles
E. of Philadelphia. It is clear, however, that this
is a mere slip on Jerome's part, as both say it is

near the Jaljbok. Many have identified it with
es-Salt, which is indeed 15 miles \V. of 'Ann/idn
(Philadelphia), but it is 10 miles S. of the Jabbok,
an<l so can hardly b(^ descril)ed as near that river.

It is also no place for chariot warfare. The case
against identification with Ramoth-gilead is con-
clusively stated by Rev. G. A. Cooke in Driver's
Dt, XX.

In suggesting these sites sufficient attention has
not been given to what is said in 1 K 4. The
authority of the king's officer in Ramoth-gilead
extended over the land of Argob in liashan, as well
as over the towns of Jair in Gilead. A situation
therefore to the N. of Mahanaim must be sought.
Guthe would find it at er-Rrmtheh, on the ])ilgrim

road, about 10 miles S. of Mezcrih (cf IIG'HL, 586
If). Cheyne's suggestion of Salkhad, away on the
crest of the mountain of Bashan, is out of the
question. Rev. Caleb Ilauser {I'EFS, 1906, 304 f)

argues in favor of lieit Rds, over 11 miles S.E. of
Gadara, a position commanding all NortlxTu Gilead
and as favorably situat(>d as Jerash for chariot
warfare and communication with the W. of Jordan.
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"Ilcn'o wo have llio lici^lits of Northcni Cilcad.
Uaiiiotli, Capitolias, aiui Beit IM-h tivo in llicir

rosi)eftiv(> laiiji;uas('s i(lic)inati(' cciuivalciils. It, is

inii)robal)lo lliat a lar^c city like Capitolias should
have suporscdfHl auythiiif^ hut, a V(a'y iin])()i'taiit

city of oarHcr times." W'c must ho coutont to

k>avo the (|uosti()u oi)oii nioantinio. W. I'^wiNO

RAMPART, ram'iuirt (T.aiti 2 <S;

SeO FOKTIFICATIOX.

RAM'S HORN. Soo Alrsic.

Nail 3 S).

RAMS' SKINS: Tho skin of tho shoep, rouj^ddy

tanned with all the wool on, is the connnon
winter jacket of the shepherd or peasant, the rain's

being considered esp. desirable (cf He 11 37).

Hence the ai)i)roi)riateness of tliose skins in tlio

covering of tho laliornacle (Ex 25 5, etc). See
Tabernacle; Dye, Dyeixg.

RANGE, ranj : "Range" and "rank" have the
same derivation, and in the sense of a "row" (of men,
etc) they were formerly intorchangc^able. "Range;"
with this meaning is found in 2 K 11 8.1o AV
2 Ch 23 14 (RV "rank"; nn-ip

, s'dherah, "row").

Hence "to range" is "to set in a line" (Jth 2 1(5;

2 Mace 12 20, dialdsso) or "to move in a line" or,

simply, "to roam," whence "a ranging bear" (Prov

28 15; ppTp, s/iaA:aA:, "run toandfro"). A cooking

"range" is a stove on which pots, etc, can be set in

a row, but the kirayim (S"^"!"^?) of Lev 11 35 is a
much more primitive affair, composed, probably,
of two plates {kirayim is a dual). In Job 39 8
"range of the mountains" is good modern use, but
"in"'

,
ythr, should be pointed ydthiir (not yHlmr

as in AIT) and connected with tur, "search." So
translate "He searcheth out the mountains as his

pasture." Bx'rton Scott Easton

RANK, rank: (1) n~)i? , 'drah, used in Joel 2 7

of tlie advance of the locust army which marched
in perfect order and in straight lines, none crossing

the other's track. (2) HD"!?;"^
, via'arakhdh, "battle

array" (1 Ch 12 38 AV; 'cf 1 S 4 16; 17 22.48).

See Army'.

RANKS, ranks (Trpao-id, prasid, "a square plot

of ground," "a garden-bed"): "They sat down in

ranks" (Alk 6 40); the several reclining ranks
formed, as it were, separate plots or "garden-beds."

RANSOM, ran'sum (the noun occurs in the

Eng. Bible 12 t [Ex 21 30 AV, pi"iS
,
pidhyon;

30 12; Job 33 24; 36 18; Prov 6 35; 13 8; 21

18; Isa 43 3, "123, kopher; Mt 20 28; Mk 10 45,

XvTpov, lutron; 1 Tim 2 6, dvxiXvTpov, nntihitron];

the verbal form occurs 4 t [Isa 35 10; Hos 13 14,

n-E, padhah; Isa 51 10 AV; Jer 31 11, bif:5> ,gu'al;

these two Heb vbs. are generally rendered in other
passages by the Eng. "redeem"]):

1. Usage by Christ
2. OT Usage—the Law

(1) General Cases
(2) Redemption Money—the Firstliorn
(3) Connection witli Sacrifice

(4) Typical Reference to tlie M(>ssiali
3. Tlie Pss and Job
4. Apostolic Teaching
5. To Whom Was the Ransom Paid '.'

(1) Not to Satan
(2) To Divine Justice

(a) Redemption by Price
(b) Redemption by Power

Literature

The supremely important instance is the utter-

ance of the Lord Jesus Christ as reported by Matthew

and Mark (Mt 20 28; Mk 10 45), and in look-
ing at it we shall be able, by way of illustration,

to glance at the OT passages. The
1. Usage context refers to the dispute among
by Christ the disci])les concerning ])osition in tho

Kingdom, with their nusconception of
tho true nature of Christ's Kingdom. Christ makes
use of the occasion to set forth tlie groat law of
service as determining the place of honor in that
Kingdom, and illustrates and enforces it by show-
ing that its greatest exemplification is to be found
in His own mi.ssion: "For the Son of man also came
not to be ministered unto, V)ut to miiustor" (Mk 10
45). His ministry, however, was to pa.ss into the
groat act of sacrifice, of which all other acts of solf-

sacrifice on the part of His i)Coy)lc would be but a
faint reflection

—"and to give his life [soul] a ran-
som for many" (ib). He thus gives a very clear
intimation of the pur])ose and meaning of His
death; the clearest of all the intimations reported
by the synoptists. The word He us(>s bears a
well-established meaning, and is accurately rendered
by our word "ransom," a price paid to secure the
freedom of a slave or to set free from liabilities

and charges, and generally the deliverance from
calamity by pajdng the forfeit. The familiar vb.
hid, "to loose," "to set free," is the root, then li'i-

iro7i, that which secures the freedom, the payment
or forfeit; thence come the cognate vb. Ititrod, "to
set free upon payment of a ransom," "to redeem";
lutrosis, "the actual setting free," "the redemption,"
and lulrotes, "the redeemer." The favorite NT
word for "redemption" is the compound form,
apol'utrdsis.

The word lutron was common in Gr classical lit.?

constantly bearing the sense of "ransom price," and
was frequently connected with ritual

2. OT usage, with sacrifice and expiation.

Usage— But for the full explanation of Our
the Law Lord's groat thought we haY'O to look

to the OT usage. The two leading
Heb vbs. tr'' in our version by "redeem," are gen-
erally rendered in the LXX by lutroo, and deriva-
tives of these words conveying the idea of the
actual price paid are tr^ by this very word lutron.

(1) General cases.—In Ex 21 30 we have the law
concerning the case of the person killed by an ox; tho
ox was to be killed and the owner of it was also liable to
death but the proviso was made, "If tliere he laid on
him a sura of money, th«n he shall give for the ransom
of his life whatsoever is laid upon him" (AV). The
H(^b for "sum of money" is kopher, lit. "atonement"
(KV "ransom"); the word for "ransom" (RV "re-
demption") is pidhyon (from padhah); the LXX renders
both by lutron (rather by the pi. form Intra). In Lev
25, among the directions in relation to the Jubilee, we
have the provision (ver 23) that the land was not to be
sold "in perpetuity," but where any portion has been
sold, opportunity is to be given for re-purchase: "Ye
shall grant a redemption for the land" (ver 24). The
Heb is ge'ulldh, a derivative of goal, the LXX Intra. In
vs 25.26, tlie case is mentioned of a man who through
poverty has sold part of his land; if a near kinsman is

aljle to redeem it he shall do so; if th(>re is no one to act
this brotherly part, and the man himself is able to re-
deem it, then a certain scale of price is arranged. In the
Heb it is again gd'al that is used with the cognate go' el

for "kinsman." The last clause rendered in AV, "and
himself be able to i-edcem it" (in RV "and ho be waxed
rich and find suflicient to redeem it"), is lit. "and his
hand shall acquire and he find sufficient for its redemp-
tion"; LXX has the vb. lutroo in tho first part, and
renders the clause pretty literally, "and there be fur-
nished to his hand and there be foimd with him the suffi-

cient price [luira] of it." In vs 51.52, in reference to the
redemption of the Jew sold into slavery, we have twice
in the Heb the word g''uUah. rendered in Eng. accurately
" the price of his redemption "

; and by LXX with equal
accuracy, in both cases. Intra, "the ransom-price." In
Lev 27 31 AV, the phrase "if a man will at all redeem
aught of his tithes" is intended to represent the em-
phatic Heb idiom, "if a man redeeming will redeem,"
which is rendered by LXX edn de lulrdtai lutrO dnthrSpos.

(2) Redemption money—the firstborn.—But per-

haps the most important passage is the law concern-
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ing; the half-slu^kel to ho paid by every Israelite

from 20 j-ears old antl Tij)\vard when a census was
taken. It was to he the same for rich and poor,

and it was called "atonement money," "to make
atonement for their souls." In the opening words
of the law, as given in Ex 30 12 (AV), we read
"Then shall they give every man a ransom for his

soul unto the Lord"—the Ileh kupher; the LXX
rendering is lutra tes psuches autou, "a ransom price

for his soul." All the people were thus considered
as doomed and needing atonement, and it is sig-

nificant that this atonement money paid at the
first census fvu'nished the silver for the sockets of

the tabernacle boards, intimating that the typical

tabernacle was l)uilt U])on atonement. The same
thought, that the people's lives were forfeited,

comes out in the provision for the consecration of
the Levites, recorded in full in Nu 3 40-51. The
firstborn represented the peojjle. God claimed all

the firstborn as forfeitc'd to Himself, teaching that
Israel deserved the same punishment as the Egyp-
tians, and was oidy Bi)are(l by the grace of Jeh, and
in virtue of the sprinkled blood. Now He takes to
Himself for His services the Levites as the e(}uiva-

lent of the firstborn, and when it was found that
the number of the firstborn exceeded the immber of
the Levites, equivalence was maintained by ran-
soming at a certain price the surplusage of the first-

born males. In the LXX account, lutra occurs 4 t,

twice for the phrase "those to be redeemed," and
twice for "redem])tion money." Thus the idea of
ransom for the forfeited life became familiar to the
peopleas educated by the tyi)ical system, and re-

demption expressed the siun total of their hopes for

the future, liowever faulty might be their concep-
tion of the nature of that redemption.

(3) Connection with sacrifice.—It is also clear in the
typical teaching that sacrifice and ransom were closely
related. Even in classical (Ir, as we have noted, the
two conceptions were connected, and it is not surprisiiiK
to find it .so in the OT. Kdpher, we have seen, is lit.

"atonement" and comes from kdphar, lit. "to cover,"
and thence ])y covering to make atonement, or to cover
by making atonement; and so it is in tlie Piel form, the
most common and technical Heb word for making aton(v
meat, or expiation, or propitiation, and is fn'(|iie7itly
rc^ndercd in the Gr by hiUUkomai, often too by the com-
pound exilnskiimai. In Ex 21 30, koplitr, we noted, is
used interchangeably with pidln/on, Ijoth l)ehig repre-
sented in the IjXX by lutra, and so in Ex 30 12; Xu
35 31.32; the Heb kopher is lutra in the Gr. In the
latter i)lace, where it is twice stated that no antisfartion
shall be taken for the life of a murderer, the Heb is
kupher, LXX lutra, RV "ransom," AV "satisfaction."

(4) Typical reference to the Messiah.—Sacrifice

was thus linked with ransom. Sacrifice was the
Divinely appointed covering for sin. The ransom
for the deliverance of the sinner was to be by sacri-

fice. Both the typical testimony of the Law and
the prophetic testimony gave prominence to the
thought of redemjjtion. The Coming One was to
he a Iledeemer. Redemi)tion was to be the great
work of the Messiah. The people seem to have
looked for the redemption of the soul to God alone
through the observance of their ap{)ointed ritual,
Nvhile redemption, in the more general sense of de-
liverance from all enemies aiul troubles, th(>y linked
with the advent of the Messiah. It recjuired a
spiritual vision to see that the two things would
coincide, that the Messiah would effect redemption
in all its phases and fulness by means of ransom, of
sacrifice, of expiation.

Jesus appeared as the Messiah in whom all the
old economy was to be fulfilled. He knew per-
fectly the meaning of the typical and prophetic
testimony; and with that fully in view, knowing
that Llis death was to fulfil the OT types and ac-
cornplish its brightest prophetic anticipations, He
deliberately uses this term lutron to describe it

(Mt 20 28); in speaking of His death as a ransom,

He also regarded it as a sacrifice, an expiatory offer-
ing. The strong preposition used intensifies the
idea of ransom and exi)iation, even to tlie pohit of
substitution. It is anli, "instead of," and the idea
of exchange, equivalence, substitution cannot be
removed from it. In Nu 3 45, "Take the Levites
instead of all the first-born," the LXX uses anli,

which, like the Eng. "instead of," exactly repre-
sents the Heb tahath; and all three convey most
mmiistakably the idea of substitution. And as the
Levites were to be substituted for the firstborn, so
for the surplus of the firstborn the "ransom money"
was to be substituted, that idea, however, being
clearly enough indicated by the use of the genitive.
Indeed the simplcn- way of describing a ransom would
be with the genitive, the ran.som of many; or as
our version rentiers, "a ransom for many"; but
just because the ransom here is not simply a money
l)ayment, but is the actual sacrifice of the life, the
substitution of His soid for many, He is approjjri-
ately said "to give his soul a ransom imstead of
many." The Kingdom of God which Christ pro-
claimed was so diverse in character from that
which Salome and her .sons anticijjated that, so far
from api)earing in dazzling splendor, with distin-
guished j)laces of power for eager asi)irants, it was
to be a spiritual home for redeemed sinn(M's. M(>u
held captive by sin need(>d to be ransomed that they
might be free to become subjects of the Kingdom,
and so the ransom work, the sufTerings and death
of Christ, must lie at the very foundation of that
Kingdom. The need of ransom supposes life for-

feited; the ransom ]:)aid secures life and liberty;

the life which Christ gives comes through His
ran.soming death.

Besides the i)assages in the Pent which we have
noted, special mention should be made of the two

great ])assages which bear so clos(4y
3. The Pss upon the need of spirittud redemption,
and Job and come into line with this great

utterance of Christ. Ps 49 7.8, "None
of them can by any means redeem [pddhdh;
liitrod] his brother, nor give to God a ransom
[kophcr; exilas7na] for him (for the redemption of
their life is costly, and it faileth for ever)." (The
Heb gives pidhyori for "redemption"; the Gr lias

"the price of the redemption of his soul.") No
luunan ])ower or skill, no forfeit in money or service
or life can avail to ransom any soul from the doom
entailed by sin. But in the same ])s (ver 15) the
triumphant liope is exjjressed, "But God will re-

deem Ipddhdh; lutroo] my sold from the power of
Sheol." In Job 33 24, "Deliver him from going
down to the i)it, I have found a ransom": God is

the speaker, and whatever may he the partictdar
exegesis of the passage in its original application, it

surely contains an anticipation of the gosj)el re-

demption. This Divhie eureka is exi)lained in the
light of Christ's utterance; it finds its realization
through the cross: "I have foinid a ran.som," for

"the Son of Man" has given "his soid a ransom for
many."

This great utterance of the Saviour may well

he considered as the germ of all the apostoli(! teach-
ing concennng redemption, but it is

4. Apostolic not for us to show its imfolding beyond
Teaching noting that in ai)ostolic thought the

redem])tion was always connected with
the death, the sacrifice of Christ.

Thus Paul (Eph 1 7), " In whom we have our redemp-
tion through his blood." Thus Peter (1 Pet 1 IS.l'J),
"Ye were redeemed, not with corruptible things ....
but with precious blood, as of a lamb without blemish
and without spot, even the; blood of Christ." So in Ho
9 12 it is shown that Christ "through his own blood,
entered in once for all into the holy place, having ob-
tained eternal redemption"; and in the Apocalypse
(Rev 5 9) the song is, "Thou wast slain, and didst pur-
chase unto (iod with thy blood men of (!very tribe," etc.
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In all hut llic last of tli('S(> iiassaRos there is an erlio of

the very word used by Christ, a pc>! iilrfi.si^ an<l Inlrosis

both beint,' connected \vitli /(//;«». In 1 Tun 2 r>.C. Paul

has a still closer verltal coincidence when he says. " ( hrist

.lesus, who nave himself a ransom for all" (inililvlrmi).

The word used in the Apocalypse is a,rird:o, to Iniy in the

open market and is frequently used of the redeeming
work of Christ (Rev 14 :< 1 ; 2 l>et_ 2 1; 1 (V.r 6 20;

7 23). In the two places w her(> Paul uses it he adds the

means of purchase: " Yo were bought with a price."

which from his point of view would be etiuivalent to

ransom. In the passage in (ial 3 13; 4 5. Paul uses

the compound esagorazd, whicli is ecpiivalent to 're-

deem, buy off, deliver by paying the price."

The quo.stion "Who r(>coivo.s the ran.soni?" is not

directly raised in Scripture, but it is one that not

nnnuttn-ally occurs to the mind, and

5. To tht'olo^ians have answered it in vary-

Whom Was ing ways.

the Ransom (1) Not to Satan.—Thc idea enter-

Paid? tained by some of the Fathers (Ire-

naeus, ()rif2;en) that the ransom ^yas

given to Satan, who is conceived of as having

through the sin of man a righteous claim upon him,

which Christ recognizes and meets, is grotesque,

and not in any way countenanced by Scripture.

(2) To Divine justice—l^ut in repudiating it,

there is no need to go so far as to deny that there

is anything answering to a real ransoming trans-

action. All that we have said goes to show that,

in no mere figure of siK>ech, l)ut in tremendous real-

ity, Christ gave "his life a ransom," and if our mind
demands an answer to the question to whom the

ransom was i^aid, it does not seem at all unreason-

able to think of the jtistice of God, or God in His

character of Moral Governor, as requiring and

receiving it. In all that Scrijiture asserts about

propitiation, sacrifice, reconciliation in relation to

the work of Christ, it is im])lied that there is wrath

to be averted, someone to i)e api)eased or satisfied,

and while it may be enough sim])ly to think of the

effects of Christ's redeeming work in setting us free

from the penal claims of the Law—the just doom of

sin—it docs not seein going beyond the spirit of

Scripture to draw the logical inference that the

ransom price was paid to the Guardian of that holy

law, the Administrator of eternal justice. "Christ

redeemed us from the curse of the law, having

become a curse for us" (Gal 3 13). This essential,

fundamental phase of redemption is what theolo-

gians, with good Scripture warrant, have called

redemption by blood, or by price, as distinguished

from tlie practical outcome of the work of Christ

in the life which is redemption by power.

(a) Redemption bv price: As to Satan's claims. Christ

by paying the ransom i)rice, liaving secured the right

to redeem, exercises His i)ower on behalf of the believing

sinner. He does not recognize the right of Satan. He
is the "strong man" holding his captives lawfully, and
Christ the "stronger than he" overcomes him and
spoils him, and sets his captives free (Lk 11 21.22).

In one .sense men may be said to have sold themselves
to Satan, but they had no right to sell, nor he to buy,
and Christ ignores that transaction and brings "to
nought him that had the power of death, that is, the
devil" (He 2 1-4). and so is able to "deliver all them who
through fear of death were all their lifetime subject to
bondage" (He 2 15).

(5) Redemption by power: Many of the OT pas-

sages about the redemption wrought on behalf of

God's peojile illustrate this redemption by power,

and the redemption by power is always founded on
the redemption by price; the release follows the

ransom. In the case of Israel, there was first the

redemption by blood—the sprinkled blood of the

Paschal Lamb which sheltered from the destroying

angel (Ex 12)—and then followed the redemption
by power, when by strength of liand Jeh brought
His jjeojile out from Egypt (Ex 13 14), and in His
mercy led forth the people which He had redeemed
(Ex 15 13).

So under the gospel when "he hath visited and

wrought redemi)ti()n for his ])eo|)le" (Lk 1 GS), He
can "grant- tmto us that we being delivered out of

the hand of our enemies should serve him without

fear" (Lk 1 74). It is l)(>cause we have in Him
our redemiition through His blood that we can be

delivered out of th(> power of darkness (Col 1 13.

14). See further, Redkemek, Redkmptiox.
I.iTEUATURK.—Soo works on NT Theology (Weiss,

Schmid, Stevens, (^c) ; arts, in IIDB; DCG.
Akchibali) M'Caig

RAPE, rap. See Crime.s; Punishments.

RAPHA, RAPHAH, ra'fa (55Sn , rapJuV):

(1) In R\'m tliese names are substituted for "the

giant" in 1 Ch 20 4.(J.S and in 2 S 21 16.18.20.22.

The latter ])a.s.sage states that certain champions of

tlie Philis who were slain by David's warriors had
been born to the raphah in Gath. The text is cor-

rui)t; Raphah is i)robably an eponym. Originally

the name of one of the Philis who was of tlie b()d\-

"Rephaites" stood in the text. The jilural of this

word, or at least a plural of this stem, is Reph.\i.\i

(q-v.).

(2) Raphah (AV "Rapha"), a descendant of

Saul (1 Ch 8 37). See Rephaiah.
Horace J. Wolf

RAPHAEL, raf'a-el, ra'fa-el ('i<?1
,

rpha'el,

from ruphCi' 'ti, "God has healed"; 'Pa4>aT]X, Rha-

phael): The name of the angel who, as Azarias,

gtiides Tobias to Ecbatana and Rages ((i.y.).

The puri)ose of his mission is, in accordance with

his name, to cure Tobit of blindness, and to deliver

Sarah, the daughter of Raguel, from the power of

the evil spirit Asmodaeus (Tob 3 8; 12 14).

Later, in addition, when he reveals himself (12 lo),

he declares that lie is "one of the seven holy angels,

which present the prayers of the saints, and go in

before the glory of the Holy One." These seven

angels are derived, according to Dr. Kohut, from the

seven Am-shaspands (Amesha-spentas) of Zoro-

astrianism (cf Rev 4 5). At the head of the

elaborate angelology of the Enoch books there are

"four iiresences," and Rajihael is one of them (En

40 9; 54 6). In the first of these passages Raphael

is the healer; in the second, he with Michael,

Gabriel and Phanuel lead the wicked away to pun-

ishment. These four ])resences seem related to

the four "living creatures" of Ezk (1 5) and of the

Apocalypse (Rev 4 6). While this is the general

representation of Raphael's position in En, in 20 3

he is named among the angels who "watch,"

whose number according to the Gr text is seven.

Raphael shared in the function assigned to the

archangels, in the Oracula Sibyllina, of leading souls

to the judgment seat of God (II, 215, Alexantlre's

text). He occupies a prominent place in Jewish

mediaeval writings; he with Michael and Gabriel

cured Abraham {Yoma' 37a); according to tlie

book Zohnr, Raphael conveyed to Adam a book con-

taining 72 kinds of wisdom in 670 writings. The
painters of the Renaissance frequently depicted

Raphael. J- E. H. Thomson

RAPHAIM, raf'a-im. ra-fa'im (B omits; S and A
have 'Pa^a[€]Cv, Rhapha[e\hi) : An ancestor of Judith

(Jth 8 1).

RAPHON, ra'fon ('Pa.^tidiv,^Rhapheidn): The
place where in his campaign E. of Jordan Judaa

inflicted disastrous defeat on the host of Timotheus,

the fugitives fleeing for refuge to the temple at Car-

naim(l Mace 5 37 ff; A«^ XII, viii, 4). Thesame
place is doubtless referred to by Plmy as "Raphana'

(A7/, v. 16). It may jwssibly be represented by

the modern Rafeh, on the E. of the pilgrimage road,

about 17 miles N. of Dtr^ah, and 11 miles N.E. of
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TcU r/-M.s7(V;r.v. It is ;i inil(> ;ind a half N. of WMy
Kduatcat, which would thus ho th(> "brook" men-

tioned in th(> narrative. It is perhaps far enoufj;h

away from Carnaim, if this is rij;htly ])laeed at

Tell el-'Ash'ary. W. Ewinq

RAPHU, ra'fu (X'^ST , raphtV, "one healed"):

The father of Palti.the spy selected from the tribe

of Benjamin (Nu 13 9).

RASSES, ras'ez (i< ,
'Paao-erds, Rhaasseh, A B,

*Pao-<r€is, RJidtitit'ls; Vulji; 77/«/-.s7',s; Old Lat Thiras

et liaHLn): Tii(> children of Passes are mentioned

with Put, Lutl and the; cliildren of Ishmael as having

been subdued by Holofernes (Jth 2 23).

Their idontity is a matter of conjecture only. Some
thinli VnlK Tliiirxis ( ='rarsus) is meant, others Kosh
(I'^zk 38 2.:5; 39 1), otliers iJhosos, a moiuitain ran^e
and city S. from Anunus, on the (Udf of Issiis. Most
probably a district, not a town, is named, situated in the
eastern part of Asia Minor.

S. F. Hunter
RATHUMUS, ra-thu'mus ('Pd.9viAos, Rh(ithum(hs):

One of thos(! who joined in writing a letter to pi'o-

test to Artaxerxes against the Jews (1 Esd 2 IG ff j.

In 2 17 he is styled ''story-writer," KVm "recorder"

(6 rd irpoaTriTTTovTa se. ypdcpwu, ho id 'j)r()sp'rptont(i

[f/rdp/io/(]) = "Rehum the chancellor" of Ezr 4 S,

Rathumus being a C.r form of Rehiun. In 1 Esd
2 16 his title api)ears as an inde])en(lent i)roper

name, Bkeltethmi's (q.v.) (here AVm gives

"Bahumus," a misprint), and in 2 25 R. and Beel-

tethmus are given as distinct persons.

RAVEN, ra'v'n (2"}^ , 'urebh; K6pa|, korax; Lat

Corvus corax): A large family of the smaller birds

of prey belonging to the genus Corvus corax. A
bird of such universal distribution that it is known

k
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Raven (C'orxun corax).

from Iceland to Japan, all over Asia, Europe and
Africa, but almost extinct and not of general _di.'--

tribution in our own country. In no land is it

more numerous than in Pal. In general ai)pearance

it resembles the crow, but is mtich larger, being

almost two fe(>t long, of a glossy black, with whisk-

ers around the beak, and rather stiff-i)ointed neck
feathers. A bird exhibiting as nuich intelligence

as any, and of a saucy, impudent dis])osition, it

has been an object of interest from the l)egin-

ning. It has been able to speak sentences of a few
words w'hen carefully taught, and by it s imcanny acts

has made itself a bird surrounded by superstition,

myth, fable, and is connected with the religious

rites of many nations. It is partially a carrion

feeder, if offal or bodies are fresh; it also eats the

young of other birds and very small animals and
seeds, berries and fruit, having as varied a diet

as any bird. It is noisy, with a loud, rough,

emphatic cry, and its young are clamorous at

feeding time.

Aristotle wrote that ravens drove their younf? from
their location and forced th(!m to car<; for tlKunselvos
from the tinu; tliey left the nest. Tliis is dcnibtful.

15ird habits and characteristics change only with slow
ages of evolution. Our ravens of today are, to all intents,

the same birds as those of Pal in tli(! time of Moses, and
ours follow the young afield for several days atid feed
them mitil the cawing, Happing youngsters api)ear
larger than the i)!ireiits. In I'liny's da.v, ravens had
been taught to sjx'ak, and as an iiisl:nic(^ of theii- cuiming
he records that in t iiue of drought a rascn found a ))ucket
containing a little water l)esidi^ a sejjulcher anil raised
it to drinking level by dropping in stones.

Pal has at least 8 differ(>nt species of ravens.

This bird was thc> first sent out by Noah in an etl'ort

to discover if the flood were abating ((Jen 8 (i-S).

B(H'ausc it partially fed on carrion it was included

among the abominations (see Lev 11 15; Dt 14

14). On 1 K 17 4-6, see h^LLiAii and tin; ])res(>nt

writer's B'mh of the Bible, 401-3.
_
Among the

marvels of creation and ])rovid(>nce in Job 38 41,

we have this mention of the raven,

"Who i)rovideth for the i'a\i'n his prey,
^Vhen his yoimg ones rvy uiUo (iod.

And wander for lack of food ?
"

The answer to this (jtiestion is in Ps 147 9:

"Wv givetli to the b(>ast his food.
And to the young ravens which cry."

Both these quotations point out the fact that the

yotmg are ])ectdiarly noisy. In Pnn' 30 17 it is

indicated that the ravens, as well as eagU-s, vultures

and hawks, found the eye of ])rey the vulnerable

point, and so attacked it first. The Ileb _Vc6/i

means "black," and for this reason was appliecl to

the raven, so the reference to the lo(4vS of the bride-

groom in the Song of Solomon b(>comes clear (Cant

5 11). The raven is one of the birds indicated to

])rey upon the ruins of Edom (Isa 34 11). The last

reference is found in Lk 12 24: "Consider the

ravens, that they sow not, neitlier rea]); which

have no store-chamber nor barn; and God feedeth

them." This could have been said of any wild bird

with equal truth. Gene Stkatton-Pokteu

RAVEN, rav"n, RAVIN, rav'in: "Raven" (vb.) is

from "rapine^" "violent jtlundering," used for TH"^
,

lamph, in Gen 49 27; Ps 22 13; Ezk 22 25.27,

while "ravin" (noun) is the object ravened, in Nali

2 12 the torn carcases (nE")!? , t'rephali). So a

"ravenous bird" (Isa 46 11; Ezk 39 4) is a bird

of i)rey (not a "hungry bird"), 'i2^'J , 'aijit, lit. "a

screeciier." "Ravenous beast" in Isa 35 9 is for

"p"^,S
,

puri^, "violent one." In the NT dpira^,

hnrpax, "rapacious," is tr'' "ravening" in Mt 7 15,

while for the cognate apwa-y-q, harpagc (Lk 11 39),

AV gives "ravening," RV "extortion."

RAZIS, ra'zis (VaX,d<5, Rhazeis): "An elder of

Jems," "lover of his countrymen," and for his good

will toward them called "father of the Jews,"

a(;cused before the Syrian general Nicanor as an

ol)l)onent of Hellenism. In order to escai)e falling

into the hands of Nicanor's s()ldi(>rs_he committed

suici(le with the greatest determination in a rath(;r

revolting manner (2 Mace 14 37 if), in liis death

calling upon "the Lord of life" in the hope of a

resurrection. His suici(k>—contrary to Jewish

sentiment—was regarded with approbation by the

author of 2 Mace (14 42.43).

RAZOR, ra'zer ("l^^n , ta'ar, "knife" [Nu 6 5;

Ps 52 2; Isa 7 20; Ezk 5 1], TThlZ , morah,

"razor" [Jgs 13 5; 16 17; 1 S 1 11]). See Bar-
ber; Hair.
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READING, rcd'in^ (S"jpp''2 , ?«iAra',- dva-yviocris,

andgnoxi.s) : As ;i iioim occurs once in the OT (Neh
8 S) and l] I in the NT (Acts 13 lo; 2 Cor 3 11;

1 Tim 4 13), eacli time with reference to the public;

reading of the Divine Law. The vb. "to read"
(S'lp

,
kdrd\' dvayivibaKU), anaginosko) occurs fre-

quently both in the OT and in tlie NT: (1) often

in the sense of rending aloud to othcr.^, esj). of the

public reading of (Jod's Law or of ])ropliecv, as by
Moses (Ex 24 7), K/a-h (Neh 8 3. IS), Jesus in tlie

synagogue at Nazareth (Lk 4 It)), of the regular

reading of tlie Law and tlie Projjhets in the syna-

gogues (Acts 13 27; 15 21), and of the reading of

apostolic ej)]). in the Christian church (Col 4 16;

1 Thess 5 27); (2) also in the sense of reading to

one's self, whether the Divine word in Law or

prophecy (Dt 17 19; Acts 8 2.S-;30, eic), or sucli

things as private letters (2 K 5 7; 19 14; Acts

23 34, etc). D. AIiall Edwards

READY, red'i ("I'^n'O
, inaJnr): Occurs twice in

the sense of apt, skilful (Ezr 7 ti; Ts 45 1). RV
gives "ready" for "fit" (I'rov 24 27), for "asketh"
(Mic 7 3), for "prepared" (Mk 14 lo), for "not

be negligent" (2 Pet 1 12).

REAIAH, rP-a'ya, re-i'a ((T^X"!
,
r'aydh, "Jeh has

seen"; LXX B, 'PaSa, Ithadd, A, 'Peid, Rheid):

(1) The eponym of a Calebitefamily (I Ch 4 2).

The word "Reaiah" should jmibably be substituted

for "Haroeh" in 1 Ch 2 r>2, but both forms may
be corruptions.

(2) A Reubenite (1 Ch 5 5, AV "Reaia"). See

Joel.
(3) The family name of a company of Nethinim

(Ezr 2 47; Neli 7 50=1 Esd 6 31).

REAPING, rep'ing ("l?p, , kugar: OepCtco, therizo):

Reajihig in ancient times, as at jiresent, consisted

in either pulling up the grain by the roots or cutting

it with a sickle (see Sicklk), and then binding the

E
^ A ^:V' "~<l

Reaping and BindinK Sheaves.

stalks into bundles to be carried to the threshnig-

floor. If the Egyp sculptures are true to life, reap-

ing was sometimes divided into two operations, the

heads of grain and the stalks being reaped separately.

In Pal and Syria both pulhng and cutting are still

practised, the former when the ground is stony
and the spears scarce. Even where the sickle is

used, much of the grain comes up by the roots,

owing to the toughness of the dried stalks or the
dullness of the sickle. The r(>aper somet.imes wears
pieces of cane on the fingers of the hand which
gathers the grain in order to protect them from
injury by the sharj) grasses or the sickle. There
were definite laws established by the Hebrews in

regard to reaping (Lev 19 9; 23 10; 25 5.11; Dt
16 9). Samuel mentions the task of reaping the
harv(>st as one of the requirements which would be
made bv the king for whom the people were clamor-
ing (1 S 8 12).

Figurative: The certainty of the consequences
of good and evil doing were often typified by the
sowing and the reaping of harvests (Job 4 8; Prov
22 8; Hos 8 7; 10 12.13; 2 Cor 9 6; Gal 6
7.8). "They that sow in tears shall reap in joy"

is found in the liberated captives' song (Ps 126 5).

"He that regardeth the clouds shall not reap," i.e.

a lack of faith in Cod's care will be punished (Eccl
11 4); cf also the les.son of trust drawn from the
bird.s (Mt 6 20; Lk 12 24). Sowing and not
reaping the harvest is mentioned as a punishment
for disobedience (Job 31 8; Jer 12 13; M'w, 6 15).

Reaping when; he sowed not, showed tlu; injustice

of the landlord (Mt 25 2(j), as did also the with-
holding of the reai)ers' wages (Jas 5 4). In Cod's
Khigdom th(>re isadivisionof labor: "llethat soweth
and he that reai)eth may rejoice together" (Jn 4
36-38). In John's vision he saw an angel reap the
earth (Rev 14 15.16). See Agriculture; Glean-
iNc. James A. Patch

REARWARD, rer'word (?.CS
, 'a^aph, "to gather,"

Nu 10 25; Jo.sh 6 9 [AVm "gathering host"]; Isa
52 12). See Army; Dan, Tribe of; War, 3.

REASON, re'z'n, REASONABLE, re'z'n-a-b'I,

REASONING, re'z'n-ing (H?^
,
yukhah, etc; Xo'^os,

logos, SiaXo-yi^ofiai, -i(r\L6s, dialogizomai, -is)n6s, etc):

"Reason," with related terms, has a diversity

of meanings, representing a large number of Ileb
and Gr words and phrases. In the sense of

"cause" or "occasion" it stands in 1 K 9 15 for

ddhhCir, "a word" (RVm "account"), but in most
cases renders prepositional forms as "from," "with,"
"because of," "for the sake of," etc. As the ground
or argument for anything, it is the tr of ta^am (Prov
26 16, RVm "answers discreetly"), of ydkhah, as

in Isa 1 18, "Come now, and let us reason together"
(cf Job 13 3; 15 3); in 1 S 12 7, the word is

shaphat, RV "that I may plead," etc. The prin-

cipal Gr words for "reason," "reasoning," are those
given above. The Christian believer is to be ready
to give a reason {logos) for the hope that is in lihn

(1 P(>t 3 15 AV). "Reason" as a human faculty

or in the abstract sense appears in Apoc in \\'isd

17 12 (logismos); Ecclus 37 16, "Let reason [Zo(/o,s]

go before every enterprise," RV "be the beginning
of every work." In Acts 18 14, "reason would" is

lit. katd logon, "according to reason"; in Rom 12 1,

for "reasonable [logikos] service," IW has "si)ir-

itual," and in m "Cir 'belonging to the reason.' " In
RV "reason," etc, occurs much oftener than in AV
(cf Lev 17 11; Dt 28 47; Jgs 5 22; Job 20 2; 23

7, etc; Lk 3 15; 12 17; Acts 17 17, etc).

W. L. Walker
REBA, re'ba {^2^ , rehha\ "fourth part"; LXX

B, 'P6P€, Rhobe, A, 'Pc'PtK, Rhebek) : One of the five

chieftains of Midian who were slain by the Israel-

ites, under Moses (Nu 31 8; Josh 13 21). Like
his comrades, he is termed a "king" in Nu, but a

"chief" or "prince" in Josli.

REBEKAH, rO-bek'a ("p,^1 , ribhkah; LXX and

NT 'PePeKKtt, Khebekka, whence the usual Eng.
spelling Rebecca) : Daughter of Bethuel and an
unknown mother, granddaughter of Nahor and
Milcah, sister of Laban, wife of Isaac, mother of

Esau and Jacob.

Her name is usually explained from tlie Arab., sJi^s ,

rabkat, "a tie-rope for animals," or, rather, "a noose" in

such a rope; its application would then by figure suggest
the beauty ( ?) of Iut that Ijears it. by means of which men
are snared or bound. The root is fomid in Heb only in

the noun meaning "liitcliing-place" or "stall," in the
familiar phrase "fatteil calf" or "calf of the stall," and
in view of the meaning of such names as Rachel and
Eglah the name Rebekah might well mean (concrete
for abstract, like rr^pT . riiit mu/i, n~T3n .

hemddh, i'Xv)

a "tied-np calf" (or "lamb" ?), one therefore peculiarly
choice and fat.

Rebekali is first mentioned in the genealogy of the

descendants of Nahor, brother of Abraham (Gen
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22 20-24). In fact, the family is there carried

down just so far as is necessary in order to introduce

this woman, for whose subsequent appearance and
role the genealogy is obviously intended as a prepa-

ration. All this branch of the family of Terah
had remained in Aram when Abraham and Lot had
migrated to Canaan, and it is at Haran, "the city of

Nahor," that we first meet Rebekah, when in ch 24

she is made known to Abraham's servant at the

well before the gate.

That idyllic narrative of the finding of a bride for

Isaac is too familiar to need rehearsal and too

simple to require comment. Besides, the substance

both of that story and of the whole of Rebekah's
career is treated in connection with the sketches of

the other actors in the same scenes. Yet we not(>

from the beginning the maiden's decision of char-

acter, which appears in every line of the narrative,

and prepares the reader to find in subsequent chapters

the positive, ambitious and energetic woman that

she there shows herself.

Though the object of her husband's love (Gen 24

67), Rebekah bore him no children for 20 years

(25 20.26). Like Sarah, she too was barren, and
it was only after that score of years and after the

special intercession of Isaac that God at length

granted her twin sons. "The purpose of God ac-

cording to election," as Paul expresses the matter
in Rom 9 11, was the cause of that strange oracle

to the wondering, inquiring parents, "The elder shall

serve the younger" (Gen 25 23).

Whether because of this oracle or for some other
reason, it was that younger son, Jacob, who became
the object of his mother's special love (Gen 25 28).

She it was who led him into the deception practised

upon Isaac (Gen 27 5-17), and she it was who de-

vised the plan for extricating Jacob from the danger-
ous situation into which that deception had brought
him (vs 42-46). When the absence of Jacob from
home became essential to his personal safety, Re-
bekah proposed her own relations in Aram as the
goal of his journey, and gave as motive the desira-

bility of Jacob's marrying from among her kindred.

Probably she did not realize that in sending her
favorite son away on this journey she was sending
him away from her forever. Yet such seems to

have been the case. Though younger than Isaac,

who was still living at an advanced age when Jacob
returned to Canaan a quarter of a century later,

Rebekah seems to have died during that term. We
learn definitely only this, that she was buried in the
cave of Machpelah near Hebron (Gen 49 31).

Outside of Gen, Rebekah is alluded to in Scrip-

ture only in the passage from Rom (9 10-12)

already cited. Her significance there is simply
that of the wife of Isaac and the mother of two sons
of such different character and destiny as Esau and
Jacob. And her significance in Gen, apart from this,

lies in her contribution to the family of Abraham of

a pure strain from the same eastern stock, thus
transmitting to the founders of Israel both an un-
mixed lineage and that tradition of separateness
from Can. and other non-Heb elements which has
proved the greatest factor in the ethnological

marvel of the ages, the persistence of the Heb
people. J. Oscar Boyd

REBUKE, re-buk': As a vb. "rebuke" is in the OT
the tr of "1^3

,
gd'^ar and HD^

,
ydkhah; another word,

rlbh, in Neh 5 7, is in RV tr'^ "contended with."
"Rebuke" (noun) is most frequently the tr of (f^ardh;

also in AV of herpah (Isa 25 8; Jer 16 i.5, RV
"reproach"), and of a few other words signifying

reproach, etc. "Rebuker" {musdr, lit. "correction,"

"chastisement") in Hos 5 2 has RVm "Heb
'rebuke.' " In the NT "to rebuke" is most often the
tr of iTTiTi/jidu}, epitimdo (Mt 8 26; 16 22; 17 18,

etc) ; also in AV of i\^yx<^, clegcho, always in RV'
rendered "reprove" (1 Tim 5 20; Tit 1 13; 2 15;
He 12 5; Rev 3 19). Another word is epipleitd

(once, 1 Tim 5 1); "without rebuke" in Phil 2
15 is in RV "without blemish." On the other hand,
RV has "rebuke" for several words in AV, as for

"reprove" (2 K 19 4; Isa 37 4), "reproof" (Job
26 11; Prov 17 10), "charged" (Mk 10 48). In
Isa 2 4; Mic 4 3, ERV has "re[)rove" for "re-

buke," and in m "tlecide concerning," which is text

in ARV. In Ecclus 11 7 we have the wise counsel:
"Understand first, and then rebuke" {epiliviao).

W. L. Walker
RECAH, re'ka (HDn, rekhdh; li, 'PrixaP, Rhe-

chdb, A, Tti<j)d, Rhepfid; AV Rechah) : In 1 Ch 4
12 certain ])ersons are described as "the men of

Recah," but there is absolutely no information
either about the place or its position.

RECEIPT, r5-set', OF CUSTOM. See Custom.

RECEIVER, rS-sev'er: Found in AV (Isa 33
18); but RV substitutes "he that weighed the
tribute." The Heb is shukel, which means "one
who weighs," "a weigher."

RECHAB, re'kab, RECHABITES, rek'a-blts

(3D"1. , rekhdbh, '^!23"l , rekhdbhiin) : Rechab is the

name of two men of some prominence in the OT
records

:

(1) A Benjamite of the town of Bccroth, son of

Rimmon (2 S 4 2); he and his brother Baanah
were "captains" of the military host of Ish-bosheth.

On the death of Abner (2 S 3 30) the two brothers
treacherously entered Ish-bosheth's house, when
at noon he was resting and helpless, beheaded him,
and escaped with the head to David at Hebron
(4 6-8). They expected to receive reward and
honor from David for the foul deed, which left him
without a rival for the throne of all Israel. But
the just and noble-minded king ordered their im-
mediate execution (4 9-12), as in the case of the
Amalekite, who asserted that he had killed Saul
(2 S 1). For soiiie reason the Beerothites left

their own town and fled to Gittaim, another town
in Benjamin, where they were still living when the
Books of S were written (2 S 4 3).

(2) The more prominent of the men bearing this

name was a Kenite (cj.v.), a descendant of Ham-
math (1 Ch 2 55). A part of the Kenite tribe

joined the Israelites during the wilderness wander-
ings (Nu 10 29-32; Jgs 1 16; 4 17), becoming
identified with the tribe of Judah, although Heber
and Jael his wife were settled in Northern Pal (Jgs

4 17). Rechab was the ancestor or found(>r of a
family, or order, in Israel known as the Rechabites,
who at various times were conspicuous in the reli-

gious life of the nation. The most notable member
of this family was Jehonadab (2 K 10 15ff.23),

or .lonadab, as he is called in Jer 35. Jehonadab
was a zealous Jeh-worshipper and took part with
Jehu in the extirpation of Baal-worship and the
house of Ahab. He set for his descendants a vow
of asceticism: that they should drink no wine, n<;r

plant fields or vineyards, nor build nor live in houses
throughout their generations (Jer 35 6.7). That
must have been a singular feature in Palestinian
life: the simple, nomadic life of this family from
generation to generation in the midst of settled

agricultural and industrial conditions! They fol-

lowed this simple life in order to guard against the
enervating tendencies of sensualism, and as a cove-
nant of fidelity to Jeh, to whom thcjy wholly de-
voted themselves when they joined themselves to

Israel. Jeremiah used the Rechabites, who had
been driven into Jerus by Nebuchadnezzar's invest-

ment of the land, as an object-lesson to covenant-
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l)rc;;kiii^- .linl.ih. 'I'lic llcrlial)!! cs, hungry ami
tlni-.~l>, rcl'uscil uihi- wlicii it WHS set Ix'lwrc tliciii,

l)cc;tiisc 111' llic ((iiimiMiid (if llii'ir ;inc('st(ir .louadnl)

(.Icr 35 S lOi; !iut .liidali refused to liccd .Ich's

coinmaiids or to keep His (o\('ii;uit (vs 1 1.1")).

If th(> IJi'clial) of Xch 3 1 Hs the same as this Kcnite,
then liis (icsccndaiil Malchijali. who assisted Xeheiiiiali

i.i rel)i!il(liii;,' I lie wall of .lenis. may have ubaiuloiied
the \-ow of his ancesloi-s, for he was "ruler of the ilis-

iriet of Helh-haeeherem " (i.e. " house of t lie vineyard ").

l^DW Altl) M.\<'K

RECHAH, re'ka (Hp , rrhhah). S.^e Uk.'.mi.

RECLINING, re-klin'iiiK(Jn 13 2:5). Pe(> Mk.vls,

III; 'rUI('Ll\U'-M.

RECONCILE, rek'oii-sTl, RECONCILIATION,
rok-oii-sil-i-ri'slnm (KaTaWacrcra), Iculalldsso, KaxaX-

Xa-yri, kittdlhujt', ;dso the coiiipouud form diroKa-

raWdcro-co, a /lokdtdllds^id; once tlic cofiliatf' StaX-

Xacrtrojiai,, didllasso/ndi is used ill Alt 5 24):

1. Tlu- Terms
(1) XT Tsaso
(2) OT T'sat;e

(3) Speeial I'a.ssaKc in I S 29 -t

(-1) Isatie in the .Xpocrvplui
2. Xon-doctrinal l'assau:e -Ml 5 '-'4

'.i. Doctrinal J'assatjes

(1) l{om 5
(2) 2 Cor 5 lS-2()

(3) Kph 2 IC.

(4) Col 1 20-22
LiTKK.VTfRE

(1) NT vsngc.—ln tlio last case, Mt 5 24, the

wonl is not used in a doctrinal sense, thotigh its

use is very lu>lpful in considering the

1. The force of the c)tli(>r terms. All the other

Terms instances are in Paul's Epj). (Rom 6

10; 1 Cor 7 11; 2 Cor 5 LS-20, the

vl).; Rom 5 11; 11 15; 2 Cor 5 18.19, the noun;
Eph 2 16; Col 1 22, the comi)otind). The word
"reconcile" has a double meaning and usage,

and the context must in each case determine
liow it is to be taken. The great doctrine is the

reconciliation of Cod and men, but the question

to be decided is whether it is Cod who is reconciled

to men, or men who are reconciled to God, and
difTerent schools of theology emphasize one side

or the other. The true view embraces both aspects.

The word "to reconcile" means literally to ex-

change, to bring iiito a changed relatioiLship. Some
maintain that it is only a change in the sinner that

is intended, a laying aside of his enmity, and coming
into i)eaceful relations with Cod. But that mani-
festly does not exhaust the meaning, nor is it in the

great Pauline passages tlu; jirimary and dominant
meaning.

(2) The OT nmgc does not materially help in the

elucidation of the NT terms, for though the word
occurs in a number of passages in A\", it is in RV
generally changed to ''atonement," which more
accurately represents the Ileb kdphar, which is

generally rendered by "atonement," and by hilds-

komni or crildskoinai in the Gr. (In one passage
of the NT [lie 2 17], the ])hrase "to make recon-

ciliation" rei)resents the Gr hilaskomai, and is

better rendered in RV by "to make ])ropitiation.")

The making atonement or ])roi)itiation is the basis

of the reconciliation, the means of its accomplish-

ment, and the fact that the translators of AV some-
times rtntdered kdp/uir by "reconcile" shows that

they understood reconciliation to have the Godward
a.spect. Whatever may be said of tlie nature of the

atonement or i)ropitiation in the old dispensation,

it was something contemi)lated as appeasing or

satisfying, or at least in some way affecting God
so as to make Ilhn willing, or render it possible for

Him, to enter into, or abide in, gracious relations

with men. In one passag<> in the ()T where "recon-

ciliation" occurs (2 Ch 29 24) it represents a differ-

ent ileb woi'd, but here R\' has elianged it into

"siti-otfering," which is in hai-inori}' with tlicgener.al

meaning and usage of t he Ileb.

(:{) Siitridl iii!nsii!;i- ill I S 29 4-—There is yet anotlier
Ilel) word rendered " rec(jn(-il((" in 1 S 29 4, and inas-
nuieh us this ])assat?(^ in the LXX has as th(! cfiuivaknt
of the Ileb the ( ir ^vord ilialli'issr,, it is of some importance
in fj:uidinj< to the XT meaninj^. On one occasion when
the Philis t;atliered together to l)attlc a^tunst Israel,

David and his band of men accompanied Achish kitiK of
(iatli lo the iiiiisler-i)lace. "The princes of the Philis"
did not at all appreciate t he i)resence of " these Hebrews,"
and allhoutJ;h .\chish test Hied in favor of David's fidelity,

they were very indignant, aTid demanded that David
and" liis men Ix^ sent back, "lest in the battle he become
ail adversary to us: for wherewith should this fellow
n>c()ncile hiniself Tinto his lord ? should it not l)e with tlu;

heads of t hesci men?" The Ileb is riirfih, which means
"to 1)(! pleased with" or "to accept favorably." and tlu^

llithpael form hero used is "to make himself pkasiTif^
or acceptable," "to reconcile! himself." But assuredly
\\w Philistines' id(>a of David reconciling? himself to Saul
was not that, he should lay aside his enmity aKiiinst Saul,
and so becoiiK! friends with him. Tlio enmity was on
Saul's side, and the thought of the princes was that
David by turnim? against them in the battle would
gratify siiul, and lead him to lay aside his enmity against
David.

(4) Uftnijr in thr Apocrypha.—It may be noted that
in 2 Mace 5 20, hiitnlUiuv is used evideiUly of the (l(jd-

ward side: " .Vnd the ])lace which was forsak(>n in the
wratli of 1h(> Almighty was. at th(> reconciliation (jf tlu;

great Sovereign, restored again with all glory." Tlu;

vb. occurs in 2 Mace 1 .") when again the Codward side

seems intended, though not perhajjs so certainly: "May
(iod .... liearken to your supi)lications, and be recon-
ciled with you," and in 7 33: "If for rebuke and chasten-
ing our living Ijord lias been ang(-red a little while, yet
shall he again be reconcikxl with his own servants," and
8 2i>: "They besought the merciful Lord to be wholly
reconciled w"ith his sc-rvants." In these two, esp. the
last, it is uiuiuestionably the laying aside of the Divine
displ(>aHure that is meant.

Before passing on to look at the great utterances in the
Epp., we may now look at the non-doctrinal passage

referred to at the beginning. There is,

o TJ^^ indeed, another non-doctrinal instance in
z. IN on- ^

(i„j.
py ^j where the wife who has de-

doctrinal parted from her husband is enjoined either

Passage • t<) "remain mimarried, or else be recon-

1VA+ r OA c'lt'd <» ii'T husband." But as it is inde-
iVir O.^t terminate wiiether tlie wife or the husl)and

is the otfending party, and so which is the
one to be influenced, the passage does not help us nuich.

But Mt 5 24 is a very illuminating passage. Here as

in the i)assage from 1 S, the word used is diallassd, but
It is practicallv i(l(>ntilied in meaning with kalallassd.

The injunction" is given by Christ to the one who is at

variance with liis l)ro11ier, not to comiileto his oirering

until first he has been reconciled to his brother. But
the whole statement shows that it is not a question of tlie

one who is olfi-ring tlie gift laying aside his enmity
against his brother, but the reverse. Christ says, "If

therefore thou art offering thy gift at the altar, and there

rememlx-rest [not that thou hast a grudge against thy
brother l)ut] that thy lirother hath aught against thee

—the brotlKT was \ho olfc-nded one, he is the one to be
brought round—"leave tliere thy gift before the altar

and go tliv way, first be reconciled to thy brother, and
then come and" offer thy gift." Plainly it means that

he should do something to remove his brothers dis-

pleasure and so bring about a reconciliation.

(1) Rom 5.—Turning now to Rom 5, how stands

the matter? Paul has been speaking of the blessed

results of justification; one of these

3. Doctrinal residts is the shedding abroad of the

Passages love of God in the heart. Then he

tlwells upon the manifestation of that

love in the death of Christ, a love that was dis-

played to the loveless, and he argues that if m our

sinful and tmloving state we were embraced by the

love of Ciod, a fortiori that love will not be less now

that it has already begun to take effect. If He loved

us when we wcn-e under liis condemnation sufficient-

ly to give llis Son to die for our salvation, mm-h
more shall His love bestow upon us the blessings

secured by that death. "Much more then, bemg

now justified by his blood, shall we be saved from

the wrath of God through him" (5 9).

(a) The fact of Divine wrath: It is well to note,

then, that there is "wrath" on the part of God

against sin and sinners. One of the key-thoughts

of the apostle in this e}). is that "the wrath of God
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is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men" (1 IS), and the coming
day of judgment is ''the day of wrath and revela-

tion of the righteous judgment of God" (2 5). And
because of this stern fact, the gospel is a revelation
not only of love, but specifically "a righteousness
of God" (1 17). And he shows that the essence of

the gosi)el is found in the ])ropitiatory death of the
Lord Jesus Christ (3 24.25.26), through whom alone
can men who have been 'i)r()Ught under tlie judg-
ment of God" (3 19) find justification, salvatitm,
deliverance from the wrath of God (4 25; 5 l-()).

Of course it is not necessary to add that the wrath
of God is not to be thouglit of as liaving any un-
wortliy or cai)ricious element in it— it is the settled

oi)i)osition of His Jioly nature against siii.

[h) Reconciliation, Godward, as well as man-
ward: The apostle ])roceeds (ver 10): "F(jr if,

while we were enemies, w<> were reconciled to Gocl
through the death of liis Son, much more, being
reconciled, shall we be saved by his life." Now
if, as many maintain, it is only the reconciliation

on the manward side that is meant, that the mani-
fested love led to the sitmer hu'ing aside; his enmity,
it would entirely reverse the ajxjstle's argument.
He is not arguhig tliat if we have begun to love
C>od we may rcn-kon ujion His doing so and so for

us, but because He has done so much, we may ex-
jx'ct Him to do more. The verse is ])arallel to the
preceding, and the being reconciled is on the same
plane as being justified; the being justified was
God's action, and so is the reconciHng. Justifi-

cation delivers from "the wrath of God"; recon-
ciliation takes effect upon enemies.

(r) The meaning of the word "enemies": The
word '"enemies" is im])ortant. By those who
take the manward asjjcct of reconciliation as the
only one, it is held that the word nuist be taken
actively—those who liate God. ]5ut the passive
meaning, "hatred of God," seems far the prefer-

able, and is indeed demandcMl by the context. Raul
u.ses the vb. echthroi, "enemies," in Rom 11 2S,

in antithesis to "beloved" of God, and that is the
consistent sense here. The enenuc^s are those who
are the objects of the wrath of the previous verse.

And when we were thus hated of ( iod, the objects of

His just displeasure on account of our sin, "we were
reconciled to God by the death of his Son." God
laid aside His eiunity, and in the propitiatory death
of Christ showed Himself willing to receive us into

His favor.

(r/) The manward side: By this i)ropitiation,

therefore, the barrier was removed, and, (jod having
assumed a gracious attitude toward the sinner, it

is po.ssible for the sinner now, influencefl by His
love, to come into a friendly relationship with God.
And so in the second phrase, the two meanings, the
Godward and the manward, may coalesce: ''being

reconciled, we shall be saved by his life." The
reconciliation becomes mutual, for there is no kind
of doubt that sinners are enemies to God in the
active sense, and reciuire to lay aside their hostility,

and so be reconciled to Him. But the first step is

with God, and the reconciliation which took place
in the death of His Son could oidy be the Godward
reconciliation, since at that time men were still

uninfluenced by His love. But, ])erhaps, just
because that first reconciliation is brought about
through the Divine love whi(;h i)rovides the pro-
pitiation, the apostle avoids saying "God is recon-
ciled," l)ut uses the more indirect form of sjx'ech.

The manward asi)ect is emphasized in tlu; next
ver.se, although the Godward is not lost sight of:

''We also rejoice in God through our Lord J<>sus

Christ, through whom we have now received the
reconciliation" (5 11). It is therefore something
that comes from God and does not proceed from

man. God is the first mover; He makes the recon-
ciliation as already indicated, and then the fruit of
it is imputed to the believing siimer, and the very
fact that our receiving th(> nvonciliat ion, or being
brought into a state of reconciliation, follows the
being recoTiciled of ver 10, shows that the other is

Divine reconciliation as the basis of the human.
(2) 3 Cor 5 lS-20.~{(i) The Godward asi)ect

primary: Li th(> s.ame way the great i)assage in

2 Cor 5 lS-20 cannot be understood apart from the
conception that there is a reconciliation on the
Divine side. Tliero is uiuiuestionably reference; to
thehumaiiside of the matter as w(>ll, but, as in ]{om,
the Godward asp(>ct is ])rimary and dominating: ''All

things are of God, wlio reconciled us to himself
through Christ, and gave unto us the ministry of
reconciliation." It might b(> jjossihle to ai-gu(>

from AV that this descril)es tht^ i)rocess going on
vmder gospel influences, men being brought into
gracious reflations with God, but the aorist of the
(!r rightly rendered by RV, "who reconciled us to
Jiimself," i)oints back to the historic; time when
the transaction took ))lace. It cannot b(> simi)ly
the surrender of the sinner to Ciod that is meant,
though that comes as a conseciuence; it is a work
that i)roceeds from God, is accomplished by God,
and because of the accom])lishment of that work it

is ])ossible for a ministry of reconciliation to ))e

intrusted to men. To make this mean the human
aspect of the reconciliation, it would be necessary
unduly to confine it to the re^conciliat ion of Raul
and his fellow-workers, though even then it wejuld
be a straining of language, for there is the other
historic act described, "aiul gave unto us the min-
istry of reconciliation." llie ])lain meaning is that
through Jesus Christ, God established the basis of
agreement, removed the barrier to the sinner's
ap])roach to Himself, accom])lished the work of
])roi)itiation, and, having done so. He intrusts His
servants with the niiiustry of reconciliation, a min-
istry which, basing its(>lf upon the great ])ropitia-

tory, reconciling work of Christ, is directed toward
men, seeking to remove their enmity, to influence
them in their turn to be reconciled with God. This
is more clearly set forth in the verse which follows,

which in explaining the ministry of reconciliation
says: "To wit, thati God was in Christ i-econciling

the world unto himself, not reckoning unto them
their trespasses." Here there can be no question
that the historic Incarnation is meant, and the
r(>conciling of the world can be nothing other than
the objective work of atonement culminating in

the cross. And in that tran.saction there can be
no thoughtof the sinner laying aside his hostility

to God; it is God in Christ so dealing with sin that
the doom lying upon the guilty is canceled, the
wrath is averted, propitiation is made.

(I)) The manward side also ])rominent: God, in

a word, enters into gracious relations with a world
of sinners, becomes reconciled to man. ^Lhis being
done, gracious influences can be brought to bear
upon man, the chief of which is the consideration
of this stupendous fact of grace, that God has in

Christ dealt with the qu(>stion of sin. This is tlie

substance of the "word of ree-onciliation" which is

preached by the a[)ostle. So he continues, "We
are ambassadors therefore on behalf of Christ, as
though God were entreating by us: we l)eseech 3'ou

on behalf of Christ, be ye reconciled to God."
Here is the human side. The great matter now is

to get the siimer to lay aside his enmity, to respond
to the gracious overtures of the; gosjM'l, to con.e into
harmony with God. But that is only possible
because the reconciliation in the Godward aspect
has already been accomplished. If the; first recon-
ciliation, "the reconciliation of the world unto
himself," had been the laying aside of Jiuman
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enmity, Ihoro could now be tio ])oint in the exhor-
tation, "Be ye reconciled to (iod."

(3) Eph 2 16.—The two passages where the com-
pound word occurs are in comi)letc harmony with
this in(erpr(>tat ion. Ei)h 2 !(>: "And might recon-

cile them both [Jew and (Jentile] in one body unto
God through tlie cross, having slain tlie enmity
thereby," is the outcome of Christ "making peace"
(2 15), and the reconciling work is effected through
the cross, reconciliation both Godward and man-
ward, and, havhig made p(>ace, it is possible for

Christ to come and preach peace to them that are

far off—far off even though th(> reconciling work of

the cross has been accomiilished.

(4) Col 1 20-22 ~^o in Col 1 20, "And through
him to reconcile all things unto himself, having
made peace througli the blood of his cross;

through him, I say, whether things upon the earth,

or things in the heavens." }I(>re tlie thought of the

apostle trem])les away into infinity, and there seems
a parallel to the thought of He 9 23, that according
to the typical teaching ev(>n "the things in the

heavens" in some way stood in need of cleansing.

May it be that the work of Christ in some sense

affected the angelic intelligence, making it possible

for harmony to be restored between redeemed sin-

ners and the ])erfect creation of God? In any case,

the reconciling all things unto Himself is not the
laying aside of the creaturely hostility, but the
determining of the Divine attitude. Then comes
the specific reference to the human side, "And you,

being in time past alienated and enemies in your
mind in your evil works, yet now hath he recon-

ciled in the body of his flesh through death";
there, as in Rom, the two phases coalescing, God
appearing gracious through the work of Christ,

sinners coming into gracious relation with Him.
"Having made peace through the blood of his

cross," the ground of peace has been established.

Christ has done something by His death which
makes it possible to off(>r peace to men. God has
laid aside His holy opposition to the sinner, and
shows Himself willing to bring men into peace with
Himself. He has found satisfaction in that great

work of His Son, has been reconciled, and now calls

upon men to be reconciled to Him—to receive the
reconciliation. See Atonement; Propitiation;
Wrath.
Literature.—See the -works on NT Theology of

Weiss, Schmid, Stevens, etc; Denney, Death of Christ;
arts, on " Reconcihation " in IIDB, DCG, etc.

Archibald M'Caiq
RECORD, rek'ord, rek'ord: (1) The Eng. word,

w'here it occurs in the ()T and the NT in the sense
of testimony, is tr'^ in RV "witness" (Dt 30 19; 31
28; Jn 1 19.32

;_
8 13.14; Rom 10 2, etc). See

Witness. But in Job 16 19 for AV "my record,"

RV has "he that voucheth for me." (2) In Ezr 4
15; 6 2 {dokhrdn, dikhron), and Est 6 1 (zikkdron),

the word denotes Pers state clironicles; cf 1 Mace
14 23; 2 Mace 2 1.

RECORDER, rO-kor'der (1''5T''3 , mazkir; RVm
"chronicler"): A high functionary in the court of

the Jewish kings, part of whose duty seems to have
been to chronicle the events of the reign, but who
also occupied a position corresponding with that of

the mofiern vizier (2 S 8 Hi; 20 21; 1 C.h 18 15,

etc). His high rank is shown by the facts that,

with other officers, he represented Ilezekiah in

speaking with Rabshakeh (2 K 18 18), and, in the
reign of Josiah. superintended the rejjairs of the
temple (2 Ch 34 8).

RECOVER, rf>-kuv'er: "Recover" has (1) the
transitive meaning of "to retake" or "regain" (any-
thing); and (2) the intransitive sense of "to regain

liealth" or "become well." In Jth 14 7 it means
"restore to consciousness." In tlie former sense it

is in the OT the tr of 5^2 , ndgal, "to snatch away"
(Jgs 11 26; 1 S 30 8.22; in Hos 2 9, RV "pluck

away"); al.so of Q'tJ , ,s/u76/i (Kal and Hiph. 1 S 30
19 AV; 2 S 8 3, etc), and of various other words in

single instances. In 2 K 5 3.6.7.11, "to restore

to health" is ^v^ , 'dsaj>h.. In its intransitive sense

"recover"is chiefly the tr of H^H
,
hdijdh, "to live,"

"revive" (2 K 12, etc; Isa 38* 9.21). "Recover"
ai)pears only twice in AV of the NT; Mk 16 18

(for k(dds hexousiri) and 2 Tim 2 26 (from anant-
pho, RVm "Gr 'return to soberness'"); but RV has
"recover" for "do w(41" in Jn 11 12 (sdthtsctdi:

m "Gr 'be saved'"). "Recovering" ((jf sight)

(nnnhlrpfiis) occurs in Lk 4 18. W. L. Walker

RED. Se(> Colors, (10).

RED DRAGON. See Revelation of John.

RED HEIFER. See Heifer, Red.

RED HORSE.
OF John.

See Horse, Red; Revelation

RED SEA (r^Ca::, yam-suph [Ex 10 19 and

often], but in many passages it is simply 2^"^
, hn-

ydm, "the sea" ; LXX with 2 or 3 exceptions renders

it by T] «pv9pa. 0d\a(r<ra, he eruthrd thdlassn, "the

RedSea"; Lat geographers Mare Rubrum) :

1. Narao
2. Pc^culiarities
H. ()T Ketcrenccs
4. Passage of, by Israelites

Objections
(1) Steep Banks of the Channel
(2) Walls I<\)rni(Hi by the Water
(,'i) Th(> Kast Winds
(4) The Miraculous Set Aside

Literature

The Hcb name yam-xupk has given rise to much con-
troversy. Yam is the 'general word for sea. and when

standing alone may refer to the Mediter-
1 Watno ranean, the Dead Sea. the Red Sea, or the
1. name ^oa of (lalilee. In several places it des-

ignates the river Xile or Euphrates, ^uph
means a rush or seaweed such as abounds in the
lower portions of the Nile and the upper portions of the
Red Sea. It was in the suph on the brink of the river

that the ark of Moses was hidden (E.x 2 3.5). But as

this word does not in itself mean red, and as that is not
the color of the bulrush, authorities are much divided
as to the reason for this designation. Some have sup-
posed that it was called red from the appearance of the
mountains on the western coast, others from th(! red
color given to the water by the presence of zoophytes, or

red coral, or some species of seaweed. Others still, with
considerable probability, suppose that the name origi-

nated in the red or copper color of the inhabitants of

the bordering Arabian peninsula. But the name yam-
suph, though api)lied to the whole sea, was esp. used
with refen-nce to the northern part, which is alone men-
tioned in th(! Bible, and to the two gulfs (Suez and
Akabah) which border the Sinaitic Peninsula, esp. the
Giilf of Suez.

The Red Sea has a length of 1,350 miles and an

extreme breadth of 205 miles. It is remarkable
that while it has no rivers flowing

2. Pecu- into it and the evaporation from its

liarities surface is enormous, it is not much
Salter than the ocean, from which it

is inferred that there must be a constant influx of

water from the Indian Ocean through the Straits

of Bab-el-Mandeb, together with an outflow of the

more saline water beneath the surface. The deej)-

est portion mea.sures 1,200 fathoms.
_
Owing to the

lower land levels which prevailed in recent geo-

logical times, the Gulf of Suez formerly extended

across the lowland which sej^arates it from the

liitter Lakes, a distance of 15 or 20 miles now
traversed by the Suez Canal, which encountered no

elevation more than 30 ft. above tide. In early
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historic times the Gulf ended at Ismailia at tlio head
of Lake Timsah. North of this the hiiid rises to a

height of more than 50 ft. and for a long tim(>

furnished a roail leading from Africa into Asia. At
a somewhat earlier geological (middle and late

Tertiary) i)eriod tlie depression of the land was such

that this bridge was also submerged, so that the

Red Sea and the Mediterranean were connected
by a broad expanse of wat(^r which overflowed the

whole surface of Lower Egyi)t.

The evidence of the more rrccnt depres.sion of the land
surface in all Lower Egypt is untnistakable. Rais(>d
beaches containing shells and corals still living in the
Red Sea are found at various levels up to more than 200
ft. above tide. One of the most interesting of these is

to bo seen near the summit of the "Crow's Nest, " a
half-mile S. of tlu; great i)yramids, where, near the
summit of the eminence, and approximately 200 ft.

above tide, on a hn-el with the liase of the pyramids,
there is a clearly defined recent sea beach composed of
wator-worn pebbles from 1 in. to 1 or 2 ft. in diameter,
the interstices of which are filled with small shells loosely
cemented together. These are itientified as l^elonging
to a variable form, Alectnjonia niruUdta Born, whicli
lives at the present time in tin; Red Sea. On the oppo-
site side of the river, on the Mokattam Hills S. of (^airo,
at an elevation of 220 ft. above tide, similar deposits
are found containing numerous shells of recent date,
while the rock face is penetrated by luimerous borings
of lithodomus niollusks {PlidUidcs rui/osa Hroc). Otlier
evidences of the recent general depression of the land
in this region come from various i)laces on th(! eastern
shores of the ISIediterranean. According to Lartet at
Ramleh, near Jaffa, a recent b(>ach occiii-s more than 200
ft. above sea-level containing many sIkIIs of Pniiincnlu.^
violnxcriis Lamk, which Is at the present time the most
abundant mollusk on the shore of the adjoining Medi-
terranean. A similar beach has been described by Dr.
Post at Lattakia, about :iO miles N. of Heirut; while
others, according to Hull, o(!cur upon the island of
Cj'prus. Further evidence of this dei)ression is also
seen in the fact that the isthnuis betwee^n Suez and ttie

Bitter Lakes is covered with recent dejjosits of Xile mud,
holding modern Jied Sea shells, showing that, at no very
distant date, there was an overdow of the Nile through
an eastern branch into this slightly deijressed level. The
line of this branch of the Nile overflow was in early
times used for a canal, which has recently been opened
to furnish fresh water to Suez, and the depn'ssion is fol-

lowed by the railroad. According to Dawson, large sur-
faces of the desert N. of Suez, which are now above sea-
level, contain bm'ied in the sand "recent marine shells iti

such a statt> of preservation that not many centuries may
have elapsed since they were in the bottom of the sea"
{Egypt and Syria, 67).

The Red Sea is connected with the children of

Israel chiefly t hrough the crossing of it recorded in Ex
(see 4, belowj ; but there are a few refer-

3. OT enccs to it in later timtss. Solomon is

References said (1 K 9 20) to have btiilt a navy
at "Ezion-gelxT, which is l)eside Eloth,

on the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom."'
This is at the head of the (lulf of Akabah, the east-

ern l)ranch of the Red Sea. Here his ships were
manned by Iliram king of Tyre with ''shipmen that
had knowletlge of the sea" (ver 27). And (ver 2S)
"they came to Ophir, and fetched from thonco
gold." But Eloth was evidently lost to Israel when
Eflom successfully revolted in the time of Joram
(2 K 8 20). For a short time, however, it was
restored to Judah by Amaziah (2 K 14 22); but
finally, during the reign of Ahaz, tlic Syrians, or
more probably, according to another reading, the
Edomites, recovered the place and permanently
drove the Jews away. But in 1 K 22 48 Jehosha-
phat is said to have "made .ships of T'arshish to go
to Ophir for gold: but they went not; for the ships
were broken at Ezion-geber"; while in 2 Ch 20
36 Jehoshaphat is said to have joined with Ahaziah
"to make ships to go to Tarshish; and they made
the ships in Ezion-geber."

Unless there is some textual confusion here, "ships
of Tarshish ' is simply th(! name; of the; style of the ship,
like " Kast Indiaman," and Tarshish in (^h may refer to
some place in the; East Indies. This is the; more likely,
since Solomon's " navy " that went to Tarshish once every
3 years camo "bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes,
and peacocks," which could hardly have come from any
other jjlacc than India. Sec Ships and Boats, II, 1, (2).

Until in recent times it was discovere<J that the
Gulf of Suez formerly extended 30 miles northward

to the site of the pres(>nt Ismailia and
4. Passage the ancient Pit hom, the scene of the Bib.
of, by miracle was })laced at Suez, the present
Israelites liead of the (hdf. But there is at Suez

no extent of shoal water stifficient for

the east wind mcntion(Ml in Scripture (Ex 14 21)
to have opened a passage-way sufficiently wide to
have permitted the host to have crossed over in a
singh; night. The bar leading from Suez across,
wliich is now somethnes forded, is too insignificant

to have ftirnished a passage-way as Robinson sup-
po,s(>d (BR^, I, 56-59). Besides, if the children of

Israel were S. of the Bitter Lakes when there was
no extension of the Gtdf N. of its ])resent limits,

tliere would have been no need of a miracle to open
the water, since there was abundant room for both
them and Pliaraoh's army to have gone around the
nortluTU end of the Gulf to reach the eastern shore,
wliile S. of Suez the water is too deep for the wind
anywhere to have opened a ])assage-way. But
with an extension of the waters of the Gulf to the
Bitter Lakes and Lake Timsah, rendered jirobablc
by the facts cited in the previotis paragraph, the
narrative at once so ])erfectly accords with the
l)liysical condititms involved as to become not only
easily eredibl(>, but self-evidencing.

The children of Israel W(^re at Rameses (Ex 12 37) in
the land of (Joshen, a place which has not been certainly
identified, but could not have been far from the modern
Zagnzig at the head of the Fresh Water Canal leading
from the Nile to the Bitter Lakes. One day's journey
eastward along Wady Tiunilat, watered by this canal,
brought them to Succoth, a station pi-obably identical
with Thuket, close ujjon the' border line separating Egypt
from Asia. Through tlu^ discoveries of Naville in 1883
this has Ijeen identified as Pitliom. one of the store-cities
built by Pharaoh during the period of Ileb oppression
(Ex 1 11). Ile^re Naville uncovered vast store pits for
holding grain built during the reign of Rameses II and
constructed according to the descrii)tion given in Ex 1:
tlit^ lower i)ortions of brick made with straw, the middle
with stublile, and the top of simple clay without even
stubble to hold the brick together (see Naville, "The
Store-(/ity Pit hom and the Route of the Exodus,"
Egyp Exploration Fund, 1885; M. fi. Kyle, "A Reexami-
nation of Naville's Works," lierordf! of the ]'a»t, VIII,
1901, 304-7). The next dav's journey brought them to
Etham on the "edge of the wilderness" (Ex 13 20; Nu
33 <i), probably in the vicinity of the modern Ismailia
at t hi^ head of Lake Timsah. From this point the natural
road to Pal would have l)een along the caravan routes on
the neck of land referred to above as now about 50 ft.

above sea-level. Etham was about 30 miles S.E. of
Zoan or Tanis, the headcpiarters at that time of Pharaoh,
from which he was watching the inovements of the liost.

If they should go on the direct road to Pal, his army
could easily exi^cute a flank movement and intercept
tliiun in the desert of Etham. But by Divine command
(Ex 14 2) Mo.ses turned southward on the west side of
the extension of the Red Sea and camped "before Pi-
haliiroth, between Migdol and the sea, before Baal-
zephon" (Ex 14 2; Nu 33 5-7). At this change of
course Pharaoh was delighted, seeing that the children
of Israel were "entangled in the land" and "the wilder-
ness" had "shut them in." Instead of issuing a flank
movem(>nt upon them, Pharaoh's army now followed them
in the rear and "overtook them encami)ing by the sea,
))eside Pi-hahiroth," the location of which is essential to
a proper understanding of tlie narrative which follows.

In ver 2 Pi-hahiroth is said to be "between Migdol and
the sea, before Baal-zephon." Now though JNIigdol
originally meant "watch-tower," it is hardly supposable
that this can be its meaning here, otherwise the children
of Israel would have been moving directly toward a
fortified place. Most probably, therefore, Migdol was the
tow(!r-like mountain peak marking tlio northeast corner
of ./ebel Geneffeh, which runs parallel with the Bitter
Lakes, only a short distance from tlieir western border.
Baal-zephon may equally W(41 be some of the mountain
peaks on the border of the Wilderness of Paran opposite
Chiloof, midway between the Bitter I^akes and Suez.
In the clear at inosi)liere of the region this line of moun-
tains is distinctly visible throughout the whole distance
from Ismailia to Suez. There would seem to be no ob-
jection to this supposition, since all authorities are in dis-
agreement concerning its locati(jn. From the signifi-

canco of the name it would seem to be the seat of some
form of Baal worship, naturally a motmtain. Brugsch
would identify it with Mt. Oassius on the northern shore
of Egypt. Naville (see Murray's Illuniratcd Bible Diet.,

"Rod Sea, Passage of") would connect it with the hill
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called Tu.ssum K. of Lake Tiinsah, wiicrc tluM'c is a shrine
al lilt' prt'scuL (lay visiUnl ('\t'r.\- .\car al)oiit .July 11 by
tlioiisands of ijil^ritiis to cclclji-aU' a rclit^ious festival;

hut. as tills is a .Sloliamniedari fi>stival. there si'ems no
reason to connect it with any sanctuary of the Canaanites.
Dawson favors the Keneral location which we have
assifined to Pi-hahirot li, but would place" it beside the
narrow southern portion of llie liiller Lakes.

Somcwiicrc in this vicinity would l)c a nio.st

natural i)lace for the children of l.srael to halt, and
there i.s no tlifnciilty, such as Na\'ille supposes, to

their pa.ssing hetwceii Jebci Ueiieffch and the Bitter

I>akes; for the mountain does not come al)ruptly

to tlie lake, but leaves anii)Ie si)ace for the ])assase

of a caravan, while the mountain on one side and
the lake on the other would protect them from a

(lank movement by Pharaoh and limit his army
to harassing th<! rear of the I.sraelitish host. Pro-
tect (h1 thus, the Israelites foimd a wide plain over
which they eoukl spread their camp, and if we
suiiposc them to be as far S. as Chcloof, every
condition would be found to suit the narrative
which follows. Moses was told by the Lord that
if he would order the children of Israel to go for-

ward, the sea would be divided and the children
of Israel could cross over oI^ dry ground. And
when, in compliance with the Divine command,
P>Ioses stretched out his hand over the sea, "Jeh
caused the sea to go back by a strong east wind
all the night, and made the sea dry land, and
the waters were divided. And the children of
Israel went into the midst of the sea upon the dry
ground: and the waters were a wall tmto them on
their right hand, and on their left. And the
Egyptians pursued, and went in after them into the
midst of the sea, all Pharaoh's horses, his chariots,

and his horsemen" (Ex 14 21-30). But when the
children of Israel were safely on the other side the
waters rettu'ned and overwhelmed the entire host
of Pharaoh. In the Song of Moses which follows,
describing the event, it is said that the waters were
piled up by the ''blast of thy [God's] nostrils" (Ex
15 cS), and again, ver 10, "Thou didst blow with
thy wind, the sea covered them." Thus 3 t the
wind is mentioned as the means employed by God
in opening the water. The comi)etency of the
wind temporarily to remove the water from the
passage connecting the Gulf of Suez with the Bitter
Lakes, provided it was only a few feet deep, is

amply proved by facts of recent observation.
Major General Tullock of the British army (Proc.
Victoria fnsl., XXVIII, 2G7-.S0) reports having wit-
nessed the driving off of the water from Lake
3klcnzaleh by the wind to such an extent as to lower
the level 6 ft., thus leaving small vessels over the
shallow water stranded for a while in the muddy
bottom. According to the rejiort of the Suez
Canal Co., the difference between the highest and
the lowest water at Suez is 10 ft. 7 in., all of which
must l)e due to the effect of the wind, since the tides
do not affect the Red Sea. The power of the wind
to affect water levels is strikingly witnessed upon
Lake Erie in the United States, where according
to the report of the Deep Waterways Commission
for 1S0() (165, 168) it appears that strong wind from
the S.W. sometimes lowers the water at Toledo,
Ohio, on the western end of the lake to the extent
of more than 7 ft., at the same time causing it to
rise at Buffalo at the eastern end a similar amount;
while a change in the wind dtu'ing the i)assage of a
single storm reverses the effect, thus sometimes
producing a change of level at either end of the
lake of 14 ft. in the course of a single day. It would
require far l(!ss than a tornado to lower the water
at Chdonf sufficiently to lay bare the shallow chan-
nel whicli we have suppo-sed at that time to separate
Egv])! from the Sinaitic Peninsula. See Exodus,
The.

Several objections to this theory, however, have
been urged which should not pa.ss without notice.

(1) Some have said that the children of Israel

would have found ari insuperable obstacle to their

advance in the steep banks on either side of the
supi)oscd channel, liut there were no steep banks
to be encountered. A gentle sag leads down on
one side to the center of tlie depression and a corre-

spondingly gentle rise leads uj) on the other.

(2) Much has also been made of the statement (Ex
14 22) that "the waters were ;i wall unto them on
their right hand, and on their left"; but when we
consider the rhetorical use of this word "wall" it

presents no difficulty. In Prov 18 11 we are told

that "The rich man's wealth is liis strong city,

And as a high wall in his owit imaginatitm." In
Lsa 26 1 we are told that God will api)oint salvation

"for walls and bulwarks." Again Nahum (3 8)

says of Egypt that her "rampart was the sea [m
"the Nile"], and her wall was of the sea." The
water upon either side of the opening served the

puri)ose of a wall for protection. There was no
chance for Pharaoh to intercei)t them by a ihmk
movement. Nor is there need of paying further

attention to the poetical expressions in the Song of

Moses, where among other things it is .said "that
the deeps were congealed in tlie heart of the sea,"

and that the "earth [instead of the water] swallowed
them." (3) Agahi it is objected that an east wind
does not come from the right direction to produce
the desired result. On the other hand it is an east

wind only which could have fr(>ed the chaimel from
water. A north wind would have l)lown the water
from the Bitter Lakes southward, and owing to the
quantity of water impounded would have increased

the depth of the water in the narrow passage from
the southern end of Suez. An east wind, however,
would have pressed the water out from the channel
both ways, and from the contour of the shore lines

would be the only wind that could have clone so.

(4) Again, it is objected that this explanation
destroj's the miraculous character of the event.

But it should be noted that little is said in the

narrative about the miraculous. On the other
hand, it is a straightforward statement of events,

leaving their miraculous character to be inferred

from their nature. On the explanation we have
given the transaction it is what Robinson felicitously

calls a mediate miracle, that is, a miracle in which
the hand of God is seen in the use of natural forces

which it would be impossible for man to command.
If anyone should say that this was a mere coinci-

dence, that the east wind blew at the precise time
that Moses reached the place of crossing, the

answer is that such a coincidence could have been
brought about only by sujiernat ural agency. There
was at that time no weather bureau to foretell the

approach of a storm. There are no tides on the

Red Sea with regular ebb and flow. It was by a
miracle of prophecy that Moses was emboldened to

get his host into position to avail themselves of the
temporary opportunity at exactly the right time.

As to the relation of the Divine agency to the event,

speculation is useless. The opening of the sea

may have been a foreordained event in the course
of Nature which God only foreknew, in which
case the direct Divine agency was limited to those
influences upon the human actors that led them to

place themselves where they could take advantage
of the natund opportunity. Or, there is no a j^rioa

difficulty in su{)posing that the east wind was
directly aroused for this occasion; for man himself

produces disturbances among the forces of Nature
that are ;is far-reaching in their extent as woiald be
a storm produced by direct Divine agency. But
in this case the disturbance is at once seen to be
beyond the j)owers of human agency to produce.
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It remains to add an important word concerning
the evidential value of this i)erfe('t adjustment of the
narrative to the i)hysical conditions involved. So per-

fect is this conformity of the narrative to the obscure
physical conditions involved, which only recent inves-

tigations have made clear, that the account becomes
self-evidencing. It is not within the power of man
to invent a story so perfectly in accordance with
the vast and complicated conditions involved. The
argument is as strong as that for human design
when a key is found to fit a Yale lock. This is not
a general account which would fit into a variety of

circumstances. There is only one place in all the
world, and one set of conditions in all history,

which would meet the requirements; and here they
are all met. This is scientific demonstration. No
higher proof can be found in the inductive sciences.

The story is true. It has not l)een remodeled by
the imagination, either of the original writers or of

the transcril)ers. It is not the product of mythologi-
cal fancy or of legendary accretion.

LiTEUATURE.—DawsOD, Egypt and Syria; Hull, Mt.
Seir, Shini and Western Pal; Navillc, "The Store-City
Pithom and the Route of the Exodus," Emip Exploration
Euiid, ISS,"); Ivyle, "Bricks witliout Straw at Pithotn:
A Keexauiination of Xaville's ^Vo^ks," Rrrnrda of the
Past. VIII, 1901, 304-7; Wright, Scientific Confirmations
of UT Hist, 83-117.

George FREi»"-RirK Wright
REDEEMER, re-dem'er, REDEMPTION, r^-

demp'shun (p"]? ,
pdrak, "to tear loose," "to rescue,"

n"2
,
pddhuh, bi|!5

,
gd'al; ciYopd^w, agordzo, refer-

ring to purchase, Xvrpovfxai, lutroiunai, from Xvrpov,
lulron, "a ransom"):
1. Gradual Moralizing of Id(\a of Redemption
2. R(>d(!mption as Life in Individual
3. Redemption as Social
4. Redemj)tion as Process
5. Moral Implications in Scriptural Idea of Redeemer
(). rni(juencss of Son of God as Redeemer
LiTtKATURE

The idea of redemption in the OT takes its start
from the thought of property (Lev 25 26; Ruth
4 4 ff). Money is paid according to law to buy back
something which must be delivered or rescued (Nu
3 ol; Neh 5 8). From this start the word "re-
demi)tion" throughout the OT is used in the general
sense of deliverance. God is the Redeemer of Israel
in the sense that He is the Deliverer of Israel (Dt
9 20; 2 S 7 23; 1 Ch 17 21; Isa 62 S). The idea
of dcdiverance includes deliverance from all forms
of evil lot, from national misfortune (Isa 52 9;
63 9; cf Lk 2 38), or from plague (I's 78 3.-).r)2), or
from calamity of any sort (Gen 48 10; Nu 25 4.9).

Of course, the general thought of the relation of
Israel to God was that God had both a claim upon
Israel (Dt 15 15) and an obligation toward Israel

(1 Ch 17 21; Ps 25 22). Israel belonged to Him,
and it was by His own right that He could move
into the life of Israel so as to redeem Israel. On
the other hand, obligation was upon Him to redeem
Israel.

In the NT the idea of redemption has more a
suggestion of ran.som. Men are held unclertlie curse
of the law (Gal 3 13), or of sin itself (Rom 7 23 f).

The Redeemer purchases their deliverance by offer-

ing Himself as payment for their redemption (Eph
1 7; 1 Pet 1 18).

Throughout both the OT and the NT there is to
be observed a gradual moralizing of the meaning of

redemption. The same process of
1. Gradual moralizing has continued throughout
Moralizing all the Christian ages. Starting with
of Idea the idea of redemption price, conceived

almost in material t(>rms, religious

thought has advanced to conceptions entirely moral
and spiritual. Through the Scriptures, too, the idea
of redemption becomes more specific with the prog-
ress of Christian revelation. In the beginning

God is the Redeemer from distresses of all kinds.
He redeems from calamity and from sorrows. This
general idea, of course, persists throughout the
revelation and enters largely into our thinking of
today, but the growing moral discernment of the
Bib. writers comes to attach more and more im-
portance to sin as the chi(>f disturber of man's wel-
fare. We would not minimize the force of the
Scriptural idea that God is the Deliverer from all

misfortune to which man falls heir, but the Scrip-
tural emphasis moves more and more to deliveraiu'e
from sin. Paul states this deliverance as a deliver-
ance from the law which brings sin out into ex-
pression, but we must not conceive his idea in any
artificial fashion. He would have men delivered
not only from the law, but also from the conse-
quences of evil doing and from the spirit of evil

itself (Rom 8 2).

In trjdng to discern the meaning of redemption
from sin, toward which the entire progress of Bib.

and Christian thought ])oints, we may
2. Redemp- well keep in mind the Master's words
tion as Life that He came that men might have
in Indi- life and might have it more abundantly
vidual (Jn 10 10). The word "life" seems

to be the final NT word as a statement
of the purpose of Christ. God sent His Son to
bring men to life. The word "life," however, is

indefinite. Life means more at one period of the
world's history than at another. It has the ad-
vantage, nevertheless, of always being entirely in-

telligible in its essential significance. Our aim must
be to keep this essential significance in mind and
at the same time to provide for an increasing ful-

ness and enlargement of human capacity and en-
deavor. The aim of redemption can only be to
bring men to the fullest use and enjoyment of their

powers. This is really the conception implicit

even in the earliest statements of redemption. The
man redeemed by money payment conu>s out of the
prison to the light of day, or he comes out of slavery
into freedom, or he is restored to his home and
friends. The man under the law is redeemed from
the burden and curse of the law. Paul speaks of his

experience under the law as the experience of one
chained to a dead body (Rom 7 24). Of course,

relief from such bondage would mean life. In the
more spiritual passages of the NT, the evil in men's
hearts is like a bliglit which paralyzes their higher
activities (Jn 8 33-51).

In all redemption, as conceived of in Christian
terms, there is a double element. There is first

the deliverance as from a curse. Something binds
a man or weights him down; redemption relieves

him from this load. On the otlier hand, there is the
positive movement of the soul thus relieved toward
larger and fuller life. We have said that the Bib.

emphasis is always upon deliverance from sin as the
essential in redemption, but this deliverance is so

essential that the life cannot progress in any of its

normal activities until it is redeemed from evil.

Accordingly in the Scriptural thought all manner
of blessings follow deliverance, '^llie man who seeks
first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness finds

all other things added unto him (Mt 6 33). Mate-
rial, intellectual and social blessings follow as

matters of course from the redemption of the inner

spirit from evil. The aim of redemption, to beget
in men's hearts the will to do right, once fulfilled,

leads men to seek successfully along all possible

avenues for life. This, of course, docs not mean
that the redeemed life gives itself up to the culti-

vation of itself toward high(>r excellencies. It

means that the redeemed life is delivered from every
form of selfishness. In the uns(>lfish seeking of life

for others the redeemed life finds its own greatest
achievement and ha[)piness (Mt 16 25).
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Jtist as tlu> idea of r('(l(>inpti()ii conconicd itsolf

chiefly with the inner sjjirit, so also it eoucenis itself

with the individual us the ol)jeet of

3. Redemp- redemption. Jiut as tlie redemption
tion as of tlic; inner spirit leads to fn^edom in

Social all realms of life, so also the redempt ion

of the individual leads to larj^e social

transformations. It is impossible to strike out of

the Scrijjtures the idea of a redeemed humanity.
But humanity is not conceived of in general or class

terms. The ol)j(M't of redetni)tiou is not humanity,
or mankind, or the masses. The object of r(>demp-

tion is rather men set in relation to each other as

mem])ers of a family. But it would do viohMice to

the Scrii)1tn-al concejitiou to conceive of the indi-

vidual's relations in any narrow or restricted fashion

(1 Cor 12 12-27).

An imi:)ortant enlargement of the idea of redemp-
tion in our own time has come as men have con-

ceived of the redemjition of individuals in their

social relationships. Very often men have thought
of redemption us u snatching of individuals from
the perils of a worl<i in itself absolutely wicked.

Even the material environment of men has at times

been' regarded us containing something inlierently

evil. The thought of redemption which seems most
in line with Scriptural interpretation would seem
to be that which brings the material and social

forces within reach of individual wills. Paid speaks

of the whole creation groaning and travailing in

pain waiting for the revelation of the sons of God
(Rom 8 22). This graphic figure sets before us

the essentially Christian conce])tion of the redemp-
tion of the forces in the midst of which men are

placed. Those redeemed for the largest life, by
the very force of their life, will seize all powers of

this world to make them the servants of Divine
purposes. The seer saw u great nudtitude which
no man could number, of every kindred and nation

andtongue, shouting the joys of salvation (Rev 7 9),

yet the implication nowhere appears that these

were redeemed in any other fashion than by sur-

rendering themselves to the forces of righteousness.

We have said that the aim of redemption is to

bring men to the largest and fullest life. We have
also said that "life" is a general term.

4. Redemp- To keep close to the Scriptural con-

tion as ceptions we would best say that the

Process aim of redem])tion is to make men like

Christ (Rom 8 9). Otherwise, it

might be possible to use the word "life" so us to

imply that the riotous exercise of the faculties is

what we mean by redemi)tion. The idea of re-

demption, as a matter of fact, has been thus inter-

preted in various times in the history of Christian

thinking. Life has been l<)ok(;d upon as sheer

quantitative exuberance—the lower pleasures of

sense being reckoned us about on the same plane

with the higher. We cai\ see the moral and spirit-

ual anarchy which would thus be brought about.

In Christ's words to His disciples He once used the

expression, "Ye are clean because of the word which
I have spoken unto you" (.In 15 3). In this par-

ticular context the idea does not seem to be that of

an external washing. Christ seems rather to mean
that His disciples are cleansed as a vineyard is

cleansed by pruning away some of the branches
that others may bear fruit. In other words, the
redemption of life is to be hiterpreted so that stress

is laid upon the qualitative rather than the quanti-

tative. Christ indeed found i)lace in His instruc-

tions and in His own life for t he normal and healthy
activities of human existence. He was not an as-

cetic; He went to feasts and to weddings, but His
emi)hasis was always upon life conccnved of in the
highest terms. We can .say then that the aim of re-

demption is to beget in men life like that in Christ.

Moreover, r(>denipt ion iruist not be conceived of

in sucii fashion as to do away with tlu; need of re-

sponse tipon tlie {)art of the individual
5. Moral will. ^Flie lit (>ral suggestion of ransom
Implications lias to do with i)aying a price for a
in Scrip- man's deliv(Tance, whether the man is

tural Idea willing to be delivered or not. Of
course, the assumj)tion in the mind of

tlie Bib. writers was that any man in ])rison or in

slavery or in sickness woukl be overjoyed at being
redeemed; but in dealing with men whose lives an;
set toward sin ^\o. camiot always make this assump-
tion. Tlie dreadfuln<>ss of sin is largely in the love
of sinning which sinning begets. Some thinkers
have interpreted redt'mption to mean almost a
s(nzing of men without regard to their own will.

It is very easy to see how this conception arises.

A man who himself hates sin may not stop to real-

ize that some other men love sin. Redemption, to

mean anything, must touch this inner attitude of

will. W'q cannot then hold to any idea of redemp-
tion which brings men under a cleansing process

without the assent of their own wills. If we k(>ep

ourselves alive to ihe growing moral discernment
which moves through the Scriptures, we must lay

stress always upon rcHlemption as a moral i)rocess.

Not only must we say that the aim of redemption
is to make men like Christ, but we must say also

that the method of redemi)tion must be the method
of Christ, the method of appealing to the moral will.

There is no Script urahvurrant for the idea that men
are red(x;m(>d by fiat. The most we can get from
the words of Christ is a statement of the persistence

of (iod in His search for the lo.st: '[He goeth] after

that which is lost, until he finds it' (Lk 15 4).

Some would interj)ret these words to mean that the

process of redemi)tion continues until every man is

brought hito the kingdom. We cannot, in the

light of the NT, limit the redeeming love of God;
but we cannot, on the other hand, take passages

from figurative expressions in such sense as to limit

the freedom of men. The redemption must be
conceived of as res[)ecting the moral choices of

men. In our thought of the Divine search for the

control of hiner human motive we must not stop

short of the idea of men redeemed to the love of

righteousness on its own account. This would do
away with the jilan of redeeming men by merely
relieving them of the consequences of their sins.

Out of a changed life, of course, there must come
changed consecjuences. But the Scriptural teach-

ing is that the emjihasis in redemption is always
moral, the turning to life because of what hfe is.

Having thus at temjited to determine, at least in

outline, the content of the Christian idea of redemp-
tion, it remains for us to point out some implica-

tions as to the work of the Redeemer. Through-
out the entire teaching on redemption in the

Scriptures, redemption is set before us primarily

as God's own affair (Jn 3 16). God redeems His

people; He redeems them out of love for them.

But t he love of God is not to be conceived of as rnere

indulgence, partiality, or good-humored affection.

The love of God rests down ui)on moral foundations.

Throughout the Scriptures, therefore, we find im-

plied often, if not always clearly stated, the idea

that God is under obligations to redeem His jjeople.

The progress of later thinking has expanded this

implication with sureness of moral discernment.

We have come to see the obligations of power. 'The

more jiowerful the man the heavier his obligations

iTi the discharge of this power. This is a genuinely

Christian conception, and this Christian ccmception

we apply to the character of God, feeling confident

that we are in line with Scrii)tural teaching. Hence
we may ])ut the obligations of God somewhat as

follows: God is the most obligated being in the uni-
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verse. If a man is under heavy obligations to use

aright the power of controlling the forces already at

work in the world, how much heavier nuist be the

obligations on the Creator who started these forces!

The obligation becomes ai)i)alling to our human
thought when we think that creation includes the

calling of human beings into existence and endowing
them with the unsolicited boon of freedom. Men
are not in the w^orld of their own choic:e. Vast
masses of them seem to be here as the outworking
of impulses almost blind. The surroundings of

men make it very easy for them to sin. The tend-

(nicies which at least seem to be innate are too

often tragically inclined toward evil. Men seem,
of themselves, utterly inadecjuate for their own
redemption. If there is to be redemi)tion it must
come from God, and the Christian thought of a
moral God would seem to include the obligation

on the part of God to redeem those whom He has sent

into the world. Christ has made clear forever the
absolutely binding nature of moral considerations.

If the obligation to redeem men meant everything
to Christ, it must also mean everything to the God
of Christ. So we feel in Hue with true Christian

thinking in the doctrine that redemption comes first

as a discharge of the obhgations on the i)art of God
Himself.

If we look for the common tlion^lit in all tlio Christian
statements of God's part in redemption we lind it in this;

that in all these statements God is conceived of as doing
all that He can do for ttie redemption of man. If in
earlier times men conceived of the human race as under
the dominion of Satan, and of Satan as rol^bed of his
due by the deliverance of man and therefore! entitled to
.some compensation, they also conceiv(>d of (iod Himself
as paying the ransom to Satan. If they thought of God
as a feudal lord whose dignity had been offended by sin,

they thought of God as Himself paying tii(> cost due to
offended dignity. If their idea was that a substitute for
Kinn(>rs must be furnished, the idea included the thought
of God as Himself providing a substitutes If theycon-
ceiv(Hl of the imiverse as a vast system of moral laws—
broken by sin—whose dignity must be upheld, they
thought of (iod HimscLf as providing the means for main-
taining the dignity of the laws. If they conceived of
men as saved by a vast moral influences set at work, they
thought of this influence as proceeding, not from man,
but from God. The common thought in theories of re-

demption then, so far as concerns God's part, is that (iod
Himself takes the initiative and does all He can in the
discharge of the obligation upon Himself. Each phras-
ing of the doctrine of redemption is the attempt of an
age of (Christian thinking to say in its own way that God
has done all tliat He can do for men.

It is from this standpoint that we must approach
the part played by Chri.st in redem])tion. This is

not the place for an attemj)t at formal
6. Unique- statement, but some elements of

ness of Son Christian teaching are, ;it least in out-
of God as line, at once clear. The question is.

Redeemer first, to provide some relation between
God and Christ which will make the

redemptive work of Christ really effective. Some
have thought to find such a statement in the con-
ception that Christ is a prophet. They would
empty the expression, "Son of God," of any unique
meaning; they would make Christ the Son of God
in the same sense that any great prophet could be
conceived of as a son of God. Of course, we would
not minimize the teaching of the Scri|)turc as to the
full humanity of Christ, and yet we may be per-

mitted to voice our belief that the representation
of Christ as the Redeemer merely in the same sense
in which a prophet is a redeemer does not do justice

to the Scripture teaching; and we feel, too, that
such a solution of the problem of Christ would be
inadequate for the practical task of redemption.
If Christ is just a prophet giving us His tc^aching

we rejoice in the teaching, but we an; confrontcMi

with the problem as to how to make the teacdiing

effective. If it be urged that Christ is a prophet
who in Himself realized the moral ideal, we feel

constrained to reply that this really puts Christ

at a vast distance from us. Such a doctrine of

Christ's person would make Him the supreme reli-

gious genius, but the human genius stands apart
from the ordinary mass of men. He may gather
up into Himself and realize the ideals of men; He
may voice the asi)irations of men and realize those
aspirations; but He may not be able to make men
like imto Himself. Shakespeare is a constunmate
literary genius. He h;is said once and for all many
things which the common man thinks or half
thinks. When the connnon man comes upon a
phrase of Shakespeare he feels that Shakespeare
has said for all time tlu; things which he would him-
self have said if he had been able. But the appre-
ciation of Shakesf)eare does not make the ordinary
man like Shakespeare; the appr(>ciation of Christ
has not proved successful in itself in making men
like unto Christ.

If, on the contrary, without at1emi)tiag formal
theological construction, we })ut some real meaning
into the idea of Christ as the Son of God and hold
fast to a imiqtie relationsliip between Christ and
God which makes Christ the greatest gift that God
can give us, we find indeed that Christ is lifted up
to essentially Divine existence; but we find also

that this divinity does not estr.ange Him from us.

Redemption becomes f(>asible, not merely when we
have a revelation of how far up man can go, but
when we have also a revelation of how far down
God can come. If we can think of God as having
in some real way come into the world through His
Son Jesus Christ, that revelation makes Christ the
Lord who can lead us to redemj)! ion.

Such a conception funushes the dynamic which we
must have in any real process of redemption. We
need not only the ideal, but we need power by
which to reach the ideal. If we can feed that the
universe is imder the sway of a moral God, a God
who is tmder obligations to bear the burdens of

men, and who willingly assumes these obligations,

we really feel that moral life at its fullest and besli

is the greatest fact in the imiverse. Moreover, we
must be true to the Scriptures and lift the entire

conception of redem))tion b(>yond the realm of

conscience to the realm of the hetirt. What the
conscience of God calls for, thek)veof God willingly

discharges. The Cross of Christ becomes at once
the revelation of the right (jousness of God and the
love of God. Power is thus put back of human
conscience and human love to move forward toward
redemption (Rom 8 3.5-39).

The aim of the redemjition in Christ then is to

lift men out of death toward life. The mind is to

be quickened by the revelation of the true ideals of

human life. The conscience is to be reenforced by
the revelation of the moral God who carries on all

things in the interests of righteousness. The
heart is to be stirred and won by the revelation of

the love which sends an only begotten Son to the
cross for our redem{)tion. And we must take the
work of Christ, not as a solitary incident or a mere
historic event, but as a mtinifestation of the spirit

which has been at worlc from the beginning and
works forever. The Lamb w;is slain from the
foundation of the world (Rev 13 8); the spirit of

God revealed in the cross of Christ is the same yes-

terday, today and forever. We have in the cross

a revelation of holy love which, in a sense, over-

powers and at the same time encourages. The
cro.ss is the revelation of the length to which God
is willing to go in redem])tion rat lier than set aside

one jot or tittle of His moral law. He will not
redeem men except on t(>rms which leave them men.
He will not overwhelm them in any such manner
as to do away with their power of free choice. He
will show men His own fe(»ling of holiness and love.

In the name of a holy lov(! wliich they can forever
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aspiro after, I)iit which they can never fully roach,

men call to Ilini for forgiveness and that forg;iveness

nuni find forever available.

It rc^mains to add one further item of Scriptural

teachinji;, namely that redemption is a continuous
process. If we may ajjain use the word "lif(\"

wliich has been the key to this discussion, we may
say that the aim of redemi)tion is to make men
profiressively alive. There arc not limits to the
develo])meut of human powers touched by the
redemptive processes of God. The cross is a reve-

lation of Divine willinjiness to bear with men who
arc; forever beinp; redeemed. Of course, we sjieak

of the redcxnned man as redeemed once; and f(^r all.

By this we mean that he is red(>(>med once and for

all in being faced about and starttnl in a right di-

rection, but the progress toward full life may be
faster or slower according to the man and the cir-

cumstances in tlie midst of which he is i)laced.

Still the chief fact is the directi(m in which the man
is moving. The revelation of God who aids in

red(>mption is of the God who lakes the direction

as the chief fact rather than the length of the stride

or the rate of tlie movement. Every man is ex-

])ect (h1 to do his best. If he stumbles he is supposed
to find his way to his feet; if he is moving slowly, he
must attempt to move faster; if he is moving at a
slower rate than he can attain, he must strive after

the higher rate, but always the dynamic force is

the revelation of the holy love of God.
The Scriptures honor the prophets in whatever

land or time they appear. The Scriptures welcome
goodness under any and all circumstances. They
have a place for a "light that lighteneth every man
that Cometh into the world," but they still make
it clear that the chief force in the redemption of men
is the revelation of holy love in Jesus Christ. The
rcdem])tion, we re])eat, is never conceived of in

artificial or mechanical terms. If any man hath
not the sjjirit of Christ he does not belong to Christ
(Rom 8 9). The aim of redemption is to beget
this spirit, and this spirit is life.

Literature.—H. C. Sheldon, Systematic Theology;
Clarke, Outline of Christian Theology; Brown, Christian
Theology in Outline; Mackintosh, Doctrine of Person of
Christ; Bowno, Studies in Christianity; Tymms, The
Christian Atonement.

Francis J. McConnell
REDNESS, red'nes, OF EYES. See Drunk-

ENXESS, 11.

REDOUND, rc-dound' (from re, "back," and
undare, "to surge as a wave"): To be sent back as

a reaction, to ovei-flow; occurs only as the tr of
Trepuraevw, perisseuo, "to be over and above," "to
superabound" (frequent in the NT) ; in 2 Cor 4 In,

"might through the thanksgiving of many redound
to the glory of God," RV "may cause the thanks-
giving to abound."

REED, red: (1) ^nS
, 'ahu, tr'^ "reed-grass" (Gen

41 2.18; Job 8 11m). ' See Flag. (2) raX , 'ebheh,

tr'i "swift," m "reed" (Job 9 2(5). The "ships of

reed" are the light skiffs made of plaited reeds used
on the Nile; pf "vessels of papyrus" (Isa 18 2).

(.3) C^TS^X , 'aghammini, tr'^ "reeds," m "marshes,"
Hob "pools" (Jer 51 32); elsewhere "pools"
(Ex 7 H); 8 5; Isa 14 23, etc). See Pools.

(4) rrri^
,

\xrdth; dxh dchi, tr** "meadows," AV
"paper reeds" (Isa 19 7). See Meadows. (5)
nijy

, kdneh; KaXa/xos, kdlamos (the Eng. "cane"
comes from Ileb via Lat and Gr cantia), "stalk"
(Gen 41 5.22); "shaft" (Ex 37 17, etc); "reed,"
or "reeds" (1 K 14 15; 2 K 18 21; Isa 36 6;
42 3; Ps 68 30, AV "spearman"); "calamus"
(Ex 30 23; Cant 4 14; Ezk 27 19); "sweet cane,"
m "calanuis" (Isa 43 24; Jer 6 20); "bone"

(.Job 31 22); used of the cross-beam of a "balance"
(Isa 46 6); "a measuring reed" (Ezk 40 3); "a staff

of reed," i.e. a walking-stick (Isa 36 (>; Ezk 29 6);
the "branches" of a candlestick (Ex 37 18). (6)
Kd\afj.os, kdlamos, "a reed shaken with the wind"
(Mt 11 7; Lk 7 24); "a bruised reed" (Mt 12
20); they put "a reed in his right hand" (Mt 27
29.30); "They smote his head with a reed" (Mk 15
19); "put it on a reed" (Mt 27 48; Mk 15 3G);

"a measuring reed" (Rev 11 1; 21 15.10); "a
pen" (3 Jn ver 13).

It is clear that kdneh and its Gr eciuivalent
kdUuiios mean many things. Some refer to differ-

ent us(;s to which a reed is put, e.g. a cross-beam of

a balance, a walking-stick, a measuring rod, and a
pen (see above), but apart from this kdneh is a word
used for at least two essentially different things:

(1) an ordinary reed, and (2) some sweet-smelling
substance.

Beed {Arundo donax).

(1) The most common reed in Pal is the Arundo
donax (N.O. Grainineae) , known in Arab, as kasab-

farasi, "Persian reed." It grows in immense
quantities in the Jordan valley along the river and
its tributaries and at the oases near the Dead Sea,

notably around ''Ain Feshkhah at the northwest,

corner. It is a lofty reed, often 20 ft. high, of a
beautiful fresh green in summer when -all else is dead
and dry, and of a fine appearance from a distance

in the spring months when it is in full bloom and
the beautiful silky panicles crown the top of every
reed. The "covert of the reed" (Job 40 21) shelters

a large amount of animal and bird life. This reed
will answer to almost all the requirements of the
above references.

(2) Kdnch is in Jer 6 20 qualified HlOn r\:;p^,

kdnch ha-tobh, "sweet" or "pleasant cane," and in

Ex 30 23, nip^ n!;p, /v''nc/i 5/toscm, "sweet calamus,"

or, bett(>r, a "cane of fragrance." Cant 4 14; Isa

43 24; Ezk 27 19 all apparently refer to the same
thing, though in these ])assages the kdneh is unquali-

fied. It was an ingredient of the holy oil (Ex 30

23); it was imported from a distance (Jer 6 20;
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Ezk 27 10), ;ui(l it was rare and costly (Isa 43 24).
It may have hccii tlic "scented calamus" {Axonis
aihtiNiis) of Pliny (A7/, xii.4S), or some other
aromatic scented reed or flag, or, as some thiidv,

some kind of aromat ic bark. The sweetiuvss refers
to the scent, not the taste. See also Bulrush;
Papykcs. E. W. G. Masterman

REED-GRASS (Gen 41 2. IS; Job 8 11 m). See
Flac;, (2); Rked, (1).

REED, MEASURING, mezh'ur-ing (n'^TSH n:p
,

Jfnek h(i-mid(lali): In I-^zekicl's vision of the temple
a "man" (an angel) appt.'ars with a "measm-ing
reed" to measure the dimensions of the tem])le
(Ezk 40 3 ff ; 42 IG ff). The reed is described as
6 cubits long, "of a cubit and a handbreadth each,"
i.e. the cubit used was a handl)readth longer than
the common cubit (see Cubit; WEidfirs and
Measures; Temple). In the Apocalypse this
idea of a measuring reed reappears for measuring
the temple (Rev 11 1) and the holy city (21 15. Ki,
"a golden reed''). 1'ho thought conveyed is ex-
act it ud(> in \\\v. dhnensions of these edifices, symbolic
of the symmetry and perfection of God's church.

James Orr
REELAIAH, re-el-a'ya, re-el-l'a (^"'br-] , r'el-

yuh): One of the 12 chiefs who returned with
Zerul)bal)el (I<]zr 2 2 Neh 7 7). In the passage
inNeh the name is "Raamiah" (n'^')?""!, luVamyah),
and in I Esd 5 8 "Resaias." Which is tiie origi-
nal, it is almost impossible to decide; "Reelaiah"
seems preferable.

REELIAS, rC-el'i-as (A, 'Pte'Xias, Rheelids
[Frifzsche], B, followed by Swete, BopoXeias,
Borolcius; AV Reelius): One of the "leaders" with
Zerubbabel in the r(>turn from exile (1 l%sd 5 S,
m "R(>elaiah"). It occujjies the jjlace of "Bigvai"
in Ezr 2 2; Neh 7 7, but in form it must be the
e(iuivalent of "Reelaiali" of Ezr and "Raamiah"
of Neh. It is perhaps a duplicate of "Resaias."

REESAIAS, re-0-sa'yas, re-g-si'as: AV; RV
RESAIAS ((I.V.).

REFINER, re-fln'er, REFINING, re-fln'ing: Two
Heb words have l)e(!n t r'' "refin(>" : ( 1

) w"!]:
, paraph,

lit. to ''fuse" (Zee 13 9; Isa 48 10; Mai 3 2.:^,

etc). The same word is rendered also "tried"
(Ps 66 10); "melt" (Jer 6 29 AV); "purge" (Lsa 1
25). (2) pp.T

, zakak, ht. to "strain" or ".sift." In
the case of silver and gold the term proba!)ly re-
ferred to .some washing process in conncH'ticm with
reiiiung, as in Mai 3 .'3 bcjth paraph and zakak are
used (1 Ch 28 IS; 29 4; Job 28 1). The same
word in Lsa 25_ (5 referred to the straining of wine.
(Jr Trvp6u}, pnrou, in the })assive, lit. "to be ignited,"
is tr'' "refined," in Rev 1 15; 3 IS.

The ancient i)rocess of refining gold has already
been described under Metallur(;y (cj-v.). Mcxst
of the Bible references are
to the r(>fining of silver

(Prov 25 4; Zee 13 9;
Isa 48 10). The silver

used by the ancients was
l)robal)ly obtained by
smelting lead sul])hide

or(>, rich in silver (argen-
tiferous galena). After the
ore had been reduced to
a metallic condition, the
lead was separated from the silver bv blowing hot
air ov(>r the surface of the melted metal. The lead
was thus chang(>d to lead oxide which, in a ])ow-
dered condition, was driven away by the air blast.

Blowpipe and Small Fur-
nace.—Tliebus.

The resulting lead oxide, called in the Bible silver
dross, was used for glazing ix)tt cry (Prov 26 28), a
use to which it is still j)ut, by Syrian ]iotfers. 'J1ie
description of refining in Ezk 22 lS-22 may indi-
cate that a flux (cf "as with lye," Isa 1 25 ARVm)
was sometimes added to the melted met:d to dis-
solve the oxid(>s of copper, lead, tin and iron as
they formed, thus leaving the silver pure. Crude
processes similar to those d(>scribed abov(> are used
in the Taurus Mountains today.

Figurative: In the various Bible refereiices the
refiinng of jjrecious metals is used fig. to illustrate
the knid of trial God's children are called upon to
go through. If th(>y are of tlu; right metal the
dross will finally b(» blown awav, leaving pur(>, clear,
shuiing silver. If of base metal they will be like
the dross d(\scribed in Jer 6 29.;]0. The refiner
may blow fierc(>ly, but in vain, for nothing but lead
dross appears. James A. I'atch

REFORM, rP-form' ("IC^
,
yilmr) : The word in

RV is found oidy in Lev 26 23, in the i)hrase "ve
will not be reformed." The meaning is, "to i)e

instructed," or, more fully, "to let one's self be
chast(>ned," i.e. by God's discipline to learn the
lessons of this chastening.

The Hob word is tlio same in a similar connection in
Jer 6 S, whoni it is rendered, "Be thou instructed ' andm 31 IS, "1 was cliastised." Ps 2 10 ("instructed");
Prov 29 19 ("corrected") use tlie llel) term of admoni-
tion I)y tlio words of man.
AV also has "reform" in 2 Esd 8 12; Wisd 9 18.

REFORMATION, n-f-or-ma'shun: The word
is found only in He 9 10, being the tr of diopdwcTLs,

diorthusis, in its only occm-rence. This Gr word
means etymologically "makhig straight," and was
used of restoring to the normally straight condition
that which is crooked or bent. In this })assage it

means the rectification of conditions, setting things
to rights, and is a description of the Messianic
time.

REFRESH, refresh', REFRESHING, re-fn^sh'-
ing: "Refresh" occurs a few times in the OT as the
tr of IIJSD, naphash, "to take breath," figurative
"to be refreshed" (Ex 23 12; 31 17; 2 S 16 14);
of Jl"]-], rawah, "to have room" (1 S 16 23; Job
32 20, m "find relief," AVm "may breathe"); of
"ijC, sa'adh, "to support" (1 K 13 7); and in the
NT as the tr of dva-n-avw, anapanO, "to give rest"
(1 Cor 16 IS; 2 Cor 7 13; Philem vs7.20; in com-
pound middle, Rom 15 32 AV); also of dvafvxc^,
anapmcho, "to invigorate," "revive" (2 Tim 1 l(j),

ancl other words. "Refreshing" is in Isa 28 1 2 mar-
ge'ah, "rest" or "quiet"; and in Acts 3 19, dudxl^v^is,

andpsuxis, "seasons of refreshing," through the
coming of Jesus, the Christ; cf 2 Esd 11 4G and
AV Sir 43 22 (i\ap6co). \V. L. Walker

REFUGE, ref'ilj: A place of resort and safety.
The i)rincii)al words in the OT are ncrTQ

, mahseh
(Ps 14 0; 46 1; 62 7.S; Lsa 4 0, etc),' and CiVia,
manui} (2 S 22 3; Ps 59 10, etc), both api)]ied
chi(>fly to God as a "refuge" for His people. For
AV "refuge" in Dt 33 27, RVhas "dwelling-i)lace,"
and in Ps 9 9, "high tower." Convers(>ly, RV
has "refuge" for AV "shelter" in Ps 61 \i, and
'•hope" in Jer 17 17.

REFUGE, CITIES OF ('jbprin ^n^? , ^areha-mik-
lat; TToXtis Twy 4>\)"ya8£UTiip(a)v, polvis ton phugadcu-

terion [cf 1 Mace 10 28], and other
1. Location forms): Six cities, three on each side of

the Jordan, wxtc set apart and i)laced in
the hands of the Levitos, to serve as ])laces of a.syhmi
for such as might shed blood unwittinglv. On the
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K. of the Jonhiii fliry were Bezer in tlic lot of Reu-
ben, Ramoth-gilead in the tribe of (i;ui, and Golan
in tlie territory of Maniisseli. On tlie W. of the

Jordan th(>y were Hebron in Judah, Shechem in

Mt. Ei)hraini, and Kedesh in Xai)htaii (Xu 35 G.

14; Josli 20 2.7 If: 21 13.21.27.32.;]S; BezcT is

named in ver 'Mk but not dcvseribed as a City of

Refuse). An account of these cities is given in

sej)arate arts, under their names. ])t 19 2 speaks

of three cities thus to l)e set apart, referring appar-

ently to the land \V. of the Jordan.

From time innnemorial in the East, if a man were
slain the duty of avenging him has lain as a sacred

obligation upon his nearest relative.

2. Purpose In districts where more primitive con-

ditioi\s i)revail, even to this day, the

distinction l)etween intentional and unintentional

killing is not too strictly ob.served, and men are

often done to death in revenge for what was the

purest accident. To i)revent such a thing where
po.ssible, and to i)rovide for a right administration

of justice, these cities were instituted. Open high-

ways wer<> to he maintaiiu^d along which the man-
slayer might have an unobstructed course to the

city gate.

The regulations concerning the Cities of Refuge are

found in Xu 35; Dt 19 1-13; Josh 20. Briefly,

everything was to be done to facilitate

3. Regu- the flight of the manslayer, lest the

lations avenger of blood, i.e. the nearest of

kin, should pursue him with hot heart,

and, overtaking him, .should .smite him mortally.

On reaching the city he was to be received by the

elders and his case heard. If this was satisfactory,

they gave him asylum until a i-egular trial could

be carried out. They took him, ajiparently, to

the city or tiistrictt from which he had fled, and
there, among those who knew him, witnesses were
examined. If it were proved that he was not a
wilful slayer, that he had no grudge against the

person killed, and had shown no sign of i)urpose to

injure him, then he was declared innocent and con-

ducted back to the city in which he had taken
refuge, where he must stay until the death of the

high i)riest. Then he was free to retiu-n home in

safety. Until that event he must on no account

go beyond the city bovmdaries. If he did, the

avenger of blood might slay him without blame.

On the other hand, if he were found guilty of de-

liberate murder, there was no more protection for

him. He was handed over to the avenger of blood

who, with his own hand, took the murderer's life.

Blood-money, i.e. money i)aid in compensation for

the murder, in settlement of the avenger's claim,

was in no circumstances permitted; nor could the

refugee be ran.somed, so that he might "come again

to dwell in the land" until the death of the high

priest (Nu 35 32).

A similar right of refuge seems to have been recog-

nized in Israel as attaching to the altar in the temple
at Jerus (1 K 1 50; 2 2S; cf Ex 21 12 f). This
may be compared with the right of asylum connected
with the temples of the heathen. W. EwixG

REFUSE, re-fuz': I'ormerly used with the addi-

tional meaiung "reject," and lience the change from
AV to RV in 1 S 16 7; Ezk 5 tj; 1 Tim 4 4;

1 Pet 2 7, etc.

REFUTE, rO-fut': Oidy in Jude ver 22, ARVm
"And some refute while they dispute with you,"
where RV in the text reads "And on some have
mercy, who are in doubt."

The Gr text of vs 22.2,3 is very uncertain, being given
very differently in the various MSS. KV text follows
the two oldest MSS, S and B. Instead of eAtare. eledte.

"have mercy." the reading iXeyxerc, eleychele, "refute."

"{•onvict," has the powerful support of .\ C the Ix'st cur-
sives, VuIk, Mi'inphitic. Armenian and P^thiopian VSS.
and is phici'd in tlic text by Lachmann, Tischcndorf and
Treadles ( W H in list of ".Suspected Keadhigs" says;
".Some i)rirnitive error |)robal)le: j)erhaps the first eAeaxe

an itiierpohition "). (^f ver 1."), where the same (ir word
occurs in the same sense (AV "convince," RV "con-
vict"); cf also 1 Tim 5 20; Tit 1 9, where the same
idea of refuting the sinful occurs.

D. MiALL Edw.\rds
REGEM, re'gem (2^'^ , reghem, "friend" |'.']):

.V Calebite, the son of Jahdai (1 Ch 2 47j, men-
tioned as th(> eponym of a Calebite family or clan.

_
REGEM-MELECH, re'gem-me'lek, -mel'ek (Z^n

t|'5'a
, re</fieiu melekli) : One of a deputation sent

to incjuire concerning the ])ropriety of continuing

the commemoration of the destruction of the

temple by holding a fast (Zee 7 2). The text

of the i)assage is in disorder. The name may mean
"friencl of the king"; hence some have sought to

remove the difficulty by interpreting reghem melekh
as a title, not a personal name, reading the elatise,

"They of Beth-el had seitt Sfi.a.kezku [q.v. (2)], the

friend of the king."

REGENERATION, re-jen-er-a'shim, re-:

I. Till-: Ti;uM Exim.vinf. d
1. First Biblical Sense (Eschatological)
2. Si'cond Biljlical Sense (Spiritual)

II. Tin; BiHLKAL Doctrine of Kec;knf.ration
1. In the OT
2. In the Teaching of Jesus
:5. In Apostolic Teaching

III. Later liEVKLOPMENT of the Doctrine
IV'. Present Significance
LlTERATLUE

/. The Term Explained.—The theological term
"regcnieration" is the Lat tr of the Gr expression

7raXij'7€;'e(rta, palingenesia, occurring twice in the X"T
(Mt 19 2S; Tit 3 5). The word is usually written

Tra\Lyyev€(Tia, paliggenesia, in classical Gr. Its mean-
ing is (lifTercnit in the two passages, though an ca.sy

transition of thought is evident.

In Mt 19 28 the word refers to the restoration

of the world, in which sense it is synonymical to

the expressions a.TroKo.To.aTacn.'i irdvTwv,

1. First ai>okalitslaHis pnnldn, "restoration of

Biblical all things" (Acts 3 21; the vb. is

Sense (Es- found in Mt 17 11, diroKaTaffTrjTei

chatologi- TrdvTa, apokatastt'sei pdnta, "shall re-

cal) store all things"), and dvaypv^LS, and-

psuxis, "refreshing" (Acts 3 19), which
signifies a gradual transition of meaning to the

second sense of the word under consideration.

It is suj)posed that regeneration in this sense

denotes the final stage of development of all crea-

tion, by which God's purposes regarding the same
are fully realized, when "all things [are put] in

subjection under his feet" (1 Cor 15 27). This

is a "regeneration in the proper meaning of the word,

for it signifies a renovation of all visible things

when the old is passed away, and heaven and earth

are become new" (cf Rev 21 1). To the Jew the

regeneration thus i)rophesied was inseparably con-

nected with the reign of the Messiah.

We find this word in the same or very similar senses

In profane literature. It is used of the renewal of the

world in Stoical philosophy. Jos (Ant, XI, iii, 9) speaks
of th(! andktrxis kal palitjgene.sla tfs patridos, "a new
foundation and regeneration of the fatherland." after the
return from the Bab captivity. Philo (ed. Mangey, ii.

144) uses the word, speaking of the post-diluvial epoch of

the earth, as of a new world, and Marcus Aurelius Antoni-
nus (xi.l). of a periodical restoration of all things, laying

stress upon the constant recurrence and uniformity of all

happenings, which thought the Preacher expressed by
"There is no new thing under the sun" (EccI 1 9). In

most places, however, where the word occurs in philo-

sophical writings, it is u.sed of the "reincarnation" or

"subsequent birth" of the individual, as in the Buddhistic
and Pythagorean doctrine of the transmigration of souls

(Plut., ed. Xylander, ii.998c; Clem. Alex., ed. Potter,
5:39) or else of a revival of Ufe (Philo i.l59l- Cicero uses
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the word in his letters to Atticus (v'i.6) metaphorically of
liis return from exile, as a new l(>ase of life ^rallied lo liim.
See EscHATOLOGY oi- THE NT, IX.

This Konse is undoubtedly included in tlie full

Bib. conception of the former meaning, for it is

unthinkable that a re<^eneration in the
2. Second eschatological sense can exist without
Biblical a spiritual regeneration of humanity
Sense or the individual. It is, however,
(Spiritual) quite (nddent that this latter concep-

tion has arisen rather late, from an
analysis of the former meaning. It is found in Tit
3 5 which, without absolute certainty as to its

meaning, is generally interpreted in agreement with
the numerous nouns and vbs. which have given the
dogmatical setting to the doctrine of regeneration
in Christian theology. Clem. Alex, is the first to
differentiate this meaning from the former by the
addition of the adj. Trvev/xaTLKri, pneumatikP,
"spiritual" (cf anapsuxis, Acts 3 20; see Rio-
FHicsHixc). In this latter s(>nse the word is typi-
cally Christian, though the OT contains many adum-
brations of the si)iritual process exi)ress(!d thereby.

//. The Biblical Doctrine of Regeneration.— It

is well known that in the earlier portions of the OT,
and to a certain degree all through the

1. In the OT, religion is looked at and spoken
OT of more as a national poss(>ssion, the

benefits of which are largely visible
and tangible blessings. The idea of regeneration
here occurs therefore—though no technical ex[)res-
sion has as yet been coined for the process—in tlie

first meaning of the word elucidated above. WluM her
the Divine promises refer to the Messianic end of
times, or are to be realized at an earlier date, th(\y
all refer to the nation of Israel as such, and to indi-
viduals only as far as they are partakers in the
benefits bestowed upon the commonwealth. This
is even true where the blessings prophesied are onlv
si)iritual, as in Isa 60 21.22. The massof th(> peoi)le
of Israel are t herefor(> as yet scarcely aware of the fact
that the conditions on which these Divine promis(-s
are to be at tained are more than ceremonial and ritual
ones. Soon, however, great disasters, threatening
to overthrow the national entity, and finally the
captivity and dispersion which caused national
functions to be ahnost, if not altogether, discon-
tinued, a.ssisted in the growth of a s(nise of indi-
vidual or jxTsonal responsibility before (!od. The
sin of Israel is recognized as the sin of the individual,
which can be removed only by individual rejjent-
ance and cleansing. This is best seen from the
stirring appeals of the prophets of the exile, where
frecjuently the necessity of a change of attitude
t(jward Jeh is preached as a m(!ans to such reg(>n-
eration. This cannot be understood otherwise
than as a turning of the individual to the Lord.
Here, too, no ceremony or sacrifice is sufficient, but
an interposition of Divine grace, which is re])r(!-

sented under the figure of a washing and si)rinkling
from all iniciuity and sin (Isa 1 18; Jer 13 2.3). It
is not possible now to follow in full the development
of this idea of cleansing, but already in Isa 52 1.")

the sprinkling of many nations is mentioned and is

soon understood in the sense of the "baptism"
which i)roselytes had to undergo before their recep-
tion into tiie covenant of Israel. It was the syml^ol
of a radical cleansing like that of a "new-born babe,"
which was one of the designations of the proselyte
(cf Ps 87 5; see also the tractate Y'hhanwth 62a).
Woidd it be surprising that Israel, which had been
guilty of many sins of the Gentiles, needed a similar
baptism and sprinkling? This is what Ezk 36 2.5

suggests: "I will sprinkle clean water \i\wx\ you,
and ye shall be clean: from all your filthiness, and
from all your idols, will I cleanse you." In other
passages the cleansing and refining i)ower of fire is
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alluded to ((!.g. Alal 3 2), and there is no doubt
that John the Baptist found in such [)assages the
ground for his pnictice of baptizing the Jews who
caine to him (Jn 1 2.")-2S and 's).

The turning of Israel to (^od was necessarily
meant to be an inward change of attitude toward
Him, in other words, the sjjrinkling with clean
water, as an outward sign, was the emblem of a pure
heart. It was Isaiah and Jeremiah who drew atten-
tion to this (Isa 57 \ry, Jer 24 7; 31 33-35; 32
3S-40, et passim). II(>re again r(>ference is made to
individuals, not only to the peojjle in general (Jer
31 34). This promised regeneration, so lovingly
otfered by Jeh, is to be the token of a new covenant
between God and His peojile (Jer 31 31; Ezk 11
19-21; 18 31.32; 37 23.24).
The renewing and cl<>ansing here spoken of is in

reality nothing else than what Dt 30 6 had prom-
ised, a circumcision of the heart in contradistinction
to the flesh, the token of the former (.Vbrahamic)
covenant (of circvuncision, Jer 4 4). As (iod takes
the initiative in making the covenant, the conviction
takes root that human sin and depravity can be
erf(H'tually eliminated only by the act of Goil Himself
renewing and transforming the heart of man (Hos 14
4) .

This we see from the t est imony of some of Israel's
best sons and daughters, who also knew that this
grace was found in the way of repentance and
Juimiliation l)efore God. The cla.ssical expression
of this conviction is found in the jjraj-er of David:
"Create in me a clean heart, O God; and renew a
right [m "stedfast"] si)irit within me. Cast me
not away from thy presence; and take not thy holy
Spirit from me. Restore unto me the joy of thy
salvation; aTid uphold me with a willing spirit"
(Ps 51 10-12). Jeren)iah puts the following words
into the mouth of Eplu'aim: "Turn thou me, and
I shall be turned" (J(>r 31 18). Clearer than any
passages of the OT, John the Baptist, forerunner of
Clirist and last flaming torch of the time of the
earlier covenant, sjjoke of 1hebai)tism, not of water,
but of the Holy Spirit and of fire (Mt 3 11; Lk 3
16; Jn 1 33), leading thus to the realization of OT
forc'shadowings which became j^ossible bv faith in
Christ.

In the teacihing of Jesus the need of regeneration
has a prominent place, though nowhere are the

reasons given. The OT had suc-
2. In the ceeded—aiid even the gentile con-
Teaching science agreed with it—in convincing
of Jesus the peoi)le of this necnl. The clearest

assertion of it and the explanation of
the doctrine of regeneration is found in the conver-
sation of Jesus with Nicodemus (Jn 3). It is based
u])on (1) the observation that man, even the most
punctilious in the ob.servance of the Law, is dea(l
and therefore unable to "live up" to the demands
of God. Only He who gave life at the begimung
can give the (spiritual) life neces.sary to do God's
will. (2) Man has fallen from his virginal and
Divinely appointed sphere, the realm of the spirit,

th(! Kingdom of God, living now the [)erishing
earthly life. Only by having a new si)iritual luiture
imparted to him, by being "born anew" (Jn 3 3,
RVm "from above," Gr dvuidev, drwlhen), by being
"born of the Spirit" (3 6.8), can he live the sjjiritual

life which (rod reciuires of man.
These words are a NT exegesis of Ezekiel's vision

of the dead bones (37 1-10). It is the "breath from
Jeh," the Spirit of God, who alone can give life to
the spiritually dead.
But regeneration, according to Jesus, is more

than life, it is also purity. As God is })ure and sin-

less, none but the pure in heart can see God (Mt 5
8). This was always recognized as impossible to
mere human endeavor. Bilda'l the Shuhite de-
clartKl, and his friends, each in his turn, exi)res,sed
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very .sinular lliou^lits (Jol) 4 17; 14 4): "How
then cnii itiaii l)c just witli Cod? Or liow van he Ix;

clciiu tliHt is l)()rn of :i woman? Behold, even the;

moon iialli no l>riji;htn(>ss, :uul tlu; stars arc not,

pure in his si^ht: how mucli less man, that, is a worm!

ami the son of man, that is a worm!" (25 4-G).

To change this lost condition, to imj>art this

new lif(\ Jesus claims as His Cod-api)ointe<l task:

"The Son of man came to seek and to save that

wliich was lost" (Lk 19 10); "1 came that^Hiey

may have life, and may have it abundantly" (Jn

10 10). This life is et(Tnal, imperishable: "I ^ive

unto them eternal life; and they shall never pcn^l',

and no one shall snatch them out of my hand (Jn

10 2S) This life; is im])arted by Jesus Ilnnself:

'Tt is the si)irit that giveth life; the flesh i)r()fik>th

nothing: the words that I have spokcm unto you

are spirit, and are life" (Jn 6 63). This^hfe can

be received on the condition of faith in Christ or

bv comiufi; to Him (Jn 14 G). By faith power is

received which enables the sinner to overcome sin,

to "sin no more" (Jn 8 11).

The parables of Jesus further illustrate this doc-

trine The i)r<)dis^d is declanni to liave been "dead"

and to bo "alive a^ain" (Lk 15 24). The new life

from Cod is compar(>d to a w(>ddinK garment in the

parable of the Marriage of the King's Son (Alt 22

11) The garment, the gift of the mvitmg king,

had been refused by the unhappy guest, who, in

consequence, was 'cast out into the outer darkness

(Mt 22 13).
. , . ,., .

Finally, this regeneration, this new lite, is ex-

plained as the knowledge of God and His Christ:

"And this is life eternal, that they should know thee

the only true God, and him whom thou didst send,

even Je.sus Christ" (Jn 17 3). This secnis to be

an allusion to the jjassage in Hos (4 6): My
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: be-

cause thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject

thee, that thou shall be no priest to me."
_

It may be said in general that the teaching of the

apostles on the subject of regeneration is a develop-

ment of the teaching of Jesus on the

3. In lines of the adumbrations of the OT.

Apostolic Considering the differences in the per-

Teaching sonal character of these writers, it is

remarkable that such concord of views

should exist among them. St. Paul, indeed, lays

more stress on the specific facts of justification and

sanctification by faith than on the more compre-

hensive head of regeneration. Still the need of it

is plainly stated by St. Paul. It is necessary to

salvation for all men. "The body is dead because

of sin" (Rom 8 3-11; Eph 2 1). The flesh is at

enmity with God (Eph 2 15); all mankind is

"darkened in their understanding, alienated from

the life of God" (4 18). Similar passages might be

multiplied. Paul then distinctly teaches that thus

is a new life in store for those who have been spirit-

ually dead. To the Ephesians he writes: "And
you did he make alive, when ye were dead through

your trespasses and sins" (2 1), and later on: "God,

being rich in mercy, .... made us alive together

with Christ" (2 4.5). A spiritual resurrection has

taken })lace. Tliis regeneration causes a complete

revolution in man. He has thereby passed from

under the law of sin and death and has come under

"the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus" (Rom
8 2). The change is so radical that it is possible

now to speak of a "new creature" (2 Cor 5 17;

Gal 6 15, m "new creation"), of a "new man, that

after God hath been created in righteousness and

holiness of truth" (Eph 4 24), and of "the new man,

that is being renewed unto knowledge after the

image of him that created him" (Col 3 10). All

"old things are passed away; behold, they are

become new" (2 Cor 5 17).

St. I'aul is (Hjually explicit regarding tlu; author

of this change. The "Spirit of God," the "Si)irit

of Christ" has be(>n giv(>n from al)()ve to be the

source of all new lif(! (Rom 8); l)y Him we are

proved to be; the ".sons" of God (Gal 4^()j; we liave

been adopted into the family of God {viodeaia,

huiolhemi, Rom 8 15; Gal 4 5). Thus St. Paul

speaks of the "se(!ond Adam," by whom the life of

right(«u.sn(«s is initiated in us; just as the "hrst

Adam" l)ecame the leader in transgression, He is "a

life-giving spirit" (1 Cor 15 45). St. Paul hun-

s(>lf experienced this change, and lienceforth ex-

hibited the ])owers of the unseen world in his life of

service. "It is no longer I that live," lie exclaims,

"but Christ liveth in me: and that life which 1 now
live in the fl(>sh 1 live in faith, the faith which is in

the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself

up for me" (Gal 2 20).

Regeneration is to St. Paul, no less than to J(>sus,

connected with the conception of purity and knowl-

edge. We have already noted the second NT
passage in whi(-h the word "regeneration" occurs

(Tit 3 5): "According to his mercy he saved us,

through the washing [m "laver"] of regeneration

and renewing of the Holy Spirit, which he i)oured

out upon us richly, through Jesus Christ our Sav-

iour." In 1 Cor 12 13 such cleanshig is called

the baptism of the Spirit in agreement with the oft-

repeated i)romise (Joc^l 2 2S [in the Hel) t(\xt 3 1];

Mt 3 11; Mk 1 8; Lk 3 10; Acts 1 5; 11 10).

There is, of course, in these passages no reterejtice

to mere water-baptism, any more than in Ezk 36

25. Water is but the tertium comparationis .
As

water cleanscth the outer body, so the spirit puri-

fies the inner man (cf 1 Cor 6 11; 1 Pet 3 21).

The doctrine that regeneration redounds in true

knowledge of Christ is seen from Eph 3 15-19 and

4 17-24, where the darkened understanding and

ignorance of natural man are placed in contradis-

tinction to the enlightenment of the new life (see

also Col 3 10). The church redeemed and regen-

erated is to be a special "possession," an "heritage"

of the Lord (Eph 1 11.14), and the whole creation

is to participate in the final redemption and adoi)tion

(Rom 8 21-23).
.

St. James finds less occasion to touch this subject

than the other writers of the NT. His Ep. is rather

ethical than dogmatical in tone, still his ethics are

based on the dogmatic-al presuppositions winch

fully agree with the teaching of other apostles.

Faith to him is the human response to God's desire

to impart His nature to mankind, and therefore the

indispensable means to be employed in securing the

full benefits of the new life, i.e. the sin-(!onquering

power (1 2-4), the spiritual enlightenment (1 5)

and purity (1 27). There seems, however, to be

little doubt that St. James directly refers to rc^gen-

eration in the words: "Of his own will he brought

us forth by the word of truth, that we should be a

kind of firstfruits of his creatures" (1 18). It is

supposed by some that these words, being addressed

"to the twelve tribes which are of the Duspersion

(1 1), do not refer to individual regeneration, but

to an election of Israel as a nation and so to a

Christian Israel. In this case the aftermath would

be the redemption of the Gentiles. I understand

the expression "first-fruits" in the sense in which we

have noticed St. Paul's final hoi)e in Rom 8 21-32

where the regeneration of the believing people ot

God (regardless of nationality) is the first stage in

the regeneration or restoration of all creation, ihe

"implanted [RVm "inborn"] word" (Jas 1 21; cf

1 Pet 1 23) stands parallel to the Pauline expres-

sion, "law of the Spirit" (Rom 8 2).
f-p, ,

St. Peter uses, in his sermon on the day of Pente-

cost, the words "refreshing" (Acts 3 19) and

"restoration of all things" (3 21) of the final com-
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j)l(>tion of God's plans concerning the whole creation,
and accordingly looks here at God's })eo{)le as a
whole. In a similar sense he .says in his Second
Ep., after mentioning ''the day of God": "\\'e look
for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwellcth
righteousne.ss" (2 I'et 3 13). Still he alludes very
plainly to the regeneration of individuals (1 Pet
1 3.23). The idea of a second birth of the believ-
ers is clearly suggc^sted in the expression, "newborn
babes" (1 Pet 2 2j, and in the explicit statement
of 1 Pet 1 23: "having been begotten again, not
of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, through
the word of (!od, which liveth and abid(>th." It is

in this sense that the apostle (;alls God "Father"
(1 17) and the believers "children of obedience"
(1 14), i.e. obedient children, or children who ought
to ol)(!y. We have seen above that the ag<>nt by
which regeneration is wrf)ught, the incorruptible
seed of the word of God, finds a parallel in St. I'aul's

aTid St. James's theology. All these exi)re.ssions go
back ])robably to a word of the Master in Jn 15 3.

We are made ])artakers of the word by having re-
ceived the spirit. This si)irit (cf the Pauline "life-

giving spirit,'' 1 Cor 15 4.5), the "mind" of Christ
(1 Pet 4 1), is the power of the resurrected Christ
active in the life of the believer. St. Peter refers
to the same thought in 1 Pet 3 15.21. By regen-
erat ion we become "an elect race, a royal jiriest hood,
a holy nation, a people for God's own po.ssession,"
in whom Divine virtues, "the excellencies of him
who called you" (1 Pet 2 9), are manifested. Here
the apostle uses well-known OT expressions fore-
shadowing NT graces (Isa 61 (5; 66 21; Ex 19 6;
Dt 7 G), but he individualizes tlie i)roce.ss of regen-
eration in full agreement with the increased light
which the teaching of Jesus has brought. The
theology of St. Peter also points out the contact of
regeneration with purity and holiness (1 Pet 1
15.1()) and true knowledge (1 14) or obedience
(1 14; 3 16). It is not surprising that the idea
of purity should invite the OT i)arallcl of "cleansing
by water." The flood washed away the initiuity of
the world "in the days of Noah," when "eight souls
were saved through water: which also after a true
likeness [IlVm "in the antitype"] doth now save
you, even baptism, not the putting away of the
filth of the flesh, l)ut the interrogation [RVm "in-
quiry," "appeal"] of a good conscience toward God,
through the resurrection [-hfe] of Jesus Christ"
(1 Pet 3 20.21).

The teaching of St. John is very closely allied
with that of Jesus, as we have already seen from the
multitude of ((uotations we had to select from St.
John's Gospel to illustrate the teaching of the
Master. It is esp. interesting to note the cases
where the apostle didactically elucidates certain
of these pronouncements of Jesus. The most
remarkable apostolic gloss or commentary on the
subject is found in Jn 7 39. Jesus had spoken of
the change which faith in Ilim ("coming to him")
would cause in the lives of llis disciples; how Di-
vine energies like "rivers of water" should issue
forth from them; and the evangelist continues in
explanation: "But this si)ake he of the Spirit, which
they that believed on him were to receive: for the
Spirit was not y(;t given; because Jesus was not
yet glorified." This recognition of a special mani-
festati(jn of Divine power, transcending the expe-
rience of OT believers, was based on the declaration
of Christ, that He would send "another Comforter
[RV "advocate," "helper," Gr Paraclete], that he
may be with you for ever, even the Spirit of truth"
(Jn 14 16.17).

In his Epp. St. John shows that this Spirit be-
stows the elements of a Godlike character which
makes us to be "sons of God," who before were
"children of the devil" (1 Jn 3 10.24; 4 13, etc).

This regeneration is "eternal life" (1 Jn 5 13) and
moral similarity with God, the verv character of
God in man. As "CJod is love," the (;hildrcii of
(iod will love (1 Jn 5 2). At the sanu; time; it is

the life of God in man, also called f(;llo\vship witli
Christ, victorious life wiiich overcomes the world
(1 Jn 5 4); it is jjurity (1 Jn 3 3-6) and knowl-
edge (1 Jn 2 20).
The subject of reg(>neration lies outsid(> of the

scop(! of the Ep. to the He, so that we look in vain for
a clear dogmatical statement of it. Still the ep. does
in no place ccjntradict the dogma, which, on th(!
other hand, underlies many of the stat(>ments made.
Christ, "the mediator of a better covenant, which
hath been enact (h1 upon better promises" (8 6),
has made "purification of sins" (1 3). In contra-
distmction to thefir.st covenant, in which the i)eople
approached God by means of outward forms and
ordmances, the "new covenant" (8 13) brought an
"eternal redemption" (9 12) by means of a Divine
cleansing (9 U). Christ brings "many sons unto
glory" and is "author of their salvation" (2 10).
Inmiature Christians are spoken of (as were the
proselytes of the 04') as babes, who wer(> to grow
to the stature, charac-ter and knowledge of "full-
grown men" (5 13.14).

*i ^^{'- ^°*^^ Development of the Doctrine.—Vcrv soon
the hiKli spiritual iiie;uunf>; of rcKciicration was obscured
by the develoijinc.-it of ijricst craft within tlic Cliristiaii
church. A\heti tlic initiation into the cliurcli was thoiiKht
of as accomiJlislied l)y the mediation of ministers tlicreto
appointed, tlie ceremonies lierel)y employed becaiiu^
means to whic'h ma^ic- ])owers were of iiec(-ssitv ascribed.
This we see plainly in the view of baptismal regeneration,
which, ba.sed upon lialf-iinderstood passages of Scrip-
ture quoted above, was taught at an early date. While
in the post-apostolic days wc- fre((uentlv tiiid traces of a
proper ajjpreciation of an tmderlyinf,' .spiritual yalue in
baptism (cf Dulnclw, vii) many of the e.xjjressions ii.sed
are highly misleading. Tims (iregorv Xaziatiz<'n {Ora-
lion.s. xi.2) calls baptism the .second of the three births
a child of (iod must experience (tlic lirst is thci natural
birth, the third the resurrection). This birth is "of the
day, free, delivering from pa.ssions, taking away every
veil of our nature or birth, i.e. everything hiding tli"e
Divine image in which we an; created, and leading up
to tlH^ life above" (t'llmann, (Irtgor r. A<izi,n:. 32:5).
Cyril of .Jerus {Cdt., xvii, c. ;57) a.scribes to baptism the
power of absolution from sin and the jiower of endow-
ment with heavenly virtucss. According to Augustine
baptism is e.s.sential to salvation, though the bai)tism of
blood (martyrdom) may take the jilacc of water-baptism,
as in the case of the thief at the cross (Aug., Dc A nima H
A'lii.v Orif/inr. i.ll. c. 9; ii.l4. c. 10; ii.Ki, c. 12). Leo
theCreat compares t he spirit-filled water of baptism with
the spirit-filled womb of the Virgin, in whicli tlie Holy
Si)irit engenders a sinless child of (iod (Serm. xxiv.;j;
XXV. .'3; see Hagenbach. DogrmmicKi-liirhli

, § \:M).
In general this is still the opinion of jiroiiounced .sacra-

mentarians, while evangelical Christianity has gone
back to the teaching of the NT.

IV. Present Significance.—Although a clear dis-
tinction is not always maintained betwe(>n regen-
eration and other experitjnces of the spiritual life,

we may summarize our belief in the following
th(;ses

:

(1) Regeneration imph(>s not merely an addition
of certain gifts or graces, a strengthening oi certain
innate good (lualities, but a radical chang(\ whi(!h
revolutionizes otir whole being, contradicts and
overcomes our old fallen nature, and places our
spiritual center of gravity wholly outside of our own
powers in the realm of Grjd's causation.

(2) It is the will of God that all nK>n be made
partakers of this new life (1 'i"im 2 4) and, as it is

cl(;arly stated that some fall short of it (Jn 5 40),
it is plain that the fault thereof lies with man. God
reciuires all men to repent and turn unto Him (Acts
17 30) before He will or can effect regeneration.
Conversion, consisting in repentance and faitli in

Christ, is therefore the humtin response to the offer
of salvation which God makes. This response
gives occasion to and is .synchronous with the Di-
vine act of r(>newal (regeneration). The Sjiirit of
God enters into union with the believing, accept-
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iiifr spirit of iiuui. This is fcllowshi]) witli Cliri.st

(IJoiii 8 10; 1 Cor 6 17; 2 Cor 5 17; ('ol 3 3).

(.']) Tho process of rct^ciu^ratioTi is ()iitsi(l(M)f ovir

observation and hcyoiid tlic scope of ])sycholof^ical

analysis. It tak(Ns i)lac(^ in \hc sphere of subcon-
seionsness. Recent psycholot^ical invest ifiutions

have thrown a flood of lisl't on the psychic slates

which i)rece(le, accompany and follow the work of

the Holy Si)irit. "lie handles i)sychical powers;

He works upon i)sychical (^ner^ies and states; and
this work of resoneration lies somewhere withhi the

])sychi('al field." The study of religious psychok)Ky
is of highest value and gnnitest, importanc^e. The
facts of Christian experience cannot be changed,

nor do they lose in value by the most searching

psychologi(!al scrutiny.

Psychological analysis docs not (Eliminate the direct

workings of the Holy Spirit. Nor can it disclo.se its

proct'ss; the " uiidcflyitiK lal)oratory when; are wrought
radical remedial ijroccsscs and structural cliaiigcs in the
psychical ht-iiiK as i)ort rayed in explicit script lu-al utter-

ances: '(Yeatein me a clean licart ' (I's 51 10); ' Y(! must
l)e lK)rn again' (.In 3 7 AV); 'If any man be in Christ,

he is a new creatiuv: old t lungs are i)as.sed away; behold
all things are Ix'come new' (2 Cor 5 17 AV), is in the
region of sul)Consciousness. To loolv in tlie region of
consciousness for tiiis Person or for His work is fruitless

and an effort frauglit witli endless confusion. Cliristian

psychok)gy thus traces to its deei)-lying retreat the Di-
vine elatjoration of tlie regenerated life. Here God works
in the depths of tli(! soul as silently and securely as if

on the remotest world of tlie stellar iniiverse" (H. E.
Warner, Psijcholoyij of tlie Christian Life, 117).

(4) Regeneration manifests itself in the conscious

sotil by its effects on the will, the intelligence and
the affections. At the same time regeneration

supplies a new life-power of Divine origin, which
enal)les the component i)arts of human nature to

fulfil the law of God, to strive for the coming of

God's kingdom, and to acce])t the teachings of

God's s])irit. Thus r(>g(>nerate man is made con-

scious of the facts of justification and adoption.

The former is a judicial act of God, which frees

man from the law of sin and absolves him from the

state of enmity against CJod; the latter an endue-
ment with the Spirit, which is an earnest of his in-

heritance (Eph 1 11). The Sj^irit of God, dwelling

in man, witnesses to the state of sonship (Rom 8

2.15.16; Gal 4 G).
_

(5) Regeneration, being a new birth, is the
starting-]K)int of spiritual growth. The regenerated

man needs nurture and trahiing. He receives it

not merely from outside experiences, but from an
immanent power in lums(>lf, which is recognized as

the ])ower of the life of the indwelling Christ (Col 1

26.27). Ai)art from the mediate dealings of God
with man throtigh word and sacraments, there is

therefore an inunediate conununication of life from
God to the regenerate.

(6) The truth which is mentioned as the agent
by whom reg(>neration is made possible (Jn 8 32;
Jas 1 18; 1 Pet 1 23), is nothing else than the
Divine Spirit, iu)t only the spoken or written word
of God, which may convince jieojile of right or

wrong, but which cannot enable the will of man
to forsake tlie wrong and to do the right, but He
who calls Himself the Truth (Jn 14 6) and who has
become the motive power of regenerated life (Gal
2 20).

(7) Recent philosophy expressive of the reaction

from the mechanical view of bare materialism, and
also from the depreciation of ])ersonality as seen in

socialism, has again brotight into prominence the
reality and need of personal lif(>. Johannes Mtiller

and Rudolf Eucken among others emphasize that

a new life of the spirit, independent of outward
conditions, is not only jiossible, but necessary for

the attainment of the highest development. This
new life is not a fruit of the free play of the tend-
encies and powers of natural life, but is in sharp

conflict with them. Man as he is by natin-e stands
in direct contrast to tiic^ dcMuands of the si)iritual

life. Spiritual lif<>, as I'rofe.s.sor iMK-ken says, can
be imj)lanted in man by .some superior ])ower only
and must constantly be sustained by supericjr life.

It breaks through the; order of causes and effects;

it .severs the cont inuity of the outer world; it makes
inii)o.ssible a rational joining together of realities;

it prohibits a monistic; view of the immediate con-
dition of the world. This new life derives its j)ower

not from mere Natun>; it is a manifestation of

Divine life within us {Ifau])tprublenw dcr Re-
ligionsphilosophie, Leipzig, 1912, 17 ff ; Der KampJ
um einen geistigen LebcnsijihaU, Leipzig, 1907;
Grundliiden eincr neuen Lnhensanschauung, Leif)zig,

1907; Johannes Mtiller, Bciudvuie fur persdnliche

Kultur, 3 vols, Miuichen, 19()S). Thus the latest

devel()[mient of id(>alistic philosophy corroborates

in a remarkable way the Christian truth of regen-

eration. See also Cunvek.sion.

LiTER.^TURE.—XT Theologies by Weiss, Bcyschlag,
Holtzmann, Schlatter, Keine, Stevens, Sheldon, Weinel.
Textbooks on Systematic; Theology: arts. "Bekehrung"
b.v R. Seeberg; " Wiedergeburt " by O. Kirn in Hauck-
lierzog Ut>; "Regeneration" by J. V. Bartlettin IIDIi;
" ("onversion" by .1. Strachan in ERE; George .Jackson,
The Fact of Conrcrxion, London, 1908; Newton H.
Marshall, Cotwersion; or, the New Birth, London, 1909;
J. Herzog, Der Betjriff der Bekehruny, Giessen, 190:5;

P. Peine, Bekehruno im NT und in der Geyenwart, Leipzig,
1908; P. fiennrich. Die Lehrcvonder \V iederyeburt, I^eipzig,

1907. Psychological: W.James, Varieties uf Reliyious Ex-
perience, i89-2.")8; G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence, II, 281-
362; G. A. Coe, The Spiritual Life. New York. 1900; E.
D. Starbuck, Pui/eholoyy of Religion, New York, 1911;
G. B. Cutten, Psychological Phenomena of Christianity,
London, 1909; IL E. Warner, The Psychology of the

Christian Life, New York, 1910; H. W. Clark, The
Philosophy of Christian Experience, London, 190G; Harold
Begbie, Broken Earthenware, or Twice-Born Men, London,
1909; M. Scott Fletcher, The Psychology uf the NT,
London, 1912.

John L. Ni'elsen
REGENERATION, BAPTISMAL. See Bap-

tismal REtiE.N'KU.VTlOX.

REGION, re'jun: A "district," as in modern
Eng. The word "region" is used by EV hiter-

changeably with "country," "coa.sts," etc, for

various Ileb and Gr terms, but "region round
about" is usually in AV and invariably in RV the

tr of T€plx(^pos, pcrlchoros, "surrounding country."

For a possible technical use of "region" in Acts 16

6 and RV 18 23; .sec Galatia.

REGISTER, rej'is-ter. See Genealogy; Qui-
RINIUS.

REHABIAH, re-ha-bl'a (H'^^^n") , rhaUnjah,

^rr^Zin"! , rhdhhydhu, "Jeh is wide") : Son of Eliezer,

and grandson of Moses. Ejionym of a Levitical

family (1 Ch 23 17; 24 21; 26 25).

REHEARSE, rf-liurs' (-^TU , sxlm, IDT , dahhar,

"?:
, ndghadh, niFl, tdndh; 6.vay^i\\<a, anaggello):

Usually means simjily "to relate," "to tell," "to

declare" (Ex 17 14; Jgs 5 11; 1 S 8 21; 17 31;

Acts 14 27); with "rehearse from the beginning"

in Acts 11 4 for fipx^M"'. drchonmi, "begin" (so RV).
RV has preserved uniformity by translating anaggello

by "rehearse" also in Acts 15 4, and has introduced

"rehearse" as the tr of i^-ny^ofxai, excgeomai, through-
out (Lk 24 35; Acts 10 S; 15 12.14; 21 19), except

in Jn 1 18 ("declare"). Sir 19 7, AVhas "rehearse"

for Sevrepdio, dcuteroo, "repeat" (so RV).

REHOB, re'hob (nh"], rhobh; 'Poc&p, Rhoob,

•Padp, Rhadb):

(1) Etymologically the word means "broad"
and might be applied either to a road or a i)lain.

Rehob is given (Nu 13 21) as the northern limit
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of Lsracl as reached by the spies. This agrees witli
the position assigned to Beth-rehoh in the narrative
of the settlement of the Danites (Jgs 18 2<S). It
is mentioned again along with the kingdom of
Zobah in connection witli the wars of Saul (1 S 14
47 LXX Lag.), and as having l)(>en a.ssociated with
Zobah and Maacah against David in the Ammon-
ite war and as having been defeated by liim (2 S
10 6). Robinson sought to identify it with Ilunin,
but it hardly suits the references. Buhl ((LiP
240) following Tliomson (LB, II, 547) seeks it at
Paneas (modern Banius). This would suit all the
requirements of the capital, Beth-rehob, which
nnght then be the second Rehob, assigned as part of
the territory of Sidon to the tribe Asher (Josh 19
28.30; Jgs 18 28). We must, however, assign
to the kingdom of Rehob a territory extending
from the settlements of the Danites to the "enter-
ing in of Hamath" or to Libo (modern Lehoue)
I.e. the Great Plain of Coele-Syria bounded by
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon and within the limits
indicated.

(2) Two separate towns belonging to Asher
(Josh 19 28; 19 30). One of them was given to
the Gershonite Levites (Josh 21 31), and one is
mentioned as r(>maining in the hands of the Canaan-
it es (Jgs 1 31).

(3) Father of Hadadezer, king of Aram Zobah,
who was overwhelmed by David at the Euphrates
(2 S 8 3.12).

(4) One of the Levites who sealed Nehemiah's
covenant on the 24th Tishri, 444 BC (Neh 10 11)

W. M. Chrlstie
REHOBOAM, re-ho-bo'am (S^nnn , rhabh'am,

"the peoi)le is enlarged," or j)erhaps "Am is wid(>"'
Popoajx, Rhobodm; "Roboam," i\It 1 7AV):
1. The Disruption of the Kingdom
2. Underlying Causes of Disruption
:i. Sheinaiah if'orbids (Mvil War
4. Itelioboain's Prosperity
r>. Siiisliak's Invasion
0. His Death

The son and succes.sor of Solomon, the last king
to claim the throne of old Lsrael and the first king
of Judah after the division of the kingdom. He
was born c 978 BC. His mother was Naamah, an
Ammonitess. The account of his reign is contained
in 1 K 14 21-31; 2 Ch 10-12. The nicidents
leading to the disruption of the kingdom are told
in 1 K 11 43—12 24; 2 Ch 9 31—11 4.

R. was 41 years old (2 Ch 12 13) when he began
to reign (LXX 1 K 12 24a savs 16 years). He

ascended the throne at Jems imme-
1. The Dis- diately upon his father's death with
ruption apparently no opposition. North
of the Israel, however, was dissatisfied, and
Kingdom the peoi)le demanded that the king

^, , ,
nit^'-t them in jxjpular assemblv at

Shechem, the leading city of Northern Israel, true,
Israel was no longer, if ever, an elective monarchy'
Nevertheless, the people claimed a constitutional
jinvilege, based perhaps on the ti'ansaction of
Samu(;l m the election of Saul (1 S 10 25), to be
a party to the conditions under which they' would
serve a new king and he become their ruler. David,
in making Solomon his successor, had ignored thi.s
wi.se_ provision, and the people, having lost such
a privilege by default, naturally deemed their neg-
ligence the cause of Solomon's burdensome taxes
and forced labor. Consequently, they would be
more jealous of their rights for the future, and R
ticcordmgly would have to accede to their demand.
Having come together at Shechem, the people agreed
to ac(;ept R. as their king on condition that he
would lighten the grievous service and burdensome
taxes of his father. R. asked for three; days' t ime in
which to consider the request. Against the advice

of inen of riper judgment, who as.'^ured hhn that he
might wm the people by becoming their servant,
he chose the counsel of tlu^ yoiuiger men, who were
of his own age, to rule by sternness rather than by
kindness, and relurn(>d the |)eopl(> a rough answer,
saying: "My father made vour yoke; heavy, but I
will add to your yoke: my fatli(>r chastised you with
whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions"
(1 K 12 14). R., however, misjudged the temper
of the p(>ople, as well as his own ability, llie
I)eoj)le, I(;d by Jeroboam, a leader more a})I(^ than
himself, were r(>ady for rebellion, and so force lost
the day when; kindness might have won. The
threat of the king was met by the Marseillaise of
the peoj)le: "What i)ortion have we in David?
neither have we inheritance in the son of Jesse:
to your tents, O Isra(4: now see to thine own house,
David ' (1 K 12 1()). Thus the ten tribes de-
throned R., and elected Jeroboam, their champion
and s})okesman, their king (see Jeroboam). R
b(4ieving m his ability to carry out his threat (1 K
12 14), sent Adoram, his taskmaster, who no doubt
had quelled other disturbances, to subdue the popu-
lace, which, insidted by indignities and enraged
by R.'s renewed insolence, stoned his messenger to
death. Realizing, for the first time, the seriousness
of the revolt, R. fled ignominiously back to Jerus,
king only of Judah and of the adjacent territory of
the tribe of Benjamin. The mistake of R. was the
common mi.stake of despots. He presumed too
much on privil(>ge not earntHl by service, and on
I)ower for which he was not willing to render adc-
(}uate compensation.

It is a mistake, however, to son in the disruption the
sliatteruig of a kuigdoni that liad long l)een a liarmonious

whole. l<>om the earhest times tlie con-
2. Underlv- '''''eration of trilM's was iniperfectl v cenient-

rno- raii=«c
''''• 7 '"'^ ^;<:lfloni united against tlieir com-ing i^auses nion foe. Ino mention is made of .ludah

of Disrup- in the list of trib(!s who fought wii li De))-
tion °''^*^ against Sisera. A chain of cities held

by the Canaanites. stretching across the
. .. o ,

country from E. to W., kept; th(; North
and the South apart. Different physical characteristics
produc-ed different types of life in the two sections Old
jealousies repeatedly fami(>d into new flanu^ intensified
the divisions due to natural and artificial causes David
labored hard to break down tlu^ old antagonisms but
even m his reign Israel rebelled twice. Northern Israelhad produced many of the strongest leaders of the
nation, and it was not easy for them to suljmit to a
ruler from the .Judaean dynasty. Solomon, following
Davids policy of unification, drew the tribes closely
together through the centralization of worshii) at .lerus
and through the general si)len(lor of his reign but h(>more than any other, finally widened the gulf between
the North and tli(> South, through his unjust discrimi-
nations, his heavy taxes, his forced labor and the g(>n-
eral extravagances of his reign. The n>ligi(ui of .leh
was the only IkukI capableof holding the nation together
I he apostasy of Solomon severed this bond. The
prophets, with their profound knowledge of religious
and political values, saw Ic^ss danger to the tru(^ wor-
ship of .leh m a divided kingdom than in a united
nation ruled over by K., who had neither political
sagacity nor an adecpiate conception of the greatness of
the religion of .Jeh. Ac<'ordingly, Ahijah oi)enly en-
couraged the revolution, while Sliemaiah gave it passive
support.

Immediately upon his retiu-n to Jerus, R. col-
lected a large army of 180,000 men (reduced to

120,000 in LXX B), for the purpose
3. She- of making war against Israel. The
maiah expedition, howcn'cr, was fori)idden
Forbids by Sheinaiah the proj)liet on the
Civil War ground that they .should not fight

against their brethren, and that the
division of the kingdom was from God. Notwith-
standing the prohibition, we are informed that
"there was war between Rehoboam and Jeroboam
continually" (1 K 14 30; 2 Ch 12 15).

R. next occupied liimself in strengthening the
territory which still remained to him by fortifying
a numb(;r of cities (2 Ch 11 5-12). These cities
were on the roads to Egypt, or on the western hills
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of the Jiulaeaii Slicpliclali, and were doul)tle.ss forti-

fied as a i)rote(-tion against Egypt. According to

2 Ch 11 13-17, Kehoboam'si)rosperity

4. Reho- w;is augmented by an imuiigration of

beam's ])riests and Levitcs from Israel, who
Prosperity came to Jerus because of tlieir opposi-

tion to tlie idolatrous worship insti-

tuted by Jcn-oboam. All who were loyal to Jeh

in the Northern Kingdom are represented as follow-

ing the example of the priests and Levites in going

to Jerus, not simply to sacrifice, but to resitle there

permanently, thus stn^ngthening R.'s kingdom.

In view of the fact that R. added to the innovations

of his father, erected pillars of liaal in Jerus long

before they were common in Northern Israel, and

that he permitted other heathen abominations and

immoralities, it seems that the true worship of Jeh

received little encouragement from the king him-

self. As a further evidence of his prosperity, Ch
gives an account of II. 's family. Evidently he was

of luxurious habit and followed his father in the

possessionof a considerable harem (2 Ch 11 18-23).

He is said to have had 18 wives and (K) concubines,

(2 Ch 11 21; LXX B and Jos, Ant, VIII, x, 1

give "30 concubines").

One of the direct results of the disruption of the

kingdom was the invasion of Pal by Shishak, king

of Egypt, in the 5th year of II. Shi-

5. Shi- shak is Sheshonk I, the first king of

shak's the XXIId or Bubaslite Dynasty. He
Invasion is the same ruler who granted hos])i-

tality to Jeroboam when he was obliged

to flee from Solomon (1 K 11 40). The LXX
(IK 12 24e) informs us that Jeroboam married Ano,

the sister of Shishak' s wife, thus becoming brother-

in-law to the king of Egypt. It is therefore easy

to suppose that Jeroboam, finding himself in straits

in holding his own against his rival, Rchoboam,
called in the aid of his former protector.

_
The results

of this invasion, however, are inscribed on the

temple at Karnak in I'pper Egypt, where a list of

some 180 (Curtis, "Chronicles," ICC) towns cap-

tured by Shishak is given. These belong to North-

ern Israel as well as Judah, showing that Shishak

exacted tribute there as well as in Judah, which

seems scarcely reconcilable with the view that he
invaded Pal as Jeroboam's ally. However, the

king of Israel, imploring the aid of Shishak against

his rival, thereby made himself vassal to Egypt.
This would suffice to make his towns figure at Kar-
nak among the cities subjected in the course of the

campaign. The Chronicler saw in Shishak an
instrument in the hand of God for the punishment
of R. and the people for the national apostasy.

According to 2 Ch 12 3, Shishak had a force of

1,200 chariots and 60,000 horsemen to which Jos

adds 400,000 foot-soldiers, composed of Lubim,
Sukkiim and Ethiopians. No resistance appears

to have been offered to the advance of the invading

army. Not even Jerus seems to have stood a siege.

The palace and the temple were robbed of all their

treasures, including the shields of gold which Solo-

mon had made. For these R. later substituted

shields of brass (vs 9.10). R. died at the age of

fifty-eight, after having reigned in Jerus for 17

years. His son Abijah became his

6. His successor. He was buried in Jerus.

Death Jos says that in disposition he was a
proud and foolish man, and that he

"despised the worship of God, till the people them-
selves imitated his wicked actions" {Ant, VIII, x, 2).

S. K. MOSIMAN
REHOBOTH, rS-hS'both, rS-ho'both (ninhn,

r'hdhhoth, "broad places"; Evpux^pia, £'i^r?(c/ioria)

:

One of the wells dug by Isaac (Gen 26 22). It is

probably the Rubuta of the Am Tab (Petrie, nos.

250, 2(J0; se(! also Expo^ T, XI, 239 [Konig], 377
[Sayce]), and it is ahnost certainly identical with the

ruin Ituhaibch, 8 hours S.W. of Beersheba. Robin-
son {BR, I, 190-97) describes tlu; ruins of the an-

cient city as thickly covering a "level tract of 10

to 12 acres in extent"; "many of the dwellings had
each its cistern, cut in the solid rock"; "once this

nuist have been a city of not less than 12,000 or

15,000 inhabitants. Now it is a perfect field of

ruins, a scene of unutterable desolation, across

which the passing stranger can with difriculty find

his way." Huntington {Pal and Its Transfornia-

tion, 124) describes considerable remains of a sub-

urban poi)ulation (extending both to the N. and to

the S. of this once imjjortaist jjlace.

E. \\'. G. Mastehman
REHOBOTH BY THE RIVER r":n rinhn,

rhdbhdth ha-nuhar; B, 'PocoPa)0 ['P<opd>e in C'h]

r\ Trapd iroratJiov, Rhoohoth [Rholjoth] lie para potainon,

A, 'PcoPcie, Rhohoth): This city is mentioned only

as the residence of Shaul, one of the rulers of Edom
(Gen 36 37; 1 Ch 1 48). There is nothing to

guide us with certainty as to the situation of the

city. Onom places it in Idumaea (Gebalene), but

no trace of a name resembling this has been found

in the district. "The river" usually means the

Euphrates. If the city could have been so far from
Edom, it might be identified with Rahaba on the

^\'. of the river, 8 miles S. of its confluence with the

Khabur. Winckler thinks it might possibly be on

the boundary between Pal and EgyT)t, "the yivct"

being IFdf/v c?-'.4rts/!, "the brook of Egypt" (Nu 34

5; Josh 15 4, etc). W. Ewing

REHOBOTH-IR,r.-ur,r.-ir("l'^" Phh") , rhdbhdth

Hr, "Rehoboth City"; LXX_ -fi 'Poa>Pajs [Toupee]

iroXis, he Rhoobos \Rhoub6th] polis,

1. Probably "the city Rhoobos, Rhooboth"): The
Rebit second of the cities built by Asshur

Ninua (RV by Nimrod) in Assyria (Gen 10

11.12). Unlike the other three, the

exact equivalent of this name is not found in Assyr

lit. Fried. Delitzsch points out {Wo lag das Para-

dies ? 200 f ) that rhdbhoth is the equivalent of the

Assyr rebite, "streets," and suggests that the site

referred to may be the Rebit Ninua, "streets of

Nineveh," mentioned by Sargon of Assyria in con-

nection with^the peopling of Maganubba (Khorsa-

bad or Dur-Sarru-kIn ; see Nineveh); and it was
through this tract that Esar-haddon, his grandson,

caused the heads of the kings of Kundi and Sidon

to be carried in procession when he returned from

his expedition to the Mediterranean.

Though the probabilities in favor of Rebit Ninua

are great, it is doubtful whether a suburb could

have been regarded as a foundation

2. Or, Pes- worthy of a i)rimitive ruler, and that

sibly, the a very important city, Assur, the old

Old Capi- capital of Assyria, would rather be

tal, Assur expected. One of the groups exi)ress-

ing its name is composed of the char-

acters Sag-uru, or, dialectically, Sab-eri, the second

element being the original of the Heb 'tr. As the

"center-city," Assur may have been regarded as the

city of broad spaces {r'hobhoth)—its ruins are of

considerable extent. The German explorers there

have made many important discoveries of temples,

temple-towers, palaces and streets, the most pictur-

esque anciently being the twin tower-temples of Anu
(the sky) and Adad (Hadad). The ruins lie on the

Tigris, about 50 miles S. of Nineveh. It practically

ceasetl to be the capital about the middle of the 8th

cent. BC. See Nineveh. T. G. Pinches

REHUM, re'hum (Q^rTI
, r'hum, or Dn"}

,
Vhum)

:

(1) One of the twelve heads of the Jewish com-
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munity returning from cai)tivity with Zorubbabel
(Ezr 2 2; Neh 7 7 [by a copyist's error "Nchum"];
12 3; 1 Esd 5 8, "Roimus").

(2) A Pcrs officer of high rank (lit. "master of

judgment, taste, reason") who with others wrote
a letter against Jc^us to King Artaxerxes (Ezr 4
8.9.17.23).

(3) Son of Bani, a Levite, one of the wall-buiklers
under Nehcmiah (Neh 3 17).

(4) One of the signers of the covenant in Neh
10 25.

(5) In Neh 12 3 (omitted in LXX) one Rehum
is mentioned with those who went uj) with Zerub-
babel. It is probable that we should read here
"Plarim" (Sin for S'n") of 12 15).

W. N. Steakx.s
REI, re'i ("ly"!

, rcH, "friendly"; "Py](Ttl, Rhesel):

Rei, Shimei and the Gibborim who belonged to
David are listed among th(jse who did not join
AdcHiijah in his attemjjt on the throne (1 K 1 8).
The name is very uncertain. Winckku' {(icschichte,

II, 247) identifies him with Ira, the Jairite, who was
a "priest to David" (2 S 20 26 RVm); he tries

to prove that this Ira (or Jair) was a ])riest of Beth-
lehem. Stade (GVI, I, 293, n. 1) holds that Shi-
mei and Rei were two officers of David's bod}'-
guard. Jos {Ant, VII, xiv, 4) has 6 Aaovldov (plXos,

ho Daouidou yh'ilos, thus making Shimei a "fri(>nd,"

the courtier of 2 S 15 37; 16 16, and omitting
Rei entirely. This would call for an original read-

ing "b^n y-l , rc'^' ha-melekh, or ^blGn nri. , re'eh

hn-rnelckh, and is too wide a variant from th(i IM1\
Assuming that Rei belongs in the text, it is safe
to conjecture that he was au officcn- of th(! royal
guard. IIouACE J. Wolf

REIGN, ran: The Heb word tl^-}'Q , tnulkhilih,

may be rendered "kinghood," "royal dignity,"
"kingdom," "government" ("reign"). The vb. is

tf^'a , malakh, "to be king" ("to reign as king"),

"to become king," "to accede to the throne," "to
assume royal ])Ow^er ])ublicly" and, generally sj)eak-
ing, "to become powerful." In the NT vye/j-ovia,

hegnnonia, ^aaCkela, bnsilcia, (iaa-iXeveiv, ba-s-

ileuein.. The word is used, either as a noun or as
a vb., of Jell (God), the Messiah (Christ) and men
(kings, etc); then of such terms as sin, death,
grace; of the woman in Rev and, conditionally, of
the Christians; once, ironically, of the Corinthians.
"Reign" as a noun referring to the time of reign-
ing occurs in 1 K 6 1 (Solomon); 2 K 24 12
(Nebuchadn(>zzar) ; 1 Ch 4 31 (David; cf 1 Ch 29
30); 2 Ch 36 20 ("until the reign of the kingdom
of Persia"); Neh 12 22 (Darius); E.st 2 16
(Ahasucrus); Lk 3 1 (Tiberius Caesar). More
often occurs the vb. "to reign," multikh, basileuein.

It is applied to: (1) Jeli at the close of the song of
Moses (Ex 15 18); "Jeh reigneth" (1 Ch 16 31;
cf Ps 93 1; 96 10; 99 1 ; Rev 19 6); "Go<l
reign(>th over the nations" (Ps 47 8); "Jeh of
hosts will reign in movmt Zion" (Isa 24 23; cf Mic
4 7); "Thy God reigneth" (Isa 52 7); "Thou hast
taken thy great power, and didst reign" (Rev 11 17,
meaning, ])robabIy, "thou didst assume thy might")

;

(2) the Messiah (Christ) as a just and righteous
king (Jer 23 5); an eternal king (Lk 1 33; cf

Rev 11 15); punishing and subduing His enemies
(Lk 19 14.27; 1 Cor 15 25).

{'i) Mon (kings, etc), in regard to tlic .source of their
power ('By ine [i.e. the wisdom of (fod], icings reign"
[Prov 8 ir)]); resi)ecting legitimate succession (2 Cli
23 3); meaning "to liavc power or dominion" (Gen
37 8 and .lot) 34 -^0) ; in regard to an essential cliar-
acteristic (Isa 32 1); in connection witli tlie covenant
of Jell with David (.Jer 33 21) ; then the; word is used in
1 S 12 12, wliere Samuel reminds the children of Israel
of their demanding a king of him (cf vor 14) ; of Saul

(IS 13 l;cfll 12);ofSaul'ssonIsli-bosheth(2 S 2 10)-
of David (2 S 5 4 f ; cf 3 21) ; of Adonijah (1 K 1 11.24-
cf2 15); of Solomon (1 K 1 13); quite frequently of thekmgs of Judah and Israel (in the Books of K and Ch) • of
the kings of Edom (Gen 36 31); of Jabin, king of Canaan,
in Hazor (.Jgs 4 2); of Abimelech, Jerulibaal's son in
.Jotham's falile (.Igs 9 8-15); of Ilanun, king of the Am-
monites (2 S 10 1); of Rezon and his men in Dama.scus
(I Iv 11 24); of Hazael and Ben-hadad, kings of Syria
(2 Iv 8 15 and 13 24); of Esar-haddon, king of Assyria
(2 K 19 ,37); of Ahasuerus, king of Persia (Est 1 1)'- of
Archelaus (Mt 2 22).

(4) In the NT the term basileuein, "to reign,"
is used to illustrate and emphasize the power of
sin, death and grace (Rom 6 14.17.21 and 6 12).
Sin, the vitiating mental factor, is to be looked upon
as being constantly and resolutely bent on main-
taining or regaining its hold upon man, its ])ower
being exercised and reinforced by the lusts of the
body. Death, the logical outcome of sin, at once
testifies to the power of sin and its hiherent corrup-
tion, while grace is the restoring spiritual factor
following up and combating everywhere and always
the pernicious hifluence of shi. It strives to de-
throne sin, and to establish itself in man as the only
dominating force. (5) In describing the future
glorious state of the believers, the NT uses the
expression of those who endure (in faith; cf 2 Tim
2 12); of those 'pi'i'<"I»:^^('<l uiito God with the
hloodof theLainb' (Rev 5 10); of tho.se partaking
m the first resurrection (Rev 20 6); of the servants
of God, "they shall reign for ever and ever" (22 5);
on the other hand, it teaches us not to anticipate
the privileges of heaven, while our Christian life is

anything but satisfactory (1 Cor 4 8), and Rev 17
18 shows us the terrible fate of the woman, the
great city (the corrui)t church), "which reigneth
over the kings of the earth." See further Kinc;,
KixcDOM. William Baur

REINS, ranz (H";^? , kilijuh; ve<j)p6s, ncphros,
words promiscuously tr'' "heart," "inward jiarts,"
"kidneys" or "reins." The latter word, which is

derived from Lat rents through OFr. reins, has
given^ jilace in modern Eng. to the word "kidneys"
[see Skeat, Concise Etymological Dictionary of the
Eng. Language, 398]. RV has, however, retained
the older word, at least in the m, in all pa.ssages in
which it is foimd in AV): According to Heb psy-
chology the r(>ins are the seat of the deepest emo-
tions and afTections of man, which God alone can
fulfy know. Thus RV has substituted "heart" for
"reins" in the text of Job 19 27; Ps 7 9; 16 7;
26 2; 73 21; Prov 23 16; Jer 11 20; 12 2; 17
10; 20 12; the tr "inward parts" is found but
once (Ps 139 13). In one ])assage AV has tr'' the
Heb halag ("lohis") with "reins" (Isa 11 5), where
the RV has rightly substituted "waist" (q.v.). The
Gr word nephros (which is etymologically allierl to
the Middle Eng. 7icre, Ger. Nicre; s(»e Skeat, ibid,

231_, s.v. "Kidney") is found in 1 Mace 2 24; Rev
2 23. See Kidneys. II. L. E. Luering

REKEM, re'kem (Qpn
, rekem, "friendship"):

(1) One of the five kings of Midian slain by the
Israelit(\s under Moses (Nu 31 8; Josh 13 21
[B, 'P6/30/C, Rhobok, A, 'FoKOfj., Rhokom]). Like his
cornpanions, he is called a "king" in Nu, but a
"prince" or "chieftain" in the pa.ssage in Josh.
The two refcTences are hardly related; both are
based on an earlier tradition.

(2) Eponym of a Calebitc family (1 Ch 2 43
['P^Ko/x, Rhekom]). Probably a town in Southern
Judah. A town of this name is given as belonging
to Benjamin (Josh 18 27).

(3) A city of Benjamin, mentioned with Irpecl
and Taralah (Josh IS 27); the site is unknown.
See also Rakem. Horace J. Wolf
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RELATIONSHIPS, rMfi'shuTi-ships, FAMILY:

I. CoXSA XCriXITY
1

.

In (Icncral
2. I'iU'ciits and Children
'A. Brot licrs and Sislcrs
1. riiclcs, AuiUs, Cousins, Kinsmen

II. ArKIMTY
1

.

Husband and Wife
2. I''at lier-in-l/a\v, etc
:i. Brotlier-in-Law, etc

III. ()thi:i{ Domkstic Kki.atiiixs
1. I''()s(er-Fa11u'r

2. Master and Servants
;{. Host and (iuest
4. Tlio Dependent Stranjier

The family or domestic relations of Iho Bible iii-

cIikIc (1) thoso of consaTip;tiiiiity or blood relation-

ship, (2) afliuity or marriage r(>latiousliip, and (;J)

le^al convention. Those of consanfftiinity may be
divided into lineal and collateral f;;r<)nps; the former
are those of i)areTits and children, grandparents and
grandchildren, and ancestors aTul descendants in

general; the latter arc those of brothers and sisters,

uncl(\s and aimts in relation to nephews and nieces,

consins of various degrees, including nuTC tribes-

nu>n and even remoter kinsfolk. The relations of

affinity include besides that of husband and wife

or conctibine, the relations among rival wives, and
th(>ir children, those of father-in-law and mother-
in-l;iw in relation to son-in-law and claughter-in-

liiw, and those of brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law.

The domestic relations btised on legal convention
are either legal fictions or the results of agreement:
among the former we must include those of foster-

father or mother and foster-children; among the

latter the relations between master and the various

classes of servants and slaves held by the ancient
Hebrews, those between host and guest, esp. where
they became covenant brothers, and between the
citizen and the stranger who had attached himself

to him for his protection.

/. Consanguinity.—Genealogies were carefully

kept bv the tuicient Hebrews (cf those of Gen, Nu,
Ch, Ezr, Neh, IMt, Lk), not only be-

1. In cause they formed the basis of a man's
General title to his property (X'u 27 8-11;

exceptional case, 36 1-12), but also

because on (mic's pedigree dei:)ended the right of his

family to intermarry with the ])riestly caste. De-
scent was traced through the father; a man's closest

association was therefore with his father's family,

and he w;is ordinarily referred to as the son of his

father, thus Isaac the son of Abraham (Gen 25 19),

Joshua the son of Nun, Caleb the son of Jephunneh
(X'u 14 G). Still there are instances of men named
for their mothers (Joab the son of Zeruiah), and a
man's relation with his mother's family was fully

recognized in the laws forbidding incest. X^o lineal

rehitives were permitted to intermarry (Lev 18
7.10). The relations of ancestors and descendants
were considered so close that the ordinary terms of
rehitionship between children and jjarents are used
consttmtly in relation to grandparents and remoter
ancestors. The wishes of a gretit -grandfather are
respect(Hl long after his death as tlie wishes of a
father (Jer 35 16).

The father (3X , 'ahh; Trarrip^ pater) was the

head of the family (tnishjxJhdh) or household {ba-

yith), which was a religious (1 S 20
2. Parents ().2<);_Ex 12 3; Job 1 5) as well as
and a social and political unit, consisting
Children usually of a combination of families

in t he modern sense. As long as jiolyg-

amy ])revailed a family would include at least the
sev(;ral groujjs of children of the wives and concu-
bines. The J5il)le r(>i)resents the Heb father as
commanding (Gen 50 IG; Jer 35 Gff; Prov 6 20),
instructing (Prov 18; 4 1), and rebuking (Gen
37 10; Xu 12 14); at the stune time, as loving

(Gen 25 2S; 37 4; 44 20), pitying (Ps 103 Vi),

and blessing his household (Gen 27 41), rcjf)icing

over its triumphs (Prov 10 1 ; 15 20), or grieving

over its misforttmes (G(>n 37 35). The mother,
too (2S

, 'cm; /u.-)7Ti7p, ?nc/c/-), naturally displays love

and ctire (Gen 25 2S; Prov 4 3; Isa 49 15; 66
i;]). '^I'o the Heb womtui childlessness was con-

sidered the greatest of misfortunes (1 S 1 10 IT,

of Hannah; Gen 30 23, of Rachel). Children were
looked u])on as a l)l(>ssing from God (Ps 127 3) :uid

the d(>fend(>rs of the home (vs 4.5). In early life

a child was more directly under the control of the
mother than the father; the mother was its first

teacher (Prov 1 8). Thereafter the father was cx-

jx'cted to direct the training of the son ("jS , f>en;

vlSs, huio.s, T^Kvov^ tcknnii) (Gen 18 19; Ex 12

20; 13 8.14.15; Dt 6 7), while the daughter (P?
,

hdOi; OvyaTTjpj ihuf/dler) probably remained with
the mother until her marriage (Mic 7 Gj. Poth
])arents are looked upon in the Law as objects of

honor (Ex 20 12 ' Dt 5 IG [tlie Fifth Command-
ment]; Ex 21 15; Lev 20 9; Dt 27 IG; Prov
20 20; Ezk 22 7; Mic 7 G), obedience (Gen 28

7; Lev 19 3; Dt 21 18 ff; Prov 1 8; 30 17)

and love (1 K 19 20; Prov 28 24; 30 11). T\ni

control of parents was so great as to include the

right to sell daughters in marriage, but not, williout

restrictions, into slavery (Ex 21 7-11; cf 22 IG ff;

X'eli 5 5), and never into a life of shame (Lev 19

29); thev could chastise children (Dt 8 5; 21 IS;

Prov 13^24; cf Ecclus 30 1-13), and in the early

days even exerted the jiower of Hfe and death over
them (Gen 22; Jgs 11 39; Lev 18 21; 20 2-5;

2 K 23 10; cf IMt 15 4). This power, at least

for sacrificial purposes, was entirely removed by the

Law, and changed, even for ])imishment, in the case

of a stubborn, rebellious, gluttonous and disobedient

son to a mere right of complaint to the proper au-

thorities (Dt 21 18-21), who were to put him to

death. Infanticide by exposure, such as was com-
mon among other ancient peoples, seems never
to have been i)ractised by the Hebrews. That the

children were nevertheless the chattels of the jiarents

seems to be attested from the fact that they could

be seized for the debts of the father (2 K 4 1).

The father could annul the vows of his daughter
(Xu 30 3-5), and damages for wrongs done to her

were ])aid to him, as in Eng. law "for loss of serv-

ices" (Dt 22 29). A widowed or divorced daughter
could return to her father (Gen 38 11; Lev 22 13;

Ruth 1 15). At his death the mother would be-

come the actual, if not the legal, head of the house-

hold (2 K 8 1-6, the Shunammite woman; Tob
1 8, Tobit's grandmother; cf the position of the

mother of Jesus). This was esp. true of the queen
mother {(fhhirah) , whose name is usually given in

the accotmts of the kings of Judah (i K 1 11;

2 19, where a throne at tlie king's right hand was
set for the king's mother; 11 2G; 14 21.31; 15 2.10.

13; 22 42; 2 K 8 2G; 10 13; 14 2; 15 2.33; 18

2; 21 1.19; 22 1; 23 31.3G; 24 8.12.15.18; 2 Ch
22 2; Jer 13 18; 22 2G; see Queen Mother).
While it is true that the position of the widowed
mother depended to some extent on the will of Iter

son (1 K 2 18 ff), it must be remembered that the

sense of filial duty was highly developed among all

classes in Pal (Josh 2 13.18; 6 23; 1 S 22 3; 2 S
19 37; 1 K 19 20). The rebellion of children

marked the acme of social degeneration (Mic 7 G;

Prov 30 11); on the other hand the "great day"
according to Malachi (4 5 [Heb 3 23]) is one of

conciliation of jjarents and children.

The terms "brother" (HX , 'a/j; d5e\0os, udd-

phon) and "sister" (mnX , 'a/w//;; a.5e\4>rt, addpJit)

api)ly to children of the same father and mother
((jen 4 2), and also to chiklren of one father (Gen
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20 12) or of one mother (Gen 43 7; Lev 18 9; 20
17). The brother us well as the father was the

natural ])rotector of the honor of his

3. Brothers sister; thus, the sons of Jacob speak of

and Sisters Dinah as "our daughter" (Gen 34 17).

Absalom feels more deeply aggrieved
over the crime against Tamar than does David him-
self (2 S 13 21). The brother's other duties toward
a sister were very much like those of a father (Cant
8 S). The Law strictly forbids the intermarriage of
brother and sister, whether of the same father and
mother or not, whether born at home or born
abroad, as a "disgraceful thing" (hesedh, a different

word from hesedh, "kindness" (Lev 18 9.11; 20
17). In earlier times marriage between half-brother
and sister was allowable (Gen 20 12; cf 2 S 13
13). In fact, we are expressly told that the laws
against incest were not obeyed by the Egyptians or
the Canaanites (Lev 18 3ff; 20 23). Brotherly
sentiment was highly developed (Gen 24 60; Josh
2 13; Prov 17 17; cf Lev 25 35; Dt 15 11 f; 25
3); the dwelling of brothers together in unity is

considered good and ])leasant (Ps 133 1). Brothers
wer(> ever ready to protect or avenge each other
(2 S 3 27). Indeed, it is part of the unwritten,
common law, recognized though not necessarily
approved in the Bit)le, that the brother or next of

kin, the go' el, is expected to avenge a death (Nu 35
19 fT; Dt 19 6; Josh 20 3; 2 S 14 11), and no
punishment is meted out to prevent such self-help,

unless it occurs in a refuge-city. A brother was
also expected to ransom a captive or slave (Lev 25
48; Ps 49 7). Half-l^rothcrs were of course ncjt

so near as brothers of the full blood (cf Joseph and
his brothers), and it is not surprising to find the sons
of a wife despising and driving out the son of a
harlot (.Igs 11 1, Jephthah). The words "brother"
and "sister" are used frequently of more distant
relationships (see below) and figuratively of a friend.

Tlic Ileb "il, do'lh (Lev 10 4, "uncles"; Nu
36 11, "cousins"; 1 8 14 TjO), coming from a

primitive caressing word, possibly in-

dicating "dandle," "fondle," "love,"
means both "uncle" and "beloved."
It is used of the father's and also of the
mother's brother, and the correspond-

ing fern, form (""1"^
, dudhah) is u.sed

of the father's sister (Ex 6 20; cf Nu 26 59) and
even of the father's brother's wife (Lev 18 14; 20
20). Intermarriage between nephew and aunt
(i.e. father's sister, mother's sister, or father's
brother's wife, or, in general, uncle's wife) was })ro-

hibited (Ley 18 12.13.14; 20 19.20), though
nothing is said of intermarriage betwe<!n uncle and
niece nor between cousins (cf Nu 36 11). On the
relations between uncle and nejihew compare the
Bible accounts of Jacob and Laban, Abraham and
Lot, David and Joab, etc. In a more general sense
the word dodh is used of kinsmen. Am 6 10 (where
the dddh, "even he that burncth him" [m''sar^j)ho,

perhaps "maternal uncle"; Jew Enc, s.v. "Crema-
tion"], takes charge of a dead body); ben dodh is

used of cousin (cf hen 'ahl Hmmo, "son of the
brother of his moth(T," etc) and hath dodh of a female
cousin. For other relations of this and rc^moter de-
grees the word for brother is loosely used (e.g. of
nephews. Gen 13 8; 14 14, etc; of tribesmen. Lev
21 10; and of more distant relatives, Dt 2 4.8;
23 7).

//. Affinity,—T\m husband (TI/^X , 'ish; cf b^n,
6aViZ, IIos 2 10; av-qp, aner), though in a sense

leaving father and mother for his wife

1. Husband (niSX, 'inhsliah; '^vv-f), gune) (Gen 2
and Wife 21), under normal conditions remain(>d

a member of his father's family. If
such pas.sages as Gen 2 24; 21 10; 24 5.07; 30 3;

4. Uncles,
Aunts,
Cousins,
Kinsmen

31 31; Jgs 4 17fT; 5 24 tl; 8 19; 9 3, indicate
the existence in pre-Bib. times of a matriarchate,
the allusions are at least too vague to justify tlu;

predication of its persistence in Bib. times. Tlie
wife was "taken" by her husbantl, or "given" by her
father or, in the case of a servant, by hei- master or
mistress (Gen 2 22; 16 3; 34 9.21), and although
the contract was between the men (Gen 29; 34 10;
Ex 22 16; Dt 22 29; Ruth 4 10) or the parents
(Gen 21 21; 24), it is probable that the consent
of the girl was usually asked (Gen 24 58). Love
between the young i)eople was given due consid-
eration (as in the case of Samson, Shechem, Jacob
ami Rachel [Gen 29 18], David and Michal [1 S
18 20]) ; at least it developed among married i)eople,
so that Ilosea could compare the attitude of hus-
band toward wife to that of Jeh toward Israel. As
a matter of legal right , it is probable that throughout
the Orient long before the events narrated in tlu;

Book of Est, every man did "bear rule in his own
house" (Est 1 22). In fact a precedent for the
Pers decree has been traced as far back as the first

human pair (Gen 3 10). N(>vertheless, we fincl

many instance's in wliich the wife seems to take the
lead in the affairs of the household, as in the case of
Samson's parents (Jgs 13 23), of the Shunammitc
woman (2 K 4), of Jael (Jgs 4 18 ff; 5 24 ff), of
Achsah (Jo,sh 15 18 f; Jgs 1 12 f), and in less

plea.sant matters of Jezebel (1 K 18 4; 21), Sap-
I)hira (Acts 5 2), and Zeresh (Est 5 14), who were
at least consulted in the affairs of their several
households. Abrahain is even commanded by the
voice of God, "In all that Sarah saith unto thee,

hearken luito her voice" (Gen 21 12). That most
women were not so fortunate is probably best at-

tested by the fact that at least in the earlier times
the best of them had to resort to stratagem to ac-
complish their purposes (as in the cases of Rebekah
[Gen 27 fT], Rachel [Gen 31 34], Leah [Gen 30
16] and Abigail [1 S 25 18 tT], and even to get
information as to their hu.sband's affairs [Sarah,
Gen 18 10; Rebekah, Gen 27 5]). Perhaps their
hiniibler sisters in later days accomi)lished their

ends by being so contentious as to attract the not ice

of t\vo proverb-collectors (Prov 21 9; 25 21).

Though we have no instance of the exercise of the
right of life and death over the wife by the hu.sband,
and though it is clear that the Ileb husband had no
power of sale (cf Ex 21 8), it is frecjuently a.sserted

on the basis of the one-sided divorce doctrine of the
OT (Dt 24 1), and on the basis of analogy with
other ancient laws, as well as because the wife is

spoken of in conjunction with i)roperty (Ex 20 17)
and because the husband exercised the right to
annul the wife's vows (Nu 30 6), that the wife
occupied in the ordinary Ileb home a very subordi-
nate position. It must not be forgotten, however,
that the husband owed duties to the wife (Ex 21
10). It must also be l)orne in mind that great di-

vergence existed at difTerent times and places, and
in different stations of society. Most of our OT
evidence pertains to the wealthier classes. The
two extremes of the women that are "at ease in

Zion" (Isa 32 9-20; cf Am 4 1 ff ; 6 1 ff) and the
busy "good wife" described in Prov 31 10 IT are
hardly exceeded in the most complex socicity today.
The latter probably gives the fairer as well as the
more wholesome picture of the fimctions of the wife
in the home, and it is significant that her husband as

well as her sons are expected to call her blessed

(Prov 31 28).

It is difficult to estimate the extent to which
]:)olygamy and concubinage were ])ractis(;(l in ancient

Pal, but it is clear that the former practic-e was dis-

couraged even among kings (Dt 17 17), and the

latter, an outgrowth of slavery, was not held in

high repute (cf Dt 21 10-14). The position of a
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less-favorod wife (Dt 21 1o, "hated") was natu-

rally iini)leasant, and her relations with otlier wives

of her liushand decidedly bitter—they were called

each other's qdrolh, lit. "vexers" (RV "rivals," Lev
18 IS; 1 S 1 6, AV "adversary"; cf Ecelus 37
11)—even when thev were sisters (as in the case of

Rachel and Leah, " Gen 30 1). Hence the Law
forbade the marrying of two sist(>rs (Lev 18 IS).

On the other hand so strong was the desire of a lie!)

motlier for children tliat th(> cliildless wife welcomed
the cliildren of a maidservant born to her husband
as her own (Cien 30 1-12, etc).

In normal 11(0) society, for reasons already ex-

plained, the relations of a famil}^ with tlie husband's

parents (-H, /(«/«, from Pil^n, hamolh)

2. Father- were closer than those with the wife's

in-Law, etc ])arents ('rh , hdthen, fem. ri^rh
,

holhcncth; Tvevdephs, -d, pcnlhcros, -a).

Where under sjtecial condit ions a man remained with
his wife's tribe after marriage, as in the case of

Jacob, serving out his mohar, or Moses fleeing from
the wrath of the Egyptians, or tlie sons of Elime-
lech sojourning in the land of Moab because of the
famine in Pal, his identity witli his own tribe was
not destroyed, and at the first o])portunity the natu-
ral imi)ulse was to retm-ntohis own country. The
bride, on the other hand, leaving her people, would
become a member of her husband's family, with all

the rights and duties of a daughter (IMic 7 6).

Thus Judah can order Tamar burned for violation

of the obligations of a widow (Cien 38 24). No
doubt the position of the daughter-in-law varied
in the Ileb liome between the extremes of those
who vexed their panMits-in-law unto the death
(Gen 26 3.5; 27 46; 28 8) and the one who said

to her mother-in-law, "Jeh do so to mo .... if

aught but death part thee and me" (Ruth 1 17).

Parents-in-law and children-in-law were considered

too closely related to intermarry (Lev 18 15;

20 12.14).

A woman's brother acting in loco parentis might
perform all the offices of a father-in-law and jjossiblv

be called hothcn (Gen 24 .50.55; 34
3. Brother- 11 ff). Naturally, brothers-in-law and
in-Law, etc sisters-in-law would be considered too

closely related to intermarry (Lev 18
16. IR; 20 21). Nevertheless the husband's brother
(ZZl^

,
ydbhani) was expected to marry the childless

widow to establish the name of tlie deceased on his

inheritance (Dt 25 5-10). This custom dated
back to Canaanitic practice (Gen 38 8), and from
the connection l)etwcen marrying the childless

widow and the redemption of land may be called a
part of the land law of Pal (Ruth 4 1-12; cf Jer
32 6ff). In practice the Leviratc was probably
considered more in the nature of a moral duty than
a privilege (Dt 25 7; Ruth 4 6), and devolved
not only on the brother, but on otlier members of a
deceased hu.sband's family in the order of the near-
ness of their relationship to him (Ruth 3 12). In
the Ileb family brother.s-in-law and sisters-in-law

would form part of the same; household. In this

relation as in others we find both ideal friendship
(David and Jonathan, 1 S 18 3; 2 S 1 26) and
pettv jealousies (in the matter of Moses' wife, Nu
12 1).

///. Other Domestic Relations.—Thc Ileb 'I'Qi?,

'omen, icm. TZ'C'i^
, 'omemih (particijile of 'dman),

lit. "nourishing," is tr'' "nursing father"
1. Foster- (Xu 11 12; Isa 49 23), "nursing
Father mother" (Isa 49 2.3), "nurse" (Ruth

4 16; 2 S 4 4), or sim{)ly as the
equivalent of "bringing up" (2 K 10 1.5; Est 2 7).

In the case of Esther and of Ahab's children, and
po.ssibly in the other instances referred to, the rela-

tion of foster-jiarents is suggested. The foster-

children under such conditions obeyed the words
of the foster-father as the words of a father (Est
2 20). Michalisspokenof as the mother of Merab's
two children (2 S 21 8) because she reared them
{SanhciUirin 19/>). Adoption in the Rom sense was,
however, hardly to be expected in a polygamous
society wIhtc the childless father could remarry.
Nevertheless, Jacob adopts IManass(>h andEiihraim
(G(>n 48 5), and thereby makes tlicm the fathers of

tril)es. According to Jos, while Abraham was cliild-

less he adopted Lot {Ant, I, vii, 1), and thcdaughter
of Pharaoh adopted Moses (.4/;/, 11, ix, 7; cf Ex
2 10). In NT times the notion of adoption was so

familiar that Paul uses the word figuratively of

conv(n'sion (vlodecria, huiothesia, Rom 8 15; 9 4;

Gal 4 5; Eph 1 5).

The "family" as the word is used of ancient

peoples included dependents. The Heb mishpdhdh
is connected with the word shiphhdh,

2. Master "maidservant," as the Lat fnmilia
and is connected \\\{\\ f(un}dus, "servant."
Servants For a discussion of the various classes

of servants and slaves, Heb and foreign,

male and female, see Slavery.
When Lot protested against betraying his visitors

to the men of Sodom, forasmuch as they had come
under the shadow of his roof, and he

3. Host even preferred to give his daughters to

and Guest the mob rather than fail in his duties as

a host (Gen 19 8), he was acting on the

ancient principle of guest -friendship (cf Gr xenUi),

which bound host and guest by sacred ties. In
the light of this principle the act of Jael, who receives

Sisera as a guest, and then betrays him, becomes
startling and capable of explanation only on the

basis of the intense hatred existing at the time, and
justifiable, if at all, only on the theory that all is

fair in war (Jgs 4 18-21; 5 24-27). The nomads
of ancient times and even the post -exilic Hebrews, like

the Arabs of todaj', were bound by a temporary
covenant whenever there was "salt between them,"
that is, in the relation of host and guest (Ezr 4 14;

cf the expression "covenant of salt," 2 Ch 13 5;

Nu 18 19). In the early Christian church break-

ing bread together served as a sort of a h'nth 'ahim,

or covenant of brothers. In large households such
as those of a king, those that ate at the table were
members of the household (2 S 9 11, compared
to sons; cf also 2 S 9 7.10.13; 19 28; 1 K 2 7;

4 27; 18 19). See Hospitality.

The ger or stranger (as indicated by the expres-

sion "thy stranger" [Ex 20 10; Lev 25 6; Dt 5

14; 29 11; 31 12; cf Dt 1 16], Heb
4. The De- gero, lit. "his stranger") attached
pendent himself to an influential Hebrew for

Stranger protection. Thus we read of a "so-

journer of the priest's" (Lev 22 10,

tofihdhh; cf 25 6) who was in many resjiects a de-

jiendent, but still to be distinguished from a serv-

ant (Lev 22 11). The Mosaic Law commands
that such strangers be treated with consideration

(Ex 12 49; 20 10; 22 21 ff; 23 9; Lev 19 33;

Dt 1 16; 10 18; 14 21, etc; Ps 146 9) and even
with love (Dt 16 14; Lev 19 34). Sec Stranger.

N.\TiiAX Isaacs and Ella Davis Isaacs

RELEASE, re-les': (1) The forgiveness of a debt

(nipr© , s/;«wn'«a/i [Dt 15 1.2.9; 31 10; see Jubilee

Year]), with vb. shdmnt, "to release," vs 2.3. (2)

To exempt from taxation or military service

(nnin, h&nahdh, "release," "rest" [Est 2 18]).

Some woukl render "granted a holiday." (3) To
set a prisoner or slave at libertv (d7roXi/u>, apoluo, "to

let go free" [Mt 27 15 j Jn 19 10], etc).

RELIGION, rO-lij'un: "Religion" and "religious"

in Elizabethan Eng. were used frequently to denote
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the outward expression of worsliiix This is the
force of dprjcTKeia, threskeia, tr'^ "religion" in Acts
26 5; Jas 1 26.27 (with adj. threskos, "religious"),
while the same noun in Col 2 LS is rendered "wor-
shipping" ("cult" would give the exact meaning).
And in the same external sense "religion" is used
by AV for 'Karpeia, hitreia, "worship" (so RV), in

1 Mace 1 4;^; 2 19.22. Otherwise "Jews' re-
ligion" (or "religion of the Jews") appears in 2 Mace
8 1; 14 38 (RV his); Gal 1 13.14 {'lovdaXap.6s

,

loudalsmds, "Judaism"); and "an alien religion"
in 2 RLacc 6 24 (d\\o<pv\i<xfj.6s, allophulismos, "that
belonging to another tribe")- The neglect of the
external force of "religion" has led to much reckless
misquoting of Jas 1 26.27. Cf Acts 17 22 and
see SuPERSTiTiox. Burton Scott Easton

RELIGION, COMPARATIVE. See Compara-
tive Religion'.

RELIGION, SCIENCE OF. See Comparative
Religion-.

REMAINDER, re-man'der ("in^' , rjathar, "to

be left," n"i"lXTr, sh'-'crlth, "remnant"): In 2 S 14
7 "residue" would liave been clearer (cf Ps 76 10),
but the changes of RV in Lev 6 16; 7 16.17 are
pointless (contrast Ex 29 34).

REMALIAH, rem-a-ll'a ("H'^b'Qn , r'malyahu,
"whom Jell has adorned"): The father of Pekah
(2 K 15 2.-)ff; Lsa 7 4 If; 8 6). The contemptuous
allusion to P(>kah as "the son of Remaliah" in lsa
7 4 (similarly "the son of Kish," 1 S 10 11) may
be a slur on Remaliah's humble origin.

REMEMBER, re-mem 'ber, REMEMBRANCE,
re-mem'brans: "Remember" is mostly fli(> tr, in

the OT, of "IDT
, zCikhar, and in the NT of ixvdop.aL,

7nndo7nai (Mt 5 23; 26 75; Jn 2 17, etc), and of
fivTl/xovevw, mncmoncud (Mt 16 9; Mk 8 18; Lk
17 32, etc), and "remembrance" the tr of deriva-
tives of these (zckhcr, nudmne.sis, etc). There
are a few othcT words. "To remember" is used of
God in remembering persons (Gen 8 1; 19 29,
etc). His covenant (Gen 9 15; Ex 2 24; Ezk 16
60, etc), in answering ])rayer (Jgs 16 28; Neh 13
14.22; Ps 20 3, etc), and in other ways. Men are
exhorted to "njinember" God's dealings with them,
His commandments (Dt 8 2.18; Jgs 8 34; 1 Ch
16 12, etc), the Sabbath (Ex 20 8), etc. A spe-
cially solemn command is that relating to the Lord's
Supper hi Lk 22 19; 1 Cor 11 24.25, '"This do
in remembrance of me." "Remembrancer" (writer
of chronicles) occurs in AVm of 2 S 8 16; 20 24;
1 K 4 3; 1 Ch 18 15 (text "recorder," RVm
"chronicler"). In lsa 62 6, RV reads, "ye that
are Jeh's remembrancers." RV has frequent
changes on AV text, as "have marked" (1 S 15 2)

;

"make mention of" (Ps 20 7; 77 11; Cant 1 4);
"remember" for "be ye mindful of" (1 Ch 16 15);
"memorial" for "remembrance" (lsa 57 8); in
ARV, "to his holy memorial name" (Ps 30 4; 97
12, ERV "to his holy name," m "Heb 'memorial' ")

;

in 2 Tim 1 5, "having been reminded of" for AV
"call to remembrance," etc. \\'. L. Walker

REMETH, re'meth, rem'eth (H^n , remeth; B,
'PejAnas, Rlunimds, A, 'PajidG, Rharndth): A place
in the territory of Is.sachar named with En-gannim
(Josli 19 21). It is i)robablv identical with Ra-
moth of 1 Ch 6 73, and Jarnnith of Josh 21 29.
It is re{)resented today by the village er-Rdmeh,
situated on a hill which rises abruptly from the
green plain about 11 miles S.W. of Jenin (En-
gannim). While the southern boundary of Issa-

char was, roughly, the southern edge of the plain of
Esdraelon, the possessions of the tribes seem some-
times to have overlapped. See Jarmuth ; Ramoth.

REMISSION, rfi-mish'un, OF SINS (acj)£<j-is,

dpheais, •n-dpco-is, pdrcsis): The two Gr words, of
which the latter occurs only in Rom 3 25, were
tr*! by the same Eng. word in AV. In liV, paresis
is tr'' "passing over." It is contrasted with the
other term as j^retermission with remission. Re-
mission is exemption from the consequences of an
offence, forgiveness; i)retermission is the suspen-
sion of the penalty (Philippi, Ellicott, Trench
{Synonyms, XXXHI], Weiss; cf Acts 17 30).
Cremer (Lexicon of NT Gr) regards the meaning
of the two words as identical, except that the one
refers to the OT and the other to the NT. Sins
are remitted when the offender is treated as though
the offence had never been committed. Remission
is restricted to the penalty, while forgiveness refers
more particularly to the person, although it may
be used also of the sin itself. Remission also is

used of offences against God's law; forgiveness,
against either Diviiu; or human law. See Abso-
lution; Forgiveness. H. E. Jacobs

REMMON, rem'on ("i^") , rimmon, Jo.sh 19 7).

See RiMMON.

REMMON-METHOAR, rem'on-meth'o-ar, rem'-

on-mfi-tho'ar ("iSP'Sn '{\1ir\ , rimmon ha-mHho'ar
[Josh 19 13]). SeeRiMMON, (3).

REMNANT, rem'nant : Remnant is the tr of
nn^, ydhcr, "what is left over" (Dt 3 11; 28 54;

Josii 12 4, etc); of nS^lT, sh^'ar, "the rest" (Ezr

3 8AV; lsa 10 20.21.22; 11 16, etc; Zeph 1 4);

more frequently of tT'lSTtJ , sh'^'erllh, "residue," etc

(2 K 19 4.31; 2 Ch 34 9; Ezr 9 14; lsa 14 30,
etc). As the tr of the last-mentionecl two words,
"remnant" has a special significance in the proph-
ecies of Isaiah, as denoting "a holy seed," or
spiritual kernel, of the nation which should survive
impending judgment and become the germ of the
people of God, b(>ing blessed of God and made a
bles.sing (cf Mic 2 12; 4 7; 5 7.8; 7 18; also
Zeph 2 7; 3 13; Hag 1 12.14; Zee 8 6; Joel 2
32). Paul, in Rom 9 27, quotes from lsa 10 22 f,

"the remnant [kaldlciiiima, "what is left over"]
shall be saved"; cf al.so Rom 11 5 (where the word
is le'imma) with 2 K 19 4. Several other Heb
words are less frequently tr'' "remnant": \'ihar,

"after"; ydthar, "to be left over," etc'; in the NT
(.W) we have also loipos, "left," "remaining" (Mt
22 6; Rev 11 13, etc).

For "remnant" RV has "overhanging part" (E.x 26
12), "rest" (Lev 14 18, etc); on the other hand, gives
"remnant" for "postt^ity" (Cien 45 7), for "n^st"
(.Josh 10 20; 1 Ch 4 4:i; lsa 10 19), for "residue"
(Hag 2 2; Zee 8 11), etc.

W. L. Walker
REMPHAN, rem'fan. See Rephan.

RENDING, rcn'ding, OF GARMENTS. See
Burial, IV; Dress.

RENEW, rC-nu': The word is used in various
senses: (1) of material things, e.g. Ps 104 30; here
it means to give a new appearance, to refresh, to
restore the face of the earth; (2) in 1 S 11 14,

to establish more firmly the kingdom by reinstalling

King Saul; (3) in 2 Ch 15 8, to rebuild or repair
the broken altar; (4) in Lam 5 21, "renew our
days," restore the favors of former days; (5) in

lsa 41 1, 'let them gather together, or marshal their

strongest arguments for answer'; (6) in Ps 103 5;
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Lsa 40 31, it refers to the restoring of sj)iritual

strength; (7) in the NT it invariably refers to spirit-

ual renewal, e.g. Rom 12 2; 2 Cor 4 16; Eph 4 23;
Col 3 10; Tit 3 5; He 6 G; all derivatives of Kaivos,

kainos, "new." G. II. Gerherdino

REPAIR, re-par' {T\Z'n'Q , 77iahseh, "refuge"):
In Joel 3 If), for AV "The Lord will be the hope
of his people" AVni renders "place of repair," or,

"harbour" = haven of repair. IIV gives "refuge."
Other words arcpTH, hCizdk, "to strengthen," "har-

den," "fix" (2 K 12 5 and often; Neh 3); XD"^,

rapha\ "to heal" (1 K 18 30); 'TQV /amadh/ 'to

cause to stand still" (Ezr 9 9); rT^n , hdydh, "to

revive" (1 Ch 11 8); "130, mghnr, "to close up"
(1 K 11 27).

In RV Apoc for iiTroppaTrxcu, huporrdpto, "to patc:h up"
(Sir 50 1); eTTicrK^vd^M, episkeudzd, ''to j^vlrvudy" (I Mace
l2 37). In 1 Mace 14 34 occurs "reparation" (modern
Enp;. "repairs") for t-n-ai/op^ojcris, epanorthnm'.s, "straighten-
ing ^ip" AI. O. Evans

REPENTANCE, re-[)on'tans:

I. OT TERM.S
1. To Kc^pent—"to Pant," "to Sigli"
2. To Kepent—"to Turn" or "lieturn"

II. NT Terms
1. Ilepent—"to Oare," "Be Concerned"
2. Itepent

—"to Change th(> Mind"
:?. Kepent—"to Turn Over" or "Unto"

III. The Psychologic.vl Elements
1. The Intellectual Element
2. The Emotional Element
3. The Volitional Element

Literature

To get an accurate idea of the precise NT mean-
ing of this highly important word it is necessary to

consider its approximate synonyms in the original

Heb and Gr. The psychological elements of re-

pentance should be consideretl in the light of the
general teaching of Scrii)ture.

/. OT Terms.—The Ileb word DHJ , ndham, is an
onomatopoetic term which implies difficulty in

breathing, hence "to pant," "to sigh,"
1. Repent, "to groan." Naturally it came to
"to Pant," signify "to lament" or "to grieve,"
"to Sigh" and w^hen the emotion was produced

by the desire of good for others, it

merged into compassion and sym])athy, and when
incited by a consideration of one's own character
and deeds it means "to rue," "to repent." To
adapt language to our understanding, God is

represented as repenting when delayed penalties
are at last to be inflicted, or when threatened
evils have been averted by genuine reformation
(Gen 6 G; Jon 3 10). This word is tr'^ "repent"
about 40 t in the OT, and in nearly all cases it

refers to God. The principal idea is not personal
relation to sin, either in its experience of grief

or in turning from an evil course. Yet the re-
sults of sin are manifest in its use. God's heart
is grieved at man's iniquity, and in love He bestows
His grace, or in justice He terminates His mercy.
It indicates the aroused emotions of God which
prompt Him to a different course of dealing with the
people. Similarly when used with reference to
man, only in this case the consciousness of personal
transgression is evident. This distinction in the
application of the word is intended by such declara-
tions as God "is not a man, that he should repent"
(1 S 15 29; Job 42 6; Jcr 8 6).

The term y^^^
, shuhh, is most generally employed

to express the Scriptural idea of genuine repentance.
It is used extensively by the })rophets,

2. Repent, and makes })rominent the idea of a
"to Turn" radical change in one's attitude towarcl
or "Return" sin and God. It implies a conscious,

moral separation, and a personal de-
cision to forsake sin and to enter into fellowship
with God. It is employed extensively with refer-

ence to man's turning away from sin to righteous-
ness (Dt 4 30; Neh 1 9; Ps 7 12; Jer 3 14).

h (luite often refers to God in His relation to man
(Ex 32 12; Josh 7 2G). It is employed to indi-
cate the thorough spiritual change which God alone
can effect (Ps 85 4). When the term is tr'' by
"return" it has refer(mce either to man, to God, or
to God and man (1 S 7 3; Ps 90 13 [both terms,
naham and shilbh]; Lsa 21 12; 55 7). Both terms
are also sometim(« employc'd when the twofold
idea of grief and altered relation is expressed, and
are tr'' by "repent" and "return" (Ezk 14 G; Hos
12 G; J(m 3 8).

//. NT Terms.—The term fieTafxiXofiai., nicta-

melomai, literally signifies to have; a feeling or
care, concern or regrc^t; like 7bdham,

1. Repent, it exj^resses the emotional aspect of

"to Be repentance. The feeling indicated by
Careful" or the word may issue in genuine repent-
"Concerned ance, or it may degenerate into mere
With" remorse (Mt 21 29.32; 27 3). Judas

repented only in the sense of regret,

remorse, and not in the sense of the abandonment
of sin. The word is used with referent^e to Paul's
feeling (concerning a certain course of conduct, and
with reference to God in His attitude toward His
I)urposes of grace (2 Cor 7 8 AV; He 7 21).

The word /j-eravo^w, mclanoed, expresses the true
NT idea of the spiritual change implied in a sinner's

return to God. The term signifies

2. Repent, "to have another mind," to change
"to Change the opinion or purpose with regard to

the Mind" sin. It is equivalent to the OT word
"turn." Thus it is employed by John

the Baptist, Jesus, and the ai)ostles (Mt 3 2;
Mk 1 15; Acts 2 38). The idea exi)ressed by the
word is intimately associated with different aspects
of s{)iritual transformation and of Christian life,

with the process in which the agency of man is

prominent, as faith (Acts 20 21), and as conver-
sion (Acts 3 19) ; also w ith those experiences and
blessings of which God alone is the author, as re-

mission and forgiveness of sin (Lk 24 47; Acts 5
31). It is sometimes conjoined with baptism,
which as an overt public act proclaims a changed
relation to sin and God (Mk 14; Lk 3 3; Acts
13 24; 19 4). As a vital experience, repentance
is to manifest its reality by producing good fruits

appropriate to the new spiritual life (Alt 3 8).

The word i-n-KTrp^tpw, epistrepho, is used to bring
out more clearly tlie distinct change wrought in

repentance. It is employed quite
3. Repent, frequently in Acts to express the posi-

"to Turn live side of a change involved in NT
Over" or repentance, or to indicate the return
"Upon," to God of which the turning from sin

"Unto" is the negative aspect. The two con-
ceptions are insejxarable and comple-

mentary. The word is used to express the spiritual

transition from sin to God (Acts 9 35; 1 Thess 1

9); to strengthen the idea of faith (Acts 11 21);
and to complete and emphasize the change required
by NT repentance (Acts 26 20).

There is great difficulty in expressing the true
idea of a change of thought with reference to sin

when we translate the NT "repentance" into other
languages. The Lat version renders it "exercise

penitence" (poenitentiam agere). But "penitence"
etymologically signifies pain, grief, distress, rather
than a change of thought and i)urpose. Thus Lat
Christianity has becni corrupted by the pernicious
error of presenting grief over sin rather than aban-
donment of sin as the primary idea of NT repent-
ance. It was easy to make the transition from
penitence to penance, consequently the Romanists
represent Jesus and the apostles as urging people
to do penance (poenilentiam agite). The Eng.
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word ''repent" is derived from tlie Lat repoenitcrc,

and inherits the fault of the Lat, making grief the
principal idea and keephig in the background, if

not altogether out of sight, the fundamental NT
conception of a change of mind with reference to
sin. But the exhortations of the ancient prophets,
of Jesus, and of the apostles show that the change
of mind is the dominant idea of the words em-
ployed, while the accompanying grief and conse-
quent reformation enter into one's experience from
the very nature of the case.

///. The Psychological Elements.—Repentance
is that change of a sinner's mind which leads him

to turn from his evil ways and live.

1. The In- The change wrought in repentance is

tellectual so deep and radical as to affect the
Element whole spiritual nature and to involve

the entire personality. The intellect

must function, the emotions must be aroused, and
the will must act. Psychology shows repentance
to be profound, personal and all-pervasive. The
intellectual element is manifest from the nature of
man as an intelligent being, and from the demands
of God wlio desires only rational service. Man
must apprehend sin as unutterably heinous, the
Divine law as perfect and inexorable, and himself
as coming short or falHng below the reciuirements of
a holy God (Job 42 5.G; Ps 51 3; Rom 3 20).
There maj^ be a knowledge of sin without turning

from it as an awful thing which dishonors God and
ruins man. The change of view may

2. The lead only to a dread of punishment
Emotional and not to the hatred and abandon-
Element ment of sin (Ex 9 27; Nu 22 34;

Josh 7 20; _
1 S 15 24; Mt 27 4).

An emotional element is necessarily involved in
repentance. While feeling is not the equivalent of
repentance, it nevertheless may be a powerful
impulse to a genuine turning from sin. A i)enitent
cannot from the nature of the case be stolid and
indifferent. The emotional attitude must be alterecl

if NT repentance be experienced. There is a type
of grief that issues in repentance and another which
plunges into remorse. There is a godly sorrow and
also a sorrow of the world. The former brings life;

the latter, death (Mt 27 3; Lk 18 23; 2 Cor 7
9.10). There nuist be a consciousness of sin in its

effect on man and in its relation to God before there
can be a hearty turning away from unrighteousness.
The feeling naturally accompanying repentance
implies a conviction of personal sin and sinfulness
and an earnest appeal to God to forgive according
to His mercy (Ps 51 1.2.10-14).

_

The most prominent element in the psychology
of repentance is the voluntary, or volitional. This

a.spect of the penitcuit's experience is

3. The Vo- expressed in the OT by "turn," or
litional "return," and in the NT by "repent,"
Element or "turn." The words employed in

the lieb and Gr place chief emphasis
on the will, the change of mind, or of purpose,
because a complete and sincere turning to God in-
volves both the apprehension of the nature of sin
and the consciousness of personal guilt (Jer 25 5;
Mk 1 15; Acts 2 38; 2 Cor 7 9.10). The de-
mand for repentance implies freewill and individual
responsibility. That men are called upon to repent
there can be nodoubt, and that God is represented
as taking the iTiitiative in repentance is equally
clear. The solution of the prol)lem belongs to the
spiritual sphere. The psychical phenomena have
their origin in the mysterious relations of the human
and the Divine personaliti(»s. There can be no
external substitute for the internal change. Sack-
cloth for the body and remorse for the soul are not
to be confused with a determined abandonment
of sin and return to God. Not material sacrifice,

but a spiritual change, is the inexorable demand of
God in both dispensations (Ps 51 17; Isa 1 IT
Jer 6 20; IIos 6 6).

Repentance is only a condition of salvation and
not its meritorious ground. The motives for
repentance are chiefly found in the goodness of God,
in Divine love, in the pleading desire to have sinners
saved, in the inevitable consequences of sin, in the
universal demands of the gospel, and in the hope of
spiritual life and membership in the kingdom of
heaven (Ezk 33 11; Mk 1 15; Lk 13 1-5; Jn
3 IG; Acts 17 30; Rom 2 4; 1 Tim 2 4). The
first four beatitudes (Mt 5 3-G) form a heavenly
ladder by which penitent souls pass from the do-
minion of Satan into the Kingdom of God. A con-
sciousness of si)iritual poverty dethroning pride, a
sense of personal unworthiness i)ro(lucing grief, a
willingness to surrender to God in genuine humility,
and a strong spiritual desire developing into hunger
and thirst, enter into the experience of one who
wholly abandons sin and heartily t urns to Him who
grants repentance unto life.

LiTEKATURE.—Varloiis theological works and comms.
Note esp. StroilK, Systematic Thcologi/, III, 832-.3()-
Broadiis on Mt 3 2, American Comm.; art. "Busse"
(Penance), PRE.

Byron II. DeMext
REPETITIONS, rep-g-tish'unz: In Mt 6 7 only,

"Use not vain repetitions," for /3arraXo7^a>, hat-
tidogeo (so i< li), a word found nowhcTe else and
spelled varicmsly in the MSS, hnUologcd in K L M,
etc, batologeo in EG, blattologeo in D (probably
influenced by the Lat blatero, "talk idly"); pre-
sumably connect (>d with ^arrapl^o}^ hattarizo,
"stammer," and perhaps formed under the influence
of the Aram. h'td\ "speak c-arelessly," or hatel,
"u.seless." ^^'hether, liowever, battnlogcd me;ins
the constant rei)etition of the same i)hrase or the
mechanical recitation of a long series of obscure or
meaningless formulas (if, indeed, a distinction
bc'tween the acts was_ thought of) cannot be deter-
mined. Eitlier practice is abundantly evidenced as
a "heathen" custom of the day, and either can be
classed as "much speaking." See Prayer.

Burton Scott Easton
REPHAEL, re'fa-el, refa-el (bxsn , r^pha'el, "God

has healed" ; 'Pa4)aTi\, Rhaphael) : The (sponym of a
family of gatekeepers (1 Ch 26 7). The name
occurs in Tob and E.n ("Raphael"); it probably
bek)ngs to a group of late formations. See Gray.
///W, 225, 311.

REPHAH, re 'fa (HSn
, rephah [the form is cor-

rui)t] ; 'Pd4)Ti, Rhdphe) : The eponym of an Ephraim-
ite family (1 Ch 7 25).

REPHAIAH, rf=-fa'ya, rO-fl'a (H-^Sn
, rphayah,

probably "Jeh is healing"; LXX 'Pa<j>aid[s], Rha-
phaid[s])

:

(!) In David's family, LXX also Rhanhdl (1 Cli
3 21).

(2) A captain of Simeon (1 Ch 4 42).

(3) A grandson of Issachar, LXX also Rhaphard
(1 Ch 7 2).

(4) A descendant of Saul (1 Ch 9 43; in 8 37
called "Raphah" [HSn]; LXX also Raphai).

(5) One of the repairers of the wall under Ne-
hemiah (Neh 3 9).

REPHAIM, r(>f'a-ini, re-fa'im (2>'Sn
, rpha'mi,

from SS"|! , rupha', "a t errible one," hence "giant," as

in 1 Ch 20 4, S^S'IH '''''^1, yltdhv hu-ruphu', ".sons

of the giant"; AV Rephaims): A race of aboriginal
or early inhabitants K. of the Jordan in Ashteroth-
karnaim (Gen 14 5) and in the vah; of Rephaim
S.W. of Jerus (Josh 15 8). They associated with
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othor jj^iimi races, as the Emim and Anakim (Dt

2 10.11) and the Zamzuminiin (vcr 20). It is

probable tliat they were all of the same stock, being

given different names by the different tribes who
came in contact with them. The same Heb word
is rendered "the dead," or "the shades" in various

passages (Job 26 om; Ps 88 10m; Prov 2 18m;
9 ISm; 21 16m; Isa 14 <)m; 26 14.19m). In

these instances the word is derived from HD"! , raphch,

"weak," "powerless," "a shadow" or "sluule."

II. Porter
REPHAIM, VALE OF (2^i<pn p'Cr , 'emek

r''})hal»i: KoiXds 'Pa4)a€Cfi., koilds lihnphaeim,

KoiXds Tcov TiTaviov, koilds ton Tildnon) : This was
a f(>rtile vale (Isa 17 5), to the S.W. of Jerus (Josh

15 S; 18 16; AV "Valley of the Giants"), on the

border between Judah and Benjamin. Here David
repeatedly defeated the invading Philis (2 S 5 IS.

22; 23 i:5; 1 Ch 11 15; 14 9). It is located by
Jos between Jenis and Bethlehem {Ant, VII, iv, i;

xii, 4). It corresponds to the modern el-Bik(i\ which
falls away to the S.W. from the lip of the valley of

Hinnom. The name in ancient times may perhaps

have covered a larger area, including practically all

the land between Jerus and Bethlehem, where the

head-waters of Nahr Rubin are collected.

W. EW'ING

REPHAN, re'fan: A name for Chiun, the planet

Saturn. See Astrology, 7; Cmux.

REPHIDIM, ref'i-dim (D'^I'^D^ , r'phidhim,

"rests"; 'Pa4)i8Cv, Rhaphidln): A station in the

Wanderings, between the wilderness of Sin and the

wilderness of Sinai (Ex 17 l.S; 19 2; Nu 33 14).

The host expectetl to find water here; to their dis-

tress the streams were dry, and water was miracu-

lously provided. Palmer {Desert of the Exodus,

15S IT) states cogent rea.sons for identifying Rephi-

dim with Wddy Feirdn. It is the most fertile

part of the ])eninsula, well watered, with a palm
grove stretching for miles along the valley. Palmer
speaks of passing through the palm grove as a

"most delightful" walk; "the tall, graceful trees

afforded a delicious shade, fresh water ran at our

feet, and, above all, bulbuls flitted from branch to

branch uttering their sweet notes." His camp was
pitched at "the mouth of Wddij ^Aleydt, a large

open space completely surrotmded by steep, shelving

mountains of gneiss, the fantastic cleavage of which
added greatly to the beauty of the scene. Palms
and tamarisks were dotted all arovmd, and on every

knoll and mountain slope were ruined houses,

churches, and walls, the relics of the ancient mo-
nastic city of Paran. Behind our tents rose the

majestic mass of Serbal, and beneath the rocky wall

opposite ran a purling brook, only a few inches in

depth, but still sufficiently cool, clear, and refresh-

ing."

Such a place as this the Amalekites would natu-

rally wish to preserve for themselves against an
invading peoy)le. For these desert dwellers, in-

deed, the possession of this watered vale may well

have been a matter of life and death.

If this identification is correct, then Jchel Tahu-
neh, "Mount of the mill," a height that rises on the

N. of the valley, may have been the hill from which
Moses, with Aaron and Hur, viewed the battle.

W. EWING
REPROBATE, rep'ro-bat : This word occurs in

the Eng. liible in the following })assag(>s: Jer 6 30
(RV "refus(!"); Rom 1 2S; 2 Cor 13 5.6.7; 2

Tim 3 S; Tit 1 16. In all these cases the Cr has
a56Ki/xoi, adokinios. The same (!r word, however,

isfound with other renderings in Isa 1 22 ("dross");

Prov 25 4 ("dross"); 1 Cor 9 27 ("castaway,"
RV "rejected"). The primary meaning of ado-

kinios is "not-received," "not-acknowledged." This
is applied to precious metals or money, in the
sense of "not-current," to which, however, the
coimotation "not-genuine" easily attaches itself.

It is also applied to persons who do not or ought
not to receive honor or recognition. This purely
negative conception freciuently pas.ses over into

the positive one of that which is or ought to be
rejected, either by God or men. Of the above
passages 1 Cor 9 27 uses the word in this meaning.
Probably Rom 1 28, "God gave them up imto a
re]M-obate mind," must be exj^lained on the same
princdple: the Jious of the idolatrous heathen is per-

mitted by God to fall into such extreme forms of

evil as to meet with the universal rejection and
reprobation of men. Wettstein's interpretation,

"an unfit mind," i.e. incapable of properly i)er-

forming its function of moral discrimination, has
no linguistic warrant, and obliterates the word-
play between "they refused to have God in their

knowledge [ouk edokimasan]," and "God gave them
up to a reprobate [

= imacknowledge(l, adokinios]

mind." Even Tit 1 16, "unto every good work
reprobate," affords no instance of the meaning
"unfit," but belongs to the following rtibric.

The close phonetic resemblance and etymological

affinity of dokinios to the vb. dokimdzo, "to try,"

"test," has caused the notion of "being tested,"

"tried," and its opposite of "being found wanting
in the test" to associate itself more or less distinctly

with the adjs. dokinios and adokinios. Thus the

more complex meaning results of that which is

acknowledged or rejected, l)ecause it has approved
or not approved itself in testing. This connotation

is present in 2 Cor 13 5.6.7; 2 Tim 3 8; Tit 1 16;

He 6 8. In the first two of these jxissages the word
is used of Christians who ostensibly were in the true

faith, but either hypothetically or actually are

represented as having failed to meet the te.st.

"Reprobate unto every good work" (Tit 1 16) are

they who by their life have disappointed the ex-

pectation of good works. The "reprobate [rejected]

land" of He 6 8 is land that by bearing thorns and
thistles has failed to meet the test of the husband-
man. It should be noticed, however, that adoki-

nios, even in these cases, always retains the mean-
ing of rejection because of failure in trial; cf in

the last-named passage: "rejected and nigh unto

cursing."

Literature.—Cremer, Bibliach-throlnqif^ches Worter-
buck der iwutestamenllichen Gracilat^", '.i!yG-o7

.

CJkkrk.vrdi's Vos
REPROOF, re-proof, REPROVE, rS-pnJov':

"Reprove" in Elizabethan Eng. had a variety of

meanhigs ("reject," "disprove," "convince," "re-

buke"), with "put to the proof" (see 2 Tim 4 2

RVm) as the force common to all, although in

modern Eng. the word means only "rebuke" (with

a connotation of deliberateness). AV uses the

word chiefly (and RV exclusively, excei)t in 2 Esd
12 32; 14 13; 2 Mace 4 33) for HD^

,
yakhah,

and i'K^yx'^, elegcho, words that have very much
the same ambiguities of meaning. Hence a fairly

easy rendition into Eng. was possible, but the

result included all the ambiguities of the original,

and to modern readers such a passage as "But your

reproof, what doth it reprove? Do ye think to

reprove words" (Job 6 25.2(5 ARV) is virtually

incomprehensible. The meaning is, approximately:

"What do your rebukes j)rove? Are you quibbling

about words?" In Jn 16 8 no single word in

modern Eng. will translate eleqcho, and "reprove"

(.W), "convince" (AVm), and "convict" (IIV)

are all unsatisfactory. The sense is: "The Spirit

will teach men the true meaning of these three

words: sin, righteousness, judgment."
Burton Scott Easton
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REPTILE, rep'til, -tiL Vulg in Mlc 7 17 has

reptilis for zohdle, "crawling things," ARV "worms
of th(> earth," AVm "creeping things." See Levia-

than; Lizakd; Serpent; Tortoise.

REPUTATION, rep-a-ta'shim: AV uses "repu-

tation" where modern Eng. would use "repute,"

as connoting prominence ratlier than moral char-

acter. Hence RV's chtmge to "repute" in Gal 2

2 (for doK^w, doked, "seem," perhaps with a sliglitly

sarcastic touch). RV's alteration of "reputation"

into "have in honor" (Acts 5 34; Phil 2 29) is to

secure uniformity of tr for the derivatives of Tifx-p,

timt, "honor," bvit RV retains "rei)utation" in

Sus ver 64. AV's "made himself of no reputation"

in Phil 2 7 is a gloss. See Kenosis. On EccI

10 1 see the commentaries.

REQUIRE, r5-kwir': "Require" meant origi-

nally "seek after," whence "ask," and .so (as in

modern Eng.) "demand." All meanhigs are com-
mon in AV (e.g. 1 S 21 8; Eccl 3 IT,; Ezr 8 22;

1 Cor 4 2), and RV has made little change.

REREWARD, rer'word. See Rearward.

RESAIAS, rC-sa'yas, re-sl'as ('Prio-aias, Rhesaias;

AV Reesaias): One of the "leaders" with Zerub-

babel in the return (1 Esd 5 8) = "Reelaiah" in

Ezr 2 2, "Raamiah" in Neh 7 7. The name is

ai)i)arently duplicated in 1 Esd 5 8 in the form
"Rc(4ias."

RESEN, re'sen ("DT
, rcsen; LXX Ado-ev, Ddsen,

Ado-c|A, Ddscm) : The Gr forms show that the LXX
translators had T

, d, for "I , r, but the

1. The reading of the MT is to be preferred.

Name and Resen—the last of the four cities

Its Native mentioned in Gen 10 11.12 as having
Equivalent been founded by Nimrod (AV by

A.sshiu-)—probably represents the Assyr
lironunciation of the place-name Res-eni, "fountain-

liead." The oidy town so named hi the inscriptions

is one of 18 mentioned by Sennacherib in the Bavian
inscription as places from which he dug canals con-

necting with the river Khosr—in fact, it was one of

the sources of Nineveh's water supply. It proliably

lay too far N., however, to be the city here intended.

Naturally the name "Resen" could exist in any
place where there was a spring.

As the Bib. text requires a site lying between
Nineveh and Calah {Kouyunjik and Nimrond), it

is generally thought to be represented

2. Possibly by the ruins at Selamiyeh, about 3

the Modern miles N. of the latter city. It is note-

Selamiyeh worthy that Xenophon {Anab. iii.4)

mentions a "great" city called Laris.sa

as occupying this position, and Bochart has sug-

gested that it is the same place. He supposes that

when the inhabitants were asked to what city the

ruins belonged, they answered la Rcsen, "to Resen,"

wliich was reproduced by the Greeks as Larissa.

Xenophon describes its walls as being 25 ft. wide,

100 ft. high, and 2 parasangs in circuit. Except
for the stone plinth 20 ft. high, they were of brick.

He speaks of a stone-built })yramid near the city—
possibly the temple-tower at Nimroud. See

C.\LAii; Nineveh, 10. T. G. Pinches

RESERVOIR, rez'er-vwor, -vwiir (H'lp'a , niik-

wah; AV ditch [Isa 22 11]). See Ditch; Cistern;
Pool.

RESH, resh, rash (1) : The 20th letter of the Heb
alphabet; transliterated in this Enc^yclopaedia as

r. It came also to be used for the number 200.

For name, etc, see Alphabet.

RESHEPH, re'-shef (CtJn , rcshe.ph, "flame" or

"fire-bolt"): Personal name found in Phoen as a
divine name. In the OT the name of a descendant
of Ephraim, the eponym of an Ephraimite family

or clan (1 Ch 7 25).

RESIDUE, rez'i-du. S(>e Re.mnant.

RESPECT, ro-spekt', OF PERSONS: The phrase

D'^;p i^tp^ , nasa' pJidnlm, means lit. "lift up the

face," and, among other tr', is rendered indifferently

"accept" or "resjx'ct the person" in AV (contrast

Prov 18 5 and 24 23). As applied to a (prostrate)

sui)pliant, the phrase means "rec(>ive him with

favor," and is so used in 1 S 25 35; Mai 1 8.9

(cf Gen 19 21, etc). By a shift in force the phrase

came to mean "accept the pernon inst(>ad of the

cause" or "show partiality" (Job 13 8.10 ARV),
and is so used commonly. A lit(>ral tr into Gr gave
\aiJ.pdvio irp6uwwov, lambdno prdsopnn (Sir 35 13

[32 16]; Lk 20 21; Gal 2 6), with the noun
irpoa-wTro\T}fx-^ia. prosupnlemps'ia, "face-taking" (Rom
2 11; Eph 6 9; Col 3 25; Jas 2 1), rendered

uniformly "respect of persons" in EV. A noun
TrpoawTro\rjiJ.TrT7is, prosdpoIt'Di pies, "res]iecter of per-

sons," and a vb. TrpoawTro\riiJ.irT^<j}, prosdpolempleo,

are found Acts 10 34; Jas 2 9. God's judgment
rests solely on the character of the man and
will be influenced by no worldly (Eph 6 9) or

national (Rom 2 11) considerations. See also

Accept. Burton Scott E.-vston

REST (ni;
, nWh, "PXVVQ , nfriuhdh, "cessation

from motion," "peace," "quiet," etc; dvdiravo-is,

andpausis, Kardiravo-is, katdj)ausis): "Rest" in the

above sense is of frecjuent occurrence, and is the tr

of several words with various a])pli<;ati()ns and
shades of meaning, chiefly of the woic Is given above.

It is appliecl to God as ceasing from the work of

creating on the 7th day (Gen 2 2 fj; as having His

place of rest in the midst of His i)eople in the

temple (1 Ch 28 2; Ps 132 8.14); as resting in

His love among His people (Zei)li 3 17, RVm "Heb,
'be silent'"). The 7th day was to be one of rest

(Ex 16 23; 31 15; see S.vnn.vTn); the land also

was to have its rest in the 7th year (Lev 25

4f). Jeh promised His people rest in the land

He should give them; this they looked forward to

and enjoyed (Dt 12 9; Josh 11 23). "To rest

on" often means to come ui)on to abide, as of the

Spirit of Jeh (Nu 11 25 f; Isa 11 2), of wisdom
(Prov 14 33), of anger (Eccl 7 9). There is again

the "rest" of the grave (Job 3 13.17.18; Isa 57

2; Dnl 12 13). Rest is sometim(!S e(}uivalent to

trust, reliance (2 Ch 14 11, RV "rely"). Ilencerest,

in Jeh (Ps 37 7, etc); "rest" in the spiritual sense

is not, however, prominent in the OT. In the NT
Christ's great offer is rest to the .soul (Mt 11 28).

In He 4 1 ff, it is argued from God's having prom-
ised His people a "rest"—^a i)roniise not realized in

Canaan (ver 8)—that there remains for the people

of God "a Sabbath rest" {sahb(itis»ius, ver 9). For

"re.st" RV has "solemn rest" (Ex 16 23; 31 15, etc),

"resting-place" (Ps 132 8.14; Isa 11 10), "peace"

(.\cts 9 31), "relief" (2 Cor 2 13; 7 5), etc. See

also Remnant. W. L. Walker

RESTITUTION, res-ti-tu'.shun, RESTORATION.
See Punishments.

RESTORATION, res-to-ra'.shun: The idea of a

restoration of the world had its origin in the preach-

ing of the OT prophets. Their faith in the unique

position and mission of Isra(4 as the chosen people

of God inspired in them the conviction that the

destruction of the nation woukl eventually be fol-
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lowed hy ;i n'sloriit ion under- conditions tliat would
insui'e (lie i'e;diz;it ion of the orii;in;d Divine ])uri)()se.

When the restomtion ciune and passed without
fulfilment- of (his liope, (h(> Messianic era was pro-
jected into (he future. I5y the time of Jesus (he
coneepdon became more or hiss spiritualized, and
the anticipation of a new order in wliich tlie conse-
quences of sin woukl no long<;r appear was a promi-
nent feature of the Messianic conception. In the
teachinj:; of Jesus and the a])ostles suc^h a restora-
tion is taken for granted as a matter of course.

In Mt 17 11 (cf Mk 9 12), the moral and spirit-

ual re<>;enera( ion preached by John the Baptist is

descrilxnl as a restoration and viewed as a fulfil-

m(>nt of IMal 4 (k It is to Ix; ol)served, however,
that the work of John could be characterized as a
rest ora( ion only in the sense of an inception of the
regeneration that was to be comi)lete(l by Jesus.
In Mt 19 28 Jesus .speaks of a regeneration (iraXiv-

yeveala, palingencsUi) of the world in terms that
ascribe to the saints a state of .sj)ecial felicity. Per-
liaps the most pointed exi)r(>ssion of the idea of a
restoration as a special event or crisis is found in

the address of Peter (Acts 3 21), where the restora-
tion is described as an dTroKardcrracrLS Travrcov, apo-
katdstasis pdnton, and is viewed as a fulfilment of
pro])hecy.

In all tlie passages cited the restoration is assumed
as a matter with which the hearers are familiar,
and consequently its nature is not unfokled. The
evidence is, therefore, too limited to justify any
attem])t to outline its special featun^s. Under such
circumstances there is grave danger of reading into
the language of the Scriptures one's own conception
of what the restoration is to embody. We are
probably ex[)ressing the full warrant of the Scripture
when we say that the reconstruction mentioned in
these passages contemplates the restoration of man,
under the reign of Cln-ist, to a life in which the
consequences of sin are no longer present, and that
this reconstruction is to include in some measure
a regeneration of both the physical and the spirit-
ual world.

Whether the benefits of the restoration are to
accrue to all men is also left undefined in the Scrii>-
tures. In the passages already cited only the dis-
ciples of Christ appear in the field of vision. Cer-
tain sayings of Jesus are sometimes regarded as
favorable to the more inclusive view. In Jn 12
32 Jesus speaks of drawing all men to Himself, but
here, as in Jn 3 14.15, it is to be ob.served that
while Christ'.s sacrifice includes all men in its scope,
its benefits will doubtless accrue to those only who
respond willingly to His drawing i)ower. The
saying of Caiaphas (Jn 11 52) is irrelevant, for
the phrase, "the children of God that are scattered
abroad," probably refers only to the worthy Jews of
the dispersion. Neither can the statements of Paul
(Rom 11 32; 1 Cor 15 22; Eph 1 9.10; Col 1 20;
1 Tim 2 4; 4 10; Tit 2 11) be pres.sed in favor
of the restorationist view. They affirm only that
God's plan makes provision for the redemption of
all, and that His saving will is universal. But men
have wills of their own, and whether they share in
the benefits of the salvation provided depends on
their availing themselves of its privileges. The
doctrine of the restoration of all can hardly be
deduced from the NT. See also Punishment,
Everlasting. Russell Benjamin Milleh

^
RESURRECTION, rez-u-rek'shim (in the NT

dvao-racris, (Dtdalasia, with vbs. a.vLanr\)L\., atiistemi,
"stand up," and t^eCpw, egc'ird, "raise." There is

no technical term in the OT, but in Isa 26 19 are
found the vbs. H^n , haijah, "five," Cip , kum,
"rise," 7"^p, kTQ, "awake"):

v.vi) Intekmkdiate

I. IsKAlM, AM) [ MMOHT \ I.ITY
1

.

Nat iotialisin
2. Spcciilal ion
:{. ({('(if^ioiis IJaiif;ri-

I. Mclicf in Inimoilalil y
.5. ({('siuTcctioii
(). ( ircflv Concepts

II. UKSruUKCTIOX IN- THK OT
LlTKKATrUE
1. The OT
2. Tli(! ItiKlitcons
;<. Tlio Unriglitcous
4. ('ompleto Denial

III. Tk.ACHINO OF C^llKIST
1. Mli 12 lS-27
2. In (;(!neral

IV. Tirio .Xpostolic Doctkixr
1

.

References
2. Pauline Doctrine
;i. f\)ntiiuiitv
4. 2 (^or 5

V. Sl'MMAHY
1. XT Data
2. Inter|)retation

LlTKHATIliE

/. Israel and Immortality.—It is very remark-
able that a doctrine of life after death as an e.s.sential

I)art of religion was of very late de-
1. Nation- vek)pment in Isra(>l, although this
alism doctrine, often highly elaborated, was

commonly held among the surrounding
nations. The chief cause of this lateness was that
Israel's religion centered })redominantly in the ideal
of a holy nation. Consequently tlie individual
was a seciondary object of consideration, and the
future of the man who died })efore the national
promises were fulfilled either was merged in the
futtu-(! of his descendants or else was disregarded
altogether.

Much speculation about life after death evidently
existed, l)ut it was not in direct connection with

the nation's religion. Therefore the
2. Specu- OTdata are scanty and point, as might
lation be expected, to non-homogeneous con-

cepts. Still, certain ideas are clear.
The living individual was composed of "flesh" and
nephcsh, or rWh (a trichotomy appears to be post-
Bib., despite 1 Thess 5 23; see Psychology). In
the individual nephesh and ru"h seem to be fairlv
synonymous words, meaning ])rimarily "breath,"
as the animating principle of the flesh (so for the
lower animals in Ps 104 29.30). But 7iephesh came
to be used to denote the "inner man" or "self"
(Dt 12 20, etc; see Heart), and so in EV is

usually rendered "soul." But there are only a very
few cases where nephesh is used for the seat of the
personality after death (Ps 30 3; cf 16 10; Isa
38 17; Job 33 18, etc), and nearly all of such
passages seem quite late. Indeed, in some 13 cases
the nephesh of a dead man is unmistakably his
corpse (Lev 19 28; Nu 5 2; Hag 2 13, etc). It
seems the question of what survives death was
hardly raised; whatever existed then was thought
of as something quite new. On the one hand the
dead man could be called a "god" (1 S 28 13), a
term perhaps related to ancestor-worship. But
more commonly the dead arc thought of as "shades,"
r'pha'im (Job 26 5 m, etc), weak copies of the origi-
nal man in all regards (Ezk 32 25). But, what-
ever existence such "shades" might have, they had
passed out of relation to Jeh, whom the "dead
praise not" (Ps 115 17.18; Isa 38 18.19), and
there was no religious interest in them.

Indeed, any interest taken in them was likely
to be anti-religious, as connected with necromancy,

etc (Dt 14 1; 26 14; Isa 8 19; Ps
3. Religious 106 28, etc; see Sorcery), or as con-
Danger nected with foreign religions. Here,

probably, the very fact that the sur-
rounding nations taught immortality was a strong
reason for Israel's refusing to consider it. That
Egyjjt held an elaborate doctrine of individual
judgment at death, or that Persia taught the resur-
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rectioii of Ihc body, would acfujilly tond to render

these do(;trin(>s suspicious, and it was not until the

danfi;er of syncretism seemed past that such beliefs

could be considered on tlieir own m(Mits. Hence
it is not surprising that the prophets virtually dis-

regard the idea or that Eccl denies any immortality
doctrine categorically.

None the less, with a fuller knowledge of God,
wider experience, atid deeper reflection, the doctrine

was bound to come. But it came
4. Belief in slowly. Individualism reaches ex-

Immortality plicit statement in Ezk 14, 18, 33
(cf Dt 24 10; Jer 31 29.30), but the

national point of view still made the rewards
and i)unishments of the individual matters of this

world only (Ezk 14 14; Ps 37, etc), a doctrine

that had surprising vitality and that is found as

late as Sir (1 13; 11 2(5). But as this does not
square with the facts of life (Job), a doctrine of im-
mortality, already hinted at (II, 1, below), was inevi-

table. It api)ears in full force in the ])ost-Macca-
bean period, but why just then is hard to say;
perhaps because it was then that there had been
witnessed the spectacde of martyrdoms on a large

scale (1 Mace 1 60-64).
Resurrection of the body was the form immor-

tality took, in accord with the religious i)remises.

As the saint was to find his happiness
5. Resur- in the nation, he must be restored to

rection the nation; and the older views did not
point toward pure soul-immortality.

The "shades" led a wretched existence at the best;

and St. Paul himself shudders at the thought of

"nakedness" (2 Cor 5 3). The nephcsh and nt"/i

were uncertain (juantities, and even the NT has
no consistent terminologv for the immortal part of

man ("soul," Rev 6 9; 20 4; "spirit," He 12
23; 1 Pet 3 19; St. Paul avoids any term in 1 Cor
15, and in 2 Cor 5 says: "I"). In the Talm a
common view is that the old bodi(>s will re(!eive

new souls {Ber. R.2 7: Q 7; Vayij. R. 12 2; 15 1,

etc; cf Sib Or 4 187).
Where direct Gr influence, however, can be

predicated, pure soul-inunortality is found (cf

Wisd 8 19.20; 9 15 [but Wi.sd's true
6. Greek teaching is verv uncertain]; En 102
Concepts 4—105; 108; Slav En; 4 Mace; Jos,

and esj). Philo). According to Jos
{BJ, II, viii, 11) the Essenes held this doctrine,

but as Jos graecizes the Pharisaic resurrection into

Pythagorean soul-migration (II, viii, 14; contrast
Ant, XVIII, i, 3), his evidence is doubtful. Note,
moreover, how Lk 6 9; 9 25; 12 4.5 has reworded
Mk 3 4; 8 36; Mt 10 28 for Gr readers. In a
vague way even Palestinian Judaism had sometliing
of the same concepts (2 Esd 7 8S; 2 Cor 4 16;
12 2), while it is commonly held that the souls in

the intermediate state can enjoy haj)piness, a state-

ment first appearing in En 22 (Jub 23 31 is hardly
serious).

//. Resurrection in the OT and Intermediate
Literature.—For the reasons given above, references

in the OT to the resurre(;tion doctrine
1. The OT are few. Probably it is to be found

in Ps 17 15; 16 11; 49 15; 73 24,
and in each case with increased probability, but
for exact discussions the student must consult the
comms. Of course no exact dating of these Ps
passages is possible. With still higher probability
the doctrine is expressed in Job 14 13-15; 19 25-
29, but again alternative explanations are just

possible, and, again. Job is a notoriously hard book to

date (see Job, Book of). The two certain passages
are Isa 26 19 m and Dnl 12 2. In the former
(to be dated about 332 [?]) it is promised that the
"dew of light" shall fall on the earth and so the
(righteous) dead shall revive. But this resurrection

is confined to Pal and does not include the vmright-
eous. For Did 12 2 see below.

Indeed, resurrection for the right (H)us only was
thought of much more naturally than a general

resurrection. And still more; naturally
2. The a r(>surrection of martyrs was thought
Righteous of, such simply receiving back what

they had given up for God. So in
En 90 33 (prior to 107 BC) and 2 Mace 7 9.11.

23; 14 46 (only martyrs are mentioned in 2 Mace);
cf Rev 20 4. But of cour.se the idea once given
could not be restricted to martyrs oidy, and the in-

termediate lit. contains so many ref(;rences to the
resurrection of the righteous as to debar citation.

Earlv passages are En 91 10 {perhaps pre-Mac-
cabean); XII P, Test. Judah 25 4 (before 107).
A very curious passage is En 25 6, wluu'e the risen
.saints merely live longer than did their fathers, i.e.

resurrection does 7iot imply immortality. This pas-
sage seems to be uni(}ue.

For a re.surrect ion of unrighteous men (Dnl 12 2;
En 22 ll;XIIP,Test. Benj. 10 7.8, Armenian text

—in none of these cases a general resur-
3. The Un- rection), a motive is given in En 22
righteous 13: for such men the mere condition

of Slu;ol is not ])imishment enough.
For a general resurrection the motive is alwaj's
the final judgment, .so that all human history may
be summed up in one supreme act. The idea is

not verv common, and XII P, Test. Benj. 10 7.8
(Gr text); Bar 50 2; En 51 1; Sib Or 4 178-90;
Life of Adam (Gr) 10, and 2 I'lsd 5 45; 7 32;
14 35 about account for all the unequivocal pas-
sages. It is not found in the earliest part of the
Talm. XII P, Test. Benj. 10 7.8 (Gr) has two
resurrections.

Finally, much of the lit. knows no immortality
at all. Eccl, Sir and 1 Mace are the most familiar

examples, but there nrv. many others.
4. Complete It is esp. interesting that the very
Denial spiritual author of 2 Esd did not think

it worth while to modify the categori-
cal denial in the source used in 13 20. Of course,
the Jewi.sh party that persisted most in a denial
of any resurrection was the Sadducees (Mt 22 23
and

I

's; Acts 23 8), with an extreme conservatism
often found among aristocrats.

///. Teaching of Christ.—-The question is di.s-

cus.sed explicitly in the familiar i)assage Mk 12
18-27

1
Mt 22 23-33

||
Lk 20 27-38.

1. Mk 12: The Sadducees assmned that resurrec-
18-27 tion implies simply a resuscitation to

a resumption of human functions, in-

cluding the physical side of marriage. Their error
lay in the low idea of God. For the Scriptiu'es

teach a God whose ability and willingness to care
for His creatures are so unlimited that the destiny
He has prepared for them is caricatured if con-
ceived in any terms but the absolutely highest.
Hence there follows not only the truth of the resur-

rection, but a resurrection to a state as far above
the sexual sphere as that of the angels. (The possi-

bility of mutual recognition by husband and wife
is irrelevant, nor is it even said that the resurrection
bodies are asexual.) Luke (20 36) adds the explana-
tion that, as there are to be no deaths, marriage
(in its relation to births) will not exist. It may
be thought that Christ's argununit would support
ecjually well the inunortality of the soul only, and,
as a matter of fact, the same argument is used for

the latter doctrine in 4 :Macc 7 18.19; 16 25.

But in Jerus and under the given circumstances
this is quite imj^ossible. And, moreover, it would
s{H;m that any such dualism would be a violation
of Christ's teaching as to God's care.

However, the argument seems to touch only the
resurrection of the righteous, esp. in the form given
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ill IJv (cf Lk 14 14). (But that Luke thought of

so limit inu; the resurrection is disproved hv Acts

24 15.) Siinilarlvin Mt 8 11 Lk 13

2. In Gen- 2S; Mk 13 27
n
Alt 24 :]1. But, as a

eral feature in the Judfi;ineiit, tlie resur-

rection of all men is taught. Tiien

the men of Sodom, Tvre, Nineveh appear (Mt 11

22.24; 12 4L42 H Lk iO 14; 11 ;S2), and those cast

iido Gehenna are represented as havinu; a hodv
(Mk 9 4:^-47; Mt 5 2',).;5(); 10 2S; 18 S.!)). And
at the great final assize (Mt 25 3L 4(')) all men
ajipear. In the Fourth Gospel a similar distinc-

tion is made (6 30. 40. 44. f)!; 11 2")), the resur-

rection of the righteous, based on their union with

God through Christ and their present possession

of this union, and (in 5 2,S.29) the general resur-

rection to judgment, ^\'hether these passages

imi)Iy two resurrections or emi)hasizc only the ex-

treme (lifTerence in conditions at the one cannot be
determined.

The i)as,sagos in 4 Mace referred to above read:
"They wlio care for piety with their wtiole heart, tliey

alone' ai'(' able to contiuer th(! impuls«^s of tlie flesh, t)e-

lieviiiK tliat like our ])atriarchs Aljrahain, Isaac, Jacot),

tliey do not die to (iod but live to (iod" (7 IS. 19);

and "Tlicy knew that dying for God they would live

to God. even as Abraham and Isaac and .lacol:) and all

tlie patriarchs" (16 2,5). It is distinctly i)ossible that
Our Lord's words may have been known to the author
of 4 Mace, although tl'io possibility that Christ approved
and broadened the t(>nets of some spiritually-minded
few is not to be disregarded. More possil>le is it that
4 Mace influenced Luke's Gr phraseology. See Mac-
C.iUEES, ]5oOK OF, IV.

IV. The Apostolic Doctrine.—For the apostles,

Christ's victory over death took the resurrection

doctrine out of the realm of specula-

1. Refer- tive eschatology. Henceforth it is a

ences fact of experience, basic for Chris-

tianity. Direct references in the NT
are foimd in Acts 4 2; 17 18.32; 23 G; 24 1.5.21;

Rom 4 17; 5 17; 6 5.S; 8 11; 11 15; 1 Cor 6

14; 15; 2 Cor 1 9; 4 14; 5 1-10; Phil 3 10.

11.21; Col 1 18; 1 Thess 4 13-18; 2 Tim 2 18;

He 6 2; 11 19.35; Rev 20 4.5 (martyrs onlv);

20 12.13. Of these only Acts 24 15; Rev 20 12.

13, refer to a general resurrection with absolute

unambiguity, but the doctrine is certainly con-

tained in others and in 2 Tim 4 1 besides.

A theology of the resurrection is given fully by
St. Paul. Basic is the conception of the union of

the believer with Christ, so that our
2. Pauline resurrection follows from His (esp.

Doctrine Rom 6 5-11; Phil 3 10.11). Every
deliverance from danger is a foretaste

of the resurrection (2 Cor 4 10.11). Indeed so

certain is it, that it may be spoken of as accom-
plished (Eph 2 6). From another standpoint, the

resurrection is simply part of God's general redemp-
tion of Nature at the consummation (Rom 8 11.

18-25). As the believer then passes into a condi-

tion of glorv, his body must be altered for the new
conditions (1 Cor 15 50; Phil 3 21); it becomes
a "spiritual" body, behmging to the realm of the

spirit {7iot "spiritual" in opposition to "material").

Nature shows us how difTerent "bodies" can be

—

from the "body" of the sun to the bodies of the

lowest animals the kind depends merely on the

creative will of God (1 Cor 15 38-41). Nor is the

idea of a change in tlie body of the same thing un-
familiar: look at the difference in the "body" of

a grain of wheat at its sowing and after it is grown!
(ver 37). Just so, I am "sown" or sent into the

world ({)robably not "buried") with one kind of

body, but my resiu-rection will see me with a body
adapted to my life with Christ and God (vs 42-44).

If I am still alive at the Parousia, this new body
shall be clothed upon my present body (vs 53.54;

2 Cor 6 2-4). otherwise I shall be rai.sed in it

(ver 52). Tiiis body exists already' in the heavens
(2 Cor 5 1.2),aii<l when it is clothed upon me the
natiu'al functions of tlie present body will be abol-

ished (I Cor 6 13). 'S'et a motive for refraining

from iniptii-itv is to ke(>p undefiled the body that
is to rise (1 Cor 6 13.14).

Tin; relation of the matter in the prcjsent body
to that in the resurrection body was a question St.

Paul never raised. In 1 Cor 6 13.14

3. Conti- it a])pears that he thought of the body
nuity as something more than the svun of

its organs, for the organs perish, but
the body is raised. Nor does he discu.ss the even-
tual fate of tlu! d(>ad body. ^Fhe imagery of 1 Tlicss

4 It). 17; 1 Cor 15 52 is that of leaving the graves,

and in the case of Christ's resurrection, the type of

ours, that which was buried was that which was
raised (1 Cor 15 4). Perhaps the thought is that

the touch of the restu'rection body destroys all

things in the old body that are unadapted to the

new state; perhai:)S there is an idea that the essence

of the old body is what we might (iall "non-mat erial,"

so that decay simply anticipates the work the resur-

rection will do. At all events, such reflections are

"beyond what is written."

a" partial iiaralhd to the idea of the resurrection

body being already in heaven is foimd in Slav
I<]n 22 8.9, where the soul receives

4. 2 Cor, (dothing laid up for it (cf Asc Isa 7

Ch 5 22.23 and pnssihli/ Rev 6 11). But
Christ also speaks of a reward being

already in heaven (Mt 5 12). A more im[)ort,ant

fiuestion is the time of the clothing in 2 Cor 5 1-5.

A group of scholars (Heinrici, Schmiedel, Iloltz-

mann, Clemen, Charles, etc) consider that St. Paul
has here changed his views from those of 1 Cor;

that he now consid(>rs the resurrection body to be
assumed immediately at death, and they translate

vs 2.3 " 'we groan [at the burdens of life], longing to

be clothed upon with our habitation which is from
heaven': becau.se, when we shall be clothed with it,

we shall have no more nakedness to experience"

(Weizsiicker's tr of the NT). But 2 Cor would have
been a most awkward place to announce a change of

views, for it was written in part as a defence against

inconsistency (1 17, etc). The willingness to be ab-

sent from the body (5 8) loses all its point if another

and better body is to be given at once. The gram-
matical reasons for the interpretation above (best

stated by Heinrici) are very weak. And the tr given

reads into the verse something that simply is not

there. Consequently it is far better to follow the

older interpretation of Mej'er (B. Weiss, Bousset,

Lietzmann, Bachmann, Menzies, etc; Bachmann is

esp. good) and the oy)vious sense of the passage:

St. Paul dreads being left naked by death, but finds

immediate consolation at the thought of being with

Christ, and eventual consolation at the thought of

the body to be received at the Parousia. (In Phil

1 21-24 this dread is overcome.)
Of a resurrection of the wicked, St. Paul has little

to say. The doctrine seems clearly stated in 2 Cor
5 10 (and in 2 Tim 4 1, unle.ss the Pauline author-

ship of 2 Tim is denied). ]3ut St. Paul i.s willing

to treat the fate of the unrighteous with silence.

V. Summary.—The points in the NT doctrine

of the resurrection of the righteous, then, seem to be
these: The personality of the believer

1. NT survives after death and is with Christ.

Data But it is lacking in something that will

be sup])lied at the consummation, when
a body will be given in which there is nothing to

hinder perfect intercourse with God. The connec-

tion of this body with the present body is not clis-

cussed, except for saying that some connection

exists, with the necessity of a transformation for

those alive at the end. In this state nothing remains
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that is inconsistent with the height to which man
is raised, and in particular sexual relations (Mk 12
25) and the processes of nutrition (1 Cor 6 13)

cease. For this end the whole power of God is

available. And it is insured by the perfect trust

the believer may put in God and by the resurrection
of Christ, with whom the believer has become inti-

mately united. The unrighteous are raised for the
final vindication of God's dealings in history. Two
resurrections are found in Rev 20 5.13 and quite
possibly in 1 Thess 4 16; 1 Cor 15 23.24. Hence
the phrase first resurrection; see Last Judgment.

Into the "blanks" of this scheme the believer i.s natu-
rally entitled to insert such matter as may seem to him

best compatible with his other concepts

2 Interpre- *'' Cliristianity and of philosophy. As
. ',. ^ is so often tlie case with passages in the
laiion Bible, tlie student marvels at the way

the sacred writers were restrained from
committing Christianity to metaptiysical schemes that
growth in human knowledge might afterward show to
be false. But tiie tlieologian must take care to distin-
guish between the revealed facts and the interpretation
given them in any system that he constructs to make the
doctrine conform to the ideas of his own time or circle—
a distinction too often forgotten in the past and some-
times with lamentable results. Esp. is it well to remem-
ber that such a phrase as "a i)uroly spiritual immortality"
rests on a m(!taphysical dualism that is today ol)solete,
and that such a plirase is hardly loss naive than the
expectation that tlio resurrection body will contain
identically the material of the present body. We are
still quite in the dark as to the relations of what wo call
"soul" and "body," and so, naturally, it is quite im-
possible to dogmatize. A. Meyerin his R(1G art. (" Auf-
erstehung, dogmatisch") has some interesting sugges-
tions. For an idealistic metaphysic, wheri^ soul and body
are only two forms of God's thought, tlie resurrection
offers no difHcultios. If the body be nvgarded as the
web of forces that proceed from the soul, the; resurrection
would take the form of the return of those forces to their
center at the consummation. If "body" bo considered
to embrace the totality of eflfects that proceed from the
individual, at the end the individual will find in these
effects the exact expression of himself (Fechner's theory).
Or resurrection may be considered as the end of evo-
lution—the reunion in God of all that has been differ-
entiated and so evolved and enriched. Such lines must
be followed cautiously, but may be found to lead to
results of great value.

In recent years the attention of scholars has been
directed to the problem of how far the teachings of other
religions assisted the Jews in attaining a resurrection
doctrine. Practically only the Pers system comes into
question, and here the facts seem to be tliese: A belief
among the Persians in the resurrection of the body is
attested for the pre-Christian period by the fragments
of Theopompus (Ith cent. BC), i)reserved by I^iogenes
Laertius and Aeneas of Gaza. That this doctrine was
taught by Zoroaster himself is not capa))le of exact
proof, but is i)rol)able. But on the precise details we are
in great uncertainty. In the Avesta the doctrine is not
found in the oldest part (tlie GnDuis), but is mentioned
in tlio 19th Yaaht, a document tliat has certainly under-
gone post-Christian ri^daction of an extent that is not
determinable. The fullest Pers source is the Bunda-
hesh i'.iO), written in the 9th Christian cent. It certainly
contains much very ancient matter, but the age of any
given passage in it is always a problem. Consequently
the sources must bo used with groat caution. It may be
noted that late Judaism certainly was affected to some
degree by the Pers religion (see Tob, esp.), but there are
so many native Jewish elements that wore leading to a
resurrection doctrine that familiarity with the Pers
belief could have been an assistance only. Esp. is it to
be noted that the great acceptance of the doctrine lies
in the post-Maccab(^an period, when dln^ct Pers influ-
ence is hardly to lie thought of. See Zokoastrianism.

Literature.—The older works suffer from a defective
understanding of the presuppositions, but Salmond,
Christian Doctrine of Immortality, is always useful.
Brown, The Christian Hope, 1912, is excellent and con-
tains a full bibhography. Charles, Eschatoloijy, and art.
"Eschatology" in EB are invaluable, but must be used
critically by the thorough student, for tlie opinions
are often individualistic. Wotherspoon's art. "K(>sur-
roction" in DCG is good; Bernard's in 11DB is not so
good. On 1 Cor, Findlay or (better) Edwards; on 2 Cor
Menzios. In German the NT Theologies of Weiss,
Holtzmann, Feine; Schaoder's "Auferstehung" in PRE^.
On 1 Cor, Heinrici and J. Weiss in Meyer (eds 8 and
9) ; on 2 Cor, Bachmann in the Zahn series. On both
Cor epp. Bou.sset in the Schriften des NT of J. Weiss
(the work of an export in eschatology), and Lietzmann in
his Handhuch. See Body; Eschatology (OT and NT);
Flesh; Soul; Spirit.

Burton Scott Easton

RESURRECTION, GOSPEL OF THE. See
Apocryphal ( Jospkls.

RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST, THE:
1. First Proof: The Life of Jesus
2. St'coud Proof: Thi! lilnipty Grave
;5. Third Proof: Transformation of the Disciples
1. Fourth Proof: Existence of the Primitive Church
.">. Fifth Proof: The Witness of St. Paul
0. Sixth Proof: Tlie Gospel Record
7. Summary and Conclusion
8. Tlieology of the Resurrection
LiTEUATUHE

The Resurrection has always Ijcen felt to be
vital in connection with Christianity. As a con-
sequence, opjjonents have almost always concen-
trated their attacks, and Christians have centered
their defence, upon it. It is therefore of the utmost
importance to give attention to the sul)ject, as it

appears in the NT. There are several converging
lines of evid(>nce, and none can be overlooked.
Each must have its jilace and weight. The issues
at stake are so serious that nothing nnist be omitted.
The first ]n-oof is the life of Jesus Christ Himself.

It is always a disapi)ointment when a life which
commenced well finishes badly. We

1. First have this fe(>ling even in fiction;

Proof: The histinct demands that a story should
Life of end well. IMuch more is this true
Jesus of Jesus Christ. A perfect life char-

acterized by Divine claims ends in
its prime in a cruel and shameful death. Is that
a fitthig close? Surely death could not end every-
thing after such a noble career. The Gospels give
the resurrection as the completion of the picture
of Jesus Christ. There is no real doubt that Christ
anticipated His own resurrection. At first He used
onlyvague terms, such as, "Destroy this Temple,
and in three days I will raise it up." Btit later on
He spoke plainly, and whenever He mentioned His
death, He added, "The Son of man .... must
be raised the third day." These references are too
numerous to be overlooked, and, in si)ite of diffi-

culties of d(>tail, th(>y are, in any ])ro])er treatment
of the Gospels, an integral part of the claim made
for Himself by Jesus Christ (Mt 12 3S-40; 16 21;
17 9.23; 20 19; 27 G3; Mk 8 31; 9 9.31; 10 34;
14 58; _

Lk 9 22; 18 33; Jn 2 19-21). His ve-
racity is at stake if He did not rise. Surely the
word of such a One must be given due credence.
We arc therefore compelled to face the fact that the
resurrection of which the Gospels speak is the resur-
rectkm of no ordniary man, but of Jesus—that is of
One whose life atid charac'ter had been imiqtie, and
for whose shameful death no projicr explanation
was conceivable (Denn(>y, Jesus and the Gospel,
122 f). Is it possible that, in view of His perfect
truthfulness of word and d(>ed, there shotdd be such
an anti-climax as is involved in a denial of His assur-
ance that He would rise again (C. II. Robinson, v

Studies in the Resurrection, 30)? Consider, too, the
death of Christ in the light of His perfect life. If

that death was the close of a life so beautiful, so
remarkable, so Godhke, we are faced with an insol-
uble rnystery—the permanent triumph of wrong
over right, and the impossibility of believing in
truth or justice in the workl (C. 11. Rol)inson, op.
cit., 3G). So the resurrection is not to be regarded
as an isolated event, a fact in the history of Christ
separated from all else. It must be taken in close
connection with what precedes. The true solution
of the problem is to be found in that estimate of
Christ which "most entirely fits in with the totality
of the facts" (Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, 14).

Another line of prooi is the fact of the empty
grave and the disappearance of the body. That
Jestis died and was buried, and that on the third
morning the tomb was empty, is not now seriously
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challenged. Tim theory of a swoon and a recovery

in the tomb is impossible, and to it Strauss "prac'ti-

cally f;ives its deathblow" (Orr, op.

2. Second eit., i'A). At Christ's burial a stone

Proof: The was rolled before the tomb, the tomb
Empty was sealed, and a guard was placed
Grave before it. Yet on the third mornnig

the body had disapjieared, and the
tomb was empty. There are only two alternatives.

His body nnist have been taken out of the grave by
human hamls or else by superhuman power. If the

hands were human, they must have been those of

His friends or of His foes. If His friends had wished
to take out His l)0(h', the question at once arises

whether ihvy could have tlone so in the face of the
stone, the s(>al and the guard. If His foes had con-

temi)lated this action, the (question arises whether
they would seriously have considcn'ed it. It is ex-

tremely improbable that any effort should have been
made to remove the body out of the reach of the dis-

ciples. Why should His enemies do the very thing

that would l^o most likely to sjjread the report of

His resurrect ion? As Chrysostom said, "If the body
had been stohui, they could not have stolen it naked,
because of the delay in stri])ping it of the burial

clothes and the trouble causecl l)y the drugs adhering
to it" (quoted in Day, Evidence for the Resurrection,

35). Besides, the j)osition of the grave-clothes

{)roves the impossibilitv of the theft of the body
(see Gr of Jn 20 6.7; "ll 44; Grimley, Temple of
Humanity, (){), 70; Latham, The Risen Master; Ex-
pos T, XIII, 293 f ; XIV, 510). How, too, is it pos-

sil)le to account for the failure of the Jews to dis-

l)rove the resurrection? Not more than seven weeks
afterward Peter preached in that city the fact that

Jesus had been raised. What would have been
easi(>r or more conclusive than for the Jews to have
produced the dead body and silenced Peter forever?

"The silence of the Jews is as significant as the

speech of the Christians" (Fairbairn, Studies in the

Life of Christ, 'S57).

The fact of the empty tomb with the disap-

pearance of the body remains a problem to be faced.

It is now admitted that the evidence for the empty
tomb is adecjuate, and that it was part of the primi-

tive belief {Foundations, 134, 154). It is hnportant
to reahze the force of this admission, because it is a

testimony to St. Raid's use of the term "third day"
(see below) and to the Christian observance of the
first day of the week. And yet in spite of this we
are told that a belief in the emjity tomb is impossible.

By some writers the idea of resurrection is inter-

preted to mean the revival of Christ's spiritual

influence on the disciples, which had been brought
to a close by His death. It is thought that the

(!ssential idea and value of Christ's resurrection

can be conserved, even while the belief in His bodily

rising from the grave is surrendered (Orr, The
Resurrection of Jesus, 23). But how can we believe

in the resurrection while we regard the basis of the

primitive belief in it as a mistake, not to say a

fraud? The di.sciples found the tomb empty, and
on the strength of this they believed He had risen.

How can the belief be true if the foundation be
false? Besides, the various forms of the vision-

theory are now gradually but surely being regarded

as inadequate and impossible. They involve the

change of almost every fact in the Gospel history,

and the invention of new scenes and conditions of

which the Gospels know nothing (Orr, op. cit., 222).

It has never been satisfactorily shown why the
disciples should have had this abundant experience

of visions; nor why they should have had it so soon
after the death of Christ and within a strictly limited

period; nor why it suddenly ceased. The disciples

were familiar with the apparition of a spirit, like

Samuel's, and with the resuscitation of a body, like

Lazarus', but what they had not exi)erienced or
imagined w^as th<^ fact of a spiritual body, the com-
binat ion of body and s|)irit in an entirely novel way.
So the old theory of a vision is now virtually set
aside, and for it is substituted the theory of a real

spiritual manifestation of the risen Christ. The
(juestion at once ari.ses whether this is not i)romi)ted
by an unconscious but real desin; to get rid of any-
thing like a i)hysical resurrection. Whatever may
be tru(; of unbelievers, this is an impossible position
for those who believe Christ is alive.

Even though we may be ready to admit the reality

of telepathic; communication, it is impossible to ar-

gue that this is equivalent to the idea of resurrec-

tion. Psychical research has not proceedcjd far

enough as yet to warrant arguments being built

on it, though in any case it is difficult, if not im-
possible, to obtain material from this quarter which
will answer to the conditions of the physical resur-

rection recorded in the NT. "The .survival of the
soul is not resurrection." "Whoever heard of a sjiirit

being buried?" (Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, 229).

In view of the records of the Gos})els and the gen-
eral testimony of the NT, it is impossible to be
"agnostic" as to what happened at the grave of

Jesus, even though we are ([uite sure that He who
died now lives and reigns. It is .sometimes said

that faith is not bound up with holding a particular

view of the relations of Christ's present gk)ry with
the body that was once in Joseph's tomb, that faith

is to be exercised in the exalted Lord, and that
belief in a resuscitation of the human body is no
vital part of it. It is no doubt true that faith today
is to be exercised solely in the exalted and glorified

Lord, but faith must ultimately rest on fact, and it

is difhcult to understand how Christian faith can
really be "agnostic" with regard to the facts about
the empty tomb and the risen body, which are so

prominent in the NT, and which form an essential

part of the apostolic witness. The attempt to set

faith and historical evidence in opposition to each
other, which is so marked a characteristic of much
modern thought, will never satisfy general Christian

intelligence, and if there is to be any real belief in

the historical character of the NT, it is impossible

to be "agnostic" about facts that are writ so large

on the face of the records. When once the evidence

for the empty tomb is allowed to be adequate, the

impossibility of any other explanation than that

indicated in the NT is at once seen. The evidence

must be accounted for and adequately explained.

And so we come again to the insu]>erable barrier of

the empty tomb, which, together with the apostolic

witness, stands impregnable against all the attacks

of visional and apparitional theories. It is becom-
ing more evident that these theories are entirely

inadequate to account for the recortls in the Gosi)els,

as w^ell as for the place and power of those Gos])els

in the early church and in all subsequent ages. The
force of the evidence for the emi)ty grave and the

disappearance of the body is clearly seen by the

explanations suggested by various modern writers

(those of Oscar Iloltzmann, K. Lake, and A. Meyer
can be seen in Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, ch
viii, and that of Reville in C. H. Robinson, Studies

in the Resurrection of Christ, 69; see also art. by
Streeter in Foundations). Not one of them is

tenable without doing violence to the Gospel story,

and also without putting forth new theories which
are not only imjirobable in themselves, but are

without a shred of real historical or literary evidence.

The one outstanding fact which baffles all these

writers is the empty grave.

Others suggest that resurrection means a real

objective appearance of the risen Christ without
implying any physical reanimation, that "the resur-

rection of Christ was an objective reality, but wa3
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Tiot :i physical resuscital ion" (C. IL UobiTisoii,

Stii(li('nin the Rcfiiirrrclion of Christ, 12). lint llic

(lifficulty here is us to the meaning of the tcnn
"/•('surnM'tioii." If it means a return from the dead,
a rising again (re-), must there not have been some
identity between that which was put in the tomb
and the "objective reaUty" which appeared to the
disci})les? Wherein hes the essential difTcsrence

between an objective vision and an objective appear-
ance? If we believe the apostolic testimony to

the empty tomb, why may we not accept their

evidence to the actual resurrection? They evi-

dently recognized their Master, and this recogni-
tion must have been due to some familiarity with
His bodily appearance. No difficulty of conceiving
of the resurrection of mankind hereafter must be
allowed to set aside the plain facts of the record
about Christ. It is, of course, quite clear that the
resurrection body of Jesus was not exactly the same
as when it was put in the tomb, but it is equally
clear that there was definite identity as well as
definite dissimilarity, and both elements must be
faced and account ed for. There need be no insuper-
able ditficulty if we believe that in the very nature
of t lungs Christ's resurrection must be unique, and,
siiu^e the life and work of Jesus Christ transcend
our experience (as they certainly should do), we
must not expect to bring them within the limita-
tions of natural law and human history. How
the resurrection body was sustained is a problem
quite outside our ken, though the reference to
"fl(>sh and bones," compared with St. Paul's words
about ''flesh and blood" not being abl(^ to enter the
kingdom of God, may suggest that while the resur-
rc;(;tion body was not constituted upon a natural
basis through blood, yet that it i)ossessed ''all

thhigs appertaining to the i)erf(action of man's
nature" (Church of England Article IV). We may
not be able to .solve the problem, but we must hold
fast to all the facts, and these may be summed up
by saying that the body was the same though differ-

ent, different though the same. The true descrip-
tion of the resurrection seems to be that "it was an
objective reality, but that it was not merely a
physical resuscitation." We are therefore brought
back to a consideration of the facts recorded in the
Gospels as to the empty tomb and the disajjpearance
of the body, and we only ask for an explanation
which will take into consideration all the facts

r(M"orded, and will do no violence to any part of

th(; evidence. To predicate a new resurrection body
in which Christ appeared to His disciples does not
explain how in three days' time the body which
had beciu placed in the tomb was dis{)osed of. Does
not this theory demand a new miracle of its own
(Kennett, Interpreter, V, 271)?
The next line of proof to be considered is the

transformation of the disciples caused by the resur-
rection. They had seen their Master

3. Third die, and through that death they lost

Proof: all hope. Yet hope returned three
Trans- days after. On the day of the cruci-

formation fixion th(!y were filled with sadness;
of the Dis- on the first day of tlu; week with glad-
ciples ness. At the crucifixion they were

hopeless; on the first day of the week
their hearts glowed with certainty. When the
message of the resurrection first came they were
incredulous and hard to be convinced, but when
once they became assured they never doubted again.
What could account for the astonishing change in

these men in so short a time? The mere removal
of the body from the grave could never have trans-
formed their spirits and characters. Three days
are not enough for a legend to s|)ring up which
should so affect them. Time is needed for a i)rocess
of legendary growth. There is nothing more strik-

hig in the history of i)rimitiv(i Christianity than
this marvelous change wrought in the disciples by
a belief in the resurr(>ct ion of their Master. It is

a psychological fact that demands a full ex{)lana-
tion. The (liscii)les were prepared to believe in the
appearance of a spirit, but they never contemi:)lated
the possibility of a resurrection (see Mk 16 11).
Men do not imagine what they do not believe, and
the women's intf^ntion to embalm a corpse shows
they did not expect His resurnn-tion. liesides, a
hallucination involving five hundred i)eoi)le at once,
and repeated several times during forty days, is

unthhikable.
From this fact of the transformation of personal

life in so incredibly short a space of time, we pro-
ceed to the next line of j)roof, the

4. Fourth existence of the jirimitive church.
Proof: "There is no doubt that the church of
Existence the ai)ostles believed in t he resurrection
of the of their Lord" (Burkitt, The (lospel
Primitive History and Its Transmission., 74).
Church It is now admitted on all hands that

the church of Christ came into exist-
ence as the result of a l)elief in the resurrection of
Christ. When we consider its commencement, as
recorded in the Book of the Acts of the Apostles, we
see two simple and incontr()vertil)le facts: (1) the
Christian society was gathercnl together l)y preach-
ing; (2) the substance of the i)r(>:iching was the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ was put
to death on a cross, and would therefore be rejected
by Jews as accursed of God (Dt 21 2'.i). Yet mul-
titudes of Jews were led to worship Him (Acts 2 41),
and a great company of j^riests to obey Him (Acts
6 7). The only exjilanation of the.se facts is God's
act of resurrection (Acts 2 30), for nothing short of
it could have led to the Jewisli accei)tance of Jesus
Christ as their Messiah. T\w ajjostolic clnirch is

thu.s a result of a belief in the resurrect i(m of Jesus
Christ. The early chapters of Acts bear the marks
of_ primitive documents, and their evidence is un-
mistakable. It is impossible to allege that the
early church did not know its own history, that
myths and legends quickly grew up and were
eagerly received, and that the writers of the Gosjiels
had no conscience for i)rhicii)le, but manipulated
their material at will, for any mod(>rn church could
easily give an account of its history for the past
fifty years or more (Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus,
144). And it is simply absurd to thhik that the
earliest church had no such cai)ability. In reality
there was nothing vague or intangible about the
testimony borne by the a])ostles and other members
of the church. "As the church is too holy for a
foundation of rottenness, so she is too real for a
foundation of mist" (Archbishop Alexander, The
Great Question, 10).

One man in the apostolic church must, however, be
singled out as a special witness to the resurrection. The

conversion and work of .Saul of Tarsus is

R TTiffh °^"' ne.\t liiu^ of proof. Attention is first
"•

; Vu called to tlie evidence of his life and writ-
Proor: ine ings to the n-surrection of Jesus Christ.

Witness of f^omt! years ago an article appi'ared (E.

St Paul ]Me(lley, Export. V, iv, 'A'>'.}), intpiiring as
to the concei)tion of Christ which would
be suggested to a heatlien inciuirer by a

perusal of Paul's earliest extant writing (1 'J'hess). One
point at least would stand out clearlj— tluit Jesus Christ
was killed (2 15; 4 14) and was riiised from the dead
(4 14). As this Ep. is usually dated about .^l AD—that
is, only about 22 years after the resurrection—and as the
same Ep. plainly attributes to .Jesus Christ the functions
of God in relation to mi'ii (1 l.tJ; 2 14; 3 11), wo can
readily see the force of this testimony to ttu^ resurrection.
Then a few years later, in an ep. which is miiversally
accepted as one of St. Paul's, we have a nuich fuller refer-
ence to the event. In the well-known chai)ler (1 Cor 15)
where ho is concerned to prove; (not Christ's resurrection,
but) the resurrection of Christians, he naturally adduces
Christ's resurrection as his greate^st evidence, and so gives
a list of the various appearances of ( Mn-ist, ending with one
to himself, which he puts on an exact level witli the others:
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" Last of all he was seen of me also." Now it is essential
lo KJve special atteiitioTi to the nature and particularity
of tliis testiniotiy. "I delivered unto you first of all

that wliich also 1 received: that Christ died for our sins

according to the scriptures; and that lie was buried; and
that lu' hath been raised on the third day according lo
tlu^ scriptures" (1 (\n- 15 3 f). This, as it has often
been i)oint(>d out, is our earliest authority for the appear-
ances of Christ after the resurrection, and dates from
within 30 years of the event itself. But there is much
more than this: "He affirms that within 5 years of the
crucifixion of Jesus he was taught that ' Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures; and that he was
buried, and that he rose again the third day according
to the Scriptures'" (Kennett, Interpreter, V, 207).
And if we seek to appreciate the full bearing of this act
and testimony we have a right to draw the same con-
clusion: " That within a very few years of the time of the
crucifixion of Jesus, the evidence for the resurrection of
Jesus was, in the mind of at least one man of education,
absolutely irrefutable" (Kennett, op. cit., V, 267).

Bedsides, wo find this narrative includes one small but
significant statement which at once recalls a very definite
feature of the Ciospel tradition—the mention of "the
third day." A reference to the passage in the (iospels
where Jesus Christ spoke of His resurrection will show
how prominent and persistent was this note of time.
Why, then, should St. Paul have introduced it in his
statement ? Was it part of the teaching which he had
"received"? What is the significance of this plain
emphasis on the date of the resurrection ? Is it not that
it l)ears absolute testimony to the empty tomb ? From
all this it may be argued that St. Paul believed the story
of the empty tomb at a date when the recollection was
fresh, when he could examine it for himself, when he
could make the fullest possible inquiry of others, and
when the fears and opposition of enemies would have
made it impossible for the adherents of Jesus Christ to
make any statement that was not absolutely true.
" Surely common sense requires us to believe that that for
which he so suffered was in his eyes established beyond
the possibiUty of doubt" (Kennett, op. cit., V, 271).

In view, therefore, of St. Paul's personal testimony to
his own conversion, his interviews with those who had
seen Jesus Christ on earth before and after His resurrec-
tion, and the prominence given to the resurrection in
the apostle's own teaching, we may challenge attention
afresh to this evidence for the resurrection. It is well
known that Lord Lyttelton and his friend Gilbert West
left Oxford University at the close of one academic
year, each determining to give attention respectively
during the long vacation to the conversion of St. Paul
and the resurrection of Christ, in order to prove the
baselessness of both. They met again in the autumn
and compared experiences. Lord Lyttelton had become
convinced of the truth of St. Paul's conversion, and
Gilbert West of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. If,

therefore, Paul's 2.5 years of suffering and service for
Christ were a reality, his conversion was true, for
everything he did began with that sudden change.
And if his conversion was true, Jesus Christ rose from
the dead, for everything Paul was and did he attributed
to the sight of the risen Christ.

The next, line of proof of the resurrection is the
record in the Gos])els of the appearances of the risen

Christ, and it is the last in order to

6. Sixth be considered. By some writers it is

Proof: The put first, but this is in forgetfuhiess

Gospel of the dates when the Gospels were
Record written. The resurrection was believed

in by the Christian church for a number
of years before our Gosjiels were written, and it is

therefore impossible for these records to be our
{)rimary and most important evidence. We must
get behind them if we are to appreciate fully the
force and variety of the evidence. It is for this

reason that, following the proper logical order, we
have reserved to the last our consideration of the
appearances of the risen Christ as given in the
Gospels. The point is one of great importance
(Denney, Jesus and the Gospel, 111).

Now, with this made clear, we proceed to consider
tile evidence afforded by the records of the post-resurrec-
tion appearances of Christ. Modern criticism of the
Gospels during recent years has tended to adopt the
view that Mk is the earliest, and that Mt and Lk are
dependent on it. This is said to be " the one solid result

"

(W. C. Allen, "St. Matthew," ICC, Preface, vii; Burkitt,
The Gospel History, 37) of the literary criticism of the
Gospels. If this is so, the question of the records of the
resurrection becomes Involved in the difficult problem
about the supposed lost ending of Mk, which, according
to modern criticism, would thus close without any record
of an appearance of the risen Christ. On this point,
however, two things may be said at the present juncture:

(1) There are som(> indications that the entire question
of the criticism of the Gospels is to hv, reopened (Kamsay.
St. Luke the I'hysician, ch 11; see also Orr, The Resurrec-
tion of Jesus, 63 ff). (2) Even if the current theory be
accepted, it would not seriously weaken the intrinsic
force of the evidence for the resurrection, Ijecause, after
all, Mark does not invent or "doctor" his material,
but embodies the common apostolic tradition of his
time (Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, 62).

We may, therefore, meanwhile examine the record
of the appearances without findhig them essentially

affected by any particular theory of the origin and
relations of the Gos])els. There are two sets of

appearances, one in Jerus and the other in Galilee,

and their number, and the amplitude and weight
of their testimony should be carefully estimated.
While we are precluded by our sjjace from examin-
ing each appearance minutely, and indeed it is

unnecessary for our purpose to do so, it is impossible
to av;)id callitig attention to two of them. No one
can read the story of the walk to Emmaus (Lk 24),

or of the visit of Peter and John to the tomb
(Jn 20), without observing the striking marks of

reality and personal testimony in the accounts. As
to the former incident: "It carries with it, as

great literary critics have pointed out, the deepest
inward evidences of its own literal truthfulness.

For it so narrates the hitercourse of 'a risen God'
with commonplace men as to set natural and super-

natural side by side in perfect harmony. And to

do this has always been the difficulty, the despair of

imagination. The alternative has been put reason-
ably thus: St. Luke was either a greater poet, a
more creative genius, than Shakesj)eare, or—he
did not create the record. He had an advantage
over Shakespeare. The ghost in Hamlet was an
effort of laborious imagination. The risen Christ

on the road was a fact supreme, and the Evangelist
did but tell it as it was" (Bishop Moule, Meditations

for the Church's Year, 108). Other writers whose
attitude to the Gospel records is very different

bear the same testimony to the impression of truth

and reality made upon them by the Emmaus narra-

tive (A. Meyer and K. Lake, quoted in Orr, The
Res)irrection of Jesus, 176 f).

It is well known that there are difficulties con-

nected with the number and order of these appear-
ances, but they are probably due largely to the

summary character of the story, and certainly are

not sufficient to invalidate the uniform testimony to

the two facts: (1) the empty grave, (2) the appear-
ances of Christ on the third day. These are the

main facts of the combined witness (Orr, op. cit.,

212).

The very difficulties which have been observed
in the Gospels for nearly nineteen centuries are a

testimony to a conviction of the truth of the narra-

tives on the part of the whole Christian church.

The church has not been afraid to leave these

records as they are because of the facts that they

embody and express. If there had been no diffi-

culties men might have said that everything had
been artificially arranged, whereas the differences

bear testimony to the reahty of the event recorded.

The fact that we possess these two sets of appear-

ances—one in Jerus and one in Galilee—is really

an argument in favor of their credibility, for if it had
been recorded that Christ appeared in Galilee only,

or Jerus only, it is not unlikely that the accourit

might have been rejected for lack of support. It is

well known that records of eyewitnesses often vary
in details, while there is no question as to the events

themselves. Thevarious books recording thft story of

the Indian mutiny, or the surrender of Napoleon III

at Sedan are cases in point, and Sir William Ramsay
has shown the entire compatibility of certainty as to

the main fact with great uncertainty as to precise

details (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 29). We
believe, therefore, that a careful examination of these
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appearances will afford evidence of a chain of cir-

cumstances extending from the empty grave to the
day of the ascension.
When we examine carefully all these converging

lines of evidence and endeavor to give weight to all

the facts of the case, it seems impossible

7. Summary to escape from the problem of a physi-
and Con- cal miracle. That the prima facie

elusion view of the evidence afforded by the

NT suggests a miracle and that the
apostles really believed in a true phj-sical resiu-rec-

tion are surely beyond all question. And yet very
much of present-day thought refuses to accept the
miraculous. The scientific doctrine of the uniform-
ity and continuity of Nature bars the way, so that
from the outset it is concluded that miracles are

impossible. We are either not allowed to believe

(sec Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, 44), or else we
are told that we are not required to believe (C. H.
Robinson, Studies in the Resurrection of Christ, ch ii),

in the reanimation of a dead body. If we take this

view, "there is no need, really, for investigation of

evidence: the question is decided before the evi-

dence is looked at" (Orr, op. cit., 46).

We challenge the tenableness of this position.

It proves too much. We are not at all concerned by
the charge of believing in the abnormal or unusual.
New things have happened from the beginning of

the present natural order, and the Christian faith

teaches that Christ Himself was a "new thing,"

and that His coming as "God manifest in the flesh"

was something absolutely unique. If we are not
allowed to believe in any Divine intervention which
we may call supernatural or miraculous, it is im-
possible to account for the Person of Christ at all.

"A Sinless Personality would be a miracle in time."

Arising out of this, Christianity itself was unique,

inaugurating a new era in human affairs. No Chris-

tian, therefore, can have any difficulty in accepting

the abnormal, the unusual, the miraculous. If it be
said that no amount of evidence can establish a
fact which is miraculous, we have still to account
for the moral miracles which are really involved

and associated with the resurrection, esp. the decep-

tion of the disciples, who could have found out the

truth of the case; a deception, too, that has proved
so great a blessing to the world. Surely to those

who hold a true theistic view of the world this a
priori view is impossible. Are we to refuse to allow

to God at least as much liberty as we possess our-

selves? Is it really thinkable that God has less

spontaneit}' of action than we have? We may like

or dislike, give or withhold, will or not will, but the

course of Nature must flow on unbrokenly. Surely

God cannot be conceived of as having given such a
constitution to the universe as limits His power to

intervene if necessary and for sufficient purpose
with the work of His own hands. Not only are

all things of Him, but all things are through Him, and
to Him. The resurrection means the presence of

miracle, and "there is no evading the issue with
which this confronts us" (Orr, The Resurrection of

Jesus, 53). Unless, therefore, we are prepared to

accept the possibility of the miraculous, all explana-

tion of the NT evidence is a pure waste of time.

Of recent years attempts have been made to account
for the resurrection by means of ideas derived from Bab
and otiicr Eastern sources. It is argued that mythology
provides the ke>; to the problem, that not only analogy
but derivation is to be found. But apart from the
remarkable variety of conclusions of Bab archaisologists
there is nothing in the way of historical proof worthy of
the name. The whole idea is arbitrary and baseless, and
prejudiced by th(! attitude to the supernatural. There
is literally no link of connection between these oriental
cults and the Jewish and Cliristian beliefs in the resur-
rection.

And SO we return to a consideration of the various

lines of proof. Taking them singly, they must be

admitted to be strong, but taking them altogether,
the argument is cumulative and sufficient. Every
effect must have its adequate cause, and the oidy
proper explanation of Christianity today is the
resurrection of Christ. Thomas Arnold of Rugby,
no mean judge of historical evidence, said that the
resurrection was the "best-attested fact in human
history." Christianity welcomes all po.ssible sifting,

testing, and use by those who honestly desire to
arrive at the truth, and if they will give proper
attention to all the facts and factors involved, we
believe they will come to the conclusion expressed
years ago by the Archbishop of Armagh, that the
resurrection is the rock from which all the hammers
of criticism have never chipped a single fragment
(The Great Question, 24).

The theology of the resurrection is very impor-
tant and calls for special attention. Indeed, the

prominence given to it in the NT
8. Theology affords a strong confirmation of the
of the fact itself, for it seems incredible that
Resurrec- su(!h varied and important truths
tion should not rest on historic fact. The

doctrine may briefly be summarized:
(1) evidential: the resurrection is the proof of the
atoning character of the death of Christ, and of His
Deity and Divine exaltation (Rom 1 4); (2)

evangelistic: the primitive gospel included testi-

mony to the resurrection as one of its characteristic

features, thereby i:)roving to the hearers the assur-

ance of the Divine redemption (1 Cor 15 1-4;

Rom 4 25); (3) spiritual: the resurrection is

regarded as the source and standard of th(i holiness

of the believer. Every aspect of the Christian life

from the beginning to the end is somehow associ-

ated therewith (Rom 6); (4) eschatological: the
resurrection is the guaranty and model of the
believer's resurrection (1 Cor 15). As the bodies
of the saints arose (Mt 27 52), so ours are to be
quickened (Rom 8 11), and made like Christ's

glorified body (Phil 3 21), thereby becoming
spiritual bodies (1 Cor 15 44), that is, bodies ruled

by their spirits and yet bodies. These points
offer only the barest outline of the fulness of NT
teaching concerning the doctrine of the resurrection

of Christ.

Literature.—Orr, The Resurrection of Jesus, 1908;
W. J. Sparrow Simpson, The Resurrection and Modern
Thought; Westcott, The Historic Faith and The Gospel
of the Resurrection. Very full literary references in Bowen,
The Resurrection in the NT, 1911, which, although nega-
tive in its own conclusions, contains a valuabh; refuta-
tion of many negative arguments.

W. H. Griffith Thoma.s
RETAIN, rft-tan': Several Heb words are thus

tr'^: ptn, hazak, "to hold fa.st" (Jgs 7 8; 19 4;

Job 2 9'aV [RV "hold fast"]; Mic 7 18); "^17,

'aqar, "to shut up" (only in Dnl 10 8.16; 11 6);

!fan, tamakh, "to hold" (Prov 3 18; 4 4; 11 16

AV [RV "obtain"]); in one case kdld' (Eccl 8 8).

In the NT Kpariu, kraled, is used in Jn 20 23 of

the "retaining" of sins by the apostles (see Reten-
tion OF SiNs); in Rom 1 28, RV has "refused to

have," m "Gr, 'did not approve,' " for AV "did not
like to retain" {echo); and in Philem ver 13, substi-

tutes "fain have kept" for "retained" (katechd). Sir

41 16 has "retain" for diaphuldssd, "keep."

RETALIATION, ri^-tal-i-a'shun, re-. See Law in
THE NT; Punishments; Retuibution.

RETENTION, rS-ten'shun, OF SINS (Kpar^w,

krateo, "to hiy fast
_
hold of" [Jn 20 23]): The

opposite of "the remission of sins." Where there
was no evidence of repentance and faith, the
community of believers were unauthorized to

give assurance of forgiveness, and, therefore, could
only warn that the guilt of sin was retained, and
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th;it the sinner remained beneath God's judf^-

mcnt.

While such rctcmtioii lias its i)lac(' in coniu-rtion with
all prcacliinj; of tlie t^ospcl, since t lie olters of f^race are
conditional, it is esp. exercised, like the absolution, in the
personal dealing of a pastor with a coinrminicant, pre-
[)arator.v to the reception of the Lord's Supper. As the
absolution is properly an assurance of iiuli\idual for-

giveness, so the retention is an assurance of individual
non-forgivene.ss. That the retention is exercised by the
ministry, not as an order, but as tlu^ representatives of
the congregation of believers to which ("hrisl gave the
power of the keys, is shown by Alford, (!r I'cut., on above
passage. See also Melanchtlion, AiiprmUx to tin;
" Schnialkald Arlicl(\s."

II. Iv Jacoks
RETRIBUTION, ret-ri-bu'sluut

:

1. NT Terms
2. A Revelation of Wrath as Well as (iracc
3. Witness of Natural Theology
4. Retribution the Xatural {^)nsefiuence of Sin
5. Also the Positive Infliction of Divine Wrath
0. Instances of I'se of orgr and Ihuinos
7. Instances of Ise of (ireck Words for " Vengeance"
8. Words Meaning "Chastisement" Xot Used of the

Impenitent
9. .Judgment Implies Retribution

10. Moral Sense Demands Vindication of (iod's Kight-
oousnes.s

11. Scripture Indicates Certainty of Vindication
LlTEl£.\TUUE

The word as applied to the Divine a(hninistration

is not u.sed in Scripture, but nndonl)tedly the idea

is commonly enotigh expressed. The
1. NT words which come nearest to it are

Terms opyrj, orge, and dvixbs, tlntmos, wrath
attributed to God; e/c5iK^w, ekdiked,

iKdlKrjaLs, ekdikesis, eKdiKos, ekdikos, and SUr), dike,

all givinfz; the idea of vengeance; K6\aais, kolasis,

and TLfxcxjpia, timdrla,^ "ptmishment"; besides Kpivw,

krind, and its derivatives, words expressive of

judgment.
Rom 2 is full of the thought of retribution. The

apostle, in vs 5.6, comes very near to using the word
itself, and gives indeed a good descrip-

2. A Reve- ticm of the thing: the day of wrath and
lation of revelation of the righteous judgment
Wrath as of God, "who will render to every man
Well as according to his works." It is well

Grace in approaching the subject to remind
ourselves that there is undoubtedly,

as the apostle says, a Revelation of irrnth. We are

so accustomed to think of the gracious revelation

wliich the gosi)el brings us, and to approach the
subject of the doom of the impenitent imder the
influence of the kindly sentiments engendered there-

by, and with a view of God's gracious character as
revealed in salvation, that we are ajit to overlook
somewhat tlie sterner facts of sin, and to miscon-
ceive the Divine attitude toward the impenitent
sinner. It is certainly well that we shoukl let the
grace of the gosj^el have ftill influence tijion all our
thinking, but we must beware of being too ftilly

engrossed with one phase of the Divine character.

It is an infirmity of human nature that we find it

difficult to let two seemingly conflicting concep-
tions find a place in our thought. We are apt to

surrender ourselves to the sway of one or the other
of tliem according to the pressure of the moment.

Putting ourselves back into the ])osition of those
who liave only the light of natiu-al theology, we

find that all deductions from the per-
3. Witness fections of God, as revealed in His
of Natural works, combined with a consideration
Theology of man's sin and want of harmony with

the Holy One, lead lo the conclusion
annotinced by the apostle: "Tlie wrath of God is

reveahid from heaven against all ungodline.ss and
unrighteousness of men" (Rom 1 IS). Wrath
implies puiushment, puni.shment is d(>creed, i)un-
ishinent is denoimced. The word of God but con-
firms tlie verdict which conscience forecasts. Na-

ture teaclies that ptuiishmenf, retribution, must
follow sin. Within the sphen; of i)liysical law this

is clearly exem{)lified. No breach of the so-called
laws of Nature is tolerated. Strictly speakitig, the
laws of Nature cannot be broken, but let a man fail

to keep in harmony with them, and the nattiral

coiis(Hjuences will be trouble, i)iniishment, retri-

bution. Harmony with law is blessing; collision

with law is loss. Thus law in Nature "worketh
wrath" to the neglecters of it. Ptmishment neces-
sarily results. So we may well expect that in the
high(»r sphere, God's moral laws cannot be neg-
lected or violated with impunity, and Scripttu'c fully

justifies the expectation :md shows that sin must
be punished. All things (considered, the fact of

puni.shment for sinners need not surprise; the fact

of jiardon is the surprising thing. The surprise of

pardon has ceased to surprise us because we are so
familiar with the thought, ^^'e know the "how"
of it because of the revelation of grace. Grace,
however, saves on certain conditions, and there is

no such tlung known in Scrii)ttu'e as indiscriminate,
necessary, universal grace. It is only from the
Bible that we know of the salvation by grace. That
same revelation shows that the grace does not come
to all, in the sense of saving all; though, of course,

it may be considered as presented to all. Those
who are not totiched and saved by grace remain
shut uji in their sins. They are, and must be, in

the nature of the case, left to the consequences of

their sins, with the added guilt of rejecting the
offered grace. "Except ye believe that I am he,"
said Incarnate Grace, "ye shall die in your sins"

(Jn 8 24).

Another conclusion we may draw from the gen-
eral Scrii^tural representation is that the futtire

retribution is one aspect of the natural
4. Retribu- consequence of sin, yet it is also in

tion the another aspect the positive infliction

Natural of Divine ivrath. It is shown to be the
Conse- natural outcome of sin in such pas-
quence of sages as "\\'hatsoever a man soweth,
Sin that shall he also reap" (Gal 6 7);

"He that soweth unto his own flesh

shall of the flesh reap corruption" (Gal 6 8). It

is not without suggestiveness that the Hcb word
\lwdn means both iniquity and punishment, and
when Cain said "My ptmishment is greater than I

can bear" (Gen 4 13), he really said "My iniquity

is greater than I can bear"; his iniquity became his

ptmishment. A due consideration of this thought
goes a long way toward meeting many of the ob-
jections brought against the doctrine of future
l)tmishment.
The other statement, however, remains true and

must be emphasized, that there is an actual in-

fliction of Divine wrath. All the great
5. Also the statements about the Divine judgment
Positive imply this, and while it is wrong not
Infliction to take account of the natural work-
of Divine ing out of sin in its terrible conse-
Wrath quences, it is eqtially wrong, perhaps

more so, to refuse to recognize this

positive Divine infliction of punishment. This,

indeed, is the outstanding feature of retribution as it

assumes form in Scripture. Even the natural con-
sequences of sin, rightly viewed, are part of the
Divine infliction, since God, in the nature of things,

has conjoined sin and its consequences, and part
of the positive infliction is the judicial shutting up
of the sinner to the consequences of his sin. So
in the case of Cain, his ini()uity l)ecame his jninish-

ment, ina.smtich as God sentenced him to bear the
conse(]uences of that iniqtiity. On the other hand,
we might say that even (he terribly j^ositive out-
potu'ings of God's wrath upon the sinner are the
natural consequences of sin, since sin in its very
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nature rails down the Divine displeasure. Indeed,

these two phases of future punishment are so very
closely connected that a right view of the matter
compels us to keep both before us, and no full ex-

planation of the punishment is possible when either

phase is if^norcd.

The terms in Scripture applied to the doom of

sinners all imply Divine displeasure, punitive action,

retribution. The two outstanding Or
6. In- words for "wrath," orge and thumos,
stances of are both freely applied to God. Orge
Use of indicates settled displeasure, whereas

orge and thumos is rather the blazing out of the

thumos anger. The former is, as we should ex-

pect, more frequently applied to God,
and, of course, all that is capricious and reprehen-

sible in human wrath must be eliminated from the

word as used of God. It indicates the settled oppo-
sition of His holy nature against sin. It was an affec-

tion foimd in the sinless Saviour Himself, for "he
looked round about on them with anger" (Mk 3 5).

In the liaptist's warning "to flee from the wrath to

come" (Mt 3 7; Lk 3 7), it is unquestionably
the wrath of God tliat is meant, the manifestation

of that being further described as the burning of the

chaff with unquenchable fire (Mt 3 12). In Jn
3 36 it is said of the unbeliever that "the wrath of

God" abideth on him.. In Rom it is used at least

9 t in reference to God, first in Rom 1 18, the great

passage we have already quoted about "the wrath
of God revealed from heaven." The connection
is a suggestive one and is often overlooked. In
the passage Paul has quite a chain of reasons; he
is ready to preach the gospel at Rome /or he is not
ashamed of the gospel; he is not ashamed of the
gospel /or it is the power of God unto salvation; it

is the "power of God" Jor therein is revealed the

righteousness of God by faith; and this salvation

by faith is a necessity "for the wrath of God is re-

vealed," etc. Thus the Divine wrath on account
of sin is the dark background of the gospel message.
Had there been no such just wrath upon men, there

had been no need for the Divine salvation. The
despising of God's goodness by the impenitent
means a treasuring up of "wrath in the day of

wrath and revelaticm of the righteous judgment of

God" (Rom 2 3-5). God "visiteth with wrath"
(3 5).

In Rom 4 15 the apostle shows that "the law
worketh wrath" (i.e. brings down the Divine dis-

pleasure), while in 5 9 he shows that believers are

saved from wrath—undoubted wrath of God. The
other two instances are in 9 22. Men are "by
nature children of wrath" (Eph 2 3); surely not
"wrathful children," but liable to the wrath of

God, and because of evil deeds cometh "the wrath
of God upon the sons of disobedience" (Eph 5 6;

Col 3 6). Christ "delivereth us from the wrath
to come" (1 The.ss 1 10); wrath has come upon the

opposing Jews (2 IG); but believers are not ap-
pointefl unto wrath (5 9). With all these s[)ecific

passages in view, to say nothing of the general

teaching of the apostle on the question of coming
judgment and punishment, it is utterly impo.ssible

to eliminate the idea of the Divine displeasure

against sinners, and His consequent retributive

action toward them. Even Ritschl, who absolutely

denies the great principle of retribution, of positive

displeasure, admits that Paul teaches it; hence the

only way for him out of the difficulty is to reject

Paul's t(!aching as unauthoritative. Other referen-

ces to the "wrath of God" are in He 3 11; 4 3;

and 6 passages in the Apocalypse—Rev 6 16 f; 11

18; 14 10; 16 19; 19 15. Two of these refer to the
"wrath of the Lamb," one of the most terrible

phrases in the whole of the NT. Thumos is only

used in the Apocalypse concerning God (Rev 14

10-19; 15 1-7; 16 1-19; 19 15). In each case
it refers to the manifestation, the blazing forth of

the wrath; in the last two passages it is userl in

combination with orge, and is rendered "fierceness,"

the fierceness of His wrath.

Ekdikeo. which means to avenge, is twice used of God
(Rev 6 10; 19 2); and ckiUkcsis, "vengeance," 6t

(Llv 18 7 ff; Kom 12 19; 2 Thess 1 8;

7 PrpplrTTcf^ ^^^^' 10 30). In the first two instances it

* w ^4
'^ used i^y Jesus concerning tlie Divine

of Words action; ckdikos, "avenger," occurs once
for"Ven- i'l application to God (1 Thess 4 (i);

___„_-)> (like, "judgment" or "vengeance" is twicegednce
^,j-j,jj ^^ (^j^^^j (2 Thess 1 9; Jude ver 7).
The use of these terms shows that the; i)un-

ishment inflicted on sinful m(>n is strictly punishment of
the vindicatory sort, tlie vindication of outraged justice,
the infliction of deserved penalty. V(Ty significant is

the passage in 2 Thess 1 6, " It is a righteous thing witli
God to recompense affliction to tliem tluit afflict you."
There is no question of bettering tlie offender.

It is very remarltable that the terms in Gr which
would carry tiie meaning of punishment for the good of

tlie offender an; never used in the NT of the

8. Words infliction which conies upon tlie impenl-

Mpflninir tent; these are paideia and paidi-iln,

iif^u • ^'**^' they are frequently used of the "chas-
Chastise- tisemcnt" of i)elievers, but not of the im-

ment" Not penitent. It is often claimed that the
TT J r iu- word kola.fis used in Mt 25 4(5 carries theuseu 01 tne jm.jining of cliastisement for the improve-
Impenitent ment of the offender, but although Aris-

totle, in comparing it with timoria, may
seem to suggest that it is meant for the improve-
ment of the offender (what he really says is that it

Is toil pdschnntos heneka, "on account of tlie one suffer-
ing it," "has the punished one in view," whereas
timoria is tod poioiintos, "on accoimt of the one inflict-

ing" "that ho may ijo satisfied"), tlie usage oven in
classical Gr is predominantly against making the sup-
posed distinction. Both words are used interchangeably
by the leading classical authors, including Aristotle
himself, and kolnxis is continually employed when; no
thought of lietternient can b(; in question, while all admit
that in Hellenistic Gr the distinction is not maintained,
and in any case timoria is also used of the punishment of
the sinner (He 10 29).

All the representations of the coming day of

judgment tell of the fact of retribution, and Christ
Himself distinctly as,serts it. Apart

9. Judg- from His great eschatological dis-

ment courses, concerning which criticism

Implies still hesitates and stammers, we have
Retribu- the solemn close of the Sermon on the

tion Mount, and the pregnant statement of

Mt 16 27, "The Son of man shall come
in the glory of his Father with his angels; and then
shall he render unto every man acconling to his

deeds," and all the apostolic teaching upon the

solemn theme is but the unfolding of the same great

thought.

The conception of God as a perfect moral governor
demands that His righteousness shall be fully vindi-

cated. Looking at the course of his-

10. Moral tory as it unfolds itself before us, we
Sense De- cannot fail to be struck with the anom-
mands Vin- alies which are presented. Right-
dication of eousness does not always triumph,
God's goodness is often put to shame.
Righteous- wickedness appears to be profitable,

ness and wicked men often prosper while

good men are under a cloud. Some-
times signal Divine interpositions proclaim that

God is indeed on the side of righteousness, but too

often it seems as if He were unmindful, and men
are tempted to ask the old question, "How doth
God know? And is there knowledge in the Most
High?" (Ps 73 11), while the righteous say in

their distress, "Jeh, how long shall the wicked, how
long shall the wicked triumph?" (Ps 94 3). The
moral sense cries out for some Divine vindication,

an(l the Scriptures, in harmony with this feeling,

indicate that the final judgment will bring such
vindication.

In the OT it is frequently presented as the solu-

tion of the baffling problems which beset the ethical
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sjihoro, as for instance in that fine utterance of re-

lifi;ious pliilosopliy in Ps 73; the Psahnist has before
him all the i)uzzlinK elennnits of the

11. Scrip- i)rol)leni; the prosi)erity, the insolent
ture Indi- and aKSi"<'^sive prosperity of the wicked,
cates Cer- the non-success, the opi)ression, the
tainty of misery of the righteous; he is well-nigh
Vindication overwhelmed by the contemj)latioii,

and nearly loses his footing on the
eternal verities, until he carries the whole problem
into the light of (lod's ])resence and revelation, and
then he imderstands that the end will bring the
true solution.

8o too the somber ruminations of the Preacher
upon the contradictions and anomalies and mysteries
of human life, "under the sun," close in the reflection

which throws its searchlight upon all the blackness:
"This is tlieend of the matter: .... FearGod,and
keej) his commandments; for this is the whole duty
of man. For (xod will bring every work into judg-
ment, with everv hidden thing, whether it be good,
or whether it be' evil" (Eccl 12 13 f). In the light

of the same truth, the apostles labored, believing

that when the Lord comes He "will both bring to

light the hidden things of darkness, and make mani-
fest the counsels of the hearts" (1 Cor 4 5). The
more fully the subject is considered, the more we
must feel that for the viTidication of right(H)Usness,

the justification of the Divine procedure, the recti-

fication of wrongs, the explanation of mysteries,

the reward and triumph of the righteous and the
confession and punishment of the wicked, a great

final, retributive jutlgment is Scriptural, reasonable,

necessary.

Literature.—See arts, on Punishment, Everlast-
ing; Judgment; Sheol, etc, and works cited there.

ARriiiiiALi) IVI'Caig

REU, re'u, roo (^^/^ , r'^'w; 'Pa-yav, Rhagau) : A
son of Peleg, a descendant of Shem (Gen 11 18 ff

;

1 Ch 1 25; Lk 3 35).

REUBEN, njo'ben, ru'ben ("5^55"), r'ubheyi;

'Pov(3tiv, Rhouhen) : The eldest son of Jacob, born
to him by I^eah in Paddan-aram (Gen

1. Jacob's 29 32). This verse seems to suggest
Eldest Son two derivations of the name. As it

stands in MT it means "behold a son";
but the reason given f(jr so calling him is "The Lord
hath looked upon my affliction," which in Heb is

rd'dh b'^onyl, lit. "He hath seen my affliction." Of
his boyhood we have only the story of the man-
drakes (Gen 30 14). As the firstborn he should
really have been leader among his father's sons.

His birthright was forfeited by a deed of peculiar
infamy (35 22), and as far as we know his tribe

never took the lead in Israel. It is named first,

indeed, in Nu 1 5.20, but thereafter it falls to the
fourth place, Judah taking the first (2 10, etc). To
Reuben's intervention Joseph owed his escape
from the fate propo.sed by his other brethren (Gen
37 29). Some have thought Reuben designed to
set him free, from a desire to rehabilitate himself
with his father. But there is no need to deny to
Reuben certain noble and chivalrous qualities.

Jacob seems to have appreciated these, and, per-
haps, therefore all the more deeph' lamented the
lap.se that spoiled his life (Gen 49 3f). It was
Reuben who felt that their perils and anxieties in

Egypt were a fit recompense for the unbrotherly
concluct (42 22). To assure his father of lienja-
min's safe return from Egypt, whither Joseph
required him to be taken, Reuben was ready to
pledge his own two .sons (ver 37). Four sons born
to him in Canaan went down with Reuben at the
descent of Israel into Egypt (46 8 f).

Th(! incidents recorded are regarded by a certain
school of OT scholars as the vague and fragmentary

traditions of the tribe, wrought into the form of a
biography of the supposed ancestor of the tribe.
This interpretation raises more difficulties than it

solves, and depends for coherence ui)on too many
assumptions and conjectures. The narrative as it

stands is quite intelligible and self-consistent.
There is no good reason to doubt that, as far as it

goes, it is an authentic record of the life of Jacob's
son.

At the first census in the wilderness Reuben
numbered 4G,500 men of war (Nu 1 21 j; at the

.second they had fallen to 43,730; see
2. Tribal Nu.mbkus. The standard of the camp
History of Reuben was on the south side of the

tabernacle; and with him were Simeon
and Gad; the total number of fighting men in this
division being 151,4.50. Tg Pseudojon says that
the standard was a deer, with the legend "Hear O
Israel, the Lord thy God is one Lord." On the
march this division took the second i^lace (Nu 2
10 if). The jirince of the tribe was Elizur ben
Shedeur, whose oblation is described in 7 30 if

.

The Reubenite among the spies was Shammua ben
Zaccur (13 4). It is possible that the conspiracy
against Moses, organized by the ReubenitesDathan
and Abiram, with the a.ssistance of Korah the Levite
(Nu 16), was an attempt on the part of the tribe to
assert its rights as representing the firstborn. It is

significant that the children of Korah did not perish
(26 11). May not the influence of this incident on
Moses' mind be traced in liis "blessing," wishing
for the continuance of the tribe, indeed, but not in
great strength (Dt 33 G)? This was a true fore-
cast of the tribal history.

When the high plateau E. of the Dead Sea and
the Jordan fell into the hands of the Israelite in-
vaders, these spacious pastoral uplands irresistibly
attracted the great flock-masters of Reuben and
Gad, two tribes destined to be neighbors during
succeeding centuries. At their earnest request
Moses allowed them their tribal possessions here
subject to one condition, which they loyally ac-
cepted. They should not "sit here,'"' and so dis-
courage their brethren who went to war beyond
the Jordan. They should provide for the security
of their cattle, fortify cities to protect their little

oties and their wives from the inhabitants of the
land, and their men of war should go before tlie

host in the campaign of conquest until tlie children
of Israel should have inherited every man his in-
heritance (Nu 32 1-27). Of the a(;tu;d part they
took in that warfare there is no record, but per-
haps "the stone of Ikjhan the son of Reuben" (Josh
15 6; 18 17) marked some memorable deed of valor
by a member of the tribe. At the end of the cam-
paign the men of Reuben, having earned the grati-
tude of the western tribes, enriched bj- their share of
the spoils of the enemy, returned with honor to their
new home. Along with their brethren of Gad they
felt the dangers attaching to their position of isola-

tion, cut off from the rest of their people by the great
cleft of the Jordan valley. They reared t herefore the
massive altar of Ed in the valley, so that in the very
throat of that instrument of severance there might
be a perpetual witness to themselves and to their
children of the essentiahmity of Israel. The western
tribes misunderstood the action and, dreading re-

ligious schism, gathered in force to stamp it out. Ex-
planations followed which were entirely satisfactory,

and a threatening danger was averted (Josh 22).
But the instincts of the eastern tribes were right,

as subsequent history was to prove. The Jordan
valley was but one of many causes of sundering.
The whole circumstances and conditions of life on
the E. differed widely from those on the W. of the
river, pastoral pursuits and life in the open being
contrasted with agricultural and city life.
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The land given by Moses to the tribe of Reuben
reached from the Arnon, Wddy cl-Mojib, in the S.,

to the border of Gad in the N. In Nu 32 34
cities of (Jad are named which hiy far S., Aroer behig
on the very lip of the Arnon; but these are probal)ly

to be taki'u as an enclave in the territory of Reuben.
From Josh 13 15 ff it is clear that the northern
border ran from some point N. of the Dead Sea in

a direction E.N.E., passing to the N. of Ileshbon.

The Dead Sea formed the western boundary, and
it marched with the desert on the E. No doubt
many districts changed hands Iti the course of the
history. At the invasion of Tiglath-pileser, e.g.,

we read that Aroer was in the hands of the Reuben-
it es, "and eastward .... even unto the entrance
of the wilderness from the river Euphrates" (1 Ch
5 Sf). Bezer the city of refuge lay in Reuben's
territory (Josh 20 8, etc). A general description

of the country will be found under Moab; while the

cities of Reuben are dealt with in separate articles.

Reuben and Gad, occupying contiguous districts,

and even, as we have seen, to some extent over-

lapping, are closely associated in the history.

Neither took part in the glorious struggle against

Sisera (Jgs 5 loff). Already apparently the sun-
dering influences were taking effect. They are not
excepted, however, from "all the tribes of Israel"

who scMit contingents for the war against Benjamin
(Jgs 20 10; 21 5), and the reference in 5 15 seems
to show that Reuben might have done great things

had he been dis])osed. The tribe therefore was still

powerful, but perhajis absorbed by anxieties as to

its relations with neighboring peoples. In guarding
their numerous flocks against attack from the S.,

and sudden incursions from the desert, a warlike
spirit and martial prowess were developed. They
were "valiant men, men able to bear buckler and
sword, and to shoot with bow, and skilful in war"
(1 Ch 5 18). They overwhelmed the Ilagrites

with Jetur and Naphish and Nodab, and greatly

enriched themselves with the si)oil. In recording

the raid the Chronicler pays a compliment to their

religious loyalty: "They cried to God in the l)attle,

anci he was entreated of them, because they put
their trust in him" (5 19 ff). Along with Gad and
Manasseh they sent a contingent of 120,000 men
"with all manner of instruments of war for the

battle, .... men of war, that could order the

battle array," men who "came with a perfect heart

to Hebron, to make David king" (12 37 f). Among
David's mighty men was Adina, "a chief of the
Reubenites, and thirty with him" (11 42). In the
40th year of David's reign overseers were set over
the Reubenites "for every matter pertaining to God,
and for the affairs of the king" (26 32). Perhaps
in spite of the help given to David the Reubenites
had never quite got over their old loj'alty to the
house of Saul. At any rate, when disruption came
they joined the Northern Kingdom (1 K 11 31).

The subsequent history of the tribe is left in

much obscurity. Exposed as they were to hostile

influences of ]\Ioab and the East , and cut off from
fellowship with their brethren in worship, in their

isolation they probably found the descent into

idolatry all too easy, and the once powerful tribe

sank into comparative insignificance. Of the im-

mediate causes of this decline we have no knowl-
edge. Moab established its authority over the

land that had belonged to Reuben; and Mesha,
in his inscription (M S), while he speaks of Gad,
does not think Reuben worthy of mention. They
had probably become largely absorbed in the north-

ern tribe. They are named as suffering in the

invasion of Hazael during the reign of Jehu (2 K 10
32 f). That "they trespassed against the God of

their fathers, and played the harlot after the gods
of the peoples of the land" is given as the reason for

the fate that befell them at the hands of Pul, king of

Assyria, who carried them away, "and brought them
unto Halah, and Habor, and Hara, and to the river

of Gozan" (1 Ch 5 25 f).

The resemblance of Reuben's case to that of

Simeon is striking, for Simeon also appears to have
been practi(nilly absorbed in the tribe of Judah.
The i)restige that should have been Reuben's in

virtue of his birthright is said to have passed to

Joseph (1 Ch 5 1). And the place of Reuben and
Simeon in Israel is taken by the sons of Joseph, a
fact referred to in the blessing of Jacob (Gen 48 5).

Ezekiel finds a place for Reuben in his picture of

restored Israel (48 6). He appears also—in this

case preceded by Judah only—in Rev 7 5.

W. EwiNG
REUBENITES, r(5o'ben-its ("^rn^Xnn , hd-r'il-

hheiii; 8ti|xoi 'PotjpT)v, demoi Rhouhhi) : Members
of the tribe of Reuben (Nu 26 7, etc). Adina, one
of David's might}' men, was a Reubenite (1 Ch 11
42).

REUEL, rcw'el (bsiy-l , r^'u'cl, "God is his

friend"; LXX 'Pa-yov^iX, Rhagouti):

(1) In the genealogical system Reuel is both a
son of Esau by Basemath "(Gen 36 4.10.13.17; 1

Ch 1 35.37) and the father of the father-in-law of

Moses, Hobab (Nu 10 29). In the account of the
marriage of Zipporah to Moses (Ex 2 lG-21)

Jethro seems to be called Reuel (cf IIobab). The
various names of Jethro perplexed the ^Falmudists,

too; some held that his real name was "Hobab,"
and that R(>uel was his father. Reuel is probably
a clan name (Gray, "Nu," ICC), and Hobab is a
member of the clan ("son") of Reuel (Nu 10 29
AV reads "Raguel").

(2) The father of Eliasaph, the prince of Gad
(Nu 2 14), called (by some copvist's mistake)
"Deuel" in 1 14; 7 42.47; 10 20. LXX has
uniformly Rhagoucl.

(3) A Benjamite (1 Ch 9 8).

HouACK J. Wolf
REUMAH, rc)o'ma (n'C^S'l , r'umdh): The con-

cubine of Nahor (Gen 22 24).

REVELATION, rev-e-la'shun:

I. The Nature of Revelation
1. Th(> Fieligion of the Bible the Only Supernatural

Religion
2. General and Special Revelation

(1) Revelation in Eden
(2) Revelation among the Heathen

II. The Process of Revelation
1. Place of Revelation among the Redemptive

Acts of God
2. Stages of Material Development

III. The Modes of Revelation
1. The Several Modes of lievelation
2. Equal Supernaturalness of the Several Modes
3. The Prophet God's Mouthpiece
4. Visionary Form of Prophecy
5. "Passivity" of Prophets
6. Revelation by Inspiration
7. Complete Revelation of God in Christ

IV. Biblical Terminology
1. The Ordinary Forms
2. "Word of the Lord" and "Torah"
3. "The Scriptures"

Literature

/. The Nature ofRevelation.—The religion of the

Bible is a frankly supernatural religion. By this

is not meant merely that, according

1. The to it, all men, as creatures, live, move
Religion of and have their being in God. It is

the Bible meant that, according to it, God has
the Only intervened extraordinarily, in the

Supernatu- course of the sinfvd world's develop-

ral Re- ment, for the salvation of men other-

ligion wise lost. In Eden the Lord GofI had
been jiresent with sinless man in such

a sense as to form a distinct element in his social
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oiiviroiimoiit ((ion 3 8). This iiitinud.o association

was broken up by the Fall. J5ut (!o(l did not, there-

fore withdraw Himself from eoneornment with
men. Hat her, He began at once a series of inter-

ventions in human history by means of which man
might b(\ rescued from his sin and, despite it,

brought to the end destined for him. These inter-

ventions involved the segregation of a jieople for

Himself, by whom God should be known, and whose
distinction should be that CJod should be "nigh
imto them" as He was not to other nations (Dt 4

7; Ps 145 IS), liut this people was not permitted
to imagine that it owed its segregation to anything
in itself fitted to attract or determine the Divine
pref(>rence; no consciousness was more poignant
in Israel than that Jeh had chosen it, not it Him,
and that Jeh's choice of it rested .solely on His
gracious will. Nor was this people ])ermitted to

imagine that it was for its own sake alone that it

had been singled out to be the .sole recipient of the
knowledge of Jeh; it was made clear from the
beginning that (lod's mysteriously gracious dealing

with it had as its ultimate end tin; blessing of the
whole world (Gen 12 2.3; 17 4.5.(5.16; 18 IS; 22
18; cf Rom 4 13), the bringing together again of

the divided families of the earth xmder the glorious

reign of Jeh, and the reversal of the (uirse under
which the whole world lay for its sin (Gen 12 3).

Meanwhile, however, Jeh was known only in Israel.

To Israel (iod showed His word and made known
His statutes and judgments, and aft(T this fashion
He dealt with no other nation; and therefore none
other knew His judgments (Ps 147 19 f). Accord-
ingly, when the hope of Israel (who was also the de-
sire of all nations) came. His own lips unhesitatingly
declared that the salvation He brought, though
of universal application, was "from the Jews" (Jn
4 22). And the nations to which this salvation
had not been made known are declared by the chief

agent in its proclamation to them to be, mean-
while, "far off," "having no hope;" and "without
God in the world" (Eph 2 12), because they were
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and
strangers from the covenant of the promise.
The religion of the Bible thus announces itself,

not as the ]iroduct of men's search after God, if

haply they may feel after Him and find Him, but
as the cr(>ati()n in men of the gracious God, forming
a peoi)le for Himself, that they may show forth His
praise. In other words, the religion of the Bible
presents itself as distinctively a revealed religion.

Or rather, to speak more exactly, it announces itself

as the revealed religion, as the only revealed reli-

gion; and sets itself as such over against all other
religions, which are represented as all products, in

a sense in which it is not, of the art and device of
man.

It is not, however, implied in this exclusive
claim to revelation—which is made by the religion

of the Bible in all the stages of its history—that
the living God, who made the heaven and the
earth and the sea and all that in them is, has left

Himself without witness among the peoples of the
world (Acts 14 17). It is asserted indeed, that
in the process of His redemptive work, God suffered
for a season all the nations to walk in their own
ways; but it is added that to none of them has He
failed to do good, and to give from heaven rains and
fruitful seasons,' filling their hearts with food and
gladness. And not only is He rei)resented as thus
constantly showing Himself in His providence not
far from any one of them, thus wooing them to seek
Him if haply they might feel after Him and find

Him (Acts 17 27), but as from the foundation of

the world openly manifesting Himself to them in

the works of His hands, in which His everlasting
power and Divinity are clearly seen (Rom 1 20).

That men at large have not retained Him in their

knowledge, or served Him as they ought, is not due
th(>refore to failure on His part to keep open the
way to knowledge of Him, but to the darkening of

their senseless hearts by sin and to the vanity of

tlunr sin-deflected reasonings (Rom 1 21 fT), by
means of which they have supplanted the truth of

God by a lie and have come to worship and serve
th(! creature rather than the ever-blessed Creator.
It is, ind(!ed, i)recisely because in their sin they have
thus held down the truth in imrighteousness and
have refused to have (Jod in tli(>ir knowledge (so it

is intimat(Hl); and because, moreover, in their sin,

the rev(!lation God gives of Himself in His works of

creation and providence no long(>r suffices for men's
needs, that (jtod has intervencnl supernaturally in

the course of history to form a people for Hims(^lf,

through whom at length all the world should be
blessed.

It is quite obvious that there are brought before us
in these several representations two sp(>cies or stages

of revelation, which should I)e di.s-

2. General criminated to avoid confusion. There
and Special is the revelation whic'h God continu-
Revelation ously makes to all men: by it His

power and Divinity are made known.
And there is the revelation which He makes exclu-

sively to His chosen people: through it His saving
grace is made known. Both species or stages of

revelation are insisted upon throughout the Scrip-

tures. They are, for example, brought signifi-

cantly together in such a declaration as we find in

Ps 19: "The heavens declare the glory of God
.... their line is gone out through all the earth"
(vs 1.4); "The law of Jeh is perfect, restoring the
soul" (ver 7). The Psalmist takes his beginning
h(>re from the praise of the glory of God, the Creator
of all that is, which has been written upon the very
heavens, that none may fail to see it. From this

he rises, however, quickly to the more full-throated

praise of the mercy of Jeh, the covenant God, who
has visited His people with saving instruction.

Upon this higher revelation there is finally based
a prayer for salvation from sin, which ends in a
great threefold acclamation, instinct with adoring
gratitude: "G Jeh, my rock, and ray redeemer"
(ver 14). "The heavens," comments Lord Bacon,
"indeed tell of the glory of God, but not of His will

according to which the poet prays to be pardoned
and sanctified." In so commenting. Lord Bacon
touches the exact point of distinction between the
two species or stages of revelation. The one is

adai)ted to man as man; the other to man as sinner;

and since man, on becoming sinner, has not ceased

to be man, but has only acquired new needs requir-

ing additional provisions to bring him to the end of

his existence, so the revelation directed to man as

sinner does not supersede that given to man as man,
but supplements it with these new provisions for

his attainment, in his new condition of blindness,

helplessness and guilt induced by sin, of the end of

his being.

These two species or stages of revelation have
been commonly distinguished from one another

by the distinctive names of natural and super-

n;;tural revelation, or general aufl special revelation,

or natural and soteriological revelation. Each
of these modes of discriminating them has its par-

ticular fitness and describes a real difference between
the two in nature, reach or piu'pose. The one is

communicated through the media of natural phe-
nomena, occurring in the course of Nature or of

history; the other im])lies an intervention in the

natural course of things and is not merely in source

but in mode supernatural. The one is atldressed

generally to all intelligent creatures, and is there-

fore accessible to all men; the other is addressed to
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a special class of sinners, to whom God would make
known His salvation. The one has in view to

meet and supply the natural need of creatures for

knowledge of their (iod; the other to rescue broken
and deformed sinners from their sin and its con-

sequences. But, thouf^h thus distinguished from
one another, it is important that the two species

or stages of revelation should not be set in oppo-
sition to one another, or the closeness of their

mutvuil relations or the constancy of their inter-

action be obscured. They constitute together a
unitary whole, and each is incomi)lete without the
other. In its most general idea, revelation is

rooted in creation and the relations with His
intelligent creatures into which God has brought
Himself by giving them being. Its object is to

realize the end of man's creation, to be attained
only through knowledge of God and perfect and
unbroken communion with Him. On the entrance
of sin into the world, destroying this communion
with God and obscuring the knowledge of Him
derived from Nature, another mode of revelation

was necessitated, having also another content,
adapted to the new relation to God and the new
conditions of intellect, heart and will brought about
by sin. It must not be supposed, however, that this

new mode of revelation was an ex po.st facto expe-
dient, introduced to meet an unforeseen contin-
gency. The actual course of human (h^velopment
was in the nature of the case the exj)ected and the
intended course of human develo))ment, for which
man was created; and revelation, therefore, in

its double form was the Divine purpose for man
from the beginning, and constitutes a unitary pro-
vision for the realization of the end of his creation
in the actual circumstances in which he exists. We
may distinguish in this unitary revelation the two
elements by the cofijieration of which the effect is

produced; but we should bear in mind that only by
their cooperation is the effect produced. Without
special revelation, general revelation would be for

sinful men incomplete and ineffective, and could
issue, as in point of fact it has issued wherever it

alone has been accessible, only in leaving them
without excuse (Rom 1 20). Without general
revelation, special revelation would lack that basis

in the fundamental knowledge of (!od as the mighty
and wise, righteous and good maker and ruler of

all things, apart from which the further revelation

of this great God's interventions in the world for

the salvation of sinners could not be either intelli-

gible, credible or operative.

(1) Revelalio?i in Eden.—Only In Eden has general
revelation been adoriuate to the needs of man. Not
being a sinner, man in Kdon had no need of that grace of
God itself by whit-h sinners are restored to communion
with Him, or of the special revelation of this grace of
God to sinners to enable them to live with God. And
not being a sinner, man in Eden, as he contemplated the
works of God, saw (iod in the unclouded mirror of his
mind with a clarity of vision, and lived with Him in the
untroubled depths of his heart with a trustfid intimacy
of association, inconceivable to sinners. Nevertheless,
the revelation of God in Eden was not merely "natural."
Not only does the proliil)ition of the forbidden fruit
involve a positive commandment (Gen 2 16), but the
whole history implies an immediacy of intercourse witli
God which cannot easily be set to the credit of the pictur-
esque art of the narrative, or be fully accounted for by
the vividness of the perception of God in His works
proper to sinless creatures. The impression is strong
that what is meant to be conveyed to us is that man
dwelt with God in Eden, and enjoyed with Him imme-
diate and not merely luediate communion. In that
case, we may understand that if man liad not fallen, he
would have contiiuied to I'njoy immefiiate int(>rcourse
with God, and that the cessation of this immediate in-
tercourse; is due to sin. It is not then the su])ernatiiral-
ness of special revelation which is rooted in sin, but, if

we may be allovvcHl tlie (expression, tlie speciahies.s of
supernatural revcelation. Had man not fallen, heavcni
would have continufui to lie about him througli all his
history, as it lay about his .infancy; every man would
have enjoyed direct vision of God and immediate speech
with Him. Man having fallen, the cherubim and the

flame of a sword, turning every way, keep the path;
and God breaks His way in a round-about fashion iiUo
man's darkened heart to reveal there His redemptive love.
B.v slow steps and gradual stages He at once works otU
His saving purpose and luolds the world for its recep-
tion, choosing a people for Himself and training it

through long and weary ages, until at last when the
fulness of time has come. He bares Ilis arm and sends
out the proclamation of His great salvation to all the
earth.

(2) Revelation among the heathen.—Certainly,
from the gate of Eden onward, God's general reve-
lation ceased to be, in the strict sense, supernatural.
It is, of course, not meant that God deserted His
world and left it to fester in its iniquity. His
providence still nded over all, leading steadily on-
ward to the goal for which man had been created,
and of the attainment of which in (iod's own good
time and way the very continuance of men's exist-

ence, imder God's providential government, was
a pledge. And His Sjjirit still everywhere wrought
ui^on the hearts of men, stirring up all their jiowers
(though created in the image of God, marred and
impaired by sin) to their best activit ies, and to such
si)lendid effect in every dej)artiiunit of hunum
achievement as to command the admiration of all

ages, and in the highest region of all, that of con-
duct, to call out from an apostle the encomium that
though they had no law they did by natvu-e (observe
the word "nature") the things of the law. All

this, however, renuiins within the limits of Nature,
that is to say, within the sphere of operation of

Divinely directed and assisted second catises. It

illustrates merely the heights to which the powers
of man may attain under the guidance of provi-
dence and the infhu^nces of what we have learned
to call God's "common grace." NowIutc, through-
out the whole ethnic domain, are the conceptions of

C!od and His ways ])ut within the reach of man,
through God's revelation of Himself in the works of

creation and providence, transcended; nowhere is

the slightest knowledge betrayed of anything con-
cerning God and His purposes, which could be
known only by its being supernaturally told to men.
Of the entire body of "saving truth," for example,
which is the burden of what we call "s])ecial reve-
lation," the whole heathen world remained in total
ignorance. And even its hold on the general truths
of religion, not being vitalized by supernatural
enforcements, grew weak, and its ktu:)wledge of the
very nature of God decayed, tmtil it ran out to the
dreadfid issue which Paid sketches for us in that
inspired philosophy of religion which he incorpo-
rates in the latter part of the first chapter of the Ep.
to the Rom.
Behind even the ethnic development, there lay. of

course, the supernatural intercourse of man witliGod
which had obtained before the entrance of sin into the
world, and the supernatural revelations at the gate of
Ed(m (Gen 3 8), and at the second origin of the human
race, the Flood (Gen 8 21.22; 9 1-17). How long the
tradition of this primitive revelation lingered in nooks
and corners of the heathen world, conditioning and
vitalizing the natural revelation of God always accessible,
we have no mt^ans of estimating. Neither is it easy to
measure the effect of God's special revelation of Himself
to His people upon men outside the bounds of. Indeed,
but coming into contact with, this chosen people, or
sharing with them a common natural inheritance. Lot
and Ishmael and Esau can .scarcely have been wholly
ignorant of the word of God which came to Abraham
and Isaac and Jacoi:); nor could the Egyptians from
whose hands God wrested His people with a mighty arm
fail to learn something of Jeh, any more than the mi.x(^d
multitudes who witnessed the ministry of Christ could
fail to infer something from His gracious walk and
mighty works. It is natural to infer that no nation
which was intimately associated witii Israel's life could
renuiin entirely unaifcM-ted by Israel's revelation. But
what(!ver imi)ressi()ns were thus conveyed nniched ap-
par(!ntly individuals only: the heathen vvliich surrounded
Israel, even those most closely afliliated with Israel,
remained heathen; they had no revelation. In the
sporadic instances when (iod visited an alien with a super-
natural communication-such as tlu; dreams sent to
Abimelcch (Gen 20) and to Pharaoh (Gen 40, 41) and
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to Ncbuchadiiozzar (Dnl 2 1 fT) and to tho soldier in tlio

camp of Midiaii (Jgs 7 13)— It was in tho interests, not of
the licatlicn world, but of t he chosen people that they wert^
sent; and these instances derive; their significance wholly
from this fact. Ther(> r(>niaiii, no doubt, the myste-
rious figure of Melchiz.edek, perhaps also of Jethro, and
the strange apparition of IJalaam, who also, however,
appear in the sacred narrative only in cotinection with
the history of (iod's dealings with His jw-ople and in
their inter(\st. Their unexplained appearance cannot
in any event avail to modify the general fact that the
life of the lu^athen peojjles lay outside the supernatural
revelation of (iod. The heathen were suflfcred to walk
in their own ways (Acts 14 ](>).

//. The Process ofRevelation.—]\leanwhile, how-
ever, C!o(l h:i(l not forgotten them, hut was prepar-
ing; salvation for them also throtiph <lie super-
natural revelation of His graoe that He was makiiij;;

to His people. According to the Bib. represen-
tation, in the midst of and working confluently

with tho revelation which He has always been
giving of Himself on the ])lane of Nattn-e, Clod was
making also from the very fall of man a fiu'ther

revelation of Himself on the plane of grace. In
contrast with His general, natia-al revelation, in

which all men by virtue of their very nattn-e as

men share, this special, supernatural revelation

was granted at first only to individuals, then pro-
gressively to a family, a tribe, a nation, a raoe,

tintil, when the fulness of time was come, it was
made the possession of the whole world. It may
be difficult to obtain from Scripture a clear accotmt
of why God chose thtis to give this revelation of

His grace only progressively; or, to be more ex-
plicit, through the process of a historical develop-
ment. Such is, however, the ordinary mode of

the Divine working: it is so that Go(l made the
worlds, it is so that He creates the human race itself,

the recipient of this revelat ion, it is so that He builds
up His kingdom in the world and in the individual
soul, which only gradually comes whether to the
knowledge of God or to the fruition of His salvation.

As to the fact, the Scrijittires are explicit, tracing

for us, or rather embodying in their own growth,
the record of the steady advance of this gracious
revelation through definite stages from its first

faint beginnings to its glorious completion in Jesus
Christ.

So express is its relation to the development of

the kingdom of God itself, or rather to that great
series of Divine operations which are

1. Place of directed to the building up of the
Revelation kingdom of God in the world, that it is

among the sometimes confoimded with them or
Redemptive thought of as simply their reflection

Acts of God in the contemplating mind of man.
Thus it is not infrequently said that

revelation, meaning this special redemptive reve-
lation, has been commimicated in deeds, not in

words; and it is occasionally elaborately argued
that the sole manner in which God has revealed
Himself as the Saviour of sinners is just by perform-
ing those mighty acts by which sinners are saved.
This is not, however, the Bib. representation.
Revelation is, of cotirse, often made through the
instrumentality of deeds; and the series of His
great redemptive acts by which He saves the world
constitutes the preeminent revelation of the grace
of God—so far as these redemptive acts are open to
observation and are perceived in their significance.

But revelation, after all, is the correlate of tmder-
standing and has as its proximate end just the
production of knowledge, though not, of course,
knowledge for its own sake, but for the sake of sal-

vation. The series of the redemptive acts of God,
accordingly, can properly be designated "r<>velation"
only when and so far as they are contemplated as
adapted and designed to produce knowledge of God
and His purpose and methods of grace. No bare
series of unexplained acts can be thought, however,

adapt eel to produce knowledge, esp. if these acts be,
as in this case, of a highly transcendental character.
Nor can this particular series of acts be thought to
have as its main design the production of knowledge;
its main design is rather to save man. No doubt
the i)roduction of knowledge of the Divine grace is

one of the means by which this main design of the
redemptive ac!ts of God is attained. But this only
renders it the more necessary that the proximate
restdt of producing knowledge should not fail; and
it is doubtless for this reason that the s(>ries of re-

demptive acts of God has not been left to explain
itself, but the explanatory word has been added
to it. Revelation thus appears, however, not as
the mere reflection of the redeeming acts of God in

the minds of men, but as a fac^tor in the redeeming
work of God, a component part of the series of His
redeeming acts, without which that series wotdd
be incomplete and so far inoperative for its main
end. Thtis the Scripttires represent it, not c(m-
founding revelation with the series of the redemp-
tive acts of God, but placing it among the redeni])-

tive acts of (Sod and giving it a function as a sub-
stantive element in the operations by which the
merciful God saves sinfid men. It is therefore not
made even a mere constant accompaniment of the
redemptive acts of God, giving their explanation
that they may be understood. It occui)ies a far

more independent place among them than this,

and as freqtiently precedes them to prepare their

way as it accompanies or follows them to interpret

their meaning. It is, in one word, itself a redemp-
tive act of (!od and by no means the least impor-
tant in the series of His redemptive acts.

This miglit, indeed, have been inferred from its

very nature, and from the nature of the salvation
which was being wrought out by these redemptive
acts of God. One of the most grievous of the
effects of sin is the deformation of the image of

God reflected in the htunan mind, and there can
be no recovery from sin which does not bring with
it the correction of this deformation and the re-

flection in the sotil of man of the whole glory of the
Lord God Almighty. Man is an intelligent being;

his superiority over the brute is found, among other
things, precisely in the direction of all his life by
his intelligence: and his blessedness is rooted in

the true knowledge of his God—for this is life

eternal, that we should know the only trtie God
and Him whom He has sent. Dealing with man as

an intelligent being, God the Lord has saved him
by means of a revelation, by which he has been
brought into an ever more and more adequate
knowledge of God, and been led ever more and
more to do his part in working out his own salvation

with fear and trembling as he perceived with ever

more and more clearness how God is working it out
for him through mighty deeds of grace.

This is not the place to trace, even in outline,

from the material point of view, the development
of God's redemptive revelation from

2. Stages its first beginnings, in the promise
of Material given to Abraham—or rather in what
Develop- has been called the Protevangelium
ment at the gate of Eden—to its comple-

tion in the advent and work of Christ
and the teaching of His apostles; a steadily ad-
vancing development, which, as it lies spread out
to view in the pages of Scripture, takes to those who
look at it from the consimimation backward, the
appearance of the shadow cast athwart i)receding

ages by the great figure of Christ. Even from the
formal point of view, however, there has been
pointed out a progressive advance in the method
of revelation, consonant with its advance in con-
tent, or rather with the advancing stages of the
building up of the kingdom of God, to subserve
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which is the whole object of revelation. Three
distinct steps in revelation have been discriminated
from this point of view. They are distinguished
precisely by the increasing independence ofrevelation

of the deeds constituting the series of the redemptive
acts of God, in which, nevertheless, all revelation
is a substantial element. Discriminations like this

must not be taken too absolutely; and in the
present instance the chronological sequence cannot
be pressed. But, with much interlacing, three
gen(>rally successive stages of revelation may be
recognized, i)roducing jjeriods at least character-
istically of what we may somewhat conventionally
call theophany, prophecy and inspiration. What
may be somewhat indefinitely marked off as the
Patriarchal age is characteristically "the period of

Outward Manifestations, and Symbols, and Theoph-
anies": during it "God spoke to men through their

senses, in physical phenomena, as the burning bush,
the cloudy pillar, or in sensuous forms, as men,
angels, etc^ In the Prophetic age, on the
contrary, the prevailing mode of revelation was by
means of inward prophetic inspiration": God spoke
to men characteristically by the movements of the
Holy Spirit in their hearts. "Prevailingly, at any
rate from Samuel downwards, the supernatural
revelation was a revelation in the hearts of the
foremost thinkers of the people, or, as we call it,

pro])hetic insi)iration, without the aid of external
sensuous svmbols of God" (A. B. Davidson, ()T
Prophecy, 1903, j). 148; cf i)p. 12-14, 145 ff). This
internal method of revelation reaches its culmination
in tiie NT period, which is i)reeminently the age of

the Spirit. What is esp. characteristic of this age is

revelation through the medium of the written word,
what may be called apostolic as distinguished from
prophetic inspiration. The revealing Spirit speaks
through chosen men as His organs, but through
these organs in such a fashion that the most inti-

mate proc^esses of their souls become the instruments
by means of which He speaks His mind. Thus at

all events there are brought clearly before us three
well-marked modes of revelation, which we may
perhai)s designate respectively, not with perfect dis-

crimination, it is true, but not misleadingly, (1) ex-

ternal manifestation, (2) internal suggestion, and
(3) concursive operation.

///, Modes of Revelation.—Theophany may be
taken as the typical form of "external manifesta-

tion"; but by it.s side may be ranged
1. Modes of all of those mighty works by which
Revelation God makes Himself known, including

express miracles, no doubt, but along
with them every sujwrnatural intervention in the
affairs of men, by means of which a better under-
standing is communicated of what God is or what
are His puri)oses of grace to a sinful race. Under
"internal suggestion" may be sul)sumed all the
characteristic i)henomena of what is most properly
spoken of as "prophecy" : visions and dreams, which,
according to a fundamental passage (Nu 12 6), con-
stitute the typical forms of prophecy, and with
them the whole "prophetic word," which shares its

essential characteristic with visions and dreams,
since it comes not by the will of man but from God.
By "concursive operation" may be meant that form
of revelation illustrated in an ins{)ired psalm or
epistle or history, in which no human activity

—

not even the control of the will—is supersetled, but
the Holy Spirit works in, with and through them all

in such a manner as to communicate to the product
qualities distinctly superhuman. There is no age
in the history of the religion of the Bible, from that
of Moses to that of Christ and His apostles, in which
all these modes of revelation do not find place.
One or another may seem particularly characteris-
tic of this age or of that; but they all occur in every

age. And they occur side by side, broadly s[)eak-
ing, on the same level. No discrimination is drawn
between them in point of worthiness as modes of
revelation, and much less in point of purity in tlie

revelations communicated through them. The
circumstance that God spoke to Moses, not by
dream or vision but mouth to mouth, is, indeed,
adverted to (Nu 12 8) as a proof of the ])eculiar
fjivor shown to Moses and even of the superior dig-
nity of Moses above other organs of rev(>la1ion: God
admitted him to an intimacy of intercourse which
He did not accord to others. But though Moses
was thus distinguished above all others in tlie deal-
ings of God with him, no distinction is drawn be-
tween the revelations given through him and those
given through other organs of revelation in point
eitherof Divinity or of authority. And beyond this
we have no Scriptural warrant to go on in ccmtrast-
ing one mode of revelation with another. Dnvims
may seem to us little fitted to serve as vehicles of
Divine communications. But there is no sugges-
tion in Scripture that revelations through dreams
stand on a lower jjlane than any others; and we
should not fail to remember that the essential char-
acteristics of revelations through dreams are shared
by all forms of revelation in which (whether we
should call them visions or not) the images or ideas
which fill, or pass in procession through, the con-
sciousness are determined by some other power
than the recipient's own will. It may seem natural
to suppose that revelations rise in rank in jiropor-
tion to the fulness of the engagement of the mental
activity of the recipient in their reception. But
we should bear in mind that the intellectual or
spiritual quality of a revelation is not derived from
the recipient but from its Divine Giver. The
fundamental fact in all revelation is that it is from
God. This is what gives unity to the whole jjroc-

(>ss of revelation, given though it may be in clivers

})ortions and in tlivers manners and distributed
though it may be through the ages in accordance
with the mere will of God, or as it may have suited
His develoj)ing j)urp<)se—this and its unitary end,
which is ever the building up of the kingdom of God.
In whatever diversity of forms, by means of what-
ever variety of modes, in whatever distinguishable
stages it is given, it is ever the revelation of the
One God, and it is ever the one consistently devel-
oping redemptive revelation of God.

2. Equal
Supernatu-
ralness of

the Several
Modes

On a prima facie view it may indeed seem likely that
dilfc^rence in the quality of tlioir supernaturalness

would iiu^vitahly obtain botwoen rcivcla-
tions given through such divcrKcnt models.
The completely supernatural cluu-acter of
njvelalions given in theoiilianies is ol)vi()us.
Ho who will not allow that tiod speaks to
man, to make known His gracious pur-
poses toward him, has no other recourse
here than to pronounce the stories legend-
ary. The object i\ity of the modt; of com-

munication which is adopted is intense, and it is thrown up
to ol)servation with tlie greatest emphasis. Into 1 lie iiat u-
ral life of man God intrudi-s in a purely sui)irnalural
manner, bearing a pun^ly supernatural communication.
In these communications wo are given accordingly just a
series of "naked messages of God." But not evtui in the
Patriarchal age wore all rovolations given in theophanios
or objective appearances. There were dreams, and
visions, and revelations without explicit intimation in
the narrative of how th("y were communicated. And
wlum wo pass on in the history, wo do not, indeed, leave
behind us theophanios and objective appearances. It is

not only made the very characteristic of Aloses, the
greatest figure in the whole history of revelation except
only that of Christ, that he knew God face to face (Dt
34 10), and God spoke to him mouth to mouth, even
manifestly, and not in dark speeches (Nu 12 8) ; but
throughout the whole history of revelation down to the
appearance of Jesus to Paul on the road to Damascus,
God has shown Himself visibly to His servants whenever
it has seemed good to Him to do so and has s|)oken with
them in objective speech. Nevertheless, it is expressly
made the characteristic of the Prophetic ago that God
makes Himself known to His servants "in a \ision," "in
a dream" (Nu 12 6). And although, throughout its

entire duration, God, in fulfilment of His promise (Dt
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18 IS), put His words in tlir mouths of Tlis ijrophcts
anil K<i\ '' t hcni His connuaiKlniciils to spciil<. .\cl it would
s(M'iii iuiu'i'cut in t lie \cfy cniployniciit of men as instiu-
niciits of rcvclat ion t lial t lie woi'ds of ( iod Ki veil t lirouKli

them ai'c spolvcn by liuuiaii nioutlis; and tlic purity of

their supernal ui'ahicss may seem so far ol)seured. And
wlieii it is not merel\- the mouths of men witli which
Ciod tluis serves Himself in the (leli\i'ry of His messages.
but their minds and hearts as well— the i)lay of tlieir

relifjious feeliuKs. or the processes of their lof^ical reason-
iiiK. oi" the tcniicity of tlieir memoi'ies, as, sa.\', in a i)salm
or in an epistle, or a history— t lie supernat lU'iil eli'iiient

in tlie communication may easily .seem to retire still

farther into the baekj^rouiul. U ciin scarcely be a
matter of surprise, therefore, that <|uestion has i)e(>ii

raised as to the; relation of th(! natural and the super-
natural in such revelations, and, in many current man-
ners of thinking and speakinj^ of them, the conii)letene.ss

of their sujx'rnat uralness has been limited and curtailed
in th(> inter(\sts of the natural instrumentalities em-
ployed. The plausibility of such reasoninfi renders it

the" more necessary that w(^ sliould obser\(> the imvary-
ing emphasis wliich the Scrijjt ures place upon the abso-
lute siipernaturaiiu^ss of revelation in all its modes alike.

In tint \iew of tlu' Scrijjtures, the completely super-
natural character of revelation is in no way lessetied by
the circumstance tliat it has bc>en Kiven through the in-

strumentality of nu>n. They affirm, indeed, with the
greatest i)ossil)k^ emi)hasis that the Divine word d(^-

livered through men is the pure word of God, diluted
with no liunian admixture whatever.

We liave already been led to note that even on
the occasion when Moses is exalted tihove all other

organs of revelation (Nu 12 G ff), in

3. The point of dignity and favor, no stig-

Prophet gestion whatever is made of any in-

God's feriority, in either the directness or
Mouthpiece the purity of their snpernattiralness,

attaching to other organs of revelation.

There might never afterward arista a prophet in

Israel like inito Moses, whom the Lord knew face

to face (Dt 34 10). But each of the whole series

of prophets raised up by Jeh that the peoi:)le might
always know His will was to be like Moses in

speaking to the peo])le only what Jeh commanded
them (Dt 18 L5.1S.20). In this great promise,

securing to Israel the succession of i)rophets, there

is also included a declaration of precisely how Jeh
would communicate His messages not so much to

them as through them. "I will raise them up a
prophet from among their brethren, like imto thee,"

we read (Dt 18 18), "and I will put my words in

his mouth, and he sh;dl speak unto them all that
I shall commtuid him." The process of revelation
through the jirophets was a process by which Jeh
put His words in the mouths of the prophets, and
the prophets spoke ])recisely these words and no
others. So the pro])hets themselves ever asserted.

"Then Jeh i)tit forth his hand, and touched my
mouth," explains Jeremiah in his ticcotmt of how
he received his jjrophecies, "and Jeh said unto me.
Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth" (Jer

1 9; cf 5 14; Isa 51 IG; 59 21; Nu 22 35; 23 5.

12. IG). Accordingly, the words "with which" they
spoke were not their own but the Lord's: "And
he said unto me," records Ezekiel, "Son of man,
go, get thee unto the house of Israel, and speak
with my words unto them" (Ezk 3 4). It is a
process of nothing other than "dictation" which is

thus described (2 S 14 3.19), though, of course,

the question m;iy remaiit open of the exact processes
by which this dictation is accomplished. The
finidamental j)assage which brings the central fact

before us in the most vivid manner is, no doubt,
the account of the commi.ssioning of Moses and
Aaron given in Ex 4 10-17; 7 1-7. Here, in

the most express words, Jeh declares that He who
made the mouth can be with it to teach it what to
speak, and announces the precise finiction of a
prophet to be that he is "a mouth of God," who
speaks not liis own but God's words. Accordingly,
the Ileb name for "proj)het" {ndbhV), whatever
may be its etymology, means throughout the
Scrii)tures just "spokesman," though not "spokes-

in.in" ill general, but, spokesman by way of emi-
nence, tli;it is, God's spokesman; ;uid the character-
istic I'oriiiui.a by wliich a prophetic, dtM'laration is

announced is: "TIh; word of J<>h came to me," or

the brief "sjuth Jeh" (mni CX!
, 7i''um Yohweh).

In no case does a i)roph(!t put his words forward
as his own words. That Ik; is a jirophet at all is

due not to choice on his own part, but to a call of

God, obeyed often with reluctance; and he i)rophe-
sies or forbears to ])rophesy, not according to his

own will but as the Ijord ojx'ns and shuts his mouth
(Ezk 3 2()f) and cremates for him the fruit of tlie

lips (Isa 57 19; cf 6 7; 50 4). In contrast with
the ftdse jiroi)hets, he stnnmou.sly asserts that he
does not spe.ak out of his own heart ("heart" in Bib.

langutige iticludes the whole imu»r man), but all

that he proclaims is the pure word of Jeh.

The fimdiimental pa.ssage does not cjuite leave
the matter, however, with this general declaration.

It describes the chanicteristic manner
4. Prophecy in which Jeh (iomnnniictites His mes-
in Vision- sages to His i)roi)hets as through
Form the medium of visions and dreams.

Neither visions in the technical sense
of that word, nor dreams, appear, however, to have
been the customary mode of revelation to the
projjhets, the record of whose revelations has come
down to us. But, on the other hand, there are
numerous indications in the record that the uni-

versal mode of revelation to them was one which
was in some sense a vision, and can be classed only
in the category distinctively so called.

The whole nomenclature of prophecy presupposes,
indeed, its vision-form. Pro|)hecy is distinctively a
word, and what is delivered by the prophets is pro-
claimed as the "word of Jeh." That it should be an-
nounced by the formula, "Thus saith the Jjord," is,

therefore, only what we expect; and wo are i)repared
for such a description of its process as : "The Lord .leh

. . . . wakenetli mine ear to hear," He "hath opened
mine ear" (Isa 50 4. .5). But this is not the way of
speaking of their messages which is most usual in the
prophets. Rather is the whole body of prophecy cur-
sorily presented as a thing seen. Isaiah places at the
head of his hook: "The vision of Isaiah .... which
he saw" (cf Isa 29 10.11; Ob ver 1); and then proceeds
to set at the head of subordinate sections the remarkable
words, "The word that Isaiah .... saw"(2 1); "the
burden [m "oracle"] .... which Isaiah .... did see"
(13 1). Similarly there stand at the h<>ad of other i)rophe-
cies: "the words of Amos .... which he saw" (Am
1 1); "the word of Jeh that came to Mic-ah .... which
he saw" (Mic 1 1); "the oracle which Ilabakkuk the;

prophet did see" (Ilab 1 Im); and elsewhere such
language occurs as this: "the word that Jeh hath
showed mo" (.Jer 38 21); "the prophets have seen
.... oracles" (Lam 2 14); "the word of Jeh came
.... and I looked, and, behold" (Ezk 1 ,3.4); "Woo
unto the foolish prophets, that follow their own spirit,

and have soon nothing" (Ezk 13 3); "I . . . . will
look forth to soo what he will speak with mo, ....
Jeh .... said, Write the vision" (Hah 2 If). It is

an inadeciuate explanation of such language to suppose
it merely a relic of a time when vision was more pre-
dominantly the form of revelation. There is no proof
that vision in the technical sense ever was more pre-
dominantly the form of revelation than in the days of
the great writing prophets; and such language as wi^
have quoted too obviously represents tht^ living point of
view of the prophets to admit of the supposition that it

was merely conventional on their lips. Th(i prophets,
in a word, represent the Divine communications which
thoy received as given to them in some sense in visions.

It is possible, no doubt, to exaggerate the significance
of this. It is an exaggeration, for example, to insist that
therefore all the Divine communications made to the
prophets must have come to them in external appear-
ances and objective speech, addressed to and received
by moans of the bodily eye and oar. This would be to
break down the distinction between manifestation and
rovolation, and to assimilate the mode of prophetic
revelation to that granted to IMoses, thougli these are
expressly distinguished (Xu 12 0-8). It is also an
exaggeration to Insist that therefore the prophetic state
must bo conceived as that of strict ecstasy, involving
the complete abeyance of all mental life on the part of
the prophet (amentia), and possibly also accompanying
physical offects. It is (luite clear from the records
which the prophets tliemselves give us of their revela-
tions that their intelligence was alert in all stages of their
reception of them. The purpose of both these extreme
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views is the good one of doing full justice to the objec-
tivity of the revelations vouchsafed to the prophets. If
these revelations took place entirely externally to the
prophet, who merely stood off and contemplated them,
or if they were implanted in the prophets by a process
so violent as not only to supersede their mental activity
but, for the time Vjeing, to annihilate it, it would be quite
clear that they came from a source other than the
prophets' own minds. It is undoubtedly the funda-
mental contention of the prophets that the revelations
given through them are not their own but wholly God's.
The significant language we have just quoted from Ezk
13 3: "Woe unto the foolish prophets, that follow their
own spirit, and have seen nothing," is a typical utter-
ance of their sense of the complete objectivity of their
messages. What distinguishes the false prophets is
precisely that they "prophesy out of their own heart"
(Ezk 13 2-17), or, to draw the antithesis sharply, that
"they speak a vision of their own heart, and not out of
the mouth of Jeh" (Jer 23 10.26; 14 14). But these
extreme views fail to do justice, the one to the equally
important fact that the word of God, given through the
prophets, comes as the pure and unmixed word of God
not merely to, but from, the prophets; and the other
to the equally obvious fact that the intelligence of the
prophets is alert throughout the whole process of the
reception and delivery of the revelation made through
them (see Inspiration; Prophecy).

Thut which gives to prophecy as a mode of reve-
lation its place in the category of visions, strictly
so called, and dreams is that it shares with them
the distinguishing characteristic which determines
the class. In them all alike the movements of the
mind are determined by something e.xtraneous to
the subject's will, or rather, since we are speaking
of supernaturally given dreams and vi Jons, extra-
neous to the totality of the subject's own psychoses.
A power not himself takes possession of his con-
sciousness and determines it according to its will.

That power, in the case of the prophets, was fully
recognized and energetically asserted to be Jeh
Himself or, to be more specific, the Spirit of Jeh
(1 S 10 6.10; Neh 9 30; Zee 7 12; Joel 2 28.29).
The prophets were therefore 'men of the Spirit'
(Hos 9 7). What constituted them prophets was
that the Spirit was put upon them (Isa 42 1) or
poured out on them (Joel 2 28.29), and they were
consequently filled with the Spirit (Mic 3 8), or,

in another but equivalent locution, that "the
hand" of the Lord, or "the power of the hand"
of the Lord, was upon them (2 K 3 15; Ezk 1 3;
3 14.22; 33 22; 37 1; 40 1), that is to say, they
were under the Divine control. This control is

represented as comjjlete and compelling, so that,
under it, the prophet becomes not the "mover," but
the "moved" in the formation of his message. The
apostle Peter very purely reflects the prophetic
consciousness in his well-known declaration: 'No
prophecy of scripture comes of private interpre-
tation; for prophecy was never brought by the
will of man; but it was as borne by the Holy Spirit
that men spoke from God' (2 Pet 1 20.21).

What this language of Peter emphasizes—and
what is emphasized in the whole account which the

prophets give of their own conscious-
5. "Passiv- ness—is, to speak plainly, the passivity
ity" of the of the i^rophcts with respect to the
Prophets revelation given through them. This

is the significance of the phrase: 'it was
as borne by the Holy Spirit that men spoke from
God.' To be "borne" {(p4peLv, pherein) is not the
same as to be led {dyeLv, dgein), much less to be
guided or directed {ddTTyeXv, hodegein): he that is

"borne" contributes nothing to the movement in-
duced, but i.s the object to be moved. The term
"passivity" is, perhaps, however, liable to some
misapprehension, and should not be overstrained.
It is not intended to deny that the intelligence of
the prophets was active in the reception of their
message; it was by means of their active intelli-

gence that their message was received: their in-
telligence was the instrument of revelation. It is

intended to deny only that their intelligence was

active in the production of tlieir mossagc^: that it

was creatively as distinguished from receptively
active. For reception its<-lf is a kind of activity.
What the prophets are solicitous that their readers
shall understand is that they are in no sense co-
authors with God of their messages. Their mes-
sages are given them, given them entire, and given
them precisely as they are given out by them. God
speaks through them: they are not merely His
messengers, but "His mouth." But at the same
time their intelligence is active in the reception,
retention and announcing of their messages, con-
tributing nothing to them but presenting fit instru-
ments for the communication of them—instruments
capable of imderstanding, responding profoundly
to and zealously proclaiming them.

There is, no doubt, a not unnatural hesitancy abroad
in thinking of the prophets as exhibiting only such merely
receptive activities. In the interests of their personalities,
we are asked not to represent God as dealing mechani-
cally with them, pouring His revelations into their souls
to be simply received as in so many buckets, or violently
wresting their minds from their own proper action that
He may do His own thinking with them. Must we not
rather suppose, we are asked, that all revelations must
be "psychologically mediated," must be given "after
the mode of moral mediation," and must bo made first
of all their recipients' "own spiritual possession" ? And
is not, in point of fact, the personality of each prophet
clearly traceable in his message, and that to such an
extent as to compel us to recognize him as in a true
sense its real author ? The plausibility of such question-
ings should not be permitted to obscure the fact that
the mode of the communication of the prophetic mes-
sages which is suggested by them is directly contra-
dicted by the prophets' own representations of their
relations to the revealing Spirit. In the prophets' own
view they were just instruments through whom God
gave revelations which came from them, not as their
own product, but as the pure word of Jeh. Neither
should the plausibility of such questionings blind us to
their speciousness. They exploit subordinate consid-
erations, which are not without their validity in their
own place and under their own limiting conditions, as
if they were the determining or even the solo consid-
erations in the case, and in neglect of the really deter-
mining considerations. God is Himself the author of the
instruments He employs for the communication of His
messages to men and has framed them into precisely
the instruments He desired for the exact communication
of His message. There is just ground for the expectation
that He will use all the instruments He employs accord-
ing to their natures; intelligent beings therefore as in-
telligent beings, moral agents as moral agents. But
there is no just ground for asserting that God is inca-
pable of employing the intelligent beings He has Himself
created and formed to His will, to proclaim His messages
purely as He gives them to them; or of making truly
the possession of rational minds conceptions which they
have themselves had no part in creating. And
there is no ground for imagining that God is unable
to frame His own message in the language of the organs
of His revelation without its thereby ceasing to be, be-
cause expressed in a fashion natural to these organs,
therefore purely His message. One would suppo.se it
to lie in the very nature of the case that if the Lord
makes any revelation to men. He would do it in the lan-
guage of men; or, to individualize more explicitly, in
the language of the man He employs as the organ of His
revelation; and that naturally means, not the language
of his nation or circle merely, but his own particular
language, inclusive of all that gives individuahty to his
self-expression. We may speak of this, if we will, as
"the accommodation of the revealing God to the several
prophetic individualities." But we should avoid think-
ing of it externally and therefore mechanically, as if the
revealing Spirit artificially phrased the mes.sage which
He gives through each prophet in the particular forms
of speech proper to the individuality of each, so as to
create the illusion that the message comes out of the
heart of the prophet himself. Precisely what the
prophets affirm is that their messages do not come out
of their own hearts and do not represent the workings
of their own spirits. Nor is there any illusion in the
phenomenon we are contemplating; and it is a much
more intimate, and, we may add, a much more inter-
esting phenomenon than an external "accommodation"
of speech to individual habitudes. It includes, on the
one hand, the "accommodation" of the prophet, through
his total preparation, to the speech in which the revela-
tion to be given through him is to be clothed; and on the
other involves little more than the consistent carrying
into detail of the broad principle that God uses the instru-
ments He employs in accordance with their natures.

No doubt, on adequate occasion, the very stones
might cry out by the power of God, and dumb
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Ixvists si)(^;ik, and mysterious v()ic(\s sound forth

from the void; and there have not he(>n hickinf^

instances in which men have l)een (uimpelled by
the same i)o\ver to speak what, they would not, and
in hinguaj!:es whose very souruls were; strange to

their ears. But ordinarily when (iod tlu^ Lord
woukl speak to men He avails Himself of the serv-

ices of a human tonj^ue with which to speak, and
He employs this tongue according to its nature as a
tongue and according to the particular naturt; of the

tongue which He employs. It is vain to say that the

message delivered through the instrumentality of

this tongue is conditioned at least in its form by the

tongue by which it is sjjoken, if not, indeed, limited,

curtailed, in some degree determined even in its

matter, by it. Not oidy was it (!od the Lord who
made the tongue, and who made this j)articular

tongue with all its peculiarities, not without regard

to the message He would deliver through it; but
His control of it is perfect and complete, and it is as

absurd to say that He cannot speak His message by
it i)urely without t hat message suffering change from
the peculiarities of its tone and modes of enunciation,

as it would be to say that no new truth can be an-

nounced in any language because the elements of

speech by the combination of which the truth in

question is announced arc; already in existence with

their fixed range of connotation. The marks of the

several individualities imprinted on the messages
of the prophets, in other words, are only a part of

the general fact that these messages are couched
in human language, and in no way beyond that

general fact affect their purity as direct commu-
nications from God.
A new set of i)roblcms is raised by the mode of

revelation which we have called "concursive opera-
tion." This mode of revelation differs

6. Revela- from pro])hecy, properly so called,

tion by precisely by the employment in it,

Inspira- as is not done in prophecy, of the

tion total personality of the organ of revela-

tion, as a factor. It has been com-
mon to speak of the mode of the Sjjirit's action in

tliis form of revelation, therefore, as an assistance,

a sui)erintcndence, a direction, a control, the mean-
ing being that the effect aimed at—the discovery
and enunciation of Divine truth—is attained tlirough

the action of the human powers—historical re-

.search, logical reasoning, ethical thought, religious

aspiration—acting not by themselves, however,
but imder the prevailing assistance, superintend-
ence, direction, control of the Divine Spirit. This
maimer of speaking has the advantage of setting

this mode of revelation sharply in contrast with
prophetic revelation, as involving merely a deter-
mining, and not, as in prophetic revelation, a super-
cessive action of the revealing Spirit. We are
warned, however, against pressing this discrimi-
nation too far by the inclusion of the whole body
of Scripture in such pas.sages as 2 Pet 1 20 f in the
category of prophecy, and the assignment of their
origin not to a mere "leading" but to the "bearing"
of the Holy Spirit. In any event such terms as
assistance, superintendence, direction, control, in-

adequately expre.ss the nature of tlie Spirit's action
in revelation by "concursive operation." The Spirit

is not to be conceived as standing outside of the
hinnan powers employed for the effect in view, ready
to supplement any inadequacies they may show
and to supply any defects they may manifest, but
as working conflucntly in, with and by them, ele-

vating them, directing them, controlling them, ener-
gizing them, so that, as His instruments, they rise

above themselves and under His insfii ration do
His work and reach His aim. The j)roduct, there-
fore, which is attained by their means is His prod-
uct through them. It is this fact which gives to

the ])rocess the right, to be called activt^ly, and to

the i)ro(luct the right, to I)e called ])assively, a reve-

lation. Although tin; circumsttmce that what is

done is done by and through the action of human
powers keei)s the product, in form and quality in a
true sense human, yet the confluent operation of

tlie Holy Si)irit throughout the whole proce.ss

raises the result above what could by any possi-

bility be achieved by mere human powers and con-

stitutes it expressly a supernatural product. The
human traits are traceable throughout its whole
extent, but at bottom it is a Divine gift, and the

language of Paul is the most proper mode of speech

that could be ai)})lied to it: "Which things also we
speak, not in words which man's wisdom teacheth,

but which the Spirit teacheth" (1 Cor 2 13); "The
things which I write unto you .... are the com-
mandment of the Lord" (1 Cor 14 37). See In-

SPIHATION.

It is supposed that all the forms of special or

redemptive revelation which underlie and give its

content to the religion of the Bible

7. Complete may without violence be subsumed im-
Revelation der one or another of these three modes
of God —external manifestation, internal sug-

in Christ gestion, and concursive operation.

All, that is, except the culminating
revelation, not through, but in, Jesus Christ. As
in His person, in which dwells all the fulness of the

Godhead bodily. He rises above all classification

and is sui generis; so the revelation accumulated
in Him stands outside all the divers portions and
divers manners in which otherwise revelation has
been given and sums up in itself all that has been
or can be made known of God and of His redemp-
tion. He does not so much make a revelation of

God as Himself is the revelation of God; He does
not merely disclose God's purpose of redemption, He
is unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness and
sanctification and redemption. Thetheophaniesare
but faint shadows in comparison with His manifesta-

tion of God in the flesh. The prophets could
prophesy only as the Spirit of Christ which was in

them testified, revealing to them as to servants one
or aiiot her of the secrets of the Lord Jeh ; from Him
as Llis Son, Jeh has no secrets, but whatsoever the

Father knows that the Son knows also. Whatever
truth men have been made partakers of by the

Spirit of truth is His (for all things whatsoever
the Father hath are His) and is taken by the

Si)irit of truth and declared to men that He may
be glorified. Nevertheless, though all revelation

is thus summed up in Him, we should not fail to

not e very carefully that it would also be all sealed up
in Him—so little is revelation conveyed by fact

alone, without the word—had it not been thus

taken by the Spirit of truth and declared unto men.
The entirety of the NT is but the explanatory word
accompanying and giving its effect to the fact of

Christ. And when this fact was in all its meaning
made the possession of men, revelation was coni-

l)leted and in that sense ceased. Jesus Christ is

no less the end of revelation than He is the end of

the law.

IV. Biblical Terminology.—There is not much
additional to be learned concerning the nature and

processes of revelation, from the terms

1. The currently employed in Scri{)ture to

Ordinary express the idea. These terms are

Forms ordinarily the common words for dis-

closing, making known, making Tnani-

fest, applied with more or less heightenecl signifi-

cance to supernatural acts or effects in kind. In

the Eng. Bible (AV) the vb. "reveal" occurs about
51 t, of which 22 are in the OT and 29 in the NT.
In the OT the word is always the rendering of a
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Ileb tonii ""5, gdUih, or its Aram, {'(juivalont

nbil , (Jiah, the root lueaiiiiig of which appears to be

"nakedness." When apphed to revelation, it seems

to hint at the removal of obsta(!l(>s to perception

or the uncovering of objects to perception. In the

NT tlu! word "reveal" is always (with the single

excei)tion of Lk 2 35) the rendering of a Or term
aTTOKaXinvTw, apokalupto (but in 2 Thess 17; 1

Pet 4 13 the corresponding noun a.ivoKa.\v^Ls,apokd-

lupds), which has a very similar basal significance

with its Heb parallel. As this Heb word formed no
substantive in this sense, the noun "revelation" does

not occur in the Eng. OT, the idea being expressed,

however, by other Heb terms variously rendered.

It occurs in the Eng. NT, on the other liand, about
a dozen times, and always as the rend(!ring of the

substantive corresponding to the vb. rendered
"reveal" (apokalupsis). On the face of the Eng.
Bible, the terms "reveal," "revelation" bear there-

fore uniforndy the general sense of "disclose," "dis-

closure." The idea is found in the Bible, however,
much more frequently than the terms "reveal,"

"revelation" in EV. Indeed, the Heb and Gr
terms exclusively so rendered occur more frequently

in this sense than in this rendering in the Eng. Bib.

And by their side there stand various other terms
which express in one way or another the general
conception.

In the NT the vb. (pavep6u}, phanerou, with the gen-

eral sense of making manifest, manifesting, is the

most common of these. It differs from apokalupto

as the more general and external term from the
more special and inward. Other terms also are

occasionally used: i-n-Kpaveia, epiphdneia, "mani-
festation" (2 Thess 2 8; 1 Tim 6 14; 2 Tim 1 10;

4 1; Tit 2 13; cf i-rrLcpaivu}, epipJidhw, Tit 2 11;

3 4); deiKvvio, deiknuo (Rev 11; 17 1; 22 l.G.S;

cf Acts 9 16; 1 Tim 4 15); i^vj^o/xai., exegeomai
(Jn 1 IS), of which, however, onlv one perhaps

—

Xpv/^oLTi^w. chrvmalizd (Mt 2 12.22; Lk 2 20;

Acts 10 22; He 8 5; 11 7; 12 25); xPVfJ-arLcrfjL6s,

cliremuliamos (Rom 11 4)—calls for ])arti(;ular no-

tice as in a special way, according to its usage, ex-

l)ressing the idea of a Divine communication.

In the OT, the common Heb vb. for "seeing"
(HXT

, rd'dh) is used in its appropriate stems, with

God as the subject, for "appearing," "showing":
"the Lord appeared unto ...."; "t lie word which
the Lord showed me." And from this vb. not only

is an active substantive formed which supjilied the

more ancient designation of the official organ of

revelation: HStl , ro'e/t, "seer"; but also objective

substantives, HN'l'P , rnar'dh, and ni<"l''2 , mar'eh,

which were used to designate the thing seen in a
revelation—the "vision." By the side of these

terms there were others in use, derived from a root

which sui)j)lies to the Aram, its coirunon word for

"seeing," but in Heb has a somewhat more pregnant

meaning, HTn
, hdzdh. Its active derivative, HTn

,

hozeh, was a designation of a ])rophet which remained
in occa.sional use, alternating with the more cus-

tomary ii"'35
' ndbhi', long after Hi^l , roch, had be-

come practically obsolete; and its passive deriva-

tives hdzon, hizzdyoa, hdzuth, mahdzch provided
the ordinary terms for the substance of the reve-

lation or "vision." The distinction l)etween the
two sets of terms, derived respec^tively from rd'dh

and hdzdh, while not to be unduly presstnl, seems to

lie in the direction that the former suggests external

manifestations and the latter internal revelations.

The ro'eh is he to whom Divine manifestations, the
hozeh he to whom Divine communi(;ations, have
been vouchsafed; the mar'eh is an api)earance, the
hdzon and its companions a vision. It may be of

interest to observe that rnar'dh is the term employed

in Nu 12 f), while it is hdzon which commonly
occurs in the headings of the written ])ro))hecies to

indicate their revelatory character. From this it

may possibly be inferred that in th(> foi'uier passage
it is the mode, in the latter the contents of the reve-

lation that is emphasized. Perhaps a like distinc-

tion may be traced between the hdzon of Dnl 8 15
and the mar'eh of the next verse. The ordinary
vb. for "knowing," 2?1^ ,

yd(lha\ expressing in its

causative stems the idea of making known, inform-
ing, is also very naturally employed, with God as

its subject, in the sense of revealing, and that, in

accordance with the natural s(mis(^ of the word, with
a tendency to pregnancy of implication, of reveal-

ing effectively, of not merely uncovering to obser-

vation, but making to know. Accordingly, it is

paralleled not merely with ".^5, gdidh (Ps 98 2:

'The Lord hath ?nade known his salvation; his

righteousness hath he displayed in the sight of the

nation'), but also with such terms as ~''?^
, Idmadh

(Ps 26 4: 'Make known to me thy ways, O Lord:
teach me thy paths'). This vb. yddha'- forms no
substantive in the sen.se of "revelation" (cf nyi

^

da'ath, Nu 24 IG; Ps 19 3).

The most conmion vehicles of the idea of "reve-

lation" in the OT are, however, two expressions

which are yet to be mentioned. These
2. "Word are the phrase, "word of Jeh," and
of Jeho- the term connnonly but inadeciuately

yah" and rendered in the EV by "law." The
"Torah" former {d'hhar Yahweh, varied to d'bhar

'Elohtm or d'hhar hd-'Elohim; cf n-'um
Yahiveh, massd' Yahweh) occurs scores of times and
is at once the simplest and the most colorless desig-

nation of a Divine communication. By the latter

(tordh), thepropermoaiung of which is "instruction,"

a strong implication of aut horit at iveness is conveyed

;

and, in this sense, it becomes what may be called

the technical designation of a sj)ecifically Divine
communication. The two arc not infre(iuently

brought together, as in Isa 1 10: "Hear the word
of Jeh, ye rulers of Sodom; give ear unto the law
[m "teaching"] of our God, ye i)eople of Gomorrah";
or Isa 2 3 m; Mic 4 2: "For out of Zion shall go
forth the law [m "instruction"], and the word of Jeh
from Jerus." Both terms are used for any Divine
communication of whatever extent; and both came
to be employed to exjjress the entire body of

Divine revelation, conceived as a unitary whole.

In this comprehen.sive usage, the em[)hasis of the

one came to fall more on the graciousness, and of

the other more on the aut horitativeness of this body
of Divine revelation; and both passed nito the NT
with these implications. "The word of God," or

simply "the word," comes thus to mean in the NT
just the gospel, "the word of the ])roclamation of

redemption, that is, all that which God has to say

to man, and causes to be said" looking to his sal-

vation. It expresses, in a word, i)r(^('isely what we
technically speak of as Gfwl's redemi)tive revelation.

"The law," on the other hand, means in this NTu.se,
ju.st the whole body of the authoritative instruction

which God has given men. It exi)n\sses, in other

words, what we commoidy speak of as God's super-

natural revelation. The two things, of course, are

the same: God's authoritative rev(>lation is His
gracious revelation; God's nnlemptive revelation

is His supernatural revelation. The two terms

merely look at the one aggregate of revelation from
two aspects, and each emphasizes its own aspect

of this one aggregated revelation.

Now, this aggregated revelation lay before the

men of the NT in a written form, and it was im-

possible to speak freely of it without consciousness

of and at least occasional reference to its written

form. Accordingly we hear of a Word of God that
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is written (Jn 15 25; 1 Cor 15 54), and the Divine
Word is naturally contrasted with mere tradition,

as if its written form were of its very
3. "The idea (Mk 7 10); indeed, the written

Scriptures" body of revelation—with an em{)ha-
sis on its written form—is designated

expressly 'the i)r()i)hetic word' (2 Ret 1 19). More
distinctly still, "the Law" comes to be thought of

as a written, not exactly, code, but body of Divine-
ly authoritative instnictions. The ])hrase, "It is

written in your law" (Jn 10 34; 15 25; Rom 3

19; 1 Cor 14 21), acquires the precise sense of,

"It is set forth in your authoritative Scriptures, all

the content of which is 'law,' that is, Divine in-

struction." Thus "the Word of God," "the Law,"
came to mean just the written body of revelation,

what we call, and what the NT writers called, in

the same high sense which we give the term, "the
Scriptures." These "Scriptures" are thus identi-

fied with the revelation of God, conceived as a well-

defined corpus, and two conceptions rise before us
which have had a determining part to play in the
history of Christianity—the conception of an
authoritative Canon of Scripture, and the concep-
tion of this Canon of Scripture as just the Word of

God written. The former conception was thrown
into prominence in opi)osition to tlie gnostic heresies

in the earliest age of the church, and gave rise to a
richly varied mode of speech concerning the Scrip-

tures, emphasizing their authority in legal language,
which goes back to and rests on the Bib. usage of

"Law." The latter it was left to the Reformation
to do justice to in its struggle against, on the one
side, the Romish dejjression of the Scriptures in

favor of the traditions of the church, and on the
other side the Enthusiasts' supercession of them
in the interests of the "inner Word." When
Tertullian, on the one hand, speaks of the Scrij)-

tures as an "Instrument," a legal document, his

terminology has an express warrant in the Scrip-

tures' own usage of tordh, "law," to designate their

entire content. And when John Gerhard argues
that "between the Word of God and Sacred Scrip-

ture, taken in a material sense, there is no real differ-

ence," he is only declaring plainly what is definitely

implied in the NT use of "the Word of God" wuth
the written revelation in mind. What is important
to recognize is that the Scriptures themselves repre-

sent the Scriptures as not merely contahiing here
and there the record of revelations—-"words of God,"
torolh—given by God, but as themselves, in all their

extent, arevelation, an authoritative body of gracious
instructions from God; or, since they alone, of all

the revelations which God may have given, are ex-

tant—rather as the Revelation, the only "Word of

God" accessible to men, in all their parts "law,"
that is, authoritative instruction from God.

LiTER.\TURE.—Herman Witsius, " De Prophetis et
Prophetia" in Miscell. Sacr., I, Leiden, 1736, 1-318;
G. F. Oelller, Theology of the OT, ET, P^dinburgh, 1874,
I, part I (and tlie appropriate sections in otlier Bib.
Theologies); H. Bavinck, Gere/or meerde Dogmatiek-,
I, Kampen, 1906, 290-406 (and tlie appropriate sec-
tions in other dogmatic treatises); H. Voigt, Fun-
damentaldog matik, Gotha, 1874, 173 If; A. Kliyper,
Encyclopaedia of Sacred Theology, ET, New York, 1898,
div. Ill, ch ii; A. E. Krauss, Die Lehre von der Offen-
barung, Gotha, 1868; C. F. Fritzsche, De revelationis
notione biblica, Leipzig, 1828; E. W. Hengstenberg,
The Christology of the OT, ET2, Edinburgh, 1868, IV,
Appendix 6, pp. 396-444; E. Konig, Der Offenbarungs-
begriff des AT, Leipzig, 1882; A. B. Davidson, OT
Prophecy, 1903; W. J. Beecher, The Prophets and the
Promise, New York, 1905; James Orr, The Christian
View of God and the World, 1893, as per Index, "Revela-
tion," and Revelation and Inspiration, London and New
York, 1910. Also: T. Christlieb, Modern Doubt and
Christian Belief, ET, New York, 1874; G. P. Fisher,
The Nature and Method of Revelation, New York, 1890;
C. M. Mead, Supernatural Revelation, 1889; J. Quirm-
bach. Die Lehre des h. Paulus von der nattirlichen Gottes-
erkenntnis, etc, Freiburg, 1906.
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2. Uniqueness and Reality of Visions
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1. I'atrislic' Testimony
2. Testimony of Boolv Itself
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to t'ourtli Gospel

Datk and Unity of thk Book
1. Traditional I)at(! under Oomitiaii
2. The Xero-Theory
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Plan a.nd Analysis of the Book
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( leneral Scope
2. D(>tailed Analysis
Piiixcii'LES OF Interpretation
1. (Jeneral Scheme of liiterprc^tation
2. The N(^wer Tlieories
3. Tlie Book a True Prophecy
Thkology of the Book

IjITERATUKE

The last book of the NT. It professes to be the
record of prophetic visions given by Jesus Christ
to John, while the latter w^as a prisoner, "for the
word of God and the testimony of Jesus" (1 9), in

Patmos (q.v.), a small rocky island in the Aegean,
about 15 miles W. of l^lphesus. Its precursor in the
OT is the Book of Dnl, with the symbolic visions

and mystical numbers of which it stands in close

affinity. The peculiar form of the book, its relation

to other "apocalyptic" writings, and to the Fourth
Gospel, likewise attributed to John, the interpreta-

tion of its symbols, with controverted questions of

its date, of worship, unity, relations to contem-
porary history, etc, have made it one of the most
difficult books in the NT to exjjlain satisfactorily.

/. Title and General Character ofBook.—"Reve-
lation" answers to dTro/cdXui/'is, apokdlupsis, in ver 1.

The oldest form of the title would seem
1. Title to be simply, "Apocalypse of John,"

the appended words "the Divine"
(J)eo\6yos, theologos, i.e. "theologian") not being
older than the 4th cent, (cf the title given to Gregory
of Nazianzus, "Gregory the theologian"). The
book belongs to the class of works commonly named
"apocalyptic," as containing visions and revelations

of the future, frequently in symbolical form (e.g.

the Book of En, the Apocalypse of Bar, the Apoca-
lypse of Ezr; see Apocalyptic Literature), but
it is doubtful if the word here bears this technical

sense. The tendency at present is to group the
NT Apocalypse with these others, and attribute to

it the same kind of origin as theirs, viz. in the un-
bridled play of religious phantasy, clothing itself

in unreal visional form.

But there is a wide distinction. These other
works are pseudonymous—fictitious; on the face

of them products of imagination;
2. Unique- betraying that this is their origin in

ness and their crude, confused, unedifying char-
Reality of itcter. The Apocalypse bears on it

Visions the name of its author—an apostle
of Jesus Christ (see below); claims to

rest on real visions; rings with the accent of sin-

cerity; is orderly, serious, sublime, purposeful, in

its conceptions; deals wuth the most solemn and
momentous of themes. On the modern Nero-
theory, to which most recent expositors give ad-
herence, it is a farrago of baseless phantasies, no one
of which came true. On its own claim it is a prod-
uct of true prophecy (13; 22 18 f), and has or
will have sure fulfilment. Parallels here and there

are sought between it and the Book of En or the
Apocalypse of Ezr. As a rule the resemblances
arise from the fact that these works draw from the
same store of the ideas and imagery of the OT. It

is there the key is chiefly to be sought to the sym-
bolism of John. The Apocalypse is steeped in the
thoughts, the images, even the language of the OT
(cf the illustrations in Lightfoot, Gal, 361, where it
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is remarked: "The whole book is saUinUed with
ilhi.strations from the OT. It Hpciika not the laii-

Kuase of Paul, but of Isaiah and Ezekiel and
Daniel"). These remarks will receive elucidation
in what follows.

//. Canonicity and Authority.—Th(^ two ques-
tions of canonicity and authorship are closely con-

nected. Eusebius states that opinion
1. Patristic in his day was divided on t he book, and
Testimony he himself wavers between placinj^ it

among the disputed books or ranking
it wit h the acknowledged (homologownena). "Among
these," he says, "if such a view seem correct, we
must place the Apocalypse of John" (HE, III, 2.")).

That it was rightly so ])laced app(>ars from a survey
of the evidence. The first to refer to the book ex-
pressly is Justin Martyr (c 140 AD), who speaks
of it as the work of "a certain man, whose name
was John, one of the apostles of Christ" (Dial, SI).
Ir(>naeus (c LSO AD) repeatedly and decisively
declares that the Apocalypse was wrhten bv John,
a disciple of the Lord (Adv. Haer., iv.20, 11; 30,
4;^ v.2(), 1; 35, 2, etc), and comments on the number
GtiG (v. 30, 1). In his case there can be no doubt
t hat the apostle John is meant. Andreas of Cappa-
docia (5th cent.) in a Com7n. on the Apocalypse
states that Papias (c 130 AD) bore witness to its
credibility, and cites a comment by liim on R(>v
12 7-9. The book is quoted in the Ej). on the
martyrs of Vienne and Lyons (177 AD); Iiad a
commentary written on it l)y Melito of 8ardis (c 170
AD), one of the churches of the Apocalypse (ImiscI).,
HE, IV, 26); was used by Theophilus of Antioch (c
1()<S AD) and by Apollonius (c 210 AD; HE, V,
25)—m these cases being cited as the Apocalypse
of John. It is included as John's in the Camm of
Aluraton (c 200 ADj. The Johannine authorship
(ai)()stoli(0 is abundantly attested by Tertullian
(c 200 AD; Adv. Mar., iii.l4, 24, etc); by Hip])o-
lytus (c 240 AD), who wrote a work upon it; by
Clement of Alexandria (c 200 AD); by Origen (c,

230 AD), and other writers. Doubt about the
authorship of the book is first lieard of in the ob-
scure sect of the Alogi (end of 2d cent.), who, with
Cams, a Rom presbyter (c 205 AD), attributed it
to Cerinthus. More serious was the criticism of
Dionysius of Alexandria (o 250 AD), who, on inter-
nal grounds, held that the Fourth Gospel and the
Ajiocalypse could not have; come from the same pen
(Euseb., HE, VII, 25). He granted, however, that
It was the work of a holy and inspired man—an-
other John. The result was that, while "in tlie
Western church," as Bousset grants, "the Apoca-
lypse was accepted unanimously from the first"
(EB, I, 193), a certain doubt attached to it for a
time in sections of the Gr and Syrian churches. It
13 not found in the Pesh, and a citation from it in
Ephraim the Syrian (f 373) seems not to be genu-
ine. Cyril of Jerus (c 386 AD) omits it from his
list, and it is unmentioned l)y the Antiochian writers
(Chrysostom, Theodore of xAlopsuest ia, Theodoret).
The Canon attributed to the Council of Laodicca
(c 360 AD) does not name it, but it is doubtful
whether this document is not of later date (cf West-
eott; also Bousset, Die Offcnh. Joh., 28). On the
other hand, the book is acknowledged bv Methodius,
Pamphilus, Athanasius, Gregory of Nvssa, Cyril
Alex., Ei)iphanius, etc.

The testimony to the canonicity, and also to the
Johannine authorship, of the Apocalypse is thus

exceptionally strong. In full accord-
2. Testi- ance with it is the claim of the book
mony of itself. It proclaims itself to be the
Book Itself work of John (1 1.4.9; 22 8), who

does not, indeed, name liimself an
apostle, yet, in his inspired character, position of
authority in the Asian churches, and selection as

Revelation
Revelation of John

the medium of these revelations, can hardly be
thought of as other than tlu; well-known John of
the Go.spels and of consentient church tradition.
The alternative view, first suggested as a possibility
by Eus(>bms, now larg(>ly favored bv modern writ ers,
IS that the John intended is the '•pre-byter John"
of a well-known ])assage cited by Eaisebius from
lajnas (HE, III, 39). Without entering hito the
intricate qu(^stions connected with this "presbyter
John"—whether he was really a distinct ])erson from
the apostle (Zahn and others dispute it ), or whether,
if he was, he resided at Ephesus (s(>e Joux, G(;spel
of)—It is enough here to say that the reason al-
ready given, viz: the imj^ortance and place of
authorityof the author of the AiK)calypse in the Asian
churches, and the emi)hatic tcstimonv above cited
connecting him with the ai)<)stle, forbid the attri-
bution of the book to a writer wholly unknown to
church tradition, save for this casu;il reference to
him in Papias. PLid the assumed i)resbvter really
been the author, he could not have dropped so com-
jiletely out of the knowledge of the church, and had
his place taken all but immediatelv by the apostle.
One cause of the hesitancy regarding the Apoca-

lypse in early circles was dislike of its inillenarian-
is^m; but the chief reason, set forth

3. Objec- with much critical skill bv Dionysius
tions to of Alexandria (iMiseb., HE, VII, 25),
Johannine was the undoubted contrast in char-
Authorship acter and style between this work and
—Relation the Fourth Gosi)el, likewise claiming
to Fourth to be from the pen of John. Two
Gospel works so diverse in character—the Gos-

pel calm, spiritual, mystical, abound-
ing in characteristic expressions as "life," "light,"
"love," etc, written in idiomatic Gr; the Apocatypse
abrupt, mysterious, material in its imagery, in-
exact and barbarous in its idioms, sometimc's em-
ploying solecisms—could not, it was argued, pro-
ceed from the same author. Not much, beyond
amplification of detail, has been added to the force
of the arguments of Dionysius. There were three
possibilities—either first, admitting the Johannine
authorship of the Apocalypse, to a.ssail the genu-
ineness of tlie Gospel—this was the method of the
school of Baur; or, second, accepting the Gospel,
to seek a different author for the A{)ocalypse—
John the presbyter, or another: thus not a few
reverent scholars (Bleek, Neander, etc); or, third
with most moderns, to deny the Johannine author-
ship of both Gosi)el and Apocalypse, with a leaning
to the "presbyter" as the author of tlie latter (Ilar-
nack, Bousset, Moffatt, etc). Shigularly there
has been of late in the advanced school itself a
movement in the direction of recognizing that this
difficulty of style is less formida})le than it looks—
that, in fact, beneath the surface difference, there
is a strong body of resemblances pointing to a close
relationship of Gospel and Ai)ocaIvi)se. This liad
long been argued by the older writers (Godot,
Luthardt, Alford, Salmon, etc), but it is now more
freely acknowledgetl. As instances among many
may be noted the use of the term "Logos" (19 13)
the image of the "Lamb," figures like "water of
life," words and phrases as "true," "he that over-
cometh," "keep the commandments," etc. A
striking coincidence is the form of quotati(m of Zee
12 10 in Jn 19 37 and Rev 1 7. If the (Jr in
parts shows a certain abruptness and roughness, it
IS plainly evidenced by the use of the corre(;t con-
structions in other passages that this is not due to
want of knowledge of the language. "The very
rules which he breaks in one place he observes in
others" (Salmon). There are, besides, subtle
affinities in the Gr usage of the two books, and some
of the very irregulariti(>s comi)lained of are found in
the Gospel (for ample details consult Bousset, op.
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(•it,.; Godot, CoDnn.on .In, 1,2(17 70. KT; Alfonl, r,'/-

7'r.s7,, 1\', •_'•-'
1 L'S; i<nhn()U, hiint lo the \T,2:Vd-VA,

2(1 (m1: tlic hist-naiiH'd writer says: "I have pro-

duced instances enouKli to c-stahlisli decisively that

there is tiie closest possible aflinity between the

Revehition and the other Johannine books").

Creat difTerences in character and style no doubt

still remain. Some, to leave room for these, favor

an early date for the Ap()ealyi)sc (GS-G<) BC; oJi

this below); the trend of ojjinion, however, now
H(M>ms, as will be shown, to be moving back to the

traditional date in the rei^ti of Domitian, in which

cas(> the (fosi)el will be tlu; earlier, and the Apoca-

lypse the later work. This, likewise, seems to_ yield

the better explanation. The tremendous experiences

of Patmos, bursting through all ordinary and calrrier

states of consciousness, must have produced startling

changes in thought and style of comi)osition. The
"rapt seer" will not si>eak and write like the self-

collected, calmlv brooding (>vangelist.

///. Date and Unity of the Book.—Eusebius, in

summhig up the tradition of the Church on this sub-

ject, assigns John's exile to Ritmos,

1. Tradi- and consequently the composition of

tional Date the Ajjocalypse, to the latter part of

under the reign of Domitian (81-96 AD).
Domitian Irenaeus (c 180 AD) says of the book,

"For it was seen, not a long time ago,

but almost in our own generation, at the end of the

reign of Domitian" {Adv. Ilacr., v.30, 3). This

testimony is confirmed by Clement of Alexandria

(who speaks of "the tyrant"), Origcn, and later

writers. Epiphanius (4th cent.), indeed, puts (Haer.,

li.12, 233) the exile to Patmos in the reign of Clau-

dius (41-54 AD); but as, in the same sentence, he

speaks of the a]wstle as 90 years of age, it is plain

there is a strange blunder in the name of the

emperor. The former dateanswers to the conditions

of the book (decadence of the churches; widespread

and severe persecution), and to the predilection of

Domitian for this mode of banishment (cf Tacitus

Hist, i.2; Euseb., HE, III, 18).

This, accordingly, may be regarded as the tradi-

tional date of composition of the Apocalypse,

though good writers, influenced partly

2. The by the desire to give time for the later

Nero- comjjosition of the Gospel, have sig-

Theory nified a ])reference for an earlier date

(e.g. Westcott, Salmon). It is by no
means to be assumed, however, that the Apocalypse

is the earlier i)ro(hiction. The tendency of recent

criticism, it will l)e seen immediately, is to revert

to the traditional date (Bousset, etc); but for a dec-

ade or two, through the iirevalencc of what may be

called the "Nero-theory" of the book, the pendulum
swung strongly in favor of its composition shortly

after the death of Nero, and before the destruction

of Jerus (held to be shown to be still standing

by ch 11), i.e. about 08-09 AD. This date was
even held to be demonstrated beyond all question.

Reuss may be taken as an example. According to

him (Christian Theology of the Apostolic Age, I,

369 ff, ET), apart from the ridiculous preconcep-

tions of theologians, the Apocalypse is "the most
simple, most transparent book that prophet ever

pcnnecl." "There is no other apostolical writing

the chronology of which can })c more exactly fixed."

"It was written before the destruction of Jerus,

under the emperor Galba^that is to say, in the

second half of the year 08 of our era." He proceeds

to di.scuss "the irrefutable proofs" of this. The
proof, in brief, is found in the beast (not introduced
till ch 13) with seven heads, one of which has been
mortally wovmded, but is for the present healed

(13 3). "This is the Rom empire, with its first

7 emperors, one of whom is killed, but is to live again

as Antichrist" (cf 17 10 f). The key to the whole

book is said to be given in 13 IS, where the number
of the beast is declare(i to be 600. Applying the

method of nunieric;d values (the Jinvish (lettuitrio),

this number is found to c()rres])()nd with the name
"Nero Caesar" in Heb letters (omitting [ho yodh).

Nero then is the oth head that is to live again; an
interpretation confirmed by rumors prevalent at

that time that Nero was not really dead, but only

hidden, and was soon to return to claim his throne.

As if to make assurance doubly sure, it is found that

by dr()pi)ing the final ?; in "Neron," the number
becomes 616—a munber which Irenaeus in his com-
ments on the subject (v.3().l) tells us was actually

found in some ancient copies. The meaning therfv

fore is thought to be clear. Writing under the

emperor Galba, the 6th emperor (reckoning from
Augustus), the author anticipates, after a short

reign of a 7th emperor (17 10), the return of the

Antichrist Nero—an 8th, but of the 7, with whom
is to come the end. Jerus is to be miraculously

preserved (ch 11), but Rome is to perish. This is

to happen withiTi the space of 3-2 years. "The
final catastrophe, which was to destroy the city and

empire, was to take ])lace in three years and a half.

.... The writer knows .... that Rome w;ill

in three years and a half perish finally, never to rise

again." It does not matter for this theory that

not one of the things i)redicted happened—that

every anticijiation was falsified. Nero did not

return; Jerus was not saved; Rome did not perish;

3i years did not see the end of all things. Yet the

Christian church, though the failure of every one

of these predictions had been decisively demon-
strated, received the book as of Divine inspiration,

apparently without the least idea that such things

had been intended (see the form of the theory in

Renan, with a keen criticism in Salmon's Intro to

the NT, lect xiv).

What is to be said with reference to this "Nero-

theory" belongs to subsequent sections: mean-
while it is to be observed that, while

3. Com- portions of the theory are retained,

posite significant changes have since taken

Hypotheses place in the view entertained of the

—Babylo- book as a whole, and with this of the

nian Theory date to be assigned to it. First, after

1882, came a flood of disintegrating

hypotheses, bas(;d on the idea that the Ajiocalypse

was not a unity, but was either a working up of one

or more Jewish apocalypses by Christian hands, or

at least incorporated fragments of such apoca-

lypses (Volter, Vischer, Weizsacker, Weyland,

Pfleiderer, Spitta, etc). Harnack lent his influ-

ential support to the form of this theory advocated

by Vischer, and for a time the idea had vogue.

Very soon, however, it fell into discredit through

its own excesses (for details on the different views,

see Bousset, or Moffat's Intro to the NT, 489 ff), and

through increasing appreciation of the internal evi-

dence for the unity of the book. Gunkel, in his

Schopfung und Chaos (1895), started another line

of criticism in his derivation of the conceptions of

the book, not from Jewish apocalypse, but from

Bab mythology. He assailed with sharp criticism

the "contemi)orary history" school of interpretation

(the "Nero-theory" above), and declared its "bank-

ruptcy." The number of the beast, with him,

found its solution, not in Nero, but in the Heb name
for the primeval chaos. This theory, too, has failed

in general acceptance, though elements in it are

adopted by most recent interpreters. The modified

view most in favor now is that the Apocalypse is, in-

deed, the work of a Christian writer of the end of the

1st cent., but embodies certain sections borrowed

from Jewish apocalypse (as 7 1-8, the 144,000;

ch 11, measuring of the temple and the two wit-

nesses; esp. ch 12, the woman and red dragon

—
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this, in turn, reminiscent of Bab mytholojjy). These
supposed Jewish sections are, however, without
real supi)ort in anything that is known, and the
symboUsm admits as easily of a Christian interpre-

tation as any other part of the book. We are left,

therefore, as before, with the book a.s a unity, and
the tide of opinion flows back to the age of Domitian
as the time of its origin. MofTatt (connecthig it

mistakenly, as it seems to us, with Domitian's
emphasis on the imperial cultus, but giving also

other reasons) goes so far as to say that "any earlier

date for the book is hardly possible" (Expos (!r

Test., V, 317). The list of authorities for the
Domitianic date may be seen in MofTatt, Intro, 508.

IV. Plan and Analysis of the Book.—The
method of the book may thus be indicated. After

an introduction, and letters to the
1. General seven churches (chs 1-3), the ]n'oi)crly

Scope prophetic part of the book conunences
with a vision of heaven (chs 4, 6),

following upon which are two series of visions of

the future, parallel, it would ajipear, to each other

—

the first, the 7 seals, and under the 7th seal, the 7

trumpets (chs 6-11, with interludes in ch 7 and
again in 10; 11 1-12); the second, the woman and
her child (ch 12), the 2 beasts (ch 13), and, after

new interludes (ch 14), the bowls and 7 last

plagues (chs 15,16). The expansion of the last

judgments is given in separate pictm-(\s (the scarlet

woman, doom of Babylon, IIar-Mag(Mlon, chs 17-

19) ; then come the closing scenes of tlie millennium,
the last apostasy, resurrection and judgment (ch

20), followed by the new heavens and new earth,
with the descending new Jerus (chs 21,22). The
theme of the book is the conflict of Christ and His
church with anti-Christian powers (th(> devil, the
beast, the false pro])het, 16 13), and tlie ultimate
and decisive defeat of the latt(T; its keynote is in

the words, "Come, Lord Jesus" (22 20; cf 1 7);
but it is to be noticed, as characteristic of the book,
that while this "coming" is represetited as, in a
manner, ever near, the end, as the crisis apjiroaches,
is again always jwstponed by a fresh development
of events. Thus, under the 6th seal, the end seems
reached (6 12-17), but a pause ensues (ch 7), and
on the opening of the seventh seal, a new series

begins with the trumpets (8 2ff). Similarly, at
the sounding of the 6th trumpet, the end seems at
hand (9 12-21), but a new pause is introduced
before the last sounding takes place (11 15 ff).

Then is announced the final victory, but as yet only
in summary. A new series of visions begins, open-
ing into large perspectives, till, after fresh inter-

ludes, and the pouring out of 6 of the bowls of judg-
ment, Har-Magedon itself is reached; but though,
at the outpouring of the 7th bowl, it is proclaimed,
"It is done" (16 17), the end is agam held over till

these final judgments are shown in detail. At
length, surely, in ch 19, with the appearance of the
white horseman—"The Word of God" (ver 13)

—

and the decisive overthrow of all his adversaries
(vs 18-21), the climax is touched; but just then,
to our surprise, intervenes the announcement of the
binding of Satan for 1,000 years, and the reign of
Jesus and His saints upon the earth (the interpre-
tation is not here discussed), followed by a fresh
aposta.sy, and the general resurrection and judg-
ment (ch 20). Precise time-measures evidently
fail in dealing with a book so constructed: the 3^
years of the Nero-interpreters sink into insignifi-

cance in its crowded panorama of events. The
symbolic; immbers that chic^fly rule in the book are
"seven," the number of (completeness (7 spirits,

seals, trumpets, bowls, heads of beasts); "ten,"
the number of worldly power (10 horns); "four,"
the earthly number (4 living creatures, corners of
earth, winds, etc); 3^ years—42 months—"time,

and times, and half a time" (12 14) = 1,260 days,
the period, borrowed from Dnl (7 25; 12 7), of
anti-Christian ascendency.

The following is a more detailed analysis:
I. Intkoduction

1. Title and Address (1 1-S)

2. Detailed •^- Vision of .Jesus and Message- to the
AnolTreJe Scven Churchcs of tiie Province of AsiaAnalysis (vs 9-20)

3. The Letters to the Seven Churches (chs
2 3)

(1) Ephesus (2 1-7)
(2) Smyrna (vs 8-11)
(3) Pergamos (vs 12-17)
(4) Thyatira (vs 18-29)
(5) Sardis (3 1-6)
(6) Philadelphia (vs 7-13)
(7) Laodicea (vs 14-22)

II. The Things to Come. First Series of Visions:
The Seals and Trumpets
1. The Vision of Heaven

(1) Adoration of tlie Creator (ch 4)
(2) The 7-Sealed Book; Adoration of God and

the Lamb (eh 5)
2. Opening of Si.x Seals (eh 6)

(1) The White Hor.se (vs 1.2)
(2) The Red Horse (vs 3.4)
(3) The Black Horse (vs r>.())

(4) The Pale Horse (vs 7.S)
(.5) Souls under th(> Altar (vs 9-11)
(6) The Wrath of the Lamb (vs 12-17)

3. Interludes (eh 7)
(1) Sealing of 144,000 on Earth (vs 1-S)
(2) Triumphant Multitude in Heaven (vs 9-17)

4. Opening of Seventli Seal: under Tliis Seven
Trumpets, of Which Six Now Sounded (ehs
8 9)

(1) Hail and Fire on Earth (8 7)
(2) Burning Alountain in Sea (vs 8.9)
(3) Burning Star on Rivers and Fountains (vs

10.11)
(4) One-third Sun, Moon, and Stars Darkened

(ver 12). "Woe"—Trumpets (ver 13)
(.5) The Fallen Star- Locusts (9 1-11)
(6) Angels Loosed from Euphrates—the Horse-

man (vs 12-21)
5. Interludes

—

(1) Angel with Little Book (ch 10)
(2) Measuring of Temple and Altar—the Two

Witnesses (11 1-13)
6. Seventh Trumpet Sounded— Final Victory

(vs 14-19)
III. Second Series op Visions: The Woman and the

Red Dragon; the Two Beasts; the Bowls
and Last Plagues
1. The Woman and Child; the Red Dragon and

His Persecutions (eli 12)
2. The Beast from tlii' Sea, Seven-headed, Ten-

horned (13 1-10); the Two-horned Beast (vs
11-18)

3. Interludes (ch 14)
(1) The Lamb on Mt. Zion; the 144,000 (vs

1-5)
(2) The Angel with "an Eternal Gospel" (vs

6.7)

(3) Second Angel— (.\nticipatory) Proclama-
tion of Fall of Babylon (ver 8)

(4) Third Angt^l—Doom of Worshippers of the
Beast (vs 9-12)

(5) Blessedness of the Dead in the Lord (ver 13)
(6) The Son of Man and the tJreat Vintage

(vs 14-20)
4. The Seven Last Plagues—the Angels and Their

Bowls: the Preparation in Heaven (ch 15)—the Outpouring (ch 16)
(1) On Earth (16 2)
(2) On Sea (ver 3)
(3) On Rivers and Fountains (vs 4-7)
(4) On Sun (vs 8.9)
(.5) On Seat of Beast (vs 10.11)
(6) On Euphrates —Har-Magedon (vs 12-16)
(7) In the Air—Victory and Fall of Babylon

(vs 17-21)
IV. Expansion of I^ast .Ji-doments (ehs 17-19)

1. The Scarlet Woman on Beast—Her Judgment
(ch 17)

2. Doom of Babylon and Lament over Her (ch 18)
3. Interlude—Announcement of Marriage of the

Lamb (19 1-10)
4. Rider on White Hors(> ("Tlie Word of God")

and His Armies— Last Battle and Doom of
Beast, False Prophet, and Their Followers (vs
11-21)

V. The Millennium—New Heavens and New
Earth (chs 20-22)
1. Satan Bound; First Resurrection and Reign of

Saints for 1,000 Years (20 1-6)
2. Loosing of Satan and Final (\)nfliet—Doom of

Adversaries and of the Devil (vs 7-10)
3. General Resurrection and Last Judgment (vs

11-15)
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New Hoavons and New Eartli

(1) The New .Icrus from Heaven (21 1-0)
(2) Description of t lie City ( vs 10-27)
(:?) lUessedness of Its (Mtizens (22 1-7)

(4) EpiloKue (vs 8-21)

V. Principles of Interpretation.

tended for

1. General
Scheme of

Interpre-

tation

—As a l>()<)k iii-

the consolation of the clmrch mider
))r(>s(>nt and futtirc afllictions, the

Ai)ocalyi)s(' is meant by its author to

1)0 tniderstood (1 3; 22 7). He must
have been aware, however, that, while
its ^(nieral scope mip;ht be ai)prehcnded,

mystery must rest ti])on many of its

symbols, till the time of their actual fulfilment.

The book relates to "things which must shortly

come to pass" (1 1)—in their befiiniuns-s iit least

—

and the divers interpretations since; ])tit uixm its

proi)hecies are the best evidence of the ditliculties

attaching to them. Schemes of interpretation

have g(nterally b(>en grouped into iwaeterint (the

prophecies being reganlecl as already fulfilled),

futurist (the fullilment being thrown wholly into the

future), and the historical (the fulfilment being

looked for in the continuous history of the church
from John's day till the end). (1) The older jirae-

terist view may be taken as represented by Moses
Stuart, who finds the fulfilment of chs 6-11 in the

destruction of Jerus {Comm., 520 ff), and of chs 13-

19 in the reign of Xero ((')1)0 ff). ICven he, however,
has to interpret the chajjter on the last things of

the future. (2) The futurist view connects the

whole with the times of the second advent and the
millennium. The beast is an individual who shall

then api^ear as xVntichrist. This rejects the plain

intimations oim^Li^ book that the events predicted

lay, in their begimiings at least, immediately in the

future of the writer. (3) The historical view connects

the various symbols with definite occurrences

—

as the inv^asions which overthrew the Rom Empire
(the first 4 trumpets), the Saracens (first woe-trum-
pet), the Turks (second woe-trumpet), the ])apacy

(the beast, ch 13; the scarlet woman, ch 17), etc.

A day-year principle is applied to the periods (1,2G0

days—1,260 years). As representatives of this

view may be mentioned Mede, Vitringa, Sir Isaac

Newton, Elliott in Horae Apocalypticae, A. Barnes.

These older schemes are largely put out of date

by the newer theories, already alluded to, in which
the Apocalypse is explained out of

2. The contemporary conditions, the legend of

Newer the returning Nero, Jewish apoca-
Theories lypse, and Bab mythology. These are

praeterist theories also, but differ

from the older in that in them all real prophecy is

denied. A mainstay of stich theories is the declara-

tion of the book that the events annoimced are close

at hand (1 1.3; 22 20). When, however, it is

remembered that, on any view, this nearness in-

cludes a period of 1,000 years before; the judgment
and descent of the new Jerus, it will be felt that it

will not do to give these expressions too restricted

a temporal significance. The horizon is wider.

The coming of Christ is ever near—ever approach-
ing—yet it is not to be tied dowm to "times and
seasons"; it is more of the nature of a process and
has anticipatory exemplifications in many crises

and providential events forecasting the end (see

above). The "coming," e.g. to the church at

Ephesus (2 5), or to the church at Pergamos (2 16)

—contingent events—can hardly exhaust the full

meaning of the Parousia. The Nero-theory de-

mauds a date at latest under Galba, but that date
we have seen to be generally abandoned. Those
who i)lace it under Vespasian (omitting three short

reignsj sacrifice the advantage of dating the book
before the destruction of Jerus, and have to fall

back on a supposititious Jewish fragment in ch 11,

which those who incorporated it must have known
had never been fulfilled. The attempt to give a
"contem])orary historical" interpretation to the
symbols of the successive churches, as (limkel has
acutely shown, completely bnniks down in ])ractice,

while Gunkel's own attemjit at a Bab explanation

will be judged by most to be overstraiiunl. "Drag-
on" in t ho ( )T and elsenvhere may be associated wit h
widespread oriental ideas, but the definite symbol-
ism of the AiK)calyi)se in ch 12 has no i)rovable con-

nect ion with Bab myths. There is the widest dis-

agreement in the theories of "composite" origin

(from Jewish apocalypse). What seems simple and
d(>monstral)le to one has no plausibility to others.

A form of "X'^ero Caesar," indexed, yields the mystic
t)()6, but so do 1,000 ot Ikt names—almost any name,
with pro])er manii)ulation (cf Salmon, lect xiv).

La.stly, tlie returning-Xero l(>gend yi(4(ls no satis-

factory explanaticm of the language in 13 3.12.14;

17 11. The theory is that these words allude to the

belief that Nero would return from the dead and
become Antichrist (see above). Tacitus at tests that

there were vague rumors that Nero had not really

died {Hist. ii.S), and later a i)retender arose in

Parthia taking advantage of this feeling (Suet. Nero.

57). The idea of Nero returning from the dead is

categorically stated in Sib Or 5 363-70 (c 120 AD);
cf Sib Or 4 119-22 (c 80 AD). Augustine mentions
the idea {City of (lod, xx.19, 3), but without con-

nection with the Ajiocalypse. By Domitian's time,

however, it was perfectly certain that Nero had
not returned, and there was no longer, on this in-

terpretation, any appositeness in speaking of a

"head" the "deathstroke" of which was healed (13

3), which became the "eighth head"_ of 17 11—
if, indeed, the apostle could be conceived capable

of being influenced by such vagaries. The events

predicted lay, evidently, still in the future. It may
be added that neither Irenaeus, nor any early inter-

preter, seems to have heard of t he connection of 666

with "Nero." Irenaeus himself suggests the solu-

tion Lat(dnos (cf Salmon, ut supra).

It is not proposed here to attempt the lines of a

positive interpretation. If it is once recognized

that the Apocalypse is a book of true

3. The prophecy, that its symbols stand for

Book a something real, and that its perspective

True is not to be limited to a brief period

Prophecy like 3| years, the way is opened, not,

indeed, for a reading into it of a series

of precise historical occurrences, but still for doing

ju.stice to the truth which lies at the basis of the

historical interpretation, viz. that there are here pre-

figured the great crises in the age-long conflict of

Christ and His church wdth pagan and anti-

Christian adversaries. Events and tendencies may
be grouped, or under different forms may relate to

the same subject (e.g. the 144,000 sealed on earth^
a spiritual Israel—in 7 1-8, and the triumphant
multitude in heaven, vs 9-17) ; successions of events

may be foreshortened; different ])icttires may
overlap; but, shining through the symbols, great

truths and facts which have historical realization

appear. There is no need for supposing that, in a

drama of this range, the "heads" of the beast of

chs 13 and 17 (behind whom is the Dragon-enemy,
Satan, of ch 12) stand, in contrariety to the

analogy of Dnl, for seven individual emperors, and
that "the image of the beast," which has life given

to it and "speaks" (13 14.15), is the statue of the

emperor; or that such tremendous events as the fall

of the Rom Empire, or the rise of the i)apacy—wdth
which, however, must be combined all ecclesiastical

anti-Christ ianism—or the false ])rophecy of later

intellectual anti-Christianism have no place in the

symbolism of the book. Sane, reverent thought

will suggest many lines of correspondence with the
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course of God's providence, which may serve to

illuminate its dark places. More than this need not
be said here.

VI. Theology of the Book.—On this it is hardly
necessary to dwell, for expositors are now well

agreed that in its great doctrines of God, Christ,
man, sin, redemption, the teaching of the Apoca-
lypse does not vary essentially from the great types
in the lilpp. The assonances with John's mode
of thinking have already been alluded to. It is

granted I)y all writers that the Christology is as

high as anywh(>re in the NT. 'Tt ought unhesi-
tatingly to he acknowI(xlg(Hl," says Reuss, "that
Christ is placed in the Apocalvpse on a par with
God" (op. cit., I, 397-98; cf" Rev 1 4.17; 2 S;

5 12-U; 22 13, etc). Not less striking are the
corresi)ond(>nces with the teaching of Paul and of

Peter on redemption through the blood of Christ
(1 5; 5 9; 7 14; 14 4, etc). The perverted con-
ception of the school of Baur that we have in the
book an anti-Pauline manifesto (thus also Pflei-

derer; cf Hibbert Lectures, 178), is now practically
dead (see the criticism of it by Reuss, op. cit., I,

308-12). The point in which its eschatology differs

from that of the rest of the NT is in its introduction
of the millennium before the final resurrection and
judgment. This enlarges, but does not necessarily
contradict, the earlier stage of thought.

Literature.—Moses Stuart, Comm. on Apocalypse; Al-
ford, Or Ti-Kl., IV, "The lU'vehition "

; S. Davidson, Intro
to the NT (8d ed), 176 ff; G. Salmon, Introtothe NT (2d
ed), locts xiii, xiv; Elliott, I/orae Apocalypticae, with
lit. there mentioned; Farrar, Early Days of Christianity,
ch xxviii; Alilligan, Discussions on the Apocalypse; H.
Gunkel, Srhdpfung und Chaos; W. Bousset, Die Offen-
harung Johannis, and art. " Apocalyi^se " in EB, I;
C^. Anderson Scott, "Revelation" in Century Bible; J.
AIofFatt, Intro to Lit. of the NT (with notices of lit.);
also "Revelation" in Expositor's Bible; Trench, Epp.
to the Seven Churches; W. M. Ramsay, Letters to the
Seven Churches; H. B. Swete, The A'pocalypse of St.
John,

James Orr
REVELLINGS, rev'el-ingz (k(S|ios, komos): The

word is found both in AV and in RV in Wisd 14
23 (RV "revels," orgiastic heathen worship is in

point); 2 Mace 6 4; Gal 5 21; 1 Pet 4 3. In
Gal 5 21 it is classed with fornication, uncleanness,
lasciviou.sness, etc, as one of the works of the flesh.

In 1 Pet 4 3 it is spoken of the Gentiles and is

classed with drunkenness and carousings and such
like. In Rom 13 13 RVhas "revelling" instead of

AV "rioting," and in 2 Pet 2 13, "revel" replaces
"riot." Similarly in Am 6 7, "revelry" replaces
"banquet." The obvious meaning of the word is

excessive and boisterous intemperance and lustful
indulgence. G. H. Gerberding

REVENGE, re-venj', REVENGER, rft-venj'er:

The same lleb and Gr words are u.sed to express
the idea of "to avenge" and "to revenge" {"^"p.-,

nCikam, or derivative; iKdiK^cj, ekdiked, or derivative).
In Eng. these words are synonymous in that they
are both used to express the inflict ion of punishment
upon the wrongdoer, but "to take revenge" may
also imply a spiteful, wrong or malignant spirit.

In the latter case RV preserves "revenge" (cf Jer 20
10; Ezk 25 IF); 25 17 is an anthropomorphism),
but, wherever it is sjmonymous with "avenge," this
word is used (cf Nu 31 2.3; Ps 79 10; Nah 1 2;
Jth 13 20; Rom 13 4; 2 Cor 7 11; 10 6 RV;
AV has "revenge" in all these cases). In Dt 32 42,
AV "revenge" is a wrong tr. Rcnul with RV "from
the head of the leaders of the enemy" or RVm "the
hairy head of the enemy." Cf Avenoe, Avenger;
Blood; Goel. A. L. Breslich

REVENUE, rev'O-nu: (1) ChjJS!; , 'apj/thmi,

"revenue or hicome" (Ezr 4 13AVJ; (2) nS^^lTl

,

t'bhu'dh, "increase," "revenue" (Prov 8 19; 15 G;

Isa 23 3; Jer 12 13); npSaodos, prosodos, "income"
(2 Mace 3 3; 4 8 [RV "fund"]; 9 16).

REVERENCE, rev'er-ens: In the OT, "rever-
ence" occurs as the tr of two Heb words, ydre' and
shahah. The root idea of the former is "fear." It

is used to express the attitude toward God Himself,
as in Ps 89 7 AV; or toward His sanctuary, as in
Lev 19 30; 26 2. So the group of ideas there would
be "fear," "aw(>," "reverence." The root idea of
the second is "falling down," as prostration of
the body. It is used to express the bearing toward
another who is considered superior, as in 2 S 9 6
AV; 1 K 1 31 AV; E.st 3 2.5. The group of

ideas here, therefore, is "honor," "obeisance,"
"reverence."

In the NT "reverence" occurs as the tr of three
Gr words, aidos, pJwheomai, and cntrepomai. In
the first, the idea is "modestv" (He 12 28; cf

1 Tim 2 9).
_
In the second, "fear" (EjA 5 33 AV),

though here it is used to set forth the attitude of
})roper subjection on the part of a wife toward
her husband (cf 1 Pet 3 2.5). In the third, the
idea is that of the "self-valuation of inferiority,"

and so sets forth an attitude toward another of
dohig him honor (Mt 21 37; Mk 12 6; Lk 20
13; He 12 9).

In the Apoc cntrepomai occurs in ^^'isd 2 10;
Sir 4 22. In addition, proskuiieo, "make obei-
sance," occurs in Jth 10 23; 14 7; thaurruizo,

"wonder," Sir 7 29, and aischunomai, "be ashamed,"
Bar 4 15.

Reverend occurs in the OT in Ps 111 9, of the
name of God {t/dre'), and in the Apoc in 2 Mace 15
12, "a man reverend {(lidhnoit, "modest"] in bear-
ing," and in the NT RV has "reverent in demeanor"
{liieroprepts) in Tit 2 3 and "reverend" in Phil
4 8 m (.semnd.s). E. J. Forrester

REVILE, rfi-vir. See Crimes; Pi^nishments.

REVIVE, rO-viv', REVIVING, rft-viv'ing: "To
revive" is the tr of iT^n

, hdydh, "to live," "cause to

live," used of restoration to life (Gen 45 27; Jgs
15 19, etc); of rebuilding (Neh 4 2); of restora-
ticm to well-being (Ps 85 6 [RV "quicken"]; 138 7;
Isa 57 15; Hos 6 2; 14 7); of Jeh's gracious work
for His people (Hab 3 2, "revive thy work in the
midst of the years," etc); "reviving" is the tr of
rr^np

, mihydh, "])re.servation," or "means of life"

(Ezr 9 8.9). "Revive" occurs in the NT as the
tr of dmfdw, anazuo, "to live again" (Rom 7 9, and
14 9, AV "Christ both died, and rose, and revived,"
RV [omitting "and ro.se"] "Christ died and lived
again," zdd).

In 1 Mace 13 7 RV we have "And the spirit of

the people revived," dva^wirvp^oj, anazopnreo, "to
stir or kindle up as a fire," the same word as in 2
Tim 1 6, RV "stir up the gift of God, which is in

thee," m "Gr 'stir into flame.' "

In view of the freciuent modern use of "n^vive" and
"revival," it is worthy of notice that it is to Timothy
himself the exhortation is addressed. We too often
merely pray for "reviv^als," forgetting that it is for us
to "stir into flame" the gift of the Spirit which we have
already received of God. It is ours from Ilim, but wo let
it lie dormant, as a slumbering ember merely.

W. L. Walker
REWARD, rC-w6rd': In modern Eng. (except

wlien influenced by the Bib. forms) a "reward" is

something given in recognition of a good act. In
EV, however, "reward" is used quite generally for

anything given, and the term covers the recompense
of evil (Ps 91 8), wages (1 Tim 5 IS AV), bribes

(Mic 7 3), and gifts (Jer 40 5 AV). RV has
specialized the meaning in a number of cases (Ps

94 2; Ezk 16 34; Jer 40 5, etc), but not sys-

tematically.
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REZEPH, rr'zef (?2n, rcgeph; B, 'Pd<j)€is, Rhd-

pheis, 'Pa.<t)es, Khnphcs', A, tt]v 'P<i<})€e, (vn Rhnpheth

[2 K 19 12], lU2'"^*Pa<J>ee,X(2«'Pd<l>€s,

1. Forms of A, 'Pd4)£is [Isa 37 12); Vulg Roseph

the Name [2 K 19 12], Rescph [Isa 37 12]): One
of the ])l:ic(>fl rcferrod to by Scn-

narhorib's Ral)sliakdi when dclivfriiif!; that kmg's

message to Ilezekiah demanding the surrender of

Jems. The names wliich jmM'ede are Gozan and
Haran; and "the children of Eden that were in

Telassar" follows.

It is now represented by R}imfa, E. of Tipsah

and XT.E. of Ilamath, and is r(>garded as the
"Pr](Td(pa, {Rhasdphd) o{ Ptolemy (v.l5).

2. Now It was for some time under Assyr do-

Called minion, and ai)pears in a geographical

Rusafa list (2 R 5;?, 37a) i)rec(>ded by Arrapha
(Arrapachitis) and IJahdjhu (Halah),

and followed by Tamnuim, under the form of Ra-
9appa (elsewhere Rasajn).

From the Eponym Canons, Ninip-kibsi-usur was,

it appears, prefect in 839 liC, Uras-eres from 804
to 775 BC, Sin-sallimanni in 747, and

3. Its Bel-crauranni in 737 BC. Judging

Assyrian from tlieir names, all these were

Governors Assyrians, but a seemingly native gov-

ernor, Alxla'u (or Abda'i), possibly

later than the foregoing, is mentioned in a list of

officials (K. 9921). Yahutu was santi (deputy-

governor?) of Rezeph in 673 BC. Its mention in

the Assyr geographical lists implies that Rezeph
was an important trade-center in OT times.

T. G. Pinches
REZIA, rS-zl'a. SeeRiziA.

REZIN, re'zin (V?") , r'fin; 'Paao-erwv, Rhaas-

sdn) : The last of the kings of Syria who reigned in

Damascus (2 K 15 37; 16 5-10; Isa 7 1; 8 4-7).

Along with Pekah, the son of Remaliah, who reigned

20 years over Israel in Samaria, he joined in the

Syro-Ephraimitic war against Ahaz, the king of

Judah. Together they hiid siege to Jerus, but

were unsuccessful in the efTort to take it (2 K 16 5;

Isa 7 1). It was to calm the fears, and to restore

the fainting spirits of the men of Judali, that Isaiah

was commissioned by the Lord to assure them that

the schemes of "these two tails of smoking fire-

brands" (Isa 7 4) were destined to miscarry. It

was then, too, that the sign was given of the virgin

who sliould conceive, and bear a son, and should

call his name Immanuel. Rezin had to content

himself on this campaign to the S. with the capture

of Elath from the men of Judah and its restoration

to the men of Edom, from whom it had been taken
and made a seaport by Solomon (2 K 16 6, where
it is agreed that "Syria" and "Syrians" should be
read "Edom" and "Edomites," which in the Heb
script are easy to be mistaken for one another,

and are in fact often mistaken). Rezin, however,
had a more formichible enemy to encounter on his

return to Damascus. Ahaz, like kings of Judah
before and after him, placed his r(>liance more on the

arm of flesh than on tlie true King of his people,

and appealed to Tiglath-pileser III, of Assyria,

for help. Ahaz deliberately sacrificed the inde-

pendence of his country in the t<n'ms of his offer

of submission to the Assyrian: "I am thy servant
and thy son" (2 K 16 7). Tiglath-pileser had
already carried his arms to the W. and ravaged the
northern border of Israel; and now he crossed the
Euphrates and hastened to Damascus, slaying
Rezin and carrying his people captive to Kir (2 K
16 9). In the copious Annals of Tiglath-pileser,

Rezin figures with the designation Rasunu(,ni), but
the tablet recording his death, found and read by
Sir Henry Rawlinson, has been irrecoverably lost.

and only the fact of its existence and loss remains
(Schrader, COT, I, 252, 257). With the death of

Rezin the kingdom of Damascus and Syria came
to an end.

Rezin, Sons of: Mentioned among the X^ethinim

(Ezr 2 48), who returned to Jerus with Zerubbabel
from captivity (cf X"(>h 7 50).

LiTERATr-UK.—Sclirador, COT, as above; Driver,
Authority, 99 IT.

T. NicoL
REZON, re'zon (lip, r^zori; 'Pd^wv, Rhdzun):

Son of I']liadah, and a subject of Hadadezer,
king of Zobah (1 K 11 23). The name appears to

be given as I'l'^Tn , hczyon; 'A^eiv, Hazein (1 K
15 18; see IIezion), where he is the father of Tab-
rimmon, whose son Ben-hadad I is known through
liis league with Asa, king of Judah.

_
When David

conquered Zobah, Rczon renounced his allegiance to

Hadadezer and btM'ame ]X)werful as an indepcnclent

chief, capturing Damascus and setting up as king.

Along with Hadad, the noted Edomite patriot, he
became a thorn in the side of Solomon, the one mak-
ing himself obnoxious in the S., the other in the X^.,

of the kingdom of Israel, both being animated with

a bitter hatred of the common foe. It is said of

Rezon that he "reigned over Syria" (1 K 11 25),

and if the surmise adopted by many scholars is

correct that he is the same as Hezion (1 K 15

18), then he was really the founder of the dynasty
of Syrian kings so well known in the history

of this period of Israel; and the line would run:

Rezon, Tabrimmon, Ben-hadad I, and Ben-hadad
II.

Literature.—Burney on 1 K 11 23 and 15 IS in

Xotcs o>i lleb Text of Books of Kinus; Winckler, AlUcst.

Untersuchungen, GO IF.

T. NicoL
RHEGIUM, re'ji-um: This city (^vyi-ov, Witgion

[Acts 28 13], the modern Reggio di Calabria) \yaK

a town situated on the east side of the Sicilian

Straits, about 6 miles S. of a point opposite Messana
(Messina). Originally a colony of Chalcidian

Greeks, the place enjoyed great prosperity in the

5th cent. BC, but was captured and destroyed by
Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, in 387 BC, when all

the surviving inhabitants were sold into slavery

(Diodorus xiv. 106-8, 111, 112). The city never

entirely recovered from this blow, although it was
partially restored by the younger Dionysius. On
the occasion of the invasion of Italy by Pyrrhus, the

people of Rhegium had recourse to an alliance with

Rome (280 BC) and received 4,000 Campanian
troops within their walls, who turned out to be

very unruly guests. For, in imitation of a similar

band of mercenaries across the strait in Messana,

they massacred the male inhabitants and reduced

the women to slavery (Polybius i.7; Orosius iv.3).

They w^ere not punished by the Romans until 270

BC, when the town was restored to those of its former

inhabitants who still survived.
_
The people of

Rhegium were faithfid to their alliance with Rome
during the Second Punic War (Livy xxiii.30; xxiv.l

;

xxvi.l2; xxix.6). At the time of the Social War
they were incorporated with the Rom state,

Rhegium becoming a municipality (Cicero Verr.

V.60; Pro Archia, 3).

The ship in which Paul sailed from Melita to

Puteoli encountered unfavorable winds after leaving

Syracuse, and reached Rhegium by means of tack-

ing. It waited at Rhegium a day for a south wind

which bore it to Puteoli (A(.'ts 28 13), about 180

miles distant, where it probably arrived in about

20 hours. George H. Allen

RHESA, re'sa ('Piio-d, Rhcsd) : A son of Zerub-

babel in the genealogy of Jesus according to St.

Luke (Lk 3 27).
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RHINOCEROS, rl-nos'er-os : This word is found
in AVm to Isa 34 7 ("rhinocerots") for C^riX")

,

r^'emlm, AV "unicorns," RV "wild-oxen." The
word is quite inappropriate to the passage, which
refers to the hind of Edom. The one-horned rhi-

noceros, Rhinoceros unicornis, is confined to India.

Other rhinoceroses are found in India and in equa-
torial Africa, hut it is hardly to be presumed that

these animals were meant by the Ileb writers. See
Unicorn.

RHODA, ro'da ('P65ii, Rhode, "rose"): A maid
in the house of ALiry the mother of John Mark.
She came to answer when Peter knocked at Marj-'s

door iifter his miraculous release from prison. On
recognizing his voice, she so forgot herself with joy
that she neglected to open the door, but ran in to tell

the others tlie glad news. They would not believe

her, thhiking she was mad; and when she persisted

in her statement they said it must be his angel.

The Jewish belief was that each man had a guardian
angel assigned to him. Pct(>r continued knocking,
and was ultimately admitted (Acts 12 12 ff).

S. F. Hunter
RHODES, rodz ('PoSos, Rhodos): An island (and

city) in the Aegean Sea, W. of Caria, rough and
rocky in parts, but well watered and protluctive,

though at present not extensively cultivated.

Almost one-third of the island is now covered with
trees in spite of earlier deforestation. The highest
mount aiTis attain an altitude of nearly 4,000 ft.

The older names were Ophiusa, Asteria, Trinacria,
Corymbia. The capital in antiquity was Rhodes,
at the north(>astcrn extremity, a strongly fortified

city provided with a double harbor. Near the
entrance of the harbor stood one of the seven won-
ders of the ancient world—a colossal bronze statue
dedicated to Helios. This colossus, made by
Chares about 290 BC, at a cost of 300 talents

(S300,000j, towered to the height of 104 ft.

In the poi)ular mind—both before and after Shake-
speare ri'prcsoiitcd Caesar as b(^striding tlic world like a
colossus—this fiif^antic fij<iire is conceived as an image
of a human being of monstrous size with legs spread
wide apart, at the entrance of the inner harbor, so huge
that the largest ship with sails spread could move in
under it; but the account on which this conception is

based seems to have no foundation.
The statue was destroyed in 223 BC by an earthquake.

It was restored by the liomans. In 672 AD the Sara-
cens sold llic ruins to a Jew. The quantity of metal
was so groat tliat it would till the cars of a modern freight
train (900 camel loads j.

The most ancient cities of Rhodes were lalysus,

Ochyroma, and Lindus. The oldest inhabitants
were innnigrants from Crete. Later came the
Carians. But no real advance in civilization was
made before the innnigration of the Dorians under
Tlepolemus, one of the Heraclidae, and (after the
Trojan war) Aethaemanes. Lindus, lalysus and
Camirus formed with Cos, Cnidus and Halicarnassus
the so-called Dorian Hexapolis (Six Cities), the
center of which was the temple of the Triopian
Apollo on the coast of Caria. Rhodes now founded
many colonies—in Spain (Rhode), in Italy (Par-
thenope, Salapia, Sirus, Sybaris), in Sicily (Gela),

in Asia Minor (Soli), in Cilicia (Gagae), and in

Lycia (Corydalla). The island attained no po-
litical greatness until the three chief cities formed
a confederation and founded the new capital

(Rhodes) in 408 BC. In the beginning of the
Peloponnesian war, Rhodes sided with the Athe-
nians, but, after 19 years of loyalty to Athens, went
over to the Spartans (412 BC). In 394, when
Conon appeared with his fleet before the city, the
island fell into the hands of the Atlienians again.

A garrison was stationed at Rhodc^s by Alexander
the Great. After his death this garrison was driven
out by the Rhodians. It is at this time that the

really great period of the island's history begins.
The inhabitants bravely defended their capital
against Demetrius Poliorcetes in 304 BC—the
same Demetrius who two years before had won a
naval victory and had coins stamped with a "Vic-
tory" that is the counterpart of the "^^'inged Vic-

Coin of Rhodes.

tory" which commands the luibounded admiration
of the modern world—and extended their dominion
over a strip of the Carian coast, as well as over
several of the neighboring islands, and for the first

time in the history of the world established an inter-

national maritime and comnuTcial law. The arts

and sciences now began to flourish in the fair island
in the southeastern Aegean. Aeschines, the
famous orator of Athens, fled to Rhodes after his

defeat by Demosthenes, and founded a school of

oratory, which was attended by many Romans.
Rhodes bee^ame the faithful ally of Rome after the
defeat of Antiochus in 189 BC. As a reward for

her loyalty she received Caria. In 168, however,
only a small ])ortion of this territory remained under
Rhodian sway (Peraea, or the Chersonesus). In
42 BC the island was devastated by Cassius.

Later it was made a part of the Rom province of

Asia (44 AD). Strabo says that he knows no
city so splendid in harbor, walls and streets. When
the Rom power declined, Rhodes fell into the hands
of Caliph Moawijah, but later was taken by the
Greeks, from whom at a later date the Genoese
wrested the island. In 1249 John Cantacuzenus
attempted to recover Rhodes, but in vain. Finally,

however, success crowned the efforts of the Greeks
under Theodoros Protosebastos. In 1310 the
Knights of St. John, who had be(!n driven from Pal,

made Rhodes their home. After the subjugation of

the island by Sultan Soliman in 1522 the Knights
of St. John removed to Malta, and Rhodes has
remained uninterruptedly a possession of the Sub-
lime Porte down to the recent war between Turkey
and the Balkan allies, forming, with the other

islands, the province of the "Islands of the ^^'hite

Sea" (Archipelago). It has a Christian governor
whose seat, though mostly at Rhodes, is sometimes
at Chios. The i)opulation of the ishmd has greatly

diminished by emigration. In 1890 the total num-
ber of inhabitants was 30,000 (20,000 Greeks, 7,000
Mohammedans, 1,500 Jews). The chief products
of Rhodes are wheat, oil, wine, figs and tropical

fruits. A very important industry is the exporta-

tion of sponges. The purity of the air and the

mildness of the climate make Rhodes a most de-

lightful place to live in during the fall, winter and
early spring. The city, built in the shape of an
amphitheater, has a magnificent view toward the

sea. It contains several churches made out of old

mosques. The once famous harbor is now almost

filled with sand. The inhabitants number nearly

12,000 (all Turks and Jews). Rhodes is mentioned
in the NT only as a point where Paul touched on
his voyage southward from the Hellesi)oiit to

Caesarea (Acts 21 1); but in 1 Mace 15 23 we
are informed that it was one of the states to which

the Romans sent letters in behalf of the Jews.
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LiTKUATrnK..~-n(M-K. Die Insrl Rhodrx (BraunschweiK,
lS()0-t)2); Sclliiciiicrwirth, Ci.srhichte dcr Jn.scl Rhodes
(Hoiligcnstadt. l.S(),S); (iueriii, L'tle de Rhodea. 2(1 vd.

Paris, ISSO; IMUotli and (\)ttrel, L'ile de Rho,lff! (Paris,

l.SSl); Torr, Rlmde^ in Aiteient Times (Canihridgo, 1XS5)
and Rhodes in Modern Times (ISST).

J. E. IIauuy
RHODOCUS, rod'o-kus (ToSokos, Rfwdokos):

A J(>\vish Iruitor wlio di.scloscd the plans of Jvulas

to Antiochu.s (Kupator) (2 Mace 13 21) 1G2 BC.
Of his fate nothing more is known.

RIB (S'y^, CvUl\ nyb?, (:<irah; Aram, ^b^

,

'aid'): The Hob words dcsi^uatf! the "side,"

'•flank," thence the "ribs," 'Idicy are found thus

tr'' only in oonneetion with tlu> creation of Kve:
"lie [Jeh] took one of his [Adam's] ribs, and (dosed

up the flesh instead ther(>of : and the rit), which Jeh

God had taken from the man, mad(> he [m "builded

he into"] a woman" (Gen 2 21.22). The Aram,
word is only found in Dnl 7 5.

Twice the RV uses the word "rib" in a figurative

sense of two l)('ams or rafters tiuilt into the ark of the
covenant and tli(< altar of inccnst;, on whic^h tlic golden
rings were fastened, which serv(-d to carry ark and altar

by means of staves (Ex 30 1; 37 27).

A curious mistr has crept into \Y, wliich here

follows Jewish commentators or etymologists, in

four passagf^s in 2 S (2 23; 3 27; 4 0; 20 10),

where the "fifth rib" is mentioned as the place of

the body under which spears or swords are thrust,

so as to cause lethal wounds. The Heb word
homesh, which indeed means "fifth," is here a noun,
derived from a root meaning "to be staunch,"

"stalwart," "stout," "fleshy," "obese" (cf tj^n

,

hdmush, "armed," "equipped soldi(^r"; Arab.

, fjn 4.|
J

el khamis [el harms], "the army," which,

however, Arab. lexicograi)hers explain as meaning
"fivefold," viz. vanguard, right and left wing,

center and rear guard). The word is to be tr'^

"abdomen," "belly." RV renders correctly "into

the body."
"

II. L. E. Luering

RIBAI, ri'ba-I, ri'bi ("^n"'-! , nhhai/; IvXX 'Peip<i,

Rheibd, with variants): A B(M)janiite, the father of

Ittai (q.v.), one of David's "mightv men" (2 S
23 29

:
1 Ch 11 31).

RIBBAND, ri})'and, rib'an (b^nS
,
pathil [Nu 15

38 A V]). See Color, (2); Cord, (4).

RIBLAH, rib'la (nbni, ribhlah; "Pi^XaQa., Rhc-

blathd, with variants):

(1) Riblah in the land of Hamath first appears
in history in 608 BC. Here Pliaraoh-necoh, after

defeating Josiah at Megiddo and destroying Kady-
tis or Kadesh on the Orontes, fixed his lunidquarters,

and while in camp he deposed Jehoahaz and cast

him into chains, fixed the tribute of Judah, and
appointed Jehoiakim king (2 K 23 31-35). In
588 BC Nebuchadnezzar, at war with Egypt and
the Syrian states, also established his h(>adquarters

at Riblah, and froin it he dir(>cted the subjugation
of Jerus. When it fell, Zedekiah was carried pris-

oner to Riblah, and there, after his sons and his

nobles had been slain in his presence, his eyes were
put out, and he was taken as a prisoner to Babylon
(2 K 25 6.20; Jer 39 5-7; 52 8-11). Riblah
then disapi)ears from hi.story, but the site exists

today in the village of Rihlch, 35 miles X".E, of Baal-
bek, and the situation is the finc^st that could have
been chosen by the Egyp or Bab kings for their

headciuarters in Syria. An army camped there
had abundance of water iti the control of tlie copious
springs that go to form the Orontes. The Egyptians
coming from the S. had behind them the command
of the rich corn and forage lands of Coele-Syria,

while the Bab army from the X". was e(iually fortu-

nate in the rich plains extending to Hamath and the

Euphrates. Lebanon, close by, with its forests,

its hunting grounds and its snows, ministercnl to the

n(>eds and luxuries of the Uniders. Riblah com-
manded th(! gr(>at trade and war route between
Egypt and Mesopotamia, and, besides, it was at the

dividing-point- of many minor routes. It was in

a position to attack with facility Phoenicia, Damas-
cus or Pal, or to def(md itself against attack from
those i)laces, while a few miles to the S. the moun-
tains on each side close in forming a i)ass where a

mighty host might easily be resisted by a few. In

every way Riblah was the strategical j)oint betw(^en

Xorth and South Svria. Riblah should jjrobablv

be read for Diblah in Ezk 6^ 14, while m Xu 34 11

it do(?s not really ai)p(>ar. See (2).

(2) A ])lace nanuMl as on the ideal rnstcrn bound-
ary of Israel in Xu 34 11, but omitted in Ezk 47
15-18. The MT reads "Hariblah"; but the LXX
probably j)reserves the true vocalization, accord-

ing to wdiich we should tr "to Harbel." It is said

to be to the east of 'ylm, and that, as the designa-

ti(m of a district, can only mean Merj \AyHn, so that

we should s(;ek it in the neighborhood of H(>rmon,

one of whose spurs Eurrer found to be named Jehel

'Arbd. W. M. Christie

RICHES, rich'ez, rich'iz: Used to_ render the

following Heb and Gr words: (1) ''Osher, which
should, perhaps, be considered the most general

word, as it is the most often used (Gen 31 16;

Eccl 4 8; J(T 9 23). It looks at rich(\s simply as

riches, without regard to any particular feature.

Alongside this would go the Gr ttXovtos, plouins

(Mt 13 22; Ei)h 2 7). (2) Hosen (Prov 27 24;

J(^r 20 5), n'khafun and rkhush (Gen 36 7; Dnl
11 13.24 AV) look at riches as things accumu-
lated, collected, amassed. (3) Hun looks ui)on

riches as earnings, the fruit of toil (Ps 119 14;

Prov 8 18; Ezk 27 27). (4) //ciwort regards riches

in the as5)ect of being much, this coming from the

original idea of noise, through the idea of a

multitude as making the noi.se, the idea of

many, or much, being in multitude (Ps 37 16

AV). (5) Hayil regards riches as ])ower (Ps 62

10; Isa 8 4; 10 14). (6) Yilhrah means "run-

ning over," and so ])resents richcis as abundance
(Jer 48 3(5 AV). Along with this may be placed
shft"\ which has the idea of breadth, and so of

abundance (Job 36 19 AV)._ (7) Kinyan. regards

riches as a creation, something made (Ps 104 24;

i cf m); (8) xPVf^^ (chrema) looks at riches as useful

(Mk 10 23 f ;). Like the NT, the Apoc uses only

ploutos and chrema.

Material riches are regardcvl by the Scriptures

as neither good nor bad in th(>mselves, but only

according as they are properly or improperly

used. They are transitory (Prov 27 24) ; they are

not to be trusted in (Mk iO 23; Lk 18 24; I Tim
6 17); they are not to be gloricxl in (J(t 9 23);

the heart is not to be set on t hem (Ps 62 10) ; but
thev are made by God (Ps 104 24), and come from
God (1 Ch 29 V2); and they are the crown of the

wise {Vyov 14 24). Material riches are used to

body forth for us the most precious and glorious

reariti(>sof the spiritual realm. S(>e, e.g., Rom 9 23;

11 33; Eph 2 7; Phil 4 19; Col 1 27. Cf Mam-
mon; Treasure; Wealth. E. J. Forrester

RID, rid, RIDDANCE, rid'ans: "Rid" originally

meant "rescu(>" (AV Gen 37 22; Ex 6 6; Ps 82

4; 144 7.11), whence the meaning "remove" or

"clean out" (Lev 26 6 AV, with "riddance" in Lev

23 22; Z(^i)h 1 18). The word occurs in ARV and
in ERVin Ex 6 6.
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RIDDLE, rid"! (ri'T'^n
, hidhdh; aXvi.y\i.a, ainig-

mn). Sec Games.

RIE, ri (AV, Ex 9 32; Isa 28 25). See Spelt.

RIGHT, rit Ot!1 ,
yashar, UEtJJ'Q , niMipal;

8iKaios, d'lknio.s, evGiJs, eidhus): Many Ileb words
are tr'' "rislit," with different shades of meaning.
Of these the two noted are the most important:
yaahur, with the sense of being straight, direct, as

"right in the sight" of Jeh (E.x 15 20; Dt 12 2r^,

etc), in one's own eves (Jgs 17 6), "right words"
(Jol) 6 25 AV, yosher), "right paths" (Prov 4 11

AV) ; and mishpCd, "judgment," "cause," etc, a
forensic term, as "Shall not the Judge of all the
earth do right?" (Gen 18 25). In Job 34 17. RV
has "justice" (ver6, "right"), etc. The words C(y//?cA',

^'(Ihdkdh, ordinarily tr"* "righteousness," are in a
few cases rendered ""right" (2 S 19 2<S; Neh 2 20;
Ps 9 4; 17 1; 119 75; Ezk 18 5, etc). In the
NT the chief word is dikains, ]irimarily "even,"
"equal" (Mt 20 4; Lk 12 57, etc); more generally
the word is rendered "just" and "rigliteous."

Euthus, used by LXX for ydshdr (1 S 12 2.'5; ITos

14 9), occurs a few times (Acts 8 21; 13 10; 2 Pet
2 15); so or</i0.s, "straight," "upright" (Lk 10 28).

"Right-hand" or "side" represents Ileb ydmln
and kindred forms (Gen 48 13.14.17; Ex 15 6,

etc); the Gr, in this sense, is dexios (Mt 6 3; 20 21,

etc).

RV, among other changes, has "right" for AV
"judgment" in Job 27 2; 34 5, and for "right" in

AV substitutes "straight" in Ezr 8 21, "skilful"

in Eccl 4 4, m "successful," etc. In Jn 1 12 RV
reads, "the right to become children of God" for

AV "the power" (exousla)] in IMt 20 7.15 "right"
is omitted, with the larger part of the v(>rse. In 2
Tim 2 15 "rightly dividing" (orthotonied) is changed
to "handling aright," with m "holding a straight

course in the word of truth. Or, rightly dividing

the word of truth." W. L. Walked

RIGHTEOUSNESS, ri'chus-nes ipi2 , (-addik,

adj., "righteous," or occasionally "just"; p"?,
qedhek, noun, occasionally = "righteousn(>ss," occa-
sionally="justice"; SiKaios, diknios, adj., SiKaioo-vvi^,

dikaiosilne, noun, from Sikti, dike, whose first mean-
ing seems to have been "custom"; the general use
suggested conformity to a standard: righteousness,

"the state of him who is such as he ought to be"
[Thayer])

:

1. Double Aspect of RighteousiH^ss: ChaiiKinK and
Permanent

2. Social Cu.stoms and RiRlilcousncss
i}. OhanKHiK ('oncei)tion of Character of (Jod: Oljii^a-

tions of Power
4. KiKhtcousiK'ss as Inner
f). UiKliti'ousiicss as Social
(>. HiKliicousiicss as Expandinf< in Content willi (irowth

in Idcats of Human Wortli
LlTEK.\TURE

In Christian thought the idea of righteousness
contains both a ])ermanent and a changing element.

The fixed element is the will to do
1. Double right; the changing factor is the
Aspect of conception of what may be right at
Righteous- different times and under differc^nt cir-

ness cumstances. Throughout the entire

course of Christian revelation we dts-

cern the emphasis on the first factor. To be sure,

in the days of later Pharisaism righteousness c;une
to be so much a matter of externals that the imier
intent was often lost sight of altogeth(>r (Mt 23 23)

;

but, on the whole and in the mahi, Christ ian t bought
in all ages has recognized as the (central (>l(>ment in

righteousness the intention to be and do right.

This common spirit binds together the first wor-
shippers of God and the latest. Present-day con-

ceptions of what is right differ by vast distances
from the conceptions of the earlier llebrews, but the
intentions of the first worshiii])ers are as discernible
as are those of the doers of righteousness in the
present day.
There seems but little reason to doubt that the

content of the idea of righteousness was determined
in the first instance by the customs

2. Social of social groui)s. ^Fhere are some, of
Customs course, who wotdd have us believe that
and Right- what we exi)erience as inner moral
eousness sanction is nothing but the fear of con-

sequences which come through dis-

obeying the will of the social grouj), or the feeling
of pleasure which results as we know we have acted
in accordance with the social demands. At least

some thinkers would have us believe that this is ;\]\

there was in moral feeling in the beginning. If a
social group was to survive it must lay U})on its indi-

vidual members the heaviest exactions. Back of

the performance of religious rites was the fear of

the group that the god of th(> group would be dis-

pleas(Hl if certain honors wei'c not rendert'd to him.
Merely to escape the penalties of an angry deity
the group demanded ceremonial religious observ-
ances. From the basis of fear thus wrought into the
individuals of the group have come all our loftier

movements toward righteousness.

It is not necessary to denj' the measure of truth
there may be in this account. To ])oint out its

inadequacy, however, a better stat(>nient would be
that from the beginning the social group utilized

the native moral feeling of the individual for the
defence of the grouji. The moral f(>eling, by which
we mean a sense of the difference between right and
wrong, would seem to be a part of the native fur-

nishing of the mind. It is very likely that in the be-
ginning this moral feeling was directed toward the
l)erformance of the rites which the group looked
upon as important (.see Alms).
As we read the earlier ])arts of the OT we are

struck by the fact that much of the early Heb moral-
ity was of this group kind. The righteous man was
tlie man who performed the rites which had been
handed down from the begimiing (Dt 6 25). The
meaning of some of these rites is lost in obscurity,
but from a very early ])eriod the characteristic of

Heb righteousness is that it moves in the direction
of what we shoukl call today the enlargement of
humanity. There seemed to be at work, not merely
the forces which make for the preservation of the
group, not merely the desire to please the God of the
H(>brews for the sake of the material favors which
He might render the Hebrews, but the factors which
make for the betterment of humanity as such. As
we examine the laws of the Hebrews, even at so
late a time as the completion of the formal Codes,
we are indeed struck by traces of i)rimitive survivals
(Nu 5 11-31). Tliere are .some injunctions whose
j)urpose we cannot well understand. But, on the
other hand, the vast mass of the l(\gislation had to

do with really human considcratioTis. Tlun-e are
rules concerning sanitation (Lev 13), both as it

touches the life of the grou]) and of the individual;
laws whose mastery b<>gets (>mi)hasis, not merely
upon external consequences, but ujjon the inner
result in the life of the iiidividual (Ps 51 3); and
prohibitions which would indicate that morality,
at least in its plainer decencies, had come to be
valued on its own account. If we were to seek for
some clue to the development of the moral life of

the Hebrews we might well find it in this emphasis
ui)on the growing demands of human life as such.
A suggestive writer has ])ointed out that the appar-
ently meanhigless conunandment, "Thou shalt not
boil a kid in its mother's milk" (I'^x 23 19), has
back of it a real human puri)ose, that there arc some
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thinfz;s wliicli in thonisolvos are revolt iiiR ay);irt from

any oxfornal consociuoncos (see also Lev 18).

An index of tlio jirowth of the moral life of the

peopk" is to be found in the chanfiinfj; concoijtion

of tlu> cliaracier of (iod. ^^'e need not

3. Changing t>nier inio the (luestion as to just- wliere

Conception on the moral ])lane the idea of the God
of Char- of the irel)r(^\vs started, but from the

acter of very befz;inning we see clearly that the

God Hebrews believed in their God as one

l)assionately devoted to the rijiht

(Gen 18 2.")). It may well be that at the start the

(iod of tlie Hebrews was larf^ely a (icnl of War, but-

it is to be noticed lliat His eTunity was against, the

peoy)les who had little regard for the larger human
considerations. It has often been pointed out that

one ])roof of the insi)iration of tlie Scrii)tures is to

be found in their moral superiority to the Script m-es

of the ])eoples around about the Hel)rews. If the

Ileb writers used materiivl which was coimnon

property of Chaldaeans, Babylonians, and other

l)eoples, tlun' nevertheless us<h1 th(>s(> materials with

a moral difference. They breathed into them a

moral life which forever sc^jiarates them from the

Scriptures of other peoples. The marvel also of

H(4:) history is that in the midst of revolt insly im-

moral surroundings the Hebrews grew to such ideals

of Innnan worth. The source of these ideals is to

be found in their thought of God. Of course, in

moral progress there is a reci]n-ocal effect; the

thought of God affects the thought of human life

and the thought of human life affects the thought

of God; but the H(>brews uo sooner came to a fresh

moral insight than they made their moral discovery

a part of the character of God. FroTO the beghi-

ning, we repeat, the God of the Hebrews was a God
direc'ted in His moral wrath against all rnanner of

abominations, aberrations and abnormaUties. The
purjwse of God, according to the Hebrews, was to

make a peo])le "sei)arated" in the sense that they

were to be free from anvthing which would detract

from a full moral life (Lev 20 22).

We can trace the more important steps in the

growth of the Heb ideal. First, there was an in-

creasingly clear discernment that certain things are

to be ruled out at on(;e as immoral. The ])riiiiitive

decencies upon which individual and social life de-

pended were discerned at an early period (cf pas-

sages in Lev cited above). Along with this it

must be admitted there was a slower approach to

some ideals which we today consider important,

the ideals of the marriage relations for example

(Dt 24 1.2). Then there was a growing sense of

what constitutes moral obligation in the discharge

of responsibilities upon the ])art of men toward their

fellows (Isa 5 8.23). There was incr(vising reali-

zation also of what God, as a moral Being, is obli-

gated to do. The hoi)e of salvation of nations and
individuals rests at once upon the righteousness of

By the time of Isaiah the righteousness of God
has come to include the obligations of power (Isa

63 1). God will save His ])eople, not merely be-

cause He has promised to save them, but because

He must save them (42 6). The 7)uist is moral.

If the ]ieople of Israel show themselves unworthy,

God must i)unish them; but if a remnant, even a

small remnant, show themselves faithful, (Jodmust
show Ilis favor toward them. Moral worth is not

conceived of as something that is to be i)aid for by
external rewards, but if God is moral He nnist not

treat the righteous and the um-ighteous alike.
_
This

conception of what (iod must do as an obligated

Being influences ])rofoundly the Heb interpretation

of the entire course of history (10 20.21).

r])on this ideal of moral obligation there grows

later the thought of the virtue of vicarious suffering

(ch 53). Tlie suff(Tings of the good man and of

(iod for those who do not hi themselves deserve

such sufferings (for them) are a mark of a still higher

righteousness (see Hosea, Book of). The move-
moni of the Scrii)tures is all the way from the

thought of a (jod who gives l)attle for the right to

the thought of a God who receives in Hims(>lf the

heaviest shocks of that battle that others may have

oi)porl unity for moral life.

These various lines of moral development come,

of course, to their crown in the NT in the life

and death of Christ as set before us in thcGosjx'ls

and interpr(>ted by the a])ostles. Jesus stated

certain moral axioms so clearly that the world

never will escape their ])Ower. He said somethings

once and for all, and He did some things once and

for all; that is to say, in His life and death He
set on high tlie righteousness of God as at once

moral oliligation and self-sacrificing love (Jn 3 16)

and with such effectiveness that the world has not

escaiKHl and c-umot escape this righteous influence

(Jn 12 32). Moreover, the course of ajxistolic

and subseciuent history has shown that Christ put

a winning and comi)elling power into the idea of

righteousness that it would otherwise have lacked

(Rom 8 31.32).

The ideas at work throughout the course of Hel)

and Christian history arc, of course, at work today.

Christianity deepens the sense of obli-

4. Right- gationtodoright. It makes the moral

eousness s])irit essential. Then it utilizes every

as Inner force working for 1 he increase of human
happiness to set on high the meaning

of righteousness. Jesus spoke of Himself as "life,"

and declared that He came that men might have

life and have it more abundantly (Jn 10 10). The
keeping of the commandments plays, of course, a

large part in the unfolding of the life of the righteous

Christian, but the kee])ing of the commandments is

not to be conceived of in artificial or mechanical

fashion (Lk 10 25-37). With the passage of the

centuries some commandments once conceived of

as essential drop into the secondary ])lace, and other

commandments take the controlling yxisition. In

Christian development increasing place is given for

certain swift insights of the moral spirit, ^^'c be-

lieve that some thnigs are righteous because they

at once appeal to us as righteous. Again, some

other things seem righteous because their conse-

quences are bcnieficial, both for society and for the

individual. Whatever makes for the largest life

is in the direction of righteousness. In interpreting

life, however, we must remember the essentially

Christian conception that man does not, live through

outer consequences alone. In all thought of ('oil-

sequences the chief ])lace has to be given to inner

consequences. By the surrender of outward ha])-

piness and outward success a man may tittain inner

success. The spirit of the cross is still the path

to the high(>st righteousness.

The distinctive note in emphasis upon righteous-

ness in our own day is the stress laid upon social

service. This does not mean that

5. Right- Christianity is to lose sight of the

eousness worth of the individual in himself.

as Social We have come pret ty clearly to see t hat

the individual is the only moral end

in himself. Righteousness is to have as its aim the

upbuilding of individual lives. The commandments
of the righteous life are not for the sake of society

as a thing hi its(4f. Society is nothhig apart from

the individuals that compose it ; but we are coming

to see that individuals have larger relationships

than we had once iniagiiKMl and gr(>at(>r responsi-

bilili(\s than we had dreamed of. Tlie influence of

the individual touch(>s others at more points than

we had formerly realized. Wa have at times con-
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demiied the system of tilings as l)eiiiK responsible

for much human misery wliich we now see can he

traced to the agency of individuals. The employer,

the day-laborer, the i)rofessional mail, the public

servant, al). these have lar^c resjionsibilities for the

lifeof those around. The unrighteous individual has

a power of contaminatinp; otlier individuals, and his

deadliness we have just begun to understand. All

this is receiving new emi)hasis in our ])r(>sent-day

preaching of righteousn<;ss. While our social rela-

tions are not ends in themselves, th(!y are mighty
nutans for reaching individuals in large numbers.

The Christian conception of renleemed humanity
is not that of society as an organism existing on its

own account, but that of individuals knit very

closely together in their social relati(msliii)s and
touching one another for good in these relationships

(I Cor 1 2; Rev 7 9.10). If we were to try to

])oint out the line in which the Cliristian doctrine of

righteousness is to move more and more through

the years, we should have to emiihasize this element

of obligation to society. This does not mean that

a new gospel is to supersede the old or even place

itself alongside the old. It does mean that the

righteousness of God and the teaching of Christ

and the cross, which are as ev(>r the center of Chris-

tianity, are to find fresh force in the tliought of the

righteousness of the Christian as binding itself, not

merely by commandments to do the will of (lod in

society, but by the inner spirit to live the life of

(Jod out into society.

In all our thought of righteousness it must be

borne in mind that there is nothing hi Christian

revelation which will tell us what
6. Expand- righteousness calls for hi ev(>ry ]:iart idl-

ing in lar circumstance. The differences he-

Content tween earher and later pra(;tical stand-

ards of conduct and the diifertnices

bc^tween differing standards in_ different circum-

stances have led to much confusion in tlie realm of

Christian thinking. We can keeji our bearing,

however, by remembering the double el(>ment in

righteou.sne'ss which we mentioned in the ])eginning;

on the one hand, the will to do right, and, on the

other, the difficulty of determining in a particuhir

circumstance just what the right is. The larger

Christian concc^jitions always have an eleinent of

fluidity, or, rather, an element of expansivencss.

For example, it is clearly a Christian obligation to

treat all men with a spirit of good will or with a

spirit of Cliristian love. But what does love call

for in a particular case? We can only answer the

question by saying that love seeks for w^iatever is

best, both for him who receives and for him wlio

gives. This may lead to one course of conduct in

one situation and to quite a different course in

another. We must, however, keep before us always

the aim of the largest life for all persons whom we
can reach. Christian righteousness today is even

more insistent upon material things, such as sani-

tary arrangements, than was the Code of Moses.

The obligation to use the latest knowledge for the

hygienic welfare is just as binding now as then, but

"the latest knowledge" is a changing term.
_
Matc>-

rial i)rogress, education, spiritual instruction, are

all influ(>nces which really make for full life.

Not only is present-day righteousness social and
growing; it is also concerned, to a large degree, with

the thought of the world which now is. Righteous-

ness has too often been conceived of merely as the

means of preparing for the life of some future King-

dom of Heaven. Present-day cmjihasis has not

ceased to think of the hfe beyond this, but the life

beyond this can best be met and faced by those who
have been in the full sense righteous in the life that

now is. There is here no break in true Christian

continuity. The seers who have understood Chris-

tianity l)es1 always have insist e(l that to the fullest

degree tlie jiresent, world must be redeeim-d by the

life-givhig forces of Christianity. We still insist

that all idea of earthly rigiitcousness takes its start

from heavenly righteousness, or, rather, that the

righteousness "of man is to be based upon his con-

ception of the righteousness of (Jod. Present-day

thinking concerns itself largely with the id(>a of the

Immanence of God. Gotl is in this present world.

This does not mean that there may not be ()ther

worlds, or are not other worlds, and tliat God is

not also in those worlds; but tlie immediate reve-

lation of God to us is in our i)resent world. Our
present world then must be tlu> sphere in which the

righteousness of God and of man is to b(! set forth.

God is conscience, and God is love. The iirescMit

sphere is to be used for the manifestation of His

holy love. The chief channel through which that

holy love is to manifest itself is the conscience and
love of the Christian believer. But eveii these

terms are not to be used in the abstract. There is

an abstract conscientiousness which leads to barren

living: the life gets out of touch with things that

are real. There is an exiierience of love which ex-

hausts itself in well-wishnig. Both conscience and
love are to be kejit close to the earth by einjihasis

upon the actual realities of the world in which we
live.

Literature.—G. B. Stevens, The Christian Doctrine

of Saltation; A. E. (ilirvie, Handbook of Christian Apolo-
getics; Borden P. Bowno, Principles of Ethics; Newman
Smyth, Christian Ethics; A. li. Bruce, The Kingdom of

God; W. N. Clarke, The Ideal of Jesus; II. C. King,
The Ethics of Jesus.

Francis J. IMcConnell
RIMMON, rim'on:

,

(1) The rock Rimmon ("1^1 2^?? , sela"- rimmon;

7] Tvirpa "Pe/x,uc6j', he petm RIh'iiuhoh): The place of

refuge of the 600 surviving Benjamites of Gibeah

{Jch(i-) who "turned and fled toward the wilderness

unto the rock of Rimmon, and abode in the rock

of Rimmon four months" (Jgs 20 4."). 47; 21 13).

Robinson's identification {RB, I, 440) has been

very generally accepted. He found a conical and
very prominent hill some 6 miles N.N.E. of Jehi^

u])on which stands a village called Eummdn. This

site was known to Eusebius and Jerome {OS 146 G;

287 98), who describe it as L5 Rom miles from Jerus.

Another view, which would locate the place of

refuge of the Benjamites in the Mitgharet eljai,a,

large cavern on the south of tlu; Wddy Suwcinit,

near Jeba"-, is stroiiglv advocated by Rawnsley and
Birch (see PEF, III, 137-48). The latter connects

this again with 1 S 14 2, where Saul, accompanied

by his GOO, "abode in the uttermost part of Gibeah"

uiidcr the pomegranate tree (Rimmon).

(2) Ci^'S"!, rimmon; 'Epefj.fxdiv, Eremmon, or "Pe/x-

ixiiid, Rhemmolh): A city in the Negeb, near the

border of Edom, ascribed to Judah (Josh 15 32)

and to Simeon (19 7; 1 Ch 4 32, AV "R(>mnioii").

In Zee 14 10 it is mentioned as the extreme S. of

Judah—"from Geba to Rimmon, S. of Jerus." In

the earlier references Rimmon occur.s in close asso-

ciation with Mwi (a sjiring), and in Neli 11 29,

what is apparently the same jilace, 'Aln Rimmon, is

called Eii-rimmon (q.v.).

(3) (^73"!, rimmon [Josh 19 13], nii^G"!
, rim-

monah, in some Ilcb IVISS Hj^a^ , dimnuli [see DiM-

NAii] [Josh 21 35], and ^:i^1. , rimmdnd[l Ch 6 77])

:

In AV we have "Rc^mmon-methoar" in Josh 19 13,

but RV translates the latter as "wliich stretcheth."

This was a city on the bordcn- of Zeliulun (Josh 19

13) allotted to the Levites (Josh 21 35, "Dimnah";
1 Ch 6 77). The site is now the little village of

Rummaneh on a low ridge S. of the western end of the

marshy plain el Batlauf in Galilee; there are many
rock-cut tombs and cisterns. It is about 4 miles
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N. of el MvsJi-Jicd, usually considered fo be tlie site

of 0:ith-liei)licr. See I'KF, I, ?-,()>,, Sh VL
10. \\. (J. Mastkkman

RIMMON ('""SI , rivundii, "pomegranate"; see

RlMMOX-l'KKKZ) :

(1) A Syrian god. Naainan flie Syrian leper
after being eured is troubled over the fact that 1h>

will still lia\'e to bow down in the hous{> of the
Syrian god, Rinnnon, when his master goes into
the house to worship leaning on his hand (2 K 5
IS). Elisha answers him ambiguously: "Go in

peace." Judging from Naaman's ])osition and this

incident, R. must have been one of the leading gods
of the Syrians worshi])ped in Damascus. He has
been id(>ntified with Rammanu, the Assyr god of
wind, rain and storm. The name appears in ihv
Syrian personal names IIao.\I)KIMM()N' and Tah-
RiMMON (((.v.) and its meaning is dubious {niDidnin,
"to thunder" [?])

(2) A Benjamite of Beeroth, whose sons Baanah
and Recluib u.ssassinated Ish-bosheth (2 S 4 2.5.9).

Nathan Isaacs

RIMMON-PEREZ, r.-pe'rez CflE "'Q-), rim-
vidtt pcrtx; AV Rimmon-parez) : A (l(>sert camp of
the Israelites (Nu 33 19 f), unidcntiiied. Gcseniua
translates runnioii as "pomegranate," the place
deriving its name from the abundance of ponu^
granates. But Conder derives it from rumam, "to
be high," and translates it "cloven height." See
Wanderings of Israkl.

RIMMON, ROCK OF. See Rimmon, (1).

RIMMONAH, rim-md'na, RIMMONO, rim-
mo'no. See IIi.mm,on, (3).

RING (AS Tiring, "ring"): The word renders
(ARV) two Ileb words (in AV and I'^RV three) and
two Gr words. T''J'2.'i2

, tahha'-ath, the principal Ilcb
word, is from i'llt: , tah}t(i\ "sink," either b(>cause the
ring is something "cast" or molded, or, more prob-

Egyptian Signet Rings and Impressions Made
from Them.

ably, since the principal use of the ring was as a seal,

because it "sank" into the wa.x or clay that received
the impression. In Ex, tabJ>a\i(h, "ring," is a
detail of furniture or equii)ment, as the rings of the
ark through which the staves were thrust (Ex 25
12, etc), rings for curtains, in the high priest's ephod
(Ex 28 2S; 39 21), etc. Its other use was per-
haps the original, to describe the article of personal
adornment worn on the finger, api)arently in the
OT always a signet-ring, and as such an indispen-
sable article of masculine attire. Such a ring Pha-
raoh gave Jo.seph as a symbol of authority (Gen 41
42); and Aha.suerus gave Haman (Est 3 10); with
it the royal missive was sealed (Est 3 12; 8 8 bis.

10). It was also a feminine ornament in Isaiah's
list of the fashionable feminine paraphernalia, "the
rings and the nose-jewels" (quite likely rings also)
(Isa 3 21). Either as ornaments or for their in-

trinsic value, or both, rings were used as gifts for
s;i,cred pur})oses from both men and women:
"brooches, ;md ear-rings, and signet -rings" (m "no.se-
rings") (Mx 35 22); "brac(>lets, rings [.\RV "signet-

rings"], ear-rings" (Nu 31 50 AV). -r'n, huthum,
"sigiHM," nunitioned in Gen 38 1,S.25; Ex 28 11.

21. ;:;(); Ex 39 6.14.30; Jer 22 24; Hag S 23, etc,

was probably usually a seal ring, but in Gen 38 and
els(>wliere the seal may have been swung on wire,
and suspended by a cord from the neck. It
was not only an identification, })ut served as a

stamj) for signature. '"^P^ ,
(/uUI, "circle" (cf

"Galilee," "Circle" of the Gentiles), rendered
"ring" in Est 1 6; Cant 5 14, may rather mean
"cylind(>r" or "rod" of metal. Earring (cpv.) in AV
is from totally different words: Cj: , nezem, whose
etyinology is unknown, -'"''^^ , \Jghil, "round," or
Ti-H^

,
Idhnsh, "amulet"; so RV. The "rings" of the

whe(>ls in E.zk 1 18 (AV) are 23, gabh, "curved,"
and mean "rims" (ARV), "felloes." Egyptians esp.
wore a great profusion of rings, principally of silver
or gold, engraved with scarabaei, or other devices.
In the_ NT the ring, Sa/cri^Xtos, dakttXlios, "finger-
ring," is a tok(Mi of means, ])()sition, standing: "put
a ring on hishand" (Lk 15 22). Perhai)s also it

included th(> right to give orders in his father's name.
To b(^ xP'-''^o5a/cTuXtos, chrmodaklidim, "golden-
ringed," i)erhaps with more than one, indicated
wealth and social rank: "a man with a gold ring"
(Jas 2 2). See also Earring; Si(;net; Skal.

VnuAv Wendell Cranxell
RINGLEADER, ring'led-er: In Acts 24 5 the tr

of TrpixiToardrris, protostdtes, "one who stands first."

Not an opprobrious word in the Gr.

RINGSTREAKED, ring'strekt (.A\' and ERV
ringstraked): Gen 30 35.39.40; 31 8 (6/,s).10.12 for

"py, \lkudh. In the context of 30 35, etc, "-dkudh

certainly denotes defect ive coloring of some sort, but
the exact meaning of the word is uncertain. The
tr "ring-streaked" ("marked with circular bands")
comes from ccmnecting the word with the V 'kd, "to
bind" (Gen 22 9), but this connection is dubious.

RINNAH, rin'a (Hp, rinnuh, "praise to God";
LXX B, 'Avd, A7id, A, 'Pawuv, Rhannon): A
Judahite, according to AIT a .son of Shimon (1 Ch
4 20) . But LXX makes him a son of Hanan (B,
Phaiid, A, Andn) by reading "ben" in the next name
(Ben-hanan) as "son of."

RIOT, rl'ut: Properly, "unrestrained behavior"
of any sort, but in modern Eng. usually connoting
mob action, although such phra.ses as a "riotous
banquet" are still in common use. AV uses the
word in the first sense, and it is retained by RV in
Lk 15 13; Tit 1 6; 1 Pet 4 4 for dcruTus, asotos,
dawTia, asotia, "having no hope of safety," "prof-
ligate." In Prov 23 20; 28 7 RV has preferred
"gluttonous," "glutton," in Rom 13 13, "revelling,"
and in 2 Pet 2 13, "revel."

BfRTON Scott Easton
RIPHATH, ri'fath (rs^n

, rlphnth): A son of
Gomer, the eldest son of Japhet ((Jen 10 3; 1 Ch
1 6, where MT and RV read Diph.ath [q.v.]). Jos
{Ant, I, vi, 1) identifies the Ripheans with the
Paphlagonians, through whose country on the
Black Sea ran the river "Rhebas" (Pliny, NH, vi.4).

RISING, rlz'ing (nSTC
, s^'eth, "a tumor," "swell-

ing" [Lev 13 2.10, etc]). See Leprosy.

RISSAH, ris'a (HD"! , rissuh, "dew"): A camp of
the Israelites in the wilderness wanderings between
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Libnah and Kehclathah (Nu 33 2 If). See Wan-
derings OF Israel.

RITHMAH, rith'ma (nppn., rithmah, "broom"):
A desert camp of the Israelites (Nu 33 18.19).
The name refers to the white desert broom. See
Wanderings of Israel.

RIVER, riv'cr:

(1) The usual word is "I"!
, 7idhdr (Aram, in;

,

n'^har [Ezr 4 10, etc]), used of the rivers of Eden
(Gen 2 10-14), often of the Euphrates (Gen 15 18,

etc), of Abana and Pharpar (2 K 5 12), the river
of Gozan (2 K 17 6), the river Chebar (Ezk 11),
the rivers (canals ?) of Babylon (Ps 137 1), the rivers

of Ethiopia (Isa 18 1; Zeph 3 10). Cf ^, nahr,

the common Arab, word for "river." ^

(2) "lIX"?, if'dr, according to BDB from Egyp
'iolr, 'io'r, "watercourse," often of the Nile (Ex 1

22, etc). In Isa 19 6, for 112^ "'nk-;, y^'dre

maqor, AV "brooks of defence," RV has "streams of
Egypt." In Isa 19 7^.8, for tf'or, AV "brooks,"
and Zee 10 11, AV "river," RV has "Nile." In
Jol) 28 10, AV "He cutteth out rivers among the
rocks," RV has "channels," RVm "passages."

(3) There are nearly 100 references to bn3
,

nahal. In about half of these AV has "brook" and
in about half "river." RV has more often "brook"
or "valley." But RV has river in "whatsoever
hath fins and scales in the waters, in the seas, ancl
in the rivers" (Lev 11 9); "the river Jabbok"
(Dt 2 37; Josh 12 2); the stream issuing from
the temple (Ezk 47 5-12). RV has "brook of
Egypt," i.e. cWArish (Nu 34 5; Josh 15 47; 1 K
8 65; 2 K 24 7; 2 Ch 7 8; Am 6 14, "of the
Arabah"); "brook [AV "river"] of Kanah" (Josh
16 8); "valley [AV "river"] of the Arnon" (Dt 2
24). EV has "valley": of Gerar (Gen 26 17), of
Zered (Nu 21 12), but "brook Zered" (Dt 2 13),
of Eschol (Nu 32 9), of Sorek (Jgs 16 4), of Sliit-

tim (Joel 3 18). EV has "brook": Besor (1 S 30
10), Kidron (2 S 15 23), Gaash

,
(2 S 23 30),

Cherith (1 K 17 3); also the fem. T\^ni, nah&lah,
"brook [AV "river"] of Egypt" (Ez'k"47 19; 48
28). The torrent-valley (wddtj) is often meant.

(4) ;\bs ,
pelegh, with fem. H^bs

,
P^laggah, AV

"river,"' is in RV tr-i "stream," except EV "river of
God" (Ps 65 9); "streams of water" (Ps 1 3; Prov
5 16; Isa 32 2; Lam 3 48); " streams of lioney " (Job
20 17); "streams of oil" (Job 29 6).

(5) p"'EX, 'dphlk, AV "river," except EV "water
brooks" (P's 42 1), is in RV "watercourses" (Ezli 6 3;
31 12; 32 6; 34 13; 35 8; 36 4.6), " water-broolis

"

(Cant 5 12; Joel 1 20).

(6) bl^,"!,^ yuhhal, EV "river" (Jer 17 8). blX

,

'uhhal, and b^'^i? , 'uhhdl, EV "river" (Dnl 8 2.3.6)'.
'

(7) TTora^d?, potamos: of the Jordan (Mk 1 5)

;

Euphrates (Rev 9 14); "rivers of hving water" (Jn7 38); "river of water of life" (Rev 22 1). So
always in Gr for "river" in RV Apoc (1 Esd 4 23, etc).
See Brook; Stream; V.\lley.

Alfred Ely Day
RIVER OF EGYPT. See Brook of Egypt.

RIVER, THE (GREAT). See Euphrates.

RIVERS OF EDEN. See Eden (1).

RIZIA, riz'i-a (S-Jil , rigyd') : An Asherite (1 Ch
7 39).

RIZPAH, riz'pii (nS!?"! , rigpdh, "hot stone"; Jos,
'Paio-<J>d, Rhaisphd) : In '2 S 3 7 the subject of a
coarse slander. 2 S 21 contains the pathetic story
of Rizpah's faithful watch over the bodies of her
dead sons Mephibosheth and Armoni (vs 10.11).

T"
Did this story suggest Tennyson's "Rizpah" ? A
three years' famine had made David anxious, and
in seeking a reason for the affli(;tion he concluded
that it lay in Saul's unavenged conduct to the
Gibeonites (ver 2). To appease Jeh he gave up to
the Gibeonites the two sons of Saul, Mephibosheth
and Armoni, as well as Saul's 5 grandsons (whether
by Michal or Merab; see Merab). These seven
were hanged at Gibeah. Rizpah watched 5 months
over their exposed bodies, but meanwhile the
famine did not abate. Word was brought to David
of Rizpah's act (vs 10.11), and it is possible that her
action suggested to David his next step in expiation.
At any rate, he remembered the uncared-for bones
of Jonathan and Saul lying in ignominy at Jabesh-
gilead, whither they had been carried by stealth
after the Philis had kept them hung in the streets
of Beth-shan for some time. The bones were re-
covered and apparently mingled with the bones
Rizpah had guarded, and they were together buried
in the family grave at Zelah. We are told that
then "God was entreated for the land" (ver 14).

Henry Wallace
ROAD, rod (INROAD) AV (1 S 27 10; cf 23

27). See Raid.

ROAD (WAY). See Roman Empire and Chris-
tianity, II, 0; Way.

ROAST, rost. See Food.

ROBBER, rob'er, ROBBERY, rob'er-I: "Robber"
represents no particular Heb word in the OT, but
in the Apoc and the NT is always a tr of X-qar^s,

lesth (see Thief). In AV Job 5 5; 18 9, "rob-
ber" stands for the doubtful word "''Q^, (;ammim,
RV "hungry" in 5 5 and "snare" in 18 9. The
meaning is uncertain, and perhaps g^vie'iyn, "thirsty,"
sliould be read in both places. Ps 62 10, "Become
not vain in robbery," means "put not your trust
in riches dishonestly gained." RV's changes of
AV in Prov 21 7; Dnl 11 14; Nah 3 1 are ob-
vious. In Phil 2 6 AV reads "thought it not rob-
bery to be equal with God." ERV has "a prize,"
while ERVm and ARV read "a thing to be grasped,"
ARV rewording "counted not the being on an equal-
ity with God a thing to be grasped." The Gr here
is apTrayiJ.6s, harpagmos, a word derived from har-
pnzo, "to ravish away," "carry off," "plunder" (cf
"harpy"). Properly speaking, the termination
-mos should give the derived noun an active sense,
"the act of plundering," whence AV's "robbery."
The verse would then mean "who thought that
being on an equality with God did not consist in
grasping," and this tr gives good sense in the con-
text and has some excellent scholarly support. But
a passive significance is frequently found despite
a -ynos termination, giving to harpagmos the sense
of "thing grasped," as in RV. Usually Eng. com-
mentators take "grasped" as meaning "clung to"

—

"did not think equality with God should be clung
to tenaciously"—but "to cling to" seems unknown
as a tr of harpazo. Hence render "a thing to be
grasped at"—"did not seek equality with God by
selfish methods but by humbling himself." It is

to be noticed, naturally, that St. Paul is thinking
of "equality with God" simi)ly in the sense of "re-
ceiving explicit adoration from men" (vs 10.11),
and that the metaphysical relation of the Son to the
Father is not at all in point. See also Grasp.

Burton Scott Easton
ROBBERS OF TEMPLES (i€p6on,\oi, hierosuloi,

"guilty of sacrilege"): A term used by the town
clerk of Ephesus (Acts 19 37, AV "robbers of
churches"). As the temple of Diana had a great
treasure-chamber, the offence might not be unknown
among them; cf Rom 2 22.
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hi 2 Marc 4 42 AV fluM'pithct "(•Imrch-rohlx'r"

(H\' "authorof the sacrilege") is applied tuLvsiMA-

curs ((pv.).

ROBE, rob. 8oe Dukss, 1, (li).

ROBOAM, ru-bo'ain ('PoPodfA, Rhnbodni). AV;
Gr form of "Hehobotiiu" (thus R\ ) (Mt 1 7);

successor of Soloinou.

ROCK, rok ([1] ^-'bo, schi'; [2] n-^:
,

i-ur; ['A]

Tr"''52^n ,
hnllanilsli, ''flint"; ef Aral). ij^yjJ.Xh>. ,

khnliuihth, "fiint"; [IJD'^DS, kvphlni

1. Names [.job 30 G; Jer 4 2<)1: cf KTi<|>as,

Kephds, '•Cei)has" = n€Tpos, Pelros,

"Peter" [Ju 1 42 AV and lU'ni]; [o] -n-eTpa, pelra):

Qur and sc/r/' are the words most often found, and

there is no well-defined distinction b(>tw(>en them.

Thev are fre(iuently coupled tofiether in the jiaral-

lelism which is characteristic of the Heb writers:

" Be thou to mo a strong rock [r^'ir],

A house of defence to save nie.

]<'or thou art my rock [sela'] and my fortress" (Ps

31 2M).
"He clave rocks [cwr] in the wiWerness,
And Kav<' them (h'ink al)undantly as out of the deptlis.

He brought streams also out of tlu^ rock [,s«-/<i'].

And caused waters to run down like rivers" (Ps 78
1.5.10).

It is i)lain here that the two words are used for

the sake of variety, without any clear difference of

meaning. Even hallamish (tr"^ "fiint") is used in

the same way with sur in Ps 114 8:

" Who turned the rock [i;ur] into a pool of water.
The flint [halldmlsh] into a fountain of waters."

(1) Some of the most striking and beautiful

imagery of the Bible is based upon the rocks. They
are a symbol of God: "Jeh is my rock,

2. Figura- and my fortress" (2 S 22 2; Ps 18 2;

tive 71 'A)', "God, the rock of mv salvation"

(2 S 22 47; cf Ps 62 2.7; 89 26); "my
God the rock of my refuge" (Ps 94 22); "the rock of

thy strength" (Isa 17 10); "Lead me to the rock

that is higher than 1" (Ps 61 2); repeatedly in the

song of xMoses (Dt 32 3.4.18.30.31; cf 2 S 22 32).

Paul applies the rock smitten in the wilderness

(Ex 17 6; Nu 20 11) to Christ as the source of

living water for spiritual refreshment (1 Cor 10 4).

(2) The roc'ks are a refuge, both figuratively and

literally (Jer 48 28; Cant 2 14); "The roc'ks are

a refuge for tlie conies" (Ps 104 18). Many a

traveler in Pal has felt the refreshment of "the

shade of a great rock in a weary land" (Isa 32 2).

A. verv different idea is expressed in Isa 8 14, "And
he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of

stumbling and for a rock of offence" (cf Rom 9 33;

1 Pet 2 8).

(3) The rock is a symbol of hardness (Jer 5 3;

cf Isa 50 7). Therefore the breaking of the rock

exemi)lifies the power of God (Jer 23 29; cf IK
19 11). The rock is also a symbol of that which

endures, "Oh that they .... were graven in the

rock for ever!" (Job 19 23.24). A rock was an ap-

propriate place for ofTering a sacrifice (Jgs 6 20; 13

19). The central feature of the Mosque of ' Ulnar

hi Jerus is Kubbat-us-Sakhrat, the "dome of the

rock." The rock or sakhrat under the dome is

thought to be the site of Solomon's aUar of burnt

ofTering, and further is thought to be the site of

the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite which
David i)urchased to build an altar to Jeh.

(1) The principal rock of Pal and Syria is lime-

stone of which there are many varieties, differing

in color, texture, hardness and degrees of impurity,

some of the limestone having considerable admix-

tures of clay or sand. Some of tin; harder kinds

are very dense and break with a coiu'hoidal fracture

similar to tlu' fr:u'ltu-e of flint. In

3. Kinds rocks wliich ha\-e for ag(>s b(>en ex-

of Rock ))osed to atmospheric ag(>iu'ies, erosion

has produced striking and highly pic-

tiu-es(iue forms. Nodules and layers of flhit are of

freciiu'nt occurrence in the limestone.

(2) Limestoiu) is the only rock of Western Pal,

with the exception of soTue local outpourings of

basaltic; rock and with tlu; further exception of a

light-brown, ])orous, partly calcareous sandstone,

which is foiuul at intervals along the coast. This

last is a superhcial deposit of (iiuiternary or recent

age, atul is of aeolian origin. That is, it consists

of dime saiuls which have solidihed under the in-

fluence of atuu)spheric agencies. This is very ex-

ceptional, iK'arly all stratified rocks having origi-

nal ed as beds of sand or nuid in the bot tom of the sea.

(3) In Sinai, Edom, Moab, Lebanon and Anti-

Lebanon is foimd the Nul)ian sandstone, a silicious

sandstone which, at least in the N., is of middle or

lower Cret-ciceous age. In the S., the lower strata

of this fornuition seem to be paleozoic. Most of

it is not sufficiently coherent to nudce good building

stone, though some of its strata are v(^ry firm and
are won used for millstones. In some ])laccs it is

so incoherent or friable that it is easily dug with the

])ick, the grains falling apart aiul forming saiul that

can be used hi mortar. In color the Nubian sand-

stone is on the whole dark reddish brown, but

locally it shows great variation, from white through

V(>llow and red to black. In ])laces it also has tints

of blue. The celebrated rock tombs and temples

of Petra are carved in this stone.

(4) Extensive areas of the northern part of East-

ern Pal are covered with igneous rock. In the

Jaulcin S.E. of Mt. Hermon, this has been for ages

ex])osed to the atmosi)here aiul has formed super-

ficially a rich dark soil. Further S.E. is the Leja'

(Arab, "refuge"), a wild tract covered with a deposit

of lava which is geologically recent, and which,

while jn-obably earlier than man, is still but little

affected by the atmosphere. It is with difficulty

traversed and frequently furnishes an asylum to

outlaws. See Crag; Flint; Gkology; Lime.
Alkkki) Ely Day

ROCK OF AGES. See Ages, Rock of; Isaiah,

VII.

ROCK-BADGER, r.-baj'er: This term is found

in RVm for "conev," '^^ , shdphdn (Lev 11 5; cf

Dt 14 7; Ps 104 'l8; Prov 30 2()). It, is a tr of

klip das, the name given by the Boers to the Cai)e

hyrax or coney. See Coney.

ROD (bp.^ , 7nakkel, flt^'Q , rnattch, tinp , shebhet;

papSos, rhdbdos): Little distinction can l)e drawn
betwcHui the Heb words used for "rod" and "stafT."

Makkel is the word used in Gen 30 37 ff for the

twigs of poplar put by Jacob Ix^fore his sheep, and
in Jer 1 11 of the "rod of an almond-tree." Mat-
tch is used of a rod in the hand, as the "rods" of

Moses and of Aaron (Ex 4 2 ff ; 7 9 ff, etc).

Shebhet is used, but sometimes also matteh, of the

rod used for correction (Ex 21 20; 2 S 7 14;

Prov 10 13; 13 24; Isa 10 5, etc). In Ps 23 4

("Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort me"), how-
ever, shebhet is the shepherd's rod, figurative of

Divine guidance and care. In Ezk 21 10.13, the

word stands for the royal scepter. In the NT
"rod" is u.sed of a rod of correction (1 Cor 4 21),

Aaron's rod (He 9 4), a ruler's rod "of iron"

(severity, as in Rev 2 27; 12 5; 19 15), a meas-

uring rod (Rev 11 1). See also Ahmor, Arms.
James Orr
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RODANIM, rod'a-nini: Tho reading of IMT in

1 Ch 1 7 for the Dodanim (q.v.) of Gen 10 4,

(•()rresi)oii(ling to tlie 'PoSiot, Rhodioi of LXX in

both passages. The Rodanim are ^('iicnilly identi-

fied as inhabitants of the island of Rhodes (q.v.),

well known to the ancient Phoenicians (Homer's
Iliad)

.

ROE, rd, ROEBUCK, ro'buk: AV has "roe" and
"roebuck" for "'^^

,
q'hJa, n^^5?

,
q'hhiydh. RV

usually substitutes "gazelle" in the text (Dt 12 15,

etc) or m (Prov 6 5, etc), but retains "roe" in 2 S
2 IS; 1 Ch 12 8; Cant 3 5; 7 3. So RV has "ga-
zelle" for AV "roe" in Sir 27 20 {dorkds). RV has

Gazelle {AntUupe dorvas).

"roe-buck" for "l^^H^
,
yahurur (Dt 14 5; 1 K4

23), where AV has "fallow deer." In the opinion of

the writer, b^X , 'ayyal, EV "hart," should be tr'^

"roe-buck," yahmur "fallow deer," and ffc/;! "ga-
zelle." S(>e Deeu; Gazelle. Alfred Ely Day

ROGELIM, rd'ge-lim, ro-ge'lirn (3''b^""! , rugJiHlm;

"Pw-yeXXttjx, RhogcUeim): The place whence came
Barzillai the Gileadite to succor David in his flight

from Absalom (2 S 17 27; 19 31). It probably
lay near the path followed by David, but it is not
identified.

ROHGAH, rd'ga (K'thlbh n^Hl"!, rohaghah,

K're ~5nn
, ro//fyr7/() : A name in the genealogy of

Asher (1 'Ch 7 34).

ROIMUS, r5'i-mus ('P6€i|xos, Rhoeimos, A, 'Po-
|A€'Xios, RhoimlioH): One of tlie leaders with
Zerubbabel in the return (1 4]sd 5 8) = "Rehum"in
Ezr 2 2, of whicli it is the Gr forni = "Nehum"
hi Xeh 7 7.

ROLL, rdl (SCROLL) : The usual form of book in

Bib. times. It hud been in use in Egypt for per-
haps 2, ()()() 3'ears at the time when, according to the
Pent, the earliest Bib. books were written in this
form. Hie Bab tablet seems to have been the pre-
vailing form in Pal up to about 1350 iSC, but by
1100 BC, at least, the roll had be(>n in established
use for some time as far N. as Byblos. Two Ileb
words, gUldyon, m^ghilldh, one Aram., .fphar, and
one Gr word, bibllon, are so tr'^ in AV. S'phnr
(Ezr 6 1, RV "archives," m "books"), with the
corresponding Heb form sepher, is the generic word
for any whole work large or small, but as a book form
(Isa 34 4) it may mean "roll," and, according to Blau
(l)p. 37, 45, etc), it never does mean anything else.

Both the other words seem to be connected with
gdlal, "roll," which is the technical term for oi)en-

ing or closing a book The viUjIdllalh Rcplicr (Jer

36 2) means the unwritt en roll, or t he roll considered
in its material form as contrasted with the work.
M'ghilldh, which is found in Ezr 6 2 (EV "roll"), Jer
(often), Ezk (often) and Zee, is a somewhat late

word, and came to mean a small roll (but wit li a com-
I)lete work) as dis-

tinguished from a
book, corresponding
thus to the modern
distinction of pam-
l)hlet and book or
document and book.
The word gilldyon is

tr^ in RV as "tablet,"

and is universally re-

garded as meaning
(Isa 8 l)somesmootli
surface, correspond-
ing to the same word
in Isa 3 23 which is

reiulered "hand-
mirror." But
"cylinder-seal"would
possibly fit the sense
in both cases; this

bcnng hung round the
neck as an ornament
in one case and in-

scribed with a per- Egyptian Roll and Case,

sonal name in the other.

Bihlioyi is regarded by the Bible translators as

equivalent to in''ghiUdh in the sense of small roll.

It is in fact 4 t in the LXX of J(>r 36 used as the
tr for m'''ghilldh, but very much oftener it is the tr

for sepher, for which in fact it is the correct techni-

cal equivalent (Birt, Buchrolle, 21). Indeed the
"small book" (Thayer, Lex., 101) is hardly con-
sistent with the ideas of the heavens as a scroll, of

the Lamb's Book of Lif<>, or of the vast quantity of

books of Jn 21 25, although in Lk 4 17 it may
perhaps correspond closely with vfghiUdh in the
sense of a complete roll and work, which is at the
same time a whole ])art of a larger work. Its use
in Rev 6 14 is reminiscent of Isa 34 4 ("scroll"),

and is conclusive for the roll form. It is indeed
always technically a roll and never codex or tablet.

It is not likely that Isaiah and St. John (here and in
his (iospel, 21 2.5) refer directly to the Bab idea that the
heavens are a series of written tablets or to the rabbinic
saying that "if all the oceans were inlc, all reeds pens,
the heavens and earth shei^ts to writer upon, and all men
writers, still it would not suffice for writing out the teach-
ings of my Masters" (Blau, op. cit., 34). Ncnertlieless.
tlie "whole Cosmos" does suggest "tho heavens and
earth" as sheets to write on, and under all there does
I)(u-haps lurk a concei)tiou of the broad expanse of lieaven
as a roll for writing upon.
Literature.—Birt, Die Burlirolle in tier Kuiint, Leip-

zig, 1907; Jew Enc, XI, 12()-3-4. -Scroll of tlie Law";
Blau, Studien z. althebr. Buchicenen, Htmsshnvii. 1902,37-
GO, etc, and tho literaturo under tho art. "Writing," esp.
(jardtliausen, 134-54.

E. C. Richardson
ROLLER, rdl'er: AV and ERV in I^:zk 30 21

for b^nn, hUtfd, "bandage" (.so ARV). "Roller"

was formerly a technical term in surgery for a wide
bandage.

ROLLING, rdl'ing, THING: Isa 17 13, AV
"like a rollhig thing l)efore the whirlwind," a non-

committal tr of ^3*5, galgal, "revolving thing,"

"wheel" (Eccl 12 6). RV "like the whirUng dust

before the storm" is ])robably right. But see

Chaff; Dust; Stuhble.

ROMAMTI-EZER, ro-mam-ti-e'zer, rS-mam-tl-

e'zer ("iT37 '^n'P'ah , rdmnmtl ''ezer, "highest help"):

Son of Heman, appointed chief of the 24th division
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of siiiK"'!---^ in David's time (I Cli 25 4.;nj. Sec

JOSIIUKKASIIAH.

ROMAN, rd'niim, ROMANS, rr/iiiauz. S(h>

ROMK, III, 2; ClTlZKNSUll'.

ROMAN ARMY. Sec AiiMY, Roman.

ROMAN EMPIRE, em'pir, AND CHRISTIAN-
ITY:

I. OuTI.INli (IF TIIK ]U)-MA.\ I';.MI'1H|-.

1. HomaTi Kmpire a Ri'sult of Social Coiillict

2. (\)iniiiKof Monai-cliy
(1) Kxhaustion of Partu's

(2) lnal)ility of Kit tier Aristot-racy or Hc-
mocracv to Hold K(|uilibriuin

(3) Precedents
(4) Witlidrawal from Public Life: Individu-

alism
(5) Industrial
(0) Military
(7) Imperial Interests
(S) Infiuoiu-e of Orient

II. Preparation of thk Roman ICmpirk for Chris-
tianity
1. I'ax RomiUKi
2. Cosmopolitanism
;j. Eclecticism
4. Protection for Grcu'k Culture
5. Lingviistically
6. Materially
7. Tolerance
S. Pattern for a Universal (^liurch

0. Roman Jurisprudence
10. Negative Preparation

III. Attitude op the Roman Empire to Rei.kjions
1. Roman Religion
2. N'on-Roman Religions—rc/iyio/fcs licitae a:id

reliyiones illicitae

(1) Judaism a religio Ucitu

(2) Why C^hristianity Was Alone Proscribed
(3) Two Empires: Causes of Conflict

(a) Confusion of Spiritual and Temporal
(6) ITniciue Claims of Cliristianity

(c) Cliristiatiity the Xewest Religion in

the lOnipire
(rf) Intolerance and Exclusiveness of the

Christian Religion and Chri.slian So-
ciety

(p) Oh.stinafio

If) Aggressiveness against Pagan Faith
(y) Christiaiiox ad leones: Public Calami-

ties
(h) Odium f/eiiiris huniani

(4) The Roman lOmpire Xotthe Only Disturb-
ing Factor

IV. Relations hetwefn the Roman Empire and
Christianity
1. Beginning of Christianity till Death of Nero,

G8 AD
2. Flavian Period, 68-96 AD
3. The Antonino Period, <)(')- 102 AD
4. Changing Dynasties, l'.)2-2S4 AD
5. Diocletian till First Oeneral Edict of Tolera-

tion, 2X4-311 AD
6. First Edict of Toleration till Extinction of

Western Empire, 31 1-47(5 AD
V. Victory of Christianity

1. Xegativo Clauses
2. Positive Causes

Literature

/. Outline of Roman Empire.—The founding of

the Rom empire wu.s the graiulest political achieve-

ment ever accomi)li.slied. The con-

1. Roman qtie.sts of Alexander the Great, Charle-

Empire a magne and Napoleon seem small corn-

Result pared with the durable structure

reared by Julius and his successor,

Augustus. In one sense Julius Caesar—-the most
wonderful man that Rome or any other country
produced—was the founder of the empire, and
Augustus the founder of the principate. But the

Rom empire w^as the culmination of a long process

of i)olitical, constitutional, and social growth which
gives a lasting interest to Rom history. The Rom
empire was the only possible solution of a 700
years' struggle, and Rom history is the story of the

confli(;t of class with clas.s, patrician against ple-

beian, populus against plehs, the antagonism of oli-

garchy and democracy, plutocracy against neglected

masses. It is the accotmt of the triumphant march

of democracy and poi)ular government against an
exchisive governing caste. Against heavy odds tht;

plebeians a.sserted their rights till they secured at

least a measure of social, j)olitical and legal equality

with their superiors (se(> Ro.mi:, I, 2-4). But in

the long conflict botli parti(>s degenerated until

neitlior militant democracy nor despotic oligarchy

could hold the balance! with jtistice. Democracy
had won in the uphill tight, but lost itself and was
obliged to accei)t a conunon masf(»r with aristoc-

racy. It was of no small importance for Christian-

it y that the Rom empir(>—practically synonymous
with the orbis tcrrarum—had been converguig both
from internal and external causes toward a one-

man government, the political cotmterpart of a

universal religion with one God and Saviour.

(1) Juliwi ('(irsar.—For a couple of generations politi-
cal leaders had foreseen t h(> coming of sui^reme power and
had tried to grasp it. But it was .lulius Caesar who best
succeeded in (>xploiting democracy for his own aggran-
dizement. He proved the potent factor of the first

ti-iumvirate (fiO BC); his consulship (.j9) was truly
kingly. In 49 BC he cross(-d the Rubicon and declared
war upon liis country, l)ut in the same year was ap-
pointed Dictator and thus made his enemies the enemies
of his country. He vatuiuished the Pompeians—sena-
torial and republican— at Pharsalia in 48 BC, Thajjsus
in 46 BC, and Munda in 4.") BC. Betwt^en 46 and the
Ides of March 44 no emperor befon^ Diocletian was more
imperial. Ho was recognized officially as "demigod";
teini)les were dedicated to his "clemency." He; en-
couraged the i)eople to abdicate to him their privileges
of self-government and right of election, became chief
(prince ps) of the senate and high priest (poiUifix maxi-
mum), so that he could manipulate even the will of the
gods to his own purposes. His plans were equally great
and beneficent. He saw the necessity of blending the
licterogen(>ous populations into one i)eoi)le and extend-
ing Rom citizenship. His outlook was larger and more
favorable to the coming of Christianity than that of his
successor, Augustus. Th(! latter learned from the; fate
of Caesar that he had advanced too rapidly along the
imperial patli. It taught Augustus caution.

(2) Auc/ii.xlus.—Octavian (Augustus) proved the po-
ttMit factor of the second triumvirate. The field of
Actium on S(>ptember 2, 31 BC, decided the fate of the
old Rom republic. The commonwealth sank in ex-
haustion after the protracted civil and internecine
strife. It was a case of the survival of the fittest. It

was a great crisis in human history, and a great man was
at hand for the occasion. Octavian realized that su-
preme power was the only possible solution. On his

return to Rome he began to do over again what Caesar
had done—gather into his own hands the reins of gov-
ernment. He succeeded with more caution and shrewd-
ness, and became the fnundcr of the Rom empire, which
formally began on January 16, 27 BC, and was signalized
by the" bestowal of the title Augustus (q.v.). I'nder
republican forms he ruled as emperor, controlling legis-

lation, administration and the armies. His policy was
on the whole adhered to b.v the Julio-Claudian line, the
last of which was Xero (d. (iS AD).

(3) Flatian Dynast ;/.—In 68 AD a new "secret of
empire" was discovered, viz. that the i)rincipato was
not hereditary in one line and that emperors could be
nominated by the armies. After the bloody civil wars
of 68, "the year of the four emperors," Vespasian
founded the lid Dynasty, and dynastic succession was
for the present again adoi)ted. With the Flavians begins
a new epoch in Rom history of pronounced importance
for Christianity. The exclusive Rom ideas are on the
wane. Vespasian was of i)lebeian and Sabine rank and
thus non-Rom, the first of many non-Rom emperors.
His ideas were provincial rather than Rom, and favor-
able to the amalgamation of classes, and the leveling
process now steadily setting in. Though he accepted the
Augustan "diarch.v," he began to curtail the powers of
the senate. His son Titus died young (79-81). Domi-
tian's reign marks a new epoch in imperialism: his
autocratic spirit stands half-way between the Augustan
principato and the absolute monarchy of Diocletian.
Domitian, the last of tin; "twelve Caesars" (Suetonius),
was assassinated September 18, 96 AD. The soldiers
amid civil war had elected the last dynasty. This time
the senate asserted itself and nominated a brief series

of emperors—on the whole the best that wore the
purple.

(4) Adoptive or Antonine emperors.—The Antonine
is another distinct era marked by humane government,
recognition of the rights of the provinces and an enlarge-
ment of the ideas of universalism. L'nder Trajan the
empire was extended; a series of frontier blockades was
established—a confession that Rome could advance no
farther. Under Hadrian a policy of retreat began;
henceforth Rome is never again on the aggressive but
always on the defensive against restless barbarians.
Unmistakable signs of weakness and decay set in luider
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Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurolius. This, (lie best and
luippiest period of Korn imperial governniynt, was the he-
ginning of the end. In this era we detect a growing een-
trahzation of authority; the senate practically l)ecoines
a tool of the emperor. A distinct civil .service was estab-
lished which culminated in bur(<aticracv under Hadrian.

(5) Chnnging d i/nn^tif!<, l!).i-2S.'f A I).—On th(^ deatll
of Commodus, whose reign l.SO-93AD stands bv it self the
empire was put up for sale by the soldierv and kiu)cked
down to the highest bidder. The militarv basis of the
empire was emi>lKisized—whicli was indei'tl essential in
this jjeriod of bai't)ai-ic aggressiveness to postpone th(^
fall of th(! empire; until its j)r()vitleiitial mission was ac-
complished. A rai)id succession of ruh'rs follows, almost
each new ruler bringing a new dvnastv. Those dis-
integrating forces set in which developed .so rapidlv from
the reign of Diochnian. The /«(x Humana had passed;
civil commotion accentuated the dangers from invading
barbarians. Plague and famine depopulat(>d rich prov-
inces. Rome itself drops into tlie background and
the provincial spirit asserts itself proportionallv. The
year 212 AD is memorable for the edict of ('"aracalla
converting all the free population into Kom citizens.

(6) From Diocletian till parlition.^in the ne.xt i)eriod
absolute monarchy of pure oriental t\po was established
by Diocletian, one of the abk-st of Rom rulers. He
inaugurated the principle of division and subdivision of
imi)erial power. The ine\itable separation of East and
V\ est, with iho growing prominence of t lie Kast, becomes
apparent. Jionie and Italy are reduced to the rank of
provinces, and new courts art; opened by the two Augusti
and two Caesars. Diocletian's division of power led to
civil strife, until Constantine once more united the whole
empire imder his sway. The center of gravitv now
shift(>(l from West to p:ast by tin; foundation of Con-
stantinople. The empire was again parceli>d out to the
sons of (Constantine, one of whom. Constantius, suc-
ceeded in again reuniting it Ci.'.O .\D). In 304 it was
again divided, Valentinian receiving the West and Valens
the_lvist.

(7) Final partition.—On the death of Theodosius I
(395), West and Kast fell to his sons Honorius and .Vrca-
dius, never again to be united. The w(>stern half rapidly
degenerattnl bef(^r(; ))arbaric liordes and W(nikling rulers.
The western i)ro\ inces and Africa were overrun bv con-
quering barbarians who set up independent kingdoms
on Jiom soil. Burgundians and Visigoths settled in
Oaul; the latter established a kingdom in Spain. The
VandaLs under Gens(>ric settled first in Southern Spain,
then crossed to Africa and reduced it. (ioths burst overRom frontiers, settled in lllyria and invaded Italy.
Alaric and his f ioths spared Jx'oine in 40S for a ransom'
in4()!>heai)peared again and set up .Vttalus as king of tlu'
Romans, and fhially in 410 Ik; captured and sacked th(!
city. It was agahi sacked bv tin; Vaiuhils under (ien-
seric in 4(i2, and, lastly, fell l)efore Odoacer and his
(iermans in 47(i; hi; announced to the world that the
empire of the West had ceased. The empire of the East
continued at Constant inoph; the gr(>atest ])olitical jjower
through a che((uered history down to the capture of the
city in 1214 and its final capt un; by t he Turks in 14.");5.

when its si)iritual and intellectual treasures were opened
to western lands and proved of untold blessing in prepar-
ing the way for tlu; Keformation of tin; Kith cent. The
p:ast con(iuered the West intellectually and spiritually.
In the East was born the religion of lunnanit\

.

(1) Exhaustion of partir.f.—The Rom world had for
two generations been steadily drifting toward monarchy.

and at huist one; generation before the en'i-

2. Coming I>i''>' was set up clear minds saw the in(>vi-

of Men- t;d)l(; necessity of one-man government or
supnnne power, and each jjolitical header

arcny made it his ambition to grasp it. The
civil wars ceased for a century with the

death of .\ntony. But the struggles of Tilx-rius (iracchus
and Scipio Aemilianus, Cains Gracchus and Opimius.
Drusus and Philippus, Marius and Sulla, Pom|)ev and
Caesar, and lastly Octavian and Antony had exhausted
the state, and this exhaustion of political jjarties opened
the way for monarchy. In fact it was a necessitv for the
welfare of the commonwealth t hat one should l)eelev tiled
who could fairly hold th(> balance between oligarchy and
tho commons and duly recognize the claims of all parties.
Even Cato I'ticensis—the incarnation of republican
idea.s—admitted it would be better to choose a master
than wait for a tyrant. The bloody wars could find no
solution except the survival of tho fittest. Moreover,
tho free political institutions of Rome liad become u.s(;-
less and could no longer work tinder the armed opi)r(\ssion
of factions. If any form of government, only supreme;
power would prove etrectual amid an enfeebled, un-
popular .senate, corrupt and idle commons, and ambi-
tious individuals.

(2) IiiahilUn of either ariKtacrary or de?norrarij to hold
equilibrium.— Events had jiroved that a narrow exclu-
sive aristocracy was incapable of good government
bccatise of its utterly selfish policy and disregard for the
rights of all lower orders. It had learned to burke
liberty by political murders. Neither was the hetero-
geneous population of later Rome discipliiuMl to obey or
to initiate just government wh(;n it had seized i)ower.
This anarchy within the body politic opened an easy way
to usurpation by individuals. No republic and no" form

Roman, Romans
Roman Empire

of free po|)uliir government could live; under such con-
ditions. Caesar said of the repul)lic that it wtis "a name
without any substance," and Curio declared it to be a
'vain chimera." The law courts shared in tin; g(>neral
corruption. The jadiria Ix'came t tie l)oiie of contention
bctw(>en the senate and th(^ knights as the best instru-
nieiit for party interests, and enal)led the holders (a) to
receive large; bribes, (/;) to [jiotect t heir own order when
guilty of the most flagrant injustice, and (e) to oppress
other orders. Justice for all, and esp. for coneiuered
I)eoples, was impossible. Ele(;tive as.semblies refused toperform their j)roper functions becjuist; of extravagant
bribery or the j)resence of candidates in arms. In fact
t u; jieople were willing to forego tlu; prerogative of
election and accept candidates at the nomination of a
despotic authority. Tlu; whole people had become in-
capable of self-government and were willing—almost
glad—to be relieved of the necessity.

VA) J^rereilents.—Besides, precedents for on(>-man
government, or the coneentralion of supreme ijower inone hand, wer;; not wanting, and had been rai)idlv mul-
tiplying in Rom history as it drew nearer to the "end of
the republic. Numerous protracted commands and
special commissions had accustomed th(; state; to the
nove'lty of oheeliene-e without participation in admin-
istration. The 7 consiilshii)s of Mariiis, the; 4 of Cinna
the .i extraordinary ceMiimissions of Pompe'v and his sole
consulship, the- die-tate)rship of Sulla iriihmit time 'limit
the two 5-ye'ar-i)eriod military ce)inniands e)f Cae>sar'
his rejieated die^tatorships the last e)f which was le) e'x-
tend fe)r 10 ye>ars—all these we're; pointing directly
toward Cae'sarism.

(4) ]rithdra,ral from piildir life: i ndirid i/alism.—On
another sieie; the- way was ope'iieel to supreme jjowe'r bv
the increasing te'nelency for some of the ne)blest anel be^st
minels to withelraw from public life to the seclusion oftheheart life and thus le-ave- the fie'ld open for dema-
gogic ambitiem. Afte-r llu" coneitie'sts of Ale'xande-r the-
(.reat, philo.soiihy abanelone'el the civic, politie-al oreitv-
state point of view and berame nie}ral anel individual
Ste)icisin adopteel the' lofty sj)iritual te'achings of Plate)
and combineel th'm with the" iele'a of the' breit herhooel of
humanity. It also iire-ae'lu'el that man must weirk out
his salvation, not in public i)e)litical life', but in the secret
ageiiiie's of his own soul. This re'ligie)n te)ok lieilel of the
ne)ble'st Rom se)uls who we-re conse'ie)us of tlu; weariness
of life and fe'lt the' desire fe)r spiritual fe'lle)wship anel com-
feirt. The penelulum in human s.vste'ins e)f thought ge'n-
erally swings to the; opposite extre'me'. and tlu'se; se'rious
souls abandone'd publie- life for private spe'e'ulation anel
nu'ditatiem. The)se whe) diel re'inain at the lie'lm of
affairs—like llu; younge-r (\ito—we're often te>e) much
ieh'alists, living in the ])ast or in an iele'al Platonie; re'piib-
lic, and preive'ei ve'i-y uiu'eiual te) the' jjractie'al de'ma-
geigues whe) lived much in the pre^se'iit with a keen eye'
te) tho future. Also a con.sielerable numbe'r e)f the; ineul-
e'rate party, who in be'tte'r days woulel have furnislu'd
le'aele-rs to the state, disguste'd with the unive'rsal cor-
ruptie)n, sadeh'ne'el by the; lujiiele'ss state of se)cial strife
and elisfiuie'te'el by unce>rtainty as to the; issue of vie'tory
fe)r e'ltlu'r ce)nte'neling jiarty, he'lel aloe)f anel must have
wislu'd for anel we'lce)med a paramount authority to give
stal)ility to seicial life'. ]SIe)nare'liv Wiis in tlii; air as
pre)ve'el by the sentinu'nts e)f the two i)seudo-Saniistian
le'tters, the' authe)r of whie-h calls upein Cae'.sar to restore'
geivi'rnment anel re'e>rganize the state', for if Rome perish
thewheile we)rlel must ])e'rish with lie'r.

(.")) Industrial.—To aiu)ther consielerable class mon-
are'hy must have beH'ii we-le-onu'— the; industrial and
niielelle class who were striving for coni|)etence anel we're'
e'ligage'd in traele; anel ce)mme're'e'. Civil wars and the'
strife'e)f partie's must have'greatly hinele're'el t heir ae-tivit \ .

Tlu'y e-ast their le)t neitlu'r with the eiptimate's ne)r with
tluMdle; conimeinalty. They de;sire'd onlv a stable con-
elitie)!! of gove'riime'iit uneler which they could uninler-
rtijite'dly e'arry on t lu'ir traeh's.

(ti) Militarij.—Military conditions favored supreme
pe)we'r. Not only liael the> le'iigt he'iii'el e'e)mmaneis famil-
iarize'el the gene'ral with his le'gie)ns and give'ii him tim;'
to se'duce the so!elien-y te) his own cau.se'. but the se)lelie'ry
te)e) had been pe'tte'd anel spoik'd like the s()e)e)n-fe'el
l)e)pulace. Tho olel republican safe'guards against ani-
bitie)n had be'e'n re'tnove'el. The ranks e)f the armie's hael
alse) be'e'ii swe)lle'ii with large; nunibe'rs e)f ])re)vine'ials anel
non-K'onians whe) hael no sjie'cial se'iitinu'iit abe)ut repub-
lie-an forms. We have; see'ii tlie> militarv powe^r gre)wing
more and more; prejininent. The otilv'wav of averting
a military de'spe)tism sup|)orte'el and preimpte'd bv the
soleiie'i-s waste) se't iijj a nie)nare'liy, lu)leling all the' miritar\-,
le'gislative anel adminisli-ative fune'tie)ns of the state' iii

due pre)portie)n. This was supe'rie)r te) a mere'lv ne>minal
repubhc always cringing imele'r fe'ar of military "le'aeleTs.

(7) Imperial interests.— Lastly, the; aggression and
conquests of the re'public had brought about a state' of
affairs demaneling an empire;. The East and the; West
hael bevn subelued; many provine-e's and heterogene-ous
pe)pulatie>ns we're living tmek'r the Rom eagle. Tlu'se
provinces could not permanently be pluneiered and
oppri'.sse;d as under the re'pui)lican senate. The jux cinle
of Rome must learn alse) the jus naturale and jus oen-
tium. An exclusive selfish senatorial clique was inca-
pable of doing justice to tho coiuiiie'reel jieoples. One
stipre'me ruler over all cla.sses rai.sed above personal
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anil)iti(>ii could Ix'sl incci their- Kn<'\ uucrs. The senate

had ruled willi a rod of ii-()n; Hie prov uiees eould iiot

i)()ssil)l.v l)e worse under atiy form of Koveriuiient
.

lie-

sides nioiiarcliv was iiiofe eoiifietiial to tlie provincials

than a republic'w liich they could not comprehend.

(S) liiiluinrr iif Or i( ;i/. —Tlic Orientals had loiiK been
used to lis iufi linder imperial and ubsohite forms of

government and would welcome such a form anions their

new contiuerors. Besides, residence in the Orient had
alfected Kom military leaders with the thirst after

absolute power. .\nd no other form was jiossible when
the old city-state systtnn broke down, and as yet federal

government had not been dreamed of. .Another con-

sideration: the vast and di.ssimilar masses of population

living within the Kom dominions coukl more easily be

held togetlier under a king or enii)eror than by a series

of ever-changing udministrations, just as the .\iistro-

Hungarian and the British empires are i)robably held

together better under the jirc^sent nion;irchi(-s than would
be" possible under a republican system. This survey

may make clear the permanent interest in Kom history

for" all students of human history. The Kom empire

was established indeed in the fulness of the times for its

citizens and for Christianity.

//. Preparation of the Roman Empire for Chris-

tianity.—\\nm[ tlic middle of the tcijiii of .VtifitisttLS

a Jewish <'hil(l wa.s born wlio was destined to rule

an empire inort^ extensive and histin^ than that of

the Caesars. It is a striking fact that almost

svnchroTions with the planting of the Rom empire

Christianity ajipeared iti the world. Although on

a sui)erficial glance the Rom empire may seem the

greatest enemy of early Christianity, and at times

a hitter ])ersectitor, yet it was in many ways the

graiKlest i)re])aration and in some ways the best

allv of Christianity. It ii.shered in politically the

fulness of the times. The Caesars—whatever they

may have been or done—prepared the way of the

Lord. A brief accotmt must here be given of some

of the services which the Rom empire rendered to

humanity and csp. to the kingdom of God.

The first universal blessing conferred by the

empire was the famous pax Romann ("Rom peace")-

The world had not been at jieace since

1. Pax the days of Alexander the Great. The
Romana quarrels of the Diadochi, and the ag-

and Unifi- gression of the Rom reptiblic had kept

cation of the nations in a state of constant tur-

the World moil. A universal peace was first

established with the beginning of the

reign of Augustus and the closing of the temple of

Janus. In all the countries rotmd the Mediter-

ranean and from distant Britain to the Euphrates

the world was at rest. Rome had made an end of

her own civil wars and had put a stop to wars

among the nations. Though her wars were of1:en

ini{}uitous and unjustifiable, and she conquered like

a barbarian, she ruled her conquests like a humane
state.sman. The quarrels of the Diadochi which

caused so much turmoil in the East were ended, the

territory of the Lagids, Attalids, Seleueids and
Antigoinds having piissed und(T the sway of Rome.
The empire united Greeks, Romans and Jews all

under one government. Rome thus blended the

nations tuid ])repared them for Christianity. Now
for the first time we may speak of the vnrld as uni-

versal htnnanity, the orhis ierrarum, v oiKovfx^vv, he

oikoumetw (Lk"^2 1), the genus hiunanum. The.se

terms rei)resented liumanity as living under a uni-

form system of government. All were members of

one earthly state; the Rom emjjire was their com-

7nunis omnium patria.

This state of afTairs contributed largely to the

spread of cosmopolitanism which had set in with

the Macedonian conqueror. Under the

2. Cosmo- Rom empire all nationtil barriers were

politanism removed ; the great cit ies—Rome, Alex-

andria, Antioch, et(—became meeting-

places of all races and languages. The Romans
were everywhere carrying their laws and civilization;

Greeks settled in thousands at all imjiortant centers

as {)rofess()rs, merchants, physicians, or acrobats;

Orientals were (o be found in large numbers with

their gods and mysteries in Home, "th(> epitome of

the world." In the Rom armies soldiers from all

(luarters of the em])ire became companions. And
many thousands of slaves of fine education and
high culture contributed much to cosmoi)olitanism.

Being iti many ctises far superior in culture to their

masters, thev became their teachers. And in every

city of imiHirtance, East or West, large bodies of

the Jewish Diaspora were settled.

This cosmopolitatiism gave great impetus to a

corr(>si)onding eclecticism of thought. Nothing
could have been m()r(> favorable to

Christianity than this nitermixture of

all races and mutual exchange of

thought. Each people discovered

how much it had in connnon with its neighbors.

From the days of the Dia(k)chi, Stoicism had been

preaching the go.spel of a civic and ethical brother-

hood of humanity. In the fusion of different philo-

sophic systems the emphasis had shifted from the

city-state or ])olitical or national to the moral and

human point of view. All men were thus reduced

to equality before the One; only virtue and vice

were the differentiating factors. Men were akin

with th(! Divine^—at least the wise and good—so

that one potst coukl say, "Wo are His offspring."

3. Eclec-

ticism

Stoicism did a noble service in preparation for p.hns-

tianity bv preaching imiv(>rsalism along the path of mdi-
viduaiistn. It also furnished comfort and strength to

countless thousands of weary human lives and min-

istered spiritual support and calm resignation at many
a heathen deathbed. It may bi' declared to be the first

system of religions thought—for it was a religion more
than a philosophy—which made a sc-rious study of the

diseases of the human soul. We know of course its

weakn(\ss and imperfections, that it was an aristocratic

creed ai)pealing only to the cl(>ct of mortals, that it had
little message for the fallen and lower classes, that it was
cold and stern, that it lacked—as Seneca felt—the in-

spiration of an ideal hfe. But with all its failures it

proved a worthy pedagogue to a religion which brought

a larger message than that of Oreece. It afforded the

spiritual and moral counterpart to the larger human so-

ciety of which the Rom empire was the political and
visible symbol. Hitherto a good citizcm had t>een a

good inaii. Now a good man is a good citizen, and that

not of a narrow citv-state, Init of the world. Stoicism

also proved the interpreter and mouthpiece to the Kom
empire of the higher moral and spiritual (lualities of t.r

civilization; it diffused the t)est convictions of Greece

about Ood and man, selecting those elements that were
universal and of lasting human value (see Stoics).

The mind of the Rom empire was further pre-

pared for Christianity by the Jewish Diaspora.

Greeks learned from Jews and Jews from Greeks

and the Romans from both. The unification

efTected bv Rom Law and administration greatly

aided the Diaspora. Jewish settlements became still

more numerous and jiowerful both in the East and

West. Those Jews bringing from the homeland

the sjiiritual monotheism of their race combined it

with Gr philosophy which had been setting steatlily

for monotheism. With the Jews the exclusively

national element was subordinated to the more

human and universal, the ceremonitil to the reli-

gious. Thev even adopted the world-language of

that day—Greek—and had their sacred Scriptures

tr'^ into this language in which they carried on an

active proselytism. The Rom spirit was at first

essentially narrow and exclusive. But even the

Romans soon fell beneath the spell of this cos-

mopolitanism and eclecticism. As their conquests

increased, their mind was correspondingly widened.

They adopted the policy of Alexantler—sparing the

gods of the conquered and admitting them into the

responsibility of guarding Rome; they assimilated

them with their own Pantheon or identified them

with Rom gods. In this way naturally the religious

ideas of conquered races mor(> highly civilized than

the conquerors laid hold on Rom minds (see Dis-

peksion).
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Another inestimable service rendered to human-
ity and Christianity was the jiroteetion which tlic

Rom power afforded the Gr civiHzation.
4. Protec- We must remember that the Romans
tion for were at first only conquering barba-
Greek rians who had little respect for culture,
Culture but idealized power. Already they

had wiped out two anci<>nt and supe-
rior civilizations—that of Carthage without leaving
a trace, and that of Etruria, traces of which have
been discovered in modern times. It is hard to
conceive what a scourge Rome would have proved
to the world had she not fallen under the influence
of the superior culture and philosophy of Greece.
Had the Rom Mars not been educated by Pallas
Athene the Romans would have i)roved Vandals
and Tartars in blotting out civilization and arrest-
ing humtui progress. The Gr(>(>ks, on the other
hand, could conquer more by their preeminence in
everything that pertahis to the intellectual life of
man than they could hold by the sword. A prac-
tical and political jiower was needed to protect Gr
speculation. But the Romans after causing much
devastation were gradually educated and civilized
and have contributed to the uplifting and enlight-
enment of subsequent civilizations by botli i)reserv-
ing and opening to the world the sjm-itual qualities
of Greece. The kinship of man with the Divine,
learned from Socrates and Plato, went forth on its

wide evangel. This Gr civilization, })liilosoi)hy and
theology trained many of the great theologians and
leaders of the Christian church, so that Clement of
Alexandria said that Gr philosophy and Jewish
law had proved schoolmasters to bring the world to
Christ. Paul, who prevented Christianity from
remaining a Jewish sect and proclaim(>d its uni-
versalism, learned much from Gr—esp. from Stoic

—

thought.
_
It is also significant that the early Chris-

tian missionaries apparently went only where the
Gr language was known, which was the case in all

centers of Rom administration.
The state of the Rom emjiire linguistically was

in the highest degree favorable to the spread of
Cliristianity. The Gr republics by

5. Linguis- their enterf)rise, superior genius and
tically commercial abilities extended their

dialects over the Aegean Islands, the
coasts of Asia Minor, Sicily and Magna Graecia.
The preeminence of Attic culture and literature
fayored by the short-lived Athenian emjiire raised
this dialect to a standard among the (Jr peoj^les.
But the other dialects long ])ersislc(l. Out of this
babel of Gr dialects there finally arose a normal
koiite or "common language." By the conquests of
Alexander and the Hellenistic sympathies of the
Diadochi this common Gr language be(;ame the
lingua franca of antiquity. Gr was known in North-
ern India, at the Parthian court, and on the distant
shores of the Euxine (Black Sea). The native land
of the gospel was surrounded on all sides by Gr
civilization. Gr culture and language penetrated
into the midst of the obstinate home-keeping Pales-
tinian Jews. Though Gr was not the mother-
tongue of Our Lord, He understood Gr and ajipar-
cntly could speak it when occasion refjuircHl—Aram,
being the language of His heart and of His pul^lic
teachings. The history of the Maccabean struggle
affords ample evidence of the extent to which Gr
culture, and with it the Gr language, were familiar
to the Jews. There were in latcu- days Hellenistic
bodies of devout Jews in Jerus itself. Gr was recog-
nized by the Jews as the universal language: the
hiscription on the wall of the outer tem{)le court
forbidding Gentiles under pain of death to enter
was in Gr. The koine became the language even
of religion—where a foreign tongue is least likely
to be used—of the large Jewish Dias])ora. They

perceived the advantages of Gr as the langviage of
commerce—the Jews' occupation—of culture and
of proselytizing. They threw open their sacred
Scriptures in the LXX and other VSS to the Gr-
Rom world, adajjting the tr in many respects to the
requirements of Gr readers. "The Bible whose God
was Yahweli was the Bible of one; ])c()i)Ie: the Bible
whose God was Kvpioi [ktirioH, "Lord"] was the
Bible of humanity." When the Romans came upon
the scene, they found this language so widely known
and so deeply rooted th(>y could not hope to sup-
plant it. Indeed they did not try—except in
Sicily and Magna Graecia—to suppress Gr, but
rather gladly accei)ted it as the one common means
of intercourse among the peoples of their eastern
dominions (see LANCiUACiK of the NT).
Though Latin was of course the official language

of the conquerors, the decrees of governors gener-
ally appeared with a Gr tr, so that they might be
''understand(>d of the peoi)le," and Cir overcame
Lat, as English drove out the French of the Norman
invaders. Lat i)oets and historians more than once
complained that Graecia caj>la fcrinu viclorem cepit
("conquered (rrecce vanfjuislKHl its stern con-
queror"). With the sj)read of Lat there were two
world-languages side by side for the whole Rom
empire, but Gr was ])revailingly the language of the
ea.stern half of the Rom empire which was the first

soil for Christian churches and the first half of the
ein])ire to be Christianized. Later when Chris-
tianity was able to extend her activity to the West,
she found Lat ready as the conunon means of inter-
course. That Rome respectcMJ Cir is gr(>atly to her
credit and much to the advantages of Christianity.
For Christianity, when it began to aim at univer-
salism, dropped its native Aramaic. The gospel in
order to become a world-evang(>l was tr'' into Gr.
The early Christian missicmaries did not learn the
languages or patois of the Rom empire, but con-
fined themselves to centers of Gr culture. Paul
wrote in Gr to the church in Rome itself, of which
Gr was the language. And while Christianity was
spreading through the Gr East under the unifica-
tion of Rom administration, the Romans were
Romanizing and leveling the W^est for Lat Chris-
tianity (see Latix). In the \\'est it may be noted
that the first foothold of the Christian religion was
in Gr—witness the church in Gaul.

In material ways too Rome ojjened the way for
Christianity by building the great highways for the

gosi)el. The great system of roads
6. Mate- that knit the then civilized world
rially together served not only the legions

and the imperial escorts, but were of
equal service to the early missionaries, and when
churches began to spring \\\) over the empire, these
roads greatly facilitated that church organization
and brotherhood which strengthened tlie church
to overcome the empire. With the dawn of the
pax Romana all these roads became alive once more
with a galaxy of caravans and traders. Commerce
revived and was carried on under circumstances
more favorable than any that obtained till the past
century. IMen exchanged not only material things,
but also spiritual things. Many of these early
traders and artisans were Christians, and while they
bought and sold the things that })erish, they did
not lose an opportunity of spreading the gospel.
For an empire which embraced tlie Mediterranean
shores, the sea was an important means of inter-
communication; and th(> Mediterranean routes
were safer for commerce and travc;! at that period
than during any previous one. Pompey the Great
had driven the pirates off t he sea, and with the fall

of Sextus Pompey no hostih; maritime forces re-
mained. The ships which plied in countless mnn-
bers from point to point of this great inland sea
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ofTorod sploiulid advuntasos ancl oi:>port unity for

early Christian missionary enthusiasm.

The hirge measure of fr(>edom permit UmI by Horn

authorities to the religions of all nations grcjatly

favored the growth of infant- Cln-is-

7. Toler- tianity. The Rom emi)ire was never

ance in iirhicii^le a ])ersecutor with^a p(>r-

manent court, of hiquisition. StriUi^e

cults from the l^ast and Esypt flourished in the

capital, and (>xce])t \vh(>n they became a danger to

iniblic moralitv or to the i)eac(> of society they were

allowed to spread unchecked under the eyes ot the

police. See below on non-Rom religions.

Further, the Rom empire afforded Christianity a

material and outward svinbol for its spiritual am-

bition. It enlarged the vision of the

8. Pattern cliurch. Only a citizen (Paul) of such

for a Uni- a world-empire could dream of a reli-

versal gion for all humanity. If the Rom
Church sword could so conciuer and unify the

orhif^ tcrranim, the militant church

should be provoked to attempt nothing less in the

religious si)h(>re. It also furnished many a sug-

gestion to the early organizers of the new com-

munity, until the Christian church became the

spiritual counterpart of the Rom empire. The

Christians appropriated many a weapon from the

arsenal of the enemy and learned froin them ag-

gressiveness, the value of thorough organization and

of military methods.

Rom law in its origins was characterized l)y tiic nar-

rowest e.xclusiveness, and tlu> first formal Rom code was
on Gr patterns. y(^t Ihc Romans lacre as m

q Pnm^n so many other respects improved upon
y. icoman

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^.^^j borrowed and became mas-
Junspru- tt^rs of jurisi)rud(-nc-e in tlie anti(|ne world.

dence As their empire and conceptions (>.xpandLxl,

they remodelled tlieir laws to enil)race all

their subjects. One of tlie greatest boons conferred by
Rome upon the antique world was a uniform system or

good laws—tlio source of much of our Puxropean juris-

Drudence The Rom law played an equally iniportant

role with the Jewish in molding and disciplmmg for

Christianity. It taught men to ol^ey and to. respect

authority, and proved an effective leveling and civilizing

power in the empire. Tlie universal law of Rome was

the pedagogue for the universal law of the gospel, bee

Ro.M.^N L.\w.

The Romans could offer their subjects good laws,

uniform government and military protection,
_

but

not a satisfactory religion. A univer-

10. Nega- sal empire called for a universal re-

tive Prep- ligion, which Christianity alone could

aration offer. Finally, not only by what Rome
had accomplished but by what she

proved incapable of accomplishing, the way of the

Lord was made ready and a people prepared for His

coming. It was a terrible crisis in the civilization

and religion of antiquity. The old national reli-

gions and systems of belief had proved unable to

soothe the increasing im])erious moral and spiritual

demands of man's nature. A moral bankruptcy

was immanent. The old Rom religion of abstract

virtues had gone down in formalism; it was too

cold for human hearts. Man could no longer find

the field of his moral activity in the religion of the

state; he was no longer merely an atom m society

performing religious rites, not for his own soul, but

for the good of the commonwealth. Personality

had been slowdv emerging, and the new s(;hools of

philosophy called man away from the state to seek

peace with God in the solitude of his own soul first

of all. But even the best of these schools found the

crying need of a positive, not a negative religion,

the need for a perfect ideal life as a dynamic; over

ordinary human lives. Thus was felt an inii)enous

demand for a new revelation, for a fresh vision or

knowledge of God. In earlier days men had be-

li(>ved that God had revealed Himself to primitive

wise men or heroes of their race, and that subsequent

generations must acce})t with faith what these

earlier seers, who stood near(>r God, as Cicero said,

had been i)leased to teach of the Divine. But soon

this stock of knowledge became exhausted. Plato,

after soaring to the highest point of poetic and phil-

osophic thought abotit the Divnie, admitted the

need of a demon or sui)erman to tell us the secrets

of eternitv. \\ith the early Rom empire began a

period of "tremendous religious unrest. Men tried

I)hilosophy, magic, astrology, foreign rites, to find a

sure place of rest. This accounts for the rapid and

extoMisive diffusion of oriental mysteri(>s which

promised to the initiated communion with God here,

a "bettcT hope" in death, and satisfied the craving

for immortality beyond t ime. These were the more

s(>rious souls who would gladly accept the conso-

lations of Jesus. Others, losing all faith in any form

of religion, gave themselves up to blank despair

and accepted Epictireanism with its gospel of anni-

hilation and its carpe diem morals. This system

had a terrible fascination for those who had lost

themselves; it is presented in its most attractive

form in the verses of Lucretius—the Omar Khay-

yam of Lat literature. Others again, unable to

find God, surrendered themselves to cheerless

skepticism. The sore need of the new gospel of life

and immortality will be borne in upon the mind of

those who read the Gr and Rom sepulchral insx-rip-

tions. And even Seneca, who was almost a Chris-

tian in some respects, speaks of immortality as a

"beautiful dream" {hdlwn somnium) , though tTibu-

lation later gave a clearer vision of the "city of God."

Servius Sulpicius, WTiting to Cicero a letter of con-

solation on the death of his much-missed Tullia,

had only a sad "if" to offer about the future (Cic.

Fam. iv.5). Now^here does the unbelief and pes-

simism of pre-Christian days among the higher

classes strike one more forcibly than in the famous

discussion recorded by Sallust {Bd. Cat. li f) as

to the punishment of the Catilinarian conspirators.

Caesar, who held the Rom high-priesthood and the

highest authority on the religion of the state, pro-

poses life imprisonment, as death would only bring

annihilation and rest to these villains—no hereafter,

no reward or punishment {earn cuncta morlalium

mala dissolvere; ultra neque curae neque gaudio

locum esse). Cato next speaks—the most religious

man of his generation—in terms which cast no

rebuke upon Caesar's Epicureanism and material-

ism (ib, 52). Cicero {In Cat. iv.4) is content to

leave immortality an open question. The plu-

losophers of Athens mocked Paul on Mars Hill

when he spoke of a resurrection. Such was the

attitude of the educated classes of the Gr-Rom
world at the dawn of Christianity, though it cannot

be denied that there was also a strong desire for

continued existence. The other classes w^ere either

perfunctorily performing the rites of a dead national

religion or were seeking, some, excitement or aesthet ic

worship or even scope for their baser passions, some,

peace and promise for the future, in the eastern

mysteries. The distinction between moral and

physical evil w^as coming to the surface, and hence

a consciousness of sin. Religion and ethics had not

yet been united. "The throne of the human mmd
was declared vacant, and Christianity was at hand

as the best claimant. In fact, the Gr-Rom mmd
had been expanding to receive the pure teachings of

IIL Attitude ofthe Roman Empire to Religions,—
The history of Rom religion reveals a continuous

penetration of Italian, Etruscan, Gr,

1 Roman Egyp and oriental worship and rites,

or State until the old Rom religion became

Religion almost unrecognizable, and even the

antiquarian learning of a Varro could

scarcely discover the original meaning or use of
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many Rom deities. The Rom elements or modes of

worship progressively retreated until they and the
foreign rites with which they were overlaid gave
way before the might of Christianity. As Rome
expanded, her religious demands increased. During
the regal period Rom religion was that of a simple
agricultural conmiunity. In the period between the
Regifugiuni and the Second Punic War Rom religion

became more complicated and the Rom Pantheon
was largely increased by imj)ortations from Etruria,
Latiiun and Magna Graecia. The mj'sterious
religion of Etruria first impressed the Rom mind,
and from this quarter probably came the Trinity
of the Caj)itol (Jupiter, Juno, Alinerva) i)reviously
introduced into Etruria from Gr sources, thus show-
ing that the Romans were not the first in Italy to
be influenced by the religion of Greece. New modes
of worship, non-Rom in spirit, also came in from the
Etruscans and foreign elements of Gr mythology.
Latium also made its contribution, the worship of
Diana coming from Aricia and also a Lat Juj)iter.

Two Lat cults penetrated even within tlu^ Rom
pomneriion—that of Hercules and Castor, with
deities of Gr origin. The Gr settlements in South-
ern Italy (Magna Graecia) were generous in their
contributions and opened the way for the later
invasion of Gr deiti(>s. The Sibylline Books were
early iniported from Cumae as sacred scriptures for
the Romans. In 493 BC during a famine a tem])le
was built to the Gr trinity Demeter, Dionysus, and
Persephone, under the Lat names of Cer(>s, Liber,
and Libera—the beginning of distrust in the primi-
tive Rom iiuniina and of that practice, so oft r(>-

peated in Rom history, of introducing new and
foreign gods at periods of great distress. In 433
Apollo came from the sam(> region. Mercurv and
Asclepius followed in 203 BC, aiul in 249 BC Dis
and Proserpina were brouglit from Tnrentum.
Other noTi-Rom modes of approach to deity were
introduced. Rome had been in this period very
broad-minded in her policy of meeting the growing
religious needs of her community, but she liad not
so far gone beyond Italy. A taste had also devel-
oped for dramatic and more aesthetic forms of
worship. The period of the Second Punic War was
a crisis in Rom religious life, and the faith of the
Romans waned before growing imbelief. Both the
educated classes and the i)opulace abandoned the
old Rom religion, the former sank into skepticism,
the latter into superstition; the former put phi-
losophy in the place of religion, the latter the more
sensuous cults of the Orient. The Romans went
abroad again to borrow d(>ities—this time to Greece,
Asia and Egypt. Gr deities were introduc(>d whole-
sale, and readily assimilated to or identified with
Rom deities (see Rome, III, 1). In 191 WC Hebe
entered as Juventas, in 179 Artemis as Diana, in
138 Ares as Mars. But the home of religion

—

the Orient—proved more helpful. In 204 BC
Cybele was introduced from Pessinus to Rome,
known also as the Great Mother {magna mater)—
a fatal and final blow to old Rom religion and an
impetus to the wilder and more orgiastic cults and
mysterious glamor which captivated the common
mind. Bacchus with his gross immorality soon
followed. Sulla introduced IVia from Phrygia as the
counterpart of the Rom Bellona, and Egypt gave
Isis. In the wars of Pompey against the pirates
Mithra was brought to Rome—the greatest rival
of Christianity. Religion now began to pass into
the hands of politicians and at the close of the repub-
lic was almost entirely in their hands. Worship
degenerated into formalism, and formalism cul-
minated in disu.se. Under the empire i)hil()sophic
systems ('ontinued still more to replace religion,
and oriental rites spread apace. The religious re-
vival of Augustus was an effort to breathe life into

the dry bcmes. His ])lan was o\\\y partly religious,

and partly political—to establish an imperial and
j)()pular religion of which he was the head and
centering round his per.son. He discovered the
necessity of an imperial religion. In the East kings
had long before been regarded as divine by their
subjects. Alexand(>r the Great, like a wise politi-

ciaTi, intended to use this as one bond of union for
his wide domiiuons. The same habit extended
among the Diadochian kings, esp. in Eg3'pt and
Syria. When Augustus had brought peace to the
world, the Orient was ready to hail him as a god.
Out of this was evolved the cult of the reigning
emi)eror and of Roma personified. This worshij)
gave religious unity to the em])ire, while at the same
time magnifying the emjjeror. But the effort was in

vain : the old Rom n^ligion was dead, and the spiritual

needs of the em|)ire continued to be met more and
more by i)hilosoi)hy and the mysteries which prom-
ised immortality. The cult of the Genius of the
emperor .soon lost all reality. Ves));isian himself
on his deathbed jested at the idea of liis becoming
a god. The emperor-worship declined steadily, and
Iti the 3d and 4th cents, oriental wor.ships were
su|)renie. The reiigicjn of the Rom empire soon
became of that c()smoi)olitan and eclectic type so
characteristic of the \w\\ era.

The non-Rom religions were divided into reli-

giones Ucitae ("licensed worships") and religiones

illicitae ("unlicensed"). The Rcjmans
2. Reli- at diffc-rent times, on account of earth-
giones li- (niakes, jjcstilences, famine or military
citae and disasters, introduced non-Rom cults
religiones as means of api)easing the numina.
illicitae This generally meant that the cults in

question could be performed with
impunity by their foreign adherents. It legalized
the collegia necessaiy for these worships from which
Rom citizens were by law excluded. But, generally
speaking, anj' people set t ling at Rome was permitted
the liberty of its own native worship in so far as
the exercise of it did not interfere with the peace of
the state or corrupt the morals of society. On one
occasion (1S6 BC), by a decree of the senate, a
severe inquisition was instituted against the Baccha-
nalian rites which had caused flagrant immorality
among the adherents. But Rom{> was never a sys-
tematic persecutor. These foreign rites and super-
stitions, though often forbidden and their professed
adherents driven fi'om the city, always returned
stronger than ever. Rom citizens soon discovered
the fascination of oriental and Gr mysteries, and
devoted themselves to foreign gods while maintain-
ing the necessary formalism toward the religion of
the state. Very often too Rom citizens would be
presidents of t hese religious brot herhoods. It should
not be forgotten that the original moral elements
had fallen out of Rom religion, and that it had be-
come simply a political and military religion for
the welfare of the state, not for the salvation of the
individual. The individual must conform to cer-

tain j)rescribed rites in order to avert calamity from
the state. This done, the state demanded no more,
and left him a large measure of freedom in seeking
excitement or aesthetic pleasure in the warm and
more social foreign mj-steries. Thus, while the
Romans retained the distinction of religiones Ucitae
and illicitae, they seldom used severity against the
latter. Many unlicensed cults were never dis-

turbed. In fact, the very idea of empire rendered
toleration of non-Rom religions a necessity. Prac-
tically, though not theoretically, the empire aban-
doned the idea of religiones illicitae, while it retained
it upon the statute-book to use in case of such an
emergency as the Christian religion involved. Not
only the government was tolerant, but the differ-

ent varieties of religions were tolerant and on good
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terms with radi other. Tlio same man mi^lit l)e

initiated into the mysteries of lialf a dozen divinities.

Tlie same man mi^lit evei\ be ])riest of two or more
fiods. Some had not; tlie slifihtest objection to wor-
shijipiiis Christ alonji; witli ISIithra, Isis and Adonis.

^b•n were growiiijj;; conscious of the oneness of the

Divine, and credited tlieir neijilibors with wor.ship-

jnns the One Unknown under different names and
forms. Hadrian is said to have meditated the

erection of temples throughout the empire to the

Unknown God.
(1) Judnii<»i n "rclif/in Jicita.^'—An interesting

and, for tlie history of Christianity, imi)ortant ex-

amj)le of a rclifiio liciln is .Ju(hiism. No more ex-

clusive and obstinate ])eoi)le could have been found
upon whom to bestow the favor. Yet from the

days of Julius Caesar the imperial policy toward the

Jew and his religion was uniformly favorable, with
the brief excejition of the mad attempt of Gains.

The government often protected them against the
hatred of the populace. Up to 70 AD they were
allowed fi-ecly to send their yearly contribution to

the temple; tlH\v were ev(>n allowed self-governing

piivileges and legislat ive jiowers among themselves,

and thus formed an exclusive comnnxnity in the
midst of Kom society. Even the disastrous war
of 6S-70 AD and the fall of Jerus did not bring

persecution u]X)n the Jew, though most of these

self-governing and self-l(>gislat ing ]iowers were with-

drawn and the Jews were comi)elled to pay a poll-

tax to the temple of the Ca])itoline Jupiter. Still

their religion remained licensed, tolerated, protected.

They were excused fi-om dut ies impossible for their

religion, such as military s(>rvicc. This tolerance

of the Jewish religion was of incalculable importance
to infant Christianity which at first professed to be
no more than a reformed and expanded Judaism.

(2) Why Chriatianity (done ivas proscribed.—The
question next arises: If such was the universally

mild and tolerant policy of the empire to find room
for all gods and cults, and to respect the beliefs of

all the subject peoples, how comes the anomaly that
Christianity alone was proscribed and ijersecuted?

Christianity was indeed a rcligio illicita, not having
been accepted by the government as a rcligio licita,

like Judaism. But this is no answer. There were
other unlicensed religions which grew apace in the
empire. Neither was it simply because Christian-
ity was aggressive and given to proselytism and
dared to aj^i^ear even in the imperial household:
Mithraism and Isism were militant and aggressive,

and yet were tolerated. Nor was it simply because
of })opular hatred, for the Christian was not hated
above the Jew. Other reasons must explain the
anomaly.

(3) Ihoo empires: cause of conflict.—The fact

was that two empires were born about the same
time so like and yet so unlike as to render a conflict

and struggle to the death inevitable. The Chris-
tians were unequivocal in asserting that the society

for which they were waiting and laboring was a
"kingdom."

(a) Confusion of spiritual and temporal: They
thought not merely in national or racial but in

ecumenical terms. The Romans could not under-
stand a kingdom of God upon earth, but confused
Christian ambition with political. It was soon
discovered that Christianity came not to save but
to destroy and disintegrate the empire. Early
Christian enthusiasm made the term "kingdom"
very provoking to pagan patriotism, for many,
looking for the Parousin of their Lord, were them-
selves misled into thinking of the new society as a
kingdom soon to be set up upon the earth with
Christ as king. Gradually, of course. Christians
became enlightened upon this point, but the harm
had been done. Both the Rom empire and Chris-

tianity were aiming at a social organization to em-
brace the genus hiniKvnim. lUit though the.se two
empires were so alike in several i)oints and the one
had done so much to pre])are the way for the other,

yet the rontnist was too great to allow conciliation.

Christianity would not lose the atom in the mass;
it ainuHl at imiversalism along the path of indi-

vidualism—giving new value to human i)ersonality.

(b) I'nique claims of Christianity: It seemed also

to provoke Rom pride by its absurd claims. It

])reached that the world was to be destroyed In' fire

to make way for new heavens and a new earth, that

the Eternal City (Rome) was doomed to fall, that

a king would come from heav(ni whom Christians

were to obey, tliat amid the coming desolations the

Christians should remain tranquil.

(r) Novelty of Christianity: Again after Chris-

tianity came from underneath the aegis of Judaism,
it must have taken the government somewhat by
surprise as a new and unlicensed religion which had
grown strong und(U' a misnomer. It was the newest
and latest religion of the empire; it came suddenly,

as it were, upon the stage with no past. It was not
apparent to the Rom mind that Christianity had
been spreading for a generation under the tolerance

granted to Judaism (sub umhraculo lieitnc Judaen-
rum religionis: Tert.), the latter of which was
"protected by its antiquity," as Tacitus said. The
Romans were of a conservative nature and disliked

innovations. The greatest statesman of the Augus-
tan era, IVLaecenas, advised the emperor to extend
no tolerance to new religions as suljversive of mon-
archy (Dio Cassius lii.3G). A new faith appearing
suddeidy with a large clientele might be dangerous
to the i)ublic peace {mullitudo ingens: Tac. Ajin.

XV.44; 7roXi> ttX^^os: Clem. Rom.; Cor 1 6).

(rf) Intolerance and oxclnsivoness of Christian religion
and society: In one marked way Christians contravened
the tolerant ccloctive .siiirit ot the empire—tlie intoler-

ance and absolut(-n(\ss of their religion and the exclusive-
ness of their society. All other religions of the eiiipiro

admitted compromise and eclecticism, were willing to
dwell rather on the j)oints of contact with their neighbors
than on the contrast. But Christianity admitted no
compromise, was intolerant to all other systems. It

must be admitted that in tliis way it was rather unfair
to other cults which offered comfort and spiritual sui)port
to thousands of the human race b(-fore the dawn of
Christianity. But we shall not blame, when we recog-
nize tliat for its own life and mission it was necessary
to show itself at first intok-rant. Many heathen would
gladly accept Christ along with ]MitIira and Isis and
Serapis. But Christianity demanded complete sepa-
ration. The Jesus cult could tolerate no rival: it claimed
to be absolnte, and worshippers of .lesus must be separate
from the world. The (Christian church was absolute in

its demands; would not rank with, but above, all wor-
ships. This spirit was of course at enmity with that of

the dav which enabled rival cults to co-exist with the
greatest indilfercnce. Add to this the exclusive state of

Christian society. No pious heathen who had purified

his soul by asceticism and the sacraments of antiquity
could be admitted into membership unless he renounced
things dear to him and of some spiritual value. In
every detail of public life this exclusive spirit made itself

felt. Christians met at night and held secret assemblies
in which they were reputed to perpetrate the most
scandalous crimes. Thyestean banquets, Oedipean
incest, child murder, were among the charges provoked
by their exclusiveness.

'
(c) Ohstinatio: Add to this also the sullen obstinacy

with which Christians met the demands of imperial
power—a feature very olfensive to Rom governors.
Their religion would be left them undisturbed if they
would only render formal obedience to the religion of the

state. Rom clemencv and respect for law were baffled

before Cliristian obstinacy. The martyr's courage ap-
peared as sheer fanaticism. The pious Aurelius refers

but once to Christianity, and in the words li"'^') wapaTafis,

psiU parataxis, ".sheer obstinacy," and Aristides appar-
ently refers to Christianity as avflaSeia, authddcia,

"sttibbornness." See Persecutions, 18.

(/) Aggressiveness against pagan faith: But the

Christians were not content with an uncompromising
withdrawal from the jiractices of heathen worshiji:

they also actively assailed the pagan cultus. To
tlie Christians they became doctrines of demons.
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Tlie imperial cult and worship of the Genius of the

emperor were very unholy in their sight. Hence
they fell under the charges of disloyalty to the em-
peror and might be proved guilty of majestas. They
held in contempt the doctrine that the greatness of

Rome was due to her reverence for the gods; the
Christians were atheists from the pagan point of

view. And as religion was a political concern for

the welfare of the state, atheism was likely to call

down the wrath of divinity to the subversion of the
stale.

[g) Chrisiianos ad lennes: Very soon when dis-

asters began to fall thickly upon the Rom empire,
the blame was laid ujion the Christians. In early

days Rome had often sought to appease the gods by

|UI!I«|

Coliseum.

introducing external cults; at other times oriental

cults were expelled in the interests of public morality.

Now in times of disaster Christians became the sca])e-

goats. If famine, drought, pestilence, earthquake
or any other public calamity threatened, the cry

was raised "the Christians to the lions" (see Nero;
Peksecutioxs, 12). This view of Christianity

as subversive of the empire survived the fall of

Rome before Alaric. The heathen forgot—as the
apologists showed—that Rome had been visited

by the greatest calamities before the Christian era

and that the Christians were the most self-sacrificing

in periods of public distress, lending succor to pagan
and Christian alike.

(/i) Odium generis huniani: All prejudices against

Christianity were summed up in odiuvi generis

hianani, "hatred for the human race" or society,

which was reciprocated by "hatred of the human
race toward them." The Christians were bitterly

hated, not only by the i)opulace, but by the upper
educated classes. Most of the early adherents
belonged to the slave, freedman and artisan classes,

"not many wise, not many noble." Few were
Rom citizens. We have mentioned the crimes
which popular prejudice attributed to this hated
sect. They were in mockery styled Christiani by
the Antiochians (a name which they at first re-

sented), and Nazarenes by the Jews. No nicknames
were too vile to attach to them— Asinarii (the sect

that worshipped the ass's head), Sarmenticii or
Scmaxii. Rom writers cannot find epithets strong

enough. Tacitus reckons the Christian faith

among the "atrocious and abominable things"

{airocia aut pudenda) which flooded Rome, and
further designates it superstitio exitiahilis ("bane-
ful superstition," Ann. xv.44), Suetonius {Ner. 16)

as novel and malefic {novae ac maleficae), and the

gentle Pliny (Ep. 97) as vile and indecent (prava

imniodica). Well might Justus say the Christians

were "hated and reviled by the whole human race."

This opprobrium was accentuated by the attacks

of pliilosophy upon Christianity. When the atten-

tion of i)hilosophers was drawn to the new religion,

it was only to scorn it. This attitude of heathen
philosophy is best understood in reading Celsus
and the Christian apologists.

(4) The Roman empire not the only disturbing

factor.—Philosophy long maintained its aloofness

from the religion of a crucified Galilean: the "wise"
W(^re the last to enter the kingdom of God. When
later Christianity had established itself as a perma-
nent force in human thought, philosophy deigned
to consider its claims. But it was too late; the
new" faith was already on the offensive. Philosopliy
discovered its own weakness and began to reform
itself by aiming at being both a philosophy and a
religion. This is part icularly the case in neo-
Platonism (in Plotinus) in which reason breaks
down before revelation and mysticism. Another
force disturbing the peace of the Christian church
was the enemy within the fold. Large numbers of

heathen had entered the ecdcsia bringing with them
their oriental or Gr ideas, just as Jewish Christians
brought their Judaism with them. This led to

grave heresies, each system of thought distorting

in its own way the orthodox faith. Later another
ally joined the forces against Christianity—reformed
paganism led by an injured priesthood. At first

the cause of Christianity was greatly aided by the
fact that there was no exclusive and jealous priest-

hood at the head of the Gr-Rom religion, as in the
Jewish and oriental religions. There was thus no
dogma and no class interested in maintaining a
dogma. Religious persecution is invariably insti-

tuted by the priesthood, but in the Rom world it

was not till late in the day when the temples and
sacrifices were falling into desuetude that we find

a priesthood as a body in opposition. Thus the
Rom imperial power stood not alone in antagonism
to Christianity, but was abetted and often pro-
voked to action by (a) popular hate, (6) philosoph}',

(c) pagan priesthood, {d) heresies within the church.
IV. Relations between the Roman Empire and

Christianity.—We have here to explain how the
attitude of the Rom empire, at first friendly or in-

different, developed into one of fierce conflict, the
different stages in the policy—if we can speak of

any uniform policy—of the Rom government
toward Christianity, the charges or mode of pro-
cedure on which Christians were condemned, and
when and how the profession of Christianity

{nomen ipsum) became a crime. We shall see the
Rom empire progressively weakening and Chris-
tianity gaining ground. For the sake of clearness

we shall divide the Rom empire into six periods,

the first from the commencement of the Christian
era till the last of the Julio-Claudian dynasty.
At first the presence of the Christian faith was

unknown to Rom authorities. It appeared first

merely as a reformed and more spirit-

1. Begin- ual Judaism; its earliest preachers
ning of and adherents alike never dreamed of

Christianity severing from the synagogue. Chris-
till Death tians were only another of the Jewish
of Nero, sects to which a Jew might belong
68 AD while adhering to INlosaism and Juda-

ism. But soon this friendly relation

became strained on account of the expanding views
of some of the Christian preachers, and from the
introduction of gentile proselytes. The first per-
secutions for the infant church came entirely from
exclusive Judaism, and it was the Jews who first

accused Christians before the Rom courts. Even
so, the Rom government not only refused to tiu'n

persecutor, but even protected the new faith both
against Jewish accusations and against the violence
of the populace (Acts 21 31 f). And the Christian
missionaries—esp. Paul—soon recognized in the
Rom empire an ally and a power for good. Writing
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to the B()in;uis Paul counsels tlieiu 1o sulnnit in

obedience to the })o\vers lliat be, as "ordained of

God." His favorable impression nuist have been

Sreatlv enhanced by his mild captivity at K.ome and

his acquittal l)y Nero on the first trial. 'Idie Pom
soldiers had come to his r(\scuo in Jerus to save his

life from the fanaticism of his own c()reH;i;i( mists.

Toward the accusations of 1h(> Jews against their

rivals tlie llonuuis were either indifl'cMxmt , as C.a.Hic)

the proconsul of Achaia, who "cared for none ol

those things" (Acts 18 Pi ff), or recofrnizcd the

innocence of the accused, as did both Felix (Acts

24 Iff) and Porcius Festus (25 HIT), llius th(^

Romans ])ersisted in lookinji upon Christians as a

sect of the Jews. But the Jews took another s1(>p

in formulating a charge of disl(\valty (begun before^

Pilate) against the new sect as acting "contrary

to the decr(>es of Caesar, saying tliat there is an-

other king, one Jesus" (Acts i? 7; cf 25 8). Chris-

tianity was disowned thus eaily by Judaism and
cast u])on its own resources. 'Phe incn^asing num-
bers of Christ ians would confirm to the Rom govern-

ment the inde])endence of Christianity. And the

trial of a Rom citizen, I'aul, at Rome would further

enlighten the authorities.

The first heathen ])er.secution of Christianity

resulted fi-om no d(>finite policy, no apprehension

of danger 1 o the body i)olit ic, and no deiinit e charges,

but from an accidental si)ark which kindled the con-

flagration of Rome (July, 64 AD). Vp to this time

no emperor had taken nuicli notice of Christianity.

It was only in the middle of the reign of Augustus

that Jesus was born. In the reign of Tiberius

belong Jesus' pubHc ministry, crucifixion and resur-

rection; but his reign closed too early (:57 AD) to

allow any ])rominence to the new faith, though this

emperor \vas credited with proposing to the senate

a decree to receive Christ into the Rom pantheon-
legend of course. Under the brief i)rincipate of the

mad Gaius (37-41 AD) the "new way" was not yet

divorced from the parent faith. Gaius caused a

diversion in favor of tlie Christians by his perse-

cution of the Jews and the command to set up his

own statue in the temi)le. In the next reign

(Claudius, 41-54 AD) the Jews were again harshly

treated, and thousands were banished from Rome
(Judaeos impuhorc Chrcsto nssidiw tumultuantes

Roma cxpidlt: Suet. Claud. 25). Some would see

in this an action against the Christians by inter-

preting the words as meaning riots between Jews
and Christians, in conseeiuence of which some Chris-

tians were banished as Jews, but Dio Cassius (lx.6)

imphes that it was a police regulation to restrain

the spread of Jewish worship. It was in the reign

of Nero, after the fire of 64 AD, that the first hostile

step was taken by the government against the

Christians, earliest account of which is given by
Tacitus (Ann. xv.44). Nero's reckless career had
given rise to the rumor that he was t.he incen-

diary, that he wished to see the old city burned
in order to rebuikl it on more magnificent plans.

See Nero. Though he did everything po.ssible to

arrest the flames, even exjjosing his own life, took

every means of alleviating the destitution of the

sufTerers, and ordered such religious rites as might

appease the wrath of the gods, the suspicion still

clung to him.

"Accordingly in order to dissipate tlio nimor, he put
forward as guilty [subdidit r-co.s] and inflicted the most
cruel punishments on those who were hated for their
abominations [flagitia] and calU^d Christians by the
populace. The originator of that name, Cniristus, had
been execut(>d l)y the procurator Pontius Pilatus in tlie

reign of Tiberius, and the l)aneful superstition li'.i-itiahilis

superstitio] i)ut down for the time l)eing brol^e out again,

not onlv throughout .ludacui, the home of this evil, but
also in the CMtv [Rome] where all atrocious and shameful
[alrocia aut pudenda] things converge and are \v(-lcomed.

Those therefore who confessed [i.e. to l)eing Christians]

were first arrested, and then by the information gained

from th(>m a large number {midlHudu ingens] were impli-
cated [c<}niuncti is tlie MS reading, not c.onuicti], not so
mucli on tli(! charges of incendiarism as for hatred of

niaiilvind \o<li(i humnni generis]. Tiu! victims perished
uinid moekerv [text here uruu'rtainj; somi^ clotlied in

tlie slvins of wild beasts were torn to i)ieces by dogs;
ol Iters im|)ale(l on crosses in order to Ix^ set on fire to
afford light bv night after daylight had died
Wlienee (after these cruelties] commiseration l)egan to
l)e fell for tliem, lliougli guilty and deserving the sever-
est penalties {(/mi mqiKim ndtersi/s sonles el nonssi md
e.renipl'i ni<'rii()s\. for men felt their destruction was not
from coiisidiM-ations of i)ul)lie welfare but to gratify the
eriieltv of one person [Xero]."

This i)assag(—the earliest classical account of the
crucilixiou and the only mention of Pilate in a heathen
author -offers some didieulties which re(iuir(! to bo
glanced at. It is held bv some that Tacitus contradicts
himself bv writing subdidit reus at the beginning and
siuitrs at the end, but sontes does not mean guilty of in-

cendiarism, but guilty from the point of view of the
p()pulae(> and deserving severe punishment for other sup-
])(>se(l dai/itia, not for arson. It is thus ((uite clear that
Tacitus reganis the Christians as innocent, though ho
had not the slightest kindly feeling toward them. Qui
fiitebanlur means most naturally, "those who confessed
"to being Christians." though Arnold argues that ronfderi

or profiteri would be tlu; correct word for jjrofessing a
religioii. Rut tliis would c(>iitradi<'t lioth tin; sense and
th(! other evidences of the context ; for \t fatibantur coiikl

mean "confessed to arson." then the whok; body of

Cliristians should have been arrested, and, further, this

would have diverted suspicion from Nero, which was
not the case according to Tacitus. Some Christians

boldlv as.serted their religion, others no doubt, as in

Hithvnia, recanted befon' trif)ulation. By indirio

,'iiruin UaiTlsav (Christianit!/ in the Rum Empire, 233)
understands "on the information elicited at their trial."

i.e. from information gathered by the inciuisitors in the
course of the proceedings. This incidental information
implicated a large niunber of otliers, h(-nc(^ Ramsay
prefers the MS reading e<iniiiiirti to the correction ron-

uirti. This is in ordi'r to explain the dilliculty seemingly
raised, viz. that the noblest Christians who boldly con-

fessed their Christianit v would seek to implicate brethren.

But it is not impossible that some of these; bold spirits

did condescend to giv(; the names of their coreligionists

to the Rom courts. Hence Hardy (C'lirisiid nil// and the

Rom Government, (17) prefers tin; more usual rendering

of indieio eorum as "on information received from them.
This may have occurred either (1) through torture, or

(2) for liromised immunity, or (:?) on account of local

jealousies. The earlv Christian communities were not

I)erfect; partv strife often ran high as at Corinth. And
in a church like tiiat of Rome composed of Jewish and
j)agan elements anfi undoubtedly more cosmoi)oli1an

than Corinth, a bitter sectarian si)irit is easy to under-
stand. This as a i)robable explanation is much strength-

(-ned and renden-d almost certain by tlie words of Clement
of Rome, who, writing to the church at Corinth (ch vi)

from Rome only a generation after the persecution, and thus

familiar with the internal history of the Rom ecclesm,

twice asserts that a ttoAu ttA^Ao; (paid plfthos =Tac.
muUitudo ingens) of the Rom CMiristians suffered 6ia

^•^Aos (did zHos), "through jealousy or strife." The
most natural and obvious meaning is "mutual or sec-

tarian jealousy." But those who do not like this fact

explain it as "by the jealousy of the Jews." Nothing
is more easily refuted, for had it been the jealousy of

the Jews Clement would not have hesitated one moment
to say so. Those who are familiar with the Christian

literature of that age know that the Christians were
none too sensitive toward Jewish feelings. But the very
fact that it was not the Jews made Clement rather

modestly omit details the memory of which was prob-

ably still bearing fruit, even in his day. Once more
eorrepti, usuallv nnidered "arrested." is taken by Hardy
as "put upon their trial." He argues that this is more
in accord with Tacitean usage. A "huge multitude"
need not cause us to distrust Tacitus. It is a relative

t(>rm: it was a considerable number to be so inhumanly
butchered. There is some hesitation as to whether
odio humani (pneris is objective or subjective genitive:

"hatred of the Christians toward the human race" or

"hatred of the human race toward the Christians."

Crammaticallv of course it may be either, but that it is

the former thi-re can be no doubt : it was of the nature

of a charge against Christians (Ramsay). See Perse-
CCTION'.
Some have impugned the veracity of Tacitus in this

very important passage, asserting that he had read back
the feelings and state of affairs of his own day (half a
century later) into this early Neronian period. This

early app(!arance of Christianity as a distinct religion

and its "huge multitude" s(>em impossible to some.
Schiller has accordinglv suggested that it was the Jews
who as a bodv at Rome were persecuted, that the Chri.s-

tians being not yet distinct from Jews shared m the per-

secutions and sulfered, not as Christians, but as .h-ws

But Tacitus is too trustworthy a historian to be guilty of

such a confusion: besides, as proconsul in Asia he must
have been more or less familiar with the origin of the

Christian party. Also Poppaea was at this time mis-
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tress of Nero's affections and sufficiently influential with
him to stay such a cruel persecution against those to
whom she Iiad a leaning and who claimed her as a
proselyte. Again, the Jewish faith was certe licila and
a recognized worship of the empire.

The next question is, Why were the Christians

alone selected for persecution? That they were so

singled out we know, but exactly for what reason is

hard to say with certainty. A number of reasons

no doubt contributed. (1) Farrar {Early Days,
ch iv) sees "in the proselytism of Poppaea, guided
by Jewish malice, the only adequate explanation

of the first Christian persecution," and Lightfoot

is of the same opinion, but this by itself is inade-

(juate, though the Jews would be glad of an oppor-
tunity of taking revenge on their aggressive oi)po-

nents. (2) Christians had already become in the

eyes of the Rom authorities a distinct sect, cither

from the reports of the eastern provincial governors,
where Christianity was making most headwa}', or
from the attention attracted by Paul's first trial.

They were thus the newest religious sect, and as
such wotild serve as victims to appease deity and
the i)opulace. (3) Even if ingcns mullitudo be
rhetorical, the Christians were no dotibt consid-
erably ntimerous in Rome. Their aggressiveness
and active proselytism made their niunbers even
more formidable. (4) They were uncompromising
in their expression of their beliefs; they looked for

a consummation of the earth by fire and were also

eagerly expecting the Parousia of their king to
reconstittite sociely. These tenets together with
their calm faith amid the despair of others would
easily cast suspicion upon them. (5) For whatever
reason, they had earned the opprobritim of the
populace. "The hatred for the Jews passed over
to hatred for the Christians" (Mommsen). A
people whom the populace so detested must have
fallen vmder the surveillance of the city police ad-
ministration. (6) A large proportion of the Chris-
tian community at Rome would be non-Rom and
so deserve no recognition of Rom privileges.

These reasons together may or may not explain the
singling-out of the Christians. At any rate they
were chosen as scapegoats to serve Nero and his

minion Tigellinus. The origin of the first perse-
cution was thtis pin-ely accidental—in order to
remove stispicion from Nero. It was not owing to
any already formulated policy, neither through
apprehension of any danger to the state, nor becatise

the Christians were gtiilty of any crimes, though it

gave an opporttmity of investigation and accumu-
lation of evidence. Btit accidental as this perse-

cution was in origin, its consequences were of far-

reaching importance. There are three principal

views as to the date of the policy of proscription of

the new faith by the Rom government: (1) the old

view that persecution for the name, i.e. for the
mere profession of Christianity, began under Trajan
in 112 AD—a view now almost universally aban-
doned; (2) that of Ramsay {Christianity in the Rom
Empire, 242 fT, and three arts, in Expos, 1893), who
holds that this development from punishment for

definite crimes {flagitia) to proscription "for the
name" took place between 68 and 96 AD, and (3)

that of Hardy {Christianity and the Rom Govern-

ment, 77), Mommsen {Expos, 1893, 1-7) and
Sanday (ib, 1894, 406 ff)—and adopted by the writer
of this article—that the trial of the Christians under
Nero resulted in the declaration of the mere pro-

fession of Christianity as a crime ptmishable by
death. Tacitus apparently represents the perse-

cution of the Christians as accidental and isolated

and of brief duration (I.e.), while Svietonius {Ner. 16)

mentions the punishment of Christians in a list of

permanent police regulations for the maintenance
of good order, into which it would be inconsistent

to introduce an isolated case of procedure against

the "baneful superstition" (Ramsay, op. cit., p. 230).

But these two accounts are not contradictory,
Tacitus giving the initial stage and Suetonius "a
brief statement of the i)emian(Mit administrative
principle into which Nero's action ultimately re-

solved itself" (ib, 232). Nero's police adminis-
tration, then, pursued as a permanent policy what
was begun merely to avert suspicion fi'om Nero.
But as yet, according to Ramsay, Christians were
not condemned as Christians, but on account of

certain flagitia attaching to the profession and
because the Rom police atithorities had learned
enough about the Christians to j'egard them as
hostile to society. A trial still must be held and
condemnation pronounced "in resi)ect not of the
name but of serious offences naturally connected
with the name," viz. first incendiarism, which broke
down, and secondly hostility to civilized society
and charges of magic. The others agree so far with
Ramsay as describing the first stages, but assert
that odium hnniani generis was not of the nature
of a definite charge, but disaffection to the social
and political arrangements of the emi)ire. At the
outset a trial was necnled, but soon as a consequence
the trial coidd be dispenscnl with, the Christians
being "recognized as a society whose principle
might be simmiarized as odium generis linmani."
A trial became unnecessary; the religion itself in-

volved the crimes, and as a religion it was hence-
forth proscribed. The stirveillanc^e over them and
their pimishment was left to the police administra-
tion which could step in at any time with severe
measures or remain remiss, according as exigencies
demanded. Christianity was henceforth a rcligio

illicita. The Rom government was never a sys-
tematic persecutor. The persecution or non-per-
secution oi Christianity depended henceforth on the
mood of the reigning emperor, the character of his
administration, the activity of provincial governors,
the state of popular feeling against the new faith,

and other local circumstances. There is no early
evidence that the Neronian persecution extended
beyond Rome, though of cotu'se the "example set
by the emperor necessarily guided the action of all

Rom officials." The stormy close of Nero's reign
and the tumultuous days till the accession of Ves-
pasian created a diversion in favor of Christianity.
Orosius {Hist, vii.7) is too late an authority for a
general persecution {per omnes provincias pari per-
secutione excruciari imperavit; ipsum nomen ex-
stirpure conatus ....). Besides, Paul after his
acquittal seems to Iiave prosectited his missionary
activity without any extraordinary hindrances, till

he came to Rome the second time. This Neronian
persecution is important for the history of Chris-
tianity: Nero commenced the principle of punish-
ing Christians, and thus made a precedent for future
rulers. Trotible first began in the world-capital;
the next stage will be fotmd in the East; and another
in Africa and the West. But as yet persecution
was only local. Nero was the first of the Rom
persecutors who, like Herod Agrippa, came to a
miserable end—a fact much dwelt upon by Lac-
tantius and other Christian writers.

In the Flavian period no uniform imperial policy

against Christianity can be discovered. According
to Ramsay the Flavians developed the

2. The practice set by Nero from ptmishment
Flavian of Christians for definite crimes to pro-
Period, 68- scription of the name. But, as we have
96 AD seen, the Neronian pcrsectition settled

the future attitude (4 the Rom state

toward the new faith. The Flavians could not
avoid following the i)recedent set by Nero. Chris-
tianity was spreatling—esp. in the East and at

Rome. We have no account of any persecution
under Vespasian (though Hilary erroneously speaks
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of liiiii as a pcrsccailor alonp with X^'cro and l^ociiis')

and Titus, hut it dot's not follow that none such took

])lac<\ As the whole inattor was left to the ])olice

administi'ation, sc>verity would be spasmodic and
railed forth, by local cireumslances. 'Hie fall of

Jerus must have had ])rofound influence both on
Judaism a.nd on Christ ianitj'. For the former it

did wluit the fall of Home under (loths, Vandals,

and (l(>rmans did for the old l^om relif2;ioTi— it weak-
ened the idea of a national (lod l«)und up with a

l)()litical religion. 'Hie cleft between Judaism and
its rival would now become greater. Christianity

was reli(!ve(l from the overi)OW(M'in}j; influence of a
national center, and those J(>\vs who now recog-

nized the futility of political dr(\nns would more
readily join the Cliristian faith. Not oidy the dis-

tinction but the opposition and hostility would now
be mor(» ai)parent to outsiders, though Ves])asian

imposed the i)oll-tax on J(nvi.sh Christians and J(>ws

alike. X'o me<iiory of liarshness against Chris-

tianity under Vespasi.nn has survived. Ramsay (op.

cit., 2.")7) would in1eri)ret a mutilated passage of

8u(^tonius (Vesp. liS) as ini])lying Vesi)a,sian's reluc-

tance to carry out jn.^la sufjpiicia against Christians.

Titus, "the darling of th(> human race," is not
record(>d as a persecutor, but his oi)inion of Judaism
and Christianity as slated in the council of war
before Jerus in 70 AD and recorded by Sulpicius

Sev(TUS (Chron. n.'M), (>) is interesting as an ap-

proval of the policy adopted by N(to. Severus'

authority is undoubtedly Tacitus (l^ernays and
Mommsenl. The authenticity of the speech a.s

contradicting the account of Jos lias been im-
pugned; at any rate it rejircsents the ))oint of view
of Tacitus. Titus then advocates the destruction

of the temple in order that the religion of the Jews
and the Christians may be inore thoroughly extir-

pated (quo plenius Judacorum et Christianorum

rvUiiio tolleretur), since these religions though op-
posed to each other were of the same origin, the

Christians having si>rung from the Jews. If the

root was removed the stem would readily perish

(radice suhlata, stirpcm facile peril uram). _We
know, however, of no active measures of Titus

against either party, his short reign perhaps allow-

ing no time for such.

It is Domitian who stands out prominently as

the persecutor of this period, as X'ero of the first

period. Ilis procedure against Christians was not
an isolated act, but part of a general policy under
which others suffered. His reign was a return to

ancient principles. He attempted to reform morals,

suppress luxury and vice, banish immoral oriental

rites, actors, astrologers and philosophers. It was
in his attempt to revive the national religion that

he came in conflict with the universal religion. His
own cousin, Flavins Clemens, was condemned
apparently for Christianity (atheism), and his wife,

Domitilla, was banished. The profession of Chris-

tianity was not sufficient for the condemnation of

Rom citizens of high standing; hence the charges

of atheism or majcslas were put forward. Refusal

to comply with the religion of the national gods
could be brought und(>r the latter. But for ordi-

nary Rom citizens and for provincials the profession

of Christianity merited death. No definite edict

or general proscription was enacted ; only the prin-

ciple instituted by Nero was allowed to be carried

out. There was, as Mommsen remarks, a standing
proscrijition of Christians as of brigands, but harsh
proc(>dure against both was spasmo(li(^ and d(>pended
on the caprice or character of ])rovincial governors.
Domitian took one d(>finite step against Christianity

in establishing an ea.sy test by which to detect those
who were Christians and so facilitate inquiries.

This test was the demand to wor.ship the Genius of

the emj)eror. This too was only part of Domitian's

gener;d ])olicy of asserting his own do)nit(us <t d( u^

title and emphasizing the inijierial cult as a bond of

political xmion. The Apocalypse reflects th(> suffer-

ings of the church in this reign.

(1) Nerrn and Trajan.—On the death of Domi-
tian peace was n^stored to the Christian church

which lasted throughout the brief reign

3. The of Xerva (9(5-98) and the first Hi years
Antonine of Trajan. It is a cm-ious fact that some
Period, of the best of the Rom em))erors
96-192 AD CIVajan, Marcus Aurelius, Decius and

Diocletian) were har-sh to the Chris-
tians, while some of the worst (as Commodus,
Caracalla, H(>liogabalus) left them in peace (s(>e

Pkrsecutiox, 17). Christianity had been rapidly

spreading in the interval of tranquillity. I'liny

became governor of Bithynia in 111 AD and fouml,
esp. in the eastern part of his province, the femi^les

almost deserted. Some Christians were brought
before him and on estahlislwd precedents were or(l(M'(Hl

to be executed for their religion. But Pliny soon
discovered that many of both sexes and all ages,

provincials and Rom citizens, were involved. The
Rom citizens he sent to Rome for trial; but being
of a humane disposition he shrank from carrying

out the wholesale execution required by a consistent

policy.

lie wrote to Trajan telling him what he had already
done, rather covertly sxiKKCsting tolerant measures.
Should no distinction be made; l)et\veen old and young?
Should pardon not be extendcfl to those who recanted
and worshipjK'd tlic emperor's image and cursed Christ ?

Should mere profession {nomm ipxnm) be a capital
otrence if no crimes could be proven, or should the crimes
rather be punished that were as.sociatcd with the faith
(a?i Jlagitia cohacrentia nojnini) ? He then explains his
procedtire: he gave those who were acctised an al)undanc
opporttmity of recanting; those who persisted in this
faith were exectited. He considered their "stubloorn-
ness and inflexible obstinacy" (pcrtinariam crrte ct

inflexibilem ohstinationem) as in itself deserving punish-
ment. But the administration having once interfered
found plenty to do. An anonymous list of many
names was handed in, most of whom, however, d("iiied

jieing Christians. Informers th(>n i)tit forward otliers
who likewise d(>nied belonging to the faith. Pliny was
convinced their meetings were harmless, and on exami-
nation of two deaconesses imder torture discovered
nothing but a perverse extravagant superstition {sup.
pnirnm immodirnm) . Trajan replied that no universal
and definite rule could be laid down, apparently confirm-
ing the correctness of Pliny's action and perhajjs dis-
appointing Pliny in not yi(>iding to his humane .sugges-
tions. Nevertheless, the einperor made three important
concessions: (1) the Christians were not to be sought
otit by the police authorities, but if they were accusi'd
and convicted they must tx; pmiished; (2) anonymous
information against them was not to bo acci'pted; (:i)

evi^n those suspected of jlagitia in the past were to bo
pardoned on proving they were not Christians or on
renouncing Cliristianity. Some regard this rescript
of Trajan as the first official and legal authorization to
proscribe Christianity; but we have already seen that
Christianity as surh was ])roseribed as a result of tlie

N(n'onian investigations. Besides, there is not the slight-
est trace of any new i)rinciple of severity, either in the
letters of Pliny or in tlie rescrijit of Trajan. The perse-
cution of Christianity had been "permanent" like that
of liighwaymen, btit not systematic or general. Neither
was Trajan's rescript an edict of toleration, though on
the whole it was favorable to the C^hristians in minimizing
the dangers to which they were exposed. The question
was as yet purely one of administration.

Trajan initiated no procedure against Christians

-^in fact rather discouraged any, asking his lieu-

tenant to close his eyes to offenders—and Pliny con-

sulted him in the hope of obtaining milder treatment
for the Christians by putting in question form what
he really wished to be apjiroved. Trajan's rescript

''marks the end of the old system of uncompro-
mising hostility" (see Persecution, 15).

(2) Ilndrinn.—The reign of Hadrian (117-38)

was a period of tohn-ation for the Christians. He
was no bigot, but tolerant and eclective, hiqtiiring

into all religions and initiated into several mysteries

and willing to leave religion an open question. In

Asia, where Christianity was making most progress,
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a state of terrorism was imminent if (hUilorcH were

encouraged against Cliristinns mailing a profession

of dclaiio (giving information). As we saw in the

letter of Pliny, even non-Christiaiis were aecused,

and any jirofessing Christian eould lie threatened

by these informers in order to secure a l)ribc for

proceeding no farther. Licinius
_
Silvanus Gra-

nianus, like Pliny, found himself involv(>d in diffi-

culties and wrote to Hadrian for advice.
_
Ha-

di'ian's rescrii)t in reply is addressed to Cranianus'

successor, Alinucius Fundanus, the proconsul_ of

Asia, about 124 AD. The genuineness of this im-

portant document, though impugned by Overbeck,

Keim and Lipsius, is vouched for by Mommsen,
Hardy, Lightfoot and Ramsay. _ Indeed, it is much
easier accounted for as authentic than as a forgery,

for who but the broad-minded Hadrian could have
written such a rescript? Aijjjarently the ciuestions

I)ut by the proconsul must have been of a similar

nature to those extant of Pliny. The answer of

Hadrian is a decided step in favor of Christianity

and goes l)eyond that of Trajan: (1) information

is not to be passed over {a) lest the innocent svifTer

(as was the ease uncku- Pliny), and (6) lest informers

should make a trade of lodging accusations; (2)

provincials accusing Christians must give_ proof

that the accused have cornmhted something illegal;

(3) in(>re petitions and acclamations against the

Christians are not to be admitted; (4) a prosecutor

on failing to make good his case is to be punished.

These terms would greatly increase the risk for

informers and lessen the dangers for Christians.

That the name is a crime is not admitted, neither

is this established principle rescinded. It is (juite

l)ossible that Hadrian's rescript "gave a certain

st imulus toward the employment of the more definite

and r(>gular legal procedure."

(3) Antoninus Pius (138-61).—The liberal policy

of Trajan and Hadrian was continued by An-
toninus, though persecution occurred in his reign

in which Ptolemaeus and Lucius were executed at

Rome and Polycarp at Smyrna. But he decidedly

confirmed Hadrian's policy of protecting the Chris-

tians uncondcmned against mob violence in his

letters to Larissae, x\thens, Thessalonica and to "all

the Hell(>nes." As at Smj-nia, his "rescript was in

advance of public feeling," and so was disregarded.

Anonymous delation was also repressed.

(4)' Marcus Aurelius {161-80).—Vmlcv Aurelius

a strong reaction set in affecting the Christians,

caused ])artly by the frontier disasters and devastat-

ing jwstilence and partly by Aurelius' policy of

returning to ancient princii)les and reviving the

Rom luitional religion. In this rcMgn we find per-

s(>cution extending to the West (Gaul) :ind to

Afri(;a—a step toward the general persecutions of

the next century. Though no actual change was
made by Aurelius, the leniency of the last three

reigns is absent. No general edict or definite

rescript of persecution was issued; the numerous
martyrdoms recorded in this reign are partly due to

the fuller accounts and the rise of a Christian litera-

ture. Christianity in its(>lf still constituted a criine,

and the obstinacy (Trapdra^ts, ynruluxis) of Chris-

tians in itself deserved punishment.
_
Aurelius

seems to have actually rebuked the severity of the

Rom governor at Lugdunum, and to have further

discouraged the trade of informers against Chris-

tians. Tertullian actually styles him as dchdlator

Chrisiianorum ("protector of Christians"). We
find as yet therefore no systematic or s(>rious attempt
to extirpate the new faith. The central govern-

ment "was all this time without a permaiuint or

steady policy toward the Christians. It had not

yet made up its mind" (Hardy).

Under the rule of Commodus (180-92) Christians
again enjoyed a respite. The not result of the collisions

iDCtwecn tlic new faitli and the tj;ovorn incut in this period
is somewliat difl'ci'cntlv cstiinalcd by Kamsay and l)y

Hardy. The hitter tliinks (Clni.-liinii/ / and Rom G'oi-

ernment. 15G f) tliat Karnsay "has to some extent ant(^-

dated tlie existence of anything like a i)oli('y of proscrip-
tion," due to antedating tin; tinu; when Christianity
was regarded as a serious political danger. Hardy tliinlvs

that tiie Cliristian organization was never suspected as
more than an abstract danger during the first two cen-
turies. Had Rome talven the vi(>w that Cln-istianity in
its organization was a real danger and an imperium in
imperio, slie must Iiave started a systematic extermi-
nating policy during a p(>ri()(i wlieti Cln-istianity could
have least witlistood it. When tho (nnpiri; did—as in
the 3d cent.—ai)prehend the practical danger and tools

tlie severest g(>neral measures, Christianity was already
too strong to lie harmed, and we shall lind the empire
henceforth eacli time worsted and finally offering terms.

In the next period the insecurity of the throne,

when in less than 100 years about a score of candi-

dates wore the i)tu-i)le and almost
4. Chang- each new emi)(Tor began a new dynasty,
ing Dy- enabled Christianity to spread prac-

nasties, 192 tically untroubled. Fiu-ther diver-

-284 AD sions in its favor were cre:ited by those
fierce barbarian wars and by the

necessity of renewed vigihuice at the frontier i)osts.

The Christians' aloofness frotn ])olitical strife and
their accjuiescence in each new dynasty brought
them generally hito no collision with new rulers.

Further, the fact that many of th(>se emi)erors were
non-Rom provincials, or foreigners who had no
special attachment to the old Rom faith, and were
eclectic in their religious views, was of much im-
portance to the new eastern faith. Moreover,
some of the emperors proved not oidy not hostile

to Christianity, but positively friendly. In this

j^eriod we find no severe (excejit ])erhaps that of

Decius) and certainly no i)rotrac1ed ])ersecution.

The Christian church herself was organized on the

princijjle of the imjjerial gov(>nunent, and made
herself thus strong and united, so that when the

storm did come she remahied vmshaken. In 202
Scverus started a cruel pers(>cution in Africa and
Egyi)t, but peace was restored by the savage Cara-
calla (lade Christiano cducatus: Tert.). Helio-

gabalus assi-sted Christianity indirectlj^ (1) by the

d(>gradation of Rom religion, and (2) by tolerance.

According to one writer he i)roi)()se(l to fuse Chris-

tianity, Judai.sm and Samaritanism into one reli-

gion. Alexander Severus was equally tolerant and
syncretic, setting up in his private cha])(4_ images
of Orpheus, Apollonius, Abraham, and Christ, and
engraving the golden rule on his palace walls and
public buildings. He was even credit (h1 with the

intention of erecting a tem])le to Christ. Local
ptTsecution broke out undcT Maximin the Thra-
cian. The first general persecution was that of

Decius, in which two fetitures deserve notice: (1)

that death was not the innnetliate residt of Christian

profession, but every means was emi)loyed to induce
Christians to recant; (2) Rom authorities already

cognizant of the dangers of Christian organization

directed thcnr efforts esp. against the officers of the

cluu-ch. Gallus conthuied 1 liis ])olicy, and Valerian,

after first stopping jxTsecution, tried to check the

spread of the worship by banisliing bishops and
closing churches, and later eiuicted the death pen-

alty. Gallienus promulgated what was virtually

the first edict of toleration, forbade persecution

and restored the Christian endowments. Chris-

tianity now entered upon a i)(>riod of 40 years'

tranfiuillity: as outward dangers decreased, less

desirable converts came within her gates and her

adherents were overtaken in a flood of worldliness,

stayed only by the persecution of Diocletian.

Like some other persecutors, Diocletian was one
of the ablest Rom rulers. He was not disposed

to proceed against the Christians, but was finally

driven to harsh measures by his son-in-law Galerius.

The first edict, February 24, 303, was not intended
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5. Diocle-

tian till

First Gen-
eral Edict

of Tolera-
tion, 284-
311 AD

6. First

General
Edict of

Toleration
till Fall of

Western
Empire,
311-476 AD

1() (>xt(Tininal(' Chrisl iaiiity, l)ut to chcM'k its '^vowiU

aiui weaken its ])olilical infliKnice, and was directed

l)rineii)allv a>iainst Bibles, Christ laii

assemblies and eluirclies. Tli(> second

was ajiainst eluirch organization. A
third ji'ranted freedom to tiiose wlio

recanted, but souf2;ht to comixd the

sul)mission of recalcitrants by tortures

—a ])artial conf(>ssion of faihav on

tlie i)art of the imjx'rial jiovermnent.

lUoodshed was avoided and the death

penalty omitted. But a fourth edict issued Ijy

Maximin i)r(>scribed the death penalty and reiiunvd

the act of sacrifice to the ^oda. In the same y(>ar

(304) Diocletian, convinc(>d of the uselessness ot

these measure's, stavenl the death ])enal{y. I1u'

chansc of policy on the ])art of 1h(> emperor and

his al)dicat u)n next year were yirtually a confession

tliat t lie Galilean had conquered. After the persecu-

tion had rased S ye;irs (or 10, if we include local

persecutions after oil), Valerius, ov(n;takeii by a

loathsome di.sease, issucnl from Xicomedia with Con-

stanthie and Bicuiius tlu> first general edict of tolera-

tion, April 30, 311. Christianity had thus m this

period ])royed a state within a state; it was finally

acknowlcdsed as a rdujio licita, though not yet on

equality with paganism.

In the next jieriod tlie first religious wars began,

and Christianity was first ])lac('d on an e(iual footing

with its rival, then above it, and

finally it became the state religion of

both"^ \\'est and East. As soon as

Christianity had gained tolerance it

immediately became an intolerant,

bitter persecutor, both of its old rival

and of heresy. Constantine, having

defeated Maxcntius at the Milvian

Bridge (October 27, 312), became sole

ruler of the West, and, in conjunction

with his eastern colleague Licinius, issued t lie famous

edict of toleration from Milan, March 30, 313, by

which all religions were granted equal tolerance,

and Christianity was thus placed on an equal foot-

ing with heathenism. Constantine's favors towarcl

the Christian faith were largely political; he wished

simply to be on the winning side. NN'ith each fresh

success he inclined more toward Christianity,

though his whole life was a compromise. His

dream was to weld ]xigan and Christian into one

society under the same laws; he hi no way pro-

hibited paganism. With the fouiuling of Con-

stantinople Christianity became practically the

state religion—an alliance with baneful conse-

quences for Christianity. It now began to stifle

the liberty of conscience; for which it had suffered

so much, and orthodoxy began its long reign of

intolerance. The sons of Constantine inherited

their father's cruel nature with his nominal Chris-

tianity. Constantine had left the old and the new

religions on equal footing: his scjns began the work

of extermhiating paganism by violence. Constaii-

tius when sole emperor, inheriting none of his father s

com]iromise or caution, and prompted by wornen

and bishops, published edicts demanding the closing

of the temples and prohibit nig sacrifices. Wise

provincial administrators hesitated to carry out

these premature measures. Christianity was now
in the ascendancy and on the aggressive. It not

only persecuted paganism, but the domhiant Chris-

tian party proscribed its rival—this time heterodoxy

banishing orthodoxy. The violence and intoler-

ance of the sons of Constanthie justifi(>d the mild

reaction under Julian the Apostate—the most

humane member of the Constantine f^unily. He
made a "romantic" effort to reestaijlish the old re-

ligion, and while proclaimhig tolerance for Chns-

tianitv, he endeavored to weaken it by heajimg

ridicule upon its doctrines, rescinding the i)riyileges

of the clergy, iirohibiting tiic! church from receiving

many be<iuests. removing Christians from jiublic

positions and forbidding tlie teaciiing of classics

in Christian sclinols lest Christian tongues should

become better fitted to meet heathen arguments,

and lastly by addhig reiunved si)lendor to pagan

service as a counter-attraction. But the moral

])()wer of (Christianity triumphed. Dying on a

battle-field, where he fought the Persians, he is said

(but not on good authority) to have exclaimed,

"Thou hast coiuiuered, () Cialilean" {vev'iKiqKas TaXt-

\a?e, nctiikclcd.^ Calilnic). Eor a brief period alter

his death there was n^ligious ncaitrality. (Iratian--

at the instigation of Ambrose—departed from this

neutrality, removed the statue of Victory from the

s(>nate-house, refused the title and robes of pontifcx

inaxiinii.'^, ])rohibited bloody sacrifices, and dealt

a severe blow to the old faith by withdrawing some

of the treasury grants, thereby making it dei)endent

on the voluntary system. Theodosius_ I, or the

(h-cat, adopted a strenuous religious jjolicy against

both heresy and paganism. His intoku'ance must

be attribiitcHl to Ambrosc^a bigot in whose

eyes Jews, heretics and pagans alike had no rights.

Systematic proscription of paganism began. In 381

'rheodosius denied the right of making a will to

apostates from Christianity, in 383 the right of in-

heritance, in 391 heathen public worship was inter-

dicted, in 392 several acts of both private and pub-

lic heathen worship were forbidden, and greater

penalties were attached to the performance of sac-

rifice. Christian vandali.sm became rami)ant; all

kinds of violence and confiscation were resorted to,

monks or priests often leading the populace. I' or

the present the West did not sufTer so severely from

fanatic iconoclasm. I'nder the sons of Theodosius

the suppression of paganism was steadily pursued.

Honorius in the \\'est excluded (408 AD) pagans

from civil and military offices; in a later edict (423)

the very existence of paganism is doul>ted {paganos

. . . . quamqnaui iam ritdlos esse credauius). That

heathenism was still an attraction is proved by

the repeated laws against apostasy. I nder \ akni-

linian III (423-55) and Theodosius II, laws were

enacted for the destruction of temples or their con-

version into Christian churches. In the western

empire heathenism was persecuted till the end, :ind

its final overthrow was hastened by the extinction

of the western empire (470). In the East Justinian

closed the heatlum schools of i)hilosophy at Athens

(529 AD), and in a desi)otic spirit prohii)ited even

heathen worship in private under pain of death.

V. Victory of Christianity and Conversion of the

Roman fJmpire.—Cliristianity was now a(4uiowl-

edged as the religion of both East and ^^ est. It

had also grown strong enough to convert the bar-

barians who overran the West. It restrained and

educated them under the lead of the pajjacy, so that

its conquests now extended beyond the Rom em-

pire.

Merivale (preface to Conversion of Rom Empire)

attributes the conversion of the liom empire lo four-

causes- (1) the external evidenee of apparent fulliltnent

of prophecy and th(> evidence of miracles (2) mternal

evidence as salisf.vins the spiritual wants of tlie empire

and offering a Redeemer. (:<) the example of the pure

lives and heroic deaths of the early Chnstian.s, and 4)

the success which attended the CMinstian cause imder

Clonstantiiie. Gibbon (eh xv of ^"^"' '«;"'( ".").^^,';^-5

to account for the phenomena success of <- ji'f tiaint>

in the empire by (1) the zealaudenthu.siasm of the ear
.y

Christians, (2) the belief of (Mmstianity m iminortality

with both future rewards and future retributions (3)

miracles (4) tlie high ethical code and pure morals of

professing (^hristians, and (5) «t';onK' eeelesiastical <.rgani-

zation on imperial patterns. But ncuther of i liesc lists

of causes seems to account satisfactorily for the progress

and success of the religion of Jesus.

This was due in the first place to negative causes
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—^thc luonil iuul spiritual bankruptcy of tho anti(iu(!

Nvorld, the internal rottenness and decay of heathen
systems. All ancient nat ional religions

1. Negative had failed and were abandoned alike
Causes by philosophers and the masses, and

no universal religion for humanity
was offered except by Christianity. Worshij) had
degenerated into pure formalism which brought no
comfort to the heart. An imperious demand for
revelation was felt which no philosoi)hy or natural
religion could satisfy.

But it was to positive causes chiefly that the suc-
c(>ss of the new religion was due, among which were

the zeal, enthusiasm, and moral ear-
2. Positive nestne.ss of the Christian faith. Its

Causes sterhng qualities were best shown in

persecution and the heroics deaths of
its adherents. Paganism, even with the alliance
of the civil power and the prestige of its romantic
past, could not withstand persecution. And when
h(>athenism was thrown back on the voluntary
system, it could not prosper as Christianity di<l

with its ideals of self-sacrifice. Tlu; earnestness
of early Christianity was raised to its highest power
by its belief in a near second coming of the Lord
and the end of the aeon. The means of ])roi)agation
greatly helped the sj^read of Christianity, the prin-
cifjal means being the exemplary livt^s of its pro-
fessors. It opposed moral and spiritual pow(n- to
pcilitical. Besides, Christianity when once studied
by the thinkers of the ancient world was found to
be in accord with the highest principles of reason and
Nature. But "the chief cause of its success was
the congruity of its teaching with the spiritual

nature of mankind" (Lecky). Tliere was a deej)-

seated earnestness in a large section of tlie ancient
world to whom Christianity offered the i)eace, com-
fort and strength desired. It was possesscnl also
of an immense advantage over all competing reli-

gions of the Rom empire in being adapted to all

classes and conditions and to all changes. Tliere
was notliing local or national about it; it. gave the
grandest expression to the contemporary ideal of
brotherhood. Its respect for woman and its at-

traction for this sex gained it manj' converts who
brought honor to it; in this resj^ect it was far

superior to its greatest rival, Mithraism. In an
age of vast social change and much social distress

it appealed to the suffering iiv its active self-denial

for the happiness of others. As an ethical code
it was equal and superior to the Tioblest contem-
porary systems. One incalculable advantage it

could show above all religions and ])hilosophie,s

—

thecharm and power of an ideal jx'rfect life, in whicli
the highest manhood was held fortli as an incentive

to nobl(!r living. The person of .lesus was an ideal

and moral dynamic for both philosopher and the
common man, far above any abstract virtue. "It
was l)ecause it was true to the moral sentiments of

the age, because it represented faithfully t lie su])reme
type? of excellence to wliich nuni were; then tending,
because it corresponded with their religious wants,
aims and emotions, because the whole spiritual
being could then expand and expatiate under its

influence that it planted its roots so deeply in the
hearts of men" (Lecky, Hist of European Mornh,
ch iii). Add to all this the favorable circumstances
mentioned under "Preparation for Christianity,"
above (II), and we can understand how the Rom
empire became the kingdom of Christ

.
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In the present art. we shall tr(>a1 (I) Rom Private
Law and (II) Criminal Law only, reserving a con-
sideration of the dev(>loi)nient of the ])rinciples of
constitutional law for the art. on R.omk, since it is

so closely interwoven with the political history of
the state.

It will be necessary to confine the discussion of private
law to its external history, without attempting to deal
Willi the substance of tlie law itself. In {hv treatment
of criminal law attention will be directed chietly to the
constitutional guaranties wliicli were int(!rid(!d to pro-
tect Rom citizens against arl)itrary and imjust punish-
ments, those being one of the most important privileges
of Rom citizenship (see Citizenshii')-

Rom law found its original source in the familj' as

a corporation. The propri(!tary rights of the jxiter

Jamilias as representative of this prhnitive unit of

organization are a fimdamental element in private
law, and the scope of the criminal jtu'isdiction of the
state was limited by the power of life and death
which was exercised by the head of the family over
those who were under his authority, by virtue of

which their transgressions were tried before the
tlomestic tribunal.

It is likewise of fundamental imj)ortance to re-

call the fact that before the earliest i)eriod in th(>

history of Rom law of which we have i)ositive in-

formation, there must have been a time when a
large number of different classes of crime were pun-
ished by the i)riests as sacrilege, in accordance with
divine law {Jus), by putting the offender to death
as a sacrifice to the offcindcnl deity, while restitution

for ])rivate violence or injustice was left to private
initiative to seek. For a law of the Twelve Tables
tliat the person guilty of cutting another's grain by
night should be lianged, as an oif(M'ing to Ceres, is

a survival of the oldtsr r(!ligious charactcT of con-
demnation to death, and the right to kill tho noc-
turnal thief and the adulterer caught in the act

may be cited as survivals of i)rimitive private ven-
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jfcaiicc. 'Vhv secular (•oiic('i)ti()ii of criinc as an

ofTi'iicc afiaiiist tlic welfare of the state gradually

suj)erse(le(l the oldei- concept ion, \vhil(> private hiw

arose when the coinnmnity did uway with the dis-

t)rder incident to tlu; exercise of self-lielp in attempt-

ing to scM'ure justice, by insi.stiiis that tlie jiarties

to a disagr(>ement should submit their claims to an
arbitrator.

/. Roman Private Law.—Horn private law was
at first a l)ody of unwritten usages han(h'd down by-

tradition in the i)atrician families.

1. The Tlie demand of the ])lebeians for the

Twelve jiublication of the law resulted in the

Tables adoption of the famous Twelve Tables

(440 BC), which was looked upon by
later authorities as the source of all public anil

private law {quae n unc quoque in hoc itnmenao aliarum

super alids acervalarum legum cumuln fans omnia

publici priratique c.s7 iuris: I.ivy iii.34, G), although it

was not a scientific or comprehensive ccnh; of all the

legal institutions of the time. This primitive sys-

tem of law was made to expand to meet the gro\ying

requirements of the republican community chiefly

by means of interjjretation and the jhs honorarium,

which corresi)onds to ecjuity.

Tlu> function of interjjretation may be defined by
mentioning the ]irincipal elements in civil procedure.

The praetor, or magistrate, listened to

2. Civil the claims of the litigants and ])repared

Procedure an outline of the disputed issues, called

afornmla, which was submitted to the

judex, or arbitrator, a jury, as it were, consisting of

one man, who decided the questions of fact in-

volved in the case. Neither praetor nor judex had
special legal training. The coiu't had recourse,

therefore*, for legal enlightenment to those W'ho had
gainetl distinction as authorities on the law, and the

opinions, or responsa, of these scholars {jurispru-

dentes) formed a valuable commentary on the legal

institutions of the time. In this way a body of

rules was amassed by interpretative adaptation

which the authors of the Twelve Tables would never

have recognized.
Jus honorarium derived its name from the cir-

cumstance that it rested ujion the authority of

magistrates (/iono;- = magistracy). In

3. Jus hon- this respect and because it was com-
orarium posed of orders issued for the purpose

of afTording relief in cases for which
the existing law did not make adequate provision,

this se(;ond agency for legal expansion may be com-
pared with English equity. These orders issued

by the jiraetors had legal force during the tenure

of their office only; but those the expediency of

which had been established by this period of trial

were generally reissued by succeeding magistrates

from year to year, so that in time a large, but uni-

form body of rules, subject to annual renewal, formed
the greater part of the edict which was issued by the

praetors before entering upon their term of office.

By these means Rom law maintained a proper bal-

ance between elasticity and rigidity.

After the institution of the praetor peregrinus

(241 BC), who lunu'd cases in which one or both of

the jiarties were foreigners, a series of

4. The similar edicts proceeded from those
praetor who were chosen to this tribunal. The
peregrinus annual edicts of the praetor pere-

grinus became an important means
for broadening Rom law, for the strangers who
appeared in the court of this magistrate were mostly
Greeks from Southern Italy, so that the principles

of law which were gradually formulated as a basis

for jjroceedings were largely an embodiment of the
spirit of Gr law.

Direct legislation superseded the other sources

of law under the empire, taking the form, occasion-

ally, of bills ratifie(l by tin; i)eople (leges), but.

usuall\' of enactments of the senate {senalus eon-

sultaj, or imperial ordinances, 'llie

5. Imperial latter, which eventually pnsvailed to

Ordinances tlu; exclusion of all other types, may
be classified as edicia, which were issued

by tlie emperor on tlie analogy of the similar orders

of the republican magistrates, Jtrrc/a, or decisions of

the imperial tribunal, which had force as jirecedents,

and reseripta, which were re])lies by the emperor
to recpiests for the; interjiretation of the law. All

these acts of imperial legislation were known as

constitutiones.

In the 2d cent. Salvius Julianus was commis-
sioned to invest the praetorian edict with defnute

form. The Institutes of Gains aj)-

6. Golden pearing about the same time became a

Age of mod(>l for subsequent textbooks on
Juristic jurisprudence {(laii institutionum com-
Literature vientarii quattuor, discovered by Nie-

buhr in 1816 at Veronainai)alimpsest).
This was the Golden Age of juristic literature. A
succession of al)le thinkers, anumg whom Pai)inian,

Paulus, ripian. Modest inus, and Gains hold fore-

most rank (cf Codex Theodosianus 1, 4, 3), applied

to the incolicrent mass of kjgal material the methods
of scientific investigation, developing a system of

Rom law and establishing a science of jurispru-

dence.
The period of the later empire was characterized

by various attempts at codification which culmi-

nated in the final treatment of the body
7. Codifi- of Rom law under Justinian. The
cation in work of the board of eminent jurists

the Later to whom this vast undertaking was
Empire intrustenl was published in three parts:

(1) the Code, which contains a selec-

tion of the imperial enactments since Hadrian in

twelve books, (2) the Digest or Pandects, which is

composed of extracts from the juristic literature in

fifty books, and (3) the Institutes, which is a text-

book in four books. In this form mainly Rom
private law has come down to modern limes, and
has become, in tin; words of an eminent authority

(Bryce, Studies in History and Jurisprudence, Ox-
ford, 1901), next to the Christian religion, the most
l^lentiful source of the rules governing actual con-

duct throughout Western luiroiie.

//. Roman Criminal Law.—In the royal period

criminal jurisdiction, in so far as it was a function

of secular administration, belonged bj'

1. Juris- right to the king. The titles quaes-

diction in tores parricidii and duumviri perduel-

the Royal lionis, belonging to officials to whom
Period the royal authority in these matters

was occasionally delegated, indicate

the nature of tlie earliest crimes brought under
secular jurisdiction. The royal prerogative pas.sed

to the republican magistrates, and embraced, be-

sides the right to punish crimes, the power to com-
pel obedience to their own decrees (coercitio) by
means of various penalties.

But the right of the people to final jurisdiction in cases
involving the life or civil status of citizens was estab-

lished l)y an enactment (lex Vdlirin) which
9 T3icrtit nf is said to have been i)roposed by one of tlie

^. x^igiiL VI
^^^^ consuls (.^>()9 JK^), and which granted

Appeal the right of appeal to tlie assembly (/»"-

vocatio) against the execution of a cajMtal

or other serious penalty pronounced by a magistrate
(Cicero De Re Publira ii.31, 54; Livy ii.S. 2; Diony.sius

V.19). This right of appeal was reinforced or extended
bv subsequent enactments (leui's Valeriai) in 449 and
299 BC. It was valid against penalties imposed by
virtue of the coercive power of the magistral (\s as well

as those based upon a regular criminal cliarge. Gen-
erally the magistrates made no i)rovisional sentence of

their own, but brought their charges directly before the
people.

. „
(1) Penalties.—The death penalty was practically

abrogated in republican times by allowing the accused
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the alternative of voluntary exile. The Romans rarely
employed imprisonment as a punishment. The imposi-
tion of (hies above a certain amount was made subject to
the right of appeal. At first the dictator possessed ab-
solute power of life and death over the citizens, but this
authority was limited, probably about .'?00 BO (Livy
xxvii.O, 5), by being made subject to the right of appeal.

(2) Tlie J'orrian law.—The right of appeal to the
people was valid within the city and as far as the first
milestone; and although it was never (extended beyond
tliis limit, yi!t its protection was virtually secured for
all Rom citizens, wherever they miglit be, by the pro-
vision of the Porcian law (of unknown date), which
established their right to trial at Rome. In consequence
of this a distinction of great importance was created in
criminal procedure in the provinces, since Rom citizens
were sent to Rome for trial in all serious cases, whil(>
other persons w(!re subject to the criminal jurisdiction
of tlie municipalities, except when tlu^ governor siun-
moned tliem before his own tribunal.

of 70 liC provided for tlu^ e<iiial representation of all
thr(>e classes of tlie people in tlie (-ourts. 'I'here were
then about l.OSO names on tlie list of availal)le jurors,
of whom 7.") se(>m to have been chosen for eacli trial
(Cicero In Pisonem 40). Caesar abolished tlu^ plebeian
jurors (Suetonius Caesar 41). Augustus restored the
representatives of the third class (Suetonius Au<j. 32),
but confined their action to civil cases of minor impor-
tance. He likewise excused the members of the senate
from service as jurors.

The system of criminal courts (quaeslioncs per-
petuae) diminished in importance under the em-
pire and finally disappeared toward the close; of the
2d cent. Their place was taken by the senate
tmder the presidency of a consul, the emiKiror,
and eventually by imperial officials by del('<^ate(l

authority from the emperor, in the first case; the

The exercise of popular jurisdiction in criminal
matters was gradually curt-aiknl b}' the establish-

ment of permanent courts {quaestioncs
3. Popular perpehinc) by virtue of laws by which
Jurisdiction the people delegated their authority
Curtailed to judge certain classes of cases. The

first of these courts was authorized in

149 BC for the trial of charges of extortion brought
against provincial governors. Compensation was
the main ])urpose of accusers in bringing charges
before tliis and later permanent courts, and for this

reason, perhaps, the procedure was similar to that
which was employed in civil cases. A praetor pre-
sided over the tribunal; a number of jiulices took
the place of the single juror. The laws by which
Sulla reorganized the systems of criminal jurisdic-
tion provided for seven courts dealing individually
with extortion, treason, pecidation, corrujit elec-

tioneering practices, murder, fraud, and assault.

The judicen, or jurors, were originally chosen from the
senate. A law proposed by C. Gracchus transferred

mombershii) in all the juries to the eques-
4. Tiirnr*: trian class. Sulla replenished the senatejuiuiu

,,y admitting about 300 members of the
e(iuestrian class, and then restored to it

the exclusive control of the juries. But a judicial law

senate stood in somewhat the same relation to the
presiding consul as the jurors in the jierrnanent

courts to the i)raetor. But the em-
5. Disap- i)eror and imperial officials decided
pearance of without the lielp of a jury, so that
Criminal after the 3d cent., when the judicial
Courts competence of the senate was gradu-

ally lost, trial by jury ceased to exist.

An important innovation in the judicial system of
the empire was the princi))le of appeal from the
decision of lower courts to iiigher tribunals. For
the emperors and eventually their delegates, chiefly

the pmefectus urbi and prncfcdus praelorio, heard
appeals from Rom and Italian magistrates and pro-
vincial governors.

Lnder the early empire, i)rovincial governors
were generally imder obligation to grant the de-

mand of Rom citizens for the j)rivilege

6. Right of of trial at Rome {Digest xlviii.6, 7),
Trial at although there appear to have been
Rome some exceptions to this rule (Pliny,

Epist. ii.ll; Digest x\vm.8,l(i). Lysias,
tribune of the cohort at Jerus, sent St. Paul as
prisoner to Caesarea, the capital of the province,
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80 that Felix llic inocurator Tiiifilit (k-tenniiu" what

was to 1)0 (lone in his case, inasmuch as he was a

Rom citizen (Acts 23 27), and two years later St.

Paul asserted his privile^o of beiufz; tried at Rome
by the emperor for the same reason (25 11 ,21).

Rom citizens who were sent to Rome might be

brought either before the senate or emjx'ror, but

cognizance of tliese cases by the im])erial tribunal

was more usual, and hnally supplanted entirely that

of the senate, the fornuda of appeal beconung pro-

verbial: cires ]{(>iu<irni,s ,siun, provoco ad Caesarem

{Kaisara cpikalouniui: Acts 25 11).

As Rom citizenship became more and more widely

extended throughout the empire its rehitive value

diminished, and it is obvious that niany of the

special privileg(>s, such as the right of trial at Rome,
which were attached to it in the earlier i)eriod must

have been gradually lost. It became customary for

the emperors to (hdegate their power of final juris-

diction over the liv(>s of citizens (ins gladii) to the

jH-ovincial governors, and finally, after Rom citizen-

ship had been conferred ujion the inhabitants of the

emi)ire generally by Caraealla, the right of appeal

to Rome remained the i)rivilege of certain classes

only, such as senators, numicipal dcc'urions {Digest

xlviii.l9, 27), officers of e(iuestrian rank in the army,

and centurions (Dio Cassius Iii.22, 33).

Literature.—Orconidge, The Lenal Procedure of

Cicero's Time, O.xford, 1901; Kriiger, Geschichte der

Q^iellen u. LiUeratur ilcs romischen liechts, Leipzig, 1888;

Mommsen, Romisches Slrafrecht, Leipzig, 1899; Roby,
Rom Private Law in the Times of Cicero and of the An-
tonines. Cambridge. 1902; Solim, The Institutes of Rom
Law, trd by J. C. Lcdlie, Oxford, 1892.
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ROMANS, EPISTLE TO THE:
1. Genuineness
2. Integrity
3. Proximate Date
4. Place of Writing
6. Destination
6. Language
7. Occasion
8. Some Characteristics
9. Main Teaciiings of the Epistle

(1) Doctrine of Man
(2) Doctrine of God
(.i) Doctrine of Son of God—Redemption; Justi-

fication
(4) Doctrine of the Spirit of God
(,')) Doctrine of Duty
(G) Doctrine of Israel

Literature

This is the greatest, in every sense, of the apostolic

letters of St. Paul; in scale, in scope, and in its

wonderful combination of doctrinal, ethic^al and
administrative wisdom and power. In some re-

spects the later Epp., Eph and Col, lead us to even

higher and deeper arcana of revelation, and they,

like Rom, combine with the exposition of truth a

luminous doctrine of duty. But the range of Rom
is larger in both directions, and jjresents us also with

nol)le and far-reaching discussions of Christian

polity, instructions in spiritual utterance and the

like, to which those Epp. present no parallel, and
which only the Corinthian Epp. rival.

No suspicion on the head of the genuineness of

the Ep. exists which needs serious consideration.

Signs of the influence of the Ep. can

1. Genuine- be traced, at least very probably, in

ness the NT itself; in 1 Pet, and, as some
think, in Jas. But in our opinion Jas

was the earlier writing, and Lightfoot has given

strong grounds for the belief that the paragraph on
faith and justification (Jas 2) has no reference to

perversions of Pauline teaching, but deals with rab-

binism. Clement of Rome repeatedly quotes Rom,
and so do Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin. Marcion

includes it in liis list of Pauline Epp., and it is safe

to say in gencM'al Rom "has been rcM'ogiiized in the
Christian clnu'ch as long as any collection of St.

Paul's Epp. has been extant" (A. Hoberlson, in

lIDIi, S.V.). Hut abov(^ all othcsr evidences it

test ifies to itself. The fabrication of such a writing,

with its close and complex thought, its power an(l

markcMl originality of treatment, its noble Diniudc,

and its spiritiud elevation and ardor, is nothing
short of a moral impo.ssibility. A mighty mind
and (Hiutilly great heart live in every page, and a soul

ex(}uisit(>ly sensitive and always intent u])on truth
and holiness. Literary i)ersonation is an art which
has come to anything like maturity only in modern
t imes, certainly not before the Renai.ssance. In a
fidly developed form it is hardly (>arli(>r than the
lOtL c(!nt. And even now who can ])oint to a con-
sciously personated author.ship going along with
high moral principle and puri)ose?
The ((uestion remains, however, whether, accept-

ing the Vj\). in block as Pauline, we have it, as to

details, just as it left the author's

2. Integrity hands. Particularly, some ])henom-
ena of the text of the last two chapters

invite the inquiry. We may—in our opinion we
nuist—grant those chajiters to be Pauline. They
breathe St. Paul in ev(>ry sentence. But do th(!y

read precisely like part of a letter to Rome? For
example, we have a series of names (16 1-L5),

representing a large circle of personally known and
loved friends of the writer, a much longer list than
any other in the Epp., ami all presumably—'on the

theory that the passage is integral to the Ep.

—

residents at Rome. May not such a paragraph have
somehow crept in, after date, from another writing ?

Might not a message to Philippian, Thessalonian
or Ephesian friends, dwellers in places where St.

Paid had already established many intimacies, have
fallen out of its place and found lodgment by mis-

take at the close of this letter to Rome? It seems
enough to reply by one brief statement of fact.

We possess some 300 MSS of Rom, and iiot on(> of

these, so far as it is uninjured, fails to give the Ep.
complete, all the chai)ters as we have them, and
in tlie present order (with one exception, that of the

final doxology). It is observable meanwhile that

the difficulty of sui)posing St. Paul to have had a
large group of friends living at Rome, before his

own arrival there, is not serious. To and from
Rome, through the whole empire, there was a per-

l)etual circulation of j)opulation. Su})i)ose Aquila

and Priscilla (e.g.) to have recently returned (Acts

18 2) to Rome from Ei)hesus, and suppose similar

migrations from Greece or from Asia Minor to have
taken place within recent years; we can then readily

account for the greetings of Rom 16.

Lightfoot has brought it out in an interesting way
(see his Philippians, on 4 22) that many of the

names (e.g. Amplias, Urbanus, Tryj^hena) in Rom
16 are found at Rome, in inscriptions of tlie early

imi)erial age, in cemeteries where members of the

widely scattered "household of Caesar" were in-

terred. This at least suggests the abundant possi-

bility that the converts and friends belonging to the

"household" who, a very few years later, perhaps

not more than three, were around him at Rome
when he wrote to Philippi (Phil 4 22), and sent

their special greeting ("cliiefly they") to the Philip-

pians, were formerly residents at Philippi, or else-

where in Macedonia, and had moved thence to the

capital not long before the apostle wrote to the

Romans. A. Robertson (ut_ supra) comes to the

conclusion, after a carefid review of recent theories,

"that the case for transferring this section ....
from its actual connection to a lost Ep. to Ephesus

is not made out."

Two points of detail in the criticism of the text

of Rom may be noted. One is that the words "at
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Roiiio" (1 7.L")) arc omitted in a very few MSS, in a
way to remind us of the intorestinfj; ])l)('nom(Mi()n of
the omission of "at Ephc'sus" (Ei)li 1 1 m). But
the evidence i'oi- this omission Ix'itifr original is

entirely inadccjuatc. The fact may j)erhai)s be
accounted for by a possible circulation of Rom
amonj!; other mission churches as anEp. of universal
interest. This would be much more likely if the
MSS and other authorities in which the last two
chapters are missinjj; were identical with those which
omit "at Rome," but this is not the case.

The other and larger detail is that the great final

doxology (16 2r)-27) is j)laced by many cursives at
the eiul of ch 14, and is omitted entirely by three
MSS and by Alarcion. The leading uncials and a
large i)repond(>rance of ancient evidence place it

where wc have it. It is quit e possible that St. Paul
may have rei^.^ued Rom after a time, and may
only then have added the doxology, which has a
certain resemblance in manner to his later (cap-
tivity) style. But it is at least likely that dog-
matic objections led Marcion to delete it, and that
his action accounts for the other phenomena which
seem to witness against its i)lace at the finale.

It is worth noting that Ilort, a singularly fearless,
while sober student, defends without reserve the
entirety of tlie Ep. as we have it, or practically so.
See his essay printed in Lightfoot's Bib. Studies.
We can fi.x the proximate date with fair certainty

within reasonable limits. A\'e gather from 15 19
that St. Paul, when he wrote, was in

3. Proxi- the act of closing his work in the I']ast

mate Date and was looking definitely westward.
But he was first about (15 2o.2G) to

revisit Jcrus with his collection, mainly made in
Macedonia and Achaia, for the "poor saints."
Placing these allusions side by side with the refer-
ences in 1 and 2 Cor to the collection and its con-
veyance, and again with the narrative of Acts, we
may date Rom very nearly at the same time as
2 Cor, just before the visit to Jerus narrated in
Acts 20, etc. The year may be fixed witli great
probability as 58 AD. This estimate follows the
hues of Lightfoot's chronology, whi(;h Robertson
(ut su})ra) s\ipports. More recent schemes would
move the date back to 56 AD.
"The reader's attention is invited to this date. Broadly

spcakiiif,', it was about .SO years at the most after the
Crijcidxion. Let anyone in middle life reflect on the
fr(>sliness in memory of events, whether public or i)ri-
vati\ which 30 years ago mach; any marked impression
on his mind. Let him consider how eoncreto and vivid
still an^ till! promini'nt porsoruiges of 30 years ago, many
of whom of course are still with us. And let him trans-
fer this thought to the 1st cent., and to the time of our
Ep. J^et him rem(^mber that wc have at l(>ast this one
great Christian writing composed, for certain, within
such easy reach of the very lifetime of .Jesus Christ
when His contemporary friends were still, in numbers
alive and active. Then let him open the Ep. afr(>sh'
and read, as if for the first time, its estimate of .J<'sus
Christ—a Figure then of no legendary past, with its halo
but of tlu; all but pnssent day. Let him not(! that this
transcendent estimate conies to iis coiucved in the
vehicle not of poetry and rhetoric, but of a treatise preg-
nant with masterly argument and admiral)le practical
wisdom, tolerant and comprehensive. And we think
that the reader will feel that the result of his meditations
on date and circumstances is reassuring as to the solidity
of tlu! historic basis of the Christian faitli" (from the
jjrest^nt writer's introduction to the Ep. in the Temnle
Bible; see also his Lisjht from the First Days: Short
Studies ill 1 Thess).

With confidence we may name Corinth as the
place of writing. St. Paul was at tlu; time in some

"city" (16 23). He was staying with
4. Place of one Gains, or Caius (ib), and we find
Writing in 1 Cor 1 14 a Gaius, closely con-

nected with St. Paul, and a Corinthian.
He commends to the Romans the deaconess Phoebe,
attached to "the church at Cenchreae" (16 1),
presumably a place near that from which he was
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writing; and Cenchreae was the southern part of
('orinlh.

Tlie first advent of Christianity to Rome is un-
recorded, and we know very lillie' of its early prog-

ress. A isiting Homans (^7rto77/xot}»'res,<'pi-

5. Desti- deinounlvH), both Jews and i)roselytes,
nation ai)pear at Pentecost (Acts 2 10), and

no doubt some of these returned home
behevers. In Acts 18 2 we have A^iuila and Pris-
ciila, Jews, evidently Christians, "lately come from
Italy," and jjrobably from Rome. But we know
practically nothing e!s(> of the story previotis to this
]']])., wliich is addressee! t o a mission" church obviously
mi])ortant and already spiritually advanced. On
the other hand (a ctu'ious paradox in view of the
historical developmtMit of Rom Christianity), there
IS no allusion in the Ep. to church organizat ion. The
Christian ministry (a))art from St. Paul's own
ai)ostleship) is not even mentioned. It may fairly
be said to be incredil)le that if the legend of St.
Renter's long ei^iscojiate were historical, no allusion
whatever to his work, influence and authority
should be made. It is at least extremely difficult
to prove that he was even present in "Ronu; till

shortly before his martyrdom, and the very ancient
belief that Peter and Paul founded tlie Roin church
is more likely to have had its origin in their martyr-
doms there than in St. Peter's having in any sense
shared in the early evangelization of the city.

As to Rome itself, we may picttu-e it at the date
of the Ep. as containing, with its sul)urbs, a closely
massed population of perhai)s 8()(),()00 people; a
motley host of many races, with a strong oriental
element, among which the Jews were r)resent as a
marked infliumce, desjjised and sometimes dreaded,
but always attracting curiosity.

The Ep. was written in Gr, the "common dia-
lect," the Gr of universal intercourse of that age.

One naturally asks, why not in I.at,
6. Lan- when the message was addressed to the
guage supreme Lat (;ity? The large major-

ity of Christian converts beyond doubt
came from the lower middle and lowest classes, not
least from the slave class. These strata of society
were supplied greatly from immigrants, much as in
l)arts of East London now aliens make tlie main
poi)idation. Not Lat btit Gr, the then linqua
franca of the Mediterranean, would be the daily
speech of these i>eoi)le. It is remarkable that all
the early Rom bishoi)s bear Gr names. And .some
40 years afttT the date of this h]p. we find Ch-ment- of
Rome writing in C!r to the Corinthians, and later
again, early in the 2d cent., Ignatius writing in Gr
to the Romans.
We cannot specify the occasion of writing for

certain. No hint appears of any acute crisis in the
mission (as when 1 Cor, 2 Cor, ( lal, or

7. Occasion Col were written). Nor would per-
sonal reminiscences influence the writer,

for he had not yet seen Rome. We can only sug-
gest some possibilities as follows:

(1) A good opportunity for safe communication was
ofTered by the deaconess Phoebe's proposed visit to the
metropolis. SIk; doulnless asked St. Paul for a com-
mendatory letter, and this may have suggested an ex-
tend(Hl message to the church.

(^) '^^- P^"l'''5 thoughts had long gone; toward Tiome.
(see Acts 19 21: "7 must s(h^ liome," words which seem
perhaps to nnply some Divines intimation (ef 23 11).And his own life-course would fall in with such a super-
natural call. He had always aimed at large; ccuiters-
and now his great work in the central ])laces of the
Levant was closmg; he had worked at Ephesus, Thessa-
lonica, Corinth; he was at last to think of the supreme
center of all. Rome must alwavs hav(! had a dominant
interest for the "Apostle of the Xations," and any sug-
gestion that his Lord's will tended that way would
intensify it to t he highest degree.

(3) The form of the Ep. may throw further light on
the occa.sion. The docum(>nt falls, on Ww whole into
three parts. First we have ch.s 1-8 inclusive, a prolonged
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exposition of tin- contrasted und rj-lated Dlicnomc-mi of

sin und salvation, ^vith spc.'ial nnt.al
'jf

''•';"; '^/'^
cases of .lew und non-.l'>\v respectively., then con

CIS 9 11, wliich (l(-al with tin; .li'wisli rejection of the

JewishSiessiah. (levelopin^' into a prophetic •^'vc ation

of tlic future of Israel in the ^race of t-od. Lastlj we

have CIS 12-16. Some account of the writ.-r s pluns.

and hs salutations to frii'uds, requests for prayer, ec,

f'orm the close of this section. But t is m;"-' -V » ^^^
ment of Christian duty in common life, pei sonal. ( ivil,

rellKious Tiider the latter head we have a noble treat-

ment of problems raisc-d ''.waryingopimon.s jKirturLilur y

on religious observances, among the converts, .Jew and

C. entile.

Such phenomena cast a pos.sible li^ht on the

occasion of writing. The Rom mission was on

one side, by its locahty and surroundings, eminently

gentile
' ()n the other, there was, as we have seen,

a strong .Judaic clement in Rom life, particularly

in its lower strata, and no doubt around the Jewish

community proper there had grown up a large com-

munity of "worshippers" {aepd^ievoi, sebomenoi)

or as we commonly call them, "proselytes" ("ad-

herents," in the language of modern missionary

enteri^rise), people who, without receiving circum-

cision attended Jewish worship and shared largely

in Jewish beliefs and ideals. Among these prose-

lytes we may believe, the earliest evangelists at

Rome found a favorable field, and the mission church

as St. Paul knew of it contained accordingly not

only two definite classes, converts from paganism,

converts from native Judaism, but very many in

whose minds both traditions were working at once.

To such converts the problems raised by Judaism,

both without and within the church, would conie

home with a constant intimacy and force, and their

case may well have been present in a special degree

in the apostle's mind alike in the early passages

(chs 1-3) of the Ep. and in such later parts as chs

2-11, 14, 15. On the one hand they would greatly

need guidance on the significance of the past of

Israel and on the destiny of the chosen race in the

future. Moreover, discussions in such circles over

the way of salvation would suggest to the great

missionary his exposition of man's reconcihation

with a holy God and of His secrets for purity and

obedience in an unholy world. And meanwhile

the ever-recurring i)roblems raised by ceremonial

rules in common daily life—problems of days and

seasons, and of forbidden food—would, for such

disciples, need wise and equitable treatment.

(4) Was it not with this position before him,

known to him through the many means of (joniinu-

nication between Rome and Corinth, that St. Patil

cast his letter into this form? And did not the reali-

zation of the central greatness of Rome suggest its

ample scale? The result was a writing which shows

everywhere his sense of the presence of the Judaic

.problem. Here he meets it by a statement, massive

and tender, of "heaven's easy, artless, unencum-

bered plan" of redemption, grace, and glory, a plan

which on its otluT side is the very mystery of the

love of God, which statement is now and forever

a primary treasure of the Christian faith. And then

again he lays down for the too eager champions of

the new "liberty" a law of loving tolerance toward

slower and narrower views which is ecjually our

permanent spiritual possession, bearing a signifi-

cance far-reaching and benign.

(,5) It has been held by some great students,

notably Lightfoot and Hort, that the main purpose

of Rom was to reconcile the opposing "schools" in

the church, and that its exposition of the salvation

of the individual is secondary only. The present

writer cannot take this view. Read the Ep. from

its spiritual center, so to speak, and is not the per-

spective very different? The apostle is always con-

scious of the collective aspect of the Christian life,

an aspect vital to its full health. But is he not

giving his deepest thought, animated by his own

c.\l)erience of conviction and conversion, to tjic

iiiiijnl man's reltition to eternal law, to redeeming

grace, and to a coming glory? It is the question of

I)ersonal salvation which with St. Paul seems to us

to five and move always in the depth of his argu-

ment, even when Christian polity and policy is the

immediate theme.
Excepting only Eph (the problem of the author-

ship of which is insoluble, and we put that great

document hen; asidcO, Rom is, of all

8. Some St. Paul has written, letist a letter and

Character- most a treatise. He is seen, as we read,

istics to approach religious problems of the

highest order in a free but rea.soned suc-

cession; problems of the darkness and of the light

of sin and grace, fall and restoration, doom and

remission, faith and obedience, suffering and glory,

transcendent hope and humblest duty, now m then-

relation to the soul, now so as to develop the holy

collectivity of the common life. The Rom converts

are always first in view, but such is the writer, such

his handling, that the results are for the universa

church and for every believer of all time. \ et all

the while (and it is in this a splendid example" ot

that evistolanj method of revelation which is one ot

the glories of the NT) it is never for a moment the

mere treatise, however great. The writer is always

vividly personal, and conscious of persons. Ihe

Ep is indeed a masterpiece of doctrine, but also

always "the unforced, unartificitd utterance of a

friend to friends."
. , ^,

Approaching the Ep. as a treatise rather than a

letter (with the considerable reserves just stated),

we indicate briefly some of its mam
9 Main doctrinal deliverances. Obviously, in

Teachings limine, it is not set before us as a com-

of the plete system either of theology or ot

Epistle morals ; to obtain a full view of a Paul-

ine dogma and ethics we must certainly

place Eph and Col, not to speak of passages from

Thess, beside Rom. But it makes by far the near-

est approach to doctrinal completeness among the

Epp. , ,
,,

(1) The doctrine of man.—In great measure this

resolves itself into the doctrine of man as a sinner

as being guiltv in face of an absolutely holy and

absolutely imperative law, whether announced by

abnormal revelation, as to the Jew, or through

nature and conscience only, as to the Gentile. At

the back of this presentation lies the full recognition

that man is cognizant, as a spiritual being of the

eternal difference of right and wrong, and ot the

witness of creation to personal "eternal power and

Godhead" as its cause, and that he is responsible

in an awe-inspiring way for his unfaithfulness to

such cognitions. He is a being great enough to be

in personal moral relation with God, and able to

realize his ideal only in true relation with Him;

therefore a being whose sin and guilt have an un-

fathomable evil in them. So is he bound by his

own failure that he cannot restore himself; God

alone, in sovereign mercy, provides for his pardon

by the propitiation of Christ, and for his restoration

by union with Christ in the life given by the Holy

Spirit. Such is man, once restored, once become

"a saint" (a being hallowed), a "son of God by

adoption and grace, that his final glorification will

be the signal (in some sense the cause?) of a trans-

figuration of the whole finite universe. Mean\yhile,

man is a being actually in the midst of a life of

duty and trial, a member of civil society, with ob-

ligations to its order. He lives not in a God-

forsaken world, belonging only to another and evil

power. His new life, the "mind of the Spirit m
him, is to show itself in a conduct and charactei

good for the state and for society at large, as well

as for the "brotherhood."
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(2) The doctrine of God.—True to the revelation

of the OT, St. Paul presents God as absolute in

will and power, so that He is not only the sole author
of nature but the eternal and ultimately sole cause
of goodness in man. To Him in the last resort all

is due, not only the provision of atonement but the
power and will to embrace it. The great passages
which set before us a "fore-defining" {wpobpL<Tis,

proorisis, "predestination") and election of the
saints are all evidently inspired by this motive, the
jealous resolve to trace to the one true Cause all

motions and actions of good. The apostle seems
e.g. almost to risk affirming a sovereign causation
of the opposite, of unbelief and its sequel. But
patient study will find that it is not so. God is not
said to "fit for ruin" the "vessels of wrath." Their
woeful end is overruled to His glory, but nowhere is

it taken to be caused by Him. All along the writer's

intense purpose is to constrain the actual believer

to see the whole causation of his salvation in the will

and j)ow^er of Him whose inmost character is re-

vealed in the supreme fact that, "for us all," "he
spared not his Son."

(3) The doctrine of the Son of God.—The Ep.
affords materials for a magnificently large Chris-
tology. The relation of the Son to creation is

indeed not exjjounded in terms (as in Col), but it

is implied in the language of ch 8, where the inter-

relation of our redemption and the transfiguration
of Nature is dealt with. We have the Lord's man-
hood fully recognized, while Hi.s Godhead (as we
read in 9 5; so too Robertson, ut supra) is stated in

terms, and it is most certainly imjjlied in the lan-

guage and tone of e.g. the close of ch 8. Who but
a bearer of the Supreme Nature could satisfy the
conception indicated in such w^ords aa those of 8
.32.35-39, coming as they do from a Heb monotheist
of intense convictions? Meantime this transcend-
ent Person has so put Himself in relation with us,

as the willing worker of the Father's purpose of
love, that He is the sacrifice of peace for us (ch 3),

our "propitiatory" One (IXacrTripiov, hilasttrion,

is now known to be an adj.), such that (whatever the
mystery, which leaves the fact no less certain) the
man who believes on Him, i.e. (as ch 4 fully demon-
strates) relies on Him, gives himself over to His
mercy, is not only forgiven but "justified," "justi-

fied by faith." And "justification" is more than for-

giveness; it is not merely the rem is.sion of a penalty
but a welcome to the offender, pronounced to be
lawfully at peace with the eternal holiness and love.

See Justification; Propitiatiox.
In closest connection with this message of justi-

fication is the teaching regarding union with the
Christ who has procured the justification. This is

rather assumed than expounded in Rom (we have
the exposition more explicitly in Eph, Col, and
Gal), but the assumption is present wherever the
pregnant phrase "in Christ" is used. Union is, for

St. Paul, the central doctrine of all, giving life and
relation to the whole range. As Liglitfoot has well

said (Sermons in St. Paul's, no. 16), he is the apostle

not primarily of justification, or of liberty, great

as these truths are with him, but of union with
Christ. It is through union that justification is

ours; the merits of the Head are for the member.
It is through union that spiritual liberty and power
are ours; the Spirit of life is from the Head to the

member. Held by grace in this profound and multi-

plex connection, where life, love and law are inter-

laced, the Christian is entitled to an assurance full

of joy that nothing shall separate him, soul and
(ultimately) body, from his once sacrificed and now
risen and triumphant Lord.

(4) The doctrine of the Spirit of God.—No wTiting
of the NT but St. John's Gospel is so full upon this

great theme as Rom. Ch 8 may be said to be the

locus classicus in the Epp. for the work of the Holy
Ghost in the believer. By implication it reveals
personality as well as power (see esp. ver 26). Note
particularly the place of this great passage, in which
revelation and profoundest conditions run con-
tinually into each other. It follows ch 7, in which
the apostle depicts, in terms of his own profound
and typical experience, the struggles of conscience
and will over the awful problem of the "bondage"
of indwelling sin. If we interpret the passage aright,
the case supposed is that of a regenerate man, who,
however, attempts the struggle against inw^ard
evil armed, as to consciousness, with his own facul-
ties merely, and finds the struggle insupportable.
Then comes in the Divine solution, the promised
Spirit of life and liberty, welcomed and put into
use by the man who has found liis own resources
vain. "In Christ Jesus," in union with Him, he
"by the Spirit does to death the practices of the
body," and rises through conscious liberty into an
exulting hope of "the liberty of the glory of the sons
of God"—not so, however, as to know nothing of
"groaning within himself," while yet in the body;
but it is a groan which leaves intact the sense of
sonship and Divine love, and the expectation of a
final completeness of redemption.

(5) The doctrine of duty.—While the Ep. ia emi-
nently a message of salvation, it is also, in vital
connection with this, a treasury of principle and pre-
cept for the life of duty. It does intleed lay down
the sovereign freedom of our acceptance for Christ's
sake alone, and so absolutely that (6 1.2.15) the
writer anticipates the inference (by foes, or by mis-
taken friends), "Let us continue in sin." But the
answer comes instantly, and mainly through the
doctrine of union. Our pardon is not an isolated
fact. Secured only by Christ's sacrifice, received
only by the faith which receives Him as our all, it

is ipso facto never received alone but with all His
other gifts, for it becomes ours as we receive, not
merely one truth about Him, but Him. Tlierefore,
we receive His Life as our true life; and it is morally
unthinkable that we can receive this and express
it in sin. This assumed, the Ep. (ch 12 and on-
ward) lays down with much detail and in admirable
application large ranges of the law of duty, civil,

social, personal, embracing duties to the state,

loyalty to its laws, payment of its taxes, recognition
of the sacredness of political order, even ministered
by pagans; and also duties to society and the
church, including a large and loving tolerance even
in religious matters, and a resjionse to every call

of the law of unselfish love. However we can or
cannot adjust mentally the two sides, that of a
supremely free salvation and that of an inexorable
responsibility, there the two sides are, in the Pauline
message. And reason and faith combine to assm-e
us that both sides are eternally true, "antinomies"
whose harmony will be explained hereafter in a
higher life, but which are to be lived out here con-
currently by the true disciple, assured of their ulti-

mate oneness of source in the eternal love.

(6) The doctrine of Israel.—Very briefly we touch
on this department of the message of Rom, mainly
to point out that the problem of Israel's unbelief
nowhere else in St. Paul appears as so heavy a
load on his heart, and that on the other hand we
nowhere else have anything like the light he claims
to throw (ch 11) on Israel's future. Here, if any-
where, he appears as the ])redictive prophet, charged
with the statement of a "mystery," and with the
announcement of its issues. The promises to Israel

have never failed, nor are they canceled. At the
worst, they have always been inherited by a chosen
remnant, Israel within Israel. And a time is com-
ing when, in a profound coimection wath Messianic
blessing on the Gentiles, "all Israel shall be saved,"
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with ;i salvutioii wliich shall in turn be new life to

the world outside Israel. Tliroughout the jjassajie

St. Paul speaks, not as one who "will not give up a

hope," but as having had revealed to him a vast

and definite i)rospect, in the Divine purpose.

It is not possible in our present space to work out

other lines of the message of Rom. Perhaps enough

has been done to stimulate the reader's own in-

quiries.

I.iTEKATURE.—Of tlic Fatlicrs, Chrysostom and
AuRustinc arc preeminent as interpreters of Koni:
Chrvsostoni in his expository Homilies, models of elo-

quent and illuminating discourse, full of "sanctifiinl

common sense," -while not perfectly appreciative of the
inmost doctrinal characteristics; Aufrusline, not in any
continuous coram., but in his anti-l'ehiKian writings,

which show the sympathetic intensity of his study of the
doctrine of the Ep., not so mxich on justification as on
grace and the will. Of the Ileformers, Calvin is emi-
nently the great commentator, almost modern in his

constant aim to ascertain the; sacred writer's meaning
by oj)en-cycd inference direct from the words. On
Rom he is at his best; and it is remarkable that on cer-

tain leading passages where grace is the theme he is

much less rigidly "Calvinistic" than some of his fol-

lowers. In modern times, the not learned but masterly
exposition of Robert lialdane (c 1830) claims mention,
and the elociuent and highly suggestive expository lec-

tures (about the same date) of Thomas Chalmers. H. A.
\V. Meyer (.5th cd, 1872, ET 1873-74) among the Ger-
mans isVxcellent for carefulness and insight; Godet (1879,
ET 1881) equally so among French-writing divines; of

late p:nglish interpreters I. A. Beet (1877, many revisions),

Sanday and Headlam (189.5, in the "International" series)

and E. II. Gilford (admirable for scholarship and exposi-
tion; his work was printed first in the Speaker's [Bible]

Comm., 1881, now separately) claim particular mention.
J. Denncy writes on Rom In The Expositor's Gr Test.

(1900).
Luther's lectures on Rom, delivered in 151G-17 and

long supposed lost, have been recovered and were pub-
lish(-d bv J. Ficker in 1908. Among modern German
commentators, the most important is B. Weiss in the
later revisions of the Meyer series (9th ed, 1899), while
a very elaborate comm. has been produced by Zahn in
his own scries (1910). Briefer are the works of Lipsius
(Hnnd-Kommentar, 2d ed, 1892, very scholarly and sug-
gestive) ; Lietzmann (Ilandbuch zum A^ T, interest chiefly

linguistic), and Jtilichcr (in J. Weiss, Schriften des NTs,
2(1 ed, 1908, an intensely able piece of popular ex-
position).

A. E. Garvic has written a brilliant little comm. in the
"[New] Century" series (no date); that of R. St. John
Parry in the Cambridge Gr Test., 1913, is more popular,
despite its use of the Gr text. P. B. Westcott's St. Paul
and Justification, 1913, contains a close grammatical
study with an excellent paraphrase.

The writer may be allowed to name his short comm.
(1879) in the Cambridge Bible for Schools and a fuller

one, in a more homiletic style, in the Expositor's Bible,

1894.
IIandley Dunelm
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LiTEKATUKB

Rome (Lat and Ital. Roma; 'PoSjati, Rhdme):
The capital of the Rom republic and empire, later

the center of Lat Christendom, and since 1871

capital of the kingdom of Italy, is situated mainly
on the left bank of the Ti})er about 15 miles from
the Mediterranean Sea in 41° 53' 54" N. lat. and
12° 0' 12" long. E. of Greenwich.

It wotdd be impossible in the limited space as-

signed to this article to give even a comprehensive
outline of the ancient history of the Eternal City.

It will suit the general purpose of the work to

consider the relations of the Rotn government and
society with the Jews and Christians, and, in addi-

tion, to present a rapid survey of the earher devel-

opment of Rom institutions and power, so as to

j)rovide the necessary historical setting for the
appreciation of the more essential subjects.

/. Development of the Republican Constitution.

—The traditional chronology for the earliest jjcriod

of Rom history is altogether unreli-

1. Original able, partly because the Gatds, in

Roman ravaging the city in 390 BC, de-

State stroyed the monuments which might
have offered faithful testimony of the

earlier period (Livy vi.l). It is known that there

was a settlement on the site of Rome before the
traditional date of the founding (753 BC). The
original Rom state was the product of the coalition

of a number of adjacent clan-communities, whose
names were perpetuated in the Rom gentes, or

groups of imaginary kindred, a historical survival

which had lost all significance in the period of

authentic history. The chieftains of the associated

clans composed the primitive senate or council of

elders, which exercised sovereign authority. But
as is customary in the development of human society

a military or monarchical regime succeeded the

looser patriarchal or sacerdotal organs of authority.

This second stage may be identified with the

legendary rule of the Tarquins, which was probably

a period of Etruscan domination. The confederacy

of clans was welded into a homogeneous political

entity, and society was organized for civic ends,

upon a timocratic basis. The forum was drained

and became a social, industrial and political center,

and the CapitoHne temple of Jupiter, Jiino, and
Minerva (Etruscan pseudo-Hellenic deities) was
erected as a common shrine for all the people. But
above all the Romans are indebted to these foreign

kings for a training in discipline and obedience

which was exemplified in the later conception of

magisterial authority signified by the term im-
perium.
The prerogatives of the kings passed over to the

consuls. The reduction of the tenure of power to

a single year and the institution of the princii)le

of colleagueship were the earliest checks to the

abuse of unlimited authority. But the true corner-

stone of Rom liberty was thought to be the lex

Valeria, which provided that no citizen should be

jnit to death by a magistrate without being allowed

the right of appeal to the decision of the assembly
of the people.

A period of more than 150 years after the estab-

lishment of the republic was consumed chiefly by the

struggle between the two classes or

2. Struggle orders, the patricians and plebeians.

between The former were the descendants of

Patricians the original clans and constituted the

and populus, or body-politic, in a more
Plebeians particular sense. The plebeians were

descendants of former slaves and de-

pendents, or of strangers who had been attracted

to Rome by the obvious advantages for industry

and trade. They enjoyed the franchise as mem-
bers of the military assembly (coniitia ccnturiata),

but had no share in the magistracies or other civic

honors and emoluments, and were excluded from
the knowledge of the civil law which was handed
do\vn in the patrician families as an oral tradition.

The first step in the progress of the i)lebeian3

toward political equality was taken when they
wrested from the patricians the privilege of choosing
representatives from among themselves, the trib-

mies, whose function of bearing aid to oppressed
plebeians was rendered effective by the right of

veto (intercessio) , by virtue of which any act of a
magistrate could be arrested. The codification of
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the law in the Twelve Tables was a distinct ad-
vantage to the lower classes, because the evils which
they had suffered were largely due to a harsh and
abusive interpretation of legal institutions, the
nature of which had been obscure (see Roman
Law). The abrogation, directly thereafter, of the
prohibition of intermarriage between the classes

resulted in their gradual intermhighng.
The kings had reduced the senate to the position

of a mere advising body. But under the republi-
can regime it recovered in fact the

3. Senate authority of which it was deprived in

and Magis- thoorj'. The controlling power of the
trates senate is the most significant feature

of the republican government, although
it was recognized by no statute or other constitu-
tional document. It was due in part to the diminu-
tion of the j)owcr of the magistrates, and in part
to the manner in whicli the senators were chosen.
The lessening of the authority of the magistrates
was the result of the increase in their number,
which led not only to the curtaihnentof the actual
prerogative of each, but also to the contraction of
their aggregate independent influence. The aug-
mentation of the number of magistrates was made
neces.sary J)y the territorial expansion of the state
and the elal)oration of administration. But it was
jiartly the residt of plebeian agitation. The events
of 367 ]^C may serve as a suitable example to illus-

trate the action of these influences. For when the
plebeians carried by storm the citadel of patrician
exclusiveness in gaining admission to the consul-
ship, the high(>st n^gular magistrat^y, the necessity
for another magistrate with general competency
afforded an op])ortunity for making a comj^ensating
concession to the patricians, and the praetorship
w:is created, to which at first meml^ers of the old
aristocracy were alone eligible. Under the fully
developed constitution the regular magistracies
were five in number, consulship, praetorship,
aedileshiji, tribunate, and quaestorship, all of which
were filled by annual elections.

Mention has been made of the manner of choosing
the members of the senate as a factor in the devel-
opment of the authority of the sujireme council.
At first the highest executive officers of the state
exercised the right of selecting ntnv members to
maintain the senators at the normal number of
three hundred. Later this function was transferred
to the censors who were elected at intervals of five

years. But custom and later statute ordained that
the most distinguished citizens should be chosen,
and in the Rom community the highest standard of
distinction was service to the state, in other words,
the holding of i)ublic magistracies. It followed,
therefore, that the senate was in reality an assem-
bly of all living ex-magistrates. The senate in-

cluded, moreover, all the political wisdom and
experience of the community, and so great was its

prestige for these reasons, that, although the ex-
pression of its opinion (senatus consultum) was
endowed by law with no compelling force, it inevi-

tably guided the conduct of the consulting magis-
trate, who was practically its minister, rather than
its president.

When the i)lebeians gained admission to the mag-
istracies, the i)atriciate lost its i)olitical significance.

But only the wealthier plebeian families were able
to profit by this extension of privik^ge, inasmuch
as a political career required fr(>edom from gainful
pursuits and also personal influ(>nce. These ple-

beian families readily coalesced with the patricians
and formed a new aristocracy, which is called the
nobilitas for the sake of distinction. It rested ulti-

mately u{)on the foundation of wealth. The dig-

nity conferred by the holding of public magistra-
cies was its title to distinction. The senate was its

organ. Rome was never a true democracy except
in theory. During the whole period embraced be-
tween the final levelling of the old distinctions based
upon blood (2S7 BC) and the beginning of the
period of revolution (133 BC), the magistracies were
occupied almost exclusively by the representatives
of the comparatively limited number of families
which constituted the aristocracy. These alone
entered the senate through the doorway of the
magistracies, and the data would almost justify
us in asserting that the republican and senatorial
government were substantially and chronologically
identical.

The seeds of the political and social revolution
were sown during the Second Punic War antl the
period which followed it. The j^rorogation of mili-
tary authority established a dangerous precedent
in violation of the spirit of the repubhc, so that
Pub. Cornelius Scipio was really the forerunner of
Marius, Julius Caesar, and Augustus. The stream
of gold which found its way from the provinces to
Rome was a bait to attract the cui)i(lity of the less
scrupulous senators, and led to the growth of the
worst kind of jn-ofessionalism in politics. The
middle class of small farmers decayed for various
reasons; the allurement of service in the rich but
effete countries of the Orient attracted many. The
cheapness of slaves made independ(>nt farming
unprofitable and led to the increase in large estates;
the cultivation of grain was jiartly dis])laced by
that of the vine and olive, which were less suited
to the habits and ability of the older (dass of farmers.
The rnore immediate cause of the revolution was

the inability of the senate as a whole to control the
conduct of its more radical or violent members.
For as political ambition became more ardent with
the increase in the material prizes to be gained,
aspiring leaders turned their attention to the people,
and sought to attain the fulfilment of their pur-
poses by popular k'gislation setting at nought the
concurrence of the s(>nate, which custom had con-
secrated as a re(}uisite preliminary for popular ac-
tion. The loss of initiative by the senate meant the
subversion of senatorial government. The senate
possessed in the veto power of the tribunes a
weapon for coercing unruly magistrates, for one of
the ten tribunes could always be induced to inter-
pose his veto to prohibit the passage of popular
legislation. But this weapon was broken when Tib.
Gracchus declared in 133 BC that a tribune who
opposed the wishes of the people was no longer their
representative, and sustained this assertion.

It would be foreign to the purpose of the present
article to trace the vicissitudes of the civil strife

of the last century of the rei)ublic. A
4. Under- few words will suffice to suggest the
lying

_

general i)rinciples which lay beneath
Principles the surface of political and social

phenomena. Attention has been called
to the ominous dev(>lo[)ment of the influence of
military commanders and the increasing empha-
sis of popular favor. These were the most im-
portant tendencies throughout this period, and the
coahtion of the two was fatal to the su{)remacy of
the senatorial government. Marius after winning
unparalleled military glory formed a ]X)litical alli-

ance with Glaucia and Saturninus, the leaders of
the popular faction in the city in 100 BC. This
was a turning-point in the course of the revolution.
But the imi)ortance of the sword soon outweighed
that of the populace in the combination which was
thus constituted. In the civil wars of Marius and
Sulla constitutional questions were decided for the
first time by superiority of military stn^ngth exclu-
sively.

_
Repeated appeals to brute force didled the

perception for constitutional restraints and the
rights of minorities. The senate had already dis-
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played signs of ])artial ])aralysis at the time of the

Gracclii. Ht)\v rapidly its debility must have in-

creased as the sword cait off its most stalwart mem-
bers! Its jjower expired in the ])roscriptions, or

organized nnirder of i)olitical oi)i)onents. The
popular })arty was nominally triumpliant, but in

theory the Rom stale was still an urban eonunon-

wealth with a single political center. The fran-

chise could l)e exercised only at Rome. It follow(Ml

from this that th(> actual political ass(>mblies were

made up largely of the worthless clement which

was so mnnerous in the city, whose irrational in-

stincts were guided and controlled by shrewd
political leaders, j^articadarly those who united in

themselves military ability and the wiles of tlu;

demagogue. Sulla, Crassus, Julius Caesar, Antony,
and lastly Octavian were in effect the ancient

counterpart of the modern political "boss." When
such men realized their ultimate power and inevi-

table rivalry, the ensuing struggle for supremacy
and for the survival of the fittest formed the neces-

sary i)rocess of elimniation leading naturally to the

establishment of the monarchy, which was in this

case the nde of the last survivor. \\'hen Octavian

received the title Augustus and the proconsular

power (27 BC), the transformation was accom-
plished.

Literature.—The standard work on Rom political

institutions is Moinmsen and Maixiuardt, l/andbuch der

klassischen Altertumrr. Abbott, Rum Politirnl Institu-

tions. Boston and London, 1901, olfers a useful summary
treatment of the subject.

//. Extension of Roman Sovereignty.—See R(J-

M.\N E.MPIUE AXD CHRISTIANITY, I.

LiTER.\TURB.—Only the most important general works
on Rom history can be mentioned: lime, Romiscke
Geschichte {2d ed), Leipzig, 1893-96, ET, Ix)ngmans,
London, 1871-82; Mommsen, History of Rome, ET by
Dickson, Now York, 1874; Niebuhr, History of Rome,
ET by Hare and Tliirlwall, Cambridge, 1831-32; Pais,

Storia di Roma, Turin, 1898-99; Ferrero, Greatness and
Decline of Rome, ET by Zimmern, New York, 1909.

///. The Imperial Government.—Augustus dis-

played considerable tact hi blending hisowm mastery
in the state with the old institutions

1. Imperial of the republican constitution. His
Authority authority, legally, rested mainly upon

the tribunician power, which he had
probably received as early as 36 BC, but which
was established on a better basis in 23 BC, and the

proconsular ])rerogative {im-perium proconsulare),

conferred in 27 BC. By virtue of the first he was
empowered to summon the senate or assemblies

and could veto the action of almost any magistrate.

The second title of authority conferred upon him
the command of the military forces of the state

and consequently the administration of the prov-

inces where troops were stationed, besides a general

supervision over the government of the other

provinces. It follows that a distinction was made
(27 BC) between the imperial provinces which were
administered by the emperor's rei)resentatives

(legali Augusti pro praetore) and the senatorial

provinces where the republican machinery of ad-

ministration was retained. The governors of the

latter were called generally proconsuls (see Prov-
ince). Mention is made of two proconsuls in the

NT, Galho in Achaia (Acts 18 12) and Sergius

Paulus in Cyprus (13 7). It is instructive to com-
pare the lenient and common-sense attitude of these

trained Rom aristocrats with that of the turbulent

local mobs who dealt with St. Paul in Asia Minor,

Judaea, or Greece (Tucker, Life in the Rom World

of Nero and St. Paul, New York, 1910, 95).

Rom citizens were still divided into three classes

socially, senatorial, equestrian, and plebeian, and
the whole system of government harmonized with

this triple division. The senatorial class was com-
posed of descendants of senators and those upon

whom the emperors conferred the latus clavus, or

privilege of wearing the tunic with broad purple

border, the sign of membership in this

2. Three order. The quaestorship was still the

Classes of door of admission to the senate. The
Citizens qualifications for membership in the

senate were the i)ossession of senatorial

rank and proi)ertv of the value of not less than
1,()()(),()()0 sesterces ($45,000; £9,000). Tiberhis

traTisferred the election of magistrates from the

jx'ople to the senate, which was already practically

a clos(>d body. Under the empire senatus consulta

r(>ceived the force of huv. Likewise the senate

acquired judicial functicms, sitting as a court of

justice for trying important criminal cases and
hearing aj^peals in civil cases from the senatorial

provinces. The equestrian class was made uj) of

those who possessed i)roperty of the value of 400,000
sesterces or more, and the privilege of wcsaring the

narrow purple band on the tunic. With the knights

the emi)erors filled many important financial and
administrative positions in Italy and the provinces

which were under their control.

IV. Roman Religion.— (1) The Rom religion

was origiiudly more consistent than the Gr, because

the deities as conceiA^ed by the un-

1. Deities imaginative Lat genius were entir(!ly

without human character, ^lliey w;ere

the influences or forc(>s which directed the visible

])henomena of the i)hysical world, whose favor was
necessary to the material prosperity of mankind.

It would be incongruous to assume the existence of

a .system of theologicial doctrines in the primitive

period. Ethical considerations entered to only a

limited extent into the attitude of the Romans
toward their gods. Religion partook of the nature

of a contract by which men pledged themselves to

the scrupulous observance of certain sacrifices and

other ceremonies, and in return deemed themselves

entitled to expect the active sujiport of the gods in

bringing their projects to a fortunate conclusion.

The Romans were naturally jjolytheists as a result

of their conception of divinity. Since before the

dawn of science there was no semblance of unity

in the natural world, there could be no unity in

heaven. There must be a controlling spirit over

every important object or (dass of objects, every

person, and every process of nature. The gods,

therefore, were more numerous than mankind itself.

(2) At an early period the government became
distinctly secular. The priests were the servants

of the community for preserving the venerable

aggregation of formulae and ceremonies, many of

which lost at an early period such spirit as they

once possessed. The magistrates were the true

representatives of the community in its relation-

ship with the deities both in seeking the divine will

in the auspices and in performing the more imi)or-

tant sacrifices.

(3) The Romans at first did not make statues of

their gods. This was partly due to lack of skill,

but mainly to the vagueness of their conceptions

of the higher beings. Symbols sufficed to signify

their existence, a spear, for instance, standing for

Mars. The process of reducing the gods to human
form was inaugurated when they came into contact

with the Etruscans and Greeks. The Tarquins

summoned Etruscan artisans and artists to Rome,

who made from terra cotta cultus statues and a

l)ediment group for the Capitoline temple.

The types of the Gr deities had already been definitely

established when the Hellenic influence in moldmg
Rom culture became predominant. When the form of

the Gr gods became famiUar to the Romans m works of

sculpture, they gradually supplanted those Rom deities

with which they were nominally identified as a result of a

real or fancied resemblance. See CJreece, Religion in.

(4) The importation of new gods was a comparatively
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easy matter. Polytheism is by .its nature tolerant be-
cause of its indefinitencss. The Romans could no more
presume to have exhaustive knowledge of the gods than
they could pretend to possess a comprehensive acquaint-
ance with tlie universe. The number of their gods in-

creased of necessity as human consciousness of natural
phenomena expanded. Besides, it was customary to
invite tlie gods of conquered cities to transfer their abode

Panthci)!!.

to Rome and favor tlie Romans in tlieir imdertakings.
But the most productive source for I'cligious expansion
was tlie Sibylline; Books. See Apocalyptic Liteuatuhe,
V. Tills oracular work was brought to Rome from
()umae, a center of the cult of Apollo. It was consulted
at times of crisis with a view to discover what special
ceremonies would secure^ adeciuate di\ ine aid. The forms
of worship recommendi'd by the Sit)ylline Books were
exclusively Or. As early as tlu; .5lh cent. BC the cult
of Apollo was introduced at Rome. Heracles and tlie

Dioscuri found their way thither about the same time.
Later Italian Diana was nieiged with Artemis, and the
group of C/cres, Liber, and J^lbera ^were identified with
foreign Demeter, Dionysus, and Persephone. Thus
Rom religion becaim; ]jrogressivel.v Ilelleiiized. B.v the
close of the Second Punic War the greater gods of (!reece
had all found a home; by the Tilx'r, and tlu; myriad of
]ietty local deities who found no counterpart in th(!

celestial beings of Mt. Olympus fell into olilivion. Their
memor.v was retained by the antiquarian lore of tin;

priests alone (see Roma.x Empike and (/HRistiaxity,
III, 1).

Rom religion received willi tlie engrafted
branches of C!r religion the germs of rapid decay,

for its Hellenization made Rom reli-

2. Religious gion peculiarly susceptible to the attack
Decay of philosophy. The cultivated class

in Gr society was already permeated
with skepticism. The jiliilosophers made the gods
appear ridiculous. Gr philosophy gahied a firm

foothold in Rome in the 2d cent. BC, and it became
customary a little later to look ui)on Athens as a
sort of university town where the sons of the aris-

tocracy should be sent for the com])letion of their

education in the schools of the philosophers. Thus
at the termination of the republican era religious

faith had departed from the upper classes largely,

and during the turmoil of the civil wars even the
external ceremonies were often abandoned and
many temples fell into ruins. There had never
been any intimate connection between formal
religion and conduct, excejit when tlie faith of the
gods was invoked to insure the fulfilment of sworn
promises.

Augustus tried in every way to restore the old

religion, rebuilding no fewer than 82 temples which
lay in ruins at Rome. A revival of religious faith

did occur under the empire, although its si)irit was
largely alien to that which had been displayed in

the performance of the official ctdt. The people

remained sujK>rstitious, even when the cultivated

classes adopted a skeptical iihilosophy. ^riie

formal religion of the state no longer appealed to

them, since it offered nothing to the emotions or

hopes. On the other hand the sacramental, mys-
terious character of oriental religions inevitably
attracted them. This is the reason why the reli-

gions of Egypt and Syria spread over the empire and
exercised an immeasurable influence in the moral
life of the jieoj^le. The partial success of Judaism
and the ultimate triumph of Christianity may be as-

cribed in part to the same causes.

In concluding we should bear in mind that t he
state dictated no system of theology, that the cm-
jiire in the beginning presented the spectacle of a
sort of religious chaos where all national cults were
guaranteed protection, that Rom polytheism was
naturally tolerant, and that the only form of religion

which the state could not endure was one which was
equivalent to an attack upon the system of poly-

theism as a whole, since this would imj)eril the wel-

fare of the commimity by depriving the deities of

the offerings and other services in return for wliicli

their favor cotdd be expected.

Literature.—^larquardt, Romische Stadisverwdltunt/,
III, 3, "Das Sacralwesen " ; Wissowa, Religion u . Kul-
tiiti iter Romcr, Mimich, 1902; Bois-sier, La rcliyion rn-
maine, Paris, 1S<S4.

V. Rome and the Jews.—Jtidaea. l)ecani(> a jiarl

of the province of Syria in 63 BC (Jos, BJ , vii, 7j,

and Hj'rcanus, brother of tlie last

1. Judaea king, remained as high jiriest (arcldcr-

under eils kal ethndrches; Jos, Aid, XIV,
Roman iv, 4) invested with judicial as well as

Procurators sacerdotal functions. But Antony
and and Octavius gave Pal (40 BC) as
Governors a kingdom to Herod, surnamed tlie

Great, although his rule did not be-
come effective until 3 years later. His sovereignty
was u])held by a Rom legion stationed at Jerus
(Jos, Ant, XV, iii, 7), and lie was obliged to j;ay

tribute to the Rom government and provide auxil-

iaries for the Rom army (Appian, Bell. Civ., v.7o).

Herod built Caesarea in honor of Augustus (Jos, Atd,
XV, ix, 6), and the Rom procurators later made it

the seat of government. At his death in 4 BC the
kingdom was divided between his three stu'viving

sons, the largest portion falling to Archelaus, who
ruled Judaea, Samaria and Idumaea with the title

ethnarches (Jos, Ard, XVII, xi, 4) until 6 AD, when
he was deposed and his realm reduced to the i)osition

of a i^rovince. Tlie administration by Rom proc-
urators (see Procurator), which was now estab-
lished, was interrujjted during the p(>riod 41-44 AD,
when royal authoritywas exercised by Herod Agrip]>a,

grandson of Herod the Great, over the lands which
had been embraced in the kingdom of his grandfather
(Jos, Ant, XIX, viii, 2), and, after 53 AD, Agrippa II

rul(>d a considerable part of Pal (Jos, Ant, XX,
vii, 1; viii, 4).

After the fall of Jerus and the termination of the
great revolt in 70 AD, Pal remained a separate
province. Henceforth a legion ilegio X Fretensis)

was added to the military forces stationed in tlic

land, which was encamped at the ruins of Jertxs.

Consequently, imperial governors of praetorian
rank {legati Augusti pro praelore) took the place
of the former procurators (Jos, BJ, VII, i, 2, 3; Dio
Cassius lv.23).

Several treaties arc recorded between the Ro-
mans and Jews as early as the time of the Macca-
bees (Jos, Ant, XII, X, 6; XIII, ix, 2; viii, 5), and
Jews are known to have been at Rome as early as 138
BC. They became very numerous in the capital

after the return of Pompcy who brought back many
captives (see Lihrrtines). Cicero speaks of mul-
titudes of Jews at Rome in 58 BC (Pro Flacco 28),

and Caesar was very friendly toward them (Sueto-

nius Caesar 84). Held in favor by Augustus, they
recovered the privilege of collecting sums to send to

the temple (Philo Legatio ad Caium 40). Agrippa
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offerod 100 oxon in the temple when visiting IIcnKl

(Jos, .4n/, XVI, ii, 1), and Augustus estabHshed a

daily offering of a bull and two lambs. Upon the

whole the Rom govcn-nment displayed noticeable

consideration for the r(>ligious scrujiles of the Jews.

They were cxem{)t(>(l from military service and
the duty of appearing in court on the Sabbath.

Yet Tiberius repressed Jewish rites in Rome in 19

AD (Suetonius Tiberius 36) and Claudius expelled

the Jews from the city in 49 AD (Suetonius Clau-

dius 2,5); but in both instances repression was not

of long duration.

The Jenvs made themselves notorious in Rome
in propagating their religion by means of ])rosely-

tizing (Horace iSdtircs i.4, 142; i.9,

2. Jewish 69; Juvenal xiv.96; Tacitus Hist.

Proselytism v. 5), and the literature of the Augustan
age contains several references to the

observation of the Sabbath (Tibullus i.3; Ovid
Ars amatoria i.67, 415; Remedium amoris 219j.

Proselytes from among the Gentiles were not always
required to observe all the prescriptions of the Law.
The proselytes of the Gate {sebomenoi) , as they were
called, renounced idolatry and serious moral abuses
and abstained from the blood and meat of suffocated

animals. Among such proselytes may be included

the centurion of Cai)ernaum (Lk 7 5), the centu-

rion Cornelius (Acts 10 1), and the empress
Poppaea (Jos, Ant, XX, viii, 11; Tacitus Ajin.

xvi.6).

On "proselytes of the Gate," GJV*, III, 177, very
properly corrects the error in HJ P. Those "Gate" people
were not proselytes at all; they refused to take the final

step that carried them into Judaism—viz. circumcision
(Ramsay, Expos, 1896, p. 200; Harnack, Expansion of
Christianity,!, 11; see Devout; Proselytes).

Notwithstanding the diffusion of Judaism by
means of proselytism, the Jews themselves lived for

the most part in isolation in the poorest parts of the
city or suburbs, across the Tiber, near the Circus
Maximus, or outside the Porta Capena. Inscrip-

tions show that there were seven communities, each
with its synagogue and council of elders presided

over by a gerusiarch. Five cemeteries have been
discovered with many Gr, a few Lat, but no Heb
inscriptions.

Literature.—Ewald, The Hist of Israel, T&T hy Smith,
London, 1885; Renan, Hist of the People of Israel, ET,
Boston, 1896; Schiiror, The Jewish People in the Time of
Jesus Christ, ET by MacPherson, New York.

VI. Rome and the Christians.—The date of the
introduction of Christianity into Rome cannot be

determined. A Christian community
1. Intro- existed at the time of the arrival of St.

duction of Paul (Acts 28 15), to which he had
Christianity addressed his Ep. a few years before

(58 AD). It is commonly thought
that the statement regarding the expulsion of the
Jews from Rome under Claudius on account of the
commotion excited among them by the agitation of

Chrestus (Suetonius Claudius 25: ludaeos impul-
sore Chresto assidue tumultuantis Roma expulit),

probably in 49 AD, is proof of the diffusion of Chris-
tian teaching in Rome, on the ground that Chrestus
is a colloquial, or mistaken, form of Christus. It

has been suggested that the Christian faith was
brought to the capital of the empire by some of

the Romans who were converted at the time of

Pentecost (Acts 2 10.41). It would be out of place

to discuss here the grounds for the traditional be-

lief that St. Peter was twice in Rome, once before

50 AD and again subsequent to the arrival of St.

Paul, and that together the two apostles established

the church there. Our present concern is with the
attitude of the government and society toward
Christianity, when once established. It may suf-

fice, therefore, to remind the reader that St. Paul

was permitted to j)reach freely while nominally in

custody (Phil 1 13), and that as early as 64 Ali the
Christians were very numerous (Tacitus Ann. xv.44:
multitudo inqeiis).

At first the Christians were not distinguished from
the Jews, h\ii shared in the toleration, or even i)ro-

tection, which was usually conceded
2. Toler- to Judai.sm as the national religion of

ance and one of t he peoples embraced within
Proscription the empire. Christianity was not

legally proscribed until after its dis-

tinction from Judaism was clearly perceived. Two
fiuestions demand our attention: (1) \Mien was
Christianity recognized as distinct from Judaism?
(2) When was the ]irofession of Christianity declared

a crime? These problems are of fvmdamental im-
portance in the history of the church under the
Rom empire.

(1) If we may accept the passage in Suetonius cited
above (Claudius 2.5) as testimony on the vicissitudes of
Christianity, we infer that at that time the Christians
were confused with the Jews. The account of Pomponia
Graecina, who was committed to the jurisdiction of h(*r

husband (Tacitus Ann. xiii.32) for adherence to a foreign
belief (superstitionis externae rea), is frequently cited as
proof that as early as 57 AD Christianity had secured a
convert in the aristocracy. The characterization of the
evidence in this case by the contemporary authority
from whom Tacitus has gleaned this incident would
apply appropriately to the adherence to Judaism or
several oriental religions from the point of view of Ro-
mans of that time; for Pomponia had lived in a very
austere manner since 44 AD. Since there is some other
evidence that Pomponia was a Christian, the indefinite
account of the accusation against her as mentioned by
Tacitus is partial proof that Christianity had not as
yet been commonly recognized as a distinct religion

(Marucchi, Elements d'archeologie chretienne I, 13). At
the time of the great conflagration in 64 AD the popu-
lace knew of the Christians, and Nero charged them
collectively with a plot to destroy the city (Tacitus A nn.
xv.44). The recognition of the distinctive character of
Christianity had already taken place at this time. This
was probably due in large measure to the circumstances
of St. Paul's sojourn and trial in Rome and to the unprec-
edented number of converts made at that time. The
empress Poppaea, who was probably an adherent of
Judaism (Jos, Atit, XX, viii), may have enlightened the
imperial court regarding the heresy of the Christians and
their separation from the parent stock.

(2) In attempting to determine approximately the
time at which Christianity was placed under the official

l)an of the imperial government, it will be convenient to
adopt as starting-points certain incontestable dates •

between which the act of prosecution must have been
issued. It is clear that at the time of the great confla-
gration (64 AD), the profession of Christianity was not
a ground for criminal action. St. Paul had just been set
at liberty by decree of the imperial court (cf 2 Tim 4 17).
l\Ioreover, the charge against the Christians was a plot
to burn the city, not adherence to a proscribed religion,

and they were condemned, as it appears, for an attitude
of hostility toward the human race (Tacitus A n n. xv.
44). While governor of Bithynia (c 112 AD), Pliny the
younger addressed Trajan in a celebrated letter (x.96)
asking advice to guide his conduct in the trial of many
persons who were accused as Christians, and inquiring
particularly whether Christianity in itself was culpal)le,

or only the faults which usually accompanied adherence
to the new faith. The reply of the emperor makes quite
plain the fundamental guilt at that time of adherence
to Christianity, and it supposes a law already existing
against it (x.97). It follows, therefore, that the law
against Christianity which was the legal basis for
persecution must have been issued between the con-
flagration in 64 AD and Pliny's administration of Bi-
thynia.
We cannot define the time of this important act of

legislation more closely with absolute certainty, al-

though evidence is not wanting for the support of the-
ories of more or less apparent probability. Tradition
ascribes a general persecution to the reign of Domitian,
which would imply that Christianity was already a
forbidden religion at that time. Allusions in Rev (as

6 9), the references to recent calamities in Rome by St.

Clement in his letter to the Corinthians (1 Ad Cor.), the
condemnation of Acilius Glabrio (Dio Cassius lxvii.13),

a man of consular rank, together with the emperor's
cousin Flavius Clemens (Dio Cassius, xiii) and Flavia
Domitilla and many others on the charge of atheism and
Jewish customs (95 AD), are cited as evidence for this
persecution. The fact that a number of persons in
Bithynia abandoned Christianity 20 years before the
judicial investigation of Pliny (Pliny x. 96) is of some im-
portance as corroborative evidence.
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But there are grounds worthy of consideration for
carrying the point of de])arture baclf Oi Domitian. The
letter of St. Peter from Bat)ylon (Rome ?) to the Chris-
tians in Asia Minor implies an impending ijersecution
(1 Pet 4 12-10). This was probably in the closing
years of the reign of Nero. Allard cleverly observes
{llixtoire dcs vrrsccutio7iif, 61) that the mention of the
Neronian persecution of the Christians apart from the
description of the great fire in the work of Suetonius
{.\<r. US), amid a number of acts of legislation, is evi-
dence of a general enactment, which must have l)een
adojjted at the time of, or soon after, the procec-dings
wliich were instituted on the l)asis of the charge of arson.
Upon the whole the theory that the policy of the imperial
government was defhiitely estal)Hslied under Nero carries
with it considerable probability (cf Sulpitius Scverus,
Chron., ii.41).

Although the original enactment has been lost the
correspondence of Pliny and Trajan enables us to formu-

late tlu' imperial jjolicy in dealing with the
q PprQprii- Christians during the 2d cent. Adherence
o. r-ciaci.u

t,) (Miristianity was in itself ctilpablc. But
tion proceedings were not to be undertaken by

magistrates on their own initiative; they
were to proceed only from charges brought by volun-
tary accusers legally responsible for establishing the
proof of their assertions. Informal and anonymous in-
formation must be rejected. Penitence shown in abjur-
ing Christianity absolved the accusexl from the legal
penalty of former guilt. The act of adoring the gods and
the living emperor before their statues was sufficient
proof of non-adherence to Christianity or of repentance.
The attitude of the imperial authorities in the 3d cent,

was less coherent. The problem became more compli-
cated as Christianity grew. Persecution was directed
more esp. against the church as an organization, since it

was believed to ex(>rt a dangerous power. About 202
AD, Septimius Severus issued a decree forbidding spo
cilically conversion to Judaism or Christianity (Spar-
tianus, Scrrrufs, 17), in which he departed from the method
of i^rocedure prescribed by Trajan {conquirendi non
sunt), and commissioned the magistrates to proceed
directl.v against suspected converts. At this time the
C/hristians organized fimerary associations for the pos-
session of their cemeteries, substituting corporative for
individual ownership, and it would appear that imder
Alexand(T Sev(>rus they openly held places of worship in
Kome (Lampridius, Alexander Scverus, 22, 49). The em-
peror Philip (244-49) is thought to have been a Christian
at heart (Eusel)ius, HE, VI, 34). A period of com-
parative calm was interrupted by the persecution un-
der Decius (250-.'jl AD), when the act of sacrifice was
re(|uired as proof of non-adherence to Christianity.
Several certificates testifying to the due performance of
this rite have been preserved.
Under Valerian (2.57 AD) the Christian organizations

were declared illegal and the cemeteries were sequestrated.
But an edict in 2()0 AD restorcid this property (Eusel)ius,
VII, 13). A short persecution under Aurelian (274 AD)
broke the long period of calm which extended to tlie first

edict of persecution of Diocletian (I<\'bruary 24, 303).
The Christians seem to hav(! gained a sort of prescriptive
claim to exist, for Diocletian did not at first consider
them guilty of a capital crime. He sought to crush tlu>ir

organization by ordering the cessation of assemblies,
the destruction of churches and sacred books, and ab-
juration under pain of political and social degradation.
(Lactantius, De Morte Perserulorum, x.ll, 12, 13; Euse-
bius, \'III,2; IX, 10). Later ho ordered the arrest of all

the clergy, who were to be put to death unless they re-

nounced the faith (Eusebius, VIII, 6). Finally the
requirement of an act of conformity in sacrificing to the
gods was made general. This final jjcrsecution, con-
tinuing in an irregular way witli varying degrees of se-

verity, terminated with the defeat of Maxentius by (^on-
stantine (October 29, 312). Tlie Edict of Milan issued
by ( Constantino and Licinius the following year estal>
lished toleration, the restoration of ecclesiastical property
and the peace of the church. See Roman Empire .\nd
CirmsTiANiTY, III, IV, V.

Literature.—Allard, Ilistoire des persecutions, Paris,
190.3; Le christianisme et l' empire romnin, Paris, 1903;
Duchesne, Ilistoire anciennc dc Z'cffh'se, Paris, 1907 (ET);

iSIarucchi, Elements d'archeologie chreticnne, Paris, 1899-
1902; Hardy, Christianity and the Rom Government,
London, 1S94; Renan, L'eglise chrelienne, Paris, 1879;
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Geok(;e H. Allen
ROOF, r()of. S(>e Hoisi:.

ROOF-CHAMBER. H(!e House.

ROOM, n"H")in. See HofSK.

ROOT, nTTit (TiJ"^ilJ , .shOrcsh; pila, rhiza) : Fre-

(luenlly nicnlioiied in the ()T and NT, but almost
always in a figurative sense, e.g. "root of the right-

eous" (Prov 12 ;}.12j; "root that beareth gall"

(Dt 29 L8); "Their root shall be as rottenness"
(Isa 6 24); "root of bitterness" (He 12 L5).

Also of peoples: "they whose root is in Amalek"
(Jgs 5 14); of Assyria (Ezk 31 7); "Ephraim is

smitten, their root is dried up" (Hos 9 IG); "Judah
shall again take root downward" (2 K 19 80; (;f

Isa 27 6; 37 31); the root of Jesse (Isa 11 10;
Rom 15 12); root of David (Rev 5 5; 22 IG).

ROOT OF DAVID. Sec David, Root of.

ROOT OF JESSE (^11?'' TUnilJ , shdresh yishay [Isa

11 10]; pt^tt Tov Teo-o-at, rhiza tou Icssai [Rom
15 12]): The I feb and (!r words arc practically the
same in meaning. "Root" means descendant,
branch of the family or stock. The Messianic king
was to be of the family of Jesse the father of David.
In Rom 15 12 Paul quotes the LXX of Isa 11 10.

Jesus is a branch or descendant of the family of
Jesse, as w'cll ;is of David. See also David, Root
OF.

ROPE, rop: Used in the OT for 5nn , hchhel,

"that which binds" (2 S 17 13, etc), and for Ph^,
'ahhuth, "that which is woven" (Jgs 15 13, etc).

In lu'ither word is any specified thickness or strength
connoted, and hehhel is tr^ etiually well by "line"
(2 S 8 2, etc) 'or "corfl" (Josh 2 15, etc), and
'dbhoth by "cord" (Ps 118 27, etc), as best suits
the context. Similarly in the NT the word crxotj'/oi',

schoinion, lit. "made of rushes," can mean the
rope by which a boat is fastened (Acts 27 32) or
small cords suitable for a whip (Jn 2 1.5). The
usual material for ropes was certainly flax (hemp),
butthe E;gyi)tians, and so possibly the Hebrews,
at times made ropes of leathern thongs. See Coud;
Line; Ships and Boats, III, 2.

BiTKTON Scott Easton
ROSE, roz: (1) (nb^^O , habhaqqdelh; dvOos,

dnthos, "a flower" [Cant 2 1], Kpivov, krvion, "a
lily" [Isa 35 1]): By general consent EV is wrong:
in Cant 2 1m reads "Heb hdbazzelcth, the autumn
crocus," and in Isa 35 1, m reads "or autumn cro-
cus." This is the Colchicum autumnalei^ .O. Lilia-
ccae). A Tg on Cant 2 1 explains the Heb word
as "narcissus," a very common plant in the plains
and mountains of Pal and a great favorite with the
natives. Two species, A^. tazctta and A^. serolinns
(X.O. Amaryllidcac) , occur, t he latter being the finer;

they are autumn j)lants. All authorititis agree that
the so-called "ro.se" was some kind of bulbed plant.

(2) (poSof, rhodon, "the rose," mentioned in Ecclus
24 14; 39 13; 50 8; Wi.sd 2 8; 2 Esd 2 19):
There is no reason why the rose, of which sevenil
v;a-iet ies are common in Pal, should not be meant.
Tristram favors the rhododendron. The expression,
"rose ])lants in Jericho," in Ecclus 24 14 has nothing
whatever to do with what is now sold there as a
"ro.se of Jericho," a dwarf annual plant, Anastatica
hierochuntina (N.O. Criiciferae) , which dries up and
can be made to reexpand by placing the root in

water. E. W. G. Mastekman

ROSH, rosh, rdsh (Tri?"!
, ro'sh): A son or grand-

son of Benjamin (Gen 46 21).

ROSH (T1355"1, ro'sh; 'Puk, Rhos, var. [Q-^^] Ke-

4)a\Tis, kephulf's; Vulg c«/>i<i,s) : This name 0(;curs

hi the i)rophecies agahist Gog in Ezk
1. Rosh 38 2.3 and 39 1, where AV has "Gog,
and Its the land of Magog, the chief i)rince of
Renderings Meshech and Tubal." This tr is due

to ro'sh being the common Heb word
for "head" or "chief" (cf the Gr variant and the
Vulg), and is regtu'ded as incorrect, that of the RV,
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2()24

"Gofi, of ilu^ land of MaKofi, tlio prince of Rosh,

Meshecli and 'rubal," beins nreforrcd.

The identification of Rosh is not without its difTi-

cultics. Gesenius regarded it as indicjiting the

Russians, who are mentioned in Byzan-

2. Identi- tine writers of the 10th cent, under

ficationwith the name of 'Pws, Rhos. He adds that

Russia tliey are also notie^ed by Ibn Fosslaii

(same ])eriod), under the name of Rus,

as a peo])le dwelling on the river Rha (Volga).

Apart from the improt)ability that the dominion

of (iog extended to this district, it would l)e needful

to know at what date the Jiiis of the Volga arrived

there.

Xotwithstandnig objections on account of its

eastern jjosition, in all i)robabihty Fried. Delitzsch's

identification of Rosh with the mdl
3. Probably RCisi, "land of Rash" of the Assyr

the Assyr- inscriptions, is the best. Sargon of

ian Rasu Assyria (c 710 BC) conc)uered the

countries "from the land of Ra.su

on tlie border of Elani as far as th(> river of

Eg\'i)t," and this country is further describcMl hi his

Khorsabad Inscrijition, IS, as "the land of Ra.su,

of the ))()undary of Elam, which is beside the Tigris."

As.syria having disap])eared from among the nations

when r]zekiel wrote his jirojihecies, Babylonia was
probal)ly the only jiower with which "Gog of the

land of Magog" would have had to rcK-kon, but it

may well be doubted whether the Bab king would
have allowed him to exerci.se ])Ower in the district of

Ra.su, except as a very faithful vas.sal. It may here

be noted that the Heb spelling of Rosh presujjposes

an earlier i)ronuneiation as Rash, a form agreeing

closely with thtit used by the Assvrians. See Fried.

Delitzsch, Wo lag das Paradies? 325.

T. G. Pinches

ROT, rot, ROTTENNESS, rot"n-nes (vb. 3pn,
rdkcbh, noun rdkdh/i [rikkdblion, Job 41 27], with

pi2, vmk, "decay" [Isa 5 24], and m?", 'dhhash,

"shrivel" [.so Joel 1 17RVm]): "Rottenne.ss of the

bones" (Prov 12 4; 14 30; Hab 3 16) is ulcera-

tion (caries) of the bones, used as an example of an
intensely painful disease. AV, in addition, has

"rot" in Nu 5 21.22.27, where RV has "fall away"
(bS3

, ndphal), but a euphemistic paraphrase is in

point (see the comms.). In Jer 38 11.12 AV has

"old rotten rags" for nb'52
, melah, "rag" (RV "worn-

out garments," a tr that specializes too far).

ROTE, rot: RVm gives "learned hij role" in Isa

29 13 for AV "taught," which nidicales that the
service of Jeh was merely formal.

ROWER, ro'er, ROWING, rd'ing. See Ships
AXD Boats, III, 1.

ROYAL, roi'al: Either belonging to a king (king-

dom) or having kingly power, dignity, authority,

etc. In Heb, the word is expressed by using different

nouns in the gen. case (the "construct state").

They are: (1) melekh, "king": "Asher .... shall

yield royal dainties," lit . choice morsels of the king,

meaning fit for a king (Gen 49 20); "besides that

which Solomon gave lier of his royal bounty," lit.

which lie gave her according to the hand (the wealth)

of King Solomon (1 K 10 13; cf RVm); "a royal

statute," lit. statute of a malkd\ which is the em-
phatic Aram, term for melekh, "king" (Dnl 6 7);

(2) mamldkhdh, "the i)Ower and dignity of a king,"

"Gibeon .... one of the royal cities," i.e. a
capital city with a knig of her own (Josh 10 2; cf

1 S 27 o); "all the seed royal," ht . the .seed of the
khigdom (2 K 11 1 ; cf2 Ch 22 10); {'A) 7nulkhiith,

"kinghood," "kingdom": "royal majesty," ht.

majesty of kinghood (1 Ch 29 2.")); quite fre-

([uently in the Book of Est; royal wine (1 7);

crown (1 11; cf 2 17; 6 8); commandment (1 10);

"li(T royal estate," lit. her kinghood (1 19); hou.se

royal (2 16; cf 5 1); royal apparel (5 1; cf 6 8.

15); throne (5 1); (4) mHiikhdh, "kingdom,"
"kingly power and dignity": "royal city," lit. the

city of the kingdom, meaning here that part of the

city (Rabbah) in which the royal jialace was situated

(2 S 12 26); "royal diadem," lit. turban of king-

hood (I.sa 62 3); "(5) hi Jer 43 10 we find the word
shaphrlr; its meaning is uncertain: "royal pavilion"

(RV and AV), "glittering" (RVm), "scepter,"

"a carpet covering a throne."

1lie NT uses t he word for hnsilikos, "belonging t o a

king": "royal apjiarel" (Acts 12 21); "the royal

law," something like "the goklen rule," beuig fore-

most because including all others (Jas 2 8), and
for basUeios (being vested with kingly power and
honor), "royal priesthood," the Heb rendering woukl
])() mamlekhelh kohanlm, "a kingdom of priests," i.e.

a kingdom wlio.se citizens are priests, emphasizing

tlu! two facts that the true Christians have free

access to the grace of God and that they enjoy

the liberties and jirivileges of His kingdom (1 Pet

2 0). William Baur

ROYAL CITY. See Royal, (2), (4).

RUBY, nTo'bi. See Stones, PiiEci()t:s.

RUDDER, rud'er, RUDDER-BANDS. See

Ships and Boats, 111, 2, (3).

RUDDY, rud'i (^'^ri'S , 'adhmdnl [I S 16 12;

17 42; Gen 25 25 RVm], Q^S?
, 'ad/)OH? [Cant 5 10];

vbs. D"S5 , 'ddham [Lam 4 7], and tpvGpido), (?(/-

thrido, "to blush" [Ad Est 15 5]): "Ruddy" is the

form taken by the adj. "red" when used as a t(>rm

of praise of the human skhi, and this is its use in the

Bible (the Heb and Gr words are all usual words for

"red" or "to be red"). The dark-skinned Hebrews
foimd great beauty in a clear complexion.

RUDE, rood: Not "impolite" in EV (except i)er-

hajis 2 Mace 12 14), but "untrained," "ignorant";

cf the modern phrase, "a rude drawing." So Sir

8 4 (d7ra/5euTos, apaideutos) and 2 Cor 11 6 (ISlwttjs,

idiotes, 'though I lack technical training in rhetoric');

cf AV and RVm Sir 21 24.

RUDIMENTS, rcTTj'di-ments (o-roixfia, sloicheUi,

])1. of o-Totxeiov, sloirheion [Gal 4 3.0; Col 2 8,20;

He 5 12; 2 Pet 3 10.12]): This word occurs 7 t

in the NT, and AV translates it in three difTerent

ways. In the two passages in Gal, and in the two
in 2 Pet, it is rendered "elements." In the two
pas.sa.ges in Col, it is tr'^ "rudiments." In He it

is rendered "first principles."

The etymological meaning of the word is, that

which belongs to a row or rank, hence any first

thing, an element, first i)rinciple. It

1. Etymo- denotes, specially (1) the letters of the

logical alphabet, the spoken sounds, as the

Meaning elements of speech; (2) the material

elements of the universe, the physical

atoms of which the world is composed; (3) the

heavenly bodies; (4) the elements, rudiments,'

fundamental jirinciples of any art, science or dis-

cipline; cf the jihrase, "the a, b, c."

(1) The NT use of the word, where it always
occuirs in the pi., is as follows: In 2 Pet 3 10.12, "The
elements shall be dissolved with fervent heat," that

is, the physical elements of the world and of the

heavens are to be consumed, or subjected to change,
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by means of fire. In He 5 12, AV "Ye have need

that one teach you again which be the first prin-

ciples of the oracles of God." This

2. Use of means that the Heb Christians had
Term in not made the advance expected, in

the NT grace atid in the knowledge of God,
but were in need of instruction in the

elementary truths of the Christian faith.

(2) The Pauline use of the term is in Gal and Col;

see references as above. In Gal 4 3.9AV Paul writes,

"WlH>n we were children, [we] were in bondage un-

clear the elements of the world" ; "How turn ye again to

t lie weak and beggarly elements, whereunto ye desire

again to be in bondage?" The apostle here means
th(> cerenionial ]irecepts of the worship of the Jcnvs.

Tlies(> re(juirements involved much and protracted

difficulty in their observance; they were "a yoke
.... which neither oiu- fathers nor we were al)le

to l>ear" (Acts 15 10). Yet the Galatian converts

were turning back again to these legal ordhiances,

and desired to be in laondage to them. These ele-

ments were "of the world," they had reference to

material and not to siMritual things, they were
formal and sensuous. They were "weak," for they
had no i)ower to rescue man from condenmation,
and they could not save him from sin. ^fliey were
"beggarly," for they brought no endowment of the

heavenly riches. By these epithets Paul signifies

that rites, ordinances, sacrifices, observance of

days and seasons belonged to the elementary stages

of the Jewish rehgion, which had now attained its

end and purpose in the coming of Christ and His

work . These things were necessary at the t ime they
were Divinely instituted, but the time had come
when they were no longer required. They con-

tained and conveyed an elementary knowledge, and
wvYK intended, from the first, to lead to an advance
in the moral and spiritual life, which is now revealed

in Christ.

It ha.s been thought by some that what is meant by
"elements" or "rudiments" in Oal and Col is the i)hysi-

cal elements, presided over by angels, and that this is in

some wav connected with the; worship of angels, to which
Paul refers in Col 2 18. The Jews believed thai there
were angels of fire and of the wind, and of the other
physical elements. The apostle therefore wished to

show tlu! foolishness of the worship of angels and
of the heavenly bodies which they were supposed to

control.
. ., , ,

This latter meaning of the term is a po.ssible, but not a
probable one. The interpretation, already first given,
wliich understands "elements" to mean the ordinances
of .lewish legalism, is most in harmony with the gospel

and with the teaching of Paul. "This is probably t\w,

correct interpretation, both as simpler in itself and as

suiting the context better. St. Paul seems to bo dwell-

ing still on the rudimentary character of the law, as fitted

for an earher stage in the world's history" (Lightfoot,

Comm. on Gal, 167).

In Col 2 8 AV Paul writes, "Beware lest any man
spoil you .... after the rudiments of the world,

and not after Christ" ; and in ver 20, AV "Wherefore

if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments of the

world, why .... are ye subject to ordinances?"

'llie meaning of the term here is the elements of reli-

gious training, the cereinonial precepts of the Jewish

Law. In Col and Gal the meaning is that the sys-

tems of the false teachers, both in Colossae and in

(ialatia, laid stress on Jewish ritual, ceremonial law

and ascetic observances—things of this world, be-

longing to the visible sphere, things
_
elementary,

and intended, so far as the Jewish Law is concerned,

siinply as a preparation for the coming of Christ.

Such were the rudiments of the world, so far as their

sour(;e was Jewish. On their heathen side they

were still more decidedly anti-Christian. Both of

these tendencies, Jewish and heathen, were "not

according to Christ." For Christ Himself who
atoned for sin, and who now lives and reigns, de-

livers believers from all such methods, as well as

from the need of them. John Rutherfuhd

," -

^^;

V,

'\m

RUE, rcTo (iTTi-yavov, ptgdttoii): One of the plants

mentioned in Lk 11 42 as subject to tithe: in the !

jjassage, Mt 23 23, anise

and cummin are men-
tioned. Ruta graveolens

(N.O. Rutaceae) is the
officinal rue, and a very
similar species, R. chale-

pensis, is indigenous. Rue
is a small shrub grow-
ing 2 to 4 ft. high with
a heavy odor, disagr(;e-

able to Westerners, but
a favorite with Orientals.

A sprig of rue is often

fixed on a child's cap or
clothes as a kind of
charm Rue (Ruta gravtolens).

RUFUS, roo'fus ('PovcJ)©?, Rhouphos) : The name
is mentioned twice: (1) Simon of Cyreiu% who was
comiK'lled to bear the cross of Jesus, is "the father

of Alexander and Rufus" (Mk 15 21); (2) Paul
sends greetings to Rom Christians, "Rufus the

cliosen in the Lord, and his mother and mine"
(Rom 16 13). Rufus was well known among those

for whom Alark primarily wrote his Gospel, and
according to tradition this was the Christian com-
munity at Rome. There seems no reason to doubt,

therefore, that the Rtifus of Mark and the Rufus of

Paul are the same person. The name, meaning
"red," "reddish," was, however, one of the coin-

monest of slave names; the identification of these

two is therefore merely a conjecture. The Rufus
whom Paul greets is "the chosen in the Lord," i.e.

"that choice Christian" (Denney). Since all Chris-

tians are "chosen," this title mtist express some
distinction. The mother of Rufus had played the

mother's part to Paul on some occasion of which we
are ignorant, hence the phrase "his mother and
mine" (cf Mk 10 30). S. F. Hunter

RUG, rug: Alternative rendering of a word

(np"''aip, s'mikhah) in Jgs 4 IS RV, "mantle"

AV. The tr is doubtful; OlIL gives "rug or thick

coverlet [?]."

RUHAMAH, nm-ha'ma, roo-ha'ma: See Lo-
RuHAMAU, the syml)oIical ivmxw of Ilosea's daughter

(Hos 1 6.8).

RUIN, nm'in (HC'^'^n , hdrisah, etc; pf\-<i\i.a.,

rhtgma): "Ruin," the tr of h&rlsuh (Am 9 11; cf

Acts 15 16, where RV Gr text, td katestrammena),

and of a number of other Heb words: in Lk 6 49

rhegma, "breakage," is used both in a literal sense

(Isa 23 13; 25 2, of fallen buildings; Ezk 27 27;

31 13, of a state or people; Lk 6 49, of a house,

etc) and with a moral significance (Prov 26 28).

RVm correctly renders mikhslwl in L]zk 18 30
"stumblingblock" (AV "ruin"), and RV in 21 15

"stumblings" (AV "ruins"). RV has "ruins" for

AV "desolations" in Ezr 9 9, m "waste places";

Ps 74 3; "in their ruins" for "with then- mat-
tocks" (2 Ch 34 6, m "'with their axes.' The
Heb is obscure"); "midst of the ruin" for "deso-

lation" (Job 30 14); "their ruin" for "their wicked-

ness" (Prov 21 12). "Ruinous" is the tr of map-
palah (Isa 17 1) and of ndguk (2 K 19 25; Isa

37 26). W. L. Walker

RULER, roofer:

(1) b'O'a, moshel, "ruler," "prince," "master"

(tyrant), applied to Joseph in P]gypt (Gen 45 8;

cfPs 105 21); to the Phil is (Jgs 15 11); to David's

I descendants, the future kings of Lsrael (2 Ch 7
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IS; cf Jcr 33 26); lo Pluiraoh (Ps 105 20); lo n
wicked ])riuc(\ ;i tyrant (Prov 28 I'); cf Isa

14 f); 49 7); to the tlioocratic kinj^,

1. In the the Messiah (Mic 5 2); it, is often
OT used in general (Prov 6 7; 23 1: 29

12; Eeel 10 4; Isa 16 1, ete).

(2) T^?^ , naghldh, "leader," "noble" (nobles),

"prince." In a number of instances RV renders
it "prince," where AV has ruler (1 S 25 30; 2 S
6 21; 1 K 1 3o, etc). It is used of Azrikam hav-
ing charge of the ])alace of Khig Ahaz (2 Ch 28 7,
"governor" of the house, AV); of Azariah (Seraiah,
Neh 11 11), who is called the "ruler of the house
of God" (1 Ch 9 11; cf 2 Ch 31 13); he was the
leader of a division or group of pri(\sts. In 2 Ch
35 8 the names of three others are given (Hilkiah,
Zechariah and Jehiel).

(3) i5"'iP3, nasi', "prince" (so Nu 13 2, AV
"ruler"); generally sjjeaking, the nasi' is one of
the public authorities (Ex 22 28); the rulers of the
congregation (Ex 16 22; cf 34 31); "The rulers
brought the onyx stones" (Ex 35 27), as it was to
be expected from men of their social standing and
financial ability: "when a ruler [the head of a tribe
or tribal division] sinneth" (Lev 4 22).

(4) "i^P J
saghan, the representative of a king or

a prince; a vice-regent; a governor; then, in the
times of Ezra and Nehemiah, a leader or principal
of the people of Jerus under the general supervision
of these two men. The EV renders it "ruler" (Ezk
23 12.23), "deputy"

_
(Jer 51 23.28.57), and, in

most cases, "ruler" with "deputy" in m (Ezr 9 2;
Neh 2 16; 4 14.19; 5 7.17; 7 5; 12 40; 13 11;
Isa 41 25; Ezk 23 6) always used in pi.

(5) r^i< » kaqln, "a judge" or "magistrate" (Isa

1 10; 3 6.7; 22 3; Mic 3 1.9); "a miHtary
chief" (Josh 10 24).

(6) M7I, rodheh, one having dominion: "There
is little Benjamin their ruler" (Ps 68 27); the
meaning is obscure; still we may point to the facts
that Saul, the first one to conquer the heathen (1 S
14 47 f), cameof this the smallest of all the tribes,
and that within its boundaries the temple of Jeh
was erected.

(7) "Til, rosen, a "dignitary," a "prince." "The
kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers
take counsel together, against Jeh" (Ps 2 2); in
the NT the word is rendered drchonles (Acts 4 26).

(8) "W , sar, "chief," "head"; prince, king; a
nobleman having judicial or other power; a royal
officer. RV renders it frequently "prince":
"rulers over my cattle" ("head-shepherds," Gen
47 6); "rulers of thousands, rulei-s of hundreds,"
etc (Ex 18 21); they had to be men of good char-
acter because they were endowed with judicial
power (ver 22); in Dt 1 15 the rendering of EV
is "captains," etc; they w^ere mihtary leaders.
"Zebul the ruler of the city" (of Shechem, Jgs 9
30), meaning "governor" (cf 1 K 22 26; 2 K 23 8);
"rulers [or captains; cf 1 K 16 9J of his [Solomon's]
chariots" (1 K 9 22); the rulers of Jezreel (2 K
10 1) were, presumably, the ruler of the palace of the
king and the ruler of the city of Samaria (cf ver 5).
It is difficult to explain why they should be called
the rulers of Jezreel; both LXX and Vulg omit the
word; "the rulers of the substance which was king
David's" (1 Ch 27 31) overseers of the royal do-
main; "The rulers were behind all the house of
Judah" (Neh 4 16), the officers were ready to
assume active command in case of an attack.

(9), (10) irjbir, shilton, "a commander," "an
officer": "the rulers of the provinces" (Dnl 3 2f);
I3"'3TIJ , shalllt, "a person in power," "a potentate"
(Dnl 2 10); there seems to be little doubt that the

Aram, term is used as an adj. (cf H\'m); in Did
5 7 occiu-s the vb. s/i'lat, "to liav(; dominion," "lie

shall I'ule as the third in rank" (cf vs 16.29).

(11) ]y'i2, mug/ic/i, "shield": "Her rulers [shields]

dearly love shame" (I los 4 18). Perhajjs we ought
to read (with LXX) 7nigg''unu>n, "their glory," and
to translate it "they k)ve shame more than their
glory"; they would rather have a good (!) time
than a good name.

(1) apxwi', drchdn, used of the "rulers" of tlie Spar-
tans (1 Maco 14 20) and, in a general sense, of tlie

priest Mattathias (1 Ahiec 2 17). AV
2 In the '''^"^ f^'i^' word also in a general senses in

Annr ^''^ 41,18.(RV "mighty man").
P"^ (2) rjyou^ti'o?, hii/oii menus, "one leading

the way." A quite general term, Sir 10
2 (ruler of a city) ; 17 17 (of gentile nations) ; 46 IS (of
the Tyrian.s). Also 2 17 AV (RV "he that ruleth"),
and 32 1 KV ("ruler of a feast," AV "master").

(H) ol ^it-ytcTTai't?, /toi megistdnes, a rare word found
only in the pi., for "ruk-rs of the congregation" (Sir
33 IS). The same word in Alk 6 21 is trJ "lords."

(4) 2 Mace 4 27 AV for en-apxo;, e2>drchos (RV "gov-
ernor").

(.'")) AV' inserts the word without Gr equivalent in
1 Mace 6 14; 11 57; 2 Mace 13 2.

(1) dpx'^v, drchdn, "a person ui authoritj^" "a
magistrate," "a judge," "a prhu'e"; a councillor,

a member of the supreme council of
3. In the the Jews; a man of influence. "There
NT came a ruler" (Alt 9 18), meaning a

ruler of the synagogue (cf Mk 5 22;
Lk 8 41); see (2) below; "one of the rulers of the
Pharisees" (Lk 14 1), perhaps a member of the
Jewish council belonging, at the same time, to the
Pharisees, or, more probably, one of the heading
Pharisees; "the chief priests and the rulers" (Lk
23 13.35; 24 20; cf Jn 3 1; 7 26.48; 12 42;
Acts 3 17; 4 5.8; 13 27; 14 5); the rulers were,
with the chief priests and the scribes, members of
the Sanhedrin, either of two councils of the Jews
(the Great and the Lesser) ; they were lay-memb(>rs
(elders); "before the rulers" (Acts 16 19), the
police magistrates {praetores, "praetors") of the
city of Philippi; "Thou shalt not speak evil of a
rulerof thy people" (Acts 23 5; cf Ex 22 28, nasi';

see 1, [3] above), a magistrate, a person in authority
(cf Acts 7 27.35; Rom 13 3, the public authori-
ties); "the rulers of this world" (1 Cor 2 6.8),

persons being mentally superior to their fellow-men,
and so having great influence in shaping their ojiin-

ions and directing their actions.

(2) apxio-vvdycoyos, archisundgogos, "ruler of the
synagogue." He was the presiding officer of a
board of elders, who had charge of the synagogue.
Sometimes they, also, were given the same name
(cf "one of the rulers of the synagogue," Mk 5
22.35; Lk 8 41.49; in Mt 9 18 Jairus is simply
called archon); the ruler mentioned in Lk 13 14
was, of course, the president of the board (cf Acts
18 17, Sosthenes), while in Acts 13 15 the phrase
"rulers of the synagogue" simply signifies the
board. It was a deUberative body, but at the same
time responsible for the maintenance of good order
in the synagogue and the orthodoxy of its members

;

having, therefore, discipliiuiry power, they were
authorized to reprimand, and even to excommuni-
cate, the guilty ones (cf Jn 9 22; 12 42; 16 2).

(3) apxtrpt/cXtfos, architriklinos, the ruler ("stew-
ard," RVm) of the feast (Jn 2 8.9). See sepa-
rate article.

(4) Koa/jLOKpdTwp, kosmokrdtor, a "world-ruler"
(Eph 6 12). The angels of the devil (Alt 25 41;
12 45) or Satan, the prince of this world (Jn 12 31),
participate in his power; tliey are his tools, their

sphere of action being "this darkness," i.e. the
morally corrupt state of our present existence.

(5) Tro'Ki.Td.pxv^, politdrches; the prefect of a
city (Acts 17 6.8). Luke being the only one of the
Bib. authors to hand down to us this word, it is a
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noteworthy fact that, in relatively modern times,

a (Ir inscription was discovered containing; this very
word and, moreover, haviufj; reference to the city

of Thessalonica {AJ1\ 1898, II, 598-043). Here
it was where Paul and Silas preached the gospel so
successfully that the Jews, "being moved with
jealousy," caused Jason and certain brethren to be
dragged before the rulers of the city {e.pi toils polildr-

chats). These magistrates suffered themselves to be
ma{l(> the tools of the unscrupulous Jews by demand-
ing and getting security from Jason and the rest.

William I^aur
RULER OF THE FEAST (apxirp^KXivos, archi-

tpklinos; AV governor) : The word occurs in the NT
in the account of the wedding feast in Cana of
(iahlee (Jn 2 8.9). According to Ecclus (32 1) it

was customary to appoint a "master of the cere-
monies" from among the invited guests. It was his
duty to determine the places of the guests, to see
that the ordinary rules of etiquette were observed,
etc, and generally to supervise the arrangements.
RVm "steward" is possible if the "governor of the
feast" meant the "head waiter" (Merx renders "head
servant of the feast"), and not one of the guests
ai)p()inted for the purpose. But the context ia in
favor of the view that the person in question was one
of the i)rominent guests—an intimate friend or rela-
tive of tlu! host. See Ruler, 2, (2). T. Lewis

RULER OF THE SYNAGOGUE. See Ruler,
•3, (1), (2).

RULERS OF THE CITY.
(2), 3, (5).

See Ruler, 1, (8), 2,

RUMAH, rcTo'ma (n^^n, rumah; B, 'PovjAd,

Jihonmd, A, 'Pv|xa, Rhumd): To this i)lace belongcnl
Pedaiah whose daughter Zebudah (RV "Zebidah")
entered the harem of Josiah, king of Judah, and
became tlie mother of Jehoiakim (2 K 23 36).
Jos (.•!«/, X, v, 2) calls the place Abouma, but this
is an obvious clerical error for Arouma. This sug-
gests u possible identification with Arumah (Jgs
9 41), which lay not far fnnn Shechem. Another
})ossible identihcation is with the Rumah men-
tioned by Jos («./, Ill, vii, 21) in Galilee (cf Neu-
baucr, (leog. du Talm, 203), which may be identical
with the modern Khirbet Rumeh, about 3 miles
N. of Seffuriyeh. Some, however, would identify
Rumah with Dumah of Josh 15 52, where the sub-
stitution of r for d is supported by the LXX {Rheu-
ma), i)0ssibly represented by the modern Domeh,
about 13 miles S.E. of Beit Jihrln. This of course
was in the territory of Judah, and no qu(\stion of
jus connuhium is involved, such as might arise in the
case of a Galilean site. W. Ewing

RUMP, rump: AV uses this word as tr of rT'bx
,

\dyah (Ex 29 22; Lev 3 9; 7 3; 8 25; 9'i9),
where RV correctly renders "fat tail." Reference
is here had to the broad tail of the Syrian sheep,
which occasionally weighs as much as 20 lbs., and
is considered one of the daintiest portions of mutton.
It was one of those portions of the j)(>ace and tres-
pass ofif(>ring which were not eaten by the jjriest or
the sacrificer, but which with other choice i)ortions
were waved before the Lord and wholly burnt on the
altar as a sweet savor unto Jeh.

RUNAGATE, run'a-gat : A runaway: "The runa-
gates continue in scarceness" (Ps 68 ('>, Prayer Book
V<!rsion, RV "The rebellious dwell in a parcihed
land").

RUNNER, run'er. See Games.

RUSH: (1) (i5'533, gome'; -irdTrvpoi, pdpuros, "bul-
rushes," m "papyrus" [Ex 2 3]; "rush," m "papy-

rus" [Job 8 11]; "pai)yrus," AV "rus})" [Isa 18
2]; "rushes" [35 7|): This is almost certaiidy the
famous papyrus, Cyperus papyrus (X.O. Cypcrn-
cene), known in Arab, as l)(d>tr (whenc(i conu^s our
word "paper"). This plant, the finest of the
sedges, flourishes plentifully in Upper Egypt; in
Pal there is a great nuiss of it growing in the marsh
to the N. of Lake Huleh, and it also occurs on the
Lake of Galilee aiul the Jordan. Liglit boats of
plaited papyrus have been used on tin; Nile from
ancient times and are mentioned by many writers
(cf Ex 2 3; Isa 18 2).

(2) (piar^i?, 'aghmon, "rope," m "Heb 'a rope of

rushes,' " AV "hook" [Job 41 2]; "[burning[ rushes,"
AV "caldron" [Job 41 20J; "rush," AV "bulrush"
[Isa 58 5]; "rush" in Lsa 9 14; 19 15, used of the
humble and lowly folk as contrast(>d with the "palm
branch," the highest class): Th(^ word 'agfnnOn
comes from C^S , 'dgham, meaning a marsh (see

PooL.s), being transferred from the i)lace of the
things growing there. The word doubtless includes
not only the rushes—of which there are several
kinds in Pal—but also members of the sedge family,
the Cyperaceae. See also Reed.

E. \V. G. AIasterman
RUST, rust (nXbn, heVah; Pp<oo-is, brosis):

Strictly speaking rust is the rcnl oxide of iron formed
by the corrosion of that metal, but by extc^nsion it

has come to mean corrosion ])roduced on any metal.
Herah_ is tr<i "rust" in Ezk 24 11.12. This
rendering is probably based on ver 11. Copper
caldrons are still used in Bible lands. Such vessels
must be constantly watched wh(!n on the fire to
guard against the possibility of their becoming dry.
If this should luippen the contents, whatever they
may be, and the vessel itself will be injurc^d. The
copper of the caldron oxidizes and scales off in

black or brownish scales, or rust, ids, ids, was
used in Gr to denote the corroding of metals. In
Jas 5 3 occurs, "Your gold and your silver are
rusted; and their rust .... shall eat your flesh

as fire." The writers must have had in mind the
actions of chemicals upon these metals which formed
some such compound as the caustic silver nitrate.

Brosis, lit. "eating," which occurs in Mt 6 19.

20, may refer to the dis(>ase3 which attack such
vegetation as wheat, graix's, cucumbers, etc. In
no country is the saying "wIktc moth and rust con-
sume" (Mt 6 19) more true than in Syria. Any
metal subject to corrosion .se(>ms to rust faster in
that country than anywhere else. Thc^re are also
many rusting fungi which the peoj)le have not
learned to destroy and which do much damage to
the crops. See also Scum. James A. Patch

RUTH, rooth (Hin, ruth; 'PovO, Rhouth): The
name Ruth is found in the OT only ui the book
which is so entitled. It is a contraction for re'uth
(D^y"]), perhaps signifying "comrade," "compan-
ion" (fem.; cf Ex 11 2, "every woman of her neigh-
bor"). OHL, 946, exjjlains the word as an ab.stract
noun = "friendship." The Book of Ruth details the
history of the one deci.sive epi.s<jde owing to which
Ruth became an ancestress of David and of the
royal house of Judah. From this i)oint of view
its peculiar interest hes in the ckjse friendship or
alliance between Israel and Aloab, whi(th rendered
such a connection possible. Not improbably also
there is an allusion to this in the name itself.

The history lies in the period of the Judges (1 1),

at the close of a great famine in the land of Israel.

Elimelech, a native of Bethlehem, had,
1. History with his wife Naomi and two sons,

taken refuge in Moab from the famine.
There, after an interval of time which is not more
precisely defined, he died (1 3), and his two sons,
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liaviiiK married woincii of Moab, in the course of a

further ten years also died, and left ()ri)ali and
Ruth widcnvs (1 !>). Naomi then decided to return

to Pal, and her two dauKliters-in-hiw accompanied
her on her way (1 7). Orpah, however, turned

buck andoidy Kuth remainecl with Naomi, journey-
injr with her to Jiethlehem, where they arrived

"in the be^innins of barley harvest" (1 22). The
])iety and fidelity of Ruth are thus early exhibited

in the course of the narrative, in that she refused

to a])andon her mother-in-law, although thrice

exhorted to do so by Naond herself, on account of

her own great age and the better i)rosp(>cts for Ruth
in her own country. Orpah yielded to ])ersuasion,

and returned to Moab, l)ut Ruth remained with

Naomi.
At Bethlehem Ruth emi)loyed herself in gleaning

in the field during the harvest and was noticed by
Boaz, the owner of tlie field, a near kinsman of her

fath(T-in-law Elimelech. Boaz gave her jiermissiou

to glean as long as the harvest contimied; and told

her that he had heard of lu>r filial conduct toward
her mother-in-law. Mor(H)ver, he directed the

reapcTs to make intentional ])rovision for her by
dropping in her way grain from their bundles (2 lof).

She was thus able to return to Naomi in the even-

ing with a whole ephah of barley (ver 17). In

answer to questioning she explaitied that her success

in gl(>aiung was due to the good-will of Boaz, and
the orders that he had given. She remained accord-

ingly and gleaned with his maidens throughout the

barley and wheat harvest, making her home with

her mother-in-law (2 23). Naomi was anxious for

the remarriage of Ruth, both for her sake and to

secure com]iliance with the usage and law of Israel;

and sent her to Boaz to recall to him his duty as

near knisman of her late husbatul EHmelech (3 If).

Boaz acknowleciged the claim and promised to

take Ruth in marriage, failing fulfilment of the legal

duty of anotJier whose r(>lationship was nearer

than that of Boaz himself (3 H-V.i). Naomi was
confident that 13oaz would fulfil his promise, and
advised Ruth to wait in patience.

Boaz then adopted the customary and legal meas-
ures to obtain a decision. He summoned the near

kinsman before ten eklers at the gate of the city,

related to him the circumstances of Naomi's return,

with her desire that Ruth should be married and
settled with her father-in-law's land as her marriage-

l)ortion, and called ujMjn him to declare his inten-

tions. The near kinsman, whose naine and degree of

relationship are not stated, declared his inability to

undertake the charge, which he renounced in legal

form in favor of Boaz according to ancient custom
in Israel (4 617). Boaz accepted the charge thus
transferred to him, the elders and bystanders bear-

ing witness and pronounciTig a formal blessing upon
the union of Boaz and Ruth (4 9-12). Upon the

birth of a son in due course the women of the

city congratulated Naomi, in that the continuance
of her family and house was now assured, and the

latter became the child's nur.se. The name of Obed
was given to the boy; and Obed through his son

Jesse became the grandfather of David (cf Mt 1

5.6; Lk 3 31.32).

Thus the life and history of Ruth are important
in the eyes of the luirrator because she forms a

link in the ancestry of the greatest

2. Interest king of Israel. From a more modern
and Im- point of view the narrative is a simple

portance of idyllic history, showing how the faith-

the Narra- ful k)ving service of Ruth to her

tive mother-in-law met with its due reward
in the restored hai)i)iness of a peaceful

and prosperous home-life for hc^rself. Incidentally

are illustrated also ancient marriage customs of

Israel, which in the time of the writer had long since

beconu! obsolete. The luirrative is brief and told

without affectation of styk", and on that actcount

will nevcn* lose its interest. It has jm'served more-
over th(> memory of an incident, the national signifi-

caiic(! of which may have passed away, but to which
value will always be attached for its simplicity and
natural grace.

For the litcraturi', sec Ruth, Book ok.

A. S. CJkdf.x

RUTH, BOOK OF: The i)lace which the Hook
of Ruth occu])ies in the order of the books of tlu;

Eng. BMe is not that of the Hel)

1. Order in Canon. There it is one of the five

the Canon ni'i/hilloth or Rolls, which were ordered
to be r(>ad in the synagogue on o

special occasions or festivals diu'ing the year.

Ill i)rinted odd of the OT the m^ghWdth are usuall.v
arranged in th(! order: (^ant, Rath, Lam, Keel, Est. Ruth
oceupi(xl tli(! second position l)eeaus(! tlie t)ook was ap-
pointed to be read at tlie Feast of Weelvs which was the
st'coiid of the r> special days. In Ileb MSS, however,
the order varies considerably. In Spuiiisli MSS gen-
erally, and in one at least of the Cer. seliool cited l)y Or.
i\mshw'^ {Intro to the Ileb Bible, \Miu\on, 1S'.)7, 4), Ruth
precedes (,'ant; and in tlie former Eccl is ])laced before
Lam. The m'gh illoth constitute the second portion of the
k'lhubhiin or Hagiographa, the third great division
of the books of the lleb Scriptures. The Talm, how-
ever, dissociates Ruth altogetlier from tin; remaining
trfghiUdth, and places it first among tlie Hagiographa,
befort^ tlie Book of Pss. By tin; (ir translators the l)ook
was r('mo\'ed from the position which it held in the lleb
Canon, and because it described events contemporaneous
with the .Judges, was attached as a kind of appendi.\ to
\\\v latter work. This seciuence was adopted in the Vulg,
and so has jiassed into all modern Bibles.

The book is written without name of author, and
there is no direct indication of its date. Its aim is

to record an event of interest and im-

2. Author- portance in the family history of David,

ship and and incidentally to illustrate ancient

Purpose custom and marriage law. Th(>re is

no ground for su])i)osing, as has been
suggested, that the writer had a jiolemical ])urpose

in view, and desircnl to show that the strict and
stern action taken by l^zra and Nehemiah after the

return in forbidding mixed marriages was not justi-

fied by i)recedent. The narrative is simjile and
direct, and the preservation of the traditkm which
it rcH'ords of the descent of Israel's royal house
from a Moabite ancestress was probably due in

the first instance to oral commuTiication for some
considerable time before it was committed to

writing. The Book of 1 S also indicates a closcM'ela-

tion between David and Moab, when during the

period of his outhiwry the future king confided his

fath(>r aiul mother to the care of the king of Moal)

(1 S 22 3 f), and so far sujiports the truth of the

tradition which is embodied in the Book of Ruth.
\Mth regard to the date at which the narrative

was committed to writing, it is evident from the

jiosition of the Book of Ruth in the

3. Date of lleb Canon that the date of its corn-

Composition position is subsequent to the close of

the great period of the "earlier proph-

ets." Otherwi.se it would have found a natural

place, as was assigned to it in the Or Bible, together

with the Book of Jgs and other historical writings,

in the second division of the Heb Scrii)tures. In the

opeinng words of the book also, "It came to pass in

the days when the judges judged" (Ruth 1 1), the

writer api)ears to look back to the period of the

Judges as to a comparatively distant epoch. The
character of the diction is pure and chaste; but

has been supposed in certain details, as in the jires-

ence of so-called Aramaisms, to betray a late origin.

The reference to the observance of marriage cus-

toms and their sanctions "in former time in Israel"

(4 7) does not necessarily imiily that the composi-

tion of Ruth was later than that of Dt, in which the

laws and rights of the succession are enjoined, or
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thni the writer of tlie former work w;i,s accjiuiinted
with the Litter in its existing form. 81ifi;ht dilTer-

ciices of detail in the procedure would seem to sug-
gest the oontniry. On the other hand, tlie motive
of the book in the exhibition of the ancestry of
David's house would have lost its significance and
raison d'etre with the death or disappearance of the
last ruler of David's line in the early period of the
return from Babylon (cf Zee 4 9). The most
probable date therefore for the composition of the
book would be in the later days of the exile, or
immediately after the return. There is no clue to
the authorship. The last four verses, giving the
genealogy from Perez to David (cf 1 Ch 2 4-15;
Mt 1 3-6; Lk 3 31-33), are generally recognized
as a later addition.

_
The ethical value of the Book of Ruth is con-

siderable, as setting forth an example of stedfast
fihal piety. The action of Ruth in

4. Ethical refusing to desert her mother-in-law
Teaching and persevering in accompanying her

to her own land meets with its due
reward in the prosperity and ha[)i)iness which be-
come hers, and in the honor which she receives as

ancestress of the royal house of David. Th(>
writer desircvs to show in th(! ])erson and exam[)l(! of
Ruth that a sincere and generous regard for the
claims of duty and affection leads to jjrosjierity and
honor; and at the same time that \h(! principles
and recompense of rigliteous dealing are not de-
pendent upon race, but are as valid for a Moabit-
ess as for a Jew. There is no distin(;tive doctrine
taught in the book. It is jM-imarilv historical,
recording a decisive incident in the origin of David's
house; and in the second place ethical, indicating
and enforcing in a well-known example the ad-
vantage and importance of right dealing and the
observance of the dictates of filial duty. For de-
tailed contents see preceding article.

Literature.—Eng. comms. upon the Book of Ruth
are naturally not nuinurous. C'f (i. ^V. Thatcher
".JudK(!.s and Ruth," in [AVir] Centum Bihh; H. \'

Uatsoii, in Expositor's Bible; the most recent crilicai
coram, is by L. B. WoIfen.son in AJSL. XXVII (.)uly
1911). 28.5 ff, wlao defends llie early date of the l)ook!
Hee also the relevant arts, in Jeiv Ene, IIDB EB and
Driver, LOT. G, 451 If.

A. S. Gedex
RYE, rl. See Spklt.

SABACHTHANI, sa-bilk't hii-ne.

Lama Sahachtuani.
See Eli, Eij,

SABACO,
So.

ib'a-ko, SABAKON, sal)'a-kon. Sch;

SABAEANS, sa-be'anz (^'^Xn^T , .Hh'hhu'im [Joel

3 S .\.\'], Z'^X^y , ,fbhd'Ji/i; 2aPa«in, Snbdcuii,

E€(3a€ifi, Sehaehn [Isa 45 II]; ^''XIl'D
,

1. Forms of read mhJiaim, but rendered as though
the Word from sdbha', "to iml)ihe," hence

"drunkards"; oLva)(i€'voi, oi.n.d»ieitoi,

"wine-drunken" [Ezk 23 42 AVI): "Sabaeans" is

also the tr of the name of the country itself (55^tJ,

.slfbha*) in Job 1 15; 6 19. This last, which is

the root of sh^bha'lm, is regardcid by Arabists as
comhig from that root with the m(!aning of "to
take captive," though seba'a, "he raided" (cf Jol)
1 15), has also been suggested.
As Sheba is said in Gen 10 7; 10 28; and 25 3

respectively to have been (1) a son of Raamah, th(>

4th son of Cu.sh; (2) tlie lOth son of
2. Two Joktan, son of Eber; (3) the 1st son
Different of Jokshan, 2d son of Abraham and
Races Keturah, at least two naticjnahties of

this name are implicid. The former
were identified by Jos (A «^ II, x, 2) with the tall

l)eople of Saba in Upi)er Egyj^t, descril)ed by him
as a city of Ethioj)ia, which Moses, when in the
service of the Egyptians, besieged and captured.

It is the Sem Sabaeans, however, who are theb(!st
known, and the two genealogies attributed to them

(Joktan-Eber and Jokshan-Al)raham)
3. Semitic seem to imj^ly two settlements in the;

Sabaeans land regarded as that of th(>ir origin.
and Their As Ezekiel (27 23) mentions Ilaran
Commerce (Hirran), Canneh (Kannali), and Eden

(Aden) as being connected wit h Sheba,
and these three places are kjiown to have been in
Southern Arabia, their Sem parentage is undoul)te(l.
Th(! Sabaeans are describcsd as being exporters of
gold (Isa 60 G; Ps 72 15), precious stones (Ezk 27
23), j)erfumes (Jer 6 20; Isa and Ezk), and if tlu;

nnidering "Sabaeans" for Joel 3 (4) <S be correct,
the Sebaim, "a nation far off," dealt in slaves.
See Skua; Sheba; Table of Nations.

T. G. Pinches

SABANNEUS, sab-a-ne'us (B, Sapawaiovs, Sn-
baiuiaious, A, Bawaiovs, Bmuiaious; W Bannaia,
following the Aldine) : One of tlu; sons of Asom
who had married "strange wives" (1 ]*]sd 9 33) =
"Zabad" in Ezr 10 33.

SABANNUS, sa-ban'nus (Sdpawos, Sdbd/utos;
AY Sabban): The father of Moetli, one of the
Levit(>s to whom t!ie silver and gold w(!re delivered
(1 Esd 8 03). "MoeththesonofSabannus" stands
m the i)osition of "Noadiah the scjn of Binnui,"
in Ezr 8 33.

SABAOTH, sab'ft-oth, sa-ba'oth. See Gou,
Na.mes of. III, S; LoRU of Hosts.

SABAT, sa'bat: AV=RYSaphvt, (2) ((j.v.).

SABATEUS, sab-a-te'us (A, Sapparaias, Sab-
bntaias, B, 'Apraios, Abtaio.s; \V Sabateas) : One of
the Levites who "taught tlie law of the Lord" to
themuhitude (1 Esd 9 t^) = "Shal)l)ethai" in Neh

SABATHUS, sab'a-thus (2dpa9os, Sdbalhos; AY
Sabatus): An Israelite who put awav his "strange
wife" (1 Esd 9 28) = "Zabad" hi J';zr 10 27.

SABATUS, sab'a-tus: AY =RY Sabathus (q.v.).

SABBAN, sab 'an: AY =RY Saba.wus (ci.v.).

SABBATEUS, sab-a-te'us (Sapparaios, Sab-
bdld'tos; AN Sabbatheus): One of tiie three (or
rather two, for "Levis" = Levitc) "ass(>ssors" in
the investigation held concerning "foreign wives"
(1 Esd 9 14) = "Shabbetliai the Levite" hi Ezr 10
15. He is probably the "Sabateus," one of the
Levites who expounded the; Law (1 Esd 9 48),
and so = the "Shabbethai" in Neh 8 7.

SABBATH, sab'ath (n31p , .shnbbatli, liPSTp

,

sliahbaihun; o-dppaTOv, mbbitton, rd o-dppara, Id
sdbbata; the -i/ ^kdbkdlk in Ileb means "to desist,"
"cease," "rest"):

I. Origin of the Sahbath
1. The Biblical Account
2. Critical Theories
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II. HlsrOKV OF TllK Sahbatii AKTKK MOSICH
1. Jii the OT
2. In the lnt('i--'rcsl ;nii('nlal IV-riod

:5. Jesus iuid llic Sabbath
4. Paul and the Sal)l)ath

LlTEUATUliK

The S;il)l);ith was llie day on which man was to

leave ofT his secular labors and keej) a dav holy to

Jeh.

/. Origin of the Sabbath.—The sketch of crea-

tion in Gen 1 1—2 3 closes with an impress-

ive account of the hallowinji; of the
1. The 7th day, because on it God rested from
Biblical all the work which He had made
Account creatively. The word "Sabbath" does

not occ^ur in the story; but it is recog-

nized by critics of every school that the author (P)

means to describe the Sabbath as i)rimeval. In
Ex 20 S-11 (ascribed to JE) the reason assigned

for kee])nig the 7th day as a holy Sabbath is the
fact that Jeh rest(>d after the six days of creative

activity. Ex 31 17 (>mploys a bold figure, and
describ(>s Jeh as refreshing Himself ("catching His
breath") after six days of work. The statement
that God set apart the 7th day for holy pur])oses in

honor of His own rest aft er six days of creat ive activ-

ity is boldly challengcnl by many n-iodern scholars as
merely the pious figment of a i)ri(>stly imagination
of the exile. There are so few hints of a weekly
Sabbath before Moses, who is com])aratively a
modern character, that argumentation is almost
excluded, and each student will approach the ques-
tion with the bias of his whole intellectual and
spiritual history. There is no distinct mention of

the Sabbath in Gen, though a 7-day period is

referred to several times (Gen 7 4.10; 8 10.12;

29 27 f).
_
The first ex])ress mention of the Sabbath

is found in Ex 16 21-;:5(), in connection with the
giving of the manna. Jeh taught the people in the
wilderness to observe the 7th day as a Sabbath of

rest by sending no manna on that day, a double
supply being given on the Gth day of the week.
Here we have to do with a we(>kly Sabbath as a
day of rest from ordinary secular labor. A little

later the Ten Words were spoken by Jeh from Sinai
in the hearing of all the people, and were afterward
written on the two tables of stone (Ex 20 1-17;
34 1-5.27 f). The Fourth Commandment enjoins
upon Israel the ol)servance of the 7th day of the
week as a holy day on which no work shall be done
by man or beast. Children and servants are to

desist from all work, and even the stranger within
the gates is required to keep the day holy. The
reason assigned is that Jeh rested on the 7th day and
blessed it and hallowed it. There is no hint that
the restrictions were meant to guard against the
wrath of a jealous and angry deity. The Sabbath
was meant to be a blessing to man and not a burden.
After the sin in connection with the golden calf

Jeh rehearses the chief duties r(>quired of Israel, and
again announces the law of the Sabbath (Ex 34 21,
ascribed to J).

_
In the Leviti(;al legislation there is

frequent mention of the Sabbath (Ex 31 13-16;
35 2f; Lev 19 3.30; 23 3.38). A wilful Sab-
bath-breaker was ])ut to death (Nu 15 32-36).
In the Deuteronomic legislation there is equal
recognition of the importance and value of the
Sabbath (Dt 5 12-15). Here the reason assigned
for the observance of the Sal^bath is philanthropic
and humanitarian: "that thy man-servant and thy
maid-servant may rest as well as thou." It is

thus manifest that all the Pentateuchal codes,
whether proceeding from Moses alone or from many
hands in widely different centuries, equally recog-
nize the Sabbath as one of the characteristic insti-

tutions of Israel's religious and social life. If we
cannot point to any observance of the weekly Sab-
bath ijrior to Moses, we can at least be sure that this

was one of tli(^ inslitutioTis which he g.avc to Israel.

From the days of Moses tnitil now the holy Sabbath
has been k(>pt by devout Israelites.

"Th(! okler th(Mjri(!s of the origin of th(i Jewish
Sabbath (connecting it with ]']gypt, with the

(lay of Satiu-ii, or in general with the
2. Critical seven i)lanets) have now been almost
Theories entirely abandoned [see Asthoxo.my,

I, 5]. The disi)osition at present is to
regard the day as originally a lunar festival, similar
to a Bab custom (Schrader, Stud. u. Kril., 1874),
the rather as the cuneiform documents ai)])ear to
contahi a term sulxillu or ^alxittum, identical in
form and meaning with the Heb word t^dhbatlidn."

Thus wrote Professor C. H. Tov in 18i)9 (JBL,
XVIII, 190).

_
In a syllabary (11 R, 32, 16a, b)

sabattum is said to be equivalent to iXjn nuh libbl,

the natural tr of which seemed to be "day of rest
of the heart." Schrader, Sayce and others so
understood the phrase, and naturally looked upon
mbattum as ecjuivalent to the Heb Sabl)alh. But
Jensen and others have shown t hat the ])hrase should
be rendered "day of the ai)pea.sement of the mind"
(of an oiTended deity). The reference is to a day of
atonement or pacification rather than a day of rest,

a day in which one must be careful not to arouse the
anger of the god who was sui)posed to preside over
that particular day. Now the term sabnltum has
been fotmd only 5 or 6 t in the Bab inscriptions and
in none of them is it coimected with the 7th day of a
week. There was, however, a sort of institution
among the superstitious Babylonians that has
been comi)ared with the Heb Sabbath. In certain
months of the year (Elul, Marcheshvan) the 7th,

14th, 19th, 21st and 28th days were set down as
favorable (lays, or unfavorable days, that is, as days
in which the king, t he ])riest and the physician must
be careful not to st ir up the anger of the deity. On
these daj's the king was not to eat food prepared by
fire, not to put on royal dress, not to ride in his

chariot, etc. As to the 19th day, it is thought that
it was inchided among the unlucky days because it

was the 49th (7 times 7) from the 1st of the preced-
ing month. As there were 30 daj's in the month,
it is evident that we are not dealing with a recurring
7th day in the week, as is the case with the Heb Sab-
bath. Moreover, no proof has been adduced that
the term sabattum was ever api)lied to th(\se dies

?i('fasti or unlucky daj's. Hence the ass(>rtions of

some Assyriologists with regard to the Bab origin

of the Sabbath must be taken with several grains
of salt. Notice must be taken of an ingenious and
able paper by Professor M. Jastrow, which was reatl

before the Eleventh International Congress of

Orientalists in Paris in 1897, in which the learned
author attempts to show that the Heb Sabbath was
originally a day of jiropitiat ion like the Bab sabat-

tum {AJT, II, 312-52). He argues that the restrict-

ive measures in the Heb laws for the observance of

the Sabbath arose from the original conception of

the Sabbath as an unfavorable day, a day in which
the anger of Jeh might flash forth against men.
Although Jastrow has supported his thesis with
many argtmients that are cogent, yet the reverent

student of the Scriptures will find it difficult to

resist the impression that the OT WTiters without
excepti(Mi thought of the Sabbath not as an unfavor-
able or unlucky day but rather as a day set apart

for the benefit of man. Whatever may have been t he
attitude of the early Hebrews toward the day which
was to become a characteristic institution of Judaism
in all ages and in all lands, the organs of revelation

throughout the OT enforce the observance of the

Sabbath by arguments which lay emphasis upon its

beneficent and humanitarian aspects.

We must call attention to ISIeinhold's ingenious
hypothesis as to the origin of the Sabbath. In 1894
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Thoopliilns (f. Pinches discovcrrd a tiil)l('l, in which the;
term shapattu is applied to tlu^ ir)th <l;i.v of tlie month.
Meinliold argues that ihnbuttu in IJuh dcnoti's the day of
the full moon. Dr. Sl^imicr tluis dcscrihcs Mcinhold's
tlipory: " He points to the close association of new-moon
and Sabliath in nearly all the preexilic- referi'iices (Am
8 5; Hos 2 11; Isa 1 13; 2 K 4 2;i f ) ; and concludes
that in early Israel, as in Babylonia, Uw Sabljath was
the full-moon festival and nothing else. The institution
of the weekly Sabbath he traces to a desire to coaipensate
for the loss of the old lunar festivals, when these were
at)ro«ated by the Deuteronomic reformation. This
innovation he attributes to Ezekiel; but stei)s toward
it are found in the introduction of a weekly day of rest
during harvest only (on the ground of J)t 16 S f ; cf
Ex 34 21), and in the establishment of the sabbatical
year (Lev 25), which he considers to be older than the
weekly Sabbath" (ICC on Gen, p. 39). Dr. Skiimer well
says that Aleinhold's theory involves great ini|)rol)a))ili-
ties. It is not certain that the Babylonians applied tlio
term sabattu to the 1.5th day of the month because it
was the day of the full moon; and it is by no means
certain that the early propliets in Israel identified Sabbath
with the festival of the full moon.

The wealth of learninfi; and ingenuity expended
in the search for the origin of the Sabbath lias up
to the present yielded small returns.

//. History of the Sabbath after Moses.—The
early proj^hets and historians occasionally make

mention of the Sabbath. It is some-
1. In the times named in connection with the
OT festival of the new moon (2 K 4 23;

Am 8 5; Hos 2 11; Isa 1 13; Ezk
46 3). The prophets found fault with the worship
on tlie Sabbath, because it was not spiritual nor
prompted by love and gratiludc. Th(; Sabbath is
exalt(!d by the great proplK>ts who faced the crisis
of the Bab exile as one of the most valuable institu-
tions in Israel's hfe. Great promises are attached
to faithful observance of t he holy day, and confession
is made of Israel's unfaithfulness in profaning the
Sabbath (Jer 17 21-27; Isa 56 2.4; 58 13; Ezk
20 12-24). In the Pers period Nehcmiah struggled
earnestlv to make the people of Jerus observe the law
of the Sabbath (Neh 10 31; 13 15-22).

With the develoi^ment of the synagogue the
Sabbath became a day of worship and of study of

the Law, as well as a day of cessation
2. In the from all secular employment. That
Inter-Testa- the pious in Israel carefully observed
mental the Sabbath is clear from the c<mduct
Period of the Maccabees and their followers,

who at first declined to resist the
onslaught mafle by their enemies on the Sabbath
(1 Mace 2 29-38); but necessity drove the faith-
fid to def(md themselves against hostile attac^k on
the Sabbath (1 Mace 2 39-41). It was during
t lie period between Ezra and t h(; Christian era that
the spirit of Jewish legalism flourished. Innumer-
al)le restrictions and rules were formulated for the
conduc't of hfe under the Law. Gnvit principles
w(>re lost to sight in the mass of petty details. Two
(mtire treatises of the Mish, Hhahhalh and ''Eruhhln,
are devoted to the details of Sabbath ol)servance.
Tlie subjectis touched upon in other parts of the
Alish; and in the Gemara there are extended di.s-

cu.ssions, with citations of the often divergent
opinions of the rabbis. In the Mish (Shahhulh,
vii.2). there are 39 classes of prohibited actions
with regard to the Sabbath, and there is mucli hair-
split t ing in working out the details. The beginnitigs
of this eUdwrate definition of actions permit ttnl and
actions forbidden are to be found in the centuries
immediately preceding the Christian era. The
mov(>ment was at flood tide during Our Lord's
earthly ministry and continued for centuries after-
ward, in spite of His frequent and vigorous protests.

Apart from His claim to be the Messiah, there ia

no subject on which Our Lord came into such sharp
conflict with the religious leaders of the Jcnvs as
in the matter of Sabbath observance. He set Him-
self squarely against the current rabbinic restric-

tions as contrary to the spirit of the original law
of the Sabbath. The rabbis se(>med to thiidc that

the Sabbath was an end in it.s(>lf, an
3. Jesus institution to which the pious Israelite
and the must subject all his i)ersonal interests;
Sabbath in other words, that man was made for

the Sabbath: man might suffer hard-
ship, but the institution must be jjreserved inviolate.
Jesus, on the contrary, taught that the Sabbath was
made for man's benefit. If there shoukl arise a
conflict between man's needs ami the lt;tter of the
Law, man's higher interests and needs must take
precedence ovov the law of the Sabbath (Mt 12
1-14; Mk 2 23—3 6; Lk 6 1-11; also Jn 5 1-18;
Lk 13 10-17; 14 1-6). There is no reason to
thmk that Jesus meant to discredit the Sabbath
as an mstitution. It was His custom to attend
worship in the synagogue on the Sabbath (Lk
4 16). The humane ek'inent in the rest day at the
end of every week must have api)eal(>d to His
sympathetic nature. It was the one precept of the
Decalogue that was pretloniinantly ceremonial,
though it had distinct sociological and moral value.
As an institution for tlu^ beiu^fit of toiling men and
animals, Jesus h(>]d the Sabbat h in high regard. As
the Messiah, He was not subject to its restrictions;
He could at any moment ass(>rt His lordship over
the Sabbath (Mk 2 28). The institution was not
on a par with the great moral precepts, which are
unchangeable. It is worthy of note that, while
Jesus pushed the moral j)recei:>ts of the Decalogue
into the inner realm of thought and desire, thus
making the requirement more difficult and the law
more exacting. He fought for a more liberal and
lenient mterpretation of the law of the Sabbath.
Rigorous sabl)atarians must look elsewhere for a
champion of their views.
The early Christ i:ins kept the 7th day as a Sab-

bath, much after the fashion of other Jews. Gradu-
ally the 1st day of the week came to be

4. Paul recognized as the day on which the
and the followers of Jesus would meet for
Sabbath worship. The resurrection of Our

Lord on that day made it for Christians
the most joyous day of all the week. When
Gentiles were admitted into the church, the question
at once arose whether they should be required to
keep the Law of Moses. It is the glory of Paul
that he fought for and won freedom for his gentile
fellow-Christians. It is significant of the attitude
of the apostles that the decreets of the Council at
Jerus made no mention of Sabbath observance
in the requirements laid upon gentile Christians
(Acts 15 28 f). Paul boldly contended that be-
lievers in Jesus, whether Jew or Gentile, were s(!t

free from the burdens of the Mosaic Law. Even
circumcision counted for nothing, now that men
were saved by believing in Jesus (Gal 5 6). Chris-
tian liberty as proclaiuKxl by I'aul included all
days and seasons. A man could observe special
days or not, just as his own judgment and conscience
might dictate (Rom 14 Tjf); but in all such matters
one ought to be careful not to put a stunil)ling-
block in a brother's way (Rom 14 13 ff). That
Paul contended for personal freedom in resj^ect of
the Sabbath is made quite clear in Col 2 16 f,

where he groups togetluT dietary laws, feast days,
new moons and sabbaths. The early Christians
brought over into their mode of observing the Lord's
Day the best elements of the Jewish Sabbath,
without its onerous restrictions. See further
Lord's Day; Ethics of Jesus, I, 3, (1).

Literature.—J. A. Hessey, Sunday, Its Origin, His-
tory, and Present Obligation (Bampton Lects for I860);
Zahn, Geschichte des Sonntags, 187.S; Davis, Genesis and
Semitic Tradition, 1894, 2:3-:5.5; Jastrow, "The Original
Character of the Heb Sabt)ath," A.IT. II. 1898, ;n2-,52;
Toy, "The Earliest Form of the Sabbath, " JUL, XVIII,
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Si:vkxth-Dav Advextist Positiox

The vicw.s ent<>r1aino(l by Seventh-Day Advent-

ists conceniins tlie nature and obligation of the

Sab})a1 h may conveniently i)e ])resented under three

general divisions: (1) what the Bible says concern-

ing the Sabbath; (2) what history says concerning

the Sabbath; (3) the significance of the Sabbath.

(1) OT teaching.—In their views conc(>riung the

hist it ut ion and jn-intal obligation of the Sabbath,

Seventh-Day Adventists are in har-

1. What the niouy with' the views held by the

Bible Says early rei)resentatives of nearly all the

concerning evang(>lical denominations, I'he Sab-

the Sabbath bath is coeval with the finishing of

creation, and the main facts connected

with estal)lishing it are recorded in Cen 2 2,3.

'Ilie l)lessing here ])laccd upon the seventh day dis-

tinguish(>s it from the other days of the week, and

the day thus blessed was "sanctified" (AV, RV
"hallowed") and set apart for man.
That the Sabbath thus instituted was well known

throughout the Patriarchal age is clearly established

both by direct evidence and by necessary inference.

"If we had no other passaRO tlian this of Gen 2 3, there

would be no difflciiltv in deducing from it a precept for

the universal observance of a Salilmth. or seventh day,

to be devoted to God as holy time l)y all of that race for

whom the earth and all things therein were specially

prepared. Tlie first men must have known it. The
words 'He hallowed it,' can have no meaning other-

wise. They would be a blank unless in reference to some
who were required to keep it holy" (Lange's Coinm. on

' \nd the day arrived when Moses went to Goshen to

see his hrethreii, that he saw the; children of Israel in

their burdens and hard labor, and Moses was grieved

on their account. And Moses returned to I^gypt and
came to the tiouse of Pharaoh, and came before the king,

and Moses bowed down before th«> king. And Moses
said unto l^haraoh, I pray the(\ my lord, I have come to

seek a small requt^st from thee, turn not away my face

empty; and Pharaoh said unto him, Speak, .And Moses
said I'uito Pharaoh, Let there be given unto thy servants

the children of Israel wlio are in Goshen, one day to

rest therein from their labor. And the king answered
Moses and said, Beliold I have lifted up thy face in this

thing to grant thy refiuest. .\nd Pliaraoh ordered a
proclamation to be issued throughout Egypt and Goshen,
saying. To vou, all the children of Israel, tlius says the

kiiig, for six days vou shall do your work and labor, but
on the .seventh dav you shall rest, and shall not jierform

any work; thus shall you do in all the days, as the king

and Moses the son of Bathia have commanded. And
Moses rejoiced at this tiling which the king had granted
to him, and all the children of Israel did as Moses
ordered them. For this thing was from the Lord to the

children of Israel, for the Lord had begun to remember
the children of Israel to save them for the sake of their

fathers And the Lord was with Moses, and his fame
went throughout Egypt. And Moses became great in

the eyes of all the Egyptians, and in the eyes of all the

children of Israel, seeking good for his peojilt! Israel, and
speaking words of peace regarding them to tlie king"
{Book of Jaxhnr 70:41-51, published by Noah & Gould,
New York, 1840).
"Hence you can see that the Sabbath was before the

Law of Moses came, and has existed from the lieginning

of the world, Esp, have the devout, who liave preserved

the true faith, met together and called upon God on this

day" (Luther's Works, XXXV, p, 3:50),

"Why should God begin two thousand years after (the

creation of the world) to give men a Sabbath upon tlie

reason of His rest from the creation of it, if Hc^ had never
called man to that commemoration before? And it is

certain that the Sabbath was observed at the falling of

the manna before the giving of the Law; and let any
considering Christian judge .... (1) whether the not
falling of manna, or the rest of God after the creation,

was like to be the original reason of the Salibath; (2)

and whether, if it had been the first, it would not have
been said. Remember to keep holy the Sabbath day;
lor on six days the manna fell, and not on the seventh;
rather than 'for in six days God created heaven and
earth, etc, and rested the seventh day,' And it is

casually addt>d, ' Wlcrefore the Lord l)l(>ssed the Sab-
halh (lav, and hallowed it.' Nay, consider whether
this annexed reason intimates not that the day on this

ground l)eing hallowed l)etore, therefore il was that (iod

sent not down the manna on that day, and that He pro-

hiliited the people from seeking it" (Uichard Baxter,

Practical Works, III, 774, ed 1707).

lliat the Sabbath was known to those who came
out of I'^'gypt, even liefore the giving of the Law at

Shiai, is shown from the experience with the manna,

as recorded in Ex 16 22-30. The double iiortion

on the sixth day, and its preservation, was the con-

stantly recurring miracle which reminded the i)eoi)le

of their obligation to observe the Sabbath, and that

the Sabbath was a definite day, the seventh day.

To the people, first wondering at this n-markable

occurrence, Moses said, "This is that which the

Lord hath said. To morrow is the rest of the holy

sabbath imto the Lord" (ver 23 AV). And to .some

who went out to gather manna on the seventh day,

the Lord administered this rebuke: "How long

refuse ye to kcej) mv commandments and my
laws?" (ver 28). All this shows that the Sabbath

law was well understood, and that the failure to

observe it rendered the people justly subject to

Divine reproof.

At Sinai, the Sabbath which was instituted at

creation, and had been observed during the inter-

vening centuries, was embodied in that formal

statement of man's duties usually designated as the

"Ten Commandments." It is treated as an insti-

tution already well known and the command is,

"Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy

(Ex 20 8), In the 4th commandment the basis ot

the Sabbath is revealed. It is a memorial of the

Creator's rest at the close of those six days in which

He made "heaven and earth, the sea, and all that

in them is." For this reason "Jeh blessed the sab-

bath day, and hallowed it." This blessing was not

placed uiiou the dav at Sinai, but in the liegmning

when "God blessed the seventh day, and hallowed

it" (Gen 2 3).
• . , a t, x

From the very nature of the basis of tlie Sabbath,

as set forth in this commandment, both the insti-

tution itself and the d(>finite day of the Sabbath

are of a ])ermanent nature. So long as it is true

that God created lu^aven and earth, and all things

therein, so long will the Sabbath remain as a m(>-

morial of that work ; and so long as it is true that

this creative work was completed in six days, and

that God Himself rested on the seventh day, and

was refreshed in the enjoyment of His completed

work, so long will it be true that the memorial of

that work can prop(-rly be celebrated only upon the

seventh day of the week.

During all the ]ieriod from the deliverance out of

Egvpt to the ca})tivity in Babylon, the iieople of

God were distinguished from the nations about

them by the worship of the only true God, and the

observance of His holy day. The proper observcance

of the true Sabbath would preserve them from idol-

atry, being a constant reminder of the one God, the

Creator of all things. Even when Jems was suffer-

ing from the attacks of the Babylonians, God as-

sured His i)eople, through the prophet Jeremiah,

that if thev would hallow the Sabbath day, great

should be 'their prosiierity, and the city should

remain forever (Jer 17 IS). This shows that th(>

spiritual observance of the Sabbath was the su-

preme test of their right relation to God. In those

l)rophecies of Isaiah, which deal jirimarily with the

restoration from Balndon, remarkable promises were

made to those who would observe the Sabbath, as

recorded in Lsa 56 1-7.

(2) NT teaching.—From the record found in the

four Go.spels, it is plain that the Jews during all the

previous centuries had preserved a knowledge both

of the Sabbath institution and of the definite day.
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It is equally plain that they had made the Sabbath
burdensome by their own rigorous exactions con-
cerning it. And Christ, the Lord of the Sabbath,
both by example and by precept, brushed aside
these traditions of men that He might reveal the
Sabbath of the commandment as God gave it—

a

blessing and not a burden. A careful reading of the
testimony of the evangelists will show that Christ
taught the observance of the commandments of
God, rather than the traditions of men, and that
the charge of Sabbath-breaking was brought against
Him for no other reason than that He refused
to allow the requirements of man to change the
Sabbath, blessed of God, into a merely human insti-

tution, grievous in its nature, and enforced upon the
people with many and troublesome restrictions.

All arc agreed that Christ and His disciples observed
the seventh-day Sabbath previous to the crucifixion.
That His followers had received no intimation of any
proposed change at His death, is evident from th(3
recorded fact that on the day when He was in the tomb
they rested, "on the sabbath .... according to the com-
mandment" (Lk 23 66); and that they treated the fol-
lowing day, the first day of the week, the same as of old,
is further evident, as upon that day they came unto the
sepulcher for the purpose of anointing the body of Jesus.
In the Book of Acts, which gives a brief history of the
work of the disciples in proclaiming the gospel of a risen
Saviour, no other Sablmth is recognized than the seventh
day, and this is mentioned in the most natural way as
the proper designation of a well-known institution (Acts
13 14.27.42; 16 13; 18 4).

In Our Lord's great prophecy, in which He foretold
the experience of th(! churcli between th(! first and the
second advent, He recognized the seventh-day Sabbath
as an existing institution at the time of tlie destruction of
Jerus (70 AD), when He instructed His disciples, "Pray
ye that your flight bo not in the wint(!r, neither on a
sabbath" (Mt 24 20). Such instruction given in these
words, and at that time, would have been confusing
in the extreme, had there been any such thing contem-
plated as the overthrow of the Sabbath law at the cruci-
fixion, and the substitution of another day upon an
entirely different basis.

That the original Sabbath is to be observed,
not only during the present order of things, but also
after the restoration when, according to the vision
of the revelator, a new heaven and a new earth will
take the place of the heaven and the earth that now
are, is clearly intimated in the words of the Lord
through the prophet Isaiah: "For as the new
heavens and the new earth, which I will make, shall
remain before me, saith Jeh, so shall your seed and
your name remain. And it shall come to pass, that
from one new moon to another, and from one sab-
bath to another, shall all flesh come to worship before
me, saith Jeh" (Isa 66 22.23).

Seventh-Day Adventists regard the effort to
establish the observance of another day than the
seventh by using such texts as Jn 20 19.26; Acts
20 7; 1 Cor 16 1.2: Rev 1 10 as being merely an
afterthought, an effort to find warrant for an observ-
ance established upon other than Bib. authority.
During the last two or three centuries there has
been a movement for the restoration of the original
seventh-day Sabbath, not as a Jewish, but as a
Christian, institution. This work, commenced and
carried forward by the Seventh-Day liaptists, has
been taken up and pushed with renewed vigor by
the Seventh-Day Adventists during the present
generation, and the Bible teaching concerning the
true Sabbath is now being presented in nearly every
country, both civihzed and uncivilized, on the face
of the earth.

(1) Josephus.—This summary of history must neces-
sarily be brief, and it will be impossible, for lack of space,

to quote authorities. From the testi-

2 What mony of Jos it is clear that the Jews, as a
j^. .

nation, continued to oijserve the soventh-
ilistory day Sabbath until their overthrow, when
Says about Jerus was captured by Titus, 70 AD. As
tbp ^flhbatVi colonics, and individuals, scattered overlue oduudin

^j^^ j^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^.^j^ ^^^^ j^^^ ^^^^ p^^_
served a knowledge of the original Sabbath,

and the definite day, until the present time. They con-

stitute a living testimony for the benefit of all who desire
to know the truth of this matter.

(2) Church hi.Htory.—According to church history the
seventh-day Sabbath was observed by the early church
and no other day was observed as a Sabbath during the
first two or three centuries (see HDB, IV, 322 6)

In the oft-repeated letter of Pliny, the Rom governor
of Bithyma, to the emperor Trajan, written about
i^ ,-,

i

^here occurs the expression, "a certain stated
day, which is usually assumed to mean Sunday. With
reference to this matter W. B. Taylor, in Historical
Comms., ch i, sec. 47, makes the following .statement:
As the Sabbath day appears to have been quite as

commonly observed at this date as the sun's day (if not
even more so), it is just as probable that thi.s 'stated
day referred to by Pliny was the 7th day as that it was
the 1st day; though the latter is generally taken for
granted." "Sunday was distinguished as a day of joy
by the circumstances that men did not fast upon it, and
that they prayed standing up and not kneeling, as Christ
had now been raised from the dead. The festival of
Sunday, like all other festivals, was always only a human
ordinance, and it was far from the intentions of the
apostles to establish a Divine command in this respect
far from them, and from the early apostolic church to
transfer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday. Perhaps
at the end of the 2d cent., a fals(> ai)iilication'of this kind
had begun to take place; for men appear by that time
to have considered laboring on Sunday as a sin" (Tertul-
lian De Oral., c. 23). This quotation is taken from Rosi''s
Neander, London, 1831, I, 33 f, and is the correct tr from
Meander's first Ger. ed, Hamburg, 182G, I, pt. 2, p. 339.
Neander has in his 2d ed, 1842, omitted the second sen-
tence, in which he expressly stated that Sunday was only
a human ordinance, but he has added nothing to the con-
trary. "Thi! Christians in the ancient church very soon
distinguished the first day of the week, Sunday; however,
not as a Sabbath, but as an assembly day of the church
to study the Word of God together and to celebrates the
ordinances one with another: without a shadow of doubt
this took place as early as the first part of the 2d cent."
(Geschichte des Sonntags. 60).

Gradually, however, the first day of the week came into
prominence as an added day, but finally by civil and
ecck^iastical authority as a required observance. The
first k-gislation on this subject was the famous law of Con-
stantine, enacted 321 AD. The acts of various councils
during the 4th and 6th cents, established the observance
of the first day of the week by ecclesiastical authority, and
In the great apostasy which followed, the rival day ob-
tained the ascendancy. During the centuries which fol-
lowed, however, there were always witnesses for tlie true
Sabbath, although under great persecution. And thus in
various lands, the knowledge of the true Sabbath has
been preserved.

In the creation of the heavens and the earth the
foundation of the gospel was laid. At the close of

His created work, "God saw everything
3. The Sig- that he had made, and, behold, "it was
nificance of very good" (Gen 1 31). The Sab-
the Sabbath bath was both the sign and the

memorial of that creative power which
is able to make all things good. But man, made in
the image of God, lost that image through sin. In
the gospel, provision is made for the restoration of
the image of God in the soul of man. The Creator
is the Redeemer and redemption is the new creation.
As the Sabbath was the sign of that creative power
which wrought in Christ, the Word, in the making
of the heaven and the earth and all things therein,
so it is the sign of that same creative power working
through the same eternal Word for the restoration
of all things. "Wherefore if any man is in Christ,
there is a new creation: the old things are passed
away; behold, they are become new" (2 Cor
5 17 m). "For neither is circumcision anything,
nor uncircumcision, but a new creation" (Gal 6
15 rn). "For we are his workman.ship, created in
Christ Jesus for good works, which God afore pre-
pared that we should walk in them" (Eph 2 10).

A concrete illustration of this gospel meaning of the
Sabbath is found in the deliverance of Israel from Egypt.
The same creative power which wrought in the beginning
was exercised in the signs and miracles which preceded
their deliverance, and in those miracles, such as the open-
ing of the Rod Sea, the giving of the manna, and tlie water
from the rock, which attended the journoyings of the
Israelites. In consequence of these manifestations of
creative power in their behalf, the children of Israel were
instructed to remember in their observance of the Sabbath
that thoy were bondmen in the land of Egypt. Israel's
deliverance from Egypt is the type of every man's deliv-
erance from sin ; and the instruction to Israel concerning
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tho Salil);itli shows its true significance in liic t^osix-l of

salvation from sin, and tlic new creation in tlic iniaKO

of Cod.

Flirt hcrinoro, ihv seventh-day Sal)l)ath is tlio

sisn of l)()tli tho divinity and the deity of Clirist.

(lod only can create, lie throiijih whom thi.s work
is wroufiht nnist l)e one witli (!od. To tliis tlio

Scriptures testify: "In the bcfiinning was llie Word,
.... and the'Word was CJod .All thinyis

were made IhroiiKh him; and without him was not,

anythinfi; made that hath hec-n made." P)ut this

same \\'ord which was with (!od, and was Clod,

"l)(>came flesh, and dwelt amonjj; us'' (Jn 1 1..3.1 1).

This is the eternal Son, "in whom we have our
redemptionthroujih his blood, the forgiveness of our
trespasses, accordini;; to therichesof hisfiracc;" (Eph
1 7). To the Christian tho Sal )hath, wliieh was tlH>

sifjn and memorial of that Divine pow(>r which
wrought through tho eternal ^^ord in tho creation

of the heaven and the earth, becomes the sign of the
same power workinjj; through tho same et ernal Son
to acc()m])lish tho now creaticm, and is thus the sign

of both tho divinity and The deity of Christ.

Inasmuch as the red emjitive work finds its chiefest

expression in the cross of Christ, the Sabbath, which
is the sign of that redemptive work, becomes the

sign of tlio cross.

Seventh-Day Advenlists teach and practise the observ-
ance of th(^ Sabljatli, not because they believe in salvation
throuj^h man's effort to ke(-i) th(^ law of (rod, but l)ecause
tliey believe in tliat salvation which alone can l)e accom-
plished by tho creative! ])ower of Cod woi-kinf>; tlirou^h
the eternal Son to create; l)elievers anew in ("'lirist .h^sus.

Seven! li-Day Advenlists l)elieve, and teach, tliat the
observance; of" an.v otlier day tliaii tlie seventh as the
Sabbath is the sign of that predicted apostasy in which
tho man of sin would bo revealed Avho would e.xalt

himself above all that is called Cod, or that is worshipped.
Seventh-Day Adventists believe, and teach, that the

observance of tho true Sabbath in this generation is a
part of tliat gospel work which is to make ready a people
prepared for tho Lord.

\\'. W. PUESCOTT
SABBATH-BREAKING, s.-brfdv'ing. See

Crimks; I'uxishmk.nts.

SABBATH, COURT OF THE.
Way.

See CovERKi)

SABBATH, DAY BEFORE THE. S(h^ D.vy
BEFOllK THE SaHHATH.

SABBATH DAY'S JOURNEY, jur'ni (o-appdrov

686s, fidbbdUm hodo.s): I'sed only in Acts 1 12,

where it designates tho distance from Jerus to the
Mount of Olives, to which Jesus led His disciples on
the day of His ascension. I'he expression comes
from rabbinical usage to indicate the distance a
Jew might travel on the Sabbath without trans-

gressing the Law, the command against working on
that (lav being interpreted as including travel

(see Ex 16 27-30).
_
The limit set by the rabbis to

the Sabbath day's journey was 2,000 cubits from
one's house or domicile, which was derived from the
statement found in Josh 3 4 that this was tho
distance between the ark and tho people on their

march, this being assumed to be the distance between
tho tents of the peoj^le and the tabernacle during the
sojourn in tho wilderness. Hence it must have been
allowable to travel thus far to attend the worship
of the tabernacle. We do not know when this

assumption in regard to the Sabbath day's journey
was made, but it seems to have been in force in the
time of Chri.st. The distance of tho Mount of

Olives from Jerus is stated in Jos (Ant, XX, viii,

6) to have been five stadia or furlongs and in BJ,
V, ii, 3, six stadia, tho discrejiaiu^y being (>xplaine(l

by supposing a different point of dei)arture. This
would make the distance of the Saljbath day's jour-
ney from 1,000 to 1,200 yds., the first agreeing very
closely with the 2,000 cubits. The rabbis, however.

invented a way of increasing this distaiuH! without
t(>chnically infringing the Law, l)y deposiling some
food at the 2,000-cubit limit, before the Sabbath,
and declaring thtit spot a tc^nporary domienk;.

They might then proceed 2,000 cubits from this

jioint witliout tran.sgressing the Law.

And in some cases (n'eni tliis intricacy of [ireparation
was unnecessary. If, for instance, thi^ ajiproach of I Ik;

Sal)batli foundono on his journey, the traveler mlu'ht
sele(;t some; tr(!0 or soiiu; stone wall at a distance of 2.1)00
paces and mentally dechiro this to be; his residence for
th(! Sabbath, in which casi; ho was ])ermitt!'d to go tin;

2.000 j)aces to tho selected tree or wall and also 2, ()()()

paces beyond, l)ut in such a case ho must do the work
thoroughly and must say: "Let my Sal)bath resid(<nc(!

be at tho truniv of that tree," for if ho merely said:
"Let my Sabbath resklence ha under that tree," this
would not be sullici(;nt, because the expn^ssion would bo
too gciiioral and indeliuito (Tract. 'Krubhin i 7).

Other schemes for extending the distance hav(!

been devi.sod, such as regarding the quarter of the
town in which one dw(>lls, or the whole town itself,

as the domicile, thus allowing one to proce(>d from
any part of the town to a point 2,000 cubits beyond
its utmost limits. This was most probably t Ik; case
with walled towns, at least, and boundary ston(>s

have be(>n found in the vicinity of Gaza with in-

scriptions supposed to mark these limits. The 2,000-

cubit limits around the Lcvilical cities (Xu 35 o)

may have suggested the limit of the Sabbath day's
journey also. The term came to be u.sed as a desig-

nation of distance which must have been more or

less definite. 11. PouTEit

SABBATH, MORROW AFTER THE. S(;e

MoHHOW AFTER THE SAIiB.VTH.

SABBATH, SECOND AFTER THE FIRST
(o-dppaxov SevTepoirpcoTov, sdbbaton dentcroproton,

[Lk 6 1|, lit. "the .second-first sabbath," of RVm)

:

Wo will mention only a few of the explanations
elicited by this expression. (1) It was the first Sab-
liath in the second year of a 7-year cycle comjH-is-

ing tho jieriod from one Sabbatic year to the other;

(2) the first Sabbath after the second day of Pass-
over, i.e. thefinst of the seven Sabbaths the Hebrews
were to "count unto" themselves from "the morrow
after the sabbath" (tho day after Easter) until

Pentecost (Lev 23 15); (3) the first Sabbath in

the Jewish ecclesiastical year (about the middle of

M.'irch), tho first Sabbath in tho civil year (about
the muldlo of September) being coimted as the
"first-first " Sabbath; (4) the term deutcrdprotos,

is a monstrous combination of the words dcuteros,

"second," and protos, "first," attributable to un-
skilful attempts at textual emendation on the part
of copyists. This supposition would, of course,

render unnecessary all other efforts to unravel the
knotty problem, and, as a matter of fact, dcutero-

protos is omitted by many MSS (hicluding X and
B). To those not feeling incHned to accept this

solution wo would suggest the first of the above-
named explanations as the most natural and prob-
able one. WiLLiA.M Baur

SABBATHEUS, sab-a-the'us: AV = RV S.\u-

B.-VTEUS ((I.V.).

SABBATHS, .sab'aths, OF YEARS (ZTlUS rrZiZ'
,

shabb^thotli shdnim; dvaTravo-eis ctwv, anapauseis
c/o?i[Lev 25 K]): The seven sabbatic years preceding
the Year of Jubilee. See S.\bbatical Yeaii;
Jubilee Year; Astroxo.my, I, o.

SABBATICAL, sa-bat'ik-:i], YEAR ((innTp n:(P,

sk'nath .sli<ibl)dthd)i; eviavros dvairavtrews, cniautd.s

anapauscoH, "a year of solemn rest "; or "jlPSp P3T1"

,

shahbath shnbbdtfion; o-dppara dvdiraxjcris, mbbata
andpausis, "a sabbath of solemn rest" [Lev 25 4];
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or ni2^L?n rip, sfmath hash''rnitldh ; eVos rfjs

d4>eo-€tos, etos tes aphescus, "the year of release" [Dt
15 9; 31 10]): We find the first rudi-

1. Primary meuts of this institution in the so-

Intention called Covenant Book (Ex 21-23).
^

Its

connection with tlie day of rest (Sah-
V)ath) is oljvious, althoup;h it strikes us as somewhat
roniarkahle that in Ex 23 10-12 the regulatioTi

n'sardins the 7th year should precede the statute
respecting the 7th day. Still it seems natural that
after the allusion in ver 9, "Ye were sojourners in

the land of Egypt," the Covenant Book should ])ut

in a good word for the poor in Israel (ver 11: "Lot
it rest and lie fallow, that the poor of thy peo])le

may eat"). Even the beasts of the field are re-

membered (cf Jon 4 11).

We must, therefore, conclude that in this early

jieriod of the history of Israel the regulation regard-
ing t he 7t h year was ))rimarily intended for the relic^f

of the poor and for the awakening of a sense of re-

sponsibility in the hearts of those better i)rovided
with the means of subsistence. It would be wrong,
however, to deny its Sabbatic character, for the
text says expressly, "But in the 7th year thou whalt

let it rest" (lit. "thou shalt release it"), implying
that the land was entitled to a rest because it needed
it; it must be relcas(Kl for a time in ord(>r to gain
fresh strength and insure its future fertility. Two
motives, Hum, present themselves most clearly,

one of a social, the other of an economic character,
and both are rooted in God's dealings with Israel

(cfEx 21 1).

Another evidence of the humane spirit pervading the
Mosaic Law may be found in Kx 21 2-6 wh('re, in the

case of a Heb slave, the h^ngth of his

2. Mosaic servitude is limited to six years. Tlu! con-
T ocricla+irkn uectiou witli tlio idea of tlie Sabbath is
x^egibiaiion

i>vidciit, but we fail to detect hero any
Humane reference to the Sal)batical year. It is

clear that tlie 7th year in which a slave
niigin lie set free nc^ed not necessarily coincide witli the
Salibatical year, though it miglit. of course, The same is

true of Dt 15 12-18; it has nothing to do with the
Sabl)atical year. On the other liaud it is reasonable to
assume tliat tlie "release" mentioned in Dt 15 1-3 took
pla(-e in the Sabbatical year; in otlier words, its scope
had been enlarged in later y(>ars so as to include the
release from pecuniary oliligation, i.e. the remission of
debts or, at least, their temporary suspension. This
means that the children of Israel were now developing
from a purely agricultural people to a commercial na-
tion. Still the same spirit of compassion for tlie poor
and those struggling for a living asserts itself as in the
earlif^r period, and it goes without saying that the old
regulation concerning the release of the land in the 7th
year was still in force (cf ver 2: "because Jeh's release
hath been proclaimed").

According to ver 1, this proclamation occurred at the
end of every 7 years, or, rather, during the 7th year;
for we must be careful not to strain the expression "at
the end" (cf ver 9, where the 7th year is called "the year
of release"; it is quite natural to identify this 7th year
with the Sabbatical year).

Moreover, we are now almost compelled to assert that
the Sabliatical year by this time had become an institution
ol)s(>rved simultaneously all over the country. From
the wording of the regulation regarding the 7th year in
the Covenant Book we are not certain about this in
those early times. But now it is different. "Jeh's
release hath been proclaimed."

It was a solemn and general proclamat i(jn, t he date
of which was very likely the day of atonement in

the 7th month (the Sabbatical month).
3. General The celebration of the Feast of Taber-
Observance nacles (booths) began five days later and

it lasted from the loth day to the 21st
of the 7th month (Tisri) . In t he Sabbatical year, at
that time, the Law was read "before :dl Israel in

their hearing," a fact which tends to jirove that the
Sabbatical year had become a matter of gtsneral and
simultaneous observance (cf Dt 31 10-13). An-
oth(>r lesson may be deduced from this passage:
it gives us a hint respecting the use to which tlie

people may have put their leisure time during the

12 months of Sabbatical rest ; it may have been a
period of religious and probably other instruction.

In Lev 25 1-7 the central idea of the Sabbatical
year is unfolded. Although it has been saitl we
should be careful not to look for too mtich of the
ideal and dogmatic in the institutions of the chil-

dren of Israel, yet we must never lose sight of the
religious and educational character even of their
ancient legislation.

One centnil thought is brought home to them,
viz. God is the owner of the soil, and through Ilis

grace only the chos(>n peojile have come
4. Central into its possession. Tli(>ir time, i.e.

Idea they themselves, belong to Ilim: this
is the deepest meaning of the day of

rest; their land, i.e. their means of subsistence,
belong to Him: this reveals to us the innermost
significance of the year of rest. It was J<>li's pleas-
ure to call the children of Israel into life, and if they
live and work and prosper, they are indebted
to His unmerited loving-kiiulness. They should,
therefore, put their absolute trust in Him, never
doubt His word or His ])ower, always ol)(>v Him and
so always receive His unbounded blessings.

If we thus put all the emphasis on the religious
character of the Sabbatical year, we are in keeping
with the idea permeating the OT, nanu'ly that the
children of Israel are the chosen ])eoi)le of Jeh.
All their agricultural, social, commercial and politi-

cal relations were to be built ui)on their Divine
calling and shaped according to CJod's sovereign will.

But did they live up to it? Or, to limit the ques-
tion to our subject: Did they rt^ally observe the
Sabbatical year? There are t hose who hold that the
law regarding the Sabbatical year was not observed
before the captivity. In order to jirove this asser-
tion they point to Lev 26 3 If. 43; also to 2 Ch
36 21. But all we can gather from these passages
is the palpable conclusion that the law regarduig
the Sabbatical year had not been strictly obeyed, a
deficiency which may mar the effect of any law.
The possibility of observing the jirecejit respect-

ing the Sabbatical year is demonstrated by the post-
exilic history of the Jewish i)eople. Nehemiah
registers the solemn fact that the reestablished
nation entered into a covenant to keep the law and
to maintain the temple worship (Neh 9 38; 10
32 ff). In ver 31 of the last-named chapter h(>

alludes to the 7th year, "that we wtnild forego the
7th year, and the exaction of every debt." We
are not sure of the exact meaning of this short allu-

sion; it may refer to the Sabbatical rest of the land
and the suspension of debts.

For a certainty we know that the Sabbati(;al year
was observed by the Jews at the time of Alexander
the Great. When he was petitioned by the Samari-
tans "that he would remit the tribute of the 7th
year to them, because they did not sow therein,

he asked who they were that mad(; such a petition";
he was told they were Hebrews, etc (Jos, Ant, XI,
viii, 6).

During Maccabean and Asmonean times the
law regarding the Sabbatical year was strictly ob-
served, although it frequently weakened the cause
of the Jews (1 Mace 6 49.53; Jos, ^«i, XIII, viii,

1; cf BJ, I, ii, 4; Ant, XIV, x, (i; XV, i, 2). Again
we may find references to the Sabbatical year in Jos,

Ant, XIV, xvi, 2, etc; Tac. Hist. v. 4, etc, all of

which testifies to the observtmce of the Sabbatical
year in the Herodian era. Th(! words of Tacitus
show the proud Roman's (>stimate of the Jewish
character and customs: "For the 7th day they are
said to have prescribed rest bectiusc this day ended
their labors; then, in addition, being allured by
their lack of energy, they also spend the 7th year
in laziness." See also Astronomy, I, 5, (3), (4);
Jubilee Year. Willia.m Baur
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SABBEUS, s:i-l)r'ns (SaPPa£as, .Siihhauis): In
1 J']s(l 9 ;;2, tlic saincns "Shcinaiali" in Ezr 10 31.

SABI, sfi'ln:

(1) A, i;a/itt, Sdlxi, li, Tojf^ets. Tohnx. Fritzsclic;
A\' Sami): I'^ponyni of a laniily of i)ort(>r.s wlio
rclui-nctl wiih Zcni[)l)a!)('l (1 Esd" 5 2S) = "Shol)ai"
in i:zr 2 12; N(>h 7 lo.

(2) A\'=I{A" Sa]!ik ((I.V.).

SABIAS, sa-hl'as (2aPias, Sahi/i,-^, l''ritzscli(\

'Ao-apCas, Ah<iI,Uis; AX Assabias): One of the six
"captains over lliousands" wlio supplied the Lcndtcs
with niucli cattle for Josialrs Passover d ]'lsd 1 '.»)

= "ilashahiali" in 2 Ch 35 9.

SABIE, sa'l)i-e (SaPeiT], ,SV//>r/r, or SaPiT), Sfihir;
AY Sabi): In i KM 5 34 hotli AV and H\', foUow-
inji A, read "the sons of Pliacareth, (he snuf; of
Sable" (A\' "Sabi") for the "Pochereth-hazzebaim''
of lOzr 2 ")7; N(^h 7 o!). B reads correctly as one
jH'oiJer name: "Phacareth Sabie."

SABTA, or SABTAH, sab'ta (Xn2C , mhhia',

"V^'r? '
ythh(uh) : Tliinl son of Cash '(Clen 10 7 = 1

Ch 1 9). A ])lace Sabta is i)robably to be looked for
in South -Arabia. Arab seoKniphers give no exact
equival(>]it of the name. Al Bekri (i.65) (luotes
a line of early ])()etry in which Dhu '1 Sabta is men-
tioned, and the context mif^ht indicate a situation
in Yemamah; but the word is possibly not a i)roper
name. It is usuallv identified w'ith Saubatha
(PtoL, vi.7, 3S) or with the Sabota of Pliny (vi.32;
xii.32), ail old mercantile city in South Arabia
celebrated for its trad(> in fraiikincc>nsc and, accord-
ing to Ptolemy, jjo.ssessing GO temples. It is said
also to have been the territory of a king Elisarus,
whose name pr(>sents a striking resemblance to Dhu
'1-Adhar, one of the ''Tubbas" or Ilimyarite khiga
of Yemen. Another conj(M'tur(> is theSaphtha of
Ptolemy (vi.7, 30) near th(> Aral)ian shore of the
Pers Gulf. A. S. Fulton

SABTECA, sab'te-ka (X2I?2C
, mbhl^khct ; SaPa-

KaGd, Sabakalhd, 'Zi^iQaxa, Schcthachd; AV Sab-
techah): The oth named of the sons of Cush in
the genealogy of Gen 10 5-7. In 1 Ch 1 S.9
AV reads "Sabtecha," RV "Sabteca." Manv con-
jectures have been made as to the place here indi-
cated. Recently Glazer (Skizze, II, 252) has re-
vived the suggestion of Bochart that it is to be
identified with Samydake in Carmania on the E. of
the Pers Gulf. This seems to rest on nothing more
than superficial resemblance of the names; but
the phonetic changes involved are difficult. Others
have thought of various places in Arabia, toward
the Pers Gulf; but the data necessary for any sat-
isfactory decision are not now available.

W. EWING
SACAR, sa'kiir (nDl», sakhar):

(1) l>'at]ier of Ahiam, a follower of David (1 Ch
11 35, B, 'Axap, Achdr, A, ^axap, »SCTc/;«'r= "Sharar"
of 2 S 23 33; Sharar is favored as the original
reading).

(2) Elponym of a family of gatekeepers (1 Ch
26 4).

SACKBUT, .sak'but. See M;-sir, III, 1, (/).

SACKCLOTH, .sak'kloth. See Bukial.

SACRAMENTS, sak'ra-ments: Tlu; word "sac-
rament" comes from the Lat mcramentum, which
in the classical jjeriod of the language was used in
two chief senses: (1) as a legal term to denote the
sum of money deposited by two parties to a suit

which was foi'feited by the loser and ajjpropriated
to sacred use:

1. The
Term

(2) as a military term to designate
the oath of ol)edience taken by newly
enlisted soldiers. Whether referring to
an oath of obedience or to something
s(>t af)art for a sacred ])urj)<)se, it is

(n-ident that sdcrdinoiUim wouki readily lend itself
to (k'scribe such onlinances as Baj)tism and the
Lord's Supper. In the (ir NT, however, there is

no word nor even any general idea corres])on(ling
to "sacrament,," nor do(>s the earliest historv of
Christianity afford any trace of the ai)plication of
the t(»rm to certahi rites of the church. Plinv
((• 112 .\D) describes the Christians of Bithynia
as "binding them.s(>lves by a mcramentum to ('oin-
mit no kind of crime" {Epp. x.97), but- schokirs
are now pretty generally agreed that Plinv here
uses th(> word in its old Rom sense of an oath or
solemn obligation, so that its occurrence in this
passage is nothing more than an interesting co-
incidence.

It is in the writings of Tertullian (end of 2d and
beginning of 3d cent .) that we find the first evidence
of the adoption of the word as a technical term to
designate Baptism, the Eucharist, and other rites
of the Christian church. This Christian adoption
of mcramentum may have be(>n partly occasioned
by the evident anaiogi(>s which the word suggests
with Baptism and the Eucharist; but what appears
to have chiefiy determined its history in this direc-
tion was the fact that in the Old Lat VSS (as after-
ward in the Vulg) it had been employed to translate
the (ir ixvaT7}pLov, muHltrion, "a "mystery" (eg
Eph 5 32; 1 Tim 3 10; Rev 1 20; 17 7)—an
association of ideas which was greatly fostered in
the early church by the rapidly growing tendencv
to an assimilation of Christian worship with the
mystery-practices of the Gr-Rom world.
Though esp. employed to denote Baptism and

the Eucharist, the name "sacraments" was for long
used so loosely and vaguely that it

2. Nature was applied to facts and doctrines of
and Christianity as well as to its symbolic
Number rites. Augustine's definition of a

sacrament as "the visible form of an
invisible grace" so far limited its apj^lication. But
we see how widely even a definition like this might
be stretched when we find Hugo of St. Victor (Pith
cent.) enumerating as many as 30 sacraments that
had been recognized in the church. The Council
of Trent was more exact when it declared that visible
forms are sacraments only when they represent an
invisible grace and become its channels, and when
it sought further to delimit the sacramental area bv
reenacting (1547) a decision of the Council of
Florence (1439), in which for the first time the
authority of the church was given to a suggestion
of Peter Lombard (12th cent.) and other schoolmen
that the number of the sacraments should be fixed
at seven, viz. Baptism, Confirmation, the iMicharist,
Penance, Extreme Unction, Orders, and Matri-
mony—a suggestion which was supported by cer-
tain fanciful analogies designed to show that seven
was a sacred number.
The divergence of the Protestant churches from

this definition and scheme was based on the fact
that these proceeded on no settled principles. The
notion that there are seven sacraments has no NT
authority, and must be described as purely arbi-
trary; while the definition of a sacrament 'is still

so vague that anything but an arbitrary selection
of parti(;ulars is impossible. It is perfectly arbi-
trary, for example, to plac^c Baptism and the Lord's
Supper, which were instituted l)y Christ as ordi-
nances of the church, in the same category with
marriage, which rests not on His appointment but
on a natural relationship between the sexes that is
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as old as the liunian race. Wliil(\ therefure, tlie

Pieformers retained the t(;nn "sacrament" as a

convenient one to express the general idea that has

to be drawn from tlie characteristics of tlie rites

classed together under this name, they found the

distinguisliing marks of sacraments (1) in tlieir

institution l)v Clu'ist, (2) in lh(>ir being enjoined by
Him upon I'lis followers, Ci) in their being bound
up with His word and revelation in such a way tliat

they be(H)nie ''the expressions of Divine thoughts,

the' visible symbols of Divine acts." And as Bap-
tism and the Lord's Supper are the only two riles

for which such marks can be claimed, it follows

that there are only two XT sacraments.
^

TluMr

uniciue place in the original revelation justifies us

in separating them from all other rites and cere-

moni(>s that may have arisen in the histoiy of the

cluu-ch. since it "raises them to the dignity of form-

ing an integral part of the historical gosp(>l. A
justification for their being class(>d together under

a common name may be found, again, in the way
in which thev are associated in the XT (Acts 2

41.42; 1 Cor 10 1-4) and also in the analogy
which Paul traces between Baptism and the Lord's

Supper on the one hand, and Circumcision and the

Pa.ssover—the two n;ost distinctive rites of the

Old Covenant—on the other (C(j1 2 11 ; 1 Cor 5

7; 11 20).

The assumption made above, that both Baptism
and the Lord's Supper owe their origin as sacra-

ments of the church to their definite

3. Institu- appointment by Christ Himsc^lf, has
tion by been strongly challenged bj^ some
Christ modern critics.

(1) In regard to Baptism it has been
argued that as Mk 16 lo f occurs in a i)assage

(vs 9-20) which textual criticism has shown to have
formefl no part of the original Gospel, Mt 28 19,

standing by itself, is too slender a foundation to

sujiport the belief that the ordinance rests upon an
injunction of J(!sus, more esp. as its statements are

inconsistent with the results of historical criticism.

The.se results, it is affirmed, prove that all the narra-

tives of the Forty Days are legendary, that Mt 28
19 in particular only canonizes a later ecclesiastical

situation, that its universalism is contrary to the

facts of early Christian history, and its Trinitarian

formula "foreign to the mouth of Jesus" (see Har-
nack. History of Dogma, I, 79, and the referen(;cs

there given). It is evident, however, that some of

these objections rest upon anti-supernatural pre-

suppositions that really beg the qu(!stion at issue,

and others on conclusions for which real premises

are wanting. Over against them all we have to set

the positive and weighty fact that from the earliest

days of Christianity Baptism appears as the rite

of initiation into the fellowship of the church (Acts

2 38.41, et passim), and that even Paul, with all

his freedom of thought and spiritual interpreta-

tion of the gospel, never questioned its necessitv

(cf Rom 6 3ff; 1 Cor 12 13; Eph 4 o). On any
oth(>r sup[)osition than that of its appointment
by Our Lord Himself it is difficult to conceive how
within the brief space of years between the death
of Jesus and the apostle's earliest n^ferences to the

subject, the ordinance should not only have origi-

nated but have established itself in so ab.solute a
manner for Jewish and gentile Christians alike.

(2) In the case of the Lord's Supper the challenge

of its institution by Christ rests mainly upon the

fact that the saying, "This do in remembrance; of

me," is absent from the Mk-Mt text, and is found
only in the Supper-narratives of Paul (1 Cor 11

24.25) and his disciple Luke (Lk 22 19). I'pon

this circumstance large structures of critical hy-

pothesis have been reared. It has been affirmed

that in the upper room Jesus was only holding a

farewell supper with His disciples, and that it never
occurred to Him to institute a feast of commemo-
ration. It has further been maintained that the
views of Jesus regarding the sj^eedy consummation
of His kingdom make it impossible that lie should
have dreamed of instituting a sacrament to com-
memorate His death. The significance of the feast

was eschatological merely; it was a pledge of a
glorious future hour in the p(>rf(>cted kingdom of

God (see Mt 26 29 and parallels). And the theory
has even been advanced that the institution of this

sacrament as an ordinance of the church designed to

commemorate Christ's death was due to the initia-

tive of Paul, who is su))pose(l to have been influ-

enced in this direction by wh;it he had seen in

Corinth and elsewlu^re of the mystery-practices of

the Gr world.
All these hypothetical fabrics fall, of course, to

the ground if the underlying a.ssinnption that Jesus
never said, "This do in rememl)ratice of me," is

shown to be unwarrantable. And it is imwarrant-
able to assume that a saying of Jesus which is

vouched for by Paul and Luke cannot be authentic
because it does not occur in the corresponding nar-
ratives of Matthew and Mark. In the.se narratives,

which are highly compressed in any case, the first

two evangelists would seem to have confined them-
selves to setting down those sayings whicdi formed
the essential moments of the Sui)per and gave its

symbolic contents. The connnand of its repetition

they may have regarded as suffi(;iently embodied
and expressed in the universal practice of the
church from the earliest days. For as to that
practice there is no question (Acts 2 42.46; 20 7;

1 Cor 10 16; 11 26), and just as little that it

rested upon the belief that Christ had enjoined it.

"Every assumption of its having originated in the
church from the recollection of intercourse with
J(>sus at table, and the nec(!ssity felt for recalling

His death, is precluded" (\\'(M"zsilcker, Aposlolic

Age, II, 279). That the simple; historical supper
of Jesus with His disciples in the upper room was
converted by Paul into an institution for the gentile

and Jewish churches alike is a!t(jgether inconceiv-

able. The primitive church had its bitter contro-

versies, but there is no trace of any controversy as

to the origin and institutional character of the Lord's
Supper.

In the NT the sacraments are presented as means
of grace. Forgiveness (Acts 2 38), cleansing (Eph

5 25 f), spiritual quickening (Col 2
4. Efficacy 12) are asso(;iated with Baptism; the

Lord's Supper is declared to be a par-

ticipation in the body and blood of Christ (1 Cor
10 16). So far all Christians are agreed; but wide
divergence shows itself thereafter. According to

the doctrine of the Rom church, sacranumts are

efficacious ex opere operato, i.e. in virtue of a power
inherent in themselves as outward acts whereby
they communicate saving benefits to those who
receive them without o{)posing any obstacle. The
Reformed doctrine, on the other hand, teac^hes that

their efficacy lies not in themselves as outward acts,

but in the blessing of Christ and the operation of

His Spirit, and that it is conditioned by faith in

the recipient. The traditional Lutheran doctrine

agrees with the Reformed in affirming that faith is

necessary as the condition of saving benefits in the

u.se of the sacraments, but resembles the Rom teach-

ing in ascribing the efficncy of Baptism and the

Lord's Supper, not to the attendant working of the

Holy Spirit, but to a real inherent and objective

virtue resident in them—a virtue, however, which
d(^es not lie (as the Rom church says) in the mere
elements and actions of the sacraments, but in the

power of the Divine word which they eml)ody.

See Baptism; Lord's Suppkr.
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(1) Ritual for the OffertT
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Literature
/. Terms and Definitions.—H^T , 2''^/"') /i, " sacrifice"

;

n^lj?. 'o/((//, "burnt offering": HXt:", Jfotonh, pXCin .

hoUnth, "sin offering"; ZITX , 'n'^ham, " guilt " or " tres-

pass offering "
; "btp, <helrm, I'^bTp , s7A'-/am(m, " peace

offerings"; T\ni'C < ?ninhah, "offering," "present";

C"''52*'IE' n^T .
zel/hii h sh'lomlm, " aacriricii of peace offer-

t'llUplll'lll,

offering"

'ish^lieh.

n""nn nr.'. :e},hnh ha-tr,dh(V,, " tluinkofferinf:

nST. z,l,hn'l, n'-.lhahhrih, "fret>-will offerintJ

Zrhhok ,ir,ll,n-

'wav(! offering

'|3"^iP , korlion

'ire offering

whole; burnt offering

tidh, "frankincense'[-bh

k'forcth. "odor,"

T'52m , sheyneti, "oil"

votive offerings"; nE"ZPi

.

rr'Z^^.P . I'rumnli, "heav(!

oblation," "gift"; "iL'X.

tip;. ?us(/:li, "drink offering";

"in. b'lgh, " feast"
;

rTirjp, k'-fnrah,

ncense"; nb^, vulah.

b^b2,A-

npnb

,

"salt"
;

Zebhnh: a " slatiglitered animal," a "sacrifice," general
term for animals used in sacrifice, including burnt offer-
ings, [leace offerings, thank offerings, and all sacrifices
offered to the D(-ity and eaten at the festivals. More
particularly it refei-s to the flesh eaten bv the worship-
pers after the fat parts had iM'en burned oil the altar and
the pri(\st had received his jiortion.

'Oldh: a "burnt offering," sometimes whole burnt
offering. Derived from the vb. 'dlrih, "to go up." It may
mean "that which goes up to the altar" (Knobel, Well-
hausen, Xowack, etc), or "that wliich goes up in sniol<e
to the sky" (Biilir, Delitzsch, Dillmann, etc); some-
times us(>d synonymously with kdlll (ci.v.). The term
appli(>s to beast or fowl when entirely consumed upon
the altar, the hide of the beast being taken by the priest.
This was i)erha])s the most solemn of the sacrifices, and
symbolized worship in the full .sense, i.e. adoration, de-
votion, dedication, supplication, and at times expiation.

Hdfd'dh, hattd'th: a " sill offering," a sjiecial kind, first
mentioned in 'the Mosaic legislation. It is es.sentially
expiatory, intended to restore" covenant relations with
the Deity. The special features were: (1) tlie blood
must be si)rinkled before the sanctuary, jmt ui)on the
horns of the altar of incense and poured out at the base
of the altar of burnt offering; (2) the flesh was holy, not
to be touched by worshipper, but eaten by the priest
only. The special ritual of the Day of Atonement centers
around the sin offering.

'A.fhdm: "guilt offering," " trespass offering " (AV; in
Isa 53 10, AVand RV^ "an offering for sin," AKVm"tre,s-
pa.ss offering"). A special kind of sin offering intro-
duced in the Mosaic Law and concerned with offences
against God and man that could be estimated bv a
money value and thus covered by compensation or n'sti-
tution accompanying the offering. A ram of different
degrees of value, and worth at least two shekels, was tin;
usual victim, and it must be accompanied bv full resti-
tution with an additional fifth of the value of the damage
The leper and Nazirite could offer he-lambs. The guilt
toward (rod was expiated by the blood jioured out,' and
the guilt toward men by the restitution and fine. The
calling of the Servant an 'aslidm (Isa 53 10) shows the
value attached to this offering.

Shelem, sh''ldmim: "peace offering," generally used in
the pi., sh''ldmim, only once shelem (Am 5 22). Tliese
were sacrifices of friendship expressing or promoting
peaceful relations with the Deity, and almost invarial)ly
accompanied by a meal or feast, an occasion of great joy.
They are sometimes called z'bhahim, sometimes zehhah
sh'ldmiyn, and were of different kinds, such as zebhnh
ha-tddhdh, "thank offerings," which expressed the grati-
tude of the giver because of some blessings, zebhah n^-
dhdbhdh, "free-will offerings," bestowed on the Deity
out of a full heart, and zebhah nedher, "votive offerings

"

which were offered in fulfilment of a vow.
Minhah: "meal offering" (RV), "meat offering"

(AV), a gift or presentation, at first applied to both
bloody and unbloody offerings (Gen 4 .5), but in Moses'
time confined to cereals, whether raw or roasted, ground
to flour or baked and mixed with oil and frankincense.
Tliese cereals were the produce of man's lal>or with the
soil, not fruits, etc, and thus represented the necessities
and results of life, if not life itself. They were the in-
variable accompaniment of animal sacrifices, and in one
instance could be substituted for them (see Sin Offer-
ing). The term minhdh describes a gift or token of
friendshii) (Isa 39 1), an act of homage (1 S 10 27; 1 K
10 2.5), tribute (Jgs 3 15.17 f), propitiation to a friend
wronged ((Jen 32 13.18 [Heb 14 19]), to procure favor or
assistance (Gen 43 11 ff; Hos 10 0).

T'nuphdh: "wave offering," usually the breast, the
priest's share of the peace offerings, which was waved
before the altar by both offerer and priest together (the
exact motion is not certain), symbolic of its presentation
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to Deity and given back by Him to the offerer to be used
in tlie priests' service.

T^rumdh: "heave oflfering," something lifted up, or,

properly, separated from the rest and given to the service

of tlie Deity. Usually the right shoulder or thigh was
thus separated for the priest. The term is applied to
products of the soil, or portion of land separated unto the
Divine service, etc.

Korhan: "an oblation," or "offering"; another ge-

neric term for all kinds of offerings, animal, vegetable, or

even gold and silver. Derived from the vb. kurabh, "to
draw near," it signifies what is drawn or brought near
and given to God.

'Ishsheh: "fire offering," applied to offerings made by
fire and usually bloody offerings, but at times to the
minhah, the sacred bread and frankincense placed on the
tables as a memorial, part of which was burned with the
frankincense, the bulk, however, going to the priest.

The gift was thus presented through fire to the Deity as

a sort of etherealized food.
Nesekh: "drink offering," or "libation," a liquid offer-

ing o'f wine, rarely water, sometimes of oil, and usually
accompanying the 'dlah, but often with the peace offer-

ings.

Kdlil: "whole burnt offering," the entire animal
being burned upon the altar. Sometimes used synony-
mously with 'dlah. A technical term among the Cartha-
ginians.

Hagh: a "feast," used metaphorically for a sacrificial

feast because the meat of the sacrifices constituted the
material of the feast.

L^bhondh: "frankincense," "incense," used in com-
bination with the meal offerings and burnt offerings and
burned also upon the altar in the holy place. See In-
cense.

KHurdh, kHoreth: "smoke," "odor of sacrifice," or

incorise ascending as a sweet savor and supposed to be
pleasing and acceptable to God.

Melah: "salt," used in all sacrifices because of its

purifying and preserving qualities.
Shcmen: "oil," generally olive oil, used with the meal

offerings of cakes and wafers, etc.

Sacrifice is thus a complex and comprehensive
term. In its simplest form it may be defined as

"a gift to God." It is a presentation to Deity of

some material object, the possession of the offerer,

as an act of worship. It may be to attain, restore,

maintain or to celebrate friendly relations with the

Deity. It is religion in action—in early times,

almost the whole of religion—an inseparable ac-

companiment to all religious exercises. Few or

many motives may actuate it. It may be wholly
piacular and expiatory, or an offering of food as

a gift to God; it may Ije practically a bribe, or a
prayer, an expression of dependence, obligation

and thanksgiving. It may ex[)ress repentance,

faith, adoration, or all of these combined. It was
the one and only way of approach to God. Theo-
phrastus defines it as exjircssing homage, gratitude

and need. Hubert and Mauss define it as "a reli-

gious act which by the consecration of the victim

modifies the moral state of the sacrificer, or of certain

material objects which he has in view, i.e., either

confers sanctity or removes it and its analogue,

impiety."
//. Origin and Nature of Sacrifices.—The begin-

nings of sacrifice are hidden in the mysteries of pre-

historic life. The earliest narrative in Gen records

the fact, but gives no account of the origin and
primary idea. The custom is sanctioned by the

sacred writings, and later on the long-established

custom was adopted and systematized in the

Mosaic Law. The practice was almost universal.

The Vedas have their elaborate rituals. Some
Sem peoples, Greeks, Romans, Africans, and Indians

of Mexico offered human sacrifices. It is unknown
in Australia, but even there something akin to it

exists, for some natives offer a portion of a kind of

honey, others offer a pebble or a spear to their god.

For this practically imiversal habit of the race,

several solutions are offered.

One view rr.aintains that God Hims(>lf initiated

the rite by Divine order at the beginnings of human
history. Such a theory implies a monotheistic

faith on the part of primitive man. This theory

was strongly held by many of the Reformed theo-

logians, and was based mainly on the narrative; in

Gen 4 4 f. Abel offered an acceptable sacrifice,

and, according to He 11 4, this was
1. Theory because of his faith. Faber makes a
of a Divine strong plea as follows: Since faith was
Revelation what made the sacrifice acceptable to

God, this faith must have been based
upon a positive enactment of God in the past.

Without this Divine positive enactment to guaran-
tee its truthfulness, faith, in Abel, would h;ave been
su])erstition. In other words, faith, in order to be
truly based and properly directed, must have a
revelation from God, a positive expression of the
Divine will. Fairbairn, in his Typology, goes
further and holds that the skins wherewith Adam
and Eve were clothed were from animals which had
been slain in sacrifices. This is entirely without
support in the narrative. The theory of a Divine
order cannot be maintained on the basis of the Bib.
narrative. Moreover, it involves certain assump-
tions regarding the nature of faith and revelation
which are not generally h(^ld in this age. A revela-

tion is not necessarily a })Ositive Divine command,
an external thing, and faith may be just as real and
true without such a revelation as with it. That
there may have been such a revelation cannot be
denied, but it is not a necessary or probable ex-

planation.

(1) The gift-theory.—By this it is held that sacri-

fices were originally presents to the deity which the
offerer took for granted would be rc-

2. Theories ceived with pleasure and even grati-

of a Human tude. Good relations would thus be
Origin established with the god and favors

would be secured. Such motives,
while certainly true among many heathen peoi)le,

were obviously based upon low conceptions of the
deity. They were either Nature-si)irits, ancestral

ghosts or fetiches which needed what was given,

and of course the god was placed under obligations

and his favor obtained. Or, the god may have been
conceived of as a ruler, a king or chief, as was the
custom in the East.

Cicero vouches for such a view when he says: "Lot
not the impious dare to appease the gods with gifts.

Let them hearken to Plato, who warns them that there
can be no douljt what God's disposition to them will be,
since even a good man will refuse to accept presents from
the wicked" {11 DB, IV, 331a). This view of sacrifice
prevails in classical literature. Spencer therefore thinks
it is self-evident that this was the idea of primitive man.
Tylor and Herbert Spencer also find the origin of sacri-

fices in tlie id(>a of a gift, whether to the deity or to dead
ancestors, food being placed for them, and this afterward
comes to be regarded as a sacrifice. Such a view gives
no account of the peculiar value attached to the blood,
or to the burnt offerings. It may account for some
heathen systems of sacrifice, but can help in no degree
in understanding the Bib. sacrifices.

(2) The magic theory.—There are two slightly variant
forms of this: (a) that of R. C. Thompson {Sem Magic,
Its Origins and Developments, 175-218), who holds that
a sacriilcial animal serves as a substitute victim offered
to a demon whose activity has brought the offerer into
trouble; the aim of the priest is to entice or drive the
malignant spirit out of the sick or sinful man into the
sacrificial victim where it can be isolated or destroyed;
(6) that of L. Marillier, who holds that sacrifice in its

origin is essentially a magical rite. The liberation of a
magical force by the effusion of the victim's blood will

bend the god to the will of the man. From this arose
under the "cult of the dead" the gift-theory of sacrifice.

Men sought to ally themselves with the god in particular
by purifying a victim and effecting communion with the
god by the application of the blood to the altar, or by
the sacrifice of the animal and the contact of the
sacrificer with its blood. Such theories give no account
of the burnt offerings, meal ofr(>rings and sin offerings,

disconnect thementirely from any sensi' of sin or estrange-
ment from God, and divest them of all piacular value.
They may account for certain depraved and heathen
systems, but not for the Biblical.

(3) The table-bond theory.—Ably advocated by Well-
hausen and W. R. Smith, this view holds that sacrifices

were meals which the worshippers and the god shared,
partaking of the same food and thus establishing a firmer
bond of fellowship between them. Sykes {Nature of
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Sarrifirrs. 75) first advocated tliis. holding that the cfTl-
cacy of saoririces "is the fact that catitif? and drinkiiiK
were the known and ordinary symbols of friendship and
were tlie usnal rites in enKa^inR in covenants and
leaKues." Thus sacrifices are more than ^ifts; th(>v are
deeds of hospitality wliich kiut god and worshipper
togetlier. A\ . K. Smith lias expounded lli(> idea into the
notion tliat the common meal unites phvsiealiv those wlio
partake of it. Thoujili this view may contain an ele-
ment of truth in rcKard to C(>r1ain Arahian eustcmis it
does not lielp niucli to account for Bil)le saerilices. As
A. a. Davidson says, "It fails utterly to account for the
burnt olferiiiK, which was one of the earliest, most solemn
and at times the most important of all the sacrifices."

(0 The sacramental conrmutrion theory.—This is

a ntodifieation of the tabI('-})ond th(>ory. The
basis of it is the toteinistic idea of reverencing an
animal which is believed to share with man the
Divine nature. On certain solemn occasions this
animal would be sacrificed to furnish a feast. At
this meal, according to men's savage notions, they
literally "ate the god," and thus incorjwrated into
themselves the physical, the intellectual and the
moral qualities which characterized the animal. If
the Divine life dw(>lt in certain animals, then a part
of that precious life would be distributed among all
the people (HS^ 31.3). In some cases the blood
is drunk by the worshippers, thus imbibing the life.

Sometimes, as in the case of the sacred camel, they
devoured the qtiiv(>ring flesh before the animal was
really dead, and the entire carcase was eaten up
before morning.
The brilliant work of W. R. Smith has not been

universally accepted. L. Marillier has (;riticized
it along several lin(>s. It is Ijy no means certain
that totemism prevailed so largely among Semites
and there is no evidence of its existence in Israel.
Also, if an original bond of friendship existed be-
tween the god and the kin, there is no need to
mamtam it by such sacrificial rites. There is no
clear instance of this having been done. If on the
other hand there was no common bond between the
god and the people but that of a common meal, it

does not appear that the god is a totem god. There
is no reason why the animal should have been a
totem. In any case, this idea of sacrifice could
hardly have been anything but a slow growth,
and consequently not the origin of sacrifice. Hubert
and Mauss also point out that \A'. R. Smith is far
from haying established the historical or the logical
connection between the common meal and the other
kinds of sacrifices. Under piacula he confuses puri-
fication, propitiation and expiations. His attempts
to show that purifications of magical character are
late and not sacrificial do not succeed. Smith's
theory is mainly the sacramental, though he does
recognize the honorific and piacular element. The
theory may be applicable to some of the heathen or
savage feasts of the Arabs, but not to the practices
of the Hebrews (see Erie Brit, XXIII, 981).

(5) The homage theory.—This has been advocated
by Warburton and F. D. Maurice. The idea is
that sacrifices were originally an expression of hom-
age and dependence. Man naturally felt impelled
to seek closer communion with God, not so much
from a sense of guilt as from a sense of dependence
and a desire to show homage and obedience. In
giving expression to this, primitive man had re-
course to acts rather than words and thoughts.
Thus sacrifice was an acted prayer, rather than a
prayer in words. It was an expression of his long-
ings and aspirations, his reverence and submission.
There is much truth in this view; the elements of
prayer—dependence and submission—enter into
some sacrifices, the burnt off(>rings in jxirticular;
but it does not account for all kinds of offerings.

(6) The piacular theory.—This holds that sacri-
fices are fundamentally ex})iatory or atoning, and
the death of the beast is a vicarious expiation of the
sins of the offerer. Hubert and Mauss admit that

m all sacrifices there are some ideas of purchase or
substitution, though these may not have issued from
some primitive form. The unifving principle in
all sacrifices is that the Divine is^ut in communi-
cation with the jirofane by the intermediary—the
victim—which may be piacular or honorific. It is
thus a messenger, a means of divination, a means
of ahmenfing the eternal life of tli<> s[)ecies, a source
of magical eiKTgy wliich the rite diffuses over objects
in Its neighborhood. \\'estermarck [Origin of Moral
Ideas) makes the original idea in sacrifice a piacn-
Imn, a sul)stitute for the offerer.
This vi(>w is the most sim])le, the most natural,

and the only one that can explain certain sacrifices.
Man felt himself under liability to punishment or
death. The animal was his, it had life, it was of
value, and perchance the god would accept that
life m place of his. He felt that i1 would be accepted,
and thus the animal was sacrificed. TIk; offerer
in a sense gives up part of himself. The beast must
be his own; no sacrifice can b(! made of another
person's property (2 S 24 2h/). l^he true si)irit
of sacrifice appears in a willingness to acknowledge
God's right to what is best and dearest (Gen 12 j.

Objection is raised to this bv A. B. Davidson
(OT Theology), Paterson {II J) B, IV, 331) and
others, on the ground that such an origin re[)resents
too advanced a stage of ethical thought and reflec-
tion for primitive man. W'c question seriously
whether this be an advanced stage of moral n>flec-
tion. On the contrary, it represents a verv simple
and primitive stage. The f(H>ling that sin of some
kind is never ab.sent from human life, and that its
true penalty is death, has been insei)arable from the
human heart's sense of sin. ^^hat coukl be more
simple and natural than to take an innocent animal
and offer it in place of himself, hoping that the
Deity would accei)t it instead? Nor is there much
force in Professor Paterson's objection that sacrifices
were i:)rei)onderantly joyous in character and there-
fore could not be offered as an expiation. This
joyous character belongs to such sacrifices as peace
offerings and thank offerings, but does not belong to
the 'olah and others. In most cases the jovous feast
followed the killing of the animal by which the ex-
piation was accomplished, and the feast was joyous
because atonement had been made. In fact, many
sacrifices were of the most solemn character and
represented the deepest and most serious emotions
of the heart.

(7) Originating in religious i7isti7icts.—^eithvv
the theory of an objective Divine revelation, nor
of a human origin will account for the universality
and variety of sacrifices. The truth lies in a prop(>r
cornbination of the two. The notion of offering
a gift to the Deity arose out of the religious instincts
of the human heart, which in an early jieriod had
a consciousness of something wrong between itself
and God, and that this something would mean
death sooner or later. Added to these true in-
stincts was the Omnipresent Spirit to guitle men
in giving expression. What could be more simple
and primitive than to offer something possessing
life? Of course the notion originated in simple and
childlike ideas of God, and its real motive was not
to gratify God by sharing a meal with Him, or to
gam His favor by a bribe, but to present Him with
something that represented a part of the offerer
which might be accepted in his stead. Thus sac-
rifices became the leading features of the religious
life of primitive man. Naturally other ideas would
be added, such as a gift of food by fire to the Deity,
the peace offerings, etc, to celebra>e the friendly
relations with God, the thank offerings, the sin
offerings, etc, all of which naturally and logically
developed from the primitive idea. It might be
expected that there would be many ccrruptions and
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abuses, that the sense of sin would be obscured or
lost among some peoples, and the idea of sacrifice

correspondingly degraded. Such has been the case,

and as well might we try to understand man at his

best by studying the aboriginal tribes of Africa and
Australia, or the inmates of asylums and peniten-
tiaries, as to attempt to understand the Bible ideas
in sacrifices by studying the cults of those heathen
and savage tribes of Semites, etc.

///. Classification of Sacrifices.—Maimonides was
among the first to classify tiiein, and lie divided them

into two kinds: (1) Those on behalf of the

1 Maimon- "^^'hole congregation, fixed by statute, time,
. ; number and ritual b(ung specified. This
^^^S would include burnt, meal and peace offer-

ings with their accompaniments. (2)
Those on behalf of the individual, whether by virtue of
his connection with the community or as a private per-
son. These would be burnt, sin and guilt offerings with
their accompaniments.

Others, such as W. R. Smith, classify them as: (1)
honorific, or designed to render homage, devotion, or

adoration, such as burnt, meal and peace
2. W. R. offerings; (2) piacular, designed to ex-

cjmitVi onH piato or make atonement for the errors
oiiiiin dim yf (-j^p people, i.e. burnt, sin and guilt
Others offerings; (3) communistic, intended to

establish the bond between the god and
the worshipper, such as peace offerings.

Oehler divides them into two classes, viz.: (1) those
which assume that the covenant relation is undisturbed,

such as peace offerings
; (2) those intended

3 Ophlpr *° ^^ away with any disturbance in the
v-»euier relation and to set it right, such as burnt,

sin and guilt offerings.
Professor Paterson and others divide them into three:

(1) animal sacrifices, burnt, peace, sin and guilt offer-
ings; (2) vegetable sacrifices, meal offer-

4 Patpr«;on ^^S^- shewbrcad, etc; (3) liquid and
incense offerings; wine, oil, water, etc.

H. M. Wiener offers a more suggestive
and scientific division (Essays on Pentateuchal Criti-
cism, 200 f) : (1) customary lay offerings, such as had

from time immemorial been offered on rude

5 Wiener altars of earth or stone, without priest,
iciici vised and regulattKl by Moses and in more

or less general use until the exile, viz. burnt,
meal and i)eace offerings; (2) statutory individual offer-
ings, introduced by Moses, offered by laymen with
])riestly assistance and at the religious capital, i.e. burnt,
I)eace, meal, sin and guilt offerings; (3) statutory na-
tional offerings introduced by Moses and offered by tlie
priest at the religious capital, viz. burnt, meal, peace
and sin offerings.

IV. Sacrifices in the Pre-Mosaic Age.—Out of
the obscure ])eriod of origins emerged the dimly light-

ed period of ancient history. Everywhere sacrifices

existed and sometimes abounded as an essential
part of religion. The spade of the archaeologist,
and the researches of scholars help us understand
the pre-Mosaic period.

In Egypt—probably from the beginning of the 4th
millennium BC—there were sacrifices and sacrificial

systems. Temples at Abydos, Thebes,

1 Tn Fcrvnt ^^' ^^^' ^*3re great priestly centers with
±. xu i^^y]}i high priests, lower priests, rituals and sac-

rifices in abundance. Burnt, meal and
peace offerings predominated. Oxen, wild goats, pigs,
g(^ese were the chief animals offered. Besides these,
wine, oil, beer, milk, cakes, grain, ointment, flowers,
fruit, vegetables were offered, but not human beings.
In these offerings there were many resemblances to
the Heb gifts, and many significant exceptions. Moses
would be somewhat familiar with these practices though
not with the details of the ritual. He would appreciate
the unifying power of a national religious c^ter. It is

inconceivable that in such an age a national leader and
organizer like Moses would not take special care to in-
stitute such a system. ^j^

In Babylonia, from the year 3000 BC or flBBreabouts,
according to E. Meyer {Geschichte des Alterthums) , there

were many centers of worship such as

2 In Babv- Eridu. Nippur, Agade, Erech, Ur, Nisin,

in'ni-i
Larsa, Sippar, etc. These and others

loma continued for centuries with elaborate
systems of worship, sacrifices, temples,

priesthoods, etc. Considerably over 100 temples and
sanctuaries are mentioned on inscriptions, and several
hundreds in the lit. and tablets, so that Babylonia was
studded with temples and edifices for the gods. At all
these, sacrifices were constantly offered—animal and
vegetable. A long list of the offerings of King Gudea
ineludes oxen, sheep, goats, lambs, fish, birds (i.e.

eagles and doves), dates, milk, greens (Jastrow, in HDB,
V, .580 f, S.V.). The sacrifices provided an income for

the priests, as did the Mosaic system at a later time.
It had long passed the stage when it was supposed to
furnish a meal for the god. A sacrifice always accom-
panied a consultation with a priest, and was really an
assessment for the services rendered. It was not a vol-
untary offering or ritualistic observance. The priests on
their own behalf offered a daily sacrifice, as in the Mosaic
Law, and likewise on special occasions, to insure the good
will of the gods they served. It seems certain that in
some of the larger centers of worship animals were offered
up twice a day, morning and evening. At these sacrifices
certain portions were consumed on the altar, the rest be-
longing to the priest. The similarity of much of this to
the Mosaic institutions is obvious. That the culture and
civilization of Babylon was known to Egypt and Israel
with other nations is shown clearly by the Am Tab.
Special sacrifices on special occasions were offered in
Babylonia as in Israel. As Jastrow says, "In the Heb
codes, both as regards the purely legal portions and those
sections dealing with religious ritual, Bab methods of
legal procedure and of ritual developed in Bal) temples
must be tak{>n into consideration as determining factors."
We do not douljt that Moses made use of many elements
found in the E;gyp and Bab systems, and added to or
subtracted from or purified as occasion reciuired. As
sacrificial systems and ritual had been in use more than
a millennium before Moses, there is absolutely no need
to suppose that Israel's ritual was a thousand years in
developing, and was completed after the exile. To do so
is to turn history upside down.
Among the nomads and tribes of Arabia and Syria,

sacrifices had been common for millenniums before Moses.
The researches of W^ellhausen and W. R.

o TSTrimarlo Smith are valuable here, whatever one
iVp .VT "lay think of their theories. The offer-

ana iribes ings were usually from the flocks and herds.
of Arabia sometimes from the spoils taken in war
and Svrifl

which had been appropriated as their own.oynd rpj^g occasions were many and various,
and the ritual was very simple. A rude

altar of earth or stone, or one stone, a sacred spot, the
offerer killing the victim and burning all, or perhaps
certain parts and eating the remainder with the clan or
family, constituted the customary details. Sometimes
wild animals were offered. Babylonians, Phoenicians
and Arabs offered gazelles, but the Hebrews did not.
Arabs would sometimes sacrifice a c-aptive youth, while
the Cartliaginians chose soin(> of the fairest of the captives
for offerings ))y niglit. Assyr kings sometimes sacrificed
capti\'e kings. Tlie Canaanites and others con^^tantly
sacrificed children, esp. the firstborn.

The account of the offerings of Cain and Abel
(Gen 4 4 f ) shows that the ceremony dates from

almost the beginnings of the human
4. Cain race. The custom of offering the first-

and Abel lings and first-fruits had already begun.
Arabian tribes later had a similar cus-

tom. Cain's offering was cereal and is called tninMh,
"a gift" or "presentation." The same t/crm is applied
to Abel's. There is no hint that the bloody sacrifice

was 171 itself better than the unbloody one, but it is

shown that sacrifice without a right attitude of heart)'

is not acceptable to God. This same truth is em-
phasized by the prophets and others, and is needed
in this day as much as then. In this case the altars
would be of the common kind and no priest was
needed. The sacrifices were an act of worship,
adoration, dependence, prayer and possibly pro-
I)itiation.

The sacrifices of Noah followed and celebrated the
epochal and awe-inspiring event of leaving the ark

and beginning life anew. He offered
5. Noah burnt offerings of all the clean ani-

mals (Gen 8 20 ff) . On such a solemn
occasion only an ^oldh would suffice. The custom
of using domestic animals had arisen at this time.
The sacrifices expressed adoration, recognition of
God's power and sovereignty, and a gift to please
Him, for it is said He smelled a sweet savor and was
pleased. It was an odor of satisfaction or restful-

ness. Whether or not the idea of expiation was
included is difficult to prove.

Abraham lived at a time when sacrifices and reli-

gion were virtually identical. No mention is made
of his offering at Ur or Haran, but

6. Abraham on his arrival at Shechem he erected
an altar (Gen 12 7). At Beth-el also

(ver 8), and on his return from Egypt he worshipped
there (Gen 13 4). Such sacrifices ex{)ressed adora-
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tioTi ;in(] )>r;i\(T .-ind ijnilcihly i)ropit iat ion. Tlicv
const ilutcd worslii]), whirh is a comjjlcx cNci-cisc.
At Hebron ]h' hiiill, an ;il(ar ((icn 13 IS.), ofiiciatin^
.•il\va\s as liis own ])ricst. In 15 -1 IT lie olTri's a
'(•ovciiant'' i^acrilicc, wluMi tlie ain'nial-s were, slain,
divided, the i)arts set 0])i)osi(e cacli other, ancl j)re-
pared for the app(>arance of the other ])artv to the
covenant. The exact idea in the kilhii^ of tliese
animals may be difficult to find, but the effect is to
give the occasion great solemnity and the highest
religious sanction. What was done with the car-
cases afterward is not told. That animals were
slain for food with no thought of sacrifice is shown
by the narrative in oh 18, where Abraham had a calf
slain ft)r the nu>al. This is opposed to one of the
chief tenets of the 'Wellhausen school, which main-
tains that all slaughtering of animals was sacrificial
until the 7th cent. BC. In ch 22 Abraham at-
tempts to offer up Isaac as a burnt ofTering, as was
probably the custom of his neighbf)rs. That he
attem])1(>d it shows that the practice was not
shocking to his ethical nature. It tested the
strength of his devotion to Cod, shows the right
si)u-it in sacrifices, and teaches for all time that Cod
does not desire human sacrifice—a beast will do.
What Cod d()(>s want is the obedicMit heart. Abra-
ham continued his worship at Beer-sheba (Gen 21
33).

Whatever may be the date of the writing of the
Book of Job, the saint himself is represented as

living in the Patriarchal age. He
7. Book constantly offered sacrifices on behalf
of Job of his ciiiklren (1 5), "sanctifying"

them. His purpose no doubt was to
atone for possible sin. The sacrifices were mainly
e.xpiatory. This is true also of the sacrifices of his
friends (42 7-9).

Isaac seems to have had a permanent altar at
Beer-sheba and to have reguku-ly offered sacrifices.

Adoration, ex;)iation and supplica-
8. Isaac tion would constitute his chief motives

(Cen 26 25).
Jacob's first recorded sacrifice was the pouring

of the oil ui)on the stone at Beth-el (Cen 28 18).
This was consecration or dedication

9. Jacob in recognition of the awe-inspiring
presence of the Deity. After his cove-

nant with Laban he offered sacrifices (z'bhdhim) and
they ate bread (C(>n 31 54). At Shecheiii, Jacob
erected an altar ((^en 33 20). At Beth-el (35 7)
and at Beer-sheba he offered sacrifices to Isaac's
Cod^ (46 1).

While the Israelites were in Egypt they would
be accustomed to spring sacrifices and spring feasts,

for these had been common among the
10. Israel Arabs and Syrians, etc, for centuries.
in Egypt Nabataean inscriptions testify to this.

Egyp sacrifices have been mentionecl
(see above). At these spring festivals it was prob-
ably customary to offer the firstlings of the flocks (cf
Ex 13 15). At the harvest festivals sacrificial feasts
were celebrated. It was to some such feast Moses
said Israel as a people wished to go in the wilderness
(Ex 3 18; 5 3ff; 7 16). Pharaoh understood and
asked who was to go (Ex 10 8). Moses demanded
flocks and herds for the feast (10 9). Pharaoh
would keep the flocks, etc (10 24), but Moses said they
must offer sacrifices and burnt offerings (10 25 f).

The sacrifice of the Pas.sover soon occurs (Ex
12 3-11). That the Hebrews had been accustomed
to sacrifice their own firstborn at this season has
no support and is altogether improbable (Frazer,
Goldeti Boug¥, pt. Ill, 175 f). llie whole ceremony
is very primitive and has retained its primitiveness
to the end. The choosing of the lamb or kkl, the
killing at a certain time, the family gatherecl in the
home, the carcase roasted whole, eaten that night.

and the remainder, if aTiy, bm-ned, wliile the feasters
liad staff in hand, etc, all this was contiiuied. The
lilood in tliis case ]>r()t(>cted fi'om the Deity, and
the whole ceremony was 'iioiy" and only i'or the
circumcised. Trazer in his (lokUn Bough gives a
very dilTerent interpretation.
As a i)riest of Midian Jethro was an expert in

sacrificing. On nuu'ting Moses and the ))eople he
offer(>d both 'o/a/t and z'bhahim and

11. Jethro made a feast (Ex 18 12).
From the above it is evident that

sacrifices were almost the substance of r<>ligion in
that ancient workl. From hillto})s and temples in-

nmnerabk', the smoke of sacrifices was
12. Sum- constantly rising heavenward. Burnt
mary and offerings and jieace off(>rings were; w(41
Conclusions known. Moses, in establishing a reli-

gion, must have a sacrificial syst(>in.
He had abundance of materials to choose from,
and under Divine guidance would adopt such rules
and reguLitions as the })edagogi(; plans and ])ur-
])oses of Cod would reciuire in preparing for better
things.

V. The Mosaic Sacrificial System.—The funda-
m(>ntal function of Aloses' work was to establish the

covenant between Israel and C!od.
1. The This im])ortant transaction took ])kice
Covenant at Sinai and was accompanied by
Sacrifice solenin sacrifices. The foundation

principle was obedience, not sacrifices
(Ex 19 4-8). No mention is made of these at the
time, as they were incidental—mere by-laws to the
constitution. The center of gravity in Israel's
religion is now shifted from sacrifices to obedi(>nce
and loyalty to Jeh. Sacrifices were heli)s to that
end and without obedience were worthless. This
IS in exact accordance with Jer 7 21 ff. Cod did
not speak unto the fathers at this time about sac-
rifi^ces; He did speak about obedience.
The covenant having been made, the terms and

conditions are laid down by INIoses and accepted
by the people (Ex 24 3). The Decalogue and
Covenant Code are given, an altar is built, burnt
and peace offerings of oxen are slain by voung men
servants of Moses, not bv priests, and blootl is

sprinkled on the altar (24 4ff). The blood would
symbolize the community of life betwe(>n J(>h and
Israel, and consecrated the altar. The Law was
read, the pledge again given, and Moses sprinkled
the representatives of the people, consecrating them
also (24 7f). A.scending the mount, thev had a
vision of Cod, held a feast before Him, showing the
joys and privileges of the new relationship, llie
striking feature of these ccremoni(\s is the use of the
blood. It is expiatory and consecrating, it is life
offered to Cod, it consecrates the altar and the
people: they are now acceptable to Cod and dare
approach Him and feast with Him. There is no
idea of Cod's drinking the blood. The entire ritual
is far removed from the crass features of common
Sem worship.

In the Covenant Code, which the people accepted,
the customary altars are not abolished, but regu-

lated (Ex20 24fif). This law ex-
2. The pressly applies to the time when they
Common shall be settl(>d in Canaan. 'In the
Altars whole place where I cause my name to

be remembered,' etc (ver24m). No
need to change the reading to "in every place where
I cause," etc, as the \\'ellhausen school docs for ob-
vious reasons. All the land was eligible. On such
rude altars sacrifices were allowed. This same law
is implied in Dt 16 21, a pas.sage either ignored or
explained away by the Wellhausen school (see
Wi(>ner, Essays in Peniateiichal Criticism, 200 f).

Moses commanded Joshua in accordance with it

(Dt 27 5ff). Jcshua, Cideon, Jephthah, Samuel,
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3. The Con-
secration of

Aaron and
His Sons

S;iul, D;ivi(l, Elijah and Tiiany others used such alturs.

'Iliere were aUars at .Shecheiii (Josh 24 1.2(i), Miz-
jiah ill Oilead (Jgs 11 11), (iilKal (1 S 13 9).

Hish places were chiefly used xnitil the times of

Hezekiah and Josiuh, when they w(>ro abolished
because of their corruptions, etc. All such altars

were perfectly legitimate and in fact necessary,

until there was a central capital and sanctuary
in Jerus. The customary burnt and peace otT(T-

iugs with the worshij^per officiating were the chief

factors. Heathen sacrifices and th(> use of heathen
altars were strictly forbidden (Ex 22 20 [Heb 19];

34 15).

The altar used at the consecration of Aaron and his
sons was a "horned" or official altar, the central one.

The offerings were a bullocl;, two rams,
unleavened bread, etc (Kx 29 1—1), and
were brought to the door of thi; sanctuary.
The ritual consisted of Aai'on laying his
hand on tlu> l)ulloclv's head, designating
it as his substitute (29 10). killing it l)efore
the tent of meeting (ver 11), smearing
some blood on tlie horns of the altar,

and pouring tlie rest at its Ijase (ver 12). Tiie blood
consecrated the altar, the life was given as atonement
for sins, tlie fat parts were burni-d upon tlie altar as
food for Ciod, and the flesh and remainder were burned
witliout tlie camp (vs 13.14). Tliis is a sin offcTing

—

hdftd'th—the first time tlie term is used. Prot>ably in-
ircH'luced by ]Moses, it was intended to lie iiiacular and
to "cov(>r" possible sin. One ram was next slain, blood
was siirinlvled round about the altar, flesli was cut in
pieces, washed and piled on the altar, tlien burned as an
offering by fire (' ishsheh) unto God as a burnt offering,
an odor of a sweet savor (vs 1.5-lS). The naive and
liriniitivo nature of this idea is apparent. The other
ram, the ram of consecration, is slain, blood is smeared
on Aaron's right ear, tliumij and great toe; in tlie case
of his sons likewise. The blood is sprinkled on th(! altar
)-ound about; some upon the; garments of Aaron and his
sons (vs 19-21). Certain parts are waved before! J(>h
along with the bread, and are then liiu-ned upon the
altar (vs 22-2.5). The breast is offered as a wave offer-
ing (t< nuphdh), and the right thigh or shoulder as a heave
offering (f rumdh). These portions here first mi'iitioned
were the priests' portion for all time to come, although
this particular one went to Moses, since he ofliciated
(vs 20-30). The flesh must be boiled in a holy place, and
must be eaten by Aaron and his sons only, and at the
sanctuary. What was left till morning must be burned
( vs :i I -34) . Consecrated to a holy service it was dangerous
for anyone else to touch it, or the Divine wrath would
flame forth. The same ceremony on each of Llie seven
days atoned for, cleansed and consecrati'd tlu; altar to
the service of Jeh, and it was most holy (vs ;i,5-37).

TIk! altar of incense is ordered (Ex 30 1), and Aaron
is to jmt the blood of the sin offering once a year upon
its horns to consecrate it.

"When the golden calf was made an altar was
erected, burnt and peace offerings were presented.

From the latter a feast was made, the
4. Sacrifices people followed the u.sual habits at such
before the festivals, went to excess and joined in

Golden Calf revelry. Moses' ear quickly detected
the nature of the soimds. The cove-

nant was now broken and no sacrifice was available

fortius sin. Vengeance was exe(;uted on 3,000 Is-

raelites. Moses mightily interceded with God. A
moral reaction was begun; new tables of the Law
were made with more stringent laws against idols

and idol worship (Ex 32 1-35).

At the setting-up of the tabernacle burnt and
meal offerings were sacrificed (Ex 40 29). The law

of the burnt offering is fotmd in L(>v 1.

5. Law of Common altars and customary burnt
the Burnt offerings needed no miiiut(> regulations,

Offering liut this ritual was intended jirimarily

Colah) for the priest, and was taught to the
people as needed. They were for the

statutory individual and national offering upon
the "horned" altar before the sanctuary. Already
the daily burnt offerings of the priests had bcnm pro-
vided for (Ex 29 38-42). The burnt offering is here
called korhan., "oblation."

(1) The ritual for the offerer {Lev 1 3-.? 7) .—This
may have been from the herd or flock or fowls,

brought to the tent of meeting; hands were laid

(heavily) upon its head designating it as the ofTerer's

substitute, it was killed, flayed and cut in ])ieces.

If of the flock, it was to be killed on the north side of

the altar; if a fowl, the priest must kill it.

(2) The ritual for the priest (Lev 1 3-17).—U a
bullock or of the flock, the priest was to sprinkle the
blood rotmd about the altar, put on the fire, lay the
wood and jiieces of the carcase, wash the inwards,
legs, etc, and burn it all as a sweet savor to God.
If a fowl, he must wring the neck, drain out the
blood on the side of the altar, cast the croj), filth,

etc, among the ashes, rend the wings without
dividing the bird and burn the carcase on the
altar.

(3) General laicsfor the priest.—Tho bm-nt offering

must be conthnied every morning and every evening
(Ex 29 38 f; Nu 28 3-8). At the fulfilment of his

vow the Nazirite must jiresent it before God and
offer it upon the altar through the priest (Nu 6 14.

10): on the Sabbath, two lambs (Nu 28 9); on the

first of the month, two bullocks, one ram and seven
lambs (Nu 28 11); on the day of first-fruits, the

same (Nu 28 27); on the 1st day of the 7th month,
one bullock, one ram, seven lambs (Nu 29 8) ; on the

15th da}', 13 bullocks, two rams, 14 lambs, the number
of bullocks diminishing daily imtil the 7th day, when
seven bullocks, two rams, 14 lambs W(>re offered (Nu
29 12-34); on the 22nd day of this month one bul-

lock, one ram and seven lambs were; otTered (Nu
29 35.36). Non-Israelites were; permitted to offer

the 'oldh, but no other sacrifices (Lev 17 8; 22
18.25).

(4) Laws in Dt {12 6.13.14.27; 27 6).—Antici-
pating a central sanctuary in the future, the law-

giver counsels the peojile to bring their offerings

there (12 6.11); they must be careful not to offer

them in any place (ver 13), but must patronize the

central sanctuary (ver 14). In the meantime com-
mon altars and customary sacrifices were allowable

and generally nece-ssary (16 21; 27 0).

The term "meal offering" is here confined to offer-

ings of flour or meal, etc (AV "meat-offering"), and
was first used at the consecration of

Aaron and his .sons (Ex 29 41). These
must not be ofTered on the altar of

incense (Ex 30 9); were used at the
completion of the tabernacle (40 29);
and always with the morning and

evening burnt offerings.

(1) The ritual for the offerer {Lev 2 1-16).—It must
be of fine flour, with oil and frankincense addtid, and
brought to the priest; if baked in. the oven, unleavened
cakes mingled with oil, or wafers and oil; if of the bakiny
pan, fine flour mingled with oil parted into pieces and oil

thereon; if of the frying pan, the same ingredients.
Leaven and honey must never be u.sed as they quickly
become corrupt. Every offering must be seasoned with
salt. If of the flrst-fruits {bikkHrim), it should consist
of corn in the ear, parched with oil and frankincense
upon it.

(2) The ritual for the priest (Lev 2 1-16).—Thiii required
him to take out a handful with the oil and franltinctmse
thereon and burn it as a memorial upon the? altar. The
remainder was holy and belonged to the priest. Of the
cakes, after bringing them to the altar, he was to take a
portion, burn it and appropriate the remainder; thesame
with the flrst-fruits.

(3) General laws for the priest {Lev 6 14-18 [Heb

7-11], etc)

.

—He might eat his ]iortion without leaven

in the holy place. At his anointing Aaron ofTered

his own oblation of fine flour— 1\, of an ejihah, one-

half in the morning and one-half hi the; evening. If

baked, it must be with oil. This meal offering must
all be burnt; none could be eaten. With the sin

and guilt offerings every meal offering baked in any
way belongs to the priest (Lev 7 9.10; 10 12; Nu
18 9). The meal offerings accompanied the other

offerings on all important occasions, such as the

consecration of Aaron (Lev 9 4.17); cleansing of

a leper (Lev 14 10.20.21.31); feast of first-fruits

6. Law of

the Meal
Offering
{minhah)
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{Ia-v 23 loj; IVntrrcst (Lev 23 K);; set feasts
(Lev 23 'AT). Special chai'^^e was fiiven to j';ieazar
to eai-e for the continiial meal ()ff(>riii<^s (Xii 4 Ki).
'i'iie Xaziriteiimstofferit (Xu 6 If).!?). \Mi(»nlho
tribes i)res(>iite(l their offeriufis, meal orfcriiiKS weix;
always iiieluded (Nu 7 L'J.IO, cte); when the
Levites were set apart (X^i 8 S); with vows of
treewill offerings (Xu 15 4.()); with the sin offer-
iniis (15 24); at all the several seasons (Xu 28 o—
29 :V.)). A special form was the "showhread"
0)r<>a(l of m(>morial). Twelves loaves w(>re to !)(>

placed in two rows or heaps of six each on a })ure
tai)Ie in the holy phn-e, with frankincense on each
pile or row. 'rh(>se were to remain for one week and
then to be eaten by the priests. They were an
()ffc>i'injj? of food by fire, though i)robablv only the
h^mkiiiceuse was actually burned (Lev 24 of).

^
I'he peace olferhiss indicated rif^ht relations with

Cod, exi)ressing fifwd-fellowship, f^ratitude and
(jI)liKation. The common altars were

7. Lav/ of fitted for their use (£1x20 24), as
the Peace feasts had been thus eel(>brated from
Offering time innnemorial. At the feast before

Ciod on the Mount, peace offerings
I)rovided the food (Ex 24 5); also before the golden
bull (Ex 32 (>:>. The wave and heave offerings
were i)ortions of these.

(1) The_ riUial for the offerer {Lev 3 1-17).—The
Offering might ))e a bullock, a lamb, or a goat, cither male
or female, latitude being allowed in this case. The
ritual was tlie same as in the case of the l)urnt off(>rinjr
(s(>e al)()\e).

^

(2) The ritual for the priest {Lev 3 1-17).—Bloodmust 1)0 sprinkled on the altar round about, the caul
tlic hver and the kidneys must In; taken away and the
fat parts burned on the altar; the fat tail of tlu; lambmust also be burned. These portions were otferings of
food by fire to tlie Deity. The ritual for a goat was thesame as for a bullock.

(3) General laws for the prie.st (Lev 6 12 [Heh J];
"^ 1 If)-—The fat was to be burned on the altar of
burnt ofTering. If it was a thank offering (zehhah
ha-iodhah), it must have unleavened cakes with oil,
cakes mingled wit h oil and fine flour soaked. Cakes
of leavened l)r(>ad might be offered, and one cake was
to be a heave offering to the i)riest. The flesh was
to be eaten that day, none was to be left fill morn-
ing (Lev 22 30). If it was a votive offering (zehhah
nedher) or a freewill offering (zehhah ifdhahhah), it
might be eaten on the first and second days, but not
on the third day; it should then be an abomination
(Lev 7 LS f). If eaten then by anyone, that person
was to be cut off from the community. Of all peace
offerings the wave-breast and heave-thigh belong to
the priest (Lev 7 29-34), the remainder was to be
eaten by the worshippers. At Aaron's consecration
an ox and a ram were the peace offerings (Lev 9 4.
LS.22). The priest's portion was to be eaten in a
clean place by the ])riest's family (Lev 10 14).
^^hen Israel should have a central sanctuary, all
were to be brought there (Lev 17 4.5). When th(>y
liad no central place, the common altars would
suffice. All peace offerings must be made in an
acceptable manner (Lev 19 5). Votive offerings
must be perfect (Lev 22 LS-22), but certain imper-
fections are allowable in freewill offerings (ver 23).
At Pentecost two he-lambs of the first year could be
offered as i)eace offerings (Lev 23 19). The Nazi-
rite at the end of his sei)aration must offer one ram
for a peace offering with unleavened bread (Nu 6
14.17), and the hair shaved from his head must
be burned under the peace offernigs (6 18). This
hair was regarded as a thing having life and offered
as a sacrifice by other nations. The various tribes
brought peace offerings (ch 7, passim), and at the
feast of trumpets the peoi)le were to rejoice and
blow trumpets over the peace offerings (10 10).
Some further regulations are given (15 9 f).

I'he sin offering was a sacrifice of a special kind.
doubtless jieculiar to Israel and first mentioned'

at the cons(>cration of Aaron and his
8. The Sin sons. It is not then siioken of as an
Offering innovation. It was of special value

as an expiatory sacrific(>.

(1) Use at (he conseeration of Aaron and his sons
(Kv 29 l(>ff).~\ bullock was killed before the
altar, s(jme blood was i)ut upon the horns of the
altar by Moses, the r(>st was i)oured out at thi; base.
The fat of the inwards was burned upon tlu; altar,
tlu! flesh and skin were burned without tlu^ camp!
E.very day during the consecration this was done
(l':x 29 30).

(2) The law of the sin offering (Lev 4 1-3.5; 6
'24-30, etc).— (a) The occasion and meaning: Sjjecifi-
cally to atone for unwitting sins, sins of eri'or
(shUjhaghah), mistakes or rash acts, unknown at the
time, but aftiTward made known. Then; weic
gradations of these for several class(>s of offendei-s:
the anointed priest (vs 3-12), the whole congregat ion
(vs 13-21), a ruler (vs 22-26), on<! of the common i)eo-
l)le (vs 27-35), forswearing (5 1), touching an unclean
thing (ver 2) or the uncleanness of man (ver 3j, or
rashly swearing in ignorance (ver 4). Tor conscious
and wilful violations of the Law, no atonement \\as
I)ossibl(>, with some exc(>ptions, for which provision
was made in the guilt offerings (see below).

(6) The ritual for the offerer (Lev 4 1-.5 1.3 etc)The anointed priest must offer a Ijullock at the tent
of meeting, lay his hands upon it and slav it before Jell
The congregation was also re((uired to "bring a young
bullock before tlie tent of meeting, the elders were to lay
hands ui)on it and slay it jjefore ivh. The ruler must
bring a he-goat and do the same. On(> of the common
people might bring a she-goat or lamb and ijresent it in
the same manner. If too poor for these, two turtledoves
or young jjigeons, one for a sin offering and one for aburnt offering, would suffice. If too jioor for tliese the
tenth part of an eiihah of fine flour witliout oil or frank-
incense would sufhce.

(c) The ritual for the priest (Lev 4 1-5.13 etc)- liemust l)ring tlie buhock's blood to the tent of mee'tiii"
dip his hnger into it and sprinkle blood 7 t Ix'fore the
veil of the sanctuary, and put some on the horns of the
altar of incense, but most of the blood must l)e poured
out at the Ijase of the altar. The fat must ))e burnedupon the altar, all the rest of the carcast; must be carried
to a clean place without the camp and burned. In the
case of the whole congregation, the ritual is the same
In the case of a ruler, the blood is to be put upon tlie
horns of the altar of Inirnt offering, not tlie altar of in-
cense. In the case of one of the common people the
ritual IS similar to that of the ruler. In both tlie latter
cases the carcase belonged to the priest. If a l)ird the
priest must wring off its head, sprinkle some blood on tlie
side of the altar and in)ur the rest at the Ijase. Xothin<'
IS said of thi! disposal of the carcas(\ If of fine flour the
priest must take out a handful and ))urn it ui)on the altar'
keeping the remaindc^r for himself. The use of fine
flour for an expiatory sacriflc(> is evidentlv exceptional
and int(-nded to be so. Though life was not given vet a
necessity of life—that which represented life—was offered.

((/) General laws for the priest (Lev 6 24-30):
The sin offering was to be slain in the same jilace as
the burnt offering. It was most holy, and the i)riest
alone might eat what was left of the ram, pigeon or
flour, in the holy place. \Miatever touched it was
to be holy, any garment sprinkled with the blood
must be washed in a holy i^lace, earthen vessels
used must be broken, and brazen vessels thorotighly
scoiu'ed and rinsed.

(e) Sj^ecial uses of the sin offering: (i) The con-
secration of .Aaron and his sons (Lev 8 2.14.15) was
similar to that of Lev 4 11.12, only Moses was to
kill the offering and put the blood on the horns of
the altar. On the 8th day a bull-calf was offered
(9 2), and the congregation offered a he-goat (ver 3).
In this case Aaron jierformed the ceremony, as in
Lev 4 11.12. Moses complained that they had
not eaten the flesh of the calf and goat in the sanc-
tuary, since thtit was requisite when the blood was
not brought into the sanctuary (Lev 10 16-20).

(ii) Purifications from tmcleanne.sscs required after
childbirth u young pigeon or turtledove (Lev 12
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6-8). The Irper must bring a guilt offering (;i

special kind of sin offering), a he-lamb (Lev 14

12-14.19); if too ])oor for a lamb, a turtledove

or young pigeon (vs 22.31). Special use of the

blood is required (v(>r 25). In uncleanness from
is.sues a sin off(Ting of a turtledove or young ])ige()n

must be offered by the jn-iest (Lev 15 lo.^Oj.

(iii) On the Day of Atonement (Lev 16 1-2S)

Aaron must take a bullock for himself and house,

two he-goats for the peojile, present the goats at

the sanctuary, cast losts, one for Jeh, as a sin offer-

ing, the other f(jr Azazel, to be sent into the wilder-

ne.ss. The bullock was killed, sweet incense was
burned within the rail, blocjd was sprinkl(Kl on the

mercy-seat and before it 7 times. The one he-goat

was killed and a similar ceremony was performed.
Blood must be ])ut on the horns of the altar and
sprinkled 7 t about it. The other goat was ])re-

sented, hands were laid on it, the sins of all con-
fessed and put u])on the goat, and it was sent into

the wilderness. The carcase of the bullock and he-

goat were burned without the camp. At the feast

of first-fruits a he-goat was offered (Lev 23 19).

(iv) Other si)ecial instances were: in the case of

defilement, the Nazirite must offer a turtledove or
young pigeon on the 8th day after contraction
(Nu 6 10 ffj; when the days of the separation were
fulfilled a ewe-lamb with the other offerings (ver 14)

was to be offered; the twelve tribes included in

each case a he-goat for sin offering (7 16 ff) ; at
the consecration of th(! Levites a young bullock (8

8.12). For unwitting sins of the congregation a he-
goat was to be offered (15 24.2.5). If one person
erred, a she-goat was ])ermitted (ver 27). A sin

offering was recjuired at the feast of the new
moon (28 15), at the Passover (ver 22), at Pen-
teco.st (ver 30), on the 1st dav of the 7th month
(29 5), and on the 10th, 15th-22d days (vs 10-38).
The ceremony of the red heifer (19 1-10.17) was
a special sin offering for ])urification purposes oidy.

It was of ancient and primitive origin. The 3'oung
cow was brought without the camp and was slain

before the i)riest's face, blood was sprinkled 7 t be-
fore the sanctuary, the entire carca.se with cedar
wood, hyssop and scarlet was burned, the ashes
gathered and laid without the camp in a clean j)lace

to be kept for the water of impurity. It was to
purify after contact with the dead. In the case
of the unknown homicide (Dt 21 1-9) a young
unbroken heifer was brought to a rumiing stream,
its neck was broken, the elders washed their hands
over the heifer in the {)re.sence of the priests, de-
claring their innocence. Thus the bloodshed was
exi)iated. The action was a judicial one, but essen-

tially vicarious and expiatory and had doubtless a
primitive origin.

The guilt offering (AV "trespass offering") (Lev
6 14—6 7) was a sjjecial kind of sin offering, always

of a private character and accompanied
9. The by a fine. It expressed expiation and
Guilt restitution. The classes of sin requir-
Offering ing a guilt offering with rei)aration in

money are: (1) a trespa.ss in the holy
things done unwittingly; (2) anything which the
Law forbade depriving God or the priest of t heir due;
(3) dealing falsely with a neighbor in a deposit, or
pledge, or robbery, or oppression; (4) swearing
falsely regarding anything lost; (5) seduction of a
betrothed bondm;iid (Lev 19 20-22). The first two
of these are unwitting sins, the others cannot be.
The clear statement is made in another place that
sins done with a "high hand," i.e. in rebellion against
the covenant and its provisions, can have no sacri-

fice (Nu 15 30). Is this a contradiction, or a later

development when it was found that the mor(>
stringent law would not work? (See J. M. P.
Smith, et al., AtonemetU, 47 f.) Neither conclu-

sion is i)robable. These conscious sins are of a
kind that will admit of full rc^paration because
against rights of jjroperty or in money matters.
The sin offering makes atonement toward God, the

restitution with the additional one-fifth makes full

reparation to man. No such reparation can l)e

made with such sins described as committed with a
"high hand." In the case of seduction, rights of

property are violated (cf Nu 5 5-8; Dt 22 29).

(1) The ritual (Lev S 14—6 7).—A ram proportion-
ate in value to tlie ofreiicc and wortli at least two shekels
i.s required. Tlie ritual is i)f()l)al)ly tlio same as that of
tlie sin offering, thougli no ineiitioii is mad(^ of the laying
on of hands, and tlie Ijlood is not brouglit into tlie sanc-
tuary, but sprinkled al)out tlie base of the altai', till- fat
and inside parts bt>ing burned, and the flesh eaten by the
priests in a holy place.

(2) Special sldtutes.—The leper, when cleansed,
on the 8th day must bring a guilt offering of two he-
lambs and one ewe-lamb; the ]n-iest must wave one
he-lamb before Jeh, kill it, and smear blood on the
right ear, thumb and toe of the leper. The guilt

offering belongs to th(> priest (Lev 14 12-20). If

the leper were too ])oor for two lambs, one sufficed,

with a corresjionding meal offering, or one turtle-

dove and a young ])igeon (vs 21.22). The Nazirite,
if defiled during his i)eriod of sejiaration, must bring
a he-lamb for a guilt offering (Nu 6 12). All guilt

offerings wore the jiriests' and most holy (18 9).

The wave offerings were parts of the peace offerings,
and the custom was seemingly initiated at the consecra-

tion of Aaron and his sons (Ex 29 24-27),

10 Wave when tlu; breast and bread were waved
f^^ before Jeh. Lev 7 ;50.:j4 fixes the law.Unenngs it must be brought from the peace offer-

ings of the offerer himself. At Aaron's
consecration Moses put tlu; l)reast, etc, on Aaron's
hands and waved them before .Icli (Lev 8 27). On the
8th day Aaron did the waving (Lev 9 21). The priests
were to eat it in a clean place (Lev 10 14 f). The leper's
he-lamb was to be waved by the priest, before being
offered (Lev 14 12); tlu^ lamb of the guilt offering also
(14 24). At the feast of first-fruits the sheaf must bo
waved before Jeh (Lev 23 10.1 1. 1 .">) ; two loaves also
(vs 17.20). Of the Nazirite tlu; priest took the boiled
shoulder, a cake and a wafer, jiut them on the Nazirite's
hand and waved them before .leh (Xu 6 19 f).

Heave offerings also are parts of the peace offerings,
and refer particularly to what is lifted up, or separated

unto tlie service! of Jeli. They are first

1

1

TTpavp mentioned at the consecration of AaronXX. xxcavc
^^^ gg 27. 2S). The offering consisted of

unerings the right shoulder or thigh and was the fixed
duo of the ])riest (Lev 7 32.;34). One

cake of the peace offering must be heaved (Lev 7 14).
The offering must be eaten in a clean place (Lev 7 14)
by the priest's family only (Lev 10 14.1.')). Of the
Nazirite's offering th(! heave thigli also went to thc^ iiriest
(Nu 6 20). When the lsraelit(\s should come into the
promised land to eat bread, thev must offer a heave
offering of the dough, a cake (.Xu 15 19.20.21). Tlie
law is repeated in Nu 18 S. 11.19, and tlie Levites art;

to receive a tithe of the heave offerings of the jieople
(ver 24). They were in turn to offer up a tit tie of this
to the priests (vs 20-;i2). A portion of the spoil of
Midian was a heave offering (31 29.41). Dt commands
tliat all heave offerings be l)rouglit to the central sanc-
tuary and eaten there (12 0.1 1).

Jacob poured oil on the stone he had set uji (Gen
28 18) in honor of the Deity and consecrated the

spot. Jacob later (Cien 35 14) s(>t up
12. Drink a i)illar wh(>r(; God had revealed Him.self
Offerings or and ])otn'ed drink offerings and oil upon
Libations it. Probably wine was used. Dritik

offerings accompanied many of the sac-
rifices (Ex 29 40.41). None could be poured upon
the altar of incense (Ex 30 9). At all set feasts

the drink offerings must be presented (Lev 23
13.18.37). The Nazirite was not exempt (Nu 6
15.17). Wine and oil must accompany all votive
and freewill offerings (15 4.5.7.10.24); the con-
tinual burnt offering (28 7.8); sabbaths (vs 9.10)

and all the other set feasts (vs 14-31; 29 6-39,
passim). That drink offerings were common aniotig

the heathen is shown by Dt 32 38.

The cultus is thoroughly in keeping with and
adapted to the age, and yet an ideal system in
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m:uiy rospocts. The ethical side is in the l)ack-

>:;n)und, the external has the emphasis. No sacrifices

wil avail for a hr(>ach of tin; covenant,

13. Primi- l)(>t\veen Clod and the i)e()pl(>. ^Jlie

tive Nature peoi)le thoronghly beli(>v(Hl in the efii-

of the cacy of the blood. It secured atone-

Cultus nient and forgiveness. Th(>ir reliKious

life found expr(>ssion in the sacrifices.

(iod was fed and jjlea.sed by the ofTerinss by fire.

Many of the {'ustonis are ancient and crude, so

that it is difficult to imagine how such a jjrimitive

system could have been arranged and accepted

afterward by the i)(>o])le who had the lofty ethical

teachings of the prophets in their hands.
VI. Sacrifices in the History of Israel.—The

tribes were outwardly consolidated, and a religious

system was jirovided. Some of it was
1. The for the rulers, much for the people and
Situation much for the priests alone. The vari-

at Moses' ous laws wer(> given in portions and
Death afterward com{)iled. No one expected

them to be observed until the nation

had a capital and central sanctuary. Even then
not every detail was always possible. They were
not observed to any extent in the wilderness (Am
6 25), as it was imi)ra('ticable. Even circum-
cision was negl(M'ted until the wanderers crossed

the Jordan (Josh 5 2). The body of the system
was not in full practice for 300 or 400 years. The
ritual, as far as it could be observetl, served as an
educational agency, producing in the minds of the
worshippers proper conceptions of the holiness of

God, the sinfulness of man, and the proper spirit

in ai)i)rcaching God.
Lay or common altars were in accordance with

Ex 20 24; Dt 16 21; 27 7. In the days of Joshua,
the Passov(>r was celebrated (Josh 5

2. In the 10 f). At Ebal an altar was erected,

Time of burnt and peace offerings were pre-

Joshua sented (Josh 8 30-32). Thetabernacle
was set up at Shiloh with a horncnl

altar doubtless (Josh 18 1), and the cultus was
observed to some extent. Concerning the altar on
the east side of the Jordan, sec Altar.

Canaanitish altars were abundant with their

corrupt and licentious cults of the Nature-gods.
Israelites with their connnon altars

3. In the would naturally use the high places,

Period of when possible. The stationary altars

the Judges of the Canaanites were of course unlaw-
ful. The inevitable tendency would be

to imitate the worship of the Canaanites. They
were rebuked and threatened for this, and, weeping,
offered sacrifices at Bochim (Jgs 2 1-5). Gideon
rebuilt an altar of Jeh and offered a bullock as a
burnt offering (6 25.26). The kid jn-epared for the
angel was not first a sacrifice, but it s acceptance as

a gift was indicated by its being burned (6 19 f).

Jephthah offered up his daughter as a burnt offering,

believing such a sacrifice well-pleasing to Jeh (11
31.39). Manoali and his wife prepared a kid for a
burnt offering, a meal offering accomjianying it (13
16 f). At the time of thecivilwar with Benjamin the
ark and statutory a It ar seemed to be at Beth-el, where
they offered burnt and peace offerings (20 26).

The feasts at Shiloh implv at least jx'ace offerings

(21 19).

Common lay altars and customary sacrifices

were still much in use. The official altar with
the statutory individual and national

4. In the offerings appears to be at Shiloh. El-
Times of kanah sacrifices and feasts there yearly
Samuel (1 S 1 3f). Such feasts were joy-

and Saul ous and tended to excesses, as drunken-
ness seemed common (1 13 f). All

Israel came thither (2 14); the priests claimed their

portion, seizing it in an unlawful manner before the

fat had been l)urned, or the flesh had been boiled

(2 13-17). This shows that such ritual as was i)re-

sc-ribed in Lev was practis(Hl and considered by the

l)(>ople the; only lawful custom. Was it in writ-

ing? Why not? Guilt offerings were made by the
I'hilis when smitten In' tumors (6 3.4.S.17). There
w(>re five; golden mice and five golden tumors. Crude
as were their ideas of a guilt offering, th(>ir actions

show fiuniliarity with the concej)t. Jiurnt offerings

were used on special occasions and in great crises,

sucdi as receiving the ark (6 14 fj, going to war (7

9f; 13 9-12), victory (11 15), etc. SaulmetSamucl
at a sacrificial feast in a small city (9 12.13) on a high
I)lace. At Gilgal there w(Te burnt and jK'ace offer-

ings (10 S; 15 15.21). Said offered burnt offerings

himself (13 9-12), but his fault was not in offering

them hini.self, but in his haste and disobedience
toward Samuel. "To obey is better than sacrifice,"

etc, says Samuel (15 22), recognizing the funda-
mental princij)le of the covenant and realizing that

ceremonies are in themselves worthless without the
right spirit. The same truth is reiterated by the
prophets later. To prevent the eating of flesh with
the blood Saul built a special altar (14 32-35).

Family and clan sacrifices and feasts were evidently

common (16 2-5).

The connnon altars and those on the high places

were still in use. The central san(;tuary at Shiloh
had been removed, first apparently to

5. In the Gilgal, then to Nob, and later to

Days of Gibeon. David's and Saul's families

David and kept the feast of the new moon, when
Solomon j)eace offerings would be sacrificed (1 S

20 5.24-29). The sanctuary at Nob
had the shewbread uj)on the table (21 4 ff) according
toEx 25 30. When the ark was brought up to Jerus,

burnt and peace offerings were offered according to

the Law (2 S 6 17.18; 1 Ch 16 2.40). Ahitho])hel

offered private sacrifices at Shiloh (2 S 15 12).

David offered up burnt, meal and peace offerings

when purchasing the threshing-floor of Araunah
(1 Ch 21 23-26). The statutory horned altar at

this time was at Gibeon (2 Ch 1 6; 1 Ch 21 29),

but was soon removed to Jerus (1 Ch 22 1). In the
organized sanctuary and ritual, Levitcs were aj)-

pointed for attendance on the shewl^read, meal
offerings, burnt offerings, morning and evening
sacrifices, sabbaths, new moons and set feasts (23
28-31), attempting to carry out the Levitical laws
as far as possible. At the dedication of the temj)le
Solomon offered burnt, meal and j^eace offerings

in enormous quantities (1 K 8 63; 2 Ch 7 4-7);
also burnt and peace offerings with incense trien-

niallj' (1 K 9 25). Theritualat the regidar seasons,
daily, sabbaths, new moons, set feasts, etc, was
observed according to the Levitical Law (2 Ch 2
4; 8 13). \^as it written?
The golden calf worship was carried on at Dan

and Beth-el, with pri(>sts, altars and ritual (1 K 12
27 f). The high places were in u.se,

6. In the but very corrupt (13 2ff). A com-
Northern mon altar was in use on Mt. Carmel
Kingdom (18 30.32). Many others were known

as Jell's altars (19 10). The system
was in full swing in Amos' time (Am 4 4.5) at
Beth-el and Gilgal and probably at Beer-sheba (5 5).

Amos bitterly satirizes the hollow, insincere wor-
shij), but does not condemn the conmion altars and
sac^rifices, as these were legitimate. With Hosea the
situation is worse, the cultus has been "canonized,"
priests have be(>n fed on the sin or sin offerings of
the people, and the kingdom soon perished because
of its corruption.
The high places were still in use and not de-

nounced yet by the prophets (1 K 3 2; 2 K 14 4;
15 4.35) . Worship was not fully centnilized, though
tending in that direction. In the days of Abijah
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the tomi)k; cult was in full operation according to
Mo.scs' Law (2 Ch 13 10 f). Asa removed many

straTige altars and hif;;h places because
7. In the of their corrujjtion (14 3), but not all

Southern (15 17; 20 US). In the days of Je-
Kingdom to hoiada i)ries1s and Levites were on duty
the Exile according to Moses (23 IS; 24 14/r

2 K_12 4-10). Sin and guilt offer-
ings were in sufficient numbers to be mentioned, but
the money went to the priests. Kautzsch {IIDB,
V) and Paterson {HDB, IV), with others, think
these offerings were oidy fines and altogether differ-
ent from those of Lev 4, 5. Such a statement is

wholly gratuitous. The guilt offerings must be
accompanied by fines, but not necessarily the sin
offerings. The passage sp(>aks of both as perfectly
familiar and of long standing, but details are lack-
ing and there can be no ctTtainty in the matter,
except that it proves nothing regarding a ritual
of sin and guilt offerings existent or non-existent
at that time. Kautzsch's and Paterson's motives
are obvious. Having reversed the history and put
the ritual law late, they must needs make adjust-
ments in the records to have them agree. In the
days of Ahaz, the regular off(M-ings were obscTved
for i)riests, kings and peojjle (2 K 16 i:^-L")).

Ilezekiah destroyed many liigh places (18 4).
When repairing the temple, many sin offerings were;
l)resented to expiate the terrible sins of the previous
reigns and the desecration of the temi^le (2 Ch 29
21-24); and so, also, burnt off(Tings (vs 27 f), peace
and thank offerings, etc, in large immber (vs Sl-Sf);
cf Isa 1 10-17). The Passover was celebrated
with peace offerings (2 Ch 30 1.2.1,'').22), oblations
and tithes (31 12); courses of Levites were estab-
lished (31 2), and the king's portion (ver 3). All
the common altars were abolished as far as possible,
and worship centralized in Jeriis (32 12). Revers(>d
by Manasseh (33 3 f), the high places were again
used (ver 17). Jo.siah })urg(>d Jerus (34 3), and
on the discovery of the Book of the Law, with its
rule regarding a central sanctuary, that law was
rigidly cniforced (35 (3-14). The reformation under
Josiah did not change the hearts of the people, and
the rule followed in spite of all the efforts of Jeremiah
and other prophets.
That the cult us was cntirelv suspended in Jerus

from 586 to 536 BC seems certain. There is no
support for G. F. Moore's statement

8. In the {EB, IV) that an altar was soon re-
Exilic and built and sacrificing was carried on
Post-exilic with scarcely a break. On the return
Periods of the exiles an altar was soon built and

the continual burnt offerinirs b(>gan
(Ezr 3 2 f), and likewise at the Feast of Tabernackw,
new moons and set feasts (vs 4-7). Darius decreed
t hat the Israelites should be given what was needed
for the sacrifices (6 9f). The band mider Ezra
off(>r(>d many sin offerings on their return (8 35).
At the dedication of the temi)le many burnt and
sin offerings were made for all the tribes (6 17).
Thos(! who had marri(>(l foreign wives off(Ted guilt
off(>rings (10 19). The; firman of Artaxerx<>s i)ro-
vided money for bullocks, rams, Iambs, with meal
and drink offerings (7 17). Under Nehemiah and
after the formal acceptance of the Law, a more com-
plete effort was made to observe it. The sliew-
bread, continual burnt and meal offerings, sabbaths,
new moons, set feasts, sin offerings, first-fruits,
firstlings, first-fruits of dough, heave offerings of all
trees, wine and oil, etc, were carefully attended
to (Neh 10 33-37) and were in full force later
(13 5.9). There is no hint of innovation, only a
thoroughgoing attempt to observe laws that had
been somewhat neglected.

At the time of Neliemiali and probably two or tliree
centuries previous, tliere existed a temple on the island

of Elephantine in the Nile. It was built by a .Jewish
military colony, and a system of sacrifices was oljservcd

Just liow far they copied the laws of Moses,
9 ATemnle""'' what wen^ their ideas of a central

rTc; •
'^'^'"'"''"'•^' •^'''' i"><'<'i'tain.

and J>acn- several Sem tribes or nations practised
lices at tie- human sacrilices. It was common anions
phantine '^'^'' Canaanites, as is shown by the exca-

vations at tiezer, Taanach, etc. They
seemed to offer childivn in sacrifice at the

laying of cornerstones of hous(\s and other sucli occa-
sions. Among tlie ('artliaginians, Plioenicians, (ireelcs

and Romans human sacrifices were all too
10 TTiiman <"onimon. Ttie custom was not unlviiown to

Sarrifir7<f t''''
Israelites. Abraham felt called up<,n

oacrinces to offer up Isaac, but was stopped in tlie
in Israel's act, and a lesson was Riven for all time.
TTitjtnrv ^^^^ ahomirial>le practice is forl)id(k'n bv^ j' Moses (Lev 18 21). where it is sjjoken o"f

as a iiassnig tlirough the fire to Molocli,
referring to Moaljitisli and Ammonitisli practices
Anyone jiractising it was to Ik; stoned (Lev 20 2-.">-

I)t 12 :il; 18 10). Tlie i-ash vow of Jephthah resulted'
in the immolation of his daughter, but the incident is
recorded as something extraordinarv (,Jgs 11 ;u f)
The execution of Zehah and Zalmunna is a case of
l)k)od revenge, not sacrifice; (8 IS If). Nor is the
slaughter of Agag in any si'tise a sacrifice (1 S 15 .32 f)
The death of Saul's sons ))ecause of his breach of cove-
nant with the (iibeonites was an expiatory sacrifice to
atone for the father's perfidy (2 S 21 9). The Aloabite
king in desperation offered iii) his firstljorn and heir to
appease the anger of Cheniosh, and the effect was start-
ling to tht; Israelites (2 K 3 27). Ahaz practised tlie
abomination in times of trouble (16 '-'>). Such sacrifices
were intended to secure favor with thi; Deitv or api)ease
His wrath. Hiel's firstl)()rn and vounge.st sons wen;
l)robal)ly sacrificed at the rel)uilding or fortifying of
.Jericho (1 K 16 34; cf .losh 6 2(1). Manasseh pt'actised
the custom (2 K 21 0), Ijut it was stopped bv .iosiah
(23 10). INIicali's words were probal)ly applicalile to
those times of Ahaz or Mana.sseh, when thc^y thought
to obtain God's favor ))y costly gifts apart from ethical
conditions (Mic 6 6-S). Isaiah refers to a heathen cus-
tom practised by Israel of slaying the children in secri't
places (Isa 57 •'>), and .Jeremiah represents it as jiractised
in his time (Jer 7 .'51

: 19.5). Ezekiel denounces the
.same practice (Ezk 16 20.21; 23 37).
Heathen sacrifices are liinted at in the later books, such

as swine, a mcmse, a horse, a dog (Isa 65 4- 66 3 17-
Ezk 8 10; 2 K 23 H). All sucli ani-

11. Certain i"als were unclean to the Hebrews, and the

Heathen practice; had its roots in .sonu; form of
tr.tr primitive totemism which survived in those
oacnnces heathen cults. They were little practised

among the Lsraelites. See Totemism.

VIJ. The Prophets and Sacrifices.—The prophets
were reformers, not innovators. Their emphasis
was on the ethical, rather than the ritual. They
based their teachings on the fundamentals of the
covenant, not the incid(>ntals. They accejited
sacrifices as part of the religious life, but woukl give
them their right place. They accejitetl the law
regarding common altars, and Samuel, David and
Elijah used th(>se altars. Th(>y also endorsed the
movement toward a central sanctuary, but it is the
abu.se of the cult that they condemned, rather than
its use. They combated the heathenish idea that
all God needed was gifts, lavish gifts, and would
condone any sin if only they bestowed abundance
of gifts.

_
They demanded an inward religion, moral-

ity, justice, righteou.sne.ss, in short, an ethical reli-
gion. They i:)r(>ached an ethical God, rather than
the profane, debasing and almost blasiihemous idea
of God which pr(>vailed in their times. Iliey re-
minded the p(>ople of t h(> covenant at Sinai, the foun-
dation principle of which was obedience and loyalty
to Jeh. If Joel be early, the cult is in full practice,
as he deplores the cutting-off of the meal offering,
or minhah, and the nesekh or drink offering, through
t he devastation of the locusts. He does not mention
the burnt offerings, etc, as these would not be cut
off by the locusts (Joel 1 7.13; 2 14). Joel empha-
sized the need for a gemiine repentance, telling them
to refid their hearts atid not t heir garments (2 13).
Amos condemns the cult us at Beth-el and Gilgal,

and sarcastically bids them go on transgressing
(4 4.5), mentions Imrnt, peace, thank and freewill
offerings (4 4 f ; 5 22), n^minds them of the fact that
they did not offer sacrifi(;es in the wilderness (5 25),
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l)iil (]('iii;iii(ls i-.itlicr i'ij:;lit('()ii.siH'.ss ;iii(l jiisl ice. Tlici-c

is not liiiiij; licrc ;iK;iiiisl t he Mosaic orifiiii of t li(> laws.
In Hosea's t line I lie hollow cxtcnialistn of t lie ciilt

had become worse, while vic(>, falsehood, murder',
oi)l)i'(V'<sioii, etc, were rainpani . lie utiei's an epocli-

makiiifi; sentence when he says, "I desire mei'(\\',

and not, saerific(%" etc (6 ()j. This is no s\vcoi)inf^

renunciation of sacrifices, as such; it is only i)uttins
the c>mi)hasis in the Y\p,ht ])laee. Sucli sacrifices as
Hosea si)eaks of wer(> worse than worfliless. It is

somcwliat extravagant for Kautzsch 1o s.'iy, "L
is i)erfectly futile to read out of 6 (i anythinjj; els(>

tliau a categorical rejection of sacrifices." Ilosea
recognizes their i)lac(> in religion, and dej)lores the
loss during exile (3 4). The corrupt cults he con-
dennis (4 I'-if), for Ihev are as bad as the Canaan-
itish cults (4 9). Jeh will spurn them (8 13; 9 4).

The defection of the natioTi began earlv (11 2), and
th(>y_ have multiplicxl altars (12 11;" 13 2). He
predicts the time when thev shall render as bullocks
the "calves" of their lii)s (14 2 AVj.
Micah is_ as_ emphatic. The sacrifices were

more costly in his day, in order the more surely to
purchase the favor of the Deity. Human sacrifices

were in vogue, l)ut Micah says God requires them
''to do justly, and 1o love kindness, and to walk
humbly with thy God" (6 8). This does not in

tlu! least aiTect sacrifices of the right kind and with
the right spirit.

Isaiah faces the same situation. There are mul-
1 it utles of sacrifices, Inu-nt offerings, blood of bullocks
and goats, oblations, sweet incense, beasts, etc,

but no justice, morality, love, truth or goodness.
Thus their sacrifices, etc, are an abomination,
though right in themselves (1 11-17; 61 8).

The same is true of all ])ious ]ierformances today.
It is probable that Isaiah worshipped in the temple
(6 l.G). In his eschatological vision there is free-

dom to offer sacrifices in Egypt (19 19.21). The
people are to worship in the holy mountain (27 13).

Ari(>l must let the feasts come around (29 1).

Jeremiah maintains the same attitude. Your
"frankincense from Sheba, and the sweet cane,"
burnt offerings and sacrifices are not pleasing to
C!od (6 20; 14 12). They made the temple a den
of robbers, in the streets they baked cakes to the
Queen of heaven, etc. He speaks sarcastically,

saying, "Add your burnt-offerings unto your sac-
rifices, and eat ye flesh. For I spake not unto
your fathers .... concerning .... sacrifice's:

but .... commanded .... saying. Hearken un-
to my voice," etc (7 21-23). This" was literally

true, as we have seen above; the covenant was not
based on sacrifices but on obedience. Such a state-
m(>nt does not deny the institution of sacrifices for
those within the {;ovenant who ar(» obedient. It is

no "subterfuge," as Kautzsch calls it, "to say that
the pro])hets never ]iolemize against sacrifice per sc,

but only against offerings presented hypocritically,
without repentance and a right disposition, with
blood-stained hands; against the opera opcrataoi the
carnally-minded, half-heathen mass of the people."
This is exactly what they do, and they are in i)erfect

harmony with the covenant constitution and with
their own ethical and spiritual functions. Kautzsch
can make such an extravagant assertion only bj-

ignoring the fact that Jeremiah himself in predict-
ing the future age of right eou.sness and blessedness
makes sacrifice an important factor (33 11.18).
Picturing jiossible pros])erity and glory, Jeremiah
si)eaks of burnt and meal offerings, frankincense,
thank offerings, etc, being brought into the house
of Jeh (17 26). (We are aware of the harsh and
arbitrary transference of this passage to a later

time.)

Ezekiel is called l)y Kautzsch "the founder of the
Levitical system." He is said to have preserved

the fr.-iginent of the ritual that was broken up in

the exile. Unt his references to the burnt, sin and
tresp.'iss oCfei'ings pi-esuppose familiarit\- with them
(40 3S V2).

lie iissi;;iis (lie north ;m(l sonlli cliainlicrs for llic meal,
sin ;uh1 trespass olfcrinKs (42 !:!). 'I'lic cleansing of tin;
iiltar re(|uires a l)iill()ck and lic-i<oat for a sin oUcriiiK,
Willi burnt and jx'ace olferiiiKs witli a litnal similar to
l.ev 8 If (r-:zlc43 IS -27). Till! J.evites are to be ininis-
ters and slay burnt otfcrings and sacrifice! for thi! jjcophj
(44 11). TIk! i)ricst imist olfer his siii olferinK befoiu!
he ministers in the sanctuary (44 27). They are to eat
the meal, sin, and tresi)ass olferinjjs as {1144 2'.». In
eh 45, tlu! peoiile are to t;iv(! the wheat, l)arh'y, oil and
lambs for meal, burnt and peac(! oU'erinj^s, while thi!
l)rince shall give tlu! meal, burnt and drink offeriiiKs for
tht! feasts, the new moons, sabbaths and appointed
feasts. Jlo is to jirepare tlu-iri to maki! atonement. (45
l.'i-17). In eleansint^ t he sanct uarv tlu! J.,evitical rit ual is

followed with added details (45 IS-2()). The Passover
re(iuires tlio btirnt, sin and meal otrerings with an extra
anioimt of cereal. Tlu! i)riests iirejiare the jirince's
liurnt and peace offerings (46 2-4.0.9-12) for the sab-
Ijatlis, new moons, etc. The daily burnt offering.s (vs
13-1.")) must havi' a sixth instead" of a tent h i)art of an
ephali, as in T>ev 1. Tlu! sin and guilt offeritigs ar(! to bo
boiled ill a certain i)lace, and the meal offering bak(>d (vs
20.2(1). lOzk varies from th(! J>evitical J>aw in tlu! ijuan-
tity of tlu! meal offering, pict uring t Ik! ritual in a more
ideal situation than Moses. Tlu! i)eople are all rigliteous,
with new hearts, tli(! Spirit in them enabling them to
ki-ep th(!l^aw (36 2() f), and yet he institutes an elaborate
ritual of purification for them. Does this seem to indi-
cate! that the proi)hets would abolish sacrifices entirely ?
It is strange reasoning which makes the prophets de-
nounce the whole sacrificial system, wlu-n ()ni> of tlu!
great(\st among them seeks to conserve an elaborate cult
for th(! blessed age in th(! future!.

In the seconel part of Isa, tioel declares that He has not
been hone)re'el by the people wit h btu-iit anel me^al ejffe^riiigs,

etc., and that He has not bureleneel the>m with sue-h e)fFer-
ings, but that He is wearie'ei with their sins (43 2.3 f).

Those foreigners whe) respe'ct the covenant shall offer ac-
ceptable sacrifices (56 7) in the l)lesse>d age te) e!ome. The
Servant of .le'h is te) be a guilt e)fTering (53 10) to e'xpiate
the sins of Israe-l. Sacrifie!o is here fe)r the- first time! lifte'el

out of the animal to the luinian sphere, thus forging the
link between the OT and the NT. In the glorie)us ago te)

come the'ro are te) be priests and Levites, new moons,
sabbaths anel worslii[) in Je-rus (66 21.23).

Daniel speaks of the meal offe'ring being caused to
cease in the midst e)f the! we-e-k (9 27).

Zechariah pie'tures the! golden age to come when all
natie)ns shall go ui) to .lerus to kee'p the Feast e)f Taber-
nacle's, which iniplie's sacrifice's. Pe)ts are useel, anel all the
worshippers shall use them in the ritual (14 16-21).

In Malachi's age the ritual was in prae'tice, but
grei.ssly abtisenl. The\' offereel i)e)lluted bread (1 7),
blind, lame and sick animals (1 13 f). Jeh has the
same attitude toward these as toward those in the
times of Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah (Mai 1 10 f).

The Gentiles offer better ones (1 11). The Israe'l-

ites covered the altar of Jeh with tears by the'ir

hyjiocritical, non-ethical actions (2 13). The'y
robbed God in withholding tithes and he>ave offer-

ings (3 8). It isthe abuse of the cult that is de-
nouncenl h(>re, as in all the other Pre)phets.

A speH'ial use of the ten-m "sacrifice" is made by
Zephaniah (1 7 f), applying it to the destrue'tion eif

Israel In' Jeh. Bozrah anel Eelenn are to be vie'lims

(Isa 34 6); also Gog and Magog (Ezk 39 17.19).

In simiming up the general attitude of the
projAets toward sacrifie-es, even G. F. Mexire in

EB admits: "It is not probable that the jirophets
elistinctly entertained the idea of a religion without
a cultus, a purely spiritual worshij). Sacrifice may
we41 have seemeel to them the natural exjiression of
he)mage and gratitude." He might have aeleled, "and
e)f atonement for sin, ;uid full fellowship with God."

VIII. Sacrifice in the "Writings."—Dates are
very une-ertain here. The! Pss anel Prov extend
freim David and Solomon into the IVrs })eriod.

The sages take the same attituele as the pre)i)hets.

Thew enjoin the sacrifice of first-fruits (Prov 3 9).

A feast usually folleiws a sacrifie-e of
1. In the jieace offerings (7 14). The trespass
Proverbs offering (?) has no meaning to fools

(14 9), and the sae'rifices of the wicked
are an abomination to God (15 8; 21 27). Right-
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cousness and justice are more acceptable to Jeh

than sacrifices (21 3), yet to them sacrifices are a

regular part of worship. Kohelcih speaks of sacri-

fices as quite the custom, and deprecates the offer-

ings of fools (Eccl 5 1; 9 2).

The Psalmist admonishes the faithful to offer

the sacrifices of righteousness, i.e. sacrifices ofTered

in the right sjiirit (4 5). The drink

2. In the offerings of idolaters are well known
Psalms (16 4). Prayer is made for the ac-

ceptance of sacrifices (20 3). It is

a coveted i)rivilege to offer th(>m (27 G; 84 1-4).

The true njlation b(>tween sacrifice and obedience

is expressed in 40 6-S. As in Jer 7 21 f, the em-
phasis is laid on obedience, without which sacrifices

are worthless and repugnant to Cod. They are not

the important thing in Israel's religion, for that

religion could exist without them as in the wild(>r-

n(>ss and exile. The teaching corresponds exactly

with that of the i)ro])hets and is probably late.

Ps 50 is even more emphatic. The Psalmist knows
that sacrifices are in the covenant regulations (ver 5),

but repudiates the idea of giving anything to God
or of feeding Him (vs 12.13). Everything belongs

to Him, He is not hungry, He would scorn the idea

of drinking the blood of goats, etc. The idea of the

cultus being of any real value to_ God is scouted.

Yet in the next verse the reader is admonished to

offer sacrifices of thanksgiving and pay vows {vvv

14). The sacrifices that express worship, penitence,

prayer, thanksgiving and faith are acceptable.

The penitent Psalmist speaks in similar terms.

Sacrifices as such are no delight to God, the real

sacrifice is a broken heart (51 It) f). Wh(>n the heart

is right, then, as an expression of true-hearted-

ncss, devotion, repentance and faith, burnt otTerings

are highly acceptable (ver 19). Another Psalmist
promises a freewill offering to God (54 G; 66 13.

15). Sacrifices of thanksgiving are advised (96 8;

107 22; 118 27) and i)romised (116 17). Prayer
is likened to the evening sacrifice (141 2).

IX. The Idea and Efficacy of Sacrifices.—That
the Hebrews thoroughly believed in the efficacy of

sacrifices is without doubt. What ideas they en-

tertained regarding them is not so clear. No
single theory can account for all the facts. The
unbloody sacrifices were regarded as food for the

Deity, or a pleasant odor, in one instance, taking
the place of a bloody offering (see above). The
bloody ofTerings present some difficulties, and hence
many different views.

Included under the head of gifts of food to the

Deity would l)e the ineal and peace ofTerings, in so

far as they were consumed by fir(>,

1. A Gift the burnt offerings and the shewbread,
of Food to etc. They were fire-food, the fire-

the Deity distilled essence or etherealized food
for God which gave Him i)leasure and

disposed Him favorably toward the off(>rer. They
were intended either to api)eas(! wrath, to win favor,

or to exfjrcss thanks and gratitude for favors ex-

perienced. The earlier and more naive idea w;is

l)robably to win the favor of the Deity by a gift.

Lat(!r, other ideas were expressed in the ofTerings.

The bm-nt ofTering best gave expression to the

sentiments of adoration and devotion, though they
may not be excluded from the m(>al

2. Expres- and i)eace offerings. In other words,
sion of sacrifice meant worship, which is a
Adoration comjjlex exercise of the soul. Such
and was Abraham's attempted sacrifice of

Devotion Isaac;. The daily burnt offerings wei-e

intended to represent an unbroken
course of adoration and devotion, to keep the right

relations with the Deity. On i)articular occasions,

s})ecial ofTerings were made to insure thi.s relation

which was specially needed at that time.

The burnt and sin offerings were the principal

kinds used for the pur])ose of ])urification; water
being used in case of vmcleanness from

3. A Means contact with the dead. There were
of Purl fi- three classes of uncleanness: (1) tliost^

cation from inseparable from the sex functions of

Unclean- men and women; (2) those resulting

ness from contact with a corpse; (3) the
case of recovery from lepro.sy. Puri-

fication ceremonies were the condition of such ])(>r-

sons enjoying the social and religious life of th(>

community, ^^'hy they should recjuire a .sin offer-

ing when most of them occurred in the regular
cour.s(; of nature and could not be guarded against,

can be understood oidy as we consider that these
offences were the effects of sin, or the weaknesses
of tlie fleshly nature, due to sin. Such unclean-
nesses made the subject unfit for soci«^ty, and that
unfitness was an offence to God and recjuired a
piacular oiTering.

Con.secration was of men and things. Tlie cere-

monies at the sealing of the covenant antl tlie con-
secration of the Levites and of Aaron

4. A Means and his sons have been mentioned.
of Conse- The altar and furnitiu-e of the taber-
cration to nacle were con.secrated by the l)lood

the Divine of the sin ofTering. This blood IxMug
Service t he means of (;xpiation, it cleansed from

all defilement caused by hmnan hands,
etc. The sprinkling and smearing of the blood con-
secrated them to the service of God. The blood be-
ing holy, it sanctified all it touched (cf Ezk 45 19 f).

In other words, it is a kind of sacral communion.
The blood is the sacred cement Ix'tween man and

God. This is possible oidy because
5. To Es- it contains the life and is appropriated
tablish a by God as a symbol of the communion
Community into which He enters with the offercn-.

of Life This blood "covers" all sin and de-
between filement in man, permits him to enter
Worshipper God's presence and attests the com-
and God munion with Him. This is the view oi

Schultz, and partly that of Kaut zsch, in

regard to earlicu' ideas of sacrifice. Such a view may
have been held l)y certain peojiles in i)rimitive times,

but it does not do justice to the Levitical system.

The view of RitscliI is that .sacrifices served as a form
of self-protection from God whose i)res(>nce meant de-

struction to a wcal<: creature. Thus sacri-

6 View of tices liavo no moral vahu! and no relation
_j'. . , . to sin and defilement. They have relation
KltSCni only to man's crcaturely weakness which

is in danger of destruction as it ai)i)roaches
the presence of C!od. God's presence necessarily meant
death to the creature without reference to his lioliness,

etc. Such a view banislies all real seiisii of sin, all et liical

values, and furnislu>s no ijroper motives. It sives a false
iclea of the character of God, and is entirely out of accord
with the sacred record.

That sacrifices were really a sacrament has been
advocated by many. According to some theolo-

gians, the sacrifices were signs of spirit-

7. Sacrifice ual realities, not only re])res(>ntiiig l)ut

a Sacra- sealing and ajiplying spiritual bhsssings,

ment and their efficacy was i)roi)ortionate to

the faith of the offerer. By some
Roman Catholic theologians it is hekl that the Pas.s-

over was esp. of a sacramcmtal charact(>r, corres]iond-

ing to the Eucharist. The j)urificatory rit(\s corre-

sponded to penance and tlie consecrating sacrifices

to the sacrament of ordination. Biihr says that
the acceptance of the sacrifice; by Jeh and His
gift of sanctification to tlu; worshijijiers give to the
sacrifice the character of a sacramental act. Cave
also speaks of them as having a sacramental sig-

nificance, while refuting tlu; ])osition of Biihr.

Though there may be; a slight elenuuit of truth in

some of these ideas, it is not th(> idea exjircssed in

the cultus, and seems to read into the ritual the
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8. A Sym-
bol or Ex-
pression of

Prayer

theology of the theologians thonisolvos. This view
is olo.sely :illi(>(l to a phase of the following: view
.(see Patei-son, IIDB, l\).

That it is a symbol or expression of praver is held
by Maurice and to sonic; extent by Schul'tz. Tims

tlie sacrifice's are sui)pose(l to b(> sym-
bols of the relif2;ious sentiment, which
are th(>^ conditions of acceptance with
Cod. The victim serves as an index
of what is in the worshipper's h(>art,
and its virtue is exhausted wh(>n it is

presented to Cod. Thus it mav exi)ress spiritual
aspu-alion or supi)lication, hatred of sin and sur-
render to Cod with c()nf(>ssion and sup])lication.
Bahr holds that a valuable and unblemished victim
IS selected as symbolical of the excellence and
purity to which the oif(>rer aspires, the d(>ath is
necessary to jirocure life which may b(^ offer(>d to
God, and the sprinkling of the l)lood is the ])re,s-
entat ion t <> Cod of t he life sf ill resident in the blood.
Schultz thinks that the sin ofTeriiifr was distinct-
ively purifyinp;. "Hence the real ground of puri-
fication is that Cod acc(>pts the sacrifice and thereby
enters into eommunion with the sinner, f^rantins
him actual pardon, and that man in (his offering
enjoined by Cod as the embodied praver of a peni-
tent expresses his confession, his regn-ts and Jiis
pet it ion for forgiveness." While there is an element
of truth m this, and it is particularly api)licable to
the i)urnt offering, it does not embrace all the facts.
It repres(>nts the vic^ws of the i^roplu^ts and psalm-
ists more than that of the Levitical code.

_
Kautzsch holds that the efflcacv of sacrifices consists

in this: "God has connected the accomplishment of
atonement with tlie ol^'dieiit discliarge of

9. View of i',1"
sacrificial i)rcscripti()ns; Mhoever fiil-

Kaut/qrh l^
'^'."'*'^ "-"^^ ^''t'' t'lf priest to perform tlier».ctuLzt,i,ii atomnK nsaf,M>s, is for-iven. The ritual

esp. tlio i)reseiitins of tlie blood, istheindis-
pcnsaljlc condition of atonement, hut it is not synony-
mous. ForKiyeness of sin (lows from tlio gra(;o of (mkI
as tauRht by tlu; proi)hets, only with them it is unneces-
sary but with th(! PC it is necessary." Tims Kautzsch
t(>aclies a fuiidam(>ntal contradiction between tlie
Iirophets and the Law, which is utti-rlv wron^ and is
miulc necessary by first turning the hist()ry upside downami making tlie PC; a hideous anachronism. He says
that the i)roc-ess of atont-ment is connecti'd with the

I)rcsentinj,' of blood, explains itself naturally as a powerful
after-mil ucnce of primitiyc sacrificial usajies. in which the
presenting of blood had a dilferent nu'aning. It is asymbolic (not real) satisfaction, as through the atiimal's
hfo symbolic expression is given to the fact that the sin-
ner s life is forfeited to God. But the main id(-a is thatGod has commandid it" {UDB, V, 721a). The half-trutlis
111 thi^so statements \vill be obvious to most readers

The theory that sacrifices were a vicarious ex-
piation of sin and defilement, by a victim whose life

is forfeited instead of the sinner's, is
10. Vicari- the only one that will complete the
ous Ex- Levitical id(>a of sacrifices. This of
piation course applies esp. to the sin offering.
Theory While th(>re is an elemiuit of truth in

the gift-theory, the praver and sacra-
mental theories and others, including that of
Kautzsch, the idea of a vicarious suffering is neces-
sary to complete the conception. Oehler recognizes
the force of the prayer-theory, but advance's to the
idea that in sacrifices man jilaci's the life of a pure,
innocent, sacrificial animal between himself aiul
Cod, because he is iinalile to ajiproach (!od on
account of his sinfulness and impurity. Thus it

becomes a kopher for him, to cover hi.s sin. This
is not a punishment inflicted on the animal, although
in the ease of uncertain homicide it is (Dt 21 IM)).
The law does not lay the emi)hasis upon the
slaughter, but on the shedding of the blood and the
sprinkling of it on certain articles. Tlu; slaughter
IS of course presupposed. The altar is not regarded
as a })laceof exiHiution, it is the means for "covering"
the sins of the covenant people, a gracious ordi-
nance of Cod and well-pleasing to Him. But the

gift can please Cod only as the gift of one who has
given him.self up to Him; therefore the ritual must
represent this self-surrender, the life of the clean
and guiltless animal in place of the impure and
sinful soul of the offerer, and this pure soul, comingm between the offerer and tin; Holy Cod, lets Him
see at the altar a pure life by which the impure life
IS covered. In tlu; .saiiu! way the pure; element
serves to cover the jiolhitions of th(> sanctuary and
the altar, etc. Its meaning is .siiecific, it is the self-
sacrihce of the; offerer vicariously accomplished.
1 his s(>lf-.sacrihce neces.s.arilv involves suffering and
punishment, which is inflicted on the beast to which
the guilt and sin are imputed, not imparted (.see
Oehler, OT T/icuL, 27,Sfj.

Objections have been raised by nillmann, Kautzschand oiliers on the ground that it could not hay(^ beenvicarious because sacrifices wer(> not allowed for sins

Vn' !<;'" •JO
f'' ;'"!''•• V"^""'^' ^*"' ^""''"'i' transgivssions

(.Nu 15 .50). ( ertainly, but the entire sacrificial svstemwas for those who were in the; covenant, wlio did notcommit sms that merited death, and was never intendedas a i„'„al substitute, because the sins of tho.se in thecovcMiant wen; not of a penal nature. The sacrifices
weri! to cover the ..in and defilcmmt of the offerer, notthe deserved death-penalty of (me who broke the cov-enatU. Again they object, a cereal oirering mav atoneand this excludes a penal sul)stitute. Hut sacrifices were
vot strictly penal, and the cereal was distinctlv an vkcvd-
ti(m in ca.se of the very poor, and the exception provesthe rule. In any case it repres(>nted the st'lf-sacrifice ofthe olferer, and that was the important thing. Furth(>r
tlie victim was slain by the offerer and not by the priest'whereas it should have been jiut to death by God'.s
repres(-ntative

_
This carries no weight whatever, as

tlie essential thing was a sacrifice, and priests were notnecessary for that. A more; serious objection is that inthe case of penal substitution, by which tlie sin andguilt are transferred to the animal, the fiesh of that ani-mal IS regarded as most holy and to be eaten bv thepriests only, whereas it would necessarily ho regarded
nnrf f?*^ r^^ ^r}}}^^ '^"'^ '''"''"'• ^'"1 h*'»ce polluted andiinht for use 1 his is a pure assumption. In the firstplace, the siibstitution was not strictly penal, and, sec-

^*h,.
/• \'1\'^ "" ''•'"*'

f
'^^* ^^'^"^1 pollution is conveyed tothe f^esh of the animal or to the blood. Even if it wereso, tlu^ shedding of the blood would expiate the sin andguilt, wipe out the pollution, and the flesh would be"nno way affected On the contrary, the flesh, having beethe vehicle for the blood which has accomplished such asacred and meritorious service, would nece.ssarilv be

rather than polluted, since it had performed such a holv
s(,ryice Kautzs<-li.s objection thus appears piier leThe ritual of the Day of Atonement presents all thesefeatures. It is di.stinctly stated that the high priestconfesses the iniquities of tin; children of Israel over the

nie"r'wrt' ""ll* ';"'
V'^' ^'"i* F'^^'P''^

this guilt away tothe desert. Its bOod is not shed, it is wholly uiidcanand the man leading it away is unclean. This is umh'-niably a vicarious act. In the ca.se of the other goat asin offering, the .sin and guilt are imputed to it, but the
life IS taken and thus the expiation is made and the flesh
of the victim used in such a holy service is most holy.

That this view of a vicarious expiation was g(>ii-
erally accepted is evident on every hand. There
was no need of a theoretical explanation in the
ciiltus; it was self-evident; as Holtzmann says
'the most external indeed, but also the simjilest
and most generally intelligible and the readiest
an.swer to the natureof expiation" (AT ThcoL, I, 68)
'Fins view IS amply corroborated by the r(>searches
of b. I. Curtiss in his Primitive Son Religion of
loday. By searching questions he found that the
fuiidainental idea of bloody sacrifices was that the
victim took the jilace of the man, redeemed him, or
atoned for him ;is a substitute. The "bursting forth
of the blood" was the essential thing (see jij). 218 f)
The typology of sacrifice has been much dis-

ciLssed. There can be no qu(>stion that, from the
standpoint of the NT, many of the

11. Typol- .sacrifices were t\pical. They pre-
ogy of figured, and designedly so, the great
Sacrifice sacrifice of Christ. Thus they could

not really take away sin; they were
in that sense unreal. But the question is, were they
typical to the people of Israel? Did Moses and the
jiriests and prophets and people understand that
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they were merely figures, adumbrations of the true
Sacrifice to come, wliich alone could take away sin?

Did they understand that their IVIessiah was to be
sacrificed, His l)lood shed, to make an atonement
for them, and render their Divinely given means of

atonement all unreal ? The answer must be an em-
phatic "No." There is no hint that their minds were
directed to think of the Coming One as their sacrifice,

foreshadowed by their offerings. That was the one
thing the nation could not and would not under-
stand, and to this day the cross is their chief

stumbling-block. The statement that the Servant
is to be a guilt offering (Lsa 53 10) is the nearest ap-
j)roach toil, but t his is far from saying that the whok;
sacrificial system was understood as foreshadowing
that event. The great prophets all speak of a sacri-

ficial system in full vogue in the Messianic age.

\\'c i)refer to regard the sacrificial system as a
great religious educational system, adapted to the
capacity of the people at that age, intended to
develop right conceptions of sin, proper apprecia-
tion of the hohness of (lod, correct ideas of how to
appi'oach God, a familiarity with the idea of sacri-

fice as the fundamental thing in redemption, life,

and service to God and man.
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Literature

/. Terms of Sacrifice Epitomized.—The word "offer-
ing" (Ti-poff^opa, prosphord) describes the death of Christ,
once in Paul (Eph 5 2); 5 t in He (10 5.8.10.14.18).
The vb. TTpoo-c/ifoo). prosphrro, "to offer," is also ii.sed
15 tin He (5 1.3; 8 3=.3.4; 9 7.14.25.28; 10 1.8.11.12;
11 4). The noun prosphora occurs 15 t in LXX, usually
as the tr of nni)3 . minhah, "sacrifice." This noun iii

the NT refers to OT sacrifices in Acts 7 42; 21 20; to
the offering of money in .\c(s 24 17; Rom 15 10. The
vb. a.vaif>tpm, anaphi'rd, also occurs 3 t in He (7 27; 9 28;
13 15); also in 1 Pet 2 5.

Tlie word "sacrifice" (ftixria. thusia. translates in LXX
S Heb words for various kinds of sacrifice, occurring ai)out
350 t) refers to Christ's death, once in Paul (Eph 5 2)
and 5 t in He (5 1; 9 23.26; 10 12.20). It refers
several times to OT sacrifice and 5 t to Christian living
or giving (Phil 2 17; 4 18; He 13 15,10; 1 Pet 2 5).
The vb. " to sacrifice " (fliicu, thdi'i) is u.sed once by Paul to
describe Christ's death (1 Cor 5 7).

T)ie blood (al/^a. hat ma) of Christ is said to secure re-
demption or salvation, t in I'aul (Rom 3 25; 5 9;
1 Cor 10 10; Eph 17; 2 13; (\)1 1 20); 3 t in He
(9 12.14; 10 19; cf also 10 29): 2 t in 1 Pet (1 2.19)
and 6 t in the Johannine writings (1 Jn 17; 5 O^.S;
Rev 1 .5). I'nmistakably this figure of the blood refers
to Christ's sacrificial death. "In any case the jihrase
iv Tu) avToi) a'iixari [en to autou haimati, 'in his blood,'
Rom 3 25] carries with it the idea vt sacrificial blood-
shedding" (Sanday, Comm. on Ep. to Rom, 01).

Aiirpoi' {hitron, "ransom," the j)rice paid for redeem-
ing, occurring in LXX 19 t, meaning the price paid for
redei'iiiing the servant [Lev 25 51,52]; ransom for first-
born (Nil 3 40|: ransom for the life of tlie owner of the
goring ox [E.\ 21 30, etc-]) occurs in the NT only twice
(Mt 20 2S; Mk 10 45). This word is used by jVsus to
signify tlie culmination of His sacrificial life in His
sacrificial death.

'AiTiAuTpoi' (antilutron. "ransom." a word not found
in LXX, stronger in meaning than the preceding word)
occurs only once in tlu! NT (1 Tim 2 0).

'ATToAi'TpoxTts (a i)oliltrosis. "redemption," in Ex 21 8,
meaning the ransom paid by a father to redeem his
daughter from a cruel master) signifies (1) deliverance
from sin by Christ's death, .5 t in Paul (Rom 3 24; 1 Cor
1 30; Eph 1 7.14; Col 1 14); once in He (9 15); (2) gen-
eral deliverance, twice (Lk 21 28; He 11 35); (3) the
Christian's final deliverance, physical and spiritual (Rom
8 23; Ei)h 4 30). The simple word AiiTp<oo-i? {lutrosis,
"redemption," 10 t in LXX as the tr of 5 Heb words)
occurs once for spiritual deliverance (He 9 12).

'Efayopa^'ai {cxagord zi) , "redeem," only oiico in LXX,
Dili 2 8) in the NT means (1) to delivi-r from the curse
of the law, twice by Paul ((ial 3 13; 4 5); (2) to use
time wisely, twice by Paul (Eph 5 10; Col 4 5). The
simple vb. ayopa^u) (agordzo, meaning in Lev 27 19 to
redeem land) occurs twice in Paul (1 Cor 6 20; 7 23)
and means "to redeem" (in a spiritual sense).

KaTaWayij {katallagc, " recont'liiatioii," only twice in
LXX) means the relation to God into which men are
brought by Christ's death, 4 t by Paul (Rom 5 11; 11
15; 2 Cor 5 18.19).

KaTrtAAacro-eii' (katalldssei n, " tO reCOncil(\" 4 t in
LXX |:{ in 2 Macc|) means to liring men into the state
of reconciliation with God, 5 t in Paul (Rom 5 10 6i6-,-

2 Cor 5 18.19.20).
The words with the propitiatory idea occur as follows:

iKarjKOfjiai {hildskomai, " to propitiate," 12 tin LXX, trJ

"to forgive") occurs twice (Lk 18 13; He 2 17);
iAacrn6? (hilasmos, 9t in LXX, Nu 5 8; Ps 129 [130] 4,
etc; "atonement," "forgiveness") occurs twice in 1 Jn
(2 2; 4 10); ikaaTripiov {hilastf.rion, 24 tin LXX, trans-
lates "mercy-seat," where (iod was gra(uous and spake to
man) translates in the NT "propitiation" (Rom 3 25),
"mercy-seat" (He 9 5).

Christ is called "the Lamb," api-os, amnos, twice by
the Baptist (Jn 1 29.30); once by Philip applied to
Christ from lsa 53 7 (Acts 8 32); and once by Peter
(1 Pet 1 19); ap.ior, arnion. 28 t in Rev (5 0.8.12.13;
6 1.10; 7 9.10.14; 19 7.9; 21 9.14.22.23.27; 22 1.3).

The cross (ffxarpo?, stauros) is used by Paul 10 t to
describe tlie sacrificial death of Christ (1 Cor 1 17.18;
Gal 5 11; 6 12.14; Eph 2 10; Phil 2 8; 3 18; 1 (?or
1 20; 2 14) and once by the author of He (12 2). Jesus
also .5 t used the figure of the cross to define the life of
sacrifice demanded of His disciples and to make His own
cross the symbol of sacrifice (Mt 10 38; 16 24; Mk
8 34; J^k 9 23; 14 27, with contexts; cf Jn 3 14;
12 32, etc).

Though it is not our province in this article to
di.scuss the origin and history of sacrifice in the
(>thnic religions, it must be noted that sacrifice has
been a chief <'lement in almost every religion (Jain-
ism aiul liuddhisin being the jirincipal exceptions).
The bloody sacrifice, where the idea of propitiation
is prominent, is well-nigh universal in the ethnic
religions, being found among even the most enlight-

ened peoples like the Greeks and Romans (see art.

"Expiation and Atonement" in ERE). Whether
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1. Jesus'
Attitude

or not the system of animal sacrifices would have
ceased, not only in Judaism but also in all the ethnic
religions, had not Jesus lived and taught and died,

is a (luestion of i)ure speculation. It nuist be con-
ced(>d that the sect of the Jews (Essenes) attaining
to the highest ethical standard and living the most
unselfish lives of brotherhood and l)(>nevolence did
not believe in animal sacrifices. Bvit they exerted
small influence over the Jcnvish nation as compared
with the Pharisees. It is also to be noted that the
pro])hets Amos, Hosea, Micah and Isaiah exalted
the ethical far above the cer(>monial; even de-
nounced tlie sacrifice of animals if not accompanied
bv i)ersonal devotion to righteousness (Am 5 21 fT;

lios 6 ti; Mic 6 Off; Isa 1 11 fT). The Stoic and
Platonics I)hilosophers also attacked the system of

animal sacrifices. But these exceptions only accen-
tuate the historical fact that man's sense of the
necessity of sacrifice to Deity is well-nigh universal.

Only the sacrifice of Christ and the destruction
of .Terus caused a cessaticm of the daily, weekly,
monthly and annual sacrifices among the Jews, an(i

only the knowledge of Christ's sacrifice of Himself
will finally dest roy tlu; last vest ige of animal sacrifice.

//. Attitude of Jesus and NT Writers to the
OT Sacrificial System.—J(>sus never attacks the

sacrificial system. He even takes for

granted that the Jews should offer

sacrifices (Mt 5 24). More than that,

He accepted the whole sacrificial

system, a part of the OT scheme, as of Divine
origin, and so He commanded the cleansed leper to
ofTer the sacrifice prescril)ed in the Mosaic code
(Mt 8 4). There is no record that Jesus Himself
ever worshipjied by offering the regular sacrifices.

But He worshi])i)e(l in the temi)le, never attacking
the sacrificial system as He did the oral law (Mk
7 6ff). On the other hand, Jesus undermined the
sacrificial system by teaching that the ethical tran-
scends the ceremonial, not only as a general prin-
ciple, but also in the act of worship (^It 5 23.24).
He endorses Ilosea's fine ethical epigram, 'God will

have mercy and not sacrifice' (Mt 9 13; 12 7).

He also commends as near the kingdom the scribe
who ])ut love to God and man above sacrifice (Mk
12 33) . But Jesus teaches not merely the inferiority
of sacrifice to the moral law, but also the discon-
tinuanc(> of sacrifice as a system, when He said, "This
is my blood of the covenant, whi(;h is poured out
for many" (Mk 14 24; xMt 26 28; Lk 22 20). Not
only is the ethical superior to the ceremonial, but
His sacrifice of Himself is as superior to the sacri-
fices of the old system as the new covenant is superior
to the old.

Paul's estimate of the Jewish sacrifices is easily
seen, although he does not often refer to them.

Once only (Acts 21 2()) after his
2. Paul's conversion does he offer the Jewish
Attitude sacrifice, and then as a matter of ex-

pediency for winning the Judaistic
wing of Christianity to his universal gospel of grace.
He regarded the sacrifices of the OT as types of
the true sacrifice which Christ made (1 Cor 5 7).
The author of the Ep. to the He discusses the OT

sacrifices more fully than other NT writers. He
regards the bloody sacrifices as superior
to the unbloody and the yearly sacri-
fice on the Day of Atonement by the
high priest as the climax of the OT
system. The high i)riest under the
old covenant was the type of Christ

under the new. The sacrific'es of the old covenant
could not take away sin, or i)roduce moral trans-
formation, because of the frailties of men (10 1-11),
shown by the necessity of re{)eating the offerings
(5 2j, and becau.se God had appointed another high
priest, His Son, to supplant those of the old cove-

3. Attitude
of the
Author of

Hebrews

naiit^ (5 5; 7 1-28). The heart of this author's
teaching is that animal sacrifices cannot possibly
atone for sin or jiroduce moral transformation, since
t hey are Divinely appointed oidy as a type or shadow
of the one great sacrifice by Christ (8 7; 10 1).

^Fo sum up, the NT writers, as well as Je-sus, re-

garded the OT sacrificial system as of Divine origin
and so obligatory in its day, but imperfect and only
a tyi)e of Christ's sacrifice, and so to be supplanted
by His i)erfect sacrifice.

///. The Sacrificial Idea in the NT.—The one
central idea of NT writers is that the .sacrifice

ma(l(> by Christ on th(! cross is the final ])erfect

sacrifice for the atonement of sin and the salvation
of men, a sacrifice t3'i)ified in the various sacrifices

of the OT, which are iii turn abrogated by the
ojieration of the final sacrifice. Only James and
Jude among NT writers are silent as to the sacrifice

of Christ, and they write for jjractical purposes only.
The Bai)tist, it is true, jn-esents Jesus as the com-

ing Judge in the Synoptic Gos))els, but in Jn 1

29.36 he refers to Him as "the Lamb of

1. Teaching God," in the former passage adding
of John the "that taketh away the sin of the
Baptist world." Westcott {Comm. on St.

John, 20) says: "The title as apj)lied

to Christ .... conveys the ideas of vicarious
suffering, of patient submission, of sacrifice, of
redemption, etc." There is scarcely any doubt
that the Baptist looked upon the Christ as the one
who came to make the great sacrifice for man's
sins. Professor Burton {BU). Ideas of Atoncmod,
Burton, Smith and Smith, 107) says that John sees

Christ "suffering under the load of human sin."

There are recorded in the Synoptic Gospels two
unmistakable references by Jesus to His death as a

sacrifice (Mk 10 45
|1
Mt 20 28; Mk

2. Teach- 14 24
||
Mt 26 28

i!
Lk 22 20; cf 1

ing of Cor 11 25). In the former He declares

Jesus He came to give His "life a ransom."
Thayer {Gr-Eng. Lex. of the NT)

says this word means "the price paid for redeem-
ing." Hence the idea in ransom must be of sac-
rificial significance. But if there could be any
doubt as to the sacrificial import of this passage,
there is a clear case of the sacrificial idea in Mk
14 24. Practically all writers of the NT theology,
Wendt, Weiss, Stevens, Sheldon and others, hokl
that Jesus considered the death as the ratification

sacrifice of the new covenant, just as the sacrifice

offered at Sinai ratified the okl covenant (Ex 24
3-8). _ Ilitschl_ and Beyschlag deny that this pas-
sage is sacrificial. But according to most exegetes,
Jesus in this reference regarded His death as a
sacrifice. The nature of the sacrifice, as Jesus
estimated it, is in doubt and is to be discussed later.

What we are pressing here is the fact that Jesus
regarded His death as a sacrifice. We have to
concede the meagerness of material on the sacrificial

idea of His death as taught by Jesus. Yet these
two references are unquestioned by literary and his-

torical critics. They both occur in Mk, the primi-
tive Gospel (the oldest Gospel record of Jesus'
teachings). The first occurs in two of the Synop-
tists, the second in all three of them. Luke omits
the first for reasons peculiar to his purpose. Accord-
ing to Lk 24 25, Jesus regarded His sufferings and
death as the fulfilment of the OT Scriptures.
Though the head apostle does not in the early

chai)ters of Acts refer to Christ as the sacrifice for

sin, he does imply as much in 2 36
3. Teach- (He is Lord and Christ in spite of His
ing of crucifixion); 3 18.19 (He fulfilled the
Peter prophecies by suffering, and by means

of repentance sins are to be blotted
out); 4 10-12 (only in His name is salvation)
and in 5 30.31 (through whose death Israel received
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remission of sins). In his First Ep. (1 18.19) he
expressly declares that we are redeemed by the

blood of the spotless Christ, thus giving the saci'i-

ficial significance to His death. The same is implied

in 1 2; 3 18.

Paul ascribes saving (>fficacv to the blood of Christ

in Rom 3 25; 5 9; 1 Cor 10 16; Eph 1 7; 2 13;

Col 1 20. He identifies Christ with
4. Paul's a sin offering in Rom 8 3, and perhaps
Teaching also in 2 Cor 5 21, and with the

paschal lamb in 1 Cor 5 7. In other
passages he implies that the death of Christ secured
redemption, forgiveness of sins, justification and
adoption (Rom 3 24-26; 5 10.11; 8 15.17, etc).

The argument of the author of He to prove the
finality of Christianity is that Christ is superior to

the Aaronic high i)riest, being a roj'al,

6. Teaching eternal high priest, after the order of

of Hebrews Melchizedek, and otTering Himself as
the final sacrifice for sin, and for the

moral transformation of men (4 14; 10 18).

_
In the Fir.st Ep. of Jn (1 7; 2 2; 5 6.8) propi-

tiation for sin and cleansing from sin are ascribed

to the blood of Christ. In Rev 1 5
6. Johan- John ascribes deliverance (not washing
nine Teach- or cleansing, according to best MSS)
ing from sin, to t he blood of Christ. Several

times he calls Christ the Lamb, making
the sacrificial idea prominent. Once he speaks of

Him as the Lamb slain from the foundation of the
world (13 8).

To sum up, all the NT writers, except James and
Jude, refer to Christ's death as the great sacrifice

for sin. Jesus Himself regarded His death as such.

In the various tyi)es of NT teaching Christ's death
is i)reseiit('d (1) as the covenant sacrifice (Mk 14
24 l| Alt 26 28 I[ Lk 22 20; He 9 15-22); (2) as

the sin offering (Rom 8 3; 2 Cor 5 21; He 13 11;

1 Pet 3 18); (3) as the offering of the paschal
lamb (1 Cor 5 7); (4) as the sacrifice of the Day
of Atonement (He 2 17; 9 12 ff).

IV. Relation of Christ's Sacrifice to Man's Sal-
vation.—The saving benefits sjx'cified in tli(i NT as

resulting from the sacrificial deatli of Christ are

as follows:

Redemption or deliverance from the curse of

sin: This must be the implication in Jesus' words,
"The Son of man also came ....

1. Redemp- to give his life a ransom for many"
tion or (Mk 10 45

|!
Mt 20 28). Man is a

Deliverance captive in sin, the Father sends His
from Curse Son to pay the ransom price for the
of Sin deliverance of the captive, and the

Son's death is the price paid. Paul
also u.ses the words "redeemed" and "redemi)tion"
in the same sense. In the great hitters he asserts

that we are "justified freely by his grace through
the redem])tion that is in Christ Jesus: whom God
set forth to be a j)ropitiation .... in his blood"
(Rom 3 24.25). Here the ajiostle traces justifica-

tion back to redemption as the means for securing
it, and redemption back to the "blood" (Christ's

death) as the cause of its procurement. That is,

Christ's death secures redemption and redemjition
procures justification. In Gal (3 13), he speaks of

being redeemed "from the curse of the law." The
law involved man in a curse because he could not
keep it. This curse is the penalty of the broken law
which the transgressor must bear, unless deliverance
from said penalty is somehow secured. Paul
repr(>sents Christ by His death as securing for

siimers deliverance; from this curse of the broken
law ((;f (ial 4 5 for the same thought, though the
word "curse" is not used). Paul also emphasizes
the same teaching in the Captivity Epp.: "In
whom we have our redemption through his blood,

the forgiveness of our trespasses" (Eph 17; cf

Col 1 14). In the pastoral letters (1 Tim 2 6)

he teaches that Christ gave "himself a ransom for

all." This is the only NT passage in which occurs
the strong word anlihdron for "ransom." In his

old age the apostle feels more positively than ever
before that Christ's death is the ransom price of

man's deliverance from sin.

The author of He asserts that Christ by the sacri-

fice of Himself "obtained eternal redemption" for

man (9 12). John says that Christ "loosed [Kvoj,

Mo] us from our sins by his blood" (Rev 1 5). This
idea in John is akin to that of redemj>tion or deliver-

ance bv ransom. Peter teaches the same truth in

1 Pet i 19. So, we see, Jesus and all the NT
writers regard Christ's sacrifice as the procuring
cause of human redemption.

The idea of reconciliation involves a personal
difference between two parties. There is estrange-

m(>nt between God and man. RecoTi-
2. Recon- ciliation is the restoration of favor be-
ciliation tween the two parties. Jesus does not

uitcT any direct message on recon-
ciliation, but implies God's repugnance at man's
sin and strained relations betw(H>n God and the
unrepentant sinner (see Lk 18 13). He i)uts into
the mouth of the foraying tax-gatherer the words,
'God be propitious to me' (see Thayer, Gr-Eiuj.
Lex., hilaskomai), but Jesus nowhere asserts that
His death secures the reconciliation of God to the
sinner. Paul, however, does. "For if, while we
were enemies, we were reconciled to God through
the death of his Son," etc (Rom 5 10). There can
be no doubt from this passage that Paul thought of

the death of Christ as the i)rocuring cause of recon-
ciliation. In Eph 2 13.14.18 Paul makes the cross

of Christ the means of reconciliation between the
hostile races of m(>n. Paul reaches the climax in

his conception of the reconciliation wrought by the
cross of Christ when he asserts the unifying results

of Christ's death to be cosmic in extent (Eph 1 10).

The author of He also implies that Christ's death
secures reconciliation when he regards this deatli as tlio

ratification of the "better covenant" (8 6 fT), and when
he plays on the double meaning of tlie word S(.a0rJKr}

(diaiMke, 9 15 ff), now "covenant" and now "will,"
"testament." The death of Christ is necessary to secure
the ratification of the new covenant wliich brings God and
man into new relations (8 12). In 2 1 7 the author uses
a word implying propitiation as wrouglit by the death of
Christ. So the doctrine of reconciliation is also in the
Ep. to the He. Jolin teaches reconciliation with God
through Christ our Advocate, but does not expressly
connect it with His d(>ath as the procuring cause (1 Jn
2 1.2). Peter is likewise silent on this point.

Reconciliation implies that God can forgive;

3'ea, has forgiven. Jesus and the NT writers de-
clare th(> death of Christ to be the basis

3. Remis- of God's forgiveness. Jesus in insti-

sion of Sins tuting the memorial supper said, "This
is my blood of the covenant, which is

poured out for manv unto remission of sins" (Mt
26 28). It is true Mk and Lk do not record this

last phrase, "unto remission of sins." But there is

no intimation that this phra.se is the result of Mat-
thew's theologizing on the purpose of Christ's death
(see Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, II, 239 ff, who claims
this phrase is not from Jo.sus; also Allen in "Mt,"
ICC, in loc). But Paul leaves no doubt as to the
connection between man's forgiveness by God and
Christ's sacrifice for him. This idea is rooted in the
great passage on justification (Rom 3 21—5 21;
see esj). 4 7); is i)ositively declared in Eph 1 7;
Col 1 14. The author of He teaches that the
shedding of Christ's blood under the new covenant
is as neces.sary to secure forgiveness as the shedding
of animal's blood imder the old. John also implies
that forgiveness is Ijased on the blood (1 Jn 1 7-9).

True reconciliation and forgiveness include the
canceling of the offender's guilt. Jesus has no direct
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word oil tho cancelLition of fniilt. Paul closes his

argument for the universality of human .sin l)y assert-

ing; that "all the world may be broughl

4. The under the judgment of God" (A\'

Cancellation "guilty before God," Rom 3 1!)).

of Guilt Thayer (dr-Eng. Lex., in hx;.) siiys

tliis word "guihy" means "owing sal is-

faetion to God" (liahle to i)unislmient by God).
Rutin Rom 8 1.3 Paul exclaims, "Tliere is therefore

now no condemnation to them that are in Christ

Jesus .... (!()(1, sending his own Hon in the like-

ness of sinful flesh and for sin" (ERVand ARVm "as

an offering for sin"). The guilt, or exposun; of tlie

sinner to God's wrath and so to punislnnent, is re-

moved by tlie sin offering which Christ made.
This idea is implied by the author of He (2 IT)),

but is not expressed in Peter and John.
Right standing willi God is also imi)lied in tlie

prec(Hling idea. Forgiving sin and canceling guilt

are the negative, bringing into right

5. Justifica- standing with God the i)ositiv(>, aspects

tion or of the same transaction. "Ilim who
Right knew no sin he made to be sin [i.e.

Standing the sin offering; so Augustine and
with God other Fathers, Ewald, Ritsclil; see

j\l(\ver, Conim., in loc, who deni(^s this

meaning] on our behalf; that we might become
the righteousness of God in him" (2 Cor 5 21).

In this passage Paul makes justification the Divine
l)urp()se of the sacrificial d(>ath of Christ. This
thought is elaborated ))y the apostle in Gal and Rom,
but is not expressed by Jesus, or in He, in Pet or

in Jn.

Je.sus does not connect our cleansnig or sanctifica-

tion with His death, but with His word (Jn 17 17).

The subst. "cleansing" (/ca0apt<r/x6s, k'l-

6. Cleansing tharismos) is not used by Paul, and tlie

or Sancti- vb. "to cleanse" {Kadapi^w, knthnrizo)

fication occurs only twice in his later letters

(Eph 5 2()"; Tit 2 14). He does use
the idea of sanctification, and in Rom 6-8 teaches
that sanctification is n logical conse(]uence of justi-

fication which is secured by Christ's sacrificial death.
In Phil 3 10.11, he views Christ's death and resur-

rection as the dvnamic of transformation in the new
life. The :uithor of He (1 3; 9 14.22.23; 10 2),

following his OT figures, uses the idea of cleansing
for the whole proc(\ss of initting away sin, from
atonement to sanctification (see Westcott, Comin.,
in loc). He makes Christ's death the procuring
cause of the cleansing. John does the same (1 Jn
17; Rev 7 14).

Divine sonship of the believer is also traced by
Paul to the sacrificial death of Christ (Rom 8 17),

though this thought is not found in

7. Sonship other NT writers.

Ho, we sum up, the whole jirocess of

salvation, from reconciliation with God to the adop-
tion of the saved sinner into heaven's househokl,
is ascribed, to some extent by Jesus, largely by Paul
the theologian of the NT, and, in varying degrees, by
other NT writers, to the sacrificial death of Christ.
Even Holtzmann {Ncutcst. Theol., II, 111) admits
"It is upon the moment of death that the grounding
of salvation is exclusively concentrated."

V. How Christ's Sacrifice Procures Salvation.—
It must be conceded that the NT writers, much less

Jesus, did not discuss (his s\ibject from tin; ])hilo-

sophical point of view. Jesus never philosophizes
except incidentally. Paid, the author of He, and
John had a philosophy underlying their theolog>',

the first and second d(vding most with the sacrificial

work of Christ, the last with His person. But Paul
and the author of He did not write their letters

to produce a i)hilo.so{)hical sj'stem explaining how
Christ's sacrificial death can and docs procure
man's salvation.

By somc^ it is claimed that, ttic word "ransom" (Mk
10 -i.")) gives us tliu key to tlie philosophy of tho atone-

ment as presented by .Jesus Himself.

1 Tesus' '^"''' ^'*'' ''"'''^ "f exegesis are against this
-^ ,. supposition, .h'sus in tlu; context is toacli-

ieacnmg Jng His disciples tliat sacrificial service i.s

greatness. To illustrate, tho trutli Ho
refers 1o His own example of coming to "minister, and
to give liis lifi' a ransom for many." That is, .Jesus is

enforcing a practi(;al princii)lo and not elat)()rating a
theoretical truth. Moreover, the word "ransom" is

used metaphorically, and tlu^ laws of (^xi'g(>sis forl)id ns
to i)ress tlu^ literal meaning of a figur(\ The figure sug-
gests cai)tivity in sin and deliverance by payment of a
l)ric(! (tlu! deatli of Christ). Hut .lesus does not tell ns
hoin His sacrjlicial d(-atli can and does i)ay tho i)rice for
man's redcinj)! ion from sin. The word "ransom" does
give the clue to the de\('lopm(>nt of the vicarious sacrifice
elaborated later ])y Paul. Kitschl {Rcchtfcrligmiq und
Vcr.soh niuig, II, 8.5) does not do the word "ransom"
justice wlien he claims, that it merely reproduces tlio

meaning of the Ileb "lB2 . led phcr, " covering as a i)ro-

tection," and (hat Christ's death, like a covering, delivers
us l)v stimulating us to h^ad tho life of sacrificial service as
(Mirist did. Wcndt (Lchre Jrsu, II, 2:57; Tcnrhim/ <>/

./(.SUV, II, 22(> f) admits the " ransom "-idea in tho word,
])ut says Christ delivers us from boiidag(> to suffering and
death, not l)y His death, t)ut by His teaching which is

illustrated l)v His sacrificial death. BeNschlag (Xcuitst.
Thiol.. I, ir,-A) thinks Cihrist's d(>ath delivers us from
worldiv ambitions and such sins by showing us tho ex-
ample of .Jesus in sacrifice. ^Veiss {Bib. Theol. of the XT,
1, 101-:}) thinks Christ's "surrender of His life; ....
avails as a ransom which Ho gives instead of tho many"
who were not able to ])ay tho i)rico themselves. He also
adds, "The saying regarding the ransom lays emphasis
upon tho God-pleasing performance of Jesus which
secures tlio salvation," etc.
Nor does Jesus' saying at the Last Suppcir, "This is

my blood of the covenant" (Mk 14 24) give us unmis-
takable evidence of how His death saves men. It does
teach that sinn(Ts on entering tho kingdom come into a
new covenant relation with (iod wliich implies forgive-
ness of sin and fellowship with God, and that, as the
ovenant sacrifices at Mt. vSinai (Kx 24 3-S) ratified tho
legal covenant between God and His ])eople, so the death
of CMirist as a covenant sacrifice ratifies the covenant
of grace between God and lost sinners, by virtue of
which covenant God on His part forgives tho penitent
sinn(T, and tho surrendering sinner on his part presents
himself to Clod for the life of sacriTice. But this state-
ment fails to toll us how God can forgive sin on the; basis
of a covenant thus ratified by (Christ's death. Does it

mean substitution, that as the animal whoso blood
ratified the covenant was slain instead of tho ix'ople, so
Christ was slain in tho place of sinners'.^ Or does it

suggest tlio immutability of tlu; covenant on tho basis of
tlie animal's (and so Chi-ist's) representing both God and
man, and killing signifying loss of life or will to change
tli(! covenant (so AVestcott, Cornm. on He, 301)'? It
could scarcel.v mean that C^hrist's sacrifice was the offer-
ing of a perfect, acceptal^k; Ufr, to Ciod (Wendt, op. cit.,

II, 2:57), or that C/hrist's dcnitli is viewed merely as the
common meal sacrifice, that (iod and His i)eople thus
enter into a kind of union and communion (so some
evolutionists in the study of comparative religion; see
Menzios, Hist of Religion, 410 if).

Ritschl and many modc^rn scholars are disposed

to r(>ject all philosophy in religion. They say, "Back
to Christ." Paid was only a hiunan

2. Paul's inter] )reter of Jesus. But he was a
Teaching Divinely-guided interpreter, and we

need his first-h;md interpretations of

Jesus. What has he to say as to how Christ's

death saves men?
(1) The words expressing the idea of redemption.—

See above on the terms of sacrifice. The classical

passage containing the idea of redemption is Rom
3 24-26: "Being just ified freely by his grace through
the redemption that is in Christ Jesus: whom God
set forth to he a propitiation, through faith, in his

blood, to show his righteousness because of the pass-

ing over of the sins done tiforetime, in the forbear-

ance of God; for the showing, / sdij, of his right-

eousness at this present season: that he miglit him-
self be just, and the justifier of him that hath faith

in Je.sus." A fair interpretation of (his passage gives

us (he following proi)ositions: (o) Tho believer ob-
tains right standing with God by ineans of, through
(he channel of (see Thayer, (Ir-Eng. Lex., At(£, A,
III, 2), redemiition which is in Christ, {h) This
redemption in Christ involves, or is based upon, the
Divinely-purposed propi(ia(ion which Christ made
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in His death, (c) The design of God in malving
such a propitiation ^\•as the exhibition of His right-

eousness; i.e., the vindication of that side of His
character which demands the punishment of sin,

which had not been shown in former gcTierations

when Hia forbearance ]iassed over men's sins.

Sec Sanday, Comvi. on Rom, in loc. The classical

passage containing the other word to redeem
{i^ayopd^w, exagordzo) is Gal 3 13: "Christ re-

deemed us from the curs(! of the law, having become
a curse for us," etc. I'rofes.sor E. D. Burton (AJT,
October, 1907) thinks: (a) Law here means "law
legalist ically understood." (/;) The "curse" was the
verdict of the law of pure legalism, "a disclosure to

man of his actual status before God on a basis of

merit." (c) The redemption meant is that Christ
"brought to an end tlie regime of law .... rather
than deliverance of individuals through release from
penalty." He bases this argument largely on the
use of rifias, hemcis, "us," meaning Jews in antithesis

with TO, edvrj, td etiine, the Gentiles (ver 14).

Everett (The Go.spcl of Paul) thinks that Christ
was cursed in that He was "crucified" (the manner
not \\\Q fact of His death being the curse); that is,

as Everett sees it, Christ l^ecame ceremonially
unclean, and so free from the law. So does His
follower by being crucified with Christ become
ceremonially unclean and so free from the law. The
passage seems to give us the following i)ropositions:

(a) Man under law (whether the revealed law of

the OT or the moral law) is under a "cur.se," that
is, liable to the penalty which the broken law
demands. (6) Christ by His death on the cross

became a "curse for us." (c) By means of Christ
thus becoming a "curse for us" He delivered us, "not
the Jews as a nation, l)ut all of us, Jews and Gentiles,

who believed," from the curse incurred by the break-
ing of the law. Professor Burton admits that the
participle yevS/uievoi, genomenos, "becoming," may
be a "participle of means" (art. cited alwve, 613),
and so we have "Christ redeemed us from the curse
of the law by becoming a curse for us." The pa.s-

s.age at least suggests, if it does not declare, that
Christ saves us by vicariously enduring the penalty
to which we were exjiosed.

(2) The idea of reconciliation.—Paul uses the
phrase "wTath of God" (llom 1 18, etc) to exi)rcss

tlie attitude of God toward sin, an attitude of dis-

pleasure and of grief, of r(;vulsion of holy character
which demands the ])unishment of sin. On the
other hand, God loves the sinner; love is the
prompting cause of red(Mnption through Christ
(Rom 5 8; 8 32). That is, wrath is love grieving

and righteousness revolting becau.se of sin, and
both phases may act simultaneously (Simon,
Redemption of Man, 216, to the contrary). So
Paul says, "God was in Christ reconciling the world
unto himself, not reckoning unto them their tres-

l)asses" (2 Cor 5 19). Now this word "recon-
cile" (kataUassein) means in the active, "to receive
into favor," in the passive, "to be restored to favor"
(Thayer). See also Rev. and Expos, October, 1909,
600 f'f, where Professor Estes shows, from Sophocles,

Xenoj;)hon, Josephus, LXX and passages in the NT
like Mt 5 24, that the word must mean a change
in the attitude of God toward men and not merely a
change of men toward God. Practically the same
is taught by Meyer {Comm. on 2 Cor); Lipsius
(llandcomm. zum NT); Sanday (Conun. on Rom);
Denney {Exegct. Or Test, on Rom) ; Lietzmami (Iland-
buch zum NT); Holtzmann {Neutest. Theol.); Wei.ss

{Rel. of the NT); Pfleiderer {Paulinism); Stevens
{Christian Docirine of Salvation), and in nearly all

the great comms. on Rom and 2 Cor, and by all t he
writers on NT theology except Beyschlag. See also

Reconciliation ; Retriijution.
(3) The idea of propitiation.—Only once (Rom

3 2.5) does Paul u.se the word "i)ropitiation." As
we saw in (1) above, the redemption in Christ is

based upon the propitiation which Christ made in

His death. Thayer {Gr-Eng. Lex., in loc.) says
the noun signifies "a means of appeasing, expiating,

a propitiation, an exjjiatory sacrifice." He thinks
it has this meaning in Rom 13 25, but refers it to the
"mercy-seat" in He 9 5. Sanday (Comm. on Rant,

88) regards hilastcrion as an adj. meaning "jiropit i;i-

tory." De Wette, Fritzsche, Meyer, Lipsius and
many others take it in. this s(>nse; Gifford, Vaughan,
Liddon, Ritschl think it means "mercy-seat" here
as in He. But with either meaning the blood
of Christ is viewed as securing the mercy of God.
Proi)itiation of God is made by the l)lood of Christ,
and because of t hat men have access to t lie mercy-seat
where shines the glory of God in His forgiveniess

of man's sins. See Romans, Epistle to the, 9, (3).

(4) The prepositions vir^p, huper, and avri, anti.

—Paul never uses anti ("for," "instead of," "in place
of," so Thayer) to express what Christ's sacrifice

does for the sinner, l)ut huper ("for one's safety or
advantage," primarilv, but also "in the place of,"

"in.stead of," so Thaver). Sec Rom 5 8; 8 32; 14
15; 1 Cor 11 24; 2 Cor 5 15; Gal 3 13; E])h 5
2.25; 1 Thess 5 10; 1 Tim 2 6; Tit 2 14. It is

to be noted that in 1 Tim 2 6 Paul uses antilutron,

"ran.som," compounded wit lit he prei)osit ion anti,h\ii

follows it with huper, which may suggest that huper
is here used in the sense of anti, "in the place of."

Summing up Paul'.s teaching as to how Christ's sacri-
fice saves: (a) Th(; propitiatory sacrifice docs not "soften
(rod, or a.ssuage the anger of God" (as Bushnell claims
the advocates of tlie satisfact ion tlieories assert, Vicarioiis
Sacrifice, 486). God is already willing to save men. His
love makes the proi^itiatory sacrifice (Rom 5 8). God's
love makes the sacrifice, not tlie sacrifice His willingness
to save. (6) But man by breaking God's law had come
tinder the curse, the penalty of tlu; broken law (Gal 3 m),
and so was under CJod's wrath (Rom 1 18), i.e. man's sin
exposed him to punishment, while at the same time God's
love for the sinner was grieved, (c) C^hrist by His sacri-
ficial deat h made it possil)le for God to show His righteous-
ness and love at tiie same time; i.e. that He did punish
sin, but did love the sinner and wish to save him (Rom 3
25.26; 5 8). (*/) Clirist, who was sinless, suffered I'lVari-

oudy for sinful men. His death was not due to His sins
but those of men (2 Cor 5 21). (e) His death, followed
by His resurrection which marked Him off as the sinless
Son of God, and so appointed the Saviour of men (Rom
14), was designed by God to bring men into right relation
with God (Rom 3 266; 2 (^or 5 216). So, wemaysay,
Paul explained the relation of Christ's death to the
sinner's sjiiritual life by thinking of a transfer of the
sinner's "curse" to Christ, which He bore on the cross,
and of God's righteousness througli (^lirist (Phil 3 '.*)

to the sinn(>r by faith in Christ. Rut we must not jiress
this vicai-ious idea too far into a sjstem of i)liilos(iphy of
the atonement and claim tluit tlu; system is the ti'acliing
of Paul. The ciiiantitative, commercial idea of transfer
is not in Paul's mind. The language of redemi)tion,
jiropitiation, ransom, is largely figurative. We must feel

the siiirituai trtitli of a ((iiaiitative transfer of sin from
man to Christ and of righteousness from C'hrist to man,
and rest tlie matter ther(>, so far as Paul's teaching goes.
Beyond this our conclusions as to sui^stitution as the
method of atonement are results of philosophizing on
Paul's teaching.

The author of He adds nothing to Paul's teaching
respecting the method when^by Christ's sacrifice

operates in saving men. His purjiosc

3. Teach- to produce an apology showing forth

ing of the superior efficacy of Christ's high-

Hebrews priestly sacrifice over that of the
Aaron ic ])riest hood fixes his first thought

on the efficacy of the sacrifice rather than on its mode
of o]ieration. He does us(! tlu; words "redemption"
(9 12; cf ver 15), "jirojiitiate" (2 17), and empha-
sizes the opening up of the heavenly holy of holies

by the high-priestly sacrifice! of Christ (the way of

access to the very jiresence of God by Clirist's

death, 10 19.20), which gives us data for forming
a system based on a real i)ropitiation for sin and
reconciliation of God similar to the Pauline teach-

ing formulated above.
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Peter iisserts that Christ suffered vicariously

(1 Pet 2 22-24), wlio, although He "did no sin."

'iiis own self bare our sins in liis body
4. Petrine upon the tree"; who "sufTered for

and Johan- sins once, the righteous for \hupcr,

nine Teach- not anti] the uiu'ighteous" (I P(>t

ing 3 18). liut Peter goes no farther

than Paul (perhaps not so far) in

elaborating lioio Jesus' vicarious suffering saves the

sinner. The Johannine writings contain the i)ro-

pitiatory idea (1 Jn 2 2; 4 10), although John
writes to emphasize the inairmition and not the

work of the Incarnate One (Jn 1 1-lS; 1 Jn 4 2.3).

To sum up the X^T teachings on the /hoiIc or

operation: Jesus asserts His vicarious sulTering

(Mk 10 45; cf Jn 10 11) and hints ut the nio(i(>

of its operation by using the "ransom" figure.

Paul, Peter and John teach that Christ's sacrifice

was vicarious, and all but Peter suggest the

idea of propitiation as to the mode of its ojjeration.

There is no direct discussion of what propitiation

means.

VI. Rationale of the Efficacy of Christ's Sacrifice.—
Je.sus eniphiisizcs His voluntary spirit in iiiakiiiK t lie sacri-

ficf. "Tlui .Son of man also ciunc; ....
1 Tesus' ^'^ "iy^^ liis life a ran.som." Tlu^ sacrifice
i," -^

, . was voluntary, not compulsory, (iod
ieacning did not force Him to lay down His life;

He chose to do so (cf .In 10 ID- But
.Tesus gives iis no philosophy on this or any other element
in His sacrifice as beins the ground of its efficacy.

Paul also empliasiz(>s the voluntary gift of Christ
(Gal 2 20), but he urges rather the dignity of Him who

makes the sacrifice as a ground of its cffl-

2 Paul's cacy. It is the sacrifice of God's Son,
Z^' . sliown to i)c such in His resurrection (Rom
ieacning l 4; 4 2.')6). It was no ordinary man but

the sinless Son who gave "himself" (Gal
2 20). It was not men^ly a dying Christ but the Son
who rose again "in power" (Rom 1 4), who secures our
"justincation" (Horn 4 2oh; 1 Cor 15 3.4.176). Paul
also emphasizes the sinless life and character of .Jesus as
a ground of elHcacy in Christ's sacrifice, " who knew no
sin" in His lift; experience (2 Cor 5 21a).
The author of He, most of all NT writers, elaborates the

grounds of ellicacy in (^hrist's sacrifice. (1) It was a
personal not an animal sacrifice (9 12-14;

3. The 9 26, "sacrifice of himself"; 10 4).

Toar-Vii'no- in '-) ^^ '^'^'^^ '^'^'' sacrinco of the Son of God
ieacning in (35). (:j) it was a rov"^ person who made
Hebrews the sacriflco (6 206; 7 1, " after the order

of Melchizedek .... king of Salem").
(4) It was a sinless person (7 26.27; 9 14; 10 10.12).
Westcott, Comm. on lie, 298, well says, "It becomes
necessary, therefore, in order to gain a comi)lete view of
the Sacrifice of Christ, to combine with the crowning act
upon the Cro.ss His fulfilment of the will of God from
first to last, the Sacrifice; of Lif(! with the Sacrifice of
Death." ('>) It was an c«er«aZ person (6 20, "for ever" ;

7 16, "after the power of an endless [m "indissoluble"]
life;"). The author of He reaches the climax of liis

argument for the superior cflicacy of Christ's sacrifice
when he represents Him as entering the holy of holies
in the vcrv pnisence of God to complete the offering for
man's sin (8 1.2; 9 11.12.24).

Peter and John do not discuss the ground of efficacy,
and so add nothing to our conclusions abovt;. The
efiicacv of the sacrifice is suggested by describing the
glory of the person (1 Pet 1 19; 2 22.23; 1 Jn 1 76;
2 2).

To sum up our conclusion as to the efficacy of

Christ's sacrifice: Jesus and the leading XT writers

intimate that the efficacy of His sacrifice centers in

His personality. Jesus, Peter and John do not
discu.ss the subject directly. Paul, though discuss-

ing it more (extensively, does not do so fidly, but the
author of He; centers and culmitiates his argument
for the finality of Christianity, in the superior effi-

cacy of Christ's sacrifice, which is grounded in His
pcr.sonality. Divine, royal, sinless, eternal (see Mene-
goz, Tlieol. (le VEp. aiix llebreux). It is easy to see,

from the posit i<jn taken by the author of He, how
Anselm in Cur Deus Homo develo])ed his theory
of .satisfaction, according to which the Divinity in

Christ gave His atoning .sacrifice its i)riceless worth
in (lod's e\-es.

VII. The Human Conditions of Application.—
The sacrificial death of Christ is universal in its

objective jwlentiality, according to Jesus (Lk
24 47, "unto all the nations"); according to

Paul (Rom 1 ,5; 5 IS; 11 32; 2 Cor
1. Universal 5 14.1.5; Cal 3 14); accorditig to the
in Objective author of H(> (2 9, "taste of d(!ath for

Potentiality every man"); according to John (1

Jn 2 2, "propitiation .... for the
whole world").

But the objective red(»mption to be efficacious

must be subjectively api)lied. The blood of Christ
is the universally efficacious remedy

2. Effica- for the sin-sick souls of men, l:)ut

clous When each man must make the subjective

Subjectively application. How is the application

Applied m.ade? And the threefold answer
is, by rei)entance, by faith, and by

obedience.

(1) Bi/ repentance.—The Baptist and .Jesus empha-
sized rei)entance (change; of mind first of all, then
change of relation and of life) as the condition of en-
tranc(> into th(> kingdom and of enjoyment of the Mes-
sianic salvation (Mt 3 2; Mlv 1 l.">). Peter preached
reix'iUance at Pent(;(;ost and immiK'iately after as a means
of obtaining forgiveness (Acts 2 38: 3 19, etc). Paul,
although (emphasizing faith, also str(;ssed repentance as
an elem(>nt in the human condition of salvation (Acts 20
21; Rom 2 4, etc). John (Rev 2, 3, passim) emi)hasiz(>s
repentance, though not stre.s.sing it as a means of receiv-
ing the benefits of nxicmption.

(2) Dij faith.—Jesus comu'cted faith with repentance
(Mk 1 15) as the condition of receiving the Mcwsianic
salvation. Paul makes faith the all-inclusive means of
applying the work of Christ. The gosi)el is " the ijow.t of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth" (Kom
1 16); "whom God set forth to be a propitiation, through
faith" (3 25); "faith [not works] is nsckoned for right-
eousness" (4 5); "justified by faith" (5 1). In Gal,
the letters to the Cor, in tlie Captivity and the Pastoral
Epp. he emphasizes faitli as the solo condition of rciceiv-

ing salvation. But what kind of faith is it that api)ropri-
ates the saving benefit of Christ's death ? Not liistorical

or intellectual but "heart" faith (Rom 10 10). To
Paul "h(;art" meant the seat or essence of the whole
personality, and so faith which applies the redemption
in Christ is the personal commitment of one's self to
Christ as Saviour and Lord (2 Cor 5 15). See Tliayer,
Gr-Eng. Lex., TricrTeiiio, pisteiio, 1, 6, y, for a particular
discussion of the meaning of faith in this sense. Tlie
author of He discussers esp. faith as a contpuTing
power, but also implii\s that it is the condition of entrance
upon the life of spiritual rest and fellowshii) (chs 3 and 4,
passim). Peter (1 Pet 1 9) and John (1 Jn 3 23; 4 16;
5 1.6, etc) also regard faith as a means of applying the
saving benefits of Christ's death.

(.3) Bfj obedience in sacrificial service.—Jesus said,
"If any man would come after mo, let him deny liimsclf,

and take up his cross, and follow me" (Mk 8 34).
Here He lays down two elements in the conditions of
discipleship, denying one's self and taking up his cross.
The former means the remmciation of self as the center
of thought, faith, hope and lifi;. The latter means the
life of sacrifice. ,J(;sus was stressing this truth when He
uttered that incomparable; saying, " The Son of man came
not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give
his Hfe a ransom for many" (Mk 10 45 l] :Mt 20 28).
Paul ais(j emphasizes this pliase of the human coniiition
of salvation when he shows how sanctification grows
spontaneously out of justification (Rom 6 8) and when
he says that what "avails" is "faith working through
love" (Gal 5 6). The author of He says, "He became
unto all them that obey him the author |Gr aino?, aitios,

"cause"] of eternal salvation " (5 9). Peter and John,
the latter esp., emphasize the keeping of His command-
ments, the life of service, as the means of approi)riating
to the fullest the saving benefits of Christ's death. The
theologians in classrooms and preachers in the pifipits

have failed to emphasize this aspect of "saving faith" as
did Jesus, Paul, the author of He, and John. In the NT
salvation is a proci\ss as well as an instantaneous act on
the part of God, and the process is carried on by m(>ans
of obedience, the life of service, which appropriates by
faith tlie dynamic of Christ's sacrifice.

VIII. The Christian's Life the Life of Sacrifice.

—This discussion of the faith that "obeys" l(>ads

to the consideration of that climactic thought of

NT writers, namely, that the Christian's lif(^ is

sacrificial living himed on Christ's .sacrifice for him.

We note in outline the following:

The Christian's life of sacrifice is the logical

con.se(iu(>nce of Christ's sacrificial death. The
Christ who sacrificed Himself for the b(4i{>ver is

now continuing the sacrifice in the behever's life
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(Gal 2 20; I'liil 1 21). Paul was crucified when
Christ, was crucificHl (in a bold mysti(! figure), and

the lifo of Christ which sacrificed itself

1. Conse- on the cross and perpetuates itself

quence of in resurrect ion i)ower now operates as a

Christ's niif:;hty dynamic, for the ai)ostle's moral
Sacrifice and spiritual transformation (Phil 3

10.11). It is to be noted, Josus also

emphasized this kind of living, though not so ex-

pressly connecting the believer's sacrificial life with
His sacrificial death (see Mk 8 34 f).

Christ's sacrificial death becomes the persuasive

appeal for the Christian's sacrificial life, "Because
we thus judge, that one died for all,

2. Christ's therc>fore all died; and he died for all.

Death the that they that hve should no longer

Appeal for live unto themselves, but unto him
Christian's who for t heir sakes died and rose again"
Sacrifice (2 Cor 5 14.15). Because He died

for us we should live for Him. But
what is the api)eal which Christ's sacrificial death
makes to the saved sinner? "The love of Christ
constraineth us" (2 Cor 5 14). Christ's death
on the cross exhibits His love, vmspeakable, unthink-
able love, for it was love for His "enemies" (Rom 5
10), and that matchless love kindles love in the
foi'given sinner's heart. He is willing to do any-
thing, even to die, for his Saviour who died for him
(Acts 21 13; Phil 1 29.30). It is a greater privi-

lege for the saved sinner to suffer for Christ than
it is to believe on Him. Peter (1 Pet 3 17. IS),

the author of He (12; 13 13) and John (1 Jn 3 16;

4 16-19) emphasize this truth.

Tlu; Christian's sacrifice is necessary to fill out
Christ's sacrifice. "Now I rejoice in my sufferings

for your sake, and fill up on my part
3. Neces- that which is lacking of the afflictions

sary to Fill of Christ in my fl(>sh for his bodv's
Out Christ's sake, which is the church" (Col 1 24).

Sacrifice Roman Catholic exegetea have made
the apostle teach that the sutTerings

of the saints, along with Christ's sufferings, have
atoning efficacy. But Paul nowhere intimates that

his sufferings avail for putting away sins. We may
hold with ^\eiss {Conim. on the NT) that Paul longed
to exi>erience in his life the perfect sacrificial spirit

as Christ did; or with Alford (in loc.) that he wished
to suffer his part of Christ's sufferings to be endured
by him through His church; or, as it seems to us,

he longed to make effective by his ministry of sac-

rificial service to as many others as possible the

sacrificial death of Christ. Christ's sacrifice avails

in saving m(>n only when Christians sacrifice their

lives in making known this sacrifice of Christ.

(1) The Christian is to present his personality

(Rom 15 16). Paul commends the Macedonians
for "first" giving "their own selves

4. Content to the Lord" (2 Cor 8 5). (2) Chris-

of the tians must i)resent their "bodies a
Christian's living sacrifice, holy, accei)table to

Sacrifice God" (Rom 12 1). In the old system
of sacrifices the animals were offered

as dead; Christians are to offer their bodies, all their

members with their powers, to God a "living sacri-

fice," i.e. a sacrifice which operates in lives of

holiness and service (see also Rom 6 13.19). (3)

Christians must offer their money or earthly posses-

sions to God. Paul speaks of the gift from the church
at Phili})])! as "a sacrifice acceptable, well-pleasing to

God" (Phil 4 18). This gift was to the apostle a
beautiful expression of the sacrificial spirit imparted
to them because they had the "mind" of Christ who
"emi)tied himself, .... becoming obedient even
unto death, yea, the death of the cross" (2 5-8).

The author of He (13 16) exhorts his readers, "But
to do good and to communicate forg(>t not : for with
such sacrifices God is well pleased." (4) The general

ex(>rcisc of all ovu' gifts and grac(>s is viewed by Peter

as sacrificial Hving (1 Pet 2 5): "Ye also, as living

sfone>s, are built up a sjjiritual house, to be a holy
l)riesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices," etc. All

Christians are priests and daily offer uj) their burnt
offerings accej)tabk' to God, if ihvj 'suffer as
Christians' (1 Pet 2 20; 3 18) in tlft exercise of

their graces and powers.
But how do these sacrifices of the Christian affect

him and God? The NT writers never hint that our
sacrifices propitiate God, or so win His favor that
He will or can on account of our sacrifices forgive

our sins. They are "well-i)l(>asing" to Him, a
"sweet odor"; that is, they win His approval of

our lives thus lived according to the standard which
Christ gives us. Their influence on us is the in-

crease of our spiritual efficiency and j)ower and
finally a great(!r caj)acity for enjoying spiritual

blessings in heaven (1 Cor 3 14).

Some scholars (Roman Catholic, Episcopalian, etc)

regard the memorial supjier as a kind of sacrifice

which the Christian offers in worship.
5. The Neither Jesus, Paul, the author of He,
Supper as a Peter, or John, ever hints tliat in

Sacrifice eating the bn>a(l and drinking the wine
the Christian offers a sacrific^e to God

in Christ. Paul teaches that in ])artaking of the
Supjier we "])rocIaim the Lord's d(\itli till ]u) come"
(1 Cor 11 26). That is, instead of offering a
sacrifice ourselves to God, in partaking of the Supper
we proclaim the offering of Christ's sacrifice fen- us.

Milligan argues that as Christ in heaven ])er])etually

offers Himself for us, so we on earth, in the Supi)er,

offer ourselves to Him ( Heavenly Prics'Jiood, 266).

Even Cave (Spiritual Doctrine of Sacrifice, 439)
maintains, "In a certain loose sense the Lord's Sup-
I)er may be called a sacrifice." S(>e the above
books for the argument sujiporting this ])osition.

To sum up our conclusions on sacrifice in the NT:
(1) Jesus and NT writers regard the OT sacrificial

system as from God, but imperfect, the various
sacrifices serving oidy as types of the one great
sacrifice which Christ made.

(2) All the writers, excei)t James and Jude, with
Jesus, emphasize the sacrificial idea, Jesus less,

giving only two hints of His sacrificial death (in

the Synoptic Gospels), the author of He putting the
climactic emphasis on Christ's sacrifice as the sac-

rifice of atonement.

(3) As to the relation of Christ's sacrifice to man's
salvation, the latter is the achievement of the
former, so expressed only twice by Jesus, but
emphatically so declared by Paul, the author of He,
Peter, and John (Paul and He laying most emphasis
on this point).

(4) As to how Christ's sacrifice saves men, Jesus,

the author of He, Peter and John suggest the itlea

of })ropitiat ion, while Paul emj)hatically teaches that
man is under a curse, exposed to the displeasure of

God, and that Christ's sacrifice secured the recon-
ciliation of God by vhidicating His righteousness in

punishing sin and His love in saving sinners. Jesus

and the leading NT writers agree that Christ saves
men through His vicarious suffering.

(5) As to the rational basis of efficacy in Chrfst's

sacrifice, there is no direct discussion in the NT except

by the author of He who grounds its final, et(>rnal

efficacy in Christ's personality. Divine, royal, sin-

less and eternal.

(6) As to the conditions of applying Christ's sacri-

fice, repentance and faith, which lives and fruits in

obedien(;e and sacrificial living, are recognized by
Jesus and all the leading NT writ(>rs as the means of

approi)riating the benefits of Christ's sacrifice.

(7) By Jesus, Paul, the author of He, Peter and
John tim Christ ian life is viewed as the life of sac-ri-

fice. Christ's death is at once the cause, motive.
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C. 1^. WlIJJAMS
SACRIFICE, HUMAN, hil'iiuut: As an (>x])re.ssi()ri

of rc'li<ri()Us devotion, Imiiiaii sacrifice has Ixh'h wiilc-

spread at certain stages of the race's development.

The tribes of Western Asia were deeply affected

by the i)raetice, probal)ly prior to the .settlement of

the Hebrews in Pal, and it contiinied at least down
to the 5th cent. BC. At times of great calamity,

anxiety and danger, parents sacrificed their children

as the greatest and most costly olTering which they
coiikl mtike to propitiate the anger of the gods and
thus sectu'e tlieir favor and help. There is no inti-

mation in the Bible that (Miemies or captives were
sacrificed; only the offering of children by their

parents is mentioned. The belief that this offering

po.ssessed siipr(>me value is seen in Mic 6 6 f,

where the sacrifice of the firstborn is the climax of

a series of offerings which, in a rising scale of values,

are suggested as a means of pr()i)itiating the angry
Jeh. A striking example of the rite as actually

practised is seen in 2 K 3 27, where Mesha tlu>

king of Moab (made famous by the Moabite Stone),

under the stress of a terrible siege, offered his eklest

son, the heir-apparent to the throne, as a burnt
offering upon the wall of Kir-hareseth. As a mat-
ter of fact this horrid act seems to have had the

effect of driving off the allies.

Hianan sacrifice was ordinarily resorted to, no
doubt, only in times of great distress, but it seems
to have been practised among the old Canaanitish
tribes with some fre(]uency (l)t 12 31). The Israel-

ites are said to have borrowed it from their Can.
neighl)ors (2 K 16 3; 2 Ch 28 3), and as a matter
of fact human sacrifices were never ofTered to Jeh,

but only to various gods of the land. The god who
was most frequently worshipped in this way was
Moloch or Molech, the god of the Ammonites (2

K 23 10; Lev 18 21; 20 2), but from Jeremiah
we learn that the Phoen god Baal was, at least in

the later period of the history, also associated with
Molech in receiving this worship (Jer 19 5; 32 35).

As in the case of the Canaanites, the only specific

cases of human sacrifice mentioned among the
Israelites are those of the royal princes, sons of Ahaz
and Manasseh, the two kings of Judah who were
most deeply affected by the surrounding lieathen

practices and who, at the same time, fell into great

national distress (2 K 16 3; 2 Ch 28 3; 2 K 21

6; 2 Ch 33 (i). But it is clear from many general

statements that the custom was widesj)read among
the masses of the people as well. It is forbidden
in the Mosaic legislation (Lev 18 21; 20 2-5; Dt
18 10); it is said in 2 K 17 17 that the sacrifice

of sons (uid (UuKjIilcrfi was one of the causes of the
(ai)ti\'ity of th(> ten tribes. Jeremiali charges tlu;

pi'()])le of the Soiilhern Kingdom with doing the
same thing (Jer 7 31; 19 5; 32 35); with these
general stiitements agree Isa 57 5; I^zk 16 2 f;

20 31; 23 37; Ps 106 37 f. A study of the.se
passages makes it certain that in tiie ])<>ru)d im-
niedi.ately before th(> captivity of Judah, human
sacrifice was by no means confined to the royal
family, but was rather common among the i)eople.
Daughters as well as sons weie sacrificed. It is

mentioned only once in connection witli the North-
ern Kingdom, and then only in the summarv of the
caiis(>s of tlieir captivity "^

(2 K 17 17), but tlH>

Southern Kingdom in its later years was (>vi(lently
deeply affected. There were various places wlu^re
tlie bloody rile was celebrated (Jer 19 5), but the
special high jilace, apjiarently built for the jmrpose,
w.-is in the Valley of T()])het or llimioiii {gr-ldti-

tio/ti, Cehenna) near Jerus (2 Ch 28 3; 33 0).
This great high place, built for the special puri)ose
of human sacrifice; (Jer 7 31; 32 35), was defiled
bv the good king .losiah in the hope of eradicating
the cruel practice (2 K 23 10).

The Bib. writers without exception look upon the
l)ractic(! with horror as the supreme point of na-
tional and religious apostasy, and a chief cause of
national disaster. They usually term the rite
"passing through fire," probably being unwilling
to use the sacred term "sacrifice" in reference to
such a revolting custom. Th(>re is no evidcmce of a
(Mntinuance of the practice in captivity nor after
the return. It is said, however, that tlie heathen
Sepharvites, settled by the Assyr kings in the de-
populated territory of the Northern Kingdom,
"burnt their children in the fire to Adrammelech
and Anaminelech, the gods of Sepharvaim" (2 K
17 31). The practice is not heard of again, and
jjrobably rai)idly died out. The restored Israelites

were not affected by it. Cf S.^crifick (OT), VI, 10.

\\'ii.LiAM Joseph McClothlin'
SACRILEGE, sak'ri-k^j: For "commit sacrilege"

i 1 Rom 2 22 (AV and ERVm), RV has "rob
temples," which more exactly expresses the meaning
of the vb. {hicroimleo; cf Acts 19 37, "robbers of
temples" [q. v.]). The notm occurs in 2 Mace 4 39
(AVand RV) for thecorr(>sponding form hierosulciiid.

SADAMIAS, sad-a-ml'as: AV = RV Salemas
((|.V.).

SADAS, sa'das: AV = RV Astad (ci.v.).

SADDEUS, sa-de'us: AV = RV Loddeus (q.v.).

SADDLE, sad"l: As noun PIIP >
mrrkabh, "a

ritling seat") the word occurs in Lev 15 9 (m "car-

riage") ; ordinarily it is used as a vb. (lU^n
, hdhhash,

lit. to "bind up" or "gird about"), to saddle an ass
(Gen 22 3; Nu 22 21; Jgs 19 10, etc).

SADDUCEES, sad'Q-sez (S'^p'^l??
,

qaddukim;
SaSSovKaioi, Sdildoukaioi)

:

1. IXTKODUCTOHY
1. Name: Kival Etymologies. Probably from

Zadok the High Priest
2. Authorities: NT, .Josephus. Talmud (primary).

Church Fathers (se(;oiulary)
II. OlilOIN .VNI) IIl.STOKV

1. Early Motices in .losophus: Alk'Kcd Relation to
Diirereiices betweiMi Prophets and Priests

2. Tendencies of Sadducees towartl Ilellenism as
C'ausirig Kiso of hdsidhlm

3. Favored by Ale.x. Jatinaeiis: Put in the Back-
ground by Al(!xandra Salome

4. i'Yom a Political, liecome Also a Religious Party
.5. NT Time—Dread of Koman interference if

Messianic Claim ilecognized
0. Sadducees Antagonistic to the Apostles: Phari-

sees More l''avorablo
7. Fall of Sadducean Party at Outbreak of Jewish

War
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III. Doctrines op thk Sadducees
1. Laid Stress on CX-reinoiiial Kxaclncss
2. Disbelief in the Spiritual World, in a Resur-

rection, and in Provideiu^e: Tlieir .Materialism
S. Saddu<!ei's and the I'entateuch
4. Relation to Ei)icnreans

IV. C'n.\R.\rTEH OF Saddi-cees
1. .loseplnis D(^scril)es Them as Boorish
2. Talinudic Accoinit of tlie Saddncees
3. Relation to Temple and Worship a Heatheinsh

One
4. Works of Sadducees

V. Rei,atio.\' of Sadducees to Jesus
1. Hea.sons for His Denounc'ing the Sadducees

Less Fre(juently Than the Pharisees
2. Attitude of Sadducees to Jesus

This prominent Jewish sect, though not .so nu-
merous as their opponents, the Pharisees, by their
weaUh and the priestly descent of many of them
had an influence which fully balanced that of tlieir
more popular rivals. They were a political party,
of priestly and aristocratic tendency, as against the
more religious and democratic Pharisees.

/. Introductory,—The Talm form suggests deri-
vation from th(! name of their foimder, but the form

in NT and Jos would imply connection
1. Name: with the vb. "to be righteous." The
Rival Ety- probability is, that the name is derived
mologies from some person named "Zadok."

The most prominent Zadok in history
was;^ the Davidic high i)riest (2 S 8 17; 15 24;
1 K 1 35), from whom all succe(Mling high priests
claimed to de.scend. It is in harmony with this,
that in the NT the Sadducees are the party to whom
the high ])ri(>sts belonged. On the authority of
'Abhdth d'-Rahbi Nailiun (c 1000 AD), another
Zadok is asserted to be he from whom the Sadducees
received their name. lie was a discii)le of Ant igonus
of Socho (c 200 liC) who taught that love to God
should be al)solutely disinterested (Pirke 'Abhdth,
i.3)_. 'Abhdth d^-Rabbl Nathan's account of the
derivation of the Sadduceanism from this teaching
i.s purely an imaginary deduction (Charles TaA'lor,
Sdyings of the Jewish Fathers'^, 112). The majority
of authoritative writers prefer to (lerive the name
from Zadok, the colleague of Abiathar, the con-
temporary of David.
Our main authorities for the teaching of the Sad-

ducees are the NT and Jos. According to the
former, the Sadducees denied the

2. Author- resurrection of the body, and did not
ities believe in angels or spirits (Mt 22 23;

Acts 23 8). More can be learned
from Jos, but his evidence is to be received with
caution, as he was a Pharisee and, moreover, had
th(! idea that the Sadducees were to be paralleled
with the Epiciu-eans. The Talm is late. Before
even the Mishna was committed to writing (c 200
AD) the Sadducees had ceased to exist; before the
Cemara was completed (c 700 AD) every valid
tradition of their opinions must have vanished.
Further, the Talm is Pharisaic. The Fathers,
Origen, Ilippolytus, Epiphanius and Jerome, have
derived their information from late Pharisaic
sources.

//. Origin and History.—Jos describes the Sad-
ducees along with the contemporary sects, the

Pharisees and the Essenes (Jos, Ant,
1. Early XIII, v, 9; X,vi,2; XVIII, 1,4,5; BJ,
Notices m II, vm, 14). His earhest notice of
Josephus them is after his account of the treaties

of Jonathan with the Romans and the
Lacedemonians. He indicates his belief that the
parties were ancient; but if so, they must have
forriK^rly had other names. It has been suggested
that the earlier form of the conflict between the Sad-
ducees and Pharisees was opposition between the
priests and the prophets. This, however, is not
tenable; in the Southern Kingdom there was no
such opposition; whatever the state of matters in

the Northern Kingdom, it could have had no influence
on opinion in Judaea and Galilee in the time of Our
Jx:)rd. By others the rivalry is sujjiiosed to lie in-
herited from that between the scribes and the
l)ri(Nsts, but Ezra, the earliest scribe, in the later
sense of t he term, was a priest with strong sacerdotal
sympathies.

Probably tht; ])riestly l)arty only gradually crvs-
talhzed nito tlie sect of the Sadducees. After the

return from the exile, the high jiriest

2. Tenden- drew to himself all jjowers, civil and
cies toward religious. To the Pers authorities h(!

Hellenism was as the king of the Jews. The high
pri(;st and those about him were th(>

persons who had to do with the heathen supreme
government and the heathen nationalities around;
this as.sociation would tend to lessen their religious
fervor, and, by reaction, this roused the zeal of a
section of the people for the law. \\ith the Gr
domination the power of the high priests at home
was increased, but they became still more subser-
vient to th(>ir heathen masters, and were the leaders
in the llellenizing movement. They took no i)art
in the Maccabean struggle, which was mainly sup-
ported by their oi)ponents the hasidhlm, as they
were called ((he JIasidaeans of 1 Mace 2 42, etc).
When the hasulhJni, having lo.st sym{)athy with the
Maccabeans, sought to reconcile them.selVes to the
jiriestly party, Alcimus, the legitimate highpri(>st,
by his treachery and cruelty soon renewed the
breach. The Ilasmoneans then were confirmed
in the high-i)riesth(wd, but were only lukewarmly
support (>d by the hasidhlm.
The division between the Hasmoneans and the

hasidhlm, or, as they were now called, Pharis(>(>s,

culminated in the insult offered by
3. Favored Eleazar to John Ilyrcanus, the Ilas-
by Jan- monean high priest (Jos, A7it, XIII,
naeus; Put x, .5). Alexander Jannaeus, the son of
in Back- Ilyrcanus, became a violent partisan
ground by of the Sadducees, and crucified large
Alexandra numbers of the Pharisees. Toward
Salome the end of his life he fell out of sym-

pathy with the Sadducees, and on his
deathbed recommendcMl his wife Alexandra Salom(^
who as guardian to his sons succeeded him, to favor
the Pharisees, which she did. In the conflict be-
tween her two sons, John Ilyrcanus II and Aristo-
bulus II, the S.adducees took the side of Aristobulus,
the young(>r and abler brother. So long as the con-
test was between Jews, theSadducean candidate pre-
vailed. When the Romans were called in, they
gave the advantage to Hyrcanus.
Thrown into the background by the overthrow of

their candidate for the high-priesthood, they soon
regained their influence. They alli(>d

4. Become themselves with the Ilerodians who
a Religious had supi)orted Ilyrcanus, but were
Party subservient to Rome. Though they

were not theological at first, they be-
came so, to defend their i)olicy against the attacks
of the Pharisees. A historic parallel may be found
in the Cavaliers of the reign of Charles I, as over
against the Puritans.

The Sadducees at first regarded the struggle
between Our Lord and the Pharisees as a matter

with which they had no concern. It
5. Fear was not until Our Lord claim(>d to Ik;
Roman In- the Messiah, and the excitement of the
terference peoi)le consetiuent on this proved likely
if Jesus' to draw the attention of the Rom au-
Messianic thorities, that they intervened. Should
Claims Are Tiberius learn that there was wide-
Recognized spread among the Jews the belief in

the coming of a Jewish king who was
to rule the world, and that one had appeared who
claimed to be this M<>ssiah, very soon would the
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quasi-iiKlependeiico enjoyed hy tlio J(>\v.s he 1ak(>ii

from them, unci willi this the iiifliieiie(> of the S;ul-

(lueees would d(>|)art. An oh^areliy is itroverhiall.N'

sensitive to aiiytliiiiK thai thn^ateiis its stahihty; a,

l)riesthoo(l is unmeasured in its viiuHctiveiK^ss; and
the Sadduce(>s were a 5)riestly olijfarehy. Uenc(> it

is not- wonderful that, only the death of Jesus woukl
satisfy them.

After the resurrection, the Pharisees became
less hostile to the followers of Christ; but the

Sadducees maintained their attitude

6. Continue of suspicion and hatred (Acts 4 1).

Antagonistic Alt houjih a Pharisee, it was as af!;cnt

to Apostles of tlie Sadducean hijih jiriest that Paul
after jxa-secuted the believers. The Sad-
Christ's ducees gained complete ascendency
Departure in the Sanhedrin, and later, under the

leadershij) of Armas, or as he is some-
times called by Jos, Ananus, the high priest, they

l)ut James the l)rother of Our Lord to death (Jos,

Ant, XX, ix, 1) with many others, presumably
Christians. The Pharisees were against these pro-

ceedings; and even sent messeng(!rs to meet Al-

binus who was coming to succeed Festus as governor

to entreat him to remove Annas from the high-

priesthood.
With the outbreak of the Jewish war, the Sad-

ducees with thcnr allies the Ilerodians were driven

into the background by the Zealots,

7. Fall of John of Gischala and Simon ben Gioras.

Sadducean Annas and Joshua, also called high

Party priest by Jos, were both put to death
by the Zealots and their Idumaean

allies (Jos, BJ, IV, v, 2). With the destruction of

the temple and the fall of the Jewish state the Sad-
ducean party di.sapi)eared.

///. Doctrines of the Sadducees.—As the sacer-

dotal party, the Sadducees laid great stress on the
ceremonial of sacrifice, and rejected

1. Cere- the changes introduced by their oppo-
monial nents unless these found support in

Exactness the words of the Law.
The most prominent doctrine of the

Sadducees was the denial of the immortahty of

the soul and of the resurrection of the body. The
Pharisees believed that Moses had dc-

2. Disbelief livered these doctrines to the elders,

in Spiritual and that they had in turn handed them
World and on to their successors. The Sadducees
Resurrec- rejected all these traditions. From
tion Acts (23 8) we learn that they be-

lieved in neither "angel or spirit."

As appearances of angels are mentioned in the Law,
it is difficult to harmonize their reverence for the
Law with this denial. They may have regarded
these angelophaTiies as theophanies. Jos distinctly

asserts {Ant, XVIII, i, 4) that the Sadducees believe

that the soul dies with the body. They deny, he
says. Divine providence {BJ, II, viii, 14). Their
theology might be called "religion within the limits

of mere sensation."

The Fathers, Hippolytus, Origen and Jerome,

credit the Sadducees with regarding the Pent as

alone canonical (Hipp., Haer., ix.24;

3. Alleged Orig., Contra Celsiim, i.49; on Mt
BeUef in 22 24-31; Jer on Mt 22 31.32). This
Canonicity idea may be due to a false identification

of Penta- of the views of the Sadducees with those

teuch Alone of the Samaritans. Had they rejected

all the res* of Scripture, it is hardly
possible that Jos would have failed to notice this.

The Talm does not mention this among their

errors. It is certain that they gave more impor-
tance to the Pent than to any other of the books of

Scripture. Hence Our Lord, in the passage com-
mented on by Origen and Jerome, appeals to the

Law rather than to the Prophets or the Pss. It

follows from the little vidue they put upon the
I'ropliets tliat they had no sympathy with the Mes-
sianic hopes of tlu; Pharisees.

It need hardly be said that there was no real con-
nection Ix'tween Sadduceanism and the doctrinc^s

of l<]picurus. 'lli(>r(> was a super-

4. Relation ficial resemblance which was i)urely

to Epicu- accidental. Their favor for Ilellen-

reanism ism woidd give a color to tliis identi-

fication.

IV. Character of the Sadducees.—Jos says that
while the Pharisees have amial)le maimers and cul-

tivate concord amimg all, the Saddu-
1. Charae- cees are "very boorish" {BJ, II, viii,

terized as 14). This want of manners is not a
Rough and characteristic usually associated with
Boorish an aristocracy, or with sujjple diplo-

mats, yet it suits what we find in the
NT. The cruel horseplay indulged in when Our
Lord was tried before the irregular meeting of the

Sanhedrin (Mt 26 G7.68), the shout of Ananias at

the trial of Paul before the same tribunal to "smite
him on the mouth," show them to be rough and
overbearing. What Jos relates of the conduct of

Annas (or Anaims) in regard to James, above re-

ferred to, agrees with this. Jos, however, does not
always speak in such condemnatory terms of Ana-
nus—in BJ (IV, V, 2) he calls him "a man venerable
and most just." Only the violence which, as Jos
relates in the chapter immediately preceding that
from which we have quoted, Ananus resorted to

against the Zealots better suits the earlier ver-

dict of Jos than the later. As to their general

character Jos mentions that when the Sadducees
became magistrates they conformed their judgments
to Pharisaic opinion, otherwise they would not have
been tolerated {Ant, XVIII, i, 4).

As noted above, the Talm account is untrustworthy,
late and Pharisaic. Tiie Gemara from which most of

the references are talten was not committed
2 Talmudic *o writing till 7 centuries after Christ

—

f" .
when the traditions concerning the Sad-

Accounts ducees, such as had survived, had filtered

through 20 generations of Pharisaism.
Despite this lengthened time and suspicious medium,
there may be some truth in the representations of the
Talmudic rabbin. In P<-sahiin 57a it is said. "Woe's
me on account of the house of Beothus, woe's me on
account of their spears; woe's me on account of the
house of Hanun [Annas], woe's me on account of their
serpent brood; woe's me on account of the house of
Kathros, woe's mo on account of their pen; woe's me
on account of the house of Ishmael ben Phabi; woe's
me on account of their fists. They are high priests and
their sons are treasurers of the t(!mple, and their sons-
in-law, assistant treasurers; and their servants beat
the people with sticks." As these are Sadducean names,
this passage exhiljits Pharisaic tradition as to the habits
of the Sadducees.

The Sadducean high priests made Hophni and
Phinehas too much their models. Aimas and

his sons had booths in the courts of

3. Relation the temple for the sale of sacrificial

to Temple requisites, tables for money-changers,
and Its as ordinary coins had to be changed
Worship into the shekels of the sanctuary.

From all these the iiriests of the high-

priestly caste derived profit at the expense of dese-

crating the temi)le (Edersheim, Life and Times

of Jesus, I, 371 ff). They did not, as did the Phari-

sees, pay spiritual religion the homage of hypocrisy;

they were frankly irreligious. While officials of

religion, they w'ere devoid of its spirit. This, how-
ever, represents their last stage.

The favor for the memory of John HjTcanus shown
by the writer of 1 Mace (16 2.'i.24) renders probable

Geiger'sopinioti that the author was a Sad-

4 Saddu- ducee. Heshowstlie i«u"'.v in its best form:
his outlook on life is einiueiuly sane, and

C6an his history is trustworthy. He has sympa-
Literature thy with the patriotism of the TIasidaeans,

but none with tlie religious scruples which
led them to desert Judas Maccabaeus. Tha. the writer
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of Ecclus from his silence as to the national expectation
of a Messiah and tlie hope of a future life was also a Sad-
ducee, is almost certain.

V. The Relation of the Sadducees to Jesus,—As
the doctrines and ])ractices of the Sadchicees were

quite ahen from the teaching of Our
1. Less De- Lord and the conduct He enjoined,

nounced it is a problem why He did not de-

by Jesus nounce them more frequently than He
Than the did. Indeed He never denounces the
Pharisees Sadducees save along with their oppo-

nents the Pharisees; whereas He fre-

quently denounces the Pharisees alone. As His
position, both doctrinal and practical, was much
nearer that of the Pharisees, it was necessary that
He should clearly mark Himself off from them.
There was not the same danger of His position being
confused with that of the Saddu(;ees. Jos informs
us that the Sadducees had influence with the rich;

Jesus drew His adherents chiefly from the poor,

from whom also the Pharisees drew. The latter

opposed Him all the more that He was sai)ping tlu^ir

source of strength; hence He had to defend Him-
self against them. Further, the Gospels mainly
recount Our Lord's ministry in Galilee, whereas
the Sadducec^s were chiefly to be found in Jerus and
its neighborhood; hence there may have been
severe denunciations of the Sadducees that have
not come down to us.

The Sadducees probably regarded Jesus as a
harmless fanatic who by His denunciations was

weakening the influence of the Phari-
2. Attitude sees. Oidy when His claim to be the
toward Messiah brought Him within the sjihere

Jesus of practical politics did they desire

to intervene. When they did d(>-

termine to come into conflict with Jesus, they
promi)tly decreed His arrest and death; only the
arrest was to be secret, "lest a tumult arise among
the pe(jple" (Alt 26 5). In their direct encounter
with Our Lord in regard to the resurrection (Mt 22
25 ff; Mk 12 20 fT; Lk 20 29 ff), there is an ele-

ment of contempt im])lied hi the illustration which
they bring, as if till almost the end they failed to

take Him seriously. For Literature see Phakisep:s.
J. E. II. Thomson

SADDUK, sad'uk (A [Fritzsche], 2d88ovKos,
Sdddoukos, B, SaSSovXovKos, SaddoMoukos; AV Sad-
due): The high priest, an ancestor of Ezra (1 Esd
8 2) = "Zadok" in Ezr 7 2 = "Sadoc"in2 Esd 1 1.

SADOC, sa'dok:

(1) (Lat S(idoch): An ancestor of Ezra (2 Esd
1 1) = "Zadok" in Ezr 7 2 = "Sadduk"in 1 E.sd 8 2.

(2) (SaSwK, Sadok) : A descendant of Zerubbabcl
and ancestor of Jesus (Mt 1 14).

SAFFRON, saf'run (33'^?, karkom; KpoKos,

krokoa) : Ichnitical with the Arab, kurkum, tlie

same as zo'faran, ".saffron." The source of the
true saffron is Crocus sativus (N.O. Indaceac), a
plant cultivated in Pal; there are 8 wild varieties

in all of which, as in the cultivated species, the
orange-colored styles and stigmas yield the yellow
dye, saffron. Cant 4 14 probably refers to the
C. sativus. There is a kind of bastard saffron plant,

the Carthamus tindorius (N.O. Composilae), of

which the orange-colored flowers yield a dye like

saffron. E. W. G. Mastehman

SAIL, sal, SAILOR, sal'er. See Ships and
Boats, II, 2, (3); 111,2.

SAINTS, sants: In AV 3 words are thus ren-

dered: (1) TZJinpj, kddhosh (in Dnl the same root

occurs several times in its Aram, form, ltJ"'"lp , kad-

dlsh)
; (2) T^pn , hasldh, and (3) dyioL, hdgioi. Of

these words (2) has in general the meaning of right-

eousness or goodness, wliile (1) and (3) have the
meaning of consecration and Divine claim and
ownership. They are not primarily words of char-

acter, like hdsidh, but express a relation to God as

being set apart for His own. Wherever kddhosh
refers to angels, the rendering "holy one" or "holy
ones" has been substituted in RV for AV ".saint"

or "saints," which is the case also in Ps 106 IGm
(cf 34 9), and in 1 S 2 9, as the tr of hdsidh.

While hagioi occurs more frequently in the NT
than does kdilhosh in the OT, yet both are applied
with practical imiformity to the company of God's

Saffron (Crocus sativus).

people rather than to any individual. Perhaps
the rendering "saints" cannot be unproved, but it

is necessary for the ordinary reatler constantly to

guard against the idea that NT saint ship was in

any way a result of personal character, and conse-

cjuently that it implied approval of moral attain-

ment already made. Such a rendering as "con-
secrate ones," for example, would bring out more
clearly the relation to God which is involved, but,

besides the fact that it is not a happy tr, it might
lead to other errors, for it is not easy to remember
that consecration—the setting ai)art of the indi-

vidual as one of the company whom God has in a
peculiar way as His own—springs not from man,
but from God Himself, and that consecjuently it

is in no way something opt ional, and admits of no
degrees of progress, but, on tlie contrary, is from the

beginning absolute duty. It should also be noted
that while, as has been said, to be a saint is not

directly and primarily to be good but to l)e set

apart by God as His own, yet the godly and holy

character ought inevitably and immediately to

result. When God consecrates and claims moral
beings for Himself and His service. He demands
that they should go on to be fit for and worthy of

the relation in which He has platted them, and so

we read of certain actions as performed "worthily
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of the saints" (Rom 16 2) and as such "as boconiolh

saints" (l']pli 5 -i). The thought of the liolv cliar-

actcr of the "saints," wliicli is now so eoTnnion as

ahnost coTnjjh'tcly to ohscure tlio real thoufj;lit of

the NT writers, already hiy in their thinkinfj; very

close to their conception of saintshij) as consecration

i)y God to he His own. Daviij Foster Estes

SALA, SALAH, sa'la (nbtj , .shehih, "a missile,"

"petition"; 2a\d, Said): A sou of Arjiachshad

(AV Ceu 10 24; 11 LUT; 1 Ch 1 1S.24). Lk 3

35.36 follows LXX of Gen 10 24; 11 12=-Shelah
(q.v.).

SALAMIEL, sa-la'mi-el (B A, 2a\a|XL^\, *S'a/awi/r/,

X, 2a|jLa|AiT|X, Sanunnit'l) : An ancestor of Juditli

(Jth 8 1) = AV "Samael" = "Shelumiel."

SALAMIS, sal'a-mis (2a\ajiCs, Salamis): A
town ou the cast coast of Cyi)rus, situated some 3

miles to the N. of the mediaeval and
1. Site modern Famagusta. It h\y near the

river I'ediaeus, at the eastern extrem-

ity of the great plain of the Me-sorea, which runs

far into the interior of the island toward Nicosia

(Lefkosia), the present capital. It possessetl a

good harbor and was the most populous and flourish-

ing town of Cyprus in the Hellenic and Rom p(>riod.s,

carrying on a vigorous trade with the ports of Cili-

cia and Syria. Its population was mixed, consisting

of Gr and Phoen elements. The former, however,

gave its tone and color to the city, aiul the chief

cult and temple were those of Salaminian Zeus.

Tradition represented Salamis as founded soon after
the fall of Troy by Teiicor, llio prince of (ir archers ac-

cording to the narrative of tlie Iliad, who
TTarlw named it after his home, the island of

^. r.driy salamis off the Attic coast. In the 6th
History cent. BC it figures as an important Hel-

lenic city, ruled by a line of lyings reputed
to bo descended from Teucer and strengthened by an
alliance with Cyrene (Herod. iv.l02). Gorgiis, who was
on the throne in 498 BC", refused to join the Ionic revolt
against Persia, t)ut the townsmen, led by liis (brother One-
silus, took up arms in tlu^ struggle for freedom. A crush-
ing defeat, however, inflicted under the walls of Salamis,
restored the island to its Pers overlords, who reinstated
Gorgus as a vassal prince (Herod. v.l03ff). In 449 a
Gr fleet under Athenian leadership defeated th(! Phoen
navy, which was in the service of Persia, off Salamis;
butthe Athenian witlidrawal which followed the tiattli!

led to a decided anti-IIelienic; reaction, luitil the able and
vigorous rule of the Salaminian prince Euagoras, wlio
was a warm friend of the Athenians (Isocratcs, Euag.)
anfl a successful champion of Hellenism. In :i06 a
second great Tiaval battle was fought off Salamis, in

whieli Demetrius Poliorcetes defeated the forces of
Ptolemv I (Soter), king of P>gypt. But 11 years later

the town came into Ptolemy's hands and. with the rest

of the island, remainc^d an appanage; of the Egyp king-
dom until the incorporation of Cyprus in the Rom
Empire (58 BC).

When Barnabas and Paul, accompanied by John
Mark, set out on their 1st missionary journey, they

sailed from Seleucia, the seaport of

3. Visit of Antiocli, and landed at Salamis, about
the Apostles 130 miles distant, as the harbor nearest

to the Syrian coast. There they
preached the gospel in the "synagogues of the Jews"
(Acts 13 5) ; the phra.se is worth noting as pointing

to the existence of several .synagogues and thus of

a large Jewish comnmnity in Salamis. Of work
among the Gentiles we hear nothing, nor is

any indication given either of the diu-ation of the

apostles' visit or of the success of their mission;

but it would seem that after a short stay they pro-

ceeded "through the whole island" (Acts 13 6

RV) to Paphos. The words seem to imply that

they visited all, or at least most, of the towns in

which there were Jewish communities. Paul did

not return to Salamis, but Barnabas doubtless went
there on his 2d missionary journey (Acts 15 39),

and tradition states that he was martyred there in

Nero's reign, on the site marked by the monastery
named after him.

In nC) AD (lie Jews in Cyprus rose in revolt and
ma.ssacred 240,000 Greeks ami Romans. The

rising was crushed with the utmost
4. Later severity by Hadrian. Salamis was
History ahnost depopulated, and its destruction

was aft(u-ward consunnnated by earth-

(luakes in 332 and 342 AD. It was rebuilt, though
on a much smaller s<;ale, l)y the (^mperor Constan-
tius II (337-01 AD) under the name Constantia,
and became the metropolitan see of the island. 'J'he

most famous of its bi.shops was Epiphanius, the
staimch ojaponcmt of heresy, who held the see from
;i()7 to 403. In 647 the city was finally destroyed
by the Saracens. Considerable remains of ancient
buildings still remain on the site; an accoimt of the
excavations carried on there in 1890 by Messrs.
J. A. R. Munro and H. A. Tubbs unchT the auspices
of the Cyprus Exploration Fund will be found in the
Journal of Hellenic Studies, XII, 59-198.

M. N. Tod
SALASADAI, sal-a-sad'a-i (A, Sa\a<ra8a£, A'ato-

sadal, B, Sapao-aSaC, Sarasada'i, S, 2api.o-a8a£, Sari-

sadai): An ancestor of Judith (Jth 8 1).

SALATHIEL, sa-la'thi-el:

(1) {:::a\adiri\,Salathiel): AV; Gr form of "Sheal-
tiel" (thus R\'). The father of Zertibbabel (1 E.sd

5 5.48.50; 6 2; Mt 1 12; Lk 3 27).

(2) RV: Another name of Esdras (2 Esd 3 1,

"Salathiel").

SALE, sal ("l3''3'52 , mimkdr) : The word is used

:

(1) in the sense of the transaction (Lev 25 50);

(2) in the sense of the limit of time involved in the

tran.saction (Lev 26 27); (3) in the sense of the

})rice paid hi the transaction (Dt 18 8), though it

may be the same as (1) above.

SALECAH, sal'P-ka, SALCAH, SALCHAH, sal'-

ka (npbc
, saVkhuh; B, 1>iKxaL Sekcha'i,'Axo^, Achd,

SeXd, ^ Scld, A, *E\xd, Elchd, 'Aa-tkyJiL, Aselchd,

2€Xxd, *SVk7id) : This ])lace first appears in Dt 3 10

as marking the eastern boundary of Bashan. It i.s

named as one of the cities in which Og, king of

Ba.shan, ruled (Josh 12 5). It must certainly

have been included in the portion given to the half-

tribe of Manasseh, "all the knigdom of Og king of

Bashan," although it is not named among the cities

that fell to him (Josh 13 29 ff). At a later time
we are told that Gad dwelt over against the Reuben-
ites in th(; land of Bashan unto Salecah (1 Ch 5 11).

The boundaries of the tribes probably changed from
time to time.

The ancient city is represented by the modern
Salkhad, a city in a high and strong i)osition at the

southern end of Jebel ed-Druze (the Mountain of

Ba.shan). On a volcanic hill rising some 300 ft.

above the town, in what must have been the crater,

stands the castle. The view from th(! battlements,

as the present writer can t(^stify, is one of the finest

E. of the Jordan, includnig the rich hollow of the

Ilaurdn, Mt. Hermon, and all the intervening

ct)untry to the motuitains of Samaria, with vast

reaches of the desert to the S. and to the E. The
okl Rom roads are still clearly seen running without

curve or deviation across the country to Bozrah
and Der^ah, away to the S.E. over the desert to

KaVat el-'-Azrak, and eastward to the Pers Gulf.

The castle was probably built by the Romans.
Restored by the Arabs, it was a place of strength

in Crusading times. It has now fallen on evil days.

The modern town, containing many ancient houses,

lies mainly on the slopes S.E. of the castle. The
inhabitants are Druzes, somewhat noted for turbu-
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lence. In tho recent rising of the Druze.s (1911)
the pl;u-e suffered heavily from bombanhneiit hv
the Turks. I'\)r wat(T-supi)ly it is entirely depend-
ent on cisterns filled during the rainy season.

, . W. EwiNO
SALEM, sa'lem (D~lp , shalem; SaXtjiA, Salem):

The name of the citv of which Melcliizedek was
king (Gen 14 18; He 7 1.2; cf Ps

1. Identifi- 76 2). To all appearance it lay near
cation and "the Vale of Shaveh," described as
Meaning "the Khig's Vale." The general ophi-

ion among the Jews was that Salem
was the same as Jerus, as stated by Jos {Ant, I, x,

2), who adds (VII, iii, 2) that it was kno\TO as
Solyma (S6Xi;^a, Soluma, variants, according to
\Miiston, Salem and HierosoUjinn) in the time of
Abraham. It was also reported that the city and
its temple were called Solyma by Homer, aiid he
adds that the name in Heb means "security."
This identification with Jerus was accepted by On-
kelos and all the Tgs, as well as by the early Chris-
tians. The Samaritans have always identified
Salem with Snlwi, E. of Nahlils, but Jewish and
Christian tradition is more likely to be correct,
supported, as it is, by Ps 76 2.

The testimony of the Am Tab is apparently nega-
tive. Knudtzon's no. 2S7 mentions "the land"

and "the lands of Urusalim," twice
2. Testi- with the prefix for "city"; no. 2S9
mony of likewise has this prefix twice; and no.
Tell el- 290 refers to "the city" or "a city of
Amarna the land Urusalim called Bit-Ninij)"
Tablets {Beth-Annsat[l]). As there is no prefix

of any kind before the element salim,
it is not prol)ab]e that this is the name of eithcT a
man (the city's founder) or a g<jd (like the Assyr
Sulmanu). The form in Sennacherif)'s inscriptions
(cf Taylor Cylinder, III, 50), Ursalimmu, gives the
whole as a single word in the nominative, the double
m implying that the i was long. As the Assyrians
pronounccHl s as sh, it is hkely that the Urusahmites
did th(; same, hence the Heb y'rushalaim, with sh.
See Jerusalem. T. G. Pinches

SALEM (ScLXtihos, Sdlemos; AV Salum): An
ancestor of Ezra (1 E.sd 8 l) = "Shallum" in Ezr
7 2= "Salemas" in 2 Esd 1 1.

SALEMAS, sal'e-mas, sa-le'mas (Lat Salame; AV
Sadamiasj: An ancestor of Ezra (2 Esd 11) =
"Shalium" in Ezr 7 2; called also "Salem" in
1 Esd 8 1.

SALIM, sa'lim (SaXetfi, Saleim): A place evi-
dently well known, since the position of Aenon, thc^
springs where John was bai)tizing, was defined by
reference to it: they were "near to Salim" (Jn 3
23). It must be sought on the W. of the Jordan,
as will be seen from comparison of Jn 1 28; 3 26;
10 40. Many identifications have been proposed:
e.g. that of Alford with Shilhim and Ain m the S.
of Judah; that of Busching with ^Ai7i Karim, and
that of Barclay, who would place Salim in Wddy
Suleim netir ^Anata, making Aenon th(; si)rhigs in
Wddy Far'ah. These are all ruled out by their dis-
tance from the district wh(;re John is known to
have been at work. If there were no other objec-
tion to that suggested by Conder {Tent Work, 49 f)

following Robinson {BR, III, 333) with Salim in the
plain E. of Nabliis, Aenon being ^Ainun in Wddy
Fdr'ah, it would be sufficient to say that this is in
the very heart of Samaria, and therefore impossible.
In any case the position of Aenon, 6 miles distant,
with a high ridge intervening, would hardly be
defined by the; village of Salim, with the important
city of Shechem quite as near, and more easily
accessible.

Onom places Aenon 8 Rom miles S. of Scythopohs
{Beisdn), near Salumias {Salim) and the Jordan.
This points to Tell Ridhghah, on the nort hern side
(»f which is a shrine known locally as Sheikh Sellm.
xNot far off, by the ruins of Umm el-^Amddn, there
aie seven copious fountains which might well be
called Aenon, "j)lace of sj)rings."

There is reason to beli(>ve that this district did
not belong to Samaria, but was includ(Hl in the lands
of Scythopolis, which was an important member of
the league of ten cities. W. Ewing

SALIMOTH, sal'i-moth (B, 2a\€i|jicG0, Salcimoth,
A, A(ro-a\i.|xwe, 'Assalimoth; the latt(T is due
to a wrong division of syllables; AV Assalimoth):
The same as "Shelomith" (Ezr 8 10). S., tlie son
of Josaphias, of the family of Banias, and with
him 130 men went up to Jerus with Ezra (1 Esd
8 3G).

SALLAI, sal'a-i, sal'i C^^D , sallay; Sa\oo|j., Saldm,
A, 2aX,(o, Said, with variants)

:

(1) Eponym of a Benjamite family which settled
at Jerus after tlie return, descendants of "Sallu"
(1 Ch 9 7; Neh 11 7.8); the pedigrees of Sallu
(lifter decidedly in the two passages. Curtis (ICC)
suggests that "son of Hodaviah, the son of Ilasse-
nuah" (Ch) is a corruption or derivation of "Judah
the son of Hassenuah" (Neh).

(2) Name of a priestly family (Neh 12 20),
called "Sallu" in ver 7.

SALLU, sal'u. See Sallai.

SALLUMUS, sa-lu'mus, sal'Q-mus (SdWoujios,
Snllomi/os): Ouo of the i)()rt<>rs who had taken
"strange wives" (1 Esd 9 2;")) = "Shalium" in I^zr
10 21; called also "Salum" in 1 lOsd 5 28.

SALMA, sal'ma. See Salmon.

SALMAI, sal'ml, sal'ma-I O^V© , salmay; AV
Shalmai [AV in Neh 7 48 is "Shalmai" = Ezr 2 4()];

RV "Salmai"): The eponym of a family of Nethi-
nim, called "Shamlai" in Ezr 2 4G (K"re, ''';)3T1J

,

shamlay, K«thlbh, "''^btj , shalmay, followed by AV
text, "Shalmai"; B, '2,aixaa.v, Samadn, A, ^eXafxi,

Selami; Neh 7 48, B, SaXe^e^, Salemei, A, SeX^e/,
Selmei, N, Sa/xaet, Samae'i). The name suggests
a foreign reign. In 1 Esd 5 30 the corresponding
name is "Subai."

SALMANASAR, sal-ma-na'.sar (2 Esd 13 40) =
Shalmaneser (q.v.).

SALMON, sal'mon, SALMA ()i^bb, salmon,

"investiture" [Ruth 4 21], Hpbip, .salmdh, "cloth-

ing" [Ruth 4 20], Xpbip, salma' [ICh 2 11.51.54];
2aX|i«v, Salmon) ;

(1) The father of Boaz the husband of Ruth, and
thus the grandfather of Jesse, David's father (Ruth
4 20.21). He is mentionetl in both the genealogic^s
of Jesus (Alt 1 4.5; Lk 3 32). From Alt 1 5
we learn that he married Rahab, by whom he begat
Boaz.

(2) In 1 Ch 2 51 ff, we read of a Salma, "the
father of Beth-leh(>m," a son of Caleb the son of
Hur. He is also said to be the father of "the Ne-
tophathites, Atroth-beth-joab, and half of tlu; Ma-
nahathites, the Zorites," and several "families of
scribes." See also Zal.mon. S. F. Hunter

SALMONE, sal-md'ne (SaXjiiovri, Salmone):
Acts 27 7. See Phoenix.
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SALOAS, sal'o-as (SaXoas, Sdlnns:: AV Talsus
after Lat Thiilsii.s): In 1 Esd 9 22, for "Klasah"
of Ezr 10 22.

SALOM, sa'loiii (SaXiiji, Saloni):

(1) Tho fatluT of Ilelkia.s (Bar 1 7j. (ir form
of "Shallum."

(2) AV=RV '-Salu" (I Mace 2 2G).

SALOME, sa-ld'nu"' (2aXa)(x-ri, Salotne):

(1) One <)f tlic holy \voiiu>ii who conipanicd with
Jesus in Galilee, and ministered to Him (Mk 15
40. 11). She was i)re.sent at the enieifixion (15 40),
and was amon<i; those who came to the tomb of
Jesus on tluM-esurrection morning (16 1.2). Com-
l)arison with I\It 27 5G clearly identifies her with
the wife of ZeI)ed(M>. It is she, therefore, whose;
ambitious request for her sons James and John is

r(>corded in Mt 20 20-21; Mk 10 3.5-40. From
Jn 19 25 many infer that she was a sister of Mary,
the mot her of Jesus (tlius Meyer, Luthardt, Alford);
others (as C.odet) dispute the inference.

(2) Salome was tlie name of the daughter of
Llerodias who danccnl before Ilerod, and obtained
as reward the head of John the Baptist (Mt 14 H-
11; Mk 6 17-28; cf Jos, Ant, XVlll, v, 4). She
is not named in the Gosjx'Is. James Orr

SALT, solt (n^'5C
, mchih; a\as, hdlas, a\s, hdls)

:

Common salt is considered by most authorities as
an es.scntial inf2;redicnt of our food. Most people
intentionally season their cooking with more or less
salt for the sake of palatability. OthcTs depend
upon the small quantities which naturally exist in
water and many foods to furnish the necessary
amount of salt for the body. Either too much salt
or the lack of it creates undesirable disturbance
in tho animal system. Men and animals alike
histinctively seek for this substance to supplement
or improve their regular diet. The ancients appre-
ciated the value of salt for seasonhig food (Job 6 6).
So necessary was it that they dignified it by making
it a requisite part of sacrifices (Lev 2 13; Ezr 6 •);

7 22; Ezk 43 24; Mk 9 49). In Nu 18 19;
2 Ch 13 5, a "covenant of salt" is mentioned (cf
Mk 9 49). This custom of i)ledging friendship
or confirming a compact by eating foocl containing
salt is still retained among Arab .-speaking people.
The Arab, word for "salt" and for a "compact" or
"treaty" is the same. Doughty in his travels in
Arabia api)ealed more than once to the superstitious
belief of the Arabs in the "salt covenant," to save
his life. Once an Arab has received in his tent
even his worst enemy and has eaten salt (food)
with him, he is bound to protect his guest as long
as he remains. See Covkxaxt of Salt.

_
The chief source of salt in Pal is from the exten-

sive deposits near the "sea of salt" (see Dead Sea),
where there are literallv mountains and valleys of
salt (2 S 8 13; 2 K 14 7; 1 Ch 18 12; 2 Ch 25
11). On the seacoast the inhabitants frequently
gather the sea salt. They fill t he rock crevices with
sea water and leave it for the hot summer sun to
evaporate. After evaporation the salt crystals
can be collected. As salt-gathering is a govern-
ment monopoly in Turkey, the government sends
men to pollute the salt which is being surreptitious-
ly crystallized, so as to make it unfit for eating.
Another extensive supply comes from the salt lakes
in the Syrian desert E. of Damascus and toward
Pahnyra. All native salt is more or less bitter, due
to tlie i)resence of other salts such as magnesium
sulphate.

Salt was used not only as a food, but as an anti-
septic in medicine. Newborn babes were bathed
and salted (Ezk 16 4), a custom still prevailing.
The Aiaba of the desert consider it so necessary,

that in the absence of salt, they bathe their infants
in camels' urine. Elisha is said to havt; healed tlu;

waters of Jericho by casting a crusc> of salt into tho
spring (2 K 2 20f). Abimelech sowed th(> ruins
ofShechem with salt to i)revent a new city from
arising in its place (Jgs 9 4.")). Lot's wife turned
toapillarof salt (Gen 19 20).

Figurative: Salt is emblematic of loyalty and
friendship (see above). A ])erson who has on(«e
join(Hl in a "salt covenant" with God and th(>n
breaks it is fit only to be cast out (cf Mt 5 13; Mk
9 .50). Saltness ty|)ified barrenness (Dt 29 2.3;

Jer 17 6). James compares the absurdity of the
same mouth giving forth blessings and cursings to
the impossibility of a fountain yielding both sweet
and salt water (Jas 3 11 f). James A. Patch

SALT, CITY OF {nblZn •^^'J , 'ir hn-melah;
A, ai -rroXlelis dXaJv, Imi iH'il\('\i:i hdlon) : One of the six
cities in the wildern(>ss of Judah mentioned between
Nibshan and L^ngedi (Josh 15 02). The site is

very uncertain. The large and imjiortant Tell el-

Milh (i.e. "the salt hill"), on the route from Hebron
to Akaba, is possibl(>.

SALT, COVENANT OF. See Covenant of
Salt.

SALT, PILLAR OF. See Lot; Salt; Siodim;
Slime.

SALT SEA. See Dead Sea.

SALT, VALLEY OF (nb^H i<^:i
,
ge' ha-mclah)

:

The scene of battles, firstly, between David or his
lieutenant Abishai and the Edomites (2 S 8 1.3;

1 Ch 18 12; Ps 60, title), and later between
Amaziah and these same foes (2 K 14 7; 2 Ch
25 11). It is temi)ting to connect this "Valley of
Salt" with es Sebkhnh, the marshy, salt-impreg-
nated plain which extends from the southern end
of the Dead Sea to the foot of the cliffs, but in its

present condition it is an almost impossible place
for a battle of any sort. The ground is so soft and
spongy that a wide detour around the edges has to
be made by those wishing to get from one side to the
oth(>r. It is, too, highly prol^able that in earlier
times the whole of this low-lying area was covered
by the waters of the Dead Sea. It is far more natu-
ral to identify ge' ha-melah with tho WcVly el-

Milh ("Valley of Salt"), one of the three valleys
which unite at Becrsheba to form the Wady es-

Scba\ These valleys, el-Milh and cs-Seba\ together
make a natural frontier to Canaan.

E. W. G. Mastermax
SALT-WORT, solt'wurt (0^51? , mallu"h, a word

connected with melah, "salt," tr'' in LXX aXifjios,

hdlimos; AV mallows): The halimos of the Greeks
is the sea orache, Atriplcx halimus, a silvery whitish
shrub which flourishes u})on the shores of the Dead
Sea alongside the rulm (see Jux'iper). Its leaves
are oval and somewhat like those of an olive.

They have a sour flavor and would never be eaten
when better food was obtainable (J(jb 30 4). Tho
tr "mallows" is duo to the apparent similarity of the
Ileb 7nalhi"h to the Gr /jiaXdxv, tnaldche, which is the
Lat malva and Eng. "mallow." Certain species of

vialva known in Arab., as SvLLi. , khuhbdzch, are

very commonly eaten by tho i)oor of Pal.

,
E. W. G. Masterm.\x

SALU, sa'lu ^(i^^bC, sdhV ; LXX B, 2aX(i<ov,

Salmon, A, 'ZaXti^Salo; AV has "Salom" in 1 Alacc
2 26): A i)rince and the head of a house of the
tribe of Simeon and the father of Zimri who was
shun by Phinehas ak)ng with the Midianitish woman
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whom he had brought to the camp of Israel (Nu
25 14; 1 Mace 2 2()).

SALUM, sa'him (2a\oti|x, Saloum) :

(1) The head of one of the famihes of ])orters

(1 Esd 5 28; om. in B) = "Shallum" in Ezr 2 42;
10 24; Neh 7 45 = "Sanumus" in 1 Esd 9 25.

(2) 1 Esd 8 1 AV =RV "Sakm."

SALUTATION, sal-vl-ta'shun (do-iracr|x6s, uspas-
mos): A greeting which might be given in ])erson,

orally (Lk 1 2',).4L44), or in writing, usually at the
close of a letter (1 Cor 16 21; Col 4 18; 2 Thess
3 17; cf use of xat'peti', chaircin, "greeting," "joy"
in Jas 1 1). The Pharisaic Jews loved salutations
in public places (Mt 23 7; Mk 12 ;^8, AV "greet-
ing," RV "salutation"; Lk 11 4.']; 20 46). Often
these salutations were very elaborate, involving
much time in jirostrations, embracings, etc. When
Jesus therefore sent out the Seventy, He forbade
salutation by the way (Lk 10 4), though He ordi-
narily encouraged jjroper civilities of this sort (Mt
5 47; 10 12). Edward Bagby Pollakd

SALVATION, sal-va'shun:

I. In- the OT
1. General
2. In(iivi(lualism
i. Faith
4. Moral Law
5. Sarrifi('cs
(). Kitual Law

II. Intermediate LiTEit.vTintE
1. General
2. Th(! Law

III. The 'rEAciiiNc; ok Chiust
1. The Baplist
2. Kiii'-Ciloni of ( ;o<l

',i. Prcscril and Kuturt"
4. ln(li\ idualism
~>. Moral Progress
(). Forgiv^(ui('ss
7. Person of (Jhrist
5. Notes

IV. St. Paul
1. Gtuieral
2. Moral Progress
3. The Spirit
4. Mystical Union
5. Forgiveness
0. Atonement
7. Summary
S. Notes

V. Re.st of NT: Summary
1. St. John
2. Hebrews
3. St. Peter
4. Summary

LlTERATCRB

In EV the words ".salvation," "save," are not
technical theological terms, but denote simply
"deliverance," in almost any sense the latter word
can have. In systematic theology, however, "sal-
vation" denotes the whole process by which man
is delivered from all that would prevent his attain-
ing to the highest good that God has prepared for
him. Or, by a transferrc^d sense, "salvation" do
notes the actual enjoyment of that good. So, while
these technical senses are often a.ssociated with the
Gr or Ileb words tr'^ "save," etc, yet they are still

more often used in connection with other words or
represented only by the general sense of a jiassage.

And so a coll(;ction of the original terms for "save,"
etc, is of value only for the student doing minute
detailed work, while it is the purpose of t he present
article to present a general view of the Bib. doctrine
of salvation.

/. ]n the OT.— (1) As long as revehition had
not raised the veil that separates this life fi'om the

next, the Israelite thought of his high-
1. General est good as long life in a prosperous

Pal, as described most typically in Dt
28 1-14. But a definite religious idea was pres-
ent also, for the "land of milk and hcmey," even
under angelic protection, was worthless without

access to God (Ex 33 1-4), to know whom gives
happiness (Isa 11 9; Hab 2 14; Jer 31 34).
Such a concept is normal for most of the OT, but
there are several significant enlargements of it.

That Israel should receive God's characteristic of
righteousness is a part of the ideal (Lsa 1 26; 4
3.4; 32 1^8; 33 24; Jer 31 33.34; Ezk 36 25.

26; Zee 8; Dnl 9 24; Ps 51 10-12). Good was
foimd in the extension of Israel's good to the sur-
rounding nations (Mic 4 1-4; Isa 2 2-4; 45 5.6;
Zee 2 11; 8 22.23; Isa 60; 66 19-21; Zee 14
16.17, etc), even to the extension of the legitimate
sacrificial worshij) to the soil of Egypt (Isa 19 19-
22). Pal was insufficient for the enjoyment of
God's gifts, and a new heaven and a new earth were
to be received (Isa 65 17; 66 22), and a share in

the glories was not to be denied even to the d(>ad
(Isa 26 19; Dnl 12 2). And, among the people
so glorified, God would dwell in i)er,son (Isa 60 19.

20; Zee 2 10-12). (2) Salvation, then, means de-
liverance from all that interferes with the enjoy-
ment of these blessings. So it takes countless
forms—deliverance from natural plagues, from in-

ternal dissensions, from ext(>rnal enemies, or from
the subjugation of conquerors (the exile, particu-
larly). As far as enemies constitute the threaten-
ing danger, the prayer for deliverance is often based
on their evil character (Ps 101, etc). But for the
individual all these evils are summed up in the word
"death," which was thought to termhiate all rela-
tion to God and all possibility of enjoying His l>less-

ings (Ps 115 17; Isa 38 18, etc). And so "death"
became established as the antinomy to "salvation,"
and in this sense the word has persisted, although
the equation "loss of salvat ion = physical death" has
long been transcended. But death and its attcnid-
ant evils are worked by God's wrath, and so it is

from this wrath that salvation is sought (Josh 7 2(),

etc). And thus, naturally, salvation is from every-
thing that raises that wrath, above all from sin
(Ezk 36 25.26, etc).

(1) At first the "unit of salvation" was the nation
(less prominently the family), i.e. a man though

righteous could lose salvation through
2. Individ- the faults of others. A father coulcl

ualism brhig a curse on his children (2 S 21
1-14), a king on his subjects (2 S 24),

or an imknown sinner could bring guilt on an entire
community (Dt 21 1-9). (On the other hand, ten
righteous would have saved Sodom [Gen 18 32].)
And the principle of personal responsibility was
grasped but slowdy. It is enunciated partly in Dt
24 16 (cf Jer 31 29.30), definitely in Ezk 14 12-20;
18; 33 1-20, and fairly consistently in the Pss.
But even Ezekiel still held that five-and-twenty
could defile the whole nation (8 16), and he had not
the premises for resolving the problem—that tem-
poral disasters ne(Kl not mean the loss of salvation.
(2) But even when it was realized that a man lost
salvation through his own fault, the converse did
not follow. Salvat io]i came, not by the man's mere
merit, but because the man belonged to a nation
l)eculiarly chosen by God. God had made a cove-
nant with Israel and His fidelity insured salvation:
the salvation comes from God because of His
promise or (in other words) because of His name.
Indcecl, the great failing of the people was to trust
too blindly to this promise, an attitude denounced
conthuially by the ])rophets throughout (from, say.
Am 3 2 to Mt 3 9). And ycjt even the prophets
admit a real truth hi the attitude, for, despite
Lsrael's shis, eventual salvation is certahi. Ezk 20
states this baldly: there has been nothing good in

Israel and there is nothing good in her at the
pro[)het's own day, but, notwithstanding, God will

give her restoration (cf Isa 8 17.18; Jer 32 6-15,
etc).
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HoTicc, of th(> human conditions, \vli()l(>-h(>urtc(l

trust in Gotl is the most im|)ort;mt. (Belief in Clod
is, of course^, never argued in the liihlc.)

3. Faith hiconsistent. with such trust arc, for
instance, sec'kinfj; aid from other na-

tions (Isa 30 l-o), puttitifj; rchance in human skill

(2 Ch 16 12), or forsakinjr Pal through fear (Jer
42). In Isa 26 20 entire i)assivity is demandful,
and in 2 K 13 l'.» lukcnvai'nmess in cxecutinf^ an
ai)j)arently ineaningless command is rebuked.

(1) Ne.\t in importance is lli(> attainnu^nt of a
moral standard, expr(>.s.scd normally in the various

codes of the Law. Hut fuKilmcnt of
4. Moral the hotter of the connnandment was by
Law no means all that was recjuired. Fcir

instance", the Law ])ei'mitt('d i\m selling
of a debtor into slavery (Dt 15 12), but tin; reckless
use of the creditor's rij^ht is sliarply condemned
(Xeh 5 1-13). 'l"he prophets are never weary of
Kivinp: short formulae that will exclude such supra-
lefialism and reduce conduct to a pure motive: "Hate
thr. evil, and lov(> the good, and establish .justice in
the gate" (Am 5 lo); "To do jusllv, anil to love
kindness, and to walk hunil)Iy with thy God" (Mic
6 S). And the chief emphasis on the Law as itritlen
is found in the later l)ooks, (>sp. Ps 119 (cf Ps 147
20). (2) Certain l)reachesof the Law had no pardon,
but were visited with death at once, even despite re-
jienLance and confession (Josh 7). But for the most
part it is promis(>d that rei>entance will remove the
guilt of the sui if the sin be forsaken (Ezk 18) or,
in the case of a sin that would not be repeated, if

contrition be felt (2 iS 12). Suffering ])layed a
part in salvation by bringing knowledge of sin to
the conscience, the <»xile being the most important
example (Ezk 36 31). But almost always it is
assumed that the possibility of keeping the Law is
in man's own power, Ut 30 11-14 stating this ex-
plicitly, while the Wisdom Books eciuate virtue with
learning. Consequently, an immense advance was
made when man felt the need of God's help to keep
the Law, the need of the inscription of the Laws
on the heart (Jer 31 31-34). So an outlook was
opened to a future in which God would make the
nation righteous (.see references in 1, above).

(1) The acceptance of repentance as ex[)iating
past sms was an act of God's mercy. And so Llis

mercy instituted other and additional I

5. Sacrifices means of expiation, most notablv that I

of the sacrifices. But a theology of
sacrifice is conspicuou.sly absent from the whole OT,
for Lev 17 11 is too incidental and too obscure to
be any exception. The Christian (or very late Jew-
ish) interpretations of the ritual laws lack all solid-
ity of exegetical foundation, despite their one-time
prevalence. Nor is the study of origins of much
help for the meaning attached to the rites by the
Jews in historic timers. General ideas of offering,
of self-denial, of i)ropitiation of wrath, and of enter-
ing into communion with God assuredly existed.
But in the advanced stages of the religion there is
no evidence that sacrifices were thought to produce
their effect because of any of these things, but solely
because God had commanded the sacrifices. (2)
Mo.st sins required a sacrifice as part of the act of
repentance, although in case of injury done the
neighbor, only after reparation had been made. It
is not (juite true that for conscious sina no sacrifices
were appoint(>d, for in Lev 5 1; 6 1-3, sins are
included that could not be conunitted through mere
negligence. And so such rul(\s as Nu 15 30.31
must not be construed too rigorously. (3) Sacri-
fices as means of salvation are taught chiefly by
Ezk, while at the rebuilding of the temple (Hag,
Zee) and the depression that followed (Mai), they
were much in the foreground, but the preexilic
prophets have little to say about their positive value

(Jer 7 22 is the nadir). Indeed, in preexili(! times
the danger was the exaltation of sacrifice at the ex-
pense of morality, e.sp. with the peace offering,
which could be tunu^d into a drunken revel (Am 5
21-24; Isa 22 13; cf Prov 7 14). Attempts were
made to "strengtiien" the sacrifices to Jeli by the
us(! of ethnic rites (llos 4 14; Isa 65 l-5),\n'en
with the extreme of human sacrifice (Jer 7 31;
Ezk 20 2()). But hisistenc(! on the strict centrali-
zatioii of worship and increasing emphasis laid on
the sin and tresspass offerings did away with the
worst of tlu! abuses. And many of the P.ss, esp.
66, 118, giv(! t)eautiful evidence of the devotion
that coukl b(! noia-ished by the sacrificial rites.
Of the other means of salvation the ritual law

(not always sharply distinguishal)le from the moral
law) bulks rather large in the legisla-

6. Ritual tu)n, but is not prominent in the
Law projjhets. Recjuisite to salvation was

the abstentum from certain acts, arti-
cles of food, etc, such abstinence seeming to lie at
the background of the term "holiness." But a
ritual breach was often a matter of moral duty
(burying the dead, etc), and, for such breaches,
ritual means of purification are provided and the
matter dropped. Evidently such things lay rather
OTi the circumference of the religion, even to Eze-
kiel, with his anxk)us zcid against the least defile-
ment. The highest ritual point is touched by Zee
14 20.21, where all of Jerus is so holy that not a pot
would be unfit to use in the temple (cf Jer 31 3S-40).
Yet, even with this perfect holiness, sacrifices would
still have a place as a means by which the holiness
could be increased. Indeed, this more "positive"
view of sacrific(\s was doubtless present from the first.

//. Intermediate Literature.— (1) The great
change, comi)arecl with the earlier period, is that

the idea of God had become more
1. General transcendent. But this dkl not neces-

sarily mean an increase in religious
value, for there was a corresi)onding tendency to
take God out of relation to the world by an intel-
lectualizing process. This, when combin(>d with
the persistence of the older concept of salvation in
this life only, resulted in an emptying of the reli-
gious instinct and in indifferent ism. This tendency
is well represented in Eccl, more acutely in Sir, and
in NT times it dominated the thought of the Sad-
ducees. On the other hand the expansion of the
idea of salvation to correspond with the higher con-
ception of God broke through the hmitations of this
life and creat(>d the new literary form of apocalyp-
tics, represented in the OT esp. by Zee 9-14; Isa
24-27, and above all by Dnl. And in the inter-
mediate literature all shad(>s of thought between
the two extremes are represented. But too much
emphasis can hardly be laid on the fact that this
intermediate teaching is in many regards simply
faithful to the OT. Almost anything that can be
found in the OT—with the important exception of
the not(s of joyou.sness of Dt, etc—can be found again
here. (2) Of the conceptions of the highest good
the lowest is the Epicureanism of Sir. The highest
is probably that of 2 Esd 7 91-98 RV: "To be-
hold the face of him whom in their hfetime they
served," the last touch of materialism being elimi-
nated. Indeed, real materialism is notably absent
in the period, even En 10 17-19 being less exuber-
ant than the fanci(\s of such early Christian writers
as Pa[)ias. Individualism is g(>nerally taken for
granted, but that the o[)posite oi)inion was by no
m(>ans dormant, even at a late period, is shown by
Mt 3 9. The idea of a si)ecial privilege of Israel,
however, of course pervades all the literature Sib
Or 5 and Jub being the most exclusive books and
the XII Tests, the most broad-hearted. In \ lace
of national privilege, though, is sometimes founc the
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still less edifying feature of party privilege (Ps 8ol;

En 94-105), the most offensive case being the asser-

tion of En 90 6-9 that the (inactive) Israel will he

saved by the exertions of the "little lamb" Pharisees,

before whom every knee shall bow in the Messianic

kingdom.
(1) The conceptions of the moral demands for

salvation at times reach a very high level, esp. in

the XII Tests, (making every allowance

2. The Law for Christian interpolations). "The
spirit of love worketh together with the

law of God in long-suffering unto the salvation of

men" (Test . Gad 4 7) is hardly unworthy of St. Paul,

and even Jub can say, "Let each love his brother in

mercy and justice, and let none wish the other evil"

(36 8). But the great tendency is to view God's

law merely as a series of writt(>n statutes, making no
demands except those gained from a rigid constrvi-

ing of the letter. In Lk 10 29, "Who is my neigh-

bor?" is a real question— if he is not my neighbor

I need not love him! So duties not literally com-
manded were settled by utilitarian motives, as out-

side the domain of religion, and the unhealthv
phenomenon of works oi suj^ererogation made its

appearance (Lk 17 19). The writer of ^^'i.sd can
feel smugly assured (;f salvation, because idolatry

had been abstained from (15 4; contrast St. Paul's

polemic in Rom 2). And discussions about "great-

est commandments" caused character in its relation

to religion to be forgotten. (2) As God'.s com-
mands were viewed as statutes the distinction be-

tween the moral and the ritual was lost, and t h(>

ritual law attained enormous and familiar i)ropor-

tions. The beautiful story of Judith is designed

chiefly to teach abstinence from ritually uiick>an

food. And the most extreme case is in Jub 6 34-
38—all of Israel's woes come from keci)ing the

feasts by the actual moon instead of by a correct

(theoretical) moon (!i. (3) Where self-compla-

cency ceased and a strong moral sense was pn^sent,

despair makes its ap])earance with extraordinary

frequency. The period is the period of penitential

prayers, with an undercurrent of doubt as to how
far mercy can be expected (Three vs 3-22; Pr
Man ; Bar 3 1-8, etc) . "What profit is it unto us, if

there be promised us an immortal time, whereas we
have done the works that bring death?" (2 Esd 7

119 RV). The vast majority of men are lost (9 10)

and must be forgotten (8 5o), and Ezra can trust

for his own salvat ion only by a special revelation (7

77 RV). So, evidently, St. Paul's pre-Christian ex-

perience was no imique occurrence. (4) Important
for the NT background is the extreme lack of prom-
inence of the sacrifices. They are never given a the-

ological interpretation (except in Philo, where they

cease to be sacrifices). Indeed, in Sir 35 they are

explicitly said to be devotions for the righteous only,

apparently prized only as an inheritance from the

past and "because of the commandment" (Sir 35 5;

yet cf 38 11). When the temple was destroyed and
the sacrifices ceased, Judaism went on its way almost
unaffected, showing that the sacrifices meant nothing

essential to the people. And, even in earlier times,

the Essenes rejected sacrifices altogether, without

losing thereby their recognition as Jews.

///. The Teaching of Christ.~The Baptist pro-

claimed authoritatively the near advent of the
kingdom of God, preceded by a Mes-

1. The sianic judgment thatwould bring fire for

Baptist the wicked and the Holy S{)irit for the

righteous. Simple but incisive moral
teaching and warning against trusting in national

privileges, with baptism as an outward token of

repentance, were to pr(!pare men to face this judg-

ment securely. But we have no data to determine;

how much f;irther (if any) the Baptist conceived

his teaching U lead.

It was in the full heat of this eschatological re-

vival that the Baptist had fanned, that Christ

Ijegan to teach, and He also began

2. Kingdom with the eschatological phrase, "The
of God kingdom of God is at hand." Conse-

quently His teaching must have been

taken at once in an eschatological sense, and it is

rather futile to attempt to limit such implications

to passages where modern eschatological phrases

are used unambiguously. "The kingdom of God
is at hand" had the inseparable connotation "Judg-

ment is at hand," and in this cont(>xt, "Repent ye"

(Mk 1 15) must mean "lest ye be judged." Hence,

Our Lord's teaching about salvation had primarily

a future content: positively, admission into the

kingdom of God, and negatively, deliverance from
the preceding judgment. So the kingdom of God
is the "highest good" of Christ's teaching but, with

His usual reserve. He has little to say about its

externals. Man's nature is to be perfectly adapted
to his spiritual environment (see Resurrection),
and man is to be with Christ (Lk 22 30) and the

patriarchs (Mt 8 11). But otherwise—and again

as usual—the current descriptions are used without

comment, even when they rest on rather material-

istic imagery (Lk 22 16.30). Whatever the king-

dom is, however, its meaning is most certainly not

exhausted by a mer(> reformation of the present

order of material things.

But the fate of man at judgment de^pends on what
man is before judgment, so that the })ractical prob-

lem is salvation from the conditions

3. Present that will bring judgment; i.e. present

and Future and fut ure salvation are inseparably

connected, and any attempt to make
rigid distinctions between the two results in logoma-

chi(^s. Occasionally even Christ speaks of the; king-

dom of God as present, in the sense that citizens

of the future kingdom are living already on this

earth (Mt 11 11; Lk 17 21[?]; the meaning of the

latter verse is vervdui)ious). Such men are "saved"

already (Lk 19 9; 7 50[?]), i.e. such men were

delivered from the bad moral condition that was
so extended that Satan could be said to hold sway
over the world (Lk 10 18; 11 21).

That the individual was the unit in this deliver-

ance needs no emphasis. Still, the Divine privilege

of the Jews was a retdity and Christ's

4. Individ- normal work was limited to them (Mt
ualism 10 .5; 15 26, etc). He admitted even

that the position of the Jewish religious

leaders rested on a real basis (Mt 23 3). But the

"good tidings" were so framed that their extension

to all men would have been inevitable, even had
there not been an explicit command of Christ in

this regard. On the other hand, while the rnessage

involved in every case strict individual choice, yet

the individual W'ho accepted it entered into social

relations with the others wdio had so chosen. So
salvation involved admission to a community of

service (Mk 9 35, etc). And in the latter part of

Christ's ministry. He withdrew from the bulk of

His disciples to devote Himself to the training of an

inner circle of Twelve, an act explicable only on the

assumption that these were to be the leaders of the

others after He w^as taken away. Such passages as

Mt 16 18; 18 17 merely corroborate this.

Of the conditions for the individual, the primary
(behef in God being taken for granted) was a correct

moral ideal. Exclusion from salvation

5. Moral came from the Pharisaic casuistry

Progress which had invented hmits to right-

eousness. Ex 20 13 had never con-

templated permitting angry thoughts if actual

muider was avoided, and so on. In contrast is set

the idea of character, of the single eye (Mt 6 22),

of the pure heart (5 8). Only so can the spiritual
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house be l)uilt on ;i rock fouiichition. But the mere
ideal is not enough; persistenti eiTort toward it and
a certain amount of i)roj?ress arc; demanded impera-
tively. Oidy those who have learned to forgive
can ask for forfiiv(>ness (Mt 6 12; 18 .3o). They
who omit natural works of nuTcy have no share
hi the kingdom (25 31-4()), for even idle words will

be taken into account (12 3()), and the most pnv
cious i«)ssession that, interferes with moral progress
is to be sacrificed ruthlessly (18 8.9, etc). Men are
known l)y their fruits (7 20); it is he that doeth the
will of the Father that shall enter into the kingdom
(7 21), and the final ideal—which is likewise the;

goal—is becoming a son of the Father hi moral
hkeness (5 4.")). That this progress is due to God's
aid is so intimatfdya i)art of Christ's teaching on
the entire dependence of the .soul on God that it

receives little explicit mention, but Christ refers even
His own miracles to the Feather's power (Lk 11 20).
Moral eiTort, through God's aid, is an indispen-

sable condition for salvation. But complete suc-
cess in the moral struggle is not at all

6. Forgive- a condition, in the sense that moral
ness perfection is required. For Christ's

disci])les, to whom the kingdom is

promised (Lk 12 '.V2), tlie palsied man who receives
r(>mission of sins (Mk 2 5), Zacchaeus who is said
to have ree(>ivcd salvation (Lk 19 9), were far from
being models of sinlessness. The element in the
character that Christ teaches as making uj) for the
lack of moral j)erfection is becoming "as a little

child" (cf Mk 10 1")). Now the point here is not
credulousness (for belief is not under discussion),
nor is it nu>ekness (for children are notoriously not
meek). And it most certahdy is not the pure pas-
sivity of the newly born infant, for it is gratuitous to
assume that only such infants were meant even in Lk
18 b"), while in Mt 18 2 (where the child comes in

answer to a call) this interpretation is excluded.
Now, in the wider teaching of Christ the meaning
is made cl(>ar enough. Salvation is for the i)oor in

spirit, for those who hunger and thirst after right-
eousness, for the i^rodigal knowing his wretched-
ness. It is for the penitent publican, while the self-

satisfied Pharisee is rejected. A sense of need and
a de.sire that God will give are the characteristics.
A child does not argue that it has earned its father's
benefits but looks to him in a feeling of dependence,
with a readiness to do his bidding. So it is the soul
that desires all of righteousness, strives toward it,

knows that it falls short, and trusts in its Father
for tlie rest, that is the savable soul.

Christ sp(>aks of the })ar(km of the publican (Lk
18 9 IT) and of the prodigal welcomed by the

Father (Lk 16 20), both without
7. Person intermediary. And it is perhaps not
of Christ necessary to assume that all of those

finding the strait gate (Mt 7 14)
were explicitly among Christ's disciples. But
would Christ have admitted that anyone who had
come to know Him and refused to obey Him would
have been saved? To ask this question is to an-
swer it in the negative (Mk 9 40 is irrelevant).
Real knowledge of the Father is possible only
through the unique knowledge of the Son (Lk 10
21.22), and lack of faith in the Son forfeits all
blessings (Mk 6 5.(); 9 23). Faith in Him brings
instant forgiveness of sins (Mk 2 5), and love
directed to Him is an indisputable sign that for-
giveness has taken place; (Lk 7 47). But Christ
thought of Him.self as Me.s.siah and, if the term
"Messiah" is not to be em[)tied of its meaning, this
made Him judge; of the world (such verses as Mk
8 38 are hardly needed for direct evidence). And,
since for Christ's consciousness an earthly judgeship
is unthinkable, a transcendental judgeship is the sole
alternative, corroborated by the use of the title Son

of Man. But i)assage from simple humanity to
the transcendental glory of the Son-of-Man Messiah
involved a change hardly expressible excei)t by
death and resurrection. And the expectation of
death was in Christ's mind from the first, as is seen
by Mk 2 IS. 19 (even without ver 20). That He
coukl have viewed His death as void of significance
for human salvation is simply inconceivalile, and
the ascription of Mk 10 4.5 to Pauline influence is

in defiance of the facts. Nor is it credible that
Christ conceived that in the interval between His
death and His Parousia He would be out of relation
to His own. To Him tlu; unseen world was in the
closest relation to the visible world, and His passage
into glory would strengthen, not weaken, His i)ower.
So ther(> is a compk'te justificatiem of Mk 14 22-2."):

to Christ His d(\ath had a significance that could l)e

parallel(>d oidy by the death of the Covenant victim
in Kx 24 ()-8, for by it an ent irely new relation was
established between God and man.

(1) Salvation from physical evil was a very real
))art, however suliordinate, of Christ's teaching

(Mk 1 34, etc). (2) Ascetic prac-
8. Notes tices as a necessary element in salva-

tion can hardly claim Christ's author-
ity. It is too often forgotten that tlu; Twelve were
not Christ's only disciples. Certahily not all of the
hundred and twenty of Acts 1 1.5 (cf ver 21), nor
of the five hundred of 1 Cor 15 6, were converted
after the Passion. And they all certainly could
not have left their homes to travel with Christ.
So the demands made in the special case of the
Twelve (still less in such an extremely special case
as Mk 10 21) in no way rc^present Christ's normal
practice, whatever readiness for self-sacrifice may
have been asked of all. So the rei)resentat ions of
Christ as ruthlessly exacting all from everyone
are quite unwarranted by the facts. And it is

well to remember that it is Mt 11 19 that con-
tains the term of reproach that His adversaries
gave Him.

IV. St. Paul.—Instead of laj'ing primal stress on
St. Paul's jieculiar contributions to soteriology, it

will be preferable to start from such Pauline pas-
sages as simply continue the explicit teaching of

Christ. For it is largely due to the common rever-
sal of this method that the present acute "Jesus-
Paulus" controversy exists.

That St. Paul expected the near advent of the
kingdom of God with a judgment preceding, and

that salvation meant to him primarily
1. General deliv(»rance from this judgment, need

not be argued. And, accordingly, em-
phasis is thrown sometimes on the future deliver-

ance and sometimes on the present conditions for

the deliverance (contrast Rom 5 9 and 8 24), but
the practical problem is the latter. More explicitly

than in Christ's recorded teaching the nature and
the blessings of the kingdom are described (see

Kingdom of God), but the additional matter is

without particular religious import. A certain
privilege of the Jews appears l,Rom 3 1-8; 9-11),
out the practical content of the privilege seems to
be eschatological only (11 26). Individual con-
version is of course taken for granted, but the life

after that becomes highly corporate (see Church).
(1) The moral ideal is distinctly that of char-

acter. St. Paul, indeed, is frequently obliged to
give directions as to details, but the

2. Moral detailed directions are referred con-
Progress stantly to the imderlying principle,

Rom 14 or 1 Cor 8 being excellent
examples of this, while "love is the fulfilment of the
law" (Rom 13 10) is the summary. (2) Persistent
moral effort is indispensable, and the new life ab-
solut(4y must bring forth fruit to God (Rom 6 4;
13 12; Gal 5 24; Col 3 5; Eph 2 3 4 17.22-32;
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Tit 2 11-14). Onlv by good conduct can one

please God (1 Thess 4 1), and the works of even

Christians are to be subjcct(Ml to a searching test

(1 Cor 3 13; 4 5; 2 Cor 5 10) in a judgment not

to be faced without tlie most earnest striving (1

Cor 10 12; Phil 2 12), not even by St. Paul him-

self (1 Cor 9 27; Phil 3 12-14). And the possi-

bilitv of condemnation because of a lack of moral

attainment must not be i)(>rmitted to leave the mind

(1 Cor 3 17; Gal 5 21; cf Rom 8 12.13; 11 20;

1 Cor 10 12; Gal 6 7-9). Consequently,^ growth

in ac/iw(/ righteousness is as vital in St. Paul's soteri-

ology as it is in that, teaching of Christ: Chris-

tians have "put off the old man with his doings"

(Col 3 9).

That this growth is God's work is, however, a

point where St. Paul has expanded Christ's quiet

assumption ratluT elaborately. In

3. The ])articular, what Christ had made the

Spirit source of His own supernatural power
—the Holy Spirit—is specified as the

source of the power of the Christian's ordinary life,

as well as of the more si)eeial endowments (see

Spiuitual Gifts). In the Spirit the Christian has

received the l)lessing promised to Abraham (Gal

3 14); by it the deeds of the body can he put to

death and all virtues flow into the soul (Gal 5 IG-

26), if a man walks according to it (1 Cor 6 19.20;

1 Thess 4 <S). The i)almary pas.sage is Rom 7-8.

In ch 7 St. Paul k)oks l)ack with a shudder on his

pre-Christian helplessness (it is naturally the ex-

treme of exegetical i)crv(>rsity to argue that he

dreaded not the sin itself but only God's penalty

on sin). But the Spirit gives strength to put to

death the deeds of the body (8 13), to disregard the

things of the flesh (8 5), and to fulfil the ordinance

of the Law (8 4). Such mortd power is the test

of Christianity: as many as are led by the Spirit

of (rod, these are the sotis of God (8 14).

This doctrine of the Si)irit is simi)ly that what
Christ did on earth would be carried on with in-

crea.sed intensity after the Passion.

4. Mystical That this work could be thought of out

Union of relation to Christ, or that Christ

Himself could have so thought of it

(see above, III, 7) is incredible. So the exalted

Christ appears as the; source of moral and spiritual

power (St. Paul speaks v\en more of Christ's resur-

rection than of tlu> Passion), the two sources

(Christ and the Spirit) being very closely combined
in 2 Cor 3 17; Rom 8 9; Gal 4 6. Our old

man has been crucified, so ])utting an end to the

bondage of sin, and we can prevent sin frc^n reign-

ing in our mortal bodies, for our burial into Christ 's

death was to enable us to walk in newness of life

(Rom 6 2-14). The resurrection is a source of

power, and through Christ's strength all things can

be done (Phil 4 13.20). Christ is the real center

of the believer's personality (Gal 2 20)^; the man
has become a new creature (2 Cor 5 17; cf Col 2

20; 3 3); we were joined to another that we might

bring forth fruit to God (Rom 7 4). And by
contact with the glory of the Lord we are tran.s-

formed into the same image (2 Cor 3 18), the end
being conformation to the image of the Son (Rom
8 30).

(1) This growth in actual holiness, then, is funda-

mental with St. Paul: "If any man hath not the

S])irit of Christ, he is none of his"

5. Forgive- (Rom 8 9). And the acquisition of

ness strength through union with Christ

is vitallv coimected with the remission

of sins. In Rom 7 1-6 (cf Col 2 11.12), the

mystical union with Christ makes His death ours

(cf Col 3 3) and so removes us from the Law ((^f

Rom 10 4; 1 Cor 15 56), which has no relation to

the dead. And by the life-giving power of this

union the strength of sin is broken (Rom 6 6). (2)

The condition in man that makes forgiveness pos-

sible St. Paul calls "faith"—a very complicated term.

Its chief use, however, is in opiwsition to "works"
(most clearly in Rom 9 30—10 13). The Jews'

"pursuit after righteousness"—the attempt to wring
salvation from God as wages earned—was vain

(Rom 10 13), and in contrast is the appeal to

Gotl, the conscious relinquishment of all claim

(4 5). The sold looks trustingly for salvation to

its Father, precisely the attitude of the "children"

in the teaching of Christ. But no more than in

the teaching of Christ is faith a purely passive

virtue, for man must be "obedient" to it (Rom 1 5;

10 16; 1 Thess 2 13). And for the necessary pres-

ence of love in faith cf 1 Cor 13 2; Gal 5 6; Eph
3 17.

Because of faith—specifically, faith in Christ

((>xcept Rom 4; Gal 3 6)—God does not visit the

penalties of sins on believers, but
6. Atone- treats them as if they were righteous

ment (Rom 5 1, etc). But this is not
because of a quality in the believer or

in the faith, but because of an act that preceded any
act of Christian faith, the death of Christ (not the

cross, specifically, for St. Paul does not argue from
the cross in all of Rom) . Through this death God's
mercy could be extended saf(;ly, while before thia

the exercise of that mercy had proved disastrous

(Rom 3 25.26). And this death was a sacrifice

(Rom 3 25, etc). And it is certain that St. Paul
conceived of this sacrifice as existing quite inde-

pendently of its efTect on any human being. But
he has given us no data for a really complete sacri-

ficial doctrine, a statement sufficiently proved by
the hopeless variance of the interpretations that

have been propounded. And that St. Paul ever

constructed a theory of the operation of sacrifices

must be doubted. There is none in the contem-
porary Jewish literature, there is none in the OT,
and there is none in the rest of the NT, not even in

He. Apparently the rites were so familiar that sac-

rificial terminok)gy was ready to hand and was used

without particular reflection and without attempt-

ing to give it precise theological content. This is

borne out by the ease with which in Rom 3 24.25

St. Paul passes from a ransom (redemption) illus-

tration to a (quite discordant) propitiation illus-

tration. For further discussion see Atonement;
Justification. Here it is enough to say that to

make a juridical theory constructed from Pauline

implications and illustrations central in Christianity

is to do exactly what St. Paul did not do.

Summing up, there is a double line of thought in

St. Paul: the remission of ])enalties through the

atoning death of Christ and the de-

7. Summary struction of the power of sin through
strength flowing from Christ, the

human element in both cases being faith. The
question of the order of the steps is futile, for "to

have faith," "to be in Christ," and "to have the

Si)irit" are convertible terms, i.e. in doctrinal

phraseology, the begimungs of sanctification are

simultaneous with justification. Attempts to unify

the two lines of thought into a single theory cannot

claim purely Bib. support. The "ethical" theory,

which in its best form makes God's pardon depend
on the fact that the sinner will be made holy (at

least in the next world), introduces the fewest ex-

traneous elements, but it says something that St

.

Paul does not say. On the other hand one may feel

that considering St. Paul as a whole;—to say nothing

of the rest of the NT—the pure justification doctrine

has bulked a little too large in our dogmatics. God's

pardon for sin is an immensely imjjortant matter,

but still more imiiortant is the new power of holi-

ness.
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(1) Bii])tism prosoiits anothor obstacle to a strict,

uiiifyinfiof P;uilin(> theology. Avery much stronger
sacraiiKMitariaiiism is admitted in St.

8. Notes Paul today than would have been
accepted a generation ago, and such

passages as Rom 6 1-7; Cral 3 27; Col 2 12 make
it certain t hat h(> regarded baj)1 ism as conferring

very r(>al spiritual ])o\vers. Hut. that he mad(> a

mechanical distinction between the blesshigs give:i

then and those given at some other time must be
doubted. (2) Salvation from the flesh (Rom 7 21)

involves no metaphysical dualism, as "flesh" is tlu;

whole of the lower nature from which the ])ower to

holiness saves a man (8 13). Indeed, the body it-

self is an object of salvation (Rom 8 11; and see

IlKsruiiKCTiox). (3) Quite in the background li(>s

th(>ideaof salvation from physical evil (2 Cor 1 10,

etc). Such evils are real evils (1 Cor 11 30), but

in Cod's hands thev may become pure blesshigs

(Rom 5 3; 2 Cor i2 7). (4) Salvation from sin

after conversion is due to God's judging the man
in terms of the acquired supernatural nature (Rom
8 14, etc). Yet certain sins may destroy the union

with Christ altogether (1 Cor 3 17, etc), while

others bring God's chastening judgmental Cor 11

30-32). Or proper chastis(Mnent mav be inflicted bv
St. Paul himself (1 Cor 5 l-.l; 1 Tim 1 20) or by
the congregation (Gal 6 1; 2 Thess 3 10-15; 2

Cor 2 ()).

V. Rest of NT: Summary.— (l) St. John had the

task of i)rese:iti!ig ('hrist to (lentiles, who were as

unfamiliar with the technical meaning
1. St. John of such i)hrases as "kingdom of God"

or "Son of Man" as is the world today,

and to Gentiles who had instead a series of concepts
unknown in Pal. So a "translation of spiritual

values" became necessary if the gospel were to

make an innnediate appeal, a translation accom-
plished so successfully that the Fourth Gosi)el has
always been the most popular. The Synoi)tists,

cap. the extremely literal St. Mark, imperatively

demand a historical commentary, while St. John
has successfully avoided this necessity. (2) The
"kingdom of God," as a phrase (3 3.5; cf 18 36),

is replaced by "eternal life." This life is given in

this world to the accepter of Christ's teaching (5 24;
6 47), but its full realization will be in the "many
mansions" of the Father's house (14 2), where the
believer will be with Christ (17 24). A judgment of

all men will precede the establishment of this glori-

fied state (5 28.29), but the believer may face the
judgment with equanimity (5 24). So the behever
is delivered from a state of things so bad as expr(>s-

sible as a workl under Satan's rule (12 31; 14 30;

16 11), a world in darkness (3 19), in ignorance of

God (17 25), and in sin (8 21), all expressible in the

one word "death" (5 21). (3) The Jews had real

privilege in the reception of Christ's message (1 11;

4 22, etc), but the extension of the good tidings to all

men was inevitable (12 23.32, etc). Belief in

Christ is wholly a personal matter, but the believers

enter a community of service (13 14), with the unity
of the Father and Son as their ideal (17 21).

_
(4)

The nature of the moral ideal, reduced to the single

word "love" (13 34; 15 12), is a.ssumed as known
and identified with "Christ's words" (5 24; 6 63,

etc), and the necessity of progress tow^ard it as

sharply pointed as in the Synoptists. The sinner

is the servant of sin (8 34), a total change of char-

acter is needed (3 6), and the blessing is only on him
who docs Christ's conmrandments (13 17). This
"doing" is the proof of love toward Christ (14 15.

21); only by bearhig fruit and more fruit can dis-

ciple.ship be mahitauied (15 1-6; cf 14 24), atid,

inde(>d, by bearhig fruit men actually become Christ 's

disciples (15 8, Gr). The knowledge of Christ and
of God that is eternal life (17 3) comes only through

moral effort. (7 17). In St. John the contrasts are
colored so vividly that it would almost appear as

if ])(-rfection were demanded. But he does not
])res(>nt even the apostles as models of sanctity

(13 3S; 16 32), and self-right (^ousne.ss is condemned
without cofnpromise; the crowning sin is to say,

"We see" (9 41). It is the Son who frees from sin

(8 3()), delivers from darkness (8 12; 12 46), and
gives eternanif(> (11 25.26; cf_3 Iti; 5 21; 6 47).

^riiis emphasis on the Divine side of the i)roc(>ss is

))robably the reason for the omission of the terms
"repent," "repentance," from the Gospel in favor
of "faith" (6 29, csp.), but_ this "faith" hivolves

in turn human effort, for, without "abidhig," faith

is us(>less (8 30.31). (5) An advance on the Synop-
ti.sts is found in the number of tim(>s Christ s])eaks

of His death (3 14.15; 10 11.15; 12 24.32; 17

19) and in the greater emi)liasis laid on it, but no
more than in the Synoptists is there any exjjlana-

ti(m of how the Atonement became effectual. A
real advance consists in the prospect of Christ's

work after His death, when, through the Paraclete

(7 38.39; 14 16 ff), a hitherto unknowTi spiritual

power woukl become available for the world. And
spiritual power is due not only to a tmion of will

with Christ but to mystical union with Ilim (15

1-9). See above, III, 7, for the relation of these

thoughts to the synoptic teaching.

(1) Th<! emphasis of He is of course on the sacri-

ficial work of Christ, but the Ej). makes practically

no contribution to the theology of

2. Hebrews .sacrifice. The argument is this: The
OT sacrifices certainly had an efficacy

;

Christ's sacrifice fulfilled their types perfectly,

therefore it had a perfect efficacy (9 13.14). This
must have be(>n a tremendously jwitent argument
for He's own purpose, but it is of very little help to

the modern theologian. (2) More than in St. Paid
is emphasized the human training of Christ for

His high-priestly work. Since He laid hold of the

s(>ed of Abraham (2 16), He learned bv experience

all that man had to suffer (2 47; 4 15; 5 8_, etc).

In He the essence of the sacrifice lies not in the

death but in what we call the ascension—the pres-

e!itation of the blood in the heavenly tabernacle

(9 11-14; see the comms.). That the death was
specifically on the cross (12 2 only) belonged to the

stage of training and had no especial significance

in the sacrificial scheme. Christ's intercession for

us in heaven receives more emphasis than in the

rest of the NT (7 25).

The one other distinct contribution to NT sote-

riology is made in 1 Pet's evaluation of the vicarious

suffering of the "Servant" of Isa 53.

3. St. Peter What Christ did through His sufferings

we may do in some degree through our
sufferings; as His pains helped not only living man-
kind, but even departed sinners, so we may face

persecution more happily with the thought that our

pains are benefiting other men (3 16-20). It is

hardly possible that St. Peter thought of this com-
parison as conveying an exhaustive descrij)tion of

the Atonement (cf 1 19), but that the comparison
should be made at all is significant.

(1) Salvation is both a present and a future

matter for us. The full realization of all that God
has in store will not be ours until the

4. Sum- end of human history (if, hideed, there

mary will not be ojiened infinite po.ssibiht ies

of eternal growth), but the enjoyment
of these blessings depends on conditions fulfilled in

us and by us now. But a foretaste of the blessings

of forgiveness of sins and growth in holiness is given

on this earth. The parclon dei)ends on the fact of

God's mercy through the death of Christ—a fact

for religious exi)erienco but probably incapable

of expression as a complete philosophical dogma.
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But strength comes from God through the glorified

Christ (or through the Spirit), this vital union with

God b(>ing a Christian fundamental. These two
lines are in large degree independent, and the selec-

tion of the proportions profitable to a given soul is

the task of the pastor. (2) That human effort is

an ess(mtial in salvation is not to be denied in the

face of all the NT evidence, esj). St . Paul taken as

a whole. And yet no one with the faintest con-

cej^tiou of what religion means would think of

coming before; Crod to cltiim merit. Here the ]nirely

intellectual discussions of the subject and its jisy-

chological course in the soul rim in different chan-
nels, and "anti-synergistic" arguments are really

based on attempts to petrify psychological expe-

rience into terms of ])ure dogma. (3) Still more
true is this of attemi)ts to describe mathematically
the steps in salvation—the ordo sdlutis of the older

dogmatics—for this diff(U's with different souls.

In ])articular, NT data are lacking for the develo])-

ment of the individual born of Christian i)arents in

a Christian country. (4) Further, the social side

of salvation is an essentially Christian doctrhie and
cannot be detached from the corporate life of the
Christian church. Salvation from temporal evils is

equally, if secondarih'. Christian. Nationalism in

salvation is at present much in the background.
But it is as true today as it was in ancient Israel

that the sins of a nation tend to harm the souls of

even those who have not participated actively in

those sins.

Literature.—The literature of salvation is virtually
the literature of theology (see iiiulcr sei)arat(; arts.,

Ato\i;mi;xt; Justification; Sanctification ; Person
OF Christ; .JohannineTh kology; Pauline Theology,
etc), i)ut a few recent works may be mentioned. In-
disi)ensable are the works of Stevens, The Christian
Doctrine of Salvation and The Pauline Thrologi/. Gar-
vie's Romana in the "New Century" sorites sliould l)e

used as a supplement to any otlier comm. on Kom. The
juridical tlicory lias as its l)est defence in KiiK- Denney's
The Death of Chrixt. Tile et hical theory is l:)est presented
in the works of P)u Bose, The Gospel in the Gospels, The
Gospel according to St. Paul, and Hiuh-Priesthood and
Sacrifice (Sanday's Expos reviews of tlie two former, rc-
priiili'd in The Life of Christ in Recent Research, should be
read in any case).

Burton Scott E.vston
SAMAEL, sam'a-el: AV =RV Salamiel (q.v.).

SAMAIAS, sa-ma'j-as (2a(xaias, Satnalas):

(1) One of the "captains over thousands" promi-
nent at the Passover of Josiah (1 Esd 1 9) = "She-
rnaiah" in 2 Ch 35 9.

(2) One of the heads of families of the sons of

Adonikam who returned with Ezra (1 Esd 8 39) =
"Shcmaiah" in Ezr 8 13.

(3) One of the "men of understanding" whom
Ezra commissioned to obtain from Loddeus, the

captain, men to execute the priest's office (1 Esd
8 44) = "Shemaiah" in Ezr 8 16 (AV Mamaias).

(4) AV=RV "Shemaiah the great," a kinsman
of Tobit and father of Ananias and Jonathan (Tob
5 13). S. .Angus

SAMARIA, sa-ma'ri-a, CITY OF (^]^'^^Ci^Sl
, sho^W-

ron; 2afj.dp£ia, Samdrcia, Seixepcov, Scmeron, and
other forms)

:

(1) Shechem was the first capital of the Northern
Kingdom (1 K 12 25). Jeroboam seems later to

have removed the royal residence to Tirzah (14 17).

After the brief reigns of Elah and Zinu-i came that

of Omri, who reigned 6 j'ears in Tirzah, then he
purcliased the hill of Samaria and built a cit y there;,

which was tluinceforward the metropolis of the khig-

dom of Israel (16 24). Here the hill tmd the city

are said to have been named after Shemer, the origi-

nal owner of the land. There is nothing intrinsi-

cally improbat)le in this. It might naturally be
derived from shumar, and the name in the sense of

"outlook" would fitly apply to a city in such a
commanding j)osition. The residence, it was also

theburying-place, of the kings of Israel (1 K 16 28;
22 37; 2 K 10 35; 13 9.13; 14 16).

Toward the western edge of the Ephraimite up-
lands there is a broad fertile hollow called Wddy
csh-Sha^ir, "valley of barley." From the midst of

it rises an oblong hill to a height of over 300 ft., with
a level toji. The sid<>s are stee]), esp. to the S.

The greatest length is from E. to W. The sur-

roundnig mountains on three sides are much higher,

and arc; W(>11 clad with olives and vineyards. To
the \\'. tlie hills are lower, and from the crest a wide
view is obtained over the Plain of Sharon, with the

yellow ribbon of sand th;it marks the coast line, and
the white foam on the tumbling billows; while
away l)evond stn^tch the blue waters of 1h(> Medi-
terranean. On the eastern end of the hill, sur-

rounded by olive and cactus, is the modern village

of t<( ha.slij/ch, under which a low neck of land con-

nects the hill with the eastern sloi)(>s. The ])osition

Ruins in Samaria.

is oiu; of great charm and beauty; and in days of

ancient warfare it was one of remarkable strength.

While it was overlooked from three sides, the battle-

ments crownhig the steep slopes were too far off to

be reached by missiles from the only artillery known
in those times—the sHng and the catapult. For
besiegers to attempt an assault at arms was only to

court disaster. The methods adopted by her ene-
mies show that they relied on famine to do their

work for them (2 K 6 24 f, etc). Omri displayed

excellent taste and good judgment in the choice he
made.
The city wall can be traced in almost its entire

length. Recent excavations conducted by Ameri-
can archaeologists have uncovered the foundations
of Omri's palac-e, with remains of the work of Ahab
and of Herod (proba)>ly here was Ahab's ivory

palace), on the western end of the hill, while on the

western slope the gigantic gateway, flanked by
massive towers, has been exposed to view.

Under the influence of Jezebel, Samaria naturally

became a center of idolatrous worship. Ahab
"reared up an altar for Baal in the house of Baal,

which he had built in Samaria. And Ahab made the

Asherah" (1 K 16 32 f). Jehoram his s(m put
away the pillar of Baal (2 K 3 2), and within the

temi)le Jehu made an end at once of the instruments
of idolatry and of the ])riests (10 19 f). There are

many ])rophetic references to the enormities prac;-

tised here, and to their inevitable conseniuences

(Isa 8 4; 9 9; 10 9; 28 1 ff; 36 19; Jer 23 13;

Ezk 23 4; IIos 7 1; 13 16; Am 3 12; Mic 1 6,

etc).

Under i)ressure of Damascus Omri conceded to the
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Syrians tho right to "make streets in Samaria" fl K
20 34).

^

lk>n-h;id;i(l II hesiefied the eitv, hut sufTcwd
Ignominious defeat (20 1-21; Jos, Avt, VHI, xiv,
If). Persistent attemi)ts by the Syrians to reaeh
the city in the tim(> of Jehoram were frustrated by
P:hsha (2K6Sff; Jos, Ant, IX, iv, 3). At
length, however, Bcn-hadad again invested the city,
anci the besieg(>d w(Te reduced to dire straits, in
which, urged by famine, scenes of awful horror were
enacted (2 K 6 24 ff). A mysterious panic seized
the Syrians. Their deserted camp was discovered
by despairing l(>])crs who carried the good news to
t lie famished cit izens of the pl(-nt v 1 o be found there.
Pr()bal)iy m the throat of the great west(>rn gateway
occuitcmI tlie cru.sh m which the incredulous captain
was trami)I(>d to death (ch 7; Jos, Anl, IX, iv, 5).

Hero the 70 sons of Ahab were slain by Jehu in
the general d(\struction of the house of Ahab (2 K
10 1 ff). In Samaria, the ChronicI(>r tells us, Aha-
zmh in vain hid from Jehu (2 Ch 22 9; cf 2 K 9
27). Pekah brought hither much sj^oil from Jerus
and many captives, whom, at the instanc(> of the
prophet Oded, he released (2Ch288ff). The
siege of Samaria was begun by Shalmaneser in the
7th year of Iloshea, and the city was finally taken
by Sargon II at the end of 3 years, 722 BC (2 K 17
5f; 18 Of; Ant, IX, xiv, 1). This marked the
downfall of the Northern Kingdom, the people
bcmg transported by the conqueror. That this
was not done m a thoroughgoing way is evident
from the fact recordeti in the inscriptions that two
years later the country liad to be subdued again.
Colonists were brought from other jiarts to take the
places of the exiles (2 K 17 24; Ezr 4 10). Alex-
ander the Great took the city in 331 BC, killed many
of the inhabitants, and settled others in Shechem
replacing them with a colony of Syro-Macedonians!
He gave the adjoining country to the Jews (CAp,
II, 4). The city suffered at the hands of Ptolemy
Lagi and Demetrius Poliorcetcs, but it was still a
place of strength (Jos, .4///, XIII, x, 2) when John
Hyrcanus came against it in 120 BC. It was taken
after a year s siege, and the victor tried to destroy
the city utterly. His turning of the water into
trenches to undermine the foundations could only
refer to the suburbs under the hill. From the only
two sources, 'Ain Harun and 'Ain Kefr Rlma, to

u u n\^
^^^^ ^*^^^'"' ^^^ ^^'''^^^^ ^^^^^^ ""t rise to the

hill. Ihe "many fountains of water" which Ben-
jamin of Tudela says he saw on the top, from which
water enough could be got to fill the trenches are
certainly not to be seen today; and they have left
no trace behind them. The city was rebuilt by
Pompey and, having again fallen under misfortune
was restored by Gabinius (Jos, Ant, XIV, iv 4-
v 3; BJ I vii, 7; viii, 4). To Herod it owed the
chief splendor of its later days. He extended
strengthened and adorned it on a scale of great
magnificence, calling it Sebaste ( = Augusta) in
honor of the emperor, a name which survives in the
modern Schastiych. A temple also was dedicated
to Caesar. Its site is probably marked by the im-
pressive flight of steps, with the pedestal on which
stood the gigantic statue of Augustus, which recent
excavations have revealed. The statue, somewhat
mutilated, is also to be seen. Another of Herod's
temples W. of the present village was cleared out
by the same explorers. The remains of the great
doul)le-columned street, which ran round the upper
terrace of the hill, l)ear further testimony to the
splendor of this great buikler's work (Jos Ant XV
u' ^i, ',T'',

'''
Z^-^' ^' ^^'' 2)- It was here' that

Herod kiHed i)erhaps the only human being whom he
ever really loved, his wife Mariamne. Here also

^'^^^il^; P«r'*cd by his hand (Jos, Ant, XV, vii
5-7; XVI, in, 1-3; xi, 7).

'

It IS commonly thought that this city v/as the
scene of Philip's pr(;aching and the events that
followed recorded in Acts 8, but the absence of tlie
def. art. m ver 5 makes this doubtful. A Rom
colony was settled here by Septimius Severus.
I'rom that time little is known of the history of the
city; nor do we know to what the final castastrophe
was due. It became the seat of a bi.shopric and
was rej)resente(i in the councils of Nicaea, Con-
stantinople and Chalcedon. Its bishop attended
the Synod of Jerus in ,53() AD.
The Church of St. John, a Crusading structure

beside the modern village, is now a Moshsm mosque.
It IS the traditional burying-place of John the Bap-
tist s body.

_
(2) r, :^afidp€La, he Samdrcia: A town mentioned

in 1 AIucc 5 ()() as on the route followed by Judas
from the district of Hebron to the land of the Philis,
The name is probably a cl(«rical error. The margin
reads Alarisa, and probably the place intended is
Alareshah, the site of which is at Tell Sandahannah,
about a mile S. of Beit Jihrin. W. Ewing

SAMARIA, COUNTRY OF ("iTaiZJ, shom^run;
T) SaixaptiTis X"pa. he Hamareitis chura): The name
of the city was transferred to the country of which
It was the caphal, so that Samaria became synony-
mous with the Northern Kingdom (1 K l3 32;
Jer 31 5, etc). The extent of territory covered by
tills appellation varied greatly at different periods.
At hrst It included the land held by Israel E. of the
Jordan, Galilee and Alt. Ei^hraim, with the north-
ern part of Benjamin. It was shorn of the eastern
portion by the conquest of Tiglath-pileser (1 Ch
5 26). Judah probably soon absorl)ed the terri-
tory of Dan in the S. In NT times Samaria had
shrunk to still smaller dimensions. Then the
country W. of the Jordan was divided into three
portions: Judaea in the S., Galilee in the N., and
Samaria in the middle. Hie boundaries are givcm
in general terms by Jos (BJ, III, iii, 1, 4, 5). The
southern edge of the Plain of Esdraelon and the
lands of Scythopolis, the city of the Decapolis W. of
the Jordan, formed the northern boundary. It
reached S. as far as the toparchv of Acrabatta
(modern 'Akrabch), while on the border between
Samaria and Judaea lay the villages of Annath and
Borceos, the modern Khirbet 'Aina and BerkJt
about 15 miles S. of Nahliis. The Jordan of course
formed the eastern boundary. On the W . the coast
plain as far as Acre belonged to Judaea. The
country thus indicated was much more open to
approach than the high plateau of Judah with its
steep rocky^edges and difficult passes. The road
from the X. indeed was comparatively easy of
defence, following pretty closely the line of the
watershed. But the gradual descent of the land
to the W. with long, wide valleys, offered inviting
avenues from the plain. The great trade routes,
that to the fords of Jordan and the E., passing
through the cleft in the mountains at Shechem, and
those connecting Egypt with the N. and the N.E.,
traversed Samarian territory, and brought her into
constant intercourse with surrounding peoples.
The influence of the heathen religions to which she
was thus exposed made a swift impression upon her,
eading to the corruptions of faith and life that
heralded her doom (Jer 23 13; Hos 7 1 ff, etc).
The Assyrians came as the scourge of God (2 K 17
5-23). Their attack centered on the capital. Shal-
maneser began the siege, and after three years the
city^ fell to Sargon II, his successor. With the fall
of Samaria the kingdom came to an end. F(jllow-
ing the usual Assyr policy, great numbers of the in-
habitants were deported from the conquered coun-
try, and their plac^es taken by men brought from
"Babylon, and from Cuthah, and from Avva, and
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from Ilamatli and Scpliarvaim," cities which had

ah-(nidy bowed to the Assyi- j)owcr (ver 24).

It appears from tlic Assjt inscriptions that the

number carried away was 27,290. The number
aft(n-ward d(>portcd from Judah was 200,000, and

then tlie poorest of the land were left to be vine-

dressers and husbandmen (2 K 25 12). It is evi-

dent that a similar policy must have been followed

in Samaria, as 27,290 could certainly not include

the whole population of the cities and the country.

But it would include the higher classes, and esp.

the i)riests from whom the victors would have most

to fear. The ]>oi)ulation therefore after the con-

(luest contained a large proportion of Israelites.

It was no doubt among these that Josiah exercised

his reforming energy (2 K 23 19 f; 2 Ch 34 6 f).

Here also must have been that ''rcnnnant of Israel,"

Manasseh and I'^phraim, who contributed for the

repair of the house of (iod (ver 9). These people,

left without their religious guides, mingling with

the heathen who had brought their gods and, pre-

sumal)ly, their i)riests with them, were apt to be

turncHl from the purity of their faith. A further

importation of pagan settlers took place under

Esar-haddon and Osnai)par (Ezr 4 9.10). The
latter is to be identifietl with Assur-bani-pal. What
the proportions of the different eloments in the pop-

ulation were, there is now no means of knowing.

That there was some intermarriage is probable;

but liaving regard to racial exolusiveness, we may
suppose that it was not common. When the Jews
deny to them any relation to Israel, and call them
Cuthaeans, as if they were the descendants purely

of the heathen settlers, the facts just mentioned
should be borne in mind.

After the Assyr concjuest we are told that the

people suffered from lions (2 K 17 25). Jos {AnI,

IX, xiv, 3) says ''a plague seized upon them." In

accordance with the ideas of the time, the strangers

thought this due to the anger of tlie tutelary deity

of the land, because they worshipped oth(>r gods in

his territory, while neglecting him. Ignorant of

his special ritual ("manner"), they petitioned the

Assyr king, who sent one (Jos says "some") of the

priests who had been carried away to teach them
"how they sliould fear the Lord." How much is

imi)lied in tliis "fearing of the Lord" is not clear.

They continued at the same time to serve their own
gods. There is nothing to show that the Israelites

among them fell into their idolatries. The interest

of these in the temple at Jerus, the use of which
they may now have shared with the Jews, is proved
by 2 Ch 34 9. In another place we are told that

four score men "from Sliechem, from Shiloh, and
from Samaria," evidently Israelites, were going up
with their offerings to the hou.se of the Lord (Jer

41 5). Once the people of the country are called

Samaritans (2 K 17 29). Elsewhere this name
has a purely religious significance. See Samari-
TAXS.
Of the history of Samaria under Assyr and Bab

rulers we know nothing. It reappears at the return

of the Jews under Pers auspices. The Jews refused

the i)roffered assistance of the Samaritans in rebuild-

ing the temple and the walls of Jerus (Ezr 4 1.3).

Highly offended, the latter sought to frustrate the

purpose of the Jews (vs 4ff; Neh 4 7ff; 1 Esd 2

16 it). That the Samaritans w(Te accustomed to

worship in Jerus is perhaps implied by one phrase

in the letter sent to the Pers king: "The; Jews that

came up from thee are come to un unto Jerus" (Ezr

4 12). Perhaps also they may be referred to in

6 21. Idolatry is not alleged against the "adver-

saries." We can hardly err if we ascribe the refusal

in some degree to the old antagonism between the

N. and the S., between Ephrahn and Judah. What-
ever the cause, it led to a wider estrangement and a

deeper bitterness. For tlie history of the people

and their temple; on Gerizim, see Sa.maritans.

Samaria, with Pal, fell to Alexander after the

battle of Issus. Antiochus the Gr(>at gave it to

Ptolemy Epiphanes, as the dowry of his daughter
Cleopatra (Jos, Ant, XII, iv, 1). John Hyrcaiuis

reduced and desolated the country (Jos, BJ , I, ii,

6 f). After varyhig fortunes Samaria became part

of the kingdom of Herod, at whose death it was
given to Archelaus (Jos, .4///, XVII, xi, 4; BJ, II,

vi, 3). When Ar(4ielaus was banislied it was joined

to the Rom province of Syria (Jos, ^4///, XVH,
xiii, 5; BJ, II, viii, 1).

Samaria is a country l)eautiful]y diversified with

mountain and hill, valley and ])lain. Tlu; olive

grows i)lentifully, and other fruit trees abound,
lliere is much excellent soil, and fine cro]).s of barley

and wheat are reaped annually. The vine also is

largely cultivated on the hill slopes. Remains of

ancient forests are found in ])arts. As Jos said,

it is not naturally watered by many rivers, but
derives its chi(>f moisture from rahi water, of which
there is no la(4v [BJ, III, iii, 4). He speaks also

of the excellent grass, by reason of which the cows
yield more milk than those in any other place.

There is a good road connecting N'ubliis with
JafTa; and by a road not quite so good, it is now
possible to drive a carriage from Jcn'us to Nazareth,
passing through Samaria. W. Ewin'c

SAMARITAN, sa-mar'i-tan, PENTATEUCH,
THE. See Pextateuch, The Samaritan.

SAMARITANS, sa-mar'i-tanz {Z^Zl'CV , shdm''-

ron'un; Sa(xap€iTai, Hamareitai, NT Sa(j.ap£TT]s

[sing.], »Sa?wjr(/e.s): The name "Samaritans" in 2 K
17 29 clearly apjjlies to the Isra(4itish inhabitants

of the Northern Kingdom. In subsequent history

it denotes a people of mixed origin, composed of the

peoples brought by the conqueror from Babylon
and elsewhere to take the ])lace8 of the expatriated

Israelites and those who were left in the land (722

BC). Sargon claims to have carried away only

27,290 of the inhabitants {KIB, II, 55). Doubtless
these were, as in the case of Judah, the chief men,
men of wealth and influence, iiududing all the

priests, the humbler classes being left to till the

land, tend the vineyards, etc. Hezekiah, who came
to the throne of Judah ])robably in 715 BC, could

still appeal to the tribes of Ephraim, Manasseh,
Issachar, Asher and Zebulun (2 Ch 30 5.10.11.

ISff); and the presence of these tribesmen is im-
j)lied in the narrative of Josiah's reformation (34

6f). Although the number of the colonists was
increased by Esar-haddon and Osnappar (Assur-

bani-pal, Ezr 4 2.9 f), the population, it is reason-

able to suppose, continued ])revailingly Israehte;

otherwise their religion would not so easily have
won the leading place. The colonists thought it

necessary for their own safety to acknowknlge Jeh,

in whose land thc^y dwelt, as one among the gods to

be feared (2 K 17 24 ff). In the intermixture

that followed "th(ur own gods" seem to have fallen

on evil days; and when the Samaritans asked per-

mission to share in building the tem])le under
Zerubbabel, they claimed, ap])arently with a good
conscience, to serve God and to sacrifice to Him as

the Jews did (Ezr 4 1 f). Whatever ju.stification

there was for this claim, their ])rorfered fri(>ndship

was turned to deadly hostility by the blunt refusal

of their request. The old enmity between north
and south no doubt intensified the quarrel, and the

antagonism of Jew and Samaritan, in its bitterness,

was destined to pass into a proverb. The Samari-
tans set themselves, with great temporary success,

to frustrate the work in which they were not per-

mitted to share (Ezr 4 4 ff: Neh 4 7 fT. etc>.
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From the strict administration of tlio Law in

,J(Tus malcontents found tlicir way to the freer a1-

mos|)liere of Samaria. Aiuoitj;' tliese reneuades was
Manasseh, hrotlier of tlie hijiii i)riest, who had mar-
ried a daughter of Sanl)ailat, the I'ers jiovernor of

Samaria. According to Jos, Sanhallat, witli the

sanction of Alexanchn- the (!reat, huih- a temi)le for

the Samaritans on Alt. (ierizim, of wliich Manasseh
))ecanu> liigli jiriest (.1///, XI, vii, 2; viii, 2 ffj.

Jos, however, ])laces Manasseh a century too late.

He was a contemporary of J']zra and Xelicmiah
(Xeh 13 2S).

When it suited their ])urpose the Samaritans
claimcMl relat ionshi]) with the Jews, asserting that

their roil of the I'ent was the oidy authentic copy (see

PEXTATErcH, The S,\m AiiiTA.N") ; they were ecjutdly

ready to deny all connection in tim(>s of stress, and
even to dedicate th(Mr temjile to a heathen deity

(Jos, ,4/;/, XII, V, 5). In 12S BC, John Ilyrcanus
destroyed the temple (XIII, i.x, 1). lu the time of

Christ the Samaritans were rulcnl by procau-ators

und(>r the Rom governor of Syria. Lapse of years
brought no lessening of the hatred betwe(>n Jews
and Samaritans {Ant, XX, vi, 1). To avoid insult

and injury at the hands of the latter, Jews from
(lalilee were accustomed to reach the feasts at Jems
by way of I'eraea. "Thou art a Samaritan, and
hast a demon" was an expression of oj^probrium
(Jii 8 48). Although Jesus forbade the Twelve to

go into any city of the Samaritans (Mt 10 5), the
parable of th(> Good Samaritan shows that ITis love

overl(>aix'd the boundaries of national hatred (Lk
10 30 ff; cf 17 10; Jn 4 9).

During the Jewish war Cercalis treated the Sa-
maritans with great severitv. On one occasion (()7

AD) he slaughtered 11,000 on Mt. Gerizim. For
some centuries they were found in considerable
numbers throughout the empire, east and west,

with t heir synagogues. They were noted as "bank-
ers" and m(mey-changcrs. For their anti-Christian

attitude and contluct Justinian inflicted terrible

vengeance on them. From t his the race seems never
to have recovered. Gradually dwindling, they
now form a small community in NCibliis of not
more than 200 souls. Their great treasure is their

ancient copy of the Law. See Samauia.

Ijitf.rature.—The best account of the Samaritans
is Milts, .Xdbliis and the Moilern Samaritans (Murray,
London); cf Monttioniery, The Samaritans (1907). A
goocl recent descriptioti l)y Rev. J. K. II. Thomson, D.D.,
of the Passover celebrated annually on Mt. Oerizim will
be found in I'EFS, 1U02, 82 If.

W. EWING
SAMATUS, sam'a-tus (SdjAaTos, Sdnialos) : One

of the sons of Ezora who ])ut away th(>ir "strange
wives" (1 E.sd 9 34). It is difhcult to say which,

if any, name it represents in '] Ezr 10 34 fT, where
no "sons of Ezora" are inserted betwe(>n "sons of

iiani" and "sons of Nebo": probably Shallum
(ver 42), but possibly Shemariah (ver 41).

SAMECH, sam'ek (D , mmekh): The 15th letter

of the Ileb ali)habet; transliterated in this Ency-
clopaedia as .s. It came to be used for the munb(>r
GO. For name, etc, see Alphabet.

SAMEIUS, sa-me'yus: AV = RV Sameus (q.v.).

SAMELLIUS, sa-mel'i-us (B, SafjieXXios, Samcl-
lu).s, A, SePe'XXios, ScbelUo.s, al SeixeXXios, ScnieUion;
A\' Semellius): "S. the scribe," one of those who
wrote a letter of protest to Artaxerxes against the
building of Jerus by the returned exiles (1 F^sd 2
10.17.25.30) = "Shimshai" in Ezr 4 8.

SAMEUS, sa-me'us (A and I'rilzsche, Safiaios,

Sama'ios, B, Oaixaios, T/uunaUis; AV Sameius)

:

One of the sons of limner who ])nt away their

"strang(> wives" (1 F]sd 9 21) = "Sheinaiah" (RVm
"Maaseiah") ol the sons of Harini in Ezr 10 21.

SAMGAR-NEBO, sam-gar-ne'bo (132 ^5^0,
s(nii(/(ir ti'lilio, a Bat) name) : An ofhcer of X'ebuchad-
nezzar, king of Babykni, who, according to the MT
of .ler 39 3, took his seat with other nobles in the
middle gate of Jerus after th(» Chaklaean army had
taken the chy. Schrader (COT, ii, 109) holds that
the name is a Hebraized form of the Assyr Sa>n-
(jirnahii ("be gracious, Nebo"), but Giesebrecht
{Coitun., 21 1) conjectiH'es for Samgar a corruption of

Sar-mag {s<ir-tii<igJi), e(iuival(>nt to Rab-mag {raJ)-

vi(i(jlt),w\\\v\\ implies virtual (littogra])hy. The num-
ber of variant readings (vxhibited by the L.XX seems
to conhrm tlu; belief that the text is corrupt. Nel)o
{iKihtt) is there join(>d with the i'oUowing Sarsechim
to agree with Xebushazban of ver 13. If the name
Samgar-nebo is correct, the; first X'ergal-sharez(T

should pei'haps be dr()])ped; we would then read:
"Samgar-nebo the Sar.sechim, Xebushazban th(»

Rab-saris [cf ver 13] and X'^ergal-sharezer the Rab-
mag" (Sayce). See Rab-mac;; Rab-sakis.

IToHACH J. W(n.F
SAMI, sa'ml: AV =RV Sabi (ci.v.).

SAMIS, sa'mis: AV =RV Someis (q.v.).

SAMLAH, sam'Ia (nb^pTT , samlah; 2aXa|x(i,

Salnnid): One of the kings of Edom, of the city of

Masrekah. He reigned before the Israelites had
kings (Gen 36 30.37; 1 Ch 1 47.48). The fact

that the city is mentioned in connection with the

name of the king suggests that Edom was a con-

federacy at this time and the chief city was the
metroj)olis of the w'hole country.

SAMMUS, sam'iis (A, 2a(Xfj.oiLPs, Sanunous,
B, 2a(i|A0v, S(i)nmuu): One of those who stood on
F'^zra's right hand as he exix)imd(>d the I>aw (1 E.sd

9 43) = "Shema" in Xeh 8 4.

SAMOS, sa'mos (Sdjios, .S«/»o.s, "height," "moun-
tain" [see Strabo 34(), 457]) : One of the most famous
of the Ionian islands, third in size among the group
which hicludes Lesbos, Chios (q.v.) and Cos (ci-v.).

It is situated at the mouth of the bay of F^phesus,

between the cities of Ephesus and Miletus (q.v.),

and separated from the mainland of Ionia by the
narrow strait where the Greeks met and con(]uered

the Pers fleet in the battle of Mycale, 479 BC
(Herod. ix.lOO fT). The surface of the island is very
rugged and mountainous, Mt. Kerki (modern name)
rising to a height of 4,700 ft., and it was due to this

that the island received its name (see above; see

also Samothhace).
Samos was renowned in antiquity as one of the

noted centers of Ionian luxury, and reached its

zenith of jn'osperity under the rule of the famous
tyrant Polycrates (533-522 BC), who matle himself

master of the Aeg(>an S(»a. He carried on trade

with Egyi)t, and his hitercourse with that countrv,

his friend-shii) with Amasis, the famous "ring" story

and the revolting manner of the death of Polyc-

rates are all told hi one of the most interesting

stories of Herodotus (Herod, iii.39 ff).

In 84 BC, the island was johied to the province

of Asia, and hi 17 BC it became a ciuitns libera,

through the favor of Augustus (Dio Cass. Iiv.9;

Pliny, NH, v.37). Both Marcus Agrippa and Herod
visited the island; and accordhig to Jos (Ant,

XVI, ii, 2; BJ, I, xxi, 11) "bestowed ii great many
benefits" on it. In the Apoc, Samos is mentioned
among the places to which Lucius, consul of the

Romans, wrote, asking their good will toward the

Jews (1 Mace 15 23).
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111 the NT, Paul touched here, after passing Chios
(q.v.), on his return from his third missionary
journey (Acts 20 L5). In TR, we find in this pas-
sage Kat fielvavTes iv TpwyvWiif, kill 7)ieinantes en
TroguUio ("and havnig nunained in Trogylhvnn").
This reading is wanting in the oldest, IMSS, and
may be a sort of gloss, or explanation, due to the
technical use of pdrabullcin, "to touch land" (cf Jos,

Ant, XVni, vi, -i), and not necessarily "to make a
landing." Trogyllium lay on the mainland oj)posite

Samos, at the end of the ridge of Mycale. Still

there is no particular reason why this reading should
be supported, esp. as it is not found in the earliest

of authorities. Soden's 1913 text, however, retains
the reading in brackets.

TviTioRATURE.—Tozer, Islnruls of the Aegean (1800).
Hcrociotus and Pausanias have rather full accounts of
Sainos, and Eiic Brit (11th ed) ^ivcs a good bibliography
of worlds both ancient and modern.

AUTIITR .1. KtXSELLA
SAMOTHRACE, sam'6-thras (2a|j.oepaKii, Sdmo-

thrdke, "the Thracian Samos"; AV Samothracia,
sam-6-thra'sha; the island was formerly Dardania;
for change of name see Pausanias vii.4,3; Strabo
\.4r)7, and for a full discussion Conze, Hauser and
Henndorf, Neue Untersiirhuiigen auf S., 1H80): An
island in the Aegean Sea, S. of Thrace opjwsite
the mouth of the Hebrus River, and N.W. of Troas.
The island is mountainous, as the name indicat(>s
(see S.\MOs), and towers above Imbros when viewed
from the Trojan coast. The summit is about a mile
high. It is mentioned in ihc Iliad (xiii.l2) as the scat
of Poseidon and referred to by Virgil Acneid vii.208.
The island was always famous for sanctity, and the

seat of a cult of the Cabeiri, which Herodotus (ii.51

)

says was derived from the Pelasgian inhabitants
(see also Aristophanes, Pax 277). The mysteries
connected with the worship of these gocls later
rivaled the famous mysteri(>s of Eleusis, and both
Philip of Macedon and Olympias his wife were
initiated here (Pint. Alex. 3).

Probably because of its sacred character the
island did not figure to any extcnit in history, but
in the expedition of X(;rxes in 4S0 BC, one ship at
least of the Samothracian conting(>nt is mentioneci
as conspicuous in the battle of Salamis.
The famous "Mctory of Samothrace" (now in

the Louvre) was set up here by Demetrius Polior-
c(>tes c 300 BC, and was discovered in 1<S()3. Since
that time (1873-75), the Austrian government
carried on extensive excavations (see Conze, Hauser
and Benndorf, op. cit.).

In the NT the island is mentioned in Acts 16 11.

From Troas, Paul made a straight run to Samo-
thrace, and the next day sailed to Neapolis (((.v.)

on the Thracian coast, the port of Philippi ((}.v.).

At the northern end of S. was a town where the ship
could anchor for the night, and on the return jour-
ney (Acts 20 6) a landing may have been matle,
but no details are given. Pliny characterizes the
island as b(!ing most difficult for anchorage, but
because of the hazards of sailing by night, the an-
cient navigators always anchonMl somewhere if

po.ssible.

LiTERATUKE.—Scc undcr Samos.
Arthur J. Kixsella

SAMPSAMES, samp'sa-mez (2tt(i\j/d|iTis, Sain-
psumes): A ])lace mentioned ni 1 Mace 15 23,
usually identified with Samsun, on the coast of the
Black Sea. Vulg, with RVm, has "Lampsacus."

SAMSON, sam'sun ("illJptJ, s/mns/to7i, derived

probably from tjpip , sJumiesh, "sun," with the

diminutive ending y\-, -On, meaning
1. Name "little sun" or "sunny," or jx'rhaps

"sun-man"; 2a|i\|/wv, Sampson; Lat
and Eng. Samson): His home was near Beth-

shemesh, which means "house of th(> sun." Com-
pare the similar formation "^Tl'^C , shin/.shay (Ezr 4
8.9.17.23).

Samson was a judge, perhai)s the last before
Samuel. He was a Nazirite of the tribe of Dan

(Jgs 13 5) ; a man of ])rodigious
2. Charac- strengtli, a giant and a gymnast—the
ter Heb Hercules, a strange champion for

Jeh! He intensely hated the Philis
who had oppressed Israel some 40 yeara (13 1),

and was willing to fight them al(me. He seems to
have been actuated by little less than jx'rsonal
vengeance, yet hi the NT he is named among the
heroes of faith (He 11 32), and was in no ordinary
sense an OT worthy. He was good-natured, sar-
castic, full of humor, and fought with his wits as
well as with his fists. Milton has graphically por-
trayed his character in his tlramatic ])oem Sammn
Agnnistcs (1G71), on which Handel built his ora-
torio iSamson (1743).

The story of S.'s life is unique among the l)iog-

raphies of the OT. It is related in Jgs 13-16.
Like Isaac, Sanniel and John the Baj)-

3. Story of tist, he was a ciiild of ]:)rayer (13 8.12).
His Life To ALuioah's wife the angel of Jeh

appearetl twice (13 3.9), directing
that the child which should be born to them should
be a Nazirite from the womb, and that he would
'hcginjo save Israel out of the hand of the Philis"
(13 5.7.14). The sjjirit of J(>h first began to move
him in Mahaneh-dan, between Zorah and Eshtaol
(13 25). On his arriving at manhood, five renuirk-
able circumstances are recorded of him.

(1) Ilis marriage with a Phili woman of Timnah
(ch 14). Hisparentsobjectedto thealliance (14 3),
but S.'s motive in marrying her was that he "sought
an occasion against the Philis." At the wedding
feast _S. propounded to his guests a riddle, wagering
that if they guessed its ans\v(>r he would give them
30 changes of raiment. Dr. Moore felicitously

renders the text of the riddle thus:

'Out of the eater came something to eat.
And out of the strong came something sweet' (14 14).

The Philis threatened the life of his bride, and she
in turn wrung from S. the answer; whereupon he
retorted (in Dr. Moore's version)

:

'If with my heifer ye did not ploiigli,
Ye had not found out my riddle, I trow' (14 18).

Accordingly, in revenge, S. went down to Ash-
kelon, slew some 30 men, and paid his debt; he
even went home without his wife, and her father to
save her from shame gave h(>r to S.'s "best man"
(14 20). It has been suggested by W. 11. Smith
{Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, 70-76)
that S. did not from the first intend to take his
bride to his home, his marriage being what is known
among the Arabs as a Qadikat, or gift marriage, by
which is meant that the husband becomc'S a part
of the wife's tribe. This assumes that the social
relations of the Hebrews at that time were; matri-
archate, the wife remaining with her familv, of
which custom tlusre are other traces in the OT, the
husband mer(>ly visiting the wife from time to time.
But this is not so obvious in S.'s case in view of
his picjue (,14 19), atid esp. in view of his parents'
objection to his marrying outside of Israel (14 3).

Not knowing that his bride had been given by her
father to his fricuid, S. w(>nt down to Tinmah to
visit lK>r, with a kid; when he discov(>r(>d, how-
ever, that he had been taken advantage of, he went
out and caught 300 jackals, and putting firebrands
between every two tails, lu; burned uj) the grain
fields and olive yards of the Philis. The Philis,

however, showed they could play with fire, too, and
burned his wife and her father. Thereupon, S.
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smote the Philis in revenge, "hip and thigh" (15
1-8).

(2) When he escaped to Etam, an almost vertical
rock cliff in Judah (by some identified with \\raq
Ismain) not far from Zorah, S.'s home, the Philis
invaded Jiidah, encamped at Lehi above Etam, and
demanded the surrender of their arch-enemy. Th(!
men of Judah were willing to hand S. over to the
Philis, and accordingly went down to the cliff Etam,
bound S. and brought him up where the Philis were
encamped (15 9-13). When S. came to Lcshi the
Philis slK)uted as they met him, whereupon the
spirit of J eh came mightily uj^on him, so that he
broke loose from the two new ropes with which the
3,000 men of Judah had bound him, and seizing a
fresh jawbone of an ass he smote with it 1 ,000 men of
the Philis, boasting as he did so in pun-like poetry,
'With the jawbone of an ass, m-ass upon m-ass';
or, as Dr. Moore translates the passage, 'With the
bone of an ass, I ass-ailcd my ass-ailants' (15 16).
At the same time, S. reverently gave Jeh the glory
of his victory (15 l.S). S. being thirsty, Jeh provided
water for him at a place called En-hakkore, or
"Partridge Spring," or "the Spring of the Caller"

—

another name for partridge (15 17-19).

(3) S. next went down to Gaza, to the very
stronghold of the Philis, their chief city. There
he saw a harlot, and, his passions not being under
control, he went in unto her. It was soon noised
about that S., the Heb giant, was in the city. Ac-
cordingly, the Philis laid wait for him. But S.

arose at midnight and laid hold of the doors of the
gate and their two posts, and carried them a full

quarter of a mile up to the top of the mountain that
looketh toward Hebron (16 1-3).

(4) From Gaza S. betook himself to the valley
of Sorek where he fell in love with another Phili

woman, named Delilah, through whose machina-
tions he lost his spiritual power. The Phili lords
bribed her with a very large sum to deliver him
into their hands. Three times S. deceived her as
to the secret of his strength, but at last he explains
that he is a Nazirite, and that his hair, which has
never been shorn, is the secret of his wonderful
power. J. G. Frazer {Golden Bough, III, 390 ff) has
shown that the belief that some mysterious power
resides in the hair is still widespread among savage
peoples, e.g. the Fiji Islanders. Thus S. fell. By
disclosing to Delilah this secret, he broke his cove-
nant vow, and the Spirit of God departed from him
(16 4-20). The Philis laid hold on him, put out
his eyes, brought him down to Gaza, bovmd him
with fetters, and forced him to grind in the prison
house. Grinding was women's work! It is at this
point that Milton catches the picture and writes,

"Eyeless in Gaza, at the mill with slaves."

Howbeit, the hair of his head began to grow again;
but his eyes did not! (16 21.22).

(5) The final incident recorded of S. is in con-
nection with a great sacrificial feast which the
Phili lords gave in honor of Dagon, their god. In
their joyous celebration they sang in rustic rhythm:

'Our god has given us into our hand
The foe of our land.
Whom even our most powerful band
Was never able to withstand' (16 24).

This song was accompanied probably, as Mr.
Macahster suggests, by hand-clapping {Gezer, 129).
When they became still more merry, they called
for S. to play the buffoon, and by his pranks to
entertain the assembled multitude. The house of
Dagon was full of people; about 3,000 were upon
the roof beholding as S. made sport. With the new
growth of his hair his strength had returned to him.
The dismantled giant longed to be avenged on his
adversaries for at least one of his two eyes (16 28).

He prayed, and Jeh heard his j)rayer. Guided by
his attendant, h(! took hold of the wooden posts of
the two middle pillars upon which the portico of the
house rested, and slipi)ing them off their pedestals,
the house fell upon the lords and upon all the people
that were therein. "So the dead that he slew at his
death were more than they that he slew in his lif(;"

(16 29.30). His kinsmen came and carried him
up and buried him near his boyhood home, between
Zorah and Eshtaol, in the family burying-ground
of his father. "And he judged Israel twenty years"
(16 31).

The story of Samson is a faithful mirror of his times:
"Every man did tliat whicli was right in his own eyes"

(17 6; 21 25). There was no king in
4. Histori- those days, i.e. no central government.
ro\ Valiio Each tribe was separately occupied driving
v-ai vaiue out their individual enemies. For 40

years the Philis had oppressed S.'s tribal
compatriots. Tlieir suzerainty was also recognized by
Judah (14 4; 15 11). S. was the hero of his tribe. The
general historicity of his story cannot be impeached on
the mere ground of improbability. His deeds were those
which woidd most naturally be expected from a giant,
filled with a sense of justice. He received the local
popularity which a man of extraordinary prowess would
naturally be given. All peoples glory in their heroes.
The theory that the record in Jgs 13-16 is based
upon .some "solar myth" is now generally abandoned.
That there are incidents in his career which are diffi-
cult to explain, is freely granted. For example, that
he killed a lion (14 6) is not without a parallel; David
and Benaiah did the same (1 S 17 34-36; 2 S 23 20).
God always inspires a man in the line of his natural en-
dowments. That God miraculously supplied his thirst
(15 19) is no more marvelous than what God did for
Hagar in the wilderness (Gen 21 19). That S. carried
off the doors of the gate of Gaza and their two posts,
bar and all, must not confound us till we know more
definitely their size and the distance from Gaza of the
hill to which he carried them. The fact that he pulled
down the roof on which there were 3,000 men and women
is not at all impossible, as Mr. Macalister has shown.
If we suppose that there was an immense portico to
the temple of Dagon, as is quite possible, which was
supported by two main pillars of wood resting on bases
of stone, like the cedar pillars of Solomon's house (1 K
7 2), all that S., therefore, necessarily did, was to push
the wooden beams so that their feet would slide over
the stone base on which they rested, and the whole por-
tico would collapse. Moreover, it is not said that the
whole of the 3,000 on the roof were destroyed (16 30).
Many of those in the temple proper probably perished
in the number (R. A. S. Alacalister, Bible Side-Lighta
from the Mound of Gezer, 1906, 127-38).

Not a few important and suggestive lessons are
deducible from the hero's life: (i) S. was the object

of parental solicitude from even before
5. Religious his birth. One of the most suggestive
Value and beautiful prayers in the OT is that

of Manoah for guidance in the train-

ing of his yet unborn child (13 8). Whatever our
estimate of his personality is, S. was closely linked
to the covenant. (2) He was endowed with the
Spirit of Jeh—the spirit of per.sonal patriotism, the
spirit of vengeance upon a foe of 40 years' standing
(13 1.25; 14 6 19; 15 14). (3) He also prayed, and
Jeh answered him, though in judgment (16 30).
But he was prodigal of his strength. S. had spirit-

ual power and performed feats which an ordhiary
man would h;irdly perform. But he was uncon-
scious of his high vocation. In a moment of weak-
ness he yieldecl to Dehlah and divulged the secret
of his strength. He was careless of his personal
endowment. He did not realize that physical en-
dowments no less than spiritual are gifts from God,
and that to retain them we must be obedient. (4)

He was passionate and therefore weak. The ani-

mal of his nature was never curbed, but rather ran
unchained and free. He was given to sudden fury.

S. was a wild, self-willed man. Passion ruled. He
could not resist the blandishments of women. In
short, he was an overgrown schoolboy, without self-

mastery. (5) He accordingly wrought no per-
manent deliverance for Israel; he lacked the spirit

of cooperation. He undertook a task far too great
for even a giant single-handed. Yet, it must be
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allowed that S. paved the way for Savil and David.
He began the deliverance of Israel from the Philis.

Ho must, therefore, be judged according to his

times. In his days there was unrestrained indi-

vidual in(lei)endence on every side, each one doing
as he pleased. S. differed from his contemporaries
in that he was a hero of faith (He 11 32). He was
a Nazirite, and therefore dedicated to God. He
was given to revenge, yet he was ready to sacrifice

himself in order that his own and his peoi)le's

enemies might be overthrown. He was willing to
lay down his own life for the sake of his fellow-

tribesmen—not to save his enemies, however, but
to kill them. (Cf Mt 5 43 f ; Rom 5 10.)

LiTERATuuE. — (1) Comms. on Jgs, notably those by
G. F. Moore, ICC, 1895; Budde, Kurzer Ilaiidkom-
mentar, 1897; Nowack, llandkommentar, 1900; E. L.
Curtis, The Bible for Home and School, 1913; Bachniann,
18()8; Kcil, 1SG2; Farrar in Ellicott's Comm.; Watson,
Expositor's Bible. (2) Arts, on "Samson" in the various
Bible Diets, and Encs; in particular those by Budde,
HDB; C. W. Emmet, m 1-vol HDB; S. A. Cook, New
Enc Brit; Davis, Diet, of the Bible.

George L. Robinsox
SAMUEL, sam'ii-el (bS^TClT

, sh'mxl'el; Saniov^X,

Samoutl): The word "Samuel" signifies "name of
(!()([," or "his name is El" (God). Other inter-
{)rctations of the name that have been offered are
almcjst certainly mistaken. The play upon the
name in 1 S 1 20 is not intended of course to be
an explanation of its meaning, but is similar to the
play upon the name Moses in Ex 2 10 and fre-

quently elsewhere in similar instances. Thus l)y

the addition of a few letters sh^mu'el becomes shd'iil

me' el (bi^TOTT, bXT? b^S^J)
, "asked of God," and

recalls to the mother of Samuel the circumstances of
the Divine gift to her of a son. Outside of the 1st
Book of S the name of the great judge and prophet
is found in Jer 15 1; Ps 99 6 and in 1 and 2 Ch.
The reference in Jer seems intended to convey the
same impression that is given by the narrative of
1 S, that in some sense Samuel had come to be
regarded as a second Moses, upon whom the mantle
of the latter had fallen, and who had been once
again the deliverer and guide of the people at a great
national crisis.

The narrative of the events of the life of Samuel
api)ears to be derived from more than one source

(see Samuel, Books of). The narra-
1. Sources tor had before him and made use of
and Char- biographies and traditions, which he
acter of the combined uiio a snigle consecutive
History history. The completed picture of the

prophet's position and character which
is thus presented is on the whole harmonious and
consistent, and gives a very high imprc^ssion of his

])iety and loyalty to Jeh, and of the wide influence
for good which he exerted. There are divergences
apparent in detail and standpoint between the
sources or traditions, some of w^hich may probably
be due merely to misunderstanding of the true
nature of the events recorded, or to the failure of
the modern reader rightly to appreciate the exact
circumstances and time. The greater jiart of the
narrative of the life of Samuel, however, appears
to have a single origin.

In the portion of the general history of Israel
contained in 1 S are narrated the circumstances of

the future })rophet's birth (ch 1); of
2. Life his childhood and of the custom of his

parents to make annual visits to the
sanctuary at Shiloh (2 11.18-21.26); of his vision,

and the universal recognition of him as a projjhet
enjoying the special favor of Jeh (3—4 1). The
narrative is then interrupted to describe the conflicts

with the Philis, the fate of Eli and his sons, and the
capture of the ark of God. It is only after the

return of the ark, and api)areTitly at the close of the
20 years during which it was retained at Kiriath-
jearim, that Samuel again comes forward publich',
exhorting the people to re])entance and promising
th(>m deliverance from the I'hiJis. A summary
narrative is then given of the swmmoning of a na-
tional council at Alizpah, at which Samuel "judged
the children of Israel," and offered sacrifice to the
Lord, ajid of Jch's response in a great thunderstorm,
which 1(m1 to the defeat and panic-stric;ken flight of
the Philis. Then follows the narrative of the erec-

tion of a commemorative stone or pillar, Eben-ezer,
"the stone of help," and the recovery of the
Israehte cities which the Philis had captured (7
5-14). The narrator adds that the Philis came no
more within the border of Israel all the days of

Samuel (7 13); perhaj)s with an intentional refer-

ence to the trouljles and disasters of which this

people was the cause in the time of Said. A brief

general statement is appentled of Samiu^l's ]:)ractice

as a judge of going on annual circuit through the
land, and of his home at Ramah (7 15-17).

No indication is given of the length of time occu-
pied by these events. At their close, however,
Samuel was an okl man, and his sons who had been
ajjpointed judg(>s in his place or to help him in his

office i)roved th(!mselves unworthy (8 1-3). The
elders of the peoj)lc therefore came to Samuel de-
manding the appointment of a king who should l)e

his successor, and should judge in his stead. The
request was regarded by the ])rophet as an act of

disloyalty to Jeh, but his protest was overruled'
by Divine dircM'tion, and at Samuel's bidding the
people dispersed (8 4-22).
At this point the course of the narrative is again

interrupted to describe the family and origin of Saul,
his personal apjiearance, and the search for the lost

a.sses of his father (9 1-5) ; his meeting with Samuel
in a city in the land of Zuph, in or on the border of
the territory of Benjamin (Zu])h is the name of an
ancestor of Elkanah, the father of Samuel, in 1 S
11), a meeting of which Samuel had received Di-
vine pre-intimation (9 15 f); the honorable place
given to Saul at the feast; his anointing by Samuel
as ruler of Israel, together with the annoimcement
of three "signs," which should be to Saul assurances
of the reality of his appointment and destiny; the
si)irit of prophecy whi(;h took possession of the
future king, whc^reby is explained a proverbial say-
ing which classed Saul among the prophets; and
his silence with regard to what had passed between
him.self and Samuel on the subject of the kingdom
(9 G—10 16).

It is usually, and probably rightly, believed that the
narrative of these last incidents is derived from a differ-
ent source from that of the preceding chapters. Slight
dilfereiices of inconsistency or disagreement lie on the
surface. Samuel's home is not at Ramah, but a nameless
city in the land of Zuph, where he is priest of the high
place, with a local but, as far as the narrative goes, not
a national influence or reputation; and it Is anticipated
that he will require the customary present at the hands
of his visitors (9 6-8). He is described, moreover, not
as a judge, nor does he dtscharge judicial functions, but
expressly as a "seer," a name said to be an earlier title
equivalent to the later "prophet" (9 9.11.19). Apart,
how<!ver, from the apparently different position which
Samu(!l occupies, the tone and stylo of the narrative is

altogetlier distinct from tliat of the preceding chapters.
It suggests, both in its form and in the religious concei)-
tions wliich are assumed or implied, an older and less
elaborated tradition than that which has found expression
in the greater part of the book; and it seems to regard
events as it were from a more i)rimitive standpoint than
the highly religious and monotheistic view of the later
accounts. Its value as a witness to history is not im-
paired, but perhaps rather enhanced by its separate
and independent position. The writer or compiler of
1 S has inserted it as a whole in his completed narrative
at the point which he judged most suital)le. To the
same source should possibly be assigned tlie announce-
ment of Saul's rejection in 13 8-15o.

The course of the narrative is resumed at 10 17 ff,
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where in a second national assembly at Mizi)ah,

Saul is select (m1 hv lot aiul accepted by the peoi)le

as kins (10 17 24); after which the peoi)le dis-

persed, and Saul returned to his home at^ (lil)eah

(vs 'io-'iTj. At a. soieiim asseml)ly at (iil^ial, at

which the kin<2:sliip is a^ain formally conferred upon

Saul, Samuel dt-livered a farewell address to his

fellow-count rvmen. A thunderstorm terrified the

p(H)pl(>; thev"w(>re reassured, however, by Sanuiel

with promises of the i)rotection and favor of Jch,

if they contiimtHl to fear and serve Him (11 14—
12 'if)). Later the rejection of Saul for disobedi-

(>nce and i^resumption is amiounced by Samuel (13

S-loa). The conunissicm to destroy Ainalek is de-

livered to Saul by Samuel; and the n^jectioii of the

kins is again i)r()noanced because of his failure to

carry out tlio command. Agag is then slam by

Saniuel with his own hand; and, the latter havmg
returned to his homo at Ramah, the narrator adds

that, he remained tluTcin s(>clusi(m until the day of

his death, "mom-ninji" for Saul, but refusing to meet

him again (ch 15) . Finally t he doat h and burial of

Samuel at Ramah, together with the lamentation

of th(> peoi)le for him, ur(> bricifly recorded m 25

1, and r(>ferred to again in 28 ;^

Two incidents of Samuel's life remain, in which

he is brought into relation with the future king

David. No indicaticm of date or circumstance is

given except that the first incident apiKirently

fcjUows immediately ui)on the second and final re-

ject i(m of Saul as recorded in ch 15. In 16 1-13 is

narrated the commission of Samuel to anomt a

successor to Saul, and his fulfilment of the com-

missicm bv the choice of David the son of Jesse, the

Bethleh(>mite. And, in a hitcr chapter (19 18-24),

a second occasion is named on which the compelling

spirit of i)rophecy came ujion Saul, and again the

iiroverbial saving, "Is Saul also among the; proph-

ets?" is quoted (19 24; cf 10 11.12), and is appar-

ently regarded as taking its origin from this event.

The anointing of David by Samuel is a natural sequel

to his anoint iuK of Saul, when tlie latter has been rejected

and his authority and riglUs as king have ceased. 1 here

is notliiuK to detcruiiue al)solutely Avhether the narra-

tive is derived from the same source as the greater part

of the preceding history. Slight differences of style and

the api)areut presuppositions of the writer have led

most scliolars to tiie conclusion that it has a distinct and
separate origin. If so, the compiler of the Books of S

drew upon a third source for his narrative of the life of

the seer, a source which ther(> is no reason to regard as

other tlian (^finally authentic and rclial)le. \\ itli the

second incident related in 19 IS -24, tlie case is different.

It is hardly i)r()l)al)lo t hat so striking a proverl) was sug-

gested and pass(>d into currency independently on two
distinct occasions. It seems evident tliat here two inde-

pinident sources or authorities were used, which gave

hardly reconcilable accounts of the origm of a well-

knowii saying, in on(>- of which it has been mistakenly

attril)ut(-d to a similar but not identical occurrence in

the life of Saul. In the final composition of the book

both accounts were then inserted, without notice being

taken of the inconsistency which was apparent between

them.

Yet later in the history Samuel is represented as

appearing to Saul in a vision at Endor on the eve

of his death (28 11-20). The witch also sees the

prophet and is stricken with fear. He is described

as in appearance an old man "covered with a robe"

(ver 14). In characteristically grave and meas-

ured tones he repeats the sentence of death against

the king for his disobedience to Jeh, and announces

its execution on the morrow; Saul's sons also will

die with him (ver 19), and the whole nation will be

involved in the penalty and suffering, as they all

had a part in the sin.

The high place which Samuel occupies in the

thought of the writers and in the tradition and

esteem of the people is manifest throughout the

history. The difTerent sources from which the

narrative is derived are at one in this, although

perhaps not to an equal degree. He is the last
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and greatest of the judges, the first of the ])roph(>ts,

and inaugur.ates uiuler Divine direct ion the IsraeUle

kingdom and the Davidic line. It is

3. Charac- not without reason, th(>refore, that h(^

ter and In- has l)een regar(l(>d as in dignity and

fluence of importance occupying the jKisition of

Samuel a second Moses in relation to the

])eople. In his exhortations and warn-

ings the Deuteronomic discourses of Moses are

reflected and rep(>at(Ml. He delivers the nation

from the hand of t he Pliilis, as Moses from Pharaoh

and the Egyptians, and o})ens uj) for them a new
national era of i)rogre.ss and order under the rule;

of the kings whom they have desired. Thus, like

Moses, he clos(>s th(> old order, and establishes the

l)eople with brighter prosiiects upon more assured

foimdati(ms of national prosperity and greatness.

In nobility of character and utteraiice also, and in

fidelity to Jeh, Samuel is not unworthy to be placed

by the side of the older lawgiver. The record of his

life is not marred by any act or word which would

appear unworthy of his office or prerogative. And
the few reference's to him in the lat(>r literature (Ps

99 (i; Jer 15 1; 1 Ch 6 2S; 9 22; 11 3; 26 28;

29 2',); 2 Ch 35 IS) show how high was the estima-

tion in which his name and memory were held by

his fellow-countrymen in subsequent ages.

LiTER.\TURE.—The literature is given in the art.

Samif.l, Books of (q.v.).

\. S. (iKDlOX

SAMUEL, BOOKS OF:

I Pl^ce of the Books of S in- the IIeukew Canon
II. Contents of the Book.s and Peuiod of Iime

Covered by the History
iii. su.mmauy and analysis

1. Life of Samuel
2. Keign and Death of Saul
3. Reign of David

(1) In Hebron
(2) In .Jerusalem

4. Appendix
IV Sources of the History

Two Main and Independent Sources

V. Character and Date of the Sources
VI. Greek V'ersions of the Books of S

VIl'. Ethical and Religious Teachinc;
Literature

/. Place in the Canon.^ln the Ileb Canon and

enumeration of the sacred books of theOT, the two

Books of S were reckoned as one, and foriiied t he

third division of the Earlier Prophets (a^N^J-

n"^;ilJS"!, n'bhl'lm rl'shotdm). The one book bore

the title "Samuel" (bs^-affi ,
slfmu'cl), not because

Samuel was believed t o be the aut hor, but because his

life and acts formed the main theme of the book,

or at least of its earlier part. Nor was the Book of

S separated by any real division in subject-matter

or continuity of style from the Book of K, which

in the original form(>d a single book, not two as m
the Eng. and other modern VSS. The history was

carried forward without interruption; and the

record of the life of David, begun in S, w'as com-

pleted in K. This continuity in the narrative of

Isracdite history was made more; prominent in the

LXX, where the four books were com])rised under

one title and were known as the four "Books of the

Kingdoms" (/SiiSXot ^aaiXeiQv, hibloi bnsileidn).

This name was probably due to the translators or

scholars of Alexandria. The division into four

books, but not the Gr title, was then adopted m
the Lat tr, where, however, the influence of Jerome

secured the restoration of the Heb names, 1 and 2

S and 1 and 2 K (Regum). Jerome's example was

universally followed, and the fourfold division with

the Heb titles found a place in all subsequent VSS

of the OT Scriptures. Ultimately the distinction of

S and K each into two books was received also into

printed editions of the Heb Bible. This was done

for the first time in the edilio princeps of the Rab-

binic Bible, printed at Venice in 1516-17 AD.
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//. Contents and Period of the History.—Tho
narrative of the two Books of S covers a period of
about a hundred years, from the close of the un-
settk>d era, of lli(> Judges to the estahhshinent and
consoh(hitioii of tlie kingdom under David. It is

therefore a record of the chanf2;es, national and con-
stitutional, which accompanied this growth and
dev(>l()i)ment of the nati(mal life, at the close of
which t he Israelites found themselves a imitcMl people
under the rule of a kiiifi; to whom all owed alk'^iance,
controlled and f>;uided by more or I(>ss definitely
established institutions and laws. This may be
described as the gencn-al purpose and main theme
of the books, to trace the advance of the people
uiuler Divine s^iifl^nce to a state of settled pros-
l)erity and union in the promised land, and to give
I)rominence to the theocratic rule which was the
essential condition of Israel's life as the people of
God under all the changing forms of early govern-
ment. The narrat ive therefore centers itself around
the lives of the three; men, Samuel, Saul and David,
wlio were chiefly instrumental in the establishment
of the monarchy, and to whom it was due more
than to any oth(>rs that Israel emerged from the
d(>I)ressed and disunited state in which the tribes
had remained during the period of the rule of the
.Judg(>s, and cam(> into possession of a combined
and effective nat ional life. If the formal separation
th(>refore into two books be disrc^garded, the his-
tory of Israel as it is narrated in "Samucd" is most
naturally divided into three parts, which are fol-
lowed by an api)endix recording words and inci-
d(!nts which for some reason had not found a place
in the gene^ral narrative:

A. The life and rule of Samuel (1 S 1-15) (death 1 S
25 1).

n. The lif(\ reisn and death of Saul (1 S 16—2 S 1).
(J. Tlie reign and acts of David to tli(> suppression of

tlie two rel)ellions of ,\l)saloni and Sliel);i (2 S 2-20).
D. Appendix; oilier ineidents in tlie reign of David, the

names of his chief warriors and his Sons or Psalm
of Praise (2 S 21^24).

///. Summary and Analysis.—To present a brief
and clear analysis of tli(>se Books of S is not
altogether easy. For as in the Pent and the earli(>r

liistorical Books of Josh and Jgs, rei)etitions and
api)arently duplicate accounts of the same event
are found, which interfere with the chronological
development of the narrative. Even the main
divisions, as stated above, to a certain extent over-
la]).

(I) Visit of Hannah to Shiloh, and promise of the birth
of a son (IS 1 1-1!»); birth and weaning of Samuel, and

presentation to Eli at Shiloh (1 19-28).
1. Life of (2) llannah's song or prayer (2 1-10);
ciamiipl ministry of Samuel to Eli the priest (2odmuei ii.is 21.2(i); the evil practices of the
K^ 2> l-lo; sons of Eli and warning to Eli of the con-

sequences to his house (2 12-17.22-25.

(H) Samuel's vision at the sanctuary and his induction
to th(! i)ro[)lietic otlice (3 1—4 1).

(4) Defeat of tin; Israelites by tlu^ Philis, capture of
the ark of God, death of the two sons of Ell and of Eli
himself (ch 4).

(5) Discomfituro of Dagon before the ark of God at
-Vshdod; return of the ark to Beth-shemesh, with expi-
atory offerrngs of golden tumors and golden mice; its
twenty years' sojourn at Kiriath-iearim (5 1—7 4)

(6) As.sombly of Israel under Samuel at Mizpah and
victory over the Philis (7 5-14) ; Samuel cstablislied as
judge over all Israel (vs 1,5-17).

(7) Samuel's sons appointed to be judges and the con-
seciuent demand of the people for a king; Samuel's
warning concerning the character of the king for whom
they asked (ch 8).

(8) Saul's search for the lost asses of his father and
meeting with Samuel (ch 9).

(9) Saul is anointed by Samuel to bo ruler over the
people of Israel, and receives the gift of prophecy (101-16); second a.ssembly of tho peo])le under Samuel at
Alizpah, and election of Saul to be king (vs 17-27).

(10) Victory of Saul over the Ammonites and deliver-
ance of Jabesh-gilead (11 1-1.3); Saul made king in
Oilgal (vs 14.15).

(II) Samuel's address to the people in Gilgal, defend-

Samuel
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ing his own life and action, and (whorting them to fear
and serve the Lord (cli 12).

(12) Saul at Gilgal olfers tli(> burnt offering in Samuers
absence; gathering of tlic I'hilis to battle al Miclunaslr
the Israelites' lack of wea|)ons of iron (ch 13;.

(IH) .lonathan's surprise of the Pliili arinv, and their
sudden panic- (14 I -2:^); Saul's vow, unwittiiiglv broken
l)y .Ional han, whom the i)eople deliv(>r from the fatal con-
seciui'uces (vs 24-45); vic-tories of Saul over his enemies
on ev(>ry side (vs 4()-52).

(11) War against Anialek, and Saul's disolx-dience
to the Divine command to exterminate the Amalekites
(eh 15).

(I) Anointing of David as Saul's succe.s.sor (16 1-1.3)-
his summons to the i-oiirt of Saul to act as ininstrel

before! the king (vs 14-2.3)

2. Reign (-) David and Goliath (c-h 17).

and Death .,P^, Tl*",l"^'i "^ i^-^y^ and .lonathananaueatn (ig i_4). the former's advancement and
or baul fame, the j(>alousy of Saul, and his attempt
(1 S 16— to kill David (18 .5-10.29.30) : David's mar-
9 c -i-j

riage to the daughter of Saul (vs 17-2S)
^ ^ ^J (4) Saul's renewed jealousy of David
^ . ,

and s(>(-ond attemijt to kill him (19 1-17)-
David s escape to Haniah, whither the king followed

(5) Jonathan's warning to David of his father's resolveand their parting (ch 20).
(6) David at Nob (21 1-9) ; and with Aehish of Gath

(vs 10-1;>).
(7) David's band of otUlaws at Adullam (22 1 '') •

his provision for tlu^ safety of his father and mother inMoab (vs 3-5); vengeance! of Saul on those who hadhelped David (vs 0-23).
('<) Repeated attemijts of Saul to take David (chs

(9) Death of Samuel (25 1 ) : Abigail becomes David's
wife, after the death of her husband Xahal (vs •>-44)

(10) Saul's further pursuit of David (t-h 26)
(II) David's sojourn with .\chish of (iath (27 1 28

2.29); Saul and the witcli of Endor (28 3-25)
(12) David's pursuit of the Amalekites who had raided

Ziklag, and victory (ch 30).
(13) Battle between the Philis and Israel in Mt Gil-

boa and death of Saul (ch 31).

/o^i'*', ^^7^.°^ Saul's death brought to David at Ziklag
I .f

1-10); Davids lamentation over Saul andJonathan (vs 17-27).

in lVe/r'n'r>'^S^'9 'i—T^-^ ^ '^'^^^ years' reign over Judah

« T^ • * TT^,"'
(-"'laceration of David as king in

3. Reign of Ilebron (2 l-4a) ; m(>ssage to tlu! men of
David Jabesh-gilead (2 46-7) ; Ish-bosheth made
O V. 9m kiys />^"e'" ,>forthern Israel (vs 8-11);
(^ a ^-ZU) defeat of Abner and death of Asahel

(vs 12-32).
(b) Increase of th(! fame and prosperity of David and

tlK! names of his .sons (3 1-5); Abner's submi.ssion to
David, and treacherous murder of the former by Joab

(r) :\Iurder of Ish-bosheth and David's vengeance
upon his murderers (4 1-3.5-12); notic(> of the escape
of Mephibosheth, when Saul and Jonathan were slain at
Jezreel (ver 4).

(d) David accepted as king over all Israel (5 1-3)
(^) Reign of David in Jerus over united Israel (5 4

—

(a) Taking of Jerus and victories ov(!r the Philis
(5 4-25).

(h) Return of th(> ark to the city of David (ch 6)
(c) David's purpose to build a temple for the Lord

^
'

1
7;^^ •, • Divme answer by the prophet Nathan,and the king s prayer (vs 4-29).

(rf) Victories over the Phihs, Syrians, and other peoples
(ch 8).

(e) David's reception of Mephibosheth (ch 9)
(/) Defeat of the Ammonites and Syrians by the men

of Israel under tlu; command of Joab (10 1—11 1)
(g) David and Llriali, tlu; latter's death in battle! andDavid s marriage with Bath-sheba (11 2-27).

r^n'\
N^athan's parable and David's conviction of sin

(12 j-loa)
; the king's grief and intercession for his sick

son (vs 15/>-25); .siege and capture of Kabbah, the Am-monite capital (vs 2()-31).
(0 Amnon and Tamar (13 1-22); Absalom's revengeand murder of Amnon (vs 23-30); flight of Absalom

(vs 3/ -39).

(/) Return of Absalom to .Terns (14 1-24) ; his beautvand reconciliation with the king (vs 25-33)
(Ic) Absalom's m(!thod of ingratiating himself with

the people (15 1-0)
; his revolt and th(! flight of the king

from Jerus (vs 7-31); meeting with Hushai (vs 32-37a)-Absalom m Jerus (ver 376).
(0 David's meeting with Ziba (16 1-4), and Shimei

(vs.5-14); coun.sel of Ahitophel and ITushai (16 1.5—
17 .14); the news carried to David (vs 15-22); death of
Ahitophel (ver 23).

(m) David at Mahanaim (17 24-29).
('0 The revolt subdued, death of Absalom, and recep-

tion by David of the tidings (18 1—19 Sa).
„, (") .Return of the king to .Jerus, and m(>etings with
S ume^i, Mephibosheth. and Barzillai the Gileadite (19oy—4o).
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(;>) Revolt of Shcl)a the Bciijaiiiitc. and its suppres-
sion l)y .loiib with the death of Aiiiasa (20 \ .2.1-22}

;

t lie l<i UK's treat tnentof th<' eoiieubiiies left at .lenis (ver 'A)
;

tlie names of his oflieers (vs 2.'i 2<)).

(1) Seven niah^ deseetidants of Saul ])iit to death at
tlie instaiiet' of tiie (liheonites (21 1-14); incidents of

wars with tlie Philis (vs 15-22).

4 Annendix ^-^ David's song of thanksgiving and

{Z fc) Zl Zi) (:{) The 'last words" of David (23
1-7); iiaiiK^s and t^xploits of David's

"mighty men" (vs S-:?9).

(4) The king's niinihering of the people, the resulting
plague, and the dedication of the threshing-lloor of
Arainiah the Jcbiisito (ch 24).

IV. Sources of the History.—The natural infer-

ence fniiii the character and cotitents of the Books
of S, as thns reviewed, is that ihv. writer lias made
use of authorities, "sources" or "dociunents," from
which he has comj)iletl a narrative of the events
which it was his desire to {)lace on record. The
same characteristics are noticeable here which are
foinid in jiarts of the Pent and of the Books of
Josh and Jgs, that in some instaitces dui)licatc or
parallel accounts are given of one and the same
event, which seems to be regard(>d from difYt'nnit

points of view and is narrat(>d in a style which is

more or less diverf^ent from that of the companion
record. Exam))les of this so-called diii)lication

are more frequent in the earli(>r jiarts of the books
than in the later. There are i)resented, for instance,
two accounts of Said's election as king, and an act
of disobedience is twice followed, api)arently quite
independently, by the sentence of rejection. Inde-
pendent :dso and hardly consistetit narratives are
given of David's introductifm to Saul (1 S 16 14-
23; 17 31fT..')5fT); and the two accounts of the
manner of the king's death can be imperfectly recon-
ciled only on the hypothesis that the .young Amalek-
ite told a false tale to David in order to magnify
his own part in the matter. In these and other
instances little or no attempt seems to be made to
harmonize conflicting accounts, or to reconcile
a])i)arent discrepancies. In good faith the writer
set down the records as he found them, making
extracts or quotations from his authorities on the
several events as they occurred, and thus building
up his own history on the basis of the freest possible
use of the materials and language of those who had
preceded him.
However alien such a method of composition may

appear to modern thought and usage in the West,
it is characteristic of all early oriental writing. It
would be almost impossible to find in any eastern
literature a work of any length or importance whi(;h
was not thus silently indebted to its i^redecessors,
had incorporated their utterances, and had itself

in turn suffered interpolation at the hands of later
editors and transcribers. Accordingly, early Heb
historical literature also, while unique in its spirit,

conformed in its methods to the practice of the age
and coimtry in which it was composed. It would
have been strange if it had been otherwise.

Apart from the appendix and minor additions, of which
Hannah's song or ijsalra in 1 S 2 is one, the main por-

tion of the book is derived from two inde-

Twn Main pcndent sources, which themselves in all

A J A probability formed part of a larger whole, a
ana Inde- more or less consecutive history or histories

of Israel. These sources may, however,
have been, as others think, rather of a bio-
graphical nature, presenting and enforcing
the teaching of the acts and experience

of the great leaders and rulers of the nation. The
parallelism and duplication of the narrative is perhaps
most evident in the history of Saul. The broad lines
of distinction between the two may be defined without
much difliculty or uncertainty. The greater part of the
first eight chapters of 1 S is in all probability derived
from the later of these two sources, to which is to be
assigned more or less completelv chs 10-12, 15, 17-19,
21-25, 28 and 2 S 1-7. The earlier source has contrib-
uted 1 S 9 with parts of chs IQ, 11, 13, 14. 16, 20 and
considerable portions of chs 22, 23, 26-27, 29-31, 2 S 1
(in part), 2-6,9-20. Some details have probably been

pendent
Sources

derived from other sources, and additions made by the
editor or editors. This general determination of sources
rests upon a dilference of standi)oiiit and religious con-
ception, and ujjon slighter varieties of style which are
neither so jjronounced nor so readily distinguished as in
tli(^ l)ooks of tlu! Pent, it is reasonable also to bear in
mind that a close and exact division or lini;of demar-
cation in every detail is not to be expected.

V. Character and Date of Sources.—Attempts which
ha\-el)een made to (let ermine t he date of these two sources,
or to identify them with on(^ or other of tli(^ princij)ai
aiithoriti(!s from which the; historical narratives of t\u:
Pent arc; derived, ha\(! not been convincing. In tlu;
judgment of some, however, tlu; later of tlu^ two sources
should h(! regardcHl as a cotitinuation of the narrative;
or dociHn(!nt known as 10, and the earlier be assigned
to J. The style of the latter has nuich in common with
the style of .J, and is clear, vigorous and i)oetical; the
religious conceptions also that are emljodied and taught
are of a simple and early typ(>. The later writing has
been supposed to give indications of the influence of the
prophetic teaching of tin; Sth cent. The indications,
howev(>r, are not suinciently decisivo to enable a final
judgment to be formed. If it is borne in mind thiit J
and E represcuit rather schools of teaching and thought
than individual writers, the characteristics of the two
sources of the i3ooks of S would not be out of harmony
with the view that from these two schools respectively
were derived the materials out of which the history was
compiled. The "sources" would tlum, according to the
usual view, belong to tin; 9th and 8th cents, before the
Christian era; and to a |)eriod not more than a century
or a century and a half later should Ix; assigned the
final compilation and completion of the book as it is con-
tained in the Ilcb Canon of Scripture.

VI. Greek Versions.—For an exact (estimate and im-
derstanding of the history and text of the IJooks of S ac-
count mustfurther be; taken of the Gr version or versions.
In the LXX tlKTe is great divergence from the Heb Mas-
soretic text, and it is jjrobable that in the course; of trans-
mission the Or has been exposed to corruption to a very
considerable extent. At least two recensions of the (ir
text are in existence, represented by the Vatican and
Alexandrian AISS respcn-tively, of which the latter is

nearer to the Heb original, and has apparently been
conformed to it at a later period with a view to removing
discrepancies; and this process has naturally impaired
its value as a witn(!ss to the primary shaijc; of the Gr
text itself. There are therefore three existing types of
the text of S; the Massoretic Heb and B and A in the
Greek. The original form of the LXX, if it could be
recovered, would repres(>nt a text anterior to the Alas-
soretic recension, differing from, but not necessarily
superior to, the latter. For the restoration of tin; (Jr
text, the old Lat, where it is available, afforrls valuable
help. It is evid(>nt then that in any given instance the
agreement of these three types or recensions of the text
is the strongest possible witness to the originality and
authenticity of a reading: but that the weight attaching
to the testimony of A will not in general, on account of
the history of its text, be equivalent to that of either
of the other two.

VII. Ethical and Religious Teaching.—The re-

ligious teaching and thought of the two Books of

S it is not difficult to svunmarizc. The books are
in form a historical record of events; but they are
at the same time and more particularly a history
conceived with a definite purpose, and made to sub-
serve a definite moral and religious aim. It is not a
narrative of events solely, or the preservation of his-

torical detail, that the writer has in view, but rather
to elucidate and enforce from Israel's experience
the significance of the Divine and moral govern-
ment of the nation. The duty of king and people
alike is to obey Jeh, to render strict and willing

deference to His commands, and on this path of

obedience alone will national independence and
prosperity be secured. \\'ith the strongest em-
phasis, and with uncompromising severity, sin even
in the highest places is condemned; and an ideal of
righteousness is set forth in language and with an
earnestness which recalls the exhortations of Dt.
Thus the same is true of the Books of S as is mani-
fest in the i)receding books of the canonical OT:
they are composed with a didactic aim. The expe-
rience of the past is made to afford lessons of warn-
ing and encouragement for the present. To the
writer or writers—the history of the development
and upbuilding of the Israelite kingdom is pregnant
with a deeper meaning than lies on the surface, and
this meaning he endeavors to make plain to his

readers through the record. The issues of the events
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and the events themselves arc under the guidance

and control of Jeh, who always condemns
_
and

punishes wrong, but approves and rewards right-

eousness. Thus the narrative is history utiliz(>d

to convey moral truth. And its value is to be es( i-

mated, not primarily as recording the great deeds

of the past, but as conveying ethical teaching; that

by means of the history with all its glamor and
interest the people may be recalled to a sense of

their high duty toward God, and be warned of the

inevitable consequences of disobedience to Him.
Literati-re.—Upon all points of introduction, criti-

cism and intcrprctatio!!, tlio comms. afford abundant
and satisfactory guidance. TIio principal Kng. comms.
ar« bv H. P. Smith in ICC, Edinburgh, 1899, and S. R.
Driver, Noirs on the Ifeb Text of the Books of S, 2d cd,
Oxford, 1913; A. R. S. Kennedy, "Samuel," New Century
Hihle, Xew York, Frowde, 1905; in (ierman by R. Budd(\
1902, W. Nowack, 1902, A. Klostermann, 1887. See
also the arts. "Samuel" in IIDB, EB and Jew Enc.

A. 8. Gkdkn
SANAAS, san'ii-as (A and Fritzsche, Savdas,

SdHcias, B, 2a|id, Samd; AV Annaas): The sons of

Sanaas returned in large numlxTS with Zerubbabel
(1 Esd 5 23) = "Senaah" in Ezr 2 35; Neh 7 3S.

'^rhe numbers vary in each case (Esd, 3,330 or

3,301; Ezr, 3,630; Neh, 3,930).

SANABASSAR, sau-a-bas'ar (in 1 Esd 2 12.1.5),

SANABASSARUS, san-a-ba.s'a-rus (in 6 18.10; a

name appearing in many variations, A always read-

ing Savapdcro-apos, Smiabdssaros, B, Sava|xacr(rdpto,

S(i)ia»i(ix.'«'ird, in 2 12[11] [RVm Sumtuids.'^dr], Safi-

avao-o-dpox), )S(i»un/n.ss(h-()U, in 2 15[14], but 2a(3av-

acro-dpo), Sahanassdru, in 6 18[17J[RVm] and Sava-
pdero-apos, SanalxUsdros, in 6 20 [19]): He was
"governor of Judaea" under Cyrus, convej'ed the
holy vessels of the t(^mple from Babylon to Jerus

and "laid the foundations of the house of the Lord"
for the first time since its destruction (1 Esd 2 12.

15; 6 lS-20) = ''.Sheshb.\zzak [q.v.] the prince of

Judah" (Ezr 1 8).

Some identify him with Zerul)l)aliel as AVm in 1 Esd
6 18: "Z., which is also S. th(! ruler." Tliis view ap-
pears to be favored by the order of the words here, where,
in case of two persons, one miglit expect "S. the ruler"
to come first. Zerul)bal)el appears as "governor of .lu-

daea" al.so in 1 Esd 6 27-29. Ezr 3 10 speaks of tlie

foundation of the temi)le under Zerubbalx^l and 5 10 as
under Sheshbazzar. Tliere is further the analogy of 1 Esd
5 40, where Nehemias and Attharias refer to the same
I)erson. Against this identification: Zerubbabel is not
styled ruler or governor eitlu^r in Neh or Ezr, liut in
Hag 1 It; 2 2.21 he is pehdh or governor of .Judah; no
explanation is given of the double name, as in the case
of e.g. Daniel, Beltesliazzar; the language of Ezr 5 14f
seems to refer to work commenced under a different
person than Zerubbabel. Nor is there any reason
against supposing a first return imder Sheshbazzar
(Sanabassar) and a foimdation of the temple previous to
the time of Zerubl)ab(!l—an undertaking into whicli tlie

.J;'ws did not enter heartily, perha|)s because Sanabassar
may have been a foreigner (thougli it is imcertain whet her
ho was a Babylonian, a Persian, or a Jew). A later i)ro-

posal is to identify Sanabassar with Shenazzar, the uncle
of Zerubbabel in 1 (^h 3 18. But either of tliese identi-

fications must remain doubtful. See Shenazz.ir; Ze-
R U U B A U E L.

S. Ancuis
SANASIB, san'a-sil:) (Fritzsch(\ Savao-Cp, ,SV;//a.st6,

l)Ut B and Swete, SavaPeis, Sdiiahils, A, 'Avao-eCp,

Atidscih): Found only in 1 l']sd 5 24, where tlie

sons of Jeddu, the son of Jesus, are a })ri(^stly

family returning "among the sons of Sanasib."

The name is not found in the
ii
Ezr 2 36; Neh 7 39,

and is ])erhaps i)reserved in the Vulg "Eliasib."

SANBALLAT, san-bal'at (t^Snrp , mn'hhdlldt;

Gr and Vulg Sanaballdt, Pesh Sdinlxilldt): San-
l)allat the Horonite was, if the apix'llation which
follows his name indi(!ates his origin, a Moabite of

Horonaim, a city of Moab mentioned in Isa 15 5;

Jer 48 2. 5. .34; Jos, AjU, XIII, xxiii; XIV, ii. He
is named along with Tobiah, the Ammonite slave

(Neh 4 1), and Gcshcm the Arabian (Neh 6 1)

as the leading oj^ponent of t he Jews at the time when
Nehemiah undertook to rebuild the walls of Jerus
(Neh 2 10; 4 1; 6 1). He was related by mar-
riage to the son of Eliashib, the high priest at the
time of the annulment of the mixed marriages for-

bidden by the Law (Neh 13 28).

Renewed interest has been awakened in Sanballat
from the fact that he is mentioned in the pa[)yri I

and II of Sachau (Die aranidischen Papyrusur-
kuiidcn a us Elephantine, Berhn, 1908, and in his

later work, Aranidisrhc Papyrus und Ostraka, Leij)-

zig, 1911; cf Staerk's convenient ed in Lietzmanns
Kleine Texte, No. 32, 1908) as having been the
governor (pahath) of Samaria some time before tlie

17th year of Darius (Nothus), i.e. 408-407 BC,
when Bagohi was governor of Judah. Ilis two
sons, Delaiah and Slielemiah, received a letter from
Jedoniah and his com])aniona the priests who were
in Yeb (Elephantine) in Upper Egypt. This letter

contained information concerning the state of affairs

in the Jewish colony of Yeb, esp. concerning the de-
struction of the temple or synagogue (agora) which
had been erected at that place.

The address of this letter reads as follows: "To our
lord Bagohi, the governor of Judaea, his servants .ledo-
niah and his companions, the priests in tlie fortress of Y(;b
[Elepiiantinej. Alay the Cod of Heaven inquire much
at every time after the peace of our lord and put thee in
favor before Darius the king," etc. The conclusion of
the letter reads thus: "Now, thy servants, Jedoniah
and his companions and the Jews, all citizens of Yeb,
say tlius: If it seems good to our lord, maycst thou
think on the rebuilding of that temple [the agora which
had been destroy(;d by the Egyptians], Since it has not
be(!n permitted us to rebuild it, do thou look on the
receivers of thy benefactions and favors hero in Egypt.
Let a letter with regard to the rebuilding of the terfiple
of the God .Jalio in the fortress of Yel), as it was formerly
built, be sent from thee. In thy name will they offer
the meal offerings, the incense, and tlie burnt offerings
upon tlie altar of the God Jaho; and we shall always
pray for thee, we and our wives and our children and all
the J(^ws found here, until the temple has b(Hm rebuilt.
And it will be to tliee a meritorious work [^'dhdkdh] in
the sight of Jaho, tlie God of Heaven, greater than the
meritorious work of a man who offers to him a burnt
offering and a sacrifice of a value equal to the value of
1,000 talents of silver. And as to the gold [probably
that wliich was sent by the Jews to Bagohi as a bak-
sheesh] we have sent word and given knowk'dge. Also,
we hav^e in our name communicated in a letter all [these]
matters unto Delaiah and Slielemiah, the sons of San-
ballat, governor of Samaria. Also, from all that has
been done to us, Arsliam [the satrap of ligypt] has
learncid nothing.
The 20th of Marcheshvan in the 17tli year of Darius

the king."

Sanballat is the Bab Sin-uballit, "may Sin give
him life," a name occurring a number of times in the
contract tablets from the time of Nebuchadnezzar,
Nabonidus, and Darius Hystaspis. (See TalUjuist,

Ncuhabylonisclies Nanictd)uch, 183.)

R. Dick \\'ilson
SANCTIFICATION, sank-ti-fi-ka'shun

:

Etymology
I. The Formai, Sense

1. In the OT
2. In the NT

II. Tub Ethical Sense
1. Transformation of Formal to lOtliical Idea
2. Our Relation to (iod as l'(>rsonal: XT Idea
3. Sanctification as God's (iift

4. Questions of Time and IMethod
.'). An Element in All (^liristian Life;

(). Follows from Fellowship witli (iod
7. Is It Instantaneous and Entire?
8. .Sanctification as ISIan's Task

Literature

. The root is found in the OT in the Ileb vb.

ffi jp , kddhash, in the NT in the Gr vb. d7tcifw,

hagidzd. The noun "sanctification"

Etymology (ayiacrixbs, luujiasmds) does not occur in

the OT and is found but 10 t in the
NT, l)ut the roots noted above appear in a group of

important words which are of very frequent occur-
rence. These words are "holy," "hallow," "hal-

lowed," "holiness," "consecrate," "saint," "sanctif}',"
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"saiu'tificalion." It must ho Ixjnio in iiiiiid tliat

tlioso words ar(> all tr" of the same root, and that
therefore no one of tluMn ean Ix; treated adetiuately
without reference to the otliers. All have un(l(>r-

gone a certain dc'velopnicMit . IJi'oadly stated, this
has h(H>n from the formal, or ritual, to tlie ethical,
and tliese difTerent meanin<^s must 1)(> carefuUy (hs-
tinsuished.

/. The Formal Sense.—By sanctification is ordi-
narily meaiU that hallo\vinj2;()f the Christian believer
by which he is freed from sin and enabled to realize
(he will of (;od in his lif(>. This is not, however, t h(>

first or common nK^aning in the Scrii)tur(>s. To
sanctify mc^ans connnonly to make holy, that is,

to separate from tlu^ world and consecrate to (!od.
To und(>rs1an(l this ])rimary meaning we must go

fxick to the word "holy" in the OT. That is holy
which belongs to Jeh. There is

1. In the nothing im])lied here as to moi'al
OT character. It may refer to days and

seasf)ns, to j^laces, to objects used for
worshij), or to jiersons. Ikactly the same usage
is shown with the word "sanctify." To sanctify
anything is to declare it as behmging to God.
"Sanctify unto me all the first -l)orn . . . . it is

mine" (Ex 13 2; of Nu 3 13; 8 17). It ai)plies
thus to all that is connected with worship, to th(>
Levites (Xu 3 12), the priests and the tent of
meeting (Ex 29 44), the altar and all that touches
it (Ex 29 ;U)f), and the offering (Ex 29 27; cf
2 Mace 2 IS; Ecclus 7 31). The feast and holy
days are to be sanctified, that is, set apart from ordi-
nary business as belonging to Jeh (the Sabbath,
Neh 13 l<)-22; a fast, Joel 1 14). So the nation
as a whole is sanctified when Jeh acknowledges it

and receives it as His own, "a kingdom of priests,
and a holy nation" (Ex 19 o.fi). A man may thus
sanctify his house or his field (Lev 27 14. Ki), but
not the firstling of the flock, for this is already Jeh's
(Lev 27 2()).

It is this formal usage witliout moral implication that.
explains such a passage as Gen 38 21. The word tfi
"prostitute" here is from the same V kadhn.sh.
moaning lit., as elsewhere, the sanctified or conse-
crated one {k>-dhr-xhah; see margin and cf Ut 23 IS-
1 K 14 24; Hos 4 14). It is the hierodule, the fa-
miliar figure of the old pagan temple, the sacred slave
consecrated to the temple and the deity for immoral
purposes. The practice is protested against in Israel
(Ht 23 17 f), but the use of the term illustrates clearly
the absence of anything essentially ethical in its pri-
mary meaning (cf also 2 K 10 20, "And Jehu said
Sanctify a solemn assembly for Baal. And thev pro-
claimed it"; cf ,loel 1 14).

Very suggestive is the transitive use of the word
in the phrase, "to sanctify Jeh." To understand
this we must note the use of the word "holy" as
applied to Jeh in the OT. Its meaning is not pri-
marily ethical. Jeh's holiness is His supremacy.
His sovereignty, Ilis glory. His essential being a.s

God. To say the Holy One is simply to say God.
Jeh's holiness is seen in His might. His manifested
glory; it is that before which jieoples tremble,
which makes the nations dread (I^x 15 ll-lS* of
1 S 6 20; I's 68 3.-,; 89 7; 99 2.3). Significant
IS the way m which "jealous" and "holy" are almost
identified (Josh 24 19; Ezk 38 23). It is God
asserting His supremacy. His unicjue claim. To
sanctify Jeh, therefore, to make Him holy, is to
assert or acknowledge or bring forth His being as
Ciod, His supreme power and glory, His sovereign
claim. l']zekiel brings this out most clearly. J(>h has
been profan(>d in the eyes of the nations through Is-
rael's defeat and capt ivity. 'i'ru(^ it was becai^se of
Israel's sins, liut the nations thought it was because
of Jeh's weakness. The ethical is not wanting in
these {lassages. The i)eople are to be separated
from their sins and given a new heart (Ezk 36 2r).

26.33). But the word "sanctify" is not used for

2. In the
NT

this. It IS applied to.h'h,and it means the as.sert ion
ot Jeh s })o\ver m Israel's triumph and the coiuiuest
()f her foes (20 41; 28 2.",; 36 23; 38 Ki; 39 27)
I he .sanctification of Jeh is thus the a.sscrtion of
His being and jKnver as God, ju.st as the .s.anctifi-
cation of a, jjcrson or obj(H-1 is the assertion of Jeh's
right and claim in llu> sani(\

Tlie story of the waters of Mcriltah illustrates thesame meanmg. Moses' failure to sanctify .)ch is his
lailiin; to declare .leh's glory and power in the mirach;
of the \valers (Xu 20 12.13; 27 M; Dt 32 r,!). 'Vhv.
!?.';">.

,V',
^;i'l:il) and Aliihu i)oints tlie same way. Here

I will be sanctified" is the same as "I will be glorified"

c w. :}\- ,

^'"'"' f'^^'''ifia".v diirerent is the usage in

.T'*' ir , /^ •
.

"^ '^"''''^ '^^ exalted in justice, and Cod
uie Jioiy One is sanctified in righteonsness." Holiness
again is th(^ exaltedness of God, Jlis supremacy, wliicli Is
sec^n here in the judgment (justice, righteousiress) meted
out to tlui disobedient people (cf Uw recurrent refrain
of 5 2o; 9 12.17.21; 10 4; .see .IrsTiri:; Justick ok
Go,,). Jsa 8 13; 29 2:5 sugg<>st the same idea by the
\\.iy inwhich they relate ".sanctify" tofear and awe." One
-N 1 j)assage brings us the .same meaning (1 Pet 3 1 ."> .

•

Sanctify m your hearbs Christ as Lord," that is, exalt
llim as supremo.

In a few NT passages the OT ritu.al sense reap-
pears, as when Jesus speaks of tht^ temple sanctify-

ing the gold, and the altar th(> gi'ft-

(Mt 23 17.19; cf also He 9 13; 1

Tim 4 5). Th(> prevailing m(>aning
is that wliich we found in the04\ To

sanctify is to consecrate or set ajiart. ^^'(! may
first take the few passages in the Fourth Gospel
AsapphcdtoJe.susinlO 3G; 17 19, sanctify cannot
nunin to make holy in the ethical sense. As the
whole context shows, it means to consecrate for
His mission in the world. The reference to the dis-
eil)les, "that they themselves also may be sanctifi(>d
in truth," has both meanings: that tlicv may beset
apart (for J(>sus sends them, as the Father s(>nds
Him), and that they may be made holy in truth.

This same meaning of con.secration, or separation,
appears when we study the word saint, which is the
same as "sanctified on(>." Aside from its use in the
Pss, the word is found mainly in the NT. Outside
the Gospels, where the term "di.sciplcs" isu.sed, it is

the common word to designate the follow(>rs of
Je.sus, occurring some 56 t. By "saint" is not
meant the morally perfect, but the one who belongs
to Christ, just as the sanctified priest or offering
belonged to Jeh. Thus Paul can salute the disci-
ples at Corinth as saints and a little later rebuke
them as carnal and babes, as those among whom
are jealousy and strife, who w.alk after the manner of
ni(>n (I Cor 1 2; 3 1-3). In the same way the
phrase "the sanctified" or "those that are sanctified"
IS used to designate the beli(>vers. By "the inherit-
ance among all tliem that an; sanctified" is meant
the heritage of the Christian believer (Acts 20 32;
26 18; cf 1 Cor 1 2; 6 11; Eph 1 IS; Col 1 12).
This is the meaning in He, which speaks of the be-
liever as being sanctified by the blood of Christ.
In 10 29 the writer speaks of one who has fallen
away, who "hath counted the blood of the covenant
wherewith he was sanctified an unholy thing."
I^vidently it is not the inner and personal holiiu-ss
of this apostate that is referred to, esp. in view of
the tense, but that he had been separated unto God
by this sacrificial blood and had then counted the
holy offering a common thing. The contrast is

between sacred and common, not between moral
perfection and sin (cf 10 10; 13 12). The formal
meaning appc^ars again in 1 Cor 7 12-14, where the
unbelieving husband is said to be sanctifiinl bv the
wife, and vice versa. It is n(jt moral character that
is meant here, but a certain separation from the
profane and unclean and a certain relation to God.
This is made jilain l)y the reference to the children:
"Else were your children unclean; but now are
they holy." The formal sense is less certain in other
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instances where we have the thought of sanctifi-

cation iu or bv the Holy Spirit or in Christ; as m
Rom 15 IG, "being sanctified by the Holy Spirit";

1 Cor 1 2, to "them that are sanctified m Christ

Jesus"; 1 Pet 1 2, "in sanctification of the Spirit."

Paul's doctrine of the Spirit as the new life in us

seems to enter in here, and yet the reference to

1 Cor suggests that the primary meaning is still

that of s(>tting apart, the relating to God.
//. The Ethical Sense.—Wc have been consider-

ing so far what has b(>en called the formal meaning

of the word; but the chief interest of Christian

thought hes in the ethical idea, sanctification con-

sidered as the active deed or process by which the

life is made holj'.

Our first question is. How does the idea of belong-

ing to God become the idea of transformation of life

and charact(>r? The change is, in-

1. Trans- deed, nothing less than a part of the

formation whole movement for which the ent ire

of Formal Scriptures stand as a monument. The
to Ethical ethical is not wanting at the beginning.

Idea but the sui)remacy of the moral and
s]iiritual over against the formal, the

ritual, the ceremonial, the national, is the clear

direction in which the movement as a whole tends.

Now the i)ivot of this movement is the conceiition

of God. As the thought of God grows more ethical,

more spiritual, it molds and changes all other con-

ceptions. Thus what it means to belong to God
(holiness, sanctification) dejiends upon the nature

of the God to whom man belongs. The hierodules

of Corinth are women of shame because of the na-

ture of the goddess to whose temple they belong.

Tlie prophets caught a vision of Jeh, not jealous

for His prerogative, not craving the honor of punc-

tilious and proper ceremonial, but with a gracious

love for His people and a ]:)assion for righteousness.

Their great message is: This now is Jeh; hear what
it means to belong to such a God and to serve

Ilim. "What unto me is the multitude of your

sacrifices? .... Wash you, make you clean; . . . .

seek justice, relieve the oppressed" (Isa 1 11.16.17).

"When Isra(d was a child, then I loved him
I desire goodness, and not sacrifice; and the knowl-

edge of God more than burnt-offerings" (Hos 11 1;

6 ()).

In this way the formal idea that we have been

consid(>ring becomes charged with moral meaning.

To belong to God, to be His servant, His son, is no
mere external matter. Jesus' teaching as to sonship

is in point here. The word "sanctification" does

not occur in the Synoptic Gospels at all, but "son-

ship" with the Jews expressed this same relation of

belonging. For them it meant a certain obedience

on the one hand, a privilege on the other. Jesus

declares that belonging to God means likeness to

Him, sonship is sharing His spirit of loving good

will (Mt 5 43-48). Brother and sister for Jesus

are those who do God's will (Mk 3 35). Paul

takes up the same thought, but joins it definitely to

the words "saint" and "sanctify." The religious

means the ethical, those "that are sanctified" are

"called to be saints" (1 Cor 1 2). The significant

latter phrase is the same as in Rom 1 1, "Paul

.... called to be an apostle." In this hght we read

Eph 4 1, "Walk worthily of the calling wherewith

ye were called." Cf 1 Thess 2 12; Phil 1 27. And
the end of this calling is that we are "foreordained

to be conformed to the image of his Son" (Rom 8

29). We must not limit ourselves to the words
"saint" or "sanctify" to get this teaching with Paul.

It is his constant and comi)elling moral appeal:

You belong to Christ; live with Him, live unto

Him (Col 3 1-4; 1 Thess 5 10). It is no forrnal

belonging, no external surrender. It is the yielding

of the life in its passions and purposes, in its deepest

2. Relation
to God
Personal

:

NT Idea

afTections and highest ]iowers, to be ruled bv a new
spirit (Eph 4 13.20.23.24.32; cf Rom 12 1).

But we do not get the full meaning of this thought
of sanctification as consecration, or belonging, until

we grasp the NT thought of our rela-

tion to God as personal. The danger
has always been that this consecration

should be thought of in a negative or

passive way. Now the Christian's

surrender is not to an outer authority
but to an inner, living fellowship. The sanctified

life is thus a life of ])ersonal fellowship livenl out
with the Father in the spirit of Christ in loving

trust and obedient service. This positive and vital

meaning of sanctification dominates Paul's thought.
He speaks of livhig unto God, of living to the Lord,
and, most ex])ressivelv of all, of being alive unto
God (Rom 14 8; cf 6 13; Gal 2 19).

_
So com-

l)letely is his life filled by this fellowship that he
can say, "It is no kmger 1 that live, but Christ

livcth in me" (Gal 2 20). But there is no quietism
here. It is a very rich and active life, this life of

fellowship to which wc are surrendered. It is a
life of sonship in trust and love, with the spirit that

enal)k'S us to say, "Al)ba., Father" (Rom 8 15;

CJal 4 6). It is a lii^e of unconquerable kindness and
good will (Mt 5 43-4S). It is a life of "faith work-
ing through love" (Gal 5 6), it is having the mind
of Christ (Phil 2 5). The sanctified^ life, then, is

t he life so fully surrendered to fellowship with Christ

day by day that inner spirit and outward expression

are ruled by His spirit

.

We come now to that aspect which is central for

Christian interest, sanctification as the makuig holy
of life, not by our act, but by God's
deed and by God's gift. If holiness

represents the state of heart and life

in conformity with God's will, then
sanctification is the deed or j^rocess by

which that state is wrought. And this de(>d wc are

to consider now" as the work of God. Jesus prays
that the Father may sanctify His disciples in

truth (Jn 17 17). So Paul prays for the Thessa-
lonians (1 Thess 5 23), and declares that Christ is

to sanctify His church (cf Rom 6 22; 2 Thess 2

13; 2 Tim 2 21; 1 Pet 1 2).
_
Here sanctification

means to make clean or holy in the ethical sense,

though the idea of consecration is not necessarily

lacking. But aside from s])ecial passages, wc must
take into account the whole NT teaching, according
to which every part of the Christian life is the gift

of God and wrought by His Spirit. "It is God that

worketh in you both to will and to work" (Phil 2

13; cf Rom 8 2-4.9.14.10-26; Gal 5 22 f). Sig-

nificant is the use of the words "creature" ("crea-

tion," see margin) and "workmanshi})" with Paul
(2 Cor 5 17; Gal 6 15; Eph 2 10; 4 24). The
new life is God's second work of creation.

When we ask, however, when and how^ this work
is wrought, there is no such clear answer, ^^'hat

we have is on the one hand uncoin])ro-

mising ideal and demand, and on the

other al)solute confidence in God. By
adding to these two the evident fact

that the Christian believers se(>n in the

NT are far from the attainment of

such Christian perfection, some writers have as-

sumed to have the foundation here for the do(;trine

that the state of com])k>te holiness of life is a special

experience in the Christian life wrought in a definite

moment of time. It is well to realize that no NT
passages give a specific answer to these questions of

time and method, and that our conclusions must be
drawn from the general t caching of the NT as to the

Christian life.

First, it must be noted that in the NT view sancti-

fication in the ethical sense is an essential element

3. Sancti-
fication as
God's Gift

4. Ques-
tions of

Time and
Method
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and inpvitahlo rrsult of all Christian lifo and experi-

ence. Looked at from the religious point of view,

it follows from the doctrine of regenera-

5. An Ele- tion. liegeneration is the implanting
ment in All of a new life in man. So far as that

Christian is a new life from Cod it is ipso facto

Life holy. The doctrine of the Holy Spirit

teaches the same (see Holy Spirit).

There is no Christian life from tlie very beginning

that is not the work of the Spirit. ''No man can
[even] sav, Jesus is Lord, but in the .... Spirit"

(1 Cor 12 ;}). But this Spirit is the Holy Spirit,

whether with Paul we say Spirit of Christ or Spirit

of God (Rom 8 9). His presence, therefore, in so

far forth means holiness of life. From the ethical

standpoint the same thing is constantly declared.

Jesus builds here upon the prophets: no religion

without righteousness; clean hands, pure hearts,

deeds of mercy are not mere conditions of worship,

but joined to humble hearts arc themselves the
worship that Go<l desires (Am 5 21-2."); Mic 6 6-S).

Jesus (leepened the conception, but did not change
it, and Paul was true to this succession. "If any
man hath not tlie Spirit of Christ, he is none of his.

And if Christ is in you, .... the spirit is life because
of righteousness" (Rom 8 9.10). There is nothing
in Paul's teaching to suggest that sanctification is

the special event of a unique experience, or that
there are two kinds or qualities of sanctification.

All Christian living meant for him clean, pure, right

living, and that was sanctification. The simple,

practical way in which he attacks the bane of sexual
impurity in his pagan congregations shows this.

"This is the will of God, even your sanctification,

that ye abstain from fornication; that each one of

you know how to possess himself of his own vessel

in sanctification and honor. For God called us not
for uncleanness, but in sanctification" (1 Thess 4
3.4.7). The strength of Paul's teaching, indeed, lies

here in this combination of moral earnestness with
absolute dejiendence upon God.
The second general conclusion that we draw from

the NT teaching as to the Christian life is this: the
sanctification which is a part of all

6. Follows Christian living follows from the very
from Fel- nature of that life as fellowship with
lowship God. Fundamental here is the fact

with God that the Cliristian life is personal, that
nothing belongs in it whicli cannot be

stated in personal terms. It is a life with God
in whicli He graciously gives Himself to us, and
which we live out with Him and with our brothers
in the spirit of Christ, which is His Spirit. The
two great facts as to this fellowship are, that it is

God's gift, and that its fruit is holiness. First,

it is God's gift. What God gives us is nothing
less than Himself. The gift is not primarily for-

giveness, nor victory over sin, nor peace of soul,

nor hope of heaven. It is fellowship with Him,
which includes all of these and without which
none of these can be. Secondly, the fruit of this

fellowship is holiness. The real hallowing of our
life can come in no other way. For Christian holi-

ness is personal, not something formal or ritual, and
its source and power can be nothing lower than the
personal. Such is the fellowship into which God
graciously lifts the believer. Whatever its mystical
aspects, that fellowship is not magical or sacra-

mental. It is ethical through and through. Its

condition on our side is ethical. For Christian
faith is the moral surrender of our life to Him in

whom truth and right come to us with authority
to command. The meaning of that surrender is

ethical; it is opening the life to definite moral real-

ities and powers, to love, meekness, gentleness,

humility, reverence, purity, the passion for right-

eousness, to that which words cannot analyze but

which we know as the Spirit of Christ. Such a
fellow.ship is the supreme moral force for the molfl-
ing of life. /Vn intimate human fellowship is an
analogue of this, and we know with what power it

works on life and cliaracter. It cannot, however,
set forth either the intimacy or the power of this

supreme and final relation where our Friend is not
another but is our real self. So much we know: this

fellowship means a new spirit in us, a renewed and
daily renewing life.

It is noteworthy that Paul has no hard-and-fast forms
for this lif(!. The reality was too rich and great, and
his example should teach us caution in tiie insistence
upon theological forms which may serve to compress tlie

truth instead of expressing it. Here arc som(^ of his
expressions for tliis life in us: to " hav(> the mind of
(Mirist" (1 Cor 2 1<>; Phil 2 5), "the Spirit of (^nist

"

(Rom 8 9), "Christ is in you" (Rom 8 10), "the spirit

which is from Ciod" (1 Cor 2 12), "the .Spirit of Cod"
(1 Cor 3 If)), "the IIolv Spirit" (I (^)r 6 10), "tlie
Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor 3 17), " the Lord the Spirit

"

(2 Cor 3 IS). But in all tliis one fact stands out, this
life is personal, a new spirit in us, and that spirit is

one that we have in personal fellowship with God; it

is His Spirit. Especially significant is the way in which
Paul relates this new life to Christ. ^Ve have already
noted that Paul uses indifferently "Spirit of Cod" and
"Spirit of Christ," and that in the same passage (Rom
8 0). Paul's great contribution to the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit lies here. As he states it in 2 Cor 3 17:
"Now the Lord is the Spirit." With that the whole
conception of the Spirit gains moral coiUent and per-
sonal character. The Spirit is personal, not some thing,
nor some strange and magical power. The Spirit is

ethical; there is a definite moral quality which is ex-
pressed when we say Christ. He has the Spirit who has
the qualities of Christ. Thus the presence of the Spirit
is not evidenced in the unusual, the miraculous, the
ecstatic utterance of tlie eiUhusiast, or some strange
d(>€d of power, but in the workaday (lualities of kindness,
goodness, love, loyalty, pati(;nce, self-restraint (Gal 5
22 f). With this ideiitiflcation of the Spirit and the
Christ in mind, wo can better understand the passages
in which Paul brings out the relation of Christ to the
sanctification of the believer. He is the goal (Rom 8
29). We are to grow up in Him (Eph 4 15). He is to
be formed in us (Gal 4 19). We are to behold Him and
be changed into His image (2 Cor 3 17 f). This deep-
ens into Paul's thought of the mystical relation with
Christ. The Christian dies to sin with Him that he
may live with Him a new life. Christ is now his real

life. He dwells in Christ, Christ dwells in him. He
has Christ's thoughts. His mind. See Rom 6 3-11;
8 9.10; 1 Cor 2 10; 15 22; Gal 2 20.

This vital and positive conception of the sanctifica-

tion of the believer must be asserted against some popu-
lar interpretations. The symbols of fire and water, as
suggesting cleansing, have sometimes been made the
basis for a whole superstructure of doctrine. (For the
former, note I.sa 6 6 f : Lk 3 16; Acts 2 3; for the
latter. Acts 2 38; 22 IG; 1 Cor 6 H; Eph 5 26;
Tit 3 .5; He 10 22; Rev 1 .5; 7 14.) There is a two-
fold danger here, from which these writers have not
escaped. The symbols suggest cleansing, and their
over-emphasis has meant first a negative and narrow
idea of sanctification as primarily separation from sin

or defilement. This is a falling back to certain OT
levels. Secondly, these material symbols have been
litcralized, and the result has been a sort of mechanical
or magical conception of the work of the Spirit. But
the soul is not a substance for mechanical action, however
sublimated. It is personal life that is to be hallowed,
tliought, alTections, motives, desires, will, and only a
personal agent through personal fellowship can work
this end.

The clear recognition of the personal and vital

character of sanctification will help us with another
problem. If the holy life be God's re-

7. Is It In- quircment and at the same time His
stantaneous deed, why should not this sanctifica-

and Entire? tion be instantaneous and entire':" And
does not Paul imply this, not merely in

his demands but in his prayer for the Thessalonians,

that God may establish their hearts in holiness, that

lie may sanctify them wholly and preserve spirit

and soul and body entire, without blame at the

coming of Our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Thess 3 13;

5 23}?
In answer to this we must first discriminate be-

tween the ideal and the empirical with Paul. Like

John (1 Jn 1 ti; 3 9), Paul insists that the life of

Christ and the life of sin cannot go on together, and
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he knows no qualified obedience, no graduated
standard. He brings the highest Christian demanrl
to the poorest of his pagan converts. Nor have we
any finer j)roof of his faith than this uncompro-
mising ideahsm. On the other hand, how could he
ask less than this? God cannot require less than
the highest, but it is another question how the ideal

is to be achieved. In the realm of the ideal it is

always either .... or. In the realm of life there
is another category. The question is not simply,

Is this man sinner or saint? It is rather, What
is he becoming? This matter of becoming is the
really vital issue. Is this man turned the right

way with all his power? Is his life wholly open to
the Divine fellowship? Not the degree of achieve-
ment, but the right attitude toward the ideal, is

decisive. Paul does not stop to resolve paradoxes,
but practically he reckons with this idea. Side by
side with his prayer for the Thessalonians are his

admonitions to growth and progress (1 Thess 3 12;

5 14). Neither the absolute demand or the promise
of grace gives us the right to conclude how the con-
summation shall take place.

That conclusion we can reach only as we go back
again to the fundamental principle of the personal

character of the Christian life and the
8. Sanctifi- relation thus given between the ethical
cation as and the religious. All Christian life

Man's Task is gift and task alike. "Work out your
own salvation .... for it is God who

worketh in you" (Phil 2 12 f). All is from God;
we can only live what God gives. But there is a
converse to this: only as we live it out can God
give to us the life. This appears in Paul's teaching
as to sanctification. It is not only God's gift, but
our task. "This is the will of God, even your
sanctification" (1 Thess 4 3). "Having therefore
these i)romises .... let us cleanse ourselves from
all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness
[hagios2inc] in the fear of God" (2 Cor 7 1). Sig-
nificant is Paul's use of the word "walk." We are
to "walk in newness of life," "by [or in] the Spirit,"

"in love," and "in Christ Jesus the Lord" (Rom 6
4; Gal 5 16; Eph 5 2; Col 2 6). The gift in

each case becomes the task, and indeed becomes
real and efTective only in this activity. It is only
as we walk by the Spirit that this becomes powerful
in overcoming the lusts of the flesh (Gal 5 16; cf

5 2.5). But the ethical is the task that ends only
with life. If God gives only as we live, then He
cannot give all at once. Sanctification is then the
matter of a life and not of a moment. The life may
be consecrated in a moment, the right relation to
God assumed and the man stand in saving fellow-

ship with Him. The life is thus made holy in

principle. But the real making holy is coextensive
with the whole life of man. It is nothing less than
the constant in-forming of the life of the inner spirit

and outer deed with the Spirit of Christ until we,
"speaking truth in love, may grow up in all things
into him, who is the head" (Eph 4 1.5). (Read also

Rom 6; that the Christian is dead to sin is not some
fixed static fact, but is true only as he refuses the
lower and yields his members to a higher obedience.
Note that in 1 Cor 5 7 Paul in the same verse
declares "ye arc unleavened," and then exhorts
"Purgi! out the old leaven, that ye may be a new
lumj)"; cf also 1 Thess 5 5-10.)

We may sum up as follows: The word "sanctify"
is used with two broad meanings: (1) The first is

to devote;, to consecrate to God, to recognize as
holy, that is, as belonging to God. This is the
regular OT usage and is most common in the NT.
The prophets showed that this belonging to Jeh
demanded righteousness. The N'T deepens this
into a whole-hearted surrender to the fellowship of
God and to the rule of His Spirit. (2) Though the

word itself appears in but few passages with this
sense, the NT is full of the thought of the making
holy of the Christian's life by the Spirit of God in
that fellowship into which God lifts us by His grace
and in which He gives Himself to us. This sancti-
fying, or hallowing, is not mechanical or magical.
It is wrought out by God's Spirit in a daily fellow-
ship to which man gives himself in aspiration and
trust and obedience, receiving with open heart,
living out in obedient life. It is not negative, the
mere separation from sin, but the progressive hal-
lowing of a life that grows constantly in capacity,
as in_ character, into the stature of full manhood as
it is in Christ. And from this its very nature it is

not momentary, but the deed and the privilege of
a whole life. See also Holy Spirit and the follow-
ing article.

Literature.—Tho popular and special works are
usually too undiscriminatinK and unhistorlcal to be of
value for the Bib. study. An exception is Beet, Ilolinrss
Symbolic and Real. Full Bil). material in Cremer, liib.
Thcol. Lex., but treated from special points of view.
See Systematic TlieoioKies, OT TheoloRies (cf csp.
Smend), and NT Theologies (cf esp. Iloltzniann).

Harris Fr.\nklin Rall

Wesleyan Doctrine
1. Doctrine Stated
2. Olijections Answered
3. Importance for tlie Preacher
4. Hymnology
5. Its (ilorious Results
C. Wesley's Personal Testimony

_
Christian perfection, through entire sanctifica-

tion, by faith, h(>re and now, was one of the doc-
trines by which John Wesley gave

1. Doctrine great ofT(>nce to his clerical br(>thren
Stated in the Anglican church. From tlu;

beginning of his work in 1739, till 1760,
he was formulating this doctrine. At the last date
there suddenly arose a large number of witnesses
among his followers. IMany of these he questioned
with Baconian skill, the result being a confirmation
of his theories on various points.

In pubhc address he used the terms "Christian
Perfection," "Perfect Love," and "Holiness," as
synonymous, though there are differences between
them when examined critically. With St. Paul he
taught that all regenerate persons are saints, i.e.

holy ones, as the word "saint," from Lat snxctus,
through the Norman-Fr., signifies (1 Cor 1 2;
2 Cor 1 1). His theory is that in the normal
Christian the princii)le of holiness, beginning with
the new birth, gradually expands and strengf li(>ns

as the believer grows in grace and in the knowlcnlge
of the_ truth, till, by a final, all-surrendering act of

faith in Christ, it reaches an instantaneous com-
pletion through the act of the Holy Spirit, the
sanctifier: 2 Cor 7 1, "perfecting holiness," etc;

Eph 4 13, AV "Till we all come . . ._ . unto a
perfect man," etc. Thus sanctification is gradual,
but entire sanctification is instantaneous (Rom
6 6, "our old man was crucified," etc, a sudden
death; Gal 2 20, "I have been crucified with
Christ; and it is no longer I that live"). In 1 Thess
5 23, the word "sanctify" is a Gr aorist tense, sig-

nifying an act and not a process, as also in Jn 17
19, "that they .... may be sanctified in truth,"
or truly. (See Meyer's note.) Many Christians
experience this change on their deathbeds. If

death suddenly ends the life of a growing Christian
before he is wholly sanctified, the Holy Spirit i)er-

fcM'ts the work. Wesley's advice to the jjrcacliers

of this evangelical perfection was to draw and not
to drive, and never to quote any threatenings of

God's word against God's children. The declara-

tion, "\\'ithout sanctification no man shall see the
Lord" (He 12 14), does not apply to the saints,

"the holy ones."
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Wesley's i)orf(>cti()ii of love is not perfection of
decree, hut of kind. Ture love is perfect love.
The sni<iiial si'owth toward perfect i)urity of love is

beautifully expressed in Alonod's hymn/
"O tli(^ l)itt(-r sliaine and sorrow!"

The first resijonsc to tlic .Saviour's call is,

".VII of .self, and none of 'I'hce."
But after a view of Chi-ist on tlic cross, the answer Is
faintly,

".Some of self, and some of Thee."
Then, after a ix^riod of ki-owIiik love, the cry is,

" Lt'ss of self, and more of Thee/'
After anoth(>r i)erio(i, the final cry is,

" Xone of .self, and all of Thee!"
an aspiration for pure lo\e, without any selfishness.

The attaiiunent of this ^raee is certified by the
total c(>ssation of all .s(Tvile fear (1 Jn 4 18).
Wesley add<>d to this the witness of the Spirit, for
which his only ])roof-te.\t is 1 Cor 2 12.

(1) Paul, in Phil 3 12, declares that he is not
"made perfect": (a) in ver 15, he dechires that he is

perfect; (h) "made perfect" is a term,
2. Objec- borrowed from the ancient games,
tions signifying u finished course. This is

Answered one of the meanings of tclcioo, ;is .seen
also in Lk 13 32 m, "The third day I

end my course." Paul no more disclaims spiritual
perfection in these words than does Christ before
"the third day." Paul claims in ver 15, by the use
of an adj., that he is jxn-fect. In ver 12 Paul claims
that he is not perfect as a victor, because the race is

not ended. In ver 15 he claims that he is perfect
as a racer.

(2) Paul says (1 Cor 15 31), "I die daily."
This does not refer to death to sin, as some say that
it does, but to his daily danger of being killed for
I)reaching Christ, as in Rom 8 36, "we are killed
all the day kmg."

(3) 1 Jn 1 8: "If we say that we have no sin,"
v\c. {a) If this includ(>s Christian.s, it contradicts
John himself in the very next V(Tse, and in 3 9,
"Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no sin," ancl
Jn 8 36, "If .... the Son shall make you free,"
etc, and na all those texts in the NT declaring sins
forgiven.

(6) Bi.shop Wcstcott says that the expression "tohave sm," is di.stinguished from "to sin," as the sinful
principk! is distinguished from tlu- sinful act in itself
It mcludcs the idea of ix-rsonal guilt. Westcott a.sscrts
that .John refers to thi> (oiostics, who taught that moral
evil exists only in matter, and never touches spirit which
IS always holy; and, therefore, thoiigli guilty of allmanner of vic(;, their spirits had no need of atonement
becau.se they were untouched by sin, which existed only
in their bodies, as it does in all mattc-r. When told that
this made the body of (Mirist sinful, thev denied the
reality of His body, saying that it was only a phantom.
Hence, in the very first vc^rse of this Kp., John writes
evidently against the gnostic error, quoting three of the
five s(>nses to prove the reality of Christ's humanitv
(By all means see "The Epp. of St. John," Cambridae
Bible for t>chouls, etc, 17—21.)

The relation of this doctrine to the Methodist
Episcopal church in the United States is s(>en in the

following questions, which have been
3. Required athrmativc-ly answered in public by
for the all its preachers on their admi.ssion to
Highest the Conferences: "Are you going on
Success to i)erfcction?"; "Do you expect to
of the be made perfect in love in this life?";
Preacher "Are you earnestly striving after it?"'

The hymns of the Weslevs, still uni-
versally simg, are filled with this doctrine, in which
occur such expressions as:

4. Hym-
nology

"Take away our bent to sinning," . . . .

"Let us find that second rest," ....
"Mak(> and kt'cp nie i)ure within," .

"'Tis done! Thou dost this moment save
With full salvation ble.ss." ....

To the preaching of Christian perfection Wesley
ascribed the success of his work in the conversion,
religious training and intellectual education of the

mas.ses of Croat Pritain. It furnished him a multi-
tude of consecrated workers, many of them lay

l)reachers, who labored in nearly every
5- Its hamlet, and who carried tlur gospel
Glorious into all the British colonies, includ-
Results ing America. It is declared by secular

histori.ans that this great evangelical
movement, in which the doctrine of entin; sancti-
fication was so prominent, saved I^ngland from a
disastrous revolution, like that which drenched
France with the blood of its royal family and its
nobility, in the last decade of the 18th cent. It
IS certain that the great Christian and humani-
t.anan work of A\illiam I^ooth, originally a Metho-
dist, was inspired by this doctrine whicli he con-
stantly preached. This enabled his followers in the
early years of the Salvation Armv to endure the
persecutions which befell them at \hat tim(\

_
Wesley's own experience of this grace is found in his

journal, March, 1760: "I felt my soul was all love.
I was so staved on Cod as I never felt

6. Wesley's before, and knew that I loved Ilim with
Personal all my heart. When I came home I
Testimony could ask for nothing; I could only give

thanks. And the witness that Cod had
saved me from all my sins grew clearer every hour.
On Wednesday this was stronger than ev(T. "l have
never since found my heart wander from God."
This is as explicit a testimony to his entire sancti-

fication as his only recorded testimony to his justi-
fication in these words (May 24, 1738): "I felt
my heart strangely warmed ".

. . . and an assur-
ance was given me, that lie had taken away my
sins," etc. D.A.XIEL Steele

SANCTITY, sank'ti-ti, LEGISLATION, lej-i.s-
la'shun, OF. See Astronomy, I, 5, (6).

SANCTUARY, sank'tii-a-ri, sank'tu-a-ri (TT-^p^
,

mikdash,
'^"i^'2 , miWdhash, Tl^P , kodhcsh, "holy

place"; a^iov, hdgion):

1. Nature of Article
2. Th(> (iraf-Wellhausen Hypothesis

The Thr(>o Stages
3. Ditliculties of the Theorv

(1) Slaughter Not Xecessarilv Sacrificial
(2) Sacrifice and Theophanv
(3) Alleged Plurality of Sanctuaries
(4) The Altar of God's House
(5) Local Altars in Deuteronomy

4. The Alternative View
(1) Lay Sacrifice
(2) Three Pilgrimage Festivals

5. The Elephantine Papyri
The Elephantine Teniplo

LiTEUATURE x

The present art. is designed to supplement the
arts, on Altars; IIkui Pl.\ce; Pextatei-ch;

Tabernacle; Temple, by giving an'
1. Nature outline of certain rival viev.s of the
of the course of law and history as regards
Article the place of worship. The subject

has a specitd imi)ortance because it

was made the turning-point of Wellhausen's di.s-

ciis.sion of the develoi)ment of Israel's literature,
history and r(>ligion. He himself writes: "I clifTer

from Graf chiefly in this, that I always go back to
the centralization of the cultus, and deduce from
it the particular divergences. My whole jiosition
is contained in my first chapter" {Prolegomena,
368). For the purposes of this di.scu.ssion it is

necessary to use the symbols JE, D, H, and P,
which are explained in the art. Pentateuch.

It is said that there are three distinct stages of
law and history.

(1) In the first stage all slaughter of domestic ani-
mals for food purposes was sacrificial, and (>very
layman could sacrifice locally at an altar of (>arth or
unhewn stones. The law of JE is contained in Ex
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20 24-26, providing for the mjiking of an altar of

earth or stones, and emphasis is laid on the words
"in every place ["in all the ])lace" is

2. The grammatically an equally possible ren-

Graf-Well- clering] where I record my name I will

hausen Hy- come unto thee and I will bless thee."

pothesis This, it is claimed, j)ermits a plurality

of sanctuaries. Illustrations are pro-
vided by the history. The patriarchs move about
the country freely and build altars at various places.

Later sacrifices or altars are mentioned in con-
nection with Jethro (Ex 18 12), Moses (17 15,

etc), Joshua (Josh 8 30), Gideon (Jgs 6 26 etc),

Manoah (13 19), Samuel (1 S 7 17, etc), Elijah

(1 K 18 32), to take but a few instances. Per-
haps the most instructive case is that of Saul after

the battle of Michmash. Observing that the people
were eating meat with blood, he caused a larg(>

stone to be rolled to him, and we are expressly told
that this was the first altar that he built to the Lord
(1 S 14 35). While some of these examples might
be accounted for by theophanics or other special

circtimstances, they are too numerous when taken
together for such an ex])lanation to suffice. Iti

many instances they rei)resent the conduct of the
most authoritative and religious leaders of the age,

e.g. Samuel, and it must be i)resumed that such men
knew and acted tipon the Law of their own day.
Hence the history and the Law of Ex 20 are in

unison in permitting a multiplicity of sanctuaries.
Wellhausen adds: "Altars as a rule are not built

by the ))atriarchs according to their own private
judgmc^nt wheresoever they please; on the contrary,
a theoi)hany calls attention to, or, at least after-

ward, confirms, the holiness of the place" (op. cit.,

31).

(2) The second stage is presented by Dt in the
Law and Josiah's reformation in the history.
Undoubtedly Dt 12 permits local non-sacrificial

slaughtcT for the purposes of food, and enjoins the
destruction of heathen places of worship, insisting

with great- vehemence on the central sanctuary.
The narrative of Josiah's reformation in 2 K 23
tallies with these principles.

(3) T/ic lldrd great body of Ituv (P) does not deal
with the question (save in one pa.ssage, Lev 17).

In Dt "the unity of the cultua is commanded; in

the PC it is presupposed ^\'hat follows from
this forms the question before us. To my thinking,
this: that the PC rests upon the result which is only
the aim of Dt" {Prolegomena, 35). Accordingly, it

is later than the latter book and dates from about
the time of Ezra. As to Lev 17 1-9, this belongs
to II, an older collection of laws than P, and is

taken up in th(! latter. Its intention was "to secure
the exclusive legitimation of the one lawful place of
sacrifice Plainly the common man did not
quite; understand the newly drawn and previ(nisly

quite unknown distinction between the religious

and the ])rofane act" {Prolegomena, 50). Accord-
ingly, tliis legislator strove to meet the difficulty by
the new enactment. See Chiticism (The Graf-
Wellhausen Hypothesis).

(1) Hlaiighter not Jiecessarily sacrificial.—Th(>
general sui)stratum afTorded by the documentary

theory falls within the scope of the
3. Difficul- art. Pkxtateuch. The present dis-
ties of the cussicm is limited to the legal and his-
Theory torical outline traced above. The

view that all slaughter of domestic
animals was sacrificial till the; time of Josiah is

relmtted by the evidence of the early books. The
followhig examples should be notetl: in Gen 18 7
a calf is slain without any trace; of a sacrifice, and in

27 9-14 (Jaco])'s substitute for venison) no altar
or religious rite can fairly be postulated. In 1 S
28 24 the slaughter is performed by a woman, so

that here again sacrifice is out of the question. If

Gideon i)erformed a sacrifice when he "made ready
a kid" (Jgs 6 19) or when he killed an animal for
the broth of which the narrative speaks, the animals
in (}uestion must have been sacrificed twice over,
once when they were killed and again when the food
was consumed bv fiames. Special importance
attaches to Ex 22 1 (Heb 21 37), for there the JE
legislation itself speaks of slaughter by cattle thieves
as a natural and ])robable occurrence, and it can
surely not have regarded this' as a sacrificial act.
Otlu^r instances arc; to be found in Gen 43 16;
1 S 25 11; 1 K 19 21. In 1 S 8 13 the word
tr'' "cooks" means lit. "women slaughterers." All
these instances are ])rior to the date assigned to
Dt. With respect to Lev 17 1-7 also, the theory
is unworkable. At any time in King Josiah's reign
or after, it would have been utterly inii)ossible to
limit all slaughter of animals for the whole race
wherever resident to one single spot. This part of
the theory therefore breaks down.

(2) Sacrifice and theophany.—The view that the
altars were erected at i)Iaces that were peculiarly
holy, or at any rate were subsequently sanctified
by a theophany, is also untenable. In the Patri-
archal age we may refer to Gen 4 2(), where the
calling on God imp]i(>s sacrifice but not theopham'es,
Al)ram at Beth-el (12 S) and Alamre (13 IS), and
Jacob's sacrifices (31 54; 33 20). Compare later
Samuel's altar at Ramah, Adonijah's sacrifice at
En-rogel (1 K 1), Naaman's earth (2 K 5), David's
clan's sacrifice (1 S 20 6.29). It is impossible to
postulate theophanics for the sacrifices of every clan
in the countrv, and it becomes necessarv to trans-
late Ex 20 24 "in all the place" (see supra 2, [1])
and to understand "the place" as the territory of
Israel.

(3) Alleged plurality of sanctuaries.—The hy-
pothesis of a multiplicity of sanctuaries in JE and
the history also leaves out of view many most- im-
l)ortant facts.

_
The truth is that the word "sanc-

tuary" is ambiguous and misleading. A i)lurahty
of altars of earth or stone is not a plurality of
sanctuaries. The early legislation knows a "house
of Jeh" in addition to the primitive altars (]']x 23
19; 34 26; cf the i)arts of .Jo.sh 9 23.27 as.signcd to
J). No eyewitness could mistake a house for an
altar, or vice versa.

(4) The altar of God's house.—Moreover a curious
little bit of evidence shows that the "hou.se" had
([uite a different kind of altar. In 1 K 1 50 f;

2 28 ff, w^ ^i^'*-^ "f the horns of the altar (cf Am 3
14). Neither earth nor unhewn stones (as required
by the Law of Ex 20) could provide such horns,
and the historical instances of the altars of the
l)atriarchs, religious leaders, etc, to which reference
has been made, show that they had no horns. Ac-
cordingly we are thrown l)ack on the description of
the great altar of burnt offering in Ex 27 and must
assume that an altar of this type was to be found
l)efore the ark before Solomon built his Temj)le.
Thus the altar of the House of God was quite dif-
ferent fromthe customary lay altar, and when we
read of "mine altar" as a refuge in Ex 21 14, we
must refer it to the former, as is shown by the pas-
sages just cited. In addition to the early legislation
and the historical passages cited as recognizing a
House of God with a horned altar, we see such a
house in Shiloh where Eli and his sons of the house
of Aaron (1 S 2 27) ministered. Thus the data
of both JE and the; history show us a House of God
with a horned altar side by side with tlu; nuilti-
Ijficity of stone or earthen altars, but give us no
hint of a plurality of legitimate houses or shrines
or sanctuaries.

_
(5) Local altars in Deuteronomy.—Dt also nn-og-

nizes a number of local altars in 16 21 (see ICC, ad
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loc.) and so does D.. in Josh 8 30 ff. Thoro is no
place for anj- of these passages in the Wellhausen
theory; hut again we find one house side l)y side
with many lay altars.

(1) Lay .sam'ficc.—The altern.-itive view seeks to
aeeount for the whole of the facts noted above. In

bald outline it is as follows: In jjre-

4. The AI- Mosaic times customary sacrifices

ternative had bcnni freely ofT(>red by laymen at
View altars of (\arth or stone which were not

"sanctuaries," but places that could
be used for the nonce and then abandoned. Slaugh-
ter, as shown by the instances cited, was not neces-
sarily sacrificial. INIoses did not forbid or dis-
courage the custom he found. On the contrary,
he n>gulated it in Ex 20 2 t-2G; Dt 16 21 f to pre-
vent possible abuses. But he also superimpo.sed
two other kinds of sacrifice—certain new offerings
to 1)0 brought by individuals to the religious capital
and the national offerings of Nu 28, 29 and other
passages. If P assumes the religious cai)ital as
axiomatic, the reason is that this portion of the
Law consists of teaching intrusted to the priests,
embracing the procedure to be followed in these
two classes of offerings, and does not refer at all to
thoprocedure at customary lay sacrifices, which was
regulated by immemorial custom. Dt thunders not
against_ the lay altars—which are nv.vor even men-
tioned in this coimection—but against the Canaan-
itish high j)laces. Dt 12 contemplates only the
new individual offerings. The permission of lay
slaughter for food was due to the fact that the iii-

fidelity of the Israelites in the wilderness (Lev 17
5-7) had led to the imiversal prohibition of lay
slaughter for the period of the wanderings only,
though it appears to be contimied by Dt for thoise
who lived near the House of God (see 12 21, limited
to the case "if the place .... be too far from
thee").

(2) Three pilgrimage festivals in JE.—The JE leg-
islation itself recognizes the three pilgrimage festi-
vals of the House of CJod (Ex 34 22 f ) . One of these
festivids is called "the feast of weeks, even of the
bikkurim fa kind of first-fruits] of wheat harvest,"
and as 23 19 and 34 2G re(|uire these hikkurim to
be brought to the House of God and not to a lay
altar, it follows that the pilgrimages are as firmly
established here ai? in Dt. Thus we find a House
(with a horned altar) served by priests and lay altars
of earth or stone side by side in law and history till

the exile swept them all away, and by breaking
the continuity of tradition and practice paved the
way for a new and artificial interpretation of the
Law that was far removed from the intent of the
lawgiver.

The Elephantine temple.—Papyri have recently
been found at Elephantine whicli show us a Jewish

community in Egyi)t which in 405
5. The Ele- BC possessed a local temple. On the
phantine Wellhausen hyi)othesis it is usual to
Papyri assume that P and Dt were still un-

known and not recognized as authori-
tative in this connntmifJ at that date, although the
Deuteronomic law of the central sanctuary goes
back at least to 021. It is difficult to understand
how a law that had been recognized as Divine by
Jeremiah and others could still h;ive been unknown
or destitute of authority. On the alternative view
this i)henomenon will have been the result of an
interpretation of the Law to suit the needs of an
age some 800 years subsequent to the death of Moses
in circumstances he never contemplated. The
Pent apparently permits sacrifice only in the land
of Israel: in the altered circumstances the choice
lay between interpreting the Law in this way or
abandoning public worship altogether; for the
synagogue with its non-sacrificial form of public

worship had not yet been invented. All old legis-
lations have to be construed in this way to meet
changing circumstances, and this example contains
nothhig excejitional or surprising.

IjItkratchk.—.J. Wellhausen, Proleuomena to the Ilis-
tnrii of Israel, ch i. for th(! criti(;al hvpothcsi.s; H M
;,A^^*'';v.fi''^''

^^ ^^' •^''^ P(^>^sim for the alternative view;
I 1 , 173 ff.

, .

_ ^^
H.VUOLD M. WlEXP^R

SAND (^in
, hoi; a(A(ios, dnimos; a variant

of the mor(> usual \J/d(ifios, psdmmos; cf ajiaGos,
dmnthos, i|/d(ia0os, psdinalhox):

Sand is principally produced by the grindins action
of waves. This is accompanied by chemical solution
with th(! result that the mon^ solul)lc const ilu.'iits of
th(! rock diminish in amount or disat)pi'ar and the sands
tend to become more or less purely silicious, silica or
quartz beiiiK a common constituent of rocks and very
nsolublc. The rocks of Pal ar(> so largely composed of
limestone that the shore and dune sands arc unusually
calcareous, containing from 10 to 20 per cent of calcium
carbonate. This is subject to solution and redeposition
as a cement between the sand grains, binding them
together to form the porous sandston(! of tin; seashore
which IS easily worked and is much used in building SeeRock, III, (2).

Figurative: (1) Used most often as a symbol of
countless multitude; esp. of the children of Israel
(Gen 22 17; 32 12; 2 S 17 11; 1 K 4 20; Isa 10
22; 48 19; Jer 33 32; Hos 1 10; Rom 9 27; He
11 12); also of the enemies of Israel (Josh 11 4-
Jgs 7 12; 1 S 13 5; cf Rev 20 8). Joseph laid
up gram as the sand of the sea (Gen 41 49); God
gave Solomon wisdom and understanding and large-
ness^of heart as the sand that is on the seashore
(1 K 4 29); Job says "I shall multiply my days
as the sand" (Job 29 18); the inultitudeof quails
provided for the Israelites in the desert is compared
to the sand (Ps 78 27); the Psalmist says of the
thoughts of God, "They are more in number than the
sand" (Ps 139 18); Jeremiah, speaking of the deso-
lation of Jerus, says that the number of widows is
as the sand (Jer 15 8). (2) Sand is also a svmbol
of weight (Job 6 3; Prov 27 3), and (3) of ^insta-
bihty (Mt 7 26).

It is a question what is meant by "the hidden
treasures of the sand" in Dt 33 19.

Alfred Ely Day
SAND FLIES, sand'fliz (223 , kimmn [Ex 8 16 m;

Wisd 19 10 m]): EV "hce." See Flea; Gnat;
IxsECTs; Lice.

SAND, GLOWING, glo'ing. See Mirage.

SAND-LIZARD, sand'liz-ard {'^"du
, hdmct; LXX

eravpa, AYu/ra, "lizard"; AV sna.i\):' Hornet is 7th in
the list of unclean "creeping things" in Lev 11 29.30
and occurs nowhere else. It is probably a skink or
some species of Lacerto. See Lizard; Snail.

SANDAL, san'dal. See Dress, 6; Shoe; Shoe-
Latchet.

SANHEDRIN, san'he-drhi (r^-in;?
, sanhedhrin,

the Talmudic transcription of the Gr <rvv^8ptov,
sunedrion): The Sanhedrin was, at

1. Name and before the time of Christ, the name
for the highest Jewish tribunal, of 71

members, in Jctus, and also for the lower tribunals,
of 23 members, of which Jerus had two {Tosephta'
Hdghlghah 11 9; Sanh. 1 6; 11 2). It is derived
from sun, "together," and hMra, "seat." In Gr
and Rom literature the senates of Sparta, Carthage,
and even Rome, are so called (cf Pausan. iii.ll, 2;
Polyb. iii.22; Dion Casshis xl.49). In Jos we meet
with the word for the first time in connection with
the governor Gabinius (57-55 BC), who divided
the whole of Pal into 5 sunedria (Ant, XIV, v, 4),
or sunodoi (BJ, I, viii, 5); and with the term sune-
drion for the high council in Jerus first in Ant, XIV,
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ix, 3-5, in connect ion with Herod, who, when .a

youth, had to :ipiK>;ir before the sunedrion at Jerus

to answ(>r for his doings in Gahlee. But before that

date the word appears in the LXX version of Prov-

erbs (c 130 BC), esp. in 22 10; 31 23, as an

equivalent for the Alishnaic &e//w^tn = "judgment-

chamber."
In the NT the word sometimes, esp. when used

in the pL (Mt 10 17; Mk 13 9; cf Sank. 1 5),

means simply "court of justice," i.e. any judicatory

(Mt 5 22). But in most cases it is used to desig-

nate the supreme Jewish Court of Justice in Jerus,

in which the process against Our Lord was carried

on, and before which the apostles ((!sp. Peter and

John, Stei)hen, and V'miX) had to justify themselv(;s

(Mt 26 59; Mk 14 55; 15 1; Lk 22 6G; Jn 11

47; Acts 4 15; 5 21 IT; 6 12 ff; 22 30; 23 Iff;

24 20). Sometimes preshuterion (Lk 22 60; Acts

22 5) and geromla (Acts 5 21) are substituted for

sunedrion. See Senate.

In the Jewish tradition-literature the term "San-

hedrin" alternates with k'nishta', "meeting-place"

{M^ghillath Ta'dnith 10, compiled in the 1st cent.

AD), and heth-din, "court of justice" (Sank. 11 2.4).

As, accordhig to Jewish tradition, there were two

kinds of sanedria, viz. the supreme simedrion in

Jerus of 71 members, and lesser sunedria of 23

members, which were appointed by the supreme

one, we find often the term snnhedhrin g'dholah,

"the great Sanhedrin," or beth-din ha-gadhol, "the

great court of justice" {Middoth 5 4; Sank. 1 6),

or snnhedhrin g'dholah ha-yoshebheth If-lish'khath hn-

gazilh, "the great Sanhedrin which sits in the hall

of hewn stone."

Th(>re is lack of positive historical information as

to the origin of the Sanhedrin. According to Jew-

ish tradition (cf Ranh. 1 6) it was
2. Origin constituted by Moses (Nu 11 16-24)

and History and was reorganiz(>d by Ezra imme-
diately after the return from exile (cf

the Tg to Cant 6 1). But there is no historical

evidence to show that previous to the Gr jjcriod

there existed an orgiuiized aristocratic governing

trilaunal among the Jews. Its beginning is to l)e

placed at the period in which Asia was convulsed

by Alexander the Great and his successors.

The Hellenistic kings conceded a great aniount of

internal freedom to municipal communities, and
Pal was then practically under home rule, and was
governed by an aristocratic council of Elders (1

Mace 12 6; 2 Mace 1 10; 4 44; 11 27; 3 Mace
1 8; cf Jos, A«i, XII, iii, 4; XIII, v, 8; M'-ghillath

Ta'dnith 10), the head of which was the hereditary

high ])riest. The court was called Gcrousia, which

in Gr always signifies an aristocratic body (see

Westermann in Pauly's RE, III, 49). Subsequently

this developed into the Sanhedrin.

During the Rom period (except for about 10

years at the time of Gabinius, who applied to Ju-

daea the Rom system of government; cf Mar-
quardt, Romische Staalsverwaltung, I, 501), the

Sanhedrin's influence was most powerful, the inter-

nal government of the country being practically in

hs hands {Ant, XX, x), and it was rehgiously rec-

ognized even among the Diaspora (cf Acts 9 2;

22 5; 26 12). According to Schurer (//J/"", div II,

vol 1, 171; GJy-', 236) the civil authority of the

Sanhedrin, from the time of Archelaus, Herod the

Great's son, was probably restricted t.o Judaea
proper, and for that reason, he thinks, it had no
judicial authority over Our Lord so long as He re-

mained in Galilee (but see G. A. Smith, Jerus, I,

416).
The Sanhedrin was abolished after the destruction

of Jerus (70 AD). The beth-din (court of judg-

ment) in Jabneh (68-80), in Usah (80-116), in

Shafran (140-63), in Sepphoris (163-93), in Tibe-

rias (193-220), though regarded in the Talm (cf

/^o'.s7i ha-shdnah Zla) as having been the direct con-

tinuation of the Sanhedrin, had an essentially

differ<>nt charact(n-; it was merely an ass(>iubly of

scribes, whose decisions had only a theoretical im-

portance (cf Sdtdh 9 11).

The Gr(>at Saidiedrin in Jerus was formed (Mt
26 3.57.59; Mk 14 53; 15 1; Lk 22 66; Acts

4 5f; 5 21; 22 30) of high priests

3. Consti- (i.e. the acting high priest, those who
tution had been high i)riests, and members of

the jn-ivileged families from which the

high priests were taken), eldcTs (tribal and faniily

heads of the peojile and priesthood), and scribes

(i.e. legal assessors), Pharisees and Sadducees alike

(cf Acts 4 IIT; 5 17.34; 23 6). In Mk 15 43;

JAs. 23 50, Jo.'^eph of Arimathaea is ca\]ed_boulcuies,

"counciUor," i.e. member of the Sanhedrin.

According to Jos and the NT, the acting high

priest was as such ahvavs head and president (Mt 26

3.57; Acte 5 17ff; 7 \; 9 1 f ; 22 5; 23 2; 24 1;

Ant, IV, viii, 17; XX, x). Caiaphas is ])r(>sident

at the trial of Our Lord, and at Paul's trial Ananias

is i)resident. Ou the other hand, according to the

Talm {(.^sp. Ilnghu/hdh 2 2), th<> Sanhedrin is rejjre-

senttid as a juridical tri))unal of scribes, in which one

scribe acted as nasi', "prince," i.e. president, and
another as 'abh-beth-dln, father of the judgment-
chamber, i.e. vice-president. So far, it has not been

found i)ossible to reconcile these conflicting descrip-

tions (see "Literature," below).

Sanh. 4 3 mentions the sdph^re-ha-daydnim,

"notaries," one of whom n^gistered the reasons for

acquittal, and the other the reasons for condem-
nation. In the NT we read of huperelai, "con-

stables" (Mt 5 25) and of the "servants of the

high priest" (Mt 26 51; Mk 14 47; Jn 18 10),

whom Jos describes as "enlisted from the rudest

and most restless characters" (Ant, XX, viii, 8;

ix, 2). Jos speaks of the "pubhc whip," Matthew
mentions "tormentors" (18 34), Luke speaks of

"spies" (20 20).

Tlie whole history of post-exilic Judaism circles

round the high i)riests, and the i:)riestly aristocracy

always jjlayed the leading jiart in the Sanhedrin

(cf Sanh. 4 2). But the more the Pharisees grew

in inii)ortance, the more were they rei)resented in

the Sanhedrin. In the time of Salome they were

so powerful that "the queen ruled only in name, but

the Pharisees in reahty" (Ant, XIII, xvi, 2). So

in the time of Christ, the Sanhedrin was formally

led by the Sadducean high pri(>sts, but i)ractically

ruled by the Pharisees (Ant, XVIII, i, 4).

In the time of Christ the Great Sanhedrin at

Jerus enjoyed a very high measure of indep(>ndence.

It exercised not only civil jurisdiction,

4. Juris- according to Jewish law, but also, in

diction some degree, criminal. It had ad-

ministrative authority and could order

arrests by its own ofhcers of justice (Mt 26 47;

Mk 14 43; Acts 4 3; 5 17 f; 9 2; cf Sanh. 1 5).

It was empower(>d to judge cases which did not in-

volve capital punishment, which latter required

the confirmation of the Rom jirocurator (Jn 18 31;

dJerusSanh. 1 1; 7 2 [p. 24]; Jos, Au^ XX, ix, 1).

But, as a rule, the procurator arranged his judg-

ment in accordance with the demands of the San-

hedrin.
For one ofTence the Sanhedrin could put to death,

on their own authority, even a Rom citizen, namely,

in the case of a Gentile ])assing the fence which

divided the inner court of the Temple from that of

the Gentiles {BJ, VI, ii, 4; Middoth 11 3; cf Acts

21 28). The only case of capital punishment m
connection with the Sanhedrin in the NT is that of

Our Lord. The stoning of Stephen (Acts 7 54 ff)

was probably the illegal act of an enraged multitude.
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'Jlic 'r;ilniii(lic Inidil ion name.'
Kfonc," \\lii(

5. Place
and Time
of Meeting

(• Jiall of hewn
.•iccordiiiK to MiildOth 5 4, was on

tlic soiilli side of the ^mit, court, as
tli(>scal of <Ih' (h'cai Saiihodriii (Pcah
2 (>; 'Edhnydlh 7 -t, ot, al.). Hut tlio
];ist sittiiifis of the Sauhedrin were
licid in the citv outside the lVmi)le

area {S,a,ih. 41a; Sliahhalh 15a; Ru'sh ha-shanah
21n; \\}>}iudhak zarah 8c). Jos also mentions the
place \vhen> the hoidculm, "the councillors," met.
as the hoidi', outside the Temple {BJ, V, iv, 2), and
most probably he ref(>rs to these last sittings.

Accordin<!; to the Tuscjjiila' Sank. 7 1, th(> San-
hedrin held its sitting;s from the time of the offerhi-;
of the daily morninf>; sacrifice till that of the eveninj^
sacrifice. Then; wer(« no sittings on Sabbaths or
feast days.

The m(>m]>ers of the SaTihedrin were arranged in
a semicircle, so that thev could sec each other
- _,

{Sank. 4 3; m^cplda' 8 1). The two
6. Pro- notaries stood before- them, who.se duty
cedure it^ was to n-cord f he votes (s(>e 3, al>ov(>j

.

The prisoner had to appear in humble
attitude and dresscvl in mourning (Ant, XIV, ix, 4).A s(>nten('e of capital [)unishment could not be
passed on the day of the trial. The decision of
the judges had to be examined on the following
day {SaN/i. 4 1), except in the case of a jierson
who misled the people, who could be tried and
condemned the same day or in the night (To-
?ephta' Sank. 10). 13ecause of this, cases which
involved capital punishment were not tried on a
I^riday or on any day before a feast. A herald
preceded the condemiunl one as he was led to the
place of execution, and cried out: "X^. the son of X
has been found guilty of death, etc. If anyone
knows anything to clear him, let him come forward
and declare it" (Sank. 6 1). Near the place of
execution the condemned man was asked to confess
his guilt m ord(>r that he might partake in the world
to come (lb; cf Lk 23 41-43).
Literature.—Our knowledge about the Sanhedriu

IS ba.sed on three .sources: the NT, Jos, and the j'^vish
tradition-literature (esp. Misli Sa,ihe,lhrin and MakZmbest ed, Strack, with Oer. tr, Schriften des InMuumJudaicum in Berlin, N. 38. Leipzig, 1910). See art
J. A LM U D

.

Fw-.'iH^^MnV.]? fV"oT'"r li'ftories of the Jewish people:Ewald, Herzfeld, Gratz, but esp. Schurer's excellentHJP. much more fully n GJ V*; also G. A. Smith, Jerus
Special treatises on Sanhcdrin: D. Hoffmann, Der ober^te
Gerichlshof m der SUidt r/, ,s //, ilif/tumn, Berlin, 1878 wherethe author tries to defend the .Jewish traditional view asto the antiquity of the Sanhedrin; J. Reifmann, Sanhe-dhrin (in Heb), liei^ditschew, 1888; A. Kuenen, d« //,.
Co,ripo.^ition of the Sanhedrin, in Dutch, tr<i into Ger bv
fin, 'V

^^J'^'nmelte Abhandlungen, etc, 49-81, Proiburji
1894; Jolski, Die innere Einrichtung de.t grossen Sijnedrion^zu Jerusalem, Breslau, 1894, who tries to reconcile the Tal'-mudical statements about the composition of the San-hedrin with those of Jos and tlie XT (esp. in connectionwith the question of president) by showing that tn theMish (except /M,//,, ,//,«/. n 2) n.T.sl' always stands for thepohtica president, the high priest, and 'abh-beth-Tntovthe .scribal /'"<'/ of the Sauhinlrin, and not for the vice-president; A. Buchler, Das Sunedrium in Jerusalem unddas grosse Beth-din xn der Quaderkammer des jerusaleni-ischen lempels Vienna, 1902. a very interesting but notconvincing work where the author, in order to reconcUethe two different sets of sources, tries to prove that thegreat Sanbedrin of the Talm is not identical with toSanhedrin of Jos and the NT, but that there were twoSanhedniis m Jerus the one of the NT and Jos bei^ig

fh^Sn^"- ?""• ^^"^^
^''J^'^''

^ ^<^ii<'ious one. He also thinksthat Christ was seized, not by the Sanhedrin, but by thetemple authorities. '

See^also W. Bacher's art. in UDB (excellent for siftingthe Talmudic sources); Dr. t.auterbach's art in j"!
£nc (accepts fully Buchler's view); H. Strack's art i

n

Sch-IIerz (concise and exact).

Paul Levertoff
SANSANNAH, san-san'a (n3D:p , ,sansannah;

Savoravva, Sansdnna, or StOcwdK, Sethenndk) : One
VL o\*;

ut^?rmost cities in the Xegeb of Judah (Josh
15 31), identical with Hazar-su.sah (Josh 19 5)one of the (aties of Simeon, und almost certainly the

same as Ilazar-susini (I Cli 4 31). It cannot be
said to have been idcuitified with anv certainty
though ,S ///,..//„, '•;i good-sized village with well ami
Iiool, surrounded by g.ardens and h.aving a grove of

o-o"ll'*l'x-x""''*'''"
f';i« t><'f>'i .suggested (P/'JF, III,

2()0, Sh W). , ,

SAPH, saf (SD
, .ytph; B, Sdt}), Sdph, A, ^i^i,

Sephe): A Philistine, one of the four champions of
the race of Rapha ("gi.ant") who was slain bv
^il)becai, one of David's heroes (2 S 21 IS; 1 C-li

I

2? '^). It is supposed by some that he was the .son

1 TM oS""'*
(^"Ji'i'li. •>"< <liis is not i)rove(i. In

1 Ch 20 4, the .same person is called "Sii)pai."

j

SAPHAT, sa'fat :

1
(1) A and Fritzsche, Sa^dr, Saphdt; omitted in

I

15 (andSwete); B^'''
-« 'Aad,/., Asdph: The- eponvm

I c /A '^!",r
^y'^'^'^ returned witli Zerubbal)(4 (1 Esd

{

i))= \Shcphatiah" in l%zr 2 4: X'eli 7 <).

(2) A, ^a<pdT, Saphdt; B, Swcte, and Fritz.sche,

I

""'^'^>' '"^aphdg; AV Sabat: One of the families of

j

the sons of the servants of Solomon" who returned
with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 34); wanting in the II

Ezr 2 1)7; Xeh 7 ,59.

T>
S^PHATIAS, saf-a-tl'as (Sa<|)aTias, Saphalias,

B, 2,o4)OTias, Sophotlas; omitted in A): Xame of a
faiTuy of returning exiles (1 Esd 8 34) = "Sliepha-
tiah m Ezr 8 8. If Saphatias (1 Esd 8 34) =
Saphat (5 9), as woukl apF)ear, then part of the
family went up with Zerub})abel and part with
Ezra.

SAPHETH, sa'feth: AV = IIV Saphutiii (q.v.).

SAPHIR, sa'fer (n^StJ , shapJur). See Siiapiiir.

X. ^AE^F^HI, saf'n-thi, sa-fu'thi (.V and Fritzsche,
l.a.^v'di, Saphuthi, B [and Swete], "Zai^vil, Saph ue'i
A\ Sapheth): Name of one of the families of "the
sons of the servants of Solomon" (1 Esd 5 33) =
"Shephatiah" in Ezr 2 57; X'^eh 7 .59.

SAPPHIRA, sa-fl'ra (Xn^EtJ , shapjnra; .\ram.
for either "beautiful" or "sapjihire"; 2aird>6(pa,
Sappheira): Wife of Ananias (Acts 5 1-10) See
An.vxia.s, (1).

SAPPHIRE, saf'ir. See Stoxes, Precious.

SARABIAS, sar-a-bi'as (Eapa^la-s, Sarabias)
One ot the Levites who taught and expounded the
Law for Ezra (1 E.sd 9 4S) = '-Sherebiah" in Xeh
8 7 probably identical with the "Asebebias" in
1 Esd 8 47 (Ezr 8 18).

SARAH, sa'ra, SARAI, s.a'rl:

(1) In Gen 17 1.1 the woman who up to that
time has been known as Sarai ("^"lilJ , sdraij; i;d/3a,

Sdra) receives by Divine command" the name Sarah
{^"^^ ,

sarah; ^dppa, Sana). (This last form in
(^r preserves the ancient doubling of the r, lost in the
Heb and the Eng. forms.)

The former name appears to be derivi-d from the same
root as LsraeJ. If. indeed, (ien 32 28 is intended as anetymology of Israel. "She that strives," a contentious
pens-on, is a name that miglit be given to a child at l)irth
(cf Hos 12 3.4, of Jacoi)), or later wlien the cliild's char-
acter developed; in Gen 16 6 and 21 10 a contentious
character appears. Yet comparison with the liistory ofher husbands name (.see Abraham) warns us not tooperate .solely upon the basis of the Heb language
Sarai was the name this woman brought with her from
Mesopotamia. On the other hand there can bo littleaoubt that the name Sarah, which she received when herson was promised, means "princess," for it is the fem.form of the extremely common title sar, used by theSemites to designate a ruler of greater or lesser rank.
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In the versc! following the one whero this name is con-
fernHl. it is declarect of Sarah that "kings of peoples sliall

be of her" (Gen 17 IIJ).

We are introduced to Sarai in Oen 11 20. She
is here mentioned as the wife that Abraliam "took,"

while still in Ur of the Chaldecs, that is, while

among his kindred. It is immediately added that

"Sarai was barren; she had no child." By this

simple remtirk in the overture of his narrative, the

writ(>r sounds the motif that is to be developed in

all the sequel. When the migration to Ilaran occurs,

Sarai is named along with Abram and Lot as accom-

l)anying Terah. It has been held that the author

(or authors) of ch 11 knew nothing of the relation-

ship announced in 20 12. But there can be no
proof of such ignorance, even on the assumption of

diversity of authorship in the two passages.

Sarai's career as described in ch 11 was not dependent
on her Ijeing the daughter of Terah. Terah had other
desc(>ndants who did not accompany him. Her move-
ments were determined by her being Abram's wife. It

appears, however, that she was a daughter of Terah by
a different motlier from the mother of Abram. The
language of 20 12 would indeed admit of her being
Abram's niece, but the fact that there was but 10 years'

dilference li(>t\v(H'n his age and hers (Gen 17 IV) renders
this hypothesis less probable. Marriage with half-

sisters "seems to have been not uncommon in antiquity
(even in the OT cf 2 S 13 13).

This double relationship suggested to Abraham
the expedient that he twice used when he lacked

faith in God to protect his life and in cowardice

.sought liis own safety at the price of his wife's

honor. The first of these occasions was in the

earlier period of their wanderings (ch 12). From
Canaan they went down into Egypt. Sarai, though
above GO years of age according to the chronology

of the sacred historian, made the impression on the

Egyptians by her beauty that Abraham had antici-

pated, and the result was her transfer to the royal

l^alace. But this was in direct contravention of

the jmrpose of God for His own kingdom. The
earthly majesty of Pharaoh had to bow before the

Divine majesty, which [)lagued him and secured

the stranger's' exodus, thus foreshadowing those

later plagues and that later exodus when Abraham's
and Sarah's seed "spoiled the Egyptians."

We meet Sarah next in the narrative of the birth

of Ishmael and of Isaac. Though 14 years separated

the two births, they are closely associated in the

story because of their logical continuity. Sarah's

barrenness persisted. She was now far past middle
life, even on a patriarchal scale of longevity, and
there appearcnl no hope of her ever bearing that

child who sliould inherit the promise of God. She
therefore adopts the expedient of being "builded

by" her personal slave, Hagar the Egyp (see Gen
16 2m). That is, according to contemporary law
and custom as witnessed by the CH (see Abraham,
IV, 2), a son born of this woman would be the free-

born son and heir of Abraham and Sarah.

Such was in fact the position of Ishmael later. But the
insolence of the maid aroused thc^ vindictive jealousy
of the mistress and led to a i)ainful scene of unjustified
(>xpulsion. Ilagar, however, returned at God's belaest,

humbled herself before Sarah, and bore Ishmael in his
own father's house. Here he remained the sole and right-
ful heir, until the miracle of Isaac's birth disappointed
all liuman exixsctations and resulted in the ultimate ex-
pulsion of Hagar and her son.

The change of name from Sarai to Sarah when
Isaac was promised has already been noted. Sarah's
laughter of incredulity when she hears the promise
is of course associated with the origin of the name
of Isaac, but it serves also to emphasize the miracu-
lous character of his birth, coming as it does after

his parents are both so "well stricken in age" as to

make parenthood seem an absurdity.

Before the birth of this (ihild of promise, however,
Sarah is again exposed, through the cowardice of

her husband, to dishonor and ruin. Abimelech,
king of Gerar, desiring to be alli(>d by marriage with
a man of Abraham's jiower, .sends for Sarah, whom
he knows only as .Abraham's sister, and for the
second time she takes her pl.-ice in the harem of

a prince. But the Divine i)i-omise is not to be
thwarted, even by persistent human weakness and
sin. In a dream God reveals to Abimelech the true
state of the case, and Sarah is restored to her hus-
band with an indemnity. Thereupon the long-
delayed son is born, the jealous mother secures the
expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael, and her career
comes to a close at the age of 127, at Hebron, long
time her home. The grief and devotion of Abraham
are broadly displayed in ch 23, in whicih he seeks
and obtains a burying-place for his wife. She is

thus the first to be interred in that cave of the
field of Machpelah, which was to be the common
resting-place of the fathers and mothers of the future
Israel.

The character of Sarah is of mingled light and
shade. On the one hand we have seen that lapse
from faith which resulted in the birth of Ishmael,
and that lack of self-control and charity which re-

sulted in a (iuarr(>l with Abraham, an act of injus-

tice to Ilagar, and the disinheriting of Ishmael.
Yet on the other hand we see in Sarah, as the NT
writers point out (He 11 11; 1 Pet 3 (5), one who
through a long lif(> of companionship with Abraham
shared his hope in God, his faith in the promises,

and his power to become God's agent for achieving
what was humanly hnpossible. In fact, to Sarah
is ascribed a sort of spiritual maternity, correlative

with Abraham's position as "father of the faithful";

for all women are declared to be the (spiritual)

daughters of Sarah, who like her are adorned in

"the hidden man of the heart," and who are "doers
of good" and "fearers of no terror" (1 Pet I.e.,

literally rendered). That in spite of her outbreak
about Hagar and Ishmael she was in general "in

subjection to h(u- husband" and of "a meek and quiet

sj^irit," appears from her husband's genuine grief

at her decease, and still more clearly from her son's

prolonged mourning for her (Gen 24 67; cf 17 17
and 23 1 with 25 20). And He who maketh even
the wrath of man to praise Him used even Sarah's
jealous anger to accomplish His purpose that "the
son of the freewoman," Isaac, "born through
promise," should alone inherit that promise (Gal
4 22-31).

Apart from the three NT jiassages already cited,

Sarah is alluded to only in Isa 5l 2 ("Sarah that
bare you," as the mother of the nation), in Rom 4
19 ("the deadn&ss of Sarah's womb"), and in Rom
9 9, where God's promise in Gen 18 10 is tiuoted.

Yet her existence and her history are of course pre-
supposed wherever allusion is made to the stories

of Abraham and of Isaac.

To many modern critics Sarah supplies, by her name,
a welcome argument in support of the mythical view of
Abraham. She has been held to be the local numen to
whom the cave near Hebron was sacnid ; or the deity
whose consort was worshiijped in Arabia imder the title

Dusares. i.e. Husband-of-Sarali; or, the female associate
of Sin the moon-god. worsliipiK>d at Ilaran. On these
views the student will do well to consult Bacsthgen,
Beitrage, 94, 1,57, and, for the most recent point of view,
Gressmann's art., "Sage und Gc^schichte in den Patri-
archenerzahlungen," ZATW, 1910, and Eerdmans, Alt-
testamentliche Studien, II, 13.

(2) The daughter of Raguel, and wife of Tobias
(Tob 3 7.17, etc). See Tobit, Book of.

J. Oscar Boyd
SARAIAS, sa-ra'yas, sa-ri'as (SapaCas, Saraias,

Lat Sareus)

:

(1) = Seraiah, the high priest in the reign of Zede-
kiah(l Esd 5 5, cf 1 Ch 6 14).

(2) Sareus the father of Ezra (2 Esd 11) =
"Seraiah" in Ezr 7 1, sometimes identified with
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8ar:ii;is under (1). Tic is pmhaljlv identical with the
"Azaraias" of 1 \<mI 8 1.

(3) AV=n\' "Azaraias" (1 Ivsd 8 1).

SARAMEL, sar'a-incl: AV = RV Asauamel (q.v.)-

SARAPH, sa'raf, sa'raf (mb, saraph, "iiohic

one"; cf ^"l© , sCiraph, "burn," "shine"): A de-
scendant of Judah through Shelah (1 Cli 4 22).

SARCHEDONUS, sai-k(-d'rMius (B N , Saxcp-
8ov6s, S(irhcnl(»i6.s, A, Sax€p8dv, Saclierddii, hut
2ax«p8ovocr6s, Siichcnloiio.sos in ToF) 1 22) : An
incoi-HM't spelling-, both in AV and RV, for Sacher-
doiuis in Tub 1 21 f, another form of Esar-haddon.

SARDEUS, siir-de'us: AV = RV Zardeus (q.v.).

SARDIN(E), sfir'din, sar'din, SARDIUS.
Stones, Puecious.

See

SARDIS, siir'dis (2dp8€is, Sdrdcis): Sardis is

of sjx'cial interest to the student of Herodotus
and Xenoi)hon, for there Artai)hernes, the brother
of Darius, hved, and from there Xerxe.s invaded
(lro(>ce and Cyrus marched against his brother
Artaxerxes; it is also of interest to the student of
early Christian history as the home of one of the
Seven Churches of Rev (1 11; 3 1 fT). It wa.s
moreover one of the oldest and most important
citie.s of A.sia Minor, and until 549 BC, the capital
of the Ivingdom of Lydia. It stood on the northern
slope of Mt. Tmolus; its acropolis occupied one
of the spurs of the raountain. At the base flowed
the river Pactolus wliich served as a moat, render-
ing the city practically impregnable. Through
the failure to watch, however, the acropolis had
been successfully scaled in 549 BC by a Median
soldier, and in 218 by a Cretan (cf Rev 3 2.3).
Becau.se of its strength during the Pers period, the
satraps here made their homes. However, the city
was hunied by the lonians in 501 BC, but it was
quickly rebuilt and regained its importance. In
334 BC it surrendered to Alexander the Great who
gave it independence, but its period of independence
was brief, for 12 years later in 322 BC it was taken
by Antigonus. In 301 BC, it fell into the possession
of the Seleucidan kings who made it the residence of
their governor. It became free again in 190 BC,
when it formed a part of the empire of Pergamos,
and later of the Rom province of Asia. In 17 AD'
when it was destroyed by an earthquake, the Rom
emperor Tiberius remitted the taxes of the people
and rebuilt the city, and in his honor the citizens
of that and of neighboring towns erected a large
monument, but Sardis never recovered its former
importance (cf Rev 3 12). Again in 295 AD, after
the Rom province of Asia was broken up, Sardis
became the capital of Lydia, and during the early
Christian age it was the home of a bishop. The
city continued to flourish until 1402, when it was
so completely destroyed by Tamerlane that it was
never rebuilt. Among the ruins there now stands
a small village called Sert, a corrujHion of its an-
cient name. The rsins may be reached by rail
from Smyrna, on the way to Philadeli)hia.

Tho ancient city was noted for it.s fruits and wool and
for Its temple of the goddess Cybele, whose worship
resembled that of Diana of Ephesus. Its wealth was
alsojjartly due to the gold which was found in the sand
of the river Pactolus, and it was here that gold and silver
ct)ins were first struck. During the Rom period its coins
formed a beautiful series, and are found in abundance by
the peasants who till the surrounding fields. Tlic ruins
of the buildings which stood at the base of t'lie hill havenow been nearly buried by the dirt washed down from
above. Tho hill upon which the acropolis stood meas-
ures 9.")0 ft. high: the triple walls still surround it. The
more imposing of the ruins are on the lower slope of the I

hill, and among tliem tlic tenijjle of Cybele is the most
interesting, yet only two of its many stone columns an;
still standing. K(|ually im|)osiiig is the necropolis of
till' city, which is at a distance of iwo hours' ride from
.S'</•^ S. of the (iygaean lake. 'I'he modern name of ih(^
necropolis is Bin Tcpc or Thousand Mounds, l)ecaus(!
of I lie large group of great mounds in wliicli the kings
and nobles were buried. Many of the mounds were long
ag(j excavated and ijluiidered.

Coin of Sardis.

We quote the following from the Arissiotuiry
Ihrald (Boston, Ma.ss., August, 1911, pp. 3()l-()2,)':

Dr. C. C. Tracy, of Marsovan, has made a visit to
ancient Sardis and observed the work of his countrvman
1 rofessor ButkT, of Princeton rniversilv, who is un-
cov(>ring th(! rums of that famous city of "the iiast Al-ready rich "finds" have been made:" among them por-
tions of a temple of Artemis, indicating a building of thesame stupendous character as those at Ephesus and
JJaalbec, and a necropolis from whose tombs were un-
earthed three thousand relics, including utensils orna-ments of gold and precious stones, mirrors etc What
chi(>fly impressed Dr. Tracy was the significance of those
Seven Churches of Asia," of which Sardis held oneWhen I think of the myriads of various nationality

and advanced civilization for whose cvangiilization these
(^lurches were responsible, tlie messages to the CJhristian
coinmuniti(!S occupying the spkmdid strategic centers
fill me with awe. While established amid the splendors
of civilization, they were set as candlesticks in the midst
of gross spiritual darkness. Did they fulfil their mis-
sion ?"

^i.^'J?. ^' ^^- Butler's recoveries is tho marble throne of
the Bishop of Sardis; looking upon it the message to
Sardis recurs to mind. A fact of current history quick-
ened the visitor's appreciation of the word to " tho angel

"

of that church. "Yonder among the mountains over-
hanging Sardis there is a rol)ber gang led bv the noto-
rious Chakirjali. He rules in the mountains ;*no govern-
ment force can take him. Again and again ho swoops
down like an eagle out of the sky, in one (luarter of tho
region or another. From time immemorial these moun-
tains have been the haunts of robbers; very likely it was
so when Rev was writtt^n, 'I will come upon thee as a
thief.' In each case tho message was addressed to 'the
angel of the church." Over every church in the world
there is a spirit hovering, as it were—a spirit representing
that church and l)y wliose name it can be addressed
The messages are as vital as they were at the first. 'He
that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto
the churches. '

"

E. J. Bank.s
SARDITE, siir'dlt. See Sered.

SARDIUS, .siir'di-us. See Stoxes, Precious.

SARDONYX, siir'do-niks. See StoxXes, Pre-
cious.

SAREPTA, sa-rep'ta (Sdpt-n-Ta, Sdrepta): The
name in Lk 4 26 AV, following the Gr, of the
Phoen town to which Elijah was sent in the time
of the great famine, in order to save the lives of a
widow and her son (1 K 17 9.10). RV adopts the
form of the name based upon the Ileb, and as found
intheOT; Zarephath (q.v.).

SARID, sa'rid CT^liO , sarldh; B, 'EcreStic/coXA,

Esedekgold, 2€88ovk, Seddouk, A, 2ap0i8, Sarthid,
SapCS, Har'ul): A place on the southern border of
Zebulun to the W. of Chisloth-tabor (Josh 19 10.12).
It is mentioned but not identified in Onom. Prob-
ably we should read "Sadid," and in that case mav
with Conder locate it at Tdl Shaddu, an artificial
mound with some modern ruins and good springs,
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5 miles W. of

Saramel
Satan

which stands on the plain, about 5
Iksdl.

SARGON, silr'gon (722-705 BC): The name of

this ruler is written 'i13"lD
,
jargon, in the OT,

Shar-ukin in the cuneiform inscriptions, 'Apvd,

Arnci, in the LXX, and 'Ap/ceaj'os, Arkeanos, in

the Ptolemaic Canon. Sargon is mentioned but
once by name in the OT (Isa 20 1), when he sent

his Tartan {lurlannu) against Ashdod, but he is

n^ferred to in 2 K 17 6 as "the king of Assyria"

who carried Israel into captivity.

Shalmaneser V had laid siege to Samaria and
besieged it three years. But shortly before or very
soon after its capitulation, Sargon, perhaps being
responsible for the king's death, overthrew the

dynasty, and in his annals credited himself with the

capture of the city and the deportation of its in-

habitants. Whether he assumed the name of the

famous ancient founder of the Accad dynasty is not
known.

Sargon at the beginning of his reign was con-
fronted with a serious situation in Babylon. Mero-
dach-baladan of Kaldu, who paid tribute to pre-

vious rulers, on the change of dynasty had himself

Sargon in His War Chariot.

proclaimed king, New Year's Day, 721 BC. At
Dur-ilu, Sargon fought with the forces of Mcrodach-
baiadan and his ally Khumbanigash of Klam, l)ut

although he claimed a victory the result wiis ajipar-

ently indecisive. Rebellions followed in other parts

of the kingdom.
In 720 llu-bi'di (or Yau-bi'di), king of Ilamath,

formed a coalition against Sargon with Ilaiuio of

Gaza, Sib'u of Egypt, and with the cities Arpad,
Simirra, Damascus and Samaria. He claiins that

Sib'u fled, and that he captured and flayed llu-

bi'di, burned Karkar, and carried Hanno captive;

to Assyria. After destroying Rapihu, he carried

away 9,033 inhabitants to Assyria.

In the following year Ararat was invaded and the

Hittite Carchemish fell before his armies. The
territory of Rusas, king of Ararat, as well as a part

of Melitene became Assyr provinces.

In 710 Sargon directedhis attention to Merodach-
l)aladan, who no longer enjoyed the supi)ort of

Elam, and whose rule over Babylon had not been
popular with his subjects. He was driven out from
Babylon and also from his former capital Btt-

Yaktn, and Sargon had himself crowned as the

shakkanak of Babylon.
In 706 the new city called Dur-Sharruktn was

dedicated as his residence. A year later he was
murdered. It was during his reign that the height

of Assyr ascendancy had been reached.
A. T. Clay

SARON, sa'ron (Sdpwv, Sdron): AV; Gr form
of Sharon (Acts 9 35).

SAROTHIE, sa-rd'thi-e (A, SapweU, Sarothie,

B and Swete, 2apw0€i, Saruthcl): Name of a family
of ''the sons of the servants of Solomon" who re-

turned with Zerubbabel (1 Esd 5 34); it is want-
ing in the lists in Ezr 2 57; Neh 7 59.

SARSECHIM, sar'sS-kim, siir-se'kim (n^DCI©

,

snrfkhim) : A prince; of Nebuchadnezzar, present at
the taking of Jerus by Nebuchadnezzar in the 11th
year of Zedekiah (Jer 39 3). The VSS with their

various readings—"Nabousachar," "Nabousarach,"
"Sarsacheim"—point to a corrupt text. The best
emendation is the reading "N'^bhoshazibhon" (

=
A'aMsezib-amd, "Nebo delivers me"); this is based
on the reading in Jer 39 13.

SARUCH, sa'ruk (2apotPx, Saroiich, Stpovx,
Serouch): AV; Gr form of Scrug (thus Lk 3 35 RV).

SATAN, sa'tan ("pip, .sdtun, "adversary," from

the vb. "ipTp
, sdtfm, "to lie in wait" [as adversary];

Sarav, Sdlun, Saravds, Satdiids, "adversary,"
8idpo\os, (lidholos, "deyil," "adversary" or "accuser,"
Karfi-ytop, kdteyor [altogether unclassical and un-
Greek] [used once in Rev 12 10], "accuser"):

I. Definition
II. Scriptural Facts concerninq Satan

1. Names of Satan
2. Character of Satan
3. Works of Satan
4. History of Satan

III. General Considerations
1. Scripture Doctrine of Satan Not Systematized
2. Satan and God
3. Satan Essentially Limited
4. ("ionclusions

Literature

/. Definition.—A created but superhuman, per-
sonal, evil, world-power, represented in Scripture
as the adversary both of God and men.

//. Scriptural Facts concerning Satan.—The
most important of these are the Ileb and Gr equiva-

lents noticed above. These words are

1. Names used in the general sen.se justified by
of Satan their etymological significance. It is

applied even to Jeh IIims(>lf (Nu 22
22.32; cf 1 S 29 4; 2 S 19 22; Ps 109 6, etc).

The word "Satan" is used 24 t in the OT. In Job
(1 6 f) and Zee (3 1 f) it has the i)rcfixed definite

article. In all cases but one when the art. is omitted
it is used in a general sense. This one exception is

1 Ch 21 1 (cf 2 S 24 1), where the word is gen-
erally conceded to be used as a propcsr name, lliis

nunuiing is fixed in NT times. We are thus en-
abled to note in the term "Satan" (and Devil) the
growth of a word from a general term to an appella-

tion and later to a projjcr name. All the other
names of Satan save only these two are descri{)tive

titles. In addition to these two principal names
a number of others deserve specific enumeration.
Tempter (Mt 4 5; 1 Thess 3 5); Beelzebub (Mt
12 24); Enemy (Mt 13 39); Evil One (Mt 13
19..3S; 1 Jn 2 13.14; 3 12, and particularly 5 IS);

Belial (2 Cor 6 15); Adversary (aj'rt5t/cos, a///iA'/co6'),

(1 Pet 5 8); Deceiver (lit. "the one who deceives")
(Rev 12 9); Dragon (Great) (Rev 12 3); Eatherof
Lies (Jn 8 44); Murderer (Jn 8 44); Shnier (1 Jn
3 8)—these are isolated references occurring from 1

to 3 t each. In the vast majority of passages (70
out of 83) either Satan or Devil is used.

Satan is consistently re[)rcsented in the NT as

the enemy both of God and man. The popular
notion is that Satan is the enemy of

2. Charac- man and active in misleading and
ter of Satan cursing humanity because of his in-

tense hatred and opjiosition to God.
Mt 13 39 would seem to point in this direction, but
if one were to venture an opinion in a region where
there are not enough facts to warrant a conviction,
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it would ho that, the fj:(>iior;il tenor of S(Tii)tur(> iiidi-
(•:it{\s (luitc tho contrary, 7iaiiioly, that Satan's
jealousy and hatred of men has led him into an-
tagonism to (iod and, consequently, to gootlness.
The fundamental moral doscrijition of Satan is given
by Our Lord when He describes Satan as the "evil
one" (Mt 13 19.38; ef Isa's descrii)tion of Jeh as
the "Holy One," 1 4 and often); that is, the one
whose nature and will are given to evil. Moral
evil is his controlling attribute. It is evident that
this description could not be applied to Satan as
originally created. Ethical evil cannot be con-
created. It is the creation of each free will for
itself. We are not told in definite terms how Satan
b(H'am(> the evil one, but certainly it could be by
no ot her i)rocess than a fall, whereby, in the mystery
of free i)ersonality, an evil will takes the place of a
good one.

The world-wide and age-long works of Satan are
to be traced to oTie i)redominant motive. He hates

both God and man and cloes all that
3. Works in him lies to defeat God's plan of
of Satan grace and to establish and maintain

a kingdom of evil, hi the seduction and
rum of mankind. The balance and sanity of the
Bible is nowhere more strikingly exhibited than in
Its treatment of the work of Satan. Not only is
the Bil)Ie entirely free from the extravagances of
popular Satanology, which is full of absurd stories
concernhig the appearances, tricks, and transfor-
mations of Satan among men, but it exhibits a de-
pendable accuracy and consistency of statement
which is most reassuring. Almost nothing is said
conceniing Satanic agency other than wicked men
who mislead other men. In the controversy with
His opponents concerning exorcism (Mk 3 22 f
and

II
's) Our Lord rebuts their slanderous assertion

that He is in league with Satan by the simple propo-
sition that Satan does not work against himself.
But in so saying He does far more than refute this
slander.

_
He definitely aligns the Bible against the

popular idea that a man may make a definite and
conscious jjersonal alliance with Satan for any pur-
pose whatever. The agent of Satan is always a
victim. Also the hint contained in this discussion
that Satan has a kingdom, together with a few other
not very definite allusions, are all that we have to
go ujwn hi this direction. Nor are we taught any-
where that Satan is able to any extent to introduce
disorder into the j^hysical universe or directly oper-
ate m the lives of men. It is true that in Lk 13 16
Our Lord si)eaks of the woman who was bowed
over as one "whom Satan has bound, lo, these
eighteen years," and that in 2 Cor 12 7 Paul
speaks of his infirmity as a "messenger of Satan
sent to buffet him." Paul also speaks (1 Thess
2 18) of Satan's hindering him from visiting the
church at Thessalonica. A careful study of these
related passages (together with the prok)gue of Job)
will reveal the fact that Satan's direct agency in the
physical world is very limited. Satan may be said
to be imiilicated in all the disasters and woes of
human life, hi so far as they are more or less directly
contmgent upon sin (see jiarticularly He 2 14)
On the contrary, it is perfectly evident that Satan's
power consists principally in his abihty to deceive.
It is interesting and charac;teristic that according
to the Bible Satan is fundamentally a liar and his
kingdom is a kingdom founded upon lies and deceit.
The doctrine of Satan therefore corresponds in
every important particular to the general Bib
emphasis ujion truth. "The truth shall make you
free" (.In 8 32)—this is the way of dehverance
from the power of Satan.
Now it would seem that to make Satan preemi-

nently the deceiver would make man an innocent
victim and thus relax the moral issue. But accord-

ing to the I>il)le man is pdrlicep.s cruninis in the
process of his own deception. He is deceived oidy
because h(! ceases to love the truth and conies first
to love and then to believe a lie (2 Cor 1 lOj.
This really goes to the very bottom of the jiroblem
of temptation. Men are not teinjjted by evil, j)er
se, but by a good which can be obtained onlv at
the cost of doing wrong. The whole jiower of'sin,
at least in its beginnings, consists in the sway of the
fundamental falsehood that any good is really at-
tainable by wrongdoing. Since temptation con-
sists in this attack upon the moral s(>iise, man is

constitutionally guarded against deceit, and is
morally culpable in allowing himself to be dec(>ived.
The temptation of Our Lord Himself throws the
clearest possible light upon the methods ascribed
to Satan. The temptat ion was addressed to Christ's
consciousness of Divine sonship; it was a deceitful
attack emjihasizing the good, minimizing or cover-
ing up the evil; hideed, twisting evil into good. It
was a deliberate, malignant att(>mpt to obscure the
truth and induce to evil through the acceptance of
falsehood. The attack broke against a lovalty to
truth which made self-deceit, and consequently
deceit from without, iinjiossible. The lie was
punctured by the truth and the temptation lost its
power (see Temptation op Chuist). This inci-
dent reveals one of the methods of Satan— by
immediate suggest^ion as in the case of Judas (Lk
22 3; Jn 13 2.27). Sometimes, however, ancl,
perhaps, most frequently, Satan's devices (2 Cor
2 11) include human agents. Those who are given
over to evil and who persuade others to evil are
children and servants of Satan (see Mt 16 23; Mk
8 33; Lk 4 8; Jn 6 70; 8 44; Acts 13 10; 1
Jn 3 8). Satan also works through persons and
institutions supposed to be on the side of right but
really evil. Here the same ever-jiresent and active
falseness and deceit are exhibited. When he is

called "the god of this world" (2 Cor 4 4) it would
seem to be intimated that he has the power to clothe
himself in apparently Divine attributes. He also
makes himself an angel of light by presenting ad-
vocates of falsehood in the guise of apostles of truth
(2 Cor 11 13.15; 1 Jn 4 1; 2 Thess 2 9; Rev 12
9; 19 20). In the combhiation of passages here
brought together, it is clearly indicated that Satan
is the instigator and foment er of that spirit of law-
lessness which exhibits itself as hatred both of truth
and right, and which has operated so widely and so
disastrously in human life.

The history of Satan, including that phase of it

which remains to be realized, can be set forth only
along the most general lines. He be-

4. History longs to the angehc order of beings. He
of Satan is by nature one of the sons of Elohim

_
(Job 16). He has fallen, and by

virtue of his personal forcefuhiess has become the
leader of the anarchic forces of wickedness. As a
free being he has merged his life in evil and has
become altogether and hopelessly evil. As a being
of high intelligence he has gained great power and
has exercised a wide sway over other beings. As a
created being the utmost range of his jjower lies
within the compass of that which is permitted. It
is, therefore, hedged in by the providential govern-
ment of God and essentially limited. The Bib.
emphasis upon the element of falsehood in the
career of Satan might be taken to imply that his
kingdom may be less in extent than ajipears. At
any rate, it is confined to the cosmic sphere and to
a limited portion of time. It is also doomed. In
the closely related passages 2 Pet 2 4 and Jude
ver 6 It IS affirmed that God cast the angels, when
they sinned, down to Tartarus and committecl them
to pits of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment.
This both refers to the constant Divine control of
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these itisurgeiit forces und also points to their final

and utter destruction. The ])uttin}i; of Satan in

bonds is evidently both constant and proj^ressive.

The essential hmitation of the eni|)ir(» of evil and
its ultimate overthrow arc foreshadowed hi the

Book of Job (chs 38-41), where J(>h's i)ower ex-

tends even to the symbolized spirit of evil.

According to synoptic tradition, Our Lord in the
crisis of temptation immediately following the baptism
(Mt 4 and <) met and for the time conquered Satan as
His own personal adversary. This preliminary contest
did not close the matter, but was the earnest of a com-
plete victory. According to Lk (10 IS), when the
Seventy returned from their mission flushed witli victory
over the powers of evil, Jesus said: 'I saw Satan fall

[not "fallen"; see Plummer, "Lk," ICC, in loc] as liglit-

ning from heaven.' In every triumi)h ov^er tlie powers
of evil Christ beheld in vision the downfall of Satan.
In coniu'ction with the coming of the Hellenists wlio
wisiied to see Him, Jesus asserted (.In 12 31), "Now is

tlie judgment of this world: now shall the prince of tliis

world be cast out." In view of His approaching passion
He says again (Jn 14 30), "The prince of the world
Cometh: and he hath nothing in me." Once again in
connection with the promised advent of the Spirit, Jesus
asserted (.In 16 11) that the Spirit would convict the
world of judgment, "becaus(> the prince of this world hath
been judged." In He (2 14.1.5) it is said that Christ took
upon Himself human nature in order "that through
death ho miglit i)ring to nought him that had the power
of death, that is, the devil." In 1 Jn 3 8 it is said,

"To this end was the Son of God manifested, that he
might destroy the works of the devil." In Kev 12 9
it is asserted, in connection willi Cln-isi's ascension, tliat

Satan was cast down to the earili and his angels witli

him. According to the passage immediately following
(12 10-12), this casting down was not complete; or flnal

in the sense of extinguishing his activities altogether,
but it involves the potential and certain trlumi)h of God
and His saints and the equally certain def(>at of Satan.
In 1 Jn 2 13 the young men are addressed as those who
"have overcome the evil one." In Riw 20 the; field

of the future is covered in the assertion that Satan is

"bound a thousand years"; then loosed "for a little

time," and then finally "cast into the lake of Arc."

A comparison of the.se passages will convince the
careful student that while we cannot construct a
definite chronological program for the career of

Satan, we are clear in the chief points. He is lim-

ited, judged, condemned, imprisoned, reserved for

judgment from the beginning. The outcome is

certain though the process may be tedious and slow.

The victory of Christ is the defeat of Satan; first,

for Himself as Leader and Saviour of men (Jn 14

30); then, for believers (Lk 22 31; Acts 26 LS;

Rom 16 20; Jas 4 7; 1 Jn 2 13; 5 4.18); and,

iinally, for the whole world (Rev 20 10). The
work of Christ has already destroyed the empire
of Satan.

///. General Considerations.—There are, no
doubt, serious difficulties in the way of accepting

the doctrine of a personal, superhuman, evil i)Ower

as Satan is described to be. It is doubtfid, however,
whether these difficulties may not be due, at least

in part, to a misimderstanding of the doctrine and
certain of its imphcations. In addition, it must
be acknowledged, that whatever difficulties there

may be in the teaching, th(;y are exaggerated and,

at the same tim(% not fairly met by the vague and
irrational skei)ticism which denies without investi-

gation. There are difficulties involved in any view
of the world. To say the least, some proiilems are

met by the view of a superhuman, evil world-power.
In this section certain general considerations arc

urged with a view to lessening difficulties keenly
felt by some minds. Necessarily, certain items
gathered in the foregohig section are here empha-
sized again.

The Scriptural doctrine of Satan is nowhere
systematically developed. For materials in this

field we are shut up to scattered and incidental

njferences. These passages, which even in the
aggregate are not numerous, tell us what we need
to know concerning the nature, history, kingdom
and works of Satan, but offer scant satisfaction to

the merely speculative temper, 'i'he comjiarative
lack of develojxnent. in this field is due partly to

the fact that the Bil). writers are i)ri-

1. Scripture marily interested in (iod, and oidy
Doctrine of secondarily in \hv powers of darkness;
Satan Not and i)artly to the fact that in the
Systema- Bible doctrine waits ui)on fact. Hence
tized the malign and sinister figure of the

Adversary is gradually outlined against
the light of God's holiness as i)rogressively revealed
in the providential world-])roc{>ss which centers in

Christ. It is a significant fact that the statements
concernhig Satan become nunu>rous and definite

only in the NT. The daylight of the Christian
revelation was necessary in order to uncover the
lurking foe, dimly disclosed but by no means fully

known in the earlier revelation. The disclosure
of Satan is, in form at least, historical, not dogmatic.

In the second place, the relationship of Satan to
God, already eini)hasized, must be kept constantly

in mind. The doctrine of Satan
2. Satan merges in the general doctrine con-
and God cernhig angels (.see Axgels). It has

often been pointed out that the per-
sonal characteristics of angels are very little insisted
upon. They are known chiefly by their functions:
merged, on the one hand, in their own offices, and,
on the other, in the activities of God Himself.

In the OT Satan is not represented as a fallen

and malignant spirit, but as a servant of Jeh, per-
forming a Divine function and having his place
in the heavenly train. In the \\ accounts of David's
numbering of Israel (1 S 24 1; 1 Ch 21 1) the
tempting of David is attributed both to Jeh and
Satan. The reason for this is either that 'the

temptation of men is also a part of his ]:)rovidence,'

or that in the interval between the documents the
personality of the temj)ter h:is more clearly emerged.
In this case the account in Ch would nearly ap-
proximate the NT teaching. In the Book of Job
(1 6), however, Satan is among the Sons of God and
his assaults upon Job are Divhiely }K>rmitted. In
Zee (3 1.2) Satan is also a servant of Jeh. In both
these passages there is the hint of opj^osition be-
tween Jeh and Satan. In the former instance
Satan assails unsuccessfully the character of one
whom Jeh honors; while in the latter Jeh exjilicitly

rebukes Satan for his attitude toward Isracd (see

G. A. Smith, BTP, II, 310 f). The unveiling of

Satan as a rebellious world-i)ower is reserved for

the NT, and with this fuller teaching the symbolic
treatment of temptation in Gen is to be connected.
There is a sound pedagogical reason, from the vicnv-

point of revelation, for this earlier withholding of the
whole truth concerning Satan. In the early stages
of religious thinking it would seem to be difficult,

if not impossible, to hold the sov(T(ngnty of God
without attributing to His agency those evils in the
world which are more or less directly connected
with judgment and punishment (cf Isa 45 7;
Am 3 6). The OT sufficiently emiihasizes man's
responsibility for his own evil deeds, but super-
human evil is brought upon him from above.
"When wilful souls have to be misled, the spirit

who does so, as in Ahab's case, comes from above"
(G. A. Smith, op. cit., 317). The i)rogressive reve-
lation of God's character and jjurpose, which more
and more imperatively demands that the origin of

moral evil, and consequently natural evil, must be
traced to the created will in opposition to t he Divine,
leads to the ultimate declaration that Satan is a
morally fallen being to whose conquest the Divine
Power in history is pledged. There is, also, the
distinct possibility that in the significant transition

from the Satan of the OT to that of the NT we
have the outlines of a biograi)hy and an indication

of the way by which the angels fell.
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A third p;(Mi(>r;il coiisidcrat ion, hiiscd upon da1;i
miveii ill the carUcr section, should \)o urfi;ed in the

same (ionnection. In the NT dehn-
3. Satan eat ion of Satan, his limitations are
Essentially clearly set forth. He is sui)erhuman,
Limited but not in anj- sense Divine. His

activities are cosmic, but not universal
or transcendent. He is a created being. His
power is definitely circumscribed. He is doomed
to final destruction as a world-power. His entire
car(M>r is that of a secondary and dependent being
who is permitted a certahi limited scope of power

—

a time4ease of activity (Lk 4 6).

These three general considerations have been
grouped in this way because they dispose of three

objections which are current against
4, Conclu- the doctrine of Satan.
sions (1) The first is, that it is mvtho-

logical in origin. That it is not" dog-
matic is a priori evidence against this hypothesis.
Mythology Is primitive dogma. There "is no evi-
dence of a theodicy or philo.sophy of evil in the
Bib. treatment of Satan. Moreover, while the
Scriptural doctrine is unsystematic in form, it is

rigidly limited in scope and everywhere essentially
consistent

.
Even in the Apocalypse, where natu-

rally more scope is allowed to the imagination, the
same essential ideas api)ear. The doctrine of Satan
corresponds, item for item, to the intellectual sane-
ness and ethical earnestness of the Bib. world-view
as a whole. It is, therefore, not mythological.
The restraint of chastened imagination, not the
extravagance of mythological fancy, is in evidence
throughout the entu-e Bib. treatment of the sub-
ject. Even the use of terms current in mythology
(as perhaps Gen 3 1.L3.14; Rev 12 7-9; cf 1 Pet
5 8) does not imply more than a literary clothing
of Satan in attributes commonly ascribed to ma-
lignant and disorderly forces.

(2) The second objection is that the doctrine is

due to the influence of Pers dualism (see Persian
Reugion; Zoroastri.anism). The an.swer to this
is i)lain, on the basis of facts already adduced.
The Bib. doctrine of Satan is not dualistic. Satan's
emjiire hiKl a beginning, it will have a definite and
pemianent end. Satan is God's great enemy in the
cosniic sphere, but he is God's creation, exists by
Divine will, and his power is relativelv no more
commensurate with God's than that of men. Satan
awaits his doom. Wei.ss says (concerning the NT
representation of conflict between God and the
powers of evil): "There lies in this no Manichaean
dualism, .... but only the deepest experience of
the work of redemption as the definite destruction
of the power from which all sin in the world of men
proceeds" {Bib. Theol. NT, ET, H, 272; cf G A
Smith, op. cit., II, 318).

(.3) The third objection is practically the same as
the second, but addressed directly to the doctrine
itself, apart from the question of its origin, namely,
that it destroys the unity of God. The answer t<)

this also is a simple negative. To some minds the
reality of created wills is dualistic and therefore
untenable. But a true doctrine of unity makes
room for other wills than God's—namely of those
beings u})on whom God has bestowed freedom.
Herein stands the doctrine of sin and Satan. The
doctrine of Satan no more militates against the
unity of God than the idea, so necessary to morality
and religion alike, of other created wills set in ojipo-
sition to God's. Just as the concejition of Satan
merges, in one direction, in the general doctrine of
angels, so, in the other, it blends with the broad
and difficult subject of evil (cf "Satan," IIDB IV
412a). '

'

LiTKRATURE.—All Standard works on Bib. Theology
as well as Diets., etc, treat with more or less thorough-

ness tlie doctrine; of Satan. The (Jerman theologians
of ttie more evangelical type, such as Weiss l/,uige
-Marlensen (IJaiush), Doiner, wliile exliiliiling' a tend-ency toward ex(;essive specnlation, discern the deener
aspects of the doctrine. Of monograplis known to the
writer none are to |je reconnnended without (lualiflcation
It IS a suljject on which the Bible is its own best inter-
preter.

Louis Matthews Sweet
SATAN, DEPTHS OF (rd PaOea tov Saravd,

Id hdthea toil Satnnd) : Foinul in Rov 2 21, and has
reference to false teaching at Thvatira.' It is a
(luestion (that i)erhaps may not be decided) whether
toil Sntana, "of Satan," represents the claim of the
false teachers, or is thrown in by the Lord. Did
those false teachers claim to know "the depths" of
Satan? Or was it that thev claimed to know "the
depths" of Deity, and the Lord said it was rather
"the depths of Satan"? In either case; the an-
tithesis to "depths of Satan" is "depths of God," as
referred to in Rom 11 33; 1 Cor 2 10.

E. J. Forrester
SATAN, SYNAGOGUE OF: The expression

occurs neither in the Heb nor in the Gr of th(> OT,
nor in Apoc. Three passages in the OT and one in
Apoc suggest the idea conveyed in the expression
In Nu 14 27.35, ,Ieh expresses His wrath against
"the evil congregation" (LXX crwaywyr) wovqpd,
sunagoge ponerd) which He threatens to consume
in the wiklerness. In Ps 21 (22) 16, we find,
"A company of evil doers [LXX (rwayuyr] -wovt)-

pevoixivojv, sunagoge ponereNmnenon] have inclosed
me." In Sir 16 6, we read, "In the congregation
of sinners [LXX ewaycoyr) afxapruXQu, sunagogP
hamartdlon] shall a fire be kindled."
Only in the NT occurs the phrase "synagogue of

Satan," and here only twice (Rev 2 9; 3 9).
Three observations are evident as to who' consti-
tuted "the synagogue of Satan" in Smvrna and
Philadelphia. (1) They claimed to be Jews, i (>.

tlK>y were descendants of Abraham, and so laid
claim to the blessings promised by Jeh to him and
his seed. (2) But they are not regarded by John
as real Jews, i.e. they are not the genuine Israel
of God (the same conclusion as Paul reached in Rom
2 28). (3) They are persecutors of tJie Christians
in Smyrna. The Lord "knows their blasphemy,"
their sharp denunciations of Christ and Christians
They claim to be the true people of God, but really
they are "the synagogue of Satan." The gen.
^aravd, Satand, is probably the possessive gen.
These Jewish persecutors, instead of being God's
people, are the "assembly of Satan," i.e. Satan's
people.

In Polyc, Mar. xvii.2 (c 155 AD) the Jews of
Smyrna were still persecutors of Christians and
were conspicuous in demanding and planning the
martyrdom of Polycarp the bishop of Smyrna, tlie
same city in which the revelator calls persecuting
Jews "the assembly of Satan."

In the 2d cent., in an inscription {CIJ, 314S)
describing the classes of population in Smyrna, we
find the expression ol vot^ ''lovdaioi, hoi pole
loudaioi, which Mommsen thinks means "Jews
who had abandoned their religion," but which
Ramsay says "probably means those who formerly
were the nation of the Jews, but have lost the legjil
standing of a separate people."

Literature.—Ramsay, The Seven Churches of Asia
ch xu; Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John. SI. 32- Poly-
carp Mar xiiitf.17. 2; Mommsen, Ilistorische z/it-
schrift. XXX\1I, 417.

CiiARLE.s B. Williams
SATCHEL, sach'el. See Bag.

SATHRABUZANES, sath-ra-bu'za-nez, sath-ra-
bli-ziVnez (SaGpaPovtdvTjs, Salhrabouzdnes): In 1

E.sd 6 3.7.27 = "Shethar-bozenai" in Ezr 5 3.t); 6
6.13.
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SATISFACTION, sat-is-fak'shun: Occurs twice

in AV (Nu 35 3L32) as a rendering of the Heb
kophcr (RV "ransom"). It means a price paid as

compensation for a life, and the passage cited is

a prohibition against accepting such, in case of

murder, or for the return of the manslayer. Such
compensation was permitted in ancient justice

among many peoples. Cf ttolv^, point, which
Liddell and Scott define as "properly quit-money
for blood spilt, the fine paid by the slayer to the

kinsman of the slain, as a ransom from all conse-

quences." The same custom prevailed among
Teutonic peoples, as seen in the Ger. Wergrld and
Old Eng. ivergild. The Heb laws of the OT per-

mit, it only in the case of a man or woman gored to

death by an ox (Ex 21 30-32).

Benjamin Reno Downer
SATRAPS, sa'traps, sat'raps ('^:E™nX

,

'nhcKhrlarp'-nim, Ezr 8 36; Est 3 12; 8 9; 9 3. AV
"lieutenants"; Dnl 3 2.3.27; 6 1 ff, AV "princes"):

The viceroys or vassal rulers to whom was in-

trusted the government of the jirovinces in the Pers

emi)ire. The word answers to the Old Pers khsha-
thrapdvan, "protectors of the realm."

SATYR, safer, sa'ter O^^S^'l^ , m'lr, lit. "he-

goat"; cf "l^Tp, saHr, "hairy" [Gen 27 11, of Esau],

and Arab. -St-w, sha'r, "hair"; pi. CT^Tp,

s^^irlm): For s^'imn in Lev 17 7 and 2 Ch 11 15,

AV has "devils," RV "he-goats," ERVm "satyrs,"

LXX rois jxaraiois, tois mataiois, "vain things." For
s^^irhn in Isa 13 21, AV and ERV have "satvrs,"

ERVm "he-goats," ARV "wild goats," LXX' 5at-

luLdvca, daimonia, "demons." For sa'^lr in Isa

34 14, AV and ERV have "satyr," I-lRVm "he-
goat," ARV "wild goat." LXX has irepos irpbs

rhv irepov, Mteros pros t6n hetcron, "one to an-
other," referring to daimonia, which here stands for

qiyim, "wild beasts of the de.sert."

The text of ARV in these passages is as follows: Lev
17 7, "And they shall no more sacrifice their sacrifices
unto tlie he-goats, after which they play the harlot";
2 V\\ 11 1.^, "And ho [Jeroboam] appointed him priests
for the high places, and for the he-goats, and for the
calves which he had made"; Isa 13 21 f (of Baliylon),
"But wild beasts of the desert [Oinm] shall lie there; and
their houses shall be full of doleful creatures ['dhlm\\
and ostriches [bnwth ya'dnah] shall dwell there, and" wild
goats [se'irlm] shall dance there. And wolves ['lyim]
shall cry in their castles, and jackals [tannim] in the
pleasant palaces"; Isa 34 11.13.14.1.5 (of Edom),
"But the pelican [kd'ath] and the porcupine [kippddh]
shall possess it; and the owl [yanshdpii] and the raven
|'<)rc6/jl shall dwell therein: .... and it shall be a habi-
tation of jackals [tannim], a court for ostriches [bmoth
ya'dnah]. And the wild beasts of the desert [Qiyim]
shall meet with the wolves ['iyim], and th(; wild goat
[sd'lr] shall cry to his fellow; yea, the night monster
[nn</i] shall settle there There shall the dart-snako
[kippdz] make her nest .... there shall the kites [rfa^/-

ydth] be gathered, every one with her mate."

The question is whether sd^tr and s^Hrmi in these
passages stand for real or for fabulous animals. In
l^ev 17 7 and 2 Ch 11 1.5, it is clear that they are
objects of worship, but that still leaves open the
question of their nature, though it may to many
minds make "devils" or "demons" or ".satyrs"

seem preferable to "he-goats." In Isa 13 20 we
read, "neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there;

neither shall shepherds make their flocks to lie

down there." This may very likely have influ-

enced the American Committee of Revisers to u.se

"wild goat" in Isa 13 21 and 34 14 instead of the
"he-goat" of the other passages. In ARV, no
fabulous creatures (except pcrhtips "night-monster")
are numtioned here, but LXX (Mni)l()ys daimonia,
"demons," in Isa 13 21 for s"''lrim and in 34 14
for Qiyim; dvoKivravpoi, onokentauroi, from 6i'os,

6nos, "ass," and K^vravpos, kentauros, "centaur,"
in Isa 13 22 and 34 14 for 'iTjlm, and again in 34

14 for Ulith; aetpijves, scirenes, "sirens," in Isa 13
21 for ^noth ya^dndh, and in 34 13 for tannim. We
must bear in mind the uncertainty regarding the
identity of Qiyim, 'i7ji»i, 'ohim and layinim, as well
as of some of the other names, and w(> must recall

the tales that are hung about the name lilith (AV
"screech owl," AVm and RV "night-monster,"
RVm "Lilith"). While sd'lr is almost alone among
these words in having ordinarily a well-understood
meaning, i.e. "he-goat," there is good reason for
considering that here it is used in an exceptional
sense. The tr "satyr" has certainly much to be
said for it. See Go.\t; Jackal.

Alfhed Ely Day
SAUL, sol (b'StJ , shWUl; SaovX, Saoul):

(1) The first king of Israel.

I. E.\RLY History
1. Name and Meaning
2. Cienealogy
3. Home and Station
4. Sources for Life
5. Election as King
(). Reasons for It

II. Reign .\nd ¥ ma.
1. His First Action
2. Army Reorganized
3. Battle of Michmash
4. Defeats the Amalekites
5. Deposition Pronounced
6. David Introduced to Saul
7. Two Accoimts
8. Saul's Envy of David
9. Attempts to Cet Kid of Him

10. David Spares Saul
11. Saul's Divided Energies
12. Consults a Necromancer
13. Battle of Gilboa
14. Double Accounts
15. Saul's Posterity

III. Char.^cter
1. Book of Chronicles
2. Saul's Failings
3. His Virtue
4. David's Elegy

/. Early History,—The name Saul is usually
regarded as simply the passive jiarticiple of the

vb. "to ask," and so meaning "asked"
1. Name (cf 1 S 8 4 ff), but the gentilic adj.

and Mean- shd'Hll (Nu 26 13) would point to its

ing having also an intensive connotation,
"the one asked importunately," or

perhaps, "the one asking insistently," "the beggar."
Saul was the son of Kish, a Benjamite. His

genealogical tree is given in 1 S 9 1 (cf LXX
10 21). In 1 S 9 1 his grandfather is

2. Gene- Abiel, but in 1 Ch 8 33; 9 39, Ner,
alogy who appears as his paternal uncle in

1 S 14 50.51.

The last verse contains a very curious scribal error,
a yodh having slipped out of one word in it into another.
It states that both Abner and Ner were sons of Abiel.
These apparent inconsistencies are to be explained by
the fact that in Heb, as in Arab., "son" is often used in
the sense of grandson. Also, with the facility of divorce
then prevalent, by "brother" and "sister" we must in
most cases understand half-brother and half-sister.
Moreover, Saul's mother might have been the wife at
different times of Kish and of his brother Ner (cf 1 S
20 30). This was quite common, and in some cases
compulsory (Dt 25 5-9).

Saul's home was at Gibeah (q.v.), which is also

called Gibeah of Saul, i.e. Saul's Hill (1 S 11 4;

cf also 10 5, God's Hill, or simply The
3. Home Hill, 10 10; Hos 5 8, etc), or the Hill

and Station of Benjamin or of the Benjamites (1 S
13 15; 2 S 23 29). It is usually iden-

tified with Tdl el-Fill, but p(>rhaps its site is marked
rather by some ruins near but beneath that eminence.
The tribe of Benjamin was the fighting tribe of

Israel, and Kish seems to have been one of its most
imi)ortant members. Saul's remarks in depreciation

(1 S 9 21) are not to be tak(>n lit (orally.

The circumstances of Saul's car(>er are too well

known to require recai)itulation. It will be suffi-

cient to refer to some of the recognized difhculties
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of llio narrulivc. Those (lifTicullio.s arise from the
fact that we appear to liave two distinct bio^raphic^s

of Saul in the present Books of S.
4. Sources This may well be the ease as it is the
for Life practice of the Sein historian to set

down more; than one tradition of each
event, without attempting to work thes(> up into one
consistent account. \\'e shall call the duplicated
narratives A and H, without jjostulating that either
is a continuous whole. See Samuel, Books of.
According to A, Saul was anointed king of Israel

at Raniah by the i)rophet Samuel acting upon an
inspiration from Jeh, not oidy without

5. Election consulting anvone, but in the strictest
as King secrecy (1 S 9 1—10 1()). According

to B, the sheiks of the tribes demanded
a king. Samuel in vaui tried to dissuade them.
Th(>y would not listen, and a king v,-as chosen by lot
at Mizpah. The lot fell upon Saul, and Samuel
immediately demitted office (ch 8; 10 17-27, omit-
ting last ciau.se; and ch 12).

There; are three distinct reasons given in the text
for the abolition of the theocracy and institution of

an elective or hereditary monarchy:
6. Reasons first, the incai)acity of Samuel's sons
for It (8 Iff); second, an invasion of the

Ammonites (12 12); and third, the
Pliilis (9 IG). The.se three motives are not mutually
exclusive. The Philis formed the standing menace
to the national existence, which would have necessi-
tat(>d the crcjation of a monarchy sooner or later.
The other two were temporary circumstances, one
of which aggravated the situation, while the other
showed the lioi)elessness of expecting any improve-
ment in it in the near future.

//. Reign and Fall.—The election of Saul at
Mizpah was conducted in the presence of the chief-

tains of the clans; it is not to be
1. His First supjwsed that the whole nation was
Action })resent. As soon as it was over, the

electors W(>nt home, and Saul also
returned to his father's farm and, like Cinciimatus,
once more followed the jilough. "^^'ithin about a
month," however (10 27 LXX, for MT "But he
held his peace"), the summons came. A message
from the citizens of Jabesh-gilead ((pv.) was sent
round the tribes apjiealing for help against the
Ammonites under Nahash. They, of course, knew
nothing about what had taken place at Mizpah,
and it was only by chance that their messengers
arrived at Gibeah when they did. Saul rose to the
occasion, and immediately after ho was acclaimed
king by the whole body of the people (ch 11). This
double election, first })y the chiefs and then by the
people, is quite a regular proceeding.

This first success encouraged Saul to enter upon
what was to be the mission of his life, namely, the

throwing off of the Phili suzerainty.
2. Army From the first he had had the boldest
Reorgan- spirits upon his side (10 26 LXX,
ized RVm); he was now able to form a

standing army of 3,000 men, under the
command of himself and his son Joxatiian (q.v.).
The Philis, the last remnant of the Minoan race,
had the advantage of the possession of iron weapons.
It was, in fact, they who introduced iron into Pal
from Crete—the Israelites knowing oidy bronze,
and having even been dejirived of weapons of the
softer metals. They se<>m to have armed them-
selves—with the exception of the king aiid his son—
with mattocks and i)loughshares (13 19 ff).

The first encounter w.is the attack upon the
Phih po.st at Michmash (1 S 13, 14). The text
of the narrative is uncertain, but the following out-
line IS clear. On hearing that the Hebrews had r(!-

volted (13 3 LXX), the Philis gathered in great
force, including 3,000 chariots (13 5 LXX; MT has

30,000) at Michmash. In dismay, Saul's troops d(>-
serted (vs 6 f), until he was left wfth only 600 (14 2).

In spite of thi.s, Jonathan precipitated
3. Battle of host ilities by a reckless attack upon one
Michmash of the outposts. This was so success-

ful that the whole Phili army was
seized with panic, and the onset of Saul and the
desert k)n of their Heb slaves com))leted their dis-
comfit ur(>. Saul followed up his victory by making
preclatory excursions on every side (14 47).

Saul's next expedition was aganist the .Vmalekites
under Agag, who W(>re lik(nvise completely d(!feated.

The fight was carried out with all the
4. Defeats remorselessne.ss common to tribal war-
the Amaiek- far(>. Warning was sent to tlu; friendly
ites Kenites to withdraw out of danger;

then the hostile tribe was slaughtered
to a man, their chief alone being spared for the time
f)eing. Even the women and children were not
taken as slaves, but were all killed (1 S 15j.

It is not clear what was the prei'ise attitude of
Samuel toward Saul. As the undoubted head of

the theocracy he naturallv objected to
5. Deposi- his powers being curtailed bv the loss
tion Pro- of the civil j)ower (8 6). Even after
nounced the elections of Saul, Samuel claimed

to be the ecclesiastical head of the
state. He seems to have objected to Saul's offering
the sacrifice before battle (13 10 ff), and to have
considered him merely as his lieutenant fl5 3)
who could be dismissed for disobedience (15 14 ff).

Here again there seem to be two distinct accounts
in the traditional text, which we mav again call
A and B. In A Saul is rejected because he does
not wait long enough for Samuel at Gilgal (13 8;
cf 10 8). "Seven days," of course, means eight, or
even more, in short, until Samuel should come,
whenever that might be. The expression might
almost be omitted in translating. In B Saul is

rejected because he did not carry out Samuel's
orders (15 3) to the letter. The two narratives are
not mutually exclusive. The second offence was
an aggravation of the first, and after it Samuel did
not see Saul again (15 35).
He had gootl reason for not doing so. He hafl

anointed a rival head of the state in opposition to
Saul, an act of treason wliich, if di.s-

6. David covered, would have cost him his
Introduced head (cf 2 K 9 6.10). Saul did not at
to Saul once accept his deposition, but he lost

heart. One cannot but admire him,
deserted by Samuel, and convinced that he was
playing a losing game, and yet continuing in office.

To drive away his melancholy, his servants intro-
duced to him a musician who played until his
spirits revived (16 14 ff; cf 2 K 3 lo).

By a strange coincidence (cf I, 5, above) the min-
strel was the very person whom Samuel had secretly

anointed to supplant Saul. According
7. Two to what looks like another account,
Accounts however, it was his encounter with

Goliath which led to the introduction
of David to Saul (17 1 ff; see David). In spite
of all that has been said to the contrary, the two
narratives are not incompatible, since we are not
told the order of the events nor over how many
years these events were spread. The theory of
duplicate narratives rests upon the assumption that
all statements made by the dramatis pcrsonae in
the Bible are to be taken at their face value. If

chs 16 and 17 had formed part of a play of Shake-
speare, they would have been considered a fine
example of his genius. Treatises would have
I)cen written to explain why Saul did not recog-
nize David, and why Abner denied all knowledge
of him. LXX, however, omits 17 12-31.41.50.55^
18 5.
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Whetlicr Saul actually discovered that David had

been anointed by Samuel or not, he soon saw in

him his rival and inevitable successor,

8. Saul's and he would hardly have been human
Envy of if he had not felt envious of him. His

David tlislik(> of David had two motives.

The first was jealousy, because the

women preferred the military genius of David to

his own (18 7f). His consequent attempt upon
the life of David (vs 8-11) is omitted in LXX.
Not least was the love of his own daughter for

David (18 20; in ver 28 read with LXX "all

Israel")- The second cause was his natural

objection to see his son Jonathan supplanted in

his rights to the throne, an objection which was
aggravated by the devotion of that son to his own
rival (20 30; see also David; Jonathax).

Haul could not l)<4ieve that David could remain

loyal to him (24 9); at the first favorable oppor-

tunity he would turn upon him, hurl him
9. Attempts from the throne, and (exterminate his

to Get Rid whole house. In these circumstances, it

of Him was his first interest to get rid of him.
His first attempt to do so (omitting

with LXX 18 8/;-ll) was to encourage him to

make raids on the Philis in the hope that the.se

might kill hun (18 21 ff); his next, a.ssassination by
oiu> of his servants (19 1), and then by his own
hand (19 Of). When David was compelled to

fly, the (luarrel turned to civil war. The supersti-

tious fear of hurting the chosen of Jeh had given

phuee to blind rage. Those who sheltered the

fugitive, even priests, were slaughtered (22 17 ff).

I'rom one spot to another David was hunted, as he
says, like a partridge (26 20).

1 1 is generally maintained that here also we have
duplicate accounts; for example, that there are two

accounts of David taking refuge

10. David with Achi.sh, king of (lath, and two of

Spares Saul his sparing Saul's life. The latter

are contained in chs 24 and 26, but
the points of resemblance are slight. Three thou-

sancl (24 2; 26 2) was the number of Saul's picked

men (cf 13 2). David u.ses the simile of "a flea"

in 24 14, but in 26 20 for "a flea" LXX has "my
soul," wliich is no doubt original.

_
The few other

expressions would occur naturally in any narrative

with the same contents.

Obviously Saul's divided energies could not hold

out long; he could not put down the imaginary
rebellion within, and at the same time

11. Saul's keep at bay the foreign foe. No sooner

Divided had he got the fugitive within his

Energies grasp than he was called awav bv an
inroad of the Philis (23 27 f); but

after his life had been twice spared, he seemed to

realize at last that the latter were the real enemy,

and he threw his whole strength into one desperate

effort for existence.

Saul himself saw that his case was desperate,

and that in fact the game was up. As a forlorn

hope he determined to seek occult

12. Con- advice. He could no longer use the

suits a Nee- official means of divination (28 6),

romancer and was obliged to have recourse to a
necromancer, one of a class whom he

himself had taken means to suppress (28 3). The
result of the seance confirmed his worst fears and
filled his soul with despair (28 7 ff).

It says much for Saul that, hopeless as he was, he
engaged in one last forlorn struggle with the enemy.

The Philis had gatluTcd in great

13. Battle force at Shunem. Saul drew up his

of Gilboa army on the opposing hill of Gilboa.

Between the two fc^-ces lay a valley

(cf 14 4). The result was what had been foreseen.

The Israelites, no doubt greatly reduced in numbers

(contrast 11 8), were completely defeated, and Saul
and his sons slain. Th(>ir armor was i)laced in the
temple of Ashtaroth, and their bodies hung on
the wall of Bethshan, but Saul's head was set in

the temple of Dagon (1 Ch 10 10). The citizens

of Jabesh-gilead, out of ancient gratitude, rescued
the bodies and, in un-Semitic wise, burned them
and buried the bones.

Once more we have, according to most present-

day critics, duplicate accounts of the death of Saul.

According to one, which we may name
14. Double A, he fell, like Ajax whom he much
Accounts resembles, upon his own sword, after

being desperately wounded by the

archers (1 S 31 4). According to the second (2 S
1 2ff), an Amalekite, who had been by accident a
witness of the battle, dispatched Saul at his own
request to save him from the enemy. But B
is simply the continuation of A, and tells us how
David received the news of the battle. The
Amalekite's story is, of course, a fabrication with

a view to a reward. Similar claims for the reward
of assassination are common (2 S 4 9 ff).

With Saul the first Israehte dynasty began and
ended. The names of his sons are given in 1 S

14 49 as Jonathan, Ishvi and IMalchi-

15. Saul's shua. Lslivi or Ishyo (LXX) is

Posterity Eshbaal, called in 2 "S 2 8 Isii-no-

suETH (q.v.). 1 Ch 8 33 adds Abina-
dab. Jonathan left a long line of descendants
famous, like himself, as archers (1 Ch 8 34 ff).

The rest of Saul's posterity apparently died out.

Malchi.shua and Abinadab were slain at Gilboa

(1 S 31 6; 1 Ch 10 2), and Ish-bosheth was
assassinated shortly after (2 S 4 2fT). Saul had
also two natural sons by Rizpah who were put to

death by David in accordance with a sui)erstit ious

custom, as also were the five sons of Saul's daughter
AIerab(2 S 21 8,notMichal; cf 1 S 18 19). Saul's

other daughter Michal apparently had no children.

Saul had, it seems, other wives, who were taken into

the harem of David in accordance with the practice

of the times (2 S 12 8), but of them and their

descendants we know nothing.

///. Character,—Saul's life and character are

disposed of in a somewhat summary fashion by the
Chronicler (1 Ch 10, esp. vs. 13.14).

1. Book of Saul was rejected because he was dis-

Chronicles loyal to Jeh, esp. in consulting a
necromancer. The major premise of

this conclusion, however, is the ancient dictum,
"Misfortune presupposes sin." From a wider
point of view Saul cannot be dismissed so cavalierly.

Like everyone else, Saul had his virtues and his

failings. His chief weakness seems to have been
want of decision of character. He was

2. Saul's easily swayed by events and by people.

Failings The praises of David (1 S 18 7 f) at

once set his jealousy on fire. His per-

secution of David was largely due to the instigation

of mischievous courtiers (24 9). Upon remonstrance
his repentance was as deep as it was short-lived (24

16; 26 21). His impulsiveness was such that he did

not know where to stop. His interdict (14 24 fT)

was quite as uncalled for as his religious zeal (15 9)

was out of place. He was always at one extreme.

His hatred of David was only equal to his affection

for him at first (18 2). His pusillanimity led him
to commit crimes which his own judgment would
have forbidden (22 17). Like most beaten persons,

he became suspicious of everyone (22 7 f), and, like

those who are easily led, he soon found his evil

genius (22 9.18.22). Saul's inability to act alone

appears from the fact that he never engaged in

single combat, so far as we know. Before he could

act at all his fury or his pity had to be roused to

boiUng-point (11 6). His mind was peculiarly sub-
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joct to external influences, so that he was now a
respect able man of t he world, now a prophet (10 11;

19 24).

On the otluT hand, Raul possessed many lii^h

qualities. His dread of office (10 22) was only
equaled by the coolness with which he

3. His accei)t(Hl it (11 5). To the first caU
Virtues to action he responded with prompti-

tude (11 G IT). His timely aid excited

the lasting gratitude of the citizeiis of Jab(>sh-gilead

(31 11 ff). If we nunember that Saul was of)enly

di.sowned l\y Samuel (15 30), and believed himself
cast off by Jeh, we cannot but admire the way in

which he fought on to the last. Moreover, the
fact that he retained not only his own sons, but a
sufficient body of fighting men to engage a large

army of Philis, shows that there must have been
something in him to excite confidence and loyalty.

There is, however, no question as to the honorable
and noble (jualities of Saul. The chief were his

j>rowcss in war and his generosity

4. David's in i)eace. They have been set down
Elegy \)y the man who knew him best in

what are among the most authentic
verses in the Bible (2 S 1 19 ff).

(2) Saul of Tarsus. See Paul.
THf)MAs Hunter \^'eir

SAVARAN, sav'a-ran: AV =RV Avakan (ci-v.).

SAVE, sfiv: In t4ie sense "except," the word came
into Eng. through the Fr. (sauf) and is fairly com-
mon (3iS t, in addition to "saving," AV Eccl 5 11;

Am 9 8; Mt 5 32; Lk 4 27; Rev 2 17). It

represents no particular Heb or Gr terms but is

employed wherever it seems useful. It is still in

good (slightly archaic) use, and RV has few modi-
fications (Dt 15 4 AV; _Ps 18 316, etc), but ERV
has dropped "saving" in Lk 4 27 and Rev 2 17
and ARV also in Eccl 5 11; Am 9 8, retaining it

only in Mt 5 32.

SAVIAS,sa-vl'as(2aovCa,.Sao!/i-';): In 1 Esd 8 2,

for l^zzi, an ancestor of Ezra, in Ezr 7 4.

SAVIOUR, say'yer: (1) While that "God is

the deliverer of his people" is the concept on which,
virtually, the whole OT is based (see Salvation),
yet the Hebrews seem never to have felt the
need of a title for God that would sum up this

aspect of His relation to man. Nearest to our

word "Savioyr" is a participial form (T'^tJ'DQ,

moshi"^) from' the vb. 3712?^, ydshd'' (Qal not used;

"save" in Hiphil), but even this participle is not
frequently apjilied to God (some 13 t of which 7
are in Isa 43-63). (2) In the NT, however, the
case is different, and Swri^p, Sottr, is used in as
technical a way as is our "Saviour." But the dis-

tribution of the 24 occurrences of the word is signifi-

cant, for two-thirds of them are found in the later

books of the NT—10 in the Pastorals, 5 in 2 Pet,

and one each in Jn, 1 Jn, and Jude—while the
other instances are Lk 1 47; 2 11; Acts 5 31;
13 23; Eph 5 23; Phil 3 20. And there are no
occurrences in Mt, Mk, or the earlier Pauline Epp.
The data are clear enough. As might be expected,
the fact that the OT used no technical word for

Saviour meant that neither did the earliest Chris-

tianity use any such word. Doubtless for Our
Lord "Messiah" was felt to convey the meaning.
But in Gr-speaking Christianity, "Chri.st," the
tr of Messiah, soon became treated as a proper
name, and a new word was needed. (3) Suter
expressed the exact meaning and had already been
set apart in the language of the day as a religious

term, having become one of the most popular
Divine titles in use. Indeed, it was felt to be a

most inappropriate word to apply to a human being.
Cicero, for instance, arraigns Verres for using it:

"Soter .... How much does this imply? So
nmch that it cannot be expressed in one word in

Latin"_ {Verr. ii.2, ()3, § ir)4). So the adoption
of Soter by Christianity was most natural, the
word seemed ready-made. (4) That the NT
writers derived the word from its contemporary
tise is shown, besides, by its occurr(!nce in combina-
tion with such terms as "manifestation" (ejn-

phdneia, 2 Tim 1 10; Tit 2 13), "love toward man"
{philanlhrdpUi, Tit 3 4), "captain" (archcyos, Acts
6 31; cf He 2 10), etc. These terms are found
in the Gr sources many times in exactly the same
combinations with Soter. (.')) In the NT Soter is

tiniformly reserved for Christ, except in Lk 1 47;
Jude ver 25, and the Pastorals. In 1 Tim (1 1;

2 3; 4 10) it is applied only to the Father, in 2 Tim
(1 10, only) it is applied to Christ, while in Tit there
seems to be a deliberate alternation: of the Father
in 1 3; 2 10; 3 4; of Christ in 1 4; 2 13; 3 6.

LiTERATrnE.—p. Wondland, "'S.wr^p," ZXTW, V,
335-53, 1904; J. Weiss, "Ilciland," In RGG, II, 1910;
n. Lictzrnann, Der Wellheiland. 1909. Much detailed
Information Is availai)l« in various parts of Deissmann,
Light from the Ancient East, 1910.

Burton Scott Easton
SAVOR, sa'ver (n"'1 , re"/;; 6o-(i^, osmc) : (1) The

primary meaning of the word is "taste," "flavor"
(from Lat sapor, "taste"). So in Mt 5 13; Lk 14
34, "if the salt have lost its savor" {fiojpav6ri,

vioranlht, "become tasteless," "insipid," so as to lose

its characteristic preserving virtue). (2) But gener-
ally it has the meaning of "smell," "odor": (a)

once of evil odor: "Its stench shall come up, and its

ill savor shall come up" (Joel 2 20); (6) elsewhere
in the sense of pleasant smell. In the OT, with the
exception of Ex 5 21 and AV Cant 1 3 (RV
"fragrance"), it is always accompanied by the adj.

"sweet." It stands for the smell of sacrifices and
oblations, in agreement with the ancient anthro-
pomorphic idea that God smells and is pleased
with the fragrance of sacrifices (e.g. "Jeh smelled
the sweet savor," Gen 8 21; "to make a sweet
savor inito Jeh," Nu 15 3; and frequently). In
the NT, "savor" in the sense of smell is used meta-
phorically: (a) once the metaphor is borrowed from
the incense which attends the victor's triumphal
procession; God is said to make manifest through
His apostles "the savor of his knowledge in every
place" as He "leadeth" them "in triumph in Christ"

(2 Cor 2 14; see Tru^mpii). {h) Elsewhere the
metaphor is borrowed from the fragrant smell of

the sacrifices. The apostles "are a sweet savor of

Christ unto God" (2 Cor 2 15), i.e. they are, as it

were, a sweet odor for God to smell, an odor which
is pleasing to God, even though its effect upon men
varies (to some it is a "savor from death unto death,"
i e. such as is emitted by death and itself causes
death; to others it is "a savor from life unto life,"

ver 16). By the same sacrificial metaphor, Christ's

offering of Himself to God is said to be "for a sweet
smelling savor" (Eph 5 2 AV, RV "for an odor
of a sweet smell"; the same phrase is used in

Phil 4 18 of acts of kindness to Paul, which were
"a sacrifice acceptable, well-pleasing to God").
(3) Once it is used in the figurative sense of reputa-
tion: "Ye have made our savor to be abhorred [lit.

"our smell to stink"] in the eyes of Pharaoh" (Ex 5

21). Cf the Eng. phrase, "to be in bad odor."

Tiie vb. "to savor" means: (1) intransitively, to
taste or smell of, to partalio of the (luality of something,
as in tlie Preface of AV, " to savour more of curiosity than
wisdome," or (2) transitively, to perceive by the tasto
or smell, to discern: "thou savourest not the things that
be of God" (AV Mt 16 23; Mk 8 33, RV "mindest";
(frpoi'tr?, phroneis: Vulg sajyiK). The adj. "savory " occurs
only in Cen 27 4.7.9.14.17.31 ("savory food") and RV
Isa 30 24 (m "salted"). t^ , , .r^

D. MiALL Edwards
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SAW, so. See Tools.

SAWING ASUNDER, scVing a-sun'der. See
Punishments.

SAYEST, sa'est: "Thou saycst" (Alt 27 11;

Mk 15 2; Lk 22 70, "Ye say"; Jn 18 37), i.e.

rightly; "Thou hast said" (Mt 26 25.64), = "Yes";
a rabl)inical idiom never found in the OT. Mark
(14 62) renders by "I am." All these passages

Wllm punctuate interrogatively (cf KHhubhuih,
f. 103 6).

SAYINGS, sa'ingz, DARK. See Dark SAYix(is.

SAYINGS, FAITHFUL. See Faithful Sayixcs.

SAYINGS OF JESUS. See Locjia.

SAYINGS, UNWRITTEN, un-rit"n. See Acjra-

PHA.

SCAB, skab, SCABBED, skab'ed, skabd (nS3^
yallcpJulh, pniP'?, mispnhath, rillSC

, sappahath,

vb. nEUJ , sippah; criniao-Ca, scinnsia, \tiXTJv, Icichtn)

:

These are generic terms for any skin disease in which
there are patches of hard crusts on the surface. The
commonest of these are the forms now named ecze-

ma, h(>rpes and, perhaps, psoriasis, all of which are

connnon in Bil)le lands. Alikler cases in which tlic

disease was localized and in small patches (the

scinasia of LXX) did not render the bearer unclean,

and they were to be distinguished by the priest (Lev
13 2.6) from the more virulent and spreading erup-
tions which (ver 7) were regarded as causes of cere-

monial uncleanness. These severer forms are the
Icichcn of LXX mentioned in Lev 21 20, which dis-

(juahfied any son of Aaron from serving as a pri(>st,

and when affecting an animal rendered it unfit to be
offered as a burnt offering (Lev 22 22). Hippocrates
speaks of these cases as ol)stinate and persistent, and
Cial(>n believed that they might degenerate into

leprosy; hence the terms in which Aeschylus speaks
of it (Choephori 281). Celsus, however, recognized
that leichen was a papular eruption, not a true scab.

The name yallephcth seems to have been given to it

on account of the firmness of attachment of the
scabs, while the term viit^pahalh refers to its tend-
ency to spread and cover the surface. A cognate
word in Ezk 13 18 is the name of a large tnllith or

prayer veil used by the false prophetesses in Israel
(tr'i "kerchief"). Scabs were esp. disfiguring on the
head, and this infliction was threatened as a punish-
ment on the daughters of Zion for their wanton
haughtiness (Isa 3 17). In Middle Eng., "scab"
is used for itch or mange, and as a term of oppro-
brium, as in Greene, Bacon and Bungay, 3o, 1591.

Alex. AIacalister
SCABBARD, skab'ard, SHEATH, sheth. See

Armor, III, 5; War, 9.

SCAFFOLD, skaf'old (^1^2, kiyyor): The Eng.
word is used once of Solomon's "brazen scaffold"
on which he knelt at the dedication of the temple
(2 Ch 6 13).

SCALE, skal. See Siege, 4, (c); Weights and
Measures.

SCALES, skalz ([1] niCi^irp. , kaskcscth, "fisli-

scales"; [2] n3"*'p , vi^(jhiimdh, pp , mwjJien,

"scales of the crocodik'"; [3] XeirCs, /cpf.s, with
vb. XeirCto), Zc/zizo, "scale away" [Tob 3 17; 11 13J):

(1) The first Ileb word kaskesclh means the imbri-
cated scales of fish, which together with the dorsal
fin were a distinguishing mark of all fish allowed as

food to the Israelite (Lev 11 Off; Dt 14 9 f).

In the figurative sense the word is used of a coat of

mail (1 S 17 5.38). (2) M'ghinndh from mdghcn,
lit. "a buckler" or "small shi(>ld" (2 Ch 23 9; Jcr

46 3), is used in the description of the crocodile (sec

Leviathan) for the homy scales or scutes imbedded
in the skin, not imbricated upon it (Job 41 15 [Ileb

ver 7]). (3) The Gr lepis, which in classical lan-

guage has a much wider range of meaning than the
above Heb words ("rind," "husk," "shell," "fish-

scale," "scale of snake," "flake of metal and of

snow," etc), is found in the NT description of St.

Paul's recovery from temporary blindness, "And
straightway there fell from his eyes as it W(Te scales,

and he received his sight" (Acts 9 18). There
is nothing in the words of the sacred text which
compels us to think of literal scales. (In Tob,
however, a literal flaking-off of foreign substance is

meant.) We have here rather a description of the
sensation which terminated the three days' period
of blindness which the ajxjstle suffered after his

meeting with the risen Lord on the road to Damas-
cus. The apostle hims(>lf does not use this expres-
sion in his own gra])hic descri])tion of the same
experience; "In that very hour 1 looketl upon him"
(22 13). The phrase has, however, come into Eng.,
for we speak of "scales falling from one's eyes" when
we mean a sudden illumination or remembrance or
a dissipation of harassing doubt.

In Isa 40 12; RV Prov 16 11 for Obs
,
pelc?, in

th(> sense of "instrument for weighing." See Bal-
ance. H. L. E. LUERING

SCALL, skol (pri;
, ncihck; Qpav<r\i.ai, thrnils7na)

:

This only occurs in Lev 13 and 14 where it is used
14 t to describe bald or scaly patches of erui)ti(m on
the skin. Such patches are generally the result of

the action of parasitic organisms. The common
form known now as scalled head is produced by a
microscopic plant, Achorion schoenleinii. In Old
and Middle Eng., scall was used for scabbiness of

the head (Chaucer and Spenser). See also Skeat,
Concise Etymol. Did. of Eng. Language.

SCAPE-GOAT, skap'got. See Azazel.

SCARLET, skar'let. Sec Colors; Dyein<;.

SCARLET (WORM) C?^ n?bin , iola'alh slnwl

[Ex 25 4, etc]): (krmes vermilio, a scale insect

from which a red dye is obtained. See Color;
Dyeing; Worm.

SCATTERED ABROAD, skat'erd a-brod'. See
Dispersion.

SCENT, sent: (1) In IIos 14 7, "The scent
[m "his memorial"] thereof shall be as the wine
of Lebanon." "Scent" is used for 1?T, zekher

(so MT, but the pointing is uncertain), properly
"memorial," whence RVm. The Eng. tr comes
through the LXX which took zkr as "offering of

sweet savor," and so "sweet savor." For the "wine
of Lebanon" see Wine. If this tr is not right, the
alternative is "memorial" in the sense of "renown."
(2) Job 14 9; Jer 48 11 for n^l, re»ft, "odor."

"Scent" of the water in Job 14 9 is poetic for

"contact with." (3) Wisd 11 18 AV has "filthy

scents of scattered smoke," where "scent" is used in

the obsolete sense of "disagreeable odor." The tr

is, however, very loose, and "scents" is a gloss; RV
"noisome smoke." Burton Scott Ea.ston

SCEPTRE, SCEPTER, scp'ter C^nTT , .shcblul,

•J'^nnir
, sharhkU, expanded form in Est 4 11; 6 2;

8 4;' papSos, rhdbdos [Ad Est 15 11; He 1 8],
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o-KfjiTTpos, skeplro.'^): A rod or miicc used by ;i

sovereign as a symbol of royal authority. The Ileb

shebhet is the ordinary word for rod or elub, and is

used of an ordinary rod (ef 2 IS 7 14), of the shep-

herd's rrook (Ps 23 4), scribe's baton or marshal's

stafT (J^s 5 14), as well as of the symbol of royalty.

Its svml)olism mav be conned ed with the use of the

shchhct for protect'ion (2 S 23 21; Ps 23 4) or for

punishment (Isn, 10 24; 30 31). It is used with
reference to the royal lin(> descended from Judah
(Gen 49 10), and figuratively of sovereignty in

gen(>i'al and ])ossibly of coTi((U(^st (Nu 24 17, in

Isniel; Isa 14 o, in Babylonia; Am 1 0.8, in

Syria, among Philis; Zee 10 11, in I']gypt), the
disappc^arance or cutting off of him that holdeth

th(> sce])ter being tantamount to loss of national

independence^. The kingship of Jeh is spoken of

as a scei)ter (Ps 45 6 [lleb ver 7| quoted in He 1 8).

The maTHier of using th(> scepter by an oriental

monarcli is suggested in tlie act of Ahasuerus, who
holds it out to I']sth(>r as a mark of favor. The
subject touches the top of it, perhaps simply as an
act of homage or ])ossibly to indicate a desire to be
heard. The sce])ter of Aha.suerus is spoken of as

"golden" (Est 5 2), l)ut it is ])robable that scepters

were ordinarily mack; of straight branches {mateh)

of certain kinds of vines (Ezk 19 11.14).

It is som(>times difficult, to determine whether
the word shebhet ii^ used in figurative ]ia.ssages in the
sense of scc])ter or merelv in the ordinary sense of

staff (e.g. Ps 125 3, AV -'rod," RV and ARV
"sceptre" [of the wicked]; Ps 2 9, "rod of iron";

Prov 22 8, "rod of his wrath"). Another word,
7n''hdkck, lit. "prescribing" (person or thing), for-

merly tr'' uniformly "htwgiver," is now gcTierally

taken, on the biisisof ]iarallelism, to mean "sceptre"

in four j)oetic passages (Cien 49 10, "rul(>r's staff"

to avoid rei)etition; Nu 21 18; Ps 60 7; 108 8).

Nathan Isaacs
SCEVA, se'va (SKeva, Skeud): A Jew, a chief

priest, resident in Epliesus, who.se seven sons were
exon ists (Acts 19 14 ff). Ewakl regards the name
as being Ileb sh'khnbhydh. He was not an officiat-

ing pri(\st, as there ^\'(>re only synagogues in Asia
Minor. He may have belonged to a high-priestly

family, or perhaj)s at one time he had I)een at the
head of one of the 24 courses in the temple.

In the narrative the construction is loose. There
were seven sons (ver 14), and it would appear (ver

16) that in this particular ca.se all were present.

But (ver 10) the demon-])o.ssessed man over-

powered "both of them." TR gets over the difh-

culty by omitting "both," but i5ABD, so Tisch.,

WII, Soden, and best critics, retain the difficvdt

reading. The explanation is that ver 14 states the
custom: "who did this" being hoi touto poiountes,

"who used to do this." Vs 15 and 16 state a par-

ticvdar case in which two took part, but the in-

cident is introduced in a careless manner.
Ewald would translate amphoteron as "in both

sides," but this is impossible. Baur understood
"disciples" for "sons." D and Syr have an niterest-

ing expansion which Blass considers original (ver

14): "Among whom also the sons [Syr 'seven'] of a
certain Sceva, a priest, wished to do the same, [who]

were in the custom of exorcising such. And enter-

ing into the demon -possessed man they began to call

upon the Name, saying, 'We charge you by Jesus

whom Paul preaches to come out.'
"

S. F. HrxTER
SCHISM, siz'm (o-xCcr[ia, schisnui): Only in

1 Cor 12 2.j. The same Or word, lit. "a si)lit,"

is tr'"'rent" in Mt 9 10; Mk 2 21; and "divi.sion"

in Jn 7 43; 9 10; 10 19. It designates "a separa-

tion," not from, but within, the church, interfering

with the harmonious coordination and cooperation

of the members described in the preceding verses

(1 Cor 12 18ff). The ecclesiastical meaning is

t hat of a br(>ak from a church organization, that may
or may not be comiected with a doctrinal dis.sent.

SCHOOL, sk(Tol (<r\oXr], .icholP). Se(> TviiAXXis.

SCHOOLMASTER, sk.Tr)i'mas-ter: (ial3 21f
-W reads: ''The law was our schoolmaster to bring
us unto Christ, that we might be justified by faith.

But after that faith is come, we an; no l()ng(>r under
a schoolmaster." "Schoolmaster" is a trof iracSa-

7w7(5s, j>tii<l/i(/dg6s, \\i . "child-leader." This pdidii-

(jogos was not a teacher but a slave, to whom in

wealthy families the general oversight of a boy
was committed. It was his duty to accompany
his charge to and from school, never to k)se sight of

him in ))ublic, to ))revent association with objec-
tionable companions, to inculcate moral lessons

at every opportunity, etc. He was a familiar

figure in the streets, and th(! (sour) "face of a
paidagogos" and ''to follow one like; a ptiidagdgo.s"

were proverbial expressions. Naturally, to the
average boy the jxtidagogos nnist have represented

the incorporation of everything objectionable.

Hence St. Paul's figure may be paraphrased: "The
law was a pitidagogos, necessary but irk.some, to

direct us until the time of Christ. Th(>n was the
time of our spiritual coming-of-age, so that the
control of the paidagogos ceased." The word
paidngogos was tiU-cen over into Aram, at an early

date, and St. Paul's language, which is hardly that
of a mere adult observer, suggests that he had had
personal experience with the institution. Wealthy
and intens(>ly orthodox J(;wish parents living in a
gentile city may well have adojjted such a precau-
tion for the ])rotecti(m of their children.

No Eng. word renders pciidagogns adequately.
"Schoolmaster" is quite wrong, but- RV's "tutor"
(cf 1 Cor 4 15) is little b<>tter in modern Eng.

BriiTo.N' Scott Easton
SCHOOLS OF THE PROPHETS. See Edu-

CATiox; Prophets.

SCIENCE, sT'ens: This word as found in AV
means simi)ly "knowledge." ''Science" occurs hi

AV only in two places, Dul 1 4,_ "children ....
understanding science" (r""j ''""'^

,
yoilh''^ed}in''(ilh,

"those who und(>rstand science"). The meaning of

the term here is "knowledge," "wisdom." The oidy
other occurrence of "science" is in the NT (1 Tim
6 20, "avoiding .... op])osit ions of science falscdy

so called," ttjs \pev5wvvfxov yvwaecoi, tts pseudd>iu»iou

gnoscos, "the falsely called grtdsis"). "Science" is

the tr of the Or gnosis, which in the NT is usually

rendered "knowledge." The science here referrc'd

to was a higher knowledge of Christian and Divine
things, which false teachers alleged that they pos-

sessed, and of which they boasted. It was an
incipient form of Gnostici.sm, and it prevailed to a
considerable extent in the churches of proconsular

Asia, e.g. in Cok)ssae and Ephesus. Timothy is

put on his guard against the teaching oftliis gnd.-<is

falsely so called, for it set itself in opposition to the

gospel. SeeGxosTicisM.
"Science" in the modem sense of the word, as

the discovery and orderly classification and exposi-

tion of the phenomena and of the laws of Nature,

is not found either in the OT or the NT ludess

the passage in Dnl be interpreted as nunming the

scientific knowledge which the kvirned men of Baby-
k)n possessed of math(>matics and astronomy, etc.

See also Acts 7 22. To the Ileb mind all natural

i:)henomena meant the working of the hand of God
in the world, directly and inuncKliately, without the

intervention of any secondary laws.

John Rutherfuud
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Sceva
Scorpion

SCIMITAR, sim'i-tar, -ter (dKivaKii, akindke):

Formerly given as "fauchion" in AV Jth 13 6;

16 9, the weapon which Judith took down from the

rail of the bed at Holofernes' head, and with which

she severed his head from his body.

SCOFF, skof, SCOFFER, skof'er: The \'h.

indicates the manifestation of contemjit by insult ing

words or actions; it combines bitterness with ridi-

cule. It is much more frecjuc-nt in RV than in AV,
replacing "scorn" of the latter in Ps 1 1; Prov 1

22, etc. "Scorn" refers ratlier to an inner emotion

based on a sense of superiority; "scofT," to the

outward expression of this emotion.

SCORN, skorn: Fox Tall)ot connects this Eng.

word with the Danish skarn, "dirt," "ordure,"

"mud," "mire." As distinguished from such words

as "mock," "deride," "scoff," all of which refer

specifically to the various ways in which scorn finds

outward expression, scorn itself denotes a subjective

state or reaction.

Further, this state or reaction is not simple but complex.
It includes a sense of superiority, resentment, and aver-

sion. This reaction occurs whcMi ()U(! is confronted witli a
person or a proposition that by challeuKing certain things

for itself evokes a vivid sense of one's own superiority and
awakens mingled reseiUinent, repulsion and conteniin by
the liollowness of its claims and its iiUrinsic inferiority

or worse. Scorn is a liottei', (ici'cer emotion than disdain

or contempt. It is obvious that scorn may—indeed, it

not uncommonly does—arise in contK^ction with an un-
grounded, arrogant sense of self-esteem.

The word, outside of the phrase "laugh to sconi,"

is found only in the OT, and then only 4 -t (Est

3 6; AVPs44 13; 79 4; Hub 1 10), and it repro
sents three diff(>rent Jivh words for none of which
it is a suitable rendering. The two words "t hought
scorn" in Est 3 6 repr(>scnt but one in Heb, viz.

bazah, for which "disdain" would be a nearer eciuiv-

alent. In Ilab 1 10 AV the word tr*^ "scorn" is

7?us/iaA;, "an object of laughter," "laughing-stock."

In'Ps 44 13; 79 4 the Ileb word is la'-at/h from a,

root, probal)ly meaning "to stutter," "stammer,"
for which "mocking" is a better Eng. equivalent.

In AV Job 34 7; Ps 123 4, la'agh is rendered

"scorning" (the rendering given in Prov 1 22 to

lagon, a word from a totally different root and one
nuich more nearly approximating the fundamental
idea of the Eng. word "scorn." In Prov 29 8 and
Isa 28 14 lagon is rendered "scornful").

As a vb. the word is the tr given to hVagh, "to mock"
(2 K 19 21

I

Isa 37 22; Job 22 H); Xeh 2 19; Ps 22
7, "all laugh to .scorn"); kfila^ ="to .scolf" (Ezk 16 31.

m "Gr scoffeth," but text Still "scorneth"); for the noun
Q'-hok, "laughter" (Kzk 23 32); sd/iafc="to laugh,"
"laugh at" (Job 39 7.1,S; 2 Ch 30 10), with the noun
snidk, "latigh to s<;orn" ( IIV "laughing-.stock," Job 12
4)'; iuQ ="to scoff" (as used in ethical and religious con-
nections) (Job 16 20; Prov 3 34; 9 12, all ".scolf"

in KV); in Prov 19 28 KV, not happily, "mock at."
KV is warranted in substituting "scolf" for "scorn"
because the context indicates some form of outward
expression of the scorn.

RV alwavs (exce]it Job 12 4; Sir 6 4; 1 Mace
10 70) retains "laugh to scorn" (2 K 19 21; 2 Ch
30 10; Neh2 19; Job 22 19; Ps 22 7; Isa 37 22;

Ezk 16 31; 23 32; 2 Esd 2 21; Jth 12 12; Wi.sd

4 18; Sir 7 11; 13 7; 20 17; IMt 9 24; Mk 5 40;

Lk 8 53). The vb. in Apoc and the NT is usually
KaTa7€\dw, hitugeldo, but in Wisd 4 1 iKyeXdu, ekge-

Ido; in Sir 13 7 KaTa/xwKdofMaLjkdtfnndkdoniai; and in

2 Esd 2 21 inrideo. In addition "scorn" is retained

in Est 3 6; Job 39 7.18; 2 Esd 8 56 (contcmno).

In Prov 19 28 "scorn" is changed to "mock at,"

but els(nvh(?re invariably to "scoff."

Scorner is the tr of the participle of lu(^, and
once of the i)articiple of Idgag. For "scorner"
]{\' everywhere sul)stitiites—properly

—
"scoffer."

Outside of Prov (and llos 7 .5) the word is to be
found only in Ps 1 2. The force of the word has

been well indicated by Cheyne, who says that the
"scorner [scofTer] is one who despises that which
is holy and avoids the company of the noble 'wise

men,' but yet in his own vain way seeks for truth;

his character is marked by arrogance as that of the

wise is characterized l^y devout caution."
\y. M. McPheeteus

SCORPION, skor'pi-un {.'2-\'p_?, 'akrabh; cf Arab.

./^ \ikrab, "scorpion' n^snpy nby^

ma''dleh \ikrabbim, "the ascent of Akrabbim";
oTKopirios, skorpin.-;. X^ote that th(^ Gr and Ileb

may be akin; cf, omitting the vowels, ''krb and
skrp) : In Dt 8 15, we have, "who led thee through
the great and terrible wilderness, wherein were; fiery

serpents [ndhdsh sdrdph] and scori)ions [''akrdbh]."

Rehoboam (1 K 12 11.14; 2 Ch 10 11.14) says,

"My father chastised you with whips, but I will

chastise you with scori)ions." Ezekiel is told to

proi)he.sy to the children of Israel (2 G), and "Be not
afraid of them, neither be afraid of their words,
t hough briers and thorns ar(» wit h t Ikh^, and thou dost

dwell among scorpions." "The ascent of Akrabbim,"
the north end of Wddi-uWArabnh, S. of the Dead
Sea, is mentioned as a boundary 3 t (X"u 34 4; Josh
15 3; Jgs 1 36). Jesus says to the Seventy (Lk
10 19), "Behold, I have given you authority to

tread upon serpents and scor[uoiis," and again iit

Lk 11 12 He saj^s, "Or if he shall ask an egg, will

he give him a scorpion?"

Note that wo have hero three doublets, the loaf and
the stone, the fish and the serpent, and tlie egg and the
scorpion, whereas in the passage in Mt (7 9 f) we have
only the loaf and stone and the fish and serpent. Eli
(s.v. "Scorpion") ingeniously seeks to bring Lk into
nearer agreement with IMt by omitting from Lk the
second doublet, i.e. the fish and the serpent, instancing
several texts as atithority for the omission, and reading
oi/(or, <5p.so/i, "fish," for ludi', oiin, "egg."

In Rev 9 2-10 there' come out of the smoke of the
abyss winged creatia-es ("locusts," axpi^t!, akrldc^)
liko war-horses with crowns of gold, with the faces of
men, hair of women, teeth of lions, breastplates of iron,
and with stinging tails liko scorpions. In Ecclus 26 7
it is said of an evil wife, "He tliat taketh hold of her is

as one that graspeth a scorpion." In 1 Mace 6 r)! wo
find mention of " pi(>ces [crKopTngia, skorpldia, diminutive;
of skorpion] to cast darts." In Plutarch skorpios is used
in the same sense (Liddell and Scott, s.v. axopmoi).

In the passage cited from Dt, and probably also

in the name "ascent of Akrabbim," we find refer-

ences to the abundance
of scori)ions, esp. in the
w a rm e r parts of the
country. Though there

is a Gr proverb, "Look
for a scorpion under every
stone," few would agree

with the categorical state-

ment of Tristram (NHB)
that "every third stone is

sure to conceal one."
Nevertheless, campers and
people sleeping on the
ground need to exercise c;ire in order to avoid their

stings, which, though often exceedingly painful for

several hours, are seldom fatal.

Scorpions are not properly insects, but belong with
spiders, mites and ticks to the Arachnidac. The scor-

pions of Pal are usuallv 2 or 3 in. long. The short cepha-
lothorax bears a powerful pair of jaws, two long limbs
terminating with pincers, which make the creature look
like a small crayfish or lobster, and four pairs of legs. The
rest of the body consists of the abdomen, a broad part
continuous with the cephalot borax, and a slender part
forming the long tail whicli terminates with the sting.

The tail is tisually carried curved over the back and is

used for stinging th(! prey into insensibility. Scorpions
feed mostly on Insects for which th(>y lie in wait. The
scorpion family is remarkable for having existed with
very little change from the Silurian age to the present

time.

It does not seem necessary to consider that the

Scorpion.
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words of Rehohoiun (1 K 12 11, etc) rofer to a whip
that was called a scorpion, but rather that as th<>

stiiiK of a scorpion is worse than the lash of a whip,
so his treatment would l)e liarshcn- than his fatlier's.

Ai.FHKi) Ei.Y Day
SCORPIONS, skor'pi-unz, CHASTISING WITH.

See PuMsuMKNTs, 3, (17); Scorpion.

SCOURGE, skurj, SCOURGING, skur'jinfi
(p.d<rTL^, i/ni.sli.r, (lao-ri^oto, uidsligoo; in Acts 22 2")

fiao-Ti^o), uuisfizD, in Mk 15 15 : Mt 27 2t) c{)paY€X-
Xoo), phniijcllou): A Rom implement for severe Ixxlily

l)unislnnent. Horace calls it horribile jlngclium. It

consist ed of a liandle, to which several cords or leather
thon<rswere aflixed, which
were weijiht(>d with jagged
jiieces of hone or metal, to
make the blow more i)ain-

ful and effective. It is

comparable, in its horrid
effects, only with the Rus-
sian knout. The victim
was tied to a post (Acts
22 2.")) and the blows were
applied to the back and
loins, somethnes even, in

the wanton cruelty of the
executioner, to the face
and the bowels. In the
t(>nse position of tlie body, Roman Scourges.
the etTcct can easily be
iinagined. So hideous was the punishment that the
victiTU iLsually fainted and not rarely died under it.

iMisc^bius draws a liorribly realistic i)icture of the tor-
ture of scourging {HE, IV, 1.5). By its application
secrets and confessions were wrung from the victim
(Acts 22 24). It usually preceded capital punish-
ment (Livy xxxiii.:}(5). It was illegal to apply the
jlagellum to a Rom citizen (Acts 22 2o), since the
Porcian and Sempronian laws, 248 and 123 BC,
although these laws were not rarely broken in the
I)rovinces (Tac. Hist, iv.27; Cic. Vcrr. v. 6, G2; Jos,
B.J, II, xiv, 9). As among the Russians today,
the number of blows was not usually fixed, the
severity of the punislnnent depending entirely on
the commanding officer. In the punishment of
Jesus, we are reminded of the words of Ps 129 3.

Among the Jews the jiunishment of flagellation was
well known since the Egyp days, as the monuments
abundantly testify. The word "scourge" is used
in Lev 19 20, but ARV translates "punished,"
the original word hikkorclh expressing the idea of
investigation. Dt 25 3 fixed the mode of a Jewi.sh
flogging and limits the number of blows to 40.
Apparently the flogging was administered by a rofl.

The Syrians reintrofluced true scourging into Jewish
life, when Antiochus Epiphanes forced them by
means of it to eat swine's flesh (2 Mace 6 3(3;

7 1). Later it was legalized by Jewish law and
became customary (Mt 10 17; 23 34; Acts 22
19; 26 11), but the traditional limitation of the
number of blows was still preserved. Says Paul
in his "foolish boasting": "in stripes above meas-
ure," "of the Jews five times received I forty stripes
save one," distinguishing it from the "beatings
with rods," thrice repeated (2 Cor 11 23-25).
The other OT references (Job 5 21; 9 23; Isa

10 26; 28 15.18 ['SlTT , shot]; Josh 23 13 ['^ZTli

,

shotet]) arc figurative for "affliction." Notice the
curious mixture of metaphors in the phrase "over-
flowing scourge" (Isa 28 15.18).

IIexiiy E. Dcsker
SCRABBLE, skrab"l: Occurs only in 1 8 21 13, as

thetrof nnn, tawclh: "David .... feigned him-
self mad and scrabbled on the doors of the gate."
"To scrabble" (modern Eng. "scrawl") is here to

make unmeaning marks; tawah means "to make a
mark" from taw, "a mark," e.sp. as a cross (Ezk 9 4),
a signature (Job 31 35, see RV), the name of the
letter P, originally made in the form of a cross;
RVm has "made marks"; but LXX has inmpnnlzd,
"to beat as a drum," which the Vulg, l']wald. Driver
and others follow ("beat ui)on" or "drmnmed on the
doors of the city," which .seems more probable).

SCREECH, .skrech, OWL. See Xicht-Monstek.

SCRIBES, skribz: Th(> existence of law leads
neces.sarily to a profession whose business is the
study and knowledge of the law; at any rate, if the
l;iw is extensive and complicated. At the time of
l%zra and probably for some time after, this was
chiefly the business of the prie.sts. Ezra was both
priest and scholar ("IBO

, sdphcr). It was chiefly

in the interest of the pri(!stly cult that the most
important part of the P(>nt (P) was written. The
))riests were therefore also in the first instance the
scholars and the guardians of the Law; l)ut in the
course of time this was changed. I'he more highly
esteemed the Law became in the eyes of the peopl(%
the more its study and interpretation became a life-

work by itself, and thus there developed a class of
scholars who, though not priests, devoted them-
selves assiduously to the Law. These became
known as the scribes, that is, the professional stu-
dents of the Law. During the Hellenistic period,
the priests, esp. those of the upper class, became
tainted with the Helleni.sm of the age and frequently
turned their attention to paganistic culture, thus
neglecting the Law of their fathers more or less anci
arousing the scribes to opposition. Thus the scribes
and not the priests were now the zealous defenders
of the Law, and hence were the true teachers of the
people. At the time of Christ, this distinction was
comi:)lete. The scribes formed a solid profession
which held imdisputed sway over the thought of the
people. In the NT they are usually called ypa/j.fj.aT€is,

grammateis, i.e. "students of the Scriptures," "schol-

ars," corresponding to the Heb ClSb
, soph^ri»i =

homines literati, those who make a profession of
literary studies, which, in this case, of course, meant
chiefly the Law. Besides this general designation,
we also find the specific word vofxiKol, nomikol, i.e.

".students of the Law," "lawvers" (Mt 22 35; Lk 7
30; 10 25; 11 45.52; 14 3); and in so far as
they not only know the Law but also teach it they
are called yo/xoSiSdo-KaXot, nomodiddskaloi, "doctors
of the Law" (Lk 5 17; Acts 5 34).

The extraordinary honors bestowed on tliose scliolars
on tlao part of the people are expressed in their iionorary
titles. Most common was the appellative "rabbi" =
"my lord" (Mt 23 7 and otherwise). This word of
polite address gradtially became a title. The word
"rabboni" (Mk 10 51; .In 20 Ifi) is an e.xtensive form,
and was employed by the disciples to give expression
to their veneration of Christ. In the Gr NT "rabbi"
is trd as xupie, kiirie (Mt 8 2.6.8.21.2.5 and otherwise),
or itJao-KaAe, diddstcale (Mt 8 19 and otherwise), in
Lk by cVicTTttTa, epistdta (Lk 5 5; 8 24.45; 9 33.49;
17 13). Besides those, we find n-aTtjp, pat^r, "father,"
and (caeij-ytjTTjs, katheyties, "teacher" (Mt 23 9 f).

From their students the rabbis demande^l honors
even surpa.ssing those bestowed on parents. "Let
the honor of thy friend border on the honor of thy
teacher, and the honor of thy teacher on the fear of

God" {'Abhoth 4 12). "The honor of thy teacher
must surpa.ss the honor bestowed on thy father; for
son and fatherare both in duty bound to honor the
teacher" {K'ritholh 6 9). Everywhere the rabbis
demanded the position of first rank (Mt 23 6f; Mk
12 38 f; Lk 11 43; 20 46). Tlieir dress ecjualed
that of the nobility. They wore crroXai, stolai,

"tunics," and these were the mark of the upper
class.
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Since the scribes were lawyers (see Lawyer),
much of their time was occupied in teaching and
in judicial functions, and both these activities must
be pursued gratuitously. Rabbi Zadok said:

"Mak(> the knowledge of the Law neither a crown in

which to glory nor a spade with which to dig."

Ililkil used to say: "He who employs the crown [of

the Law] for (>xternal purposes shall dwindle."
That the judge should not receive presents or bribes
was written in the Law (Ex 23 8; Dt 16 19);
hence the Mish said: "If anyone accept pay for

rendering judgment, his judgment is null and void."
The rabbis were therefore obliged to make their

living by other means. Some undoubtedly had
inherited wealth; others pursued a handicraft
besides their study of the Law. Rabbi Gamaliel II

emphatically advised the pursuit of a business in

addition to the pursuit of the Law. It is well
known that the apostle Paul kei)t uji his handicraft
even after he had become a preacluu" of the gosi)el

(Acts 18 S; 20 34; 1 Cor 4 12; 9 6; 2 Cor 11
7; 1 Thess 2 9; 2 The.ss 3 S), and the same is

reported of many rabbis. But in every instance
the pursuit of the Law is rejiresented as the worthier,
and warning is given not to overestimate the value
of the ordinary avocation. It was a saying of
Hillel: "He that devotes hims(>lf to trade will not
become wise." The princijjle of gratuity was
probably carried out in practice only in connection
with the judicial activity of the scribes; hardly in

connection with their work as teachers. Even
the Gospels, in spite of the admonition that the
disciples should give without pay because they had
receiv(Hl without pay (Mt 10 8), nevertheless also

stat(» that the workman is worthy of his hire (Mt 10
10; Lk 10 7); and Paul (1 Cor 9 14) states it as
his just due that he receive his livelihood from those
to whom he j)reaches the gosi)el, even though he
makes use of this right only in exceptional cases

(I Cor 9 3-18; 2 Cor 11 8.9; Gal 6 6; Phil
4 10.18). Since this api)ears to have been the
thought of the times, we are imdoubtedly justified

in assuming that the Jewish teachers of the Law also

demanded pay for their servicies. Indeed, the ad-
monitions above referred to, not to make instruc-

tion in the Law the object of scslf-interest, lead to
the conclusion that gratuity was not the rule; and
in Christ's philippics against the scri!)es and Phari-
sees He makes special mention of their greed
(Mk 12 40; Lk 16 14; 20 47). Hence,

_
even

though they ostensibly gave instruction in the
Law gratuitously, they must have practised methods
by which they indirectly secured their fees.

Naturally the place of chief influence for the
scribes up to the year 70 AD was Judaea. But not
only there were they to be found. Wherever the
zeal for the law of the fathers was a perceptible
force, they were indispcmsable; hence we find them
also in Galilee (Lk 5 17) and in the Diaspora. In
the Jewish epitaphs in Rome, dating from the latter

days of the empire, gra?ntnaleis are frequently
mentioned; and the Bab scribes of the 5th and
Gth (;ents. were the authors of the most monumental
work of rabbinical Judaism—-the Talmud.

Since the separation of the Pharisaic and the
Sadducean tendencies in Judaism, the scrib(!S

generally belonged to the Pharisaic class; for this

latter is none other than the party which recog-
nized the interpretations or "traditions" which the
scribes in the course of time had devek)ped out of

the body of the written Law and enforced upon the
[jeojile as the binding rule of life. Since, however,
"scribes" are merely "students of the Law," there
must also have been scribes of the Sadducee type;
for it is not to be imagined that this party, which
recognized only the written Law as binding, should
not have had some opposing students in the other

class. Indeed, various i)as.sages of the NT which
speak of the "scribes of the Pharisees" (Mk 2 KJ;

Lk 5 30; Acts 23 9) indicate that there were also

"scribes of the Sadducees."
Under the reign and leadership of the scribes, it

became the ambition of every Israelite to know more
or less of the Law. The aim of education in family,
school and synagogue was to make the entire jx'oph-

a i)(>opl(; of the Law. 'Even the common laborer
should know what was written in the Law; and not,

only know it, but also do it. His entire fife should
be governed according to the norm of the Law, and,
on the whole, this purpose was realized in a high
d(>gree. Jos avers: "Even though we be robbed
of our riches and our cities and oiu- other goods, tin;

Law remains our poss(>ssion forewer. And no Jew
can be so far removed from the land of his fathers
nor will he fear a hostile connnander to such a
degree that he would not fear his Law more than
his commander." So loyal were the majority of tin;

Jews toward their Law that they would gladly
endure the tortures of the ra{;k and even death for it.

This frame of mind was due almost wholly to the
systematic and persi.stent histruction of the scribes.

The motive underlving this enthusiasm for the
Law was the belief in Divine retribution in the
strictest judicial sens(>. The i)rophetic idea of a
covenant which God had made with His seltM't

peo|)le was iiiterpreted i)urely Iti the judicial sense.
The covenant was a contract through which both
])arties were mutually bound. The people ar(!

bound to observe the Divine Law literally and con-
scientiously; and, in return for this, God is hi duty
bound to render the promised reward in i)roportion
to the services rendered. This applies to the ])(hji)1(!

as a whole as well as to the individual. Services
and reward must always stand in mutual relation

to each other. He who renders great services may
expect from the justice of God that he will receive
gnnit returns as his portion, whil(>, on the other
hand, every transgression also nmst be followed
by its corresponding punishment.
The results corresponded to the motives. Just as

the motives in the main were sui)erficial, so the
results were an exceedingly shallow view of religious

and moral life. R(;ligion was reduced to legal

formalism. All religious and moral life was draggcnl

down to the level of law, and this must necess.arily

lead to the following results: (1) The individu'd is

governed by a norm, the ajjplication of which could
have only evil results when applied in this realm.
Law has the purpose of regulating the relations of

men to each other according to (certain standards.
Its object is not the hidividual, but only the body
of society. In the law, the individual must find

the proper rule for his conduct toward society as

an organism. This is a matter of obligation and
of government on the i)art of society. But religion

is not a matter of govermnent; where it is found,
it is a matter of freedom, of choice, and of conduct

.

(2) By reducing the practice of religion to the form
of law, all acts are placed on a par with each oth(>r.

"^riie motives are no longer taken into consideration,

l)ut oidy the deed itself. (3) From this it follows

that the highest ethical attainment was the formal
satisfaction of the Law, which naturally led to

finical literalism. (4) Finally, moral life nmst,
under such circumstances, lo.se its unity and be
split up into manifold precepts and duties. Law
always affords opportunity for casuistry, and it was
the development of this in the guidance of the
Jewish religious life through the "precepts of the
elders" which called forth Clirist's repeated denunci-
ation of the work of the scribes.

Frank E. Hirscii
SCRIP, skrip: A word connected with "scrap,"

and meaning a "bag," either as made from a "scrap"
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(of skin) or ;is Iioliliny; "scraps" (of fooil, etc). A\'

has 'scri])" in 1 S 17 U) and C) l. in X'l"; lOmMias
"wallet" in the NT, hut retains "scri])" in 1 S 17

•10; AR\' lias "wallet" t lii'ou<j;lioiit . See Hac.

SCRIPTURE, skrip'tiir (tj ypa.^y\, he graphe,

])1. at -ypacjjai, hdi (jni plui'i): The word means
"writing." In the OT it occurs in AV only once,

"the scri])t\u-e of truth," in Dnl 10 21, where it

is more corredly rendered in RV, "the writing of

truth." Therefer(>nce is not to Holy Script ur(>, but
to the book in which an^ inscribed (iod's ])ur])os(>s.

In th(^ NT, "scrijiture" and "scrii)tures" stand

r(>gulnrlv for the OT sacred books r(>garded as "in-

si)ire(r'72 Tim 3 10), "the oracles of Cod" (Rom
3 2). Cf on this usage Mt 21 42; 22 29; Mk
12 10; Lk 4 21; 24 27.32.40; Jn 5 39; 10 30;

Acts 8 32; 17 2.11; Rom 15 4; 16 20, etc; in

Rom 1 2, "holy scrii)tures." S(H' Bihi.k. The ex-

pression "holy scrii)tures" in 2 Tim 3 ] 5 AV repre-

sent s different words {hierd grdnunata) and is proi)erly

r(>nder(Hl in RV "sacnd writings." In 2 Pet 3 10,

the term "scrijjtures" is extenchnl to the Ej)p. of

Paul. In Jas 4 5, the words occur: "Think ye that

the scripture speaketh hi vain? Doth the spirit

which he made to dwell in us long unto envying?"
Th(^ l)assage is probably rather a summary of Scrip-

ture teaching than intended as a direct quotation.

Others (e.g. Westcott) think the word is used in a

wide sense of a Christian hynm. J.\mks Orh

SCRIPTURES, skrip'tiirz, SEARCH THE. See
Se.VHCH THIO SCHIPTUHES.

SCROLL, skrol. See Roll.

SCUM, skum (!^^^n , heVcih; LXX t6s, io.s,

"poi.son" or "verdigris"; cf Plato Rep. 609a): The
word is only found in Ezk 24 6.11.12, where
RV translates it "rust." The fact, however, that

the caldron is of brass and therefore not liable to rust,

and the astonishm(>nt exi)ressed that the fire did not
remove it (ver 12), would seem to point to the
j)refcrability of th(! tr "scum," the residue of dirt

adhering to the caldron from previous use.

SCURVY, skiir'vi (3";^, ganlbh; \|/topa d-ypCa,

psora agr'ia [Lev 21 20; 22 22]): This word is

used to tlenote an itchy, scaly disease of the seal]),

probably any of the i)arasitic diseases which are

known as tinea, porrigo or impetigo. These cases

have no relation whatever to the disease now
known as aeorbudis or scurvy. The name was
l)ro])ably derived from its scaliness, and the old Or
physicians believed these diseases to be peculiarly

intractable.

The name " Oarcb" i.s used in Jor 31 39 as the place-
name of a liill at or nt^ar tlao soiit lieastern corncir of
Jeras, i)rol)al)l.v from tlie bare rouglmess of tlie surface of
its slope at the southern end of thi^ Wddi/ er-Jiahabi.
Another hill of this name is mentioned near Shiloh in
the Talm, and the name is given to one of David's war-
riors (2 .S 23 :3S).

Scurvy etymologically m(>ans any condition of

scaliness of skin which can be scrajx-d off, such as

dandruff. Alkx. M.\('.\listj;h

SCYTHIANS, sith'i-anz (01 SKtieai, hoi Sh'ilhai):

Th(> word does not occair in the Heb of the OT, but
LXX of .Jgs 1 27 inserts ^kvBuiv 7r6Xis, SkiUhon
polls (Scythoi)olis), in explanation, as being the
same as Beth-shean. The same occurs in Apoc
(Jth 3 10; 1 Mace 12 29), and the S. as a people
in 2 Mace 4 47, and the adj. in 3 Mace 7 5.

The i)eoi)le are also mentioned in the NT (Col 3 11),

where, as in Mace, the fact that they were barba-
rians is implied. This is clearly set forth in classical

wfilei's, and the (lescripl ion of them gi\('n l)y Ifei'oil-

olus in book i\^ of his history rcpi'csents a i'ac(! of

savages, inhabiting a region of rather indefinite

boundaries, north of llu^ Black and Casjjian seas

and the Caucasus Mountains. Tiny were nomads
who neither ])lowed nor sowed (iv.l9), movnigabout
in wagons and carrying their dwellings with them
(ib, 46); they had the most filthy habits and never
waslunl in water (ib, 7")); they (Irank the blood of

(ho first onenty killc'd in battle, and mad(! naj)kinH

of the scalps and drinking l^owls of tin; skulls of

the slain (ib, 04-65). 'Their deities wer(> many of

them identified with those of the GrcH'ks, but th(^

most characteristic rite was tlie worship of th(> naked
sword (ib, 62), and they sacrificed evcTy hundredth
man taken in war to this deity. \\'ar was their

chief business, and they were a terrible scourge to

the nations of W(>stern Asia. They broke through
the barrier of the Caucasus in 632 BC and swept
down like a swarm of locusts upon Media and
Assyria, turning the fruitful fields into a desert;

pushing across Mesopotamia, they ravaged Syria

and were about to invade I'^gypt when Psammiti(4ius
I, who was besieging Ashclod, bought them off by
rich gifts, btit they remained in Western Asia for

2S years, according to Herodotus. It is supposed
that a company of th(>m settled in Beth-shean, and
from this circumstance it received the name Scy-
thopolis. Various branches of the race appeared
at different tim(>s, among the most noted of which
were the Pauthi.\xs ((I.V.). H. Poutkk

SCYTHOPOLIS, si-thop'6-lis, si-thop'6-lis. See
Beth-siiean.

SEAjSe (C^ , ?/a?«; 0dXao-<ra, thdUissa; in Acts 27

5 irtXa-yos, pelngos): The Mediterranean is callcnl

hn-ydni ha-gddhol, "(he great sea" (Nu 34 6; Josh
1 4; Ezk 47 10, etc); hn-ydm hd-'ahdron, "the hin-

der," or "western sea" (Dt 11 21; 34 2; Joel 2 20;

Zee 14 8); yam p'^lishtim, "the sea of the Philis"

(I'^x 23 31); AV translates yarn ydphO' in Ezr 3 7
bj' "sea of Jojjpa," perhaps rightly.

The Dead Sea is called ydm hn-melah, "the Salt

Sea" (Nu 34 3; Dt 3 17; Josh 3 16, etc); ha-

yam ha-kadhmoni, "the east sea" (l\lzk 47 18; Joel

2 20; Zee 14 8); ydm hd-''drdbhdh, "the s(>a of the
Arabah" (Dt 3 17; Josh 3 16; 12 3; 2 K 14 2.')).

The Red Sea is call(Ml yd7n snph, lit. "sea of weeds"
(Ex 10 19; Nu 14 25; Dt 1 1; Josh 2 10; Jgs
11 16; 1 K 9 26; Neh 9 9; Ps 106 7; Jer 49 21,

etc); ipyOpa ddXaacra, eriithrd thdlassa, lit. "red

sea" (Wisd 19 7; Acts 7 36; He 11 29); yCwi'miq-

rayim, "the Egyp sea" (Isa 11 15).

Ydm is used of the Nile in Nah 3 8 and jirobably

also in Isa 19 5, as in modem Arab, hohr, "sea," is

used of the Nile and its afihients. Ydm is often

used for "west" or "westward," as "look from the

place where thou art, .... w(>stward" (Gen 13

14); "western border" (Nu 34 6). Ydm is used

for "sea" in general (Ex 20 11); also for "molten
sea" of the temple (1 K 7 23).

The Sea of Galilee is called kinncreth, "Chinne-
reth" (Nu 34 11); kindrolh, "Chinneroth" (Josh

11 2); kinn''rdth, "Chinneroth" (1 K 15 20); yam
kinncreth, "the sea of Chinnereth" (Nu 34_ 11; Josh
13 27); ydm k!ttn''roth, "the sea of Chinneroth"
(Josh 12 3); T] XL/j-fTj TewTjaap^T, he llmne Gennesa-
ret, "the lake of Gennesaret" (Lk 5 1); and rb

v5(j}p T€vvri<xdp, to hudor Gennesdr, "the water of

Gennesar" (1 INIacc 11 67), from late Heb "10^5,

gine^ar, or "liS'^lS
,
g''nesar; -fj ddXaacra t^s TaXiXalas,

he thdiassa tes Galilaias, "the sea of Galilee" (Mt
4 18; 15 29; Mk 1 16; 7^31; Jn 6 1); 17 OdXaacra.

T^s Ti^eptddos, he thdlassa tes Tiheriddos, "the sea of

Tiberias" (Jn 21 I; cf Jn 6 1).
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In Jcr 48 32 we, liavo i/am yn^zer, "the hcu of

.Fazcr." Jazor is a sitc^ E. of (h(' Jordan, not satis-

factorily i(leiilifio(UNu 21 32; 32 1.3.35; Josh 13

25; 21 39; 2 S 24 5; 1 Ch 6 81; 26 31; Isa 16

8.9). See Sea OF Jazeh.

In midhhar yam, "the wilderness of the sea"
(Isa 21 1), there may i)orhai)s he a reference to the
I'ers Cfulf. Alfred Ely Day

SEA, ADRIATIC, fi-dri-at'ic, ad-ri-at'ik. See
A»HL\.

SEA, BRAZEN, l)ra'z'n. See Sea, Thk Molten.

SEA, DEAD; EASTERN, es'tern. See Dead
Sea.

SEA, FORMER, for'mer. See Dead Sea;
Former.

SEA, HINDER, hin'der; UTMOST, nt'most;
UTTERMOST, ut'er-niust; WESTERN, wes'tern.

Se(> AIediterraxeam Sea.

SEA, MEDITERRANEAN.
NEAX Sea.

See Mediterra-

SEA-MEW, se'mu (rrillJ, shahaph; Xdpos, Idros;

Lat Ldrus c(inu.s): The sea-gull. Used by modern
translators in the list of abominatioTis in the jjlace of

tiie cuckoo (Lev 11 1(5; Dt 14 15). It is very
probable that the scja-gull comes closer to the bird
intended than the Cuckoo (cj.v.). The sea-gull

is a "slender" bird, but not "lean" as the root
shdhaph implies. However, with its stretch of

wing and restless flight it gives this impression.
Gulls are common all along the Mediterranean
coast and around the S<!a of Galilee. They are
thought to have more intelligence than the average
bird, and to share with some eagles, hawks, vultures
and the raven the knowledge that if they find a
moUusk they cannot break they can carry it aloft

and drop it on the rocks. Only a wise bird learns

this. IVIost feathered creatures pic-k at an unyield-
ing surface a few t imes and then seek food elsewhere.
Inhere are two reasons why these birds went on the
abomination lists. To a steady diet of fish they
add carrion. Then they are Ijirds of such ner-
vous energy, so exhaustle.ss in flight, so daring in

flying dire('tly into the face of herce winds, tliat the
Moslems believed them to be tenant(;d with the souls

of the damned. Moses was r(;ared and educated
among the Egyptians, and the laws he formulated
oft en are tinged by traces of his early life. History
fails to record any instance of a man reared in

Egypt who permitted the killing of a gull, ibis, or
hoopoe. Gbxe Strattox-Porter

SEA-MONSTER, se'mon-ster: Gen 1 21 (0^31?,
tanninim), "sea monsters," AV "whales," LXX
TO, KrjTT], td kPte, "sea-monsters," "huge fi.sh," or
"whales." Job 7 12 (j"'2P. , to/wim), "sea-monster,"

AV "whale," LXX 8pdKcov, drdkon, "dragon."
Ps 74 13 (^:''2n, iarinlnlin), ARV and ERVm
"sea-monsters," AV and ERV "dragons," AVm
"whales," LXX dpdKovre^, drdko7des, "dragons."
Ps 148 7 (n"^3"^3ri, tanninim), "sea-monsters," AV
and ERV "dragons," ERVm "sea-monsters" or
"water-spouts," LXX drakontes, "dragons." Lam
4 3 ("i"^??^, tannin), "jackals," AV "sea monsters,"

AVm "sea calves," LXX drakontes. Mt 12 40
(referring to Jonah) (ktjtos, kilos), EV "whale,"
RVm "sea-monster." In the Apoc RV changes AV
"whale" (ketos) into "sea-monster" in Sir 43 25
but not in Three ver 57. See Dracjon; Jackal;
Whale. Alfred Ely Day

SEA OF CHINNERETH, kin'P-reth. See Gali-
lee, Si: A OF.

SEA OF GALILEE. See Galilee, Sea of.

SEA OF GLASS. See Glass, Sea of.

SEA OF JAZER (^t:!?^ D^, yam ya'zer): This
is a scribal error (Jer 48 32), yam (".s(>a") being
accidentally imported from the ])r(M'eding clause.

See Jazer; Sea.

SEA OF JOPPA. See Mediterraxeax Ska.

SEA OF LOT. S(>e De..\d Sea; Lake.

SEA OF SODOM (SODOMITISH, sod-om-It'-
ish). Sec Dead Sea.

SEA OF THE ARABAH. See Dead Sea.

SEA OF THE PHILISTINES. See Mkditkrra-
NEAN Sea.

SEA OF THE PLAIN (ARABAH, ar'a-ba).

Dead Sea.
See

SEA OF TIBERIAS, t!-be'ri-as. See Galilee,
Sea of.

SEA, RED. See Red Sea.

SEA, SALT. See Dead Sea.

SEA, THE. See Mediterranean Sea; Sea, The
Great.

SEA, THE GREAT (binSH C^H, hn-yam ha-
gddhol): This is the name given to the Medi-

terranean, which formed the western
1. Names boundary of Pal (Nu 34 G f; Josh
of the Sea 15 12. 47; Ezk 47 19 f; 48 28). It

is also called "the hinder sea" (Heb
hn-ydm hd-'ahdron), i.e. the western sea (Dt 11 24;
34 2; Joel 2 20; Zee 14 8), and "the sea of the
Philis" (Ex 23 31), which, of course, ai)plies esp.
to the part washing the shore of Philistia, from
Jaffa southward. Generally, when the word "sea"
is used, and no other is definitely indicated, the
Mediterranean is intended (Gen 49 13; Nu 13 29,
etc). It was the largest sheet of water with whi(!h
the Hebrews had any acquaintance. Its gleaming
mirror, stretching away to the sunset, could be
se<!n from many an iidand height.

It bulked large in the minds of the landsmen

—

for Israel produced few mariners—impressing itself

upon their sjx^^ch, so that "seawarcl"
2. Israel was the common term for "westward"
and the Sea (Ex 26 22; Josh 5 1, etc). Its mys-

tery and wonder, the raging of the
storm, and the sound of "sorrow on the sea,"
borne to their upland ears, infected them with a
strange dread of its wide waters, to which the seer
of Patmos gave the last Scrii)tural ex{)ression in his
vision of the new earth, where "the sea is no more"
(Rev 21 1).

Along the coast lay the tribal territories assigned
to Asher, Zebulun, Manasseh, Dan and Judah.

Many of the cities along the shore
3. The they failed to possess, however, and
Coast Line much of the land. The coast line

offered little facility for the making of
harbors. The one sea])ort of which in ancient
times the Hebrews seem to have made much use
was Joppa—the modern Jaffa (2 Ch 2 IG, etc).
From this place, probably, argosies of Solomon
turned their prows westward. Here, at least.
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"ships of Tarshish" were wont to set out. upon their
adventurous voyafi;('s (Jon 1 ',]). 'I'he shijjs on t his

s(>a figure in the beautiful vision of Isaiah (60 iS fj.

See Arco; Joppa.
The boy Jesus, from tln^ heights above Naf.areth,

must often have looked on the waters of the great
sea, as they broke in foam on the

4. The curving shore, from the roots of
Sea in the Carmel to th(> jioint at Aere. On('(>

NT only in Ilis journeyings, so far as we
know, ditl He approach the sea,

namely on His ever-memorabl<^ visit to the "borders
of Tyre and Sidon" (Alt, 15 21; Mk 7 24). The
sea, in all its moods, w;us well known to the great
apostle of the Gentiles. The three shipwrecks,
wliich ho suffered (2 Cor 11 2r^), were doubtless
due to the ])()wer of its angry l)illows over the frail

craft of those old days. See Paul.
The land owes much to the great sea. During

the hot months of summer, a soft breeze from
the water sjjrings up at dawn, famnng

6. Debt of all the seaward face of the C(>ntral
Palestine to Range. At sunset the chilled air
the Sea slips down the slopes and the higher

stratadrifttoward the ui)lands, charged
with priceless moisture, giving rise to the refreshing
dews which make the Palestinian morning so sweet.
See, further, Mediterranean Sea. W. Ewing

SEA, THE MOLTEN, mol't'n, or BRAZEN
(pi:^^ C^ , Tjfim viuQak, mTnsn D^

,
yam ha-

n''husheth) : This was a large brazen (bronz(>)
reservoir for water which stood in the court of
Solomon's Temjjle between the altar antl the
temjjle porch, toward the S. (1 K 7 23-26; 2 Ch
4 2-5T()). Th(> bronze from wliich it was made is

stated in 1 Ch 18 8 to have been taken by David
from the cities Tibhath and Cun. It replaced the
laver of the tabernacle, and, like that, was used for
storing the wat(>r in which the i)riests washed their
handsandtheirfeet(cfEx 30 18; 38 8). Itrested
on 12 brazen (bronze) oxen, facing in four groups the
four quarters of heaven. For particulars of shap(>,

size and ornamentation, see Temple. The "sea"
served its puri)ose till the time of Ahaz, who took
away the brazen oxen, and placed the sea upon a
pavement (2 K 16 17). It is recorded that the
oxen were afterward taken to Babylon (Jer 52 20).
The sea itself shared the same fate, being first broken
to pieces (2 K 25 13.16).

W. Shaw Caldecott
SEA, WESTERN, wes'tern. See Mediter-

ranean Sea.

SEAH, se'ii (nXJp
, .f'uh): A dry measure equal to

about one and one-half i)ecks. See Weights and
Measures.

SEAL, sel (subst. Qnin , hotham, "seal," "sig-

net," r?5'y
, idhbu'ath, "signet-ring"; Aram. iiJvTi'

,

Hzka; a-^pa-^is, sphmgiH; vb. Dnn , hatham
[Aram. Cpn

, hdthani]; a-^payila, sphragizo, Kara-
cr^payilo\i.ai., hilaspJirdgizotimi, "to seal"):

/. Literal Sense.—A s(>al is an instrument of stone,
rnetal or other hard substance (.sometimes .set in a
ring), on which is (>ngrav(!d some d(!vice or figure,
and is used for making an impnwsion on some soft
substance, as clay or wax, affixetl to a document or
other object, in token of authenticity.
The use of seals goes back to a very remote

anticiuity, esj). in Egyi)t, Babylonia and Assyria.
Herodotus (i.l!)")) records the Bab custom of wear-
ing signets. In Babylonia the s(>al generally took
the form of a cylinder cut in crystal or some hard
stone, which was bored thnnigh from end to end
and a cord passed through it. The design, often

accompanied by the owner's name, was engraved on
tlu; curved jiart. 'Ilu; signet was tlu^n suspended

by the cord round the neck or waist (cf
1. Preva- RV "cord" in (ien 38 18; "upon thy
lence Jn heart .... ui)on thine arm," i.e. one
Antiquity .s(>al hanging down from the neck and

another round the waist; Cant 8 6).
In Egyi)t, too, as in Babylonia, the cylinder was
the earliest form used for the ])uri)ose of a seal;

Ancient Seals from Originals in the British Museum.
1. Signet I'vliiKler. 2. Signet c.vlinclor of Sennaetierih. 3. Se;d of thilce-

clony with I'hoenici.iii inscrii.ticn. 4 Seal of sapiihiro clKdceilonv. uitli
Assyrmn inscripti...!. f,. Seal ,.f clialce.l.Miy, with Persian inserijiti..n
fi. Seal in f.,rni ,.f a duck witll hea.l restins ,.n tile hack 7 (May in. |.i- -s-
sionfr.,niseal„f Ksar-hail.km, f n,ni K.u.yunjik. .S. Clay impre^i.,,, from
.vea

,
devH.e, ear „f wheat, fr„n, Kouyunjik. 9. Clay iM.„re.M„u fr,.,n

seal, ileyiee, a sei.ri)iun, from Kuu.mnjik.

but this form was in Egypt gradually superseded by
the scarab ( = beetle-shai)e(n as the prevailing type.
Other forms, such as the cone-shaped, were also in
use. From the earhest i)eriod of civilization the
finger-ring on which some distinguishing batlge
was engraved was in use as a convenient way of
carrying the signet, the earhest extant rings being
those found in Egyp tombs. Other ancient peoples,
such as the Phoenicians, also used seals. From the
East the custom passed into Greece and other
western countries. Devices of a variety of sorts
were in use at Rome, both by the emperors and by
private individuals. In ancient times, almost
every variety of precious stones was used for seals,
as well as cheaper material, such as limestone or
terra-cotta. In the West wax came early into use
as the material for receiving the impression of the
seal, but in the ancient East clay was the medium
used (cf Job 38 14). Pigment and ink also came
into use.

That the Israelites were acquainted with the use
in Egypt of signets set in rings is seen in the state-

ment that Pharaoh delivered to Josei)h
2. Seals his royal signet as a token of deputed
among the authority (Gen 41 41 f). They were
Hebrews also ac(juainted with the use of seals

among the Persians and Medes (Est
3 12; 8 8.10; Dnl 6 17). The Hebrews them-
selves used them at an early period, the first recorded
instance being Gen 38 18.25, where the patriarch
Judah is said to have pledged his word to Tamar
by leaving her his signet, cord and staff. We have
evidence of engraved signets being in important
use among them in early times in the descrij^tion of
the two stones on the high priest's ephod (Ex 28 11

;

39 6), of his golden plate (Ex 28 36; 39 30), and
breastplate (39 14). Ben-Sirach mentions as a
distinct occupation the work of engraving on signets
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(Sir 38 27). From the case of Judah and Iho

common iisase. in other countries, we may infer that

every Hehrc>\v of any standing wore a seal. In the

case of the sisn(>t ring, it was usual to wear it on aim
of the fingers of tlie right hand (Jer 22 21).

_
The

Hebrews do not seem to have develojx'd an original

type of signets. The seals so far discovered in Pal
go to prove that the predominating tyi)e was the

Egyptian, and to a less degree the Babylonian.

(1) One of the most important uses of sealing in

antiquity was to give a proof of authenticity and
authority to letters, royal commands, etc.

3. Uses of It served the purposes of a modern
Sealing signature at a time when the art of

writing was known to only a few.

Thus Jezebel "wrote letters in Ahab's name, and
sealed them whh his seal" (1 K 21 8); the written

commands of Ahasuerus were "sealed with the
king's rhig," "for the writing which is written in the
king's name, and sealed with the king's rhig, may
no man_ reverse" (Est 8 8.10; 3 12). (2) Allied

to this is the formal ratification of a transaction or

covenant. Jeremiah sealed the deeds of the field

which he bought from Hanamel (Jer 32 10-14;

cf ver 44); Nehemiah and many others affixed

their seal to the written covenant between God
and His people (Neh 9 38; 10 1 ff). (3) An
adtlitional use was the preservation of books in

security. A roll or other document intended for

preservation was sealed up before it was deposited
in a place of safety (Jer 32 14; cf the "book . . . .

close sealed with seven seals," Rev 5 1). In seal-

ing the roll, it was wrapped round with flaxen

thread or string, then a lump of clay was attached
to it impressed with a seal. The seal would have
to be broken by an authorized j)erson before

the book could be read (Rev 5 2.5.9; 6 1.3, etc).

(4) Sealing was a badge of deputed authority and
power, as when a king handed over his signet ring

to one of his offic^ers (Gen 41 42; Est 3 10; 8 2;

1 Mace 6 1.")). (5) Closed doors were often sealed

to prevent the entrance of
,

Scaled Stone at Entrance
to a Tomb.

any unautliorized person.

So the door of the lion's

den(Dnl 6 17; cf Bel ver
14). Herodotus mentions
the custom of sealing
tombs (ii.l21). So we
read of the chief jiriests

and Pilarisees sealing the
stone at the motith of Our
Lord's tonil) in order t(j

"make the scjpulchre sure"
against the intrusion of

the disciples (Mt 27 GO).

Cf the s(>aling of the abyss
to prevent Satan's escape
(Rev 20 3). A door was sealed by stretching a cord
ov(>r the stone which blocked the entrance, spread-
ing clay or wax on the cord, and then impressing
it with a seal. (6) To any other ol)ject might a
seal be affixed, as an official mark of ownership;
e.g. a large number of clay sto])i)ers of wine jars

are still preserved, on which seal imjiressions of the
cylinder type were stamped, by rolling the cylinder
along the surface of the clay when it was still soft

(cf Job 38 14).

//. Metaphorical Use of the Term.—The word
"seal," both sul)st. and vb., is often used figuratively

for the act or token of authentication, confirmation,
proof, security or possession. Sin is said not to be
forgotten by God, but treasured and stored U])

with Him against the sinner, under a seal (Dt 32
34; Job 14 17). A lover's signet is the emblem
of love as an inalienable possession (Cant 8 6);
an unresponsive maiden is "a s[)ring shut up, a
fountain sealed" (Cant 4 12). The seal is some-

times a metaphor for secrecy. That which is

l)eyond the comiirelietision of the uninitiated is

said to be as "a book that is sealed" (Isa 29 11 f;

cf the book with seven seals, Rev 5 1 ff). Daniel
is l)idden to "shut up the words" of his ])rophecy
"and seal the book, even to tlie time of the end,"
i.e. to keej) his prophecy a secret till it shall be
revealed (Dnl 12 4.9; cf Rev 10 4). Elsewhere
it stands for the ratification of prophecy (Dnl 9 24).
The exact meaning of the figure is sometimes
ambiguous (as in Job 33 16; Ezk 28 12). In the
NT the main ideas in the figure are those of authenti-
cation, ratification, and security. The believer in

Christ is said to "set his seal to this, that God is

true" (Jn 3 33), i.e. to attest tlie veracity of God, to
stamp it with the beli(n-er's own endorsem(>Tit and
confirmation. Tlie Father has sealed the Son, i.e.

authenticated Him as the bestower of life-giving

bread (Jn 6 27). The circnnncision of Aliraham
was a "sign" and "seal," ftn outward ratification,

of the righteousness of faith which he had already
received while uncircimacised (Rom 4 11; cf the
l)rayer offered at the circumcision of a child,

"Blessed be He who sanctified His beloved from the
womb, and put His ordinance upon his flesh, and
sealed His offering with the sign of a holy covenant";
also Tg Cant 38: "41ie seal of circumcision is in

your flesh as it was sealed in the flesh of Abraham").
Paul describes his act in making over to the saints
at Jems the contribution of the Gentiles as having
"sealed to them this fruit" (Rom 15 28); the mean-
ing of the phrase is doubtful, but the figure seems to
be based on sealing as rat ifying a commercial tran.s-

action, expressing Paul's intention formally to hand
over to them the fruit (of his own labors, or of
si)iritual blessings which through him the Gentiles
had enjoyed), and to mark it as their own property.
Paul's converts are the "seal," the authentic con-
firmation, of his apostleship (1 Cor 9 2). God
by His Spirit indicates who are His, as the owner
sets his seal on his jiroperty; and just as docinnents
are sealed up until the ])rop(T t inie for ojiening them,
so Christians are sealed up by the Holy Spirit "unto
the day of redemj)tion" (Ei)h 1 13; 4 30; 2 Cor
1 22). Owner.ship, sectu-ity and authentication
are implied in the words, "The firm foundation of
(Jod standeth, having this seal. The Lord knoweth
them that are his" (2 Tim 2 19). The seal of

God on the foreheads of His servants (Rev 7 2-4)
marks them off as His own, and guarantees their

(^ternal security, wh(>reas those that: "have not the
seal of God on their foreheads" (Rev 9 4) have no
such guaranty.

On tlio analogy of tlio rite of circumcision (.see above),
tli(^ term "seal" (.iphra !/!.<) was at a very early i)erio(l ap-
I)lied to Christian bai)tism. But there is no sudiciont
groimd for referring sucli ])assages as Eph 1 13; 4 30; 2
Cor 1 22 to the rite of bai)tisni (as some do). Tlie u.se of
tlu! metaphor in connection with baptism came after NT
times (early instances an; given in Gebhardt and Light-
foot on 2 Clem 7 *>). Ilarnack and Hatch maiiUain
that the name "seal" for bai)tism was taken from the
<ir mysteries, but Anrlcli and .Sanday-Headlam hold
that it was borrowed from tlie Jewish view of circum-
cision as a seal. Sec Mysteky.

D. MiALL Edwards
SEALED, sekl, FOUNTAIN: These words, ap-

])lied to the bride (Cant 4 12), find their exjilana-

tion imder Seal ((i.v.). Anything that was to
be authoritatively ])rot(>cted was sealed. Where
water was one of the most precious things, as in the
I<]ast, fountains and weUs were often sealed (Cfcn

29 3; Prov 5 15-18).

SEALSKIN, sel'skin: The rendering of RV
(Ex 25 5; Ezk 16 10) for triPi ni^, 'or tahash,

RVm "porpoi.se-skin," AV "liadgers' skin." A
seal, Monachus albiventer, is found in the Mediterra-
nean, though not in the Red Sea, but it is likely
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(liat Idhdsh means Ili(> (lu.iioiifi, wliicli is fcnuul in
(he K('(l Sea. See HAOciKu; Poiti'oi.sio.

SEAM, seni, SEAMLESS, sein'los: The coat or
inner garment (x''""^'', chitdii) of Jesus is deserilxHl
in .In 19 2)5 as "without seam" (&ppa<poi, drrha-
j)hos), i.e. woven in one i)ieee.

SEAR, ser: In 1 Tim 4 2 for Kavarripid^co,

kdiislPridzo, "burn with a hot iron" (ef "cauterize"),
AV "lia\jinf^ their conscience seared witli a hot iron,"
and RVm. "Seared" in tliis connection means
"made insensihle," like the .surface of a d(>ep l)urn
after heahng. The vh., however, probably m(>ans
"brand" (.so RV). "Criminals an; branded" on their
for(>head, so that all men may know th(>ir hifamy.
Tlie consciences of certain men are branded just
as truly, so that there is an inward consciousness
of hypocri.sy." See the comms.

SEARCH, surch: Some peculiar senses are:
(1) In the books of Moses, es]). in Nu, "searching out
the land" means to spy out(b3"l , raggel), to investi-
gate carefully, to examine with a view to giving a
full and accurate rejjort on. (2) When applied to
the Scriptures, as in Ezr 4 15.19 ("ip5, bakkcr);
Jn 5 3'.); 1 Pet 111 (^pawdw, eraundo), it means
to exanune, to study out, the meaning. In Acts 17
11, HV sul)stitutes "examining" for the "searched"
of AV. See Seakching.s. (3) "Search out" often
means to study criticallv, to investigate carefullv,
e.g. Job 8 S; 29 Ki; Eccl 1 13; Lam 3 40; Mt
2 S; 1 Cor 2 10; 1 Pet 1 10. (4) AMien the word
is api)li(>d to Cod's scnirching the heart or spirit, it

means Ilis oi)ening up, laving bare, disclosing what
was hidden, e.g. 1 Ch 28 9; Ps 44 21; 139 1; Prov
20 27; Jer 17 10; Rom 8 27.

C. IT. Gerberdinq
SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES: The sentence

begnniing with ipawdre, rrauudle, in Jn 5 39 AV
has I)e(^n almost universally regarded as meaTiing
"Search the scriptures, for in th(!m ye thhik ye have
eternal life." liut one cannot read as far as doKeire,

dokeitc, "ye think," without feeling that there is

something wrong with the ordinary version. This
vb. is at least a disturbnig element in the current of
thought (if not superfluous), and only when the first
vb. is taken as an indicative does the m(\aning of the
writer become clear. The utterance is not a com-
mand, but a detdaration: "Ye search the scriptures,
because ye think that in them," etc. Robert
Barclay as early as lfi7o, in his Apology for the
True Christian Divinity (91 ff), refers to tw() scholars
before, him who had handed down the correct
tradition: "Moreover, that i)lacc may be taken in
the hulicative mood, Yo search the Scriptures;
which interpretation the Gr word will l)ear, and so
Pasor tr<^ it : which by the reproof foRowing seemeth
also to be the more genuine interi)r(!tation, as Cyril-
lus long ago hath observed." So Dr. Edwin A.
Abl)ott, in his Johnnnine Granunar (London, 1906,
§2439 [i]). See also Transactions American Philo-
logical Association, 1901, (34 f. J. E. IIaruy

SEARCIIINGS, sur'chingz ([nbj-^npJH
, hikre

[Ichli], from haknr, to "s(>arch," "exjjlorc," "examine
thoroughly")

: In the song of Deborah the Reuben-
ites are taunted because their great resolves of
heart, liik^ke lehh, led to nothing but great "search-
ings" of heart, hikre lehh, and no activity other than
to remain among their flocks (Jgs 5 15 f). The
first of the two Ileb expressions so emphatically
contrasted (though questioned bv commentators
on the authority of 5 MSS as a corruption of the
second) can with reasonable certainty l)e inter-
preted "acts prescribed by one's understandhig"

(cf the expressions hdkham lehh, n'hhon lehh, in
which tli(> heart is looked upon as the seat of the
miderstanding). The second expression may mean
either irrc'.solution or hesitation ba.sed on selfi.sh
motives, as th(! heart was also considered the seat
of the feelings, or an.swerability to Cod (cf Jer 17 10;
Prov 25 3); this nnulering would explain the form
li/>h'laghdtk in Jgs 5 1(), lit. 'for the water courses
of Reuben, great the searchings of heart!'

Nathan Lsaacs
SEASONS, se'z'nz (summer: V^]P , kayi^, Chald

"^^K, l^'iyil [Dnl 2 35]; Oepos, theros; whiter: iPy

,

.f//(a«; [Cant 2 11], Cinh , hureph; x^F^v, cheimdn):
Th(> four s(;asons in Pal are not so marked as in more
northern countries, summer gradually fadhig into
winter and winter into summer. The range of
temperature is not great. In the Bible we have no
r(>fer(>nce to si)ring or autumn; the (mly seasons
nu-ntioned are "summer and winter" (Gen 8 22;
Ps 74 17; Zee 14 8).

\\'inter is th(! s(>ason of rain lasting from Novem-
ber to May. "The winter is past ; the rain is over"
(Cant: 2 11). See Rain. The temperature at sea-
level in Pal reaches frc^ezing-jioint occasionally, but
seldom is less than 40° E. On the hills and moun-
tahis it is colder, d(>pending on the height. The
people have no means of heating their houses, and
suffer nuich with the cold. They wrap up their
necks and heads and keep inside the hou.ses out of
the wind as much as possible. "The sluggard will
not plow by reason of the winter" (Prov 20 4).
Jesus hi speaking of the destruction of Jerus says,
"Pray ye that your flight be not in the winter"
(Mt 24 20). Paul asks Timothy to "come before
winter" (2 Tim 4 21) as navigation closed then
and travel was virtually impossible.
Summer is very hot and rainless. "[When] the

fig tree .... putteth forth its leaves, ye know that
the summer is nigh" (]\Ik 13 2S); "The harvest is

past, the summer is ended" (Jer 8 20). It is the
season of harvesting and threshing (Did 2 35).
"He that gathereth in summer is a wise son" (Prov
10 5). See Cold; Heat; Astronomy, I, 5.

Alfred II. Joy
SEAT, set: This word is used to translate the Ileb

words ^IT'i'a
, moshuhh, T^tJ , shehheth, XC2 , kisse',

and nr^Dn, fkhiinah, once (Job 23 3). It trans-
lates the Gr word Kadedpa, kathcdra (Mt 21 12;
23 2; Mk 11 15), and "chief seat" translates the
compound word TrpuroKadedpla, prdtokathedria (Mt
23 G; Mk 12 39; Lk 20 4t)). In AV it translates
dpbvos, thronos (Lk 1 52; Rev 2 13; 4 4; 11 16;
13 2; 16 10), which RV renders "throne." It
denotes a place or thing upon which one sits, as a
chair, or stool (1 S 20 18; Jgs 3 20). It is used
also of the exalted position occupied by men of
marked rank or influence, either in good or evil
(Mt 23 2; Ps 1 1). Jesse L. Cotton

SEATS, sets, CHIEF. See Chief Seats.

SEBA,se'ba (X3D
, fhha'; ^a^a, Sahd[Gcn 10 7;

1 Ch 1 9]; Gr ib, but B has 2apdv, Sahdn):
The first son of Cush, his brothers

1. Forms of being Havilah, Sabtah, Raamah, and
Name, and Sabtecha. In Ps 72 10 and Isa 43 3
Parentage (where the Gr has ZotJvt?, Socne),
of Seba Seba is mentioned with Egypt and

Ethiopia, and must therefore have been
a southern people. In Isa 45 14 we meet with the
gontilic! form, "'SSD , .fbhaim {'Za^aelix, Sahaeim),
rendered "Sabaeans," who are described as "men of
stature" (i.e. tall), and were to come over to Cvrus
in chains, and acknowledge that God was in hirn

—

their merchandise, and that of the Ethiopians, and
the labor of Egypt, were to be his.
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Their couiilry is regarded as being, most likely,

the district of Saba, N. of Aduhs, on the west coast

of the Red Sea. There is just a possi-

2. Position bihty that the Sabi River, stretching
of the from i\m coast to the Zambesi and
Nation the Limpopo, which was utihzed as a

waterway by the states in that region,

though, f lu'ough silting, not suitable now, may con-
tain a trace of the name, and perhaps testifies to
still more southern extensions of the power and
influence of the Sebaim. (SeeTh. Bent, The Ruined
Cities of Mashonaland, 1892.) The ruins of this

tract are regarded as being the work of others than
the black natives of the country. Dillmann, how-
ever, suggests (on Gen 10 7) that the peoi)le of

Seba were another branch of the Cushites E. of

Napatha by the Arabian Sea, of which Strabo (xvi.

4, <S, 10) and Ptolemy (iv.7, 7 f) give information.
See Sheha and IIDB, s.v. T. G. Pinciie.s

SEBAM, .se'bam (Qnip
, s'hham; ^i^o.^6,, Sehamd;

AV Shebam): A town in the upland pa.sture land
given to the tribes of Reuben and Gad. It is

named along with Heshbon, Elealeh and Nebo (Nu
32 3). It is ])robably the same i)lace as Sibniah
(AV "Shibmah") in Ver 38 (so also Josh 13 1<)).

In the time of Isaiah and Jeremiah it was a Moabile
town, but there is.no record of how or when it was
taken from Israel. It a])pears to have been famous
for the luxuriance of its vines and for its summer
fruits (Isa 16 8f; Jer 48 32). 0«o??i calls it a city
of Moab in th(! huid of (lilead which fell to the tribe
of Reuben. Jerome {Comm. in Isa 5) says it was
about 500 paces from Heshbon, and he describes
it as one of the strong places of that region. It may
be represented by the modern S'nnia, which stands
on the south side of WCidy Ilesbdn, about 2 miles
from Ilesbdn. The ancient ruins are considerable,
with large sarcophagi; and in the neighboring
rock wine jiresses are cut {PEFM, "Eastern Pal,"
221 f). W. EwiNG

SEBAT, se-bat', se'bat (Zee 1 7). See Shehat.

SECACAH, sr^-ka'ka, sek'a-ka (HSrO
, .fkhdUdh;

B, Alxio^o,, Aichiozd, A, Soxoxa, Sorhochd): One of
the six cities "in the wilderness of Judah" (Josh 15
Gl), that is in the uncultivated lands to the W. of
the Dead Sea, where a scanty pasturage is still ob-
tained by wandering Bedouin triljes. There are
many signs in this district of more settled habitation
in ancient times, but the name Secacah is lost.

Conder ])roposed Kh. ed Dikkeh (al.so called Kh. es

Sikkeh), "the ruin of the path," some 2 miles S. of
Bethany. Though an ancient site, it is too near tlie

nihabited area; the name, too, is uncertain {PEF,
III, 111, ShXVH). E. W. G. Mastekman

SECHENIAS, sek-e-nl'as:

(1) (A, Sexeftas, Secheuias; omitted in B and
Swete): 1 Esd 8 29 = "Shecaniah" in Ezr 8 3; the
arrangement in Ezr is different.

(2) (.\, Sechenias, but B and Swete, FJexovias,

Eieehonias) : Name of a person who went up at
the head of a family in the return with Ezra (1 Esd
8 32) = "Shccaniah" in Ezr 8 5.

SECHU, se'ku C3b , sckhfi). See Secu.

SECOND COMING, sek'und kum'ing. See
PaUOUSIA; EsCHATULOCiY OF THE NT, V.

SECOND DEATH. See Death; Eschatology
OF THE NT, X, (G).

SECOND SABBATH. See Sabbath, Second.

SECONDARILY, sek'un-da-ri-h: AV for Se,i-

repov, deuteron (1 Cor 12 2S). Prol)a])ly without
distinction from "secondly" (so RV, and so AV al.so

for deuteron in Sir 23 23). Still AX may have
wished to emphasize^ that th(^ proi)hets have a lower
rank than the apostles.

SECRET, se'kret : In Ezk 7 22, EV has "secret
place" for "iSl^ ,

qaphan, "hide," "treasure." A
correct tr is, "They shall profane my cherished
place" (Jerus), and there is no reference to the Holy
of Holies. The other uses of "secret" in RV are
obvious, but RV's corrections of AV in Jgs 13 18;
1 S 5 9; Job 15 11 should be noted.

SECT, sekt (al'peo-is, hairesis): "Sect" (Lat
secla, from sequi, "to follow") is in the NT the tr of
}i(iiresis, from haired, "to take," "to choose"; also
tr'' "heresy," not heresy in the later ecclesiastical

sense, but a school or party, a sect, without any bad
meaning attached to it. The word is aj^plied to
schools of i)liil()sophy; to the Pharisees and Sad-
duc(>es among the J(nvs who adhered to a common
r;>ligious faith and worshij); and to the Christians.
It is tr'' ".sect" (Acts 5 17, of the Sadducees; 15 5,

of the Pharisee's; 24 5, of the Nazarenes; 26 5, of
the Pharisees; 28 22, of the Christians); also RV
24 U (AV and ER\'m "heresy"), "Aft(T the Way
which they call a sect, so serve I the God of our
fathers" (just as the Pharisees were "a sect"); it

is tr'' "heresies" (1 Cor 11 19, m "sects," ARV
"factions," m "Gr 'heresies' "; ERV reverses the
ARV text and margin; Gal 5 20, ARV "parties,"
m "heresies"; ERV reverses text and margin; 2
Pet 2 1, "damnable heresies," RV "destructive
heresies," m "sects of perdition"); the "sect" in

itself might be harmless; it was the teaching or
])rinciples which should be followed by those sects
that would make them "destructive." Hairesis
o^'curs hi 1 Mace 8 30 ("They shall do it at their
pleasurf," i.e. "choice"); cf LXX Lev 22 18.21.
Se(! Heresy. \\'. L. Walker

SECU, .se'ku C^ , sekhil; B, iv rco lli^d, en td

Sephei, A, ev Sokx", en Sokcho; AV SechuJ : ''Jliis

name occurs only in the account of David's visit

to Samuel (1 S 19 22). Saul, we are tokl, went
to "Ramah, and came to the great well that is in

Secu," where he inquired after Samuel and David.
It evidently lay between the residence of Saul at
Gibeah and Ramah. It is impossil)l(; to come to
any sure conclusion regarding it. Conder suggested
its identification with Khirhet Suioeikeh, which lies

to the S. of Blreh. This is possible, but i)erhaps we
should read with LXX B, "He came to the cistern of

the threshiTig-floor that is on the bare hill" {en to

Sephei). Th(^ 1 hre.shing-fioors in the East are natu-
rally on high exi)osed ground where this is possible^

and often form part of the area whence water in the
rahiy season is conducted to cisterns. This might
have been a place actuallv within the cit v of Ramah.

W. EwiNc;
SECUNDUS, se-kun'dus (WH, StKowSos, Se-

koiindos, TR, StKovvSos, Sekoundos): A Thessa-
lonian who was amoTig those who accomi)anied
Paul from Greece to Asia (Acts 20 4). They had
jjreceded Paul and waited for him at Troas. If he
were one of the representatives of the churches in

Macedonia and Greece, intrusted with their con-
tributions to Jerus (Acts 24 17; 2 Cor 8 23), he
probably accomj)anied Paul as far as Jerus. The
name is found in a list of politarchs on a Thessa-
lonian inscription.

SECURE, se-kur', SECURITY, sP-ku'ri-ti: The
word hatah and its derivatives in Heb point to se-
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(•u)it\-, cillicr real or imajiiiiarv. 'I'lius we read of

a host- lliat "was si'curc" (.I^s 8 11) and of lliosc

"tlial i)rovokc Clod |aii<l| ai'c sc'curc" (.lob 12 (>);

but, also of a sccairity thai, r(\sls in liojx^ and is safr

(Job 11 IS), 'ilu' N'l' words TTotf'w d/xept^TOUS, ;>«/ro

anicrininous, iis(m1 in Ml. 28 14 [AV "scciu-e you"J,

fiuarantcc the safely of tlu; soldiers, wlio witnessed

against tiieniselves," in tlie teUin^ of the story of

the disap])earance of the body of Christ.

Securely is used in the sense of "trustful," "not

ant icipathif^ danger" (Prov 3 29; Mic 2 8; Eecdus

4 15).

The word UavSv, hikan/m, tr'' security (Acts 17

9), may stand either for a guaranty of good b(>havior

exacted from, or for some form of i)unisliment in-

fhcted on, Jason and his followers by the rulcTS of

Thessalonica. IIknkv E. Doskkh

SEDECIAS, sed-e-si'as: AV = RV Sedekias

(q.v.).

SEDEKIAS, sed-e-ki'as:

(1) (\i .\,^i:S€KLas, ScdckUis; AV Zedechias) : 1 Esd
1 40 (44) =Zedekiah kingof Judah; also in Bar 1 S

wh(>re AV reads "ScMlecias."

(2) In Bar 1 1 (AV "Sedecias"), an ancestor ()f

Baruch, "the son of Asadias," sometimes (but in-

correctly) identified with the false i)roi)het "Zede-

kiah the son of Maaseiah" (Jer 29 21).

SEDITION, se-dish'un: The tr in Ezr 4 15.19

for ni~nip5?, 'eshtaddur, "struggling," "revolt";

in 2 Esd 15 16 for inconstahilUio, "instability,"

with "be seditious" for aracrid^oo, stnsidzo, "rise in

rebellion" in 2 Mace 14 6. In addition, AV has

"sedition" for (rrdo-is, stasis, "standing up," "re-

voU" (RV "insurrection") in Lk 23 19.25; Acts

24 5, with 5txo<'"''«<''^a, dichostasla, "a standing

asunder" (RV "division") in Gal 5 20.
_
As "sedi-

tion" does not include oi)en violence against a gov-

ernment, the word should not have been used in

any of the above cases.

SEDUCE, se-dus', SEDUCER, se-dus'er (Iliphil

of n^'V , iu'uh, or H^'Fl , td'ah, "to err"j of HPS
,

pdthdh, "to be shnple"; irXavdw, phtndu, dTroTrX,ava<o,

apoplandu, "to lead astray") : (1) The word "seduce"

is only us(hI in the Bible in its general meaning of "to

lead astray," "to cause to err," as from the paths of

truth, duty or religion. It occurs in AV and RV
Ezk 13 10; 2 K 21 9; 1 Tun 4 1; Rev 2 20;

in AV onlv, Prov 12 26 (RV "causeth to err");

Isa 19 13 (RV "caused to go astray"); Mk 13 22;

1 Jn 2 26 (RV "lead astray"). The noun "seducer"

(2 Tim 3 13 AV, 7677s, (joes) is correctly changed

in RV into "hn])Ostor." (2) It is not found in its

specific sense of "to entice a female to surrender her

chastity." Yet the crime itself is referred to and
condenmed.

Throerasos are to bo distinguished: (a) Tlie seduction
of an unl)C'trotlu'd virgin: In this case th(! seducer ac-
cording to .IE (Ex 22 10 f) i'^ to be compelled to take the
virgin as his wife, if tiic father consents, and to i)ay the
latter the usual purclrase price, tlie amount of wliich is

not dehned. In the Deuteronomic Code (Dt 22 2cS) tJie

amount is fixed at 50 slielvels, and the seducer forfeits t,h(?

right of divorce. (6) The seduction of a betrothed virgin:

ThLs case (Dt 22 23-27; not niferred to in the otlier

codes) is treated as virtually one of adultery, the virgin
being regarded as pledg(!d to her future husl)and as fully

as if slie wer(! formally married to him; the penalty there-
fore is tlie same as for adultery, viz. death for both parties
(except in tlio case wliere tlie girl can reasonably bo
acciuitted of blame, in which case the man only is put to
death), {r) The seduction of a b(^trothed bondmaid (men-
tioned only in Lev 19 20-22) : Here there is no infliction

of death, because the girl was not free;; but the ,sedu«!r
shall make a trespass offering, besides paying the flne.__^

Sue CuiME.s; Punishments.
D. MiALL Edwards

SEE, se: In addition to the ordinary s(>nse of

l)erceivingby the eye, w(! hav(> (1) "JH ,
ljaz(lh,"\n

see" (in vision): "Words of Amos .... which he

saw conceriung Israel" (Am 1 1). The rev(4;ition

was mad(! to his inward eye. "4'h(> word of Jeh

.... which he [Micah] saw concerning Samaria"
(Mi(! 1 1), describing what he saw in prophetic;

vision (cf Ilab 1 1); see Revelation, III, 4; (2)

opdw, hordo, "to take heed": "See thou say noth-

ing" (Mk 1 44); (3) eUov, eldon, "to know," "to

note with the mind": "Jesus sarv that he answered

discreetly" (Mk 12 34); (4) dewp^i^, Iheurfn, ^"to

view," "to have knowledge or (>xperience of": "He
shall never sec death" (Jn 8 51). M.O.Evans

SEED, sed (OT always for yiT, zera\ Aram.

[Dnl 2 43] yiT, z''ra\ except in' Joel 1 17 for

ni~l2, p'rudholh [pi. RV "seeds," AV "s(>ed"|,

and Lev 19 19 [AV "mingled seed"] and Dt 22 9

[AV "divers seeds"] for Q"'i<^3 , kiVayiin, lit. "two

kinds," RV "two kinds of seed." Invariably in

(!r Ai>oc and usually hi the NT for cnTip\ia, spcnna,

but Mk 4 26.27; Lk 8 5.11; 2 Cor 9 10 for

o-iropos, sporos, and 1 Pet 1 23 for o-rropd, spord):

(1) For "seed" in its literal sense see A<;hicui.tuke.

Of interest is the method of measuring land by
means of the amount of se(>d that could be sown on
it (L<'V 27 16). The ])rohibition against using

two kinds of seed in the same field (Lev 19 19;

Dt 22 9) undoubtedly rests on the fact that tlu;

l)raetice had some coimection with Canaanitisii

worship, making the whole crop "consecrated"

{taboo). Jer 31 27 uses "seed of man" and "se(>d

of beast" as a figure for the means by which God
will increase the prosperity of Israel (i.e. "seed

vielding men"). (2) For the transferred physio-

logical application of the word to hmnan beings

(Lev 15 16, etc) see Clean; Unclean. The con-

ception of Christians as "born" or "begotten"

of God (.see Regeneration) gave rise to the

figure in 1 Pet 1 23; 1 Jn 3 9. If the imagery

is to be stressed, the Holy Spirit is meant. In

1 Jn 3 9 a doctrine of certain Gnostics is oi)i)osed.

Thev taught that by learning certain formulas

and' by submitting to certain rites, union with

God and salvation could be attained without holi-

ne.ss of life. St. John's reply is that union with

a righteous God is meaningless without righteous-

ness as an ideal, even though shortcomings exist

in practice (1 Jn 1 8). (3) From the physio-

logical use of "seed" the transition to the sense of

"offspring" was easy, and the word may mean
"children" (Lev 18 21, etc) or even a shigle child

(Gen 4 25; 1 S 1 11 RVm). Usually, however,

it means the whole posterity (Gen 3 15, etc); cf

"seed roval" (2 K 11 1, etc), and "Abraham's

seed" (2 Ch 20 7, etc) or "the holy seed" (Ezr 9

2; Isa 6 13; 1 Esd 8 70; cf Jer 2 21) as desig-

nations of Israel. So "to show one's seed" (Ezr

2 59; Neh 7 61) is to display one's genealogy,

and "one's seed" may be simply one's nation, con-

ceived of as a shigle family (Est 10 3). From
this general sense there d(>veloped a still loos(>r use

of "seed" as meaning simply "men" (Mai 2 15;

Isa 1 4; 57 4; Wisd 10 15; 12 11, etc).

In Gal 3 16 St. Paul draws a distinction between

"seeds" and "seed" that has for its purpose a i)roof

that the promises to Abraham were realized in

Christ and not in Israel. The distinction, how-

ever, overstresses the language of the OT, which

never pluralizes zera'- when meaning "descend-

ants" (pi. only in 1 S 8 15; cf Rom 4 18; 9 7).

But in an argument against rabbinical adversaries

St. Paul was obliged to use rabbinical methods

(cf Gal 4 25). For modern purposes it is probably

best to treat such an exegetical method as belong-
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ins simply to the (now superseded) science of the
times. Burton Scott Easton

SEER, se'er, ser: The word in EV represents two

Ileb words, nXh, ro'e/i (1 S 9 9.11.18.19; 2 S 15

27; 1 Ch 9 22, etc), and nin , hozeh (2 S 24 11;

2 K 17 1.3; 1 Ch 21 9; 25' 5; 29 29, etc). The
former de^signation is from th(; ordinary vh. "to see"

;

the latter is connected with the vb. used of pro-

phetic vision. It ajjpears from 1 S 9 9 that
"s(>er" (ro'ch) was the older name for those wlio,

after the rise of the more regidar orders, were called

"prophets." It is not just, however, to speak of the
"seers" or "prophets" of Samuel's time as on the
le\'el of mere fortune-tellers. What insight or
vision they possessed is traced to God's Spirit.

Samuel was the 7-d'ch by preeminence, and the name
is litth; used after his time. Individuals who bear
the title "seer" (hozeh) are mentioned in connection
with the kings and as historiographers (2 S 24 11;
1 Ch 21 9; 25 .5; 29 29; 2 Ch 9 29; 12 1.");

19 2, etc), and distinction is sometimes made be-
1w(>en "prophets" and "seers" (2 K 17 13; 1 Ch
29 29, etc). Hiivernick thinks that "seer" denotes
one who cloes not belong to the regular prophetic
order (Intro to OT, 50 ff, ET), but it is not easy to

fix a precise distinction. See Prophet, Prophecy.
.James Orr

SEETHE, seth: Old Eng. for "boil"; past tense,

"sod'' fClen 25 29), past participle, "sodden" (Lam
4 10).

^ See Ex 23 19 AV.

SEGUB, se'gub (l^Vlp , .s-ry/u7Wi [K«re], n-'JTp
,

s'-ghlhh [K"thil)h]; B, ZevovP, Zegoilh, A, 'Zi^oi^,

Segoiib) :

(1) The ^•()ungest son of Iliel, the rel)uilder of

.T(>riclio (fK 16 34).
_
The death of Segub is

probably comiected with the primitive custom of
laying founchitions with blood, as, indeed, skulls

were found built in with the brickwork when the
tower of Bel at Nij)i)ur was excavated. See Gezer.
If the deat h of the two sons was based on the custom
just mentioned, tlie circumstance was deliberately

obscured in the present account. The death of

Segub may have been due to an accident in the
setting up of the gates. In any event, tradition
finally yoked the death of Hiel's oldest and youngest
sons with a ciu'se said to have be(>n {ironounced
bv .Joshua on the man that should venture; to rebuild
Jericho (.Josh 6 20).

(2) Son of Hezron and fatlier of Jair (1 Ch 2 21).

Horace J. Wolf
SEIR, se'ir:

(1) (n^S"^ nn, har se'lr, "Mt. Seir" [Gen 14 G,

etc], n^yir Vni5, 'ereg se'tr [Gen 32 3, etc]; t6 6pos

27/e/p, to oros Seeir, yfj 'Erjeip, ge Secir) : In Gen 32
3 "the land of Seir" is e(iuated with "the field of

Edom." The Mount and the Land of Seir are
alternative appellations of the mountainous tract

which runs along the eastern side of the Arabah,
occupied by the descendants of Esau, who suc-

ceeded the ancient Horites (Gen 14 (5; 36 20),
"cave-dwellers," in possession. For a description

of the land see Edom.

(2) (T'yilJ in, har sii'ir; B, 'A<r<rdp, Assdr, A,

"Zrielp, Sceir) : A landmark on the boundary of

.Judah (.Josh 15 10), not far from Kiriath-jearim

and Chcsalon. The name means "shaggy," and
probably here denoted a wooded height. It may be
that part of the range which runs N.E. from Sdrls by
Karyat el-''Anab and Tiidda to the plateau of el-Jib.

Traces of an ancient for(;st are st ill to be seen here.

W. EwiNc.
SEIRAH, sc-i'ra, se'i-ra (rTn-iytpn , ha-s'Hrah; B,

2€T€ipa)6d, Seteii'dthd, \, SeciptoOa, Sveirdtha; AV

Seirath): The ])lace to which Ehud escaped after
his assassination of Eglon, king of Moah (,Jgs 3 2t)).

The name is from the same root as the foregoing,
and ]irobably applied to some shaggy forest. The
quarri(!s by which he passcnl are said to have been
by Gilgal (ver 19), but there is nothing to guide us
to an identification. Oiiuiii gives the name, but no
indication of the site.

SEIRATH, sO-l'rath, se'i-rath. Scm^ SEiRAir.

SELA, se'la (3?'"C
,
.sr/a', ^bcn

, ha-^da' [w'whXh^,

art.]; Trerpa, jx'tra, t) irsTpa, he pctra; AY Selah
[2 K 14 7]) : EV renders this as the name of a city

in 2 K 14 7; Isa 16 1. In Jgs 1 36; 2 Ch 25
12; and Ob ver 3, it translates lit. "rock"; but
RVm in each case "Sela." It is impossible to
assume with Hull (HDB, s.v.) that this name, w'hen
it appears in Scripture, always refers to the capital
of Edom, the great city in irrtr/yMwsa. In Jgs 1 36
its association with the Ascent of Akrabbim shuts us
up to a position toward the southwestern end of the
Dead Sea. Probably in that case it does not denote
a city, but some prominent crag. Moore ("Judges,"
ICC, 56), following Buhl, would identify it with
es-Sdfich, "a bare and dazzlingly white sandstone
promontory 1,000 ft. high, E. of the mud flats of

es-Sehkah, and 2 miles S. of the Dead Sea." A more
probable identification is a high clilT which com-
mands the road leading from Wddy cl-Milh, "valley
of Salt," to Edom, over the pass of Akrabbim. This
w\as a position of strategic importance, and if forti-

fied would be of great strength. (In this passage
"Edomites" must be read for "Amorites.") The
victory of Amaziah was won in the Valley of Salt.

He would naturally tiu-n his arms at once against
this stronghold (2 K 14 7) ; and it may well be the
rock from the top of wdrich he luu-led his prisoners
(2 Ch 25 12). He called it Jokteel, a name the
meaning of which is obscure. Possibly it is the
same as Jekuthiel (1 Ch 4 18), and may mean
"preservation of God" (OHL, s.v.). No "trace of
this name has been found. The narratives in which
the place is mentioned jmt identification with Pctra
out of the quest ion.

"Tho rock" (RVm "Sola") in O)) ver 3, in the phrase
"thou that dw(!llcst in the clefts of tlu^ rock," i.s only a
vivid and pictnresqnc description of Mt. Edom. "The
purple mountains into which the wild sons of Esau
elainh(Ted run out from Syria upon the desert, some
hundred miles by twenty, of porphyry and red sandstont^
The.v are said to be the finest rock scenery in tlie world.
'Salvator Rosa never conceived so savage and so suit-
able a haunt for banditti. ' .... The interior is reached
l)y defiles so narrow that two horsemen may scarcely
ride at)reast, and the sun is shut out by the overhangiiiji;
rocks Little else than wild fowls' nests are th(>
villages: human eyries perched on high shelv(;s or liidd(>n
away in caves at the ends of the deep gorges" (Ci. A.
Smith, The Book of the Twelve Prophets, II, 178 f).

In Isa 16 1; 42 11 RV, perhaps we have a
reference to the great city of Petra. Jos (Ant, IV,
vii, 1) t(>lls tis that among the kings of the Midianites
who f(^ll before Moses was one Rekem, king of
Rekem (akrc, or rekcnic), the city deriving its name
from its founder. This he says was the Arab, name

;

the Greeks called it Petra. Ononi says P(;tra is a
city of Arabia in the land of Etlom. It is calleil

Jechthoel; but the Syrians call it Rekem. Jokteel,

as we have seen, must be sought elsewhere. There
can be no doubt that Jos intended the city in Wddy
Musa. Its OT name was Bozrah (Am 1 12, etc).

Wetzstein (Excursus in DclitzscJi's Is<n, 696 fT)

hazards the conjecture that the complete ancient
name was Bozrat has-Sda, "Bozrtih of the Rock."

This "rose-rod city half as old as Time"

was for long difficult of access, and the attempt to

visit it W'as fraught with danger. In recent years,

however, it has been seen by many tourists and
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oxploring parties. Of 1hc dcsrriplioiis written the

best is iindouhtcdly that of I'rofossor Dalman of

Jorus (I'ctrd uud seine FcLshcilif/tiinu'r, Ivcijizis,

lOOS). An excellent account of this wonderful city,

hrifilitly and interestinj.dy written, will bo found in

Libbey and Iloskins' book (The Jordan Valley and

Prlra', N(nv York and London, 190.'); sec also Xa-
liniial (leographic Ahtgnzinv, May, 1907, A\'ashin<iton,

D.C.). 'riic ruins lie alonj^ the sides of a si)acious

hollow surrounded by the niany-hued cliffs of Jvloni,

just before they sink into the Arabah on the ^\'. It

is near the base of Jebel liar fin, about 50 miles

Entrance to the Sik.

from the Dead .Sea, and just N. of the watershed
between that sea and the Gulf of Akaba. The
valley owes its modern name, Wddy Musa, "Valley

of Moses," to its coniuM'tion with Moses in Moham-
me<lan legends, ^\'hile not wholly inaccessible

from other directions, the two usual approaches
are that from tlie S.W. by a rough path, partly

artificial, and that from tlie E. The latter is by
far the more important. The valley closes to the

E., the only opening being through a deep and
narrow defile, called the Sik, "shaft," about a mile

in length. In the l)ottom of the Sik flows westward
the stream that rises at Vim Musa. E. of the
cleft is the village of Elji, an ancient site, corre-

sponding to Gaia of Onom. Passing this village,

tlie road threads its way along the shadowy wind-
ing gorge, overhung by lofty clifTs. AN'hen the
valley is reached, a sight of extraordinary beauty

and impressiveness opens to the beholder. The
temples, the tombs, the theater, etc, hewn with

great skill and infinite pains from the hving rock,

have defied to an astonishing degree the tooth of

time, many of the carvings being as fresh as if they

Iiad becni cut yesterday. An idea of the scale on
which the work was done may be gathered from the

size of the theater, whi(!h furnished accommodation
for no fewer than 3,000 spectators.

Such a ])ositioii could not have been overlooked

in ancient times; and we are safe to assume that a

city of importance must always have existed here.

It is under the Nabataeans, however, that Petra

b(>gins to play a prominent part in history. This

people took possession about the end of the 4th

c(;nt. BC, and continued their sway until overcome

by H.adrian, who gave his own name to the city

—

liadriana. This name, however, soon disappeared.

Under the Romans Petra saw the days of her

greatest splendor.

According to old tradition St. Paul visited Petra

when he went into Arabia (Gal 117). Of this there

is no certainty; but Christianity was early intro-

duced, and the city became the seat of a bishopric.

Under the Nabataeans she was the center of the

great caravan trade of that time. The merchandise

of the East was brought hither; and hence set out

the caravans for the South, the West, and the

North. The great highway across the desert to

the Pers Gulf was practically in her hands. The
fall of the Nabataean power gave Palmyra her

chance; and her supremacy in the commerce of

Nortliern Aral)ia dates from that time. Petra

shared in the declining fortunes of Rome; and her

death blow was dealt by the conquering Moslems,

who desolated Arabia Petraea in ()2<)-;32 AD. The
place now furnishes a retreat for a few jioor Bedawy
families. W. Ewixg

SELA-HAMMAHLEKOTH, se-la-ha-ma'le-koth,

-koth {^\^'p'>TyB7^ ybp, sela"- ha-mahtkrAh; virpa. tj

|x€pio-9€tcra, -petra he meristheisa) : "The rock of

divisions (or, escape)" (1 S 23 28m). "Saul ....
pursued after David in the wilderness of iVLaon.

And Saul went on this side of the mountain, and

David and his men on that side of the mountain:

and David made haste to get away for fear of Saul"

(1 S 23 2o.26). The name seems to survive in

Wddy Malaki, "the great gorge; which breaks down
between Carmel and ALaon eastward, with vertical

chffs" (PEF, III, 314, Sh XXI).

SELAH, se'la. See Music, II, 1.

SELED, se'led C^.'Q , i}ekdh): A Jerahnieelite

(1 Ch 2 'SO bis).

SELEMIA, sel-C-m!'a: One of the swift scribes

whose services Ezra was commanded to secure

(2 Esd 14 24). The name is probably identical

with Selemias of 1 Esd 9 34 (q.v.).

SELEMIAS, sel-E-mi'as (SeXtfiCas, Selemias) : One
of those who put away their "strange wives" (1 Esd

9 34) = "Shelemiah" in Ezr 10 30, and probably

identical with "Selemia" in 2 Esd 14 24.

SELEUCIA, sC-lu'shi-a (SeXevKCa, Seleukia):

The seaport of Antioch from which it is 16 miles

distant. It is situated ,') miles N. of the mouth of

the Orontes, in the northwestern comer of a fruit-

ful plain at the base of Mt. Rhosus or Picria, the

modern Jebel Musa, a spur of the Amanus Range.

Jiuilt by Seleucus Nicator (d. 280 BC) it was one

of the Syrian Tetrapolis, the others being Apameia,

Laodicea and Antioch. The city was protected
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by nature on the mountain side, and, being strongly

fortified on the S. and W., was considered invubier-

able and the Icey to Syria (Strabo Tol ; Polyb. v.oS).

It was taken, however, by Ptolemy Euergetes

(1 Marc 11 8) and remained in his family till

219 BC, when it was recovered for the Seleucids by
Antiochus the Great, who then richly adorned it.

Cai)tured again by Ptolemy Philomelor in 146 BC,
it remained for a short time in the hands of the

b]gy))tians. Pompey made it a free city in 04 BC
in return for its energy in resisting Tigranes (Pliny,

NH, V.18), and it was then gnnitly improved by
the Romans, so that in the 1st cent. AD it was in a

most flourishing condition.

On their first missionary journey Paul and Barna-

bas passed through it (Acts 13 4; 14 26), and
though it is not named in Acts 15 80.39, this

route is again implied; while it is excluded in

Acts 15 3.

The ruins are very extensive and cover the whole

space within the line of the old walls, which shows
a circuit of four miles. The ])osition of the Old
Town, the Upper City and the suljurbs may still

be identified, as also that of the Antioch Gate,

the Market Gate and the King's Gate, which
last leads to the Upper City. There are rock-cut

tombs, broken statuary and sarco])hagi at the base

of the Upix^r City, a position which i)robably rey)re-

sents the burial place of the Seleucids. Th(i outline

of a circus or amphitheater can also be traced, while

the inner harbor is in perfect condition and full of

water. It is 2,000 ft. long by 1,200 ft . broad, and
covers 47 acres, being oval or i)ear-shaped. The
passage seaward, now silted up, was protect (h1

by two strong jners or moles, which are locally

named after Barnabas and Paul. The most ro
markable of the remains, however, is the great wat(!r

canal behhid the city, which the emperor Con-
stantius cut through the solid rock in 388 AD.
It is 3,074 ft. long, has an average breadth of 20 ft.,

and is in some j^laces 120 ft. deep. Two portions

of 102 and 293 ft. in length arc tunneled. The object

of the work was clearly to carry the mountain tor-

rent direct to the sea, and so protect the city from

the risk of flood during the wet season.

Church synods occasionally met in Seleucia in

the early centuries, but it gradually sank into decay,

and long before the advent of Islam it had lost all

its significance. W. M. Chhistik

SELEUCIDAE, se-lu'si-de. See SioLKrcrs.

SELEUCUS, se-lu'kus (Se'Xe^jKos, Scleiiko^):

(1) Seleucus I (Nicator, "The Conciueror"), the

founder of the Seleucidae or House of Seleucus, was
an officer in the grand and thoroughly e(iuip])ed

army, which was perhai)S the most important i):u-t of

the niheritance that came to Alexander the Great

from his father, Phihp of Macedon. He took part^ in

Ak'xander's Asiatic conquests, and on the division

of these on Alexander's death he obtaincnl the

satrapy of Babylonia. By later conquests an(l un-

der the name of king, which he a.ssum(>d in the

year 300, he became ruler of Syria and t ho great er

part of Asia Minor. His rule extended from 312

to 280 BC, the year of his death; at_ least the

Selcnicid era which seems to be referrcMl t o in 1 Mace
1 16 is reckoned from Seleucus I, 312 BC to G5 BC,
when Pompey reduced the kingdom of Syria to a

Rom i)rovince. He followed generally tlu; policy

of Alexander in spreading Gr civilization. lie

founded Antioch and its port Sehnicia, and is said

by Jos {Ant, XII, iii, 1) to have conferred civic

privileges upon the Jews. The reference in Dnl 11

5 is usually understood to be to this ruler.

(2) Seleucus II (Callinicus, "The Gloriously

Triumphant"), who reigned from 246 to 226 BC,

was the son of Antiochus Soter and is "the king of

the north" in Did 11 7-!), who was exi^elled from
his kingdom by Ptolemy Euergetes.

(3) Seleucus III (Cerauiuis, "Thunderbolt"),
son of Seleucus II, was assassinated in a cami)aign
which he undertook iuio Asia Minor. He had a
short reign of rathc^r more than 2 years (226-223
BC) and is referred to hi Did 11 10.

(4) Seleucus IV (Phik)pator, "Fond of his

Father") was the scm and successor of Antiochus
the Great and reigned from 187 to 17.') BC. He is

called "King of Asia" (2 Mace; 3 3), a title claimed
by the Seleucidae even after their serious losses

in Asia Minor (see 1 Mace 8 6; 11 13; 12 39;

13 32). He was present at the decisive battle

of Magnesia (190 BC). He was murdered by
Heliodorus (q.v.), one of his own courtiers whom
he had sent to phinder the Temple (2 Mac(; 3 1-40;

Dnl 11 20).

For the connection of tlie above-named Scdeucidae

with the "ten horns" of Dnl 7 24, the commentators
must be consult cm l.

Seleucus V (12.-)-124 15C) and Seleucus VI
(95-93 BC) have no coiincci ion with the sacred
narrative. J. Hutchison

SELF-CONTROL, self-kon-trdl' (I^KpaTcia, cgkrd-

teiq): Rendered in AV "teinperanct;" (cf Lat
temperntio and corUinoilui), but more accurately

"self-control," as in RV (Acts 24 25; Gal 5 23;
2 Pet 1 6); adj. of same, iyKparris, eqkrates,

"self-controlled" (Tit 1 8 RV); cf vb. forms in

1 Cor 7 9, "have .... continency" ; 9 25, the
atldete "exerciseth self-control." Self-control is

therefore repeatedly set forth in the N'l' as among
the important Christian virtues.

SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS, self-rl'clms-iies: A
term that has come to designate moral living as a

way of salvation; or as a ground for neglecting the

redemi)tive work of Jesus Christ. The thought is

l)resent in the teaching of Jesus, who spoke one
parable particularly to such as reckoned themselves
to be righteous (Lk 18 9ff). The Pharisees quite

generally resented tlie idea of Jesus that all men
needed repentance and th(>y most of all. They
regarfled themselves as righteous and looked with
contempt on "sinners." Paul in all his writings,

esp. Rom 3; Gal 3; Eph 2; Pliil 3, contrasts the

righteousness that is God's gift to men of faith

in Jesus Christ, with righteousness that is "of the

law" and "in the flesh." By this latter he means
formal conformity to legal re(iuirein(>nts in the
strength of unregenerate humtm nature. He is

careful to maintain (cf Rom 7) that the Law is

never really kept by one's own power. On the other

hand, in full agreement with J(\sus, Paul k)oks to

genuine righteousness in living as the demand and
achievement of salvation based on faith. God's gift

here consists in the ca])acity progressively to realize

righteousness in life (cf Rom 8 1 ff). See also

S.VXCTIFICATIOX. WiLLIAM OwEN CaUVER

SELF-SURRENDER, self-su-ren 'der : The st rug-

gle l)etwe(>n the natural human impulses of self-

seeking, self-defence and the like, on the one hand,
and the more altruistic imi)ulse toward self-

denial, self-surrender, on th(; other, is as old as

the race. All religions imply some conception of

surrender of scdf to deity, ranging in ethical quality

from a heathen fanaticism which imp(4s to complete;

physical exhaustion or rapture, sui)erinduce(l by
more or less mechanical means, to the high si)iritual

(quality of self-sacrifice to the divinest aims and
achievements. The Scriptures represent self-sur-

rendeT as among the nol)lest of human virtues.
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/. In the OT. Ill lli(> O'F sclf-siirn-iulcr is taujilif,
in tlic carlv accomit of the first ]);iir. Ivich was to

be^ivcii to tlicoihci' ((l(>ii 2 21; 3 10/^)
1. lUus- and I)()tli were to he surrendered to
trious Ex- Cod in i)erfect, ()l)edience (3 1 -loj
amples d'he faitliful ones, t hroii,iiliout the

liil)le nai-ratives, were cliaraeterized
by self-surrender. Al)raliani abandons friends and
native country to '^n to a land unknown to hini
b(>eause Cod calli-d hini (o do so (12 \). He
would ixWc up all his cherished hopes in his only
son Isaac, at the voice of (UhI (22 I-IS). AIos(-s,
at the call of Jeh, surrenders self, and undertakes
the deliverance of his fellow-IIebrews (Ex 3 1—
4 13; cf He H 25). He would be blotted out of
Cod's book, if only the people ini<^ht be SDannl
destruction (Ex 32 32).

'llie whole Levitical system of sacrifice may be
said to imi)Iy the doctrine of s(>lf-surrender. ^The

nation its(>lf was a ])eoplc s(>t apart to
2. The Jeh, a holy people, a surrendered
Levitical nation (Ex 19 r).(\; 22 31; Lev 20 7-
System Dt 7 G; 14 2). The whole burnt'

off(Tins inii)lied the complete surrender
of the worshipper to Cod (Lev 1). The ceremony
for the consecration of priests emphasized the same
fundamental doctrine (Lev 8); so also the law as
to the surrender of the lirstl)orn child (Ex 13 13 ff;

In the Divine call to th(> pr()i)hets and in thcMr
liftMvork self-surrender is i)rominent. The seer, as

such, must be receptive to the Divine
3. Ihe iini)ress, and as mouthi)iece of Cod,
Prophets he must sp(>ak not his own words, but

Cod's: "Thus saith the Lord." He
was to be a "man of Crod," a "man of the spirit

"

The hand of the Lord was upon me' (Ezk 1 3; 3
14J iinplies comi)lete Divine masterv. Isaiah must
submit to the Divine purification of his lips, and
hearken to the inquiry, "Who will go for us?"' with
the surr(>ndered response, "Here am I; send me"
(Isa 6 8). Jeremiah must yi(>ld his protestations
ot weakness and mability to the Divine wisdom and
thei)romiseof end(nvmentfroma})ove (Jer 1 1-10)
Ezekiel surrenders to the dangerous and difficult
task of becoming messt-nger to a rebellious hous(>
(Ezk 2 1—3 3). Jonah, after fiight from dutv at
last surrenflers to tlu; Divine will and goes to the
Ninevit(\s (Jon 3 3).

_
On the return of the faithful remnant from cap-

tivity, self-giving for tlu; sake of Israel's faith was
dominant, the i)eople enduring great

4. Post- hardships for the future of the nation
exihc Ex- and the accomplishment of Jeh's
amples i)urposes. This is the spirit of th(>

^

great Messianic pa.ssag(>, Isa 53 7:
lie was oppressed, yet when he was afflicted he

optmed not his mouth; as a lamb that is led to the
slaughter, and as a sheep that before its shearers
IS dumb, so he ojiened not his mouth." Nehemiah
surrendered i)osition in Shushan to h(>lp r(>cstablish
the returned exil(>s in Jerus (Neh 2 5). Esther
was ready to surrender her life iu i)leading for the
safety of her i)eoi)le (Est 4 KS).

//. In the NT.—In the NT self-.surrender is still
more clearly set forth. Christ's teachings and ex-

;imi)le as presented in the Cospels, give
1. Christ's to It siKjcial emjjhasis. It is a i)riine
Teaching requisite; for beconuTig His disciijle
and Ex- (Mt 10 3S f; 16 21; Lk 9 '>3 •>4

ample .W f
; 14 27.33; cf Alt 19 27; Alk^ 8

31). When certain of the disciples
were calK-d they left all and foHowed (Alt 4 20-
9 1>; Alk 2 It; Lk 5 27 f). His followers must so
eomplctely surrender self, as that father, mother
kindred, and one's own life must be, as it were'
hated for PIis sake (Lk 14 2G). The rich young

ruler must, renounce self as an end and give his own
lite to the service of men (Alt 19 21; Alk 10 21" cf
Lk 12 33). Bnt this surrender of self was never a
()ss ot personality; it was the finding of the true self-
KMKl (Alk 8 3.-,; Alt 10 3!)). Our Lord not oiilv

f aught sell-surrender, but^ practised it. As a childHe subjected Himself to His parents (Lk 2 51 /
helt-surrender marked His baptism and tcunptation
(Alt 3 1.); 4 1 fT). It is shown in His life of
physical privation (8 20). He had come not to do
His own will, but the Father's (Jn 4 31; 5 30-
6 3S) He refuses to use force for His own deliver-
ance (AIt^26 r,3; Jn 18 11). Li His person God's
wilt, not His own, must he done (Alt 26 29; Lk 22
42); and to the Father He at last surrendered His
spirit (Lk 23 46). So thatwhih; He was no ascetic
and did not- demand a.scelicism of His followers, He
"emi)tied himself .... l)ecoming obedient even
unto death, yea, the death of the cross" (Phil 2 7 f
see Kexosis). '

The early discipl(>s practised the virtue of s(-lf-
surrender. Counting none of their })ossessions their

o A. .
o^\''». tlx-y save to the good of all (Acts

2. Acts of 2 44.45; 4 34.35.37). Stephen and
Apostles others threw th(>mselves into their

wdtnessing with the i)erfect af)andon of
the martyr; and Stejihen's successor, Paul, counted
not his life dear unto himself that he might finish the
Divinely apjwinted course (20 22-24).
The Epp. are permeated with the doctrine of

self-surrender. The Pauline Epp. are particularly
fi'll of it. The Christian life is con-

3. Epistles ceived of as a dving to self and to the
of Paul world—a dying with Christ, a cruc-i-

fixion of the old man, that a new man
may live (Gal 2 20; 6 14; Col 2 20; 3 3; Ilom
6 6), so that no longer the man lives but Christ liv(>s
in hnn (Gal 2 20; Phil 1 21). The Christian is
no longer his own but Christ's (1 Cor 6 19.20).
He ia to be a living sacrifice (Rom 12 1); to die
daily (1 Cor 15 31). As a corollary to surrender
to Cod, the Christian must surrender hims(4f to the
welfare of his neighbor, just as Christ i)leased not
Him.s(4f (Rom 15 3); also to leaders (1 Cor 16
10), and to earthly rulers (Rom 13 1).

In the Epp. of Peter self-surrend(>r is taught
more than once. Those who were once like sheep

astray now submit to the guidance of
4. Epistles the Shepherd of souls (1 Pet 2 25).
of Peter The Christian is to humble hiins(4f

under the mighty hand of God (5 6);
the younger to be subject to the elder (5 5); and
all to civil ordinances for the Lord's sake (2 13).

So also in other Epj). The Christ ian is to subject
himself to God (Jas 4 7; He 12 9).

EdW.VHD BA(iBY PoLL.\RD
SELF-WILL, self-wil' (]i2n, ragon; avGdSris,

nnlhddes): Found once in the OT (Gen 49 6, "In
th(-ir self-will they hocked an ox") in the death
song of Jacob (see Hock). The idea is found twicem the NT in the sense of "pleasing oneself": "not
self-willed, not soon angry" (Tit 1 7); and "daring,
self-willed, they tremble not to rail at dignities"
(2 Pet 2 10). In all these texts it stands for a
false pride, for obstinacy, for "a pertinacious ad-
herence to one's will or wish, csp. in ojiposition to
the dictates of wisdom or proprietv or the wishes
of others." Hknhy E. Dosker

SELL, SELLER, .sel'er. See Trade; Lydia.

SELVEDGE, sel'vej (Hi]!), kagah): The word
occurs only in the description of the tabernacle
(Ex 26 4; 36 11). It has reference to the ten
curtains which overhung the boards of the sanctuary,
live of these formed one set and five another.
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Those wore "coupled" at llie center I)y 50 loops of
blue coiiiUH'tcd hy ''clasps" ((i-v.) with."50 others on
th(! opposite side. The "selvedge" (self-edge) is

the extremity of the curtain in which the loops wv.ve.

SEM, sein (Stjja, ,S'r///) : AV from the Gr form of
Shem; thus RV (Lk 3 3()).

SEMACHIAH, sem-a-kl'a (^n^D^C , .fmakhyahfi,
"J(>h has sustained"): A Korahitc family of gate-
keepers (I Ch 26 7). Perhaps the same name
should be substituted for "Ismachiah" in 2 Ch
31 1.3 (see IIPX, 2<)l, 20.-)).

SEMEI, sem'e-I:

(1) (.V, we/x€i, Scim'i, V>, ZieAtffi, Sci/icci): One of
those who put. awiiy tiieir "strange wiv(>s" (I I']sd 9
o;i) = "Shimci" "of thesonsof Hashum" in Ezr 10 33.

(2) AV = RV"Semeias" (Ad Est 11 2).

(3) AVformof RV "Semein" (Lk 3 2G).

SEMEIAS, se-me-I'as (5^ A, SejAtCas, ScmeUiN;
B, 'Eniif.ias, Srmceias; AV Semei) : An anc(>stor of
Monh'cai (Ad Est 11 2) = '\Sluniei" (Est 2 5).

SEMEIN, se-me'in (X B, Sefjieeiv, Scmeem, A,
'2i\i.id, Sf/nec>, T R,'2,t\i.i\., Semel; A\' Semei): An
ancestor of Jesus in Lk's genealogy (Lk 3 2(>).

^
SEMEIS, seni'e-is (A and Fritzsche, StH-eis,

Soiiei.s; H, Sevcreis, ScnseU] AV Semis): One of tlie

Levites who i)ut away their "strange wiv(\s" (1 Esd
9 23) = "Shinu>i" in Ezr 10 23.

SEMELLIUS, se-mel'i-us: AV = RV Samellius
(q.v.).

SEMIS, se'n AV = RV Skmeis (q.v.).

SEMITES, seni'lts, SEMITIC, sem-it'ik,
RELIGION:
i. Ijil)lic<il Roforonccs
2. 'J'Ik; J'M\-(' Sons of Shorn
'.i. ()i-ifriiiul lloiiu! of ihv Semites
4. Confusion -willi Oilier Races
.5. Reliability of (i(>ti 10
(). Semitic; Ijant?uaKos
7. Semitic Helijiion

(1) Its Peculiar Tlicism
(2) Personalitv of (iod
QV) Its View of Nature
(4) Tli(> :Moral J3ein« of (iod

LiTKRATUKB

The words "Semites," "Semitic," do not occur in
the ]5ible, l)ut are derived from tlie name of Noah's

oldest scm, Slunn (Gen 5 32; 6 10:
1. Biblical 9 18.23 ff; 10 1.21 f; lllOf; 1 Ch
References 1). Formerly the designation was

liTnited to tho.se who are mentioned in
Gen 10, 11 as Shem's de.sc(>ndants, most of whom
can be traced historically and geographically; but
more recently the title has b(>en (expanded to apply
to others who are not specified in the liible as
Semites, and indeed are j)Iainly called Hamitic,
e.g. the Babylonians (Gen 10 10) and the Phoeni-
cians anfl Canaanites (vs LVIQ). The grounds for
the inclusion of these I5ib. Hamites among the
Semites are chiefly linguistic, although jxjlitical,

coirunercial and religious affinities are also con-
sidered. History and the study of comparative
philology, however, suggest the inadecjuacy of a
linguistic argmnent.
The sons of Shcm are given as Elam, Asshur,

Arpachshad, Lud and Aram (Gen 10 22). All
except the third have been readily identified, Elam
as the historic nation in the highlands E. of the
Tigris, between Media and Persia; Asshur as the
Assyrians; Lud as the Lydians of Asia Minor; and
Aram as the Syrians both E. and ^^'. of the

I']uphrat(>s. The greatest uncertainty is in the
identificati(jn of Arpachshad, the most prolific

ancestor of the Semites, esp. of tho.se
2. The of Bib. and more recent importance.
Five Sons From liim descended the; Hebrews and
of Shem the Arab tribes, probably also some

Ivist African colonies (Gen 10 24-

30; 11 12-2()). The form of his name ("TTZE-N,
'(irpdkli.shadh) has given endless ti'ouI)le to ethnog-
raphers. McCui-dy divitles into two woi-ds, A rpacli
or Arpath, unid(>ntified, and kemlh, the sing, of
kd.sdhn, i.e. the Clialda(>ans; Schrader also holds to
the Chaldaean interpretation, and the Chaldaeans
themselves traced their descent from Arpachshad
(.Jos, A)it, I, vi, 4); it has been suggested also to
interpret as the "border of the Chaldaeans" (BOB;
Dilhnann, in loc). But the historic, ordinary and
most satisfactory identification is with Arrapachilis,
N.E. of As.syi-ia at the h(>adwat(TS of the Upper Zab
in the Armenian highlands (so Ptolemy, classical
geographers, Ge.senius, Delitzsch). Delitzsch calls
attention to the Armenian termination shadh
[Comm. on Gen, in loc).

If we accept, then, this identification of Arpacli-
shad as the most northeasterly of the five Sent

families (Gen 10 22), we are still

3. Original faced by the problem of the primitive
Home of home and racial origin of the Semites.
the Semites Various theories of course have been

])roposed; fancy and surmise have
ranged from Africa to Central Asia. (1) The most
common, almost generally accepted, theory places
their beginnings in Arabia because of the conserva-
tive and primitive Semitic of the Arabic language,
the desert characteristics of the various bran(4ies
of the race, and the historic movements of Sem
tribes northward and westward from Arabia. But
this theory does not account for some of the most
significant facts: e.g. tliat the Sem developments of
Arabia are the last, not the first, in time, as nmst
have been the case if Arabia was the cradle of
the race. This theory does not explain the Sem
origin of the Elamites, except by denial; much
less does it account for the location of Arpach-
shad still farther north. It is not difficult to
luiderstand a racial movement from the moun-
tains of the N.E. into the lowlands of the South and
\\'est. liut how primitive Arabs could have mi-
grated ujihill, as it were, to settle in the Median and
Armenian hills is a much more difficult proposition.
(2) We must retin-n to the historic and the more nat-
ural location of the ancient Sem home on t hehillsides
and in the fertile valleys of Armenia. Thence the
eldest branch migrated in prehistoric times south-
ward to become historic Elam; Lud moved west-
ward into Asia Minor; Asshtir found his way down
the Tigris to become the sttn-dy pa.storal people of
the middle Me.sojxjtamian plateau imtil the invasion
of the Bab colonists and civilization; Aram found a
home in Upper Mesopotamia; while Aipachshad,
remaining longer in the original home, gave his
name to at least a part of it. There in the fertile
valleys among the high hills the ancient Semites
developed their distinctively tribal life, emphasizing
the beauty and close relationship of Nature, the
sacreflness of the family, the moral obligation, and
faith in a personal God of whom they thought as a
member of the tribe or friend of the family. The
confinement of the mountain valleys is just as
adequate an e.xplanation of the Sem traits as the
isolation of the oasis. So from the ])urer life of their
highland home, where had been developed the dis-
tinctive and virile elements which were to impress
the Sem faith on the history of mankind, increasing
nuiltitudes of Semites poured over the mountain
l)arri(M-s into the broader levels of the plains. As
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their own mount ;uu sprin-jjs ami torrents sought a

\va}' to the sea down tlic Tigris and Euphrates beds,

so the Sein tribes followed the same natural ways
into llieir future homes: Elam, l^abylonia, Assyria,

Mesopotamia, Arabia, Pal. Those who settled

Arabia sent further migrations into Africa, as well

as rebounding into tin; desert, west of the ]Miphrates,

Syria and Pal. Thus Western Asia became the

arena of Sem life, whose influences also reached

Egypt and, through Phoenicia, the far-away West-
Mediterranean.

While we may properly call Western and South-

western Asia the home of the Sem peoples, there

still remains tlie difficulty of separating

4. Confu- them (h-finitely from the otluT races

sion with among whom they lived. The historic

Other Bahylonians, e.g., were
_
Sem; y(>t

Races they disi)ossess(Ml an earlier non-Sem
peojile, and were themselves freciuently

invaded by other races, such as the Hittitc^s, and
even the Egyptians. It is not c(!rtain therefore

which gods, customs, laws, etc, of the Ba]\ylonians

were Sem, and not adopted from those whom they

superseded.

Assyria was racially purely Sem, but her laws, customs,
litcrafurc, and many of hi^r gods -wwii acquired from
Babylonia; to such an extent was this true that we are
indebted to tht! lil)rary of the Assyr Asshurbanipal for
miicli that we know of Bab religion, literature and his-

tory. In Syria also the same mixed conditions i)revailed,

for'through Syria by the fords of the lOiiphrates lay the
highway of tlie nations, and Hittite and Mitainiian at
times shared the land witii her, and left their influence.
Possibly in Arabia Sem blood ran purest, but even in
Arabia "there were tribes from other races; and the table
of the nations in Gen divides that land among the
descendants of both Ham and Shem (see Table of
N.\TioNs). Last of all, in Pal, from the very beginning of
its historic period, we find an intermingling and con-
fusion of races and religions such as no other Sem center
presents. A Ilamitic jx'ople gave one of its common
names to the country—Canaan, while the pagan and
late-coming Philistine!" gave the most used name—Pales-
tine. The archaic remains of Ilorite, AvMto and Hivito
arc being uncovered by exploration; these races sur-
vived in places, no doubt, long after the Sem invasion,
contributing their quota to the customs and religious
practices of the; land. The Hittite also was in the land,
holding outposts from his northi^rn empire, even in the
extreme soutla of Pal. If the blue eyes and fair complex-
ions of tlu! Amorites pictured on Egyp monuments are
true representations, we may believe that the gigantic
Aryans of the North had their portion also in Pal.

It is customary now in Bib. ethnology to dis-

regard the classification of Gen 10, and to group
all the nations of Pal as Sem, esp.

5. Reliabil- the Canaanite and the Plioenician

ity of along with the Hebrew. McCurdy
Gen 10 in the Standard BD treats the vari-

ous gods and religious customs of Pal

as though th(>y were all Sem, although uniforndy
these arc represented in the OT as perversions

and enormities of alien rac(>s wdiich the Hebrews
were conunandcd to extirpate. The adoption of

them woidd l)c, and was, inimical to their own
ancestral faith. Becuuise the Hebrews took over
eventually the laitguage of the Phoenician, appro-
priated his art and conveniences, did traffic in his

ships, and in Ahab's reign adopted his Baal and
Astarte, we are not warranted at all in rushing

to the conclusion that the Phoenicians represented

a primitive Sem type. Racial identification by
linguistic argument is always precarious, as history

clearly shows. One might as well say that Latin
and the gospel were Saxon. There are indications

that the customs and even the early language of the
Hebrews were different from those of the people
whom they subdued and disjiossesscid. Such is the
consistent tradition of their race, the Bible always
emphasizing the irreconcilable difference between
their ancestral faith and the practices of the people
of Canaan. We may conclude that the reasons for

disregarding the classification of Gen with reference

to the Semites and neigliboring races are not final.

Out from that fruitful womb of nations, the Cau-
casus, the Semites, one branch of the Caucasian
yieoples, went southwest ward— as their cousins

the Hamites went earlier toward tlu; South and
as their younger relatives, the Aryans, were to

go northward and westward—with marked racial

traits and a pronouiu'cd religious development, to

play a leading part in the life of num.

The phrase Sem Languages is used of a group of

languages which havfs mai-ked features in common, which
also set them oil from other languages.

R «;pmiHp l^iit we nuist avoid the; unneccssiuy
"• '^'=^'^^"^

inference that nations using the same or
Languages kindred languages are of the sanu; ancestry.

There are otlu'r explanations of linguistic

atflnitv than racial, as the Indians of Mexico may speak
Spanish, and the ( iermans of Milwaukee, Knghsh. So also

neighboring or inU^rmingled nations may just as naturally
have us(!d branches of the Sem language stock. However,
it is true that the nations whicli were truly Sem used lan-

guages wliich are strikingly akin. Tlii>se have been
grouped as (1) Kastern Sem, including Bab aiid Assyr;

(2) Northern, including Syriac and Aranuiic; C-V) Western,
including CJanaanite, or Phoenician, and Hebrew, and
(4) SoiUhern, including Arabic, Sabaean and Ktliiopic

(cf Geden, Intro to the Ileb Biblf, 14-2S). The dis-

tinctive features of this family of languages are (1) the
tri-literal root, (2) the consonantal writing, vowel indica-

tions being unnec(\ssary so long as the language was
sj)oken, (3) the meager use of moods and tenses in verbal
inflection, every action being graphically viewed as

belonging to one of two stages in time: completed or

incomplete, (4) the paucity of parts of speech, verlj and
noun covering nearly all the relations of words, (.")) the
friKpient ns(! of internal change in the infUx-tion of words,
e.g. the doubling of a consonant or the change of a vowel,

and (6) the use of certain letters, called "serviles," as

prefixes or suffixes in inflection; these; are parts of pro-

nouns or the worn-down residua of noims and pariicl(!s.

The manner of writing was not imiform in these; lan-

guages, Bab and Assyr be'ing ide^ographic and syllabic,

anel written from left to rigiU, while Aram., Heb and Arab,
were alpliabetic and written from right to le-ft. The
primitive; fe)rms and infle-ctions of the group are best pre-

seu-ve-d in the Aral), by re;ason of tlie conservatism of tho
de'sert peoples, and in the; Assyr by the sudden destruc-

tion of that empire; and the burial of the re'cords e)f that

language in a comparative-ly pure state, to be brouglit

back to light by 19tli-cent. exploration. All the char-

acteristics given above are clearly manifest in the Heb
of the OT.

In the study of Sem Religion there are two
tendencies towarel erre)r: (1) tlie Western prag-

matical and iinsymi)athctic overtaxing

7. Semitic of oriental Nature-symbols and vividly

Religion imaginative speech. Because the Sem-
ite used the figure of the rock (Dt 32

4.18.30) in describing Ciod, or pe)etically conceived

of the storm-cloud as Jeh's chariot (Ps 104 3), we
nuist not be led into believing that his religion was a

savage animism, or that Jeh of Israel was only the

Zeus of the Greeks. How shoukl an imaginative

child of Nature speak of the unseen Spiritual Pe)wer,

except in the richest anale)gies of Nature? (2) The
second error is the tendency te) treat the accretions

acciuired by contact with other nations as of the

e.ssence of Sem religion, e.g. the golden calf folleiwing

the Egyp bondage, anel the sexual abominations of

the Can. Baal and Astarte.

The primitive and distinctive behefs of the Sem
peoples lie still in great uncertainty because of the

long association with other pet)ples, wlu)se practices

they reaelily tewk over, anel because of the lack of

records of the primit ive perioels of Sem development,

their origin anel dispersie)n among the nations being

prehistoric. Our sources of information are the

Bab and Assyr tiiblets and me)mnnents, the Egyp
inscriptions, Phoen histe)ry, Arabian traditieins anel

inscriptions, anel primnpally the OT Scriptures.

We can never know perhaps how much the pure

Semitism of Babylonians anel Assyrians was divert eel

and corrupted by the developeel civilization which

they invadeel anel appre)priateel; Egypt was only

indirectly affected by Senu life; Sem elevelopmetit

in Arabia was the latest in all the gre)up, besides

which the monuments and reste of Arabian antiquity
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which have come down to us are comparatively few;
and the I'hoen development was corrupted by the
sensuality of the ancient Canaanitish cults, while
the Bible of the Hebrews emi)hatically differentiated

from the unwholesome reli^!,ions of Pal their own
faith, which was ancestral, rev(>aled and pure. Was
that 15ible failii the ))rimitive Sem cult? At least

we must take the Heb tradition at its face value,
finding in it the prominent features of an ancestral
faith, preserved through one branch of the Sem
group. We are met frequently in these Heb records
bj^ the claim that the religion tliey present is not a
new d(>velopment, nor a thing apart from the origin

of their race, but rather tlie preservation of an
ancient worship, Abraham, INIoses and the prophets
ai)pearing not as originators, but reformers, or
revivers, who sought to kec^p their people true to an
inherited religion. Its elemental features are the
following

:

(1) It was -pronouncedly theistic; not that other
religions do ncjt affirm a god; but the th(Msm of
the Semites was such as to give their religion a
unique place among all others. To say the least, it

had th(^ germ of or tlie tendency toward monotheism,
if we have not sufficicnit evidence to afhrm its mono-
theism, and to rate the later polytheistic rei)resenta-
tions of Babylonia and Assj-ria as local perversions.
If the old view that Sem r(>ligion was essentially
monotheistic be incapable of proof, it is true that
the necessary develoi)nient of their concept of God
must ultimately arrive at monotheism. This came
to verification in Abram the Hebrew, Jesus the
Messiah (Jn 4 21-24) and Mohannned the false

prophet. A city-state exclusively, a nation pre-
dominantly, worshipped one god, often through
some Nature-symbol, as sun or star or clement.
With the coming of world-conquest, intercourse and
vision, the one god of the city or the chief god of
the nation became universalized. The igtKjrant

and materialistic Hebrew might localize the Clod of

Israel in a city or on a hilltop; but to tlie spiritual

mind of Amos or in the imiversal vision of Isaiah
He was Jeh, Lord of all the earth.

(2) Closely related to this high conception of

Deity was the apparently contradictory but really

polott idea of the Deily as a personality. The
Semite did not grossly materialize his God as did
the savage, nor vainly abstract and etherealize

Hiin and so eliminate Him from the experience of

man as did the Greek; but to hinr God universal was
also God personal and intimate. The Hebrew ran
the risk of conditioning the spirituality of God in

order to maintain His real personality. Possibly
this has been the most potent element in Sem
religion; God was not far from every one of them.
He came into the closest relat ions as father or friend.

He was the companion of king and priest. The
affairs of the nation were under His immediate care;

He went to war with armies, was a partner in har-

vest rejoicings; the home was His abode. This
conception of Deity carried with it the necessary
implication of revelation (Am 3 8). The office,

message and power of the Heb prophet were also the
logic^al consequence of knowing God as a Person.

(;-5) lis peculiar view of Nature was another
feature of Sem religion. God was everywhere and
always present in Nature; consequc^ntly its sym-
bolism was the natural and ready expression of His
nature and presence. Simile, parable and Nature-
marvels cover the pages and tablets of their records.

I'nfortunatelj^ this pcjctic conception of Nature
quickly enough afforded a ready path in which
wayward fec^t and carnal minds might travel

toward Nature-worship with all of its formalism
and its degrading exc^esses. This feature of Sem
religion offers an interesting commentary on their

philosophy. With them the doctrine of Second

Causes received no emphasis; God worked directly
in Nature, which became to them therefore the
continuous arena of signs and marvels. The
thunder was His voice, the sunshine reflected the
light of His countenance, the winds were His mes-
sengers. And so through this imaginative view of

the world the Semite dwelt in an enchanted realm
of the miraculous.

(4) The Semite believed in a God who is a moral
being. Such a faith in the nature of it was certain to
influence profoundly their own moral deyelopment,
making for them a racial character which has been
distinctive and persistent through the changes of

millenniums. By it also they have impressed
other nations and religions, with which they have
had contact. I'he CH is an expression of the
moral issues of theism. The Law and the Prophets
of Israel arose out of the conviction of God's right-

eousness and of the moral order of His universe (Ex
19 5.6; Isa 1 16-20). The Decalogue is a con-
fession of faith in the unseen God; the Law of Holi-
ness (Lev 17-26) is equally a moral code.

While these elemcmts are not absent altogether
from other ancient religions, they are ])ronouncedly
characteristic of the Sem to the extent that they
have given to it its permanent form, its large devel-
opment, and its primacy among the religions of

the human race. To know God, to hear His eternal

tread in Nature, to clothe Him with light as with
a garment, to establish His throne in righteousness,

to perccnve that holiness is the all-pervading atmos-
phere of His i)resence—such convictions were bound
to affect the life and progress of a race, and to con-
secrate them as a nation of priests fcjr all mankind.

Literature.—For discussion of tlie details of Sem
peoples and religions reference must be made to the par-
ticular articles, such as Arpach.siiad; Ebkk; Abraham;
Hammitrabi; As.syria; Babylonia; Baal; Ashtoreth;
Asherim; ISIoloch; Che.mosh; Chiun; Israel, IJeli-
GioN OF, etc. The lit. on the subject is vast, interesting?
and far from conclusive. Few of the Bible Diets, have
arts, on this particular subject; reference should bo
made to those in the Standard and in the HDH. vol V,
both by ISIcCUirdy; "Semites" in Catholic Enr .skims the
surfaced; arts, in Ivtcrnational Enc are good. In OT
Theologies, Davidson, pp. 249-52; Schultz, ch iii of vol
I; Kiehm, Alttcalamrntliche Theologie; Delitzsch, Psy-
choloj/i/ of the OT. For language see Wright's Compara-
tive Grammar of Sem Languanes. For history and reli-

gion: Maspero's three vols; McCurdy, HPM; Ilommel,
Ancient Ileb Tradition, and Sem, VGlker u. Sprarhi:;
Jastrow, Comparative Sem, Religion; Friedr. Delitzsch,
Babel u. Dibcl; W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites.

Edward M.a.ck
SENAAH, se-na'a, scn'a-a (HSJO, .fnu'ah; B,

^Saavd, Sddttn, 2avavdT, Sanattdt, A, Savavd,
Satiaiid, Sevvad, Sottiad, 'Acrdv, Hasan') : The
children of Senaah are mentioned as having formed
part of the company returning from the captivity

with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2 35; Neh 7 38). The
ntimbers vary as given by Ezr (3,630) and Neh
(3,930), while 1 Esd 5 23 puts them at 3,330. In
the last place the name is Sanaas, AV "Annaas"
(Bj 2a/xa, Samd, A, ^avdas, Pandas). In Neh 3 3
the name occurs with the d(>f. art., ha-senaah. The
people may be identi<;al with the Benjamite clan

Ha.ssenuah (1 Ch 9 7). Oiiom speaks of Magdal-
senna, a village abotit 7 miles N. of Jericho, which
may be the place intended; but the site is not
known. W. Ewing

SENATE, sen'at, SENATOR, sen'a-ter: In
Ps 105 22, "teach his senators [RV "elders"]

wisdom." The Heb is IpT , zdken, "elder" (LXX
7rpe(r(3vT€poL, presbuteroi) . In Acts 5 21, "called the
council together and all the senate of the children of

Israel." The Gr yepovala, gerousia, is here evidently

used as a more precise equivalent of the foregoing

"coimcil" {avvibpLov, sunedrion), to which it is added
by Kal, kal, explicative. Reference is had to the
Sanhedrin. See Sanuedrin. This term gerousia
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ocfurs in EXX Ex 3 10, etc, und in 1 Miirc, 12 (i;

2 Mucc 1 10; 4 44 ol' the suprcnu! council of the

Jews (s(H^ ( JovKii.NMKN'i')- I'l 1 Miicc 8 15; 12 'A,

(iovXevT-qpiov, boiil<i(ttri(i>i , is used of llie lioin senate,

which is said to consist of ;)2() nieinbers nieetiufj;

daily, consult injj; always for the people, to the end

that th(\v may be well jioverned. These statetncnts

are not (iuite accvu-ate, since the senate consisted nor-

mally of .'500 members, and met not daily, but on call

of tlu> majiistrates. ()i-i<j;inally, like the (jcrouaui of

the Jews, the representatives of families and clans

{(/fiilcs), the senators were subseciuently the ex-

ma^ist rates, su])plemented, to complete the tale of

members, by lepn^sentat ives of jxitrician (in tiniealso

of plcb(Man') families selected by the censor. The
tenure.wasordinarily for life, thoufih it mi^ht b(> ter-

minated for cause; by tluu^ensor. Althoujj;h constitu-

tionally the senate was only an advisory l)0(h% its ad-

vice (soKitiis cn}ixiiUin>i, (tuctoritan) in fact l)ecame in

time a mandate; which few dared to disregard.

Durin<i; the republican i)eriod the senate practically

rulcMl Home; under the empire it tended more and
more to b(>come the creature and subservient tool of

the emperors. \\'illia:\i AiiTuru IIeidel

SENEH, se'ne (HIC , trench; Scwd, Senna):

This was the name attaching to the southern of

the two preat cliffs Ix^tween wdiich ran the s<'i"gG

of Michmash (1 S 14 4). The name means
"acacia," and may have been given to it from the

thorn bushes growing upon it. Jos (BJ, V, ii, 1)

mentions the "plain of thorns" near Gabathsaul.

We may lu^ar an echo of the old name in that of

Wddi/ Suurinit, "valley of the little thorn tree,"

the name by which the gorge is known today.

The (diff must have stood on the I'iglit side of the

wddy; set; Bozkz. Conder gives an excellent

descrii)tion of the place in Tent Work in Pal, II,

112-14. W. Ew^iNO

SENIR, se'nir ('T'?to , s'mr; "Zavdp, Sane'tr):

This was the Amorite name of Mt. Ilermon, accord-

ing to Dt 3 9 (AV "Shenir"). But in 1 Ch 5 23;

Cant 4 8, we have S(uiir and Hermon named as

distinct mountains. It seems probable, however,

that Scnir applied to a definite part of the Anti-

Ivebanon or Hermon range. An inscription of

Shahnanes(n- tells us that Ilazael, king of Damascus,
fortified Mt. Senir over against Mt. Lebanon. So
in Ezk 27 o, Senir, whence the Tyrians got planks

of fir trcvs, is set over against Lebanon, wliere cedars

were obtained. The Arab geogra]ihers give the

name Je1)el Sanir to the part of the Anti-Lebanon
range whi(;h lies between Damascus and Homs
(Yakut, c 1225 AD, quoted by Guy le Strange in

Pal under the Moslems, 79. He also (juotes Mas'udi,

943 AD, to the effect that Baalbek is in the district

of Senir, 295). W. Ewing

SENNACHERIB, se-nak'er-ib (niin;p , san-

herihli; SewaxriptCix, Sennachereim, Assyr Sin-akhi-
(r6a,"themoon-go(l Sin has increased the brothers"):

Sennacherib (704-682 BC) ascended the throne of

Assyria after the death of his father Sargon.
Appreciating the fact that Babylon woukl be
difhcult to control, instead of endeavoring to

conciliate the peoi)le he ignored them. The Baby-
lonians, being indignant, crowned a man of humble
origin, ^L•uduk-z!'lkir-shum by name, lie ruled

only a month, having been driven out by the irre-

pressible Merodach-baladan, who again appeared
on the scene.

In order to fortify himself against Assyria the
latter sent an embassy to Hczekiah, apjjarently for

the purpose of inspiring the W. to rebel against

Assyria (2 K 20 12-19).

Sennacherib in his first campaign marched into

Babylonia. He found iM(!rodach-l)aladan in-

trenched at Kish, about, 9 miles from Babylon, and
def(;ated him; after which he entered the gates of

Babylon, which had been thrown open to him. He
placed a Babylonian, named Bel-ibni, on the
throne.

This campaign was followed by an invasion of the
country of the Cassitc^s and lasubigalhums. In his

third cam{)aign he dircicted his attention to the W.,
where the people had become restless under the
As.syr yoke. H(!zekiah had been victorious ov(!r

the Philis (2 K 18 S). In preparation to with-
stand a siege, Hezekiah had built a conduit to bring

water within the city walls (2 K 20 20). Although
strongly opposed by the prophet Isaiah, gifts were
sent to l']gypt, whence assistance was promisesd

(Isa 30 1-4). Apparently also the Phoenicians
and Philis, wdio had been sore pressed by Assyria,

had made provision to resist A.ssyria. The first

move was at Ekron, where the Assyr governor Padi
was i)ut into chains and sent to Hezekiah at

Jerus.

S(>nnacherib, in 701, moved against the cities in

the W. He ravaged the environs of Tyre, but made
no attempt to take the city, as he was without a

naval force. After Elulaeus the king of Sidon fled,

the city surrendered without a battle, and Ethbaal
was appointed king. Numerous cities at once sent

presents to the king of Assyria. Ashkelon and
other cities were taken. The forces of Egypt were
routed at Eltekeh, and Ekron was destroyed. He
claims to liave con(|uered 40 strongholds of Heze-
kiah's territory, but he did not capture Jerus, for

concerning the king he said, in his annals, "him-
self like a bird in a cage in Jerus, his royal city, I

l)enncd him." He states, also, how he reduced his

territory, and how Hc^zckiah sent to him 30 talents

of gold and 800 talents of silver, besides hostages.

The Bib. account of this invasion is found in

2 K 18 13—19 37; Isa 36, 37. The Assyr account
differs considerably from it; but at the same time
it corroborates it in many details. One of the

striking parallels is the exact amount of gold which
Hez(;kiah sent to the Assyr king (see Expos T,

XII, 225,405; XIII, 326).

In the following year Sennacherib returned to

Babylonia to put down a rebellion by Bel-ibni and
Merodach-baladan. The former was sent to

Assyria, and the latter soon afterward died. Ashur-
nadin-shum, the son of Sennacherib, was th(>n

crowncMl king of Babylon. A campaign into Cili-

cia and Cappadocia followed.

In 0)94 Sennacherib attacked the Elamites, who
were in league wdth the Babylonians. In revenge,

the Elamit(!S invaded Babylonia and carried off

Ashur-nadin-sluun to Elam, and made Nergal-

ushezib king of Babylon. He was later captured

and in turn carried off to Assyria. In 691 Sen-

nacherib again directe<l his attention to the S., and
at Khalute fought with the combined forces. Two
years later he took Babylon, and razed it to the

ground.
In 081 Sennacherib w^as murdered by his two

sons (2 K 19 37; see Sharezkh). Esar-haddon
their younger brother, who was at the time con-

ducting a campaign against Ararat, was declared

king in his stead. A. T. Cl.\y

SENSES, sen'siz: The tr of aiae-nr-rjpiov, aisthe-

terioii (He 5 14, "those who by reason of use have
their senses exercised to discern good and evil").

The word means, i)rimarily, the seat of the senses,

the region of feeling; in the LXX of Jer 4 19, it

represents the Heb klr, "the walls of the lieart" (see

RV), and is used to denote the internal sense or

faculty of i)erceiving and judghig, which in He 5
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14 is regarded as hccomin;:; perfected by use or
exeiTise^(cf Epli 4 12f; 1 Tim 4 7; 2 Bet 3 IS).

Ill 2 Esd 10 ;j() we IiaA'e "Or is my seiis(! deceived,
or my soul in a dream?" Lat .sc//,s»,s-, Iktc "mind"
ratluT than "scnise." W. L. \Valkeu

SENSUAL, seii'shw-al (»l/t)xi,K6s, psxchikos, "ani-
mal," •'natural"): Bib. psychology has no Ens.
equivalent for this Gr original. Man subject to the
lower appetites is (rapKiKds, sarkikos, "fleshly"; in

the communion of his spirit with (lod h(> is irvev-

fiaTLKbs, pneAimntikos, "spiritual." Between the two
is the i^vxv, ptiucht', "soul," the center of his jier-

sonal beino;. This cf/o or "I" in each man is bound
to the si.)irit, th(^ higher nature; and to the body or
lower nature.

The soul (.nsiicht) as tlio soat of tlu> s(mis('s, desires,
afTec'tioiis, appetites, i)assions, i.e. th(! lower animal
nature common to man witli tlu^ l:)easts. was fiislint^uislied
in tlio P.vtliaKorean and l^latonic pliilosopliy from the
higher rational nature (nous, pncuma).

Th(> subjection of the soul to th(! animal nature is

man's debasement, to the spirit indwelt of God is his
exaltat ion. The Eiig. equivalent for psuchikos, "psy-
chic," does not exjiress this debasement. In the
NT "sensual" indicates man's subjection to self and
self-interest, whether animal or hitelleetual—the
selfish inan in whom the spirit is degraded into sub-
ordination to the debased psuche, "soul." This
debasement may bo (1) intellectual, "not wisdom
.... from above, but .... earthly, sensual"
(Jas 3 15); (2) carnal (and of course moral), "sen-
sual, having not the Spirit" (Jude ver 19). It

ranges all the way from sensuous self-indulgenc<>
to gross immorahty. In the utter subjection of the
spirit to sense it is the utter (exclusion of God from
the lif(>. Hence "the natural [psuchikos] man re-

ceive! h not the things of the; Spirit of God" (1 Cor
2 14). The term is (H]uivalent to "the mind of the
flesh" (Rom 8 7) which "is not subject to the law
of CJod." Se(> Psychology. Dwkuit M. Pratt

SENT (H-'Tp, sliCdah; airoa-TiWu), apostellu):

"Sent" in the ()T is the tr of shdlah, "to s(>nd" (of

presents, messengers, etc, iUm 32 18; 44 3; Jgs
6 14; 1 K 14 (i; Est 3 Hi; Prov 17 11; Jer 49
14; Ezk 3 'r, 23 40; Dnl 10 11; Ob ver 1); of
skluh, Aram. (Ezr 7 14; Dnl 5 24); o( shiUuhhii,
".sending" (Ex 18 2); in the NT of apostellu, "to
send off" or "away," "to send forth" (Jn 9 7, "th(>

pool of Siloam [which is by interpretation. Sent]");
cf Lk 13 4; Neh 3 15, "the pool of Siloah," RV
"Sh(4ali"; Isa 8 6, "the waters of Shiloah that go
softly," where LXX has Siloam for Heb shiloah, "a
.sending," which, rather than "Sent," is the original

meaning—a sending forth of waters. See Siloam.
"Sent" is also the tr of apostolos, "one sent forth"
(the original of the familiar word "apostle"); in Jn
13 IG, "one that is sent" (m "Gr 'an apostle' "); cf

He 1 14. \V. L. Walker

SENTENCE, sen'tens: Eight Hel) and three Gr
words are thus tr'' in AV. Sonietim(>s it jioints to a
mystery (Dnl 5 12; 8 23); then again to the con-
tents of the Law (Dt 17 11); then again to the
idea of judgment (Ps 17 2) or of a judicial sen-
tence (2 Cor 1 9; Lk 23 24), or of judi(;ial advice
(Acts 15 19, ARV "judgment").

SENUAH, se-nu'a, sen'tl-a (HX^Zp
, s'niCah): In

AV "A Benjamite" (Neh 11 9); iiV has "Has-
senuali," transliterating the def. art. AV is to be
[ireferred (cf 1 Ch 9 7).

SEORIM, se-o'riin, se-or'iin (D"'lbTp , s'^orlm):

The name Ijorne bv one of the (post-exihc) priestly
courses (1 Ch 24 <S).

SEPARATE, sep'a-riit: The tr of a number of
Heb and Gr words, b~3 , hadhal (Lev 20 21, etc),
and acpopfgw, aphorizo (Alt 25 32, oic), b(>ing the
most common. "To sej)arate" and "to conse-
(Tat(>" were; originally not distinguished (e.g. Nu 6
2 m), and probably the majority of the uses of
"separate" in EV connote "to set apart for God."
But precisely the same term that is used in this
sen.se may also denote the exact opposite (e.g. the
use of 7ul.zar in Ezk 14 7 and Zee 7 3). See
Holy; Nazihite; Saixt.

SEPARATION, sep-a-ra'shun : In the Pent the
word nidilah spcjcially points to a state of cere-
monial uncleanne.ss (Lev 12 2.5; 15 20ff; Nu 6 4f?-
12 13; 19 21). Eor a d(>scription of the "waterof
purihcation," used for ckninsing what was cere-
monially unclean (Nu 19), see Heifeh, Red; Un-
cleanxess. For "separation" in the sense of nezer,
see Nazihite.

SEPHAR, se'far: Only in Gen 10 30 (HnSO

,

fpharuh, "toward Sei)har"), as the eastern limit
of the territory of the sons of Yoktaii (Joktan).
From the similarity betwecMi the nam(>s of most of
Yoktan's sons and the names of South Arabian
towns or districts, it can hardlv be doubted that
Sephar is represent(,'d by the Arab. Zafur. The
appropriat(mess of the site seems to outweigh the
discrepancy between Arab, z and Heb s. But two
important towns in South Arabia bear this name.
The one lies a little to the S. of San'a'. According
to tradition it was founded by Shammir, one of the
Sabaean kings, and for a long time served as the
royal seat of the Tubbas. The other Zafur stands
on the coast in the district of Shihr, E. of Hadra-
maut. The latter is probably to be accepted 'as the
Bib. site. A. S. Fulton

SEPHARAD, se-fa'rad, sef'a-rad (TISP
,
fpha-

rwlh)
: Ment ioned in Ob ver 20 as the place of cap-

tivity of certain "captives of Jerus," but no clear
indication is given of locality. Many conjectures
have been made. The Tg of Jonathan identifies
with Spain; hence the Spanish Jews are called
Sephardim. Others (Pusey, etc) have connected
it with the "Cparda" of the Behistun In.scription,
and some have even identified it with "Sardis."
The now generally accept(>d view is that which con-
nects it with the "Saparda" of the Assyr hiscrip-
tions, though whet h(T this is to be located to th(! E.
of Assyria or in Northern Asia Minor is not clear.

See Schrader, Cuneiform Inscriptions, II, 145-46;
Sayce, HCM, 482-84; arts, in DB, IIDB, EB, etc.

James Ohh
SEPHARVAIM, .s<>f-ar-va'im, se-far-va'im

(3"'1"1??
) fpharwaijini; Setjxjjapoxidin, S( phpharoii-

fiini, Seircjjapovdin, Seppharoudim, Se-ir-

1. Formerly <j>apovv, Seppharorhi, S€Tr<j>apouji.dLv,

Identified Seppharounidin, 'Eir(()apovdt[A, Eppha-
with the roudim, ^itr^apii^i, SeppJuireim, the
Two Baby- first two being t he forms in MSS A and
Ionian B rc^spcM-tively, of the passages in K, juid
Sippars the last two in I.sa) : This city, men-

tioned in 2 K 17 24; 18 34; 19 13;
Is.a 36 19; 37 13, is generally identified with the
Sip{p)ar of the Assyr-Bab inscriptions {Zimhir m
Sum(Tian), on the Euphrates, about 16 miles S.W.
of Bagdad. It was one of the two great seats of the
worship of the Bab sun-god Samas, and also of the
goddesses Istar and Anunit, and .seems to have had
two principal districts, Sipjiar of Samas, and Sippar
of Anunit, which, if the identification were correct,
would account for the dual termination -ayim., in
Heb. This site is the modern ''Abu-Habbah, which
was first excavated by the late Hormuzd Ilassam in
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ISSl, ;uul has furnished an ciiorinoiis uuinhcr of in-

scriptions, SOUK" of Ihcni of (li(> hi^ihcst iinporlancc.

B('si(l(>s 11h> fad- that (he deities of th(> t\v() cities,

,Sipi)ar and Sei)iiarvaiin, are not t ii(> same, it. is to

he noted that in 2 K 19 13 tlie kinji;

2. Difficul- of Se])harvaim is referred to, and, as

ties of That far as is known, tlic Bal) Si[)i)ar never

Identifi- had a kiTiji; of its owti, nor had Akkad,

cation with which it is in i)art i(h'n(ihed, for

at least 1,200 years Ix'fore Sennaelieril).

Th(^ fact that Hal)yk)n and Cuthah heacl the hst of

cities mentioned is no indication that Sei)hcirvaim

was a Bab town—the composition of the hst, hidecnl,

poiTits the oth(>r way, for the name comes after Ava
and Hamath, imi)lvins that, it Liv hi Syria.

Joseph Hak'vy therefore suggests (ZA, II, 401 ff)

that it shoukl i)e i(h>ntified with th(^ Rihraim of

]v/,k 47 1(), between Damascus and
3. Another Ilamath (the dual implying a^ frontier

Suggestion town), and tlu; same as the Sahara'in

of the Bab Clironicle, tluTc referrcnl

to as having been captunnl by Shahnaneser. As,

however, Sabara'in may be read Samara'in, it is

more likely to have been tlu; H<>b Shorn'ron (Sa-

maria), as pointed out by h'ried. Delitzsch.

LiTEUATURK.—Soo Scliriulor, COT, I, 71 f; Kittcl on
A'; Dillmann-lvittolon /.s<i, ad lo<;.; IIDB,s.v.

T. CI. PixruES
SEPHARVITES, se'fiir-vlts, se-fiir'vits (="^11?9

,

fph(irinni): In 2 K 17 'M, the hihabitants of

Sephahvaim (q.v.), planted by the king of Assyria

in Samaria. They contimied thcn-e to burn their

children to their native gods.

SEPPHORIS, sef'6-ris: A city of Galilee, tak(-n

by Josephus {Vila, IX, Ixvii, 71) and later de-

stroyed by the son of Varus {Ant, XVII, x, !)).

SEPTUAGINT, sep'tii-a-jint:

I. Tmporta.vci:
II. X\ME

III. Tkadition-ai. Oricin
1. Letter of Aristeas
2. Evitlon(;e of Aristobiilus and Philo
3. Later Accretions
4. Criticism of tlie Aristeas Story
ri. Dato
6. Credibility

IV. Evidence of Prolocue to^Sirach
V. Trax.smission of the LXX Text

1. Early (yorruption of the Text
2. Official Itovisioii of Hebrew Text c 100 AD
3. Adoption of LXX by (Miristians

4. Alt(Tnativo 2d-Centiiry Greek Versions
5. Aquila
6. Th(>()dotion
7. Syininachus and Others
8. Origen and the Hexapla
9. Hexaplaric Manuscripts

10. Recensions Known to Jerome
11. Hesychian Recension
12. Luclanic Recension

VI. Rkconstructio.m of LXX Text; Version's,
Manuscripts and 1'rinted Editions
1. Ancient Versions Made from L.XX
2. Manuscripts
3. Printed Texts
4. Reconstruction of Original T(>xt

VII. Xumber, Titles and Order of Hooks
1. Contents
2. Titles
3. Bipartition of Books
4. Groupinj; and Order of Books

VTTT. Characteristics of the Version and Its (Com-

ponent Parts
1. Groui)ing of Books on Internal Evid(Mice

(1) The Hexateiich
(2) The "Latter" Prophets
(3) Partial Version of the Former" Propliets

(4) The "Writings"
(.5) The Latest I^XX Translations

2. General Characteristics
IX. Salient Differences isetwekn Greek and

Herrew Texts
1. Secpience
2. Subject-Mattcr

Literature

/. Importance.—The Or VS of tht^ OT commonly
known as the Sejjtuagint holds a iuii(|ue ])l;ice

among translations. Its importttnce is manj'-

sided. Its chief vtdtie lies in the fact that it is a

\'S of a Ileb text earlier bv abotit a milleimitun than

the earliest (kited Ileb MS extant ('.)!() AD), a VS,

in partitailar, ])rior to tin; formal rabbinical revi-

sion of the Ileb which took i)lace (;arly in tlie 2(1

C(!nt. AD. It stipplies tlui materials for the nn-on-

struetion of ;in older form of the Ileb than the MT
rei)rodue(Ml in our modern Bibles. It is, mor(^over,

a i)ione(^ring work; there w:is ])r()bably no precedent

in the world's histtny for :i stories of translations

from one kmguage into another (ju so (>xt.ensive :i

scale. It was the first ;it tempt to reproduce the

Ileb Script tires in another tongue. It is one of tlu;

outstiunhng results of the breaking-down of hiter-

national barri(>rs by the contiuests of Alexander the

Great and the di.sscminati(m of the Gr language,

which were fraught with such vital conseciuences

for the history of religion. The cosmopolitan (^ity

which he fotuided in the D(>lta witnesstnl the first

attempt to bridge the gtilf between Jewish and Gr
thought. Th(! Jewish c;)nmiercial settlers at Alex-

andria, forced by circumstances to abandon their

language;, chmg t(niaciously to their ftiith; and the

tr of the Scrii)tiu-es into their adopted language,

I)rodtic(>d to meet their own needs, had the ftulher

result of introdticing the outside world to a knowl-

edge of their history and r(>ligion. Then came the

most moment Otis event in its history, the start ing-

pohit of a new life; the tr was taken over from tin;

Jews by the Christian church. It w;is the Bibk; of

most writ (>rs of the NT. Not only are 1 he majorit y
of their express citations from Scrii)ftn-e borrowed

from it, but their writings contain numcTous
reminiscences of its langutige. Its words are house-

hold words to them. It laid for them the fotmda-

tions of a new religious terminology. It wtis a

potent weapon for missionary work, and, whtMi

VSS of the Scrii)tures hito other languagt>s became
necessary, it was in most etises the LXX and not

the IIeb"^from which they were made. Preeminent

among these daughter VSS was the Old Lat which

preceded the Vtilg. Jerome's VS, for the most part

a direct tr from the Heb, was in jiortions a mere
revision of the Old Lat; our Prayer-book VS of the

Psalt(>r i>reserves i)eculiarities of the LXX, trans-

mitted through the medium of the Old Lat. The
LXX was also the Bil)le of the early Gr Fath(>rs,

and heli)ed to mold dogma; it furnished i)roof-

texts to both ])arti(\s in the Arian controversy. Its

language gives it another strong claim to recog-

nition. Uncouth and unclassical as much of it

appears, we now know that this is not wholly dtie

to the hampering effe^cts of translation. _ "Biblical

Gre(>k," once considered a distinct species, is now
a rather discredited term. The hundreds of con-

temporary i)ai)yrus records (letters, business and
l(>gal documents, etc) recently discovered in Egypt
illustrate much of the vocabulary atul grammar and
go to show thtit many so-called "Hebraisms" were

in truth integral parts of the koint,ov "common
language," i.e. the international form of Gr which,

since the time of Alexander, replaced the old dia-

lects, and of which the spoken Gr of today is the

lineal descendant. The VS was made for the

populace and written in large measure in the l:in-

gutige of their everyday life.

//. Name.—The name "Septuagint" is an abbre-

viation of I ntcrprelalio secundum (or juxla) Scp-

tuaginla seniorrs (or viros), i.e. the Gr tr of the OT
of which the first instalment was, according to the

Alexandrian legend (see III, below), contribut(>d

by 70 (or 72) elders sent from Jerus to Alexandria

for the purpose at the reciuest of Ptolemy II. The
legend in its oldest form restricts their labors to the

Pent, I)ut they were afterward credited with the

tr of the whole Bible, and btifore the 4th cent, it
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Septuagint

had become customary to apply the title to the
whole collection: Aug., De (Hv. Dei, xviii.42,

"(luoruni interpretatio ut .Sej)tuaginta vocetur iam
ohtiiuiit consuetude)" ("whose tr is now by custom
called the Sei)luagint"). The MSS refer to them
under (he abbreviation ol o', hoi o' ("the seventy"),
or ot 0/3', hoi oh' ("the seventy-two"). The "Sep-
tuagint" and the abbreviated form "LXX" have
been the usual designations hitherto, but, as these
are based on a now discredited legend, they are
coming to be replaced by "the OT in Greek," or "the
Al(>xandrian version" with the abbreviation (S.

///. Traditional Origin.—The traditional account
of the tr of the l\mi is contained in the so-called
let t er of Aristeas ((-dd Gr text, P. Wendland, T(!ubner
series, 1900, and Thackeray in the App. to Swete's
Intro to the OT in (Ir, 1900, (>tc; Wendland's sections
cited below appear in Swete's hdro, ed 2; ET by
Thackeray, Macmillan, 1904, re[)rinted from JQR,
XV^ 337, and by H. T. Andrews in Charles's Apoc-
rypha and Pseudepigrapha of the OT, II, 83-122,
Oxford, 1913).
The writer professes to be a high official at the

court of Ptolemy Philadelphus (280-247 BC), a
Greek interest (>d in Jcnvish antiquities.

1. Letter of Addressing his brother Philocrates
Aristeas he describes an embassy to Jcjrus on

which he has recently been sent with
another courtier Andreas. According to his narra-
tive, Demetrius of Phalerum, a prominent figure
ill later Athenian history, who here api)ears as tlu;

royal librarian at Alexandria, convinced the king
of the importance of securing for his library a tr
of the Jewish Law. The king at the same time,
to propitiate the nation from whom he was asking
a favor, consent (>d, on the suggestion of Aristeas, to
liberate all Jewish slaves in Egypt. Copies follow
of the letters which passed between Ptolemy and
Eleazar, the high priest at Jerus. Ptolemy requests
Eleazar to select and dispatch to Alexandria 72
elders, proficient in tlie Law, 6 from each tribe, to
und(»rtake the tr, the imjjortance of the task re-
quiring the services of a large number to secure an
accurate VS. Eleazar compli(!s with the request
and the names of th(; selected translators are ap-
pended to his letter.

Thoro follow: (1) a detailed description of votive
ofTerings sent by PtoUmiy for tlie tempk;; (2) a sketch of
Jerus, the t('iii[)l(> and its services, and the geography
of Pal, d()ul)tlcs.s reflecting in part the impressions of an
eycnvitness and giving a unifiue picture; of the Jewish
ca|)ital in the; Ptolemaic era; (15) an exposition by Eleazar
of portions of the Law.

The translators an-ive at Alexandria, bringing
a copy of the Law written in letters of gold on rolls

of skins, and are honorably received by Ptolemy.
A sev(!ii days' banquet follows, at which the king
tests the proficiency of each in turn with hard ques-
tions. Three days later Demetrius conducts them
across the mole known as the Heptastadion to th(!

island of Pharos, where, with all necessaries pro-
vided for their convenience, they complete their
task, as by a miracle, in 72 days; wc are expressly
told that their work was the result of collaboration
and comparison. The completed VS was read by
Demetrius to the JewLsh community, who received
it with enthusiasm and begged that a copy might
be intrusted to their leaders; a solemn curse was
l)ronounced on any who should venture to add to or
subtract from or make any alteration in the tr.

The whole VS was then read aloud to the king who
expres.sed his admiration and his surprise that Gr
writers had remained in ignorance of its contents;
he directed that the books should be preserved with
scrupulous care.

To Ket beside this account we have two pre-
Christian allusions in Jewish writings. Aristobulus,
addressing a Ptolemy who has been identified as

Philometor (182-140 BC), repeats the statement
that (he Pent was tr'' under Philadelphus at tlu; in-

stance of Demetrius Phalereus (Eus(>b.,
2. Evidence Pmcp. Ev., XIII, 12.0(346); but the
of Aristo- genuineness of the passage is doubt f ul.

bulus and If it is accepted, it appears that some
Philo of the main feature's of the story were

beli(>ved at Al(>xandria within a cent ury
of the date assigned by "Aristeas" to the tr. Philo
(Vit. Moys, h.-^ff) r<!peats the story of the s(>nd-
nig of the tran.slators by Eleazar at the request
of Philadelphus, adding that in his day the com-
I)letion of the undertaking was celebratenl by an
annual festival on the isle of Pharos. It is improb-
able that an art ificial production like the Arist (vis

letter should have occasioned such an anniversary;
Phik)'s_ evidence seems therefore; to rest in part
on an independent tradition. His ae'count in one
particular j^ave^s the way fe)r later ae-cre'tions; he
hints at the inspiration of the translate)rs and the
miracubus agreement of their separate VSS: "The;y
proi)hesied like men possessed, nejt one in one way
and one in another, but all ]n-odue-ing the same
words and phrases as though some unseen iire)mpter
were at the ears of each." At the end of the 1st
cent. AD Je)s include-s in his Antiquities (XII, ii,

1 ff) large i)or(ie)ns of the lette;r, which he j^ara-
phrase>s, but de)e;s ne)t embellish.

_
Christian writers ae'cepted the story withe)ut sus-

picion and arnplified it. A catena of their evielenu'o

is given in an Appendix to Wenel-
3. Later lanel's ed. ^Fhe fe)llowing are the;ir

Accretions principal adelidons to the narrative,
all clearly baseless fabrications.

(1) The translators worke>d independently, in separate
cells, and produceel ide'iitical versions, Pte)lemy proposing
this test of their trustwe)rtlHne'ss. So Ireniaeus, Clement
of Ale^xandria, Augustine, the Chroniron J'tisc/ude and the
Cohortalio ad Graecos (wrongly atlriljuteel to Justin);
the autlior of the last work asserts tliat ho had seen
the ce'lls and heard the tradition on the spot. (2) A
modification of this le>gcnd says that the translators
worke-el in pairs in 36 ce'lls. So Epiphanius (d. 40;i AD),
and later <J. Syncellus, Julius Pollux and Zonaras.
Ii^piphanius' account is the most detailed. Tlio trans-
lators were locked up in sky-lighted cells in i)airs with
attendants anei shorthand writisrs; each pair was in-
trustenl with one book, the books were then circulated,
and 36 identical VSS of the whole Bible, cane)nical and
apocryphal books, were produceel; Ptolemy wrote
two le;tters, one asking for the original Scriptures, the
se'cond for translators. (,3) This story of the two
embassies appears already in the 2el cent. AD, in Justin's
Apuloaij, anel (4) tlie extension of ttie translators' work to
the Prophe!ts or the whole) Bible recurs in the two Cyrils
and in Chrysostom. (',) The miraculous agre'cment of the
translators proveKl them to l)e no less inspired than the
authors (Irenaeius, etc; cf Philo). (6) As regards
date, Clement of Alexandria quote's an alternative tra-
elition referring the VS back to the time of the first
Ptolemy (322-28,") BC); wliilo Chrysostom brings it

down to "a hunelrcd or me)ro years [elsewhere "not
many years"] be'fore the coming of Christ." Justin
absurdly states that Ptolemy's embassy was sent to
King Herod; the Chronicon J'anchale calls the high priest
of the time Onias Sime)n, brother of Eleazar.

Jerome was the first to hokl these later inventions
up to ridie'ule, ce)ntrasting them with the okler and
more se)ber narrative. They indicate a growing oral
tradition in Jenvish circles at Alexandria. The
origin of the lege^nd of the miraculous conseinsus of
the 70 translateirs has bee-n reasemalily sought in a
passage in Ex 24 LXX to whie'h Epijihanius expressly
refers. We there read of 70 elders of Israel, not
heard of again, who with Aaron, Nadab and Abihu
form a link between Moses and the people. After
reciting the Be>e)k of the Covenant Moses ascends
to the top of the mount; the 70, however, ase-end

but a little way and are bidden te) worship from afar:

according to the LXX text "They saw the pjae'e

where the God of Israel stooei .... and of the
elect of Israel not one perished" (vc^r 11), i.e. they
were privileged to escape the usual effect of a vision
of the Deity (Ex 33 20). But the vb. used for
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"jxTish" ((liiiplioiu hi) was uiicoininoii in tins sense;

"not one disaKreetl" would 1)0 Iho obvious nu>:ininfi;

hence apparently llie les^'inl ^'f <•!« a^nH'nient of

the translators, the Lit(>r intermediaries between

Moses and Israel of the Dispersion. When the

translations were recited, "no difference was dis-

coverable," savs l-'.iMphanius, using the same vb.

Cave-dwellings in the island of Pharos ])robably

uccouTit for the legend of the ec'lls. A curious

phenomenon has recently suggested that there is

an element of truth in one item of Epiphanuis' ob-

viously incredible narrative, viz. the working of

the translators in pairs. The Gr books of Jer and

Ezk fall into two nearly equal i^sirts, apparently the

workof separate translators (sec VIII, 1, [2], below)

;

while in I'.x, Lev and Pss orthograi^hical details hidi-

cate a similar division of the books for clerical pur-

poses. There was, it seems, a primitive custom of

transcribing each book on 2 sejiarate rolls, and in

the case of Jer and Ezk the j^ractice goes back to

the time of tr (JTS, IV, 24") ff, 398 ff; IX, 88 ff).

Beside the later extravagances, the story of

Aristeas appears comparatively rational. Yet it

has long been recogniz(>d that much of

4. Criticism it is imhistorical, in jiarticular the pro-

of the fessed date and nationality of
_
the

Aristeas writer. Its claims to authenticity

Story were demolished by Dr. Hody two
centuri(>s ago (De bibllorvm tcxtibm

originallhus, Oxon., 1705). Clearly the writer is not

a Creek, but a Jew, whose aim is to glorify his race

and to disseminate information about their sacrfnl

books. Yet the story is not wholly to be rejected,

though it is difficult to disentangle truth from fiction.

On one side his veracity has since llody's time been

esta))lished; his court titles, technical terms, ^epis-

tolary formulae, etc, reappear in Egyp papyri and
inscriptions, and all his references to Alexandrian

life and customs are probably equally trustworthy

(§§ 28, 109 ff, measures to counteract the ill effects

ui)on agriculture of migration from country to town

;

§ 167, treatment of informers [cf § 25]; § 175 recep-

ticm of foreign embassies [cf § 182]). The import of

this discovery has, however, since its announcement

by Lombroso {Rccherches sur Vcconomie polUique

de VEgypte, Turhi, 1870), been somewhat modified

by the new-found papyri which show that Aristeas'

titles and formulae are those of the later, not the

earlier, Ptolemaic age.

The hitter was used by Jos and probably known
to Philo. IIow much earlier is it? Schiirer {IIJP,

II, iii, 309 f [GJV\ III, 608-16]), rely-

5. Date ing on (1) the questionable Aristobuliis

passage, (2) the picture drawn of Pal

as if still und(>r Ptolemaic rule, from which it i)assed

to the Seleucids c 200 BC, argued that the work

could not be later than that date. But it is hard

to believe that a fictitious story (as he regards it to

be) could have gained credence within little more

than half a century of the period to which it relates,

andWendland rightly rejects so ancient an origin.

The following indications suggest a date about

100-80 BC.
(I) Manv of Aristeas' formulae, etc (sec above),

only canu; 'into use in tlie 2d cent. BC (Strack, lihein.

Mus LV, KiSff; Tliackeray, Arixtcas. ET, pp. 3, 12).

(2) The later Maccal)(!an a^e or the eiul of the 2d cent.

BC is suggested bv some of the t ranslalors' names (Wend-
land xxvi), and (:5) by the independent position of the

hi<'h priest. (1) Some of Ptolemy's ((uestions indicate

a totteriiiK' dynasty (§187, etc) . (5) The writer occasion-

ally forttets liis role and distinguishes between his own
tinio and that of Philadelphus (§§ 28, 182). (6) He
appears to borrow his name from a Jewish historian of

tli(! 2d cent. BC and to wish to pass off the latter's

history as his own (§ 6). (7) He is guilty of historical

inaf^curacios concerning Demetrius, etc. (8) The pro-

logue to the Or Ecclus (after 132 BC) ignores and
contradicts tlie Aristeas story, whereas Aristeas possibly

used this prologue (Wc^ndland, x.xvii ; cf Hart, Ecclu.s in

(jrtf.k, 1909). (9) Tlie imprecation upon any who should

alter th(> tr (§ 311) points to divergences of text which
Hie Wfiler dc^sired to clu'ck; cf § •'')7. wlier« lie seems to
insist on tlie correctness of tlie LXX text of Ex 25 22,
"gold of jnire gold," as against the Jlel). (10) Allusions
to current ([iticisms of tlie Pent (§§ 128, Ml) prc«U|)poso
a familiarity with it on tln^ |)art of non-.lewish readi>r.s

only explica'lile if the EXX had long been current. (11)

Yet details in the (ir ortliography preclude! a date much
later than 100 BC.

The ])robable amount of truth in the story is

ably disctissed by Swet <; {Inlro, 16-22). The follow-

ing statements in the letter may he
6. Credi- accepted: (1) The tr was jn-oduced :it

bility Alexandria, as is conclusively proved
by Egv]) influence on its language.

(2) The Pent was tr'' first and, in view of tin; homo-
geneity of St vie, ;is a whole. (3) The Cr Pent goes

back tothefirst half of the 3(1 cent. BC; the .style is

akin to that of tlie 3d-cent. pa])yri, and the Gr Gen
was used by the HeUenist Demetrius toward the

end of the cent. (4) The Ileb rolls were brought

from Jems. (5) Possibly Philadelphus, the patron

of literature, with his religious impart iahty, may
Jiave countenanced the work. But the as.sertion

that it owed its inception wholly to him and his

librarian is incredible; it is known from other sources

that Demetrius Phalereus did not fill the office of

librarian under that monarch. The language is that

of the i)eople, not a literary style suitable to a work
])roduced under royal i)atronage. The imixirtation

of Palestinian translators is likewise fictitious. Dr.

Swetc acutely observes that Aristeas, in stating

that the tr wtis read to and welcomed by the Jewish

community before being i)resent(!d to the king, un-

consciously reveals its true origin. It was no doubt
])roduced to meet their own needs !)y the large

Jewish colony at Alexandria. A demand that the

Law should be read in the synagogues in a tongiu!

"tinderstanded of the people" w;is the originating

impulse.

IV. Evidence of Prologue to Sirach.—The int cr-

esting, though in jilaces tantalizingly obscure, ])ro-

logue to Ecclus throws light on the progress made
with the tr of the remaining Scriptures before the

end of the 2d cent. BC
The translator dates his settlement in Egypt, during

which he produced his VS of his grandfat tier's work,
as "th(i 38th year uiuUr Euiu-getes the king." The
words have been the subject of controversy, but, with
tiie majority of critics, we may interpret this to mi'an

the 38th year of Euergetes II, reckoning from the
beginning (170 BC) of his joint reign with Pliilometor,

i e. 132 BC. Euergetes I reigned for 2.5 years oaly.

Others, in view of the superfluous preposition, suppose
that the age of the translator is intended, but the cum-
brous form of expression is not unparalk'led. A recent

explanation of the date (Hart, Ecclus in Or) as the 38th
year of Philadelphus which was also the 1st year of

Euergetes I (i.e. 247 BC) is more ingenious than con-

vincing.

The prologue implies the existence of a Gr \'S of

the Law, the Prophets and "the rest of the books."

The translator, cravhig his readers' indulgence f<)r

the imiierfections of his own work, due to the tliffi-

culty of reproducing Ileb in Gr, adds that others

have experienced the same difficulties: "The Law
itself and the proj^hecies and the rest of the books

have no small diffidence when spoken in their origi-

nal language." From these words we may und(>r-

stand that at the time of writing (132-100 BC)
Alexandrian Jews possessed Gr \'SS of a large part

(probably not the whole) of "the Prophets," and

of some of "the Writings" or Ilagiographa. For

some internal evidence as to the order in which the

several books were tr'' see VIII, below.

V. Transmission of the LXX Text.—The main

value of the LXX is its witness to an older Heb
text than our own. But before we can reconstruct

this Ileb text we need to have a pure Gr text before

us, and this we are at i)resent far from possessing.

The Gr text has had a long and complex history of
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1. Early
Corruption
of Text

its own. Used for coiiturics by I)()th Jews and
Christians it underwent corruption and interpo-
lation, and, notwithstanding the multitude of
materials for its restoration, the original text has
y(>t to l)e recovered. W'c are much more certain
of the ipsissiina verba of the NT writers than of the
original Alexandrian VS of the OT. This does not
apply to all portions alike. The Gr Pent, e.g., has
survived in a relatively pure fcjrm. But everywliere
we have to be on our guard against interpolations,
sometimes extendhig to whole paragraphs. Not
a verse is without its array of variant readings.
An indication of the amount of "mixture" which
has taken place is afforded by the numerous "doub-
lets" or alternative renderings of a single Heb word
or i)hrase which appear side by side in the trans-
mit ted text.

_
Textual corruption began early, before the Chris-

tian era. \Vc have seen indications of this in the
Iett(>r of Aristeas (III, 5, [9J above).
Traces of corruption api)ear in Philo
(e.g. his comment, in Quis Rer. Div.
Her. 56, on Gen 15 15, shows that al-
ready in his day tapJuh, "buried," had

become fraphei.s, "mirtured," as in all our AISS);
doublets already exist. Himilarlv in the NT the
author of Pie (piotes (12 15) a"^ corrupt form of
the Gr of Dt 29 IS.

But it was not. until the beginning of the 2d cent.
AD that the divergence between the Gr and the

Palestinian Heb text reached an acute
2. Official stag(\ One cause of this was the r(;vi-

Revision of sion of the Heb text whi( h took place
Hebrew about this time. No actual record
Text c 100 of this revision exists, but it is beyond
AD doubt that it originated in the rab-

binical school, of which Rabbi Akiba
was the chief rei)resentative, and which had its
center at Jamnia in the years following the destruc-
tion of Jerus. The Jewish doctors, their temple in
ruins, concentrated their attention on the settlement
of the text of the Scriptunw which remainetl to
them. This school of eminent critics, precursors of
the Massoretes, besides s<!ttling outstanding ques-
tions concerning the Canon, laid down strict rules
for Bib. interpretation, and in all probability estab-
lished an official text.

But another cause widened still farther the dis-
tance between the texts of Jerus ami Alexandria.

This was the adoption of the LXX
3. Adoption by the Christian church. When Chris-
of LXX by tians began to cite the Alexandrian VS
Christians in jjroof of their doctrines, the Jews

began to quest ion its accuracy. Hence
mutual recriminations which are reflected in the
pages of Justin's Dialogue toilh Trypho. "They
dare to a.ssert," says Justin {Dial., ds), "that the
interpretation produced by your seventy elders
under Ptolemy of Egypt is in some jioints inaccu-
rate." A crucial instance cited by the Jews was
the rendering "virgin" in Isa 7 14, where they
claimed with justice that "young woman" would
be more accurate. Justin retaliates by charging
the Jews with deliberate excision of passages favor-
able to Christianity.
That such a(!cusations should be made in tho.se

critical years was inevitable, yet there is no evi-
dence of any material interpolations

4. Alterna- having becsn introduced by either
tive 2cl- party. But the Alexandrian VS, in
Century view of the revised text and the new
Greek and stricter canons of interpretation,
Versions was felt by the Jews to ho, inadequate,

and a group of new translations of
Scripture in the 2d cent. AD supplied the demand.
We ])ossess considerable fragments of the work of
three of these translators, viz. Aquila, Symmachus

and Theodotion, besides scant v remnants of further
anonymous VSS.

The earliest of "the three" was Aquila, a proselyteto Judaism, ami, like his NT namosLke, a nalivc of
J ()iitiis. He flourished, according to

5. Aquila fd>i|>haiiius (whoso account of these later^ translators ni his De nuns, et pond i.s not
:!« AT-.N ,

^v''ioll.v trustworthy), under Hadrian (117-
.iS AD) and was related to that emperor; tluu-e is noprobabdity ni Epiplianius' further statement that
1 adrian nitrusted to Aduila the superintendence of
t he bmldmg of Aeha Capitolina on X\w site of .Jemsthat there he was converted to Christianity by Christianexiles rcturmng from Pella, but that refusiiig to aband nastrology he was excommunicated, and in nm-iig,. tt nied

VsvffThJnT ''^
wV'"^.^^

a bias against C^hristiaidly in his

i\t-,l
^^

^?T-- •
^\i''iV-^ certam is tliat hv. was a pupil of

tl e new rabbinical .schoo. in particular of liabbi Akiba
(9..-l,l;, AD) and tliat his VS was an attempt to repro-duce exactly the revised official text. Tlu; rc'sult was anextraordinary production, unparalleled in Gr lit if it

?uti,rf/^''T?^u ""•''?': ,^'1'^*^ category at all. No jot ortittle of the Heb might bo neglected: uniformity in the trof eacli Heb word niiistbe preserved and tlie etymologicalkmship of di ferent Heb words represented. Such were
hT.*; ?n

his leaxiing principk^s. The op.-ning w(,rds of

J'^i ,/-?.®?i,^ }^ "''"^^ ^® rendered: " In lu>ading foundedGod ^vlth the heavens and with the earth." " Headinsr"or summary ' was selected because the Heb word forbeginning was a derivative of "head" "Witli"represents an untranslatable word (M</,) prefixed to the
accu.satiy-e case but mdistinguishabh^ from th(> preposi-
tion with llie Diyine Name (the tetragrammaton)was not trd, but written in archaic Ili-b cliaracters " Aslave to the letter," as Origen calls him, his work has
aP.tly been descrilKid by a modern writer as "a colossalcrib" (Burkitt, JQR, October, 189(5, 207 If). Yet it! wasa success. In Origen's time it was used bv all JewsIgnorant of Heb, and continued in use for several cen-
turies: Justinian expressly sanctioned its use in thesynagogues (.Woo.. 146). Its lack of style and violation
of tlio laws of grammar were not due; to ignorance of
Irr, of winch the writer shows, in vocal)ulary at least aconsiderable command. Its importance lay and lies
(so far as It is preserved) in its exact n>i)roduction of the
rabbinical text of the 2d C(-iit. AD; it may be regarded
as the begmmng of the scientific study of the H(!b Scrip-
tures. Though 'a bold attempt to displace the LXX "
It cojiinot be charged with being intentionally antagonistic
to Christianity. Of the original work, preyiously known
only from extracts in MSS, some palimpsest fragments
were recovered from the Cairo Genizah in 1897 and
edited by P. C. Burkitt (Fragment.^ of the Book-, of
Kings, 1897) and by C Taylor (Saying., of the Jewish
f ai/icr.s- 1897; I/eh-Gr Cairo Genizah J'alimpscsls. 1900)
I he student of Swete's OT will trace Aqnila's unmistak-
able style in the footnotes to the Books of S and Jv the
older and shorter B text in those books has constantly
been supplemented in the A text from Aquila. A longer
si)ecimen of his work occurs in the Gr Keel which has
no claim to be regarded as "Septuagint"; JeroiiH! re-
fers to a second ed of Aquila's VS, and the (ir Keel is
perhaps his first ed of that book, made on the basis of an
unrevi.sed Heb text (Mc.Veile, Intro to Keel Cambridge
1904, App. I). The suggested identification of Aquila
with Onkelos, author of the Tg of that name, has not
been generally accepted.

Epiphanius' account of the dates and history of
Theodotion and Symmachus is untrustworthy He

seems to have reversed their order, 'prob-
6. Theodo- ''^'''y '"i«lc(l by the order of the tr^ in the
ti„--

columns of the Hexapla (see below). He""" also apparently confused Aquila and Theo-
dotion in calling the latt(!r a native of Pon-

tus. As regards date, Theodotion, critics art; agreed
preceded Symmachus and i)robably flourished under m'
Aurelius (101-80), whereas Symmachus hved under C!om-
modus (180-92); Irenaeus mentions only the VSS of
Aciuila and Theodotion, and that of Symmachus had in
his day either not b(;en produced or at least not widely
circulated. According to the more credible account of
Irenaeus, Theodotion was an Ephesian and a conyert to
Judaism. His VS constantly agrees with the EXX andwas rather a revision of it, to bring it into accord with
the current Heb text, than an indei)endeiit work. The
supplementing of lacunaein the LXX (due partly to the
fact that the older VS of some books did not aim at
completeness) gave scope for greater originality. These
lacunae were greatest in Job and his VS of that book wasmuch longer than the LXX. The text of Job printed
in Swete's ed is a jiatchwork of old and new; the careful
reader may detect the Theodotion portions by translit(>ra-
tions and otlK^r iK!Culiariti<«. Long extracts from Theo-
dotion are i)r(!seryed in cod. Q in Jer. As regards the
additional matter contained in LXX, Theodotion was
inconsistent: he admitted, e.g., the additions to Dnl
(Siis, Bel and the Three), but did not apparently admit
the non-canonical books as a whole. The church
adopted his Dnl in place of the inadeciuate LXX VS
whi(-h has survived in only one Cir MS; but the date
when the change took place is unknown and the early
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history of tlic two Or texts is obscure Tli(>odot on s

rcmliTinKs have been found in writui^s before Ins tune

(incliKlinir the N'l'), und it is reasoniil)l.v conjectuted

I teven l,,-f,,rellie-<l eent. A I) t he LXX text had been

di^earded und tluit 'IM,eo(h.t ion's VS ,s but/a worlyn^;

over of an older alternative \ S. Theodotion s fiee

from tlie l)arl)arisnis of A<|uila, l)Ut is addirted to

translit.'ratu.n. i.e. tlie re,)ro<hicli.)n of Ilel) words in

(r letters. His reasons for this halm are not ulwaNs

clear; iKiiorauce of lleb will nol account for all (cf \ 111,

^jjesille^'Tlie two VSS pnxluced by, and Driinarily

intended for, .lews was a third, presumably to meet
""

the needs of a Jewisli Christian sect who

7 qvmma- were dissatislied with Uw. LXX. /y">-
'• ^ymnTci

„^.^,.,j„^ i,s author, was, according to the
chus and more trustworthy uccomU, an Ebionite,

Others who also wrote a comm. on Ml, a copy of

which was fiiven to Ori^en by ,Juliaiia,_a

I'ldv who received it from itsauthor (Euseli., //A', \ 1, lO-

Kpiplianius' description of him as a Samaritan convert

lism may be reject.-d. The dab; of his work, as

abov.; stated, was probably the rel^Ml of Commodus
n SO-02 \0). In one respect the VS resembled Aciuila .s,

in'its'faithtul adlierence to the ,.r„.s(.of the current llel>

text- its style, however, which was flowmt,' and hteiaiy,

was 'a revolt a^-ainst Aduila's monstrosities It seems .)

have l>een a recast in^' of Aciuila's \ S, with free us,; (f

Ih LKX and Theodotion. it carried fartjier a tend-

'micv apparent in the J.XX to reliiic away the antliro-

^^"(iV";'hri;;;'"uier''>lSS- discovered by Origen (on. at

Nicopolis in Givece, one at Jc>richo) and known from

their position in the llcxapla as Qumta. .S,uta, and

S p\ima, httlo is known, /ri.ere s no/'.'-'^f»V,\" f/'''?"!^
that thev embraced tin; whole OT. /^''"'«,"

\^<';'"'^V
V^"

ized bv Field as the most elegant of the (.r \^^'• .|;;V:
Burkit-thasdiscuss.Kl -the .so-calUnl Qun.ta of 4 K ngs

hi PS/i 1 lune l'.)02. The (Miristian origin of Scrta be-

travs ilscaf in ilab 3 i:^ ("Thou went est forth to. save

thy people for tlu' sake of [or "by"! Jesus thy anointed

One").

Those later VSS i)l:iv u larse part in the history

of the text of the LXX. This is due to the labors

of the fir(>atest LXX scholar ot an-

8 Origen ticitiity, the celebrated Origen of Alex-

and the tuuh'ia, whose active life covers the

Hexapla first half of the .3d cent. Oiagen

frankly recognized, and wished Chris-

ti'ins to recognize, the merits of the later VSS, and

tlie divergences between the LXX and the current

Ileb He determhied to ])rovide the church with the

materials for ascertahiing the true text and mean-

hi"- of the OT. With this obj(-ct he set liims(-it to

le'irn Ileb—a fetit probably uni^recedented among

non-Jewish Christians of that time—and to collect

the later VSS. The idea of using these VSS to

amend the LXX seemed to him an inspiration:

"By the gift of God we found a remedy for tlie di-

vergence' in the copies of the OT, namely to ii«; the

other editions as a criterion" (Co?h???. on Mt 15 14).

The magnum opus in which he embodied the results

of his labors w;is known as tlie Hexapla or 'six-

column" edition. This stupendous work has not

survived; a frtigment was disc-overed toward the

end of the 19th cent, in the Ambrosian Library at

Milan (Swete, Intro, Gl ff) and another among th(>

Cairo Genizah palimpsests (ed C. Taylor Cam-

bridge 1900). The material was arranged in six

ptirallel columns conttiining (1) the current Heb

text (2) the same in Gr let ters, (3) tlie ^ S "f -\niiil=\

(4) that of Svmmachus, (5) that ot the LXX,_ (6)

that of Theodotion. The text was broken up into

short clauses; not more than two words, usually one

onlv stood in the first column. The order of the

coltimns doubtless rei)resents the degree of conform-

ity to the Heb; Aquila's, as the most faithful, heads

the VSS, tmd Svmmtichus' is on the whole a revi-

sion of Aqtiila as Theodotion's is of the LXX. But

Origen was not content with mer(4y collating tlie

VSS; his aim was to revise the LXX and the 5th

column exhibited his revised text. The basis oi it,

was the current Alexandrian text of the 3d cent. AD;

this was supplemented or correct ed where nec^cssary

by the other VSS. Origen, however, deprecatei

alteration of a text which had received ecclesiastical

sanction, without some indication of its extent, and

th(> construction of tht; .'^tli column jiresented diffi-

cult i(>s. There were (1) numerous cases of words

or i)aragrai)lis cont tuned in the LXX but not m the

Heb, which (;ould not l>e wholly rejected, (2) cases

of omission from the LXX of words in the Heb,

(3) cases of p;irai)hnise ;ind minor divergences,

(4) v;iri:itions in the order of words or chapters.

Origen here h:id recourse to a syst(>m of critical

signs, hiveiited and employed by the grammarian

Aristarchus (3d cent. BC) in his ed of Homer.

Passages of the first class were left m the text, but

had i)refixed to them an obelus, a sign of which the

origin.al form was a "si)it" or "spear," but figtiring

in LXX MSS as a horizontal line usually with a

dot above and a dot below (-:-); other _varieti(>s

m.(. __^ __^ oo; the sign in Aristarchus indicated

c(>nsure, in' the Hexapla the doubtful authority of

the words which followed. The close of the obe-

lized passage w;is marked by iha metobelus, a colon

(:), or, in the Syr VSS, a maU(>t (y)- Passages

niisshig in the LXX were stipi)lied from one of the

other VSS (Aquila or Theodotion), the beginning

of the extract being marked by an asterisk (>?(•)—

a sign used by Aristarchus to express si)ecial ap-

l)roval—the close, by the metohelus. Where LXX
and H(>b widelv diverged, Orig(>n occtisionally gave

two VSS, that of a Ititer transkitor under an asterisk,

that of LXX obelized. Divergence in order w;is

met by transposition, the Heb order being followed;

in Prov, however, the two texts kept their respective

order, the discrepancy being hidicated by a com-

bination of signs. I\Iinor sui)posed or real cor-

ruptions in the Gr were tacitly corrected. Origen

])roduced a minor edition, the Tetrapla, without

the first two columns of the larg(!r work. The
Ileptapla and Octapla, occasionally mentioned,

appear to be alternative names given to the Hexti-

])la at points where the number of columns was

incretised to receive other fragmentary VSS. Thi.s

gigantic work, which according to a reasontible esti-

mtite must have filhnl 5,000 leaves, was probably

never copied in exlenso. The original was pre-

served for some centuries in the library of Pamphilus

;it Caesarea; there it was studi(Kl by Jerf)me, and

thither came owners of Bib. MSS to collate their

copies with it, as we learn from some interesting

notes in our uncitd MSS (e.g. a 7th-cent. note aj)-

pended to Est in cod. S). The Library jirobably

]x>rished c G38 AD, when Ctiesarea fell into the

hands of the Sanicens.

But, though the whole work was too vast to be

copied, it was a simple ta.sk to copy the 5th column.

This task was performed, ])artly in

9. Hexa- prison, by Ptimphilus, a martyr in the

piaric MSS Diocletian persecution, and his friend

Eusebius, the great bishop of Caesarea.

Copies of the "Hexaplaric" LXX, i.e. Origen's doc-

tored text with the critical signs and perhaps occa-

sional notes, were, through the initiative of these

two, widely circulated in Pal in the 4th cent. Natu-

rally, however, the signs became unintelligibl(> in

a text detached from the parallel columns which

explained them; scribes neglected them, and copies

of the doctored text, lacking the prectuitionary

symbols, were multiplied. This carelessness has

wrought great confusion; Origen is, through others'

fault, indirectly responsible for the i)roduction of

MSS in which the current LXX text and the later

VSS tire hopelessly mixed. No MSS give the

Hexa]ilaric text as a whole, and it is preserved in a

relatively pure form in very few: the uncitils G and

M (Pent and some historical books), the cursives

86 and 88 (Prophets). Other so-called Hexapkiric

MSS, notably cod. Q (Marchalianus: Proph.) pre-

serve fragments of the 5th and of the other columns

of the Hexapla. (For the Syro-Hexaplar see below,

VI, 1.) Yet, even did we possess the 5th column
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entir(>, with the coinijlctc^ ;ii)paratiis of signs, wo
should not have "tlie original LXX," but merely,
after removing the asterisked passages, a text

current in the; 3d eent. The fact has to l)e empha-
sized that Origen's gigantic work was framed on
erroneous principles. He assumed (1) the j)urity

of the curr(>nt lleh text, (2) the corrujition of the
currcTit LXX text where it deviated from tlic Ileh.

The modern critic recognizes that the LXX on the
whole presents the older text, the divergences of

which from the II(>h are largely attriijutablc to an
official revisicm of the latter early in the Christian
era. He recognizes also that in some books (e.g.

Job) the old Gr \'.S was only a partml one. 'I'o

reconstruct the original text he must therefore have
recourse to otluT auxiliaries be.side ()rig(>n.

Such assist ance is partly furnished by two oth(>r r<>-

censions made in the century after Origen. Jerome
{Prnef. in Faralipp.; A Adv. Ruf., ii.27)

10. Recen- states that in the 4th cent, three re-

sions censions circulated in different parts of

Known to the Christian world: "Alexandria and
Jerome Egypt in their Septuagint acclaim

Hesychius as tlunr authority, the region
from Constantinople to Antioch approves the copies

of Lucian the martyr, the intermediate Palestinian
])rovinces read the MSS which were promulgated
by Eu.se})his and Pamphilus on the basis of Origen's
labors, and the whole world is divided between these
three varieties of text."

Hesychius is probably to be identified with the
martyr bishop mentioned by Eusebius (i/.^, VHl,

13) along with another scholar martyr,
11. Hesych- Phileas bishop of Thmuis, and it is

ian Re- tliought that these two were engaged
cension in prison in r(>vising the Egyp text at

the time when Pamphilus and Eusebius
were employed on a similar task under similar con-
ditions. How far existing MSS i)reserve the He-
sychian recension is uncertain; agreement of their

text with that of Egyp VSS and Fathers (Cyril

in ))articular) is the criterion. For the Pro])h(>ts

Ceriani has identified cod. Q and its kin as Ile-

sychian. For the Octateuch N. McLean {JTS, II,

3()()j finds the Ilesvchian text in a group of cursives,

44, 74, 7C), 84, 106, 134, etc. But the first hist al-

ments of tlu; larger Cambridge LXX raise the
question whether cod. B (Vaticanus) may not itself

be Hesychian; its text is more closely allied to that
of Cyril Alex, than to any other patristic text, and
the consensus of these two witnesses against the
rest is sometimes (Ex 32 14) curiously striking.

In the Psalt(>r also Ilahlfs (Septuaginta-Studiot,

2. Heft, 1907, 235) traces the Hesychian text ni B
and j)artialh' in S (Sinait.). Cf von Soden's theory
for tlie X'^T and see Text and MSS of the NT.
The Lucianic recension was the work of another

martyr, Lucian of Antioch (d. 311-12), probably
with the collal)oration of the Hebraist

12. Lucianic Dorotheus. Tlu^re are, as Hort has
Recension shown, reasons for associating Lucian

with a "Syrian" revision of the NT in

the 4th cent., which became the dominant tyi)e of

text. That he produced a Syrian recension of the;

Gr OT is expressly stated by Jerome, and we are
moreover able with considerable certainty to iden-

tify the extant MSS which exhibit it. The identifi-

cation, due to Field and Lagardo, rests on these
grounds: (1) certain verses in 2 K are in the Arab.
Syro-Hexaplar marked with the letter L, and a note
explains that the letter indicates Lucianic readings;

(2) the readings so marked occur in the cursives 19,

82, 93, lOS, 118; (3) these MSS in the historical

books agree wit h the LXX citations of the Antioch-
ene Fath(>rs Chrysostom and Theodoret. This clue

enabled Lagarde to construct a Lucianic text of

the historical books {Librorum Vet. Test, canonic.

pars prior, Gottingen, 1S.S3); his deatli ])revented
the completion of the work. Lagarde's edition is

vitiated by the fact that he does not (juote the read-
ings of the individual MSS c(mii)osing the group,
and it can be regarded only as an approximate
reconstruction of "Lucian." It is evident, however,
that the Lucianic LXX ])ossessed nuich the same
qualili(>s as the Syrian revi.sion of tlu; NT; lucidity
and comi)Iet(>ness were the main objects. It is a
"full" text, the outcome of a desire to include, so far

as i)ossible, all recorded matter; "doublets" are
consequently numerous. While this "conflatioTi"
of texts detracts from its value, the Lucianic re-

vision gains importance from the fact that the
sources from which it gleaned include an element of
great antiquity which needs to l)e disengaged;
where it unites with the Old Lat VS against all

other authoritic^s its evidence is invaluable.
VI. Reconstruction of LXX Text; Versions,

Manuscripts and Printed Editions.—The task of

restoring the original text is beset with difficulties.

The materials (MSS, VSS, patristic citations) are
abundant, but none has escaped "mixture," and
the principles for reconstruction are not yet securely
established (Swete, Intro, I, iv-vi; III, vi).

Among the cliief aids to restoration are the daughter
VSS made from the LXX, and above all tlie Old J^at

(pro-IIieronymiaii) VS, for tlie earliest

1 ATi^;^n+ (.African) Old Lat VS dates from the
I. Anciem gd cent. AD, i.e. before Origen, and con-
versions tains a text from which the asterisked

Made from passages in Ilexaplaric MSS are absent;

theiyY '*' thus "brings us the best independentme L1A.A. proof we havi^ that the Hexaplar signs in-
troduced by Origen can bt^ relied on for

the reconstruction of the LXX" (liurkitt). The Old
Lat also enables us to recognize the ancient clement in
the Lucianic recension. But the Lat I'vidence itself is

by no means unanimous. Augustine {De Doctr. C/rrixt.,

ii.lG) speaks of the infinite variet.v of Lat VSS, though
tliey may ultimately i)r()v(! all to fall into two main
families, African and European. Peter Sabatier's collec-
tion of patristic ((uotations from the Old Lat is still

useful, though needing vfrilication by recent editions of
the Fathers. Of Old Lat .MSS one of the most imi)ort ant
is the cod. Lugdunensis, edited by U. Jlobert {Pentateuchi
e cod. Lugd. vcrsio Lat. antiquinsima, Paris, 1881; Ilep-
tateuchi partis pout, versio Lat. antiq. e cod. Lugd., Lyons,
1900). The student should consult also Burkitt's ed of
The Rules of Ti/conius ("Texts and Studies," III, 1,

Cambridge, 1894) and The Old Latin and the Itala (ib,

IV, 3, 1896).
Jerome's Vulgate is mainly a direct tr from the Hcb,

but the Vulg Psalter, the so-called Galliean, is one of
Jerome's two revisions of the Old Lat, not Ills later
VS from the Heb, and some details in our Prayer-book
Psalter are ultimately derived through the Vnlg Psalter
from the LXX. Parts of the Apoc (VVisd, Ecclus, Bar,
1 and 2 Mace) are also pure Old Lat, untouched by
Jerome.
The early date (2d cent. AD) once claimed for the

Egyp or Coptic VSS (Bohairic, i.e. in the dialect of
Lower Egypt, Sahidic or Upper Egyp, and Middle
Egyp) has not been confirmed by later researches, at least
as regards the first-named, which is jirobably not earlier
than the 3d or 4th cent. AD. Kalilfs (Sept.-Studicn,
II, 1907) identifies the Bohairic Psalter as the Hesych-
ian recension. The Sahidic VS of Job has fortunately
preserved the shorter text lacking the later in.sertions

from Theodotion (Lagarde, Mittheilungen, 1884, 204);
this does not conclusively prove that it is pre-Origenic;
it mav be merely a Hexaplaric text with the asterisked
passages omitted (Burkitt. ER, IV, .5027). The influ-
ence of the Hexapla is traceable elsewhere in this VS.
The Ethiopic VS was made in the main from the Or

and in part at least from an early t(>xt; liahlfs {Sept
Stud., I, 1904) considers its text of S-K, with that of cod.
B, to be pre-Origenic.
The Vulg or Peshitta Syriac VS was made from the

Heb, though partly' influenced by the LXX. But
another Syr VS is of primary importance for the LXX
text, viz. that of Paul, bishop of Telia (Constantine in
Mesopotamia), executed at Alexandria in ()H>-17 and
known as the Syro-Hexaplar. This is a bald Syr VS
of the LXX coiunin of the Hexapla, containing the
Hexaplar signs. A MS of the [loetical and prophetical
books is in the Ambrosian Library at r^lilan and has been
edited by Ceriani (Monumcnia unrra. ct profana, 1874);
fragnients of the liistorical books are also extant (Lagarde
and liahlfs, liihlintlicrnc Si/rincne. ( iiit tiilgeil, 1892).
This V.S sup[)lemeiits the Or llexa[)laric MSS and is the
principal authority for Origen's text. For the original
VS of Dili, which has sm-vived in only one late MS, the
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Sy?-(»-H('x;i|)lar supplies a sccoiul uiul oldrr uutliority of

great value.

Tlie Afiiieiiiaii VS (aserilied to the 5th rent.) also owes
its value to its extreme litcM-ahiess; its text of the
Octateuch is largely Hexaplaric.

A bare iiu'ution must- sutliee of the Arabic VS (of which
the prophi-tical and i)oetical books, .lob excluded, were
rendered from the I.XX); the fragments of the (iothic

VS (made from the Luciaiiic recension), and the Slavonic

(partly from LXX. also l.ucianic) and the (ieorKian \ SS.

For a full description of the (ir MSS se(> Swete. Intn,,

I, ch V. Thev are divided according to their script (capi-
"
tals or minuscules) into uncials and cin'-

O TV/Tanii sives, th(> former ranKins from the 4th cent.
^. xvxdiiu-

j^f^j^jj. p.^py,.|,s scraps go ))ack to the ::id

scripts cent.; Ne.slle in J' RE. XXIII, 20S) to the
10th cent. AO. the latter from the 9th to

the IGth cent. AD. ('omi)lete Bibles are few; the ma-
jority contain groups of l)ooks only, sucli as the Pent,
Octateuch (tJen-Kuth), the later historical books, tho
Psalter, the; '.i or 5 "Solomonic" l)ooks, the Propliets

(major, minor or botli). Uncials are commonly denoted
by capital letters (in the cd of Holmes and Parsons by
l{oman figures) ; cursives, of whicli over 300 are known, by
Arabic figures ; in the largcir C^ambridge LXX the selected

cursives are denoted i)y small Roman letters.

The following arc the chief uncials containing, or

which once contained, the whole Bil)le: B (Vaticanus,

at Home, 4th cent. AD), adopted as the standard text

in all recent edd; S or S (Sinaiticus, at St. Petersburg
and Leipzig, 4th cent. AD), discovered by Tischendorf
in 1S44 and subse((uent years in St. Catherine's Convent,
Mt. Sinai; A (.Mexandrinus, British Mu.seum, i)robably

5111 cent. AD); (' (Ei)hraemi rescriptus, Paris, probably
5th cent.), a palimpsest, the older Bib. matter underlying
a mediaeval (ir text of works of Kphreni the Syrian. For
the Octateuch and historical books: D ((!ottonianus,

Brit. Mus., probably 5th or Gtli cent.), fragments of an
illuminated Gen, the bulk of which perished in a fire at
Ashburnham House in 17;n, but earlier collations of

Cirabe and others are extant, which for the lost por-

tions are cited in the Cambridge texts as D (D^n, i.e.

silet Grabius, denotes an inference from Grabe's silence

that the MS did not contain a variant) ; F (Ambro-
sianus, Milan, 4th to 5th cent.), fragments of the Octa-
teuch; G (Sarravianus, fragments at Leyden, Paris and
St. Petersburg, 4th to 5th cent.), important as containing
an Origenic text with the Ilexaplar signs; L (Purpureus
Yindobonensis, Vienna, 5th to (Jth cent.), fragments of

an illuminated MS Genesis on purple vellum; M (Coisli-

nianus, Paris, 7th cent.), important on account of its

marginal Hexaplaric matter. For the Prophets, Q (Mar-
chalianus, IJome, (ith cent.) is valuable, both for its text,

which is "Hesycliian" (see above), and for its abundant
marginal Hexaplaric matter. A curious mixture of uncial

and cursive writing occurs in E (Bodkuanus, probably
10th cent.), fragments of the historical books (to 3 K
16 28) preserved at O.xford, C!ambridge (1 leaf), St. Peters-

burg and London; Tischendorf, who brought the MS
from the East, retained the tell-tale Cambridge leaf, on
whicli the transition from uncial to cursive script occurs,

until his death. The long-concealed fact that the
scattered fragments were ])art of a single MS came to

light through Swete's identification of the Cambridge
leaf as a continuation of the Bodleian fragment. Many
of the cursives still await investigation, as do also the
lectionaries. The latter, though the MSS are mainly
late, should n^pay study. The use of the LXX for

Icctionary purposes was inherited by the church from
the synagogue, and the course of lessons may partly
represent an old system; light may also be expected from
them on tlie local distribution of various types of text.

Of the i)rinted text the first four editions were (1) the
Complutensian Polyglot of Cardinal Ximenes, 1514-17,

comprising the Gr. Heb and Vulg texts,

q -Drin+fiH tlie last in the middle place of honor being
o. i-iiiiicii compared to .lesus in the midst between
Texts the two thieves (!). The Gr was based on

MSS from the Vatican and one from Venice;
it exhibits on the whole the Lucianic recession, as the
Ilesvchian is bv a curious coincidence represented in

(2) the Aldine e'd of 1518, based on Venetian MSS. (.3)

The monumental Sixtine cd, published at Rome in 158()

under the auspices of Pope Sixtus V and frequently
reprinted, was mainly based on the cod. Vaticanus, the
superiority of which text is justly recognized in the inter-

esting preface (prinU^d in Swete's Intro). (4) The
Eng. ed (Oxford, 1707-20) begun by Grabe (d. 1712) was
based on the cod. Alexandriiius, with aid from other MSS,
and had the jieculiarity that he employed Origen's
critical signs and different sizes of type to show the
divergence between the Gr and the Heb. Of more
recent edd three are preeminent. (5) The great Oxford
ed of Holmes and Parsons (O.xford, 1798-1827, 5 vols,

folio) was the first attempt to bring togi>lher in a gigantic
apparatus criticus all the evidence of uncial and cursive
MSS (upward of 300), VSS and early citations from
Philo and Jos onward. As a monumental storehouse of

materials " H. and P." will not be wholly superseded by
the latest ed now (1913) in preparation. (6) The service-

al)l(! Cambridge "manual," ed of Swete (Isted 1887-94,

ed3, 1901-7, 3 vols, 8vo),isin the hands of all serious LXX

students. The text is that of B, or (where B fails) of \.
and th(! apparatus contains the readings of the principal

uiKual MSS. New materials discovered sinc(! tlu? ed of
H. and P., (!sp. cod. S. are employed, and greater accuracy
in the pres(^ntatioti of the other evidence has been made
j)ossible by |)hotography. The fact- that the text here
l)rinted is "but a provisioiuil one is sometimes overlooked.
Swete's ed was designed as a precursor to (7) tlu^ larger
Cambridge LXX, of which three itistalnients embracing
thi' Pent have (I9I3) aijpeared (The OT in (,V, ed A. K.

Brooke and X. McLean, Cambridge, 1911 pt. Ill,

Nu and Dt). The text is a rei)rint of Swete's except
that from Ex onward a few alterations of errors in the
priniarv MS have been corrected, a delicate task in which
th(! editors have rejected a few old readings wit hout sufli-

ci(>nt regard to the (X'culiarities of Hellenistic Gr. The
importance of tlu^ work lies in its apparatus, which
l)re.sents the readings of all X\w uncials. VSS and early

citations, and tlios(^ of a careful represent at ivi^ selection of

the cursives. The materials of H and V are brought
up to date and presented in a more reliable and con-
venient form. ]}esides tli(>se tht^re is (S) ]>agarde's

reconstruction of the Lucianic recension of the historical

books, which, as stated, must l)e used with caution (see

above). . .,,

The task of reconstructing the oldest text is still un-
accomplished. Materials have accumulated, and much

preliminary "spade-work" has been done,

A -D /-,^^ by Ijagarde in particular (see his "axioms"
4. Kecon- in Swete, /«<ro, 484 If) and more recently
Struction or by Nestle and Rahlfs; but thi; princijjles

Orip^inal which the editor must follow are not yet
^ ° finally determined. The <'xtent to Avhich
•^SXt "mixture" has affected the documents is

the stumbling-block. Clearly no singU^ MS
presents the oldest text. That of cod. B, as in t he NT, is

on the whole the iiurest. In the 4 books of "Reigns"
(1 S-2 K), e.g., it has escaped the grosser interpolations

found in most MSS, and Rahlfs {Sept.-Studicn. I, 1904)
regards its text as pre-Origenic. It is, however, of uneciual

value and by no means an infallible guide; in ,lgs, c^g., its

text is undoubtedly late, no earlier than the 4tli cent. AD,
according to one authority (Moore," Jgs," ICC). In rela-

tion to two of the 4th-cent. recensions its text is neutral,

neither predominantly Lucianic nor Hexaplaric; but
it has been regarded by some authorities as Hesychian.
Possibly the recension made in the country which pro-

duced the LXX adhered more closely than others to the
primitive text; soiiif! " Hesychian" features in the B text

may prove to be original. Still even its jiurest portions
contain marks of editoria,! revision and patent corruii-

tions. Cod. A presents a quite different type of text,

approximating to that of the MT. In the books of
" Reigns" it is practically a Hexaplaric text without the
critical signs, the additional matter being mainly derived
from Aquila. Yet that it contains an ancient element is

shown by the large support given to its readings by the
NT and early Christian writers. Individual MSS must
giv^e place to groups. In order to n>construct the texts

current before Orig(>n's time, it is necessary to isolate the
groups containing the three 4th-cent. recensions, and to

eliminate from the recensions thus recovered all Hexa-
plaric matter and such changes as appear to have been
introduced bv the authors of those recensions. Other
groups brought to light by the larger C^anibridge text

have also to be taken into account. The attempt to

penetrate into the earlier stages of the history is the
hardest task. The Old Lat VS is here the surest guide;

it has preserved readings which have disappeared from
all Gr MSS, and affords a criterion as to the relative

antiquity of the Cir variants. The evidence of early

Christian and .lewisli citations is also valuable. 1 Iti-

mately, after elimination of all readings proved to be
" recensional " or late, the decision between outstand-

ing variants must depend on internal evidence. These
variants will fall into two classes: (1) those merely
affecting the Cir text, by far the larger number and pre-

senting less difTiculty; (2) tho.se which imply a different

Heb text. In adjudicating on the latter Lagarde's main
axioms have to be borne in mind, that a free tr is to be
preferred to a slavishly literal on(>, and a tr presupposing
another Heb original to one based on the MT.

VII. Number, Titles and Order of Books.^ln
addition to the IIcl) canonical liooks, the LXX in-

chides all the books in the Eng. Ajioc

1. Contents except 2 Esd (Pr Man only finds a

])lace among the canticles appended

in some MSS to the Ps) besides a 3d and 4t h book

of Mace. Swete further includes in his text as an

appendix of Gr books on the borderland of canon-

icity the Ps of Sol (found in some cursives and men-
tionetl in the list in cod. A), the Gr fragments of the

Book of En and the ecclesiastical canticles above

mentioned. Early Christian writers in quoting

freely from these additional books as Scripture doubt-

less perpetuate a tradition inherited from the Jews

of Alexandria. Most of the books being original
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Gr compositions wore i'pso facto excluded from a

place in the Heb Canon. Greater latitiule as re-

gards canonicity ])revailed at Alexandria; the

Pent occuj)i(>d a i^lace apart, but as regards later

books no very sharj) line of demarcation b(>t\veen

"canonical" and "uncanonical" appears to have
been drawn.

Palestinian Jews employed the first word or words
of each book of the Pent to serve as its title; Gen

e.g. was denoted "in the beginning,"
2. Titles Ex "[And these are the] names"; a

few of the later books have similar

titles. It is to the LXX, through the medium of

th(^ Lat VSS, that we owe the familiar descriptive

titles, mostly suggested by phrases in the Gr VS.
In some books th(>r(> are traces of rival titles in the
Ptolemaic age. Exodus ("outgoing") is also called

Exdiiogti ("leading out") by Philo and by the Hel-
lenist Ezekiel who gave that name to his drama on
th<^ deliverance from Egypt. Philo has also al-

ternative names for Dt

—

Epinomis ("after-law")

borrow(>d from the title of a pseudo-Platonic treat-

ise, and for Jgs "the Book of Judgments." The
last title resembles the Alexandrian name for the

books of S and K, viz. the four Books of Kingdoms
or rather RcMgns; the name may have been given
in the first i)lace to a partial VS inchuling only the

reigns of the first few monarchs. Jerome's influ-

ence in this case r(\stc)red the old Heb nam(>s as also

in Ch ( = IIeb "Words of Days," "Diaries"), which
in LXX is entitled Paraleipomena, "omissions," as

being a sup])lement to the Books of Reigns.

Another imiovation, due apparently to the Gr
translators or later editors, was the breaking up of

some of the long historical narratives

3. Biparti- into volumes of more manageable
tion of compass. In the Heb MSS, S, K, Ch,

Books Ezr-Neh form respectively one book
apiece. In the LXX t he first three of

these collections are subdivided into two volumes
as in modern Bibk>s; an acquaintance with the

other arrangement is, however, hidicated in cod. B
by the insertion at the end of 1 R, 3 R, 1 Ch of

the first sentence of the succeeding book, aremind(>r

to the reader that a continuation is to follow. Ezr-

N<>h, the Gr VS (2 Esd) being made under the

influence of Palestinian tradition, remains undivided.

Originallv Ch-Ezr-N(^h formed a unit, as was aji-

I)arently still the ease when the oldest Gr VS (1 Esd)

was made.
In the arrangement of books there is a radical

departure from Palestinian practice. There were;

three main unalterable divisions in the

4. Grouping Heb Bible, representing three stages in

and Order the formation of the Canon: Law,

of Books Prophets ("Former," i.e. Josh, Jgs, S,

K,and "Latter") and "\yritings." This

arrangement was known at Alexandria at the end of

the 2d cent. BC (Sir, prol.) but was not followed.

The "Writings" were a miscellaneous collection of

history and poetry with one prophetical book (Dnl).

Ak^xandrian schokirs introduced a more literary and

symmetrical system, bringing together the books

of each class and arranging them with some re-

gard to the supposed chronological order of th(>ir

authors. The Law, long before the Gr _tr, had

secured a position of supreme sanctity; this grouj)

was left undisturbed, it kept its precedence and

the individual books their order_ (Lev and Nu,

however, exchange places in a few lists). The other

two groups are broken up. Ruth is removed from

the "Writing.s" and attached to Jgs. Ch and Ezr-

Neh are sinularly transferred to the end of the his-

torical group. This group, from chronological con-

siderations, is followed by the poetical and other

"Writings," the ProjAets coming last (so hi B, etc;

in SA prophets precede poets) . The internal order

of the Gr IIagiograi)ha, which includ(>s quasi-hi.s-

torical (Est, Tob, Jth) and Wisdom books, is va-
riable. Dnl now first finds a place among the
Prophets. Tlie 12 minor prophets usually ])recede
the major (S and Western authorities giv(! th<^ Four
prec(!dence), and the order of the first half of their

company is shufficd, api)arently on chronological
grountls, Hos being followed by Am, Mic, Jo(>l, Ob,
Jon. Jer has his trahi of satellites. Bar, Lam (t rans-
ferred from t he "Writ ings") and Ep. Jer; Sus and Bel
consort with and form integral jiarts of Dnl. Va-
riation in the order of books is partly attributable
to the practice; of writing each book on a separate
papyrus roll, kei)t in a cyliiuh'ical (^aso; rolls con-
taining kindred matter woukl tend to he phiced in

the same ca.se, but there woukl l)e no fixed order for

these separate items until the copying of kirge
groups in book-form came into vogue (Swete,
Intro, 22.') f, 229 f).

VIII. Characteristics of the Version and Its

Component Parts.—Notwithstanding the micertain
state of the text, some general characteristics of the
VS are patent. It is clear that, like the: Hel) itself,

it is not a single book, but a library. It is a series

of VSS and (Jr comj)ositions covering well-nigh 400
years, since it includes a few productions of tlie 2d
cent. AD; the bulk of the tr^, however, fall within
the first half of the period (Sir, prol.).

The tfs may be Kroupod and their chronological
order approximately determined from certain cliaracter-

istics of tlicir style. (1) We may ituiuirc

1 Grouoing '^'*^^ ^ ^ah word or phrase; is rendered iti

'r T YY dilf(>rent i)arts of tlio worlv. DivtTsity of
01 L(AA renderinKs is not an infallil)lo proof that
Books on dilferent liauds have l^een liiiiployed, since

Internal invariable uniformity in tr is difTicult of

P . , attainment and indeed was not the aim
H/Viaence of the Ptmt translators, wlio seem rather

to have studied variety of expression. If,

however, a Ilcsb word is consistently rendered I)y one
Gr word in one portion and by another els(-wliere, and
if each of the two portions has other features jx'culiar
to itself, it becomes highly probable that tiie two portions
are the work of different schools. Among "test-words"
which yield results of tliis kind are "servant" in " Moses
the servant of the Lord," "Hosts" in "Lord of Hosts,"
"Philistines" (Swete, //)<ro, 317 f; Thackeray, Grammar
of the OT, 7 if). (2) We may compare the Or with that
of dated documents of the Ptolemaic age. The trs

were written in the koini; or "common" Or, most of them
in the vernacular variety of it, during a i)eriod wluni this
new cosmopolitan language was in the making; the
abundant dated papyri enable us to trace some stages in
its evolution. The Petric and Hibeh i)apyri of the 3d
cent. BC afford the closest parallels to tlie (!r P(>nt.

The following century witnessed a considerabh^ dcNclop-
ment or "degeneracy" in the language, of which traces

may be found in the Or of the i)roplietical books. Beside
the vernacular Or was the literary language of the
"Atticistic" school which persistently struggled, with
indiffi^rent success, to recover the literary fhiN'or of the old
Gr masterpieces. This stylo is nipreseiUcd in the; LXX
by most of the original Gr writings and by the para-
phrases of some of the "Writings." (3) We may com-
pare the Gr books as trandation.-^, noting in which books
license is allowed and which adhere strictly to the Heb.
The general niovcment is in the direction of greater

literalism; the later books show an increasing reverence

for the letter of Scripture, resulting in the production
of pedanlicallv literal VSS; the tendency culminated
in the 2d cent. AD in the barbarisms of Aquila. Some
of the " Writings" were freely handled, because they had
not yet obtained canonical rank at the time of tr. In-

vestigation on these lin(>s goes to show that the order of

the tr wan approximateli/ that of the Ileh Cano» 'Ihc Gr
Hcxateuch mav be placed in the 3d cent. B(^ t he Prophets
mainly in the 2d cent. BC, the "Writings" mainly m the

2d and 1st cents. BC.

(1) The Hcxateuch.—The Gr Pent should un-

doubtedly be regarded as a unit: the Aristeas story

may so far be credited. It is distinguish(>d by a

uniformly high level of the "common" vernacular

style, combined with faithfulness to the Heb,

rarely lapsing into literalism. It set the standard

which later translators tried to imitate. The text

was more seciu'cly established hi this portion and

substantial variant readings are comparatively few.

The latter part of Ex is an exception; the Heb had
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hero not- roaclicfl its finul form in tlie 3(1 cent. BC,
and th(Te is sonio reason for thinking; that, the \'S

is not the work of the translator of the first half.

In Dt a few new features in vocabulary appear
(e.p;. ckklP.s'in; see Hort, Christum Ecdcdn, 4fT).

The Gr \'S of Jos forms a link l>etween the Pent and
the later historical hooks. The text was not yet

fixed, and variants are more; abundant than in the

Pent. The earliest VS, i)robably of selections only,

api)(>ars from certain comnum features to have been
nearly coeval with that of the Law\

(2) The "Latter" /Vo/;/;r/«.—There is little doubt
that the next books to b(> tr'^ were the Prophets in

the narrower s(>nse, and that Isa came first. The
style of the Gr Isa has a close similarity, not wholly
attributable to imitation, to that of the Pent: a
certain fr(H>dom of treatment ccmnects it with the
earlier tr ])(n-iod: it was known to the author of

\\'isd (Isa 3 10 with Ottley's n.). The tr shows
"ob\'ious signs of incomjx'tence" (Swc'tc), but the
task was an exacting one. The local l^gyj) coloring

in the tr is hitcresting (R. R. Ottley, Book of /.sa

according to the LXX, 2 vols, Gr text of A, tr and
notes, Cambridge, 1904-6, with review in JTS, X,
299). Jcr, Ezk and the Minor Prophets were
probably tr*^ en bloc or nearly so. The Palestinian

Canon had now been enlarged by a second grouj) of

Scriptiu'es and this stimulated a desire among
Alexandrian Jews to possess the; entir(> collection of

the Proi)hets in Gr. The undertaking seems to

have been a formal and quasi-official one, not a
ha])hazard growth. For it has been ascertained

that Jer aTid I'^zk were divided for tr purposes into

two nearly equal parts; a change in the Gr style

occurs at the junctures. In Jer the break occurs
in ch 29 (LXX order); the clearest criterion of the
two styl(>s is the twofold rendering of "Thus saith

the Lord." The last ch (52) is probably a later

addition in the Gr. The translator of the second
half of Jer also tr'i the first half of Bar (1 1^3 8);

he was incompetent and his work, if our t(>xt may
be reli(>d on, affords flagrant examples of Gr words
being selected to render Heb words which he did not
understand merely bcM'ause of their similar sound.
Ezk is similarly divided, but here the translator of

the first h;df (chs 1-27) und(>rtook the difficiUt

last quarter as well (chs 40-48), the remainder
being left to a second worker. An outstanding
test is afforded by the renderings of the refrain,

"They shall know that I am the Lord." The Gr
VS of "the twelve" shows no trace of a similar di-

vision; in its style it is closely akin to the first half

of Ezk and is perhaps by the same hand {JTS, IV,

24.5, 39S, 578). But this official VS of the Prophets
had probably been preceded by VSS of short pas-
sages selected to be read on the festivals in the
synagogues. Lectionnry requirements occasioned the

earliest VSS of the Prophets, possibly of the Pent
as well. Two indications of this have been traced.

There exists in four MSS a Gr VS of the Psalm
of Ilabakkuk (Hab 3), a chapter which has been
a Jewish lesson for Pentecost from the earliest

times, independent of and apparently older than the
LXX and made for synagogue u.se. Similarly in

Ezk LXX there is a section of sixteen verses (36
24-38) with a stjde quite distinct from that of its

context. This passage was also an early Christian
lesson for Pentecost, and its lectionary use was
inherited from Judaism. Here the LXX trans-
lators seem to have incorporated the older VS,
whereas in Ilab 3 they rejected it {JTS, XII, 191;
IV, 407).

(3) Partial version of the "Former" Prophets {1-8
R).—The Gr style indicates that the history of

the monarchy was not all tr^ at once. Ulfilas is

said to have omitted these books from the Gothic
VS as likely to inflame the military temper of his

rac(>; for anotlicr reason the (Jr translators were at

first content witii a partial VS. They omitted as
uriedii'ying the more disastrous i)ortions, David's
sin with the subsecjuent calamities of his reign and
the later history of the divided monarchy culmi-
nating in the capt.ivit v. Probably the earliest VSS
embraced oidv (1)1 R, (2) 2 R 1 1—11 1 (David's
early reign), (3) 3 R 2 12—21 13 (Solomon and
the beginning of the dividend monarchy); the third
book of "Reigns" opened with the accession of

Solomon (;is in Lucian's text), not at the point
where 1 K ojjcns. These earlier portions are
writt(>n in a freer style than the rest of the Gr
"Reigns," and the Heb original differed widelv in

places from that tr'i in the Eng. Bible {JTS, VIII,
202).

(4) The "Writings."—The Hagiographa at the
end of the 2d cent. BCwerc; regarchnl as national lit.

(Sir, i)rol. "the other books of our fathers"), but
not as canonical. Tlie translators did not scrujjle

to treat these with great freedom, undeterred by
the ])rohibition against alteration of Scripture (Dt
4 2; 12 32). Free paraphrases of extracts were
produced, sometimes with legendary additions. A
I)artial \'S of Job (one-sixth being omitted) was
among the first; Aristeas, the historian of the 2d
cent. BC, s(;ems to have been acquainted with it

(Freudenthal, Hellcnisiische Sludien, 187.5, 136 IT).

The t i-anslator was a st udent of the Gr poets; his VS
was i)roI)ably ])r()(luced for the general reader, not
for the synagogues. Hatch's theory {Essays in Bib.

Gr, 1S89, 214) that his Heb text was shorter than
ours and was ex{)ande(l later is untenable; avoid-
ance of anthropomorphisms explains some omis-
sions, the reason for others is obscure. The first

Gr narrative of the return from exile (1 Esd) was
probably a similar VS of extracts only from Ch-Ezr-
Neh, grouped round a fable of non-Jewisii origin, the

story of the 3 youths at the court of Darius. The
work is a fragment, the end being lost, and it has
been contended by some critics that the \'S once
embraced the whole of Ch-Ezr-N(;h (C. C. Torrey,
Ezra Studies, Chicago, 1910). The Gr is obviously
earlier than Esd B and is of great value for the re-

construction of the Heb. The same translator

appears from peculiarities of diction to have pro-

duced the earliest VS of Dnl, treating it with similar

freedom and incorporating extraneous matter (the

Three Children, Sus, Bel). The maximum of inter-

polation is reached in Est, where the (ir additions

make up two-thirds of the story. The Gr Prov
(probably 1st cent. BC) includes many maxims not
in the Heb; some of these appear to be derived from
a lost Heb collection, others are of purely Gr origin.

This translator also knew and imitated the Gr
classics; the numerous fragments of iamliic and
hexameter verse in the tr cannot be accidental

{JTS, XIII, 46). The Psalter is the one tr in this

category in which liberties have not been taken;

in Ps 13 [14] 3 the extracts from other parts of Pss

and from Isa included in the B text must be an
interpolation possibly made before St. Paul's time
(Rom 3 13 IT), or else taken from Rom. The little

I's 151 in LXX, described in the title as an "auto-

graph" work of David and as "outside the number,"
is clearly a late Gr production, perhaps an appendix
added after the VS was complete.

(5) The latest LXX translations.—The latest VSS
included in the LXX are the productions of the

Jewish translators of the 2d cent. AD; some books
may be rather earlier, the work of pioneers in the
new school which advocated strict adherence to the

Heb. The books of "Reigns" were now completed,
bv Theodotion, perhaps, or by one of his school;

the later portions (2 R 11 2—3 R 2 11, David's
downfall, and 3 R 22—4 R end, the downfall of

the monarchy) are by one hand, as shown by pecu-
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liarities in style, e.g. "I am have with child" (2 R
11 5) = "I am with child," a use which is due to a
desire to distinguish the longer form of the pro-

noun 'dnokhi ("I," also used for "I am") from the

shorter 'a/n. A complete VS of Jgs was now prob-

ably first made. In two cases the old paraphrastic

VSS were replaced. Theodot ion's Dnl, as above
stated, superseded in the Christian church the older

VS. A new and complete VS of Ch-Ezr-Neh was
made (Esd B), though the older VS retained its

place in the Gr Bible on account of the interesting

legend imbedded in it; the new VS is here again
possibly the work of Theodot ion; the numerous
transliterations are characteristic of him (Torrey,

Ezra Studies; the theory had previously been ad-

vanced by Sir H. Howorth). In the Gr Eccl we
have a specimen of Aquila's stjde (see McXeile's ed,

Cambridge, 1904). Canticles is another late VS.
A marked feature of the whole tr is the scrupu-

lous avoidance of anthropomorphisms and phrases
derogatory to the Divine transcend-

2. General ence. Thus Ex 4 IG, "Thou shalt

Character- be to him in things pertaining to God"
istics (Ileb "for" or "as God"); 15 3, "The

Lord is a breaker of battles" (Heb "a
Man of war"); 24 10, "They saw the i)lace wliere

tlu! r;i)d of Israel stood" (Heb "they saw the God
of Israel"); ver 11, "Of the elect of Israel not one
perished and they were seen in the place of God"
(Heb "Upon the nobles .... He laid not His
hand, and they beheld God"). The comparison of

God to a rock was consistently paraphrased as

idolatrous, as was sometimes tlie comparison to the

sun from fear of sun-worsliip (I's 83 [84] 12, "Tlie

Lord loves rnercv and truth" for Heb "The Lord is

a siui and shield"). "The sons of God" (Gen 6 2)

becomes "the angels of God." For minor liberties,

e.g. slight amplifications, interpretation of difficult

words, substitution of Gr for Heb coinage, tr of

place-names, see Swete, /?ifro, 323 IT. l^hinders in

tr are not uncommon, but the difficulties which
these pioneers had to face must be remembered, esp.

the paleographical characiter of the H(;b originals.

These were written on flimsy papyrus rolls, in a

script probably in a transitional stage between the

archaic and the later sciuare characters; the words
were not separated, and there were no vowel-points;

two of the radicals (wciw and yodh) were also fre-

quently omitted. Add to this the absence at Alex-

andria, for parts at least of the Scriptures, of any
sound tradition as to the meaning. On the other

hand the vocalization adopted by the translators,

e.g. in the proper names, is of great value in the his-

tory of early Sem pronunciation. It must further

be remembered tliat the Sem language most famil-

iar to them was not Heb but Aram., and some inis-

takes are due to Aram, or even Arab, colloquialisms

(Swete, Iniro, 319).

IX. Salient Differences between Greek and He-
brew Texts.—Differences indi(;ating a Heb original

other than the MT affe(;t either the seciuence or

the subject-matter (cf Swete, Inlro, 231 ff).

The most extensive discrepancies in arrangement
of materials occur in (1) Ex 35—39, tlie construc-

tion of the Tabernacle and the orna-

1. Sequence ments of its ministers, (2) 3 R 4-11,

Solomon's reign, (3) Jer (last half),

(4) Prov (end) . (1) In Ex the LXX gives precedence

to the priests' ornaments, which in the Heb follow

the account of the Tabernacle, and omits altogether

the altar of incense. The whole section describing

the execution of the instructions given inthe pre-

vious chapters in almost identical words is one of

the latest portions of the Pent and the text had
clearly not been finally fixed in the 3d cent. BC; the

section was perhaps absent from the oldest Gr VS.
In Ex 20 13-15 cod. B arranges three of the com-

mandments in the Alexandrian order (7, S, G), at-
tested in Philo and in the NT. (2) Delil)erate re-
arrangement has taken place in the history of Solo-
mon, and the LXX unquestionably preserves the
older text. The narrative of the building of the
Temple, like that of tlie Tabernacle, contains some
of the clearest examples of editorial revision in the
MT (Wellhausen, Hist of Israel, G7, 280, etc). At
the end of 3 R LXX places chs 20 and 21 in their
proper order; MT reverses this, interposing the
Naboth story in the connected account of the
Syr wars and justifying the change by a short pref-
ace. (3) In Jer the chapter numl)ers differ from the
middle of ch 25 to the end of ch 51, the historical

appendix (ch 52) concluding both texts. This is

due to the dilTei'cnt ])()sition assigned to a group of
prophecies against the nations: LXX places them
in the center, MT at the end. The items in this

group are also rearranged. The diversity in order
is earlier than tlie Gr tr; see JTH, IV, 245. (4)
The order of some groups of maxims at the end of
Prov was not finally fixed at the time of the Gr
tr; like Jeremiali's prophecies against the nations,
these little groups seem to liave circulated as late

as the 2d or 1st cent. BC as separate pamphlets.
The Ps numbers from 10 to 147 differ by one in

LXX and MT, owing to discrepancies in tlie lines

of demarcation between individual pss.

Excluding the end of Ex, striking examples of

divergence in the Pent are few. LXX alone pre-
serves Cain's words to his brother,

2. Subject- "L(!t us go into the field" (Gen 4 8).

Matter The close of Moses' song appears in

an expanded form in LXX (Dt 32
43). Shnilarly Hannah's song in 1 R 2 (? originally

a warrior's triumph-song) has been rendered more
appropriate to the occasion by the substitution in

ver 8c of words about the answer to prayer, and
enlarged by the insertion of a passage from Jer;

the changes in both songs may be connected with
their early use as canticles. In Josh the larger
amount of divergence suggests that this book did
not share the peculiar sanctity of the Law. But
the books of "Reigns" present the widest differences

and the fullest scope for the textual critic. Tlie

LXX here proves the existence of two independent
accounts of certain events. Sometimes it incor-

porates both, while the MT rejects one of them;
thus LXX gives (3 R 2 35a ff.4Ga ff) a connected
summary of events in Solomon's pt^rsonal history;

most of which appear elsewhere in a (h'tached form,
12 2A(i-z is a sec^ond account of the dismemberment
of the kingdom; 16 28a-/i a second summary of

Jehoshaphat's reign (cf 22 41fT); 4 R 1 ISa
another summary of Joram's reign (cf 3 1 ff).

Conversely in 1 R 17-18, MT has apparently pre-

served two contradictory accounts of events in

David's early history, while LXX presents a shorter

and consistent narrative (Sw(>te, Intro, 245 f). An
"addition" in LXX of the highest interest appears
in 3 R 8 536, where a stanza is put into the mouth
of Sokmion at the Temple dedication, taken from
"the Song-book" (probably the Book of Jashar);
the MT gives the stanza in an edited form earlier in

the chapter (8 12 f); for the reconstruction of the
original Heb see JTS, X, 439; XI, 518. The last

line proves to be a title, "For the Sabbath—On
Alamoth" (i.e. for sopranos), showing that the song
was set to music for liturgical purposes. In Jer,

besides transpositions, tlie two texts differ widely
in tlie way of excess and (h)fect; the verdict of

critics is mainly in favor of the priority of tlie LXX
(Streane, Double Text of Jer, 189G). For diver-

gences in the "Writings" see VIII, above; for addi-
tional titles to the Pss see Swete, Inlro, 250 f

.

LiTEBATURE.—The most important works have been
mentioned in tlio body of the article. See, furttier, the
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wry full lists in Swcic's /„/,•„ ami tli,. l)il)li„fr,.a„l,ics™ n-;'/i5;(lf •

'"
'

-*' ^""' ^^^^^^^' -•»' i" (
I'j''");

IL St. J. 'I'll vcKKK \v
SEPULCHRE, s('|/ul-kr.r (2 Cli 21 '>()• 32 3'3-

Jn 19 nf: A.'ts 2 2!), ((.O- Sec Buuial; Jeuu-
SAI.K.M, \'I1I.

SERAH, sr'ni (n^r
, .stw//. ":il)un.lan<v")

:

Daushtor. of Asher (Ccii 46 17; xNii 26 -10 \\
"Sarah"; 1 Ch 7 30).

'

^^

SERAIAH, sr-rfi'va, .sn-rl'a (IH^nb , .s-mya/za,
"Joli^hatli i)rovaile(l"; LXX Sapaias,\S'«m/'a.s-, or
2iapaia, ,\ar(ii(i) :

(1) Secrotary of David (2 S 8 17); in 2 S 20
2o ho IS called Sbeva; in 1 K 4 3 the name appears
as bhisha. I his last or Shaslia would he restored
elsewhere by some critics; others i)refer the form
Shavsha, which is found in 1 Ch 18 Ki.

(2) A high priest in the reign of Zedekiah; exe-
cuted with other pronnnent captives at Rihlah by
order of Nebuchadnezzar (2 K 25 IS. 21; Jer 52
2L27). Mentioned in the list of high priests (1 Ch
6 14). Ezra claims descent from him (Ezr 7 If;]])
beoAzAUAiAs; Saraias.

(3) The son of Tanhumeth tlic Netoi)]iathite, and
one of the heroic band of men who saved themselves
from the fury of Nebuchadnezzar when he stormed
Jerus. They repaired to Cedaliah, the son of Vhi-
kam but killed him on account of his allegiance to
the Chaldaeans (2 K 25 23.25).

(4) Son of Kenaz, and younger brother of 0th-
mel and father of Joab, the chief of Ce-harashim
(1 Ch 4 13.14).

(5) Grandfather of Jehu, of the tribe of Simeon
(1 Ch 4 35).

(6) A priest, the third in the list of tho.se who
returned from Babylon to Jerus with Zerubbabel
(Ezr 2 2; Neh 7 7, here called Azariah; 12 1),and third also (if the same person is meant) in the
record of those who sealed the covenant binding all
Jews not to take foreign wives (Neh 10 2). As the
son of Hilkiah, and consequently a direct descend-
ant of the priestly family, he became gov(>rnor of
the temple when it was rebuilt (Neh 11 11). He
IS menti(nied (under the name Azariah) also in 1Ch 9 11. N<>h 12 2 adds that "in the days of Joi-
akim the head of Seraiah's house was M(>raiah.

(7) Son of Azri(4, one of those whom Jcjhoiakim
commanded to mii)rison Jeremiah and Baruch the
son of Neriah (Jer 36 20).

'

(S) The son of Neriah, who went into exile with
/edekiah. He was also called Sar Mniuhah
(

•
prince of repo.se' ') . The Tg renders Sar M'n uha/i

Uy Jiabh J ikrabhta', "prince of battle," and LXX'by
dpxwu 5^pu,v, archon duron, "prince of gifts," reading
.Umhah for M'nuhah. At the request of Jeremiah
he carried with him in his exile the passages contain-
ing the prophet's warning of the fall of Babylon
written in a book which he was bidden to bind to a
stone and cast into the Euphrates, to symbolize
the fall of Ba})ylon (Jer 51 59-64).

Horace J. Wolf
SERAPHIM, ser'a-fim (=^2np

, s^aphlm): A
pi. word occurring only in Isa 6 2 ff—Isaiah's
vision of Jeh. The origin of the term in Heb is
uncertain. Sarclph in Nn 21 6; Isa 14 2<) etc sig
nifies a fiery serpent. A Bab name for the'fire-god
Nergal, was Sharrnpu. In Egypt there have been
tound eagle-hon-shaped figures guarding a grave
to which is applied the name sercf. The equivalent
Eng. term is "griffin."

It is pr()bal)le enough that popular mytholoev
connected hre with the attendants of the deity in
various ways among different peoi)les, and thatburnmg lies at the base of the idea in all these sug-

gested^ etymologies. It remains, however, that in
Isaiah s us(; there is nothing of the po|)ular legend
or sup(^rstition. Thes(! s(>raphim are august beings
who.s(! forms aro. not at all fully described. Thevhad faces, feet, hands and wings. The six wings in
three i)airs, covered their faces and fe(>t hi humilitv
and reverence, and wer(> used for sustaining them
in tluMr positions about the throne of Jeh One ofthem IS the agent for burning (with a coal olT the
altar not with his own power or i)erson) the sin
troni the lips of the prophet.
Seraphim are in Jewish th(>ologv connected with

cherubim and ophnnim as the thn^e highest orders
ot attendants on Jeh, and are superior to the angels
wlio are mcissengers sent on various errands As
the cherubim in i)oi)ular fancy were represented bv
the storm-clouds, so the seraphim were by the
serpent iiie flashers of the lightnhig; but none of this
api)ears m Isaiah's vision.

In the NT the only po.ssible equivalent is in "the
living ones" ("beasts" of AV) in Rev 4, 5, etc'
Here, as in I.sa, they api)ear nearest Jeh's throne
supreme in praise of His holiness.

'

I cT7T>Ar, w .^ ,
William Owen Carver

bliRAR, se rar (Sepap, Serdr; AV Aserer) : Name
ot oii(> of the famili(>s which returned with Zenib-
babei (1 E.sd 5 32) = "Sisera" of Ezr 2 53; Neh
7 5.').

SERED, se'rcHl (ino , scrcdh): Son of Zebulun
(Gen 46 14; Nu 26 2(3).

SERGIUS PAULUS, sur'ji-us po'his. See
Fallus, Sercius.

SERJEANTS, siir'jents, -jants (papSovxot, rhnb-
douchoi): In Acts 16 35.38 the word (lit. 'iiolders
of rods," corresponding to Rom "lictors," thus
RYrn) is used of the officers in attendance on the
Phihppian magistrates, whose duty it was to exe-
cute orders in scourging, etc, in this case in setting
prisoners free. Paul and Silas, however, as Romans
refused thus to be "privily" dismissed.

SERMON, siir'mun, ON THE MOUNT, THE:
I. Parallel Accounts

II. Hlstokicity of thk Discourse
HI. Time and Occasion
IV. Scene
y. The Hearers
VI. The Message: Su.m.mary

1. Analysis
2. Argument: The Kingdom of God (Heaven)

(1) Characteristics of the Subjects
(2) Vocation of the Subjects
(3) Relation of New Righteousness to MosaicLaw

(a) The Relation Defined
{b) The Relation Illustrated

(4) Motives and Principles of Conduct
(a) In Worship
(6) In Life's Purpose
(c) In Social Relations

(.5) Hortatory Conclusion
(a) The Narrow Way

.,„^ ^ ib) The Tests of Character
VII. Principles
Litkr.^ture

The Sermon on the Mount is the title commonly
given to t he collection of sayings recorded in Mt 5-7
and in Lk 6 20-49. The fatter is sometimes called
the Sermon on the Plain from the fact that it is
said to have been delivered on a level space some-
where on the descent of the mountain. The Sermon
appears to be an epitome of the teachings of Jesus
conc(>rning the kingdom of heaven, its subjects and
their life. Eor this reason it has always hiM the
hrst j)lace of attention and esteem among the sayings
of Jesus. See Sermon on the Plain.

/. Parallel Accounts.—As indicated above, the
Scrinon i.s^ reported by both Matthew and Luke.
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A comparison of the two accounts reveals certain

strikinji; (liffereiicos. A total of 47 verses of the

account in Mt have no parallel in Lk, while but 4|
verses of the latter are wanting in the fornicT. On
the other hand, many of the sayings in Mt that are

lacking in the Sermon of Lk, amounthig in all to 34
v(n'ses, ai)pear elsewhere distributed throughout
the Lukan narrative and in some instances con-

nected with different incidents and circumstances.

These facts Rive rise to some interesting literary and
historical (|uestioiis: Do the two accounts rci)rosent two
distinct dis(-()iirses dealing with the same gen(>ral theme
l)ut spoken on dilTerent occasions, or are they simply
ditrerent reports of the same discourse ? If it bo held
that the Sermon was delivered but once, which of the
accounts represents mor(^ closely the original address?
Is the discourse in ]Mt homogeneous or does it include
sayings originally sjjoken on other occasions and early
incorporated in the .Sermon in the gosi)el tradition ?

//. Historicity of the Discourse.—There have been
and arc today scliolars wiio regard the sermons recorded
in Mt and Lk as collections of sayings spoken on different
occasions, and maintain that they do not represent any
connected discourse ever delivcn^d by Jesus. In their
view the Sermon is cither a free comi)ilation by the
evtmgelists or a product of apostolic teaching and oral
tradition.

The prevailing opinion among NT scholars is, however,
that the gospel accounts represent a genuine historical
discourse. The Sermon as recorded in Mt bears such
marks of inner imity of theme and exposition as to give
the appearance of gemdneness. That .Jesus should
dt^liver a discourse of this kind accords with all the cir-
cumstance's and with the purjjose of His ministry.
i5esides, we know that in II is teaching Fie was accustomed
to speak to the multitudes at length, and we should
expect Him to give; early in His nunistry some formal
exposition of the kingdom, the burden of His first preach-
ing. That such a siunmary of one of His most important
discourses should have been preserved is altogether
prot)able.

On the other hand, it may bo conceded that the
accounts need not necessarily be regard(>d as full or
exact reports of the discourse but possibly and probably
rather summaries of its theme and substance. Our
Lord was accustomed to teach at length, but this dis-
course could easily be delivered in a few nnnutes. Again,
while His popular teaching was marked by a unique
wealth of illustration the Sermon is largely gnomic in
form. This gnomic style and the paucity of the usual
concrete and illustrative elements suggest the probability
of condensation in transmission. Aloreover, it is hardly
probabk; that such an address of J(\sus woidd be recorded
at the time of its delivery or would be remembered in
detail.

There is evidence that the account in Mt 5-7
contains some sayings not included in the original

discourse. This view is confirmed by the fact

that a number of the sayings are given in Luke's
Oospel in settings that ajipear more original. It

is (>asy to beli(;ve that related sayings spoken on
other occasions may have become associated with
t he Sermon in apostolic; teaching and thus handed
down wit h it, but if the discourse w(Te well known in

a specific form, such as that recorded in Mt, it is

hardly conceivable that Luke or anyone else would
l)reak it up and distribute the fragments or associate

th(>m with other incidents, as some of the sayings
r(>corded in both Gospels are found associated in

Lk.

///. Time and Occasion.—Both Matthew and
Luke agree in assigning the delivery of the Sermon to

the first half of the Galilean ministry. 'The former
apparently places it a little earlier than the latter, in

whose account it follows immediately after the
appointment of the twelve aj^ostles. While the
time cannot be accurately determined, the position

assigned by the Gospels is approximately correct

and is supported by the internal evidence. Por-
tions of the Sermon imply that the ojiposition of

the religious teachers was already in evidence, but
it clearly belongs to the first yc>ar of Our Lord's
ministry before that opposition had become serious.

On the other hand, the occasion was sufficiently late

f< ir the popularity of the new Teacher to have reached
its climax. In the etirly G:dil(>an ministry Jesus
confined His teaching to the synagogues, but later,

when the great crowds i>ressed about Ilim, He re-

sorted to open-air preaching after the mann(>r of

the Sermon. Along with the growth in His po])ular-

ity there is observed a change in the character of

His teaching. His earlier m(>ssage may be summed
up in the formula, "Repent ye; for the kingdom of

heaven is at hand" (Mt 4 17). Later, both in His
l)ublic discoin-s(>s and in His more intimate con-
ferences with His disci])lcs, He was occupied with
the principles of the kingdom. The Sermon on
the Moimt belongs to this later type of teaching
and fits natm-ally into the circumstances to which it

has been assigned. Luke probably gives th(> true

historical occasion, i.e. the appointment of the
Twelve.

IV. Scene.—.According to the evangelists, the
scene of the dcliv(Ty of the Sermon was on(> of the
motmtains or foothills surroiuiding the Cialilean

j)lain. Probably one of the hills lyhig N.W. of

Capematun is meant, for shortly after the Sermon
we find Jesus and His disciples entering that city.

There are no data justifying a closer identification

of the place. There is a tradition dathig from the
time of the Cru.sades that identifies the mount of

the Sermon with Karn Halltn., a two-peaked hill

on the road from Tiberias to Nazareth, but thtTt; are

no means of confirnung tliis late tradition and the
identification is rather improbable.

V. The Hearers.—The Sermon was evidently
addressed, primarily, to the discij)les of J(>sus.

This is the apparent meaning of the accoinit of both
evangelists. According to Matthew, Jesus, "seeing

the multitudes, .... went up hito the mountain:
and when he had sat down, liis discii)les came unto
him: and he o])cned his mouth and tavight them."
The separation from the; multitudes and the direction

of His words to the discij)les seem clear, and the
distuiction app(>ars intentional on the part of the
writer. However, it must be observed that in

the closing comments on the Sermon the presence
of the multitude's is implied. In Luke's account
the disthiction is less marked. Here the order of

events is: the night of prayer in the moimtahi, the
choice of the twelve apostles, the descent with
them into the presence of the mvdtitude of His
disciples and a great number of ]:)eople from Judaea,
Jerus and the coast country, the heahng of great
munbers, and, finally, the address. While the
continu(>d presence of the multitudes is imphed,
the plain meaning of the words, "And he lifted up
his eyes on his disciples, and said," is that his

address was intended esp. for the latter. This
view is borne out by the address itself as recorded in

both accounts. Observe the use of the sen-ond

person in the reference to suffering, poverty and
persecution for the sake of the Son of Man. Further
the sayings concerning the "salt of the earth" and
"the light of the world" could hardly have been
addressed to any but His disciples. The term
disciple, however, was doubtless employed in the
broader sense by both evangelists. This is clearly

the case in Matthew's accoimt, according to which
the Twelve had not yet been aj^pointed.

VI. The Message : A Summary.—It is hardly
proper to speak of the Sermon on the Mount as a
digest of the teaching of Jesus, for it does not include
any reference to some very important subjects dis-

cussed by Our Lord on other occasions in the
course of His ministry. It is, however, the most
comprehensive and important collection or summary
of His sayings that is preserved to us in the gospel
record. For this reason the Sermon properly holds
in Christian thought the first place of esteem among
all the NT messages. As an exposition of the; ideal

life and the program of the new society which Jesus
proposed to create, its interpretation is of the
deepest interest and the profoundest concern.
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It may assist the stuciciit of the Scrnioii in arriviiiK at

a clear "a[)[)r("ciati()ii of the argument and tlio salient

fcaturi's of the discourso if thi; whole is

1 A 1 o'c '"'^t' viewed in ontline. There is some
1. Analysis dnrerence of opinion anions scholars as

to certain features of th(^ analysis, and
conscHincTitlv various outlines liavc^ been presented by
dilferent writers. Tlios(5 of i\ W. Votaw in IIDB. Canon
(iore in The S(rmon on the Mount, and II. C tvinj; Iti V'/ir

Ethii-x of Jrsnn lire Worthy of special mentioTi. The fol-

lowiiiK analysis of tlu^ Sermon as recorded by IMattlunv

is sivi-n as the Ittisis of the i)resent discussion.

It is not inii)lied that ther(> was any such formal i)Ian

before tlu^ mind of Jesus as He spolvc, but it is l)elieved

that tlu^ outline presents a faithful syllabus of the argu-
ment of the Sermon as preserved to ns.

THE KIN'GI)

AS a ITS K
)M OF (iOP (lIEAVKX), ITS SCIUECTS
(WITIIOUSXKSS (5 -i 7 "")

I. The subjects of the kinf,'dom (5 ^-Kl).
1. The (|ualiti(>s of character essential to hapi)i-

ness and influence (vs ;5-12).

2. Tlu^ vocation of the subjects (vs tli-Ki).

II. The relatiim of the new righteousness to the Mosaic
Law (5 17-4S).
1 The relation d<>fin(vl as that of continuance in a

hii^her fulfilment (vs 17-20).
2. The hiirher fulfilment of th(^ new righteousness

illustrated by a comparison of its i)rincii)les with
the Mosaic Law as currently taught and prac-
tised (vs 21-4S).
(1) The higher law of brotherhood judges ill-

will as murder (vs 21-2(1).

(2) The higher law of i)urity condemns lust as
adultery (vs 27-32).

(3) The higher law of triith forbids oaths as
unnecessary and evil (vs :V.i-:i7).

(4) The higher law of riglUs substitutes
self-r(>straint and generosity for retaliation
and resistance (vs :5S-42).

(5) The higher law of love demands universal
good will of a siipei'natural quality like that
of the Father (vs 43-48).

III. The new righteousness. Its motives as applied
to religious, practical and social duties, or the
])rincipk's of conduct (6 1—7 12).

1. Reverence toward th(> Father essential in all

acts of worship (6 1-lS)

.

(1) In all duti(<s (ver 1).

(2) In almsgiving (vs 2-4).
(3) In pra.ver (vs 5-15).

(4) In fasting (vs 16-lS).
2. Loyalty toward the Father ftmdamental in all

activities (6 19-34).
(1) In treasure-seeking (vs 19-24).

(2) In trustful devotion to tln^ kingdom and the
Feather's righteousness (vs 25-34).

3. Love toward the F'ather dynamic in all social
relations (7 1-12).

(1) Critical estimate of .self instead of censorious
judgment of others (vs 1-6).

(2) Discrimination in the communication of
si)iritual values (ver 6).

(3) Kindness toward others in all things like

the Father's kindness toward all His chil-

dren (vs 7-12).
IV. Hortatory conclusion (7 13-27).

1. The two gates and the two ways (vs 13-14).
2. The tests of character (vs 15-27).

(1) Characteristics of the subjects (5 3-12).—
Thc! Sermon opens with the famili;ir Beatit tides.

Unlike many r(>formers, Josns begins

2. Argu- the exposition of His {jrogram with a
ment: The ]iromise of happiness, with a blessing

Kingdom of rather than a curse. He thus con-
God nects His program directly with the
(Heaven) hopes of His hearers, for the central

features in the current Messianic con-
c(!ption wore deliverance and happiness. But the

condit ions of happiness proposed were in strong con-

trast with those in t he popular thought. Happiness
does not consist, says Jesus, hi what one ])ossesses,

in lands and houses, in social i)osition, in intellectual

attainments, but in the wealth of the inner life, in

moral strength, in self-control, in spiritual insight,

in the character one is able to form within himself

and in the service he is able to render to his fellow-

men. Hapjiiness, then, like character, is a by-
product of right living. It is presented as the fruit,

not iis the object of endeavor.

It is interest ing to note that character is the secret

of happiness both for the individual and for society.

There are two groups of Beatitudes. The first four

deal with ])ersonal (lualities: luiniilily, penitence,

self-control, desire; for righteousness. Tliese art! the

.sources of iniKT peace. TIk; second group deals

with social qualities; mercifulne.ss toward others,

purity of heart or n^verence for jx'rsonality, ])eace-

makiiig or solicit U(l(! for others, self-sacrificing loy-

alty to right eousiu'ss. These are the sources of

social rest. The bl(>ssings of the kingdom are social

as well as individual.

(2) Vocation of the subjects (5 13-16).—Men of the

(]ualities described in the Beatitudes are called "the

salt of the earth," "the light of the world." Their

hai)i)iness is not, then, in themselves or for them-
selves alone. Their mi.ssion is the hope of the

kingdom. Halt is a i)reservative element; light

is a life-giving one; but the world is not eager to

be i)r(>served or willing to rcHiciive life. Therefore

sucih men must expect opposition and persecution,

i)ut they are not on that account to withdraw from
the world. On the contrary, by the leaven of

character and tlie light of example they are to help

others in the appr(>ciatit)n and the attainment of

the ideal life. By their character and deed.s they

are to nuike their influence a force for good in the

lives of men. In this sense the men of the kingdom
are the salt of the earth, the light of the world.

See Beatitudes.

(3) The relation of the new righteousness to the

Mosaic Law (5 17-48).— (a) Relation defined

(5 17-20) : The qualities of charact(>r thus set l)efore

the citizens of the kingdom were so surprising and
revolutionary as to suggest the inquiry: \yhat is

the relation of the new tetiching to the Mosaic Law?
This Jesus defines as continuance and fulfilment.

His hearers are not to think that He has come to

destroy the law. On the contrary. He has come
to conserve and fulfil. The old law is imperfect,

but God (loes not desptiir of whtit is imjierfect.

Men and institutions are judged, not by the level of

present attainment, but by character and direction.

The law moves in the right direction and is so

valuable that those who viohite even its least pre-

cepts have a very low place in the kingdom.

The new righteousness then does not set aside

the law or offer an easier religion, but one that is

more exacting. The kingdom is concerned, not so

much with ceremonies and external rules, as with

motives and with social virtues, with self-control,

purity, honesty and generosity. So much high(T

are the new standards of righteousness that Jesus

is constrained to warn His hearers that to secure

evc^n a place in the kingdom, their righteousness

must exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees.

(b) The relation illustrated (5 21-48): In illustra-

tion of the deeper meaning of the new righteousness

and its relation to the Mosaic Law, Jesus proceeds to

deal in detail with the precepts of the old moral

law, deepening it as He proceeds into the higher

law of the kingdom. In each instance the standard

of judgment is raised and the individual precepts

are deepened into spiritual principles that call for

perfect fulfilment. In considering sjjecific precepts

no account is taken of overt acts, for in the new
righteousness they are impossible. All acts are

treated as expressions of the inner life. The law

is carried back to the impulse and the will to sin,

and these are judged as in the old law the completed

acts were judged. Therefore all anger and lust in

the heart are strictly enjoined. Likewise every

word is raised to a sacredness equal with that of the

most solemn religious vow or oath. Finally, the

instinct to avenge is entirely forbidden, and uni-

versal love like that of the Father is made the funda-

mental law of the new social life. Thus Jesus does

not abrogate any law but interprets its precepts

in terms that call for a deeper and more perfect

fulfilment.
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(4) Motives and principles of conduct {6 1— 7 12).

—The relation of His teaching to the hiw defined,

Jesus jjroceeds to explain the motives and principles

of conduct as applied to religious and social duties.

(r;) In worship (6 1-LS) : In the section 6 1—7 12

there is one central thought. All righteousness

looks toward God. He is at once the source and
the aim of life. Therefore worship aims alone at

Divine praise. If acts of worship are performed
before men to be seen of them there is no reward
for them before the Father. In this Jesus is passing
no slight on public worship. He Himself instituted

the Lord's Supper and authorized the continuance
of the rite of baptism. Such acts have their proper
value. His censure is aim(Ml at the love of ostenta-

tion so often as.sociated with them. The root of

ostentation is selfishness, and selfishness has no part
in the new righteousness. Any selfish desire for

the approval of men thwarts the purpose of all

worsliip. The object of almsgiving, of prayer or
of fasting is the expression of brotherly love, com-
munion with God or spiritual enrichment. The
possiljility of any of these is excluded by the pres-
ence of the desire for the ai)proval of men. It is

not merely a Divine fiat but one of th(> deeper laws
of life which decr(>es that the only possible reward
for acts of worship performed from such false

motives is the cheap ap^proval of men as well as the
impoverishment of tlu; inner life.

_(6)_In life's i)iu-pose (6 19-34): The same
principle holds, says Jesus, in the matter of life's

purpose. There is only one treasure worthy of

man's search, only one objec-t worthy of his highest
endeavor, and that is the kingdom of God and His
righteousness. Besides, there can be no division

of aim. God will be first and only. Material
blessings must not be set before duty to Him or to

men. With any lower aim the new righteousness
would be no better than that of the Gentiles. And
such a demand is reasonable, for God's gracious
providence is ample guaranty that He will supply
all things needful for the accomplishment of the
purposes H(; has planned for our lives. So in our
vocations as in our worship, God is the supreme and
effectual motive.

(c) In social relations (7 1-12): Then again
because God is our Father and the supreme object

of desire for all men, great reverence is due toward
others. Considerate helpfulness must replace the
censorious spirit. For the same reason men will

have too great reverence for spiritual values to cast

them carelessly before the unworthy. Moreover,
because God is so gracious and ready to bestow the
best gifts freely upon His children, the men of the
kingdom are under profound obligation to observe
the higher law of brotherhood expressed in the
Golden Rule: "All things .... whatsoever ye would
that men should do unto you, even so do ye also

unto them." Thus in the perfect law of the Father-
hood of God and the brotherhood of men the new
rightc«usness makes perfect the Law and the
Prophets.

(5) Hortatory conclusion (7 13-27).— (a) The
narrow way (7 13-14): In the hortatory con-
clusion (7 13-27), Jesus first of all warns His
hearers that the way into the kingdom is a narrow
one. It might seem that it ought to be different

;

that the way to destruction should be narrow and
difficult, ami the way to life broad and easy, but it is

not so. The way to all worthy achievement is the
narrow way of self-control, self-sacrifice and infinite

pains. Such is the way to the righteousness of the
kingdom, the supreme object of human endeavor.
"Narrow is the gate, and straitened the way, that
leadeth unto life."

(6) The tests of character (7 15-27): The test

of the higher fulfilment is fruit. By their fruits

alone the subjects of the kingdom will be known.
In the presence of the Father there is no room for
those who bring nothing but the leaves of empty
professions. The kingdom is for those alone who do
His will. The test of righteousness is illustrated
in conclusion by the beautiful parable of the Two
Builders. The difference between the two is essen-
tially one of character. It is largely a (}U(\stion of
fundamental honesty. The one is superficial and
thinks only of that which is visible to the eye and
builds only for himself and for the present. The
other is honest enough to build well wliere only
God can see, to build for others and for all time.
Thus he builds also for hhns(>lf. The character of
the builder is revealed by the building.

yil. Principles.—The Sermon on the Mount is

neither an impractical ideal nor a set of fixed legal
regulations. It is, instead, a statement of the
principles of life essential in a normal society. Such
a society is possible in so far as men attain the
character and live the life expressed in the.se
principles. Their correct interpretation is there-
fore important.

Many of the sayings of the Sermon are meta-
phorical or proverbial statements, and are not to
be understood in a literal or legal sense. In them
Je.sus was illustrating principles in concrete terms.
Their interpretation literally as legal enactments is

contrary to the intention and spirit of Jesus. So
interpreted, the Sermon becomes in part a visionary
and impractical ideal. But rather the principles
behind the concrete instances are to be souglit and
applied anew to the life of the present as Jesus
api)lied them to the life of His own time.

The following are some of the leading id(>as and prin-
ciples underlying and expressed in the .'^ennon:

(1) C^haractcr is the secr(>t of happini'ss and strength.
Men of the <iualitics dcseribcd in tli(> Bcatitiuh^s are
called "blessed." Happiness consists, not in external
blessings, but in the inner poise of a normal life. The
virtues of the Beatitudes an; also the elements of strength.
Htunility, self-control, ptirity and loyaltv are the genuine
qtialities of real strength. Men of such ((ualities are
to inherit the earth because they are the only ones
strong (niough to possess and tise it.

(2) Righteousness is grounded in the inner life. Char-
acter is not something imposed from wit hont Inu a life that
unfolds from within. The hope of a perfect morality
and a genuine fulfilment of the law lies in the creation
of a soimd iniKT life. Therefore the worth of all religious
acts and all personal and social conduct is judged by tho
quality of tho inner motives.

(;5) The inner life is a unity. The spiritual nature is
all of a piece, so that a moral slump at one j)oint imjjerils
the whole life!. Conse(iuently a rigid and exacting
spiritual asceticism, even to the extent of extreme major
surgery, is sometimes expedient and necessary. "If
thy right eye causeth thee to stumble, plue^k it out, and
cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee tliat one of
thy members should perish, and not thy whole body
be cast into Gehenna" (Alt 5 29 m).

(4) Universal love is the fundamental social law. It
is the dynamic principle of true character and right
conduct. In this respect, at least, th(! perfection of tlu;
Father is set as the standard for men. ICindliness in
disposition, in word and in act is an obligation binding on
all. Wo may not feel alike toward all, but our wills
must be set to do good even to our enemies. In this the
supernatural (luality of tho Christian life may be known.

(.3) The Sermon sets the fact of God the Father at tho
center of life. Character and life exist in and for fellow-
ship with the Father. All worship and conduct look
toward God. His service is the supreme duty. His
perfection the standard of character, His goodness the
ground of universal love. Given this fact, all the essen-
tials of religion and life follow as a mattiT of course.
God is Father, all men are brothers. God is Father, all
duties are sacred. God is Father, inflnite love is at the
heart of the world and life is of infinitt! worth.

(6) Fulfilment is the final test of life. The blossoms
of ijromisi's nuist ripen into tlie frtiit of aijiding character.
The leaves of empty pi-ofessions have no value in the
eyes of tho Father. Deeds and character are the only
things that abide, and endurance is tho final test. The
life of perfect fulfilment is the life antrhored on the rock
of ag(5S. See further Ethics; Fthics of Jesus; King-
dom OF God.
Literature.—Tho standard comms. and Lives of

Christ. Among the most important encyclopaedic
arts, are those of C. W. Votaw iu HUB, James Alotfatt
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Rt ssF.LL Bex,iamin Millkr
SERMON ON THE PLAIN, THE: This titl(> is

soniet lines given to the discourse recorded in Lk
6 20-40, because according to the Gospel (ver 17) it

was dcHvered on a i)hiin at the foot of tlic mountain.

In many resjx'cts this address resembles the one re-

corded in Mt 5-7, but in general the two are so dif-

ferent as to make it uncertain whether they arc

different reports of the same discourse or r(>ports

of different a(ldres.ses given on different occasions.

See Seiimon on the Mol'xt.
In contrast with the Sermon on the Mount which

is assigned a place early in the Galilean ministry,

and jH-ior to the appointment of the

1. The Twelve, that event is repr(>sented as

Occasion the occasion of this discourse. If the

two accounts are reports of the same
address the setting of Lk is probably the historical

one.

Tlie Sermon of Lk includes a little le.ss than one-

third of the matter recorded in the Sermon on tlie

Mount. The Lukan discourse inckides

2. Contents only a portion of the Beatitudes, with

a set of four "woes," a rath(T brief

siH'tion on tlie social dtities, and the concluding
parable of the Two Houses.
The Gospel of Lk has been called the social Gospel

becau.se of its sympathy with the poor and its

empiiasis on the duty of kindliness of

3. Message spirit. This social interest is csp.

jirominent in the Sermon. Here the

Beatitudes deal with social differences. In Mt they
refer to spiritual conditions. Here Jesus speaks

of those who hunger now, probably meaning bodily

hunger. In Mt the reference is to hunger and
thirst after righteousness. In Mt the invectives

ar(; addrc^ssed against the s<>lf-satisfied religiotis

teachers and their religious formalism. Here the

rich and their unsocial spirit are the subject of the

woes. This social interest is further emphasized
l)y the fact that in addition to this social bearing of

the Beatitudes, Lk's discourse omits the remainder
of the Sermon on the Mount, except those portions

that deal with social relations, such as those on the

Golden Ktile, the duty of universal love, the equality

of s(>rvant and master, and the obligaticm of a
charitable spirit. Russell Benjamin Miller

SERON, se'ron (Sripwv, (SYto?0 : "The commander
of the host of Syria" of Antioclius Lpiphanes, who
was defeated at Beth-horon by Judas in 1()6 BC
(1 Mace 3 13 ff). Not a Gr name; "perhaps it

represents the Phoen Hiram" (Rawlinson, ad loc).

SERPENT, stir'pent : Serpents are not particu-

larly abundant in Pal, but they are often mentioned
in the Bible. In the Heb there are 11

1. General names. The NT has four Gr names and
LXX employs two of these and three

others as well as several compound expressions, such
as b(pLS -rrerafxevos, ophis peldmenos, "flying serjient,"

6<pLs davardv, ophis thanatori, "deadly serpent,"

and 801S baKvuiv, ophis ddktidn, "biting"' or "sting-

ing serpent." X^otwithstanding this large vocab-
ulary, it is impossible to identify satisfactorily a

single species. X'^early every reference states or
implies poisonous (}ualities, and in no case is there
so much as a hint that a snake inay be harmless,
exc(>pt in several exjire.ssions referring to the millen-
nitun, where their harmlessne.ss is not natural but
miraculotis. In Arab, tlu^re is a score or more of

names of serpents, but very few of them are em-
ployed at all definitely. It may be too mtich to

say that the inhabitants of Syria and Pal consider
all snakes to be poisonotis, but they do not clearly

distinguish the non-[)oi.sonous ones, and there are

several common and well-known species which are

tmiversally beli(>ved to be jioisonous, though actually

harmless. Of nearly 2.") speci(>s which are c(>rtainly

known to be found in Sj-ria and Pal, four are deadly
poisonous, five are somewhat poisonous, and the rest

are absolutely harmless. With the exception of

kippoz, "dart-snake" (Isa 34 15), which is prob-

ably the name of a bird and not of a snake, every

one of the Heb and Gr names occurs in passages

where poisonous character is expressed or imi)!ied.

The deadly poisonous snakes have large perforated

poison fangs situated in the front of the upper jaw,

an efficient api)aratus like a hypodermic syringe

for conveying the poison into the flepths of the

wound. In the somewhat poisonous snakes, the

poison fangs are less favorably situated, being

farther back, nearly under the eye. Moreover,
they are sinaller and are merely grooved on the

anterior aspect instead of being perforated. All

snakes, except a few which are nearly or quite tooth-

less, have numerous small re(;urv(Hl teeth for hold-

ing and helping to swallow the prey, which is tisually

taken into the stomach while living, the peculiar

stnicttire of the jaws and the absence of a breast-

bone enabling snak(>s to swallow animals which
exceed the ordinary size of their own bodies.

The following list includes all the serpents which arc
certainly known to exist in Pal and Syria, omitting the

names of several which havi^ been ri'i)orted

2 Serpents '^ut whose occurrence does not seem to he

f-p , ^ J sufficiently confirmed. The range of
or ±^ai ana each species is given.
Syria Cl) Harmless serpents.— Typhlops rermi-

cularis Merr., Greece and Southwestern
Asia; T. simoni Bttgr., Pal; Eryx jaculus L., Greece,
North Africa, Central and Southwestern Asia; Tropido-
not us tessellatus Laur., Central and Southeastern Europe,
Central and Southwestern Asia; Znmenis aemonensis
Laur., Central and Southeastern Europe, Gr islands.

Southwestern Asia; Z. ilahlii Fitz., Southeastern Europe,
Southwestern Asia, Lower Egyi)t; Z. rhoilorhaehis .Jan.,

Egypt, Southwestern Asia, India; Z. rarergieri Menatr.,
Southwestern Asia: Z. nummifer Kenss., Egypt, Syria,

Pal, Cyprus, Asia Minor; Oligodon melanoeephalus .Ian.,

Syria, "Pal, Sinai, Lower Egypt; Contia decemlineata D.

and B., Syria, Pal; C. collaris Menetr., (ir islands, Cyi)rus,
Asia Minor, Syria, Pal; C. rothi Jan., Syria, Pal; C. coro-

nella Schleg., Syria, Pal.

(2) Somewhat poisonous serpents.— Tarbophis savignyi
Blgr., Syria, Pal, Egypt; T. fallax Fleischm., Balkan
Peninsula, Gr islands, Cyprus, Asia Minor, Syria, Pal;

Coelopeltis monspessulana Herm., Alediterranean coun-
tries, Caucasus, Persia; Psammophis schokari Forsk.,

North Africa, Southwestern Asia; Micrclaps muclleri

Bttgr., Syria, Pal.

(3) Deadly poisonous serpents.— Vipera ammodytea
L., Southeastern Europe, Asia Minor, Syria; Vipera
lebetina L., North Africa, Gr islands. Southwestern Asia;
Cerastes cornutus Forsk., Egypt, Sinai, Arabia; Eehis
coloratus Gthr., Southern Pal, Arabia, Socotra.

To this list should be added the scheltopusik, a large

snake-like, limbless lizard, Ophiosaurus apus, inhabiting
Southeastern Europe. Asia Minor, Persia, Syria and Pal,

which while perfectly harmless is commonly classed with
vipers.

. „
Of all these the commonest is Zamems nummifer,

"string of walnuts,"

a fierce but non-poisonous snake which attains the length
of a meter. Its ground color is pul(> yellow and it has a
dorsal series of distinct diamond-shaped dark spots. Al-
ternating with spots of the dor.sal row are on each side two
lateral rows of less distinct dark si)ots. It is everywhere
considered to be fatal. Another common snake is Zamenis

gemonensis, Arab, |)ii-A.=». , 7ia?iosft, which attains the

Arab. \%^' tX-ii^- ,
'akd-ul-jauz
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looKtli of two meters. It is usually blaclv and much
resembles the American blacii snake, ZamcnU constrictor.

Like all s])ecies of 7.a<nctns, t iies(? arc^ harmless. Other
common harmless snakes are Zdmcnix (t(i)dii, Tropidono-
tn.f tcssc/latus which is oftni found in pools and streams,
Cuntiii ciillaris. Olii/odon mehinoceplialns, a small, nearly
toothless snake with the crown of the head coal black.

Among the somewhat poisonous snakes, a very common

^l\one is Cuelopeltis moiiapessulana, Arab. &»WvA»l !^Z

al-haiyat ul-harshat. which is about two meters louK. a.s

large as the black snake. It is uniformly reddish brown
above, paler below. Another is J'saminophis schokari.

Arab. LJ^-CiwlJ' , a/i-nas/jN/id^, "tlic arrow." Itisabouta

meter long, slender, and white with dark stripes. Man.v
marvelous and utterly improbable tales ar(^ told of its

juni|)ing powers, as for instance that it can shoot through
tlu! air for more than a hundred fei^t and penetrate a
tree like a rille bullet.

Thi^ common(>st of the deadly i)oisonous snakes is

Vipcrd IcIjcliiKi, which attains the length of a meter, has
a thick t)ody, a short tail, a broad head and a narrow
neck. It is spotted somi'what as Zamenis 7iuin mifcr,
but the spots are li'ss regular and distinct and the ground
color is grey rather than yellow. It does not seem to
have a (listinct name. Cerd.sles cornutus, having two
small horns, which are modified scales, over the eyes, is

a small but dangerous viper, and is found in the south.
Not onl.v are the species of poisonous serpents fewer than
the non-i)oisonoi!s si)ecies. but the individtials also appear
to be less numerous. The vast majority of the snakes
which are encountered are harmless.

As stated above, all of the Ileb and C.r names
except ki'ppuz, which occurs only in Isa 34 lo, are

used of snakes actually or supposedly
3. Names poisonous. This al)S(>nce of discrimi-

nation l^etween poisonous and non-
poisonous kinds makes determinat i(jn of the species

difficult. Fiu'ther, hut few of the Ileb namc^s are

from roots whose meanings are clear, and there is

little evident relation to Arab, names.

(1) The commonest Heb word is "CUl
, nCihush,

which occurs 31 t and seems to be a generic word
for s(Tpent. \A'hile not always clearly indicating

a venomous serpent, it freciuently does: e.g. I's 58
4; 140 3; Prov 23 32; Eccl 10 8.11; Isa 14 29;

Jer 8 17; Am 5 19. According to BOB it is

perhaps from an onomatopoctic \/, lUn^ , Jidhash,

"to hiss." It may be akin to tlie Arab. ^jLX^
,

hanash, which nutans "snake" in general, or esj).

the black snake. Cf Ir-nahash (1 Ch 4 12);

Nahash (a) (1 S 11 1; 2 S 10 2), (?>) (2 S 17 27),

(c) (2 S 17 2.")); also T'CW. , n'hDshdh, "copper"

or "brass"; and "inipni , n'hushlCm, "Nehushtan,"

the brazen serpent (2 K 18 4) . But BDB derives

the last two words from a different root.

(2) ?'"^iB , sdrclph, apparently from !n"!llJ , suraph,

"to burn," is used of the fiery serpents of the wilder-

ness. In Nu 21 <S, it occurs in the sing.: "Make
thee a fiery serpent, and set it upon a standard."

In ver 6 we have 2'^P'^ten D"^pnin , ha-yfhashim

ha-s'rdphlm, "fiery serpents"; in Dt 8 15 the same

in the sing. : *"]T0 TiJni , 7iuhmh sdrdph, also tr'^

"fiery serpents"; in Lsa 14 29; 30 G we have

rsiyQ wl'^iU , sdrdph vv'uphvph, "'fiery flying ser-

pent." The same word in the pi. D'^S'^'ttJ , a'rdphlm,

is tr'' "seraphim" in Isa 6 2.G.

(;5) "i"^?!^
, taiinltfi, elsewhere "dragon" or "sea-

monster" (q.v.), is used of the serpents into which
the rods of Aaron and the magicians were trans-

formed (Ex 7 9.10.12), these seri)ents being desig-

nated by ndhush in Ex 4 3; 7 15. Tnnnm is

rendered "serpent" (AV "dragon") in Dt 32 33,

"Tlieir wine is the poison of serpents," and Ps 91

13, "The young lion and the serpent shalt thou
trample under foot." On the other hand, ndhdsh
seems in three passages to refer to a mythical crea-

ture or dragon: "His hand hath pierced the swift

serpent" (,Jol) 26 13); "In that day .leh ....
will punish leviathan the swift serpent and leviatlum

the (!rooked serpent" (Isa 27 1); ".
. . . though

they be hul from my sight in the bottom of the sea,

thence will I command the serpent, and it shall bite

them" (Am 9 3).

(4) 'rHT ,
zohdlP, is tr'' "crawling things" in Dt 32

24 (AV "seri)ents") and in Mic 7 17 (A\' "worms").

(5) 2^t^Z", 'akh.shiJbh, occurs only in Ps 140 3,

where it is tr'' "adder" (LXX d(nris, (i.spis, \ iilg

(i.sjjtti), "adders' poison is under their lips." It has
been suggested (BDB) tliat the reading shotild l)e

t'^'^^V, 'akkdhhush, "spider" ((|.v.). The
;;
word

in the previous line is ndhdsh.

(G) "rp
,
pciJicn, like most of the other names a

word of uncertain (>tymol<)gy, o<H'in-s G t and it is

tr'' "asp," except in Ps 91 13, "Thou slialt tread

upon the lion and adder." According to Liddell

and Scott, aspis is the name of the I''gyp cobra,

Xaia hoje L., which is not included in (2) a])ove,

because it does not certainly app(>ar to have l)een

found in Pal. The name "adder" is applied to

various snak(>s all of which may i^erhaps be sui)])osed

to be poisonous but some of which are actually

harmless. Aspis occurs in Rom 3 13 in a i)ara-

plu-ase of Ps 140 3 (s(hi [5] above) ;^ it occurs fre-

(luentlv, though not uniformly, in LXX for (2), (5),

(G), (7), (S) and (10).

(7) i'?2
,
^rphii\ occui'S only m Isa 14 29 where

it is tr'' "adder" (AV "co(;katrice," ERV ';basilisk,"

LXX (K-yova daTTiSojv, ekgona nspUlon, Vulg rcgu-

li(s). The V ypS
,
<:dpha\ of (7) and (S) may be an

onomatopoctic word meaning "to hiss" {BDB).

(8) "^ziy??, or 'yS?
,
gip¥dtii, occurs in Prov

23 32, "At the last it biteth like a serpent [ndhdsh],

and stingcth like an add(>r" (<,-iph^dnT). In Isa 11

8; 59 5, and Jer 8 17, ARV has "adder," while

AV has "cockatric(>" and ERV has "basilisk."

(0) "ib'^Ep , sh'phiphdn, occurs only in Gen 49

17:
"Dan shall be a serpent [ru'ilu'isti] in the way.
An adder [sh- phi ptuui] in the path.
That biteth the horse's heels.

So that his rider falleth backward."

This has been thought to be Cerastes cornulus,

on the authority of Tristram (MIB), who says

that lying in the path it

will attack the passer-by,

while most snakes will

glide away at tlie aj)-

j)roach of a person or

large animal. He adds
that his horse was much
frightened at seeing one
of these serpents coiled up
in a camel's footin-int.

The word is perhaps

akin to the iVrab. v_fi.-^

,

siff, or i_a.-w , suff, which denotes a spotted and
deadly snak(>.

(10) n"Ei<, \;ph\'h, is found in Job 20 IG; Isa

30 G; 59 5, and in EV is uniformly tr'' "viper."

Atkler.

It is the same as the Arab.
L5*^

I , '«/'a, which is

usually tr'i "viper," though the writer has never

found anyone who cotild tell to what snake th(> name
belongs. In Arab, as in Heb a poisonous snake is

always understood.

(11) Tisp, kippoz, ARV "dart-snake," ERV
"arrowsnake," AV "great owl," only in Isa 34 15,

"There shall the dart-snake make her nest, aiid lay,

and hatch, and gather under her shade; yea, tliere

shall the kites be gathered, every one with her
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"Thou Shalt tread upon the lion and adder-
^'"

indeP/.^'^^'JliJ'^^T]^':"^
^'-'^ thou trample

Tiuitc." This is the coiicludiiifr vorso in a vivid
l)i('(ure of the drsolalioii of Iviom. T1h> reii(l(M-iiifi;s

''dart-snuko" and "arrowsnakc" rest on llic autlior-
ity of Hochert, hut LXX has ix'^i'os, crhino.s,
"ho(ljj;eliog," and Viii^ (riaus, ]H'd>^v\u)<y." 'I'lio

ronchTiiifr of A\' "great owl" seems i)referal)le to
tlie oth(M-s, tx'caiise tlie words "make her nest, and
lay, and hatch, and gather under her shade" are as a
wliole (|uitc inapi)li('al)lc to a niannnal or to a I'cp-
tile. Tlu! derivation from TE]?

, kaphaz (ef Ai'ah.

ySii, kajaz), "to spring," "to dart," suits, it is

true, a snake, and not a lie(lg(>hog, but may also
suit an owl. Finally, the next word in Isa"34 15

is "kites," n^", (laijijuth; ef Arab. sIlX.-. , hidaat.

.See Bittern; Owl; Porcupixe.
(12) 601S, aphis, a general term for "s(n-pent,"

oeciu's m immerous ]xissages of the NT and LXX
and is fairly eciuivalent to yiOluWi.

'

(L'3) do-TTis, asph, occurs in the NT only in Pom
3 13

i!
to Ps 140 3. See under (5) 'akhdulbh and

(G) pcthcn. It IS found in LXX for th(>se woixls
and also for 'cph'ch (Isa 30 6),

'

(14) e'xiS/'a, echidna, occurs in Acts 28 3, "A
viper came out .... and fastened on his [Paul's]
hand," and 4 t in the expression "offspring [AV
"generation"] of vipers," yevvrnuara ix^SvQi,, qeniiP-
mata echidnon (Alt 3 7; 12 34; 23 33; Lk' 3 7)
The allied (masc?) form I'^is, c'c/n^ occurs in Sir
39 30, RV "adder."

(IT)) ipveTov, hcrpeton, "creeping thing," AV "ser-
pent," is found in Jas 3 7.

That the ditterent Tlel) and Gr names are used w'thout
firar distinction is si-cn from several examples of tlieeiiiploymetU of two dim^-ent names in expressions-
"Their poison is like tlie ])oisoii of a serpent [naiia^h]-

"They have sharpened their tongue like a serpent

Adders'" i^Ji^hshiibh] poison is inider their lips"

"For, behold, I will send serpents [irhru^him] adders
|C!/)/( ontm], among you, which will 'not becharmed^ and they shall bite you, saitli Jeh"

"They shall lick the dust like a serpent [nahdsh]-
like crawling things of the earth [zdhrilc- 'cnri

&•• ti'li^"'f"l7Y.""'""^'
°^^ °^ »heir Close!

" He shall suck the poison of asps [pcl/icn]- The viper's
..rri,

f'^'''' '^'^^ tongue shall slay him" (Job 20 l(i)Their wine is the poison of serpents [/a/^/n/n w I andthe cruel venom of asps [iHhdnim] " (Dt 32 -.V,)And the sucking child shall play on the hoh; of tlieasp [pelher,], and the weaned child shall iMit Jiishand on the adder's [ciph'dnl] den" (Isa 1 1 vV
See also (8) and (9) above. ^ ^^ '^^

Most of the Bib. references to serpents are of a
figurative nature, and they usually imply jxiison-

ous qualities. The wicked (Ps 68 4)
4. Figura- the persecutor (Ps 140 3), and the
tive enemy (Jer 8 17) are likened to venom-

ous serpents. The effects of wine arc
compared to the bites of serpents (Prov 23 32)
Satan IS a serpent (Gen 3; Rev 12 0; 20 2) The
term "offspring of vipers" is applied by Jolin the
Baptist to the Pharisees and Sadducees (Mt 3 7)
or to the multitudes (Lk 3 7) who came to hear

/au'io">^, ''^oi'-^^f ^V^^ ^^"'^^« ^^"^ Pharisees
(.Alt IZ 6i; Z3 S.i). Dan is a "serpent in the
YSY 'a

^^^^^ hiicih the horse's heels" (Gen 49
17). Serpents are among the terrors of the wilder-
ness (Dt 8 15; Lsa 30 G). Among the signs ac-
compan>ang believers is that "they shall take up
serpents" (Mk 16 18; cf Acts 28 5). It is said
ot him that trusts in Jeh:

In the millennium, "the sucking child shall play
on the hole of flu- asp, .and the weaned chikl .shall
put ins hand on the adder's den" (Lsa 11 S) The
serpent is sul,tl<. (( len 3 1; 2 Cor 11 3); wise (.Mt

I
'i'j;

=}''<''"'''^<''' (^'<''i 3 14); eats dti.st (Gen 3 14-
isa 65 2;); Mic 7 17). The adder is deaf (Ps 58 4)
1 lie .serpent lurks m unexpected i)laces (Gen 49 17;

7p J- i^ ,"in .V'^-T
''^''HX'nts may be charmed

(I ,s 58 ..; Ivcl 10 1 1; Jer 8 17). Among four won-
der! til things IS "the way of a serpent upon a rock"
(I •"^' 30 I!)). Alfred Ely Day

SERPENT, BRAZEN, bra'z'n. See Xeiicsiit.vn.

SERPENT-CHARMING, -chiirm'ing: Allusion
to this art, widely jiractised bv the ancients (.see
rf>ferenci>s m DB, s.v.; es|). Bcx'hart, Jlieron., Ill

T, ;„ - ' ^!^'^' '^^ ^^y modern Orientals, is found in
Ps 58 o, Eccl 10 11; Jer 8 17; Sir 12 13, perhaps
in Jas 3 /. The .skill di.splaved in taming .snakes
ott en without removing the poison fangs, is very stn--
prising. Bruce, Davy and oth(>r travelers give strik-
ing illustrations. See esp. the interesting account of
serjient-charmmg in Hengstenberg's Egypt and the
Books of Moses, ET, 100-104.

SERPENT, CROOKED, kr(^,k'ed: With n-fer-
ence to the const(>llation round the Xorth Pole, in
Job 26 13, RV "the .swift serpent," m "fleeiinr"-
and Isa 27 1, RVm "winding." In the first part
ot the latter passage, AV "piercing sertient" is
changed m RV to ".swift serpent," m "gliding" or
•fleeing." See Astronomy, II, 1.

SERPENT, FIERY. See Serpext, 3, (2).

SERPENT WORSHIP, wur'ship: Traces of this
superstition are thought by certain critics to be
discoverable m the n>ligion of Israel. Stade men-
tions that W. R. Smith supposed the serpent to be
the totem of the house of David {(leschichte, I 4Go)
II. P Smith says: "We know of a Serpent 's'st one
near Jerus, which was the site of a sanctuary (1 K
19), and this sanctuary was dedicated to Jeh"
{Hist of OT, 239, 240). Special reliance is placed
on the narrative of the brazen serpent, which Heze-
kiah is recorded to have destroyed as leading to
idolatry (2 Iv 18 4). "In that case," savs H P
Smith "we must treat the Nehushtan as a veritable
Idol of the house of Israel, which had been wor-
shipped in the teinple from the time of its erection
Serpent worship is so widespread that we should be
surprised not to find traces of it in Israel" (ut
supra). In the same line, see G. B. Gray, Nu
275-7G. The fancifulne.ss of these deductions is
obvious. See Nehushtan. James Orr

SERUG, se'rug 0'T\V
, sTugh; I.ipovx, Scrouch):

Son of Reti and great-grandfather of Abraham (Clen
11 20 ff; 1 Ch 1 2G; Lk 3 35).

SERVANT, sCir'vant (inr, 'ebhcdh; 8ovXos,
doulos): A very common word with a variety of
ineanings, all imi)lying a greater or less degree of
interiority and want of freedom: (1) l^he most fre-
quent usage is as the e(}uival(>nt of "slave" (q v )with its various shades in jxjsition (Gen 9 25' 24 <)'

Ex 21 5; Mt 10 24; Lk 17 7, and often); but al.so
a hired workman where "hired servant" translates
llcb and (;r expressions which differ from the above.
(2) An attendant in the service of someone, as Joshua

i^'f^oo'^
''sf^ant," RV "minister," of Moses (Nu

11 28). (3) As a term of respectful self-depreciation
reterrmg to one's self, "thy servant" or "your serv-
ant is used in place of the personal pronoun of the
hrst person: (a) in the presence of superiors (Gen
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19 2; 32 IS, and often); (b) in addmssins the Su-
premo Being (1 S 3 <); Ps 19 11; 27 «); Lk 2 29,
and often). (1) Ofiicials of every grade are calltMl

the '"servants" of kings, princes, ete (1 S 29 3; 2 S
16 1; 1 K 11 26; Prov 14 liF,, and often), (fj) The
position of a king in rekition to his peojiU^ (1 K
12 7). (()) One wlio is distinguished as ol)edient
and faithful to Cod or Christ (Josh 1 2; 2 K 8 19;
Dnl 6 20; Col 4 12; 2 Tim 2 24). (7) One who
is enslaved by sin (.In 8 34).

^\ iLLi.\M Joseph McOlotiilix
SERVANT OF JEHOVAH (THE LORD):

1. Ilistoriciil Situation
2. Tlio AtHhorsliip of Isa Olis 40-66
3. The Prophet of the Kxile
4. The I'nity of Chs 40 66
5. Princii)al Ideas of ('lis 40-66
6. Tlu; ScrvaiU-PassaKes

(1) Date of Xhv Servant-Passages
(2) Discussion of th(^ Passages
(3) Whom Did the Prophet Mean by the Servant ?

(4) The Psychology of tlic Prophecy
7. Place of the Servant -Passages in ()T Prophecy
8. Large Mi^ssianic Significan(;e of the Servant-Passages

A century and a half had passed since the great
days of Isaiah in J(!rus. The world had vastly

changed during those long decadf^s
1. Histori- when politicians had planned, armies
cal Sit- surged back and forth, and tribes and
uation nations had lost or won in the struggle

for existence, j^laee and power. The
center of the world had changed—for Assyria had
gone to its long hom(>, and the city claiming pre-
eminence was not Nineveh but Babylon.
Nowhere jx^'haps had time laid a heavier hand

than on the city of Jerus and the country of Judah.
For city and land had come to desolation, and the
inhabitants of the coimtry had become familiar
with the strange sights and sounds of Babylonia,
whither they had been carried by their conquerors.
Many had found graves in the land of the exile, and
new generations had arisen who had no memory
of the hill coimtry of their fathers. It is the sit-

uation of these captive Jews in Babylonia which is

reflected and they who are addressed at the waning
of the long night of cai)tivity by the stirring message
recorded in Isa chs 40-66 (leaving out of account
here disputed i)assages in chs 40-66).

"^Ilie more one studies the problem of the author-
ship of these chapters, the more unlikely does it

seem that their author penned them
2. Author- 150 years before the time with which
ship of Isa they arc vitally connected. It is ob-
Chs 40-66 viously impossible to tr(;at that prob-

lem in adetaiknl way here, but one may
siun up the arguments by saying that in thcjological

ideas, in style, and use of words they show su(;h

differences from the assured productions of Isaiah's

p<m as to point to a differcint authorship. And the
great argument, the argument which carries the
most weight to the author of this article, is that these
late chapters are written froin the alandpoiiit of the
exile. The exile is assumed in what is said. These
chapters do not prophesy the exile, do not say it is

to come; they all the time speak as though it had
come. The message is not that an exile is to be,

but beginning with the fact that the exile already
is, it foretells deliverance. Now of course it is

conceivable that God might inspire a man to put
himself forward 150 years, and with a message to

I)eoj)le who were to live then, assuming their cir-

cumstances as a background of what he said, but
it is improbable to the last degree. To put it in

j)lain, almost gruff, English, it is not the way God
did things. The prophet's message was always
primarily a message to his own age. Then there
is no claim in the chapters themselves that Isaiah
was th(>ir author. And having once l)een placed
so that it was supposed they were by Isaiah—placed

so through causes we do not know—the fact that
in speaking of passages from these chapters NT
authors r(>ferred to them by a name the jjeopk; would
recognize, is not a valid argument that they meant
to teach anything as to their authorsliip. 'i'he

problem had not arisen in NT times. Isa, chs 40-
66, as Professor Davidson has suggested, has a
parallel in the Book of Jol), each the ])roduction of
a great mind, each from an author we do not know
((^f Isaiah).
Out of the (leep gloom of the exile—when the Jew

was a man without a country, when it seemed as if

tlu! nation's sins had nnu'dered hope;

—

3. The out of this time comes the voice most
Prophet of full of gladness and abounding hope
the Exile of all the voices from the OT life. In

the midst of the proud, confident civili-

zation of Babyk)nia, with its teeming wealth and
exhaustless si)I(>ndor, came a man who dared to
speak for Jeh—a man of such pow(>r to see reality
that to him Babylonia was already doomed, and he
could summon the people to prepare for Gocl's
deliverance.

In recent criticism, esp. in Germany, there has been a
strong tendency to assign tlu; last chapters of this section

to a dilferent uiUhor from the first. The
4. The Unity '"^^'^f^''''*'"^"^^ '^ ^"^ claimed is not Bab;
nf rVic4n_RR ^'^^' '^"'^ rebnked are the sins of the people
ui <^ns*u DO -ivlien at home in Judaea, and in at l(>ast

one passage the temple at .lerus s(>ems to
bo standing. That these chapters present difticulties
need not be disputed, but it seems to mr that again and
again in them one can fmd the hand of Second Isa.
Then undoubtedly the author fiuotc\s from previous
prophecies whicli we can recognize, and the suggestion
that some of the difficult passages may be cpiotations
from other older proi)hecies which are not preserved to
us, I think an exceetlingly good one. The quotation of
such passages in vii'w of thi; prosjx'ct of return, and the
prophet's feeling of the need of the people, would seem
to me not at all unnatiu-al. If a later hand is responsible
for some utterances in the latter part of the section, it
seems to me fairly ckuir that most of it is from the liand
of the great unknown j)roi)het of the exile.
The (juestions regarding the Servant-passages as

affecting the unity of the book will be treated later.

The first part of this section vividly contrasts Jeh
and the idols worsliipi)ed with such splendor and

ceremony. All the resources of irony
5. Principal and satire are used to give ])oint and
Ideas of effect to the contrast. Cyrus the
Chs 40-66 Median concjueror is already on the

horizon, and he is declared to be God's
instrument in the deliverance. The idols are de-
scribed in pi'ocess of manufacture; they are ad-
dr(!ssed in scornful apostrophe, they are seen carried
away helpless. On the other side Jeh, with illimit-

able foresight and indomitable strength, knows and
reveals the future. Th(>y know and reveal nothing.
He brings to i)ass what He has jilanned. They do
nothing. Not only the idols but Babylonia itself

is made the victim of satire—and the proi)het hurls
a taunt song at the proud but impotent city.

Israel—the people of Jeh—the elect of God—is

given the prophet's message. The past is called
up as a witness to Jeh's dealings. His righteou.s-

ness—His faithfulness to His people—shall not fail.

They are imworthy, but out of His own bounty
salvation is provided. And with joy of this salva-
tion from exile and from sin the book rings and rings.

The Zion of the restored Israel is pictured with all

the play of color and rieihness of imagery at the
prophet's connnand. And this restored Israel is

to have a world-mi.ssion. Its light is to fall upon
all lands. It is to minister salvation to all races of

men.

But hack of and under these pictures of great hope
is the prophet's sense; of his people's sin and their struggle
with it. In the latter ])art of the book, esp. clis 59 and
64 this comes out clearly. And tlu; mood of these chap-
ters expresses the feeling out of which some of the deep
things of the Siuwant-passages came. There is no need
to insist that the chapters as they stand are in the order
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in which thcv wen- written. We know from otlicr

pro|)hccics that this was not always true. But even if a

man were convinc-ed tlial the chapters tiow occurring

after tlie Servant-passages were all written aft(-r them,

he could still liold. and I think would be justined in

holding, that in places in those chai)ters tlie reader finds

the record of a state of the i)rophet's mind before the

writing of those passages. The former vi(;vv wouki l)e,

I t liink t he preferable one. At any rate the point of view

is lot;ically that out of which some of the deep things in

the Servant-passages came.

In jirofoundnoss of iiicaiiinfz; the climax of the

book is readied in these i)ass!ifies where the (h'Uver-

ance from exile tind the (h'Uverance from sin are

connected with one f2;reat figure—the Servant of

Jeh.

The woni "servant," as apphed to servtmts of

God, is not an nnfamihar one to readers of the OT.
It is api)hed to different individtials

6. The :ind hy Jeremiah to tlie nation ((;f Jer

Servant- 30 lo"; 46 27); but its message is on

Passages the whole so distinct and complete

in Second Isa that we can study it

without any further reference to previous usage.

The "servant" first appetirs in Isa 41 8. Here

the reference is undoubtedly to Israel, chosen and

called of God and to be upheld by Him. Here

Israel is jiromised victory over its enemies. In

vivid picture their destruction and Israel's future

trust and glory in God are portrayed.

There are several incidental references to Israel as

Jeh's servant: created by Jeh and not to be forgotten

(41 S)- Gyrus is said to ho called for the sake of His
servant Jacob (45 4); Jeh is said to have redeemed His
servant Jacob (48 20).

In 44 26 "servant " seems to lie tised with the meaning
of prophet. It is said of Jeh that He "confirmetli the

word of his servant, and performeth the counsel of his

messengers."
In 42 1!> we find the failure and inadequacy of Israel

presented in the words, " Wlio is l)lind, but my servant ?

or deaf, as my messenger that I send V " This passage is

an explanation of the exile. Israel proved unworthy and
sinn(>d, hence its i)unishnient, but even in the exile the

lesson had not i)een taken to heart.

In 43 S ff Jeh sinnmons Israel the servant, who in

spite of blindness and deafness yet is His witness. It

has at least st>en enough to be able to witness for Him in

the presence of the heathen.

In 44 1-5, leaving the imworthinoss of the actual

Israel there comics what seems to me a summons in the

name of the possible, tlie ideal. The underlying thought
is a call to the high future which God has ready to give.

This covers the reference to the servant outside

the great Servant-passages to which we now come.

There are four of these: 42 1-9; 49 1-9^/,- 50 4-11;

52 13—53 12. 61 1-4 perhaps represents words of

the Servant, but may refer to words of the proph(>t,

and, as at any rate it adds no new features to the

picture of the Servant already giv(>n in the passages

undoubtcKlly referring to him, we will not discuss it.

(1) Date of the Serrnnt-passacjes.—Ewal<l long

ago suggested that the last of the Servant-passages

must have been borrowed from an earlier compo-

sition, which he assigned to the age of IManasseh.

"If we find in the study of the pa.ssage reason for

its vividness, we shall not need to seek its origin

in the description of some past martyrdom."

Duhm quoted by Cheyne thinks the Servant-

passages post-exilic. The gentleness and quiet

activity of the Servant for one thing, according to

Duhm, suggest the age of the scribes, rather than

that of the exile. But might not an age of suffering

be a time to learn the lesson of gentleness? Ac-

cording to Skinner, Duhm thinks the passages were

inserted almost haphazard, but Skinner also refers

to Kosters, showing that the passages cannot be

lifted without carrying some of the succeeding

verses with them. This is particularly significant

in view of the r(>cent popularity of other theories

which denv the Servant-passages to the hand and

time of Second Isa. The theory that these passages

form by themselves a poem or a set of poems which

have been ins(Tt(-d her(> can boast of distinguished

names.

Ther(^ do(\s not se(>m much to commend it. however.
As to the argument from dilference as to rhythm, then;
is disagreement . and t hedataare pi'obably not of a sort to
warrant much significance being api)lied to it either way.
Tlie fact that tlie passages are not always a part of a
connected movement of thought would play great
liavoc if made a universal |)rineiple of discrimination as
to authorship in tlie propliecies of the OT. If W(!

siic(;eed in giving the fundamental ideas of thi> i)assages

a place in relation to the tliought of l)eutero-lsa, an argu-
ment for which (cogency might be claimed will be dissi-

[)at(Hl. But even at its best this argument would not be
conclusive. To deny certain ideas to an author simi^ly
because ho has not express(>d them in a certain bit of
writing acknowledged to him is perilous business. .V

message of hope surt'ly does not preclude an appreciation
of the dark things.

The trutli of the matter is that oven by great scholars
the temptation to a criticism of knight-errantry is not
ahvavs resisted. And I think we shall not make any
mistake; in believing that this is the case with the at tempt
to throw doubt upon tlie Deutero-Isaianic authorship
of the Servant-passages.

(2) Discussion of the pnssnfjes.—42 1-9: In these

verses Jeh Himself is the speaker, describing the

Servant as His chosen, in whom His soul delights,

upon whom He has put His spirit. He is to bring

justice to the Gentiles. His methods are to be

quiet and gentle, and the very forlorn hope of

goodness Ht; will not quench. He is to set justice

01 the earth, and rcunotc; countries are descrilxnl as

waithig for Ilis law. Then comes a declaration by
the prophet that Jeh, the Cretitor of all, is the sjieak-

er of words declaring the Servant's call in righteous-

ness to be a covenant for the people, a light to the

Gentiles, a h(4per to those hi necnl—the blind and
imprisoned. Jeh's glory is not to be given to an-

other, nor Ilis jinuse to graven images. Former
l)roph(>cies have come to i)ass. New things He
now declares. One's attention needs to be called

to the distinction of the Servant from Israel in this

passage. He is to be a covenant of the people:

according to Delitzsch, "he in whom and through

whom Jeh makes a new covenant with His people

in })lace of the old one that has been broken."

49 l-9a; Here the Servant himself sjieaks, telling

of his calling from the beginning of his life, of the

might of his word, of his shelter hi God, of a time

of discouragement in which he thought his labor

in vain, followed by nisistence on his trust in God.

Then Jeh promises^ him a larger mission than the

restoration of Israel, viz. to be a light to the Gentiles.

Jeh speaks of the Servant as one des})ised, yet to

be triumphant so that he will be honored by kings

and prhices. He is to lead his i)eo])le forth at their

restoration, "to make them inherit the desolate

heritag(>s; saying to them that are bound. Go
forth; to them that are in darkness, Show your-

selves."

Clearly the Servant is distinct from the ])eople

Israel in this i)assage. Yet in ver 3 he is addressed

as Israel. The word Israel here may be a gloss,

which would solve the difficulty, or the Servant may
be addressed as Israel because he gathers u]) in

himself the meaning of the ideal Israel. If it is true

that the prophet gradually pa.ssed from the concc])-

tion of Israel as a nation to a person through whom
its true destiny would be realized, this last sug-

gestion would gahi in probability.

One notices here the emi)hasis on the might of

the Servant, and in this passage we come to under-

sttuid that he is to pass through a time of ignominy.

The phrase "a servant of rulers" is a difficult one,

which would be clear if the jirophet conceived of

him as one of the exiles, and typically representing

them. The Servant's mission in this passage seems

quite bound up with the restoration.

50 4-11: In the first part of this passage the Servant

is not mentioned directly, but it seems clear that he is
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speaking. Ho is taught of God continually, that he may
bring a message to the weary. He has opened his ear so
that he may fully unfierstand Jeh's message. The
Servant now descu'ibes his sufferings as coming to him
because of his obedience. He was not n^bellious and
did not turn back from his mission. Klint-like he set
his face and with confidence in Ciod met tlic shame
wliich came upon him. .\fter language vivid with a
senst^ of ignominy his assured consciousness of victory
and faith in (iod are (wpi'cssed.

In vs 10-11. according to Delitzsch. Jeh speaks, first

encouraging those who listen to the Servant, then
addressing those who despise his word. C^heytu' thinks
the Servant mentioned in ver 10 may be the prophet,
but I prefer Delitzsch's view.

52 13—53 12: The present division of 52 13—
53 12 is unfortunate, for obviously it is all of a
piece and ought to stand together in one chapter.

In 52 13-15 Jeh speaks of the humiliation and
later of the exaltation of the Servant. He shall

deal wisely—the idea here including the success re-

sulting from wisdom—^and shall be exalted. Words
are jiiled upon each other here to express his exal-

tation. But the appearance of the Servant is such
as to suggest the very opposite of his dignity, which
will astonish nations and kings when they come to

understand it.

Paltering upon ch 53 we find the people of Israel

speaking confessing their former unbelief, and giving

as a reason the repulsive aspect of the Servant

—

des])is(>d, sad, sick wath a visage to make men turn
from him. He is described as though he had been
a leper. They thouglit all this had come upon him
as a stroke from God, but they now see how he
went even to death, not for his own transgression

but for theirs. Their peace and healing came
through his suffering and fleath. They have been
sinful and erring; the result of it all God has caused
to light upon hhn.
They look back in wonder at the way he bore his

sufferings—like a lamb led to the slaughter; with
a false judicial procedure he was led aw^ay, no one
considering his death, or its relation to them. His
grave even was an evidence of ignominy.

Beginning at ver 10 the people cease speaking,

according to Delitzsch, and the prophecy becomes
the organ of God who ac^knowledges His Servant.
The reference to a trespass offering in ver 10 is

remarkal)le. Nowhere i^lse is proi)hecy so con-

nected with the sacrificial system (A.B. Davidson).
It pleased God to bruise the Servant—his soul hav-
ing been made a trespass offering; the time of humil-
iation over, the time of exaltation will come.
By his knowledge we are told—here a momentary

reversion to the time of humiliation taking place

—

by his knowdedge he shall justify many and bear
their iniquities. Then comes the exaltation

—

dividing of spoils and greatness—the phrases sug-

gesting kingly glory: all this is to be his because of

his suffering. The great fact of ch 53 is vicarious

sufT(M-ing.

(;>) Wli07n did the prophet memi by the Servant ?—
(a) Obviously not all of Israel always, for the Serv-

ant is distinguished from Israel. (6) Not the

godly remnant, for he is distinguished from them.
Tlum the godly remnant does not attain to any
such proportions as to fit the description of ch 53.

(c) And one cannot accept the theory that the pro-

phetic order is intended. The whole order is not
great enough to exhaust the meaning of one of a
half-dozen of the greatest lines in ch 53.

Professor A. B. Davidson's OT Prophecy con-

tains a brilliant and exceedingly able discussion of

the question which he apyiroaches from the stand-
point of Bib. rather than snnply exegetical theolcjgy.

His fundamental position is that in the prophet's

outlook the restoration is the consummation. In

his mind the Sin-vant and his work caimot come after

the restoration. The S(>rvant, if a real i)(>rson,

must be one whose work lies in the past or the

pi'esent, as there is not room in the future for him,
for the nvstorat ion whi(;h is at the door brings felicity,

and after that no sulTei'ings of th(> S(!rvant are con-
ceivable. But there is no actual person in the past
and none in the present who could be the Servant.
Hence the Servant cannot be to the prophet's mind
a real person (.see Coniaii).

Of course Davidson relates the result to his larger
conci'ption of i)rophecy in such a way as to secure the
Messianic sigiiiticauce of the passages in relation to
their fulfdment in Our Lord. Th(! ideas they contain
are realized in Him.
But coming i)ack to the prophet's mind—if the Servant

was not a person to him, what significance did he have ?
The answer according to Davidson is, He is a great per-
sonification of the ideal Israel. "He is Israel according
to its idea." To quote more fully, "The prophet has
created out of the Diviiu^ determinations imposed on
Israel, election, creation and forming, endowment with
the word or spirit of Jeli, and the Divine purpose; in these
operations, an ideal Being, an iniu'r Israel in the heart
of the phenomenal or actual Israel, an indestructible
Being having these Diviiu; attributes or endowments,
present in the outward Israel in all ages, powerful and
effectual because really composed, if I can say so, of
Divine forces, who cannot fail in God's i)urpose, and who
as an inner power within Israel by his operation causes
all Israel to t)ecome a true servant" (cf Davidson,
OT Prophecy, 4:5,^)-36).

Now it seems to m(! that Davidson is more clT(>ctive in
his destructive than in his constructive! work. Oiu; must
confess that h(> i)resents real difficulties in the way of
holding to a pen-sonal ServaTit as the [)rophet's conception.
But on th(! other hand when he tries to replace that by a
more adequate; conception, I do not think he conspicu-
ously succeeds.

The greatest of the Servant-passages (it seems to
me) presents more than can be successfully dealt
with under the conception of the Servant as the
ideal Israel. The very great emphasis on vicarious
suffering in ch 53 simply is not answered by the
theory. AN'ords would iu)t leap with such a flame
of reality in descril)ing the suffering of a personifi-

cation. The sense of sin back of the passage is not
a thing whose problem could be solved by a glitter-

ing figiu'e of speech. There it sm-ges—the move-
ment of an aroused conscience—and the answer to

it could never be anything less than a real deed by
a real person. My own feeling is that if language
can express anything it expresses the fact that tlie

prophet had a real personal Servant in view.

But what of the difficulties Davidson suggests?
Even if the answer were not easy to find, one could
rest on the total impression the passages make.
One cannot vajjorize a i)assage for the sake of })la-

cing it in an enviroimient in which one believes it

l)elongs. As Cheyne in other days said, "In the
sublimest descriptions of the Servant I am unable
to resist the impression that we have the present-
ment of an hidividual, and venture to think that our
general view of the Servant ought to be ruled by
those passages in whie^h the enthusiasm of the
author is at its height."

The first thing we need to remember in dealing
with the difficulties Davidson has brought forth is

the tirnelessness of prophecy, aiul the residting fact

that every ])rophet saw the future as if lying just

on the horizon of his own time. As proj)hets saw
the day of Jeh as if at hand, so it seems to me
Deutero-Isaiah saw the Servant: each really afar

off, yet each really seen in the colors of the present.

Then we must rememb(>r that the j)rophets did not
relate all their concej)tions. They stateel truths
wliose meaning and articulation they did not under-
stand. They were not philosojjhers with a Hege-
lian himger for a total view of life, and when we try

to read them from this standpoint we misjudge
them. Then we must remember that the i)rophet

may here have been lifted to a height of ])rophetic

receptiveness where he rex'eived and uttered what
went beyond the limits of his own imderstanding.
To be sure there was a ]H)nit of contact, but I see

no objection to the thought that in a place of unique
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sigTiificaiu'c inKl iinportaiicc like tliis, (lod inisHt

use a iiuui to utter words which reached far beyond

the Uinits of liis own understandhif?. In this con-

nection sonu! words of Rrofessor Hermann Schuhz
are worth (juoting: 'Tf it is true anywhere m the

history of ])()etry and pro])hecy, it is true here that

the writer benifj;"full of the spirit has said more than

he himself meant to say and more than he himself

understood."
(4) The j).^!/chol<>(/!/ of [he prophecy.—This does

not mean tliat somethiiifi may not i)e said about

the eoimection of the Servant-i)assases with the

prophet's own thought. Usin^ Delitzsch's illus-

t rat ion, wo can see how from regarding all Israel as t he

servant th(> i)rophet could narrow down to the fiodly

part of Israel as exi)(>rienee taught him the faith-

lessness of many, and it ought not to be imjiossiijle

for us to see how all that Israel really meant at its

best could have focused itself in his thought ui)on

one ])erson. Des])it(^ Davidson's objection, 1 can

see nothhig artificial about this movement in the

l)roi)het's mind. There was i)robably more y>yo-

gn^ssion in his thought than Professor Davidson is

willing to allow. If it is asked. Where was the

{lerson to whom the projjhet could ascribe such

greatness, conceiving as he did that he was to come
at once? stirely a similar question would be fair in

relation to Isaiah's Messiah. The truth is that

(n'(>n on the threshold of the restoration there was
time for a great one suddenly to arise. As John the

Raptist on the Jordan watched for the coming One
whom he knew not, yet who was alive, so the great

I)ro])het of the exile may have watched even day

by day for the coming Servant whose work had

been revealed to him.
Rut deep in the psychology of the i)rophecy is

the sense of sin out of which these passages came
and indications of which I think are found in the

latter i)art of the book. The great guilt-laden past

lay terribly behind the proi>het, and as he mused
over the sufferings of the righteous, perhaps esp.

drawn to the heart-rent Jeremiah, the thought of

redemptive sufTering may have daw^ned upon him.

And if in its light, and with a personal sense of sin

drawn from what experiences we know not, he

grapples with the problem, can we not understand,

can we not see that God might flash upon him the

great conception of a sin-l)earer?

At last the idea of vicarious suffering had been

connected with the deep things of the nation's life,

and henceforward was a part of its

7. Place of lieritage. To the jirofoundest souls

the Servant- it would be a part of the nation's for-

Passages ward look. The priestly idea had
in OT been deepened and filled with new
Prophecy moral meaning. The Servant was a

])rophet too—so priest and prophet

met in one. And I think Cheyne was right when he

suggested that in the Servant's exaltation in ch 53,

the idea of the Servant is brought nearer to that of

king than we sometimes think. So in suggestion,

at least, prophet, priest and king meet in the great

figure of the suffering Servant.

A new rich stream had entered into prophecy,

full of pow(>r to fertilize whatever shores of thought
it touched. In tlu; thoughts of these passages

prophecy seemed pressing with impatient eagerness

to its goal, and though centuries were to pass before

that goal was reached, its })romise is seen her(>, full

of assurance; and of knowledge of the kind of goal

it is to be.

Rut whatever our view of the meaning of the

prophet, we must agree (cf Mt 8 17; 12 18-21;

26 G7; Jn 12 41, et al.) that the conception he so

boldly and i)owerfully put upon his canvas had its

realization, its fulfilment in the One who spoke to

the world from the cross on Calvary. And in its

darkly glorious shadow tlie Christian. with all the

sadness and joy and wond(>r of it, with a sense of

its solving all his ])roblems and meet-
8. Larger ing the deepest needs and out reaches

Messianic of his life, can feel a st range companion-
Significance ship with the exilic proi)het who.se

of the yearning for a sin-bearer and belief in

Servant- His coming call across the long and
Passages slowly moving j-ears. In the light and

])enetration of that hour he may be
trusted to know what the ])rophet meant. Pro-

fessor Delitzsch well said of that ])assag(>, ''Every

word is as it were written under the cross at Col-

gotha." Lyn'n Haholo Hoick

SERVANTS, SOLOMON'S. Se
Sehvants.

Solomon's

SERVICE, silr' vis: Six Ileb, two Aram, and four

Gr words art; so rendercKl.

In the OT the word mo.st used for "service" is (1)

^dhhddhdh, from ^ahhadh, which is the general word,
meaning "to work" and so "to serve,"

1. In the "to till," also "to enslave." The noun
OT means "bondage," "labor," "muiistcT-

ing," "service," "tillage," "work,"
"use." The word is used in describing work in the

fields (Ex 1 14, et al.), work in the tabernacle (Ex
27 19, et al.), sanctuary service (Nu 7 9), service

of Jeh (Nu 8 11), Levitical or priestly service (Nu
8 22), kingly service (1 Ch 26 30), etc. Reference

is made to instruments, wood vessels, cattl(>, herbs,

shekels for the service in the house of Jeh. (2)

\\hha(Ui itself is tr^ "service" in Nu 8 15; 18 23;

Jer 22 13. (3) Seradh means "stitching," i.e. pier-

cing with a needle; it occurs only 4 t, and in each

case in RV instead of "service" is tr'^ "finely

wrought garment.s" (Ex 31 10; 35 19; 39 1.41).

(4) Shdraih means primarily "to attend" as a

servant or worshipper, and to contribute to or

render service, wait on, and thence s(n-\-ice; occurs

only 3 t (Ex 35 19; 39 1.41 AV) and in ARV is

rendered "for ministering." (5) Qu})ha' is found 7

t, used in the same eoimection each time, and refers

to those numbered for service in the tent of meet-

ing. Its primary root meaning refers to servicie for

war, campaign, hardship (Nu 4 30.35.39.43; 8 24).

(6) Yculh means lit. an "open hand," hidicating

direction, power, and so ministry as in 1 Ch 6 31,

where David appoints certain ones to have direc-

tion of the music, tr'' in 1 Ch 29 5, RV not service,

but "himself." (7) \Ahhidhdh means "business,"

"labor," "affairs"; Ezr 6 18 is the only place

where it is found. (8) Polhun, from root meaning
"to worship," "minister to," and so in Ezr 7 19

vessels given for service.

The following are the uses in the NT: (1) Din-

konla, from root meaning "to run on errands," and
so attendance, aid as a servant, min-

2. In the istry, relief, and hence service; cf

NT Eng. word "deacon"; Paul: "that

I might ministcT unto you" (2 Cor 11

8); also found in Rom 15 31 ("ministration")

and Rev 2 19 ("ministry"). (2) Douleuu, lit. "to

be a slave," in bondage, service (Gal 4 8, "bond-
age"; Eph 6 7, "service"; 1 Tim 6 2, "serve").

(3) Lntreia, from root meanhig "to render religious

homage," menial service to Clod, and so worshij)

(Jn 16 2, "service"; Rom 9 4, "service"; Rom
12 1, "spiritual service"; He 9 1, "service"; 9 6,

"services"). (4) Leilourej'ia, from root "to ])erform

religious or charitable functions," worship, relieve,

obey, minister, and hence a public function, priestly

or charitable (liturgy) (2 Cor 9 12, "service"; also

in Phil 2 17.30). See Servant.
William Edwakd Raffety
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SERVITUDE, sur'vi-tud. 8eo Servant; Slave.

SESIS, so'sis (15, Seo-eis, (SV.srf.s, A, Eecro-tCs,

SesNcis): ()ii(> who put awav his forcifiTi wife (1 l^scl

9 34) = "Sli;i.sh;ii" in Ezr 10 40,

SESTHEL, ses'thel (Zio-Bi^X, SeslhU) : One of the
sons of Addi who j)ut awav ihvvc foreign wives
U lOsd 9 ;il) = "Bezal(4" in Ezr 10 30.

SET: Few words in the Eng. language have such
a rich variety of meaning and are uscmI in so
rich a variety of idiomatic; expression as the word
"set." A glance at any of the great diets, will con-
vince anyone of the truth of this statement. The
Standard Dictionary devotes three and a half colunms
to the word. In its i)rimary meaning it th(!re de-
notes 22 distinct things, in its secondary meanhig
17 inore,_ while IS distinct phrases are given in
which it is us(>d, in some cases again in a variety of
meanings. It is indeed a word calculated to drive
a for(>igner to despair. Some 70 Hcb and about
30 C.r words in the orighial tongues of the Holy
Scri])ture3 have been rendered by the word "set,"
in AV and also in RV. A careful comparative study
of the original and of tr^ in other tongues will at
once indicate that a lack of discrimination is evi-
dent on the part of the Eng. translators in the fre-

quent use of the word "set."

Thus in Cant 5 14, " hands are as rings of gold set with
beryl," the Ileb word is S{5'52 ,

mu'e", "to be filled," "full."

Vulg translates plenae, the Dutch gevuld, the Ger. voll;
Prov 8 27, "when he set a circle," Heb puTl ,hdkak,
"to desc"ibe." "decree," Vulg mUahnt, Dutch 'iesc/ircp/,-
Ezr 4 10, "set in the city of Samaria," Aram, ^pi

,

ythihh, *'to causo to sit down," "to cause to dw(>ll,"
Vulg habitare eas fecit, Dutch doen wonen; Ps 2 0, "Yet
have I set my king upon my holy hill," Heb ^CZ , nasakh,

"to pour out," "to anoint," Dutch f/f^r!?/^?,- Isa 'l9 2, AV
"I will s->t the Egyptians against the I5gyptians," Heb
tJ2D .

sakhakh, "to disturb," "to confuse," Vulg concur-

rere faciam, Dutch verwarren, Ger. an einander setzen;
Rev 3 8, "I have set before thee a door," Gr SCSmul,
dld/'imi, "to give," Vulg dedi coram te, Dutch gegeven,
Ger. yegeben; Acts 19 27, AV "Our craft is in danger
to be set at nought," Or cpxoMat. erchomai, "to come,"
Vulg periclitabitur, Dutch in verachting komen; Ek 4 18,
"to set at liberty them," Gr aTroo-TeAAo), apoxtello, "to
send away," Dutch keen te zenden in vrijheid; Acts 13 9,
AV "Saul .... set his eyes on him," Gr aTeii^w,
atenlzd, "to stare fixedly," Vulg intuens in eum, Dutch
de oogen op Item hotidende. These are but a few examples
chosen at random where our Eng. translators have
rendered Heb and Gr words by "set," where a more
literal tr, in eciually good idiomatic language, was
possible. The word "sec" is the causative of "sit," and
Indicates primarily a power of self-support, in opposition
to the idea of the word "lay."

(1) In its primary meaning the word "set" is

used in our Eng. Bil)le in many senses: (a) Foun-
dation: Cant 5 1.5, "His legs are as pillars of marble
set upon," (b) Direction: Ezk 21 IG, "whither-
soever thy face is set." (c) Appointed time: Acts
12 21, "upon a set day." {d) Fixed place: 2 Ch
20 17, "Set yourselves, stand ye still, and see";
2 S 6 17; Mt 4 5. (e) Cause to sit: 1 S 2 8, AV
"to set them among princes"; 2 Ch 23 20; Ps 68 6.

(/) Appoirdment: Ezr 7 2.'), AV "set magistrates
and judges"; Gen 41 41; 1 S 12 13; Ps 2 6; Dnl
1 11, /{(j) To lift up: Gen 31 17, "set his sons
and his wiv(!S u{)on," {h) Appoiided place: Gen
1 17, "G()<1 set them in the firmament," (i) Cause
to stand: (ien 47 7, "Josej)h brought in Jacob ....
and set him before Pharaoh"; Nu 8 13; 2 Ch 29
25. (j) Sitting: Mt 5 1, AV "when he was set";

He 8 1 AV. {k) Location: Mt 5 14, "a city set on
a hill." These by no means exhaust the meaning
which the word, in its primary sense, has in our
Eng, Bible.

(2) In a secondary or tropical sense it is used with
equal frequency, usually with various prepositions.

Thus («) To attack: ,Igs 9 33, AV "and ,sct ui)on the
city." {I}) To imprint: Gen 4 IT), AV "The Lord
s(>t a mark upon Cain," {c) To direct tn: 1 Iv 2 l.l,

"And that all Israel set tlieir faces on me." {d)
To place: 1 K 20 12, Ben-Uadad .shouted one; word
to his allies: "Set," i.e. set the armi(>s in arrav, the
battering-rams and engines of attack in their place,
(e) To incline toward: Ezk 40 4, "Set thy heart
upon all that I shall show." (/) To trust in: Ps 62
10, "If riches incnvise, set not your heart thereon."
(f/) To place before: Ps 90 8, "Thou hast set our
miqinties before"; Ps 141 3, "Seta watch, O Jeh,
before my mouth." (/() To cjo down: of the .setting
of the suii (Mk 1 32; Lk 4 40). (i) To he proud:
Mai 3 lo, AV "They that work wickedness are
.set up." 0') To fill in: Ex 35 9, "stones to l)e

set, for the ephod." (k) To plant: Mk 12 1, "set
a hedge about it." (I) To mock: Lk 23 11,
"Herod .... .set him at nought ." {m) To honor:
1 S 18 30, "so that his name was much set by."
(«) To start: Acts 21 2, "We went aboard, and .set

sail." As may be seen the word is used in an endless
variety of meanings. Henry E. Dosker

SETH, seth, SHETH, siu-th (PIT, shelh; 2^9,
Stih):

(1) The son born to Adam and Ev(! after tlie

death of Abel (Gen 4 2.5 f; 5 3 ff ; 1 Ch 1 1; Sir
49 IG; Lk 3 38). In Gen 4 25 the derivation of
the name is givcTi. Eve "called his name Seth : For,
said s]u>, God hath aj)i)ointed \shath] me .another seecl
instead of Abel." In 1 Ch 1 1 AV, the form is

"Sheth"; elsewhere in AV and hi RV throughout
the form is "Seth."

(2) AV "the children of Sheth," RV "the .sons
of tumult." Accordhig to AV rendernig, the name
of an unknown race mentioned in Balaam's j)arablc
(Nu 24 17). S. F. IlrNTER

SETHUR, se'thur ("linO , sHhur; SaGovp, Sa-
thour): An Asherite spy (Nu 13 13 [14]).

SETTING, set'ing (ni{3)2
, millu'ah, lit. "a fill-

ing"): The word is used in the description of the
manufacture of the brea.stplate of judgment (Ex 28
17). The instruction runs: "Thou slialt set in it

settings of stones," viz. four rows of precious
stones. The same word is rendered "inclosings"
in ver 20, and in 39 13 AV.

SETTLE, set "1 (nnrr, 'azarah)-. For this word in

Ezk 43 14.17.20; 45' 1<), ARV and ERVni sub-
stitute more correctly "ledge." See Temple.

SETTLE : The Heb language has 8 words which
are thus tr'': ydshahh, ndfiath, ^dmadh, shdkat, tdbhu^,

ndgabh, mdkom, kapha'. Now the meaning is to settle

down, to cause to occur (Ezk 36 11 AV; 1 Ch 17
14); then it denotes fixedness (2 K 8 11; Ps 119
89; Prov 8 25); again it points to a condition of

absolute quiescence, as the settlings on the lees (Jer

48 11); and in still another place it means packnig
.solidly tog(>ther (Ps 65 10). In the NT the wortls
edpaios, hedraios, 6e/j.e\i6oj, tlienieUoo, and ridrjiJ.L^ t'dJiemi,

have l)een tr-^ ".settle." RV in 1 Pet 5 10 has tr''

"establish," and the context unrjuestionably jKjhits

to the idea of a fixed estal)lishin(>nt in the faith.

In Lk 21 14 the word tr'' "settle" evid<>ntly ponits
to a fixed determination. Henry I']. Dosker

SEVEN, sev"n (riTp
, shebha'; i-m6i,heptd). See

Nf.MliKU.

SEVEN CHURCHES. See Churches, Seven.

SEVEN STARS. See A.strgncjmy.
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SEVENEH, s("-ven'(>, sc-ve'ne {'n:']'Q
, .fwench):

For A\' "the tower of Syem>/' in Ezk 29 10; 30 (>,

RV rends, "the tower of Seveneh," with note ni,

"or, from Nlif-jdol to Syene." Heveneh is the town .it

the First C;it;ir;ict in ]'Jgy])t, now known as Assu;in.
Fresh hiterest h:is rec(>ntly been given to it l)y the
F^k^phnntine dis<'overies h(>;iring on the ancient Jew-
ish cokjiiy and tenii)k' of Jeh hi that pkice hi the 5th
cent. BC. See Ahamaic; Egypt; I'apyhi; Sanc-
tuary, 4, etc.

SEVENTH, sev"nth, DAY. See Sabbath.

SEVENTY, sev"n-ti (C^railJ , shMi'lm; €p8o|x^-

Kovra, hchdontf-kotdd). See Nl'.MBEii.

SEVENTY DISCIPLES: The aecount of the
designatkin and ini.sskin of these is found only in

Lk 10. Some have therefore sought to maintain
that we have here only a confused variant of the
appointment of the Twelve; but this is impossible
in the hght of Luke's account of the Twelve in eh 9.

The documents vary as betw^ecn the numbers
seventy and seventy-two, so that it is impossible
to determine which is the correct reading; and
int(>rnal evidence does not help at all in this case.

There is notliing in the functkm or circumstances
to indicate any reason for the sjiecific number.

Coramimtators have sought parallels in the seventy
eldons chosen to assist Moses (Nu 11) and suppose tliat
Jesus was incidentally indicating Himself as the "prophet
like unto Moses" whom (lod would raise up.

Again, the Jews popuhirly reckoned tlie "number of
the nations of the earth" at seventy (cf Ocn 10), and
some have supposed Jesus to he thus indicating that
His gospel is universal. Attention is called to tlic fact
that the Seventy are not forbidden to go to Cilentiles and
that their commission probal)ly included Peraea, where
many GentiU's were to bo found. Some, again, have
supposed that .Jesus liad in mind the Jewish Sanhedrin,
composed of severity (or seventy-two), and that the;
api)ointment of a like number to extend the work of His
kingdom was a parabolic recognition that as the .Jews
were officially reji'ctirig Ilim, so He was rejecting them
as agents for the work of th(^ kingdom. It is impossible
to speak with any cc^rtainty as to any of these suggi'stions.
It is to be noted that there is the same confusion be-
tween th(! numbers seventy and seventy-two in all four
Instances, as also in the tradition as to the number of
translators of the LXX.

Inasmuch as no further mention is made of these
workers, it is to be understood that they were a])-

pointed for a temporary ministry. Tradition
names several of them and identifies them wuth
disciples active after Pentecost. While it is prob-
able that some of these were witnesses later, the
tradition is worthless in details. The mission of
these and the reason assigned for their appoint-
ment are essentially the same as in the case of the
Twelve. Jesus is now completing His last popular
cami)aign in preaching and introducing the king-
dom of heaven. The empk^ying of these in this

service is in line with the permanent ideal of Chris-
tianity, which makes no tlistinction between the
"laymen" and the "clergy" in responsibility and
service. Jesus was perhai)s employing all whose
experience and sympathy made them fit for work in

the harvest tiiat was so plenteous while the laborers
were few. He found seventy such now as He
would find a hundred and twenty such after His
ascension (Acts 1 15). William Owen Carvek

SEVENTY WEEKS: The "seventy weeks" of
the prophecy in Dnl 9 24-27 have long been a sub-
ject of controversy in the critical schools. The
conflicting views may be seen very fully in Dr.
Driver's Dnl, 94 ff, 143 ff, and Dr. Pusey's Daniel
the Prophet, lects II, III, IV. On both sides it is

agreed that the "weeks" in this ijrojjhecy are to
be interi)reted as "weeks of years," i.e. the 70 weeks
represent 490 years. This period, commencing

witli "th(> going forth of tlie comnianthnents to
rest()r(> and build Jerus" (ver 25). is <livid(>d hito three
parts, 7 weeks (49 years), (52 w(>(!ks (434 years),
and one week (7 years). The ()9 weeks extend to
the apj)earance of "an anointed one [Heb "Mes-
siah"], the prince" (ver 25), who, after the ()2 weeks,
shall be "cut ofT" (v(!r 2()j, apjiarently in the "midst"
of the 70tli week (ver 27). On the traditional view
(see Pusey), the 69 weeks (4,S3 years) mark the
niterval from the decree to rcjbuild Jerus till the;

appearance of Christ; and if, with Pus(>y, the
decr(>e in question be taken to be that of the 7th
ye.'ir of Artaxerxes (457-5G 15C; the mission of
l';zra; cf Yv/.r 7 S ff), conhrmed and extended in the
20th year of the same king (mis.sion of Nehemiah;
cf Neh 2 Iff), the 483 years run out about 27-28
AD, when Our Lord's public ministry began. On
the other liand, the view which sujiposes that the
Book of Dnl belongs wholly to the Maccabean age,
and does not here contain genunie [)rediction, is

under the necessity of makhig the 490 years termi-
nate with the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes (171-1()4
BC), and this, it is admitted, cannot be done. 1\)
give time the violent expedient is adopted of dating
the commencement of the 70 weeks from the
prophecy of Jeremiah of the 70 years' captivity, or
of the rebuikUng of Jerus (606 or 587 BC), i.e.

before the captivity had begun. Even this, as Dr.
Driver admits (p. 146), leaves us in 171 BC, some
()7 years short of the (luration of the 62 weeks, and
a huge blunder of the writer of Dnl has to be a.s-

sumed. The divergent reckonings are legion, and
are mutually contradictory (see table in Pusey, p.
217). To invalidate the okler view Dr. Driver
avails himself of the altered renderings of vs 25
and 27 in ERV. It is to be noted, however, that
ARV does not follow ERV in these changes. Thus,
whereas ERV reads in ver 25, "Unto the anointed
one, the ])rince, shall be seven weeks: and three-
score and two weeks, it shall be built again," and
accordhigly takes "the anointed one" of ver 26 to
be a distinct ])erson, ARV (as also ERVm) reads,
as in AV, "shall be seven weeks, and threescore and
two weeks." Again, where ERV reads in ver 27
"For the half of the week he shall cause the sacrifi( e

and the oblation to cease," ARV (and ERVm) has
as formerly, "In the midst of the week he shall

cause" etc (convers(4y, in ver 25 AR\'m gives the
ERV rendering). The question camiot be dis-

cussed here, but it is believed that the traditional
interpretation may yet (daim acceptance from those
who do not accept the postulates of the newer
critical writers. See Daniel; Jubilees, Book of.

James Oru
SEVENTY YEARS: The period assigned by

Jeremiah for the duration of the Jewish exile in

Babylon (Jer 25 11.12; 29 10; cf 2 Ch 36 21 f;

Ezr 1 1; Dnl 9 2). If the i)eriod be reckoned
from the date of the first deportation in the 4th
year of Jehoiakim (2 K 24 1; 2 Ch 36 6fT; Dnl
1 1 by another reckoning calls it the 3d year), i.e.

606 BC, till the decree of Cyrus, 536 BC, the pre^
diction was fulfilled to a year. See Captivity.

SEVER, sev'er: The three Heb words badhal,
palah and paradh are thus tr''. The idea conveyed
is that of setting apart (Lev 20 26 AV) or of setting
someone or something apart in a miraculous way
(Ex 8 22; 9 4 AV, ERV), or, again, of simple sepa-
ration on one's own volition (Jgs 4 11 AV, F^RV).
The Gr word atpopl^w, aphorizo (Mt 13 49) stands
for final judicial segregation.

SEVERAL, sev'er-al, SEVERALLY, sev'er-al-i:

The Heb words hophshiith and hophshlth, ir^

"several" in AV, ERV, 2 K 15 5; 2 Ch 26 21, are
in both cases tr"^ "separate" in ARV, and indicate
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ceremonial uncleanncss and consequent severance
on account of lei)rosy. In the parable of the
Talents (Mt 25 15) and also in 1 Cor 12 11 the
word tSwSj idios, is tr'' "several," "severally."

In both cases it points to the individuality of the
recipients of the gift bestowed.

SHAALABBIN, sha-a-lab'in (^abyp , shn'dlab-

hin; B, SaXaPttv, Sdlabein, A, 2aX.ap,«Cv, Salame'm):
A town in the territory of Dan named between Ir-

shemesh and Aijalon (Josh 19 42). It seems to

be identical with Siia.u.bim.

SHAALBIM, shii-al'bim (C^abrTp , sha'allnm;

B, BT|9a\a|i€£, Bvthnhwwi, A, 2a\aP6£(ji, Snlahc'un,

in Josh BA, ©aXaPtiji, Thalabc'im): When the
Amorites had foresee! the children of Dan hito the
mountain they came and dwelt in Mt. Heres, Aija-
lon and Shaalbim, where, it ajipears, they were made
tributary to the house of Joseph (Jgs 1 35). In
the time of Solomon it was included in the admin-
istrative district i)rcsided over by Ben-deker, along
with Makaz, Beth-shemesh and Elon-beth-hanan
(1 K 4 9). Beth-shemesh is the same as Ir-sheme.sh
(Josh 19 42). Shaalbim is ])robably only another
name of Shaalabbin. One of David's mighty men
is called Ehahba the Shaalbonite. This presumes
the existence of a town called Shaalbon (2 S 23 32;
1 Ch 11 33), which again is probably identical with
Shaalbim. Onom identifies it with Salaba, a large

village in the district of Sebaste (Samaria), which
apparently Eu.sebhis and Jerome thought to be in

the territory of Dan. It seems, however, too far

to the N. Jerome in his comm. on Ezk 48 s])eaks

of the towers of Aijalon and Selebi and Emmaus.
Conder would idejitify Selebi with Sclhit, 3 miles
N.W. of Aijalon (Ydio), and 8 miles N.' of Beth-
shemesh. This would suit for Shaalbim, as far as

position is concerned; but it is difficult to account
for the heavy t in the name, if derived from Shaall)im.

W. EWING
SHAALBONITE, sha-al-b5'nTt, sha-al'bo-nit

CI^^p^TL'n ,
}i(i-H}i(i'(dhdni; 6 'Za.\a.^<))ViLTr\<i, ho Sahi-

honeiles '[2 S 23 32], B, 6 'OjAeC, ho Ilomci, A,
6 SaXaPtovi, ho ScddJxliu): Eliahba, one of David's
heroes, a native of Shaalbon. See Shaalbim.

SHAALIM, sha'a-lim, LAND OF (^''bj^TlJ yix
,

'ercg sha'dlJ))); 15, rfjs -yTis 'EacraKe'fji, tes qen Easokem,
A, Tf|s •yfjs 2aa\e£fji, /r,s gts Saaleim; AV Shalim)

:

Saul in search of liis father's as.ses passed through
Mt. Ephraim and the land of Shalishah, then
tlirough the land of Shaalim and the land of yni'ini.

This last name EV renders "Benjamin" (1 S 9 4).

The whole passage is so obscure that no certain

conclusions can be reached. The search party may
have proceeded northward from Gibeah, through
the uplands of Ephraim, turning then westward,
then southward, and finally eastward. We should
thus look for the land of Shalishah and the land of

Shaalim on the west side of the mountain range:
and the latter may have been on the sloi)es to the

E. of Lydda. Possibly we ought here to read
"Shaalbim," instead of "Shaalim." W. Ewing

SHAAPH, sha'af {^W , sha'aph)

:

(1) A son of Jahdai (1 Ch 2 47).

(2) The son of Maachah, a concubine of Calel),

the brother of Jerahmeel. Shaaph is called the
"f;ither," or founder, of the city Madmannah (1 Ch
2 48 f).

SHAARAIM, sha-a-ra'im (D^'^^TP , sha'drayim,

"two gates"; SaKapeip., Sakareim; AV Sharaim)

:

(1) A city in the Shei)hclah or "lowland" of

Judah mentioned (Josh 15 36) in close association

with Socoh and Azekah; \he vanquished army of
the Philis passed a Shaaraim in their flight from
Socoh toward Gath and Ekron (1 S 17 52). It
is possible that in this latter reference the "two
gates" may refer—as LXX implies—to the two
Phih stronghokis themselves. Shaaraim has been
identified with TcU Zakanya (s(h; however Azekah)
and with Kh. Sa'lrch {PEF, III, 124, Sh NVII),
an okl site W. of Beit 'Atab. Both proposals are
hazardous.

(2) One of the towns of Simeon (1 Ch 4 31),
called (Josh 19 6) "Sharuhen" and, as one of the
uttermost cities of Judah, called (Jo.sh 15 32)
"Shilhim." This town was in Southwestern Pal
and is very probably identical with the fortress
Sharhana, a pkice of some importance on the road
from Gaza to Egypt. Aahmes (XVUlth Dynasty)
besieged and captured this city in the 5th year of
his reign in his pursuit of the flying Hvk.sos (Petrie,
Hist, II, 22, 35), and a century Liter Tahutmes HI,
in the 23d year of his reign, took the city of Sharu-
hen on his way to the siege and (•ai)ture of Megiddo
(Petrie, Hist, II, 104). On philok)gical grounds
Tell esh-SherVah, 12 miles N.W. of Beersheba, a
large ruin, has been proposed, but it does not suit
at all the Egyp data {PEF, III, 399, Sh XXIV).

E. W. G. Masterman
SHAASHGAZ, sha-ash'gaz (T^TprtJ , shn\ish-

gaz; LXX reads Tai, Gal, the same name it gives
to the oflficial referred to in Est 2 8.15; the name
may go back to the Okl Bactrian word Sdsakshant,
"one anxious to learn" [Scheft] ; most commentators
suggest no explanation): A chamberlain of Ahas-
uerus, king of Persia; as keeper of "the second
house of women," he had Esther under his charge
(ver 14).

SHABBETHAI, shab'ft-thi (T5tJ , shablflhay,

"one born on the; Sal)l)ath"; B, 2aPa9a£, Sabcilhai,

A, KaPPaOaC, Kabbdihai = "^-dhha{eus" of 1 l^sd

9 14): A Levite wlio opposed (?) Ezra's suggestion
that the men who had married foreign wives put
them aside (Ezr 10 15). Kuenen, however, ren-

ders the phrase TXT by ^^^37, 'am^dhU ^al zo'th, of

which Asahiel and Jahaziah are the subjects, to
mean "stand over," "have charge of," rather than
"stand against," "oppose" (Gesammelte Abhand-
hmgen, 247 f); this woukl make Shabbethai, wlio
was in accord with the two men mentioned above,
an ally rather than an oi)ponent of Ezra. We in-

cHne toward Kuenen's interi)retation in view of the
position attained by Shabbethai under Nehemiah

—

one he would have been unlikely to attain had he
been hostile to Ezra. He is mentioned among
those appointed to expkiin the Law (Neh 8 7), and
as one of the cliiefs of tlie Levites who had the over-
sight of "the outward business of the house of

God" (Neh 11 16). Horace J. Wolf

SHACHIA, sha-kl'a, shak'i-a (n^iDTp
, sdkh'yah [so

Baer, Ginsberg]; some edd read S^DTp , sdkh^yd',

or i^^pTp , sakh'^Tjd'; also •^^3Tp , shdkh^ydh, and
n^lTp , shdbh'ydh. This last reading is favored by
the Syrian and the LXX [li, SapCa, Sabia, A, DePid,

Sebid, but Luc, Sex id, ^'^erhiu]^, the forms in kh (D)

instead of bh (3) have tlie support of the Vulg,
Sechia, "Yahwch has forgotten"!?]): A name in a
genealogy of Benjamin (1 Ch 8 10).

SHADDAI, shad'a-I, shad'i. See God, Names
OK, II, 8.

SHADE, shad, SHADOW, shad'o, SHADOW-
ING, shad'o-ing {b'2

, fc/; o-Kid, skid) : A shadow is

any obscuration of the light and heat with the form
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of \hv iii1(>rv(^iiin}z; ()l)jcc't, ob.scuroly iirojcftcd, con-
st;uitly clmiiKins and passing away. "Shadow" is

used Ii(. of a roof (Ccn 19 S), of mountains (Jgs
9 'M), of tr(>(\s (Jgs 9 1"), etc), of wings (Ps 17 8,
etc), of a cloiul (Isa 25 5), of a great rock (Isa
32 2), of a man (I'cter, Acts 5 15), of the shadow
on the dial (2 K 20 <), etc), of Jonah's gourd (Jon
4 of). It is used also figuratively (1) of shelter
and ])rotection (of man, den 19 S; Cant 2 3; Isa
16 3, etc; of Cod, Ps 36 7; 91 1 ; Isa 4 G, etc);
(2) of anything fleeting or transient, as of the days
of man's life on earth (1 Ch 29 15; Job 8 9; Ps
109 23); (3) with the idea of obscurity or im])er-
foction (in lie 8 5; 10 1, of the Law; cf Col 2
17); (4) of darkness, gloom; see Shadow of
Death. In Jas 1 17, we have in AV, "the Father
of lights, with whom is no variableness, neither
shadow of turning" {aposUasma) , RV "shadow that
is cast by turning"; the reference is to the un-
changcalileness of Cod as contrasted with the
changes of the h(>avenly bodies. RV has "of the
rusthng of wings" for "shadowing with wings" in
Isa 18 1; ARV has "shade" for "shadow" in
various places (Jgs 9 15; Job 40 22; Isa 4 6
etc). In Job 40 21.22, for "shady trees" RV has
"lotus-trees." W. L. Walker

SHADOW OF DEATH (yrx^
,
galnmwcth)

:

The Ileb word tr'' "shadow of death" is used ])oeti-
cally for thick darkness (Jol) 3 5), as descriptive
of Sheol (Job 10 21 f; 12 22; 38 17); figuratively
of deep distress (Job 12 22; 16 Ki; 24 17/>/.s; 28 3-

34 22 [in the last three passagc^s ARV has "thick
darkness" and "thick gloom"]; Ps 23 4, RVm "deep
(hirkness [and .so elsewhere]"; 44 19; 107 10.14; Isa
9 2; Jer 2 G; 13 IG; Am 5 8; IVIt 4 IG; Lk 1 79,
skid thanntou). The Ileb word is i)erhai)s comj^osed
of Qcl, "shadow," and mawelh, "death," and the
idea of "the valk^y of the shadow of death" was
most probably derived from the deep ravines, dark-
ened by over-hanging briars, etc, through which the
shei)herd had sometimes to lead or drive his sheej)
to new and better ])astures. ^^^ L. AA'alkeij

SHADRACH, shil'drak : The Bab name of one
of the so-called Heb children. Shadrach is ])robably
the Sumeri^ni form of the Bal> Kudurru-Aki, ".serv-
ant of Sin." It has been suggested bv Meiidiold
that we should read Merodach instead of Shadrach.
Since there were no vowels in the original Heb or
Aram., and shice sh and m as well as r and d are
much alike in the old alphabet in which Dnl was
written, this change is quite i)o.'^sit)le.

Shadrach and his two comjjanions were trained
along with Daniel at the court of Nebuchadnezzar,
who had carried all four captive in tlu; expedition
against Jerus in the 3d year of Jehoiakim (Dnl 1 1).
They all refused to eat of the food i)rovided by
Ashpcnaz, the master who had been set over them
by the king, but i)referred to eat jiulse (Dnl 1 12).
Tlie effect was much to their advantage, as they
appeared fairer and fatter in flesh than those who
ate of the king's meat. At the end of the aijjiointed
time they passed satisfactory e.xaminations, both
as to their physical appearance and their intellectual
acquirements, .so that none were found like them
among all with whom the king comnumed, and they
stood before the king (.see Dnl 1).
When Danicd heard that the wise men of Babylon

were to be slain because they could not tell the
dream of Nebuchadnezzar, after he had gained a
respite from the king, he made the thing known to
his three companions that they might imite with
hnn HI i)rayer to the Cod of heaven that they all
might not i)erish with the rest of the wise men of
Ba])ylon. After Cod had heard their prayer and
the dream was made known to the king by Daniel,

Nebuchadnezzar, at Daniel's r(>quest, set Shadrach,
xMeshach and Al)ed-nego over the affairs of the
l)rovnice of Ba])ylon (Dnl 2). With Meshach and
Alx'd-nego, Shadrach was cast into a fiery furnace,
but e.scaped unhurt (Dnl 3) . See Abed-xego; IIax-
axiah; Soxg of Three Children.

R. Dick Wilsox
SHADY, shad'i, TREES (Job 40 21 f). See

LoTt's Trees.

SHAFT, .shaft: Lsa 49 2 for ^n
, hcQ, "an arrow";

also Ex 25 31; 37 17; Nu 8 4 AV for a part of the
candlestick of the tabernacle somewhat vaguelv
designated by the word ^"i;'

,
yarcM, "thigh." The

context in the first 2 verses shows that the upright
stem or ".shaft" is intended, but in Nu 8 4 a differ-
ent context has caused RV to substitute "base."
See also Archery; Ar.mor, Arms.

SHAGEE, sha'ge (X.^tJ , shaghc' ; B, SuXd, Sold,
A, Sa^i^, Sage; AV Shage): The fatlier of Jona-
than, one of David's heroes (1 Ch 11 34).

SHAHARAIM, sha-ha-ra'im (D'?nrnp , shahd-
rayim; B, EaapTjX, Snnrfl, A, 2aapVi|x, Saarem): A
Benjamite name (1 Ch 8 8). The pa.ssage is cor-
rupt beyond only the most tentative emendation.
"Sharaim" has no connection with the foregcjing
text. One of the suggested restorations of vs 8.9
reads: "And Shaharaim begat in the field of Moab,
after he had driven them [i.e. the Moabites] out,
from Hodesh his wife, Jobab," etc (Curtis, ICC).

SHAHAZUMAH, sha-ha-zoo'ma, sha-haz'<K)-ma
(iTC^l^nTp

, shdhdgumdh; B, SaXeln Kara, OaXacrcrav,

Sale'nn hdd thdbissdn, A, 2acr€i(ide, Scscuudth; AV
Shahazimah, sha-haz'i-mahj: A town in the terri-
tory of Issachar on the boundary which ran from
Tabor to the Jordan (Josh 19 22). The site, which
has not yet been recovennl, must be sought, prob-
ably, to the S.E. of the mountain.

SHALEM, slia'lem (DbtJ , shdlnn; ds SaX^, cis

Salem): The word as a place-name occurs only in
Cen 33 18. \Mth Luther, following LXX, Pc-sh
and ^^llg, AV reads "And Jacob came to Shalem,
a city of Shechem." RV with the Tgs Onkelos and
pseudo-Jonathan, the Sam codex and the Arab.,
reads, "came in peace to the city of Shechem."
There is a heavy balance of opinion among scholars
in favor of the latter reading. It is certainly a
remarkable fact, supporting AV.that about 4 miles
E. of Shechem (Nablus), there is a village bearing
the name Salem. If AV is right, this must repre-
sent the city referred to; and E. of Salon would
transpire the events recorded in Gen 44. Against
this is the old tradition locating J.acob's well aiul
Joseph's tomb near to Shechem. Onnm gets over
the difficulty by identifying Shalem with Shechem.

W. EVVING
SHALIM, sha'lim. See Shaalim.

SHALISHAH, sha-ll'sha, sliari-sh;l, LAND OF
(HTpblp-pX, 'eng shah'.'ihdh; B, ti yfi ScXxd, he
gt Selchd, A, tj yf[ 2aXio-o-d, he gt Salissd): If the
general indication of the route followed by Saul,
given under Shaalim, is correct, the land of Shali-
shah (1 S 9 4) will he to theN.E. of Lydda on the
western slope of the range. Baal-shalishah would
most likely be in the district, and mav indeed have
given its name to it. If Conder is right in identify-
ing this (aty with Khirhet Kefr Thilth, about i9
niiles N.E. of Jaffa, it meets well enough the general
indication given above. Onom knows the name,
but gives no guidance as to where the district is.
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Baal-.shalishah it i)la('es in tho Thainnitc rejijion,

L5 miles N. of Diosj)()lis (Lydda). No boundaries
can l)e laid down, but probability points to this

neighborhood. W. Ewing

SHALLECHETH, shal'6-keth, sha-le'kcth, THE
GATE (nDblp ^^'t , sha'ar shallekheth, i.e. as in m,
"Casting forth"): A gale of the temple "at the
causeway that goeth up" (I Ch 26 IG)—probably
an ascent from the Tyropa^on Valley to the ^\'. of
the temi>le. It has been supposed on account of
the meaning of the name that the ashes and offal
of the temple were cast forth tliere, but this is very
unlikely—thejMvere thrown into the Kidron valley
to the E. or S.E. The LXX has TraaTO(popiov,

pnstophorion, which seems to point to a building
with chambers; in consonance with this Cheyne
reads in the Ileb TilSipb

, Ushkoth, "[of] the cham-
bers." E. W. G. Masterman

SHALLUM, shal'um (2^3125, shallum, 23125,

shnUiim; various forms in LXX) : This is the name of
not less than 12 Heb persons:

(1) The youngest son of Naphtali (1 Ch 7 13).
He is also called "Shillem" in Gen 46 24; Nu 26
49.

(2) A descendant of 8imeon, the son of Shaul
and the father of Mibsam (1 Ch 4 25). He lived
in If) 18 BC.

{?>) T\\o son of Sismai "son" of Shesham of the
tril)e of Judah (1 Ch 2 40.41). He lived in 1300
BC.

(4) .V son of Kore, a porter of the sanctuary dur-
ing the nngn of David (1 Ch 9 17.19.31; Ezr 2
42; Nell 7 45). The name is also written "Me-
shuUam" in Neh 12 25, "Salum" in 1 Esd 5 28,
'•Meshelemiah"in 1 Ch 26 1.2.9, and "Shelemiah"
in 1 Ch 26 14. He lived about 1050 BC.

(5) A son of Zadok and father of llilkiah, a high
priest and ancestor of Ezra the scribe (1 Ch 6 12.

13; Ezr 7 2). In the works of Jos he is called
"Sallumus"; in 1 Esd 8 1, "Salem," and in 2 Esd
1 1, "Salemas."

(()) The 15th king of Israel. See following
article.

(7) A son of Bani, a priest who had taken a
heathen wife and was compelled by Ezra the scribe

to put her away (Ezr 10 42; omitted in 1 Esd 9 34).

(8) The father of Jehizkiah, an Ephraimite in the
time of Ahaz king of Lsrael (2 Ch 28 12).

(9) The husband of the prophetess Huldah (2 K
22 14; 2 Ch 34 22). He was the keeper of the
sacred wardrobe and was probably the uncle of

Jeremiah the prophet (Jer 32 7; cf Jer 35 4).

(10) King of Judah and son of Josiah (Jer 22 11;
1 Ch 3 15), better known by the name Jehoahaz
11. This name he received when he ascended the
throne of the kingdom of Judah (2 Ch 36 1).

(11) A Levite who was a porter at the time of

Ezra (Ezr 10 24; "Sallumus" in 1 Esd 9 25).

(12) A ruler over a part of Jerus and a son of

Ilallohesh. He with his daughters aided in build-

ing the walls of Jerus in the time of Nehemiah
(Neh 3 12). S. L. Umbacu

SHALLUM (2^3Tp , shallum, c'STp
, shallum, "the

recjuited one" [2 K 15 10-15]): The 15th king of

Israel, and successor of Zechariah, wdiom he pub-
licly assa.ssinated in the 7th month of his reign.

Nothing more is known of Shallum than that he
was a son of Jabesh, which may indicate that he
was a Gilcadite from beyond Jordan. He is said
to have made "a conspiracy" against Zechariah, so
was not alone in his crime. The conspirators, how-
ever, had but a short-lived success, as, when Shallum
had "reigned for the space of a month in Samaria,"

Menahem, then at Tirzah, one of the minor capitals
of the kingdom, went up to Samaria, slew him and
took his i)lace.

It was i)robably at this time that Syria threw off
the yoke of tribute to Israel (see Jeroboam II), as
when next we meet with that kingdom, it is under
its own king and in alliance with Samaria (2 K
16 5).

The 10 years of rule given to M(>nahem (2 K
15 17) may be taken to include the few months of
military violence under Zechariah and Shallum,
and cover the full years 758-750, with portions of
years before and aft(>r counted as whole on(>s. The
unsuccessful usurpation of Shallum may therefore
be put in 758 BC (some date lower).

W. Shaw C.\ldecott
SHALLUN, shal'un {-yhtD , shallun, not in LXX)

:

Another form of Shallum, the son of Col-hozeh. He
was the ruler of the district of Mizpah. He assisted
Nehemiah in buikling the wall of Jerus and in repair-
ing the gate by the I'ool of Siloah at the King's
Gardens (Neh 3 15).

SHALMAI, shal'ml, shal'ma-I: AV form in Ezr
2 46 for "Shandai"; Neh 7 48 "Salmai" (q.v.).

SHALMAN, shal'man ("l^bTp, shalman): A
name of uncertain meaning, found only once in the
OT (IIos 10 14), in connection with a place-name,
equally obscure, "as Shalman destroyed Beth-
arbel." Shalman is most commonly interpreted
as a contracted form of Shalmaneser, the name of
several Assyr kings. If this exi)lanation is correct,
the king referrecl to cannot be identified. Some
have thought of Shalmaneser IV, who is said to
have undertaken expeditions against the West in
775 and in 773-772. Others have proposed Shal-
maneser V, who attacked Samaria in 725. This,
however, is improbable, because the activity of
Hosea ceased before Shalmaneser V became king.
Shalman has also been identified with Salamanu, a
king of iVIoab in the days of Hosea, who paid tribute
to Tiglath-pileser V of Assyria; and with Shalmah,
a North Arabian tribe that invaded the Negeb.
The identification of Beth-arbel (q.v.) is equally
uncertain. From the reference it would seem that
the event in question was well known and, there-
fore, probably one of recent date and considerable
importance, but our present historical knowledge
does not enable us to connect any of the persons
named with the destruction of any of the localities

suggested for Beth-arbel. The ancient tr'' offer no
solution; they too seem to have been in the dark.

F. C. Eiselen

SHALMANESER, shal-ma-ne'zer (nCXJ^blp

,

sftdbnan'cser: LXX Sa|X€vvdo-ap, Sanienndsar,
SaX(j.avd<j-ap, Salmandsar) : The name of several
Assyr kings. See Assyria; Assyrian Captivity.
It is Shalmaneser IV who is mentioned in the Bib.
history (2 K 17 3; 18 9). He succeeded Tiglath-
pileser on the throne in 727 BC, but whether he was
a son of his predecessor, or a usurper, is not appar-
ent. His reign was short, and, as no annals of it

have come to light, we have only the accounts con-
tained in 2 K for his history. In the passages
referred to above, we learn that Hoshea, king of

Israel, who had become his vassal, refused to con-
tinue the payment of tribute, relying upon help
from So, king of Egypt. No help, however, came
from Egypt, and Hoshea had to face the chastising

forces of his suzerain with his own unaidcKl resourc(>s,

the result being that he was taken prisoner outside
Samaria and most likely carried away to Nineveh.
The Bib. narrative goes on to say that the king of

Assyria came up throughout all the land, and went
up to Samaria and besieged it 3 years. There is
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roHsoii to believe tliat, as tlio sief^e of Samaria was
proce(>(liiig, Shaliiianeser retired to Nineveh and
died, for, when the city \vas tak(>iiiu 722 BC, it is

Sarfiou who ehiiins, in his copious annuls, to have
eai)1ured it an(i carried its inhabitants into cap-

tivity. It is just ])ossible that Shulman (IIos 10

14) is a contraction for Shalmaneser, but the iden-

tity of Shahnan and of ]ieth-arl)el named in the

same passage is not sufficiently made out.

T.iTF.RATt-RE.—Schradcr, COT. I, 258 ff; McCurdy,
II I'M, I, ;587 ir.

T. NicoL
SHAMA, sha'ma ("^"i\ shdiiKV): One of David's

heroes (1 Ch 11 44).
'

'

SHAMAI, sham'a-I. SeeSALMAi.

SHAMARIAH, sham-a-ri'a, sha-m:lr'ya. Sen;

SHEMAKIAH.

SHAMBLES, sham'b'lz ((idKeXXov, mdkellon):

A sluujz;hter-lu)use; then a butclier's stall, meat-
market. The word is once used in the NT in 1 Cor
10 25.

SHAME, sham (tJiS , hash, "to be ashamed,"

mipa , bosheth, "shame," }"l5p; , kalon; ato-xiJvTi,

aischune, "ignominy," drijiCa, atiinia, "dishonor,"

and ot luT words) : An oft-recurring word in Scrij)! ure

almost uniforndy bound up with a sense of sin and
guilt. It is figuratively set forth as a wild beast (.ler

3 24), a Nessus-garment (3 2.5), a blight (20 LS),

a sin against one's own soul (Ilab 2 10), and twice

as the condensed symbol of lieb abomination

—

Baal(Jer 11 13 m; Hos 9 10 m; see Ish-hosheth).

It is i)racketed with defeat (Isa 30 3), reproach
(Ps 69 7; Isa 54 4; Mic 2 (i), confusion (Isa

6 7), nakedness (Isa 47 3; Mic 111), everlast-

ing contempt (Dnl 12 2), folly (Prov 18 13),

cruelty (Isa 50 (i; He 12 2), i)overty (Prov 13

18), nothingness (Prov 9 7 W), unseemliness

(1 Cor 11 0; 14 3r)AV; Eph 5 12), and "them
that go down to the pit" (Ezk 32 25). In the

first Bib. reference to this emotion, "shame" ap-
pears as "the correlative of sin and guilt" (De-

litzsch. New Comm. on Gen and Bib. Ptujchologij).

Shamelessness is characteristic of abandoned wick-

edness (Phil 3 19; Jude ver 13, m "(ir 'shamt^s'").

Manifestly, then, shame is a concomitant of the

Divine judgment ui)on sin; the very worst that a
Hebrew could wish for an enemy was that he might
be clothed with shame (Ps 109 29), that the judg-
ment of Cod might rest upon him visibly.

Naturally, to the Hebrew, shame was the portion

of those who were idolaters, who were faithless to

Jeh or who were unfriendly to themselves—the

elect peo])le of .leh. Shame is to come u])on Moab
becau.se Moab held Israel in derision (Jer 48 39.27),

and upon Edom "for violence against his brother
Jacob" (Ob ver 10). But also, and impartially,

shame is the portion of faithless Israelites who deny
Jeh and follow after strange gods (Ezk 7 IS; Mic
7 10; IIos 10 (), and often). But shame, too,

comes uj)(m those who exalt themselves against God,
who trust in earthlv power and the show of mate-
rial strength (2 Cli 32 21; I.sa 30 3); and upon
those who make a mock of righteousness (Job 8 22;
Ps 35 2(1; 132 IS). With a fine sense of ethical
distinctions the Bib. writers recognize that in con-
fessing to a sense of shame there is hope for better
things. Only in the most desperate cases is there
no sense of shame (IIos 4 IS; Zeph 3 5; Phil
3 19; Jude ver 13); in pardon God is said to
remove shame (Isa 54 4 ?>/.s; 61 7).

On conditions beyond the grave the Bib. revela-
tion is exceedingly reticent, but here and there are
hints that shame waits upon the wicked here and

hereafter. Su(4i an (expression as that in Dnl
(12 2) cannot be ignored, and though the writing

itself may belong to a late ])eriod and a somewhat
sophisticated theological development, the idea is

but a reflection of the earlier and more eknnentary
period, when the voice of crime and cruelty went
up from earth to be heard in the audience chamber
of God (Gen 4 11; 6 13). In the NT there is

similar reticence but also similar implications. It

cannot be much amiss to say that in tiie mind of the

Bib. writ(TS sin was a shameful thing; that part of

the punishm(nit for sin was a consciousness of guilt

in the sense of shame; and that from this conscious-

ness of guilt there was no d(>liverance whik; the sin

was unconfessed and unforgiven. "Many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some
to everlasting life and some to shame and everlast-

ing contempt." From one's own past there is no
deliverance, save through contrition of spirit and the

grace and forgiveness of God. While the sens(! of

shame jicTsists, or, iri other words, while the mf)ral

constitution of man's nature remains as it is, there

will nev(>r be wanting an avenger of sin.

Chaulks M. Stiaht
SHAMED, sha'med. See Siiemed.

SHAMEFACEDNESS, sham'fast-ncs, sham-
fas' ed-nes. See Hha.mkkastxess.

SHAMEFASTNESS, sham'fast-nes: The origi-

nal AV tr of alScos, aidds, in Sir 41 IG and 1 Tim
2 9. Perhai)s half a century later the spelling

"shamefacedness" supplanted the better form, and
continues in the ordinary editions of the King James
Version. RV, however, rightly restores "shame-
fast ne.ss."

SHAMER, sha'mer. See She.meh.

SHAMGAR, sham'giir (15'5?T?J , shnmgnr): One
of the judges, son of Anath CCindth), in whose days,

which preceded the time of D(4)orah

1. Biblical (Jgs 5 6.7) and followed those of

Account Ehud, Israel's subjugation was so

complete that "the highways were
imoccupied, and the travelers walked through by-
ways." The government had become thoroughly

disorganized, and apj)arently, as in the days of

Deborah, the people were entirely unpr(>pared for

war. Shamgar's improvised weapon with which
he helped to "save Lsrael" is spoken of as an ox-

goacl. With this he smote of the Philis 600 men.
This is the first mention of the Philis as trouble-

some neighbors of the Israelites (Jgs 3 31). Ac-
cording to a tradition rei)resented in Jos (Ant, V,

iv, 3), Shamgar died in the year he became judge.

Several writers have challenged the Bib. account

on the following grovmds: that in Jgs 5 no mention
is made of any deliverance; that the

2. Critical name "Shamgar" resembles the name
Hypotheses of a Hit tit eking and the name "Anath"

that of a Syrian goddess; that the

deed recorded in Jgs 3 31 is anak)gous to that of

Samson (Jgs 15 15), and that of Shanunah, s(m of

Agee (2 S 23 11 f )
; and la.stly, that in a group of

Gr MSS and other VSS this verse is iiiserted after

the account of Samson's exploits. None of these

is necessarily inconsistent with the traditioiuil

account. Nevertheless, they have been used as a
basis not only for overthrowing the tradition, but
also for constructive theories such as that which
makes Shamgar a foreign oppressor and not a
judge, and even the father of Sisera. There is,

of course, no limit to which this kind of interesting

specidation cannot lead.

(For a complete account of these views see

Moore, "Jgs," in ICC, 1895, 104 f, and same author
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in Journiil cf tlic American Oriental Society, XIX, 2
15n-()0.) Ella Davis Isaacs

SHAMHUTH, sh;mi'lui1h. See Shammuah, IV.

SHAMIR, slia'nuT (^^'0%\ shamJr; 2a(i€(p,

Sanieir)

:

(1) Mentioned along with Jattir and Socoh
(Josh 15 48) as one of the cities of Judah in the hill

country. Possibly it is Kh. (or U7n7n) Somerah,
2,000 ft. above sea-level, a site with ancient walls,
caves, cisterns and tombs not far W. of Deblr {cdh
Dhatherujeh) and 2 miles N. of Anab CAnah) iPEF
111,262, 2.SG,Sh XX).

(2) A place in the hill country of Ephraim (Jgs
10 1) from which came "Tola, the son of Pual, a
man of Issachar," who judj^ed Israel 23 years; he
died and was buried there. It is an attractive
theory (Schwartz) which would identify the place
with the semi-fortified and strongly-placed town of
Sanur on the road from NCitdus to Jentn. A local
chieftain in the early jiart of the last century fortified
Sanur and from there dominated the whole district

.

That Sanvr could hardly have been within the
bounds of Issachar is an objection, bvit not neces-
sarily a fatal one. It is noticeable that LXX A
has 2a/xdpeia, Sanidrcia, for Shamir (I'EF, II, Sh
XI). E. W. G. Masterman

SHAMIR O'^'C-Q, shaniJr; Sa^i^p, Samtr): A
Kohalhite, son of 'Micah (1 Ch 24 21).

SHAMLAI, sham'la-i, sham'h. See Salmai.

SHAMMA, sham'a (S^P , shamnnV; B, Scjid,

Senid, \,'Za\s.[i.a,Sainmd): An Ashcrita {I Ch 7 37).

SHAMMAH, sham'a (H^EtJ , Hhammah):
( 1

)

The son of Rcucl, the son of I\sau, a tribal chief
ofEdom(C;(-n 36 1.3.17; 1 Ch 1 37, So^^, A'owe).

(2) The third son of Jesse and brother of David.
Together with his two other brothers ho fouglit
under Saul in the campaign against the Philis and
was with the army in the valley of Elah when Davicl
slew Goliath (IS 17 13 ff). One redactor states
that he was a witness of the anointing of David by
Samuel (1 S 16 1-13). He was the father (if

Jonadab, the friend of Amnon (2 S 13 3 IT), and
that Jonathan whose victory over a Phili giant
is narrated in 2 S 21 20 ff was also his son. His
name is r(>ndered as "Sliannnah" (1 S 16 9; 17
13), "Shimeah" (2 S 13 3.32), "Sliimei" (2 S 21
21), and "Shimca" (1 Ch 2 13; 20 7).

(3>) The son of Agee, a Hararite, one of tlie

"three mighty men" of D:ivi<l (2 S 23 11, LXX
1.afj.aia, Samaid), who held the field against the
Philis. The

i| i)a.ssage (1 Ch 11 10 ff) ascribes this

deed to Eleazar, the son of Dodo. The succeeding
incident (2 S 23 13 ff), viz. the famous act of
three of David's heroes who risked th(>ir lives to
bring their leader water from the well of Bethlehem,
has freciuently been credited to Sliannnah and two
other members of "the three"; but the three warriors
are plainly said (ver 13) to belong to "the thirty";
ver 33 should read "Jonathan, son of Shammah, the
Hararite." Jonathan, one of David's "thirty," was
a son of Shammah; the word "son" has been acci-

dentally omitted (Driver, Budde, Kitt(>l, etc),

'i'lie
II
passage (1 Ch 11 34) has "son of Shagee,"

which is probably a misreading for ".son of Agee."
Lucian's version, "son of Shammah," is most plau-
sible. "Shimei the son of Ela" (1 K 4 l.S) should
also appear in this passage if Lucian's reading of
"Ela" for "Agee" (2 S 23 11) be correct.

(4) A Ilarodite (2 S 23 25.33), i.e. probably a
native c.f \Ain-harod QAin Jalud, Jgs 7 1; see

Shama
Shaphan

Harod). One of "the thirty" and captain of Solo-
mon's 5th monthly course. Ifi the |l hsts (1 Ch 11
27)_ he is called "the Harorite" (this last being a
scribal error for Ilarodite) and "Shamhuth the Izra-
hite" (1 Ch 27 8). Horack J. Wolf

SHAMMAI, .sham'fi-I, .sham'l OlZt! , .shanunay)

:

(1) A .h-rahmeelite (1 Ch 2 28.32).

(2) The .son of Rekein and father of Maon (I Ch
2 44 ff).

(3) A Judahite (1 Ch 4 17).

SHAMMOTH, sham'oth, shamT
MAH, (4).

111. Se(! SUA.M-

SHAMMUA, SHAMMUAH, sha-mu'a, sham'ii-a
(?^l£p, shammu"'):

(1) The Reubenite s[)y (Xu 13 1, 1ap.ov-f)\,

Samouel, and other forms).

(2) One of David's sons (2 S 5 1 1; 1 Ch 14 4,
2a/xAtoOs, Sanimoils). In 1 Ch 3 5 he is called
"Shimca."

(3) A Levite (Neh 11 17); he; is called "She-
maiah" in 1 Ch 9 16.

(4) The head of a priestly family (Neh 12 18);
a contemi)orary of Joiakim.

SHAMSHERAI, .sham'she-rl, .sliam-slie-ra'i

(^^Tp^p, shamskray): A Benjamite (1 Ch 8 26).

SHAPE, shap: In AV the tr of elSos, eidos,
"form," "a])pearance" (Lk 3 22; Jn 5 37), and of
6fj.o[ufxa, honwldma, "hkeness," "resemblance" (Rev
9 7). The meanhig of these words is not so
much _"tangil)le shajjc," in which sense we use the
word in modern Eng., but rather "aspect," "ap-
pearance," the looks of a thing or a person. This
is even the case where the word is joined with the
adj. aojfxaTLKos, sdniatikoH, "bodily," as in the pas-
sage Lk 3 22, "The Holy Si)irit descended in a
bodily form [i.e. "in a corporeal ai)pearance," AV
"in a bodily .shape"], as a dove, ujxm him." The
second i)assage al.'^o refers to the "appearance" of
God, and cannot therefore be regarded as material
shape: "Ye have neither heard his voice at any
time, nor seen his form" (AV "shai)e") (Jn 5 37).
As has be<>n seen from the above quotations, RV,
which retains the tr "sha])e" for hnnmioma, has tr''

eidos with "form," which also serves to render
several other Gr synonyms, such as /J.op(pT^, morpht
(\Ik 16 12; Phil 2 6f), ixopcpucns, viorphosis (Rom
2 20; 2 Tim 3 5), tvttos, tupos (RVm "pattern,"
Rom 6 17), and v-rroTvirwaLs, hupotuposis (RV "pat-
tern," 2 Tim 1 13). In AV Wisd 18 1 ".shape"
translates tnorphe, RV "form."

II. L. E. LuERixc;

SHAPHAM, sha'fam (221^, shdpham; 2a<t>dn,

Saphdni, SaPar, Sabdt): Name of a Gadite chief,
who had the second ))Iace in command of his tribe
(l_Ch 5 12). So far as the fragmentary geneal-
ogies are intelligible, they seem to indicate that
Shaphamandhis chief, Joel, lived in the timeof Saul
and shared in the war against the Hagrites (1 Ch
5 7-10.18-22), but it is to be noted that these
lists were first recorded between the years 750 and
740 BC, just before the eastern tribes were carried
into captivity.

SHAPHAN, sha'fan ("jETp , shaphan, "rock-
badger," EV "coney"; "La^t^oLv, Saphphdn): An
ol.l totem clan name (so W. R. Smith; cf, however,
art. Totemism; Gray, IIPN, 103 IT, and Jacob's
Studies in Bib. Archaeology, 84 ff).

(1) Son of Azaliah and .scribe of King Josiah.
He re(;eived from Hilkiah the Book of the Law
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whicli li;ul IxM'u found in the Temple (2 K 22 .'5 fT;

2 Ch 34 S-2S). It. was from Sliaplian's lips that
Josiah heard the Law read. Shaphan was also one
of those sent l)y the kiii^ to the jjrophetcss lluldah
(2 K 22; 2 Cli 34). Jle was undoubtedly one of
the staunchest supporters of Josiah in his work of
reform. He was th(> father of Ahikain (2 K 22 12;
2 Cli 34 20; Jer 26 24), wlio l)(>friended and ]iro-

teeted the prophet Jeremiah. Another son, I'Hasah,

was one of the two men intrusted by .Jeremiah with
his letter to the ca])tives in IJabylon (.Jer 29 3).
A third son, Gcmariah, vainly tried to i)revent Ivin}^

.Jehoiakim from burninfz; "the roll" (Jer 36 l().n.r2.
2n). The Mieaiah of Jer 36 11.12, and Gedaliah,
the governor of Judaea after the captivity of 58(5

BC, were his grandsons (Jer 39 14).

(2) Perhaps the father of Jaazaniah, one of
the 70 men whom Ezekiel saw, in his vision of the
Temple, sacrificing to idols (I-'zk 8 11).

Horace J. Wolf
SHAPHAT, slifi'fat ('jpiTJ , shaphat)

:

(1) The Simeonite sp\' (Xu 13 '>, 'Saipdr^ StipMt).

(2) The father of the prophet Elisha (1 K 19 lH;
2 K 3 11, LXX Saphdih).

(;^) A name in the royal genealogy of Judah
(1 Ch 3 22).

(4) A Gaditc (1 Ch 5 12).

(5) One of Da\ad's herdsmen (1 Ch 27 29).

SHAPHER, sha'fcr. See Shepher.

SHAPHIR, sha'fer (niStJ
, shfiphlr, "glittering";

KttXus, kiilos; AV Saphir): One of a group of
towns mentioned in Mic 1 10-15. From the asso-
ciation with Gath, Achzib (of Judah) and INIare-

.shah, it would seem that the jilaces mentioned were
in Southwestern PaL According to Onom, there
was a I,a(p€ip, Saphelr, "in the hill country" (from
a confusion with Shamir [Josh 15 48], where LXX
A has Saphe'ir) between Eleuthero]X)lis and Ascalon.
The name proba}:)ly survives in that of three vil-

lages called cs-Sudfir, in the plain, some 3j miles
S.E. of Ashdod {PEF, II, 413, Sh X\-). Cheyne
(EB, col._4282) suggests the white "glittering" hill

Tell es-Safi, at the entrance to the \Vddy ei^-Sutit,

which was known to the Crusaders as Blnnche-
gnrde. but this site seems a more probable one for
Gath (q.v.). E. \V. G. Masterman

SHARAI, sha-ra'i, sha'ri {^"ytt
, sharny) : One of

the sons of Bani who had married foreign wives
(Ezr 10 40).

SHARAIM, sha-ra'im. See Shaaraim.

SHARAR, sha'rar. See Sacar.

SHARE, shar. See Plow.

SHAREZER, sha-re'zer (-i:£S")ip , sar'eger, "XI,

shar'err r): Corresponds to the Assyr Shar-usur,
"])rotect the king"; found otherwise, not as a com-
plete name, but as elements in personal names, e.g.
Hel-shar-usar, "may Bel protect the king," which
is the_ equivalent of Belshazzar (Dnl 5 1). The
name is borne by two persons in the OT:

(1) The son of Sennacherib, king of Assyria, who
with Adrammelecii (cpv.) murdered his father
(2 K 19 37; Isa 37 38). The Bab Chronicle
says concerning Sennacherib's death: "On the 20th
day of T(>bet Sennacherib, king of Assyria, was
slain by his son in a revolt." This differs from the
OT account in that it speaks of only one murderer,
and does not give his name. How the two accounts
can be harmonized is still uncertain. Hitzig,
iKritik, 194 ff), following A])ydenus, as quoted by

Eusebius, completed the name of Sennacherib's son,
so as to read Nergal-sharezer= Nergal-ahar-umr
(Jer 39 3.13), and this is acce])ted by many modern
scholars. Johns thinks that Sharezer {Hhar'(%'rri>r
sar'eger) may be a corruption from Shar-elir-Ashur,
tlie name of a son of Sennacherib (1-vol JJDB,
S.V.). The questicm cannot be definitely settled.

(2) A contemj)orary of the proi)het Zechariah,
m(>ntioned in comiection with the sending of a
delegation to the spiritual hcnuls of the community
to incjuire conceriung the i)roi)riety of c<mtinuing
the fasts: "They of Beth-el had sent Sharezer and
Pegcm-melech" (Zee 7 2). This tr creates a difh-
culty in connection with the succeeding words, lit.

"and his men." The Revisers place in the margin
as an alternative rendering, "1li(>y of Beth-el, even
Sharezer .... had sent." Sharezer sounds pecu-
liar in apposition to "they of 15(!th-er'; hence some
have thought, esp. since Sharezer S(>ems incomplete,
that in the two words Beth-el and Sharezer we liave
a corrujjtion of what was originally a single proper
name, perha])s Bel-sharezer= 5t'Z-67iar-M.sur = Bel-
shazzar. The present text, no matter how tr<^,

presents difficulties. See Regem-melech.
F. C. ElSELEN

SHARON, shar'un ("im^n, ha-shdron, with the
def. art. possibly meaning "the plain"; to ireSiov,

to pedion, 6 5pu}j.6s, ho drumos, 6 Saptov, ho Sardn):
(1) This name is attached to the strip of fairly

level land which runs between the mountains and
the shore of the Mediterranean, stretching fi'om
Nahr Rubin in the S. to Alt. Carmel in the N.
^I'here are consid(!rable rolling hills; but, compai-cn]
with the mountains to the Vl, it is quite propcndy
described as a plain. The soil is a deep rich loam,
which is favorable to the growth of cereals. The
orange, the vine and the olive grow to great per-
fection. When the many-colored flowers are in
bloom it is a scene of rare beauty.
Of the streams in the plain four carry the bulk of

the water from the western slopes of the mountains
to the sea. They are also perennial, being fed by
fountains. A'^ahr el-Wnjch enters the sea to the
N'. of Jaffa; Nahr Iskandcrunch 7 miles, and Xahr
el-Mefjir fully 2 miles S. of Caesarea; and Nahr
ez-Zerkd, the "Crocodile River," 2^ miles N. of
Caesarea. N'ahr el-Fdlik runs its short course about
12 miles N. of Nahr el-'Aujeh. ^^'ater is plentiful,

and at almost any point it may be obtained by dig-
ging. Deep, finely built wells near some of the
villages are among the most precious legacies left

by the Crusaders. The breadth of the plain varies
from 8 to 12 miles, being broadest in the S. There
are traces of a great forest in the northern part,
which accounts for the use of the term drumos.
Jos {Ayd, XIV, xiii, 3) speaks of "the woods" {hoi
drumol) and Strabo (xvi) of "a great wood." There
is still a considerable oak wood in this district.

The "excellency" of Carmel and Sliaron (Isa 35 2)
is probably an allusion to the luxuriant oak forests.

As in ancient times, great breadths are given up to
the pasturing of cattle. Over David's herds that
fed in Sharon was Shitrai the Sharonite (1 Ch 27
29). In the day of Israel's restoration "Sharon
shall be a fokl of flocks" (Isa 65 10). Jerome
speaks of the fine cattle feci in the pastures of
Sharon, and also sings the praises of its wine (Comm.
on Isa 33 and 65). Toward the S. no doubt there
was more cultivation then than there is at the present
day. The Ger. colony to the X^. of Jaffa, pre-
serving in its name, Sarona, the old Gr name of the
plain, and several Jewish colonies are proving the
wonderful productiveness of the soil. The orange
groves of Jaffa are far-famed.
"The rose of Sharon" (Cant 2 1) is a mistrans-

lation: hdhhaqqcleth is not a "rose," but the white
narcissus, which in season abounds in the plain.
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Shuron is mentioned in the NT only in Acts 9 35.

(2) A district E. of the Jordan, occupied by the
tribe of Gad (1 Cli 5 IG; here the name is without
tlic art .). . Kit t el ('Ch," SBOT) suggests that this is

a corruption from "Sirion," which again is synony-
nious with Hermon. He would therefore identify
Sharon with tlie pasture lands of Hermon. Others
think that the mlshor or table-land of Gilead i.s

intended.

(3) In Josh 12 IS we should perhaps read "tlie
king of Aphek in Sliaron." Sec Lashauon'. Tlie
order seems to point to some place N.E. of Tabor.
r(>rhaps this is to be identified with the Sarona of
()N(»n in the district between Tabor and 'J'ibcn-ias.

If so, the name may be presei-ved in that of Sarona
on the plateau to the S.W. of Tiberias.

W. EWING

The patronymic ShaulitesCanaanitish descent,
is found in Nu 26 13.

(3) An ancestor of Samuel (1 Ch 6 24 [Heb 9]);
in ver 30 he is called "Joel."

SHAVEH, sha've, VALE OF (H^Tp ppr, 'cmek
slidwch). See Kixc's Vale.

SHAVEH-KIRIATHAIM, sluVve-kir-ya-tha'im

(^"!r''^"'ip ^T^ , sluiweh kinjdlhayim; kv Savrj tt}

-iroXei, en Said It polci) : Here Cluidorlaomer is said
to have defeated the Emini (den 14 5). H\'m
reads "the plain of Kiriathaim." If this rendering
is right, we must look for the place in the neighbor-
hood of Kiriathaim of Moab (Jer 48 1, etc), which
is probably repr(>sented today by d-Kareiyat, about
7 miles to the N. of Dibon.

Plain of Siiaik

SHARONITE, shfir'un-it (^:nnt?n , ha-.shardin;

6 Sap(uv€(TTis, ho HaroncHv^): Applied in Scripture;

oidy toShitrai (1 Ch 27 29). See Siiarox.

SHARUHEN, slia-r(".r)'hen Cin^ltJ , shanlhen;

01 d-ypol aviTcov, hot ayroi anion): One of the cities

in the; territory of Judah assigncnl to Simeon (Josh

19 ()). In 15 '32 it is called "Shilliim," and in 1 Ch
4 31, "Shaaraim" ((i.v.).

SHASHAI, sha'shi CVt , nhWrny; Seo-ci, ,SV,scO :

On(M)f the .sons of Bani whcj had married foreign
wives (Ezr 10 40) = "Se.sis" in 1 Esd 9 34.

SHASHAK, sha'shak (prC
,
.shd.shak) : Eponym

of a Henjaniitefamily (1 Cl/s 14.25).

SHAUL, sha'ul, SHAULITES, .sha'ul-its (b^STp
,

shd'fil; ll-aovX, Saoi'd):

(1) A king of Edom
48 fT).

(2) A son of Simeon
Nu 26 13; 1 Ch 4 24).

ously impure stock, and, therefore, Shaul is call(>d

"the son of a Canaanitish woman" (Clen 46 10;
Ex 6 15); ih(! clan was of mixed Israelitish and

(Gen 36 37 ff = l Ch 1

(Gen 46 10; Ex 6 15;
41ie (dan was of notori-

SHAVING, shav'ing (in Job 1 20, TTS
,

gazaz,

usually n j3
,

gdlah; in Acts 21 24, |vpdw, xnrdo):

Customs as to shaving differ indifferent countries,

and in ancient and modern times. Among the I'jgyp-

tians it was customary to shave the whole body (cf

Gen 41 14). With the Israelites, shaving the head
was a sign of mourning (Dt 21 12; Job 1 20);
ordinarily the luiir was allowed to grow long, and
was only cut at intervals (cf Absalom, 2 S 14 26).

Nazirites were forl)idden to use a razor, but when
their vow was expired, or if they were defiled, they
were to shave the whole head (Nu 6 5.9.18 ff;

cf Acts 21 24). The shaving of the beard was not
permitted to the Israelites; they were i)rohibited

from shaving off even "the corner of their beard"
(Lev 21 5). It was an unpardonable insult when
Hanun, king of the Ammonites, cut off the half of

the beards of the Israelites whom David had sent

to him (2 S 10 4; 1 Ch 19 4).

Shaving "with a razor that is hired" is Isaiah's

gra])hic figure to denote tlie comj^lete devastation

of Judah by the Assyr army (Isa 7 20).
J.\MES Orr

SHAVSHA, shav'sha (XtJ":© , shauyha ; in

2 S 20 25, K'thibh,S«^T25, sh'-yd\ K-re, SITZJ, sh'-wa\

YN "Sheva," are refuted by LXX; in 2 S8 15-18,
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in other respects identical with Ch, ''Seraiah" is

found; LXX varies si'ciitly in all passages; it is

the general consensus t hat Shavsha. is correct ) : St at c

secretary or scrilx' iluring the reign of David (1 Ch
18 Iti; 2 S 20 25). H(! was the first occupant of

this office, which was created by David. It is sig-

nificaT\t that his father's name is omitted in the very

exact list of David's officers of state (1 Ch 18 14-

17
li
2 S 8 15-18); this fact, coupl(Hl with the

foreign .sound of his name, points to his being an

"alien"; the assum])tion that the state secretary

handled correspondence^ with other countries may
ex])lain David's choice of a foreigner for this i)ost.

Shavsha's two sons, Elihorcph and Ahijah, were

secrc'taries of state und(>r Solomon; they are called

"sons of Shisha" (1 K 4 :}), "Shisha" probably

being a variant of "Shavsha."
IToKACE J. Wolf

SHAWL, shAl: RV substitutes "shawls" for

AV "wimples" in Isa 3 22. See Duehs.

SHEAF, shef, SHEAVES, shevz (H^bx
, 'dlurn-

muh, ^"Q'J ,
\'»ii(r, ~i'''Q'^

,
'auilr): When the grain is

reaped, it is laid in handfuls back of the reaper to be

gathered by children or those who cannot stand tlie

harder work of reaping (Fs 129 7). The handfuls

are bound into large sheaves, two of which are laden

at a time on a donkey (cf Neli 13 15). In some

districts carts are u.sed (cf Am 2 13). The sheaves

are piled about the threshing-floors until thresliing

time, which may be several wec^ks after harvest.

It is an imjiressive sight to see the huge stacks of

sheaves piled about the threshing-floors, the piles

often covering an area greater than the nearby vil-

lages (see A(iuicuLTrRK). The ancient Egyptians

bound their grain into small sheaves, forming the

bundles with care so that the heads were equally

distributed between the two ends (see ^^'ilkinson,

Ancient Egyptians, 1S78, 11,424; cf Joseph's dream.

Gen 37 5-S). The sheaves mentioned in Lev 32

10-12.15 must have been handfuls. It is a custom

in parts of Syria for the gatherers of the sheaves to

run toward a pjissing horseman and wave a handful

of grain, shouting kemshi, kemshi (lit. "handful").

They want the horseman to feed the grain to his

horse. In OT times forgotten sheaves had to be

left for the sojourner (Dt 24 19); cf the kindness

shown to Rutli by the reapers of Boaz (Ruth 2

7.15).

Figurative: "Being hungry they carry the

sheav<>s" is a ])ictui'e of torment similar to that of

the lumgrv horse urged to go by the bundle of liay

tied })efore him (Jol) 24 10). The joyful sight, of

the sheaves of an alnmdant harvest was used by the

Psalmist to typify the joy of the returning captives

(Ps 126 ()).

"

James A. Patch

SHEAL, she'al {^^^ , sh'Til, "request"): One of

the Israelites of th(> sons of Bani who had taken
foreign wives (Ezr 10 2<), LXX Sdlouid. LXX Luc,
Assafl; 1 E.sd 9 30, "Jasaelus").

SHEALTIEL, sho-ol'ti-el (bs^nbXT^J, sh''alli'el,

but in Hag 1 12.14; 2 2, bifl^Vbll! , shalti'cl; LXX
and the NT always SaXa0iT)\, Salalhiti, hence "Sala-
thiel" of 1 Esd 5 5.4S..50; 6 2; AV of Mt 1 12;
Lk 3 27): Father of Z(>rubbabel (Ezr 3 2.S; 6 2;
Neh 12 1; Hag 1 1.12.14; 2 2.23). Ikit, accord-
ing to 1 Ch 3 17, Shcaltiel was the oldest son of

King Jeconiah; in ver 19 the MT mak(>s Pedaiah,
a broth(>r of Shealtiel, the father of Zerubbabel (cf

Curtis, /rC).

SHEAR, sher. See Sheep; Sheep Tending.

SHEARIAH, she-a-rl'a, she-ar'ya (n;'n5'Tp

,

nh'\irydh; Sapaid, .Saram) : A descendant of Saul

(1 Ch 8 38; 9 44).

SHEARING, sher'ing, HOUSE (2^:?nn I'^S r,^3,

})(:lli '(•kalh hd-r<~iuN, "house of binding of the shep-

herds"; B, Bai0aKa9 [A, BaiOaKaS] twv iroiixt'vtov,

Bailhdkalh [Baithdkdd] ton, poiinenun): Here, in the

course of his extinction of the Ikjusc; of Ahab, Jehu
met and destrf)yed 42 men, "the brethnm of Aha-
ziah king of Judah" (2 K 10 12-14). Onnm takes

the phrase as a proper nam(>, Bethacath, and locates

the village 15 miles from Legio in tlie plain. This
se(>ms to point, to identification with Beit Kdd, about
3 miles E. of Jcnin.

SHEAR-JASHUB, she-;ir-ja'shub or jash'ub

(3^TC^ "I^P , sh'''dr ydshfibh, "a remnant shall rec-

tum"; ljX.yi ho katalciphtheis Insoi'ib): The ,son of

Isaiah, who a(;companied him when he set out to

meet Ahaz (Isa 7 3). The name like that of other

children of ])ro])hets (cf "Immanuel," "Mahcr-
shalal-hash-baz," "Lo-ruhamah," etc) is symbolic

of a message which the prophet wishes to emjiha-

size. Thus Isaiah uses the very words sk'dr yd-

shfibh to express his oft-repeated statement that

a remnant of Israel will return to Jeh (Isa 10 21).

SHEATH, sheth. See Sword.

SHEBA, she'ba (i<^V , sh'bhd' ; Sapd,- ,Sa?)a) : (1)

Sheba and Dedan are the two sons of Raamah son

of Cush ((ien 10 7). (2) Sheba and Dedan arc

the two sons of Jokshan the son of Abraham an<l

Keturah (25 3). (3) Sheba is a son of Joktan son

of I']ber who was a descendant of Shem (10 28).

From the above statements it would appear that

Sheba was the name of an Arab tribe, and conse-

quently of Sem descent. The fact that Sheba :ind

Dedan are represented as Cushite (Gen 10 7)

would point to a migration of part of these tribes

to Ethiopia, and similarly their derivation from

Abraham (25 3) would indicate that some families

were located in Syria. In point of fact Sheba was
a South-Arabian or .loktanite tribe (Gen 10 28),

and his own name and that of some of his brothers

(e.g. Hazarmaveth = Hadhramaut) are place-names

in Southern Arabia.

The Sabaeans or people of Saba or Sheba, are

referred to as traders in gold and spices, and as in-

habit ing a count rv remote from Pal (I K 10 1 f;

Isa 60 G; Jer 6 20; Ezk 27 22; Ps 72 15; Mt
12 42), also as slave-trad(>rs (Joel 3 8), or even

desert-rangers (Job 1 15; 6 19; cf CIS 84: 3).

By the Arab genealogists Saba is represented as

great-grandson of Kahtan ( = Joktan) and ancestor

of all the South-Arabian tribes. He is the father

of Himyar and Kahlan. He is said to have been

named Saba because he was the first to take

prisoners (shdbhdh) in war. He founded the capital

of Saba and built its citadel Marib (Mariaba),

famous for its mighty barrage.

The authentic history of the Sabaeans, so far as

known, and the topography of their country are

derived from South-Arabian inscrip-

1. History tions, which began to be discovered

about the middle of the last century,

and from coins dating from about 150 BC to 1.50

AD, the first collection of which was published in

1880, and from the South-Arabian geographer

HamdanI, wlio was later made known to European
scholars. ( )ne of the Sabaean kings is ment ioned on
Assyr inscriptions of the year 715 BC; and ho is

apparently not the earliest. The native monu-
ments are scattered over the period extending from
before that time until the 6th cent. vVD, when the
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Sabaeau slate came 1o an end, being most numerous
about the eonunencement of our era. Saba was
tlie name of the nation of which Marib was tlu!

usual ea{)ital. The Sal)aeans at first shared the
sovereignty of South Arabia with Himyar and one
or two other nations, but gra(Uially absorl^ed tlie

territories of these some time after the Christian era.

The form of government seems to have been that of

a repul)H<', or oligarchy, the chief magistracy going
by a kind of rotation, and more than one "king"
holding office simultaneously (similarly Dt 4 47
and often in the OT). The people seem to have
been divided into patricians and plebeians, the
former of whom liad the right to build castles and
to share in the government.
A number of deities are mentioned on the inscrip-

tions, two chief being Il-Makkih and TaUab.
Others are Athtar (ma.sc. form of tlie

2. Religion Bib. \ishtdrulk'), Rammon (the Bib.
Rimmon), the Sun, and others. The

Sun and Athtar were furtlier defined by the addition
of the name of a place or tribe, just as liaal in tlie

OT. Worship took tlie form of gifts to tlie temples,
of sacrifices, esp. incense, of pilgrimages and prayers.
Ceremonial ablution, and abstinence from certain
things, as well as formal dedication of the wor-
shipper and his household and goods to the deity,

were also religious acts. In return the deity took
charge of his worshipper's castle, wells, and belong-
ings, and sujiplied him with cereals, vegetables and
fruits, as well as granted him male issue.

(1) Tlie chief occupations of the Sal)aeans were
raiding and trader The chief i)roducts of their

country are enumerated in Isa 60 (>,

3. Civil- which agrees with the Assyr inscrip-

ization tions. The most important of all

commodities was incense, and it is sig-

nificant that the same word which in the other Sem
language's means "gold," in Sabaean means "per-
fume" (and also "gokl"). To judge, however, from
the number of times they are mentioned upon tlie

inscriptions, agriculture bulked much more largely
in the tlioughtsof the Sabaean than commerce, and
was of eejual imixirtance with religi(m.

(2) The high jxisition occupied by women among
theSabaeans isr<>flected in the story of the Queen of
Siieba and Sokimon. In almost all respects women
appear to have be(>n considered the equal of men,
and to have <lis(;harged the same civil, religious ami
even military functions. Polygamy <loes not .seem
to have been practised. The Sabaean inscriptions

do not go back far enough to throw any light ui)on
the qu(Hm who was contemporary with Solomon, and
the Arab, identification of her with Bilkls is merely
due to the latter Ixiing the onl\' Sabaean (juec^n known
to them. BilkTs must have lived several centuries
later than the Ib^b monarch.

(3) The alphabet us(h1 in the Sabaean in.script ions
is consi(h>red by Profe.s.sor jMargoliouth to be the
original Sem alphabet, from which the others arc;

derived. In other respect s Sabaean art seems to be
tlependent on that of A.ssyria, Persia and Greece.
The coins are C.r and Rom in style, while the system
of weights employed is Persian. See further Sa-
BAKAXS.

LiTEK.\TURE.—Rodiger and Osiander in ZDMG, vols
XXandXXi; Ilalevy in Journal Asiatique, Scrii! (J. vol
IX; CIS, pt. IV^ ed by .1. and II. Dcrcnbourg; llani-
dani, od by D. II. Mullcr, 1S91; Mordtnuum, Ifi'mi/a-
rinche I nsrhriften, 1893; Honinicl, Sudarabi.tche Clirentho-
malhie, 1893; (ilaser, Abyssiuiea in Arabica, 189.5;
D. H. Miiller, Sudarahische Altcrthumer, 1899; Dcrcn-
bourg, Les monuments saheens, 1899. On the coins,
Schlumbcrger, Le tresor de San'a, 1880; Mordtmann in
Wiener 7iumismatische Zeitschrift, 1880.

Thomas Ht'NTEii Weir
SHEBA, she'ba (r^ttJ, shebim'; Sdp^e, Sdbee, or

Sdfxaa, Sdnum) : The name of one of the towns
allotted to Simeon (Josh 19 2). AV mentions it

as an indeixnident town, but as it is not men-
tioned at all in the parallel list (1 Cli 4 28), and is

omitted in .Josh 19 2 in som(> MSS, it is jirobable
that HV is correct in its tr "B(>er-sliel)a or Sheba."
Only in this way (;an the total of towns in this group
be niadc 13 (Josh 19 (i). If it is a sej)arate name,
it is probably the same as She.ma (q.v.).

E. W. G. AIASTl•;RMA^f
SHEBA, QUEEN OF. See Quee.v of Sheha.

SHEBAH, she'ba. See Shihah.

SHEBAM, .she'bam. See Skham.

SHEBANIAH, sheb-a-nl'a, she-ban'ya i~i:i-p,
sh'hhanydh, in 1 Ch 15 24, sh'bluuu/dhu):

(1) Name of a Levite or a Levitical family that
parlicijiated in the r(>ligious rites that followed the
reading of the Law (Neh 9 4). The name is given
in Neh 10 10 among t hose t hat sealed 1 he covenant

.

(2) A priest or Levite who took jiart in the
sealing of the covenant (Neh 10 !; 12 14). See
Shecaniah.

(3) Another Levite who sealed the covenant
(Neh 10 12).

(4) A priest in th(; lime of David (1 Ch 15 24).

SHEBARIM, sheb'a-rim, she-ba'rini (Z'^-inii'n,

JKi-.-i/i'b/idrini; a-vve'Tpti}/av, suriclnp.s(i)i): After the
repuls(> of the first attack on tluMr city the men
of Ai chased the Lsraelitcs "even unto Shebarim"
(Jo.sh 7 .5). RVm reads "the quarries"; so K(>il,

Steuernagel, etc. LNX reads "until they were
broken," i.e. until the rout was coTiiplete. The
direction of the flight was of course from Ai toward
Gilgal in the Jordan valley. No trace of such a
name has yet been fomid.

SHEBAT, she-biit' C^:^^ , sh'bhdl): The 11th
month of the Jewish year (Zee 1 7), corresjionding
to February. See Calendar.

SHEBER, she'ber ("lltj , shcbhcr; B, Sdpep, Sdher,

A, St'Pcp, Seber): A son of Caleb by his concubine
Maacah (1 Ch 2 4S).

SHEBNA, .sheb'na (Xpn^p , s/uMnd'; 26|xvas,

Sdnnias; but nintj , shebluidh, in 2 K 18 1S.2G;

meaning uncertain [2 K 18 IS. 26.37 and 19 2 = Isa

36 3.11.22 and 37 2; Isa 22 15]):

In Isa 22 15 Slu^bna is referred to as he "who
is over the liou.se," or household, apparently that of

the king. The i)hrase is 1
1"' "steward of

1. Position t he house" in RV of Gen 43 16. li); 44 1,

in Isa 22 and occurs al.so in 39 4, "overseer";
44 4. It is used of an officer of the

Northern Kingdom in 1 K 16 9; 18 3; 2 K 10
5. This officer is distinguished from him "that was
over the city" in 2 K 10 5, and it is said in 2 K
15 5 that after his father Azariah was stricken with
lej)rosy, "Jotham, tlie king's son, was over the
household, judging all the people of the land."
Again Isa 22 15 speaks of "this sdkhen," a phrase
that must aj^ply to Shebna if the jirojihecy refers

to him. This word is the participle of a vb. meaning
"to be of use or service," so "to benefit" in Job 15 3;

22 2; 34 9. The fern, participle is employed of

Aliishag in 1 K 1 2.4, where AVm translat(>s

"ch(>risher"; /iD/i renders it "s(>rvitor" or "steward"
in Isa 22 15. It occurs also as a Can. gloss in the
Am Tab (Winckler no. 237.9). The sukltcn was
evidently a high officer: Shebna had sjilendid

chariots (ver 18), but what the office exactly was
is not certain. The other r(>ference to Sh(!bna in

the title of the prophecy would lead one to conclude
that it denoted him "who was over the household,"
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i.e. frovcrnor of tlic i)al;icc, i)r(>l);it)ly, or iiiajor-

(loino. 'I'he word soklirn is thus a <iciicral litlc;

others deny tliis, inaintaininj^ that it would (hcu

occur more frcfjucMit ly.

In 2 K 18 f=Isa 36 f wc find too a Shcl)na mvu-

tioncd amon^ the officers of Ilezekiah. ThcTi; he

is called th(> t^uplicr, "scril)e" <jr "sec-

2. Shebna retary," i.e. a minister of state of sonie

in 2 K 18 f kind,' whereas Eliakini is lie "who is

over the household." Is then thc^

Shebna of Isa 22 the same as this officer? It, is of

course ])ossil)le that two men of the same name
should hold hif2;h office about the same time. We
find a Joah (ben Asaph) "recorder" under Ileze-

kiah (2 K 18 1<S) and a Joah (ben Joahaz) liavms

the very same position under Josiah a century later

(2 Ch 34 S). But such a coincidence is rare.

Had there been two high officers of state bearing:?

this name, it is most ])robable that they would

somehow have bcM-n distinguished one from the

other. Shebna's name is thought to be Aram.,

thus pointing to a foreign descent, but CI. B. (!ray,

"Isa," ICC, 373 fT, denies this. We can perhaps

safely infcT that he was a parvenu from the fact

that he was hewing himself a sepulch(>r in Jerus,

apparently among those of the Ileb nobility,

whereas a native would have an ancestral burial-

place in the land.

However, in 2 K, Shebna is the scribe and not

the governor of the palace. How is this to be ex-

plained? The answer is in Isaiah's propheciy.

The i)rophecy of Isa 22 divides itself mto 3 sec-

tions. The words "against [not as RV "unto")

Shebna who is over the house;," or

3. Isa 22: palace, are properly the title of the

15 ff prophecy, and shoukl come therefore

at the very beginning of ver 15.

(1) Vs 15-18 form one whole. In ver 16 the

words "hewing him out a sepulchre," etc, should be

placed inmiediately befoi-e the rest of the verse as

ver 16a with the rest of the section is in tlie second

person. We thus read (vs 15-17) : 'Against Shebna

who was over the house. Thus saith the Lord,

Jeh of hosts, Go unto this steward [RVm] tliat is

hewing him out a sepulchre on high, graving a

habitation for himself in the rock, [and say] ^\'hat

doest thou here and whom hast thou here that

thou hast hewed thee out here a sepulchre? Be-

hold, Jeh of hosts, . . .
.' etc. G. H. Box (Isa)

would further transpose some parts of vs 17 f.

Shebna is to be tossed like a ball into "a land wide

of sides," i.e. a broad extensive land. He is addressed

as a disgrace to the house of his royal master. The
prophet's language is that of personal invective,

and one asks what had made him so indignant.

Some (e.g. Dillmann, Delitzsch) suggest that Shebna

was the leader of a pro-Egyp party, while others

(e.g. Cheyne) believe that the party was pro-Assyr

(cf Isa 8 5-Sa). The actual date of the prophecy

can only be inferred.

(2) Isa 22 19-23 contains a prophecy wdiich

states that Eliakim is to be given someone's post,

apparently that of Shebna, if this section be by
Isaiah; ver 23, however, is held by many to be a

gloss. These verses are not so vehernent in tone

as the previous ones. Some maintain that the

section is not by Isaiah (Duhm, Marti). It can,

however, be Isaianic, only later in date than vs 15 ff,

b(>ing possibly meant to modify the former utter-

ance. The palace gov(»rnor is to lose his office and

to be succeeded by Eliakim, who is seen to hokl

that post in 2 K 18 f (see 1:liakim).

(3) Vs 24 f are additions to the two utterances

by a later hand; they jiredict the ruin of some such

official as Eliakim owing to his own family.

There is nothing a priori against believing that

these three sections are entirely independent one

of another, but there seems to be some connection

ix'tween (I) and (2j, and again between (2) and (3j.

Now t he (luestion that has to be solvecl

4. Date is that of the relation of Isa 22 15 fT

of the with 2 K 18 f= isa 36 f, where are

Prophecy given tlu^ events of 701 BC. V\'r, have
the following facts: (a) Shebna is scribe

in 701, and Eliakim is governor of the palace; (b)

Shebna is governor of tlie jialace in Isa 22 15, and
is to be deposcMl; (c) if Isa 22 l.S-22 be by Lsaiah,

Eliakim was to succeed Shebna in that post.

Omitting for the moment everything but (a) and
(h), the only solution that is to any extent satis-

factory is that Isa 22 15-lS is to be dated previ-

ous to 701 BC. This is tlu^ view preferred by
(!. B. Gray, op. cit. And this is the most satis-

factory theory if w(! take (2) above into considera-

tion. The ])rophecv then contained in (1) had not

be(>n as yet fulfillcMl in 701, but (2) had come to

jiass; Shebna was no longer governor of the pal-

ace, but held the j^osition of scribe. Exile might

still be in store for him.

Another exi)lanation is put forward by K. Fullerton
in AJT. rX, (121-42 (190.')) and criticized l)y E. Ivonig

in X, (i7.")-sr) (1<,)0()). Fullerton rejects vs 2 1 f as not
duc! to Isaiali, and maintains that Isa 22 1.')-1S was
spoken by the proph(;t early in the rei^n of Manasseli,
i.e. later than 2 K 18 f. "not so much as a T)rophecy, a
simple prediction, as an attempt to drive Rhelma from
offlc'e It must be admitti-d that Isaiah probably
did not succeed. Tlie reactionary party seems to have
remained in control duriiif< the rcifrn of Manasseh
Kortimatelv, the moral siKiiiflcanc-e of Isaiah does not
d(-pend on 'the fulfilment of this or that specific i)redic-

tion. We are dealing not with a walkuig oracle, but
with a Kreat character and a noble life" (p. 639). He
then infers from the massacres of Manasseh (2 K 21 !<))

"tliat a conspiracy had been formed against him by the
prophetic party which proi)osed to place Eliakim on the
throne " (p. 640). Isaiah ho thinks would not "resort to

such violent measures," and so the character of Isaiah

mak(>s it questionable whether he was the author of vs
20-23. This part would then Ik; due to the prophetic

party "who wcnit a step farther than thcnr Kreat leader

would approve." This view assumes too much, (a)

that the terms in vs 20-23 refer to kingly power; (b)

tliat P:iiakim was of Davidic d(-scent, unless we have
a man of non-Davidic origin aiming at the; throne, which
is again a thing unheard of in .ludah; and (r) that there

was such a plot in the reign of Manasseli, of which we
have no proof.

David Fraxcis Roberts

SHEBUEL, she-bu'el, sheb'ii-el (bX'miJ , sh'hhu'el;

2ovPaTiX, Souhael)

:

(1) A son of Gershom and grandson of Moses (1

Ch 23 16). He was "ruler over the treasures"

(26 24). In 24 20 he is called "Shubael," which is

Iirobablv the original form of the name (see Gray,

HPN, 310).

(2) A son of Heman (1 Ch 25 4), called in ver

20 "Shubael" (LXX as in ver 4).

SHECANIAH, SHECHANIAH, shek-a-nl'a, she-

kan'ya (H;;!!?!?? ,
sh'khani/ah [in 1 Ch 24 11; 2 Ch

31 15, sh'khanydhii]; B, 'lo-xavid, Ischanid, ScKtvid,

(1) A "descendant of Zerubbabel (1 Ch 3 21.22).

This is the same Shecaniah mentioned in Ezr 8 3.

(2) "The sons of Shecaniah," so the MT of Ezr

8 5 reads, were among t hose who ret umed with E.zra,

but a name ajipears to have been k)st from the text,

and we should probablv read "of the sons of Zattu,

Shecaniah the son of Jahaziel" (cf 1 Esd 8 32, ''of

the sons of Zathoes, Sechenias the son of Jezelus").

(3) Chief of the tenth course of priests (1 Ch
24 11).

(4) A priest in the reign of Ilezekiah (2 Ch
31 15).

(5) A contemporary of Ezra who sujiported him

in his ojiposition to foreign marriages (Ezr 10 2).

(6) The father of Shemaiah, "the keeper of the

east gate" (Neh 3 29).
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(7) The father-in-law of Tobiah the Amm()Tiit(!

(Neh 6 18).

(<S) The cpoiiyiu of a family which returned with
Zerubbahel (Neh 12 :i). It is the .same name
which, by an interchange of (2) bh and (D) kh,

ai)i)ears a.s Shebaniah (see Shkbaniah, [2]) in

Neh 10 4.12.14. IIor.\ce J. Wolf

SHECHEM, she'kem (33Tp, skkhem, "shoulder";

Sux«fA, Suchcni, T] SiKifjia, Iw Slkima, to, SiKi|ia, td

tSiki.itKi, etc; AV gives "Sichein" in

1. Histori- Gen 12 G; and "Sychem" in Acts 7 IGJ

:

cal This i)lace is first mentioned in con-
nection with Abraham's journey from

liaran. At the oak of Morch in the vicinity he

of I']plu-aim; it w;is mach' a city of refuge, and as-
signed to the Kohatliite L(>vites (20 7; 21 21).
Near the city tli(^ Law was promulgalcMl (Dt 27 11;
Josli 8 -iy)). When Iiis end was approaching
Joshua gathered tlic tribes of Israel here and ad-
dressed to them his final words of coun.sel and ex-
hortation (ch 24). Ihuler the oak in the neighbor-
ing sanctuary he set up the stone of witness (ver 26).
The war of confjuest being done, Jose])h's bones
were buried in the parcel of ground which Jacob
had bought, and which f(>ll to the lot of Joseph's
descendants (ver 33). Ai^imelech, whose mother
was a native of the city, persuaded the men of
Shechem to make him king (Jgs 9 1-6), evidently
seeking a certain consecration from association with

Nablus an'd Mt. Ebaij.

reared his first altar to the Lord in Pal (Gen 12 6 f).

It was doubtless by this oak that Jacob, on his

return from Paddan-aram, buried "the strange
[ARV "foreign"] gods" (35 4). Ilitlier he had come
after his meeting witli Esau (33 IS). Ononi here
identifies Shechem with Shalem; but see Shale.m.
To the E. of the city Jacob pitched his tent in a
"parcel of ground" which he had bought from Hamor,
Siiechem's father (ver 19). Here also he rai.sed

an altar and called it El-Elohe-Israel, "God, the
God of Israel" (ver 20). Then follows the story of

Dinah's defilement by Shechem, son of the city's

chief; and of the treacherous and terrible vengeance
exacted by Simeon and Levi (ch 34). To the rich

pasture land near Shechem Joseph came to seek his

brethren (37 12 IT). It is mentioned as lying to the
W. of Michmethath {el-Makhnch) on the boundary
of Manasseh (Josh 17 7). It was in the territory

"th(! oak of the pillar that was in Shechem." Jo-

tham's parable was sjjoken from the cliff of Gerizirn

overhanging the town (vs 7ff). After a reign of

tlu'ee years Abimelech was rejected by tlic ])eo])le.

He cai)tured the city, razed it to the foundations,
and sowed it with salt. It was then the seat of Can.
idolatry, the tcmi)le of Baal-berith being here (Jgs

9 4.46). In the time of the kings we find that the
city was once more a gathering-i)lace of the nation.

It was evidently the center, esp. for the northern
tribes; and hither Rehoboam came in the hoi)e of

gc^tting his succession to the throne confirmed (IK
12 1; 2 Ch 10 1). At the disru])tion Jeroboam
fortified the city and made it his residence (ver 25;
Ant, VIII, viii, 4). The capital of the Northern
Kingdom was moved, however, first to Tirzah and
then to Samaria, and Shechem declined in political

importance. Indeed it is not named again in the
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history of the inoiuircliy. Apparciitlv ibcrc were
Isnichtcs in it after tlic cuptivity, sonic of whom
on then- way to the hous(> of the Lord at J<>rus met
a traffic fafo at- the liaiuls of Isliniacl I)on Nctlia-
niah O^er 41 offj. It hocaine 1h(> ccMiti-al citv of
the Samaritans, whose shrine was built, on Alt
C.iTizini (Sir 50 '-'(i; .1///, XL viii, G; XII, i, 1;
Xin, iii, 4). Shecliem was caijtured by ' Jolm'
Ilyreanus in \:]2 UC {Ant, XIII, ix, 1; nj,'l,u, (i).

It ui)p(>ars in llie XT only in the speech of Stephen
(Acts 7 1(), AV "Sychem"). Some (e.^;. Smith,
DM, s.v.) would identify it with Svchar of Jn 4 5;
hut see Sychak. Liuier the Romans it ))ecame
Flayia X^eapolis. In lat(>r 1 imes it was the seat of
a bishoi)ric; the names of five occupants of the
see are known.

Th(>r(^ is no doul)t as to the situation of ancient
Shechem. It lay in the j)ass which cuts throufjh

Mts. Ephraim, l']bal and Gerizim,
2. Location guarding it on the X. and S. respect-
and Physi- iv(>ly. Alons this line runs the pireat
cal Features road which from time immemorial has

formed tlic easiest and the quickest
means of conununicat ion between the E. of the
Jordan and the sea. It must have been a place of
strenfithfromantifiuity. The name seems to occur in
Travels of a IMohar (Max Aliiller, Asien v. Eitropa,
31)4), "Mountain of Sahama" i)robablv referrhig to
Ebal or (ieriziTn. The anci(>nt citv rnay have lain
soinewhat farther E. than the modem Nahlus, in
which the Rom name Nea])olis survives. The situ-
ation is one of preat beaut v. The city lies close
to the foot of Cerizim. Tlu; terraced slopes of the
mountam rise steeply on tlu; S. Across the valley,
nnisical with the sound of running water, the great
l)ulk of El)al rises on the X\, its sides, shaggy with
prickly pear, shding down into corn fields and
orchards. The copious springs wliicli supf)ly abun-
dance of water rise at the base of Gerizim. Th(>
fruitful and well-wooded valley winds westward
among the hills. It is traversed by the carriage
road leading to Jaffa and the sea. Eastward the
valley opens iqion the plain of Makhneh. To the
E. of the city, in a recess at the base of Gerizim, is
tlie sanctuary known as Rijal el-'Amild, lit. "men
of the column" or "i)illar," where some would locate
the ancient "oak of Moreh" or "of the pillar

"
Ot hers would find it in a litth; village farther E. with
a fine spring, call(Ml Balata, a name wdiich may be
connected with hdllul, "oak." Still farth.er to the
E and near the base of Ebal is the traditional toml)
of Jose])h, a little white-domed building beside a
luxuriant orchard. On the slo])e of the mountain
l)eyond is the village of '.4.s7,Y;r; see Sychak. To
the S. of the vale is the traditional \\\A\ of Jacol)-
see Jacob's ^A'ell. To the S.W. of the city is a
small mosciue on the sjiot where Jacob is said to
have mounied over the l)lood-stained coat of
Joseph. In the neighl)oring minaret is a stone
whereon the Ten Commandments are engraved in
Samaritan characters. The main center of interest
in the town is the synagogue of the Samaritans,
with their ancient MS of the Pent.
The modern town contains about 20,000 inhab-

itants, the great body of them being Moslems.

o n/r J
"^^^^'-ce are some 700 or 800 Christians.

^.Modern chi(>fly belonging to the Gr Orthodox
bhechem church. The Samaritans do not total

more than 200. The place is still the
market for a wide district, both E. and W. of Jor-
dan A considerable trade is done in cotton and
wool. Soap is manufactured in large quantities
oil tor this purpose being plentifully supplied by the
oiiye groves. Tanning and the manufacture of
leather goods are also carried on. In old t imes the
slopes of LJ)al were covered with vinevards; but
these formed a source of temptation to "the "faith-

ful." They wcr(> therefore remov(>d by authority
and their plac(> taken by the ])ricklv pears men-
tioned above. w J^wixc;

SHECHEMITES,shr.'kem-Tts (-^212?-, ha-
s/ukhmi; 2vx€,x££, Suchcmvi): The descendants
ot Shechem th(> son of Gilead, a clan of Eastern
Manasseh (Nu 26 31; Josh 17 2).

SHED, SHEDDING: Th,> thive Hel) w<.rds
hmihar, sun or sum and shaphakh, tr' "shed" inmany OT i)assages, always mean a "pouring out "
and in nearly every case point to tin; effusion of
I)lood (Gen 9 0; Nu 35 33; Dt 21 7; 2 S 20 10-
1 Ch 22 8; Prov 1 10, etc). 11ie Gr words eKx^J,
ckcheo, and eKxvvu}, ekchuiid, have ))recisely the
same specific meaning (Mt 23 So; 26 28' Mk 14
24; Lk 11 50; He 9 22; Rev 16 Gj. Somethnes
they are tropically used in reference to the out-
pouring of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2 33 AV; ^Fit
3 G) and to the outpouring of the love of God in
the behever's heart (Rom 5 5).

Henry E. Doskeu
SHEDEUR, shed'e-ur, slie-de'ur (n^X^-r

,

sh'dhe^ur, "daybreak"; B, ^t^iovp, Scdionr, 'ESiotip!
Edumr): The father of Elizur, the chief of Reu-
ben (Nu 1 5; 2 10; 7 3(J). Fr. D(4itzsch cor-
rectly conc(>ives the name; as an Assvr compound
sad uri, "daybreak." Cf, however, "Gray, HPX,
}f^^' \^J'

^^'^'^ pm(>nds tlu; text to read Shaddai 'llr
Shaddai is flame."

SHEEP, shep: The usual Heb word is "JC'i con
which IS often tr'i "flock," e.g. "Abel .... brought

of the first lings of his flock" (Gen 4 4)-
1. Names "butter of the herd, and milk of the

flock" (Dt 32 li). A\' and EiiV have

"milk of sheep." Cf Arab. ^Lo , dun. The Gr
word is irpSparov, prohdfon. For other names see
notes under C.\ttle; Ewe; La.mb; Ram.

'

Tlic ori-in of domestic .sheep is unknown. There are
11 wild species, tlu^ majority of wliich are found in

Asia, and it is conceivabh! that thev niav
2. Zooloev .y^ spread from the highlands of ('entral

T ^T
^° '^'^" other portions of their liahitat

.... -In N^orth ,\merica is found the "l)i<diorn "
which IS very closely related to a Kamschatkan .speciesOne species, the urial or sha, is found in India. TheHarbary sheep,

_
Oas tragelaphus, also known as the

aouilad or arui inhabits the Atlas Mountains of Xorth-
"t'^V..

Africa. It IS thought by Tristram to be zemcrKV chamois of Dt 14 5. but there is no good evidence
that this animal ranges eastward into Jiilile lands. Geo-
graphically nearest is the Arm(>nian wild sheep. Oris
gmeli,,,. of A.sia Minor and Persia. The Ovprian wildsheep niay be on y avaric-ty of thi< last, and the moujlon
of Corsica and Sardinia is an allied species. It is noteasy to draw the hnc between wild she(>p and wild
goats. Among the more obvious distinctions are the
chin beard and strong odor of male goats. The pelage
of all wild sheep consists of hair, not wool, and t his indeed
IS true of some domestic sheep as the fat-rumped short-
tailed sheep of Abyssinia and Central Asia. The; voimg
lambs of this breed liavo short curly wool which 'is the
astrachan of commerce. Sheep are geologically recent
their bones and teeth not being found in earlier depositsthan the pleiocene or pleistocene. They were, howeveramong the first of domesticated animals.

The sheep of Syria and Pal are characterized by
the ])ossession of an enormous fat tail which weiglis

•J ct, r
"i^i^y pounds and is known in Aral).

d. oneep of ^o ^ ^
Palestine as kJl , 'alyat, or commonly k^J,

I'njnt. This is the "PpX , 'ahjah, "fat tail" (AV
"riimp") (Ex 29 22; Lev 3 9; 7 3; 8 25; 9 19),
which was burned in sacrifice. This is at the present
day esteemed a great delicacy. Sheep are kept in
large numbers by the Bedawin, but a large portion of
the supply of mutton for the cities is from the sheep
of Armenia and Kurdistan, of which great droves are
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brought down t o the coast in easy stages. Among the
Moslems every well-to-do family sacrifices a sheep
at the feast of al-'adha', the 10th day of the month
(Ihu-l-hijjat, 40 days after the end of ramaddn, the
month of fasting. In Lebanon every peasant family
during the summer fattens a young ram, which is

Broad -tailed Sheep.

literally crammed by one of the women of tlie house-
hold, who keeps the creatui'c's jaw moving with one
hand while with the other she stuffs its mouth with
vine or mull)erry leaves. Every afternoon she
washes it at the village fountain. When slaughtered

in the fall it is called o«-AjtX) , 7naHuf, "fed," and is

very fat and the flesh very tender. Some of th(!

nunit and fat are eaten at oncc^, but the greater

part, fat and lean, is cut up fine, cooked together
in a large vessel with pepper and salt, and stored in

an earthen jar. This, the so-called 5oOv»j', kaicra-

mat, is used as neede<l through tlie winter.

In the mountains the sheep are gather(;d at night
into folds, which may be caves or inclosures of

rough stones. Fierce dogs assist the shepherd
in warding off the attacks of wolves, and remain
at the fold through the day to guard the slight

bedding and simple utensils. In going to pasture

the sheep are not driven but are led, following the
shephcn-d as he walks before them and calls to them.
"When he hath put forth all his own, he goeth b(>fore

them, and the sheep follow him: for they know his

voice" (Jn 10 4).

The sheepfolds of Reuben on the plain of Oilead

are referred to in Nu 32 IG and Jgs 5 Ki. A (iivo.

is mentioned in 1 S 24 'A in con-

4. OT Ref- nection with the j^ursuit of David by
erences Saul. Tlie she|)herd origin of David

is referred to in Ps 78 70:

" He chose David also his servant,
And took him from tlie sheepfolds."

Cf also 2 S 7 8 and 1 Ch 17 7.

The shearing of the sheep was a large operation

and evidently bec^ame a sort of festival. Absalom
invited the king's sons to his sheep-shearing in

Baal-hazor in order that he miglit find an oppor-

tunity to put Amnon to death while his heart was
"merry whh wine" (2 S 13 23-29). The character

of the occasion is evident also from the indignation

of David at Nabal wdien the lat ter refused to pro-

vide entertainment at his sheep-shearing for David's

young men who had previously protected the flocks

of Nabal (1 S 25 2-13). There is also mention of

the sheep-shearing of Judah (Gen 38 12) and of

Laban (Gen 31 19), on which occasion Jacob stole

away with his wives and children and his flocks.

Sheep were the most important sa(!rificial ani-

mals, a ram or a young male being often specified.

Ewes are mentioned in Lev 3 0; 4 32; 5 6: 14 IQ-
22 2.S; Nu 6 14.

In the Books of Ch we fmd statements of enormous
numbers of animals consunKnl in sacrifice: "And king
Solomon offcu-iKl a sacrifice of twenty and two thousand
oxen, and a hundred and twenty thousantl sheep" (2 (-h
7 />); "And they sacrificed unto Jeh in that day [in the
reign of Asa] .... seven hundred ox(^n and sev(!n
thousand sheep" (2 Ch 15 H); at the ck^ansing of the
temple by llezekiah "tlie consecrated things were six
hundred oxen and tiiree thousand sheep. But the priests
wertf too few, so that they could not flay all the hurnt-
olfi'rings: wlierefore their brethren the Lcvites did help
them ' (2 Cli 29 :5:i f ) ; and " Ht^zekiah king of .Judah
did give to t lie assembly for offerings a thousand bullocks
and sev(>n thousand slieep; and the princes gave to the
asseml)ly a thousand bullocks and ten thousand sheep"
(2 Ch 30 24). In the account of the war of the sons
of Keul)en and their allies with the Ilagrites, we read:
"And they took away their cattle; of their camels
fifty thousand, and of sheep two hundred and fifty
thousand, and of asses two thousand, and of men a hun-
dred thousand" (1 Ch 5 21). ]M(>sha king of Moab is

called a "sheep-master," and we read that "he rendered
unto the king of Israel th(( wool of a hundred thousand
lambs, and of a hundred thousand rams" (2 K 3 4).

Christ is represented as the Lamb of God (Isa

53 7; Jn 1 29; Rev 5 G). Some of the most
beautiful passages in the Bible repre-

5. Figura- sent Ciod as a shepherd: "From thence
tive is the shepherd, the stone of Israel"

(Gen 49 24); "Jeh is mv shepherd; I

shall not want" (Ps 23 1; cf Isa 40 11; Ezk 34
12-lG). J(>sus said "I am the good shepherd; and
1 know mine own, and mine own know me ....
and I lay down my life for the sheep" (Jn 10 14 f).

The people without leaders are likened to sheep
without a shepherd (Nu 27 17; 1 K 22 17;
2 Cli 18 IG; Ezk 34 5). Jesus at the Last Supper
applies to Ilimself the words of Zee 13 7; "I will

smite the shepherd, and the sh(>ep of the flock shall

be scattered abroad" (Mt 26 31; Mk 14 27).
The enemic^s of Jeh arc compar(>d to the fat of the
sacrifice that is consimied away in smoke (Ps 37 20).
God's people are "the sheep of his pasture" (Ps
79 13; 95 7; 100 3). In .sinning they become like

lost sheep (Isa 53 6; Jer 50 G; Ezk 34 G; Lk
15 3 ff). In the mouth of Nathan the poor man's
one little ewe lamb is a vivid image of the treasure
of which the king David has robbed Uriah the
Ilittite (2 S 12 3). In Cant 6 6, the teeth of the
bride are likened to a flock of ew(^s. It is prophesied
that "the wolf shall dwell with the lamb" (Isa 11 6)
and that "the wolf and the lamb shall feed together"
(Isa 65 25). Jesus says to His disciples, "I send
you forth as sh(H>p in the midst of wolves" (Mt 10
16; cf Lk 10 3). In the parable of the Good
Shepherd wc read: "He that is a hireling, and not
a shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, belioldeth

the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth"

(Jn 10 12). Alfred Ely Day

SHEEPCOTE, .shep'kot , shep'kot, SHEEPFOLD,
shep'fold (nn-;i, (fdherah, H^D'a, mikhluh, D'l'n^tJp,

Tnishjfthaijim, 7V\'2 , ndweh; avX-rj, ault): At night

the sheep are driven into a sheepfold if they are
in a district where there is danger from robbers or
wild beasts. These folds are simple walled inclosures
(Nu 32 IG; Jgs 5 IG; 2 Ch 32 2S; Ps 78 70;
Ze[)h 2 G; Jn 10 1). On the top of the wall is

heaped thorny brushwood as a further safeguartl.
Sometimes there is a covered hut in the corner for
the slu'pherd. \\'here there is no danger the sheep
huddle together in the open until (hiylight, while
the shepherd watches over them (Gen 31 39; Lk
2 8). in the winter time caves are sought aftcsr

(1 S 24 3; Zeph 2 6). The antiquity of the use
of some of the caves for this purpose is indicated
by the thick deposit of potassium nitrate formed
from the decomposition of the sheep dung.

James A. Patch
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SHEEP GATE (liisrri nriT, shn'ar ha-,;o,i [Xch
3 l.o2; 12 •.V.)\): Oncof tlio jratrs of Jems, i)r()b;il)ly

near tlu^ nortlicast corner. Sec jKursALKM. l'\)r

the "shco]) fiatc" of ,lii 5 2, sec Bkthksda; Sukiop
Mahkkt.

SHEEP MARKET (Jn 5 2, RV "shocp gate"):
Tlie Cir {v vpofiaTLKri, he prohntikP) means sinij)!}'

s()in(>tliing that pertains to sheep. See Betuesda;
Sheep Gate.

SHEEP-MASTER (1^5, nDke,lh, 'iierdsman,"
2 J\ 3 1). See Sueep-sheahixc;.

SHEEP-SHEARING, shep'sher-ing: The sheep-
shearing is (lone; in the si)ringtime, either hv the
owners (Gen 31 19; 38 13; Dt 15 19; l\S 25
2.4) or by regular "shearers" (tT3

,
gclzaz) (1 S 25

7.11; Isa 53 7). There were special houses for
this work in OT times (2 K 10 12.14). The
shearing was carefully done so as to keep the fle(>ce

whol(> (Jgs 6 37). The sheep of a flock are not
branded but spotted. Lime or some dyestuff is

painted in one or more spots on the wool of the back
as a distinguishing mark. In 2 K 3 4, Meslia, the
chief or sheikh of Moab, was a sheei>master, lit.

"a sheep spotter." James A. Patch

SHEEPSKIN, shep'skin. See Bottle; Dress;
Rams' Skixs, etc.

SHEEP TENDING, ten'ding: The Scriptural
allusicHis to pastoral life and the similes drawn from
that life are the most familiar and revered in tlie
Bible. Among the first verses that a child learns is

"The Lord is my shei)herd, I shall not want" (Pa
23 1 AV, ERV) . What follower of the ALast er does
not love to dwell on the words of the "Good Shep-
herd" chapter in the Gospel of John (Jn 10)?
Jesus must have drawn a sympathetic response
when lie referred to the relationship of sheep to
shepherd, a relationship familiar to all His hear-
ers and doubtless shared by some of them with their
flocks. As a rule the modern traveler in the Holy
Land meets w4th disappointment if he comes ex-
pecting to see things as they were depicted in the
Bible. An exception to this is the pastoral life,

which has not changed one whit since Abraham and
his descendants fed their flocks on the rich plateaus
E. of the Jordan or on the mountains of Pal and
Syria. One may count among his most prized
experiences the days and nights spent under the
spell of Syrian shepherd Ufe. James A. Patch

SHEERAH, she'e-ra (n^ST^ , she'erdh; A, Saapd,
Saard, B omits): A daughter of Ephraim, who,
according to the MT of 1 Ch 7 24 (AV "Sherah"),
built the two Beth-horons and IJzzen-sheerah. The
verse has been suspected because elsewhere in the
OT the founders of cities are men. Uzzen-sheerah
as a place is unidentified; Conder suggests as the
site Bet Slra, a village 2 miles S.W. of the Lower
Beth-horon {Mem 3 16).

SHEET, shet. See Dress; cf Acts 10 11, "as it
were a great sheet" {6e6vr), othonc).

SHEHARIAH, she-ha-rl'a (H^nntJ , sh'haryah) :

A Benjamite (1 Ch 8 26).

SHEKEL, shek"l, shek'el, she'kel, she'kul (bjjtp

,

shekel) : A weight and a coin. The Heb shekel was
the r)Oth i)art of a inina, and as a weight about 224
grains, and as money (silver) was worth about 2s.
9d., or 66 cents. No gold shekel has b(>en found,
and hence it is inferred that such a coin was not

used; but as a certain amount of gold, l)y weight.
It IS mentioned in 2 Cli 3 i» and is prol)ablv'intend(>(i
to be supplied in 2 K 5 ">. 1^he gold sliekel was
1 ()() of_ the heavy liab mina and weiglied about
2.")2 grams. In value; it was about eciual to £2 l.s.

0(/., or SIO. See Money; Wekuits axu Me xsikes
In RV of Mt 17 27 "shekel" rei)laces "piece of
money" of AV, the tr of arar-^p, stater. See Stater.

SHEKEL OF THE KING'S WEIGHT,'' "or
ROYAL SHEKEL (T{:>fir\ pX , 'ehhen ha-melekh,
"stone [i.e. weight] of the king"): The shekel by
which Absalcmi's hair was weighed (2 S 14 26),
I)rol)ably the light .shekel of 1.30 grains. See
Wekjhts axd Measures.

SHEKEL OF THE SANCTUARY, or SACRED
SHEKEL (TT-j^n bj:^, shekel ha-kodhesh [Xu 7
])aHsim]): The same as the silver sliekel mentioned
under Shekel ((i-v.), (>xcept in Ex 38 24, wher(> it
is used in measuring gold. The term is used for
offerings made for sacred purposes.

SHEKINAH, shO-kl'na (nr^r
, shkhlnuh, "that

wdiich dwells," from the vb. "rt", shakhen, or ]?Tp
,

shdkhan, "to dwell," "reside"): This word is not
found in the Bible, but there are allusions to it in
Isa 60 2; Mt 17 o; Lk 2 9; Rom 9 4. It is first
found in the Tgs. See Glory.

SHELAH, she'la (nbll? , shelah; 2dXa, Sdla):
(1) The youngest son of Judah and the daughter

of Shua the Canaanite ((ien 38 5.11.14.26; 46 12-
Xu 26 20 [16]; 1 Ch 2 3; 4 21). He gave his
name to the familv of the Shelanites (Xu 26 20
[16]). Probably "the Sh(4anite" should be sub-
stituted for "the Shilonite" of Xeh 11 .">; 1 Ch 9 .").

(2) (nbffi , shehlh) : The son or (LXX) grandson
of Arpachsiiad and father of I-^ber (Gen 10 24; 11
13 [12]. 14.15; 1 Ch 1 IS. 24; Lk 3 3.5).

(3) Xeh 3 15 = "Shik)ah" of Isa 8 6. See Siloam.

SHELANITES, she'lan-Its,

Shelah.
lie-Ja nit.- Se:

/— "IV^^ISHELEMIAH, shel-e-ml'a, sh6-l(>m'ya (r^'^VlrV

,

shelemyah; B, SltXeixid, Selemid, A, 2€\6fj.£as', Sele-
tnias)

:

(1) One of the sons of Bani who nian-ied foreign
wives in the time of Ezra (Ezr 10 ;]9), called
"S(4emias" in 1 Esd 9 34.

(2) Father of Hananiah who restored jxart of the
wall of Jerus (Xeh 3 30) (B, TeXe^itd, Teleinid, N'

,

TeXe^t'as, Televiias).

(3) A ])riest who w^as appointed one of the trea.s-

Tirers to distribute the Levitical tithes bv Xehemiah
(Xeh 13 13j.

(4) The father of Jehueal (or Jucal) in the reign
of Zedekiah (Jer 37 3; 38 1; in the second i)assage
the name is Mheleinynlnl).

(5) The father of Irijah, the captain of the ward,
who arr(>sted Jeremiah as a deserter to the Chal-
daeans (Jer 37 13).

(6) 1 Ch 26 14. See Meshelemiah.
(7) Another of th{> sons of liani who married for-

eign wives in the tune of Ezra (Ezr 10 41). It is

of interest to note that the order of names in this
passage—Sharai, Azarel, and Shelemiah—is almost
identical with the names in Jer 36 26, viz. Seraiah,
Azriel, Shelemiah.

(8) Ancestor of Jehudi (Jer 36 14).

(9) (LXX omits.) Son of Abdeel, one of the
men sent by Jehoiakim to seize Baruch and Jeremiah
after Baruch had read the "roll" in the king's
presence (Jer 36 26). Horace J. Wolf
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SHELEPH, she'lcf (^blC , shalvph, in ikiuso;

LXX 2dX€<}>, Suleph): Son of Joklan (Cen 10 2();

1 Ch 1 20). Sheloph is the name of a Yemenite
tribe or district, named on Sabaean inscriptions

and also by Arabian geographers, located in Sont hern
Arabia.

SHELESH, she'lesh {tht , shelesh; B, Se,!^,

Heme, A, SeXXris, Selles, Luc., StXeji, Seleiii): An
Ash(Tite, son of Iiel(>m (1 Ch 7 .>.">;.

SHELOMI, she-lo'ml, shel'6-ml {"^'C'^V , sldoml)

:

An Asherite (Nu 34 27).

SHELOMITH, sliO-lo'mith,_shel'6-mith (n^-a'^ip
,

sMotmlh; in Ezr 8 10, Tr^'d'bt , sMonnth)

:

(1) The mother of the man who was stoned for

blasi)hemy (Lev 24 11) (BAF, SaXw/xel^, Saldmeith,
Luc, SaXV'^, Sahnith).

(2) Daughter of Zerubbabel (1 Ch 3 19) (B,
HaXw/j-edei, Hdlomcthei, A, 2a\u}fj.e6l, Salomethi, Luc,
2aXa>/xt^, Saloniith).

(3) One of the "sons of Izhar" (1 Ch 23 IS)
(B, 'Lakii3fnbd, Salonwlh, A, ^a\ovfj.(id, Sdloumolh,
Luc, SaXw/xi^, Saldmlth), called "Shelomoth" in

24 22.

(4) The name of a family whose rei)resentativ(>s
returned with Ezra (Ezr" 8 10) (B, ^aXeijmoijd,

Saleimoulh, Luc, SaXt/uw^, Sallmoth). Tlie MT
here should read, "and the sons of Bani; Shelomith,
son of Josiphiah"; and in 1 Esd 8 36, "of the sons
of Banias, Salimoth, son of Josaphias."

HoKACE J. Wolf
SHELOMOTH, she-lo'moth, sliel'6-moth, -moth

(ri-^'bTp , shnomoth) :

(1) An Izharite (1 Ch 24 22, BA, SaXw^ci^,
Salonwth, Luc, 2d\u/j.i0, Saldmlth = "Shelomhh''
of 23 18).

(2) A Levite descended from Eliezer ben Mos(>s

(1 Ch 26 2.5, K<'re t^^V^V , sklomlth; 26 28).

(3) A Gershonite (1 Ch 23 9, K're tVabtt
;

B, 'AXwOelfx, Alotheim, X, 'LoKwueld, Saldmeith).

SHELUMIEL, shC-lQ'mi-el (bSi'Dbiy, sh^umt'el;
both the ])unctuation and interpretation are in
doubt. MT punctuates the first ehnnent as a
passive participle; the use of the participle in com-
pounds is common in Assyr but rare in Ileb [cf

Gray, HPN, 200]. The meaning of the pres(>nt
form, if it be correct, is "at ])eace with God"
[Hommel, AHT, 200, "my friend is God"]. LXX
reads 2aXafj.iT]X, Sahmiiel): Prince of the tribe of
Simeon (Nu 1 6; 2 12; 7 36.41; 10 19). The
genealogy of Judith (8 1) is carried back to this
Shelumiel or Shelamiel, called there "Salamiel."

HoKACio J. Wolf
SHEM, shem (311) , shcm; 2ii(x, Sem) : The eldest

son of Noah, from whom tlie Jews, as well as the
Semitic ("Shemitic") nations in general

1. Position have descended. When giving the
in Noah's names of Noah's three sons, Shem is

Family: always mentioned first (Gen 9 18;
His Name 10 1, etc); and though "the elder"

in "Shem the brother of Japheth the
elder" (10 21 m) is explained as referring to Shem,
this is not the rendering of Onkelos. His five sons
peopled the greater part of West Asia's finest tracts,
from Elam on the E. to the Mediterranean on the
W. Though generally regarded as meaning "dusky"
(cf the Assyr-Bab sdmu—also Ham—possibly =
"black," Japheth, "fair"), it is considered possible
that Shern may be the usual Heb word for "name"
(shem), given him because he was the firstborn—

a

parallel to the Assyr-Bab usage, in which "son,"

"name" (^nnni) are svnonvms (IL. ,1. I n.srrijjIionH,

V, pi. 23, 11. •2\)^:i2ahr).

Shem, who is called "the fath(>r of all tlu! (;hildren
of Eber," was born when Noah had attained the

age of 500 years (Cien 5 32). Though
,
2. History, married at the time of the Flood, Sliem
and the was then childless. Aided by Jai)heth,
Nations he covered the nakedness of tluMr father,
Descended which Ham, the youngest brother, had
from Him revealed to them; but unlike the last,

Shem and Japheth, in their filial piety,
approached their father walking bat^kward, in order
not to look upon him. Two years after the Flood,
Shem being then 100 years old, his son Arpachshad
was born (Cumi 11 10), and was followe<l by further
sons antl daugliters during the remaining 500 y(^ars
which i)rece(led Shem's death. Noah's prophetic
blessing, on awakening from his wine, may be re-
garded as having been fulfilled in his descendants,
who occupied Syria (Aram), Pal (Canaan), Chaldaea
(Arpachshad), Assyria (Asshur), part of Persia
(l*]lam), and Arabia (Joktan). In the first three of
tliese, as well as in Elam, Canaanites had settlecl (if

not in the other districts mentioned), but Shemites
ruled, at some time or other, over the Canaanites,
and Canaan thus became "his servant" (Gen 9 25.
2()) . The tablets found in Cappadocia seem to show
that Shemites (Assyrians) had settk'd in that district
also, but this was apparently an unimportant colony.
Though designated sons of Shem, some of his de-
scendants (e.g. the Elamites) did not speak a Semitic
language, while other nationalities, not his descend-
ants (e.g. the Canaanites), did. See Ham; Japiikth;
Table of Natioxs. T. G. Pixches

SHEMA, she'ma (^''^t , skmct, ^ai^aa., Samad):
A city of Judah in the'Negeb (Josh 15 2()). If, as
some think, identical with Sheba (<i.v.) of Josh 19
2, then the latter must have been inserted here from
Josh 15 26. It is noticeable that the root letters

(y^t)) were those from which Simeon is derived.
Sliema is probably identical with Jeshua (Neh 11
26). The place was clearly far S., and it may be
Kh.Sa'wah, a ruin upon a i)rominent hilltop between
Kh. 'Altir and Kh. el-Milh. There is a wall around
the ruins, of large blocks of conglomerate flint

(PEF, III, 409, Sh XXV).
E. W. G. Masterman

SHEMA (:?^TiJ, shema'):

(1) A Reubenite (1 Ch 5 S, BA, I^dfxa, Sdma,
Luc, ^sfxeei, Semvei). See Shimei.

(2) One of the heads of "fathers' houses" in

Aijalon, who ])ut to flight the hihabitants of Gath
(1 Ch 8 13, BA, 2d/xa, ,S'«mr;, Luc, 'Zafxad, Samad);
in ver 21 he is called "Shimei." The statement is

very obscure and the whole incident is probably due
to some marginal note.

(3) One of t hos<^ who stood at Ezra's right during
the reading of the Law (Neh 8 4, 2a/xatas, <S'a?Hai«6').

He is called "Sammus" in 1 Esd 9 43.

Horace J. Wolf
SHEMAAH, she-ma'a, shem'fi-a (n'J'CVri

,

hi-iihuia'dh; B, 'A(xd, /Imrt, A, 2afj.aa, ,S'«wad, Lu(^,
'A(r|i,d, Asmd): A Benjamite, who was the father,

according to the MT, of Ahiezer and Joash; but
a(!Cording to the LXX vi6s, hui6s = '2, (hen) instead

of ^:2 (b^ne) of Joash alone (1 Ch 12 3). The
original text may have read yC fcTT] "jS , hen ifJio-

shama- (cf VC.m'T, , hoshama\ oi 3 18); then a

dit tography of th(! following T^ (h) caused the error
(Curtis, ICC).

SHEMAIAH, she-ma'ya, shO-ml'a (H'^^rip

,

sh'ma'yah [in 2 Ch 11 2; 17 8; 31 15; 35 9; Jer
26 20; 29 24; 36 12, s/t'waV"/rw], "Jahveh hears"):
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'I'lic iKiinc is most frequently borne by priests,

L(>vites and i)roph(>ts.

(1) B, '^a/j.fj.alas, SanundUis, A, ^afxaias, Sumdifis

(2 Ch 12 5.7). A i)rophet who, to^etluT with

Aiiijali, protested against Kehoboam'seonteniplated
war against the ten revohed tribes (1 K 12 22-24 =
2 Ch 11 2-4). He declared that, the rebeUion had
Divine sanction. The second C.r account knows
nothing of Ahijah in this coiniection and introduces

Shemaiah at the gathering at Shechem where

both Jeroboam and Ilehoboam were present

;

it, narrates that on this occasion Shemaiah (not

Ahijah) rent his garnu'iit and gave ten parts to

Jeroboam to signify the ten tril)es over which he

was to become king. (This version, however, is

not taken very seriously, because of its numerous
inconsistencies") Shemaiah also prophesied at the

invasion of Judah by Shishak (2 Ch 12 5-7).

His message was to the effect that as the princes of

Israel had humbled themselves, God's wrath against

their idolatrous i)ractices would not be poured out

upon Jerus by the hand of Shishak (2 Ch 13 7).

He is mentioned as the author of a history of Ileho-

boam (2 Ch 12 15).

(2) Son of Shecaniah (1 Ch 3 22, -Eafiaid,

Snmaid), a descendant of Zerubbabel. This is

also the name of one of the men who heli){Hl to

repair the w^all (Neh 3 29, "Se^ela, Semeia [S] [cf

Curtis, ICC, in vs 17-24 of 1 Ch 3]).

(3) A Simeonite (1 Ch 4 37, B, ^v^eJ:v, Sumedn,
A, 'Zafxaias, Samaian), itlentical, perhaps, with the

Shimei of 1 Ch 4 26.27.

(4) A Reubenite (1 Ch 5 4, B, 2e^ee/, Semeei,

A, Se/ueij', Semein), called Shema in ver 8.

(5) A Merarite Levite (1 Ch 9 14; Neh 11 15,

Iiafiaid, Smnaid), one of those who dwelt in Jerus.

(6) A Levite of the familv of Jeduthun, father

of Obadiah or Abda (1 Ch 9 16, B, Za,xeLd,

Samcid, A, Sa^/as, Sa77iias, called "Shammua"
in Neh 11 17).

(7) Head of the Levitical Kohathite clan of

Elizai)han in the time of David (1 Ch 15 8, B,

"Zaixaias, Samaias, A, 'Ee/j.aid, Semaid, N, 'Za/x^as,

Sameas; ver 11, B, Sa^/as, Saniias, A, Se^ae/as,

Semeins, Hi, 2a/xa/, Samai). He may be the same
person as (8).

(8) The scribe (1 Ch 24 6), the son of Nethanel,

who registered the names of the priestly courses.

(9) A Korahite Levite, eldest son of Obcd-edom
(1 Ch 26 4.6, B, "LaiJ-alas, Samaias, A, 'Zafj.eias,

Samelas; ver 7, B, 'Za/xal, Samai, A, "ZefieLa, Semeia).

(10) A Levite (2 Ch 17 8, B, Za/xovas, Samouas,
A, "Laixovlas, Samoulas). One of the commission
ajipointed by Jehoshaphat to teach the book of the

Law in Judah. The names of the commissioners as

a whole belong to a period later than the 9th cent.

(Gray, HPN, 231).

(11) One of the men "over the free-will offerings

of God" (2 Ch 31 15, Ze/xeei, Semeei).

(12) A Levite of the family of Jeduthun in the

reign of Hezekiah (2 Ch 29 14), one of those who
assisted in the purification of the Temple.

(13) A chief of the Levites (2 Ch 35 9), called

"Samaias" in LXX and 1 Esd 1 9.

(14) A "chief man" under Ezra (Ezr 8 16),

called "Maasmas" and "Samaias" in 1 Esd 8 43.

44.

(15) A member of the family of Adonikam
(Ezr 8 13, B, Sa^ata, Samala, A, t,afiaeid, Samaeid;
"Samaias" in 1 Esd 8 39).

(16) A priest of the family of Harim who married

a foreign wife (Ezr 10 21), called "Sameus" in

1 Esd 9 21.

(17) A layman of the family of Harim who mar-
ried a foreign wife (Ezr 10 31), called "Sabbeus"
in 1 Esd 9 32.

(18) A i)roi)het (Neh 6 10-14, B, Ze/xeei, Semeei,

A, Se/xe^, Semei), empl<jyed by Sanballat and Tobiah
to frighten Nehemiah and hinder the rebuilding of

the wall.

(19) One of the 24 courses of ])riests, 16th under
Zerubbabel (Neh 12 6, XA, 'Zefxeias, Semeias), 15th
under Joiakim (Neh 12 IS, X A, 'Ze/j.eia, Semeia), and
21st under Nehemiah (Neh 10 8, 'Za.fxai.d, Samaid),
mentioned in coimection with the dedication of the

wall.

(20) A priest, descendant of Asaph (Neh 12 35).

(21) A singer (or clan) part icapathig in the dedica-

tion of the wall (Neh 12 36).

(22) Father of the ])rophet Urijah (Jer 26 20,

BA, Sa,aaias, Samaias, S< , Maa^as, Maseas).

(23) A false projihet who was ui)braided by
Jeremiah (29 24-32) for attempting to hinder his

work. He is stykid "the Nehelamite" and was
among those carried into captivity with Jehoiachin.

In opposition to Jeremiah, he predicted a si)eedy

ending to the captivity. Jeremiah foretold the

complete destruction of Shemaiah's family.

(24) Father of Delaiah, wlio was a prince in the

reign of Zedekiah (Jer 36 12).

(25) "The great," kinsman (jf Tobias (Tob 5 13).

Horace J. Wolf
SHEMARLVH, shem-a-rl'a, shS-mar'ya (rT^-l^f

,

sh'ynaryah and ^H'^'l'C'llJ , sh'^marydhu, "wdiom Jah-

veh guards"):

(1) A Benjamite warrior who joined David at

Ziklag (1 Ch 12 5, B, "Zap-txapaid, Sammaraid,
SA, Sa/xapid, Samarid, Luc, Sa/uap^as, Samarias).

(2) A son of Rehoboam (2 Ch 11 19).

(3) One of the sons of Harim who had married

foreign wives (Ezr 10 32, B, Sa^apeid, Samareid,

Luc, Sa/naptas, Samarias, XA, Sepaptd, Semarid).

(4) One of the sons of Bani who had married

foreign wives (Ezr 10 41, A, 'Zafj.apeias, Samareias,

B, Sa/Ltapetd, Samareid, Luc, Za/xaplas, Samanas)

.

Horace J. Wolf
_

SHEMEBER, shem-e'ber, shem'ft-ber ("inis'^Tr

,

shem' ebher) : The king of Zeboiim (Gen 14 2). See
Shinab.

SHEMED, she'med. See Shemer, (4).

SHEMER, she'mer H'Q^ , shemer; 2e(iTip, Semer,

Luc, 2€|iH.Tip, Semvier):

(1) The owner of the hill which Omri bouglit

and which became the site of Samaria (1 K 16

24, "jiTOitJ, shom^ron). Shemer may be an an-

cient clan name. The fact, however, that the

mountain was called Shomeron when Omri bought
it makes one doubt that the city of Samaria was
named after Shemer; the passage is questionable.

The real etymok)gy of Samaria roots it in "watch
mountain" (see Stade, Zeitschrift, 165 f).

(2) A Merarite (1 Ch 6 46 [31], 'S^i/u.fxvp, Simmer).

(3) An Asherite (1 Ch 7 34, A and Luc,
Sa>/xr;p, Somer), called "Shomer" in ver 32.

(4) A Benjamite (1 Ch 8 12, B, ^VMP, Semer;

A, 'Zinfx-qp, Semmer, Luc, Sa^atijX, SamaiU); RV
"Shemed," AV "Shamed."
The Heb MSS differ; some read "Shemer,"

others "Shemedh." Horace J. Wolf

SHEMIDA, SHEMIDAH, shg-mi'da, SHEMI-
DAITES, shs-mi'da-its (5'"I''^^ , sh'midha'): A
Gileadite clan belonging to Manasseh (Nu 26 32;

Josh 17 2, B, ZvfjLapdn, Sumareim, A, 2e/xipa^,

Semirae, Luc, 2ap.i5de, Samidde; 1 Ch 7 19, .\V

"Shemidah," after whom the Shemidaites [Nu
26 32] were called).

SHEMINITH.shem'i-nith. See Music; Psalms.
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SHEMIRAMOTH, shg-mir'a-moth, shS-mi'ra-

moth, shem-i-ra'moth (ni'Q'l'^'Qllp , slfmlramdlh;

in 2 Ch 17 8, Knhibh niTa^iniu ; 2€|X€ipaHi<i9,

Semeiramoth) : The name of u Levitical family.
In 1 Ch 15 18.20; 16 5 Shemiramoth is li.stcd

among the names of David's choirs; in 2 Ch 17 8
the same name is given among the Levites delegated
by Jchoshaphat to teach the Law in the cities of
Judah. According to Schrader {KAT [2], 366) the
name is to be identified with the Assyr Sammura-
mat ; the latter occurs as a woman's name on the
monument.s, more esp. on the statues of Nebo from
Nimrod. Another suggestion is that Shemiramoth
was originally a place-name meaning "image of
Shcmiram" ( = name of Ram or "(he Exalted One").

Horace J. Wolf
SHEMITES, shem'Its. See Semites.

SHEMUEL, shO-mu'el, shem'Q-el (bxi)2Tp
,

sh'nni'el, "name of God" [?] [1 Ch 6 33 (18)]; RV
Samuel, the prophet [see Samuel]; of Gray, HPN,
200, n. 3):

(1) The Simeonite appointed to assist in the
division of the land (Nu 34 20). The MT should

be emended to bX"''52^p, sMumi'el, to correspond
with the form found in "l 0; 2 12; 7 36.41; 10 19.
LXX has uniformly ^aXa/xiriX^ Hdlaniitl.

(2) Grandson of Issachar (1 Ch 7 2) (B, 'lo-a/wu-

•'5^, Isamouel, A and Luc, Sa^uoi/TjX, Samoutl).

SHEN, shen ('TiJn, ha-shen, "the tooth" or
"peak"; Tfjs TraXaids, tes palaids): A place named
only in 1 S 7 12 to indicate the position of the
stone set up by Samuel in connection with the vic-
tory over the Philis, "between Mizpah and Shen."
LXX evidently read ycishdn, "old." Probal)ly we
should here read yshdndh, as in 2 Ch 13 19 {OHL,
S.V.). Then it may be represented by ^Ain Slnia,
to the N. of Beilin.

SHENAZAR, she-na'zar: AV =RV Shenazzar
(q.v.).

SHENAZZAR, shft-naz'jir O^SiJir , s/icn'affar)

:

A son of Jeconiah (Jehoiachin) and uncle of Zerub-
bal)el (1 Ch 3 18, liA, 'Edveaap^ Sdnesar, Luc,
Sdi/acra/), Sdnasar, Vulg Senruiscr, Sairieser). It is

highly probable that Sheshbazzar (Ezr 1 8.11),

"th(; prince of Judah," and Shenazzar are identical

(so Meyer, Rothstein, etc). The name is difficult;

some suggest a corruption of "liXDmUTlU , shilsh-

bnlnggar, and as equivalent to Sin-usur, "Sin [the

moon-god] protect."

SHENIR, she'ner O'^ZT^ , s'nlr, n^:;p , sknir)

:

Only found in Cant 4 8 (MT). See Senir.

SHEOL, she'ol (515?©, sh^'ol):

1. The Name
2. The Abode of the Dead

(1) Not a State of Unconsciousness
(2) Not Removed from God's Jurisdiction
(.3) Relation to Immortality

3. Post-canonical Period

This word is often tr<^ in AV "grave" (e.g. Gen 37
35; 1 S 2 6; Job 7 9; 14 13; Ps 6 5; 49 14;

Isa 14 11, etc) or "hell" (e.g. Dt 32
1. The 22; Ps 9 17; 18 5; Isa 14 9; Am
Name 9 2, etc); in 3 places by "pit" (Nu 16

30.33; Job 17 16). It means really

the unseen world, the state or abode of the dead, and
is the equivalent of the Gr Hdidcs, by which word
it is tr"^ in LXX. The Eng. Revisers have acted
somewhat inconsistently in leaving "grave" or "pit"
in the historical books and putting "Sheol" in the
margin, while substituting "Sheol" in the poetical

writings, and putting "grave" in the margin ("hcU"
is retained in Isa 14). Cf their "Preface." The
American Revisers more pro[)erly use "Sheol"
throughout. The etymology of the word is unc(T-
tain. A favorite derivation is from shd'al, "to ask"
(cf Prov 1 12; 27 20; 30 lo.lO; Isa 5 14; Hab
2 5); others j)refcr the V shd'al, "to be hollow."
The Babykmians are said to have a similar word
Sualu, though this is questioned by some.

Into Sheol, when life is ended, the dead are
gathered in thcnr tribes and families. Hence the

expression frequently occurring in the
2. Abode of Pent, "to be gathered to one's peojjle,"

the Dead "to go to one's fathers," etc (Gen 15
15; 25 8.17; 49 33; Nu 20 24.28;

31 2; Dt 32 50; 34 5). It is figured as an iiw/ct--

world (Isa 44 23; Ezk 26 20, etc), and is de-
scribed by other terms, as "the pit" (Jol) 33 24;
Ps 28 1; 30 3; Prov 1 12; Isa 38 IS, etc),

Abaddon (q.v.) or Destruction (Jol) 26 6; 28
22; Prov 15 11), the place of ".silence" (Ps 94 17;
115 17), "the land of darkness and the shadow of
death" (Job 10 21 f). It is, as the antithesis of the
living condition, the synonym for everything that
is gloomy, inert, insubstantial (the abode of Rephawi,
"shades,'" Job 26 5; Prov 2 18; 21 16; Isa 14
9; 26 14). It is a "land of forgetfuhiess," where
God's "wonders" are unknown (Ps 88 10-12).
There is no remembrance or i)raise of God (Ps 6 5;
88 12; 115 17, etc). In its darkness, stillness,

powerlessness, lack of knowledge and inactivity, it

is a true abode of death (see Death); hence is

regarded by the living with shrinking, horror and
dismay (Ps 39 13; Isa 38 17-19), though to the
weary and troubled it may present the aspect of a
welcome rest or sleep (Job 3 17-22; 14 12 f). The
Gr idea of Hafles w^as not dissimilar.

(1) N^ot a state of unconsciousness.—Yet it would
be a mistake to infer, because of these strong and
sometimes poetically heightened contrasts to the
world of the living, that Sheol was conceived of as
absolutely a place without consciousness, or some
dim remembrance of the world above. This is not
the case. Necromancy rested on the idea that there
was some communication between the world above
and the world below (Dt 18 11); a Samuel could
be summoned from the dead (1 S 28 11-15); Sheol
from beneath was stirred at the descent of the king
of liabylon (Isa 14 9 ff). The state is rather that
of slumbrous semi-consciousness and enfeebled exist-

ence from which in a partial way the sj^irit might
temporarily be aroused. Such conceptions, it need
hardly be said, did not rest on revelation, but were
rather the natural ideas formed of the future state,

in contrast with life in the body, in the absence of

revelation.

(2) Not removed from God's jurisdiction.—It

would be yet more erroneous to speak with Dr.
Charles (Eschatology, 35 ff) of Sheol as a region

"quite independent of Yahwe, and outside the
sphere of His rule." "Sheol is naked before God,"
says Job, "and Abaddon hath no covering" (26 6).

"If I make my bed in Sheol," savs the Psalmi.st,

"behold thou art there" (Ps 139 "8). The wrath
of Jeh burns unto the lowest Sheol (Dt 32 22).

As a rule there is little sense of moral distinctions

in the OT representations of Sheol, yet possibly

the.se are not altogether wanting (on the above and
others points in the theology of Sheol, see Escha-
tology OF THE OT).

(3) Relation to immortality.—To apprehend fully

the OT conception of Sheol one must view it in its

relation to the idea of death as something unnat-
ural and abnormal for man; a result of sin. The
believer's hope for the future, so far as this had
place, was not prolonged existence in Sheol, but
deliverance from it and restoration to new life in
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(iod's ])ro.s(Mice (Job 14 13-1."); 19 25-27; Ps 16
10.11; 17 1.-); 49 1"); 73 24-2G; see Immortal-
ity; Eschat()L()(;y of the OT; Resukkioctiox).
Dr. Charles ])n)l);il)ly rocs too far in thinking of
Shool in Pss 49 and 73 a.s "tlu! future al)o(l(M)f the
wicived only; li(>aven as that of the rigliteou.s" (op.
(•it., 74) ; I)ut dilferent (le.stiniesare (dearly indicated.
There is no d()ul)t, at all events, that in the post-

canonical Jewish lit. (.Vpoc and ai)ocalyptic) a very
considerable develoi)ni(nit is nlanif(^st

3. Post- in the idea of Slieol. Distinction
canonical between good and bad in Israel is em-
Period i)hasized; .Sh(>ol IxH'oinc^s for certain

(dasses an int(>nn(Hliate state betwecm
death and resurrection; for the wicked and for
(lentilc^s it is iu>arly a synonym for Gehenna (h(dl).

For the various views, with relevant lit. on the
whole subject, see Esciiatology of the NT; also
Death; Hades; Hell, etc. James Ork

SHEPHAM, sh(-'fam (^EtT, sh'-pham: 'Zeir.^&^j.ap,

S( pphdiiiar): A i)lace, probably a hill town, on the
ideal east(^rn boundary of Israel, named in Nu 34
10, but omitted in Ezk 47 lo-lS. It lay between
Ilazar-enan and Ilarbel (MT "Ilariblali"), whicli
must have been in the neighborhood of Hernion.
The word means a "nak(!d" place, and doubtl(>ss
indicates one of the barer midway ridges of Anti-
Lebanon. It was jn-obably the nat ivc place of Zabdi
the Siiiphmite, who was David's chief vine-gardener
(1 Ch 27 27).

SHEPHATIAH, sh(>f-a-tl'a, .she-fat 'ya (n^'^C^p,

sh'phati/ult, "Jeh lias iudg(xr'):

(1) A son of David, by Abital (2 S 3 4; 1 Ch
3 3).

(2) A Benjamite, father of MeshuUain, of Jerus
(1 Ch 9 S).

(3) A Benjamite, who join(>d David at Ziklag
(1 Ch 12 5).

(4) A prince of the Simeonites in the time of
David (1 Ch 27 10).

(n) A son of King Jehoshaphat (2 Ch 21 2).

((')) A family, 372 of whom returned with Zerul)-
babel (Ezr 2 4; X(di 7 9); SO more mak^s of this
family, with their head, returned with Ezra (I']zr

8 S).

(7) A servant of Solomon, 392 of whose d(scend-
ants returned with Zerubbab(d (Ezr 2 57 f; Neh
7 59 f); "Saphat" in 1 Esd 5 9 and "Saphatias"
in 1 Esd 8 34.

(<S) A Perezzite (Judahite), some of whose de-
scendants dwelt at Jerus in the time of N^ehemiah
(Neh 11 4).

(9) A son of Mattan, a contemporary of Jere-
miah (Jer 38 IJ. James Ork

SHEPHELAH, shef-(-'la (nbSTTn, ha-sh'phelah;
o-£(j)T|Xa, .scphfid, (ra(^r(Ka, sapheld): The word de-

notc^s "lowdand," and is variously
1. Name rendered in AV. It is "vale" in Dt
and Refer- 1 7; Josh 10 40; 1 K 10 27; 2 Ch
ences 1 15; Jer 33 13; "valley" in Josh

9 1; 11 2. It); 12 8; 15 33; Jgs 1

itinn-io uiuiuiiuiy lowiaim. ^-is ine woru always
occurs with the definite art., indicating a distinct
district, it might have been well to retain it without
tr. The boundari(;s of the district are clearly
niarked and include nm(di broken country; the
hills being low compared with the mountains to th(^

E., but much higher than the j^lain that runs to the
shore. If a tr was to be made, perhaps "lowlands"
would have been the best, as applied to the "Low-

lands" of Scotland, ''which likewise are not entirely
l)lain, but have their groups and ranges of hills"
[IiaHL, 203). In the wide sense the Shephelah
included the territory originally given to the tribe
of Dan, and al.so a considerable part of Western
and Southwestern Judaea. At an early day the
trib(\s of Dan and Simeon were practically absorbed
by Judah, and hence we find in Josh 15 many cities
in the Shephelah which belonged to that tribe
{LB, L 211).

(1) The sites of many ancient cities nam(!d in
the Shephelah have been identified. They all lie

within the strij) of liill country that
2. Districts runs ak)ng the western base of the
and mountains of Judah, terminating in
Features the N. at the Valley of Aijalon. Once

ind(;ed the name appears to applv to
the low hills N. of this (Josh 11 16, 'the mount of
Israel and its Shepludah'). Every other reference
applies only to the S.

Principal (i. A. Smith has pointed out the dlfToronct!
between tlie district to the N. and tliat to tiie S. (if Aija-
lon iUdllL, 203 If). "North of Ajalon the low lii'lls

wliich run out on Sharon are connected with \hv. h\'^\\
mountains lichind tlicni. You ascend to the latter from
Sliaron either liy loiifi sloping rid^;(>s, such as that which
today carries tlie telcKrapli wire and tlu^ iiitcli road from
.Jaffa to Xahlus; or else you climb up terraces, such as
the .succession of ranf;es closely built ui)on one aiiother
by which the country rises from Lydda to Betliel. That
is. the low hills west of Samaria are (to use the tfeb
phrase) 'nshnlholh, or slopes of the central rant-'c. and not
a separate group. But S. of Ajalon the low hills do not
so hang \iY>on the Central RanKe, but are separated from
the mountains of .Judah by a series of valleys, lioth wide
and narrow, whicli run all the way from Ajaloji to near
Beersheba; and it is only when the low hills are thus
flung olf the Central Range into an indepimdent group,
separating .Juda( a from Philistia, that the name Shephe-
lah seems to be applied to them."

(2) On the E. of the Shephelah, then, taking the
name in this more limited s(>nse, rtses the st(!ep wall
of the mountain, into which access is gained only
by narrow and difficult defiles. The hills of the
Siu^piu'lah are from ,500 to 800 ft. high, with nothing
over 1,.500. The formation is soft limestone. In
the valleys and upland i)lains thcTe is much excel-
lent land which supj)orts a fairly good population
still. \Vh(iat, barley and olives are the chief jirod-

ucts. But ancient wine presses cut in the rocks
testify to the culture of the vine in old tinu^s. The
district is almost entirely dependent on the rain for
its watcn-supply. This is collected in great cis-

terns, partly natural. The rocks are in many places
honeycombed with caves.

The western boundary is not so definite as that
on the Vj. Some have held that it included the
Phili plain. This contention draws supiiort from
the numtion of the Phili cities immediately after
those of Judah, which are said to be in the Shephe-
lah (Josh 15 45 ff ; these verses can hardly be ruled
out as of a later date). On the other liand the
Philis are said to have invaded the cities of the
Shephelah (2 Ch 28 18), which implies that it was
outside their country. In later tim(>s the Talm
(Jerus SMihlHlh 9 2) distinguishes the Mountain,
the Shephelah, and the Plain. See, however, dis-

cu.ssion in Buhl {GAP, 104, n.; and G. A. Smith,
Expos, 1896, 404 ff).

The Shephelah is crossed by five wide valleys which
furnish easy access from the plain. These are of

importance chiefly because from each
3. The Five of them a way, crossing the "foss,"
Valleys centers one of the defiles by which alone

armies could approach the uplands of

Judaea. The hills of Judaea are much steeper on
the east than on the west, wh(»re th(\y fall toward
Philistia in long-rolling hills, forming the Shephelah.

(1) The most noteworthy of these is the Vale of Aija-
lon. It winds its way first in a northeasterly direction,
past the Beth-horons, then, turning to the S.E., it reaches
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the: plateau at el-Jlh. the ancient Gibeon, fully 5 miles
N.W. of .lerus. This is the easi(>st of all the avenues
leading from tlie i)lain to the lieif,'hts, and it is tlie one
along which the tides of Irattle most freciuently rolled
from th(^ days of Joshua (Josli 10 12) to tliose of the
Maccaliees (1 Mace 3 16 ff, etc). It occupies also a
prominent place in the records of the Crusades.

(2) 'Wddij e^-Surdr, the Valley of Sorek, crosses the
Shephelah S. "of (iezer, and pursues a tortuous course
past Bt'tli-sliemesh and Kiriatli-jearim to tlie plateau
S.W. of Jerus. This is the line followed by the Jaffa-
Jerus Kailway.

(3) Wddi/ e^-Stiiif nms eastward from the N. of Tell
e^-Sdfich ((.iatli) lip tile Vale of VAiih to its confluence witli
n'ddij cs-Sur which comes in fi'oin the S. near Khirbrt
Shuiceilceh (Socoli) ; and from that point, as Wddij cl-

Jindi/, pursues its way S. of Timnah to the uplands W.
of Bethlehem.

(4) Wddij el-'Afrnnj crosses the plain from Ashdod
(Esdud), passes Biii .librin (lOiiHitheropolis), and winds
up througli the mountains toward Hebron.

(.")) Wdilij cl-Hcxu, from the .sea about 7 miles N. of
Gazai, nms eastward with many windings, passes to the
N. of Lacliisli, and fmds its way to the plateau some
miles S.W. of Hebron.

Ezk 34 12), hut more often he delejijates tlie work to
his children ((ien 29 9; 1 S 16 19; 17 1.5) or r<;la-

tive.s (Gen 31 G). In such cases the sheep have
good care l)ecause the keepers have a personal in-

tercut in the \v(>ll-bein{); of tlie animals, but when
they are attended by a hireling (1 8 17 20) the
flcjcks may be neglected or abu.sed (Isa 56 10.11;
Ezk 34 8.10; Zee 11 lo.lT; Jn 10 12). The
clii(;f care of the shephei-d is to see that the sheep
find plenty to eat and drink. The flocks are not
fed in pens or folds, but, summer and winter, must
depend tipon foraging for their sustenance (Ps
23 2). In the winter of 1910-11 an unprecedented
storm ravaged Northern Syria. It was accom-
])anied by a snowfall of more than 3 ft., which
covered the ground for weeks. During that time,

lumdreds of thousands of sheep and goats jierished,

not so much fnim the cold as from the fa(;t that they
could get no food. Goats hunt out the best feeding-

From the Shephelah thus opened the gateways
by which Judaea and Jerus might be assailed: and
the course of these avenues determintHl the course
of much of the history. It is evident that the
Slie])helah lay open to attack from both sides, and
for centuries it was the debatable hmd between
Israel and the Pliilis. The ark for a time sojourned
in this region (1 S 5 6f). In this district is laid

the scene of Samson's ex])l()its (Jgs 14-16). The
scene of Davifl's memorable victory over the giant

was in the Wndij es-Sunt, between Socoh and
Azekah (1 S 17 1). David found refuge here in

the cave of Adullam (1 S 22 1). For picturesque

and vivid accounts of the Shephelah and of the
part it played in history see Smith, IICHL, 201 ff;

A. Hend(>rson, Palestine, lis Historical Geography,
1894. W. EwiNG

SHEPHER, she'fer ("ISTIJ , shepher, "beauty"):

A mount near which the Israelites encampcnl (Nu
33 23 f). See Wanderings of Lsr.\kl.

SHEPHERD, shep'erd (HJI , n'/eh, "i""!
, ro'l;

Koi\i.i]v, poiitien, "a feeder"): The sheep owner fre-

(juently tends thefiocks himself (Gen 4 4; 30 40; of

grounds, btit sheep are more h(>lpless and have to be
led to their food (cf Nu 27 10.17); nor do they
possess the instinct of many other animals for find-

ing their way home (cf Ezk 34 6-8). Flocks
should be watered at least once a day. ^^'here

there are springs or streams this is an easy matter.
Frecjuently the nearest water is hours away. One
necnls to trav{>l in the dry places in Syria or Pal, and
then enter the watered valleys like those in Edom
where the flocks are constantly being led for water,

to appreciate the Psalmist's words, "He leadeth me
beside still waters." Sometimes water can be ob-
tainc^d by digging shallow wells (Gen 26 18-22.

20.32). The shephc^rd frequently carries with
him a pail from which the sheej) can drink when the
water is not accessible to them. On the mountain
tops the melting snows supply the needed water.
In other districts it is drawn from deep wells (Gen
29 2; Jn 4 0). The u.sual time for watering is at
noon, at which time the flocks are \vd to the water-
ing-places (Gen 29 2.3). After drinking, the ani-

mals lie down or huddle together in the shade of a
rock while the shepherd sleej)s. At the first scnmd
of his call, which is usually a peculiar guttural
sound, hard to imitate, the flock follow off to new
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fcediiiK-grounds. Even sliould Iwo shepherds call

their flocks at t he same 1 une and t lie .sheep be; int er-

ininslcd, they lun'er mistake their own master's

voice (Jn 10 3-5).

Tlie shepherd's equi])ment Is a simple one. His

chief fiarmeni is a cloak woven from wool or made
from sheep.skins. This is sleeveless, and so made
that it hangs like a cloak on his shoulders. When
he sleeps he curls up inider it , head and all. During

the summer a lighter, short-sleeved 'ahti or coat is

worn. II(> carries a staff or club (sec St.vff), and

a characteristic attitude is to make a rest for his

arms by placnig his staff on his shotdders against

the back of his neck. When an esp. i^-oductive

si)ot is fouTul, the shei^herd may pass the tim(>, wlnle

the animals are grazing, by playing on his pipe (Jgs

5 IG). He sometimes carries a sling (>?|^ ,
krbt')

of goat's hair (1 S 17 40). His chief belongings

are kept in a skin pouch or bag Pf?, k'li) (1 S

17 40). This bag is usually a whole tawed skin

turned wrong side out, with the legs tied up and the

neck forming the opening. He is usually aided in

the keeping and the defending of the sheep by a

dog (Job 30 1). In Syria the Kurdish dogs make
the best protectors of the shcn^]), as, unlike the

cowardly city dogs, they are fearl(>ss and will drive

away the wild beasts. Th(> sheph(>rd is often called

upon to aid the dogs in defending the sheep (Gen

31 39; 1 S 17 34.35; Isa 31 4; Jer 5 6; Am
3 12).

Figurative: The frequent use of the word "shep-

h(Td" to indicate a s])iritual overseer is familiar to

Bible readers (Ps 23 1 ; 80 1 ; Eccl 12 11; Isa

40 4; 63 14; Jer 31 10; Ezk 34 23; 37 24; Jn

21 15-17; Eph 4 11; 1 Pet 5 1-4). We still

• use the term "i)as1or," lit. "a she])herd." Leaders

in temporal affairs were also called shepherds (Gen

47 17 m; Isa 44 28; 63 11). "Sheep without a

shepherd" tvpified individuals or nations who had
forgotten Jeh (Nu 27 17; 1 K 22 17; 2 Ch 18

IG; Ezk 34 5.S; Zee 10 2; Mt 9 36; Mk 6 34).

Jesus is spoken of as the good shepherd (Jn 10

14); chief shepherd (1 P(>t 5 4); great shepherd

(He 13 20); the one shepherd (Jn 10 16). "He
will feed his flock like a shepherd, he will gather

the lambs in his arm, and carry them in his

bosom, and will gently lead those that have their

young" (Isa 40 11) is a picture drawn from p:is-

toral life of Jeh's care over His chiklren. A strong

sympathy for helpless animals, though sometimes
misdirected, is a marked characteristic of the people

of Bible lands. The birth of offspring in a flock

often occurs far off on the mountain side. The
shepherd soUcitously guards the mother during

her helpless moments and picks up the lamb and
carries it to the fold. For the few days, until it is

able to walk, he may carry it in his arms or in the

loose folds of his coat above his girdle. See also

Sheep. James A. Patch

SHEPHI, sheTi, SHEPHO, she'fo (^ETp
,
shyhJ;

B, SwP, Sob, A, 2w<j)dp, Sophdr, Luc, 2air4>€£,

Snpphei [I Ch 1 40]; or Shepho, istj, sh'^pho;

A, 2»4>, Soph, Luc, 2a)4>dv, Sophdn [Gen 36 23]):

A Horite chief.

SHEPHUPHAM, SHEPHUPHAN, shC-fu'fam

or -fan (^E-ETZJ , sh'phxipham; BA, S&)<j>dv, Sophdn,

Luc, 2o<|>dv, Sophdn [Nu 26 39 (43)]; or Shephu-

phan, Ip^Stp ,
sh'phuphan; B, 2aj<j)ap4)dK, Sophar-

phdk, A, 2<o4>dv, Sophdn, Luc, 2€ir<j)d(ji, Sepphdm
[1 Ch 8 5], "a kind of serpent," Gray, HPN, 95):

Eponym of a Benjamitc family. The name occurs

in Gen 46 21 as ''Muppim" and in 1 Ch 7 12.15;

26 16 as "Shuppim." It is almost impossible to

arrive at the original form; the gentilic ''Shupha-

niites" ai)pears in Nu 26 39 (43).

SHERAH, she'r. See SlIEEHAH.

SHERD, shurd. See Potshkhd.

SHEREBIAH, sher-e-bi'a, .'-he-reb'ya (n";n-^,l!J

,

sherchhyah, "God has sent burnhig heat"]?]; the

form is doubtful): A i)ost-exili(! i)ri(>st and family.

Sherebiah, who joined Ezra at the river Ahava
(Ezr 8 IS; LXX'omits), and had charge, along with

el(>ven others, of the silver and gold ancl ves.sels for

the Temple (ver 24, BA, '^apaid, Saraid, Luc,
l.apaj3ias, Sarabias). He aided hi the exjiosition

of the Law (Neh 8 7), was among those who made
l)ubli(! confession (9 4) and .sealed the covenant

(10 12 [13]). His name also appears in 12 8.24.

In every ])as.sage listed above excejit 10 12 (13),

BA read 'Lapafiia, Sumlna, Luc, 'Lapa^ias, Sarahias.

In 1 Esd 8 47 thenameai)i)earsas "Asebebia," RV
"Aseb(>)Has"; in ver 54, "Esebrias," RV "Eserebias,"

and 1 Esd 9 48, "Sarabias." Many of the com-

l)aiiion-names on the lists are plainly ethnic

(Cheyne). Horace J. Wolf

SHERESH, .she'rcsh C^y^ ,
sharc-sh; B, Sovpos,

Sotiro.^, A, Sopos, Soros, Luc, «l>dp€s, I'hdres,

<i>6pos, Pharos): A Machirite name in a geneak)gy

of Manasseh (1 Ch 7 16).

SHEREZER, .she-re'zer (Zee 7 2 AV). See

SuAliEZER.

SHERGHAT, shur'gat, .sher'gat, or ASSHUR, or

ASSUR: The name of the first capital city of

Assyria is known by th(> Arabs as Kala'at She.rghat,

or the Fortress of Sherghat. Its ancient name was

Asshur or Assur (Gen 10 11 m). From it was de-

rived the name of the country, Assyria, and of the

l)eople, As.syrians. The dat e of the founding of t he

city is not known. Aiiparently about 2000 BC a

colony of Babvlonians migrated northward along

the Tigris River and settled upon the right shore

about halfway between the Upper and Lower Zab,

or halfway between the modern cities of Mosul and

Bagdad. Assur, the local deity of the place, became

the national god of Assyria. It is uncertain whether

the deity gave the name to the city, or the city to the

deity, but probablv an early shrine of Assur stood

there, and the people, building their city about it,

became known as the Assyrians. At first the city

was a Bab dependency, governed by ]>riests from

Babvlonia. In time, as the city acquired a ])ohtical

significance, the power of the priesthood declined;

allegiance to Babylonia ceased, and the Assyr

empire came into existence. About 1200 BC the

political power had so increased that a new capital,

Nimrud (Calah) was built to the N. near the junc-

tion of the Upper Zab with the Tigris. In 722 BC
the capital was transferred by Sargon to his new

city, Dur-Sharrukin, and in 705 BC Sennacherib

enlarged Nineveh, and it remained the capital city

till the fall of the empire in 606 BC. Assur, how-

ever, as the seat of the national deity, never ceased

to be the chief religious center.

The mounds of Assur are among the largest in

Mesopotamia. They rise abrui:)tly from the Tigris

which they follow for about half a mile, and extend

a quarter of a mile inland. In the surrounding

plain are other mounds, marking the sites of temples,

and indicating that a part of the city was without

the walls. At the northern end the mounds are

surmounted by a high conical peak, which represents

the tower or ziggurat of the temjile of Assur.

Of the early excavators Layard and Rassam ex-
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amined the ruins, but the fanaticism of the sur-

rounding Artibs prevented extensive excavations.

In 1904 Dr. W. Andrae, for the Deutsche Orient

-

gescUschaft, began the systematic excavations
which have been continued by Dr. P. Maresch for

ten years. Discoveries of the greatest importance
have be(Mi made. The city was found to have been
surrounded on the land side by a double wall.

The space between the walls, several rods in width,
was occupied by houses, possibly the homes of the
soldiers. The base of the outer wall was of stone;

above it were mud bricks strengthened at intervals

with courses of burned bricks. Along the outer

ui)i)er edge was a parapet, protected by battlements.
From the floor of the ])arai)ct small holes were bored
vertically downward, so that the soldiers, without
exposing thcnnselves, might discharge their arrows
at tlie enemy close to the base of the wall. Many
of the holes are still visible. The wall was pierced

with several gateways; the names "Gate of Assur,"
''Gate of the Tigris," "Gate of the Sun God" have
survived. At the sides of the gateways were small
chambers for the guards, and from them passage-
ways led to the parapet above. The gates were
rcvichotl by l)ridges which sp;inned the moat. Along
the river side the city was protected by a high stcej)

embankment, which was built partly of limestone,

but chiefly of square bricks laid in bitumen.

Loopholes through \Vhicli .\rrows Were Shot.

The temple of Assur at the northern end of the

city has been thoroughly excavated. With its

outer and iimer court and tower it conformed in its

general phm to the older Bab tempk>s. Several of

tlie palaces of the early kings were discovered, but

tlie best -preserved of the palaces was one which the

excavators have called the residence of the mayor.

It stood near the western edge of the city on the

main street which ran from the western gate to the

Tigris. It consisted of two courts surrounded by
chambers. Grooves in the paved floor conducted

fresh water to the kitchen, the baths and the cham-
bers, and round tiles beneatli the floor carried away
the waste water to the arched city sewer and to the

Tigris. To the rear of the maj^or's house was a

crowded residential quarter. The streets were very

narrow and winding. The houses were exceedingly

small; in some of them one could not lie at full

length upon the floor. Among their ruins appearefl

little but stone mortars and broken pottery and other

cs.sential household implements.
Near the southern end of the city a most remark-

able discovery was made. About a hundred mono-
liths, from 4 to 8 ft. high, were found still standing

erect. On the side of each one, near the top, was
an inscription of several lines, dedicating the stone

to some individual who had been of great service

to the state. They were not tombstones; appar-

ently they had been erected during the lif(>time of

the ])eople whom they honored. ()f the greatest
interest was one which bon; the name of Sammura-
mat or Semiramis, the once supposed mytliical

queen of Nineveh. Its tr reads: "The colunm of

Sa-am-nm-ra-mat, the palace wife of Samsi-Adad,

Monuments in Assur Discovered by the Germans.

king of the world, king of Assyria, the mother of

Adad-Nirari, king of tlie world, king of Assyria, the
.... of Shalmaneser, king of the four regions."

The inscripticjn not only makes Semiramis a his-

torical character, but places her among the foremost
rulers of Assyria.

The tombs of the kings and nobles were found
deep in the ruins in the very center of the city.

They were rectangular structures of cut stone,

covered above with a lounded arch of burned
bricks. In some cases the massive stone doors
still turned in their sockets. The roofs of many of

them had fallen in; others, which were intact, were
filled with dust. From the tombs a vast amount of

silver, gold and copper jewelry and stone beads and
ornaments were rcH'overed.

One of the chief temples of the city stood at a
short distance without the eastern wall. Nothing
but its foundat ions remain. However, the temple
was surrounded by a park, traces of which st ill exist.

The soil of the surrounding plain is a hard clay,

incapable of supporting vegetable life. Into the
clay large holes, several feet in diameter, were dug
and filled with loam. Long lines of the holes may
still be traced, each marking the spot where a tree,

probably the date palm, stood in the temple park.

A modern cemetery on the summit of the main
mound is still used by the neighboring Arabs, and
therefore it will likely prevent the complete exca-
vation of this oldest of the capital cities of Assyria.

See further Assyria. E. J. Banks

SHERIFF, sher'if (Aram. XlPSn , tiphldye',

"judicial," "a lawyer," "a
_
sheriff"' [Dnl3 2'f]):

Probably a "lawyer" or "jurist" whose business it

was to decide points of Liw. At best, however, the

tr "sheriff" is but a conjecture.

SHESHACH, she'shak (^tt , sheshakh, as if

"humiliation"; cf ^T^Tp , shdkhakh, "to crouch"):

The general explanation is that this is "a cypher-
form of 'Babel' (Babylon)" which is the word given

as equivalent to "Sheshach" by the Tg (Jer 26 2G;

51 41; LXX omits in both pa.ssages). By the

device known as Atbas CttJ^r.S), i.e. disguising a
name by substituting the last hitter of the ali)habet

for the first, the letter next to the last for t he second,

etc, TCJIU is substituted for b33 , bahhel. This

theory has not faikvl of opposition. Delitzsch
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holds that- "Shcshacli" represents Sis-kil-KI of

an old Hal) rejial rejiister, which may have stood
for a part of the city of liahylon. (For a refutation
of this interpret at ion se(> Schrader, /\ .4 7"-, 415;
COT, II, lOSf.) La^iith, too, takes ••Shesha(4i" to

bea II(4)raizati()n of ,S'/n/,v/. a Bah district . \\'in(4vlcr

and Sayce read I'ni-iiziuiqu. l'4iially, Cheyne and
a nuTnher of critics hold that the word has crept into

th(> t(^xt, heinfz; "a conceit of later editors." Sec
further JioHKMi AH, (>. lIoiiACP; J. Wolf

SHESHBAZZAR, shesh-baz'ar ("l^nrtj , she^h-

bag(;ar, or 'V ,
,shrshb(i{'(;ar): Sheshbazzar is the lleb

or Arani. form of the Bab Sh(i»ia.'<h-nba-iisur, or
Sluuntish-binta-asitr: "Oh Shamash, jirotect the
father." It is possible that the full name was
Sha>ii<i.'<h-ba)i-zeri-Ji(ibili-u.'<ur, "Oh Shamash, protect
the father [builder] of the seed of liabylon." (See
Zerubbabel, and c()m])are the Bab isames Ati/mr-bana-
iisKr, Han-ziri, X(ihi)-b(m-ziri, S/i(un(ish-bnn-aj)li,

SlKundsli-apil-usia'. Sh(im(i-<li-b(in-(ihi, and others in

Tall(]uist's A'cubabi/lonischcs Xdiiwnburh, and the
Aram, names on nos. 35, 44, 3(), and 45 of Clay's
Aramaic Dockets.) If this latter was the full name,
there would l)e little doubt that Sheshbazzar may
have b(H>n the same i)crson as Zerubbabel, since the
former is called in Ezr 5 14 the governor of Judah,
and the latter is called by the same title in Has 1

1.14; 2 2.21. It is more probable, however, that
Sheshbazzar and Zei-ubbabel were different persons,
and that Slu^shbazzar was governor of Judah in the
time of Cyrus and Zerubbabel in that of Darius.
It is i)<)ssible that Sheshbazzar came to Jerus in the
time of Cyrus and laid the foundations, and that
Zerubbabel came later in the time of Darius Ilystas-
pis and conii)leted t lie building of the temple (cf Ezr
2 6S; 4 2; Hag 1 14).

According to Ezr 1 8 Sheshbazzar was the prince
(Hamiasi) of Judah into whose hands Cyrus put the
vessels of the house of the Lord wdiich Nebuchad-
nezzar had brought forth out of Jerus and had put
in the house of his gods. It is further said in ver 11

that Sheshbazzar brought these vessels with them
of the captivity which he brought up from Babylon
to Jerus. In K/a' 5 14 f it is said that these vessels

had been delivered by Cyrus imto one whose
name was Sheshbazzar, whom he had made gover-
nor (pchdh), and that Sheshbazzar came and laid

the foundations of the house of God which was in

Jerus. See Sanabassar. 11. Dick Wilson

SHESHAI, she'shi Ctl?! , shcshay): One of the
sons of Anak, perhaps an old Hebronite clan name.
(Sayce combines the name with Sasii, V HCtJ , the
Egyp name for the Syrian Bedouins.) The clan
lived in Hebron at the time of the conquest and
was expelled by Caleb (Nu 13 22, B, Zecrtret, Sessei,

A, Se^ei, Seme'i; Josh 15 14, B, Soi^o-et, ,Sousei, A,
"Zova-ai, Sousai; Jgs 1 10, B, '^eaaei, tSessei, A, Teddl,

Gcthth'i).

SHESHAN, she'shan iV^t , nhcshan; Swo-dv,

Sosdn): A Jerahmeelite whose daughter marri(>d
his servant Jarha (1 Ch 2 31.34.35). The genea-
logical list which follows embraces some very early
names (cf Curtis, ICC, ad loc).

SHETH. See Seth.

SHETHAR, she'thiir (nrp , shcthnr; B and Luc,
SapcraGaios, Sarsatha'ios, A, Sap€cr9€0s, Sarestheoa):
One of the "seven jirinces" at the court of
Ahasuerus (Est 1 14); the.s(> jirinces "sat first in
the kingdom" and had the right of entrance to the
king's presence at any time, excei)t when he was
in the comjiany of one of his wives. (According

to Mar(}uart, Fund., (M), Shethar comes from
'^rill3"l'E; , with which the Pers sii/dtLs, "joy," is to
be ('om[)ared.) TIh; word has n(>ver really been
satisfactorily explanied; it is presumably Pers.

SHETHAR-BOZENAI, she't hiir-boz'e-ni,

SHETHAR-BOZNAI, she't hiir-boz'nl, -b(jz'n;i-l,

('ZfS "irtL'' , .sh'thar bdziiay, meaning uncertain) : The
name of a Pers (?) oflicial mentioned with Tattenai
in connection with the corr(\spondence with Darius
relative to the rebuilding of the Temple (Ezr 5
3.(5; 6 (5.12; 15, llaOapfiov^dv^ Satharboiizdu, A,
I,a9apl3ov^aval, tSathiirbouzariai, in 5 3; 6 13; "ZaOap-

(iov^afrjs, SathnrbouzaK.es, in 5 (5; '^^adap^ov'^av^,

Satharbouznne, in 6 (5; Luc, throughout, ^apliov^a-

valos, Thnrbouzanaios), called in 1 E.sd 6 3.7.27; 7 1

"Shathrabuzanes."

Among the conjectures as to the moaning and deriva-
tion of the name, tlio following may bo mentioned: (1)

Shethar-boznai may be a corruption of i;T''i3"1P'Q .

nftharhdznaij =Miflpo,8ou^"ai'7j9, M ithrobnuzdnis, (^Id Pers

Milhrobauzana—i.e. " Mithra is deliverer." (2) "^mU
is identical with the Old Pers Qithra ("sihhI," "tirilliaiice ")

;

names have been found that are confounded with this

word. (3) "li'lS "IPTI" may bo a title, but "IP-il". '^''thar,

must then be 'read for IPillJ , .'ihHhar. (4) i;73 "IPTU i'^

(Hiuivalent to tlio Old Pers Sethrahuzana. "enujiro-
delivering"; cf EB, art. "Shethar-boznai," and HDH.

Horace J. Wolp"

SHEVA, she'va (XITp , sh'-wd' ; B, Saoxi, Saou,

A, SaovX., Saoul, Luc, Sove, Soue):

(1) A .son of Caleb bv his concubine Maacah
(1 Ch 2 49).

(2) See Shavsiiah.

SHEW, SHOW, shd: "Show" (so always ARV)
is simj)ly a modernized si)elling of "shew" (so

always in AV and generally in ERV), and it shf)uld

})e carefully noted that "shew" is never pronounced
"shoo," not even in the combination "shewbread";
cf "sew."

In AV "shew" as a vb. is the tr of a very large

number of terms in the original. This number is

reduced considerably by IIV (e.sp. in the NT),
but most of these changes are to secure tmiformity
of rendition, rather than to correct obscurities. The
proper sense of the vb., of course, is "to cause a per-

son to see" (Gen 12 1, etc) or "to cause a thing [or

"person"] to be seen" (Dt 4 35; Jgs 4 22, etc).

"Seeing," naturally, can be taken as intellectual or
moral (Jer 38 21; Ps 16 11, etc), and can even be
used for "hearing" (Isa 43 9, etc; contrast RV
1 S 9 27). Hence "shew" can be used as a general

tr for the most v^lrious phrases, as "be shewed" for

ylvop.ai, g'lnomai, "come to pass" (Acts 4 22, RV "be
wrought"); "shew forth themselves" for ivepy^w,

energed, "be active" (Mt 14 2, RV"work"); "shew"
for Troi4w, poieo, "do" (Acts 7 36, RV "having
wrought"); for 5i.7)yioiJ.ai^ diegeomai, "relate" (Lk 8
39, RV "declare"); for St]\6co, dcloo, "make clear"

(2 Pet 1 14, RV "signify"), etc. In Cant 2 9
AV (ERV) "shewing himself" and ARV (ERVm)
"glanccth" both miss the poetry of the original:

"His eyes shine in through the lattice" igilg, "blos-

som," "sparkle").

AV's uses of the noun "shew" usually connote
appearance in contrast to reality. So Lk 20 47,

"for a shew" (vpocpaais, prophasis, "apparent cause,"

RV "pretence"); Col 2 23, "shew of wisdom"
(.so RV, X670S, logos, "word," "repute"); Gal
6 12, "make a fair shew" (so RV, einrpocrooTr^w,

cuprosoped, "have a fair face"); Ps 39 6, "vain

shew" (.so ARV D.^-?, gclem, "image," RVm "shad-

ow"). However, in Sir 43 1 {^pafxa, horama,
"spectacle" [.so RV]) and in Col 2 15 {deLytxari^uj,

deigmatizo, "to display") "shew" = "spectacle."
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In Ls;i 3 "tlic slicw of their countenuiice" is a
bad 1r for "their respect of i)erson.s" (so RVin for

hnkkdrath p'tulicm). The "shewing" of the Baj)-

tist "unto Israt4" (hk 1_ SO AV, ERV) is of course
his ai)pearinji; to l)efiin his ministry.

BuRTox Scott Eastox
SHEWBREAD, .sho'hred, THE (2%Sn Cflb

,

IvJuiii Jm-pdnlm, "hrcnid of the presence"; tj

irpoGecris tcov apTwv, he ]>r6th('si.s ton

1. The drtdii
I
He 9 2]; AR\' "showhread."

Term Sch' Sni;\v): The nuirj!;inal retiding of

Ex 25 30; 35 13, RV "Presence-bread,"
exactly gives the meanhig of the Ileb. In 2 Ch 2
4 it is s]K)ken of as the "contnuial showbread,"
because it, was to be before; Jeh "ahvay" (I'^x 25 30).

Lat(T Juchusni has much to say as to the number
and size of t\u\ loaves, more ))roperly thin cakes,

which bore this nam(>, together with
2. Mosaic many minute regulations as to tlu;

Regulations ])lacing of the loaves, the covering of

them with frankhicense, and ot hen-

ritualistic vapidities. All that the Mosaics l(>gislatioTi

required was that, once in every week, there should
be twelve cakes of unleavened bread, each con-
taining about four-fifths of a peck of fine flour,

placed in two piles upon a pure table with frankhi-

cense beside eai'h pile and changed every Sabbath
day (Lev 24 f)-')). From the description of tlu;

table u])on which the flat cakes were to lie (ICx

25 23-30; 37 lO-Ki), it held a .series of golden
vessels comi)rising dishes, spoons, flagons and bowls.

As it is luilikc'ly that eTni)ty cups were set before

J(>h—they btnng described as "the vessels which
were ui)on the table"—we may conclude that the
table held jn-esentation offerings of "grain and wnu;
and oil," the three chief pro<hicts of the land (Dt-

7 13). The "dishes" were probably the salvers

on which the thin cakes were piled, six on each.

The "flagons" would contain whie, and the bowls
(made with spouts, "to ]X)ur withal"), the oil;

while the "si)oons" h(4d the frankincense, which
was bununl as a memorial, "even an off(>ring made
by fire unto .leh." The cakes themselves were
eaten by the i)riests on every Sal)bath day, as behig

among the "most holy" sacrifices. Each of the;

synoptists refers to the nicid(;nt of David and his

companions having eaten of the shewbread (hoi

drtoi its -protfieseds), as told in 1 S 21 4-G (Mt
12 4; Mk 2 21); Lk 6 4).

At such times as the removal of the tabernacle;

took place, the separate appointments e)f the table;

of ine'enise were not ))arteel from it,

3. On but were carrieel with it—elishes,

Journeyings s))oons, bowls, and cups (Nu 4 7).

Tluise, like the other furniture, were
borne by the Kohathitc Levites, but a few article's

of light (>r weight were hi the persomd e'are of the;

high ))riest. These e'e)mi)riseel the oil for the e'anelle;-

stie-k, the sweet incense, the holy oil of e-onsecration,

and the mc;al fe)r the continual bre'ael offering (Nu
4 7.S.1()). Small quant it i(\s of the-se alone woulel

be borne from place to place, sue'h as would be
needed with the least delay to refurnish the ve;ssels

of the sanctuary on every reerection of the tent of

meeting.

With this view of the nature, we have a natural

and adequate sense of the meanings and importane-e

of the shewbre^ael, in the economy of

4. Signifi- the te'inple; ritual anel se>rvice. It was
cance acemtimialre'inineler to the wor.shippe-rs

of the; truth that man does not live

by bre-ael ale)ne', emphasized by the fact that the>se

rriost holy offe'rings were afterwarel eaten. It was
the ()T version of the prayer, "Give us this day our

daily bread"; and hi the fact that the holy table

was never for a moment left without some loaves

lying on it, we; have the symbol of man's con-
tinued anei unbroken deiJendene-e upe)n Ce)d. Even
eluring the travels of the table of shewbread with
the tabernacle, the "e^ontinual bread" was required
to be in its plae-e the>ree)n (Nu 4 7).

It has been usual to say that "frankincense in

ge)lden urns stood besiele the twelve loaves" (EB,
IV, ce)l. 4212). But this is a mere repetition of
a Jewish le'genel, as spoons were the r(;e'e)gnized

liolders of the frankincense to be burned (e-f Nu 7
14 ff). Such spoons form(;d a part of the ecjuipment
of the shewbreatl table, and on the removal of the
week-e)lel cid^es the si)oons we're carrieel fe)rth and
the frankincense hi them burned on the great altar
on the Sabbath day. If this were done while the
grain and wine and oil w(;re being consumeel, it

we)uld derive additional significance, as betokening
the gratituele and aele)i-atie)n of the representative
recii)ie>nts of the bounties of Nature, just as the
daily burning of incense in the holy i)lace betokened
the worship and ade)ration of the praying multi-
tueles withe)ut the temple (Lk 1 10). See Shew-
BuioAD, Taisle ov. W. Shaw Caldecott

SHEWBREAD, TABLE OF ("nbtj , shulhdn
[Ex 25 2o 30, ete']; tj Tpctire^a Kal tj irp69£(ris twv
apTwv, lie tnipeza kal he prolhesi^ luti drlDn | ile 9 2J)

:

Fe)r e'e)nstrue'tie)n, see Taiuohxacle; Te.mple. A
rude repiTse'iit at ie)n e)f the table is given on the Arch
of Tit us in Re)me;. llie bas-re'lie'f was me;asureel by
Pre)fe.ssor Be)ni in 190.5, anel the; lu'ight and width of
the re'presented tables were found te) be 48 cms., or
ne'arly 19 in. The table re;presenteel is, of e'e)vn-se,

that of II(;rod's temple, taken at the fall of Jems
in 70 AD. See the authe)r's art. on "The Tem[)le
Spoils" in PEb\^, 190(), 300 ff.

The table of shewbread is to be distinguisheel from
the altar of incemse. It has bee-ome the fashie)n of
the newer critie-ism to deny the exist eiu'e of the
altar of hicense in pre>exilic time;s, anel to ewplain the
allusion te) it in 1 K 6 20 as the table of shewbreael
(so in Ezk 41 22). The othe'r references (1 K 6
22; 7 4S; 9 2.5) arc dismisseel as interpolations.

'I'hc ])roceelure is radically vicious. The table of

shenvbreael is ne)t an "altar," the)ugh the altar is once
s])e)ken of as a "table" (Ezk 41 22). There was
only one ahar of hu'c^nse (1 K 6 20), but (in 2 Ch
4 8) ten tables of shewbread. See Shewbread.

W. Shaw Caldecott
SHIBAH, shl'ba (nyntj , shibh'dh, "seven";

opKos, horkos; Swete reads <l»p€ap opKov, Phrear
hdrkoit, lit. "well of oath"; AV Shebah) : The name
e)f the' e)riginal well of Beer-shel)a according to Gen
26 33. See Beer-.sheba.

SHIBBOLETH, shib'6-leth (nbs© , shibboleth):

A test e)f speee;h applied by the men of Gilead

to the Ephraimites, who wisheel te) cross the Jor-

elan, after elefeat. If the^y pronounceel the worel

sibbdleth, their dialectic variety of speech betrayeel

them (Jgs 12 6). The worel probably has the sense

of "stream" or "flooel" (cf Ps 69 2).

SHIBMAH, .shib'ma {'r\'Q2t: , sibhmah). Sec Sib-

MAH.

SHICRON, shik'ron ("iinSTlJ , shikk'ron). See

Shikkerox.

SHIELD, .shdlel. See Armor, IV, 1.

SHIGGAION, shi-ga'yon, shi-gl'on (t^'^^V , shig-

(/dydn): Oe-curs in the title of Ps 7, and, in the pi.,

in the verse introelucing Habakkuk's prayer (Hah
3 1). Deriveel from a vb. meaning "to waneler," it

is generally taken to mean a dithyramb, or rhapsody.
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This is not supported hy llu> C.r ^'.SS, l)u( tliey ar(>

evidently (luitc at a loss. See Rsal.ms, IJook of.

SHIHON, slil'hon 0'S"'tJ , shiou). See Suiox.

SHIHOR, slu'hor ("lin'^lT , shlhdr, also written

without "^ and 1 in Ileb and ineorreetly "Sihor" in

Enji.): A .stream of water mentioned in connect ion

with Ep:y])t. Joshua (13 3) sjieaks of the "Shihor,

which is before l<'jfiypt," a stream which commen-
tators have thoufz;ht to be "the brook of l']gyj)t,"'

the stream which separated E^vpt from Pal, now
called Wady d-'Arish. Jeremiah (2 LS AV) says,

"What hast thou to do in the way to E^ypt, to

drink the waters of Sihor?" Commentators have
thought Shihor in this case to be a name for the

Nile. Both interpretations cannot be correct.

Whatever the name S. means, at least it did not
denot(> a movable river. It must be the same stream
in both these passages, and no identification of the

stream can be correct that does not satisfy both
of t hem. Professor Naville has recently shown con-

clusively {Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., January, 1913)

that neither of these interpretations is strictly cor-

rect, and has made clear the Bib. references to S.

In the iiortheasternmost province of ancient Egypt,
Khcnfaht ("Fronting on the East"), was a canal, a

fresh-water stream drawn off from the Nile, calknl

in the Egyp language Shi-t-Hor, i.e. "the Horus
Canal" (the -t- is an Egyp fem. ending). There
have been many changes in the branches and canals

from the Nile in the Delta, and this one with many
others has been lost altogether; but there is a

tradition among the Bedouin of Wady eWArish to

this day that once a branch of the Nile came over
to that point. This Shi-t-Hor, "Stream of Ilorus,"

makes perfectly clear and harmonious the different

references of Scripture to S. It was "before

Egy])t," as Josh describes it, and it was the first

sweet water of Egypt which the traveler from Pal
in those days was able to obtain, as the words of

Jeremiah indicate. "To drink the waters of S."

meant to reach the supjily of the fresh water of the

Nile at the border of the desert. The two other
references to S. (1 Ch 13 5; Isa 23 3) are i)er-

fectly satisfied by this identification. The "seed

of S." (Isa 23 3 .W) would be grain from Egypt
by way of the Shihor. M. G. Kyle

SHIHOR-LIBNATH, shi'hor-lib'nath (l^n^V

ri!!^
, shihor libhndth; l'>, tu Heiwv Kal AaPavd9,

Id Seidn kal Labnndth, A, Setup ktX., Seior, etc):

A place named on the boundary of Asher (Josh 19
26). It seems to mark with Carmel the western
limit, and may have been on the S. of that moun-
tain. Pesh, Syr, and Onom take this as two distinct

names attaching to cities in this region. So far,

however, no trace of either name has been found in

the course of very careful exploration. More prob-
ably Shihor was the name of a river, "Libnath" dis-

tinguishing it from the Nile, which was called

Shihor of Egypt. It may have been called Shihor
because, like the Nile, it contained crocodiles.

The boundary of Asher included Dor (Tanturah)

,

so the river may be sought S. of that town. Croco-
diles are said still to be found in the Ki.shon; but
this river runs N. of Carmel. The Crocodeilon of

Ptolemy (V. xv.5; xvi.2) and Pliny (v. 19), which
the latter makes the southern boundary of Phoeni-
cia, may possibly be N^ahr cz-Zerkd, which enters the
sea about 5 miles S. of Tanturah. Here also it is said

the crocodile is sometimes seen. Perhaps therefore

we may identify this stream with Shihor-libnath.

W. EwiNO
SHIKKERON, shik'er-on (l^^STiJ , shikk^ron;

AV Shicron): A place mentioned in Josh 15 11

as being on the northern border of Judah, between
Ekron and Baalah, Jabneel being beyond, toward
the sea. The site is unknown, but R.(>v. C. Hauser
(PEFS, 1907, 2S9) suggests Tell (.•i-Sdlakch,^ N.W.
of \\kir, remarking that if this were the site the
boundary would follow a natural course over the
mountain to Jabneel.

SHILHI, shil'hl ("^nbtj , .shilhi): Father of

J<>hosliai)hat's mother (1 K 22 42 = 2 Ch 20 31;

BA in 2 Ch, 2aXe^, S<d(i, li in 1 K, ^eneei, Scmcci,

A in 1 K, SaXaXd, SaUdd, Luc. in both, ^eXeei,

Selce'i). Cheyne {EB, art. "Shilhi") ventures the

supposition that "Shilhi" is a misreading for "Shil-

him" (Josh 15 32), and is therefore the name of a
place rather than that of a person; he hokis it to

be the name of the birthplace of Azubah, the king's

mother.

SHILHIM, shil'him (2^n'r£5 , .shilhim [Josh 15

32]): See Su.\ar.mm, (2). 'PcKssihly Azubah the

mother of Jehoshaphat, who is called "the daughter
of Shilhi" (I K 22 42; 2 Ch 20 31), was a native

of Shilhim.

SHILLEM, shil'em, SHILLEMITES, shil'em-Its

(ZSlT , shillcm, "^^Sljjn, ha-shillemi): Shillem is

found in Gen 46 24, a son of Naphtali; ShiUem-
ites, his descendants, are mentioned in Nu 26 49;

Sh.\llum (q.v.) is found in 1 Ch 7 13.

SHILOAH, .shi-16'a, shi-lo'a (Isa 8 6). See

SlLOAM.

SHILOH, shi'lo (rii^TT
, shiloh) : The prophecy

in Gen 49 10, "The sceptre shall not depart from
Judah, .... until Shiloh come," etc, has been

tiie subject of very diverse interpretations. RVm
gives as alt(>rnative renderings, "'Till he come to

Shiloh having the obedience^ of the peoples' Or, acv..

to Syr, 'Till he come whos(> it is,' etc." (1) From
the earliest times the passage has been regarded as

Messianic, but the rendering in the text, which

takes "Shiloh" as a proper name, bearing a meaning
such as "peaceful" (cf Isa 9 6, "Prince of Peace"),

labors under the difKculty that Shiloh is not found

elsewhere as a personal name in the OT, nor is it

easy to extract from it the meaning desired. Further,

the word was not personally applied to the Messiah

in any of the ancient VSS, which rath(>r assume a

different reading (sec below). Apart from a purely

fanciful passage in the Talm (cf Driver, Gen, 413),

this application does not appear earlier than the

version of Seb. Miinster in the 16th cent. (1534).

(2) The rendering, "till he come to Shiloh," where
Shiloh is taken as the name of a place, not a person,

is plausible, but is felt to yield no suitable sen.se in

the context. It is, therefore, now also set aside

by most recent scholars. (3) The 3d rendering,

which regards Shiloh as representing the Heb
n'bUJ (sM/o/0 = n!5p for ib ~\1p^, 'asher lo, "who.se

[it is]," has in its favor the fact that this is evi-

dent Iv the reading presupposed in the LXX, the

Pesh," and the Jewish Tgs, and seems to be alluded

to in Ezk 21 27, "until he come whose right it is."

In this view the passage has still a Messianic ref-

erence, though critics argue that it must then be

regarded as late in origin. Other interpretations

need not detain us. See for details the full flis-

cussions in Hengstenberg's Christology, I. -')4 ff, ET,
the comms. of Delitz.sch, Driver, and Skinner, on

Gen (csp. Excursus II in Driver), and the arts, in

the various Bible diets.; see also Pkophecy.
James Our

SHILOH (the most usual form is ribW , shiloh,

l)ut it appears 8 t as iblp , shllo, and 3 t as
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ib'i'C; 2tiX.u, ScU), 2t|X<oh,, Selom): A town in the

lot of Ephraini where Israel assembled under Joshua

at the close of the war of (conquest (Josh 18 1).

Here territory was allot led to the seven tribes who
had not yet received their portions. A commission

was sent out to "describe the land into seven por-

tions"; this having been done, the hiheritances were

assigned by lot. Here also were assigned to the

Levites their cities in the territories of the various

tribes (chs 18-21). From Shiloh Reuben and Gad
d(>])arted for their homes E. of the Jordan; and here

th(> tril)es gathered for war aganist these two, having

misunderstood their building of the great altar in

the Jordan valley (ch 22). From Jgs 18 31 we
l(;arn tliat in the periotl of the Judges the house of

God was in Shiloh; but wh(>n the sanctuary was
moved thither from Gilgal there is no indication.

The maids of Shiloh were captured by the Ben-
jamites on the oc(;asion of a feast, while dancing in

the vineyards; this having been planned by the

other tribes to provide the Benjamites with wives
without nivolving themselves in responsil)ility

(21 21 IT). While the house of the Lord remained
h(-n! it was a place of ])ilgrimagc (1 S 1 3). To
Sliiloh Samuel was brought and consecrated to

God's service (ver 24). The sanctuary was pre-

sided over by Eli and his wicked sons; and through
Snmuel the doom of their house was annovmced.
The capture of the ark by the Phihs, the fall of

Ho])hni and Phinehas, and the death of the aged
priest and his daughter-in-law followed with start-

ling rai)idity (chs 3,4). The sanctuary in Shiloh is

called a "temple" (1 9; 3 3) with doorpost and
doors (1 9 ; 3 15) . It was therefore a more durable

structure than the old tent. See Tabernacle;
Temple. It would appear to have been destroyed,

probably by the Philis ; and we find the priests of

I'di's house at Nob, where they w{>re massacred at

Saul's order (22 11 ff). The disaster that befell

Shiloh, while we have no record of its actual occur-

rence, made a de(!p impression on the i^opular mind,

so that the projjliets could u.se it as an effective

illustration (Ps 78 60; Jer 7 12.14; 26 6). Here
the blind old prophet Ahijah was appealed to ni

vain by Jeroboam's wife on behalf of her son (1 K
14 2.4), and it was still occupied in Jeremiah's

time (41 5).

The position of Shiloh is indicated in Jgs 21 19,

as "on the north of B(!th-el, on the east side of the

highway that goeth up from Beth-el to Shechem,

and on the .south of Lebonah." This is very ex-

plicit, and points definitely to Seilun, a ruined site

on a hill at the N.E. of a little i)l:un, about 9 miles

N. of BcUln (Bethel), and 3 miles S.E. of Khan
cl-Luhhun (Lebonah), to th(! E. of the highway to

Shechem (Ndhlus). The path to Seilun leaves the

main road at Sinjil, going eastward to Tiirmus ^Atja,

then northward across the plain. A deep valley

runs to the N. of the site, cutting it off from the ad-

joining hills, in the sides of which are rock-hewn

tombs. A good sprhig rises higher up the valley.

There are now no vineyards in the district; but in-

dications of their ancient culture are found in the

terraced slopes around.

The ruins on the hill are of comparatively modern
buildings. At the foot of the hill is a mosque which

is going quickly to ruin. A little distance to the

S.E. is a building which seems to have been a

synagogue. It is called by the natives Jnmi- d-

^Arha'in, "mosque of the Forty." There arc many
cisterns.

Just over the crest of the hill to the N., on a

terrace, there is cut in the rock a rough quadrangle

400 ft. by 80 ft. in dimensions. This may have

been the site of "the house of the Lord" which was

in Shiloh. W. Ewing

SHILONITE, shl'l(i-nlt (^:'""^r, shiloni [2 Ch 9

29], "^nb^p, shlldni [10 1.-); Neh 11 5], "^zY^Tp
;

2T]\a)v£i, Sclonei, ^r]Ko)vilTr]s, Scldneitca): This
denotes an inhabitant of Shiloh, and api)lies (1) to

Ahijah the prophet (1 K 11 29, etc); and (2) to

a family of the children of Judah, who, after the
exile, made their home in Jerus (1 Ch 9 5; Neh
11 5, AV "Shiloni").

SHILSHAH, .shil'.sha fH^^br , shil.shuh: 15A, Sa-
Xetcrd, Sah'im, Luc., SeXeixcrdv, Sclc/n.sdii): .Vn

Asherite (1 Ch 7 37).

SHIMEA, shim'f-a (X^'QUJ , shhn'a'): See Sham-
MUA and Shammah.

(1) Broth(!r of David (see Siiammah).

(2) Son of David (1 Ch 3 r-,, B, :S,dfxai', Sdman;
but in 2 S 5 14; 1 Ch 14 4, "Shammua").

(3) A Merarite Levite (1 Ch 6 30, B, So/x^a,

Somea, A, Sa,ad, Sarnd, Luc, ^a/xad, Samnd).

(4) A Gershonite Levite (1 Ch 6 .39 [24], Se^ad,

Semad)

.

SHIMEAH, shim'e-a (nS^iT , sJdm'uh; B, Scniad,

Semad, A, 2a|xed, Samrd, Luc., Safxad, Saniud): A
descendant of Jehiel, the "father" of Gibeon (I Ch
8 32); in 1 Ch 9 38 he is called "Shimeam" (B
X, Luc, ^aiaadj Samad, A, 'S.afid, Sarnd; see JQR,
XI, 110-13, §§10-12).

SHIMEAM, shim'C-am. See Shimeah.

SHIMEATH, shim'6-ath (PS/'^IT , shim'alh, or

n^'T2UJ , shUn'alh; LXX in 2 K, 'Itfiovde, lemoudlh,

B in 2 Ch, Sajid, Sarnd, A, SajidG, Samdth, Luc,
2a[xad9, Samadih): Father of Jozacar (2 K 12 21

[22[), one of the murderers of Joash, king of Judah.
According to 2 Ch 24 2() Shimeath is an Ammon-
itess and the mother, not the father, of Jozacar.

Many textual einemlations have been suggested

(cf HDB, art. "Shimeath"), but they are unneces-

sary, as the Chronicler's revised version of the inci-

dent in K was a deliberate one. The Chronicler

was a sturdy opponent of intermarriage, and in the

story of the assassination of King Joash he saw an
opportunity to strike a blow again.st the hated prac-

tice. In the older account in K the names of the

conspirators are given as "Jozakar the son of tl^'CU?

[.shim\llh], and Jehozabad the son of "I.13T2J [shcmer]."

The two nan)es are both masc; but the final T) of

the former looked to the Chronicler like the fem.

ending and offered him his opportunity. In his

account, the one of the two murderers (dastardly

villains, even though tlie king had merited death)

was "the son of Ti^VV [^hinralh], the Ammonitess,"

and the other was "the son of ri''"l'52TiJ [shiiurith], the

Moabitess" (cf Torrey, Ezra Simlies, 212 ff).

HoKACB J. Wolf .

SHIMEATHITES, shim'C-ath-its {LT'J'O'HS

,

shim^dlhlm; B A, Sa|ia9ui(A, Samalhieim, Luc, 2ajia-

061V, Samathein): A subdivisicm of the tribe of

Caleb (1 Ch 2 5.5). In the three families nien-

tioned in this passage Jerome saw three distinct

cla.sses of religious functionaries: Vulg canentes

atque rcsonantes et in tabernaculis commorantcs.

The Tg has a similar explanation, except that the

"Sucathites" are those "covered" with a sjMrit of

prophecy. Bertheau {Ilandbuch zum A T) accepts

Jerome's explanation, except that he regards the

first class as gate-keepers (Aram. 37")r^ , /'ra' = Heb

n^Tp , sha'ar). Wellhausen {DGJ, 30 f) finds under-

lying the three names ny")P , tir'ah, a technical

term for sacred music-making, ""'52'lp
,
shim'-ah, the

Ilalacha or sacred tradition. Buhl {HWB^^) de-
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rives Shiincathitcs and Sucatliilcs from unknown
jilacos. Koil interpn^ts as (Icsccndants from \\\v

luiknown ShcTnoi (cf Curtis, ICC). The passajic

is lK)i)ol(>ssly ()t)sciu-e. IIokack J. Wolf

SHIMEI, shim'e-i C?'''?!!' , shim'l, ]iossihly "hear

me [El]" or ''[Jah]"; Sefxeti, Svmcv'i, 2€|x€l,

Scmc'i): A name of fre(iu(>nt occurrence throughout

the OT records, sometimes varying sh^htly in forin

in EV. AV has "Shimi" in V]x 6 17; "Shimhi"
in 1 Ch 8 21; "Shimeah" in 2 S 21 21. RV
has "Shimeites'' hi Zee 12 13, where AV has
"Shimei," and Nu 3 21 for AV "Shimites." EV
has "Shema" in 1 Ch 8 13.21 m for the "Shim(>i"

of ver 21. In all others of the many occurrences

in AV and RV the form is "Shimei."

(1) A family name among the Lcvites before and
after the exile, at least five of whom bore; it: (a)

Son of Gershon and grandson of Levi (Ex 6 17;

Nu 3 IS; 1 Ch 6 17; 23 7.10). The text of

1 Ch 6 and 23 is corruijt, m:d<ing difHcult the

tracing of the various gene:dogies and the identi-

fication of the several Shimeis. Evidently that of

23 9 is a scribe's error for one of the four sons of

Ladan or Libni, whose namc^s are given in the pre-

ceding verse, (b) An ancestor of Asajjh the musi-
cian (1 Ch 6 42), possibly the same as (a) above,

Jahath the son of S. (cf 23 10) being by a copyist's

error transi)osed so as to read as if he were the

father of S. (c) A descendant of the Merarite
branch of theLevites (1 Ch 6 29). (d) One of the

288 trained snigers in the service of the sanctuarv
under Asaph (1 Ch 25 17). (e) One of the Leyites

who heli)e(l to cleanse the Temple in Ilezekiah's

reformation (2 Ch 29 14). lie wa.s a descendant
of Heman the musician. Hezekiah afterward
appointed him with Conaniah to have chief over-

sight of "the oblations and the tithes and the dedi-

cated things" which were brought into the chambers
of Jeh's house i)repared for them (2 Ch 31 11.12).

(/) A Levite who under Ezra put awav his foreign

wife (Ezr 10 23), "Semeis" in 1 Esd 9 23.

(2) The best-known Bible character of this name
is the Benjamhe, of the familv of Saul (2 S 16 5-

12; 19 16-20; 1 K 2 8.9.36-4G), who met David
at Bahurim as he was fleeing from Absalom, and in

bitter and cowardly fashion cursed and attacked
the hard-pressed king. Apparently David's flight

to the Jordan led through a narrow ravine, on one
side of which, or on the ridge above, stood Shimei
in safety as he cast stones at David and his men,
cursnig as he threw (2 S 16 5.6). His hatred of

David who had displaced his royal kinsman Saul
had smouldered long in his mean heart; and now
the flame bursts out, as the aged and apparently
helpl(!ss king flees before his own son. S. seizes

the long-coveted opportunity to pour out the acid

hate of his heart. But when David's faithful com-
panions would cross the ravine to make (luick work
of S., the noble king forbade them with these

remarkable words: "Behold, my son, who came
forth from my bowels, seeketh my life: how much
more may this Benjamite now do it? let him alone,

and let him curse; for Jeh hath bidden him. It

may be that Jeh .... will requite me good for his

cursing" (2 S 16 11.12). After Absalom's over-

throw, as the king was returning victorious and
vindicated, S. met him at the Jordan with most
abject confession and with vows of allegiance (2 S
19 16-23).

The king spared his hfo; l)ut shortly l)efore liis death
charged his son Solomon to see that due punishment
should come to Shimei for liis sins: "Thou shalt bring
his hoar head down to Slieol with blood" (1 K 2 9).
When he came to the throne Solomon summoned Shimei
and bade him build a house in Jerus, to which he should
come and from wliich he must not go out on pain of
death (1 K 2 36-38). Feeling .secure after some years.

.Sliirnci left liis liome In .Jerus to rceai)turc some (sca|)cd
sla\cs (\s :5>» tl). and in consctiucncc he was proini)tly
dls|)ii(clic<l by that griiesonic avenger of blood, t lie

royal cxcciit lotKM'. " Benaiah the son of .lehoiada." who
"fell upon liini," as he had u|)on Adonijah and .loab,
"so that he died" (v(;r 4(j).

(3) Another Bcnjamit(\ mentioned with Rei as

an ofhcer in the king's bodyguard, who was fait hftd

to David in the rebellion of Adonijah (1 K 1 S).

Jos reads Rei as a common noim, describing S. as

"the friend of David." He is to be identifled with
the son of Elah (1 K 4 IS), whom Solomon, ])rol)-

ably because of his fidelity, nam(>(l as one of the
12 chief commissary offic(>rs ai)i)ointed over all

Israel, "who provided victuals for tlu^ king and Ins

household."

(4) A man of some prominence in the tribe of Ben-
jamiTi (1 ('h 8 21), whose home? was in Aijalon, where
lu! was a "head of fathers' houses" (ver i:}); but his

descendants livi'd in .Jerus (ver 2S). Iti AV he is called
"Shimhi"; in ver \:i he is called "Sheina."

(.5) .\nother licmjamite. aTi ancestor of Mordecai
(Est 2 o). "S(>nieias" in Ad Est 11 2.

(()) A brother of David (2 S 21 21. AV "Shimeah");
in 1 S 16 y he is called "Shammah"; cf "Shimeah,"
" Shimea."

(7) A man of .Iiidah, call(>d "tlie Ramathite." who
was "over the vineyards" in David's reign (1 Ch 27 27).

(5) A Simeonite living in the time of David
(1 Ch 4 26.27), whose chief claim to distinction

was that he was father of 16 sons and 6 daughters.

The descendants of such a niunerous i)rog(>ny, not

being able to maintain thems(>lves in their ancestral

home in Beer-shel)a, in the days of Hezekiah fell

ui)on Gerar, and dispossessed "the sons of Ham"
(ver 39 LXX), and upon Mt. Seir, driving out the

Amalekites (ver 43).

(9) A man of Reuben, son of Crog (1 Ch 5 4).

(10), (11) Two men of "Israel," i.e. not priests or
Levites, one "of the sons of Ilashum" (Ezr 10 33). the
other "of the sons of Bani" (10 3S). who ])ut away their

foreign wives at Ezra's commanrl, in 1 Esd called re-

spectively "Semei" (9 33) and " Sonieis " (9 34).

(12) A brother of Zerubbabel (1 Ch 3 19).

The Shimeites were descendants of Shimei,

grandson of Levi; cf (1) (a) above (Nu 3 21; Zee

12 13 j. Edw'akd ]\Iack;

SHIMEON, shim'e-on ("iy^Tp , shim'dn; else-

where "Simeon"): One of tlie sons of Harim who
had married foreign wiv(»s (Ezr 10 31: BA, '^efxe^hv,

Semeon, IjVIC, '^v/j.fdiv, Suincdn = 1 l<]s(i 9 32, "Simon
Chosameus").

SHIMHI, shim'hi. See Shimei.

SHIMI, shim'l, .shi'mi, SHIMITES, sliim'Its.

Se(> Shi]\iki.

SHIMMA, shim'a. See Sh.vmmaii.

SHIMON, shi'inon {'('^'Q'^V < shnndii ; B, 2€p.i(ov,

Semion, A, Sejitttov, Soueion, Luc, 2a(ji£, Sdtii}): A
name in the Judaliite genealogy (1 Ch 4 20).

SHIMRATH, shim'rath (rniZV ,
shimrath; 2a|j.a-

pdG, Samardth) : The last of nine sons of Shimei of

the tribe of Benjamht (1 Ch 8 21).

SHIMRI, shim'ri CI^'C , shimri; various forms

in LXX) : There arc four Hebrews mentioned in the

Bible who bear this name:

(1) A Simeonite, a son of Shemaiah and father of

Jedaiah, a chief of his tribe (1 Ch 4 37).

(2) The father of Jediael, a bodyguard of King
David (1 Ch 11 45).

(3) A son of Hosah, a Levite. He was appointed

by David to be doorkeej^er in the house of the Lord.

He was made chief of the tribe, although not the

firstborn of his family (1 Ch 26 10).
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(4) One of 1h(> sons of Elizaphan, a Levite. He
assisted in pm-ifyinp; the temple in the time of
Hezekiah (2 Cir29 13). S. L. Umbach

SHIMRITH, shim'rith (n^l^TiJ , shimrith,

"suard," fem.): A Moabitess, the mother of Je-
hozabad, one of those that conspired aj^ainst King
Joash (2_Ch 24 26). Elsewhere (2 K 12 21) Je-
hozabad is described as the son of Shomer (q.v.),

the same name without the fem. ending.

SHIMRON, shim'ron (p'l'at:?, shimron,

"watch"): The 4th son of Issachar (Gen 46 13;
Nu 26 24; 1 Ch 7 1), and ancestor of the Shim-
ronites (Nu 26 24).

SHIMRON ("in'a©, shimro?i; B, SvfjiotSv,

Sumoon, A, So|xeptov, Someron and other forms):
A town whose king was tributary to Jabin king
of Hazor, and who joined in the attempt to
resist the invasion under Joshua (Josh 11 1). It
was in the territory allotted to Zebulun (19 15).
No sure identification is yet possible. LXX and
Talm both omit the r from the name; and Neubauer
would

_
identify it with Simonias (Vita, 24), the

Simon ia of the Talm, which is now represented by
Semilniyeh, a village about o miles W. of Nazareth,
on the edge of the plain (Geog. du Talm). Beit
Lahm, named by Jos along with it, is a short dis-
tance to the N.W. Es-Semeirlyeh, about 3 miles
N. of Acre, has also been suggested; but it is per-
haps too far to the \V. W. Ewing

. SHIMRON-MERON, shim'ron-me'ron (t'^'qV
"INT^ , shimron m'^r'dn; SvfAotov .... MajipcoO,

SmiLoon .... Mamroth, A, 2a|xpt6v .... ^atrya.

.... Mapwv, Samron .... I'hasgd .... Ma-
ron) : A royal city of the Canaanites, the king of
which was slain by Joshua (12 20). Here the name
is followed by that of Achshajih, which also follows
the name of Shimron in 11 1. This suggests that
the two are in reality one, and that Shimron-meron
may only be the full name. A royal Can. cit j^, Sam-
simuruna, is mentioned in the inscriptions of Sen-
nach(>rib, Esar-haddon and Assur-bani-pal, which
Schrader (KAT^ 163) would identify with this,

and thinks it may now be represented by esSemeiri-
yeh. See Shimkon. W. Ewing

SHIMSHAI, shim'shi, shim'sha-i CVVV , shim-

shay; B, 2a(xao-d, Samasd, Sajiae, Sa»iae, SajxeaCs,

Samcais, 2a|i€crd, Samesd, A, SajAo-aC, Sa>nsai, Luc,
EafiaCas, SamuUis, throughout; in 1 Esd 2 17 he
is called "Semellius," RV "Samellius"; a number
of explanations of this name have been offered, but
no one has been generally favored. One conjecture

traces it to an Old Iranian caritative '''52tJTU con-

formed to tH'iZti
; another prefers the Old Bactrian

simezhi = simaezhi; cf BJ)B, s.v. The name looks

as though it were derived from tS'Qt^
, shcmesh, "the

sun"): A state secretary who, with Rehum (q.v.)

and others, wrote to Artaxerxes to persuade him
to prohibit the rebuilding of the temple (Ezr 4 8.

9.17.23). Horace J. Wolf

SHIN, shen, SIN, sen (tj, TTJ): The 21st letter of
the Ileb alj^habet; transliterated in this Encyclo-
l)aedia as sh, s. It came also to be used for the
number 300. For name, etc, see Alphabet.

SHINAB, shi'nab (nX!© , shin'ahh, Sam. nXITTJ
,

shin'dr; Hiivvaap, Sennadr): King of Admah (q.v.).

He is mentioned with Shemeber, king of Zeboiim;
he was attacked by Chedorlaomer and his allies

(Gen 14 2). The reading is very uncertain. If the

incident narrated is founded on fact, Shinal) may
be identical with Sanilju, an Ammonite king in the
time of l^iglatli-pileser III (so Fr. Delitzsch, \Vt> lug
f/a.s' Paradies? 294); or the name may be equated by
the Assyr Sin-mr-usur (cf "Shenazzar"), and Shem-
eber with the kssyr Sumu-ahi (Sayce, Expos T, VIII,
463). J(>wish exegesis gives a sinister explanation
of all four names (ver 2). TheAIidr (/>'r. Rah. 42)
explains Sliinab as ynif2 nXlTlJ, sho'chh mammon,
"one who draws money [wherever he can]." It is
of mterest to note that the names fall into two
alliterative pairs and that each king's name con-
tams exactly as many letters as that of his city.
On the whole, however, the list leaves an impression
of artificiality; as the names are not repeated in
ver 8, it is highly probable that they arc later addi-
tions to the text. Horace J. Wolf

SHINAR, shi'nar O'Jlti , shin'ar; Eevadp, Sev-
[v]adp, Scn[n]adr) :

1. Idcntincation
2. Possible Babylonian Form of the Xaiiic
3. Suinei-iaii and Other Equivalents
4. "^J'he Syriae Sen'nr
6. The Primitive Tonsue of Shinar
6. (~:omj)arison with the; Semitic Idiom
7. Tlie T(>.stimony of the Sculpt iires. etc, to the Race
8. The Simierians Probably in Shinar liefore the

Semites
9. The States of Shinar:

Sippar; Kes; Babylon; Nippur; Ada)); Suri[)i)ak;
Umma; Erech; Lasas; l^arsa; t'r; Eridu; the
Land of the Sea; Nisin, Isin, or Karrak; I'yyQ or
Upia (Opis); Other Well-known Cities

10. Shinar and Its Climate
11. Sculi)fure in Shinar
12. The Fiist Xation to Use "Writing in Western Asia
13. The System Employed, with au Example

The name given, in the earli(\st Iloh records, to
Babylonia, later called Bab(4, or the land of Babel

(babhel, 'creg habhcl). In Gen 10 10
1. IdentI- it is the district wherein lay Babel,
fication Erech, Accad, and Calneh, citi(>s which

were the "beginning" of Nimrod's
kingdom. In 11 2 Shinar is d(>scribed as the land
of th(! plain where migrants from the E. settled, and
founded Bab(4, the city, and its great tower.

^

Though sometimes identified with the Bab Sumer,
the connection of Shinar wit h that name is doubt-

ful. The princii)al difficulty lies in

2. Possible the fact that what might be regarded
Babylonian as the non-dialectical form singar
Form (which would alone furnish a sati.s-

fa(!tory basis of comparison) is not
found, and would, if existent, only apply to the
southern portion of Babylonia. The northern
tract was called Akkad, after the name of its capital
city (see Acc.\d). The; Gr form Sen{n)aar shows
that, at the time the LXX tr was made, there was
no tradition that the ^ayin was guttural, as the
supi)osed Bab forms would lead us to expect. As
the Bib. form Shinar indicates the whole of Baby-
lonia, it corresponds with the native (Siunerian)

Kingi-Ura, rendered "Smncr and Akkad," from
which, by changing /<^ into Sh (foimd in Sumerian),
Shhiar may have been derived, but this explanation
is not free from difficidt ies.

This twofold designation, Kingi-Ura, is that
which is commonly used in the inscriptions of the

earlier kings, though it cannot then
3. Sume- have indicated always the whole
rian and country, but only such parts of it as

Other acknowledged their ovcrlordshi]). Lat-
Equivalents er on the corresponding term seems

to have been Kar-Dwnias ("the terri-

tory of the god Dunia.s," to all appearance a term
introduced by the Kassite rulers). Nabonassar
and his successors seem to have contented them-
selves with the title "king of Babylon," rule in the
city implying also the dominion over the whole
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country. Often, h()\v(>v(-r, tlie ('(luiviilcTit tcrni for

Babylonia is K'"', jjrobahly an abbreviation of /'J/'tr///,

andhen^ stamliufj; for the land ))elon^iuK to that

saered city—"the jiood city," a typc> of Paradise,

Babylonia" Ix'inil, in f:i<'<, situated upon the cdinu,

or "i)lain" (see Eden).

All tlieso coini)arisons

Bab equivalent of Hhinar
and as ^'et

to show that flu;

any of the above,

4. The
Syriac
Sen 'ar

tend
is no
has not, in fact, l)eea

found. This is also implied by the;

fact, that, SciMir was used in Syr

for the country arouTid Baf^dad, and
ancienlly included (it may be sui)-

lM)S(>d) the ])lain upon which the ruins of liabylon

stand. tScn'ar was th(>refor(; in all probability an

ancient Bab designation of the tract, now lost,

])ut reji;arded by the Hebrews as synonymous with

15abylonia.

From the inscriptions it would seem that tlic

primitive language of Shinar was not Semitic, but

the agglutinative idiom now named

5. Primitive Sumerian—a tongue long regarded as

Tongue of Turanian, and having, it is thought,

Shinar Turko-Chinese affinities

—

gal, "to be,''

Turkish ol-mak; ama {and), "mother,"

Turkish ana; abba, "old man," Turkish baba,

"fath(>r"; {h)c, "house," Turkish ev, etc. The

Chinese affinities seem less close, but the foUowmg

may be quoted: a(ij)a, "father," Chinese yc (Amoy

in); ge, "night," Chinese ije; gu, "to speak,

Chinese yii; shu, "hand," Chhiese sheu; km,

"business," Chinese kung, "work"; etc. Chmese

and Turkish, however, have had tune to pass

through many changes since Sumerian was current

in Shinar. Many words of the S\nn(Tian language

were borrowed by the Sem Babyk)nians, and a few

(like hekal, "temple," Sem [h]egal, "great house )

entered the other Sem languages.

Tlalcvv's contontion, that Sumerian is simply "an
allosrapfiv" for \hc expression of Sem Bab, suems to be
aiio^iayii.v

^„jjj,,,.^,)i,. .^^ tiiev dilfcr not only in words,

„ _, . Init also in grammar; moreover, Sumerian
6. Compari- ii;iciadialect,calIedbythenatives'womaii s

son with tongue." For the rest, the i)rmcip;il differ-

<5f.Tn;tir cnces between Sumerian and hem Uab are

:

semiiiL
post-positional suthxes instead of prep-

Idiom ositions; (2) verbs with long strings of

prefixes and infixes to expr(>ss the persons

and r(>gimens, instead of a i)refix and a sufnx; ('.]) com-

pound words. l>oth nouns and verbs, are common instead

of Ijeing exceedingly rare. Sumerian seems to have bor-

rowed several words from Sem Bab.

Not only the language, but also the sciilp-

tures which they have left, point to the probability

that the earlier inhabitants of Shniar

7 Testi- belonged to a different race from the

niony of the later. The Semites of
_
Babyk)nia

Sculptures, were to all appearance thick-set and

etc muscular, but the Sumerians, not-

withstanding the stumpy figures which

their statues and bas-reliefs show, seem to have been

slim—in any case, their warriors, in the better bas-

rcslicfs, as well as the figures of the god Nin-Girsu

(formcrlv known as "the god whh the firestick"),

and the engraved cylinders, have this type. IMorc-

over, the sculptures and cylinder-seals show that

certain classes—priests or the like—were clean

shaven, in marked contrast to Sem usage elsewhere.

Their deities, however, always had hair and bcnird,

implying that they came from a different, though

possibly related, stock. These deities were very

numerous, and it is noteworthy that, though those

with Sumerian names may be counted by hundreds,

those with Sem names are only to be reckoned by

tens.

Though there is no certain indication which race

entered Shinar first, it is to be noted that Nimrod,

presumably Shinar's first king and the founder

of its great cities, was a son of Cush (C.en 10 S),

and the name of Shinar seems to have existed

before the foundation of Babel (Baby-

8. Sume- Ion) and its t()\v(>r (Gen 11 2). In

rians Prob- the native sculptures, mor(>over, the

ably Pre- non-S(>m type ])recedes the S(>m; and
ceded Sem- in the inscriptions the non-Sem idiom

ites in jirecedes that of the Sem tr. Every-

Shinar thing jioints, therefore, to the Sumeri-

ans having lieen in Baliylonia iK'foi'e

the Sem inhabitants.

At the earliest ])eriod to which our records refcT

the Sumerians of Shinar wen; divided into a numb(>r

of small states, of which the following

9. States may be r(>garded as the principal:

of Shinar (1) Sippar or Sippar-Arura (-Fa'

ruru), possibly inckuling Accad (C.en

10 10), some distance S.W. of Bagdad. It is the

modern \ibu-habbah, "father of grain." Though
it seems to have fallen early under the dominion <)f

the Semites, it was at first Sumerian, as its native

name, Ziinbir, and the ideographic writing thereof

show. According to Berosus, who calls it Panla-

biblion, one of its earliest kings was Amdon or

Amillarus, who reigned 13 sari, or 46,800 years.

Later on came Evedoreschus, the native Enwe-dur-

an-ki, renowned as a priest favorcid by the gods.

His descendants, if of pure race, inherited the

divine grace which he enjoyed It is said to have

been in Sippara {Sippar) that Ut-napistim, the

Bab Noah, buried the records before entering the

ark. ^^^

(2) About IS miles N. of Babylon lay Res, now
Oheimer—ii foundation which seems to have pre-

ceded Babylon as the capital of Shinar. Its early

(lucen, Azng-Bau, is said to have been the wife of

a wine-merchant and to have r(>igned 100 years.

(3) Babylon, for which see Babel; Babylon.

As one of its early kings, Berosus mentions Alorus,

"the shepherd of the people," as havhig reigned

for 10 sari, or 30,000 years. The state of Babylon

probably included Cuthah {Td Ibrahim), which

once had kings of its own, and posscss(>d a special

Ic^gend of the Creation. Belonging to l^abylon,

also, was the renowned city Borsipi^a, now Birs,

or the Birs Nimroud, the traditional site of the

Tower of Babel (see Babel, Tower of)

or
rabl)

(4) Some distance S.E. of Babylon lay Mppnr
Niffur, now Niffer (Xoufar), identified by the

bbis with the "Calneh" of Gen 10 10. It was

a place of considerable importance, and the seat of

the worship of Enlil and Ninlil, later, also, of their

son Ninip and his s])OUse (see C.vlneii). The
American excavations on this site have thrown a

flood of light u])on almost every branch of Assyr-

iological research.
. ^ ,, ,

(5) Adab, now called Bismaya, the city of Mali,

the goddess of reproduction. One of the earliest

rulers of Adab was seemingly called Lugal-dalu, of

whom a fine statue, discovered by the American

explorers, exists. It was apparently renowned as

a necropolis. -
.

(6) S. and a little W. of Adab was Surippak, now

Fara. This was the birthplace of the Bab Noah,

Ul-napistim, son of Opartes (JJmbara-T utu), a

Chaldaean of Larancha. The coming of the 1' lootl

was revealed to Ut-impistim here.

(7) Practically E. of Fara lay Umma or (nsnh

{ovGiuh), now Jokha. This city was apiiarently

of cons'iderable importance, and the traditional

rival of LagfaS. ^ ^. , , n-i

(8) S. of Fara lav Unuga, Sem Lruk, the Bib.

Erech (q.v.), now Warka. Its most celebrated

king, after Gilgamcs, was Lugal-zaggi-si, one of the

OTiponents of the rulers of Lagas.

(9) Some distance E. of Warka was the territory

of Lagas, now Td-loh—a little state, rather in-
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accessible, hut of considerabh; importance to the
antiquarian, which is a testimonial to the advance
in civihzation which it had made. Its kings and
viceroys were among the mc^st renowned, though
apparently unknown outside their own domains.
The most celebrated w(>re the reformer Crn-ka-
gina and viceroy Gudea, to whom many erections

in the city were due. (See Gudea's remarkaljle
statue in the Louvre.)

(10) Somewhat to th(> S.E. of Wurka lay Larsa,
the "Ellasar" of Gen 14 1 (q.v.). This center of

learning maintanied its independence even after

the other states hat! been absorl)ed by n;inmiural)i
and his dynasty into the Bab empire.

(11) To the S.E. of Warka and Senqara lies the
site of the ancient I^H of the Ch.\ldees (q.v.)

now Mugheir. It was renowned for its temple to

the nujon, and for the kings known as the dynasty
of Ur: Sur-Engur, Dungi, Bur-Sin, Gimil-Sin, and
Ibi-Sin.

(12) S. of the Ur lay Eridu, or, in full, Guru-
duga, "the good city," wherein, apparently, lay the
earthly Paradise. This is identified with the i)resent

\Abu-,shahrein, and was the seat of Ea or Eiiki, god
of the sea and of fertilizing streams. According
to the tradition, it was there that the "dark vine"
grew—a type, seemingly, of the tree of life. The
later kings of Bal)ylon sometimes bear the title

"king of Eridu," as though rulers of the domain of

Paradise.

(13) The Land of the Sea (that bordering on the
Pers Gulf), in which, seemingly, the Chaldaeans
afterward settled, seems to have played an impor-
tant part in the early history of Shinar. Berosus
speaks of its king Ammenon, who reigned 12 sari,

or 43,200 years, and in whose time the JMusnrus
Oanites, or Annedotus, arose out of the Pers Gulf.
Like others referred to in tlie legends which Berosus
refers to, he was half-man and half-fish. It is

thought tliat these incidents, though evidently
mythical, i)()int to the introduction of civilization

into Babylonia, from this jxjint. See also Jon.vh;
Jonah, Tiu*: Book of.

(1-1) Nisin, Isin, or Karrak, seat of the worship
of Nin-Karraga, was also an important state gov-
erned by its own kings.

(15) Upe or Upia, the Gr Opis, apparently ob-
tained renown at a very early date, its kings being
given in the great chronological list before those of

Kih.
(IG) Olher ivell-kiioivn cities, possibly state-

capitals, were Larak, CJr Laranche; Amarda, one
of the centers of the worship of Nergal; Amunna,
a province E. of the ])resent Bagdad; Dilniu, now
Dailein; Nuru, Ennigi, and Kakra, seemingly
centers of the worship of Iladad; Tilmiin, at the

head of the Pers Gulf, and including the island of

Bahrein; the province of S(d)u; Seseh or Bagdadu,
possibly the modern Bagdad; and several others.

Whether the country was in the same seemingly
uncared-for state anciently as at present is un-

known; but one cannot help admiring
10. Shinar the courage of the original inunigrants

and Its into such a district, for example, as

Climate that of Lagas. This, which belongs to

the southern region, is very inaccessible

on account of the watercourses and marshes. Like

the whole of Shinar in general, it is more or less

dried up in summer, and unhealthy for Europeans.
The alterations in the waterways, owing to changes
in the irrigation-channels, must then, as now, have
hindered communication. Sharp cold, with frost,

succeeds the heat of summer, and from time to time
sand-storms sweep across the plain. Notwith-
standing the destruction sometimes wrought, the

floods were always welcomed in consequence of the

fruitfulness which followed, and wliich was such
as to make Babylonia one of the most fertile tracts
known.
The reference to the Sumerian sculptures in (7)

above will have shown that the inhabitants of the
Plain of Shinar pos.sess(>d an art of no

11. Sculp- mean order and of some anticjuity,
ture in even at tlie time when it first i)resents
Shinar itself to our notice. It is true that

many specimens are crude and un-
couth, but this is prol)ably due to the sculptors
having been, often enough, the slaves of their ma-
terial. Their stones were fnujuently more or less

l)ebble-shai)cd, and they had neither the skill nor
the tools to reduce them to better i)roportions

—

inoreover, reduction of bulk would have meant a
(limimition of their imi)ortance. The broad, scjuat
figures which they produced, however, gave them
bad models for their ba.s-reliefs, and it was long ere
this defect was removed, notwithstanding tlie

superior work produccnl by their seal-engravers
during and after the 4th millennium BC.
But in all probability special renown will always

be attached to tlie non-Semitic inhabitants of

Shinar as the inventors, or at least the
12. First to earliest us(>rs known to us, of the
Use Writing cuneiform script. It may be objected
in Western that the system which they intro-
Asia duced was cuml)ersome and imperfect,

but they knew of nothing simjjler, and
modern Chinese, with which their script has been
compared, is far less practical. Bri(>fly, the system
may be described as syllabic for the prefixes and suf-
fixes, and ideographic for the roots. To show this the
following transcribed example will probably suffice:

E nu-DU URU nu-DIM, A house was not built, a
city was not constructed;

UHU nu-DIM ADAM nu-mxin-GAR,
13. System -^ "^''^^ ^^'^^ '"^^ constructed, a comminiity
T7

*
1 J he liad not founded:

Jimpioyed ,i nz u nu-D u a UR UD uga 7iu-dim,
The abyss was not built, Eridu was not

constructed

;

E AZAGA DINGIRene KI-DURA-bi nu-DIM, The
holy house of the gods, its seat was not constructed;

Su-XIGIX KURKURAgi AABBAama, The whole of
the lands was sea.

The nominal and verbal roots of the above extract
from the bilingual account of the Creation are in

capitals, and the pronominal iirefixes and suffixes,

with a coui)le of lengthenings which determine the
l)ronunciations of the nouns, in small letters. This
will not only give an idea of the poetical form of the

Sumerian legend of the Creation by Mcrodach and
-Vruru, but also show how short and concise, as a
language, was the speech of Shinar, before Sem
supremacy. T. G. Pinches

SHINE, shin: The Ileb words 'ahal, 'ur, halal,

zdliar, zdrah, ydp)ia\ ndghdh, '^dsJiath and kdran
are all tr'* "shine." All indicate either the direct

or indirect diffusion of beams of light. In a direct

and literal sense the word "shine" is us(>d of the

heavenly bodies, or of candles, and fire (Job 18 5;

25 5AV; 29 3; 31 2G; 2 K 3 22). In a figiirative

sense it is used of reflected light or brightness, in any
sense (Ex 34 29f.35; Isa 60 1; Ezk 43 2; Dnl
12 3). God as tlie sun of righteousness is thus
depicted in Ps 50 2. The NT words aslrdptu,

augdzo, Idmpo and phaino are tr'' "shine." Thus
literally it is said of the lightning that it shines

(Mt 24 27 AV; Lk 17 24); the word is tropically

applied to the life of faith or to men prominent in

the kingdom of God (Mt 5 IG; Jn 5 35; 2 Cor
4 6; Phil 2 15; 2 Pet 1 19); to the glory of God
(Lk 2 9); to angelic appearances (Lk 24 4; Acts

12 7), or to Christ as He appeared to John on Pat-

mos (Rev 1 IG). Henry E. Dosker
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SHION, shT'on ("IS'^'p
, shrdn; U, 'Zioiv&, Sifnid,

A, Seidv, Scidn): A town in the territory of Issii-

c'hur, iiunu'd witl) Sluincm, Hai)li;tr:uin and Ana-
harath (Josh 19 19). It is iK)ssil)ly identical with
Khirhd. Sha'in, near ^Ain esh-Slia'tn, c 4 miles
N.W. of Mt. 'l\ii)or.

SHIPHI, shi'fl C^y^TT , shiph'l; H, ^a^6.\,Saphdl,
A, 2e<j)€£v, ,S'r/>/(r?/(, Luc, 2a)4)€i, Sdphcl): A Sinieon-
ite pi'ince (1 Ch 4 ;]7 [3()|j.

SHIPHMITE, shif'mTt. S(>e Siiepham; 8ii>h-
MOTII.

SHIPHRAH, shif'ra (HnEp
, shiphrah, "fairness,"

"beauty" ;_ LXX EeiTcjxopd, Seppfidrd, the rendering
also of rr^ES;

,
gippurah, in l';x 2 21): The name of

one of the Ileh midwives (Ex 1 15). See also Zii'-

POR.\II.

SHIPHTAN, shif'tan {yc^^V , shiphtan: B,

2aPa0a,, Sdhiithd, A, SaPaGdv, Snh(ithd)i, F, 2a<j>a-
rdv, Sdphatdti, Luc, |2|€<j>aed, \S]ephaihd) : An
E])hraimite prince (Nu 34 24j.

SHIPMASTER, ship'mas-ter. See Ships and
BoAT,s; Phoenix.

SHIPMEN, ship'men. See Ships and Boats,
II, 2, (;5); III, 2.

SHIPS AND BOATS :

I. Tub Hkbkew.s and thk Se.\
II. Ships in the OT .\xi) Apoc

1. Among the Hcbrew.s
(1) In Early Times
(2) During tlie :Monarchy
(3) In Later Time.s

2. Among Xeigliijoring Nations
(1) Egypt
(2) Assyria and Babylonia
(3) Phoenicia

3. General References
III. Ships ix the NT

1. In the (iospels
2. In the Acts of the Apostles
3. In Other Books

LlTER.\TURE

In the OT the following words are found:
(1) The word most connuonly used in Ileb for "a

ship" is n^.rX, 'onlyuh (Prov 30 19; Jon 1 3.4),

of which the pi. 'onlyuth is found most frequently
(Jgs 5 17; 1 K 22 48 f, and many other places).

The collective term for "a navy of ships" is i;X , 'dni

(1 K 9 2G f; 10 22, 'oral Tharxhhsh, " a navy [of ships] of
Tarshish"

;
but Isa 33 21, 'o^ii.s/mj/tY, a"galleV withoars").

(2) 12, Qi (Nu 24 24; Ezk 30 9'; Isa 33 21), fi •addir,

"gallant ship"; Dnl 11 30, g'lyim Kitt'im. "ships of Kit-
tim."

(3) nZ'^SP . sephlnrih, "innermost parts of the shij)"

RV, "sides of theship" AV (Jon 1 5, the only place where
the word is found).

In Ai)oc jtAoioi', ploion, is the usual word (Wisd 14 1-
Ecclus 33 2, etc), trJ "vessel" in Wisd 14 1, but "ship"
elsewhere. For "ship" Wisd 5 10 has laO?, naiis. "Boat"
in 2 Mace 12 3.6 is for trxai/jo?, skdphos, and "navy" in
1 Mace 1 17; 2 Mace 12 9; 14 1 for (ttoAos, stdlo^^. In
Wisd 14 6 Noah's ark is called a (TxeSia, schedia, a "clumsy
ship" (the literal tr "raft" in RV is impossible).

In the NT there are four words in use: (1) vaCs,
naiis (Acts 27 41, the only place where it occurs, desig-
nating the large sea-going vessel in which St. Paul
suffered shipwreck). (2) TrAoiapioi-, ploidrion, "a little
boat" (Mk 3 9 and two other places, Jn 6 22 If-

21 S). (3) n\oioy, ploion, "boat" (Mt 4 21.22 and
many other places in the Gospels—the ordinary fishing-
boat of the Sea of Galilee rendered "boat" uniformly
in RV instead of "ship" AV), "ship" (Acts 20 13, and
all other ijlaces where the ship carrying St. Paul is men-
tioned, except 27 41, as above). In Jas 3 4; Rev 8 9;
18 17 ff, it is rendered "ship." (4) o-K:a<;,r,, skdph,'
"boat" (Acts 27 16.30.32, where it means the small
boat of the ship in which St. Paul was being conveyed as
a prisoner to Home).
Cognate expressions are: "shipmen," flT^ZX "^TiJIX

.

'anshe 'oiuijdth (1 K 9 27); i-aOrac, nautai '(Acts' 27

27.30 AV," sailors" RV); " mariners," ^inb^ , mallaium
(Jon 1 1,5; Ezk 27 0.27.29), ^''tiTp . shdfUn (Ezk 27 S

AV, "row(>rs" UV; 27 2(), AV and' KV) ; "pilot," blH .

hobliH (.I(m 1 C; Ezk 27 S.27.2S.29); "sailing," " vov-
age," ttAoOs, plods (Acts 21 7; 27 9.10, RV "voyage" in
all verses).

/. The Hebrews and the Sea.—The Hebrews
\v(>re a pastoral and agricultiual people, and had no
inducements to follow a seafaring life. They were
possessed of a considerable seaboard along the
Mediterranean, but the character of their coast gave
little encouragement to navigation. The coast line
of the land of Israel from Carmel southward had
no bays and no estuaries or river-mouths to otTer
shelter from storm or to be havens of ships. Solo-
mon landcxl his timber and other materials for the
Temple at Joppa, and tradition has handed down
what is called "Solomon's Harbor" there. The
builders of the second temple also got timber from
Lebanon and conveyed it to Jojipa. It was Simon
Maccabaeus, however, who built its harbor, and
the harbor at Joppa was "the first and only harbor
of the Jews" (G. A. Smith, HCIIL, 13G). Caesarea
in NT times was a place of shipj^ng and possessed
a harbor which Jos declared to be greater than the
Piraeus, but it was Ilerodian and more Gr and Rom
than Jewish. It was mostly inhabited by Greeks
(Jos, BJ, III, ix, 1). Now Caesarea has dis-
appeared; and Joppa has only an open roadstead
where vessels lie without shelter, and receive and
discharge cargo and passengers by means of boats
plying between them and the shore. It was in other
directions that Israel made acquaintance with the
activities of the sea. Of internal navigat ion, beyond
the fi.shing-boats on the Sea of Galilee which belong
exclusively to the NT, the ferry boat on the Jordan
(2 S 19 is, fT^^^ , 'ahhdrah) alone receives notice,

and even that is not perfectly clear (RVm "con-
voy," but a "ford" is doubtle.ss"^ meant). It is from
Tyre and Egypt and even As.syria and Babylonia,
rather than from their own waters, th.at the Heb
jirophets and psahuists drew their picttu-es of sea-
faring life.

//. Ships in the OTandApoc.— (1) hi e<irly times.
—In the early books of the OT there are references

connecting certain of the tribes, and
1. Among tliese northern tribes, with the activi-
the ties of the sea. In the "Blessing of
Hebrews Jacob" and in the "Blessing of Moses"

Zebidim and Lssachar are so connected
(Gen 49 13; Dt 33 19); and in Deborah's Song,
which is acknowledged to be a very early fragment
of Ileb lit., Dan and Asher are also spoken of as
connected with the life and work of the sea (Jgs
5 17). The Oracle of Balaam (Nu 24 24) looks
forward to a day when a fleet from Kittim should
take the sea for the destruction of Assyria. "Ships
of Kittim" are mentioned in Dnl (11 30). Kittim
is referred to in the three greater Prophets (Isa
23 1.12; Jer 2 10; Ezk 27 6). The land of Kittim
is Cyprus, and in the references in Isaiah it is

associated with Tyre and the ships of Tarshish.
(2) During the monarchy.—It is not till the time

of the monarchy that the Hebrews begin to figure
as a commercial people. Already in the time of
David commercial relations had been established
between Israel and Tyre (2 S 5 11 f). The
friendly co(')peration was continued by Solomon,
who availed himself not only of the cedar and the fir

at Hiram's command on Lebanon, but also of the
skilled service of Hiram's men to bring the timber
from the mountains to the sea. Hiram also under-
took to make the cedar and the fir into rafts (1 K
5 9,ninn^, dohh^roth, AV "floats"; 2 Ch 2 IG,

nilbsn , raphsOdhoth, "flotes" AV, "floats" R\') to

go by sea and to deliver them to Solomon's men
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at the place appointed, which the Chronicler t(>lls

us was Jopi)a. From this cooperation in the
building of the Temple there grew up a larg(>r
connection in the i)ursuit of sea-borne connnerce.
It was at I'^zion-geber near to Eloth on the Red Sea,
m the land of I'^dom which David had conquered,
that Solomon built his fleet, "a navy of ships"
(1 K 9 2t)-2S). Iliram joined Solomon in these
enteri)rises which had their center on the Red Sea,
and thus the Phoenicians had water communication
with the coasts of Arabia and Africa, and even of
India. The same partnership existed for the com-
merce of the West. "For the king [Solomon] had
at sea a navy of Tarshish with the navy of Iliram:
once every three years came the navy of Tarshish,
bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and pea-
cocks" (1 K 10 22).

Tarshish is the name of the Phoen colony on the river
lartessus called also Baetis, the modern ( iuadalqiiivir
It was the farthest limit of the western world as known tothe Heljrews. Attempts have been made to identify
it with Tarsus of (Mlieia, but they are not convincing
it is conceived of m Ileb lit. as remote (Isa 66 10- Jon 1
•i; 4 2), as rich (Ps 72 10; Jer 10 0), as powerful iiicommerce (Ezk 38 13). Ships of Tarshish were no
nn.j}i / P^

actually built for the Tarshish trade (2 Ch
40 Ah f

;
Jon 1 3), but the expression became a general

Uesignat^ion for largo sea-going vessels to any quarter
;>inps of larshish made a deep impression upon theimagination of the Heb people. Tli(> I'salmist takes it asa proof of the iM)W(>r of Jeh that He Ijreaks tlie sliins oflarshish with an east wind (Ps 48 7). Isaiah includesthem among the great and lofty objects of power andglory whic'li the terror of the Lord would certainly over-take (Isa 2 IG). Ezekiel regards them as the caravans
^oi, o'r?'"''

T*^''^' merchandise of t h(! mistress of the sea
(27 2.j). It IS m sliips of Tarsliish tliat Uu) prophet of
the_ Keturn sees the exil(>s borne in crowds to Jerus as
their natural homo (Isa 60 9).

From Solomon's time onward the kings of Judah
retained_their hold upon Eloth (1 K 22 48 f; 2 Ch
20 35-37) till it was seized by the Syrians' in the
days of Ahaz (2 K 16 G).

(3) In Idler times.—As Sokimon had the coojiera-
tion of Hiram in securing material and craftsmen
for the building of the first Temple, so Joshua and
Zerubbabel by the favor of Cyrus obtained timber
irom Lebanon, and masons and carpenters from
Sidon and Tyre for the buikling of the second.
Again, cedar trees were brought from Lebanon by
sea to Joppa, and thence conveyed to Jerus (Ezr "3

7).

From Joppa Jonah fled to avoid compliance with God'scommand to go to Xineveh and preacli repentance there
(.Ion 1 1 If). He found a ship bound for Tarshish as
far toward the W. as Nineveh to tlie K. Tht; fare
(.^akhnr) paid l)y him as a i)assenger, the hold of tlie shipm which he stowed himself away (.i'phlndh), the crew
imalldlum), the captain or shipmaster (r<ihh lia-hdhkH)
the storm, the angry sea, the terrified mariners aiid their
cry to their gods, and the casting of Jonah overboard to
appease the raging waters—all make a lifelike picture.

It was in the time of Simon, the last survivor of
the Maccabean brothers, that Joiipa became a sea-
port with a harbor for shipping- ''Amid all his glory

Making a Papyrus Boat.
(Krum Toiiili :it tliu I'yranii.ls.)

he took Joppa for a haven, and made it an entrance
for the isles of the sea" (1 ]\Lu;c 14 ,5). When
Simon reareii his monument over the sepulchtT of
his father and brothers at Modin, lie set up seven
pyramids with pillars, upon which were carv(>d
figures of ships to be "seen of all that sail on the

sea (1 Mace 13 29). Aliout this period we licar
o| ships m naval warfare, ^^heu Aiitiochus I\'
J'4)iplian(;s planned his exjiedition against Egyjit
he had with oth(>r armaments "a great navy "

jire-
sumahly ships of war (1 IMacc 1 17); and at a later
time Ant lochus VII speaks expressly of "ships of
war (1 Mace 15 3).

Assyrian Arnud (.alkj m Motion.
(Si'.ilpturr from K,,yunjik. Brit. Mus.)

(1) Egypt.—The Egyptians, like other nations
ot anti(}uity, had a great horror of the open sea,

iih'iough tli(\v were expert enough in
2. Among managing their craft upon the Nile
Neighboring Pharaoh-necoh built up a jiowerful
Nations navy to serve him both in commerce

and in war. See Rharaoh-necoii.
Of explicit references to Egyp ships in the OT there are

Hit few. Isaiah speaks of "vessels of papyrus uponthe waters of the Upper -NWo, on board of which are
the messengers of Gush or Ethiopia returning to tell the
tidings of the overthrow of Assyria to the inhabitants ofthose remote lands (18 2 AV has "bulrushes" instead
of papyrus ) Ezekiel also, foreti-lliiig tlu> overthrow
or Egypt speaks of inessengcTS traveling with tlie newson swift >i lie boats to strike terror into the hearts of the
can^less Ethiopians ' (30 9). When Job compares

his days to the swift ships" ("the ships of reed" KVm)
tlie allusum IS most likely to Egypt's, these being skilfs
with a wooden keel and the rest of biilriish(>s, suflRcient
to carry one person, or at most two, ami light, to travel
swiftly (9 26).

(2) A^-s,/ria and Babylonia.—The Assyrians and
Babylonians were mainly an inland jieople, ))ut their
rivers gave tluun C()nsideral)le scopi; for navigation
Ihe Assyr monuments contain reiiresentations of naval
engagements and of operations on the seacoast. When
Isaiah pictures .Jeh as a betti'r defence of Judah than the

galley witn oars loni shat/it\, neither shall gallant ship
U-i addir] pass thereby. ."

. . . Thy t(icldin,,H [ropes
cables] are loosed; they could not strengthen thi! foot
of their mast, they could not spread the sail " (33 2 1.23)
Speaking of .Teh's wonders to be jierformed toward His
people after Babylon had been overthrown, the i)rophet
declares: "-Thus saith Jeh, your Ki^deemer, the Holy
One of Israel: For your sake I have sent to Baliylon
and I will bring down all of them as fugitives, (>ven the
Chaldeans, in the ships of their rejoicing" (43 14)
In this case, however, the ships are not war ships, l)ut
more probably merchant ships, or ships for pleasure
sailing in the Euphrates.

(3) Phoenicin.—It was from the Rhoenicians
that the Mediterranean jieoph's learned seamanship
and skill in navigation. It is fit ting, ther(>fore, that
in his dirge over the downfall of the mistress of the
sea, Ezekiel should repres(>nt Tyre as a gallant ship,
well built, well furnished, and well manned, broken
by the seas in the dejiths of the waters, fallen into
the heart of the seas in the day of her ruin. Ezekiel's
description (ch 27, with Davidson's notes) brings
together more of the features of the ship of antiquity
than any other that has come down to us. Her
builders have made her perfect in beauty with
planks of fir or cyprc-ss, mast of ceilar, oars of the
oak of Rashan, benches or deck of ivory inlaid with
boxwootl, sail of fine linen with broidered work
from Egypt, and an awning of blue and purple
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from tin- const lands of Elishah (possibly Sicily).

Sl.c is manncil with oarsmen of Sulou ami Arvad

pilots of the wise men of 'i\vn', calkers from Cjcl)al

to stop up the cracks and scams in her timbers,

mariners and men of war from other lands who

enhanced her beauty by han-in^ up the shield and

helmet within her. She is freitiht(>d with the most

varied cargo, the produce of the lands arounc
,
her

custom(n-s, or as th(>v arc called, her traffickers, beins

Tarshish in the far W., Sheba and Arabia in the

S , Ilaran and Asshur in the E., Javan, which is

Ch-eece, and Togarmah, which is Armenia, in the A.

One or two of the particulars of this description may
he commented upon, (a) As re^'arcls nggmg, the I 1 xn
sliips of tlie time of Ezeldcl, as seen m Assyr rcprcs.'iUa-

tiuns, had one mast with on., yard and carried a square

sai Ek'vp ships on the R.hI Sea about the time of the

Exodus from rehefs of the XlXtli Dynasty, had one mast

and two yards, and carried also one largo scpiare sail.

The masts^and Vards wore made of fir, or of pme and the

sails of linen, but the fiber of papyrus was employod as

well as flax in the manufacture of sail-cloth. Tho
^lil hntl also to servo for an ensign (Ifncs, ly/.K 47 ')

"The llau prom says Davidson (ad loc), "seems not

to ave been used in ancient navigation; its purpose

was served by the sail, as for example at the ba tie of

Actiura tlio_ ship of Antony was distmgiushed by its

purple sail."
, , , , j t-,i „

(h) \s regards the crew, m the two-banked Phoen

ship t lie rowers of the first bank work their oars over

the gunwale, and those of the s(-cond through porthoU^s

lowiT d wn, so tliat each may have free play for his oar.

The calkers were those who filled up seams or cracks in

the thnbers with tow and covered them over with t^T or

wax a"ter the manner of the instruction given to Tsoah

re^'rding the Ark:. "Thou • - . . shalt pitch it witlnn

and without with pitch" (Gen 6 14). ^ ^ ^, ^ ..,,

(r) \s regards cargo, it is to be noted that the

Dorsons of men," that is, slaves, formed an article of

Im^XncUse in' which Javan Tubal, and Meshoch,

countries to the N., traded with Tyre.

Of general references to shipping and seafaring

life there are comparatively few m the 01
.

In

his great series of Nature-pictures in

3. General Ps 104, the Psalmist finds a place for

References the sea and ships (vs 2o ff), and in

Ps 107 there is a picture of the storm

overtaking them that go down to the sea in ships,

and of tlie deliverance that comes to_ them when

God "bringeth them into their desired haven

(vs '^3 ff) In tlie Book of Prov the ideal woman

who^brings her food from far is like "the merchant

shins" (31 14) In the same book the drunkard,

because of his unnatural insertsibility to danger is

likened to a man "that heth down in the midst of

the sea, or as he that heth upon the top of a n as

t

(23 34) ; and among the inscrutable things ot the

world the writer includes "the way of a ship m the

midst of the sea" (30 19). .
In Wisd, human life is

described "as a ship passing through the billowy

water, whereof, when it is gone ^Y, there is no

trace to be found, neither pathway of its keel in the

billows" (5 10). The same book notes it as a

striking example of the case of a divme and benefi-

cent Providence that "men mtrust then- lives to a

httle piece of wood and passing through the surge

on a raft arc brought safe to land (14 l-o). 1 he

Tews like the Egyptians and the Assyrians had a

iaTural shrinkingfrom the sea, and Ecdesiast.cus

interprets their feeling when he says. They that

;;iii o^n the sea tell of the danger thereof
;
and when

we hear it with our ears, we marvel (43 ^V- , ,

III Ships in the NT.-lt IS the fishing-boats

of the Sea of Galilee which exclusively occupy

Attention in the Gospels.. In the time

1 In the of Our Lord's ministry m Galilee the

Gospels shores of the Sea were densely peopled,

and there must have been many boats

engaged in the fishing indtistry. Bethsaida at

the northern end of the Lake and Tarichaea at

the southern end were great centers of the trade.

The boats were probably of a size and bttild simi ar

to the few employed on the Lake today, which

arc between 20 and 30 ft. in length and 7 ft. in

breadth. Th(> word "launch," of putting a boat

or a shii) into the s(>a, has disappeared from H\ ,

cxcejit in Lk 8 22, where it is more appropriate

to an inland lake. They wer(^ jiropdhHl by oars

l)Ut no doul)t also made us(> of 1 lu; sail wh(>n the wind

was favorable (Lk 8 23), though the pictur(>s which

we have in the Gospels are mostly of the boatmen

toiling in rowing in the teeth of a gale (Mk 6 48)

and struggling with the threatening waves (Alt 14

24). In the boat on wliic^h Jesus and the disciples

were crossing the Ltike aftcT th(^ feeding of the rj.OlK),

Jesus was in the stern "asleep on the cushion

(Mk 4 3S, AV "a pillow"; Gr proskephdlaion,

"headrest"). More than once Jesus made special

use of a boat. As Pie was by the s(>a.shore a great

concourse of people from all parts made it desirable

that "a small boat" {ploiarinn) .should be in attencl-

ance off the shore to receive llim m ease of need

though lie do(>s not seem to have reciuired it (Mk 3

9). On another occasion, when the crowds were

still great n-, He went into a boat and sat "in the sea

with the multitmle on the sloping beach before Him
(Mk 4 1; Lk 5 3). This boat is said in St. Luke s

narrative to have been Simon's, and it seems from

references to it as "the boat" on other occasions

to have lieen generally at the disposal of Jesus.

It is St. Paul's voyages which yield us the knowl-

edo-e that we possess from Bib. sources of ships in
"^

NT tunes. They are recorded for us

2. In the in the Acts by St. Luke, who, as Sir

Acts of the William Ramsay puts it, had the true

Apostles Gr feeling for the sea {St. Paul the

Traveller, 21). In St. Luke's writings

there are many nautical terms, peculiar to him,

used with great exactitude and precision.

When St. Paul had appealed to Caesar and was

proceeding to Rome in charge of Julius, the centu-

rion, along with other prisoners, a ship of Adramyt-

tium, a coasting vessel, carried the party from

Roman Ship from Tomb at Pompeii.

Caesarea along the Syrian coast, northward of

Cyprus, past Cilicia and Pamphylia, to Myra ot

Lycia There the centurion found a ship of Alex-

andria sailing for Italy, one of the great corn fleet

carrying grain from Egypt for the multitudes ot

Rome. (After the capture of Jerus the emperor

Titus returned to Italy in such a vessel, touching

at Rhegium and landing at PuteoH.) The size of

the vessel is indicated by the fact that there were

276 persons on board, crew and passengers all told

(Acts 27 37). St. Luke has made no note of the

name of this or of the previous vessels m which St.

Paul had voyaged. Of the presumably larger

vessel, also an Alexandrian corn ship bound tor

Rome, which had wintered in Melita, and which

afterward took on board the shipwrecked party
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(Acts 28 11), "the sign" (Trapda-nfMov, pnrdsemon)
is given, and she is called "The Twin Brothers."
The expression shows tliat it was in painting or
relief; a figureliead, with the Twin Brothers repre-
sented, would be given by i-n-iarnxov, cpiscmon. The
cargo ((popTLov, phnrtion, Acts 27 10, AV and RV
"lading") in this case was wheat (27 38), but another
word is used, 76^05, gomos, bv St. Luke of a sliip's

load of varied wares (Acts 21 3; cf Rev 18 11 ff).

Of those engaged in handling the ship we find (ver
11) the master {Kvft€pvriT7)s, kubernetes), the owner
(va6K\r]pos, nauklcros, although this expression
seems not quite consistent with the ownership of a
corn ship of the imperial service, and Ramsay's
distinction between the words, making the former
"sailing-master" and the latter "captain," may be
better), the sailors (ver 30, who treach(;rously sought
to lower the ship's boat on the i)retence of laying
out anchors from the "foreship" or prow, and to get
away from the doomed vessel).

Of operations belonging to the navigation of the
vessel in the storm there were (1) the taking on
board of the ship's boat and securing it with ropes
(ver 16, in which opera-
tion St. Luke seems to
have taken part; cf ver
32), (2) the undergirding
of the ship (ver 17, using
helps, that is taking
measures of relief and
adopting the expedient,
only resorted to in ex-
tremities, of passing cables
under the keel of the ship
to keep the hull together
and to preserve the tim- „ . , . ^ . t^.
V. t i. I.- \ /ON Coin of Antoninus Puis,
bers from startmg), (3) showing Anchor,
the lowering of the gear
(ver 17, reducing sail, taking down the mainsail
and the main yard), (4) throwing freight over-
board and later casting out the tackling of the ship
(ver 19), (o) taking soundings (ver 28), (G) letting
go four anchors from the stern (ver 29, stern-
anchoring being very unusual, but a necessity in

the circumstan(;es), (7) further lightening the ship
by throwing the wheat into the sea (ver 38), (8)
cutting the anchor cables, unlashing the rudders,
hoisting up the foresail to the wind, and holding
straight for the beach (ver 40).

Of the parts of the ship's equipment there are
mentioned "the sounding lead" (/3o\is, bolls, though
it is the vb. which is here used), "the anchors"
(djKvpai, dgkurai, of which every ship carried

several, and which at successive periods have been
made of stone, iron, lead and perhaps other metals,

each having two flukes and being held by a cable
or a chain), "the rudders" (TnjSdXia, pcddlia, of

which every ship had two for steering, which in this

case had been lifted out of the water and secured by
"bands" to the side of the ship and unlashed when
the critical moment came), "the foresail" (dpre/xwi',

artemon, not the mainsail, but the small sail at the
bow of the vessel which at the right moment was
hoisted to the wind to run her ashore), and "the
boat" {<rKd(pij, skdphc, which had been in tow in the
wake of the vessel, according to custom still preva-
lent in those seas—coasting-vessels being some-
times becalmed, when the crew get into the small

boat and take the ship in tow, using the oars to

get her round a i)romontory or into a position

more favorable for the wind). The season for navi-

gation in those seas in ancient times was from
Ajjril to October. During the winter the vess(!ls

were laid up, or remained in the shelter of some
suitable haven. The reason for this was not simply
the tempestuous character of the weather, but
the obscuration of the heavens which prevented

observations being taken for the steering of the
ship (Acts 27 20).

In 2 Cor 11 25 St. Paul mentions among suffer-
ings he had endured for Christ's sake that thrice he

had suffered shipwreck, and that he
3. In Other had been "a night and a day in the
Books deep," implying tliat he had been in

danger of his life clinging to a spar,
or borne upon a hurriedly constructed raft. It may
be a reminiscence of the sea when St. Paul in the
very earliest of his Epp. (1 Thess 4 IG), speaking
of the coming of th(> Lord, says "The Lord hims(4f
shall descend from heaven, with a shout" {iv KeXe^ja-

/xari, en keleimnati), where the picture is that of the
KeXeva-TT^s, kdeustes, giving the time to the rowers on
board a ship. Although vivrjp^TTjs, hupcrelcs, was "an
undcrrower" and vTnjpeaia, hupcrcs'ia, "the crew of
a ship," as contrastetl with Kvi3epvriTr]s, kubernetes,
"the saiHng-master," the derived meaning of "serv-
ant" or "officer" has lost in the NT all trace of its

origin (Mt 5 25; Lk 1 2 and many passages; cf
(TT^Weiv, stellein, and cruo-r AXetr, sustellein, where the
idea of "furling" or "shifting a sail" is entirely lost:

1 Cor 7 29; 2 Cor 8 20).

Figurative: In Ho the hope of the gospel is flgurod as "an
anclior .... sure and stedfast, and entering into that
wiiich is witliin tlio veil" (6 19, csp. witli Et)rard's note in
Alford, ad loc). St. .James, showing the power of litth;
things, adduces the stiips, large though tlioy be. and driven
by fierce winds, turned about by a very small "rudder"
(TTTjSaAioi', pcddlion), as "the impulse of the st(>ersnuui will-
eth" (.las 3 4). In Revthcrois arepresentationof thefall
of Bal)ylon in language reminiscent of tlie fall of Tyre ( Ezk
27), in wliich lamentations arise from the merchants of
the earth wlio can no more buy her varied merchandise
(t6v yoixov, ton gomon, "cargo" RVm), and sliii)masters
and passengers and seafaring people look in terror and
grief upon the smoke of her burning (Kev 18 12-18).

LiTER.\TunE.—The usual books on Or and Rom
antiquities furnisli descriptions and illustrations. "Works
on tlio monuments like Layard, Nineveh, II, 379 ff;

Masi)ero, Ancient Egypt and Assyria; Ball, Light from
the East, and Reissner, Cairo Museum Catalogue, "Models
of Ships and Boats," 1913, contain descriptions and fig-
ured representations which are instructive. On shipping
and navigation in classical anticiuity Smith of Jordaiihih,
Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, is still the standard
authority.

. . T. NiCOL
SHISHA, shi'sha (NTp"'©

, shWut) : One of Solo-

mon's officers of state (1 K 4 3).

SHISHAK, shi'shak (pip^TZJ, shishak [1 K 14
25] ; Sovo-aK€i(j., Sousakeim) : Shcshonk or Sheshenq I,

as he is called on the monuments, the
1. Shishak, founder of the XXIId Dynasty, was
952-930 BC in all probability of Libyan origin. It

is possible that his claim to the throne
was that of the sword, but it is more likely that he
acquired it by marriage with a princess of the
dynasty preceding. On the death of Pasebkhanu
II, the last of the kings of the XXIst Dynasty,
952 BC, Shishak ascended the throne, with an
efficient army and a well-filled treasiuy at his

command. He was a warlike prince and cherished
dreams of Asiat ic dominion.
He had not long been seated on the throne when

Jeroboam the son of Nebat, of the tribe of Ejihraim,
whom Solomon had promoted but

2. Patron of afterward had cause to suspect, fled

Jeroboam from the displeasure of his sovereign
to the court of Shishak (1 K 11 2GfT).

There Jeroboam remained till the death of Solomon,
when he returned to Canaan, and, on Rehoboam's
returning an unsatisfactory answer to the people's
demands for relief from th(!ir burdens, headed the
revolt of the Ten Tribes, over whom he was chosen
king with his capital at Shechem (1 K 12 25 ff).

Whetlier there was not in the XXIst Dynasty some
kind of suz(!rainty of I'jgypt over Pal, when Solomon
married I^haraoh's daughter and received with her
Gezcr as a dowry, seems not to be clearly established.
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It is, howovor, iiutural that Joroboaiii's patron in
the (lay of adversity should take si(l(>s with him
against Rehoboain, now that the kingdom was
divicled. Active support of Jeroboam would be in
the line of his dreams of an eastern empire.
So it eame to pass tliat in the oth y(\ir of Relio-

boam, Shishak came up against .I(>rus with 1,200
eliariots, and ()0,()()() horsemen, and

3. Syrian p(>oi)le without number out of J<]gypt,
Campaign tlu^ Libyans, Sukkiim, and Ethioi)ians,

and took the ienced cities of Judali,
and came to Jerus. At the jn-eaching of the prophet^

Figure of ihe Ood ArnoTi Holding Captive^ tlie Citi<>s of
Judali for Shihhal:.

One of the Heads of the Cities, Jud-ha-malek f.IohTid of
the King, Josh 19 45), Which is llic Third beliind the
Knee of the Ood Anion.

Shemaiah, Rchoboam and his people repented,
and Jerus was saved from destruction, though not
from plunder nor from servitude, for he became
Shishak's servant (2 Ch 12 8). Shishak took
away the treasures of the house of the Lord and the
treasures of the king's house, carrying off among
the most precious of the spoils all the shields of gokl
which Solomon had made (1 K 14 25 ff; 2 Ch
12 1-9). From the Scripture narrative it does not
appear that there was any occupation of Pal by
the Egyp forces on this occasion.

There is, however, a remarkable contemporary record
of the campaign engraved on the .south wall of the
. r,, - , . 7-'''"'\'i'

of^Amou at Karnak by .Sliishak
4. Shishak's hnnself, ^ot only is the expedition
Record at 'eeordcd, but there is a li.st of di.stricts

T^ 7 and towns of Pal granted to his victories
iVarnaK by Amon-Ra and the goddess of Thel)(>s

engraved there. A number of towns
mentioned in the Book of Josh have been identifi(-d-
and among the names of the list are RablKith, Taanaeh'
(iibeoii, iMalianaim, Beth-horon and other towns botli
of Israi'l and Judah. That names of places in the Nortli-
ern Kingdom are mentioned in the list does not imply that
Shishak had directed his armies against Jeroboaiii and
plundered his territories. It was the custom in antiquit v
xor a victorious monarch to include among coiuiuered
cities any place that paid tribute or was under subjection
whether captur(>d in war or not; and it was sufficient:
reason for Shisliak to include these Israelite places that
.)er()l)oam, as seems probal)le, had invited him to come
to his aid. Among the names in i\iv. list was "Jud-ha-
malek"—Yudhmalk on the moiium(>nts—which was- at
first l)elieved to represent the king of Judali, with a figure
which passed for Kehoboam. Being, however, a place-
name'. It is now recognized to be the town Yehudaii
belonging to the king. On the death of Shishak his
successor assumed a nominal suzerainty over the land
of Canaan.

ooI''J'^"-,V^"'^-~^'''''"^''''-'^ Petric, IliHlory of Egiipt, III
22/ ff; Maspero, Struggle, of the Nations, 772 it; Xicol
Recent Archaeology and the Bible, 222-25.

T. NicoL
SHITRAI, shit'rl, shit-ra'i, shit'ni-I Cn-JIT

,

shUrcnj): A Sharonite, David's chief shepherd
(1 Ch 27 29).

^SHITTAH, shit'a, TREE (nC3tJ , .sh>Uah; EXX
|v\ov ao-Ti-rrTov, xilloii dsrploti ; RV ACACEV TRh:i']

[Isa 41 19]); SHITTIM WOOD (E-'CiTr ^1^37, 'arc
shimm; RV ACACEV WOOD' [Ex 25 5 10 i;V
26 l.-).2r); 27 1.0; Dt 10 ;^1): The word was
originally sluntah, derived from the Arab, sdul,
now a name confined to one species of acacia.
Acacia nilotica (N.O. Lc^umino.sw), but possibly was
once a more inclusive term. The A. nilotica la at
l)re.sent confined to the Sinaitic peninsula and to
Egypt. Closely allied species, the A . iorlilis and A

.

scyal^ both classed together under the Arab, name
i^ayyal, are plentifid in the valleys about the Dead
Sea from Engedi southward. Thosewhohaveridden
from '-Ain July to Jcbcl Usdum will never forget
these most striking features of thclands(;ape. They
are most picturesque trees wit h their gnarled trunks,
sornetimes 2 ft. thick, their twisted, thorny branches,
which often give the whole tree an umbrcUa-likc
form, and their fine bijiinnatc leaves with minute
leaflets. The curiously twisted pods and the masses
(jf gutn arabic which exude in many parts arc also
peeidiar features. The trees yiekl a valuable, hard,
close-grained timber, not readily attacked by insects.

E. W. G. ^E\STEKMAN
SHITTIM, shit'im (D^'^ll?-, ha-shiUim, "the

acacias"; Sarreiv, Sutteut):

(1) This marked the last camping-ground of Israc;!
before they crossed the Jordan to begin the con-
(luest of Western Pal. Here it was that the i)eoplc
fell into the snare set for them by the satanic
counsel of Balaam, who thus brought upon them
greater evil than all his prohibited em-ses could
have done (Xu 25 1 ff; 31 16). In Xu 33 49 it

is called Abel-shittim. It was from Shittim that
Joshua s(>nt the spies to vi(>w out the land and
Jericho (Josh 2 1); and from tliis point the host
moved forward to the river (3 1). The jilace is

mentioned by Micah in a passage of some diffi-

culty (6 5): after "what Balaam the son of Beor
answered," perhaps some such jihrase as ''remember
what I did" has fallen out. This would then be a
reference to the display of Divine i)ower in arresting
the flow of Jordan imtil the host had safely crossed.
Jo.s })Iaees the cami) "near Jordan where the city
Abila now stands, a place ftdl of palm trees" (.4///,

IV, viii, 1). Onom says Shittim was near to Mt-.
Peor (Fogor). It may possibly be identical with
Khirbet el- Kefrain, about 6 miles S. of the Jordan,
on the lip of Wady Seiseban, where there are many
acacias.

(2) In Joel 3 18 we read of the valley of Shittim
which is to be watered by a fountain coming forth
of the house of the Lord. It must therefore be
sought on the W. of the Jordan. The waters from
the Jerus district are carried to the Dead Sea down
the Wddy which continues the Brook Kidron:
Wady en-Nar. The acacia is found plentifully
in the lower reaches of this valley, which may
possibly be intended by the prophet.

W. EwiXG
SHIZA, shi'za (Sri?J, shim'; 2ai?d, Saizd): A

Reubenite, one of David's leading warriors (1 Ch
11 42).

SHOA, sho'a (riC , sho'^'; 2ov€, Soue) : A i)eople
named in Ezk 23 23 in association with Baby-
lonians, Chaldacans and Assyrians. Schrader iden-
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tifies with the Sutii, of the inscriptions (E. of the
Tigris).

SHOBAB, sho'bab (22^tJ
, shohhabh; Swpdp,

Sohdh)

:

(1) One of (ho sons of D;ivid (2 S 5 14; 1 Ch
3 5; 14 4).

(2) A son of Culel) (1 Ch 2 18).

SHOBACH, shr)'l);ik (tfilTlJ , shobhakh; SwpdK,
Sobdk): Captain of the; Syrian host (2 S 10 1G.18);

but "Shophuch" (TTDlTr , shophakh) in 1 Ch 19
16.18.

SHOBAI, shd'l)i, sho-ba'i, shd'ba-I CnTTi , shohhay;
B, 'Apaoti, Abaoii, A, Luc, SuPai, Hobai): TYw
head of one of the famiUes which returned from th(!

Bab captivity (Ezr 2 42; Neh 7 45).

SHOBAL, sho'bal {^^W , shobhal, "overflow-

ing"; SwpdX, Subul, with variants):

(1) An Edoniite name mentioned in connection
with Lotan, Zibeon and Anah, as that of a "son"
of Seir (Gen 36 20), the father of a clan (ver 23),
and a Horite "duke" {'alluph) (ver 29; 1 Ch 1 3S.
40).

(2) A Calebite, the father (possibly of the inhabit-
ants) of Kiriath-jearini (1 Cli 2 50.02).

(3) A Judahite, i)erhaps to be identified with (2)

above (1 Ch 4 If).

SHOBEK, sho'bek (pniTlJ, shobhek; Swp^K,
Sobt'k) : One of those who sealed the covenant under
Nehemiah after the Bab captivity (Xeh 10 24).

SHOBI, sho'bl C^nil?, shobhi; Oii(j-^d, Oucsbei):

One of those who remained faithful to David
during the rebellion of Absalom (2 S 17 27).

SHOCHOH, sho'kd (nbYf , sokhdh, B, Sokx^O,
Sokchoth, A, 'Okx«, Okcfw): This in 1 S 17 1 AV
is a variant of Socoh (q.v.).

_
SHOE, shew, SHOE-LATCHET, shm/lach-et

(5?:, na'aZ, lit. "that which is fastened," with

denominative vb. bj; , nd''al, "to provide with

Egyptian Sandals.

shoes" [2 Ch 28 15; Ezk 16 10]; vir68ii[ia, hupo-
(lernn [Sir 46 19; Mt 3 11, etc], fnjni the vb.
Wo8ew, hupnded [Mk 6 9; Eph 6 15], "to bind
under," o-avSdXiov, sanddlion, "sandal" [Jth 10 4;

16 9; Mk 6 9; Acts 12 8]; AV, RVm also have

"shoe" for br:^ , min'dl, "bar" [so RV text] in

Dt33 25; the "latchet" is either ^^"1® , sTukh,

"twisted thing" [Gen 14 23; Lsa 5 27], or tfids,

himds, "leather thong" [Mk 17; Lk 3 10; Jn 1

27]) : The na^al was a simple piece of leather tied on
the foot with the s'rokh, so easy of construction that
its low cost was proverbial (Am 2 6; 8 6; Sir 46
19; cf Gen 14 23), and to be without it was a
sign of extreme poverty (2 Ch 28 15; Lsa 20 2).
Women, however, might have ornamental sandals
(Cant 7 l;Jth 16 9), and Ezekiel names ".sealskin"
(16 10) as a particularly luxurious material, but the
omission of sandals from lh(> list of lsa 3 18-23 shows
that they were not commonly made articles of great
expense. The hupodeina was likewise pro])erly a
sandal, but the word was also used to denote a
shoe that coverc^d the foot. The contrast between
hupodema in Mt 10 10 and snndalion in Mk 6 9
seems to show that this meaning is not unknown
in the NT, the "shoe" being regarded as an article;

of luxury (cf Lk 15 22). But in Mt 3 11 and
ij's, only the sandal can l)e meant.
Sandals were not worn indoors, so that putting

them on was a sign of readiness for activity (Ex
12 11; Acts 12 8; Ei)h 6 15), the more weahhy
having them brought (Mt 3 11) and fastened (Mk
1 7 and i's) by slaves. When one entered a house
they were removed; all the more, naturally, on
entering a sanctuary (Ex 3 5; Josh 5 15; Acts
7 33). Mourners, however, did not wear them
even out of doors, as a sign of gri(>f (Ezk 24 17.23),
perhaps for the same reason that other duties of the
toilet were neglected (2 S 12 20, etc). A single
long journey wore out a pair of sandals (Josh 9
5.13), and the preservation of "the latchet of their
shoes" from being broken (lsa 5 27) would recjuire
almost miraculous heh).

Ruth 4 7f states as a "custom in former times in
Israel," that when any bargain was closed "a man drew
olf his shoe, and gavt; it to his nciKhhor." This was of
course simply a special form of (nirn(>st-monev, used in
all transactions. In Dt 25 9 f the custom appi>ars in a
different light. If a man refused to perform his duty to
his deceased brotlier's wife, the elders of tlie city were
to remove his shot; and disgrace him publicly, "And his
name shall be called in Israel, The house of him that
hath his shoe loosed." The; removal of the shoi; is
apparently connected with the rite in Ruth 4 7 as a
renunciation of the man's privilege. But the; general
custom seems to have become obsolete, for the removal of
the shoe is now a reproach.
The meaning of Ps 60 8 ;| 108 9, "Upon [m "unto"]

Edom will I cast my shoe," is uncertain, b^ . 'al,

may mean either "upon" or "unto." If the former,
some (otherwise unsul^stantiated) custom of asserting
ownership of land may be meant. If the latter, the
moaning is "Edom I will treat as a slave," to whom the
shoes are cast on entering a house.

Burton Scott Easton
SHOHAM, sho'ham (SniZJ , shoham, "onyx";

B, 'lo-odjji, Isodin, A, 'Icrcrod|A, Issodm): One of

the sons of Merari (1 Ch 24 27j.

SHOMER, sho'mer CTaTO , shomcr):

(1) The father of one of the conspirators who
killed Joa.sh (2 K 12 21). See Shimeath.

(2) One of the sons of Ileber of the tribe of Asher
(1 Ch 7 32). SeeSnE.MEu.

SHOPHACH, sho'fak. See Shobach.

SHOPHAN, shd'fan (lEITlJ, shophdu). Sec
Atkoth-Shoi'Hax.

SHORE, .shor: (1) Tin, hdph, always of the
Mediterranean, variously tr'' "haven," "beach,"
".shore," "sea-shore," "coast," "sea coast" (Gen 49
13; Dt 1 7; Jo.sh 9 1; Jgs 5 17; Jcr 47 7;

Ezk 25 16). (2) nSTC, sdphdh, lit. "lip"; cf

Arab. xJUu , shafat, "hp"; of the sand upon the

seashore, a figure of multitude (Gen 22 17; Ex
14 30; Jo.sh 11 4; Jgs 7 12; 1 S 13 5; 1 K 4
29); the shore of the Red Sea or Gulf of ^Akabak
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byEzion-Koher (1 K 9 20; 2 Ch 8 17); Ihe brink

of llip lliver Nile (Gen 41 3.17); the edse (AV
"brink") of tlie vulk^y of Arnon (Dt 2 36). (3)

ni|? , kagch, lit. "end," "extremity," the uttermost

part' (AV "shore") of the Salt iSea (Josh 15 2);

riXn TilT^ , k'rch ha-'dnr. "the end of the earth"

(P« 46 i»); cf Aral). \jd.'3\ ^^^ .
'okchi-l-'ard,

"the uttermost i)ar1s of the earth." (4) X"^o5-

chcUos, lit. "lip," "as the sand which is by the sea-

shore" (He 11 12). (5) alytaXds, aiginlos, the

b(>ach (AV "shore") of the Sea of Calilee (Mt 13 2.

IS; Jn 21 4); of the Mediterranean (Acts 21 5;

27 39.40). (()) aaaov irapeX^youro ttjv KpijrTjv, d.s.son

paniegonto ten Krt'ten, doubtful reading, "sailed

along Crete, close in shore" (AV "sailed along by
Crete") (Acts 27 13). Sec Coast; Haven; Sand.

Alfiip:d Ely Day
SHORTEN, shor't'n: The Heb word kdgar and

th(> (ir kolohoo lit. indicate abbreviation of time or

space (Ps 89 45; Prov 10 27; Ezk 42 ,'")); figura-

tively thev point to limitation of i)ower or of suffer-

ing (Xu il 23; Lsa 50 2; 59 1; Mt 24 22; Mk
13 20).

SHOSHANNIM EDUTH, sho-shan'im c'duth.

See Soxc;; Psalms.

SHOULDER, shol'der (3?!^ , slfkhcm, CPS , ka-

theph, y"lT or y'lIT, zTo'^', niTlT or n^inT , z'-rd'ah,

pIlU, sJiuk; «iJios, dmos, PpaxCwv, hrnchion [Sir 7 31

only]): The meanhigs of the Heb words are rather

varied. The first {sh''khem) has perhaps the widest

application. It is used for the part of the body on
which heavy loads are carried (Gen 21 14; 24

15.45; Ex 12 34; Josh 4 5; Jgs 9 4S). King
Saul's impressive personality is thus described:

"There was not among the children of Israel a good-

lier person than he: from his shoulders and upward
he was higher than any of the peoi)le" (1 S 9 2;

10 23). To carry loads on the shoulder or to have
"a stafT on the shoulder" is expressive of subjection

and servitude, yea, of oppression and cruel punish-

ment, and the removal of such burdens or of the

rod of the oppressor connotes delivery and freedom
(lsa 9 4; 14 25).

Figuratively: The shoulders also bear responsi-

bility and j)ow(>r. Thus it is said of King Messiah,

that "the government shall be upon his shoulder"

(lsa 9 6) and "the key of the house of David will

1 lay ui)on his shoulder; and he shall open, and
none shall shut ; and he shall shut, and none shall

open" (22 22). Job declares that he will refute all

accusations of imlawful conduct made against him,

in the words: "Oh .... that I had the indictment

which mine adversary hath written! Surely I would
carry it upon my shoulder" (Job 31 35 f).

The Heb word kdtheph comes very close in mean-
ing to the above, though it is occasionally used in

the sense of arm- and shoulder-piece of a garment.
Like Heb slfkhem., it is used to describe the i)art

of the body accustomed to carry loads. On it the

Levites carried the implements of the sanctuary

(Nu 7 9; 1 Ch 15 15; _
2 Ch 35 3). Oriental

mothers and fathers carried their children on the
shoulder astride (lsa 49 22; cf 60 4); thus also

the little bundle of the poor is borne (Ezk 12 G.7.

12). The loaded shoulder is likely to be "worn"
or chafed under the burden (29 18). In the two
passages of the NT in which we find the Gr
equivalent of shoulder (dmos, fairly common in

Apoc), it corresponds most clo.sely with this use
(Mt 23 4; Lk 15 5). Of the shoulders of animals
the word kdtheph is used in Ezk 34 21 (of sheep.

where, however, men arc intended) and in lsa

30 6 (of asses).

Stubborn oj)i)osition and unwilliTigness is ex-

pressed by "withdrew the shoukler" (Neh 9 29),

or "pulled away the shoulder" (Zee 7 11), where
the marginal rendering is "they gave [or "timied"] a

stubborn shoulder." Contrast "bow the .shoukler,"

i.e. ".submit" (Bar 2 21). Cf ".stiffnecked"; sec

Neck. Somewhat difficult for the und(>rstanding

of Occidentals is the jioetical passage in the blessing

of Moses: "Of Benjamin he said, The beloved of

Jeh shall dwell in safety by him; he covereth him
all the day long, and he dwelleth betwe(>n his

shoulders" (Dt 33 12). The "shoulders" refer

here to the mountain saddles and i)roclivities of

the territory of Benjamin betw(>en which Jerus,

the beloved of Jeh, which belonged to Judah, lay

nestling close upon the confines of the neighl>oring

tribe, or even built in part on ground belonging to

Benjamin.

Much loss frequ(>ntly than the abovo-montioned words,
we find zToi', z<ronh, which is used of tlie "boiled
shoulder of the ram" which was a wave ofTering at th(!

consec-ration of a Naziritc (Nu 6 19) and of one of the
priestly portions of the sacrifice (Dt 18 3). In Sir 7 31
this portion is called brarhion, properly "arm," but both
AV and RV translate "shoulder." Regarding tlie wave
and heave offerings see S.\crifh'e. AV fre<iuently trans-
lates Heb shok, lit. "leg," "thigh" (((.v.) by "shotdder,"
which RV occasionally retains in tlie margin (e.g. Xu
6 20).

H. L. E. LrEiuNG

SHOULDER-BLADE, shol'der-blad (^23115,

shikhmdh) : "Then let my shoulder [katheph] fall from
the shoulder-blade [shikhitidh], and mine arm [z''rd''']

be broken from the bone [kdnch]" (Job 31 22).

The Heb word is the fem. form of sh'khem (sec

Shoulder). It is foimd only in this passage.

SHOULDER-PIECE, shol'der-pes (*n3 , kath-

eph) : The word designates the two straps or pieces

of cloth which passed from the back of the ephod
(see Ephod) of the high priest over the shoukler and
were fastened at the front. These shoulder-pieces

seem to have been made of a precious texture of

linen (or byssos) with threads of gold, blue, purple

and scarlet, to which two onyx (or beryl) stones were
attached bearing the names of six tribes of Israel

each. These are called the "stones of memorial"
(Ex 39 18). On these straps there were also

fastened the plaited or woven bands ("wreathed
chains") from which, by mc^ans of two golden rings,

the breastplate was suspended. It is by no means
clear from the descriptions (Ex 28 7.12.25; 39
4.7.18.20) how we have to imagine the form and
attachment of these shoukler-piec;es. It has been
thought that the ephod might be of Egyp origin,

which is not very probable, though V. Ancessi,

Annalcs de philosophie chretienne, 1872, 45 ff

,

reproduces some representations from the great

work of Lepsius, Denkmdler, where costly royal

garments have two shoulder straps, like the ephod.

Usually Egyp garments have no shoulder strap, or

at most one. H. L. E. Lueking

SHOVEL, shuv"l: (1) rin"]
,
rnhath, is a wooden

shovel used on the threshing-floor for winnowing the

grain (lsa 30 24). (2) ^^ ,
yd\ is used in various

passages to indicate some instrument employed to

carry away ashes from the altar (Ex 27 3; 38 3;

Nu 4 14; 1 K 7 40.45; 2 K 25 14; 2 Ch 4 11.16;

Jer 52 18). It was very likely a small shovel like

those used in connection with modern fireplaces for

cleaning away the ashes (cf Heb yd^dh, "to sweep
away") or for carrying live coals to start a new
fire. (3) nn;>, yathedk (Dt 23 13 RVm).

James A. Patch
SHOW, sh5. See Shew.
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SHOWBREAD, sho'bred. See Shewbrkad.

SHOWBREAD, TABLE OF. Sec Shewbkead,
Table of.

SHOWER, shou'er: (1) ^n'^nn , r^hJuhlnm, ;i pi.

form ;ip[)arently denoting gontlo rain, usuallv used
figuratively, as in Dt 32 2; Ps 72 (>; Mi'c 5 7.

(2J CTTil, geshem, us(>d of gciille rain in Job 37 6:

".shower of rain," AV "small rain"; used of the
flood in Gen 7 12. Figuratively, of blessing,

"showers of blessing" (Ezk 34 2()); of destru(•lion.
"There shall be an overflowing shower in mine anger,
and great hailstones in wrath to eonsimie it"

(Ezk 13 13). (3) D"!T , zcrem, usually storm or

temi)est (ef Isa 4 6; 28 2): "They are wet with
the showers of the mountain" (Job 24 8). (4)
6fj.^pos, omhros (Lk 12 54). Ram is u.nknown in

Pal in the long summer of 5 or 6 months. A few
showers usually fall in September, sucoeed(>d by
fine weather for some weeks Ix^fore the beginning of
the heavy and long-continued winter rains.

Alfred 1<]ly Day
SHRINE, shrin (va6s, nnos);. In Acts 19 24

small models of temples for Diana.

SHROUD, shroud (tJnH , hdnsh, "bough"):
Winding-sheet for the dead. See 15url\l. I'sed in

AV, ERV Ezk 31 3 in the rare old sense of "shelt er,"

"covering." ARV has "a forest-like shade" (tJ"^n
,

horcsh, "wood," "wooded height") (Isa 17 9, etc).

Cf Milton, Covins, 147.

SHRUB, shrub (H^it) , si-h [Gen 21 15]). See
Bush, (2).

SHUA, SHUAH,sh(To'a:

(1) (?^T2J , shu"-'-, "prosi)erity"): A Canaanite
whose daughter Judah took to wife ((!en 38 2.12;

1 Ch 2 3; see Bath-siiua).

(2) (Sriir, shu'a\ "prosi)erity"): Daughter of

Hebcr, an Asheritc (1 Ch 7 32).

(3) (niTL^ s/u7"/i, "depression"); A son of Keturah

by Abraham (Gen 25 2; 1 Ch 1 32 j, and his

posterity. See Bildad.

(4) A brother of Caleb (1 Ch 4 11). See
Shuhah.

SHUAL, shoo'al (vT^ffi , shu'al): An Asherite

(1 Ch 7 36).

SHUAL, LAND OF (b^^TlJ fnX , Vrrf shiVal;

T] Sto-yoX, lie Sogdl): From their encampment at

Alichmash the Philis sent out marauding bands, one
going westward toward B(;th-horon, another east-

ward, "the way of the border that looketh down
u])on the valley of Zeboim." The ]iass to the S.

was held against them by Lsrael. The third party
therefore went northward, turning "unto the way
that leadeth to ()j)hrah, unto the land of Shual"
(1 S 13 17 f). Ophrah is ju'obably identical with
ti-Tniyiheh, a village which lies some 5 miles E.

of Beitin (Bethel). It is in this district ther(>fore

that the land of Shual must be sought, but no
definite identification is possible. W. Ewixc;

SHUBAEL, shoo'ba-el, shmj-ba'el (-N^^TiJ,

shfihhd'ei):

(1) A Levite, son of Amram (1 Ch 24 20);

one of the leaders of song in the tem])le (1 Ch 25

20). See Shebuel; Gray, 11 PN, 310.

(2) A son of Heman (1 Ch 25 4). See Shebuel.

SHUHAH, sh(K)'ha (nH^TT , Nhnhah, "depres-

sion"): A brother of Caleb (1 Ch 4 11).

SHUHAM, .sh(X)'ham dU^t , shuham): Son of

Dan, ancestor of the Shuhamites (Xu 26 42 f).

In Gen 46 23 called "Hushim."

SHUHITE, sh(-H)'hit ("^n^tij , slnihi): Cognomen
of midiid, one of Job's friends (.jol) 2 11; 8 1;

18 1; 25 1; 42 9). The ])lace referred to cannot
be definitely located. See Biluad; Shuah.

^^
SHULAMMITE, shc^'la-mit (Cant 6 13, AV

"Shulamite"). See Shunammite.

SHUMATHITES, slum'math-Its (T^TT , shuma-
thl): One of the familic^s of Kiriath-jearim (1 Ch
2 53).

SHUNAMMITE, .sh(Tr)'na-mIt (n-^SITr , shunatn-

milh, Ti^'lGj'^Tl' , shunainmillr, B, 2<D(j.av€iTis, Soinu-

neitis, A, Sov|xav(,Tfjs, Soumanites) : Applied to natives
of Shunem.

(1) Abishag, who was brought to minister to the
aged king David, love for whom led Adonijah to his

doom (1 K 1 3.15; 2 17, etc).

(2) The woman, name unknown, whose son Elisha
raised from the dead (2 K 4 12, etc). Later when
apparently she had become a widow, after seven
3'ears' absence on account of famine, in the land
of the Philis, she returned to find her property in

the hands of others. Elisha's intervention secured
its restoration (8 l-()).

(3) The Shulammite (Cant 6 13).
_
In this name

there is the exchange of I for ?i which is common.
\V. EWINT!

SHUNEM, shim'nem (22^^, shunem; B, Sowav,
Sowidn, A, 2ovva|i, Soimdiii): A town in the terri-

tory of Issachar named with Jezreel and Chesulloth
(Josh 19 18). Before the battle of Gilboa the
Philis pitched their camp here. They and the
army of Saul, stationed on Gilboa, were in full view
of each other (1 S 28 4). It was the scene of the
touching story recorded in 2 K 4 8-37, in which the
proi)het Elisha raises to life the son of his Shunam-
mite benefactress. Onom descrilx^s it as a village

called Sulem, 5 Rom miles S. of Alt. Taljor. This
points to the modern Sdlam, a village surrounded
by cactus hedges and orchards on the lower south-
western sloi)e of Jchel ed-Duhy ("Hill of Moreh").
It commands an uninterrui)ted view across the plain
of Esdraelon to Mt. Carmel, which is about 15
miles distant. It also looks far across the valley
of Jezreel to the slopes of Gilboa on the S. It

th<>refore meets satisfactorily the conditions of

Josh and IS. A question has, however, been raised

as to its identity with the Shunem of 2 K 4.

Elisha's home was in Samaria. Ajjparently Carmel
was one of his favorite haunts. If he pa.ssed Shunem
"continually" (ver 9), going to and coming from the
mountain, it involved a very long detour if this

were the village visited. It would seem more
natural to identify tlie Shunem of Elisha with the
Sanim of Onnm, which is said to be in the territory

of Sebaste (Samaria), in the regicm of Akrabatta:
or perhaps with Sdli/m, fully a mile N. of Taanach,
as nearer the line of travel between Samaria and
Carmel.

There is, however, nothing to show that Elisha's

visits to Shunem were paid on his journeys between
Samaria and Carmel. It may have been his custom
to visit certain cities on circuit, on business calling

for his personal attention, e.g. in connection with
the "schools of the i)roi)hets." Materials do not
exist on which any certain conclusion can r(>st.

Both *Soiamand Sdlini are on t \m edge of the splendid
grain fields of Esdraelon (2 K 4 18).

W. EwiNo
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SHUNI, sh(7r)'nl, SHUNITES, sh(7r,'mt.s CrV,
shfDil) : One of the sons of G:ul and his descenchuits
(Gen 46 K;; Xu 26 1.")).

SHUPHAM, sh(Tr)'fani, SHUPHAMITES, sIuk.'-

fani-I(s. Sec Shkpihtham.

SHUPPIM, shup'ini (2'^Er , .s/nij)j)un):

(1) One of the descendants of lienjann'n (1 Cli
7 12.15).

(2) One of the jiorters in tlie t(Mui)Ie (1 C^h 26
16). See Mvppim; SHKrumiAM.

SHUR, shur, shcTT)!' ("^.^TL"
,

.s7((7/-,- 2ovp, Soih-): Tli(>

nani(! of a d(>s(>rt E. of tlie Gulf of Suez. The word
means a "wall," and may probably refer to the
mountain wall of the Tlli plateau as visible from the
shore plains. In Gen 16 7 Ilafrar at Kadesh ('.h'/t

A'(7r/?.s) (see ver 14) is said to have been "in the way
to Shur." Abraham also lived "between Eadesh
and Shur" (Gen 20 1). The position of Shur is

defined (Gen 25 IS) as being "opposite Egypt on
the way to Assyria." After erossing the Red Sea
(Ex 15 4) the ilel)rews entered the desert of Shur
(ver 22), which extended southward a di.stance of

threeclays' journey. It is agani noticed (1 S 15 7)
as l)eing ojjposite Egypt, and (27 8) as near Egypt.
There is thus no doubt of its situation, on the E.
of the Red Sea, and of the Bitter Lakes.

Bnigsch, howcvor, proposed to regard Shur ("the
wail") as ctiiiivaleiit to tlu' Eiryp anbu ("-wall"), the
name of a fortification of some kind ap()arently near
Kantarah (so(! IMkidol [2]), prol)aljly i)arriiig the en-
trance to J^sypt on the road from Polusium to Zoaii.
The extent of this "wall" is unknown, l)ut BruKsch
connects it with the wall mentioned l)y liiodorus Siculus
(i.4) who wrote al)out 8 B(^ aiul who attriliuti-d it to
Scsostris (probal)ly Rameses II) who defended "the
east side of Egypt against the irrninions of the .'Syrians
and Araijians, tjy a wall drawn from Pehisium thVoiiudi
the deserts as far as to Ileliopolis, for a space of 1, ,">()()

furlongs." II(>liop()lis lies 90 miles (not 1.SS) S.W. of
Pelusium: this wall, if it existed at all, would have run
on till! edge of the desert which extends N. of Wdili/
Tumeildt from Kaiiiar<ih to Tell cl-Kebir; l)ut this lint',

on the borders of Ooshen, is evidently much too far W.
to have any connection with the desert of Shur Iv of the
CUilf of Suez. See Budge, Hint. Egypt, 90: Brugsch,
Egypt under the Pharaohs, abridged edition, 320.

. . C. R. CoXDEH
SHUSHAN, sh(";r)'shan ("itnir

, sha,^fmn; Sovo-dv,

Soumti, Sovcra, Soum) : This city, the Sum or »S'w.sa/(

of tiio Babylonians, and the native
1. Position, (Elainite) Sasun, is the modern Shush
Etymology (Sus) in Southwestern Persia, a sericvs

and Forms of ruin-moimds on the banks of the
of Its Name vivn- Kerkha. The ancient etymolo-

gies ("city of lilies" or "of horses")
are probably worthl(>ss, as an etymology in the
language of the place woukl rather be expected.
Sayce therefore connects the name with mssu, t

meaning "former," and pointing to some such
|

meaning as "the old" city. It is frequently men-
j

tioned in the Bab inscriptions of the 3d millennium
i

BC, and is expressed by the characters for the
goddess Istar and for "cedar," implying that it was
regarded as the place of the "divine grove" (see ,5,

below). In later days, the Assyrians substituted for
the second character, that having the value of scs,

possibly indicating its pronunciation. Radau
{Early Bah Ilislory, 236) identifies »S7i(/s/mn (Su.sa)

with the Sdsa of the Bab king Kiu-i-galzu (14th
cent. BC, if the first of the name), who dedicates to
the Bab goddess Ninhl an inscription of a certain
Siatu, who had, at an earher date, dedicated it to
Istar for the life of the Bab king Dungi (c 2500 BC).
The surface still covered with ruins is about

2,000 hectares (4,940 acres), though this is but a
fraction compared with the ancient extent of the
city, which is estimated to have been between

12,000 and 15,000 hectares (29,640-37,000 acres).
Though considerable, the extent of Susa was small

compared with Nineveh and Babylon.
2. The The ruins are divided by the French
Ruins explorers into four tracts: (1) The

Citadel-mound (\V.), of the Achae-
menian period (5th cent. BC), c 1,476 by 820 ft.,

dominating the plain (height c 124 ft.). (2) The
Royal City on the E. of the Citadel, composed f)f

two parts: theAi)adana (X.E.), and a nearly triangu-
lar tract (>xten(iing to the E. and the S. This con-
tains the remains of the palace of Darius and his
.siicc(\ssors, and occupies rather more than 123 acres.
llie palace proper and the throne-room were sepa-
rated from the rest of the official buildings. (3) The
City, occupied l)y artisans, merchants, etc. (4) The
district on t he right bank, similarly inhabit ed. This
anciently extended into all the lower plain, between
the Shaour and the Kerkha. Besides these, there
were many isolated ruins, and the subtu'bs con-
tained a number of villages and separate construc-
tions.

IMost of the constructions at Susa are of the Pers period.
In the northern i)art of the Royal ('ity lie the remains

of the Apadana, the only great monument
3 The "^'^ wliich remains were found on the level.

,,V> 1
'f'l" principal portion consisted of a great

Koyal hall of cohunns, known as the throne-room
City," "The of Artaxi^rx(>s Mneraon. It rei)laccd an
Citadel " earlier structure by Darius, which was

A +u destroyed by fire in the time of Artaxerxes
and the I. The columns apparently had capitals
Ruins of the styli! common in Persia—the fore-

TVioroin parts of two bulls kneeling back to back,inerem
£,j ,[jp citadel a palace built by Xerxes
seems to have existed, the base of one of

his columns having been found there. Bricks bearing
the inscrii)tions of early Elamite kings, and the founda-
tions of older walls, testify to the antiquity of the occu-
l)ation of this part. Ac(!ording to tlie explorers, this was
tlie portion of the city reserved for the temples.

The nuinber of important antiquities found on the
site is considerable. Among the finds nuiy be men-

tioned the triiuni)hal st(>le of X'aram-
4. The Sin, king of Agade (3d-4th millenniinn
Monuments BC); the statuettes of the Bab king
Discovered Dimgi (c 2360 BC); the reliefs and in-

scriptions of the Elamite king Ba(?)-sa-
Su.sinak (c 2340 BC); the obelisk inscribed with the
laws of Hammtu-abi of Babylon; the bronze bas-
relief of the f]lainite king Sutruk-X'ahhunte (c 1 120
BC), who earri(Yl off from Babylonia the stelae

of X"aram-Sin and IJammtirabi above mentioned,
together with munerous other Bab monuments; the

stele of Adda-hamiti-In-Susnak, of a much later

date, together with munerous other objects of art
and inscriptions—a most precious archaeological
find.

Shushan passed through many serious crises, one
of the severest being its captiu'e and destruction by

the armies of the Assyr king As.sur-

5. Assur- bani-apli about 640 BC. According
bani-apli's to his accoimt, the ziqqurat or temple-
Description tower of Susa was built of enameled
of the City brick imitating lapis-lazuli, and was

adorned with pinnacles of bright

bronze. The god of the city was Susinak, who
dwelt in a secret place, and none ever saw the
form of his divinity. Lagamaru (Laomer) and five

other of the city's deities were adored only by kings,

and their images, with those of 12 more (worshipped
by the people), were carried off as spoil to Assyria.
\\'inged bulls and genii adorned Susa's temples, and
figiH'es of wild bulls protect etl the entrances to their

shrines. Other noteworthy things were the sacred
groves into which no stranger was allowed to enter,

and the burial-{)laccs of the Elamite kings. After
recovering from the blow inflicted by the Assyrians,
Shushan ultimately regained its old importance, and,

as the summer residence of the Pers kings, became
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the home of Ahasuerus and Queen Esther (Neh 1 1

;

Est 1 2.5; 2 3; 3 15; 9 11 ff; Dnl 8 2; Ad Est
11 3).
Literature.—See Perrot et Chipiez, Ilistoire de I'arl

dans Vantiquitc. vol V, Perse, 1890; de Morgan, Delega-
tion en Perse (Memoires) , 1900, etc; Ilistoire et travaux de
la delegation en Perse, 1905; art. "Elamites" in Hastings
ERE; art. Elam in this work.

T. G. Pinches
SHUSHAN EDUTH, sh(To'shan e'duth. See

Song; Psalms.

SHUSHANCHITES, shw-shan'kits (X::??!^^!!?

,

shilshawkhdyc' [Aram.]; li, 2ovcrvvaxaioi, >S'o?/&'m?k/-

chaioi; AV Susanchites) : Colonists in Samaria
whose original home was in Shushan (Ezr 4 9).

SHUTHALHITES, sh(5o-thal'hlts, shoo' thai-hits.

See Shuthelah.

SHUTHELAH, sluTo-the'la, sluw'the-la, SHU-
THELAHITES, shcTo-thc'la-hlts, shoo'the-la-hits

CinbnC, shuthalhi): A son of Ephraim (Nu 26

35.36;
"

cf 1 Ch 7 20.21), and his descendants.

See Genealogy.

SHUTTLE, shuf'l. See Weaving.

SIA, si'a, SIAHA, si'a-ha {^"^^^ , .si'd'): One
of the remnant which returned from captivity (Neh
7 47; Ezr 2 44).

SIBBECAI, SIBBECHAI, sib'e-kl, sib-e-ka'I

P53D , sib^khay): One of the valiant men in

David's army (2 S 21 IS; 1 Cli 11 20; 20 4; 27
11).

SIBBOLETH, sih'ci-leth (pbluC
,

.s/W;o/c//0. See

Shibboleth.

SIBMAH, sib'ma. S(>c Sebam.

SIBRAIM, sih-ra'irn, sil)'ra-im ('^"l5v, .s'i6/^ra/yi//^•

B, SePpan, Sebrum, A, Se<j>pan, Sephrdtn): A place

named as on the boundaiy of Pal in Ezekiel's

ideal delineation, "between the border of Damascus
and the border of Hamath" (Ezk 47 1(3). It may
possibly be represented by the modern Khirbet

Sanhariyeh on the west bank of Nahr d-Hasbdnij,

about 3 miles S.E. of 'Abil.

SIBYLLINE ORACLES, sib'i-lin, -lin or'a-k'lz.

See Apocalyptic Literatuke, B, V.

SICARII, si-ka'ri-i. See Assassins.

SICHEM, si'kem (CDTIJ , sh'khoti). AV in Gen
12 6. Sec SiiECHEM.

SICK, sik, SICKNESS, sik'nes (nbn
,
halah [Gen

48 1, etc], "^bn
,
hull [Dt 28 01, etc], Sbnn , lahalu'

[Dt 29 21, etc], nbn'^p , mahdlah [Ex '23 25, etc],

rO^ , ddweh [Lev 15 33, etc], tl'A , 'dnash [2 S 12

15, etc]; a<rQivibi,a.^thened [Mt 10 8, etc; cf 2 Mace
9 22], KaKws tX"") kdkos echon [Lk 7 2], KaKtos 'i\ov-

Tos, kakos echonlaa [Mt 4 24, etc], appcocrros, drrhos-

tos [Sir 7 35; Mt 14 14, etc], dpfKoo-TT]jia, arrhostana

[Sir 10 10, etc], with various cognates, Kctfjivo),

kdmno [Jas 5 15]; Lat morbus [2 Esd 8 31]):

Compared with the number of deaths recorded

in the historical books of the Bible the instances

in which diseases are mentioned are few. "Sick"

and "sickness" (including "disease," etc) are the

tr'' of 6 Heb and 9 Gr words and occur 56 t in

the OT and 57 t in the NT. The number of

references in the latter is significant as showing

how much the healing of the sick was characteristic
of the Lord's ministry. The diseases specified are
varied. Of infantile sickness there is an instance
in Bath-sheba's child (2 S 12 15), whose disease
is termed 'dnash, not improbably ^m^wws nascentiimi,
a common disease in Pal. Among adolescents
there are recorded the unspecified sickness of Abijah
(1 K 14 1), of the widow's son at Zarephath
(1 K 17 17), the sunstroke of the Shunamniite's
son (2 K 4 19), the epileptic boy (Mt 17 15),
Jairtis' daughter (Mt 9 18), and the nobleman's
son (Jn 4 46). At the other extreme of life Jacob's
death was preceded by sickness (Gen 48 1). Sick-
ness resulted from accident (Ahaziah, 2 K 1 2),
wounds (Joram, 2 K 8 29), from the violence of

I)assion (Amnon, 2 S 13 2), or mental emotion
(Dnl 8 27); see also in this connection Cant 2 5;
5 8. Sickness the result of drunkenness is men-
tioned (IIos 7 5), and as a consequence of famine
(Jer 14 18) or violence (Mic 6 13). DdwcJt or
periodic sickness is referred to (Lev 15 33; 20 18),
and an extreme case is that of Lk 8 43.

In some examples the nature of the disease is

specified, as Asa's disease in his feet (1 K 15 23),
for which he sought the aid of physicians in vain
(2 Ch 16 12). Hezekiah and Job suffered from
sore boils, Jehoram from some severe dysenteric
attack (2 Ch 21 19), as did Antiochus Epiphanes
(2 Mace 9 5). Probably the sudden and fatal

disease of Herod was similar, as in both cases there
is reference to the presence of worms (cf Acts 12 23
and 2 Mace 9 9). The disease of Publius' father
was also dysentery (Acts 28 8). Other diseases
specified are paralysis (Mt 8 6; 9 2), and fever
(Mt 8 14). Not improbably the sudden illness of

the young Egyptian at Ziklag (1 S 30 11), and
the illness of Ben-hadad which weakened him so

that he could not resist the violence of Llazael, were
also the common Pal fever (2 K 8 15) of whose
symptoms and effects there is a graphic description
in Ps 38. I'nspecified fatal illnesses were those of

Elisha (2 K 13 14), Lazarus (Jn 11 1), Tabitha
(Acts 9 37). In the language of the Bible, leprosy
is spoken of as a defilement to be cleansed, rather
than as a disease to be cured.

The proverb concerning the sick quoted by the
Lord at Capernaum (Mk 2 17) has come do\\n to
us in several forms in apocryphal and rabbinical
writings {Bdbhd' Kammd' 26 13; Sanhedhrln 176),
but is nowhere so terse as in the form in which
lie expresses it. The Lord performed His healing

of the sick by His word or touch, and one of the
most emphatic charges which He gave to His
disciples when sending them out was to heal the sick.

One of the methods used by them, the anointing
with oil, is mentioned in Mk 6 13 and enjoined
by James (5 15). In later times the anointing
which was at first used as a remedial agent became
a ceremonial in preparation for death, one of the
seven sacraments of the Rom church (Aquinas,
Summa Theologia suppl. ad P iii. 29).

The duty of visiting the sick is referred to in

Ezk 34 4.16, and by the Lord in the description of

the Judgment scene (Mt 25 36.43). It is incul-

cated in several of the rabbinical tracts. "He
that visits the sick lengthens his life, he who refrains

shortens it," _says Rabbi Ishanan in N'dhdrvn 29.

In Shulhan \irukh, Yoreh Dtdh there is a chapter
devoted to this duty, which is regarded as incumbent
on the Jew, even though the sick person be a Gentile

(Gittm 61a). The church's duty to the sick, so long

neglected, has, within the last century, been recog-

nized in the mission field, and has proved, in heathen
lands, to be the most important of all pioneer agres-

sive methods.
While we find that the apostles freely exercised

their gifts of healing, it is noteworthy that we read
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of Iho pickiioss of two of St. Paul's companions,

Ei)ai)hr()clitus (Phil 2 26) and Trophimus (2 Tim
4 20), for whose recovery he seems to have used no
otlier means than prayer. See also Disease.

Alkx. IVIacalister

SICKLE, sik"l (TT^in, hermesh [Dt 16 9; 23

25], ^'^"Q
,
viaggfd; of Arab, minjal [Jcr 50 10; Joel

3 13];' Sptiravov, drepanon [Mk 4 29; Rev 14 14-

19]): Althoufz;h the ancients pulled much of their

grain by hand, we know that th(\y also used sickles.

The form of this instrument varied, as is evidenced

by th(i Egyp sculptures. The earliest sickle was
proliably of wood, shaped like the modern scythe,

although much smaller, with the cutting edge made
of sharp flints set into the wood. Sickle flints were

found at Tel cl-IJcsy. Crescent-shaped iron sickles

were found in the same mound. In Pal and Syria

the sickle varies in size. It is usually made wholly

of iron or steel and shaped much like the instru-

ment used in western lands. The smaller-sized

sickles are used both for pruning and for reaping.

James A. Patch

SICYON, sish'i-on (Sikvuv, Sikuon, Svkvwv, Suku-
6n, SvKitov, Sukion): IMentioned in 1 Mace 15 23

in the list of countries and cities to which Lucius

the Rom consul (probal)ly Lucius Cali)urnius Piso,

139 BC) wrote, asking them to be friendly to the

Jews. The Jewish dispersion had already taken

place, and Jews were living in most of the seaports

and cities of Asia Minor, Greece and Egvpt (cf Sib

Or 3 271, c 140 BC, and Philo).

Sicyon was situated 18 miles W. of Corinth on the

south side of the Gulf of Corinth. Its antiquity and
ancient importance are seen by its coins still extant,

ciat ing from the 5th cent. Though not as important

as Corint h in it s sea trade, the burning of that city in

143 BC, and the favor shown to Sicyon by the Rom
authorities in adding to its territory and assigning

to it the direction of the Isthmian games, increased

its wealth and influence for a time.

S. F. HUXTER
SIDDIM, sid'im, VALE OF (a^1t?n pp;?, 'emck

ha-siddlm; LXX t) «|)dpa7| [or KoiXds] t] dX.vKT|, he

phdrngx [koilds] he h(duke): Th(> place mentioned

in Gen 14 3-8 as being the s(;ene of encounter

between Chedorlaomer and his allies with the kings

of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, Zeboiim and Zoar.

In vcr 3 it is identified with the Salt Sea, and in

ver 10 it is said to have been full of slime pits

("bitumen").
According to the traditional view, the Vale of

Sidflim was at the southern end of the Dead Sea.

But in recent years a number of emin(>nt authorities

have maintained that it was at the northern end of

the Dead Sea, in the vicinity of Jericho. Their

argument has mainly been drawn from incidental

references in the scene (Gen 13 1-13) describing

the parting of Lot and Abram, and again in the

account of Moses' vision from Pisgah (Dt 34 3).

In the account of Abram and Lot, it i.s said that from
Bethel thoy saw "all tho Plain of tlio Jordan, that it was
well watered ovcrywherc, before Jeh destroyed Sodom
and Gomorrah." The word here trd "plain" means
"circle," and well dcscriljcs the view which one has of

the plain about Jericho from Bethel as he looks down the
valley past Ai. But it seems to jro Ijeyond the text to
assume that tlie Vale of Siddim was within that circle

of vision, for it is said in Gen 13 12 simply that Lot
dwelt "in the cities of the Plain, and moved his tent as
far as Sodom." In tho vision of Moses, likewise-, we have
a very f^eneral and condensed description, in which it is

said that he was shown "the J'hiiii of the valley of
Jericho, th(! city of palm-trees, nuto Zoar," which, as

wo learn from Gen 19 22, was not far from the Vale of
Siddim. It is true that from the traditional site of Pis-

fj;ah tlie south end of the Dead Sea could not be seen.

But we are by no means sure that the traditional site of
Pisgah is th(^ true one, or that the import of this lan-
guage sliouhl l)e restricted to the points which are
actually within range of vision.

The tendency at the present time is to return to

the traditional view that the Vale of Siddim was at

tlio south end of the Dead Sea. This is supported
by the fact that Jehel Usdum, the salt mountain at

tho southwest corner of tho Dead Sea, still bears tlic

name of Sodom, Usdum being simply another form
of the word. A still stronger argument, however, is

drawn from the general topograpliical and geological

conditions. In the first place, Zoar, to which Lot
is said to have fled, was not far away. The most
natural site for it is near the mouth of the Wddy
Kerak, which comes down from Moab into the

southern end of the Dead Sea (see Zoar) ; and this

city was ever afterward spoken of as a Moabite city,

which would not have been the case if it had betm at

the north end of the sea. It is notable in Josh 13

15-21, where the cities given to Reuben are enumer-
ated, that, though the slopes of Pisgah arc men-
tioned, Zoar is not mentioned.

In Gen 14, where the battle between Amraphel
and his allies with Sodom and the other cities of tlic

plain is described, the south end of the Dead Sea
comes in logical order in the progress of their cam-
paign, and special mention is made of the slime c)r

bitiunen pits which occurred in the valley, and evi-

dently played an important part in the outcome
of the battle.

At the south end of the Dead Sea there is an
extensive circle or plain which is better supplied

with water for irrigation than is the region aiK)ut

Jericho, and which, on the supposition of slight

geological changes, may have been extremely fertile

in ancient times; while there are many indications

of such fertility in the ruins that have been described

by travelers about the mouth of the Kerak and
other localities nearby. The description, therefore,

of tho fertility of the region in the Vale of Sidflim

may well have applied to this region at the time of

Lot's entrance into it.

There are very persistent traditions that great

topographical changes took phice around the south

end of the Dead Sea in connection with the destruc-

tion of Sodom and Gomorrah, while the opinion has

been universally prevalent among the earlier hi.s-

torical writers that the site of Sodom and Gomorrah
is beneath the waters of the Dead Sea.

Geological investigations, so far from disproving

these traditions, render them altogether possible

and credible. There is a remarkable contrast

lietween the depths of the north end of the Dead
Sea and of the south end. Near the north end the

depth descends to 1,300 ft., whereas for many miles

out from the south end it is very shallow, so that

at low water a ford exists, and is occasionally used,

from the north end of the salt mountain across to

el-Lisan.

The precipitous salt cliffs of Jebcl Usdum which

border the southwest corner of the Dead Sea would

indicate that, in comparatively recent times, there

had been abrupt subsidence of a good many feet in

the bottom of the Dead Sea at that end.

Such subsidences of limited areas and in connection
with earthquakes are by no means imcommon. In 1819

an area of 2,000 sq. miles about the delta of the Indus
sank beneath the level of the sea, so that the tops of the

houses were barely seen above tho water. A smaller

area in the delta of the Selenga River sank durmg the

last century beneath the waters of Lake Baikal. Pro-

fessor R. S. Tarr of Cornell I'nivcrsity has recently de-

scribed the etfect of an earth<iuake on the shores of

Alaska, in which there was a change of level of 47 ft.

More probably (see Arauah; Dead Sea) there

has been a rise in the waters of the Dead Sea since

Abraham's time, caused by the encroachment upon

the original area of evaporation by the deltas which

have b<>en pushed into the main part of the depres-

sion by the Jordan, and various smaller streams

descending from the highlands on either side. In
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consequenco of these encroachments, the equihhriutn
between precipitation and evajxn-ation could Ix;

maintained only by a rise in the water causing it to
spread over the shallow shelf at the south encl, thus
covering a large part of the Vale of 8iddim with th(^

shoal water now found between el-Lisan and Jchel
Usduvi. George Fredekick Wright

SIDE, si'de fStSTi, Side): An ancient town of

Pamphylia, occupying a triangular promontory
on the coast. It was one of the towns to which a
letter favorable to the Jews was sent by the Rom
consul Lucius (1 Mace 15 2;^). The town seems
to have been of considerable antiquity, fcjr it had
existed long before it fell into the possession of

Alexander the Great, and for a time it was the
metropolis of Pamphylia. OtT the coast the fleet of

Antiochus was defeated by the Rhodians. During
the 1st cent. Side was noted as one of the chief ports
of i)irates who disposed of much of their booty there.

The ruins of the city, which are now very extensive,

bear the name Eski Adalia, but among them there
are no occupied houses. The two harbors pro-
tected by a sea wall may still be traced, but they
are now filled with sand. The wall on the land sitle

of the city was provided with a gate which was pro-
tected with round towers; the walls themselves
are of Gr-Rom tyi)e. Within the walls the more
important of the remains are three theaters near
the harbors, and streets with covered porticoes
leading from the city gate to the harbors. Without
the walls, the street leading to the city gate is lined

with sarcophagi, and among the shrubbery of the
neighboring fields are traces of many buildings and
of an acjueduct. E. J. Banks

SIDES, sidz (nD"}:i, yarkhah, "thigh," "flank"):

RV substitutes "innermost parts" for AV "sides"

in Jon 1 5; cf 1 S 24 3.

SIDON, sl'don d"''? ,
gidhun): The eldest son

of Canaan (Gen 10 L5).

SIDON, si'don ("^"'i
,

gldhon; SiSuv, Siddn;

AV Sidon and Zidon; RV SIDON only): One of

the oldest Phoen cities, situated on a
1. Location narrow plain between the range of

and Dis- Lebanon and the sea, in lat. 33° 34'

tinction nearly. The plain is well watered antl

fertile, about 10 miles long, extending
from a little N. of Sarepta to the Bostrenus (Nahr
el-''Aiily). The ancient city was situated near the
northern end of the plain, surrounded with a strong

wall. It pcjssessed two harbors, the north(^rn one
about 500 yds. long by 200 wide, well protected

by little islets and a breakwater, and a southern

about GOO by 400 yds., surrounded on three sides by
land, but open to the W., and thus exj)osed in bad
weather. The date of the founding of the city is

unknown, but we find it mentioned in the Am Tab
in the 14th cent. BC, and in Gen 10 19 it is the

chief city of the Canaanites, and Joshua (Josh 11 8)

calls it Great S. It led all the Phoen cities iri its

early development of maritime affairs, its sailors

being the first to launch out into the open sea out of

sight of land and to sail by night, guiding themselves

by the stars. They were the first to come into con-

tact with the Greeks and we find the mention of

them several times in Homer, while other Phoen
towns are not noticed. S. became early dis-

tinguished for its manufactures and the skill of its

artisans, such as beautiful metal-work in silver and
bronze and textile fabrics embroidered and dyed
with the famous purple dye which became known
as Tyrian, but whicli was earlier produced at S.

Notices of these choice articles are found in Homer,

both in tlie Iliad and the Odys.scy. S. had a monar-
chical form of government, as did all tin; Phoen
towns, but it also held a .sort of hegemony ov(>r those
to the S. as far as tin; limit of Phoenicia. It like-
wise niade one attemi)t to (>stal)lish an inland colony
at Laish or Dan, near the headwaters of the Jordan,
but this ended in di.sa.ster (Jgs 18 7.27.28). The
attempt was not renewed, but many coloni(!s were
established over-sea. Citium, in Cyprus, was one
of the earliest.

(1) The independence of S. was lost when the
kings of tlie XVlIlth and XlXth Dynasties of

Egypt added Pal and Syria to their
2. His- dominions (1,-)S0-120.")BC). The kings
torical of S. wc^re allowed to remain on tfie

throne as long as they paid tribute,
and perhaps still exercised authority over the tcnvns
that hatl before been subject to them. A\hen the
I)ower of Egypt declined under Amenhotep IV
(1375-13.")8), the king of S. seems to have thrown
off the yoke, as a])p(>ars from tiie Am 'Lab. Rib-
addi of Gebal writes to the king of Egypt that Zim-
rida, king of S., had joined the enemy, but Zinu'ida
himself claims, in the letters ho wrote, to be loyal,

declaring that the town b(>longing to him had been
taken by theKhabiri (Tab. 147). S, with tlie other
towns, event ually became ind(>pendent of I']gyj)t, and
she retained the hegemony of the south(!rn towns
and perhaps added Dor, claimed by the Philis, to
her dominion. This may have l)(>(>n the reason for

the war that took place about the middle of the Pith
cent. BC, in which the Philis took and plundered
S., whose inhabitants fled to Tyre and gave the
latter a great impetus. S., however, recovered
from the disaster and became powerful again. The
Book of Jgs claims that Israel was oppressed by S.

(10 12), but it is probable S. stands here for Phoeni-
cia in general, as being the chief town.

(2) S. submitted to the Assyr kings as did the
Phoen cities generally, but revolted against Sen-
nacherib and again under Esar-haddon. The latter

destroyed a large part of the cit y and carried off most
of the inhabitants, replacing them by captives from
liabylon and Elam, and renamed it Ir-Esar-had-
don ("City of Esar-haddon"). The settlers readily

mingled with the Phoenicians, and S. rose to power
again when Assyria f(4l, was besieged by Nebuchad-
nezzar at the time of his siege of Jerus and l'yr(>, and
was taken, having lost about half of its inhabitants
by plague. The fall of Babylon gave another short

period of indepentlenc(>, but the Persians gained con-
trol without ditticulty, and S. was i)rominent in the
Pers period as the hniding naval power among the
Phoenicians who ai<led their suzerain in his attacks
upon Greece. In 3.")! BC, S. relx'lled under Tabnit
II (Tennes), and called in the aid of Gr mercenaries
to the number of 10,000; but Ochus, the Pers king,

marched against him with a force of 300,000 infantry
and 30,000 horse, which so frightened Tabnit that
he betrayed the city to save his own life. But the
citizens, learning of the treachery, first burned their

fleet and then their houses, peri.shing with their

wives and children rather than fall into the hands
of Ochus, who butchered all whom he s(>ized, Tabnit
among them. It is said that 40,000 perish(>d in the
flames. A list of the kings of S. in the Pers period has
been recovered from the imscriptions and the coins,

but the dates of their reigns are ncjt accuratelyknown.
The dynasty of the known kings begins wit h Esmun-
azar I, followed by Tabnit I, Anuistorefh; I<]smun-

azar II, Strato I (Bodastart), Tabnit II (Tennes)
and Strato II. Inscriptions from the temple of Es-
mun recently discovered give the name of a Bodas-
tart and a son Yatomnelik, but whether the first is

one of the Stratos above mentioned or a third is

uncertain; also whethe-r the son ever reigned or not.

As Bodastart calls himself the grandson of Esnum-
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azar, he is probably Strato I wlio roijined about 374-
oG3 BC, and hence hi.s grandfather, Esmunazar I,

nuist have nnjined in 400 BC or earlier. Strato II
was on th(> throne when Alexanih^- took possession of
Phoenicia and made no resistance' to him. and even
aided him in the siege of Tyre, which shows that S.

Coin of .Sidon.

had recovered after the terrible disaster it suffered in
the time of Ochus. It jierhaps looked upon the
advance of Alexander with content as its avenger.
The destruction of Tyre increased the importance
of S., and after the death of Alexander it bi'came
attached to the kingdom of the Ptolemies and re-
mained so until the victory of Antiochus III over
Scopas (19S BC), when it passed to tiieSeleucidsand
from them to the Romans, who granted it a degree
of autonomy with native magistrates and a council,
and it was allowed to coin money in bronze.

S. comes into view several times in the XT; first

when Christ passed into the borders of Tyre and S.
and healed the daughter of the Svro-

3. NT Phoenician woman (Mk 7 24-30) ; also
Mention wiien Herod Agrii)])a I receivetl a

delegation from Tyre and S. at
Caesarea (.Vets 12 20), where it "appears to have
been outside his jurisdiction. St. Paul, on his way
to Rome, was permitted to visit some friends at
S. (Acts 27 3). See also Mt 11 21 f and Mk 3 S.

It was noted for its school of philosophy under
Augustus and Tiberius, its inhabitants l)eing largelv
Creek; and when Berytus was destroyed by an
earthquake in 551, its great law school was removed
to S. It was not of great importance during the
Crusades, being far surpassetl by Acre, antl in
modern times it is a small town of some 15,000.

Literature.—See Phokn-ici.*..

H. Porter
SIDONIANS, sl-dd'ni-anz: Xatives or inhabit-

ants of Sidon (Dt 3 9; Josh 13 4.6; Jgs 3 3;
1 K 5 6).

SIEGE, sej n^'^-Q, maqirr [Dt 28 52.53; 1 K
15 27; 2 K 25 2; Lsa 29 3; Ezk 4 2]; ''to be
besieged," "to suffer siege," 6a-//K7ror ?;o' [Dt 20 19;
2 K 24 10; 25 2]):

1. In Early Hebrew History
2. In the Moiiarcliy
:5. Preliminaries toSieRC
4. Siege Operations: Attack

(1) Investment of (^ity
(2) Line of C'ircumvariation
(3) Mound, or Earthworks
(4) Battering-Rams
(.')) Storming of Walks and Rushing of Breach

0. Siege Operations: Defence
(3. Raising of Siege
7. Horrors of Siege and Capture
5. Siege in the XT
LlTER.\TURE

In early Hcb history, siege operations are not
described and can have been little known. Although

the Israelites had acquired a certain
1. In Early degree of mihtary discipline in the
Hebrew wilderness, when they entered Canaan
History they had no experience of the opera-

tions of a siege and were without the
engines of war necessary for the purpose. Jericho,

2. In the
Monarchy

described

with its strongly fortified wall, was indeed formally
invested— it "was straitly shut up because of the
children of Israel: none went out, and none came in"
(.Josh 6 1)—but it fell into tlunr hamls without a
siege. Other cities se(>m to have yielded after
pitched ])attles, or to have been taken by assault.
-Many of the Canaanite fortresses, like Gezer
(2 S 5 25; Josh 16 lOt, Taanach and Megiddo
(Jgs 1 27\ remained lun-educed. Jerus was cap-
tured by the men of Judah (Jgs 1 8), but the fort
of Jebus remained imconquered till the time of
David (2 S 5 (i).

In the days of the monarchy more is heard of
siege operations. At tlie siege of Rabbath-Ammon

Joab seems to have deprived the city
of its water-sui)plv and rendered it

imtenabl(>(2 S 11 1 ; 12 27). At Abel
of Beth-maacah siege operations are

. which Joab distinguished himself
(2 S 20 15). David and Solomon, and, after the
disruption of the kingdom, Rehoboam and Jeroboam
built fortresses which ere long became the scene of
siege operations. The war between Judah and
Israel in the days of Xadab, Baasha, and Elah was,
for the most part, a war of sieges. It was while
besieging Cibbethon that X'adab, the son of Jero-
boam, was slain by Baasha (1 K 15 27), and,
27 years after, while the army of Israel was still

investing the same place, the soldiery chose their
conunander Onui to l)e king over Israel (1 K 16
It)). Front the Egyjitians, the Syrians, the Assyri-
ans, and the Chaldaeans, with whom they came
into relations in later times as allies or as enemies,
the people of the Southern and of the Northern
Kingdoms learned much regarding the art, both
of attack and of defence of fortified places.

It was an instruction of the Deuteronomic Law
that before a city was invested for a long siege, it

should 1)0 summoned to capitulate
(Dt 20 10; cf 2 S 20 IS; 2 K 18
17 fT). If the offer of peace be
declined, then the siege is to be i)ro-

ceeded with, and if the city be cap-
tured, all tlie male ])opulation is to be put to death,
and the women and children reserved as a prey
for the cai^tors. To this humane reservation the
cities of the Canaanites were to be an exception:
their inhal)itants were to be wholly exterminatetl
(Dt 20 IG-IS).

The same law prescribed that there should be no
innieeessary destruction of fruit trees in the i)rose<'ution
of a long siege. Trees not yielding fruit for human sus-
tenance might be cut down: "And thou shalt build
bulwarks [mdrOr, "siegeworks"] against the cilv that
maketh war with thee, tmtil it fall" (Dt 20 19.20).
This instruction to have regard to the fruit trees around
a hostile city seems to have been more honored in the
breach than in the observance, even in Israel. When the
allied kings of Israel, Judah, and Edoni were Invading
Moab and had instruction to "smite every fortified
city," the proijhet Elisha l)ade them also "fell every good
tree, and stop all fountains of water, and mar every good
piece of land with stones" (2 K 3 19.25). When the
assault of ,Ierus l)y the Chaldaeans was imminent, Jeh
commanded I he cutting down of the trees (Jcr 6 0). In
Arabian warfare, wearetold. the destruction of theenemy's
palm groves was a favorite exploit (Robertson Smith,
OTJC"-. 309), and the Assyrians when thev capttired a
city had no comptmction in destroying its plantations
(Inscription of Shalmaneser II on Black Obehsk).

From passages in the Prophets, upon which much
light has been thrown l)y the ancient monuments of

Assyria antl Chaldaea, we gain a very
4. Siege clear idea of the siege works directed
Operations: against a city by Assyr or Chaldaean
Attack invaders. The siege of Lachish (2 K

18 13.14; lsa 36 1.2) by Sennacherib
is the stibject of a series of magnificent reliefs from
the mound of Koyunjik (Lavard, Monuments of
Nineveh, II, plates 20, 21, 22). The downfall of
Nineveh as predicted in Nahum's prophecy lets

3. Pre-
liminaries
to Siege
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us see the .si(»f2;o operations proceeding with st rilling

realism (se(> l)(r Untergdng Xinivch.^ by A.
Jeremias and Colonel Billerbeck). N^owhere, how-
ever, are the incidents of a siege—the gathering
of hostile forces, the slaughter of peaceful inhabit-
ants in the country around, the raising of siege-

works, the set ting of engines of war against tiie walls,

the demolition of the towers, the breach in the
principal wall, the rush of men and the clatter of
horses' hoofs through the streets, the slaughter, the
pillage, the destruction of walls and houses—more
fully and faithfully recorded than by l-^zekicl when
predicting the capture of Tvre bv Xebuchadrezzar
(Ezk 26 7-12). The siege of Tyre lasted 13 years,
and Ezekiel tells how every head was made bald
and every shovdder worn by the hard service of the
besiegers (Ezk 29 IS). There were various ways
in which an invading ai-my might deal wit h a fort ified

city so as to secure its possession. Terms might
be offered to secure a capitulation (1 K 20 1 If

;

2 K 18 14 ff). An attempt might l)e made to
reduce the city by starvation (2 K 6 24 ff; 2 K
17 5 ff). The city might be invested and captured
bv assault and storm, as Lachish was bv Sennacheril)
(2 K 18 13; 19 S; see Layard, op cit., II, plates
20-24). The chief operations of the besiegers were
as follows: (1) There was the invest nient of the city
by the besieging army. It was sometimes necessary
to establish a fort ified camp, like that of Sennacherib
at Lachish to guard against sorties by the defenders.
Of the siege of Jcrus we read that Xebuchadrezzar
came, "he and all his armv, against Jerus, and en-
camped against it" (Jer 52 4; of 2 K 25 1).

From the connnencement of the siege, slingers and
archers were posted where they could keep the
defenders engaged; and it is to this tiiat reference is

made when Jeremiah says: "Call together the
archers against Babylon, all them that bend the
bow; encamp against her round about; let none
thereof escape" (Jer 50 29).

(2) There was next the drawing of a line of
circuinvdllatinn {ddyek) with detached forts round
about the walls. These forts were towers manned
by archers, or they were used as stations from which
to discharge missiles (Jer 52 4; Ezk 17 17).

In this connection the word "munition" in AV and
ERV {niuqdr) in X'ah 1 1 disappears in ARV and is

replaced by "fortress."

(3) Following upon this was tJie mound (sutldh),

or earthworks, built up to the hcMght of the walls,

so as to command the streets of the city, and strike

terror into the besieged. From tlie mound thus
erected the Ijesiegers were able to batter the uj)per

and weaker part of the citv wall (2 S 20 15; Isa

37 33; Jer 6 6; Ezk 4 2; Dnl 11 lo; Lam 4 IS).

If, however, the town, or fortress, was built upon an
eminence, an inclined plane reaching to the height
of the eminence might be formed of earth or stones,

or trees, and the l)esiegers wovdd be able to bring
their engines to the foot of the walls. This road
was even covered with bricks, forming a kind of

paved way, up which the ponderous machines
could be drawn without difficulty. To such roads
there arc references in Scripture (Job 19 12; Isa
29 3, "siege works"; cf Layard, Nineveh and Its

Remains, II, 366 f). In the case of Tyre this

mound, or way of approach, was a dam tlirown
across the narrow strait to obtain access to the walls

(Ezk 26 8). Very often, too, there was a trench,

sometimes filled with water, at the foot of the wall,

which had to be dealt with previcnis to an assault.

(4) The earthworks having been thrown up, and
approaches to the walls secured, it was possible to

set and to work the battering-rams (kdr'mi) which
were to bo emploj'ed in breaching the walls (Ezk 4

2), or in bursting open the gates (p]zk 21 22).

The battering-rams were of different kinds. On

Assyr monuments th(>y are found joined to movable
towers holding warriors and armed men, or, in other
cases, joined to a stationary tower constructed on
the spot, \\hen the men who are detailed to work
the ram get it into play, with its heavy beams of
planks fastenerl together and the great mass of

Battering-Ram.

metal forming its head, they can hardly fail to make
an impression, and gradually, by the constantly
repeated shocks, a breach is opened and the be-
sieg{>rs are al^le to rush in and l)ear tlown the
defenders. It is to the shelter furnished by these
towers that the prophet Nahum refers (2 5) when
he says,"The mantel(>t is prepared," and that Isaiah
points when he declares that the king of Assyria
"shall not come unto this city, nor shoot an arrow
there, neither shall he come before it with shield
Iniaghen], nor cast up a mound against it" (Isa 37
33). Ezekiel has the same figure when, describing
the siege of Tyre by X^ebuchadrezzar, he declares
that he shall "cast up a mound" against her, and
'"raise up the buckler," the buckler (ginnuh) being
like the Rom testudo, or roof of shields, under cover
of wiiich the besiegers carried on oi)erations (Ezk
26 8; Colonel Billerbeck [op. cit., 178] is doubtful
whether this device was known to the Assyrians).
lender the shelter of their movable towers the
besiegers could pu.sh forward mines, an operation
known as pait of siegecraft from a high anticjuitv
(see 2 S 20 15, where ARVm and ERVm give
"undermined" as an alternative to "battered";
tunneling was well known in anticjuity, as the
Siloam tunn(>l shows).

(5) The culminating operation would be the

storming of the walls, the rushing of the breach.

Scaling-ladders were employed to cross the encircling

trenchor ditch (Prov 21 22); and Joel in his power-
ful description of the army of locusts which had
devastated the land says that they "climb the
wall like men of war" (Joel 2 7). Attemj^ts were
made to set fire to the gates and to break them
open with axes (Jgs 9 52; cf X^eh 13; 2 3;
Ezk 26 9). Jei'emiah tells of the breach that was
made in the city when Jerus was cajjtured (Jer

39 2). The breaches in the wall of Samaria are
referred to by Amos (4 3), who pictures the women
ru.shing forth headlong like a herd of kine with
hooks and fishhooks in their nostrils.

While the l)esiegers employed this variety of

means of attack, the besieged were equally ingenious
and active in maintaining the defence.

5. Siege All sorts of obstructions were placed
Operations: in the way of the besieging army.
Defence Springs and cisterns likely to afford

supplies of water to the invaders were
carefully covered up, or drained off into the city.

Where possible, trenches were filled with water to
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in;ik(> llu'in iinpassahlc. As tlic sic<ji:(>-\v()rks of llic

cnciny ;i|)i)r();u'li<'(l llic iiuiiii wall, il was usual to

build iiuuT fortifications, and for this purpose'
houses were pulled down to ])i-ovide the needful
s|)aee and also to supply building- materials ( Isa

22 10). SI injiers placed upon the walls hui'led stones
upon the advancing- enemy, and ai-chers from looj)-

hole.s and i)rotected battlements discharged arrows
against the warriors in their movalde towers.
Sorties were made to damage the siege-works of
the enemy and to i)r(>vent the battering-rams from
being placed in position. To counteract the assaults
of the battering-rams, sacks of chaff were let down
like a ship's fender in front of the place where th(>

engine operated—a contrivance countered agaiii

by poles with scythes ujion them which cut off the
sacks (Jos, HJ, III, vii, 20). So, too, the defenders,
by dropping a doubled chain or rope from th<! bat tl(>-

ments, caught the ram and broke the force of its

blows. Attemi)ts were made to destroy the ram
also by fire. In the great bas-reli(>f of the siege of
Lachish an inhabitant is seen hurling a lighted
t(3rch from the wall; and it was a common device
to pour boiling water or oil from the wall upon the
assailants. Missiles, too, were thrown with deadly
effect from the battlements by the defenders, and
it w^as by a i)iece of a millstone thrown by a woman
that Abinu;lech met his death at Thebez (Jgs 9 53).
While Uzziah of Judah furnished his soldiers with
shields and spears and hehnets and coats of mail
and bows and slingstones, ho also "made in Jerus
engines, invented by skilful men, to bo on the towers
and upon the battlements, wherewith to shoot
arrows and great ston(>s" (2 Ch 26 15). The Jews
had, for the defence of Jerus against the army of
Titus, engines which they had taken from th(;

Twelfth Legion at Beth-horon which seem to have

Cutapult for ILurliu^ Missiles

had a range of 1,200 ft. Many ingenious devices
are described by Jos as employed by hims(»lf when
conducting the defence of Jotapata in Galilee against
Vespasian and the forces of Rome {BJ, III, vii).

When Nahash king of the Ammonites laid siege
to Jabesh-gilead in the opening days of the reign of

Saul, the terms of peace offered to
6. Raising the inhabitants were so humiliating
of the Siege and cruel that they sought a respite

of seven days and appealed to Saul in
their distress. When the newdy chosen king heard
of their desjjcrate condition he assembled a great
army, scattered the Ammonites, and raised the
sieg(> of Jabesh-gilead, thus earning the lasting
gratitude of the inhabitants (I S 11; cf 1 S 31 12.
13). When Zedekiah of Judah found himself
l)esieged in Jerus by the Chaldaean army under
Nebuzaradan, he sent intelligence to Pharaoh
Ilophra who crossed the frontier with Ids army to
attack the Chaldaeans and obliged them to desist
from the siege. The Chaldaeans withdrew for the
moment from the walls of Jerus and offered battle
to Pharaoh Ilophra and his host, but the courage

of the I'lgyj) king failed him and he retired in haste
without encountering the Chaldaeans in a pitcluid
battle. TIh^ si(>ge wiis prosecuted to the bitter
end, and .icrus was captured and C()mi)let(dy over-
thrown (2 K 25 1; Jer 37 3-10; Ezk 17 17).

In the ancient law of Israel "siege" is cla.ssed with
drought and i)estilence and exile as punishments

with which Jeli would visit His people
7. Horrors for their disobedience (Dt 28 49-57).
of Siege Of the horrors there described they
and Capture had again and again bitter experience.

At the siege of Samaria by Hen-hadad
II, so terrible were th(; straits to which tlu; besieged

Jlock of Masada.

w(>re reduced that they cooked and ate their own
children (2 K 6 2S). In the siege of Jerus by
the Chaldaeans, which ended in the overthrow of
the city and the destruction of the Temple, the
sufferings of the inhabitants fi'om hunger and di.s-

ease were incredible (2 K 25 3; Jer 32 24; Lam
2 20; 4 8-10). The horrors of siege have, ])er-

haps, reached their climax in the account given
by Jos of the tragedy of Masada. To escape cap-
ture by the Romans, ten men were chosen by lot

from among the occupants of the fortress, 9G0 in
luunber, including combatants and non-combatants,
men, women ancl children, to slay the rest. I-'rom

these ten one was similarly chosen to slay the sur-
vivors, and he, having accomplished his awful task,
ran his sword into his own body (Jos, BJ, VH, ix, 1).

While all the inhabitants of a city under siege suf-
fered the famine of bread and the thirst for water,
the combatants ran the risk of impalement and
other forms of torture to which prisoners in Assyr
and Chaldaean ami Rom warfare were subjected.

The horrors attending the siege of a city were only
surpassed by the barbarities perpetrated at its

capture. The emptying of a city by its capture
is likened to the hurling of a stone from a sling

(Jer 10 17.18). Deportation of the whole of the
inhabitants often followed (2 K 17 0; 24 14).

Not only were the inhabitants of the captvu-ed city

deported, but their gods were carried off with them
and the idols broken in pieces. This is predicted
or recorded of Babylon (Isa 21 9; 46 1; Jer 50 2),

of Egypt (Jer 43 12), of Samaria (IIos 10 Gj.

Indiscriminate slaughter followed the entrance of
the assailants, and the city was usually given over
to the flames (Jer 39 8.9; Lam 4 18). "Cities
without number," says Shalmaneser II in one of his
inscriptions, "I wrecked, razed, burned with fire."

Houses were destroyed and women dishonored
(Zee 14 2). When Darius took Babylon, he
impaled three thousand prisoners (Herod, iii.159).

The Scythians scaljjed and flayed their enemies and
used their skins for horse trappings (ib, iv.64).

The Assyr sculptures show prisoners subjected to
horrible tortures, or carried away into slavery. The
captured Zedekiah had his eyes put out after he
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had seen his own sons cruelly ])ut to (h^ath (2 K
25 7). It is only einplcjyiufj; the iinafrery familiar

to Assyr warfare wlien Isaiah represents Jeh as

saying to Sennacherib: "Therefore will 1 put my
hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips, and 1

will turn thee back by the way by which thou
earnest" (Isa 37 29). Anticipatinfj; the savage
barbarities that woulcl follow the capture of Samaria
by the Assyrians, Ilosea foresees the infants being

dashed to pieces and the women with child being

rii)ped up (IIos 10 14; 13 IG; cf Am 1 13).

The proplu^t Nahum predicating the overthrow of

Nineveh recalls how at the capture of No-amon
(Egyp Thebes) by the Assyr conqueror, Ashur-
banipal, "her young children also were dashed in

pieces at the head of all the streets; and they cast

lots for her honorable men, and all her great men
were bound in chauis" (Nah 3 10).

The only explicit reference to siege operations
in the NT is Our Lord's prediction of tiie complete

destruction of Jerus when lie wept over
8. Siege in its coming doom: "For the daj's shall

the NT come upon tliee, when thine enemies
shall cast up a bank [xdpa^, chdrax,

AV, quite incorrectly, "trench"] about thee, and
com{)ass thee round, and keep tlu>e in on every side,

and shall dash thee to the ground, and thy children
within thee; and they shall not leave in thee one
stone upon another" (Lk 19 43.44). The order
and particulars of the siege are in accordance with
the accounts of siege operations in the OT. How
completely the prediction w^is fulfilled we see from
Jos (/yj, V, vi, 1(J).

Figurative: In St. Paul's Epp. there are figures

taken from siege operations. In 2 Cor 10 4
we have "the casting down of strongholds," where
the Gr word Kadaipecris, kathairesls, from KaOaipelv,

kdthairein, is the regular word used in LXX
ffjr the reduction of a fortress (Prov 21 22; I^ani

2 2; 1 Mace 5 65). In Eph 6 IG there is allusion

to siege-works, for the subtle tcTuptations of Satan
are set forth as the flaming darts hurled by the
besiegers of a fortress which the Christian soldier is

to quench with the shield of faith.

Literature.—Nowack, Ilebrdische Archae.ologic, 71

;

Beiizinger, " Kriegswescn " in Ilerzoij^; Billtirbcck and .\.

J(!ri'niias, Der Unterijang Niiiivehs; Billerbcck, Dtr
Feslung.ibau im alien Orient.

T. NicoL
SIEVE, siv, SIFT. See AcuicuLTUiti:; Thhksh-

INO.

SIGLOS, sig'los (o-i-yXos, .sUjlo.s): A P(>rs silver

coin, twenty of which went to tlu; gold Dark;
((J. v.).

SIGN, sin (niS, 'dlh, "a sign," "mark," nDITO

,

mophclh, "wonder"; o-qfxeiov, seineion, "a sign,"

"signal," "mark"): A mark by wdiich persons or
things are distinguished and made known. In
Scripture used generally of an address to the senses

to attest the existence of supersensible and there-

fcjre Divine power. Thus the plagues of Egypt
w(;re "signs" of Divine displ(>asure against the
Egyptians (Ex 4 8fT; Josh 24 17, and often);

and the miracles of Jesus were "signs" to attest

1 1 is unicjue relationship with God (Mt 12 38; Jn
2 IS; Acts 2 22). Naturally, therefore, both in

the OT and the NT, "signs" are assimilated to the
miraculous, and prevailingly associated with imme-
diate Divine interference. The popular belief in

this manner of communication between the visibk;

and the invisible worlds has always been, and is

now, widespread. So-called "natural" explana-
tions, however ingenious or cogent, fail with the
great majority of people to explain anything. Wes-
ley and Spurgeon were as firm believers in the

validity of such methods of intercovu'se between
man and God as were Moses and Gideon, Peter and
John.

The faith that walks by signs is not. by any means
to be lightly esteemed. It has been allied with the
highest nobility of chara(;ter and with the most
signal achievement. Moses accepted the leader-
ship of his people in response to a succession of signs:

e.g. the burning bush, the rod which became a ser-

pent, the leprous hand, etc (Ex 3 and 4); so, too,

did Gideon, who was not above; making proof of

God in the sign of tlu; fie(>ce of wool (Jgs 6 3(J-4()).

In the training of tlu; IVelve, J(>sus did not disdain
the use of' signs (Lk 5 1-11, and often); and the
visions by which Peter and Paul were led t(j the
evangelization of the Cientiles were interpreted by
them as signs of the Divine purpose (Acts 10 and
16).

The sacramental use of the sign dates from the
earliest period, and the character of the sign is as

diverse as the occasion. The rainbow fm-nishes

radiant suggestion of God's overarching love ant)

assurance that the waters shall no more become a
flood to destroy the earth (Gen 9 13; cf 4 15);

the Feast of I nleavened Bread is a reminder of

God's care in bringing His ])eople out of bondage
(Ex 13 3); the Sabbath is an oft-recurring proc-
lamation of God's gracious thought for the well-

being of man (Ex 31 13; h]zk 20 12); the brazen
serpent, an early for(\sha(lowiiig of the cross, per-

petuates the imperishable promise of forgiveness

and redemption (Nu 21 9); circumcision is made
the seal of the special covenant under which Israel

became a people set apart (Gen 17 11); baptism,
the Christian equivalent of circumcision, becomes
the sign and seal of the dedicated life and the mark
of those avowedly seeking to share in the blessedness

of the Kingdom of (iod (Lk 3 12-14; Acts 2 41,

and often) ; bread and wine, a symbol of the si)iritual

manna by which soul and l)ody are preserved unto
everlasting life, is the hallowed memorial of the

Lord's death until His coming again (Lk 22 14-20;

1 Cor 11 23-28). Most connnon of all were the

local altars and mounds consecrated in simjile and
sincere fashion to a belief in God's ruling and over-

ruling providence (Josh 4 1-10).

Signs were offered in proof of the Divine com-
mission of prophet (Isa 20 3) and apostle (2 Cor
12 12), and of the Messiah Hiniself (Jn 20 30;
Acts 2 22); and they were submitted in demon-
stration of the Divine character of their nu>ssage

(2 K 20 9; Isa 38 1; Acts 3 1-lG). By antici-

pation the child to be born of a young woman (Isa

7 10-lG; cf Lk 2 12) is to certify the prophet's
pledge of a deliverer for a captive people. See
Emmanuel.
With increase of faith the nec(>ssity for signs will

gradually decrease. Jesus hints at this (Jn 4 48),

as does also Paul (1 Cor 1 22). Nevertheless
"signs," in the sense of di.splays of miraculous
powers, are to accompany tlu; faith of beli(>vers

(Mk 16 17 f), usher in aiid forthwith characterize

the dispensation of the Holy Spirit, and mark the
consummation of the ages (R(>v 15 1). See also

Miracle.
For "sign" of a ship (Trapda-nfxos, jxtrdaeinoH,

"ensign," Acts 28 11) see Dioscuri; Ships and
Boats, III, 2. Charles IVI. Stuart

SIGNET, sig'net. See Seal.

SIGNS, NUMERICAL, nti-mer'i-kal. See Num-
ber.

SIGNS OF THE HEAVENS. See Astronomy,
1,4.
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SIHON, sl'hoii Clinic, .slhdn): Kinjr of the

Aniorilcs, wlio vainly ()i)])()S('(i Israel on tiicir journey
from I'jfiypt to Pal, and who is frcciucntly men-
tioned in the historical books and in the Pss
because of his prominence and as a warning for

those who rise against Jeh and Ilis j)eople (Xu 21
21, and often; Dt 1 4; 31 4; Josh 2 10; Jgs 11 19.

20,21; 1 K 4 19; Xeh 9 22; Ps 135 11; 136
19; Jer 48 4.")).

SIHOR, si'hor. See Shihou.

SIHOR-LIBNATH, sl'hor-lil)'nath. See Shihor-
LUiNATH.

SILAS, si'las (SiXas, Silas, probably contraction
for SiX.ovav6s, Siloudiios; the Ileb equivalents sug-

gested are TC'^TIJ , ,shulinh, "Tertius," or nblT

,

shdah [Gen 10 24] [Knowling], or b^NtJ , shuul =
"asked" [Zahn]): The Silas of Acts is generally

identified with the Silvanus of the Epp. His
identification with Titus lias also been suggested,
based on 2 Cor 1 19; 8 23, but this is very ini-

proba!:)le (cf Knowling, Expositor's Gr Test., II, 326).

Silas, who was probably a Rom citizen (cf Acts
16 37), accompanied Paul during the greater part
of his 2d missionary journey (Acts 15-18). At
the meeting of the Christian community under
James at Jerus, which decided that circumcision
should not be obligatory in the case of gentile

believers, Silas and Judas Barsabas were appointed
along with Paul and Barnabas to convey to the
churches in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia the ep.

informing them of this decision. As "leading men
among the brethren" at Jerus, and therefore more
officially representative of the Jerus church than
Paul and Barnabas, Silas and Judas were fm-ther
commissioned to confirm the contents of the letter

by "word of mouth." On arrival at Antioch, the
ep. was delivered, and Judas and Silas, "being
themselves also prophets, exhorted the brethren
with many words, and confirmed them." Their
mission being thus completed, the four were "dis-

missed in peace from the brethren unto those
that had sent them forth" (RV), or "unto the
apostles" (AY) (Acts 15 22-33).

Different readings now render tlio Immediato move-
ments of Silas somewliat obscure; ver 33 would imply
that he returned to Jerus. But some texts proceed in
ver 34, "Notwithstanding it pleased Silas to abide tiiero
still," and others add "and Judas alone proceeded."
Of this, the first half is accepted by AV. The principal
texts however reject tlie whole verse and are followed in
this by RV. It is held by some that he remained in
Antioch till chosen by Paul (ver 40). Others maintain
that he returned to Jerus where John Mark then was
(cf Acts 13 13); and that either during the interval of
"some days" (Acts 15 36), when the events descriljed
in Gal 2 11 ff took place (Wendt), he returned to Antioch
along with Peter, or tliat he and John Mark were sum-
moned thither by Paul and Barnabas. subse(iuent to their
dispute regarding Mark. (For fuller discussion, see
Knowling, Expositor's Gr Teal., II, 330, 332-35.)

Lpon Barnabas' separation from Paul, Silas was
chosen by Paul in his place, and the two missionaries,

"after being commended by the brethren [at

Antioch] to the grace of the Lord," proceeded on
their journey (Acts 15 33m-40). Passing through
Syria, Cilicia, Galatia, Phrygia and Mysia, where
they delivered the decree of the Jerus council and
strengthened the churches, and were joined by
Timothy, they eventually reached Troas (Acts
15 41—16 8). Indications are given that at this

city Luke also became one of their party (cf also the
apocryplial "Acts of St. Paul, "where this is definitely

stated; Budge, Contendings of the Apostles, II, 544).

Lpon the call of the Macedonian, the missionary
band set sail for Greece, and after touching at Samo-
thrace, they landed at Neapolis (Acts 16 9-11).

.\t Philippi, Lydia, a seller of purple, was con-
verted, and wit ii her they made their abode; but
the exorcism of an evil si)irit fnjin a sorc(!ress brought
u\nm Silas and Paul the enmity of her masters,
whose source of gain was thus destroyed. (Jn
being charged before the magistrates with causing a
breach of the i)cace and preaching false cloctrine,
tluur garments were rent off them and they were
scourged and imprisoned. In no way dismayed,
they prayed and sang hynms to (iod, and an earth-
c}uake in the middle of the night secured them a
miraculous release. The magistrates, on learning
that the two prisoners whom they had so maltreated
were Rom citizens, came in person and besought
them to depart out of the city (Acts 16 12-39).
After a short visit to the house of Lydia, where they
held an interview with the brethren, they departed
for Thcssalonica, leaving Luke behintl (cf Knowling,
op. cit., 354-55). There they made many converts,
e.sp. among the Greeks, but upon the hou.se of Jason,
their host, being attacked by hostile Jews, they
\sere compelled to escape by night to Beroea (16 40-^
17 10). There they i-eceived a better hearing from
the Jews, but the enmity of the Thessalonian Jews
still pursued them, and Paul was conducted for
safety to Athens, Silas and Timothy being left

behind. On his arrival, lie dispatched an urgent
message back to Beroea for Silas and Timothy to
rejoin him at that city (17 11-15). 1lie narra-
tive of Acts im{)lies, however, that Paul had left

Athens and had reached Corinth before he was
overtaken by liis two followers (18 5). Knowling
(op. cit., 363-64) suggests that they may have
actually met at Athens, and that Timothy was
then sent to Thes.salonica (cf 1 Thess 3 1.2), and
Silas to Philippi (cf Phil 4 15), and that the three
came together again at Corinth. The arrival of
Silas and Timothy at that city is probably referred to
in 2 Cor 11 9. "it is implied in Acts" 18 1<S that
Silas did not leave Corinth at the same time as Paul,
but no further definite reference is made to him in the
narrative of the 2d missionary journey.
Assuming his identity with Silvanus, he is men-

tioned along with Paul and Timothy in 2 Cor 1 19
as having preached Christ among the Corinthians
(cf Acts 18 5). In 1 Thess 1 1, and 2 Thess 1 1,

the same three send greetings to the church at
Thessalonica (cf Acts 17 1-9). In 1 Pet 5 12 he is

mentioned as a "faithful brother" and the bearer of

that letter to the churches of the Dispersion (cf

on this last Knowhng, op. cit., 331-32). Thetheory
which assigns He to the authorship of Silas is unten-
able. C. M. Kekk

SILENCE, si'lens: Five Ileb roots, with various
derivatives, and two Gr words are thus tr''. The
word is used lit. for dumbness, interrupted speech,
as in Lam 2 10; Ps 32 3; Eccl 3 7; Am 5 U;
Acts 15 12; 1 Cor 14 28; 1 Tim 2 11.12 AY
(ARY "quietness"); Rev 8 1, or figuratively of the
unanswered prayers of the believer (Ps 83 1; 35 22;
Jer 8 14); of awe in the presence of the Divine
majesty (Isa 41 1; Zee 2 13), or of death (1 S
2 9; Ps 94 17; 115 17).

SILK, SILKWORM, silk'wurm ([1] ^V'Q , 7«f,s/;I

[Ezk 16 10.13], j)erhaj)s from V ^TCp , nidshdh, "to

draw," "to extract"; cf Arab, -awjo , j/zasa', of same

meaning; LXX TpixairTov, trichaplon, "woven of

hair"; [2] o-^piKov, serikon [Rev 18 12]; [3] TTt?,

shesh; cf Arab. (ji<L«i , shdsh, a thin cotton material;

[4] f^3, bug; cf Arab. (j»a-ot , 'abyad, "white,"

from V u*V » ^^^' [<>] P^<''«''0Si ^wssos, "fine linen,"
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later used of cotton und silk): The only un(lou])te(l

reference to silk in the Bible is the passage cited from
Rev, where it is mentioned among th(> merchandise
of Babylon. iSerikon, "silk," is from iSer, the (ir

name of China, whence silk was first obtained. The
eciuivalent Lat sericuni occurs frequently in classical

Silkworm.
1. Motli. -2. Chrvsulis. 3. Cocoon.

authors, and is found in tlie Vulg (Est 8 15) for

ba^, "fine linen." For 6w^', hiist^os, and shesh KV
has nearly always "fine linen," but for sketch in

Prov 31 22, AV has "silk," and in Gen 41 42
and Ex 25 4, AVm has "silk" and RVm has "cot-
ton." See Lixen; Fixe.
There can be little doubt of the correctness of EV

"silk" for meshl in Ezk 16 10, "I girded thee about
with fine linen [shiish], and covered thee with silk

[meshl]," and in the similar passage, Ezk 16 13.

Sillv is produced by all Lepidoptcra, butterflies and
moths, but it is of great economic importance only in
the Chinese silkworm. Bombyx mori, whose larva, a
yellowish-white caterpillar from 2 to 3 in. long, feeds on
th(^ leaves of the mulberry (Morus). A pair of large
glands on the two sides of the stomach secrete a viscous
fluid, which is conveyed by ducts to an orifice under the
mouth. On issuing into thi^ air, the fine stream is

hardened into the silk liber, which the caterpillar spins
iiUo a cocoon. Within the cocoon the caterpillar is

I)i'esently transformed into the chrysalis or pupa. The
cocoons from which silk is to bi^ spun are subjected to
hiut which kills the pupae and prev^ents them from being
transformed into the perfect insects or moths, which
would otherwise damage the cocoons as they made their
(^xit.

The raising of silkworms, and the spinning and weav-
ing of silk are now important industricis in Syria, though
the insect was unknown in Bible times. It was intro-
duced to the Mediterranean region frojn China a few
centuries after Christ. Coarse silk is produced from the
Chinese oak silk-moth, Salumia pcmyi, and from the
Japanese oak silk-moth, Satumia yama-mai. The largest
moth of Syria and Pal is Satumia pyri, from which silk
has also been spun, but not commercially. See, further.
Weaving.

Alfred Ely D.\y
SILLA, sil'a (S3C

, silla'; B, TaXXd, Galld, A,
raaWdS, Gaalldd): Joash was assassinated by his

servants "at the house of Millo, on the way that
goeth down to Silla" (2 K 12 20). Wherever
Beth-millo stood, Silla was evidently in the valley
below it; but nothing is known of what it was or
where it stood.

SILOAM, si-lo'am, si-lo'am, SILOAH, si-lo'a,

SHELAH, she'Ia, SHILOAH, shi-lo'a: (1) n'bllJn ^12
,

7ne Jia-sldld'^h {nhilWh or shillo"h is a passive form
and means "sent" or "conducted")^ "the waters of

[the] Shiloah" (Isa 8 6). (2) nblTH TD^a, h^re-

khaih hn-shelah, "the jxjol of [the] Shelah" (AV
"Siloah") (Neh 3 15). (3) ttjv Ko\vfj,l3r]dpav rod

(or rbv) liiXcodfx, ten, kotumbelhran toil {ton) Silodni,

"the pool of Siloam" (,Jn 9 7). (4) 6 rrvpyoi iv rip

2(Xa)d,u, ho purges en to Silodni, "the tower in Siloam"
(Lk 13 4).

Although the name is chiefly used in the OT and
Jos as the name of certain "waters," the surviving
name today, Silwan, is that of a fairly prosperous
village which extends along the steep east side of

the Kidron valley from a little N. of the "Virgin's
Fountain" as far as Bir Eyyilb. The greater part
of the village, the older and better built section,

1. The
Modern
Silwan

belongs to Moslem fvlluhin who cultivate the well-
watered gardens in the vall(>y and on the liill slopes

opposite, but a southern part has re-
cently been built in an extremely primi-
tive maimer by Yemen Jews, immigrants
from South Arabia, and still farther
S., in the connnencement of the Wddy

en Ndr, is the wre^tched settlement of the l(>pers.

How long the site of Silwan has b(M>n occuj)ied it is

impossible to say. The village is mentioned in the
10th cent, by the Arab writer Mukaddasi. The
numerous rock cuttings, steps, houses, caves, etc,
some of which have at times servctl as chapels,
show that the site has been much inhabited in the
past, and at one period at least by hermits. Ilie
mention of "tho.se eighteen, upon whom the tower
in Siloam fell, and killed them" (Lk 13 4) certainly
suggests tliat there was a settlement there in NT
times, although some writers consider that this may
have reference to some tow(>r on the city walls lu'ar
the Pool of Siloam.

()pposite to the main part of Silwan is the
"A'irgin's Fount," ancient Gihon (q.v.), whose

waters are jjractically monopolized by
the villag(!rs. It is the wat(>rs of
this si)ring which are referred to in

Isa 8 5.(): "Forasnnich as this people
have refused the waters of Shiloah that

go softly, .... now therefore, behold, the Lord
bringeth up upon them the waters of the River."

2. The
Siloam
Aqueduct

Serpentine C^oursr of Siloam Aqueduct.

The contrast between the lit tic stream flowing from
the Gihon and the great Euphrates is used as a
figure of the vast diffi'rence between the apparent
strength of the little kingdom of Judah and the;

House of David on the one hand, and the might of
"Rezin and Remaliah's son" and "all his glory."

Although it is quite probable that in those days tluTC
was an open streamlet in the valley, yet the meaning
of Shiloah, "sent" or "conducted," rather implies
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some kind of artificial clmniicl, and IIkm-c is also

ar{'liaeol()Ki<'.'il evidence lliat some at least of the

waters of (lilioii were even at that time coiidiicled

by a rock-cut aqueduct aloTij:; the side of the Kidron

vidley (se(- .Ii;ursAr.K\i, \'ll, ;")). It was not, how-
ever," till the days of llezekiali that the f^reat tunnel

aqueduct, Siloam's most famous work, was made
(2 K 20 20): "Hezekiah also stopped the ujjper

spring of the waters of Gihon, and brought them
straight down on the west side of the Cit y of David"

(2 Ch 32 30); "They stopped all tlu; fountains,

and the brook [iiahal] that flo\v(>d through the

midst of the land, siiying. Why should the kings of

Assyria come, and find much water?" (2 Ch 32 4;

Ecclus 48 17). Probably the exit of the water at

Gihon was entirelv eoveied up and the water flowed

through the 1,700 ft. of tunnel and m(>rged in the

pool made for it (now known as tlie Birket Silwdn)

near the mouth of the Tyropoeon valley. This

extraordinary winding aqueduct along which the

waters of the "Virgin's Fount" still flow is described

in Jerus.a.li:m, Vll, 4 (q.v.). The lower end of

this tunnel which now emerges under a modern
arch has long been known as ^Ain Silwdn, the

"Fountain of Siloam," and indeed, until the redis-

covery of the tunnel connecting this with the

Virgin's Fount (a fact known to some in the 13th

cent., but by no means generally known until the

last century)', it was thought this was simply a spring.

So many springs all over Pal issue from artificial

tunnels—it is indeed the rule in Juda(>a—that the

mistake is natural. Jos gives no hint that he knew
of so great a work as this of Ilezekiah's, and in the

5th cent, a church was erected, })robably by the

empress Eudoxia, at this spot, with the high altar

over the sacred "spring." The only pilgrim who
mentions this church is Antonius Martyr (c 570),

and after its destruction, probably by the Persians in

G14, it was entirely lost sight of until excavated by
Messrs. Bliss and Dickie. It is a church of extraor-

dinary architectural features; the floor of the center

aisle is still visible.

The water from the Siloam aqueduct, emergmg
at 'Ain Silwdn, flows today into a narrow shallow-

pool, approached by a steep flight of

3. The modern steps; from the southern

"Pool of extremity of this pool the water crosses

Siloam" under the modern road by means of

an aqueduct, and after traversing a

deeply cut rock channel below the scarped cliffs

on the north side of el-Wdd, it crosses under the

main road up the Kidron and enters a number
of chaimels of irrigation distributed among the

gardens of the p(;ople of Silwdn. The water here,

as at its origin, is brackish and impregnated wdth

sewage.
The modern Birket es-Silwdn is but a poor sur-

vivor of the fine pool which once was here. Bliss

showed by his excavations at the site that once

there was a great rock-cut pool, 71 ft. N. and S., by
75 ft. E. and W., which may, in part at least, have
been the work of Ilezekiah (2 K 20 20), approached

by a splendid flight of steps along its west side. The
pool was surrounded by an arcade 12 ft. wide and

22^ ft. high, and was divided by a central arcade,

to make in all probability a pool for men and
another for women. These buildings were probably

Herodian, if not earlier, and therefore this, we may
reasonably picture, was the condition of the pool

at the time of the incident in Jn 9 7, when
Jesus sent the blind man to "wash in the pool of

Siloam."
This pool is also probably the Pool of Shelah

described in Neh 3 15 as lying between the Foun-
tain Gate and the King's Garden. It may also

be the "king's pool" of Neh 2 14. If we were in

any doubt regarding the position of the pool of

Siloam, the explicit statement of Jos (H.f, V, iv, 1)

that \\\v. fountain of Siloam, which he says was a

plentiful spring of sweet water, was at the mouth of

the Tyropoeon would make us sure.

A little below this pool, at the very mouth of il- Ud'/, is

a dry pool, now a vegetable garden, known as Birkit d
Hamra (" th(! red pool"). For many

4 The vears the sewage of Jems found its way to

p- L , this spot, but when in l',H)4 an ancient city

Irr^ sow(^r was rediscovered (se(! I'EFS, 1904,
el Hamra :5<)2-".)t), the sewage was diverted and the

sit(^ was sold to tlie Cr conv(>nt which
surronnd(>d it with a wall. Although this is no longc^r a
I)ool, tiiere is no doubt but ttiat hei'eal)(Hits tlier(^ existed

a i)ool Ix'cause tlie great and massive; dam wliieh Jillss

excavated hero (see J KiiirsAi.EM, \'I, .">) had clearly been
macle originally to supi)ort a large body of water. It is

commonly supposed that the original i)ool here was
older than the Birket Silirdn, having b;'en fed by an
afpieduct which was constructed from Clihon along the
side of the Kidron valley before Ilezekiah's great tutmel.

If this is correct (and excavations are needed here to

confirm this theory), then this may b(; the "lower pool
"

referred to in Isa 22 !), tin; waters of which Ilezekiah
"stopped," and i)(>rhaps, too, that described in the same
passage as the "old pool."

The earliest known H(4) inscription of any length

was accidentally discovered near the lower end of the

Siloam aciueduct in 1880, and reported

5. The by Dr. Schick. It was inscribed upon
Siloam a rock-smoothed surface about 27 in.

Aqueduct square, some 15 ft. from the mouth
of the acjueduct; it was about 3 ft.

above the bottom of the channel on the east side.

The inscription consisted of six lines in archaic Ileb,

and has been tr'' by Professor Sayce as follows:

(1) Behold the excavation. Now this [is] the history

of the tunnel: while the excavators were still lifting lU)

(2) The pick toward each other, and while tiiere were
yet three cubits [to bo broken through] .... the voice

of the one called

(3) To his neighbor, for there was an [ ?] excrfs in the
rock on the righi;. They rose up ... . they struck on
the west of the

(4) Excavation; the excavators struck, each to meet
the other, pick to pick. And there tlov/ed

(5) The waters from tlunr outlet to the pool for a
thousand, two hmidred culiits; and [

']

((•)) Of a cubit, was the height of the rock over the

head of the excavators ....

It is only a roughly scratched inscription of the

nature of a graffito; the flowing nature of the

writing is fully explained by Dr. Reissner's recent

discovery of ostraca at Samaria written with pen

and ink. It is not an oflicial inscription, and con-

sequently there is no kingly name and no date, but

the prevalent view that it was made by the work
people who carried out Ilezekiah's great work (2 K
20 20) is now further confirmed by the character of

the Heb in the ostraca which Reissner dates as of the

time of Ahab.
Unfortunately this priceless monument of anticj-

uity was violently removed from its place by some
miscreants. The fragments have been collected and

are now pieced together in the Constantinople

museum. Fortunately several excellent "squeezes"

as well as transcriptions were made before the

inscription was broken up, so that the damage
done is to be regretted rather on sentimental than

on literary grounds. E. W. G. Masteh.\i.\n

SILOAM, TOWER IN. See JERrs.\LEM; Siloam.

SILVANUS, sil-va'nus (2iXovav6s, Silouanos

[2 Cor 1 19]). See Silas.

SILVER, sil'ver (Cly3
,
keseph; dp-yvpiov, argurion,

op^vpos, drguros) : Silver was known in the earliest

historic times. Specimens of early Egyp and Bab
silver work testify to the skill of the ancient

silversmiths. In Pal, silver objects have been

found antedating the occupation of the land by
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the Hebrews. This metal was used for making
all kinds of ornamental objects. In the mound
of Gezer were found bowls, vases, ladles, hair-
pins, rings and bracelets of silver. The rings and
settings for scarabs or seals were commonly of
this metal. The first mention of silver in the
Bible is in Gen 13 2, where it says that Abraham
was rich in cattle, in silver and gold. At that time
it was commonly used in exchange in the form of
bars or other shapes. Coins of (hat metal were of a
much later date (Gen 20 IG; 23 1.5; 24 ,53; 37 28,
etc). Booty was collected in silver (.Josh 6 19);
tribute was paid in the same (1 K 15 19). It was
also used for jewelry (Gen 44 2). The Children
of Israel systematically despoiled the Egvptians of
their silver before the exodus (ICx 3 22; 11 2;
12 35, etc). Ex 20 23 implies that idols were
made of it. It was largely used in the fittings of the
tabernacle (Ex 26 ff) and later of the temple (2 Ch
2 ff).

It is likely that the ancient supply of silver came
from the mountains of Asia Minor where it is still

found in aljundance associated with lead as argentif-
erous galena, and v/ith copper sulphide. The Turk-
ish government mines this silver on shares with the
natives. The Sinaitic peninsula probably also
furnished some silver. Later Fhoen shijjs brought
quantities of it from Greece and Si)ain. The Arabi-
an sources are doubtful (2 Ch 9 14). Although
silver does not tarnish readily in the air, it does
corrode badly in the limestone soil of Pal and Syria.
This probably partly accounts for the small nmnber
of objects of this metal found. On the site of the
ancient jewelers' shops of Tyre the writer found
objects of gold, bronze, lead, iron, but none of
silver.

Figurative: Silver to be as stones in Jerus (1 K
10 27) typified great abundance (cf Job 3 15;
22 25; 27 16; also Isa 60 17; Zee 9 3). The try-
ing of men's hearts was com])ared to the refining of
silver (Ps 66 10; Isa 48 10). Jeh's words were as
l)ure as silver refined seven times (Ps 12 G). The
ganiing of understanding is better than the gaining
of silver (Prov 3 14; cf 8 19; 10 20; 16 16; 22 1;
25 11). Silver becc^me dross denoted deterioration
(Isa 1 22; Jer 6 30). Breast and arms of silver

was interpreted by Daniel to moan the inferior

kingdom to follow Nebuchadnezzar's (Dnl 2 32.

39).

In the NT, reference should be made esp. to Acts
19 24; Jas 5 3; Rev 18 12. James A. Patch

SILVERLING, sil'vcr-ling (CIDS Clbx, 'eleph

kcseph [Isa 7 23]): 'A thousand of silver' means a
thousand shekels. See Piece of Silvek.

SILVERSMITH, sil'ver-smith (ap-yupoKdwos,

nrgurokopos) : Mentioned only once (Acts 19 24),
wluTC reference is made to Demetrius, a leading
member of the silversmiths' guild of Ephcsus.

SIMALCUE, sl-mal-ku'e: AV = RV Imalcue
(q.v.).

SIMEON, sim'o-on (p"'5ptJ, sJiim^on; Svfiewv,

Sumcon; the Heb root is from 37^^J , sha,ina\ "to
hear" [Gen 29 33]; some modern scholars [llitzig,

W. R. Smith, Stade, etc] derive it from Arab, sima^,
"the offspring of the hyena and female wolf"):
In Gen 29 33; 30 18-21; 35 23, Simeon is giv(>n

as full brother to Reuben, Levi, Judah, Issachar and
/(ibulun, the son of Leah; and in Gen 34 25;
49 5 as the brother of Levi and Dinah. He was
l(;ft as a hostage in Egypt by orders of Joseph (Gen
42 24; 43 23).

In the "blessing" of the dying Jacob, Simeon and
Levi are linked together:

i fUp "Simeon and Levi arc lirothren;

r«* X • . Weapons of violence an; tlicir sworrls.
Patriarch : O my soul, come not thou into their council

;

Biblical Unto their assembly, my glory, be not thou
Data united;
ud.ia. pqp jjj tiieij. anger they slew a man.

And in their self-will they hocked an ox.
Ctirsed bo their anger, for it was lierce;
And their wrath, for it was cruel:
I will divide them in Jacob,
And scatter them in Israel " (Gen 49 5-7).

Whatever view may be taken of the events of
Gen 34 25 (and some would see in it "a tradition
of the settlement of Jacob which belongs to a
cycle quite independent of the descent into Egypt
and the Exodus" [see S. A. Cook, Enc Brit, art.
"Simeon"]), it is clear that we have here a reference
to it and the suggestion that the .subsequent history
of the tribe, and its eventual absorption in Judah,
was the result of violence. In the same way the
priestly Levites became distributetl throughout the
other tribes without any tril)al inheritance of their
own (Dt 18 1; Jcjsh 13 14). From the mention
(Gen 46 10; Ex 6 15) of Sliaul as being the son of
a Canaanite woman, it may be supposed that the
tribe was a mixed one.

In the "blessing of Moses" (Dt 33) Simeon is not
mentioned at all in the He!) text, although in some
MSS of LXX the latter half of ver 6 is made to
apply to him: "Let Simeon be a small company."
The history of the tribe is scanty and raises many
problems. Of the many theories advanced to
meet them it cannot be said that any one answers
all difficulties.

In the wiklerness of Sinai the Simeonites camped
beside the Reubenites (Nu 2 12; 10 19); it was

Zimri, a m.ember of one of the leading
2. The fanulies of this tribe, who was slain by
Tribe in Phinehasin the affair of Baal-peor (Nu
Scripture 25 14). The statistics in Nu 1 22 f,

where the Simeonites are given as
59,300, compared with the 2d census (Nu 26 14),
where the numbers are 22,200, indicate a diminish-
ing tribe. Some have connected this with the sin of

Zimri.

At the recital of the law at Mt. Gerizim, Simeon
is mentioned first among those that were to respond
to the blessings (Dt 27 12). In the conquest
of Canaan "Judah said unto Simeon his brother.
Come up with me into my lot, that we may fight

against the Canaanites; and I likewise will go with
thee into thy lot. So Simeon went with him"
(Jgs 13; cf ver 17). (Many scholars find in

Gen 34 a tribal attempt on the part of the Simeon-
ites to gain possession of Shechem; if this is so,

Judah did not assist, anfl the utter failure may
have been a cause of Simeon's sub,sequent depend-
ence upon, and final ab.sorption in, Judah.) In
Jgs 4 and 5 Simeon is never mentioned. In the
settlement of the land there is no accotmt of how
Simeon established himself in his territory (except
the scanty reference in Jgs 1 3), but "their inherit-

ance was in the midst of the inheritance of the
children of Judah" (Josh 19 1); this is accounted
for (ver 9), "for the portion of the children of Judah
was too much for them." N(>vertheless we find

there the very cities which are apportioned to
Simeon, allotted to Judah (Josh 15 21-32; cf

Neh 11 26-29). It is .suggested (in 1 Ch 4 31)
that the independent possession of these cities

ceased in the time of David. David sent spoil to
several Simeonite towns (1 S 30 26 f), and in

1 Ch 12 25 it is recorded that 7,100 Simeonite
warriors came to David in Hebron. In 1 Ch 27 16
we have mention of a ruler of the Simeonites,
Shephatiah, son of Maacah.
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In 1 Cli 4 >')9 f nu'iitioii is iiuule of certain iso-

lated exploits of Siiiieoiiites at CJkdoh ((i-vj,

against the Mkuxi.m (<i.v.), and at Mt. Skiu ((|.v.).

]>ater refereiu^es associate certain Siineonites with
the Northern Kingdom (2 Ch 15 •); 34 ti), and
tradition has come to view them as one of the ten

tribes (cf Ezk 48 24.25.;«; Kev 7 7), althoti-rh all

the history of them \vv. have is bound up with
Judah and the .Southern Kingdom. There is no
mention of tlie return of any Simeonites after the
captivity; their cities fall to" Judah (X'eh 11 2Gf).

It has been supi)osed by many authorities that

the name Shijii^in occurs in the list of places

])lundered bv Thothmes HI (see

3. Refer- Petrie, ///,s7,
"

II, 104: also Honunel,
ences in AIIT, 2()S; Say<'(>, Earh/ Ilcb Trci-

Egyp and <lilio>is, 'Aii'I). In the 7th cent, we
Assyr In- have a doubt ful reference in an inscrip-

scriptions tion of Ksar-haddon relating his I'jgyp

campaign when a city Ap-kii is men-
tioned as in the coimtry of S(i-nie-tii(t), which may
possibly be a reference to Simeon. The svuwival of

the name so late, if true, is strange, in the light of

what we gather from the Bible about the tribe.

(For discussion of both of these in.scriptions, with
references to the lit., see EB, coll. 452S-3().)

The cities of Simeon as given in Josh 19 2-G
and 1 Ch 4 2<S.31 are (the names in ])arentheses

arc variations in the latter reference):

4. The Heer-sheba, Moladah, 1 fazar-shual,

Territory Halah (Billialij, Azem (AY) (Ezem),
of Simeon l.ltolad (Tolad), Bcthuel, Ilormah,

Zikhig, Beth-marcaboth, Hazar-susah
(Ilazar Susim), Beth-lebaoth (Beth-biri), Sharuhen
(Shaaraim) (Etam), Ain Rimmon, Eth(>r (Tochen),
Ashan—in all, 16 cities in Josh and 17 in 1 Ch.
Ashan (1 Ch 6 59) is the only one assigned to the
priests. It is written wrongly as "Ain" in Josh 21
16. All the above cities, with certain variations in

form, and with the exception of Etam in 1 Ch 4 32,
which is probablv a mistake, occur in the list of

the cities of Judah (Josh 15 26-32.42). Ziklag is

mentioned (1 S 27 6) as being the private property
of the kings of Judah from the days of David, who
received it from Achish, king of Gath.

For the situation of tliese cities, so far as is known,
see separate arts, under their names. It is clear

that they were all situated in the southwestern part
of Pal, and that Simeon had no definite territorial

boundaries, but isolatetl cities, with their villages,

among those of the people of Judah.
E. W. G. M.\STf:RMAN

SIMEON (')l>"'2r, shim'on; 2v[Aeuv, Snmeon):

(1) The 2d son of Jacob bv Leah (see separate
art.).

(2) Great-grandfather of Judas Maccabaeus
(1 Mace 2 1).

(3) A man in Jerus described as "righteous and
devout, looking for the consolation of Israel."

When the infant Jesus was brought into the Temple,
he took Ilim into his arms and blessed God in words
which are famous as the N^unc dimittis. Simeon
bestowed his blessing on the wondering father and
mother (Lk 2 25.34). Legend has nmdv, him the
son of Ilillel and father of Gamaliel I, but this has
no historical basis.

^(4) An ancestor of Jesus (Lk 3 30); RV
"Symeon."

(5) RV "Sj'meon": one of the prophets and
teachers in the Christian conununity at Antioch.
He is also called Xig(;r, wdiich was the gentile name
he had as.sumed, Symeon being Heb. He was
among those who set apart Paul and Barnabas for
their ini.ssionary work (.Vets 13 1.2). Xotlung
more is known of him.

(6) RV "Symeon": the Heb name of Simon
Peter (Acts 15 14). S. F. Hunter

SIMEON (NIGER, ni'jer): AV in .Vets 13 1,

RV "Symeon" (([.v.).

SIMEONITES, sim'e-on-Its. See Simkon.

SIMILITUDE, si-mil'i-tud: In AV means either
"an _exact facsimile" (Ps 106 20 AV, RV "like-
ness"; Rom 5 14, etc), or el.se "the form itself"

(Xu 12 8; Dt 4 12.15.16 for fmunah, "form"
|s() RV|); cf LiivioMoss. ERV has ret ainetl tlic word
in 2 Ch 4 3; Did 10 16 (ARV "likeness"), while
ERA' and ARV have uscmI "similitudes" in Hos 12
10 (np" , (Idindh, "be like"). The meaning is "I

have inspired tlu; ])rophets to speak parables."

SIMON (Si|ia)v, Simon, Gr form of Simko.n [q.v.]) :

Th(^ ])ersons of tlu^ name of Simon mentioned in I lie

Apocrypha are:

(1) Simon \\\v. Macca])(!an (Ilasmonean), sur-

named Tiiassi (ci.v.), the 2d son of Mat tat Idas
and elder brother of Judas Maccabaeus. On his

(hnithbed, Mattathias conmiended Simon as a "man
of counsel" to be a "father" to his brethren (1 Mace
2 65), and a "man of coun.sel" he proved himself.

But it was not till after the death of Judas and the
capture of Jonathan that he played the chief role.

Dispatched by Judas with a force to the relief of

the Jews in Galilee he fought with great success

(5 17ff; Jos, Ant, XII, viii. If). We find him
next taking reveiige along with Jonathan on the
"children of Jambri" (1 Mace; 9 33 ff), and cociper-

ating in the successful eam])aign around Bethbasi
against Bacchides (c 156 BC) (9 62 ff), and in the
campaign against Apolloiuus (10 74 ff). In tlic

conflict between Tryphon and Demetrius II, Simon
was appointed by Antiochus VI "captain from the
Ladder of Tyre unto the borders of Egypt" (11 50).

After the capture of Jonathan at Ptolemais by
Tryphon, Simon became acknowledged leader of his

jiarty. lie thwarted Tryphon in his attempts upon
Jerus, in revenge for which the latter murdered
Jonathan (13 23). Simon then took the side of

Demet rius on condition of immunity for Jixdaea, and
so 'in the 170th year' (143-142 BC) 'the yoke of

the heathen was taken away from Israel' (13 41).

Simon applied himself to rebuild the strongholds
of Judaea, reduced Gazara, captured the Acra
(citadel) and made Joppa a seaport. He showed
his wisdom most of all in his internal administration:
'Tie sought the good of his country"; commerce
and agriculture revived ; lawlessness was suppressed,
and "the land had rest all the days of Simon"
(14 4 fT). His power was acknowledged by
Sparta and Rome (14 16 ff). In 141 BC he
was appointed by the nation leader, high priest

and captain "for ever, until there should arise a
faithful prophet" (14 41 IT), and thus the Hasmo-
nean dynasty was founded. A new chronological
era began with the first year of his administration,
and he minted his own coins. A few years later

Simon again meddled in Syrian politics (139 BC),
this time at the entreaty of Antiochus VII (Sidetes)

in his contest against Tryphon; when, however,
Antiochus was assured of success, he refused the
help of Simon and sent Cendebaeus against Judaea.
Judas and John, sons of Simon, defeated the in-

vaders near Modin (137-136 BC). In 135 BC
Simon met his death by treachery. Ptolemy the

son of Abubus, Simon's own son-in-law, determined
to secure supreme power for himself and, in order to

j'.ccomplish this, to assassinate the whole family of

Simon. He accordingly invited Simon and his sons
to a banquet in the stronghold of Doknear Jericho,

where he treacherously nun-dercd Simon with his

two sons Mattathias and Judas. The other son,

John Ilyrcanus, governor of Gazara, received inti-

mation of the plot and saved himself to become
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the head of the Ilasmonean dynasty. "The sig-

nificance of Simon's administration consists in this,

that he completed the work of Jonathan and left

the Jewish people absolutely independent of Syria"

(Schiirer). See Maccabaeus, II, 4.

(2) Simon I, the high priest, son of Onias I,

whom he succeeded c 300 BC. lie was one of the

last of the Great Synagogue, and to him is attributed

the saying, "On three things the world depends

—

the Law, worship and the showing of kindness."

According to Jos {Ant, XII, ii, 5) this Simon was
called "the Just" (6 dcKaws, ho dikaios), "on account
of his piety and his benevolent disposition toward
his countrymen."

Many authorities (Herzfeld, Dcronhourg, Stanley,
Ohcync") assert tliat Jos is wrong in attacliing tliis epi-

tliet to Simon I instead of Simon II, and Scliurcr is not
certain on tliis question. But tlio Talm passage wiiicli

Derenbourg cites means tlie oi)posite of wliat lie takes it,

viz. it is intended to show how splendid and holy were
the days of Simeon (ha-Qaddlk) compared with the later

days. Besides, Jos is more likely to have known the
tnith on this matter than these later authorities. Tlie
same uncertainty obtains as to whether the eulogium
in Sir 50 1 ff of "the great priest" refers to Simon I or
Simon II. Schiirer and otlicrs refer it to Simon II.

It is more likely to refer to the Simon who was famous
as "tlie Just," "and consequently to Simon I. Besides
we know of no achievements of Simon II to entitle him
to such praise. The building operations mentioned
would suit tlio time of Simon I b(>tter, as Ptolemy cap-
tured Jerus and probably caused considerable! destruc-
tion. Till! Talm states that this Simon (and not Jaddua)
met Alexander the Great.

(3) Simon II, high priest, son of Onias II and
grandson of Simon 1 and father of Onias III,

flourished about the end of the 3d cent. BC, and was
succeeded by his son Onias III c 198 BC. Jos

says that this Siinon in the conflic^t of the sons of

Joseph sided with the elder sons against Ilyrcanus

the younger. Schiirer (probably incorrectly) thinks

he is the Simon praised in Sir 50 1 ff. See (2)

above (3 Mace 2 1; Jos, Anl, XII, iv, 10).

(4) Simon, a Benjamite, guardian of the temple,

who, having quarreled with the high priest Onias III,

informed Apollonius of the untold stuns of money
in the temple treasury. Apollonius laid the matter
before the king Seleucus IV, who sent Ileliodorus

to remove the money. An apparition prevented
Heliodorus from accomplishing his task (2 Mace
3 4ff). It is further recorded, that Simon con-

tinued his opposition to Onias. lie is spoken of as

brother of the renegade Menelaus (4 23). Of his

end we know nothing.

(5) Simon Chosameus (B [and Swete], Xoo-d/xaos,

Chosdmaos, A, Xocro/xalos, Chosomaios), one of the sons

of Annas who had married "strange wives" (1 Esd
9 32). Simon apparently = "Shimeon" (shim^un)

of the sons of Harim (Ezr 10 31); Chosameus is

probably a corruption standing in the place of, but
not resembling, any of the three names: Benjamin,
Malluch, Shemaraiah, which Esd omits from the Ezr
list. S. Angus

SIMON, si'mon (Sijiwv, Simon):

(1) Simon Peter. See Peter (Simon).

(2) Another of the Twelve, Simon "the Cana-
naean" (Mt 10 4; Mk 3 18), "the Zealot" (Lk 6

15; Acts 1 13). See Cananaean.
(3) One of the brethren of Jesus (Mt 13 55;

Mk 6 3). See Brethren of the Lord.

(4) "The leper" in Bethany, in whose house
a woman poured a cruse of precious ointment over

the head of Je-sus (Mt 26 6; Mk 14 3). He had
perhaps been healed by Jesus; in that case his

ungracious behavior was not consistent with due
gratitude. However he was healed, the title

referred to his condition in the past, as lepers were
ostracized by law.

(5) A Pharisee in whose hou.sc a woman, "a
sinner," wet the feet of Jesus with her tears, and

anointed them with ointment (Lk 7 3Gff). By
some he is identified with (4), this being regarded
as Luke's version of the incident recorded in IVIt 26
and Mk 14. Others as strongly deny this view.
For discu.ssion see Mary, IV.

(6) A man of Cyrene, who was compelled to carry
the cross of Jesus (Mt 27 32; Mk 15 21; Lk 23
2G). Mark calls him "the father of Alexander and
Rufus," well-known members of the churc^h at
(probably) Rome (cf Acts 19 33; Rom 16 13).

See Cyrenian.
(7) The father of Judas Iscariot (Jn 6 71; 12

4 AV, RV omits; 13 2.2G).

(8) Simon Magus (Acts 8 9ff). See separate
article.

(9) Simon, the tanner, with whoin Peter lodged
at Joppa. His house was by the seaside outside
the city wall, because of its ceremonial uncleanness
to a Jew, and also for reasons of sanitation (Acts
9 43). S. F. Hunter

SIMON MAGUS, ma'gus (S£(j.wv, Simon, Gr
form of Heb "^"pTl? , shini'on; Gesenius gives the

meaning of the Heb word as "hearing with accept-

ance"; it is formed from V 7'Qlp, shama^, "to

hear"):

1. Simon, a Magician
2. Simon and thi; Apostles

(1) Simon and Philip
(2) Simon and P("ter and .lohn

3. The Magicians and the Oospel
4. Testimony of Early Christian Writers
.5. Sources of Legendary History
0. Traditions of His Death
7. The Simoniani
8. Was Simon the Originator of (inosticism ?

The name or term "Magus" is not given to him
in the NT, but is justly used to designate or par-

ticularize him on account of the inci-

1. Simon, dent recorded in Acts 8 9-24, for

a Magician though the word "Magus" docs not
occur, yet in ver 9 the present participle

mageuon is used, and is tr'', both in AV and in RV,
"used sorcery." Simon accordingly was a sorcerer,

he "bewitched the people of Samaria" t,-VV). In
ver 11 it is also said that "of long time he had
amazed" them "with his sorceries" (magiais). The
claim, given out by himsidf, was that he "was some
great one"; and this claim was acknowledged by
the Samaritans, for previous to the introduction of

the gospel into Samaria, "they all gave heed [to

him], from the least to the greatest, saying. This
man is that power of God which is called Great"
(ver 10).

(1) It so happened, however, that Philip the
deacon and evangelist went down from Jerus to

Samaria, and "proclaimed unto them
2. Simon the Christ" (ver 5); and as the result

and the of the proclamation of the gospel,

Apostles many were gathered into the Chris-
tian church. Many miracles also were

performed by Philip, sick persons cured, and de-

mons cast out; and Simon fell under the influence

of all these things, both of the preaching and of

"the signs." So great was the impression now made
upon Simon that he "believed" (ver 13). This
means, at least, that he saw that Philip was able
in the name of Jesus Christ to display powers
greater than anything he himself was acquainted
with: Philip's power was greater by far than
Simon's. He therefore came forward as one of the
new converts, and was baptized. After his baptism
he continued with Philip. The signs which accom-
panied the introduct ion of the gosp(;l into this city

did not cease, and Simon seeing them "was amazed."
The word denoting Simon's ainazement at the
"signs" wrought by Philip is the same as that used
to express how the people of Samaria had been
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ainiized at Sinion'.s sorceries. It i.s an indication
of the nature of the faith which he possessed in the
gospel—wondering; amazement at a runv ph(>nome-
non not vet understood, not repentance or trust in

Christ.

(2) X^'ews havinfr readied Jerus of the events
which had occurred in Samaria, the apostles sent
Peter and Jolm to (jstablish the work there. These
two apostles prayed for tlie converts that they might
receive the Holy Ghost, which they had not yet
received. And when they had laid their hands upon
the converts, the Spirit was given to them. At this
early ])eriod in the history of tlie church the Holy
(Ihost was bestowed in a visible manner which
showed itself in su(;h miraculous gifts as are de-
scribed in Acts 2. Simon saw what had taken
place, and then, instead of joining the company of
those who had truly repented and trusted Christ,
he came forward with the same amazement as he
had jireviously shown, anrl ofTered money to Peter
and John, if tliey would impart to him the power of
giving the Holy Ghost to others. Peter instantly
rebuked this bold and ungodly request, and did so
with such st(>rnness as to cause Simon to ask that
the judgment threatened by the apostle might not
fall upon him.
Such is the unenviable history of Simon Magus,

as it is recorded in the NT. Later centuries have
shown their estimation of the heinousness of
Simon's sin by employing his name to indicate the
crimeof buying or selling a spiritual office for a
price in money—"simony."

It is not strange to find the gospel brouglit into
direct conflict with magicians, for in the 1st and

2(1 cents, tliere were a multitude of
3. The such i)ersons who pretended to possess
Magicians supernatural powers by which they
and the endeavored to d(>ceive men. They
Gospel flattered the sinful inclinations of the

human heart, and fell in with men's
current ways of thinking, and required no self-

renunciation at all. For these reasons the magicians
found a ready belief on the part of man}\ The
emperor Tiberius, in his later years, had a host of
magicians in constant attendance upon him. Ely-
mas, with whom Paul came in contact in Cyprus
"was with the deputy of the country, Sergius Paulus,
a prudent man" (Acts 13 7 AV). Elymas was one
of those magicians, and he endeavored to turn away
the deputy from the faith. Luke expressly calls this
man "magus," Elymas the magus (Acts 13 6.8 m).
The influence of such persons presented an ob-

stacle to the progress of the Christian faith, which
hacl to force its way through the delusions with
which these sorcerers had surrounded the hearts of
those whom they deceived. When the gospel came
in contact with these magicians and with their
works, it was necessary that there should be strik-
ing facts, works of supernatural power strongly
appealing to men's outward senses, in order to
bring them out of the bewiklerment and deception
in which they were involved, and to make them
able to receive the impression of spiritual truth.
Such miracles were wrought both in Cyprus and in
Samaria, the spheres of influence of the magicians
Elymas and Simon. These Divine works first

arrested men's attention, and then dispelled the
delusive influence of the sorcerers.

(1) The history of Simon Magus does not close
with what is narrated in the Acts, for the early
. _ . Christian writers have nuich to say in
4. lesti- regard to him.
mony of
Farlv Justin Martyr, liimself a Samaritan,
„j^ ./ states that Simon Magus was a " Saniari-
Writers tanfrom the village called GittSn." Justin

also relates that, in the time of Claudius
Ca(!sar, Simon was worshipped as a god at Rome on
account ot his magical powers, and that a statue had

been erected to him, on the island in the river Tiber,
with the inscription Nimoni Deo Sanctn. that is, "To
Simon the sacred god." Curiously enough, in the year
1574, a stone which appears to have served as a pedestal
of a statue, was dug up in the Tiber at the spot
described by Justin; and on it were inscribed the words
Srmotii Sanco Dio Fulio Sacrum, that is, the Stone
then discovered was dedicated to tlio god Semo Sancus,
the Saliine Hercules. This atiliciuarian fnid makes
it pr()bal)le that Justin was mistaken in what he said
about a statue having })e(^n erected in honor of Simon
IMagus. "It is incredil)l(^ that the folly should ever
bo carried to such an extent as that a statue should
b(; erected, and the senate should pass a decree enroll-
ing Simon Magus among tlie deus Romunoa" (Xeaiider,
Church IliKlorii, II, 123). The inscription found in 1571
shows the source of the error into which Justin had fallen.

There are many stories told by some of the early Chris-
tian writers regarding Simon ^lagus, but they are full
of legend and faille: some; of them are improbable in the
extreme and border on the impossible.

(2) Jerome, who professes to quote from writings of
Simon, represents him as employing these words in refer-
ence to himself, "I am the Word of Ciod, I am the Com-
forter, I am Almighty, I am all tliere is of Ciod" (Mansel,
The Gnostic Heresies, S2). Irena(nis (Mansel, ib, S2)
writes regarding him: "Simon, having purchased a cer-
tain woman named Helena, who had been a prostitute in
the city of Tyre, carried her about with him, and said
that she was the first conception of his mind, the motlier
of all things, by whom, in the beginning, Ik; conceived tlu;

thought of making the angels and archangels; for that
this conception proceeded forth from him, and knowing
her father's wishes, she descended to the lower world, and
produced the angels and powers; by whom also he saicl

that this world was made. But after slie had produced
them, she was detained by them through envy, since
they were unwilling to be considered the offspring of
any other being; for he himself was entirely unknown by
them; but his conception was detained l)y those powers
and angels which were put forth from her, and suffered
every insult from them that she might not return upward
to her father; and this went so far that slie was even
confined within a human body, and for ages passed into
other female bodies, as if from one vessel into another.
He said also that she was that Helen, on whosti account
the Trojan war was fought .... and tliat after i)assiiig
from one body to another, and constantly meeting witli
insult, at last she became a public prostitute, and tliat
this was the lost sheep. On this account he himself cam(>,
that he might first of all reclaim her and free her from
her chains, and then give salvation to men through the
knowledge of himself. For since the angels ruled the
world badly, because one of them desired the chief place,
ho had come down for the restoration of all things, and
had descended, being changed in figure, and made like
to principalities and powers and angels, so that ho
appeared among men as a man, and was thought to have
suffered in Judaea, though he did not suffer
Furthermore he said that the prophets uttered their
propliecies imder the inspiration of those angels wlio
framed the world; for which reason they who rest their
hope on him and his Helena no longer cared for them,
but as free men could act as they pleased, for that men
are saved by his [i.e. Simon's] grace, and not according
to their own just works, for that no a(;ts were just l)y
nature, but by accident, according to the rules estab-
lished by the angels, who made the world, and who
attempt by these precepts to bring men into bondage.
P'or this reason ho promised that the world should bo
released, and those who are his set at liberty from the
government of those who made the world."

The chief sources of the legendary history of

Simon IMagus are the collection of writings known
as The Clemenlines (see Literature,

5. Sources Sub-.\postolic; Peter, First Epistle
of Legend- of; Peter, Secoxd Epistle of).
ary His- What is there said of him is, that he
tory studied at Alexandria, and that he

had been, along with the heresiarch
Dositheus, a disciple of John the Baptist. He be-
came also a disciple of Dositheus, and afterward
his successor. The Clementines comprise (1) The
Homilies, (2) The Recognitions, and (3) The Epit-
ome. These three are cognate works, and in i)art

are identical. The date of The Homilies may
be placed about 160 AD. The contents comprise
a supposed letter from the apostle Peter to the
apostle James, along with other matter. Then
follow the homilies, of wdiich there are twenty.
These record the supposed travels of Clement, a
Rom citizen. Clement meets with Barnabas and
with Peter. Then there is narrated a discussion
between Peter and Simon Magus. This disputation
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lasts for three days, Simon maintaining that there

are two gods, and that the God of the OT is an
imperfect being. Simon Magus withdraws to Tyre
and then to Sidon. Peter follows Simon from place

to place, counteracting his sorceries, and instructing

the people. At Laodicea a second disputation takes

place between the apostle and Simon on the same
subjects.

file Homilies are not a Christian protest against

Gnosticism, but merely that of one gnostic school

or sect against another, the I<]bionite against the

Marcionite. The Deity of Christ is denied, and
He is regarded as one of the Jewish prophets.

In the legends Simon is represented as constantly
opjKising Peter, who ultimately discredits and
vancjuishes him. These legends occur in more
forms than one, the earlier form selecting Antioch
as tlie place where Simon was discomfited by the
apostle and where he also died, while the later

tradition chooses Rome for the.se events.

One tradition tells how the magici.an ordered his

followers to bury him in a grave, promising that
if this were done, he would rise again

6. Tradi- on the third day. They did as he
tions of His wished and buried him; but this

Death was the end of him, for he did not
rise again.

Simon is said to have met his death at Rome, after an
cnrouiiter with tlie apostle Peter. During this liis

final controversy witli the apostle, Simon liad raised
himself in tlie air liy the help of evil spirits, and in answer
to tlu! prayer of Peter and Paul he was dashed to the
ground and killed.

According to another form of this tradition, Simon
proposed to give the Kom emperor a proof of his jjower
by Hying off to God. He succeeded, it is said, in Hying
for a certain distance over Rome, ))ut in answer to the
prayer of P(>ter he fell and brolce one of liis legs. Tliis
tradition accounts for his end by saying that the people
stoned him to death.

The Simoniani, the Simonians or followers of

Simon, were an eclectic sect, who seem, at one t ime,

to have adopted tenets and opinions

7. The derived from paganism, at another,

Simoniani from Judaism and the beliefs of the
Samaritans, and at anotlier still, from

Christianity. Sometimes they seem to have been
asc-etics; at others they are wild scoffers at moral
law. They regarded Simon Magus as their Christ,

or at least as a form of manifest at ion of the redeem-
ing Christ, who had manifested Himself also in

Jesus. The Simonians were one of the minor
gnostic se(;ts and were carried far away both from
the doctrine and from the ethical spirit of the

Christian faith.

Origen denies that the followers of Simon were
Christians in any sense. The words of Origen are,

"It escapes the notice of Celsus that tlie Simonians
do not in any way acknowledge Jesus as the Son
of God, but they call Simon the Power of God."
In the time of Origen the followers of Simon had
dwindled in number to such a degree that he writes,

"I do not think it possible to find that all the fol-

lowers of Simon in the whole world are more than
thirty: and perhaps I have said more than there

really are" {Conlr. Cels., i.57, quoted by Alford,

GrNT, Acts 8 9).

Ircnaeus also has much to say regarding Simon
and his followers. He makes the legendary Simon

identical with the magician of Acts 8,

8. Was makes him also the first in the list

Simon the which he gives of heretics, and also

Originator says that it was from him that (Jnosti-

of Gnosti- cism si)rang. The account whi(;h he
cism? gives of the Simonians .shows that by

the time when Irenacus lived, tluur

system had developed into Gnosticism; but this

fact does not justify Irenaeus in the assertion that

Simon of Acts 8 is the originator of the gnostic

system. The early Christian writers took this

view, and regarded Simon Magus as the founder of

Gnosticism. Perhaps they were right, "but from
the very little authentic informat ion we possess, it is

impossible to ascertain how far he was identified with
their tenets" (Alford, NT, II, 86). In the midst of

the various legends regarding Simon, it may be that
there is a substratum of fact, of such a nature that
future investigation and discovery will justify

these early Christian writers in their judgment,
and will show that Simon Magus is not to be over-
looked as one of the sources iroin which Gnosticism
sprang. The exact origin of Gnosticism is certainly

difficult to trace, but there is little or no indication
that it arose from the incidents narrated in Acts 8.

It cannot be denied that a connection is possible,

and may have existed between the two, that is

between Simon Magus and some of the gnostic here-
sies; but the facts of history show widespread
tendencies at work, during and even before the
Apostolic age, which amply account for the rise of

Gnosticism. These are found e.g. in the Alex-
andrian philosophy, and in the tenets of the false

teachers at Colossae and in other places. These
philosophical and theosophical ideas commingled
with the influences of Zoroastrianism from Persia,

and of Buddhism from India, and these tendencies
and influences, taken in conjunction, were the
sources of the various heresies known by the name
of Gnosticism. See Gnosticism.

John RtiTriERFURo
SIMON PETER. See Peter, Simon.

SIMON THE CANAANITE, OR CANANAEAN,
OR ZEALOT (2C|xajv Kavavaios, Simon Kanannios;
^ii!2j5, kannd'l, "the Jealous [or Zealous] One"):

One of the Twelve Apostles. This Simon was also

named "the Canaanite" (Mt 10 4; Mk 3 18 AV)
or "the Cananaean" (Mt 10 4; Mk 3 18 RV) or
"Zelotcs" (Lk 6 15; Acts 1 13 AV) or "the Zealot"
(Lk 6 15; Acts 1 13 RV).

According to the " Gospel of the Ehionites" or " Gospel
of the Twelve Apostles" (of th(! 2d cent, and mentioned
by Origen) Simon received his call to the apostlesliip along
with Andrew and Peter, the sons of ZelxMlee, Thaddaeus
and Judas Iscariot at the Sea of Til)erias (cf Mt 4 18-
22; see also Hennecke, Ncutcstamcntliche Apokryphcn,
24-27).

Although Simon, like the majority of the apostles,

was probably a Galilean, the designation "Cana-
naean" is regarded as of political rather than of

geographical significance (cf St. Luke's rendering).

The Zealots were a faction, headed by Judas of

Galilee, who "in the days of the enrolment" (cf

Acts 5 37; Lk 2 1.2) bitterly opposed the threat-

ened increase of taxation at the census of Quirinius,

and would have hastened by the sword the fulfil-

ment of Messianic prophecy.

Simon has been identified with Simon the brother

of Jesus (Mk 6 3; Mt 13 55), but there also are

reasons in favor of identifying him with Nathanael.

Thus (1) all the arguments adduced in favor of the
Bartholomew-Xathanael identification (see Nathanael)
can equally be applied to that of Simon-Xatlianael, ex-
cept the second. But tlie second is of no account, since
the Philip-Bartholomew connection in the Synoptists
occurs merely in the apostolic lists, while in St. John it

is narrative. Further, in the Synoptists, Philip is con-
nected in the narrative, not with Bartholomew but with
Andrew.

(2) The identity is definitely stated in the Gcvcalogies

of the Twelve Apostles (see Nathanael). Further, the
"Preaching of Simon, son of (Jleopas" (cf Budge, II,

70 ff) has the heading "The preaching of the ))lessed St.

Simon, the son of Cleopas, who was surnamed Judas,
which is interpreted Nathanael, who became bishop of
Jerus after James the brother of Our Lord." Eusebius
{HE,Hl,xi, 32; IV,xxii) also refers to a Simon who suc-
ceeded James as bishop of Jerus and suffered martyrdom
under Trajan; and Hegesippus, whom Eusebius pro-
fesses to quote, calls this Simon a son of Cleopas.
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(3) The invitation of Philip to Xathanacl (cf .In 1 45)
was one wiiich would naturally bo addressed to a follower
of tln> Zealots, who l)ased their cause on the fiiKllinent of
Messianic i)roi)heey.

(4) As Ali)haeus. the father of James, is generally
regarded as the same as Clonas or Cleopas (see Jamf.s,
Son op Ai.imiakis), this iclentilical ion of tlu' ahovt^
Simon Nathanael, son of Cleoi)as, with Simon Zelotes
would shed light on th(> reason of the juxtai)osition of
James son of Alphaeus and Simon /elot(\s in tlie apostolic
lists of St, IvUke and Acts. i.e. they were hi'others.

C. M. Kkku
SIMPLE, siin'p'l: lit tlioOT thctiiiiforin tr ()f tho

Wch word pclh'i (root pCithdh, "be open"), liiketln;

Va\^. word "sini])le"' (otyinolop;ically "of ono fold"),

the Ileb ix'th'i is used soiiiotiiinvs in A ^ood sense,

i.e. "open-minded" (Ps 19 7; 116 G;
_
119 130,

possibly in ;ill three cases the sense is neutral

rather titan pnsUivehj good), and sonictiines in a

bad sense (Prov 7 7, !| to "destitute of iinderstand-

iiif^"; 8 5, I to "fools" [blockheads]; 14 15, opposed
to prudent). The fiindamcnttd idea of pdhl seems
to be open to infhience, i.e. easily infltienced. That
one opeii to influence should as a rtih; b(> classed with
the irreligious is one of many insttmces in which
language is an unwilling witness to the miasmatic
moral atmosphere in wliich we liv(\ The line be-

tween moral wetikness and moral turpitude, between
negative goodness (if indeed such a thing be coit-

ceivable) and positive badness, is soon passed.

In the XT the word "simple" is found only in

Rom 16 18.19 AV. In the first of these passages
it is used to translate ukakos (RV "innocent ')•

In He 7 26 AV the same word is rendered "harm-
less," the rendering of RV in this insttuicc being
"guileless." This woukl suit Rom 16 18 better than
"innocent." Guilelessness is not a synonym for

gullibility; but the guileless are frequently the prey
of designing men. In Rom 16 19 the word tr^

"simple" is akeraios, lit. "unmixed," "sincere"

(Trench and Godet; Young, erroneously "hornless"

andso "harmless"). "Uncontaminated" seemstobe
the idea of the apostle. He would have those to

whom he wrote "wise as regards good" and not
ignorant :is regards evil—for that would be impo.s-

sible, even if (lesirable—but withotit that kind of

knowledge of evil that comes from engaging in it,

as we say, mixing themselves tip with it, unalloyed
with evil. W. M. McPheeters

SIMPLICITY, sim-plis'i-ti (n^'^rs
,
p^lhayyiUh;

dirXoTTis, hoplotef:): The words in the OT com-
monly ti"^ "simplicity" are pcthl, "simple" (Prov 1

22), p'thayyUth, "simplicity" (9 13 m), torn, "com-
pleteness," "integrity" (2 S 15 11), "They went
in their simplicity." In the X'T, ha plates^ "single-

ness of mind," ''simplicity," occurs in Rom 12 8,

"He that giveth let him do it with simplicity," RV
"liberality," m "Or 'singleness'"; 2 Cor 1 12, "in

simplicity and godly sincerity," RV (with corrected

text) "in holiness and sincerity of God"; 11 3,

"the simplicity that is in Christ," RV (with cor-

rected text) "the simplicity and the purity that is

toward Christ"; cf Eph 6 5; Col 3 22, where the
tr is "singleness." In Wisd 1 1 we have, "Think ye

of the Lord with a good mind [AV "h(>art"], and in

singleness [AV "simplicity"] of heart seek ye him"
(haplotes). Our Lord also speaks (Mt 6 22; Lk
11 34) of the "single eye" (haplous), and James
(1 5) applies haplos, "simply," "directly," without
after-thought [AV and RV "liberallv"] to God,
who had been described by Phito {Rep. ii.382 E)
as being perfectly simple (haplous) and true, both
in word and deed. In such "sim])licity"—openness,
sincerity, freedom from double-mindednes.s—man
most resembles God and is most open to His visita-

tion and blessing. W. L. Walker

SIMRI, sim'ri. Sec Shimri.

SIN (PN^n, hattalh, "a missing," py , 'uicon,

"perversity," J-'TJ/E
,

pcsha\ "transgression," 5*"!,

ra'', "evil," v\v, anaprdvo), hamarU'ind, "miss the
mark," irapdpao-is, pardlxiKin, "transgression" with
a sugg(>stion of vk)lence, d5iK£a, adikia, "injustice,"

"tmright eousness")

:

1. Sin as Disobedience
2. Affects the Inner Life
'A. Involves All Men
4. The Story of the Kail
5. The Krei'dom of Man
0. A Transgression against Light
7. InwardiK'ss of tlie Moral Law

(1) I'rophets
(2) I'aul

(3) J(\sus
S. Sin a Positive Forci:
9. Heredity

10. Environment
1 1. Redemption
12. Life in Christ
1:5. Repentance
14. Forgiveness
LlTKlt ATUUE

A fairly exact definition of sin based on Bib. data
wotdd be that sin is the transgression of the law

of God (1 Jn 3 4). Ordinarily, sin

1. Sin as is defined simply as "the transgression

Disobedi- of the law," but the idea of God is .so

ence completcdy the ess(>ntial conception
of the entire Rib. revelation tluit we can

best define sin as disobedience to the law of (!od.

It will be seen that i)rimarily sin is an act, but from
the very beginning it htis been known that acts

htive effects, not only in the outward world of

things and ])ersonH, but also ujxm
2. Affects him who comitiits the act. Hence; we
the Inner find throughout the Scrii)tures ;i

Life growing emi)hasis on the idea of the
sinful act as not only a fact in itself,

btit also as a revelatit)n of an evil disposition on
the part of him who c()mmit.s the act (Gen 6 5).

Then also there is the further idea that

3. Involves deeds which so profoundly afTect tlic

All Men inner life of an individual in some way
have ;in effect in transmitting evil

tendencies to the descendants of a sinful individual

(Ps 51 5.G; Eph 2 3). See Heredity; Tradition.
Hence, we reach shortly the conception, not only

that sin is profoundly inner in its consequences, but
that its eiTects reach outward also to an extent

which practically involves the race. Arotmd these

various items of doctrine difTering systems of the-

ology have sprung up.

Students of all schools :ire agreed that we htive

in the OT stoiy of the fall of Adam an eternally true

account of the wtiy sin comes into the

4. Story of world (Gen 3 1-6). The question is

the Fall not so much as to the literal historic

matter-of-factness of the narrative,

as to its essentially psychological truthfulness. The
e-ssential thought of the narrative is that both Adam
and Eve disobe3'ed an exjiress command of God.
The seductiveness of temi)tation is nowhere more
forcefully stated than in this narrative. The fruit

of the tree is pleasant to look upon; it is good to

eat; it is to be desired to make one wise; more-
over, the tempter moves upon the woman by the

method of the half truth (see Adam in the OT).
God had said that disobedience to the command
would bring death; the tempter urged thatdisobedi-

ence would not bring death, implying that the com-
mand of God had meant that death would imme-
diately foHow the eathig of the forbidden fruit.

In th(! story the various avenues of approach of sin

to the human heart are graphically suggested, but
after the seductiveness of evil has thus been set

forth, the fact remains that both transgressors knew
they were transgressing (Gen 3 2f). Of course, the

story is told in simple, naive fashion, but its per-
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ennial spiritual truth is at once apparent. There

has been much progress in rehgious thinking con-

cerning sm during the Christian ages, l)ut the prog-

ress has not been away from this central concep-

tion of wilful disobedience to the law of God.
In this early Bil). account there is implicit the

thought of the freedom of man. The idea of trans-

gression has sometimes been inter-

5. Freedom preteti in such wise as to do away with

of Man this freedom. An unbiased reading of

the Scriptures would, with the possible

exception of some passages which designedly lay

stress on the power of God (Rom 8 29.30), pro-

duce on the mind the impression that freedom is

essential to sin. Certainly there is notlung in the

account of the OT or NT narratives to warrant

the conception that men are born into sin by forces

over which they have no control. The argument of

the temi)ter with the woman is an argument aimed
at her will. By easy steps, indeed, she moves
toward the transgression, but the transgression is a

transgression and nothing else. Of com-s(>, the evil

deed is at once followed by attempts on the ])art of

the transgressors to explain themselves, but the

futility of the explanations is part of the point of

the narrative. In all discussion of the ])rol)Iem of

freedom as relating to sin, we must remember that

the Bib. revelation is from first to lastbusy with

the thought of the righteousne.ss and justice and
love of God (Gen 6 9 tells us that l)(>cause of

justice or righteousness, Noah walked witli God).

L^nless wc accept the doctrine that God is Himself

not free, a doctrine which is nowhere im])lied in the

Scripture, we must insist that the condemnation of

men as sinful, when they have not had freeclom to

be otherwise than sinful, is out of harmony with the

Bib. revelation of the character of God. Of course

this does not mean that a man is free in all things.

Freedom is limited in various ways, but we must
retain enough of freedom in our thought of the

constitution of men to make possible c)ur holding

fast to the Bib. idea of sin as transgression._ Some
who take the Bib. narrative as literal historical fact

maintain that all men sinned in Adam (see Impu-
tation, III, 1). Adam may have been free to sin

or not to sin, but, "in his fall we sinned all." _\Ve

shall mention the hereditary influences of sin in a

later paragraph; here it is sufficient to saj' that even

if the first man had not sinned, there is nothing in

our thought of the nature of man to make it im-

possible to believe that the sinful course of human
history could have been initiated by some descend-

ant of the first man far down the line.

The progress of the Bib. teaching concerning sin

also would seem to imply that the tran.sgression of

the law must be a transgr(>ssion com-
6. Trans- mitted against the light (Acts 17 30;

gression 1 Tim 1 13). To be sinful in any
against full sense of the word, a man must
Light know that t he course which he is adopt-

ing is an evil course. This does not

necessarily mean a full realization of the evil of the

course. It is a fact, both of Bib. revelation and of

revelation of all times, that men who commit sin

do not realize the full evil of their deeds until after

the sin has been committed (2 S 12 1-13). This

is partly because the consec}uences of sin do not

declare themselves until after the deed has been
committed

;
partly also because of t he nunorse of the

conscience; and partly from the humiliation at

being discovered; but in some sense there must be
a realization of the evil of a course to make the

adoption of the course sinful. E.g. in estimating

the moral worth of Bib. characters, esp. those of

earlier times, we must keep in mind the standards

of the times in which they lived. Ilicse standards

were partly set by the customs of the social group,

but the customs were, in manj' cases, made sacred by
the claim of Divine sanction. Hence we find Bib.
characters giving themselves readily to polygamy
and warfare. The Scrii)t iires themselves, however,
throw light upon this ])roblem. They refer to early

times as times of ignorance, an ignorance which God
Himself was willing to overlook (Acts 17 30).

Even so ripe a moral consciousness as that of

Paul felt that there was ground for forgiveness
toward a course which he himself later considered
evil, because in that earlier course he had acted
ignorantly (Acts 26 9; 1 Tim 1 13).

The Bib. narratives, too, show us the passage
over from sin conceived of as the violation of

external commands to sin conceived
7. Inward- of as an unwillingness to keep the
ness of the commandments in the depths of the
Moral Law inner life. The course of Bib. history

is one long protest against conceiving
of sin in an external fashion.

(1) Prophets.—In the soui'ces of light which are

to help men discern good from evil, increasing stress

is laid upon inner moral insight (cf Isa 58 5f ; Hos
6 1-7). The power of the i^rophets was in their

direct moral insight and the fervor with which they
made these insights real to the mass of the people.

Of course it was necessary that the spirit of the
prophets be given body and form in carefully artic-

ulated law. The progress of the Hebrews from the
insight of the seer to the st at ut e of the lawmaker was
not different from such progress in any other nat ions.

It is easy to see, however, how the hardening of

moral precepts into formal codes, absolutely neces-

sary as that task was, led to an externalizing of the
thought of sin. The man who did not keep the
formal law was a sinner. On such basis there

grew up the artificial systems which came to their

culmination in the NT times in Pharisaism. On the

other hand, a fresh insight by a ncnv ])rophct might
be in violation of tlie Law, considered in its literal

aspects. It might be necessary for a prophet to

attack outright some additions to the Law. We
regard as a high-water mark of OT moral utterances

the word of ^licah that the Lord rec)uires men to

do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly
with Him (6 8). At the time this word was
uttered, the people were giving themselves up to

multitudes of sacrifices. Many of these sacrifices

called for the heaviest sufferings on the part of the

worshippers. It would seem that an obligation

to sacrifice the firstborn was beginning to be taught
in order that the Hebrews might not be behind the
neighboring heathen nations in observances of

religious codes. The simple direct word of Micah
must have seemed heresy to many of its first

hearers. The outcome, however, of this conflict

between the inner and the out(>r in the thought
of transgression was finally to deepen the springs

of the inner life. The extremes of cxternalism led

to a break with moral realities which tended to

become apparent to the most ordinary observer.

The invective of Jesus against NT Pharisaism
took its force largely from the fact that Jesus gave
clear utterance to what everyone knew. Those who
thought of religion as external gave themselves
to formal keeping of the commandment s and allowed
the inner life to run riot as it would (Mt 23 23,

et al.).

(2) PaAil.—With the more serious-minded the

keeping of the Law became more and more a matter
of the inner spirit. There wcsre some who, like

Paul, found it impossible to keep the Law and
find peace of conscience (Rom 7). It was this

very impossibility which forced some, like Paul, to

understand that, after all, sin or righteousness

must be judged by the inner disposition.
_
It was

this which led to the search for a conception of a
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God who looks cliii-fly ;it \hv heart and judfiics men
by the inner motive.

(3) JcsH.s.— In tli(> teacliinfi of Jesus tlie emphasis
upon the inner spirit as the ess(>ntial factor in the
moral life eame to its eliniax. .J(>sus honored the
Law, but lie pushed the keeping;; of the Law back
from the mere performance of externals to the inner
stirrings of motives. It is not merely the actual
commission of adultery, for example, that is sin:

it is the lustful desire whicli leads to the evil glance;
it is not mer(>ly the actual killinfi; of the man that is

nuu-(Ier; it is the spirit of hatred whicli makes the
thought of nuu'der welcome (Mt 5 21.27). Paul
caught the spirit of Jesus and carried the thought
of Jesus out into more elat)orato and formal state-
ments. Th(>r(> is a law of the inner life with which
man should bind himself, and this law is the law of
Christ's life itself (Rom 8 1-4). While both
Jesus and Paul recognized the ])laco of the formal
codes in the moral life of individuals and societies,

they wrought a great scM'vice f(jr righteousness
in setting on high the obligations uj)on the inner
spirit. The follower of Christ is to guard the inmost
thoughts of his heart. The commandments are
not always precepts which can be given articulated
statement; they are rather instincts and intuitions
and glimpses whi(;h nmst be followed, even when we
cannot give them full statement.
From this standpoint we are able to discern some-

thing of the force of the Bib. teaching as to whether
sin is to be looked uj)on as negative

8. Sin a or positive. Very often sin is defined
Positive as the mere absence of goodness.
Force The man who sins is one who does not

keep the Law. This, however, is

hardly the full Bib. conception. Of course, the
man who docs not keep the Law is regarded as
a sinner, but the idea of transgression is very often
that of a positive refusal to keeji the commandment
and a breaking of the commandment. Two
courses are set before men, one good, the other
evil. The evil course is, in a sense, something posi-
tive in itself. The evil man docs not stand still; he
moves as truly as the good man moves; he becomes
a positive force for evil. In all our discussions we
must keep clearly in mind the truth that evil is

not something existing in and by itself. The
Scriptures deal with evil men, and the evil men are
as positive as their natures ])ermit them to be. In
this sense of the word sin does run a course of posi-
tive destruction. In the thought, e.g., of the writer
who describes the conditions which, in his belief,

made necessary the Flood, we have a positive state
of evil contaminating almost the whole world (Gen
6 11). _ It woukl be absurd to characterize the
world in the midst of wliich Noah lived as merely a
negative world. The world was ]iositively set
toward evil. And so, in later writings, Paul's
thought of Rom society is of a world of sinful men
moving with increasing velocity toward the de-
struction of themselv(\s and of all around them
through doing evil. It is impossible to believe that
Rom 1 conceives of sin merely in negative terms.
We repeat, we do not do fuirjustice to the Bib.
conception when we speak of sin merely in negative
terms. If we may be permitted to use a present-
day illustration, we may say that in the Bib. thought
sinful men are like the destructive forces in the
world of Nature which must be removed before
there can be peace and health for human life. For
example, science today has much to say concern-
ing germs of diseases whicli jjrove destructive to
human life. A large i)art of modern scientific

effort has been to rid the world of th(>se germs, or at
least to cleanse human surroundings from their
contaminating touch. The man who sterilizes

the human environment so that these forces cannot

touch men does in one sense a merely negative
work; in anotlu>r sense, however, his work makes
possible the i)ositive development of the forces
which make for health.

It is from this thought of the positivencss of
sin that we are to approach the problem of the

hereditary transmission of evil. The
9. Heredity Bib. teaching has often been mis-

interpreted at this point. Apart from
certain passages, esp. those of St. Paul, which set
forth the i)ractically universal contamination of
sin (e.g. Rom 5 1<S, etc), there is nothing in the
Scriptures to suggest the idea that men are born into
the world under a w(>igiit of (ihUI. We hold fast to
the idea of God as a (iod of justice and love. Th(>re
is no way of reconcilmg these attributes with the
condemnation of human souls before these souls have
themselves tran.sgressed. Of course much theologi-
cal teaching moves on the assumption that the
tendencies to evil are so gr(>at that the souls will
necessarily trangress, but we must keep clearly in
mind the difference between a tendency to evil and
the actual commission of evil. Modern scientific

research reinforces the conc(>ption that the children
of sinful parents, whose sins have been such as to
impress their lives throughout, will very soon mani-
fest sj^mptoms of evil tendency. Even in this case,
however, we must distinguish between the psycho-
logical and moral. The child may be given a
wrong tendency from birth, not only by hereditary
transmission, but by the imitation of sinful parents;
yet the question of the child's own personal re-
sponsibility is altogether another matter. Modern
society has come to recognize something of the
force of this distinction. In dealing with extreme
cases of this kind, the question of the personal guilt
of the child is not raised. The attempt is to throw
round about the child an environment that will
correct the abnormal tendency. But there can be
little gainsaying the fact that the presence of sin in
the life of the parent may go as far as to mark the
life of the child with the sinful tendency.
The positive force of sinful life also appears in

the effect of sin upon tlie environment of men. It is

not necessary for us to believe that all

10. En- the physical universe was cursed
vironment by the Almighty because of man's

sin, in order to hold that there is a
curse upon the world because of the presence of
sinful men. Men have sinfully despoiled the world
for their own selfish purposes. They have wasted
its resources. They have turned forces which
ought to have made for good into the channels of
evil. In their contacts with one another also, evil
men furnish an evil environment. If the employer
of 100 men be himself evil, he is to a great extent
the evil environment of those 100 men. The curse
of his evil is upon them. So with the relations of
men in larger social groups: the forces of state-life

which are intended to work for good can be made to
work for evil. So far has this gone that some earnest
minds have thought of the material and social realms
as_ necessarily and inherently evil. In other days
this led to retreats from the world in monasteries
and in solitary cells. In our present time the same
thought is back of much of the pessimist idea
that the world itself is like a sinking ship, absolutely
doomed. The most we can hope for is to save
individuals here and there from imminent destruc-
tion.

_
Yet a more Bib. conception keeps clear of

all this. The material forces of the world—apart
from certain massive physical necessities (e.g.

earthquakes, storms, floods, whirlwinds, fires, etc),
whose presence does more to furnish the conditions
of moral growth than to discourage that growth

—

are what men cause t hem to be. Social forces are
nothing apart from the men who are themselves the
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forces. No one can deny that evil men can use

I)hysical forces for evil purposes, and that evil in(Mi

can make bad social forces, but both these forces

can be used for good as well as for evil. "The whole
creation groaneth and travaileth in pain" waiting

for the redemption at the hands of the sons of

God (Rom 8 19-23).

In the thought of Jesus, righteousness is life.

Je.sus came that men might have life (.In 10 10).

It must follow therefore that in His
11. Re- thought sin is death, or ratlun- it is

demption the positive course of transgression

w^hich makes toward death (.In 5 24).

l^ut man is to cease to do evil and to learn to do well.

He is to face about and walk in a different direction;

he is to be born from above (.In 3 3), aiid surrcMider

himself to the forces which beat upon him from
al)ove rather than to those whi(;h sm-gc U[)()n him
from below (Rom 12 2). From the realization of

the posit iveness both of sin and of righteousness,

we see the need of a positive fcjrce which is to bring
men from sin to righteousness (.In 3 3-S).

Of course, in what we have said of the positive

nature of sin we would not deny that there are
multitudes of men whose evil consists in their pas-

sive acquiescence in a low moral state. Multitudes
of men may not be lost, in the sense that they are

breaking the more obvious of the commandments.
They are lost, in the sense tliat they are drifting

about, or that they are existing in a condition of

inertness with no great interest in high spiritual

ideals. But the jiroblem even here is to find a force

strong enough and positive enough to bring such
pcTsons to themselves and to God. In any case

t,he Scriptures lay stress upon the seriousness of the
jiroblem constituted by sin. The Bi})le is ccMitered

on redemption. Redemption from sin is thought
of as carrying with it redemption from all other

calamities. If the kingdom of God and of His
righteousness can be seized, all other things will

follow with the seizure (Mt 6 33). The work of

Christ is set before us as chiefly a work of riidemj)-

tion from sin. A keen student once observed that

almost all failures to take an adequate view of the
person of Christ can be traced to a failure to realize

adequat(>ly the seriousness of sin. The problem
of changing the course of something so positive as a
life set toward sin is a problem which may well tax

the resources of the Almighty. Lives cannot l)e

transformed merely by precept. The only effective

force is the force of a Divine life which will reach

and save human lives (see Redemption).
We are thus in a position to see something of the

positiveness of the life that must be in Christ if

He is to be a Saviour from sin. ^Lhat

12. Life in positiveness must be powerful enough
Christ to make men feel that in some real

sense God Himself has come to their

rescue (Rom 8 32-39). For the problem of sal-

vation from sin is manifold. Sin long persisted in

begets evil habits, and the habits must be broken.

Sin lays the conscience under a load of distress, for

which the only relief is a sense of forgiveness. Sin

blights and paralyzes the faculties to such a degree
that only the mightiest of tonic forces can bring

back health and strength. And the problem is

often more serious than this. The presence of evil

in the world is so serious in the sight of a Holy God
that He Himself, because of His very holiness, must
be under stupendous obligation to aid us to the
utmost for the redemption of men. Out of the
thought of the disturbance which sin makes even
in the heart of God, we see sometliing of the
reason for the doctrine that in the cross of Christ

God was discharging a debt to Himself and to

the whole w^orld; for the insistence also that in

the cross there is opened up a fountain of life,

which, if accepted by sinful men, will heal and re-

store thorn.

It is with this seriousness of sin befoi'c us that we
must think of forgiveness from sin. We can mider-

stand verj' readily that sin can l)C for-

13. Repent- given only on condition that men seek
ance forgiveness in the name of the highest

manifestation of holiness which they
have known. For 1 hos(> who have heard t h(> })reach-
ing of the cross and have schmi something of the
real meaning of that i)rea('hing, the way to for-

giveness is in the name of t he cross. In t he name of

a holiness wdiich men would make 1h(>ir own, if

they coukl; in the name of an idcvil of holy love
which men of themselves cannot reach, but whi(;h
they forever strive; after, they seek forgiveness.
But the forgiveness is to be taken seriously. In both
the OT antl NT repentance is not merely a changed
attitude of mind. It is an attitude which shows its

sincerity by willingness to do everythiTig possible
to undo the evil which the sinner has wrought (Lk
19 8). If there is any conscHiuence of the sinner's

own sin which the sinner can himself make right,

the sinner must in himself genuinely repent and
make that consequcMice right. In one sense
repentance is not altogether sometliing done once
for all. The seductiveness of sin is so great that
there is need of luunble and coiitimious watching.
While anything like a m()rl)id introspection is

unscriptural, constant alertness to keep to the
straight and narrow path is everywhere enjoined
as an obligation (Gal 6 1).

There is nothing in th(> Script ur(>s whic^h will

warrant the idea that forgiveness is to be conceived
of in such fashion as would t(>ach that

14. For- the consequences of sin can be easily

giveness and quickly eliminated. Change in

the attitude of a siimer necessarily
means change in the attitude of God. The sinner
and God, however, are persons, and the Scriptures
always speak of the problem of sin after a com-
pletely personal fashion. The changed attitude
affects the personal standing of the sinner in the
sight of God. But God is the person who creates
and carries on a moral imiverse. In carrying on
that universe He must kec^j) moral considerations
in their proi)er place as the const itutional principles

of the universe. While the father welcomes back
the prodigal to the restor(!d personal relations with
himself, he cannot, in the full sense, blot out the
fact that the prodigal has been a prodigal. The
personal forgiveness may be comi)lete, but the
elimination of the consecjuences of the evil life is

possible only thi'ough the long lines of healing set at

work. The man wdio has siimed against his body
can find restoration from the consetiuences of the
sin only in the forces which make for bodily healing.

So also with the mind and will. The mind which
has thought evil must be cured of its tendency to
think evil. To be svu'e the curative ]iroeesses may
come almost instantly through the ujiheaval of a
great experience, but on the other hand, the cura-

tive processes may have to work through long years
(see Sanctificatiox). The will which has been
given to sin may feed the stirrings of sin after the
life of forgiveness has begun. All this is a manifes-
tation, not only of the power of sin, but of the
constitutional morality of the universe. Forgive-

ness must not be interpretenl in su('h terms as to

make the transgression of the Law of God in any
sense a light or trivial ofTence. But, on the other

hand, w^e must not set limits to the curative powers
of the cross of God. With the removal of the power
which makes for evil the possibility of development
in real human experience is before the life (see

Forgiveness). Tlie word of the Master is that He
"came that they may have life, and may have it
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abundantly" (Jn 10 10). Sin is serious, Ix-causc

it, thwarts life. Sin is o;iv('n so hiv'^a a j)la(;e in the

thought of the 15il). writers siin])ly l)ocause it J)locks

tlie c'iianiu'l of that niovcnient toward the fullest

life which the Scriptures teach is the aim of Clod in

placing men in the world. Cod is conceived of as

the Fatlicr in Heaven. Sin lias a deeply disturhinj^

efTect, in restraining the relations between tin;

l''ather an(l the sons and of preventing the ])roi)er

development of the life of the sons. See further,

Ethics, I, 3, (2); Ethics of Jksus, I, 2; Guilt;

JoH.\N-xixK Thkology, V, 1; r.uL the Apostle;

Pauline Theolocy; Redemption, etc.

Liter VTURE.—Tennant, Origin and Prf>pa(/nl{o?i nf Sin;

Hyde .St;;, and Its Forgiveness; ctuiptcr on " Incarnation

an"(i AtomMnent" in Bowne's Studies in Christianit!/;

Stevens, Christinn Doctrine of Sol rot ton; Clarke, Chris-

tian Doctrine of God; various treatises on
Systematic Theology. ^ , , ^

Francis J. McConnell
SIN, sin (l"*?, •?*", "cliiy or mud";

'Zvi]vy],Sitriie. A, Tdvis, T(i)tis): A^city

of Egvpt mentioned oidy in I'^zk 30 15. 10.

This seems to be a pure Sem name. The
ancient I'^gyp name, if the l)lace ever had

one such, "is imknown. Pelusium (Cr

Ue\o6aiov, Pflni'isioit) also meant "the

clavey or muddy town." The Pelusiac

mouth of the Nile was "the muddy
mouth," and the modern Arab, name of

this mouth has the same significance.

These facts make it practically certain

that the Vulg is correct in identifying S.

with Pelusium. But although Pelusium

ai)pears very frequent ly in ancient history,

its exact location is still not entirely

certain. The list of cities mentioned in

Ezk in connection with S. furnishes no

clue to its location. From other histori-

cal notices it seems to have been a frontier

city. Rameses II built a wall from S. to

IleliopoHs, probably by the aid of Heb
slaves (Diodorus Siculus; cf Budge, Hist

of Egypt, V, 90), to ])rotect the eastern

frontier. S. was a meeting-place of Egypt
with her enemies who came to attack her,

many great battles being fought at or

near this place. Sennacherib and Cam-
byses both fought Egypt near Pelusium

(ilerod. ii.141; iii. 10-13). Antiochus IV
defeated the Egyptians here (Budge, VIII,

25), and the Romans under Gabniius de-

feated the Egypt ians in t he same neighbor-

hood. Pelusium was also accessible from
the sea, or was very near a sea]iort, for

Pomjxy after the disaster at Pharsaha fled into

Egypt, sailing for Pelusium. These historical

notices of Pelusium make its usual identification

with the ruins near el-Kantara, a station on the

Suez Canal 29 miles S. of Port Said, most jirob-

able. "S., the stronghold of Egypt," in the words of

Ezk (30 15), would thus refer to its inaccessibility

because of swamps which served as impassable

moats. The wall on the S. and the sea on the N.
also i)rotected it on either flank. M. G. Kyle

SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST (SPIRIT).

See Blasphemy.

SIN, MAN OF. Sec Man of Sin.

SIN MONEY. See Sackifice in the OT.

SIN OFFERING. See Sacrifice.

SINA, si'na: In Acts 7 38 AV, RV "Sinai"
(q.v.).

SINAI, sT'nT, si'na-I ('^j'^p , sinay; A, 2ivd, Siiid,

B, 2€Lvd,, Sciiiii) : The name comes probably from a
root meaning "to shine," which ocicurs

1. The in Syr, and which in Bab is found in

Name the name sinu for "the moon." The
old expkuiation, "clayey," is inap])ro-

priate to any place in the Sinaitic desert, though
it might apply to Sin (Ezk 30 15.16) or Pelu-
sium; even there, however, the applicability is

doubtful. The desert of Sin (Ex 16 1; 17 1; Nu
33 H f) lay between Sinai and the Gulf of Suez,
and may have been named from the "glare" of its

white chalk. But at Sinai "the glory of Jeh was
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SIN, WILDERNESS OF.
Israel.

See Wanderings of

like devouring fire on the top of the mount in the
eyes of the children of Israel" (Ex 24 17); and,

indeed, the glory of the Lord still dyes the crags of

Jebel Musa (the "mountain of Moses") with fiery

red, reflected from its red granite and pink gneiss

rocks, long after the shadows have fallen on the

plain beneath. Sinai is mentioned, as a desert and
a mountain, in 35 passages of the OT. In 17

passages the same desert and mountain are called

"Iloreb," or "the waste." This term is chiefly used
in Dt, though Sinai also occurs (Dt 33 2). In the

other books of the Pent, Sinai is the usual name,
though Horeb also occurs (Ex 3 1; 17 G; 33 6),

applying both to the "Mount of God" and to the

desert of Rephidim, some 20 miles to the N.W.
The indications of position, in various passages

of the Pent, favor the itlentification with the tradi-

tional site, which has become generally

accepted by all those explorers who
have carefully considered the subject,

though two other theories may need
notice. Moses fled to the land of Midian (or "empty
land"), which lay E. of the Sinaitic peninsula

2. Tradi-
tional Site
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(Xu 22 4.7; 25, 31), and when lio wandcTCMl witli

his flcM'ks to Horeb (Ex 3 \) Ik; is suid to liave

reached the west side of the desert. In anotlier

note (Dt 1 2) we read that the distance was
"eleven days' journey from Iloreb by the way of

IVIount Seir unto Kadesh-barnea" or Petra (see

Wandkrixcs of Israel), the distance beinji; about
145 niilc's, or 14 miles of daily march, thou<i;h Israel—

•

with its flocks, women and childrc>n—made IG
marches between these points. Hinai aj^ain is

described as being distant from I'^gypt "three days'
journey into the wilderness" (Ex 5 3), the actual
route being 117 miles, which Israel accomplished
in 10 journeys. But, for Arabs not encumbered
with families and herds, this distance could still

J(J)(i Kduirhi (so nained from a legend of St.

Catherine of Egypt), rising S,.").'j() ft. above; the sea.
X.E. of this isjchcl Musd (7,370 ft.), which, though
le.ss high, is more ccjnspicuous because of the open
plain called cr Rdhah ("thewide") toits X.\\'. This
plain is about 4 miles long and has a width of over
a mile, so that it forms, as Dr. E. Robinson (Bib.
Res., 1S3S, I, 80) seems to have b(>en the first to note,
a natural camp at the foot of the mountain, large
enough for the probable numbers (see Exudus, 3)
of Israel.

Jebel Musa has two main tops, that to the S.E.
being crowned by a chapel. Tlie other, divided
by gorges into three prcM-ipitous crags, has the Con-
vent to its N., and is calUd Rds-cs-Safsnfeh, or "the

Ra .'i-es-Saf.'iafeh.

he covered by an average march of 39 miles daily,

on riding camels, or even, if necessary, on foot.

These distances will not, however, allow of our
placing Sinai farther E. than Jchd Miisa. Lofty

mountains, in all parts of the world,

3. Identifi- have always been sacred and re-

cation with garded as the mysterious abode of

Jebel Musa God; and Jos .says that Sinai is "the

highest of all the mountains there-

about," and again is "the highest of all the moun-
tains that are m that country, and is not only very
difiicult to be ascended by men, on account of its

vast altitude, but because of the sharpness of its

precipices: nay, indeed, it cannot be looked at

without pain of the eyes, and besides this it was
terrible and inaccessible, on account of the rumor
that pas.sed about, that God dwelt there" (Ant, II,

xii, 1; III, V, 1). Evidently in his time Sinai was
supposed to be one of the peaks of the great granitic

block called et THr—a term applying to any lofty

mountain. This block has its highest i)eak in

willow top." N. of the Convent is the lower top
of Jebel ed Deir ("mountain of the monastery").

These heights were accurately deter-

4. Descrip- mined by Royal Engineer siu'veyors in

tion of 1868 (Sir C. Wilson, Onhtdiicc Surrey

Jebel Musa of Sinai); and, though it is impossible

to say which of the peaks Moses
ascended, yet they are all much higher than any
mountains in the Sinaitic desert, or in Midian. The
highest tops in the T\h desert to the X. are not much
over 4,000 ft. Those in Midian, E. of Elath, rise

only to 4,200 ft. Even Jebel Serbdl, 20 miles W.
of Sinai—a ridge with many crags, running 3 miles

in length—is at its highest "only 0,730 ft. above the

sea. Horeb is not recorded to have been visitetl by
any of the Hebrews after Moses, excepting by Elijah

(IK 19 8) in a time of storm. In favor of the

traditional site it may also be observed that clouds

suddenly formed, or lasting for days (Ex 24 1.5 f),

are apt to cap very lofty mountains. The Hebrews
reached Sinai about the end of May (I]x 19 1)
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and, on thn 3(1 day, "thon; were thunders and
lightnings, and a thick cloud upon the mount" (vcr

It)). Sucli storms occur as a rul(> in the Sinaitic

desert only in UecemlxT and January, hut thunder-

stoi-ms are not unknown in Pal ev(!n in May.
A constant tradition fi.xing the site is traceable

back to the 4th cent. AD. Eusebius and Jerome
(Onom, s.v. "Choreb") place lloreb

5. Patristic near Paran, which in thcnr time was
Evidence placed {Onom, s.v. "liaphidim") in

Wady Fcirdn. Anchorites lived at

Paran, and at Sinai at least as early as 365 AD, and

Convent Garden, Sinai.

are noticed in 373 AD, and often later (Robinson,

Bib. Res., 1838, I, 122-28); the monastery was
first built for them by Justinian in 527 AD and his

chapel still exists. Cosmas {Topogr. Christ.), in the

same reign, says that Rephidim was then called

Pharan, and (distinguishing Horeb from Sinai, as

Eusebius also does) he places it "about 6 miles from
Pharan," and "near Sinai." These various con-

siderations may suffice to show that the tradition

as to Horeb is at least as old as the time of Jos, and
that it agrees with all the indications given in the

OT.
Lepsius, it is true (Letters from Egypt, 1842-44),

denying the existence of any unbroken tradition,

and relying on his understanding of

6. Lepsius' Cosmas, supposed Sinai to be the Jebel

Theory Serbdl above mentioned, which lies

immediately S. of Wcidy Feirdn. His

main argument was that, visiting Sinai in March,
he considered that the vicinity did not present

sufficient water for Israel (Appendix B, 303-18).

But, on this point, it is sufficient to give the opinion

of the late Rev. F. W. Holland, based on the experi-

ence of four visits, in 1861, 1865, 1867-68.

He says [Recovery of Jerus, 524):

" Witli regard to water-supply there is no other spot in

the whole Peninsula which is nearly so well supplied
as the neighborhood of Jebel M-dsa. Four streams of
running water are found there: one in Wddy Leja; a
second in Wddy et Tl'ah which waters a succession of
gardens extending more than 3 miles in length, and forms
pools in which I have often had a swim; a third stream
rises to the N. of the watershed of the plain of er Rdhah
and runs W. into Wddy et Tl'ah; and a fourth is formed
by the drainage from the rhountains of Umm 'Alawy, to
the E. of Wddy Sebaiyeh and finds its way into that; valley
by a narrow ravine opposite Jebel cd Deir. In addition to
these streams there are numerous wells and springs, afford-
ing excellent water throughout the whole of the granitic
district. I have seldom found it necessary to carry water
when making a mountain excursion, and the intermediate

neighborhood of Jrbrl .Ifii.sa would, I think, bear com-
parison with man.v mountain districts in Scotland with
regard to its supply of water. Tiiere is also no other
district in the Peninsula vvhieli alfords sueli exc'ellent

pasturage."

I'his is important, as Israel encamped near Sinai

from the end of May till April of the; next year.

There is also a well on tlu^ lower slope of Jebel Alilsa

itself, where the ascent begins.

Anotlier theory, put forward by Mr. Baker Greene
{The IJtb Mi(ir<itioii from Egypt), though accepted by

Dr. Sayee (lli<jher Criritism. 1SU4. 2C.,S),

7 Greene's appears likewise^ to be entirely uiitetuil)le.

_V Mr. Greene sujjposed Klini (Ex 15 27) to
ineory ^e Elath (I)t 2 S), now 'Mink at tlie head

of the (iulf of ' Akdbah; and tliat Sinai tluTe-
fore was some unknown mountain in Midian. But in t his

case Israel would in 4 days (sen; Kx 15 22.23.27) have
traveled a distance of 200 miles to n^ach Elim, \vhi(^h can-
not but i)e regarded as (iuit(i impossible for the ]lel)rews
when accompanied by women, childn^n, lloc-ks and herds.

C. R. COXDKH
SINCERE, sin-ser', SINCERITY, sin-ser'i-li

("^"Cn , tumim; d<})0apo-ia, aphtJiarsUi, eCXiKpiveta,

eilikrineia) : "Sincerity" occurs once in the OT as

the ir of Idmim, "complete," "entire," "sincere," etc

(Josh 24 14); the same word is tr*^ "sincerity" (Jgs

9 16.19, RV "uprightly"). Four different words
are rendered "sincere," "sincerely," "sincerity," in

the NT: ddolos, "without guile," "unadulterated,"
"desire the sincere milk of the word" (1 Pet 2 2AV,
RV "the spiritual," ARV^m "Gr, 'belonging to the

reason'; cf Rom 12 1," ERVm "reasonable"), "milk
which is without guile," with no other piu-{)ose but
to nourish and benefit the soul (Alford); hagnos,

"without blame," "pure," "preach Christ ; , . . not

sincerely" (Phil 1 17); apJitharsia, "without corrup-

tion" (Kph 6 24, AV "that love our Lord Jesus

Christ in sincerity," ARV "with a love incorrui)t-

ible," m " 'in incorrui)ti()n.' Se(> Rom 2 7," ERY
"uncorruptness"; Tit 2 7, AV "shewing uncorrupt-

ness .... sincerity," RV "uncorruptness") ;
gwfsios,

"not spurious" (2 Cor 8 8); eilikrints, lit., judged of

in the sunlight, hence, "clear," "manifest" (Phil 1

10) ; eilikrineia, with same meaning, is tr'' "sincerity"

(1 Cor 5 8; 2 Cor 1 12; 2 17).

RV has "sincere" for "pure" (2 Pet 3 1), "sin-

cerely" for "clearly" (Job 33 3).

In Wisd 7 25 we have eillkrines in the de-

scription of Wisdom as a "pure influence," RV
"clear effluence." W. L. Walker

SINEW, sin'a (l^^, gulh [Job 10 11, etc]):

The tendons and sinews of the body are uniformly

(7 t) thus called. "Therefore the children of Israel

eat not the sinew of the hip which is upon the hollow

of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched
the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the shiew of the

hip" (Gen 32 32). In the poetical description of

Behemoth (hippopotamus) it is said: "He moveth
his tail like a cedar: the sinews of his thighs are

knit together" (Job 40 17). The prophet Ezeki(4

saw in his vision (37 6.S) that the dry bones were
gathered together, that they were covered with
sinews, flesh and skin, and that they were revived by
the spirit of the Lord. In figurative language the

neck of the obstinate is compared to an "iron sinew"
(Isa 48 4). AV "my sinews take no rest" {w'^or'kay

Id' yishkdhhun. Job 30 17) has been corrected by
RV into "the pains that gnaw me take no rest,"

but the earlier version has been retained in the

margin. H. L. E. Luering

SINGERS, sing'erz, SINGING, sing'ing: Sing-

ing seems to have become a regular i)rofession at a
quite early date among the Hebrews. David had
his troupe of "singing men and singing women" at

Jerus (2 S 19 35), and no doubt Solomon added to

their numbers. Isa 23 16 suggests th;it it was not

uncommon for foreign female minstrels of question-
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able cluiraclcn- to be hoard making "sweet melody,"
singing songs along the streets and highways of

Judaea. Nor was the worship of the temj)le left

to the usually incompetent and inconstant leader-

ship of amateur choristers. The elaborate regula-

tions drawn up for the constitution of the temple
orchestra and chorus are referred to under Music
(q.v.). It has been inferred from Ezr 2 65 that

women were included among the temple singers,

but this is erroneous, as the musicians there men-
tioned W(>rc of the class (>m])loyed at banquets,
festivals, etc. The temple choir consist (h1 exclu-

sively of Levites, one essential qualification of

an active member of that order being a good
voice.

Of th(> vocal method of the Hebrews wc know
nothing. Wellhausen imagines that he can detect

one of the singers, in the ])(jrtrayal of an Assyr
bantl, com{)ressing his throat in order to ])roduce a
vibrato; and it is quite jrossible that in other
respects as well as this, ancient and modern orien-

tal vocalization resembled each other. But that is

about all that can be said.

On the other hand, we cannot repeat too often

that we are quite unable to identify any intervals,

scales, or tunes as having been used in ancient Israel.

Even those who hold that the early chun^h took the
Gregorian "tones" from the synagogue, confess

that it was "certainly not without considerable
modifications." And, of course, there was not the
slightest affinity between the Ileb and the Anglican
chant. See Music; Phaisk; Song; Temple.

James Millar
SINGLE, sin'g'l, EYE: Mt 6 22 f

!1
Lk 11 34:

"If thcr(>fore thine eye be single, thy whole body
shall be full of light. But if thine eye be evil,

thy whole l)ody shall be full of darkness." "Single"
and "(>vir' here re[)res(!nt a-rrXovs, hapkms, and
Trovr]p6s, poneros. Poneros elsewhere in the NT
means "wicked"; haploufi occurs only here in the
NT, but is very common in ordinary Gr and always
has the meaning "simi)le." But in vi(>w of the
context, most commentators take haplons here
as meaning "normal," "healthy," and poneros as
"diseased," so rendering "Just as i)hysical enlighten-
ment depends on the condition of the eye, so does
spiritual enlightenment depend on the condition
of the heart." This is natural enough, but it is not
satisfactory, as it gives to haplous a uniejuc sense
and to poneros a sense imi(}ue in the 73 NT examples
of the word. Moreover, the same expr(>ssion, "evil

eye," is found also in IVIt 20 15; Mk 7 22, where
it means "jealousy" or "covetousness." With
poneros = "covetous," haplous would = "generous"

;

and this rendition gives excellent sense in Mt, where
the furth(>r context deals with love of money. Yet
in Lk it is meaningless, where the context is of a
different sort, a fact jierhaps indicating that Lk has
placed th(! saying in a bad context. Or the Gr
tr of Christ's words used by Matthew and Luke
may have taken the moral terms haplons and
poneros to translate physicial terms ("healthy" and
"diseased"?) employed in the original Aramaic.
The Sinaitic! Syr version of Lk 11 36 may perhaps
contain a trace of an older rendering. See Jiilicher,

Die Gleichidsreden Jesu, II, 9S-108.
Burton Scott Ea.ston

SINGULAR, sin'gQ-lar: "Pertaining to the single

person," "individual," and so sometimes "unusual,"
"remarkable." So Wisd 14 LS, AV "the singular
dihgenceof the artificer" ((piXorLpLla, philotimia, "love
of honor," RV "ambition"). In Lev 27 2 by "when
a man shall make a singular vow" AV seems to have
understood a "personal" or "private" vow. RV
has "accomplish a vow," with m "make a special

vow." Cf the same phrase (yaphli' [yphalle'] nedher)

used of the Nazirite vow in Nu 6 2.

SINIM, si'nim, sin'ini, LAND OF (2'^rC |ns
,

'ereg sinim; -yii IXepo-iov, ge Person): The name
occurs in Isaiah's i)rophecy of the return of the
people from distant lands : "Lo, these shall come from
far; and, lo, these from the north and from the west;
and the.se from the land of Sinim" (49 12). The
land is clearly far off, and it must be sought either

in the S. or in the I']. LXX points to an eastern
country. Many scholars have favored identifica-

tion with China, the classical Sinae. It seems
improbable that Jews had already found their

way to China; but from very early times trade
relations were establi.shed with the Far p]ast by
way of Arabia and the Pers Gulf; and the name
may have been used by the prophet simi^ly as
suggesting extreme remoteness. Against this view
are Dillmann (Conmi. on Isa), Dulim, Cheyne and
others. Some have suggested j)laces in the S.:

e.g. Sin (Pelusium, Ezk 30 15) and Syene (Cheyne,
I nlro to Isa, 275). But these seem to be too near.
In harmony with his reconstruction of Bib. history,

Cheyne finall}' conclutles that the reference here is

to the return from a cai)tivity in North Arabia (EB,
S.V.). While no certain decision is possible, prob-
ability points to the E., and China cannot be quite
ruled out. See art. "China," Enc Bril^\ 1886.

W. EWING
SINITES, sl'nlts CT'Q , slnl): A Canaanite

people mentioned hi Gen 10 17; 1 Ch 1 15. The
ident ification is uncert ain. Jerome mentions a ruined
city Sin, near Arka, at the foot of Lebanon.

SINLESSNESS, sin'les-nes: The 15th Anghcan
article ("Of Christ Alone without Sin") may be
quoted as a true summary of Scripture teaching
on sinlessness: "Christ in the truth of our nature
was made like unto us in all tilings, sin only exc(>pte(l,

from which He was cknirly [prorsns] void, both in

His flesh and in His spirit Sin, as Saint
John saith, was not in Him. But all we the rest,

though baptizcnl, and born again in Christ, yet
offend in many things; and, if we say we have no
sin, we deceive ourselves."

Here the sinles.sness of the Incarnate Son is

affirmed. It needs no elaborate argument to

show that this is the affirmation of

1. Christ Scrijjture. It is not only, as we are

Sinless n^minded above, definitely taught
there. Yet more is it implied in the

mysterious (and morally miraculous) jihenomenon
of the Lord's evidently total immunilij from the

sense of sin, His freedom from inward discord or
imperfection, from the slightest discontent with
self. It is not too much to say that this representa-

tion is self-evidential of its truth to fact. Had it

been the invention of worshii)ping discijiles, we may
say with confidence that they (supposc^d thus cap-
able of "free handling") would have l>een certain

to betray some moral aberrations in their ])or-

traiture of their Master. They must have failed

to put before us the profound ethical paradox of a
person who, on the one hand, enjoins penitence
and (with a tenderness infinitely d(H»p) loves the
])(>nit(!nt, and, on th(^ other hand, is never for a
moment penitent Himself, and who all the while

has proved, from the first, a supreme moral and
spiritual magnet, "drawing all men to him." Mean-
while the Scripture rei)resents tlu; sinlessness of the

Incarnate Lord as no mere automatic or effortless

condition. He is sensitive to temptation, to a
degree which makes it agony. His sinlessness, as

to actual experience (we are not here considering

the matter sutj specie aeternitatis) , lies in the perfect

fitl(>lity to the Father of a will, exercised under
human conditions, filled absolutely with the Holy
Spirit, willingly received.
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( )n llic (ithcr ii;ui(l, "\v(^ the rest," conU'mijl.-ihMi

as I rue Ix'licxcrs, arc warned 1;\- t lie jiciicral tcacliinjz;

of Scripture iirNcr to aflirin .sinlcssncss

2. Saints as our coiKlilioii. There are passaj^es

Not Sinless (e.jz;. 1 .In 3 0; 5 If) wliich afiiriu of

the re^eiu'rate man tliat, he; "sinnetli
not." But it seems obvious to remark that such
words, taken without context and balance, would
prove too much; lliey would make the smallest
s(Mis(> of sin a tremendous evidence against tli(>

p<'rson's regeneration at all. It would seem that
such words practically mean that sin and the regen-
erate chdrdclir are diametrical opposite^, so that
sinning is out of clKiraclcr, not in the man as sucli,

but in the Christian as such. And the practical
result is an uncoiuiuc^rablc aversion and opposition
in the regenerate will toward all known sin, and a
readiness as sensitive' as i)ossible for confession of

failure. ]\I(>anwhile such i)a.ssages as 1 Jn are, to
the unbiased r(>ader, an urgent warning of the peril

of afiirming our perf(>ct purity of will and character.
But th(>n, on the other hand, Scrii)tur(> abounds in

both ])recep1s and i)romises bearing on the fact that

in Christ and by the ])ow(n' of His Spii'if, received
by faith into a watchful soul, our weakness can be
so lifted and transformed that a moral purification

and emancipation is jjossihle for the weakest Chris-
tian which, compared with the best effort.? of un-
regenerate nature, is a "more than conquest" over
evil (s(H> e.g. 2 Cor 12 9.10; Cal 2 20; Eph 6 1(5;

Judcver24). Sec further Flksii; Spirit.

ir.VXDLKY DrXELM
SINNER, sin'er (XDH ,

halta ; d[j.apTuX6s, hainar-

(dlus, ''devoted to sin," "erring one"): In the NT,
in addition to its ordinarv significaiico of one that
sins (I.k 5 8; 13 2; Rom"^ 5 S.IS); 1 Tim 1 la; lie

7 20), the term is appli(>d to those who lived in dis-

regard of cen^nonial ])rescri))t ion (Mt 9 10.11; IVIk

2 15 ff; Lk 5 30; Gal 2 15); to those stained with
certain definite vices or crimes, as the publicans (I^k

15 2; 18 13; 19 7); to the heathen (Alt 26 45;
(Jal 2 15; cf Tol) 13 (1; 1 Mace 1 34; 2 Mace 2 4S.

62); to the ])re("nnnently sinful (Mk 8 3S; Jn 9 24.

31; Gal 2 17; 1 Tim 1 9; Jude ver 15). It was
the J(nvish t(>rm for a woman of ill-fame (Lk 7 37;
cf Mt 21 32, where it is .stated that such had come
(>ven to John's baptism also). For the general Bib.

conception of the term, sec Sin. M. O. Evans

SION, si'un (iiS''t', sVon; l.r]d>v, Scon):

(1) A name given to Mt. Ib-rnion in Dt 4 48.

The name may mean "protuberance" or "peak,"
and may have denoted the lofty snow-covered
horn of the mountain as seen from the S. It maj',

however, be a scribal error far Sirion, the name by
which the mountain was known to the Zidonians.

Syr lakes it in this sense, which, however, may be
a coirection of the Ileb. It is possible that this

name, like Senir, may have ai)i)lied to some distinct

part of the Ilermon Range.
(2) Mt. Sion; sec Ziox.

SIPHMOTH, sif'moth, sif'moth (ni^DtJ
, siph-

VHilh [Ginsburg], niZDTlJ , shiphamolh [BacrJ; 2a^6i,

Haphc'i) : ()n(> of the cit ies to which David sent pres-

ents from Ziklag (1 S 30 2S). It occurs between
Aroer and Eshtemoa, so it must have been some-
where in Southern Judah. The site has not })een

recovered. Zabdi the Shiphmite (1 Ch 27 27) may
quite probably have been a native of this place.

SIPPAI, sip'I, si-pa'I. Sec S.vph.

SIR, sur: In the OT this word in Gen 43 20 AV
{'dcUibn) is changed in RV into "my lord." In the
XT the word sometimes rei)re.sents avfjp. aiier, as

in .\cts 7 20; 14 15; 19 25, etc; more freciuent Iv
KvinosJ;urii>^, "lord," as in Mt 13 27; 21 30; 27 :]()•

Jn 4 11.15.19.49 {\\\m "lord"); 20 15. In Rev
7 14, RV renders "my lord."

SIRACH, si'rak (BOOK OF), or The Wisdom
of Jesus the Son of Sirach:

I. Xamk
H. C/A.\'ONIClTY

III. Contents
I\'. Teaching

1. liclijrioii

2. Morals
3. .Manners
4. (Jounscls of F'riulcncc

V. LiTKliARY I<\)HM

VI. ArTiiou
1. .Jesus, Son of .Siracli
2. Other Views

VII. Unity and IxTj'.citiTY

VIII. Date
1. Most Prol^u'ole Views
2. Other Views

IX. OUHIINAL IjA MifAOKS
1. ('oini)ose(l in ilel)rcw
2. Margolioiith's View

X. Versions
1. Greek
2. Svriac
3. Latin
4. I';uglish

Liteuatuke

Sirach is the largest and most comprehensive
example of Wisdom Literature (see Wisdom Liteka-
tuue), and it has also the distinction of being the
oldest book in the Apoc, l)eing indeed older than at
l{>ast two books (Dnl, Est) which have found a place
in the Canon alike of the Eastern and \\'e>stern

e'hurches.

/. Name.—The Heb e'e)py of the book whi:h
Jerome knew bore>, accoreling to his exi)lie'it te'sti-

mony (see his j)reface to his version of Libri Sol.),

the same title as the canoiiical Pre)v, i.e. C^'il'p
,

m'ahCdini, "ProverI)s" {Parnbolae is Jerome^'s worelj.

It is que)te^d in rabbinical lit. by the sing, of this

name^, ^^'''2 , indshdl = Anun. is^'T.'Q
, matliht, l)ut

in the Tahn it is eated by the author's name, "Ben
Sira" (S'1"'C 111, bcti slnt). The Heb fragments
fe)und in recent yevars h<ave no title attached to
tliem. In the Gr MSS the heaeUng is "Zocpia 'Irjaov

vlou Sipdx (or 'Eeipdx), Sophia lesoil huioi'i Sin'ich

{Scirdch), "The Wisdom e)f Jesus, son of Sirach"
(so i?A); or simjily '^ocpia Tleipdx, Sophia Scirdch
(B), "The Wi.sdom of Sirach." Tlie Fathers calle^d

it cither (as Euseb., etc) v TravdpeTos a-o(pia, he
pandrctoa sophia, "the all virtue)us wi.sdom," or
simply r; iravaperos, he pandretos, "the all virtuous
(eme^," or (Clement of Ale^x.) vaLdayuiySs, poiiia-

gogos, "teae'her." The first Heb and the se'veral

Gr titles describe the subject-matter, one He'b title

{ben sird') the authe)r. But the I.,at name I'Jcclesias-

ticiis was given the book because it was one of the
books allowed to be read in the Ecclesia, or church.
fe)r (;elification {libri ecclcsinstici), though not one
of the be)oks of the Cane)n {libri canonici) whie-h

e'ould be quoteei in proof or disproof of doctrine.

'^Fho present book is callenl Ecclesia.sticus by way of

})rceminemce sine'C the time of Cyi)rian {Tcalimon.

2, etc). The Syr (Pe^sli) title as given in the
Lonelon Polyglot is "The Book of Je'sus the son

of Simon 'Asira' [&'VZ'&]
, called also the Be)ok of

the Wisdom of Bar [
= ne'b ben, "son of"] '^l.slra'."

There can be no eloul)t that Asira (.some1ime\s tr''

"bound") is but a corru))ted form of Sim. Fe)r

other exjilanations see Ryssel in Kautzse-h, AT
Apoc, 234.

Lagardc in his corrected te.xt prefi.xes the title, "The
Wisdom of Bar [ =Heb ben, ".son of"j Sira." How is it

that the Heb S^'^D .
i^'cra , lias in the Or becoinei Sirach

(e)r Seirach) ? How are we; to explain the final ch in
tlie Gr? The present writer thinks it is due to an
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altcinpt (() n-pn^scnl in writinij; the ^Millural sound of tlu;

liaal letter 'al< pli in the Heb name as in I he ( ir ' AKiAn-i/xay,

Aktidaindch, for the Aram. ST2"n *pn h'ikal dnmi'

(Arts 1 19). Dalman, however {.\r<im. dninnii., 1(11, n. ()),

followed by Hyssel, holds that the final eh is simply a
si^n that the word is indeclinable; cf 'Iwcr^jx, lu.-iich

(Lk 3 2()), for Heb "'D'T' . .vi^sc.

//. Canonicity.—Though older tlian botli Diil

ami Est, tills book was never admitted into the

Jewish Canon. There are nunu>r()us (juotations

from it, however, in Talinudic and rabbinie ht. (see

a list, in Ziinz, Die Gottesdienstlichen Vortrage-, 101 f

;

Delitzsch, Zur Geschichte dcr jild. Poesie, 204 f;

Scheehter, JQR, III, 082-706; Cowl(>y and Neu-
baiier, The Original Ihh of a Portion of Ecdus,
xix-xxx). It is not referred to explicitly in Scrij)-

tnre, yet it is always cited by Jewish and Chris-

tian writ(Ts with respect and ix'rhajjs sometimes
as Scri))ture. It forms a part of the Vulg of the

Tridentine Council and therefore of the Romanist
Canon, but the Protestant churches have never
recognized it as canonical, though the bulk of

modern Protestant scholars set a much higher value
upon it than they do upon ma!iy books in t he Protes-

ttuit Canon (Ch, Est, etc)- It was accepted as of

caiuniical raidc by Augustine and by the Coimcils

of irii)i)o (31)3) and Carthage (;397, 41'.)), yet it is

omitted from the lists of accejited books given by
Mejito (c ISO AD), Origen, in the Aponl. Canons
and in the list of the Councils of Laodicea (341

and 381). Jerome writes in JAhri Sol.: "Let the
church read these two books [Wisd and Sir] for the

histruction of the people, not for establishing the

authority of the dogmas of the church." It suffered

in the resi)ect of many because it was not usually

connected with a great name; cf the so-calhnl

''Prov(M'bs of Solomon." Sir is cited or r(>f(>rred to

fre(iu(>ntly in the Ep. of Jas (Jus 1 2-4—cf Sir 2
1--,; Jas 1 5—cf Sir 1 20; 41 22; 51 13 f ; Jas 1 8
["double minded"]—cf Sir 1 28, etc)- The book
is often cited in the works of the Fathers (Clem.
Alex., Origen, Augustine, etc) and also in the Aj)os

Const with the formula that introduces Scri})ture

passages: "The Scrijiture says," etc. Th(> Reformers
valued Sir highly, and ptu'ts of it have been incor-

porated into the Anghcan Prayer-book.

///. Contents.—It is quite im])ossible in the book
as it stands to trace any one scheme of thought,

for the author's mind moves lightly from topic to

topic, recau-ring frequently to the same theme and
repeat ing not seldom the same idea. It is, however,

too much to say with Sonntag {De Jcsii Siracidac,

oic) that the book is a farrago of sayings with no
cormection, or with Berthold that the "work is but
arha})sody," for the whole is informed andcontroHed
by one master thought, the supreme value to every-

one of \^'isdom. By this last the writer means the

Jewish religion as concciv(>d l)y eidightened Jews
toward the b(>ginning of the 2d cent. BC, and as

reflected in the Law of jMoses (se(> 24 23-34), and in

a less d(-gree in the books of the Proi)liets and in the

ot her writ ings (see Prologue) . The book follows the

lines of the canonical Bo<jk of Prov, and is mad(! up
f)f slujrt pithy sayings with occasional longer dis(ais-

sions, largely collected but in part comi)osed, and all

informed and governe<l by the dominant note of the

book: true Wisdom, the chief end of man. Most of

the book is poetical hi form, and even in the prose

])arts the parallelism of Heb poetry is found.

iMany unsuccessful attempts have been made to

trace a definite continuous line of reasoning in the

book, but the vital differences in the schemes pro-

jiounded suggest what an examination of the

!)ook itself confirms, that the compiler and author

jmt his materials together with little or no regard

to logical connection, though he never loses sight

of his main theme—Wisdom the chief thing.

Kichhorn {Ei nUil ini,i. .")() IT. (li\ ides ( he liook into three
parts {chs 1-23; 24-42 M; 42 l") 50 2 1). atid main-
tains that at first each of these was a separate work,
united siil)se(iuently by the author. .Julian divides
the work into three," Seholz into twelvi', Fritzsche {Ein-
IfitiDifi, x.xxii) and Kysse! (op.cdt., 240) into seven, Eders-
heini (op. cil., li) f) and K. (i. Moulton (Modern Reader's
Bible: Ecelii.^, xvi tt) into live portions, and many other
arrangements have been proposed and defended as by
Kwald, Holzmann, liissell, /(iekler, etc. That there are
small independerU sections, essayettes, poems, etc, was
seen by the early scribes to whom" the I^XX in its T'resent
form was lai'Kel.v due, for they have iirelixed headings to
the sections l)eginninn with the foUowinu; verses: 18 30
("Temperance of Soul"); 20 27 (" I'roverbs ") ; 23 7
("Discipline of the Mouth"): 24 1 ("Tiie Praise of
Wisdom"); 30 1 (" Oonc(>rninK ('hildren"); 30 14
("Concerning Health"); 30 K) (" OonccrninK Foods";
this is absent from many MSS, though retained l)y

Swete who, however, omits th(; i)receding heading)

;

30 24 (EV33 24, "(\)ncerning Servants"); 35 (FV 32 1.

"Concerning Killers"); 44 1 (" I'raise of tlii^ Fathers");
51 1 ("The Prayer of .Jesus, Son of Siraeh"). ProJ>
al)ly the wholes l)ook possessed such headings at one time,
and it is quite possible that they originated in the need to
guide readers after thi> J)ook luul become one of the
chief church reading-l^ooks (so W. J. Deane in Expos,
II, vi, 327). These headings are given in Eng. in
AV proper (in the margin), though in modern reprints,
as also in RV, they are unfortunately omitted. The
whole book has l>een arranged in headed sections by
H. .1. Holzmann (Hansen's Bibelwerk, IX, 392 If) and
Jjy K. G. Moulton (op. cit.).

IV. Teaching.—In general it may be said that

the principles emmciated in this book agree with
those of the Wisdom school of Palestinian Judaism
about 200 BC, thotigh there is not a word in the

book about a Messianic hope or the setting up of

a Messianic kingdom. None of the views char-

acteristic of Alexandrian Judaism and absent from
the teaching of Palestinian Judaism are to be found
in this book, though some of them at least are repre-

sented in Wisd (sec ^^'ISDOM of Solomon, VI;
Teaching). Gfrorer {Milo und die jud.-ahx.

Philo., II, 18 ff) and Dahne (Gcsch. der jud.-ahx.

rel. Phil., II, 141 ff) hold that the book contains

many Alexandrian expressions and numerous
statements peculiar to the Alexandrian philosophy.

But apart from some late interi)olati()ns, mostly
Christian, what these Ger. scholars say is untrue, as

Driunmond {Philo Judaeus, I, 144 ff), Deane
(Expos, II, V, 334 ff) and others have shown. The
outstanding features of Al(>\andrianism are the

allegorical interpretation of the Scriptures, its con-

ception of the Ecstatic vision of God, its doctrine

of mediating powers between man and God and
its adoption of ptu'cly C!r ideas. None of these

can be traced in Sir. The Ilebrcnvs never developed

a theoretical or speculative tlunilogy or ])hilosophy:

all their thinking gath<T(>d about life and conduct;

the duties that men owed to (iod and to one another;

the hopes that they cherished and the fears by which

they were animated. This is the only i)liilosophy

which the Bible and the so-calhnl Apoc teach,

and it is seen at its highest i)oint in the so-called

Wisdom Liter.\tuue (q.v.). The main lines of

the teaching of Sir may be set out as follows, under

the three heads of religion, morals, and manners.

(1) God.—The view of God given in this book
agrees generally with that imt forth by the later

writers of the OT from the exile

1. Religion (Second Isa, Joi), etc) onward, though

the God of this book lacks the love

and tenderness of the Jeh of the OT prophets.

God is present everywhere (16 17-23); He createtl

the world as an ordered whole (16 2(5-30) and

made man intelligent and supreme over all flesh.

The expressions used are no dotibt modeled on

Gen 1, and it may fairly bt; inferred that creation

out of nothing is meant. Wisd, on the other hand,

teaches the Alcxaitdrian doctrine that matter (vXv,

hille) is eternal and that the Creator's work con-

sisted of fashioning, adapting and beautifying.

The world is a creature of God, not (as in I'hilo, etc)
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an emanation from Tlim. Yof is H(> compassionate
and forgiviiifz; (17 24 IT). His works are past

findinji; out (18 2f'f); but, His compassion is upon
all flesh (18 1:5), i.e. ajMrn all that acce|)i His
chastening and s(>ek to do His will (18 14). In
43 27 (iod is .said to he "the all" [rb ndv, 16 pnii),

which simply means that He ])(Tvades and is tin;

ground of evcn-ything. It is not Alexandrian
panthei.sin that is taught. Gfrorcr and others take

a contrary view.

(2) Rvv(l(ili(i)t.—In harmony with other jiroducts

of the ''Wise Men," Sir sets chief value upon natural
religion, that revealed in the instincts, rea.son

ami conscience of man as well as by th(> sun, moon,
stars, etc. Yet Sir gives far more ])rominence than
Prov to the idea that the Divine Will is specially

made known in the Law of Moses (24 23; 45 1-4).

We do not meet once with the word "law" in Eccl, nor
law in the technical sense (Law of Moses) in either

Job, Wi.sd or Prov. In the last-named it is simply
one of many synonyms denoting "Wi.sdom." In
Sir the word occurs over 20 t, not, however, always,
even when the expression "Law of Moses" is used, in

the sense of the "five books" (Pent). It generally

includes in its coimotation also "the prophecies and
the rest of the books" (Prologue); see 32 (LXX 35)
24; 33 (LXX 36) 1-3.

(3) Sin

.

—Sin is due to the wrong exercise of man's
free will. Men can, if they like, k(>ep the com-
mandments, and when they break from them they
are them.selves alone to be blamed (15 14-17) . Yet
it was through a woman (Eve) that sin entered the
world and d(-ath by sin (25 24; of 1 Tim 2 14).

See Rom 5 12 where "one man," strictly "human
being" (ver 14, "Adam"), is made the first cause of

sin. But nowhere in Sir is the doctrine of original

sin taught.

(4) Predestination.—Notwithstanding the promi-
nence given to "free will" (see [3], above), Sir

teaches the doctrine of predestination, for God has
determined that some men should be high and some
low, some blessed and others cursed (33 lOfT).

(o) Satan.—The word "Satan" C^arapas, Satands)
in 21 27 (it occurs nowhere else in the Apoc)
denotes one's own wicked heart, as the parallelism

shows.

(6) Salvation.—There is no salvation except by
way of good works on man's part (14 16 f) and
forgiveness on God's (17 24-32). The only atone-
ment is through one's own good works (5 5 f),

honoring parents (32 14 f), alm.sgiving, etc (3 30;
17 19 ff). There is no objective atonement ("ex-
piation," lit. "propitiation"; the Gr vb. ^^tXao-Ko/xat,

exildskomai, is the great LXX word for the Ileb
"IB3 , kipper, "to atone").

(7) Sacrifice.—The sacrifice of the wicked is an
abomination to God (34 ISff), though He Him.self
appointed sacrifices and first-fruits (45 20 f), and
when the righteous offer sacrifices to God they are
accepted and remembered in the time to come (35
1-12).

(5) Feasts.—Festivals as well as seasons are
ordained by God to be observed l)y man (33 [LXX
36] 8f; cf Gen 1 14).

(9) Prayer.—The duty of prayer is often pointed
out (37 15, etc), the necessary preparation defineci

(17 2'y, 18 20.23), and its successful issue promised
(35 17). There must be no vain repetitions

(7 14; cf Mt 6 7), nor should there be any faint-
heartedness in the matter (5 10; cf Jas 1 6).

Men are to pray in sickness (38 9), but all the
same the physician should be consulted and his
advice followed (38 lf.l2fT).

(10) An gelology.—Sir nowhere clearly expresses
his belief in ang(4s or uses language which implies
such a beli(>f. For "an angel [6 dyyeXos, ho
dggelos] destroyed them" the Heb of the original

passage (2 K 19 35) has np3^ , maggcpliah,

"plague," and so the Syr, thougii the LXX (fol-

lowed by the Vulg) has "angel."
(11) E.srhatology.—Nowhen^ in this book is the

doctrine of a future life taught, and the whole
teaching of the book leaves no i)lace for such a
doctrine. Men will be indeed rewarded or j)un-
isluMl according to their conduct, but in this world
(see 2 10 f; 9 12; 11 2(5 f). The retrilnition is,

however, not confined to the individuals in their life-

time; it extends to tluMr children and involv(>s their
own glorious or inglorious name after death (see 11
2S; 40 15; 41 0; 44 11-13). The pa.ssage concern-
ing (ieluuma (7 17) is undoubtedly spurious and is

lacking in the Syr, Ethio[)ic, etc. Since the book
is silent as to a future life, it is of necessity silcTit on
the question of a resurniction. Nothing is lunted
as to a life beyond the grave, even in 41 1-4,

where the author dejirecates the fcnir of death. In
these matters Sir agrees with the P(>nt and the;

prophetic and ix)etical books of the OT (Pss, Job,
(!tc), none of whi(;h give any intimation of a life

beyoTid t\u) grave. Little or nothing is .said of the
Messianic; hoi)e which must have; been entertained
largely by Palestinian Jews living in the author's
time, though in 36 (LXX 33) 1-17 the writer
j)rays for the restoration of Israel and Jerus, i.e.

R. II. Charles thinks {Eschatology, etc, G5), for the
bringing in of the Messianic kingdom.

(12) Sirach's doctrine of Wisdom.—For a general
discussion of the rise and development of the con-
ception of Wisdom in the OT and in the Aixm; sec;

Wisdom Literature. A brief statement as to

what the word implies in Sir is all that can here })e

attemi)ted. It is in chs 1 and 24 that Ben Sira's

doctrine is chic>fly containcnl.

Wisdom is from God: He created it and it must
therefore have a separate existence. Yet it is

dependent on Him. It is omni[)resent, though it

dwells in a peculiar sense with all flesh. The root

and bc^ginning of Wisdom, its fulness and crown,
arc; the fear of God (1 14. 16. IS. 21); so that oidy
the obedicmt and pious ])o.s.sess it (1 10.26); indeed
Wisdom is identified with the fc>ar of the Lord and
the observance of the Law (19 20); it is even made
one with the Law of Mosc\s (24 23), i.e. it consists

of practical principlc;s, of precepts rc^gulat ing the life.

In this doctrine we have a combination of uni-

versalism, ])rinciplc\s of reason and Jewish part icular-

ism as the teaching of the revealed Law. We have
the first in 24 3-21; thescnond hi 24 23-34. Have
we in this chapter, as in Prov, nothing outside the
tcMiching of Palestinian Judaism? Gfrcirer (oj). cit.,

II, ISff) demies this, maintaining that the whole of ch
24 was writtc^n by an Alexandrian Jew and adopted
unchanged by Ben Sira. But what is there in this

chai)ter which an orthodox, well-informed Palcvstinian

Jew of Ben Sira's time might not well have writtc;n?

It is quite another question whether this whole
conception of Wisdom in the so-called Wisdom
books is not due, in some measure, to Gr, though not

Alc;xanclrian, influence, uidc>.ss indc>ed the (ir influ-

ence came by way of Alc>xandria. In the iihiloso])hv

of Socrates, and in a lc\ss exclusive sense in that of

Plato and Aristotle, the good man is the wise one.

Cheyne {Job and Sol, 190) goes probably too far

when he says, "By Gr jihilosophy Sirach, as far

as we can see, was wholly uninfluenced."
The ethic;al principle of Sir is Hedonism or

individual utilitarianism, as is that of Prov and the
OT generally, though in the Pss and

2. Morals in the prophetical writings gratitude

to God for the love He has shown and
the kind acts He has jierformed is the basis of end-
less appeals and vows. Moreover, the individual

point of view is reached only in the late parts of the

OT. In the older OT books, as in Plato, etc,
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it is the state that constitutes the unit, not the

individual human being. The rewards and penalties

of conduot, good and bad, belong to this present

world. See what is said in (11) "Eschatology,"

above; see also 2 7f; 11 17; 16 (If; 40 13 f,

etc.

The hedonistic principle is carried so far that we
are urged to help the good because they art; most

lik(>ly to prove serviceable to us (12 2); to aid our

fellow-man in distress, so that in his days of j)ros-

l)erity he may be our friend (22 23); contrast the

teaching of Jesus Christ (Lk 6 30-36). Friends are

to be bemoaned for ai:)pearance' sakt; (38 17). Yet
many of the precepts are lofty. We are exhorted

to sliow kindness and forbearance to the poor and to

give h(>lp to our fellow-man (29 S.20); to give alms

(12 3); speak kindly (18 15-18); masters should

treat servants as brethren, nav as they would
tliemselves be treated (7 20-22; 33 30 f); iiarents

should give heed to the i)roper training of their chil-

dren (3 2; 7 23; 30 1-13); and children ought
to respect and ol)(\v their parents (3 I-IG). It is

men's duty to defend the truth and to fight for it.

So shall the Lord fight for them (4 2.-).28). Pride

is denounced (10 2ff), and humility (3 18), as

well as forgiveness (28 2), (!omm<^nded.

Sir is as much a code of eliquet.te as one of ethics,

th(! motive being almost invarial)ly the individual's

own good. Far more attention is

3. Manners given to "maimers" in Sir than in

Prov, owing to the fact that a mor(!

complex and artificial state of society had arisen

in Pal. When one is invited to a banquet he is

not to show greed or to be too forward in helping

himself to the good things provided. He is to be
the first to leave and not to be insatiable (31 12-18).

Moderat ion in eating is n(K-essary for healt h
_
as

well as for appearance' sake (31 19-22). Mourning
for the dead is a social pro[)riety, and it should on
that account be carefully carried out, since faihu'e

to do this brings bad repute (38 It) f). It is ((uite

wrong to stand in front of people's doors, i)eeping

and listening: only fools do this (21 23 f). Music and
wine are praised : nay even a "concert of music" and
a "banquet of wine" are good in their season

and in moderation (32 [LXX 35] of). The author

has not a high oj^inion of woman (25 13). A man
is to be on his strict guard against shiging and
dancing girls and harlots, and adultery is an evil

to be feared and avoided (36 18-2f)). From a

woman sin began, and it is through her that we all

die (25 4). Yet no one has used more eulogisfic

terms in praising the good wife than Ben Sira (26

Iff), or in extolling the happiness of the horne

when the husband and wife "walk together in

agreement" (25 1).

Never lend money to a man more powerful than
thyself or thou wilt probably lose it (8 12). It is

unwise to become surety for another

4. Counsels (29 18; 8 13), yet for a good man one

of Prudence would become surety (29 14) and he
would even lend to him (29 Iff). It

should be remembered that intho.se times lending

and becoming financially liable were acts of kind-

ness, pure and simple: the Jewish Law forbade the

taking of interest in any form (see Century Bible,

"Ezra," etc, 198). "A slip on a pavement is better

than a slip with the tongue," so guard thy mouth
(20 18); "He that is wise in words shall advance
himself; and one that is i)rudent will pl(>as(! gr(>at

men" (20 27). The writer has t he i)ride of his cla.ss,

for he thinks the common untraiiied mind, that of

the jiloughman, carpenter and tlu; lik(>, has Yiiihi

capacity for dealing with problems of the intellect

(38 24-34).

V. Literary Form.—The bulk of the book is

poetical in form, abounding in that parallelism

which characterizes Heb jioetry, though it is less

antithetic and regular than in Prov. No definite

meter has been discovered, though Bickell, Margoli-
outh and others maintain the contrary (see Poetry,
Hebrew). Even in the i)ros(> i)arts parallelism

is found. The only strophic arrangement is that

suggested by similarity of subject-matter.

Bickell {Zcitsrhr. fiir katholische TheoL. 1,S82) tr' 51 1-

20 back into Heb and tried to i)r()v(! that it is an alpha-
betic acrostic ps, and Taylor supports this view by an
examination of the lately disco vcihhI fragments of the TIcb
text (see The Wi.'idom of Ben Sim, etc, by S. Schechtcr
and C. Taylor, Ixxix IT). Aitvr 51 12 of the (Jr and oth(>r

VSS the Heb has a ps of 1.') verses cl()s(>ly resembling
Ps 136; but the Heb VS of 51 1-20 does not favor
Bickell's view, nor does the ps, found only in the Heb, lend
much support to what either Bickell or Taylor says.

Space precludes detailed proofs.

VI. Author.—The i)roper namt^ of t he author was
Jesus {Jeshua, (Ir Iesous['!\), the family name being

"Ben Sira." T\w full name would
1. Jesus, be therefore "Jesus Ben Sira." In

Son of the Talm and other Jewish writings

Sirach he is known as "Ben Sira," lit. ".son

[or descendant?] of Sira." Who Sira

was is unknown. No other book in the Ai)oc gives

the name of its author as the Pr()k)gue to Sir does.

In the best Gr MSS (BSA) of 50 27, the author's

name appears as 'Irjo-oOs vibs Setpdx 'EXeafap 6

'lepoaoXufxelrris, lesnus hnios Seirdch Eleozdr ho

Hierosnlumeitcs, "J(>sus the son of Sirach [son of]

Eleazar the Jerusal(>mit(>." For the last two
words X has by a copyist's error, 6 iepevs 6 SoXu-

Ixe'iT-qs, ho hiereus ho Solumeites, "the Solomon-like

priest." The Heb text of 50 27 and 51 30 gives

the following genealogy: Simeon son of Jesus, son

of Eleazar, son of Sira, making t he author the grand-

son and not the son of Sira, atul so he is called by
Saadia; see HDB (Nestle) and EB, II, 1165 (Toy).

We know nothing of B(>n Sira b<>yond what can be

gathered from the book itself. He was a resident

in Pal (24 10 f), an orthodox Jew, well read in at

least Jewish lit., a shrewd observer of hfe, with a

l)hilosophical bent, though true to the national

faith. He had traveled far and seen rnuch (34 11 f).

His interests were too general and his outlook too

wide to allow of his being either a i)riest or a scribe.

Many suppositions have boon put forward as to the
autlior's identity.

(1) That the author was a priest: so in cod. J? (50 27).

In 7 29-31 he speaks much of the priesthood, and there
are numerous references to sacrifices in

9 OtVipr the book. In 45 6-26 he has a long
f •

'-"•"'^^ poem in praise of Aaron and his high-
Views priesthood. Yet on the whole Ben

Sira does not write as a priest.

(2) That he was a high priest: so Syncellus (Chron, ed
Dlndf., 1 525) through a misunderstanding of a passage

in Eusebius. But the teaching and temper of the book
make this supposition more improl)al)lo than the last.

(.3) That he was a physician: an inference drawn from
38 1 f- 12 fT and other references to the professional

healer of the body (10 10). But this is a very small

foundation on which to build so great an edifice.

(4) That he was one of the 72 translators (LXX):
so Lapido (Comm.), Calmct, Goldhager, a wholly un-
supported hypothesis.

(5) No one of course believes that Solomon wrote the

book though many of the early Fathers held that he was
the author of the five Wisdom Books, Prov, Eccl, Cant,

Sir and Wisd.

VII. Unity and Integrity.—There is, on the

whole, such a uniformity in the style and teaching

of the book that most scholars agree in ascribing

the whole book (except the Prologue, which is the

work of the translator) to li(>n Sira. This does

not mean that he composed ev(>ry line; he must

have adopted current sayings, written and oral, and

this will account for the a])par(nit contradictions, as

about becoming surety (29 14), and refusing to be-

come surety (8 13; 29 18); words m praise (25 1;

26 1 ff) and condemnation of women (25 4.13; 36

18-26); the varying estimates of life (36 16-35;
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40 1-11), etc. But in Ili('s(> Hi'i'niiii,Li: opjxjsites we
havci probably no more lliau coinijlcinciitary ])riii-

(•il)l('s, the wiiol(> makinjj; up the coinplcte truth.

X'othiufz; is more manifest in tlie l)ook than the all-

pervadinj:; tliou^ht of one dominant min(L Some
have denied the f^emiineness of eh 51, but, fh(^ evi-

d(>nee is at h>ast indecisive. There; is nothing in this

chapter inconsistent with the rest, of the book.

Ill tlie reci'ntly discovcrccl fraKniciits of TIcl) text there
is a |)s bet ween' vs 12 unci I'-i of tlie (ir and I';V wliicli

seems a copy of I's 136. It- is alxsent from tlie \'SS aiui

its geiuiinen'ess is doulitful. IJut. in both tli(> Heh and
(if texts there are \m(l()iil)ted additions and omissions.
There ar(\ in the ( ;r, freijuent flosses by (Christian etlitors

or copyists and other changes (by the translators?)
in the direction of Alexandrian Judaism; see Speaker's
Apoc and other comnis. for details.

VIII. Date.—In the book itself there is one mark
of definite! date (50 1), and ht the Trolojiiu' t.her(>

is another. I'nfortunately both art! ambiiitious.

In the Prolosnc the translator, wliose grandfather

or ancestor (Clr irdTnros, pdppos) \vrote tlu; book (th(>

A'oimfif'r Siracides, as ho is called), says that lie

readied E<;yi)t, where he fotmd aiul ti"^ this book
in the reign of Eiiergetes, king of Egypt. But there

were two Egvp kings called Etierg(>tes, viz. Ptolemv
Euergetes, or Energetes I (247-222 BC), and Ptol-

eniy VII Physcon, or Energetes II (218-198 BC).
Sir 50 1 mentions, among the gr(>at men whom he
prais(>s, Simon the high j)ri(>st, son of Onias, who is

named last in the list and lived probably near the

t imc of the elder Siracides. But t here were two high

priests caUed Siinon and each of them was a son

of Onias, viz. Simon I, son of Onias I (c 310-290
BC), and Simon II, son of Onias II (e 218-198 BC).
Scholars differ as to which Euerge>tes is meant in the

Prologue and which Simon in 50 1.

Th(! conclusions to which the evidence has brought
the present writer are t hese: (1) that Simon I (d. 290

BC) is the high jn-iest meant; (2) that

1. Most Ptolemy VH Physcon (218-19S BC) is

Probable the Euergetes meant.
Views (1) In favor of the first proposition

are t he following

:

{n) The book must have lieen written some time
after the death of Simon, for in the meantime an
artificial fame had gathered iiround the ntime, and
the vtn-y allusion to him as a \\qxo of the past makes
it clear that he had been long dead. Assuming
that Simon had died in 290 BC, as seenis likely,

it is a reasonalilc conclusion that the original Heb
work was composed somewhat later than 2r)0 BC.
If Simon II is the man intended, the book could

hardly have been composed before 150 BC, an
inipossil)le date; sec below.

(6) In the list of great men in chs 44-50 the

praises of Simon (50 1 f'f) are sung after those of

Nehemiah (49 13), suggesting that the space of

time between them was not very great.

(c) The "Simon the Just" of Jos w;as certainly

Simon I, he being so called, this Jewish historian

says {Ant, XII, ii, 5), on account of his piety and
kindness.

id) It is probable that the "Simon the Just" of the

Mish {'Ahh i.2) is also Simon I, though this is not

certain. It is said of him that he was one of the

last members of the great synagogue and in the

Talm he is the hero of many glorifying legends.

The so-called great synagogue never really existed,

but the date assigned to it in Jewish tradition shows
that it is Simon I that is thought of.

(c) In the Syr VS (Pesh)_50 23 reads thus:

"Let it [petice] be established with Simon the Just,"

etc. Some MSS luivt; "Simon tlie Kind." This
text may of cour.se lie wrong, but (iraetz and Eders-

heim support it. This is the exact title given to

Simon I by Jos (op. cit.), the Mish and by Jewish
tradition generally.

(/) The only references to Simon II in Jewish
history and tradition depict him in an unfavoral)le
light. In 2 Mace 3 he is tin; betrayer of tlie temple
to the Syrians. Even if the incident of the above
chapter were inihistorical, there must have; been
some basis for the leg(!nd. Jos ( Anl, XII, iv, 10 f)

makes him side with the sons of 'I'obias against
Ilyrcanus, son of Joseph, the wrong side from the
orthodox Jtnvish jioint of view.

(f/) The high iiriest Simon is said (50 1-13) to

have rejiaircHl the temple and fortified tlio city.

Edersheim says that the ttMiiplt; and city stood in

need of what is here described in the time of Simon
I, but not in the time of Simon II, for Ptoleniy I

(247-222 BC) in his wars with Demetrius destrov(>d

many fortifications in Pal to prevent their falling

into the hands of the enemy, among which Acco,
Joppa, Gaza are named, and it is natural to think
that the capital and its sanctuary were included.

This is, however, but a priori reasoning, and Oereii-

bourg argues that Simon II nuist be meant, since

according to Jos {Ant, XII, iii, 3) Antiocluis the
(h-eat (223-187 BC) wrote; a letter in which lie

undertakes that the city and temjile of Jerus shall

be fully restored. This is not, however, to say that

Simon II or anyone else did, at that time, restore

either.

(/;) Of the ntunerous errors in the Or text some
at least seem due to the fact that the VS in that

language was made so long after the composition of

the original Heb that the sense of several lleb words
had become lost among the Alexandrian Jews. If

we assume that the Simon of ch 50 was Simon I

(d. 290 BC), so that the Heb work was composed
about 200 BC; if we further assume that the Ener-
getes of the Prologue was Ptolemy VII (d. 198 BC),
there is a reasonable space of time to allow the

sense of the Heb to be lost in many instances (sec

llalevy, Rev. Son., July, 1899). It must be tid-

niitted that there is no decisive evidence on one
side or the other, but the balance weighs in favor

of Simon I in the opinion of the present writer.

(2) That the Euergetes of the Prologue in whose
reign the translat ion was made must have been Ptol-

emy VII Physcon, Euergetes II, seems prov(>d by
the translator's statement that he cam(> to Egypt in

the 38th year, ^t-I tou Evepy^rov /iiacnXf'ws, cpi tod

Euergetou bdsilcds, i.e. almost certainly of the reign

of Euergetes, for what reason could the younger
Siracides have for giving his own age? Now
Euergetes I reigned but 25 A'cars, but Euergetes II

(Physcon) reigned in all 54 years, from 170 to 145

BC as regent with his father, and from 145 to 116

BC as sole monarch. If we accept this interpre-

tation of the above words, the question is settled.

Westcott, however {DB, 18(53, I, 479, n. c), says

"the words can only mean that the translator in

his 38th year came to Egypt during the reign of

Euergetes." The other rendering adopted by Eich-

horn is, he adds, "absolutely set at variance with the

grammatical structure of the sentence." In the

second cd of DB (1893) this note has become
expunged, and the article as edited by D. S. Mar-
goliouth (1,841) teaches the contrary view, which is

now accepted by nearly all scholars (St^hiirer, etc).

We may therefore assume that the original Heb
book was composed about 240-200 BC, or some
50 or more years after the death of Simon I, and
that the tran.slation was made about 130 BC, for the

younger Siracides came to Egypt in 132 BC, and he
gives us to imderstand in tlie Prologue that he tr**

the Heb work of his grandfather almost immediately
after reaching that cotmtry. If Siinon II (d. 198

BC) is meant in ch 50, we are compelled to assimie

a date for the original work of about 150 BC in

order to allow time for the growth of the halo of

legend which had gathered about Simon. The trans-
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latioii must, in that case, have been completed some
20 years alter tlie composition of the Heb, a con-
ckision which the evidence opposes. The teaching
of the book bek)ngs to 200 BC, or slightly earh(n-.

'i'he doctrine of the resurrection tauglit in Dnl (1G5
BC) is ignored in Sir, as it has not yet become a
Jewish doctrine.

(1) That the Eiicrgetcs of tlio Prologue and the Simon
of ch 50 arc in both cases the first so called. So Hug,

Scholz, AW'lt, Keil, lOdersheini {Spedkcr's
n Rripf .1/"") and nianv others. 'I'lie book was
t"

"'^^'^ accordiiiglv written afler 1290 ]}(\ jjerhaps
btatement in 2r>0 lU', or later, and tlie translation was
of Other made some time after 220 liV, say 200 HC
Vif^wc *-> 'i'liiit^ Kiiergetes II (d. IIG BC)"^^^^ and Simon II (d. 198 BC) are the two

p(>rsons referred to. So Eichhorn, Do
"Wctte, Ewald, I'^ranz Delitzsch, Hitzig, Schiirer.

(3) Hitzig (J'.-«Um.% 183G, 11, IIS) made th(! original
work a product ot the ]Maccal)ean j)eriod—an imp(jssil)lo
su[)i)ositioi), for the book says nothing at all al)out the
^laeealjees. Moreover, the priestly house of Zadok is

praised in this book (ehs 50, etc); it was held in little

resi)eet during tlu; tinier of th(^ Maccabean wars, owing to
the sympathy it showed toward the Hellenizing party.

IX. Original Languages.—Even before the dis-

covery of the sulj.stantial fragments of what is

l)r()bably the original Heb text of this

1. Com- book, nearly all scholars had reached
posed in the conclusion that Sir was compo.sed
Hebrew inll(>b. (1) The fact of a Heb original

is definitely stated in the Prologue.

(2) Jerome (Pracf. in vers. Ubri Sol.) stiys that he
had seen tlie Heb original—the same text ])robably

that imderlies the fragments recently publi.slied,

though we cannot ])o sure of this. (3) Citations
apparently from the same Heb text are made not
seldom in Tahnudic and rabbinical literatiu'e. (4)

There are some word-plays in the book which in the
Gr are lost, but which reai)i)ear in the discovered Heb
text , e.g. (43 S) 6 ixt]v Kara to dfofia avrjjs iffrip av^a-

voixev-q (read dvaueo/xeyTj)^ ho nit'n kiild to onuitia aides

estiii (ULVditoincnc (read andtieoiiicne), "the month is

called after her name," TI3-nr,72 N^iH iriTD TTin

,

hdilli -sJi lush'Did Jul' niUhh(i(lIiesIi, "the moon accord-
ing to its name renews itself' ; the Heb words for

"moon" and "renews it self" come from one root, as if

we said in English—what of com'se is not English

—

"the moon moons itself." There are other cases

where mistakes and omis-sions in the Gr are explained

by a reference to the newly found H(>b text.

The strongly sui)ported conject lU'C of former y(!ars

that the book was composed in Heb was turned
into a i)ractical certainly through the discovery, by
Dr. S. Schechter and others in 189(5 and after, of

the fragm(>nts of a (probably Ow) Heb text called

now yV B C and D. These contain much over half

the whole book, and that the text in them, nearly

always identical when the same j)assages are given
in more thaia one, is the orighial one, is exceedingly
likely, to say the least

.

D. S. Margoliouth {Origin of the Original Heb
of Ecclus, IS'H)) has tried to prove that the Heb

text of the fragments is a tr of a Pers
2. Margoli- VS which is itself derived from Gr
outh's View and Syr. ^khe j)roofs he offers have

not convinced scholars.

(1) He refers to words in Helj which in that
language are sens(;less, and he endeavors to show
that they are disguised Pers words. As a matt(>r

of fact, in such cases the copyist has gone wholly
wrong or the word is undecipherable.

(2) There do appear to be Pers glosses, but they
are no part of tlie original text, and there can be no
reasonablt! doubt that they are due to a l\>rs reader

or copyist.

(3) There are many cas(\s in which the Heb can
be ))roved to be a bcstter and older text than the Gr
or Syr (see Konig, Expos T, XI, 170 ff).

(4) As regards the character of the language, it

may be said that in syntax it agrees in ihe main with
the classical Heb of the OT, but its vocabulary
links it with the latest OT books. ^J'hus we have
the use of t he "(ratt/'-consecut ive" with the imperfect
(43 23; 44 *».2.3; 45 2 f , etc) and with the perfect
(42 1.8.11), though th(> use; of tlu; simple toaw with
both tenses occurs also. This mixed us.age is

exactly what meets us in the latest jiart of the OT
(Eccl, Est, etc). As regards vocabulary, the word
jf^pn , /icpAc;-, has the sense of "thing," "matter," hi

20 9, as in Eccl 3 1; 5 7; 8 6. In general it m;iy
be said that the Heb is that of eai'ly jiost-Bil). times.
Margoliouth holds that the extant Heb \'S is no
okler than the 1 1th cent., which is imjxxssibh;. His
mistake is due to confounding the age of the MSS
with that of the VS they contain.

(5) It is nevertheless admitted that in some cases
the Syr or the Gr or both together jn-eserve an older
and correcter text th;in the Heb, but this because
the latter has sometinu's been miscoi)ied and inten-
tionally changed.

(6) The numerous He])raisms in th(> Gr VS which
in the Heb have their original expression i)oint to
the same conclusion—that this Heb text is the
original form of the book.

Alargoliouth has been answered by Smend (TLZ,
1889, col. r)()()), Kthiig {E.rpos T,X, XI, 1899-1900),
N()ldeke (ZATW, XX, 81-94), and by many others.
Bickell {Zeif.sehriftff/r katholische Theol., Ill, 387 ff)

holds also that the Heb Sir extant is a tr front the
Gr or Syr or both.

X. Versions.—The LXX tr was made from
the Heb direct ; it is f.airly correct, thotigh in all the

extant IVISS the text is very corrupt in
1. Greek several i)la('es. (1) The book occurs in

the uncials li 55 C and ])art of A fairly
free from glosses, though abounding in obvious
errors. (2) The text is found in a much purer
form in cod. V and also in X™ and i)art of A.
All extant Gr MSS except the late cursive 248 schmu
to go back to one original MS, since in all of them
the two sections 30 25—33 1.") and 33 Ki—36 11
havt; changed ])laces, so that 33 10—36 11 follows
30 24 and 30 2.j—33 15 conies after 36 11. Most
scholars accept the exiilanation of Fritzsche (E.veg.

Handbuehza den A pole, V, 21 f) that t he two leaves on
which these two parts (of similar size) were written
got mixed, the wrong one being put first. On the
othn- hancl, 1 he ctu-sive 248 (14t h cent.) has these s(H'-

t ions in their ])roper order, and the same is true of t he
Syr (Pesh), Lat and Armenian VSS and of the Gr
VS of the Comi)lutensian Polyglot (which follow.s

throughout 248 and not the; uncials) and EV which
is made from this Polyglot. The superiority of
248 to the older MS (B i? A C V) is seen in other
parts of the Gr text. In the other Gr MSS, 3 25
is omitted, as it is by Edersheim and most com-
mentators before the discovery of the Heb text.

But this List sujiports 248 in rt^taining the verse, and
it is now generally kept. In 43 23 "islands" is

j)ro])erly re.nd by 248, Vulg, Syr, 23 and the Heb, V)ut

old(>r Gr MSS read "Jesus," making nonsense ("And
Jesus planted her" {avr-riv, auttn] for "he planted
islands th(>rehi"). The other MSS have a text
which yiekls no sense in 43 26: YN "By reason of

him his end hath success." The Gr of 248 and the
Heb give this sense: "The ang<>l is equii)ped for his

task," etc.

The Syr (Pesh) VS is now almost imiversally
acknowledged to have been made from t\\v Heb, of

which, on the whol(>, it is a faithful

2. Syriac rendering. In some jilaces, however,
it agrees with tlie LXX against the

Heb, probal)ly under the influence of the inaccurate
idea that the C!r text is the original one. In this

VS the two sections 30 25—33 5 and 33 IG—36 11
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are in projxT ovdw, as in jli(> ITcb, a fn^sh proof
that, the Syr is not tr"' from tlu> Gr.
Tho Vuls agnvs with tlic Old Lat which follows

the LXX closely. Lapide, Sal)at i(>r and Bcngel tried
to j)n)ve that the Vulp; was based on

3, Latin the lost, original] Feb, but the evidence
they snpi)ly falls far short of ])roof, and

reccTitly discovered Heb fragments show that they
were wronp;. The two sections transposed in the
IvXX (except 24S) are also transjxjsed in the Lat,
showing; that the latter is bascnl on the Gr text.
The Lat text of l)o1h Sir and \\'isd according; to the
cod. Aniiant is given bv Lagarde in hk M iltheilung-
cn, I, 2i:5-S4. This closely follows the Gr text.
AV follows the cursives and often repc^ats their

errors. R\ is based, for t he most iiart, on t he uncials
and thus often de])arts from the Heb.

4, English 3 19 is retained by AV but omitted by
RV. For the lat t er clause of t he ver.se

("mysteries are revealc>d unto the meek"), AV is

supported by cod. 2-W, the Syr and the Heb. Both
EV should be corrected bv the Ileb in 7 26 and 38 1

.

15.

For fuller details concerning VSS see Spcnkers
Apoc, II, 2S~;V2 (Kdersheim); Kautzsch, Die Apok.
des AT, I, 242 fif (Ryssel), and the art. by Nestle
in HDB, IV, 544 ff.

LiTEKATT-RE.— III addition to books mentioned und(>r
Apoc and in tlie course of the present art., note the fol-
lowing:

(1) The text of the Heb fragments: For accounts of
the discovery and decipherments of these see HDB IV
546 f (Nestle); Bible J'olyglotte {¥. Yit^^ourvux). Y, 4 ff

'

Schiirer, GJ l'. III, 221 ff. The text of the Heb as yetknown is conveniently i)rintod in tlie following: H. L
.Slrack, Die Spriiche ./esu.-<, etc (with notes and glossary)
Leipzig, 1903; Isaac Levi, The Ileb Text of ErdesiaMieus
(with not(-s and glossary), Leiden, 1906; Rudolf Smend,
Die Weixheit des Jexus Sirach, Heb und Deutsch (with
notes and glossary), Berlin, 1906. The Heb appears
also in the Bible I'oh,,,lntte, ed F. Vigoureux, with theLXX, Vulg and a French translation in columns. (Xo
other Polyglot has appeared since the discoverv of the
Heb.) There are

i

texts in Heb, Syr, Gr and Eiig., and
also useful notes and tables in The Oriqinal Ileb of Sir
39 15—49 11, by Cowles and X^eubauer, Oxford, 1S97.
Still later and fuller is The Wisdom of Ben Sira in Heb
and Eng., with notes on the Heb by Schechter and
Taylor, Cambridge, 1899.

(2) Commentaries: The works of Fritzsche (1859),who negl(>cts the evidence of the Syr and ignores the
Heb idioms in the book, and of Btssell (1880) and Eders-
heim (1888) appeared before the discovery of the Heb
fragments. The last-named shows both learning and
ingenuity m tracking the Heb idioms and in explaining
difflcultu^s by means of Heb. The following comms
take full note of the Heb text as far as di.scovered

:

Israel Levi, L' EccUsiastique on la sagesse de Jesus fils de
Sira: traduit et commenle, Paris, 1898, 1901; Ryssel in
Kautzsch' s Apok. des AT, I, 280-475, exceedingly valu-
able, esp. for the text and introduction, but he tak(>s
account of the Heb fragments published by Crowley and
X'^eubauer only in this book. To complete his treatment
of the Heb parts published after he wrote, see further
articles by him in Stud. u. Krit., 1900-1-2; Knabenbaur,
Commentarius in Ecrlesiasticum, Paris, 1902; Peters!
Der jungst u-ieder aufgefundene hebraische Text des Burhe's
Ecclesiasticus, 1902 (cf the notice bv Smend, TLZ
1903, 72-77); Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach
erklart, 1906 (full discussion of the book in the newest
light; cf notice by Jiilicher in TTjZ, 1908, 32,3-29)
The X^'ew Oxford Apoc (Intro and X'otes), ed by R H
Charles (1913), contains a full Intro and Comm. J. H. A
Hart has published separately a critical edition of cod
248, in which he collates the principal authorities, MS
and printed.

Of the Diet, articles those in HDB (X'estle, strong in
the critical, but weak and defective on the historical
apd exegctical side); EB (C. H. Toy, sound and well
balanced); see also Jew Enc (Israel Levi) and Enc Brit
(W. Baxendale). For detailed register of the literature
see HDB (Xestle); Jew Enc, "Sirach" (Israel Levi); and
esp. Schiirer, GJV\ III, 219 IT.

T. WiTTON DaVIES
SIRACH, THE ALPHABET OF: Usually called

The Alphabet of Ben Sira. The comjiilation so
designated consists of two lists of proverbs, 22 in
Aram, and 22 in Heb, arranged in each case as
alphabet acrostics. Each of these proverbs is fol-
lowed by a haggadic comm., with legends and tales,

many of them indecent. Some of the proverbs in
the Alphabets are probably genuine compositions
by Ben Sira and are quoted a.-: such in thcTalm.
but in their present form the Alphabets are at least
as late as the 11th cent. AD.
LiTEKATURE.^The only comi)lete copy of the textknown IS in th(> British Museum, the coi»v iii the Bodleian

being defect iv(>. Stemschneider has published a reprint
of this last with critical notes {Mphabeticum Si/racidis

ijl'r 18;.4). Cowley and Xeuhauer {The 'Uriginal
Heb of a Portion of Ecclus), l)esi(les giving a general
account of this work, add a tr into P]ng. of the Aram
proverbs. In his brief but excellent articles in Jew Eric
(Ben Sira, The Alphabet of). Dr. Louis (iinzberg (New
York) also gives a tr of the 22 Aram, proverbs with u.seful
remarks after each. The work has becm tr-i into Lat
Yiddish (often), Judaeo-Spanish, Fr. and Ger., but never!
so far, completely into English.

T. WiTTOx Da VIES
SIRAH, si'ra, WELL OF {r^^^^r\ niS, hor ha^

firah, "the pit," "well" or "cistern of Sarah"):
The spot from which Abner was enticed back to
Hebron to his death (2 S 3 2(i). Jos {Ant, \TI,
i, 5) calls it Br]{p')<ripd, Be{r).sird, implying that it was
a "well." It is possible that this spot is now ^Ain
Sarah, ii spring which flows into a little tank near the
west side of the road about a mile out of ancient
Hebron, on the way to Jerus. There is, however,
a curious cistern with steps known as Hainnin Sarah
("Sarah's bath") near Ramct d-KhalU, which is also
possibly the site {PEF, 314, Sh XXI).

SIRION, sir'i-on ("il"''!'© , siryon; 'Za.vidip,

Sanior): The name of Mt. Ilerinon among the
Phoenicians (Dt 3 9). It is given as "Shirion" in
Bs 29 6 (Heb "breastplate" or "body armor").
Here it is named with Lebanon. Sirion therefore
probably did not denote a particular part of the
Hermon Range, as did Senir, but may have been sug-
gested by the conformation of the range itself, as
seen from the heights above the Phoen coast.

SISAMAI, sis'a-mi. See Sis.mai.

SISERA, sis'er-a (K'1D''P , s^<-ra', of doubtful
meaning; S[e]io-dpa, S[e]isdra):

(1) Given in Jgs 4 as the captain of the army of
Jabin, king of Hazor. The accovmts given of the
battle of Sisera with Barak, as found in Jgs 4
and 5, have important points of difTerence. The
first is a pro.se, the second a poetic narrative. In the
first only Naphtah and Zebulun are mentioned
as being under the command of Barak; in the second
6 tribes are given as being under his command.
In Jgs 4 Sisera is known as the captain of Jabin 's

forces, while in Jgs 5 he seems to have been an
independent leader. There is also a difference as
to the scene of the battle and as to the manner in
which Sisera met his death at the hand of Jael.
Because of these points of difference, added to the
fact that this is the only account, in these early
times, where a king did not lead his own forces, it is

thought by many that there is here the combina-
tion of two traditions deahng with different and
distinct events.

Sisera resided in Harosheth of the Gentiles, a
place identified with cl-Harilhiyeh, on the right bank
of the Kishon and commanding the way from the
Central Plain to the sea. Taking the versions in the
two chapters of Jgs as being the account of a single
campaign, we find Deborah urging Barak to com-
bine the forces of Israel to wage war with Sisera as
the representative of Jabin, the king of Hazor.
The scene of the battle was on the plain at the foot
of the slopes of Mt. Tabor (4 12-14), or at the foot
of the Carmel heights (5 19). The attack of
Barak and Deborah was so furious, animated as it

was by the hatred of Sisera and the Canaanites, that
the hosts of Sisera were put to rout, and Sisera,
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deserting his troops, fled on foot totheN.E. He look
refuge in the tent of Heber, near Kedesh, and here
met death at the hands of Jael, the wife of Heber
(see Jael). Sisera's name had long prochiced fear
in Israel because of his oppression of tlie people,
his vast army and his 900 chariots of iron. His
overthrow was the cause of mucli rejoicing and was
celel)rated by the song in which Deborah led the
people. _ See Debok.vh.

It is interest ing to note that the great rabbi Akiba,
who fought so valiantly in the Jewish war for inde-
pendence as standard bearer to Har-cocheba, was
descended from the ancient warlike Sisera of
Haro.sheth.

(2) In Ezr 2 o.i and Neli 7 oo the name Sisera,
after a long interval, reapi)(nus in a family of the
Nethinim. There is no evidence that the latter
Sisera is connected by family descent with the former.

C. E. SCHENK
SISINNES, si-sm'ez (JZia-Lvvr^s, SiKnnies): "The

eparch [govei'iior] of Syria and Rho(>nicia" under
Darius Hysta.si)is(l Esd 6 3.7.27; 7 l)cr)20RC =
"Tattenai the governor beyond the river" in Ezr 5
3.6; 6 f).13. He took a prominent part in the
efforts to prevent the rebuilding of the temple.

SISMAI, sis'ml O'^DD , sismay; AV Sisamai):
A Jddahite, of the descendants of the daughter of
Sheshan and Jarha, his Egyp servant (1 Ch 2 40).
Commentators have compared the name to 2CD,
§sm, a Rhoen god (cf Rudolph Kittel, Comm. ad loc ;

BDB, S.V.).

SISTER, sis'ter (r.inS, 'aholh): Used repeatedly
in the OT of a female (1) having the same parents
as another; or (2) having one parent in common,
with another, half-sister (Gen 20 12; Lev 18 9),
and also (3) of a female belonging to the same family
or clan as another, so a kinswoman (Civn 24 (3fj;

Job 42 11); (4) also of a woman of the same country
(Nu 25 IS). (.")) Figuratively, the two kingdoms,
Isra(;l and Judah, arc sisters (Ezk 23 7 ff). (G)
Confederate cities are conceived of as sisters (Ezk
16 45 ff). (7) 'Ahoth is used of objects which go
in pairs, as curtains, each 'coupled to its sister' (Ex
26 3.6), and of wings in pairs (Ezk 1 9; 3 13);
(8) of virtues or conditions, with which one is

closely related: "Say unto wisdom, thou art my
sister" (Prov 7 4; cf Job 17 14); (9) of a lover
concerning his spouse, as a term of endearment
(Cant 4 9f; 5 1 f; 8 8).

In the NT, d5e\<pri, adelpht, used (1) in sense of
physical or blood kinship (Alt 12 .50; 13 56;
19 29; Lk 10 39 f; 14 26; Jn 11 1 ff; 19 25;
Acts 23 16); (2) of fellow-members in Christ:
"Phoebe, our sister" (Rom 16 1; see also 1 Cor 7
15; 1 Tim 5 1; Jas 2 15); (3) possibly, of a
church, "thy elect sister" (2 Jn ver 13). See
Relationships, Family.

Edward Bagry Pollard
SISTER'S SON: AV translates rightly (1)

'irinX'-Zl
, bm-ahothd (Gen 29 13); and (2) wAs

TTjs ddeXfpiis, hiiios (H adeiphes (Acts 23 16), and
wrongly, (3) dvefibs, anepsios (Col 4 10), where,
without doubt, the real meaning is "cousin," as in
RV. See Relationships, Family.

SITH, sith: An Anglo-Saxon word meaning
"afterward," "since" (Ezk 35 6 AV and ERV,
ARV "since").

SITHRI, sith'ri (^inp , i^ithn): A grandson of

Kohath (Ex 6 22).

SITNAH, sit'na (nStJlp
, sitnah, "hatred," "hostil-

ity"; i\6p(.a., echthria) : The name of the second of

the two wells dug by the herdsmen of Lsaac the
cause of further "enmity" with the herdsmen of
Gerer (Gen 26 21, m "That is. Enmity") The site
is unknown, l)ut Palmer (PEFS, 1871) finds an echo
of the nanu! in Shiduct er Ituhcihch, the name of a
small valley near Ruhciheh. See Rehoijoth.

SITTING, sit'ing (mij^
,
yushahh, "to sit down or

still," "i:«'l, drujliar, "to brood," "hatch"; KaG^Jo-
(Aai, kalhezomai., "to sit down," dvdK€i(xai, and-
kcimai, "to lie back," "recline"): 'V\w favorite
position of the Orientals (Mai 3 3; Alt 9 <)• 26
55 [cf 5 1; Lk 4 20; 5 3]; Alk 14 18; l.k 18
35; Jn 2 14, etc).

" In Pal people i^H at all kinds of work; the carpenter
saws, ])lancs, and hews with his hand-adze, sittinK upon
tne ground or upon t he j)lank he is planing. The washer-woman sUs by tlie till), and, in a word, no one standswhere it is possible to sit On the low sliop-
counters tli(> turhaned salesmen squat in the midst ot
the gay wares" (LB, II, 144, 27.'>; III, 72, 7.j).

Figurative: (1) To sit i.rith denotes intimate
fellowship (Ps 1 1; 26 5; Lk 13 29; Rev 3 21);
(2) to sit in the dust indicates jioverty and cont(>mpt
(Is;i 47 1), in darkness, ignorance '(Alt 4 16) and
trouble (Alic 7 8); (3) to sit on thrones denotes
authority, judgment, and glorv (Alt 19 28)

AI. O. Evans
SIVAN, sft-viin', si'van ('i'l'ip

, siwan): The third
month of the Jewish year, corresponding to June
(Est 8 9). See Calendar.

SIXTY, siks'ti (2''T£'"il\ shishshini; egriKovTa,

hexPkonta). See Number.

SKILL, .skil, SKILFUL, skil'fcH.l (forms of TT'

,

yoiUni' [2 Ch 2 14, etc], "j-'Zl , bin [I Ch 15 22]^

bSTp, sakhal [Dnl 1 4, etc], 'fib, lamadh [1 Ch
5 18], DDn, hukham [1 Ch 28 21], TlJin , harnsh
[Ezk 21 31], n-j;^, yrdnbh [Ps 33 3]; 'in

"

Apoc;
Cfi-ireipia, enipeirio [Wisd 13 13], €7rio-TT||XT|, epistenic
[Sir 1 19; 38 3.6]; advl). tv(xaea)s,(7/w^///(o.s [Wisd 13
11]): As a vb. "to skill," meaning to have under-
standing or to be dexterous, common in Elizabethan
Eng. and in AV and ERV (1 K 5 6; 2 Ch 2 7 f

;

34 12), is obsolete. ARV substitutes stich expres-
sions as "knoweth how" (1 K 5 6) and "were skilful
with" (2 Ch 34 12). As a noun the word is used
in the sense of "knowledge" (Eccl 9 11), "insight"
(Dnl 117), and "wisdom" (1 Ch 28 21). The
adj. skilful is used in corresponding senses, esp.
in ARV, where it takes the place of "cunning"
(Ex 26 31; 314; 35 33.35; 38 23; 2 Ch 2
7.13.14; Cant 7 1; Isa 40 20; Jer 10 9) and of
"curious" (Ex 35 32), where the Heb hashahh
suggests planning or devising, and thus what we
should call "original" work. Both ERV and ARV
u.se the word in place of "elo(iucnt" (Isa 3 3),
"right" (Eccl 4 4) and "cunning" (1 Ch 25 7).

In the first of th(>se instances the Heb word means
"understanding"; in the second, it refers to the
manner of doing a thing, and in the third, to the
training that makes one "skilled." RV uses the
word "skilled" of tho.se that "took the war upon
them" (Nu 31 27 AV). Skilfulness (Ps 78 72)
is used with reference to the hands, not only in their

work, but also in guiding (as, e.g., a pilot). To
play well (Heb hetibJiil nagqen) is rcmdered "play
skilfully" (Ps 33 3)'. "Unskilful" is used with refer-

ence to the uninitiated in the sense of "inexperi-
enced" (He 5 13, Utreipos, dpeiros).

Nathan Isaacs
SKIN (niy_, 'or, nb5, gcledh, "human .skin"

[.Job 16 1.5], "T©?
' Ifdsur, "flesh," in the sense of

"nakedness" [Ps 102 5 AVj; Stpua, derma):
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Literal: The word \lr (Icsisniitos the Kkiu of bollj

nu'u and animals, tlic lattor both raw and in tanned

condition: '-Jeh God made for Adam and for his

wife coats of skins ['or], and clothed them (Gen

3 >!)• "She put the ;:;kins ['or] of the kids ot the

goats upon liis hands, and upon the smooth of his

ueck" (27 It)); -'Can the Kthio])ian change his

skin, or the leopard his spots?" (Jer 13 23). Ihc

Heh qilrdh is found in the sense of human skin:

"I have sewed sackcloth upon my skm, and have

laid mv horn in the dust" (Job 16 lo).
^

Figurative: 'To escape by the skin of the teeth

is eciuivaleut to a narrow escape (Job 19 20).

Sat an savs in his calunmy of Job : "Skin for skm, yea,

all that a man liath will he give for his life" (2 4).

The idea here; is, that a man will endure or do the

worst even as it were the flaying of his body, to save

his life The RV has re])lace(l "skm" as the tr ot

Hcb basdr bv "fkvsh": "My bones cleave toiny

flesh" (Ps 102 5). "The bars of his skm is a

poetical expression for "themembers ot his body in

Job 18 13 111, where the text interprets rather than

translates the orignud.

Skins served for purposes of clothing from an early

date (Gen 3 21). In later days they were t^he

raiment of in-ophets and hermits /ec 13 4;^ He

1137) LXX translates I^"}:.'i<, 'addcrdh, the

mantle" of Elijah (1 K 19 i;5.1?»;„2 K 2 8,13 f),

with M^^wTT^, vivldlt, i.e. "sheepskin," the word in lie

being derived from these passages. It is not unlikely

that the raiment of John the Baptist made ot

camel's hair" and the "leathern girdle al)out his

loins" are identical with the rough garb ot Ul

prophets. The skins of cattle were largely emp oved

for teclmical uses; "rams' skins and badgers skms

are esp. mentioned in the construction of the taber-

nacle as material for the waterproof covering ot

the roof (Ex 25 5; Xu 4 8.10 ff).

RV roiectiuii tlie tr " hadKers' sldns," sul)stitutcs

"sealskins- unci adds ' porpoise skins" int lie margin.

Thei-e is littl.^ doubt tliat the, rendering ()f tlie A\ is

indeed incorrect. Tlu^ Ileb name of the animal {taha^h)

is the same as the Arab. [J^^f . ^w?"'«. ^^^"ch means the

dolphin and the "sea-cow" or haUcore of the Red Sea

of which genus there are two species even now e.xlant

Tn tahrrnarui; Kuss, and //. Ilvl prirht ,. Klir.). It IS

probable that tlie .h'ws included viinous marine animals

seals, porpoises, dolpliins and hahcores, under the same

expression. See Seal.skik.

In Ezk 16 10 we find these skins mentioned as

material for elegant shoes, and the Arabs of the

Red Sea littoral use the same material in the

manufacture of sandals. A quaint use was made

of skins in the making of .skin bottles, the kurheh or

kirlnh of modern Arabia. We find a great variety

of Ileb (expressions, which jiossibly designated special

varieties, all of which were rendered do-K6s, askus, in

LXX and the XT (P'Cn , hcmelh, "i?: ,
"1553

, no'dh,

n-i5: , Ho'dhah, bn: , nehhd, bn: ,
7icbhcl, p|i]^3

,

hul-huk niS, 'ubh].' RV has rendered the Gr ^/.sA-os

in" the XT by "wineskin" (Mt 9 17; Mk 2 22;

Lk 6 37) with the marginal addition "that is,

skins used as bottles." These skin bottles were

made of the skins of go,ats, slieep, oxen or buffaloes;

the former had more or less the shape of the ani-

mals, the holes of the extremities being closed by

tving or sewing, and the neck of the skin being

closed by a tap or a plug, whik; the larger ones were

sewn together in various .shapes. As a rule only

the inside of the skin was tanned, the .skin turned

inside out, and the lliiid or .semi-fluid filled in, e.g.

water, milk, butter, che(>se. The hairy inside was

not considered as in any way injurious to the

contents. Only in the case of wine- and oil-skms

was it thought advantageous to tan the skins inside

and out. H. L. E. Lueuing
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SKIRT, skurt: (1) C:| , kandph, "wing," "ex-

trcmitv" (Ruth 3 9, etc), is the usual word. But

in 1 S 24 4ff perhaps ^'corner" is the best tr.

(2) bitj, shut, "loose hanging" (Ex 28 33, etc;

in AV often rendered "hem"). (3) HE, prh,

"mouth," "opening" (Ps 133 2, "the p-ccious oil

.... that came down upon th(> skirt"). But tlu;

"opening" is that for the head, so that R\ m
''collar" is the correct tr. "Skirt" is frequently

used in a euphemistic sense, for whicli the conmis.

must be consulted. See Duess; Tu.mn.

SKULL, skill (r'^h""?, <i>dgdl(lh; KpavCov, kra-

luon): The Heb word, which is well known to

Bilile readers in its Aram.-Gr form "Golgotha "

expresses the more or less globular shape of the

human skull, being derived from a root m(>aning

"to roll." It is often tr'' in EV l)y "head,""polk

etc In the meaning "skull" it is found twice (Jgs

9 53; 2 K 9 3.5). In the XT the word is found

only in connect icm with Golcotha ((i.v.), ''<li<M)kt_<;«

of a skull" (Mt 27 33; Mk 15 22; Jn 19 10,

or "the skull" (Lk 23 33).

SKY, ski (priT^, shahnk, "fine dust" or "cloud,"

apparentlv from V ^L^V, ^^f^d'xik, "to rub," "to

pulverize"; Sam "^pniT ,
skhaknijijah

OT^*^^ instead of Heb C^^TT ,
slmmny-nn;

^Jj^ ^ ,w/i/v- = "cloud," "small dust"):

RVhas "skies" for AV "ckmds" in Job 35 r); 36

28- 37 21; Ps 36 5; 57 10; 68 31; 78 23; 108 1;

Prov 3 20; 8 28, in which passages «/) 7^ sui)ports

the rendering of AV. In Ps 89 G.37 RV Jias^^sky

for AV "heaven." EV has "sky" m Dt 33 2b,

2 S 22 12; Job 37 18; Ps 18 11; 77 17; Isa 45 8;

Jer 51 9. The word occurs mainly m poetical pas-

In the NT oupavSs, ouranos, is tr" heaven

(\Y "skv") in connection with the weather m
^

Mt 16 2.3; Lk 12 5G. In He 11 12

2. In the we find "the stars of heaven" ("the

NX sky") as a figure of multitude. /Ihc

conception, however, that the visible

"sky" is but the dome-like floor of a higher world

often makes it hard to tell whether "heaven' in

c(>rtain passages may or may not be identified with

the sky. See Heaven; Cosmogony.
Alfred Ely Day'

SLANDER, slan'der (.subst., nSl", dibbah,

"slander"; 8idpoXos, didbolos, "slanderer"; yb.

bjl , raghal, "to slink about" as a talebearer, 't'^
,

hishan, "to use the tongue," "to slander" ;
SiapdWo),

diabnllo, "to calumniate," "to skmder ;
and other

words): Slander (etvmologically a doublet ot

"scandal," from OFr. esdandrc, Lat scmidalum,

"stumbhng-bk)ck") is an accusation maliciously

uttered, with the purpose or effect of damaging the

reputation of another. As a rule it is a false charge

(cf Mt 5 11); but it may be a truth circulattxl

insidiously and with a hostile purpose (e.g^ Dnl 3 8,

"brought accusation again.st," where LXX has

diaballo, "slander"; Lk 16 1, the same Gr word).

Warnings, condemnations and complaints in reter-

ence to this sin are very frequent, both m the OT ami

XT Mischievous "tale-bearing" or "whispering

is condemned (Lev 19 16; Ezk 22 9) _
There are

repeated warnings against evil-speiiking (as in

P.S 34 13; Prov 15 28; Eph 4 31; Col 3 8; Jas

4 11; 1 Pet 3 10), which is the cause of sojuuch

strife between man and man (Prov 16 27-30),

and which recoils on the speaker himself to his

destruction (Ps 101 5; 140 11). .Esp. is false

witness, which is "slander carried J^to a court ot

justice," to be condemned and punished (Ex ZU lo,
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Dt 19 10-21; cf Prov 12 17; 14 5.25; 19 5;

21 28; 24 28). Special cases of slander more than
usually mean arc when a wife's chastity is falsely

impeached by her husband (Dt 22 13-19), and
when one slanders a servant to his master (Prov 30
10). Even a land may be slandered as well as

persons (Nu 14 3()). Slanderers and backl)it('rs are

mentioned in s(jme of Paul's darkest catalogues of

evildoers (Rom 1 29.30; 2 Cor 12 20; 2 Tim 3

3). To refrain from slander is an important quali-

fication for citizenship in the theocracy (Ps 15 1.3;

24 3.4) and for a place in the Christian churcli

(1 Tim 3 11; Tit 2 3). Jesus Himself was the

victim of slanders (Alt 11 19) and of false testi-

mony (Mt 27 03). The apostles, too, came in

for a full share of it (e.s. Acts 24 5f; 28 22; 2 Cor
6 8). In the case of Paul, even his central doctrine
of just ihcat ion was "slanderously reported" as if it

encouraged inunorality (Rom 3 8). The devil

( = '"th(; caluirmiator") is represented as the p;reat

accuser of (iod's peoi)le (Rev 12 10), the sland(M-er

jHtr r.rccllrncc (cf Job 1 9-11; Zee 3 1). See
also Cki.mks; Puxish.mexts.

D. AIlALL I'^DWAUDS

SLAUGHTER, slcVter, OF THE INNOCENTS.
See l.\.\o(ji:\Ts, MAssAcmo of.

SLAUGHTER, VALLEY OF: In Jer 7 32; 19 0,

a name given to the valley of HiTinom. See lIi.N-

NOM, Valley of; Jkiu:salf.m, III, 2.

SLAVE, Slav, SLAVERY, slav'er-i:

1. Ac(|uiriiif^ of Slaves
2. Ki'brcws us W^ar ('aptivcs
'A. Freedom of Slaves
4. Ki^'hts of Slaves
.5. IJi^lits of Slave Masters
6. Tlie XT (Joiict'ptiou
LiTEUATUKB

The origin of the term "slave" is traced to theGer.
sliiirc, nuuming a captive of the Slavonic race who
had been forced into servitude (cf Slav); Fr. esclave,

Dutch slaaf, Swedisli .s7a/, Spanish esclavo. The wor( 1

"slave" occurs only in Jer 2 14 and in Rev 18 13,

where it is suggested by the context and not ex-

pressed in the original languages (Heb iflidh bayith,

"one born in the house"; Clr soinn, "body"). Plow-
ever, the Ileb word H^?

,
^cbhcdh, in the OTand the

C.r word dovXos, doi'doa, in the NT more properly
might have been tr'' "slave" instead of "servant"
or "bondservant," understanding though that the
slavery of Judaism was not the cruel system of

Greece, Rome and later nations. The prime
thought is service; the servant may render free

service, the slave, ohliyatory, restricted service.

Scripture statement rather than philological

study nuist form the basis of this article. We shall

notice how slaves could be secured, soki and
redeemed; also their rights and their masters' rights,

confining the study to OT Scripture, noting in

conclusion the NT con(!eption. The word "slave"

in this art. refers to the Heb slave unless otherwise
designated.

Slaves might be acquired in the following ways,
viz.:

(1) Bought.—-There are many instances of buying
slaves (Lev 25 3i)ff). Heb slavery broke into the

ranks of every human relationship:

1. Acquit- a father could sell his daughter (Ex 21
ing of 7; Neh 5 5); a widow's children

Slaves might be sold to pay their father's

<lel)t (2 K 4 1); a man could sell

himself (Lev 25 39.47); a woman could sell her-

self (Dt 15 12.13.17), etc. Prices paid were some-
what indefinite. According to Ex 21 32 thirty

shekels was a st andard })rice, but Lev 27 3-7 gives

a scale of from 3 to 50 shekels according to age and

sex, with a provision for an ai)peal to the ])riest in

case of uncertainty (ver 8). Twenty shekels is the
price set for a young man (ver 5), and this corre-
sponds with the sum j)aid for Joseph (Gen 37 28).
But in 2 IVIacc 8 11 the i)rice on the a^*erage is

90 for a talent, i.e. 40 shekels each. The ransom
of an entire talent for a single man (1 K 20 39)
means that unusual value (far more than that of a
slave) was set on this i)articular captive.

There were certain limitations on the right of

sale (Ex 21 7ff).

(2) E.vchoruje.—Slaves, i.e. non-IIeb slaves, might
be traded for other slaves, cattle, or jirovisions.

(3) Satisfaction of debt.—It is probable that a
debtor, reduced to extremity, could offer himself in

payment of his debt (Lev 25 39), though this was
forbidden in the Toralli Kohdnlni; cf 'Ogar Yisrd'el,

vii.2925. That a creditor could sell into slavery a
debtor or any of his family, or nud<e them his own
slaves, has some foundation in the statement of the
})oor widow whose i)atheti(; cry reached the ears
of the pro{)het pjlisha: "Thy servant my husband
is d(>a(l; .... and the creditor is come to take
unto him mv two children to be bondmen" (2 K

(4) Cift.—1 he non-IIeb slave, and i)ossibly the
Ilet) slave, could be ac(iuired as a gift (Gen 29 24).

(5) Inheritance.—Children coukl inherit non-IIeb
slaves as their own possessions (Lev 25 40).

(0) Voluntary surrender.— In the case of a slave's

r(4ease in the seventh year there was allowed a
willing choice of indefinite slavery. The ceremony
at such a time is interesting: "Then his master
shall bring him unto the judges [m], and shall bring
him to the door, or unto the door-post; and his

master shall bore his ear through with an awl;
and he shall serve him for ever" (Ex 21 0). A
l)ierced ear probably meant obedience to the
master's voice. History, however, does not record
a single instance in which such a case occurred.

(7) Arrest.—"If the thief be found breaking in,

.... he shall make restitution: if lie have nothing,
then he shall be sold for his theft" (Ex 22 2.3).

(8) Birth.—The children of slaves, born within
the master's house of a wife giveii to the slave there,

became slaves, and could be held, even if the father
went free (Ex 21 4; cf Lev 25 54).

(9) Capture in war.—Thousands of men, women
and children were taken in war as captives and
reduced, sometimes, to most menial slavery.
Such slavery, however, was more humane than
wholesale butchery according to the customs of

earlier times (Nu 31 7-35). Males were usually
slain and females kept for slavery and concubinage
(Dt 21 10.11.14). Captive slaves and bought
slaves, "from nations round about," forced moral
ruin into Israel's early civilization. See Siege, 3.

The two principal sources of slave sup])ly were
poverty in peace and plunder in war.
The Hebrews themselves w<>re held as captive

slaves at various times by (1) Phoenicians (the

greatest slave trad(n-s of ancient
2. Hebrews times), (2) Philis, (3) Syrians (2 K
as War 5 2 ff), (4) Egyptians, and (5) Romans.
Captives There must have been thousands

subjected to severest slavery. See also

E(;ypt; Israel; Phahaoh; Seiivant, etc.

The freedom of slaves was possible in the follow-

ing ways

:

(1) By redemption.—Manumission by
3. Freedom redemption was common among the

of Slaves Hebnnvs. The; slave's freedom might
be bought, tin; price depending on

(a) the nearness to the seventh year or the Jul)ilee

year, (b) the first purchase price, and (r) i)ersonal

considerations as to age and al)ility of the one in

bondage. A slave could be redeemed as follows:
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{a) by himself, {b) by his uncl(>, (c) by liis nophcw
or cousin, ((/) or by any near rolaiive (Lev 25 48-
5")). 'rh(> ])ric(> cl('i)(>nd(xl on certain conditions as

indicatcMl above.

(2) Bi/ the lapse of time.—The seventh year of

service brought release from Itoiuhigc'. "If thou
buy a Ilc'b servant [m "boiuhnan"], six years he
shall serv(>: and in the seventh he shall go out free

for nothing" (Ex 21 2-4).

(3) By llic huv of the Jubilee year.—The year of

Jul)i!(>e was the gr<>at year wh(>n slaves were no
long(>r slaves but free. "He shall serve with thee
unto the year of jubilee: then sliall he go out from
the(\ h(! and his children .... return unto his own
family, and unto the i)ossession of his fathers" (Lev
25 40 f).

(4) By injury.—A servant whose master maimed
him (or her), in i)articular by causing the loss of an
eye or even a tooth, was therebv freed (Ex 21 2()fj.

(5) Bi/ escape.—{m 23 15 f; 1 K 2 39). See
"Code of Hammurabi" hi IIDB (extra vol, p. 600)
and cf Philem vs 12 ff.

(6) By indifference.—In case of a certain kind of

female slave, the neglect or displeasure of lier

master in itself gave her the right to freedom (Ex
21 7-11; Dt 21 14).

(7) By restitution.—A caught t hief, having become
a bondsman, after making full restitution by his

service as a slave, was set at liberty (Ex 22 1-4).

(8) By the master^s death.—"And Al)ram said,

.... I go childless, and he that shall be possessor
of my house is Eliezer of Damascus .... and,
lo, one born in my house is mine heir" (Gen 15 2 f).

This i)assage has been mistakenly supposed to indi-

cate that a master without children might give
freedom to a slave by constituting the slave an heir

to his possessions. But on the contrary, Abram
seems to contemplate with horror the possibility

that Eliezer will take pos.ses.sion of his goods in the
absence of an heir. In view of the fact that adop-
tion, the adrogatio of the Rom law, was unknown
both to Bib. and Talmudic law (see Jew Enc, s.v.),

thestatement in 0(>n 15 2 does not seem to indicate
any such custom as the adoption of slaves. If any
method of emancipation is here suggested, it is by
the death of the master without heir, a method
thoroughly discu.ssed in the Talm {mithath hd-
'ddhon).

(9) By direct command of Jeh.—"The word that
came vmto Jeremiah from Jeh, .... that every
man should let his man-servant, and .... his

maid-servant, that is a Hebrew or a Hebrewess,
go free; that none should make bondmen of them
.... they obeved, and let them go" (Jer 34
8-10).

The nine methods here enumerated may be classified
thus

:

A. By operation of law:
1. By lapse of time.

(a) After serving six years or other contractual
period. See (2) above.

(6) Upon the approach of the .Jubilee year. See
(3) above.

2. By death of the master without heirs. See (S)

above.
B. By act of the parties:

1. By an act of the master.
(a) Voluntary manumission, including (9) above.
(b) Indiflferenco in certain cases. See (6) above.
(r) Maiming servant. See (4) above.

2. By act of the servant.
(a) Redemption. See (1) above.
(6) Restitution. See (7) above.
(r) Escape. Sec (.5) above.

3. By act of a third party.
Redemption— (1) above.

As noted in the beginning of this article, the
Heb slaves fared far better than the Grecian, Rom
and other slaves of later years. In general, the
treatment they received and the rights they could
claim made their lot reasonably good. Of course

a slave was a slave, and there were masters who
disobeyed God and evcni abused their "brothers in

bonds." As usual the unfortunate
4. Rights female slave got the full measure of
of Slaves inhuman cruelty. Certain rights were

discretionary, it is true, but many Heb
slaves enjoyed valuable individual and social

privileges. As far as Scripture statements throw
light on this subject, the slaves of OT times might
claim the following rights, viz.:

(1) Freedom.—Freedom might be gained in any
one of the above-mentioned ways or at the master's
will. The non-II(>br(nv could be held as a slave in

l)eri)etuity (Lev 25 44-4()).

(2) (rood treatment.—"Thou shalt not rvile over
him [Heb slave] with rigor, but shalt fear thy
God Ye shall not rule, one over another,
with rigor" (Lev 25 43. 4()). The non-Hebrew
seemed to be left unprotected.

(3) Justice.—An anci(>nt writer raises the query of

fairness to slaves. "If I have despised the cau.se of

my man-servant or of my maid-servant, when they
contended with me; what then shall I do when
God riseth up?" (Job 31 13 f). No doubt the true
Heb master was considerate of the rights of his

slaves. The very fact, however, that the Heb
master could punish a Heb slave, "to within an inch
of his life," gave ready opportunity for sham
justice. "And if a man smite his servant, or his

maid ["bondman or bondwoman"], with a rod,

and he die under his hand; he shall surely be
punished. Notwithstanding, if he continue a day
or two, he shall not be punished; for he is his

money" (Ex 21 20f).

(4) Family.—The slave before his release might
have his wife and children (Ex 21 5).

(5) Voluntary slavery.—Even when the seventh
year came, the slave had a right to i)ledge himself,

with awl-pierced ear, to ])erpetual service for his

master (Ex 21 5 f; Dt 15 16). The traditional

interpretation of "for ever" in these passages is

"until the next Jubilee year" (cf KiddnsJnn 21).

(6) Money or property.—Some cases at least

indicate that slaves could have money of their own.
Thus, if a poor slave "waxed rich" he could redeem
himself (Lev 25 49). Cf 1 8 9 5-10, where, how-
ever, the Heb throughout calls the "servant" ?i«'ar,

"a youth," never ^cbhedh.

(7) Children.—If married when free, the slave

could take wife and children with him when free-

dom came, but if he was married after becoming a
slave, his wife and children must remain in possession

of his master. This law led him often into per-

petual slavery (Ex 21 3 f).

(8) Elevation.—A chance to rise was allowable
in some instances, e.g. Eliezer, a foreign slave in a
Heb household, and Joseph, a Heb slave in a foreign

household. Each rose to a place of honor and
usefulness (Gen 15 2; 39 4).

(9) Religious worship.—After being circumcised,

slaves were allowed to participate in the paschal
sacrifice (Ex 12 44) and other religious occasions

(Dt 12 12).

(10) Gifts.—Upon obtaining freedom, slaves, at

the discretion of masters, were given supplies of

cattle, grain and wine (Dt 15 13 f).

The rights of a slave master may briefly be stated

as follows: (1) to hold as chattel possession his

non-IIeb slaves (Lev 25 4.")); (2) to

5. Rights leave such slaves as an inheritance for

of Slave his children (Lev 25 46) ; (3) to
Masters hold as his own property the wife and

children of all slaves who were un-
married at the time they became slaves (Ex 21 4);

(4) to pursue and recover runaway slaves (1 K 2

39-41); (.5) to grant freedom at any time to any
slave. This is implied rather than stated. Emanci-
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pation other than at the Sabbatical and Jubilee years

was evidently the right of masters; (0) to < ir-

cunicise slaves, both Jew and Gentile, within his

own household (Gen 17 13.23.27); (7) to sell, give

away, or trade slaves (Gen 29 24. Accortling to

Tomlh Kohanim a Heb servant could be sold only

under certain restrictions. Seel, [1]); (8) to chas-

tise male and female slaves, though not unto death

(]^:x 21 20) ; (9) to marry a slave himself, or give

his female slaves in marriage to others (1 Ch 2 35)

;

(10) to marry a daughter to a slave (1 Ch 2 34 f);

(11) to purchase slaves in foreign mark(>ts (Lev 25

44); (12) to keep, though not as a slave, the riwu-

way slave from a foreign master (Dt 23 15.10.

See 3, [5]); (13) to enslave or sell a (taught thief

(Gen 44 S~33; Ex 22 3); (14) to hold, in i)er-

jK'tuity, non-IIeb slaves (Lev 25 4()); (15) to s(>ek

advice of slaves (1 S 25 14 ff; but th(> ref(>r(>nce

here is open to doubt. Se(> 4, [tj]); (IG) to demand
s(>rvice (Gen 14 14; 24).

Throughout OT times the rights of both slaves

and masters varied, but in general the above; niay

be called the accepted code. In later times Zedekiah

covenanted with the Hebrews never again to enslave

their own brothers, but they broke the covenant

(Jer 34 8).

There were slaves during NT times. The church

issued no edict sweeping away this custom of the

old Judaism, but the gospel of Christ

6. NT with its warm, penetrating love-

Conception message mitigated the liarshness of

ancient times and melted cruelty

into kindness. The equality, justice and love of

Christ's teachings changed the whole attitude_ of

man to man and master to servant.
_
This spirit

of brotherhood quickened the conscience of the

age, leaped the walls of Judaism, and penetrated

the remotest regions. The great apostle pro-

claimed this truth: "There can be neither Jew nor

Greek, there can be neither bond nor irve, ....
ye all are one man in Christ Jesus" (Gal 3 28).

'Fhe Christian slaves and masters are both exhorted

in Paul's letters to hve godly lives and make Christ-

like their relations one to the other—obedience to

masters and forbearance with slaves. "Bondserv-
anis [m], be obedient unto . . . .your masters,

.... as bondservants [m] of Christ .... And,
ye masters, .... forbear threatening: . . . .their

"Master and yours is in heaven, and there is no
respect of persons with him" (Eph 6 5-9).

Christ was a reformer, but not an anarchist. His
gospel was dynamic but not dynamitic. It was
leaven, electric with power, but permeated witli love.

Christ's life and teaching were against Judaistic

slavery, Rom slavery and any form of human slavery.

The l()ve of His gospel and the light of His life were
destined, in time, to make human emancipation

earth-wide and human brotherhood as universal as

His own benign presence.

I.iTEHATURE.—Nowack,//e& Arch.; 'E-wald.AUerthumer,
III,2S0-SS; (Jriinfi'ld, Die Stellung des Sklaven bei den
Judvn, nach bibl. und talniud. Quellen, 1886; Miclziner,
Die Verhallnisse der Sklaven bei den alien Hebrdern, 1859;
Mandl, Das Sklavenrecht des AT. 1880; Kahn, L' es-

clavauedans la Bible et le Talmud, 18G7; Saycc, Social Life

amoiio the Assyrians and Babylonians; Lane, Manners
and Customs of Modern Egyptians, 20.5; Arabian Nights,

I, 64 It; Thomson, LB; AlcCurdy, //PM,1894; Trum-
bull, Studies in Oriental Social Life, 1894. There is a
wealth of material in the Talmudic tractate KiddHshin
(pp. 17-22).

William Edward Raffety
SLAYING, sla'ing (by spear, dart, or sword).

See Punishments.

SLEEP, slep: Represents many words in Heb and

Gr. For the noun the most common are 'Ti'lW
,

shendh, and vttvos, hupnos; for the vb., ''^'^
,
ydshen,

3DT1J
, shdkhabh, and Kadeijdoj, katheudo. The figura-

tive uses for death (Dt 31 IG, etc) and sluggi.shness

(Eph 5 14, etc) are very obvious. See Dreams.

SLEEP, DEEP ("^^in, iardemah, vb. C"!"!

,

rddham, from a root meaning "to be deaf") : The vb.
rddham has no further nunming than "to be fast

asleep" (Jgs 4 21; Jon 1 5), but AV used "deep
sleep" as a tr only in Dnl 8 18; 10 9, where a
sleep supernaturally caused (a "trance") is meant
(cf "dead sleep" in Ps 76 G). RV's insertion of

"deep sleep" in place of AY's "fast asleep" in Jgs 4
21 is consequently unfortunate. The noun tardcindh

has the same meaning (jf "trance" in Gen 2 21;
15 12; 1 S 26 12; Job 4 13; 33 15, but in Prov
19 15; Isa 29 10, it is used figuratively of torpor.

In Acts 20 9 {hilptios Ixilhua), heavy natural sleep

is meant. Burton Scott Easton

SLEEVES, slevz (Gen 37 3 m). See Dress.

SLEIGHT, sht: No connection with "slight," but
from the same root as "sly" and so= "cunning."
So in Eph 4 14, "sleight of men," for Kv(3eia, kii-

be'ta, "dice-playing" (cf "cube"), "gamblers' tricks,"

"trickery."

SLIME, slim, SLIME PITS, shm'ints O'CU

,

henuir; LXX ao-<})a\Tos, <isph(dl<),'<; ^'uIg hltumcn;

RVm "bitumen"; cf Arab,
f.4^^

,
humtnar, "bitu-

men"; and cf 1''2n, hdincr, "clay," "mortar"): In

the account of the ark in Gen 6 14, '^'23, kupher

(LXX &<T(pa\Tos, dsphidlds; \'idg hitumoi; cf Arab.

JiS , kufr, "pitch") does not necessarily denote

vegetable pitch, but may well mean bitumen. The
same may be said of ^IST

,
zvphclh, "pitch" (cf Arab.

-;' zift, "pitch"), in Ex 2 3 and Isa 34 9. The

word "slime" occurs in tlie following jias.sages : "And
they had brick for stone, and slime had they for

mortar" (Gen 11 3); "Now the val(M)f Siddim was
full of slime pits" (Gen 14 10, m "bitumen ])its");

"She took for him an ark of bulru.shes, and daubed
it with slime and with pitch" (Ex 2 3).

Bitumen is a hydrocarbon allied to ]K"troleum and
natural gas. It is a lustrous black solid, breaking

with a conchoidal fracture, burning with a yellow-

flame, and melting when ignited. It is probably

derived from natural gas and ])etroleum by a process

of oxidation and evaporation, and it s occurrence may
be taken as a sign that other hydrocarbons are or

have been present in the strata. It is fomul in small

lumps and larger masses in the cretaceous limestone

on the west side of the Dead Sea, and there is reason

to believe that considerable quantities of it rise to

the surface of the Dead Sea din'ing earthquakes.

In ancient times it was exported to Egypt to be

used in embalming mummies. Important mines

of it exist at Hdsbeiya near Mt. Hermon and in

North Syria. Springs of liciuid bituminous matter

exist in Mesopotamia, where according to Herodotus

and other classical writers it was used as mortar with

sun-dried bricks. Various conjectures have been

made as to the part played by bitumen in the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. Diodorus

Siculus calls the Dead Sea Xi'/x^i? aa4>a\TlTLs, liinne

asphaltiiis, "lake of asphalt." See Siddim; Cities

OF THE Plain. Alfred Ely Day

SLING. See Armor, III, 2.

SLIP: As meaning "a cutting from a plant," it

is still good Eng. In this sense in Isa 17 10 for
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rn"i")2T, : nionili. 'hninrli." "twi.n." I'or I lie i)hrasc

"slip of the toiifiuc" cf Sir 14 I
; 19 1(1; 20 18;

21 7; 25 8.

SLOPES, slops. Sec ASIIDOTII-PISGAII.

SLOW, sld: Cliicfly for tjnS , 'erekh, lit. "Ions,"

in the plii'^i''^*' ''slow to iinjz;er" (Neli 9 17, etc).
_
In

Ex 4 10; IJv 24 2."); J;is 1 19, for ~22
,
hfMmlh;^

Ppadus, hnidils, both nieiining "heavy," "slu^fiish,"

while Sir 7 ;>'> uses "he slow" for oKrew, okurd.

"hesitate." In addition, AV uses "slow" for apyos,^

dnios, •inactive," in ^^i.sd 15 1"), "slow to s<>" d^^'

"lielple.'^s for walking"), and in Tit 1 12, ".slow

bellies" (IIV "idle gluttons"). In Sir 51 - K A\^

has "t)e slow" for varepew, huslen'o. "l)e lacking"

(.so RA')

.

SLUGGARD, shij^'ard: Found only in the OT,

and there onlv in Prov. It is the nniderni^ Riven

the word 'a<:(i evervwhere in IIV, but in AV only m
Prov 6 G.9; 10 2t); 13 4; 20 4; 26 IG (elsewhere

AV translates t)v "slothful"). The root meaning of

'a^el is "to be sluggish," "stupid." The Eng. word

"slug" is said to be "allied to slack" (W ebster).

SLUICE, skTos C^ , sekher, lit. "hire"): In Isa

19 10, AV reads, "all that niak(> sluices and jwnds

for fish." IIV entirely alters the tr of the whole

verse. It reads, ".And" the i)illars of Egyi)t shall l)e

broken in i)iec(>s; all they that work for hire [ni "that

make dams"] shall b(> grieved in soul."

SMELL, smel (Hcb and Aram, n"^"!., n'"h, as

noun, "savor," "scent"; n"~l, nVh, as vl)., lit^. "to

breathe," "to inhale," thence "to smell"; 6o-h.ti,

osme, the "smell," "savor," evtoSCo, eitodia, "sweet

smell " "fragrance," 6crc})pTio-is, ('/^phrcsis, "the sen.se

of smell"" vl). 6cr4>paivo[j.ai, oHpftrci'mouiai): ".And

he came near, and kissed him : and he smelled [way-

yarah] the smell [rW'h] of his raiment, and l)lessed

him," and said, Sec, the smell [rc"h] of my son is as

the smell [rc"h] of a field which Jeh hath bl(>ssed"

(Gen 27 27).
'

Idols are described as "gods, the work

of men's hands, wood and stone, which neither see,

nor hear, nor eat, nor smell' ' (Dt 4 28) .
Acceptable

sacrifices and pious conduct are called a "sweet

smell" or "savor" (Ex 29 18; Eph 5 2; Pliil 4

18), well-pleasing to God. The godless life, which

dishonors God, is hateful to Ilim: "I will not smell

the savor of your sweet odors" (Lev 26 31). The
phrase, "being in bad odor with a person," can be

traced to Bib. language: "Ye have made our savor

to be abhorred in the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the

eyes of his servants" (l^x 5 21). Thus "smell" is

occasionally equivalent with "quahty," "character"

:

"His [Moab'.s] taste remaineth in him, and his scent

is not changed" (Jer 48 11). Character or (luality

is the most infallible test, the most manifest adver-

tisement of a thing or a person; thus we find the

following very instructive i>assage: "[God] maketh
manifest thr()Ugh us the savor [osme] of his knowl-

edge in every place. For wc are a sweet savor

[euddia] of Christ unto God, in [better: "among"]

them that are saved, and in [better: "among"] them
that perish; to the one a savor [osnn] from death

unto death; to the other a savor [osme] from life

unto life" (2 Cor 2 14-16). S(>e Tkiumph. In the

passage Isa 3 24, AV "sweet smell" (ntJ3 , besem,

"balsam plant") has been changed to "sweet .spices"

in RV. II- L. E. LuERiNG

SMITH, smith. See Crafts, 10; Tubal-cain.

SMITING BY THE SUN. See St x Smiting.

SMOKE, siiiok: Iscd figuratively of ihe Divine

jealousy (Dt 29 20) .and anger (I's 74 \)\ symbolic

of the glory of tlu; Divine holiness (Isa 4 .">; 6 4;

Rev 15 8)."

SMYRNA, smur'na (Z\i.vpva., Sinnnui): Smyrna,
a larg(> ancient city on the western coast of .Asia

Minor, at the; head of a gulf wliich

1. Ancient reaches 30 mil(>s inland, was originally

peopled by th(> Asiatics known as the

1 -elages. The cit y seems to have been t aken from t he

Lelages by the Aeolian Greeks about 1100 PC; there

*^ Mt:^&^i*!t^?> — 1
-

.•\iici('nt A(iiu'(liict at Smyrna.

still remain traces of the cyclopean masonry
of that early time. In 688 15C it passed into the

possession of the Ionian Greeks and was made one

of the cities of the Ionian confederacy, but in 627

BC it was taken bv the Lydians. During the years

301 to 281 liC, Lysunachus entirely rel)uilt it on a

new site to the S.W. of the earlier cities, and sur-

rounded it by a wall. Standing, as it did, upon a

good harbor, at the head of one of the chief high-

ways to the interior, it early became a great trading-

center and the chief port for the export trade. In

Rom times, Smyrna was considered the most

brilliant citv of Asia Minor, successfully rivaling

Pergamos and Ephesus. Its streets were wide and

paved. Its system of coinage was old, and now
about the citv coins of ev<n-y i)eriod are found. It

was celebrated for its schools of science and medi-

cine, and for its handsome Iniildings. Among them

was the Homerium, for Smyrna was one of several

places which claimed to be the birthplace of the

poet. On the slope of Mt. Pagus was a theater

which seated 20,000 sjiectators. In the year 23 AD
a temple was built in honor of Tiberius and his

mother Julia, and the Golden Street, connecting the

temples of Zeus and Cyl)ele, is said to have been the

best in any ancient city. Smyrna early became a

Christian citv, for there was onc^ of the Seven

Churches of "'the Book of Rev (2 8-11). There

Polycarp, the bishop of Smyrna, was martyreti,

though without the sanction of the Rom govern-

ment. It seems that the J(>ws of Smyrna were more

antagonistic than were the Romans to the spread of

Chri.stianitv, for it is said that, even on Saturday,

their sacred dav, they brought wood for the fire in

which Polycarp was burned. His grave is still

shown in a cemetery there. Like many other

cities of Asia Alinor, Smyrna suffered frequently,

esp. during the years 178-80 AD, from earthquakes,

but it always escaped entire destruction. During

the Middle Ages the city was the scene of many
struggles, the most fierce of which was directed

by Timur against the Christians. Tradit ion relates

that there he built a tower, using as stones the heads

of a thousand captives which he put to death, yet

Smyrna was the last of the Christian cities to hold

out against the Mohammedans; in 1424 it fell into
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tlic liMiiils of tli(> 'i'urks. Il was llic discovery of

AiiKM-ica and the resulting discovery of a sea route

to India Avliich ruined the Smyrna tratle.

Modern Smyrna is still the largest city in Asia

Minor, witli a jxjpulation of about 250,000, of whom
half are Greek and less than one-

2. Modern fourth are Mohanmiedans. Its mod-
ern name. Ismir, is but a Turkish cor-

ruption of the ancient name. Even under the

Turkish government the city is progressive, and is

the capital of the Aidin vilayet, and therefore the

home of a governor. Several railroads follow tlie

courses of the ancient routes into the distant

interior. In its harbor ships from all parts of the

world maybe seen. The ancient harbor of Paul's

tinu> has I)eenfilled in, and there the modern bazaars
St :uid. The old stadium has been destroyed to make
room for modern buildings, and a large part of the
ancient city lies buried beneath the modern houses

and the 40 mosques of which the city boasts. The
better of the modern buildings, belonging to the
government and occupied by the foreign consuls,

stand along the modern quay. Traces of the

ancient walls are still to be found. W. of Mt. Pagus
is the E]ihesian gate, and the Black-gate, as the

Turks call it, is near the railroad station. The
castle upon jSIt. Pagus, 400 ft. above the sea, dates

fr()m Byzantine times. The prosperity of Smyrna
is due, not only to the harbor and the port of entry

to tlie interior, but partly to the perfect climate

of s])ring and autumn—the winters are cold and
tlie sunnners are hot; and also to the fertility of

ih(^ surrounding country. _Figs,_ grajies, valonia,

oi)ium, sponges, cotton and liquorice root arc among
the chief articles of trade. See also Cutuiches,
Si; VEX. E. J. Banks

SNAIL, STifd ([1] '^°ch, hornet, IIV "sand-lizard,"

LXX o-avpa, saura, "lizard" [Lev 11 30]; [2]

b^""Zlir, shaUfhll, LXX KTipos, herds, "wa.\" [Ps 58

S]) : (1) Iluniet is 7th in the list of imclean "creeping

things" in Lev 11 30, and occurs nowhere else.

"Snail" is not warranted by LXX or Vulg. RV has
"sand-lizard." It may be the skink or a species of

Lanrlii. See Lizard. (2) Shahlfbll is tr'' "snail"

in I's 58 S: "Let them be as a snail which melteth
anil ])asset]i awiiy." Mandelkern gives Umax,
"slug." (iesenius derives shahh'lill from Imhil, "to

pour"; cf Arab. 6n//^/, "to wet," instancing 'Xet/j.a^,

lehiKix, "snail," or "slug," from Xei/3w, le'ilni, "to
pour." While LXX has/ccro.s, "wax," Talm (Mf/edh
Kfitdn Qh) supports "snail." The ordinary expla-

nation of the pas.sage, which is not very satisfying,

is that the snail leaves a trail of mucus (i.e. it

melts) as it moves along. This does not in any way
cause the snail to waste away, because its glands

are continually manufacturing fresh mucus. Two
large species of snail. Helix aspersa and Helix
jwiiKillii, are collected and eaten, boiled, by the

Christians of Syria and Pal, esp. in Lent. The
Jews and Moslems declare them to be imclcan and
do not eat them. Alfkkd Ely Day

SNARE, snar (HIE
,

imh; Tra-yCs, imcjis, but

Ppoxos, hwchos, in 1 Cor 7 35) : Over half a
dozen Ileb words are used to indicate different

methods of taking birds and animals, of which the

snare (HE
,
pah) ismentioned oftenerthan any other.

It was a noose of hair for small birds, of wire for

larger birds or smaller animals. The snares were set

in a favorable location and grain scattered to at tract

theattention of feathered creatures. They accepted
the bribe of good feeding and walked into the snare,

not suspecting danger. For this r(>ason the snare
became particularly applicable in d(>scribing a
tempting bril)e offered by men to lead their fellows

into troubl(>, and the list of icfcrcnccs is a long on(\

all of the sanu- nalin-e. See V.\ 10 7; 1 S 18 21;
28 «); Ps 11 (i; 18 5, "snares of death"; u.sed

svmbohcallv of anything that may kill: 91 3;

124 7; 140 5; 141 9; Prov 7 23; 13 14; 18 7;

20 25; 22 25; 29 25; Eccl 9 12. "But this is a
people robbed and plundered; they are all of them
snared in holes, and they are hid in ])rison-houses:

they are for a prey, and none delivereth; for a
spoil, and none saith. Restore" (Isa 42 22). Here
it is specified that the snar(; was in a hole so covered
as to conceal it. Jer 18 22 clea.rly indicuites

that the digging of a pit to take prey w.is customary,
and also the hiding of the snare for the feet. North
American Indians in setting a snare usually figure

on catching the bird arouncl the neck. Jer 50 24,

"I have laid a snare for thee"; Hos 9 8, "A fowler's

snare is in all his ways"; Am 3 5 seems to indicate

that the snare was set for the feet ; Lk 21 34, "But
take heed to yourselves, lest haply .... that

day come on you suddenly as a snare"; Rom 11 9,

"Let their table be made a snare, and a tra])";

1 Cor 7 35, "not that 1 may cast a snare ujjon

you"; 1 Tim 3 7, "the snare of the devil"; also

6 9, "But they that are minded to be rich fall into

a temptation and a snare and many foolish and
hurtful lu.sts, such as drown men in tlestruction and
perdition." See Gin; Net; ^J'kai'.

GEXE Stuattox-Porter

SNEEZE, snez pli", zonr, Pd'el-form ^^T

,

zarar): "The child sneezed seven times, and the

child opened his eyes" (2 K 4 35). "Sn(H>zing,"

better "snorting," is found in the description of

Leviathan (the crocodile) : "His sneezings [ri"iIJ"'vrj

\1ttshah] flash forth light, and his eyes are like the

eyehds of the morning" (Job 41 18 llleb 1()|).

See Neesing.

SNOW, sno {jht!, shelegh, .V?ri
, i'lagh [Bnl 7 9];

Xitov, chion): (1) Snow is not imconmion in the

winter in Jerus, but it never rcuiches any depth and
in many winters it is not seen at all. It usually

disappears, for the most part, as soon as the sun

appears, though it may "hkle itself" for a time in

the gorge cut by a stream (Job 6 10). On lower

levels than Jerus there is never sufhcicmt to cover

the ground, though often there are some flakes seen

in the air. Even at sea-level there is occasionally

a sufficient fall of hail to cover the ground. A vei-y

exceptional snowfall is related in 1 Mac'c 13 22 at

Adora (near Hebron). It was heavy enough to

prevent the movement of trooi)S. (2) The tops of

the mountains of Lebanon are white with snow
for most of the year, and snow may be found in

large banks in the vall(>ys and the nortlun'n slopes

at any time in the summer. Mt.HcTinon, 9,200

ft. high, has long streaks of snow in the valleys all

the summer. (3) The snow of the mountains is the

source of the water of the springs which last through-

out the drought of summer. In case the snow fails

there is sure to be a lack of water in the fountains:

"Shall the snow of I>(>banon fail .... or shall the

cokl waters that flow down from afar l)e dried up?"

(Jer 18 14). (4) Large quantities
_
of snow are

stored in caves in the moimtains in winter and

are brought down to the citi(>s in summer to be

us(>d in place of ice for cooling drinks and refriger-

ating purposes.

(5) God's power over the elements of X'^ature is

often brought out in the OT: "For he saith to the

snow, Fall thou on the earth" (Job 37 0); but

man cannot fathom the works of God: "Ilast thou

entered the treasuri(>s of the snow?" (Job 38 22).

"The snowy day" (1 Ch 11 22; 2 S 23 20) and

the "fear of snow" (Prov 31 21)^ are figurative

uses describing winter and cold. "Snow in sum-
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hut" (Prov 26 1) would ho most out of i)]ace, yet

it iniKJit be most refrcsliin^ to the tired woriuiion in

the time of hai'V(\st.

((')) Snow is the symbol of i)urity and cleanness,

j!;ivins us some of our most beautiful passa^(^s of

Scrii)tvn-e: "\V:ish me and 1 shall be whiter than

snow" (Ps 51 7); ''Though j-our sins be as scarlet,

they shall 1)0 as white as snow" (Isa 1 IS). Carry-

inji thefijiure farth(>r, snow-water mifiht Ix^ expected

to have a special value for cleansin<i: "If 1 wash
myself with snow-water" (Job 9 30). 'i'he most
common u.se in Scripture is to d(>note whiteness in

color and implying i)uritv as well: "His raiment was
white as snow" (DnlT 9; Mt 28 ;3; "Slk 9 3;

Rev 1 U).
(7) The whiteness of lejirosy is comi)ared to snow

(Ex 4 0; Xu 12 10; 2 K 5 27).

Alfhf.i) H. Jov
SNUFFERS, snuf'erz, SNUFFDISHES, snuf-

dish-ez ("I'npsb'C ,
7uelkah<iyim, Pi'pn'C , muhtdih):

These two utensils are thrice mentioned in connec-

tion with the wilderness tabernacle (Ex 25 3<S;

37 23; Nu 4 9). ARV prefers to read "snufTers

and snufTdishes" in place of "tongs and snufTdishes"

(cf 2 Ch 4 22), the connection between the two
utensils being indicated by the fact that both are

said to belong to the seven lamps, and were to be

made out of the talent of gold which was specified

as the weight of the whole (Ex 25 37-39).

The seven-branched candlestick wliich stood in

the holy place of both tabernacle and temple was
surmounted, in each of its arms, by a removable
lamp in which olive oil was burnt. Erom the

requirement of keeping these lights brilliantly

burning throughout each night of the year, arose the

need for snufTers and snuffdishes. By the former,

the burnt portions of the wick were removed; in

the latter they were dej)osited previous to removal.

The lamps niay have reciuired to be trimmed as

often as every half-hour. For this purpose a

priest would enter the outer chamber "accomplish-

ing the services" (He 9 6).

In the time of Solomon's Temple another word
than melkahayim was used to describe this utensil.

It is n"11£TT2 , m''zamm''rdlh, from a vb. meaning

"to prune" or "trim," and is found in 1 K 7 50;

2 K 12 13; 25 14; 2 Ch 4 22; Jer 52 18. In

4 of these passages, the Eng. text reads, "the

snufTers and the basins"; the 5th is merely a sum-
mary of things taken to Babylon (2 K 25 14). In

this constant later association of "basins" and
"snuffers" it is seen that the basins referred to wn>re

used for the reception of the cast-off portions of the

wicks of the seven lamps, and took the place of the

snuffdishes of an earlier age. See Toxgs.
W. Shaw Caldecott

SO, so (X'lD , sd\ although the Heb might be
iinted ^^jC , sewe' ; Assyr Sih'u; LXX Sn^iop,

Segor, Swd, Sod; Manetho, Sev^xos, Seuechoa;

Lat ^Sevcchufi; Herod, [ii. VST if], "Za^aKuv, S(ibakdn):

In all probability the "Sabaeo" of Herodotus, the

Shabaka, who founded the Ethiopian dynasty,

the XXVth of Egvp kings. His date is given as

715-707 BC (Flinders Petrie, History of Egypt, III,

281 fT), but we may suppose that before his accession

to the tlirone he was entitled to be designated king,

as being actually regent. To this So, Iloshea,

king of Israel, made an appeal for assistance to

enable him to throw off the yoke of the Assyr
Shalmaneser IV (2 K 17 3 ff). But Hoshea's

submission to So brought him no advantage, for

Shalmaneser came up throughout all the land and
laid siege to Samaria. Not long after the fall of

Samaria, So ventured upon an eastern campaign,

and was defeated by Sargon, the successor of Shal-

maneser, in the battle of Raphia in 720 BC.

po

[jITKKatuhk.— Flitulcrs Petrie, Ilixtury of E(;ypt, III,
L'Sl ir; Mc(nirdy, HJ'M. I, 42L>; Schriider, COT. I, 201.

T. XlcoL
SOAP, sop (fl'^na, horith; AV sope) : BDrlth is

a derivative of ^3 , bdr, "purity," hence something
which cleanses or makes pure. Soaj) in the modern
sense, as referring to a salt of a fatty acid, for

example, that produced by treating olive oil with
caustic soda, was i:)robaljly vmknown in 01' times.

Even today there are districts in the interior of

Syria where soap is never used. Cooking utensils,

(dothes, even the body are cleansed with a.shes.

The ashes of the household fires are carefully saved
for this purjjose. Th(> cleansing material referred

to in Jer 2 22 (cf LXX ad loc., where borUh is

rendered by TToia, 7>o(« = "grass") and jVIal 3 2 was
])robably the v(>getabl(> lye called in Arab, d kttli

(the origin of Eng. alkali). This material, which
is a mixture of crude sodium and })otassium car-

bonates, is sold in the market in the form of greyish
lumps. It is produced by burning the desc^rt

])lants and adding enough water to the ashes to

agglomerate them. Before the discovery of Le-
blanc's process large quantities of kali were exported
from Sj'ria to Europe.

For washing clothes the women sprinkle the pow-
dered kali over the wet garments and then place them
on a flat stone and ])ound them with a wooden
paddle. For washing the body, oil is first smeared
over the skin and then kali rubbed on and the whole
slimy mixtiu'e rinsed off with water. Kali was also

used anciently as a flux in refining precious metals

(cf jSIal 3 2). At the present time many Syrian

soap-makers prefer the kali to the imported caustic

soda for soai)-making.

In Sus (ver 17) is a curious ref(>rence to "washing
balls" {sinPgmata). James A. Patch

SOBER, s5'ber, SOBRIETY, so-brl'fi-ti, SOBER-
NESS, sd'ber-nes (Gr adj. sophron, and its related

nouns, sophrosilnc, Hophroiiisinos; vbs. sophronco

and suphronizo; aclvb. sophronos, "of sound mind,"
"self-possessed," "without excesses of any kind,"

"moderate and discreet"): In Mk 5 15; Lk 835,
"sane," said of one out of whom demons had just

been cast. In the Pastoral Epp., this virtue is esp.

commended to certain classes, because of extrava-

gances characterizing particular periods of life, that

had to be guarded against, viz. to aged men,
with reference to the querulousness of old age (Tit

2 2); to young men, with reference to their san-

guine views of life, and their tendency to dis-

regard consequences (Tit 2 G); enjoined upon
young women, with reference to extravagance in

dress and speech (Tit 2 5; 1 Tim 2 9); and, in

a similar manner, conunended to ministers, because

of the importance of their judgment and conduct,

as teachers and exemplars (1 Tim 3 2). "Words
of soberness" (Acts 26 25) are contrasted with

the "mania," "madness," that Festus had just

declared to be the explanation of Paul's eloquence

(ver 24).

In a few passages, the Gr vb. ntpho and its deriva-

tive adj. nephdlios are used in the same sense. The
word originally had a physical meaning, as opposed

to drunkenness, and is thus used in 1 Thess 5 6.8,

as the foundation of the deeper meaning. Used
metaphorically also in the Pastoral Epp. and 1 Pet,

as sometimes in the classics, for "cool," "unimpas-
sioned." Ellicott, on 1 Tim 3 2.11, distinguishes

between the two words by regarding sophron "as

pointing to the outward exhibition of the inward vir-

tue" implied in nephalios. H. E. Jacobs

SOCHO, so'ko: Occurs in 1 Ch 4 18, RV
"Soco." See Socoh.
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